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1

"Less Haste"

ONE

night last week, an
audience in a New York

neighborhood
theater
walked out. Couldn't stand such
rotten sound.
Recently, a distinguished star's first talker had
a
nice
New York opening.
Everything there but the sound.
Then there was a certain picture, handicapped to begin with
because it was terrible, that had

MYERS

CHAWS

Plans 25 More

MEETING

Indiana and Ohio,

trouble

may

be laid at several
doors. You have the exhibitor, eager
to wire, who buys any old equipment so long as it reproduces. Then,
the chap who rushes the installation
with no thought of allowing suffiThe
cient time for a proper job.
other side of the fence reveals the
for
manufacturer,
eager
business,
who equips as rapidly as he can
without worrying over reproductive

forum

Ass'n

to

of

the Allied
States
here on July 2,
Abram F. Myers, president and general counsel of Allied States Ass'n
Mates that some exhibitor leaders not
connected with the association have
responded to invitation to attend the
meeting.
He calls upon exhibitors
to send in letters, telegrams and affidavits of the film rentals and score
charges they are paying, together
witli
protection situation they are
facing.
The Allied meeting was scheduled
following a session in Chicago at
which the association dec ded to ask
a government investigation of conditions existing in the industry.

be

held

:

Inquiry Fails to Reveal
"Producers' Meeting"
Extensive

inquiry

for his

through to give

F.P.

any

— Famous

Albee; announcement that
E.
F.
plans have been arranged for a theater and office building in Halifax,
to cost a million; the signing of

Strong

opposition

the

last

ed,"

he stated on his return Satur-

bill

(Confiinued on

precedents in

to

was found by R. F. WoodM.P.T.O.A. president, in "the
two conventions I have attend-

hart

Page

2)

literature,

we

w-onder, do Hollywood authors
turn for many of their extraordinary
The
ideas in story construction?
popular formula, in many cases,

Columbia Plans to
Produce Legit Shows
Marking a new departure

in

pro-

seems to run something like this:
duction angles, Columbia Pictures
Take continuity and choke it to Corp. next season will enter the field
death, murder consistency and disre- of Broadway stage productions which

KANN

—

being continued at a rapid pace, with
a deal for control of the Saenger
circuit,
New Orleans, and negotiations for the Northwest Theater circuit

(Finkelstein
slated as

apolis,

&

Ruben), Minne-

next

campaign.
Saenger

officials

York

more than

for

(Continued

steps

have been

the

in

in

New

on

Page 2)

Negotiations are understood completed for acquisit'on of Gaumont
British Corp.'s unissued common capreported
ital bv a British group, it is
The
Journal."
St.
Wall
by "The

on

Page

7)

PROJECTOR FIRM MERGER

REPORTED AS IMMINENT

ban houses in Winnipeg from Henry
These theaters are the
Morton.

of projector manufacturers
circles as
firtancia 1
in
v n Internacompleted
practically

Merger

is

reported

nucleus
-e
tional Projector Corp.,
Just what
of the reported combine.
other companies are connected with
the reported merger cannot be ascertained.

International

now

ing on new equipment,
reach the market some

is

work-

slated

time

to
this

unissued common comprises 1,300,- summer.
sub000 shares, purchased at a price
h gher than the market
stantially
Officials of International Projector
quotation, the report states.
Corp. could not be reached for a
statement on the reported merger.
;

Legit Shows Being Tried

common sense. Then besprinkle will later be transferred to the screen.
the wreck with absurdities, throw in Scripts will be assigned to producers is
in
a couple of gags, write a mess of whose
past experience best suits
high school dialogue, heat with pro- them to handle a particular type of If
it
duction values and serve.
The program wiH incTude of
play.
{Continued on Page 2)

gard

Expansion program of Publix, announced at the recent Paramount St.
Louis convention by Sam Katz, is

details for taking over of four subur-

(Continued

Brook-

Key Houses

Players Canadadded to its holdThe new deings in the Dominion.
velopments include the purchase of York.
the Imperial at St. John, N. B., from
Admission has been made that the

Toronto

ian Corp. has again

Woodhull Finds Strong
British Group Reported in
Brookhart Bill Opposition Deal with Gaumont British
hull,

it.

Just Weird

To what

or

to

three months
in connection with the deal, while
representatives of the F. & R. circuit are due in New York this week.
While mission of the F. & R. officials
is the buying of product for next season, it is reported as practically certain that the proposed deal will be
discussed. M. L. Finkelstein and EdRuben are expected in New
die

own

good. The
manufacturer should understand howshort-sighted a rush-order policy is
The public demands
for his good.
a good show and doesn't give a hoot
in L what troubles have to be waded

more sense

called by
2

planning

agreement for an interest in the Caof the final
York sino, and working out

New

in

any meeting
July 1 and
Something ought to be done about
The theater man should exercise time next week.
to reveal
producers for
fails

qualities.
it.

open

is

acquisition of 25 more houses,
it was stated here when Blair
McElroy, treasurer of the company, was here on an inspection tour. The firm is building
the Paramount and one other
house here.

Program

Result in at Least 25

—

Anderson, Ind. Publix-Fitzpatrick McElroy, recently formed to operate 35 theaters in

WEED TO OFFSET FOOOM
1

The

Price 5 Cents

$40,000,000

—

The Blame

1929

SAENGER AND F. & R. DEALS
SEEN NEXT IN PUBLIX CAMPAIGN

an unfortunate premiere not
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
lung
ago.
The reproducer
Washington Declaring that prosquawked against performing. ducers have called a meeting in New
York July
and 2 to offset the
What a night that was
All over the land, bad sound
is
driving dollars away from
theaters, many of them never to
return.
Champions of sound
are growing less sure of their
ground and the inbetweeners are
turning plain sour.

1,

Tribunal to Act on Mergers
by Pantages at Seattle
Is Proposed by Donovan
Seattle— Fixed policy of Pantages
set
to be changed, with roadshows
the summer.
at the local house for
experiment proves successful,

Bedford /Springs,

ment
upon

of an

industrial

Pa.— Establish-

court to pass

trade mergers and comb-nathis
determine if they are legal
houses
to
other
tions
to
may be extended
(Continued on Page I)
the combination chain.
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DAILY

is
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Monday, Jjiy 1,1929

1

this week in the long-run division, with
"The Cocoanuts" at the Rialto.

no change

"Alibi" succeeding

JIIN

Today:

PUBLISHER

W. AL1C8ATE

the exception of

Price 5 Cents

Picture

"Broadway Melody"

Published daily except Saturday and holidays
at
1650 Broadway, t\"e« York, N. Y. ana
copyright (19^9) by Wid's Films and Film
Folk. Inc.
W. Alicoate, President and
J.
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann, Vice-President
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer,
Business and Advertising Manager. Entered
as second class matter, May 21, 1918, at the
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the act
of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free)
United States outside of Greater New York
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
$3.00.
Foreign, $15.00.
Subscribers should
remit with order.
Address all communica
tions to
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broad
wav. New York, N. Y.
Phone Circle 4736
4737-4738-4739.
Cable address:
Filmday.
New York.
Hollywood.
California
Ralph
Wilk. 6425 Hollywood Blvd.
Phone Granite
6607.
London Ernest W. Fredman, The
Film
Renter.
89-91
Wardour
St.,
W.
T.
Berlin
Karl Wolff sohn. Lichtbildbuehne.
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
Paris
P. A. Harle.
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la
Cour-des-Noues, 19.

"Bulldog Drummond"
"The Black Watch"

.

.

.

Opening Date

M-G-M

Astor

Feb.

8

Third

May
May
May
May

2

sales

Globe
Winter Garden.

Warner
Paramount
Columbia
First National.

"Thunderbolt"
"Broadway Babies"

Paramount

"Alibi"

United Artists.

.

.

.

June
June
June
June
June
June

.

Embassy
Warner
Rivoli

National.

First

.

Criterion

.

.

.

.

Central
Rialto

22

—

July

29

Tribunal to Act on Mergers

12
17

—

—

(Continued from Page

20
29

Arlington,

Crescent,

A

Low

Close

33$4

33

33

25M

25^

2554

High
Con. Fm.

Ind.

pfd.

Kodak

East.

H

181

8954
36
112

112

181

*do

pfd
'First Nat. pfd

Fox Fm. "A"
Keith A-O
do pfd
Loew's, Inc
do pfd
*M-G-M pfd

M.

S7%
93^

88
36
112

secured

Pathe Exch
do "A"

Radio-K-A-O
•Stanley Co
•Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

Winnipeg.

Sales

100
100
200

600
100
100

57%

57^

2'00

93

93'A

200

Sl'A
65?4
^Vt
20
36
40
98^$

200
600
300

52^
65^

Siyi
65'/

9J4
20
36

20

9H
35

119

120M

60^

do pfd

'

59^

119

100
4,600
....

59^

1,600
1,200

4$4

2,900

CURB MARKET
Acoustic

Prod.

4^

...

79^

Columbia Pets.
Fm. Ind
•Film Insp

...

Con.

32
21 J^

32..
21 fg

22

22

Proj

•Loew do

deb.

Thea.

Trans-Lux

29?£

29

29

25

25

22%
13%

22^

22^

1.200

13 J4

1354
20

200

•Univ. Pict
•do pfd

1,100
....

200

6s

x-war...

41

•Par.

•Pathe

6s

7s

47..

91

105J4

97%
98%

90%

91

105% 105%

97%
98%

5%s51

By.

will

have

37

97%
98%
99%
70%

CURB BONDS
88%

•Am. Seat. 6s 36
•Warner 6%s 28

198

OVER THE COUNTER
Roxy "A"

26
27

do units
do com
Skouras Bros
•Technicolor

United Art
do pfd
Univ. Ch. com.
do pfd

2

3

42

70

69
10
80

2
75

85

•LAST PRICE QUOTED

the

M.P.T.O.A. was

pointed out, went on record against
the Brookhart bill at the Toronto
convention last October.

De Forest Patent

Suit Is

Brought Against Stanley

—

Wilmington, Del. Suit for injunction has been filed by General Talking Pictures and De Forest Phonofilm,

Inc.,

against

the

Stanley

Columbia Plans to
Produce Legit Shows

re-

Co.

of America, charging infringement
of patents in conjunction with sound-

(Continued from Page

1)

dramas, musical comedies, farces and
straight comedies by well known
playwrights.
The stage plays will
be produced in association with leading Broadway managers. Jack Cohn
states that this plan will give Columbia a metropolitan audience's reaction to a play before bringing it
to the

screen.

Holding Conferences

Trem

Carr, supervising director of

Rayart Pictures, is in New York for
a conference with W. Ray Johnston
on the 1929-30 all-talking program.

on-film reproduction.
Permanent injunction, accounting and delivery to
Crosbyton House Redecorated
themselves or destruction of all films
St. Louis
Many musicians in St. and instruments used in the alleged
Crosbyton, Tex. The Queen has
Louis have been thrown out of em- infringements are asked by the plain- been opened here after improveployment as the result of the theaters tiffs.
ments.
in this territory entering upon their
summer policy which calls for a curRayart Film Finished
tailment of the number of players in West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood "Handcuffed," featurthe
orchestra.
Practically
every
house in St. Louis has cut the num- ing Virginia Brown Faire and Wheelber of musicians employed and will er Oakman, the first of four all-talkcontinue with the reduced orchestras ing productions to be made by Ray-

Hits
St. Louis Zone Musicians

—

—

—

opening of the Fall season. art Pictures, which will complete
Some houses that regularly used 16 their 1929 program, has been finishplayers are now using but nine ed at the Phil Goldstone Studios.
Others have reduced proportionately.

2
5
1

2

Marriage of Ruth White, daughter
of Mrs. Edith White, of Boston to
Robert T. Kane, New York, takes
place today at Orange, N. J.
An
elaborate musical program has been
arranged by Boris Morros, general
musical director of Publix, Jesse
Crawford, organist of the Paramount,
and John Quinlan, tenor will be the
soloists, assisted by the Paramount
string

ensemble

Edward

!»•

Mr • J^.»

under

direction

of

STUDIO
RECORDING
NOW
AVAILABLE
FOR PRODUCERS OF SOUND AND TALKING PICTURES

COMPLETE LARGE SOUND STAGE
Built

by Johns Manville Co.

INCLUDING THE FINEST LIGHTING AND RECORDING

EQUIPMENT

Paul.

30

35
67
5
.

28

to

iterated at both conventions, Woodhull declared.
The M.P.T.O.A., he

Summer Slump

Kane Wedding Today

BOND MARKET
A-O 6s 46..
Loew 6s 41ww
Paramount

Famous Players

in

the Playhouse, Winnipeg, before the
end of July, it is stated, and will reopen that house with talkers. It is
owned by a Boston syndicate.
The latest compilation shows that
Famous Players now owns close to
180 theaters in Canada, this being
slightly under one-fifth of all houses
in operation in the whole country.

1

Keith

do

Osborne and Tivoli

his

attended both the
North Carolina and the western Missouri and Kansas unit meetings. Allegiance

ant attorney general, in an address
before the Pennsylvania Bar Ass'n.
The colonel formerly was in charge
of the anti-trust department of the
Dept. of Justice. He handled investigation of the arbitration and credit
committee systems in the industry.

until the

25

19

Sup...

400

l$i

rts

Ser

Scr.

100
100

2%

D.W. "A"

•Griffith,

Intern.

32

21^

"A"... 22^

Fox Thea.

Nat.
Nat.

4^2

& Katz

•Bal.

the

25^

Cap
F-L

P.

Para.

S7%
35K

181
128
108

week or two ago Famous Play-

ers acquired the Berry chain of seven
theaters in British Columbia and also

STOCK MARKET
{QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)
Seat

Wonderland

and Gaiety.

Financial

Am.

1)

1)

During

Woodhull

trip,

(Continued from Page

Page

day from Kansas City.

EXPANSI

1)

was suggested by Col. William P.
(Wild Bill) Donovan, former assist-

21

(.Continued from

—

Proposed by Donovan

Is

20

Woodhull Finds Strong
Brookhart Bill Opposition

CANADIAN FIRM

P.

United
Artists
sectional
meet at San Francisco.
Meeting of Allied States Assn.,
Washington.

27

THE

F.

at Atlantic City.
Tiffany-Stahl sales convention at Detroit.

Annual

Theater

Universal

"Broadway"
"On With the Show"
"The Four Feathers"
"Fall of Eve"
"Drag"

Pathe convention

Distributor

United Artists .... Apollo
Fox
Gaiety

1929

The Industry's
Date Book

The Broadway Parade
THERE

1,

Odon Sells Georgia House
Sandersville, Ga.
W. H. Odom has
sold his interests in the Pastime to

—

H. H. Newman. Odom has secured
an option on two houses in North
Carolina and is expected to exercise
his option in the near future.

METROPOLITAN STUDIOS,

Inc.

FORT LEE
NEW YORK OFFICE
1600

BROADWAY,

N. Y. C.

TELEPHONE
LACKAWANNA 7511

TIFFANY

-

^TVIUL pre^enty

TV© ©UTSTYII1DING BOX-OFFICE
DIALOGUE PICTURE/

NEW_QRLEAfcLe:

Vivid, heart-thrilling drama of a

man whose
woman was
woman's
^.a&-

a

faith

in

a

:

„

-

r^i.uUii.

good

restored by a bad

sacrifice.

background

of

Told against
picturesque

Algeria, burning Sahara sands,

and the French Foreign Legion.
With William Collier, Jr., Alma
Bennett, Eddie Gribbon and

George E. Stone.
Directed by

George Archainbaud

Synchronized by

RCA

Photophone.

or Silent
Available on Sound Film, or on Disc,

TIFFflNy-</>TdWL
729

SEVENTH

AVE.

PRODUCTION/
iTP^i

mew

IMC

yoi^K

city.

—

THE

«^3
SOUND

DAILV

NEW DEVELOPMENTS

Monday, July

ON EQUIPMENT
AND VARIOUS DE-

IN

TIPS

THE FAST GROWING

By CHARLES

F.

HYNES

Production

being

is

speeded

on

talking-singing shorts being
made by the Raytone Corp., at the
Metropolitan studios, Fort Lee, N.
There are 18 one reel and 12 two
J.
reel subjects on the program.
Signed for the new organization are
Tommy Christian and his Palisades
Orchestra; Mark Linder Productions,
whose first picture will be "Ankles"
starring Robert Bentley, now featured on Broadway in ''My Girl Friday," and Fred Ardath, Vitaphone
Short's star, who will make a series
of six, the first of which will be
Al Linder will
"Cabaret Nights."
make a series of stage presentation
30

American Sound Studio,

at

New

York.
The plant, recently
opened, has available sound-on-film
and sound-on-disc recording systems
for independent producers.
Production

on the

Wiring Oceanside House

—

picture of the series
Follies,"

comedy, featuring
Art Landry and His Victor Recording
Orchestra, has been completed. Work
on the second starts today.
musical

tabloid

Talkers,

acts.

first

made by Smith, "The Gob's

Day and Date

Launch Sound

—

THAT
By PHIL M.

i

National Sound Pictures, independent talking and singing picture company, has been formed by Edwin
Earle Smith, who will produce the
pictures

THAT'S

AVAILABLE

Smith Forms Company
Pictures Only Now at
Raytone Speeds Work
on 30 Shorts Program
to Make Sound Shorts
Ottawa; Many Wired
the

—AND

NOW

VICES ARE

OF SYNCHRONIZATION

FIELD

DALY

___

rpHAT CERTAIN SOMETHING

*- called atmosphere has
been created by the bunch over at the AmeriOttawa For 25 years Ottawa has can Sound Studios and when you
had vaudeville entertainment but the walk through the place you encounter
only vaudeville house in the Canadian it from genial Jack Noble, superviscapital, B. F. Keith's, has turned to ing director, all the way down the
an exclusive talking picture policy, line to the kindly old man at the
The doggone vibrations, radistage acts having made their final gate.
exit last Friday.
Incidentally, Ot- ations, or anything you want to call
tawa has not had a legitimate the- this atmosphere thing, has even beater for more than a year and the come a part of the first Art Landry
only stock company house in the city musical comedy tabloid they have
has been closed for a month.
On just completed. Don't take our word
Get a flash at Art swinging
the other hand, practically every pic- for it.
ture theater is wired and Ottawa his Victor artists through their stuff
has had more wired theaters, in pro- and dainty Jean La Marr singing and
portion to population, than any other stepping along, and you'll realize
city in Canada.
B. F. Keith's, Ot- that something different has entered
tawa, is being taken over by Radio- the film world over on West 44th St.

—

—

*

Keith-Orpheum of Canada, Sept. 1.
Policies Famous Players Canadian Corp. has
a half interest in this new chain.

Oceanside, Cal. Western Electric
Hamilton,
Ont. Two
theaters
equipment will be installed at the La here opened simultaneously with
Paloma by L. R. Mathers who re- sound and with the same feature,
cently took over the house.
these being the Delta and Queen's,
both popular suburban houses. The
St. Mary's House Wired
The Regent, under attraction was "The Doctor's SecSt. Marys, O.

1929

1,

but

Wheeling House
Wheeling,

W.

Wired
Sound equip-

to be

Va.

—

Exhibs

to

These producers
luloid,

*

*

Warning

may
sure

rtuxke

call

they

it

cel-

don't

celluhash.
*

*

*

ment

Appreciation
Alex Moss is handling the Columbia campaign book of 48 pages with
ret."
"The
Barker"
prewas
also
a
special original cover that is a darb.
To
Wire
has
inat
Tom
Broad,
Lansing
management of
sented by both theaters during the
stalled Western Electric sound equipLansing, Mich. Western Electric There's a boy who has stepped up
last half of the opening week.
ment.
equipment will be installed at the fast in this here dizzy biz. Alex has
a trick of listening and thinking
State.
Deca Disc for Sharpburg
W. E. for Grove City House
while some other guys are broadGrove City, Pa. Western Electric
casting and running wild on their
Sharpburg, Pa. Deca disc sound
E. Equipment at Carthage
W.
sound equipment has been installed equipment has been installed at the
own sound track. Then he goes
Carthage, N. Y. Western Electric back to his
at the Guthrie.
Main.
desk and puts his
equipment has been installed at the thoughts into
campaign books that

—

will be installed at the Strand
while alterations are being made.

—

—

—

—

Wiring Madison House

—

3

Wired

at

Edmonton

Strand.

Fox Mildwesco
Madison, Wis.
Edmonton, Alta. The most northPhototone at Goldsboro
Theaters is installing Western Elecerly
city in Canada will have three
tric equipment at the Strand.
Goldsboro,
N. C. Phototone equipwired theaters when the Empress rement
has
been
installed at the North
opens in August with sound.
The
Pascoe Gets More Territory
State.
Pittsburgh
C. B. Pascoe, Bio- Capitol and the Monarch are already
phone distributor, has taken over the presenting talkers.
Wiring Tiffin Houses
Ohio and Kentucky territories on
Talkers
Tiffin,
For
O. Kirwin & Ritzier is inPittsburgh
House
that equipment.
Pittsburgh Sound equipment is to stalling sound equipment at the
Installing Sound Equipment
be installed at the Columbia, accord- Grand and Lyric theaters.
Red Bluff, Cal. James Woods is ing to H. A. Batastini, manager of
installing sound equipment in his Kittanning
Shelby House Wired
Theaters Co. Silent picRedding and Red Bluff theaters.
Shelby, N. C.
Western Electric
tures booked for the Columbia have
equipment recently was installed at
been transferred to the Lyceum.
Houghton, Mich., House Wired
the Princess here.
Houghton, Mich. Sound pictures
W.
E. For Cincinnati House
now are being presented at the KerHempstead Installation
Cincinnati Western Electric equipredge here.
Hempstead, N. Y. Western Elecment has been installed at the OrSound Films at Wheatland, Wyo. pheum Sky, according to Chester tric equipment has been installed at
the Fox Hempstead.
Wheatland, Wyo. Carl Judge is Martin, manager.
installing sound reproducing equipSound at Hot Springs
To Install Sound At Amesbury
ment at the Iris.
Hot Springs, Ark. Movie-Phone
Amesbury, Mass. The Strand has
equipment has been installed at the
Talkers at Houghton, Mich.
been closed for the installation of
Houghton, Mich.
Talkers have
Royal.
sound equipment.
made their debut at the Laurium
here.
To Wire Santa Cruz House
Sound For Fox-Poli House
Santa Cruz, Cal.— Western Electric
Bridgeport, Conn. The Globe has
Sound Films at Lumberton
equipment will be installed at the
Lumberton, N. C. Sound pictures closed temporarily for sound equip- Santa Cruz while alterations
are being
have been introduced at the Pastime ment. The house is one of the Fox- made.
Poli
chain.
wired with Western Electric equipment.
Wiring Newport House
W. E. For Rapid City, S. D.
Newport, Vt. The Burns here
Roseburg House Being Wired
Rapid City, S. D.—W. E. equip- owned
by F. D. Burns, has contractRoseburg, Ore. Sound equipment ment has been installed at the Rex, ed for
an installation of a Junior
is being installed at the Antlers.
according to E. Waterson, manager.
combination Phonofilm-Phonodisc.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

SELL.
*

*

*

"Mysterious Mame"
The Editor wants to emphatically
deny newspaper statements to the
effect that Mame is just a creation
of the author's mind, and that this
serial is a plug for Broadway, the
name of a street in New York that
some film producers are interested
in.
Mame is a reality. If you don't
believe ask the bozoz she has taken
and taken plenty. Paul Benja-

—

min

especially.

Chapter VII

was

morning after the opening of "Thunderbolt" at the Rivoli.
buzzes Mame on the phone in
our usual breezy manner. "And how
is my little bolt getting along without her big thunder?" inquiries we,
making up a snappy gag ad lib. "Oh,
It

the

We

George," carroms back Mame, "I
are so glad you called, dearie." Puz-

we sez: "This ain't George.
This are Phil." And then we hung
up, and started some deep thinking.
Could she mean George Harvey or
George Bancroft? There's dirty work
somewhere, boys and girls.
But
zled,

wait.

Just wait!
*

*

*

Mur-Ad
// you write a publicity yarn and
the trade papers publish it and
your boss takes all the credit for it,
be nonchalant light a Murad and
slip it down his collar.
all

—

No.

3 of a Series.

PAGEANT OF THE TITANS
The swift and sure-footed development
of Radio Pictures .... off- spring of
giant industries
continues 10 win

ZIEGFELD, the ONE master of girl
and music

spectacle ....

ABBOTT,

the applause of the Show World at
home and abroad

the

ONE master of stage

drama ....
.

VALLEE,

the

ONE

master of

ONE

master of

radio ....

In two oriel

months

of sweep-

HECHT,

the

ing progress. Radio Pictures
has electrilled the industry

dialogue ....

and

UNRIVALED PERFORMANCE,

bid many others who, by virtue of

acknoiuletlged even by
grizzled veterans of show busiis

have won a coveted place on Radio's
program for the coming season.

ness to be without a rival In
resources and potentialities
.

Day by day, week by week Radio Pictures surges steadily forward .... a
phenomenon of Shctw Rusiness
staggering in its magnitude and

.

The Pageant of the Titans has assembled many of the greatest creative

globe-girdling interests.

Onward

ever onward

minds of the day under the streaming
banner of Radio Pictures

moves the Pageant of the Titans

RKO DISTRIBUTING

CORPORATION

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

if^t OR STABaOTTp
I

pfjeUGE NV

WA LTfcTP rriHARa VTiE RNEV~P
..

This advertisement appeared

MASTER SHOWMEN
ROWING ....

....

growing.
trade-mark
continuing

A new name

but an old firm. A new
built on a well set foundation.
And
to grow because of the showmanship that is vitally
a part of its every plan. Looking back a few short
years into history when this progressive company
first entered the field as Robertson-Cole, later be-

coming Film Booking

Offices

of

the

May

J

18 issues of A. P.

ing a prospective buyer on his "home" ground,
through his "home" trade journal; the allpowered local appeal of the regional trade paper
of their advertising in the ten Associated Publications has been an important factor in the
consistent growth of RKO to its prominent position in the field of motion picture production and

—
growing

in

—

These Master Showmen know their
showmanship .... and their trade paper adver-

distribution.

tising

!

America and

then FBO Distributing Corporation, we see this
company's advertising dominating the advertising
pages of the regional trade papers in every part
of the country. This aggressive organization of
showmen knew how it could best bring its merchandise to the attention of the more than 20,000
theatre owners who retail entertainment to the
public; they knew and still know the value of sell-

PICTUftES

ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS,

INC.

Dallas; MOVIE AGE, Minneapolis; THE REEL JOURNAL,
M TRADE TOPICS San Francisco- MOTION PICTURE TIMES,
FILM
REVIEW, Detroit; EXHIBITORS' FORUM, Pittsburgh;
MICHIGAN
Chicago;
Kansas Citv- MOTION PICTURE DIGEST,
NEWS,
Boston;
EXHIBITORS' TRIBUNE, Atlanta.
THE OHIO SHOWMAN Cleveland; NEW ENGLAND FILM
TTTT

"EACH

IN

ITS

FIELD — THE

EXHIBITOR'S

HOME

PAPER

0/^| LY

New
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M-G-M— Studio

Features for

Four Sound Stages Embraced in New Plant Being Completed by Austin Co. Tiffany-Stahl to
Produce Arthur Guy Empey Picture Wilk's Personality Paragraphs and Other Studio News

—

SOUND STAGES ARRANGED

A

WITH PARTITIONS

IN PAIRS

By
Progress in the comparatively new
science of acoustic engineering as
applied to the production of talking
pictures is declared shown in the
sound-proof studio which is now under construction at Los Angeles for

M-G-M.
The studio

RALPH WILK

JAMES GLEASON
ers
friend,

and

is

in a letter to

a

anti-knick-

New York

wrote, "Look me up when
you come to Hollywood. You won't
have any trouble finding me. Look
for the guy with the long pants."
*

*

Max

*

dance director, is busy with plans
for the dancing numbers for "Paris," starring Irene Bordoni.
He
will use a chorus of 48 girls and 24

been included.

men and

studio, will be 212
long and 200 feet wide, with
double walls and roof containing a
two-foot air chamber.
The outer
shell will be constructed of gunite
rock wool and other sound resisting
materials. The inner shell will be
built up of layers of various sound
absorbing materials separated by air
chambers.
feet

The
stages

studio

with

will

consist

of

four

monitor

and control
rooms. The stages are arranged in
pairs and each pair will be divided by
a portable sound partition.
By re-

Scheck,

First

National's

will stage six big numbers for the picture.
He will also
direct five
dancing numbers for
"Footlights and Follies," starring
Colleen Moore. He staged the original production of "The Student
Prince" and has directed musical
productions in London, Berlin and
Paris.
*

*

*

Henry King

travelled about 3,000
miles by airplane, searching for locations for his next picture, as yet untitled.
He flew to Porto Rico and
also visited the Bahamas.
*

*

*

Seventy-three
laughs were
moving the partition, the first pair
of stages may be joined with a com- "clocked" at a recent preview of
bined floor area of approximately 100 "Black Narcissus," starring Buck
and Bubbles. It is a two-reel talker,
by 205 feet.
One stage of the second pair will produced for Pathe by Monte Brice.
*
*
*
be 96 feet high, the height of an averThe Hollywood "but" is the most
age eight-story building. The other
three stages will each be 40 feet high. devastating word in the film indusThe higher stage will be used for try.
back scene pictures and will have a
fly gallery with drops operating simWesterns Completed
stages.
A
Syndicate Pictures Corp. producing
removable floor covers a tank ex- the Tom
Tyler and Bob Custer
tending under the floor area.
This Westerns for the 1929-30 season, has
is designed for taking sound pictures
completed the first two subjects of
of indoor swimming pool sets.
each series. Tyler appears in "The
The fourth stage will be 120 feet Law of the Plains" and "The Man
long and may be used as an audi- From Nevada," while Custer aptorium or theater pit in conjunction pears in "The Fighting Terror" and
with the stage just described. The "The Last Roundup."
P. McJ.
two will be connected by a proscen- Gowan is directing.
ium arch, equipped with a portable
ilarly

to large theatrical

partition.

Ruth Taylor

PRODUCTION Of TALKING

Warners plan to produce a
revue with John Barrymore
and Charlotte Greenwood in
the cast.
Al Jolson and Ted
Lewis may also be used.

,

incorporates the results of research by engineers of The
Austin Co. which has designed and
built
several film cities in which
sound-proof stage buildings
have

The new sound

Warners Plan Revue

Little
from "Lots"

FILMS HIGHER— CHRISTIE

Challenging statements which have
been made in the trade press that
Cavalry Story talking pictures can be made cheaper
than silent pictures, Charles Christo
U. S. Cooperation tie, one of the first producers to
Arthur Guy Empey is to write complete a full season of talking
"Troopers Three" for Tiffany-Stahl. short features, states that on the
hand, talking pictures have
It will be made with the co-opera- other
tion of the United States Cavalry. added tremendously to the costs.
Christie points out that especially
The soldier and author will supervise production of the picture, a talk- in the case of short feature producer.
Director and cast have not been ers, the added costs for sound are
much heavier in proportion even than
selected.
in the making of feature length pictures.
Colormeter Test is Newest
"In making a two-reel talking picThe newest kind of screen test in
the First National- Vitaphone Studio ture every organization department
at Burbank, Cal., is the colormeter and production expense remains the
test.
This instrument is used in same as before, says Christie," exmeasuring the strength of colors cept for the added factors, which inwhen technicolor photography is em- clude a higher type and more expen-

Guy Empey
Have

zell

is

Bert Roach in "Young
Bert Roach will be a
the

cast

Richard
vehicle,

Columbia.

It

of one and two story construction,
80 by 100 feet.
The company has
since been awarded a contract by
Columbia Pictures to remodel a 97
by 190 foot silent stage, so that it
may be used as a sound stage. The
project
will
cost
approximately
$100,000.
is

sic royalties,

"In our
prise the

of

"Young

Barthelmess'

Nowheres"

member

of

Nowheres,
next

starring

which will start production
Marion Nixon will have

today.
the feminine

lead

opposite

Barthel-

mess.

Half-Marriage Completed
Radio Pictures' second all-talker,
"Half-Marriage"
featuring
Olive
Borden has been completed today.
It was adapted from George Kibbe
Turner's magazine story "Companionate." Supporting Miss Borden are
Morgan Farley, Anderson Lawler,
Sally Blane, G. Pat Collins, Richard
Tucker, Hedda Hopper and others.

his talking picture debut under the
"Rio Rita" Cast Complete
banner of Fox Films.
Cast of "Rio Rita" has been completed by Radio Pictures.
It inJessel Film Role for Graham
cludes: Bebe Daniels, John Boles,
Frederick Graham has been added
Don Alvarado, Eva Rosita, Fred to the cast of "The
Hurdy Gurdy
Burns and Sam Nelson, Bert WheelMan"
in which George Jessel will
er,
Robert Woolsey, Dorothy Lee, make
his bow as a Fox Movietone
Charles Stevens and Helen Kaiser.
star.

sound

royalties,

and the

extra costs of musicians.

star.

Columbia Talker
A two-story cutting and projection Columbia has cast Ruth Taylor for
room also is being constructed.
Cast in Tracy Film
"The College Coquette," all talker,
Stepin Fetchit and Dorothy Brown
The Austin Co. recently complet- which George Archainbaud is directhave been added to cast of "Big
ed a $250,000 sound stage and re- ing.
Time," in which Lee Tracy makes
cording building for
in

form of story and play material,
bigger stars and players who are being used, plus the fixed charges for
sound installation in the studios, musive

ployed, and the latest test was for
"Sally," in which Marilyn Miller is
to be starred.
It is to be an all-color
all-talking, singing and dancing version of the musical comedy.
Two
other pictures in which color sequences will be included are now in
production at Burbank, "Paris," starring
Irene
Bordoni,
and "Little
Johnny Jones," of which Eddie Buz-

I

own

studios, 24

men com-

recording crew with
additions made at times for individual pictures.
This and other fixed
added charges are four times more
in proportion than they would be on
feature pictures for the obvious reason that the same sound organization
is required as in making feature pictures, and the product is something
which generally averages one-fourth
the total cost of the average feature.
In other words, the added raise for
sound two reelers is justified at four
times the added raise for feature picfixed

tures.

"To say that sound features and
shorts can be made quicker is equally untrue in the long run because at
the present time producers are going
more heavily into outdoor shooting
and shooting in a wider variety of
sets and locations as their equipment
enables them to do so. Some of the
early talking pictures were made in
one or a few sets because of the difficulties of learning the use of recording systems, but every week now
there is wider latitude of shooting,
which lengthens out the time con-

sumed."

"The added

costs are apparently
the better grades of
talking short pictures," according to
Christie," for the reason that this
type of pictures is now beginning to
get a good break in the large theaters which can afford to pay well
for the film which they use."
justified

with

THE
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Short Shots from
New York Studios
^^«v ARTHUR W. EDDYm—
CHARLES RUGGLES, who plays
inebriated
and
such
reporters
with plenty of realism, is commuting
to Astoria again, this time in behalf
of "The Gay Lady," which reached
the production stage this week.
Recently he worked in "Gentlemen of
the Press" and "The Lady Lies."

Revolutionary Changes
Brought by Sound Shorts
Many

factors are combining to
bring about a sensational success for
the new all-talking class short features, according to a survey being
made throughout the country by Pat
Dowling, general representative for
the Christie organization, and which
ays indicates for the short talking pictures a success for the season

never equalled by silent comedies
their long history.

in

all

have stated that
ity

of

the

is

it

talking

the high qualshort features

which has enabled them

to changi
policies radically,"

their

presentation
Dowling continues.

"Also, it has
been stated that the public in many
localities has tired of stage acts and
is going in for the talking two and
one reel pictures with tremendous
enthusiasm.
"Another item which has given
impetus to some of the talking two

,

F.

U

DEALS

SEEN NEXTPUBLIX MOVE
(.Continued from Page

Saenger deal

1)

is near consummation
but so far it is denied that
the F &
R. deal has been discussed.
Publix
recently completed a .survev
of the
F. & R. holdings, with
Paul Greene
in charge.
Publix has an interest in
both the Saenger and F. & R
cir-

cuits.

The Publix expansion program is
One of the chief factors is that
Karl Redding is doing dialogue
said to call for an outlay of
tin
$40,000,quality
short
talkers
are
now
reelers
is
the fact that many names
for Rouben Mamoulian, who is di000 and involve erection of at least
recting "Applause" at Paramount. playing in de luxe theaters all over are being presented in these pictures
25 theaters in
He has been identified with the stage the country, and in many [onw-run which were formerly feature picture the firm feels itprincipal cities where
needs additional rephouses
two
where
reel comedies and names only.
In the Christie =er <^
for some years.
other shorts have not been featured for example, such people as James resentation.
:

for years.

In

many

cases,

presenta-

Gleason,

Louise

Fazenda,

Charley

The Publix unit, "Over the Top," tions arc out; and in other Ci
Toledo— Publix is to build a third
Grapewin, Raymond Griffith, Rayhas been made into a sound ^hort at owing to the fact that feature-length mond Hatton, Lois Wilson, Harri- house here at Summit and Cherry
Paramount under direction of foseph talking pictures are coming through son Ford, Ruth Taylor, Sam Hardy, Sts. The firm now operates the ToLarry Williams did the shorter than before, the talking shorl etc. Exhibitors in many cases have ledo-Paramount and the Princess.
Santley.
camera work. Mark Howe assisted pictures are playing on the same bill featured these names as they used
Featured in the picture are even where presentations are given to do when feature pictures were
Santley.
Johnny Burke, Doris Roach and the An average length of a large number presented, whereas they were rapid- Silent Hits Go Over
The act resumed of talking features was found to l>c ly getting into the habit of not adBernie brothers.
During Farewell Week
its Publix tour Saturday at the Para- 65 minutes, which
leave nlenty "f vertising their former silent comedies
Cornwall, Ont.— As a farewell to
mount, Brooklyn.
room for the quality two reel all at all."
silent pictures, Manager J. Markell
talkers, sound news, etc.
The survey by the Christie repre- of the Capitol, played a "Revival
Another factor is that the talking sentative shows the talking two-reel- Week" in which he presented six of
Personnel of "The Gay Lady"
unit have been working nights the pictures are doing much to oust the ers which are being distributed by the big silent hits of the past year
Paramount, already playing in over in Cornwall, the program being
past week out on the lot in back of double-feature evil in many sn^'
Paramount 8 Long Island studio. where it still existed, Dowling says 1000 theaters, 40 of the biggest of changed each day. The line-up comNight scenes have been shot on a Instead of double features, houses which in the large cities were not prised: "Ben Hur"; "Lilac Time";
are presenting a good talking feature, playing silent two reel comedies. So "The Way of All Flesh";
French street scene.
"Ramona";
two reel talking picture, news, and far the Christie product has been en- "Beau Geste" and "The Circus." The
one reel talking novelty act.
tirely released on film, with Western idea proved highly
successful.
The

"Jailhouse Blues," one-reel tabloid
Mamie
musical
comedy
starring
Smith, and directed by Basil Smith,
will be released by Columbia within
The supporting cast
a few days.
includes Homer Tutt, Peter Grainger,
Billv Mitchell and Andrew Fairchild.

"Many

large

theater

"Music Tax" Suit
Cincinnati
filed

suit

against

— Irving

operators

at Cincinnati
Berlin, Inc., has

United States Court
Lawrence Surnbrock and
in

Klcctric

recording.

theater opens soon with talkers.

Redecorate Jennings House
Jennings, La. The Strand is being painted and redecorated.

—

Co-op Buying of Supplies
Is Planned at Cincinnati

—

Cincinnait Collective
buying of
supplies is planned by the Greater
Cincinnati exhibitor association, it is

Louis Snitzer, operators of the WashTo Wire at Ladysmith
ington Theater, charging them with
Leases Houses at N. Baltimore
Ladysmith, Wis.
Sound equip- understood. It will be in charge of
North Baltimore, O. Pearl Miller using song, "Roses of Yesterday," ment will be installed at the Unique Andred W. Hettesheimer, new business manager of the organization.
of Coldwater has leased the Virginia illegally.
while alterations are being made.

—

—

for

two

years.

Smith on Sales Trip
Cresson E. Smith, Middle West
Operating Yorkville House
Mrs. Marie Louise sales manager of United Artists, is
Yorkville, O.
Bourg is now operating the York- on a sales trip to Chicago, Minneapolis, Omaha and Kansas City. He
ville.
is to return to New York in about
a month.
Bickel Gets Akron House

—

—

Akron, O. W. A. Smith has transferred the Majestic to H. E. Bickel.
The new owner will close the house
for alterations and improvements.

Hous.
Ua£i
ALEXANDRIA RAY,

1000

IV .V.

<yfie Thousand Istund House anticipates
the quqest season of its loriq and

Polster Operating Erie
Cleveland Dave Polster now operates the Erie, formerly under management of J. T. Lane and Max
Roesner.

—

Recover Three Houses
Gregory Plans House
Berwyn, 111. Gregory & Bernasek
London, O. John G. Gregory of
have recovered three houses which
have been operated by the Chicago Springfield, O., owner of the ColoThe nial and Liberty, has purchased a 99Title & Trust Co. as receiver.
houses are the Palace, Cicero; Par- year lease on downtown property
thenon, Berwyn, and La Grange, La here and announces that he will

—

happy life. Not onlu wdl a larqe percentage of our "old regulars"'return
this summer, butleipect to makeand
win many new friends As an added con-

venience to guests, 1 have installed telephones in each room Eueruthuw is in,
readiness, and mi/ staff and I are prepared

—

Grange.

build a

new

800-seat theater.

—

—

recently purchased by J.
and has been reopened.

House.

Gets Mt. Jewett House

M OTOR
tiOATING

TENNIS

—

frtlfati^
^''
PROPRIETOR

1

w

—

<J

"OLE
O L F
IN

CONNECTION
WITH HOTEL

EUUIPPIDWITH
AUTOMATIC
SPRINKLER

Write lor

SYSTEM

Illustrated Kvok

Absolutely

and Hood Maps

at Watervliet

Mrs. M. M.
Mt. Jewett, Pa. W. E. Anderson
Watervliet, Mich.
has opened the Palace here which he Pattee has taken over the Pararecently took over from O. F. Oberg. mount from Mrs. C. E. Jordan.

I8

COURSE

FireprooP

Buys

Y

\§J| \

to offer uou the warm hospdalitu that furs f
lonq characterized this charmmq resort.'L^

FISHING
Circleville House Reopened
Ridgewood House Wired
The Metropolitan,
Circleville, O.
equipN.
Sound
Ridgewood,
J.
for the past three months, was
closed
ment has been installed at the Play
L. Hatcher,

«-

m

—
—

—

—
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THE

—
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DAILY

Newspaper Opinions

AMERICAN—
The

hear

it

*

too.

music
alone

*

*

to
perfectly recorded and
worth the price of admission
* * great entertain

is

is

DAILY MIRROR—*

especially if you like fevered romance
to tuneful music and song by excellent
singers.
John Bo'es, in the leading role, will drive
the women crazy.

ment,

set

NEWS—

Musically this new WarDAILY
ner Brothers production is a great success
* * * Boles' voice is a resonant, appealing
tenor and Miss King's, a high soprano, won
drously adapted to singing * * * The songs
are decidedly effective, but the film drags on
because of its thoroughly obvious theme, anc'
some of the so-called action isn't active at all.
The fortunate
choice of John Boles and Carlotta King foi
the leading roles makes this vocal version of
the well-known operetta a decidedly impressive production.
Considering the fact that "The Desert
Song" is the first Vitaphone operetta, and,

EVENING JOURNAL

—

tremendous step forward in the
accomplishments of the talking-singing screen,
therefore,

a

the superior quality of the singing sequences
overshadows the faults of the picture as a
picture.

EVENING WORLD—*
promise

sorts of
to come. * * *
all

*

*

far

excellent

of

HERALD-TRIBUNE—An

exof pic-

interesting

periment in this restless new medium
ture audibility, it proved to be, for all its
obvious defects, a highly creditable bit of
cinema exploring. * * *
On the screen, however, despite its frequent c'.umsiness, it seems interesting as a
novelty, and when Mr. John Boles is singing
or when conventional operetta scenes are
being broken up by exciting views of the
entirely
hard-riding
tive as entertainment in its own right.

cavalry

it

is

MIORNING TELEGRAPH

—

effec-

While

this

first light opera effort has its defects, it still
opens a new field for the talking picture and
demonstrates quite definitely that there is a
wide field for this type of entertainment.***

singing or talking
picture that demands ensemble scenes is the
*
limited proportion of screen space. * *
Boles' rendition of the chief melodies of the
one could
as
delightful
operetta are as
wish * * *
POST * * * before musical plays are done
into celluloid they must be completely rewritten, and their new producers must put
far behind them the paint and canvas illusions
of the stage. * * *
In favor of "The Desert Song'" * * * are
some very pleasant songs and some well-sung
male choruses.
SUN entertaining enough in its own right
—entertaining although, it is full of the
conventions, the stilted maneuvers and outlandish liberties of the average libretto of a
Broadway operetta. •* * * the operetta form
* * * is a bit foreign to our cinema minds.
* * * demonstrates pretty
thoroughly the futility of putting a stage
extravaganza to work as a stencil for its
creens counterpart. * * * a ponderous and
generally dull production that has the cash
chief

fault

in

the

—

—

TELEGRAPH —

customer fidgeting in his pew

for the greater

*

part of the footage. * *
and Carlotta
The voices of Boles
*
really excellent * *

TELEGRAM — *

*

*

King

Demonstrates

are

pretty

thoroughly the futility of putting a stage
extravaganza to work as a stencil for its
screen counterpart. * * * a ponderous and
generally dull production that has the cash
customer fidgeting in his pew for the greater
part of the footage. * * * The voices of Boles
and of Carlotta King are really excellent.
»

»

TIMES—

Wauger by Nick Paikos

(has.

;

Geneva

Limlierlost, sold to I. J. Richardson by
Capitol, ArC. Martin; Indianapolis
cade, Howard and Orpheum, sold to Goulden Theater Corp. ; Grand, sold to Howard
Armstrong by S. J. Hatfield Illinois, sold
Laurel, sold
to Goulden Theater Corp.;

—

W.

;

Theater Corp.
Klein by Nathan
Tampler; Kentland Kentland, sold to D.
E. Cannon by John Sanders; Kirklin
Citadel, sold to Winfield Shertzer by W.

H.

to

Goulden

Steinby

Savoy,

sold

Max

to

—

—

Luna, Grand and
Ave. Amuse Co. by
Hornbeck Amuse Co.; Mars Hill Mars
sold to Harley Newman by Max
Hill,
Adelff; Mishawaka— Tivoli, sold to L. W.
Alexander by Michawa Theater Co. South
Whitley New Whitley, sold to G. B.
Straw by Harry Auker; Terre Haute
Hippodrome, Indiana and Liberty, sold to
Fourth Ave. Amuse Co. by I. Lisbon
Valparaiso Tivoli, sold to F. A. Turner
by Nick Paikos.

M. Turner; Logansport
sold

Colonial,

4th

to

:

—

Closings

— Orient Fowler — Dreamland
Indiana— Gary; Harlan — Variety;
Odon
Oaktown— Star;
polis —
Paul; Spencer— CampPaul—
Star;

Ellettsville

;

Gary

* * * colorful settings, impressive
»cenes of Riffs ahorse on the undulating sands

St.

St.

bell.

IOWA

—

West Branch

Changes

Elite,

— School.

Ownership

in

Anita Rialto, sold to A. J. Johnson by
Cedar Rapids Olympic,
Clarence Lacy;
sold to B. L. Williams by Scolaro Bros.
Chelsea Empress, sold o E. P. Kupka by
Wm. Pickett; Clarinda Rialto, sold to
Bluechel & Lannon by F. B. PenningDavenport Olympic, sold to Herman
ton
Steffen by Julius Gertz; Dubuque 'Star,
sold to A. M. Brown by M. Levenson
Ellston
Miller, sold to G. R. Nichols by
L. Miller; Greenfield 'Strand, sold to G.
W. Morgan by Mr. Stanley; Hartley
Capitol, sold to C. A. Sartorius by A. M.
Lohrville
Gem, sold to W. E.
Inman
Marley by F. E. Robertson; Lytton Lytton, sold to Carl Hunt by H. F. Hull;
Melcher Melcher, sold to E. M. Garbett
Newell Wonderland,
by Geo. Garbett
New
sold to James Jensen by P. Madison
London Alamo, sold to Shipley & Synes
by Glen Richardson; Pomeroy Pomeroy,
sold to Margaret Francis by E. C. Willis
Rockford Rockford, sold to C. E. Mosher
Scranton Rialto,
by Iowa Theater Co.
sold to O. E. Holmes by J. E. Michael;
sold to C. R.
Opera
House,
Wall Lake
Huff by J. E. Richardson; Wilton Junction
—Princess, sold to F. E. Robertson by
Henry Brewin ; Victor Strand, sold to
John H. Parkinson by Harry Day; VilVillisca, sold to Dr. Childs by Dr.
iisca
Liken.

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

;

;

—

—

Closings

Boone
—
— —
Clar—
Def—
—
Harpers Ferry — Audit Laance— Amuzu
mont—'Strand; Newton — Rex; Rembrandt
Smithland — Opera House;
— Community;
House
Toledo — Strand
— Webb— Opera

Baxter School
Aurelia American
Castana Opera House;
'Strand;
Liberty Family
ence Liberty

Closings

— Strand

;

;

;

;

;

;

West Branch

'School.

and some well-recorded singing * * * It is an
interesting experiment but one wherein th*
story even allowing for the peculiar license
necessary for such offerings, lays itself open
to chuckles rather than sympathy or concern
regarding the events.
Warner Brothers * * * took

WORLD—

their first step into a perilous new field * * *
took it and kept their feet, as it seemed to
me, in fine, masterly fashion. * * * in this

from out a

screen a
complete musical production of the type
melody, songs, dances, choruses and dialogue
an astonishing effect of genuiness and of
fidelity to the authors' intent has been gained

—

to

reflect

;

—

;

—

;

—
—
—

;

—
Virgil — Derrick.
;

;

On Broadway
—
—
Capitol — "The Trial
Mary
Central— "Broadway Babies"
—
Criterion -"Four Feathers"
—
of

Embassy

—

"Fall of

Dugan"

Eve"

Ave. "The Headwaiter" and
Lost Tribe"
Fifty-Fifth— "The Jolly Peasant" and
Fifth

venture Mad"
Guild
"Crime
"Crainquebille"
Gaiety "The Black
Globe " Broadway"

—

Film

—

—

and

Punishment"

"The
"Adand

Watch"

—

Loew's New York Monday, "Where East Is
East;" Tuesday, "Anne Against the World"
and
"The Desert Rider;" Wednesday,
"Blue Skies:" Thursday, "His Captive Woman;" Friday, "No Defense" and "Heart
of Africa;" Saturday, "Bridge of San Luis
Rey ;" Sunday, "One Woman Idea"

Mark Strand— "The Squall"

—

Burden Royal
Lucas
Isis
McFarland McFarland
Mayetta
Mulryan Moundridge Pastime Overbrook
Baker
Piedmont Piedmont
Neosho
Falls
Lyric
Topeka Cozy and Crystal

Atlanta

;

;

;

— "Fashions Love"
— "Alibi"
— "Thunderbolt"
Roxy— "Behind That Curtain"
Warners — 'Drag"
Winter Garden — "On With the Show"
Paramount

in

Rialto
Rivoli

'

MINNESOTA

Elvey Heads New Color Co.
Maurice Elvey, is managClarissa— Rex, sold to Geo. Etzell by E.
H. Anderson; Morton — Gem, sold to John- ing director of the British Raycol
son & Daun by R. J. Schell; New Lon- Corp. Ltd., which has a capital of

Changes

Ownership

in

—

London

don Ideal, sold to Manley Ogren by
Frank Covell St. Paul Cozy, sold to W.
B. Clow by Chas. Marks; Tauton
Municipal,
sold to L. J. Baldwin by C. F.
Ahern; Two Harbors State, sold to CWS
Co. by La Force & Youngren.

—

;

Closings

—

—

—

Lanesboro
Movies; Lanesboro
Parkers Prairie Village Royalton Palace
Watkins Opera House.

Aurora

—

—

—

;

;

MISSISSIPPI

New

—

$1,455,000 to place a new color process upon the market here, it is reported.
The company does not plan
any production. The device involves
a prism which is fitted in a new
manner to any type of camera, it is
claimed.
The board of directors include J. S. Courtauld, the chairman
being the Duke of Richmond and

Gordon.

Theaters

— Ripley.
Changes in
Amory — Mingo, sold
Ripley

C. E. A. Conference July 2-5

Ownership

London

—

The Cinematop;raphe~s

Owen & Hager by Exhibitors'
Ass'n summer conference
will be held Julv 2 to 5 at Great
Yarmouth, Exhibitors will be given

to

—

Dixie, sold
Oliver; Bay Springs
to J. B. Thigpen by Mason & Hinton
Greenwood Dixie, sold to E. E. Vaughn

K.

H.

—

—

by A. Kantor; Kosciusko Amusu, so'd to
Pine Tree Amusement Co. by S. J. Whyte.

Closings

Holly Springs

and the sound situation in EngNumerous papers are scheduled to be read during the four day
land.

Openings

— Electric; Joplin
— DeRay Kirksville— Princess Ozark
Safety Nook
Louis — Kozy Winfield

Gifford

— Palace:

iSt.

Changes

in

— Community,

Ownership
sold

to

Wucher-

F. J.

W. Berghaus Bolivar
Jerrv L. Drake by T. F.
Cole
Bunceton Princess, sold to Brent
Peters by J. W. Grant
Cooter Conter.
so'd to C
E. Wagster by U. J. Pitts;
Gifford
Palace, sold to Barnett & Trader
by

pfenning

so'd

F.

to

;

—

;

—

:

—

—

Toplin
Empire,
H. Montgomery
Brunson & Hall by F. U. Williams:

J.

;

sold to

—

City
Madrid, sold to Farm &
Savings & Loan Assn. by Westport
Lacleve Opera House, sold to F.
W. Burke by Joe Albion: Leeton Leeton,
sold to Greer & Baker bv John Stacey
Moberly Baby Grand, sold to Randolph
Theaters Co. bv Mid-Continent Theaters:
Moberly Grand, sold to Randolph Theater
Co. bv Mid-Continent Theaters: Moberly
Fourth St., sold to Randolph Theater Co.
by Mid-Continent Theaters; Salem Lyric,
sold to L. L Lewis by W. A. Donaldson
St.
Louis King Bee, sold to Ne'son &
Maddock by M. J. Nash St. Louis New
Pestalozzi. sold to Wm. J. Krupa by Tack
Camn Versailles Royal sold to Mr. Chosen by Gordon Phillips.

Kansas

Home

Am.

Co.

—

;

—

—
—

—

:

—

—

:

—

;

— Kozy

:

Callao

:

;

:

;

;

St.

Royal and Union.

;

;

St.

— Frederick

Pictures
R. Martin,

former office manager and salesman
for United Artists has resigned to
position as sales manager
for Robert J. Churchill, local d'stributors for General Talking Pictures Corp., manufacturers of De-

accept a

Forest
Phonoiilm
sound equipment.

and

Overbooking Ban Urered
Washington Bureau of

—

Phonofilm
in Austria

THE FILM DAILY

The Austrian Union
Exhibitors has circularized its
members with letters urging that
they conclude no deals for films beyond Dec. 31, 1929, in view of the
uncertain conditions resulting from
sound, according to a report to the
M. P. Section of the Dept. of Commerce.
Washington

of

Committee Planning Outing

The complete committee arranging
second annual outing of the
Photographers of the M. P. Industries comprises: Edward Ruby, Herman Obrock, Jr., Edward Bagley,
William Miller, Sy Seidman, Otto
Durholtz and Al Ansbacher.
the

Closings

— Strand Fairview
Opera Ha'l Grandview— Grandview IndeNew
pendence Elliott; McFall — Crown;
Oran — Oran
Puxico
Franklin — Princess
Louis
Joseph — Empress
— Gem

Boonville

With General

Indianapolis

;

Community.

by

Martin

;

;

Ritz,

conference.

Goodman

;

Billings

an opportunity, it is reported, to express their views on interchangeability

— Princess.

MISSOURI

;

;

effort

—

;

—

first

—

;

;

—

—

;

—

:

to

—

by M. A. Warner ; Lebo Peerless, sold to
J. L. Keep by Wm. Bowlin; Long Island
Coney Island, sold to Ira A. Young by
Overbrook Baker, sold to
G. Ormsbee
H. E. Baker by J. W. Spielman; Satanta
'Satanta, sold to J. Bruce Haley by L.
W. Neel Scandia Princess, sold to Wares,
West & Mahon by Sam Balir Sharon
Pastime, sold to May & Schmidt by Jacob
Ketzner Weir Star, sold to Harold Kapple by J. Simone.

—

Openings

—Garden;

Theaters

— Plaza; Munden—Electric; Ottawa
—'Webster.
Re-Openings
Mayetta — Mulryan; Neosha Falls— Lyric.
Changes in Ownership
Baxter Springs—
sold
H B. Garber

—

—

Hedrick

—

The

—

things

Both Carlotta King, a stage recruit, and
John Boles * * * are superb * * *
GRAPHIC * * * proves most conclusively
that it is impossible to remove a stage pro
duction bodily and replant it on the screen.
It just can't be done successfully.

Riff

Fawn, sold to E. A. Nebb by
Nellie Riker; Indiana, sold to W. W. Tate
by Dode Fitzgerald; Gary Rex, sold to

Anderson

1929

—

Chanute

Ownership

in

—

New

— Colonial.

Illinois;

from a
perfect product. But it is a very good example
of what can be done with the vocal and inIt ho'ds
strumental music in sound pictures.
out

Changes

Penville

;

1,

Apollo "Bulldog Drummond"
Astor "Broadway Melody"
Cameo '"The Constant Nymph"

KANSAS

Re- Openings

— Tuxedo

Indianapolis

* * * a faithful reproduction of the ODeretta * * * so it is safe to assume that the picture version will find a vast

audience,

Film Boards of Trade Report
Additional Theater Changes
INDIANA

"The Desert Song"
Warners
Warner Theater, New York

Monday, July

Open Forum

Allied

to

Open Today at Washington

Me NEWSPAPER

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

o/'FILMDOM
VOL. XLIX

Tuesday, July

No. 2

2,

1929

Price 5 Cents

GREATER N. Y. BUILDING
ALL NEW PATHE FILMS BUSINESS, OHIO UNIT TOLD
CAMPAIGNS START SOON
—

COLOR TO BE USED

INDEPENDENTS WANTED

IN

Every Pathe picture for the coming season will carry Pathechrome,
the
by
developed
process
color
American Pathe firm in association
with Pathe Freres of France. There
are 36 talking features on the 192930 program, outlined by Phil Reisman, general sales manager, to the
{Continued on Page 3)

SOUND SITUATION NOW
MOVING TOWARD LEVEL
Realization of the public demand
talking pictures, coupled with
for
w orry over increased overhead, marks
exhibitor reaction to the sound development in most sections of the na:

tion,

Columbus Distributors and sound
reproducing equipment manufacturers do not want independent theaters
to go out of business. William James,

—

adjustment,
(Continued

which

will

on Page

enable

sound, it was pointed out, would have
been in the same predicament, even
if
the silent era had continued, because of the public's taste for de luxe

next season.
Publix-Saenger
The
still is pending.

(Continued on Page 10)

Stanley Co. of America. This is after depreciation and Federal taxes,
and after provision for minority interest in subsidiary companies, equal
to 43 cents a share on the common
outstanding.

W. E. Prosecuting Thefts
Chance to
of Sound System Parts
Capture European Market
vigorous prosecution of

Italians See

—

ket, in all countries except England,
(Continued on Page 10)

International Dickering
for Projector Company?
While no statement as to the
ported amalgamation of projector

rein-

terests has been available, it is understood that International Projector Corp., is dickering to take over
another firm, the name of which has

not been divulged.

No Paper Thursday
Thursday, July 4, being Independence Day and a legal
holiday, there will be no edi-

THE FILM DAILY

tion of
published.

M.

neapolis.

L.

in

for

deal

Promising

Houses in Area
Lines are being drawn for a theater acquisition drive in Greater New
York, which will usher in the keenest competitive situation the terrihas

tory

ever

known.

Publix

and

are the factors in the new
drive in the territory where Fox and

Warner

Radio-Keith-Orpheum

occupy

for-

midable position.

Both moves are part

&

of

national

Program

—

THE

Combine Plan
Is Reported Dropped

British

—

Proposed absorption of
Instructional Film Co. into
First Ina new firm to be known as
Ltd., for
Pictures,
ternational Sound
patacquiring the Klangfilm-Tobis

London

to

have

been

to be Hit

Wash. Bur. of

Aid Air-Minded Drive

issue

is

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

—

Sound

are scheduled to be
a

government

Dent-Publix Deal Off,
L. L. Dent Declares
far as Dent Theaters
concerned, deal for sale of control
quoted
to Publix is off. L. L. Dent is
his reas announcing here, following
turn from New York.

Dallas— So

is

Allied Sessions a^Capital
to

for which a $500,000,000 stock
Sites are unto be floated.
der consideration in various sections
of the metropolitan area.

gram

British

Sound Film Rentals
Fox Goodwill Flight

of

Publix, which
expansion programs.
Houses in
Four
is continuing to add to its holdings
R. Building
F.
at a fast clip, is said to have lined
Minneapolis Four theaters com- up a number of sites in the metroprise the building program of North- politan area. Harry Marx is declared
west Theater Circuit (Finkelstein & to have made a survey of Greater
Ruben) according to present plans. New York for the purpose. WarAll of them will be atmospheric ners, on the other hand, as excluFILM
houses and be wired with Western sively announced by
DAILY, plan Greater New York
(Continued on Page 3)
houses as the first step in its pro-

thieves who steal parts of Western
sound system equipment,
Electric
Electrical Research Products states ents,' is understood
senthat Henry S. Johnson has been
abandoned.
(Continifed on Page 3)

At

Finkelstein

and Eddie Ruben now are
New York buying product

Number

to Build

New

Stanley Nine Weeks' Net
Reported as $392,652

8)

Rome Italian producers see the
talker development as a big chance
for rehabilitation of the domestic industry, it was emphasized at the
which has
congress,
film
Italian
ended its sessions. It is felt by the
Americans will be
that
Italians
forced to abandon the European mar-

Both Publix and Warner

formal discussions have
taken place, as yet, it is understood, in proposed deal of
the
of
control
Publix for
Circuit
Theater
Northwest
(Finkelstein & Ruben), Min-

Net of $392,652 for the nine weeks
De- ended March 2, is reported by the

THE FILM

Purely Informal
No

president, and P. J. Wood, business
manager of the Ohio unit, stated to
100 exhibitors representing 300 theaters of tlie state, following their return from New York to acquaint distributors with the existing situation.
The hundreds of theater owners
now threatened with extinction, because of high operation costs due to

according to a survey just com-

DAILY.
pleted by
spite the concern, there is a general
and well founded belief that as the
quota set on sound pictures is spread
over more accounts, through increase in wired houses, there will be
an

IN

hit,

film rentals
for

demand

inquiry of existing con-

the
William ditions and practices pressed, and
Offering a contribution of
disfor
up
brought
Brookhart bill
Fox in making the nation air-minded,
today ot
cussion at the meeting here
belongairplane,
Fokker
a goodwill
has
which
Ass'n,
takes the Allied States
ing to Fox Movietone News,
of exhibitor
forum
open
an
called
the
Conn., on
off July 8 for Hartford,
Allied leaders, meeting retranscontinental jour- leaders.
first leg of a
Chicago, voted to seek a
in
cently
trip
The
ney to 50 principal cities.
the indusDept. of Justice probe of
will cover 3,000 miles.
rentals and endorsed
film
attacked
the
try,
outgrowth ot
Its Durpose is an
Movietone the Brookhart bill.
policy" of developing the
Abram F. Myers, president and
him.
system of sound recording by
Allied will preside,
in general counsel of
The president of Fox said recentlythis opening the meetings with a
sponsored
New York that he
(Continued on Page 10)
(Continued on Page 3)
.

:

Robb Returns

to Dallas

After Reported Confabs
of R. & Rreturned from New
is understood, a pro-

Dallas— H. H. Robb
has
theaters,
York, where,

it

the
posed deal for sale of control of
discusunder
was
circuit to Publix
sion.

Publix Gets Operation of
Louis Marcus Circuit
Salt

Lake City— Publix yesterday

operation of the Louis
and
Marcus chain of theaters in Utah
in it
Idaho. A 50 per cent interest
recently was purchased.

took

over

THE

DAILY

Tuesday, July

Admissions Cut at Ottawa "Volga Volga" Selected
When Vaudeville Dropped Best German Moneymaker

— Vaudeville

has been dropped and prices cut to 50 cents top
by Manager Joe Franklin of B. F.
The matinee price is
Keith's here.
Price 5 Cents
Vol XLIX No. 2
Monday. July 2, 1929
Manager Don
25 cents for all seats.
PUBLISHER Stapleton of the Centre made a simJOHN W. M.ICBATE
that
result
with
reduction,
ilar
Published daily except Saturday and holidays
and Imperial all have
at
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y. and Keith's, Centre
copyright (.1929) hy Wid's Films and Film a 50 cent top.

Ottawa

Folk, Inc.
W. Alicoate, President and
J.
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann, Vice-President
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer,
Business and Advertising Manager. Entered

May

as second class matter,

New York, N.
March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free)
United States outside of Greater New York
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
post-office at

of

Subscribers should
Foreign, $15.00.
with order.
Address all communications to
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broad
wav, New York, N. Y.
Phone Circle 47364737-4738-4739.
Filmday.
Cable address:
New York.
California
Ralph
Hollywood,
VVilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd.
Phone Granite
6607.
London Ernest W. Fredman, The
Film
89-91
Wardour
St.,
Renter,
W.
I.
Berlin
Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
Paris P. A. Harle,
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la
Cour-des-Noues, 19.
$3.00.
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Low

33^

Seat

Fm. Ind.
Kodak

East.

33^

A
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CURB MARKET
...
4% 3J4
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Prod.

*Bal. & Katz
Columbia Pets.
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3356
22 54

Fm. Ind.
Fox Thea. "A"... 22%
Griffith,
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Proj

Intern.

Loew

Inc.
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Paramount
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Loew 6s 41ww
Keith

*do

22'56

22
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2154

Trans-Lux
*Univ.

21%

5

8854

Cleveland
been appointed manager of the Co- crets of the East," "Spies," "The
lumbia exchange here, and will open Patriot," "The Godless Girl" and
an office on July 15, following his re- "Waterloo."
turn from the Columbia convention
This inaugurates the Talkers to
in Hollywood.
Debut at
opening of Columbia's own exchange
W. N. Skirboll, who
in this city.
Fox is in receipt of a cable from
formerly distributed this product in
its district manager in Stockholm that
this territory under a franchise agreement, will continue to distribute all the first talking picture will be shown
in
Denmark next week when the
of last year's product. Kaufman will
Roxy, Copenhagen, will open with
distribute only the new product.
sound equipment.
The first talker
is to be "Fox Movietone Follies of
Named

Make
Denmark Next Week

Columbia Manager

1929."

— Clarence

98J4
9854
7056

28

do units
do com
Skouras Bros

27

30

2

3

35
76

42
80

Technicolor

United Art
do pfd
Univ. Ch. com.
do pfd

ago.

French Group Sails
M. Vandal of Delac and Vandal,
French producing company; Henri
Diamant Bergere and Jacques Pathe
sailed yesterday on the France for
Paris.

1

1

....
8

87%

1

KONGO"

—

tended

illness.

4

in ten thrilling talking episodes
presented with a marvelous cast headed by

JACQUELINE LOGAN & WALTER MILLER
WILL BRING THEM IN. AND BRING THEM BACK
If

Office

Manager Wanted

New York Exchange
tional distribution

2

85

•LAST PRICE QUOTED

r—

A«

way,

New York

TALK

SOUND

business and like the
to
of
the click of the cash register, wire, write or radio

MASCOT PICTURES CORP.
Nat Levine,

re-

quires man thoroughly experienced in bookkeeping and exchange management to take
full charge of office.
Replies
will be treated with strictest
confidence. Our own employees

know of this ad.
The Film Daily,

you want

of big na-

company

SOUND

"THE KING OF THE

York.

Morehead Exhibitor Dies
Chariotte R. T. Wade, prominent
exhibitor of Morehead City, N. C,
died at Richmond, following an ex-

and

WILD ANIMAL SERIAL

—

10

•

with Fox Metropolitan Theaters. He
took over his new duties some time

THE FIRST TALKING

Goes to N. Y.
George A. Roberts,
Richmond
who recently resigned as manager
of the National, Richmond, vaudeville
house, and "who has been succeeded
by J. D. O'Rear, has gone to New

80

Ml« *

Flam with Fox Metropolitan
David Flam, formerly in charge of
exploitation for the Wisconsin theater here operated by Fox-Midwesco,
has been transferred to New York

the release of

Roberts

5

75

4,

T

terest in the circuit's houses.

70
...

3,

MASCOT AT THE MICROPHONE!

198

26

5
Annual convention of eastern
managers of Famous Players Canadian Corp., Niagara Falls, Ont.
July 8-11
Columbia annual sales convention
at Hollywood.
July 16, 17, 18 Annual convention of western managers of Famous Players
Canadian Corp., Vancouver.

July

i

OVER THE COUNTER

Roxy "A"

Assn.,

States

ABE MEYER
A

4,500

79%
3356

30

25

334

32

1

—

coming,"

Meeting of Allied
Washington.

—

Close

33

pfd. 25 51

"Anna Karenina," "Home"The Last Command,"
Herbert Kaufman has "Asphalt," "The Czarevitch," "Seterhorn,"

Today:

Tillman is new
manager of the Columbia exchange
Canadian Managers' Meetings
here, succeeding Jack Tillman, who
Vancouver Annual convention of
"THE VALLEY OF
district
western
named
been
has
Sales
western division theater managers of
DEATH"
400 manager with headquarters at Los
Famous Players Canadian Corp., is
700
1
A Gainsboro Prod., now beAngeles.
1,400
to be held here July 16, 17 and 18,
^J
ing recorded at RCA studio.
under direction of H. M. Thomas.
Cubberley on Vacation Trip
The Eastern convention of Famous
4,300
Inc
the real Players is being held at Niagara
200
J. F. Cubberley, head of
S "T E r-4 -w -v t—i>^i— i—
500
estate department of Northwest The- Falls, Ont, July 3, 4 and 5.
10,700
ater Circuit (Hnkelstein & Ruben),
.... and in charge of the firm's theaters
1,300
outside Minneapolis and St. Paul, is
6,800
2,100 in New Vork on a vacation trip. 1 he
200 Cubberleys plan a motor trip through
50,400
broadcasting the announcement that
Canada. His visit to New i'ork has
no connection with the reported plan
On August 1st (just when you need it)
17,500 of Publix to seek a controlling in-

25
2SA
18054 183
*do pfd
128
*First Nat. pfd
108
Fox Fm. "A"
8856 85
%7 l
Keith A.
36
345^
36
do pfd
112
111H 112
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J^
61
58J4 60^
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5156 48
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F-L
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20
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35Vs
'Stanley Co
40
•Univ. Pic*, pfd
9854
Warner Bros
12154 1 19^g 120
do pfd
61
59% 60M 13,100

Con.

Own

Exchange at Cleveland

Portland

STOCK MARKET
Am.

Columbia to Open

New

Financial

in
order by "Hungarian
Rhapsody," "Struggle for the Mat-

followed

21, 1918, at the
Y., under the act

The Industry's
Date Book

—

Berlin
In a canvass among exhibitors here conducted by "The Film
Kurier" to determine the most popular pictures of last season, 2,925
votes were given to German films,
528 to other foreign pictures besides
the 951 votes cast for American films.
Named among the best were: "Volga
Volga," which led with 190 votes,

1929

2,

Pres.

1650

Broadway

New York

City

Tec Art Studios
Hollywood, Cal.

Box A-137,
1650 BroadCity.

Cable Address: Levpic,

New York

THE
Tuesday, July

2,

1929

Fox Goodwill Flight
GENERAL BUSINESS TONE

(Continued from Page

CALLED FIRM

IN

SURVEY

ings,

it

"The

stated.
situation in

is

the

however, presented a less favoraspect," the review adds. "With
large supplies of wheat on hand, the
prospect of an unusually heavy crop
of Winter wheat and the low price
naturally has resulted
level which
may well reduce the purchasing
power of a large proportion of the
population.
It is too soon, however,
to judge the effect of these developments, since unfavorahle weather conditions may yet reduce the size of
the coming crop and materially alter
n! 1"

Wheat prices made a
the situation.
partial recovery just after the close of
May, apparently on the expectation
would give finmarketing the

that the Government
ancial assistance in
crop."

In discussing retail

view says that while

educational value to manAlter Fox Movietone News
had purchased an airplane for the
facility it gave in taking audible pictuns from aloft, it was decided that
this airship could be used to further
the airconsciousness of the American

trade

the

re-

warm weather
May improved

people.

Arrangements have been made
have meetings

at

landing

the

to

will deliver addresses. The
benefits of airports will be underlined in this manner, and other matters
relevant to aviation will be
brought home to the public mind, it
is
anticipated.
Gov. John H. Trumbull of Connecticut, known as a "flying Governor" because of his devotion to aeronautics and the frequency of his trips,
will meet the plane at Hartford and
officially
will
inaugurate the New
England phase of the tour by taking
Following this, mayors and
a flight.
other civic dignitaries throughout the
trip will be taken up.
The itinerary of the tour already
drawn up includes landings in or near
the following cities:

Hartford, Springfield, Bridgeport, Albany,
Syracuse, Rochester, Buffalo, Cleveland, ToIrcln.
Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee, Minneapolis,
Omaha. Des Moines, Kansas City, St.

New

Houses

&

Theater

Launched During May

Films

Program

East

projects,
Fifty theater
involving
$2,868,700 were launched in 37 Eastern states during May, according to
the F. W. Dodge Corp.
Forty of
the projects, involving $822,200 are
exclusive picture houses.

FILMS

—

at

Al (Black Jack) O'Keefe,
was the
guy Al proved to 'em that

two comedies and two reels
"King of the Jungle."

the serial,

Handling Mellaphone

—

of

there.

meeting, which closed Sunday

at

devices.

Tourna-

ments.

Mark Corey

PATHE FADE-OUTS
By CHARLES

F.

faculty

all

HYNES

m

'Frisco
himself.

manager

A

is

seat

W.

1,000.

E. Prosecuting Thefts
of Sound System Parts

boys now Pathe managers
he has
Atlantic City put through their paces
are: Harrv
THHE curtain was rung down yes- Percy, Portland, and F. H. Butler,
-*terday on Phil Reisman's Pathe Denver.
'

sales convention, as the last memCorey
and
Butler
obligingly
bers of the gang departed for their
cabbed to the station to get reservarespective offices.
tions for the western
group, and
It was Reisman's convention, all
right, for he walked away with the

show from the minute he opened
through

affair,

days'

the

sessions,

grinding

and

when they reminded
item,

little

were

the

told:

have walked."

gang of that
"You could

the
three

Speaking of Harry Percy, his
whoopee branch has been
a consistent leader.
Then to top it He gives due

the

party Saturday night.
credit to his go-getting
he showed he was a glutton for salesmen:
Foster (Sheriff) Blake and
punishment and held meetings all Hal
Vaughn.
off,

day Sunday.

Stops were arranged en route to
Speaking of that party. What an the Far West, to give C. L. Theuraffair it was!
Its highlight was the kauf, Seattle, chance to "get the
presentation of a silver trade mark change off the floor."
(about a life-sized fighting rooster)
Reisman. It knocked the veteran

Les Weir, western sales chief, took
So much a flock of visitors with him on the reLes certainly has his
he had a turn journey.
hard job answering "Bob" Woolfe's men with him 1,000 per cent.
to

sales manager off his feet.
of a surprise it was that

presentation

speech.

The announcement book certainly
Rutgers
Nielsen
handled
the got a big hand. George Harvey and
party entertainment, and did a real his gang may well be proud of that
job of it.
His reward was the en- piece of work.
thusiastic

way

the boys received

it.

Down

front was the big anniversary cake signifying the organization's twenty-fifth year in business.

M. L. Finkelstein and Eddie Ruben of Northwest Theater Circuit,
Minneapolis, Dave Chatkin of Publix
and Al Ruben, w. k. insurance broker,

The aftermath proved
men
film
prices,

ting

that in getare
pikers

alongside of Atlantic chiselers.

VAUDEVILLE

W.

E. Suit

—

Up

in Fall

Suit entered by Western Electric Co., New York, and
Northern Electric Co.. Ltd.,
the
against the Pacent Reproducer Corp.
and the Regent, Sudbury, Ontario,
infringement of three
for alleged
Canadian basic patents on sound

Ottawa

Cleveland A. E. Klein has op:ned an office here for the distribution
This is a equipment in the Exchequer Court
of Mellaphone in Ohio.
disc sound reproducing device sell- of Canada, Ottawa, probably will not
ing for $775. An installation of Mel- be heard until early in the fall. The
laphone has been set up in Klein's Regent was included as a defendant
because of a Pacent installation.
office for demonstrations.

a

few of the

were among the guests.

In announcing it as a stag affair,
Charlie Stombaugh, Albany, was
Grand, destroyed by fire, is being re- delegates who brought their wives very much in evidence with his charon
a
badge
advised to put
built with 1,100 seats, and Brainerd. were
acteristic pep.
where the Park is being rebuilt to them, so they'd be distinguishable.

in

erns,

still

"Bill" Calloway as happy
as a
schoolboy, because he's
going back
Atlantic City.
to the Dallas he loves
so well as
Pathe, said Reisman, is abreast of
^strict manager in
the
South.
developments in talking-color films, Fancy
"Bill" trying to get away
wide vision, stage-size projection, new without
singing after the rep
he's
negative materials and new optical
made at Film Daily Golf
sales

i

SOUND
TRUCK
Available
with

j

AGENCY

I

Attractions for

!

Picture Theatres

Standard

POWERS
CINEPHONE
EQUIPMENT

-

Phone Bryant 0586

Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Perm. 3S80

I

DAY OR NIGHT

AMALGAMATED

the back of the building occupied
by the exchange. Among the property taken were two complete West-

is

1)

Atlanta
Of course, that doesn't apply to
(Continued from Page 1)
Atlanta Someone broke into the
"Rambling" Joe Stout, Los Angeles
five
to
one
from
serve
Tampa, branch of Arthur C. Broni- tenced to
impresario, who proved that the Far
Michigan penitentiary,
berg Attractions last week and stole years in the
theft of the receiver element from
a number of reels of film, according for
speaker at the Family, Mona
loud
Entrance
to
word received here.
Mich.
roe,
was effected by breaking a window
Stolen

their

h.ttinest

the old touch
(Continued front Page

in keeping

fields

personages

Four

NEW PATHE

its

kind.

the latter part of
Indianapolis,
Nashville,
the sale of seasonal goods, business Louis,
Louisville,
was very quiet in the first part of New Orleans, Atlanta, Chattanooga, Cincinnati.
Washington,
Pittsburgh,
Columbus,
the month, with both turnover and Baltimore, Atlantic City. Philadelphia and
collections slow.
Trenton.
Other towns are likely to he vis"Building still remains the one line ited, according to the facilities available.
of industry which appears to reflect
to any appreciable extent the higher
in
money rates of the past several
R. Building
"After a F.
months," the review says.
(Continued from Page 1)
partial recovery in April, operations
in May showed signs of a further Electric equipment.
The new houses
decline."
are at Bismark, where the Eltinge is
being rebuilt, to seat 1,000; Austin,
where the firm is rebuilding the
50
Projects in
Park, destroyed by cyclone, to have
where the
Faribault,
seats;
1,100
in

ALL

where the plane will alight, at which
wheat mar- governors, mayors and prominent

ket,

West boys believe
money intact.

1)

system of talking pictures not alone
for the sake of its monetary profit,
but of

Basic lines of industry arc holding
firm
against
seasonal
slackening,
States the Bank of America, New
York, in its current review of conditions.
Activity in retail trade has
through
been
increased
wanner
weather, carloadings are heavier than
last year and railroad and other large
corporations report satisfactory earn-

to

Aid Air-Minded Drive COLOR TO BE USED IN

j
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j
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Warner Studio
Active
on
Product
—
Five in

Saxon

—

Work

—

with 16 Being Edited "Musical Tabs" by Darmour for R-K-O Columbia Signs
50 Color Cameras Equipped by Multicolor Wilk's Paragraphs and Other Studio News

—

WARNER PROGRAM Of 40

A

Little

NEARLY HALE FINISHED

By

TWO

from "Lots"

TABS" FROM

RALPH WILK

TOM

Of the 40 productions scheduled
and Hank, the 11 and 13 year
for the season at the Warner studio,
old sons of H. McFarland, veterslightly less than half will be com- an circus horseman, are attracting
pleted or in the editing process next much
attention at
Coast studios.
week when the studio enters the sec- Monte Brice was so interested in their
ond six months of the current sea- roping and horseback riding that he
son, according to Jack L. Warner, 'signed them to a personal contract.
vice president and production chief. He saw them in action at the Saugus
Five productions are in filming rodeo, where they excelled cowboys
stages at present, two to complete many years their senior.
They are
shooting this week, while 16 are com- also talented young actors.
pleted or in various stages of assembling and editing, according to Jack
" 'Tis a small world," quoted Bob
Warner.
Haas, the art director, after he
The status of production is at pres- heard the writer questioning Capent as follows:
tain Harry Zier at Tec-Art. Bob had
"General Crack," starring John just introduced us to the captain.

—

Hollywood simile As welcome as a baby on a sound
stage.
*

*

writing

Spanish

Golden Bridle,"
nard.

to learn

dialogue
starring

*

*

in

Spanish,

had no trouble

Harry Joe Brown

for

in

"The

Ken May-

is

directing.

*

Lloyd Knechtel, long with First
National and who is now in charge
of the special photographic effects
departments at RKO, did some interesting, work on "Half Marriage."
He
will also do much special work
Thirty years ago, Harry was in the
on "Rio Rita."
eighth grade at the old Washington

Barrymore under Alan Crosland's diand "So Long Letty," starring
Charlotte
Greenwood under school, Minneapolis, and the writer
Lloyd Bacon's direction, are the two was in the first grade of the same
pictures nearing completion and go- school.
Of course, Bob had to listen
ing to the editing rooms. "Under a to much remiscing.
By the way,
Texas Moon," featuring Frank Fay Herbert Crooker and Kent Smith
and being directed by Michael Cur- also hail from the same school distiz, "The Aviator," starring Edward
trict.
Everett Horton with Roy Del Ruth
*
*
*
directing,
and "Disraeli," starring
Leon
show:
Our Passing
George Arliss under Al Green's di"The Night
Schlesinger
at
rection are in early stages of filming.
Percival
Walter
Hostess"
Productions most recently sent to
boasting the Masquers Revel.
the editing department are: "Is Everybody Happy?" starring Ted Lewrection,

Fred Niblo

will

Two series of "musical tabs" are
planned by Larry Darmour in the
26 talking and singing shorts he will
make for
release next season.
They are to be "The Record Breakers" by H. C. Witwer and the Mickey (Himself) McGuire series, based
on the cartoons by Fontaine Fox.
Alberta Vaughn has been signed
to a starring contract for "The Record Breakers," with Al Cooke playing the male lead, supported by Lew
Sargent and George Gray.
Script writers
and gagmen for
Larry Darmour productions are E.
V. Durling, Ben White, H. A. Woodmansee, Joseph Basil, Pinto Colvig
and C. M. Kerr while directors include Albert Herman, Ralph Ceder,
Slim Summerville, and St Elmo
Boyce.
Release dates on these two series

RKO

*

'Twas an old Spanish custom
the Masoi. family
so Lcsiey Mason

SERIES OE

soon become an

He
authority on government parks.
is
spending his vacation iof three are as follows: Witwer, "Record
months by travelling to the various Breaker Musical Tabs" series; one
national parks in the Pacific North- every two weeks beginning about
west. He was a globe-trotter and lec- August 18th, "Mickey (himself) Mcturer for several years and has tra- Guire Musical Tabs" one every month
velled 500,000 miles. He is said to be beginning about September 8th.
the first man to bring a camera to
Central Africa and the first man to
Revier for "The Mighty"
invade the Kremlin with a camera.
Dorothy Revier was signed by
Paramount for George Bancroft's
next all-talker, "The Mighty," to be
Signs
50
Multicolor
Other
directed by John Cromwell.
Talker
Special
Esther
cast
include
of
the
members
for Color
The latest addition from the Broad- Ralston, Warner Oland, Raymond
During the past week 50 picture way stage to join the ranks of Co- Hatton, O. P. Heggie and Morgan
cameras were equipped ready to take lumbia featured players is Marie Farley.
pictures in natural colors, according Saxon, who has been signed by the
to William J. Worthington, presi- company to appear in a talking-singFilms
Co-Directors for
dent of Multicolor Films, Inc.
ing-dancing special of the musical
To assure that dialogue and action
One of the features of the Multi- comedy type. Title, cast and direc- get equal attention in talking produccolor process, it is claimed, is the tor of the production is to be an- tions, Radio Pictures has inaugurated
patented color sound track declared nounced soon.
a system of co-directors on all sound
to obviate the necessity for double
pictures.
Warner Contract For Thew
processing in synchronization work.
Harvey Thew, scenario writer, has
Two productions, "Fox Follies" and
H. H. Van Loan with Universal
"The Great Gabbo" being directed by been signed to a long term Warner
H. H. Van Loan, playwright and
James Cruze will contain the Multi- contract. Thew has written the dia- scenarist, has been signed by Unicolor process, as well as other pic- logue and script for "Song of the versal to do originals and dialogue.
tures to go into production soon, ac- West," "The Hottentot" and "The
Van Loan now is en route to UniArgyle Case." He now is busy precording to Worthington.
versal City.
paring "Tiger Rose" an adaptation
of Belasco's stage play.
Hart to Make Series
Sistrom Supervising Hale Film
Colorart Company recently formed,
Mary Carr For "Sailor's Holiday" plans to star William S. Hart in a
William Sistrom is supervising the
Mary Carr, is the latest addition series of black and white talker westproduction of Alan Hale's latest for
Pathe, "Sailor's Holiday."
to the cast of "Sailor's
Holiday" erns.
Recently, Hart cancelled his
starring Alan Hale for Pathe.
Sally
contract with Hal Roach, after MEilers appears opposite Hale under
Two Added to "Young Nowheres" the
G-M had announced that it did not
direction of Fred Newmeyer.
wish to distribute the proposed talkTwo more players, Anders Raner western.
dolph and Duke R. Lee have been
Preparing "Mississippi Gambler"
added to the cast of First. NationalLeonard Fields is preparing adapKeayes Made Studio Manager
Vitaphone production, "Young No- tation of "The Mississippi Gambler,"
Cruze has appointed VerJames
wheres," starring Richard Barthel- Karl Brown original, which will star
non Keayes, for the last eight years
mess.
Joseph Schildkraut for Universal.
his assistant, studio manager.
;

Archie Mayo directing; "Evidence," starring Pauline Frederick,
John Adofi directing, and "Song of
the West," featuring John Boles and
is,

Vivienne Segal,
as director.

with

Ray Enright

Warners Buy "Hold Everything"
Warner Bros, has purchased picture rights to the Broadway stage
play, "Hold Everything."
The picwill be filmed intact with the
music by De Sylva, Brown and Henderson and the book by B. G. De
Sylva and Jack McGowan.

ture

Davidson in "Her Private Affair"
Lawford Davidson has been added
to the cast of "Her Private Affair"
featuring Ann Harding under direction of Paul Stein for Pathe.

Conklin for P-F-L "Fast Company"
Chester Conklin has been added to
cast of Paramount's "Fast Company"
now in work under the direction of
Edward Sutherland. Evelyn Brent,
Jack Oakie, "Skeets" Gallagher head
the cast.

RKO

Completes "Side Street"
Director Mai St. Claire has completed "Side Street" featuring Tom,

Owen

and Matt Moore

for

RKO.

Equipped

Cameras

Work

Columbia
Saxon For

Marie

RKO
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SHOW WOKIJI
and a famous name

PARAMOUNT
leading

is

<I

That's the story of

it.

1929-30

in a nutshell.

Wise showmen are acting on

once!

<I

company

They

it

The whole

by signing

realize the big advantage to

industry

PARAMOUNT

them

in

is

saying

contracts at

hooking up with a

that fully grasps the golden possibilities of the

New Show World.
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The one company

that has the production organization

*-K

and resources

supply the new type of Greater Motion Picture week after week.
like

<

<|

to

Stars

Harold Lloyd, Moran and Mack, Clara Bow, the Marx Brothers,

George Bancroft, Maurice Chevalier, Charles "Buddy" Rogers, Dennis
King, Gary Cooper, Gertrude Lawrence, Jeanne Eagels, Nancy Carroll,

Ruth Chatterton, William Powell

—

to

name

a few of many.

screen and stage. Assured hits like Harold Lloyd's

Cream of the

first talker,

"Welcome

Danger"; "The Vagabond King," Lubitsch-Chevalier's "The Love Parade,"

"The Cocoanuts," "Why Bring That Up?" "The Four
Dance of Life" and over 60 more.
do for the talking news
did for talking features.

World

class.

Leader:

*JJ

It

reel

"The

Paramount Sound News, which

PARAMOUNT

what

80

*J

Feathers,"

talking shorts of

never was so important as

will

Quality Talking Pictures

PARAMOUNT New Show
now

to

hook up with The

PARAMOUNT!

PARAMOUNT

NEW SHOW WORLD HEADQUARTERS
Member Motion

Picture Producers

&

Distributors of America, Inc., Will H. Hays, Pres.
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22nd

Instalment, 'Sound Patent Series

PROJECTION SPEED IS

"Sound Patent" Instalments

Earlier
GOVERNED BY PHONOGRAPH
the twenty-second instalment in "Sound Patents," a series
of articles dealing with the patent

This

is

sound and synchronisaUnited States,
England, France and Germany.
history of

tion devices in the

Widespread interest has been aroused in the industry here and
abroad by this history of sound patents, covering the United States,
England, Germany and France, which with this issue reaches its
twenty-second instalment
Benjamin T. Rauber, in turn in the Patent Office in Washington, a special assistant to the Attorney General of the United States
and now a patent specialist in New York, is the author.
Preceding chapters appeared in
FILM DAILY on the

THE

following days:
Feb.
Feb.

In United States patent No. 1,314,081 issued to L. O. Kozar on Aug.
26, 1919, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2,
which are, respective, a diagrammatic representation of, and an elevation of a part of the apparatus of
the patent, a drum (46) having a
helical or screw shaped groove (47)
rotated by means of a ratchet
is

March
March
March

27
24
3

4
8

March
March
March
March
April

10
17
21

22
2

and June

April
5
April
8
April 17
April 19
April 25

May
May
May
May
May

1

2

10
15

28

14

KOZAIt.

'•

I

',11

'<l

-I \iijf

26.

rotation
of
the sleeve.
The
of the ratchet wheel (e),
is controlled by the rocking or oscillation of a pawl
(21), which is
rocked by and in time with, the per-

the

movement

and de-energizing of
electro-magnets (17) controlled by a
commutator or equivalent device rotated in the usual manner by the
phonograph, this apparatus not being shown in the patent as it is a
well known and standard mechaniodic energizing

Later U. S. patents Nos. 1,362,876,
chine are synchronized to run at the
same relative speeds the drum (46) issued Dec. 21, 1920 and U. S. patwheel (41) and electro-magnets (24) and ratchet wheel (48) rotates in the ent No. 1,522,132, issued Jan. 6, 1925 to
and (25) actuated periodically in a same direction and at the same the same inventor, show improvemanner similar to that of the ap- speeds and the longitudinal position ments on the above apparatus and
also show speed indicating means.
paratus described above by a com- of the ratchet wheel (48) on the
Another form of apparatus in
If
the
mutator (R) on the shaft of the pro- drum remains unchanged.
ratchet
which
the speed of a projection mathe
rotation
of
of
speed
through
jection machine motor (M)
that chine is controlled by the phonothe wiring shown in the left hand wheel (48) becomes less than
graph through an electric escapepart of Fig. 1. On the drum (46) is of the drum (46) the groove (47)
ment mechanism is shown in British
to
longitudinally
causes
it
move
to
mounted a ratchet wheel (48) havpatent No. 174,762, issued to H. A.
ing a pin fitting the groove (47) and the left, carrying with it a mounting
Johnson
on Feb. 6, 1922. In the apand
contact
(C)
ar;d
movable
a
(SO)
actuated from a commutator (R') on
paratus of this patent, of which the
the shaft of the phonograph (P) causing the latter to separate from
are shown in the
through suitable electric apparatus. a fixed contact (17) and break the essential elements
and 4 of
The arrangement is such that when circuit of the motor (M) and stop accompanying Figs. 1, 2, 3
of the patent, a wheel (25) mounted on
speed
the
Thereupon,
the
latter.
the phonograph and projection mathe drum (46) decreases relatively a shaft is connected, through a belt
to that of the wheel (48) and the or other suitable connection, to the
IfKMioaijia'i I'ntiiu,
machine, which is not
latter moves to the right until the projection
UMlUfiM "
'"
proper speed relation is attained, at shown in the drawings, and the
which time it contacts with the con- speed of the shaft 0) and therefore
tact (17) and again starts the motor of the wheel (25) and projection ma(M). Or the movement of the wheel chine is controlled and regulated by
(50) may be used to control a speed a speed control apparatus (p) geared
controlling rheostat for the motor as to the shaft (r) through gears (s)
and (t) and worm (q) and having
shown in Fig. 5 of the patent.
l

a rotating friction plate (x) that is
drawn towards a brake arm (7), as
the speed of the projection apparatus
increases.
Also geared to the shaft
(r), through gears (4) and (h) is
a rotatable sleeve (g) threaded and
supported on a screw threaded shaft
(b), which is, in turn supported in
bearings (c) and (d), mounted on the
base of the apparatus.
Rotatably
mounted on the shaft (b) at the end
opposite the sleeve (g) is a ratchet
wheel, (e) which is urged forwardly,
by a spring (j) secured between the
sleeve (g) and the ratchet wheel, the
spring being kept under tension by

l*.'l!l

ism.
When the phonograph and
projection machine are in synchronism, the ratchet wheel is permitted
by the pawl (21) to rotate at the
same speed as the gear (h), and
sleeve (g), but, if the phonograph is
rotating at a relative slower speed
than the projection machine, the
ratchet wheel (e), and with it, the
threaded shaft (b) are held from rotating as fast as the sleeve and as a

consequence
ence

in

to the

of

this

relative

differ-

speeds the sleeve (G) thread
right

of

Fig.

1

on the shaft

This movement of the sleeve
(g) carries with it a rack (11) to
which is secured, through the arm
(15), slot (16) and link (9), an arm
(6) of the brake lever (7) which is
pivoted on an adjustable pivot (3)
and thus tilts the free end of the
lever (7) towards the friction plate
applying a retarding friction
(x),
through the regulating apparatus to
the projection machine control wheel
Similarly, when the phono(25).
graph rotates faster than required
for synchronism, the pawl (21) permits the ratchet wheel (e) to be rotated by the spring (j) at a faster
rate than the sleeve (g) and the latter threads to the left on the shaft
and through the connecting mechanism (11-7) releases the brake on the
(b).

The pivot (3) of the
plate (x).
lever (7) may be adjusted by a manually operated screw (4) to vary the
speed at which the lever will apply
friction to the disc (x) for a given
position of the sleeve (9). The relamative speeds of the projection
chine and phonograph are indicated

by a pointer (13) movable over a
scale (24) by means of a pinion (12)
engaging the rack (11) and rotated
by the movement of the latter.

Patent drawings which illustrate the system
claimed by Kozar. U.S. Patent No. 1,314,081.

Electric
.•„

is

ograph
n
'}
escapement mechanism to control the speed of the
174,/b-.
6
7
Johnson. British Patent No. f
..7Zj in
,„ the
*h. system
c«tm patented
Patented by
bv Johnson
used

^f°^f ^°

In the next discussion, the development of sound systems using
wut
controlled synchronous motors
up.
be taken
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Higher Overhead Concern of Exhibitors
SOUND SITUATION NOW

Albany Zone Feels Sound Boom

'FRISCO CIRCUITS THRIVE

—

Albany While the general opinion in this territory is that the
smaller houses cannot stand the gaff in the new talker development,
every day it seems that exhibitors are getting wiser and buying
closer.
The situation, of course, has not yet clarified itself, but it

MOVING TOWARD LEVEL
(.Continued

from Page

exhibitors to
houses at a profit.

small

The sudden

1)

upheaval

improved.
Sound houses are doing business, there is no mistaking that, but
some exhibitors are squawking on the overhead, claiming it forces
them into the red. There is little doubt that some of these claims
are exaggerated, their sponsors figuring they are losing money because
their profits are smaller than in silent days.
Right now it looks as if the big theaters are getting the lion's
share and the little fellow is suffering, unless, of course, he is in some
isolated locality where the results on sound pictures are proving
is

sound

operate

caused

by

the capitulation to talkers has found
many exhibitors unprepared. The
lack of any precedent to serve as a
signpost for distributor and exhibitor
has added to the general confusion.

Today's canvass, which includes refrom Seattle, San Francisco,
Milwaukee, and Albany emphasize
the worry being felt, but indicate
an easement of the situation through
speeding of the readjustment process.

unusual.

The principal drawback to the small towns is the necessity of
following the larger towns with better theaters. They can't get the
product soon enough to cash in on the sound craze. The circuits,
with their protection, in some cases overbuying and the holding up
of releases, force the little fellow to run product quite old, whereas
the public is picturewise and wants its pictures right out of the can.
Rentals demanded do not appear to be as high as formerly, when
three and four times as much was charged for talkers as for silents.
This, of course, benefits the small exhibitor.
There is little demand for synchronized pictures, exhibitors insisting upon dialogue films.

ports

WISCONSIN FEELS ERA OF
SILENT THEATER
Milwaukee

—

among Wisconsin

IS

GONE

opinion
Popular
exhibitors concern-

Exhibitors in Wisconsin, however,

seem
ing

to feel that

sound films are cost-

them too much money.

They

have been reading that producers are
able

to

make sound

more

pictures

cheaply than silents and, as a result,
they feel that talkies should not cost
as

much

as silents.

Furthermore they feel that sound is
here to stay, but that there is plenty
of room for improvement in sound
equipment as well as in sound pictures.
They also feel that improvement will be made as times goes on

but that at present the public

is

par-

ticularly critical of sound pictures and
only too ready to gloat on their flaws.

At present

to

most Wisconsin ex-

hibitors, the situation is a complicated
one, with a sound-demanding public,
critical to the core, and "talkies" necessary to draw the crowd, but with a
higher charge for sound pictures than
With a situation such as
for silents.
this it is no wonder that the independent exhibitor is installing "bootleg" equipment to keep down the
overhead yet at the same time hurting himself and the entire talking picture industry.
The stage has been
reached in Wisconsin where the silent
theater must install talking equipment
in order to meet competition.

—

San Francisco The axiom of "the
early bird catches the worm" might
aptly be applied to theater owners
of the San Francisco zone i^^ofar
as sound is concerned.
Beginning
with
"The
Singing
Fool" one single theater in the heart

downtown district had exclusive appeal to the theater-going public for nearly a year and, in the parlance of the race track touts, made a
killing.
of the

San

Francisco

solidly

formed

probably

is

more

theater combines
or circuits, than any other region in
the country- A dozen well-organized
circuits control more than 90 per cent
of the theaters actually in operation.
The operation, buying and booking
offices of these circuits, with two exceptions, are all within three blocks
distance from the exchange center.
in

To

Canada Wants Sound, Yet
Overhead Ts Worrisome

ing sound in Milwaukee and surrounding territory is that theaters
must have sound if they want to make
money. For that reason sound has
been installed in all downtown Mil- N.
waukee houses and many of the
neighborhood theaters as well as in
houses throughout the state.
Fox has wired or will wire practically all the theaters of its Midwesco
chain, while Universal has wired the
newer houses of its Milwaukee Theater Circuit.

ON SOUND; INDPTS SPOTTY

quote one salesman:
"There are not ten accounts worth

driving out of the city to

West Coast was
sound

sell."

first

to install

San Francisco and Bay
theaters.
For some unac-

in the

district

— One

Toronto

the

countable reason the smaller circuits,

prominent Canadian
controlling
inland and neighborW., SOLD
SOUND, IS exhibitor sums up the sound situa- hood houses,the displayed
an indiffertion in the Dominion, insofar as the
ence and reluctance to wire their
unaffiliated
theater owner is contheaters until suddenly a few months
cerned, in a sentence.
back, all circuit managers and inde"These talking pictures are going
pendently-owned theaters were clamSeattle
It is the general consensus to be the cause of the death of many oring
for sound
equipment.
Any
a
good
exhibitor."
of opinion among exhibitors of the
make
just so long as it would talk.
Score charges and rentals that
Pacific Northwest that if scores and
Information at hand shows that
several hundred per
films could be purchased more rea- have jumped
towns
100 miles or more from San
cent
are
making
the going very difsonably there would be a far greater
Yet, the Canadian exhibitor Francisco having sound have profitchance of their sound equipment and ficult.
ed handsomely.
This refers to cirpictures being an asset instead of a realizes that theaters must go sound
theaters.
Indepenor go out of business.
liability.
Complaints cuit-controlled
At the present time while there is are plentiful. A fair cross-sectional dents complain that increased busian ever increasing number of instal- opinion supplied by an independent ness does not offset increased price
of sound picture presentation and
lations, there would be an even more operator who prefers to remain un-

ON

—

if the exhibitors could see their way
clear to carry the extra cost of films,
scores,
equipment
and
operators.

named
"I

is

paid

this:

big price for sound
equipment; there has been a big jump
They all want sound. In many in- in film rentals; I get big crowds—
stances, while it is true theaters, have but I am no better off than I was
increased their revenue and attend- before."
On the other hand, interim finanance, net profit remains the same,
and in some instances less than be- cial statements of Famous Players
Canadian Corp., operating 157 thefore installations.
The local unions are creating an aters in the Dominion, show that reunfavorable situation for themselves turns for the first six months of the
and exhibitors through their exces- current fiscal year were 80 per cent
sive demands as regards wages, hours greater than for the corresponding
and number of operators. Under pres- period one year ago, and that reent conditions it is almost prohibitive ceipts during March were 100 per
for a suburban exhibitor to install cent greater than for March, 1928
talking pictures.
Of course, there These statements invariably tell that
are isolated exceptions to this gener- operating expenses are also somewhat higher, due to talkers and
al condition.
In small towns, the situation is equipment but net returns are handpractically identical with elimination some and the equipment soon pays
of the union angle.
Exhibitors have for itself.
Distinct gains have been
increased their gross, but also their made this year with sound pictures
overhead in a corresponding if not by Loew's, Toronto, and Loew's Longreater ratio.
don, Ontario, by way of other exMany are discussing the approach- amples.
ing day when sound loses its novelty
"I wish you would not spread the
(Continued on Page 9)
(Continued on Page 9)
•

a

small operators are bellowing loudly

of high rentals-

All

San

Francisco

neighborhood

second, third and fourth runs having

sound
ly

—both
—with

circuit

owned

and independentfew exceptions

but

doing no more gross business
than they were prior to wiring.
This is noticeable in product that
has had a first run of three weeks or
are

more

in downtown theaters.
As a
result of this apparent slump and demands for adjustments of high rentals,

there are

many

percentage con-

tracts being made.
All of the circuits will no doubt be
100 per cent sound in the next six
months. Their new and modern theaters in towns of 6,000 to 10.000 population, many with no opposition, are
expected to turn highly satisfactory
results from talking pictures.
Their city neighborhood theaters
are in an entirely different category
With the exception of the super
talker, gross receipts in these houses
does not exceed those under the silent picture policy.

—

CANADA WANTS SOUND, YET

"To You
I

IS

WORRISOME

(Continued from Pave 8)
that my theater is jammed because when the exchange managers
hear about it. up goes tin- price of
talking pictures for me," was the

news

comment from an

enterprising

ex-

"I
Ontario town.
hibitor in one
couldn't make much money before
with silent pictures and now when I

have a chance,
to take

it

the

exchanges want

all."

Nolan opened the Ayalon in
Ottawa last December. It is a fine
neighborhood house. But Nolan adP. J.

mits that he took an "awful licking"
sound.
He has
until he installed
made good with the pick of second
run sound and dialogue pictures but
he still has a worry, he says, because the exchanges have trebled
film

prices on him.
interesting situation

developed
at Cornwall, with announcement that

An

would shortly
immediate result

Capitol
The
sound.
the

offer

was

the decision to re-open the Palace
as a silent house and popular prices
This is one instance where the wiring of a theater is reviving the former opposition for silent pictures.
Summer is here but Canadian exhibitors generally have not been able
to dope out any definite summer policy as in previous years because the

talking

wave

hit

the

Dominion

last

perhaps, one
is,
exception in the case of Don Stapleton, manager of the Centre, Ottawa.
In former summers, he adopted a
split-week policy. This year his pro-

There

September.

grams will continue to change from
week to week. Why? "High cost
of

Stapleton replies.
Canadian exhibitors have had pecupictures,"

sound problems of their own
they have cost much money.
Take, for instance, the Province of
Quebec which is the most bilingual
spot on the map with its French and
liar

and

—

—

am

The Manager -I Speak"
your hands—keep me clean and bright.
defame me— when you speak of me through publicity

My

life is

Do

not

in

*

*

*

—a

few words well

West

*

lobby

the

is

THE FILM DAILY
many instances

— "In

Henry

director-general for Inspira-Pictures, "but generally speaking,
\
1 think it will be only a short
time
when such an idea will be abandoned
It is impossible for the
imaginations
of two people to work exactly
alike.
No two men will ever tell a story
in exactly the same way."
101

'

}

—

My

guests your patrons, expect to see you to welcome them
not in a swivel chair but in the foyer. If I am to be a success my
guests are to be greeted also as they leave.
*
*
*

—

Now

that I have learned to talk, do not permit my voice to beoffensive by being blatant nor allow me to submerge my voice
to a degree that I am not audible
the success of my voice rests with
you alone.

—

come

Expressing the belief that this is
the motion picture business, the
job of which is to make motion pic-

—

*

still

*

*

—

My

King continues:
"The stage director that

tures,

health is important not alone for my continued existence
but for the well-being of my guests let me breathe pure air Motors and fans are provided to make my circulation function perfectly.
c
41
4

Make

—

—

of

me

use of your noonday luncheon clubs to create new friends
co-operation will build good will for both of us in our
*

4>

My

—

—

share of
dialogue.

*

—
—

—

My

to furnish

—

—

My
I

life is in

am

—

your hands -keep

me

*

Organ

many

—

must the

relief, etc.

Today

today directing.

a great asset for a director
to have a good, experienced and capable man, with
he can discuss situations during the making of
a picture.
Many great situations
is

whom

have developed from a discussion between two or more people who were

*

earnestly trying to better their prod-

Fox West Coast Theaters)

and

suffered.

the lateness with
lows first runs, high

this

but for another man to have attempted to direct the scene itself
and inject into it the results of that
discussion, would lose more than it
would benefit.
The same idea in
the hands of the director who underuct,

N. W., Sold on Sound, is
Tussling With Overhead

resentment

comedy

instances, are

"It

clean and bright.

*

of

—so

unheard of and all of the gag
men that proved their worth, in

the theater.

"NOW"— (House

value

is

it

soul the silver screen reflects my best or worst I am not
responsible but you are keep us both above criticism without character we both perish.

—

story

"A few years ago every company
earned what is known as a gag man

Believe in me your belief will reflect itself. Convince yourself
I am a necessity
spreading cheer and happiness to
I know I am
more people than any other agency I am loyal to you just as long
as you are loyal to me.
$
$
$

—

capable

to the picture director.
Pictorial effects must carry their proportionate

physical being is so important, you should not allow burnt
out lights to continue without replacements by keeping me as a
brilliant beacon
inside and out
I will attract new friends.

—

is

directing

capably one-half of a
motion picture, is thoroughly capable
of handling the other half and will
do a far better job than to have the
second half directed by some other
individual.
This same thing applies

—your
community.
for

One prominent
over rentals.
Save the King" with which to close in this territory sums up the situathe show, as per ages-old custom.
tion from that angle as follows:
"I do not believe that the distribuCanada Has "Old Man River"
tors' present system of price rating
Ottawa Following the playing of is entirely unjustifiable because of
"Show Boat" in various cities of the the fact that the first houses to showDominion, the Federal Department sound did such a tremendous busiof Interior at Ottawa has dug up the ness that exchanges had no true bafact that Canada really has an "Old sis from which to draw equitable
Man River." a stream in Alberta. valuations. However, that has nowThis title was given to the river be- gone too far.
Distributors should
use of an Indian legend.
know it. The earlier frenzy, influenced by the novelty and curiosity
of sound, has long since passed out
More Canadian Houses Wired

—

Bureau,

King,

Harry Dahn
(Continued from Page 8)
populations.
of the Capitol in Montreal, had to and the public become discriminating days of sound, the first runs, as is
devise a system of bilingual sub- in its shopping. They foresee patron- natural, wired first.
MisrepresentaHe has age back to normal, but overhead tion in advertising, designed to lead
titles for his sound pictures.
been getting them at considerable abnormal and envision a condition the public into the belief dialogue
cost but he has pleased the French. which will resulf in 75 per cent of pictures were being shown when they
Once he got a talking picture with the small theaters closing their doors were not, did considerable harm.
French dialogue and this was a forever.
The small exhibitor, once he became
"wow" in Montreal. All exhibitors
heard wired, felt the backwash of public
is
comment
Much
bitter
have had to get records of "God
man

Sound equipment has
Toronto
been installed at the Capitol, Petersboro, Ont., and also in the Runnymede, Palace, Parkdale and Oakwood, Toronto, for Famous Players
Canadian Corp.

Coast

the policy of two directors
on a picture may work out," declares

—a

part of my structure you
should always carefully observe and have the accessories sparkle so
attractively that none can pass me by.

show window

OUT, STATES KING

Hollywood

English

—

DIRECTOR PLAN WON'T

WORK

*

*

mediums, do not misrepresent my attractions
planned will help me pay royal dividends.

My

TWO

the theater

Add

which he

to

stands the feeling of
acters,

all

of the char-

moods and whims,

the

atmosphere and tempo of the story
would enable him to achieve excellent

results.

The

discussion then

an asset on the other hand
be a

it

is

would

liability.

is not uncommon to find that
the little thing in a story becomes the
I bethe big thing in the picture.
lieve the most important thing is the

"It

human

feeling.

"Two

fol-

score

their

directors

actually

directing

same picture will give about the
charges and overhead in the month same result as two actors appearing
and his picture rounds itself out.
simultaneously in the same role."
For .some time pictures were advertised with "See and Hear," "With
hundred per cent
and nated was a one
Pictures"
"Talking
Sound,"
rentals,

the

all

talkie.

catchlines, regardless
The situation as regards equipment
of how much or how little talk apmatThis created skepticism and is limited almost entirely to a
peared.
individual exhibitor
wariness toward any other than a ter of what the
pay. For a time
one hundred per cent all-talking pic- feels he can afford to
in investRealizing this type of adver- there was some hesitancy
ture.
that might be subequipment
in
ing
than
harm
more
tising was doing
But the tension
litigation.
good, exhibitors eliminated this sus- jected to
of the picture."
to have eased off in this diseems
part
public's
on
the
attitude
Far-flung protection clauses which picious
installations of the
intelligent cam- rection and many
safeguard first runs in Seattle, Port- by an honest and
are being made.
type
expensive
different insignias as less
land, Tacoma, Spokane and Pacific paign, using
percentage, however, are
larger
The
copy,
their
in
Northwest semi-key cities is raising 'Seals of security"
so desig- of standard makes.
In the earlier guaranteeing any picture
plenty of disturbance-

other

various

10

Chance to
SOUND FILM RENTALS TO
Capture European Market

Italians See

INDEPENDENTS WANTED

IN

(Continued from Page

PUIL

1)

AT

In
due to the language difficulty.
BE HIT
ALLIED SESSIONS
BUSINESS, OHIO UNIT
accordance with these views, the
National Cinematographic Board is
(Continued from Page 1)
(.Continued from Page 1)
recognizing the Italian industry. One mary of conditions as reported to him
houses and de luxe programs, James of the first studios on the Continent from various sections of the country.
"Warners plan a half
and Wood reported.
Among those Myers expects to be
for production of talkers has been
billion dollar theater acWhile the report contained no opened by the board. Central and present are Herman A. Bloom, Maryquisition spree.
Publix
is going after houses with
assurance of any reduction in rentals South America are viewed as fertile land; Col. H. A. Cole, Texas; W. A.
precision and speed.
Fox
it was stated that the increased numSteffes, Minnesota, North and South
fields for Italian films.
is
steadily building and
ber of sound films now available will
Dakota; Jack Miller, Illinois; Fred
others are active.
Film
reduce their cost automatically to the
business these days is traWehrenberg, Eastern Missouri and
veling
at
a
dizzy
pace,
but
exhibitor.
Southern Illinois; Glenn Cross and H.
"Canadian
with the new color, wide
It. was the general opinion of the
Michigan;
Bauer
Steve
screen and other innovain F. P. Chain Houses M. Richey,
exhibitors gathered in Columbus that
and Henry A. Staab, Wisconsin; E.
tions due
'You ain't seen
they should hold off buying until later
Toronto
"First
All-Canadian P. Smith, Iowa;
nothin' yet'."
J. J. Harwood, Clevein the season.
The early buyer, it Week" is being observed by the 180 land; Sidney Samuelson, New Jersey,
was stated, will pay high rentals. By theaters of Famous Players Cana- and Charles R. Metzger, Indiana.
holding off, and waiting until the sea- dian Corp., to celebrate the fact that
son is more advanced, they will se- the corporation is now owned and 60 Theaters in Great
cure fairer prices, the exhibitors be- controlled by Canadians. The many
Says
States Deal,
Famous Players houses across the
lieve.
Opinions
Sixty Illinois theaters
Joliet, 111.
Dominion were decorated for the occasion and special trailers, newspa- are involved in the Great States chain
"Music Tax" Drive in
per advertising, windshield stickers of houses, complete control of which
Texas Is Considered and window cards were used. Pro- recently was acquired by Paramount,
"The Pagan"
ductions having Canadian stars or J. J. Rubens, vice president of the
Dallas Continuing a drive to colM-G-M
Previous to
firm,
states.
British themes were featured while Illinois
lect music license fees from the exLoew's State, Los Angeles
Canadian government films and Can- the deal, said to involve $5,000,000,
hibitors of Texas, the American SoEXAMINER
who pine for roadded to Paramount had a 20 per cent interest mance in a Navarro Those
production will find comciety of Authors,
Composers and adian topical views were
in the chain.
programs.
pensation in the glamor of a Polynesian balPublishers
Thursday
Federal
in
lad, used as a theme song and sung by the
Court won a decision to collect $200
star himself.
His voice is a rich, high
baritone,
most pleasant to the ear * * * It
in two cases, with attorney's fees
makes wide deviations from realism, but
and court costs from L. L. Dunbar,
holds to the path of entertainment.
operator of the Clift Queen and
EXPRESS— Much of the same sort of
heauty W. S. Van Dyke caught in "White
other Dallas neighborhood houses,
Shadows of the South Seas," he has recapand another finding was found in
tured in "The Pagan." * * * Novarro of-

TOLD

DALY
SEZ/

Week" Now

On

—

—

Ruben

—

Newspaper

—

—

Strict

Enforcement of

Ontario Fire Code Ordered

favor of the plaintiffs against E. E.
Lutz, operator of a small string of
Ottawa Claiming that the presentheaters through the state.
A plan tation of sound pictures adds greatly
is now under foot to consolidate the
to the fire hazard in theaters, Dr. J.
Oskar Corn, Dunbar and Lutz cases D.
Monteith,
Ontario
provincial
and to appeal to the higher courts treasurer, has issued the warning that
where relief is expected.
all houses in Ontario must conform
with strict regulations of the theaters and cinematographers act beJohn Barry Convalescing
fore sound installations can be made.
Atlanta John F. Barry, head of
Already a considerable number of
Publix Theater Managers Training
theater owners have been advised
School, who suffered a serious rethat substantial building alterations
lapse early this month following an
and it has been pointoperation for acute appendicitis is are to be made
Ontario
Minister that
by
the
ed
out
New
convalescing and may return to
the co-operation of the exhibitors is
York this week.
expected.
Dr. Monteith points to the fact that
Buys at Elizabeth City
21 theater fires have occurred in OnElizabeth City, Tenn. Fred Perry- tario during the past six months, or
man has taken over the Ritz, which four times more than in the correshas been operated by M. Buchanan.

—

—

—

Sunday Shows Win Close Vote
Winter Park, Fla. By margin of
Burlington, N. C. J. R. Quails has
339 to 304, citizens of Winter Park
taken over the Carolina and Lyric
made possible the showing of Sunday
Quails also
from S. S. Stevenson.
pictures by voting to repeal two old
operates the Grand at Burlington.
Sunday ordinances, one prohibiting
the playing of games and the other,
Lincolnton House Changes Hands
the operation of any kind of business
Lincolnton, N. C. J. U. McCor- except selling drugs on Sunday. The
mick is now operating the Artcraft, referendum grew out of an attempt
formerly operated by C. I. Gresham. of the Baby Grand operating on SunMcCormick is also connected with the day, which resulted in the arrest of
Carolina Theater Supply Co.
Now the house is
the management.
to be wired with Western Electric
Quails Buys

Two More

—

—

—

Portland

Exhibitor

Hurt

Portland— H. C. (Dad) Phillips of
the Gay theater and his wife are in
a hospital here, suffering from inwhen
their
car
received
juries
plunged clown a 40 foot embankment
and into a telegraph pole.

reproducing equipment.

— Cameron

Price, former-

salesman for Pathe, has been appointed manager of Pathe's branch,
succeeding L. J. Duncan, resigned.
ly

have to undergo changes designated by the department inspectors.
"The government has no desire
to impose hardships in this situation
and seeks, in fact, to give the least
securing
possible inconvenience in
However, the Prov-'adjustments.
ince's long period of almost comwill

freedom from theater disasters
Ontario theaters have
prevail.
reached a high standard and, under

plete

HERALD — The

story.
credit

» * *
in

Van Dyke

Director

"The

South Seas,
carrying the

Pagan"

perhaps

a

far

has

picture

from

to

of

fact,

his

the
but

romance.

essence of
simple

RECORD — A

story,
but
unsurpassed for effectiveness.
Van Dyke's directing is immensely artistic, and the forceful

truth

of

the

argument

it

contains,

make

it

effective.

Ramon

has

TIMES — *

never
*

*

done better acting.

rarely beautiful achieve
lover of simplicity
motion can afford to miss.
a

ment and one which no
in

color

and

must

of inspectors of
department, offer the greatest
measure of protection to their patrons.
It is the desire of the department that this close scrutiny and

the
the

close

great

scrutiny

record be

maintained."

Bombers Sought at Memphis
Memphis This city had a bomb

Cleveland Architect Dies
Cleveland Nocoli Petti, local architect who designed ten local picture
theaters, is dead after a brief illness.
He was 49 years old. Among the
houses designed by Petti are the Uptown, Variety, Kinsman, Cedar-Lee
and Imperial.
He is survived by
three sons and two daughters.

—

—

mystery surrounding the Madison,
neighborhood house owned by T. A.
Ballas, following a fire and discovery of a bomb with a sputtering fuse.
Ballas found the charge, loaded with
enough dynamite to wreck everything
within more than 100 ft., according
to police experts who examined it.
The discovery came while firemen
were' fighting the flames that swept
the projection room, destroying films
and equipment to the extent of more

than $1,000.

Price Gets Charlotte Post

Charlotte

an exceptionally fine performance.
absence of spoken dialogue in this picture is more than offset by
Novarro's singing a love song through the
fers

period during any of the
preceding four years and wired theaters, or those about to be wired,

ponding

Lowery

at Kinston,

C—

N. C.

Kinston, N.
The Peoples is being operated by James L. Lowery.
This house was formerly operated
by E. L. Lewis.

Merlo Plans European Tour
West

Coast

Bureau,

—

THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles
Extended tour of
Europe is planned by Victor Merlo,

who

recently sold the Lido here to the
Theater Co.
He will visit
France, Germany and Italy.
In the
latter country, his home, he plans to
take part in a picture.

Lido

Gets Second at Portland

—

Portland, Ore.
C. M. Dunn, who
operates the Capitol, has taken over
Harry Akins is
the Irvington here.
to manage the latter house.

Pantages, Tacoma, Plans Split Week
Split-week policy is
Tacoma
planned at the Pantages.

—

—

—

i
as
Cure for Sound Rentals
Urge Percentage
7vfe NEWSPAPER

ALL THE NEWS

o/" FILM DOM

ALL THE TIME

VOL. XLIX

No.

From
THE

Wednesday, July

3

Within

beginnings of what may
prove to be a new order

1929

3,

Price 5 Cents

SOUND RENTAL CONFAB

gave birth in Washington
yesterday. There, exhibitor leaders
resoluted for straight percentage
minus guarantees as a way out of

ALLIED QUITS ARBITRATION
Exhibitors Seeking Percentage As

the vexatious maze of high rentals
which have beset the theater body
the plague since this new
like

EQUITY PREPARING FOR

form of entertainment launched on

SHOWDOWN

—

IN SHOP EIGHT
way, troublesome way.
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Washington Allied States AssoBeyond that mere act, morever,
Hollywood Actor's Equity Ass'n, ciation .yesterday voted to secede from
producthat
fact
interesting
is the
is preparing for a showdown in the
arbitration as a means to force a
ers and distributors are willing
Equity Shop dispute, for President showdown in the industry. This step
almost anxious seemingly to talk Frank Gillmore has announced a new was taken at a conference held here
That, we argue, is a good ruling forbidding Equity members yesterday and, according to Abram
it over.
from setting foot on any stage set or F. Myers, will pave the way for
sign.
location in any capacity until the dis- negotiation of a new contract, a new

—

—

—

strategy yesterday.

In announcing the
is settled.
ruling at a meeting, he urged that it
(.Continued on Page 6)

pute

Washington was the scene of

much

Allied

had called a meeting, but when the
gavel was ready to drop it seemed
many who had accepted the invitation had already determined to hold
There
a chin fest of their own.
conone
only
where
were then two
one
In
ference was scheduled.

A

Cure

Meeting Producers At Once Abram F.
Myers Calls A Buying Strike

its

Manoeuvering

SET;

COLUMBIASALES force to
HEAR BUDGETIS 5 MILLION

THE FILM DAILY
National producers,
Washington
members of the Hays organization
Washington Bureau of

—

an immediate conference in
with a committee of exhibitors, representing state units affiliated with or sympathetic toward the
M.P.T.O.A., to standardize the purchase and sale of films and thus solve
will hold

New York

system of arbitration and bring about the serious sound rental problem now
a fair scale of sound rentals. Coupled confronting the theaters of the naPercentage, minus guarantee,
with these steps was a decision call- tion.
ing for a general cessation of buying will be the method this group will
for the next four of five months, or seek to secure.
Chicago, Nebraska and Western
until the sound situation reaches its
Iowa, Southern Illinois and Eastern
level.
A black picture of distress and ruin Missouri, Arkansas, Mississippi, Tenamong the smaller exhibitors was nessee, Western Missouri and Kansas,
expainted by Myers, following his sum- and North Carolina were the

mation of existing conditions as he hibitor organizations officially repre(Continued on Page 4)
sented by their presidents or other
in production budget
Other secofficers at the meeting.
program,
1929-30
Columbia
on
the
ers
chairroom, Pete Woodhull was
represented
were
country
the
of
tions
will
organization
sales force of the
(Continued on Page 4)
manning and in the other, Abram
be told at the Los Angeles conven-

Myers.

A

political
high
of
Resee.
will
manoeuvering, as you
however,
gardless of that aspect,
yesterday's
importance of
the
Washington affair is found in the

game

meet exhibitors at once to discuss ways and
means of meeting the sound rentfact that distributors will

situation, the source of untold

More than

is called for
for the 26 talk-

$5,000,000

Ten of the feation July 8 to 11.
tures are designed as specials; while
the remaining 16 will be all-talker
(Continued on Page 6)

60

NEWSFW JOIN

T

IN

SEVERAL ROADSHOWS ON

ed

Several talker productions designas roadshows including "Jour-

ney's

End" and "The Lost Zeppe-

26

greatest theater problem in the in-

Universal

Newsreel,

No government interference, no
Party Arriving
outside meddling, no strangers to
to Europe
on
step on ground they do not know.
Carl Laemmle, Universal president,
He is
Distributors realize they need the arrives in New York today.
theater rank and file to sustain to sail next week for Europe, where
spend the summer. Actheir business. With that in mind he plans to

Way

and 24

features

company

(Continued

on Page 2)

on Page

4)

Meet At Once

first

which is to be released July
dustry todav.
newspapers and the company
The
31.
The desire to solve a most dif- are in agreement to work together
(Continued on Page 2)
ficult situation from within is there.

Laemmle
Today

of the

(Continued

Sixty

the
for
issue of

all-talking

managers

newspapers from Coast to
exhibitor worry and perhaps the Coast have been tied up by Universal

al

PLAN MAYSTRIRE SNAGS

Distributors are expected to look
favor upon the plan of the antiwith
Color Symphonies will comprise the
Meyers exhibitor group which, by
Tiffany-Stahl program for 1929-30,
passed in Washington yesresolution
were told
lin,"

NEWSREEL HOOKUP

TIFFANY-STAHL LIST NO GUARANTEE PERCENTAGE

NEW

interniISFgroups

A

conference between sales
managers and a committee of
exhibitors, including many M.
P.T.O.A. leaders which yesterday voted to ask Will H.

international sound merger embracing the Schlesinger interests which

An

operate in England and America and
Gerthe Klangfilm Tobis interests of

close to consummation. This
light yesterday following
to
came
a
cabled reports from London that
been
had
groups
these
including
deal

many

is

companying Laemmle on the Eusince they cannot forget it, there
ropean trip are Mr. and Mrs. Jack
is reasonable assurance that the Bergerman, his assistant; Jack Ross, closed.
,
No contracts have been signed,
meetings which are to come will his secretary, and Dave Bader, who
(Continued on Page 2)
is on a special assignment.
{Continued on Page 4)
.

.

it

Hays

to

standardize

sales

methods as a means of solving
the high rental problem in
sound by adoption of percentage will be
C.
Charles

held at
Pettijohn

THE FILM DAILY

once,
told
last

have assumed renight.
sponsibility for it and the meeting will be held," he declared.
"I
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60 Newspapers Join
*U'

Newsreel Tieup

{Continued from Page
in

the production, marketing and pub-

The plan is
licizing of the newsreel.
said to be flexible with the expectation
of many local news subjects being included 111 the various regional releases.
In each case the deal

was made

Carl Laemmle.

Constructed in

High

Low

Am.

Close
33

Sales

Seat
33
33
200
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 25 yi
25 J4
200
25y2
East. Kodak
182
193
18,200
193JS
J4
*do pfd.
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•First Nat. pfd.
108
Fox Fm. "A"
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'Stanley Co
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Warner Bros
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120^ 118H 119
S9& 9,500
do pfd
60J4 59!4
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%

%

to be
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Acoustic Prod

& Katz

*Bal.

Columbia

Pets.

Fm. Ind.

..

%

32

22
Fox Thea. "A" .. 22Ji
Intern. Proj. (n.w.) 2%V%
Loew do deb. rts. 24
.. 24}4
Nat. Scr. Ser.
Nat. Thea. Sup.
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Con.
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13%

*Univ. Pict
*do pfd
Keith

A-O

Loew

6s

x-war
47

Paramount
•Par.

By.

Pathe
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*Am.

22
22J4

6s

5%s
37
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79%
32%
22

27K

22%
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24J4
24

4,000
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4,500
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5,000

HJi
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800
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91 J4
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CURB BONDS

Hollywood
left New York

to

Hollywood yesterday on
semi-annual business

his

97%
98%
98%
70%

6s 36
6%s 28.

000,000. The parent company is interested in the financing of deferred
payment purchases of industrial ma-

chinery and other lines.
Closing of a contract with Exhibitors Reliance Corp., for the handling
of all "paper" on deferred payments,
will enable Electrical Research Products to function purely as a sales and
servicing organization of Western
Electric sound systems. The payments
are handled similarly to credit acceptances on deferred payments in the
aufomobile industry. Under the plan,
payments are made weekly.

Meeting of Allied States Assn.,
Washington.
First day of annual convention of
eastern
managers
of
Famous
Players Canadian Corp.. Niaeara

July 8-11

Columbia annual sales convention
at Hollywood.
17, 18
Annual convention of western managers of Famous Players
Canadian Corp., Vancouver.

Several Roadshows

Lachenbruch Returns
seven years in Germany,
Jerome Lachenbruch has returned to
New York to resume activities in the
Lachenbruch was diindustry here.
rector of publicity for Parufamet since
the company was organized several
years ago in Berlin, resigning that
post to come back to New York.

July

16.

Intern'l

Ont.

Sound Groups

Consider Combination
{Continued from Page 1)

understood, but negotiations are
proceeding. I. W. Schlesinger, who is
the guiding hand in British Talking
Pictures, Ltd. of London and General
Talking Pictures Corp. of New York,
is now in the latter city
discussing
is

the

German

secure

affiliation.

But

efforts to

statement from his
proved unavailing yesterday.
a

office

given

is

proximity of the deal
by the presence in New York of AlList berto Meyerhof, Theodore Kahn,
Eberhardt Pelkmann and Fritz Lue{Continued from Page 1)
schen representing Klangfilm and
at
the
recent Detroit convention.
Tobis, both companies being subsidiSales of the new product is being
aries of Siemens Halske and the A.
spurred by a $10,000 offer to the
the

On New T-S

group

which

new

the

leads
season.

Mae Murray

in

sales

during

expected to supply
two features, Leo Carillo approximately four, while two will be made
entirely in Technicolor.
Announcement of the new product
and the award to spur sales was made
by Oscar Hanson, general sales
manager, who presided at the meetings.
Tiffany-Stahl's forces have returned to their respective posts, following termination of the sessions.

No

trip.

After

Falls,

However, considerable credance

is

for

usual

200

21

98)4

Hays Goes
Will H. Hays

Today:

Hitch in Stanley and
Equity Transfer Plan

—

Philadelphia There has been no
hitch in the plan to switch theaters
from Stanley to Equity management
and vice versa, Ben Amsterdam, general manager of Equity, is quoted as
saying by "The Exhibitor/'
The
delay has been caused by the number
of records which must be gone over
before the transfer can be made, it
is

E. G., two of Germany's largest elec-

trical trusts.

The proposed combina-

tion would pool the sound patents
of al! groups.
Klangfilm and Tobis
jointly claim to control over 500 paents covering sound recording and re-

production. The former is vested with
the right to manufacture equipment,
while Tobis controls recording rights.

WANTED
TALKING SHORTS
AND FEATURES
for

United Kingdom
Write

for

appointment

and give phone number
Box A-141
c/o Film Daily, 1650 B'way,
N. Y. C.

stated.

Seat.

Warner

OVER THE COUNTER

Roxy "A"
do units
do com
Skouras Bros
Technicolor

United Art
do pfd
Univ.
Ch. com.
do

32'A

BOND MARKET
91 %
6s 46. 91 %

41ww...l08

41

6s

M

.

Trans-Lux

"do

3H

ZYt

The
cently formed for the purpose.
new company is a subsidiary of the
Credit Alliance Corp., acceptance firm
with assets declared to total §40,-

New York

planning a sound studio in New York.
Dan B. Lederman, company construction manager,
has narrowed the choice down to several locations, and final choice will
be made by Carl Laemmle on his arThe new
rival today in New York.
sound studio will be used primarily
for production of shorts but probably will be used occasionally for
feature production.
Tests and sequences with New York locale also
will be shot at the new plant, as will
news novelty subjects for the new
Equipping of
Universal Newsreel.
the studio will take about 30 days.
Universal for IS years has concentrated production on the Coast.
Universal

STOCK MARKET

in-

dependently with each newspaper in
Additional papers
its individual city.
are to be joined to the hookup, it
is said.
The deal was arranged by
Fred J. McConnell, Universal short
product sales head, under direction of

"U" Sound Studio

Financial

1)

1929

The Industry*
Date Book

Financing of deferred payments on
Western Electric sound reproducing
system is being handled by Exhibitors Reliance Corp., New York, re-
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Seek Percentage as Sound Rental Cure
ANTI-MYERS GROUP MEETS

HAYS MEMBERS AT ONCE

Allied Quits Arbitration and
Issues Buying Strike Order
{Continued from Page

by individual theater operators.
The meeting was held in one secFive to eight thousand tion
finds them.
of the Mayflower while Abram
exhibitors face extermination; thou- F. Myers and the members of Allied
sands of those who have put in sound States Association held their own
have found it a dead loss and the conference elsewhere in the same
producers have failed to make any ef- building. How it came about that two
fort to alleviate the situation, it was
meetings developed where only one
declared.
was on schedule lead to a number
equipped
sound
at
Attendance
of reports.
houses does not indicate that the pubR. F. Woodhull, chairman of the
cent,
lic likes them one hundred per
one group, insisted that his confab
those attending the Allied meeting was not prearranged,
but that the exThe Brookhart bill, it was hibitors who attended had come to
stated.
averted, was the only hope left for Washington
on the invitation of
exhibitors "who have tired of one way Myers and for the
purpose of attendcooperation in which every right sur- ing the Allied
meeting.
When the
right."
exhibitor
an
been
has
rendered
Allied program, including raps at
Special attention was called by the
present arbitration system and enMyers to the Fox announcement that dorsement of the Brookhart bill was
be roadshowed
20 pictures would
learned, a caucus ensued at which it
under ironclad conditions and the was determined
to hold an entirely
contract
{Continued from Page

1)

brought about sales and other eco{Continued from Page 1)
nomic problems in the motion picterday, voted for straight percentage
ture industry which require swift
as a step by which exorbitant sound
concentration and mutual application
rentals may be reduced.
of common sense cooperative effort

As pointed
all branches of the
DAILY many
we, the representatives of
every major
organizations comprising more than
percentage as
exhibitors
throughout
11,500
the
United States deplore the inaugura- the 1929-1930
plan has been
tion
effect

on the part of
business,

of any propaganda to the
that small exhibitors favor, or will be
benefited by, governmental interference in the mechanics of our business.

"We

furthermore specifically con-

demn

of government regulation,
stated at another point, are
vastly preferable to the ills of today.
The decision of the Texas theater
body to discontinue further participaills

in arbitration was instrumental
influencing the Allied group to
adopt its arbitration bludgeon.
"We are not opposed to arbitra"In taking this
tion," Myers said.
action we do not consider we are

tion
in

had been deluged with telegrams, par-

from the West Coast, asking him to combat the Myers agenda.
He named Ben Berinstein of Los
ticularly

Angeles, and Thomas D. Van Osten,
of San Francisco as typical of those
who wired they could not afford
to come to Washington, but who
telegraphed him proxies to register
their sentiment against the injection
of the Federal government into the

economics of the industry. Berinstein
doing anything to oppose arbitration.
is a leader in the M.P.T.O. of Southindusarbitration
which
the
We want
ern California, allied with the national
try has never had. The present conM.P.T.O. A. and Van Osten is secretract is unfair and one-sided. All the
tary of the Allied Amusement Indusadvantages are with the producer,
We say tries of Northern California in which
none with the exhibitor.
there is a fair contract and a
arbitration we withdraw."
Among those attending the Allied
meeting were H. M. Richey, business manager of the M.P.T.O. of
Michigan and Glenn Cross, Battle
Creek exhibitor who is a prominent
figure in the Michigan organization;
Col. H. A. Cole, president of the M.
P.T.O. of Texas; Al Steflfes, president of the Northwest Exhibitors'

until

true

producer-owned or affiliated theaters
have a prominent voice.
Definite

assurance that the Hays
group would cooperate with the
Woodhull group was forthcoming
from New York late yesterday after
Woodhull had been appointed a committee of one to confer with Hays.
When New York was reached on the
telephone, the latter had already left
for Hollywood, but Charles C. Pettijohn
assured Woodhull the meeting
which embraces Minnesota
Ass'n
and the Dakotas; Sidney Samuelson, was agreeable.
The sound situation dominated the
one of the leaders of the M.P.T.O.
All
exhibitors
were
of New Jersey; Pete Wood, business conference.
manager of the Ohio M.P.T.O.; agreed that producers must, in order
Frank J. Rembusch, of Indiana and to stabilize and standardize the economics of the industry, work out
Tommy Goldberg of Baltimore.
some solution of the film rental probEfforts to reach James R. Graing- lem on a basis which would assure
er, general sales manager of Fox, and to the exhibitor a mutuality
of profit
Sam. E. Morris, general manager for on the best pictures and relieve him
Warners for statements answering of high charges for pictures which do
Abram F. Myers' charge that these not prove box-office attractions.
two companies were disregarding the
Two formal resolutions were
uniform contract were unavailing last passed, the first of which, condemnnight.
Myers cited them as instances ing the Brookhart bill to regulate the
typifying the distributors' attitude in industry, read as follows:
observing the standard contract only
"Whereas the transition from the
when it was to their own benefit.
silent screen to sound picture has

out

THE FILM

in

weeks ago,

company

practically

is

adopting

a national policy for
season.
This selling
in use for some time.
Practically all large booking deals
are handled on this basis and the
plan, year by year, has been extended
to embrace more accounts.
However, the anti-Myers group
will endeavor to secure percentage

the Brookhart bill to regulate
minus guarantees. Last night it apmotion pictures as a particular ex- peared that some difficulty may be
ample of the dangers inherent in encountered in getting distributors to
legislation which takes no cognizance
agree to a step of this nature. While
of the economic facts of our business.
largely in vogue,

percentage

—

The
Myers

PLAN MAY STRIKE SNAGS

1)

"Our specific objections to the
abandonment of the standard
separate
conference.
The Myers Brookhart Bill include:
by Warners as indicative of the pro- group insists the
Woodhull
session
"1.
It abolishes wholesale selling
ducers' desire to keep the contract
was arranged to steal its thunder.
and throws all pictures on the auconly when it worked for their own
Woodhull remarked further that he
benefit.

NO GUARANTEE PERCENTAGE

tion block, putting the small exhibitors at a disadvantage.
"2 It destroys the present successful system of arbitration in the
motion picture industry and would
consequently mean a return to the
onerous practice of advance deposits
from exhibitors, causing our branch
of the industry to keep millions of
dollars in escrow."
The resolution on percentage was
the next order of business.
It read:

—

A

product.

From

Within

{Continued from Page 1)

marked with tolerance
sound business sense.

and

be

Scoring a Point
The Washington procedure may

Confer with Will H. Hays, producer
head, and arrange an immediate producer exhibitor conference. The following resolution was passed:
"Whereas the introduction of sound
and talking pictures has made the
present method of buying and selling
motion pictures impracticable as it
affects the average theater independently operated, and
"Whereas we believe a solution of
the
exhibitors'
imperative
present
problems could be effected by the
adoption of a system of film rentals
based upon a straight percentage of
theater receipts predicated upon normal business and normal profits of
the theater.
"Be it resolved: That R. F. Woodhull is hereby appointed a commit-

now

is

distributor usually insists on a
numguarantee to protect him.
ber of objections have been raised by
some exhibitors who take the stand
that, while percentage is essentially a
fair scheme of barter, the distributor
should take his chances with the exhibitor on the drawing power of the

the

What

have been cut and dried.
difference?

has

It

resulted

in

bringing about that which exhibitors most wanted a chance to show
;

distributors

how and why

pres-

economic set-up must be
changed if they are to get by.
Allied argued for it and didn't get
ent

it,

but

made

it

possible

Woodhull adherents

for

to get

it.

the
If

remedial measures are adopted, the
will
fraternity
exhibitor
entire
benefit, and in the final analysis,
that is exactly what counts most.

K A N N

one to communicate with Will
H. Hays for the purpose of arranging an immediate meeting of a comthe mechanics of the motion picture
mittee of theater owners and a combusiness at this time.
mittee from the M. P. Producers and
In a lengthy statement issued unDistributors of America for the purder Woodhull's name following his
pose of standardizing the sale and
conference, C. E. Williams of the
purchase of films;
Nebraska-Iowa association criticised
"And be it further resolved: That Myers for an attempt "to throw out
a copy of this resolution be sent to
the window the entente cordiale beWill H. Hays, president of the M. P.
tween exhibitors and producers,"
Producers and Distributors of Amercharacterizing him as the theater
tee of

ica."

All

the

present at this
meeting expressed themselves strongly on the matter of any meddling in
exhibitors

owners' "worst enemy."

"The economic unsoundness of the
Williams,
said
Bill,"
Brookhart
{Continued on Page 6)
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TEN
UNITED ARTISTS PICTURES
Now
The Big-Shots

being sold for early release
in the

Art of Drawing Big Business

—Just an old United

Artists

Custom

Wednesday, July

Allied Quits Arbitration and
Issues Buying Strike Order
(Continued from Page 4)

A

COLUMBIA SALES FORCE TO

HEAR BUDGET

Lightman, pres dent of the M.P.T.O.
of Arkansas, Mississippi and Tennes-

IS

hibitor

out of existence.
abolish wholesale

The

bill

Biechele, president of the
of Western Missouri and
M.P.T.O.
unbearpictures, which would mean
Kansas; Henry Needles, a leading
ably high sales cost to be passed on
exhibitor; Fred J. Dolle,
Connecticut
eventually
and
to the theater owners
theaters
in Indiana, Kenoperator
of
It would elimto fall on the public.
and tucky and Ohio; Louis Dittmar, of
successful
present
inate
the
Louisville, Ky.; Dennis Harris, presiequitable system of abritration of
the Harris Amusement Co.,
trade disputes, which would force dent of

would

selling

of

such men as myself to depend on
long and expensive litigation to secure redress when we are on the winning side of some dispute with a distributor.

"The motion picture industry today is in a critical phase of passing
from silent to sound pictures, with
expense and risk all along the line,
and with the greatest need in the
business for all elements to cooperate in friendly and
common sense solution of our muMr. Myers chooses
tual problems.
this moment to seek to throw out
the window the entente cordiale between exhibitors and producers. He
is the worst enemy the motion picture theater owner has had to combat in my memory because he is the
least understanding of the mechanics
of this business."
Among those present at the antiMyers conference were Jack Miller,
president of the Chicago Exhibitors'
Ass'n; C. E. Williams, president of
the M. P. T. O. of Nebraska and
of

history

the

Fred Wehrenberg,
the M.P.T.O. of Southand Eastern Missouri;

Western

Iowa;

see; R. R.

Producers of

Patented talkie equipment in

all

and

The equipment includes two amplifiers, protecting
exhibitors in case of emergency or trouble
guaranteed
and free service the first year.

—

The Pathe RADIOTONE sells for $2,000. Payable
$650 down and $33.75 weekly. Giving exhibitor 40
weeks to pay off.

&

Radio

Corporation and Radiotone Pictures Corporation.

1600

to

Michael Hoffman

RADIOTONE
BROADWAY

completed releases.

heavyweight championship tussle or the conqueror of the national open golf championship.
The unusual happened. Loew
and Spring not only designated
Columbia for the boat races, but
Schmeling for the puglistic
classic and Bobby Jones for the
golf skirmish. So said publisher
coughed up the ten, duly paid
it while Loew and Spring beau
gested the

money

to the relief

fund.

NEW YORK

EQUITY PREPARING FOR

SHOWDOWN

IN

SHOP FIGHT

(Continued from Page

1)

be

noted particularly by members
who have received or expect to receive

In

new

work as extras.
making his announcement

of the

Gillmore declared that
475 new members have joined the
Coast Equity since June 5, when the
Equity mandate became effective and
ruling,

that there now are working
units as against 82 under
normal conditions.
Gillmore also
praised the trade papers for their unbiased reporting of the dispute.
Nance O'Neil attacked stars who
believe that Equity can be of no
further use to them and donated $500
to the relief fund as did Ivan Simpson.
Reginald Denny declared he

Tuesday asserted
set aside

for the discussion of next
year's
product, the policies which will govern sales and the exploitation and

territories

Immediate delivery from
Factories of Pathe Phono.

all

power with and Wednesday have been

install the Pathe.

communications

Joe

—

Distributors and installation mechanics to represent

all

Headed by Jack Cohn, treasurer;
home office executives leave New
York today. In the party will be:

LATEST REMBUSCH PLAN

WANTED
RADIOTONE

Address

lies a story:
publisher of the Film
Daily, in one of his weak moments, bet Messrs Loew and
Spring $10 to ten cents, or a
100 to one shot that they
couldn't pick the winner of the
recent boat races on the Hudson, the winner of the late

The

CO-OP CONGRESS

president of
ern Illinois
Oscar Lehr, executive secretary of the
same association; Mrs. Anna Aiken congressional
district.
Patterson, a leader of the organiza- would have equal voting
tion of Georgia Exhibitors; M. A. exhibitors.

American

Therein

1)

starring vehicles.
This will be the
first national convention to be held
by the company.

Goldberg, general sales manager;
Clarence McKain, supervisor
operating a chain in Western Pennof exchanges; Hal Hodes, director of
sylvania, Ohio, West Virginia, Kenand
publicity;
Rube
Delaware; advertising
Michigan,
and
tucky,
Brylawski, of Washington; Jackter, assistant to the sales manJulian
ager; Jack Bellman and Louis WeinCharles W. Picquet, president of the
Owners berg. En route, the party will pick
North Carolina Theater
up delegates at Chicago, Omaha,
Association, and others.
Cheyenne and Salt Lake City. Columbia's three district managers, Cecil E.
Maberry, Richard V. AnderM. P.
son and E. K. Tillman, branch managers and studio officials will be on
hand at Los Angeles for informal
discussions prior to opening of sessions Monday.
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Cohn, in charge of the executive
Washington Motion Picture Coend of Columbia's business during
operative Congress is the latest orJoe Brandt's absence in Europe, and
ganization to be proposed by Frank
Harry Cohn, vice president in charge
J. Rembusch, "stormy petrel of Inof production, will attend all condiana," which he proposes as a nonferences and address the field force.
not
organization,
objective,
profit
Following their speeches which will
subjective.
He wants the organiza- formally
open the session will take
tion to battle oppressive monopoly,
the platform and preside at all meetestablish fair and equitable trade
ings.
Addresses will also be made
practices and function as a trade assoby a number of other home office
ciation of exhibitors and producers,
and
studio
including
executives
favoring distribution by percentage.
Under Rembusch's plan, the asso- Hodes, Sam Briskin and McKain.
Following the Monday business
ciation would have one director for
exhibitors in each of 30 distribution session the afternoon will be devoted
centers and a representative in each to a visit of the studio and a preview

in charge of

The Film Daily Relief Fund
acknowledges $10 received from
David Loew and Morty Spring.

5 MILLION

(Continued from Page

1929

Contribution

The committee

;

legislate the small ex-

"would simply

3,

publicity campaigns which will back
them. Thursday, devoted to a general meeting of all departments, and
to studio addresses by Harry Cohn
and Sam Briskin will bring the convention to an official close, but the
delegates will remain for a dinner
and dance. In addition to the executives already mentioned the following delegates will attend the con-

only

34

would support Equity. Charles Chase
stated he had worked only eight Sundays in ten years for Hal Roach and
praised Roach. George Jessel stated

his belief that producers will be forced
vention:
to arbitrate issues with Equity.
H. E. Weiner, G. Rosenbaum, Nat Cohn,
Rudolph Schildkraut has refused to
Joe Miller, Herbert Kaufman, jack Young, play
in "The Mississippi Gambler" for
Lee Goldberg, A. Kaufman, S. Galanty,
James F. Sharkey, Maurice White, F. H. Universal, pending settlement of the
Knispel, W. E. Weinshenker, Barney Ro- dispute, his son Joseph declared.
senthal,
Ben Marcus, R. E. Peckham, C.
Charles Fieder of the Electrical
Gregory, S. B. Rahn, C. Gregory, A. E.
Warren, F. J. Baker, R. J. Ingram, J. W. Brotherhood asserted that 5,000,000
Mangham, Jr., H. T. Peebles, F. L. Stacker, trade unionists are supporting the
Rogers, A. J. Sullivan, C. L. TillJ.
J.
man P. Weinstein, Mr. Olson and A. Cant- Equity shop movement. Clara Kimball Young, Frank Reicher, Robert
well.
T. Haines, Frank Fay and Francis
X. Bushman were among the speakRobertson in N. Y.
ers,
the latter declaring dissenting
Capt. Jack Robertson, producer of
members should be urged to attend
"Alaskan Adventures," has arrived in
meetings and state their views. He
New York from Oakland, Cal., on a was
appointed a committee of one by
business trip.
Robertson, who has Gillmore to bring
dissenters to future
just completed making "Trail Mates,"
meetings.
another picture filmed in the Arctic,
was snowed under while making exPublisher Buys Theater
terior
scenes for a Fox feature.
Atlanta
Anna Aiken Patterson,
Wrongstart, dog star of the first Rob- publisher of "The Weekly Film Reertson picture, also is starred in view," has taken over operation of the
"Trail Mates."
Tenth Street theater here.

—

Price Increase August
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f 750

Pacent Film
Attachment
$500 Price Prevails for 6 Weeks More!
15th the
ON August
be advanced

price of the Pacent Film Attachment
to $750.00, as against the present price
of $500.00 per attachment. We take this opportunity to inform
exhibitors of the increase in price so that they may take
advantage during the next 6 weeks of the present price and
thereby effect a saving in the installation of Pacent Sound-onwill

Film Equipment.
In line with our established policy, quality performance is
taken as the first consideration, rather than price. In the
manufacture of the Pacent Film Attachment it was decided
that nothing would be sacrificed in quality, material and
workmanship, merely to meet a price. We realize that exhibitors want the very utmost in Sound-on-Film Reproduction.

To hear the Pacent Film Attachment is to know that it is
the finest device of its type ever built. The exhibitor interested in quality Sound-on-Film Reproduction as essential to
the future success of his business, will realize that the Pacent
Film Attachment at the $750 price is the greatest value today
in

Sound-on-Film

devices.

The Film Attachment is sold only to exhibitors using Pacent
Disc Equipment.
Pacent Type 2

M

When Film Attachments are purchased with
D A and Type 4 M D A Reproducer Disc Sys-

tems, the complete price will be $3,500 and $4,500, respectively, for combined Disc and Sound-on-Film.

and Service Representatives in the
United States and Canada Are Ready to Serve You.

32 Pacent Sales

PACENT REPRODUCER CORPORATION
630 Ninth Avenue,

Film Center Ruilding

LOUIS GERARD PACENT,
Tel.

President

CHIckering 7948-49-50-51-52

New York
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SALES HEADS MEET TUESDAY WITH
MERGERS
EXHIBITORS FOR RENTAL PARLEY

THE FILM DAILY

— Whether

the Dept.
Justice will continue its policy
Hth respect to mergers and amalgamations is under consideration by Atornoy General William D. Mitchell,
vho says he lias not determined on
he course the department will pur»f

mount to "»p"

The department

the

in

past

has
proad-

to-operated with corporations
>osing mergers to determine in
ance whether any violation of antiThis prorust laws was involved.
jam was carried out by Col. Wil-

iam P. Donovan, and since his reirement as head of the anti-trust
livision, several conferences on the
idicy have been held with John
^ord O'Brian, who has succeeded to
he post.

raw

AT NEW

Bltl

ue.

Washington Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Washington Senator
intends to "crowd" his

Brookhart

bill to reguthe film industry at the next
session of Congress, he told Abram
Myers, president and general
F.
counsel of the Allied States Ass'n,
read at the Allied
in a telegram
forum here.
"You folks have my entire sympathy in this fight for a square deal
and it is my intention to crowd my
bill to regulate the picture industry

Worried

Cochrane to Preside
Meeting with AntiMyers Committee

Uncertainty and worry exists

among many

exhibitors of the

South and in the St. Louis territory due to the sound picture
development, a survey of these
For a detailsections shows.
ed

summary

Sales managers of various distributing companies Tuesday will meet

New York with the committee
selected by the anti-Myers group of
exhibitors to hear the latter present
a word picture of theater conditions
existing throughout the United States,
in

of conditions ex-

isting turn to

page

at

4.

late

coupled

TEXAS UNIT OPPOSED TO

suggestions

with

for

alle-

viating the situation independent exhibitors declare themselves to be in
as the result of the sound film ren-

problem.
Pursuant to the resolution passed
the exDallas— While endorsing the prin- in Washington last Tuesday,
adopthe
will
suggest
group
hibitor
Line-up
exhibiTexas
Columbia's
ciple of arbitration, the
so the independents may have a
tion of straight percentage minus
way
the
to
opposed
is
association
rermed 'Prosperity Group' square deal at the next regular ses- tor practiced in the industry, and guarantees as a levelling influence.
is
it
Columbia's 26 talkers for the 1929- sion," the senator wired in sending
In the opinion of the majority of
takes the position that the standard
"The
season will be designated
regrets on his inability to attend the
who met under R. F. Woodthose
not
therefore
contract is illegal and
consists of meeting.
It
rosperity Group."
chairmanship earlier in the
hull's
in this state. This position is
binding
(Continued on Page 6)
6 talkers, ten of them scheduled as
Myers also read the following let- set forth in a statement issued in
(Continued on Page 6)
The line-up is to be anpecials.
connection with the organization's reounced at the Hollywood convention,
cent withdrawal from arbitration.
The meethich opens Monday.
INISH
"Arbitration as practiced today in EQUITY
Force
20 to 1 Quota
igs are to continue through Thursarbitra-

New

tal

PLANSA.

May

U.

ay.

Among

the pictures designed as
pecials are: "Ladies of the Evening,"
(Continued on Page 6)

2 More Houses
in Pacific Northwest
Fox Pacific
Anacortes, Wash.
heaters, subsidiary of Fox West

|"ox

Buys

—

!oast

has purchased the Paramount

ere and the Paramount at Mount
fernon. A. A. Haley, former owner
manf the houses, is to continue to
ge the theaters.

S.

Firms from Hungary

in

that

ional

sales

on four series of short
sound which he is pro-

ubjects in
ucing for 1929-1930.
His program includes

a series of
2 Traveltalks described as a personworld,
lly conducted tour of the

luch of the material was secured by
'itzPatrick on an extensive tour of
Europe earlier in the year.
(Continued

on

Page 6)

He

will

quota film be

length and cost

a

1,500

minimum

feet
of

on

Page 6)

FIGHT

Sound Films to Highlight
Rocky Mountain Meetings

—

Denver

Sound

pictures are ex-

here
pected to highlight convention
States
Mountain
Rocky
July 23-25 of
exhibitors.

$12,000.

Terms Prove Stumbling
Publix- Saenger Deal

FitzPatrick to Release
48 One-Reelers in Sound Publix
James A. FitzPatrick today opens
a exchange at 729 7th Ave., New
r
ork from which he will handle na-

a

not true

is

(Continued

—

Budapest Restrictions which may
out
distributors
American
force
Hungarian market, went
of
the
requirweek,
this
effect
into
ing one film to be produced here
for each 20 imported. The law specifies

the film industry

^

"

Interest Now
in Only 3 N. W. Cities

Has

interested
in theaters in but three cities of the
Northwest territory, at present, it is
pointed out in connection with the
firm's reported plan to seek acquisition of controlling interest in the
Northwest Theater Circuit (FinkelThe cities are Minstein & Ruben).

Minneapolis— Publix

is

In
neapolis, St. Paul and Duluth.
the former two cities, Publix is partR. in 11 first run
ner with F.
(Continued on Page 8)

&

.

r

is
t-»

i

Block;

Dropped
r„_ purchase
.^.^^tiicp-nf
con
"of milfor

i'

Deal of Publix
trol of Saenger

Enterprises

is

principals

ott,

to

following inability of
E. V. Richards,
agree upon terms.
conferpresident of Saenger, has been
than three
in New York for more
ring

Although the
will remain m
Richard
off,
is
deal
New York for the summer.

months on the

deal.

has a minority interest
50-50 partner in
is
and
in Saenger
than
Publix-Saenger. There are more
Theaters
Saenger
the
100 houses in
which extends throughout
chain,

Publix

now

(Continued

on

Page

»)

its

FORTUITY SHOP

Equity intends fighting to a finish
efforts to enforce Equity Shop.

The council of the association, it
came known on Wednesday,

behas

disposal

of

placed

at

$10,000

the

and declares it
Gillmore
as much more
spend
to
ready
stands
as may be necessary.
Paul Dullzell, executive secretary,

Frank

announces receipt of a

Melody Prod.

Inc., of

letter

from

New York

ac-

cepting Equity show conditions for
under
the production of "Collegiate"
direction of Harry Revier.

Technicolor to be Used
in New Vitaphone Shorts
Technicolor is to be introduced in
states
subjects,
short
Vitaphone
o
president
vice
Quigley,
George E.
Vitaphone.

The

the Brooklyn
of

Bryan Foy.

shorts are

studio,

made

Warners

is

planning

Vitaphone features
color
next season, and is using
others.
many
in
quences

four all-color

at

.

under direction
for
se-

THE
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DAILY

Bomb

Plot Frustrated

Showman

by Akron, O.,
Akron Attempted bombing of his
home was frustrated by Frank C
Buben, manager of the National and

—
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89-91
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Film
Renter,
I.
Berlin— Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
Harle,
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
Paris P. A.
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la
Cour-des-Noues, 19.
at

notified police when he
discovered an infernal machine near
Police rendered it inefhis garage.
fective by soaking it in water. Buben's houses, along with ten others,

are operating with non-union opera-

wage

—

—

The Industry's
Date Book
Today:

Last day of annual convention
eastern
Players

of

diagreement
over
following
Recently, a bomb dam-

scales.

aged the home of
business
union.

manager

Harry
of

the

Gilletley

operator?

Weil Returns to "U"

THE

—

who

Palace,

tors,

as Exploitation

Head

Joe Weil, who last year was drafted
by Carl Laemmle to reorganize the
exploitation and advertising departments of the Universal theaters, is
back at his desk as director of exploitation of Universal Pictures. Weil
has successfully reorganized the de-

partments and has them running on a
smooth and efficient basis. To insure that they stay that way, he will
continue in an advisory and superDuring Mr. Wiel's
visory capacity.
absence his work was carried on by
his assistant, Sydney Davidson, who
will now assume his former duties

Famous also.
managers
of
Canadian Corp., Niagara

July

July

Hollywood.

July 27

States exhibitors at Denver.
First issue of M-G-M International

July 31

First

News

(silent).

issue

of

(silent).

Aug.

First

1

issue

of

News.
Sept. 28

First

issue

News

of

at

Sound Studios, New
Jean La Marr, featured in

American

York.
Universal Newsreel the Shubert musical production, "My
Maryland," will be featured opposite
Paramount Sound Art Landry and His Victor Recording Band. John Noble will direct.
Hearst Metrotone

Con.

Fm.

lnd.

Kodak'do pfd
'First Nat. pfd.

Fox

Warner
do

casting agency,

in

now

is

playing

Fuller Mellish,

at

Jr.,

the

who

plays opposite

Miss Morgan in the picture, also was
placed through the Bentham office.
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CURB MARKET

*Bal.

equipment in his seven principal theTokyo, Osaka, Kyoto, Kobe
and Nagoya.
The equipments installed are the Powers Cinephone
"Dual" model using both film and
disc systems of reproduction.
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1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Perm. 3580

85

The equipment includes two

I

all

territories

protecting

amplifiers,

exhibitors in case of emergency or trouble
and free service the first year.

—

guaranteed

The Pathe RADIOTONE sells for $2,000. Payable
Giving exhibitor 40
8650 down and $33.75 weekly.
weeks to pay off.

with
(

j

|

j

A«

Distributors to represent the Pathe.

Patented talkie equipment in

DAY OR NIGHT

arrival.

!*# If •

WANTED
RADIOTONE

for

Available

19th

Arthur W. Kelly, vice president
charge of foreign distribution for
United Artists, sails on the 19th for
Europe on company business. A sales
convention will be held in London
his

.

300
100

25'A 25'A
15.500
\93Ji 196
128
108
85 y4
86 Yt
2,300
37 A
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59% 1.700
59<A
93
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Bros.

Theaters,

New York

in

SOUND
TRUCK

in

upon

.

Sales

MatsujTo Shirai, president of the
largest chain of theaters in Japan,
the Shochiku Kinema Ltd, has installed
Powers Cinephone sound

New York

Madan Here
of Madan

Paramount
B. J. Madan
studio, Long Island.
Stephens went Ltd., India, is
to the studio to confer with Helen about
ten days.
Morgan, who was placed in the picture through the Bentham office, and
immediately was selected hy Director
Roubin Momoulian as the type he
was seeking for a role. Coincidentally,
"Applause"

.

.

A

199!4

"A"

Km.

Kei.h A-0
do pfd.
Loew's Inc.
do pfd
-.M (i-M pfd.
M. P. Cap.
Para.
F-L
Pathe Exch
do "A"
Radio K-A-O
'Stanley Co
•Univ. Pict.

Close
33

33

1929

'LAST PRICE QUOTED

(sound).

Traub

ham

33
pfd. 25

East.

Joe Traub has returned to NewThird Bentham Player Cast
York from Germany and leaves July 7
William S. Stephens, head of the for the Coast.
picture department of the M. S. Bentin

Low

Hi^h
Seat

Paramount 6s 47

"La Rosita" Starting
Production is slated to get under
Annual convention of west- way today on "La Rosita," second
16, 17, 18
ern managers of Famous Players
of the talking-singing shorts to be
Canadian Corp., Vancouver.
23-25
Convention of Rocky Mountain produced by National Sound Pictures
at

STOCK MARKET
(QUOT.4TIO.XS AS OF U'EDXESDAY)
Am.

5,

Japanese Chain Installs
Powers Cinephone Systems

Financial

do

Ont.
Columbia annual sales convention
Falls,

July 8-11
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|

Immediate delivery from
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EQUIPMENT
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tion.
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Phone Bryant 0586 or 3951
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American Factories of Pathe Phono. & Radio
Corporation and Radiotone Pictures Corpora-

i, » i,»i,» —ji
ii

all

communications

to

Michael

Hoffman

RADIOTONE
BROADWAY
NEW YORK

THE
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Roach

demand

8 Pathe Films in

of

and small
foreign
town exhib tors, Hal Roach will
make 20 silent versions of his
talking comedies for next year.

42
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More Players Sign

A

Work

PICTURES ON

in

Spite of Equity Dispute

LIST

NEW SEASON

UNDER WAY AT PATHE

Lon Young Organizes

Eight pictures are being edited, in
production or in preparation at the
Pathe studios, all of them produc)2 *-30 schedule.
tions on the
"Oh Yeah" is in production at
Pathe, with Tay Garnett directing.
Sennett Completes Talking Robert Armstrong and James Gleain Colors son are featured, with Zasu Pitts.
Patricia Caron, Paul Hurst, Frank
An all-color, all-talking comedy, Hagney, Bud Fine and
Harry Tyler
with sound on color film to be re- in the cast.
The story is by A. W.
Mack
leased, has been completed bj
Somerville, titled "No Mr. ikes."
J
Sennett for immediate release through
Gleason wrote the dialogue. The picis
comedy
two-reel
Educational. The
ture marks first time that Armstrong
"Jazz Mamas." Virginia Lee Corbin and Gleason have been associated
in
in
role
"Jazz
essays the starring
a plaj
together since "Is /.at So?"
Mamas." In the supporting east are
"Her Private Affairs" is well in
Vernon Dent, Boh Seiter and Jack production, with Ann Harding starMack Sennett personally ring. Paul Stein is directing. Ilarr\
Cooper.
directed this comedj
Bannister, Law ford Davidson, Arthur Hoyt, Kay Hammond and John

despite the mandate of Actors'
Equ ty Ass'n, forbidding its members to act in talkers unless allEquity casts are employed.

jl/TEL

Talking Picture Firm
Audible Pictures
organized by Lon
talkers.

e L'ht

20,

The

Corp.

been

has

Young

to make
will be "In

first

Old California," which Burton King
will

(

c

l

Comedy Done

Gladys Brockwell Dies from
Auto Accident Injuries

Loder are

Injuries received in an automobili
fatal
Gladys
to
proved
accident
Brockwell, veteran screen actress
Four blood transfusions were performed in an effort to save her life.

woman,

New

Vitaphone Equipment
Completed for Locations
stated,

is

for a complete

$300,000.

portable

"Sailor's
II

de.

the

in

cast.

Holiday,"

with

Sally

Kilers

as
edited.

now being

is

Alan
lead ng

featur'ng

In

the

George Cooper, Mary Carr,
Paul Hurst and Charles Clary, bred
Xewinexer directed.
are

east

Ina

Claire's

Awful

"The

first

Pathe

Lasky Ranch of 1,000
Acres Bought by Warners
Warners
Lasky

also

over

BROWN

M

and
ke Donlin
put Jack Oakie through his paces

for the role of a pitcher in "Elmer the
Great." Jack will probably develop a

"charley horse" and lame "soup bone"
for the benefit of realism. By the way,
Jack won $5 from Charley Moran,

rector of
"Tol'able David."
The
writer settled the argument when he
offered the information that Henry
King had directed the picture.

the

where

acres,

of

its

Miriam Seegar Assigned
Miriam Seegar, who won a Paramount contract by her work in
Love," has been cast
Dix's new starring picture, "The Love Doctor," based upon the New York stage farce, "The

"Fashions
Richard
in

"-•

in

*

*

*

Bert Glennon will direct "The Gallant Rogue," for RKO.
Bert also
wrote the adaptation. It is based on
Wallace Smith's story, "A Woman
Decides."
-.'

':•

*

Kay Hammond, who rejected many
offers because of her stage contracts,
succeeded in having her producer release his option on her services. She
time in signing for a
little
lost
prominent supporting role in Gloria

Melville Brown is to
Boomerang."
direct and Regis Toomey already Swanson's new

has been selected for one of the fea
tured parts.

#

picture.
*

*

John Loder, formerly with Paramount, is playing opposite Ann
Goldwyn Assigns Ruggles
Hunting in "The Woman Afraid," a
He recently fin\\ esley Ruggles is to direct "Con- Pathe production.
demned" Ronald Colman talker for ished work in "The Green Ghost,"
for M-G-M.
Samuel Goldwyn.

picture,
is

edited.

JUST WHAT THE BOX OFFICE ORDERED!
The

First Talking and

Sound Wild Animal

Serial

at

The picture bethe gold rush days.
sides being Vitaphone will also be
The picture is based on
in color.
the operetta, "Rainbow," by Laurence
and Oscar Hammerstein
Stallings
2nd, with music by Vincent Youmans. Principals in the cast include
John Boles, Vivienne Segal, Mare
Wells, Joe E. Brown, Sam Hardy.
Eddie Gribbon and others.
Mulhall Film Completed
Jack Mulhall's latest for First National, "Dark Streets," has been completed and scheduled for early release.

RKO
Bert

taken
1,000

of

Paramount has produced many

being
d'rectel
Marshall
Neilan
Henry Daniel is lead ng man and
Ernest Hilliard, Paul Harvey, Judith
and
Blanche
Frederick
Vosselli,
Truth.''

have

ranch

westerns.

Theodore Yon Eltz are in the east
Vitaphone recording
The picture is from the stage plaj
Lone Pine, Cal., where director Ray
by Arthur Richman.
400
than
more
of
Enright and a unit
"Big News," with Robert Annplayers are engaged in filming scenes
strong and Carol Lombard is in tin
of
story
a
West,"
for "Song of the
from
apparatus

RALPH WILK

one of the "Black Crows," on a wager
that D. W. Griffith was not the di-

direct.

:

Warners have expended

Little
from "Lots"
By

Forty-two more players have signed the standard contract since June

it

^>

Coast Wire Service

Silents

of the
distributors

Because

c&H
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Song Writers Arrive
Kalmar and Harry Ruby,

song writers, have arrived on the
Radio Pictures lot to write the
book, lyrics and music for "Radio
Revels," the story of a broadcasting
station, for the 1929-1930 program.

"THE KING OF THE

KONGO"

tin
cutting room.
This is
story by George Brooks, the scree
play having been written by Walter

Released

De Leon.

Gregory La Cava direct
ed and Tom Kennedy. Warner Rich
mond, Wade Boteler and Sam Hardy

in ten thrilling talking

AUGUST

chapters on

1st

the producers of serial masterpieces and
presented with a superb all star cast headed by

Made by

are in the cast.
In preparation are Constance lien
nett's dialogue picture, "Rich People," "Red Hot Rhythm" from the

JACQUELINE LOGAN & WALTER MILLER

mus cal comedy success by Walter
De Leon and "The Racketeer." Rob:

next

Armstrong's
which Carol Lombard

ert

ing

Directed by

in
picture,
will be lead-

Richard Thorpe

Creelman Writing Supervisor
James Ashmore Creelman has been
named writing supervisor for RKO

Webb

CORP.
MASCOTNatPICTURES
Levine, Pres.

Arrives

Milliard Webb, has just arrived in
Hollywood to direct First NationalVitaphone pictures. His first assign-

ment
Little

is

Billie

Girl

A

Dove

in

Broadway
New York City

"Give This

1650

Hand," from a story

Fox Player Changes Name
by Fannie Hurst.
Jean Laverty, who plays a principal
Von Eltz Signed for "Very Idea"
role with Victor McLaglen and EdTheodore Von Eltz has been signEyed
Cock
"The
mund Lowe in
all-talking
World," new Fox Film all-talker di- ed for Radio Pictures
play,
Baron's
William
Le
of
hereafter
version
Walsh,
is
rected by Raoul
"The Very Idea."
to be known as Jean Bary.

Harry Sinclair Drago

DRAMATIC DIALOGUE
UNUSUAL SOUND EFFECTS
IN EACH AND EVERY EPISODE

woman.

Millard

Story and Dialogue by

(

Cable Address: Levpic,

Tec Art Studios
Hollywood, Cal.

New York

i
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Sound Pictures Cause Upheaval in South
MANY WORRIES EXPRESSED
OVER SOUND AT
St.

Louis

— Sound

ST. LOUIS

pictures have not

in a big sense in the St.
trade territory.
a general

On

basis they are not paying their way,
and the future outlook for the exhibitors who have already installed
equipment is not rosy. Houses in St.
Louis, Southern Illinois and Eastern
Missouri that have been presenting
talking pictures for the first time in
their careers are writing bookkeeping
entries in red ink. Money made with
silent pictures is being eaten up by
the high cost of sound presentation.
Many exhibitors who in the early

days when "The Jazz Singer" and
"Sonny Boy" were going over big
largely through the novelty of talking pictures were persuaded to pay
most any price for sound, features and
shorts are now begging for concessions from the producers and distribu-

—

—

tors.

Frankly it is doubtful that talking
have added many new patrons. The St. Louis Amusement Co.
is closing from seven to ten houses
and theaters that are making money
don't close. In the first run field the
St. Louis houses are apparently dipictures

viding the same total gross that was
theirs before the Fox and its 5200
There
seats arrived last January.
have been denials but those who know
the situation expect at least one first
run house to be dark very soon.
The consensus of exhibitor opinion
is that the increased cost of sound
pictures has not been met by a corresponding increase in box office receipts.
If local exhibitors were able
to dispense with their musicians, limit
the number of
projectionists and
avoid the necessity of employing extra stage hands it is probable they
could make some money with sound.
Within the past few weeks St. Louis
theaters in North and South St. Louis
have broken box office records with
a silent feature and a stage show. All
patrons are not strong for talking
pictures apparently.
The situation may be summed up

—The

confusion which prevailed one year ago on the eve of
the new selling season when the industry did a sudden about face to
cope with the advent of sound, is
matched at the present moment by a
rather serious situation growing out
of increased rentals on sound pictures
and
accompanying
score
charges.
First hand information from ex-

Atlanta

made good
Louis

Widespread Confusion Prevails
In Southeast Over Sound Films

many of whom fear the collapse of their enterprises, indicates
that the situation is peculiar to no
one section in this territory, but general throughout the South.
A survey of conditions in Georgia
as well as in portions of Florida and
Alabama, brings forth the following
protests:
That rentals demanded for sound
pictures have increased out of proportion to box-office receipts; that
rentals now exacted for sound pictures range anywhere from 300 to
700 per cent of the rentals formerly
required for a silent picture of the
same quality; that further there is an
additional charge for scores, and that
such charges now often equal the
price formerly paid for silent film
hibitors,

rental.

Although

in

most

instances,

the

worthwhile sound
pictures, preceded by an intelligent
advertising campaign, has increased
receipts appreciably such increase is
wholly inadequate to meet the increased expense of operation, it is
presentation

of

many

BUYING IN

MROLINAS

in-

the

novelty

C—

of

off within four to six

:

out.
Georgia exhibitors, who met in
Macon in June to perfect a state exhibitor organization, made the con-

volved in charges for musical scores.
Exhibitors declare they are making no unreasonable demands. They
know that they must pay a higher

sideration

rental for
tures than

way

see their

of relief the subject of
resolution.
Without bit-

sound

and

talking

pic-

they pay for the silent,
terness or antagonism and with no but they do insist that the increase
suggestion of a buying boycott or should be in some reasonable ratio
other retaliatory methods they ap- to the increase shown at their boxproached the matter as one so vital offices. It is not within reason, they
protest, to ask them rentals four to
as to demand immediate relief.
Suiting the action to the word, nine times greater than they formermany came directly into the Atlan- ly paid for silent pictures of the same
their

first

exchanges

and

throughout the
their problems directly to exchange managers.
Far from thinking of buying the new
season's product, they are concenta

relative merit.

Many

week following they took

admit that the inadequacy
sound projection equipment wh'ch

of

they

installed

is

partly

responsible

an unenthusiastic reaction for
trating upon getting a satisfactory sound pictures.
But, they add that
solution for the existing sound prob- ev;n when the sound projection is
for

well-nigh perfect the public is divided in its opinion and when the
novelty disappears receipts drop off.
lieve the present situation,"
More than that, they say they had
notably sane and fair-minded Georgia exhibitor, "we won't be in busi- to compromise with the so-called
ness when the time comes to buy for "bootleg" sound equipment because
they could not pay the prices dethe new seaseon."
manded for the more expensive delem.

"Unless something

is

done to

resaid a

vices.

Ellenville House Being Wired
absorb the higher cost of putting
Ellenville, N. Y.
Western Elecon sound pictures, widespread claims
tric
sound reproducing equipment
advance.
And the angle from the exhibitors' has been ordered for the Shadowland
standpoint is that a large percentage by Manager John Spadaro.
of patrons has been won to sound
and probably will stay away should
Huntington Wiring Completed
Thus, it
Huntington, Ind. Chris Winkenthese houses desert sound.
hoefer has completed wiring of the
is argued peak patronage can't support sound, but the slump in receipts Gem here.
on a silent basis would more than offset the saving in sound costs. ThereSound for Richwood House
fore, the exhibitor sticks to sound.
Richwood, W. Va. Sound equip-

—

—

—

ment now
of the thing put talking

in

IN

Charlotte, N.
sound has
With the new
weeks and season here, Carolina exhibitors find
grosses are no better than they were themselves more concerned with solutions for their various sound probin the days of silent pictures.
Not a few exhibitors who plunged lems than with buying new product.
Reports from various sections of
into a sound policy, fearing that they
might otherwise be lost in the shuffle, the state and from South Carolina
have abandoned the struggle. Their indicate that many theaters are opsound equipment is idle, they have erating at a loss, due, the exhibitors
sound picture contracts left on their declare, to the increase in rentals as
hands, and they themselves do not well as to the add tional expense in-

stances

worn

to

like this:

The novelty

Moreover,

asserted.

SOUND CAUSES APATHY

is

installed

at

the

New

Paramounts on Broadway
York.
and sound pictures over big in the
Five Paramount pictures are playfew theaters that first used them.
ing on Broadway this week.
They
When a number of neighborhood are: "The Four Feathers," Criterion; McPherson Installs WE. Equipment
McPherson, Kans.— Western Elechouses
installed
sound equipment "Thunderbolt," Rialto; "Fashions in
tric equipment has been installed at
there was a marked increase in re- Love,"
Paramount; "Innocents of the Empire.
ceipts for the first month or so, but Paris," Hippodrome; "Nothing but
these patrons were drawn from other the Truth," Loew's State.
Moviephone for San Jose House
theaters. Few new picture fans were
San Jose, Cal. Moviephone sound
created.
equipment has been installed at the
Pacent at Cleveland House
Today sound and synchronized
5

—

pic-

—

Cleveland The Commodore is the
tures are being judged strictly on the
basis of entertainment, and, on the first local house to have the Pacent
whole, many assert talking pictures film sound attachment installed.
so far have not been so high as the
silent pictures that were offered a
for Filmcraft Studio
year or so ago.
London
RCA-Photophone engiInstallations are too expensive. Re- neers
are busy at the British Filmceipts have not increased sufficiently craft studio
in

RCA

—

Walthamstow.

Victory here.

is sure to happen, they point
indicated clearly enough in
what already has happened namely,
that numbers of medium and small
town houses have closed their doors,
and others are running in red.
"We are caught between two
wedges," says one exhibitor who has
been seeking a solution for the problem, "and unless something is done,
and done quickly, many of us will
be crushed out of business.
On one
side, we can forego sound pictures
and hold strictly to a silent policy.
is

—

if we
do this our patrons will
cheated and they will go to a
neighboring town for their picture entertainment and we lose their trade.
On the other side, we know if we
continue to pay the present high film
rentals and excessive score charges
we are rushing headlong into bank-

But

feel

—

ruptcy."

W. E. Equipment at Meadville
Meadville, Pa. Western Electric
equipment has been installed at the
Park.

—

New Equipment
Eureka, Cal.
being installed

What

out,

Eureka House
New equipment is
at the Rialto, which

—

for

W.

manager of the house
operated by the George M. Mann

Sound for Marshall House
Marshall, Mo.
The Auditorium,
of the Shanberg circuit, has been

chain.

equipped

is

undergoing redecorating.

Lunberg

is

J.

—

with

Western

Electric.
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Even Loading is Important
in Sound House Seating
West

Coast

Bureau,

Los Angeles

THE FILM DAILY

— Importance

of
auditorium to

even

tures witli sound depends on quality
the
auditorium.
Reverberation

in

as- must be reduced to a minimum.
loading of the
sure absorption of frequencies and
Watch Back Stage Equipment
eliminate reverberation, as well as
"One of the most important items
proper attention to drapes and other of sound equipment is the back
stage
factors of acoustics are stressed by equipment. The
horns must be tilted
R.
H. McCullough of Fox West and flared correctly. Stage draping
is
Coast Theaters, in "Now," house or- also an important factor. The sound,
gan of the circuit.
which comes from these horns must
"Confusing technical terms have be clear and distinct; and that
the
baffled
people into thinking that components of complex
sounds resound control involves some compli- tain their relative intensities.
cated feat of acoustical engineering,
"Theater patrons will not listen to
Regardless of how fine a extraneous noises and echoes. Freebe says."
theater may look, it will not draw dom from outside
noises is a mattet
patrons unless the acoustics are cor- of attention. Ventilating ducts
to the
People simply will not go theater auditorium should
rect.
be insuwhere they cannot hear.
lated to avoid interference with sound
"Theater patrons never became ac- pictures.
The motion picture procustomed to noise. Good acoustics jection room should be noiseless to
are as essential as proper vent lation the sound picture audience.
and illumination. No matter how well
"Loud talking in foyers, aisles and
the production may be directed with mezzanines near the auditorium begood sound, it will be ruined in an tween patrons and employees should
auditorium with poor acoustics.
be avoided, as speech cannot be
"In many theaters where sound audible with interference.
Motion
equipment has been installed, many pictures with sound presented propacoustical problems have been en- erly should receive special notice to
countered. As the attendance varies your patrons, letting them know your

different performances, a compromise must be tolerated in considering acoustic adjustments.
"Drapes and absorbent material
cause absorption of the higher frequencies to a somewhat greater deHowever, the
gree than the lower.
audience tends to be of value to absorption and helps to eliminate reverberation with various capacities.
"Your ushers should be instructed
Many
to load an auditorium evenly.
theaters are too reverberant when
empty, and when filled are very satisfactory.
Excessive lamping must be
avoided to prevent a deadness in the
sounds which may be almost depressat

ing.

"Heavily-draped

auditoriums

re-

quire greater amplification than would
Correction
be otherwise necessary.
of specific acoustic faults may be
made with complete success. Many
managers have eliminated
theater
echoes by moving one or more of
the horns and also by covering the
reflective surface, which causes reverberation.

sound equipment is perfect.
Many
sound productions have been ruined
because of poor quality in recording.
Sound waves travel through the air

The Buying Power
of the

Industry

inforced.

"Interference usually results from
reflection of sounds, and likewise can
be prevented by adequate covering of
••he
Mica in
surfaces responsible.
lighting fixtures, which has become
loose, causes heavy distortion with
sound.
The success of motion pic-

Thoroughly

EVERY

DAY

similar to light rays.
"When sound strikes a smooth surface, it is reflected and this reflection
is called reverberation.
Smooth hard
finished walls, such as the usual
plastered
reflectors
of
type,
are
sound. Walls of this type will produce echoes.
It becomes important
to break up such surfaces so as to
produce irregular distribution of the
reflected sound.
The reflected sound
of a spoken syllable or of a note ot
music may arrive at the ear at the
same moment as the succeeding syllable or note which has traveled by
the direct path and so cause hopeless
confusion.
"Test your theater for reverberation, when the auditorium is empty,

BY

—

photoelectric
manufactures
cells and first stage amplifiers for
sound reproducing systems, soon is
since
to start making a microphone for

Distortion necessarily results,
only that part of the sound near the
natural period of the resonator is re-

is

Covered

by clapping your hands and wait for
the rebound or echo. Acoustic problems are not difficult to correct. You
can easily determine, where drapes
or absorbent materials are necessary.
"Every manager should study his Any noise which is made in an empty
specific theater and inspect every part auditorium
should let you know
of the auditorium to determine if the where the reverberation takes place.
correct distribution is being delivered, Many things which are said about
as dead spots will be criticized and acoustics are misconceptions."
poor acoustical properties are broadoccurs
Recourse
rapidly.
casted
Plans to Make Microphone
when a surface made up of a thin,
Laboratories,
Chicago
G.-M.
hard material, free to act as a diaphragm at its own natural frequency,
sound waves.
is in the path of the

Motion Picture

which

talking picture

use.

Rice Handling Qualitone
Chicago Dave E. Rice is handling

—

Qualitone sales

in this territory.

Voisophone Chicago Office
in
C. C. Wallace
Chicago
charge of the local Voisophone office.

—

i
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NEW SESSION

Sales Heads Meet Tuesday withljfjjfo
Exhibitors For Rental Parley
(.Continued from

week

Page

\^\] OPPOSED TO

WAY ARBITRATION WORKS

1)

the adoption of such a selling

berg or a representative.
(Continued front Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
The state right exchanges which
policy would do much to relieve the
ter from Sen. William H. King of situation.
are members of the Film Boards of tion at all, but is a method almost
Utah
purely of contractual enforcement'*
Trade
The Tuesday meeting will be pre- will be throughout the United States the statement
"You are aware of the fact that a numrepresented
says.
by
Oscar
Neu"The power of
ber of years ago I called attention of the
Federal Trade Commission to the apparent
purpose of certain organizations engaged in
the production of pictures to secure a monopoly of this important development in our
I
modern social and indeed economic life.
urged that steps be taken to prevent the

consummation

of

what would destroy

in-

liminary to the sessions that follow
but will give both sides an opportunity to exchange views over the luncheon table. For the time being, the
proceedings will end there to be resumed in about ten days in New

of Philadelphia who is now in the arbitrators, so called, is confined
touch with such exchanges via tele- purely to the interpretation of a one-

feld

graph and telephone.
He is secur- sided contract, which contract, in
ing from them suggestions as to the view of the innovat on of sound and
best method of procedure for discus- the introduction of new clauses, is
;

sion before the meeting.
practically obsolete. With this innovainterval will permit disThe conference has been called by tion of sound, and due to new conditributors to formulate a policy which Charles C. Pettijohn who will attend tions facing the
Industry, many conwill then be submitted to the exhi- but who probably will
not partici- tracts made today are outrageous in
bitors' committee composed of Wood- pate.
When both sides get down to their terms and impossible of profithull, D. A. Harris of Pittsburgh and real work in
ten days or two weeks, able fulfillment: therefore, this assoR. R. Biechele, of Kansas City.
the deliberations will resolve them- ciation feels that the lending of its
R. H. Cochrane of Universal will selves into a series of meetings out sanction to this system, under present
I believed
inatory practices of producers.
preside
over the Tuesday conference. of which it is anticipated will de- conditions tending to drive out of
that there was a determination upon the part
Paramount will be represented by S. velop a method of operation agree- business many exhibitors who have
of certain organizations to destroy the independent producer and the independent ex- R. Kent; Fox by James R. Grainger; able to both sides.
given their life time to building up
hibitor and to establish an oppressive monoDistributors, as pointed out exclu- small enterprises, would be an outFirst National by Ned Depinet; Mpoly covering the entire motion picture field.
sively in
on rageous action upon its part.
"Recent events have confirmed the views G-M by Felix F. Feist; Warners by
"In view of the fact that the prowhich I have entertained in regard to this Claud Ezell; United Artists by Al Wednesday, are not likely to agree
matter.
Lichtman; Educational by Joseph to straight percentage. They are ex- ducing and distributing branches of
"As I understand, the organization with Merrick; Universal by M. Van Praag; pected to insist upon guarantees as a this
industry are so co-ordinated and
which you are connected is seeking to prevent
by Lee Marcus; Pathe by Phil general practice, advancing the claim knit together, and in the hands of
a monopo'istic control of this agency and instrumentality which is destined to play an Reisman;
Oscar that such guarantees are necessary comparatively few men, it has become
Tiffany-Stahl by
important part in the educational and social Hanson and Columbia by Joe Gold- to safeguard their interests.
impossible for any independent exhibiIt would be little less
life of our people.
tor to obtain product, unless he signs
than a calamity for the moving picture indusa contract, in whose provisions he has
try if it should be monopolistically controlled.
Unfortunately greedy and grasping individuals FitzPatrick to
no option; and in view of the fact
and organizations are seeking to monopolize
that the entire contract, as written, is
substantially all fields of production and hu'Prosperity
in
48
all

dependent development in the motion picture
field.
Upon various occasions since then I
have called the attention of the Department
of Justice to practices of various producers
which I believed were in violation of the
Sherman Law and the Clayton Act. I also
called theii attention to numerous complaints
which had come to me by exhibitors and
others, growing out of the unfair and discrim-

York.

The

'

THE FILM DAILY

RKO

Columbia's
Release
Sound Termed
One-Reelers

man

endeavor.
Giant corporations are being organized, and mergers and consolidations
in every field of industry are being formed in
order that monopolies may control in our
industrial

and economic

life.

"In my opinion, the anti-trust laws now
upon the statute books, if vigorously enforced, would afford substantial protection to

short talks

Line-up
Group'

(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)

deliver

New

on each subject

and, in addition to the dialogue, in-

1)

Belasco play by Milton Herbert Gropper;

"The Melody Man," by Herbert

absolutely illegal and non-binding in
the State of Texas, this association
feels that it has no right to lend its
sanction and the weight of its approval to further its enforcement: especially in view of the inequitable terms
which are being forced upon the theaters in this state and over the United

Lorenz Hart and Richard
Rodgers;
"Flight," co-starring Jack
conOrchestra
the Victor Traveltalk
the independent producers, but if they are
Holt
and
Ralph
Graves, under direcinadequate Congress should promptly enact ducted by Rosario Bourdon.
measures that will preserve the principle of
tion
of
Frank
Capra,
the combinat on States."
The second series will be known
Competition in the moving picture industry.
which
made
"Submarine,"
and "Cra"I wish your organization success and hope as 12 Movie Horoscopes and will deal
that its members will continue the contest
Rebuilding Waco House
dle
of
(temporary
title),
Jazz,"
writwith astrology. There will be a horountil there shall be fair and legitimate competen especially for Belle Baker, vauWaco,
Tex.— Dent Theaters is retition in every branch of the moving picscope for every month of the year.
deville star.
building the Hippodrome, to be reture business."
In sound with dialogue, music and
named the Waco theater.
Technicolor shots.
Baltimore Houses Dark
Four Jersey Houses Sold
Third is a group to be known as
Baltimore
The Rivoli, first run
Legalizes Sunday Shows
The Cameo, Bergen and American 12 American Holidays, designed to
house here, has closed for about four
theaters in Newark and the Roslyn
Bartlesville, Okla.— For the first
be a patriotic series. Also in music weeks.
The Hippodrome, combina- time in the history
in Roselle, N. J. have been sold by
of this town
and dialogue.
tion
house,
closes July 6 for installa- Sunday
the Industrial Amusement Co., to the
shows have been legalized InMasters,
new
tion
of
sound
equipment.
Fourth is 12 Music
a
The Little, action of the city council.
Viking Realty Corp. Adolph Sofferman, who recently acted as broker series of one-reelers based on inci- M. P. Guild house, is dark, as is
residential house. The latin
sale of the Mineola theater in dents in the lives of classical com- the Astor,
been
ter
being
wired for Western Elecorchestrations
have
is
posers.
The
Fined for "Blue" Violation
Mineola, L. I., served in a similar
RCA-Photophone
arranged by Hugo Riesenfeld and Na- tric equipment.
capacity in the Jersey deal.
Independence, Mo. W. T. Boles,
is
expected to be installed at the manager of two houses
thanial Finston.
here, has
The Traveltalks are being recorded Brodie, South Baltimore.
been fined $50 for violating the SunSunday Charge Against Four Houses
via RCA Photophone; four are comday show ordinance.
Boles is apPortsmouth, O. Twelve affidavits pleted.
Photophone is also being
pealing the conviction to the County
Sunday Shows Dropped
have been filed against Francis Mc- used for the Movie Horoscopes and
Fulton, Mo. Owing to opposit'on Circuit Court.
Donald and Robert Risley for operat- Bristolphone for the Music Masters.
from
college faculty members and
ing Sunday shows at four theaters All operations are to be handled out
here
The action was brought by of New York. There is a possibility churchmen, Dubinsky Brothers of
Green Bay Lease Signed
Rev. Arthur Staples, leader of the FitzPatrick will open additional ex- Kansas City have decided not to opGreen
Bay, Wis.
A lease has
fight
against Sunday shows, who changes later in Chicago and Los An- erate their three theaters on Sunday, been signed running for 25 years
although the city council had replans to bring separate actions for
Fox-Midwesco
and
geles.
the
scinded the ordinance banning Sun- between
each specific violation charged.
Green
Bay
Buildng
Corp.,
who
will
day shows.
start work shortly on a new theater
Silverman Chain Intact
in this city.
The house, which will
Brin House Dark
Opposition at Marshall, Mo.
Cleveland
The Silverman in
have a seating capacity of 2,100, is
Milwaukee—The Embassy here, Mansfield, Lorain, Cleveland, Akron
Marshall, Mo.— The Marshall Min- expected to be completed by Feb. 1,
downtown second run house operated and Canton, reported purchased by isterial Alliance
has issued a state- 1930.
At present Fox operates the
since the first of the year by L. K.
Warner Bros., are still operated as ment voicing their opposition to Sun- Colonial, Grand and Strand here, the
Brin, has been closed for the season
Silverman houses. The Stanley Co. day shows following the first Sunday first two of which will perbans be
and will reopen some t'me in Aug- has
assumed the management of the performance g ven here by the Nu- remodeled into business buildings
ust, according to an announcement.
houses.
gent.
before the new house is completed.
cidental

music

will

be

supplied

by

Fields,

;

.

—

—

—

—

.

—

—

:

Coming Soon!
The Theatre Manual
Talkies Set

Have Awaited Since
Course For Showmanship

Exhibitors

A New

SOUND
Motion Pictures
by

HAROLD

B.

FRANKLIN

President and General Manager, Fox

West Coast Theatres

work dealing with the motion picture has created as
much interest in advance of publication as has this ex-

;0

haustive treatise on Sound by one of the foremost theatre executives and written from actual experience with

every detail connected with the booking, operation, presentation

and exploitation of the new style of screen entertainment, fl As
head of one of the largest and most important theatre circuits,
Mr. Franklin has supervised the entire work of sound equipment
installation, reorganization of policies

and training of personnel
to meet the new requirements,
covers the subject
fl His book
from the studio to presentation. It is a complete working manual
to guide owners, managers, projectionists and advertising specialists.
The first text book prepared in a form that gives in one
concise volume a complete panorama of the ways and means to
operate the sound policy theatre, fl In every sense a showman's
book for showmen, fl A limited number of copies will be available for distribution on new orders early in July. Orders now
taken will be filled in the order of their receipt.

The

Price

is

THREE DOLLARS

Motion Picture News
729 Seventh Avenue
New York City

—

—

money
Enclosed herewith is
cheek
order for $3.00 in full payment for one

—

copy of Harold B. Franklin's great book
"Sound Motion Pictures," to be sent to me
when published. (Add 20 cents to cover

Distributed in this field by

MOTION PICTURE NEWS
729 Seventh Avenue

New York

City

costs of mailing.)

Name
Street

City

No
State

THE

-<^
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Matarazzo Wins An Action
Against Warners on 'Noah'
Judge Learned Hand of the United
States District Court decided a motion Wednesday granting an injunction to the Industrias Reunidas Matarazzo which had brought a proceeding to enjoin Warner Brothers, Inc.
from distributing "Noah's Ark" in
Brazil.
The plaintiff had a contract

Warner Brothers under which
was to receive a group of pictures

with
it-

for

exploitation

in

Brazil,

among

them being "Noah's Ark." The pictures were to be produced and reThe Warleased by Sept. 1, 1928.
ners did not complete the production
of "Noah's Ark" until after Sept. 1,
1928.
In their contract there was a provision that in case of the failure of
the Warners to produce and release
the picture prior to Sept. 1, 1928, they
would not be liable for damages or

The Warners contended

otherwise.

that that clause gave them the right
to refuse the pictures to the plaintiff,
whereas the plaintiff contended that
it was entitled to the picture but that
could not hold the Warners for
it

damages.
Judge Hand agreed with the plaintiff and enjoined Warner Bros, from
giving the picture to any one else in
Brazil.

Warner

legal

day proved unavailing.

Move

to Foist Engineers on
Theaters of N. Y. Is Killed
Mayor Walker vetoed a New
York

City

ordinance

which

would

of
a minimum
$130
a week to theater overhead in the
metropolitan district through addition to the house staff of licensed
engineers to take over the duties now

have

Terms Prove Stumbling Block;
Publix-Saenger Deal Is Dropped
(Continued from Page

Louisiana,

Mississippi,

1)

Texas,

Flor-

added

Publix Has Interest

Washington

—

luth.

9 Patents Involved in

De

Forest-Stanley Suit

Nine patents are involved

in

suit

of General Talking Pictures and De
Forest Phonofilm against the Stanley
Co., of America, charging infringement in use of the Western Electric

sound

reproducing

stalled

at

the

equipment

Aldine,

in-

Philadelphia.

Seven of these are original patents
held by Lee De Forest, while two
were granted to Elias E. Reis, and

Publix-Great States is
Illinois Operating Firm

—

Chicago
Publix-Great
States
Theaters is to be the name of the
operating company of the Great
-

States
chain of
Illinois
theaters,
taken over July 1 by Publix. There
is to be no change in management,
is

it

stated.

Benjamin Won't Run
Pressure of other duties is the reason for refusal of Paul Benjamin of
National Screen Service, Inc. to run
for presidency of the AMPA.
He
had been unanimously nominated.

the property of the comAll but the last three patents are the same as involved in the
suit against Fox-Case Corp., brought
by General Talking Pictures.
The nine patents cited in the
Saville Here
Philadelphia action, which asks for a
Victor Saville is in New York from
permanent injunction, an accounting London to arrange for production of
and the possession or destruction of "Woman to Woman," designed as a
the
alleged
infringing
films
and special on Tiffany-Stahl's 1929-1930
equipment are:
program.
Lee DeForest, 1,446,247, Feb. 20, 1923;
Lee DeForest, 1,466,701, Sept. 4, 1923; Elias
E. Reis, 1,473,976, Nov. 13, 1923; Lee DeForest, 1,482,119, Jan. 29, 1924; Lee DeForest, 1,489,314,
Apr. 8, 1924; Elias E. Reis,
1,607,480, Nov. 16, 1926; Lee DeForest, 1,653,155, Dec. 20, 1927; Lee DeForest, 1,693,672, Nov. 27, 1928; Lee DeForest, 1,716,033, June 4, 1929.

the ministers' local association against
the Lyric the owners are continuing

Summer Closing Policy
Big Sandy, Mont. R. S. Tingley
has darkened the Grand here during
July and August.

—

—

French-Canadian House Reopens

Ottawa

—The

Francais, catering to

French population, has
Emil E. Shauer, general manager to present Sunday performances. The been reopened by Jos< ph Paquin, foljury voted eight for acquittal and
of Paramount's foreign
the

department,

Europe on the Aquitania only four for conviction.
Sunday. Mel Shauer, on special work
Closing Dover House
for the foreign department, leaves on
Dover, O. H. S. Brady, who rethe same boat.
cently bought the Ohio from George
"Broadway" to be Shown on Liner Chrest, has notified the Film Board
Carl Laemmle, Universal presi- of Trade that he is closing the house

—

4-Weeks Advance Sale
Seats for "Four Feathers" have
been placed on sale four weeks in
advance,
states.

local

lowing the construction of new

floor.

for

dent, J. E. Otterson, president of
Electrical
Research Products, and
vice president of the International
Mercantile Corp., are slated to make
brief talks at showing aboard the
Majestic, next Tuesday of
S.
S.
Laemmle is to sail
"Broadway."
for Europe aboard the liner.

the

Criterion,

New

FOR ALL CLASSES OF MAIL

W.

—

sails

1929

NOW

C. 0. D. PRIVILEGE

Now

handled in most houses by a janitor.
Exhibitor circles declare the measure was introduced on behalf of the
Davidson Buys Theaters
American Federation of Labor by a
Oklahoma
City
Sol Davidson,
alderman
and
Brooklyn
rushed
theater and supply man, has purContinues Sunday Shows
through the Board of Aldermen for
Petersburg, Ind.
Following dis- chased the Majestic and Crystal at
signature by the mayor. It was proposed to have it become effective on agreement of a jury on an action to Cherokee.
prohibit Sunday shows brought by
July 9.

Shauers Sail Sunday

5,

Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
in Only 3 N.
Arkansas and Alabama. PublixCities
(.Continued from Page 1)
Washington
Saenger has about 30 theaters in
Any class of mail
North Carolina, a 50 per cent interest houses, and does not have any matter, sealed against postal inspecin Consolidated Theaters, operating affiliation in operation of suburban tion, and prepaid at the letter rate of
postage may be sent C.O.D., under a
about 15 Florida houses, a 50 per cent or out-of-town houses.
interest in the Wilby-Kincey-LucasAt Duluth, Publix is operating new post office department ruling.
Baum & Publix-Saenger chain in Al- the Lyceum and Strand, under terms Heretofore, the C.O.D. service covabama, Georgia and North Carolina, of a deal closed early in the year ered only third and fourth class matand a 50 per cent interest in Dent with J. B. Clinton of Clinton-Meyers, ter unsealed or sealed subject to postTheaters, operating about 63 Texas with which firm Publix long has al inspection. Fourth class mail may
and New Mexico houses.
been a partner in ownership of the not be registered unless sealed against
The Saenger holdings also extend Lyceum. These houses are opposi- postal inspection and prepaid at the
into Central America, Cuba, Panama, tion to F. & R.'s Duluth houses. letter rate of postage, which makes
Jamaica and other West Indian is- Meanwhile, Clinton now is operating it first class matter, and which herelands.
the Sunbeam, Star and Doric at Du- tofore removed it from the C.O.D.
ida,

comment from the now are
department on Wednes- plainants.

Efforts to secure

Friday, July

Switching to Opera at Richmond

—

Richmond Arrangements are bemade for opera attractions in the

privilege.
The limit of the amount of C. O. D.
charges collectible for remittance to

the senders remains the same as heretofore, $100, but when matter of this
kind is registered in those cases where
the value of the article is more than
$100 it may be indemnified to the limit
of its value in case of loss, rifling or
damage up to $1,000 in accordance
with the fees prescribed therefor in
addition to the regular postage.
The instructions issued by the
Third Assistant Postmaster General,
who has jurisdiction over the domestic
collect-on-delivery service, state
too much stress cannot be laid upon
the requirement that articles sent
C. O. D. at the first-class rate of post-

age must be based upon bona

fide

orders for the contents or in conformity with agreements between
senders and addresses; that it must
be distinctly understood the extension
of the C. O. D. service to mail matter
prepaid at the first-class rate of postage does not mean this new C. O. D.
service will be available for use in the
collection of debts whether just or unjust; that it will not be permissible
to send bills or statements of indebtedness by registered or unregistered C. O. D. mail even though the
sender may allege the addressee has

agreed

to

the

amount involved

collection
in this

of

manner;

the
that

inquiry shall be made to prevent the
C. O. D. service being misused
as an agency for the collection of
debts; and if upon inquiry it is ascertained the mailer is attempting to use
the C. O. D. service for the collection
of a debt, the matter should not be
accepted as C. O. D. mail.

new

ing

Mosque, Richmond's $1,000,000 house
which pictures were shown while

New Columbia Managers Named
Three new exchange managers have
the Mosque Amusement Corp. held
been appointed by Columbia. They
indefinitely.
sway.
are: Sam Galanty, former Indianapolis exchangeman; to the WashingDismantling Butte Orpheum
L. A. Managers Changed
Butte The Orpheum here is being ton branch; Robert J. Ingram, MemWest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles R. J. Deusern, form- dismantled and converted into a re- phis, transferred to Charlotte, and
succeeded by J. J. Rogers at Memer manager of the Fox Boulevard, tail music store.
phis.
now is managing Loew's State. "RasNew Camera Invented
ty" Wright, former manager, now is
Washington Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
at Grauman's Chinese.
Pioneer Exhibitress Dead
Washington
A new camera has
3

in

—

—

—

been invented in New Zealand, with
Buys at Wilmer
which it is possible to make 62 shots
Wilmer, Ala.
J. S. Bryant has per second, says a dispatch to the
York, taken over the local house and will M. P. Section of the Dept. of Comhold shows once a week.
merce.

—

•

Rockford,

111,'

— Funeral

were

held here recently
Edith M. Ackley, 58, who

operated
house.

Rockford's

services
for Mrs.

owned and

first

picture

of FILMDOM
VOL. XLIX

No.

5

Sunday, July

7,

1929

Make Way For

^8P
V5
A T last a continued feature built to
make money for the big first runs!
The deluxe chapter play with the pro-

J-*-

duction

With
Craufurd Kent

Grace Cunard

cellence; story, direction, cast suitable
for the biggest special— BOX-OFFICE

Herbert Prior

VALUES

Florence Allen

Directed by

Ruy Taylor

Two

negatives

one TALKIN(;
one SILENT.

:

;

Monte Montague
Albert Priscoe

FORWARD MARCH
COMPLETE RESUME
OF ALL ACTIVITIES

OF PRODUCTION
FIELD IN HANDY,
COMPACT FORM

values of the finest supersmashing dialog; the music of a symphony orchestra; sound effects par ex-

«**

'em back
week after week to the finest theatres
in the land!
that

will

bring

UNIVERSAL /

Directors Annual
9

and Production Guide

SETTING NEW
STANDARDS FOR
FILM INDUSTRY

—

PUBLICATIONS TO
BE ISSUED SOON

.

.

i

r
U-QyQ HAMILTON

3jane

TALKING COMEDIES

rUkntf

"DON'T

NERVOUS

BE
Sure

fire.

There's a finish

guaranteed
roar.

to

Lupino Lane

one

all

make any audience

puts the picture over big

It

This sob scene
hit

this

in

ATES

1'

is

a

riot.

Another Educational riot.
—EXHIBITORS DAILY REVIEW and
MOTION PICTURES TODAY

lCK sen. PM
TALKING COMEDIES
"THE

PALOOKA"
Y.)

Mack Sennett has been turning out
some dandy comedies since tackling
sound. .. entertainment average un"
questioned.
—VARIETY

than funny. They are
pips,
riots,
gems,
"screams." They make
your patrons talk — and
ask for more. That's real
money in your bank.

editors,

and

These comments on EDU-

scream

leases explain why most
of the country's big wired
theatres are playing

"—THE

BILLBOARD

If

of

—HARRY

M. PALMER

Resident Manager, Anderson
Theatrical Enterprises, Anderson, Ind.

M£RMAW

Jatkincj Comedies

"THE

CRAZY NUT"
ages. ..It

may be

stick

seen

silly,

but you can't help laughing.

in

—THE

awfully

BILLBOARD

reIt

has a pip of a

them

talk.

which will make
—THE FILM DAILY

finish,

dkUicciiioriaLs^^
JACK WHITE

Colotiet
TALKING

TALKING

COMEDIES

//

A gem
Horton

and
of a

of
in

this

E.

comedy. Any time you get

a talker, you're
is

comedy

fine acting..

in for

no exception.
with

A high

It's

clever
class

a

W. HAMMONS,

\

r

A

very

pie

id amusi „ com*
ledy

short. ..This rib-tickling situation

a peach

ends

the short on a crescendo of laughs.

lines

FILM DAILY

"LOVERS'
DELIGHT"

President

treat,

comedy gem.

—THE

COMEDIES

EDUCATIONAL FILM
EXCHANGES, Inc.

TRUSTING
WIVES"

.

TIMES

Quite the dizziest piece of riotous slap-

CATIONAL'S newest

wired houses.

all

The best all-talking comedy we have
played thus far. Quite elated when
the patrons stopped to tell us how
much they enjoyed this subject.

newspaper critics,

exhibitors.

a criterion,

—HARTFORD (CONN.)

And the cheering is unanimous—from trade paper

One of the best all-talkie two-reelers
made to date... This should prove a
in all

is

riot in his first

Ship Mates."

should prove rare treats

his fun films

HEY'RE more
FILM DAILY

(Reviewed gt Paramount Theatre, N.

a laugh

.

.

anywhere.

BIG

is

comedy,

this first picture

Should be a

—THE

-talking

Arthur and Miss

THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM'
Member, Motion Picture Producers and Distributors

voices

of

Garon possess clear
and are capable farceurs.
—THE BILLBOARD

Players Available Despite Equity Mandate

iHE
2fe NEWSPAPER

ANDWEEKLY

o/'FILMDOM

FILM DIGEST

VOL. XLIX

No.
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Sunday, July

RESTRAINT OF TRADE

5 of 19 Dark

IS

Philadelphia

CHARGED

19 theaters.

— Allentown

Only

TEXAS SUIT

erating and these are controll-

Dallas Charging a combination and
conspiracy restraining trade, J. A.
Cuff of the Liberty, Denison, has

ed by the chains. The others
are all in neighborhoods. Several are in the hands of bankruptcy courts; others merely
shut down for the summer and
still others permanently.

IN

—

brought

suit in the 15th District Court
against
Publix,
Paramount, L. I
Dent, Dallas; L. M. Rideout and L.
M. Rideout, Jr.. of Denison, asking

damage
sought,
business

of $90,000.
$f>(),000

injury

Of

the

amount

declared
and $30,000

Cuff charges '"conduct designed to
and destroy business of all
competitors," alleging the defendants
refused to grant him equal rights with
the defendant group in obtaining first
run films.
He claims an attempt is
being made to monopolize the proinjure

duction, distribution and exhibition
of pictures, "for their illegal profit."
Cuff alleges he was compelled to
operate the Liberty for more than a
year at a reduction of $14,595.62 and
finally to retire from business.
Profits
under the preceding ownership
are set forth as $17,390 as compared
with $2,994.38 for a similar period
under Cuff's management.

Publix Attorney Denies
Texas Conspiracy Charge

PLENTY OF PLAYERS FOR

THE FILM DAILY

Washington Bureau of

Washington

—

that

there

exists

a

of Publix.
Keough says he
has not seen the complaint, so cannot comment upon points involved.

Famous Canadian's Three
Day Convention Ended
Niagara

—

Ont. Managers of
parts of eastern Cancompleted the eastern

Falls,

theaters in

all

—

Dallas Distributors here intend to
enforce existing contracts, despite the
action

of

directors

the

Texas

unit

—

Cecil B. De Mille, president of the firms to subsidize the Hungar'an inAss'n of M. P. Producers.
Equity dustry, or withdraw from the market.
is distressing its own members, rathHungary will produce but three films
this year, so that the producers of
sr than the producers, he declared.
will
"I am going away for my sunmiei them
receive
60 contingent
(Continued on Page 2)
licenses.
Producers are expected to
hold out for high prices for these
licenses.
Hungary imports about
British Movietone
600 films annually.

News

Releasing Issue Weekly

—

London (By Cable)
Esmond
Harmsworth, son of Viscount Rothemere,

is

Withdraw from
French Chamber of Comm.

controlling editor of British

—

to

(Continued

date.

on

Page 2)

a peek into

Most of the headlines in
Theaters everywhere.
For instance, take
tell you of nothing else.

Sam

Katz's

office.

at least twentv-five

There you discover plans

new houses

to cost

SEASON; 12 TO BE

IN

NEW

SOUND

—

The production program of
for the 1929-30 season will consist of 12 Ufatone (sound) films and
eight silent pictures, three of which
are completed with the second group
of three now in work.
The tentative program of sound pictures will embrace three by Erich
Pommer, three by Joe May and two
Ufa

these agile times

advanced for

UFA LINES UP 20 FOR

Berlin

$40,000,000

MONDAY:

"It is a certainty that distributors
are going to require some form of
security for their contracts and it is
hoped that this present difficulty will
be worked out whereby arbitration
may continue to serve as the bulwark
to protect the mutual interests of distributors and exhibitors," he declares.
Move of the Texas association
(Continued on Page 12)

U.S. Firms

con-

Keough

Douglas Statement

Representations of in withdrawing from
arbitration, dethe State Dept., to a number of Eu- claring
their belief that the standard
governments, setting forth contract is illegal in
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY ropean
Texas and thereHollywood Producers can get all the American
industry's
protests fore not binding. This
is indicated in
the players they want for talkers. aga'nst restrictions, has failed to have a
statement by Don C. Douglas, secdespite mandate of Actors' Equity any effect so far as Hungary is con- retary of the
Film Board, who says
Ass'n prohibiting its members from cerned, for that country has estab- "it is hoped that exhibitors
wi.l not
working in any talker unless all- lished a 20 to 1 quota. The decree, get the idea that their
contracts are
Equity cast is employed, declares effective Aug. 1, will force American invalid instruments."

Movietone News, distributed by Fox.
Representatives of AmeriParis
Five
weekly issues of the British can distributors have resigned from
spiracy as charged in the Cuff suit,
was made Friday by Austin C. sound newsreel have been released the French Motion Picture Chamber
Denial

Probability of Asking
Security Hinted in

DESPITE U. S. PROTEST

TALKERS, DE MILLE SAYS

emplary damages.

Price 25 Cents

HUNGARY QUOTA DECREED

actual
is
ex-

is

1929

TEXAS DISTRIBUTORS
TO ENFORCE CONTRACTS

has
op-

five are

7,

something

well
like

ada Friday
convention of Famous Players Can- $40,000,000. Publix builds them that way.
adian Corp., which lasted three days.
Out at Anderson, Ind. the other day, Blair McElroy, now a part- Bloch-Rabinowitsch productions. Two
Many addresses were heard and the ner with Publix you know, spills an interesting and informative tidbit of the Ufatone specials now in work
are "The White Devil," a Blochdiscussions were numerous during
about his plans. Already operating 35, no less than 25 additional houses Rabinowitsch production with Alex(Continued on Page 2)
are the immediate objective.
ander Wolkoff directing Ivan MosTraveling directly north into Canada, you learn something of the joukin and Lil Dagover, and "Melody
Dustin
Dies After
N. L. of Life" an Erich Pommer producSeveral Years' Illness extensive expansion program of Famous Players Canadian.
tion being directed by Hanns Schwarz
king,
is
Funeral services are to be con- Nathanson, having long since learned how it feels to be theater
with Willy Fritsch and Dita Pario.
Others may be
ducted Sunday at the Church of the making certain that the crown doesn't hit the dust.
Transfiguration, New York, for Dus- making plans to enter the Canadian field, but Nathanson is wise enough
Germans Plan College for
tin Farnum, 54, veteran screen and
to fortify his position now before any theater tussles begin to rage.
.

.

.

.

.

.

Farnum

.

stage

star,

who

died

Wednesday

of

Gaumont

.

U. K.'s
kidney trouble. He had been in poor
an inof
Reports
sides.
many
on
discussed
largest
exhibitor,
is
being
health for several' years.
Burial will
be at Bucksport, Me.
His wife, side struggle to offset sale of a majority share to American interests

London continues

excited.

daughter and brother, William Farpersistently reported to be

num, survive.

The

Fox

future of

—are

British,

traveling rapidly across the sea. If

(Continued on Page 12)

Study of Film Technique

—

Courses in film techniqueBerlin
are to be offered at a college to be
erected here for film students. It will
be patterned after the Moscow Film
University.

DAILV
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OVER THE COUNTER

Roxy "A"
do units
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Skouras Bros
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2
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Technicolor

87

United Art
do pfd
Univ. Ch. com.
do pfd
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Nathan
the He de
vacation.

..

24
27
2J4
42
89

5

10

70

80

2
75
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Burkan
Burkan
France

Sails
sailed
for a

States exhibitors at Denver.
First issue of M-G-M International

July 31

First

News

(silent).

issue

Newsreel

Universal

of

(silent).

12

Aug.

1

Sept. 28

First

issue

SOUND

8

TWO SISTERS

8

8

WEEK-END WIVES

8

issue

of

Paramount

of

Hearst

Sound

Metrotone

(sound).

Withdraw from
French Chamber of Comm.
U.S. Firms

8

(Continued from Page 1)

Commerce in protest against the
proposed new restrictions on imports.
They claim the chamber is fighting
for the new quota, despite their memof

SILENT

9

First

News

8

8

9

bership, and that they have no voice
in the conduct of its affairs. Meanwhile, it is understood the French
government has completed draft of
its
reply to the American government's memorandum, setting forth
American opposition to the restric-

(Continued from Page 1)
vacation, which will be a short one,"
community spirit, De Mille said, "and then I am com- tions.
patronage,
ter
ing back soon to begin my new picequipment and advertising. Entertainture.
I shall be able to cast it withment features were not neglected,
in
out difficulty. There are plenty of
these including a banquet and frolic,
actors, Equity and non-equity, availat
dinner
a golf tournament and- a
Wednesday evening, fol- able.
Buffalo
Paramount is reported dickering
"The producers do not need any
lowed by a theater party at Shea's
and
sympathy.
are able to cast and for services of Laurence Schwab
Buffalo.
partnership
arMandel,
for
Frank
a
produce all the pictures we want to
Speakers who devoted their attenrangement on musical comedy film
produce.
could
perhaps
cast
and
tion to the sound picture situation inproduce more pictures than all the productions, which Paramount would
clude O. R. Harvey, manager of the
finance.
studios combined plan to produce.
Research Products sales department,
"It would seem to us that if any symNorthern Electric Co., Montreal; pathy is to be extended, it should be exCharles Dentlebeck, projection super- tended to those actors who are harassed and
distressed by the unreasonable demands of
visor of the circuit; Clarence Rob- the Equity Ass'n, and whose livelihood is
son, eastern general manager of the- interfered with by the exactions of that as-

Paramount Reported
Schwab & Mandel Deal

We

We

.

Thomas

aters;

J.

Bragg and

Ben

Geldsaler, officials of the corporation
at Toronto.

The subject of community
was dealt with by Jack Arthur of
the Toronto Uptown, Ernie Moule
of the Brantford Temple, and Charles Querrie of the Toronto Palace.

Among

Ae

sociation.

JM« M

"We sympathize with those actors. Our
disposition as producers is to use those who
cast their lot with us to the utmost limits
of possibility.
"There are plenty of new faces available,
plenty of new talent at hand, and the public
is
not averse to new faces and new talent.
But we will naturally stand firmly behind the
artists who are now working in our studios
or applying for work there.
shall proceed on ;hat basis."

•

We

Equity Suspends Bellew
and James Lynch of West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Theater
the Toronto Runnymede.
Hollywood
Cosmo Bellew has
patronage engaged the attention of been suspended by Actors' Equity
Harry Sedgwick, Sam De Pass and Ass'n for signing a standard contract.
Sam Bloom, Toronto executives,

ham

Capitol;

—

|

14-37

B WAV. N.V
ALSO 25.0OO

TEL. 5580 PENN.

COSTUMES TO

MNT

while the following discussed theater

maintenance; Fred Shafer, Toronto
Pantages; Ernie Smithies, Capitol.
Kingston, and Ray Tubman, Regent
and Imperial theaters, Ottawa. Ad-

campaigns were discussed
by Tom Daly of the Toronto Tivoli.
Ernest Geyer of Toronto, H. M.
Thomas, western division general
manager, Leonard Bishop of the
Hamilton Tivoli, Robert Roddick of
the London Capitol and George Rotsky of the Montreal Palace.
vertising

PRICE QUOTED

July 27

10
11

PAGE

those who spoke on theater
200 operation were Harry Dahn, Mont300
real Capitol; A. P. Drohan, Chat-

I'A

CURB BONDS

Am.

500

....

20^

Keith A-O 6s 46
Loew 6s 41ww... 10754

10

HEADWAITER, THE
SINGING FOOL

8

spirit

...

Columbia

8
••

the sessions, particular attention being paid to talkers, suburban thea-

128
108

pfd
Nat.

7

1)

Am. Seat
33
33
33
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
25 54
East.
Kodak
195M 192J4 194
First

Eddy....

Famous Canadian's Three Plenty of Players for
Day Convention Ended Talkers De Mille Says
(Continued from Page

STOCK MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF FRIDAY)

Fox Fm. "A"
Keith A-O

6

SHORT SUBJECTS

—

*do

Columbia annual sales convention
at Hollywood.
July 16, 17, 18 Annual convention of westem managers of Famous Players
Canadian Corp., Vancouver.
July 23-25
Convention of Rocky Mountain
July 8-11

^

PAGE

ANNE AGAINST THE WORLD
BLUE SKIES

—

Low

4
6

REVIEWS

—

High

The Industry's
Date Book

News.

THE

Financial

1929

2

•

•

Vol.

7,

Opens Dallas Exchange
Dallas— Lee Riley has opened
European state right exchange here known

Friday on
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NEW DEVELOPMENTS

SOUND

IN

THE FAST GROWING
FIELD OF SYNCHRONIZATION

By CHARLES

West

Coast

—

Los Angeles Declaring that the
day of experiment "must be showed
quickly into history," R. H. McCullough, sound engineer for Fox West
Coast Theaters, outlines, in the current issue of "Now," the chain's house
organ, the following suggestions for
projectionists in sound houses:

No

matter how well accompanied by sound,
poorly projected picture makes the whole
presentation a flop.
must not forget the
fact that we are projecting motion pictures
in addition to sound and that our projectionists must,
at all times, watch the screen
just as closely as they did prior to the advent
of sound equipment.
They must not forget the fact that good
projection of pictures is, after a.l, the basic
They
premise of excellency in their work.
must constantly check their projection equipment better than before sound became a part
and constantly inspect film for
of their work
possible breaks and interruptions which might
occur through neglect.
The projection room is truly the heart of
the theater, and the success of every house
rests entirely upon the efficient operation of
a

We

—

—

tables

for

being level

— at

least

every circuit.

PACENT PLANS EXPANSION

entire

Los Angeles

OF ACTIVITY ABROAD
Pacent Reproducer Corp. is expanding activities in the international
field with company engineers slated
to leave during the week to make
installations abroad, states Louis G.
Pacent. To date nearly 50 machines
for use outside the United States
have been sold, he declares.
The broadened sales activity includes Mexico, England, Australia.
New Zealand, Italy, Germany and
South America. Tore Lundahl, chief

divi-

—

The Fox Strand at Pasadena
begs
for
"silence"
through
newspaper publicity. You, too,
can get space for this message,
especially if premised on the
thought of letting the stars on
the screen exercise their vocal
chords without competition.

From "Now," house organ
Fox West Coast Theaters.

is

him vitally in locating trouble.
Wiring diagrams are on the back of each
amplifier panel, where Western Electric sound
equipment is installed.
Every projectionist
should take advantage of these, and study

NOW

AVAILABLE

sion is runn'ng a trailer, reading:
"Silence,
please talking
pictures are being shown."

Study Circuits

that heart.

engineer
supervise

of

He

will

of
the
corporation,
will
the
European activities.

be accompanied by Joseph

Sara, sales engineer.
Among the installations to be
needles are bound to bob up just when they made abroad are those in the foreign
might play the most havoc.
offices of First National. Pacent maIf you happen to get a short needle in the
chines will be installed in the projecreproducer, it may cause the pickup to jump.
There should always be at least J^-inch tion rooms of First National in London, Berlin, Australia and also in
clearance between the pickup and the record
Great care should be taken to see that theaters in Italy.
Victor full tone needles are used on all lateral
foreign sales department has
cut records.
There are many different kinds
of needles, but the full tone needle is the one been established in New York with
!

Use the Level

Watch Needle

Where Vitaphone and other disc recorded
methods are used, it is very essential that

ways inspect each and every needle before

the

The

good performances thereafter will correct.
Being "on the lever," Vitaphonically speaking, is one sure way of avoiding this costly
embarrassment.

necessary that every projectionist
study every amplifier circuit of sound equipment.
A little time spent familiarizing himself
with these various circuits will assist

VICES ARE

Is more than ever a vital
necessity in the "auditorium atmosphere" of a theater. This,
not "in spite of" but "because
of" the talkies.

twice a week.
This is also true of the reproducer arm.
It is absolutely necessary that the reproducer arm ride perfectly level and, if either
the arm or the table is out of plumb, any
disastrous effect may result.
For example, if you neglect this ang'e, it
is more than possible that the reproducer will
swing off in the middle of a record and cause
trouble in the heart of a presentation.
Disc recording, when out of synchronism
with the picture, causes that embarrassment
for the management that only a thousand

It

ON EQUIPMENT
AND VARIOUS DE-

TIPS

Silence

Bureau,

1929

HYNES

F.

Says Standards in Projection
Must Be Maintained
with Sound
THE FILM DAILY

7,

projectionist

constantly

check

the

turn-

It

is

inserting

imperative
it

in

that

the

the

projectionist

reproducer.

al-

Defective

A

that

is

We
Victor

shaped correctly for lateral cut records.
have found that it is necessary to use
medium tone for disc recording on

Metro-Go'dwyn-Mayer
needle

The Screen Problem Solved
by Loew's Inc.

ing the
records.

ALL
LOEW'S
THEATRES
Are Being Equipped

With

TR AN STONE
THE NEW
RAVEN SOUND SCREEN

M-G-M
Many
medium
a

subjects.
The full tone
not rest in the groove properly,
the groove is cut much deeper in
recordings.
theaters have reported needles jump-

will

because

grooves on Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
This is simply due to not using the
tone needle, which is shaped with

longer point.

Flutter
During the projection
easily

is

possible

for

a

.of

it

charge.

Metropolitan Now Offers
Sound-on-Film Recording
Sound-on-film

recording now is
Metropolitan Studio, Fort Lee, N. J., states George
Orth, general manager of the studio.
Heretofore, the studio has had only
disc recording facilities.
Rayart is
producing a series of talker shorts
available

at

the

Tiffany-Stahl will distribute sound
Strangler Lewis-Gus
Sonnenberg championship wrestling
match which is to be held in Boston

for

Tuesday.

to

A

"flutter."

there.

Wrestling Championship
Match in Sound Films
pictures of the

And when

"flutter" is noticed it is necessary to get to the root of the trouble quickly
for it interferes with music, sound and speech.
In most cases, unless immediately corrected,
flutter will make speech almost inaudible.

Rowley Midwest Photophone Head
Kansas City Gordon C. Rowley

now

—

Clean Everything

directing activities of RCAPhotophone in Missouri, Nebraska,

necessary that you clean the sound
track, sprockets, and sound aperture before
threading.
In addition, if you would be careful, clean everything from the top sprocket
down to the takeup reel before threading in
each instance.
Your extreme carefulness is the most vital

Iowa, Kansas, Arkansas, Oklahoma,
Texas, Louisiana, parts of Tennessee
and southern Illinois.
He recently
was transferred here from Philadelphia, replacing Charles Bannon, who
has been transferred to the New York

requisite

office.

It

is

—

better projection.
be too precise in this age of
new problems daily problems
arising through different kinds of product and
to

You cannot

—

is

Heywood

Co. Gets Wis.

—

House

Stanley, Wis.
Heywood Amusement Co. has taken over the Star
and reduced admission prices from
Sound for Amesbury
50 to 40 cents.
The company also
Amesbury, Mass. Sound pictures owns the Gem, New Richmond,
were presented at the Strand via Gem, Amer and the Lyric, Connell,
Western Electric apparatus, accord- all in Wisconsin.
The Star is
ing to Paul
Wenzel, manager.
equipped for sound pictures.
producing methods.

New York

film,

in

develop.
It may be caused in many ways.
jerky
takeup, or a bent takeup reel, or a film that
has had its sprockets ripped or enlarged.
Or a weak sound gate
Or any one of a score more reasons
All of which
vitally
illustrates
what a
constant checkup is nece sary on all parts of
the equipment.
For instance, it may be possible that dirt
or wax may have collected on the sprocket
below the sound gate.
That's a sure cause

confronting

Raven Screen Corporation

sound on

"flutter"

Raymond Meyers

—

Add ing

Value to

ALL sound
pictures

ii-i'i.'urgFiiiUua/

3

^

.

A

picture today

good

as

it

is

i

,

only as

Company and

the Westing-

every delicate inflection of

RCA

house Electric

&

the

sounds.

Manufac-

human

voice

and every

Photophone gets out of sound

turing Company. The re-

note of musical instruments

pictures all that the studios

sources and

with the complete illusion of

put into

these companies in electrical

realism.

world's most highly perfected

and

audiences away boosting.

reproducing equipment for

made

all

sound

them.

It

is

the

experience of

acoustical research have

possible scientific

pictures.

achievements in tone repro-

Back of RCA Photophone are

duction, not to be duplicated

the leading manufacturers of

by the makers of any other

electrical

equipment

the

When you

Radio Corporation of

Mellow and

America, the General Electric

Photophone reproduces

distinct,

will

send your

purchase an

RCA

Photophone equipment, you
make your final investment
in

sound equipment.

It

RCA

sound apparatus.
Address All Inquiries

-

to

Commercial Department

RCA PHOTOPHONE,
Inc.
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Nominating— for Academy Awards
Only Seven Awards to be Made This Year Instead of 15 Due to
Aug. 10
Talker Development Making Judging More Difficult Other Studio News and Ralph Wilk's Personals
Lists of Eligibles to Close

—

AWARDS TO BE MADE AT

A

ANQUET NEXT JANUARY

Entering

of nominat'ons
Aug. 10.
Last
year, 15 awards were made, but the
number has been reduced to seven
1929.

1,

continue

will

until

because talking pictures have increased the difficulty of judging.
The awards will be given for the

JOSEPH

,

NEW

F.N.

TEAM

RALPH WILK,

By

Nominations now are being entered for the seven honor awards to be
conferred by the Academy of M. P.
Arts and Sciences in recognition of
individual achievements in pictures
released from Aug. 1. 1928, to Aug.

JACK MULHALL AND LOIS

Little
from aLots yy
P.

KENNEDY

enthusiastic

over

the

was

so

speed

in

Jack Mulhall and Lois Wilson will
be starred together in at least two
pictures and possibly more, by First
National-Vitaphone.
Their first costarring vehicle will be "The Dark

which Edmund Goulding had produced "Trespassing," starring Gloria
Swanson, that he gave a party for the Swan," from Ernest Pascal's novel.
production staff, star and principals. Then will follow "In the
Next
Kennedy, in a short talk, praised the Room," the play by Eleanor Robson
star,
director
and crew.
George and Harriet Ford.
Barnes, chief cameraman, used 10
Crawford Talker in Work
cameramen on one "shot," which
"Jungle,"
Crawford's first
saved several hours in production.
Joan
*

*

*

accomplishment

decisions.

The colony is well represented in
membership of the Fox Hills
Next Bow "Saturday Night Kid"
Charley Burr is presiPolo club.
Clara Bow will be "The Saturday dent and his able aide, Richard
the

Night Kid" in her next starring picSupture which will bear that title.
porting her

Edna May

will

Pearl, secretary.

laboratory man,

Charles Bigelow, a
is

treasurer.

be James Hall and

Writer

WARNER BROTHERS

"Hearts

in Exile

>>

THE

Doorway

of Hospitality

sion.

Warners Loan Writers
Dub'n and Joe Burke, two
Warner Bros, song writers, have
Al

loaned to the First National
to lend their musical talents to "Sally" in which Marilyn Miller is star-

been

Richard Wallace $5,000 Camera Booth for "U" Film
ring.
A special perambulator sound-proof
"Isle of Lost Ships" Finished
camera booth operating on inclined
National's "The Isle of Lost
First
angle
panoramic
for
was
built
tracks
New M-G-M Contracts Awarded
in the filming of "No! No! Na- Ships" has been completed with a
shots
Mary Forbes and Hedda Hopper
Universal all-talking pic- cast comprising Virginia Valli, Jason
poleon,"
have been given new contracts at the
Reginald Denny. The Robards, Noah Berry, Robert Hostarring
ture
M-G-M studio. Miss Forbes now is
Margaret
Cording,
Harry
developed
by Director mans,
was
device
appearing in "The Thirteenth Chair,"
construct- Fielding, Jack Ackroyd, Katherine
and
Craft
William
James
"Olymappears
in
while Miss Hopper
ed at a cost of $5,000. The booth i- Ward and Max Davidson under the
pia," featuring John Gilbert.
run on the inclined tracks and can direction of Irvin Willat.
turned in all directions.
be
"Here's How"
Oliver.

HARVEY GATES

talking picture is in production at
the M-G-M studio with a supporting
cast that includes Robert Montgomery, former New York stage
juvenile,
Ernest Torrence, John Miljan,
Holmes Herbert, Gwen Lee, Lloyd

Richard Wallace was elated over
by actor, acthe recent showing of "Innocents of
tress, director, writer, cinematograParis" in San Francisco.
The picpher, art director, and the company
ture, which he directed, was held
considered
the
whose production is
over for a second week at the St.
best of the year. Gold statuette troIt was
Francis, making the fourth week it Ingram and Tom O'Brien.
phies accompanying the awards will
adapted
Sylvia
Thalberg
and
by
Market
had
been
seen
on
St.
be presented at a banquet of the
*
*
*
Frank Butler from the story by C. E.
Academy planned for early January.
More Passing show: Hector Turn- Scoggins and is being directed by
There will be no special distinction
I.
Jack Conway.
between talking and silent pictures. bull, George Abbott and Seton
("Happy")
Miller
among
the
spectaThe ten highest nominations will
Silent Version of Serial Talker
tors viewing "The Donovan Affair" at
be referred to separate committees
Mascot Pictures has completed the
theater;
Dave
Bader
buying
a
the
Iris
of actors, directors, producers, techsilent version of the "King of the
These will se- straw hat on Hollywood Boulevard; Kongo," starring Jacqueline Logan
nicians and writers.
George Manker Watters creating a
lect five candidates for each award
sensation by buying $10 worth of and Walter Miller, Nat Levine's first
to be passed on by a central board
Shooting
talking and sound serial.
"script" at the Masquers' club.
of five judges who will make final
has been started on the dialogue verbest

Two More Added to Cast
Alan Roscoe and Harold Goodwin
have been added to cast of Columbia's "Flight," starring Jack Holt.

will direct.

"U" Buys
"Here's How,"

musical

comedy

"Evidence" Cast Completed
show, has been purchased by UniallMyrna Loy has been cast in War
versal and will be made into an
production.
Vitaphone
Bros.
talking and singing picture featuring ner
starring Pauline Fredits song and dancing numbers. The "Evidence,"
This completes the cast'ng
lyrics were written by Irving Caesar erick.
and the score by Roger Wolfe Kahn for this all-talking picture.
and Joseph Meyer. The story is by
Fred Thompson and Paul Gerard
Smith.

June Collyer Signed
Paramount has selected June Collyer for "The Love Doctor," Richard
Dix's new talking production, soon
to

start.

ARTHUR GREGOR
Announces He Has Writtsn
a

Play

"DECENCY"
Which Will Soon Be Produced

ALL RIGHTS FULLY
Writing Dialogue for
Harold Lloyd's

"Welcome Danger"

PROTECTED

!>NTER the doorway af
popular hostelry and you feel at hosae.
There's an atmosphere of cordial we le o
which marks the difference between the
Hollywood Plaxa and ordinary hotels.

this

—

Tour room, too, has that added t nn sh
of distinction. Pictures on the wall, otw>
stuffed furniture, a floor lamp and reading
lamp .. . these are but a few of the features
that

make you feel

at

home.

Plg'n Whistle Dining Service Insures the
best of food. Therefore, when you are neat
In Los Angeles be sure to investigate.

THE HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA
HOTEL

Vine Street at Hollywood Boulevard

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

r

THE
Sunday, July

7,

1929

IN
THE
PRODUCTION
EAST
WHAT
NEW YORK
WHO AND
WHAT'S

WHO'S

LONG REHEARSALS OF

IN

HARR1SC0L0R PICKS SITE

iBy

John Median, stage director and
Site for a color laboratory in the
playwright, does not believe in long Easl ha- been -elected by Harriscoloi
He Films. Inc., of which Joseph B.
rehearsals for talking pictures.
scenes played sponthat
believed
[arris, Jr., is president.
The company's color method is
taneouslj before the camera are far
more effective than those worked on described as a single-coated, three
players color process.
Requiring a speciallyfor <lays during which the
ac- constructed camera, the film used is
lose their naturalness and become
Prints
tors in the strict sense of the word.
a regular panchromatic stock.
"Acting as such, has been out in the are made on standard single-coated
theater for a long time," explained emulsion and last .as long as regular
Median, "and one of our most difficult black and white prints, Harriscolor
Sound track is printed on
problems in the theater was in keep- claims.
ing the players from acting. In talk- the same film.
ing pictures we can eliminate this
At the Coast five soundproof camredifficulty very easily hy limiting
eras have been completed and an adThe only reason in pic- ditional twenty-six will be ready
hearsals.
tures for a rehearsal is to familiarize within 90 days, the company says.
the actor with his lines and to set Executive offices, research laboratory
When that is and a developing and printing plant
the dramatic tempo.
so that when capable of turning out 33,000 ft. of
stop
to
done it is best
will be
the scene is filmed the players
film per day are said by the commere pany to be complete at 1040 MeCadnot
and
characters
their natural
"1

den Place.

nrmlv

picture

believe

will

the talking
greatest
the

that

become

amusement form the world has ever
There is nothing you can- WEISS BROS. PLAN TALKING
known.
you
not do in this new medium and
audiyour
to
apologize
to
not
have
do
IN EAST
ence In the theater one of the "old FEATURE
men of the sea" was the prohlem the
about
talking
in
had
playwright
One dialogue feature a month will
which
things that happened off stage
your be the Eastern production policy of
the audience couldn't see. To get
Forest
hap- Weiss Bros., working at De
actors to explain these invisible
a few
acquired
they
studio which
penings in a natural and logical manunder this
feature
First
ago.
months
the
ner is'one of the greatest problems
a melotalk- program will probably be
writer for the stage has. But for
production
into
goes
which
drama
his
take
ing pictures the scribbler can
second
show about Aug. 1. Probably the
audience across the street and
BroadKidders."
"Kidding
be
will
t
him just what happened. He doesn
drawn- way play.
c
have to talk about it in long,
Weiss Bros, also plan a series ol
dialogue."
out
Snub
12 talking shorts in two reels.
"Scenes in talking pictures develop
in the first,
featured
he
will
Pollard
those on the
at a higher speed than
directing. Charles
far more with Les Goodwins
stage and consequently are
"Kidding Kidof
author
Champlion,
Dialogue
interesting than an audience.
for the
dialogue
write
ders." will
is
must be snappy and crisp There
and Edward
Ennis
Bert
and
shorts
talkspeeches in
little need for long
Clarke will do feature dialogue.

MONTHLY

.

.

ARTHUR

HALF OF RADIO'S SHORTS

TO BE MADE

CONNELLY, who
convinced RCA that he is

has
an

actor

as well as a playwright, will
next work in "The Bridegroom,"
dialogue comedy short to be pro-

duced

at

RCA

Photophone

studio-.

He

already has played in "The Trav
eler" and "The Burglar," made b

RCA-Photophone.
Phil

IN

N. Y.

W. EUI)Y%

MARC

I

actors.

STUDIOS

Short Shots from
New York Studios

FOR EASTERN LABORATORY

IE

GREATER

Armand, who

is

doing

th

camera work at American South
Recording Corp. studios, was wit!
Christy Cabanne for a decade, whic)

At least 50 per cent of the talking
shorts to be released by
during the 1929-30 season will be made

RKO

at

RCA-Photophone

New

studios in

York.
Thirteen of the RCA Gramercy shorts are to be in one reel and
13 in two reels.
Product to be made
at the Coast embraces 26 Larry Darmour comedies.
The eastern production program
calls for seven two reel dramatic playlets,
including: "Before Breakfast,"
by Eugene O'Neill; three O. Henry
stories. "Last of the Troubadours,"
"The Song of the Sergeant" and "A

sounds longer than ten years but Little Speck of Garnered Fruit,"
More recently he photography "The St. Louis Blues," by W. C.
Handy and "Hunt the Tiger." Cast
ed Warner product.

isn't.

of "St. Louis Blues," includes Bessie

justifying his
reputation as one of the expert art
At Paradirectors in the business.

William

Saulter

is

studio, where he
salary, he is showing 'em
in male fashions.

mount

draws

his

new angles

Smith,
Jimmie Johnson's colored
Syncopators, Jimmy
Mordeci and
Freddie
Washington.
"Hunt the
Tiger" presents Pedro de Cordoba,
Veree Teasdale and Alexander Kirkland.

two

Gramercy comedies
"The Burglar" and a
Marc
musical
collegiate
tabloid.
Al Dubin and Joe Burke, who are Connelly will make six one reel picon the M. Witmark & Sons Tin tures, the first of which is "The
Pan Alley staff, have completed the Traveler."
Seven Novelty single
score of Warners' "Gold Diggers of reels will include "Headwork." by
picBroadway," all-color musical
Louis Brock and Al Boasberg; "Duke
The ten numbers are being Ellington's Famous Band," "Age of
ture.
Winnie
sung by Ann Pennington,
Innocence," Geofrey Ludlow, violinLightner and Nick Lucas.
ist.
Six

will

which
organ,
pipe
portable
to be the first to be installed
making
in eastern studios, is now
musical whoopee at American Sound
Recording Studios under Dr. Albert
Lou Marks
supervision.
J. Berlin's

A

seems

reel

include

Delf Making Novelties
For Powers at New Studio
Series
in

12

of

sound

will

novelty single reels
be made at the new

Powers Cinephone studios at Long
Island City starting Monday under
installa"sound
had charge of
Co.
of Harry Delf. The series
auspices
Supply
tion" for National Theater
will be presented by P. A. Powers.
this

Co.

Working
ers

the series

titles of

is

"Pow-

Pow Wows."

Dave Sarecky, having recovered
The studio formally opened last
Parafrom illness, is back m the
week with production of "Hot Tips
mount studio, as smiling as ever.
by Delf.

ing pictures.

Pans
Vitaphone Makes Six More
The Apache dance in the
Mapping Technicolor Program
Lady
Gay
"The
of
have
be
sequence
dive
Six more Vitaphone shorts
Program of Vitaphone shorts to
stuby Barry Curran and
made in Technicolor is being mapped been completed at the WarnerMan will be donevaudeville team. Barry,
Brooka
La Tenza,
dio in Brooklyn. "Just Like
out at Warner Bros, studio,
was formerly in
They will be made under direc- was directed by Arthur Hurley with you may remember,
lyn
business and at
paper
belle
charge
trade
is in
the film
Martin May, Mary Hulhern.
tion of Brvan Foy. who
and adpublicity
Murray one time was doing
production, and his assistants, Williams and Sybil Leve
of
in Manhattan.
Columbia
and
for
Hurley.
vertising
Roth made "The Big Paraders
Murray Roth and Arthur
star,
Georgie Price, Broadway legit
direction
Larry Kent Returns
worked in a sketch under
James
directed
Delivering!
Foy
Bryan
subof Roth.
Larry Kent, in charge of short
in a
Corbett and Neil O'Brien
at Paramount Long
J.
production
ject
Sound on film
Ruth Mann
returned from a
short, Harry Savoy and
and disc devices.
and Island studio, has
His departmade "You Tell 'Em I Stutter,
num- vacation at the Coast.
its proMine. Frances Alda sang two
resumes
immediately
Traveltone Sales Corp.
which Arthur Hur- ment

Now

729 Seventh Ave.

Tel.

BRYant 2690

bers in

a

short

ley directed.

duction activities.

PHIL

ARMAND

Photographed

"The Gob's
dialogue

short

Follies"

made

at

studios

of

American Sound Recording
Corp.
with John

W. Noble

Edwin Graham

directing and S.

as production manager.

;

;
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Tim McCoy

"Fashions in Love"
with Adolphe Menjou,

Fay Compton,

Miriam Seegar
(All-Talker Version)
Paramount Length: Sound, 6829

(Silent)
Length: 4943

M-G-M

"Two

"Blue Skies"

in

"The Desert Rider"

Light

with Viola Dana, Rex Lease

(Synch ronized)

(Silent)

ft.

Menjou characterization and crowds the reels
comes with some snappy action and fight-

Adolphe

comedy.

in his first all-talker with flying colors and lots to spare.
proves himself a master of the talk-

through

ing

He

His voice

technique.

under

is

fine control and it is a very pleasing
ravvoice that will have the
ing about him as in the old days.

women

Adapted from the old stage play,
"The Concert," by Herman Bahr.
In this offering Menjou is the temperamental French pianist with an un-

He has an affair
derstanding wife.
with a flighty blonde. Her hubby also
knows human nature. So the two
deserted ones pretend to be in love,
and the two slackers confronted with
their own game lose all interest in
their "affair" and come back to their

regular chow. Director Schertzinger
did himself proud.
Adolphe Menjou, Fay Compton,
Cast:
Miriam Seegar, John Miljan, Joan Standing,
Robert Wayne, Russ Powell, Billie Bennett,
Vanaire.
Director, Victor Schertzinger; Author, HerDiaAdaptor, Melville Baker
Bahr
man
logues the same; Scenarist, Louise Long;
Cameraman, EdEditor, George Nichols, Jr.
ward Cronjager.

Jacques

;

;

;

Direction,

Photography,

expert.

excellent.

ing stuff that goes over nicely. Raquel Torres as the girl is very alluring and lends a lot of realistic atmosphere to the rancho setting. McCoy as the pony express rider puts
his wits against the leader of the
bandit gang who has stolen a governmental land grant owned by the
girl, covering a rich rancho. There
is also a gold shipment going from
the mission, and with these two angles to work on, the director builds
up some good intrigue and all the
fight and action stuff that the fans
can desire. The old padre and a friar
add a lot of color, and altogether
here is a pleasing number that will
go over easily with the thrill lovers.
Nick Grinde has directed this with
a nice sense of pace that keeps the
suspense humming right through the
footage.
Cast: Tim McCoy, Raquel Torres, Bert
Roach, Edward Connelly, Harry Woods, Jess
Cavin.

Author, FredDirector, Alfred L. Werker
erick H.
Brennan ; Scenarist, John Stone,
Editor, Not listed ; Titler, Malcolm Stuart

"The Headwaiter"

"Anne Against the World"

;

;

"Week End Wives"
with Monty Banks, Estelle Brody

(Silent)
Length: 6998

This is one
erick Hazlitt Brennan.
of those 'Over the Hills to the Poorhouse" themes that will click strong
It has a realwith popular crowds.
ly beautiful story, telling of two orphans who grow up to the age of
seventeen, and secure their freedom
It develops that
from the asylum.
the boy is the lost son of a millionaire, but through his efforts to aid
the girl and transpose the evidence
so she will benefit by all this newfound luxury, he is branded as a
criminal and has a tough time while
the girl moves into her new world
It works out into a very
of luxury.
tense and touching climax, and is
the sort of stuff that the women will
weep over. With the first episodes
in
the orphan asylum before the
sweethearts grow up, it has a strong
kid angle with some very interesting
juvenile types.
Cast: Helen Twelvetrees, Frank Albertson,
Rose Gore, William Orlamond, Claude King,
Carmencita Johnson, Freddie Frederick, Ethel
Wales, Adele Watson, Helen Jerome Eddy.

Director, Nick Grinde Authors, Ted Shane,
Milton Bren; Adaptor, Oliver Drake; Editor,
Titler, Harry Sinclair
William Le Vanway
Drago Cameraman, Arthur Reed.
Direction, snappy. Photography, very good.
;

Pollner Dist.

(Silent)
Co. Length: 6500

;

Boylan; Cameraman, L.
Direction,

good.

very

W.

O'Connell.

Photography,

okay.

Mower

with Shirley Mason, Jack

(Silent)
Length: 5732

ft.

MORE IMPORTED HASH
SERVED COLD AND NOT

Sisters"

with
Helen Twelvetrees, Frank Albertson

WESTERN STAR PUTS PEP Fox
Length: 5500 ft.
ft. INTO LIVELY STORY OF THE
OF SENTICARRIES
LOAD
A
Silent, 6024 ft. PONY EXPRESS DAYS. LOTS
WITH
APPEAL
MENTAL
COLOR AND ACTION TO STORY OF TWO ORPHANS.
DELIGHTFUL PERFORM- OF
THE
FANS.
PLEASE
ANCE BY MENJOU MAKES Western. Story of southern Cali- BEAUTIFUL ROMANCE.
THIS A CLASS LIGHT COMEDY fornia
Drama. Adapted from the story
in the old pony express days.
OF THE DIALOGUE FIELD. Tim McCoy
presents a picturesque "The Matron's Report," by Fredscores a personal triumph, and

1929

7,

Rayart

Rayart

Length: 5161

ft.

INDIFFERENT PRODUCTION
CARRIES MECHANICAL STORY THAT RATES AS FILLER

FOR THE GRINDS. DUAL ROLE
POORLY PRESENTED.
Drama. Just a lot of applesauce
that fails to carry anything of interest.
Viola Dana plays the dual role
of two sisters, one a bobbed haired
bandit and the other just a nice sweet
Their remarkable resemblance
it possible for the crook sister to use the other to put over jobs
with her gang. There is a lot of plot
girl.

makes

worked

that doesn't mean much,
the changes of Viola from
one role to the other are poorly handled by the director and the script is
also carelessly thrown together.
Of
course, the sweet girl is trying to
protect her crook sister, and that
raises the devil with her love affair
with the nice young rich man who
has befriended her.
But the entire
in

because

is such a weak and meaningconglomeration that it is out
for anything but the cheaper houses.

affair
less

Cast: Viola Dana, Rex Lease, Claire DuBrey, Irving Bacon, Boris Karloff, Tom
Tom Curran, Adalyn Asbury.

Lingham,

Director, Scott Pembroke
Author, Virginia
Terhune Vandewater; Adaptor, Arthur Hoerl;
Editor, Not listed Titler, Not listed Cameraman, Hap Depew.
;

;

Direction,

poor.

;

Photography, uneven.

Al Jolson

in

"The Singing Fool"
Warners

(Silent Version)
Length 7444
:

ft.

GETS OVER NICELY WITH
THE JOLSON PERSONALITY
COMMONPLACE FILM AND
FAIR COMEDY NUMBER HAS VERY TEMPTING. THESE GERKID STUFF OF DAVEY
SOME GOOD ACTING AND MAN PRODUCERS ARE STILL RATES ORDINARY WITH THE
NICE PHOTOGRAPHY IN RIT- THROWING EVERYTHING IN. USUAL STORY OF THE SHOW LEE. STORY ORDINARY.
GIRL GETTING HER MILLIONComedy-drama of stage life. Has
ZY FRENCH SETTING BUT IS THAT'S WHY IT'S HASH.
the heart interest stuff to appeal to
TOO POORLY CONSTRUCTED. Comedy-drama. Produced byAafa AIRE.

World Wide

|

i

I'

'

I

!

ft.

Drama. Here is the little dancer all the women. The name of Al JolThe idea was good, if
about a mix- in Berlin.
again,
making merry merry and fight- son should carry it in all quarters,
up between two married couples, they had ever been able to follow
ing off an army of admirers whose along with the record of what the
drama
on
and
build
real
the
through
with one trying to get a divorce and
intentions range all the way from picture has done in the sound verstarting a flirtation with her lawyer. fine dramatic situation that the plot
clean to muddy. Then the big strong sion should carry it in all quarters,
They
just
messed
creates.
But
no.
Meanwhile the lawyer's wife, becomsilent hero heaves in sight, and it's gets over strong even in the silent
ing sore at his lack of attention, it up with a lot of banal and trite
love at first sight. Into the marriage medium, and with David Lee adding
thing
blooey,
and
the
goes
situations,
starts an affair with a young sport.
heart and sympathy stuff, it
clinch, and then the dirty work starts the
There is a lot of incidental business haywire and just plain blah. You see,
with
the old time manager trying to makes pleasing entertainment, even
at
Rhine
headwaiter
a
there
was
a
that Monty Banks manages to make
lure her away from hubby.
Hubby though the story is just the old apreally amusing in spots. But the poor resort who made it his practice for
makes
believe that he is an im- plesauce. Tells of a waiter who sings
her
summering
visit
a
years
twenty
to
construction and the mass of detail
his way to fame and popularity, sufswamp the good idea and kill off the place on his vacation where he posed poster, playing the part of the mil- fers when his wife proves unfaithWith proper editing and as a baron. He had been used to lionaire whose name he bears, and so ful, and then with
interest.
the kid starts to
she goes back to the hotsy totsy stuff
cutting this would shape up as a waiting on nobility, and knew how to
build himself up again.
Very nice
worthwhile comedy, for the stuff is act the part. He meets a woman, has and the bubble parties, only to find situation
between
father and son give
out
that
hubby
was
just
testing
her
sumeach
renewed
there if judiciously handled. The cli- an affair which is
this offering a genuine
that will
max snaps up into some fast action mer that they meet at the vacation out, and that he is himself, the mil- appeal to the popular kick
crowds. If it
lionaire, all the time.
fair enterJust
comes
there
finally
he
Then
resort.
and a lot of wild mixups as the coutainment for the uncritical fans who was anybody else but Jolson, in the
ples are confronted with each other to find a girl of sixteen who is his
have seen this same film under dif- silent version it wouldn't rate much,
informs
him
she
daughter,
and
own
French summer resort, and
at
a
but in view of the million-dollar pubgradually all the tangles are straight- that her mother is dead. So still pos- ferent names scores of times but who
licity
already expended on it, how
are
natured
enough
good
the
to
let
experigirl's
baron,
the
ing
as
the
eren out to everybody's satisfaction.
can
it miss?
Josephine Dunn is fine.
owner
theater
away
with
it.
get
The cast is away ahead of the film. ences are taken up, with a young muCast: Al Jolson, Betty Bronson, Davey
Cast:
Mason,
Shirley
Jack
Mower,
James
a
roue
of
sician
and
a
loving
her
Lee, Josephine Dunn, Arthur Housman, EdCast: Estelle Brody, Monty Banks, JameRight Bradbury, Jr., Isabel Keith, Thomas A. Cur- ward Martindel, Reed Howes, Robert Emmett
son Thomas, Annette Benson, George Gee, count trying to do her dirt.
ran, Henry Roquemore, Belle Stoddard, Billy
O'Connor.
Bebe Brune-Taylor, Ernst Thesiger, Peter there the hash gets thick.
Franey.
Director, Lloyd Bacon
Dandy George, Koko Arrah.
Author, Leslie S.
Cast: Ralph A. Roberts, Jack Trevor, Hans
Director,
Duke Worne; Author, Victor Barrows Scenarist, C. Graham Baker EdiAuthors, Victor Braussewetter,
Director, Harry Lachman
Xenia Desni.
Adaptor, Arthur Hoerl
Scenarist, Not listed
Scenarist, tors, Ralph Dawson, Harold McCord
Kendal, Rex Taylor
Titler,
Director,
Author, Not Thorne
Ludwig Vogler
Comedy.

I

/*.

This

is

all

;

;

;

;

Editor, Not
Cameraman,

listed

;

Titler,

Harry Chandlee

Cox.
Photography, good.
Direction, poor.
J.

J.

;

;

;

listed;
listed

;

Scenarist, Not
Cameraman, Not

Direction,

poor.

listed;

Editor,

listed.

Photography, uneven.

Not

Arthur
Titler,

Hoerl

Not

Direction,

;

listed

Editor,
;

J.

S.

Harrington

Cameraman, Hap Depew.

ordinary.

Photography,

;

;

fair.

Joseph Jackson; Cameraman, Byron Haskin.
Direction, excellent.
Photography, good.

(Sound Version Sept.

23, 1928)
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& D. Enterprises

T.

After

National Holdings in Cal.
West

prises,

&

Cal.— T.

Inc.,

is

Short Subjects

THE FILM DAILY

Bureau,

Coast

Chico,

D.

Enter-

Jr.

for

negotiating

the

Theater Syndicate holding
Deal is being made for T. &
here.
D. to acquire the Broadway property
and lease of the National. Plans, it
to
is understood, call for the T. & D.
National

close the National upon acquisition
of the lease and to reopen the Broad-

way, recently destroyed by

fire.

Bonds Being Offered
for Butterfield

House

Saulte Ste. Marie, Mich.— Representative of the Federal Bonds and
Mortgage Co. of Detroit have arrived
the
in reference to the financing of
new proposed Butterfield theater,

work on which
this

month.

cated just

Ward
house
bonds.

"By Land and Air"
Van Beuren

"Oklahoma Bob" Albright

A musing
Old Al Falfa gets air-minded with
Poor
the animal world around him who are
all sailing by above him on various
This rates very ordinary, with Bob
contraptions.
So Al drags out his
Albright doing his vaudeville stuff
air bike and goes for a dizzy ride,
assisted by a girl who does a Charwhich ends disastrously when a bird
leston, which in itself is pretty stale
yanks
the propeller off and Al does a
stuff.
They work in twin pianos,
personally conducted nose dive. The
dancing
and
Albright
sings
sevsome
kids will enjoy this one, and the
eral songs that fall pretty flat. Rates
sound effects of squeaks and squawks
where
they
are
not
parfiller
just a
build this cartoon up immensely in
ticular.
Time, 8 mins.
Vitaphone No. 810

entertainment value.

expected to start

is

The proposed site is lo- Lillian Roth and Foster Girls
south of the Montgomery
Paramount

Financing of the
Co. store.
will be largely by the sale of

Cole Trades Interest in

House with Dent Chain
of

SOUND

Dallas— Col. H. A. Cole, president
the Texas exhibitor unit, has

traded an interest in his Marshall
houses to Dent Theaters for an inCole
terest in its Greenville theater.
now is in New York.

Publix

Gets Wilbur,

Boston

the
Metropolitan here, also includes the
Wilbur theater which adjoins the

Boston— Deal

of

Publix

for

Classy
Lillian Roth does her blues singing witli a lot of class, and is competently supported by a troupe of
Alan Foster Girls snappily attired in
Eton jackets who do some real stepping.
The production is paced nicehas some novelty angles, with
ly,
neat handling of settings that makes
this away above the average in its

Time,

class.

mins.

7

Raymond Hatton and Sam Hardy
"Dear Vivian"
Christie

in

— Paramount

Snappy Playlet

Metropolitan and is under lease to
Shuberts, who are running legitimate

This one has the chuckles

all

the

house.

way through the footage, and Raymond Hatton as the sappy businessCincinnati Theater-Exchange Bldg. man being blackmailed by a jane for
Indianapolis—John R. Craig, who his foolish letters is a wow-. Also Sam
operates a film transit company in Hardy, his partner, who imperson-

attractions at the

buildIndiana, is planning a theater
is
it
which
in
Cincinnati,
ing at
planned to house a number of ex-

changes.

ates his friend's wife in order to save
him, lends plenty of laughs to the
Snappily directed by
proceedings.

Raymond Kane, who
more

a lot

Bomb Found in Memphis House
Memphis— Police are seeking the

is

a

sure-fire

house.

should be given

same to do. This
number in almost any

of the

Time,

11

minutes.

bomb
person or persons who placed a
was found
in the Madison here, which

firemen were extinguishing a
The fire followed
fire in the booth.
porter, who
negro
the
on
attack
an
a revolver.
of
point
was bound at the
his bonds
loosening
in
succeeded
He
to give the alarm.
while

Number of Wisconsin Changes
Recent changes in
Milwaukee
intheater ownership in the state
Cudahy
at
Whitehouse
the
clude
which has been taken over from
Martn Grimm by Edgar Wiesner.
and
At Kaukauna, L. E. Andrews
Walter Matz have taken over the
Rex from Frank Matz, while the
Empress at Reedstown has been
Mr.
taken over by J. V. Hall from
Longsworth, E. L. Collins has taken
over two theaters in Wisconsin the
Rex at Racine and the Columbia at
The Rex formerly was
Kenosha.
operated by the Rex Theatre Co.
while the Columbia was owned by

—

J.

Pawling.

"Jungle Jingles"— Oswald
Universal

A
One

of

the

Pip

cleverest

cartoonatics

that has ever breezed across a screen.
Oswald the funny rabbit gets into
wild Africa and starts to ride a dizzy
ostrich which stops to lay an egg
with disastrous results to Oswald and
Then the hunter disthe animal.
covers a trick elephant rolling around
queerly. Oswald almost chokes it to

death, just as the mother elephant
appears. Oswald runs for his life, but
pulls a fast one with his tame mouse
that scares the elephant almost unFinally Oswald meets up
conscious.
with a lion, and it looks like curtains
as the beast rushes

toward him with

open mouth. But Oswald steals his
molars, and chases him with the lion's
own weapons. The comedy sound effects are a scream, and the cartoon
conceits a real novelty.

the screen hero. He doesn't
direct
or write the stuff.
And there are
also those fur thieves.
And fur
thieves never pull a cleanup
without
their leader insisting that
they help
him kidnap the gal. If they'd
only
have the gal kidnap the head
fur
thief for a change, they
could go on
writing another series next
season
On, we almost forgot to mention
that
the Ranger saves the gal—
and the
fur.
Which makes it a 100 cent furnn production.

Pathe Review No. 27
Lively

Mining
America

for
platinum in
South
is a different and interesting subject, showing the complete
operation of securing the precious
metal up to the time of its final shipment. Hall of Fame shots show unusual studies of Calvin Coolidge,
Professor Einstein, Jack Dempsey]

Henry

SILENT

Ford,

Bernard

Tex Guinan,

Shaw,

and

a

George
dozen more

celebs.
Finishes with a Pathechrome
Pathe Review No. 30
of finishing school girl a doing a
Classy
woodland nymph dance as only finTerry Ramsaye, the editor, sure is ishing
school girls can.
Ziegfeld
putting these over with a class atmosshould see them. But it gets a laugh,
phere that shows a lot of thought be- which is
all right, too.
hind them. They are presented differently than anything of the kind
"A Close Shave"
on the market, and are so nicely diSennett— Pathe
versified and balanced that the reel
Fair
constitutes a number that should be
Johnny Burke plays the part of
given preferred position on any bill.
the
amateur barber
Opens with 16 Holland girls in na- things up in a barber who musses
shop patrontive costumes disporting themselves
ized by both sexes.
He
gets himself
in the gorgeous tulip fields.
Then in- into hot water with a Carmelita
to Pathechrome with beautiful color Geraghty's hubby,
Vernon Dent, who
work on the Mohonk Lake country is frightfully jealous. The more
showing the historic Indian land- Johnny tries to pacify him, the
marks of the picturesque Shawan- worse the situation becomes. Cargunks. Finishes with views of Borneo melita is fair to gaze upon, and Johnshowing the dwarfed Dyak tribe at ny manages to get a few good laughs
their sports and work. Shots of their out of the old barber wheeze.
poison blow-guns and darts with the
little fellows smiling queerly behind
Roxy Books Disney Short
them gives you a thrill that is dif"The Skeleton Dance," one of the
ferent.
series of Walt Disney sound cartoons
known as "Silly Symphonies," has
been booked by the Roxy where it
"Getting Buster's Goat"
This
opens Saturday or July 14.

subject made its debut in a four
weeks' run at the Carthay Circle, Los
Angeles, and is playing the opening
This one falls down hard with one
week at the new Fox, San Fransingle gag that has no novelty or real
cisco.
Buster, Mary and Tige
comedy.
help to break up dad's house in hanLeonidoff Sails
dling a goat which Buster has won
Leon Leonidoff, production assistThe goat does all the ant to S. L. Rothafel, sailed Friday
as a prize.
things to a nicely furnished house for a vacation in Europe.
He will
that goats are supposed to do, and visit the theatrical centres of Eurogeneral havoc results. Breaking fur- pean countries, conferring with proniture and making a general mess of
ducers on the modern trends in eneverything is one of the lessons the tertainment.
comedy gaggers and directors learn

Universal

Poor

And

in their first reader.

it

seems

to

Walt Roesner At Fox in S.F.
Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Walt Roesner,
San Francisco

make such an impression on them

West

Neither
that they never get over -it.
Even the wise
will the audience.

master

kid's

don't

laugh

at

this

one

-

any York Capitol for the

— Universal

Piffle

the

two

New

years,

is

of the

"The Danger Line"

at

last

leading the 40 piece orchestra
Four years
theater.
of the
orchestra
the
lead
ago Roesner

now

more.

Featurette

ceremonies

of

new Fox

Loews-Warfield

here.

Douglas Stanbury on Broadway

another
contributed
Stancomedy.
musical
alumnus
time if he ever meets a real Ranger
has been gradwho
baritone,
bury,
these
why
and tries to explain to him
uated from the "Gang" to a featured
Universal rangers make the patrol
at the
role in "Keep It Clean," now
that
at
But
dumb.
outfit out to be so
Selwyn.
only
can't blame Cobb, for he's

Edmund Cobb

one

will

have a tough

Roxy

has

to

THE
10

£Efr*DAILY

Foreign Markets
By JAMES

I

P.

1
—

made equipment sponsored by

First
British Talking Picture Equipment
Co. Ltd., a subsidiary of British
Talking Pictures, Ltd., Western Electric
representatives are reported to
have told exhibitors the company
would not approve of it in its present

By

BRITISH
London

of

the

as a step toward
interchangeability

announcement

bugaboo,

has

been

made

that United Artists will book
product for use on any sound
reproducer which gives adequate results. The firm has approved showing
of its films via British Talking Picits

tures

apparatus.

"We

state.

The

prices
of
Auditone ranges
from $4,280 to $9,700. It is understood that F.B.T.P. is insisting on

another demonstration
under improved conditions.
The Australian
press forecasts "a political explosion"
the ban is kept up.
Equipment of
both British Phototone and Klangfilm is expected in Australia and the
exhibitors' association intends to play
its part in the fight for interchangeability it is reported.
if

Nordisk Tone-Film Formed
to Make Danish Shorts
Washingtan

—

Ordered for England
London

—

More than 500 orders

have been secured for the Edibell disc
'houses in Great Bri-

Willam

Remakes 'To What
Red Hell' as a Talker

Tiffany

of the Dept. of Commerce. The sys :
tern differs from American appara-

Over

at the Roxy
bell for two

they just about

trasting

One

division
a knockout
number with vari-colored fans to
match the enormous fan of the backdrop.
The other set manipulated
in

white

effectiveness.
costumes did

London

—

Tiffany Prod. Ltd., has
signed contracts for the talking rights
to the stage play "To What Red
Hell" by Percy Robinson and will
scrap the silent version of the picture
already completed under direction of
Edwin Greenwood with Sybil ThornProdike in the lead, it is reported.
duction will start immediately at the

Patricia Bowman was
of originality.
the bride, Leonide Massine the bridegroom, and George Herman the toyThe Roxyettes as bridespainter.
maids trouped down the side balconies and onto the stage, carrying
Curtain partlong electric candles.
ed to reveal the ballet posed as dolls,
with George Herman as the toypainter dancing before them in a

atus.

The

fective.

setting

was

striking,,

with an immense vase to the right
French Studio Activity
filled with paint brushes against a
In front was a candy
Paris Three studio are active on purple drop.
production in France, at the Billian- altar, with a candy beel, which raised
Enorcourt studio, Alberto Cavalcanti is to reveal a midget minister.
making feature talker, "Little Red mous pink and white peppermint

—

Richmount
723 7th Avenue
D.

J.

Pictures

Inc.

MOUNTAN,

New York at>
Pre*.

Riding Hood," with Catherine Hesslead.
Jean Durand has
(started production at the Gaumont
studio on "In Distress" with Alice
Roberts, Harry Piker and Philippe
Herlet.
At the new Tobis studio
Henri Chamoette is making a talker
"Failure of Memory" with
short
Yvette Guilbert.
ling in the

EXCLUSIVE

foreign
representatives for

Rayart Pictures Corporation
and other leading independent producersand distributors
Cable Address:
Cable Address:
Cable Address:

RICHPICSOC, Paris
DEEJAY. London
RICHPIC. N. Y.

best in Motion Pictures

summer entertainment breezed

sticks

on

sides

Paul led the gang through a
ley of old pop songs and later

medcame

through

with "Painted Doll" that
scored heavily.
Specialties were all
strong numbers, with the Brach
brothers actually stopping the show
with their marvelous tumbling. Then
there was Al and Gussie Blum who
did a pip of a burlesque on the
Apache.
Heller & Riley caroled
neatly to the accompaniment of the
Last, and by no means least,
uke.
the Dave Gould Girls kept the picture presentation atmosphere from

going vaude altogether with a nifty
"I'm Flying High" number. Against
a dark stage they gave the effect of
flying with radium dresses and scarfs,
the latter manipulated like wings for
gorgeous and striking effects. Niggemeyer can step right up to the head
of the class and grab off a couple
bows. He sure earned them, for his
crepe paper settings used through
the show were a darb and something
approaching a real novelty in treatment.

formed the column

supports of the wedding

hall.

After

AMALGAMATED

ceremony, the girls did a ceremonial
dance, and as the choral sang the
bride and groom mounted an enormous peppermint stick that was lowered from the wings, and raised them

VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
Attractions for

slowly to the toy heaven.

Picture Theatres
Standard

Preparing Ufa Sound Shorts
Berlin The first educational sound
short to be released by Ufa will be
"Transparent Creatures of the Ocean"
which will be accompanied by lecture
to be delivered in several languages
by Professor Berndt.

—

Exporting only the

Light

smash spectacalong at the Paramount to the acnumbers on one program that
had the audience fairly gasping, and companiment of generous applause
when they recovered from their sur- right through the show. A. C. A.
prise their appreciative applause was Niggemeyer staged the revue "Let's
something to tune in on. First came Go," and did a good job in all deHe was ably backed up
a divertissement "Espagnol" employ- partments.
ing the ballet corps, Roxyettes and by Paul Ash and his Paulasharmonchorus, with specialty dancers who izers (you're welcome, Paul, and you
looked and acted the real Castilian. can use it without paying us royalThe girls were grouped down front ties). Say what you will, but this
with gorgeous white matillas banked maestro from Chi certainly
packs a
high over their heads, and costumes welter of personality
in his emceto
harmonize.
One of the most ing, and does something no
other
splendid costuming bits seen here or
m.c. on Broadway has ever done to
anywhere.
Not satisfied with this,

—

elected president for the ensuing year.

,

ular

The Roxy
unique contortion bit.
Elvey Heads Directors' Ass'n
grouped high in back
were
chorus
London At a recent meeting of Twickenham studio which now is dressed as monks, also carrying canthe Directors' Ass'n, Maurice Elvey equipped with RCA recording appardles, and their singing was very ef-

was

BERG

NIGGEMEYER AND PAUL ASH

rang the

to
Jeapes.
Film company has been formed in Clifford Jeapes is the inventor of the their Spanish shawls.
Then "The Wedding of the Painted
Copenhagen and is producing one apparatus recently demonstrated here.
Dolls"
was brought on to register as
reel sound shorts subjects recorded
probably the most beautiful and dainvia the Peterson-Poulsen system, adty conceit yet originated at this house
vises a report to the M. P. Section

tuses in that the sound is made on
one film and the picture on another,
but so arranged, it is claimed, that
the result is perfect synchronization.
This device is attached to the left
side of the projector and operated on
a chain drive.

S.

are prepared to book all our
product over any apparatus,
providing it gives an adequate reproduction which will prove profitable to
exhibitors," Maurice Silverstone of
United Artists said.
"We have a
clause in our contracts to this effect,
he added, "insisting that all apparour knowledge. He radiates this peratuses used for our sound pictures they finished with a gorgeous multishould give a clear and definite repro- colored fan drop semi-transparent, sonality stuff right through his hand
revealing principals grouped behind, and gets each individual act all steamduction."
and the girls in front doing their ed up with it. He is as much a part
dance maneuvers.
The ballet and of the Paramount atmosphere as
500 Edibell Disc Sets
the Roxyettes handled this with con- Jesse Crawford and his console.
talker

THE FILM DAILY synchronizer for
The Nordisk-Tone tain, according

Washington Bureau of

1929

SOUND SYSTEMS 'EMPOP-EYED WITH DELIGHT TEAMWORK SCORESHEAVILY

— Hailed

solution

HERBERT

ROXY SPECTACLES HAVE

PRODUCT FOR ALL

U. A.

7,

Presentations

CUNNINGHAM

INAUSTRALIMEWTE8T0N
Syndey After
a
demonstration
here of the Auditone, an Australian-
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Theater Equipment
By CHARLES

Efforts

Now Being Made

the second

is

and concluding

article dealing with the problem of
loss of light in the projection of
sound pictures, due to the use of

porous material of a type that would
permit the greatest possible volume
of sound to be projected through the
regardless of the resultant
sacrifice of light. Experts of the industry now are turning their attention to this problem and changes are
being suggested and made to provide
screen,

the remedy.

In order to better comprehend the
injury done through the use of porous substance as a screen material,
a few short extracts have been prepared from a paper written by Lloyd
A. Jones and Milton F. Fillius, read
at the meeting of the Society of M.
P. Engineers at Dayton, in October,
1920:

"When

considered that the enjoyment
of the entertainment offered in the motion
picture theater depends almost entirely upon
the visual organs, it will be recognized that
the importance of providing conditions which
will result in the least possible visual fatigue
to
the audience
cannot be overestimated.
There are many factors which deserve the
consideration of the motion picture engineer
in order that the maximum of visual comfort
may be obtained, among which may be mentioned the proper distribution of the interior
illumination,
the elimination of excessively
bright surfaces in the field of vision, and the
proper adjustment of the screen brightness.
The fact that the attention of the audience
must remain fixed for long periods of time
upon the projected picture makes of utmost
importance that the projecting system be so
adjusted that the screen brightness is neither
so high as to cause visual fatigue due to
it

is

and

the

Lipman Refrigeration

nor

so

of

adapting the screen to the shape of the
in which it is to be used is considered,
will be seen that it is quite hopeless to

it

obtain in all cases the maximum efficiency
with a screen of fixed characteristics.
"For instance, if the length of the room is
relative to its width, a screen of the completely defusing type is very wasteful of light,

per

hour.

In

the air washer, the
dust, germs and other impurities are
washed from the air, while the new
air is blown into the theater by a
large fan at the rate of 52,000 cubic
feet per minute.

Electrically-Operated

Magnascope
West

Coast

Bureau,

San Francisco

at 'Frisco
THE FILM DAILY

— Declared

to be the
first installation of the kind, a Magnascope screen, electrically operated,
is a feature of the new Fox, recently

hard

to

get

some improvement on

right kind of carpet
installation prevents the voices from
echoing through the aisles, while

draperies

hung break

correctly

the

echo of hard surface walls and eliminate
the reverberation
under the
balcony, the company points out.
Ozite padding for bare wall space also
aids,

is

it

declared.

Speed Indicators Sale Increasing

AC

Flint, Mich.— Sale of
film speed
indicators abroad is increasing rapidly, as the number of wired houses
mount, according to W. S. Isher-

wood, general sales manager of AC
Spark Plug Co., which manufactures
the film speed indicator.

Buys
Dallas

Interest in

— Gene

King Firm

Wichita businessman, has purchased a half interSegall,

King Studios here, decorating,
theater
remodeling and acoustics
firm.
Activities of the firm now are
being directed by W. B. King and

est in

Segall.

B. O. Aided by Cooling Systems

Ric'hmond,

Va.

— Cooling

systems

are proving box office aids at local
theaters.
They also are contributing
to the popularity of midnight shows.

of

REPACKED EASTMAN
AND DUPONT FILMS
100 foot rolls, of Eastman and Dupont
Panchromatic Film, on daylight loadEyemo or DeVry.
spools for
ing
and
perfect
absolutely
Guaranteed
fresh.

$3.75

a Roll

UIIUOCJGHByS
W|I0

West 32"St.NewMDrfc.My**
Phone Penna. 0330

Motion Picture Department

Manuto safely increase the light.
facturers of screens are working very
I

—

reproduced dialogue and music.

Various mechanical devices have
been introduced which seek to overcome the harm done by excessive heat
and it is believed that some means
of mechanically controlling heat at
the aperture will be developed in the
very near future, making it possible

room

BOTER ACOUSTICS

projection, for Publix, and
McAuliffe at Philadelphia
Isaac, supervisor of proPhiladelphia—T. C. McAuliffe is
jection for Loew's, have given much
manager of the new E. E. Fulton
thought to the problems discussed in
branch here.
this article and are cooperating actively with manufacturers of screens
to correct existing conditions.
After all it must be conceded that
sound projection is merely an auxiliary of visual projection, for audiences come to the theater to see pictures not just to hear mechanically

face.

on a projection axis and very low values in
small
relatively
departing
by
directions
amounts from the normal. When the question

AIDS TO

Lester B.

reflective surface of the screen
naturally poor or created by the
use of a porous substance for sound
projection.
There is a limit to the
illumination he can secure from his
lamps and there is a limit set by the
effect of excessive heat upon the
film.
While it is possible to increase
the light, the danger and harm done
by excessive heat on the film would
prevent thus overcoming the loss of
light created by porous screen sur-

showed

AND DRAPES AS

Chicago Carpets and draperies occupy an important relation to acousTwo large ice machines keep the tics in sound picture houses in irontank of water at freezing tempera- ing out the echo
of reverberation of
ture and pump water into an air voices, National
Theater Supply Co.
washer at the rate of 2,100 gallons points out. The

visor

the

a remarkable variation in reflection characteristics, ranging from the surfaces which almost completely diffused the
incident light to screens of a very specular
nature, having very high reflecting powers

tained

WETS

installed.

—

is

simple matter to choose the most efficient screen surface for a given installation.
An examination of the commercial screens ob-

ventilators
are used to distribute refrigerated air
in such a way as to prevent drafts
at the Palace here, where a Lipman refrigerating system has been

should be understood clearly opened. The screen was installed by
statements made by Mr. the Armstrong studios.
Jones in the foregoing paper, are authoritative and just as correct today
Safety Devices Emphasize Value
as they were ten years ago. The loss
Scottsbluff, Neb.
Safety devices in
of light through permeability is imthe booth prevented a film fire from
portant, but the quality of the reextending to other parts of the Orflected light as well as the quality
pheum
here. The ventilating fan conmust be given careful consideration.
tinued running during the fire, emptyThe highly valuable paper quoted ing the booth of smoke and gas.
from which cannot here be printed in About 150 people made an orderly
full shows that a highly reflective sur- exit.
face is not the sole consideration in
the selection of a screen.
The proportions of the auditorium may in- screens now in use and it is quite
fluence a decision in the selection of probable that this will be done in the
a definite make of screen.
A long very near future.
Such men as Harry Rubin, supernarrow auditorium will require a dif-

course harmful, but the projectionist
can control this condition. He cannot, however/ do very much where

tively

—Overhead

the

as to throw an undue
retinal accommodation.

ceive due consideration at the hands of the
motion picture engineer.
While there is no
doubt that this is recognized, and that considerable improvement in the quality of projection screens has been made in recent years,
it seems that the subject has been approached
largely from the practical standpoint and that
little quantitative data is available relative to
the optical characteristics of the materials
used so extensively at the present time.
"Tn view of this deficiency it seems worthwhile to examine critical'y the reflection properties
of the large number of commercial
screens on the market.
From the data obtained by such examination, it will be a rela-

O.

It

that

low

upon the

Lorain,

necessary screen brightness can be
obtained over the required angle by the use
of a screen which reflects a large proportion
of the incident light
with a comparatively
narrow angle, thus permitting the use of
lower amperage in the arc of the projection
machine.
On the other hand, a screen of the
•pecular type installed in a room where the
length is relatively small as compared with
'he width will not
be found satisfactory.
Since the screen in this case may be viewed
by a part of the audience at a relatively large
angle, it will be necessary to use a high arc
current in order to make the picture of satisfactory brightness for these observers.
"This will result in an unnecessarily high
brightness on the axis of projection and may
esult in excessive visual fatigue owing to
?larc.
It should be pointed out also in case
the throw is somewhat short that a highly
ipecular screen may appear of unequal brightness when viewed from a single point of
observation, since the angle of incidence varies
from point to point on the screen, and that
for an observer relatively near to the screen
the angle of observation is not constant for
all parts of the picture."

ferent screen from a short or very
wide one, and this means that the
"The optical properties of the surface upon quantity of light must be maintained
the motion picture is projected determines
so that it can be diffused as condito a great extent the ultimate efficiency of
Excessive light is of
the entire installation, and hence should re- tions require.
glare,

burden

HYNES

Overhead Vents Used With

To Solve Sound Screen Problem
This

P.

U.

S.

and Canada Agents

for

Debrie

LOEW BUILDING
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Texas Distributors
to Enforce Contracts

$40,000,000
(Continued from Page 1)

you don't know who G.B.
of explaining it would be

one way
you

is,

to tell

that if the company should be sold
to American interests the bomshell
to the English trade would be analagous to the explosion that prevailed

when

here

Fox

Loew's

purchased

and M-G-M....

All Is Not Quiet
old New York is
to be shaken loose from its complacency. When the cool weather hits
the old burg once again, the theater

Tuesday:

map

Little

Fox

will begin to look different.

high and mighty man today
with his last-word say over the Loew
string and the numerically powerful
Fox Metropolitan Playhouses chain.
the

is

But

Warners are making
Harry M. declares

carefully
his

surveys.

pany

way

Then

out.

will

Publix.

comis

Sites

no
are

been selected.
report has it the Katz forces
launch the invasion with five

understood

The

because there

build

will

More

houses.

And,

to

have

follow....

to

the meantime, Joe

in

Fox Metropolitan

is

Leo

at

crowding two

His string has to be
wired, renovated, and cleaned up for
the fall, yet all this has to be done
while they operate through the summer. That young man has a sizeable
job on his hands, but rather than
worry about it he has merely set out
to do it.
Dallas credits L. L. Dent with
stating the long-pending deal with
Publix is off. There's a surprise twist

weeks

into one.

.

.

Delegations have been
of complaint.
sent to distributors to seek relief.
Now those selfsame distributors
all of them, including two who don't
even belong to the Hays organization
are to meet the theater group
and out of the fraternizing may
come an answer to the worrisome
rental problem.
Exhibitors believe
percentage, straight and minus guar-

—

antees, will do

it.

.

.

.

Klangfilm and Tobis on one

side.

Schlesinger,
theater
his
extended
chain in England and South Africa
and his talking picture interests in
Britain and America on the other.
Here you have the substantial nucleus of an international sound combine already well along the road to
completion.
Back of Klangfilm and
Tobis are Siemens Halske and A. E.G.,
the two electrical giants of Germany.
The latter is the General Electric of
Central Europe and tied in via several channels with G. E. in this country, which, as you know, is the daddy
of
and, therefore,
Photophone. With these facts as a basis,

RCA

RCA

anything you

like

may

be assumed.

The Unexpected
Friday:

looked all set. E. V.
Richards had been here for about
three months.
Long meetings with
Zukor, Katz et al. .As far as anything appears certain in this scheme
of things,

from Page 1)
proved a surprise to Douglas, who
points out the harmonious relations
he says have existed.
The move
marks first time the official organization has withdrawn from arbitration,
he says.
Douglas calls attention to testimony of

Week's Headlines

(.Continued

It

Publix's deal for Saenger

seemed set. Now, however, it is off.
Both groups continue as partners in
certain of their holdings, but beyond

Col. Cole in Federal Court, New York, stating that in Texas "we do not always regard
the strict terms of the contract nor the rules
of

arbitration.''
"It was less

than three years ago that
Colonel Cole appeared before the Attorney
General of Texas in defense of the arbitration system which we have and which the
department contemplated attacking," he says.
At that time Colonel Cole declared that if
anything the exhibitor got a little the best
of the decisions in arbiration matters before
this board.

Douglas says there never has been
any test of the legality of the contract in Texas courts points out that
the decision of the Federal Court in
the arbitration and credit cases is
due soon, and cited Col. Cole's work
on all contract commitees since 1922.
"Just

surely as there are exhibitors
agitating our present system there are other
exhibitors in Texas who do not agree with
the action of the directors of the M. P. T. O.
of Texas.
All of which means that it is
impossible to have a unanimous opinion even
among exhibitors. There are of course means
provided for establishing another board of
arbitration.
I do not say this with any intention of intimidating exhibitors who are in
sympathy with the movement the directors
have taken and I am frank to say that
we would much prefer to have the recognized exhibitors' organization appoint the exhibitor arbitrators.
It is too early yet to
predict what course will be decided upon.
The who'e thing has come about so suddenly
that no one has been given an opportunity
to study it
as a matter of fact, it is not

as

—

understood what is wanted.
A half
dozen exhibitors have taken a step which
temporarily disrupts our present system of
arbitration involving every distributor and exhibitor in Texas."

Monday
Saenger and F. & R. deals seen next steps
in Publix expansion program.
Abram F. Myers, Allied States Ass'n head.
charges producers have called meeting of
exhibitors to offset Allied's open forum
at Washington.

Tuesday
Publix and Warners preparing start of building campaigns in Greater New York; no
formal discussions yet held on reported
Publix deal for control of F. & R.

Sound

film rentals to be hit and government
asked at Allied States Ass'n meeting at Washington today.
Color to be used in all new Pathe pictures.

probe

Wednesday
Distributors agree to meet committee of antiMyers group of exhibitors to confer on
sound film rental situation with percentage to be urged as a cure; Allied States
Ass'n votes secession from arbitration as
means to force showdown on rental situation; rival meetings held at Washington
by two groups.

Thursday
Independence Day.

Friday
managers to meet anti-Myers
committee Tuesday for parley on

Sales

film

group
sound

rentals.

Publix deal for control of Saenger chain
dropped, as principals cannot agree on
terms.
Sen. Brookhart to "crowd" bill at next session of Congress, he says in telegram to

Abram

F.

Myers.

Dept. of Justice now considering policy on
mergers, Attorney General Mitchell states.

Saturday
Distributors to enforce contracts in Texas.
Plenty of players for talkers, De Mille says.
Restraint of trade is charged in Texas suit.
Hungary quota decreed despite U. S. proiest.

clearly

Chadakoin Co., Incorporated
Albany — Chadakoin Amusement
Co. of Jamestown, has been incor-

To Film

Personality Tests
porated here with a capital of 30
will film personality shares of preferred stock at $100 and
is
analyses to be made Tuesday at a 50 shares of common stock at no par
Not all color, mind and
new pictures.
convention of phrenologists and other value. The stockholders are; J. Clark
York
group
in
New
anti-Myers
meet
you, but splattered here and there as
their cold cuts vocational workers, to be held at Brown, Clara M. Brown and S'dney
on
Tuesday.
Over
allows.
story
the
T. Hewes all of Jamestown.
and their ice cream, the exhibitor Colonia, N. J.
F. and R. are building four more
delegation will outline to the disAtin their Northwest stronghold.
tributors how serious their situation
mospheric, too. There's an idea for
is because of exorbitant sound renthis
Imagine what
Times Square.
The distributors will listen.
tals.
type theater built as John Eberson,

Signs of these modern times. Pathe
to use color in every one of its

.

.

.

.

relations remain in status quo.
Quick action. Sales managers
a committee representing the

M-G-M News

.

instance, knows so well,
do on the main stem ....
for

A

that

would The luncheon

Point Gained

will

Ten

break up.

days or so

later, the real deliberations will start. All well wishers will
root for a constructive out.
.

.

bland Hous
000
N.Y.
ALEXANDRIA
RflV,

C/fie Ttwusurtd Island douse anticipates

.

the gugest reason of it's long and

Wednesday: Abram Myers insists
Mr. Brookhart, Iowa fire eater, init
was prearranged. Pete Woodhull tends forcing his bill before Congress
Yet, it is a fact that, al- in the fall. Someone should take the
says not.
though only one exhibitor parley was worthy senator into some political
slated for Washington and that par- bylane and tell him he's legislating
ley was Allied's, two developed be- to relieve a situation which no longMyers and er exists.
fore the incident ended.
the Brookhart bill and determined to pull out
of arbitration as an unfair praef'ce.
The other group, not known as the
his cohorts resoluted for

happy life. Not onti/ wilt a Larqe percentage ot our "old regulars " return
this summer; but lezpect to make and
win many new friends As an added con-

venience to guests, I have installed telephones in each, room Everything is itt>
readiness, and my staff and fare prepared

K ANN

Buys South Africa Rights

International Variety and Theatrianti-Myers section, voted death for
cal
Agency, Inc., has purchased the
fire
of
coals
measure,
Brookhart
the
upon Myers' head as the arch enemy South African rights to the Flora Le
Musical Novelty from the
of the theater owner and a round Breton
robin with Hays to settle the griev- Edward L. Klein Corp., New York
ances of high sound rentals via adop- City.
Political byplay
This Flora Le Breton picture, protion of percentage.
there was, to be sure. But what dif- duced at the RCA Studios with
ference, since the objective was at- sound-on-film and sound-on-disc was
tained? Exhibitors have been squawk- recently sold for England by the
ing loud and long over rentals. Their Klein organization to British Interorganizations have passed resolutions national Film Distributors.

MOTOR

BOATING

TENNIS
liSIMNO
EQUIPPED WITH

AUTOMATIC
SPKINK1.ER

SYSTEM
Absolutely

FirepivoR

to offer qou the warm hospduiiti/ thatfus
Ivnq characterised this charming resort. 'L^-

PROPRIETOR

A

SOUND FILM
for the

PRESENT
and

the

FUTURE
i.N THE early stages of the

talkie era

Eastman

scientists set

themselves to the task of evolving a special negative sound

They started from

film.

They studied the fundamental
requirements of sound recording film. They took into account
all

scratch.

the essential properties of such a film. They scientifically

measured the

fidelity of

the sound recorded with their experi-

mental emulsions. Thev detected and eliminated inaccuracies

and distortions too minute
at a final

formula

for the ear to register.

They

arrived

— a definite achievement in the art of sound

....Eastman Reprotone Negative.

Designed

protone

is

the logical negative

Because of

sound recording, Re-

specifically, exclusively for

its^

medium

for

sound at

inherent and complete rightness

pace with the other factors in the industry.
today, but

if

the demands of tomorrow are

It

still

it

its best.

will

keep

was built

more exacting,

Eastman Reprotone will meet them.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

for

—

MOVIETONE
Production
is a Talking Salesman
For Next Season's
Product

BEHIND that CURTAIN
All

Melodrama

Dialog Mystery

i

with

WARNER BAXTER

LOIS

MORAN

GILBERT EMERY
Philip Strange
From

Ihe best sellinq novel

by Earl Derr Biggers

In addition to perfect reproduction of natural outdoor sounds, this gripping drama of Scotland Yard has the speed and movement of a silent
picture. Only sound-on-fllm can give you this unbeatable combination as
disks are limited solely to indoor recording.

Direcled by IRVING

CUMMINGS

Last Minute Note

BEHIND THAT CURTAIN
Held for 2nd Week

ROXY

at the

The Business Done By

FOX MOVIETONE

FOLLIES of 1929

Dancing
Spectacular, Musical Extravaganza
All Talking, All Singing, All

is

only a modest sample of the business you'll

and singing

pictures to

do

be released

with the

6

talking

NOW!

BEHIND THAT CURTAIN, FOX MOVIETONE FOLLIES OF 1929, MASQUERADE,
PLEASURE CRAZED, THE BLACK WATCH and WORDS and MUSIC
could have been held and should have been held for next season's release
but now you need them most and they will give your audiences a taste of
what superb entertainment they can expect from Fox during the coming year.

these

Ml Talking Movietones
the
RECORD-BREAKING

SEASON

from

__

The

Cream

*

in

your

Coffers

start

Commerce Creates

Dept. of

Division of Films
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No.

Tuesday, July

7

Percentage
serious round robin to be

a
INheld

New York

in

today,

a

committee representing what

known
purpose

is

anti-Myers group

the

as

meet

will

Swing

many problems which

tion of the

on

have alighted

the

in-

for

A

it.

of interests, therefore

easy

13,

THE FILM DAILY

said:

"The conference today

have been pre

OF COLUMBIA COMPLETED

ASSERTING ITSELE

sented for and against percentage.

Those who frown on the system
draw their objections primarily
from the terms on which such

much may

On

ters.

age
if

—

On

that score.

be said for the dissen

the other hand, percent

the fairest of selling polici?
and there you meet the rub.
is

Showmen

object to theaters being

Distributors

clocked.

bluntly

most

you

tell

exhibitors

are

trickey to be trusted blindly

:

too

con-

Exhibicomplain the guarantee gives the distributor more than
enough protection and leaves the
theater holding the bag in the event
Neither mathe attraction dies.
sequently, the check-up.

THE FILM DAILY
Economic upheaval caused by the
Columbia now has sound picture development and its
ts own exchanges in every key city resultant increase of overhead, is emif the United
States, managers were phasized in the national survey made
told yesterday at the opening session by THE FILM DAILY.
The reif
the annual sales convention. Ne- adjustment process is pronounced in
gotiations
have been pending for all parts of the country, with sound
;ome time on the deals announced rentals
concern
greatest
causing
')y Jack Cohn under terms of which among exhibitors.
Today's analysis
he company regains franchises in embraces seven territories.
WashWest

Coast

Bureau,

Hollywood

—

Maine, New ington, Cleveland, Columbia, Dallas,
Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Philadelphia, Minneapolis and Los
New York, northern New Jersey, In- Angeles. Turn to pages 6 and 9 for
diana,
Ohio, Kansas and western a detailed story of conditions in these
Missouri. In each case the exchange seven zones.
holder lias been
of the franchise
taken over and now functions as
the

following

equitable.

is

(Continued

on

Page

Keen Chicago Battle

4)

Dept. of Labor Ready
to Meditate Equity

Row

THE FILM DAILY
Washington— Board of conciliation

Washington Bureau of

of the Dept. of Labor is available
to the industry, on request, for settlement of the controversy over the
Equity Shop, it is stated here.

W.

according
Products.

Electrical
Most of the installations
to

the

tariff

of

the

the friendliest of
Charles C. Petti-

who

john,

members

committed

Hays

to the discussion, yes-

terday.
"I am hopeful conwill be obstructive results
tained and feel certain they
will."

With general adoption of percentage expected as an eventual outcome,
exhibitor members of the anti-Myers
group meet today in New York with
sales managers to seek ways and
means

to

relieve

situation

the

in

which

deindependent exhibitors
clare themselves to be in due to the
sound picture development.
Exhibitors of the anti-Myers group
went on record in favor of percentage
at their meeting in Washington last
week, and will urge that this system
(Continued

on Page

9)

FILM DIVISIOlTCREATED TO
AID U. S.JILMS
Washington

Bureau,

Washington— O.

ABROAD

THE FILM DAILY
P.

Hopkins, act-

director of the Bureau of ForChicago This city's keen battle for ing
and Domestic Commerce, aneign
Katz
&
Balaban
business between
the establishment of a Monounces
and the Marks Bros., is continuing
Picture Division in the bureau
tion
all-soundthe
with
at a furious pace
with Clarence J. North to direct the
picture bill bucking sound pictures
division and Nathan D. Golden as
and presentations in a number of
chief.
assistant
(Continued on Page 4)
While it will be devoted primarily
motion
to extending assistance to

—

Consolidated Net for
6

Months Up

picture

65 Per Cent

Reflecting a 65 per cent increase
six months
in earnings over the first
net of
reports
Consolidated
of 1928,
months to
$1 158,566.24 for the six

is listed
July 1 1929. Net for June
54 per cent increase
a
$204,473.87
at
sound-onmediocre or poor picture will be are for the dual system of
over June 1928.
film and disc reproduction.
(Continued on Page 9)

while

in

spirits," said

Continues at Fast Clip

This publication prefers to see
a wholesale swing toward percentage bookings if the basic terms can Theaters Wired by
E.
be moulded along even-break lines
S.
U.
Total 2,119 in
on the premise that the moneyreproducsound
Electric
Western
making picture will then return ing equipment now is installed in
theaters of the United States,
profits to both exhibitor and dis- 2,119
Research
tributor

ceived

states:

tors, in turn,

chinery

be-

tween exhibitors and sales
managers has been earnestly
discussed and the idea has re-

SOUND

NATIONALIZATION PLAN

The Fair Way

deals are arranged.

Both Sides Favor Sharing
Plan but Sales Heads
Want Assurance Fee

ti

develop.

Many arguments

May

the 1929-1930 season, percentage will come into force on what, it is reported in many quarters, will approximate a national scale.
1-olicies for the new amusement year are now being set by major distributors
and percentage is understood to be generally agreed upon as a sales method to
bo used.
Since the advent of sound, most deals with theaters have been handled
on a percentage basis, except in those cases where exhibitors were far-sighted
enough to see the box-office possibilities of talking pictures and made flat rental
contracts accordingly.
This condition exists almost exclusively with the Warners.
1 he percentage arrangement will become operative in all theaters except those
that function under a daily grind policy, according to present indications.

suggested

be comparatively

should

in

THE

On May

The exhibitor group wants it.
Weeks ago, these columns pointed

communion

Percentage Forecast

With

be

out distributors were

Price 5 Cents

Percentage as a national sales policy for a number of distributors
FILM DAILY. Sales conventions
forecast May 13 by
held subsequently indicated a definite swing in that direction.

nards of the business.
will

to

was

exhibitors'

head since sound struck the
Percentage

1929

GUARANTEE AND SPLIT EXPECTED
TO BE ADOPTED BY DISTRIBUTORS

to deliberate for a solu-

is

9,

Their

managers.

sales

mm

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

allied industries
(Continued on Page 4)

and

in

for-

Low-Cost Film to
be Marketed by Eastman?
activ-

New

Financial circles attribute the
Eastman Kodak stock to a new
process, said
low cost film production
market.
be ready for the
ity in

to
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to

flight.

of citizens

formed a committee of reception, and
there were addresses stressing the
value of airports. Afterward the flyers

made personal appearances

showings of
of aviation events.
will be followed

Movietone pictures

This programme
at other cities throughout
land,

which

Springfield
planned to
air

over

them

New Eng-

will include

Bridgeport,
Boston.
is
It

and
take

each

from

pictures

city

and

later

at local theaters with

fects.

tour,

plane

will

the

show

sound

ef-

New England

Following the
the

visit

50

other

cities.

Casting Bureau Being
Operated at N. Y. Studio
Under guidance of General Manager Alfred Walker, and supervision
of Earle Smith, a casting bureau is
functioning
at
American
Sound
Studios, New York, recently opened.
More than 600 players of the legitimate stage have been registered and
now are on call, Smith states. The
studio

is

equipped for sound-on-film

and sound-on-disc recording.
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day of Columbia annual
sales convention at Hollywood.
Opening of "Melody Lane" at the

Globe, New York.
July 16, 17, 18 Annual convention of western managers of Famous Players
Canadian Corp., Vancouver.
23-25
July
Convention of Rocky Mountain
States exhibitors at Denver.
July 27
First issue of M-G-M International

is joining Mid-West
The changes were announced yesterday by Ned E. De-

News
July 31

First

9»A
70A

Aug.

1

First

general sales manager.

OVER THE COUNTER
"A"
26% 27 A

of

Newsreel

Universal

issue

of

Paramount

issue

of

Hearst

Sound

News.
Sept. 28

First

News

Helen Morgan is Hostess
at Photographers' Picnic

Metrotone

(sound).

Invited to

—

Open Exposition

to be official
at Glenwood
14 of the In-

Toronto W. D. Ross, LieutenantGovernor of Ontario, has been invited to open the Canadian National
Exhibition at Toronto on Aug. 24.
Hon. Ross is a director of Famous
Players Canadian Corp.

Glenwood Landing will be by bus
from the New York headquarters of

Eastman's 75th Birthday
Rochester
George Eastman on
Friday celebrates his seventy-fifth

Morgan

Helen
hostess

the

at

is

picnic

Landing, L. I., July
ternational Photographers of the M.
P. Industries Local 644, I.A.T.S.E.
Transportation to Karatsonyi's at

the organization.

—

Tickets are $6 per

birthday.

WANTED
assistant
for high

week

manager and cashier
class movie house.

Write, giving full particulars,
experience, salary, etc.

A.B.C. Box A-142
c/o Film Daily, 1650 B'way
N. Y. C.

Globe, July 15. The picture will succeed "Broadway" which had an eight

87
198

(silent).

issue

(silent).

"Melody Lane" Premiere Set
The Universal production, "Melody
Lane" starring Eddie Leonard will
have its New York premiere at the

run.

A 29A

units

27
2!4

In
com
Skouras Bros

Technicolor
United Art
do pfd
Univ. Ch. com.
do pfd
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A SENSATION IN SOUND SHOWMANSHIP!
Mascot Pictures'

2

75

LAST PRICE QUOTED

Serial

j

"THE KING OF THE

Collaborating on Series

Michael J. Simmons and Herb
Cruikshank are collaborating on a
series of sound short subject novelties being produced by International
Photoplay Distributors at the De
Forest Phonofilm studio, New York.
The first, "Feed the Brute" has been
completed.

!

KONGO"
in

TEN Thrilling TALKING Episodes
THE VOICE OF THE JUNGLE!
SEE and HEAR the WILD BEASTS!
SEE and HEAR a Superb Cast Headed by

Parker Continues in Charge
Portland J. J. Parker remains in
charge of operation of his theaters
following their consolidation
here
with Fox West Coast.

—

JACQUELINE LOGAN & WALTER MILLER
Directed by that Master of

Chapter Plays
Richard Thorpe

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

Story and Dialogue by

Harry Sinclair Drago

Released August First by

AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard
1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Perm. 3580

I

FIRST Wild Animal Sound and Speech

85
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Fox Fm. "A"

Starting at 1 P. M. from Roosevelt
Field, L. I., the Fox Movietone Air
News Unit No. 1, consisting of a
Fokker airplane with a crew of four,
left yesterday on a goodwill tour of
the country.
This is in line with
William Fox's purpose, to help make

where

First
National branch to
Minneapolis
fill
vacancy
the
to
caused
resignation
A.
by
of
Thomas
100
900 Burke, veteran First National and
7,100 Warner manager.
George W. Taif,
Chicago salesman, has been transC. K. Olson July
800 ferred to Omaha.
IS promoted from salesman to Mil100
800 waukee manager, succeeding L. J.
Sales

Close

do

Loew

Goodwill Flight is
Started by Fox Plane

Omaha

STOCK MARKET

Price 5 Cents

The Industry's
Date Book

Brimmer has been transfrom management of the

C.

City

CORP.
MASCOT PICTURES
Levine,
Nat

Pres.

j

i
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ALL WIRED LOEW HOUSES

and Warner Stars

F. N.

1)

1929

TRANSTONE SCREEN FOR

Hollywood Happenings

OF COLUMBIA COMPLETED
{.Continued,

9,

branches without interruption.
"Our entrance into the field as a

for

"Show

of

Shows"

national
organization brings to a successful concluWarners intend to line up every
sion the ambitious plans which we started
star in both the First National and
only a few years ago, when we acquired our
"Every weak Warner studios for parts in
first exchange, Cohn declared.
link in the chain of distribution has been of Shows" which will be made under
Responsible offices have been eseliminated.
the personal direction of J. L. Wartablished in all the important key cities of
Alner, assisted by Darryl Zanuck.
the country.
"The past year has also seen Columbia ready assigned definite roles in the
machine
formidable
executive
assemble
a
cast are: John Barrymore, George
that represents one of the most closely knit
and efficient sales organizations in the in- Arliss, Beatrice Lillie, Irene Bordoni,
dustry, and counts in its ranks some of the Jack
Buchanan, Winnie Lightner
most outstanding names in the distribution
will act as masfield.
The line-up includes Joe Goldberg, gen- and Frank Fay
eral sales manager; Cecil E. Maberry, mid- ter of ceremonies.
west district sales manager; Richard V. Anderson, southern district sales manager and
L. E. Tillman, newly appointed west coast
district sales manager.
Among the recent
additions are Sam Galanty, Washington manager; Robert J. Ingram, Charlotte manager
joined Pathe
Maurice Revnes,
and J. J. Rogers, Memphis manager.

A

Little

from

"Show

a

Lots yy

RALPH WILK

By

JAMES GRUEN
where he

is

busy

at

RKO,

writing the adaptation,
continuity
and dialogue for
"Night Parade," from the play,
"Ringside."
He also wrote the
adaptation, dialogue and continuity
for "The Girl in the Glass Cage"
and "Hard to Get," at First National.
is

Transtone, sound picture screen
manufactured by the Raven Screen
Corp., New York, will be installed
in all wired houses of the Loew circuit, according to Albert L. Raven.
Order for the screens came after exhaustive tests by Lester B. Isaac,
supervisor of projection.
install

Decision to

Transtone screens, means that

a number of screens,
stalled will be replaced.

recently

in-

Transtone is made of weatherized
and is washable and pliable.
Its primary feature, states Raven, is
to insure uniform distribution of light
to every seat in the theater.
The
Revnes Resigns as Pathe
Charley Einfeld, First National's screen brings out both highlights and
Special Dialogue Advisor publicity and advertising director, is shadows in detail, without glare or
very enthusiastic about the Coast, fadeout, Raven asserts.
who
several months ago to act in a spe- but will have to return to the East
dialogue, in a few weeks.
cial advisory capacity on

who

Columbia Close-Ups

WHAT
played

was

flatteringly

called

music

by an alleged band awoke the
convention
tourists
when
hauled into Omaha.
The band
had been hired by the delegation composed
of
Charles Gregory, L. C. Durham, Ben
Marcus, Minneapolis Branch Manager; Barney Rosenthal, St. Louis Manager; and Ralph

Columbia

their

special

Peckham, Des Moines Manager.
*

*

solemnly assured the boys that
cost of the band was only $15 and a
bottle of liquid that looked like water but
wasn't.
At that the band was vastly overpaid.
The money would have been sufficient,
even though the four members of the musical
aggregation
miles,
had driven
110
from
Creighton, Neb., for the occasion.

Gregory

the

*

*

*

A

cloudburst during the night flooded the
Nebraska plains, but the band looked and
played even wetter.
Barney Rosenthal burst
"I can't
into tears when he heard one tune.
'Swanee
help
crying
whenever
I
hear
"
River'
Inquiry revealed that
he sobbed.
the band was playing "How Dry I Am."

—

*

*

#

show these big
that they couldn't
teach him anything about clothes, burst upon
the party wearing a poisonous purple suit
It ruined the effect
and a vicious red tie.
einshenker' s trick plus-fours completely.
of
*
#
*

Ben Marcus, determined

city slickers

Miss Carroll
Kane,
Jack
Oakie, Frank Ross, Joseph Depew
and William Austin. Frank Tuttle
includes, in addition to

to

from the East

W

Some of the boys commenced to scan the
horizon anxiously, puzzled because the Rockdidn't
commence to loom up in the
ies
"Are you sure we
Omaha.
vicinity
of
haven't missed those mountains somehow?"
Goldberg.
Lee
inquired Louisville

Helen

Smith,

will direct.

Cummings

*

Film Division Created to
Aid U. S. Films Abroad

*

Our Passing Show: Henry

Stanley Smith Assigned
Stanley Smith, a former leading
man of the Broadway stage, has been
signed by Paramount to play opposite Nancy Carroll in "Sweetie,"
the musical film based upon a story
by George Marion, Jr. The cast now

and

#

*

has resigned.

for

"Cameo Kirby"

King, Howard Hughes, Joe
Engel, Carl Harbaugh, Kenneth McKenna at "Cherchez
La Fenvme," starring Blanche

(Continued from Page

markets, attention will be devoted to phases of the domestic industry and industrial and educational

J.

pictures.

the

The Motion Picture Division is an
outgrowth of the Motion Picture Secfast Club.
tion, authorized by Congress in 1926.
*
*
*
The elevation to the rank of division
Max Ree is designing the sets and places motion pictures in the same
costumes for "Rio Rita," at RKO. category as steel and foodstuffs in the
He also designed the sets and cos- eyes of the government.
tumes for "Street Angel" and other

RKO

productions.

Keen Chicago Battle
Cummings, who directed
"Behind That Curtain," has been
Continues at Fast Clip
Preparing Jessel Film
chosen to direct "Cameo Kirby"
(Continued from Page 1)
will begin shortly on "The
Work
from the play by Booth Tarkington
Hurdy Gurdy Man" the talking and spots. B. & K. has been bringing
It is a
and Harry Leon Wilson.
will
star heavy artillery to play at the Uptown,
which
picture
singing
story of the early days of the gambW. K. to buck the names and big stage
George Jessel for Fox.
lers on the Mississippi steamboats.
Howard has been appointed director shows being put on at the Granada.
Now, B. & K. has pulled presentaof the story which was prepared by
Universal Signs Maxwell Anderson
Clemons, John B. Hymer tions at the Norshore, Harding and
Le
Roy
Maxwell Anderson, co-author of
Tower, stressing the claim that the
and Dana Burnet.
has been signed
Irving

"What Price Glory?"
by Universal to adopt "All Quiet on
the Western Front" and prepare the
screen dialogue.

Pathe Signs German Writer

Leo

Birinski,

German

writer,

has

been signed by Pathe to write origiBirinski
nal stories and dialogue.
Josephine Dunn in "Big Time"
Josephine Dunn has been assigned wrote "Variety," "The Tragedy of
to the role of "Gloria" in "Big Time," Love," starring Emil Jannings and
*
*
*
Louis (New York) Weinberg continues to the taking and singing picture of "Three Wax Works," starring JanThe vaudeville life being made by Fox.
nings and Conrad Veidt, and other
retain his dining car championship.
stops made by the convention special
have been solely due to the necessity of re-

extra

Lou can't get his fill
stocking the larger.
vf looking at the fields of wheat and the
"Thank God this
cattle in the pastures.
country can't ever run short of food," says he.
*
*
*
Playing bridge and kibitzing were the principal forms of recreation Ralph (Des Moines)
Peckham, after watching a few games re"Well,
turned from the field murmuring,
!"
they're good film salesmen, anyhow
Jack Bellman, New York, was introduced
to a gentleman known as Mickey Finn. When
not otherwise occupied, Jack is looking for
the Columbiana

who
*

did the introducing.
*

*

Jack Cohn is the happiest member of the
Columbia party. Ten years ago, in company
Harry Cohn, and Joe
with his brother,
Brandt he started what was the nucleus of
Today
the present Columbia organization.
sees the full fruition of the dreams which
inspired this trio during all these years.
Not even being routed out of his sleep by
the Nebraska musicians could dampen his
good humour.

1)

eign

Boyce Smith intro"She Goes to
War" company at the Break-

Sweet;
ducing

fabric

films.
Joe Goldberg, newly appointed general sales
manager, is the hardest working member of
the convention tourists. Joe has been wrapped

stage belongs to the screen and citing the advantages of talkers over
stage shows.
Marks Bros., have
countered with the reminder that
the; firm brought the talkers to Chicago first, and has continued them
combined with elaborate stage shows.
iHow strong they are going in for
the human element is indicated by a
recent
week when Marks Bros.,
brought almost the entire George
White's Scandals to the Granada,
some people declaring that with the
stage and band, it far outdid the
show presented downtown at a legit

Florence Arliss in "Disraeli"
Mrs. George Arliss will play opposite her husband in his next Vitaphone vehicle for Warners, "Dis- house at $4.40 top.
Mrs. Arliss is professionally
raeli."
Alfred
If Maurice White is observed going in a known as Florence Arliss.
isn't
because he is
sock-less condition,
it
Ashcraft Heads
Others in the
E. Green will direct.
collegiate.
Instead, it's because his baggage
Sono-Art Press Dept.
went astray. However, the co-operative spirit cast include: Joan Bennett, David
being strong in the Columbia contingent, Torrence, David Tearle anad Ivan
James Ashcraft, assistant to AlPeebles of Dallas shared his toothbrush with
Simpson.
him.
bert Grey in the former Paramount
•
•
•
roadshow
department,
has
been
Jack Sharkey, having bought a lunch for
Cast in Bow Film
advertising and publicity dinamed
a not-so-young Nebraska miss, was later obJean Arthur has been cast in "The rector for Sono-Art Prod., George
served trying to squeeze it out of her with
a left wrm Pittsburgh strangle hold, out on Saturday Night Kid," starring Clara W. Weeks, vice president and genthe observation platform.
Bow, soon to go into production at eral manager, stated before leaving
•
*
*
Paramount studios in Hollywood New York yesterday for Hollywood,
the
Alex Moss, Columbia veteran, is holding
the Second Eddie Dowling
the fort at the New York office, while the under the direction of Richard Wal- where
sales gang is at Hollywood.
feature is to be made.
lace.
up in polishing off the final details of the
convention.
It is his first in a capacity as
chief sales executive and he means to make
it a humdinger.
•
•
•

"Jimmy"

ANOTHER GREAT PATHE COMEDY PRODUCER
^°? Bostock Prominent as a producer
of the highest type of farce comedy
acts
of the vaudeville stage for the past
15
years—now brings to the talking screen
via Pathe a series of sure-fire two-reel
r

'

r°

ALL-TALKING VARIETY COMEDIES

featuring leading comedy artists in a
brand of rapid-fire laugh-getter* that have
passed the acid test before the rjbst critical

audiences on Broadway.

GORDON

BOSTOCK

clicks

with

first

release

on 1929-1930 program

BEACH BABIES
A

Variety

Comedy

with Charles

Kemper, Evalyn Knapp and
Naomi Casey, Story by Joe Hayman and Gordon Bostock. Directed by Bradley Barker.

NOW

PLAYING AT THE
MARK STRAND, NEW YORK

PATHE
*

SILVER

ANNIVERSARY

19

2

9

19

3
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Getting Off Nut," Small House

PHILADELPHIA TERRITORY

Many Problems Face Houses
In Southern California

FINDS SOUND
West

Philadelphia- -Wiif ^'exhibitors
this territory

want

pie

vu .see

some

sions in rentals. Li.^e uiany
dependents througiotit the
local theater men arc taking

reviother in-

The Philadelphia
first

district

this:

Business is off. This includes
the big Stanley houses as well as the
smaller theaters
2.
Grabbing at the increased cost
of film and the sound problem, the
smaller exhibitors are forgetting all
they ever knew of showmanship, and
are failing to go out of their way to
retain neighborhood goodwill.
Stanley, nabbing most of the
3.
good first runs for downtown as well
as for the neighborhoods it controls,
takes its time setting dates.
This
hokY. up product, always a strained
condition in this city.
Most of the neighborhoods are
4.
wiring, if not already.
The "inde"
synchronizers are getting a play, via
the disc route.
Whereas business may have
5.
been good when sound first came, the
situation is back to normal, or near it.
The first rush to hear and see is past,
but the increased overhead, etc., is
more than just a memory.
6.
Just at present the exhibitors
are yelling about rentals. While this
justified,

if

didn't yell about one thing,
they'd yell about another.
Most of the bigger independents
7.
are going all-sound for the summer,
Even with
cutting out orchestras.

they

they'll have trouble
of the red, many believe.
this,

staying out

Upstate, a survey shows:
Business, due to the situation
1.
{Continued

on Page 9)

Los Angeles and in Southern Caliwake has left a numproblems crying for
remedy, particularly for the small and
unaffiliated exhibitor.
Three sticklers face the small

1.

seems to be somewhat

Los Angeles
Sound unquestionably has increased theater grosses in

was one

in

A

is

—

THE FILM DAILY

fornia, but in its
ber of serious

the country to wire,
what with Stanley houses and other
chains getting sound equipment and
the neighborhoods having no other
alternative than to follow.
As a result the installation cost, slapped on
at a time when the silent business
was bad, added to the headaches.
few of the independents made
out well when equipment was first
installed, but with the rest of the
theaters following business is coming
back to normal. The increased overhead, cost of projectionists, and addition of bigger film prices remain,
however. One of the bigger vaudefilm houses went non-union for a
time, but most of the independents
are keeping the union men.
Philadelphia, downtown, and in the
neighborhoods, is overseated, and
construction during past few years
of big sectional houses of 2500-3000
seats, made it bad for the smaller
houses near by.
There is a local squawk, as everywhere, against the score charge on
the ground that it is unjust.
In short, the Philadelphia situation
of the

Bureau,

Coast

country,
it on the

chin.

in

Worry

and

medium-sized theater operator. When
sound crashed through, the need to
wire at once became imperative and
immediate.
Limited by gross and

Zone

are being secured.
The score
charge is a particularly touchy subject to many wired theater owners.
There are instances where the scores
cost more than the rental of the picture which they accompany.
Discs,
too, are raising their own stew of
trouble and express charges are proving difficult for the small operator to
bear.
When it is remembered that
all of the cheaper equipments are disc
only and that the records on every
sound picture played have to be
shipped to and from Los Angeles, it
becomes easier to understand how
much added overhead the exhibitor is
facing on this item alone.

operating overhead, exhibitors in this
zone, as elsewhere throughout the
country, turned to cheap equipment;
in some cases, the cheapest they could
buy. This has resulted in bad sound
On the other hand, the experience
and bad sound, many exhibitors will
admit, is providing far worse than bad of the large circuits and practically
everyone of them in this territory is
blacks and whites.
Many houses are, therefore, losing owned, partly owned or affiliated with
patronage.
Yet while this is going producer-distributor interests
has
on, their stiff overhead continues. been different. Fox West Coast TheWhere the equipment is fully paid aters, for its second quarter of 1929,
for, score charges and rentals that will have a surprise financial state-

—

—

run

several

times

more

than

si-

ment.

SOUND 0.K.IN OHIO KEYS; OVERBUYING COUPLED WITH
SPOTTY

IN

CLEVELAND'S SOOND ILLS

lents

SMALL TOWNS SOUND,

UMTS. CONCERN

—

Cleveland Ohio exhibitors declare
they can't stand the gaff much longer.
If the many vexatious problems
facing them as a result of sound are
not met, they assert many of their
theaters must shut down.

Unemployment and reduced wages
are

— First runs in

Ohio keys

are getting business, but the subsequent run and small town houses are
not faring so well as a result of the
talker development.

There now are about 300 theaters
of the state wired.
Their owners do
not know how much they can afford
to pay, for the reason that there are
no precedents to serve as guides. Accordingly, it is a question of getting
films as cheaply as possible, resisting
efforts to exact "all the traffic will
bear," and there is a merry cycle of
bartering

going oa throughout

the

territory.

Exhibitors charge that the key city
run prices are being used as a
basis for other rentals throughout the
territory.
They claim that the increase over silents ranges from 300
to 400 per cent, and insist they cannot make money at these figures.
first

P. J. Wood, business manager of
the Ohio association, for some time
has been gathering data on sound
film rentals, for presentation to distributors in the move for lower rentals.
Questionnaires are being sent
to members, who are asked to pass
along the prices at which they obtain
sound pictures. The specific theater
or town is not specified, the information requested referring only to factors entering into the rental price
paid.

Exhibitors of the state declare that
unless prices are reduced, a number
of houses will be dark before the pew
season gets under way.

all

over the

state.

Gen-

steady increase in operating expenses
created by sound, plus the jump
in

rentals asked for talkers.

At the recent Columbus convention at which were represented 338
theaters, or one third of the total

number
the

in

the state,

the

story

was

same.

Theater owners stated
they are facing a problem they are
unable to answer.
They came prepared to lay the facts of their ex
perience on the table in the hope of
working out a plan for what they

term

is

their

salvation.

Those running sound
they now pay more for

stated

that

trailers

and

scores than they ever paid formerly
for their whole show. And the average silent house is not doing any
business at all, according to their

owners.
Theater

owners in the smaller
towns report two conditions.
One

that with sound, their receipts are
larger.
But on top of
Washington
Independent exhib- this they
say their net profits are
itors in this territory, far from havconsiderably less than formerly. Aning been aided by the introduction
other condition is that of the small
of sound in their theaters, find themtown theater owner who always opselves worried by the bugaboo of
erated on a small margin of profit.
perilously 'high overhead. Basic reaHe complains his profits have shrunk
sons are the high film rentals and ac- to losses, if he plays
sound.
If he
companying increased overhead that is fortunate enough to be situated
comes with sound, and the fact that far from a sound center he can play
without exception every independent silent films and still make
his small
in the territory is overbought.
margin of profit. But there are only
Sidney Lust, prominent Washing- a few exhibitors so situated, accordton independent, is reverting to a ing to those present at that
meeting.
silent policy after operating two of Bad sound
equipment is given as one
his houses with sound for five weeks, reason for
bad business.
But theasserting that even with a nickel tilt ater owners say they cannot
afford
in the admission scale, his business to
buy the first class equipments.
was less with the talkers than it was Another trouble is bad acoustics
previously.
when the sound equipment is good.
Many houses in Virginia and The small theater owner cannot afplaying
Maryland, unable to give
ford to make his house acoustically
time to the exchanges are closing correct.
until the situation clears somewhat.
Large towns have problems of
With a too large supply of silent pic- ther own too. The downtown houses
tures on their hands, and owing to with the best sound equipments,
the
the fact that they play sound sub- best operators, house
engineers to
jects double the time that they play- regulate the sound, have
no comed the silents, they are unable to plaints. They are doing more
busigive dates to the exchanges.
ness than ever before. And they are
High overhead has caused the making money.
loudest yells from the exhibitors. AvThe suburban theater in the large
erage increase in rentals of sound town has a serious grievance, howat
is
estimated
silent
pictures over
Now that a large percentage
ever.
anywhere from 100 to 300 per cent- of suburban houses is equipped with
When the score charges, rental of sound and that sound is no longer a
trailers, salary of an additional opera- novelty,
patrons are shopping for
tor and interest on investment is add- talkers.
And in many large towns
that
readily
be
seen
ed to this it may
including Cleveland, downtown matthe exhibitor must take in plenty to inee prices are lower than the regcome out on the right side of the ular prices in the suburbans.
ledger.
(Continued on Page 9)
is

Columbus

rampant

eral conditions are sub-normal. Added to these significant factors is the

Washington Bureau of

—
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To Urge Percentage at Meeting Today
GUARANTEE AND SPLIT
EXPECTED TO BE ADOPTED

Lone Star Exhibitors Express
Doubts Over Outcome of Sound
Dallas

—Texas

exhibitors generally
are
alarmed
over
the sound situation,
Page
1)
(Continued from
They are expected to fearful that the development means
be adopted.
elimination of the "little fellow."
hold out for straight percentage, with the
I'he big houses in keys and semi-keys
Distributors.
guarantees eliminated.
are doing business and have a chance
as has been pointed out by
get into the black, but the small
FILM DAILY, favor the percentage to
tow us feel that top heavy overhead
guarthe
feel
that
system, but also
presages their doom, unless distribuantee and split policy should be the
tors agree to an equitable percentage
one adopted.
arrangement for talking pictures.
most
in
essential
is
The guarantee
As in a number of other territories,
instances, the distributors will con- Texas exhibitors have noted
a swellnecesis
a
it
that
tend, pointing out
ing of grosses when sound films are
sary protection, to assure that the shown, but insist that the increased
exhibitor "gets behind" the picture

THE

overhead

and puts it over.
Today's meeting

groundwork

will be to lay the
future conferences.

for

Members of the exhibitor committee
*

ETC
R. F. Woodhull, M.P.T.O.A. president; R. R. Biechele, president of
the Kansas and western Missouri
unit, and Dennis Harris, Pittsburgh,
are exhibitor members of the committee. Jack Miller, head of the Chi-

cago
fairs

unit,

serve

will

permit him to be

it

business afin

New York

today.

On

the committee representing distributors are: R. H. Cochrane, Universal, who will preside; S. R. Kent,

Paramount; James R. Grainger, Fox;
National;
First
E. Depinet,
Felix F. Feist, M-G-M; Claud Ezell,
Warners; Al Lichtman, United ArtJoseph Merrick, Educational;
ists;
M. Van Praag, Universal; Phil Reis-

Ned

man, Pathe; Lee Marcus, RKO;
Oscar Hanson, Tiffany- Stahl; and
a representative of Joe Goldberg, Columbia sales head.

(Continued from Page

spread over
it should be.

1)

as

—

If

distributors

situation existing in the state,
as rentals is concerned, is
summed up by Col. Cole, head of
the state unit, as follows"
"I have been wondering who, outside of
the five or ten thousand men directly affected,
has been giving a thought to what is happening, and is bound to happen, to theaters in
towns of 5,000 or less, over the United States.
These
"Really it is a pitiful situation.

theaters

insist

Even

pected to strike a balance.
tempers, consideration for each
other and a constructive desire to
iron out the kinks will go far. It
these
is urged, and anticipated, that
elements of restraint will prevail
at today's potentially far-reaching

K

their

little

They

revamped entertainment.

see

continuing in business as
no
silent houses; and, if they are able to add
and subtract, it takes them only a few moments' calculation to figure the impossibility
of turning their houses into sound houses.
of

been laid, and many
articles have been written, on sound apparatus,
and it is right and proper that an exhibitor

AN N

stress

has

consider

(Continued from Page 6)

the

coal

sound,

it

fields,

is

off.

Coupled with

makes the whole

situation

gloomy.

The bigger towns like Beth2.
lehem, Reading, Harrisburg and Lancaster, have just about reached the
saturation point, with no more theaters needed and plenty of competition as matters stand now.
In a few of the towns, competi3.
in
tive theaters have gotten together
peace, or to
other.
have one buy out the
The same general cry for de4.
in overhead applies upstate as

an

effort, either to

To Dismantle N. Y. House
Consolidated Amusements, has sold
a crease
the Victory Theater, New York to
closes elsewhere
house
The
corporation.
realty
tory.
dismantled.
this week and will be

in

the

make

Philadelphia

terri-

PROVES KNOTTY PROBLEM

type of apparatus which he should install
but after all,
the cost of apparatus, whether it be $1,000
carefully

the

;

$10,000, sinks into insignificance when
one calculates the weekly expense entailed in
running sound pictures.
The cost of equipment is a capital charge to be amortized over
a period of years, but cost of film must be
defrayed week after week, and this is the
governing factor which must decide the quesor

tion.

"Consider the case of an average 4,000 poptown with one theater, which has
been running four programs a week at a total
Such an exhibitor has been
film cost of $125.
paying approximately $20 for a good feature.
If he were able to obtain such a feature in
sound at the same price, and if he decided
to run three programs instead of four, nevertheless, he would find his program costs running at least $85 a week additional, because
he would have to pay for synchronization at
least $50 a week additional and his short
subjects $35 a week additional.
"If he were compelled to pay double for his
features (and this is about the lowest figure
that we have been able to find in the market
so far) then he would have more than a
double program cost over what he has been
ulation

paying.
"I would also call attention to the fact that
the above figures are the minimum I have
so far been able to obtain, and do not represent by any means the average prices asked
Most of these
and sometimes obtained.
quotations have been so ridiculous and impossible that they are unbelievable.

—

Too Many Unsound

Predictions

"There have been all sorts of wild figures
and predictions as to the eventual increase in
I
box-office revenue on account of sound.
know, of instances where exhibitors have done
three or four times as much on a single picture as they have ever done before; but this
was true either because of its being opening
night in sound, or else on account of running
one of the few big outstanding talking picThe program 'talker,' after the first
tures.
little more than the old proIt is ridiculous to assume that
of
the box office, as a whole, in the majority
procases, will ever be increased in any such

flurry, gets

gram

but

feature.

portions.
"If the industry, as a whole, shows an inthe
crease of 33 1-3 after 'the tumult and

shouting

dies,' I

think

we

shall be exceedingly

can anyone sincerely
and honestly tell one of these little fellows
in enthat he can afford such an increase
tertainment expense?
fortunate.

How,

then,

the industry, as a whole, given this
Have the
matter any serious consideration?
the
big men in this business, at the head of
matter any
the
given
companies,
larger
to
thought, or have they deliberately decided
'scrap' these 5.000 or 10,000 theaters?

"Has

Unemployment Adding
Cleveland's Sound
Finds Sound Bothersome
(Continued from Page 6)

Philadelphia Territory

this but make amends
directions, the scales may be ex-

meeting.

see

business disappearing
to the larger cities,

by week, going
They realize
which have sound installation.
that next year, even if they are able to get
silent pictures, such pictures will have little
or no drawing power, and will be for the most

week

in other

upon

in

far

"Much

Percentage minus guarantees
impossible evenwill be difficult
obtain.

circuits

Equipment Cgst, One Consideration

Guarantees Stand

to

from

The

so

possibility

among both camps,

principal

them

Texas, operating in 96 different cities
and towns, and 49 minor circuits operating in 221 towns. Publix, Saenger,
Dent, Robb & Rowley and Interstate
Amusement Co. are among the principal circuits.
Most of their houses
Indeare wired for sound pictures.
pendent exhibitors are "flocking to
sound" a check-up of the state shows.
There are well over a dozen different
synchronizing systems being sold.
Non-synchronous systems also have
been installed in a number of houses.

past poor,

Percentage

preventing

is

making a profit.
There are 11

should

to

Minneapolis
territory,

owners
tion, are

in

—

Exhibitors of this
with theater

common

other sections of the na-

in

finding

difficulty

in

adjust-

ing

themselves to the revolutionary
changes brought by sound pictures.
Following the sensational success
achieved nationally by "The Jazz
Singer," which, singularly enough did
not cause any great outpouring of
patrons here, the talkers have been
regarded as "quite the thing" in operation

of the

territory's

theaters.

However, with the talker development, came the bogey of overhead
which has made profitable operation
of

many theaters impossible.
The difficulty is that there

are no
no bases of comparison
on which to gauge film rentals. An
exhibitor who figures he could "get
by" paying $100 for a silent film,

precedents,

states that the figure demanded for
talkers is closer to $400. And he pays
knowing that he will go "in the
it,

red" on the engagement.
There are many complaints being
made with respect to the mounting
overhead, some exhibitors declaring
they cannot "come out" on operating
Accordingly, some
a sound house.
are considering abandonment of the
attempt to present talkers.

This viewpoint was emphasized
May convention here when

at

a

the

of exhibitors announced that
they were reverting to a silent policy.
Some exhibitors of the territory
insist that the chains are favored to

number

an unwarranted degree, and feel this
is unjust as they offer a leveling in-

and a force for protection to
exchanges in the distribution of films.
Thus, they argue, if an exchange
puts them out of business through impossible film rentals, the exchange
fluence

will suffer

because the chains will not

make up the difference.
The principal chain in

this

terri-

tory is Northwest Theater Circuit
(Finkelstein & Ruben), which has
about 150 theaters in Minnesota,

North and South Dakota and West-

The

firm is a partner
runs of the Twin
While the first runs in the
Cities.
in
systems
cooling
are doing business, overcities
and
two
Ventilating
the large downtown houses offer ad- head is a matter of concern.
An indication of the hold sound
ditional resistance to suburban compictures have taken is the move in
difficultheir
up
Summing
petition.
wiring Gateway houses here, which
ties such as increased cost of sound
"shoot" at ten and IS cents. Whether
film, the high cost of good sound
they will be able to step up admisequipment, the evil effects in busisions with sound is problematical.
ness of bad sound equipment, the
There are many different kinds of
high cost of preparing a house for reproducers installed in Northwest
proper acoustics, low downtown mat- theaters. Some of these are proving
inee admission prices, cooling sys- very satisfactory and with the numtems in the large houses, and gen- ber' of sound films and sound houses
eral business depression in this lo- increasing steadily, it is felt that the
the
cality, exhibitors state they are fac- situation will adjust itself to end

Ills

ern Wisconsin.
with Publix in

first

_

ing troublesome
is forthcoming.

times

unless

relief

use of red ink
small theaters.

by

the

territory

s

,Y»e

LOQp

s*°
and Playing

to Sensational

Summer Business
at

the

UNITED ARTISTS Theatre
CHICAGO

™

(Direction of Balaban

w

F0X

& Katz)

BLACK WATCH

The

ALL TALKING Fox

Movietone Melody Melodrama
with

VICTOR McLAGLEN
MYRNALOY DAVID ROLLINS ROY D'ARCY
Lumsden Hare

Cyril

Chadwick

David Torrence

From Talbot Mundy's famous Novel
"King of the Khyber Rifles"
Dialog by
James K. McGuinness

and
it

Directed by

J° HN FORD

Staged by
Lumsden Hare

has the reviewers wild with enthusiasm
"Pictorially

and

aurically fine

.

.

.

well nigh perfect. 'The Black

Watch'

is

worth your

— Chicago Daily News

time."
§
5

"Strangely

stirring

and novel.

I

enjoyed every moment.

beautifully directed."

t

i

"Exciting and adventurous

appeal to

all."

.

.

.

thrilling effects.

The

The story has power and is
Chicago Daily Journal

—

production should have a great

—Chicago Evening Post

A
o

Pacemaker
for the

The Watchword

for

Industry

Perfect Talking Pictures

MADE TO ORDER
FOR PARAMOUNT
n The coming season of 1929-30 was made

The reasons

opinion of the entire industry.
It's

a

color.

New and

Greater

Show World.

Possibilities of putting the

PARAMOUNT!

for

are simple and convincing.

Talking pictures.

Singing, dancing,

cream of the acting and producing

world, as well as the greatest stars of Hollywood, on the screen.

MOUNT,

week

stage

^ PARA-

the leader, alone has the ultra-modern production organization,

the studios, the roster of stars and the resources to do

of today

That's the

demands continuous

after week.

quality.

it.

PARAMOUNT

The smart

public

alone can supply

This company's record during the past season, and

1929-30 announcement prove

that.

«I

it

its

Inferior product and companies not

geared up to the dizzy pace of today will
season.

fall

by the wayside in the coming

Quality and leadership will reap the rewards.

*I

PARAMOUNT

exhibitors will gather profits that they thought impossible a few months

ago!

That's

why smart showmen

are getting their

names on

PARAMOUNT

1929-30 with unprecedented speed!
T»AOl

HAROLD LLOYD
MORAN AND MACK
THE COCOANUTS
THE DANCE OF LIFE
DR. FU

MANCHU

THE VAGAROND KING
THE LOVE PARADE
GLORIFYING THE
AMERICAN GIRL
THE FOUR FEATHERS
THE VIRGINIAN

# «**4

Cpajvmount

THE NEW SHOW WORLD
4

CLARA BOW

4

GEORGE BANCROFT

3

CHARLES "BUDDY" ROGERS

2

MAURICE CHEVALIER

ILLUSION

APPLAUSE
THE CHILDREN

GREATEST NAME IN

52
104

THE GAY LADY
WOMAN TRAP
CHARMING SINNERS
POINTED HEELS

THE LADY LIES
REHIND THE MAKE-UP
YOUTH HAS ITS FLING
KIBITZER

FAST COMPANY
SARAH AND SON
RETURN OF SHERLOCK HOLMES
ESCAPE
THE LOST GOD

3

GARY COOPER

1

RICHARD DIX

2

JEANNE EAGELS

3

RICHARD ARLEN

3

NANCY CARROLL

4

WILLIAM POWELL

4

EVELYN BRENT

2

RUTH CHATTERTON

1

HUNGARIAN RHAPSODY

1

SOUL OF FRANCE

NET

PARAMOUNT SILENT NEW*
Two-Reel shorts

24

GREENE MURDER CASE
SWEETIE

PARAMOUNT SOUND

6

CHRISTIE TALKING PLAYS

PARAMOUNT TALKING
COMEDIES
One-Reel shorts

32

PARAMOUNT TALKING AND
SINGING ACTS

12

SCREEN SONGS

6

TALKARTOONS

PARAMOUNT

NEW SHOW WORLD HEADQUARTERS
Member Motion

Picture Producers

& Distributors of America,

Inc. Will

H. Hays, Pres.

Both Sides

Draft Plan

to

in

Sound Confab
/

iTHE
7Ae NEWSPAPER

VOL. XLIX

Wednesday, July

No. 8

Two

Slants

Plans Park

SERIOUS-MINDED

A

essentially

fair

and

showman

discussing percentage

doesn't
distributor
the
Percentage terms
get a square shake.
arc so prohibitive that the exhibitor is
forced to resort to trickery to get bis
Likewise does he become a poor
share.
showman because the more etTort he puts
behind an engagement the greater ihe re-

"Of

course,

—

distributor.
the
turn
for
the incentive is gone."

A

nationally

ager, one of the

of

them

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

known

—

Show

Mayor Kline
Pittsburgh
has requested expenditure of
$5,000 to present Sunday picture shows in the Schenley,
Highland, McKinley and West

10,

1929

Price 5 Cents

GROUNDWORK

SOUND RENTAL PARLEYS

Parks here.

26 FEATURES; 78 SHORTS

MYERS FELICITATES AND

all

Plan Subcommittees to
Draft Program
Groundwork

man-

most widely known

Exhibitors

Distributors,

Therefore,

sales

LAID IN

Washington Bureau of

West

Coast

THE FILM DAILY

Bureau,

Hollywood

—

Twenty-six feature

Washington

—

THE FILM DAILY
Expressing

best

wishes for the success of the conferences begun yesterday by producers
and exhibitor members of the antiMyers group, Abram F. Myers, president and general counsel of the Al-

for future conferences

on the sound overhead problem of
small independent exhibitors was laid
at a preliminary meeting in New York
yesterday. Sales managers of nearly
all companies met with the committee
selected by the anti-Myers group, consisting of R. F. Woodhull, M.P.T.O.A. president; R. R. Biechele, head
of the Kansas and western Missouri
unit, and D. A. Harris, Pittsburgh
exhibitor. The meeting was a closed
one and those present were pledged
to make no comment other than a
brief announcement issued by the

them designed as speTalking Screen Snapshots,
the exhibitor make it obviously impos26 Columbia Victor Gems and 20
sible to countenance percentage minus a
Krazy Kat cartoons, comprise the
to
be
were
If the exhibitor
guarantee.
Columbia line-up for 1929-30. Out- lied State Ass'n, warns that the two
depended upon to make an unbiased boxline of the product is being made at groups have assumed "a terrible reoflice report, it would be too bad for ihe
This is no idle chatter.
distributor.
the sales convention here, now in its sponsibility," and the result had "betExperience the sad kind bears out this
third day.
The sessions wind up ter be good."
The industry knows it."
statement.
"I have been pressed for a further
general
Thursday.
Joe Goldberg,
regarding the amazing perexpression
presiding.
sales manager, is
Isn't It Lovely?
Pictures designed as specials arc formance of a certain exhibitor or- Hays organization.
This is typical of the constant and
Under the plan agreed to, subcom"Broadway Scandals," to be produced ganization, dominated through maare to be appointed by each
terribly regrettable misunderstanding
mittees
direcof
board
by Rufus LeMaire; "The Squeal, r," jority control of the
(Continued on Page 8)
group to draft plans which are slated
which prevails between buyer and
(Continued on Page 8)
to be ready for submission in about
One is necessary to the other,
seller.
Distributors will name
two weeks.
yet each regards the other as if Films Classed as Public
(Continued on Page 8)
inINTERCHANGEABIL1TY to
through the sights of a rifle. An
Utility, Reformers'
sidious poison that pollutes the inProposal that films be classified
dustry's veins.
as public utilities and regulated as
BE CARRIED
EQUITY CHARGES BAN
such is contained in a report of the
Practical Dreamer
talkers, ten of

"Juggling and chicanery on the part

—

of

cials,

26

—

Aim

jOPARLIAMENT

A

National

—

M. P. Committee of the
mu- Council of Women, signed by

InterLondon (By Wireless)
its
to the
brought
will
be
changeability
and
Gillman,
chairman, Mrs. Robbins
sic? They told him such arty
attention of Parliament next week,
was out. Public wouldn't go for it. made public by Canon William Sheafe
when a deputation from the CineM.
Federal
With this encouragement, he went Chase, secretary of the
Exhibitors' Ass'n, meets
matograph
Mrs. Gillstrangely P. Council in America.
ahead and found that
of the Board of
president
the
with
council.
the
of
enough the film-wise crowd was man also is president
protest in the
their
discuss
to
Trade,
control is needed to reguRather than play down to Centralized
wrong.
It is believed here that
situation.
claimed.
late the industry, it is
introthe mob, he played up and succeeded
if necessary legislation will be
with
force Western Electric to
duced
to
in dragging some of that mob
York, to be
Columbia,
grant interchangeability.
Today, this man has his
him.
2-a-Day
own exchange from which he sells Operated as
Radio-Keith-Orpheum is under- Arbitration of
Further, he
his product nationally.
to have secured a long-term
stood
the
while
and
in
sound
is producing
French Official
Offered
on
the Columbia, 47th and Sevlease
entertainment angle sticks plentifully
Dispute between
Cable)—
(By
Paris
showing
for
enth Ave., New York,
in his mind, his type of short stuff
and' French procompanies
two-a-day American
of talking pictures.
carries the distinction of the different
quota proposals
the
by
caused
the
ducers
when
policy may be adopted
You should know house is taken over in Fall, after re- and vigorously attacked in the U. S.
and the select.
James A. FitzPatrick.
(Continued on Page 2)
Congress by Sen. Samuel M. Short-

Classic

composers and

classic

stuff

New

R-K-0

Quota

A

(Continued

One of the bright happenings of
summer season: John Eberson,

the

KANN

on Page 8)

Light Through Fabric
Italian Film Head Quits
Film New Recording Idea
Causing Flurry in Rome
Pittsburgh — Light beams are pro-

Chicago son and theater arjected through a ifabric film upon
renown, has forsaken
chitect
of
which are recorded positive sound
Michigan Boulevard for Gotham's images in an invention being dehighways. Too bad for the Windy veloped here by Dr. F. W. HochstetCity, but what a gain for little old ter, scientist and inventor. The film,
New York?
he says, can be manufactured from

faithful

(Continued

on Page 2)

Resignation di Mario Bisi, former
under secretary in the Ministry of
National Economy, as director of
Ente Nazionale della Cinematografia,
has
Italian state film trust)
(the
created a

GILLMORE RADIO TALK
Six radio talks of 15 minutes each,

which Actors Equity Ass'n, says it
bought and paid for, have been denied
rn
the association by Station KM'
execu^
Dulzell,
Paul
Angeles,
Los
secretary in New York, was advise,
from the Coast by Frank Gillmore.
Appeal to the Federal Radio Commission and the American Federation of

Row

by

Loss and Gain

ON

sensation in Rome, states
(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued

on Page 8)

"The Lady Lies"
We

happened

to catch

them

sneaking one over at midnight
the other night at the Parain
modern
Ultra
mount.
theme, deftly handled by Director Hobart Henley. Walter
Huston, Claudette Colbert and
Charles Ruggles an excellent
combination in this all talkie.

mum on plans for
but it will probably
along in the fall with a

Paramount
this one,

come
bang.

Tab

it.

-_._.,
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Repeal Pa. "Blue"

Columbia annual
sales convention at Hollywood.
Opening of "Melody Lane" at the

July 15

day

of

Globe, New York.
July 16, 17, 18 Annual convention of western managers of Famous Players
Canadian Corp., Vancouver.
July 22-23
Golf tournament and picnic ot
exhibitors and distributors at Des

York, to be
1)

Law

Wister, writer,
and William Eest, banker, are members of a committee appointed to poll
legislature
on
Pennsylvania
the
The National Ass'n
"blue" laws.
opposed to "Blue" Laws, is working to secure repeal of the old law.
Repeal was urged at a recent meeting of the state bar association.

Fox Plane at Springfield
The Fox Movietone Air News
Unit No. 1, on its good will tour of
the country, moved yesterday from
Conn.,

first

its

stop,

to

An additional
Me., has been added
to the route. The plane will go from
Portland to Boston on Saturdav.
city,

Mass.

Portland,

STOCK MARKET
High

Am.

cotton,

rayon and other similar ma-

The

may

projected
on a screen by either reflected or
transmitted light, it is claimed.
He
terials.

film

be

can be used in any

fireproof and
type projector.

Mohammedan

Gets Writ to

also asserts the film

is

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.
203
East
Kodak
*do pfd

Williamson,

W.

Va.

— Contending

that as a Mohammedan he observes
the Sabbath on Friday, and so is exempt from the Sunday closing law,
O. Hindy, Delbarton exhibitor, is
operating the house Sunday under a
temporary injunction.
The district
attorney here plans action in the matter after returning from his vacation.
Hindy's theater is closed on

Friday.

—

will

make

entire
Western group of
from Chicago to the coast.
stopping, over in Hollywood to view-

of

the

houses

picture product of

Let Us Solve Your Problems
Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE
Stebbins,

Jfl«

597/8

pfd
Cap.

94/

59
94 'A

si/

50"

65

63

do "A"
Undio K A-O
'Stanley Co
'Univ. Pict. pfd.

20
40

P.

Warner

9/

Prod.

Columbia

1,900

37/

'266

120
59

1.700

94/
25/
50%

100

2.400
18,100
2.500
9
1.000
20
39J4 98,400
65

58/8
50

32
22

.

.

^

58*6
50^8

7,800

4/

7.500

3J4

200

79^

%

31

32

21%

22

l'.OOO

500

2/
23M

23/

23^8

(i)

27 Vt

27

1/
27/

war.
Inc.
Scr. Ser...

7/

7/

7/

1.400
100

24Jg

24/

21/
11/

19-^

24%
20%

1.700

11/

100

.

D.W.

•Griffith,

Intern.

Nat.
Nat.

100
2,200
5,600

98/
59/

4M

.

Pets.

Sales

40

..

Con. Fm. Ind.
'Film Insp.
Fox Thea. "A"

Lcew

36

50Vi

& Katz

*Bal.

9
19

%
CURB MARKET

pfd

do

%

.

new.

Bros.

32/
26/

Proj.

Thea.

'

Sup.

Trans-Lux
•Univ. Pict.
*do pfd

11/

2',966

800

20*4

...

1/

BOND MARKET
•Keith A-O 6s 46
•I.oew 6s 41ww
do 6s 41 x-war.
Paramount 6s 47
51.
Par. By.
Pathe 7s 37

97

98/
99 'A
70-/

97
98
98J*

70/

90/
107
97

98

99/

/

70

CURB BONDS
Am. Seat 6s
'Warner 6/s

36

.

87

87

28

87
198

OVER THE COUNTER
26/
27/

Roxy "A"
do units
do com
Skouras Bros

2/
40
82

Technicolor

United Art
do pfd
Univ. Ch. com.
do pfd

.

.

27/
29/

3/
46

5

85
10

70

80

2

75

....

85

•LAST PRICE QUOTED

Wante d— Secretary
Competent stenographer-secretary, familiar with film booking
systems, wanted by a live orWrite stating exganization.

perience,

salary,

munications held

etc.

strictly

Comcon-

fidential.

Disney Cartoons
N. Y. C.

723 Seventh Ave.

"WE NEVER DISAPPOINT"

R-K-O.

"• A.*

!l20" 119"

Inc.

Close

\97Vi 198-^
128
86/ 87

F-L
Pathe Exch

Keith-Orpheum

en
he
a complete inspection tour

Low
32/
25^

Para.

M.

—

organization is
Chicago.
From there

'A

87

A-O

•Keith

—

—

to

"A'

Capt. Robertson at A.M.P.A.

Capt. Jack Robertson, who made
Del Rio at Cleveland
Adventures" for Pathe, has
"Alaskan
Cleveland Dolores Del Rio is apMoines.
pearing in person this week at the Al- just returned from the wilds with a
Convention of Rocky Mountain
July 23-25
Mates"
"Trail
called
len theater while her picture, "Evan- production
States exhibitors at Denver.
the
dog
again
features
Film golf tournament of exhibitors geline" is the screen attraction. She which
July 26
will be
Robertson
"Wrong
Start."
and distributors at Minneapolis.
is making four appearances daily. A
First issue of M-G-M International
July 27
complete program for the week has the guest at Thursday's meeting of
News (silent).
the A.M.P.A.
First issue of Universal Newsreel been made out, including a picnic for
July 31
(silent).
orphans, a luncheon arranged by the
Aug. 1 First issue of Paramount Sound Women's Press Club, and broadcastNew Schwartz House Opening
News.
ing
over
local
station
WTAM.
A. H. Schwartz on Friday will
Sept. 28
First issue of Hearst Metrotone
News (sound).
open the Sheepshead theater, Sheepshead Bay, Brooklyn. It will be one
200 Expected at Golf Meet
Young Giannini Recovering
of the Century circuit houses.
Minneapolis More than 200 exLondon (By Wireless) Bernard
Giannini, 18 year old son of Dr. A. hibitors are expected to turn out for
"Andy" Smith Returns
H. Giannini, chairman of the board the first annual film golf tournament
A. W. Smith, Jr., eastern and Canof the Bank of America of New to be held near here July 26.
adian sales manager for First NationYork, was declared out of danger by
al, has returned to his desk at the
doctors yesterday. He underwent an
2-Day Week Policy Adopted
home office after a vacation spent at
^ration for appendicitis last week,
Big Moose, in the Adirondacks.
Cleveland
The
Olympia,
Broadway
i he Giannini family is in London on
and
East
55th
St., operated by Harry
a European tour.
Horwitz has reduced its schedule for
Casad with Fox
the summer to Saturday and Sunday
Campbell S. Casad has joined the
Plunkett To Visit R-K-O Chain
only.
Fox exploitation staff.
Joseph Plunkett, general manager
of 'theater operations of the Radioroute

Fm.

Fox

Acoustic

Operate House on Sunday

32/
26/

Seat

do pfd.
Light Through Fabric
Loew's
pfd.
Film New Recording Idea do
M-G-M
(Continued from Page 1)

— Owen

Springfield,

Third

asserted.

Committee Working to
Pittsburgh

1929

R-K-O 2-a-Day

(Continued from Page

1)

10,

to

to be charged with misappropriation

Hartford,
Today:

New

as

"The New modeling to cost about $1,000,000.
York Morning World." The organi- The Columbia, which for years has
zation is the one which has set about housed burlesque, is part of the WalItalian industry. ter Reade metropolitan chain. R-K-O
to rehabilitate the
The resignation is declared connected also is leasing the Earl Carroll, which,
with arrest of two architects, whose with its Palace, gives the firm three
activities in regard to a studio site
Broadway houses.
have been under scrutiny. They are
a

VoL XLIX No. 8

Page

Columbia,

Rome Operated

Causing Flurry in

Wednesday, July

1540

B'WAY

Leterman
& Gates
INCORPORATED

N.Y.C.

TELEPHONE BRYANT

3040

tpowFjiHl
tABORATOSift
INCORPORATED
|>

220 WEST 42 N-D STREET

NEW YORK

Phone: Wisconsin 6876

ALLAN A.LOWNES.CEN.MCR.

aI

PREDI

a year of great
prosperity for you
when you play these
Qreatest Shows
on Earth—

47

JOHN GILBERT
2

WIRED HOUSES
VAN & SCHENCK
THE
FROM

in

THE PENNANT. WINNING
BATTERY (All Talking. Singing)

"Redemption''
be changed)

(title to

GRETA GARBO
2

in

COLLEGE LIFE

"Anna Christie"

And One More
3

(All Talking, Singing)
in

ALL TALKERS

—

"Nax-y Blue"
"Springboard"
1

HALLELUJAH

SYNCHRONIZED

(All Talking, Singing)

"Speedway"

JOAN CRAWFORD

THE BISHOP MURDER

in

ALL TALKERS

2
Titles to be announced
2

SYNCHRONIZED
(title to

be changed)

LON CHANEY
3

in

"The Bugle Sounds"
And Txvo More
in

ALL TALKERS

2
Titles to be announced

BUSTER KEATON

CHAIR (All Talking)
EVA THE FIFTH

THE SONG WRITER
(All Talking)
KEMPY
(All Talking)
SONG OF THE SUNSET
(AH

in

ALL TALKERS

2
Titles to be announced"

COSMOPOLITAN
PRODUCTIONS
3

(All Talking)

(All Talking)

SYNCHRONIZED

RAMON NOVARRO

CASE

THE THIRTEENTH

"Our Modern Maidens"
"Vungle"

the Road-show
Charles King Bessie I. ox e
(All Talking, Singing, Dancing)

And One More
%

MADAME X
(All Talking)

ALL TALKERS

WILLIAM HAINES

SHIP

in

ALL TALKERS

"Olympia"

^ ^^

GREATEST SHOWS ON EARTH FOR

ALL TALKERS

Titles to be announced"

THE DUNCAN SISTERS
"COTTON AND

Talking)

LORD BYRON OF
BROADWAY
(AH

SHANGHAI (AH Talking)
THE VIKING
(Sountf,

ISLAND
(Sounti,

(AH

INHUMAN GROUND
(All Talking)
LIGHTS AND SHADOWS
(All Talking)

HAL ROACH COMEDIES
Our Gang (AH Talking)
8 Laurel-Hardy (All Talking)
8 Charlie Chase (All Talking)
8 Harry Langdon (All Talking)
1 Our Gang (Synchronised)
2 Laurel-Hardy (Synchronised)
8

SILK" (TUle to be changed)
All Talking, Singing, Dancing

MONTANA
(A"

Talking, Singtng)

METRO MOVIETONE
ACTS

52

Talking)

104

THE BROADWAY MELODY
HALLELUJAH
The MYSTERIOUS ISLAND
JOAN CRAWFORD
title to

in

come)

JOHN GILBERT

in

"Redemption"

WILLIAM HAINES

(All Talking)

(AH Talking)

THE GREEN GHOST

MURDER

IRIS

12

HOUSES

"Jungle" (new

(All Talking)

26

SILENT

"Our Modern Maidens"

(All Talking)

JUDICIAL

* f%
w

(Technicolor)

Dialog, Technicolor)

DEVOTION
(All Talking)
TABLOID

Talking, Singing)

PLEASURE LOVERS

Alt Technicolor)

THE MYSTERIOUS

GREATEST SHOWS FOR

M-G-M COLORTONE
REVUES

HEARST METRO-

TONE NEWS

M-G-M INTERNATIONAL NEWSREEL

GRETA GARBO
On?

in

"Speedway"

"Navy Blue"

in

Silent Picture

(Title to be

announced)

LON CHANEY

in

"The Bugle Sounds" and Two More

RAMON NOVARRO
Two

in

Silent Pictures

(Titles to be

announced)

THE VIKING
THE GREEN GHOST
(All Technicolor)

M-G-M-INTERNATIONAL
NEWSREEL
(Tu< ice Weekly)

METRO - GOLDWYN - MAYER

NOTE!

To

Mrs. Cheney" starring
rnit-cf-ot-iHirM-*

Last of
have contracted for Metro-GoldwytvMayer's "The
Norma Shearer, we convey the welcome news that it is one of the

those exhibitors

If

who

,(

+u e*

\T(*ar

THE

•swanDAILY

Wednesday, July

10,

1929

24th Instalment, 'Sound Patent' Series
65

and 66) also bear on the rings
60) which are insulated from

(59,

ADD'L USES FOR MOTORS

each other, in such a manner that
with each rotation of the shaft on

which the rings are mounted the ring
(60) is in contact with one of the
brushes (64, 65 and 66) and the ring

jfoK?

(59)

This

ment

in

is

the twenty-fourth instala series

or

of articles dealing zvith the patent
history of sound and synchronisation devices in the United States,

England, France and Germany.
Benjamin T. Rauber, New York
patent attorney, is the author.

In United States patent No. 941,£>3

Wiring arrangement
in

illustrating

Higham

system.

connected through a belt (2) to a
shaft (3) on which is mounted the

speed and, on the
other hand, tends to accelerate the
phonograph drive if it should tend to
By thus removing the burden
lag.
of driving the phonograph entirely

alternating device or commutator for
controlling the supply of current to
the synchronous motor that control
the speed of the phonograph.
As
shown in Fig. 2 this commutator device comprises three cylindrical segments (30, 31 and 32) insulated from
each other and connected by wires
to slip rings (33, 34 and 35) respectively.
A battery (8) is connected
to a pair of brushes (6 and 7) so positioned as to contact with two of the
segments (30-32). As the shaft (3)
rotates, the brushes (6 and 7) are
successively
connected to definite

from the synchronous motor the

pairs of

phonograph.
This is accomplished
by connecting the synchronous motor to the driving shaft of the phonograph. As the synchronous motor is
driven at a speed proportional to
that of the projection machine, it
acts as a brake against any tendency
of
at

the
too

phonograph
rapid

drive

to

rotate

a

ef-

other retarding
causes which might cause the motor
to run more slowly than the projection machine are removed. The apparatus is shown diagrammatically
in Figs. 1 and 2 of the patent, in
which a motor (1) for driving the
projection machine is mechanically
fects

of

friction

or

segments and thus, through

the slip rings (33) and their respective brushes (18, 19 and 20) to corresponding pairs of wires (21, 22

and

Accordingly, with each ro23).
tation of the shaft (3) the current
successively enters the wires (21, 22
and 23) and returns through another of the wires (21, 22 and 23).

The wires (21, 22 and 23) are connected to the field poles of an induction motor (24) having nine field
In the winding of this field
motor the wire (21) is connected successively to the first, fourth and sevpoles.

enth pole, the wire (22) to the second, fifth and eighth, and the wire
(23) to the third, sixth and ninth
poles, so that the respective sets of

poles are successively energized with
each revolution of the shaft (3). The
effect of this arrangement is to cause
the rotating armature (25) to advance the space of one field magnet
pole with each change of the connection of the wires (21, 22 and 23)
to the battery (8) or to advance a
distance of three poles for each revolution of the shaft (3) or an entire
revolution of the armature for each
three revolutions of the shaft.
This
arrangement is a common expedient
for decreasing the speed of a motor
relative to the change of pha=p of the
current supplied to it, the speed being inversely proportional to the
number of poles.
Another use for synchronous motors in connection with sound. U. S. Patent No. 941,891

connected through a wire

(67, 68
69) to the field magnet (70, 71
and 72) respectively.
In the position of the apparatus shown in the
figure, current from the battery (66),
therefore, passes through the brush
(61) rings (57) to the ring segment
(60) and thence through the brush
(65) and wire (68) to the field magnet (71) and thence to the frame of
the motor and returns through t^e
field magnets (70 and 72) and connecting wire (67 and 69) to the ring
segment (59) and returns to the battery or source of electricity. The field
magnet (71) is thereby energized in
such a manner as to attract the rotor
Upon the fur(12) of the motor.
ther rotation of the phonograph shaft
or mandrel the brush (64) is brought
in contact with the ring segment (60)
and the field magnet (70) energized in
such a manner as to rotate the rotor
(12) still further and, through this
succession of changes in current, the
rotor (12) which is used to drive the
projection machine is caused to rotate at a speed proportionate to the
rotation of the phonograph.

is

"Sound Patents,"

891, issued to Pietro Pierini Nov. 30,
1909, and in corresponding British
patent No. 10,396, issued to him on
Aug. 13, 1909, a synchronous motor
is used, not for the purpose of driving the phonograph, but to control
the speed of an independently driven

in contact with the other.
of the brushes (64, 65 and 66)

is

Each

Synchronous motors
changing commutators

and phase
have been

how synchronous motor drives
U. S. Patent .... i u:>4,_uJ

belt

used

shown

in connecting projection machine and phonograph in apparatus
described in previous instalments,
aUiamatre being that the pro-

jection

machine

and

phonograp!

could thereby be placed at any desired distance from each other inasmuch as they are connected by electric wiring rather than by mechaniur.ve
example in United
1' or
States patent No. 941,211, issued to
Franz E. Thormeyer on Nov. 23,
1909, an arrangement of a synchronous motor drive is substituted for
the gear wheels (16 and 17) in the
device of patent No. 989,207 described in the seventeenth instali

ment on May

2.

In

the apparatus of patent No.
941,211, the gear (16) on the shaft
(11 ) for driving the projection machine is patent No. 989,207, is replaced by a commutator (5) which
controls, in a manner similar to that
of the previously described apparatus,
a driving motor (6) of a projection
machine (7).
The brushes of the
commutator may be shifted to speed
up or retard the projection machine
motor and to thus bring it into synchronism with the phonograph. This
is accomplished by swinging the arms
(5c) in one direction or the other.
S-'milarly, the Higham patent No.
1,054,203 described in the seventh instalment on March 17, also shows
Fig. 8 an arrangement in which
the belt drive is replaced by a synchronously driven motor and appropriate motor mechanism. The figure is merely a diagrammatic showing of the wiring arrangements, the

n

mechanical construction being obvious from the wiring diagram.
In
this diagram a pair of rotating rings
(57 and 58) and a split ring or commutator (59, 60) are shown side
by side but in actual construction are
to be mounted on a single shaft or
on the phonograph mandrel.
The
rings (57 and 58) are connected by
means of brushes (61, 62) to a battery or other source of electricity
(63) and are also permanently connected to the rings (59 and 60) respectively.
The three brushes (64,

A

curious use of a commutator is
in Brtish patent No. 10,519
of June 26, 1913, and in United States
patent No. 1,213.883, of Jan. 30, 1917.
both granted to I. Kitsee, although
neither shows the use of a synchron-

shown

ous motor. The commutator is used
in the Kitsee apparatus to control the
t med admission of compressed air to
:

a compressed air motor driving and
The arrangeprojection machine.
ment of the apparatus is shown in
Fig. 9 of the United States patent.
In this apparatus the shaft or mandrel (67) of the phonograph cylinder
(R) drives a commutator shaft (651
through a belt (66).
The commutator shaft has a number of insulated
contacts (49, 50) etc., each of which
insulated from the other and is
is
electrically connected to a circular
contact surface (47) which is, in turn,
connected through a brush (46) to
As the commua generator (45).
tator is rotated each of the contacts
(Continued on Page 8)

Commutator
device,

importantly in Kitsee
figures
S. Patent No. 1,213,883

U.

No. 4 of a Series

1/ It's

a Paramount
the Best

It's
rwy HERE'S

R

•

um"p£~\

a slogan that has been em-

blazoned to the world at a cost of

-'-

millions of dollars.

For many

years Paramount has been recognized as

one of the leaders in this industry.

Show in Town"
THE
SIGNIFICANT
FACT

But what a return

that investment has brought!

Picture,

Its
about Paramount's current $2

production of quality pictures has been

hits

consistently outstanding.

Criterion 'and Selw>ii Theatres

slogan
it

It created

— a goal marker, we'd

call it

a

making

is

An

in quality pic-

carried through in

every department.

It

demand for

it's

wide use of newspaper space

EDDIE ROWLING
IN

THE RAINROW MAN

an exis

ample of

its belief in

through

local

media;

reaching the public
its

that

they are hut two of 35 all-talking, singing

hits released

advertising in

has enabled this company to "advertise

TALKING PICTURE HEADQUARTERS

on a national basis."

This advertisement appeared in the

*

it's

an advertisement

1st!

PARAMOUNT

papers with the all-powered local appeal,

"1/

by Paramount, with 13 more coming

between now and August

the ten Associated Publications, the trade

locally

the

INNOCENTS OF PARIS

of this

the box-office
is

at

adrertisettiettt

its

setter in advertising pictures to the pub-

creating a

Broadway,

IX

exhibitor sounded

has been the pace-

lic,

capacity on

MAURICE CHEVALIER
the kextiote

ture

to

talking, sinsina

— and

has striven for that goal, successfully.

Paramount's consistency

playing

all

^Paramount'

May

18 issues of Associated Publications

,

in Associated Publications,

it's

read in every town!"

ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS,

INC.

FILM TRADE TOPICS, San Francisco; MOTION PICTURE TIMES, Dallas; MOVIE AGE, Minneapolis; THE REEL JOURNAL,
Kansas City; MOTION PICTURE DIGEST, Chicago; MICHIGAN FILM REVIEW, Detroit; EXHIBITORS' FORUM, Pittsburgh;
THE OHIO SHOWMAN, Cleveland; NEW ENGLAND FILM NEWS, Boston; EXHIBITORS' TRIBUNE, Atlanta.

''EACH IN ITS FIELD — THE

EXHIBITOR'S HOME PAPER''

—

|

THE

will

—voice,

be

no

steps will be taken immediate y
to equip all of the organization's stars and feature players
to cope with the new arrange-

ment.
A Vitaphone Vocal

Academy

on

where 15
employed

rise

instructors

the lot
will

be

giving vocal lessons to stars
and feature players, as well as
the large chorus ensembles.

Casting Activities Brine;
Many to Warner Lot
The Warner studio continues busy
with many now at work before the
cameras and many more well known
players moving their make-up boxes
to the

Sunset Boulevard plant to ap-

pear in the numerous Vitaphone productions that are being made there
at the present time.
Michael Visaroff and Norman Can-

non have been added to the cast of
"Disraeli" which Alfred E. Green s
preparing to direct with George Arliss
starring in the

title

role.

Edward Everett Horton and Patsy Ruth Miller has
also been augmented by Lee Moran
and Johnny Arthur both having comedy roles in this version of James
Phillips SmalMontgomery's play.
ley, William Norton Baile and H.
A. Morgan are also in the cast.
Casting for the David Belasco play
Bull
"Tiger Rose" is progressing.
Montana has joined the cast which
already comprises Monte Blue, Lupe
Velez, H. B. Warner, Grant Withers
and Rin-Tin-Tin.

THAT'S
DALY

By PHIL M.

SERIES OF 12 SOUGHT

A

TT WAS
* annual

hot day.
Tht
convention was ii
progress.
A tall, dark chap, with
oodles of unobtrusive personality, got

Little

from aLots

FROM MAJOR PRODUCERS

tt

of

a

Mary Pickthe annual relief fund.
ford has been reelected president of
the fund; Frank Woods, chairman of
me executive committee; Conrad
Nagle, chairman of the char.ty ball
committee, and Mike Levee, chairman of the bu.lding endowment
fund.

"Mary and Doug" Next
Make Separate Vehicles

ALstory

the

and dialogue for "College
Days," which Sam Wood directed for
M-G-M and who co-authored the dia-

logue for "The Hollywood Revue of
1929," is writing the dialogue for

"Cotton and

Silk," in

which the Dun-

can Sisters will be starred.
*

*

*

Peggy Lent, a familiar

fig-

ure at Fox, informs us she
has deferred the purchase of
an automobile so that she
could
subscribe
THE
for
*

*

he stuck to

*

sev-

making
Hand,"

will
starring
vehicles
Separate
the next screen appearances of which he will also make at the BurHe recently completed
Pickford and Douglas Fair- bank studio.
banks after completion of "Taming the production of "No, No, Nanette,"
of the Shrew," which they are now for First National.

after the

inrew" lias
from their

been
for

a

"Taming

edited
br.ef

sojourn

*

sail

Our Passing Show: Benny Rubin
and "Ukulele Ike" Edwards rehearsing a song at M-G-M; Josiah Zuro

in

and Richard Bolaslavsky of Pathe

of the

and

*

Europe.
Miss Pickford's next picture will
be an all-talking version of a stage
play, the script for which is now
being prepared, while Doug's next
undoubtedly will be based upon a
well known novel, the rights to which
he already owns.

entitled to,
his story,

and
and

From

11 o'clock inj
six in the evening,
with only a brief recess for lunch,
this quiet, dignified man talked.
said it was a sizzling hot day.
Yet
the fellows in that convention hall:
stuck through to a man. The speaker had a real sales message, and that
it.

morning

till

We

i

hardboiled bunch knew it.
They
out with enough assurance,
conviction and confidence to last them
till
the next season.
One of the]
greatest sales talks this 111* ole busiThe speaker
ness ever listened to.
was Ned E. Depinet, general sales
manager for First National.

went

enjoying the heat, although they
were born in Russia; Gene Towne,
*
*
*
former professional baseball player,
Tenth
Anniver-\
Looking over the
recovering from, a cold he caught in sary announcement
of the Mills Muan amateur game here not the only sic Com.pany's lineup, could one say
thing he caught at the game.
that these songs are ground out

—

*

*

—

*

from the mills? Petunia.
Find out if they are wind mills,
rected
"Evidence,"
for
Warner sweet Petunia, and we will try and
Sono-Art Buys Vehicle
Brothers, is making preparations for answer with our usual unintelliSono-Art Prod, has acquired "My "The Isle of Escape," which he wil' gence.
Melody Girl," musical comedy by make, with an all-star cast, including
*
*
*
Tom L. Waring of Waring's Penn- Monte Blue and Myrna Loy.
Shocking
sylvamans and Pat Ballard. The picDid you hear about the Scotch"Crazy Feet" Next Chase Film
ture, according to
George Weeks,
Replaces Jean Arthur
man who tried to get free currents
Warren Doane is directing Charley vice president of the company, will
Doris Hill is to replace Jean Arthur
Chase in "Crazy Feet" at the Roach be put into production at an early n "Darkened Rooms" due to a from the third rail for his wedding
Thelma Todd has the lead- date. No star or other member of change in schedules which transfer cake?
studios.
John G.

Adolfi,

who

recently

di-

:

Eddie
and Fred

ing female role supported by

Dunn, Edgar
Warren.

Kennedy,

Browning Directing "13th Chair"
is working on "The

Tod Browning

Thirteenth Chair" at the M-G-M studio with Conrad Nagel, Leila Hyams,
Mary Forbes, Holmes Herbert, Moon
Carroll, Cyril Chadwick and Helene
Millard in the cast.

Moore Vehicle Completed
William
completed

A. Seiter director, has
Colleen
Moore's latest
First National Vitaphone production
The picture
"Smiling Irish Eyes."

have its New York premiere
sometime this summer.

*

the cast has been selected.

to

*

*

—

—

in the

featured roles.

Poland Signs Pathe Contract
Joseph Franklin Poland has been
placed under a long term Pathe conTed Wilde for White Film
tract.
He recently completed the
Ted Wilde will direct Alice White's original story and adaptation of
production, "Sailor's
First
National
next
Holiday" featuring Alan
"Playing Around."
Hale.

is

lean Arthur to a supporting role in
"The Saturday Night Kid" featuring
Clara Bow. Louis Gasnier will direct
"Darkened Rooms" with Neil Hamil- wild
ton and David Newell also in the

"Mysterious Mame"
Chapter VIII
"Lost God" Arlen Starring Film
We started out with Mame for a
"1 he Lost God" by John Russell
evening a regular orgy of
has been selected as Richard Arlen's
"First," sez we,
heavy spending.
first talking picture as a Paramount
"ast.
"let's dine at Sardis, then we'll blow
star. Mary Brian will appear oppointo the New Amsterdam to see EdTwo Warner Films Completed
site the star under the direction of
die Cantor in 'Whoopee,' and from
Two
Warner
Vitaphone
producGeorge Abbott.
there
to the Casanova Roof to peel
tions were recently completed. They
an eye at Frances Williams, and afExile,"
featuring
are
"Hearts
in
DoHardy in "Big News"
"
Mame looks at us suster that
Sam Hardy has been assigned a lores Costello, and "Gold Diggers of piciously. "Say, you a newspaper
on
Belasco
Broadway,"
based
the
part in "Big News," Pathe production
man, with all this heavy jack? Come
being directed by Gregory La Cava stage play.
What's your
clean, kid, come clean.
with Robert Armstrong and Carol
We draws ourself up
graft?"

Lombard

Renews With Paramount

Fred Datig, casting director
Paramount studio, has signed
contract.

side

at the

a

new

with dignity, and sez: "Believe it or
not, we're bein' financed by our head
And maybe you think
mail clerk."
that's

a

lotta

applesauce.

It

HAS

Tashman for "Hold Everything"
been done. In any event, let's give
Lilyan Tashman has bee,n signed by credit where credit is due.
*
*
*
Warner for a role in "Hold Everything,"
Vitaphoue..- version of the
Film
Conversations
Famous
musical play of the same name.

|

i

i

i

|

mark
Mary

*

sales

his feet and started to talk to
those hardboiled division and branch
managers about the company's product.
His voice was even, unruffled,
No fireworks. No bombast.
No,
bull.
Just straight sales talk. Built
on logic, backed by cold facts, and
presented
with
clarity.
And he;
sounded a new note.
A note that
might well be the keynote of all future sales talks.
Fair play was the
gist of it.
No underselling or over-;
selling of the exhibitor.
"This com-

the

eral hits for First National, is
plans for "Give the Girl a Big

sizzling

pany wants what it is
no more." That was

FILM DAILY.
Ned Marin, who has produced

a

up on

RALPH WILK
BOASBERG, who wrote
By

series of 12 one
reelers for general distribution, one
of which will be asked from each major studio, is planned by the M. P.
Relief Fund to raise $2,000,0.0 for a
Seventy
build. ng and endowment.
thousand dollars is being sought for
-xln'-tion

New York

Beery.
"The Aviator" with

1929

THAT

George Cooper and Francisco Maran have joined the cast of "Under
producing as co-stars. According to
a Texas Moon" which also includes
Frank Fay, Armida, Myrna Loy and present plans, these stars will go to

Noah

10,

—AND

Shorts for Relief Fund

more

or otherwise
in First National Vitaphone
Pictures, according to an announcement by Al Rockett, and

doubles

will

Wednesday, July

Coast Wire Service

Doubting Out
There

c@2k

"Not a chance."

I

Out Next Week
and RED HOT!

J

Wednesday, July

DAILY

I

Short Shots from
New York Studios
iBy

ARTHUR

Groundwork Laid in
Sound Rental Parleys

W. EDDY*

(Continued from Page

BARTLETT CORMACK and Basil MYERS FELICITATES AND
Dean have been working on the
"The Return of Sherlock
Paramount talker which
Dean will make at the Long Island
studio as his initial American picture. Cormack recently returned from
script

for

Holmes,"

the

Coast after doing the script on

(Continued from Page

tors

1)

with prohurriedly calling a meeting

by theaters

affiliated

ducers, in
the same hotel and at the same
Robert T. Kane, president of Pathe time that the open forum of this AssoSound Studios, Inc., and his bride, ciation was to be held, and then,
Ruth White of Boston, have sailed obviously by prearrangement, anfor Europe in quest of a honeymoon. nouncing a meeting with a representative of the Hays organization to
Jean De Limur has bag and bag- discuss "exhibitor relief," Myers says
gaged to the Coast recently to direct in a statement.
"This action on the part of said organizaHis last
and write for Paramount.
tion is all that was needed to demonstrate its
production made at the Astoria plant complete subservience to producer interest.
Eagels Even the most conservative trade journals
Jeanne
was "Jealousy,"
concede that this meeting was staged for the
vehicle.
sole purpose of frustrating any action which

"The Green Murder Case."

in

"The Big Shot," Pathe talker, will
Ben
be made at Sound Studios.
Hecht and Charles MacArthur are
"The
completing the dialogue.
Greenwich Village Follies" is another pretentious production which
will talkerize in the East.

Pathe

Frances White, who has wowed
'em repeatedly on the musical comedy stage and in vaudeville, is about
to enter this talking picture business.

After sailing pretty boats up Cape
Cod way, Mark Howe of the Paramount short subject dpartment is
back at the studio, ready for work,
he alleges.

the Allied States Association might take in
the interest of its members or of exhibitors
generally,
"This development makes imperative the
general investigation of industry conditions
The
which we had hoped might be avoided.
exhibitors of the c< untry and the public
are entitled to know and will demand to be
shown the details of this astounding performance.
The facts as to how the meeting
was called, how it was conducted and financed
and how the statement was handled here in
Washington, can only be developed through
When the chapter is
witnesses under oath.
written the country will be presented with
the most astonishing account of politics,
chicanery and intrigue that has been revealed
in recent years.
"The organization in question and Mr.
Pettijohn are going to work out a plan

No one hopes more
exhibitor relief.
If
sincerely than I that they will succeed.
they do, they will have my applause; even
meeting
though, as all will recognize, such a
much less such a result would have been
unthinkable except for the aggressive campaign
inaugurated by the Allied States Association.
They have asBut it had better be good.
sumed a terrible responsibility, and if this

—

proves to be merely another effort to hoodwink the exhibitors, their punishment will be
swift."

ADD! USES FOR MOTORS

who may now

Arbitration of Quota Row
Offered by French Official
(Continued from Page

DRIVEN SYNCHRONOUSLY

1)

has brought a proposal from
Charles Delac, president of the Cham(.Continued from Page 4)
bre Syndicate Francaise de la Cine(49, SO) etc., is brought successively matographic, to submit the case to
into contact with one of a series of arbitration. This offer was contained
brushes (53, 55, 57 and 59) which in a letter to the editor of "The Chiare connected to a number of eleccago Tribune" in reply to the attack
tro-magnetic valves (31) there being
made
by Senator Shortridge. Charles
four such valves of which only the
Delac in the letter is quoted in sayend one is shown in the drawing.
Upon each contact of a contact sur- ing.
"Let there be designated in Amerface (49, 50) etc., of the commutator
ica and in France persons with full
with a brush (53, 55, 57 or 59) the
authority, to hear the opposing parrespective magnetic valve (31) is
energized to admit air to a cylinder ties.
are willing to submit to the
(14) of the air commutator and, upof such a tribunal, for we
judgment
on de-energization, to release the air
made a demand, we have
never
have
Pistons are, therefore,
therefrom.
an act, that was not
committed
never
reciprocated successively in the cylobligation to defend
the
by
dictated
there
inders (14) in timed succession,
and we have never passed
being one cycle of reciprocation for ourselves,
limits of conciliation."
the
beyond
rotation
each
for
pistons
the set of
denies that France is
letter
The
The
of the commutator shaft (65).
aggressor in the dispute, but
pistons are connected by crank arms the
that the French film industry
states
(20) to a crank (4) which drives the
"escape the clutch
projection machine (K) through a is determined to
our country."
encircling
which
is
chain drive (3).
ridge,

We

(Continued from Page

1)

by Mark Linder; "For the Love of
Lil," Liberty Magazine story by J.
Leslie
Thrasher;
"Hell's
Island,"
"Flight," co-featuring Jack Holt and
Ralph Graves under direction of
Frank Capra; "Sweetheart's Parade,"
"Soul Kiss," "The Melody Man,"
by Herbert Fields, Lorenz Hart and
Richard Rodgers; "Ladies of the
Evening," Belasco play by Milton
Herbert Gropper, and "Love Song."

Program

releases are: "Around the
Street," "The Last
of the Lone Wolf," "Murder on the
Roof," "The Prince of Diamonds,"

Corner,"

"Wall

"Personality," "Temptation," "MexiRose," "Paris Nights," "Private

cali

Property," "Jazz Daughters," "Borrowed Love," " "Ladies Must Play,"
"Vengeance Sisters," and "The Black
Sheep."

Stars and featured players to appear in the Columbia features are:
Jack Holt, Ralph Graves, Belle Baker, Marie Saxon, Lila Lee, Dorothy
Revier, Bert Lytell Molly O'Day and
Sally
O'Neil.
Others from the
screen, stage and musical comedy
fields are to be announced soon.
be operating under un-

Columbia
directors
are
Frank
economic conditions, due to the swift
Capra, Frank Strayer, Ralph Ince,
growth of sound pictures."
Erie C. Kenton, George Archainbaud
and Joseph Henabery.

EQUITY CHARGES BAN ON

Columbia Sales Force
GILLMORE RADIO TALK Changes Announced

for

—
James R. Cowan, associate producer for Paramount, is again commuting to Astoria after an holiday
vacation at Saranac Lake.

Howplace the present committee.
ever, it is anticipated that Woodhull,
Harris, Biechele will be placed on the
subcommittee, and that Joseph Walsh,
chairman of the administrative committee of the M.P.T.O.A. also will be
named.
Jack Miller, Chicago unit
head, may be the other member.
Biechele leaves for Kansas City today, where he will hold himself in
readiness for recall to New York,
for the next meeting.
Following is the statement issued
by the Hays office:
"A committee representing the
small independent theater owners of
the United States met today with the
sales managers representing the national distributing companies and with
a representative of regional exhibitors and agreed on the appointment
of subcommittees to work out and
report back as soon as practicable
some method of affording prompt relief to small, independent exhibitors

1929

26 FEATURES; 78 SHORTS

1)

a subcommittee of four to meet late
this week to prepare their proposals.
Exhibitors will have five members on
their subcommittee, which is to re-

10,

Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Joseph A. McConville
and Abe Montague of Independent
Films, which for years was Columbia

West

Labor

(Continued from Page 1)
is to be made, Gillmore stated.
Gillmore,
receipt
in
his
and his address in his hand,

When

—

franchise holder in New England,
pocket
presented himself at the station at have been appointed New England
the appointed hour he was informed district managers, under the realignthat higher powers had intervened ment following Columbia's acquisiand that he would not be permitted tion of the franchise. Jack Bellman,
to speak,

president

Dulzell states.

"In other words,"

wired Gillmore, "they
preferred to break a legal contract rather than
permit the people of Los Angeles and the
vicinity to hear our side of the controversy.
"The Actors' Equity Association has handi-

capped

itself

in

this

instance

by instructing

members to fulfill bona fide contracts
with motion picture producers but our opponents are not losing any advantage they
may secure by this means.
"And what was Equity's side of the conits

troversy?", commented Dulzell in making the
telegram public, "Simply the reiteration to
the people of Los Angeles of the offer of
arbitration which Equity first made to the
producers six weeks ago. At that time Equity
told the producers that it was proud of its
record of harmonious relations with legitimate
producing managers, and was desirous of extending them to the sound and talking pictures.
Although Equity believed its contract
fair and reasonable it offered then to arbitrate
before an independent umpire any of the
provisions to which the producers objected,
providing only that their organization would
bind itself to accept that award as Equtiy
That is the message which the prowould.
ducers refused to allow to be conveyed to the
But the offer still
people of Los Angeles.
stands in contrast to the producers' arbitrary

of

Hollywood

Pictures,

New

York, which also formerly held
the franchise, has been made district
manager in Greater New York.
Charles Gregory, Omaha, manager,
has been commissioned to open the
new Kansas City branch, with Lee
C. Durham succeeding to manage-

ment

of

the

Omaha

branch.

The

changes were announced by Joe
Goldberg, general sales manager.

Quebec Theater Firebug
Gets Four Year Sentence

—

Guilty of setting two
theater fires in Quebec
City, Quebec, Adlard Gingras, 20,
was quickly sentenced in the Court
of Sessions to four years in the
penitentiary at Bordeaux. He pleaded guilty to the charge of wilfully
setting fire to the Imperial Theater
during a performance when 400 pamethods."
trons had to make a hurried exit
Desbergs Go Abroad
but without casualties. He was also
Cleveland Fred Desberg, with his accused of setting fire to the Prinwife and three children has gone cess, which was badly damaged. He
abroad for the summer.
gave no explanation of his deeds.

—

—

Quebec

sensational

Canadian Government Probes Famous Players
iTHE

^NEWSPAPER

VOL. XLIX
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Clear of Shoals

YOU

never hear very much
about it, the work is done so
quietly.

the

Hays

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

Yet

in

Hollywood

association has set up an

composed of representatives of
public
and civic
groups with members running into
hand fuls of millions, which atorganization,

A

West

offense and bad taste.

Coast

Bureau,

THE FILM DAILY

awaited.

Equity has forbidden members to set foot on any stage, set
or location as extras, in talkers employing non- Equity
members, a
mandate which followed the original edict forbidding members to
sign any but Equity shop contracts for talkers after
June 5. There
is some belief that President Frank Gillmore
may call for a day's
demonstration, Equity members quitting work for a day to show
the association's strength.
No strike has been ordered it is stated.

camera cranks. You might deit

as a self-imposed censor-

designed

to

thwart a

later

political censorship.

Friendly Help

Complaints Against Famous
Canadian Bring Investigation

The

plan, it appears to us, is worthy
should be encouraged provided
this pre-production supervision
re-

and

members

confine its activities to
its carefully-defined sphere.
Motion
pictures, as an entertainment, must
not offend religious sects, poke ridicule at a particular nationality or violate the polite mandates of society.
|

Kingston,

ARBITRATION COURSE TO

to

It is such important trifles as these
that this coast group gives the eagle
eye.
In view of this, the opposition
or, perhaps it is neglect, of some pro-

ducers to cooperate becomes difficult
to understand.
But so many policies
in this businsss are strange anyway,
another can hardly make much dif-

BE INDICATED AT DALLAS

—

Dallas- Policy of distributors in
the situation whicli has resulted from
withdrawal of units of Allied States
Ass'n,
for
arbitration
is
expected
to be indicated here July 15, when a
meeting of the arbitration board has

been

scheduled.
will be a meeting here with

There

(Continue^ on

Page

6)

Shaw Plays May

be Made
Available for Talkers

ference.

George Bernard Shaw will discuss
the New York Theater Guild
One of the factors v>:hich has done in London, the question of production
much to create for the local theater of some of his plays as talking pictures, states a cable dispatch to "The
the position in its community which
N. Y. World".
The dramatist also

The Glad Hand

so

many

&

Hollywood— With deadline reached today on the edict forbidding members of Actors' Equity Ass'n from appearing
as extras in
casts of talkers employing non-members, next move
of Equity is

production at
the source, the method of operation calls for submission of the
scripts for general scrutiny before

ship

F.

Equity Deadline on Extras Today

mild, sympathetic and whole-

scribe

Price 5 Cents

enjoy

write an
original for a talking film.
He has
consistently refused to permit filming
of his plays, as silent pictures.

submerged under multidinous orders
from the home office. Several large
circuit
operators,
long wondering
what the trouble has been, are gradu-

Publix-B.

ally returning to the old system. Fine
for them, their investments and the

industry.

has intimated he

may even

&

K. Fortifying
With Chicago 5,000 Seater

—

Chicago This city's largest theater will be built by Publix and Balaban
Katz, a 5,000-seater on Wacker

&

Drive

between

Sitate

and

as part of a 35-storv
costing $16,000,000.
Sts.,

K A N N

Out.

—

Inquiry of the
Corp. on
restraint
of
trade complaints has
been instituted by the Canadian government under the Combines Investigation Act.
F. A. McGregor of
Ottawa, registrar, is in charge of the
probe.
Complaints have been made to the

Famous Players Canadian

government

alleging

that

SOUNDS

LIKE BEDTIME

Dearborn
structure

STORYJUT

IT'S

TRUE

Ktliics triumphed to score a clean
cut victory for film publicity yesterday, when United Artists' publicity
department declined to take advanage of a news break which gave
promise of national publicity for its
picture, "Alibi," now current at the

New York.
Tuesday, Police Commissioner
Whalen of New York announced
that he planned a squad of 50 secret
police to pose as crooks and racketeers in order to keep police supplied
with information. The fact that the
Rialto,

On

{Continued

on

Page

6)

150 Northwest Houses Are
Involved in Transaction
Declared Set
Deal for acquisition of a controlling
interest in the Northwest Theater Circuit

(Finkelstein

mount

set,

is

it

& Ruben)
is

by Para-

More

reported.

than 150 theaters in Minnesota, North

and South Dakota and western Wisconsin are involved.
Publix heretofore has been partner with F. & R.
in 11 first runs in Minneapolis and
St. Paul. M. L. Finkelstein and Eddie
Ruben have been in New York since
last week in connection with the reported deal.
Sam Katz, Publix president, yesterday told
FILM DAILY that
the deal with F. & R. still is "in the
discussion stage." Eddie Ruben could
not be reached for a statement.

THE

FABIAN QUITS STANLEY;

CHAIN ALL WARNER

NOW

Famous

Players is restricting trade, it is understood, those complaining including an exhibitors' cooperative society
at Toronto and various other independent exhibitors. J. Earl Lawson,
attorney and member of Parliament,
is acting for the cooperative society.

with

the neighborly relation between the house manager
and his public.
In chain operation
where theaters are operated by forms,
the personality equation is usually
is

CHAIN

R.

CONTROL REPORTED COMPLETED

ly friendly control of

the

1929

PUBLIX DEAL FOR

tempts to keep pictures clear of
prejudice,

11,

The

Warner name

is

ex-

pected to appear over the company's theater holdings in the
near future. The plan has been
discussed and is reported practically set.

Following sale of minority interest,
completed last week, in the Stanley
Fabian Corp.; Si Fabian, son of the
founder of the Northern Jersey chain,
has resigned as vice-president of the
as well as of the Stanley Co.
of America. George Skouras, brother
of Spyros, head of theater operations

company

(Continued on

Page

6)

Planning School?
West Coast Bur.

Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY

—A

school of acting to bring new faces to the
screen may be sponsored by
the Academy of M. P. Arts and
Sciences, it is understood. The
is planning to admit
song writers to membership
and will include them in the
awards for the year.

Academy

..

THE

2^2

DAILY

Talkers Bring Summer
Business Lesser Says
Many

XLIXNo.
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Price 5 Cents
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PUBLISHER

JOHN W. ALICOATE

theaters that would otherwise
have closed their doors for the summer months will this year stay open
with an all-sound policy, declares Irving Lesser, general sales manager of
General Talking Pictures, following
return to New York from a short trip
into the field.
"The smaller theaters especially
expect to reap the harvest during the
hot months, many of them being second and third run theaters that have
not yet shown the talking hits just
leaving the first runs," he declares.
"These theaters realize too that if
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Cable address:
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Ralph
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New York.
Lesser reported shipments of
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd.
Phone Granite
6607.
London Ernest W. Fredman, The Forest Phonofilm equipment for last
89-91
Wardour
St.,
Film
Renter,
W. week, despite the break in the week
I.
Berlin
Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
These shipments went
Paris P. A. Harle, by a holiday.
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
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Ordered to Turn Over Contracts
Richard Waltom Tully, playwright,
has ten days to relinquish to Mrs.
Grace A. Fendler, all his contracts
for royalties for production of "The
Bird of Paradise" on screen or stage,
otherwise he may be jailed, the Supreme Court in New York has ruled.
Mrs. Fendler won a $605,000 judgment against Tully, and a $168,000
judgment against Oliver Morosco,
producer, charging the play is a
plagiarism of her work. Tully intends
to appeal to the United States Supreme Court, if necessary, stating
he copyrighted his play in 1910, while
Mrs. Fendler's was copyrighted in
1916.

—

"Fu Manchu" for N. Y. Rialto
Paramount's "The Insidious Dr.
Fu Manchu" is slated to follow "Alibi" at the Rialto.
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*LAST PRICE QUOTED

on the Coast, leaves today for Hollywood, after a brief visit in NewYork.

Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Silent pictures, except
in rare instances, soon will be relegated to museums, William R. Fraser, general manager of the Harold
Coast

—

Lloyd

Corp., stated on his return
the East.
Reports of
Paramount representatives at the recent convention show that the talker
development is progressing rapidly
in foreign countries, he says.
Fraser
declares his trip showed him that
financial structure of the nation is
on a firmer basis than it has been
"for some time."

here

from

Last

Montreal

—Abbie

Columbia
annual
Hollywood.

of

Lane" at the
Globe, New York.
17, 18
Annual convention of western managers of Famous Players
Canadian Corp., Vancouver.
July 22 23 Golf tournament and picnic of
exhibitors and distributors at Des
Moines.
July 23- 25

July 27

Convention of Rocky Mountain
States exhibitors at Denver.
Film golf tournament of exhibitors
and distributors at Minneapolis.
First issue of M-G-M International

July 31

First

July 26

News

Manager Quits
When House Goes Sound

"Legit"

(silent).

issue

Universal

of

Newsreel

(silent).

Aug.

First

1

issue

of

Paramount

Sound

News.

Wright,

veteran Sept. 28 First issue of Hearst
Metrotone
manager of the Princess, Montreal,
News (sound).
Quebec, has resigned because of his
Sail for Europe
preference for the legitimate stage,
Carl
Laemmle, Universal presiConsolidated Theaters,
Ltd.,
new
owners have converted the Princess dent, and party including Stanley
into an exclusive talking picture the- and Mrs. Bergerman Mr. and Mrs.
ater
for
special
extended
runs. Siegfried Laemmle, Jack Ross and
Wright is leaving the theatrical field. David Bader, sailed for Europe last
Joe Lightstone has been appointed night aboard the Majestic.
Robert Rubin, M-G-M vice
J.
his successor.
He formerly operated
Consolidated houses in Sherbrooke, president, and family, were passengers on the same ship.
Quebec, and Toronto.
Rivoli Run for "Evangeline"
"Evangeline," starring Dolores Del
Hollywood Station KMIC at En- Rio, is to follow "Thunderbolt" at
glewood is to be used to broadcast the Rivoli, New York.
programs of the Actors' Equity
Ass'n in the present dispute. Equity
charges that Station
refused
to permit broadcast of Frank Gillfor statistics and records for foreign
more's speech, although contract for

Equity to Use Englewood Station

West

Coast

Bureau,

—

THE FILM DAILY

KMTR

it

YOUNG MAN

department.

had been signed.

perience,

Studio Demonstration Tonight
Alfred Walker, general manager
for American Sound Record ng Studios,
has invited members of the
press and several officials in the
sound picture field to witness a demonstration
this
evening of studio
equipment by his organization at the
newly-equipped recording plant on
West 44th St., New York.

Vaudeville Acts
Phone Penn. 3580

age,

ex-

c-o Film Daily
N. Y. C.

"I want to thank you for your good
service and at the same time tell you
that both your Silent and Talking
Trailers are Business Getters. They're
great
Keep up your good work.
!

Capitol

Theatre,

Racine,

Wis.

NOTICE
New

Attractions for
Picture Theatres

1600 Broadway, New York

stating
references.

THEY'RE GREAT!

VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY

Write

salary,

Box A- 144
1650 Broadway

AMALGAMATED

Standard

M. P. A.

day

sales convention at
Opening of "Melody

—

^

Wilson Leaving for Coast
Harry D. Wilson, publicity director of Joseph M. Schenck enterprises

The Industry's
Date Book

Soon, Fraser Forecasts
West

1929

11,

of Silent Pictures

Fox Plane in Boston
Boston Fox Movietone Air News
Unit No. 1 is due here from Springfield
tomorrow, thus rounding out
Rice to Make Radio Talk
the last leg of its New England tour.
Grantland
Rice,
producer
of
The next hop will be a long one to "Sportlights," July 12. will be puest
Atlanta.
Material for Fox Movie- speaker over WJZ, New- York, and
tone News is being shot both from associated stations.
the plane while at each city a ground
crew is grinding out shots of the
Reopening Sept. 1
landing.
Cuyahoga Falls, O. The Alhambra
has closed to reopen September 1.
McLagen to Tour East
Victor McLaglen, soon will be in
New York. He left Hollywood last
night for a tour of cities in the East.

....
....

2

75

Newport,

Philadelphia; Grand, Steubenville, O.;
Black Hills, Hot Springs, S. D.;
Grand, Benld, 111.; Mermaid, Brooklyn.; Michigan, Flint, Mich.; Globe,
Christopher, 111.; and the Empire,

End

Thursday, July

City

sound studios ready, in the heart
of Broadway, to save your time. Finest
recording and lighting systems.
A music department is at your service
and David Mendoza, of Capitol Theis among
Theme songs and

atre fame,

us.

feature synchron-

ization arranged and composed at reasonable rates.

SOUND TRANSFERRED
FROM FILM TO DliSC

RADIOTONE STUDIOS
1600

Broadway

New York

v

-

.

.

..

.
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AUDIENCE REACTION TO ADOLPHE MENJOU AND ALSO HIS LATEST PICTURE FASHIONS
IN LOVE SO -ENTHUSIASTIC THAT

I

THOUGHT YOU WOULD WANT TO KNOW

IT STOP

IN

SPITE OF EXCESSIVE HOT WEATHER AND RAIN PICTURE OPENED TO VERY FINE

BUSINESS AND

IS

BUILDING EACH DAY STOP MENJOUS PERFORMANCE

OUTSTANDING THAT AM QUITE CERTAIN

IF

PICTURE

IS

SO

SOLD PROPERLY IT CAN BE

NEW STAR HAS BEEN BORN AND

RUN TO PROFITABLE BUSINESS EVERYWHERE STOP

A

THE EXHI3IT0RS SHOULD TAKE ADVANTAGE OF

BEST WISHES

IT

IS

JOHN BALABAN

CLARA BOW in "Dangerous
"Thunderbolt," CHARLES "Buddy" ROGERS in "River of
MADE EASY"— 5 BIG JULY TALKERS FROM
q "FASHIONS IN LOVE,"

««

Curves,"

GEORGE BANCROFT
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Coast Wire Service

SOUNDS

FABIAN QUITS STANLEY;

First Nat'l Starting 1

NOW

CHAIN ALL WARNER

STORY JUT

Warners which control

for
is

1)

now running

Stanley,

the circuit.

bearing
his family name until two years ago
when he stepped into the operations
of the Stanley Co. of America as viceNow he
president and film buyer.
intends entering the brokerage business and already is a director of the
Bank of Paterson in New Jersey.
The assumption of control of Stanley Fabian by the Stanley Co. has rechanges.
other
several
sulted
in
Joseph Stern, whose circuit was absorbed by Stanley-Fabian and who
has been operating it since Fabian
came to New York, has resigned
as have Sol Ullman, film buyer and

Fabian operated the

ark.

Nathanson Talks to Force
by Wireless Telephone
Falls,

Ont.

—Two

hundred

theater managers, distributors and
others attending the Eastern convention of Famous Players Canadian
Corp., heard the voice of N. L.

Nathanson, managing director, from
4,000 miles
session
of

away

at

the final

conference

the

day's

First

an

operating cost

of

Pathe's Atlantic City talking com"Beach Babies," produced by J.
Gordon Bostock and directed by
Bradley Barker is at the New York

edy,

Strand this week. Evalyn Knapp and
Charles L. Kempner are the leads
in a cast that includes Naomi Claire
Casey, Blanche Latell and Ted Marcell.

Island

studio,

is

Paramount

much

Leo was with
Brenon on several pictures.
Ruggles.

*

*

*

games

Leonard Fields, formerly Universal's

eastern

scenario

editor,

4 Being
Edited at Pathe Studio

Four Pathe productions are now
being edited, with two in work and
two more being prepared for early
Pictures being edited inshooting.
clude; "A Sailor's Holiday" with

Alan Hale; "The Awful Truth" Ina
Claire's

first

all

talker

for

Five Year Contract
Signed by Vilma Banky

Banky has signed a new
year contract with Samuel Gold-

Vilma
wyn.

to interrupt.
*
*

dialogue
starring
pictures

no

golf

Fox has introduced the dialogue-transcription department.
complete continuity is made
after the picture is completed,
and thus all adlibbing and additions made on the set are
recorded.
Peggy Lent and
Helen Barnhart are in charge
of the new department.

A

*

*

*

Alice D. G. Miller is one of our
best little globe trotters. Count that
summer lost that does not see Alice
on the bounding deep. "Alice, where
art thou going?"
The answer this
summer is Paris, Berlin and England. She is due back at her Paramount studio desk about Sept. 1.

Holman Becomes
of Christie
Win.

S.

Officer

Company

Holman, long associated

Christie interests in both
real estate activities,
has been elected a vice president of
the Christie Film Co. He also is secretary and treasurer of Metropolitan
Sound Studios, and is the manager
of the Christie Realty Corp.
Other officers of Christie Film Co.
remain the same, with Al Christie as
president, Charles H. Christie, vice
president and general manager; E.
D. Shanks, secretary, and Fred L.
Porter, treasurer.

with the
pictures

and

ban-

dits.

The story crashed the front page,
together with a scene of Whalen
congratulating Roland West, and a
still of the death scene of the
film
policeman.
The stills were secured
from the United Artists office, in the
absence of Warren Nolan, who handles publicity, and were given out
under the impression they were to
be used on the paper's picture page.
With news associations picking up
the story Nolan ascertained that the
commissioner had not ^iven even an
indication that his secret police plan
was gleaned from the picture, and
at once headed off further publication of it, a temptation-resisting task,
hut one considered necessary in the
cause of ethical publicity, particularly
because of the co-operation, the commissioner previously had extended.

ARBITRATION COURSE TO

*

Pathe;

New
five

who

wrote the story, continuity and dia-

Work and

•

at N. Y. Strand

Long

photographing "The Very Idea" at
RKO. It is being directed by Richard Rosson, also a graduate of the

with Corinne Griffith; "No, No,
with Bernice Claire in the lead and "Loose
Ankles."

lan and Sally O'Neil and "Big News"
Kerry on Way to "U" City
with Robert Armstrong and Carol
Norman Kerry is en route to Uni- Lombard. "Oh Yeah" with James
versal City, where he is to appear Gleason and "Her Private Life" feain dialogue sequences of "The Phanturing Ann Harding are in work
tom of the Opera," which Carl Laem- with preparations being made for the
mle, Jr., is preparing for reissue soon. shooting of "Rich People" with ConIt is possible that Kerry will appear stance
Hot
"Red
and
Bennett
in "All Is Quiet on the Western Rhythm."
Front," which is being adapted by

for early produc-

Paramount

treatment, continuity and
for "One Rainy Night,"
Laura La Plante. Three
Nanette" within
six
months and

"The Sophomore" with Eddie Quil-

tion.

member

for several years a
of the camera staff at the

logue for the first all-talking college
picture, "College Love," is putting
the finishing touches to his original
story, "The Mississippi Gambler," in
which Joseph Schildkraut is slated
to be starred.
"Len" also wrote the

2 in

men's Ass'n. The convention closed
with a banquet and cabaret, arranged
by John Arthur.

T EO TOVER,

Among the productions now in work are:
"Footlights and Fools" with Colleen Moore;
"Sally" featuring Marilyn Miller; "Paris"
johnny
"Little
Bordoni;
starring
Irene
Jones" with Eddie Buzzell and "A Most
immoral Lady" with Leatrice Joy.
Pictures now in the titling and editing
stages include: "Smiling Irish Eyes," "The
Isle of Lost Ships," "The Great Divide,"
"Hard to Get," "The Careless Age," "Fast
Life," "Her Private Life," "Dark Streets,"
"Twin Beds" and "The Girl from Woolworths.'
First National productions now in preparation are: "Young Nowheres" starring Richard Barthelmess; "The Forward Pass," with
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.; "Lilies of the Field"

The Famous Players managers
were formally invited to hold their
1930 convention in Ottawa, the invitation being extended by J. M.
general representative of
interests in Canada and also
a director of the Ottawa Business-

undercover detective, slain by

Herbert

starring Irene Bordoni.

Franklin,

RALPH WILK

lot daily at

$100,000.

1)

that he had received his cue irifm
the film, plot oif 'Which concerns: an

approximately

working on the Burbank

here.

R-K-O

from "Lots"

"

from Page

TRUE

was seized upon by a reporter of
"The Evening Post" as indicating

studio.
Leo has received
praise for his work on "Street
Girl," which was directed by Wesley

Niagara Falls, enabled every person
to hear the message of good will.

Beach Comedy

Little
By

National
will launch its record schedule when
18 pictures will be started with releases set between Sept. 1 and Dec.
8th.
The personnel engaged for this
production task will include 18 directors and stars, 250 technicians, 3,000 extras and 94 cameramen. There
will be approximately 4,000 people13,

Nathanson addressed the convention Badger Signs Long
from Carlsbad, Germany, his voice
Term F. N. Contract
being transmitted by wireless ocean
Clarence Badger, has been signed to
telephone to the Canadian convention a long term contract by First Nacity.
An amplification in the con- tional. Badger is directing "Paris,"
vention hall of the Clifton House, the First National-Vitaphone film

Maxwell Anderson

A

RECORD F.N. ACTIVITY
Beginning July

IT'S

commissioner, had previewed and endorsed the film several weeks ago,

circuit

Gordon Reid the latter district manager of downtown theaters in New-

Niagara

JULY 13 TO SEE START OF

1929

LIKE BEDTIME

(.Continued

(Continued from Page

11,

BE INDICATED AT DALLAS
(Continued from Page 1)
exhibitor arbitrators
appointed bv
the Texas M.P.T.O. "or otherwise,"
it
is stated.
The Texas unit withdrew from arbitration several weeks
ago.
Don C. Douglas, secretary of the

Film Board, is reported to have been
busy rounding up non-members of
the state unit to serve on the board.
Exchangemen believe there will be
members of the state association who
will serve, due to dissatisfaction over
the action of directors -in withdrawing from arbitration.
However, if
none can be secured, appeal wil! J>e
made to the mayor, to appoint arbitrators, under the rules.
Should these attempts fail exchanges may return to the advance
deposit system, it is stated.

|

I

I

1
|

Junior Western Electric
Installed in

Sydney House

Dispatches from Sydney, Australia,

announce the installation of the first
Western Electric junior equipment
for the use of small theaters playing
the Fox Movietone features.
These
junior units will be installed rapidly
in the suburban theaters of Australia and
Zealand, it is stated.

New

London

is

the only other foreign city

so equipped at present.
Paul Page Married
Helen Kane in Hollywood
Helen Kane has arrived in HollyPaul Page, Fox featured player
Cleveland Exhibitors Meet
was married here last Monday to wood to begin rehearsals in "SweeThe Cleveland Motion
Cleveland
The ceremony tie," which Paramount will produce.
Miss Ethel Allis.
took place at the First Presbyterian The story was written by George Picture Exhibtors Assn. held a speChurch.
Page recently completed Marion, Jr. Nancy Carroll heads the cial meeting recently to discuss
operating policies for the coming year.
the lead in "The Girl From Havana." cast.

—

!
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Why
MOORE

COLLEEN

A MOST IMMORAL LADY
with Leatrice Joy. A Gigantic

in

FOOTLIGHTS AND FOOLS
A Technicolor Roadshow.

with

SALLY
A

the most beautiful star

Roadshow.

THE SON OF THE GODS

A

PARIS

decided.

NAN ETTE

From

comedy

the musical

A

IN

FAST

ERMINE

in another great vehicle.
Title to

LIFE

A new

Broadway stage play.
As dramatic as anything ever

The

A

Gigantic Special.

ALICE WHITE

RICHARD BARTHELMESS

and dancing in a
bigger story than"Broadway Babies"

in a story as big as

and "Drag."

A Gigantic

Title to be

BILLIE

announced.

BACK PAY

BILLIE

Fannie Hurst's great story with

CORINNE GRIFFITH
A Gigantic

Special

V

Title to be

Girl"

and

DOVE

IN

others.

THE NEXT ROOM

with an exceptionally powerful
A Box-Office Star Hit.

SPRING
the musical

A Box-Office

supporting

ing ability.

V

qet them

A

ALL

mational

cast.

A

HERE

sensation with
and a great

Jr.

Box-Office Star

ON THE RIVIERA
a cast that will do justice to
this great story of the Continent.

With

Box-Office Star Hit.

Title to be

comedy

cast.

Hit.

in a story that will do justice to her
excellent talking, singing and-danc-

DOVE

IS

Douglas Fairbanks,

ALICE WHITE

announced.

announced.

A

Star Hit.

in a Box-Office Star Hit.

Ifou'll

FIRfT

"Bad

in a Box-Office Star Hit.
Title to be

angle on the musicals.
Box-Office Star Hit.

by Vina Delmar, famous author of

A Gigantic Special.

Special.

LOIS WILSON. From the famous book. A Box-Office Star Hit.
with

PLAYING AROUND

Singing, talking

"Weary River"

THE DARK SWAN

be announced.

ALICE WHITE

greatest of all stage operettas.

A Technicolor Roadshow.

Box-

ALICE WHITE in THE
GIRL FROM WOOLWORTHS

the sensational

produced.

A

with Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. and LorYoung. A Box-Office Star Hit.

etta

Office Star Hit.

with Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Loretta
Young and Chester Morris. From

THE SONG OF THE FLAME

Star Hit.

Box-Office Star Hit.

DOROTHY MACKAILL

Gigantic Special.

A Technicolor Roadshow.

with LEATRICE JOY. From Zoe
Akin's great play. A Box-Office

THE FORWARD PASS

with Virginia Valli, Noah Beery,
Jason Richards, Jack Ackroyd. A

stage sen-

FURIES

THE

Gigantic Special.

ISLE OF LOST SHIPS

Technicolor Roadshow.

THE LADY

A

Box-Office

Star Hit.

DOROTHY MACKAILL
THE WOMAN ON THE JURY
A

A

on Broadway.

A Box-Office

Gigantic Special.

the sensational stage success.

NO, NO,

riot

Star Hit.

one of the most colorful stories
ever written. Box-office title to be

A Technicolor Roadshow.

F. Scott Fitzgerald.

ANKLES

From the great play that was a laugh-

QUEEN OF JAZZ
By

announced.

LOOSE

in

in

in

announced.

DOROTHY MACKAILL

be announced.

"Broadway

Box-Office Star Hit.

with Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. and
Loretta Young. ABox-OfficeStarHit.

A Box-Office Star Hit.

Title to be

CORINNE GRIFFITH

IRENE BORDONI

A

THE CARELESS AGE

GET." An Edna

on the screen

George M. Cohan's great musical
success with EDDIE BUZZELL.

Rex Beach's Great Novel. A Technicolor Roadshow.

"HARD TO

Ferber Story.

LITTLE JOHNNY JONES

in

sation.

in

in a Gigantic Special.
Title to

RICHARD BARTHELMESS

From

DOROTHY MACKAILL

Special.

BILLIE DOVE

Technicolor

Babies."

Title to be

DOROTHY MACKA1LL.
A Gigantic

in a picture as big as

announced.

Title to be

THE GREAT DIVIDE

in

DOVE * ALICE WHITE

in a Box-Office Star Hit.

Special.

MARILYN MILLER

with Joe E. Brown.

\ BILLIE

announced.

V

A

Box-Office Star Hit.

from.

in

1929-30

with Oil Talhina -finaina and Co/or

so Mr. Rockefeller (himself) called

up Mr. Engelbrecht
and said, "Come up to Pocantico
and HI pose for you?

how Carl
Engelbrecht, Fox
News cameraman,
That's

secured for Fox News

—
—
—
—

any kind taken
of John D. Rockefeller on his 90th
the only pictures of

birthday.

the only pictures ever taken of Mr.
Rockefeller on his natal day.
the only pictures ever taken inside his
estate at Pocantico Hills, New York.

news interview granted by
Mr. Rockefeller on his 90th birthday.
the only

This EXCLUSIVE Newsreel
Feature (in Fox News No. 83
released everywhere

NOW),

shows Mr. Rockefeller cutting his
birthday cake, giving his message of
good will to the world (exclusively
through Fox News), strolling in his
beautiful gardens, gazing at his treasured statuary and being congratulated

by his secretary, N.

W.

Davis.

The World's Foremost Cameramen Make

FOX NEWS
Mi
Mightiest oi

Universal Continues Complete Service Plan
7>fe NEWSPAPER

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

p/FILMDOM
VOL. XLIX
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The

Profit

Papers Drawn

THE

Contracts between F. and R.
and Publix have been drawn
and will be signed momentarily
in a deal which will give the
latter 100 per cent ownership
and, therefore, operation of the
extensive Northwest Theater
Circuit.
About 150 houses in
Minnesota principally, but likewise in the Dakotas and Wisconsin are involved.

thousands of small accounts dotting the country
represent the theaters from
which the big distributors draw

their profits.

They make up much

of the spinal column of distribution

and

consequently essential
remain in business.

it is

that they

managers know it and intend taking no chances playing
Sales

along without them.

Sound has

made everybody slightly dizzy and
some well-grounded truths have
been shunted off the main line.
Not for much longer, however.
The small man is in for a new deal,
one which will allow him to keep
his

cranium above the water

line

and permit the distributor to meet
sound burdens.
additional
his

DISTRIBUTORS TO DISCUSS

SOUND PROBLEMS TODAY
S.

R.

Kent

(Paramount), James
(Fox), Claude Ezell

Grainger
(Warners) and Phil Reisman (Pathe),
representing distributors, will meet in
New York today and discuss a plan
of procedure to meet the problems
R.

Much chatter is flying footloose facing the small exhibitor as a result
of increased overhead brought on by
about the ozone, but turn back to
sound.
Their program will be disthe beginning of this little say
(Continued on Page 7)
and keep it in mind before you
draw wrong conclusions.

Recognition
who have utilized

World Wide Gets First

Sennett Feature Talker
World Wide

Pictures will handle
United States and Canada

the exTo those
tensive facilities of the Motion Picture Section in Washington, word
that this Governmental agency has
been advanced into the class of commodity divisions will prove gratifyIn the parlance of the Departing.

"Midnight Daddies," first all-talking
feature produced by Mack Sennett.
Physical distribution will be through
Harry Gribbon and
Educational.

ment of Commerce, this promotion
means that motion pictures are now
considered on a parity with steel and

Union Gets 2 Big Houses
at Sydney and Melbourne

in

the

(Continued on Page 7)

Union Theaters has taken over the
St. James, Sydney, and the Princess,
said are the
The Motion Picture Section, and Melbourne, which it is
in the
houses
legitimate
largest
now Division, contacts with commer- two
on Page

foodstuffs, not an unimportant recognition for this industry.

attaches throughout the world
and makes available for those who
are interested authentic and exhaustive data on film conditions in every
country. Its scope is being extended
?ently to include the domestic indus:ry.
A valuable service indeed, main-

(Continued

7)

1929

12,

Price

STRIKE NOT ORDERED
YET, GIL LMORE SAYS
Equity Walkout Not Called
Despite Rumors, States

TWO NEW CHICAGO LOOP

Ass'n President

i HOUSES

SEEN PROBABLE

md
en.

Reorganized by Bankers

Hollywood

— No

walkout of Equity

many

ru-

and possibly two mors of a strike order, states Frank
new loop theaters looms for Chicago, Gillmore, president of Actors' Equity
as a result of the report that PublixKatz is to operate the 5,Balaban
000-seat theater in a proposed 35story building on Wacker Drive be-

&

tween State and Dearborn
project

Sts.

would cost

$16,000,000,
(Continued on Page 7)

The
it

is

Ass'n,

who adds

of any
"at the

he knows nothing
developments along that line

moment."

Deadline of the Equity ban on
members appearing as extras in talkers

employing

Sixty-three

THREE FILMS NEXT YEAR
THE FILM DAILY
THE FILM
Hollywood
DAILY was given an ovation
by the Columbia sales force,

—

advertising values of various trade papers were discussed.

when

to chief of sales
promotion, and decision to establish
an exploitation force of six field
men, were highlights of concluding
(Continued on Page 7)
director,

publicity

Complete service contract

of

Uni-

1929versal will be continued for the
30 season, with both silent and sound

pictures available for booking under

of the
quit pro-

duction since the Equity mandate,
were cheered at Equity's latest meeting.
They were described by Gillmore as shock troops. Equity claims
that RKO has offered Equity girls
terms of the association's conall
(Continued

on

"SOUND GIVES

Page

7)

U. K. BIC
yy

—

Decisions to roadthe ten pictures heretofore slated as specials, appointment of Hal Hodes, advertising and

Hollywood
show three of

casts

members

girls,

Chorus Equity, who have

TO

West Coast Bur.

non-member

passed yesterday, but producers seem
unworried by the development.

Silents Offered in
Complete Service for '29-30

Reorganization of Acoustic ProdThis is Box-Office
ucts Co., parent company of SonoraSound may be the big guy in the Bristolphone and the Sonora Phonoiond today, but listen to this account graph and radio companies is under
control
}f a silent subject that outstrips most way following resumption of
sound subjects we have seen for audi- by banking interests previously idennice interest.
John D. Rockefeller tified with the company. Eugene P.
automobile manufacturer
submitted to a Fox News camera the Herrman
has succeeded P.
300
merchandiser
about
and
result
is
The
)ther day.
comeet of absorbing shots showing the L. Deutsch as president of the
pany.
(.Continued on Page 2)

THE FILM DAILY

Bureau,

Coast

has been called, spite the

— One

Sound and

Acoustic Products Being

West

Chicago

cial

tained capably by Clarence J. North
his assistant chief, Nate C. Gold-

Cents

S

—

London In an interview here, Dr.
A. H. Giannini, chairman of the Bank
America, brought
and a new message

of

a
of

new promise
hope

for the

British industry.
"It appears to me," said Giannini,
"that your industry is capable of being settled upon the worthy and stable
This must be
footing it deserves.
done by the elimination of the flyby-night companies that damage the

prestige

through

your trade.

of

the

same

(Continued

We

process

on

Page

ia

went
i'he

7)

President Asked to Aid
"Blue" Drive at Capital
Washington Bureau of

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

— President Hoover has

been asked by a delegation of "reformers" to lend his support to the
are three
move to pass a "blue" law for the
Joseph Schildkraut's chree, two John District of Columbia. Under the plan,
s;
Boles films; two Reginald Denny
announced some time ago when the
Tryfour starring Mary Nolan; three
Lankford bill was introduced, the Dison Kennedy features, and two George trict measure would be used as a
adLewis- Barbara Kent pictures. In
model and entering wedge for closing
series
starring
these
dition, to
the various states on Sunday.
this

plan.

among features
Laura La ^lante

Included

(Continued on Page 7)

available
vehicles;

.

THE

<

DAILV

2

a

The

Profit

(Continued from Page
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M-G-M Film and

—

Projector
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July 16,
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Seat

East.

Fm. Ind.
Kodak

*do

pfd

Fox

Fm.

pfd. 26
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Para.
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Close
32J4

Sales
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Proj.
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Keith-Orpheum.

Moines.

Convention of Rocky Mountain
States exhibitors at Denver.
Film golf tournament of exhibitors
and distributors at Minneapolis.

July 23-25
July 26
July 27

First issue of

News
First

July 31

M-G-M

WANTED
in

of

Universal

Newsreel

First

News

86%

1

198

OVER THE COUNTER

Roxy "A"

26%

do units
do com
Skouras Bros
Technicolor
United Art
do pfd
Univ. Ch. com.
do pfd

2754

27%
29%

2%

3%

LAST

31

76%
5

70
...

38
79
10
80

—

c-o

Box No. A-14S
Film Daily, 1650 B'way, N. Y. C.

(sound).

Theater Chairs For Sale
August 1st.
Apply to Mr.
McChesney, c-o Walter Reade, 1531
Broadway, N. Y. Chickering 5800.

37 Picture Houses in 37
States Launched in June

Burke Gets U.A. Post

Mille's

"Dyna-

J.

ing

—

director

Paris,

is

before

in

—

Minneapolis
Thomas A. Burke,
veteran
exchangeman,
who recently
inThirty-seven picture theaters,
volving $1,936,600 were launched in resigned from First National here,
been named manager of the
37 eastern states during June, accord- has
ing to the F. W. Dodge Corp., New United Artists exchange, succeeding
York.
Nine other theater projects Saul Resnick.
were launched during the month in-

lfl# tr •

A.%

t»»»»»-»-« -

volving $1,150,000.

Dupont Plans English and

German Versions

of Talker

Ready August

MASCOT'S MICROPHONIC
100%

Berlin— "Atlantic," E. A. Dupont's

Effort to be

Made

"THE KING OF THE
JACQUELINE LOGAN & WALTER MILLER

members from Bibb and Richmond

a sound supporting cast

AND

—

7

Everett Golf and

Country Club.

ALL THE WILD BEASTS OF THE JUNGLE—LIONS,
TIGERS, LEOPARDS, ELEPHANTS, CAMELS
and the only existing species of DINOSAUR
THIS WILL BRING THEM IN AND BRING THEM
BACK!

Sono-Art Incorporates
Wilmington, Del. Sono-Art Pictures
has been incorporated here
with capital of $400,000, and 100

Communicate

—

of

common

NOW

with

MASCOT PICTURES CORP.

_

shares

Nat

authorized.

Levine, Pres.

2

75

85

PRICE QUOTED

"Wild Heart of Africa" Sold
Oscar Price, President of Parthenon Pictures, New York, has sold
the Walker adventure film, "The
Wild Heart of Africa," for southern
Supreme Film ExCalifornia
to
changes, Los Angeles.

WANTED
Bell

and Howell or Duplex
printing machines.

care Film Daily
Box A-143
Broadway
N. Y. City

1650

'

Featuring

Atlanta Sunday picture shows are
provided for in a bill prepared for
introduction in the legislature by

Far Northwest Tourney Aug.

\

in ten thrilling talking episodes

Open Georgia on Sunday

Annual tournament of
Seattle
exhibitors and exchangemen of this
territory will be held Aug. 7 at the

j

KONGO"

to

—

1st

MAMMOTH SERIAL

SOUND AND DIALOGUE

Counties.

2

lenses

& Howell

inch Taylor Hobson Cooke or
Zeiss F2 or F 3.5
6 inch
Cooke 2.5 or Zeiss 2.7 or F 3.5.

Sound
issue of Paramount
News.
Aug. 7 Golf tournament of exhibitors and
exchangemen at Seattle.
First issue of Hearst Metrotone
Sept. 28
1

—75mm Astromount.

Bell

Carl

(silent).

Aug.

40mm
or

4%

International

(silent).

issue

barrel

of
Tiffany-Stahl
in
the United States for
conferences with Grant L. Cook,
vice president.

De

2
3

(Mike)

mite," a projector and screen aboard
the Angela, record-holding endurance plane, now droning over the
airport here.

15,400

20%

Keith A-O 6s 46
Loew 6s 41ww... 10754 107
do

25%
1%

2454

Pict

pfd

29,500

H.

is

1,200 chairs now at Strand Theater,
Long Branch, N. J., for sale cheap.
Immediate delivery.
Must be taken

next picture for British International
Pictures, will be made with both
554 26,000 English and German dialogue ver79%
The scenes in each language
32
1.200 sions.
23
500 will be made alternately.
53

7

Scr.
Ser.
Nat.
Nat. Thea. Sup.

Univ.

Golf tournament and picnic of
exhibitors and distributors at Des

2
...

D.

do

32%
23

Insp

Fox Thea. "A"
•Griffith,

500
2,500
100

64%

Stanley Co
pfd

1,200

THE FILM DAILY

— M.

J. Frank Brockliss in N. Y.
Frank Brockliss, general manag-

print of Cecil B.

STOCK MARKET

Bureau,

Angeles

general manager of
Opening of "Melody Lane" at the Pacific Coast Theaters, Paramount
Theaters and Hansen Theaters, triple
Globe, New York.
17, 18
Annual convention of west- chain operating in southern Caliern managers of Famous Players
fornia.
Newman until recently was
Canadian Corp., Vancouver.
Testimonial dinner to Sid Grauman, district supervisor of*Brooklyn and
Los Angeles.
Long Island theaters for Radio-

July 22-23

THE

Financial

Coast

Los

Newman now

— M-G-M

*Am.

West

Aboard Endurance Plane

—

Con.

"Mike" Newman Heads
Southern Cal. Chain

The Industry's
Date Book

1)

himself at large for the photographer.
It's an exclusive subject and it's fine.
Yet one of America's big showmen
Don't
refused to 'even look at it.
make the same mistake. This is earmarked with box-office.
oil

Friday, July 12, 1929

Broadway
New York City
1650

Cable Address: Levpic,

Tec Art Studios
Hollywood, Cal.

New York

j

Broadway

gives

Patke

tke perfect talking
picture personality
ANN HARDING in
"PARIS BOUND"
with Fredric March and Leslie
Fenton and a notable cast including
George Irving, Hallam Cooley,
Juliette Crosby, Charlotte Walker,

Carmelita Geraghty, Ilka Chase.
From the stage play by Philip Barry
produced by Arthur Hopkins.
Adaptation by Horace Jackson.
Supervised by Maurice Revnes.
Directed by E. H. Griffith.

—

ATW HARDIKG

i

L

"Ann
talkie

Harding's debut as a
actress

is

the

event

supreme of "Paris Bound"

Miss Harding is a distinct personality. Her pallid
.

.

" One of tke sensations of tke screen world," is tke verdict
accorded Ann Harding at a preview of ker first picture,
"Paris Bound". Her fresk Monde keauty and dramatic
force first claimed tke attention of Broadway in "Tarnish"
and later in "Tke Trial of Mary Dugan". Ann Harding
kas long keen noted for tke keauty of ker speaking voice, a
voice tkat kas keen a revelation in "Paris Bound". Tkis

power of

clear vocal utterance -will ke expressed in tkree

.

gold hair

....

make

fascinating

her

unusual.

her eyes,

She has poise

repression to

smasking features for Patke l9s9-l93o.

and
and

a degree remark-

able even in screen

drama"

—MOTION PICTURE NEWS

SILVE

PAT HE
ANHIVEMSAMY

i929 B i93®

World's Greatest Newspapers

Now

Boosting

Your Newsreel
THE EVENING WORLD

THE CHICAGO DAILY NEWS
THE CLEVELAND NEWS
THE PHILADELPHIA
THE DETROIT NEWS
INQUIRER
SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE THE ATLANTA JOURNAL
SAN ANTONIO EXPRESS
LOS ANGELES TIMES
ARKANSAS DEMOCRAT
THE INDIANAPOLIS NEWS
{Little Rock, Ark.)
THE DALLAS DISPATCH
THE COMMERCIAL APPEAL FT. WORTH STARTELEGRAM
{Memphis, Tenn.)
THE HOUSTON CHRONICLE EL PASO EVENING POST
THE SPOKANE PRESS
THE PORTLAND NEWS
THE DES MOINES
THE SEATTLE STAR
{New York, N.

Y.)

PITTSBURGH POST-GAZETTE

OMAHA WORLD-HERALD
THE SALT LAKE TRIBUNE
THE MONTANA STANDARD
{Butte,

Ccu/laemm/e
^

^mg

7/ie

presents

r

Mon.)

THE DAILY MISSOULIAN
THE BILLINGS GAZETTE
CHARLOTTE NEWS
THE OKLAHOMA NEWS
THE VANCOUVER SUN
THE EVENING STAR
[Washington, D. C.)

REGISTER

BOSTON TRAVELER
NEW HAVEN EVENING
'

REGISTER

THE KNICKERBOCKER
PRESS

{Albany, N. Y.)

ALBANY EVENING NEWS
BUFFALO EVENING NEWS
ROCHESTER TIMES-UNION
THE SAN DIEGO SUN
PHOENIX EVENING
GAZETTE

<4ft/

teilwO&iw
A

RED LETTER DAY
marking

Think, of

A

a

for

exhibitors-

brand new idea

in newsreels.

UNIVERSAL—
Now combining this

with the editorial brains and resources of
the most powerful papers in the country,

it!

to give

gigantic organization of the World's Greatest

to

Newspapers combined with Universal
give you the most amazing newsreel in

the

UNIVERSAL—
its

its

Finest Newsreel Conceived

—

—the

ideal

news-

with the most unusual advertising and

17 years experience in the

mak-

ing of newsreels.

with

The

you

reel

field.

with

force and experience

publicity ever dreamed of.

Newspapers with

vast field force of 500 intrepid

cameramen blazing

trails

to the ends of

a circulation

of millions

boosting this newsreel in their news col-

umns, with photographs and advertising.

the earth to record every event of interest

MILLIONS

and importance.

are

with

its

reading daily of these events you

showing on your

screen.

corps of trained editors selecting

and arranging the news

in

flaming se-

quence for public entertainment.

Right

in

your

territory,

on opposite page.

Your Audiences Are Ready Made!
Start with the Opening Gun, July 31.

2

A WEEK — 104 A YEAR

Read

the

list

—

THE

Coast Wire Service

Newspaper Opinions

Daily Reminder

"Black Waters"

World-Wide
Los Angeles

Hillstreet,

KXAMINER—

But the plot is
structed and decidedly interesting.

well

con-

*

at

*

but
as

least,

picture

it

is

Marcia Manon for Rogers Picture
Marcia Manon has been engaged
for a role in support to Will Rogers

"They Had

in

EXPRESS—*
*

Exhibitors

Hollywood Happenings

* * a talkie to be gasped at
has plenty of originality
much originality as this type of

A

Little

to See Paris" his first

talker for Fox.

all

from aLots >>

Play up pictures on

still

entitled

TIMES—And,

to.

Caron

Patricia

in

By

"Oh Yeah"

RALPH WILK

contract

EXCELLENT

reports filter in on
Caron, stage player, has
of the susceptible public, this all-talking Mar"Mickey's Midnight Follies," the
shall Neilan production contains enough terror been signed to play opposite Robert
to satisfy the most exacting. * * * The story
Armstrong in "Oh Yeah" for Pathe. first of the "Mickey McGuire" sound
* * * is negligible, disordered, relying on fake
picture was adopted by Jimmy and dialogue comedies, which Larry
The
hokum to gain effect.
Gleason and Tay Garnett from the Darmour is *producing.
*
*
A. W. Somerville story "No Brakes."
Benny Rubin and Jack Benny have
"Not Quite Decent"
written a parody on "The Wedding
Natheaux for de Mille Picture
Fox
judging from the shudders

New York

Roxy,

AMERICAN—*

*

*

is

a

nice

gram

little

pro-

Patricia

Louis Natheaux has been added to
the cast of William de Mille's latest

M-G-M

The
yet untitled.
a war story with
is
be
to
DAILY NEWS Here's an entertaining little
program picture with a mother love Louise Dresser in the leading role.
moments and

picture, rich in dramatic
clever characterizations.

—

angle,

but

for
picture

as

not stuffed with the sentimental
usually fills a scenario of this

hokum which

"Marianne."
T'other evening, Ike
Universal publicity chief,
made Benny Rubin act as master of
ceremonies at the Wampas gather-

—

POST— Due

chiefly

to

a

believable

per-

formance by Louise Dresser. "Not Quite
Decent," in spite of its shoddy title, is a
moderately interesting picture.

—

SUN- * * * the sort of picture that isn't
bad, but that isn't outstandingly good either,
and furthermore it has a familiar ring.
Louise Dresser, dependable, intelligent and
never too maudlin, is probably its chief excuse.

TELEGRAM—*

*

none

too

"Woman

on the Jury"

addition to Dorothy Mackaill,
who will play the lead in "Woman
on the Jury" the cast thus far assembled consists of Roberta Wayne,

In

Myrtle Stedman and Martha Mattox.
Alice White will also appear in this
First National production.

*

of no particular dispart of the mother is in

tinction * * * The
I have
the capable hands of Louise Dresser.
always held Miss Dresser to be well in the
first
rank of Hollywood character actresses
• » #

TIMES —In

Casting

Carol
Carol

Lombard
Lombard

for
will

"Racketeer"
appear oppo-

Robert Armstrong in "The
Racketeer" being directed by Howard Higgin under the supervision of
Louise Ralph Block for Pathe.
site

an appealingly human but

exciting

part-talker

a
called

picture

"Not

Quite Decent," the talented
Dresser officiates * * * Her acting, as usual,
is intelligent, restained and convincing.
There is plenty of pathos in the
central situation, but in this picture a combination of generally insipid acting and sloppy

WORLD—

Three Added to M-G-M Stock
John Miljan, Holmes Herbert and
Eugene Besserer have been added to

direction serve to leave the heart-strings pretty
well untouched.
I say this in the face of a

the stock

frequently capable and

touching performance

studio.

by Louise Dresser *

*

*

M

list

of players at the

M-G-

Virginia Valli Cast

"The Glad Rag Doll"
Warners
Tower, Los Angeles

Virginia Valli has been signed to
co-star with Leo Carillo in the Tifproduction
all-dialogue
fany-Stahl
HERALD Dolores Costello as a come- "Mister Antonio," the Booth Tarkdienne should prove every bit as appealing to ington stage play of the same name
her admirers * * * The story, although posmade famous by Otis Skinner. The
sibly a bit too long, is a pleasing diversion.
RECORD The great American menace, picture will be directed by James
This time Elood.
the Theme Song, is rampant again.
it has ruined a potentially clever little comedy
by the name of "Glad Rag Doll," which deAdditions to "Olympia" Cast
served a better fate. * * *
The picture, like most current talking picRichard Carle, Gerald Barry, Eva
tures, was made far too hastily.

—

—

Dennison, Prince Youcca TroubetMadeline Seymour have
nothing about it can be taken seriously either skoy and
Taking those in order, been added to the cast of "Olympia"
its faults or merits.
one complains of scrappy plot, weighty speech
John Gilbert's second all talker, being
and forced comedy, but then, when one can
watch the fair Dolores drift by in ostrich or directed by Lionel Barrymore for

TIMES— Essentially

of

a

nature,

trivial

;

organdie, one can only applaud.

M-G-M.

for

season.

St. John,

picture has
several talking sequences, but ineffectual dialogue doesn't help the film, which has little

has heart interest and a vast appeal on account of its mother love.

new

Benny (we mean Benny Rubin) has
just finished an important role in

EVENING JOURNAL— The

.

the

time

of the Painted Dolls," which is attracting much attention at M-G-M.

Ralph Ince to Direct "Hurricane"
Ralph Ince will direct Hobart Bos- ing.
*
*
*
worth in the Columbia talker "Huris Ince's first under
ricane."
This
Sheridan
is
versatile, to
Walter
to recommend it.
say the least.
"Sherry," who is a
GRAPHIC Now and then there are his new Columbia contract.
touches of expert direction, but in the final
veteran assistant director, was a song
analysis it falls shorts of being anything more
"Look Out Below"
McKee
For
writer before entering production,
than an average program picture.
HERALD-TRIBUNE—* * * old, old sob
Raymond McKee will play the lead and recently furnished a theme song
story * * * Even in so shoddy a part Miss in the Jack White talker "Look Out in short order.
Dresser gives a sincere and excellent performance.
The less said about the dialogue Below" which will be released by
Starr on "Those Who Dance"
Educational.
Jerry Drew, Monty
and singing parts the better.
James A. Starr has been engaged
MORNING TELEGRAPH— Louise Dres- Collins, Robert Graves and Ray
by Warners to write the script and
ser, the irresistible, one of the finest actresses
Turner also have been cast for roles.
on the screen, is featured. * * * The story
dialogue for "Those Who Dance"
sort.

playing

clear

to

Songs for Lewis Film Ready
Grant Clarke and Harry Akst have
composed a group of new songs
which Ted Lewis will introduce in
his first Vitaphone starring vehicle
for

Warner

Bros.,

"Is

Everybody

Happy?".

"Olympia" Cast Completed
Final

additions

to

the

cast

of

"Olympia," John Gilbert's new talking film and Lionel Barrymore's third
directorial vehicle, find Dale Owen,
Nance O'Neil, Doris Hill, Gustav
von Seyffertitz, Richard Carle, Gerfeaturing Monte Blue.
ald Barry,
Eva Dennison, Prince
Cast for "Golden Dawn"
Youcca Troubetskoy and Madeleine
In addition to Walter Woolf, who Seymour.
will play the lead in "Golden Dawn"
the Warner all-color talker, the folJean Arthur Cast
lowing players have been engaged
Jean Arthur has been cast in Evfor parts in the picture; Vivienne elyn Brent's first starring picture,
Segal, Alice Gentle,
Noah Berry, "Darkened Rooms," by Sir Philip
Marion Byron and Lupino Lane. Ray Gibbs. It will be directed by Louis
Enright and Larry Ceballos will di- Gasnier. The adaptation and dialogue
rect.
are being prepared by Melville Baker.
Neil Hamilton will play the male
Adapting Witwer Film
lead.
Ben White and Charlie Kerr of
the
Darmour-RKO scenario staff Carey Wilson Joins Tiffany-Stahl
have been assigned to adapt the
Carey Wilson has been added to
third of the H. C. Witwer stories the Tiffany-Stahl writing staff. His
to be made in sound and dialogue by first assignment will be to supervise
the company.
"Mister
Antonio,"
production
of
starring Leo Carrillo and Virginia
Fox Signs Daphne Pollard
Daphne Pollard, stage comedian, Valli, and "Peacock Alley" starring
Mae Murray.
has been signed by Fox to appear in
"Big Time" a talker of vaudeville in
Wolheim for "Condemned"
which Lee Tracy makes his screen
Louis Wolheim has been added to
debut.
cast of Ronald Colman's second alltalker for Samuel Goldwyn, "ConPathe Signs Leo McCarey
Pathe has put Leo McCarey, direc- demned" to be directed by Wesley
tor of "The Sophomore," under con- Ruggles. Other members of the cast
tract.
He was director general of all include Ann Harding and Dudley
Hal Roach comedies before coming Digges.
.

to

Pathe.

Caesar Completes Dialogue
Arthur
Caesar,
playwright,
has
completed his first assignment for
Warner Bros. He has collaborated
with Robert Lord on the dialogue for
the Vitaphone production, "So Long
Letty" starring Charlotte Greenwood.
Lloyd Bacon is directing, this talker.

"Sunny Side Up" Started
has started on "Sunny Side

Work

This is the
at the Fox studios.
musical play in which Janet Gaynor
and Charles Farrell will make their
debut as singers and dancers. Words
and music have been written by De

Up"

Sylva,

Brown and Henderson. David

Butler will direct.

—

))
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U. K. BIG

M

Strike is Not Ordered
Yet, Frank Gillmore Says
(i

(Continued from Page

We

United States.
industry
figures

have

tract,

1)

built

up an

whose leaders are national
finance, and unless the

in

banks are behind an industry,
not progress.

it

can-

"You, too," he continued "have to
up the prestige of the film industry and establish confidence and
build

make

stability to

and believed

that industry trusted

by financial

in

circles

and

the public."
"I believe that in the talking film
Britain has undoubtedly an unparif she can take it.
alleled opportunity
It is a matter of finance and leader-

—

ship.

a fact that England has naand actors, plays, stories, and books that must be drawn
upon by the demand of the talking
"It

is

tive actresses

film.

"I say quite practically that opportunity is knocking at England's door
today.
But your industry must be
revitalized, it seems to me, if you
are to take advantage of it."

cmtinued from

but refuses to adopt the Equity

shop.

Tully Marshall, Anders Randolph,
Hatton, Louise Dresser,
Henry Otto and Anton Berbecker
have been suspended for signing
standard contracts. Jule Cowles and
Gloria Grey have been reinstated.
Joe Goldsmith, theater manager
who opposed Equity in the 1919
strike, donated $100 to the relief fund
at the meeting.
Monte Blue and
Mae Murray urged arbitration of the
present dispute.
It was announced
that Francis X Bushman has signed
an
Equity
contract
with
Frank
O'Connor.
Burton King, who will
produce an all-Equity cast picture.
received an ovation at the meeting.
Clark Silvernaii stressed the dig-

Raymond

(Continued from Page

1)

sessions of the Columbia sales convention, which wound up here yesterday.
Three pictures which will be roadshowed are "Flight," "Ladies of the
Evening" and "The Song of Love."
Hodes, as sales promotion chief, also
will have charge of accessories, appoints the exploitation force, make
merchandising tie-ups and launch
a new house organ, "The Columbia

Beacon."

Tiff any-Stahl District

Heads Listed by Hanson
managers of
announced by Oscar Hanson, general sales manager,
by districts and branches embraced
Lineup

of

district

Tiffany-Stahl

is

—

as follows: 1
Phil Meyers, New York,
Brooklyn-, northern
Jersey; 2

New

William D. Shapiro, Boston, Cincinnati,
Cleveland, Detroit, New Haven, Pittsburgh; 3
William C. Gehring, Albany, Buffalo, Philadelphia,

—

—

Washington; 4 Henri Ellman, Chicago, Indianapolis, Milwaukee, Minneapolis; 5
Jerry Marks, Denver,
Kansas City, St. Louis, Omaha; 6
Ralph A. Morrow, Atlanta, Charlotte,
Dallas, New Orleans, Oklahoma City; 7 Mannie Brown, Los
Angeles, Seattle, Portland, San Francisco, Salt Lake City; 8
Phil Hazza

—

—

—

in

Montreal,

St.

John, Toronto, Win-

nipeg, Calgary, Vancouver.

Cole Manager at Halletsville
Halletsville, Tex.
Robert Cole,
formerly of the Roseburg now is

—

manager

of the

Cole here.

should desire all help possible.
(.Continued from Page
1)
"This is not going to he a strike.*'
contract will contain the five
all-star
declared Frank Sheridan, who urged
films;
"The Drake Case." "Girl
the players to keep up their morale.
Overboard," "Brawn of the Sea"
Claude Gillingwater, Josia Melville,
"The Climax" and "She Belongs to
Eddie Buzzell and Gloria Grey were

A

among

the speakers.
resolution
Seattle labor council urging
Clara Bow to explain her remarks
against Equity was read at the meetof

the

ing.

Producers Claim Chorus
Action Not Effective

—

Westerns available will be eight
Hoot Gibson's, eight Ken Maynard's,
three Jack Hoxie reissues, and three
William

Desmond

reissues.

For short product there is available the third and fourth series
of
"The Collegians," of 12 subjects
each; 13 Northwest Mounted Police

are 26 Oswald Cartoons, 26
of the Comedies reissues.
In the line-up of chapterplays for
the Complete Service Contract are
ers

Union Gets 2 Big Houses World Wide Gets First
at Sydney and Melbourne
Sennett Feature Talker
(Continued from Page

THREE FILMS NEXT YEAR

CONTINUEDBY UNIVERSAL

1

Hollywood Producers declare they
pictures featuring Ted Carson; 13
have been affected by the refusal of
Pioneer Kid films starring Bobby
63 Chorus Equity members in refusNelson, 26 reissues featuring Pete
ing to work in no-Equity casts.
M- Morrison, Jack
Daugherty, Edmund
<>-.\I, Warners, First National, ParaCobb,
mount and Fox are among companies livan. Josie Sedgwick and Billy Sulnity of a victors won single-handedly, which have chorus girls under conThe two reel comedies include ten
Chorus Equity claims 400 Jims,
but Harvey Carman, editor of a Los tract.
ten all-stars, ten Sid Saylors
Angeles labor paper declared Equity boys and girls as members
and ten Arthur Lake's. Single reel-

(Continued from Page

1)

Southern Hemisphere, Millard John-

COLUMBIA TO ROADSHOW

Page

COMPLETE SERVICE PLAN

son, American representative of the
Australian chain, is advised in a
cablegram from F. Stuart Doyle,
managing director of the circuit. The
houses are to be wired for talkers
and also will present legitimate attractions.

Distributors

Andy Clyde are co-featured
including
Alma Bennett,

1J

in

a cast

Vernon

Cream

"The Ace
zan

the

of Scotland Yard," "TarTiger," "The Jade Box,"

"The Lightning Express" and "TerMcPhail,
Katherine
ry of the Times."
Ward, Rosemary Theby, Jack CoopDialogue was
er and Natalie Joyce.
written by John A. Waidron, Earle
Rodney, Hampton Del Ruth and
Addie

Dent,

TWO NEW CHICAGO LOOP

Harry McCoy.

To

HOUSES SEEN PROBABLE

Discuss

(Continued from Page

Sound Problems Today

said.

1)

Marks Bros, had been

plan-

ning on a house on the site, in a pro(Continued f. om Page 1
posed invasion of the loop, and are
cussed at a joint meeting to be held kansas, Mississippi and Tennessee and reported to have been working for
in about two weeks with a subcom- an M.P.T.O.A. ally; Charles Picquet, months with architects on plans for
mittee of five, representing exhibi- of Pinehurst, N. C. who is president the house. Some time ago, Fox was
of the Theater Owners' Ass'n of figuring on the Wacker Drive site
tors.
North Carolina also an M.P.T.O.A. for its long-talked of Chicago first
The exhibitor group, named yester- ally; and R. R. Biechele of Kansas run.
day by R. F. Woodhull, president of
City who is president of the M.P.T.O.
the M.P.T.O.A. who served as chairof Kansas and Missouri which is affilK. Takes Over
man of the anti-Myers meeting in iated with the M.P.T.O.A. Wood- Publix-B.

&

Washington

last

week,

is

composed

of the following:^

Frank C. Walker, general counsel
of Comerford Theaters, Inc., which
operates 78 houses in Pennsylvania,
and New York and which is not affiliated with any producing or distributing company; D. A. Harris of the
Harris Amusement Co. of Pittsburgh,
operating about 25 unaffiliated houses
in Pennsylvania; M. A. Lightman of
Memphis, who is president of the TriState M.P.T.O. Ass'n embracing Ar-

hull

is

Gregory House at Berwyn

ex-officio.

Walker's company operates both
large

and small theaters; Harris

like-

—

appearing
zine" and

T.

division

of

&

Katz circuit
has taken over the Parthenon at
Berwyn, one of the biggest and
costliest suburban houses in the MidThe house was built by
dle West.
Gregory Bros., owners of the Paland LaGrange, LaCicero,
ace,
Grange. The three houses went in-

wise may be expected to represent the
views of the big chain operator since
many of his houss are Class A theaters; Lightman's houses are entirely
small towns in the South and
in
Southwest; Picquet is a small town
operator, his theaters being located in
Southern Pine, N. C. and in Pine- to receivership some time ago, being
Biechele has a small- theater operated by the Chicago Title &
hurst.
Trust Co. Recently, a committee of
in Kansas City.
stockholders took over operation of

Talkers for Deaf by
Children's Films Listed
Means of New Device
by New Estimate Service
Talkers for the deaf are
London—
suitable
films
Listing
of
Chicago
for children is the purpose of National Film Estimate Service organized here, states Nelson L. Greene,
organizer and director. Monthly lists
of films for children under 15, from
15 to 20 and for adults are issued,

—

Chicago
L. &
Publix-Balaban

the

made possible by a new deshown here. It is an earphone

declared
vice

with a small switch to regulate volume according to the degree of deafThe device is to be attached
ness.
It is connectto the backs of seats.

the seat, which
in "The Parents' Maga- ed with a plug under
"The Educational Screen." has a screen connection.

It is considered
the three theaters.
ikely the other two houses will be
T.
taken over by L.

&

Dynamite Blasts Texas House
Harrisburg, Tex.

—

Damage

esti-

$1,000 was caused by explosion of dynamite sticks at the
Bluebonnet. Several sticks were declared to have been placed in the
exhaust fan at the rear of the house.
No clue to the culprits was found.

mated

at

I\ow supplying news

in

sound and action from
the following countries:

Algiers

AUSTRIA
Brazil

This

China

Czechoslovakia
Egypt
England

Issues

and throughout

the

United States

Every

Week

MOVIETONE NEWS
To meet the overwhelmingly
popular demand and the requirements of newly-wired theatres
it has been found necessary to
release a 4th newsy weekly issue.

—

Years ahead

— Issue D further demonstrates

the supremacy of Fox Movietone News, the first
talking newsreel

and the only one worldwide

in

coverage.

u

It

Speaks for Itself!

RKO

Annual Announcement

^NEWSPAPER
o/'FILMDOM
VOL. XLIX No.

This Issue

in

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME
Monday, July

12

15,

1929

JMOVES BEING
«•"""
aim

Price 5 Cents

MADE TO RESUME

OF LONG PARLEYS

ARBITRATION

—

Closing of the Paradeal for acquisition of Publix brings to an end negotiations for
the circuit by various interests extending over a period of years. Paramount, Fox, Warners are reported
to have sought purchase of the chain

Minneapolis

mount

Selecting

Eighteen months ago,

it

appeared

chain
the
certain
that
would be sold to Fox. Negotiations
had been carried on over a period of
weeks, a price, reputed to have been
$9,000,000, was agreed upon and Wiland M. L. Finkelstein
liam
(Continued on Page 35)

Hamm

organized in this industry.
FILM DAILY DirecThe results will be announced in
and in circulation
presses
the
off
Guide
tors' Annual and Production
In conception, desfgn and exhaustiveness of conin a few days.
tents, this work, it is believed, will: create widespread comment.
K A N N.

THE

Heads Sales of
Eastman Kodak Abroad

Blair

— George

A.

vet-

Blair,

sales manager of the motion
picture products of Eastman Kodak,
heads the cine-export division just
picture
created to exploit motion

eran

Attachment Adds Color to
Menjou to Produce at
Black and Whites, Claim
American Sound Studios

Prod-

the market

bv Raycol British Corp..

(Continued

Ago
From Equity Month DAILY

West

New Equipment

Combine

General Theaters Equipment, new
$67000,000 equipment combine, will
trade one share of common stock
voting trust certificates for one share
Corp.
Projector
International
of

common

stock and three-quarters of
one share for one share of National
Theater Supply Co. common.
In addition, through Pynchon &
(Continued

on Page

35)

Bureau!

THE FILM

Hollywood— Louise
last

Stock Trade Offered in

Coast

on

Page 35)

Dresser,

$1,300,000 against Sylvester Z.
them
Poli, alleging that amount due
Poll
the
of
sale
in
as commission
The
circuit to Fox for $26,000,000.
by
trio claimed to have been retained
cirPoli to find a purchaser for the

for

who

as suspendEquity Ass'n, re-

week was announced

ed from Actors'
signed from the organization a month
The resignation was not acago.

cuit.

cepted, however.

Producer;

Cowan, "G.M."

at L.

I.

Monta Bell, who has been producer at the Paramount Long Island
studio since it reopened a year ago,
has been signed on a new contract
as associate producer at the studio
(Continued

on

Page

2)

to

Ass'n, with indications that the plan
of action adopted will be followed in
other zones involved.
At Dallas, a meeting of the arbi-

board

tration

is

slated,

announce-

ment previously having been made
that distributors there intend to continue arbitration with* or without
members of the state unit.

Dallas— Effort will be made at a
meeting scheduled today to resume
arbitration in this territory, broken
board
off several weeks ago by the
of

directors

of

the Texas exhibitor
association took the

unit.

The Texas

lead

in

arbitration,

renouncing
(Continued

on

a

Page 35)

Indianapolis Mayor to Be
Asked to Choose Arbiters

Indianapolis— Appeal is to be made
Indianapotoday to Mayor Slack of
of the
non-members
appoint
to
lis
the
Indiana exhibitor association to
Indiana
The
arbitration
of
board
.

as

unit,

Ass'n,

a

has

member

of

Allied

withdrawn from

States
arbitra-

Radio Prepares Its Debut No Apparent Moves Made
Minneapolis
m
THE
(Continucd

on

Page

35)

October
and in Situation at
bed
been
The edition was being tucked away
vear.
Minneapolis— No action has
Part
>n
to happen.
began
arbitration
things
Then
restore
yawning.
yet to
were

night stands out vividly.

It

was a Friday

in early

its

of last
the presses

om

out a harmony of their
of the staff rushed in telephones rang
page had been reWhen the atmosphere cleared away, the front
and word was on its way
made, the presses were purring contentedly
thj the
being immune from surpns
to an industry credited with
KeUh-Albee
control of
Radio Corporation of America had secured
;

Bell, Associate

made today

Dallas Seeks Resumption
at Meeting Slated Today

—

Research

be

color

—

Electrical

to

declared produced from
black and whites by a small optical
attachment known as the Fernardi
process, which has been placed on

$1,300,000 Commission Suit
Western Electric
his own pictures
making
of
intention
Dakota six, South Dakota eight, WisBrought Against S. Z. Poli
(Continued on Page 35)
consin 34, Iowa 26 and Nebraska 12.
New Haven, Conn. Edward P.
states S. G. Honeck, recently apResigned
Dresser
Egan, real estate broker, and two
Louise
pointed sales manager in the NorthSpringfield brokers have brought suit
Installations are continuing at
ucts.
a rapid pace, he said.

are

are

films

W.

Efforts

resume arbitration in at least two
of the key cities affected by the arbitration "walkout" of Allied States

exchangemen today
Indianapolis
are prepared to submit to the mayor
of that city a list of prospective ar(Continued on Page 35)

London (By Cable)— Natural

Negotiations were concluded beproduct abroad, states Vice President
Adolphe Menjou and Earle
tween
succeeds
P.
Curtin
E.
B.
Jones.
L.
of
the American Sound StuSmith
Blair as domestic sales head.
dios for production of the star's next
picture, the agreement being reached
E. Equipments
118
before Menjou sailed for Europe.
in Six Mid-West States Menjou has not renewed his conand before
32 tract with Paramount
has
Minneapolis Minnesota
to the press his
expressed
sailing
installations, North

west for

and Indianapolis
Seek to Operate with
Non-Member Boards

Dallas

THE

practically

Rochester

The Tfn Best Directors

The competition has been keen. For many weeks, the newsFILM DAILY, have
papers of the nation, in cooperation with
been voting for The Ten Best Directors of 1928-1929. The ballot
boxes are closed and the count is on.
This year, and incidentally, the fourth for the ballot, 304 critics,
representing 350 trade and fan papers and newspapers in 45 states,
participated in the competition to designate directorial honors. Publications represented have an approximate circulation of 25,000,000
and constitute, by far, the greatest poll of critical opinion so far

at various times.

KEYS

IN ALLIED

0rP

^dSf

Significant. Those who knew how
(Continued

on

Page

4)

far the ramifica-

taken as

being done,

Nothing is
this territorv.
surface indications
at least so far as

arbitration board is withas a result
out exhibitor members
Northwes
the
of
ofthe withdrawal
arbitration.
1 lus
from
unit
exhibitor
with the dictum of

KO

The

was done

in line

which wUhdrew
Xllied States Ass'n,
«;
(Continued

on

I

age

.

2

.

THE

The Industry's
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The Broadway Parade
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No. 12

Price 5 Cents

Embassy. The Globe
starring Eddie Leonard.

is

now

"Bulldog Drummond".
"The Black Watch"

"On With

the

Theater
.

,

United Artists.

.

.

Fox
Warner
Paramount

Show"

"The Four Feathers"
"Drag"

"The

Fall of

Eve"

.

Today

M-G-M
.

.

the Globe and

at

housing "Melody Lane," Universal feature

Distributor

"Broadway Melody"
Published daily except Saturday and holidays
New York, N. Y. anrt
at 1650 Broadway,
copyright (1929) by Wid's Films and Film
Folk, Inc.
W. Alicoate, President and
J.
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann, Vice-President
Editor;
Donald
and
M. Mersereau, Treasurer,
Business and Advertising Manager. Entered
as second class matter, May 21, 1918, at the
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the art
Terms (Postage free)
of March 3, 1879.
United States outside of Greater New York
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
Foreign, $15.00.
Subscribers should
$3.00.
Address all communicaremit with order.
tions to
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broad
way. New York, N. Y.
Phone Circle 4736
4737-4738-4739.
Cable address:
Filmday.
Hollywood.
California
Ralph
New York.
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd.
Phone Granite
6607.
London Ernest W. Fredman, The
89-91
Film
Renter,
Wardour
St.,
W.
I.
Berlin
Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne.
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
Paris P. A. Harle.
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la
Cour-des-Noues, 19.

"Broadway"

long runs have closed,

at the

Picture

PUBLISHER

JOHN W. ALICOATE

WO

.

.

.

First National.

"Thunderbolt"

Paramount

"Broadway Babies"

First

"Alibi"

United Artists.

"Show Boat"

Universal

"Melody Lane"

Universal

.

•

National.
.

.

Rivoli

Rialto

.

•

.

8
2

June
June
June
June
June

Criterion

Warner
Central

.

.

Gaiety

Winter Garden.

Feb.

May
May
May

Colony
Globe

July

—

Financial

managers of Famous Play<|.
Canadian Corp., Vancouver.

22

1

20
20
21

29
1

News

July 15

July 31

Producer; Kelly Sailing to Hold
Cowan, "G.M." at L. I.
U. A. British Sales Meet

Bell, Associate

High

Low

*Am.

Seat
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 26

Kodak

East.

do

205%

pfd

"A"
A-O

93%

Fm.

Fox

Keith

.-.

do

pfd
Loew's, Inc
*do pfd
M-G-M pfd

59^

M.

Cap
F-L
Pathe Exch

59

P.
Para.

66%
9

"A"

*do

25%

Sales

33

....

26

100
300
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92yi
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118
5854
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25
57y2 58
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6654
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8%
18M

Radio-K-A-O
*Stanlev Co

39

3854

61%-

do pfd

52J4

52'J4

39
40

98%

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros, new 61%

61"^
5254

1,100

...554

Prod.

Columbia

Pets.

Fm.

Con.

Film

..

554

2,500
....

32%

32%

79%
32%

Ind

23

23

Insp

Fox Thea. "A"... 27
Griffith, D.W. "A"
Proj
30
do deb rts
Scr. Ser
25%
Thea. Sup... 23%

Intern.

Loew
Nat.
Nat.

Trans-Lux

Univ.
do

11

2654

23
2
27

500
100
....
3,300

1%
29

30

24%
2454
22
11

25

23%
11

2,400
....
1,300
1,200
100

20%

Pict

pfd

all

theaters

local

wired houses. The situation
an interesting stage when

Sud Film-British Int'l
Director Coming to U.

BOND MARKET

Aug.

1

Aug.

7

Universal

of

Newsrt

Paramount Soui
News.
tournament of exhibitors ar
exchangemen at Seattle.

First

issue

of

issue

of

Golf

Sept. 28

First

News

as sponsor of the bout to take place
July 18 at the Yankee Stadium be-

Hearst

Metrotoi

(sound).

hospital for the inmates of the
of the Daughters of Jacob, of
J.

Walker

is

Acoustical Treatmen

Claimed by Dallas Firn
Dallas

—

Something new

in

low

cost acoustical treatment of theater
is claimed by the King Studios hen
A special weave of acoustical fel
treated in the form of banners, high
ly or simply decorated, according t<
requirements and designed to drap
theater walls for better sound absorp
tion and better artistic effects, is em
bodied in the plan.

—

Home

News

tures and Fox-Movietone
the Brooklyn section of

Fox

the

The

in

truck,

Hollywood, was secured for
metropolitan territory by Joe

built in

the

Leo,

tween Tommy Loughran and Jimmy
Braddock.
Gate receipts are to be
turned over to fund for building a

chairman.

New

Berlin

Metropolitan Playhouses.

Aaron Fox Aids Charity Fund
Aaron Fox, Fox executive, is acting

Mayor James

1

(silent).

issue

S.
Wagner Managing Griffith Houser
(By Cable)— Director GoldPampa, Tex. C. E. Wagner, relie
reached schmidt of Sud Film
-British Inter- manager for Griffith Amusement Co

Regent, their appearance being limited to 15 minutes.

554

& Katz

*Bal.

Ottawa— With

gone "talker," there are rumbles in
the local labor world and a demand
has been made for the installation
of two stagehands in each of the

W. P. national plans a visit to New York.
Covert, third International vice-pres300 ident of the I.A.T.S.E., visited OtSound Truck Boosts Fox Talkers
3,200 tawa
discuss details with the
to
300 managers.
No action has been taken
A sound truck, equipped with
Only one "mike," amplifier and horn and capa3,40'J with regard to musicians.
.... theater in Ottawa now has an orch- ble
of throwing the human voice
estra and this is a stage band which for a distance as far as five miles, is
1,000
200 plays an overture each night at the being used in exploiting talking pic200

CURB MARKET
Acoustic

Arthur W. Kelly, vice president
personally direct two pic- and general manager of foreign distures and supervise three others dur- tribution for United Artists, sails Friing the coming year.
James R. day for Europe, where he will visit
Cowan has been appointed general his company's various offices in the
manager of the studio. He has held interests of sales of new product. In
the position of production manager London, within a few days after his
for the past year.
arrival, Kelly will preside over a
sales convention of the Great Britain
organization, United Artists Corp.,
Stagehands
be
Ltd.
He will visit Paris, Berlin and
other capitals.
will

Asked
At Ottawa Wired Houses

Close

First

president of the

producer,

is

in

ver.

Theater Chairs For Sale
1,200

chairs

now

Long Branch, N.

at
J.,

Strand Theater,

— cheap.

for sale

Immediate delivery.
Must be taken
Apply to Mr.
before August 1st.
McChesney, c-o Walter Reade, 1531
Broadway, N. Y. Chickering 5800.

circuit.

Arranging Serial Sale
Mrs. Nat Levine, wife of the serial

now is in charge of the Rex anc
Crescent here during the absence O!
C. B. Akers, now vacationing at Den-

New York

to ar-

which range for the sale of "King of the
honorary Kongo," the first sound and talking
serial produced by Mascot Pictures

Al« mfm «A«
4

Corp.

A-O 6s 46 90% 90% 905/6
Loew 6s 41ww
107% 107% 107%
do 6s 41 x-war
97%
Paramount 6s 47
9854
Par. By. 5%s51
98%
Pathe 7s37
72

Keith

1

13

....

CURB BONDS
Am.

Seat.

6s

Warner 6%s

36.. 89J4
28

89%

89%

do units
do com
Skouras Bros

29%

2%

3%

33
75

do pfd
Univ. Ch.
do pfd

70
2
75

com.

5

.

2754

26J4
2754

Technicolor
United Art

Gordon Transferred to Springvale
Springvale, Me. George B. Gor-

—

don,
Universal,
formerly
of
the
Fitchburg, Mass. has been transferred to the Colonial here.
M.
Dunn of the Dorchester, Dorchester,
has replaced Gordon at Fitchburg.

198

OVER THE COUNTER
Roxy "A"

6

38
77
10

80
85

•LAST PRICE QUOTED

;

{Continued from Page 1)

and

May

STOCK MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)

18
ern

17,

(silent).

—

—

1

York.
Annual convention of we

Testimonial dinner to Sid Graurmi
Los Angeles.
July 22 23 Golf tournament and picnic
exhibitors and distributors at D|
Moines.
July 23- 25 Convention of Rocky Mounts'
States exhibitors at Denver.
July 26 Film golf tournament of exhibito
and distributors at Minneapolis.
July 27
First issue of M-G-M Internatior

THE

—

New

at

July 17

29

July

16,

"Melody Lane"

of

Globe,

Opening Date

Astor
Apollo

Opening

Hale Under Knife
George Hale, dance director and
co-producer
of
the
Gamby-Hale
Girls, is reported recovering in a
New York hospital following an
operation for appendicitis.

Gilliam at Stillman
Cleveland George Gilliam has been
appointed manager of the Stillman
which reopened June 29 with "Noah's
Ark."
Floran Denarde is assistant

—

manager.

John Baker

of the

Loew

organization in Pittsburgh succeeds
Gilliam as manager of the Cameo,

with
ager.

Sam Gillman

as assistant

man-

WANTED
Bell

and Howell or Duplex
printing machines.

Box A-143
care Film Daily
Broadway
N. Y. City

1650

NATIONAL
S C KE E IN

SERVICE
ANDgHLENT

:

More Protfram^PEP"
W

^WWAAAA*JA*A4J^P

1

a NEWSeries of SENSATIONAL
Sound Novelties by the
,*»

Creator of"MICKEY MOUSE
Walt Di/neyy

12 Single

Ahima-ted

%

Reel Riots

Sound

in

Cartoon-/-

I

LAYING the
"The SKELETON
DANCE'*
New
SYMPHONIES"
The

first of the
"SILLY
Sound Recorded by Powers Cinephone System on Film and

In

Series

Discs

5 BROADWAY
The
The
are

ROXY— The

Theatres THIS WEEK
STRAND— The HIPPODROME

CAMEO

ALL

and The CARNEGIE PLAYHOUSE
Showing DISNEY CARTOONS This Week

DISNEY CARTOONS, 723 7th Ave., New York
PHILADELPHIA— 1331 Vine
CHICAGO— 828 So. Wabash

MILWAUKEE— 723

Wells

St.

St.

SAN FRANCISCO—209

PITTSBURGH— 1024 Forbes St.
LOS ANGELES— 1928 S. Vermont
DETROIT—2310 Cass Aye.
Golden Gate Ave.

BOSTON— 44 Church St.
CLEVELAND— Film Exchange
BUFFALO—257 Franklin St

Av.

.

SEATTLE—2418

2nd Ave.

Bldg.

DAILY

Radio Prepares

n>

(.Continued

from Page

Monday, July

Debut

Its
RKO

THE

field

you
and

David Sarnoff to whom motion pictures then were a far more new affair

than they are today.

advisability of
as they concern

the

its

activities

motion

RCA

Kennedy

production

Gets Ready

chairman of the board of
Radio stepped into the limelight at
Keith-Albee-Orpheum, a post which once. Conjecture was rite. What did
had come to him largely through his it all mean and what was to come.''
friendship with J. J. Murdock. Keith- This column at the time sized it up
stock

was

also

Albee-Orpheum also owned
FBO. It was these interlocking
factors which provided the nucleus
around which RCA's bold entrance

in

into the three

major branches of the

The K-A-O
industry was
and
stock held by Kennedy, Murdock
conceived.

others
trol

swing conKennedy's stock,

was
At FBO,

sufficient

to

an
plus that held by Guy Currier,
Central
attorney for the New York
to
and General Electric, was added
others and it was a deal.
But the move was not unexpected.

RKO BUSY ON NEW SEASON
PICTURES, JOUR

IN

WORK

n

the following tashion:
"The gentlemen who pull the RCA
strings have made u;> tneir minds that the
time has arrived for their pet to take its
seat in the councils of the mighty. Working via a business technique which is

before stepping in.
the decision to go and
before the realization had time to become general, the move is taken. And
fully

"Then came

K-A-O with its
wnat uo you mid.'
strategically placed theaters reaching clear
across the land is annexed • * " and

FBO

acquired as a nucleus for production and distribution oi sound pictures,
the caviar of the motion picture menu.
"Ihese steps, mind you, are the first of
several. * * * As for FBO, the crystal
ball reveals something that assumes this

form:

"An

expansion and an added importance such as that organization has never
enjoyed before."

sary

West

Coast

step taken, it
reorganize.
to

became necesKeith-Albee-

Hollywood

Talent at the

30 talkers for 1929-1930.

Heading the list is "Rio Rita," now
entering its fifth week. Bebe Daniels,
John Boles, Bert Wheeler, Bob
Woolsey and Dorothy Lee are in the
Luther Reed is directing.
Richard Rosson is handling the pictorial direction and Frank Craven the
cast.

"The Very Idea"

dialogue direction of
in which Craven, Allen Kearns, Hugh
Trevor, Sally Blane play leads.
Rod La Rocque is starred in "The
Delightful Rogue" in which Rita Le
Roy, Charles Byers, Fred Moorhouse,
Harry Semels, Sam Blum and Ed
Brady constitute the support. Lynn

Shores

is

schedule yet the

handling pictorial direction

and A. Leslie Pearce the dialogue.
Henry M. Hobart is supervising.
"Tanned Legs" is now rounding out
George
its first week of production.
B. Seitz is directing.
The studio is under supervision of
William Le Baron, vice-president in

STARS
Don

and

Borden,
Brady,

Henry Armetta, John
Sally

Blane,

Charles

new
Not an
new or-

RCA-

company found

it-

in

Setting the Stage
The ensuing months were

there-

devoted to plans for 1929-1930.
In Hollywood, the stages were soundHere in New York, story
proofed.
fore

material was bought for the new
When word was flashed
program.
that "Rio Rita" had been purchased
the face of stiff competition, the
industry realized with a rather startling suddenness that Radio meant
business indeed.
The period of preparation is now
over. With the new season
The remakes its formal debut.
sources financial and electrical of

Boles, Olive

Byer,

Ed.

Sam Blum, Fred Burns, Andre BerTyrone Brerton, Irving Bacon, Guy
Buccola Jeanne De Bard, Heinie Conklin,
Betty Compson, Frank Craven, Joseph Cawthorn, Richard Dix, Bebe Daniels, Emma
Dunn, G. Fat Collins, James Eagle, Doris
Eaton, Theodore Von Eltz, Morgan Farley,
Ann Greenway, Roberta Gale. Hedda Hopper, Mildred Harris, Arthur Housman, Will
Hopper, Al Hill, Johnny Harron, Helen
Kaiser, Eddie Kane, Allen Kearns, Anderson
Lawlor, Dorothy Lee, Ivan Lebedeff, Owen
Moore, Matt Moore, Tom Moore, Bert Moorhouse, Ken Murray and His Gang, Raymond
Murel, Walter MacNamara, Sam Nelson,
Jack Oakie, Kathryn Perry, Rod La Rocque,
Rita Le Roy, Nick De Ruiz, Eva Rosita,
Harry Semels, Charles Stevens, Frank Sheridan, Ned Sparks, Leonard Simmons, Hugh
Trevor, Olive Tell, Rudy Vallee, Bert Wheeler, Bob Woolsey and Dan Wolheim.

are

the radio links in the National
Broadcasting Company's nation-wide)
chain, a factor fraught with farreaching potentialities as an influence

on public
In

tastes.

distribution

its

Joseph

has

The

Marcus

set-up,

Schnitzer

I.

fingers

and

RKO
Lee

of both hands

shy in computing
through the FBO
days and now under the new aegis,
Schnitzer has been a constructive,
steady
influence.
His company's
progress is his and the two are indivisable.
Marcus, long the sales
manager, is now executive vice-president, a post well earned through the
years.
Production reins are held hi
steady hand by William Le Baron,
editor,
playwright and production
numerically

are

their experience. All

expert.

RKO

This is the trio that runs
with David Sarnoff, one of America's
business leaders, lurking in a friendly background.
At RKO, the advent
of the company under RCA auspices
is
looked for eagerly and with no
apprehension over the future.
It is
easy to understand why such stolid
confidence prevails.

KANN

LE BARON HAS CHARGE OF

RKO

RCA

LINE-UP FOR 1929-1930

—

—

form an impressive foundation considered

RKO

company

the
its

stands.

exhibition holdings

Studio
DIRECTORS

Am-

ni

in

PLAYERS

Alvarado, Gus Arnheim and His

bassadors,

the

fit

the

the middle of a selling season with many commitments for silent pictures to fulfill.
self

THE FILM DAILY Orpheum became Radio-Keith-Or- upon which
With "Street Girl" pheum in the days that followed. Coupled with

and "Side Street" completed and four
others in work, Radio Pictures is
actively under way on its program of

to

into

Photophone facilities at its disposal,
was ready to turn to an all-sound

Bureau,

—

Moves

company

mould were begun at once.
But, this was a
easy task.
RKO, with
der of things.

somewhat a.ien to the metnods so tondly
pursued in the denizens ot the celluloid
mighty, RCA deliberated long and plenti-

The

Radio-Keith-Orpheum supplied

forte;

the theater outlets.

pictures."

192S|

1)

Productions as
extended in the com- as witness the following editorial FBO assumed
Pictures as
monicker
and
Radio
FILM
DAILY
a
comment
in
at
almostgrasped
munications
Over
an appropriate trade name.
8, 1928:
once the potential importance of its of October
"Assuming control of
K-A-O and
Corp.
Radio-Keith-Orpheum
both,
had
What
amusements.
into
entrance
FBO is chewing ort a pretty good bite.
held sway.
To deny that the particular direction in
happened was this:
RKO, then, in one fell swoop,
which this powerful electrical organizaRCA
previously,
months
b'ome
tion
moved caused a couple ot loud
found
itself sprawled at once over
11
approximate
had purchased an
whistles would be in variance with the
of the three important angles
two
P.
Joseph
FBO.
on
least
three
inHowever,
at
in
facts.
interest
per cent
of the motion picture triangle. Prostances and, mayhap more, this editorial
Kennedy, then president of the latter
typewriter has endeavored to expound to
duction and distribution were its
company, had made the deal with
watching RCA

RCA

tions of

15,

Brenon, Frank Craven, William
Cowan, Bert Glennon, Henry Hobart,
J.
Richad Rosson, Luther Reed, Wesley Ruggles, Mai St.
Clair, George B.
Seitz and

Lynn

Shores.

DlALOGUERS DIRECTORS

anger,

Russell

Mack,

Leslie

Pearce and

Eugene

Walter.

AUTHORS
George Abbott, Frank R. Adams, Guy
Bolton, John Brownell, James Ashmore Creel-

man,

Hyatt

Daab,

Vina

Pauline Forney,

Fields,

Delmar,

Maude

Herbert

Fulton,

Ben

George Hull, William Le Baron,
Charles MacArthur, Jane Murfin, Dudley
Murphy, Ted Paramore, Harry Ruby, John
Russe.l, Wallace Smith, Mai St. Clair, Fred
Thompson, George Kibbe Turner, Eugene
Walter, W.
Carey Wonderly, G. Ranger
Wormser and Lajos Zilahy.
Hecht,

MUSICAL WRITERS
Irving Caesar, Sidney Clare, Clifford Grey,
Bert Kalmar, Oscar Levant, Joseph McCarthy, Leo Robbin, Harry Ruby, Harry Tierney
and Vincent Youmans.

direction of "Hit

James Ashmore Creelman, Jr.,
playwright and scenarist, has just
been signed by Radio as a writing
supervisor. He has been assigned the
task of adapting and supervising "Hit
the

Herbert

for the

the Deck."

Deck"

"The

and

Vagabond

Lover."

The musical

staff is under superVictor Barravalle, former
ccuductor for such musical producers
as Florenz Ziegfeld
The singing chorus of 80 signed
for Radio Pictures' musicals is under
direction of Pietro Cimini, identified
with the Chicago Grand Opera Co.
The permanent stock dancing
chorus is under direction of Pea|l
Eaton, former dance directress for
Broadway producers
Among cameramen on the lot ar$
Leo Tover, who was with Herbert
Brenon for several years and shot
"Sorrell and Son" and "The Rescue";
Bob De Grasse, Harry Wild, Joe
Biroc, Jack MacKenzie, Bob Martin,

vision

Nick

of

Musuraca,

Roy

Eslick,

Billy

Marshall, Ed. Henderson and Robert

Was

in

Flower" and others were made has

charge of production. He has been
in motion pictures since 1919. At that
time he was director general of Cosmopolitan Prod, for William Randolph Hearst, resigning the post of

for Hearst. In 1924 he was associate
producer for Paramount with Gloria

managing editor of Collier's Weekly.^
Under his supervision "Humoresque,"
"Beau Geste," "When Knighthood

since 1927.

Swanson, Thomas Meighan, Richard
Dix and Herbert Brenon under his
supervision. He has been with RKO
Louis A. Sarecky, for several years
studios,
a ranking executive at

RKO

just been appointed associate producer and studio manager by Le
Baron, succeeding Charles E. Sulli-

van.

Luther A. Reed, William J. Cowan
and Henry Hobart have also ranked
as associated supervisors, with

now

Reed

directing "Rio Rita" and being

Kurrle and others.

RCA

On the staff of
Photophone
recorders is H. A. Murphy, said to
be the man who first broadcast a
heartbeat from New York to Boston.
A corps of
Photophone engineers is constantly at work on recording improvements under super-

RCA

vision of F. H.

Townsend.

RADIO
COMES

T

E

SHOW-WORL

I

m

V

p
-

ffjfs

R/CC

AN:

ONLY

I

THIRTY
GREAT
RADIO
DIALOG
PICTURES
JOSEPH

I.

29-30

SCHNITZER

President. Radio

HE

Pictures

amalgamation

mightiest

T:

brought

now

RADIO PICTURES

of

art,

drama and

industry

in

all

the ages

is

to fulfillment.

program of THIRTY SUPER ALL-DIALOGUE ATTRACTIONS
each a Titan of Showmanship
planned carefully in accordance with the radical
new Radio policy of QUALITY PRODUCTIONS.
.

.

presents a

.

.

QUALITY

is

the keynote of

goal of Radio Pictures

and

scientific interests

From

.

.

.

RCA

.

.

development and QUALITY

be the unswerving
sponsored and magnificently supported by the industrial

from which

it

springs.

the great Ziegfeld "Rio Rita" clear through the program, Radio has assembled

the finest group of attractions presented by

Emphasis has been placed on the
ever, "the play's the thing"

dialogue and music. To

many

will

stars of

vital factor of story

and Radio

this

any one company

will

spare nothing

this

season.

values ... for today, more than
in

the preparation of

its

stories,

end, the greatest directors, authors and composers and

stage and screen are devoting their genius to Radio Pictures.

*4[W

f*

FIRST

RADIO TITANS

m
THE MIRACLE GENIUS OF ZIEGFELD
AND THE UNRIVALLED RESOURCES OF
RADIO BRING YOU IN TRIUMPH THE
GREATEST MUSICAL SHOW OF ALL TIME!

FLORENZ ZiEGFELD'S

w

FABULOUS OPERETTA SMASH SENSATION

SCREEN WILL
DO JUSTICE

TO THE NAME
OF ZIEGFELD

MIGHTIEST OF ALL ZIEGFELD
.... PRODUCED ON
COLOSSAL SCALE BY RADIO

SHOWS

SHOWMANSHIP
ALL on this master piece
of Ziegfeld wizardry .... To be even greater in
full dialogue and music on the screen than during
its record-smashing run of 62 weeks amid the glitRadio Pictures stakes

its

New

tering opulence of the Ziegfeld Theatre,

and

in all

leading

cities of

York

the nation.

ZIEGFELD'S GREATEST LONGRUN ATTRACTION SETS NEW

STANDARD
THE CAST ...
BEBE DANIELS

Rio Rita;

JOHN

BOLES,

star of "Desert

Song,"

greatest of screen baritones; BERT WHEELER, world famed comedian

from No.

1

Rio Rita

also with original company;
pation"-

and 500

BOB WOOLSEY,

Company;

DOROTHY

Music by Harry Tierney.

by Pearl Eaton.

Utterly

Lyrics

Guy

In

Bolton

and Fred Thompson

Its

Maestro Cimini

Magnificence

of Lavishness

SPECIAL

FLASH
SCENES
IN

TECHNICOLOR

New And

Other

All

Screen Musical Attractions of the Past
Establishing

beauties.

by Joseph M'Carthy. Chorus direc-

Singing Chorus;

Dwarfing

"Synco-

LEE, sensation of

other singers, dancers and glorified

Directed by Luther Reed. Book by

tion

comedian;

brilliant

.

.

And

Revolutionary Standards

and Box-Office Showmanship ....

With the sensational

"SOMETIMES

I'M

"HALLELUJAH"...

march -melody
ever known

New

YOUMAN'S
Vound

-

tnjp

world

nauflteql musical

comedy

JOYOtJ^LONG-RUN RECORD
BREAKER F^OQUCED WITH MATCHLESS SKILL AND tAVISHNESS!
.

.

.

York

.

to.

|

HA

.

A TITAN NAME AMONG THE STARS OF RADIO!

RICHARD

/

THREE BIG DIALOG

and

creations of crack writers
bursting with

comedy

.

.

SHOWS

.

DIX will bring to these super dialog
productions the rich talent and rugged

charm he gave to "The Vanishing
American/' "The Quarterback/'
"Knockout Reilly"and other sensational
successes which placed him foremost
in the affection of world theatre-goers.
Behind him a fan following of faithful
before him the promise
millions

achievement made doubly brilliant
by the talking screen of Radio

of

!

directors.

shot with

and built on the Dix
romance that swings both fists

.

.

.

drama

tradition of
!

All

Radio-Dix attractions

will

be personally supervised by
William Le Baron under whose
guidance the

duced

his

star

has

pro-

greatest successes.

RUDY
and

His

CONNECTICUT YANKEES

in_

ENRAPTURED NATION OF RADIO LISTENERS
MEETS ITS IDOL IN A SPECTACLE OF GAY SONG

AND
Joyful

LAVISH
.

.

.

presenting
minstrel

— yet

...............

COLOR

Inspired

with

.

.

.

Unstinted ...

deserved

A

dramatic

production

pomp

Don Juan who wears the mantle

wields with

terrific

this

of genius

effectiveness the sturdy

broad sword of showmanship

I

NATION'S IDOL

ON

THE AIR
WORLD'S IDOL
ON THE TALKING

SCREEN

.

.

.

.

.

n

i

to

insure the high type of pres-

entation this attraction merits,
Radio Pictures must for the

withhold details of its
elaborate production plans for

moment

Mr. Vallee ..

......•••
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X
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RADIO'S FABULOUS RESOURCES POURED
INTO THE GREATEST ALL-TALKING.
ALL-SINGING .... ALL-DANCING
ALL-NOVELTY EXTRAVAGANZA. .. SINCE
THE FLASHING DAWN OF ELECTRICAL
ENTERTAINMENT.
.

.

Book and music by Bert Kalmar and Harry Ruby .... Famed
composer and librettist of many of Broadway s greatest stage
shows, including "Five o'Clock Girl."

.

ONE

VOICE
IN

TEN MILLION
DANIELS'voice, reproduced in all its charm
and resonance on the talking screen, is the
current sensation in Hollywood.

BEBE

So decisively has Bebe

clicked

in

the

new medium

that Radio Pictures selected her instantly from

headline applicants for the role of Rio Rita
great Ziegfeld show of that
leading part with

A

its

even

loftier

the

... to sing the

exacting vocal requirements!

brilliant little trouper,

colors flying

name

in

fifty

Bebe came through with

climbed overnight, as it were, to
heights than she occupied before.

.

.

.

Therefore Radio Pictures takes pride in announcing

BEBE

DAN

LS

IN THREE ALL-DIALOG AND MUSIC DRAMAS
ON ALL OF WHICH THE MIGHTY RESOURCES
OF RADIO WILL BE LAVISHED ... THE FIRST OF
WHICH WILL BE
/ /

WILD

HEART

/ /

elemental emotions ....

produced on a grand scale
by the director of "Sorrell

and Son/' "Beau Geste"
and lummox"

From the stage play by
G.

RANGER

WORMSE^

ft
fSm

rUm-

I

m

GORGEOUS
BUILT

REVEL OF JOY-FIRED

DRAMA AND SOARING MELODY.

TO CLINCH AT THE START RADIO'S

AND JAMBOREE
OF CONQUEST

BID

FOR

SHOW

DARING GENIUS

.

.

PRE-EMINENCE

SPURRED BY THE
LURE
LEAPS TO THE TASK AND SWEEPS TO TRIUMPH
IN A MASTERPIECE OF MUSICAL DRAMA!

JAZZ

!

.

.

.

.

.

.

FRESH,

.

.

.

.

COMPSON

BETTY

new darling of the nation's
billboards
dances
fiddles
troupes as never
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

before

JACK O A K
NED SPARKS
I

E

JOSEPH CAWTHORN
three headliners forming the
fastest-cracking comedy combination yet seen on stage or
talking screen

GUS ARNHEIM'S
Cocoanut Grove Band playing
Levant &
melodies

Clare's

DORIS

new

hit

EATON

dancing sensation with RKO's

RAVISHING BEAUTY ASSEMBLY OF 100.

JOHN HARRON
IVAN LEBEDEFF
GUY BUCCOLA
contributing
matic art

their

fine

dra-

W. CAREY WONDERLY'S
romantic tale of the children
of midnight

WESLEY RUGGLES'
unmatched stagecraft.

....

JANE MURFIN'S
sparkling dialog

BETTY

COMPSON

JOHNNY HARRON
JACK O A K E
I

NED

SPARKS

IVAN LEBEDEFF
JOSEPH CAWTHORN

GUY BUCCOLA

EDDIE KANE

— and

OTHER BIG
RADIO SPECIALS
HALF MARRIAGE
SIDE STREET

ground
instant
.

titles

.

.

.

big with

audience appeal

selected after ex-

.

haustive study by
experts.

show

Stories by the world's
greatest stage dramatists
.

.

.

novelists

.

.

.

writers

whose names are boxoffice with
In all

a capital B

!

DANCE HALL
P P E

RWO

R

RICHARD

D IX

PRODUCTIONS
i

BETTY

COMPSON

PRODUCTION

D

L

THE VERY IDEA

HUNTED

SENSATION
(TENTATIVE

TITLE)

DAMAGED
(TENTATIVE

TITLE)

LOVE CAPTIVE

TANNED LEGS
JAZZ HEAVEN

.

.

LADIES

ALSO

OF THE PORT

(TENTATIVE

(TENTATIVE
IN SILENT

TITLE)

WALKER

FIRE

PRODUCTION

is

.

.

(TENTATIVE TITLE)

.

ROD LaROCQUE

2nd

3

.

.

FRAMED

of which the Radio

standard of quality

.

.

NIGHT PARADE
U

BEBE DANIELS
PRODUCTIONS

.

ROGUE

DELIGHTFUL

3

.

.

.

TITLE)

VERSION

pre-eminent.

RADIO PICTURES SHORT PRODUCT
EWEST AND BEST IN INDUSTRY
DARMOUR COMEDY
RCA GRAMERCY
TABLOIDS
PROGRAM
Produced under the supervisor! of Larry Darmour
in his own big studio in Hollywood.

TO "RECORD

BREAKERS" sen-

sational music dialog

Tabs

Witwer with Alberta
Vaughn and Al Cooke
Each a tabloid musical comedy
.

.

.

by

H. C.

on lavish scale.
1

O

GENERAL SUPERVISION DICK CURRIER

7

GRAMERCY DRAMATIC TABLOIDS
(two reels) By the world's greatest
Eugene O'Neill and

writers, including

O. Henry

6

GRAMERCY COMEDY FEATUR-

ETTES (two reels) From carefully
selected scripts prepared by the best

comedy

"MICKEY

(himself)

tab comedies .... with
dialog and music
featuring
the most talented juveniles on
the screen in stories based on
the great Fontaine Fox cartoons.
.

.

specialists

McGUIRE

.

Dialog and silent versions.

The Golden Voice

RKO niSTRIRUTINin

7

GRAMERCY NOVELTIES

(one reel)

Among them

"The Travele r",
featuringthe inimitable Marc Connelly,

6

GRAMERCY COMEDIES
Written

(one reel)

by America's foremost

humorists.

of the Silver Screen

CORPORATION

8

—

6 17

3
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Five Musical Productions Lead
Schedule of Thirty
Off

RKO
13

Silent Versions

RKO

productions for 1929-1930 having silent as well
as dialogue versions will be:
"High River," "The Night Parade," "Half-Marriage,"
"Side Street," "Delightful Rogue," "Tanned Legs," "The
Fire Walker," "Hunted," "Upperworld,"
three Bebe Daniels films not yet titled.

Tin-

major

RKO
types

divided
line-up,
of pictures, is as

into
fol-

lows:
Mus'.cal

Productions

5

directed by Wesley
Ruggles from the story by W. Carey
Wonderly; dialogue by Jane Murfin; lyrics and music by Sidney Clare
"Street

Girl,"

and Oscar Levant; chorus and dancing by Pearl Eaton; musical background by Gus Arnheim's Ambassadors; featuring Hetty Compson, with
Jack Oakie, Ned Sparks, Johnny Hairon,
Joseph Cawthorn and Doris
Eaton and her chorus.
"Rio Rita," with stage and camera
direction by Luther Reed from stage
jroduction by Florenz Ziegfield; book
jy Guy Bolton and Fred Thompson,
nusic by Harry Tierney and lyrics
Joseph McCarthy, adapted by
>y
Luther Reed, dances and chorus by
Pearl Eaton, singing chorus by Pietro
Cimini, musical direction by Victor
Sarravalle. Bebe Daniels, John Boles,
Sert Wheeler, Bob Woolsey and DorThere are to be
jthy Lee in cast.

echnicolor sequences.

"Hit the Deck," from the Vincent
ifoumans operatta of the same title,
Book
with director to be assigned.
>y Herbert Fields, music by Vincent
i'oumans, lyrics by Leo Robbin, Cliford Grey and Irving Caesar; chorus
Star and
irection by Pearl Eaton.
ast not yet selected.
"Radio Revels of 1929," with

book
by Bert Kalmar and Harry
*uby; music by Harry Ruby.
nd

lyrics

"Framed," and

Eagle, Anderson Lawler and Gus
Arnheim's Ambassadors in cast.
"Hunted," direction by Wesley
Ruggles from the story by Frank R.
Adams to appear in "Red Book Magazine."

"Side Street," to be directed by Mai
Clair and from story by this director; adapted by John Russell witli
dialogue by Jane Murfin, lyrics by
Sidney Clare and music by Oscar
Levant, chorus direction by Pearl
St.

Eaton; Tom, Matt and

Owen Moore

Kathryu Perry, Frank
Sheridan, Andre Beranger and Emma
featured, witli

Dunn

in cast.

"Dance
cast

Hall,"

by

to be assigned.

Dramas

Vina

Delmar;

—

"The Delightful Rogue" pictorial
direction by Lynn Shore, under supervision of Henry Hobart witli dialogue direction by A. Leslie Pearce
from the story by Wallace Smith;
dialogue by Wallace Smith with lyrics
and music by Sidney Clare and Oscar
Levant starring Rod La Rocque. Rita
Le Roy, Charles Bvers, Fred Moorhouse, Harry Semels, Ed Brady and
Sam Blum are in the support.
"Jazz Heaven," from the story by
Pauline Forney and Dudley Murphy,
lyrics by Sidney Clare and music by
Oscar Levant; director, star and cast
not yet assigned.

Rod La Rocque, No.

temporarily-

2,

Business," from the
storv by Wallace Smith with dialogue
by Smith.
titled,

"Strictly

Comedy Dramas

—

"The Very Idea," with dialogue di/allee and his Connecticut Yankees. rection by Frank Craven and screen
direction by Richard Rosson from
Director and cast to be selected.
the stage play by William Le Baron
Melodramas
The cast includes Frank Craven. Al"High River," directed by Herbert lan Kearns, Hugh Trevor, Sally
irenon from the story by G. Ranger Blane, Theodore Von Eltz, Jeanne
De Bard and Olive Tell.
Vormser.
Romantic Dramas
"The Night Parade," directed by
Three starring Richard Dix, to
tfal St. Clair from the play "Ring"The Vagabond Lover," with Rudy

—

—

by George Abbott, Ted Para- be personally supervised by William
LeBaron.
Stories as yet untitled;
"Upperworld," from an original personnel to be assigned.
Three starring Bebe Daniels, as yet
tory by Ben Hecht, with dialogue
untitled and with directors yet to be
y Hecht.
"Framed," from the original story assigned.
"The Fire-Walker," from "Fire
y Charles MacArthur with dialogue
Wondering
Men" by John Russell.
MacArthur.
y
"Half-Marriage," with dialogue di- Director and cast to be assigned.
ection by Russell Mack and screen
Miscellaneous
irection by W. J. Cowan from the
Six other Radio Pictures, five untory by George Kibbe Turner, dia- titled, complete the list of all-talking
Jgue by Jane Murfin and lyrics and productions. One will be "Tanned
nusic by Sidney Clare and Oscar Legs," directed by George B. Seitz
evant; with Olive Borden, Ken Mur- from the story by George Hull.
ay and His Gang, Morgan Farley, Screen adaptation by Tom J. Gerally Blane, Ann Greenway, James aghty.
The others are not yet titled.

WILLIAM
LE BARON
Vice-President

In Charge of Production

RKO
Pictures Corporation

ide,"

nore and Hyatt Daab.

—

Studios:

780 Gower

St.,

Hollywood,

Calif.
!

.
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52 SOUND SHORTS ON RKO 4 SOUND STAGES HOUSING

PROGRAM FOR NEW SEASON RADIO'S PRODUCING UNITS
RKO

will distribute 52 sound short
subjects next season.
There will be

RCA

26

Radio's 30

Gramercy Tabloid Features

RKO's 30 talkers for 19291930 are divided as follows:
Five musical productions.

and 26 Larry Darmour comedies.
Thirteen of the RCA Gramercy shorts
are to be in one reel and 13 in two
reels.
They are being produced at

RCA

the

Photophone studio

in

Eight melodramas.
Three dramas.
One comedy-drama.
Seven romantic dramas.

New

York.

There will be seven two reel dramatic playets: "Before Breakfast," by

Eugene

Six miscellaneous features.

O

three
Henry
stories, "Last of the Troubadours,"
"The Song and the Sergeant," "A Little Speck of Garnered Fruit''; also
"St. Louis Blues," by W. C. Handy,
composer of the original song.
It
will have an all-colored cast including Bessie Smith, Jimmie Johnson's

O'Neill;

West

now

THE FILM DAILY

Bureau,

Coast

Hollywood

—Four sound stages are

Radio Pictures'
is housed in a
building containing offices for music
and lyric writers, scoring rooms, a reColored Syncopators, Jimmy Mordeci and Freddie Washington! in the hearsal hall, and the second of the
cast.
Also in this list is "Hunt the large production rooms.
Additions
Tiger," a prize winning radio playlet and alterations have been made on
for 1928.
Cast will include Pedro de
every building on the lot, and a new
Cordoba, Veree Teasdale and Alexpower house has been erected.
ander Kirkland.
The capacity of electrical current
Six two reel Gramercy comedies
has been doubled.
More than 50
will include a comedy in the Marc
miles of cable and wiring are in use,
Connelly style, entitled "The Burgwith 900 incandescents and arcs availlar"; a

musical collegiate tabloid with

available

at

The newest

studio.

A

able.

total current of 30,000,000
new sonks and dance specialties. candlepower
can be obained.
Five more yet to be reported, will
Six RCA Photophone units are inround out. SSix one reel Marc Constalled on

girls,

made, the first of which
Seven novelty
Traveler,"

nelly's will be
is

"The

sirgle

reels

work,"
Band,"

include:
"HeadEllington's Famous
of Innocence," from

will

"Duke
"Age

"Grand Street

Follies,"

low, violinist, with Nos.

Geofrey Lud5, 6 and 7 to

b^ announced.

Larry Darmour

will make a group
as "Musical Tabs."
These will consist of two series, "The
Record Breakers" series from H. C.
Witwer stories; another "The Mickey

to

IVAN
LEBEDEFF

be

known

(Himself) McGuire" comedies based
on the cartoons of Fontaine Fox
Alberta Vaughn has been signed tr
star in "The Record Breakers." with
Al Cooke, Lew Sargent and George
Release dates on these two
Gray.
series are as follows: Witwer, "Record Breaker Musical Tabs" series,
one every two weeks beginning about
"Mickey (Himself) McAug. 18".
Tabs" one every
Guire
Musical
month beginning about Sept. 8.

the stages.

Harry Olson and A.

Irving Wolff,
Ringel, en-

S.

RCA

gineers
from the
Research
Laboratories, have perfected several
innovations on Photophone equip-

ment

at the studio.

One

of the new projects was formation of a "special effects" department.
Modern machinery necessary for designing and building special effects
for the pictures are included in this
building.

MORE SONG WRITERS SOON
TO AUGMENT RADIO'S LIST
West

Coast

Bureau,

Hollywood
the

THE FILM DAILY

— Song

writing talent in

augmented
Those already at work inthe song writing teams of

Radio

lot

is

being

rapidly.

clude

Oscar Levant and Sidney Clare.

Rre Handling Art Der/t
West

Coast

Bureau,

All art, wardrobe,
scenic and decorative services at the

Hollywood

RKO
Max

Le-

composed "If You Want the
THE FILM .DAILY Rainbow You Must Have the Rain."

-

have been consolidated under
Ree.

vant

Want to Go Where You
"Me and the Boy Friend," and

Clare did "I

Go."

others.

Harry Ruby and Bert Kal-

Box Revues," "Five
O'Clock Girl," "Animal Crackers"
Signed by
Edgar Scott and Dwight Caldwell and other musical shows to their
book, lyrics and
have been added to the film editing credit are doing the
Dorothy
"Radio
Revels."
music
for
department of Darmour-RKO. Both
Fields and Jimmie McHugh, authors
are talking picture editors, the former having been connected with of "I Can't Give You Anything But
Warner Bros, since the time the Love, Baby," are doing words and
music for another. Harry Tierney is
Vitaphone was first introduced.
contributing three new songs to "Rio
Rita LaRoy for "Delightful Rogue" Rita," of which he is the composer,
Rita LaRoy has been signed by and is to do the music for an original
RKO to play opposite Rod La musical to be written by William Le
Rocque in "The Delightful Rogue." Baron.
raar,

RKO

with "Music
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A Little from R-K-O "Lots"
RALPH WILK

By

—

Hollywood

A WHIRLWIND
RKO
and

lot

some

a

*

tour around the
few close-up of

you know.

personalities

*

*

LOUIS

Olive is of Irish descent
black Irish," meaning that
back in the 16th century her
Spanish ancestors were cast
up on the Coast of Ireland
when the ill-fated Spanish
Armada was destroyed.

ago Richard Dix
*
*
*
Love Yon," a play
knows
He
York
from stem
New
written by William LeBaron. A few
i" stern, from the
to the
Battery
the
at
star
years later, Dix was a
Paramount Long Island studio and Bronx, from Cherry and Hester Sts.
LeBaron, was supervisor of his pic- to Park Ave. We take pleasure in
He was
which included such ivell introducing Luther Reed.
tures,
born
in Berlin, Wis., William Nigh's
Quarterknown productions as "The
"Knockout old home town. lie went East to
"Manhattan,"
back,"
and take up a hard-earned scholarship
Married"
Rcilhr," "Let's Get
the New York Ethical Culture
"The Shock Punch." Hence, when it at
and remained to go through
School
Parawas reported Dix was leaving
Then wouldn't go back
mount, this chronicler felt safe in Columbia.
to Wisconsin, because he liked New
LeBaron
would
join
predicting Di.r
York too well.
years

Several

was acting in

"I

RKO.

at

*
*

is

one of the few

Californians

Wesley

left

become an actor, but his father
has prejudiced against the stage and
Wesley up in the automobile
set
However, Wesley returnbusiness.
love

first

*

*

the theaters.
*

way, Wesley was at one
He left
time a "Keystone Kop."
Bennett's to co-direct with Charley
Chaplin on the comedian's last six
pictures for Essanay. He has always
been quick to recognize talent and
discovered Jack Oakie, Sally Blane,
Nancy Dover, Leila Hyams and

By

*

*

the way, Luther has seen the
dark, us well us the bright side of

When

he

first

came

to

the Coast sere nil years ago, he was
out of work for four mouths and suffered actual stoi ration. He did not

have enough money to pay his bill
ot the Hollywood Hotel, but the
management had faith in him and allowed him to stay.
*

the

made good

has

a Buffalo girl

is

*

*

*

Bebe Daniels' screen career began
age of eight when she appearLater
ed in child parts for Selig.
she played in a series of comedies
Cecil B. De Mille
for Rolin-Pathe.
saw her and immediately signed her
at the

who

leading parts in his productions.
She is very athletic, an exceptionalto drive a
ly good rider and loves
for

lowered

car.
*

*

Tusitala"
"Toleafea
RKO's ace scenarists.

John

o?(e

is

of

We

refer to
the
Tusitala" ivhen

who was given

Russell,

of "Toleafea
mode an adopted chieftain among
the Samoans in 1920. He has written more than 500 short stories
%vhich have been published. During
the war, he was in charge of United
States propaganda in Great Britain
title

dress suit ballad singer
17 in the gold camps of

—

Klondike that was the theatrical debut of Ned Sparks.
A plaintive ballad from the
youth brought a profusion of
even though drunken
tears
down over the stubbled
cheeks of many a hardy min-

—

er.

*

And when young Sparks

touched the miners' hearts, he
touched their generosity to
the average tune of $200 a
week. His first Broadway role
ivas in support of Madge Ken-

nedy

in "Little
*

*

Miss Brown."

*

*

stage and screen
Ned played
versions of "Nothing but the Truth"
and was the chief comedian in Victor Herbert's last light opera, "My
in the

Golden

Girl."
*

*

William LeBaron is one of the
most capable executives in production.
He has been a playwright,
His entry into
editor and author.

while
lips pout
Eyes flash
no
head tosses
gleam
poses ... all natural sittings that is
general of
Olive Borden, a boon to jaded pho- pictures was as director
We have obBeing Virginians, she Cosmopolitan Prod.
tographers.
several
and her mother dote on Smithfield served him in action for
hams, produced down in the center years and have never seen him flusMother ships tered or at a loss as to how to
of peanut country.
back for a barrel of hams ever so handle a situation.
often.

.

Has

.

.

.

teeth

.

.

SHORES

—

*

and Ireland.
*

LYNN
Directing

—

I

*

*

*

A
at

RADIO PICTURES

Hollywood. The

in

post.

studio.

RKO STUDIOS

*

*

Helen Kaiser

former stage dancer is a coca-cola
booster and used to drink two between every act on the stage. Likes
to fly and crashed once in an Army
plane just a few feet from the edge
Lorayne DuVal. He is a devotee of of the Potomac. Went up again the
dreams
gurf bathing and works out daily at next day after a night of bad
Malibu Beach before coming to the and woke up holding on to the bed*

and Studio Manager

By

become Hollywood.

to

high school

to

ed to his

Associate Producer

*

*

Wesley Ruggles
native-born
a director.

SARECKY

.

.

.

.

.

.

special recipe for baking.

(Continued on Payc 32)

"THE DELIGHTFUL ROGUE"
[Starring

Rod La Rocque]

All-Dialogue Picture

For

RKO
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RALPH

W ILK

(Continued from Page 31)

As a youngster, Rod La Rocque,
christened "Roderique," organized
the "Newsboys' Quartet."
Every
night they sang in hotel lobbies in
Chicago. Rod was at that falsetto
voice stage and his yodeling brought
many half dollars into the community cap.
His first screen experience
was with the old Essanay company.
He played "heavies" in several pic*

*

*

met Bert Glennon when
New York as a cameraParamount. During the war,

first

he came to

man

LLOYD
KNECHTEL
Effects

in

Photography

for

he joined the aviation corps and became a pilot.
He introduced the

Gosport

system

*

for

*

Hugh Trevor came
near

Wolverim

*

*

*

For 12 years, John Brownell, nou
a scenarist, was a well known actor
on the New York stage. It was while
appearing .with John Barrymore in
"The Fortune Hunter" that he met
George Loane Tucker. This friendship later led to Brownell's entry
into pictures. He also toured for two
years in concert ivork, offering a
program of classical songs and a

an

Brownell wrote "The Nut
Farm," a comedy, now playing
He is the owner
in Chicago.

dangerously

beiyig a Harvard man. But he
Cambridge before he began to

iliary

yawl,

numerous

aux-

which he takes

in

cruises

in

Atlantic

and adjacent waters.
*

*

*

*

*

*

Boston's Back Bay,
say "cahr."
Pearl Eaton, of the numerous and
however, improved his tennis game
Eatons, is a Southern
talented
for one thing. He is rated as one
Northern pep. She was
with
beauty
non-tournament
best
players
the
of
Va., but doesn't
Norfolk,
in
born
on the Coast.
*
*
*
say "suh!" Several years as a chorus
acinsurance policy that girl on Broadway eradicated the
It was an
She began
started Hugh on a screen career. He cent, but not the charm.
but found
sold a policy to Richard Dix and the work as a stenographer,
profitable
star asked him to play a "bit" in one tapping with her toes more
her
fingers.
with
typing
than
Now, Hugh is a
of his pictures.
*
*
*
contract player with Radio Pictures.
days, Henry
college
his
in
Back
He's the sort of person who would
a
rather die in a Turkish bath than M. Hobart tore up many lines as
Now
Dartmouth.
for
halfback
star
ride in a parade with his name on
He won't many of Los Angeles' best tennis
gilt
letters.
in
a car
have a chair placarded for him on players know him as a worthy opthe

ponent.

set.

*

*

*

Compson is one of the
best amateur palm readers this
side of Persia. She is also owner of one of the smartest women's shops in Hollywood.

"STREET GIRL"

*

We

first

*

met Lynn

Richard Rosson knows music as
well as the camera and the mega-

He was a violinist before enHe was an assistant
pictures.
tering
director for several years and di*
rected his first picture at the ParaShores several mount Long Island studio. He has
phone.

years ago at the old Selznick studio directed at Fox and FBO. After an
in Fort Lee, N. J. He was then an illness of several months he resumed

From Fort Lee

assistant director.

Lynn journeyed
2nd Ave.,

RKO

the

of the "Atala," a 43-foot

*

Betty

"THE VERY IDEA"

from

callers

*

*

and "Gang War."

left

Cinematographer

instruction

of

Bert has directed "The Per"Syncopation"
fect
Crime,"
*

LEO TOVER

many
school.

student aviators and spent most of
his time training students for overseas service. He has more than 1,500
recitation of "Enoch Arden" to
hours in the air credited to him and
accompaniment of Strauss music.
was discharged as a captain.
*
*
*

Radio Pictures

RKO STUDIOS

about Ann Arbor, the home of th<l
University of Michigan, because shtl
attended the State Normal Training
School at Ypsilanti, which brings

which had Bryant Washburn

tures,

as the hero.

We

Time" and "Smilin' Through'
were made into pictures which anl
counted among the most popula
of recent years.
She knows mucll
"Lilac

New

to

121th St.

directorial work at RKO, making
and "The Very Idea."

York, the home of the

*

*

*

Cosmopolitan studio, where he met
Oscar Levant is one of the most
When LeBaron prolific song writers now on the
William LeBaron.
journeyed to the Paramount Long Coast. He wrote "Dream Memory,"
Island studio, Lynn was still an as- "Broken Up Tune" and "Lovable
sistant director, but LeBaron placed Sweet" for "Street Girl," which has
him in the scenario department. Le- attracted much attention at previews.
Baron journeyed to Hollywood and In addition to his song writing, he
Lynn did likewise. Now, Lynn is one also appeared in "Burlesque."
of

LeBaron 's
*

directors at
*

RKO.

*

Jane Murfin was a playwright beIn colfore starting picture work.
laboration witli Jane Cowl she wrote
"Lilac Time," "Daybreak," "Information, Please" and "Smilin' Through."

*

*

*

is in charge
photographic
of
First
effects department, was with
National and Hal Roach for several

Lloyd Knechtel, who

RKO's

special

years.
(Co-ntinued

on

Page 33)
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Radio Broadcasting Important
Cog in RKO Exploitation Plan
RKO's new Thomas and Logan

Special exploitation for
line-up

now

is

The

form.

taking

company's relations with RCA and
the National Broadcasting Co. make
it

feasible

to use

radio broadcasting

(

ompson was

RKO

which

in

The weekly

featured.

WEAF

hour from

Georges

Betty

and asso

Renevant

the "blue" network
material
continue to include
will
Song
from various Radio Pictures.
stations

ciate

in

throughout the country for coopera- numbers, theme and otherwise, will
Sheet
receive particular attention.
In the case of "Rio
tive tie-ups.
music will be published by Harms.
Rita." for instance, an hour of actual Inc.
RC Vs control of Victor will
production will be broadcasted under undoubtedly result in a consistent
auspices of a well known radio ad- plugging of Radio players and music.
vertiser.
Others will be arranged for In regard to the Rudy Yallce picdifferent pictures.
ture, "The Vagabond Lover," an exRadio anticipates making further tensive campaign is planned. Victor
tie-ups with national advertisers, sim- to prepare posters and advertising
ilar to the "Lucky Strike" cigarette displays of its own for Vallee's song
campaign arranged with Lord and numb'

Appearing

"Rio
Rita"

1

A

from

Little
the

LeBaron

plays

Sally

*

Blane

—

—

Wedding March."
*

Two years ago when Ann Greenway was playing at the Keith, Orpheum, Los Angeles, she spent a
motorman's holiday on the old
lot

has
the

playing an extra
returned to that

RKO

FBO

Now

bit.

she

known

as
Studios, as a talking and
lot,

She was born

singing star.

in

*

*

While serving with the Russian Army, Ivan Lebedeff had
distinction
of
capturing
Lieutenant General von Fabarius at Nevel, said to have been
the only German general taken
World
prisoner
during the

the

War.
*

*

*

Clair was a newspaper cartoonist before entering pictures. He gained his early training
at Mack Sennett's. He made several
outstanding pictures at Paramount
before joining RKO.

Malcolm

Late of the

*

*

stage play

studio in Brooklyn.
"Side
recently photographed
Street." directed by Mai St. (lair,

"Let Us

Vitagraph

old

Nick

and

is

Rogue," with Jack Mac*

*

*

who wrote

in

"Paid
Eugene Walter,
Full" and "The Easiest Way," is

author of a series of lectures
published under the title of "How
Born in Cleveto Write a Play."
land, he gravitated to the newspaper
game after his attendance at public
the

During the Spanish-American War, he was a member of the
First Volunteer Cavalry.
schools.

*

St.

*

*

his first camera
ivork at Eastern, studios. He is one
of the handsomest cameramen on the
Coast, but prefers to be behind, the

Leo Tover did

camera, instead of
*

in front of

Russell Mack,
dialogue on
New York actor

who

RKO

directed

has

was a
becoming

pictures,

before
*

George B. Seitz was an actor and
playwright before entering pictures.
directed for Pathe for several
years before coming to the Coast.

KAISER

it.

interested in pictures.
*

HELEN

*

..*

*

Lou Sarecky tvas at one time a
tumbler with a team of acrobats, but
he never "loses his head" no nuitter how vexatious the problem. He
was also a secretary to Governor
The former
Sulzer of New York.
tumbler gained most of his ground-

RIO RITA
Under Contract

to

RADIO PICTURES

work for pictures at the Paramount
Long Island studio, where William
LeBaron lost no time in recognizing his ability.
*

Randolph

*

*

Bartlett is a grad-

uate of the magazine and pub-

He

Be Gay"

now co-photographing "The

Delightful
Kenzie.

Alex-

andria, Egypt, but came to this country at the age of two.
*

Pathe-De

*

Ree, now art director and
costume designer at RKO, was associated with several New York stage
productions before coming to the
Coast. He was with First National
for several months and also designed
costumes at M-G-M and for "The
*

and

Universal

met Nick Musuraca when
We
he was learning the camera at the

Max

*

directed for Paramount, Fox,

*

to make enough money in
her to retire.
pictures
to enable
Wants to get married then not before.
Hopes to have as many children as her mother five.
*

Radio Picture

first

Aspires

*

"Lots"

Mille.

children.

of

lias

Columbia,

*

fond

is

—

all-singing

RKO
Mi

wrote were "The Echo," "Her
Regiment," "Apple Blossoms,"
"I Love You," "The Yankee
Princess" and "Moonlight."
*

all-talking

RALPH WILK

By

Among

in

licity fields.
*

*

*

Although young in years, Pandro

Berman

is

a veteran film editor.
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AMERICAN—*

KENTUCKY
Re- Openings
Columbia— Rialto
Weeksbury— Weeksbury

Follies"

A

indeed is
made to suffice for the draping of the widely
despite
*
*
*
But
heralded "Fox Follies"
story weakness, and not too robust continuity,
there are individual numbers and individual
performances that carry the more feeble mo-

ments

*

*

frail tale

* * *

nicely.

DAILY MIRROR—*

Lots of legs and

*

*

snappy theme-song don't make an ace
and this widely ballyhooed song-anddance festival from the Fox lot is quite a
"Breakaway," one hot dance
disappointment.
You'll be hearing it all
number, is great.
over town before long. The other songs are
one

picture,

*

innocuous.

*

*

—

DAILY NEWS

* *

*

It

some

boasts

pleasant talent— Sue Carol, Stepm Fetchit,
Sharon Lynn and David Rollins excel.
* *
The production is a picturized stage revue, threaded
There
together with a thin, back-stage plot.
are songs, dances and large choruses of decoThe result is somerative young women.
thing like a lengthy series of talking and

EVENING JOURNAL—*

WORLD —

singing short numbers.

EVENING

*

*

*

*

*

* does not

meas-

officials had hoped for it.
doesn't live up to what they have
been predicting about it.
Which is one way of saying that it doesn t
The princlick as well as it might have.
reason, perhaps is that it has little
cipal
unity; it merely is a series of musical sketches
composed of singing, dancing and comedy
And, outside of two or three of the
lines.
principals, there is scant professional material in it. * * *
,
* * *
The music of the
are
there
and
good
is
Follies"
"Movietone
two songs which already are being heard on
the air and wherever orchestras toot their
This screen revue has its entertainjazz.
ment value, but it is handicapped by those
unfortunate features which have been obvious in every singing and talking picture
where the cameras were focused on a large

Changes
Coxton, sold

least,

it

—

GRAPHIC

*

scene

*

.

*

Armed with
HERALD-TRIBUNE—*
two musical numbers that have a reasonable
chance to become song hits, * * * As Broadway shows of its school go, it isn't a very
edifying entertanment and it is further handicapped by the fact that its spectacular numbers are almost each week done more effectively on the stage of the playhouse where
but, nevertheless, this
is being presented,
it
screen revue does have its minor virtues.
* *

* * *

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

* *

A

dis-

appointment, considering what outsiders from
Coast have led us to expect from it.
Obviously a lot of money has been spent
on costumes and settings. Some of the tunes
are catchy, and the dance numbers are quite
But as a whole it
good enough to get by.
_

the

emerges as a spectacle that is pretentious
to no particular purpose, for the continuity
between the incoherent and the
vacillates

POST — *

*

franklv feeble.

*

has a shabby old story, a
lot of aggressively uninteresting young people,
bad photography, bad recording and
1
music hardly worthy of a college show.
think the producers were unfortunate in the
very form they selected —a curtain stage.
There is nothing duller than photography of
painted scenery and stage sets. * * *
* * * Filled with such clever Fox

—

—

—

W.

B. Dozier by Hopkinsville Am. Co.;
Latonia Darby, sold to Wm. Miller by
Cameo and
J. C. Patterson; Madisonville
Garrick, sold to E. W. Dozier by Holeman
& Dozier; Paintsville Arcade, sold to
Hondel, Kirk, Morrison & Cain by Fred
Meade; Pikeville Weddington, sold to G.
C. Scott by Saad & Ramsey
Sassafras

—

—

—

—

;

Willie Combs by Troy
Combs Shonn Loyal, sold to W. J. RanWhitesburg Karlton, sold to John
dle;
Speaks by Mrs. B. M. Davis.

Sassafras,

sold

;

to

—

Closings

—

—

— —

way

—

—
;

;

LOUISIANA

sold to
Toniette.

A. C.

ards by

Changes

— Strand,

in

sold

;

New

—Capitol,

cester

Co.

— Embassy,
Oper.

sold

sold

Co.

;

Olympia

to

to

WorOper.

Worcester Olympic Co.

by

has

WORLD — *
revues',

*

* *
* *

beauty and move-

be seen in the first
musical revue of its kind to be transferred
to the audible screen * * * with these very
estimable ingredients go a libretto juvenile
in its obviousness, a general directorial treatment of the second grade and a structural
*
design of vaguest merit. * *
TIMES * * * Merry and refreshing is
the entertainment offered * * * Some of the
singing is not as effective as one might hope
for, but it is a picture that has been produced with a pleasing sense of humor and
*
with no littte photographic skill. * *

—

—

;

—

Ravenna Community, sold to Eliza Brooks
by Clate Cox; St. Joseph Revere and
Rialto, sold to Amuse. Enter. Co. by Fred
Greenburg; St. Louis Gem, sold to R. C.
Rogers by Wright & Brueggeman; Logwood, sold to Frank J. Miller by A. Raaba;
..Warsaw Warsaw, sold to O. A. Dickson
by S. H. Yoffie.

Closings

— Braintree.

—

MICHIGAN

Changes

E.

in

sold

to

Chapman;

J.

Ownership
John E.

Detroit

;

;

;

—

Closings

—-Columbia Grand Haven
Robinhood Grayling — Opera House; Hermansville—Boris
Luther— Gilbert
Mar;

;

— State

cellus

;

;

Prescott

—Liberty.

;

Hollywood Granada Reopens
Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood The Granada on Sun-

West
set

—

near Gardner has reopened.

W.

E.

For Drumright Okla.

—

—

W

E. At Stafford Springs
Stafford Springs, Conn. Western

—

Electric equipment
at

is

—

Ecru— High

to be installed

Wood's.

A

(Paramount)
consumated a deal

"Compliments

Ownership

— Rose, sold to Jack
Winkes & Suckstoff.
NEBRASKA

Gavan

Openings

Community
—
Edgewood Strand;

Anselmo

—

—

;

Hooper

—Audit

Thedford

;

Zehling

Ownership
sold

to

Andy Jensen

Meyers Broadwater—Isis, sold to
Elwood Singer by Wehn & Merritt; Bruning Opera House, sold to H. F. Kelin by
Gilbert West
Culbertson American, sold
to Mrs. Ida Brook by H. W. Dettman;
Dorchester Colonial, sold to Frank T.
Sobotka by N. L. Curtis; Grand Island
Island, sold to Jack Riggs by Ralph R.
Moody
Meadow Grove Grand, sold to
W. W. Lewis by D. E. Cottrell MitchellCrystal, sold to McDonald Bros, by C. G.
Steen
North Platte Alhambra, sold to
Lingeman & Connely by N. J. Hansen
Waterloo Community, sold to Woste &
Todd by V. E. Chamberlain.
J

;

.

—

;

—

—

;

—

—

"Last Warning"

— Sea—Amuzu;
;

The Carnation Kid
you at The MontFri., or Sat."
The

gomery Thurs.,
other side read, "Say it with flowers,
but say it with ours Fred's Flower
E. E. Whitaker, Montgomby Shop."
ery, Spartanburg, S- C.

Springs'

.Wig

of
to see

— Hoping

School.

in

florist

—

;

MONTANA

(Universal)

gag of having fans
write dialogue for a series of six
scenes which are silent. Pictures or
these scenes were published in the!
Pittsburgh Press during the run of)
the mystery, and prizes offered for;
the best conversations. The dialogue
and prize winners were run in the
Press each day. Stanley, Pittsburgh.
Devised the

—

;

"The Donovan

—

;

Affair"

(Columbia)

—

Cards, the size of a business card
carried copy, "You will find out
Closings
Killed Jack Donovan at the Riviera
Opera
Beaver Crossing Liberty
Cotesfield
These cards
House;
Goehner Club;
Lyman Ideal; week of April 20th."
Table Rock Movie Western Rex.
were placed with cashiers in stores
who gave them out, slipped them into pockets of coats in checkrooms
Rebuilt Lachute House Open
and were also placed on store counLachute, Que. The new Rex has
ters throughout the city.
been opened at Lachute by F. J. VasO'Hare, Riviera, St. Paul.
brick theater has resio, owner.
placed the structure which burned
"The Iron Mask"
last spring.

—

—

—

;

;

—

Who

—
—

—

—

Gatineau House Dark
Gatineau, Que. The Regent, operated by Joseph La flam me, is dark
for the summer.
For some time it
had been operating only two days
each week.
Talking pictures in
Ottawa have taken the crowds.

—

All-Talker

Ottawa
change

—That

is

Program Hits

the public likes a
indicated in the case of

B. F. Keith's,

where Manager

J.

M.

(United Artists)
walking the streets, wearing an "iron mask," and another in
the velvet jacket and tall boots of a
musketeer of the period of Richelieu

A man

attracted much outside attention to
the showing.
The dressed-up pair
led a parade of newsboys of The

Commercial Appeal and Evening
Appeal on a "treasure hunt" tour of
the loop section, which ended at the
Palace for a pre-showing of the film
for

their

Franklin has introduced the all-talk- given

little

benefit.

Each

boy

Youngstown,

O.

—

The Market

Street operated by George Scott is
closed. No opening date is announced.

was

tokens of reward by va-

policy, vaudeville and house or- rious
the
merchants
visited
on
chestra having been dropped. Prices "hunt," and "Iron Mask" banners
It now looks and placards were carried by every
are reduced ten cents.
Palace,
as if it will be a long time before one of the lot throughout.
vaudeville returns to the house.
Memphis.

er

Scott Closes Theater

Wm.

A

feature inaugurating sound.

to

"Carnation Kid"

—

Closings

—

;

111.

—

MISSISSIPPI

sold

—'Bandbox,

—

—

—

by A.

D. McGonegal;
Brooklyn, sold to Lillian Goldberg by John
Cairns
Crown, sold to O. H. Buntrock
by Harry McCreedy; Priscilla, sold to
Arthur Robinson by N. Gorback
Grand
Rapids Galewood, sold to N. L. McCarty by O. M. Crothers
Royal Oak
Baldwin, sold to A. R. Fleming by Citizens
Theater Co. ; iSaranac Gem, sold to La
Verne Weaver by Harvey Collier ; Yale
Princess, sold to C. H. Schuckert by G.
H. Cavanaugh.
Columbiaville

—

;

Handy by

John Cairns by Geo.

to

Buddy Hooton, Genesee, Waukegan,

for 600
carnations at the wholesale price of
James- five cents a piece.
By giving the
port
Kansas City Broadmour; Ozark
florist recognition on the back of a
Clifhaven; Maplewood Majestic, (.formerly Uptown);
Pleasant Hill Peoples; St. card that was tied to each carnation,
the carnations only cost the theater
Joseph
Park & Liberty; St. Louis.
Cherokee, Kozy, New Pestalozzi and White- two cents per.
On each of the carway Springfield Ritz Tina Globe; Ur- nations was tied a card reading,
bana Electric.

Closings
Eagleville— Community
Jamesport

— Koehler.
Changes in
Boelus — Opera House,

Brain tree

— Strand,

—

best lines that were supplied to the
verses which appeared in the paper-

—

;

Caro

J.

G. Reeves by Clate Cox; Memphis
Majestic, sold to Mrs. H. L. Bridgman by R. S. Dhority
Milford— Idle
Hour, sold to W. J. Ready by Boles Bros.
to

man
Lyman Gem

Pacent Device for Lyons, N. Y.
Lyons, N. Y. Pacent Reproducer
has been installed at the Clyde Playalmost none, when house, according to William Crouchof first rate Broad"Lucky Boy" was the
er, manager.

Youth,

ment are everywhere

to

;

Glendive

Theaters by

Publix

Torgan
Waltham
England Theat.

S.

J.

Changes

Ownership

to

advance of showing

;

by

MASSACHUSETTS
Lowell

in

to

sold

Henry Lazarus
Heard & Rich-

by

— Sulphur,

Sulphur

Four days

a "rhyme race" was started in the
— Rodelia; Newark— Paramount.
Waukegan Daily News — similar to
Changes in Ownership
Bunceton — Princeton, sold to
H. Grant the one run in the Chicago American
by Brent Peters Kingston— Majestic, sold
— and along the lines suggested in
R. K. Hartley by Merle Warden; Knox
City— Princess, sold
W. Smith & the "Valentine" press book. Awards
Son by G. Wolter Lucerne— Community, of theater tickets were offered to the
sold
A.

—

in

Blanchard

R.

F.

to

Jimmy Valentine"
(M-G-M)

"Alias

Pal.

;

Ownership
Aimjite—Amite,
sold to Sam
Currier
Arthur Bender; New Orleans— Best,
Changes

Drumright, Okla. Western Electric sound apparatus has been
inJohn stalled at the Dunkin.
and

none, or
compared to the materials
it

—

—

;

minors as Sue Carol, David Rollins,
Breeden, Sharon Lynn, Warren Hymer
even the immortal Stepin Fetchit (or Bert
Williams, 1929 model), its revue, gayety,
pace and bell-like recording make it something to brag about.
As for quality in its songs, dance and dialogues,

—

Franklin
Liberty ;
Glomawr
Reliance
Hopkinsville
Alhambra; Louisville
Shawnee
Madisonville Garrick
Tomkinsville
Star
Water
Valley Arcade
West Valley Arcade.

*

* *

SUN—

1929

Bland

to Melcroft Coal Co. by C.
Defiance Defiance, sold to
C. Bowling
Willie Combs by Troy Combs ; Earlington
Temple, sold to John L. Long by C.
E. Good; Hopkinsville Alhambra, sold to
;

—

Palmyra

MISSOURI
New Theaters
Re-Openings

Ownership

in

—

;

Diamond YMCA, sold to Blue Diamond Coal Co. by Geo. Elliott; Coxton

Blue

ure up to what Fox

At

—Grand.
;

Williamsburg

New York

Roxy,

15,

Film Boards of Trade Report
Additional Theater Changes

Newspaper Opinions
"Fox Movietone
Fox

Monday, July

—

Monday, July

15,

1929

—AND

PUBUX-F.

THAT'S

W

ELL,

(.Continued

went

DALY

WELL!

R.

DEAL

IS

TO RESUME ARBIRRATION

CLIMAX OF LONG PARLEYS

THAT
By PHIL M.

&

from Page

1)

New York

to close the deal.
last minute hitch, said to have been
over terms of financing the transacto

A

Gather

round,

children, and listen to the
tale of the hard-boiled bachelor, the
sophisticate of Broadway to whom
all the femmes looked like so much
press copy, and who always curled a
cynical lip when he heard of some
poor sap burying his identity, liberty
and peace of mind in the graveyard
of matrimony. This same Frigidaire
has gone and fallen for a sweet
little

flower, and is now thawing out gradually down at his new summer home
at Long Beach. Yes, you've guessed
The guy is Glenn Allvine, and
it.
the magicianess who performed the

miracle is Louise Frederickson. The
tough part of it to us is that we were
planning to personally direct some
passionate scenes on Glenn's three
sun porches with a coupla likely
numbers. But with the new missus

IN ALLIED

KEYS PLANNED

(Continued from Page
bitrators, made up from

bers

1)

non-mem-

the

of

mayor

to

On Broadway

state unit, asking
select a board from

the
the

Apollo— "Bulldog Dnimmoml"
Astor— "The Broadway Melody"
Cameo "The Oppressed''

—
Eve"
Carnegie — "Piccadilh "
—
Central "Broadway Babies"
Colony — "Show Boat"
Capitol— "Fall

of

group.
prevented consummation.
Meanwhile, no indication has been Criterion— "The Four Feathers"
At the time the First National deal
5th Ave.— "Nanook of the North"
was on a year ago. Warners are un- given of the action to be taken at 55th St.— "The Paul Street Boys"
Minneapolis,
where
there
previously Film Guild Cinema— "Fighting for the
derstood to have made an offer for
land"
have been several walkouts by the
the circuit but no deal was made.
Gaiety—"The Black Watch"
Northwest
exhibitor
unit,
resulting
Several months ago, when Publix
Globe "Melody Lane"
Loew's
began its campaign to buy out hold- in tie-up of arbitration.
New York — Monday, "A
tion,

Father-

—

partners, the F. & R. circuit was one of the first objectives.
A survey of the chain was made recently by Fred Greene, following
which two weeks ago M. L. Finkelstein and Eddie Ruben came to New
York, where they were joined by
William Hamm, to close the deal.
ings of

The

its

Allied

Ass'n

its

Washington meeting voted

recent
to quit

arbitrating to force a showdown on
the sound rental situation.

Menjou to Produce at
American Sound Studios
(Continued from Page
in

future

with Earle

Indianapolis Mayor to Be producer.
Menjou was in
Asked to Choose Arbiters Smith all evening
Page
(Continued from

at

1)

1)

Smith as co-

conference
prior

to

Man's

Man;" Tuesday, "The Constant Nymph"

and

"Silent Sentinel;" Wednesday, "The
Bachelor Girl;" Thursday, "Mother's Boy;"
Friday, "Modern Love" and "The Sky

Rider;"
Saturday,
"Gentlemen of the
Press;" Sunday, "Divorce Made Easy."
Mark Strand— "Twin Beds"
Paramount "Dangerous Curves"

—

— "Alibi"

—
— 'Thunderbolt"
—
—

Rialto
Rivoli

Roxy "Pleasure Crazed"
Warners "Drag"
Winter Garden "On With

the

Show"

with

sailing,

Stock Trade Offered in

and his lawyer drew up the contract,
turn.
A list of these non-members which calls for start of work at the
Equipment Combine
is
being compiled and will be sub- American Sound Studios in New
(Continued from Page 1)
around, that's OUT.
Action York on the first production within Co., manager of the General Thea*
*
*
mitted to the mayor today.
would have been taken sooner, but six weeks, when Menjou will have ters Equipment stock syndicate, the
Salutations
company will purchase at call prices
The Big Kick to us in visiting it has been impossible to get in returned from Europe.
the presithe preferred stock of International
Universal's home office is to sudden- touch with the mayor or
dent of the Chamber of Commerce
Projector, preferred stock of Nationly come upon Julius Singer, always
Resumption
Dallas
Seeks
have been on
al Theater Supply with General Thedebonnaire and distinguished, look- before today, as both
at Meeting Slated Today aters Equipment common voting
ing as if he had just been shot out vacations.
(Continued from Page 1)
window.
fashion
trust certificates, when issued, placAve.
of a
Fifth
move
which
was followed by decision ing the value of the last-named stock
monApparent Moves
That boy lends an air of haute
of Allied States Ass'n to withdraw
at $30 a share.
de to this here fillum business. He's
Minneapolis
at
Situation
from participation in arbitration, to
in
Call price for International Prodelightfully different. And he's wear(Continued from Page 1)
force a showdown on the sound rencarnawhite
preferred is 115, for National
jector
doggone
same
ing the
to force a showdown on the sound tal situation.
Theater Supply 6%. per cent, notes
tion that he had the first time we met
Xon-members have been asked to 105 and for National Theater Supply
rental situation.
dm six years ago.
the first time serve on the arbitration board, to
is not
present
The
The offer is good
*
preferred 107 /,.
*
*
that arbitration in the territory has prevent a return to the advance de- until Aug. 1.
Chase National
The
Theme Song
The posit system.
been brought to a standstill.
Bank has been named depositary for
"Eternal Love, Are You Booked exhibitor unit, headed by W. A.
stock.
Ryan Appoints Guild Committee
for Heaven?"
Steffes, a leader of Allied, has on
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
*
*
*
withdrawn from
several occasions
Hollywood James Ryan, newly- Attachment Adds Color to
"Mysterious Mame"
participation.
elected president of the Catholic M.P.
The last time was a drawn out Guild, last week made the following
Chapter IX
Black and Whites, Claim
distributors attempting
with
affair,
(Continued from Page 1)
happened.
has
comfor
the
terrible
Something
committee appointments
non-members.
Mame, living up to her name, has to secure a board ofappealed to the ing fiscal year of the Guild, which Ltd., formed with $1,250,000 capital.
they
mysteriously disappeared. It happen- Failing in this,
will officially begin in October: ex- The attachment is about three-quarappoint members to the
Ryan, ters of an inch square and is fitted
James
committee:
ecutive
ed the other night at that now famous mayor to
but that official declined to Johnny Hines, John Gain, C. E. Sul- between the lens and gate of both
studio party thrown by the Ameri- board,
controversy. With the ex- livan, Colleen Moore, John W. Con- the camera and projector. The colors
can Sound Studios on 44th St. Oh, enter the
prepared to go to court sidine,
unit
hibitor
due to
After
was!
that
what an evening
Jr., Jack Coogan, Sr., Winfield are the colors of light, not
arbitration, the matter
restrain
to
Sheehan, James J. Dunn, Joseph P. presence of dyes or pigments, the
Mame absorbed a half of keg of iced
was patched up and abitration re- Kennedy and Eddie Mannix; advis- company says.
tea, we introduced her to the flying
They sat on top sumed.
ory board, William K. Howard, C.
ace, Bert Acosta.
and whenever
Fewer Complaints on Talkers
together,
C. Burr, Rod La Rocque, Nancy
of the keg
Sunday Show Ordinance Passed
John Ford, Robert McCarroll,
we passed we heard Bert selling
Richmond Fewer complaints are
Mount Vernon, 111.—The city coun- Gowan, Charlie McHugh and Sam being made now concerning sound
Mame the idea of a non-stop flight
secretaries,
corresponding
around the world in his new non- cil by vote of six to four has passed Taylor;
The censors have been
pictures.
Sunday
McGregor compelled to visit theaters in which
Franlegalizing
Malcolm
monoplane.
ordinance
an
Collyer,
motorless
wobbling
June
bitterly opposed and
Borden; entertainment film talkers are being shown, as in
Olive
tic inquiries at all the airports have shows. The bill was
all of
and
Alliance
we
Hamilton, Eddie Al- most instances the script of the huPersonally
Ministerial
Neil
the
Bert.
by
committee,
locate
failed to
have searched for Mame in all the the Protestant churches of the city. bright, Walter Wills, Eddie Quillan, man voice part of the cinemas was
dumps - er — salons along Eighth The mayor is expected to veto the James Gleason and Eddie Dowling; being submitted under protest.
Ennis,
Bert
and Tenth Aves. where her sweet ordinance as he opposed its passage publicity committee,
people Frances Scully, Erie Hampton and
Simmons, Cruikshank Write Script
personality has heretofore flourished. on the grounds that the
Gone -- gone. I'm not sore y'under- should have an opportunity to vote Joseph Shea; membership committee,
Michael L. Simmons and Herbert
Frankie Dolan, Patsy O'Byrne, Mar- Cruikshank, magazine writer, have
But we hope they crash in on the question.
stand?
garet Fielding, Carmelita Geraghty, been engaged by General Talking
a mosquito swamp in Jersey and then
New Virginia Firm
Sally Blane and Nancy Drexel.
get pinched for transporting booze
Pictures to write the script and diaPetersburg, Va.— M. J. Friedenfrom one state to another. For when
for the De Forest Phonofilm
logue
Newman For Cambridge House
we last saw Mame she had enough berg is president of Southside Theasound-on-film version of Robert KitcharterCambridge, Mass.— Louis Newman,
Verdict.
gas and oil aboard to carry them ters, a new corporation just
chens' novel, "After the
capital former manager of the Fields Coractress,
Russian
clear around the world. She took ev- ed with authorized maximum
Tschechowa,
Dorchester has been transferred Olga
erything with her from the studio of $25,000 to establish and operate ner,
lead.
the
has
Central Square here.

New
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party but the empty keg.

theaters.

to the

world- famous
personalities in
one issue
3

LINDBERGH!
With Anne Morrow

ARY PICKFORD!

DOUG FAIRBANKS!
Always Pathe Sound News
news

records in talk

and sound

the big front

page

events.

YOU SEE AND HEAR
Lindy launch
east plane,

what
.

.

it is

air transport

.

.

.

Mary

City of Los Angeles

all

about

.

.

.

.

.

Pickford christen

.

Governor C.

C

first

west to

Young

tells

Lindbergh introduced to cheering thousands

Lindy meets Doug and Mary.
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L.

New Equipment

Clarke Heads
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'Melody Lane
A

Lane."

combination

held promise which the pic-

ire

to

failed

deliver.

Not

1929

Price 5 Cents

'

LEONARD, the
EDDIE
minstrel man, in "Melody
lat

16,

a

CANADIAN GOVERNMENT PROBES
RENTALS ON COMPLAINTS LODGED

appy venture for Leonard or
iiversal.
al.

The reasons

Any one

them

of

are sevis

suffi-

ent to have made the going
loppy, but when you mix them

together this particular en-

1

Ttainment craft wobbles most
rilously.

shoddy story, even for
skimpy tale that runs
ie
Mediocre
irough the picture.
First, a

Neither
didn't help.
with
unfamiliarity
d Leonard's
acting
Or the bad
ie camera.
rection

$10,000,000
Minneapolis

—

the Price
Ten million

WIDTH, SOUND, COLOR

price paid by
for the Northwest
(Finkelstein
Theater Circuit
& Ruben), states "Minneapolis
Tribune." First announcement
of sale of the chain of 150
Northwest theaters was made
14
by
June

dollars

the

is

Paramount

SINGLE EXPOSURE PLANNED

—

Boston Revolutionary methods of
colored photography, sound pictures
and third dimension are promised in
an invention being developed by Watson Hartley, inventor, who has subjected his ideas to tests performed

THE FILM

DAILY.
Paramount yesterday confirmed acquisition of the F. &
R. chain.

at

the

Paramount

Long

studio.

Within a few days

pected

that

Hartley

will

it

Island
is ex-

demon-

strate a series of his inventions which
include sound, color and third di-

the rest of the cast.

IDEAL TO HANDLE 1929-30

Stone and Oswald

IN

on

(Continucd

Page

5)

Exhibitor Co-op Also Had
Registered Squawk on
Famous Players

—

Ottawa Investigation of the sound
rental situation as well as activity of
Famous Players Canadian Corp., is
under way by the Canadian government, acting under protests of exhibitors.
As a move of protest against
pound rentals, a group of Ontario
independents Thursday will close
their theaters in an effort to force the
issue.

The matter has

officially

come

to

the attention of Peter Heenan, Federal Minister of Labor. He is conducting an investigation into the situation and has promised that a solution can be reached providing the independent group gives him time by
withholding action for the present.
(Continued on Page 7)

The program didn't credit Georgie
to
Commission
Yet he was the one sunny
;one.
The other
§t in "Melody Lane."
Clean Films
last night's event was a clever
Contract for distribution in the
William C. Redfield, former Secrertoon with Oswald, the prankish United Kingdom of the 1929-30
tary of Commerce, heads the motion
bbit.
product has been closed in London picture commission, appointed by the
Squawky Love
by President Joseph I. Schnitzer and Federal Council of Churches of
Ideal Films, Ltd. Christ in America. The commission
Funny age, this era of dialogue. Simon Rowson of
RACE NEARING CLIMAX
review and recommend to
to
British firm is affiliated with is
The
at
night
other
The
Dr instance.
British, which has more churches suitable pictures. The silent
Gaumont
of the big Broadway theaters,
ie
By GAYNE DEXTER
than 300 English theaters. Schnitzer, treatment will be accorded films conEditor "Everyone"
nicely handled love scene was un- who already has left London for Mdered undesirahle. The commission
Setting at rest reports that
Sydney
days,
silent
the
In
Iding itself.
Paris, plans a visit to continental ex- is not in any sense a censor, funca merger is to be effected, rivalry beinformply. In these squawky times, far change cities.
and
educational
tioning as an
tween Hoyts and Union Theaters,
For the audience began to
lerent.
ative bodv.
the two big circuits of Australia, will
audwere
there
and
ter and here
268 Players Sign Standard
reach its climax this year, with the
Why,
e gentle words of kidding.
completion of a building program that
Reports
Division
Is
Coast
Pincus
Contract,
u ask? Because the one time silwill have given the capital cities 12
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Circuit
Blank
H.
A.
of
ce of the screen gave each spectheaters of Broadway calibre within
Hollywood Two hundred sixtyor an illusion into which could be
Charles Pincus, veteran two years. When the building fight
Omaha
eight players have signed standard
(Continued on Page 5)
ad the individual's own thoughts, contracts since June 5, despite the manager of the Portland, Portland,
adroit,
very
the
ialogue, unless very,
mandate to members of Actors' Ore., is new division manager of
Disposing of Houses
lashes the illusion and replaces it Equity Ass'n.
Names of 60 players A. H. Blank chain with headquarters
John Smith
th one interpretation: the lines the who have signed have just been an- at the Paramount here.
in Suburbs of Seattle
A vast dif- nounced.
has succeeded him at Portland.
aracters are speaking.
Universal, which has sold
Seattle
ence and one that strikes vitally
its downtown holdings, is gradually
the fundamental appeal of the
retiring from the suburban field here.
reen.
The latest deal is sale of the Beacon
Priceless
to Miss I. Carstens, former owner,
also operates the Fremont.
who
the
upDid you hear the story of
-the-minute producing organization
H. L. Clarke, president of Inter- Exhibitor Found Guilty in
at worked itself into a froth trying

Named

Recommend

RKO

—

Head

—

—

"U"

—

and National
Supply Chief Heads New Firm

Int'l Projector

discover

what

shows

mes had appeared

in?

Winthrop

He

is

one

the bright producing satellites of
American theater yet a whole ary of accredited high-powered exe-

e

itives didn't

even

know who

he was.

KANN

Fingerlin Succeeds Butler

Projector Corp.. and NaTest
Quebec "Kid"
Supply Co., two of
Theater
as P-F-L
Drapeau, proArthur
Quebec
to
is
merger
in the
John W. Butler has resigned as the seven units
Princess
General Theaters prietor of the Imperial and
of
executive manager of the Paramount be president
guilty on six counts
found
been
has
$67,000,000
new
Long Island studio and John W. Equipment Inc.,
children under 16 to his
The company has been in- of admitting
(Continued on Page 5)
Fingerlin has been appointed to the combine.
on Page 5)

Manager

(Continued

on

Page

at L.

5)

I.

national

—

tional

(Continued
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McNichoI Donates Million John Griffith Wray Dies
to Canadian Charities After Operation on Coast

—

Winnipeg A. R. McNichoI, pioneer Winnipeg showman, has donated

another $1,000,000 to various chariPrice 5 Cents
Vol. XLIX No. 13
Tuesday, July 16. 1929
table organizations in Canada, making no distinction between creeds.
PUBLISHER Two years ago he distributed $1,JOHN W. ALICOATE
000,000 to institutions he considered
He has varPuljlished daily except Saturday and holidays worthy of endowment.
at
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y. and ied and extensive business interests
copyright C 1929) by VVid's Films and Film
Folk, Inc.
W. Alicoate, President and in Manitoba but the foundation for
J.
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann, Vice-President his fortune was made in a group of
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer, picture houses in Winnipeg.

Business and Advertising Manager. Entered
as second class matter, May 21, 1918, at the
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the act
of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free)
United States outside of Greater New York
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
$3.00.
Foreign, $15.00.
Subscribers should
remit with order.
Address all communications to
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Phone Circle 47364737-4738-4739.
Cable address:
Filmday,
California
Ralph
New York.
Hollywood,
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd.
Phone Granite
6607.
London Ernest W. Fredman, The
Film
Renter,
89-91
Wardour
St.,
W.
I.
Berlin
Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
Paris P. A. Harle,
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la
Cour-des-Noues, 19.

THE
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—

IVest

Coast

Bureau,

—

Hollywood
Fox director,
Born

—John

eral

manager of Thomas H. Ince's
For the last three years

has
formerly

taken over the Lyric.
He
operated the Dreamland here.
The
Lyric is the house involved in the suit
against Pittsburgh exchanges, growing out of an alleged boycott, which
followed an arbitraton award.
The
theater firm has sought to have arbitration ruled illegal in the state. No
decision in the case has been rendered,
as yet.

he has been with Fox.
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PRICE QUOTED

Two M-G-M Openings Set
M-G-M will open its "Hollywood
Revue of Revues" at the Astor, New
York, about the middle of August.
"Hallelujah" is scheduled to open at
the Embassy about the same time.

Convention

Rocky

of

Mountalr

July 27

San Francisco Musicians have renewed activity in the fight against

July 31

First

replacements at wired

Aug.

1

Aug.

7

Renew Sound

—

houses, with
filing of a $2,832 damage suit against
one of the theaters involved.
The
musicians recently lost a suit to compel retention of the orchestra.

Chinese, L. A.
West

Coast

Bureau,

Hollywood

—A

July 26

News

(silent).

issue

Universal

of

Newsreel

(silent).

Sept. 28

First

issue

of

Paramount

Sound

News.
tournament of exhibitors and
exchangemen at Seattle.

Golf

First

issue

News

of

Hearst

Metrotone

(sound).

Robbed

THE FILM DAILY

messenger carrying
Chinese theater's receipts was robbed by three bandits

NOTICE

$15,000 of the

New

sound studios ready, in the heart
of Broadway, to save your time. Finest
recording and lighting systems.
A music department is at your service
and David Mendoza, of Capitol Theis among
Theme songs and

atre fame,

ization arranged

exhibitors have arrived here to study
Salesman Made Paramount Manager various
sound devices and methods
F. S. Gulbransen, salesman,

us.

feature synchron-

and composed

at rea-

sonable rates.

SOUND TRANSFERRED
FROM FILM TO DISC

Exhibitors Study Sound
Berlin— More than 50 Hungarian

RADIOTONE STUDIOS
1600

Broadway

has of production.
Para-

New York

named manager of the
mount Salt Lake City branch, states
John D. Clark, sales manager for the

been

western division. He replaces Allen
Usher, who has been transferred to
Milwaukee.
John A. Kraker, Milwaukee manager, has been trans-

RECORD THIS ONE ON YOUR BOX-OFFICE!
THE FIRST WILD ANIMAL SOUND
AND DIALOGUE SERIAL

ferred to the sales force of the Chi-

"THE KING OF THE

cago exchange.

Comedy Tear Absorber

—

Lesser Plans Sales Trip
Irving Lesser, sales manager of
General Talking Pictures, leaves New

York soon on a
take him as far

sales trip,

which

KONGO"
TEN THRILLING TALKING

EPISODES

100% Sound and Dialogue

A

and a superb supporting cast
Directed by Richard Thorpe
Story & Dialogue by Harry Sinclair Drago
Unusual Locations Photographed Abroad
See and Hear the Actors and the Animals
Released August 1st by

will

as the Coast.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Perm. 3580

in Every Episode
Cast Unequalled in Serial History

JACQUELINE LOGAN & WALTER MILLER

83%
198

exhibitors and distributors at Des

at 'Frisco

72

OVER THE COUNTER

do
do

York.

Rochester, N. Y.
In exploiting
2.500
900 "Pleasure Crazed" at the Rochester,
H. M. Addison got out a flock of
16,300
eye attracting green handkerchiefs
4,500 with
containing:
a card attached
"You'll laugh 'till tears come at its
6,700
2,100 delightful comedy and have a good
200 old-fashioned cry at its pathos."

90%

46

New

1

x-war.. 97
•Paramount 6s 47
Par. By. 5%s 51. 98
Pathe 7s 37
72
do

1,100
11,900
1,300

40
pfd

Warner Bros
do

95
25
55
66

by Arthur D. Lord of

Testimonial dinner to Sid Grauman
Los Angeles.
July 22-23 Golf tournament and picnic o

States exhibitors at Denver.
Film golf tournament of exhibitors
and distributors at Minneapolis.
First issue of M-G-M Internationa

Suit Filed Against Jenkins
Oppose Sunday "Blues"
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Atlanta Resolutions
aimed
at
Washington— Suit for $612,500 alleged due him as broker's and agent's local church movements to secure
show-less Sundays are bombarding
fee in sale of television patents and
Sales inventions has been field against C. the state legislature.
100 Francis Jenkins, television inventor,
Hungarian

100
4,700

ver.

July 17

Moines.

—

STOCK MARKET

day of annual convention o
western
managers of Famou
Players Canadian Corp., Vancou

First

July 23-•25

yesterday.

Financial

Today

enterprises.

House Fight

Sowko

Wray,

Minneapolis in 1896,
Wray for 18 years was in the legitimate field. His screen career started
with First National.
He was gen-

in Pa.

Arbitration Suit Sold
McKeesport, Pa.

Griffith

at

Musicians

House Involved

John

died at a local hospital
here following an appendicitis operation.

The Industry's
Date Book

THE FILM DAILY

MASCOT PICTURES CORP.
Nat Levine,
Pres.

Broadway
New York City
1650

Cable Address: Levpic,

Tec Art Studios
Hollywood, Cal.

New York

i
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CELEBRATED STARS-CELEBRATED NOVELS
CELEBRATED PLAYS-CELEBRATED RECORDING
All

go

to

make up

The Celebrated
Continental Pictures backed by every necessity that

money can buy with which to produce perfect pictures
offers to the leading circuits

world

this series

and Exchangemen of the

of all talking and singing photoplays

recorded on the famous

NEGATIVES

RCA

Photophone System.

2 ON EACH

Sound on Film— Sound on Disc and
Exchangemen

will find this the perfect

backbone of their 1929-30 program.
their

own exchanges have

PICTURE
Silent Versions

combination to use as the

Managers desiring

here the nucleus to do

to

open

so.

For information on franchises
Communicate with our New York offices

F
/

7
CONTINENTAL
!> CURE S
I

Studios:

Sales Offices:
1560 Broadway

New York

raraiafluarBjHjjuara^^

\

5823 Santa Monica Blvd.

Phone Bryant 1893

Hollywood

^
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DAILY
'SHOW BOAT' PLUGS BY

Tuesday, July

NOVELTY IDEAS HELP TO

Newspaper Opinions

REAL LIVE SHOWMEN

SELL "CLOSE HARMONY'
"On With

you've got a show picture,
step on the gas and do something a
talking.
little bit different to get 'em

When

That certainly seemed to have been
real
several
of
idea
recent
the
exhibitors in different parts of the
Read these, and judge for
country.
yourself:

Len Brown, managing

director of

the Capitol at Madison, Wis., broadover
cast "Show Boat" so effectively
passdeserves
method
that his
He secured a Capitol
ing along.
for three successive
program
theater
evenings at 6:30 the dinner hours—
begining the day before the opening.
Announcement of the picture's run
elements
at the Capitol, its popular
and Ziegfeld hits, was followed by
the opening chorus from the film,

WIBA

—

"Here Comes That Show Boat." The
record, which may be had in Victor,
Columbia and Brunswick, was used.

matter about

scriptive

cast,

setting,

the love story, etc.

A street ballyhoo that carried across
good

the idea that "Show Boat" is too
to be missed took place in Charlotte,
N. C, while the picture playing at the
James M. Wiest, exploiImperial.

through
teer, had a couple of boys go
the main streets; one of them wheeled
a
a wheelbarrow in which was placed
"Here
playing,
victrola
portable
Comes That Show Boat," and the
other lad carried a banner which
"It Doesn't Make Any Difread:
But
You Get There,
ference
"
You Must See 'Show Boat.'
Max Tshauder, manager of the
Rivoli, Beatrice, Neb., pulled a new

How

stunt to

draw

rural patrons to

"Show

Boat" when he sent out postcards
offering a free dinner to the patrons
coming the longest distance to see
the picture. Each patron had to leave
the postcard bearing his name and address at the box-office so that the

This
winner could be determined.
stunt brought patrons from far-flung
rural

mouth

districts,

and carried word

of

publicity over a radius of 25

miles.
free

A

matinee at the Rivoli, for
about 700 boys and girls resulted in

the

more

artificial than those that beguile and
beckon behind Broadway footlights. * * *
Both the acting and the direction sound a
keynote of high good humor that is unusual
in this type of production, and the recording

Show"

Warners

New York

Winter Garden,

AMERICAN — *

*

*

is not a very great
the imagination to conceive that
greatest motion
is
the
"On With the Show"
picture ever created * * * Beside a motion
picture, the Warners also present a new era
another age to the universe. * * *
* * Color is the most

stretch

It

of

—

—

DAILY NEWS—*

gorgeous this reviewer has ever witnessed on
screen.

the

It

is

blended,

perfectly

softly,

harmoniously shaded and set to delightful
background and charming costumes
scenic
Dances are
which are elaborate and costly.
as well staged as any terpsichorean numbers
in a high-class Broadway stage production.
#

*

*

EVENING JOURNAL—*

*

*

with

this

the Warner Brothers have again
gone another step ahead in changing the future of the film industry, just as they were
the first to synchronize music and sound to
stimulate singing pictures through
film,
to
the success of Jolson's "The Jazz Singer,"
to present the first all-talking picture, and
the first to picturize an operetta.
The color photography used in the production is gorgeous. * • •

production,

EVENING WORLD—*

Further description of the high spots the most beautiful
"CM' And, just so there
of the picture was followed by
"Bill," "Can't Help about its eminence,
Man River."
Lovin' Dat Man," "Why Do I Love
You" and "Look Down That Lonesome Road" were all broadcast as
they were adroitly woven into de-

*

picture

wouldn't

*
probably
is
ever screened.
be any mistake

the Warners have made
one of the most tuneful and peppy offerings seen hereabouts in many a moon.
This newcomer is the first 100 per cent
it

natural-color talkie.
It is all color, all talking and all dancing.
And boy, what a treat
it

is.

*

*

*

GRAPHIC—*

*

*

Alan

Crosland

the

of people who intended to see the
The children
film during its run.

is
first
class throughout.
So is the backstage atmosphere. * * *
*
*
*
its principal merits being the
rosy hues of Technicolor, the recording, the
speed and pace and the general pageantry of
an expensive spectacle that occasionally resembles a Ziegreld show with backgrounds
by Maxfield Parrish. * * *
Here, too, we have a story, a somewhat
complicated and unwieldly one, but it serves
to hold the attention while the camera records, in color, dialogue and sound, the most
heavily decorated, expensive and generally
eye-and-ear-filling chorus numbers that the
audible films have as yet attempted. * * *
* * is to be felicitated on the
beauty of its pastel shades, which were obtained by the Technicolor process, but little
praise can be accorded its story or to the
raucous voices.
The dialogue, so jarring on
one's nerves, sometimes comes from cherrylips on faces in which the lily and the rose
seem to be struggling for supremacy. * * *
From the prismatic angle, however, it is
immensely interesting and the producers have
resourcefully
presented
scenes
in
colors
which have never before decorated the screen.
* » *

SUN —

TIMES—*

WORLD—*

*

*

Neither

the
music nor the comedy in "On With the
Show" is more than second rate, which is a
realistic touch that probably won't be generally appreciated.
Since it happens, however,
that the average musical comedy suffers from
the same lacks, their absence from the picture can hardly be set down as a handicap
credibility.
to
Anyway, the new Warner
Brothers effort is the best thing the films
have done in the way of transferring Broadway music shows to the screen and, even if
the story is bad and the entire picture considerably in need of cutting it is an admirable and frequently handsome bit of cinema
exploring. * * *
POST * * * Perhaps it would be clearer
to say that this film gives you a very excellent idea of a musical comedy
but a rather
routine and commonplace one.
The screen
is
perhaps a little larger than usual anyway the dancing numbers and comedy bits
are much more like the real thing than they
have ever been. Without doubt, a good deal
of this is due to the superior color work.
* * * There are, as we said, a pretty weary
old story and some outrageously stilted and
inexpert lines. * * *

—

—

—

TELEGRAM—*
ferent.

* *

is

sensationally

proved to be a work of

pictorial design, magnificent in its
shading and tinting and perfectly horrid in
its dramatic composition.
Its book indeed was just about as imaginative and coherent a thing as the musical
comedies down through the ages have brought
us, but this, alas, is not enough in the films.

di-

recorded unusually well on the Vitaphone,
a back-stage plot that "holds interest until
the last close-up of Betty Compson. * * *

HERALD-TRIBUNE—*

* *

brilliant

rector, has cleverly interwoven into a consistently entertaining stage revue, which has
been printed in gorgeous color effects and

dif-

The fuzziness which formerly gave

Technicolor exhibits the impression of being out of focus, has completely vanished.
Outlines are as sharp and clear as they are
in black and white, and the colors are no

whole town for "Show the Victory, Tampa, Fla., made it
Boat." Tschauder announced to the the basis of a "Show Boat Prize
children that a valuable prize would Waltz Night" at the Coliseum Ball
Nothing but "Show Boat"
be given to the youngster under 14 Room.
bringing in the longest list of names music was played and "OT Man
soliciting the

16, 192!

"Why Be Good?"
First National

Cameo,

AMERICAN—To

New York

make a long story
"Why Be Good?" several

you've seen
It has probably

short,
times.

been called something else
different people.
But it is, neverthe same old cinematic lingo.
Miss
performance is as familiar as the

and starred
theless,

Moore's
story

itself.

DAILY NEWS—*

*

*

the old,

old

Cin-

story dressed up with titles which
might have been snappy ten years ago, or
even six years ago. * * *
derella

EVENING JOURNAL— The

off

well,

film starts
repetitious preaching weakens
which tapers off into only fair en-

but

the story
tertainment

EVENING WORLD—*

* * will provide
entertainment for Colleen Moore fans, but it
won't mean much to fans whose hearts are in
other camps.
For it doesn't mean anything,
one way or another.

GRAPHIC—*

* * if you are a victim of
Colleen's flapperisms, you will enjoy this film

immensely.

It

is

silent.

HERALD-TRIBUNE—*

* * left this spectator unmoved, but doubtless will prove diverting to the star's followers.
She is in one of
her old flaming youth roles, and while she
gives a competent performance, so trite is the
story, so familiar Miss Moore's heroine, that,
sitting through the picture becomes rather a
feat of endurance.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—The

story

is

hokum about the cute little marathondaneing jazz cutie who is, after all, an honest

the old

"woikin'

goil"

POST— If

*

*

*

cheap vulgarity and genuine bad
taste are what the makers of Miss Moore's
pictures are seeking, they succeed nearly every
time one hundred per cent * * *
SUN At any rate, it is very well acted
and nicely directed and the blackheaded tomgirl, Miss Moore, plays the heroine so that

—

—

River" was set to waltz time for the
is a forlorn and appealdance contest.
The winning couple you believe that she is
a success at the last.
ing little comic who
were supplied with signature sheets was given a three months' pass to
*
TELEGRAM * * doesn't go very far in
vengeance,
a
with
runners-up
rethe Victory, while the
the entertainment line.
and they went out
TIMES That screen hoyden, Colleen
ringing door bells and calling on ceived passes for two and one month
Moore, cavorts through an antedated probcanThis
town.
in
housewife
anrespectively.
The
contest
was
every
lem play, the problem of being of such provass built up interest and effectively nounced at the theater and ballroom portions that it easily could be lost on a
told the story of "Show Boat" to two weeks in advance, and every time pinhead.
WORLD * * * one of the least vital and
hundreds of people.
"Show Boat" music was played at n ost
inconsequential of any which this young
There is so much music in "Show the Coliseum the date at the Victory woman has offered, which is not a necessarily
of
manager
was stressed.
Boat" that Lee Newsom,
happy condition of affairs.

—

—

—

How

showmen

four different

exer

and turned out tw<
novelty ballyhoos, a newspaper stun
and a lobby flash that all pulled foi
them strong in showing "Close Harcised the old bean

mony:"
Manager A. M. Roy used the

classi-

columns to insert a few ads
that were not only read but brought
fied

many
the

"Close

replies.

Tampa, Tampa,
ads

Harmony"

feature attraction at the
Fla.

appearing in

A

the

wasl

Publix

1

sample of the'
newspapers

—

"Wanted, room in locality, three
miles from town where roomer can
practice his drum, traps and saxaphone till 2 A. M. without arousing!
the community.
Close Harmony c-o
Tampa, Broad & Main."
In

keeping

of the picture,
Moore of the

with

the

atmosphere

Manager Marsline K.

Publix Worth, Fort
Worth, Tex., used a jazzy ballyhoo.

The ballyhoo consisted of a truck]
properly bannered with signs carrying copy about picture, as well as
mentioning that the picture was a
big jazz revue. An orchestra on the
truck was continually playing snappy
jazz numbers while on attractive-looking girl passed out heralds as the
truck slowly wended its way through
the principal streets in both the residential and business sections. Where
crowds were of large proportions, the
truck would often stop to allow the
musicians to entertain the on-lookers.

Although parades are taboo in St.
Petersburg, Manager Richmond Dor-

man

led one that whooped things
up for "Close Harmony" playing at

the Florida, St. Petersburg, Fla. The
paraders consisted of two prominent

merchants and about five newspapermen. Although no one could play the
the
provided,
instrument
musical
paraders at least made plenty of noise
Signs
and got plenty of attention.
carried by boys followed the paraders; the signs carrying forceful sales
copy about the attraction.

Davidson borrowed
a snare drum
from a music shop and put them on
display in the lobby in advance to

Manager

L. E.

a large bass

drum and

exploit "Close Harmony" playing at
the Capitol, Sioux City, la. In addition to the drums in the lobby was
a six-sheet cut-out of Buddy Rogers
playing the drums and Nancy Carroll
A
sitting on top of the bass drum.
flasher was put inside of the drum
with cut-out letters pasted on the
head copy reading, "Buddy Rogers
and Nancy Carroll in their first all-

—

talkie."

Handling Movie-Phone in South
Sales and installations of
of
states
the
Movie - Phone in
Georgia, Florida, Alabama and Tennessee were taken over this week by
The Music Shop, according to announcement by President H. J.
Atlanta

Jenkins.

—
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RACE NEARING CLIMAX

Width, Sound, Color In
Single Exposure Planned
(Continued

mension photography
(Continued from Page

1)

over Hoyts will have seven and
Union five de luxe houses. Numerical
strength of the two circuits as far as
capital city theaters are concerned will
be: Union Theaters 28 and Hoyts, 17.
Counting all houses in cities and suburbs, the tally is Hoyts, 94 and
Union Theaters, 52.
In addition,
Hoyts operates seven in New Zealand, four of which recently were
is

posure of
Hartley

in

a single ex

film.

promises

to
in

correct

the

color photog-

raphy by producing pictures in color
without the use of color on the film;
to produce third dimension on the
also

angular
fact

that

color

in

distortions
all

Page

and to correct
caused by the

parts of the screen are

E

1)

6tead of one.
large

defects encountered

screen

f rom

CLARKE TO BE PRESIDENT

The

perforations,

screen has

first

like

a

net,

(Continued from Page

so as

1)

corporated in Delaware with 5,000to let 75 per cent of the light from 000 shares
of no par stock authorthe projector to penetrate. The sec- ized of which 2,026,250 will be outond screen, an inch or so in back standing upon completion of present and contemplated financing and
of the first has a smaller net
effect

while

the

third

screen

has

smaller mesh.

Each screen

according

the

to

filter

front of the lens, that

is

is

a

still

painted

attached

one

is

in

red,

exchange of stock.

Associated with Clarke on the
board of directors will be Murray W.
Dodge, vice president of the Chase
Securities Corp.; William F. Ingold

of Pynchon & Co.; E. W. Niver, of
same distance from the pro- another yellow and the third blue
Halsey, Stuart & Co.; William W.
out for control of jector.
Sound will be added to the with the fourth screen being azure Watson jr., of West & Co., and Walfilm supplies.
At last buying season
blue to represent daylight.
film
ter S. Hammons of W. S. Hammons
by the sound-on-nhn method
Union Theaters purchased everything
All artificial light has a yellow & Co.
during
shooting
of
the
color
scenes,
in sight and created a corner.
The
tinge, says the inventor, and one of
sudden switch from silent to sound it is claimed.
the important features of his screen Fingerlin Succeeds Butler
films changed the whole complexion
In taking colored pictures Hartley is that the neutralizing of the yellow
as P-F-L Manager at L. I.
of things, and left Union heavily will use the regular camera in the tinge
is
accomplis'hed by coloring

constructed.
Each firm

loaded

with

not the

is

silent

material, while
to pick from

Hoyts has been able

the talking picture market.
The real battle ground of the motion picture business in Australia is

ordinary

way but

affixed in front of

be a revolving filter
of light carrying a series of colored
glass segments in such a way as to
the

lens

will

the

fourth

screen

a

pale

sky-blue.

build up the color waves into the
Here Union Theaters is negative.
The basic colors of red, ficiency, with the result that all the
erecting its most ambitious house, yellow and blue are used covering light
areas of the picture appear in a
the State, due to open next month. the whole range of the spectrum. soft natural
light, equivalent to dayHoyts, however has announced it The negative, it is claimed, in this light.
On this same screen the figwill build the Plaza to offset the ad- method gets imprints of the various
ures stand out in bold relief.
They,
vantage the State will give Union. wave lengths that represent the have depth as well as
width, for there
The house will combine the Gothic colors and the tints of the object is depth to the quadruple screen, and
vestibule effects of the United Artists, photographed and it transmits these the production
of third dimension
Los Angeles, with an auditorium sim- color wave lengths to the print or pictures thus is accomplished, the
Its
ilar to the New York Capitol.
positive taken from it.
On the same inventor claims.
seating capacity will be 4,000 and film, sound of the object photo- With this
invention, it is asserted
the cost $3,000^000.
graphed is registered. Thrown upon the negative will carry from the first

Sydney.

Exhibitor Found Guilty in
Quebec "Kid" Law Test

the regular white screen the picture
taken with the filters would not register for the reason, it is claimed that
the screen lacks the properties of

proper absorption and reflection. As
provin- a result a special curved screen has
cial statute.
Drapeau was arraigned been constructed by the inventor
last fall but pleaded not guilty and which consists of four screens incarried the case through successive
courts, the final decision just being Blue
rendered by the Court of Sessions.
Proves Hit at
As the costs of litigation had piled
Tampa
Inauguration of "Blue
up against the accused. Judge ChoRibbon
Month"
to stimulate boxquette imposed only nominal fines.
The action was regarded as a test office intake and business generally
in Tampa during June, proved succase and aroused wide attention. All
cessful.
The campaign was sponchildren under 16 are barred from
sored
by
Guy A^ Kenimer, general
picture theaters.
manager of Consolidated Amusements, which operates five theaters
at Montreal
United
The success of the movein Tampa.
in plans for anment
also
resulted
14
to
Changing
other campaign "These
Montreal Stock rights are being Times," which was launched this
offered by United Amusements, Ltd. month with indication that it, too,
to common stockholders on a basis would have a healthy effect on busiof one share for each four held, the ness.
The additional
being $25.
price
money is being used for the wiring
Phillips Handling Two
of the 14 theaters operated by the
Jacksonville, Fla.— Ralph E. Philcorporation in the province of Que- lips, who came to the E. J. Sparks
bec.
organization when the Arcade here
was taken over by that company
House at Cornwall Reopens
from Publix, has been placed in
Ont. The day after charge of both the Rialto and ReCornwall,
the Capitol closed for the installation public for the summer.
of sound equipment, the Palace, long
Lane, New Haven Pathe Manager
dark, was reopened for the presentaNew Haven John Lane is new
feature
the
programs,
silent
tion of
for Pathe here. Bert Moran,
manager
The Palace
being "The Pagan."
with Electriwill continue to operate after the former manager, now is
Pittsburgh.
at
Products
Research
ca'
Capitol reopens.
(Continued from Page

theaters

in

violation

of

1)

the

Ribbon Month

Tampa

—

Firm
Wire

—

Houses

—

—

—

(Continued from Page

1)

For the past

position.

year FingerThus, when the yellow tinge light
lin has been home office production
from the projector is thrown upon
manager.
this screen the sky-blue portion of
With the appointment of Fingerthe screen provides the blue-ray delin,
which becomes effective today,
executive personnel of the stucomplete. Announcement previously was made that James R.
Cowan has been made general manager of the studio and Monta Bell
had been signed on a new contract
as associate producer.
the
dio

is

Disney Cartoons in 5 B'way Houses
Walt Disney sound cartoons are
now playing at five Broadway, New

York

houses, they are

"The Skeleton

exposure the image the colors and Dance" at the Roxy; "The Plow Boy"
the speech in such form that they at the Strand; "When The Cat's
all
can be reproduced on the new Away"
Hippodrome and
the
at
type of screen.
Instead of impeding Cameo while "The Opry House" is
sound transmission, this quadruple featured at the Carnegie Playhouse.
screen, claims the inventor, will facilitate the speech and the music in
sound pictures.

British Filmcraft Plan

I'll

Features and Short Talkers

—

London For the 1929-30 program
British Filmcraft Prod, plans five
feature talkers and a number of sound
short subjects all recorded via
Photophone.
Among the pictures
scheduled are "Captain Shapely" by

RCA

Harold Brighouse, and "The Lyons
Mail" featuring John Martin Harvey.
Talker sequences are to be added to
"The Burgomaster of Stilemode"
"The Blue Peter" and "Power Over
Men." Two full talker features will
also be made for World release by
Paramount.

llf
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BLUFF HOUSE:

Delaware:
hundred feet above sea
looking

the

overeight
level:

95 miles from New York City:
among the Kittatiny Mountains.

BLUFF HOUSE

offers

the advantages of a good
hotel: as well as every form of
all

outdoor sport.

James Resigns Atlanta Post
Atlanfa^Thomas H. James has
resigned as manager of Loew's Capitol,

he had held since last
when he was transferred

position

August,

from Loew's Grand when the Capitol was taken over from Universal
bv the Loew interests.

Walter Scates Dies
Boston Acute indigestion caused
death here of Walter R. Scates,
veteran film man.

—

BLUFF HOUSE
PINE COUNTY
BOX A

MILFORD, PENNSYLVANIA
H. J. DYNES, Owner

THE

New Paramount

Coast Wire Service

Contract

More Players Are
Signed for Warner Film

29

Signed by Give Brook
Brook has signed a new conBrook, now
with Paramount.

Clive
tract

on the West

Coast,

arrive

will

in

Fox Studios Starting Ten

Twenty-nine more players have
signed by Warners for "The
Show of Shows," bringing to 36 the
been

New York

next week to play the title
role in a dialogue film, "The Return
of Sherlock Holmes," to be produced
at the Long Island studio under the
direction of Basil Dean, English stage
director.

Following

that,

Brook

THREE COMPLETED AND 9

will

enact the principal role in "Escape,"
a talking film adaptation of Galsworthy's stage hit of the same name.
This also will be directed by Dean.

IN

week.

"Tonight at Twelve" Started
Universal has started "Tonight at
Twelve," Owen Davis' stage play to
be produced as an all-talker under direction of Harry Pollard.
George
Principals
are

Lewis,
Madge Bellamy and Margaret Livingston.
Upon completion of "Tonight at Twelve," Lewis will be costarred with "Red" Grange in "The
Varsity Show." Other members of
the cast already selected for "Tonight

Twelve" include Robert Ellis, Norman Trevor, Don Douglas and Madeline Seymour. Rehearsals under Polat

lard's direction

have been started.

Two

Frederick Vehicles
Pauline Frederick will star in two
pictures on the 1929-30

Warner

pro-

gram. The first will be "Evidence"
and the second "A Woman's Game."
John Adolfi is directing "Evidence"
with a cast including William Courtenay, Conway Tearle. Lowell Sherman, Alex B. Francis and Clarissa
Selwynne.

Fox Signs Football Players
Fourteen players of the University
of Southern California football team
have been engaged by Fox to appear
in "Words and Music." talking and

A

WORK AT FOX STUDIO

directed by Raoul Walsh. John Ford
has finished the final interior scenes
of "Salute," the outdoor sequences

having been made at Annapolis and
Benjamin Stoloff has completed "The
These lattei
Girl From Havana."
two are now in the cutting room.
Of the productions now under way
"Married in Hollywood" is one. This
is the Oscar Straus operetta, with additional music by Dave Stamper, and
Harold
will employ four stars:
J.
Murray, Norma Terris, Walter CatAnother mulett and Irene Palasty.
sical feature is "Sunny Side Up," cofeaturing Janet Gaynor and Charles
Farrell with original music and story
by De Sylva, Brown and Henderson.
Lenore Ulric's first starring vehicle,
"Frozen Justice," is at the half way
Will Rogers is at work in
mark.
'They Had To See Paris," under direction of Frank Borzage. "The Sky
Hawk," has just been started under
direction of John G. Blystone. "Why
Leave Home," a musical version of
"Cradle Snatchers" with songs by
Conrad, Mitchell and Gottler, is nearly completed.
"Big Time," with Lee Tracy featured, has been in work for a week.
"Words and Music" with Lois Moran and David Percy is almost comfeaturing
"Conquistador,"
pleted.
Warner Baxter and Mary Duncan,
soon will be started by Alfred SanOf the features to be started
tell.
within the fortnight, those given pri-

on the list are: "The
Dressed Man," featuring Victor
Laglen, the "Fox Movietone
The feature is be- strels" and "Life's a Gamble"
singing picture.
ing directed by James Tinling and Paul Muni in a leading role.
will feature Lois Moran and David
ority

Percy.

Little
from aLots >>

Well

McMinwith

the cast of this vehicle are
Taylor, William Collier, Jr..

in

Ruth
and John Holland.

Beatrice

RALPH WILK

OOBERT

LORD, one of the
youngest scenarists on the Coast
is being given important assignments
at Warners.
He will write the screen
version
and
dialogue
for
"Hold
Everything," using Arthur Caesar as
his
collaborator.
He and Caesar
also
collaborated
on
"So
Long
**

Letty."

names

in

the

*

*

*

George

Arliss

Irene Bordoni, Jack
Buchanan, Winnie Lightner. Frank
Fay, Dolores Costello, Marilyn
Miller, Monte Blue, Myrna
Loy, Grant
Withers, Ted Lewis and His Band
Sally O'Neil, Lila Lee, Tully
MarLillie,

Marion

shall,

Nixon,

Patsy

Miller, Noah Beery, Lloyd
ton,
Ben Turpin, Harry

Ruth
Hamil-

Gribbon,

Edna Murphy, Marion Bvron, Viola

Dana, Loretta Young, Lee Moran.
Lupino Lane, Bert Roach, Alice Day
Molly O'Day, Betty Byron, Shirley
Mason, Bull Montana, Ike Rose
Midgets and the Adagio Dancers.

Our

Passing Show: Leo
Forbstein, Mathetv Betz, Harold Beaudine, Ben Bernstein
at "The Big Pond"; Joseph
Schenck,
Samuel Goldwyn,
Harry Rapf, Rupert Hughes,
Harry Green, Ned Marin,
Jack Robbins, Paul Bern, Ben

and Harry Goetz, B. P.
Schulberg, Robert Montgomery, Reginald Barker, Maurice Revnes, Victor Schertzinger at the premiere of
"Top O' the Hill."
*

*

*

By

Cameramen's Union

to

Enforce 16 Hour Edict
Cameramen working more than 16
consecutive hours in violation of orders of the local union, will be fined
$200 for the first offense and repetition of the offense will bring suspension of five years.

M-G-M Titles Changed
Two new titles have been supplied
for M-G-M pictures now in production.

Edgar Selwyn's talking version

the way, Louis Wolheim
was an interested spectator at
the premiere of "Top O' the

of his stage production of last season, "Eva the Fifth," will be released
as "The Girl in the Show," while

he having played oppoWilliam Boyd in "What
Price Glory." Basil Rathbone,
who had played opposite Helen

"Twelve Hours

Hill,"
site

Menken in "The Captive," was
also in the audience. Boyd and
Miss Menken are the leads
in "Top O* the Hill."
*

*

*

of Love" is the final
for William de Mille's current
talking production, formerly known
as "Inhuman Ground."
title

Christie Signs Murray
Charlie Murray has been signed by

Al

new

Christie to star in one of the
Christie talking plays for Para-

much
reminiscing mount. The
was
production in which Murnight at the surprise dinner ray will star for
Christie will he from
tendered George B. Seitz by Bert- an Irish story
by Vernon Smith. Al
ram Millhauser. The guests includ- Cohn m preparing the screen
play and
ed Spencer G. Bennet, F. W. Seitz, will supervise
production.
Eddie Snyder, Bud Redmond, Anton
F. Grot, and Frank Redmond, who
Novis to Sing in Talmadge Film
had been associated with Millhauser
Donald Novis, Atwater Kent naand Seitz for several years in the
tional radio contest winner and singproduction of Pathe pictures.
er of "There's the One For Me" in
*
*
*
Irene Rich and Will Rogers have "Bulldog Drummond," will sing "A
been re-united at Fox. They played Year From Today," Al Jolson's
together in several Goldwyn pictures theme song, in Norma Talmadge's
and Miss Rich recently rushed to first all-talking picture. The film has
the Coast to play opposite Rogers the same title as its theme song.
in "They Had to See Paris."
There

t'other

Lawford Davidson Signed
Lawford Davidson, former English
Jobyna Ralston Signed
Again Opposite Haines
has been assigned by Paraactor,
Jobyna Ralston has been selected
Anita Page, who appears opposite
Dix's
Richard's
in
for the second feminine lead in "The mount to play
William Haines "Speedway," will
Columbia all- new talking film, "The Love Doctor," again be seen opposite the M-G-M
Coquette,"
College
"The
play,
stage
talker now in production under di- adapted from the
in "Navy Blues," an all-talking
Dix will have as star
Fea- Boomerang."
rection of George Archinbaud.
will
directed by
tured

of stellar

Included are:
John Barrymore,

By

Production activities at Fox Film
Three
have reached a high peak.
features have just been completed,
Laurel and Hardy Tour Planned
nine are in production and ten more
Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy, will be started within the fortnight.
stars in Hal Roach M-G-M comedies,
"The Cock Eyed World" was the
will make a seven-weeks personal ap- first to be completed of the new
pearance tour of eastern theaters dur- group.
This is a sequel to "What
ing July and August. Although both Price Glory?" played by Victor Mcof the comedians are graduates of Laglen and Edmund Lowe and was
vaudeville, this will make their first
joint stage appearance. It is probable
that they will be seen at the Capitol
during the week of July 27. The Hal
Roach studio which is ahead of schedule, closes for a summer recess next

number

total
cast.

production. This
feminine support June Collyer and Clarence Brown.
Miriam Seegar. Melville Brown will

be

"Young Eagles" Next Rogers
"Young Eagles" will be the next
starring vehicle for Charles

Written by William Slavens
McNutt and Grover Jones, the piece
will be guided before the camera by
William
Wellman,
director
of

"Wings."

direct.

Paramount Casts Heggie
O. P. Heggie was chosen today by
McGuinness, Wurtzel's Aide
Added to "Sky Hawk" Cast
Ernst Lubitsch for one of the prinBilly Bevan has been cast in "The
James K. McGuinness now is exe- cipal roles in "The Love Parade,"
Sky Hawk," all sound aerial picture- cutive assistant to Sol M. Wurtzel, musical operetta written especially
now being made by Fox near Sierra general superintendent at the Fox for the screen and starring Maurice
Chevalier.
Madre.
studio.

"Buddy"

Rogers.

Joan
posite

Cast Opposite Richman
Bennett has been cast

Harry Richman

in

his

opfirst

picture, tentatively called "The Song
of Broadway." Miss Bennett has just
completed a principal role in "Three

Live Ghosts."
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Canadian Government Probes
Rentals on Complaints Lodged
(Continued

Franklin Explains Censor
Deletions of Dialgoue
Ottawa

— Throng])

use of the sterprojection room all
interesting
arrangement
has
been
worked out by Joe Franklin at B,
I'.
Keith's to advise the audience regarding scene or dialogue deletions
by the Ontario censors in sound-disc
The stereopticon is used
films.
simultaneously with the picture projection.
When a black-out appears
and the dialogue continues, the slide
"scene deleted by the censors" i-,
thrown upon the screen until the
picture reappears.
When talking is
ordered out by the Hoard the picture
continues in silent form on the screen,
the announcement is screened over
the picture that "dialogue is deleted
wording
censors."
This
by
is
thrown upon the screen between the
heads of the players whose lips are

eopticon

the

in

pom

Paiic

1)

Heenan

states that the situation could
not yet be regarded as serious.
The
matter involves the large distributors,
the large theater circuit organizations of the Dominion and the inde-

pendent group.
Some few days ago F. A. McGregor
of Ottawa, registrar started under
the Combines Investigation Act, an
inquiry into the theater business in
Canada, going to Toronto where he
questioned officials of Famous Play-

Keeping Pace
with A

Great Industry

and others regarding procedures.

ers,

This

inquiry

been

has

conducted

Meanwhile
announced their

privately.

the independents
intention to
close their houses on a stated date
and now the Minister of Labor has
stepped into the picture.
The organization said to be behind
the move is the Exhibitors Co-Operative,
Ltd.,
with
headquarters in
Toronto.
This "theater pool" was
started one year ago and an attempt

moving

silently.
was made to secure releases on a coThis means there is a simultane- operative booking basis and to effect
ous explanation of the film or sound other mutual advantages. Each memFranklin has pointed ber was called upon to put up a
shortcoming.
out that he has no direct quarrel bond to obtain maintenance of obwith the censors but that he is using jective. This group has obtained the
the slides so that the public will learn services of Earl Lawson of Toronto,
Why the cuts are appearing in pic- a member of parliament, as legal

He

tures.

practice

intends to discontinue the

advisor.

shortly.

Out

Still

at Jacksonville
Orchestra of
Fla.
With the beis out.

All

—

Jacksonville,
the Florida still
ginning of the sound policy here the
Their conorchestra was omitted.
tracts are said to run until SeptemMeanwhile, the orchestra has
ber.
been reporting to the theater twice

But Four

F. P.

in Ontario

—

Houses

Now

Wired

Toronto Only four Ontario theah rs of the Famous Players Canadian
Corp.,

S|»

remain

to be wired, states
Dentlebeck, supervisor of
projection.
The corporation has 180
theaters, one-third of which are lodaily.
cated in Ontario. Dentlebeck now is
at St. John, N. B., where the Imperial,
recently secured from E. F. Albee is
Collins Gets VidaLa House
Atlanta E. C. Collins, formerly of being wired. The Imperial, Montreal,
Buena Vista, Fla., also secured from Albee, is being
Biltmore,
the
has taken over the Pal theater at wired.
Vidalia, Ga., formerly operated by H.
H. Macon. The house will be under Operators
Connection

Charles
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his

active

July
have

22.
its

management on and
It

will

be

Deny
with Memphis Outrage

after

decorated and

ventilating system improved.

Memphis
ing

—While

police are

on clews which,

it

was

workstated,

may lead to arrest^ in connection with
N. O. House Goes Sound
Saenger's Strand the troubles among theater owners
Orleans

—

New

became talking and sound and operators, officials of the local
house last week opening with "The branch of the operators' union intimated Monday startling disclosures
Time, the Place and the Girl."
theater

may

Buy

Copperhill

—

House
M. Kauffman

Tenn.
Hicks have taken over the
Ocoee, formerly owned by W. C. Sullivan.
The name has been changed
to the Cherokee.
Copperhill.

and T.

J.

Sound

for Pineville

Ky.

—The

House

is soon
The
inaugurate sound policy.
booth is being enlarged, new seats
are to be installed and other improvements are to be made to the house.

Pineville,

Gaines

to

Behrendt
Berlin— Hans

to Direct

Behrendt

Jugo
is

be expected.
William Stanton,
advisor of the local branch of
the union, says that the union had
nothing to do with the troubles and
is in no way responsible for the writing of threatening notes, placing of
bombs or anything else in connection
with the matter. Stanton, as well as
other union officials, referring to the
attempted bombing of the Madison
and receipt of a threatening note by
Robert DeGraffenreid, operator at
the Ace theater, intimated the acts
may have been done by rival organizations to discredit the union operalegal

tors.

to

di-

Sound At Leveland House
the Alfred Zeisler production,
Leveland, Tex. Sound equipment
"The League of Three," featuring
has been installed at the Wallace.
Jenny Jugo and Enrico Benfer.
rect

—
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'NOTHING like..

FOR THE SUMMERTIME
No company is offering such an outstanding all*
summer release* One of the most
famous of all stage plays — a title that is known
wherever there is a legitimate theatre* With
talking hit for

JACK MULHALL
and Patsy Ruth Miller heading a powerful
box-office cast* With two already popular
theme songs "If You Were Mine" and "The
Chicken Walk",

an

Alfred fantell

Prod.

Equity Shop Edict Extended to Silents
/
iTHE
Sfe NEWSPAPER

LLTHE NEWS
ALL THE TIME
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"Street Girl"
an old wheeze
rHERE
so
which says
is

that

it

much what you do
do

hi

A

it.

striking

isn't

as

how

example of

truth asserted itself yesterday

s

a private preview of

:

feature and

rst

1929-1930.

>r

Radio's

"Street Girl,"

No Statement on
Washington Bureau of

it

a

story at

thin

hat

had

it

ne

so

not

itertainment

hest,

yet

much

make any

at

"Street Girl"

picture.

them, in addition to others to
outlined a hit further, and thereire it is showmen's meat.

by

F.

J.

Rembusch

Warners are understood to be
planning to withdraw from arbitration with the start of the new season.
Dissatisfaction with rules of
arbitration, particularly as concerns

Whether any further investigation of the industry will be undertaken on the basis of Rembusch's charges would not be discussed
by officials here, but indications are that the department will make
some sort of a study of the situation in the near future in view of
the fact that the development of talking pictures has completely
revolutionized the industry and completely upset the results of all
investigations made by the department prior to the last few months.

to tell but rather be-

All elements that go far

e heart.

Rules of Procedure and
Prejudice Held Cause;
Morris Denies

yesterday.

for

comedy and tuggings

— Officials

filed

Hays-MPTOA

fine

of niceties in treatment and

rection,

complaint

Complaint

THE FILM DAILY

of the Dept. of Justice have before them
of Indianapolis, regarding the
conferences in New York, it was learned unofficially

Washington

called.

A

Price 5 Cents

WARNERS PLAN TO WITHDRAW
FROM ARBITRATION, REPORT

initial release

its

1929

17,

is
I

er

camp

musical

the

by a group of jazz boys known
Four Seasons, Betty Compwanders and is befriended. Her

titude steps to the

front as does

She
Johnny Harron.
omes the instrument whereby
;y make the big money class. The
for

love

nace,

if

ters

in

ince

of

it

may

be

the

form

her

native

so described,
of the visiting
land,

vaguely

somewhere in Middle
irope.
Harron misunderstands unwell along toward the close when

scribed

as

erything again turns rosy.
the story.
Not much as
Yet, abetted by Jane Mursensible and often humorous

This

u
s

is

see.

ilogue,

elligent
;

result

Wesley Ruggles turned an
hand
is

to the direction

and

extremely good fun.

Performances
Joseph

E

POLICY

Cawthorn

does

SETUP

presided

the
n

IN U.S.

About This:

It's
Into

CHANGE

a nearthat ap-

rman restaurant owner
>aches the priceless.
Ned Sparks
one of the Season's, walks away
th plenty.
Then there is person-

Jack Oakie, who always gives
good show; Ivan Lebedeff in a
imager but workmanlike tidbit, Betty
(|impson who does pleasing enough
ll>rk and others not to forget sev«|il haunting song numbers that will
£ VB creep up on you from all sides.
le

K

ANN

Washington Bureau of

Washington
will

be

—

made

THE FILM DAILY

Reports that changes
in
the government's

method

of dealing with mergers cannot be confirmed at the Dept. of Justice.

for

However, it has been known
some time that there exists con-

siderable dissatisfaction with the department's policy and officials are
(Continued on Page 6)

IS

OUTLINED

Off
General Theaters Equipment, new- Sablosky and Crandall
equipment
ly-formed
$67,000,000
Stanley Co. Personnel
combine, is to own 60 per cent of
Philadelphia Abe Sablosky, long
outstanding common stocks of Inter- a factor in the affairs of the Stanley
national Projector Corp., and Nation- Co. of America, has resigned as viceal Theater Supply and all the com- president.
mon stock of Theater Equipment
Acceptance Corp., and upon accept- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington Harry Crandall reance of exchange offers now being

—

—

(Continued

on

Page

from the Stanley-Crandall Corp.
on Aug. 1.

6)

tires

Paramount Sound News

Now

Supplied for

Paramount

Sound

right of appeal, and a declared exhibitor prejudice, said to preclude a fair
deal,
are
reported reasons.
The
company is said to feel that various
exhibitor associations influence exhibitor and distributor members to
an unfair degree in making decisions.
Contracts for the
new season
product now are in preparation and
when they are issued late this month.
(Continued on Page 6)

Cox Succeeds Steele as
Discs 'U' Exchange Supervisor No Change

News now

is

available with disc' accompaniment,
This
states Editor Emanuel Cohen.
is due to the fact that many houses
(Continued on Page 4)

E. F. Cox, for five years connected
with various branches of the Universal home office exchange system, is
new supervisor of exchanges, succeed(Continued on Page 2)

Gillmore Issues New Order
For Equity Shop in Silents

of F.

&

in Personnel

R. Chain Planned

—

Minneapolis There is to be no
change in executive personnel of the
Northwest Theater Circuit (FinkelM. L.
stein & Ruben), Minneapolis.
Finkelstein,

I.

H. Ruben and other

(Continued

on Page 2)

Jules Rubens Publix
Head in Eight States

Rockford, 111.— Jules Rubens, head
Theater Corp., reEquity Contract to be
Mandate of Actors' of Great States
Hollywood
by Publix, will reover
taken
cently
to
Equity Ass'n, forbidding members
Film
for
district manager,
as
Publix
with
main
all-Equity
Adolphe Menjou is to star in a pro- work in talkers unless
over eight states, injurisdiction
with
extendbeen
has
duction under an Equity contract and casts are employed,
cluding Illinois, it is reported here.
pictures.
with a cast composed of Equity mem- ed to silent
West

Bureau,

—

THE FILM DAILY

Menjou

Used

bers, for the

American Sound Record-

ing Corp. according to a letter addressed to Paul Dullzell, executive
secretary, which was read to the

Equity

Coast

Council

meeting

yesterday

afternoon.
Alfred Walker, vice president and
(Continued on Page 4)

Hollywood— "The worst

part

of

over," Attorney Paul
Turner of Actors' Equity Ass'n declared at the organization's latest
this

fight

is

meeting.

Money

is

being

(Continued

dividends are
Page 4)

lost,

on

Seven of 26 Columbia
Victor

Gems Ready

Columbia Victor Gems
Of
Columbia during
to be released by
1929-30 seven have already been comthe 26

(Continued

on

Page 4)

,

THE

New

Operator Service
Radio Cinema Vision Corp.
Supplied by Universal
Formed to Make Talkers

As an

assistance to operators, H.
M. Messiter, in chargre of sound activities of the Universal exchanges, is
Vol.
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Financial
Low

High
Seat

Con. Fm.

Ind.

do pfd
Loew's,
do pfd

Inc

M-G-M

pfd

P.

Para.

...

2SA

2,100

19854
128

1,300

59%
95%
24%
55%
69%

Cap
F-L
Exch

Stanley

117 y2
57

58%
95%
24%
55%
68^

95%
24%
54%
65%

9M

8%
18*4

39^

37%

20
38
40

63

59%
52%

61
55

9%

Prod.

Columbia

Fm.

5%

...

& Katz
Pets. ...
Ind.
..

5%

5

71

71

34%

34%
22%

34%
22%

26%

2
27

Film

Insp
Fox Thea. "A"

..

27%

Griffith, D.W. "A"
Intern. Proj
30%
do deb. rts
Nat. Scr. Ser. ... 28%

Thea.

Nat.

Sup.

.

29%

Univ.

do

27%

2'2%

22

11%

10%

Pict

pfd

'ioo
5,100
100
100
1,300
94,100
7,700
2,900
29,600

The volume
started

sheet

now

control and turn over
with "Show Boat," is

every exchange and will go

in

J.

McCosker

Flamm

be.

out from now in all reel boxes of
"Show Boat." Sheets have been supplied for "Broadway" and the service
will be used on all Universal sound
pictures from there on.
James Bradford has been doing the
musical and mechanical end of this

WMCA

and

of

WOR,

Marian

WMCA, Herman

Donald

Gilliam

Halsted

of

of

Paul

Block, Inc. and Malcolm Strauss are
the leading factors.
Strauss will be
in charge of production.
The company declares it plans its own ex-

changes.

Today:

Second day of annual convention ol
western
managers of Famous
Players Canadian Corp., Vancouver.

Special meeting of Cleveland exhibitor unit.
Testimonial dinner to Sid Grauman,
Los Angeles.
July 22-23
Golf tournament and picnic of
0:
exhibitors and distributors at De
>es

Moines.
Convention

July 23-25
July 26

of Rocky Mountain
ain
States exhibitors at Denver.
Film golf tournament of exhibitors
and distributors at Minneapolis.

July 27

First issue of

News
July 31

$5 a Share Earnings for
F. P. Canadian Seen

—

The

First

M-G-M

International

(silent).

issue

of

Universal

Newsreel

(silent).

Aug.

1

Aug.

7

issue of Paramount Sound
News.
Golf tournament of exhibitors and
exchangemen at Seattle.

First

Montreal Earnings of around $5
a share on the common are expected Sept. 28 First issue of Hearst Metrotone
News (sound).
to be reported by Famous Players
Canadian Corp., for the fiscal year
No Change in Denver Lease
ending Aug. 31. This would compare
Denver Reports in circulation that
with $1.44 on the 320,000 shares outa new leasehold on the property om
Cox Succeeds Steele as
standing in the year ended Aug. 25,
which the America stands will affect
Supervisor
Exchange
1928.
The
common
is to be placed on
'U'
the status of the theater are denied
(Continued from Page 1)
a regular dividend basis in September.
by Harry E. Huffman.
His lease,
ing Charles M. Steele, whose resigna- The firm has 155 theaters in Canada,
he
declares, runs until 1934.
tion was forced because of ill health. which are being added to at a rapid
Steele leaves the end of the week for rate.
Gloria Swanson Going Abroad
Michigan to recuperate. Cox assumes
Gloria Swanson, "The
directions consist of variations from the normal in the fader
settings, normal being the volume
generally used in theaters.
sheet.

—

600

10',200

16,666
3,400

900
1,700

90%

6s

Trespasser"!
completed, has left Hollywood fori
New York, Paris and London. The
for First Nat'l Product star sails Aug.
2 from New York.
Cleveland The First National ex- She will arrive in Paris on
Aug. 8
change sold its first five year fran- and there join her husband, the Marchise to Carl Miller of the Strand quis de la Falaise
de la Coudraye.
and Freemont at Freemont, O.

new post July 30, states Sales Signs 5
Manager M. Van Praag, who made
the

the appointment.

—

Atlanta Council Heads
Want City to Stay "Blue"
Atlanta

—The

city council here will
legislature not to pass
the bill providing for Sunday picture

petition

shows

the

in

Year Franchise

No Change
of F.

Bibb County.

&

in Personnel

R. Chain Planned

(Continued from Page 1)
in their present
capacities,
under Publix guidance.

Another Cleveland Meeting
Cleveland A second July meeting
Harold Finkelstein is general manof the Cleveland M. P. Exhibitors'
ager of the chain, Eddie Ruben is in
Ass'n was held yesterday. Operating
9,300
charge of film buying.
100 policies for the coming season are
800 being formulated.

BOND MARKET

A-0

enced as they might

—

46,800
500

1

46.. 90%
90%
108
Loew 6s 41ww ..108
97
do 6s 41 x-war.. 97
Paramount 6s 47 .98% 98
98
Par. By. 5%s 51. 98%
72
71
Pathe 7s 37

Keith

volume

The Industry's
Date Book

Russian Film Previewed
in Nature," a Russian bioWiring Willoughby House
logical film, received a private showWilloughby, O. Western Electric ing before a group of American scienequipment is being installed in the tists. This film is one of the series
Willoughby theater and will be in of Russian scentific films to be disoperation July 21.
tributed in the United States through
the Anikino Corp.
Loew's Quarterly Dividend
Steffes in New York
Quarterly dividend of $1.62'j4 a
W. A. Steffes, president of the
share on the outstanding $6.50 cumulative preferred, has been declared Northwest exhibitor unit, Minneapolis, is in New York.
by Loew's payable Aug. 15.

Grauman Testimonal Tonight
Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles Jack Benny and
Frank Fay will share honors as masWest

—

ters

ceremony

of

at

the

testimonial

dinner here tonight to Sid Grauman.

100% SERVICE!

"Love

1%
30%
24%
27%
22%
10%
20%

Loew

Trans-Lux

A

71

2'2%

a

WOR

executives continue

98%

CURB MARKET

Acoustic

10,166

40
117'A

21J4

55%

pfd

Con.

91

Co

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

Bal.

90A

9314
118

Pathe
do "A"
Radio K-A-0

do

H

Sales

600

33

pfd

Fox Fm. "A"
Keith A-0

M.

Close

33
2S'A

200% 197M

Kodak

East.

*do

33
pfd. 25

with

with Stations
and
and Paul Block,
Inc.,
newspaper chain owners are
understood linked in formation of
Radio Cinema Vision Corp. to produce talkers of acts and numbers
broadcast over a chain of 48 stations
throughout the United States. Alfred
identified

|

STOCK MARKET
Am.

supplying operators

control and change over sheet on all
Universal sound pictures. The necessity for such a service is based on the
fact installations vary so radically
and operators are not all as experi-

Interests

108
97
98

98%

—

"Wish

to

advise

your trailers
and your service
100%."
that

are very satisfactory,

supplying same

is

Gem Theatres,
Oconto, Wis.

Princess and

72

CURB BONDS

Am.

Seat.

36.

6s

Warner 6%s

86%

86%

86%

OVER THE COUNTER

Roxy ''A"
do units
do com
Skouras Bros
Technicolor
United Art
do % pfd
Univ. Ch. com.
do pfd

26%
27%

2%

38
91
10

70

80

88

LAST

.

27%
29%
3%

5

33
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Amusement
Sofferman.

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

....

PRICE QUOTED

Siegel

Corp.

I.,

have been leasthe

Roselle

through

Adolph

to

Stebbins,
1540

B'WAY

Leterman
& Gates
INCORPORATED

N.Y.C.

NEVER DISAPPOINT'

I

85

75

at Roselle Park, L.

Isadore

Let Us Solve Your Problems

2

Long Island Houses Sold
The Roslyn and the Roselle Park
ed

'WE

198

28

TELEPHONE BRYANT 3040

[RJHlflWFIlH
ffiWlfiUW

INCORPORATED
220 WEST 42 N_D STREET

NEW YORK

Phone: Wisconsin 6876

ALLAN A.LOWNES. CEN.MCR.

BELOW: Where

the history,

making meeting was held

m

the Hearst Newsreel Building
at 25 1 West loth Street. The

Hearst General Staff lays its
world-wide campaign to span
the globe with men and equipment to bring you a Sound newsreel more complete andamazing
than has hitherto been possible
to produce.

WHEN WILLIAM
RANDOLPH HEARST
STARTS A NEW
ENTERPRISE
of the globe the vast Hearst

HEARST
METROTONE

news machine is full steam
under way to bring you the

NEWS

Super -Sound Newsreel

ONCE A WEEK STARTING SEPT. 28

the whole world watches

and now

in every corner

On

Disc or Film

From the

first

Metrotone News

Hearst Metrotone Sound
being readied and shipped to all
parts of the world. They have new features
nd improvements, the lost word in Sound trucks.

ABOVE:

trucfcs

issue of Hearst
this industry will

witness a new conception of Sound
Precedent counts for
newsreels.
Personalities and
nothing now.
events hitherto inaccessible now
become available for your screen.
Every theatre which prides itself
on being abreast of the latest marvels of the Talking films will bring

audiences this wondrous
newsreel of the New Era!

its

THE GREATEST SOUND NEWS plus
THE GREATEST SILENT NEWSREEL
The combination of

the

staffs

and resources of the

those of International Newsreel into the

M-G-M

M-G-M News

with

International Newsreel

means that no other newsreel can hope to compete in world coverage
with this collosal pooling of forces. By the sheer weight of its resourses
and connections the M-G-M International Newsreel becomes the one
newsreel that all audiences will demand and which all theatres will provide.

METRO-GOLDWY4
The

Qreatest Shows on Earth

Sound

l-G-i

International

NEWSREEL
Twice Weekly Starting July 31

AYER

.

THE

cEZHkDAILY
Giilmore Issues New Order
For Equity Shop in Silents

Giilmore Again Denies
West Coast Bur.

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood

Giilmore,

— Frank

Equity president, is emphatic
in denying report that stage
producers are financing the
Equity Shop drive in pictures,

(Continued from Page

in retaliation for film producers'
raids of the vaudeville and legiGillmore's statetimate field.

ment supplements the one he
made at the Equity mass meeting.

Reginald Denny to Make
Only Equity Shop Films
West

Bureau,

Coast

—

Hollywood

Wednesday, July

THE FILM DAILY
Reginald
Denny

decreasing, quality of pictures is declining, he said, pointing out that producers are examining the work of
Equity in stage history. When producers start to try to catch up with
their
production
schedules,
only
Equity members will be working, he
continued. Three or four years ago,
the attorney asserted, producers did
not have to treat with actors because
the trades were not organized.
Observers believe Turner was called
here as special advisor to Equity
leaders or that Equity has assurance
producers are about ready to arbitrate.
Turner claims there have been
no desertions among eastern Equity

four-square
with
Actors'
Equity Ass'n in the Equity shop dispute, he emphasizes in a statement members.
made public by the organization.
At the meeting. James Kirkwood
The statement was made to players called upon Janet Gaynor, Norma
in the cast of his final picture at UniShearer, Bebe Daniels, Billie Dove,
stands

versal.

1)

Giilmore

York

stage

denied report that New
producers are giving

financial aid to Equity in the fight.
He said that 97 of the 206 players

announced as having signed standard
contracts are not members of Equity;
that 66 were justified in signing, 15
were on the suspended list and 16
cases now are under investigation.

Henry Otto was

reinstated.

Eu-

genie Besserer and Phyllis Crane
suspended, Giilmore announced.

Claude King urged British players
to publicly support Equity before the
fight is finished.
Lawrence Grant in-

timated that Giilmore, whom he described as peace-loving, has ammunition at hand.

Sam Hardy

reported

Corinne
Griffith,
Marion Davies,
come back from my va- Noah Beery, Wallace Beery, Conrad A
cation and make my next picture,"
Nagel, George Bancroft, Victor Mc- Aug. 3 at Edgewater Gables Club
said Denny, "it is going to be with
Laglen, Monte Blue, Lionel and John Santa Monica. Jack Dempsey, Paul
an all-Equity cast.
Those of you Barrymore, Grant Withers, John Gil- Whiteman and Ted- Lewis will be
who may not be members of Equity bert and Jack Mulhall to take a stand asked to perform.
and wish to be with me, had better
Noah Beery stood up
with Equity.
William Dyer attacked the Central

"When

I

and

if

any of you cannot afford
but declined to speak, despite urgings Casting Bureau, declaring it has reto do so just now, I will advance you
by the audience.
duced the pay of extras. Tom Seadthe money for the necessary fees."
Kirkwood praised unionism and rinp; of the studio electricians' union,
that electricians
told of working in Grand Rapids said
are "wholefurniture factories at the age of 12 heartedly behind Equity." Jetta GouAll-Equity Cast Film
dal was among the other speakers.
for $2.25 a week.
Placed in Production
join,

West

THE FILM DAILY
Work is under way on Equity Contract to be

—

Hollywood
"The Woman

Who Was

Forgotten,"
all-Equity cast
picture, states the United Press. This
is the picture being made by Charles

claimed as the

(Continued from Page

1)

Seven of 26 Columbia

trusts.

Paramount Sound News

Now

Supplied for Discs

(Continued from Page

1)

disc reproduction
situation is corrected, Paramount Sound News will
be released with both disc and sound-

are equipped for
only.
Until this

on-film recording.

"Equity welcomes the American Sound Recording Corp. to the ranks of those companies using Equity contracts," said Mr.
Dullzell, "and assures it that it will have more
are told,"
company in the near future.
continued Dullzell," that Menjou will return

We

from Europe in six weeks to commence work
Before
on his first independent production.
sailing and after he knew that he was out and
that his contract with Paramount would not
be renewed, he tried to connect with every
producer in New York through agents and
they all gave him the runaround."

TERRITORIES OPEN

RADIOTONE
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The
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PATENTED

and with

$2,000 payable $650

TWO

OUR GUARANTEE:
1600

BROADWAY

to

Installation

take back the equipment and

improved,

equipment

talkie

AMPLIFIERS

down and

Giving 40 weeks time

we

latest

interchangeable

$33.75 weekly.

pay
must

it

off.

you or
you nothing.

satisfy

costs

NEW YORK

CITY

Joe believes tlujt Jack Cohn, who broug
about his freedom, is the greatest guy in ti
world.
He is also szvearing eternal loyal,
to both Cohn and Columbia.
He also b
lines that money zvill do anything.
*
*
*

—

Later, he learned the truth
and his fai
in humankind was shattered.
His sole o<
ject in life is to discover who did it becau
he swears he will lick the man responsibl

But
men.

would entail the licking
There is much indignation.
*
*
*

that

"We

are

now

in the

of

thin

Mesa Country,"

Coh n piped up.
"What's a Mesa?"

Victor

Gems Ready

(Continued from Page 1)
pleted at the Victor studios in Camden.
Three others will be finished
this week making a total of ten or almost half the output completed before
the season opens.

COLUMBIA FLASHBACKS
at a high pitch,
THEIR enthusiasm
still

despite

the

Columbia

long

home

trek

office

across-country.
yesterday
from their "neverofficials,

returned to New York,
such" convention at Los Angeles.
Somewhere in this wide world there may
be a more frightened individual than one
Joe Miller, manager of Columbia's branch
at Buffalo, but even that's doubtful.
And somewhere in this world there Will
be a group of men who will be cussed more
soundly,
fluently
and efficiently than Joe
Miller's
brother Columbia
Managers, and
again we say if there is we can't possibly
believe it.
Back of both assertions lies a sad,
sad story.
On the day the Columbia contingent left
Los Angeles for New York an item in the
papers stated that one Joe Miller, alleged to
be a burglar, shoot-'em up guy and all'round bad man was wanted for his various
crimes.
Miller's pictures were shown
one
with whiskers and one without.
With or
without they resembled CoKimhia Joe about
as much as he resembled Cal Coolidge.
However, time hung heavily this morning and to one bright mind came the remembrance of the Los Angeles bandit. Luck,
in the shape of a couple of deputy sheriffs,
was with him and within fifteen minutes the
idea
These sheriffs,
had been perfected.
traveling to Albequerque, readily consented

—

to

sit

in.

Columbia
car

when

announced.

a

Joe

was

wire

for

He

was

seated

in

the

lounge

Joe Zilch was
present,
opened the

Officer

Jai

inquired Abe Mo-'
tague.
"It's a sort of flat-topped mountain," sail
Cohn.
"And most of these have names."]
"Well," asked Abe, "What is that Mesafl
pointing to one.

"That,"
horned
in
Louis
"That is Mesa Meshinnal"

Weinber,

Looked as though Ralph Peckham, cf De
would have to sleep in the alti
when he was unable to locate hi
baggage.
Then someone discovered it in th
ladies wash room.
Since then the boys ar
Moines,

gether,

looking rather

askance at

*

era,

general manager of the Recording
Goetz and Richard Thomas, in co- Ccrp. also informed that the Equity
operation with the National Educa- contract and conditions were accepted.
tion Ass'n.
Thomas is directing.
Walker declared that he was teleAll demands of the Equity contract
graphing an appeal for fair play and
Columbia home office executives
are being complied with, states Acan opportunity to show his wares to were informed on their return yestertors' Equity Ass'n.
Belle Bennett
William Randolph day from the Coast convention.
public,
to
the
heads the cast of the picture with
Hearst, in California, because of his
Jack Trent, Jack Mower and Wil- earlier championings of opposition to
liam Walling in support.
S.

I

*

Ralphy.

*

C.

Used for Menjou Film

first

—

MacKain, supervisor of exchanges,
mourning the loss of his motion picture can

Bureau,

Coast

wire and started quietly inquiring for tl
whereabouts of Joe Miller. Joe admitted 11
identity;
cheerfully helped out by half]
dozen
fellow
managers who wouldn't
for anything.
The officer, by this time join I
by a second, yanked him out of his se. I
Then came the sad, sad news that Joe wor I
have to get off the train and go back
Los Angeles to explain certain matters.
They got Columbia Joe into a compa I
ment.
Even though he was hot, there c<
tainly was no need for him to perspire
much as he did. For two hours, the sheri
endeavored to get him to confess.
He Co
fessed to everything to being married,
ba
ing children, even to living in Albany. B
the hard hearted officials refused to belie
him.
And at the present time cf writii
they still refuse to believe him.
*
*
*

that

$9,800
has been collected for the Relief
Fund which is loaning $600 a day.
carnival to raise funds will be held

17, 192

t,

left

behind in Hollywood.

After

takin

a couple of looks at how their pictures turne
out after Mac had shot them the boys or
inclined to issue a vote of thanks to MaS
lack
of
memory in having forgotten Ik
slwoting box.

*

*

*

Barney Rosenthal, that mighty Big Gam
Hunter from St. Louis saw a jack rabbi
looping away as the train passed by.
"Oh
Look!" roared Barney.
"This country
i

full

with

wild

animals."

*

*

*

In

Arizona, the boys complained becaus
tlwy haven't seen a real, live Indian yet
Apparently Indians dressed in blue overall
and fixing the roadbed, don't count.
*
*
*

A promise that has the Columbia boys all
hopped up is that next year will see ther
back in Hollywood again.
Most of ther
would have been satisfied to stay right on
picture-land, thus saving the time and ex
pense of bringing them back next July.
*
*
*
il

One of the members of the studio staff wkmade a tremendous hit with the boys is San
Briskin.
Next to Harry Cohn the busies
man on the lot, Sam nevertheless managet
to find ample time to find new ways of pro
viding entertainment for the conventioneers
*

*

*

Harry and Jack Cohn, Joe Goldberg, San
Briskin, Hal Hodes and Nat Rothstein went
into a huddle for the purpose of effectint
advertising
cooperation between the
closer
and publicity departments of the East an
West coasts.

*

"Ha

—landsman'."

*

*

cried

Belle

Baker,

Co

new star and her husband, Murra;
Abrams, when they caught sight of Ha
lumbia's

the night of the Columbia banseems that the trio were neighbor:
out at Belle Harbor, Long Island, for SHI
eral successive summers.

Hodes,
quet.

on

It

*

*

*

Incidentally, Miss Baker scored the sue
cess of the evening when she sang severa
songs one of them being to the effect tha

—

"Atlas
a

is

movie

Itless
star's

Now."
wife's

stopped the show.

It purported to
opinion of him

giv>

an<

:

WE POINT WITH PRIDE TO THESE EXCERPTS
FROM NEW YORK NEWSPAPER REVIEWS ON
44

PICCADILLY"

REGINA CREWE

in

NEW YORK AMERICAN:

"GILDA GRAY MOVIE PICCADILLY BRIGHT SPOT
ON SCREEN. The Little Carnegie Playhouse has something to brag about this week.

It is

showing the American

premiere of Gilda Gray's made-in-England

photoplay

PICCADILLY. Even in its mute condition it is the rainbow spot in a dull pictorial week. The drama is skillfully limned by Director E. A. Dupont, who has "Variety" to his credit. It is a motion picture axiom that film
action must take place against an interesting background.
it is provided plentifully.
What Broadway is to
York, Piccadilly is to London. And much of the
hectic wonder of that pulsing thoroughfare has been
imprisoned in the picture. And if this were not enough

Here

New

the locale switches to the picturesque

which

is

populated with

all

Limehouse district,
and fasci-

sorts of bizarre

nating people. With a nice touch, the entire plot is made
to hinge upon; the complaint of a surly gourmand about
a soiled plate. It causes an investigation in the swanky
Piccadilly Club which takes its owner far back to the
dish-washing department. There he discovers a Chinese
scullery maid, Anna May Wong, dancing for an atShe is brought out of the kitchen to
tentive audience.
bolster up a floor show which has been slipping with the
Gilda
popularity of its chief entertainer, Gilda Gray.
incidentally is enamoured of the owner. And he of her.
Anna May's Oriental "it" finally ensnares the nightclub
man, who finds himself in her arms during a visit to her
seductive Chinese boudoir. By all means see the picture,
which, by the way is an adaptation of an original story
by Arnold Bennett."

QUINN MARTIN

in the

WORLD

"The Dupont settings, the atmosphere of Piccadilly and
of Limehouse and of Soho, are very well managed, and
the acting of the leading man, Jameson Thomas is extremely effective.
Mr. Thomas is not unlike Ronald
Colman either in appearance or in method."

It

EVENING POST:
"Anyone seeking a good silent picture, intelligently
handled from start to finish would do well to visit the
Little Carnegie Playhouse in Fifty-seventh Street, this
week. E. A. Dupont, director of "Variety" is the maker
of PICCADILLY which has a story written especially
for the screen by Arnold Bennett and a good cast, including two actresses well known in this country; Gilda
Gray and Anna May Wong. The story, simple as it is,
is handled splendidly by Mr. Dupont, aided by an especially good cast of principals and numerous extras
gathered apparently from London streets.
Exterior
scenes taken in Piccadilly lend plenty of atmosphere to
the film. An actor named Jameson Thomas is very good
as the proprietor of the Piccadilly Club and Anna May
Wong gives a charming performance as the Oriental
dancer out of the scullery. Gilda Gray is seen in several
dance numbers."

NEW YORK TIMES:
"Perhaps the greatest asset of PICCADILLY comes from
the camera. Mr. Dupont is noted for his unusual touches,
and he has not spared them in this production. Even
the opening, which ordinarily is but a staid, prosaic list
of characters, has become almost part of the picture.
The director has managed to get the most from his situations without overdoing them. Miss Gray seems to have
been rediscovered as an actress. For a long time she has
been docketed as an exponent of "shimmy" but in PICCADILLY she appears to show that acting is not above
her. A prophet apparently is without honor; Miss Gray
found it necessary to flee to English studios to have a
chance.
Of the players besides Miss Gray and Miss
Wong, King H-Chang gives a good performance as the
He is said to be a resfriend of the Chinese dancer.
picture just for amusewent
into
the
who
taurant owner
ment, but he appears to be a finished actor."

must be good, and

box-office

Produced at the
Elstree, London
Studios of B.

I.

P.

Photographed by Werner Brandes

Physical Distribution thru Educational

;

THE
Wednesday, July

Equipment Combine's
Set-up

is

Outlined

(Continued from Page 1)
will own all the outstanding

made

stock of these companies.

The company also will acquire 50
per cent of the outstanding capital
stock
of
Grandeur,
Inc.,
which
through a wholly owned subsidiary,
will acquire all the business and assets of Mitchell
capital stock of
Inc. and, through

Camera

Co.
All
Hall & Connolly,
wholly owned subsidiaries,
the properties, businesses
and assets of Strong Electric Co., J.
E. McAuley Manufacturing Com-

Coast Wire Service

4 Talkers Finished at U. A.

THAT'S

THAT
NEW PRODUCT SCHEDULED

A

By PHIL M.

Little

from

FOR EARLY FALL RELEASE

By

Four more

completed

all

talkers

have been

at the

a

Lots

is one screen
player who does not have to depend on the publicity department to
write his nifties for him.
If you've
ever tried to wisecrack with Eddie,

**

yy

RALPH WILK

ALLEN

Work

Work

New "U"

;

;

on Merger

Change Unconfirmed

Man

dustry cases.
Gets "Hold Everything Lead
It
is
not anticipated that any
O'Neil has been cast in the
Sally
change
with
respect
great
to merger
lead
of
"Hold Everything," musical
investigations will be made in the
Warner
near future, but it is considered prob- production scheduled as a
Marion
Byron,
roadshow.
Joe E.
able that the department will be
asked by the President to adopt a Brown and Lillyan Tashman are in
policy of keeping more closely in the cast.
touch with the activities of merged
Columbia Signs D. A. Doran
companies, which after having been
D. A. Doran, former scenario ediamalgamation,
of
given
approval
may have gone further than the de- tor for Pathe has been signed by Copartment contemplated when it ap- lumbia on a long term contract
Doran now is at the coast studio.
proved the merger plans.

DALY

T7DDIE QUILLAN

Withdraw

From

U.S.

1929

-AND

McNEIL, who adapted
United Artists stu•£* "The Taming of the Shrew,"
dio. Among the productions finished,
pany and Ashcraft Automatic Arc two are adapted from stage plays which Sam Taylor is directing with
Co., also are to be acquired.
while one is the screen version of a Mary Pickford and Douglas FairNational Theater Supply Co. has novel and one an original by Edmund banks as the stars, likes to reminisce
about "the good old days" when he
exclusive selling arrangements for Goulding.
an amateur fighter. Not so many
was
products of International Projector
Herbert Brenon first all talker,
except
those
held
by Grandeur, ''Lummox" adapted by its author Fan- years ago he won two titles in a
which was organized to distribute nie Hurst has Winifred Westover in Pacific Coast boxing tournament, winand service the new types of projec- the lead supported by Ben Lyon, Wil- ning the 115 pound and 125 pound
championships in the same week. He
tors
developed
by
International. liam Collier, Jr., Dorothy
Janis, Edna
Grandeur has entered into a contract Murphy and others. Gloria Swanson's fought five fights in three nights.
under which Fox Theaters Corp. or talker "The Trespasser" directed and Freddy Welsh and Mike "Dad" Butany affiliated company, agrees to written by Edmund Goulding is an ler, now trainer of the Detroit University football team, taught McNeil
lease from Grandeur, all of its re- original while
pictures taken from
how to box.
quirements of the new type project- stage plays include
George Fitz*
*
*
ing equipment.
maurice's "The Locked Door" with
Our Passing Show: Ivan
A banking group consisting of Barbara Stanwyck, Rod La Rocque,
Chase Securities Corp. Pynchon & William Boyd and Betty
Lebedeff taking a fencing lesBronson
son for scenes in "They Had
Co., Halsey Stuart & Co., Inc., West and Thornton
Freeland's "Three Live
to
See Paris"; Bert Levy
& Co., and W. S. Hammons & Co. Ghosts" featuring Claude Allister,
busy, guarding the press row
is expected to offer shortly an issue
Robert Montgomery and Charles Mcat Equity meetings.
of $6 000,000 IS year 6 per cent con- Naughton.
*
*
*
vertible Gold Debentures of General
The Mary Pickford, Douglas FairThe
DeWitt
Clinton high school,
Theaters Equipment, Inc.
banks co-starring production "The
Taming of the Shrew," being directed New York, has furnished production
with many of its former students. The
by Sam Taylor still is in production.
to
list includes Rowland V. Lee and his
brothers, Donald and Robert; Arthur
Arbitration? 16 Productions in
Hornblow, Jr., Al Kingston, Paul
(Continued from Page 1)
and Joe Rock.
it is
understood they will be minus
at Paramount Studio Perez, Clark Silvernail
*
*
*
the arbitration agreement, uniform
There are 16 production units now
Monte
Carter
is busy at Univer^
with all distributors, but otherwise in operation at the Paramount studio
sal.
He staged the dialogue for
will be identical with the standard preparing the talker pictures for the
"Barnum
Was Right," starring
contract.
Membership
Film new season.
in
Glenn Tryon.
Boards of Trade will be continued
Among the pictures now in the
it
is
stated.
Whether some other photographing stage are:
form of arbitration, similar to that
"The Love Parade" starring Maurice Gibson Starting
provided for in Vitaphone contracts Chevalier being directed by Ernst Lubitsch
"The Virginian" with Gay Cooper, Mary
Under
Contract
under the five year franchise plan Brian being directed by Victor
Fleming Wil"The Long, Long Trail," by Arused by the company and First Na- liam Wellman's latest with Hal Skelly and
tional will be used, has not been in- E\elyn Brent in "Woman Trap"; "The thur Rosson, is to be Hoot Gibson's
Mighty" starring George Bancroft under John first picture under his new contract
dicated.
Cromwell's direction; "Illusion" with Charles with Universal, reported to involve
Rogers and Nancy Carroll being directed by
There is nothing to report that Lothar Mendes Harry Green and Mary $1,000,000. Eight pictures are called
Hoot, who
Warners plan to withdraw from ar- Brian in "Kibitzer" under Edward Sloman's for in the agreement.
direction and "Fast Company" with Edward heads his
own unit, is negotiating
bitration, Sam E. Morris, vice presSutherland directing.
with Sally Eilers for the lead. Proident in charge of distribution states
Four more productions scheduled to duction starts tomorrow.
go into production shortly are: "The
Jay Marchant has been appointed
Saturday Night Kid" with Clara Bow; contact man for Carl Laemmle,
Policy
Jr.,
"Behind The Makeup" with Hal Skel- in connection with the productions of
ly and Esther Ralston; "The Love
Hoot Gibson and Ken Maynard.
(Continued from Page 1)
Doctor" with
Richard
Dix and
expected soon to come in for a thor- "Sweetie" with Nancy Carroll and
ough questioning by a senatorial Helen Kane.
Studio Idea
to
committee, regarding the radio in-

Warners

17,

Butcher's Title

Be
at Fox

know what we mean. So Eddie
sends us the following, having a
sneaking notion that we have a tieup
with Murad cigarettes, and that he
can horn in on the graft.
Eddie
blurbs as follows:
When nearing a railroad crossing
while a train is approaching, what
you'll

do?

to

For

the Pessimist: Stop your car
about a block from the crossing and
shut off the motor.
For the Optimist Step on the gas
%nd try and beat the train.
For the Nonchalant: Light a Murad, and hope it isn't a tie.
:

*

*

*

Not so long ago Florenz Ziegfeld
and Samuel Goldwyn went into a
huddle in the former's office
presence of us newspaper men.

in

the

They

were flashlighted as additional proof
that they had merged on screen productions

case somebody
the signed contract.

in

away with

*

*

made

*

and

it
was a
pretty pastoral
Here was
Ziggy, who has transplanted the
shapely shafts of the shredded

Well,

girls

boys,
scene.

wheat belt to the dough fields of
Broadway, and Sam who has transplanted Vilma Banky from Poland
to Doughland.
So it was only natural that the two original Transplanteers (coined word, copyright
applied for) should get together.
Samuel once put ac-cent in Vilma's
banky, and now the cent has grown
to a million yen.
What a percent-

ager'
t

And

the lesson to be learned from
children, is as follows:
If you
want real success in the fillum business, be a Transplanteer.
Consider
this,

History's

Buccaneers

chronologically:

progress

— Musketeers — Pioneers
— Exploiteers — Racke-

Profiteers
teers
and
You can't go wrong.
*
*

—

NOW

Transplanteers.
Evolution.

It's

*

Mur-Ad
you come out of the wrong end

If

of

a

a

merger,

Murad

and

be

—

nonchalant light
into another

jump

E. A. Butcher, studio manager at merger with the Atlantic.
*
*
*
Fox, is to be made studio idea man,
it
is
understood, with Max Golden
"Mysterious Mame"
named purchasing agent.
(Editor's note: Mame mysteriously disappeared at that American
Sound Studio racket last Thursday
$75,000
Caused
night, and has not been heard from
by Tec-Art Explosion since. If you're a real friend of
Explosion and fire which occurred ours, for the love of Pete root for
while a preview was in progress, her return. We've mortgaged everycaused damage estimated at $75,000 at thing on this novel, figuring on the
the Tec-Art studio. The loss was in book publication royalties. If Mame
negative and equipment.
doesn't turn up, we're sunk.)

Damage

Profit by Experience!
There

tradition back of

showmanship in the talkie field.
Two years of extensive work in the handling of every detail
connected with sound programs at a large circuit of theatres
forms the background for the charting of proved methods for
successful and profitable operation of the new theatre created
by sound.
is

The knowledge and experience of one of the foremost theatre
executives is available to every exhibitor, every worker in the
through the publication of the only complete text
book on sound thus far compiled.
theatre

field

OUND
Motion
By

HAROLD

President and General

Pictures
B.

FRANKLIN

Manager Fox West Coast Theatres

Distributed in This Field by

Motion Picture News
729 Seventh Ave.,

New York

City

Motion Picture News
729 Seventh Avenue

Three Dollars per copy
Order

Now

New York

City

Enclosed
order for

herewith

is

—

check

— money

for one
copy of Harold B. Franklin's great book
"Sound Motion Pictures," to be sent to

for Prompt Delivery

me when

$3.00

in

full

published.
cover cost of mailing.)

payment

(Add 20
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Street

City

No
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cents

to

RAH!
Eddie Quill a n arrives
in "Tke Sophomore
99

FILM MERCURY
Another outstanding Path'e
established

Personality
one

bets

Eddie

Quillan

the

of

biggest

the

in *'Tke

box-office

new season,

Sophomore"

witk Film Mercury's expert re-

clicks

viewer,
kit

of

as

wko

for all

on to says **A. sure-fire
runs and Eddie Quillan s
.goes

first legitimate

9

kid for tke hig houses.

with Eddie Quit Ian,

Sally
O'Neill, Jeanette Loff. From
the story by Corey
Ford.
Adapted by Joseph Franklin

Will go over kig witk any type of audience. Rook tkis one ky all means,
showmen, and make some money for

Poland.

Supervised by
Conselman.
Directed by Leo

William

McCarey.

yourselves. »>

ALL TALKING
ALL BOX OFFICE

PATHE

SILYEM AHHIVEMSARY i9s9

•

1930

Sound

Showmen On Way

Relief Plan for Small

THE
2feHEWSPAPER
o/* FILM DOM
VOL. XLIX

No.

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME
Thursday, July

IS

DISTRIBUTORS READY

WITH SOUND PROPOSAL
Plan of the subcommittee appointed
sales managers of various distribuig companies, drafted to cope with

1929

18,

Price 5 Cents

PARAMOUNT-SAENGER DEAL
NEAR; 2 AT OMAHA BOUGHT

r

e

sound film situation as it effects
independent exhibitors, has been

Tail

The proposal

mpleted.

will be sub-

committee of sales
anagers Friday, and to the exhibitor
immittee at a meeting of both
itted to the full

Fox Injured in Auto Accident;
Hurt Severe But Not Critical

Pathe;

an,

Claud Ezell, Warners,

(Continued

JERSEY

an

Page

4)

SHOWMEN TACKLING

SOUND RENTAL PROBLEM
Seeking a solution to the situation

Injuries to William

Fox

are

not serious, being confined to
bruises and shock, James R.
Grainger, Fox sales manager,
FILM
last night told
DAILY over the telephone
from the Nassau Hospital,
Mineola, L. I. Grainger, with
Jack Leo, Fox vice president,
went to the hospital as soon
as they were apprised of the

THE

accident.

which, it is declared, has caused closing of 20 per cent of the independent
of the state, New Jersey's
exhibitor unit, tomorrow will open its
annual convention at Atlantic City.
(The meeting, which opens at noon,
6s to be continued Friday and Satur|day if necessary, although effort will
Bbe made to complete the session by
(Continued on Page 4)

By CHARLES

Not Serious

•oups next Friday.
S. R. Kent, Paramount; Phil Reis-

(theaters

EQUITY AVERSE TO ASKING

HELP FROM ALLIED CRAFTS

F.

HYNES

Sales

Named

(Continued

Managers
in

on

4)

N. Y. District

Phil E. Meyer, New York district 21
Imanager of Tiffany-Stahl, has apf
pointed the following men in charg^
Bof the various territories and departIN SILENT
Hments of the New York exchange:
New
llrving Hanower, sales manager,
Twenty-one of the 30 Pathe talk[York; J. Farkas, sales manager,
ers
for 1929-30 will be available in
manager,
[Brooklyn; Bert Freese, sales
form, states Phil Reisman,
silent
|New Jersey.
general sales manager. The pictures

OF PATHE TALKERS TO

FORM

BE MADE

Win Out

in
Several Tests of

Silents

— Sound

are:

Draw

pictures have not
I. fared
so well in several tests in this
[territory against silents. In one southiiern
Illinois town a sound picture
[attracted 2000 patrons while a silent
(Continued on Page 4)
St.

Louis

Ina

Claire

in

"Negligee."

on

Page

4)

Sell 2

Paramount has closed a deal
for acquisition of the Sun and

Omaha, operated by
World Realty Co. (Gold-

World,
the

berg Bros.) This puts virtual
end to competition in the first
run field here, with the exception of the

Orpheum.

The smash-up

resulted in
serious injuries to a friend a neighRubenstein of Woodbor, Jacob
mere, L. I. and death of Joseph W.
Boyce, Fox's chauffer.
Hospital officials declare Fox's condition is not critical, although he is
severely injured.
At 8:30 last night, a blood transIt was stated this
fusion was made.
step carried no special significance,

morning.

intermittently
held
Negotiations
over the last three months, carried
near conclusion, dropped and then
resumed again, are nearing completion
for acquisition of control of the Saenger circuit by Paramount. Sam Katz
yesterday confirmed the fact that
negotiations are nearing consummation, but said papers have not yet
been signed.
E. V. Richards, president of Saenbut was deemed necessary in view of
the amount of blood Fox had lost ger, has been in New York more than
three months in connection with the
immediately after the accident.
The impression prevails he has es- deal. Two weeks ago, he declared
(Continued

on

Page 4)

$5,112,000lsiATED

PAR10UNTMTHSNEF
Consolidated net profit for the
second quarter of 1929 is estimated

Others
became known.
collision
by Paramount at $2,550,000, or $1.14
were George M. Levy, Fox's Long per share on 2,242,862 shares out(Continued on Page 6)
standing, and net for the six months
$5,112,000.
ot
Profit for the second quarter
approximately
1929, as estimated, is
profit
58 per cent greater than the
of
the corresponding quarter
for
(Continued on Page 2)
at

FOX ACCIDENT
BIG FLURRY IN N. Y.
and

Film
financial

theatrical

circles

business

New York

in

and
were

Paramount Magnafilm to
Be Shown in N. Y. Today

agog yesterday, following publication
Paramount
Ann of the news that William Fox had demonstrated
an automobile acci-

Harding in "This Thing Called
Love," William Boyd in "Painted
Desert" (all color), "His First Command," "Crashing Through" and
"Officer O'Brien"; Constant Bennett in "Clothes", "Saratoga" and
(Continued

Goldbergs

—

jWeshner General Manager
Chain

i^T-S

Resumed

for Southern Chain;

Mineola, L. I. (Thursday) William Fox is resting easily, The Film
Daily was informed at eight o'clock
morning by attaches of the
this
Nassau Hospital where he had been
taken following overturning of his
big green Rolls Royce in a collision
in Old Westbury at 10:50 yesterday

Equity members in pictures, dethe Equity contract and Equity
caped internal injuries entirely, alShop conditions, as they appeared to though this cannot be established
when they asked for definitely until X-rays taken yesterlast winter,
of Stanley-Fabian
them by vote of more than ten to day are developed sometime this
Newark, N. J.— D. E. Weshner, one, the Equity Shop dispute will be
(veteran advertising and publicity di- won by Equity, ^without having to morning.
At 10 o'clock last night, Mrs. Eva
rector, is new general manager of call upon its allies in the American
wife of the executive, left the
Fox,
|the Stanley-Fabian Corp., under di- Federation of Labor, "for the enorafter spending all day at
hospital,
Seventy
Bros.
Warner
of
rection
mous sacrifices of employment and her husband's side. She was among
(Continued mi Page 4)
money which their participation the first to arrive after news of the
Page
If

sire

Negotiations

been injured

in

dent.

Coming over

the

financial

ticker,

caused a flurry in Fox
closed
stock, although it rallied and
off on the day,
points
two
at 8SV
4
the

news

.

,

(Continued

on

Page 6)

be
will
Magnafilm
M. today at

at 3:30 P.

The new

the Rivoli, New York.
in complete
56 mm. film is projected
to have
claimed
is
and
stage width
showing
stereoscopic properties. The
scenes and a
will consist of outdoor
feature.
musical
four reel talking

.

..

..

.

—;%&%

DAILY

SENTIMENT FAVORS SUNDAY

$5,112,000 ESTIMATED

SHOWS

PARAMOUNT 6 MONTHS NET
VoLXLIXNo. 15

Price SCeits

Thursday, July 18, 1929

{Continued from Page
PUBLISHER

JOHN W. ALICOATE

1)

A

—

—

Net for Year
Reported by Skouras Firm
$352,323

—

Louis Statement of Skouras
Bros. Enterprises and its subsidiaries,
including the St. Louis Amusement
Co., for the year ended on Dec,
St.

Low

High
Seat.

Con.

Fm. Ind
Kodak

East.

*do

pfd

Fox

Fm.

"A"..

*Keith A-O
*do pfd
Loew's Inc.
do pfd

•M-G-M

.

7,466

my
58^

1,100

y

100

54"

54

67Yt

67y2

53,900
2,200
100
15,700

57%
95

56M

.

69
.

.

.

9H

.

.

K

95

2

24%

9

9

20

20

39

37-M

20
38

2',600

40

Co.

98^

pfd.

Pict.

Bros.

.

.

pfd

do

88^
40

..

do "A"
Radio K-A-O

Warner

700
1,000

2

pfd.

Stanley

%

87

59
95 ]A

P. Cap.
Para.
F-L
Pathe Exch.

*

35^4
25'A
199
128

197^

92Vi

Sales
1,100

Close

.

.

M.

*Univ.

33
25

3SVz
pfd 25J4
199

.

63

60J4

54?

54K

61?4 39,200
500
54M

CURB MARKET
Acoustic

Prod.

.

.

&

Katz

.

.

.

.

*Bal.

Columbia Pets.

Fn

Con.

Ind.
Insp.

*Film

Fox

5%
34^
22

.

Nat.
Nat.

27
31
rts.

25

29H
22y2

Trans-Lux

29J4
25

1

27H

28

22/
1054
2W>,

105/6

.

1,600
100
2,500
2,300
100

1

* Keith

A-O

*Loew

6s

6s

90/

46.

41ww.

.

.

96
98

x-war.. 97
do 6s
Paramount 6s 47
98J4
Par. By. 5^s 51. 98 y2
72
Pathe 7s 37
41

108
96

98

9m

98/
71/

71/i

CURB BONDS
Seat.

6s

Warner 6/s

36
28

86/
198

OVER THE COUNTER
Roxy "A"
do

units

do com
Skouras Bros
Technicolor
United Art
do pfd
Univ. Ch. Com...
do pfd

25

27

28

30

2/

3

87

40
90

5

10

70

80

33

2

85

75

LAST PRICE QUOTED
Goodman Returning
Maurice

Orpheum
to

Goodman,
counsel,

is

in

August

New York from Europe

Aug.

1

and Aug.

15.

between

ver.

July 22 23

Moines.
July 23

July 26

Now

Operates
Exchange at Cleveland

—

Columbia Pictures
Corp.,
New York, which recently
bcught out W. N. Skirboll's Columbia
exchange now is distributing all of the
Columbia product through its own exchange. Herbert Kaufman has been
appointed branch manager.
L. F.
Cleveland

Weintz,
in

that

manager

office

change under

of

the

ex-

will continue
under the new arthe complete sales

capacity

Columbia exchange
is

July 27

"Smiling

of

Irish

Eye

New

York.
Rocky Mountai
States exhibitors at Denver.
Film golf tournament of exhibitor
and distributors at Minneapolis.
at the Central,
Convention of

M-G-M

First issue of

Internation;

News

July 31

Aug.

1

Aug.

7

Sept. 28

(silent).
First issue of
(silent).

Universal

Newsrec;

issue of Paramount Soun
News.
Golf tournament of exhibitors an
exchangemen at Seattle.
First

First

issue

News

of

Hearst

Metroton

(sound).

Paramount

Settles Suits

Skirboll,

rangement, and
and office force of the former local
it

Opening

July 23 25

council.

Columbia

Golf tournament and picnic c
exhibitors and distributors at D«

will

be retained,

understood.

Boston Explosior

in
Boston

— Paramount

has settled

tht

40 suits to recover for personal injury from the explosion of a bag oi
scrap film in a subway car here Jan!
23.

Soriero Heads

R-K-0

—

Fox West Coast Plans
"Greater Movie Season"
West

Coast

Bureau,

Los Angeles

THE FILM DAILY

— Greater

Movie Sea-

First FitzPatrick Opening
premiere of the first of
James A. FitzPatrick's "Quality 48"
1929-30
takes
for
short
subjects
place this week with the showing of

World

observed again this year
by the Fox West Coast Theaters
Number
Circuit, during the month of August. Spanish Traveltalk
Frank Whitbeck is preparing cam- the Newman, Kansas City.
paign for the drive which starts
to be

is

Aug.

one

at

A

Moore Film Opening Set
picture,
new
Moore's
Colleen

1.

"

Fox Turns Over Another

to

Irish Eyes," opens July 23
at the Central, New York.

Werba "Smiling

Fox

Metropolitan Theaters has
purchased and turned over to Louis
New Vitaphone Pittsburgh Office
F. Werba for booking the Playhouse,
Pittsburgh Harold Dunn is superwill
house
The
Great Neck, L. I.
continue with legitimate. This is the vising the new Vitaphone office here.
fifth house in the Werba chain.

—

Milwaukee House Again Robbed
Milwaukee For the third time in
13 months, Fox-Midwesco's Oriental
theater, east side neighborhood
house, was robbed recently of $1,200.
Two dapper young bandits forced
Stanley Gross, manager of the house
and his assistant, Clarence Pagelsdori
to open the safe and escaped with the
money. The first robbery perpetrated

AMALGAMATED

June 4, 1928 netted $500, while the
second netted $1,000.

Vaudeville Acts

—

Radio-Keith-

slated to return

Last day of annual convention <
western
managers of Famou
Players Canadian Corp., Vancoi

District at St. Louis Meyer-Lord Handling Judson Talem
1928, show a net profit of $352,323.
Radio-Keith-Orpheum
St. Louis
Meyer-Lord, Inc., New York, ancj
At the close of the year the capital
and surplus amount showed a bal- has opened divisional headquarters the Judson Radio Program Co. hat!
Thomas D. Soriero in made a new affiliation which gives tcj
here, with
ance of $2,072,598, it is said.
He comes from Rochester, Meyer-Lord exclusive picture agencj
Directors of Skouras Enterprises charge.
have declared regular quarterly divi- N. Y., where he had supervision for talent now under Judson man-:
dend of 75 cents per share on the over a district comprising 15 theaters. agement. The catalog of Judson mu-|
A stock payable Aug. 1 to stock of He will make his headquarters at the sical artists includes Mary Garden,
The St. Louis St. Louis and will have under his Grace Moore, Chaliapin, Mary Lewis,'
record July 25.
Amusement Co. hasn't declared a jurisdiction the St. Louis, Orpheum John Charles Thomas, Frances Alda,
dividend since Feb., 1928, when 75 and Grand Opera House; the Main Richard Bonelli and others.
cents a share was paid for that quar- St. and Orpheum, Kansas City; the
new Orpheum at Memphis, and the
ter.
Orpheum, New Orleans.

son

17,300

BOND MARKET

'Am.

800

1/s
31
25

pfd

*do

1,666

25/2

22

105/6

Pict.

34%
22 14

25^

D.W. "A'

Proj.
do deb.
Scr. Ser.
Thea. Sup.

Univ.

33J4
22

Vt,

2

Intern.

Loew

5J4

5J4

71

"A

Thea.

^Griffith,

4,200

Today:

the previous record
1928,
quarter of the company.
25,883, who expressed their views
A comparison of the same quarter in a referendum conducted by "The
and per share earnings for 1927, 1928 Times-Union." Effort will be made
and 1929 follows:
to have
an ordinance permitting
1929
1928
1927
Sunday shows introduced in the

—

Am.

ALBANY POLL

—

THE

STOCK MARKET

IN

192

18,

The Industry's
Date Book

Albany Sunday shows are favored
second by 24,037 Albany residents out of

Published daily except Saturday and holidays
York, N. Y. ana
at 1650 Broadway, New
copyright (1929) by Wid's Films and Film
Folk, Inc.
Alicoate, President and
J. W.
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann, Vice-President
$1,465,000
$1,609,000
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer, *$2,550;000
Business and Advertising Manager. Entered
*$1.14
76c
78c
at
the
class
as second
matter, May 21, 1918,
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the act
* Estimated.
Terms (Postage free)
of March 3, 1879.
United States outside of Greater New York
Estimated profits for the first six
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
months
also created a record for the
should
Subscribers
Foreign, $15.00.
$3.00.
remit with order.
Address all communica- company, being 32 per cent ahead of
tions to
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broad- 1928, the previous record first six
way, New York, N. Y.
Phone Circle 4736compari4737-4738-4739.
Filmday, months of the company.
Cable address:
New York.
Hollywood, California Ralph son follows:
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd.
Phone Granite
1927
1929
1928
6607.
London Ernest W. Fredman, The
$3,873,000
$3,532,000
Film
89-91
Wardour St.,
W. *$5, 112,000
Renter,
I.
Berlin— Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
*$2.30
$1.88
$1.87
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
Paris P. A. Harle,
La Cinematographie Francaise, Rue de la
* Estimated.
Cour-des-Noues, 19.

Financial

Thursday, July

New Exchange Building at
New Orleans — Paramount
build a

new exchange

N. O.
is

to

building here.

VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Perm. 3580

!

"Regular" Vacation

fun

At

.

rest

.

recreation

BLUFF HOUSE:

looking

hundred

feet

95 miles

from

among
tains.

the

overeight

Delaware:
above sea

the

level:

New York
Kittatiny

BLUFF HOUSE

City:

Mounoffers

the advantages of a good
hotel: as well as every form of
all

outdoor sport.

BLUFF HOUSE
PINE COUNTY
MILFORD, PENNSYLVANIA
H. J. DYNES, Owner

BOX A

.

!

By a Leading Showman:

10 Reasons why
I signed a 1929-30 Paramount
contract with pleasure
I

1

PARAMOUNT'S

1928-29 record of 28 talking knockouts in 6
pany alone can produce quality talking pictures in quantity.

read every company's announcement and
certainly outclass the rest of the field.
I've

months proved that com-

PARAMOUNT'S

65 features for 1929-30

PARAMOUNT has the cream

of the stage stars. Moran and Mack, Marx Brothers, Dennis
King, Gertrude Lawrence, Hal Skelly and the rest. When you've recited PARAMOUNT'S

list

complete, what's left?

PARAMOUNT

has the talking picture stars

my people want.

Harold Lloyd, Clara Bow,

Bancroft, Rogers, Cooper, Chevalier, Eagels, Arlen, Powell, Brent, Nancy Carroll, Ruth
Chatterton, Dix.

seen and heard 9 finished 1929-30 PAR AMOUNTS— Moran and Mack, "The Dance of
Life," "The Four Feathers," "The Cocoanuts," "Dr. Fu Manchu," "Greene Murder Case,"
"Charming Sinners," "The Lady Lies" and "Hungarian Rhapsody." They beat anything
I've ever experienced
I've

5.

6,
7.

a.

previewed a lot of 1929-30 PARAMOUNT Shorts.
them. And there's 86 of them!

Nothing

PARAMOUNT

reel in

I

will give

PARAMOUNT

me

a real

NEWS

in

A NEW SHOW WORLD

on

it

sell

my

shows.

—

for a

fact— and

PARAMOUNT

gives

me

a chance to cash

100%.

investment in my theatre and its sound equipment.
around with other companies when I can hook up with THE LEADER

I've got a big

P. S.

can touch

sound.

1929-30 national newspaper and magazine advertising will
I've seen the plans. They're great
and helpful.
It's

10,

Sound News

else in the field

If I xvere going to show silent this coming season, Vd sure grab
pictures. That would be the only sensible thing to do.

Why

should

PARAMOUNT"S 40 or

more

I

fool

silent

A

DAILV
JERSEYSHOWMEN TACKLING

SOUND RENTAL PROBLEM

Equity Averse to Asking
Help from Allied Crafts
would involve,"

(Continued from Page

1)

night.
Abram F. Myers,
president of Allied States Ass'n, of
which the New Jersey unit is a member, will be a principal speaker at
the convention.
Film rentals, disc charges and the

tomorrow

"compounded

(Continued from Page 1)
inducement to such as might seem likely to
be in this category.
It is to their interest to
encourage as many members, and especially
as prominent members as possible, to repudi-

states an editorial in
the current issue of "Equity."
William Green, president of the
American Federation of Labor; Joseph N. Weber, president of the
American Federation of Musicians,
and William Canavan, president, of
the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes and M. P.

Association and its policies.
They
seek to have organized another such
body of honest but mistaken idealists, conscientious objectors, timid, self seeking and
slavish actors and actresses as was the Actors' Fidelity League in 1919.
"If they can do this, then surely Equity
will lose this fight and labor and public sympathy and everything to which Equity could
turn would count for nothing.
"It is not the Equity officers, nor the council, nor the committees of members, who will
resist these offers, it will be the members of
the association, stars, featured players, screen
credit people and bit and atmosphere players.
"These offers will be hard to refuse, to be
sure, for they will be made with lavish generosity and a fine disregard for ultimate valIt may be difficult to say no, and no,
ues.
and no again, but Equity members said those
words in 1919, and again in 1924 and if
they say them in 1929 the question of who
will win in Hollywood will be answered in
"
ate

their

may

protection"
given
Stanley-Fabian are forcing independ- Machine Operators, "have offered
ents out in New Jersey, declares and stand ready to do all that can
Joseph M. S«ider, veteran president be done," the editorial states pointof the exhibitor unit.
The protec- ing out this is "something that
tion issue is more serious in the state Equity will never forget and will
than in any other zone, he says. always appreciate."
But the terrific loss in employThe ranks of the organization have
been greatly depleted, he says, de- ment and salaries which would folspite which a record turnout at the low upon a request for help from
convention is anticipated.
Advance the unions affiliated with Equity has
indications point to attendance of caused Equity to refrain, so far, from
one word: 'Equity.'
many exhibitors, who heretofore any such request.
And so the decision is squarely in the
have not been present at annual hands
of the actors and actresses of the asmeetings as well as the regular con- sociation, East and West.
Pact
In New York Equity
vention turnout.
No arrangements the situation seems to be well in hand, under
the control of the executive secretary.
One
Stage Producers
have been made for social affairs, the production,
the only one attempted under West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
intention
being
business
sessions non-Equity conditions, has been broken up,
Hollywood Actors' Equity Ass'n
and more than one thousand members have
only.
refused to accept producers' forms of con- in 1924 signed a ten year agreement
tracts
and all this without a single suspen- with certain stage producers, agreesion.
to go out on a sympathy
Colorado Exhibitor Unit
"The principal fighting, then, seems des- ing not
tined to take place in Hollywood.
from strike with any other theater craft,
And
to Hold Sound Exposition that front, where Equity's president is in
but the agreement does not affect
Denver— The M.P.T.O. of Colo- charge, comes word of mounting enthusiasm, non-members of the Theater Manseries
ever
growing
general
meetof
a
of
rado meets at the Cosmopolitan Hotel
ings, of offers of services and money, all agers' Protective Ass'n, Equity offiJuly 23-25 in annual convention which tending to indicate that the morale of Equity cials state.
this year will take the form of a members is high and growing higher.
'

Has Ten Year

With

—

—

"That there will be defections is, unforsound equipment exposition. Accordtunately, inevitable.
In every such struggle
Beery Reiterates Opposition
ing to Harry E. Huffman, president there are always men and women who are West
Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
of the association, manufacturers have swayed by self interest, by fear and by even
Noah Beery has reHollywood
been invited and time will be al- less admirable motives to desert their fellows iterated his opposition to the Equity
in the heat of battle.
lotted each to exhibit his wares.
"The producers, of course, will offer every shop in pictures.

Thursday, July

18,

1929

PARAMOUMT-SAENGER DEAL
NEAR; 2 AT

OMAHA BOUGHT

(Continued from Page 1)
that disagreement on terms had led
to dropping of negotiations, and that
the deal was off.

Publix has held a minority interest
Saenger and is 50-50 partner in
Publix-Saenger. There are more than
100 houses in the Saenger Theaters
chain,
which extends throughout
Louisiana, Mississippi, Texas, Florin

Arkansas and Alabama. PublixSaenger has about 30 theaters in
North Carolina, a 50 per cent interest

ida,

Consolidated Theaters, operating
about 15 Florida houses, a 50 per cent
in

Wilby-Kincey-LucasPublix-Saenger chain in Alabama, Georgia and North Carolina,
interest in the

Baum &

and a 50 per cent interest in Dent
Theaters, operating about 63 Texas
and New Mexico houses.
The Saenger holdings also extend
into Central America, Cuba, Panama,
Jamaica and other West Indian islands.

Saengers to Build Colon,

Panama, $200,000 House

—

Miss. William Steitenrcth will supervise construction of the
$200,000 theater to be built by the
Saenger circuit at Colon, Panama.
The architect has been connected with
the circuit several years.

Natchez,

—

Device

Win Out

in
Several Tests of

Silents

(Continued from Page

feature

drew 7,000

to

the

Draw 21 OF PATHE TALKERS TO

1)

box

of-

fice.

One eastern Missouri exhibitor
who formerly always made money
with

Dime-in-SIot Talker

silent

equipment

put in sound
immediately
was

pictures

and

to use red ink in his ledger.
then decided to try a silent picture again and is said to have taken
in $50 more than with any other
sound picture he has shown.
In St. Louis it is reported Fred
Wehrenberg's Cinderella on Cherokee
street will return to a silent basis,
while the O'Fallon, a North St. Louis
house equipped for sound also plans
to use silent subjects once more.

force

He

O'Connell to Head Chain
Toledo Jack C^Connell has resigned as manager of the Vita-Tem-

—

become general manager of a
He will assume his
theater chain.
new duties in September upon his return from a four weeks' trip to Europe. He sails Aug. 4. Jim Manton,
former assistant manager at the Vitaple to

DISTRIBUTORS READY

Invented

Acraphone, slot-machine device for
projection of talkers
an enclosed box-like

in daylight in
apparatus, has
been invented by Robert C. Balgau.
IN SILENT
dime is inserted in the machine
and five minutes of talking pictures
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
The device is designare projected.
"Rich People;" "The Big Shot," a and E. C. Grainger, representing ed for homes and public places, the
special by Ben Hecht and Charles James R. Grainger, Fox; met yester- coin dispensed with and replaced by
McArthur; "War and Women," a day as the sales managers' subcom- a switch, for home use. The invenspecial with cast headed by William mittee. Following the sessions, R. F. tor says he hopes to manufacture the
Boyd, Ann Harding and Robert Woodhull, M.P.T.O.A. president, was machines on a large scale.
Armstrong; "Parachute" and "The told the plan would be ready for subRacketeer" featuring Robert Arm- mission Tuesday, following which exstrong and Carol Lombard; "Oh, hibitor members of the committee 100 F. P.
Yeah," featuring Robert Armstrong were notified of the ^proposed meeting.
to
and James Gleason; "The Sopho- On the exhibitor committee are: M.
more," "Play Boy" and "Hot and A. Lightman, head of the Tennessee,
Montreal By the end of the year,
Bothered," featured Eddie Quillan; Arkansas and Mississippi unit; R. R.
about 100 of the 155 theaters of the
Holiday," featuring Alan Biechele, head of the Kansas and
"Sailors'
Famous Players Canadian Corp.
Hale; "Red Hot Rhythm," a story of western Missouri unit; Charles Picchain will be wired for sound picTin Pan Alley; "The Grand Pa- quet, North Carolina president; D. A.
About 40 now
tures, it is stated.
rade," a minstrel love story and "A Harris, Pittsburgh, Frank Walker,
The company expects to
are wired.
Woman Afraid."
Comerford circuit.
net $5 a share on the common for

BE MADE

FORM

WITH SOUND PROPOSAL A

Canadian Houses
Be Wired During Year

—

Weshner General Manager
Sound Films Aid Gross
of St. Louis Opera
of Stanley-Fabian Chain

—

the year ended Aug. 25, 1928.
Since March voting control

Famous

Players

has

been

of

the
hands of three trustees following deposit of 165,375 shares of the common stock with a local trust company.
This arrangement is for a
Bonded indebtterm of ten years.
edness of the company consists of
per cent mortgage
$5,000,000 six
bonds and $3,000,000 6y2 per cent
There is no preferred
debentures.

(Continued from Page 1)
Management of the
St. Louis
Municipal Opera Ass'n, which is giv- New Jersey houses are under his
Temple, succeeds O'Connell.
He became affiliated
ing a 12 weeks' season of light operas jurisdiction.
and musical comedies in the Muni- with the company in March of last
Plan Coast Chain?
for the
W est Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY cipal theater in Forest Park, has year as director of publicity months
Stanley
City.
Three
at
Jersey
in
increase
per
cent
100
attributed
a
Los Angeles Sandow & Posner,
have
ac- the number of its 25 and 50 cent cus- later he was placed in charge of the
exhibitors,
Indianapolis
quired the Pico here, as nucleus of tomers this season to the influence circuit's advertising department. He
is 34 years old.
stock outstanding.
of sound pictures.
a proposed Coast chain.

—

Is

in

—

BIG
ONES
Ri ght Now
When you need
them most
DOLORES

cosimo

l

§

RIGHT

5ASIO

o/v

—RIGHT

pictures that millions are waiting to

and hear

— RIGHT NOW —

when Warner

Bros, give you

THREE BIG ONES!

BRIEN

NOAH BEERY ~
».

punch

that

when you need BIG PIGTURES, proven money makers,

these

c.mtnc

office

to

NOW

that's

jgaT

box

extra

you want

when you need

beat the heat,

see

x." GEORGE

NOW—when

LOUISE FAZENDA

MICHAEL CUR.TI1

Tut STORY BY DARRYL FRANCIS ZANUCK.

"ON WITH THE SHOW,"

the sensation that
put added zest into the motion picture industry,
now in its ninth smashing week at the New York
Winter Garden playing two-a-day at $2.50 top,
is

:ly

yours— RIGHT NOW.

"NOAH'S ARK,"

the greatest love romance ever
screened, advertised to millions everywhere, is
yours RIGHT
ready to hang up new
house records.

—

NOW—

"THE GAMBLERS,"

Charles Klein's famous
play of love and high finance in Wall Street, a
timely "sure thing" for any theatre, is yours

RIGHT NOW!

with

i
LOIS WILSON-H.B.WARNER
JASON ROBARDS
,

JOHNNY ARTHUR-GEORGE FAWCETTPAULINE GARON-FRANKCAMPEAU

^

Directed by
Get busy, get your dates set on these three big

ones—RIGHT

NOW!

All Productions Supervised by
J. L.

WARNER

*

MICHAEL
CURTIZ

VIIAFHONI

NEGATIVES

Darryl Francis Zanuck, Associate Producer

WARNER BROS* VITAPHONE'
"VITAPHONE"

IS

\m.i

l|ioi»^^^TALKINO

and

SINGING PICTURES

DESIGNATING
THE REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF THE VITAPHONE CORPORATION

ITS

PRODUCTS

)
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Coast Wire Service

Young

Starts

8 TALKERS ON SCHEDULE
OF INDEPENDENT FIRM
Lon Young
the

series

make with
Prod.,

preparing to start
talkers he will

is

of

eight

his

new

recently

unit,

formed.

New
A

Little
from aLots »

be "In

Old

California,"

to

be

(Continued from Page

Island attorney and District Attorney Elvin N. Edwards.
Levy said
that the dead chauffeur was substituting for his brother, Fox's regular
man.
He also declared that Fox

and Rubenstein were on their way
from Foxcroft to either the Engineers Club or Sound View Club.
By RALPH W1LK
During the afternoon, Adolph ZuBROWN, former kor, Nicholas M. Schenck, Jack W.
all
American football star when Loeb, Joseph and Samuel Lyons arthe U. of Alabama, is the second rived to learn of the patient's condi-

JOHN MACK

Lon Young at
The first M-G-M

18,

1929

Fox Injured in Auto Accident;
Hurt Severe But Not Critical
Series

featured player to become a
parent within the past three weeks.
produced at Tec-Art with RCA- Jane
Harriet
Brown weighs six
The pounds six ounces, has brown eyes,
Photophone recording used.
story is by Fred Hart and Arthur black hair and a Southern drawl, acBurton King will direct cording to her father.
Hoerl.
Raymond
under Young's supervision.
Hackett, Jr., who was born a fortYoung recently completed a series night ago, is the other candidate for
of eight pictures for Chesterfield. 1949 cinema stardom at the Culver
The pictures will be distributed to City studio.
*
*
*
regional franchise holders.
will

Thursday, July

tion.

Joseph Leo, president of Fox Metropolitan
Playhouses, reached the
hospital late in the afternoon and
stated he didn't know how long Fox
would remain at the hospital, nor did

Miss Kane,

a collision.
The intersection, Roslyn and Old
Westbury Rds., where the crash occurred, is regarded as a dangerous one,
because of obstructions limiting the
views of drivers. An inquest is to be
held at the mortuary of H. J. Hutchins, Roslyn, where the body of Boyes
was taken after the crash.

FOX ACCIDENT CAUSES

he know whether he would be removed to a private hospital. Reports

transfusion would be undertaken were current early. Surgeons
fast had to decide upon a proper subRowland V. Lee, who directed ject. Gerard R. Court was given an
Fox Signs Opera Tenor
"The Wolf of Wall Street" and examination, but was rejected.
J.
Don Jose Mojica, Spanish tenor "The Insidious Dr. Fu Manchu," has Carol Naise, an actor of New York,
from the Chicago Grand Opera, has returned from an interesting trip to had his blood examined and later was
been signed for Fox Movietone pro- Europe. He is making plans for his accepted.
Fox and Rubenstein were taken to
next all-dialogue picture for Paraductions.
Nassau Hospital, where it was said
mount.
*
*
*
he was suffering from shock, multiple
Farley Gets Featured Contract
Morgan Farley, New York stage
Jack Lipson, weighing 280 pounds, lacerations of the head and body and
actor, has been signed to a featured is a comedian, who is making good. was being watched for possible incontract by Paramount. Farley plays He was discovered by Eddie Nelson. ternal injuries.
The accident occurred shortly beParamount's forthcoming S. S. Jack is a former University of Wyomin
Van Dine picture, "The Greene Mur- ing football star, where he was hard- fore noon yesterday in Old Westbury.
der Case," in which William Powell ened for knocks and falls in comedies. The Fox car, which collided with
is starred.
He recently finished an important role one driven by Dorothy Kane, 430 E.
in "No, No, Napoleon," starring Reg- 57th St., New York City, was upset
by the force of the collision and came
Theme Songs for Shorts
inald Denny.
to rest on its left side in a ditch. Fox
All of the Darmour-RKO Witwer
"Romance" Bought by M-G-M
and Rubenstein were thrown out of the
stories will have a theme song espeM-G-M has acquired screen rights car, but Boyce, the chauffeur, was
cially written for each production.
The first musical number was writ- to "Romance," the international stage crushed in the wreckage.
Questioned at police headquarters
ten for the production now in the success by Charles Sheldon, in which
making of Lee Zahler and Pat O'Dea. Doris Keane starred some years ago.
Alberta Vaughn sings it to the muPolice Protection for
Garbo in Feyder Original
sic played by Irene Franklin's Girls
director
French
Feyder,
Jacques
Theaters at
O.
Band which appears in the picture.
who recently came to this country
The Ideal, 244 WoosAkron,
will direct
ter Ave., was wrecked
with exploKay Francis in "Behind the Makeup" under contract to M-G-M, written
by
in a story
sives, and other theaters were threatKay Francis has been assigned a Greta Garbo title
the
given
has been
himself. No
ened with similar treatment. Police
part in "Behind the Makeup" to be
Fay production.
houses may
Robert Milton.
believe the bombing of
directed by
outgrowth
of a labor dispute.
be
the
Wray, Hal Skelly and William
Song
Theme
Complete
Powell are also in the cast.
Herb Magidson, Ned Washington Until some information leading to
the culprits is forthcomand Michael Cleary have completed the arrest of
M-G-M Title Changec
ing
all picture houses will have pothe theme song for "Tiger Rose," coCharles Brabin, director, will dilice protection.
starring Monte Blue and Lupe Velez
that

1

who was riding with
her two sisters, none of whom was
hurt, stated that the Fox car did not
come into view, until too late to avoid
here,

BIG FLURRY IN N. Y.

a

Akron,

O—

(Continued from Page

1)

with a price fluctuation of 5^$ points.

New York

newspapers issued exon the accident, which caused
considerable excitement throughout
the Times Square district.
Telephone calls requesting information on Fox's condition, poured
tras

into

THE FILM DAILY

offices all

during the day, a number of them
from outstanding leaders of the industry.

Fox's Injuries Slight,

Grainger Wires Force
The following telegram was

sent to

complete personnel of the Fox
field force yesterday by James
R.

the

Grainger, general sales manager:
"Mr. William Fox not seriously injured.
I
have just talked to him in
person."

$4 Fine Only Penalty for
Pa. 'Blue' Law Violation

—

Harrisburg, Pa. Hailed as presaging revision of the 1794 "blue" laws,
so far as Sunday pictures are concerned, at least, is the decision of
the Dauphin County Court that $4
is
the only penalty, which may be

imposed on

violators.

Borg, Pappas Get Fox House
Richmond, Cal. Lawrence Borg
and William Pappas who operate the
rect "The Ship from Shanghai"' formfor Warners.
Golden to Produce Talkers
Macdonald have leased the Richmond
erly called "The Ordeal" for M-G-M.
John Golden, Broadway producer from the Fox West Coast chain. The
The film will be a talker.
Two Return to F. N. Lot
declared
he will produce four talk- Richmond formerly was a T. & D.
Mackaill
Jack Mulhall and Dorothy
ing pictures based on as many stage house until the chain was purchased
De Ruiz in "Rio Rita"
have returned to the First National
Nick De Ruiz, baritone, has been studio, from vacations. Mulhall will plays and will release them through- by Fox West Coast.
signed by RKO to sing the role of begin work in "The Dark Swan" out the country as substitutes for
Paula Gould Expands Office
"De Valos" in "Rio Rita," Radio's while Miss Mackaill will be featured theatrical roadshows. A. B. Lasker
the
Shipof
U.
S.
Paula
Gould, who opened a pubchairman
former
Florenz
of
version
all-talking, singing
in "The Woman on the Jury."
ping board and John Hertz, founder licity office in Hollywood two months
Ziegfeld's stage play.
of the Yellow Taxi Cab Co. both of ago, has found it necessary to exWinter Hall in "Love Parade"
Nick Cogley Signed
Winter Hall, character player has Chicago are reported associated with pand her office and add an assistant.
Nick Cogley, has been cast by Par- been assigned a part in "The Love Golden in this venture. "Let Us Be Her brother, Jack Gould, has arrived
amount for "Woman Trap." He joins Parade" starring Maurice Chevalier Gay," current Broadway musical in Hollywood and has become assoa cast headed by Hal Skelly, Evelyn under the direction of Ernst Lubitsch comedy may be the first production. ciated with Miss Gould in her work.
Brent and Chester Morris. William for Paramount.
New Philadelphia House Dark
Sells Altoona House
Wellman is directing. The story is
John MatPhiladelphia, O.
Harris S. Dembert
Pa
New
Hardy
Altoona,
Laurel
&
for
Sniffles"
"The
Edof
Long
an adaptation by Louise
exchanges
that his
Theto
Christ
thias
has
notified
Laurel
Juanita
has
sold
the
directing
James Parrott is
win Burke's one act play, "Brothers."
installing Bijou
contemplates
closed for an indefinite
is
who
a Hal valis
Sniffles,"
"The
in
Hardy
and
Bartlett
by
The dialogue was written
period.
sound equipment.
Roach talker for M-G-M.
Cormack.

—

J

—

—

The Novel that
is sweeping the

world

—

The Biggest Selling
Book in the Last
Decade

—

The story that swept through
Germany and England the story
;

now flooding America; the story
now being syndicated in all the
Hearst newspapers including the
N. Y. American and hundreds of
other big newspapers; considered
to be THE GREATEST

HUMAN

STORY OF THE WAR YET
WRITTEN.

Again

CARL
LAEMMLE
Scoops

The
Field/

To be made

into another great

Universal Super

Production.

MAXWELL ANDERSON will
make

the

adaptation

write the dialogue.

Watch

and
for

further announcements!

FORWARD MARCH

***

UNIVERSAL /

PROUD!
That's exactly what we are, Miss Tinee

Proud
Proud

of artistic accomplishment.
of intelligent direction

Proud of magnificent acting.
Proud of unsurpassed
recording

*>l-c
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Industry

FOX MOVIETONE

ft" <?e

the watchword for
perfect TALKING and

7
Pacemaker

perfection of

—

Paramount Plans Production of Wide Films
THE
fe NEWSPAPER

ALL THE NEWS

ALL THE TIME
XLIX

IL.

Friday, July

No. 16

Wide Film

Passes Restful Night

further development of
motion pictures is crystallized in impressive and sevleague strides. Sound is being
ined and the limitations forced
on producers by delicate microones broken down.
The next
ps, variously placed as color first
d wide films secondly, now look
if they would move along in

rHE

ison.

lor

the

;

new

have

annexed

season's

product

demonstrate

how

F.

HYNES

(Friday)
William Fox is recovering so
rapidly that a second blood
transfusion will not be necessary, physicians attending him
L.

I.

X-rays are to
have decided.
be examined this morning.

By CHARLES
I.

F.

Price 5 Cents

Continental Accessories to

R-K-O-PANTAGES DEAL

FOR SIX HOUSES ONLY

DOCTOR BELIEVES

Mineola, L.

1929

WARNERS ENTER SUPPLY
BUSINESS ON SEPT. 1

FOX RECOVERY WILL BE
RAPID,

producers

All

By CHARLES
Mineola,

19,

HYNES

—

Recovery
(Friday)
now is but a matter

!

Make

Fox

(iuction which today's limitations
,; e impossible.
'

Then There

Is

Color

jnagine,
if
you can, this new
jn screen with color as an addi-

embellishment.
The combion will then embrace music, flesh
blood tints and a new pictorial
Drama.
What an advance over

lal

silent picture!

his

qilutionary
njistry

and certainly
coming. The

evolutionary
will

step,

is

go for

it

because

it

is

progressive thing to do.
The
now getting more value for
b.
quarters and half dollars it deiCJts at the box-office than for like
hi

t ic,
1

.

Grainger, general sales manager of
Fox Film, last night.
He declared no anxiety existed
over Fox's condition, which he said

was

principally
bruises.

irough that public's support.

KANN

of

shock

Berlin— Germany is reported planning to place American talkers on a
to
here.
1

1

quota basis, it is understood
This would result in forcing
of
believed.

and American firms out
market,

it

is

the

German

Paramount Has 4 Omaha
First Runs by New Deal

—

will operate
four first run houses here, as a result
of the deal with World Realty for

Omaha

ated

the

Paramount

of the Sun and World.
for some time has oper-

Paramount,
{Continued

on

formerly

Page

3)

the

plans.

The new company

will start func-

New

York, Philadelphia,
St. Louis and Los Angeles, with other
branches to be opened as rapidly as
tioning

in

deemed

advisable.

The New York

headquarters will be located in the
new First National building, which is
(Continued

u. a.

IN

on

Page

3)

sellsTexchanges

FARM TO M-G-M

United Artists has sold its offices
Japan, Java and Straits SettleThe latter, unments to M-G-M.
der the deal, will sell U. A. in those
For some time, United
territories.
Artists has been handling distribution for M-G-M in these Far Eastin

ern countries.
Included are

branches

(Continued

on

Page

in

Tokyo,

3)

Deal Closed for Sale of
Cinephone Device in U. K.
Powers Cinephone Equipment Syndicate, Ltd., of London, has acquired
franchise for sale of Powers Cine-

phone equipment in the United Kingdom, states P. A. Powers. A num-

Paramount Ready to Produce
Wide Pictures via Magnafilm

us expended anywhere else, will acquisition
on benefit and the industry with Paramount
t

one

Warners plan to enter the equipment field on a national scale via

Deal of Radio-Keith-Orpheum with Continental
Theaters
Accessories,
Pantages has narrowed down to six Inc. which starts operations Sept. 1,
houses with expectation of develop- with Harold Rodner as president. A
ments within a few days, according to general line of equipment and accesB. B. Kahane, secretary and treasurer sories will be handled, according to

completely. of William Fox
»w Paramount broadcasts to an of a short time, it is stated from the of R-K-O. Houses involved are at
San Francisco, San Diego, Salt Lake
^rested industry that Magnafilm, office of Dr. Wilford M. Post, phyTacoma and Spokane.
in attendance City, Portland,
has
been
sician
who
wide picture process, is ready
retain his houses at
to
Pantages
is
on the film executive since the autod plans for its application for- mobile accident in which Fox was in- Seattle, Fresno, Los Angeles and
The latter, now under
Hollywood.
llating.
jured on Wednesday.
construction, never was included in
for Dr. Post, a nurse in
Speakng
Close-ups Unnecessary
the proposed deal, which formerly
attendance stated:
14 houses.
embraced
'iffy-five
millimeters
wide
as
"Mr. Fox is getting along nicely
inst the present day standard of and is responding splendidly to treatty-five.
An image forty feet in ment. Asked whether his recovery Educational to
length by twenty in the width as would be retracted, or vyhether there
danger of complications, she rejinst the approximate seventeen by
is
Talkers Only Next Year
teen feet pictures now current on plied:
Educational now is winding up its
"Mr. Fox has been seriously in- program of silent shorts, following
iter screens.
In other words, a
lire that can be increased or de- jured and has lost a considerable
which the company will release sound
Used to fit into proscenium areas quantity of blood. However, he is ex- shorts only.
Two more silents rethe individual theater dictates, pected to be out again in a compara- main to be made, it is understood,
se-ups become unnecessary. The tively short time."
and will be released during August.
en takes on a wider sweep and
The company has a program of 76
Will Leave Hospital talker shorts scheduled for the 1929espondingly broadens its potenties.
Paramount demonstrated by Monday, Says Grainger 30 season.
rimental
pictures
yesterday
"Mr. Fox's condition is very satisch proved this.
For dance enfactory, so much so 'in fact that it
ables where effects may be height1 to 1 Quota on Talkers
is expected he will leave the Nassau
and for mass compositions,
d
later
not
days,
Hospital in a few
Declared Germany's Plan
film will bring something to
||e
than Monday," declared James R.
11

Handle All Kinds of
Theater Equipment

ber of contracts for installations have
been made, Powers states.

Solution to Sound Ills
Sought by Jersey Unit
for
Atlantic City— New Jersey exhibiown
plan

Paramount is shaping plans
production of wide films by its
today will seek to map a
process known as Paramount Mag- tors
the situation of

One picture, a four-reeler
nafilm.
in the Army
"You're
called
was demonstrated yesterday at the
Rivoli in New York at which time a
picture 40 ft. wide and 20 ft. high
of
as against the present standard
(Continued on Page 3)

Now

which will
dependent

relieve

in-

theater owners of the
President
state, 20 per cent of whom
been
have
declares
Seider
M.
Joseph
last four
forced to close within the
Seriousness of the situation
weeks.
(Continued on Page 3)

s
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THE
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Palmerton

Named

Abroad

F. L. Palmerton, formerly with
the Dept. of Commerce, has been
named foreign manager for Electrical
Vol.

XLIX No. 16

JOHN

PriceSCents

1929

Friday. July 19,

PUBLISHER

ALICOATE

W.

He succeeds
Research Products.
E. S. Dregg, who has been named
managing

director of

Western Elec-

to Head Public
Relations of P.F.L.-Publix
Charles E. McCarthy, Monday is to

be

named

director of public relations
and, Publix.
He has
been director of publicity for Paramount for the last ten years. In his
new capacity McCarthy will have
charge of all Paramount and Publix
for

Paramount

July 22-23

March

1879.
Terms (Postage free)
United States outside of Greater New York
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
Foreign, $15.00.
$3.00.
Subscribers should
remit with order.
Address all communica-

July 23

—

Morris Gest aided
rescue work in a train wreck near
He escaped injury
here yesterday.
tions to THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadin the crash which killed eight and
way, New York, N. Y.
Phone Circle 4736The train plunged
4737-4738-4739.
Cable address:
Filmday, injured a score.

—

New

York.
Hollywood,
California
Ralph
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd.
Phone Granite
6607.
London Ernest W. Fredman, The
Film
Renter,
89-91
Wardour
St.,
W.
I.
Berlin
Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
Paris P. A. Harle,
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la
Cour-des-Noues, 19.

—

—

—

Stratton, Colo.

"Blue"

— By

July 27

of "Smiling Irish Eyes
at the Central,
York.
Convention of Rocky Mountai
States exhibitors at Denver.
Film golf tournament of exhibitor
and distributors at Minneapolis.
First issue of M-G-M Internation;

July 31

First

July 26

News

(silent).

issue

Aug.

First

issue of Paramount Soun
News.
tournament of exhibitors an
exchangemen at Seattle.

1

Aug.

7

Sept,

28

Golf

First

issue

News

a
cloudburst.

weakened by

bridge,

Am. Seat
Con. Fm. Ind.
Kodak

East.

pfd

*do

"A"
A-O

Fox Fm.
*Keith
do pfd
Loew's,
do pfd

Close
35
35
35 J4
pfd. 25^
25 "4
25
196
198
198J4
J4
128
... 91
90^
88J4

A

117J4
5854
96

Inc

*M-G-M

54

67J4

Pathe Exch
do "A"
Radio K-A-O
'Stanley Co
*Univ. Pict.

Warner

53J4
66
9

20

20

38%

37U

...

62J4

61 'A

54A

54J4

CURB MARKET
5-54

*Bal. & Katz
Columbia Pets.
Con. m. Ind
Film Insp

.

.

.

34*6
2n/g

2A

Fox Thea. "A" .. 27J4
Griffith, D.W. "A"
Proj

31A

*Loew do

deb. rts
Nat. Scr. Ser.
.. 30%
Nat. Thea. Sup. ..23%

10%
20%

Trans-Lux
Univ.
Pict
do pfd. rts
Keith

A-O

Loew

6s

5%
34
21

A

700
500
6,700

40
117 'A

S7A

"

ioo
2,800
100

2A

6s

46.

90

41ww...l07%

x-war.
96
47
98%
Par. By. 554s 51. 98%
*Pathe 7s 37
.

6s

.

monial dinner for Sid Grauman. In
to
Lasky,
M.
Joseph
Schenck,
Irving
Thalberg,
Jack
Warner and Harold B. Franklin
spoke at the dinner.

a vote of 17 to

the repeal of the

—

36.

87%

A

2A

30

31

'766
300
100
16,000
12,300

25

28%
22 A

10%
20%

30%
23%
10%
20%

13,866
4,400
100
100

%

200

90
90
107J4 10754
96
96

1

98%
98%
87%

28

98%
98%
71%

1

4
1

87%
198

Roxy "A"

25

28

units

2%

com

Skouras Bros

32'

Technicolor
United Art
do pfd
LT niv. Ch. com.
do pfd

70
2
75

87
5

...

27
30
3

40
89

....
....
....

10
80

Alliance and the

ial

tian

painfully

men.
Kelly Sails Tonight
Arthur W. Kelly, vice-president in
United Artists, sails tonight for Europe on company business.

proved by Mayor Ragsdale.

Chris-

"Drummond" Closing
Drummond"

"Bulldog

13th week of
Apollo, New
will

be

its

July 28
begins the

engagement

York

today.

concluded on

at the
Its run

Just

When Your

Box-Office Needs It!

MASCOT PICTURES
Will Release on August 1st

THE FIRST WILD ANIMAL SOUND
AND SPEECH SERIAL

"THE KING OF THE

KONGO"

Sunday, July

28.

IN

Einfeld Back Today
Charles S. Einfeld, director of
advertising and publicity of First
National, returns today from the
Coast.
Gloria Arriving Monday
Gloria Swanson arrives in

TEN THRILLING TALKING EPISODES
featuring

JACQUELINE LOGAN & WALTER MILLER
and a superb

New

York from Hollywood Monday en
She sails Aug. 2.
route to Europe.
City Operates Menominee House
Menominee, Mich. Pictures are to
be shown at the Opera House, recently taken over by the city.

—

stellar cast

Directed by Richard Thorpe
Story and Dialogue by Harry Sinclair Drago

DON'T DELAY

.

.

.

BOOK

IT

NOW!

MASCOT PICTURES CORP.
Nat

Levine, Pres.

85

U. A. Charlotte Manager
Charlotte N. Carter has succeeded
C. E. Peppiatt as manager of the
United Artists exchange here. The
latter has been transferred to Atlanta.

Women's

Temperance Union.

WANTED

1650 BroadwayNew York City

SILENT PICTURES FOR

New

—

Atlanta Protest of the city council
against proposed attempt to amend
the "blue" laws to permit Sunday pictures in Bibb County has been ap-

The operator was burned
as were some of the fire-

—

*LAST PRICE QUOTED

Carter

—

ray Bros.

—

7

OVER THE COUNTER

do
do

at

W.

—

34Vs
21

1

Pictures

T-S Supervisor in New York
Huntington
Henri Ellman, Tiffany-Stahl MidVa.
Sunday
shows now are being given at the dle west supervisor, is in New York
Mebane House Reopens
Keith-Albee, following action of the conferring with officials of the comMebane, N. C. The Majestic, reCitizens' Board, in vetoing an ordi- pany.
cently remodeled, has been reopened.
nance prohibiting Sunday shows. The
measure had support of the MinisterSunday Shows

Huntington,

2 Weeks' Run for Warner House
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
98^
Hollywood Due to congestion of
61'A 10.100
500 bookings, engagements of forthcomS4A
$A 13,40C ing pictures at the Warner here have
71
been limited to two weeks.

26%
1%

CURB BONDS
Am. Seat. 6s
'Warner 6%s

'966
54
66J4 16,900
9
800
20
200
38}4
9,500
40

25}4

%
%
BOND MARKET

41

Paramount

A

96

pfd

Bros.

pfd

6s

s

96

9f£

Acoustic Prod

do

m%
S7y

Sales
100

24^

P. Cap
Para.
F-L

Intern.

A

pfd

M.

do

Low

Metroton

a

addition

High

Hearst

of

(sound).

Mayor

STOCK MARKET

Newsrei

Atlanta Manager Resigns
Sunday "blue"
Atlanta— Lionel H. Keene, south
law has been voted down by the State
Senate. The voting was so close that ern division manager, is in charge
of Loew's Capitol here, pending ap-j
Lieut. Gov. Henry Huber was called
pointment of a successor to Thomas
upon
to
cast
the deciding vote on
Lasky Debut With Grauman
H. James.
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY a motion to reconsider.
Hollywood— His first professional
Fire at Orangeburg House
appearance was at Grauman's Unique
Atlanta
Orangeburg, S. C. Fire damaged!
Approves
theater, San Francisco 28 years ago,
the Carolina here, operated by MurJesse L. Lasky declared at a testion Sunday

through

16,

Ban

Financial

Universal

of

(silent).

Law

Madison, Wis.

Opening

New

Repeal Is
Killed in Wis. Senate

in

(

July 23-25

Western Train Wreck

in

3,

Golf tournament and picnic
exhibitors and distributors at D<j

Moines.

Work

of

192

The Industry*
Date Book

with headquarters at LonH.
E. KnoXj former manag- advertising and publicity, it is underdon.
Published daily except Saturday and holidays
Earl Wingart, director of
at
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y. and ing director at London, is returning stood.
copyright (1929) by Wid's Films and Film
to America to assume an executive publicity at the Paramount Long IsFolk, Inc.
W. Alicoate, President and
J.
land studio, has taken McCarthy's
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann, Vice-President position.
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer,
place in charge of Paramount pubBusiness and Advertising Manager. Entered
licity.
Al Wilke will take over WinGest Aids Rescue
as second class matter, May 21, 1918, at the
gart's duties at the studio.
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the act
Ltd.,

tric,

19,

McCarthy

M'g'r

of 'Erpi' Activity

Friday, July

EUROPEAN MARKET

Tec Art Studios
Hollywood, Cal.

j

j

We

are in the market for American
silent pictures for European countries.
Please send offers and prices to

Box B-160
1650 Broadway

c-o

Film Daily

New York

City

i

Cable Address: Levpic,

New York

i

.l-iday,

July

19,

1929

VARNERS ENTER SUPPLY
BUSINESS ON SEPT.

1

Paramount Ready to Produce
Wide Pictures via Magnaftlm
(Continued from Page

t

adjoin the

lb

Warner home

1)

office

on

St.

New York exrecently returned
I'm Germany where he went on a
iL-cial
mission for Warners, states
Rodner,

former

tangcman,

who

conferences with manufacturers
that there will he an abundproduct available for disIbe of
pution by the new firm.
He de[nes, however, to list any of the
Uts to be handled.
|kt

[licatc

(herniavsky Claims a New
bund Device for Cartoons
list

Coast

Bureau,

Hollywood

—A

THE FILM DAILY
new

device

called

'hythmical Drawings," a method
be used for the sounding of anited cartoons, has been developed
H copyrighted by Joseph CherniavI, director general of music at UniThe method claims to make
sal.
of the most intricate sounds and
lloguc and to synchronize these
Hh the animated drawings.
Ikn experimental
short using the
II

!crniavsky method, was shown a
days ago, showing a horse doa tap dance.
Every break and
I

i

process calls for specially built cameras utilizing a film 56 mm. wide as
against the present standard film
which is 35 mm. wide.
Projection,
it
was
explained
yesterday,
is
secured over machines now in general theater use except for a specially constructed head through which
the 56 mm. film passes and is then
thrown on the screen through a lens
prepared for this specific purpose.
As an indication of how adaptable
Magnafilm and its operating mechanism
is,
regular
performances of

given

first

cio in

for information leading to I., and
there for the last
of vandals who damaged
Allen and Dome and placed a
Ills
b in the yard of Frank C. Buben, Solution to
ager of the National and Palace,
threw stench bombs in other the(Continued from Page 1)
and homes of owners. Exhibi- will be stressed in his annual talk
do not believe the Dome was by Seider. Abram F. Myers, presiaged by lightning, as police have dent
of
Allied
States
Ass'n,
is
rted. There have been difficulties scheduled to
address todav's session.
een local exhibitors and opera- Whether Seider can be induced
to
tor the last three months.
run for reelection is problematical.

paid

ment should be kept

in

minimum

—

deted, the Loew chain, it is unood, will relinquish interest in
Capitol, lease of which has been
ubject of litigation.

ments, the exchange at
Singapore
which also operates all through
the
Federated Malay States,
Indo-China
and Siam.

so

that the use of

wide film would not
put an expensive burden on the ex-

Universal Planning to

Wire AH Houses of Chain

hibitor.

these stipulations in

have not been designed that cover an area
greater than the standard film, which is approximately one inch.
In the past special
prisms, revolving lenses,
and auxiliary elements have been employed, but none have
given the same quality as we have obtained

on

standard film.
"This meant that a good deal of time
had to be spent in research and lens development and we have now a new type of
photographic lens as well as projection lens
equipment.

"For

the

first

time

in

the

Universal theaters are to be 100
per cent equipped for sound
reproduction via the Western
Electric
system, states Fred A. Flader,
general manager of the chain.
Louis

mind Del

history

of

the

Cohen,

design

to

the

graphing the

type of
picture."

lens

used

in

photo-

who

is

in

New York

from

the Coast, is carrying on real
estate
operations, disposing of houses considered strategically poor for the
cir-

and mapping plans

cuit,

m

sion

for

expan-

various sections.

Efforts Declared Made to
End Strike at New Haven
New Haven— Efforts are reported
being

made

to settle

the differences

between local suburban exhibitors
and operators. Downtown houses are
operating with union help, meeting
demands for two operators in the booth
of sound houses.
Theaters running
open shop are the Howard, Whalley,
Pequot,
Garden,
Dixwell,
Lyric,
Lawrence, Whiteway, Apollo, Dreamland, Winchester, Strand and Cannon's.

Death Threat Made

motion picture business, projection lenses have
been made which correspond in formula and

in

Memphis Operator "War"
Memphis

—

Labor troubles here are
for the series of outrages experienced by local theaters, culminating in a death threat against operator of the Ace theater. The operator
blamed

member of the National Ass'n
Projectionists, operating under a
Tennessee charter, but not affiliated
with the American Federations of Labor.
bomb recently was discovered,
following an incendiary fire at the
a

is

of

A

Madison.

An

operator employed at

the Country Club quit after he said

Paramount Has 4 Omaha
Sound
First Runs by New Deal
Sought by Jersey Unit

Paramount Gets N. Y. Property
Remodeling Lynn House
Property behind the Criterion thenn, Mass.
E. M. Loew circuit
ater, on West 44th and 45th St., New
anning to remodel the Pythian
York, has been acquired by Seneca
ale and increase seating capacity
Holding Corp., affiliated with Para200.
When the remodeling is mount.

Settle-

not be so high that the balcony in
the average theater would cut off
the
view of the top of the screen; and
third, the change in projection
equip-

With

.

.

'iction

i

1)

31
com P a "y b "t India and
l *,"
lu
must be no change the
Philippines as well.
I„ J ava>
in sound equipment through
the use M-G-M secures the U. A.
office in
of wide film; second, the screen
must Weltevreden and in Straits

The
picture
shown
yesterday
"You're In the Army Now," was
produced at the Paramount Long
Island studio.
Plans are now being
made to produce Paramount Magnafilm features.
Jesse L. Lasky has
already ordered the organization of
a force of mechanics for the purpose
of building new cameras and equiptwo years ment.

1

(Continued from Page 1)
Riviera, atmospheric house constructed by John Eberson, and the Rialto.
There 'has been intense competition
between the World, particularly, and
the
Paramount houses, since the
World set in Fanchon & Marco presentations. Paramount tried operation
of its houses on a straight sound film
policy, but discarded this policy after
a several weeks' test.

Montgomery Vandals
Montgomery, Ala. Reward of $100

Reward

two attempts were made

bomb

New

his

to

burn and

automobile.

Milwaukee House Planned
Milwaukee
U.rtattached Chicago
and New York capital is said to be

—

backing a project for the erection of
a new $500,000 lower East Side theater here to be known as the Sienthe
Polish author.
kiewicz,
after
Work on the new house will start
this fall or early next spring, according to S. F. Kadow, Milwaukee
architect, who has been retained to
draw up the plans.

for

Marion, O., House Reopens
Marion, O. The Orpheum, closed
Winston-Salem House Remodeled
has been posted for conviction of for some time, has been reopened
Winston-Salem, N. C. Remodeling vandals who placed stench bombs in under the management of George
of the Ideal here has been completed. three theaters here.
Malles.

—

M

Aomori, Kiushu and Osaka
in Japan from which is handled
not only

—There

Riccio developed Magnafilm.
It is
56 mm. wide and \9y2 mm. high. The
sound track is on the film the same
as on the standard size film.
The
projection equipment has been so
built that it can be put on the standard projection machine in a few minutes and can be adjusted to throw
try road, as well as the four reel
a picture on the screen that will fit
talking and singing feature, lasted for
the special requirements of the indimore than an hour. Wide film is not vidual theater.
new, having been used 3.3 years ago.
The subjects
The first recent application, however, strated yesterdaywhich were demonwere photographed
was demonstrated on the night of by a specially
built camera.
Dec. 6, 1926 when Paramount intro"In building this camera one of our most
duced the Magnascope in connection important problems was to get the proper
with "Old Ironsides" in New York. photographic lenses," explained Del Riccio.
The effect on the audience at the "This was necessary because heretofore, lenses

Akron

FAR EAST TO M-G
(Continued from Page

points to be
consideration by Del Ric-

his experiments.

First

"Thunderbolt" were resumed at the
Rivoli yesterday approximately onehour after the special wide angle
film was demonstrated to prominent
figures in the industry and assembled
newspaper men.
The demonstration, which included
shir's of the seashore and a coun-

k with a cue sheet and listen in film.
Work was carried on by Del Ricthe reproduced recordings while
cio and a staff of assistants at the
:ing the drawings.
Paramount studios in Hollywood and
New York. Just as they were deward for Vandals in
veloping their cameras and lenses for
Exhibitor Fight wide film, sound projected itself into
the picture.
This brought forth an
kron, O.— Reward of $1,000 for
entirely new problem.
To meet this
st and conviction of bombers of
Zukor had Mr. Del Riccio equip a
Ideal here has been posted by new laboratory
across the street from
exhibitors.
A reward also will the Paramount studio' in Astoria, L.

SELLS 6 EXCHANGES

IN

ft.

b was heard and timed even the
rtonc of the tap sounds, being aipremiere of that picture was electriled for in the execution of the
tying
when suddenly the screen
ice by the drawn
figure of the
filled
the
entire stage width.
The
Other
nal.
bits shown were the
nals playing various musical in- increased size of the picture through
Magnascope was obtained by the use
ments.
omplete details of the method are of magnifying lenses and not from
It was then
ig held a secret by Cherniavsky. increased film width.
does explain that the scorings that Adolph Zukor had Lorenzo Del
recordings are made before the Riccio. who developed the Magnavvings are, but that the artists scope, begin intensive work on wide

I

1)

wide and 13 ft. high was he has
been working on Magnafilm
flashed on the screen.
which was demonstrated yesterday.
Production
via
the
Paramount
Zukor set down three
17

(Continued from Page

U. A.

—

—

THE

-2£k

DAILV
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25th Instalment, 'Sound Patent
their details will not be described or
reproduced, only the general purpose and effect will be stated hereinafter.
Among these patents is the British patent No. 9,622, issued to W. E.

MORE USES FOR MOTORS

Lake on Oct. 19, 1911, in which intwenty-fifth instal- dividual motors for driving the phoment in "Sound Patents," a series nograph and projection machine or
cinematograph are driven from a
of articles dealing with the patent
common electrical source and the
history of sound and synchronisa- armatures
of the motors are electrition devices in the United States, cally connected so that current w'll
pass through this connection if one
England, France and Germany.
York of the armatures rotates more rapidBenjamin T. Rauber,
ly than the other.
The apparatus
patent attorney, is the author.
also shows a rheostat for the field of

This

is

the

New

A

one of the motors whereby the speed
of the motor may be controlled.
French patent No. 467,153, issued
to G. W. Ford on June 5, 1914, is

somewhat

similar
device
is
shown in United States patents No.
1,292,798, issued Jan. 28, 1919, and
No. 1,294,672, issued Feb. 18 .1919,
to O. E. Kellum.
The arrangement
of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 1
of patent No. 1,294,672 in which a
commutator (39) is driven from a
phonograph (11) and in a manner
similar to the commutators described
previously, serves to successively energize and de-energize a number of
electro-magnets (42) each of which
is

provided with

directed to a mounting of the
on a disc type of phonograph.

motor

United States patents No. 1,234,127
issued July 24, 1917, and No. 1,396,401 issued Nov. 8, 1921, to William
H. Bristol disclose the use of two
single phase armatures connected in
series and three phase field circuits.
The second of these patents includes
in addition, a speed gear and speed
regulating mechanism and governing
means for the latter between the
phonograph shaft and the synchronizing apparatus.

FILM

CONTROLS
STARTjNCAPPARATUS

9

Seriei

ing and stopping of sound devici
at definitely fixed points in the filv
An early patent of this type
United Spates patent No. 928,070, i«
sued to J. C. S. Rousselot July l;
1909.
This patent is. however d
rected to the controlling of variou
sound or noise devices to produc
required
stage
effects
at
definit
points in the film.
As shown dia
Figs. 10 and 11 o
of
the
sprocke
wheels (2) over which the film (3
passes is geared through a shaft (1
and gears (4 and 5) to a reel ove
which passes a film or perforate<
sheet (9).
The sheet (9) is, there
fore, advanced at a rate directly pro
portional to the passage of the filrr
The roller (11) over which th
(3).
band or sheet (9) passes is metallii

grammatically
the

patent,

in

one

A large number of patents have
been granted at various times for and is connected through a wire (13]
apparatus for controlling the start- to a binding post (15) and to eacl
of a number of electro-magnets (IS]
(Continued

F. E.

THOBMEYER.

6,

MEANS FOB 0ONTR0LLINO THE TIME OF 8TAETING PHONOGRAPHS AND THE
UIE.
APPMOATIOH FILED

1,049,171.

DEO.

on

Page

%

5

7)

'

20, 1905.

Patented Dec. 31, 1912.
i

8EESTS-BHEET

1

an armature core

(42a) that is drawn into the magnet
the latter is energized. Thus,
with each revolution of the commu-

when

Diagram

illustrating

Kellum system.

Patent No.

U.

S.

1,294,672.

each of the electro-magnetic
cores (42a) is drawn downwardly and
then released, causing the crank shaft
(16a) to rotate in much the same
manner as the crank shaft of an automobile.
The intermittent drive of
the projection machine is driven from
the crank shaft (16a) through the
gears (IS and 14).
A number of patents have been
issued containing further improvements and modifications of synchronously controlled motor drives,
but as these refinements are largely of a purely electrical character
and belong in the field of electrical
engineering rather than of synchronization of sound and pictures,
tator

10
jj

3

How
I

the starting

time of phonograph in the Thormeyer system
U . S. Patent No. 1,049,171, issued 1912.

is

controlled.

<d

Three drawings explaining the Rousselot device wherein sound is started or stopped at
fixed points on the film. U. S. Patent No.
928,070.

.

mini
f?

I

cannot serve

i

all

of the theatres, but
I

can serve the best

.

.

.

with the best!

Announcing

.

if

.

James A. EitzEUteick'S
A ft u
series of high class short subjects produced
by a master who has learned the art of blending
intelligent thought with MUSIC and

A

SOUND—

For Exhibitors who

demand

.

.

.

QUALITY ENTERTAINMENT

—

!

A rt
A

jAMEy A FlTzPATRICK'y

7WAVELTX\A

*g

personally conducted tour of the world with

T

Jhe'Voice of the 9lobe

James A. FitzPatrick as spokesman and guide, accompanied by the Victor Traveltalk Orchestra
under the direction of Rosario Bourdon. The
Supreme Achievement in Talking Pictures!

<

"

Sound Recording by
R. C. A. Photophom-

PLUS

{Projection time per subject ten minutes)

MOVIE HOROSCOPES
who
atAstounding Revelations about the people
founded upon Astrology,
tend your theatres
"oldest of sciences", but the newest thing in
produced with sound
screen entertainment
wonderfully weird and startling. A Horoscope

—
—

for every

PLUS

month

—

in the year.

(Projection time per subject eight minutes.)

{Sound and

Sound Recording by
R. C. A. Photophone

silent versions.)

AMERICAN HOLIDAYS
Brief

Colorful

Not

—
—
—

Patriotic tributes to our holi-

trailers

but carefully conceived and

produced subjects

a series you will be proud to

days.

PLUS

—

present
(Projection time per subject three minutes)
(Sound and silent versions)

EAMCOS MOSIC MASTERS
Incidents from the lives of the world's greatest composers, accompanied by their own music, issued with
especially arranged orchestrations by Hugo Riesenfeld and Nathaniel Finston. An Overture Series
bringing the world's imelaborately produced

—

EQUALS

mortal music to your audiences.
ill

sou ii d recording under the personal supervision of

XATHAX1ET. SHIT.KIIET

QUALITY THOUGHTS . . .
ECR CUALITy THEATRES

...

Produced and Distributed by
Foreign Representative
R. REUBENSOIN
Seventh Avenue Film Co.
3 Maccles field Si.
Shaftesbury Ave..

London, W.

FitzPatrick Pictures
INCORPORATED

729 SEVENTH

AVENUE

I.

NEW YORK

CITY

Cable
FitzPic,

IN.

Y.

Telephones

BRYanl

4384
4385

Friday, July 19. 1929

FILM CONTROLLED

STARTING APPARATUS
(Continued from Page 4)

individually controlline the operation
of sound or noise controlling devices
arranged as shown in Fig. 5.
Supported above the roller (11) is a
contact device (14) having pins (12)
spaced at intervals transversely of
the sheet or band (9) and bearing
downwardly towards the roller (11).
At the intervals at which any particular sound is desired, a perforation (10) is formed in the band or
sheet (9) below the correspondinn
control point (12) so that when tb"
perforation arrives below the contact (12) the latter drops into contact with the roller (11) closing a
circuit through the appropriate electro-magnet (15) and sound controlThe sound conling devices (W').
devices are of pneumatic
trolling
construction, as in a player piano
and operate a selected variety of apparatus such as automobile horns,
drums, bells, etc., the details of
which are of no interest in connecwith the synchronization of
tion

(W)

sound reproducing and production
machine apparatus.
United States patent No. 1,049,171
issued to F. E. Thormeyer on Dec.
31, 1912, and corresponding British
patent No. 26,440 issued to W. C.
Fairweather on Dec. 19, 1906, disclose various methods of controlling
the starting and stopping of sound
devices or of alternative production
machine by the film or film feeding
mechanism. In one of these forms
of the invention shown in Figs. 1
and 2, a shaft (B) is rotated by the
film driving mechanism and has fixed near one end a disc (C) having a
flange in which is provided a cut out
portion which is filled by a removlatch (f) is supable piece (c').
ported by the flange (c) of the plate
(C) and held from dropping downwardly and closing the contacts (g)
which control the starting of a sound
device (G). The disc (c) has a number of indication marks (1 to 100)
each number representing the space

A

Consequently for
of the disc (C) a
of pictures corresponding to

of one picture.
any one rotation

number

the distance between the cut out
portion and the indicator immediately above the latch (f) for example
(15) in the position shown in Fig.
must elapse before the cut out
1,
portion of the disc flange reaches
Also associated with
the latch (f).
the shaft (B) is a disc (h') having
at one point of its circumference a
notch (h 4 ). A pivoted arm (K) is
supported to rest upon the periphery
1
(h )
and when the
disc
of the
4
notch (h ) is brought below the
arm (K) the latter drops in position
3
to engage a projection (c ) of the
1
stop (c ) and pushes the latter out
of its closing position so that when
cut out portion of the flange (c)
Ithe
of the disc (C) again comes beneath
the projecting part (f 2 ) of the latch,
the latter is released and falls downwardly to close the phonograph
starting circuit.
By properly setting

the disc (h') and (C) relative to the
starting of the film the latch (f)
may be caused to drop into circuit
closing position at any desired point
in the progress of the film.
A simpler and more direct method of controlling the starting of the
sound device is, however, shown in
Figs. 4 and 5, in which the film is
provided with a marginal portion
(11) containing a perforation (r) at
the point at which it is desired to
start the sound.
contact lever (s)
as shown
in Fig. 5, is pivoted with
an arm resting against the film and
in such position that when the perforation (r) passes in front of the
lever the latter drops into a mercury contact and thus closes a circuit through an electro-magnet (14)
controlling the operation of a sound
driving motor (15).
In French patent No. 420,020, issued to Juan Lupo on Jan. 20, 1911,
a pair of contact rollers (s and t)
shown in Figs. 1 and 2, are separated by a film (C) until a perforation in the film reaches the contacts,
whereupon they are permitted to con-

A

2 More Added to Writing
Staff for Vitaphone Shorts
Don Ryan and John L. Hobble

PU1L

have been added to writing staff of
the Warner eastern Vitaphone studio at Brooklyn. They join the force
which includes Murray Roth and Ed-

DALY
SEZ/

mund

"Fox West Coast Theintends to observe
Greater
Movie
Season
again this year. The circuit has had singular success with campaigns in
other years, chiefly because it gets behind them
and puts them over in a
big way.
The 'G.M.S.'

aters

idea is too
card."

good to

dis-

Joseph. Ryan for several years
a title writer at Hollywood, has
written a novel, short stories, vaude-

was

sketches and articles. Hobble is
author of a Belasco play, and a num-

ville

ber of vaudeville acts and sketches.
Murray Roth, director and scenario
writer at the studio, also is a composer and has written music for a
number of musical shows. He has

working on Vitaphone shorts
two years. Joseph formerly wrote
vaudeville acts and books for musibeen

for

comedies.
He has been writing
dialogue and continuities.
cal

Sound at Two Johnson City Houses
Johnson City, Tenn. Sound equipment has been installed at both the

Pacent Sound-on-Film Installed
Pacent sound-on-film device, details
of which recently were released, has
Majestic and Liberty theaters here. been installed at the Hollywood,
The Majestic sound policy was inaug- East Orange, N.
is
one of the
J.,
tact with each other and momentarily
urated with "The Trial of Mary Du- first installations of the device in
close a circuit through the wires (e
gan" while "Weary River" featured the East. Pacent engineers now are
and f) controlling the positioning of
the opening bill at the Liberty.
installing the device in the Middle
a sound box (b) of the phonograph.
West. One of the first houses comThe phonograph is driven by a synCherry Managing Houston Met.
pleted was the Stratford, Chicago.
chronous motor of a type previously
described.
Houston James O. Cherry, forThe above apparatus would be mer house manager at Dallas, has Both Centerville House Go Sound
Centerville, la.
Due to the inliable to cause wear and tear on the succeeded Emil Bernstecker as manfilms by the engagement of the con- ager of the
Metropolitan.
Bern- stallation of sound at the Ritz and
tacts with the edge of the openings stecker has left for the Paramount the hold it has taken on the patrons
here, the Majestic has been closed
in the film.
home' office in New York.
and soon will open with a sound picture policy, according to Leo Moore.
Lashway at Lynn, Mass.
First of
"Folly
manager.
Alexander L.
Haverhill, Mass.
Comedies" Is Started Lashway, former manager
of the CoVinita House Gets Sound
Frank T. Davis, headliner and pro- lonial here, has been transferred to
Griffith Amusement
Vinita, Okla.
ducer of vaudeville acts, has in work management of the Olymp'a at Lynn.
Co.'s Lyric has been equipped for
at the Pathe Sound Studios, New Paul Shay, who managed the Fedthe showing of sound pictures. The
York, "Fancy That," first of the new eral at Salem, now is at the Colo- installation cost was approximately
series of "Folly Comedies." These nial.
$25,000.
are a series of musical comedies in
tabloid.
Bill
Frawley and Earle
Shelton House Gets Sound
Fire at Uniontown House

—

—

—

New

—

—

Dewey, vaudeville team, are featured
"Fancy That."
Joey Chance's

in

Crooners, and the Strollers Quartet
are in the production in which a cast
of 50 including Dagmar Oakland of
the Ziegfeld Shows. Ray Ripley, Guy
Voyer, Howard Carey, Nate Cole,

—

Sound equipment
Shelton, Wash.
has been installed at the Graham.

Uniontown, Pa.

—

interior of the Dixie.
mated at $30,000.

Fire destroyed

Loss

is

esti-

Talker at Columbus, O.
W. E. for Hamilton, O.
Columbus, O. The Strand now is
Western Electric
Hamilton, O.
showing talking pictures. The house sound equipment is being installed
Donna Frye and Mrs. Guy Voey recently opened with sound equip- at the Ritalto and Palace here, acSound
have roles.
ment.
cording to local managers.
pictures are expected to be shown
McKee Sells Oakville House
Added to "White Devil" Cast
Aug. 1.
Berlin
Hugo Doblin and Henry
Oakville, la.— H. S. McKee has
Wonderphone Makes Installations
Bender have been added to cast of disposed of his interest in his theaWonderphone, sound
Cleveland
the Bloch-Rabinowitsch production, ter here, it is reported.
reproducer made by the Film Sound
"The White Devil," which Alexander
Corporation, has been installed at the
Wolkoff is directing with Iwan
Sound for Kokomo House
Lyceum, and Boulevard, Cleveland,
Mosjoukin, Lil Dagover and Betty
closed
Indiana
The
Ind
Kokomo,
Couand the Strand, Bellfontaine.
Amann playing the leads. Curt
here recently for the installation of
rant is cameraman.
Western Electric sound equipment.
Bristol, R. I. Gets Talker
house is expected to open about
The
R. I.— The Pastime inaugBristol.
Saturday
Closed

—

—

—

—

—

Salem House

—

Sept.

talking picture policy with

1.

urated its
Salem, Mass. For the first time
Wild Party."
"The
17'
its
closed
in
years the Federal
Sound for Kingston, N. Y.
W.
doors for an indefinite period.
Sound picture
Talkers for Greenfield
Kingston, N. Y.
Paul Shay, resident manager has left
at the KingO.—.Western Electric
inaugurated
Greenfield,
was
policy
to visit his home town, Elmira, N. Y.
Boat."
has been installed
"Show
equipment
of
sound
ston with showing

—

at the

Fayette.

T. Theater Co. Formed
Force at Battle Creek Post
Chicago— S. T. Theaters Co. has
Hornell House Gets New Seats
Creek, Mich.— Ted Force
Battle
400
of
capital
with
a
been formed
Hornell N. Y.—New seats recentthe
appointed manager of
Babcock
shares of no par common. The incor- has been
installed at the
Butterfield house, now feat- ly were
porators are Joseph T. Scott, Joseph Post, a
here.
uring sound pictures.
Harrow, and Alfred Magnusson.
S.

*
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9 Producers at Metropolitan Studio
Sono-Art, Harold Lloyd, James Cruze, Cliff Broughton, Columbia, Coronet, Berkowitz, Hamilton
and Bruce Working at Plant 12 Two Reel Talkers Planned By Van Irwin Making Historical Series

—

A

IS

—

from aLots

PITCH AT METROPOLITAN

RALPH

By

Al
yy

AL

studios

wrote before coming to the Coast are
"A Cup of Coffee, a Sandwich and
Following "The Rainbow Man," You," "Yearning,"
"Just a Sailor's
Sono-Art is preparing four more talk- Holiday" and "Just a Girl That Men
Weeks,
ers.
O. E. Goebel, George
Forget."
and Eddie Dowling are here from
*
*
*
New York and steps are being made
Hubert Voight, a Minneapolis
for "Honeymoon Lane."
boy, who made good in New York,
James Cruze Prod, has practically is busy at Burbank, where he has
finished "The Great Gabbo," with become publicity
director at the
Eric Von Stroheim.
First National studio.
Voight was
The Cliff Broughton organization with M-G-M for several years be1 on its
is scheduled to start Aug.
fore joining First National.
first talking pictures, which is to be
filmed in many outdoor locations.
Excellent reports filter in on "The
Columbia has just completed pro- Cock-Eyed World," which has been
duction on its fourth of the talkers.
previewed at San Pedro and RiverCoronet Comedies have completed side.
It
was directed by Raoul
the sixth in the series of two reelers Walsh and will have its world preEdward miere at Grauman's Chinese, followstarring
Educational,
for
Everett Horton.
ing the run of "The Hollywood ReBerkowitz Prod, has launched a full vue."
schedule of two reelers at Metropolitan, under
bo filmed.

which one a month

The

first

will

has already been

*

*

*

Our Passing Show:

Schlesinger

preparing for his trip to Europe;
completed.
Lee Goldberg of Louisville catching
Lloyd Hamilton Talking Comedies, an East-bound train; Sol Lesser
produced by Harry D. Edwards for hobnobbing with friends at the HoEducational, are working on the tel Roosevelt.
fourth of the series.

Robert C. Bruce has launched a
Alan Crosland in Canada
series of all outdoor talking and singAlan Crosland, Warner Brothers
ing pictures similar to his "Wilder- director, who has completed filming
ness Tales." Bruce has already com- "General Crack," John Barrymore's
pleted three.
first
dialogue production, is on a
short vacation in Canada.
Crosland
Theme Song for Talking Serial
motored to Banff with his son, Alan,
Lee Zahler is writing theme song Jr., aged ten, and expects to remain
and musical score for Mascot's talker away one more week.
Production
"King of the Kongo." The on his next picture will start July 31.
serial,
title
of the theme song is "Love
Thoughts of You." Jacqueline Lo- Alberta and Adamae Vaughn Cast
gan and Walter Miller are co-featAlberta Vaughn and her sister
in the serial, soon to be reured
Adamae have been added to the sister
leased on the independent market. A specialty number for Warner Brothsound trailer is being issued to ad- ers "Show of Shows."
Alberta is
veitise the chapterplay.
under contract to Larry Darmour for
"Record Breakers" a series of 13
M-G-M Preparing "Kempy"
two
reel talking pictures, but a clause
C.
play
stage
by
"Kempy," the
J.
and Elliott Nugent, will be produced in her contract permits her to appear
during the filming
by M-G-M as an all-talker under di- in other pictures
rection of E. Mason Hopper. Norma of "Record Breakers."
Lee (Mrs. Elliott Nugent) will play
Powell Vehicle Starts in August
feminine lead.
William Powell's first Paramount
starring vehicle, "Pointed Heels," will
Monte Blue, Myrna Loy Co-star
Warners have purchased rights to go into production first week of AuJack McLaren's novel, "Isle of Es- gust, with Edward Sutherland directThe supporting cast includes
cape." which will be one of the 35 ing.
Vitaphone pictures to be released by Helen Kane, Esther Ralston, and
them during the season of 1929-30. Richard "Skeets" Gallagher. Charles
Monte Blue and Myrna Loy will be Brackett wrote the story which was
co-starred.

published

in

"College Humor."

F.

N. Board

Rockett,

Jack

Warner,

Graham Baker and Hal Wallis

AND ENLARGES STATE

comprise the production board
Ray Rockett
has resigned as supervisor, as
has Ned Marin.
at First National.

WILK.

With production well under way
DUBIN and Joe Burke are
on Harold Lloyd's first big talking -£* busy songsmiths.
They wrote
picture for Paramount, "Welcome all the songs for "The
Gold Diggers
Danger," and with nine producing of Broadway," which Roy Del Ruth
companies now making talking pic- directed.
Among the hits they

tures,
Metropolitan Sound
activities are at its peak.

New

SENNETT SIGNS PLAYERS

Little

Following Educational's announce-

ment
of
its

that the

number

in

the series

Mack Sennett talking comedies on
new program would be increased
30, Mack Sennett has placed sev-

to
eral

of his players under long-term
contracts, increased his studio staff,

and worked out an enlarged production schedule.
the featured players placed
under contract by the comedy producer are Andy Clyde, Thehna Hill and
Harry Gribbon. Sennett made several of his talking comedies with this
trio in the casts before signing any
of them for long terms. Sennett has
made available for immediate release

Among

two comedies featuring Clyde, which
were recently completed. These are
"Girl
Crazy" and "The Barber's
Daughter."
"Girl Crazy,"

Van

to

Make

12

Two

Reel Talkers at Tec-Art
Wally Van, comedian, has established quarters at Tec-Art where he
plans to produce a series of 12 two-

comedies to be known as
Pictures.
The comedies
will be followed by six features with
dialogue in which the comedian will
be starred, according to J. Frank
reel talking

Wally Van

Holliday, general manager of the organization.
Jack Magee heads the
scenario department.

Irwin Making Series
of Historical Pictures

in addition to Clyde,

A

of dramas depicting epifeatures Alma Bennett, Vernon Dent, sodes in American history will be
Irving Bacon and Sennett bathing made by William R. Irwin Prod., acbeauties.
cording to Irwin, who is general
In "The Barber's Daughter," Thel- manager of the organization that
ma Hill plays opposite Clyde. Others bears his name.
in the cast are Vernon Dent, Addie
The pictures will be made at TecSennett per- Art, where the company established
McPhail and others.
sonally directed both pictures.
offices this week.
The first will start
The comedy, as yet untitled, now in in 30 days under title, "Souls of Metproduction at the Sennett studios tle."
It is a story of the Mormon
again combines the three contract exodus west, written by Dolores
players, Andy Clyde, Thelma Hill and Carlyne. Irwin will use 100 per cent

Harry Gribbon.
Loff Contract Renewed
Jeanette Loff has had her contract
renewed by Pathe. Miss Loff during
the past season has been featured in

series

dialogue and also plans to film part
Irwin inof the picture with color.
tends using all-Equity casts.

Pathe Now Editing
Four for New Season
among
Pathe

number of Pathe pictures,
Four pictures are now in the
them "Hold 'Em Yale," "Love Over
cutting
room. They are: "Her PriRecently
Night" and "Annapolis."
Affairs," in which Ann Hardstudying dramatic art vate
a

she has been
under Frank Reicher

in Pathe's school

On her "graduation"
juniors.
from this school she played in Eddie
Quillan's latest picture, "The Sophofor

more."

ing plays the heroine; "Sailor's Holiday," in which Alan Hale appears as
a gob; 'The Awful Truth," 'Arthur
Richman's play in which Ina Claire
appears, and "Big News," a story of

crime in a newspaper office in which
Robert Armstrong and Carol Lom"Evidence"
Theme Song for
play leads.
bard
Al Dubin and Joe Burke, Warner
the
composed
song writers, have
Furthman Returns to Duty
theme song for Pauline Frederick's
Charles Furthman has returned to

new picture. "Evidence." It is call- his writing duties at Paramount afed "Little Cavalier" and will be pub- ter an absence of six weeks, due to
lished by M. Witmark & Sons. Miss illness.
Frederick sings it during the action
of the story.
Fox Assigns Lila Lee
Lila Lee has been signed by Fox
Doris Hill and March Cast
Films for the feminine lead opposite
Paramount has begun casting for George Jessel in "The Hurdy Gurdy
its talking film of Edith Wharton's
Man," his first starring vehicle.
novel, "The Children," with the selecCameraman Killed
tion of Doris Hill and Frederic March
trick cameraman
Kneehtel,
Alvin
into
will
go
film
The
for the leads.
production early next month under for First National, was killed in an
airplane accident
direction of Lothar Mendes.
•

.
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Newspaper Opinions
M-G-M
New York

Paramount

*

He

As

*

to the star:
as big as his opportunities in this one,
*
*
*
isn't saying too much.

is

which

DAILY MIRROR—*

* * Just fair entertainment.
The great lover of the movies
hasn't much love to make in his old-fashioned
drama of desert thirst. The story is one of
those vintages of 1913
villain, hero and the
girl lost in the desert. * * *

—

EVENING JOURNAL—*
tography

*

The pho-

*

and Miss Nolan

effective

is

is

dec-

There are no talking sequences. * *
EVENING WORLD—* * * John Gilbert
Mary Nolan and Ernest Torrence strive
earnestly
make something of "Desert
to
Nights," but their efforts are something less
than availing, for the story is far below the
orative.

Gilbert standard.
It is advertised as a thrilling romance of the burning African sands;
an absorbing story of hate, revenge and love
but it falls far short of those adjectives. * * *
*

*

Dying

of

thirst

on

a

desert doesn't leave much incentive or inspiration for loving, and poor Jack was hor
ril.ly self-conscious under the crop of whisker?
necessitated by the script. * * *

HERALD-TRIBUNE—*

*

*

Thanks

to
of

the skill of the cast and the effectiveness
the idea, "Desert Nights" becomes, for most
of the time, an entertaining, if far from important, screen melodrama. * * *

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

*

*

is

a

and a delusion
a snare because the
story's title leads you to believe it's an Ethel
M. Dell plot, and a delusion because it isn't.
snare

*

#

;

•

POST—*

*

*

Most of the picture, as indicated above, is not only rather unpleasant
but quite uninteresting.
Actually, people dying of thirst are probably even more unhappy
looking than this trio but these actors are
quite convincing. * * *

—

SUN —

*

The

*

*

film

prove satisfactory,

Mr.

if
not
following. *

Gilbert's

unquestionably
overwhelming, for

will
*

*

TELEGRAM—*

*
*
I'm afraid that I
can't hand "Desert Nights" much in the way
of entertainment, and I doubt if even the
Gilbert fans will derive much enjoyment from
seeing their hero ambushed for five or six
reels behind the most disfiguring facial foliage.
# * #

TIMES—*

*

*

It

is

a queer string of cir-

cumstances that is thrown upon the screen
in "Desert Knights," John Gilbert's latest production.
But incredible though this adventure may be it happens to be one that holds
the

*

*

WORLD—*

*

interest.

*

* It is an interesting film
worth attending because of the expert treatment which has been lavished upon it by its
director, William Nigh, in creating its atmos-

phere.

AMERICAN—*

*

*

*

Leslie Whalen Goes to Coast
Leslie Whalen, eastern publicity
representative for the Harold Lloyd
Corp. is en route to Hollywood and
the Harold Lloyd studios.
He was called to California by William R. Fraser, for a conference on
publicity and advertising- for "Wel-

come Danger," Harold Lloyd's

first

all-talking picture.
Gill Transferred to N. Y.
Milwaukee Cliff Gill, for the past
few years connected with the advertising staff of the Fox-Midwesco circuit in Milwaukee has been transferred to New York, to the Fox Met-

—

ropolitan

chain.

Smithfield

House Dark

—

Smithfield, O.
Word has been received that the Strand theater is
closed and will remain dark permanently.

*

*

This is as giddy a
has reached the audible movie to
date.
The dialogue is stilted and the characters
go into long declamatory speeches.

yarn

as

DAILY MIRROR—*

* * is just one of
those conventional "white women in the jungle" things.
Just a pretty good picture.

DAILY NEWS—*

*

*

EVENING JOURNAL

—

* * *
* * * It's

all

about as subtle as a steam-roller. Paramount
is
apparently trying to make a combination
Mae West-Mary Duncan-Theda Bara out of
Baclanova; too real an artist to be wasted
on such indifferent material. * * *

EVENING WORLD—*

*

•

would have
had its drabeen more adeptly intensified.
In other words, the effort is excellent,
but it could have been better.
The fault, perhaps, lies mostly in the failure of Rowland V. Lee, director to drama
tize the double menace in the story
those
of Baclanova and Africa. * * *
approached

matic

nearer

it

perfection

potentialities

—

GRAPHIC—*

that

*

product

this

*

were

can

not for the fact
of an excellent
have little to offer
it

boast

the attraction would
the way of entertainment
merit. * * *
cast,
In

HERALD TRIBUNE— *
fable

of

avery

a

man

*

and

value
*

A

film

ridiculous

Theda Bara vampire who doomed
with whom she came in contact

n the heart of equitorial Africa, it is filled
with all the combined absurdity of an oldfashioned sex tale and a bad tropical melodrama, and the picture seems much the
worst that the distinguished Paramount organization has recently provided. * * *

POST—*
fault,
story.
It
ters.

it

* *

It is not the Russian star's
incomparable inanity of the

the

is

has not been aided by the dialogue wriThe woman's character is almost a de-

gree of offensiveness.

SUN — *

*

*

*

•

*

The new wordy movies may

add another effective, if usual and third rate,
all-talking dramatic
narrative to their collection. * * *
* * rather a pity that an
actress who earned for herself such a fine

TELEGRAM—*

reputation on the stage as did Baclanova
should be running a chance of losing it all
in Hollywood by appearing in such silly pic-

"A Dangerous Woman."

TIMES — *

tures

as

* *

*

*

*

Because

of
stretches of
inane dialogue and curiously unimaginative
direction,
the current talking film at the
Paramount is frequently a target for derisive laughter. * * *
* * due to the banality of the
setting and plot, the picture is lacking in illusion, and with illusion the most wonderful actor in the world might as well emote
before the mirror in a locked room for all
the effect his skill will have. * * »

WORLD—*

C. W. Smith Buys Clayton House
Clayton, Ga.
C. W. Smith, who
has been managing the Rabun for
several months has purchased the

—

house and will continue to operate

The house was

a unit in the
ern Carolina theater chain.

it.

West-

Amusement Co. Formed
Raleigh, N. C.
Burlington Amusement Co. of Burlington, N. C, has
been incorporated here with an authorized capital stock of $100,000 by
J. R. Quails, James F., E. C. and W.
L Quails, all of Burlington.
Burlington

New

—

Cleveland First Run
Cleveland Howard Price Kingsmore, general manager of Loew's
Ohio theaters, has ordered a change

—

of policy at the

Mall, effective July

when the second-run split
policy gives way to a first run
29,

stand policy.

Growing
Circulation

Director Rowland
than make a just

V. Lee couldn't do more
passable picture of this script.

*

GRAPHIC—*

New York

Paramount,

Capitol,

AMERICAN—"

The Constantly

"A Dangerous Woman"

"Desert Nights"

week
week

of

THE

FILM
DAILY
is
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a
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Another Film Service

—

Platte City, Mo.
Farmers
the vicinity of Platte City,
Mo., have found a market for
their surplus corn shucks because a woman hot tamale
vender of New York City attended a picture theater recently. Mrs. S. M. Van Dyke
of New York,, who is a big
time dispenser of delectable
tamales, saw a picture of a
Missouri corn-husking contest
and instantly her business mind
became alert. Corn shucks are
the indispensable wrapper for
good tamales, so she took down
the name of one of the judges
husking bee, Gates
of the
Wells of Platte City. The net
result have been that she has
contracted for 200 pounds of
in

DAILY

Film Boards of Trade Report
Additional Theater Changes
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Changes

Rumney

— Town

Percy.

Maybrook

Ownership

in

M.

Hall, sold to R. Hall by

NEW JERSEY

Hill

— Embassy.

Changes

Berlin

— Palace,

Hoffman

&

kin

sold

Jacob

to

—

—Arlington

Arlington
Square;

—
—

to

by H.
Dash-

— City

City

Atlantic

;

Bradley Beach Palace; Clifton
Clifton
East
Orange Lyceum
East
Rutherford Park
Elizabeth Capital, Elmora, New Melba, State and Victory
Glassboro Roxy
Hoboken City
Jersey
City Academy and Lyric
Keansburg
Lavellette
Lyndhurst
Casino
Lavellette

—
—

;

—

—

;

—

;

—
— StarLewis,Newark
— Clinton
Lincoln, New
;

bia,

;

;

;

;

Colum-

Square,

;

Brunswick

and Opera
South Plainfield
Westwood.

;

NEW MEXICO

PLUGGING PICTURE FROM
Hatch

St.

Louis

— Ingenuity

to
Scamahorn &
Hatch Palace, sold
to C. Woodard by Walter & Heitl
Magdalena
Casino, sold to Van Pelt by Leo

Duffy by

in

arranging

garner some good suggestions from
the following stunts:
Placed 200 window cards reading,
"Utilize week end reduced rates to

lobby playing
in advance.

numbers two weeks

Gave a special screening for 35
sales ladies from the 25 record dealer's stores, newspaper critics and some
exhibitors. The object in inviting the
sales ladies was to get them to boost
the picture when making sales and

sold

J. L. Gusler

—

;

;

—

Fay.

Closings

— Pinto.
NEW YORK

Mountainair

New

Changes

Ownership

Fulton

;

;

—

;

Corinth

by R.

sold
Severance & Dailey
—Eastman;
East Rockaway, L.

P.
Atlantic,

Starr,

to

I.

sold

to

Phos.

Theater

—

S.

Corp.

contract

Philadelphia— Town Hall, sold to Wm. E.
Syracuse Langan, sold to Langan Estate by F. M.
Croop; Troy Gardner Hall, sold to Wm.
H. Rose by Harry La Mont, Jr. Water vliet
Grand, sold to A. E. Battaglia by
Peter
Elliott
Wilmington Wilmington,
sold to Frank Watt by Mr. Ross; Woodbridge
Lyceum, sold to M. Freeman by
Jack Kaplan.

—

;

—

new

;

to

for

prepare

—

pic-

under

tures

Theat.

Cassio

to

Leuze by D. C. Aldrich

season.

—

;

—

Closings

—

L. I. Arcade, Franklin and Meridan; Bayside, L. I. Bayside; Bedford,
Hills
Community Bridgehampton, L. I.
Community ; Broad Channel, L. I.— Channel
Bronx Prospect Palace and Westchester; Brooklyn Amphion, Atlantic, De
Kalb, Eagle, Elite, Empress, Evergreen,
Fifth Ave., Fulton, Huntington, Livonia,
Montauk, Nostrand, Park, Pearl Movies,
Peerless, Plaza, Tip Top, Washington and
Whitney; Cedarhurst, L. I. Playhouse;
Cold Springs Playhouse Corona, L. I.
Colonial; Farmingdale, L. I.
Dale; Floral
Park, L. I.— Lilly; Hicksville, L. I.—
Hicksville; High Falls— Fall View; Huntington, L. I.
Palace; Inlet Gaiety; Kind-

Astoria,

—

—

—

—

—

;

—
— Opera

—
—

—

—

;

;

—

—

—

Daytona,
Casino,
Cortlandt,
Endicott,
Forsythe, Major, Melrose, Monroe, New
Palace,
Rose,
Savoy
Grant,
SuperStand,
ior Verona, Von Steuben, West End and

—

North Syracuse Community
Pine Islands Pine
Ossining Parthenon
Ronkonkoma, L. I.
Poughkeepsie Best
RosenCommunity and Fireman's Hall
dale
Casino; South Beach, S. I. Strand;
Yonkers HanWoodbridge Woodbridge
ilton, Park and Riverdale.

Woolworth

—

;

—

—

;

;

;

—
;

—
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;

;

in

—Apollo,

&

Oakland Beach 'Scenic, sold to
Albert J. Lambert by Adlard H. Lambert;

—

Auditorium and
New Classique, sold to Adonis Amuse. Co.
by Stamatis
Art, sold to M. Feely by
Peacock Holding Co.
Endicott, sold to
Manning,
Geo.
Jr., by Roma Realty Corp.
Victory, sold to V. Vannata by F. Di
Somma Antwerp Gateway, sold to Mr.
and Mrs. M. J. Sangster by Mrs. Taylor

Brooklyn

sold

Play up

sold to

House
Kingston Audit
Lima Town Hall Long Beach, L. I.
Long Beach; Mt. Vernon Embassy and
Playhouse
Newburgh Star and State
New York City Apollo, Arrow, Benenson,

Theaters

— Community.

Amuse. Corp.; Palace,

Royal,

Circuit;
Enter. ;

erhook

Argyle

—

St. Louis- visit Loew's State TheThis was printed in
ater and see."
the date panel on regular window
card. One of these cards was placed
in all railroad stations within a radius
of about 100 miles on eight of the
railroads coming into St. Louis.
Billed five outside towns. All towns
within a radius of 25 miles were sent
readers on the picture and used them.
"Post-Dispatch" used a two column
Broadstory one week in advance.
casting was done one week in advance by the Jefferson and Coronado
hotels orchestras. Organ solo broadcasting the numbers two weeks in advance from the theater, victrola in

Ownership

in

Daily Reminder

S.

;

;

Openings

— Playhouse.
ALL ANGLESDOES TRICK GreenvilleChanges
—Arcade,

to

—

Amsterdam and

— Cozy Bijou
Seabright — Seabright
House
— Palace;
Westwood —
New

Playhouse;

sold

Essex Capital Amuse. Corp. by M.

Stern

Newark Colonial, sold
Annis by Cohen & Shenk.
Closings

Hall,

Exhibitors

by Vance & Pine
Moravia
Opera House, sold to Thomas Anz by A.
E. Bauer; New York City Acme, sold to
Good Amuse. Corp.; by Sol Raives; Chatham, sold to Chas. Cohen by Lee Wah
Gee; Lincoln, sold to Leafrac Corp. by
Illustrative

Ownership

in

;

— Sweeney's

Arabella

Openings

Union

Missouri corn shucks monthly.

for a variety of publicity angles on
the showing of "Broadway Melody"
was exercised by Charles Gilfauck.
exploiteer for M-G-M, in cooperation
with Charles Raymond, manager of
the State at St. Louis. Showmen can

Friday, July 19, 1929

—

;

—

NOVELTY WINDOW DISPLAY

PUTS OVER "THE BARKER"
One of the best novelty window
displays that has appeared for some
time was used by a wide-awake exhibitor in publicizing "The Barker"
and collecting a load of attention that
reaped results at the box-office.
Manager Hugh J. Smart arranged
Montgomery's largest department store to derive a bit of publicity
in conjunction with a window stunt
the store was putting on, when "The
with

Barker" playing the Strand, a Publix
house.

Bad Acoustics Close Mass. House
Gardner,

Mass.

Western

— After

installation

The window stunt was really an
called "The Girl and the Spider
Memphis Sound entered its secLooking into the window
ond Memphis neighborhood house Web."

W.

E. at

Memphis Suburban

—

'act'

equipment at
Western
Electric from the outside, the onlookers saw
and
the Gardner, it was found that the recently,
the
first,
when
Lamar a staircase with seven or eight steps.
equipment
its
acoustics were not correct which
consequently closed the house for Lamar Boulevard and Kyle Sts. Near the top was a beautiful girl's
head protruding through the center
the summer in order to make altera- opened with "Close Harmony."
of the web; the web being made of
tions correcting the house for sound,
of

it

is

reported.

Electric

Work

is

to start

at

once with the house ready for opening by Labor Day.

Estay Organ Bought by Studio
American Sound Studios has signed contracts with the Estay Organ
Co. for the installation of an organ

Added

to Cleveland Sales Force
Charles Kranz, local
Cleveland
United Artists branch sales manager,
has added Lester Zucker to the sales
force.
Jack Flannery, formerly with
the Cincinnati U. A. sales force, has
been transferred to Cleveland.

silver tinsel.

—

One

could

see

above,

to the sides of the

head
peared to have no body.

under and

—and

it

ap-

This made

interesting and mystifying. An attendant would occasionally take the
head off, apparently, by using a net
with handle.
it

As soon as the instruA microphone attached to the ceilParis Co. to Operate Denver House
ready scoring by organ will
ing of the window with wired conDenver
Paris
Theater
Co.
has
future
producone
for
all
records.
This
done
be
the
vogue
was
play the
Dr. A. J. taken over the management and op- nections to an amplifier outside, was
tions made at the studio.
week in advance of the showing.
girls
music
at the eration of the Rivoli, formerly man- lowered every few minutes and the
individual
of
Bertin
is
director
cut-outs
of
Two
aged by Joe Roth of the Denver girl in the spider would tell the
holding large music notes and carry- studio.
Amusement Co.
assembled crowds outside about "The
ing the title Broadway Melody" (in
Barker" and occasionally mention
extra large letters measuring 18 ft.
Kays For Bangor Bijou
Butterfield Leases House
in height) were set on each end of the
something about a sale which the
Bangor, Me. William Kays, actThey were artistic and ing regional manager for Publix
marquee.
Battle Creek, Mich.— W. S. But- store was going to put on.
Placed 25 win- houses in Houlton, Fort Fairfield and terfield has leased the Capitol, Jackespecially attractive.
Cards were also a part of the window displays with the Brunswick Rec- Fort Kane, Me. is to succeed C. B. son from Glenn Cross, Claude Cady dow display; one of the largest cards
ord dealers through the Brunswick Jaffrey as manager of the Bijou here. and W. S. McLaren. McLaren will
reading, "Just as you are mystified
Co.,
the Brunswick Co. taking a
continue as manager.
in looking at this curious carnival
quarter page ad on the records and
character, so will you mystify at the
Buys Father's Theater
part of it was given to the picture.
Sells Akron House
stirring picturization of the play that
Fifty souvenir programs were placed
Sandusky, O. Earl Seitz has purAkron, O. Milton Bryer has sold held Broadway spellbound for one
on the tables in the offices of many chased the Star from his father, Wildoctors and dentists.
solid year
"The Barker."
liam F. Seitz.
the Waldorf to Max Federhar.
at the studios.
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FIRST
TALKING
PICTURE
a SPECIAL in every
sense of the word. Built to
It's

BIGMQNEj^^^w

get
inest theatres in the land.
irected by Harry J. Brown from the story
y Marian Jackson. Two negatives: one talking and singing; one silent.

4

n vl Laoinmle Presents

WAGON
MASTER
FORWARD MARCH

n

ti>

**

now on
Directors'

UNIVERSAL /

the presses

Annual and Production Guide

startlingly

new and

different

...o—.

IF

there

is

one thing Mack Sennett can do

better than picking beautiful

girls,

it

is

Clyde has already

his

quaint character-

izations famous in mack sennett talking comedies.

picking real comedians. And Sennett picks

And he

Andy Clyde as one of the high lights
the new season's talking comedies.

each

of

made

is

new

a bigger box-office attraction with
release. See

the greatest of

all his

and hear him now

comedy

in

portrayals.

)

Fox Expected

Leave Hospital

to

Few Days

in
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JERSEY UNIT

TO TEST

COMPOUND PROTECTION"

—

Admitting the neCity
and legality of protection, but
leclaring that granted Stanley-Fab
Atlantic

essitj

the state is illegal. New Jer
exhibitors at their convention
Presideni
authorized
Friday,
lere
ill
M. Seider. to engage coun
el
to test protection in the state,
representing
exhibitors,
rhirty-five
The ac
bout 70 theaters attended.

an

Representing a blue book of directorial talent, the Ten Best
Directors of the 1928-29 picture year have been selected by 304
newspaper, fan and trade publication critics. Announcement of the
outcome of the poll will be a feature of the Directors' Annual and
FILM
Production Guide, to be published next week by

THE

DAILY.

he says Stanleyindependent
over
secure-.
"abian
Seider was re
louses, is illegal.
lected president, despite bis wish to

tions, also

Injunction Against

Equipment

able.

No Interruption in
Wiring, W. E. Declares
be no interruption of inWestern Electric equipnent in- Argentine, the company statd Friday when news was received of
he injunction obtained by Argentine
\merican Films Co. Granting of ar
njuction usually follows institution of
iuit in Argentina, it was pointed out,
ollowing which the defendant posts
>cnd. The injunction is without prejldice to merits of the action, Westrn Electric states.

Dperation of 8 Houses
at Topeka, Kan. Merged

—

Midwest Topeka
Theater Corp., has merged operation
d{
the Grand, Jayhawk, Orpheum,
Novelty, Gem, Best, Crystal and Isis.
L. M. Miller is head of the new comTopeka, Kan.

G. L. Hooper, vice president;
Maurice Jencks, secretary; E. C.
Ah.oden, treasurer. Affiliated with the
ompany are theaters at Kansas City,
Wichita, Winfield, Welling, Liberal,
Mewton, Hays, Dodge City, in Kansas
and the following Missouri
towns:
Excelsior
Kansas
City,
Springs and Kirksville.
pany;

CONTRACT PLAYERS NOT TO
BE CALLEDOUT BY EQUITY

WILLIAM FOX CONTINUES
By CHARLES

—

.F.

HYNES

West

Coast

Bureau,

THE FILM DAILY

—

Recovery of WilMineola, L. I.
Hollywood Equity does not need
liam Fox continues rapidly at the to call out contract players, for such
Nassau hospital, inquiry at eight a move would hurt the association's
Vclock Saturday morning revealed. position with the public, Attorney
The executive has responded rapidly Paul Turner declared in addressing
to treatment and his discharge from
Chorus Equity here.
the hospital now is regarded as but
Editorial comment in the current
There is to
a matter of a few days.
issue "Equity" revealed the fact that
be a grand jury investigation of the
association was averse to asking
the
the
accident near here, which cost
from allied crafts.
help
chauffeur.
Fox's
life of

will

tallations of

Exhibitors oversold on sound pictures will have opportunity to obtain
adjustment if plans worked out tentatively by the sub-committee of sales
managers is adopted when the full

committees meet
daj

.

in

New York

Tues-

Exhibitor committeemen
some other plan, at the

may
ses-

sion.

RAPID RECOVERY OF

in Argentine

Distributors Would Create
Special Machinery in
Relief Move

offer

E.

Argentine American Film Co., disPhonofilm in
ributor of DeForest
Vryentina, has obtained an injunction
of
\\ estern
operation
estraining
".lectric sound reproducing equipment
n the South American republic, Robrt C. Richter of Richter & Banzhof,
\"ew York attorney for the company,
Friday stated he has been advised by

There

a radical departure in film trade publicawill present the honor roll of directors, named by the
nation's critics, among many other features.

The volume, marking

)

W.

Price 25 Cents

10 Best Named Next Week

of
recommendation
followed
ion
seider, who insists that the "com-

Page

1929

ADJUSTMENTS FOR OVERSOLD
EXHIBITORS TENTATIVE PLAN

in

)ound protection,"

21,

A

distributor committee, named
of the anti-Myers group
of exhibitors, met Friday with all
sales managers and the tentative plan
was approved, subject to revisions.
The program may be carried out
through the work of special machinery prepared for the purpose, or

The

upon request

through Film Boards of Trade.

If

the plan is adopted, it will be put into
effect as soon as possible, distributors realizing that if relief is to be
forthcoming to exhibitors declared
facing business extinction due to high
overhead, it must be granted quickly.

Warner Stock to be Used
to Buy Harms Music Firm
stock at $55 a share will
buy the Harms Music
to
used
be
Publishing Co.. it is understood. The
price is declared to be $8,000,000. Reports that a deal was under way have
been current for several months.

Warner

Cornerstone

Trying
MONDAY:
without

dope out how this business would funcYou know, even
arbitration is one tough job.
tion
Will Hays and
as
such proponents of the current system
We
structure.
the
Charles Pettijohn will tell you there are flaws in
source.
any
from
have never heard any claims for perfection advanced
The method has been in operation for several years. That it has funcnumber of actions
tioned remarkably well is demonstrated by the large
since
and the millions of dollars involved which have been cleared away
to

Warner Plans Held up
at Youngstown House
Youngstown,

O.— Negotiations

for

the hotel to be built above the theater are holding up plans of Warners
The theater
for a new house here.
Robbins, Waris to seat 3,000, David

of course. The constructive reMeanstates.
representative
ner
endeavor to
the
while, Publix yesterday opened
medial course is to point out where they are and then
Liberty,
reinforced
the
be
formerly
may
framework
Paramount,
the
bulwark the foundation so that
situation will, which has been rebuilt.
substantially and solidly. Those who have studied the
efforts are being
therefore, understand why it is on this morning that
$5,565,074 Estate
Indianapolis,
and
Dallas
in
made to resume arbitration proceedings
Left by Jules
Allied, have
two key cities where the state exhibitor units, allied with
Exclusive of realty
Philadelphia
passive resistance
Mastbaum, former
E.
pulled out in compliance with the Myers' edict of
Jules
holdings,
the
up
of p,sum
would
out.
Stanley president, left an estate
until the sound situation is straightened
in tax appraisal
arbishown
although
is
that,
it
84
observing
073
565
present controversy over this matter by
Mastbaum
completely satisfactory returns by the executors.
tration as today constituted falls short of a
1926.
7,
Dec.
died

the beginning.

Errors have crept

in,

Was

—

We

{Continued

on

Page

3)

Mastbaum
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FOREIGN MARKETS,
PRESENTATIONS, by

by

James

Herbert

P.

S.

BOUND
CONSTANT NYMPH
DANGEROUS CURVES
CHINA

13
13

Opening

"Smiling

of

SOUND

at the Central,
Convention of

July 23-25

New

Eyes"

York.

Rocky

Mountain

July 26

States exhibitors at Denver.
Film golf tournament of exhibitors
and distributors at Minneapolis.

July 27

First

issue

of

Newsreel

1

Aug.

7

Sept

28

Film

Washington

—

be held in Baden-Baden
and Breslau during September, advises a report to the M. P. Division
of the Dept. of Commerce.
Producers have agreed to lend their best
productions of the year for showing
All German
during the festivities.
producers will be invited to attend
the

will

11

12-13

16

Berg

*<lo

pfd

Fox

Fm.

*Keith
*do pfd

15

Cunningham

Loew's

16

35

M.

12
13
12

U
13
12
12

Cap
F-L
Exch

P.

RCA-Photophone. The announcement was made by I. W.
Brown, district manager with head-

quarters here.

Warner Common on $3 Basis
Common stock of Warners has

New Company

Planning

Frank R. Wilson and M.

Weiswho are distributing "Simba,"

feldt,

are

reported to

tion

be

J.

planning forma-

new company.

of

Now

Hart

at

Clearwater, Fla.

—

Clearwater
William Hart has

—

diction includes Kansas City, Memphis and New Orleans.
Edward A.
Furni of the St. Paul Orpheum will
succeed Burke here.

A

retired all its outstanding participation 8 per cent first preferred.

Flavin to Handle Radio
Harold Flavin, who has
dling trade paper publicity
mount, is to be placed in
radio

Pets.

broadcasting

well at Palatka.

terest.

mount

—

—
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LAST PRICE QUOTED

§11,500 Left by Gladys Brockwell
West

Coast

Bureau,

Hollywood

for Paracharge of

500.

—

THE FILM DAILi

Gladys

Brockwell

died July 2 following an auto-|
mobile accident, left an estate of $11,

BROOKS
THE NAME YOU GO BY
WHEN YOU GO TO BUY

Name
of the
to the

COSTUMES
GOWNS AMD UNIFORMS
14-37

B'WAY. N.V
AISO E5.000

TEL. 5580 PENN.

COSTUMES To

hent=

TERRITORIES OPEN

RADIOTONE

(Jhtjfe
#'%^^***^

The

\ J?L*)

latest

interchangeable

PATENTED

and with

TWO

OUR GUARANTEE:
1600

Installation

take back the equipment and

BROADWAY

must

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

AMPLIFIERS

it

Stebbins,

you or
you nothing.

satisfy

costs

I

equipment

$2,000 payable $650 down and $33.75 weekly.
Giving 40 iveeks time to pay off.

we

Let Us Solve Your Problems

improved,

talkie

NEW YORK

CITY

1540

B'WAY

2,40

A

Am.

units

10

31

.

do

30
70

7/g

m

1

BOND MARKET

6s
41

Seat.

8.00
50
8,30

26ji

95^

Warner

10
5.20

22

x-war.
96|4
mount 6s 47
9&A
Par. By. 5'As 51. 98J4
Pathe 7s 37
70 J4
6s

1,50'

34
23
11

*Univ. Pict
*do pfd

30
17,80

25

deb. rts
Ser.

Thea.

1.50

98/

Trans Lux

do

57^

H

Proj

Film Week.

—

57'A

D.W. "A"

Scr.

who

Resigns from M. P. E. Ass'n
Waterbury House Changes
Wiring Cannan House
Sydney J. J. Morrish has resignWaterbury, Conn. Name
Cannan, Conn. Sound equipment ed as secretary of the M. P. ExhibRialto here has been changed
succeeded
been
has
is being installed at the Colonial by itors' Ass'n and
State.
Rossi Cabol.
bv Bill Howe.

57Vs

51)

2%

Insp
Thea.

Intern.

Nat.
Nat.

.

Ind.

*Loew do

Publicity
been han-

publicity
for
the
Columbia
chain, in which Pararecently acquired one-half in-

been named manager of the De Luxe
here. He formerly managed the Ho-

90

55

Roxy "A"
F. N. Stock Called
First National Pictures has called
for redemption on Oct. 1 all its outstanding 7 per cent, second preferred
and 7 per cent second preferred
B stock at par and accrued dividends.
On July 1 First National Picture^

91

CURB MARKET
..6
SVt

Fm.

Con.

Frank Burke Heads R-K-0

25^8
196
128
90
40
117/,

68
8?A

Katz

Columbia
.14

%

Sale
10

Prod.

&

Bal.

Minneapolis Frank Burke, manager of the Hemi'epin-Orpheum here,
has been named publicity and exploitation director for Radio-Keith-Orpheum in the southern territory, with
headquarters at St. Louis. His juris-

tatives of

...

Close
35

pfd

Acoustic

Chicago A. L. Aved has been
named Minneapolis C. W. Perry, Milwaukee, N. J., Porske, St. Louis and
E. G. Hancock, Indianapolis represen-

—

196

Pathe
do "A"
Radio
K-A-O ...
'Stanley Co
*Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros
do "A"

PAGE

Publicity Force in South

Middle West

19SJ/2

Inc

Para.

SILENT SENTINEL

2S'A

35
25

pfd.

"A"
A-O

Low

pfd

*do

Named

Week For German Trade

THE FILM DAILY
A German Film

11

Fm. Ind.
Kodak

'Griffith,

(silent).
of Universal

Washington Bureau of

Week

International

Seat

Con.

*Film

been placed on a $3 dividend basis,
First issue
Newsreel
with declaration of an extra dividend
(silent).
Dividend of 75 cents
First issue of Paramount Sound of 12^ cents.
News.
will be paid on the stock Sept. 1 to
Golf tournament of exhibitors and
Regular
holders of record Aug. 10.
exchangemen at Seattle.
First issue of Hearst Metrotone dividend of 55 cents on the preferred
News (sound).
has been declared also.

July 31

Aug.

M-G-M

Am.

Fox

in

Irish

High

10

East.

Eddy

STREET GIRL
THE BACHELOR GIRL
THE OFFICE SCANDAL
13
THE OPPRESSED
THE WOMAN IN WHITE
12
TWIN BEDS
13
SHORT SUBJECTS
SILENT
13

Photophone Sales Heads

July 23

10

12
12

PAUL STREET BOYS
PICCADILLY
PLEASURE CRAZED
MELODY LANE

—

Moines.

6

PAGE

—

Golf tournament and picnic of
exhibitors and distributors at Des
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21,

A
extends
hopeful

it

A

di-

To

enis advisnot the
is
length of the step, but its direction...
road the F. and R.
It was a Ioiim
deal traveled before ending in PubLess than two years
lix pastures.

were easj
nab North-

bets to any amount
to secure that Fox would

we rememsome extended

["hen,

if

Fox did
Bill
vacationing in Georgia and William
So
Ilannn became a bit impatient.
ber,

ended

came

Then

deal.

that

Warner negotiations

First

for

the

Natwo

F. and R's stock— at
tional.
hundred smackers a share was need-

—

ed to round out the holdings gathered in by Harry. Abe and Jack before
their F. N. acquisition was set. That
closed, much talk ensued about the
Finally.
F. and R. circuit.
Publix entered the joust as an active
Both proups already were
bidder.
partners in Twin Cities first runs,
entire

but beyond that each went his own
way. Now the tale is ended. Publix
is

the

owner and boss.

.

.

.

1

AMERICAN

held its
the ticker flashed word

Over
an auto smash-up with

breath.

of
the central figure.

Hill

box

Mergers, pictures
and all else sidetracked. Fox played
center stage and down stage all at
First reports looked bad.
OIK time.
Out to Mineola on the triple quick
went Jimmy Grainger and Jack Leo.
Much excitement until late in the day.
Then it was learned Fox had been
badly bruised and terribly shaken up.
No danger. The
but that was all.
sighs of relief were audible all over
nies Square.

*

major

within the
industry, of course, occupies an unchallenged spot
But it took this incident to demonstrate how importantEarly
ly he figures in the public eye.

Fox, as

a

figure

nut withstandcompanies are bending

ing, the big
much serious thought

DAI

and long hours

of a court of
adjustment, created specifically to relieve the small exhibitors of many of

development

toward

VENING rOURNAL

of

their
al

a

sound picture burdens.

Nation-

distributors realize full well
severe plight confronts the

man.

what
little

in

the booth,

rentals hovering somewhere between
heaven and earth and much nearer
these are among tinthe former
It
troubles crying for adjustment
is realized this is an industry matter,

—

not a localized situation and, as such,

being approached with a broad
is
and sympathetic understanding....

Changing Times
Wednesday: Abe

Sablosky,

tive

than

in

exhibition

there

we can remember,

is

soon to

Mastbaum!.
Hollywood informs Equity's man.

.

date against producers has been exWonder
tended to silent pictures.

where Frank Gillmore discovered any
were being made?....
That new equipment combine
General Theaters includes Grandeur
which, you may not knovv, is the name
of the wide film on which the Fox
forces have been working for months
One of the seven companies
past.
embraced by General, Grandeur's
presence in tthe consolidation has
cieated considerable comment about

—

—

has

.ts

to

is

night

the

of

thai

litj

it

GRAPHIC

the

pi,,,

:

.

.

,

fool

case with so many recent
neral effect of this daddy
club things is of such a ^high
deserve, unstinted praise.
* * Technically, the Uni*
_

a

is

praiseworthy

Camera

art.

product

work

is

good, even
fairly
for the principals

recording is
doubling

ous

can

the

industrialized
lent

„
You

'

course, and most of them
of
it,
and
the accompaniment of sound

as

ue

*

of an
excel-

though
is

ob-

Budapest impression of
this .s a
a
street, and while I'al reins is
he is a stranger on Broad-

bu t
t u lai

or,

earning

a slant at Paramount's
statement for the first half

A mere $5,112,000 and onlj
of 1929?
58 per cent ahead of the corresponding period of 1928....

The Warners
No end to the ambition
these Warner brethren. Producers,
distributors, exhibitors, they now enter the theater accessory business as
well. What next?.
Friday:

ot

Signs of the age
cational
\

<

ar.

.

.

.

we move

finishing up

is

gram and

more years

turn over the reins to Johnny Payette.
You can now
his general manager.
count the original Stanley-ites lett in
the Stanley organization on the fingShades of Jules
ers of one hand.

in

*

Did you take

with

since the begirning, is about to pull up stakes
In Washington, Harry Crandall, ac-

ENING WORLD-

in

closed ....

.

Company

Stanley

all

no
absolutely
picture suiters
-

will

its

make only

in.

Edu-

silent pro-

talkers next

.

An adding and

subtracting problem

Houses that dip into
Universal.
tie red are being disposed of. At the
same time plans for expansion in more
thriving locales are being developed.
In Canada, Famous figures on wiring 100 of its 155 houses by the end of
at

this

year.

Day by day

the invasion

kes firmer hold. ...
Several exhibitors in Southern Illinois have recently passed through interesting experiments with sound and
In three specific insilent pictures.
t;

stances, silents have captured laurels
from sound. In some other spots, the

\ et,
experience has been the same.
taken by and large, the impetus to
box-offices

which

is

traceable direct-

convincing argument of
why the industry has taken talkers so
whole-heartedly to its ample bosom
ly to

sound

*

HERALD-TRIBUNE
the

to

To

cut

length of
retain a
still

conventional

the drama
the current
slight sembthe
effects

feature films and
and
lance of cinema movement
have been
"Broadwaj
nd
though the plot is
edited devastating and.
characterization and ati, Unwed,
faithfullj
greater degree than
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for
elaborate production ran atone
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dialogue,

closely

has
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original

the

to

* adheres
though
t

edited; in tact
been rather strenuously
of the more
such an extent that some
of the

punch
However, when
production.
that
liberties
numerous
the

moments

legitimate

considers
screen has

lose

the thrilling

one
the

successes
taken with legitimate
accura e and
.•Broadway" presents a rather
the original play.
intriguing transcription of
the ingenious Paul Fecould with rte
has ,l,„,e everything he
"Broadway
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not quite as
Vnd while the liama is perhaps
and breathless in
not quite as tense
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think the
the stage.
he film as it wa
a visit.
nieture * * * IS well worth
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he characters to look at
repre* * In short. "Broadway
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meltingly phosents an entirely acceptable,
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never
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nieture
producton-oforiginal
as exciting as the
Certainly whatmoving enough.
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ever its shortcomings
eveis a sufficient
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production,
stage
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nine for the sound box
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that is apt to leave you
traditional snake's hips. * * *

What's wrong with

this picture

TIMES-*

*

Some

the story.

NEWS—*

drama * * * Certainly nobody, on seeing "Betrayal," can accuse Jannings of having worshiped the box-office in
his final American movie.
For these isn't the slightest smack of dollar bills
in
this one.
It is a thoroughly
artistic production.
* * depressing
*
* the star
contributes a distinguished
performance since he is a distinguished performer. * * *
Lewis Milestone, the director, handled the
story with dignity, and good characterizations
are offered by Esther Ralston, as the wife,
and Gary Cooper, as the other man.
Jannings' work is
up to standard, and that of Gary Cooper and
Esther Ralston is also excellent, but the
deficiencies of the story take all the sparkle
tive piece of silent

EVENING JOURNAL—*

'

EVENING WiORLD—
them.

out of

GRAPHIC— We
Mr. Jannings'

not

done much
been

has

Most

of

finer

given
the

dislike to
finest

—

admit that

portrayal.

He

is

it

has

things probably because he
material to work with.

finer

photography was excellent.

HERALD-TRIBUNE—*

*

*

the

last

American appearance of the mighty Emil Jannings, the most illustrious exile banished by
* it has
the coming of screen audibility. * *
some admirably effective dramatic moments;
exceptionally well directed, and, of course,
On the other
almost perfectly acted.
hand, it never quite captures the * drama that
should be inherent in its ideas. *
The story is
wide
tensely dramatic, but does not permit the
necvariety- of character delineation that one
vehicle
essarily anticipates from a Jannings

it

it

is

is

MORNING TELEGRAPH—

is such a finished
be
could
does
he
nothing
personcalled even mediocre, his dominating
surmounts all
ality oversteps trivialties and

*

*

*

artist

However. Jannings
that

irregularities.

.

While Lewis Milestone s direction
founded, it
dignified, deliberate and well
is
makes the charlacks that something which
Both Miss Ralston and
acters real people.
never notice
Mr. Cooper are killed off and you

POST

an intensely morbid picture,
is
and
an enforced happy or resigned
contented ending.
.,
,
* * while I cannot foie-
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despite

TELEGRAM—*

hox office favor it
cast for it any particular
t
ress,ve a " d
strikes me as being an > P
,.
„^
fiuns that
wrought
clasp to the chain of finely

m

Tannings has

TIMES—*

J

already bequeathed us.
* * a well-acted picture, but at

.great
same time one that loses ,
its scenic ettects.
through the artificiality of
himself
mings does not distinguish
give a good
taction, but he does
this prodi
deal

the

his

familiar screen

conviction
story of neither
rumbling tragedy
nor coherence, a turgid,

vVORLD-A

*

is

enough, its other features are excellent.
There is, for instance, the stunning
performance of its star
* * decidedly an effecDAILY

raa

of the subtle touches

those dralow as the

Strangely

performance witth many of

°f

of
as

mas

in

is

KANN

*

The Paramount, New York

AMERICAN—*

stem

even

this business.

stor)
separated
Then with nary a warning, the
confabs were resumed and toda_\

price
ran.

Payments on equipment, score

charges, added overhead

the

blooey,

•

*

"The Betrayal"
Paramount

many

mam

Direction of the action is adt
comparisons are
since
though,
on a sue
inevitable when a film is based
slowly
too
is
it
production,
tagi

took three months for Gene Richset
with Paramount.
ards to get

in

of

set..

\

decoration.

in

share
being
highlights
the
entertainment,
rackson's performance and the stun
is

I

interior

which

entertainment
its
has
It

plenty
thrilling moments
is
there
Hut
atmosphere.
doubt as I,, the fact thai the
io
comparison to the play.

It

Six million
them, so the

average.

and

timed,

over.

Broadway
.nil

i.

above

are bizarre and also impressive.
His
treatment of the photography inside the ParaCafe is singularly well done. Here his
camera seems to float in midair over and
about the great, glistening hall, dipping now
and again to pick up and emphasize by
proximity the individual work of the dancers
and singers. The planning and design of the
cafe itself is a remarkable piece of work.
"Broadway" is an extraordinary example of

dise

,

NEWS

\.\

reaches

ently displayed on page one....

Saenger Theaters would go to Publix.
Taken for granted everywhere. Then.

'

1

quate

funny twists,

which

I

editions of afternoon papers ribboned
the accident story clear across the
Every morning paper in
front page.
New York carried the yarn prominFull of

'

'

*

* * Mr. Fejos, the director,
shown in other films that he is expert
with camera angle and photographic ingenuity.
Here he indulges in a number of episodes

dandy

Here's

*

has

It's
a honey
movie entertainment
art
with thrills, pathos, crime and romance in
tlegging and night club
inside story of the
Splendidly acted
0D ,,1,1 Broadway.
And one of the mo t
Magnificently produced.
Night
"Paradise
the
Stupendous 'sellings.
he story
Club" ever built in Los Angeles.
The atmosphere is colorful.
i~
absorbing.
Glenn Tryon, Evelyn Brent and the supdo great work.
,t

DAILY MIRROR

•

*

WORLD—'

burst

lines

directed this film under the superCarl Laemmle, Jr., has done a good

vision of
job.

with nervepadding
lh and the searing drama of
tmselul
the play burns through the picture's
trappings t<' hold onlookers in hypnotic thrall.

I

It

Scoffers

Tuesday:

helpful.
the original

or

who

jos,

tbe

in

situation

none omitted.
additions, which are not esBut gleaming through this

,,

pecially

No

"

overlooked,

been

lias

play

I

Hard At

New York
'

play

have been missed and the ausubservience of the various characters is by no means as well drawn as in
the stage effect. .Nevertheless, Dr. Paul Fe-

Universal
Globe,

Excitement
Thursday: An industry

of the
thority

"Broadway"

Fox and bis possible connection with
the whole move ....

it

ago,

Page

from

ontintied

right

the
sign.

in

croach on a Hays maxim,
able to remember that it

west Theaters,

Newspaper Opinions

Cornerstone
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rection.
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New

Week's Headlines
Monday
Move

being

made

to resume arbitration in
Allied keys; Dallas and Indianapolis seek
to operate with non-member boards.

Tuesday
in

com-

plaints

lodged; exhibitors co-operative also
registered squawks on Famous Play-

ers.

Width, sound and color features promised
by invention of Watson Hartley of Boston.
H. L. Clajke, International Projector and
National Theater Supply chief, heads new
equipment combine.

Wednesday
Warners plan

withdraw from arbitration
is report; rules of procedure and prejudice
held cause; Sam E. Morris denies report.
Change in policy of Dept. of Justice oa
mergers is unconfirmed.
New Equipment combine's set-up is comto

pleted.

Frank Gillmore
shop

in

issues new
silent features.

Equity

order for

Thursday
Paramount-Saenger deal near completion, two

World Realty houses at Omaha bought.
Fox injured in auto accident; hurts severe
but

not critical.
averse to asking help from allied
crafts, although aid declared pledged.
Distributors ready with sound proposals.

Equity

Friday
Warners

to

Continental

enter supply business
accessories to handle

of theater equipment.
United Artist sells six
East to M-G-M.
Paramount preparing to
tures via Magnafilm.

theater

Sept.
all

exchanges

in

N.

C.

— R.

remodel

here.

a

Theater Activities

Blasingame
P.
building to house

a

—

—

—A

—

—

—

—

Lawton, lOkla. H. A. and Margaret Day
The
will open the new Lawton Aug. 15.
house

is

equipped for sound.

—

Woodsboro, Tex. G. A. Risken and Son
have opened their new Arcadia.
Corpus Christie, Tex.— Robb and Rowley
have started construction on their new theater building here.

— Walter Leverette and George
the New State.
nearing
Ind. — Construction
Publix

Eugene, Ore.

Roy have opened

is
Anderson,
will
completion on the Muller house.
operate the Muller.
A new theater is contemplated
Tulsa, Okla.
here by the Little Theater group.

—

1

—The

Majestic has been

are planning the
construction of a six story theater building.
Spur, Tex.
Work is rapidly progressing on
the $35,000 Spur theater for Messrs Reming-

—

Nelson and

ton,

Phillips.

—'George

A. Johnson has broken ground for his new house here. The house
Centre, Ala.
seat

will

500.

—

Athens, Ala. Mrs. R. C. Allen, manager
the Dixie, announces that there is a possibility
new house being constructed
of a

THE FILM DAILY

H. Lam are chief executives, will have a seatThe house will
ing capacity of about 1200.
be wired with Western Electric sound equipment.

—

Raymond, Wash. "Show Boat" opened the
Raymond, operated by Bernard Mulligan. The
house was wired by Western Electric.

A

Argentine, 400 are operated daily New York. The featured number of
of the
while the remainder are opened at ir- the program is la staging
R-K-O-Pantages deal for six houses only.
to the ballet, "The Dance of the Hours,"
according
intervals,
regular
Saturday
"La Giaconda."
Ponchielli's
Dept. of Com- from
Adjustments for oversold exhibitors tenta- M. P. Division of the
tive plan; distributors would create spe- merce.
Of the 400 theaters open The Roxy Symphony Orchestra,
cial machinery in relief move.
150 are located in Buenos Roxy Ballet Corps and the Roxyettes
daily,
Rapid recovery of William Fox continues.
participate, the solo dances being
in Rosario and ten in Ba- will
35
Aires,
Injunction against Western Electric equipperformed
by Leonide Massine and
the
that
estimated
ment in Argentine; no interruption in hia Blanca.
It is
wiring W. E. declares.
States supplies about 80 per Patricia Bowman.
United
Operation of eight houses at Topeka, Kan.
cent of Argentine's film requirements.
merged.
Nancy Decker at Capitol
Decker, singer, has been
Nancy
New Orleans House Sold
added to the Chester Hale stage re2
Dailies
been
has
Mars
New Orleans— The
who vue, "Yacht Party," new stage unit
Newsreel
sold through Charles Tolmas,
which will be seen at the Capitol,
management
new
Two more dailies, "The Minne- reports that the
New York this week.
apolis Tribune" and "The Kansas intends installing sound.
produce

wide

pic-

in

Added
Hookup

More
To "U"

City Journal-Post," have been added
to the list of publications now af-

Buys at Woonsocket, S. D.
Shradar Buys Kimball House
Woonsocket, S. D. E. C. AreBoone
filiated with Universal in its newsreel
Boone, la.— L. Shrader of
hardt, formerly of Laurel, Neb., has
combine, accordng to an announce- has purchased the Lumco from M. taken over operation of the Gem
ment made by M. Van Praag, general Lumpkin.
here from J. A. Woodring.
sales manager.
The contracts were
signed with the publications by Fred
Buys Elk River House
Five Day Policy for Ga. House
McConnell, newsreel sales manager,
Elk River, Ida.— H. L. Wright of
Ga.—The Colonial has
Bilford,
who has just returned from a west- been reopened and will operate on a Troy, Ida. has purchased the Rex
ern trip in which he visited these two five day policy closing Wednesdays here from Jack Rowe and Rudolph
cities.
First issue of the newsreel during the summer months.
Berry.
wll be released Aug. 31.
Pence to Manage Monticello Houses
Split Week at Waltersboro
has
Gloria
Attica, Ind.
Ted Pence who manThe
Waltersboro, S.
German Technicians at Paris
Paris
Several German sound tech- inaugurated its split week policy fea- aged the Messner and Orpheum here
nicians have arrived to inspect the turing sound and talking pictures the has been transferred to the MontiTobis sound equipment installed at first three days and silent pictures cello where he will manage the
strand and Lyric.
the studio at Epinay.
the remainder of the week.

—

C—

—

Two Chicago Co's Dissolve
Probe Uniontown Fire
The Armitage Theater
Chicago—
Uniontown, Pa. Probe of reported
Theater Co. have
Varsity
and
incendiarism is under way at the Corp.
dissolved here, it is reported.
been
Dixie here, damaged by fire, with estimated loss of $30,000.
Cohen Returns to South Bend
Herbert S.
South B^nd, Ind.
Ely at Dickson, Tenn.
Cohen, former manager of the OliDickson, Tenn. John Ely, who ver, has returned to become assistant
Cohen forformerly operated a house at Clarkes- manager of the Palace.
ville, now is managing the
Caiety merly was connected with the State
here.
and Orpheum at Springfield, 111.

—

—

—

Paterson;

Charles

—

I.

J.

Moe

Kritel,
Jersey City.

Frank,

Hammondton;

Newark;

J.

—

Danzig,

Stressing the need for immediate
on high overhead, Seider in his
report drew an optimistic picture of
next
season's
products,
predicting
relief

that independents who had difficulty
in getting quality product last year,
next season will have Fox and Mr
G-M product to draw from, which,
he pointed out, is being sold away
from the Stanley-Fabian houses. In-

dependents still have a chance to operate at a profit, provided they keep
abreast of the times, he declared.
Distributors want the independents
to survive, he declared.
The association protested against circulation
of statements addressed to the public, which infer the independents cannot get product of the same quality
as that played by circuits.
Louis
Nizer, secretary of the New York
Film Board and C. Hawkins of RCAPhotophone were other speakers.
Nizer addressed the sessions on arbitration and the future of independent exhibitors.

Roxbury House Reopens
Roxbury Crossing, Mass. After
being closed for a number of weeks
during which time it was completely

—

renovated and redecorated, the Netoco Criterion has reopened. Among
other
improvements,
new opera
chairs and Western Electric have

been

installed.

Marks

at

K. C.

Jerry Marks, who has been appointed fifth district supervisor for Tiffany-Stahl, will make his headquarters at the Kansas City branch of
that organization.

French Film Writers Join Authors
Paris The Society of Authors and
Dramatists has been joined by the
French Society of Film Authors. The
society will collect fees and percentages from producers, and it is also
stated, if necessary from exhibitors.

—

Worcester Regent Sold
Sound Special from Vandal
The Regent was

Worcester, Mass.

New-

Robinson,

M. Hirshlond, Toms River;
Gold, Newark; I. M. Roth,

Louis
Morristown,

—

1)

Princeton, treasurer. Directors, who
are to name the vice presidents are:
Jacob Fox, Riverside; Peter Adams,

here.

"Giaconda" Ballet at Roxy
varied music program accom"Lucky Star," at the Roxy,
theaters
panies
975
the
Washington— Of
975 Theaters in Argentine

Washington Bureau of

(Continued from Page

from the post. Other officers
elected are: Leon Risenblatt, Bayonne; secretary and Frank Warren,

ark;

—

tt

retire

of

Building of a 3,000-seat theater on White
Plains Ave., and Gunhill Rd., the Bronx,
New York, is planned.
Bid have been let on Berlin's
Berlin, Wis.
new $80,000 theater, work upon which is
expected to start within the next few weeks.
The house will be of Spanish design with a
It will be equipped
seating capacity of 600.
with Mellophone sound equipment.
here is expected
DeSota
Rome, Ga. 'The
to be ready for opening between Aug. 1 and
15.
The new theater, which will be operated
by Rome Enterprises, of which O. C. and J.

1929

21,

TOM

JERSEY UNIT
a

opened.

Dallas— Business men here

Chester, Pa.
Hoffman-Henon Co., is
a house to be constructed here for
at a reported cost of $300,000.
Casco Amusement Co. afSanford, Me.
filiated with the E. M. Loew circuit of Boston, will operated a $100,000 theater to be
built on the site of the Colonial here.
house is to be erected
Falmouth, Mass.
here by the University Players.
Morgantown, N. C. Vernon Davis has
opened the Alva here.
Negotiations are reported
Asheville, N. C.
under way for a site for a theater here.
Eagle Lake, Tex. Mart Cole and Carl
Milentz have let a contract for a new house
here.

San Antonio, Tex.

is

build

Warners

kinds

Far

to

West

to

Canadian government probes rentals
has

Jonesboro,

planning

Sunday, July

&

Delac

—

Paris J. Duvivier directed "Masold at public auction to R. S. BasColibri" for Vandal & Delac.
man
The house will continue under
sett.
was financed by a
its
present management, with no The picture
combine. It will be
French-German
changes contemplated.
released n Germany by Ufa.

Werba to Direct Boulevard
Long Island City, N. Y. Louis F.
Werba will continue to operate the

—

Lansing House Changes Policy
Lansing, Mich. The Gladmer will
Boulevard here which was taken over change on Saturday instead of Sunby Fox Metropolitan Playhouses.
days as heretofore.

—

for
Sound

your ticket register

as a novelty is out of the running. The
is here. Poor reproduction drives

Corporation of America, the General Electric
Company and the Westinghouse Electric
& Manufacturing Company, manufacturers of
RCA Photophone. It follows that the sound
equipment of these manufacturers permits of
value-giving in excess of every other standard.

day of quality

the public away.

Good reproduction draws

it in.

Inevitably, therefore, the public is responding to
Photophone with a patronage that keeps
ticket registers clicking overtime.

RCA

Created by a group of electrical and acoustical
manufacturers who have contributed most to the
public's appreciation of tone quality, RCA Photophone represents the furthest advances in the
art of sound recording and reproduction.

When you purchase an RCA Photophone, you are
buying more than merely a sound system. You
are making a lasting investment in a quality
tone system that will give you a sense of security
at all

In no other organizations in the world
other consideration more completely set aside for the attainment of the highest possible
quality and precision than in

is

every

times

For sound, as

it

and priced

right.

should sound, contract now for
RCA Photophone. It will enhance the prestige of your house
and expand your profit
.
.

PHOTOPHONE

the laboratories of the Radio

that is built right

.

account.

jj/annzn
Address All Inquiries

RCA,

to

Commercial Department

OXE, lime.
PHOTOPH
AMKKHA
rOHPOKATION
Or

SUBSIDIARY QE HAI>IO
4ll
Denver: ei7-i7TH street

FIFTH

san francisco: 23s

AVENUE

Montgomery

street

-

NEW YORK
CH/CACO.-IOO

CITY

W.MONROE STREET

KANSAS CITY,MO: DAVIDSON BLDC.

THE

NEW DEVELOPMENTS

SOUND

IN

THE FAST GROWING
FIELD OF SYNCHRONIZATION

CHARLES

By

15 Phonofilm Shorts

EXPLOITS W.

E.

SYSTEM

IN

manager

COLORADO

—

of the

Are

Ready, Richrath Says

Pat ArColo.
American, Colo-

Colorado Springs,
gust,

SOUND

rado Springs, capitalized the publicity
value of his Western Electric sound
system even before it was operating.
During the time the installation was
being completed a painted board in
the lobby announced the future attr?ction. After the completion of the

Fifteen shorts have been completed
by International Photoplay Distributors, states Paul J. Richrath. general
manager, who declares all territories
on the subjects have been sold. The

headed by "Marionettes." All
were recorded by the De Foresl
Phonofilm system.

list

is

Clarifone Put on Market

—

handling company affairs during his

for the Palace, Hemphill;
and Colon. El Paso.

July,

To Be Used

0219

0220

0221
02'22

»>'

—

THE FILM DAILY

Bureau,

Coast

Hollywood

— England

General Sound Equipment Co. of
Illinois has been formed here to handle sales of Gennett synchronizers
Illinois,
Wisconsin, Michigan, Missouri,
Tennessee and Inclana are
states in
operate.

Beloved

Is

It

-Nights

—

Vocal

Morn

(Ace.

by

— Standard

Gennett

Concert

Ensemble)

Nevada Vander Veer
Vocal

Ace.

by

Gennett

Concert

Nevada Vander Veei

Ensemble)

New

Prices

— Double Value

now furnished with two
musical selections at only $1.00, previous listings (double face
same selection both sides) being reduced to 75 cents.
Gennett Unsynchronized Records are

Write For Complete Catalog
Sold Everywhere

Gennett Records
RICHMOND,
Woodside, L.

I.,

Washington

IND.

— The

alking

is

THE FILM DAILY
Vita

with
Prod.

allied

Screen

Long Beach,

Baltimore;

Cal.:

New

Preston,

Queen,

Winters, Tex.;
Cumberland, New Brunswick, Me.;
(.rand. Benld, 111.; Globe, Christopher, 111.; Empire, Zeigler, 111.; Black
Hills. Hot Springs. S. D.; Park, Middleboro, Mass.; Burns, Newport, Vt.;

studio

in

ater.

be ro, Mass.;

To Demonstrate Syntox

—

M. Van Damm will
Audiop h o ne foTTJaytona Beach
shortly
demonstrate
Syntox,
new
Daytona Beach. Fla. Audiophone disc sound device, at the Scala here.

—

being installed at the Lyric here. The device sells for approximately
The device is manufactured by the §970 Sixty sets already have been
Audiophone Corp. and includes a ordered for the Continent, according
double amplification channel.
to Ya:i Damm.
is

Sound

Two

Baltimore
Talkers For Ellenville N. Y.
equipment was
Ellenville, N. Y.— "The
Pagan,"
recently installed at the Harford and
inaugurated
sound
at
the
ShadowAstor here.
Thomas D. Goldberg
owns the Harford, while Robert land owned by John Spadaro.
Kanter is manager of the Astor.
for

Baltimore

— Sound

in

German W. E. Co. Formed
Talkers for Memphis, Tex.
Berlin A German Western ElecMemphis. Tex. Sound equipment tric company has been registered
has been installed at the Palace, ac- here with a nominal capital of $9,200.
cording to Charlie Meacham, owner.

—

—

Sound at Warwick N. Y. House
Warwick, N. Y. Sound was introduced here at the Oakland with
showing of "The Barker."

—

W.

W.

E. for Athens

—

House

O. Western Electric installation has been made at the Majestic by the owner, Maurice Gross.
Athens,

E. Equipment at Georgiana, Ala.
British Sound Co. Formed
Georgiana. Ala. Western Electric
London Talking and Sound Picsctmd reproducing equipment has tures, Ltd., has been registered here
been installed at the Family here.
with A. Neville Pearson and J. E.
Harding directors, to produce sound
Sound At Kingsville House

—

—

— Sound

has been installed at

Los Angeles, Cal.
1344 So. Flower St.

lnternatipnal

London

Kingsville, Tex.

New York

6010 38th Ave.
HAVemeyer 6401

Phonofilm equipment to the Bravton,

Th

pompany

.

Symphony Orchestra
Dream")
Symphony Orchestra
Funeral March (Excerpt Beethoven's "Eroica") ... .Symphony Orchestra
Symphony Orchestra
Funeral March (Chopin)
Symphony Orchestra
For General Use
Kiss Me Again
Love You Truly Wedding & Love Scenes. Harp, Violin. Cello & Flute

— Standard

deliveries are as follows:

'

with Vitaphone

Use. Harp. Violin, Cello & Klute
Harp, Violin, Cello & Flute
Symphony Orchestra
Symphony Orchestra

—

Wedding March (From "Lohengrin")
Wedding March (From "Midsummer

Until

SPEEDEUESSER SAYS

—

—

—

adopted

due to equipment on the market, acProduction output of the De Forest
cording to Roy J. Pomeroy, former
Phonofilm Company is being keved
sound chief for Paramount, who has
up considerably, states Irving Lesser,
returned from abroad. Little prog
general sales manager of General
on talkers has been made in oilier
Talking Pictures.
Of 27 deliveries
countries, he stated.
recently made. 11 were Phonofilms
and 16 Phonodiscs, he states. The

for Exhibition in Public Places

—

has

a watchful waiting attitude on sound
pictures, following an early setback

Dardanelle, Ark.; Park, MiddleShow Boat, Ocean City,
Dallas— R. L. McCoy. First Na- Vienna, recently purchased by a Brit- N. J.; New Preston, Baltimore; Brayish financial group will he equipped
ti< nal salesman, has been named Vitaton, Long Beach, Cal.; Capitol, Confor sound accor ding to the M. P.
phone representative in Texas.
cord, N. H.; Ambler Opera House,
Division of—ttieT)ept. of
Ambler, Pa.; Conn's Olympia, Providence; Lyric, Warren, R. I.; Cannon,
olstoi Novel for Derussa
New Haven. Conn.; Cumberland,
erlin
Tolstoi's
novel
1929, Release
Brunswick, Me.: Orpheum, Hartford
Kreutzer Sonata" will be made
City, Indiana.
Derussa as its first all-talker.

McCoy

By The Old Ohio Shore— For General
Londonderry Air For General Use
March Militaire For General Use
"Naila" Intermezzo For General Use

1

0223

Watchful Waiting English
Sound Policy Pomeroy DE FOREST OUTPUT IS

which the new company will
L. V. Kuttnauer is president of the firm, Harry Simons vice and the Clearfield, Philadelphia.
Phonodisc equipment to the Grand,
president and Sam H. Stern, secretary
Steubenville, O.; Mermaid, Brooklyn;
and treasurer.
Michigan Theater, Flint, Mich.; Black
Lubbock
Vienna Studio For Talkers
Hills, Hot Springs, S. D.; New The-

GENNETT UNSYNCHRONIZED RECORDS
0218

HYNES

Washington Bureau of

Bell Gets Vitaphone Post
Bell
has been
Charles
nomed Vitaphone representative at
the First National branch here.

Omaha—

AVAILABLE

by Chicago Sound Firm Chicago Firm Handling
—
Gennetts in 6 States

Chicago Offering a dual system of
sound reproduction, Clarifone has
bee placed on the market here by

permanent electric
a
installation,
light sign on the marquee carried the
Western Electric sound system name th'- Clarifone Laboratories. The maand trade mark.
chine is guaranteed under bond for
one year and no service charges are
Recovering
Herber
made.
Dallas— Ernest P. Herber, manis
and
Wolf,
Bros,
ager of Herber
Buy Non-Synchronous Equipment
recovering from an appendicitis opeDallas
Kue-Graph, non -synchronHerber.
B.
G.
brother,
His
ration.
manager of the Phototalker Co., is ous equipment has been purchased
illness.

F.

ON EQUIPMENT
AND VARIOUS DEVICES ARE NOW

TIPS

equipment pictures.
the Kings Inn.

W. E. For Bainbridge N. Y.
Talor House Goes Sound
Bainbridge. N. Y. Western ElecTalor, Tex.
Sound equipment has tric apparatus has been installed at
been installed at the Howard here.
Smalley's Sidney.

—

—

THEATRE
EQUIPPED WITH

THIS
IS

THE

tectrtc

VOICE

SOUND

OP

SYSTEM

ACTION

This lobbyplaque

furnished
Western Electric
equipped theatres
to identify themis

Sound Pictures

at their Best!

selves with the

only sound system
that is nationally
advertised.

Here's the Solution
of the Small Theatres' Problem
a modest
payment and
FOR$30
weekly over a three-year period,
as little

initial

as

depending upon the type of equipment
quired, any theatre, under the

new plan

financing through the Exhibitors

Corporation, can

now

of a Western Electric
Its quality

re-

of

ment

it is

picture industry

Serviced by Electrical Research Products'
of 735 technical men

—your

nation-wide

Sound System.

insurance against breakdowns and costly proIts

being offered on terms of payit

made it the standard
sound system equipment of the motion
that have

secure the installation

has never been questioned.

that place

Company

Reliance

superiority has been universally accepted.

Today

of manufacture by the Western Electric

within the means of even

gram interruptions
This is the Western

now offered on
to finance

income

the smallest houses.

The same superior design of the Bell Telephone Laboratories and the same high quality

staff

Our

it

its

Electric

Sound System,

a basis that enables exhibitors

installation in part out of the

will produce.

representative will be glad to supply

complete

details.

Electrical Research Products Inc.
250 West 57th

Street,

New

York, N. Y.

MEMBER OF MOTION PICTURE PRODUCERS AND DISTRIBUTORS OF AMERICA.

INC.

WILL

H.

HAYS,

President.

Draw a
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ous
King

th
King of Egypt
with

Switzerland a r

visits

Haab

President

il

reviews

|J

Swis

troops after visiting Parliament.

I

King George V of England am
Queen Mary are given ovation b
London street crowds after King
recovery from

illness.

Let

Movietone

the continent

Lindbergh

by

Lindy,

in

take you acrok

48 hours

line in the

plane

via

ft

pilote

ace of aces.

Hear and See

Preside n

Hoover's farm board meet to an
agriculture and the Chief Exec
tive

address the Board.

^ ^ ^ and the only bull in thi\
through a whole army o\
exciting

bullfight

ever
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finish
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FOX MOVIETONE NEWS results from the worldwide activities of 18 news recording crews, operating in the
United States, Switzerland, Austria, England, Belgium and Italy.

This week's

FOX MOVIE
Vol.

Issues

Every

Jf*eek

2_No.
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3 Aces

an

Madrid goes wild
Z

flyers

and Spanish crowds

welcome

to

w ho were

=
sar Belgians

hail the

over

Franco and

given

his

saved

give riotous

companions

up for

lost

on

Atlanti

popular

couple, Crown Prince

iyal

and

opold

Princess

Astrid

cently married.

ovietone shows

how

flyers

days in air. Mendell and
jinhart are seen and heard
fueling over Culver City, Cal.
ay ten

d

the hull that runs wild
mateur toreadors in the most
n the screen, the sensational
ssue A.
is

will be years before any talking newsreel can release in
any one week news from so many countries including so
It

many

celebrities.

rONE NEWS
Issues A,

B,

C and D
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It

Speaks for

Itself"

THE
12

in

"Pleasure Crazed"

"The

Office Scandal"
(Part-Talker Version)
Pathe
Length: Sound 6291

with Jack Mulhall, Patsy Ruth
Miller

(All-Talker Version)
Nat'l
Length: Sound 7,300

Haver

Phyllis

"Twin Beds"

Clara

MacKenna, Dorothy Burgess
(All-Talker)

ft.

Bow

in

"Dangerous Curves"

with Marguerite Churchill, Kenneth

(All-Talker Version)
Paramount Length: Sound 7,278

ft.
Length: 5,460 ft.
GOOD NEWSPAPER STORY Fox
CLARA BOW FORSAKES HER
LIGHT FROTH THAT WILL VERY CLEVERLY DIRECTED
FLAMING SEX AND TRIES TO
WEAK OFFERING
GET BY IN THE AVERAGE AND COMPETENTLY ACTED, PRETTY FLAT WITH FALLS
INDIF- BE COY. RESULT NOT SO HOT.
MULHALL SEEMS TELLS A HUMAN INTEREST FERENT DIRECTION AND Drama of the circus. For some
HOUSE.
STORY WITHOUT ANY BUNK. ACTING. STORY VALUES ARE reason they decided that Clara should
LOST WITHOUT MACKAILL.
Comedy-drama.
This time MulDrama of newspaper
Paul L. NOT THERE.
graduate from her hotsy-totsy roles

1st

ft.

life.

hall

the

is

who bumps

successful song writer
into the little daughter

of the poor and immediately falls in
love with her as his long-sought inspiration.
There is as much novelty
in the "plot" as in last week's ham

hand at directing an
American newspaper yarn, and made
a very good job of it.
The story is
sincere, the characters realistic and
Stein tried his

the entire action
and cleverly to

moves along

surely

Society drama.
Adapted from a
stage play by Monckton Hoff. It was
also directed by a stage player and
director, who evidences little knowledge of screen technique. The plot

and

go into the

light

sentimental

with coy sidelights.
And if
there is one thing Clara can't do it
is trying to be coy.
She's just a red
hot flaming little baby with a sex
appeal all her own, and why they
can't be satisfied to let her ride that
way is more than we can understand.
It's a safe bet that there'll be such
stuff

a strong dramatic is outdated, concerning an ingenue
The first half is senti- punch. There is a murder mystery placed in the home of the young milsandwich.
mental, then with the marriage of wrapped up in the footage, which un- lionaire by the crooks who are out to
the happy pair it goes into the old coils with a load of suspense. Phyllis rob him.
Of course, she falls in
reliable twin-bed farce comedy situa- Haver as the sob sister on the daily love with the hero and gums up the a fan holler on his one, that they'll
tions.
Just a hodge podge, with gets a fat part, and does very well little plan.
Meanwhile the hero's be glad to turn Clara back to the
everything thrown in regardless, in- with it.
She befriends a down and wife is philandering around with a hotsy totsy and let her stay there for
cluding the old folks and the sisters out reporter, and gets a job for him clever and unscrupulous gent, so this good. She's not enough of an actress
and brothers living the life of the on the newspaper.
Meanwhile the puts the hero and gal in the clear for to ever be anything else.
Just a
common people. They will probably murder mystery breaks, and is a romance. Now if there is anything flaming personality— that's all. But
cheer for this in the factory districts, dropped after all clues wind up in that plot to get excited about, we that's enough. In this one she goes
but it sure will get no wild cheers against a blank wall.
Then events fail to palpitate. And the women in sentimental over the high wire guy
from intelligent audiences. And Jack start hopping as the widow of the the cast are colorless, and McKenna in the circus, and sacrifices everyMulhall suffers without the flashing murdered man drops a hint that im- is just fair.
One performance is so thing for him. The circus stuff is
personality of Dorothy Mackaill to plicates the reporter the girl loves. good that it makes all the others fair, photographically, but very articarry his weak bits over the hurdles. This builds in the elements of tense- look worse than they really are. That ficial and light in plot. The dramatic
kick at end is a lot of boloney that
Cast:
Jack Mulhall, Patsy Ruth Miller, ness and human interest, and finally is the work of Douglas Gilmore.
Armand Kaliz, Gertrude Astor, Knute Erick- the girl forces the murder confession.
circus
people will haw-haw.
Cast:
Marguerite
Churchill,
Kenneth
MacNita
son, Edythe Chapman, Jocelyn Lee;
Cast: Clara Bow, Richard Arlen, Kay
Cast: Phyllis Haver, Leslie Fenton, RayKenna, Dorothy Burgess, Campbell Gullan,
Marfan, Zasu Pitts, Eddie Gribbon, Ben
mond Hatton, Margaret Livingston, Jimmy Douglas Gilmore, Henry Kolker, Frederick Francis, David Newell, Andres Randolph, May
Hendricks, Jr., Carl Levinnes, Alice Lake,
Boley,
T.
Roy Barnes, Joyce Compton,
Adams. Jimmy Aldine.
Graham, Rex Bell, Charlotte Merriam.

Bert Roach.

Director, Al Santell; Authors, from stage
play by Salisbury Fields and Margaret Mayo;
Adaptor, Not listed; Scenarist, F. McGrew
Willis; Dialoguer, the same; Editor, Le Roy
Stone; Cameraman, Sol Polito.
Photography, good.
Direction, weak.

Paul L. Stein
Authors, Paul
Jack Jungmeyer; Scenarists, the
same; Editor, Doane Harrison; Dialoguer,
Not listed; Titler, John Krafft Cameraman,
Jacob Badaracco.

Blanche Sweet in

"The Bachelor Girl"

"The Woman in White"
(Silent)
Length: 6201
World Wide

Director,

;

Gangelin,

;

very

Direction,

Photography,

good.

ivith William, Collier, Jr.,

ft.

MYSTERY STORY FOUNDED
ON FAMOUS CLASSIC DRAGS
HEAVILY AND UNCOVERS
LITTLE IN THE WAY OF REAL
ENTERTAINMENT.
Mystery drama. Adapted from the
famous story by Wilkie Collins. A

fair.

Douglas

tor,

mer

;

;

Doty

Editor, J.

;

Dialoguer,

Clare

Kum-

Edwin Robbins; Cameramen;

Ernest Palmer and Glen McWilliams.
Photography, good.
Direction, weak.

ft.

STORY WITH BUSINESS
SLANT MIXED WITH NICE
LOVE THEME. SLOPPED UP
AT END WITH ANTI-CLIMAX.

hclds

the

interest

Collier, Jr.,

is

easily.

William

the wise salesman

who

thinks he knows it all and does not
realize that his sweetheart, the stenographer is pulling wires to help him.
rived in the mansion all sorts of
Finally through her efforts he lands
strange and disturbing things happen,
a big job as sales manager of a rival
finally she gets an insight into
till
concern.
She goes with him as the
what is going on through meeting a
new boss' secretary. She again pulls
girl who has been a victim of Sir
wires and helps him to make good,
Percival's scheming in order to get her
The girl dies, and then the and he takes all the credit. He nefortune.
glects her for the sister of the boss,
villain plans to bury her as the herowho is just a flirt. Finally the boss
ine, put the latter in a madhouse,
and take over her fortune. Not very finds out that the girl has been doing it all, fires the boy, and later
alluring, but that's the idea.
Haddon Mason. proposes marriage to her and is acCast:
Blanche Sweet,
Louise Prussing, Jerrold Robert Shaw, Cecil cepted.
Then an anti-climax kills it.
Humphries, Frank Pefitt, Mina Grey, Irene
Cast:
William Collier, Jr., Jacqueline
Rooke.
Logan, Edward Hearn, Thelma Todd.

Author, Wilkie
Director, Herbert Wilcox
Collins
Scenarist, Herbert Wilcox, Robert
Cul'en; Editor, Harry Chandlee Titler, Wilkie Collins
Cameraman, David Kesson.
Direction, fair.
Photography, satisfactory.
;

;

;

;

Richard

Director,

Town'ey
listed

;

;

Scenarist,

Titler,

Not

Thorpe; Author, Jack
the same; Editor Not
listed

;

Cameraman,

Walker.
Direction,

good.

Photography,

okay.

Joe

;

Eda

Editor,

Warren

Cameraman,

;

Direction, satisfactory.

in

Harry

Photography, okay.

"The Paul Street Boys"

"Silent Sentinel"

(Silent)
55th St. Playhouse Length: 5,000

ft.

HUNGARIAN PRODUCTION
OF NO CONSEQUENCE AND
Chesterfield
ft.
CARRIES NO APPEAL TO
ENTERTAINING NUMBER AMERICAN AUDIENCES. JUST
WITH DOG FEATURED, GETS FOR ART HOUSES.
OVER A LOT OF FAST ACTION
Drama of boy life in Budapest.
AND HAS THE STUFF TO There seems to have been no good
PLEASE THE THRILL FANS.
reason for producing this film all
(Silent)
Length: 4,800

Drama of modern business life. Director Richard Thorpe did a nice diMelodrama.
All about a crooked
Blanche
production.
Wilcox
Herbert
rectorial job on a story that could piesident of a trust company who
Sweet plays the part of the heroine,
have easily been made very sappy frames his cashiers for the looting
but here at least seems to have lost
and
unconvincing. But he steered a of the funds so_that he can collect
much of her charm. The rest of the
nice middle course, and kept the from the bonding companies. Hero is
principal
trouble
The
English.
cast is
human elements always in the fore- the assistant cashier who is engaged
seems to be that this old material is
ground, with the result that it built to the sister of the cashier who has
quite
moves
direction
the.
for
outdated,
up to some very nice suspense and just been framed by the crooked presismoothly and builds naturally to some

On a deathbed
stiong suspense.
promise to her father she goes with
a Sir Percival to his mysterious manArsion in Scotland to be married.

Charles D. Brown, Stuart Erwin, Jack Luden.
Director, Lothar Mendes; Author. Lester
Cohen
Adaptors, Donald Davis, Florence
Ryerson; Dialoguer, Viola Brothers Shore;
Fischbeck.

with Gareth Hughes

HUMAN INTEREST

GOOD

;

Champion

Jacqueline

Logan
(Part-Talker Version)
Columbia
Length: Sound 5,927

Directors, Donald Gallaher, stage, Charles
Klein, screen Author, Monckton Hoff Adap-

about two boy gangs who fight each
other and go through a lot of antics
just about as kids do all over the
world. There is a thread of a theme
running through it, concerning a highly sensitive youth who tries to be a
1

"regular" guy and who is more or
less taunted and humiliated by the
dent. In the home of the crook they other boys who are his superiors, in
get the lowdown, and then the ac- the Paul Street Boys army.
While
tion starts with a rush and keeps go- in line of duty before a "battle" with
The the rival gang, he gets himself wet
ing right through the footage.
dog Champion does some very in- in a pond, and dies the next day
telligent work and his tricks are well as the result of his experience.
The
handled by his trainer. After a series other boys were just about to confer
of chases the gang is finally captured. upon him recognition for his bravery,
As dog pictures go, it will ride nicely since he had proved that he was not
ir.
the average house.
The action yellow. A tragedy in boy life, if you
moves at a good steady pace and want to look at it that way, but the
builds to a real suspense. And after whole ^ffair is so poorly directed,
all. that is what is expected of this
overacted and unevenly photographed,
that it falls pretty flat and proves
tvpe of picture
The kids were picked
Cast: Champion, the dog; Gareth Hughes, rather tedious.
Josephine Hill, Eddie Brownell, Alice Covert, from Budapest schools, but were not
Alfred Hewston, John Tanzie, Edward Cecil,
very well coached in their acting.
Aline Goodwin, Walter Maley, Jack Knight,
Cast: Laszlo Gyarfas
Geza Berczy, Erno
George Morrell, Lew Meehan.
;

I. Mattyasovsky, Imre Kis.
Director,
Bela Balogh
Author, Ferenc
Molnar Scenarist, the same ; Editor, Joseph

Verebes,

Director, Alvin J. Neitz; Author, the same;
Scenarist. Alvin J. Neitz; Editor, Not listed;
Titler, Hans Tiesler
Cameraman, M. A. Anderson.
;

Direction,

satisfactory.

Photography,

fair.

;

;

Fliesler

;

Titler,

Same;

Cameraman,

listed.

Direction, poor.

Photography, ragged.

Not

THE
•aunday, July

1929

21,

Eddie Leonard

"Piccadilly"
}ilda Gray, Anna May Wong
(Synch ronized)
Length

\\

.

:

Synch., 8703

ft.

Silent, 8703

ft.

DIRECTOR DUPONT SUCCEEDS IN MAKING THIS A

WORTHWHILE

CALLY

IM-

PORTED NUMBER. COLORFUL
STORY WITH NOVELTY ANGLES.
Drama. Produced by British International.
Arnold Bennett wrote
original screen story. And DiE. A. Dupont handling the
angles in his usual clever
extracted some fine characteriind atmospheric bits that make
|ering worthwhile. Opens with
It dialogue bit, with one man
[the story. The story becomes
ii proper, which is thenceforth

KAd

without interruption. Tells
^BJiccadilly night club and the

London types

^easure

H

themselves

in

to view, also the clever

which Dupont swings the
around in close-ups to give
imate views of various types.
I

^Homes

the novel conflict hereon the Oriental dancing girl and
^HBte prima donna, with the latKing off second best in every-

mg. Anna May
im <3ilda Gray.

Wong

walks away

Dup.mt; Author, Arnold
the same; Editor, J. W.
Titter. Not listed
Dialoguer.

Director, K. A.
Scenarist,
;

^f^Eghv
Hi Cameraman, Werner
;

I

Dunn

with Josephine

;

Direction, very good.

;

(All-Talker Version)

THIS.
The reputation which Eddie Leon-

ard has built for himself through
years of trouping all over America
provides a talking point for the showmen, but unfortunately the picture

do much

doesn't

The camera

is

Leonard

for

The

shows.
tributes

back

to

him

up.

new

fangled affair
and his inexperience
rest of the cast cona

nothing of distinction to a

very skimpy story shoddily prepared,
with the exception of Georgie Stone
who plays a small role well. The
yarn concerns a hoofer whose wife
leaves him to later make a big hit on
the dramatic stage. Comes injury to
the child on the night of the opening
and the pleadings of the husband
with the wife to appear. This brings
about a reconciliation and the finish.
Cast:
Kddie Leonard, Josephine Dunn,
George E. Stone, Huntly Gordon, Jane La

;

Brotherton.
indifferent

;

Photography,

satis

with

Betty

ft.

Drama

RKO

the

One

:

pictures without a real

ft.

of

the

"menace"

few
in-

Which makes it different and
more enjoyable. A sketchy story

terest.

the

Director,
;

passable.

We

when

did too
the theater.
Cast: Raquel Meller. Audre Roanne, Marcel

about aimlessly.

we

left

Vibart,

M.

Shultz,

Albert

Bias.

Author, the same;
Director. Henry Asselin
Henri Asselin;
Editor,
Same;
Scenarist,
;

Titler,'

Same

;

Cameraman, Not

Direction, awful.

listed.

Photography, hopeless.

hand and sees

the big
centers

money

to

it

grade.

that they make
Love interest

Sparks, Jack Oakie, Guy Bucco'a. Joseph
Cawrthorn, Ivan Lebedeff, Eddie Kane.
Director, Wesley Ruggles; Author, Based

"The Viennese Charmer" by W. Carey
Wonderly; Scenarist, Jane Murfin; Dialoguer,
Jane Murfin; Editor, Not listed; Cameraman,
Lee Tover.
Photography, very
Direction, showmanship
on

;

good.

Again Stan Laurel and

his

comedy

partner, Oliver Hardy ring the bell
in a big way, and the laughs just roll
right off your stomach, or wherever
you happen to store them for emer-

Hardy

listed.

Photography,

uneven.

in

"China Bound"
(Silent)
Length: 6000

GOOD

COMEDY

team up

well,

in deliver-

where her father is taking her to get
her away from the young man's at-

Cast: Karl Dane, George K. Arthur, Josephine Dunn, Polly Moran, Carl Stockdale,

Harry Woods.
Authors, Sylvia
Charles Reisner
Butler; Scenarists, Peggy
George
Editor,
Thalberg;
Sylvia

Director,
Ke'ly,

;

Frank

Hively Titler, Robert Hopkins Cameraman,
Reggie Fanning.
Photography, okay.
Direction, very good.
;

;

a closed

Mamas"

Sennett-Educational
Novelty Sends It In

NUMBER

and succeed

down

whole family disapA
pear gradually in a sea of mud.
lear-riot you can't afford to miss.
Time, 19 mins.

"Jazz

ing a laugh number that will satisfy
the fans.
The story moves along at
a lively pace, and with the Chinese

Thalberg,

steers the car

and the

street

ft.

On board ship Arthur
around Betty and Johnny tentions.
Harron with the near-menace provid- meets the champ stoker, Karl Dane
ed by Ivan Lebedeff playing a visiting who is in love with the heroine's
So the two men join forces
prince who publicly kisses the girl and maid.
skyrockets her and the boys into the to capture the girls, but they are
category of big wage earners. Wesley locked in the brig till the boat arRuggles directed with intelligence; rives in China. There they escape,
Jane Murfin wrote dialogue that was and get themselves mixedi in the
falls for the leader of the Belgians,
humorous and sensible. These factors, revolution with hilarious results. The
and calls on the king himself, no less, plus the acting of Joseph Cawthorn, climax arrives in a whirl of laughte
funr
save her sweetie from the tortures. Ned Sparks,
Jack Oakie and others, after building through a lot of
And through it all gents in velvet and result in diverting entertainment.
This one will click easily
situations.
funny caps ride, walk and stagger
with the crowds.
Cast: Betty Compson, John Harron, Ned

ne

M-G-M

A Wow

;

Kennedy
Kennedy;
listed; Cameraman, Not

concerning a chain of circumstances atmosphere succeeds in proving a
wherein the Four Seasons, an aggre- colorful number with plenty of spargation of jazz players, befriend Betty kle, action and comedy. George K.
Ccmpson who then takes their affairs Arthur follows his girl to China
in

Perfect Day"

comedians can. Uncle is there with
his gouty foot, and there is a fire to
Adrian Brunei Author, Margaret the flivver, and finally after all kinds
Adaptors, Basil Dean, Margaret
engine and other trouble,
Editor,
Not listed; Titler, Not of tire,

M-G-M

Length: 8,200

Comedy-drama.

Spanish occupation
(elgium; made in France.
Tells
all about these wicked Spaniards who
ran Belgium and put the natives
through the inquisition tortures.
A
pleasSit theme to begin with, but the
way the director handled it he added a
fefV-upique and novel tortures to the
audience that the old spaniolas never
dreamed of. If you can sit through
you must be a bear for
It is without
guzjllifig punishment.
:>t one of the
dreariest films that
ever cluttered up a steamer coming
'Ss to these Rood natured shores.
We would tell you the story, but it
n*ne. The beautiful Spanish girl
of

"A

Cast:
George Heinrich,
Ivor
Novello,
Mabel Poulton, Dorothy Boyd, Frances Dable.

FILM
VERY GOOD ENTERTAIN- CARRIES A LOT OF SLAPH
WRONG ON EVERY- MENT.
SLIGHT STORY INTEL- STICK THAT GETS LAUGHS
THING BUT TITLE, BUT "OP- LIGENTLY DIRECTED, WITH DANE AND ARTHUR AT
PRESSING" IS TOO MILD A NICE PRODUCTION VALUES THEIR BEST.
RM FOR WHAT IT DOES TO AND ADEPT DIALOGUE.
Comedy. The two comedians again
YOU.

is

with a marvelous piece of acting gencies like this when you need a
Mabel Poulton as the constant big supply. The old familiar family
nymph. At that, it ranks among the picnic is the gag, but handled in only
best pictures from England.
that delightful way that these two

Compson, Jack Oakie,

(All-Talker)
Length: 6990

Here

by

Ned Sparks

ORTED COSTUME

D isney- Cinephone

best,

Karl Dane, George K. Arthur

"Street Girl"

(Silent)
Elliot

there for the thoughtful.
The story
is so unusual and the treatment at
least has been so sincere that the
film will prove an hour well spent
for the intelligent.
But as popular
fare, it hardly clicks.
The shots of
the Austrian Tyrol are gorgeous, and
then some good bits of London and
Brussels.
The tragic finale is the

Direction,

factory.

'The Oppressed"
with Raquel Meller

"The Skeleton Dance"

Classy Novelty
one of the most novel carMargaret Kennedy.
Here toon subjects ever shown on
a screen.
was a tough theme to transfer to the Here
we have a bunch of skeletons
screen.
There was so much of fine knocking out
the laughs on their own
beauty and intangible spiritual charbones, and how.
They do a xyloacterization in the characters as built
phone number with one playing the
up by the author in her word pictures, tune on
the others spine.
All takes
that it would have taken a superplace in a graveyard, and it is a how!
director to have transferred it to the from
start to finish, with an owl and
screen.
So it is probably not the a rooster brought in for
atmosphere.
fault of Basil Dean that he missed.
Time, 11 mins.
But the entertainment values are

;

Josepb

SOUND

.

Diection, Robert F. Hill; Author, adapted
from play, "The Understander" by Jo Swerl
ing Scenarist, J. G. Hawks; Adaptors, J. G.
Hawks, Robert F. Hill; Dialoguer, J. G.
Hawks; Editor, Daniel Mandell Cameraman,
Direction,

fine.

ft.

RATES FAIR BRITISH FILM
Universal Length: Sound, 6760 ft. WHICH MISSES
PIOGNANT
Silent undetermined BEAUTY
OF FINE NOVEL
POORLY KNIT, INANE BEAUTIFUL SCENIC SHOTS
STORY INDIFFERENTLY DI- BUT DIRECTION IS OFF.
RECTED AND ACTED. MAKES Drama.
Produced by Gainsborough
EDDIE LEONARD'S GOING
England. Adapted from the famous
TOUGH. NO CHEERS OVER in
novel by

Brandes.

Photography,

(Silent)
Length: 7800

Big Three

Verne.

Gilda Gray, Jameson Thomas, Anna
^^^Hng, King Ho-Chang, Cyril Ritchard,
nc's, Charles Laughton.
J

Cast:

iiiu-tt

"The Constant Nymph"

in

"Melody Lane"

This

is

—a

a slapstick

comedy

in color

novelty and therefore, box-office.
It is true the natural colors are not
You see grass that looks
that at all.
suspiciously red and a sky possesed
of a blue that no natural sky ever
boasted of, but the idea behind this
two-reeler is enough to send it in.
You get in it a lot of girls in bathng suits, a German comedian, several others who make the proceed:

ings pretty goofy and several not-,o-new but fairly diverting gags.
Virginia Lee Corbin and Vernon
Directed by
Dent are co-featured.
Mack Sennett. Time, 18 mins.

Lupino Lane

in

"Buying a Gun"
Educational

Mild Amusement
Action which made the Lupino
Lane comedies what they were in the
silent

days

is

almost totally missing

Lupino
talking two-reeler.
in
indulge
Wallace,
brother,
his
and
in

this

long-winded conversation some of
which induces laughs, most of which
does not. Lane, as an English dandy,
for
visits a gunsmiths to prepare

The word barrage that ena hunt.
sues is built around his unfamihanty
However, the
shooting irons.

with

{Continued on Page

14)

DAILY

14

fii'ish

carries a real guffaw

13)

OMUr

when Lane

accidentally fires the rifle, sets off
the cartridges all around him and ends
up only when the entire shop is de-

Directed by
molished.
George. Time, 17 mins.

Henry W.

NORTH CAROLINA
in Ownership
Burlington — Dixie, sold to James Calles

—

Several of the
occasionally funny.
gags, help lift it out of the rut of
the commonplace, but the offering is
Directed by
at best very average.
Mack Sennett. Time. 20 mins.

;

—

wood,

sold

Kirtley

;

to

Raleigh

—

L. Baucom by M. L.
Clift
Royal,
sold
to

J.

—

—

Amuse. Inv. Co.
Tabor Tabor, sold
H. C. Glynn by Mrs. D. F. Spivey.
Bailey

—

The

the German peasants.
Riviera views are bright and colorful, and will please the femmes with
The marionette show is
the styles.
a real novelty, and the quaint costumes of the Rhineland in the peasant wedding add another angle of
variety.

"Flying High"

NORTH DAKOTA
Changes in Ownership
Fullerton — Unique, sold to Anna Koester by
Glen Ullin — Palace, sold to
C. Lawler
Tach by Jobbs & Kuether
McJohn
Clusky — Movies, sold to Boiling & Dahl
by C H. Geil Mercer — Opera House, sold
J.

;

J.

;

;

H. Beige by C. H.

to

— Princess;
— Movies;

—
—

Geil.

Closings

—

EdCleveland Movies
Gackle Movies; Pettibone
Movies; Robertson Movies; Woodworth
Movies.

—
—

;

OHIO
New Theaters

Dayton

Universal

Fan-

Ownership

in

;

—

—

Edward Kamin by

Schachtel

S.

Columbus
Columbia

;

Ogden, sold to
by Jackson & Williams
Pythian, sold to Columbia Theater Co. by
W. M. James; Thurmania, sold to Mrs.
Nellie
Theado and J. Hinterscheld by
Theater

and

Co.

—

Amuse. Co.
Dover Ohio, sold
H. S. Brady by Geo. Chrest Franklin
Warren, sold to Harry Kahle by A. M.
Ogan Hamilton Lyric, sold to Caliban.
Cloyd, Alford & Kelley by Conrad Zost
Franklin

;

to your
is the type of hooey to
audience, if they feel about it as you
For our part, we like at least a
do.
dash of intelligence, even in a col-

show

h
5
lr

x

—

;

—

Hubbard

)t

>r
51

31
I

>i

:i
:t
:i.

v
?i

o
n
Ll

ll

A
ll

tc

A.

Masters

J.

—

Lakewood Lakewood.
by Ohio Amuse. Co.
Closings
Cincinnati
Ohio; Columbus Dunbar, Hollywood and Pythian; Dayton Gem and Wyoming
New Madison Strand
Portsmouth Westland

—

—
—
—
—
OKLAHOMA
New Theaters
Bennington — Como Bochito — Como Boley
Dreamland
McAlester — Webb
Mannford
— Star; Miami — Coleman; Maysville — Folsold
H. Mankins by L. F. Brewer; Purcell— Rex, sold
Art Lewis by E.
M. Connor; Quinton— Liberty, sold
M.
Ewing by E. R. Swope Wynona — Grand,
;

;

;

;

;

to

ly,

;

S.

to

"Modern Rhythm"

— Pathe

Grantland Rice
Timely

As usual, the Sportlight is handled
with intelligence, and a nice diversity
of dance motives are presented in
various styles, showing the importance of rhythm in this refinement of
athletic exercise, if you want to conAll the modsider dancing as such.
ern dance forms are illustrated, including the Hawaiian hula-hula.

—

by

sold

to

A.

Y. and

J.

Ft.

—

—

A. Blatt; Derry Yictory, sold to Frank
Cordi by L. Clarence; Hummelstown Star,
sold to Mrs. Ada Hursch by Samuel F.
Wood; Philadelphia Allen, sold to Bernard
Hirsch by Cbas. Hirsch; Bell, sold to A.
Harzenstein by Samuel Gold; Bijou,
S.
Portage
sold to I. Weil by Jos. Rainey
Pastime, sold to R. Allison by C. O. Baird;
Sharon Nu Luna, sold to to E. P. Garber
by Sam Friedman; Somerset Park, sold
to
John M. Henry by John A. Blatt.

—

—

tou Manitou
Paoli
Valliant
Liberty.

—

;

— Star;

—

—

;

—

Closings

—

Cressona

— New:
Spiro

Mani-

— Dixie;

Frederickstown

Goodwill;

•

—

— Mil—

Star; McKeesport
Johnstown
Regent Milton Legionnaire Mt. Oliver
Lyric; Orbisonia
State; Norristown
Elmer,
Met and
Strand
Philadelphia

fred

—

;

;

—

;

—

comedian has oodles of pleasing
His fun is never forced,
and you feel while he is going
through his stuff he is enjoying it
immensely.
That helps you to feel
the same way about it. And you do.
In this one Al is a gob on his way
personality.

home with

his bundles, including a
bird cage and a trombone. Seated in
the train, the bundles all become

"Alias

Jimmy Valentine
(M-G-M)

Ml

planted

with

American.

week

in

—

contesl

Chicago

El
This was announo
advance and then r;
the

days.

Fifty pairs of ticket^fcj
offered a- awards for the beflH
lines that were sent in for the urM
ished rhymes.
The newspapdj
carried a single column cut ea
with the contest whirh was quj
\
of their ordinary custom,
copy was written for each d
the contest drew scores of re
five

McYickers, Chicago.

"The Barker"
(First National)

The lobby was dressed

in|

tion of a carnival with a man
of the theater selling balloonsj
and other carnival novelties.

carry out the atmosphere, a
and peanut stand was install
Wyalusing
Elizabeth
New Liberty
calliope tourned the streets
YVyalusing.
city attracting the attention
crowds to the streamers an"(
CAROLINA
the showing.
Stops were 11L
Changes in Ownership
Columbia Rovili, sold to J. L. Hutto by advantageous corners and "Tb«
Eaves 1'heat., Inc.; Kershaw Kershaw, ker" record was played.
Also^^W
sold to E. B. Williams by Cook & Walton.
aways were distributed. Stat^^Hj
Closings
neapolis.
Pleasant
Blackstone
Sharon Nu Luna; West

Pittsburgh

;

— Liberty;
—

;

—

—

;

SOUTH

—

Clover

—

— Carolina.
SOUTH DAKOTA

in Ownership
Draper Opera House, sold to R. G. Rollins
Miller
Lyric, sold to
by A. H. Tobiason
G~. D. Fintzel by A. B. Leek.

"Canary Murder Case"]
(Paramount)
Tie-up was made with a b|
seed store whereby that stc

Closings

nished singing canaries in ca|

Changes

—

—

;

Claremont

— Home;

Wessington

Springs

—

Rialto.

TENNESSEE
Changes

in

—

Ownership

Kttz. sold to W. J. Hani b:
Elizabethton
Pictures, sold to
D. M. Nuttall; Gleason
Mr. Alexander by Dr. Amnions; Jackson
Harris by
Palace,
sold to Goodman &Hugh .Mason; Oakdale Lyric, sold to
(has. Snyder by H. G. Earns; Pikeville
Empress, sold to Billy Ritchie by P. C.

—

—

Tallent.

— De

Changes

cage and all. This fact got
up in the paper under the hi
that the Missouri had a canar

—

TEXAS
New

display in the lobby.
A bal;
played on the cages while sign
underneath the cap;es infonrj
on-lookers that "The Canari
rler Case" was the current attf
So popular were the birds tl
of them mysteriously disappj

tery of its own
Norman
Missouri, St. Joseph, Mo.

Closings
Somerville-— Community.

"Cohens

&

Theaters

Luxe.
in

Kellys in Atlantic]
(Universal)

A man — attired

Ownership

— Dixie Gem, sold to W. C. Dorbant
Beaumont — Strand, sold to Geo. T. Tinkel
Canton — Royal, sold to Todd & West
Cushing — Crown, sold to G. M. Clemons;
Follett — Follett, sold to Mrs. Ethel HowFt. Worth — Home.
by D. C. Crites
sold
to
R. A. Healy; Frankston — Park,

Athens

;

;

little

MEAH DOUAQS fOO SHOWHD"

—

Goose Creek

Towson

—

Hissner; Bentleyville Safty,
Mrs. M. Christ by F. Mastrainni
Pascoe, sold to T. McGary by John

K. Carper by Jack

Closings
Palace; Hanna

Goodwin

Stanley

to

Wm. M.

sold to

to

unwiedly and almost animated, and
The
soon the car is in an uproar.
way
Al retrieves them, apologizes
"Lucky Breaks" Cameo
to his fellow passengers, and regisEducational
ters confusement and embarrassment,
Surefire
is
Two fast and
a joy to watch.
This Al Alt person has suddenly original sequences follow this, and
swooped across the short comedy on the final shot you'll be willing to
horizon, and it looks as if he was go- concede that Al has taken you for a
ing to make 'em all sit up and take real laugh-ride.
Directed with pep
notice before very long. The dapper and intelligence by Francis J. Martin.

SILENT

— Strand,

Annville

;

Bryan.

?,

Tl

to

;

_<

;<

;

sold

Geo.
Vargo
sold to A. Shifter

by

sold

legiate two-reeler.

— Liberty,

—

—

Paschall

sold to Albert Ward by M.
Yenzer
Rialto, sold to N. J. Krichbaum
by Max Federhar ; Royal, sold to Andrew
Turner by John Muck; Clarksville (Opera
House, sold to L. H. Brown, Jr., by Pearl
Fannon; Cleveland Crown, sold to Sam
Lurie by Louis Korobov ; New T, sold to

;

Just the old collegiate applesauce
This time the two
in a new garb.
rivals fight for honors as flyers. The
hero is placed in a situation where
\
he is forced to fly even though he
in a plane before.
C.« has never been
the hocum, Doc, his pal
add
to
To
F'
has invented a plane that can be
L
by anyone without experience.
flown
E
If you can swallow all that, then this
[J

11!

TIPS WfflCH

A "Rhyming-Race"

—

—

;

Unity

— Columbia,

— Empress

—

;

— Belmont.

Changes

Akron

Openings

—

Allentown Astor; Dallas Himmler; Darby
Parker
Easton Seville; Hellerstown
.American Legion; Philadelphia Mastaum
ami Uptown; Pittsburgh State.
Changes in Ownership

Berlin

—

to

Collegians

to

Closings
Royal; Maxton Maxton.

mund
Interesting
Nicely diversified with three subjects, including shots of the Riviera
a marionette show, and a wedding

—

;

Beulah

Pathe Audio Review No. 14

by

A. Cillins Charlotte Royal, sold to Royal
Dunn
Amuse. Co. by Clias. Anagnos
Carolina, sold to W. E. Huff, by Liberty
Amuse. Co. Monroe Lincoln, sold to B.
NorR. Phifer by Mr. Boykin; Norwood

;

Sennett-Educational
Pretty Good Fun
Just a lot of nonsense about the
barber's daughter and her love affairs.
The comedy is pretty broad and only

PENNSYLVANIA

Changes

;

"The Barber's Daughter"

among

21,

Film Boards of Trade Report
fxpfoit
V-Q-&iam
Additional Theater Changes

Short Subjects
(.Continued from Page

Sunday, July

in a clownl
carrying a petite parasj
signs on his back and chest pif
aded the business district as
in some parts of the resident^

(time,

tions.
Copy on the signs reac
and Hear the Cohens and Kel
sold to
T.
M. McGee; Girard—Girard,
So funny they 1^
Harmleigh Dixie, Atlantic City
sold to C. G. Darden
clown laugh Strand Right
sold to Renfro & Downs: Higgons — Queen,
1).
W. Judd; The clown impersonator also
sold to D. C. Crites by
Highland Park — Uptown, sold to Communa toy horn which he used at frq
Inc.; Houston-Melba, sold
ity Theaters,
lett

;

&

Suggs; 19th Ave. Theater, sold
to Hunt
Burnet, sold
to G. W. Amerine; Lone Star
Select,
Donnell; Mineola
Walker
to
O'Donnell
Lynn,
sold to G. A. Doering
Hardy San Antonir>
sold to Nelson
Harlandale, sold to Community Theaters,
Seagoville
Seago, sold to E. E.
Inc.
Toal ; Tuscola Pastime, sold to C. H.
Wellington Gem and Rialto, sold
Collins

—

&

;

&

—
—

;

—
—

—

;

—
—

—

intervals to attract further atte
G. Branham, Strand,
ingham, Ala.

— Cbas.

;

—

"Desert Nights"

(Warners)

preview that wa|
W. Simpson; White talk of the town.
Reserved
Deer White Deer (formerly State), sold
were sold for the performand
to C. P. Washmon by T. J. Clark.
$1.50. Ushers were attired in Hi
Openings
An Arab band offered
clothes.
Valley Mills— Ritz.
music in the foyer where coffeej
Theaters Planned & Under
served through courtesy of the
Construction
Burnet, by Roy I. Walker.
agement. Vita-Temple, Toledo.
;

to E.

W. Cocke

—

Put over

a

by R.

—

|

Theater Equipment
By

CHARLES

HYNES

F.

Wide Film Experiments
Extend Over 15 Years TALKING SHOP

INSTALLATION OF SENTRY
DEVICE ORDERED IN PA.

Paramount Magnafilm, demonstrat- Riccio equip a new laboratory across
week in New York, climaxes the street from the Paramount studio
Demonstration of the New
Pa.— Installation of experiments said to have been begun at Astoria, L. I., and there for the last
Harrisburg,
Seen as
projection
Control
In two years he has been working on
Safety
IS years ago by Adolph Zukor.
Sentry
prevent
Magnafilm.
to
the
Porter,
designed
S.
device
and
Edwin
Hastening
Zukor
Third
Dimachine
1914,
m all consulting engineer of the InternaWith these stipulations in mind Mr.
film fires, is made mandatory
mension as Projection
Riccio developed Magnafilm in
Projector Co., experimented
picture houses of Pennsylvania
and
Pittsburgh
screen
the
Advancement
56 mm. wide and \9</, mm. high. The
with stereoscopic effects on
cept at Philadelphia,
durScranton, under an order issued
with the view to eventually develop- sound track is the same as on the
Pennsyb
The projection
ing the week by the
ing film which would give greater standard size film.
Lafilms and third dimension
Industries Board in the Dept. of
depth of focus than the regular film equipment has been so built that it
houses
the
are
to
be the next big developof
All
projeccan be put on the standard
bor and Industry.
in use.
ments
in the projection field, accordstudio
and
in
minutes
burned
a
were
few
results
a
machine
in
erned must be equipped with
tion
he
The point is
The exigencies of the can be adjusted to throw a picture ing to indications.
1915.
the device by Feb. 1". 1930.
fire in
in announcement of formastressed
him
to
special
forced
fit
the
will
time
that
screen
Although the edict do< - not
at
the
the
on
situation
ed this

Magnafilm

•

I

I

1

WIDE

I

Sentry Safety
the only one
is
appro
board's
the

cificalh mention
device
this
trol

which
About

has

give up, temporarily, his plans.
Work on the Magnafilm has been

'

carried

rea vear ago, the device also

on

by

Lorenzo

Del

R
Para-

requirements of the individual theater.

tion of General Theaters

Equipment,

Paramount states. The picture dem- new $67,000,000 combine embracing
onstrated was 2(1 feet high and 40 feet seven firms in its roster.

In connection with the announcement, the new firm reveals that International Projector Corp. for some
time has been working on a third
dimension projector, soon to be
placed on the market.
The new machine will be handled
and serviced by Grandeur, Inc.,
which has been developing a wide
film and stereoscopic process in asAdapter Offered
The latter comsociation with Fox.
Vibrations pany, it is pointed out, has contracts
Speedometer
Projector
on
Bowling Green, Ky.— Aisles and for use of the process. Whether this
Cleveland— William Dobson is inpromenade of the Capitol here have hook-up means that Fox is a party
ventor and manufacturer of the DobIn en recarpeted with Ozite, a sub- to the new combine has not been
son speedometer adapter, an attachstance which acts as a cushion to the made clear.
for motion picture speedometer
The panels
foot and deadens sound.
Stereoscopic films received an imThis attachment, it is stated,
cables.
also have petus this week with showing in New
theater
the
of
walls
of the
speedoma
use
to
makes it possible
been covered with Ozite beneath the York of Magnafilm, new process deeter with any standard make proDraperies have veloped by Paramount. The stagehung.
position in the tapestry just
jei tor, regardless of its
off the balcony and size picture created an impression,
placed
been
also
The adapter, it is claimed,
booth.
floor and to the giving evidence of what the future
ji si above the ground
eliminates short angles in the speedThe objective may have in store for picture houses.
balcony.
the
of
rear
ometer cable, and makes possible ad
beautify the
to
is
draperies
of these
justments under all installation conreception
In use and add tone to the
Meanwhile, RCA-Photophone has
ditions.
also has
stage
The
pictures.
of sound
been working for months on a stereoconditions.
n draped to meet these
scopic picture, made by the George
National Sales Studio Organ
This also emK. Spoor process.
National Theater Supply Co., sold
Stebbins Plans Own Building
film principle, and
wide
the
braces
American Sound Studios. New
to
Kansas City— Charles M. Stebbins if generallv adopted would necessiYork, the Estay'organ, recently pur- Picture Supply Co. plans to erect its tate rebuilding of theaters employing
The organ, which is mobile own building at 1804 Wyandote St. it
chased.
The process is to be used for
the
is handled in
self-contained,
and
pictures. Joseph I.
C H. Badger is vice president and a number of
Kasl by National.
manager of the firm, which has been Schnitzer stated at the recent
operating for 30 years.
convention.
Install Air Cooler
Carrier Air washer
Paris, Tex.
Number of Wisconsin Changes
in
Buffalo distributing
changes
with
equipment
Milwaukee— Recent
Plaza
inWisconsin
in
units has been installed at the
ownership
theater
of
Milwaukee
Lexington.
here by Buffalo Engineers Co.
the
clude
recently
and Dupont
Similar equipment
Dallas.
100 foot rolls, of Eastman
neighborhood house, which lias been
at
Film, on daylight loadArcadia
by
Panchromatic
the
Jacobs
at
William
installed
was
taken over from
Eyemo or DeVry.
spools for
ing
and
The Princess, at
perfect
Tvler.
Becher.
absolutely
Alfred
Guaranteed
operated by P.
Clinton, formerly
New_Cooling Plant at Perrysburg Pfeiffer, now is operated by Peter
$3.75 a Roll
has
At Tomah, Earl Scott has
Endres.
"Per'rvsburg. O.— Rufus Young
from Chester
completed installation of a new cool- taken over the Tomah
at
Community
following
the
Wright, while
*>•*.(**'
ing system at the Palace,
"llO West 32"Sr.. New
by Alconducted
is
now
house.
Shawano
the
of
wiring
Penma. 0330
Phone
Leff having been formerly opstaff of assistants at the

wide.
and a
THE
ceived
na unt studios in Hollywood and New
VMP OF APPROVAL.
While they were developing
York.
Magnascope Used for Slides
Some months ago, the Philadel- their cameras and lenses for this wide
at
screen
theaters
Buffalo Magnascope
phia fire department ordered
I,!,,,
the new element of sound promost
is being used in
now
Buffalo
and
Shea's
This
Sentry,
(here to install the
jected itself into the picture.
Pittsburgh and
connection with presentation of orOf the large houses of
brought forth an entirely new probthe
deslide numbers.
with
Del
gan
equipped
had
Scranton are
To meet this Zukor
lem,
thePennsylvania
900
About
vice.
Ozite Used to Deaden
aters are affected by the order.
for Use

DA1L\

FILM

—

Sound

New

Changeover Device
Invented at Portland

Portland, Ore.— Howard 11.
ner is inventor of a new cba
device sponsored by the Indu
Development Co. In case of a break,
new device automatically
tininventor claims.
its
the projector,
The machine will start the turntable
I

motor of any sound equipment am
desired length of time ahead of the
ngeover,

it

is

declared permitting

the
the record to attain full speed by
time the changeover is made.

Five Directors Added to

New Equipment Combine
W. C. Michel, vice president and
treasurer and S. R. Burrs, vice president and secretary of International
Projector Corp.; W. E. Green, vicepresident of National Theater Supply Co., O. E. Koegel, general counsel
0* the company, and Charles W. Highave
ley, a director of International,
been added to board of directors of
Theaters

General

Equipment,

new

H.
$67,000,000 equipment combine.
Clarke, International president,
L.
heads the new company.

Homack Firm is Builder
Homack Construction Corp.,
builder

of

the

just
Schwartz house,
Sheepshead Bay, L. I.

is

A.

H.

opened

at

Sheepshead,

Thomas
The Rau stuR.

Short was architect.
dios did the decorating and Teresa
Jackson designed the interior furnishings.

|

RKO

KKU

—

REPACKED EASTMAN
AND DUPONT FILMS

bert

Sentry Installed at Meriden
Safety
Conn. Sentry
Meriden,
Control has been installed at the
Palace here.

—

Sam LudHanus.
over
taken
has
Kaufman
wig and M.
L. Anthe Rex at Kaukauna from
erated by John

drews and

W.

Matz.

Motion Picture Department

O.

S.

and Canada Agents

for Debrie

THE

2£1

DAILY

16

Foreign Markets
By JAMES

P.

RUMANIA SHOWMEN WANT
TAX COT; PLAN SHUT
Washington Bureau of

Washington

—

exhibitors,

THE FILM DAILY

Following

it

reported,

is

are

compelled to pay a 26 per cent admission tax even when his receipts
show a deficit. Their demands to
the Ministry of Finance now are for
the taxes to be charged on the average receipts of each theater during
a week or a month.

Poland's Sound Plans

Depend Upon Bank Loans
THE FILM DAILY
Due
to
economic

Washington Bureau of

Washington

—

conditions, the abnormally high cost
of money in Poland and the difficulty in securing loans, exhibitors are
in a quandry as to the advisability
of equipping their bouse with sound,
states a report to the M. P. Division
of the Dept. of Commerce.
There
are approximately 50 who contemplate sound as soon as conditions

improve.

Rights for British Isles
London S. W. Smith has acquired
for World Wide Talking Pictures

—

Ltd. exclusive distribution in United
of the Melotone sound reproducer. Melotone is supplied with

Kingdom

both sound-on-disc and sound-on-film
devices.
There are at present, it is
stated, 192 theaters in United States
and 66 in Canada equipped with the
apparatus.

723 7th Avenue
D.

J.

Pictures

Inc.

MOUNTAN,

New York

City

HERBERT

BERG,

Washington Bureau, of

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

—Two

OVERMPARAMOUNT
Nothing very novel

at

the

Para-

CLASSjAPITOL SHOW
Very

colorful

were

show

at

the

Capitol

mount, but the lineup was pleasing, staged by Arthur
Knorr called "Sins
closed in
Maastricht and Sittard, with Paul Ash getting the show over of 1929."
The book theme was light
Holland, by order of the local censor nicely as seasonable summer
fare that and
summery, and was carried
board for exhibiting an immoral pic- the audience
seemed to like. Jimmy through without any trouble with the
ture, advises a report to the M. P.
Dunn opens with a comedy police bit aid of some fine specialty numbers
Division of the Dept. of Commerce.
fitted
being chased across stage as the mel- that
into
the
a'tmosphere
The picture had passed the central
ody pirate, the offering being called Opened with the Chester Hale Girls
censor board at Amsterdam, and, as
singing and stepping in green ena result the Dutch Exhibitors' Ass'n "Pirates of Melody," a Frank Camsembles
that was an eye smash. Then
The Gamby Girls
has decided to close all houses in the bria production.
the Pearl Twins were on for a neat
aided
in
this,
with Ash and his band
above mentioned cities. The action
vocal and stepping number. The set
Chinese baritone, Ju
of the association already has ex- taking it up.
showed a bandstand in vivid blue,
Fong,
singing
two songs in other
tended to other cities and, it is rewith
the skyline of the city in the
ported, that if the situation is not dialects with pleasing voice, scored rear.
Then Dave Schooler introstrong
as
novelty.
Good band numsettled soon, it will result in losses
duced
the
girls,
each representing
" with one of
to the various municipalities from en- ber "Ain't Misbehavin'
some individual sin of the current
the
boys
doing
the vocalizing with a
tertainment taxes.
megaphone, also scored with the year such as "Speakeasies," "Traffic
femmes. Then Ash tied the show up Regulations," "Syncopation," etc. A
real novelty beautifully handled that
Austrian Market for
with its title in a series of popular
went over big.
Al Samuels and
sciigs
contrasted
with standard selecPromising
Sound
brothers
did some fast tap work, folSmith and
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY tions to show similarity.
lowed by Roy Evans seated at a
Washington The prospects for Hadley, eccentric steppers and knock- baby piano in a silver setting and
sound pictures in Austria are not about clowning with some good acro- croons some songs that had the gals
very promising due to the fact that batic highlights, clicked about as all hot and bothered. Then the feaAsh
the country has few first class the- strong as anything on the bill.
and his band finished with selections tured specialists, Dare and Wahl,
aters, states a report to the M. P.
did some remarkable burlesque acroDivision of the Dept. of Commerce. from the old masters.
batics, taking some tough falls with
It is estimated that even the five largthe comedy angle worked up strong.
est houses could not afford to pay
The finale had the girls on in gormore than $3,000 to $4,000 for comgeous feather costumes of white and
STAGES
LIGHT
plete sound equipment and installapink, with the sin girls also showing
tion.
While at present no houses are
to advantage on a raised platform.
wired, it is planned to equip the
FOR CURRENT
Schwedenkino in Vienna. The house
St. Louis M. C.'s Switched
seats 648.
St. Louis
Skouras-Warner Friday
The Ponce Sisters at the Roxy did returned Ed Lowry
as master of
seme good duo harmonizing seated ceremonies
Associated British Chain
at
the
Ambassador.
on the organ and the novelty clicked
Securing Theaters Rapidly strong. A jungle dance by the Roxy- Harry Rose, who substituted for Ed,
London The rapid expansion of ettes in appropriate costumes was col- has already returned to the Missouri,
and Frankie Masters is back at the
Associated British Cinemas is causing orful, and they pepped it up with
Granada after handling the Missouri
considerable discussion in the trade their marvelous precision movements.
stage shows in the absence of Rose.
Recent acquisition, according There was a stage bit picturing Alfred
here.
Lowry is about to set a record as a
to John Maxwell, chairman of the Noyes' poem, "A Victory Ball," a
master
of ceremonies at the AmbasYarcompany, include the Regent,
rather gruesome thing, with spirit
sador.
He put in his appearance at
mouth and Regent at Norwich. The scldiers gaping down upon the drunkthe Skouras on Sept. 7, 1927, when
company also recently acquired the en revellers on the stage below. Made
he arrived to succeed Herbert RawRobin Hood circuit, the Grand at a lot of sensitive people squirm. Then
linson.
Since that time Lowry has
under
Falkirk, the new 1,760 seater
on the scrim was flashed the usual
approximately 2,700 stage
completed
construction at Liverpool and other marching line of soldiers.
Leonide performances at the Ambassador.
houses at Blackpool.
Massine and Patricia Bowman did
theaters

Not

—

ROXY

A

WEEK

—

—

their classical dancing, the current ofPrcs.

fering being "The Ballet Master and
French Tobis Talker Set
Frank Clifford, head of the Ballerina." Then there was a harem
Paris
French Tobis company, announces seme for contrast, with the Roxy balthe company's first feature talker to let employed, and the chorus singing
Rather light
be made at the Tobis studio near here "The Song of India."
will be "The Shark" instead of "Cou- for the Roxy, in comparison with preM. Henri Cho- vious weeks.
lisses," as anounced.

—

EXCLUSIVE

foreign
representatives for

Rayart Pictures Corporation
and other leading independent producersand distributors

mette will direct.
Cable Address:
Cable Address:
Cable Address:

S.

DUTCH EXHIBITORS BATTLE PAUL ASH GETS HIS SHOW ARTHUR KNORR PUTS ON

SHOW

Smith Secures Melotone

Richmount

By

DOWN CENSORS; 2 HOUSES CLOSED

lengthy
negotiations and numerous meetings,
Rumanian exhibitors have decided to
close their theaters if the Ministry
of Finance does not comply with
their request for tax reductions, advises a report to the M. P. Division
of the Dept. of Commerce.
Rumanian

Presentations

CUNNINGHAM

RICHPICSOC, Paris
DEEJAY, London

RICH PIC,

N.

Y.

Exporting only the
best in Motion Pictures

German Production Declines
Berlin Further falling off of business in the industry for June is reported here by the Berlin Chamber

—

of Commerce. The producton of features showed a considerable decrease
while the difficulty of marketing German pictures abroad is growing.

Standard

VAUDEVILLE
for

Motion Picture Presentation

The FALLY
1531

MARKUS

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Lackawanna 7876
BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York

Phone Penn. 3SSO

Cit>

A

SOUND FILM
for the

PRESENT
and

the

FUTURE
iN THE early stages of the

Eastman

talkie era

scientists set

themselves to the task of evolving a special negative sound film.

They started from scratch. They studied the fundamental
requirements of sound recording film. They took into account
all the essential properties of such a film. They scientifically
measured the fidelity of the sound recorded with their experimental emulsions. They detected and eliminated inaccuracies
and distortions too minute for the ear to register. They arrived
at a final

formula

— a definite achievement in the art of sound

....Eastman Reprotone Negative.

Designed

protone

is

the logical negative

Because of

sound recording,

specifically, exclusively for

its

medium

for

sound at

inherent and complete Tightness

pace with the other factors in the industry.

demands of tomorrow
Eastman Reprotone will meet them.
today, but

if

the

are

It

still

its best.

it will

keep

was built

N. Y.

for

more exacting,

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

JRe-
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Weekly

w

Issues of

te

FOX
MOVIETONE

NEWS
SUCCESSFUL

beyond the fondest expectations of

its

sponsors,

the only talking newsreel worldwide in service is now being
heard and seen in four newsy issues every week.
Now four theatres in the same city can each present its own
exclusive talking newsreel.
It is a feature in itself
ahead, as always,

'It

— why

not advertise

it

as

such?

.

.

.

years

Speaks for Itself

9%

1
m

m
tm
mi

May Drop Quo ta

France

fo r a

High Import Duty
T " E NEWS

TITy
>1¥1
o/FILMDOM^^MUl^^^^ALLTHE TIME

7Ae NEWSPAPER
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Monday, July

Bound"

SUCCESSFUL

A

ffifil

No. 18

"Paris

instance of

achieved:

a

A

Fox Gains

SAYS ALLIED TO REMAIN

By CHARLES F. HYNES
Mineola,
L.
I.
William
Fox's condition is improving
steadily.
His progress is so
marked, hospital attaches declare,
he will be discharged
very shortly now.

Withdrawal of Allied States Ass'n
because it launches 1929- from arbitration is permanent
at
M) under favorable auspices and least until the system is adjusted to
for showmen because it is both a provide equity for independent exhibitors, W. A. Steffes, president of
money and a prestige picture.
the Northwest exhibitor unit, stated
prior to leaving New York for MinA Gem in Treatment
No plans for resumption
neapolis.
A domestic light drama in which of arbitration have been made in
Pathe
C

1

nothing

w«'Hli

sensational

occurs.

from >.:.- play the
produced took two carefully reared people, married them and
episodically
delights
on the high
Barry

lip

spots in the

wedded

four years of their

first

It

life.

an

is

orderly

hut the incidents that follow

adroitly

and cleverly reveal the grad-

adjustments, the process of give

ual

and take which mark the early course
newly weds. A theme as wide

of all

In

Allie,:

treatment,

a

fine

order of in-

on Page 8)

COAST CASE

ARBITRATION IS BEING

CONTINUED

IN

TEXAS

—

Dallas Twice the number of exhibitors necessary volunteered their
services to the arbitration board here

which today

withdrew

will hold its

of

which

is

extended
planned

arbitration,

Seider Closes for Two
Houses of Glynne Chain

was exercised. Subtlety in the Film Board.
Joseph M. Seider has closed a deal
handling the situations was used and
both members and with Mike Glynne for the Patchogue
"Exhibitors,
Seider
Rialto, Patchogue, L. I.
imagination in the
direction by E. non-members of _the M.P.T.O., hav- and

The

Griffith.

and, since

excellent
culled
play,

dialogue,

directly

the

most

from the

reason

is

lines of

the

ap-

There are few
American theater.

ing claims against
(Continued

distributor
Page 8)

meni- operates the Regent,
(Continued

on

on

Bayshore; the

Page

8)

was

it

why becomes

parent.
the

of

too,

Barrys

in

Miss Harding
And the star! Ann Harding

High Duty Instead of Quota
New Plan Advanced in France
—

Proposed quota question is given further con
Cable)
in this, French quota may be dropped with sideration may have been .made ti
her first picture, propels herself easily a high tariff on negatives adopted in- American picture interests by the
into first ranks.
A most attractive stead. If the plan is carried out, ef- French Government but has not been
blonde, possessed of a beautiful voice fort will be made to admit a permade formallv to the State Departand a pronounced ability as an centage of last year's production free
Federal officials declared Sat
actress, her stage career serves in of duty.
A part of the plan is to ment,
urday.
good stead in the talker medium. grant distributors of each FrenchNo new correspondence regarding
She gives a finished performance.
made film licenses to import four
subject has been exchanged bethe
productions free of duty.
Paris

(By

"A Perfect Day"

Laurel and Hardy in a laugh fest.
It's the automobile picnic idea with

new
of
it

a
up.

slants.

play

Very funny and worthy
anywhere.

Don't

pass

K A N N

No

.

Word

Received
from France on Quota Plan
Official

his

ma

rj

(Continued

through;

u

Page

on

Film

8)

b;

ses-

unit

accordC. Douglas, secretary of

from

Don

second

Texas exhibitor

the

since

of

proteetfdn,
the New
Jersey exhibitor association, will be
under fire by the government in the
action brought against Fox West
Coast Theaters, scheduled to come to
The
trial Sept. 13 at Los Angeles.
government, through the Dept. of
Justice, has indicted officials of Fox
West Coast and a number of distribu(Continued on Page 8)

Legality

telligence

H.

hibitor committee is expected to draft
a plan of relief to be offered tomorrow at the meeting with sales managers.
The latter have outlined a tentative plan, calling for adjustments to
li ctu'es
exhibitor > oversold o
1

test

ing to

IN

IS

Proposals for relief of the small
exhibitor from high overhead caused
by the sound picture development are
to be discussed by exhibitor committee of the anti-Myers group, which
meets today in New York. The ex-

v.iilnL,
'inurd

sion,

America.

as

SLATED

Minneapolis, be declared.

ex-

istence,

PROTECTION TEST

Be Offered

to

Confab with Sales
Managers Tomorrow

at

—

OUT OT ARBITRATION

for

film

significant

Price 5 Cents

Proposals

1

season.

1929

TO DRAFT SOUND RELIEF PLAN

picture

that combines class and good taste
with no sacrifice of the necessary
A
elements for popular appeal.
highbrow-lowbrow production with
a very wide and deserved appeal.
This is "Paris Bound," Number
on Pathe's program for the new

22,

;

EXHIBITORS MEETING TODAY

a combination often sought
after in Hollywood, but too

infrequently

ki

ANOTHER RESTRAINT SUIT
INSTITUTED IN TEXAS

—

Dallas
Embracing practically the
same conspiracy charg- s and the same
damages as in the case filed recently
by J. A. Cuff, owner of the Liberty

Denison, B. Legg, former Denison
exhibitor, has brought suit for $120,000 against Publix, Paramount, L. M.
Ridout, L. M. Ridout. Ir., ot Denison
and L. L. Dent of D 'is.
Damages sought ar divided, §80.000 being specified as ictual and >4U,at

(Continucd

on

Co-op Buying

*e

Sound

c

Equipment

K)

Is

Planned

20 sound
planned by a group of
members of the New Jersey exhibitor
headed by Joseph M.
association,
Members of the group will
Seider.
buy the equipments as a unit, Seider
states, declaring that all systems will
be considered. The New Jersey unit
through co-operative buying of in-

Co-operative

equipments

huyins.

of

is

(Continued

on

Page

8)

Pathe Realignment Is
Completed by Reisman

tween the two governments in reRealignment of 'he Pathe
cent weeks, but reports to Washington from Paris indicate that efforts force has been completed,

sales
states

being made to settle the Phil Reisman. general sales manastill
controversy and that tentative sug- ger. E. L. McEvoy is in charge of
Proposal that dis- gestions that distribution be resumed the East. W. E. Callaway the South,
Washington
(Continued en Page 8)
film industry.
tribution of films be resumed while have been made to the
Washington Bureau of

—
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Monday, July

has closed at the Rialto, being replaced by "The Mysterious Dr. Fu
Manchi' "
No other changes have taken place along the Broadway sector
"Smiling Irish Eyes" opens on Tuesday evening at the Central.
"Broadway
Melody" is approaching near a six-month run at the Astor.

ALIBI"

Price 5 Cents

I0HN W. AUCOATE

PUBLISHER

Published daily except Saturday and holidays
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y. ana
copyright (1929) by Wid's Films and Film
Folk, Inc.
VV. Alicoate, President and
J.
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann, Vice-President
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer,
Business and Advertising Manager. Entered
as second class matter, May 21, 1918, at the
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the act
of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free)
United States outside of Greater New York
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
Foreign, $15.00.
$3.00.
Subscribers should
remit with order.
Address all communications to
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broad
way, New York, N. Y.
Phone Circle 47364737-4738-4739.
Cable address:
Filmday,
New York.
Hollywood,
California
Ralph
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd.
Phone Granite
6607.
London Ernest W. Fredman, The
Film
89-91
Renter,
Wardour
St.,
W.
I.
Berlin
Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
Paris
P. A. Harle,
La Cinematographie Francaise, Rue de la
Cour-des-Noues, 19.
at

Picture

Distributor

Theater

Opening Date

"Broadway Melody"

M-G-M

Feb.

8

"Bulldog Drummond".

United Artists.

Astor
Apollo

May
May
May

22

.

.

"The Black Watch"
'On With the Show"
"The Four Feathers"
"Drag"

Fox
Warner
Paramount

"Thunderbolt"

Paramount

.

.

.

Gaiety

Winter Garden.

.

.

First National.

.

.

Warner

.

Rivoli

29

Universal

Colony

July

"Melody Lane"

Universal

Globe

July 15

Rialto

July 20

Central

July 23

"Mysterious Dr. Fu".

.

.

.

"Smiling Irish Eyes"

Paramount
First National.

.

.

.

Golf

July 23

Opening

tournament and
picnic
of
exhibitors and distributors at Des
Moines.

of
"Smiling Irish Eyes"
the Central. New York.
July 23-25
Convention of Rocky Mountain
States exhibitors at Denver.
July 26
Film golf tournament of exhibitors
and distributors at Minneapolis.
July 27
First issue of M-G-M International

2

"Show Boat"

Today:

at

June 12
June 20
June 20

Criterion

Newsreel
July 31

First

Aug.

1

—

—

—

Financial

of Shorts Being

Aug.

issue

of

Paramount

7

First

issue

of

Hearst

Sept. 28

diary

of

Talking Pictures, subsiRayart Pictures Corp. is

Fifth House Added to
Hold Their
Ray Grombacher Chain
Sound" Warner
Spokane — Ray
A.

Own in
West

Coast

—

Bureau.

Hollywood

—
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"Comparatively few

Tommy

screen stars and featured players have fallen by the wayside in the
past year which has been marked by
sensational strides of the talking pic-

are

ture," states

shooting several talking shorts at the
Metropolitan studios, Fort Lee, N.
Three have been completed with
J.
Christian and his Band and
called "Pep and
Personality,"

"College Pep" and "Jazzmania." Two
musical recordings with Al Herman
and Elsie Gilbert also have been
STOCK MARKET
completed, one called "Snappy Tunes"
(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDA K)
High Low Close
Sales and the other ."Melodies."
Fred Ar-Am. Seat
35
dath has completed a two reel comCon. Fra. Ind. pfd. 25 M
25 Vs
100
2SVS
East. Kodak
196& 195^ 196^
500 edy called "Cabaret Nights," while
*do pfd
128
Mark Linder Prods, has completed a
-89 5* J£5i
300 two-reel dramatic production,
TcTx tSn". 'JP
,
"Paid
•Keith A-O
40
lUu Penalty," with Mrs. Fisk'c O'Hara
*do pfd
117K
Loevv's, Inc
57
300 and Robert Bentley, and' a two reel
56H 5634
*do pfd
96
comedy called "Ankles," featuring
247/8
*M-G-M pfd
Charles Hunt, one
52
M. P. Cap
100 Robert Bentley.
53^ 52
Para. F-L
500 of Rayart's directors, is handling the
67% 66J4 67J4
100
Pathe Exch
834
megaphone, with George Weber at
*do "A"
....
19^
camera and Mark Asch as
500 the
Radio K-A-O
38
38
37/2
40
•Stanley Co
recorder.

silent

"The

*Univ.

pfd

Pict.

....

Warner Bros
pfd

*do

60'/2

CURB MARKET
Prod.

Acoustic

...

5?g

fan public has reloyal to its stars, and the latter in large measure have justified
that loyalty.
Fortunately most producers sensed this potential condition
a year ago and retained their stellar
personnel practically intact.
They
have not regretted their action."

mained

Con.

Fm.

Film

Insp

34

2 54

"A"... 27

D.W. "A"

•Griffith,

Intern.

33

21%

Ind.

Fox Thea.

Scr.

rts.

Ser.

Thea.

.

'A

''A

26 A

200
300

1/8

1.666

100
7,400
500

33%
22%

20/

20/

23/
11

20/

do 6s 41 x-war

.

90

107/

95/
98/
98/

.

Paramount 6s 47

5/s

•Pathe 7s37

'ioo

U

BOND MARKET

51

95/

95/

9734

9734

98/

98/
70/

CURB BONDS

87/

•Am. Seat 6s 36
•Warner 6/s 28

198

OVER THE COUNTER

Roxy "A"

25

do units
do com
Skouras Bros
•Technicolor
United Art
do pfd
Univ.
Ch. com..

28

do

pfd

Borzage Sails Aug. 10
Frank Borzage, assigned by Fox
to direct the John McCormack picture, arrives in New York early in
August and sails on the 10th for
Ireland to spend six weeks shooting

27
30

85
5

.

65
2
75

—

Fox is negotiating
Fhnira, N. Y.
Capitol and Colonial here, it
Both are part of the
reported.
is
Schine chain
for the

.

75

•LAST PRICE QUOTED

First Division in

Film Center

N. Adelson, president. New
York, has leased a space on the
seventh floor of the Film Center
Building, to the First Division Pictures.- Harry H. Thomas, president

Abe

This

chain,

erty,

the

is

the fifth house of
Lib-

others being at

Audien, Granada and Egyptian

here.

Ind'p't

Using
State

Using RCA-Photophone
system at the Coast.

RCA

Cinema Prod. Corp.

Tec-Art

synchronizing

dialogue for "The
Forgotten."
The

now

is

sound

at

and

Woman Who Was
picture

is

being

made under direction of Richard
Thomas, assisted by 'r'aui V
r*i
and Henry Cronjager, cameraman.
.'.

Belle Bennett
cast includes

is

starred.

Rest

of

Le Roy Mason, Jack

Mower, Gladys AlcConnell,
Trent and William Walling.

Jack

Morris to Greet Lauder
William Morris, Jr., leaves soon
for the Coast to welcome Sir Harry
Lauder on his arrival from Australia
in San Francisco Aug. 15.
Sir Harry
will go to Banff for a few days fishing and then commences a 34 week
tour throughout the United States
His opening date is
and Canada.
September 2, at Winnipeg.

First Division, states that they
release for the coming season,
a program of 25 talking pictures. The

of

will

Through with U. S. Films
Adolphe Menjou, arriving
Paris
picthe city hall plaza lease, Fox West here, declares he is through with
for
"looking
and
is
America
in
tures
The
lease.
Coast has drawn up a new
arrival here.
firm is to build a $300,000 house here, a job," he stated on his
marking first invasion of this strongComerford Buys Interest
hold of Rickards & Nace, Universal

—

Eastman Kodak Earnings High
Record earnings are being chalked
up

—

—

ally.

38
87
10
85*

D'Alene.
the

Fox Signs Opera Tenor

New Phoenix Lease Drafted
Phoenix, Ariz. Dissatisfied with

2/
33

of Spokane Theaters has
the
Dream
at
Coeur

Huston Returns to Stage
Walter Huston has arrived in NewJoseph Shea, of the Fox West
York from Hollywood to be starred
Coast publicity department, sails the first is "The Great Gabo," featuring in a new- Arthur Hopkins stage proend of this week for London to make Eric Von Stroheim and Betty Comp- duction, "Commodore Trunnan."
preparations for Borzage's arrival.
son directed by James Cruze.
his Irish estate

by

Eastman Kodak

state

West

ager of Reinhardt theaters, died from
heart disease here. He was 53 years

Gilbert

—

The
Coast

Gilberts Sailing

Bureau,

THE FILM DAILY

Gilbert and Mrs.
Claire) plan a three

Hollywood—Jack
(Ina

months' honeymoon

in

Europe.

Comerford
Williamsport, Pa.
Theaters, which has the Capitol, here,
has acquired a 50 per cent interest
in the Keystone.

Wall

The rate is so high
Street reports.
that directors may be forced into
another recapitalization, it is stated.

Reinhardt's Brother Dies
Vienna Max Reinhardt's brother,
Edmund, who has been business man-

old.

is now on
spending the summer.

McCormack

.scenes there.

30%

A-0 6s 46
*Loew 6s 41ww
By.

2J4
26 A

25
41

•Keith

Par.

1.000

3034

*Trans-Lux
Univ. Pict
•do pfd

066

33 34
21 'A

25

23/

41

.

Sup..

33

21 'A

....

Proj

Loew do deb

2.100

80

Columbia Pets

Fox Dickering for Two
Elmira, N. Y., Houses

5,100

54M

SVt

& Katz

*Bal.

Nat.
Nat.

S9%

98J4
60'A

Grombacher.

president
acquired

Jack L. Warner.

screen

l

.

Metrotone

(sound).

"Silent Stars

Filmed by Raytone
Raytone

Newsreel

First

Sound
News.
Golf tournament of exhibitors and
exchangemen at Seattle.

1

News

Number

(silent).
of
Universal

issue

(silent).

THE

—

1929

22,

The Industry's
Date Book

The Broadway Parade

WDXIUY*
Vol.

-,%fr*
DAILY

FOR SALE

Chicago

— Don

Jose

Mojica, opera

tenor, has been signed to sing in
talkers.

NATIONAL

SCREEN

SERVICE
andC|LENT

Two

Simplex Projectors with
In A-l
Morelite attachments.

condition.

Call

Milton Katz
COLumbus 8040

Fox

Hi'

^-

They Didn't
Just

like

some

Know

exhibitors

Their Beach!
who

don't

know

their public*

Today, Public Demand must be watched and
gauged as never before*
The exhibitor who
isn't paying strict attention to public tastes is
sure missing the Big Things that should be
coming his way*

Why

do the country's wisest exhibitors make

UNITED ARTISTS PICTURES
the

backbone service of

their theatre's

programs?

Because they are the best— and meet that Public

Demand

"
f

The Ten Best Dilr
Three hundred and four

representing 350 trade and fan papers and newspapers
sfl
Directors of 1928-29, Their coirbirt

critics,

Directors and Their
Feature achievements of
leased from January

Work

Players

directors on pictures re1926, to June 30, 1929.

all
1,

Activities of stars

and

leased from Januai

I

I

a

Directo
Scenarists and Their

Work

Thumb-nail

Production activities of adapters and scenarists and
their feature releases
to

June

from January

1,

1926,

life

sketch

cerned in film produc

and

women

thatik

the win

30, 1929.

i

Film Editor!

!!

h

Film Titlers and Their
I!

n
n

A complete

summary

ti

to

Work

of the activities of titlers,

ture pictures released from January

June

Feature credits based n
tors on pictures reh

1,

on

fea-

30, 1929.

Original

Ii

Seven hundred original!
books which have beeij
and released

Producers

Silent

Ji

1928,

I!

Sound and

to

i

Four hundred organizations on

east and west coasts
actively engaged in supplying motion picture entertainment for the screens of the world.

Itisf
Home-office address

!

f

These are several of the
i

n\

FILM DAILY DIRECTORS' ANf
Free
Subscribers
to

to

THE FILM DAILY

Out T

*A

—«

...

1928-1929

tors of
throughout 45 states, the District of

Work

A complete

players in features re6, to June 30, 1929

compilation of feature efforts of more than

four hundred cinematographers on foreign and
domestic productions released on the American market from January 1, 1926,
to

[graphics

Who of the men

The

intertainment for
reens.

Their

>f

compilation devoted exclusively to dialoguers
and their feature activities, covering the
last year and a half.

—

1928,

dios

and

A

Books

names

of engineers
technicians.

listing

and

Directorv for Directors

An

exhaustive compilation of those elements to which
the director has occasion to turn in the making of a
picture, including lists of cameras, color film
companies, costumers, raw stock, casting

important plays and

ed as feature pictures
fferent titles.

I
j

laboratories, insurance brokers, laboratories, supply houses, libraries lighting,

agencies,

ors
l

Work

first

929.

of

30, 1929.

Production and technical staffs of important sound and
silent studios throughout the United States
Covering sound equipment used by "Talkie" stu-

pbtained from distribu1,

I!

Stiidios--Their Personnel

Work

«n January

June

Dialogue Writers, Their

directors actively con-

(Vho's

Ten Best

Cameramen ami Their Work

t

|

for the

approximate 25,000,000.

ilculations

|eir

Columbia and Canada have voted

H

title studios,

play brokers, "props,"
film storage.

distribution units.

nteresting features of the

AL and PRODUCTION GLIDE
Sold Separately al f 2.50 Per Copy

Veek
*
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THE

26 th

Instalment; 'Sound Patent* Series
Fhjj.
t into contact with a stationary contact (S) and thereby closes the control circuit containing the necessary

FILM CONTROLLED

This

ment

in

is

the twenty-sixth

"Sound Patents,"

electro-magnets to start or stop the
apparatus.
A multiple system .of control, is
also shown in United States patent
No
1.523.173.
issued
to
W. M.

instal-

A

somewhat different tvoe of
is shown in British patent No. 6077 issued to E. S. Domsfilm control

a series

of articles dealing with the patent
history of sound and synchronization devices in the United States,

U. S. Patent No.

MW

1.254.487

England, France and Germany.
United States patent Xo. 1,065,576.
to E. H. Amet on June 24.
1913, overcomes this difficulty by providing, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3
of the patent, an air chamber (52)
and a diaphragm (53) wh'ch normally is separated from a (-mnnressed
air duct (51) by the film {^\. However, when an opening (50) in the
issued

W. Ebeling on May

to

C.

in

which

30,

1916,

metallic contact (10) as
shown in Fig. 3, similar to a paper
fastening clip, is secured to the film
(F) and clinched as shown in Fig. 4.
United States patent No. 1,254,487
issued to C. W. Ebeling on Jan. 22,
1918 overcomes the objections to the
use of clips, etc., and of contact or
engaging means on the surface of the

For

film.

elongated

a

this
slot

purpose it provides an
or unobstructed por-

tion (8) in the film, as
through which light

shown

tern

(L)

in Fig.

from the

3,

lan-

may

pass when the openfilm passes through the

ing in the
projection machine.
As shown in
Figs. 1 and 2, the light from the
lantern (L) passing through the slot
or unobstructed portion (S) is reflected

by

a mirror

(4)

—

sensitive selenium cell
that will describe more

U. S. Patent No.

thorpe on

in

detail

March

10.

the edge of the film

onto a light
a type of cell

spaced
device

in

is

1.52.5.17.;

1915

in which
provided with

grooves (G) and
(F) is arranged in

connection with sound records formed on the film itself. The light sensitive cell has the property of permitting the passage of current when

a

contaci
the p

J'Z/?. A/.

beam of light is directed on it and
thus acts in the same manner as the
closing of a switch or contact to close
the circuit of the sound control apparatus
indicated
diagrammaticallv
in the upper right hand part of Fig.
a

The United States patent No. 1,255.822 issued to Harrison W. Rogers on Feb. 5, 1918, d scloses the use
of a pair of buttons or projections
(24 and 25). Figs. 4 and 6, to control alternative sound devices.
As
shown in Fig. 4, the button (24 or
25) passing between a fixed roller
(26) and a roller (27) on the end of
a lever (30) lifts the latter and brings
;

Illustrating

Amet

system.
U. S. Patent
1,065,576

No

comes

into alignment with the
of the air chamber,
(51)
compressed air blows the diaphragm
(53) outwardly causing the contacts
(54 and 55) to contact and close a
circuit through the sound controlling
film

passage

apparatus.
In the German patent No. 277,297
issued to Talking M. P. Co. Inc. of

J%z^.
$s

Fig. 14.

highlight

German Patent

of

.Xo.

another patent.
277,297.

Syracuse, N. Y., on Aug. 8, 1914 instead of a perforation in the film, the
contact piece (14) is attached to the
film

(6),

as

shown

in

Sound, via film controls.
No.

y 34
Piaqram showing

QO

Fig.

14,

and

serves to bridge a pair of contacts in
the >otmd control apparatus.
A somewhat similar device is
-hown in United States patent issued

?S-

^

I'.

S.

Patent

1.523,17.5

Clark on Jan.

13, 1925 the film confeatures of which are shown in
Figs. 2 and 3, the film being provided with appropr-ate openings (14a
and 15a) in the paths of transversely
spaced contact devices (14, 15) which
upon sinking into one of the openings (14a or 15a) serves to make
a contact and thereby start and stop
the phonograph apparatus in case
the film should break and to permit

trol

a contact roller (16) to spring
a movable contact (13a).

from

awn>

Another idea of

film

No.

control.

6,077

British Patent

THE
1929

londay, July 22,

ct

mi apparatus

to bear against

the

Coast Wire Service

and to spring into
it notches (G) and close the circuit
hen these notches pass through the
the

i

film

rejection apparatus.
acing the notches (G),

may

as

be directly

A similar arrangement is shown in
erman patent No. 282,537 issued to
zeglio and Lamberto P.neschi on
larch 9, 1915 in which notches on

NEW ASSIGNMENTS MAD E

ternate sides of the film arc used
controll.ng
tin
.r
alternatively
or
de-clutching
of
the
utching

mid reproducing apparatus from
nchronized driving source.
In addition to the patents
itlined

in

tli

s

class,

a

a

irious

l>

large

iefl

num

have been issued l'o
improvements, refinements o

m

following:

UNITED STATES
No.

issued

1,065,576,

to

E.

FOR RAINBOW GROUP

H

Kainbou

Billings

W. Rog

A up.

23.

M

Clark

M. Clark

Mervyn
White

to

Robert

D

Cray on

1,432.055, issued to Thomas I.. Den
on Oct. 17. 1922,
No. 1.461,298. issued to Cipriano Vische
July 10. 1923.
No. 1.633.478. issued to Charles E. E.
:lacommune on June 21, 1927.
No. 1,675, 122, issued to Tacob Merzon
June 26, 1928.

No.

I,

Jr.

BRITISH
No.

154,216. filed by
)V.
14. 1920.
No. 185,549, ismedto

Azeglio

in

LeRoy
"Playing

to

Pineschi

on

direct

DENNY

tacular

The
ig

of

ensemble

effects.

pictures

production, including
"Footlights and Fools," starring Colleen Moore; "Sally," starring Marilyn
Millet
'Paris," starring Irene
Bordoni; "Little Johnny Jones," starring
Eddie Buzzell; "A Most Immoral Lady," starring Leatrice Joy;
"Young Nowheres," starring Richard
in

Jury,"

starring

Corinne

Griffith.

Woman

Dorothy
Billie

on the
Mackaill,

Dove. Jack

Mulhall, Alice White and other First
National stars are prepared to start
new productions.

lie

is

constructionist on
*

is

busy

at

acting as

M-G-

is

*

Calls,"
directing.
*

Our Passing Show:

Bert
Wheeler autographing a book
at RKO; Charley Einfeld and
Jack Pegler chatting at the
Roosevelt;

smiling

Irving

Cummings, Norman Taurog
and George Middleton discuss-

Hollywood Unit Plans
Sound Musical Comedies

reparations are under way for
early shooting on three
productions
scheduled for early release on
the

*

*

program.

These are "His
a story by Douglas
Doty laid in the U. S. Cavalry
School, in which William Boyd is
the
First

Command,"

and Dorothy Sebastian his lead;
"Rich People," adapted from
Jan
er's serial, which ran in
Good
Housekeeping." for Constance Bennett with
E. H. Griffith directing
and A. A. Kline, New York dramatist, adapting the story, and "Red
star

Hot Rhythm."

ing matters at Fox.
*

Our

old friend, Sterling Sberwin is
rather elated by the praise tendered
bis song, "So Sweet," which he wrote

direct

Leo McCarey

will

and William Conselman

it

is

supervisor.

Carlsbad Prod. Finishing;

"Divorce Made Easy." starring
in
Douglas MacLean.
Mexico
He is especially Film
Cast and staff of "The Medicine
pleased by the comment from Wilson
ullison, the playwright, who wrote Man " a picture made by Carlsbad
him, "I have never heard a catchier, Prod, are back at Tec-Art after a
more tuneful or better-written popu- two months' location trip in south"
eastern New Mexico.
lar song than 'So Sweet.'
The picture
is now in the cutting
*
*
*
room and when
completed will be synchronized with
Business is so good with
sound effects and dialogue, according
Paula Gould, the publicist, that
to Grant Keyes, general production
she has expanded her office and
manager.
has engaged her brother, Jack
Jack Irwin directed and is also
Gould, well known in New
for

Made

New

I

York theatrical circles, as her
assistant.
*

*

*

Sam Katzman, who produced and

New

START NEW DIALOGUE FILMS

comedy Rathe

"The Bugle

which George Hill

Alice-

Firsl National Studios are HOW
used to capacity with a number

RUBIN

** M. where

Ml of

these pictures will be 100 per cenl
dialogue with dancing and highly

3 PATHE UNITS ABOUT TO

i

pictures.

Around."

^m

Hollywood

Ted Wilde to direct "Loose \n
kles," also a musical comedy, which
ran for a long period on Broadway

Barthelmess and "The

1921.

1.4 'S. 845. issued
12, 1922.
Pt.

of

assignments are as follows:
Clarence Badger to direct "No,
X" Nanette," musical comedy, which
will be acted
by a cast including
Bernice Claire, Alexander Gray, Lucien Littlefield, Louise Fazenda, Zasu Pitts and others.

W. Rog

on Feb. 5, 1918.
No. 1.261,795, issued to Charles W. Ebelg on April 9. 1918.
No. 311,433, issued to Cyrus N
Andrews
July 29, 1919.
No. 1.354.272, issued to Cvrus N. Andrews
Sept. 28, 1920.
No. 1.379,654. issued tn Frank R. Som-

Group

Tlie

s

i.

RALPH WILK

By

First National has assigned three
directors to productions in the
>_'*)-

Amet on

ne 24, 1913.
No. 1,205,4/7, issued to John W.
Nov. 21, 1916.
No. 1,251,287, issued to Harrison
s
on Dec. 25, 1917.
No. 1,255,823, issued to Harrison

•rmeyer on May 31. 1921.
No. 1,388,515. issued to William
Aug. 23. 1921.
No. 1,388,516. is ued to William

Little
from "Lots"

(

odifications of this general type of
control for sound reproducing
>paratus, but the scope oi the pre-.
it articles does not permit a detailed
count of each patent.
These patents, however, include
e

A

1

of patents

•r

3 Directors

Fig. 1 illustrates this.

film.

ie

First National Signs

suitably

I!\

sound appai
controlled from

'AVhat Price Talkies," has
engaged Yalda West and Joe Farrar
for his second talker, as yet untitled.
directed

responsible for the story.
In the
cast are
Santschi, Blanche Mehaffey, Donald Keith, Jean Laymon,

Tom

Philo McCullough, Marjory Keyes,
Reid Howes, Billey Franey, Mark
Hamilton, Ted Wells, Martha Wells.

McNutt Wrote Bancroft Film
Most of the exteriors will be made at
William Slavens McNutt wrote
Jimmie Hodges and "The Fisherman's Retreat," near San
screen play and dialogue for George
George Graves have formed a pro- Bcrnadino.
FRENCH
Bancroft's new picture, "The Mighty."
*
*
*
duction unit to film musical comedies.
No. 469,575. issued to Karoly Windauer
Walter Ford Tilford, interested in
Aug. 4, 1914.
Tec-Art studio officials are satis- The production is being directed by
Cromwell.
Esther Ralston,
Vitavox, will assist.
First will be fied their stages are very sound John
GERMAN
T'other night, firemen fought Dorothy Revier, O. P. Heggie and
No. 305,811, issued to Siegmund Sprenger "Pretty Polly" and the second, "Ap- proof.
May 21, 1918.
ple Blossom Time."
a blaze at the studio, but "The Wo- Morgan Farley are in supporting
No. 331,095, issued to Julis Lachmann on
man Forgotten" company, working roles.
7, 1919.
on a sound-stage, continued at work,
Preparing "Journey's End"
"Barnum Was Right" Finished
not knowing there was a fire in the
t

Tonfilm Ge^ellschaft
Beschrankter Haftung on Sept. 14. 1922

W.

C. Graves,

•v.

Fashion News" Placed in
eneral Release; 1 Weekly

Production

of

"Barnum

W as
r

—

Preparations are in progress for
of "Journey's End," which
to be made into an all-talker road-

studio.

Right,"
all-talking
farce
comedy
No Title Yet for Dove Film
starring Glenn Tryon, has been com•st
Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Billie Dove's new picture has not
pleted at Universal City.
It is based
Hollywood The
first
issue
of on the Broadway farce of the same yet been titled. It is based on Fannie
ashion News," in sound and Tech- name, and was directed by Del Lord. Hurst's story, "Give This Girl a
olor, is now being released and The cast includes Merna Kennedy. Hand."
11
be issued weekly by the Fashion Otis Harlan, Basil Radford, Clarence
"Oh Yeah" in Production
atures Studios. George W. Gibson Burton. Lew Kelley, Isabelle Keith
Shooting on "Oh Yeah," is proceednow making a survey of the coun- and Gertrude Sutton.
ing at full speed at the Pathe studio.
in connection with the release of
This is the dialogue picture which renew issues.
Burns in Mackaill Cast
unites Robert Armstrong and James
\ screen actress will be chosen as
fiss Fashion News" and will start
Edmund Burns will appear in "The Gleason in A. W. Somerville's Satur"No
Story,
Evening
Post
:our of the key cities on Sept. 15. Woman on the Jury," Dorothy Mac- day
Tay Garnett is directing.
e will travel by airplane and will kaill's next
First National picture. Brakes."
y week engagements in key cities, He has supported Miss Mackaill in James Gleason wrote the dialogue.
ith Elder recently made a special a number of films, both silent and
In the cast are Zasu Pitts, Patricia
;parance in Denver in connection talking, including "Children of the Caron, Paul Hurst, Frank Hagney,
th Fashion News.
Ritz" and "Hard to Get."
Bud Fine and Harry Tyler.

filming
is

show by

Tiffany-Stahl.

be no feminine role

in

There
the

will

produc-

tion.

Erwin Gets Featured Part
Erwin has been assigned

Stewart

first
featured part, a
"Sweetie," George Marion,

his

role
Jr.'s,

in

ro-

Nancy Carof campus life.
William
has the featured lead.
Austin and Stanley Smith are also in
Frank Tuttle will direct.
the cast.
mance

roll

Eugene Pallette in Two
Eugene Pallette has been added

to

He is now
of "Kibitzer."
playing a role in "The Love Parade."
the

cast

THE

cStk

DAILY

SAYS ALLIED TO REMAIN

to
1)

Washington,
in a move to force a showdown on
Distributhe sound rental situation.
tors for some time have been adding
meeting

at its recent

at

clauses "to suit themselves" to the
contract, so that now there is no
standard contract to arbitrate, Steffes
claims.

Co-op Buying of Sound
Equipment Is Planned
(Continued from Page

1)

surance, saves its members 25 per
cent on liability and 20 per cent on
fire insurance.
A substantial saving
also is effected through co-operative
buying of incandescent lamps.

22,

1929J

Exhibitors Meeting Today

Draft Sound Relief Plan

OUT OE ARBITRATION
(Continued from Page

Monday, July

(Continued from Page

Protection Test Is
Slated in Coast Case
(Continued from Page

1)

Boards or special machinery created
for the purpose.

If

adopted, the plan

will be put into operation

mediately

1)

because

of

almost im-

the

declared

—
—
Cameo — "In Old Siberia"
Capitol — "Wonder
Women"
Carnegie— "Piccadilly"
— "Smiling
Central
Eyes"
Colony — "Show Boat"
Criterion — "Four Feathers"
5th Ave. — "Strauss, the Waltz King"
— "Power Darkness"
55th
Film Guild Cinema — "Fighting
the
Apollo "Bulldog Drummond"
Astor "Broadway Melody"
of

Irish

need for quick relief.
Exhibitor committee members who
St.
of
The government charges are based meet today are: R. F. Woodhull,
for
Fatheron alleged agreements to keep film president of the M.P.T.O.A.; R. R.
land"
Gaiety—"The Black Watch"
away from competitors of Fox West
Globe "Melody Lane"
Coast.
The Federal Trade Commis- Biechele, head of the Kansas and Lcew's
New York Monday, "Masked Emosion some time ago cited the circuit western Missouri unit; Charles W.
tion;"
Tuesday,
"High Voltage"
and
on similar charges.
Picquet, North Carolina unit presi"Loves of Casanova;" Wednesday, "Glad
Rag Doll;" Thursday,
"Innocents
of
The New Jersey unit admits the dent; M. A. Lightman, who heads
Paris;" Friday, "Woman from Hell" and
need for protection, but claims that Tennessee, Arkansas and Mississippi
"The White Sister;" Saturday, "Th<
Rich;" Sunday, "Flying Marine"
clearance which keeps film away
theater owners, and Frank Walker Mark Strand '"Noah's Ark"
from independents for a period which
Paramount
"Dangerous Curves"
impairs the drawing power of the of the Comerford circuit and D. A. Rialto "Mysterious Dr. Fu"
picture is against Federal laws.
Harris of Pittsburgh.
Rivoli
"Thunderbolt"
tors charging a
straint of trade.

conspiracy

in

re-

—

—

——

—
—

Decision to buy sound reproducers
as a unit was made at the Atlantic
Seider
City convention last week.
was lauded at the sessions, particularly for the work done in securing
passage of the law permitting admis(Continued from Page 1)
sion of children from 14 years and
older to theaters, without being acexemplary.
Legg operated fer: dant, informed him that he would
companied by an adult. Previously, 000 as
the Superba at Denison before going be unable to secure pictures desired
age.
the limit was 16 years of
to Van Alstyne, where he purchased because of the control charged, Legg

—

Warners "Drag"
Winter Garden "On With

the

ARBITRATION

BEING

—

Show"

Another Restraint Suit

Instituted in

the Lyric.

Pathe Realignment Is
Completed by Reisman

Texas

General allegations

in the petition
similar to those contained in a
suit against the same interests filed

An

CONTINUED

annual profit of $12,000 yearly

TEXAS

IN

(Continued from Page

bers

says.

IS

of

1)

Dallas Film Board of
Trade may continue, as they have
in the past, to file claims direct with
the

fiom the operation of the theater has
been lost, as has also $6,800 from the the Film Board for prompt disposi(Continued from Page 1)
last week by J. A. Cuff of Denison cash investment in lease, equipment tion," said Douglas.
It is and physical property, is alleged as
"It is even urged that exhibitors
and Lee Weir, the West under the seeking recovery of $90,000.
charged that defendants exercise con- the result of a sale forced by defend- come and present their claims in pernew arrangement.
this
The eastern field sales staff is com- trol over the output of a number of ants actions. The business beforevalue son as we would like for exhibitors
operate a nationwide happened was of a reasonable
and
producers
to become better acquainted with the
posed of: R. C. Cropper, Boston; J.
theaters, and that through of $40,000, the petition states.
of
method of procedure and the men
chain
J. Lane, New Haven; R. S. Wolff,
independent
who are deciding these cases. If any
New York; R. Mochrie, Philadel- this alleged monopoly
Publix is not involved in any con- exhibitor questions the integrity and
which plaintiff is one, have
phia; A. Goldsmith, Pittsburgh; and dealers, of
secure what are called spiracy in Texas or elsewhere, Austin fairness of this board and will preunable
to
been
R. C. Robin, Washington.
C. Keough, Publix attorney, empha- sent himself at one of the regular
The Southern field sales staff is first run pictures.
sized at the time the Cuff suit was bi-monthly meetings it is quite likely
plainIn support of this allegation,
composed of: W. W. Anderson, Atlanta; R. C. Price, Charlotte;

Callaway,

Memphis;
leans;
City.

Dallas;
G. C.

and C.

The Central

W.

W.

E.

are

charges that L.

tiff

M.

Ridout, a de-

made

that he can be appointed to serve on
the board."

public.

H. R. Kistler,
Brown, New OrAllen

Oklahoma

field sales staff is

com-

posed of: C. W. Stombaugh, Albany; O. Hanson, Buffalo; H. S.
Lorch, Chicago; J. A. Harris, Cincinnati; O. J. Ruby, Cleveland; W.
E. Branson, Des Moines; H. P. Zapp.
Detroit; H. D. Graham, Indianapolis;

Handle Scoring Sound Installation
Seider Closes for Two
Event
Civic
Becomes
Houses of Glynne Chain
for Krazy Kat Cartoons

De Nat

to

Charles

Mintz,

B.

president

of

—

Ninety-three colRushville, Ind.
inches of descriptive co"*- mat-

Winkler Film Corp., producers
ter in "The Daily Republican" ushKrazy Kat cartoons, has arranged ered the talking picture era into the
and city when the Princess began its
DeNat, composer
with
Joe
orchestra leader, to take charge of sound picture policy.
E. S. Olsmith, Kansas City; J. J. synchronization and scoring of Krazy
Merchants of Rushville, using the
Clarke, Milwaukee; J. H. Maclntyre, Kat cartoons.
With installation of slogan "The Best for Rushville,''
Ballantyne,
C. D. Hill, St. Louis.

Minneapolis;

R.

Omaha;
The western
posed

of: F.

Stout,

Los

S.

field sales staff is

com-

of

this

department,

special score for every instrument to

the final synchronization
the scoring will be done
simultaneously with the production

H. Butler, Denver; J. S. be used
Angeles; H. L. Percy, so that

J. O'Keefe, Salt Lake
City; M. E. Cory, San Francisco;
and C. L. Theuerkauf, Seattle.

Portland; A.

DeNat

will write a

in

of each picture.

The music and

ef-

supported the paper in this send-off
with complimentary advertisements
running up to a full page in size. All
appreciated the fact that with talking pictures once installed in their
leading theater, it would be easier
to keep much of the Saturday and
Sunday money that had been going
into a neighboring city for its amusements.
In its editorial mention, the newspaper even went so far as to make a

written before the
cartoons are made so that at the
Hammel to Be Contact Man
completion of the picture there will
Lester Hammel, executive of the be a co-ordination between it and the
DeNat has just reWilliam Morris office, will act as musical score.
contact man between the New York, turned from a six months sojourn in bid for out of town trade, calling atChicago and Los Angeles offices on Hollywood where he made a study tention to the excellent entertainment
values of the talking pictures, and
sound production. He will cooperate of sound.
then stating "When you come to
with "Billy" Grady of New York
The synchronized Krazy Kat car- Rushville for talking pictures, rememand Walter Meyers and "Bill" Perlberg of the Coast office, dividing his toons will be distributed by Columbia ber that Rushville is a fine place to
Pictures.
shop."
time between them.
fects

are

to

be

(Continued from

umn

Page

1)

Babylon, at Babylon, L. I. and the
Sound, New Brighton, Staten Island,
and is interested with Leon Rosenblatt in eight New Jersey theaters,
including the Hights, Hightstown;

Lyceum, Bayonne; and the

Orient.

Jersey City.
He now is reported
dickering
for
other
Long Island
houses of the Glynne chain, as well
as the Bayshore. Bayshore, L. I.
He denies that he is seeking the
Bayshore house, however.

Second Anacortez Theater
Bought by Waldo Ives
Anacortez, Wash.

—Waldo

P.

Ives

of Skagit Theaters has acquired
Paramount here. This sets at
reports that Fox Pacific Theaters
purchased the Mount Vernon
Anacortez theaters, operated by

A. Haley.
the

W.

Paramount.

the
rest

has

and
A.

R. Zinn has managed

:

Want

French

Firms

U. S.

Resume Operations
\y

to

mi
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The Director
ll-^HREE months

climax

effort reach their

in

few clays with distribuFilm Daily's most imThe
of
te
a

The Di-

p-tant mid-year effort:

Annual and the Produc-

tors'
i

(

The

inidc.

presses are grind-

away on the last lap.
'For years, The Directors'

Hospital Expected
By CHARLES F. HYNES
Mineola, L. I. So rapidly is
William Fox recovering from
injuries at the Nassau Hospital
here that his release from the
institution is expected today or
tomorrow. The executive is directing his business affairs from

—

E.

II

—

All profits made since
Toledo
the luminaries 1923 by the Maiden-Toledo Co., have
by and for been awarded to Western Electric,

iper place among
production. Always
in
a
patent infringement decision
director, the function of this handed down here by Federal Judge
1-year edition has now been G. P. Hahn.
The alleged infringea
of
ments
were
on
patents for electroaddition
the
by
>adened

end that dynamic and acoustic devices owned
by Western Electric. The suit is one
re might be permanently record- of the first brought by Western Eleca true cross-sectional word pic- tric against competitors.
The one
e of all of those variegated de- filed against Pacent still is pending
are two actions against theaters
nts which figure in the concep- as

,n

the

using the

of screen entertainment."

A

volume

is

U. 8.

exhaus-

dress and in conception, well
It focusses a
the beaten track.
scrutiny
friendly
and
illy deserved
hreaks
or
makes
who
man
the
the often disregarded, freiire-s
ntly overlooked and usually miserstood director. As a lasting re;

in

IN

this

work, coming as

it

members of the antiMyers group and sales managers toKxhibitor

Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY day
will
continue their individual
Hollywood Presaging a long and meetings, in the hope of completing
drawn court battle on the issue, with by tomorrow their respective plans
the U. S. Supreme Court finally ex- for relief of independent exhibitors.
pected to determine the outcome, Both groups met yesterday. The joint

West

—

Actors Equity Ass'n, today is preparing for the second round in its
legal battle to govern professional
conduct of its members.
That round will be fought Monday when Equity bales Tully Marshall into Superior Court, to show
cause why he should not be enjoined from working in a Warner
(.Continued

on Page

3)

PARAMOUFCASE TO

meeting, scheduled for today, will
be held over until tomorrow.
R. F. Woodhull, R. R. Biechcle,
Charles W. Picquet, M. A. Lightman,
Frank Walker and Dennis Harris
spent all day yesterday working on
their proposals.
Indications are that the metings
will continue for several days before
a plan of action is approved by both
groups.

BE

Pacent reproducer.

TALlRSlNNED

Washington Bureau of

—

GERMANY PENDING SUIT
By

KARL WOLFFSOHN

Editor, " Lichtbildhuehne"

—

Berlin (By Cable)
Telefunken and
subsidiaries have been granted an injunction against Western Electric in

:

|;1,

COAST EIGHT

IN

HELD OVERTILL OCTOBER

Friendly Scrutiny

contents, this

Days More Held
Needed to Complete
Proposals

AWARDED PROFITS

work, an open forum
ough which the creators of mopictures find expression and
i
is,
a closer approach to their

WORK

Several

EQUITY GIRDS FOR NEXT

ROUND

|iing

l

STILL

the bedside.

the foreword will read, "has
n accepted as the standard pub-

iduction guide to

Price 5 Cents

ON SOUND RELIEr^PLAN

An-

il,"
i,

1929

TWO GROUPS

Fox Discharge from

of intensive

23,

The
patent infringement suit.
writ was granted by the Kammergericht, highest court of Prussia.
As
a result, premieres of "Abie's Irish

does half

Washington Argument in Federal
Court New York on action of the
Federal Trade Commission to enforce its cease and desist order against
Paramount, will not be had before
October, the commission states. The
ordered directs Paramount to cease
and desist from conspiring among
(Continued

on

Page

3)

their

between the editions of The
Year Book, fills a referDaily
n
c and statistical void.
,

OF SEVEN FLORIDA HOUSES

THE FILM DAILY

Jacksonville, Fla.— That conditions
Florida are far more serious than
generally supposed, is indicated by
the fact that E. J. Sparks has just
orders closing theaters in
issued
seven towns. These houses, it is understood, are to remain closed indeficonditions
business
until
nitely
in

change for the

Gottesman Denies Sale of
Circuit to

The

Warners

better.

theaters affected by the order
(Continued on Page 3)

Rose" and "Noah's Ark" have been
Alfred Gottesman has denied to Posters and Photographs
Cheers
from
Press that he has sold his
postponed.
It
probably
will
take
of
United
A Couple
Censored at Montreal
Connecticut houses to Warissue
to
two
years
to
settle
the
of
one
circuit
Bound"
On the heels of "Paris
The city of Montreal has
Montreal—
involved in the granting of the injunc- ners.
He admits that negotiations
"The Sophomore," Number
ics
established a censorship over all types
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 3)
other ilo on the new Pathe schedule and
of posters, photographs and
theaters,
veil piece of entertainment. A collustrated literature used by
feature
and this
with the exception of film
yarn, of course, but
;
the
by
examined
posters which are
nds strange in view of its many
Censors. No
P.
M.
of
Board
Quebec
iecessors a wee bit different from
street
cards or signs can be affixed to
others.
Eddie Quillan plays the
adjustment
An
Cable)—
poles.
Paris (By
h and makes a good job of it. A 4 Cocalis Houses in Bronx
of the French quota tangle seems in
The
rer boy cast in a fat part.
Merge with Springer sight. The Chambre Syndicate, rep- Cohn and Wormser
-y?
Why worry about it? This
Four
Bronx houses of the Cocalis resenting major portions of the
Handling Sale of Shorts
a warm, wholesome
get that,
chain have been merged with the French industry, has proposed to
Wormser,
Mesome frothy and funny affair
Nat Cohn and Irving
Jack Springer circuit. Under terms American trade a system of licenses
of the Big Three Exheads
ut college co-eds, directed by Leo
formerly
of the deal S. D. Cocalis becomes and import duties, coupled with a
company s
Carey.
He won't have to hide booker and buyer for the other eight percentage of films admitted free on change have joined the
all sales
handle
will
force. They

Now

—

—

Settlement of French Quota
Plan Looks Very Promising

—

—

head over

v

this one.

K A N N

Springer houses,

(Continued

in

on

addition
Page 3)

to

the

the

basis

of

the

(Continued

1928-1929

on

Page

6)

require-

sales

(Continued

on

Page

i)
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"Bob" Kane Returning
Jacques Hess to Join
Today from Europe
R-K-0 Next Monday
Robert T. Kane, president of the
Pathe Sound Studios, New York, is
due to dock today returning from his
»ol. XLIX No. 19
Tuesday. July 23,1929
Price 5 Cents
honeymoon abroad following his
marriage to Miss Ruth White.
JOHN W. U.IC0ATE
PUBLISHER
During Kane's absence the Pathe
studios have been functioning full
Published daily except Saturday and holidays
at
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y. ana tilt, and several new comedies are
copyright

Wid's Films and Film
Folk, Inc.
W. Alicoate, President and
J.
Publisher; Maurice D. Kami, Vice-President
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer,
Business and Advertising Manager. Entered
by

(1929)

May 21, 1918, at the
York, N. Y., under the act
1879.
Terms (Postage free)
United States outside of Greater New York
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
$3.00.
Foreign, $15.00.
Subscribers should
remit with order.
Address all communica-

as second class matter,
post-office at

of

March

tions

New

3,

THE FILM DAILY,

to

1650

Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Phone Circle 47364737-4738-4739.
Cable address:
Filmday,
New York.
Hollywood,
California
Ralph
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd.
Phone Granite
6607.
London Ernest W. Fredman, The
Film
Renter,
89-91
Wardour
St.,
W.
I.
Berlin Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
Paris P. A. Harle,
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la
Cour-des-Noues, 19.
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New York

RKO

Holmes

film.
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7,300
8,800
1,900
100
15,000

open Aug.
Fox Good Will Plane Atlanta
Fox Movietone News Airplane,
Unit No. 1, has reachedAtlanta. The
unit

10,600
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5,400
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•LAST PRICE QUOTED

New

York, has been engaged to hanmusic in connection with "Aesop's

Sound Fables."

on the

The

M-G-M

July 27

Globe, N. Y.
issue

of

News

Universal

in

the

Aug.

1

Aug.

7

First

issue

of

Paramount

So

News.
tournament of exhibitors
exchangemen at Seattle.

Golf

Sept. 28

First

issue

News

of

Hearst

Metroes

(sound).

Fox West Coast Dickers
For

Two

Universal Housti

Portland, Ore.— Fox West Col
is negotiating with Universal to tal
over the "U" houses at Corvalis aft
Eugene, it is understood. UniverJ
has been disposing of various hous
in this territory.

Mechanical Engineer with

NATURAL COLOR

KNOWLEDGE

position with reliable
concern. Answer: Box A- 148
1650 B'way.,
c/o Film Daily,
N. Y. C.

wishes

-^»~

«»<'«

Wild Animal Serial with dialogue, sound,
special musical score and theme song

first

JACQUELINE LOGAN

WALTER MILLER

For release August

Projection

room

fully equipped.

1st

CORP.
MASCOT PICTURES
Levine, Pres.

'80s

floor.

Nat

Broadway
New York City

1650

Tec Art Studios
Hollywood, Cal.

MILTON KATZ
COLumbus

8040

306

W. 52nd

Street

1

(silent).

Starring

WEST SIDE

75 x 100, heighth of ceiling 40
feet, all in the clear.
Space for
carpenter shop and portable
garage for tone truck all on the

j

KONGO"

FOR RENT
STUDIO

ground

Edouarde Joins Timely Films
Carl Edouarde, for many years conductor of the orchestra at the Strand,

First

July 26

and strong supporting cast

85

2
75

July 31

New

1,000.

Sentry Net Seen $3 a Share
Net of Sentry Safety Control will
be about $3 a share by the end of
the year, Edwin
dent, estimates.

July 30

of "Smiling Irish E;
at the Central.
York.
Convention of Rocky Moun
States exhibitors at Denver
Film golf tournament of exhibi
and distributors at Minneapoli
First issue of
Internati<
Newsreel (silent).
Opening of "Street Girl" at

"THE KING OF THE

New York

Scheriner, vice presi-

Opening

•'.

"Street Girl" at Globe, N. Y.

40
75
10

will seat

Golf
tournament and
picnic
exhibitors and distributors at
Moines.

Exhibit what the public demands

13

8754
198

It

Today:

SOMETHING NEW! SOMETHING DIFFERENT!
INCREASE YOUR RECEIPTS

200

54

15.

Pekar's new theconstruction, will

RKO

has leased the Globe Theater
run of "Street Girl,"
200 first
company's 1929-1930
the
of
600 schedule beginning July 30.

...

3,400

—

Ted
now under

Picqua, O.

2056

BOND MARKET

dle

in

is on the second leg of its country-wide "good will" tour, on which
19<A
it will cover the important cities of
36J4
the
United States in the interest of
40
At Atlanta the unit will
aviation.
9S'A
59'4 21,000 join a fleet of planes which is to
52
200 make a tour, of Georgia cities under
the auspices of "The Atlanta Con-

6554
8'A

...
...

Ton. Fm.
*Film Insp
Fox Thea. "A"

Brook

ater,

57
96
24J6

CURB MARKET
Acoustic

1,100

56J4

53^

do "A"
Radio K-A-O
'Stanley Co
*Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros
do pfd

128
88J6
40

Clive

Gittleson with
Clive Brook has arrived in New
York to play the title role in "The
Harry Gittleson, who was recentReturn of Sherlock Holmes," the ly with the A. H. Swartz circuit, is
next talking film to go into produc- now handling the "Master Showmen"
tion at the Paramount studio in Long for RKO.
Following this role Brook
Island.
will enact the principal male role in
McLaglen and Grainger Arrive
a talking film version of John GalsVictor
McLaglen, Fox star, and
Dean,
Basil
"Escape."
worthy's
Grainger, general sales
James
R.
will
direct
British
stage director,
For several weeks he manager, have arrived in New York
Sales both films.
and Bartlett Cormack, author of the from Montreal.
700
stage play, "The Racket," have been
300
Picqua Opening Aug. 15
working on the story of the Sherlock

115^ 115^

116J4
57J^

P.

Close
35

25 J4
25^
193 J4 193J4

Pfd

Fox Fm.

M.

Low

Jacques Hess, for the
past two years director of publicity
and advertising for Marks Bros.'
Granada and Marbro theaters, has resigned from that position to accept
one with R-K-O. Next Monday he
will be established at the Radio-KeithOrpheum executive offices in the
State Lake building to take over his
new duties. In the past, there have
been two publicity and advertising
departments functioning, one handling

!'

The Industry's
Date Book

—

completed. Among these are "Fancy
That," the first of the Folly series
of musical comedies which Frank T.
Davis has produced for Pathe; C.
B. Maddock's two Golden Rooster the
Chicago Radio-Keith-Orpheum
comedies, "Fifty Miles From Broad- circuit, and the other, the Western
produced Vaudeville Managers Association. The
"Rubeville,"
way," and
with the original casts. Gordon Bos- activities of the latter department extock's "Haunted" and another Le- tend to the Coast.
These two deMaire comedy farce, "Barber's Col- partments have now been consolilege."
dated and will be under the supervision of Hess.

—

—

Chicago

23,

Cable Address: Levpic,

New York

jl
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Girds For Next
Round In Coast Fight

Equity

(Continued from Page

dure, under a contract
the

ih

arshall

damage and

II

injunc-

membership

E(|uity is
le same as a contract with the orSimilar suits are planned
Inization
ainst other Kquity members, who
kve signed standard contracts.

not in conformity with the regular
Equity asserts that
a member of the

quity contract.
arshall became

in 1913 and at all times
had been subject to the rules

sociation

Id constitution of the association.

Both Marshall and Warner Brotliwere advised of the Equity shop
landate, the complaint states, adds

in spite of this regulation
defendants conspired to induce
arshall to break his Equity agreeby entering an employment
ient
Mitract not sanctioned by the or-

that

:g

e

nization.

the

Marshall,

FILM DAILY

— Fifteen

joined

hundred
Actors'

Equity Ass'n in the last five
weeks, states President Frank
Gillmore.

complaint continues

now working under his agreement
ijh Warners and is performing with
her actors who are not members
Equity.

The complaint charges

that

since

had been employed the dendants had caused a;t interview to
given out in which Marshall deDunced Equity, with a consequent
imaging effect on the morale of
her Equity members employed in
industry.

Since Marshall's break with Equity,
is charged, other actors have been
duced to sign contracts not in conregulations,
Equity
irmity
with

nong them being Holmes Herbert,
Hopper, Andre Berenger,
edda

aymond Hatton and

Phyllis Crane.

Equity says it is an "open union"
eking harmonious accord and unirm working conditions for its mem-

and declares its "entire strucwill be threatened unless the

rs,

ire"

grants the injunction requested.
further charged that the acts
is
It
the defendants have prevented
any actors in Hollywood from join-

>urt

,g
1

Equity in its efforts to establish
"Equity shop" in the motion pic-

ire

world.

The

suit asks

temporary

^straining orders and, later, perlanent injunctions against the de•ndants to prevent them from en-

Ting employment negotiations withnt the sanction of the association.

2 More Players Sign
Producers' Contract
•est

Coast

Bureau,

—

AUG.

1

DEADLINE ON

more

cou-

ve.

1)

films

quickly

disappeared from theaters here yesterday, following the decision.

W.

OF SEVEN FLORIDA HOUSES

E. Explains Points

German Patent

Suit

are

(Continued from Page 1)
Lyric at Gainesville, the
at Fort Myers, the Queen at

the

Omar

Fort Lauderdale, the Sarasota at
Sarasota, the Republic at Jacksonville, the Wallace at Bradenton and
the Orpheum at St. Augustine.
In
addition, the Edwards, at Sarasota,
which cost $300,000 to build in 1925,

has Western Electricagainst a theater in Berlin in and which
which Western Electric sound equip- sound equipment the installation of
ment had been installed the company which cost around $15,000 has been

ests

REINSTATEMENT URGED

—

pointed

out

yesterday.
Western
Electric was successful in having the
/I est
Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Aug. 1, will be the injunction modified to such an extent as to permit the carrying on of
final date for reinstatement of susperformances with Western Electric
pended members of Actors' Equity
equipment. This action of the court
Ass'n, if the organization adopts the
in modifying the injunction was apmmendation of Attorney Paul
pealed from by the plaintiff and it
Turner.
is
that appeal which has just been
Six more members have been susdecided in favor of the plaintiff.
pended,
the
organizations
states.
The present decision, however, was
They are E. J. Ratcliffe, Joe Brunnot the result of a trial of the case
nell, Charles Fellon, Emily Melville,
on its merits but the injunction was
Winifred Harris and Hugh Haxton.
granted as a result of a German proTen members so far have been suspended.
The penalty for suspended cedure in which the scope of the patmembers is to be a fine double the ent involved was not litigated. The
Western Electric Co. proposes to
amount of their earnings and suscarry through to a conclusion litigapension of one year.
on the real scope of the patent
Frank Gillmore says Equity may tion
claims involved.

closed

—

four-day operation per
week, because of lack of patronage.
a

to

—

send speakers to key cities to swing
public sentiment to the Equity cause.
Gillmore urges members to stop dome, business with unfriendly agents.

Hays Maintains Hands

Off

1)

have been under way with "several
large circuits," but states no deal has

been consummated.
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Maintaining
Hollywood
the
Again Hears
"hands off" policy he adopted when
the dispute arose, Will II. Hays has Report of Gottesman Deal

—

New Haven

arrived for his periodical studio

visit.

Six Novelty Subjects

Acquired by Empire
of Empire Prod, has acquired for his company six novelty cartoons in natural
colors, synchronized with music and

Maurice A. Chase, president

Empire

at

the

HELD OVER TILL OCTOBER
(Continued from Page

1)

themselves,

or with others, for the
purpose of lessening or restraining
competition in, the production, distribution and exhibition of motion
picture films and from the practice

Argument

of "block booking," etc.

not be had before October."

will

Cohn and Wormser
Handling Sale of Shorts
1)

of Columbia's line-up of 104 one-reel
shorts in the
York territory,

New

comprising Greater New York and
Northern New Jersey.
The pro-

gram

short

of

subjects

includes

26

Columbia-Victor Gems, 26 Talking
Screen Snapshots, 26 Krazy Kat Cartoons and 26 color singles.

—

New Haven Report that Warners
have purchased the Roger Sherman
here and the Cameo at Bridgeport
from Alfred Gottesman, persist here.
4 Cocalis Houses in

Bronx

Merge with Springer
(Continued from Page 1)
Cocalis chain of six theaters

sound effects.
David Broeckman
wrote the scores and directed his 17 Bronx, four
piece
orchestra
studios

I CASE TO BE

(Continued from Page

Gottesman Denies Sale of
Circuit to Warners
(Continued from Page

Policy in Equity Dispute

in

the

Yonkers and three at
recording Elizabeth, N. J.
The Bronx theaters, now merged with the Springer
at

A

"Regular" Vacation
recreation

fun

.

At

BLUFF HOUSE:

.

.

rest

overeight

chain are the Castle Hill, Interborsoon.
ough, Marble Hill and Rosedale. Unthe titles being "Boney's Boner," der the deal, Springer has a two year
"Wanderin's," "An Egyptian Gyp," lease, with option for eight additional
"Kriss Krosses," "A Pikin' Pirate" years.
and "Hector Hectic." The pictures
will
be booked through Empire's
franchise holders and to chain the-

the advantages of a good
hotel: as well as every form of

aters direct.

outdoor sport.

will
All of

release the subjects
them are completed,

AMALGAMATED

Empire recently completed

its

first

production in the East, The WishThis
bone, with Franklyn Farnum.
picture is being released as a part of
26 subjects known as "Empire Talkies."

THE FILM DAILY

Seventy-two

American sound

in

Fined For Stench Bomb
Cleveland
Michael Sanders, 18.
layers have signed standard
was fined $25 and costs by Municipal
nts bringing to 340 the total num- Judge Burt W. Griffith for breaking
er signed since June 5, when the a stench bomb in the Yale, 8105 St.
'.quity Shop mandate became effec- Clair Ave.
The theater is owned by

Hollywood

tion.

"The latter part of May an injunction was asked for by German inter-

arshall

ic

(Continued -from Page

in

The complaint involves a contract
id to have been made entered into
Marshall and Warners and which

lice

Coast Bur. Till;

new members

suit

nds that

est

Hollywood

Rebrought by Equity.
lest for a temporary injunction lias
The association con,en denied.
pn

GERMANY PENDING SUIT

1500 Join

varia.u-

Equity form of agreem -nt.
with Warners
is defendant

$1,000,000

a

IN

1)

at

TALKERS BANNED

U. S.

—

Theodore Vermes.

VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Perm. 3580

Delaware:
hundred feet above sea
looking

the

95 miles

from

among

the

tains.

level:

New York
Kittatiny

BLUFF HOUSE

City:

Mounoffers

all

BLUFF HOUSE
PIKE COUNTY
BOX A

MILFORD, PENNSYLVANIA
H. J. DYNES, Owner

YOUR

OF

LIST

BIG HITS 1929-30
*

PARTS
jr fvrv10

Griffith directed

*
^

BOUND

'

Hard, n *Starrin ^ Ann
Philip Barry s delightful
play produced by Arthur Hopkins. Fredric March and Leslie
Fenton are in it. Maurice Revnes was the supervisor and E. H.
-

uv-hj±^av

,

it.

THE SOPHOMORE fi^&ii
and Jeanette Loff in Corey Ford's refreshing story of university
life from College Humor. Directed by Leo McCarey. Dialogue
by Joseph Franklin Poland supervised by William Conselman.

BIG

NEWS

With Robert Armstrong and Caro
Lombard. The mysterious death of

newspaper circles in George S. Brooks'
Gregory La Cava directed it. Walter De Leon
wrote the dialogue, Jack Jungmeyer adapted it and Ralph Block

a prominent

editor stirs

exciting, play.

is

the supervisor.

THE AWFUL TRUTH
Starring Ina Claire. Arthur Richman's stage success with Henry
Daniel and a distinguished cast including Theodore von Eltz and
Paid Harvey. Supervised by Maurice Revnes and directed /)>

TREASURE GIRL

cwc****.*.

imitable mtisic comes
Book by Frederic Thompson and

to the stage for the first time.

Vincent Lawrence. Lyrics by Ira Gershwin. Produced by the
noted stage director Richard Boleslavsky with incidental music by
Walter O'Keefe and Bobby Dolan. Josiah Zuro, musical director.

Cil-T VF
X Xu£A T-Tt
X.
WA
J.,

I.J.

Vathe scores a coup! That popxdar
pairofstage buddies /"i s Zat So?"

fame Robert Armstrong and James Gleason come to the screen
for the first time together as two genial, unscrupulous brakemen
from A. W. Somerville's Saturday Evening Post Story. Dialogue
version adapted by James Gleason and direction by Tay Garnett.

LUCKY IN LOVE $sz££s*
Lawford and a distinguished Broadway cast. Story by Gene
Markey with original songs by Bud Green and Sam H. Stept.
Directed by Kenneth Webb and supervised by Robert T. Kane.

A

WOMAN AFRAID

William Hurlburt's stage play
greatest successes

a real love

— has

"On the Stairs",

everything

—

one of Broadways
real mystery

—

real thrills,

story.

Marshall hleilan.

SAILOR'S

HOLIDAY

With Alan Hale and" Sally Eilers, and an
funniest gob is coming ashore to see his gal

all

star cast.

The

in Joseph Franklin
Poland's original story. Dialogue version adapted by Ray Harris

and

directed by Fred

fascinating musical comedy success hy Walter De Leon,
showing the laughable lovable people of Tin Pan Alley in their
fads, foibles ar\d flops. Directed by Leo McCarey and supervised by William Conselman.

Newmeyer.

HER PRIVATE AFFAIRS
Harding. Herman Bernstein has made an adaptaStarring
tion of the stage play "The Right to Kill". Directed by Paul Stein.

Ann

Constance Bennett. A
best selling novel in a jazz
by Jan Gelzer fromGood Housekeeping Magazine.

RICH PEOPLE
setting,

RED HOT RHYTHM
The

THE RACKETEER
Lombard. The
of

York,

who

authority. Story

loves

and

loses

in

his reckless battle

with

COMMAND

HIS FIRST
Starring William
laid in the

Arm

r

by Paul Gangelin.

u'itK

is

Boyd.

famous U.

a dashing attraction

An

original story by Douglas Doty
S. Cavalry School. "His First Command"

—

Bill

Boyd

at his best.

GREENWICH VILLAGE

THE GRAND PARADE

"p/~\T

A

TF'S ^"

eul ^>orate reproduction of one of Broadway's most famous institutions. Through
Special arrangement with Jones and Green the most brilliant
sketches of the Follies will be reproduced in sound and color.

^-^

^k

New

w ^;'

strong ana Caroi;
romance of a swashbuckling pirate of the nightlife

Your Guide

to

background for a great play and human
Rogers, showing the blazing hate
the merry world of fun and make-believe. Directed

brilliant fascinating

love story hy

Howard Emmert

and strife in
by Fred Newmeyer.

Box-Office

Quality

'4k

WAR AND WOMEN

THE BIG SHOT

William Boyd, Ann
roud show special.

the owtstaru/ing stage success, "The Front Page", have written an
original story for dialogue pictures based on the life of one

Harding, Robert Armstrong

in

an

all star

»

H cut

««*«
ft'MacArthur, who

wrote
of

Broadway's most sensational characters.

(~*

r

p^

with Constance Bennett. Lucy Stone
TerriU'i Saturday Evening Post Story
dealing with the temptations of the fine feathers and furhelows
of woman's raiment.

fj

I

T-T

THIS THING CALLED LOVE
Starring Ann Harding. Edwin Burke's successful stage play
about a strictly modem wife in the days of companionate mar-

PLAY BOY

Ed

Q"
?
town ne'er-do-well makes good in
Helen Hull's story in the Cosmopolitan Magazine. Dialogue
version directed by Fred hlewmcyer.
with

NEGLIGEE
success

ie

iUan

-

ln

whkh

the

Starring Ina Claire. An adaptation
of the sensational European stage

by Ernest Vajda.

riage.

PAI
QA

T?

A nrr^G"

A

u "'l Constance
nal

story

consequences r>;y William Conselman.
in a refreshingly new manner.

It

Bennett.

An

origi-

of a pedigree and its
deals with high society

OFFICER O'BRIEN

SS^fH
A

Boyd.
spirited
of the police force by Tom Buckingham, in which Carol
Lombard also appears. Romantic Boyd in another great role.
story

HOT AND BOTHERED
With Eddie Quillan portraying the zest, the danger, the humor
Story /»y William Conselman and
of youth's coming o/ age.
directed hy Leo McCarey.

UP AND AT

'EM

^n

^

an d SO od hu.
this smart
musical play by Kenyan Nicholson, featuring ALm Hale and
Eddie Quiilan. Directed by Leo McCarey and supervised by
William Conselman.

First

mor

in

NTED DESERT

With William Boyd. An all color production in the famous
Pathe'chrome color process, in which a stirring romance is
blended with the adventurous spirit of the West. Supervised
by Ralph Block. Story by Jack Jungmeycr.

THE BACHELOR'S SECRET
with Alan Hale.

A

dialogue adaptation of Walter

De Leon's

amusing farce in which a young man lies about his
past, with inconceivably funny results. Directed by Tay Gamett
and supervised by Ralph Block.

delightfully

CRASHING THROUGH
A

Starring William Boyd.
comedy drama stage play /'> .Saxon
Kling dealing with the contrast of love, riches and poverty. Full
of daring action and hearty laughter.

PARACHUTE

with Robert Armstrong and
Carol Lombard. The story of
a war aviator's struggle to adapt himself to life in his homeland
Directed by
as revealed in Ramon Guthrie's best selling novel.
Tay Gamett.

Pathe Feature Releases Click

^^

"Ann Harding's debut as a talking actresses the event supreme of Paris Bound' ".
M. P. NEWS

^wr

"First all talking college picture 'The Sophomore'

is

a

riot".

PHOTOPLAY
^pr

" Big News'
%

—Armstrongs funniest

since

Is

Zat

So' ".

M.

SILVER

PATHE
ANNIVERSARY

19

2

P.

9-1930

NEWS

THE
~

6

Short Shots from
New York Studios

5 Completed at Warners

LOOKS VERY PROMISING

mm—mBy ARTHUR

(Continued from Page 1)

ments of the French market.
The plan broached by Charles Delac, president of the Chambre, and
E. Natan of Pathe-Natan which is

TWO MORE FEATURES PUT

perhaps the largest company in the
field here carries the sanction of the
French Foreign Office which has exFinal scenes of five more Vitaphone
pressed its willingness provided the specials were shot this week at the
American industry is satisfied with Warner
studio.

the terms.

cutting

major

provisions

are

out-

lined in the suggested remedy:
percentage of films will be admitted into France without restrictions of any nature, this percentage
to be computed on market needs for

A

1928-1929. Thirty per cent is reportto be acceptable to the French
industry.
For every picture made in France,
the producer is to be granted four
import licenses which would bring
that many foreign productions
in
without limitations of any descrip-

ed

were

As

rooms two

these went to the
other productions

started.

Productions completed were: "General Crack," starring John
in his first talking picture

substitute

under the
direction of Alan Crosland; "Song of
the West," a natural color production with Vivienne Segal and John
Boles; "Is Everybody Happy?" starring Ted Lewis with Archie Mayo
directing; "Evidence," with Pauline
Frederick, William Courtenay, Con-

therefore,

are designed to

five years.

Industry Here Expresses
Satisfaction Over

with

in
satisfaction
consensus
a

trade,

opinion divulges.
yet to be worked
pression prevails
done provided the

the
of

Exact terms have

is

now

out,

in

London.

Am-

brose Downing, export manager for
Arthur W. Kelly
is in Paris.

RKO

Artist s arrives on the
other side the end of this week. They
are expected to act as an unofficial
committee for American distributors
in working out the plan, after it has
been submitted in detail to the Paris
representative of American companies by the French industry.
of

United

all

natural

color

screen

Arthur Hammerstein
Vivienne Segal has
musical play.
the feminine lead and Noah Beery,
Marion Byron, Julanne Johnston,
Nina Quartaro and others are fea

tured.

Paramount

"Laughing

once more
cameras
in
which Victor

will

from

a

Lots

>>

DOY DEL RUTH
Roy

recently finished the direction of
Continuing
the
absorption
of
He made the trip vaudeville sketches, C. B. Maddock
East with Bob Lord, who will adapt has talkerized his "Fifty Miles
from
"Hold Everything" for the screen.
Broadway" at Pathe Sound Studios.
*
*
*
All of the original cast did its stuff,
film editor, who refuses
including Harry B. Watson, Reg
to give his name, suggests that
Merville and Olga Woods.
a "National Celluloid Collar
Day" be held in the industry
Bert Keyes, assistant director who
and all film men required to
knows a lot of people in this busiwear celluloid collars on that
ness, is proudly displaying newspaper
day.
Methinks the idea was
photos of his attractive daughter,
suggested to the film editor by
known professionally as Dorothy
raw stock and laboratory men.
Carroll, who is beautifying Earl Car-

A

Al and Charles Christie

roll's

will spon-

"Sketch Book."

sor the stage premiere of "Come
"Applause," Helen Morgan's initSeven" at the Orange Grove thea- ial screen vehicle which Paramount
ter Aug. 1.
The play will be pre- is converting into a talker, will be
sented by the Lafayette Players, completed late this week.
Rouben
colored actors, who have a large Mamoulian,
stage director, is in
following on the Coast.
complete charge of direction on this
*
*
*
feature, which is arousing a lot of
Raymond Klages and Jesse Greer, complimentary talk around the stuwho wrote "Low Down Rhythm," dio. Ernest Zatorsky, by the way,
"Just You, Just Me," "Hang on to is doing the sound recording.
Me," "At Close of Day" and "Sophomore Prom" for M-G-M production
Mell Efird, the girl with the unare now freelancing.
Before coming usual name and likely screen possito the Coast, they were active in the
commuting to Astoria
bilities,
is
East. They wrote much of the muagain.
At present she is working in
sic for the last two editions of Earl
"Applause."
"Vanities,"

"Sally,

Irene

Mary," Texas Guinan's "Padlocks" and "LeMaire's Affairs."

Georgia Exhibitors Move
Marin Resignation to Be
Accepted by F. N. in Fall Broekman Joins Universal Against Special Taxation
Atlanta — With introduction of a bill
Resignation of Ned Marin as an
To Handle Music at Studio in the Georgia legislature intended to
associate producer at First National

David H. Broekman has signed a
not be accepted until fall, it is
understood.
He first will finish five years' contract with Universal to
"Forward Pass," "No, No, Nanette" take entire charge of music at Uniand
"The
Broadway
Hostess." versal City. He is now on the train
Among the pictures Marin has pro- with his musical staff and with his
duced for First National are "Isle of own library.
Lost Ships," "Dark Streets," "YelStone Gets Contract
low Lily," "Night Watch," "WaterLewis Stone has been placed under
front," "Love and the Devil," "Caa long term contract by M-G-M.
reers" and "Adoration."
Stone recently appeared in "Wonder
will

Warner Assigns Writers
Joseph Jackson has been assigned
adaptation of "Second Choice" which
will be directed by Howard BrethDolores
Costello
featuring
erton
while "Hold Everything" will be prepared by Robert Lord.

Ina Claire Arriving
Harris for "Byron of Broadway"
Ina Claire, Pathe star, arrives today
Marion Harris, contralto, has been
for her first visit to New York since
she entered films, Jack Gilbert, her given the feminine lead in "Lord
husband, accompanies her. Miss Claire Byron of Broadway" adapted from
is
on her way to France, sailing Martin Nell's story. William Nigh

Thursday.

Little

face

Ladies."
Schertzinger will make at the Long
Island studios, starting about the
middle of August.
Garrett Fort is
By RALPH W1LK
doing the adaptation from the play in
Hollywood which Ethel Barrymore
starred. This
is in New York will
be Miss Eagels' third at the As-** to view "Hold Everything," the
toria plant, its predecessors having
musical comedy, which he will con- been "The Letter" and
"Jealousy."
vert into a talker for Warner Bros.

Carroll's

but the imthat this can be
French adhere to
the outline of the plan they have
voluntarily advanced.
E. E. Shauer, foreign manager for

Paramount,

an

JEANNE EAGELS
**

EDDYH^^i

and

French proposals to eliminate the
and control importations via
licenses and import duties have been

American

is

Terms

quota

received

This

version of the

The new proposals
cover

is,

A

W.

Barrymore "The Aviator."

way Tearle and Lowell Sherman;
and "So Long Letty," with Charlotte
Greenwood in the title role and Lloyd
tion.
Bacon as director.
All other imports, whether negaTwo pictures put in production
France
enter
would
tive or positive,
At present were "Disraeli," under direction of
under an import duty.
the tariff is one franc for every meter Alfred Green and Ray Enright and
French producers are seek- Larry Ceballos undertook "Golden
of film.
"Disraeli" will star George
ing a stiff increase; exhibitors are Dawn."
opposed to on the ground that, re- Arliss, and is based on the play by
gardless of what the distributor pays, Louis N. Parker which Julien Josephthey will carry the increased burden son has adapted to Vitaphone. Joan
Bennett, Florence Arliss, David Torin the form of augmented rentals.
The present law under which the rence also are in the cast. Walter
French industry operates expires Woolf is star of "Golden Dawn."

A
Oct. 1.
necessary.

23, 1929

Coast Wire Service'

FRENCH QUOTASEnLEMENT

Three

Tuesday, July

will

direct for

M-G-M.

impose a tax of five per cent on theand all other forms of amuse-

aters

ment

in the state, exhibitors indicated
that they would oppose any measure
which singled out theaters for special
taxation.
It was also indicated that
exhibitors would not fight any general tax that was imposed equally and
fairly on all lines of business, their

concern being mostly regarding measures of a discrimatory nature.
of Women," "Madame X" and "The
At the meeting of directors of the
Trial of Mary Dugan."
Georgia exhibitor association in Atlanta, a special committe was apFive Added to Fox Cast
Tom Patricola, El Brendel, Chas. pointed to handle tax matters in the
This
Warren Hymer and Joe interest of the organization.
Judells,
Anna
Mrs.
of
composed
is
committee
additions
the
recent
to
Brown are
starring Aiken Patterson, of Atlanta, chaircast of "Frozen Justice"
man; Alpha Fowler, of Douglasville,
Lenore Ulric.
and R. B. V/ilby, of Atlanta.
Two New Songs For "Rio Rita"
Harry Tierney, in conjunction with
Farash Building at Schenectady
Joe McCarthy, has written two new
Schenectady, N. Y.— Farash TheThe songs
songs for "Rio Rita."
are
"Sweetheart We Need Each aters Corp., is planning a 3,500 seat
Other" and "You're Always in My house here. The project is to cost
more than $2,000,000, it is declared.
Arms."

Indispensable

SfiCS

&>

Out This Week
and

Up'To'The'MitlUte!

Keep your eye* on

85UEEM MOoffl
.TALKING -DA NC NG
H6
.

1

Ifil/H
Now the greatest box-office star in picon a double appeal. Just her
shadow self has wrecked hundreds of
tures takes

box-office records. Imagine her drawing

power when she SINGS in "Smiling Irish
Eyes." Presented by John McCormick.

A

William A. Seiter Prod.

With James

Hall.

Colleen sings
"Smiling Irish

Eyes" and "A
Wee Bit & Love"
— two Wit mark
Winners that
are copping the

cream of radio
time.

WORLD PREMIERE TONIGHT, CENTRAL
THEATRE, NEW YORK, AT $2.00 TOP

A

FIRST NATIONAL VITAPHONE PICTURE

Distributors Seek

Accord on Relief Proposal

THE
ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

o/'FILMDOM
VOL. XLIX

Wednesday, July

No. 20

"Irish

ALONG

Eyes"

10:30 last
Moore's celluloid adventures in "Smiling Irish Eyes" carried her into
New York and her first taxicab.
The wild ride that followed was
about

1929

24,

Price 5 Cents

NAME TEN BEST

304 CRITICS

night, Colleen

DIRECTORS OF

genuinely funny. What preceded
and followed likewise carried a lot
of laughs. Only they weren't in-

Warners Remain

well-worn

this opus, several

pigeon holes were invaded, the dust

blown aside and aged formulas
thrown blinking into the light. The
proceedings were then transferred
to the film, and when it was all
over,

the

sum

total

was a

story

but

Delay of distributors

MYERS

don't quite
suspect.

know who won

out,

we

a triumvirate of boxFirst
office ammunition from Pathe.
"Paris Bound," then "The Sophomore" and now "Big News," the
latter a rattling melodrama of bad

This makes

HITS ADJUSTMENT

PLAN AS ALE WRONG
Washington Bureau of

—

it

THE FILM DAILY

Reports that a plan
adjustments to oversold exhibitors is to be proposed by distributors
as a method for providing relief on
sound rentals, are commented upon
by Abram F. Myers, president of

Washington

for

{Continued

on

Page

2)

Tully Marshall Asserts

a

suggested

plan

to
rental

in arriving at

provide

relief

situation, will
the sound
necessitate another separate meeting
The exhibitor
of the group today.
subcommittee, meanwhile, has drafted
proposal, and is marking time,
its
until distributors iron out differences
of opinion as to details of the plan.
Complete accord is sought, on the
proposal understood to be based on a
national system of adjustments.
in

Loew's Gets Largest
House at Rochester

—

Position of
Rochester, N. Y.
Loew's here was strengthened conWest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY siderably yesterday when the comHollywood Equity Actors' Ass'n, pany took over the Rochester, the
which seats 4,000.
is "snatching at straws" in effort to city's largest house,
stave off collapse of its campaign to C. Fenvessy, local operator, was for-

—

on

Page

mer owner.

7)

here,

Publix has three houses

Eastman,

seating
{Continued on Page 7)

the

Next Move in German Row
Over Talkers is Awaited M-G-M International
By KARL WOLFFSOHN
Editor, " Lichtbildbuehne"
Newsreel Out July 30
Berlin (By Cable) — Whether in-

R-K-0 Pays
For

heartily.

K A N N

—

Run

Grand Opera House and Orpheum.

Houses

{Continued

on

Page

7)

DAILY.

repdaily
newspapers in 45 states, the District
of Columbia and Canada participated
in the competition, more complete details of which comprise one of the
features in The Film Daily's Directors' Annual and Production Guide, a
216 page special edition which goes

350

resenting

trade,

fan

critics,

and

into circulation today.
Lubitsch received a total of 171
votes, thus capturing first place by a
plurality of 10 votes over Fitzmaurice
who is second with 161 ballots. Borzage received 128 votes; De Mille,
126; Murnau, 109; Wellman, 108;
Brown, 104; Walsh, 103; Bacon, 95

and Lloyd,
In "The

87.

Honor

tion immediately

Roll," the classifica-

below The Ten Best

{Continued

7
DIRECTORS

on

Page

7)

!!

AL NEW!.

DEPARTUREJNPUBL1SHING

3,400;

M-G-M News and International
junction secured by the Klangfilmwhiskey, hard-boiled reporters and
will make their first appearXewsreel
Tobis group is final until trial of the
underworld. It moves along with zip
in combined form on July 30,
ance
appealed
or possibly may be
suit,
and bang and a snappy flow of wiselaboratory shipping date of the first
{Continued on Page 7)
to
much
cracking dialogue that does
issue, under the new name, M-G-M
It will be
make the picture the entertainment
International Newsreel.
$2,000,000
weekly.
affair it is.
The main situation skids
issued twice
St. Louis First
off the path of logic, but criticism
Louis Metropolitan Theaters Fourth of U. S.
St.
here is unimportant because the interest never suffers. Gregory La Cava Corp., local firm, has sold the St.
Wired, Vitaphone Says
who knows his newspaperdom direct- Louis theater here to Radio-Keiththan a fourth of all picture
$2,000,000.
More
reported
for
a
ed and Bob Armstrong played the re- Orpheum,
house.
theaters in the United States have
porter for all the part had in it. Re- R-K-O has been operating the
the
are
theaters
been equipped with sound installalocal
other
Its two
commended

THE FILM

Three hundred and four

Equity Snatching Straws

{Continued

"Big News"

pices of

Awaits Distributor Accord

is

We

Mille, F. W. Murnau, William Wellman, Clarence Brown, Raoul Walsh,
Lloyd Bacon and Frank Lloyd have
of 1928-1929 in the fourth annual poll to be conducted under aus-

Meeting Of Relief Groups

of senile situations that passed out
with horse cars.
Colleen plays a colleen, and Rory
her beau. The lad plays the violin,
he does.
And so after many reels
he goes to America and, of course,
his song is a great success.
But
Colleen's heart is breaking and to
New York it is she goes to find out
what happened to her Rory. Then
back to Ireland it is with Rory hot
on her heels and so on well into the
night until the required footage was
reached.
Colleen sings several songs and
does them pleasingly enough; the
taxi episode is funny, but slightly
more than that is required to make a
picture.
There is a constant patter
about good fairies and bad fairies.

Ernst
Lubitsch,
George
Fitzmaurice, Frank Borzage, Cecil B. D'e

tors

wallowed unpardonably in
saccharine through a long array

Fairy Tale

National Interest in Poll
Shown by 40 Per Cent
Increase in Votes

been selected as The Ten Best Direc-

published, sets at rest this report.

that

A

Arbitration

Contrary to previous report, Warners do not intend to withdraw
from arbitration, it is emphasized by the company's new contract in
which is embodied the arbitration agreement of the standard contract, as well as other provisions of that form of agreement.
Recently, reports were in circulation that the company planned
to withdraw from arbitration in the belief that there were prejudices
which precluded an even break for distributors. The contract, just

tended.

For

in

YEAR

'28 -'29

Embracing every phase
rectorial

field,

of the di-

with analyses of and

on conditions past and presAnnual and ProDirectors'
the
ent
duction Guide today is being issued
{Continued on Page 7)
statistics

Fox Release Postponed
to Give Him More Rest
By CHARLES

F.

HYNES

Mineola, L. I.— William Fox problonger
ably will remain a day or two
him
give
to
here,
Hospital
at Nassau
Convalesctime for additional rest.
an auing from injuries received in
is
tomobile accident near here, Fox
his
from
affairs
business
his
directing

room

at the hospital.

fr<23£2DAILY
MYERS HITS ADJUSTMENT

HARRY WARNER DENIES

PLAN jSjLL WRONG
VoL XLIX No. 20 Wednesday,

July 24,

1929

Price 5 Cents

PUBLISHER

JOHN W. ALICOATE

Wednesday, July

(.Continued from Page 1)
Allied States Ass'n, in a statement
released here today. He says such a
plan is wrong fundamentally, that instead of providing fair prices and
terms, it merely provided "eleventh

Published daily except Saturday and holidays
at 1650 Broadway, New
York, N. Y. and
copyright (1929) by Wid's Films and Film
Folk, Inc.
W. Alicoate, President and hour relief
J.
for the exhibitor
has
Publisher; Maurice D. Kami, Vice-President
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer, been gouged until he can no longer
Business and Advertising Manager. Entered meet his obligations."
charges
as second class matter, May 21, 1918, at the
the Hays organization with efforts to
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the act
Terms (Postage free) smother Allied, in which he said meaof March 3, 1879.
United States outside of Greater New York sures have been
resorted to "which
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
involve all of its members in
Foreign, $15.00.
$3.00.
Subscribers should
remit with order.
Address all communica- serious consequence."
tions to
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Phone Circle 47364737-4738-4739.
Cable address:
Filmday,
Hollywood,
California
Ralph
New York.
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd.
Phone Granite
6607.
London Ernest W. Fredman, The
Closing of six territorial deals for
Film
Renter,
89-91
Wardour
St.,
W. sale
of "The
House of Secrets,"
Berlin
I.
Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
Paris— P. A. Harle, Chesterfield's all-talker, have been
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la completed by
George R. Batcheller.
Cour-des-Noues, 19.
They are to Dave Brill and Milton

who

He

Today:

negotiations

are

on,

nor

we

interested

Harms,

Inc.,"

in

purchasing

are

Six Territories Closed
on Chesterfield Talker

—

—

—

B. Kolb of Sound Films Dist. Corp.,
for Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Buffalo,

Albany and Washington; to Joseph
Roth of Consolidated Films for New
England; Nat Steinberg, Premiere

Financial

High
*Ara.

Low

Seat

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 25 Vi

Kodak

East.

194^

25^
193

A
l

pfd

*do

"A"
A-0

Close
35
25 V?
193J4
128

Sales

90fi
40

2,900

90ye

87^

*Keith
*do pfd
Loew's Inc
*do pfd
M-G-M pfd

57

5654

M.

52^

51

S2M

665^

65'A

66
&Yt

Fox Fm.

P.

Para.

...

8J4

8

19

19

37

36^

Co
pfd

Pict.

59-^

58Ji

pfd

CURB MARKET
Acoustic

Prod.

6A

..

& Katz

Bal.

Columbia

Fm.

Film

Insp
Thea.

Fox

...
...

"A"

Harms, Inc.,
important music publishing compa-

.

do

32^

26

24^

26

78

been

reported

for

several

months.

400

21 "6
2 J4

31

A Z0A

11

31J4

300
100

25

26
21*4

1,200

10M

100

M

x-war.. 94A
Paramount 6s 47 . 97%.
Par. By. 5 As 51. 98^4
70
Pathe 7s 37

Am.

41

90
107
94!^
96*4 96*4
981-4
98
70
70

107

94K

A
CURB BONDS

Seat.

6s

Warner 6As

36
28

25

28
2J4
33

40

....
....

Technicolor

78

81
10
75

....

85

....

United Art
do pfd
Univ. Ch. com.
do pfd

5

65
.

.

27
30
3

Columbia

New

Eyes"

First

issue

Murphy

Hearst

of

Metrotone

(sound).

at Salt

Lake

on Marcus

&

Set at $9,000,000

RKO

—

Now

Issues

Exploitation Sheet

exploitation

States are included in the deal, states
William Hamm, except the
Building, St. Paul, which houses the
Capitol.
That house is part of the
The deal was retrodeal, however.
received
active to July 1.
cash for his holdings, it is understood, while M. L. Finkelstein and
I.
H. Ruben, received Paramount

is issuing a spesheet on each pro-

SALESMEN WANTED
For

Manhattan,

Bronx,

Brooklyn,

Island and New Jersey.
Must know theater owners

Long

Hamm

and have autos.
$200 to $300 per week

Can

easily earn

Box A-146
Broadway

1650

c-o Film Daily
N. Y. C.

stock.

Tom

Olsen

Now

at

Granada

—

was owned by Haynes and

who do

not intend to rebuild,

reported here.

Olsen
it

is

manager

of

the

Washington and

Joseph Metz,
come manager.
training

who

A PLEASURE!

IT'S

is

has be"Let me

Pittsburgh Vote on Park Shows
"U" Film on New Liner
Pittsburgh After rejecting it once
the city council again will vote on an
"Modern Love." Universal picture,
ordinance appropriating S5,000 to fin- was shown aboard the record-breakance free Sunday night pictures in ing German liner, "Bremen," on the
City Parks.
trip to New York.

—

Has Premiere

Premiere of "Smiling Irish Eyes,"
Colleen Moore's first talking, singing and dancing First National-Vitaphone picture, took place last night
at the Central, New York.

pleasure

and
shall

Let Us Solve Your Problems
Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE
Stebbins,
1540

B'WAY

telephone bryant

that

deal

be just as satisfactory."

Door Theatre,
Sturgeon

Bay,

Wis.

NEVER DISAPPOINT

1

[WOWFIIH
ELWlfiU'JN

Leterman
& Gates
INCORPORATED

N.Y.C.

add

it
has been a
with your company
sure that our future relations

to

am

I

'WE

LAST PRICE QUOTED

"Irish

7

Hamm

Columbia Pictures
cial

2

75

Golf

•

87 J4
198

do units
do com
Skouras Bros

issue of Paramount Sound
News.
tournament of exhibitors and
exchangemen at Seattle.

1

Aug.

—

OVER THE COUNTER

Roxy "A"

Newsreel

—

BOND MARKET
6s

Universal

Inventory
Detroit
Publix, which recently
Melvin J. Murphy, who seven
acquired control of the John H.
Ktinsky chain here, is not planning months ago went to Rochester to
take charge of Publix houses there,
to build any houses in this territory,
now
is at Salt Lake City, making a
for the present, at least.
There are
plenty of seats in the downtown field, survey of the Louis Marcus houses,
in which Publix recently acquired a
it is "felt.
50 per cent interest.
He now is connected with the department of maintenance, headed by N. J. Mullin.
Paramount-F.
R. Deal

20^6

Keith A-0 6s 46
Loew 6s 41ww ..107
do

Publix Not Planning to
Build Any More at Detroit

of

First

News

Atlanta Tom Olsen, former man500
ager
of the Washington here has been
Fire
Destroys
North
Powder House
100
North Powder, Ore. Fire gutted promoted and now is directing the
4*566
Olsen
the Bungalow here with loss esti- operations of the Granada.
The house also has been retained as supervising
6,600 mated at about $6,000.

26
21J4
10J4

pfd

issue

(silent).

Aug.

RKO

disc recording.

7,900

25

Pict

First

Sept. 2S

100

V/g

25
... 26
Sup... 22^

Thea.

5%

33^
21^

rts.

Trans-Lux

Univ.

2,300
5,400
8,900

July 31

—

duction commencing with "The Fall
of Eve." This sheet is entirely sepa98 J4
rate from the regular press book and
59f6 10,700
contains exploitation ideas, many of
52'
which have been tried during the pre6
6,900 release showings in New York.

"A"

Griffith, D.W.
Proj
Intern.
Loew do deb.
Nat. Scr. Ser.

Nat.

19
37

78
32'A
21^g

78

Pets.
Ind.

Con.

1,100

First issue of M-G-M International
Nevvsreel (silent).
Opening of "Street Girl" at the

acquisition of

Herman Gluck-

40

Warner Bros
*do

56 J4

96
24?4

Pathe
do "A"
Radio K-A-0

•Univ.

900

Louis;

St.

US'A

Cap
F-L
Exch

Stanley

'566

at

Kinemas Gets
Prod.
Minneapolis
Paramount's purman, Capital Film Exchange, New chase of control of the Northwest
For South African Chain
York; William Hurlbut, Favorite Theater Circuit (Finkelstein & RuLondon (By Cable)
Kinemas,
Film Co., Detroit; Irving Mandell, ben), involved $9,000,000, it is re- Ltd., opposition to the Schlesinger
Security Pictures for Illinois and In- ported here. All of the F. & R. hold- chain in South Africa, has acquired
diana.
The picture was made with ings in 27 cities of four Northwest the
output for South Africa.
Pictures,

STOCK MARKET

exhibitors

Globe. N. Y.

Warner
has

Convention of Rocky

States

July 30

terday.

ny,

of

Denver.
Film golf tournament of exhibitors
and distributors at Minneapolis.

July 26

Harry M. Warner yes-

said

may

THE

Second day
Mountain

is

there anything to reports that

1929

The Industry's
Date Book

DEAL TO BUY OUT HARMS
"No

24,

3040

INCORPORATED
220 WEST 42 N-D STREET

NEW YORK

Phone: WISconsin 6876

ALLAN A.LOWNES. CEN.MCR.

JnA

m mmm

SHA

I

I

THING!
But

first

be absolutely sure each

ingredient

is

perfect

TOO LATE TO
MAKE EXCUSES

IT'S

AFTER YOU'VE
SERVED THE FOLKS—

—

THE PUBLIC GETS A KICK
OUT OF A PERFECT SHOW
*

\

\

YA

'

o-^

i

/

/

/

^TvfURE-HAL ROACH CoTTT*
^

s

Make

it

a point to see that everything

on your program

is

top-notch.

Remember that in these
no reason why your show

days there's
shouldn't be

the same as Broadway's best,

A
A
A

poor course

spoils

a meal

—
—

bad ingredient ruins a

cocktail

lousy picture slaughters

a program

METRO GOLDWYN MAYER
-

-

presenting a year of weeks
of the Greatest Shows on EARTH
is

(and "Earth"

is

a large place)

STOP RUINING A
GOOD SHOW WITH
INFERIOR SHORTS!
AMATEURISH

and mediocre Talking Acts are running
They are dragging down good shows and

talking comedies

wild in this industry today!
cheapening theatres. Lay off them before they ruin you! There's a new
type of talking short now that has kept pace with the intelligent progress
of talking feature pictures. Metro-GoldwytvMayer,

who sounded the death-

knell of experimental, laboratory fulUength talkies to give the industry the

New

Era, Road-show-size talkies,

longer

day of

book old-fashioned,

M-G-M's New

now

assures exhibitors that they need

Road-show Quality Talking Shorts

WHEN THE SHOW
You'll find that
to make it so!

The

childish talking shorts into their theatres.

Era,

here!

is

PERFECT

IS

New

M*Q*M's

no

Era Shorts help

HAL ROACH
TALKING
COMEDIES
These are the

class talking comthat play the big Capitol
Theatre, N.Y., and similar de luxe

OUR GANG

8

8

LAUREL-HARDY

edies

houses everywhere.

Hal Roach

gives to his talking comedies talent, care and resources comparable to that which goes into the

making of feature

There's nothing in the comedy field to compare with the
charm and delight of the

Their talking comedies,

Gang talking! They have won
a new fame and following in
talking comedies.

pictures.

"A

Day," booked into
the Capitol, NY., and other
de luxe houses is the first of
Perfect

their class talking

the

•'

new

comedy of

8

CHARLIE CHASE

Charlie Chase brings to the
talkingscreen talents of song,
dance and mimicry that make
his personality more winning

than ever. "Leaping Love" is
sample

just a

season.

2

OUR GANG

2 LAUREL- HARDY

(

Synchronised)

(Synchronised)

I

8

HARRY LANGDON

Langdon

to be the surprise
His first dialog
comedy reveals a comic manner of speech that is irresistis

talkie star.

ibly funny. Credit Hal Roach
with another money hunch

!

AMONG THE HEADLINERS IN METRO MOVIETONE ACTS
26 METRO
Raymond
Schenck
Van
MOVIETONE
M-G-M
Commanders
Aaronson
Gus
ACTS
12 M-G-M COLORTONE REVUES
m^m
Only the

established

Biggest

Names

drawing

with

power

in

Metro Movietone Acts. Theatres
have learned that
class
and quality differentiates these
Acts from all others.

Phil Spitalny

ck

Irving

Titta RufTo

104 M-G-l
METROTONE NEWS INTERNATIONAL

KING

GUS
EDWARDS

happy when

News. Once a week starting September 28th, on disc
or film. The only sound newsreel produced by a
news-gathering organization.

International Newsreel as represented in the
International Newsreel means that no other outfit
can begin to compete in world news coverage. Twice
starting July 31st.

LEE

V?TS%

NEWSREEL
Weekly

SAMMY CHARLES

Everybody's

greatest publisher has placed his worldwide resources behind the creation of a Super-Sound

M-G-M

etc.

•«

-

The world's

News and

Happiness Boys

Edwards,

Yvette Rugel

These tabloid musical and dancing entertainments put your theatre in the Broadway de luxe
class. Only M-G-M gives you revues of this kind with names like Charles King featured, and
with dance experts like Sammy Lee and creators like Gus Edwards. Gems of beauty entirely
in color and all-talking, singing, dancing.

52 HEARST

Hitchcock

Ukelele Ike

&.

you've got

—

Jetro-

Mwun:
[payers

GREATEST

SHOWS
ON
EARTH
1929-30

47

GREATEST SHOWS ON EARTH FOR

WIRED HOUSES

JOHN GILBERT
2

VAN & SCHENCK

in

"Redemption"

"Olympia"

{title to

2

MADAME X

be changed)

GRETA GARBO

in

(All Tailing)

ALL TALKERS

COLLEGE

"Anna Christie"

And One

THE ROAD-SHOW

in

—

ALL TALKERS

Charles King Bessie Lore
(All Tailing, Singing. Dancmgt

"Navy Blues"
"Springboard"

HALLELUJAH

And One More

SYNCHRONIZED

1

lAll Talking, Singingl

THE BISHOP MURDER

"Speedway"

JOAN CRAWFORD
2

2

CASE

in

ALL TALKERS

Tides

to be

SYNCHRONIZED
(title to

be changed!

LON CHANEY
3

SHOW

in

"The Bugle Sounds"

RAMON NOVARRO m
ALL TALKERS

Titles to be announced

BUSTER KEATON
2

(All Tailing. Singing)

LORD BYRON OF

in

ALL TALKERS

BROADWAY

Titles to be announced

(All Talfceng, Singing)

COSMOPOLITAN
PRODUCTIONS
3

(All Talking

THE SONG WRITER
(All Tailing)
KEMPY
(All Tailing)
SOJMG OF THE SUNSET

SYNCHRONIZED

And Two More
2

(All Tailing*

THE THIRTEENTH
CHAIR (All Tailing)
THE GIRL IN THE

announced

"Our Modern Maidens"
"Jungle"

LIFE

{All Tallin*. Singing

hAore

WILLIAM HAINES
»

in

THE PENNANT. WINNING
BATTERY (All Tallin*. Singing)

ALL TALKERS

PLEASURE LOVERS
(All Tailing)

ALL TALKERS

THE GREEN GHOST

Titles to be announced

THE DUNCAN SISTERS

in

(All Tailing)

"COTTON AND SILK" (Title to be changed)

All Talking, Singing, Dancing

MONTANA
(All Tailing, Singing)

THE SHIP FROM
SHANGHAI (All Tailing)
THE VIKING
(Sound, All Technicolor)
THE MYSTERIOUS
ISLAND

DEVOTION
(All Tailing)
TABLOID
(All Tailing)

MURDER

(All Tailing)

(All Tailing)

TWELVE HOURS OF
LOVE (AH Talking)
LIGHTS AND SHADOWS
(All Talking)

HAL ROACH COMEDIES
8 Our Gang (All Talking)
8 Laurel-HarJv (All Talking)
8 Charlie Chase (All Tailing)
8 Harry Langdon (All Tailing)
2

Our Gang

2

Laurel-Hardy (Synchronized)

(Synchronised)

METRO MOVIETONE
ACTS

12

M-G-M COLORTONE
REVUES

HEARST METRO104 M-G-M INTERNA52

HOUSES

THE BROADWAY MELODY
HALLELUJAH
The MYSTERIOUS ISLAND

JOAN CRAWFORD

in

"Our Modem Maidens"
"Jungle" (new

title

to

come)

"

JOHN GILBERT
"Redemption"

WILLIAM HAINES

IRIS

26

SILENT

(Technicolor)

(Sound. Dialog, Technicolor)

JUDICIAL

16

GREATEST SHOWS FOR

TONE NEWS

TIONAL NEWSREEL

GRETA GARBO
On?

in

"Speedway"

"blaty Blues"

>»

Silent Pictwre

(Title to be

announced)

LON CHANEY

in

"The Bugle Sounds" and Two More

RAMON NOVARRO
Two

in

Silent Pictures

(Titles to be

announced)

THE VIKING
THE GREEN GHOST
(All Technicolor)

M-G-M-INTERNATIONAL
NEWSREEL
(Tu-ice Weekly)

METRO GOLDWYN -MAYER
Reach

for

a Talkie instead of a Squeak!

F

Wednesday, July

1929

24,

Fourth of U. S. Houses
Wired, Vitaphone Says

Hollywood
Made Executive
Manager at Paramount

^evee

made execu-

M. C. Levee has been
ve

manager

of the

Paramount

stu-

Gain is special executive
jr contact with the Long Island stuios and will headquarter there.
io.

J.

Films

(.Continued from Page 1)
n us, according to Vitaphone. Ninety-nine per cent of theaters equipped
with sound installations suitable for
using Vitaphone pictures have contracted for Vitaphone product, including both short subjects and features,
the corporation states.

Of 1928-1929 Were Selected
ERNST LUBITSCH—The Patriot.
GEORGE FITZMAURICE-Lilac Time, The Barker, His
FRANK BORZAGE— Street Angel.
CECIL B. DeMILLE— King of Kings, Godless

J.

"amera Cloak Eliminates
amera Box, Warners Say

F.

Vitaphone Playing in
27 Countries, is Claim
Countries which now have wired
capable of showing Vita-

theaters

phone talking pictures number 27.
unwieldy cam- They are:
Great
Australia,
New Zealand,
Britain,
box from Vitaphone equipment Cuba, Mexico, Panama, Jamaica, Columbia,
•a
announced by the technical stafl Costa Rica, Brazil, Argentine, Japan, Sweden,

Warner

the

studio.

The new

de-

uinds

but

more com-

infinitely

is

ict.

new

device is being used telle first time by Roy Del Ruth in
Edward
starring
Aviator,"
The

This

verett

Horton.

France, Italy, Germany, Spain, India, China,
Finland,
Czechoslovakia, SwitzerHolland,

Regent,
adilly,

to Love'

Bought

y 'IT for Schildkraut Film
Universal has acquired screen and
alogue rights to "The Command
Love," New York stage play. It
ill
be made with Joseph Schildaut as the star, retaining the diaThe play was
igue of the play.

Chile.

Canada and

the

Loew's Gets Largest
House at Rochester

cently

Command

and

land.
Uruguay,
I'nited States.

(Continued from Page 1)
seating 1,800, and the PicFenvessy reseating 1,600.
completed purchase of the

Madison. 1,500
ester

Madison

the Mouse,

Pay

FRANK LLOYD— Weary

Girl.

304

You

Enter.

Name

Ten Best
Directors of '28-' 29 Year

Critics

(.Continued

from Page

1)

wherein are embraced all directors receiving 25 votes of more, 29 directors
are included. Directors who received
under 25 votes totaled 99.
Voting in the competition was confined to all features released generally

THE

as

River, Adoration, Divine Lady.

May 1, 1928, to May 1, 1929.
Titles of releases with names of directors were supplied bv the distribu-

Kimball.

Woman.

MURNAU— Sunrise.

from the Rochheaded bv F. P. from

seats,

Co.,

W.

Captive

WILLIAM WELLMAN— Wings, Beggars of Life, Ladies of the Mob, Tong War,
CLARENCE BROWN—Trail of '98, Woman of Affairs.
RAOUL WALSH— In Old Arizona, Me Gangster. Red Dance.
LLOYD BACON-Singing Fool, Stark Mad, Women They Talk About, Lion and

Elimination of the

lopment which takes its place is
ie "camera cloak" which is declared
mally effective to deaden extraneous

On Which Ten Best Directors

Directors'

Annual

Departure

New

in Publishing

(Continued from Page

THE

1)

by
FILM DAILY. The volume, which this year marks a radical
departure in film trade publishing,

now

is

in

general

Annual choice

distribution.
of the Ten Best Di-

DAILY

FILM
did noth- rectors of the year from May 1, 1928
ing further than to set the time limita- to May 1, 1929, full page caricatures
tions, prepare a ballot-guide for aid of the directors in the Ten Best
Albany Three local houses are of the voting critics and compile the group, biographies and feature work
dark, and another, a suburban, has returns as they poured in from all of directors, current feature releases,
ritten by Rudolf Lothar and Fritz changed to a summer policy.
Har- sections of the country. It is impor- players and their feature work, camittwald.
manus Bleecker Hall has closed un- t; in to bear in mind that basic inform- ra men and their work, scenarists and
It will be remodeled ation was furnished by the distributor. their work, films editors and their
til Labor Day.
Current roadshows and special at- work, dialoguers and their work, film
as a first run, the city's
and
reopened
of
witch in Directors
The Colonial and Majestic, tractions which have played in a titlers and their work, personnel of
sixth.
Pictures the latter a burlesque house, also are limited number of important cities and the various studios, sound and silent
producers, distributors' headquarters,
for one dark. The Pine Hills programs have which are designed for general replans
production
Advanced
and a trade directory for director and
and
distributors,
were
not
Thursday
lease
later
by
Tuesday.
cture. and a slightly delayed start- been cut to
Directorial credits for pro- social and welfare associations, are a
eligible.
who
opGardner,
L.
C.
Saturday.
changed
have
second,
date
for
a
g
few of the highlights of the volume.
aramount's directorial assignment erates the house, says that inability ductions of this latter type will be
Edward Sutherland, instead of to get sufficient quality product has voted upon next year, when such picit.
Coast
tures are placed on regular release
3
ichard Wallace, will direct Clara forced the reduced schedule.
i

3 Albany Houses Dark;

tor.

Another Runs 3-Day Week

—

New Paramount

Saturday Night
ow's
Wallace will direct "Medals."
id."
of
e James M. Barrie story in which Paterson Musicians Out
The
ary Cooper is to be starred.
Houses Only for
ow picture is the one that has been
Local theaters.
Paterson, N. J.
The Cooper
t
back for a week.
except the Regent, are running with
cture is the one advanced.
sound films and organ music and
plan to do so until Sept. 2, when it
loach Studio Closing
is expected contracts will be renewed.
are
Saturday for Vacation Both exhibitors and theno union
difficulty
confident there will be
Charley Chase is at work on his in renewing the contracts. The Rinext,

"The

Summer

—

th
nt

all-talking

Hal

comedy

of the

Roach-M-G-M

cur-

program,

hich will be finished just prior to
e closing of the Roach studio for
-

annual vacation period Saturday,
arren

Doane

is

directing.

Robertson Signed by "U"
John Robertson has been signed
Universal to direct Mary Nolan,
her first vehicle under her new
ntract.
"The Shanghai Lady,"
ay
by John Colton, has been
osen as the feature.
It has been
apted by Houston Branch and the
Winifred
ntinuity
prepared
by
iton Reeve.
Branch and Mrs.
eeve are collaborating on the dia^ue.

alto here, recently tried to cut its
organist and run sound films only,
but was forced to close when electricians

and

operators

walked

out.

theater has re-engaged the organist, and operates Thursday, Friday and Saturday for the summer.

The

Blank Plans a

New House

for Burlington,

—

Iowa?

States
A. H.
Blank, is considering wiring of the
The firm
Grand, legitimate house.
has the Palace and Rialto here, and
may build a fourth. Harry Weinberg is general manager.

Burlington,

Theater

la.

Corp.,

Central

headed

by

charts.

Fox West
Adds
More Washington Houses

—

Mount Vernon, Wash. Fox West
Coast has acquired an interest in and
Equity Snatching Straws management of the Paramount, Ana(Continued from Page 1)
cortez, and the
Mission and Rex
force the Equity shop in pictures, here from Skagit Theaters Corp.,
Tully Marshall, co-defendant with headed by Wilbur B. Ives.
Waldo
Warners in a $1,000,000 damage suit Ives continues as manager of the
brought by the association, states.
Mission here and Will J. Conner as
"The proceedings instituted against me by manager at Anacortez.

Tully Marshall Asserts

Marshall said, "I consider absurd.
inconceivable that any organization can
absolute control over the livelihood of

Equity,"

It

is

German Row
Next Move
Awaited
Over Talkers

have
in
its members.
methods
"In the very absurdity of the
is
pursued by Frank Gillmore, president, and
(Continued from Page 1)
his associates in Equity lies ample evidence
to the Supreme Court at Leipzig, has
they are growing desperate and are clutching
Meanwhile,
been determined.
at straws in a neffort to avert the inevitable not
collapse of their campaign."
the public, enjoying sound pictures
Warner to the utmost, is disgusted with the
charged
suit
Equity's
Bros., Inc., induced Marshall to sign turn events have taken, for German

the contract to which objections were sound films will not be ready until
made and coerced him to issue an fall.
Meanwhile, although the ininterview criticizing the association junction was against the National
for its stand.
theater only, parts of W. E. equipment were removed from other
Mattison Closes Deal
houses, to prevent possible actions.
Frank S. Mattison has closed with
House Reverts to Silent Policy
Empire Prod, through Jack LustWind-A-Meer, playing
Cleveland
berg, for distribution throughout the
talking
the past few months,
for
singing,
policy
reel
sound
two
the
world, of
and dancing production, "Old Planta- has gone "silent" for the rest of the
summer, due to excessive overhead.
tion," directed by Alf Goulding.
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World Pact Sought by Sound Equipment Firms

^NEWSPAPER

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

p/FILMDOM
XLIX

VOL.

A

Thursday, July

No. 21

Standard

WIDE

nearer the exhibition stage than many
at this time realize. RK<
has arranged its budget to allow
film

is

1929

Price 5 Cents

ALREADY SET
FOR YEAR; MORE TO COME

400 SILENTS

)

Spoor process.
some time now since Fox has
been quietly at work and, in fact,
one picture was produced with
Grandeur in mind, but released for

25,

for pictures via the

It is

standard screens because special
projectors could not be manufactured in time. Paramount is ready
to shoot with Magnafilm and the
Warners, responsible whisperings
have it, are not dozing.

companies
next step is
being developed. The understanding is rather general that wide
Neither

other

are

dawdling while

films,

.

this

properly used, are slated for

MICHIGAN WANTS RESULTS. SOUND FILM COMBINE FOR

NOT

aOHUICH SAYS

Detroit

— Michigan exhibitors are

in-

terested in results and not who gets
the credit for anything that is accomplished for the relief of independent exhibitors in the present sound
rental situation, H. M. Richey, business manager of the state unit, declares in a communication to mem-

There

Western

Electric Co. and its subsidiary
Electrical
Research Prod.,
and group of German electrical

RCA

companies including Siemenes &
Halske and its subsidiary KlangfilmTobis of Berlin and Amsterdam; the
German General Electric Co., InterInternational
and
national
Tobis
Acoustics, are discussing a world
bers.
While he has read but one account sound equipment combine.
While the proposed merger would
of the meetings there, the impres(Continued

on Page

(Continued

5)

on Page

5)

tomorrow's screens.

Why

It's

Sound

Buying
"U"
New York
Done
To

Clever
All film buying for the Universal
Missed "The Skeleton Dance" at circuit henceforth is to be handled
the Roxy.
So into the projection from New York, states Fred A.
to

why

learn

all

the ravings

Flader, general

emerge convinced that the While most
was justifiable. This is a Walt been done in

to

praise

manager

Warners Closing Deal
For Hoffman Circuit?
New Haven— Warners

of the chain.

previously has
New York, a considerof outlying units were
of

it

Artists,

instance

for

which number is exbe increased, and Tiffanyon

(Continued

Page

5)

28 SYDNEY ABEL HEADS

DEBUTON

only

United
lease.
has listed one,

Marks Time METROTONENEWS MAKES

Still

Yet unless some clear thinking
Members of the exhibitor subcomheads pucker their brows around a
notiSEPT.
ITS
conference table and determine what mittee last night were awaiting
fication by distributors for the joint
the standard for wide films is to be,
meeting to be held to propose reHearst Metrotone News, sound
much confusion is destined to result. lief plans for independent exhibitors.
Magnafihn, for instance, is 56 mil- Distributors have been seeking com- reel to be produced by the Hearst
and plete accord on their proposal, be- organization for M-G-M, will make
Spoor's,
70
limeters
wide;
appearance September 28.
first
its
both.
Grandeur, somewhere between
exhibitors.
fore
submitting it
to
recorded on film and discs.
will
It
be
Ir.terchangeability in sound may have Whether the joint meeting will be
Newsreel, silent reel
International
created a messy fog screen, but future held today is problematical.
to be handled by M-G-M, a combiwith
projection rooms will be littered
nation of M-G-M News and Interall sorts of wide
film machines if All
Chain
national Newsreel, will make its apsomething isn't done about it.
pearance July 30.
be
in

room

be no dearth of silent
new season, for 400
versions of talkers
already have been scheduled for production with the list to be increased
considerably by companies whose
determined
schedules are not yet
upon.
The 400 silents, already promised,
are from 17 companies, some of which
have listed only the minimum number of silent versions they will rewill

pictures for the
silents or silent

pected to

Exhibitor Committee on

Needed

Compares with 521
Sound Films Listed
by Companies

List

is

reported

completing negotiations for the purchase of the Hoffman Theatrical En-

RCA -PH0T0PH0NE SALES
Sydney E. Abel, veteran
cutive, has

manager

film exe-

been named general sales

RCA-Photophone, with

of

headquarters in New York.
sumed the post yesterday.

He

as-

Appointment of Abel follows a reorganization of the commercial department, which has just been completed by L.

Sawyer, vice presi-

P.

(Continued on Page

5)

Harold Finkelstein and
Eddie Ruben Remain

—

of
Management
Minneapolis
terprises, which has 14 theaters in
Scheduled comple- Connecticut, it is reported here. Hoff- Northwest Theater Circuit (Finkelphonies" series, and an unusually
(Continued on Page 5)
tion of wiring of all houses by fall
& Ruben), which recently
stein
clever demonstration of cartoonatic
is given
as the cause for the cenpassed to Paramount, will remain the
ability.
Vastly diverting and worthy tralization of buying.
same with but few exceptions. WilPayette General
of a play anywhere.
Even frozen
(Continued on Page 5)
Co.
Stanley-Crandall
of
faces will crack under its infectious
E. Wired Houses

Disney shorts,

first

of a "Silly

Sym-

able

number

handled

locally.

Manager

W.

fun.

Now Number
Tidings

This
the

is

official.

Washington Bureau of

2,169

Washington—John

Electric sound equipment
has been installed in 2,169 theaters
of the United States, Electrical Research Products reports. This is an
increase of 50 over the previous report recently issued.

Western

"Lucky Star"

at

Roxy

did $67,000 in three days.
Gaynor, Farrell and Borzage, the
noted trio that made "Seventh Heaven" and "The Street Angel" are responsible.
would remind you
also that this is July.

We

KANN

THE FILM DAILY
Payette, suof the Stanley

J.

Rayart Celebrates

Its

Fifth Anniversary

pervisor of theaters,
Executives of Rayart are celebratCrandall, Co., Aug. 1, becomes genfifth anniversary of the comeral manager of the circuit, follow- ing the
was formed by W. Ray
which
Crandall,
pany
M.
Harry
ing retirement of
Since
on
July 24. 1924.
are
Johnston
There
executive vice president.
(Continued on Pa ge 5)
(Continued on Page 5)
character sketches of the Ten
Directors will be For full page
of
Film
The Film Daily Directors Annual and Pro- Biographical sketchesDaily
Directors of the year see The
Best
Annual
Directors
Guide,
duction Guide is now being distributed free found in the Film
Directors Annual and Production
Daily
distributed
being
now
Guide
and Production
to subscribers to The Film Daily, sold sepnow in distribution. (Adv.)
(Adv.)
subscribers.
arately $2.50 per copy.

— (Adv.)

to

—

—

THE

DAILV
-SS&Zk
Fox Theater

Thursday, July

Boston
Moss is Again Columbia's
Step Nearer Reality
Director of Advertising

July 25,

Price 5 Cents

1929

JOHN W. ALICOATE

PUBLISHER

The Industry's
Date Book

Boston Fox has won the first of
Alex Moss, who recently gave up
two rounds in effort to secure sanc- the post of director of publicity and
tion for its 22-story theater and of- advertising of Columbia to do spefice building to be erected on the site cial story and scenario work for the
Today:
of the Hotel Lorraine.
This was a company in the East, yesterday recourt decision affirming right of the turned to his former post.
July 26
city commissioners to close TarnHal Hodes gives up publicity and
worth St. Litigation now is pending advertising duties to take charge of July 30
to close Lowell Court, needed for the exploitation.

Published daily except Saturday and holidays
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y. ana
copyright (1929) by Wid's Films and Film
Folk, Inc.
W. Alicoate, President and theater site.
J.
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann, Vice-President
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer,
Business and Advertising Manager. Entered
as second class matter, May 21, 1918, at the
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the act
of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free)
United States outside of Greater New York
Loew's, Inc., and subsidiaries re$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
port for 40 weeks ended June 2, net
Foreign, $15.00.
$3.00.
should
Subscribers
remit with order.
Address all communica- of $8,215,034 after depreciation and
tions to
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broad- Federal taxes, but before subsidiary
way, New York, N. Y.
Phone Circle 4736- preferred
dividends, equal alfter pre4737-4738-4739.
Cable address:
Filmday,
dividends to $5.51 a share
New York.
Hollywood,
California
Ralph ferred
VVilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd.
Phone Granite on the common, against $6,377,101
6607.
London— Ernest W. Fredman, The
Film
Renter,
89-91
Wardour
St.,
W. in the corresponding period of the
I.
Berlin Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne, last year, equal to $5.55 on 1,060,925
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
Paris P. A. Harle,
shares then outstanding.
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la
The company has outstanding 150,000
Cour-des-Noues, 19.
at

$8,215,034 Loew's

Net f^r 40 Weeks

THE

—

—

—

common

shares of $6.50 cumulative preferred
and 1,355,129 no par shares of com-

mon

Financial

stock.

High

Am.

Seat

Con.

Fm. Ind.
Kodak

East.

*do

33^

pfd

"A"
A-O

*Keith
do pfd

...

M.

Cap
F-L
Exch

P.

Para.

Pathe
do "A"
Radio K-A-O

Stanley
*Univ.

196M 194M ^6

1,000

89J4

32J4
25

128
88 J4
40

800

116K 116H

200

88 %
S6'/2

56^

1,400

89%

89%

100

2'5

25

52H

51

89Ji
25
Siyi

66J4
8'/2

65'A
8

19

18%
36%

37%

Co

60%
52%

pfd

65%

8%

WA
37

40
98J^

pfd

Pict.

Warner Bros
do

100
700

116J4
57

Loew's Inc
do P'd
M-G-M pfd

59

52%

59%
52%

CURB MARKET
Acoustic

Prod.

...

& Katz
Columbia Pet
Con. Fm. Ind
"Film Insp

6%

*Bal.

Fox Thea. "A"

34

21%

25%
D.W. "A" 1%
Proj
31%

Griffith,

Intern.

Loew do deb.
*Nat. Scr. Ser
Nat. Thea. Sup

..

rts.

25

6%

6%

....
33
21

21%

25

25

78
33

2%
1%
30%
25

1%
30%

23

22

11

10%

•Univ. Pict
•do pfd

A-0
6s
41

do

6s

6s

46.

90%

x-war...

94%

Paramount 6s 47.. 97%
Par.

5%s

By.

Pathe

90

41ww...l06% 106

37

7s

51.

98%
69%

94%
96%
98%
69%

CURB BONDS
Am. Seat. 6s 36.. 86%
•Warner 6%s 28

86%

Roxy "A"

27
30

12

90%
94%
97]/t

98%
69%

86%

units

25
28

2%

com

Skouras Bros

been

department of Paramount, suc-

manager

of

the

now
Long

IV est

Coast

Bureau,

—

THE FILM DAILY

San Francisco Regarded either as
a move for re-entry of Orpheum into San Francisco or in the proposed
deal for purchase of six houses of
Pantages circuit, Radio-Keiththe

—

Utah
Hands

—

German

Director in

Goldschmid,

J.

3,800

400

New
week

3

6
2
7
9
1

39

82

85

•LAST PRICE QUOTED

Harvey Successor Not Named
to George

No permanent successor
W. Harvey, who resigned

as advertising and publicity director at Pathe
to join Warners, has been named,
John Flinn, Pathe vice president
states.

(silent).

Aug.

issue of Paramount Sour
News.
Golf tournament of exhibitors an
exchangemen at Seattle.

First

1

Aug.

7

Sept. 28

First

issue

News

of

Hearst

Metrotor

(sound).

SALESMEN WANTED
For

Manhattan,

Bronx,

Brooklyn,

Island and New Jersey.
Must know theater owners

Long

and have

Can

easily earn

autos.

$200 to $300 per week

Box A- 146
Broadway

1650

c-o Film Daily
N. Y. C.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard

director

of

vacation.

Hammons

Fox Continues Convalescence
Mineola, L. I. William Fox

—

Sails

Today
Hammons,

Earle W.
president of Educational,

London

—

Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3S80

City

and Art Studio, Hollywood
on the Bremen Friday for a
Sudvacation in Europe.

sail

slated to

New York.
Hoyt in New York

Harry O. Hoyt, director,
New York from the Coast.

A

"Regular" Vacation

fun

At

today for

is

continuing his convalescence at the
Nassau Hospital here, from injuries
received in an automobile accident.

is

rest

is

in

recreation

BLUFF HOUSE:

looking

hundred

feet

from

among

the

overeight

Delaware:
above sea

the

95 miles
tains.

5

10
75

of "Street Girl" at tl
Globe, N. Y.
issue of Universal Newsre

sails

Germany, has arrived in
York on the Bremen for a two

level:

New York
Kittatiny

BLUFF HOUSE

City:

Mounoffers

the advantages of a good
hotel: as well as every form of
all

WEISS BROTHERS'

3

33

Opening

Title

New York

198

Technicolor
79
United Art
5
do pfd
65
Univ. Ch. com. ...
2
75
do pfd

Internation

(silent).

First

for

He

Cleveland
Isadore Lidman, for- Circuit of Seven
merly manager of Loew's Hillside,
Houses Changes
New York, has been transferred to
Salt Lake City
A. B. Madsen has
400 Cleveland as manager of the Allen,
14,100
succeeding W. E. Burton, who has taken over the Utah circuit of Mons
Johansen.
The chain has theaters
been called to New York.
following towns:
Boneta,
27,400
in
the
200
Mount Home, Altoonah, Upalco.
Pollak Returns
Joseph Pollak, president of Na- Bluebell, Myton and Mount Em14,100
tional Screen Service, is back in New mons.
....
1,600 York from Europe, having returned
Schlesinger Sailing
400
on the Bremen.
....
Leon Schlesinger of the Pacific
4,200
100
6,300

Newsreel

execuIsland

three years was with
joined that company as
salesman and, after a year in the
field, was called to the home office
and appointed assistant to the secretary of the company, remaining at
that post until joining Paramount.

Innes

exhibitors

M-G-M

First issue of

July 31

studio.

RKO.

States

Denver.
Film golf tournament of exhibitoi
and distributors at Minneapolis.

office

ceeding John Fingerlin,
tive

appointed
produc-

Mountain

with capital of $10,000.

OVER THE COUNTER

do
do

home

Lidman Gets Cleveland Post

%
106

has

weeks ended June 2, is reby M-G-M Pictures Corp.
Gross profit was $3,710,326, operating
expenses $1,650,996 and miscellaneous Orpheum has filed incorporation papers as a San Francisco company
income $188,639.
the

ported

film Co. of

22%
10%
20%

BOND MARKET
Loew

of $2,247,969, before taxes, for

200

200

25

Net

tion

Innes
of the

1.10U
8,800
1,200

26

Trans-Lux

Keith

Sales

Hiller

manager

or Closing Pantages Deal

$2,247,969

For 12 Weeks Firm Says
Close

33
25

pfd. 25 J4

Fox Fm.

Low

Innes Gets Paramount
Post at Home Office

Last day of Convention of Rocl

R-K-0 Re-entering Frisco

M-G-M Net
STOCK MARKET

1921

at

—

VoL XLIX No. 21 Thursday.

25,

Two

outdoor sport.

Deforest Phonofilm Studios
Large

every modern device
Talking Pictures
Specially Constructed Sets which permit the handling of every
type of production with facility and ease
Stages fully equipped with
essential to the proper recording of

NOW AVAILABLE ON A MOST REASONABLE
OR WEEKLY BASIS
Inquiries Invited

WEISS BROTHERS'
Deforest Phonofilm Studios
318 East 48th Street, New York City
Phone: Vanderbilt 7340-7341-8157-3754

DAILY

BLUFF HOUSE
PIKE COUNTY
MILFORD, PENNSYLVANIA
H. J. DYNES, Owner

BOX A

THE NEW TRAVEL WORLD

THE BREMEN
ALL RECORDS OROKEN

Copyright,

Underwood

&

Underwood.

THE NEW SHOW WORLD

PARAMOUNT
PICTURES
ALL RECORDS BROKEN!

VFMm

w&sss/'

^JMLFUMANCHli
A

NEWSP'HORID
unTH

WARNER OLAND
N£1L HAMILTON

JEAN ARTHUR
O.P.HE&GrJE

"THE MYSTERIOUS

DR. FU
Rowland

V.

MANCHU

Lee Prod.

^rJV.nl,'.'™'

Another PARAMOUNT
NEW SHOW WORLD WINNER!

PAILY

hursday, July 25, 1929

Europ.

Affiliated

OR YEAR; MORE TO COME
(Continued from Page

SOUND FILM COMBINE FOR

What They Promise

00 SILENTS ALREADY SET

SOUND

SILENT

none

about 8
36
determined)
26
determined)
determined)
determined)
35

Prod

Amkino

8

(program not yet

Artclass

26

Columbia
Cruze Prod

1)

(program not yet
(program not yet
(program not yet

Excellent
First Division
(First National

which has its schedule set, lias
lade no decision as to the number of
lent versions to he made.
Some of the major companies plan
tahl,

25
48

Franco Films

Fox
General

Pictures

5

34

5

1

pictures.

Uotham

10

Paramount, WarFirst National and Universal.
ers,
Ithers plan production in silent form

M-G-M

48

Pathe

30
65

20
65
(program not yet determined)

30
18

13

versions of
niong these are

only a partial

I

The

their

all

lent

Paramount
Quality

Radio
Rayart
Sono-Art

of their talkers.
reporting in the

list

companies

urvey made by Till-: FILM DAILY
ave scheduled 520 talkers, with that
umber to be increased by programs
ol

10
17

yet definitely set.

...

18

7

None

Tiffany-Stanl
Universal

26
60

(Undetermined)

United Artists

'8

Warner
World Wide

35
26

.

.

.

60
1

35
16

(program not yet determined)

Zakoro
520

Totals

1T0C0L0R READY FOR
MARKET,JMEC

Not

Glory, Richey Says

(Continued f rom Page

decolor
Photocolor,
eloped by the Photocolor Corp.,
\[cw York, now is ready for the
narket, Frank F. Wince, company

Sion would he left that the Allied
group were out of step and that the
Woodhull-producer meeting had acThe process has complished something for the salvaresident, states.
.ecu under development for a ntiin- tion of the small exhibitor, Richey
>er of years, hut has been withheld
saj s.
roni the market, pending further
"Whether this is true or not, it is
ests, to better the process, and until interesting to note that the action
he company was equipped meehani- taken in Chicago recently by the Alally to establish and maintain the lied, resulting in the Washington con-

The ference being called, made the Woodirm's studio is at Irvington-on-the- hull crowd suddenly decide that hot
^ludson. The company, says Nemec, Washington in July was the ideal spot
las a new process which he claims for a meeting," he added.
high speed for color work.
>ffers
"Exhibitors of Michigan are not
The color can he used for pictures interested in who gets the credit for
ecorded either by the sound-on-film whatever is accomplished if anything.
method, special devices are They are interested in results.
ir disc
If
eeded to project Photocolor on the the calling of the Allied meeting in
A number of Washington forces the producers to
•creen, he declares.
ameras now are on hand.
.1..
something to relieve a situation
Harry Ratgner, associated for a which threatens to put out of business
inticipated production schedule.

the industry,

in

is

5000 theater owners that

ales for the

tion

give

Harold Finkelstein and

Eddie Ruben Remain
iam
^.

is

all

that

manager of production and was or is desired."
"As far as I am concerned, if such a solucompany.
perfectly willing to

general

(Continued from Page 1)
Sr., is to retire,

Hamm,

Finkelstein and

lartially

retire,

I.

400

Michigan Wants Results,

STATES

process

lumber of years

(minimum)

and M.
H. Ruben will

with the circuit op-

my

worked out 1 am
the credit to Woodhull, Will Hays,
Charley Pettijohn, Abram F.
friend,

is

Myers, you name 'em And

its

IO.K. with me.

are looking for is live and let live
contracts and arbitration and
fair

What we
prices,
credit

can

fall

where

it

may.

1)

pec-cntagc.
is sonic talk of straight
that percentage is worked on the same basis
as the affiliated houses it might be a solution.
Hut the idea of .10 per cent guarantees plus
an overage is applesauce and will not work.
Arbitation
"Let's not confuse the issues.
The price of
and the contract is one issue.
And if the best
talking pictures is another.
brains in the industry fail to solve these two
problems then the Brookhart hill is the third.
"Mj position on the Brookhart bill is plain.
want it badly if the net result of the conferences on the two problems is what the net

Rogers of Chattanooga, it was
on visit of John J. Friedl, dimanager; Jenkins and C. B.
Still, his
assistant, have been here
inspecting the house under construction at Montgomery and Molton St.
stated
vision

nouncement from abroad to the effect that European manufacturers of
electrical equipment are combining
their forces in an endeavor to combat

America's

domination

of

the

field.

Representatives

of

German

the

companies in New York favor the
proposed combine.
They are: Dr.
Fitz Juschen, Siemens & Halske;
Theodore Kahn, Dr. Alberto Meyerhoft and Milton Diamond of the
German Tobis, International Tobis
and International Acoustic Co. The
American firms ahso are expected
to approve the combine.
Formation of the combine, it is
expected, will end patent suits of the
parties concerned, and straighten out
the patent
concerned.

tangle

in

the

countries

"There

I

results of other conferences have been in the
past.
I see nothing dangerous in the bill unI heartily agree that
ess it is forced on us.
these problems can he solved within the in-

dustry and if they are solved Brookhart would
The
have no point in introducing the bill.
danger that they will not be solved, making
the passage of the bill necessary, is its main

SYDNEY ABEL HEADS

RCA-PHOTOPHONE SALES
(Continued from Page 1)
dent.
With the reorganization completed, sales activities are to be intensified
throughout the
country,
Sawyer declares. Abel for ten years
was head of the Fox foreign department. He has been out of the film
business for some time and in the
brokerage business.

justification.

"I am confident that if the producers and
distributors and the various organizations seriously want fo sit down and work out the
problem, it can be done.
"But, we must have action, and not conferences if 5,000 exhibitors are to continue
in

business.
"If that be accomplished, give the glory to
Michigan wants no part of
will claim it.

who

Warners Closing Deal
For Hoffman Circuit?
(Continued from Page 1)
theaters included in the deal arc
the Capitol and Tremont, Ansonia;
Princess and Strand, Hartford; Capital, Palace and Strand, New Britain;

man

and State, South ManAlhambra and Palace, TorStrand at Waterbury and

"For what more glorious thing could happen
than to sec those 5.000 theater owners located
in
in smaller towns making a normal profit
WhoIt can be done.
a stabilized business?
ever accomplishes it will have my hearty applause and every theater owner's heartfelt

Circle, Rialto,

appreciation."

Efforts to reach Sam E. Morris
and Spyros Skouras at Warner late
yesterday proved unavailable.

chester;
rington;

Gem

at Willimantic.

Jolson Premiere to Mark
Rayart Celebrates its
Fifth Anniversary Third Vitaphone Birthday Payette General Manager
"Say It With Songs," Al Jolson

—

R.

1)

the
sound
equipment
throughout the world it also would
involve an exchange of patent inventions which refutes the recent an-

If

by Harold D. Finkelstein, gen(Continued from Page 1)
;ral manager, and Eddie Ruben, filmfilm, "opens Aug. 6 at the Warner
This is virtually the same that time the company has made five
myer.
New York. It had been expected the
operation arrangement as has been consecutive seasons' programs.
film would play the Winter Garden.
Ed Smith, Publix district
n vogue.
Richmount Pictures, which from However, its Warner showing will
nanager, will be one of the govern- the beginning have distributed the
mark third anniversary of Vitaphone
ng heads of the chain, it is stated.
Rayart pictures abroad, will handle
in the house, where sound films first
the foreign market on the 1929-30
were introduced.
program which will be an all-talking
Jenkins Being Transferred
are
soon
which
of
program, details
Brenon to Select Next Vehicle
Montgomery, Ala. W. K. Jenkins, to be announced.
Brenon, who is in New
Herbert
district manager at Atlanta, is to be
"Lummox" on
completing
York after
transferred to real estate division of
Artists, has deOrleans
United
New
for
at
Coast
A.
the
With
U.
Bowman
Publix and is being succeeded by E.
erated

(Continued from Page

regulate

New Orleans— A. W. Bowman

has

succeeded Hoyt Morrow as manager
of the United Artists exchange here,
the latter having resigned. Bowman
was formerly salesman at Indianapolis.

cided not to make "The River," the
picture previously announced as his
next special for RKO. He will spend
York looking for a
a month in
in his directorial
use
for
plav
or
novel

New

debut with

RKO.

of Stanley-Crandall Co.
(Continued from Page 1)

houses in the chain, which is
under direction of Warner Bros.
Crandall's plans will be announced
after he returns from a vacation. He
founded the chain, which now has
80

80 theaters in Washington, West
Virginia, Maryland and Pennsylvania.
Payette has been associated with
Crandall, since 1919, when he started
as assistant
politan here.

manager

of the

Metro-

Sound at New Orleans Strand
New Orleans—The Saenger Strand
here

inaugurated

policy.

its

sound

picture
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Ed. E. Horton and Patsy

Ruth

Miller

Ruth Miller are being
teamed by Warners in three Vitaphone production. They will appear
together in "The Hottentot" based
on the play by Victor Mapes and THEATER SCREEN AND
William Collier, in "The Sap" by
William Grew and in "The Aviator"
STUDIOS BEING SURVEYED
by James Montgomery.
"The Hottentot" and "The Sap"
have already been made at the WarA nation-wide survey of theater
ner studio and "The Aviator" is now screen and projection machine aperproduction.

In

this

latter

story,

Martindel.

3

proportions is
under the auspices
of M. P. Arts and
operation with other
ture

to be conducted
of the Academy
Sciences in cotechnical organi-

zations.

Representatives of the Society of
P. Engineers, American Society

M.

New

Talker Comedies
Finished at Educational

Three new talking comedies have
been completed at Educational.
stages have now been cleared
for two other comedies scheduled to

just

The

follow.

Lupino Lane finished his third
comedy, titled "Fire Proof." The cast
includes Wallace Lupino, Betty Caldwell and Lorraine Rivero.
Henry
W. George directed.
"Ticklish
Business," the second
Mermaid talking comedy, has been
completed, with a cast which includes

192

Short Shots from
New York Studios

Academy to Start Survey

—

ton and Patsy

Mr. Horton and Miss Miller are
working under directorial orders from
Roy Del Ruth. The supporting cast
includes
Armand Kaliz, Douglas
Gerrard, Lee Moran and Edward

25,

Coast Wire Service'

Teamed

in 3
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Edward Everett Hor-

in

Thursday, July

of Cinematographers and the American Projection Society met with the
executive committee of the Academy
Technicians' branch recently in the
Academy rooms. It was decided to
hold the first of a series of joint
meetings of the four organizations
Aug. 15 for action on problems affecting both studios and theaters in
connection with talking pictures.

By

ARTHUR

TDCA'S Gramercy

A

W.

Studio

1 *' ing onto Broadway

-

Little

from "Lots"
By

DUDOLPH

RALPH WILK
Hollywood

EDDY^^
is

__

crashi

in a big

waj
next week, with four of its dialogut
shorts booked.
The Paramount wil
display two, the Globe one and
the
Rialto one. Which makes Dick Cur
rier happy.

The paying public has insisted
Julius Dietrich Reichs-l* ritter von Treuenfels zu Gloeck- that Bert Lytell give
it
more of
elsberg, better known as Ralph Diet- "Brothers," his legit hit which was
rich,
is
editing "The Sky Hawk," scheduled to close shortly.
Present'
which was directed by John Blvstone. plans necessitate the continuation of]
*
*
*
the shoiv on Broadway for an tnHarvey Thew is one of the most definite period, with a road tour set
prolific dialogue writers on the Coast. for the fall.
Bert is down on the'
He wrote the dialogue for six pic- Warner program for two pictures
tures in seven months.
His talkers this year.
include farces, musical comedies, soGeorge Orth supplies the informaciety dramas, melodramas and murder mysteries.
He is credited with tion that Metropolitan studio, over
the dialogue on "The Sacred Flame," Leeward, is installing Powers' Cine"The Hottentot," "The Argvle Case," phone to allow producers the use of
"She Couldn't Say No," "The Tiger a sound-on-film system at that plant.
Rose" and "Song of the West."
*
*
*
Charles Ray, who has been doing
Bill Wise, now an assistant direc- a lot of vaudevilling these days, is
tor at RKO, is a former golf editor, a feature at the Palace this week.
who is really a very pood aolf player.
Bill won the
golf tourna34 Silent Versions
ment. He was formerly 7vith Chi1

Steps toward
securing standard
screen proportion for theaters equipped to use both disc and sound-onfilm methods will be taken on the
basis of the national survey.
Other
problems which will be attacked by
cago and Los Angeles papers.
Season
the studio and theater technicians
*
*
*
Fox
will
have 34 silent versions of
Monty Collins, Vernon Kent, Jerry jointly include volume control in the
Hollywood seems to have a
its
talkers for release to unwired
theater and changeover.
Drew and Eddie McPhail.
corner on masters of cerehouses during the 1929-30 season. The
The investigations will be made as
Now in the process of editing is
monies.
Among the clever
company some months ago stated it
part
of
a
survey
of
all
sound
picture
"The Bug Man," the first of the Tuxm.c.'s of the film colony are
intended to produce talkers only.
edo series. In the cast are Raymond production problems which was reBenny Rubin, Jack Benny,
Silent versions are being provided
McKee, Marian Byron, Cissy Fitz- cently undertaken by the Academy.
Frank Fay, Fred Niblo. ConJohn F. Seitz, president of The American
for the following: "In Old Arizona,"
gerald and Billy Engle.
Society of
rad Nagle and Walter Catlett.
Cinematographers, and member
"Speakeasy," "Thru Different Eyes,"
*
*
*
Shooting has just started on the of the Academy, was named for chairman
"The Black Watch," "Frozen Justhe first joint meeting.
The committee
third
Mermaid, while production of
Rita
LeRoy, who sprung into tice," "Gringa Rose,"
in charge of the program is as follows: C.
"The Sky
commences this week on the second E. Dunning, president of the Hollywood prominence recently, is keeping busy
Hawk," "The Holy Devil," "4 Devbranch of the Society of M. P. Engineers;
Tuxedo.
at RKO.
She had no sooner finish- ils," 'Salute," The Lone
Albert Feinstein, board member of the HollyStar RanJack White also is making prepa- wood chapter, American Projection Society; ed work in "The Delightful Rogue" ger," "The Well Dressed
Man," "The
rations for work on the fourth in his John Arnold of the American Society of then she was assigned an important
Cisco Kid," "The River," "The Girl
Cinematographers; H. Keith Weeks, execu- role in "Tanned Legs."
series.
From Havana," "City Girl," "Christive manager of Fox Movietone, representing
*
*
*
the Academy, and Frank Woods, secretary of
tina," "My Friend Napoleon," "Mor-

Jackson Original for
Fannie Brice Vehicle
"The Champ," an
Joseph
Brice's

Jackson,
first

by
Fannie

original story
will

be

United

Artists picture
"It's a Pleasure."

under the title,
Jackson has been borrowed from
Warners by John W. Considine, Jr.,
and is now adapting his story.
Orville Dull will be production
chief on the Brice unit.
The film
will be all-talking and singing.

M-G-M

in

the

"U" Supervisor Resigns
Harry

the

Academy.

"Theaters equipped for both disc and film
sound projection are confronted with a problem on the shape of their screen," Woods
pointed out.
"The sound track makes the
frame more nearly square.
When the aperture in the projection machine is adjusted
to this the picture does not occupy all of the

space on the oblong screen.
Smaller theaters
many times ignore all readjustment and the
picture appears on the screen with a Mank
space down the side.
If a drape is hung
over one side of the screen it has to be
taken away when a silent or sound on disc
picture is run.
practice has grown up for
the projectionist in some theaters to mask

A

off

enough

aperture

of

the

top

and

bottom

of

the

make it the usual oblong proThen he enlarges the picture to fill
to

screen by putting on a different
preparing for these conditions
some studios make closeups and plan their
composition in
fill
whole
general
to
the
frame.
The result is that in many theaters
the top of a character's head or his feet may
be cut off in the picture as it shows on the
lens.

Three players have been placed
under new extended-term contracts
by M-G-M. They are Elliott Nugent,
Lawrence Gray and Benny Rubin.
Gray has just completed his first
singing and talking role opposite
Marion Davies in "Marianne," while

L. Decker has resigned as
a supervisor at Universal.

from

Fox During New

portion.
the whole

Signs Three

Rubin has a featured part
same picture.

RKO

Our Passing Show: Georgie
breaking in a new
Radio Harris, Harry
Lee and Paidine Garon chatting at the Roosevelt; Don-

Jessel
beret;

ald

Gledhill

demonstrating

some new tennis strokes
Lester Cowan.

to

Resignation of Musical
Director at "U" Sept. 1
Joseph

Cherniavsky

as musical director
effective Sept. 1.

has
for

resigned
Universal,

Not

screen.
The survey under Academy auspices will seek to determine the facts and
find ways of adjusting studio and theater
practice of each other."

Julian Eltinge Signed
by Weil for Four Talkers
Jesse Weil has signed Julian Elcomedy
tinge
for
four
all-talker

dramas.
Phillips in

"Road Show"

Freeland Finishes His First
Eddie Phillips has been cast in
Thornton Freeland has completed "Road Show," the musical produchis first picture, "Three Live Ghosts," tion which M-G-M soon will put inin which Joan Bennett, Robert Mont- to production.
This is an original
gomery, Beryl Mercer and Charles with Bessie Love and Charles King.
McNaughton appear.
The cast will include Jack Benny.

"Budapest," "The Girl Who
Wasn't
Wanted,"
"Conquistador."
"Big Time," "The Passing of the 3rd
Floor Back," "It Might Have Happened," "The Mad Musician," "Listen to the Band," "Black Diamond,"
"Power House," "The Bells of Toledo," "The Meal Ticket," "Incogals,"

nito,"

"Street Corners."

Publix-Saenger Staff Changes
Greenboro, N. C. The following
Publix-Saenger theater staff changes
have taken place in this territory.
Dave Phoenix, former manager of
the Imperial here, has been transferred to the Rialto, Durham; Robert
S. Motley of the High Point going
to the Savoy, also in Durham. Both
men will be under the supervision of
Terry McDaniel, city manager. Clyde
Kincey of the Palace, Raleigh, now
is
at the Victory, Salisbury, under
direction of Paul Phillips.
Frank
Burns goes to the Rialto, High Point,
and Newt Treece, former manager of
the Florida at Gainesville, has succeeded Bill Hart as manager of the

—

New

Howell

at Palatka.

i

\

i
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Market
For American Pictures

Brazil Third Biggest
Bureau of

•athington

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

— Brazil

is

market for American
only Australia and

st

jres,

iking

a

ording

largmotion pic-

third

Argentina

larger amount of film, acto the Dept. of Commerce

ing to the report, the higher-class
Brazilians prefer the more sophisticated type of story and is little interested in highly-colored 'westerns'
or films depicting American rural
life.
The former type of film, however,

hich states:

"Based on the amount of film exshows, Brazil
report
the
orted,
auks as our third largest customer,
nly Australia and Argentina taking
Last
greater amount of footage.

is

still

popular

at

the

cheaper

houses.

"Outside of one theater in Sao
Paulo which has been equipped with
a modern sound device, and two or
three others which are proposed for
ear, 16,464,000 ft. of film was ship- new theaters which are now being
ed from the United States to Brazil, built in both Rio and Sao Paulo, the
figure represented approximately sound picture has as yet made little
per cent of the total footage ex-

5

ibited

rerman

the
films

in

country during 1928.
accounted for about

per cent while those from
studios represented a little
ver five per cent.
"Although American pictures ranki first in the Brazilian market, it is
ointed out that European pictures
The Brazilian pub^e very popular.
seems to be more influenced by
le actors than the picture itself, and
nless a star is featured the attendee is likely to be limited. Accordiven

rench

STARTING MONDAY

headway
However,

Brazilian market.
of the fact that
Brazil is our best customer for motion picture films, the report states
sound pictures of the right type
should find a good reception in this
country.

the

in

in

view

NEW FEATURE PAGE
EVERY DAY

"Censorship

regulations exist in
of the Brazilian States, including the Federal District. Last
year, of the total of 1,603 films censored in Rio de Janiero, 1,350 came
from the United States, 103 from
several

Germany, and 82 from France."

IN

Survey Shows Los Angeles
Uher & Rogers Going
Now Has 528,879 Seats
Ihead on Production Plans
Following their decision to produce
x talking pictures without making

West

Coast

Bureau,

Los Angeles

THE FILM DAILY

— Combined seating ca-

arrangements, pacity of theaters and public auditorreleasing
going ahead iums in and around Los Angeles is
are
Rogers
and
.sher
a
survey just completed
uing up material for production, two 528,879,
shows.
In
Los
Angeles proper there
ready
practically
are
which
of
chicles
These are: "Carnival," are 171 picture theaters with a cait casting.
cm the stage play by Wm. R. pacity of 149,268. That of picture
k>yle; and "The Cabaret Boys," by houses in cities around Los Amreles
is 83,936, making a total capacity of
am Shipman and John B. Hymer.
Eph Asher, who is now on the approximately 233,204 for the Los
Angeles area.
V^est Coast arranging for studio facilCapacity of public auditoriums and
ies, has an interesting viewpoint on
revious

resent

distributing conditions.

He amusement
making

ays:

The

theater

y the advent
Ltter for the

situation as created
of talkers, was never

independent producer,
roducer-owned theaters, for examle, which presented an insurmount>le booking snag for the small inependent producer during the era
the silent film, are now an availble market for any producer who
an produce good talking pictures,
ox, alone, offers 150 days of bookigs for good program pictures from
utside producers, and 250 days for
f

exceptional picture.
undoubtedly
is
condition
jused by a dearth of talkie material
Experis
related to the demand.
aced producers, like ourselves, with
history of numerous box-office suc-

n

"This

.sses to attest to our judgment of
-hat the public wants, feel no com-

unction in investing in production
the extent of six pictures before
>

•e

have arranged for their release,

are fully confident that if we turn
pictures of merit, we will find a
.ady market for them."

v'e

ut

of FILM DOM

FILM DIGEST

akAsBKsflsiiiBis

is given as 395,675,
aggregate
amusement

capacity of 528,879 for the
entire Los Angeles district.
There
are 22 legitimate theaters in the city.
Since 1920 a total of $17,268,033
seating

has been spent in constructing
theaters

126
buildings.
$1,000,000 Pan-

and amusement

Construction of the
tages Hollywood theater is under
way, while two Fox West Coast theaters and the Beverly-Fairfax are

among
develop

the major projects

during

1929,

likely

according

"I

HOPE YOU'LL

to
to

Beesemyer of the Guaranty
Building & Loan Ass'n.

Gilbert

Disney, Ohio, Firm Formed
Cleveland Fred Schram and Nate
Schultz have formed Disney Cartoons
of Ohio with offices here, for distribution of the Mickey the Mouse cartoons in Ohio. They have been booked for first run release at Keith's

—

and at Keith's West 105th
second run release. They also
are handling sales of the Cinephone
sound reproducing device in this terPalace,

St. for

ritory.

— George

Elam. owner
Winnsboro, la., has
ouse, has been reopened following taken over the Luzianne here and
le installation of a Carrier cooler.
changed its name to the Wisner.

—

ANDWEEKLY

halls

an

Elam Takes Over Wisner House
Miami Fairfax Reopens
Miami The Fairfax, a Publix

^NEWSPAPER

Wisner, La.

of the Princess,

LIKE IT"
PHIL M. DALY

for the exhibitor not yet equipped
to

play

FOX MOVIETONE

FOX 34
has

SILE NT
PICTURES

for release in the year beginning August,
As a
tion

1929

concession to those exhibitors whose sound installa-

has been temporarily delayed

—silent prints of these

and singing features on the 1929-30
program of Fox Films are available:

sensational talking

In

Old Arizona
(already established as a box office magnet)

Speakeasy

Lover Come Back
Morals (Charles Farrell)

Thru Different Eyes
The Black Watch
(now playing Gaiety, N.

Y.,

at $2)

Frozen Justice (Lenore Ulric)
Gringa Rose (Lenore Ulric)
Lucky Star (Gaynor & Farrell
The Sky Hawk
The Holy Devil

4 Devils

(Janet Gaynor)

Salute

The
The
The
The
The

Lone Star Ranger
Well Dressed Man
Cisco Kid

River
Girl

(Charles Farrell)

From Havana

If you're not wired,

don't

set

City Girl (Charles Farrell)
Christina (Janet Gaynor)

Budapest
The Girl Who Wasn't Wanted
Conquistador
Big Time
The Passing of the Third Floor Ba
It Might Have Happened
The Mad Musician

Band
Black Diamond
Power House
Listen to the

The Bells of Toledo
The Meal Ticket
Incognito
Street Corners

mini

—

worry - wire and

Ae Silent 34 from

Pacemaker
for the

Industry

—

°antages Closes for Six

R-K-O Houses

in

/

'

^

West

THE

.^iVflittULTIIE NEWS
• FILMDOM^^^m^^^^ALLTHE TIME
0? NEWSPAPER

XLIX

OL.

Friday,

No. 22

N. W. Improving

OLLE CIRCUIT PLANS

Minneapolis

Hamilton, O.
Co.,

Louisville

Because of
amilton Theater Corp.
oximity of the Lyric, at Indianailis, the local theater will be tied in
th that house. Fred J. Dolle is present of the chain.

lamm Got $7,000,000 Cash,
& R. $3,000,000 Stock?
.

Minneapolis

William

Hamni

re-

ived $7,000,000 cash for his holdgs in the Northwest Theater Cir(Finkelstein & Ruben), and M.
lit
Finkelstein and I. H. Ruben reived $3,000,000 in stock for their
terest, it is reported here.

condi-

tions
are
on the upgrade
throughout this territory, due
to the advancing price of wheat,
which has risen from 90 cents
to Si. 50 and a further advance

— Fourth Ave. Amuse-

firm, plans a
000,000 expansion program in Ohio.
he firm, which has a string ol 51
>uses in Kentucky and Indiana, will
>erate a 2,000 seat house to be built
•re at a reputed cost of $1,000,000.
ssociated in operation will be the

ent

—Theater

to $2 anticipated.

Devices Are
Needed for Photocolor

No

devices are needed to
pictures on the
In yesterday's issue, a typoaphical error made it appear that
fecial attachments were necessary,
he color process now is ready for
Frank Nemec, president
e market.
Photocolor Corp., New York,
Harry Rathner, veteran projates.
icing and distributing executive, is
special

oject
reen.

i

neral

Photocolor

manager

of

production and

les.

is

WAY

ARBITRATION UNDER
Minneapolis

— Distributors

here are

seeking non-members of the Northwest exhibitor unit, to serve on the
arbitration board, but are reported
having difficulty.
No date for the
lirst
meeting of the proposed new
board has been set as yet. The Northwest unit, together with other members Of Allied States Ass'n, recently

withdrew from arbitration.

Arbitration Bill Killed

by Wisconsin House Vote

—

Madison Exhibitors of the state
were victorious in their tight against
the

the

Edwards Arbitration
House voted 58 to

bill,

25

motion

to reconsider vote
treasure had been tabled.

when

against

by which

Hoffman Chain Purchase
by Warners Is Denied
There
Warners

nothing

to report that
is closing a deal for the 14
Connecticut theaters of the Hoffman
chain, Spyros Skouras, head of Waris

— Dramatic

stock is being
^continued in Butterfield houses,
ding an association between ButterId and William H. Wright's stock
ganization.
-About the Christmas
ason, several stock companies will
organized for a short season.

?

Washington Bureau of

London (By Cable)

—

Washington

Sensational

developments are expected at today's
meeting of the Gaumont British firm,
foi it is reported that resignations of
both the Bromheads will be submit-

ted.

Other changes are anticipated.

End

of Litigation Seen

by

New World Combine

With both American and German
companies

—

Against Jersey and
Pa. Blue Laws Planned

)rive

—

Atlantic
City- New
Jersey and
ennsylvania "blue" laws are to be
rget this winter of the National

Opposed to Blue Laws, states
s president, Henry Flury.
The assoation, he says, will combat "the bigss'n

ry lobby of the Lord's Day Alliance,
(Continued on Page 7)

By

P.

A.

HARLE

THE FILM DAILY

Mediation of the
Equity shop dispute has been requested by both sides, and representatives
of the Dept. of Labor now are at
Los Angeles trying to negotiate a
settlement.

Two men

from the department, it
learned, have been sent to the Coast
to work in harmony with both sides
in
settling their difficulties.
Some
w eeks ago, the department offered its
good offices for the purpose of settling the dispute.

reported

in

accord,

the

combine now being formed
by Western Electric, Electrical Research Products, RCA and a group
of German companies including Siemens & Halske and its subsidiary,
Klangfilm-Tobis of Berlin and Amvvcrld film

sterdam, the German General Electric
Co., International Tobis and International Acoustics, is expected to put%n
end to litigation real and threatened
among the companies concerned.

Hear Appeal in
German Talker "Jam"

Hays

to

Appeal

will

Hays in the
American

representatives,
film
states a Unive sal Service cablegram
-gestion will be made
from Berlin.

interchangeability

to bring about
agreement, it is

-

ated.

West

URF

Bureau,

Coast

Hollywood

SAYS

THE FILM DAILY

— Outlook for victory by

Equity is brighter than ever, President Frank Gillmore declared at the
Mae Murray
association's meeting.
contributed $2,500 and Marion Davies
$1,000 to the fund.

Keith

-

Orpheum

considered a command by members.
Ncrman Trevor, Martha Mattox,
Helen Gillmore,
Smalley,
Phillips
Nita Martan, Harry Kelsey and D.R.
O. Hatswell have been suspended.

The Sailors' Union of the Pacific
refuses to furnish crews for work in
settled.
p ttures until the dispute is
:

Western

wholly-owned subsidiary of
Radio-Keith-Orpheum. has acquired
Pantages theaters and properties at
San Francisco, Salt Lake City, Portland, San Diego, Spokane and TaNegotiations now are under
coma.
Corp.,

BRIGHT,

made to Will H.
The Equity Council has ruled that
German talker "war," every request of Gillmore is to be

by

Radio

OUTLOOK FOR VICTORY

be

Being Sought By R-K-O

Parisian Picture Theatres
Grossed $8,160,942 in 1928

—

is

Others Of Pontages Chain

Now

of Labor Acts to
Bring Producers and
Equity Together

Dept.

Discontinued

Over Butterfield Chain
Detroit

SETTLEMENT SOUGHT IN
EQUITY SHOP DISPUTE

EFFORTS TO RENEW N.W.

ner theater activities, states.

tock

Price 5 Cents

BROMHEADS RESIGN FROM

.

Jo Special

1929

July 26,

Publix Takes Over
at

Two

Omaha on Aug.

1

Omaha— Publix takes over operation of the Sun and World here Aug.
The houses recently were ac1.
quired from World Realty by Paramount on a 20-yeatJ lease, giving

Paris
Gross receipts of Parisian
picture theaters totaled 204,023,570
(Continued on Page 2)
francs (about $8,160,942) in 1928 as
against 177,655,896 francs (roughly
way for other houses of the chain.
in Publix Force
$7,106,235) in 1927 and 145,994,959
fee and leasehold properties are
The
1926.
francs (about $5 839,791)
in
in Southeast Completed
between $4,500,000 and
at
Twenty-two per cent of the 1928 valued
houses
Atlanta Through a realignment in
$5,000,000, R-K-O says. The
gross went into various taxes.
Atlanta district of Publix, WilSept.
1.
the
over
taken
Another way of putting it: Re- will be
another
liam K. Jenkins, who several months
In addition to providing
ceipts jumped about 32,000,000 francs
FranSan
became district manager, has been
in
age
theater
metropolitan
or 21 per cent in 1927 as against
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 7)
(.Continued on Page 7)
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Publix Takes Over

Two

Omaha on Aug.

at

(Continued from Page
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JOHN W. ALICOATE
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first

World Realty

other

house,

is

be

to

The Orpheum
leased for burlesque.
Published daily except Saturday and holidays
house, is the only other
R-K-O
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y. and
at
The
opposition house.
copyright (1929) by Wid's Films and Film downtown

present Fanchon & Marco shows at
will be continued until
M. Mersereau, Treasurer, the World
Business and Advertising Manager. Entered Publix takes over the house, which
as second class matter, May 21, 1918, at the may be remodeled.
The Sun now is
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the act
dismantle the
may
Publix
dark,
and
of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free)
Folk,

Inc.

W.

J.

Publisher; Maurice
and Editor; Donald

Alicoate, President and
D. Kann, Vice President

United States outside of Greater New York
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
Foreign, $15.00.
$3.00.
Subscribers should
remit with order.
Address all communications to
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broad
way, New York, N. Y.
Phone Circle 4736
4737-4738-4739.
Cable address:
Filmday,
New York.
Hollywood,
California
Ralph
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd.
Phone Granite
London Ernest W. Fredman, The
6607.
Film
Renter,
89-91
Wardour
St.,
W.
I.
Berlin
Karl Wolffsohn, Liclitbildbuehne,
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
Paris
P. A. Harle,
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la
Cour-des-Noues, 19.

THE
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Rialto.

Films

(.Continued from Page 1)
transferred from the operating department to the real estate department of
which Theo. C. Young is the head;
Emmett R. Rogers, formerly district
manager in Tennessee, but more recently head of the southeastern production department, succeeds Jenkins;
and C. B. Stiff, who came to this

some time ago

as personal
division manager

territory

191

in Publix

The Industry's
Date Book
Today:

Film golf tournament of exhibitoi
and distributors at Minneapolis.

July 30

First issue of

Newsreel

Internation

of
"Street Girl" at tr
Globe, N. Y.
First issue of Universal Newsre
(silent).

Aug.

First

1

issue

Aug.

6

News.
Opening

Salt Lake City, which falls into
the division to which Schneider reccntly was transferred.

Aug.

7

Golf

to

M-G-M

(silent).

Opening

July 31

representative for
L. E. Schneider, has been transferred

Paramount

of

tournament

vue"

Sour

Songs

of exhibitors
at Seattle.

an

Hollywood

Ri

exchangemen
Opening of "The

Aug. 14

Fond du Lac House Cost
To Crime, Pastor Says
Held $200,000 Too Much
Motion pictures do not spur youth

of

"Say it with
the Warner, N. Y.

at

the Astor, N. Y.
First issue of Hearst Metrotor
News (sound).

Sept. 28

Do Not Spur Youth

W.

at

Aiding Stanley

E.

—

Western Electric has directed
Fond du Lac, Wis. Construction
to
legal staff to take part in the con
building
of
the
Lac
theater
Fond
du
Fraser, pastor of the Central Baptist
duct of the defense in the patent in
Church, New York, declared in a on North Main Street cost close to fringement suit brought
against th
much,
too
at
least
$200,000
sermon recently. He said, however, $500,000,
Stanley Co. by General Talking Pic
representatives
Fischer
Theof
the
when
that the time may soon come
tures.
This action is based upon th
"the government will take account ater Corp. and the Gerard Trust Co. fact that Western
Electric Soun
crime, the Rev. Dr. John Falconer

and decide, once and for

moving picture
menace or blessing
the

Financial

Force
in Southeast Completed

1

runs, the others beReing the Paramount and Rialto.
port is current that the Moon, an-

Publix four

Vol.
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all,

whether

enterprise
to society

is

a

and

it

of Chicago testified before the board
of review July 18 in an effort to induce the city to reduce the 1929 as-

The
determine whether in our present so- sessment on the showhouse.
board adjourned after listening to the
cial order it is expedient to leave an
representatives,
intimating
industry so powerful and an art so Fischer
STOCK MARKET
there
would be no reduction in
that
those
of
control
the
in
High Low Close
Sales appealing
*Am. Seat
33
.... whose
products are largely deter- the assessment on the playhouse.
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 2S'4
100
25}^
25 J4
box-office ideals."
mined
by
East.
Kodak
202
2'01%
700
196J4
Gets Foreign Distribution
*do pfd
128
Fox Fm. "A" ... S9ys 88
Event
1,500
Shipyards
Filming
H. Hoffberg Co., New York,
89K>
J.
* Keith
A-O
40
....
trucks and has acquired foreign distribution of
Two
Wis.
Manitowoc,
do pfd
116
200
117J4 116
Luew's Inc
57
700 crews of five for each truck of the "No More Children," a Broughton
56J4 56J4
*do pfd
89Ji
Fox Movietone News will be in Mani- production made by Albert Kelly.
M-G-M pfd
25
25
25
200
for the launching and
M. P. Cap
53M 51J4 51^ 1,400 towoc Aug. 6
Para. F-L
65
7,300 ceremonies at the shipyards of the
65*i 64
Pathe Exch
SA
8
J
S'/s
2,500 first of two Pere Marquette ferries
do "A"
1854
18
18
500
there.
built
being
Radio K-A-O
37
38^ 18,200
38J4

—

equipment has been operating

in th

Stanley Co's Aldine, the theater men
tioned in the complaint.

Gets New Ashland Lease
Ashland, O. J. L. Damm, presen
lessee
of the
Opera House, \va
awarded a five year lease on the the
ater by Major B. F. Zercher in
competitive bid. Damm's new least

—

effective

April

7,
1930, calls for
rental of $590 or a tota
of $35,400.
The lease als
calls for remodeling of the house.

monthly
amount

l

THE BRILLIANT RESULT OF INITIATIVE

'Stanley ("o
"Uuiv. Pict.
Warner Bros
'do pfd

pfd

Prod.

Columbia

Pets.

Fm.

Con.

*Fi!m

Fox

...

Insp
Thea.

..

Ind

*Univ.
*do

12,400

34%

32J4
21

2'4%
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25

30J4
25

31
25

25J4
22
10;4

26%

b%

"A".. 25%

Griffith, D.W. "A"
Intern.
Proj
3154
Loew do deb. rts. 25
Nat. Scr.
Ser
26%
Xat. Thea. Sup... 23

10#

Trans-Lux

58$<s

2\'/2

5854

b%

&• Katz

*Bal.

....

Buchanan Sailing Tonight
Jack Buchanan, English comedian,
has arrived in New York, having
6V$ 13.400 completed
Irene
role opposite
his
78
33% 1,100 Bordoni in "Paris." a First National
21
400 Vitaphone production.
He will sail

59%

CURB MARKET
Acoustic

40
9854

1%

23
1054

pfd

*Keith

3,000
....
3,300
100

500
2,900
300

20%

Pict

J4

BOND MARKET
A-O 6s
6s 41ww

....

46

90J4
I.oew
10654 10654 10654
do 6s 41 x-war... 94%
93^4 93U
Paramount 6s 47.. 97
97
97
Par. Bv. 5!4s 51. 98%
98% 98%
Pathe 7s 37
69%
69%
69J4
36.
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86

28
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198

Roxy

"A"

5

2
3

LAST

2%

37
81

5
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75

65
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.

3

32
78

—

85
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PRICE QUOTED

Controls,

•

following

fires.

John Kessler

tative

for

ten stirring episodes
starring

is

several

JACQUELINE LOGAN

small

on

last

Sentry Safety Controls.

week

at

St.

and

WALTER MILLER

Ohio represen-

For release August

Flynn Under Knife
Cleveland—J. E. Flynn, M-G-M
district sales manager, was operated

1st

MASCOT PICTURES CORP.

John's hospital

Nat

reported that it was a slight
operation and that Flynn is recover-

Levine, Pres.

is

ing-

—

cause.

Wild Animal Serial with dialogue,
sound and a special theme song throughout
first

—

Tries to Burn Theater
Williams Sailing Tomorrow
Mrs. William
Beamsville, Ont.
London J. D. Williams sails toCosmos, proprietor of a hotel adjoin- morrow for New York.
ing theater, has been charged with
arson in connection with three un- "Hollywood Revue" Premiere Aug. 14
successful attempts to fire the local
"The Hollywood Revue" will have
theaters, in retaliation for some un- its premiere at the Astor Aug. 14,

known

The

Sentry for Ohio Censors
The Ohio Censor
Sentry Safety
installed

Columbus
Board has

It

2

introducing

Brin Remodeling at Neenah
Neenah, Wis. Remodeling of the
Neenah and installation of Western
Electric equipment for an early September opening of the house will be
started about Aug. 1, according to
statement of L. K. Brin.

3

27
30

25

28

KONGO"

England tonight.

1

OVER THE COUNTER

do units
do com
Skouras Bros
Technicolor
United Art
do pfd
Univ. Ch. com.
do pfd

for

18

CURB BONDS

Am. Seat. 6s
Warner 6%s

"THE KING OF THE

52J4

Broadway
New York City

1650

—

states

M-G-M.

Cable Address: Levpic,
t

Tec Art Studios
Hollywood, Cal.

New York

WARNER
¥% imKi^l MiH
phone.

WARNER

IE It

BROS,

I! II

OS.

O.N*

revolutionized motion pictures with Vitaare giving new impetus to the industry with 100%

"natural color" pictures in Technicolor.

WARNER
box

BROS,

aroused new interest in motion pictures and

lifted

office receipts to unparalleled grosses.

WARNER

IIICOS. have made money for the exhibitor. What
BROS, have promised WARNER BROS, have delivered.

WARNER
WARNER
by one

—

ItltOS.

will

WARNER

continue to lead the industry in 1929-30.

I1HOS. are producing 35 of the finest pictures ever delivered
company. THERE WILL BE NO PROGRAM PICTURES.

W A RNER BROS*

stars in these

WARNER

stars also include

productions make up the greatest roster
of talent ever assembled by one company. They include Al Jolson, John Barrymore, Dolores Costello, Pauline Frederick, Frank Fay, Marilyn Miller, Irene Bordoni, Beatrice Lillie, Michael Bohnen, Davey Lee, Noah Beery, Winnie Lightner,
Ann Pennington, Georges Carpentier, Monte Blue, Betty Compson, Charlotte
Greenwood, Marian Nixon, Thomas Meighan, Ted Lewis and Sophie Tucker.

BROS,

Edward Everett Horton, Lois Wilson, Lila Lee, Alice Joyce, George Arliss, Rin Tin Tin, H. B. Warner, Grant
Withers, Conrad Nagel, Vivienne Segal, John Boles, Myrna Loy, Joe E. Brown,
Louise Fazenda, Jack Buchanan, William Courteney, Conway Tearle, Walter
Woolf, Armida, Nick Lucas, Raquel Torres, Lowell Sherman, Chester Morris,
Lupe Velez, Alice White, and there are still more stars to come.

WARNER

BROS,

WARNER

BROS,

WARNER

BROS,

exhibitors with non-wired theatres will not be
neglected. Specially prepared prints will be available for their use.
audiences will be prepared and pre-sold for you by
direct advertising on a hitherto unequalled scale.
exhibitors are assured of progress and prosperity.

What Warner Bros. Promise— Warner

Bros. Deliver!

"VITAPHONE" IS THE REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF
THE VITAPHONE CORPORATION DESIGNATING ITS PRODUCTS.

v.

TO THE COLORS!

^

Again Warner Bros, have proven their
leadership.
They introduced 100 per
cent Natural Color Vitaphone Pictures
in Technicolor.
Again they have as-

tounded and amazed the picture world.

"ON WITH THE SHOW,"

the first 100

per cent Natural Color Talking Picture
has proved a sensation everywhere.
More and greater color pictures are on
their

way

from

the

Warner

Bros.

Studios.

Greater audiences

—greater

grosses

town
these are all
yours whenever and wherever you play

the best shows in
a

Warner Bros.

Picture.

The Parade of Progress stops for no
man. Fall in line or be left behind.

BR0S.&

MSP'
rtciWJSSt^-

I^H
k&"-^

.

„-"

:

-

".

'":"

"

•

S&^&kGc
>&
sS*
THE

HOTTENTOT

GENERAL CRACK
with Gorgeous Natural Color Scenes
directed by

WARNER

BROS.

& VITAPHONE

;»

Technicolor

ALAN CROSLAND
TALKING

and

SINGING PICTURES

"VITAPHONE" IS THE REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF
THE VITAPHONE CORPORATION DESIGNATING ITS PRODUCTS.

COMING SOON
DIRECT TO YOU
DAY and DATE with BROADWAY
WORLD

Premiere

Aug. 6th

Tues.,

(Celebrating Third Anniversary of Vitaphone)

WARNER
Broadway

BROS.
at

52nd

THEATRE

St.,

New York

TWO-A-DAY

AT $2.50 TOP

DAVBY
Marian Nixon * Holmes Herbert

cProduciiong Supervised

It/

-

1M

Kenneth Thompson

J^War'Her - Darryl Francis'Zaxuck,

A WARNER BROS VITAPHONE
BROS

JSP*

DHtraP^

IVVW

TALKING

and

"

Fred Komler

Associate Producer

SINGING PICTURE

"VITAPHONE" IS THE REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF
THE VITAPHONE CORPORATION DESIGNATING ITS PRODUCTS.
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Coast Wire Service
R-K-0 GETS 6 PANTAGES

Claims

New

Stereoscopic Process

HOUSESjSEEKS OTHERS
(Continued from Page

1)

where R-K-O already has one
house, the Golden Gate, the deal

cisco,

COAST ENGINEER CLAIMS

A

of a third dimension
claimed here by Ralph G.

Development
is

motion

picture engineer.
bringing
of the factors in
Fear
forth third dimension in the
process is the use of an enlarged
While the average screens
screen.
in use today are 15 ft. wide by 1- ft.
high, a screen 20 ft. high and 40 ft.
Fear,

One

wide is used in the
This new process, it is

DEVELOPED Al "U" CITV

first

Von Sternberg

has signed a

has been granted a leave of absence
and permission to accept a directorial

commission. Von Sternberg will direct Emil Jannings in his first talking
motion picture, to be filmed by Ufa
in

Germany's largest

studios, in

the

He will
language of that country.
leave Hollvwood within a week for
Berlin.

1'

who

recently

finished

work

in

*

in

Cooper's

Barrie Play
starring vehiwill be an adaptaM. Barrie's plav,

first

*

*

talker version of "Paris," are
writing material for "No, No,
nette."
*

*

now
Na-

*

Robert Montgomery, now a popular leading man, often. remembers his
first days before the camera. He feels
deeply indebted to his friend, Mike
Connelly, who looked after him so
tenderly when he was making his intest.

John M. Stahl Returns
John M. Stahl, in charge of the

Tiffany-Stahl studios, has just reParamount
turned from an illness which kept
Sir James
"The Old Lady Shows Her Medals." him confined for several weeks. ImAt mediately upon his return he took up
Richard Wallace will direct.
present Cooper is completing work production details connected with the
filming o)f Leo Carrillo in "Mister
in "The Virginian."
Antonio,'" "Kathleen! Mavourneen,"
with Sally O'Neil, and preparations
McCormack with "U"
Woman,"
Frank McCormack, New York for filming of "Woman to
Victor
by
directed
which
is
to
be
stage director and actor, has arrived
Alley," star"Peacock
and
Saville,
to begin work as a director of dia-

cle for

tion

of

ring

logue at Universal.

Blackmer, Mackaill's Lead

Another "Our Gang" Ready
"Bouncing Babies," the latest of
the

now

Our Gang

dialogue
being assembled.

vehicles,

Mae Murray.

Ben Turpin Signed

Sidney Blackmer is leading man for
Horothy Mackaill in "The Woman on
the Jury," which has just gone into
production at First National.

is

over present results.

The new machine

Al Bryan and Eddie Ward, who
wrote much of the music for the

itial

Cooper
Clary

its

where

all-talking

inventor gets away from the use of
double sized film by taking pictures
*
*
*
a vertical position and then by
in
Our Passing Show: Sam
means of special lens returns them to
observing the 18-da//
Hardy
the normal horizontal position durLee and William
Harry
diet;
The
ing the projection of the film.
divers and
Kent
discussing
negative,
of
the
position
vertical
matters.
sundry
a
for
the inventor, allows
states
*
*
*
wider sound track thus enlarging the
Benny Rubin is versatile, to say
scope of the sound recording.
Next week he will play
least.
the
In using the Fear process, it is
Orpbeum and will
Angeles
Los
the
to
necessity
no
claimed, there is
direction of a two-reel
start
the
also
change studio or theater equipment,
comedy for M-G-M, which he has
the only apparatus requiring a change
He has
with Al Boasberg.
being the camera and the projector. written
the leading
play
also
chosen
to
been
claims,
inventor
This can he done, the
Lou Alter and
role in "Nize Baby."
at a cost of approximately $100.
Joe Goodman have written the music
for the two-reel subject.

Josef

cities

Laboratory technicians at Universal West Coast Bureau, THE FILM
DAILY
Yitaphone spe- have evolved what they claim is a
Los Angeles— F. W. Vincent, local
picture,
"General Crack" revolutionary improvement in film de- representatives
cial
of
Radio-Keith-Orcompleted, John Barrymore is tak- veloping machinery.
The new ma- pheum, stated here yesterday he
had
Pachine, Universal says, gives startling
ing a vacation and is cruising in
been authorized to announce that his
results with sound track negatives,
cific Coast waters on his yacht, the
I'u m
Sept.
will take over six PanMariner.
He is accompanied on this giving a movietone record that is tages theaters.
trip by his wife, Dolores Costello, sharp and clear, and an improvement

HIS

will again report
at the studio to begin pictures now
being prepared.

new contract with Paramount, and

to

vaudeville chain five
it is not now represented, as well as additional outlet
for the R-K-O productions.

new

Fear method. "Hearts in Exile.
By Aug. 1 both
reported, the

Von Sternberg Signs
New Paramount Contract

supplies

RALPH W1LK

By

process

NEW DEVELOPING MACHINE

Little
from "Lots"

Ben Turpin will play in Ernst
Lubitsch's operetta, "The Love ParMaurice Chevalier heads the
ade."

is

an adaptation

Parisian Picture Theatres
Grossed $8,160,942 in 1928

patents and improvements on developing machinery which originally
(Continued from Page 1)
were intended for an entirely different
1926; and 26,000,00 francs, or 15 per
purpose than sound track negative.
cent, in 1928 as against 1927.
The
Universal officials plan a special laborParamount theater alone grossed
atory, to house four of the new maabout 20,000,000 francs last year. The
chines, is being projected, at a total
jump in admissions is generally becost of $400,000.
lieved to be accountable for the difAmong the resultN claimed with the ferences
in grosses and not increased
new method is the elimination of the
attendance.
"n.ankey" line, the slight blurring of
Dues collected in 1928 amounted
the sound vibration striations due to
to (>5, 636, 343 francs in poor taxes and
the mechanical limitations of the presto 65,552,562 francs in
ent developing machines.
The Uni- taxes, making a total of Government
slightly over
\crsal City technical staff believes
131,000,0(10 or 22 per cent of the to-

oi

that the

new development

will

replace

apparatus now general in use. Additional patents are being applied for.

Five

tal

receipts.

Drive Against Jersey and
Pa. Blue Laws Planned

More Vitaphone
Pictures Completed

(Continued from Page

1)

Five more Vitaphone pictures have which is losing ground in popular supbeen completed at the Warner studio. port and only carries on because of
They are John Barrymore in his first contributions from big butter-and-egg
talking
picture,
"General Crack"; men. A vigorous campaign was de"Song of the West," color production cided upon at a conference with busiwith a cast headed by Vivienne Segal nessmen, said Flury.
and John Boles; "Is Everybody
2,813,238 Pay Tax at Quebec
Happy?" starring Ted Lewis with
Archie Mayo directing; "Evidence,"
Quebec Figures issued by the ofstarring Pauline Frederick with Wil- ficials of the city here show that a
liam Courtenay and Conway Tearle; total of 2,813,238 people paid amuseand "So Long Letty," directed by ment taxes in that city during the
Lloyd Bacon.
year ending July 1, 1929. This was
Two new productions were put an increase of approximately 250,000
before the cameras when Director over the previous year's. The differAlfred Green began "Disraeli," star- ence is credited to the introduction
ring George Arliss, and Ray Enright of audiences in a number of local
and Larry Ceballos undertook "Gold- theaters during the past eight months.
en Dawn," starring Walter Woolf.

—

In

addition to these two pictures,
is also progressing on another

work

"Under
Moon" with Frank Fay.
Vitaphone

a

film,

Texas

E. H. Calvert Cast
E. H. Calvert has been assigned
by Paramount for George Bancroft's
After comtalker, "The Mighty."
pleting that role, Calvert will act in
"Behind the Makeup," now being

mrde with Hal

Skelly,

William Powell and
heading the cast.

Fay Wray,

Kay

Oliver Official Goes to Denver
Cleveland John R. Cox of the
Oliver M. P. Supply Co. left Satur-

—

day for Denver to attend the Rocky
Mountain exhibitor convention. Cox
will demonstrate the Oliver reproducer and the Superior projector at

He will stop off at
the convention.
the largest cities en route to arrange
for distribution of the Oliver reproducer.

Francis

Warren Theater
Warren, Pa.— E. C. Paull, formerLew Hearn Signed
Jackson Gets Fox Post
with the Gus Sun Amusement Co.
ly
has
Lew Hearn, stage comedian,
Ben Jackson has been named busiis managing the Columbia here
now
featured
for
Pathe
by
engaged
Fox
been
ness and production manager of
by the Columbia Amuseoperated
comedmusical comedy talkers, operettas and roles in the George Le Maire
ment Co.
ies.

cast.

revues.

Paull at
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27th Instalment Patent Series

Sound Not Replacing the
Organ, Wurlitzer Finds
Cincinnati

projection

FOR SYNCHRONIZATION
the twenty-seventh instala series
patent
the
with
dealing
articles
of
synchronizaand
sound
history of
tion devices in the United States,

This

ment

is

in

"Sound Patents,"

England, France and Germany.
Benjamin T. Rauber, New York
patent attorney,

is

the author.

tion machine driving motor is purposely made to run slightly faster
than that of the phonograph. Synchronism is obtained by providing a
connection befrictional
slipping,
tween the driving motor and the projection machine and by applying a
brake to the projection machine sufficient to retard it to the speed of the

phonograph.

The apparatus
shown

is

diagrammatically

the patent drawings in
which (c) represents the projection
machine which is driven from a
pulley (g) through a pair of frictionally engaged discs (d) and the
driving mechanism of which is also
connected through a shaft (b) to the
armature (a) of an electro-magnetic
in

The electro-magnetic
brake
(h).
brake (h) is connected to a battery
represented at (i). and through the
battery to a metallic disc (1) which
is driven by connections, not shown,
in a definite speed relation to the

(c).

The

disc

F1Q1

is

"I have watched with no little interest
the
development of the talking picture and
its
effect on organ music in the motion
picture
theaters.
No use denying that at first I,
together with others engaged in the orgaii
business, was apprehensive as to the future.

at the same relative speed, thereby
interrupting the circuit to the electromagnetic brake (h), If the disc (1)
rotates somewjiat more rapidly than
the disc (k), the contact (.m.) slides
into contact with the metallic surface

on the plate (k) which

is

Last
ized

and

The contacts
contacts (f).
are carried on a hollow shaft (d)
that is driven by the projection machine.
It will, therefore, be obvious
that when the shafts (c) and (d) are
driven at the same speeds, the relation of the contacts (f) to the projections (g) will remain constant. However, if one of the shafts (c or d)
rotates faster than the other, a different contact (f) will be brought into
contact with a different projection
One of the contacts (f) makes
(g).
an electric connection, not shown,
which serves to preserve the existing

spring
(f)

m

its

h

Mendel

patent.

German

has

now

When

No.

214,402

Sound Attachments

speeds of the motors driving the pro-

machine and the phonograph,

jection

when

but

the relative speeds of the
shafts (c and d) vary between one
or the other projections (g) to contact with one of the other spring contacts (f), an appropriate electric circuit is closed to speed up or retard
driving motors to bring them to their
proper relative speeds.
In starting the apparatus it is important to have the shafts (c and d)
in a position in which the constant
speed projection (g) is in contact

with

its

For

this

corresponding contact
purpose a finger (h)

he

depressed into

the

path

of

is

the
the

so that upon rotating
hollow shaft (d) until the rod (i)
comes into contact with the finger
(h), the two shafts may be brought
to their proper starting position.
In United States patent No. 958,731
issued to W. M. Davison May 24,
finger

a

phonograph

is

for

Deaf

Special devices for the deaf have
been added to the sound system of
the Paramount, Brooklyn.

Merry Songsters in Vitaphone
Frances Shelley and the Four Eton
Boys Charles Day, Eddie Murray,
Jack Day and Earle Smith are putting
tinfinishing touches to the latest
short subject under direction of Bryan Foy at the Vitaphone eastern
studio.

(f).

mounted radially on the cam (a), as
shown in Fig. 2, and a rod (i) may

the

Carr at Gramercy Studio
Nat Carr, stage and screen player,
will

be featured

in

a

talking

short

under direction of Mark Sandrich

at

RCA

Gramercy studio, states
Louis Brock of Radiant Pictures.
the

Completes "Campus Sweethearts"

Leo Meehan has completed
J.
"Campus Sweethearts" at the RCA
synchronized Gramercy studio. Lester
Lee wrote

phonograph

disc

closes

a

through the needle and tone

April 29, 1919,
ess

a

1

of

is

directed to a proc-

modifying

a

phonograph

Connelly Completes Third
"The Bridegroom" Marc Connelly's

third all talker

Max Hellman
205,887

in

comedy

for

RKO,

the RCA
Gramercy studio. The two previous
Connelly shorts were "The Traveler"

has

completed

been

at

record to bring it into synchronism
with a film by making a master and "The Burglar."
record or copy and varying the movements or rotations of the master
Allen With F. N.-Pathe
record or copy while making a reproFrederick J. Allen now is
London
ducing record in order to speed up
or retard the latter where necessary handling publicity for First Nationalto bring it into exact synchronism Pathe, succeeding P. M. Rogers, who
has suffered a nervous breakdown.
with the film.

—

Illustrating patent issued to
1909.
German No.

organ
filler-in.

hibitors."

Describing

arm.
United States patent No. 1,302,367
issued to Edwin S. Hopkins, Jr. on

!

look to the

will be entirely a thing of the past, the organ
will still survive and mean additional dollars and cents in the pockets of the ex-

when

1

to

film breaks, when the tubes blow, when
anything at all happens in the house it is
up to the organist to keep the attention of
the audience.
And most important of all, theater managers are now using the organ where
the orchestra served them before.
"When the day comes that silent pictures

circuit

!

position

with a player piano and the two inthe songs and book and Richard Curstruments are started at their proper
rier supervised.
times, by a metallic contact piece,

1

i

1

a

the

1910,
1

in

"In the second place the
even more importance as a

1909,, is

fixed thereon a
having three projections (g)
at different heights and adapted to
individually contact with one of three

synchron-

We

A

(a)

am

favorite organist, will not stand for
elimination.
It preserves for them the
feeling of reality, the human, personal touch
with their amusement which they have come
to regard as a necessity.
have received
.housands of letters from motion picture patrons throughout the country, requesting us
to redouble our efforts to make theater managers continue to give them organ music.

projection machine is thus recarded to the speed of the phonograph.

phonograph and had

I

this

ihe

cam

that

with much greater equanimity.
Rethroughout the country prove that the
organ cannot be eliminated from theaters.
There are two reasons for this.
"The public, long accustomed to the organ

connected

directed to a similar
In the
of controlling means.
which
patent,
this
drawings
of
merely show the contact arrangement, a shaft (c) is driven by the

believed

all

future

aet and attracts the armature (a; to
retard the movement ot the projecmachine until it attains its
cion
proper speed relative to the phonoihereupon the disc (1) is regraph,
carded until the contact (m) reaches
an insulating surface on the disc (k)
£>y
and the brake (h) is released.
che timely application of the brake

14,

we

ports

electro-magnetic brake (h).
Current is thus sent through the
orake and through the eiectro-mag-

Oct.
type

winter

music would eliminate the theater organ.

"Today

the

subsequent German patent No.
214,402 issued to George Mendel on

field,

pairing the efficiency of the organ.
He outlined two reasons for this and
explained his stand as follows:

graph and projection machine rotate

co

In addition to the types of apparatus for synchronizing the film and
a phonograph described in previous
articles, a number of patents have
been issued for apparatus of various types having little or no relation to other types of synchronizing
apparatus.
In German patent No. 205,887
issued to Max Hellman on Jan. 21,
1909, separate driving apparatus is
provided for the phonograph and^ a
projection machine, and the projec-

machine

provided with a contact (m)
which is pressed by a spring into
contact with the surface of a plate
The
l,k) driven by the phonograph.
plate (k) has an insulated surface
with which the contact (m) will remain in contact so long as the phono(1)

— Returning

from a surRudolph H. Wurlitzer, president of the Rudolph Wurlitzer Co. declares sound is not imvey of the
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A

/

SIDNEY
and CHARLIE

MURRAY
will be seen

together

apain in

AND

m
A new

A LAEMMIE

high

Directors'

mark

SPECIAL Production

of publication achievement

Annual and Production Guide
Now being distributed

h«se FEATURES
Mean
1.

Sound Programs

Better

NO BATTERIES—Amplification
volt 60 cycle

A C

from any

direct

110

source.

FUIA DOUBLE CHANNEL AMPLIFICATION -A
2. reserve
amplifier for every amplifier used
run a show.

to

3^

4.

MECHANICAL GEAR DRIVE—Perfect
No

zation assured.
synchronization.

NEW TYPE

belts or makeshift

PICK-UP

gives perfect tracking of all

synchroni-

methods

6.

TO KNOW

what Pacent

—

Entirely
records.

new

principle

use of

speakers.

feat-

ures mean in better
quality and better
sound programs ask
any exhibitor using
Pacent. Or, hear a

Pacent Reproducer

System in

actual

The

service.

EVEN SOUND DISTRIBUTION — Through

5. powerful electro-dynamic

of

YOU WANT

feat-

ures outlined here
are largely responsible lor the out-

standingly high

MOTORS—

CONSTANT SPEED
Constant pitch and
constant quality of reproduction assured.

performance of
Pacent equipment.

BSfifi

NEW JUNIOR MODELS
For houses up to 500 seats

TYPE 500 DDA
S YNCHRONOUS

DISC $1,500

The small theatre owner will find this new Junior Model a
money maker from the day he puts it in. It combines all
the features of the large Pacent machine, over 600 of which
are in service today in the United States alone. The Junior
Model 500 DDA has every feature you want in modern sound

equipment

For Larger Theaters

Types

2MDA
4MDA
and

Over 600 in service
throughout the
world

Type

2MDA

Synchronous

TYPE 500 FDA
S YNCHRONOUS

DISC
$2,500
ON
AND
SOUND

FILM

There is no complete Sound Equipment on the market today for small theatres to compare with this new Pacent
machine. High quality reproduction at a new low price.

Sound on film section of the Type 500 FDA outfit plays variable area and variable density methods with equal efficiency.
AS LITTLE

1()%

D Q WN
JJ

ire

or

Jt

.

rite

15% ON^mPMENT 1Q

M QNTHS

<»:M>

Ninth Avenue,

$2,500
for houses up to 2,000
seats

Type

4MDA

Synchronous

DISC

$3,500

for Immediate Delivery

PACENT REPRODUCER CORPORATION
Film Center Building

DISC

for houses up to 4,000
seats

New York
Descriptive Literature

32 Sates <tnd Service Representatives in

the

United States and Canada

on Request

Emergency Plan on Sound Situation Agreed To
*fe NEWSPAPER
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PLEDGE IMMEDIATE RELIEF
Good

Action

rHE

the pledge of distributors to afford immediate
relief to small, exhibitors in
cases where relief is warranted,
M. A. Lightman, chairman of
the exhibitor's committee said
Friday:
"I think I am safe in saying
that every member of the ex-

seriousness with which

distributors approached the

grave situation confronting

and his tussle
sound indicated at the very
itset that a formula for relief
ould be worked out. Culminating
eetings ranging over a period of
n days, twelve companies confuting the backbone as well as
e

small exhibitor

ith

e

hibitors'
this

that

good

where necessary.
committee
presenting the anti-Myers group
in accord.
There remains little
prices

this policy, the

The Need

Is

There

irough a terrific period, but disbutors know that as witness the
]ian now adopted for their relief.

and that

R-K-0 SEEKS PANTAGES

HOUSES

IN

i

'

iere

is

its effects

difference what the final wording of a plan to please all distributors might be, so long as
relief is afforded at once."

en but to start the machinery.

Branch managers will do the
ijusting. In widespread instances,
ihibitor
plaints will be found
irne out by the facts.
Many
been
passing
lowmen
have

faith,

be
felt
immediately.
The primary object of this conference was to bring about immediate relief for the small
town exhibitor having a wired
house.
That much has been
accomplished.
It
makes no

nerve center of this industry
reached an agreement to ad-

With

committee
believes
promise is made in

will

ive
st

Faith

Hailing

West

Coast

Bureau,

—

FOUR CITIES
THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles
Radio-Keith-Orphand can be no interest eum Western Corp., which has just

the part of any company in
ircing live accounts to the wall.

ill

lie profits in this industry

come

Dm

completed deal for purchase of Pantages theaters at San Francisco, San
Diego, Salt Lake City, Portland and

Tacoma, now

is

dickering

for

the

bulk small towns business Pantages theaters of Los Angeles,
d without that revenue, it he- Fresno, Seattle and Vancouver. Joe
Toplitsky, who acted for both parties
mes impossible to function.

A
It
11

is

in the six-theater deal, is

Sane Course

the branch

manager who

analyze each case and, it is
make the adjust-

dently hoped,
-nt.

ss

the logical

man

to

own

territory.

forget

enough

its

If

New York

executive

control

more be2[n than rigid influence over what
inspires in the field, the maig

1

is

judgment on what transpires

his

[n

He

to wield a

inery so sorely needed for relief

d

now

about to be set up will

nction speedily and well.

KANN

handling ne-

gotiations on the other houses.
(Continued on Page 10)

Top-

Appeal Planned as W. E.Pacent Suit is Dismissed
Because, he said, the Western

Elec--

Research
Products should not have been joined
with plaintiffs in the action, patent
infringement suit brought against the
Parent Reproducer Corp., and the
Pacent Electric Co., have been dismissed in Federal District Court, New
York. This is the same grounds on
which previous similar suits were disImmediate appeal is to be
missed.
trie

Co.,

taken,

and

Western

Electrical

Electric states.

ADJUSTMENTS, TO BE ADMINISTERED BY
BRANCH MANAGERS, BASIS OF PLAN
TO AID SMALL SHOWMEN
Pledging immediate relief to exhibitors showing reductions are justified,
committee of anti-Myers exhibitors and the distributor group,
have agreed upon a program of adjustments for small independent theater
-

joint

owners as a means to meet the present situation.
Branch managers of the 12 major producing companies which are
parties to the agreement are being instructed to make prompt adjustments
where warranted. The agreement followed ten days of conferences by the
separate groups, culminating in a joint meeting on Friday.
The exhibitors' committee comprised M. A. Lightman, president of
the M.P.T.O. of Arkansas, Tennessee
ROCKY MOUNTAIN UNIT
and Mississippi, chairman of the exhibitor group; R. F. Woodhull, presof the M.P.T.O.A.;
Charles
JOINS ALLIEDSTATESASS'N ident
Picquet, president of the M.P.T.O. of
North Carolina; R. R. Biechele, presDenver Allied States Ass'n, gained ident of the M.P.T.O. of Kansas and
a new member here following denun- Western Missouri; D. A. Harris of
ciation of the M.P.T.O.A. as a Hays Pittsburgh, president of the Harris
controlled body by W. A. Steffes of Amusement Co. and Frank C. WalAllied, with the M.P.T.O. of Colorado ker, vice president of the M.P.T.O.
and the Rocky Mountain region vot- of Northwestern Pennsylvania.
ing to join Allied.
Steffes said the
The exhibitors' committee came to
association is the only ray of hope New York with credentials from the
left independent exhibitors.
He re- anti-Myers group meeting at Wash<

—

cited grievances he said Allied has
against the Hays office, making the
direct accusation that the M.P.T.O.A.
is controlled by the Hays organization.

Hyman Named

ington, July
of Woodhull.

2,

under

chairmanship

of immediate refor the small exhibitor who can
show justification for rental and
score charge reduction was trans-

Formal promise

lief

mitted to the exhibitor committee by
Sidney R. Kent, general manager of
of A. H. Schwartz Circuit Paramount
and chairman of the proEdward L. Hyman has been named ducers' committee, who said that
supervisor of A. H. Schwartz cir- each of the following companies had
cuit of more than 30 theaters in authorized
Columbia,
pledge:
the
Brooklyn and Long Island, Arthur Educational, First National, Fox, MAbeles, general manager of the cir- G-M, Paramount, Pathe, RKO, Tifcuit, states.
Hyman formerly was
(Contimted on Page 10)
assistant to Abe Sablosky, vice president of the Stanley circuit, previous
to which he was for nine years managing director of the Mark Strand,
Twelve companies are a
While with Stanley, he
Brooklyn.
party to the agreement to
had charge of about 100 theaters in
grant immediate relief to small
and around Pennsylvania.
wired houses. They are: Co-

Supervisor

12 Signers

Color Lenses and Cameras
Secured by Photocolor
Photocolor Corp., New York, has
just received a shipment of specially
constructed and designed cameras

Germany, for the
of color film with the Photo-

and lenses from

making

(Contrinued

on

Page 2)

lumbia, Educational, First NaFox, M-G-M, Parational,
mount, Pathe, RKO, TiffanyStahl, United Artists, Universal
All are
and Warner Bros.
either members of the Hays
association or Film Boards of
Trade.
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HIGH VOLTAGE
IN OLD SIBERIA
LUCKY STAR
MASKED EMOTIONS
MYSTERIOUS DR. FU
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color

{QUOTATIONS AS OF FRIDAY}

STOCK MARKET

Kodak

East.

203%

pfd

*do

"A"
A-0

Fox Fm.
* Keith

do

...

pfd

115
57

Loew's Inc
*do pfd

*M-G-M
M.

P.

Para.

88J4

33
25
196Ji

128
88
40
115
115
100
56J4 26,500
56'A

S27A
65
8
18

A

3&A

51

51

64

64Ji

8
17!^

36J4

Prod.

*Bal.

& Katz

Con.

Fm.

...

59

D.W. "A"

Intern.

Proj

Wi

17J-6

700

37A

7.400

57

A

5yi

9%A
57
52

rts

Ser....
Thea. Sup...
Scr.

Trans-Lux

10,400

6

2154

100

34%

34^

200

24A

24J4

lji

1%

A
A

30y»

31

27
23

10J4
19

10J^
19

25
27
23
10J4
19

Am.

46.

CURB BONDS

Seat.

6s

Warner 6^s

2,900
100
2,000
....

200
2,300

400
100

Ji

86
86
86
..106
105J4 105*4
93
93
do 6s 41 x-waf... 93
97
97
Paramount 6s 47.. 97
98!^
98*4
5^s
51
Par. By.
98J4
Pathe 7s 37 .... 69^ 6954 69}4
Keith

....

20,000

78
2154

BOND MARKET

A-0 6s
Loew 6s 41ww

A
%

A
27 A
23 %
31

deb.

1,200
8,700
2,200

2A
25

Griffith,

Univ. Pict
*do pfd

6Ji

Ind.... 21 J|
. .
34 Ji

Columbia Pets.
•Film Insp
Fox Thea. "A"

8

40

CURB MARKET

Nat.
Nat.

800
6,000
....
2,300

25

Cap
F-L

*Loew do

A
A

Sales
100

89&

Pathe Exch
do "A"
Radio K-A-O
'Stanley Co
*Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros
Mo pfd
Acoustic

Close
33
25
197

88

pfd

2

9
2
2

9
2

86
198

36
28

OVER THE COUNTER

Roxy "A"

25
28
2}4
33
78

do units
do com
Skouras Bros
Technicolor
5
United Art
65
do pfd
2
com.
.
.
Univ. Ch.
...75
do pfd

9

it

is

reported.

at

its

1)

laboratories

in

vice president of Loew's.
With a seating capacity of 3,690, the
new Kings is said to be one of the
largest neighborhood houses in the
Schiller,

Aug.

7

Golf

8
8

SILENT

8
9
8

G. R. O'Neill, formerly in charge
of advertising and publicity for Pathe

who

recently arrived

site

after

in

Sound
Songs"

exchangemen at Seattle.
Opening of "The Hollywood
vue" at the Astor, N. Y.
First

issue

of

Hearst

Re-

Metroton«

(sound).

Hollywood Gets 8 From
Continental for New York

9

10

from the Coast

Paramount

tournament of exhibitors and

News

PAGE
9

of

"Say it with
the Warner, N. Y.
of

Adolph Pollock, vice president and
general manager of Hollywood Pictures Corp. former distributor of Columbia in New York, has acquired
the New York franchise on the Continental Eight.
The series will be
recorded by RCA-Photophone and
consists of the following: "The Second Honeymoon," by Ruby Ayres
"The Rampant Age," by Robert
Carr; "The Phantom in the House,'
by Andrew Soutar; "Worldly Goods'
by Andrew Soutar; "Burned Evidence," by Mrs. Wilson Woodrow.
"A Life for Sale," by Sidney Horler; "The Unforbidden Sin," by Ro\
Vickers"; and "The Clown," by Arthur Merrian.
The first to go intc
production will be "The Phantom in
the

House."

star

New York "U"

working oppo-

Club to Hold Annual Boatride

The Universal

Irene Bordoni in First National's

Club, a social and

—

BROOKS

—

COSTUMES
GOWNS AND

—

|

seating capacity increased to 400.

last

to

has been

Aesop Fables

seven years, leaves

Hollywood

85

6

mutual benefit organization formed
"Paris," and in Warners' "Show of by Universal home office employes
country.
Shows," sailed on the He de France will hold its annual boatride Aug. 3
Friday night. He will devote his atHudson River steamer will carr>
Workmen Hurt on Theater Project tention to the construction of a 2,000- A
the "U" contingent and guests up the
Halifax, N. S. While engaged in seat house in London to be known river to Indian Point.
The event;
operations on the Majestic six work- as the Leicester Square.
Buchanan of the day, both afloat and ashore
men were seriously injured when a is managing director of the owning will include dancing, bathing, athportion of the upper structure col- company, Buchanan Estates. He ex- letic events, baseball, water-sports
lapsed after a large beam fell to the pects to play with Marilyn Miller in and eats.
The return trip will be
gallery and thence to the orchestra a Ziegfeld production next fall.
made in the evening.
The construction men were
floor.
buried in the debris but were rescued
Changes at Eltrabran Film Co.
by fellow workmen and rushed to the
Atlanta M. D. Branon, formerly
hospital. The remainder of the buildTHE NAME YOU GO BY
of the Eltrabran Film Co. office here,
ing will be torn down.
_WHEN YOU GO TO BUY
has been transferred to the company's Charlotte branch with George
Maysville House Remodeled
T. Jackson coming to the Atlanta ofUNIFORMS
Maysville, Kfy. The Hollywood, fice as booker, according to Thomas
14-37 BWAY. NY
TEL 5580 PENN.
Hubbard
managed
by
and
owned
Ky.,
ALSO 2S.OOO COSTUMES to °f»r
A. Branon, president of the company.
and Peebles, has undergone extensive
alterations and improvements, with

Norman Ferguson, who

Baldridge has assumed his duties
of the Arcade. Irwin R.
Waite, former manager of the Arcade, has been transferred to Houston,

KING

issue

Aug.

News.
Opening

Sept. 28

WOMAN FROM HELL
WONDER OF WOMEN

First

at

12

ner staff.
Brooklyn Opening Aug. 24
The new Loew's Kings, Flatbush
Jack Buchanan Sails
and Tilden Aves., Brooklyn, will be
opened Aug. 24, according to E. A.
Jack Buchanan, English stage

associated with

—

manager

process,

Ferguson Joining Disney

81
10
75

1

12

The com- International Corp., has been apIrvington-On-Hudson.
through its President, Frank pointed director of advertising and
M. Nemec, recently announced Pho- publicity of Pathe to succeed George
tocolor as ready for the market.
W. Harvey, who has joined the War-

3

37

Baldridge at West Palm Beach
West Palm Beach, Fla. Thomas
as

11

pany,

27
30

LAST PRICE QUOTED

W.

(silent).

Aug.

10

SHORT SUBJECTS

SOUND

{Continued -from Page

Low

7

8-9

STRAUSS, THE WALTZ

International

of
"Street Girl" at the
Globe, N. Y.
First issue of Universal Newsreel

July 31

Color Lenses and Cameras O'Neill Gets George
Harvey's Post at Pathe
Secured by Photocolor

Financial

A

9

MANCHU

—

Seat
33
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 25

9
8
8

M-G-M

(silent).

Opening

7

PALS OF THE PRAIRIE
PARIS BOUND
SMILING IRISH EYES
SOPHOMORE, THE

First issue of

Newsreel

6

by James P. Cunningham
Herbert S. Berg

BIG NEWS
GIRLS WHO DARE

—

Am.

July 30

6

REVIEWS

—

High

4

Aug. 14

THE

—

2

SOUND PICTURES, by Charles F. Hynes
HOLLYWOOD HAPPENINGS, Coast News by Telegraph
"A LITTLE FROM LOTS," by Ralph Wilk
PRODUCTION IN THE EAST
"SHORT SHOTS FROM N. Y. STUDIOS, by Arthur W. Eddy
REVIEWS OF THE NEWEST RELEASES, by Jack Harrower
THE WEEK'S HEADLINES, Resume of the News
THEATER EQUIPMENT, by Charles F. Hynes

25 bits

Prici

1929

The Industry's
Date Book

PAGE

FINANCIAL

28,

join

for the
Monday for

Walt

Let Us Solve Your Problems
Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Disney

Prod.

Dooley in New Post
Paterson, N. J. Cameron C. Dooley, former manager of the Fabian
here, now is district manager of Warner-Stanley theaters in Hudson Coun-

Stebbins,

—

ty-

1540

B'WAY

Leterman
& Gates
INCORPORATED

N.Y.C.

telephone bryant

3040

\d 52*
e e^

'«

KOXY

^

due

to*

to

unprecedented

public

and box

- office

appreciation

lines that several times necessiWilliam Fox

tated stopping the sale of tickets.

presents

lucky star
Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell
in their first talking picture
with

Guinn Williams and Hedwiga Reicher

ALL TALKING THEIR PARTS
on

FOX MOVIETONE
Story by
,

Tristram Tupper
Dialog by

John Hunter Booth
Directed and Staged by

FRANK BORZAGE

you'll be in luck if you book this
liox-office pushover from
The

Cream
in

your

\f Coffers

THE
Sunday, July

NEW DEVELOPMENTS

SOUND

IN

THE FAST GROWING
FIELD OF SYNCHRONIZATION

By CHARLES

LIGHT RCA-PHOTOPHONE

TRUCK

IS

equipment.
ment manufacturer's point of view is
The new light newsreel system is an interesting one indeed. There are
equipped with two microphones of
the improved "Bullet" type by which
recordings can be made at great

and

camera

SYNTHETIC LUMBER TOR

equipment.
Pathe Sound

News has placed
these trucks into immediate operation as adjuncts to the fleet of RCAPhotophone talking newsreel trucks

now

in use.

ufacturers' equipment is to do fullest
justice to the improved product of
the country's leading studios.

"We

states a report to the M. P. Division of the Dept. of Commerce. Each
of the companies has a 25 per cent
share in the branch which is capital-

While the company
ized at $23,000.
intends to survey and study future
motion pictures, it
possibilities in
may possibly be turned into a producing company.

first

stalled.

all

The

the matter of quality
houses where sound is

acoustics

of

the

theater

rein-

are

directly related to this problem and any company which disregards acoustics cannot hope
to have its equipment give the very best results.
It is my opinion that no more than
one half the houses in the country have good
acoustics, and unless definite steps are taken
to remedy naturally poor conditions, sound
equipment can hardly give the best results.
"The engineering development work of the
Pacent Corp. illustrates rather well what can
be done to keen sound equipment fully abreast
or ahead of improvements in sound picture

or shape
value is

claimed

for

the

Steady feeding of sound film in
passing the slit lock is claimed for
De Forest Phonofilm equipment,
eliminating variation in sound, by
General Talking Pictures, New York.
This is accomplished, the company
states, by the "spin-wheel," claimed
as an exclusive device.
This wheel acts in the nature of a
fly-wheel on a motor, but in this in

eral better results lies in better sound distribution, through use of a specially designed

dynamic-speaker

in conjunction with an oversized baffle.
The improvement in sound distribution in the average house is readily
noticeable, even in houses which are poor
acoustically, the improvement in reproduction
distribution of sound is quite marked.

"There

|

are

many

other

engineering

KEYSTONE REPRODUCED

MADE AT KANSAS

IS

CITY

selling for $1,500.
The equipment
consists of two turntables, a Jensen
cone speaker, Sampson amplifiers and
audion pickup.
n additional motor
for a non-synchronous operation is
attached.
First installation of the
machine was made at the Colonial
here.

A

New Sound Firm Formed

—

The "spin wheel" of the DeForest Phonofilm equipment, claimed as an exclusive
feature

im-

provements which we as a single company
have perfected and are perfecting to keep
sound reproduction well up with the improvement in sound product."

material

which is called Halizite and is to be
marketed by the Halizite Corp.

WHEEL CLAIMED

production.
In our new Junior models, for
example, we are using a type of pick-up with
extreme coverage of the frequency range of
the record.
This pick-up combined with an
especially designed tone-arm overcomes all
tendency to jump records or slip grooves.
This single improvement in pick-up design will
make a definite and valuable contribution to
better reproduction of sound.
"Another important contribution to gen-

—

of

SPIN

the company points out, it
so balanced in size and
weight that though it regulates the
speed, it must not in any way put
any extra load on the feed, with the
result that a drag might be set up.
1 hi< spin wheel is operated in conjunction with the steel rod counterstance,

must

be

balanced drive.

French Inventor Using
Concave Screen for Depth
THE FILM DAILY
Washington— Proceeding from the
fact that the retina of the human eye
is concave, Dr.
P. L. Couchow reWashington Bureau of

cently demonstrated in Paris pictures
on a concave screen, according to a
report to the M. P. Division of the
Dept. of Commerce. While the films
thus exhibited could not be defined
as stereoscopic, they gave a much
greater impression of relief than pictures
projected
on the ordinary
screen, according to the report.

Marys, O.
The Vocaphone
Talking Equipment Corp. of St.
Sound For Winter Garden House Mary's has been incorporated at CoWinter Garden, Fla. Sound pic- lumbus with capitalization at $10,000,
tures soon are to be featured at the for making a sound reproducing maInstall Mellaphone
Winter Garden, according to C. M. chine to be used in small theaters.
Biggers.
Incorporators are David Armstrong,
Cleveland Mellaphone, disc sound
D. Deitch and L. Springer.
reproducer, sold in this territory by
A. E. Klein, is being installed in the
Orders Five Audiophones
New Victory, East 71st St. and the
Atlanta West Point ManufacturW. E. for Horicon House
Penn Square, Euclid Ave. and East
ing Co. has ordered for immediate
Horicon, Wis.
Herman Van 55th St. Mellaphone has also been
installation five sets of Audiophone
sound devices which are to be in- Vorst, owner of the Pastime, has in- installed at the Grand, Phillipp,
stalled Western Electric equipment.
W. Va.
stalled at their mill houses.
St.

—

—

Qualitone For Eugene, Ore.
sound
Ore. Qualitone
Eugene,
equipment has been installed at the
State according to A. George Roy
and Walter H. Leverette, owners and

—

operators.

have

production for

Declaring the material has sound
Kansas City
R. Linderman has
proofing qualities not possessed by placed on the market the Keystone
ordinary lumber and is cheaper, Adolf reproducer
sound-on-disc
machine,

New
—

lin,

HYNES

TO PREVENT VARIATION

SOUND PROOFING READY

Hawerlander and M. M. Zimmerman
New York, claim to have dea chemical binder, which
Berlin Branch veloped
Opens
when
sprayed
over shredded cornDAILY
Washington Bureau of THE FILM
stalks, wood chips, sugar cane and
Washington Baird Television Co.
other waste products and subjected
has opened a branch in Berlin with
to pressure, produces in 15 minutes
the co-operation of Zeiss-Ikon, Roba synthetic lumber board in any size
ert Bosch and Loewe Radio of Berdesired. High fire resisting

Baird Television Company

NOW

AVAILABLE

angles to it and all approaches
must be fully considered if the man-

delicate

sound

VICES ARE

many

reproduction of the highest type. The
trucks operating at distant points,
process
of carefully selecting houses
the new system will save shipping
giving the best program from a qualtime for the preparation of master
ity and from an acoustical standpoint
negatives.
has definitely started.
The entire equipment operates
"The sound pictures turned out by
from a self-contained power supply leading producers today are unfurnished by batteries.
The camera doubtedly better than any previously
also is operated from this
truck offered," states Pacent. "It is up to
power plant, employing a 6-volt manufacturers of reproducing equipstorage battery for energy.
ment to continue engineering developEight light carrying cases contain ments so that reproduction of the
the apparatus for portable work. The
improved product will keep up to or
outfit is mounted in a sedan-type
ahead of important production imtruck designed to absorb shock at provements and improved sound pichigh speeds as protection for the tures. The problem from the equip-

from

ON EQUIPMENT
AND VARIOUS DE-

Sound Equipment Needed

INTRODUCED

1929

TIPS

Constant Improvement In

Constant improvement made in
RCA-Photophone is introducing a production of sound and talking picnew model light newsreel truck, tures since their innovation demands
equipped with the variable area constant engineering improvement
sound recording Mitchell camera. and advances if the exhibitor is to
The new type was exhibited some find the installation of sound profittime ago to the Society of M. P able, states Louis Gerard Pacent,
Engineers.
president of the Pacent Reproducer
Utilizing
the
ordinary
Mitchell Corp.
In the first days of sound procamera, the new device fits directly
on the camera head. It consists of grams as a box offke attraction the
a compact variable area recorder, a novelty of merely hearing actors
miniature duplicate of the newest speak in conjunction with action
sound-on-film recording equipment proved sufficient to draw hundreds
of thousands of people to the box
developed by RCA-Photophone.
office.
Now, he says, the public is
Prints can be made on an ordinary
demanding
sound pictures and sound
continuous printer.
With newsreel

distances

F.

28,

—

—

—
~ft
ft
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New York World Made

The

(By

The Universal

German War

velous

all

own.

I

I

up

to

the

9

WALTER FUTTER)
the mar-

"FIGHTING FOR THE FATHERLAND,"

picture,

mention of Universale Great Story, because

a single

THIS

now.

will certainly be

tin's criticism in

I

story that they recently purchased, has been mentioned in connection with the

have not made

the picture

Comparison— Not

the

up because "All Quiet On The Western Front,"

het

AUTHENTIC GERMAN WAR

first
I

Pictures are

9
ft
9

IS

mendous

circulation of the

serial are

bound

have not advertised

I

MY FIRST AD.

pardoned for reprinting

New York

which

World.

I

AN EXACT REPRODUCTION

of Quinn Mar-

Mr. Martin knew what he was talking about for the

book he mentions and the nation-wide publication of

to increase public interest in the subject of

a

it as

tre-

newspaper

"FIGHTING FOR THE FATHER-

LAND."

'
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While both the book and the picture

are authentic versions of the

"FIGHTING FOR THE FATHERLAND"

finished

and privately shown

in

this

country

mouths before the book appeared!

three

The
first

was

Germans In The War

pre-release of this picture in a

week and

I

is

stand on

doing

my

it

400

seat

house, far

Wafilm Production compiled with the aid
of the, German General Staff. In the Film

IS

THERE TOO!

ft
ft
ft

9
9

ft
ft

9

FOR THE

Quinn Martin's comment on "FIGHTING

comment from any metropolitan newspaper.

LITTLE OF

WHAT THE

N. Y.

AMERICAN

SAID:

(By Regina Crewe)

By Quinn Martin
"FIGHTING FOR THT, FATHKRLANTV*

from Broadway, did over $6000 the

THIS SHOWS THE PICTURE

FATHERLAND" OR ANY OTHER CRITICAL

The New Films

ft
ft
ft

9

again this week.

right to re-print

9
9
9
9

"Engrossingly interesting."

tn

Guild Cinema.

Scenes which are clearly taken out of
the files of the German records of the
war are contained in the Film Guild
Cinema's feature, "Fighting for the
Fatherland." For this reason there is
a shocking, "sickenin g f orce behind
them, lust such g punch oi horror as
Is to be found rec umng n that magpiricent novel ffCTT s'elllrigTn.u on most
'

"Thrillingly Realistic:'

"Remarkably well photographed."
"Living History"
"Fighting For The Fatherland

Is

The Real Thing"

I

ft
ft

1
ft
ft

9
u
9
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft

" An Quiet on the
of the koflfcfitanda
Western Front." Indeed, when the Uni-

versal company goes into work with
the Remarque diary it would seem
that a collection of like views would be
imperative if any genuine reflection of
the book's intent is to be achieved.
In "Fighting for the Fatherland"
soldiers advance across a field toward
their objective, pushing onward, leaving huddled bodies of dead men in theiT
wake.. There is no acting, but only
death and suffering and loneliness.

For Bookings and

territorial purchase

Write, Wire or Phone

WAFILMS,
130

West 46th

Street,

Inc.

New York

City

Bryant 8181

9
9
ft
ft
ft
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Schedule One-Fourth Ready
—

First Subject Completed by
Seven of 30 Pictures Already Edited and Others in Work at RKO
New Harriscolor Process Ralph Wilk's Personality Paragraphs of Studios Other Wired Cast News

—

—

PRODUCTION SPEEDED

A

Little

ON NEW RADIO PICTURES

By

HARRISCOLOR COMPLETES

from "Lots"

FIRST

RALPH WILK

JACK WARNER

is
an executive
Limur are former well known
has not allowed his responsiCoast figures who are directing in the East.
bilities to rob him of his sense of
ready for release, states William Le- humor.
He has smiled at adversity
*
*
*
Baron, vice president in charge of and now his smile is broader than
William Boyd can be counted as
production.
Seven of the 30 on the ever.
a "self-made" celebrity, for financial
*
*
*
schedule are already edited, while
others are in production. The seven
Lane Chandler, who was a foot- stringency forced him to leave his
Tulsa,
Okla.,
high school before
ready are:
ball star at the University of Mongraduation.
Somewhere
someone
"Street Girl," starring Betty Compson in tana, is now playing the role of an
Ned
had told him of San Diego, Calif.,
Harron,
cast
including
Johnny
a
assistant
coach
in
football
"The
Sparks, Jack Oakie, Guy Buccola, Joseph
and he started in that direction. On
Cawthorn, Ivan Lebedeff, Raymond Maurel, Forward Pass," which Eddie Cline
arrival at Orange, Calif., 100 miles
Eddie Kane and Doris Eaton, and directed is directing for First National.
from San Diego, he had but 35 cents
by Wesley Ruggles.
*
*
*
"The Very Idea" by William Le Baron,
Harold J. McCord, Warner Bros, left, so he had to leave the train and
directed by Frank Craven who also is in
an orange packing
the cast which includes Allen Reams, Hugh chief film editor, is a veteran of stu- go to work in
Trevor, Sally Blane, Jeanne De Bard, Olive
house.
first met him
Richard Ros- dio cutting rooms.
Tell and Theodore Von Eltz.
*
*
*
when he was working at the Selzson assisted on screen direction.
Bill
broke
into
pictures
in
"Side Street," featuring Owen, Tom and nick studio in Fort Lee.
1919 when he attracted the
Matt Moore, under direction of Mai St.
*
*
*
Clair.
In the cast are Frank Sheridan,
attention of Cecil B. De Mille
Ray Perkins, manager of the song
Emma Dunn, Kathryn Perry, Andre Beranand
was given an "extra" job
Brerton,
Tyrone
MacNamara,
Walter
ger,
departments at Warner Brothers,
Irving Bacon, Mildred Harris, Arthur Housin "Why Change Your Wife?"
prolific
First
National,
is
a
and
man and Heinie Conklin.
*
*
*
is furnishing num"Rio Rita," adapted from the Florenz Zieg- song writer. He
Luther
by
directed
BarryMoore,
John
and
Colleen
show,
bers
stage
for
feld
George D. Baker, Herbert V.
Reed with cast including Bebe Daniels, John more, Billie Dove, Dorothy Mackaill
Blache, Hugh Dierker, WebsBoles, Bert Wheeler, Robert Woolsey, Rayter Campbell, and Hugo Balmond Maurel, Dorothy Lee, Nick De Ruiz, and other stars at the Warner and
Eva Rosita, Fred Burns, Charles Stevenson First National studios.
lin are ex-directors, who have
*
*
*
and Don Alvarado.
entered other fields, but still
LaRod
starring
Rogue,"
"The Delightful
There have been wholesale changes
make their homes in HollyRocque in a cast including Rita LeRoy, CharBeyer, Bert Moorhouse, Harry Semels, in the lineups of directors during the
les
wood.
Ed Brady and Sam Blum. A. Leslie Pearce past twelve months.
*
*
*
Clarence Badwas in charge of dialogue and Lynn Shores
StrayFrank
Clair,
Malcolm
St.
ger,
directed screen action.
Tivo "Keystone Kops" of the old
Henry Hobart supervised "Tanned Legs, er and Luther Reed resigned from days answer to the names of Mai
by
directed
Ge'raghty,
Tom
an original by
Paramount, Badger signing with First St. Clair and Wesley Ruggles, who
Marceline Day and Barry
George B. Seitz.
National, St. Clair and Reed with are at RKO.
Norton head the cast.
Further north on
"Half Marriage," directed by Wdham J.
and Strayer with Columbia. Gower Street, at Columbia, one may
Cowan, with cast including Olive Borden, Al Santell left First National to join
find Erie Kenton, also a graduate
Sally Blane, Morgan Farley, James Eagle,
Ann Greenway, Anderson Lawler, Hedda Fox, while Al Green left Fox to join of the "Keystone Kops" force.
Hopper and Josephine Cawthorn.
Charles Brabin resigned
Warners.
*
*
*
from First National and joined MJames Tinling and Stephen
Langdon Talker Ready
G-M, with E. Mason Hopper changRoberts are former stunt men
Production on Harry Langdon's ing his Culver City habitat from

Approximately

one-fourth of the
Pictures product on the
schedule is completed and

new Radio

RKO

who

TWO

REEL SUBJECT

With a cast composed entirely of
children, none over 12, "Make Believe." the
first
all-talking-all-color
two reeler to be filmed by Harriscolor, has been completed.
Andrew
Stone directed.
H. B. Warner With Lois Wilson
H. B. Warner, instead of Jack Mulh?ll, will play opposite Lois Wilson in
National's "The Dark Swan,"
based upon the novel by Ernest PasMulhall's next starring vehicle
cal
will be an all-talking picture entitled
"In the Next Room.'
First

We

THE
Doorway

of Hospitality

RKO

"

first all-dialogue Hal
for distribution by

Roach comedy Pathe

M-G-M

has been

"Sky Boy," Langdon's
completed.
second all-dialogue comedy, is now
in production.

to

deserted

Richard Wallace

M-G-M.
First

National

in

Paramount.
*

*

Dorothy Sebastian will play
Gregory La Cava will diRalph Block will produce.

Oscar Apfel and Frederic Sullivan are among the former directors

Signs Cliff Edwards
("Ukelele Ike") Edwards has
signed a new long-term contract with
M-G-M. The songster was brought
from New York to play in the "Hollywood Revue of 1929" in which he
introduced the new song, "Singin' in
After the revue was prothe Rain."
duced, Edwards played a featured

*

Millard
rey,

*

are

*

Webb, Robert

Flo-

Edgar Lewis and Jean De

now

directing.

*

*

•NTER

*

the doorway at

popular hostelry and you feel at hoaaa>
There'* an atmosphere of cordial welcoaaa
which marks the difference between tha
Hollywood Plaxa and ordinary hotels.
chit

Charles

*

Boyd's Next Set
devoting all their time to acting on
They hare
William Boyd's next appearance the stage and screen.
will be in "His First Command," an been seen in several Coast plays, as
all-talking picture written especially has Wilfrid North, also a former
for him by Jack Jungmeyer and Ray director.
Harris.
opposite.
rect and

who

favor of

Chase

abandoned

direct-

ing to act, while his brother, James
Parrott abandoned acting to direct.

HARVEY GATES
Writer

WARNER BROTHERS

Tour room, too, has that added
of distinction. Pictures on the wall,
•ruffed furniture, a floor lamp and reading
lamp . . . these are but a few of the feature*
that

make you feel at home.

Plg'n Whistle Dining Service insure* the
best of food. Therefore, when you are neat
In Los Angeles be sure to Investigate.

THE HOLLYWOOD

M-G-M

Cliff

Writing Dialogue for
Harold Lloyd's

"Welcome Danger"

"Hearts

in Exile"

HOTEL
Vine Street at Hollywood Boulevard

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

'

1929

July 28.

Sunday.

IN
THE
PRODUCTION
EAST
WHAT
NEW YORK
WHO AND
WHAT'S

WHO'S

DTTING TALKERS MORE
DIFFICULT

of talking pic-

has become

ures the job of the cutter
ne of the most complicated pieces of
vork in production, according to Bert
"rank, chief cutter for Warner
Back in
Eastern Vitaphone studios.

Bros.

he good old days of the silent screen
picture could be cut any place, so
ong as it retained the proper continuty and there were no jumps in the
i

dm when

it was completed, he says,
today the cutter must watch not
illy the continuity and the jumps, but
le must not lose even one inch of
reel for then the record would be
hrown out of synchronism.

\hile

the first pictures were made
Vitaphone only one camera was
which meant that the film was

"When
vith
ised,

was photoit
as
explains. "But very

just

>rojected

graphed," Frank
hortly two cameras were used and
or the first time on the production
Man Loves' four cameras
>f 'When

A

GREATER

STUDIOS

Short Shots from
Eastern Studios

THAN 8ILENTS

With the introduction

IN

ARTHUR

,By

ROBERT

FLOREY, who

was

in

complete charge of direction on
'The <iay Lady," has finished this
Paramount talker and is now preparing to go to work on another at the
'

I

.

[stand

rig

In

studio.

"The Gay

depicted the lighter
side of the World War, with Gertrude
Lawrence as the principal entertainer.

Lady,"

Florey

EDDY

W.

,

Although most

of the foreign talpicture tide
i^
ebbing,
Nino
Martini has gangplanked in Manhattan from Italy, where Jesse L. Lasky
secured his John Hancock to a contract.
Martini, who i-, not related
to a once-famous cocktail, is 26 years'
old.
He's set to appear principally

ent

in

romantic musical

—

a

thousand,

no

less,

in

to the Coast, as a matter of
but his photos are nailed indiscriminately around the studio and

gone

erent

he

scene

is

they are

>nly the

And today to the home office, edited
cameras may be used, mount Studio News" at

being taken.

ny number of
>ut

still

interlocked so that

one recording

"In silent pictures

it

is

made.

was a simple

from a long shot to a
lese-up or medium shot.
But nowvery foot of film must be measured

the "Parathe Coast

Altogether and off and on,
spent 10 years with Paramount
and has also worked for Goldwyn,
last
1<

year.

's

McLean and

others.

natter to cut

mathematically according to the numof revolutions on the record. So
ar as cutting silent pictures goes, it
5 much the same as it was whe,n pictures first began.
It has always been
veryone's ambition to get a smooth
icture.
Naturally, when the movies
irst
came into being no one had
nough experience to produce really
;cod work.
At just about the time
he talkies started we all thought we
tad gone pretty far in the cutting
nd.
And then we had to begin all
ver again, but this time with years
f work behind us, which has enabled
s to progress more quickly than we
therwise could have done."
>er

Frank started in picture work in
911 as a shipping clerk at Vitagraph.
"rom shipping clerk he became an
perator, and in 1914 he began work
He has been a cutter in
s a cutter.
liking pictures since their inception,
.orking on the coast and then transferring to the East to take charge of
he cutting department when the
7
itaphone studios were opened here.

Dan Ferrone, president of Great
Arts Pictures, Inc. is getting set on a
program of sound

shorts.

Hie

was

formerly identified with the old Tec
Art studio, working, as art director on
a number of Richard Barthelmess
pictures.

Norman Manning,
expert,

Coast publicity
has arrived in New York

Paris,

xoith

Gus.

Amheim's

Vitaphone

in
"The Campus," which J. Leo
Meehan directed. This is the initial
picture that Vallee has made without

his orchestra.
Dal Clawson photographed the short.
Currier has completed direction on
"The Uncle,' 'starring Marc Connelly.
He will make "The Engagement," another Connelly dialogue

short, this

week.

Vaudeville Acts Filmed
At Vitaphone Studio
Shorts made at Vitaphone studio
recently include one featuring Dougla- Stanbury, for years with Roxy in
both his radio and stage bills. Murray Roth made the short entitled

Roth also di"Marching Home."
rected Frank Hunter and May Peral, vaudeville act, in a short, with
AnCharles Weston in support.
other Roth short recently made is
"Satires." with John T. Murray and
Vivian Oakland.

ch

Paramount to Make "Big
Pond" at Astoria Studio
"The Big Pond," Broadway play,
be made into a talker at Para-

will

acts.

Man,"
Hayes Hunter, who has been Hobble wrote "Just Like a
HurArthur
which
short
Vitaphone
film directing in England for some
which is now ready
years past and who more recently ley directed and

nesday.

MARK SANDRICH
Director

T.

getting his mail at the for release.
Lambs Club, left for the Coast FriMaking Snub Pollard Short
day to make a dialogue feature.
Weiss Bros, will make a two-reel
talking comedy featuring Snub Polon East
Alfred Hall, who is the pleasant lard this week at their studio

been

Les Goodwins will direct
ozoned from \Sta-tion 48th St.
V/OV daily, has been working at from the script prepared by Bert EnTom Molloy is in charge of
Paramount in "The Gay Lady," now nis.
camerawork.
completed.
voice

Gramercy

East Coast and West Coast studios, tion on an untitled picture Wednesday
has been associated with that com- at Recording Laboratories of Amerpany for nearly 10 years. He start- ican studio. Louis Simon, who has
ed as organizer of the transportation been featured in George Le Maire
department at the Long Island plant. comedies for Pathe, will be the prinDelf will direct the
Three years ago he was appointed cipal player.
),clure, one ctf the series to be reexecutive manager of the Hollywood
Another
Gain will divide his time leased by F.lbee Pictures.
studios.
short will be produced directly after
between the two producing plants.
the one going into production Wed-

numerous big-time vaudeville

has

RCA's

about the
studio lab is boosting his six-year- mount's Long Island studio
HenHobart
September.
of
middle
old daughter as a future Swanson
Lies" a
Lady
"The
directed
ley,
who
miss
Sybil,
the
is
or Pickford. She
produce.
ivho plays an important part in the few months ago, will
Man."
"Just
Like
a
short,
dialogue
Delf Making Another
Continuing his series of 18 dialogue
Gain, who has been named
J. J.
contact man between the Paramount shorts, Harry Delf resumes produc-

John Hobble, who has given, the
stage "Daddies" and other good enwhose Cocoanut Grove Orchestra tertainment, is now associated with
has been playing the Ambassador
the Warner writing staff at the
Club in that town.
plant. He is the author of

from

at

fact,

clothes.

which means that four difcamera angles were shot, all
even in the tonsorial emporium acro>-,
if
them being synchronized to one
Al Wilkie, who succeeded to the the street.
tcord since all the cameras are inter- publicity typewriter at Paramount
Harry Levey of the Vitaphone
ocked with the recording room while when "Pinky" Wingart was switched

vere used,

Production

studio continues at rapid gait under
supervision of Richard Currier. Rudy
Vallee is playing his first screen part

operetta-..

Fred Allen, who con ad lib fastei
Victor McLaglen, Fox star now dud funnier than ninety-nine v,
loading himself up with vacationing cent of the professional humorists
in New York, had intended to fly occasionally knocks off a script tot
from Toronto to Montreal but an the Para mount short subject depart
injunction stopped him. Jack Fran- incut. His last is one starring Ton
Howard and filmed late this pas
cis, guiding his vacation activities
en rui'to from the Coast and in this week, Fred is tickling funny-b
great big city, didn't like the idea of as the co-star of "The Little Show."
the star risking his neck in an airMonty Westmore, until recently
plane and so bought a legal stopper.
McLaglen incidentally has been off makeup expert at the Vitaphone
studio, is gone hut not forgotten. He's
o)i a ivardrobe-buying rampage, investing

Currier Directs Rudy
Vallee Short for RKO

being

Just

Completed

"THE TALK OF

HOLLYWOOD"

All Dialogue Feature

RCA

Gramercy Studios
New York

DAILV
"Lucky Star."

"Wonder

Ann Harding in
"Paris Bound"

with Charles Farrell, Janet Gaynor

with Frederic March, Leslie Fenton

(Part-Talker Version)

(All-Talker)

Fox

Length: 6687

Pathe

ft.

HIGH CLASS, DOMESTIC
LIGHT DRAMA OF REAL
MERIT IN PRODUCTION AND
ANN
IN ENTERTAINMENT.
HARDING'S DEBUT AN EVENT.

ft

of

Women"

with Robert Armstrong and Carol

Hyams

Lombard
(All-Talker Version)

(Part-Talker Version)

M-G-M

Length: Sound, 8796

ft.

Length: 5995 ft.
FARRELL-GAYNOR-BORZAGE WANDERS WITH AIMLESS Pathe
COMBINATION A BIG BOX-OF- STORY FILLED WITH MORBID SLIDES EASILY ACROSS THE
FICE DRAW, ALTHOUGH PIC- SITUATIONS. PEGGY WOOD AMUSEMENT PLATE. FASTMOVING, SNAPPY NEWSTURE IS ONLY FAIR AND AND DIRECTION SAVE IT.
PAPER STORY.
RATHER
WEAK.
STORY
Drama.
Based on the old stage

Drama. With Frank Borzage again play "The Wife of Stephen Tremdirecting
Charlie Farrell and Janet holt," by Herman Suderman. Direcfeadistinguished
There are several
First is Gaynor, you have the fans on the run tor Clarence Brown had a tough astures about "Paris Bound."
the initial screen appearance of Ann to the box-office before you start. But signment trying to dress this German
Harding, whose performance is splen- the story is light and rather uncon- play up with modern screen clothes.
Only the uncanny The main fault is that the audience's
did, voice beautiful and appearance vincing in spots.
most attractive. The dialogue culled skill of Borzage, and the marvellous sympathies never get a chance to setfrom Philip Barry's play is smart, appeal of the Gaynor-Farrell combin- tle on one of the two principals. First
intelligent and often scintillating; the ation make this slight tale shape up the poor wife is right, and in the next
situations interesting and always en- into box-office proportions. Miss Gay- sequence you are sure the artistic
grossing. The story is episodic, con- nor here becomes the uncouth little husband is right. And so it goes, all
The story is
cerning itself with a young society country girl lacking a moral sense, through the footage.
couple and the first years of their who is awakened by the love of the that of a great composer marrying a
wedded life. The husband's business crippled boy, one off the war's casual- widow with children, being vamped
The wife ties. And there is the good-for-noth- away by an old actress sweetheart.
takes him abroad yearly.
suspects an affair and is ready for a ing top sergeant whose interest in the Wife dies, and on the eve of his big
She is thrown into contact girl is seconded by her ma. Then the triumph, he realizes she was his real
divorce.
But lacking clear cut
with a young musician and almost big punch scene with a "miracle" inspiration.

when

the return, of the
husband swings her back to reason
and safety. Not. much story, but exloses herself

through love regains use of his limbs and rushes to
Camera work superb, ditto
the girl.
Last
direction and Farrell-Gaynor.
two reels dialogue, with Farrell and
Gaynor voices just fair.
ai-gle as the cripple

cellently played and intelligently directed.
Ann Harding, Frederic March,
Cast:
George Irving, Leslie Fenton, Hallam Cooley,
Cast: Charles Farrell, Janet Gaynor, HedJuliette Crosby, Charlotte Walker, Carmelita wig Reicher, Guinn Williams, Paul Fix, Gloria
Geraghty, Ilka Chase.
Grey, Hector V. Sarno.
Director, Frank Borzage Author, Tristram
Director, E. H. Griffith; Author, Philip
Adaptor,
Scenarist, Horace Jackson
Barry
Tupper Dialoguer, John Hunter Booth Adarranged
mainly
from
play,
Editors, Katharine Hillsame Dialoguer,
aptor, Sonya Levien
Editor, Helene Warne;
iker,
H. H. Caldwell; Thiers, the same;
by Frank Reicher
Cameraman, Norbert Scully.
Cameraman, Chester Lyonsi and William
Photography, splen- Cooper Smith.
Direction, intelligent.
Direction, excellent. Photography, superb.
did
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

"Strauss, the Waltz King"
(Synchronized)
5th Ave. Playhouse Length: 6000

Who

"Girls

with Strauss deserting his sweetheart
for his career and finally playing at

The most
her wedding to another.
interesting bit is a Russian court scene
with the quaint costumes and atmosvery

phere

camera work

The
well reproduced.
is excellent in spots, and

the quaint little touches throughout
furnish practically the only appeal of

treatment
it,

as

far

as

popular appeal

con-

is

I

cerned.
Cast:

Alfred
Lillian

Sterler,

Abel.
Ellis,

Imre Raday, Hermine
Trude Hesterberg, Fer-

dinand Bonn.

;

;

Titler.

hash about the
the sweet
little night club dancer.
Then they
have a gal doing the Tex Guinan
stuff.
The boy's dad is sweet on the
the old

It's

wealthy young

Guinan

man and

but can't see his son

gal,

fall-

Then there
love with the little
cutie.
Works up to a terrific '"climax" with the rich boy winning the
gal after all. It's one of those things
that the second stage carpenter and
third electrician could have tossed off
over the week-end with the help of a
bootleg cameraman. But they'd have
had more sense than to put their
ing for the
is

a

young dame.

copper

to

in

it.

Cast: Rex Lease, Priscilla Bonner, Rosemary Theby, Ben Wilson, Eddie Brownell.

Steve Hall, Hall Cline.

Frank Mattison
Author, Ben
Herschfeld, from his story "Cocktails"
Adaptor, Cecil Burtis-Hill
Editor, Minnie Stepler;
Titler,
Arthur Hotaling; Cameraman,
Director,

;

;

Director, Conrad Weine
Scenarist, the same

Weine
lowe

head off. It is hard to believe that
you could get a bunch of players to
lend their names to such a mess of

But heavy directorial
and poor continuity lick names

offering.

this

:

Drama. Call it drama, if you will.
With a large sense of humor, you
can sit for an hour and laugh your

tripe.

Same

Direction, heavy.

;

;
;

Author,
Editor,

Robert
Dat-

Sam

Cameraman, Not

listed.

Photography, very good.

;

Julius

Cronjager.

Direction,

amateurish.

reason for living

is his love for the
profession.
Discharged
regularly
twice a month, he succeeds in running down a dope ring and proving
that the murder of the editor in his

own

Wally Albright,
Anita Fremault,
Haupt, Jr.

Ullrich
Director, Clarence

Jr.,

Carmencita
Haupt,

Dietrich

;

;

;

Merritt B. Gerstad.
Direction, class.

Amkino

Fred Bahrle. Gertrude Sutton, Colvin Chase,
Charles Sellon.

La Cava; Author, George
Brooks, from his stage play, "For Two
Cents" Scenarist, Walter De Leon Adaptor,
Jack Jungmeyer
Dialoguer, Frank Reicher;
Editor, Doane Harrison
Cameraman, Arthur
S.

;

fair.

;

;

;

Miller.

Direction, breezy.

Photography, very good.

(Silent)
Length: 6500

RUSSIAN

Photography, very good.

Colleen Moore in

"Smiling Irish Eyes"
with James Hall
(All-Talker Version)

ft.

PROPAGANDA

1st Nat'l

Length: 8550 ft.
FILM MEANS NOTHING TO
SACCHARINE,
AMERICAN AUDIENCES. SI- YARN MADE IN OBVIOUS
BEWHISKBERIAN PRISON HORRORS ERED MOULD GETS
FUNNY
POOR ENTERTAINMENT.
WHERE IT ISN'T SUPPOSED

Drama of old Russia under Czarist
regime. All about a Siberian prison
before the revolution, dealing principally with the lot of political prisoners under the tyrannical rule of a
cruel warden.
All the horrors of
prison life are presented, up to the
climax when the prisoners revolt'.
Two good characterizations are given,
one by V. Taskin as the new warden,
and the other by A. Zhilinsky as the
head of the political prisoners. The
rest of the players do very well, and
make the production far more interesting than the heavy propagandistic
plot warrants.
If these Soviet producers can ever forget their propaganda complex long enough to turn
out a film on pure entertainment
lires, it should be something worth
looking at.
They have the actors,

their original slants and human
interest touches, not to mention clever

and

camera angles, give them a combination of assets that will prove formidable if they ever learn to use them
properly.
As this one stands, the

morbid

stuff licks it.
Cast: V. Popoff, P. Tomm, V. Taskin, A.

Zhilinsky.
Director, J. Reisman ; Author, Not listed
Scenarist, Ermolinsky
Editor, Not listed
Titler,
Shelly
Hamilton; Cameraman, L.
;

Kosmatov.
Photography,

—

Director, Gregory

Brown; Author, Herman

Sudermann; Adaptor, Bess Meredyth; DiaNot listed Editor, William Le VanCameraman,
Marion Ainslee
Titler,
way

loguer,

—

"In Old Siberia"

TEDIOUS BIOGRAPHICAL
5600 ft.
STORY OF THE GREAT COM- Trinity
POSER'S LIFE TOLD HEAVILY
ALL HANDS FROM DIRECAND AMATEURISHLY. IM- TOR
DOWN SHOULD BE
PORTED FILM LACKS AMER- TALKED
TO FOR MAKING
ICAN APPEAL.
THIS ONE. RATES AMONG
Drama of the life of the well known THE WORLD'S WORST.
scientiously the highlights in the life
of Strauss the younger, showing his
early struggles and finally his attainJohann
ment to great popularity.
Strauss, the elder also comes in for
a large slice of the film, and the
lives of himself and son are hooked
up. showing how the artistic temperament must be served at the expense
of home ties, loves, and everything.
There is a thread of a love story,

Fawcett,
Johnson,

with Rex Lease, Priscilla Bonner

(Silent)
Length

Comedy-drama. Ranks among best
newspaper stories filmed since sound
arrived. Bob Armstrong plays a rumfend reporter whose first and last

office, framed on him, was really
perpetrated by the mob leader in
order to secure an incriminating confession.
Good performances abound,
particularly a funny drunk played for
all it is worth
which is plenty by
James Donlan. Dialogue snappy, action zippy and newspaper atmosphere
that in the main, is authentic.
The
central situation wherein the editor is
motivation, it fails to carry a convinc- bumped off
right outside his own city
ing punch. Dialogue poor. Cutting is room is piling
it on a bit thickly,
You see wife at piano, entertainment values are not hurt.but
amateurish.
and very next shot she is on deathCast: Robert Armstrong, Carol Lombard,
Tom Kennedy, Warner Richmond, Wade
bed. Peggy Wood superb.
Cast: Lewis Stone, Peggy Wood, Leila Boteler, Sam Hardy, Robert Dudley, Louis
Hyams, Harry Myers, Sarah Padden, George Payne, James Donlan, Cupid Aimesworth.

Dare"

ft.

composer. Produced in Germany by
Fox-Felson Co. It follows quite con-

1929

28,

"Big News"

with Lewis Stone, Peggy Wood,
Leila

Length: 8400

Sunday, July

Direction, satisfactory.

TO.
Comedy-drama. An

effort was made
straight, narrow and
well-worn path of obvious production
gags into box-office land. The idea

to

follow

much

has been used so

how

or other,

that,

some-

what once may have

gotten over no longer clicks. Colleen
Moore gives an undistinguished performance, highlighted all too rarely
a clever
leen whose

b}'

fiddle

his

comedy strain, as the colRory goes to America to
way to glory and bank

notes while the Irish girl who believes
in fairies and wishing wells waits and
prays hard for his return. The dear
reader can finish off what happens.
Yes, it has a happy ending.
They
dig into the saccharine pile heavily
for situations and treatment and the
is
what you might expect.
There may be some Happy-Happy
Lands left in America where such

result

stuff as this contains will please.
Cast: Colleen Moore, James Hall, Claude
Gillingwater, Robert Homans, Aggie Herring,
Betty Francisco, Julanne Johnston. Robert
Emmett O'Connor, Edward Earl, Tom O'Brien, Fred Kelsey, Madam Bosocki, George
Hayes, Ann Schaefer.
Direction, William A. Seiter
Author, Tom
J. Geraghty; Scenarist, same; Adaptor, same;
Dialoguer,
Editor,
Al Hall
Not listed
Cameramen, Sid Hickox, Henry Freulich.
;

;

Direction,

Photography, good.

the

Photography,

maybe

it

gorgeous.

was

the

material-

;

unday, July 28,

;

DAILY

1929

"Masked Emotions"

"The Mysterious Dr.

with George O'Brien, Nora Lane

Fu Manchu"

"The Sophomore"
Eddie Quillan, Sally O'Neil,

with

Jeanette Loff

(Synchronized)
Fox

Length: 5410

ft.

GOOD ACTION STORY OF
WITH MYSTERY
SMUGGLERS
ft.
•athe
ANGLE AND INTERESTING
HUMOROUS, FROTHY YARN LOVE THEME. WILL PLEASE
)F COLLEGE LIFE MAKES THRILL FANS.

with

(All-Talker Version)

Jean Arthur, 0. P. Heggie
Length: 7267

Length: 6526

ENTERTAIN-

LIGHT

4ICE

WHOLESOME

MENT. IT'S

Comedy. Based on "Joe College," a
lory by Corey Ford and T. H. WellLeo McCarey, with a long
ing.
tring of comedy pictures to his recNot much
rd, did a nice job here.
lory these college affairs never are

—

-but

comedy abounds. The sequence

the amateur theatrical carries pleny of chuckles and not a few gufEddie Quillan is a pleasing
aws.
oungster and a clever one to boot.
>•
O'Neil makes a pleasing feniiiine foil and is the means by which
^ddie, having lost his tuition playing
saping dominoes, is enabled to stay
In an effort to keep the
t school.
nfo from him, Sally enters his dormiif

>

;

1 1 1

discovered and Quillan asked
o leave. But Eddie saves the footall game by a freak and everything
urn out to be hunky dory.
ory, is

Eddie Quillan, Sally O'Neil, Stanley
imith, Jeanette Loff, Russell Gleason, Sarah
'adden. Brooks Benedict, Spec O'Donnell,
'"alter O'Keefe.
Director, Leo Mc Carey ; Authors, Carey
i"
T. H. Wenning
Scenarist, Joseph
ranklin Poland; Adaptor, same; Dialoguer,
vnthony Brown
Editor, Doane Harrison
Cameraman, John J. Mescall.
Direction, snappy.
Photography, fine.
Cast:

I

1,

Drama.

FUN. Son

;

;

William Boyd in

Paramount

Adapted from novel "A

AND FINE ACTING IN THIS,
ALTHOUGH TREATMENT
MARS SUSPENSE.

Sax Rohmer's "Fu Manchu" stories
have had a tremendous circulation,
which will practically assure the drawing power of this one.
They've
changed the title from "The Insidious
Dr. Fu Manchu," but that shouldn't
The action is strong throughout, with hurt the draw. The opening showing
a lot of he-man touches. O'Brien and Dr. Fu's vows of vengeance when his
his pal are on a cruise in a sloop, wife and child are killed in the Boxer
and run afoul of an opium smuggling uprising, destroy much of the susgang. The pal is almost stabbed to pense, although his diabolical cunning
death, and O'Brien sets out to find and fiendish methods are breathtakthe criminal. Circumstances implicate ing.
Had the cause and effect elethe daughter of a retired sea captain. ments been transposed, this would
The disclosures come fast and heavy, have proved a hairraiser.
Warner
with a pip of a finish fight high up on Oland's acting is superlative and O.
O'Brien does P. Heggie is excellent as usual.
mast of a schooner.
fine work, and makes it a stirring pic- Othtrs fine.
ture. Direction and camera work very
Cast: Warner Oland, O. P. Heggie, Neil
good.
Cast:

William Austin,
Arthur,
Hamilton, Jean
Claude King, Charles A. Stevenson, Evelyn
Selbie, Noble Johnson, Tully Marshall.
Director, Rowland V. Lee; Author, Sax
Rohmer; Scenarists, Florence Ryerson and
Lloyd Corrigan; Editor, Geo. Nichols, Jr.;
Dialoguers, Florence Ryerson, Lloyd Cor-

George O'Brien, Nora Lane, James

Gordon, J. Farrell Mac Donald, Edward Peil,
David Sharpe, Frank Hagney.
Directors, David Butler, Kenneth Hawks;
Author, Ben Ames Williams; Adaptors. Harry
Brand, Benjamin Markson Scenarists, Harry
Brand, Benjamin Markson; Editor Not listed;
Titler, Douglas 7.. Doty ; Cameraman, Sidney
;

Woman

Fox

Direction,

Photography, aces.

listed;

very good.

Cameraman, Harry
Photography,

Buzz Barton

from Hell"
Length: 5442

Not

rigan; Titler,
Fish beck.

Wagner.
Direction, very good.

fine.

in

"Pals of the Prairie"

Length: 5717

GOOD

ft.

Barton, the kid, and his big pal Frank
Rice as Hank, put over a darn good
yarn that rates 'way up the list of
The story has real origiwesterns.
nality and lots of color with its setting
of the
in a little Mexican town. Some
more pretentious films can envy this

Drama.

This makes a fairly enter- ern story, adapted from the stage
ining all-talker, with some nicely play, "From Hell Came a Lady," by
landled dramatic scenes that build George Scarborough.
Mary Astor
?ood suspense and hold the interest. piays the role of a come-on at a conWilliam Boyd has a pleasing voice, cession at a seaside resort where she
md manages to make his part very lures the amusement-seekers into a re•calistic and convincing.
Most of the sort called "Hell."
An unpleasant
action takes place in a mountain cabin experience with a sheik causes her
n the Sierras, where a busload of to desert the job, and she meets the
people have been stranded in a snow- son of a lighthouse keeper nearby.
storm.
The peculiar mixture of the From here on it works out into a very
jroup develops the drama. There is interesting love story with some uni deputy sheriff with a blonde prisusual angles, and tops off with a highorer, a banker, a bride-to-be, and the ly dramatic climax that carries a walstage driver.
Then the mysterious lop It was directed by A. F. Erickstranger who already occupies the son who learned his art under Murcabin with a small cache of food. nau, and his work throughout shows
This is soon exhausted, and the ef- many of the clever touches of his
fects of hunger are very well handled teacher.
Mary Astor has a load of
by the director.
Love develops be- sex appeal, and also manages to give
tween the stranger and the blonde a good account of herself as a real
prisoner.
The stranger discloses to trouper.
This one will ride easily
the girl that he is also wanted by the on popular appeal, with its unique
police. Works up to novel rescue by story and atmospheric touches.
ariplane.
Has thrills.
Cast:
Mary Astor. Robert Armstrong,
Cast: William Boyd, Owen Moore, Carol Dean Jagger, Roy D'Arcy, May Boley, James
i

Lombard, Diane

Ellis,

Billy

Bevan,

Phillips

Smalley.

Bradbury,

;

;

;

popular houses.

Sr.

Director.

;

;

;

Cameraman, Conrad Wells.

Direction, satisfactory.

Photography, good.

It's

Georgie

Price alone would have
an average sound short,
but. here is a case where treatment
lifts this number out of the rut of
the ordinary into the class of the
novel and, therefore, the box-office.
Price is seen entering the Vitaphone
studio and telling Bryan Foy he can't
appear because he's nervous. Lack of

made

this

audience and that sort of thing.

So

the studio crew becomes the audience.
You see the sound proof camera
booths and hear the blowing of the
whistle which means the cameras are
beginning to grind.
The dialogue
hinges largely around talkers and
marks a departure from the routine.
Time, 10 mins.

Francis Shelley

and Four Eton Boys
Vitaphone No. 846

Average
Just another vaudeville act placed
before the microphone and recorded
in the usual way.
Miss Shelley sings
and plays without particular distinction and the four Eton Boys warble
in about the same manner.
so-so
number, neither inducing cheers or
yawns. Time, 8 mins.

A

"The Plowboy"
Mickey Mouse Cartoon
Splendid

The Disney

studio

is

clicking right

along on with its Mickey Mouse cartoon series.
The animation is not
only clever but packs an idea as well.
The adventures of Mickey are not
particularly important, but they are
funny.
A fine subject, replete with
fun and laughs. Time, 6 mins.

Mai

Hallett's

Band

Vitaphone No. 730

I

Amusing

there.

Barton, Frank Rice, Tom
CastLingham, Duncan Rinaldo, Milburn Morante,
Natalie Joyce, Bill Patton.
Oliver
Author,
King;
Louis

Buzz

Authors, George
Director, A. F. Erickson
Scarborough, Jaime Del Rio, Lois Leeson
EdiScenarists, Charles Kenyon, Ray Doyle
tor, Not listed
Titler, Malcolm Stuart BoyIan

Vitaphone No. 841
Novel

one the quality of camera work and
Average
This kid Buzz is
lighting effects.
the usual band number, this
Just
growing up, and knows his acting. being the second that Mai Hallett and
Along with Frank Rice, the tramp his symphony boys have turned out
cowboy, they make a lovable team. for Vitaphone. There is quite a litIncidentally this Rice person has tle solo work, with the two main numstandardized a characterization that is bers being a hot jazz "Lots of Mama,"
Duncan
and convincing.
finished
and a medley of war songs. One of
bit as
effective
an
Rinaldo also does
the boys delivers a nice baritone with
the young Mexican son of the town's "Mother Machree."
As these band
mayor. A kidnapping, trailing of the numbers go, this is well up the list.
mvsterious bandit who has terrorized Time, 9 mins.
the neighborhood, and a fast finish
with a pip of a fight mixed with Mex"When the Cat's Away"
ican atmosphere make this a safe
Mickey Mouse Cartoon
and
bet for all the neighborhoods

;

Director, Howard Higgin
Author, Elliott
Clawson; Scenarist, the same: Editor, Doane
Harrison Dialoguer, James Gleason Cameraman, John Mescall.
Direction, okay.
Photography, clear.

"Don't Get Nervous"

(Silent)
Length: 4776

ft.

ft.
POPULAR ENTER- FBO
ENTERTAINMENT
BANG-UP
USES OLD HOKE TO GOOD TAINMENT WITH NOVEL AT\DVANTAGE AND BUILDS UP MOSPHERE AND UNUSUAL OF THE POPULAR VARIETY
SOME TENSE SCENES THAT CAMERA ANGLES GETS OVER WITH A GROWN-UP STORY
3ARRY STRONG PUNCH. WILL HUMAN INTEREST STORY.
AND SOME NIFTY FIGHTS.
PLEASE THE CROWD.
Western. Again the team of Buzz
Drama. Shapes up as a very mod-

°athe

Georgie Price in

THRILLS AND SHIVERS OF

(Synchronized Version)

(All-Talker Version)

SOUND
ft.

REAL BOX OFFICE VALUE

of Anak," by Ben Ames Williams. This Satevepost story has the
stuff to make it a colorful film yarn.
George O'Brien carries the entire six
reels on his broad shoulders, and
makes a good job of it. All the other
characters rate quite secondary, with
the exception of Edward Peil who
does a fine bit as a Chinese coolie.

"The

"High Voltage*»

(All-Talker Version)
Warner Oland, Neil Hamilton,

Drake; Scenarist, Frank Howard; Editor,
George Marsh; Titler, Helen Gregg; Cameraman, Virgil Miller.
Photography, aces.
Direction, very good.

Mickey and
v.ay into
latter

is

his relatives crash their

the cat's
hunting.

home while the
The result is_ a

music festival which proves genuinamusing. As usual in this Disney

ally

series,

the

cartoon

work

(Continued on Page 10)

is

well

THE
I
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Page
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(Continued from Page

thought out and intelligently and

di-

virtingly presented. Sure-fire for any
audience. Time, 6 mins.

"The Op'ry House"

are

and Warners.

and arduous task which cannot be accomplished in a few days. So, with
the promise of immediate relief, our
committee will remain intact and
work to the end that a permanent

my opinion," said Lightman,
primary object of this conference was to bring about immediate
"In

for the small town exhibitor
having a wired house. That much
relief

Mickey Mouse Cartoon
Perfectly Swell

Disney

has been accomplished.
is the vital problem.
until tomorrow or next

We

life

in

Walt

1)

fany-Stahl, United Artists, Universal

"the

Even the piano takes on
this Mickey Mouse release.

relief;

we want

To me

week

for this

It

direct

may

makes mittee

maintaining the high stand- no difference what the final wording
ard established with "Steamboat Wil- of a plan to please all distributors
lie."
"The Op'ry House" demon- might be, so long as relief is afstrates this fact in view of the amus- forded at once.
ing kinks injected into the animation
"The committee worked out a plan
and the funny situations thereby that
we hoped would be acceptable
created. One of the best sound shorts
to all companies, but a few items
on the market, this release merits at- needed ironing
out.
We were asked
tention as a laugh-provoker.
Time, to wait until this was done
but we
6 mins.
pointed out that this was impossible
because we fully realized that a delay at this time would mean financial
"The Traveler"
ruin to many. This was conceded by
RCA Gramercy Series—
all.
Consequently Sidney R. Kent,
Quite a Few Laughs
chairman of the distributors' commitMarc Connelly poses as a prize sap tee, got in touch with the executives
in
this when he takes a railroad of all the major companies and they
"journey" from the Grand Central agreed to instruct their various manStation to 125th St., in New York. agers to give immediate relief to the
He engages the conductor in con- small, independent exhibitor who is
I think I am
versation and they become pals by the justified in having it.
time the station is reached, swapping safe in saying that every member of
conversation in a takeoff on that of the exhibitors' committee believes
inveterate travelers.
It gets a num- that this promise is made in good
ber of good laughs. Directed by Dud- faith and that its effects will be felt
immediately. After all, one should
ley Murphy.
Time, 6 mins.
not lose sight of the fact that a concerted effort in working out a plan
affording relief that will be acceptable to a number of companies who

RKO

SILENT

competitors

is

a

serious

be effected."

the

of

whole,

embracing

all

members

of the

of the national producers and distributors, have been in
almost continuous session for the past
ten days on the problem of an organized industry plan offering relief to
the small, independent, unaffiliated
exhibitors of the industry, whose
business has been affected with the
sudden advent and swift growth of
the use of sound with motion pictures."

Kent

had been
up to the
present time an organized industry
plan acceptable to everybody, that
all of the companies had authorized
him to assure the exhibitors' committee that immediate instructions
would be sent to every branch manager, that immediate relief be given
to any small, independent, unaffiliated exhibitor, who could produce
stated that while
impossible to work out

it

reason for the reduction
of score charges and film rentals of
sound pictures; that all managers
will be instructed to give this their
immediate and serious consideration,
to give adequate and proper relief
where the facts and circumstances

the

principals,

supported by such good troupers as
Frank Lackteen, Marie Mosquini,
Edward Cecil, Paul Panzer and Fred
Malatesta.
The story starts off
strong with a band of crooks after a
certain black book which is a key
volume that explains a similar book
they already hold.
The complications work in some thrilling adventures

on a South American

island,

"Honky Tonk"

tested
is

new

in

Coast

plan

ad-

France.

in

Tuesday
Exhibitor-distributor
groups still work on
sound relief plan; several days more held
needed to complete proposals.
Settlement of French quota plan looks very
promising.
Equity girds for next round in Coast fight.

Wednesday
Three

hundred

directors

of

four
'28-'29

FILM DAILY

in

critics

name

year;

national

poll

ten

best'

interest

shown by 40

per

cent increase in votes.

Meeting

of

groups

relief

awaits

distributor

accord.

Warners remaining

in

arbitration.

Thursday
Four hundred

silent

features already set for
new season with more to come; list compares with 521 sound films listed by com-

panies.

Sound

film

combine for world market planned.

Friday
Both

sides seek settlement in Equity shop
dispute; Dept. of Labor acts to bring producers and Equity together; outlook for
Equity victory bright, Frank Gillmore says.
R-K-O seeks Pantages houses in four more
in chain sought.
Efforts to renew arbitration under way in

Northwest.

Saturday
Immediate

pledged
adjustments
administered by branch managers
of plan to aid small showmen.
relief

;

;

to be
basis

Rocky Mountain unit joins Allied Association.
seeks Pantage^ houses in four more

R-K-O

cities.

Western Electric-Pacent
peal

suit

dismissed;

ap-

planned.

ant. * * *

Warners
Warners,

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

New York

AMERICAN—*

* * The picture is a sucSophie's personality, the fine
dramatic support of that good little trouper,
Lila Lee, and the surprisingly excellent work

cess because of

George Duryea.

of

*

DAILY NEWS—*

*

*

plausible script nor an imaginative one. Seems
familiar all the way through
but it actually
shines when Sophie Tucker has the floor. And,
as she has it often, the film sparkles continuously. * * *

—

*

*

Miss

Tucker registers on the microphone as vividly
She sings
as she does across the footlights.
or seven songs and puts them over in
the usual Tucker manner which, if mother
should ask you, is something. * * *
six

EVENING WORLD—*

*

*

This picture

* *

Hamp-

ered by a story that is swamped in saccharine
sentimentality, Sophie Tucker, through her
dynamic personality, oversteps the banalities
of dialogue and the incongruities of development in her first talking picture, "Honky

Tonk."

*

*

POST— *

* * It's neither a really

EVENING JOURNAL—*

HOUSES

Love, and the results are not any too pleas-

—

gets a play.

instead of quota

warrant.

*
*

*

is

not, I

am

afraid,

much

of

although there is no doubt that
admirers of Miss Tucker's hearty, sudden and
cheerfully vulgar humor will enjoy it for some
time to come. * * *
a

picture,

—

SUN •* * * The dialogue is probably ordinary enough to be entirely real, and although
most of the dramatic moments are bad Broadway heart throbs distilled into a scenarist's
idea of drama, several of them fulfill their purpose wholly. * * *

role in a reasonably frightful

drama

of

Mother

IN

FOUR

CITIES

(Continued from Page 1)
litsky recently completed the deal for

purchase of the

St. Louis theater at
Louis, for $2,000,000.
Toplitsky said the deal for the six
houses involved $12,000,000, although
the official statement issued in New
York places the amount at between
He also
$4,500,000 and $5,000,000.
announces that he has closed deal
for sale of the Orpheum at Vancouver to the Canadian Pacific Railroad for $850,000.
St.

New German Company Formed
Washington Bureau of

THE FILM DAILY

— Consortium

of GerDistrict Distributors has been
TELEGRAM—* * * I'm afraid that registered in Berlin with a capital of
"Honky Tonk," like its predecessor "Queen $4,800, advises a report to the M. P.
of the Night Clubs," leaves the problem of the
Division of the Dept. of Commerce.
100 per cent cabaret movie still unsolved.
# * *
Objects are to protect members' inmeans of joint film proTIMES—* * * Miss Tucker as Sophie terests by
The directors
Leonard plays her role with vehemence, pathos duction or purchases.
and a little fun, but she is handicapped by are Johannes Siegel, Dresdan and
some of the lines in the dialogue. * * *
Arthur Hohenberg of Berlin.

with the black book always the cause probably will exert an appeal of sorts because
of Sophie's songs.
But it does seem that they
of plot and counterplot and intrigue
could have dug up a slightly better story for
*
without end. Joseph Anthony Roach, her. * *
the author, has turned out a fine piece
GRAPHIC—* * * What "The Jazz Singof work that keeps the suspense er" was for Al Jolson, "Honky Tonk" last
building in a very logical and well night proved to be for Miss Tucker nothing
more than an introduction to the film audience
constructed story. Directed by Spen- and another evidence of a stage singer so
WORLD—* * * is probably the farthest
cer Gordon Bennet, a dean among dominating a movie vehicle as to make the un- point yet reached in the talking pictures'
mad
* * *
entertaining
evening.
reeling
an
serial maestros, here is a chapter play
race for incredibility. * * * This is a Sophie
*
*
HERALD-TRIBUNE—*
the apparent- Tucker show for Sophie Tucker enthusiasts,
that looks like a safe bet for any
popular Miss Tucker, amicably photoly
whom your perhaps totally unappreciahouse where this type of film mate- graphed, takes, vigorous care of the starring among
tive correspondent happens
rial

be

case.

High duty

Newspaper Opinions

Safe Bet

are

Legality of protection to

R-K-O SEEKS PANTAGES

—Pathe

This starts off with all the earmarks
of being a crackerjack serial.
It has
class in production, an intelligent,
high grade story that will appeal to
grown ups as well as juveniles, and a
stellar cast handled by expert direction.
And if you expect any more
than that in a chapter play, you deserve to be reprimanded for being
very unreasonable. Allene Ray and
Miller

;

tomorrow.

justifiable

"The Black Book"

Walter

Monday
Exhibitors' committee meeting in New
Yorl
to draft sound relief plan
proposals to b<
ottered at conference with sales
manager'

vanced

Kent made the following statement:
"Our subcommittee and our com-

cannot wait

now.

it

plan

that

is

Serial

192S

Pledge Immediate Relief; Plan
To Aid Small Showmen

Short Subjects
(.Continued from

28,

numbered. * * *

distinctly not to be

Washington

man

Moose Jaw House Reopens
The Capitol
Moose Jaw, Sask.
has been reopened by Manager E. P.

—

Fields with
equipment.

both

Western

Electric

,

THE
mday, July

1929
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Theater Equipment
By

CHARLES

P.

Cleanliness the

ESTINGHOUSE STRESSES

HYNES

Watchword

Advent

of sound pictures has raised the projection room and
projectionist to a position of prime importance, and cleanliness is
being emphasized as all-important for proper projection of sound.
While in most instances the warning is unnecessary, a reminder

LIGHTING AT CONVENTION

—

the

dition

equipment
Hall here.

at

control,

In the case of sound-on-film the least bit of dirt may prove
disastrous, so far as projection of the picture is concerned.
And
after each run-off of film, the sound gate should be inspected and
cleaned.
Careful alignment of the sound track also is essential.

includes

The switchboard equipment

is

^THERE

is considerable interest
in
the industry in the anticipated
race to get stereoscopic pictures
on
the screen.
announced some

RKO

time ago that $1,000,000 was to be
appropriated
for
stereoscopic
pic-

THREE COOLING SYSTEMS

ARTONE SOUND SCREEN

board, where the con-

MAKES BOW ON COAST

USED AT N.Y. PARAMOUNT
Three separate cooling systems con-

West

Coast

Bureau,

—

trol

the

the system to be used.

THE FILM DAILY

San Francisco Artone Screen is
temperature at the Parabeing
distributed on Pacific Coast by
ormount, New York, one for the
Material for
chestra, one to the mezzanine and the Armstrong studios.
picture
designed
for
sound
screen,
the
The main balcony and one to the lobby. All projection, is manufactured in Europe.
illumination.
:y of the
are controlled by a central" master
uditorium can be floodlighted with station.
Screens are furnished up to 24 ft. in
ve different color combinations. By
height without a seam, it is claimed.
Cooling and dehumidification are
company declares deliveries can
The
leans of indicating lamps on the
produced by passing the air through
witchboard, the operator can tell chambers within which cold refriger- be made in from six to eight weeks
price for any size is 70 cents
Lrhich color screens are in position, ated water is sprayed.
The air is and the
The screens are
"cmbination of effects offer further delivered to the theater through the per square foot.
into position.
and
laced
rolled
shipped
control
Individual
olor lighting.
ceiling and the balcony ceiling acspecial frame is required.
No
and
circuit,
each
for
lso is provided
cording to the Carrier downward
ll
are controlled by a color master. diffusion method. Air is drawn from
for
beneath Synchronous Motors
This arrangement allows the oper- the theater through openings
the seats and at other low points in
Simplex, Power's Use
tor to throw off or on one color in
whence
it
is taken
from
the
house
City Synchronous motors
Kansas
disturbing the other
tl effect without
to be rewashed, recooled and mixed for
used with Simplex
turntables
arts of the illumination.
with new air from out-of-doors.
and Power's projectors, are being
Inside the trusses which support
The quantity of air to be delivered featured by the Charles M. Stebhe roof of the main auditorium are to the house is more than 120,000 bins Picture Supply Co., here.
The
ikced 540 1000-watt Westinghouse cubic feet per minute, or nearly 30 equipment fori Simplex is a synThese are tons of washed cool air per hour. chronous motor and motor table.
projectors.
loodlight
[paced 14 ft. apart and are controlled This provides approximately 30 cubic The Power's equipment consists of
multi-preset switch- feet of ail per person per minute.
a synchronous motor, a motor saddle
jiy a five-scene
To cool the water for the spray for mounting the motor beneath the
yard, making it possible for the
position
operator to set up in advance five chambers, two units of Carrier cen- lower magazine, two four
per minute,
eparate and distinct lighting effects trifugal refrigeration are provided. pulleys, one for 90 ft.
has a rated three for silent films, 85, 95 and 100
ind to throw them on by means of Each of these machines
The Power's unit
capacity of 160 ton's of refrigeration. ft. per minute.
single switch.
The temperature and humidity of displaces friction and is of governor
In order to provide the various
the air are controlled by automatic type controls, the company says.
olors in white, amber, red, and blue,
instruments acting upon the refrig:olor screens are provided for each
eration machine, upon the air mixing Sentry Safety Control
>f
these floodlights.
These color
dampers in the duct system, and,
Products
screens are geared to small WestingPlanning 2
heaters
during the winter, upon
for projectors
louse motors so connected that every
products
new
Two
located within the metal ducts which
>ossible combination of screens can
placed on the market
It soon are to be
convey the air to the theater.
control, states
ie placed before the projector lenses.
Safety
Sentry
the
by
has been found that the desirable
The lighting for the stage is the temperature is 70 degrees with a rel- Vice President Edward Schweriner.
same as provided for the auditorium, ative humidity of 55 degrees, regard- Meanwhile, he says, controls have
at
jxcept that it is controlled by a ten- less of seasons or outdoor weather been ordered placed in theaters
Columbus, O.
scene multi-preset switchboard, mak- conditions.
ng posible a greater variety of
The weather plant not only cools
Projectionist Fights Flames
lighting effects.
the air, but removes dust and dirt.
The work of G. I.
Raleigh, N.
Moore, projectionist at the Capitol,
Green Exits Started in 1920
Redecorating Massilon House
in fighting a fire in his projection
recently enabled approximately
Denver Charles
is
closed
H.
Ernst
is
booth
Massilon, O. The Grand
for all circuits is centralized,
ol
nabling the operator to throw on the
esired effect and control the intens-

for the new year's program.
The Spoor progress, demonstrated
some months ago by Spoor in cooperation with RCA-Photophone, is

tures

di-

ided into three main groups, litfhtlg control for the auditorium, ballDom and exterior lighting. There
lso is a pilot

Keeping the batteries clean, well vaselined with the connections
tight and clean, as well as all other equipment of the booth clean
and oiled are standing orders for every sound projectionist.

the new ConThe system for

275 cirthe 40from
size
in
varying
lits",
att trouble lamp used by the workan to the maximum 30,000 watts
the flood lights located in the
i
vsses of the main auditorium.
^hting

Great Interest in Race to
Bring Out Third Dimension Films

always should be welcome.

Westinghouse
City
Atlantic
vitchboards, similar in design to
iose used in theaters, are a feature
;'

TALKING SHOP

—

i

New

Paramount
its

hat

jcrcdited with first use of green lights
as exitmarkers, in place of the timehonored red exit lights. The installation was at the Fox Strand here in
1920.

—

weeks for redecorating. New
equipment is being installed as well
The
as new seats and decorations.
Grand is a 450-seat house owned by
the Massilon Grand Theater Co.
for five

the

streets

ring,

reported,
Damages,
ingly low.
was estimated at about $600. The
Capitol is a Publix-Saenger house.
it

is

that

Fox for some time has been working on the Widescope, in cooperation
with Grandeur, Inc., and is expected
to bring out that process early in
September.
Fox has contracts for
use of the process. Grandeur is one
of the component parts of General
Theaters Equipment Corp., recently
announced equipment combine. The
Grandeur process necessitates special
projectors, which have been developed
International
Projector
by
Corp., also a party to the recent
merger.

Meanwhile, on the Coast, Ralph G.
Fear claims he has a new stereoscopic process, using a large wide
screen.
He says but slight change
existing studio and projection
to
equipment are needed.

The equipment field, revolutionized
by the sound picture development, is
watching the trend toward third
dimension pictures and speculating
on the changes in theater design
and equipment adoption of stereopictures

scopic

may

bring

about.

REPACKED EASTMAN
AND DUPONT FILMS
100 foot rolls, of Eastman and Dupont
Panchromatic Film, on daylight loading spools for Eyemo or DeVry.
and
perfect
absolutely
.Guaranteed
fresh.
_^ _-

$3.75

'llO

a Roll

West ^"St.NewXBrH.Nty.'
Phone Penna. 0330

in

300 children to reach
safety and kept fire damages exceed-

announced

a subject made via the Magnafilm
process. Preparations are understood
under way for production of other
Magnafilm subjects, it is understood.

C—

—

has

in the third

dimension film
with showing on Broadway of
is

Motion Picture Department
U.

S.

and Canada Agent*

for Debrie

DAILY
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Foreign Markets
By JAMES

P.

JAPAN OUTRANKS WORLD
IN

CUNNINGHAM

BIG

By

MONEY

IN

—

THE FILM DAILY

—Approximately

Sound

—

the country, the remainder consisting chiefly
of tragedies of modern Japanese life and
The
episodes in recent Japanese history.
climate lends itself to production and the
pictures taken of outdoor scenes are usually
of technical excellence.
Japanese pictures, while very popular at
For
home, have little appeal for foreigners.
reason producers have confined their
this
attention to the domestic market and few
Japanese pictures are sent out of the country.
The upper classes in Japan like foreign
pictures and during 1928 more than 400
feature films were imported into the country,
of which 290 were American.
It is estimated that there are more than
1,000 theaters doing business in the Japanese
'Empire with a total seating and standing
According to
capacity of around 800,000.
the Japanese Yearbook the attendance in
all these theaters during 1927 reached 164,000,000 with an average admission price of
15 cents.
Several new theaters are now
being erected in Tokyo and it is understood
that
some of these will have equipment

sound pictures.

Warner Quota Film Completed
London G. Glavany has completed
"Down Stream" at the Worton Hall
The picture will
studios, Isleworth.
be taken over by Warner Bros, for

—

British quota needs.

HERBERT

SHOW

ALL TALKER GOOD SUMMER

London "I believe the time is not
800 far distant when exhibitors will be
feature pictures were turned out in able to put on a full program of talker
Japan during 1928, an increase of shorts and comedies and make big
150 over the previous year, according money," said Earle W. Hammons,
Trade Commissioner Paul P. president of Educational at a luncheon
to
Steintorf's report to the M. P. Sec- prior to his departure for New York.
Dept. of Commerce,
tion
of the
This huge output, the report states,
Pittaluga Plans 6
is due to the Japanese system of distribution under which the producer Features; 26 Sound Shorts
contracts to supply a theater with
Rome For the coming season Pitthree new features each week.
sound
When Steintorf wrote his report there were taluga will produce six feature
engaged in Japan, pictures and 26 sound shorts, it is re16 producers actively
distributors-exhibitors. ported here.
these
being
six
of
Among the features
This latter group owns 12 studios and is
"The Catacombs,"
are
scheduled
responsible for about three quarters of the
production. "Daughter df the King" and "Caesar
picture
total
motion
Japan's
The outstanding organization in the Japanese Augustus." The company has distriThis
industry is known as "Nikkatsu."
in Italy of product from
company operates in every branch of the bution rights
F.B.O., British International, Unifield.
It owns a number of large theaters,
produces, distributes, exhibits and imports.
versal, Warner, First National, P.D.C.
More than half of all the Japanese pro- and Educational.
ductions are based on classical dramas of
Washington

Yascha Bunchuk got over some real
showmanship at the Capitol with the
brass working overtime and some
acrobatic leadership that seemed to
go well with the crowd. The stage
show was quite entertaining, called
"The Yachting Party," with Dave
Schooler dressed in natty yachting
togs leading the boys on the deck of
a white floating palace that carried

Karalets of summer atmosphere.
vieff pulled a slick Russian tap that
had plenty of class and pep.
Nacy Decker tried a Helen

Then
Kane

with Schooler, but her voice lacked
She
the kid appeal and was forced.
was much better in "Rhapsody In
Blue," and should forget that anybody
told her she could do the kid stuff.
The Mutt and Jeff act of Rome and
It
Gtut was a real laugh number.
scored big. The Chester Hale Girls
were very natty in spiffy costumes,

lots of life

Formed in Paris
A new company, StudioParis
Films, has been formed to specialize

—

and

distribution

pictures. The company
has also secured for world distribution
pictures suitable for the Little Theaters groups.

color.

SPECTACULAR NUMBERS
at

spectacular

the

Roxy, both carrying a

light

The first was
Hours" from "La Giafeaturing Leonide Massine

summery atmosphere.
"Dance
conda,"

of the

—

stage.

Richmount
723 7th Avenue
D.

J.

Pict
Pictures

Inc.

MOUNTAN,

Nev York
New

City

Pre*

pXCLUSIVE

foreign
representatives for

Rayart Pictures Corporation
and other leading independent producersand distributors
Cable Addreu:
Cable Addreu:
Cable Address:

RICHPICSOC, Paria
DEEJAY, London

RICH PIC.

N.

Y.

Pommer

Ufa Sound Film

Berinoff and Eulalie, European adagio team, did some remarkable work
in plastique poses.
The other spectacle was "Melange Italienne," again
featuring Massine and Miss Bowman.

of Life" is in work at Neubabelsberg The backdrop showed an immense
under direction of Hanns Schwartz. head of a chef posed with a carving
Dita Parlo and Willy Fritsch have knife over a platter.
Tambourine
the leads.
and the Roxyettes
girls
danced,
came on for one of their colorful bits
in a gorgeous festival scene with conUfa Signs Bernhardt
Berlin— Kurt Bernhardt, director, fetti flying.
has signed a new Ufa contract and
has been assigned to direct one of
Standard
the three Joe May sound productions

the

VAUDEVILLE

company.

RCA

best in Motion Pictures

Starts

—

Erich Pommer's first
sound production for Ufa, "Melody
Berlin

for

Exporting only the

11 cents.

House

for Italian
Milan—The Regina recently inaugurated its sound policy with the comsound applete installation of

RCA

paratus.

for

Motion Picture Presentation

The FALLY
1S31

MARKUS

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Lackawanna 7876
BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY

,

SHOW

TRIED OUT

They

called the show "Garden of
at the Paramount, devised by
Boris Petroff. Paul Ash and his har-

Love"

monizers did their stuff from the pit,
and the rest of the principals who
participated in the stage presentation
we had to take on pure faith, for
Paramount issues no programs, and
this week even decided to dispense
with the usual courtesy sheet to the
pi ess which lists the names of the
specialty acts.
Probably it is just as
well, for there was nothing on the
bill to get wildly hectic about this

warm

weather.

The

showed

a futuristic garden
revolving centerpiece
which turned to reveal various blackout bits with a girl dressed to represent in turn a Spanish senorita, a
Russian, German, etc.
The idea is
that the strange man calls, gets his
wine, vodka or beer, hubby returns,
and the old hoke of the getaway.
Pretty flat, with the gags so old they
creaked along with the revolving
centerpiece. But that was nothing to

with

set

a

large

what happened later when the two
boy participants did some valudeburlesque wheezes that, if pulled in
Oshkosh, would have caused a race
riot, with the
theater management
racing from the riot. However, anygoes

numbers were used house.

and Patricia Bowman as the principal
dancers.
They were assisted by the
136 Theaters in Bulgaria
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY ballet corps in a series of dances and
There are approx- tableaux depicting the various hours,
Washington
imately 136 theaters in Bulgaria with with costumes that carried out the
seating capacities ranging from 300 to symbolism.
The background was
500 each, advises a report to the M. P. achieved with nothing but pastel
Division of the Dept. of Commerce. colorings, and was one of the most
Of this total, about 26 are located in beautiful effects yet seen on the Roxy
Sofia where the admission price is

from three to

1929

AT THE PARAMOUNT

thing

Two

of

Avant Garde

and

STAGKTWO

ROXY

Studio-Films Co.

production

BERG

AT CAPITOL

—

appear in four feature talkers to be
produced by George Banfield for the
company. The first will be started
next month.

S.

FLAT

and handled their numbers with snap
Bannerman For Four
London Margaret Bannerman has and lots of class. A short show, but
been signed by British Filmcraft to ii was snapped up to a fast close with

in

28,

Presentations

ANNUAL FILM OUTPUT SHORT BILL, HAMNONS SAYS

Washington Bureau of

for

Sunday, July

If

in

a

Broadway

you don't believe

picture
it,

pic-

ture the Paramount audience going
into convulsions over this one: "Oh,
Lord, I can't see." "What's the matter?" "My eyes are shut." Oh, well,
after that they had an adagio team
who did some acrobatic poses in good
form, followed by six gooffy tramps
burlesquing the classic dancers. Their
routine was repetitious but had the
best and only legitimate laughs of the
show. There were the precision dancing girls who were worth talking
about, but we don't know who they
were to talk about. Ash and his band
are still good. This new Paramount
guess-who-the-acts-are is
idea
of
quite a novelty, and we hope the cus-

tomers

like

it.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York

Phone Penn. 3580

City

A

SOUND FILM
for the

PRESENT
and

the

FUTURE
I_N THE early stages of the

Eastman

talkie era

scientists set

themselves to the task of evolving a special negative sound film.

They started from scratch. They studied the fundamental
requirements of sound recording film. They took into account
all the essential properties of such a film. They scientifically
measured the fidelity of the sound recorded with their experimental emulsions. They detected and eliminated inaccuracies
and distortions too minute for the ear to register. They arrived
at a final formula

— a definite achievement in the art of sound

....Eastman Reprotone Negative.

Designed

protone

is

the logical negative

Because of

sound recording, Re-

specifically, exclusively for

its

medium

for

sound at

inherent and complete Tightness

pace with the other factors in the industry.
today, but

if

the

demands of tomorrow

are

It

still

it

its best.

will

keep

was built

more exacting,

Eastman Reprotone will meet them.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

for

for the exhibitor not yet equipped
to

play

FOX MOVIETONE

FOX 34
has

SILE NT
PICTURES

for release in the year beginning August,
As a
tion

1929

concession to those exhibitors whose sound installa-

—silent prints of these

has been temporarily delayed

and singing features on the 1929-30
program of Fox Films are available:

sensational talking

In

Old Arizona
(already established as a box office maqnet)

Speakeasy

Lover Come Back
Morals (Charles Farrell)
Budapest
The Girl Who Wasn't Wanted
Conquistador

Thru Different Eyes
The Black Watch
(now playing Gaiety, N.

Y.,

City Girl (Charles Farrell)
Christina (Janet Gaynor)

at $2)

Frozen Justice (Lenore Ulric)
Gringa Rose (Lenore Ulric)
Lucky Star (Gaynor & Farrell
The Sky Hawk
The Holy Devil

The Passing of the Third Floor Back
It Might Have Happened
The Mad Musician

4 Devils

Listen to the

Big Time

Band
Black Diamond
Power House

(Janet Gaynor)

Salute

The
The
The
The
The

Lone Star Ranger
Well Dressed Man

The Bells of Toledo
The Meal Ticket

Cisco Kid

River
Girl

(Charles Farrell)

Incognito
Street Corners

From Havana

If you're not wired,

don't worry - wire

«et

and

** Silent 34 from

Pacemaker
for the

Industry

Revision of Score Charges Reported Passe d
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The Test
INSTRUCTIONS
J

*"

have been
In all exchange cenissued.
the branch manager,
ters,

cting as a court of mediation,
vill bend ear to complaints of
xhihitors, weigh the evidence
nd fix the amount of adjustment for subsequent attention
York.
f sales managers in

1929

Price 5 Cents

ADJUSTMENT FOR RELIEF OF
'LITTLE FELLOW PLANNED
Score charges, which in many cases have far exceeded
prices formerly paid by exhibitors for silent pictures and
against which there has been a nation-wide complaint, are
FILM
being scaled down for 1929-1930,

It has been established that
le small showman, hemmed in
y many financial spectres, must
lave immediate help if he is to
eep his head above water. The
Understanding is general that

THE

revision
considerations:

is

said to have been influenced

nielled.

accounts, distributors are in a position to adjust the tariff
for the individual theater.

Paramount, Fox, and M-G-M
Told to Aid 'Little Fellow'
PUBLIX SEEKS COMPLETE

;st.

In sounding the motivations of this
roup, the conclusion is only one:
'hat the promise is not an idle one
ut a serious-minded pledge to be
acked up to its reasonable limit
nth constructive, helpful action.

The

plan will be attacked; it is not
argue,
to foresee that.
owever, for a period of fair trial.
Hstributors know that their program
very broad, but their thought is
hat its very breadth is a healthful
ign. Rather than adhere meticulous/ to the latter of a formula they proose to inject enough laxity to take

We

ifficult

;

are

of

complex

situations

as

they

rise.

And

a Broad Policy

CONTROL OF BUTTERFIELD
Dickering for acquisition of complete control of the W. S. Butterfield
circuit of theaters hi Michigan is beCol.
York.
ing continued in
Butterfield, called to New York a

New

week

ago,

is

still

negotiating

with

Tnere are slightly
more than 80 Michigan theaters in
Publix
the

officials.

Butterfield

chain.

Publix

is

being

regarded

on Page

object to that.

KANN

with sales managers insisting

small showman was

the
a break.

A

highlight of

all

entitled

three

to

with

chine

Co.

before

(Continued

trial

on

in

Page

an
8)

action

Under

the

new

plan

on

(Continued

Page

of

action,

8)

EXHIBITORSMAYSWITCH

NEWSREEUONTRACTS

meetings

little

that

relief

must be forthcoming

if

R-K-0 Shows Six Month
Profit

Over $500,000

Radio-Kei th-Orpheum

Corp. and
earnings for

report of
quarter ending June

subsidiaries

30
the second
the
for
and
$26,355,
fit
of
pro
shows a
six months period ending June 30

earnings

$630569.17.

of

Circuit, Inc

Orpheum

and subsidiaries report
months ended June 30 a

.,

for the six
net loss of $317,444.49.

scheduled tomorrow.

which

is

silent,

is

The new

reel,

a combination of

Newsreel and M-G-M
produced
by the Hearst
News, both

International

of the plight of "the
fellow" with the sessions agreed

8)

They will be wary, but they are
ommitted to a policy of fairness,
Decision Reserved to Check
"hey will adjust where the need ex*ts
and that is practically every- Books in Projector Action
where.
But they likewise will be on
Judge Cotillo in Special Term of
uard for fast plays in which a cer- the Supreme Court in New York has
ain type of exhibitor indulges. The reserved
application
on
decision
quare shooter is slated for relief; the made by Henry M. Behre to exam>ther fellow, a door slammed in his ine the books of the Precision Ma-

Nobody can

tions,

—

to

At the sessions, it was agreed that
given
to
should
be
adjustments
This is an
"oversold" exhibitors.
emergency plan, with committees of
both distributors and exhibitors continuing to function in an effort to
provide permanent relief.

who have contracts
Exhibitors
lend their best efforts to a solution still in force for International Newsreel, will have the option of comof the current problem.
the agreements with M-G-M
pleting
sitLeniency in dealing with the
M-G-M International
securing
and
uation confronting the small exhibissue of which is
first
Newsreel,
conventhree
itor was urged at all

such exhibitors are to survive.

Milwaukee Reported swing of the
Butterfield circuit of Michigan houses
{Continued

ace.

Break for "the little fellow" in
combating high overhead caused by
the sound picture development, was
first assured at the Paramount, MG-M and Fox sales conventions
when managers were instructed to

was discussions

Deal Expected to Speed
Mich. Invasion by Fox

in-

agreement reached between distributors and exhibitor members of the
anti-Myers group, culminating ten
days of conferences in New York.

sary.

Serious Pledge

with branch managers

structed "to bend every effort" to alleviate the situation.
The campaign for relief follows

First, because the serious economic situation confronting small exhibitors particularly makes adjustments neces-

Secondly, because as more theaters are wired and
quotas are consequently spread over a greater number of

have promised to do
Their pledge is not a
share.
ght one. The word is being flashed
round the country that the desire to
lleviate business suffering is sincere.
Exhibitors will and should take the
romise for what it is and, as a conequence, it is on distributors that
he eyes of an entire industry will

for speedy relief for unafexhibitors in the sound situation are being put into effect by disfiliated

by two

omic disturbances of industryproportions are to be
wide

Distributors

Moves

DAILY

tributors,

The

must be immediate,
widespread and telling if eco-

icir

quests for Help

learns.

relief

A

Branch Managers to Pass
Upon Showmen's Re-

Revising Scale of Score Charges

New

uch

29,

organization.

Heywood-Wakefield Now
Operating at a Profit
.

Boston— Net

of

and

all

preciation

$26,565 after deother charges is

reported for the six months ended
Co.,
June 30 by Heywood-Wakefield
(Continued from Page 2)

Mt. Vernon Gets Sunday
Shows When Veto is Late

111.— Sunday shows
here when counlegal
declared
were
that Mayor H.
sel for the city ruled
ordiSwift had not vetoed the
which
shows
Sunday
nance permitting

Mount Vernon,

M

(Continued from Page 2)
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only one addition to the big-time attractions on Broadway, that being
productions, which opens Tuesday evening
Girl," the first of the
Globe.
"Bulldog Drummond" closed at the Apollo after a run which

is

RKO

at the
started May 2.

Price 5 Cents

July 30

Picture

Distributor

Theater

Opening Date

"Broadway Melody"
"The Black Watch"
"On With the Show"
"The Four Feathers"
"Drag"

M-G-M

Astor
Gaiety

Feb.

PUBLISHER

Published daily except Saturday and holidays
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y. and
copyright (1929) by Wid's Films and Film
Folk, Inc.
W. Alicoate, President and
J.
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann, Vice-President
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer,
Business and Advertising Manager. Entered
as second class matter, May 21, 1918, at the
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the act
Terms (Postage free)
of March 3, 1879.
United States outside of Greater New York
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
Subscribers should
Foreign, $15.00.
$3.00.
Address all communicaremit with order.
at

.

May
May

Warner
Rivoli

Universal

Colony
Globe

July

Rialto

July 20

Universal

"Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu".
.Para
"Smiling Irish Eyes"
First National.
.

.

.

RKO

.

.

(silent).

Aug.
Aug.

1

6

First

—

—

—

1

News

High

Low

Seat

*Con. Fm. Ind. pfd

was passed July
had expired

veto

*do

IWA
57%
93%

Inc

*M-G-M
*M.

88

A-O

*Keith
do pfd
Loew's,
do pfd

pfd

Cap
Para. F-L
Pathe Exch

8%

87%

'366
'166
100
100

do "A"

8

36%
57%

56%

CURB MARKET
...
5% 5%

Prod.

& Katz

*Bal.

63%

200
700

8%

•Columbia

57

Proj
do deb.
Nat. Scr. Ser
Nat. Thea. Sup.

32

Intern.

Loew

24%
31

166

31%

4,300

25
.

23

10%

Trans-Lux

23

23

10%

10%

300
100

19

a

BOND MARKET

86
A-O 6s 46
105% 105% 105%
Loew 6s 41ww

Paramount
Par.

47..

6s

By. 5%s51..
7s37

Pathe

97

93
97

93
97

98%

98%

98%
69%

x-war... 93

41

CURB BONDS

York.

Theater Company Formed
Goodstein has formed the
I.
Mutual Modern Providence Co. to
operate theaters.
capitalized at 200 shares of

common

stock.

NATIONAL

....
,

....

SCREEN

SERVICE

.

•LAST PRICE QUOTED

asSllENT

For Famous Canadian

— A new

1,038 seat

it

with

Fox Metropolitan Gets

2

4.6
last

More

Acquisition of the Plaza in Englewood, N. J., and the Great Neck
Playhouse in Great Neck, L. I., has
been announced by Joe Leo, president of Fox Metropolitan Playhouses.
The latter is being operated as a
stock house under direction of Louis
F.

Songs"

(sound).

Bloom Promoted
until now in

Werba.

charge

of publicity for Irving Berlin, Inc.,
today assumes duties as general sales
manager, succeeding Harry Engle.
Bloom has been in the music publishing business for about 15 years,
a number of which were spent with
the
Berlin
organization
theme songs are now a specialty.
Current numbers include "Evangeline," "Beautiful" featured in "Melody Lane"; "End of the Road" from
"Hallelujah" and "One Sweet Kiss"

where

from "Say

It

with Songs," new

Jol-

son picture.
Hill

Buys Pulaski House

Pulaski, Tenn.— M. Hill, of the
Strand, Tullahoma, has purchased
the Best.

Ten Best Directors
1928-1929

of

Directors and Their Work
Scenarists and Their Work

Film Titlers and Their Work
Sound and Silent Producers
Players and Their Work
Directors' Biographies
Film Editors and Their

Work

Original Titles of Books
Distributors Addresses

Cameramen and Their Work

198

25
27
Roxy "A"
30
28
do units
3
2%
do com
40
Skouras Bros. ..33
81
78
•Technicolor
10
5
United Art
75
65
do pfd
2
com.
Univ. Ch.
85
75
do pfd

Gait, Ont.

a

The company was

OVER THE COUNTER

New House

Terry, wife of
reported a partner

86

•Am. Seat. 6s 36
•Warner 6%s 28

.

is

J.

•Keith
6s

— Alice

Franco-American film alliance
made to produce French films on the
Corniglion Molinier, French
Riviera.
associate of Miss Terry now is in
New York. Ingram, is to aid in proMiss Terry now is in New
duction.

in

27%
.

government.

Rex Ingram,

1%

rts

the city council with their
demands, several ministers are circulating petitions seeking the establishment of a commission form of

Nice, France

24%

Sunday on
Having failed to

2,900

2%

Fox Thea. "A"... 2'4%
•Griffith, D.W. "A"

community.

element

are behind

2,000

34%
21%

Con. Fm. Ind
Film Insp

— Reform

impress

52%

5%

111.

of certain churches here
a drive to force "blue"

Franco-American Firm
Includes Alice Terry

78

Pets

Univ. Pict
•do pfd

'800

365%
40

98%

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros
pfd

36%

Yemm

this

17%

Radio-K-O-A
Stanley Co

Acoustic

63%

the blue issue over it is seen as certain that the $250,000 house contem& Hayes will
plated by Reed,
be constructed.

Charleston,
3,i66

51

64%

claimed. Churches put up a

fight against

Sales

40
114^ 11454
57
5654
93% 93'A
25

87}4

P.

*do

Close
33
25 Va,

128

pfd

Fox Fm. "A"

it is

The time for
when the mayor

1.

manufacturer of chairs. This compares with net loss of $247,953 in the
corresponding period of 1928. Sales

for the period show increase of
Sunday shows and per cent over the same period
depended on the mayor to nullify the vear.
With
action of the City Council.

203% 199^ 200

Kodak

East.

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

hard

*Am.

"Say

Sound

July 30

Mt. Vernon Gets Sunday Heywood-Wakefield Now
Operating at a Profit
Shows When Veto is Late

acted,

(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDA Y)
STOCK MARKET

Paramount

Ben Bloom,

—

Financial

of

of

Warner, N. Y.
Aug. 7 Golf tournament of exhibitors and
exchangemen at Seattle.
Aug. 14 Opening of "The Hollywood Revue" at the Astor, N. Y.
Sept. 28
First issue of Hearst Metrotone

July 23

Globe

issue

News.
Opening
at the

July 15

Central

First

22

June 12
June 20
June 20

Criterion

of
"Street Girl" at the
Globe, N. Y.
issue of Universal Newsreel

July 31

29

Paramount

"Melody Lane"

Girl"

.

First National ....

"Thunderbolt"
"Show Boat"

"Street

Winter Garden.

International

(silent).

Opening

8

THE

FILM DAILY, 1650 Broad
to
Phone Circle 4736
way, New York, N. Y.
Filmday,
4737-4738-4739.
Cable address:
Ralph
California
Hollywood,
New York.
Phone Granite
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd.
The
Fredman,
Ernest
London
W.
6607.
St.,
Wardour
W.
Renter,
89 91
Film
Berlin
Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
I.
Paris
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
P. A. Harle,
La Cinematographie Francaise, Rue de la
Cour-des-Noues, 19.
tions

do

Fox
Warner
Paramount

M-G-M

First issue of

Newsreel
JOHN W. ALICOATE

1929

29,

The Industry's
Date Book

The Broadway Parade
THERE
"Street

Vol.

Monday, July

—

All Features of

The 1929 Directors 9 Annual
and

house

costing approximately $150,000 is now
under construction for Famous PlayMurray Brown of Toroners Corp.
to prepared the plans.

—

Dialogue Writers Their Work
Studios Their Personnel
A Directory for Directors

lit'

Production Guide
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THE

FIRST GREAT

<*$?

AIL TALKI N G ROAD

SHOW ATTRACTION of
COLUMBIA'S

>

1929-1930

i

t

•

MIGHTY

R<

JHOW ATTRACTION

EAT AMERICAN Fn, C OPTH

%SS

/

/

/L

s
./^

JACK. HOLT

UP

^^
S ^

7S

i&AxJg

s ,4Lf

I
/

.RALPH GJRAVESi

55*. R.

An

All-Talking Sensation

FLIGHT

is a picture such as you get once in a lifetime! . . .Words
describe the sweep, breadth and immensity of this powerful
drama of the air . . . Made with the full co-operation of the Flying
Division of the U. S. Marine Corps.
Thrilling and never-to-beforgotten scenes of daring and heroism above the clouds.
Jack
Holt and Ralph Graves
the
take
to
the pals of SUBMARINE
air and give the greatest characterizations of their careers in the
first all-talking picture of its kind.
FRANK R. CAPRA, Director,
has made of FLIGHT a greater audience picture by far than
SUBMARINE . . . Underlying the major action is a love
romance that will reach right into your heart.

fail to

^

—

—

^

H

Story by RALPH

A
V-*

GRAVES

FRANK

Dialogue by

R.

CAPRA

FRANK R. CAPRA
»».»<

Production

PROSPER WITH COLUMBIA
i

MIGHTY
ROADSHOWS

!

MIGHTY
SPECIALS
"Sweethearts on Parade'*

"Murder on the Roof"
"Broadway Scandals"

"The Melody Man"
"For Love O'

Lill"

"The Soul Kiss"
"The Squealer"

j

"Hell's Island"

V&*

\s*&

Sj5
H

AKER

fi

S°»C OF
tOVB

TREMENDOUS
"PROFIT"

PICTURES

»»

"Sisters"

"Vengeance"
"Personality"

"Wall Street"
"Temptation"

^^

,

Sensational

B^^Q
Broads

"Paris Nights"

Succ-s

"Mexicali Rose"

"Jazz Daughters"

"Borrowed Love"
01

"Private Property"

« rAPBA

Columbia's forthcoming announcement will give yoiji ft
details of the productions contained in the sensational

"PROSPERITY GROUP"

"The Black Sheep"
"Ladies Must Play"
"Around the Corner"
"Prince of Diamonds"
"Last of the Lone Wolf"

for 1929-1930

26 Screen Snapshots

26 Krazy Kat Cartoons

26

Only Talking Short Subject of Its Kind!
Famous screen personalities Heard as well as
Seen while at work and play!

The

Outstanding group of

hilarious high spot on the programs or
the finest first-run theatres. Greater than ever

with music, sound and

effects!

Gems

Columbia -Victor
De Luxe

All -Talking

Shorts, featuring big names from
of popular entertainment.

riun

f

all

fields

Prfss

Inc.

IHUMMB
1929

londay, July 29,
I

AND

Along The Rialto

THAT'S
y

Phil

DALY

By PHIL M.

JE PRIDE

MAYBE
son"

ourselves on our in-

department.
What
is to have some voice
the phone inquire about a proiction being made by the concern
formation
u'es us a kick

h

lis,"

oor

;

|!W.

decided that
*

over carefully,

it

must

*

be.

York

*

Theme Song
"Melody Lane,
torn

You're a Detour
*

*

*

What's

the

similarity

Ipvietone cameraman
email?
They're both shooting

sound.

rt

a love

game.
*

Dear
rider,

but

play,

*

Phil:

and

I

*

I'm a
spend

"Satevepost"
evenings

44

*

I

have seen more

sight into

human

lives

motion pictures produced

*

than

I

have seen

1

tell

true
THE
shows

reason of dying road
can be charged to the

Theatrical

*

and

in-

THE FOREMOST
EXPONENT
OF HORSEBACK RIDING IN THE
V>

filthy

and broken

come."

they'll

what killed the show
That was when the
moving picture people began to
business.

H.

HAYS

palaces

build

ff

to

attract

the

The younger

generation
grew up without stepping inside

masses.

legitimate theater.

They

fol-

lowed the crowd to the cheaper
and more attractive houses.
Arthur Hammerstein in
"The Quill"

in

Directors'

—

Annual and Production Guide

INDUSTRY?

NONE
OTHER
THAN

nate burkan

1

Industry Statistics
By JAMES

Who ?

.

in

when

—

in the

combined.

The Film Daily

—

No.

IS

to

*

er."

WHO

began

legitimate theaters
needed renovation, new portals
and fresh decorations
when
those who controlled road show
theaters replied to our complaints
with the shop-worn alibi: "Don't
worry! Give us good shows and

a

Famous Film Conversations
it in half and I'll make yuh'n

i

torn

seats,

"Cut

Who's

business

when women found their evening gowns were being ruined
die

llitor.
*

as much as to
pictures. * * *

managers

theater

moving

few years

in the last

WILL

you

know

more

and human motives,

in all the other arts

ear Gus: Let grandma read the
tUcs, and send your mother-in-law
the pictures.
They'll
tery thing you need to

real beauty,

*

That's

—

*

Personally

*

Blames Dying Roadshows on
Films and "Legit" Lethargy

my

riding
Carl
Laemmle's straightf>m-the-shoulder-talks and I have
time left to see the Universal
[•tures he talks about.
If I can't
sj;
the pictures, what's the sense of
riding the talks?
Yet if I don't
rid the talks that explain the pieties, what's the sense in seeing the
Iftures?
Anxious Gus.

hospipro-

—

*

A

squeeze

the

assertion that the film is the most
valuable means to reduce nerve
tension that has arisen since the
world speeded up its present
hectic pace.
Cecil B. De Mille

Congrats

sales.

than

The cinema has

*

a big statement to
claim lifesaving powers for a strip
of celluloid, but I stand on the

of 1929," at Grauman's Chinese, L.
in the
present squabble on the Coast between Equity and producers,
various players are reported reverting to pig latin, to deceive
informers
Who ever said they oppedstay?

Definitions

MERGER — A

*

down.
It seems

Frank Whitbeck is doing a pip of a job in editing "Now,"
Fox West ("oast house organ, as well as heading advertising
and publicity
Boy, what a hit Pete Smith made with
the Living Billboard Girls gag, for "The Hollywood Revue

between a
and a film

*

*

*

head RCA-Photophone

*

shows have saved

lives

quire the gentle and amusing
coercion of a "show" to let them

"Billy" Ferguson of Emgeem made a real investment
some years ago when he bought a parcel on the Jersey
side of the new Hudson River bridge

Main Highway."

the

to

more

vided an outlet for the nervous
tension of thousands of business
men who won't play and who re-

The
the Bremen on its record trans-Atlantic
crossing certainly got a big hand in film circles, which
buzzed with the event
It's getting so some of the
boys, who can get by with such things, will be week-ending
on the other side
Syd Abel, who had a long executive career with Fox, has quit the brokerage business in New

MUST

\\'ve

to

arrival of

RCA

it

trip

side, as

and hubby John Gilbert

score of light airy-fairy Viennese
risic to the roaring thunder of Niagli.
And when we had finished, the
lice on the
wire said, after
t;
manner of those famous-lastMrders: "I guess that
be the

Thinking

PICTURE
*•

witness the announcement of the Ideal and Kinemas, Ltd.,
deals
Benjamin Glazer is en route to Europe on a
special mission for Joe (Pathe) Kennedy, as are Ina Claire

f

ture."

Films Invaluable as a Means

To Reduce Nervous Tension

tals

RKO

Joseph I. Schnitzer,
boss, is on his first
England, but he's making things hum on the other

explained
irefully that the party's own organi;:ion,
RCA, had taken over the
<n, and had synchronized a beauti-

j

"For No Good Reacolyum will make a stab
and maybe some news. It

read,
this

for contribs
Everyone's welto send in patter, so come on, help make it a pillar
of something or other.

We

it.

Jr.

come

inquire
about "Niagara
a special one-reeler made by
with the third-dimension in
The voice wanted to know

4o was handling

Digest of
Current Opinion

forum

to

1

should

at reporting gossip of fillum folk

works for. For instance,
other day a voice from RCA

died

flag

M. Daly,

Anyway,

also will offer a

inquirer

.

the

—©—
A

with

THAT

Timely Topics

P.

Statistical Editor,

No.

1

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

CUNNINGHAM
The Film Daily

sTHE*
7Ae NEWSPAPER

Twenty-thousand people are need- hibitors negotiate 500,000 individual e/FILMDOM
ed to operate the physical distribu- contracts yearly, involving $200,000,necessitate the
system employed in the United 000. These contracts
Lois Weber and William S. Hart
use of 150 000 prints annually on feaStates.
Supplying film to theaters
by Famous Players.
signed
tures alone, based on 750 releases a
*
*
#
is by no means a small task when
prints
200
of
average
an
year, and
the fact is considered that $40,000,- on each production. The latter total
Anti-advance deposit bill killed by
000 worth of films are sent to ex- varies from 150 to 350.
governor's veto in Pennsylvania.
*
*
*
*
*
*
hibitors every day, of which 60 per
tion

Sixty-eight per-cent of all extras
cent is shipped via rail.
In five years, fire damage while in placed in Hollywood are men; 28
transit totaled less than $450, caused per-cent are women and 4 per-cent
by five fires.
Distributors and ex- children.

Louis B. Mayer disposing of his
theaters and other Eastern interests
to become a producer.

THE
Monday, July

8

Hollywood Happenings

RELIEF OF LinLE FELLOW
{Continued from Page 1)
will be more leniency

on ad-

justments than heretofore has existThe new order
ed, distributors say.
will not open the door for wholesale
reductions to any and all exhibitors,
but will offer an "out" to exhibitors
saddled with too high film rentals,
it is pointed out.

Branch managers are being instructed to immediately hear requests

EQUITY CARNIVAL

IS

SLATED FOR AUG. 3

A

Little
from
By

The
held

Actors' Equity Carnival will be
on afternoon and evening of

Aug.

3.

it

Lots >t

RALPH WILK

Hollywood

"DELMER DAVES

is

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Apollo "Bulldog Drummond"
Astor "Broadway Melody"
Cameo "In Old Siberia"
Capitol— "The Single Standard"
Carnegie "Xana"
Central
"Smiling Irish Eyes"
Colony "Show Boat"
Criterion
"Four Feathers"
Sth Ave.
"Quo Vadis"
55th St.
"The Fight for Matterhorn"
Gaiety— "The Black Watch"
Globe "Street Girl"

Loews New York

college
He is co-

coanuts;"

its

contract

in

December, George

1925.

Arliss.
Henry Carvill is one
of the players just signed and Shayle

Gardner

Publix Seeks Complete
Control of Butterfield

is

val; George Davis
chatting at

McCoy

and Ruby
M-G-M.

another.

Wallis,

I

Friday,
"New (Orleans" ar
of the Condemned;" Satu'

"The Legion

day,
"Eternal
Love" and "The B'
Squawk;" Sunday, "Father and Son."
Mark Strand "Noah's Ark"
Paramount "River of Romance"
Rialto
"Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu"

—

—

Rivoh

—

— "Evangeline"
—

Warners "Drag"
Winter Garden— "On With

the

Show"

Short Shots from
New York Studios

More

RKO

—

Monday, "The Trial
Mary Dugan;" Tuesday, "Two Men and
Maid
and "The Riding Demon;" Wei
nesday, "Protection;" Thursday "The
C

the

which they will
Many affairs will be staged on
authority at M-G-M.
submit recommendations to their re- the eight floors of the beach .Mub,
author of "College Life," which was
spective home offices.
including six star boxing exhibitions directed by Sam Wood,
and is now
by Ace Hudkins, Dave Snell, Paul writing another original, "Alma MaCheck
Delaney, Georges Carpentier.
Sev- ter," in collaboration with Ann Price.
Decision Reserved to
orchestras will furnish dance He was president of the 1926 class
Books in Projector Action eral
music.
at Stanford and entered pictures as
(Continued from Page 1)
In all there will be about 350 acts, a member of
brought by Behre to recover $1,000,James Cruze's producHe also acted a college
000 as royalties accruing under a besides side shows and beach sights. tion staff.
contract by which it is alleged Fran- May Murray, Irene Bordoni, Joe E. role in "The Duke Steps Out."
Brown, Ben Lyon, Sam Hardy will
*
*
*
cis B. Cannock and Edwin S. Porter,
appear.
Prepatentees, granted a license to
The benefit show recently given
cision to manufacture projection mafor the Beverly Hills Masonic Buildchines which subsequently became Warners Casting Office
ing association showed a net profit
known as the Simplex projector.
It was arranged by
of $15,000.
Signs
Players Charles
It was alleged in court that the
B7~abin. Benny Rubin acted
Julanne Johnston, Ivan Simpson as master of ceremonies.
contract between Porter, Cannock
and the company was entered into and Otto Matieson have joined the
*
*
*
of
principals
in
"Golden
in 1913 and provided that the com- line-up
The
list of press agents who are
pany was to pay to the patentees 16 Dawn," color Vitaphone picture star- writing plays and fiction
is growing.
per cent of all amounts received by ring Walter Woolf.
Hy
Haab, of course, is remembered
and
machines
patented
"Tiger
the
Rose,"
David Belasco for his
it for sale of
work on "Ringside," while
The affidavits on file purport stage play with Monte Blue and Sam Warshawsky, also of the
parts.
paid
were
royalties
Lupe
the
Velez,
will
have
Heinie
Conkthat
to show
publicity department, has tossed off
up to June, 1914, and not since that lin and Slim Summerville in its cast. a play. Paula Gould, formerly with
opposed
was
application
Selection
of
players
for
"She
The
time.
RKO, has written a play, as did
on the ground that company records Couldn't Say No" starring Winnie Arthur Brilant.
disclose
that
to
and
confidential
Lightner
also
has
Sally
been
started.
were
*
*
*
them would prove detrimental to its Eilers and Louise Beavers have been
Our
Passing
Show: Sam
interests and to those of its successor, chosen.
Hardy checking ticket sales
Two additions were made in the
the International Projector Corp., to
for the Actors' Equity carniwhich Precision is said to have as- last few days to "Disraeli" starring
for adjustments after

signed

192

3

Coast Wire Service'

PLAN ADJUSTMENT FOR

there

29,

iBy

ARTHUR

TOM HOWARD
*•

Paramount

W.

EDDY^^

dropped

int.

the

other day, o
days, to make another dialogue short
"The Spy," which Monty Brice di
rected.

Larry

Williams

had

th

pleasure of focusing his camera oi
such excellent support as Ruth How
ard, who played with her father
the first short; Eric Newman, Char
lotte Terry, Terry Carroll and Nell;
Savage, who did more of her w. k
ii

vamping.

Roland Mader, for some time sec
retary to Walter Wanger, has beet
appointed assistant to John Finger
lin,
executive studio manager a
Paramount's Long Island plant.

Baker F. N. Heads

Author at Studio
During Rockett's Illness S. C. Chapman has completed worl
Mildred
Cram, author of "The
(Continued from Page 1)
in
watching
Feeder,"
is
Hollywood
Al
Rockett, general manager of as sound director on "The Ga?
keen interest here. Some time ago.
Lady," Paramount talker. He workei
Fox Midwesco made known its in- her story take talking picture dimen- the First National studio is under in a similar capacity on "The Let
sions
as
"Behind
the
Make-Up"
at
doctor's
care
and
faces
long
a
period
tention of invading the upper peninParamount under directorship of of rest before resuming the helm at ter," "Gentlemen of the Press," "Tin
sula of Michigan where Butterfield
Cocoanuts" and "The Lady Lies."
Should the Pub- Robert Milton. Hal Skelly, William the plant. In the interim, Hal Walalso is expanding.
Powell,
Fay Wray and Kay Francis lis, studio manager, and C. Graham
lix deal go through, quick action on
are the leads.
Baker, head of the story department,
the part of the Fox Midwesco chain
After a picture-making tour U
are in charge.
Staunton, Va., Sol Midwall is grind
Is expected.
"U" Signs Stage Director
ing a co.mera at Paramount.
Edward Clark Lilley, New York Three Writers Added to F. N. Staff
Glazer
Make a Talker stage director, has been signed by
Three new staff writers have been
Route Universal on a long term contract. signed
in Spain;
From Pathe Sound Studios come:
under long-term contracts by
A Spanish talker to be made in Spain
First National- Vitaphone.
They
are announcement of the completion oj
Geraghty With Fox
with native players may be produced
Ray Harris, Howard Emmet Rogers three more comedies which an
Tom Geraghty has been signed by and
by Benjamin Glazer who sailed on
Edward Quayle. Harris has been "Fancy That," "Fifty Miles front
He will have a roving com- assigned
Two
the He de France for Europe late Fox.
prepare
"The Jazz Broadway" and "Rubeville."
to
theatrical
Charlie Chaplin is inter- mission visiting various
last week.
Queen," which will star Dorothy more shorts are scheduled for proested in the story and in supplying producing centers in search of suit- Mackaill.
Rogers is working on duction within a few days.
finances, according to Glazer whose able material.
"The Forward Pass," and "No, No,
trip will last several months.
Nanette"
Quayle soon will be asDorothy Cumming, who is probMoore Film Nears Completion
signed.
ably best remembered for her char- 1
Liberty Amusement Co. Formed
"Footlights and Fools," First Naacterization of the Mother of Jesu ;H
Cumberland, Md.
Thomas H. tional production starring Colleen
Columbia Signs Brown
in "The King of Kings," is playing i
Burke and William A. Huster of this Moore, is nearing completion.
city and Julian Brylawski of WashJohnny Alack Brown has been a part in "Applause" at Paramount: I
ington, are incorporators of the Libsigned for the romantic lead in "Hur- Technical advice on the convent seEngaged for "Mister Antonio"
erty Amusement Co. recently formed
Viola Louie has been engaged to ricane," for Columbia. The story is quence is being furnished by Rev
here with a capitalization of $50,000. play for the Tiffany-Sahl production by Norman Springer.
Hobart Bos- Fr. Edward J. Brophy, pastor oj
The company will operate theaters "Mister Antonio," starring Leo Car- worth is star and Ralph Ince direc- the Long Island City Roman Cathand other places of amusement.
olic parish.
tor.
rillo and Virginia Valli.

May

Now En

—

|

Bromheads Withdraw from Gaumont British Firm

MX THE

KfeHEWSPAPER
>/" FILM

XLIX

OL.

"We

NEWS
ALL THE TIME

DOM
Tuesday, July

No. 25

have never deliberate-

any exhibino matter how small," said
Sam E. Morris yesterday in
discussing steps taken by Warly set out to hurt

30,

1929

Price 5 Cents

AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR
NOT TO ACT IN EQUITY FIGHT

tor,

ners to better the conditions
of theater operators who are
experiencing economic pressure
because of sound overhead.

9

Statement Scheduled Friday

nters.

surveying conditions and
adjustments in contracts in

effort to relieve the current situa-

l

on confronting

exhibitors as
result of the introduction of sound,
his company is
n outlining what
;>iiiK, Sam
E. Morris, vice-president
(Continued on Page 10)

IARRY

OF

SALES

IN

With

jurisdiction over the western
of the United States, including
I branches,
Harry Taylor, for the
st year Middle West division manner for Universal, has been made an
distant sales manager, with headin

New

York.
M. Van
manager, made

raag, general sales

appointment.
The eastern half
United States, embracing 22
^changes, remains under jurisdiction
Ted Schlanger, the company's
le

f

on Friday.

last

Some time ago, the colonel declared that he would withdraw from
the company which controls the larg(Continued on Page 10)

warners1e¥dered to

WEST

alf

Liarters

as well as that of his brother, R. C.
Bromhead, will be made at a meeting

over

ft.

ponding period

TAYLOR NAMED HEAD

T

—

the corresyear, according to the M. P. Division
of the Dept. of Commerce. Increased demand for positive
prints in Europe accounted for
Total
the rise, it is stated.
value of the prints exported
was $3,331,022, as compared
with $3,218,506 last year.

9,058,285

many

the

f

assistant sales manager, who
so has jurisdiction over the Canaian offices, which are under general
lanagement erf Clair Hague at Tornto.
Establishment of a western
ales head in New York is a new
iove for Universal.
ther

Expansion in Wisconsin

Planned by "U" Chain
New York

for
conference with the home office ofcials regarding the film buying for
is
circuit.
He will return to Mil-

aukee within a few days.
Louis Cohen, real estate chief for
U" will accompany Meyer to Mil/aukee to investigate a number of
Visconsin situations that will fit in
,'ith
Universal's expansion plans in
hat

territory.

strikes,

locally
ton.

it

is

pointed out, are arranged

and not called from Washing-

—

Mediation of the
Washington
Equity shop dispute has been requested by both sides, and representatives
of the Dept. of Labor now are at
Los Angeles trying to negotiate a
settlement.

appear jnjequ1ty suit PUBL1X DICKERING TOR

IOWA UNIT STATES BELIEF

West

Coast

Bureau,

Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY

—Warners

been

have

instructed to appear Aug. 5 to

NEW CONTRACT

—

Des Moines Iowa's Exhibitor association, in withdrawing from arbitration at its convention here, declared its belief that the standard
form of contract is illegal in the state.

The Iowa

unit

wants

a

new form

of

contract and an arbitration board "entirely separated from the New York

producers and distributors.
The convention unanimously
endorsed the Brookhart bill, and
agreed to assist the senator in securing enactment of the measure.

they

should

not

be

re-

Equity.

offices of the

Iowa Exhibitors Move

—

Washington Iowa exhibitors have
withdrawn from arbitration, states an
announcement by Allied States Ass'n.
The action was taken July 22 and 23
Iowa is
at meetings at Des Moines.

William Fox Continuing
Convalescence at Home
Woodmere,

L.

I.— William Fox

is

continuing his convalescence at the
Fox estate here. He was discharged
from the Nassau Hospital, Mineola,

on

He walked from

Sunday.

hospital

to

a

car

and drove

to

the
the

estate.

McKay

Reenters Field as
Head of His Own Company

International M. P. Distributing
Allied also an- Corp., which aims to function as an
nounced affiliation of the Rocky international distributor, has been inMountain states exhibitors, embrac- corporated with 500,000 shares of no
an
ing Colorado, Wyoming, New Mex- par value stocks and has opened
McKay,
W.
John
Hills
York.
office in New
Nebraska and the Black
ico,
(Continued on Page 10)
region of South Dakota.
a

unit

of

Allied.

G-B MASSACHUSETTS CHAIN

show

why
Conferences now are under way in
strained from employing Tully MarYork between Publix officials
New
shall on a contract other than the
and
the G-B Theaters Corp., which
Equity Shop agreement. The action operates 21 theaters throughout Masa test case brought by Actors'
is
sachusetts and New York. No deal
Equity Ass'n, to determine whether has as yet been closed, states Sam
membership in Equity does not make Dembow, vice president of Publix.
compulsory the obeying of its rules Theaters in the group are: Elms,
and regulations. Meanwhile, a num(Continued on Page 10)
ber of other suits are planned by
cause

ILLEGAL

to Quit Arbitrating
Fred Meyer, general manager of
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ie Milwaukee Theater Circuit, Uniersal subsidiary, is in

—

—

THE FILM DAILY
Washington
Exports of
American films for the first
six months of 1929 increased

Wash. Bur. of

Strikes Matter
of Local Determination
Under Policy

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington
The American FedLondon (By Wireless) Col A. C.
Bromhead has made good his threat eration of Labor does not mediate
to resign from Gaumont British. Of- strikes, so Actors' Equity Ass'n will
Sympathy
ficial announcement of his withdrawal handle its situation alone.

Exports Rise

Six Warner men are being mainined in the field, visiting exchange

naking

Sympathy

Bromheads Resignation and

Publix Reported After
Another Portland Stand

—

Portland
strengthening

Publix

is

reported

here
position
through a deal for the Heilig, legitiUnder the plan, the
mate house.
(Continued on Page 10)
its

Conn. Race Seen
New

Haven, Conn.—-Regard-

less of the various denials, this
territory is looking for a battle
royal in the theater field during
the next year. Publix, Fox and
Warners are expected to furnish
fire works in the race for

the

in Connecticut. Various deals for existing circuits
have been reported and denied.

dominance

THE

s^

DAILY

"Sid" Meyer Returning
to
to Fox in Theater Dept.
Capital
Add $30,000,000
Atlanta — Sidney Meyer, who has
Eastman Kodak stockholders are

Eastman Kodak
M|jLiii
D^IL^

be offered rights to subscribe to

to

one additional share
VoLXL v

No.

Price 5 Cents

Tuesday, July 30, 1929

25

$150

for

everv

of

common

at

held

as

shares

ten

Aug. 30.
Based on current values, the rights
are worth approximately $4.80.
of
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THE

—

The company

—

of about $30,000,000 as a result
At present there are
the plan.
shares outstanding of a
2,056,219
total authorized issue of 2,500,000
If all rights are exercised
shares.
205,621 additional shares will be outStanding.
No announcement was made as to
what will be done with the additional
funds as a result of the plan. At the
end of last year the company had a
net working capital of §50,767,500.

Film Fire
Milan, Tenn.

—

when

reels of film,
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facing his
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competition
E.

in

many

McGuire, former

operator of the Criterion, who has reSales opened the old house, which he sold
1,000
Lowe, and which Lowe later aban400 to
on completion of the Milan.
doned
11.400

High

pfd

film blaze cost

in

fire

months from

*do

A

Milan

approximately $450 plus loss of seven

is

Con. Fm.

at

Loew*s Milan here.
The flames, however, were confined
The house
to the projection room.
Lowe
Lowe.
Nathan
by
operated
is

Financial

Seat

new

of

caught

Am.

will realize

5

Foreclosure Suit Filed
Suit asking for
Painesville, O.

—

foreclosure of a $106,298.07 mortgage
against the Utopia theater property
has been filed in the Lake county
common pleas court by Alvoard,
Blakelv and Ostrander, attorneys for
This suit affects the
the plaintiff.
property only, and does not affect the
Utopia theater which is leased by

and Abe Schwartz.

Jules

Strauss Gets

been prominently identified with theater operation in Florida for several
years, will, on Aug. 1, become city
manager of Fox theaters in Chicago,
according to report.
He formerly
was general sales manager of Fox.

Neon License

"Fox Follies" is First
Sound Film Shown in Spain
in

Radio Concerts Used at
Loew's State in Boston
Boston

— Patrons

of

Loew's State

here are treated to radio concerts in
the lobby of the house while waiting
for seats.
It is said these programs
eliminate unnecessary noises, wise
cracks and keeps standees from getting impatient.

Theater Changes in Pitts. Zone
Pittsburgh
Theater changes in
this territory concern: The Grand,
Johnstown, purchased by J. B. Simon
from George Panagatocas; A. H.
Woods has taken the Grand. Berlington; Tony Perretta, John Perretta
and Joe Ryan have purchased the
Crescent, Manington, from Milton
Frank; H. K. Smith sold the LeBouef,
Waterford, to Evelyn P. Ward.

—

Today

Opening

of "Street Girl" at the
Globe, N. Y.
issue of Universal Newsreel

July 31

First

(silent).

Aug.

First

1

Aug.

—

Paramount

of

Sound

of "Say it with Songs"
Warner, N. Y.
Aug. 7 Golf tournament of exhibitors and
exchangemen at Seattle.
Aug. 14 Opening of "The Hollywood Revue" at the Astor, N. Y.
Sept. 28
First issue of Hearst Metrotone

6

at the

News

(sound).

Short Comedies to Be Made

RCA

at
The

Gramercy

series

made

being

26

of

Studios

short

comedies

RCA

Gramercy
studios will be known as Gramercy
Tabloid Features. Rudy Vallee makes
the

at

his first screen

appearance

in a sing-

ing and talking role in the musical
comedy, "Campus Sweethearts," now
in production at this studio.

Roadshows of "Hollywood
Revue" in Erlanger Houses
Roadshowing
Revue of 1929,"

of

"The Hollywood

A. L. Erlanger's
wired theaters, is planned. The picture, which opens at the Astor, Newin

York Aug. 14, will play its first Erlanger engagement at the Tremont,
Boston, where it opens Aug. 26.

Swanson Arriving
Swanson arrives in New

Gloria
Gloria

York today from Hollywood.
Aug.
Aug.

Rosenfield Heads Division

issue

News.
Opening

sailing

been

has

2,

originally

Paris,

for

set

deferred

Her
for

until

10.

Atlanta
H. I. Rosenfield heads
the southern division of RCA-Photophone, which has just opened an office here.
He has supervision over
Georgia, Florida, North and South

have been granted a
phis, Charlotte and New Orleans.
Claude Neon Lights, to
manufactured
use luminescent tubes
Simmons Gets Memphis Post
Ben
Claude patents.
under the
operating
Memphis
M. L. Simmons, formerand
Strauss is president
ly of the M-G-M Milwaukee branch,
head of the company.
has been named office manager and
He takes the
booker in Memphis.
Robbins Bros. Get Another
Warren, O.— Dan and Ben Rob- place left vacant in May when H. T.
who now own and operate the Spears resigned to become a partner

York

City,

license

by

—

Robbins

Warner

theater, Warren and the
theater, Niles, will take over

in

Commercial

the

Employment

Agency.

85

is

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard

—

is

"Regular" Vacation

fun

.

At

BLUFF HOUSE:

•

.

looking

rest

hundred

feet

from

among

the

.

.

recreation
overeight

Delaware:
above sea

the

95 miles

.

level:

New York
Kittatiny

BLUFF HOUSE

City:

Mounoffers

the advantages of a good
hotel: as well as every form of
all

Fox West Coast Rebuilding
Portland— Fox West Coast theaters
rebuilding the People's downtown

World Wide arembraces Georgia, Florida,
J. D. Williams of
Alabama, North and South Carolina, rived in New York Friday on the
Berengaria from London.
Mississippi and Missouri.

A

tains.

Duchess at Warren on October
They were the original owners
1st.
of the Duchess selling it about five
years ago to Lemotto Smith of the
Smith Amusement Company.
the

house, in association with J. J. Park"Erpi" Opens Atlanta Branch
will be named the
Atlanta Electrical Research Prod- er. The house
it is reopened.
when
Alder
ofsales
ucts, Inc., has established a
fice in Atlanta in charge of S. C.
in N. Y.
J. D. Williams
now in Atlanta. His

He

sound pictures

Movietone News.

bins,
5

of

1929

Carolina, Alabama, Mississippi. TenStrauss & Co., manufacturer of nessee,
and
Arkansas.
Louisiana
electric display advertising in New Branch offices are planned at Mem-

•LAST PRICE QUOTED

Bestar.
territory

showing

First

Spain will be inaugurated at the Madrid, Madrid, with the showing of "Fox
Movietone Follies" according to cable
dispatch from M. Horen, managing
director of Fox Films in Spain. The
house also has contracted for Fox

30,
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Vaudeville Acts
j

1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3580

City

\

outdoor sport.

BLUFF HOUSE
PIKE COUNTY
MILFORD, PENNSYLVANIA
H. J. DYNES, Owner

BOX A

NOW THE NEW SHOW WORLD
HAS A SOUND NEWS REEL!

PARAMOUNT
SOUND NEWS
Starts Saturday!

One

issue per week.

Film and disc

PARAMOUNT QUALITY SILENT NEWS
Twice Weekly

THE

s&n

DAILV

—AND

Along The Rialto

THAT'S

SOME BALLY

head of the Tennessee, Arkansas
and Mississippi unit, Dave Hochreich wants you to
know, is one of the most polished masters-of-ceremonies the
business can offer. M. A. did his stuff at the dinner Dave
threw recently at the Wrightsville Beach, N. C, convenCharley Picquet, head of North Carolina showtion
men, stayed away from home at the busiest time of the
year in order to sit in on the sound rental conferences
between exhibs and distribs in Noo Yawk
Charley's becoming a regular Film Daily Year Book, the
way he's plied for info on various sound systems
answers 'em all. too, but only as a fellow exhib, for he's not
interested in selling any particular kind
It won't be long now, for Miss Theodore, she who is Pete
Woodhull's efficient secretary, for she's taking the matrimonial leap.
A medico is the lucky party of the second
part
Frank Conklin, who also hangs his hat in the
M.P.T.O.A. offices, chuckles in reminding of the Minneapolis

at

the British International studios
And Talbot
Elstree near Lunnon.
Carpenter, director of publicity, in
telling us the tragic news, writes:
"Can you visualize me, Phillip, old
squirt, trying to get out some publicat

on 'The Crown Prince Comes a
Cropper' without your valuable reference volume to give me the data
on the other prize flops?"
Well, well, Talbot, me lad, just refeer to the current releases of certain
of your British competitors, close
your eyes and jab a pin in anywhere,
and you probably won't go wrong.
And say "hullo" to the Prince for me
the next time he passes you one one
of his nose dives.
ity

*

*

*

reunion of "Bill" Howard, topnotcher in the directorial line,
and brother Charley, who now is handling reproducing

And

that last thought suggests a
title for the Prince's
horse opera: "Back to the Soil."
(There's a lotta dirt in that.)

good box-office

*

*

Northwest
"Broadway Melody" 25 weeks at the Chinese, Hollywood,
netted the M-G-M exchange there a hundred and forty
grand, "Variety" informs
Jack Sullivan, who says
the final say so on fillums that Fox West Coast buys, intends to make a real stay of it in the East and won't go back
to the Coast until August
He was an interested specthe
preview
Girl"
tator at
of "Street
That, by the
way, is going to set RKO off to a real start in its new role
of making bigger and better pitchers from now on
Looks
The Noo Yawk deboo is at the Globe tonight.
like a verra auspicious premiere, too
equipment

*

Speaking of our English cuzzens,
here is an ad appearing in the Britpapers: "Successful SalesThere is an exceptional opportunity open for men of character, experience and established reputation to join large organization
noted for the quality of its products
(not motion pictures)."

—

*

When

*

*

the advertiser

last three

added those

in the

.

words, he knew darn well

he couldn't
salesmen.

kid

successfid

*

*

British

*

a

Another British trade news item
as follows: "Leslie is a young man
of Universal's English publicity staff
as follows: "Ieslie is a young man
who fairly oozes bright ideas. Most
of them come to him when he is
driving a car through traffic, and
are calculated to give the hardened
scribe a severe test in the blood pres-

I

believe the time

is

not

f; ir

itors will

when exhib-

talk er shorts

be able to put on a full program of

and come dies and make big money.

^^

EARLE n HAMMONS
.

in

*

*

distant

*

a

Lone on interview

Quite so, quite so.
But one of
these days Leslie will be driving thus

Who's

V

A BRAND
NEW SAILOR SUIT
AND NEVER
y„GOES
NEAR
7
3THE WATER? YOU
GUESSED IT
dick

row'.and

llf ITHOUT

"

adequate reproduc-

tion in the theater, the greatest possible efforts of the producers in Hollywood will be in vain.
Before good silent picture projection became standardized pictures
were subjected to a similar

hazard but under those conditions
it

was far less serious.
With the sound picture genuine

offense ma-" be given to an audience by a poorly reproduced
subject.
The public will laugh

when it is not expected to
laugh and another obstacle will
appear in the path of the talking
just

picture.

Good

reproduction

requires
for that purpose.
think it is highly to the
exhibitor's best interest and we
know it is to the best interests of
the industry at large
that the

good equipment

We

—
—

theater man make no compromise
on the question of quality equipment and quality reproduction.

^MARTIN

QVIGLEY

J.

in

Exhibitors Herald World
*

*

*

Sees Unfairness in Possible
Return of Deposit System

WILL

producers stand hack of
Film Board secretaries' state-

ments

that

system

will

the

cash-deposit-

be re-established if
exhibitor units withdraw from
arbitration, or will they see fit to
deal fairly with the problem up
for consideration?

Complaints brought by

either

or exhibitor will be
brought before a civil court if a
mutual agreement cannot be effected between exhibitor units
and distributors on the grounds
of an equitable arbitration board.
It is doubtful if distributors will

consent to this arrangement of
deciding cases.
But, no action
has yet been taken to obstruct
this course.

No. 2

Industry Statistics
By JAMES

Who ?

WHO JUST PURCHASED A
BOAT, HAS

Sound

Requisite for

— "Greater

absentmindedly through traffic, and
first thing he knows he will be oozing
blood instead of bright ideas.

Adequate Reproduction

distributor

sure department."

£•

c

•

with the bloomin' copv of the 1928

trade

Jr.

MA. LIGHTMAN,

made away

rotter

FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK

ish

Digest of
Current Opinion

DALY

BRITISH EDITION

men Wanted

A

M. Daly,

Phil
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Timely Topics

•with
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By PHIL M.
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P.

Statistical Editor,

Production schedules of

all

coun-

the world, for 1928-29, listed
The United
1,350 feature pictures.
GerStates tops the list with 750.
many ranks second, making 200 foltries

in

lowed by

Great

Britain,

with

140;

Russia, 130; France, 60; and 70 from
other countries.
Budgets of Hollywood producers,
for all types of product, feature and
shorts, reached $115 000,000, average
running $1,000,000
studio
payrolls
weekly. Enough raw stock winds its

Amusements." Minneapolis

No. 2

CUNNINGHAM

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

The Film Daily

way

into Coast cameras every year
to encircle the globe eight times. The
average-length
silent
feature
consumes 10,000 ft. of stock in production,
as compared with 85,000 ft.

years ago.
Newsreel compause about 10.000 000 ft. of raw
annually.
Only 500,000 ft.
reaches theaters.
three
nies
film

Eight thousand non-theatrical inshow motion pictures at
a week.

stitutions
least once

ALL THE MEW!

—

ALITME TIME

wpfflflgja—

Robertson-Cole seeks termination
of association with Exhibitor Mutual
to establish own exchanges.
*

*

*

E. H. Hulsey denies he is selling
First National franchise in Texas to
Famous Players.

The new Bell & Howell Engineering Development Building,

Belle Plaine

and Rockwell Streets,

Chicago

development of the
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

'Dedicated

to the

i

A

MONUMENT to

the future progress of America's third industry

now

stands in Chicago.

It is

the Bell

&

Howell Engineering Development Building.

For twenty-two years Bell

&

Howell have been

and projection. For twenty-two years
cameras and projectors.

And

today

the quarters allotted in the Bell

&

its

this

associated with the development of

company has sponsored improvement

motion picture making

after

improvement

in cine*

obligation for study, research, experiment, and invention has outgrown

Howell production

building.

Hence

this

new

structure of more than 35,000 square feet

of floor space, costing more than a half million

and equipped with the
Here

competent

a

staff

for

facilities.

of motion picture engineers,

under the direction of Mr. A.

ment

machines and

latest

dollars,

S.

Howell, has the equip-

even greater endeavors, for

still

more important

contributions to the advance of motion pictures.

The new

Bell

&

Howell Engineering Development

Building has been erected for and

is

put

at the disposal

of the entire industry. Assignments on any phase of new

motion picture development

BELL &
BELL

&

HOWELL

are invited.

HOWELL

CO., 1801

LARCHMONT AVENUE

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
The Bell

& Howell Production Building,

1801 Larchmont Avenue, Chicago

NEW YORK, HOLLYWOOD. LONDON

(B.

&

H.

CC

LTD.)

ESTABLISHED

1907

Quality
demonstrated, not predicted
UBLICLY demonstrated every week
since

December, 1927, the quality of

FOX
MOVIETONE

NEWS
44

Realistic

It

speaks for itself"

as

life

itself,

talking newsreel brings

and

and as fast-moving, the
all

the world to your ears

eyes.

FOX MOVIETONE NEWS

accomplishing
where others are still experimenting! Giving you
the greatest pictures in the world is our weekly
is

accomplishment.

issues every

week

and years AHEAD*
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Columbia Signs Margaret
CHAIN OPERATORS AID

A

SURVEY ON PROJECTION

Livingston for Six Films

Little
from aLots >>

Margaret
signed

Livingston

for

six

has

Columbia

been

pictures.

Others under contract are: Bert Lytell, Jack Holt, Ralph Graves, Dorothy Revier, Belle Baker, Marie Saxstarring with
on, Sally O'Neil, Molly O'Day and
"Mr. Antonio," Lila Lee.

RALPH WILK

By

Excellent progress is being made
on the survey of projection machine
CARRILLO,
apertures instituted by Academy of
Virginia Valli in
M. P. Arts and Sciences.
speaks five languages, besides plain
A report on Fox West Coast thea- English: Russian, German, Italian,
Norma's Talker Well Advanced
ters has been received from R. H.
Spanish and French.
Leo say that
Norma Talmadge's first all-talker,
McCullough, superintendent of proif
he can conquer the lingo in the "A Year From Today," is well adjection.
At the suggestion of H. B.
next year or so, he may tackle a Chi- vanced under direction of Lewis
Franklin, letters have been sent to
Fox theater executives in the other nese Romeo role, after one of those Milestone. This is based on "Tin Pan
Alley,"
Broadway play by Hugh
three divisions.
These letters re- 18 day diet excitements.

LEO

quested

information regarding the
practice in projecting sound-on-film
pictures as regards aperture size and
shape of screen. McCullough was invited to attend the joint meeting of
technical organizations Aug. 15 in
the Academy lounge.
B. P. Sthulberg of Paramount studios has sent a letter to Sam Katz,
president of Publix, requesting information on the practice in the Publix
chain.
Frederick H. Samus, local representative of the RCA, is securing data
on Radio-Keith-Orpheum theaters in
the West and has written the New
York office for information covering
the balance of the circuit.
letter has been sent to Abram F.
Myers, president of the Allied States
Ass'n, for information on the theaters in that group.

A

Major Nathan Levinson, western
manager of the Electrical

division

Research

Products,

Inc.,

has

in-

structed supervisors to report on
practices in ERPI equipped theaters

west of Denver.

David Koskoff, secretary of California Chapter No. 7, American Projection Society, is securing answers
to a questionnaire from Los Angeles
members of the society and with the
cooperation of the Academy office
will send questionnaires from the local chapter to the 15 other chapters
of the national society.

Assurance is being received from
the officials of the organizations concerned that the meeting Aug. 15 will
be attended by the responsible executives.

Haines' Support Selected
Addition of Karl Dane, Edythe

Chapman and J. C. Nugent to the cast
"Navy Blues" has been made. The

of

oduction stars William Haines, with
Anita Page in the feminine lead. It
will be drected by Clarence Brown.

]):

Velez in Henry King Film
Lupe Velez will play the lead in
"Out of the Night," Rida Johnson
Young's novel of the Caribbean to be
made as an all-talker by Henry King.
The director is in Tampa picking

Madame Fred de Gresac
adapted "Out of the Night." Clarke
Silvernail wrote the dialogue.

locations.

*

Pete

Smith's

*

Stange.
for the

*

for
1929"

Hollywood Revue of

is

at-

tracting much attention.
It shows
stars arriving at the world premiere
of the picture at the Grauman's
Chinese and a little story that has
also been weaved into the trailer.

The Fox

West Coast

circuit

in

Lilyan

*

actor,

film.

makes

his

John

is

Roscoe

adapted

the

are

Karns.
play,

and Al Jolson and Dave Dreyer
composed the theme song, 'A Year

has From Today."

Songs

in

"Words and Music"

Several prominent song writers
have contributed numbers to "Words
and Music," first musical comedy to
Conbe issued by Fox Movietone.
rad, Mitchell and Gottler are authors

Wells Root is busy at Tiffanywhere he is writing the dialogue for "Peacock Alley," which
will star Mae Murray.
Carey WilHarlan
of "Shadows."
son wrote the screen adaptations.
wrote words for "Take A

SEZ/
"It was a great task
this year picking the Ten
Best
Directors for
the
1928-1929 season.
However, the critics made a
real job of it, and their
decisions have been announced recently in the
Directors'
Annual
and
Production Guide.
Incidentally, the issue this
year is a wow, something
brand new in the held of
film trade publishing even
if we say so ourselves.

Bow

Clara
Clara

mount
debut
it was
stage.

Tashman and Mary Doran

the cast, as
Jules Furthman
in

6
*

time in this

the role he played on the

booked six prints.
*

Gilbert Roland will also talk
first

"The Wray, stage

trailer

1929

PUIL

Academy Survey

P.

30,

Continues

as Paramount Star
Bow will continue as a Para-

star for several years to come,

stated today by Paramount in
denying published reports from Hol-

lywood that the

company

at

star

will

leave the

end of her current

the

picture.

Miss Bow recently signed a new
contract with the company which will
continue her as a Paramount star
until October, 1931, and the company
is planning to release four Bow talking films during the next year.

One

of these,

"The Saturday Night

Kid," went into production yesterday
under the direction of A. Edward
based on an origThompson Sutherland. It is A. Weaver and
V.
inal by John
Little Tip,"
George Abbott. James Hall is Miss
*
*
*
"The Hunting Song,'" "Too Wonder- Bow's leading man and the supportAnn Harding's first work in New ful For Words," and "Beauty" the ing cast includes Jean Arthur, Edna
York was in the offices of the Metro- music being composed by Dave May Oliver, Charles Sellon, Frank
politan Life Insurance Co.
Ambi- Stamper. "Steppin High" was written Ross, Hyman Meyer, Jean Harlow,
tious, she also got work as a reader by William Kernell.
The
Leone Lane and Billy Bow.
for Famous Players. She read the
latter is Clara's cousin from BrookFeyder Directing Garbo
books in the evenings, remaining
lyn.
Greta Garbo has begun work on a
after working hours in her office in
the insurance building to type her new picture under direction of JacDevice
16
synopses, which she returned to the ques Feyder, French director recently
Hollywood
at
Anders Randolph
to
film organization during her lunch signed by M-G-M.
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
will play the husband in this film,
hours.
The Cinemaphone
Hollywood
an original by Feyder, not yet titled.
projector unit invented by A. L.
Edmison will be marketed by the
One evening Ann journeyed down
Reg Dandy Now John Garrick
It
Provincetown
Playhouse,
to
the
Reginald Dandy, who came from Cinemaphone Corp. of America.
film and
millimeter
16
synchronizes
conwhere she was welcomed with open the London stage to go under
arms.
She accepted an offer of $35 tract to Fox, has changed his film is chiefly designed for theater lobHe has been bies, schools and homes. Standard
a week from the Provincetown Play- name to John Garrick.
down to 16 milers, which, by the way, exceeded her cast for roles in "The Sky Hawk" and film can be reduced
synchronprojected
and
size
limeter
total earning from her two former "Married In Hollywood."
ously.
occupations.
On Broadway she atA daylight screen is used on the
tracted much attention by her work
The Howards' Sketches Ready
A
and is translucent.
instrument
in
"Tarnish," "Stolen Fruit" and
Willie and Eugene Howard have
is used in
process
reflecting
mirror
Dugan."
Mary
short
"The Trial of
made two talking and singing
The instrument also
subjects for Vitaphone which are now the projection.
*
*
*
and a dynamic
attachment
radio
a
has
reelready for release. Both are two
instrument is
entire
The
speaker.
Victor Fleming, before entering ers. One "The Music Makers," the
electrically operated.
competed in Vanderbilt second, "My People."
pictures,
F. J. Hawkins, former producer
Cup races. His investments in oil
and distributor of a series of Sessue
have been very hicrative.
Langan, Stage Director, Signed
Hayawaka pictures, is vice president
John Langan, New York stage digeneral manager of the corpoand
working as dialogue asFred Jackman deserted directing in rector, is now
Ted Morse is president and
ration.
during the filming of Paratreasurer. The profavor of scientific research work and sistant
Hoaglund
K.
"Kibit- T.
in
In fact, mount's all-talking comedy,
is now with First National.
jection unit will be manufactured
Edward Sloman is directing.
he heads the combined First National zer."
Los Angeles.
and Warner Brothers' scientific reBuys Hemphill House
Strayer Contract Renewed
By the way,
search departments.
Tex.— Miss Metty BoHemphill,
has
research
Strayer
of
Frank
Contract
Phil Whitman left scientific
wen has purchased the Palace.
been renewed by Columbia.
work in favor of directing.
Stahl,

New

mm. Sound
Be Made

—

y&JWQA. \>
VDrvjuoo

Announces as the Second
Link of a Great Chain
of Talking Pictures

u

EAST LYNNE
To be produced under

his personal direction

1)

THE
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Statement Scheduled Friday

MASSACHUSETTS CHAIN
(Continued from Page

McKay

1)

Playhouse
and Royal,
Chicopee;
Strand and Victory, Holyoke; Calvin
and Plaza, Northampton; Canton and
Holyoke, Mount Park; Strand, Palmer; Colonial, Palace and Union
Square,
Pittsfield;
Broadway and
State, Springfield; Bijou and Casino,
Ware; Rialto and Strand, Westfield;
Regent, Worcester, and State, Utica.

Publix Reported After
Another Portland Stand
(Continued from Page

1)

Head

Own Company

(Continued from Page

who was

1)

manager

general

of

the

the smaller towns indicate that boxoffice receipts are below normal for
this time of the year but the exhibitors generally seem optimistic over

Weevil

in-

Prosecuting
Attorney
Blankenship
continuing his "hands off" policy in
the

Sunday show

houses,

the

situation here, three

Keith-Albee, Rialto and
their doors at one

Margaret opened

festation is heavy and the crop esti- anci closed them at eight o'clock, the
mators consider heavy acreage plant- show continuing for two hours after
ed in cotton will be offset by the closing the box office. The Orpheum,
weevil devastation. The army worm State and Palace remained dark. Hyhas also been reported in western man interests, owners of the Orpheum
Alabama but little damage has so far and State, early in the week anresulted.
The general trend indi- nounced that their houses would not
cates that the state will have a good be opened Sunday for the present at
year, although a late one.
least.
No definite decision has been
reached at the Palace, according to
Roy Smith, manager.
Heat Hits Cleveland Business
Cleveland Business here was off
last week due to excessive and con- Rentals Cause Houses
tinued heat. The theater with cooling
to Revert to Silents
systems had the edge on all other
average
Forrest
City, Ark.
houses so that the downtown
No more sound
was much better than the suburban pictures is the report as to Lou F.
Haven's Imperial here, despite a reaverage.
cent Pacent installation.
High film
rentals are blamed.
The same story
Another Wired at Memphis
Memphis The Ritz, neighborhood will be told as to Haven's Imperial
house here, now boasts sound equip- at Marianna, where he recently had
ment, following completion of a Pa- installed Mellaphone, it is reported
The Ritz, run by
cent installation.
Installing Phototalk'ers
William Shapiro, who recently took
Dallas The following Texas theover its operation from Mrs. Hazel
are
installing
Phototalker
Kaplan, follows the Lamar and Lin- aters
den Circle into the sound-equipped equipments: Little, Temple; Colon
It makes, all told, the eighth El Paso; Victory, Henderson; Palace,
class.
sound house in Memphis, and the Floydada; Healy, Fort Worth; and
Dunbar, Austin.
third neighborhood house.

—

—

—

—

Sound House

est chain of theaters in England, if
control passed to American interests.
St\eral companies have been mentioned in this connection.

CM.

Wheeler

for Colored Patrons

—

at Pratt City

—

Joe Wheeler, who
formerly operated theaters at Mont-

Little Rock, Ark.
The Plaza, principal negro house here, on Aug. 5
will become the first sound-equipped
house for colored patrons in Arkansas.
It will be a Moviephone installation.
The house is operated by

in

a

few days.

Pratt City, Ala.

gomery,

Ala.,

and

Cedartown,

has opened the Liberty here.

Ga.,

A
has been
presented to the city council, objecting to the presentation of Sunday
pictures but action was deferred when
the resolution failed to secure unanimous support.
This followed announcement made by Glenn Crouch,
who operates two theaters in Troy,
that he would present Sunday shows.
At Homewood, a suburb of Birmingham, the Homewood has now
presented Sunday shows for three
weeks, but, so far as is known, no
antagonistic action has been taken. At
present, Sunday shows are given in
Montgomery, Mobile, Cullman. Foley
and a few small towns in South Alabama, principally in Baldwin County.
Some time ago, when the question
was before the voters in Birmingham, representatives of Inter-State
Amusements, said that in the event
Sunday shows were permitted in Birmingham, they would build a $1,500,000 theater there.
Lee Chapman Returns

—

Cleveland Lee Chapman who formerly operated Security Pictures Co.
with Fred Schram, has returned after
an absence of eight months during
which time he spent two months
abroad and the rest in Chicago. He

city council

—

—

1

has been ex-

ture.

are releasing during the hot weather,
what we consider to be three big pictures; 'The Gamblers,' 'Noah's Ark'
and 'On with the Show' when we
could easily have held them for cool

weather."

Pittsburgh House

Now

Changed

Pittsburgh

— During

to

Name
Warner

recent visit,
Harry M. Warner, president of Warner Bros, had the Grand, a downtown
house, changed to the Warner. Alterations costing approximately $60,000
are to be made at the house, without
interfering with performances.
The
n; me Stanley also is to be dropped
from all local Warner holdings with
the exception of the house on Penn.
Atve. which continues to be called the
a

Penn.

Mystery Explosion Wrecks
Theater at Ft. Smith, Ark.

—

Fort Smith, Ark. Police here are
mysterious
explosion
which wrecked the Mystic. A powder
can was found near the stage, but no
other clues have been unearthed. The
house has been experiencing labor
investigating

troubles.

Certificates in

For G. T. E.

Exchange

Common Stock

ers including;
Co.; W. S.

&

Pynchon &
Hammons &

Co.;
Co.;

and
Citizens'
the
Enforcement tion on completion of the financing
League.
Mayor Johnson Smith has and consummation of the exchange
stated that he will veto any ordinance of securities offered to the compafor Sunday movies presented to him. nies acquired will be; $6,000,000 in

—

closed indefinitely.

showmen

West
Hunlast
Friday ter, Dulin & Co.; Bond, Goodwin
against Sunday pictures, after a heat- and Tucker, and Folds, Buck & Co.
ed debate between council members
The capitalization of the corpora-

—

Coshocton, O.
The
passed an
ordinance

—

—

is

hard-pressed

Three hundred thousand shares of
voting trust certificates in exchange
plans to get back into the picture
for the no par common stock of Genbusiness.
eral Theater Equipment, Inc. will be
offered shortly by a group of bank"Blue" Law for Coshocton

Dismantle Prarie Depot House
Warners to Build Exchange
Enterprises
Arkansas Amusement
Prarie Depot, O. The Luna theCleveland A new Warner Brothheaded by M. A. Lightman.
ater is closed and has been disman- ers exchange building will be erected
tled.
at the south east corner of Payne Ave.
Ohio City House Closes
and East 2ord, street. Construction
Ohio City, O. The Princess has
will be started next week.
To Wire Shawano House
closed for the rest of the summer.
Talking picture
Shawano, Wis.
equipment either RCA-Photophoue.
Little Rock House Remodeled
Mineral City House Suspends
or Western Electric, will be installed
Little Rock, Ark.— The Strand has
The Opera at the Crescent here in the near fu- been redecorated and remodeled acMineral City, O.

House

(Continued from Page 1)
of Warner Bros., explained yesterday
that first aid for overbought and

Woolf, of W. and F. Film tended throughout the entire counMayflower Photoplay Corp., which
made "The Miracle Man" and other Set vice, one of the distributing com- try.
"The plan of operation is very
p riires. is president of the new com- panies controlled by Gaumont Bripany.
Thomas S. Keary, former tish, is slated for the colonel's post broad," he added, "and is predicated
general
auditor
of
the
United and Will Evans, former managing di- on the good faith of the exhibitor.
States Lines, and member of the rector of Provincial Cinematograph The facts are secured, questionnaires
auditing
staff
of
Hearst
Corpo- Theaters which is now incorporated filled out and aid extended wherever
rations is treasurer, and Edward A. in Gaumont, will become managing the circumstances demonstrate that
McShane, former assistant corpora- director. They are understood to be adjustments are in order.
"As a further proof of our good
tion counsel for the City of New preparing a point statement on GauYork, is connected with the firm. mont's British status for publication intentions let me point out that we

Optimistic Over Outlook Unmolested at Huntington
Huntington, W. Va. — With the
Birmingham, Ala. — Advices from

fall.

FIELD TO AID THEATERS
1)

Number of Alabama
Three Houses Run Sunday Towns Run Sunday Shows
Troy, Ala. —
resolution

Birmingham Exhibitors

next

(Continued from Page

Reenters Field as

of His

house would adopt a long run policy,
it
is
understood.
There has heen In addition to heading Mayflower,
spirited competition here since open- McKay served for a time with Paralta
and Triangle.
ing of the Portland, Publix house.

possibilities for

1929

Bromheads Resignation and

PUBLIX DICKERING FOR
C-B

30,

cording to

Max

J.

Pruniski

manager

15 year six per cent convertible gold
debentures due 1944 all outstanding;
5,000.000 shares of no par common,
2,026,250 of which will be outstand-

Of

shares will
reserve for exchange offerings to stockholders.
ing.

be held

this total 376,250
in

Denver Orpheum Reopened
Denver The Orpheum recently
opened here with a continuous show
policy.
Louis Hellborn is manager

—

The First and Only
Complete and Accurate
List to Date of All
Theaters Having Sound
Equipment in the United
States, Compiled by this
Publication with the Splendid Co-operation
of

Every Branch of this Industry

Appear in the

-will

Forthcoming Quarterly,

Sound and Short Subject Edition

of the

FILM DAILY, Out August 17th.

A TALKER THAT HAS
THEWHOLE TOWN TALKING
WHO
KILLED MRS. ^ARD
WHO
IS PRINCE HAMID
DO THE BEAD TALK
HO¥ DID CRAIG KENNEDY KNOW

unmasked!
% DIALOGUEFEATURE
A lOO
KY5TERY
MELODRAMATIC
BASED ON ARTHUR REEVE'S FAMOUS

E>.
DETECTIVE
FICTION
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Garbo Does It
proof were required
to
demonstrate that
the personality equation still
If

EXHIBITOR AID POLICY

I

further

j

ILanager of the

company,

told

THE

ILM DAILY

yesterday.
First National thus is added to
Ike growing list of distributors whose
felling force had been instructed to
Jnjust contracts wherever such proIpedings appeared proper prior to the
for
agreement
distributor
verve
Ipund relief entered upon last week
j "All claims are being probed," said
II

epinet. "The mere statement that
|e has been hurt is not sufficient to
|Hng an exhibitor relief. He must
rove by his books and by audited
tcounts that he is entitled to adjustThen action is prompt and
ment.
Rcient."

Jniversal Newsreel Is to
Release First Issue Today
I

H First

issue

Iwewsreel

is

of the new Universal
scheduled to be released

The new

produced in
injunction with Associated Screen
Kews, which also contributes to
[pday.

[Sinograms.

The

reel

is

reel is silent.

the mathematics of the
business go 'round, Greta Garbo at the Capitol this week
supplies it.
Glamorous Greta
is

drawing most of

New York

that theater's four walls,
seems.
Yet the story of
"The Single Standard" is trashy
and borders more often than
not on the junk pile of inconsequential material. Garbo unquestionably is the lure and apparently that's enough.

into
it

KANN

—

1st

filler

Victorious in
Suit Over California

Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles— Fred A. Miller is

Vest

Coast

eported to have been victorious in
he dispute with Fox West Coast
California, and the latter
>ver the
las assumed the rentals alleged due,
(Continued on Page 10)

Hearing on Marshall Writ Contract Reported Drawn
Postponed Till Aug. 12 Yesterday for Southern
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Hearing on the inTheater Chain
junction sought by Actors' Equity
Paramount's deal for acquisition c|f,
Ass'n against Tully Marshall and
control
of the Saenger circuit is set,
Warners, in an effort to restrain Tulit is understood; with final papers in
ly from working for Warners except
under an Equity shop contract, has the deal reported to have been drawn
While Sam Katz's office
yesterday.
been continued until Aug. 12.
declined to discu-is the deal, referring
inquiries to A. M. Botsworth, Publix
$2,000,000
publicity chief, who now is on his va-

Is

Planned at Louisville

—

Warners are dickering
Louisville
for a $1,000,000 site here on which
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY a $1,000,000 first run is to be erected.
Washington Although he declares The site is between the Kentucky
the plan of adjustments proposed by theater and the Brown Hotel. Mean
distributors relieve the sound rental while, Fourth Ave. Amusement Co.,
situation to be unscientific, and one headed by Fred J. Dolle, has the
The
which "must inevitably lead to in- Louisville Warner franchise.
justice, favoritism, discrimination and firm operates the Strand, Alamo, Rex
eventual disuse, Abram F. Myers, and others here.
president of Allied States Ass'n, ad(Continued on Page 10)

—

Canada
Theaters Now Wired

One Seventh

Net for
Year Forecast for Loew's

$10,000,000

net profits of Loew's Inc. for
weeks ended June 2, 1929 reported at $8,215,034, Wall St. circles
the 40

Run

rices.

SET

FOR SAENGER CONTROL

Accept Relief but Keep
Fighting, Myers Advice

expect that the company in the curaround Aug. 31
"Paris Bound," Pathe rent fiscal year to end
Chicago
will net earn in the neighborhood of
will
be
Harding,
dker starring Ann
This will compare with
$10,000,000.
be initial talker at the Studebaker,
12 months ended
in the
$8,568,162
anmakes
This
pening Aug. 1.
reported
1928
and
Aug.
$6,737,205
31,
ther first run stand here, for the
for 1927.
prices
popular
at
puse is to operate
This is the first "legit" house to
witch to a sound policy at popular

Another Chicago

Price 5 Gents

Warner House

With

Studebaker Opening as

1929

PARAMOUNT DEAL

makes
Acting on reports from the field,
Hirst National has for some weeks
Ipen extending aid to small exhibits who find themselves in economic
raits due to increased sound oversad, Ned Depinet, general sales
)

31,

of

—

Practically one seventh
theaters in the Dominion have
been wired for sound pictures, according to Col. John A. Cooper, president
of the M. P. Distributors and Ex-

Toronto

of

all

Col. Cooper ashibitors of Canada.
serted that 135 out of the 940 picture
in Canada were now presentsound film, or using non-synchronous equipment. All large theaters in cities and towns have been

houses
ing

wived.

it is stated, is to cover the
transaction which makes Paramount
dominant in the South.
Publix for some time held a minor-

of stock,

jity interest in
is

50-50

Saenger Theaters and

partner

Publix-Saenger.

in

There are more than 100 houses in
the Saenger Theaters chain, which
extends throughout Louisiana, MisTexas, Florida, Arkansas
sissippi,
Publix-Saenger has
and Alabama.
(Continued on Page 10)

More Changes Made in
P-F-L Studio Personnel
Reorganization of the Paramount
Island studio personnel conArthur Cozine,
tinued yesterday.
who has been stage and location manager, was appointed assistant to John
Edward
Fingerlin, general manager.
Cordner, who has been a unit.manager, was named location manager.
Two resignations took place. David Sarecky, assistant studio manager

Long

:

(Continued on Page

Writ Sound Against Deposits
in Texas on Arbitration Row
—

Dallas Injunction to restrain exchanges from levying deposits
against exhibitors who refuse to submit to arbitration and who refuse to comply with awards made against them has been applied for
by the Texas exhibitor association which recently withdrew from
arbitration, taking the position it is illegal in the state.

— Not

cation, it is understood that all details
have been ironed out. An exchange

10)'..,,;,

$1,463,952 Nine Months
Net of Famous Canadian
Montreal— Profit

of $1,463,952 after

charges and interest, is reported by
Famous Players Canadian Corp., for
the nine months ended May 31. This
The annual earnis subject to audit.
Aug. 31, probreported
be
to
ings
(Continued on

Page 2)

is embodied, is
First Radio Pictures
Meanwhile, howPremiere
Feature
!,500 Junior Pacents is
ever, arbitration is being continued
tion, but it
first feature proGirl,"
Street
"The
exa board of
Schedule for Six Months in the state, it is indicated by an- by distributors and
to be made under the' new
hibitors appointed by the mayor here. duction
been
has
counsel
that
nouncement
junior
the
Production schedule of
trade mark, had its
Pictures
Radio
exhibitor
injunction re- After the first meeting, the
at the Globe,
nodel Pacent has been set at 2,500 retained to seek an
night
last
expressed themselves as premiere
in the state. The members
an all-talkingnachines for manufacture and instal- straining arbitration
is
It
York.
New
which
fairness
organization contends the impressed with the
ation during the next six months, exhibitor
the board. singing production.
standard contract, in which the ar- prompted deliberations of
(Continued on Page 10)

Dallas

only

has

the

association withdrawn from

Texas

arbitraseeks to block arbitration

bitration

agreement

illegal in the state.

Has

THE

RKO

Moves to Hurdle
Foreign Language Barrier
West

Coast

THE FILM DAILY

Bureau,

—

Hollywood
Foreign actors have
been engaged by Randolph Bartlett,
Radio Pictures title editor, to speak
prologues and interpolations to
:

XLIX No. 26 Wednesday. July 31, 1929 Price 5 Ceots

Vol.

RKO

PUBLISHER

JOHN W. AilCOATE

features in their native languages, for
the foreign market.
Published daily except Saturday and holiday*
The general plot of the story, its
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y. anfl
at
copyright (1929) by Wid's Films and Film characters and the key situations are
Folk, Inc.
W. Alicoate, President and described in a prologue in the lanJ.
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann, Vice-President
guage of the country where the film
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer,
Business and Advertising Manager. Entered is to be -shown.
Then at the end of
as second class matter, May 21, 1918, at the each reel, the picture
again cuts to the
post-office at New York, N. Y., under thr arr
of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) "master of ceremonies" who describes
United States outside of Greater New York the change of scene and the dialogue
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months, that is to follow.

Subscribers should
Foreign, $15.00.
remit with order.
Address all communications to
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broad
way, New York, N. Y.
Phone Circle 47364737-4738-4739.
Filmdav.
Cable address:
New York.
Hollywood,
California
Ralph
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd.
Phone Granite
6607.
London Ernest W. Fredman, The
89-91
W.
Film
Renter,
Wardour
St..
L Berlin— Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
Paris
P. A. Harle.
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la
Cour des-Noues, 19.
$3.00.
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Financial

High
Seat

Con.

Fm. Ind.
Kodak

East.

*do

pfd

Fox

Fm.

33y2
..

33A

25
25J4
19754 195

pfd
Loew's Inc.

88M

...

87^

58^
93H

......

pfd.

M-G-M
M.

P.

Para.

pfd
Cap. ...... 5254
F-L
6756
Exch. .:...
8

Pathe
do "A"
Radio K-A-O

56^
935/6

S0A
6454
754

18

\7%

36

34J4

5.854

5654

Stanley Co

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do

pfd

CURB MARKET

Acoustic

Prod.

Fox

Insp
Thea.

554

...

Bal. & Katz
Columbia Pets.
Con. Fm. Ind.

Film

33%

...
...

2154

"A"

24 !4

.

'

.

112
57
12,700
9354
100
2454
'466
52K
67
36,700
8
18

3554
40
98J4
57'/8

46.

S%

31?4
2054
23

A

.

7s '37
,

33%
21?4

400
300

24

SOO

3154

29%

10554
93
97

A

9854

.'.'.'

CURB BONDS

361.
6j4s 28

87

;.,

25

6s

86

A

24

A

'800
9,700

54

105%
93
98

9854

the
of
off

to expenses.
About 42 -houses of the
chain have been wired.
During the
next few months this number will
be approximately doubled.

Joe Franklin in N. Y. for

Canadian Chain Confab
Ottawa

R-K-O

—Joe

Today:
Aug.

1

Aug.

6

News.
Opening

Aug.

7

Golf

Technicolor .. ...; 76
United Art. .,
5
do pfd
65
Univ. Ch. com.
2
do pfd
75
>

LAST

....

38
79

.

.

3

.

First

Aug. 14

issue

of

Universal

of

News™,

Paramount

"Say it with
the Warner, N. Y.

at

of

c
.
o„
Sept.
28

Soun

Songs

tournament of exhibitors an

exchangemen at
Opening of "The

t^
First

6"

News

Franklin of Ottawa,

representative in

issue

(silent).

also

manager

Seattle

Hollywood Re

at the Astor . N.
issue of Hearst

Y.
Metroton

(sound).

Canada and

of Keith's,

Two

AMPA

;

AMPA

#8S%^

BUILDING

tive in the city, following acquisition

of

the

theater,

nounced

last

as

exclusively

an-

THE FILM

week bv

DAILY.
E. A. Schiller of Loew's, has issued
a statement confirming acquisition of
the Rochester at Rochester.

Holgate Theater Dark
Holgate, O.

—The

Palace has been

closed for the summer.

planned.
The seating capacity is to
be increased above 2,000, it is stated.
Radio-Keith-Orpheum takes over the
house Oct. 1, under lease for one
year, with option of 18 months renewal.

"Dance of Life" Premiere Set
"The Dance of Life," Paramount's
picturization of the stage show "Burlesque,"

opens

York, Aug.

at

the

Rialto,

Available for

SOUND

and TALKING
STUDIO

Acoustics Perfect

Leasehold for sale or will rent
CROSS & BROWN CO.
Agents
270

MADISON AVENUE
CALedonia 7000

New

New York

City

9.

86 !4
198

30

2%
35

First

69^

27

28

..

com

Skoliras Bros

"WE NEVER DISAPPOINT"

Let Us Solve Your Problems

I

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

10
75

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

.

85

PRICE QUOTED

Leases Film Center Space
First Division Pictures has leased
the 7th floor of the new Film CenThe firm will
ter Bldg., New York.
be in its new quarters early in August.

at

OVER THE COUNTER

Roxy "A"
units,

3,200

28 A

24%

show earnings

due to the wiring
theaters which must, be charged
rate,

Ottawa, is Film Exchange Sued in
spending the week in New York to
Sherman, Tex., House Fire
confer with officials regarding arSherman, Tex.— Whether a film ex
Tickets in Field in
rangements for the new Radio-Keithchange is liable for damages in
Orpheum
of
Canada,
Ltd.,
which
will
Annual Election?
him fire allegedly caused
a bar
Two tickets will be placed in the operate a dozen theaters in the Dom- print is the point at issue inbydamage
inion, Famous Players holding a half
field
in
the
election, it is
suit brought against the
Home Stat*
At
Winnipeg,
R-K-O Film Co.,
understood, presaging spirited com- interest.
as a result of a fire at the
vaudeville has been transferred from
petition for the various posts.
The
Sherman theater, in which the operatoi
the Orpheum to the Capitol, trie
"opposition" ticket will be named tolost his life. The case has been
transformer
going
in for RCA film presmorrow, it is stated.
ferred from various courts and
thef
entations exclusively.
At Montreal, amounts
of requested damages rel
the Imperial is re-opening Aug. 3 with
duced.
Given Two Years for Arson
talker and R-K-O vaudeville.
Beamsville, Ont.
Despite her plea
that she was under the influence of
Gertrude Lawrence Leaving
liquor, Mrs. Lucy Cosmos, proprieHaving completed her first talkingtoress of a hotel here, was sentenced
to two years in Kingston Penitentiary singing feature for Paramount, tenwhen she was found guilty of setting tatively titled "The Gay Lady," Gertrude Lawrence sails for Europe tofire to Robinson's theater, next door,
Accompanying her is Dewey
three times during an afternoon. Mrs. day.
publicist.
Cosmos told County Judge Campbell Bloom, veteran screen
that her own son was in the theater Miss Lawrence begins rehearsals of
at the time and also that she had "By Candle Light." legitimate proarranged to sell her hotel and move duction in which she will.be starred,
"Your trailers are certainly worth
to Ottawa but sentence was imposed. under management of Gilbert Miller
the money.
We don't know what we
This was the second theater arson She will appear in a London theater
wou!d do without them."
case in Eastern Canada within a for a week, and then return to statElk Theatre,
in the New York company, sailing
month.
W or la nd, Wyoming
for the United States Sept. 4.
Addison Remains at Rochester
Enlarging of Carroll Planned
Rochester, N. Y.— H. M. Addison,
who has been managing director of
Enlargement of the Earl Carroll
the Rochester since last winter, is theater, 50th St., and 7th Ave., is
128-130 East 58th Street
being retained as Loew's representa-

86

x-war.
93
Paramount 6s 47 .98
Par. By. 5'^s 51. 9854
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Sales
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Loew

do
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Intern.
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34
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Nat.
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Ser
29%
Nat. Thea. Sup.
25

do

33"4
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*do
do
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25%

A
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above

WORTH THE MONEY!
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"A"
A-0

Keith

Low

The Industry's
Date Book

(Continued from Page 1)
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Stebbins,
1540
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THE FACTS ABOUT
THE NEWSREEL
SITUATION
Starting today with the

M-Q-M

issue of

combined

first

International

Newsreel here's what happens
1.

THE

2.

YOUR

industry's

two

become one

leading newsreels

public gets greater world

giant newsreel.

news coverage than has

ever been

possible before.

3.

YOUR

4.

THE

public gets news in the

staffs

of the

M-G-M

two combined newsreels remain

newsgathering personnel greater by

5.

FROM

now on

International Newsreel.

there

is

no

far

than

all

intact,

making

a

others.

further question about

which

is

the

best newsreel.

6.

BY

the sheer weight of its gigantic combined resources the

International Newsreel takes unquestioned

7-

POWERFUL

first

nationwide Hearst promotion

M-G-M

place.
is

acquainting your

public with these facts.

8.

ALL

leading theatres

important newsreel

-G-M

must henceforth

give their patrons the

one

service.

International

NEWSREEL

Produced by Hearst for MetrO'Qoldwyti'Mayer

THE

—AND

Along The Rialto

THAT'S
By PHIL M.

Phil

DALY

possible to give the lowthat The Film Daily Directors' Annual that everybody is
It just goes to prove
talking about.
that picking the right man for a particular job spells success when it
comes to getting out a work of this
nature.
*

*

*

The first thing was the cover.
Boss Alicoate had everybody submit
12 ideas. He looked 'em over, chucked 'em in the wastebasket, and then
called in the elevator starter. And in
seven minutes that bozo sketched a
rough draft of the cover as it apThe only change was the
peared.
director's design. Instead of the lamp
the elevator man
of knowledge,
drew a large nose. When the boss
asked him why, he said: "The director knows, don't he?"

So

after

we fired him down the elewe went to work on the
Of course you
the cover.

vator shaft,

inside of
realize that a Director's

Annual must

have something beside a cover. Jimmie Cunningham came across with a
"Let's tell something
bright idea.
about the directors," sez he. There
being no objection from the rest of
the sleeping confrerers, that's how
the Annual happens to tell something about the directors.

Every

second

evening

for

ten

would meet in the
boss's room from 6 to 10. We'd start
discussing the Directors' Annual and
wind up telling the publisher what
a rotten game of golf he played.
Then all hands would put in a swinIf
dle sheet for working overtime.
advertising in an Annual comes
high, there's a reason.
weeks the

Jr.

Fox's sales
nursing a sore right arm these clays,
okehing contracts on the new season's product
We have Roger Ferri's word for it, and Roger is a stickSpeaking of Fox, what a recovler for accuracy
The hardery William Fox, the chief has staged
est task facing his doctor, was trying to keep him from
working too hard, while being laid up after that automobile smash
Universal's gang is getting set for its annual boatYou can bet it'll be some affair. Uniride Saturday.
versal's always are
Charles S. Goetz while West postcarded a photo of
a Moki Indian cigarette smoker, from Albuquerque, N.
He labels the mug a film salesman after a
Charley was West making "The
hard day's work
Woman Who Was Forgotten," together with Dick
Thomas
not the woman, the picture
And Paula Gould postcards a beautiful moonlight scene
Wonder if that moonfrom Long Beach, Cal
Harry
light business, means anything special?
Rathner, veteran distributor, has booked up with Photocolor, new process being marketed by Frank Nemec.
Frank's an old-time showman, from St. Cloud,
boss,

X.

is

M

Minn
instead of
soon will be Phillum Reisman
he's been presented by Pathe with an office
Frigidaire
Not that we mean to start any wild
rush for 35 West 45th, 11th floor
It

Phil,

for

staff

44

1

believe that in the talking film Britain has

doubtedly an unparalleled opportunity

can take

it.

It

is

a

* * * I say quite practically that

knocking

at

actual work, if any, and why. Meanwhile, we assure you, it's great to
be a supervisor.

Who's

Who ?

WHO WRITES

PLAYS BE-

TWEEN

WRITING
ADS AND

WEARS THE
INDUSTRY
CHAMPION-

S/SHIP

ANA-

JGRAMS

MEDAL?
SURE IT'S
howard

dietz

opportunity

if

she

is

'*

England's door today.
DR. A. H.

No. 3

—

un-

matter of finance and leadership.

in

As soon as the Annual was off the
press, everybody was exhausted from
the strain of supervising. Some day
we're going to find out who did the

Urges Exhibitors to Study
Market Before Making Buys
TN booking for the coming
-*-

keep

son,

thought
project

mind

in

on

GIANNMI
London interview

a

Industry Statistics
By JAMES

No. 3

CUNNINGHAM

produces more than 90 per cent of all
American product and has $375,000,-

it's

your

big

what you

screen

that

makes

you money or
makes you lose money. Study
the picture market carefully and
use your very best judgment.
Talk to other successful exhibitors
and try to buy moneymakers instead of lemons.
either

— "Michigan Film Review," Detroit
*

*

*

Sound Clicking with Public
Because It Marks an Advance

TT has
* will

been said that the
not only the

kill

talkie
silent

We

film

but the theater.
think
that these prophets are as wrong
as the prophets were in 1876,
when they said that Edison's invention, the phonograph, would
kill the theater and the concert
hall.

New forms of entertainment
deserve a big welcome, because
they are the result, generally, of
years of endeavor on the part of
their inventors to create something different for the public's
amusement.
"The Film Weekly," London

—

*

*

Sees Costly Mistake in the
Complete Switch to Talkers
industry now is whistling
to keep up its courage.
It is
pledged to a program of talking

THE

pictures, and is trying to make
us believe that it thinks the program will be successful, but the
real heads of the industry are
disturbed. They see the handwriting on the wall. They know
that they have made a terrifically
costly mistake, and that sooner
or later they will have to get
back to the business that they
were in before the sound device
was developed.

— Welford Beaton in

"The Film Spectator," Hollywood

P.
Statistical Editor , The Film Daily

Eleven thousand feature pictures
were placed in actual distribution on
the American market since 1915, a
yearly average of 795.
During this
14^-year period, approximately 30,000 short subjects were released.
These included all types ranging
from one-half a reel to two reels in
length.
In 1928-29, four hundred individual producing units were operating; two hundred and fifty located
on the West Coast. The latter group

—

sea-

one

this

*

*

*

*

M. Daly,

Digest of
Current Opinion

U'-p RAVELING JIMMY" GRAINGER,

IS now
ITdown
on

— €—
A

with

THAT

Timely Topics

Although but 33 years
tion
in

old, the mopicture art has long dominated
patronage all its more ancient

rivals.
Weekly attendance
reaches 100,000,000, of which 92 per
cent are adults. And it's still growing by leaps and bounds. Authorities
predict a weekly attendance of 250,000,000 by 1940, based on a 15 per
cent increase yearly.

TEN YEARS AGO T0-DA1

artistic

*

*

*

M.

America planning meet
war tax appeal.

P. E. of

ings for

*

American

films not only act as
ambassadors of good will, but they
000 invested in films, stories, cos- also serve as efficient business getOur films return about $1
tumes, props, etc.
Nine major pro- ters.
ducer-distributors have total current worth of extra trade to U. S. manuassets of $386,936,000.
facturers for every foot exported.

*

*

& Ruben

Finkelstein

expanding

ir

Northwest.
*

*

*

Lee Shubert and A. H. Woods
come partners in Goldwyn.

be-

j

eatres

imir¥ey of Motion Picture^
Places COLUMBIA in the

Foremort Position

in

the Industry*

Quality Tells the Story/
Exhibitors

. • .

DAILY REVIEW

and Motion Pictures

TODAY, THURSDAY. JULY

11,

1919

The producing companies

rating highest as to their further-

ance of the industry's progress,
growth in exhibitors' esteem and
outlook for pre-eminence are

(NOT

in the

m

order given): Para-

mount, Fox, Warner and Columbia.
It was pointed out that the

do not rank
owning unit.

latter

as a

theatre-

•A

v-KJ3t

Conducted bv Waste Statistical
Service to

oBtainhantedak

Thousands

of these four color

Posters will be distributed to
dealers throughout the world.

Full page ad in national magazines of the
trunk and luggage trade assuring
hearted cooperation

of

dealers

whole-

everywhere.

8,000
Neverbrealc dealers
to boost showings of
"Paris Bound" Hk $

ANN
HARDING
Broadway
Favorite

>n

i

I

k.

K

/

FREDRIC MARCH
From Arthur Hopkins celebrated
stage plo>)
by Philip Barry
Directed by

Edword

Pafhe

H.

Griffith

Picture

In a world-wide advertising and publicity tie-up

with the Never break Trunk Co.— 8,000 dealers
will

cooperate in exploiting

your showings of

"Paris Bound". Leading Department stores and

Luggage Shops will time their window displays

and advertising when you play the

picture*

Set

your play date early and capitalize to the

full

on

this unprecedented cooperative effort.
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Its Different,
Complete, Accurate

Now

.

.

Being Distributed
to

Film Daily Subscribers

the:
Wednesday, July

31,

DAILY

1929

Coast Wire Service

TWO MORE

DIALOGUE FILMS

PUT

WORK AT PATHE

Metropolitan Again Enlarging Plant
NEW SOUND STAGE TO

A

BE BUILT AT STUDIO

Little
By

Both "The Racketeer" and "Rich
People," two dialogue features have
been put in work at the Pathe studio.
A. Kline supplied the dialogue to

A

from "Lots"

"The Racketeer" an

original by Paul
Gangelin with Howard Higgin directing and Rollo Lloyd as stage director.
Robert Armstrong has the lead
assisted by Carol Lombard, Roland
Drew, John Loder, Paul Hurst, Kit
Ouard, Al Hill and others. Constance
Bennett returns to the screen as a
^athe star in "Rich People" under
the direction of E. H. Griffith with
Ralph Block as producer.
Robert
Ames, Regis Toomey and Mahion

RALPH WILK

of
ONE
deals

Al Jolson's favorite stories
w.th the visit of one of
his shows to a small Montana town.
Al, of course, played in blackface.
UC dropped into a drugstore, after
stage, which will be one of the larg- the performance, and chatted with
The new shooting the owner. "How did you like the
est in existence.
show?", asked Al. "I liked everyone
irea of more than 20,000 square ft
will help meet the growing demand except the blackface comedian," said
the owner, who, of course, did not
tor sound stage space by various prorecognize Al.
ducing companies.
*
*
*
The new improvement will be in
iddition to the two complete sound
Incidentally, years ago, it was
Indicating a boom in the making
talking pictures by independents,
Metropolitan Sound Studios will immediately start construction of another 100x200 ft. complete sound
)f

The Actors' Equity-producers dispute also has its lighter side. Among
the speakers at Equity meetings who
have won laughs were Sam Hardy,
Joe E. Brown and Frederick Burt.
Sam said, "Horace Greeley, said, 'Go
West, young man,' but he stayed in
the East." Joe declared, "I may not
make the best speech here, but I will Hamilton are in the cast.
drink the most water."
Burt said,
"I'm not a screen actor; I just make J.
Selects

Warner

tests."

*

*

to Direct "Isle

*

F red Newmeyer is busy at Pathe.
already in use at Metropoli- Al's negro dresser, who suggested
He recently finished the direction of
Metropolitan is the only inde- that Al use burnt-cork.
tan.
"A Sailor's Holiday and has been
equipped
studio
leasing
pendent
*
*
*
assigned two new stories. He also
,vith Western Electric recording deOur Passing Show: Archie Mayo, directed "The Rainbow Man," startrices and the demand among various unit producers for shooting facili- Eobby Vernon, Forrest Stanley, Max ring Eddie Dowling.
*
*
*
Wilk at "The Hollywood Revue of
ties has been heavy.
1929";
First
Hubert
Voight
William
busy
at
Sistrom
was
born in the
Metproducing
at
Companies now
Fen Country of Lincolnshire, Engopolitan are Harold Lloyd, Sono-Art, National.
stages

*
*
*
Coronet
Broughton,
Ollie Sellers, former well known
:omedies, Lloyd Hamilton comedies
He
Bercowitz productions, and Robert director, is selling furniture.
has his own business, as has Her£. Bruce Productions.
bert Blache, who deals in lamp
shades.
F. N. Starts "No, No, Nanette"
*
*
*
"No, No, Nanette," First NationalVitaphone film designed as a road"Come over to our place, the girl
show, now is in production at Burnext door is taking singing lessons,
oank with Clarence Badger directing.
wrote
Willard
Mack to House
Bernice Claire, musical comedy playPeters, who is waging a one-man
er, will have a prominent role in the
campaign against noise in Beverly
ast including Alexander Gray, Zasu
Hills.
iPitts, Louise Fazenda, Lucien Little*
*
*
field and others.
William Holland, former Christie
"Show Girl in Hollywood" Bought director, resembles Mayor Jimmy
"Show Girl in Hollywood," J. P. Walker.

Caddo,

Cliff

sequel to "Show Girl,"
the company produced last
season starring Alice White, has
been acquired by First National. It
is probable that Miss White will be

McEvoy's
which

starred.

Green Ghost' Now 'Unholy Night'
"Unholy Night" is the final title
of Lionel Barrymore's second directorial vehicle, adapted from story by
Ben Hecht.
The former title was
"The Green Ghost." In the cast are
Ernest Torrence,
;Roland Young,
Dorothy Sebastian, Nathalie Moorhcad, John Miljan, Edward Martindel,
Lawrence Grant and John Loder.

New Laurel-Hardy Completed
"They Go Boom," latest Laurel
and Hardy Hal Roach M-G-M talking comedy, has been completed at
the Hal Roach studios in Culver

Entire Staff to Compose

Jack L. Warner, vice president and
production chief of the Warner studio, has selected Alfred E. Green as
director of the Vitapnone production,
isle of iiscape," winch is scneduled
to start the second week in August.
Monte Blue and Myrna Loy will be
co-ieatured in this all-talker Vitapnone version ot Jack McLaren's

and was brought to America novel.
J. Grubb Alexander
a boy.
His earlier business paring the scenario.
years were spent in the employ of
Western Electric. In 1914 he atland,

tracted the attention of Carl Laemmle, who engaged him to supervise
the construction of the Fort Lee
Universal studio. Later, he sent Bill
to Universal City as production manLeaving Universal, Sistrom
ager.

is

pre-

Columbia Signs Egan for
Lead in 'Broadway Hoofer*
jack t-gan nas been cast by Colum-

leading role in "The
Hooter," the company's
tirst all talking, singing and dancing
became production manager of Cos- musical comedy under the direction
mopolitan Prod., and personally su- of (jeorge Archainbaud. Sally O'Neil
pervised "Humoresque."
will portray the leading feminine role
*
*
*
with Rufus LeMaire supervising the
Clarence
Brown and Howard entire production.
hawks are among the "air-minded"
directors, spending much of their
Fox Signs Two
leisure time in their airplanes.
Marcia Manon and Christine Yves,

Norma Talmadge's New
U. A. Vehicle Completed
Director Lewis Milestone has com-

will the entire directorial

as well as star tafent available from
Warners and First National appear in
the Warner picture "The Show of
Shows" but the entire song department will contribute numbers to the
score of the picture.
Composers and lyric writers now
at work on songs for the picture include; Ray Perkins, Norman Spencer,
Joe Burke, Harry Akst, Grant Clarke,

Green
of Escape"

when

Songs for "Show of Shows"
Not only

IN

pleted

bia

lor

tne

Broadway

former players of the French stage,
have signed contracts with Fox for
roles in the Will Rogers' picture,
"They Had to See Paris."

Norma Talmadge's first all
"New York Nights," based

Louise Dresser Returns
Dresser, who had been
Louise
on the stage play "Tin Pan Alley"
loaned to M-G-M, ha9 returned to
at the United Artists studio here.
Fox Movietone City. She is to play
John Wray, who portrayed the same
the lead in "Three Sisters," a talkrole in the picture as he played in
picture from the original story
ing
the stage play now is en route to
Orth with an adaptation
New York. "A Year from Today," by Marion
It will be diBrooks.
George
by
title of the theme song by Al Jolson
Sloane.
Paul
rected
by
and Dave Dreyer, originally had been
Al Dubin, Al Bryan, George Meyer, considered as the title of the -feature
Bannister's First Role
Michael Cleary, Dave Silverman, M. but "New York Nights," it is said,
Bannister, who has spent
Harry
and
subject
K.
Jerome, Louis Silver, Lester expresses more aptly the
the last year touring principal cities
background of the story.
Stephens and Eddie Ward.
in the Theater Guild production of
"Strange Interlude," is making his
Columbia Gets "The Squealer"
Lukas
debut in a Pathe production,
screen
Feature Role for Paul

Paul Lukas, Hungarian actor, has
been assigned by Paramount to play
City.
one of the principal parts in "Behind
the Make-Up," talker with William
Cast
3 Added to Fox
Gertrude Astor, Alice Lake and Powell, Hal Skelly, Fay Wray and
Adele Windsor have been added to Kay Francis. "Behind the Make-Up,"
cast of "Frozen Justice," starring based upon a story by Mildred Cram,
is being directed by Robert Milton.
Lenore Ulric.

talker,

"The Squealer," Mark Linder's
play is the latest stage vehicle to be
acquired by Columbia.

"Her Private

Affairs."

Quartette For "The Forward Pass"

The Collegiate Quartette, whose
Long Contract for Miller
Fox has signed a long term con- members are John Murray, Del Artract with Carl Miller

who

will play

cher,

Harry

Overbeck

"Conquistador." It will be direct- Lambert, will appear
ward Pass."
ed by Alfred Santell.
in

in

and Rich
"The For-

10

IT

Short Shots from
New York Studios
ARTHUR

iBy

W.

DEAL SET

Aid Little Fellow

DAYLIGHT SAVING FOR

TOR SAENGER CONTROL

Denver— "Preservation of the
small theater is of paramount
interest to the motion picture
industry," E. P. Hawkins, sales
promotion manager of RCAPhotophone, stated in an interview while here for the Denver convention.
"The chains naturally take
care of themselves, but it is the
keeping alive of the little fellows that is engaging the attention of the big minds in the
business today."

ALL CANADA AGITATED

EDDY—m

—

(.Continued from Page 1)
Ottawa Effort will be made next
has decided about 30 theaters in North Carolina, year to have daylight saving estaba 50 per cent interest in Consolidated lished
throughout the Dominion. Orto label a series of 25 short comTheaters, operating about 15 Florida ganizations in several cities
edies produced at RCA's Gramercy
are behouses, a 50 per cent interest in the hind the
Studio, Garmercy Tabloid Features.
move, but labor unions and
Richard Currier is production head Wilby-Kincey-Lucas-Baum & Pub- farmers have voiced objections.
lix-Saenger chain in Alabama, Georat the plant and Frank D. Ormston
gia and North Carolina, and a 50 per
is studio manager.
Gets
cent interest in Dent Theaters, operUpstate N. Y. Houses
ating about 63 Texas and New MexHaving abandoned honeymooning ico houses.
Cohoes, N. Y. The Cohoes Opera
for picture making, Robert T. Kane
The Saenger holdings also extend House and Majestic have been leased
is back at his desk in Pathe Sound
Central America, Panama, Ja- by William E. Benton of Saratoga
to
Studios after a trip to Europe with
maica, Cuba and the other West In- Springs, who operates a chain of
the lady who used to be Miss Ruth
dian islands.
houses in northern New York. OpWhite.
eration will be taken over tomorrow.

RADIO PICTURES

Two More

Benton

—

Harten,

Charles

who

has

been

working on Spoor process stuff at
RCA, is joining Columbia to camera

Miller Victorious in
2,500 Junior Pacents is
Suit Over California
Schedule for Six Months
(.Continued from Page 1)

Victor plant at said to amount to $225,000, with a
Camden.
policy for the house soon to be announced.
The rental covers a nine
Ignoring the onslaught of Ole year period at $3,000 per month.
Man Summer, John Hobble continues West Coast darkened the house,
State,
to turn out picture material at War- when it took over Loew's
ners' studio in Brooklyn. He's just Metropolitan, Criterion, Million Dolcompleted a short entitled "Family lar and Alhambra.
Life," which will serve as a vehicle
for little Sybil Levey.
its

activities

at

(Continued from Page 1)

the

Julia Reuben is secretarying for
Monte Brice and Larry Kent these
days at Paramount's Long Island

states Louis Gerard Pacent, president
of the Pacent Reproducer Corp. The
firm, he says, is prepared to install
the new models at the rate of 400 a
month, starting in September. First
delivery on the new models will be

made

in

August.

DAILY TIPS WHICH

And no one

—

—

Ludwig Film Ex-

—

ida,

Jacksonville, Fla.

changes, in Milwaukee and Minneapo"Coquette"
lis has taken over the Rex here. The
house has been renovated and sound
(United Artists)
equipment installed. It is now opJust at the edge of the outer lobby
erating under the management of
a lattice was constructed to permit
Victor S. Ludwig. Ludwig has also
two entrances to the lobby while the
secured a long term lease on the
center the display had a wooden
Community at Shawano.
picket fence reaching from one col-

umn

of the lattice to the other.

A

Running 2 Days a Week
flower box was attached to the picket
Cleveland The U-No, belonging fence and just in back was a cut-out
to the Ohio Amusement Co. circuit, of Mary Pickford to give the impresis operating on Saturday and Sunday sion that she was standing.
Roses
only until further notice.
were strewn all over the lattice work

—

and cut-out letters spelling out the
Prospect, O., House Sold
title of picture were strung in front
Prospect, O. J. L. Kohler has sold of the lattice construction. James
Cartledge, Fairfax, Miami, Fla.
the Ohio to D. L. Peters.

—

clares

that in

the light of past de-

velopments, the independent exhibitor is justified in "looking askance
at
this latest voluntary undertaking
by
the producers and in concluding that
the whole affair was cooked up to
drown his voice in giving utterance
to

iiis

with

MEAN DOLLARS FOR SHOWMEN

can make more
noise with them than the newsboys.
Keith Gets London Post
John McManus, Dayton, Dayton,
Ottawa Douglas G. Keith, for ten
years assistant to the director of the Ohio.
Canadian studio here, has been ap"Chinatown Nights"
pointed Canadian publicity agent in
England, with headquarters at Lon(Paramount)
don. Keith was born in Ottawa and
One day previous to opening and
formerly was a local newspaperman. every day during run of picture a
He served under both the late Ray Chinese ricksha was on the streets
Peck and Frank C. Badgley, the lat- being pulled by a boy garbed in a
ter now being in charge of the Can- Chinese costume and wearing a sign
adian studio.
on his back announcing the attraction.
Signs announcing the picture
were also hanging on the shafts of
Ludwig Gets Two More
John Ludwig, the cart. Alfred F. Weiss, Jr., FlorKaukauna, Wis.
city.

the

independent exhibitors to accept it as a palliative, but to
continue to fight for a remedy.
He de-

just grievances."

(Continued from Page 1)

"Alias Jimmy Valentine"
Phillips Holmes, son of the popu(M-G-M)
juvenile
the
lar Taylor, will play
lead in "The Return of Sherlock
Ran a newsboys' matinee. NovHolmes," featuring Clive Brook, elty "guns" were given to all newsnow before the cameras at Para- boys on leaving the theater and were
mount under direction of Basil used by them later in day in selling
and delivering Heralds throughout
Dean, English director.

president of

(Continued from Page 1)

vises

More Changes Made in
P-F-L Studio Personnel

—

John

Butler,

who

few days ago, ended

studio.

—

Accept Relief but Keep
Fighting, Myers Advice

"Greyhound Limited"
(Warners)

The display consisted of a train
painted by a local artist and placed
A phonoin the center of lobby.
graph was parked in the projection

his

resigned a
association

with the studio as did Arthur Koenig, who has been purchasing agent
and has had charge ot props. Johnny
Doran, identified with the studio for
many years, became stage manager
while Dan Doran takes charge of
properties.
Joe Nadel becomes purchasing agent.
Other changes are
understood planned.

booth being wired to an amplifier
behind the train in lobby. Using one
of the new effect records with this
Film Delivered by Airplane
display stopped people in their tracks
Guy
as they reached the theater.
Kingston, Ont— When a print of
Bryson, Egyptian, Greenville, S. C.
"The Trial of Mary Dugan" failed to
arrive for scheduled presentation at
"Lucky Boy"
the Capitol, Manager Ernie Smithies
(Tiffany-Stahl)
burned the wires to Toronto with the
A store fitted up its window with result that an airplane was chartered
a display of shirts everyone of them and the air trip of 156 miles was covtagged, "George Jessel Lucky Boy ered in one hour and 20 minutes. The
The window also exhibited film arrived in good time for the
Shirts."
a supply of other merchandise as well opening performance.
as stills from the picture and neatlylettered cards announcing the title
Absolved in Fox Accident
In addition to the winof picture.
Dorothy Kane, New York, driver
dow display, the store ran a box in
regular newspaper ad reading, of the car which collided with the
its
"See our window! George Jessel automobile of William Fox, near
'Lucky Boy Shirts' Now on Display Mineola, L. I., resulting in death of
Don't miss it It's a wow." E. the chauffeur and injuries to Fox and
a neighbor, yesterday was absolved
Brodie, Palace, Haverhill, Mass.
of criminal blame at the inquest into
the chauffeur's death.
Fox now is
"The Leatherneck"
convalescing at his estate at Wood(Pathe)
mere, L. I.
Arrangements were made for the
marines to receive a percentage of
Voting on Sunday Shows
And how
the box-office receipts.
ReOakdale, La. Referendum on the
the leathernecks did boost 'em.
ceptions were arranged for marine question of S-unday shows is slated
officers and their wives and for naval here within the next few days.
Last
officers and their wives.
A marine year Sunday shows were authorized
guard was stationed in front of the up to 6 P. M., and now effort is
theater and war trophies were ex- being made to secure Sunday night
hibited in the foyer.
Oriental, Port- shows.
Councilmen are standing exland, Ore.
pense of the election.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

IN EVERY CLIME

AND COUNTRY
"IT

SPEAKS FOR
ITSELF

*f ISSUES
EVERY WEEK

with

ASK ANY INDhPHMijENT SH UW^flTT

Sure FIRE... It's from
story of the

by

same

title

ELINOR GLYN

"Worth $3.00 per seat.
Finest! Thrilling! Darincr'"
***

—Telegram from Liberty
Theatre, Dallas, Texas.
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'Awful Truth"
X

I

which there

is

introduced a

new marquee name

brilliant
J

and a noteworthy addition to
strllar ranks of Hollywood.
Hhe Awful Truth" stands on its
Mn as a smart, sophisticated and
handled comedy but
biuti fully
ewise serves as the vehicle by
4ich Ina Claire, frequently rered to as the toast of New York,
ikes her debut in motion picI

i

to say about
or prosalute
royal
i we'd order a
busipicture
i.im a holiday in the
the
of
es and all of it because
f

we had anything

—

This, we are trying
1 get over to you, is more than
tpre happening. It's an event.
(jaire arrival.

wrote it, did the adaptation with
orace Jackson. Most of the scintilting and extremely clever dialogue
play.
culled directly from the
ickey Neilan handled the picture diIctioii and Rollo Lloyd the dialogue
Id there is enough credit to pass

\\o

mind for both.

The Story
A

slight tale, held together in cap-

,-ating

and

humorous manner by

Specifinations and bright lines.
Uy, it concerns a young society
vole wife flirtatious, husband jealis—and the mildly rocky course of
arried life. Husband threatens and
oceeds to secure a divorce, but the
>ual year must elapse before the deee becomes final. Traveling in the
tme set, th-;y are constantly thrown
gether.
Each loves the other and
Reconciliation comes
ich knows it.
p.ally, as you know it will, and there

—

du are.

The Star
Slight

enough

certainly.

But Miss

announced in THE FILM DAILY yesterday, the deal was
Arrangements, have been
and contracts drawn on Tuesday.
made, it is stated, to acquire, by an exchange of stock, all of the
issued and outstanding preferred and at least 90 per cent of the Class
A of Saengers. E. V. Richards, who has been general manager of
Saenger, becomes a vice president of Publix-

clusively

With no argument whatsoever,
belongs among the first half
ozen leaders in the dialogue film.

he

K

AN N

Allied.

Live and Let Live Prices
ADJUSTMENTS PLAN

IS

Pledge to aid small town exhibitors
contemplating wiring of their theaters, offering them the company's

sound pictures

SOUND, WOODHULL SAYS

live

at

and

let

live

Allied from arbitraas a means to force
a showdown in the industry, pave the
way for negotiation of a new contract, a new system of arbitration
and "bring about a fair scale of
{Continued on Page 7)

Secession

tion

of

was done

Carl Laemmle,
Universal president. Prior to sailing
for Europe, the Universal chief drew
up the pledge, to unwired theaters,
planning installation of sound.
prices

is

made by

TO PASS ON

COMMITTEE
Confidence in the soundness of the
manbranch
plan of adjustments by
agers agreed to between exhibitors
Laemmle pledges his personal and
SYSTEMS
BRITISH
and distributors, and assurance that business word to supply sound picthe committees remain intact to mod- tures at equitable prices, asking only
InterLondon (By Wireless)
ify the present plan or adopt a new
that these exhibitors support Univerchangeability is a settled issue so far
one, is expressed by R. F. Wood{Continued on Page 7)
United
as Paramount, Fox, M-G-M,
hull, president of the M.P.T.O.A.
First
and
Warners
Universal,
Artists,
"As you may know, the distributor
emphathey
concerned
the
are
to
National
adjustments
making
has been
RESIGNS
{Continued on Page 7)
AL
yesterday, in announcing a
sized
truce on the long-standing inter-

SOUND

—

R0CKETT

Sound Problem to be

At

St. Louis
Louis— Plight of

Up

FIRST NATIONAL POST

Meetings

a number of
St.
exhibitors of this territory to high
overhead caused by the sound development, will be one of the chief problems attacked at the convention here
Aug. 19 and 20 of the eastern Missouri and southern Illinois exhibitor
number of national leader;
unit.
are expected to attend, states Presi-

West

Coast

Bureau,

tract,

which had some months

witha European trip shortly.
a
ends
National
First
from

disc

Two

accompaniment, Paramount

will be supplied to theaters Saturday, Emanuel Cohen, ediIt will be released once a
tor, states.
week. Paramount News (silent) will

Sound News

continue to be released twice a week.

Slates to be Offered
Officers
for

equipment

On New

Now

Listed
Season Schedules

448 Silents

of silent films or silent
for
versions of talkers already slated

Number

AMPA

now

total

448,

The
companies yet to be heard from.
of 4UU
total
announced
previously
Fox
was increased 48, by decision of

pic-

of all 48
to make silent versions
Previous y, it
tures on the program.
talkers
had been planned to make
was
later
decision
only, and this
verchanged to a plan for 34 silent

Emphatic assurance is given by
nomsponsors of a second ticket of
meetthe
at
officer
inees for
New York. sions.
ing scheduled today in

AMPA

I

of reproducing

a committee of independent experts will appr ove, the fi rms stated.

which

during the 1929-30 season
began production
with a number of

year's affiliation which
"Abraham Lincoln
after
shortly
{Continued on Page 7)
six

and

to go,

has been bought. Rockett has been
recovered and" plans
ill, but has now

dent Fred Wehrenberg.

changeability strife.
Sound pictures of these companies
over
will be permitted to be shown

THE FILM DAILY any make

Hollywood— Al Rockett has resigned as general production manHis conager for First National.

A

Available with both sound-on-film

ips.

up arbitration

"U" Sound Films Promised at

n excellent voice. She is a consumlate and finished comedienne, relete with class to her very finger-

oise,

Allied States Ass'n is out to break
in the industry as it
now exists. That point was brought
out July 2, in a statement by Abram F. Myers, president and general counsel of Allied, at the meeting
of the association there, and emphasized last week at the Denver convention by W. A. Steffes, a leader of

set

Paramount Sound News
to Make Bow Saturday

tage,

Myers and Steffes Quoted
As Favoring "Junking"
Of Present System

Deal of Paramount for acquisition of control of Saenger Theaters, owning and operating theaters in 11 southern states, Central
As exAmerica and the West Indies, was confirmed yesterday.

an old hand at tricks of the
dominates throughout. She has
charm, is beautiful, and has

iaire,

Price 5 Cents

Paramount -Saenger Deal Confirmed

The Ingredients
Von should know that, in the first
lice, "The Awful Truth" was sucksful as a play with Miss Claire in
I lead. Secondly, Arthur Richman,

i

1929

BREAKING UP OF ARBITRATION
DECLARED ALLIED STATES AIM

1

I

1,

THE

New

Britain Is Without
Equity Wins Skirmish in
of Hoffman Deal Move Against Paramount

News
New

XLIX No. 27 Thursday, August

Vol.

1929

1,

Price 5 Cents

—John

S.

Con-

ners is news to him.
He operates
the Strand, Palace and Capitol here.
Contaras also opined that Peter PeraPublished daily except Saturday and holidays
kos, the other local partner, who is
at
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y. and
copyright (1929) by Wid's Films and Film touring in Canada, also is unaware
Folk, Inc.
\V. Alicoate, President and of any reported deal.
J.
He admitted,
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann, Vice-President
however,
possibility
Hoffman
of
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer,
Business and Advertising Manager. Entered Brothers negotiating sale of their inPUBLISHER

JOHN W. ALICOATE

as second class matter,

May

21,

1918, at the

New

York, N. Y., under the act
of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free)
United States outside of Greater New York
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
Foreign, $15.00.
Subscribers should
$3.00.
remit with order.
Address all communications to
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Phone Circle 47364737-4738-4739.
Cable address:
Filmday,
New York.
Hollywood,
California
Ralph
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd.
Phone Granite
6607.
London Ernest W. Fredman, The
Film
Renter,
89-91
Wardour
St.,
W.
I.
Berlin Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
Paris P. A. Harle,
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la
Cour-des-Noues, 19.
post-office at

THE

—

—

—

—

Financial

High

Low

Park for scenes for a picture was
rescinded on Equity protest.
R. V. Orbinson, general manager
of the park, revoked the permission
previously given Paramount, after
an Equity committee reported Paramount intended to use non-Equity
members -in the production and to
terests.
However, this could not in- pay less for extras than demanded by
clude holdings of the local theater Equity.
Orbinson explained that
men, it is pointed out. Other thea- Pasadena "didn't want to become
ters involved in the reported deal, involved in a labor dispute that conwhich has been denied by Warners cerns only Hollywood."
in New York, are at Hartford, Waterbury, Manchester, Ansonia, WilPictures
limantic and Rockville.

Close

Debut in Guatemala

Aug.

First

3

issue

Paramount

of

News.
Opening

Sow

of "Say it with Song.
Warner, N. Y.
Aug. 7 Golf tournament of exhibitors ai
exchangemen at Seattle.
Aug. 14 Opening of "The Hollywood Rj
vue" at the Astor, N. Y.
Aug. 19-20 Convention of eastern Missoul
and southern Illinois exhibitor un

6

at the

at St.

Sept. 28

First

Louis.

issue

News

Hearst

of

Metrotot

(sound).

Musicians Set Aug. 10
for Aurora Strike Da;
Aurora, 111.— Aug. 10 has been

se

sound picture to be presented for date of a strike in the Fox am
in Gautemala was shown this week other
houses of the Publix-Grea
at the Capitol, in Guatemala City with States chain, unless "jam" with musi!
One hundred the
Minneapolis For reasons of econ- "The Wolf Song," a Paramount pic- cians is settled.
omy, a few departments of the ture, as the inaugural attraction under aters of the Illinois circuit may b<
Northwest Theater Circuit (Finkel- this new policy. Sensational acclaim involved. The musicians charge tha
stein & Ruben) may be administered was given this new form of screen the house offers them only part-tinn
from New York b}' Publix, but entertainment by Guatemalans, with employment. Operators had plannee
to strike with them, but deferred the
otherwise no changes are contem- new box office records established.
order pending further negotiations.
plated, David Chatkin, general direcFirst

Few F. & R. Departments
May be Transferred to N.Y.

—

Speculation Over Eddie
Weisfeldt in Milwaukee

Sales

Am.

Aug.

Make

Sound

tor of theater operation, stated here.

STOCK MARKET

The Industry's
Date Book

—

Pasadena, Cal.
Actors' Equity
taras,
of
Hoffman Ass'n won a skirmish in the Equity
Brothers says reports of an impend- Shop fight here yesterday when Paring deal for sale of the chain to War- amount's permit to use Tournament
Britain, Conn.
local
partner

Seat
34
34
34
100
2'5
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 25'A
-25
Milwaukee
300
There is speculation
East. Kodak
19Syi 193
2,500
193?£
here as to what berth Eddie Weisfeldt
do pfd
128
Fox Fm. "A" ... 89J4 87j£ SS'A 3A00
All-sound-film programs is to fill, following advent of Fanchon
St. Louis
*Keith A-0
40
Marco shows at the Wisconsin.
will begin Saturday at the Missouri,
*do pfd
112
Weisfeldt long has been production
with
the
master
of
ceremonies
and
Loew's Inc
57
2,500
5Sl/z
585^
head at the theater, staging the shows
do pfd
93
93
93
100 stage band show to be dropped.
•M-G-M pfd
24-^
presented.
2',300
M. P. Cap
52
54
52?^
Firm
at
St.
Para.
Joseph
F-L
68
66^ 68
37,000
Pathe Exch
8 l/g
3,000
%V%
8Ms
Returns
St. Joseph, Mo.
Empress Theater
do "A"
20'/2
19
19
2,300
Earle
Hammons,
Co.
been
incorporated
with
20
president of
Radio K-O-A
has
37
3554
7,200
35ji
*Stanley Co
40
In- Educational, returned to
York
shares of $100 par value stock.
Univ. Pict. pfd
9»yi
from
London
yesterday
Bell,
with
corporators
are
George
M.
St.
reports
Warner Bros
S7% 57
S7'A 16,900
Joseph, 10 shares; Kate B. Welda, that talking comedies are in great
*do pfd
52J4
Kansas City, 1 share, and Bernard vogue in England.
Acoustic Prod. ...
SM 5% 5H 2,200 C. Cook, Kansas City, 9 shares.
*Bal. & Katz
78
Columbia Pets. ... 33J4 31
32^ l',206
Batesburg Theaters Incorporated
Con. Fm. Ind. ... 21 yi ZOyi 2054
1,700
Danz
Writ
of
Review
Gets
Batesburg, S. C. Batesburg The*Film Insp
254
Fox Thea. "A" .. 24^ 23?i 24
l'.oOO
Seattle
John Danz has secured aters, has been chartered here with
Griffith, D. W. "A"
2
2
2
100
capital of $500 to operate picture and
Intern. Proj
33
34
3,500 from the Supreme Court a writ of
3454
Mrs. M. P. B.
review of the injunction proceedings vaudeville theaters.
*Loew do deb. rts
25
Nat. Scr. Ser. .. 3054
30
l',200 brought
30
against the Central Labor Mutt is president and L. M. BoatNat. Thea. Sup. .. 27
2554
5,500
2554
Trans-Lux
9M 9?4 1,500 Council. Danz claims the business wright secretary-treasurer of the com10J4
17
200 of his Sterling chain of theaters here pany.
Univ. Pict
17
15 54
Mo pfd
is
being damaged by picketing by

—

Missouri Theater to
Drop Presentations

—

&

New

—

Hammons
W.

New

Dialoguing Hart Film
William Steiner is completing the
dialogue and sound effects on "HiDestiny," starring Neal Hart, supported by Barbara Kent, at the Chromotone Studio, No. 122 Fifth Ave.

The picture was made during the
Calgary Stampede in Alberta, Canada
last year as a silent.
It features a
wild horse stampede, buffalo hunt and
a chuck wagon race.
Merritt Crawford did the dialogue.

CURB MARKET

—

—

H

BOND MARKET

Keith

A-0 6s
41ww

88
88
88
..106
10554 106
do 6s 41 x-war... 9454 9454 9454
Paramount 6s 47 .9854 98
98
Par. By. 554s 51. 98M
9854
9854
*Pathe 7s 37
6954

Loew

46.

CURB BONDS

'Am.

6s

36

654s

28

Seat.

Warner

8654
198

OVER THE COUNTER

Roxy "A"

25

do
do

2'8

units

com

254
33
78

Skouras Bros
Technicolor

United Art
do pfd
Univ. Ch. com.
do

union labor.

Remodeling

6s

pfd

LAST

5

65
.

.

27
30
3

40

....
....

81
10
75

2

75

—

Connersville, Pa.

Fire Destroys Little

Rock House

—

Fire gutted the
Little Rock, Ark.in the Glenwood section here
with an estimated loss of $30,000, it

Caddo

reported. Damage
ered by insurance.
is

was

work

it

is

The

stated.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY

Boston— Publix has spent $500,000
remodeling the St. James, which
opens tomorrow as the Uptown.

Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard

PRICE QUOTED

PRINTER-PROJECTORS
and JOINERS

I.

in progress.

to cost $30,000,

.

.

.

rest

.

.

.

recreation

BLUFF HOUSE:

looking

hundred

feet

95 miles

from

among

the

overeight

Delaware:
above sea

the

level:

New York
Kittatiny

BLUFF HOUSE

City:

Mounoffers

the advantages of a good
hotel: as well as every form of
all

Boston Reopening Tomorrow

Flushing, L.

here

"Regular" Vacation

tains.

partly cov-

wanted at once.
Hedwig Motion Picture Labs.
48 Congress Street

is

Orpheum

fun

At

Connersville

— Shows are being

continued at the
while remodeling is

85

Baltimore Ritz Reopened
Baltimore The Ritz which has
been closed for installation of sound
equipment and a new ventilating system has been reopened. Louis Gaertner is manager.

in

A

Vaudeville Acts
J

1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3580

City

outdoor sport.

BLUFF HOUSE
BOX A

PIKE COUNTY
MILFORD, PENNSYLVANIA
H. J. DYNES, Owner

a EW SHOW WORLD
??

a

TOE MYSTERIOUS

,i£*;DR.FUMANCHU

1$

IMS.

FU

MANCHU

equals all-time house record in

first

}3

week of long run

at

A Rowland V. Lee Pro-

from

the
Rohmer.
With Warner Oland,
ISeil Hamilton, Jean

line lion
story by Sax
I

Arthur. O. P. Heggie,
William Austin.

the

RIALTO

House of Hits

w THE

FOUR FEATHERS
in

eighth week of sensational business

at

$2

95

at the

CRITERION

Directed by Merian

Cooper and Ernest
Shoedsack and Lot liar
Meniles. With M illiam
Powell, Richard Arlen,

Fay Wray, Clive Brook,

Noah

Beery.

^DANGEROUS CURVES"
starring

"

Ia«I|a1

week and does capacity

With Richard Arlen.
Directed by Lothar
Mendes.

Sternberg.

at the

hel<l

over second

PARAMOUNT

"THUNDERBOLT"
GEORGE BANCROFT

st arring

S. R. O. for five

With Fay Wray and
Richard Arlen. Directed by Josef von

DU ff

solid weeks at the

RIVOLI

PARAMOUNT

THE NEW SHOW WORLD COMPANY

.gage***"
EH
EXTENDED

!

SCORES IN
RADIO'S HISTORY-MAKING PREMIERE
rllSTORY was written Tuesday
night
is a
sample of
If "Street Girl"
what Radio Pictures have to offer,

then there

new

a

is

factor

the

in

give any comhard race for first honors. "Street Girl" is BIG!
Regina Crewe, N. Y. American.

in letters

blazoned across the

spangled pageantry of Broadway!

film field that will

petition a

"Radio took its first tilt in the twoa-day lists last night and emerged
with glory

.

.

.

bright

and

profit-

Katherine Zimmerman, Eve. Telegram.

able future"

.

.

.

"Grand entertainment"

.

.

Rose

Pelswick, N. Y. Journal.

Loads of

"Three -star show.
Laughs"
News.

.

.

.

.... Betty Colfax, Eve. Graphic.

.

.

.

before the most
that

ever witnessed a photoplay,

was the most significant event in a
decade of motion picture history!

"Audience laughed and ap.

.

.

The Times.

"A decided winner"

.

.

.

Electrical Entertainment

RADIO'S

the great

29 -3o

Geo.

Gerhardt, Eve. World.

its

All

New

Flashing Herald of the

of the better musical films"

Quinn Martin, Morn. World.

plauded"

audience

brilliant

Irene Thirer, Daily

"Company's output should be a
welcome addition for exhibitors"

"One

The world premiere of "Street Girl"

way

.

.

new
.

.

.

.

.

Era of
first

of

Titan Attractions for

"Street Girl"

smashed

to triumph

-Dialog and Music Dramatic Sensation

STREET GIRL
A

William Le Baron Production

Staged by Wesley Ruggles. Dialog by
Jane Murfin. Music by Oscar Levant.
Lyrics by Sidney Clare. Dances by Pearl
Eaton. Costumes

raphy by

L.

by

Max

Ree. Photog-

Tover. Musical Direction

V. Baravalle.

by

BETTY

COMPSON

Gus Arnheim's
Johnny Harron, Jack Oakie, Ned Sparks, Joseph Cawthorn,
Cimini
famous Ambassador Band, Doris Eaton and Radio Beauty Chorus,
Singers and 2oo others!
~

—

.

.^.

—

.

m
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A
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Along The Rialto

-AND
THAT'S
WHEN

to pepping up
managers, the Goldinsky Circuit have 'em all stopped.

IT comes

their theater

Every month the publicity department publishes "Whooperoo," a bulof

letin

inspiration, insults, hooey,
just plain bull. Cast your

hokum and

over these gems, grabbed hot
from the current issue of "Whooperoo," telling the theater managers
everything they don't need to know:
eyes

"Watch your grosses. Make 'em
You can't do this by sleepRim
So give up sleeping.
your theater by day, and work the
climb.
ing.

old bean for ideas by night. That's
the way our president got where he

—

by getting guys like you to go
without sleep. And if you want him
to stay there, you've got to keep on
Atta baby!
going without sleep.
Come on. Let's go!"
is

*

*

"Remember

this:

*

The boys

at the

top of the heap in your own company got there with less opportuniThey didn't need
ties than you have.
onportunities, in fact. One is a second cousin of the treasurer, the other
wife,
is an ex-fiance of the president's
and the third had some dirt on the
vice president. What they have done,

Are you with us?"

can't do.
*

*

*

"The poison ivy wreath this month
goes to Ignatz Basigaloopo for the
best publicity stunt. He pulled it at
the Itchy theater. He rang the fire
alarm, the riot call, and the emerThen he
gency ambulance signal.
stood on the marquee and yelled
You
'Fire! Murder! Stop thief!'
can imagine the publicity he got
(Ignatz is no longer
from this.
He had ideas, but he
with us.
couldn't put 'em together properly.)
.

first

ater get a

five kids to

hunk

gag,

life

making

a

from "Paris Nights," about the
new stage manager when told to run up the curtain
"What dy'e think I am, a squirrel?"
J. V. Bryson from Lunnon sends us the new Universal announceIncidentally, it's Uniment issued there, a corker
versal Pictures, Ltd., now, formerly European M. P.
Co., Ltd
Ina's first talker, "The Awful Truth's"
Ted Cooke in the "N. Y.
a wow, is the tip-off
American" reports that Hollywood producers want a
definition of hokum, "But it is not so hard to believe,"
he adds:

this, goni'ffed

"What

could define

fish

swimming?"

Charley M. Steele, who recently left Universal,
plans to recuperate a month in Michigan, then will anMore on this later.
nounce a new connection

Lou Blumenthal is summering on
Ed Schiller, Loew impresario,

the Jersey shore
spent the week-

Richard
end bothering the fish in Peconic Bay
de la Roziere of French film circles, who is a real count
but prefers to be called Mr., is in New York for a few

weeks
Arthur Hirsch is spending the summer commuting
between lil ole N. Y. and Montreal

44

It

is

well for

whatever

it

;

man

\

is ,

uphold

"Mike Simsky of the Goop theater
has jumped his Saturday matinee
$7.36 by organizing a Kiddie Club.

The

real

sound pitchur of his wedding day
probably wants
Yeah, try and forget it
it to remember the event.
Gordon (Educational) White who was health building at
Pathe
Alexandria Bay returned to N. Y. yesterday

And

Timely Topics

— €—

to respect his

own

vocation

and to think himself bound to

happening
WHAT
the cinema

it

the

it,

is

it

reach the the-

to
ri-

misadventure which
us happened to the
vain peacock, when, on being
mockingly flattered by the fiendish fox on account of his magnificent tail and the majesty of
his regal stride, he opened his
mouth to show his voice and
made everybody laugh.
So long as the cinema kept
silent, so long as it was the dumb
expression of images understood
by everybody, with a few writ-

Aesop

tells

ten explanations which could be
easily translated
into all languages, the cinema, with its
enormous international diffusion
and with that particular taste

which

it

had succeeded

in foster-

ing in a large public by accus-

toming

to the silent vision, had
serious competitor of
the theater, and, especially of
late, a real threat.
So afraid was
the theater of this competition
that producers were already endeavoring to turn theatrical performances into performances for
the eye.
They borrowed from
the cinema technical details such
as the fading away of a scene
into another to the accompaniment of soft music and the darkening of the stage; they chose a
repertory
and
lighter
newer
which, by its very lack of subcould be more easily
stance,
adapted to these effects of sudit

become a

den changes prepared exclusively
for visual enjoyment; they tried,
in short, to ape the cinema.
There never was greater danBut now,
ger for the theater.
instead, it is the cinema that
does the aping ;and the theater
need not fear any longer.

— Luigi

Pirandello, noted

Italian playwright in

'*

"The New York Times"

CHARLES DICKENS.

chewing tobacco.

of

deserves.

the

diculous

and to claim for

respect

now
same

is

*

*

*

Jr.

Genial Hal Young is in New York from Chi. So last
night Paul Benjamin threw a fried chicken party for Hal.
Joe Pollak, Toby Gruen, Pat Garyn and others of Nat'l
Halsey Raines of EmScreen Service were there
geem publicity is vacationing out Rochester way

Harry Langdon pulled a

1929

Digest of
Current Opinion

Parson's back at his desk after vacationing

*

*

*

you

M. Daly,

Phil

DALY

1,

A

with

THAT
By PHIL M.

Thursday, August

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

Great work, Mike!"

IN

Who s Who?
STO1

WHO IS THE CHAMP

RY TELLER
OF THE MO-

TION
^^jLt^m^I fe

M

T U R

PICE IN-

DUSTRY?

"xfflre r^jGIVE YOU
./GUESSES,

^

BUT
al

IT'S
lichtman

3

No. 4

Industry Statistics
By JAMES

P.

Statistical Editor,

Sixteen thousand of Europe's 25,000 picture theaters have less than
500 seats each and 23,000 seat less
than 1,000 each.
Total seating capacity of all European cinemas approximates 12,000,000, with average
capacity running less than 480 seats
per theater.
The average number of inhabitants
per seat is 87. Only 19 theaters seat

No. 4

CUNNINGHAM
The Film Daily

more than

3,000; 23 from 2,500 to
3.000; 84 from 2,000 to 2,500; 267
from 1,500 to 2,000; 1,250 from 1,000
to 1,500; 5,000 from 500 to 750, with
16 000 seating less than 500 each.
*
*
*

Adolph
Stanley

Zukor

buys interest
of America.

Company
*

*

in

*

Shubert alliance with Goldwyn described as first step in
the giants."

new

"battle of

*
*
*
The
motion
picture
industry
spends $68,000,000 yearly in nationWallace Reid signs new contract
al and trade paper advertising, it with Famous Players.
is

estimated.

THE
August

i'hursday,

1,

TSSfr*DAILY

1929

Breaking Up of Arbitration
Declared Allied States Aim

-Coast Wire Service'

Educational Making 36

(Continued from Page

sound rentals,"

"U'TALKERS PROMISED AT

OF TALKER COMEDIES

!2

be
are
to
Thirty-six comedies
lade at the Educational studios durig the coming season, where more
han $300,000 is declared to have
een spent on four sound stages,
for

,'ired

RCA-Photophone

record-

Twenty-two of these comedies will
e made under supervision of Jack
Vhite,

director-general

for

Educa-

Little

Franklyn Panghorn,
field.
alker
ivian Oakland and John T. Muray are the stars in the first of the

They

eveloping.

We

MAYER

We

Artists.

*

Universal Newsreel in

*

*

Jack Warner's "right hand
man," Darryl Zanuck, is one
of the busiest executives on
the Coast. Before assuming
his executive work, he was a

All

father, Maurice Costello. They made
movies as they went. One of their

was making

friends with a little bear while they had tea with an
Indian rajah in the Royal Zoological
thrills

in

singing

and

later

dancing

Cities

Yesterday

leased yesterday. The reel is released
twice a week in cooperation with 42
newspapers. The reel is issued under the title of the newspaper of each
territory preceding Universal Newsreel.

small

in

exhibitor

for

more

than

six

Woodhull, president
of the M.P.T.O.A. said today. "The
exhibitor would come in to see me
and I'd take him over to the general
months,"

Pete

manager

and,
square exhibitor got
sales

invariably,

the

what he wanted.
But this was an unweildy and cumbersome plan. Not every exhibitor

screen in favor has the time or the carfare to run
unit has returned ago, she deserted the
spent most of her up to New York.
She
marriage.
of
at
rodeo
the
from
City
Universal
o
time abroad in Paris, Biarritz and
"But nobody can deny, during the past
ialinas, Cal., where action and sound
traveling few months, that immediate relief for the
and
Riviera,
on
the
When we startffects of the rodeo were taken for
small fellow was imperative.
Europe. She rejected a ed
our conferences we saw that it was phyjibson's current production, "The throughout
in a few days to decide on
The cast in- contract from Ufa to sign a five sically impossible merchandising,
^ong. Long Trail."
the circuma set plan of
Pathe.
with
agreement
year
McKathryn
Eilers,
exhibitor
Sally

*
*
*
James Mason, Archie Ricks,
Paul
uncle,
TruesHoward
Armstrong's
and
Robert
Yalter Brennon
Armstrong, the playwright and proArthur Rosson is directing.
lale.

juire,

Arliss
George Arliss
le

go directly to
as soon as
completes the Vitaphone version

)f

"Disraeli"

will

ingland from Hollywood
at

the

Warner

He will
August.
ibroad on a vacation until
will
be back in the
jut
States before Christmas.

iarly

in

ducer, induced Bob to leave Seattle
in small parts of his uncle's
productions such as "Alias Jimmy
In
Valentine" and "Deep Purple."
with
co-starred
was
Bob
"Is Zat So?"
James Gleason, one of its authors.

and play

Going Abroad

studio

remain
late

fall

The play

New

New

capacity

business

in

York, Los Angeles and London.

picture was "The
Event," directed by William K.

United Bob's
ard.

Starr Gets

did

initial

His hobby

is

Main

How-

golf.

Contract

columnist and
Roy Del Ruth Returns
who recently wrote the
scenarist
Roy Del Ruth is back in Holly"In the wood after a short trip to New York
story,
original Vitaphone
Headlines" for Warners and who has seeing the Broadway musical show,
been responsible for several other "Hold Everything," which he will dicontinuities and dialogue scripts, has rect for Warners.
Upon his return
been signed to a new contract by to the studio, he found the script
Warners.
completed by Robert Lord and is
now preparing for an early starting
Player
Casting is in progress and
M-G-M Signs Stage
date.
already selected include Sally
players
has
actress,
Dorothy Jordan, stage
E.
Joe
Byron,
Marion
signed a long term contract with O'Neil,
Tashman.
Lilyan
and
Brown
M-G-M.

James

A.

Starr,

"We

Adjustments Plan is
Sound, Woodhull Says

Hoot Gibson's

ludes

hibitor "depends upon his refusal to
to the popular theory of
arbitration, which has already 'trustified' the industry."
are out to break up arbitration, because it is arbitration that has
made a trust of the picture business.
"We have on the list now 15 states
in which exhibitors refuse to settle
their differences through this method,
and we hope to add the five states in
this territory to the others."

subscribe

(Continued from Page 1)
*

*

Bennett's
Constance
Although
'"ducational films.
mother was an actress, she tried to
Other discoveries to be featured by keep her daughters away from the
Vhite include Marian "Peanuts" By- stage.
At an Equity ball, which
on, comedienne, and Raymond Tur- Constance attended with her father,
er, a colored youngster.
Samuel Goldwyn suggested she make
a test for the screen and offered her
Returns
a role in "Cytherea." Three years
Gibson Unit
ig,

Key

Playing in all key cities of the
United States and Canada, first issue of Universal Newsreel, was re-

Bombay.
*

seen talk-

will be

session.

AND

EDWIN

"The Crazy Nut."
Monte Collins and Vernon Dent
re a new comedy team White is Gardens

eries,

1)

stated at the

are

from "Lots"

Included in this schedule are
ix Jack White specials; eight Meriaid comedies; and six Tuxedo coinAll will be 100 per cent talkdies.
prolific writer.
lg, many of them with singing and
*
*
*
ancing as well as sound effects.
Dolores Costello has acted in vari"Zip Boom Bang," first of the seous parts of the world. It was as a
ies, features Raymond McKee, Jimthat she made a trip around
youngster
Glass.
Myrtle
and
iv Conlin
Mermaid comedies are entering the the world, in company with her

ional.

"We

was

not opposed to arbitration," Myers said at the time.
"In
taking this action we do not conLIVE
LET LIVE PRICES sider we are doing anything to oppose arbitration.
want arbitra(Continued from Page 1)
tion which the industry has never
By RALPH WILK
The present contract is unfair
sal's lineup of silent films, meanwhile. had.
All the advantages
and The pledge is made, to the end that and one-sided.
JUSTUS
are with the producer, none with the
continue
in
busisuch
exhibitor
"can
Casey Robinson have been given
profit in exhibitor.
say until there is a
their initial assignments at M-G-M. ness and to assure him a
fair contract and a true arbitration
The
complete
serbusiness."
that
Thornton Freeland graduated from
being continued on we withdraw."
is
the ranks of assistant directors to vice plan
Steffes at the Denver sessions said
silents.
direct "Three Live Ghosts," at United
that survival of the independent ex-

A

TO BE MADE BY WHITE

Washington

it

stance

varying

with

and company so we
energies on getting
vide ouick relief by
agers the power of

nearly every
immediately bent

all

our

the distributors to progiving the branch manmaking deserved adjust-

ments.
the question of the
discernment, their ability

"You have brought up
branch

managers'

These
tell
the sheep from the goats.
branch managers have been doing business
Some
with the same exhibitors for years.
Others are
of them are their best friends.
Years of contact, however, have ennot.
abled these managers to have a pretty fair
to

of their clients' characters as well
as their assets and liabilities.
In a
"I think the present plan is sound.
short time it will he possible to tell how it
If it is not satisfactory
working out.
i^
From certhere is bound to be an outcry.
tain quarters, of course, there will be yelling,
You cananyway. There always has been.

estimate

not satisfy a person seeking a
stead of a constructive solution.

ballyhoo

in-

"Our committee remains intact and ready
operate on any new plan or modification
Imof the present one that may come up.
to

mediate
tive

if

as I said before, is imperasmall exhibitor is going to stay

relief,

the

to
It may mean a loss of money
with us.
cases,
the distributor, is bound to in certain
but the small' loss will be more than made up
when the individual exhibitor is once more
effects
on his feet, has recovered from the
pictures,
attendant on the advent of sound

eager

meeting jhe
seller
enthusiastic
the
buyer, always a fatal combination.

Al Rockett Resigns
Special Fox Department
First National Post
for Silent Film Versions
Special department for editing and
has been
titling of Fox silent pictures
Silstudio.
Fox
the
established at
the 48
ent versions, to be made of
about 15
talkers for 1929-30, will be
talkers.
per cent shorter than the
when
that
states
Sheehan
Winfield R.

only

theaters have been wired
that three
talkers will be made, but
wire all
to
or four years are required
houses.

all

(Continued from Page

1)

was acquired from Rockett and

Ray

brother,
years ago,

for

distribution.

his

Two

Rockett succeeded John
McCormick as Western production

chief for First National.
Hal Wallis and C. Graham Baker,
studio
has been operating the

who

expected
during Rockett's illness, are
charge.
in
to continue

"Arthur in "Road Show"
Cast
the Considering "Borrowed Love
George K. Arthur will have
a
cast
Show,
to
Road
in
preparing
boy
Columbia is
part of a chorus
picture
Love,
singing
"Borrowed
the M-G-M talking,
trio of stars in
proLove and Charles
play, which is to be
in which Bessie
Dudley
Bide
direcKing will be featured under
talker.
duced as a
tion

of

Charles

Reisner.

Who

shof the Firsf Talking

Pictures of

LINDBERGH
before the industry realized what
talking pictures were

all

about?

FOX
MOVIETONE

NEWS
t(

It

Speaks for Itself >f

YEARS AHEADin

quality,

units

—

it

is

world-wide

performance and recording
the
in

only talking

newsreel

coverage.

4
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Germany Plans One for One Quota on Talkers

/

THE
^NEWSPAPER

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME
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XLIX

CL
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Big League
your audiences dote on cream
[\ puff
entertainment, pass up
following because there
the
ulbe no interest for you in what
column thinks about "The
li!
c-Eyed World." If, however,
nLjan" goes for strong entertainnt with guts and belly laughs
iming through its two hour footjut is important information to
ah that a big leaguer is about to
on its box-office way.
:

MERGING OF FOX

FOX
THEATERS, LOEWS PLANNED

se

adventures

might

be

de-

fied as the further affairs of Flagg
the seasoned, two-fisted
in yuirt,
Iries who laid each other out

and plenty in "What PriceBy?". Captain Flagg is now back
he ranks as Top Sergeant Flagg
War is
u, Quirt is merely Quirt.
f>|i

business,

but

BY TEXAS COMMITTEE
Dallas

women

their

fiure and it is, therefore, around
ankles and limbs that their postThere is a
ai experiences hinge.
Mnuity of a sort maintained. The
i

—Tendency

of

distributors
in

pro

the sound picture
emergency is indicated by Col. II. A.
Cole. Texas unit president and Burt
King, vice president, upon their return from New York. The pair constituted a committee sent to New
York to bring the existing situation
Deto the attention of distributors.
tails of new selling plans and what
independent exhibitors may expect
from distributors in the way of reductions are to be outlined about the
relief

in

middle of August, states

manager

W.

S.

Waid.

of the association.

Advocated;
Cole Buys Fox Product

Holding

Oft*

Research,

for

sails

understood his mission
pr.marily concerns a conference
either in London or Berlin with
Klangfilm and Tobis, German
groups, at which an international sound agreement will be
It

is

discussed.

Male America
to date.
enin to root for her after this.

is

W

T

alsh fashramatically, Raoul
d the highlights of his direction
e mould of "What Pi ice Glory?".
where the latter production eked
grim comedy from the serious.
ible backwash of a world catashe.
vs
e

"The

Cock-Eyed

World"

from
primarily
its
laughs
time activities of the marines

Bureau,

Hollywood

— Confidence

victory

for

in

Loaded With Dough

a

KANN

New

York over arriving
forecast in
at a satisfactory conclusion.
While other terms remain to be
(Continued on Page 4)

combined

will be effected by an exPublic offering of
of stock.
(Coyitinued

com-

Actors'

R-K-0 Company

Ten of 26

Page

on

New

4)

T-S Films

Slated for Fall Release
Ten of the 26 productions on the
1929-30 Tiffany-Stahl program are
scheduled for fall release, the company states. Twelve of the 24 Color
Symphonies, short subjects, also are
(Continued on Page 4)

Bell
is

&

Howell's

Completed

New
in

'Lab'

Chicago

Chicago— New

$500,000 engineering
constructed by the Bell
Howell Co., has been completed,

laboratory

&

states

J.

H. McNab, company
(Continued on

presi-

Page 2)

Car Strike Wallops

New

Orleans Theater Grosses
New Orleans — Show business here,
which has been dealt a series of body
in the last few years, is receiving another wallop by the street

considering a drastic
blows
"kontingent" provisions

is

change in its
under terms of which one talking picture will have to be made in Germany

for every foreign talker imported, re-

ports reaching

New York

from Berlin

indicate. The same provision as applied
Outlook for a settlement of the
to short subjects in sound is being dis>u would expect a story like this
French quota tangle continues bright. cussed, it is learned. Foreign sales
The dialogue The hitch, if it may be termed that,
e two-fisted.
It is.
managers here have heard rumblings
lan's dialogue which means it is revolves at present around the amount
plan, but the trade is withilly rough.
Yet the laughs are of duty to be fixed on imports of of such a
out definite advices. The opinion pree, planted against a colorful and
positive prints, but little difficulty is
through

Dnful background.
The picture
oaded with production and, not
ncidentallv, with money as well.

of the new or
will be offered at

which

THE FILM DAILY change

Equity
Ass'n, is expressed by Attorney Turner of Equity, who says that production of several films has been postponed because of casting difficulties.
plete

Germany

TAKES FAVORABLE TURN

is

Shares

Germany Considers One for One
"Kontingent" on Sound Films
FRENCH QUOTA PROBLEM

of a new $100,000,000 company,
leported planned by William Fox,
Wall St., circles heard yesterday. Action on the proposed merger is expected within a few months, probably
by September, it was stated.

form

tion,

Coast

into

somewhat
above market levels of the firms emJOIN braced in the proposed amalgama-

2,200 MEMBERS
West

Fox The-

Film,

one corporation, either built up around the present Fox Film Corp., or to take the

company

More

work

Merger of Fox
aters and Loew's

EQUITY CONFIDENT AS

RCA

!

Report Says

Europe today on the Majestic.

ire, however, is completely epifL Flagg and Quirt, skirt chasers
Dallas Postcards declared calling
luxe, are taken out of one scrape upon exhibitors to refrain from buy- Twenty-two hundred new members
(Continued on Page 4)
I
to land in another and so it goes ing on the salesman's first call, sugj be hilarious end.
gesting that he come back one or
Invests $283,968
several times until "he gets right,"
Peace Time Comedy
in
is reported to have been sent to memctor McLaglen puts on a fine bers by the Texas exhibitor unit.
In accordance with an agreement
representatives, between the two companies made
hf as Flagg. Edmund Lowe again Meanwhile,
film
uirt; he's immense. Lily Damita have countered with the declaration Nov. 21, 1928, Radio Corp. of Amerthe feminine menace and that Col. H. A. Cole, president of the ica has acquired 7,888 shares of RadioJl lies
ises the going very hot for the state unit, signed for the Fox line-up Keith-Orpheum stock at $36 a share,
(Continued on Page 4)
w playboys. It is Miss Damita's on his New York trip.

—

Company to
Be Formed, Wall St.

$100,000,000

E. Otterson, president of

J.

Electrical

viding

Flagg and Quirt
ii

DISTRIBUTOR AID SEEN

to co-operate with exhibitors

FILM,

Otterson Sailing

i

<-,

Price 5 Cents

1929

2,

(Continued

on Page

4)

Independents Seek Data
On New Sound Films

—

Steve Butler, special
St. Louis
representative for independent motion picture theater men of the St.
Louis territory has gone to Hollywood to obtain information on the
sound pictures to
of
application
vails that if Germany goes
Butler fortheaters.
with such a "kontingent," successful neighborhood
agent for the
business
was
in
merly
companies
operation of American
musicians' union here.
Berlin would become impossible.

THE

AMPA

Ticket Is
Laemmle, Jr., Forbids Paul
Announced; to Be Revised Whiteman Equity Concert

Second

Candidates for a second ticket in
the nomination of
officers for
the coming year were announced at
yesterday's meeting in a petition signed by seven members read before the
organization by George Harvey, presi-

AMPA
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Friday,

Price 5 Cents
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Financial

The slate consisted of
Hancock for president; Leon Bamberger, vice president; Edward McNamee, secretary, and Charles Barrell for treasurer.

Am.

Seat

Con.
East.

Fm. Ind.
Kodak

Mo

pfd

Fox

Fm.

34
pfd. 25 Vt,
195

"A"

M.

89^

...

Keith A-O
do
pfd
Loew's Inc
do pfd
M-G-M pfd

y

37

2

122
93

24J4
S2'H
69
8J4
19J4
39'/2

Cap
F-L
Pathe Exch
P.

do
"A"
Radio K-O-A

37y2
120^

37

58J4
92J4

58Ji
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24J4
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24^
51J4
67
&'A

67^
Sy2

*Univ.

5&U
50^

pfd

36

57^
50Vs

CURB MARKET
Acoustic

Prod.

Columbia

Pets.

The

Ind:
*Film Insp
Fox Thea. "A"

SYs
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*Loew do deb.
Nat.
Scr.
Ser
Nat. Thea. Sup.

33

20^4

'366
600

..

24}<6

23^

2!4
24J4

2,200

.

Trans-Lux

Tniv.

2

30}6
25 J4
9J4

30*6
25 %
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25
30*£
25'A
9'A

rts

.

9
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l
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rts

V%

H

Vs

105 K'

WS'A

94^

94y2

9S'/2

98

94'/2
98

.

6s

x-war...

41

now

Paramount

6s 47
*Par. By. 5 T/;s 51
*Pathe 7s 37
.

6s

Seat.

6y2 s

*\Varner

.

Ended June 29

is

Orleans

reported by Colum-

—

recovering his eyesight, which he lost almost completely following an attack of high blood
Sullivan has repressure in June.
Ark., gradually

36.

McLaglen Making Appearance
Victor McLaglen is to make per-

First FitzPatrick Subject Read:

"People Born

August," first
Horoscope
completed by FitzPatrl
It was recorded in N
in

"Movie

New

the

series

York, with "The Cockeyed World"
on Saturday, Sunday and Monday,
he first three days of the picture's

has

been

run.

supervision of Nathan Shilkret.

sonal appearances at the Roxy,

Pictures.

York

by

of

RCA-Photophone,

I

uni

EVERYTHING A SUPER SERIAL SHOULD HAVE

"THE KING OF THE

KONGO"

is

The

first

wild animal serial with sound, dialogue

and special musical score throughout ten
episodes of amazing jungle intrigue

years.

18

Farnol Returning
Farnol, director of publicity
for Samuel Goldwyn, will return to

88

86</2

New York

from Colorado Wednesseveral months

day.
He has spent
on a "dude ranch."

New

86^

86'A

28

198

units

com
Bros

United Art
do pfd
Univ. Ch. com.
do pfd

28

27
30

2 !4
34

39

25

Technicolor

starring

JACQUELINE LOGAN
and a

79
5

.

.

65
2
75

3

81
10
75

....
....
....

Sts.

stellar supporting cast

MASCOT PICTURES CORP.

Chestnut
The house seats 2,500 and was
State,

52nd and

....

Nat
1650

PRINTERS, PROJECTORS

Hastings Heads Film Dep't
of

WALTER MILLER

Levine, Pres.

built at a cost of $1,500,0(10.

85

editor

and

House Opens Tonight

—

open the

Charles Hastings has been appoint-

motion picture
"Brooklyn Times."

Philly

Philadelphia
Warners and the
Stanley Co. of America tonight will

*LAST PRICE QUOTED

ed

1)

phonist.

viewed vaudeville shows for the past
19 years and dramatic attractions for

'166

OVER THE COUNTER
Skouras

(Continued from Page

of $551,823 for the fiscal year

New

600

98A
69%

Roxy "A"
do
do

New

dent.

CURB BONDS
Am.

of "Say it with So
Warner, N. Y.
Aug
Golf tournament of exhibitors
exchangemen at Seattle.
Aug. 14 Opening of "The Hollywood
vue" at the Astor, N. Y.
Aug. 19-20 Convention of eastern Mis;
and southern Illinois exhibitor
at the

wired.

by

Lynn

A-O 6s 46
Loew 6s 41ww
A05'/2
Keith

do

Now Wired

S

17

BOND MARKET
v

chosen

Critic

600

32

33U

—

in

Paramount

1,300

20§i

33H

"U" Theaters
Milwaukee

of

—

40,600

33

Intern.

All

issue

News.
Opening

Nearly 400 engineers and te
the nominating committee consists of
nicians, and new types of macliin
Boy to Get Warner Tryout
Edward Klein for president; Leon
will
the new building. \vh
New Britain, Conn. Ten-year old new occupy
Bamberger for vice president; Mardevelopments
in the professio
Robert S haeffer of New Britain Sattin Starr for secretary, and George
film
field
where
originated wit
urday will receive a try-out in New
Bilson for treasurer.
York by Warners, seeking a possi- the company or submitted by the
ble successor to Davey Lee.
The dustry as a whole or individuals
$551,823 is Columbia Net
youngster is an accomplished saxa- be developed.
officers

bia Pictures, after all charges and
300 Federal taxes.
After preferred divi700
900 dends, this is equal to $4.77 a share
on the 100,000 shares of common out4,400
standing and compares with net ot
300
300 $249,931 for the year ended June 30,
1,800 1928, or $1.75 a share on the common
100
preferred dividends.
200 after

21^

D.W. "A"

"Griffith,

tract with Universal.

the circuit are
for

ticket

Sales

..

...

Fm.

Con.

do

S%

...

& Katz

*Bal.

learning that

Neilson.

100
19^4
39'A 36,000
40

pfd

Pict.

Warner Bros

Upon

Recovering Eyesight
John L. Sullivan
for the past fifteen years Dramati
editor of "The New Orleans States"
98^
58 '/4 17,600 and prior to that dramatic critic of
200
50ys
"The New Orleans Picayune," and
at
one time dramatic editor of "The
SH 3.600
Arkansas Democrat," Little Rock.
78

19M

Stanley Co
do

First

&

ended June 29
Close
34
25 /2
193
128
88J4
l

87&

Aug

Milwaukee
Western Electric
at St. Louis.
sitating a change in the line-up which
sound equipment has been installed Sept. 28 First issue of Hearst Metre
is to be announced at the next meetNews (sound).
in six neighborhood houses of the
ing.
The seven members that sign- Milwaukee Theater Circuit.
Theed the petition endorsing the second aters
recently equipped with sound
ticket were: Hank Linet, Hop Had
Howell's
on the circuit include the Downer, Bell
'La
A. L.
ley, Lou Rydell, A. L. Selig
Kosciusko, Lake, State, Juneau and
is Completed in Chica
Barlow, Jack Harrower and Rutgers Riviera.
All Milwaukee houses on

Net

115

59J/2

Para.

25
193

—

\

STOCK MARKET
Low
33y2

The Industry's
Date Book

THE FILM DAILY
Paul Whiteman has

Bureau,

Los Angeles
been forbidden to give a gratis concert Saturday for the Equity relief
fund at Edgewater Beach, by Carl

he was proposed for treasurer Barrell
declined the nomination, thus neces-

for Year
High

Coast

Laemmle, Jr., who says the concert
Don would be breach of Whiteman's con- Aug

dent.
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^ONOFIIN

KKINOE88 Ami

J

l'HIN<

skjik.nt

Coim»A2W

KSS TnEATRE, Inc.

II- Berkeley Street

Boston
mfw
address
.
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July 16, 1929

General Talking Pioturee Corp.
218 West 42nd Street
Hew York, Hew York.

j

The installation of the Deforest Phonofilm and
Phonollec has been completed at the Park Theatre,
Middleboro, Haeaachueettee.

rMt
PWONOHLN

£.

We opened the house with 100# dialogue and sound,
yesterday, July 15th, with the feature Eddie
Bowling in 'Rainbow Man".
am highly delighted and thoroughly satisfied with
the resultu of the installation, and believe 1 have
not onl y the "BoBt Sound in Town", but the best
sound ANYWHERE. That is mere important, the people
from Ulddleboro and surrounding towns there are
highly complimentary and tell me the sound is better
than anything they have hoard in Boston or Providence,
1

#«0N0fllN
Jt

Teu can refer any doubting exhibitors to
mo for -the unsurpassed Tone Quality and
relume of Deforest equipment.
Congratulations, and thanking you for the
A-l quality equipment, I am

^PHONODISC

ZZ!Tm

s^pONOHLH
Jl

3®&
9 pHONOFILN
s-

I

^ PHCNODISC

THE BIG REASON FOR
ITS RAPID GROWTH Mf

THE

%2H

DAILV

Coast Wire Service

Friday, August

2,

MERGING OF FOX FILM, FOX FRENCH QUOTA PROBLE

Hollywood Happenings

{Continued from Page

White and Others
Added to "Show of Shows"
Alice

A

Latest names to be added to the
cast of "Show of Shows" are those
of Alice White, Helene Costello, Al-

Gran

bert

The
who

total

and

now

Oakman.

Wheeler

reached

is

shares also

Little
from aLots **
By

RALPH WILK

42 players

Hollywood

include John Barrymore, George

Michael Bohnen, George Carpentier,
Dolores Costello, Beatrice
Lillie, Marilyn Miller, Irene Bordoni,
Frank Fay, Jack Buchanan, Monte
Blue, Ted Lewis and His Band, Myrna Loy, Grant Withers, Sally O'Neil,
Lila Lee, Tully
Marshall, Marian
Nixon, Patsy Ruth Miller, Noah
Beery, Winnie Lightner, Lloyd Hamilton,
Ben Turpin, Harry Gribbon,
Edna Murphy, Marion Byron, Viola
Dana, Loretta Young, Lee Moran
Lupino Lane, Alice Day, Bert Roach,
Molly O'Day, Betty Byron, Shirley

LOEWS PLANNED

HOUSES,

\T

Arliss,

•£*•

the age of 12 Ralph Block

an usher

was

the only theater in
his home town in Iowa.
The job
proved to be no bed of roses, as
Ralph's mother insisted that her son
be home at nine-thirty.
As a result
Ralph saw only the first act of each
play brought to the theater by traveling companies.
However, he thinks
it excellent training for his imagination.
Since he was not permitted to
learn how the playwright extricated
his characters from their entanglein

1)

A
ef-

He

directed sev-

from Page 1)
the French ||
agreed that a certain percentage
total film consumption for 1928-'.
is to be admitted without
restricu
The figure being reported at abou <
oi.-tlined

it

is

de-

Fox Theaters last March acquired
controlling interest in Loew's, carrying with it control of M-G-M, a wholly-owned subsidiary. Price paid for
the stock is variously reported to have
been between $120 and $125 a share.

1

per cent.
For every French
handled in France, each distrib'li
will be granted either three or l|

additional stock of Loew's in the open

licenses, the number to be determii,
by negotiation.
Arthur Kelly
United Artists, Joseph I. Schnitzel
RKO and Emil E. Shauer of P;l.

market.

mount

are

terms

with

Now, Fox

Ten

\t

is

reported accumulating

of 26 New T-S Films
Natan
Slated for Fall Release

(Continued from Page 1)
slated for release in fall.
The ten
features are "Peacock Alley," starring Mae Murray; "Troopers Three"

local

Universal

exchange,

has

—

—

Side Up," musical play which marks

castles of ships, in the tropical

the debut of Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell as singers and dancers.

paigns against insurrectors and

camin the

Edward C. Ricci, New York representative of Argentine-American Film
Corp., is considering various sound
devices for use in the Argentine.

of the

Paris discuss
Delac and I

Chambre

Syndicale.

!

(Continued from Page

I

1)

have been signed by Equity si
June 5, he says.
Equity received a $1,000 donat
from the musicians' local $250 fr
Bebe Daniels.
Edith Yorke,
Matieson and Harry Woods hi
been suspended and William Of
niond reinstated.
Lottie
Pickfi
praised Equity at the meeting.

Ethel Barrymore Spikes

Report on Equity Bre:
West

Coast

Bureau,

Hollywood

THE FILM

— Ethel

DAI.

Barrymore

1'

brarded as false report she has brt
en with Actors' Equity Ass'n. S
would as soon "renounce my oi
children as renounce Equity," says
statement.

Car Strike Wallops New
Orleans Theater Gross'
(Continued from Page

car

strike.

1)

Every house has be
Loew's State probal

hard hit,
standing the gaff better than
others.
Business there is dectar
running about $500 ahead of the
week of the strike, but several gra
behind weeks preceding the walkoi
t

fii

There are no street cars
any lines, and curtailed

at night
service di

<

ing the day.

RCA

Invests $283,968
in R-K-0 Compar

More

(Continued from Page

1)

representing an additional investme
in

Considering Sound Devices

in

Charles

2,200 MEMBERS

Faces''

the

now

EQUITY CONFIDENT AS

by

eral pictures for Paramount and CosAdditions to F. N. Cast
been named to succeed Koehler.
mopolitan Prod, before coming to the
Hugh Rennie is manager of the MilFirst National-Vitaphone has addis
tennis.
Coast.
His hobby
waukee exchange.
ed Allen Lane and Bert Rome to the
*
#
*
cast of "The Forward Pass," featurBerinsteins Get Another
ing Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and LoFirst he punched noses. Then he
Berinstein
Falls, N. Y.
Seneca
retta Young.
went on punching cattle. Later, he
punched a time-clock. But here's Theaters of Elmira have secured
Paramount Signs Dave Bennett
"kick" now he rides in a lease of the Fischer here, owned by
the
The Berinsteins
Dave Bennett, musical comedy and limousine. There, in a few jolts, Fred C. Fischer.
Ithaca, DunElmira,
at
theaters
have
to
rise
summary
the
of
dance director, has been signed by you have a
The
Paramount to stage its dance ensem- fame of Monte Blue. His initial ap- kirk, Albany and Newburgh.remodel
will
Corp.
Libman-Spanjer
a
was
as
Hollyivood
pearance
in
bles and supervise musical comedy
the Fischer.
$1.50 a day laborer.
productions here.

Fox Signs Quartette
As a youth, Monte worked in the
The Ambassador quartette has
been added to the cast of "Sunny mines of Pennsylvania, in the fore-

definitely,

!

fected by the consolidation,
clared.

—

has written plays.

Tl!

(.Continued

reported planned.
number of economies would be
is

Arthur Guy Empey; "Painted
with Joe E. Brown, Helen
Mason, Bull Montana, the Ike Rose
Foster and Virginia Bradford; "DanMidgets and the Adagio Dancers.
gerous Business," a Halperin production; "Kathleen Mavourneen," star*
*
*
Beery and Torrence to
ring Sally O'Neil; "The Medicine
By the way, Ralph was active in Man," "Woman to Woman," "MisSubstitute for Chaney
amateur
theatricals at the Univer- ter Antonio," starring Leo Carillo and
Wallace Beery and Ernest TorVirginia Yalli; "The Lost Zeppelin"
sity
of Michigan. After leaving Ann
rence will play principal roles in
and "Enchanting Melodie," all-color
"The Bugle Sounds," a talking pic- Arbor, he became a reporter and production.
turization of life in the Foreign Le- then dramatic editor of the Kansas
gion, which George Hill will direct. City Star, later filling a similar post
"Bud" Lollier in New York
This film originally had been plan- on the New York Tribune. He was West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
ned as a starring vehicle for Lon also a member of the advisory board
Los Angeles— W. H. (Bud) LolChaney. When the picture was ready of the Theater Guild. Leaving the lier has been named executive assisthe joined the Goldwyn
for photography at M-G-M, how- Tribune,
ant to Howard Sheehan, Fox West
ever, Chaney became ill, and doctors company as a director of advertis- Coast vice president.
This will give
advised that he should have his ton- ing.
the latter more time to attend to
*
*
*
sils removed, and then take a rest.
expansion of realty holdings of the
Denison Clift, Sidney Olcott
circuit.
Jack Mansfield recently asFlynn to Direct "Shannons"
and T. Hayes Hunter are
sumed his new post as assistant to
Emmett Flynn, who has just comamong American directors who
President Harold B. Franklin.
pleted Laura La Plante's first pichave spent much time in Engture for next season on the Universal
Fox Milwaukee Branch Changes
land.
program, "Hold Your Man," has
Milwaukee Charles Koehler, vet*
*
*
been assigned to direct "The Shaneran Milwaukee film exchange man,
Edward H. Griffith was a news- has been advanced from booker to
nons of Broadway." This will star
writer in Chicago for several
paper
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Gleason. Agnes
office manager at the local
He assistant
years before entering pictures.
Christine Johnston is doing the conFox exchange. Meyer Kahn for the
has also been a dramatic critic and
tinuity.
past three years assistant booker at
ments, the young usher lay awake
long hours after he was supposed to
be in bed asleep and provided his
own second and third acts.

TAKES FAVORABLE

the

company

of $283,968.

R-K-

Proctor Corp., is being formed
hold the F. F. Proctor Properties.

Mick's Successor

—

Named

William Mick, wl
Milwaukee
Once,
conflicts of industrial labor.
recently transferred from t
House
was
Schine
New
for
Smith
A.
W.
at
ditches
when Monte was digging
Medina, N. Y. W. A. Smith, who Fox-Midwesco Theaters in Milwa
the old Triangle studio, D. W. GrifMendes Get P-F-L Contract
been manager of the Park here, kee to the New York office of
has
group
a
haranguing
Lothar Mendes has been signed fith heard him
transferred to the new circuit, has been succeeded in M
by Paramount on a new contract at of laborers. He hired Monte to arouse has been
waukee by W. W. Warren.
at Corning, N. Y.
house
Schine
said.
mob of extras.

—

t

double his former salary,

it

is

a

RCA PHOTOPHONE
makes available the
Finest Sound ^Motion Picture Stages
note

in the

East

;

L.

Main Studio of RCA Photophoney with additional stapes
and production facilities in
buildings on either side.

The

GRAMERCY STUDIOS

Loeated MO Minutes Frown Times Square
In The Heart of Neve York City

WILL BE OPENED IMMEDIATELY FOR GENERAL

SOUND AND TALKING PICTURE PRODUCTION

PHOTOPHONE
SOUND EQUIPMENT
Every Facility For All Types of

THE

Gramercy Studios of RCA Photophone, Inc., are
the product of research and development by the lead-

Sound and Talking Motion
Picture Production

ing engineers of the Radio Corporation of America, Gen-

Company, and Westinghouse
Manufacturing Company.
eral Electric

Electric

MAIN SOUND STAGE— 175 feet x 75
ADDITIONAL SOUND STAGES
CARPENTER SHOPS

and

—

They

SCENIC DEPARTMENT

afford unparalleled technical facilities the most
highly perfected sound system that science offers the screen
a trained personnel of motion picture experts and sound
engineers.

PROJECTION ROOMS
DRESSING ROOMS
CUTTING ROOMS
SCENARIO DEPARTMENT
COMPLETE ELECTRICAL DIVISION
15,000 AMPERES AVAILABLE

—

For available dates address

all inquiries to

Production Department

GRAMERCY STUDIOS

of

RCA PHOTOPHONE,

145-155 East 24th Street,

New York City

feet

Ine.

PRODUCTIONS-LOCATIONS-SYNCHRONIZATIONS
PRIVATE TESTS-AUDITIONS-RE-RECORDINGS ON DISCS

THE
Friday, August

-AND

Along The Rialto

THA T'S
THAT
FOLKS,

WELL,

regularly with stuff without their
signatures,
you probably wouldn't
believe it.
in

*

Neither do we.
*

*

*

But just the same, we have some

who

contribs

Take

are pretty hot

numbers

person Will Hays, for

this

We

in-

want

with the fillum business. Nobody has
been able to find out just exactly
what he does for the garrulous flickers.
He does his stuff noiselessly.
*

*

list

*

But aw, shucks. We're so used to
doing big things like this, that it's
all part of the day's work. When
the world knows you're good, why
brag about it?
*

*

a

Incidentally,

pouring
in films.

A

—

If
it?'

*

ain't

that

first

mail

article

44

all

I

would never
at least

Jf

•

the

introduction of the talk-

appears to be, that on almost
every side you hear unfavorable

comments from the public at
new form of entertainment;

the

and yet against this one has to
chronicle the fact that in London particularly, their success is
simply

astounding

appreciation,

*

*

Yet

are doing
well at the theaters here there
is no argument about that
despite all the talk that is indulged
in to the effect that provincial
audiences are not quite so enthusiastic in their reception.
Ernest
Fredman in
"The Daily Film Renter" (London)

W

*

—
—

.

*

*

Closer Approach to Reality
Makes the Screen More Vital
that adds vitality

^J

ANYTHING
the

away

LOEff".

from

screen, that gets it
its
limitations and

nearer reality,

is

a

most impor-

tant factor.

— William

A. Johnston in
"Motion Picture News"

wot

Industry Statistics
By

JAMES

P.

Statistical Editor,

No. 5

SPENDS

—or

75 per cent of the country's
$600,000,000 yearly theater receipts

^^^^^L\J^^d

% MOST OF
P HIS TIME IN
**\^M ^PULLMAN

The Film Daily

*

*

*

The exhibition branch of

this

in-

according to that company.
Sound dustry uses nearly half of all manprograms have brought 20,000,000 power employed in motion pictures,
new patrons each week into picture- employing 110,000 of the 235,000

VcARS? COR-

houses,

IT'S

it

is

jimmy grainger
I

men and women

claimed.

Four hundred national

and

independent producers are at present engaged in supplying film entertain-

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

CUNNINGHAM

In
one thousand theaters ment for the sound theaters of the
1928,
equipped
with
Western
Electric world, working at fifty studios in
sound systems grossed $450,000,000 Hollywood and New York.

AWAY THAT

RECT,

*

They

facts are facts.

to

THE MAYOR OF
^r

Is Negative

most amazing thing about

*

FAR ROCK^M

Comment

^FHE

*

would not

break even during hard times.

MARCUS

Who s Who ?
•

invest in a theater that

*

ies

growing

1

IS

Public

is

No. 5

WHO

*

*

England Likes Talkers Yet

and Pat Parsons.

sky. an East Side exhib, writes in to
"If dis Beauty is
Will as follows:
wot you say, I should like you should
book it for me for next Saturday at
my Delancey St. house on a percentage basis."
*

—

—

fan

about Beauty
bimbo named Izzy Smolit

film men were assured of getting their share without the added expense of checking.
Here
again as in the bicycling days
of old, the rank and file of honest
exhibitors surfer from the
sharp practices of the few.
David Barrist in
"The Exhibitor," Philadelphia

*

lotta

from Will's

in

You remember

lev

— without

playing would disappear if some
means were devised whereby the

And he's got Chick
toning as LacArchinbault, Canada.
auditing
the
Bill along to do the
of
daily catch, just so
he can back up his claims to "Bill" (World Wide) Years-

*

solution

is
straight
the guarantee.
And much of the producers'
opposition to straight percentage

percentage

H. A. Bandy, who gives orders in the foreign department of Warners and First National is Izaac Wal-

a feature writer.
*

is

*

*

The one

Just to prove there is real sentiment, in business
S. E. Fitzgibbons, studio manager at Sound
Studios, went Grover Whalening down the bay to greet
Bob Kane, and the new missus just back from Europe.
Fitz brought along fillums and stills of Bob's
recent wedding
Now D. W. Griffith, daddy of
directors, is reported as turning to talking pitchers. Previously, he was regarded as fighting shy of them.
The

ing machine and noiseless typewriter
Will Hays was organized and functioning 100 per cent.
He still is.
When we can get individuals like W.
H. to write for this page, we should
stick up posters all over town just
like the other dailies do when they
off

*

contention

He's one person in this ballyhoo
biz who never tries to break the
front page, and doesn't give a hoot
if
his name never appears in the
mazdas. Long before the silent sew-

grab

last
realized that the independent exhibitor must be saved to
avoid a real crisis in the trade

the Coast, directors are reported opposing the
two-director system for talkers
Roy Del Ruth
and Henry King have raised the protest
Old
time picture directors can make talkers right, is the

which nobody suspected he possessed.
His real work has something to do

*

Percentage Minus Guarantees
Seen as Cure-All for Ills
TT IS beginning to look as
•* though the producers
have at

On

to tell you something about him. He's just beginning
to develop a hidden flair as a writer

stance.

—€)—

Jr.

of publicity

you that Heywood Broun
Walter Winchell, and a few other
first-string columnists were kicking

*

M. Daly,

Digest of
Current Opinion

and Harry Richman are getting reams
on report of their engagement
It was a real convention that Jersey exhibitors had the
other week, straight constructive policies and no red flagwaving
The Jersey boys are lucky to have been
able to again sell Joe Seider the idea of running.
Joe's been expanding lately, and business cares press
Charlie Murray went back on the boards Saturday, trouping eight weeks in R-K-O vaude
"Hoot" Gibson now is a full-fledged pilot. He proved
it t'other day in flying to the Salinas rodeo.
While there
he made some scenes for his "Ramblin" Kid."

what

told

*

A

CLARA BOW

do you
feature page?
If

think of this

we

Phil

1929

Timely Topics

with

DALY

By PHIL M.

2,

engaged

hi

Zfc NEWSPAPER

of FILM DOM

Frank J. Godsol ready to make
heavy investments in Goldwyn.

Theda Bara and Fox come

to part-

ing of ways.

all

branches.
Production employs 75,distributors,
other000;
20,000;
branches, 30,000.

PIA* 9 ^^ALLTUE TIME

i

*

Herbert Brenon
nick.

*

*

signs with Selz-

—
No.

5 of a Series

a

The Spice

of the

Program

»stoE 'MM

»

with

IC » oY
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Silent

»*«<

or with Sound

Udctu/ied) Lead the Short Featufes Field

isnluxxdtimal

This Advertisement appeared in a recent issue of Associated Publications

A

BIG company

that sells

"little

fellows"

—Educa-

Film Exchanges, Inc., has for ten years been
supplying theatre owners with short subjects of
quality that many times have "saved the show" when the
feature attraction was lacking in merit.
These "little
fellows" have a big box-office punch and many times are
big attractions in themselves. As an example of their
popularity theatre marquees feature the showing of these
productions. Educational has kept pace with the times
and has augmented the entertainment value of its product
by adding sound and color. History will point out that
this pioneer in the exclusive production and distribution
tional

of

short subjects had an humble start, leasing

quarters from other companies. Today this firm
lished in its

own exchange

is

office

estab-

offices in principal cities in

the

United States and Canada and other countries.

Each

unit publication of the Associated Publications

group may be termed a "little fellow" with a big punch
the punch that only a regional publication can have and
which adds materially to its advertisers' sales messages.
"Local advertising on a national basis," which is possible
only through the Associated Publications, has been an
important factor in Educational's sales campaigns.

ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS,

INC.

FILM TRADE TOPICS, San Francisco; MOTION PICTURE TIMES, Dallas; MOVIE AGE, Minneapolis; THE REEL JOURNAL,
Kansas City; MOTION PICTURE DIGEST, Chicago; MICHIGAN FILM REVIEW, Detroit; EXHIBITORS' FORUM, Pittsburgh;
THE OHIO SHOWMAN, Cleveland; NEW ENGLAND FILM NEWS, Boston; EXHIBITORS' TRIBUNE, Atlanta.

"EACH

IN

ITS

FIELD — THE

EXHIBITOR'S

HOME

PAPER"

W rivJ

first

brought the living

personalities of world-famous figures to
the audiences of America?

FOX

MOVIETONE
NEWS
by introducing such personalities as MUSSOLINI,
GEORGE BERNARD SHAW, KING GEORGE OF ENGLAND,
KING ALFONSO OF SPAIN, CONAN DOYLE, RAMSAY
MacDONALD, the PRINCE OF WALES and MARSHAL FOCH
to

America

— has

established an unprecedented and

uncatchable lead in performance and quality.

Heard and seen

in Vol. 2, No. 44, Issues A, B,

C and

D

Jackson and O'Brine's record-breaking endurance flight. Fox Movietone News goes up to film refueling.
Exclusive shots of Lloyd George and daughter discussing English
mill strike.

Opening of racing season at Saratoga.
Edison and Ford praise founder of Chautauqua.
Georges Clemenceau, France's famous "Tiger," speaks.
Exclusive shots of Atlantic Fleet maneuvers by permission of Navy
Department. Champion bronco busters exhibit skill.

Available on Film

Years ahead

—

it is

and Disc

the only talking newsreel recording

news in

sound and action throughout the world.

"IT SPEAKS FOR

ITSELF

r>

•>
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Now
Playing

COLONY
THEATRE
N.

Y.

CARL
LAEMMLE,

°"/

Jr's.

"COLLEGE
LOVE"
100%

Talking

and Singing

FORWARD MARCH ^UNIVER.SAL
SHORT SUBJECTS
ARE COMING BACK
INTO THEIR OWN
AGAIN THIS YEAR

For Shorts or Features, Sound or Silent

KEEP POSTED ON

Film Daily Reviews

SHORTS THRU
THE INDUSTRY'S

are the recognized authority

LEADING MEDIUM

GOOD SILENT COMEDIE
Woll. just see what one trade paper, the film daily.
thinks of EilueationaVs latest silent releases!
"Joy Land"
Lupino Lane

m*

—

Educational
a Pip
arc more real production
this two-reel comedy than
It's

There
values in
in

a

lot

hooed

of

with

features that arc ballythe heavy sugar.
But

they don't have to spend money
broadcasting this one, for it is that
rare type of film that once released
will travel far on word-of-mouth momentum. A showman's picture. Lupino Lane crowded just about everything imo it.
He is an apprentice

toy shop and doll hospital. After
day he falls asleep, and
dreams that a miniature castle of

in a

a

tough

Toyland comes

to

with

life

all

its

ancient knights, ladies, soldiers, and
a ferocious bulldog. As the toy people see him, he tries to escape, but
is pursued through the castle. Then
there follows one of the cleverest sequences ever seen in the fantasy field
of the

screen.

Lupino

glides,

darts,

shoots and carroms in
mysterious trap doors

and out of

in the walls
of the castle, relentlessly pursued by
the soldiers and the bulldog. Never
has the clever comedian with his acrobatic leaps and tumbles achieved

such

entertainment

values

as

he

crowds into this fast, clever and really
amazing sequence.
Henry W.
George directed this splendidly. It's
a treat to sit through a two-reel comedy in which every foot of film has
been crammed with

all

the

showman

values of which this unique comedian
is the master.
(ffflaji.

"Lucky Breaks"

— Cameo

"Top Speed"

—

Educational

Mermaid Educational
Hot Slapstick

Sun
This Al Alt person has suddenly
lort

e

In ^ over with a waland rings up a heavy
the
laughometer.
If
you can
through this one without
a brace of heavy guffaws ever\
minutes, then
there
is
somethin
wrong with your fun motor,
poses as the big game hunter, and

looks as

it

make 'em

comedian

if

sit

all

<

oodles of pleasing
is never forced,
and you feel while he is going
through his stuff he is enjoying it
immensely.
That helps you to feel
the sam<
iout it.
And yen do
little

v.

h,.s

His Fun

In this one Al

home with

on

b

i

bundles,

his

his

illustrates at the party how he captured a bear by having a fat gal
under a bear rug. It's a wow.
Then
into a sequence in a sporting gi
shop, where Al's rival for the girl's
affections tries to show Al up

way

including a

bird cage and a trombone. Seated in
the train, the bundles all become

unwieldly and
soon the car

way Al

ret

al
is

nimated, and
in an uproar.
The
hem, apologizes

to his fellow pa
ters confinement and
to watch.

ioc<xtUrnal

and n
embarrassment,
Two fast and
follow this, and

sLcZuajU-J

.

laugh-ride.
Directed
and intellieencc by Francis

four-flusher.
What thej
that
sport shop is cause for mirth tha
loud and prolonged.
Winds up with
rivals donning gigantic boxing
tiie
gloves, and staging one of the funniest

THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM'

nal sequences
the final shot you'll be willing to
ede that Al has taken you f

real

t

lop,

he waup and take
before very long. The dapper

horizon, and
in

Ai Alt puts

comedy

V

EDUCATIONAL FILM
EXCHANGES, Inc.

with
Martin.
J

E.

BB Motion

W. HAMMONS,

President

Picture Producers and Distributors of America. Inc.

Will H. Hays. President

bouts we have lamped for
Get this and don't w
Charles
time about it, either.

seasons.

any
Laiuout directed, and we salute him
with a big salaam.

Producers

Meet with Equity

at Players' Request
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BROKEN, MYERS CHARGES
ashington Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Washington Charge that distribors are violating the trade practice
le, which stated they would not inshort

jde

subjects

in

blocks with

make

lease of short subts a condition of being permitted
lease features or vice versa, is
ide by Abram F. Myers, president
Myers did
Allied States Ass'n.
it
indicate whether he intends to
itures, or

ice these charges with the

Commission,

ade

nnection
hibitors

kance

with

citing

Federal

them

MOVE MADE TO END

UNIVERSAL AIDING BOTH

LOCK BOOKING PACT

in

his assertion that
looking
in
justified

are
the proposed adjustment

Price 25 Cents

1929

4,

SOUND, SILENT HOUSES
With announcement

of Carl

EQUITY DEADLOCK

Laem-

mle's pledge to give exhibitors who
wire their theater sound pictures at
live and let live prices, providing they
give Universal silents a break meanwhile, Universal now has assured support to both wired and unwired houses
in the present crisis. Some time, ago,
the company made it known that the
complete service plan was being continued for wired and unwired theaters.
Included among features available
are three Laura La Plantc vehicles;
Joseph Schildkraut's three, two John

Boles films; two Reginald Denny's;

Called Forward Step
New York
Equity

headquarters

characterizes

of

Friday's

between Equity's
committee and producers as "an
important forward step, indiconference

that producers are recognizing Equity and recognizing the fact that there is
cating

something to

arbitrate."

Germans Move

to Permit
Entry of Silents Only
By KARL WOLFFSOHN

Parley Between Producers
and Actor's Ass'n is
Held on Coast
Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood First move to end the
deadlock between producers and the
Actor's Equity Ass'n, was made Fri-

West

—

day, when a joint committee representing the Association of M. P. Producers and Equity, met in a conference to discuss the Equity Shop demands. The action, producers said,
was taken at the request of six play-

four starring Mary Nolan; three Tryers, who wrote the association that
on Kennedy features, and two George
Editor, " Lichtbildbuehne"
"The Hays organization whenever Lewis-Barbara Kent pictures. In adthey felt that even though they do
Berlin (By Cable)— While the one not agree with all of Equity's denfronted by an issue which can dition, to these starring series the
kontingent has not yet been mands such a meeting should take
t be otherwise evaded calls a concontract will contain the five all-star to one
im- place for the best interests of all
rence of amenable producers and films;
"The Drake Case," "Girl announced, the commissioner of
The six were:
leged independent exhibitors and Overboard," "Brawn of the Sea," ports, to grant entry requires a writ- players in pictures.
ten declaration from the company in Conrad Nagel, Noah ,Beery, Lois
orks out an informal program, al(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 2)
question that the film will be only in Wilson, Edmund Lowe, Louise Dressilent version. "Lichtbildbuehne" be- ser and Ralph Forbes.
A konM. Shows at
.
lieves this procedure illegal.
2,238 U. S. Houses
This resulted in the conference Friexpected.
is
talkers
for
tingent
between producers' representaday
nd R-K-O, B'way Houses
System
Wired With W.E.
and an Equity committee comtives
Fanchon & Marco units, booked
Electric sound reproduc- Film Buying Circuit Is
Western
of President Frank Gillmore,
posed
exchange,
vaudeville
rough the Fox
installed in
is
now
equipment
Barrymore and
ing
President
Vice
Formed by Nat Wolf Attorney Paul Ethel
e playing in two Broadway houses
Turner.
2,238 theaters of the United States,
N.
Rathe
and
years
is week, Loew's State
Chicago— Nat Wolf, for six
Electrical Research Products reports.
o-Keith-Orpheum Palace.
has formThe majority of wirings since the with the Orpheum circuit,
Corp.
Booking
Film
Illinois
Test of Strength
the
and
ed
disc
last report are for both
indebook
will
Wolf,
says
ach Installation to be
sound-on-film systems of reproduc- The firm,
With Equity in East
pendent houses in Illinois and Indiana.
Equity players now being used in
Passed on in Britain tion.
By ERNEST W. FREDMAN
"The Return of Sherlock Holmes"
at

an of relief.

&

Loew

Now

No

Editor,

"The Daily Film Renter"

London (By Cable)

—

Tonal

re-

oduction will be decided in the invidual theater in passing upon interangeability of Western Electric re>rded films and other reproducing
stems, under the "truce" announced

Paramount, Fox, Warners, M-GUnited Artists and Universal. A
immittee of independent experts is
pass upon each installation.
•

,

Saving Some

Lives

rallying cry ringing through dis-

a new
There
MONDAY:ranks
concerns
now.
is

It

tributor

the need and the determinAlmost 25 per cent of
exhibitor.

ation to save the little
American grosses come from him.

the Paramount Long Island studio were all placed under contract
prior to June 5, Actors' Equity Ass'n
when the mandate insisting
says,
upon the Equity Shop in talkers, was
However, this precludes any
issued.
far
test of strength on the picture so
at

need it
In
as Equity's position is concerned.
evolved
of the cast
members
been
has
new
which
choosing
plan
the
In
and are set upon preserving it.
Equity are being
smalt showmen, the branch man- non-members of
to reduce the sound worries of the
In the cast of
it is stated.
sought,
importance_ in buyerdiager is to play a part commensurate with his
the picture, which Basil Deane is
Distributors

know

it,

representative in the ter- recting are: Clive Brook, Betty Lawwork out each individual ford, Phillips Holmes, Donald Crisp,
and
ritory who will listen to the complaints
manager Herbert Druce a nd H. Re eves Smith.
In some instances, the branch
St. Louis
Guarantee and SO per case as it may develop.
home office in New York
:nt split terms of the lease forced
will have the final say; in most, it is the
Free Shows for 7 Sundays
adio-Keith-Orpheum to buy the St.
Distributors, to a man, insist it is
will pass final judgment.
Which
ouis here for $2,000,000, it is learned
in Four Pittsburgh Parks
instantaneous relief and so upon
their avowed intention to effect
;re. The lease, which is for ten years
Pittsburgh— Free picture shows in
Some exhibitors are expected to and will four city parks begin Sunday and
as signed by Orpheum four years them rests the burden.
The unscrupulous fellow continue for six Sundays thereafter
;o. The arrangement proved too exseek to take advantage of the situation.
honest grievance will get states Mayor Kline. He had asked
•bitant for R-K-O, it is stated. Metwill get nothing; the honest man with an

Lease Terms
Caused St. Louis Deal

ligh

seller relationships.

It is the distributors'

—

>politan Theaters Corp., of which
tarry Koplar is secretary-treasurer,

irmerly owned the house. This firm
as incorporated for $600,000 in 1924.

appropriation
urging exhibitors to hurry to ex- the council for a $5,000
private citizens
but
purpose,
the
somefor
If nothing happens where
the shows.
changes and present their case.
have underwritten cost of

assistance.

Pete Woodhull

is

(Continued on Page 10)
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9

exchangemen at Seattle.
Opening of "The Dance of

7
7

Aug. 14

at the

Aug.

15

into

the discard as soon as the pressure
abates," Myers declares.
"The manner in which the high purpose
of the trade practice
conference was subverted

to industry politics
is
green in the
of the exhibitors.
The producers
not agree to any binding resolution
on the all-important subject of block booking.
They
'voluntarily'
agreed,
among
other things, that 'news reels and short subjects will not be included in any block with
features, and the lease of news reels or
short subject blocks will not be required as a
condition of being permitted to lease feature blocks or vice versa.'
And yet I have
affidavits from numerous exhibitors affiliated
with this Association to the effect that producer-distributors, parties to this 'statement
of policy' are, as a matter of fact, demanding that exhibitors take their talking acts
and news reels as a condition to obtaining
feature pictures.
"These same producers under the same
auspices undertook to ban all manner of
substitutions and misleading advertising; yet
on the basis of information collected by this
office, and well known to all engaged in the
industry, these abuses now flourish as never

memory

would

before.

"The

independent

exhibitor,

therefore,

is

askance at this latest
'voluntary' understanding by the producers,
and in concluding that the whole affair was
cooked-up to drown his voice in giving utin

looking

with

it

Convention
and southern

of

Missou

eastern

Illinois exhibitor ur

Louis.
issue of

St.

First

Hearst

Metrotoi

(sound).

Two

Distributors Sign
Audible's Eight Talker

8
9

West

9
8

Page

9

to

sues.

For

short product there is available the
third and fourth series of "The Collegians,"
of 12 subjects each; 13 Northwest Mounted
Police pictures featuring Ted
Carson; 13
Pioneer Kid films starring Bobby Nelson, 26
reissues
featuring
Pete
Morrison,
Jack
Daugherty, Edmund Cobb, Josie Sedgwick and
Billy Sullivan.

The two

comedies include ten Jims,
ten Sid Saylors and ten ArSingle reelers are 26 Oswald
Cream of the Comedies reis-

reel

all-stars,

THE FILM DAIL

— While

the first pictur
of the series "In Old California," ha
just gone into production, two ter
ritorial distributors already have con
tracted for the series of eight talk
ers being produced by Audible Pic
tures of which Lon Young is presi
dent.
The initial picture will be re
leased Sept. 1.
The distributors al
ready signed are Jack Lannon o
Greater Features, Seattle, and Jac!
Grauman, Celebrated Players of Wis
consin, Milwaukee.

Film School Head Arrested

Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAIL.
Hollywood U. M. Dailey, said
be owner of the United Talking Pic

West

Westerns available will be eight Hoot Gibson's, eight Ken Maynard's, three Jack Hoxie
reissues, and three William Desmond reis-

thur Lake's.
Cartoons, 26

Bureau,

1)

"The Climax" and "She Belongs
Me."

ten

Coast

Hollywood

—

t<

tures Co., has been arrested chargei
with petty theft, from a student win
said he paid $150, with the under
standing he was to be cast in prom
inent roles in pictures.
City Prose
cutor Nix says there are more thai
200 complaints against the school.

Ocheltree Buys at White Lake, S.D
White Lake, S. D.— John Ocheltree has purchased the Aurora Coun

sues.

ty

In the line-up of chapterplays for the
Complete Service Contract are "The Ace of
Yard," "The Jade Box," "The
Scotland
Lightning
Express"
and
"Terry of the
Times."

continue the regular
and Sunday night policy.

ager
office

COSTUMES
GOWNS AND UNIFORMS

announces

Lake City
has been opened, and is situ-

ated at 250 East 1st South Street.

house
Saturda\

THE NAME YOU GO BY
_WHEN YOU GO TO BUY

Salt

Tiffany-Stahl,
of
the company's Salt

that

The

BROOKS

Lake Branch
Oscar Hanson, general sales man-

T-S Opens

from John Steichen.

will

|

14-37

BWAV. N.Y.
TEL. 5560 PENN.I
——'I
ALSO 2S.OOO COSTUMES TO ""T

$226,491 First 6 Months
Net of National Screen

Let Us Solve Your Problems

Net of $226,491, after all charges,
reported by National Screen Service, for the first six months of 1929.

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

is

or

$1.18

a

share

the

first

Blue Sunday for Mt. Lake, Minn.
Toledo House Closed
Mt. Lake, Minn. By vote of two
Toledo The Superba here is closed to one, residents of this city rejected
indefinitely.
the proposed Sunday picture plan.

—

I

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

This is equal to $2.05 a share earned
on the common. It compares with
$130,348

a

Lif

N. Y.

Rivoli,

terance to his just grievances."

half of last year.

Song

N. Y.

tral,

SOUND, SILENT HOUSES
(.Continued from

cri-

"Say

Opening of "The Hollywood E
vue" at the Astor, N. Y.
Opening of "Fast Life" at the Ce

Aug. 19-20

UNIVERSAL AIDING BOTH

the

of

Warner, N. Y.
tournament of exhibitors

at the

10

Stebbins,

•LAST PRICE QUOTED

—

Golf

8
8

SILENT

1)

ways voluntary on the part of
producers, to tide them over the
sis and which may be thrown

justified

OVER THE COUNTER
Roxy "A"

3,400

2

*Univ. Pict
*do pfd
•Keith

1,700

25
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Sup.

2iy2

....

rts

Ser.

Scr.

5%
....

'8

& Katz

*BaI.

(Continued from Page
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400
800
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BROKEN, MYERS CHARGES

STOCK MARKET

pfd. 25 J4

Aug.

sisue

News

NANA
NO DEFENSE
ONE STOLEN NIGHT

{QUOTATIONS AS OF FRIDAY)
Seat

4
6

First

Sept. 28

9
COCK EYED WORLD, THE
RIDING DEMON, THE
EVANGELINE
8
RIVER OF ROMANCE, THE...
FIGHT FOR MATTERHORN ... 9 SINGLE STANDARD, THE
TWO MEN AND A MAID
JOY STREET
8
SHORT SUBJECTS

—

Fm. Ind.
Kodak

3

News.
Opening

8-9
10
11
12
12

PAGE

—

Con.

:

6

REVIEWS
AWFUL TRUTH, THE
BEHIND CLOSED DOORS
CAPTAIN COWBOY

Sou

Today
Aug.

at

—

*Am.

Eddy

Paramount

3
3
3
3

by James P. Cunningham
Herbert S. Bern

THE

Financial

Jr

TIMELY TOPICS. Digest of Current Opinion
INDUSTRY STATISTICS, by James P. Cunningham
WHO'S WHO?
TEN YEARS AGO IN FILM DAILY

Publisher

—

2
3
3

AND THAT'S THAT, by Phil M. Dalv
ALONG THE HI ALTO, by Phil M. Daly,

Price 25 Cents

1

".

19

The Industry's
Date Book

PAGE

Maurice Kann

by

4,

1540

B'WAY

Leterman
& Gates
INCORPORATED

N.Y.C.

telephone bryant

3040

THE
August

inday,

1929

4,

AND

Along The Rialto

THAT'S

OLD

i|UR

Phil

DALY

By PHIL M.

Harold Flavin, one
the Paramount publicity pil-

of

pal,

taking special pills every
ree hours for falling arches.
So he
>pped in at the Walgreen drug)re fountain the other day and oris

s,

red a glass of seltzer to wash down
pill.
He said to the soda squirter:
Vhat's the charge?"
And with
;eat politeness the cuckoo replied:
t's tree.
don't sell it. sir.
In
it's already charged."
:t

We
*

*

*

Theme Song
"Big News, You're a Pip
Front-Page Blues."

of a

*

*

*

Word-Manglers

!

our

memory

serves us correctly,
was the veteran playwright, Wild Mack, who, after he had written
/eral
score
of
successful
stage
lys, said that some day he hoped
have enough experience to be able
write good dialogue.
If

If anybody should ask you
what's wrong with the talkers,

it's

mostly the type of

who

is quite confident
could pinch-hit for Bernard Shaiv or Barrie on a moment's notice.

goof,

he

Mort

motored into
little
Connecticut town, and got
atting with the owner of the opera
•use

ek.
is

Blumenstock

who

T
sists

HEY'RE

M. Daly,

Jr.

Long

settling the fate of the industry at

Beach these days. The summer colony there conof Billy Brandt, Herb Ebenstein, Jules Levy, Mor-

Kutinsky, Charlie Weinstein, Si Seadler, Lou Geller,
Joe Rosenthal, Max Felder and others, while Joe Leo
makes the resort grade for every week-end. Then there
ris

Glenn Allvine with his bride and that modernistic
house of his. And Mort Blumenstock who digs in sand
and mind for dialogue to use at Paramount. Charlie
Einfeld is another.
Have you heard? He has a new
buss. Richard's the name; almost a year old now
is

Garrett Cupp, who closed recently in "Boom Boom,"
reported
is
slated for an independent talker
"The
Quill" heads its colyum, "Passing the Buck," with the
Voltaire quotation
shall

defend with

:

"I disagree with

my

life

your right

Imagine Voltaire with that platform

what you

say, but

The

at a film

men's con-

What the "Sun Dial," H. L. Phillip's "New York
Evening Sun" column, wants to knqw is "Are You a
Five and Ten Golfer?" You know the kind; five to get
on the green and ten putts
Phillips also declares
the most terrifying thing about a possible ChineseRussian war is that somebody will make "talkie" of it.
from the Alexander Co-operator, published by Alexander Film Co.: Astronomy Professor: "Can
you tell me a star with a tail?" Student: "Sure, Rinthis

Tin-Tin."

in

the thea-

44 The motion

"It oughter be." replied the
an.
"I've had this here

showhouse

enty-two years."
*

*

When

they shot that big
shakeup scene among the personnel
Paramount
at
the
Long Island studio, wonder
if the sound recording room
all

the

shadows on the

is

no longer under

by the projection of

silver screen.

A

new

flat,

cycle

*

"Silence, Please!"

caught

picture industry

the limitations imposed
colorless

of

progress

in Films

TS IT

not reasonable to suppose
*- that one who took the
movies
out of the penny-in-the-slot stage
and placed them on the screen,
thereby becoming the acknowl-

edged father of the motion picture industry, may, by taking
television out of the laboratory
stage, bring about an entirely

new

art and industry?
—"Movie
Age" of Omaha

in
television interview with
C. Francis Jenkins
*

*

*

Denies America Is Prejudiced
Against British Productions
^pHERE is no prejudice whatsoever

against

British

••

is

before

It

us.

should be rich in accomplishment.

ft

(pic-

deny that absolutely.
Your opportunity is here, and it
is the finest you have ever had
to get the American market. If
you don't take it the fault is
I

yours.

The trouble is, that you have
not gone properly about getting
your market.
You expect any
man to come over with a picture under his arm and sell it to
our organizations without studying our needs.
Em.il E. Shauer in
"Daily Film Renter," London

—
*

*

*

Deplores Carrying Industrial
Complaints to Federal Gov't
irreconcilables
THE
to the government

Shakespeare.

name

Next Development

tures.

pictures twice a
exhibitor said his name

business," said Mort.

Television Predicted as a

*-

to say it."

vention

And

— c—
Digest of
Current Opinion

played

"That's a good
r

A

with

THAT

Timely Topics

who

run

for every
little
industrial ill act, only to
or legstir
up
a
political
islative angle to the amusement
business which, in a short period
of time, would prove far more
oppressive than any of the problems with which the industry is
now confronted in the transition
from the declining silent pictures to the new order of things,
the talking or sound entertain-

ment.

DAVID SARNOFF.

— Thomas

D. Van Osten in

"Pacific Coast Independent
Exhibitor," San Francisco

squawks?

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

Who's

Who ?

WHO TAKES TO THE WATER LIKE A
TARPON
AND IS CONSIDERED

THE

DIIV-

%,ING ADONIS
'OF THE IN-

DUSTRY?

WHY

IT'S

lou metzger

No. 6

Industry Statistics
By JAMES

P.

Statistical Editor,

Of the world's land the United
States possesses six per cent; of the
world's population our people make
up seven per cent; of the world's
wheat we grow 27 per cent; of the
world's coal we dig 40 per cent; of
the world's telephones we use 63
per cent; of the world's corn we
grow 75 per cent; of the world's automobiles we make more than 80 per

No. 6

IN

CUNNINGHAM
The Film Daily
cent; of the world's motion pictures
we produce more than 85 per cent.
The motion picture industry is
rated the fourth largest in the U. S.,
and is making a strong bid for third

MacDonald.

place.

to foster
*

*

*

First

signs

National
*

France

*

restricts

own
*

Katherine

*

imports in order

production.
*

*

are 160 social and welWilliam A. Brady re-elected presifare organizations active in the dent Nat'l Ass'n of M. P. Industry.
industry.
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NEW DEVELOPMENTS

SOUND

IN

THE FAST GROWING
FIELD OF SYNCHRONIZATION

By

TWO REPRODUCERS

How

W.

The

Multiphone Corp., and Kinoplay
have been formed in New
York to manufacture Multiphone and
Kinoplay reproducers respectively.
Eric Schay is president of both companies.

The Multiphone

is

a disc reproduc-

the Kinoplay a sound-on-film reproducer. The equipments are built
for Power's, Simplex, Motiograph or
Superior projectors.
No batteries are used for the disc
system, amplification being obtained
directly from the usual 110 volt 60
cycle alternating current.
er,

E.

CHARLES

F.

Deaf Functions

AC

power supply. This

amplifier

The telephone

connected with
the seat jack only while in use. Care
must be exercised in handling the
telephone set to prevent tangling of
the cord, etc.
The sets should be
either hung up individually with the
cords folded or else stored in separate
compartments with the cords coiled
around the receiver and head band.
The routine which might be observed in the handling of these deaf
set is

The Multiphone, disc only, sells
for $1,500 and the Kinoplay, film only,
for $2,000. The dual system sells for
$2,500 for theaters under 900 seats
and for $3,250 for houses of larger
capacity.
These are based upon installations
on Power's projectors.
The equipment is sold on a conditional sales contract.

controlled by the master switch
controlling the sound projector system when the power supply lead of
the 25-C amplifier is plugged into
either the regular or the emergency
outlet corresponding to the sound proswitch
jector amplifier being used.
in the power supply cord of the 25-C
amplifier may be used to disconnect
it from the sound projection system.

Hoffman Gets Radiotone
Distribution Abroad

key marked "R" and "E" signi- sets is as follows:
regular or emergency system
After arrangements with the box
mounted on a panel placed adis
office, the deaf patron receives a card
for
control
jacent to a similar panel
which he presents at the check room
sound projector system. By
the
or to the employee intrusted with the
amplifier
25-C
the
this
key
throwing
telephone sets and receives
connected with the particular care of the
is
one of them. At this point instrucdesignated.
system
projector
sound
proper
The output of the 25-C amplifier is tions should be given in the
methods of using the set. These
for
the
intended
seats
the
to
wired
Mounted on the might be in the form of simple inhard-of-hearing.
struction cards which after being read
brck of each seat so wired and just
understood by the patron can be
and
under the right arm of the seat, is a
used to record his name and address
jack for connecting the telephone set
for the protection of the theater. The
with its amplifier. Metal molding is
patron is then directed to the proper
running
of
wires
pair
the
cover
to
used
usher who selects the seat, inserts the
along the row of seats. Flexible Baby
of the telephone set in its proper
BX cable connects the jack with the plug
and sees that the operation of
jack
molding.
leads in the metal
control is
The telephone set consists of a the receiver and volume
patron.
the
understood
by
atband
head
small receiver with a

Michael Hoffman, head of Radiotone Pictures Corp., has signed a
contract with J. H. Hoffberg, president of J. H. Hoffberg Co., Inc., exporters, for the foreign distribution
of the Pathe Radiotone synchronizer,
which is being built by Pathe Phonograph and Radio Corp. Hoffberg
will handle all territories outside of
the United States and Canada and
already has representatives in the
field negotiating for the installation
of Radiotones.
Another representative will be leaving for Buenos Aires
within a few weeks.
Italian Sound
Washington Bureau of

Washington

Film Started

THE FILM DAILY

—Work

has started on
the first Italian sound film, "Porto"
at a studio near Palermo, advises the
M. P. Division of the Dept. of Commerce. Music will be scored by Ente
Nazionale.

RCA

For Auburn, Wash.
Auburn, Wash.— RCA Photophone

is

A

A

fying

W. E. For Houghton House
Houghton, Mich. Western Elec-

ON EQUIPMENT
AND VARIOUS DE-

TIPS

VICES ARE

NOW

AVAILABLE

DETROIT FIRM MAKING

DAMO SOUND REPRODUCER

—

interior as well as a

new

projection

—

be-

son-Morton Manufacturing Co., First
installation was made at the Palace
here.
Sponsors are W. P. Dawson,
former service engineer of the NaTheater Supply Co., and H
S. Morton, chief projectionist at the
United Artists.
tional

Abel Coordinating

RCA

Photophone Sales
Reorganization
and enlargement

of
of

sales
sales

RCA-Photophone branches,

Staff

territory
staffs
is

at

being

continued under direction of Sydney
E. Abel, who recently was appointed general sales manager of the company.

Powers Cinephone Makes
Its Debut in England

—

London
Powers Cinephone was
given a trade showing during the
week. The company plans a school
for operators here.
Preparations for
installations are being made.
Sydney Cohen is director of sales for
Powers Cinephone Equipment Syndicate,

Ltd.

50 Recording Sets for Sowkino
Washington Bureau of

—

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

Sowkino, Russian
production unit, has ordered 50 portable sets of sound recording apparatus, advises a report to the M. P.
Division of the Dept. of Commerce.
first sound production now is under way at the Lenin-

The company's
grad studio.

is

—

—

manager.

W.

E.

For

Springfield,

111.

Springfield,

—The

111.

Empress

in-

augurated its sound program with
"Mother's Boy" via Western Electric
equipment.

—

—

is

—

sound equipment has been inwere
Other equipment and other fixtures
stalled at the Kerredge here.
The house
sold at public auction.
include
house
improvements at the
was wired for sound pictures about
recarpeting and redecorating of the six months ago.
tric

Detroit— Damo Reproducer

ing manufactured here by the Daw-

Sound For Cleveland House
Wired House Under Hammer
Cleveland The Bohemia recently
Fort Dodge, la.— H. W. Schultz switched to sound with showing of
Sound "The Rainbow Man." Roy Campbell
has closed his theater here.

equipment has been installed at the booth.
Northfield House Goes Sound
Granada.
The house recently exMinn. The Grand reNorthfield,
hibited its first sound picture, accordMovietone for Pocatello
its sound picture
inaugurated
cently
ing to Frank A. Graham, manager.
K. D. Carrothers. policy with showing of "Gentlemen
Pocatello, Ida.
owner of the Orpheum now is mak- of the Press."
Vitaphone for Utah House
ing arrangements for the installation
Payson, Utah Western Electric
equipment.
Forms Musical Service Bureau
sound equipment has been installed of Movietone sound
London Paul Moulder has formed
at the Star, according to Charles E
Talking Picture
International
the
Huish, manager.
Talkers for Middletown, O.
Musical Service bureau to supply
Talking pictures complete music scores for silent
Middletown, O.
Sound For Red Wing House
the
Sorg beginning pictures already completed and synshown
at
will
be
Red Wing, Minn. Sound pictures
musical
accomplishment
are to be shown at the Auditorium Aug. 4 according to announcement chronized
for sound pictures.
of Theodore Chifos.
here.

—

192S

Paramount

Brooklyn

has tached to hold the receiver to the ear
equipped a small block of seats with and a small volume control attached
deaf set installations developed by to the receiver cord.
By inserting
Western Electric designed to repro- the plug of the telephone set in the
duce sound for the hard-of-hearing.
jack mounted on the back of the seat
This equipment consists of a num- the telephone set is ready for use.
ber of telephone sets having individual
The utility of a system such as this
volume control and an amplifier which
taps off a small amount of energy will depend as much on how it is
from the sound projector system and used as on the general design of the
system itself. To emphasize some ot
in turn supplies energy to the seats
the more general features of this sysat which telephone sets are to be
tem, the following precautions to be
used.
The amplifier, which is a Western observed in the operation of the sysElectric 25-C type, is operated from tem are outlined below.
the

4,

HYNES

Sound Equipment

for the

PLACED ON MARKET
Corp.,

Sunday, Augugt

Sound For Morganfield House

—

Morganfield,
Ky. Sound equipment is to be installed at the Princess, according to A. L. Veatch, manager.

Sound Equipment Co. Formed
Hayes and Uihlein have formed
Sound Equipment Corp. in New
York, capitalized with 20,000 shares
of

common

stock.

PHOTOPHONE

V

I

NC

SOUND EQUIPMENT

J

Upholding the traditions

Names

of Great
^"^HE
-™-

two outstanding issues confronting the

motion picture theatre owners of America

to-

To

achieve this in the sound equipment

field,

they spent an extra year in the perfection of this

made RCA Photo-

day are those of the quality and price of the mo-

apparatus. This extra year has

tion picture sound equipment which they install.

phone the "years ahead" equipment in precision,
tonal quality and value-giving. It is so recognized
by all who really know.

Quality comes

duction

is

but price

first,

because correct sound repro-

necessary to attract and hold business,

is

Then they

a close second.

set

about introducing production

economies that have made possible price reduc-

RCA Photophone

meets both of these issues as

does no other sound equipment.

It is

the loivest.

priced, high-quality apparatus in the field.

maximum

quality at

minimum

from $1,500

to

$2,000— and

a difference

of several thousand dollars in comparison with
the prices of other equipment approaching

The makers of RCA Photophone have stood
times for

tions of

Photophone

RCA

in excellence.

at all

prices

Quality and price close the argument for

RCA

Photophone — and open the door to profits for you.

consistent with that quality.

BCA PHOTOPHONE,

Inc.

SIIKSIIHAHV t\V KAIHII i:»HPOKATION OF AMKKICA
YORK CITY
FIFTH
4
I

DENVER: 8I7-I7TH STREET

I

SAN FRAN CISCO / 25S

AVENUE

MONTGOMERY

STREET

NEW

CHICAGO: IOO W.

MONROE

STREET

KANSAS

CITY, MO.'

DAVIDSON BIDG.

fHEv
D/^|LY

August

Sunday,

Academy

4,

1929

ZCtSf^^Jttoue

Plans Recording School
—

Teaching of Sound Recording One of Series of Moves To Advance Sound Films Five All-Color Warner
Films Selected With Others Planned Ralph Wilk's Personality Paragraphs Other Wired Studio News

—

AND PROJECTION

A

—

Little

ALREADY STARTED
Establishment of
sound recording is

By

from "hots"

JUNGMEYER, who is now
planned by the
writing continuities and dialogue,
Academy of M. P. Arts and- Sciences.
This is one of a series of is a veteran newspaperman. He was
moves to advance the cause of with the Newspaper Enterprise Ass'n
for 14 years.
sound pictures.
In 1911 he was the
The Academy now is conducting United Press correspondent at Sacraa survey of sound equipment in stu- mento and "covered" the state capiHe entered pictures four years
dios and projection methods used for tol.
This is in ago with First National and left to
sound-on-film pictures.
an effort to standardize the equip- become scenario editor for Fox. We
ment at the studios, and in the case first met him at the old Biograph
of theaters, to standardize the pic- studio in New York, where he was
ture

JACK

image projected.

Gives Sonya Levien Long Contract
Sonya Levien. who prepared the
scenario for "They
Had To See
Paris," the Homer Croy story which
serves as Will Roger's starring debut
in the talkers, has been signed for a
long term contract with Fox.
First O'Neil Film
O'Neil's first production for
Columbia under her newly signed
contract
will
be
"The Broadway
Hoofer," an all-talking-singing-dancing production.

ALREADY SET BY WARNER

RALPH W1LK

Hollywood

a school to teach

writing for First National. Two of
his fellow typewriter pounders were
Joseph Franklin Poland, now a Pathe
supervisor, and Ray Harris, who is
also with Pathe.

John Adolfi has been on the stage
He worked in the
Barrymore,
Ethel
Louis Mann, Dustin Farnum, Clara
Lippman and others. His hobby is
since childhood.
companies
of

golf.
*

*

*

Speaking of Minnesota we must
mention busy Bill Koenig, Warners'
ttudio manager. He operated several
Minneapolis theaters before coming
to the Coast.
His first studio work

was with Universal.
*

*

*

Neal Burns and Eddie Baker
are former Christie comedians

who

are

now

for several years with the
Stern Brothers, and Harry Edivards
are directing comedies for Universal.
*

*

Sally

We

*

*

versal all-talking production, directed

by Reginald Barker. Alec B. Francis.
Carmelita Geraghty and Otis
Harlan will be in the cast.

is

Loy

inherits

the

sense

of

rythm,

which enabled her to attain success
as a dancer.
the
studio,
sculpturing.

When
she

not at work at
time
her

spends

the

to

Shows."

cast

of

"Show

During the course

production,

this

artist

will

of
of the
sing in

it

German, French and English. Another addition is Georges Carpentier.

"Welcome Danger"

of Ho«plt*lit|r

the

to

JJ;

3-;

HARVEY GATES
Writer

WARNER BROTHERS
Writing Dialogue for
Harold Lloyd's

THE
Doorway

was so pleased with

Warners Sign Two More
Michael Bohnen, German baritone,
the latest acquisition W'arners have

made

thing."
Among the others in which
color sequences will be used are "The
Show of Shows" and "General
For the coming months.
Crack."
Warners has contracted for the maTechnicolor
the
ten
part
of
jor
cameras said to be in existence.

Holubar
director.
it that he urged
'lay to try pictures, suggesting that
training on the comedy lots would be
valuable preliminary training.
Tay
joined Sennett, writing and directing.
mitted

jj:

Joseph Schildkraut's leading woman
in "The Mississippi Gambler," Uni-

West," "Under a Texas Moon,"
"Golden Dawn" and "Hold Every-

*

met Frank Reicher at the
old Famous Players Lasky studio on Later, he entered the feature comedy
West 56th St., New York, where he ranks^ his most important early work
was directing. While with that com- in this field being "The Strong Man,"
pany he made 23 features in 24 months. to which he contributed many laughs
Returning to the stage he directed as a collaborator on the story. His
Fox Signs Joe Brown
Joe Brown has been signed by for the Theater Guild for one year, first directorial assignment for Pathe
William Fox to play the role of producing "Lilliom," "From Morn to was "Celebrity," which he followed
Midnight," and then joined the Sel- with "The Spieler."
"Joe Vitlo" in "Sunny Side Up."
wyns, for whom he produced "The
Fool" and "Romeo and Juliet," with
We first met Michael Curtiz a few
Farina Renews With Roach
He made his American years ago. It was on the day of
Allan Clay Hoskins. better known Jane Cowl.
York from
arrival in New
as Farina in the Hal Roach gang. stage debut in 1899 in a special per- his
The scene was the Astor.
has been signed to a new long term formance of "Ghosts." with Marv Europe.
He had directed several spectacular
contract.
His latest for M-G-M re- Shaw.
pictures in Vienna and Berlin, so it
lease is "Lazy Days."
One day Henry Waxnian, the was not surprising that he ivas asphotographer, dropped into Grau- signed to direct "Noah's Ark."
"U" to Make "The Web"
Dialogue rights to "The Web," a man's Egyptian and saw Myrna Loy
play by Arthur Tramster, have been dancing in a prologue. He became inSecond Ann Harding Completed
Al Rogell terested in her work and introduced
purchased by Universal.
"Her Private Affairs." Ann HardLeonard Fields is pre- her to Mrs. Rudolph Valentino, who ing's second Pathe talker, has been
will direct.
gave her a featured role in "What completed by Director Paul Stein.
paring the continuity.
Price Beauty."
Miss Loy's mother
was a well known concert pianist and
Joan Bennett Chosen
Joan Bennett has been chosen as it is probably from her that Miss
first

Five Warner pictures already arc
scheduled to be produced entirely in
Technicolor, with color sequences to
be used in a number of others. Allcolor talkers so far set are "Gold
Diggers of Broadway," "Song of the

directing.

*

The late Allan Holubar discovered
*
*
#
Tay
Garnett. While in the naval air
Harold Beaudine, formerly with
service Lay wrote a story and subChristies; Gas Meins and Sam Neufeld,

FIVE ALL-COLOR FILMS

"Hearts

in Exile"

sNTER

the doorway

W

popular hoctelry and you fcal at boaae.
There'* an atmo*phere of cordial weleoae*
which mark* tha difference between the
Hollywood Plata and ordinary hotel*.
thl*

Tour room, too, haa that added
of distinction. Picture* on the wall,
•raffed furniture, a floor lamp and raadfaaj
lamp... theie are but a few of the feature*
I

that

make you feel at home.

Plg'n Whlatle Dicing Service uuure* nW
be*t of food. Therefore, when you are nea«
in Lo* Angela* be rare to Investigate.

THE HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA
HOTEL

Vine Street

at

Hollywood Boulevard
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GREATER

26 Song Shorts Being

SAID TO CUT MAKE-UP

Short Shots from
New York Studios
By

Increased use of incandescent light-

ng line to the advent of sound receding has reduced studio make-up to

EDDY^^
HENLEY, who has

ARTHUR

W.

STUDIOS

Made

by Advance at Chromotone DIALOGUE MULTIPLIES
Series of 26 song shorts is in production at Chromotone Studio, 122 5th
Ave., with Frank R. Abrams producing for Advance Trailers.
Irving

"Speech has multiplied the movabilBrowning, chief cameraman at the
ity of motion pictures a hundredfold,"
been scheduled by Paramount to pk'iU, is photographing the pictures.
Robert Florey, French director now
make "The Big Pond," stage play, Recording is in charge of A. J. Web- at the Paramount
Long Island studio,
into a talker next fall, lias been signed er with Percy Glenn aiding him.
declares in discussing the new techTwins,
contract.
last
using
Siamese
Henley's
A
short
the
long-term
to a
nique of talking picture making.
was
recently for
Island plant was vaudeville

HOBART

minimum, says Monty Westmore.
of make-up for Vitaphone,
who has returned to the Coast after work at the Long
act,
made
>eing in charge of the Brooklyn plant. "The Lady Lies." His contract speci- Terry Turner and Arthur Klein. Nunumber of fies thai he will only work in the merous recording jobs include work
surprising
\mid the
hanges made in make-up colors, red East.
on "In the Trial of '98", Roseland
done has persisted in use since the
sh< rt, and the Mickey Comedies for
lays when pictures were made en"Came the Dawn" is the title of a Standard Cinema.
irely in the open sunlight, he points comedy short directed by Ed HurHit.
Minion
ley for Mason Wadsworth.
Cast For Paramount Talker
Westmore says, "In the days of Haslup and Edward Broadley have
for "The Return of Sherlock
asl
sunlight photography, white grease the principal roles.
Sid Weiss a)id Holmes," which went into talker probut
make-up,
paint was the basis of
Tom De Barysks assisted Hurley.
duction at Paramount this week, are:
red was quite extensively used. MerBetty Lawford, Phillips Holmes and
studios
the
:ury-vapor lighting in
Crisp, in addition to Clive
Ins
Donald
to
addition
in
"Bill"
McGrath,
the Cooper-Hewitts, brought changes
The adaptawho
is featured.
Brook
Sound
duties
Pathe
for
publicit}
not
was
hut
red
in make-up colors,
is by Basil Dean, who is directtion
is
Review,
Audio
Pathe
and
Then came the Kleig News
discarded.
writing screen titles tor the ing, and Bartlett Cormack.
lights and make-up ran riot; all sorts now
Mac's new job
sound news reel,
of fantastic and vivid colors were apby Ray Hall
him
to
More Vaude Names In Shorts
delegated
was
looked
actor
plied to the face until the
Continuing to search the vaudeville
like an Indian brave on the warpath. and Tcrrv Ramsaye.
stage for talking shorts' material,
But the camera overlooked these
Warner Bros, have recently made
many hues and on the screen the face
visiting
is
Desmond
William
Reds of around Manhattan these days af- numbers using more "names." Irene
of the actor was natural.
various shades were used for various ter closi)ig a vaude tour in Boston. Franklin has just completed another
"The Belle of the Beach."
titled
purposes.
Murray Roth directed. Nan
which
"With the coming of incandescents
Jane Manners, termed Hollywood's
pictalking
has also worked in a short
for
Halperin
the silent lighting
pioneer voice coach, has returned to
direction and Flourney
Roth
under
make-up was reduced to a
tures^
her 68th St. studio in Manhattan afLyles have also
more
Aubrey
and
has
seldom
Miller
player
minimum; the
playing diction schoolmani to
ter
make-up on than for street wear. But Vilma Banky for four months. When finished a picture entitled "They
Know Their Groceries."
red, in the lighter shades, still per"The Hungarian Rhapsody" landed
All other colors have been
sists.
in America in 1925 her English voprei

lirector

I

—

Light yellows
or changed.
cabulary consisted of "Lamb chops'
dominate with browns for shadings.
and "pineapples."
Red is used only on the lips, and in
Natural
lighter shades at that.
its
Gertrude Lawrence, now en route
color pictures are still further modifying make-up. Reds endure, for the to London after finishing the star
lips
must show red on the color role in "The Gay Lady" at Parascreen. Reds will continue to persist, mount, will attend the premiere of
She returns
in all probability, as long as make-up the talker in that city.
lost

of any character

is

Frances Williams In Short

Shorts made at Paramount the pasl
week include one with Frances Wil
Monte Brice directed with
hams.
Larry Williams at the camera. Moss

& Fry were photographed and

rec-

orded' also under Brice direction. The
schedule for early part of this month
includes two shorts with O'Donnell
to America in the fall to appear in
and Blair. They are "The Plasterto
"By Candle Light," which is due
ers" and "The Piano Tuners.
open at the Empire Oct. 1.

required."

'

Start "Schooldays Follies"

"Schooldays

Follies"

of a series of 12 dialogue

the title
shorts just

is

recting with S. Edwin Graham as
production manager. Camerawork is
Production was
by Phil Armand.
Walker,
Alfred
arranged through
general manager of the firm.

"Joe College" Finished
Bill Edison and Charles Gregory
have completed "Joe College," short
Vitaphone subject, under direction of
Murray Roth. They play eight or
ten selections on such instruments
as a

tire,

brella.

"Whereas

in

was possible

to

the old, silent days

bassoon, balloon and

um-

it

do only one thing at a
time, now it is possible to do two.
Then it was impossible to speak and

move
title

much

same

the

at

could

not

be

time. The printed
injected into too

action.

"Now

all

that

is

changed.

The

camera has complete freedom to roam
where it will, while the dialogue is
maintained steadily throughout all
necessary movement. So great is the
difference that we shall presently look
back to the old silent picture and regard it as a comparatively stationary
affair."

Currier Directs "Suitor"
at RCA's Gramercy Studio
Under direction of Richard Cur"The Suitor." starring Marc

rier.

Connelly,

ha-

been

completed

at

RCA's Gramercy

Studio.
The next
dialogue short to be made will be
"Gunboat Ginsberg," which goes before the camera early this week.
Another short scheduled for production is Duke Ellington and his

Dudley Murphy will probably
band.
hold the megaphone on this one.
Leo Meehan is now cutting
J.
"The Campus Sweetheart," which he
directed.

More Vitaphone Shorts
at Warner Bros,

plant
recently include Miller & Lyle. Nan
Halperin, Carlena Diamond and Irene
Franklin. The Miller and Lyle number was made by Bryan Foy and the
others by Murray Roth. Ed Du Parr
plant: Ray
i- chief cameraman at the
him.
with
working
is
Foster

Shorts made

Catherine Dale Owen is again New
Delmar Makes Another
Vorking, following completion of her
Delmar has completed "Af
"OlymHarrv
in
Gilbert
lead opposite John
has started rehearsals for "Commotwo-reel dialogue com
Show,"
the
"
her
ter
When she has exhausted
dore Hull," in which he will star on pia
Melody series Ik
Pathe
the
the
for
to
edy,
returns
she
At vacation period
Sound Studios
the stage for Arthur Hopkins.
Pathe
at
made
ing
M-'G-M.
Coast to resume work for
the Coast he worked in "The VirThe cast includes Jack Pepper, Morginian," Paramount talker based on
gan Morley and Ruth Hamilton
Basil Smith has been signed by
Owen Wister's novel.
Phil Tannura is the cameraman.
Photocolor to make two sound shorts

Walter Huston, returned from Holand looking mighty healthy,
lywood
American

by
into production
Sound Recording Corp. at its West
John Noble is di44th St. studio.

put

MOVABILITY OF PICTURES

which promise

to be artistically dif-

Donald Crisp, who can be as nasty ferent. He recently finished direction
a heavy as the screen boasts, is do- on a series for Columbia.
ing his dirty work in "The Return
Paramount's
of Sherlock Holmes" at
are
Albert and Dorothy Deane
Astoria plant. Before bag and bagLittle
"The
of
arrival
gaging East he signed a directorial celebrating
Donald Richard Deane is
His last Deane."
pact with the company.
name. Albert Deane is connected
piece of work was "The Cop" Pathe the
feature.

with Paramount's foreign department.

PHIL

ARMAND

now photographing

SCHOOLDAYS FOLLIES"
American Sound Recording
Corp.

&&*

-.

49
8
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Sunday, August

Ina Claire in

Dolores Del Rio in

Greta Garbo in

"The Awful Truth"

"Evangeline"

"The Single Standard"

(Synch ronized)

with Nils Asther, Dorothy Sebas-

Henry Daniel

with

United Artists

(All-Talker)

Length: 8268

"One Stolen Night"
ivith

Betty Bronson,
lier, Jr.,

John Mack Brown
(Synchronized)

tian,
ft.

1929

4,

WiUiam

Col-

Mitchell Lewis

(Silent Version)

Warners
SYMPATHETIC
Length: 4797
Length: 6574 ft.
Pathe
Length: 5930 ft. VERSION OF LONGFELLOW'S M-G-M
WILD AND WOOLLY MELGARBO SPLENDID AND LER OF THE SOUDAN. YARN
A PHOTOA GEM. INA CLAIRE'S DE- CLASSIC POEM.
DELIGHT.
SENDS THIS IN FOR BIG FAMILIAR AND LACKING
BUT BRILLIANT IN SITUA- GRAPHIC
IN
Edwin Carewe deserves consider- DOUGH. STORY TRITE AND CLIMACTIC PUNCH.
TION COMEDY LOADED WITH able
for his treatment of the TRASHY.
GRETA DESERVES Melodrama of Africa with a
CHUCKLES, SMART DIALOGUE worldcredit
famous poem
Henry Wads- BETTER.

AND SCINTILLATING
is

"The Awful Truth" some years

ago. Now she has carried to the talking screen all of the charm, poise,
character, pleasantry and histrionics
on which her stage reputation is so
She gives a susti rdily intrenched.
perlative performance as Lucy WarIriner, society matron slightly flirtatious who parts from her husband
via the divorce court only to end up

But how
later in his arms.
Miss Claire does it can best be understood by seeing "The Awful Truth."
Her debut in talkers is certainly one
of the events of 1929 and her picture
easily one of the finest which sound

months

has given theaters to date.

and see
pure enjoyment.
for

profits

Book

yourself

it

it

for

Ina Claire, Henry Daniel, Theodore
Eltz, Paul Harvey, Blanche Frederick,
Judith Vosselli, John Roche.
Cast:

Von

Marshall Neilan Author, Arthur
Arthur
Scenarist ana Adaptor,
Richman
Richman and Horace Jackson; Dialoguer,
Editor, Frank E. Hull
Arthur Richman
Director,

ft.

title

by

WIT.

a picture. Ina Claire played
stellar role in the stage version

This
the
of

DIGNIFIED,

;

;

;

which

has no connection with the
Drama. The glamor of Garbo and story. Action is built around a cabher capabilities as an actress in the aret troupe.
Betty Bronson is seen
'school of restraint, plus a mess of as a dancing girl
who attracts the

worth Longfellow. He gives an interesting and believable picture of life
among the simple Aj ca dians and, in
the main, follows the original outline phoney, junky situations, unite to unholy interest of Mitchell
Lewis,
of the poem with fidelity. There has make her latest a money-maker. This proprietor of the show.
His jealous
been injected some typical picture ma- concerns the old wheeze of the single wife sells her to the neighborhood
terial such as a rain and wind storm vs.
the double standard and how sheik and William Collier, Jr., her
done in Hollywood's best manner and, Garbo discovers the answer.
The boy friend who has deserted from the
to this reviewer, at least, the se- story makes her disregard all conven- British Army to take the blame for
quence seems both regrettable and tions, run off with an ex-pug turned his brother's sin, runs to her rescue.
unnecessary.
In production magni- painter, only to return to the open But in the meantime the sheik learntude, "Evangeline" shows expendi- arms of her society set as if she had that Betty is not a native girl and
he
tures of considerable money. Photo- merely left for a week-end. She fin- kicks her out.
Lewis and a subgraphically, the picture is a delight ally marries John Mack Brown who heavy try to frame the youth in conand conveys an entirely plausible con- apparently doesn't mind his women nection with a desertion charge, but
ception of the rugged Nova Scotia soiled. Then come a baby and the fail and he hot-foots it back to the
country. Miss Del Rio gives an in- return of the painter-lover, of course. troupe in time to save the gal from
teresting and nicely sustained per- Great conflict rages, but Garbo and a whipping from the vicious wife.
formance and stands out easily from the baby win out. It sounds like a The story is just as dull and lacking
her supporting cast.
She sings a lot of blah in print. That's exactly in construction as it sounds.
Cast: Betty Bronson. William Collier. Jr.,
theme song and, while her voice is what it is. Garbo is too fine to waste
Mitchell Lewis, Nina Quartero, Rose Dione,
on such stuff.
small, it is charming.
Harry
Todd, Otto Lederer, Angele Rossitto,
Cast:
Greta Garbo, Nils Asther, John
Cast: Dolores Del Rio, Roland Drew. Alec
Jack Sanders, Harry Shultz, Charles Hill
B. Francis, Donald Reed, Paul McAllister, Mack Brown, Dorothy Sebastian, Lane ChanMailes.
Robert
Castle,
Mahloni
Hamilton.
James Marcus, George Marion, Bobby Mack, dler,
Director, Scott R. Dunlap
Author, D. D.
Kathlyn Williams, Zeffie Tilbury.
Lou Payne, Lee Shumway.
Calhoun Scenarist, E. T. Lowe, Jr. Editor,
Director, John S. Robertson Author, Adela
Director, Edwin Carewe; Author, Henry
Not listed; Titler, E. T. Lowe, Jr.; CameraFinis Rogers St. John
Longfellow
Scenarist,
Scenarist and Adaptor,
Wadswortli
man, Frank Kesson.
Fox Titler, the same Editor, Jeanne Spen- Josephine Lovett
Titler.
Marion Ainslee
Direction, ordinary
Photography, okay.
cer
Cameraman, Robert Kurrle.
Editor, Blanche Sewell
Cameraman, Oliver
(Sound version reviewed May 26,
Photog- Marsh.
Direction, extremely competent.
;

:

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

Cameraman, David Abel.
Photography, very good.

Direction, aces.

Direction, restrained. Photography, effective.

raphy, beautiful.

"No Defense"
with Monte Blue and

with Lois

(Silent)
Length: 7554

Fox
Length: 4712

ft.

in

"Nana"

(Silent)
Bell Pictures
Length: 4800

(Silent)
Moviegraphs, Inc. Length: 8500
ft.

DARINGAND SENSATIONAL PROGRAM WESTERN WITH
GOOD PROGRAMMER WHICH PORTRAYAL OF JOY MAD SOME RIDING AND FIGHTING
NOT GOOD SUBJECT THRILLS AND A DASH OF
MOVES SMOOTHLY. STORY YOUTH.
MATTER FOR ADOLESCENTS. FAIR COMEDY BITS.
LIGHT BUT CARRIES SOME
This
Canutt
a giddy story of modern
a hardboiled hero in this,
PUNCH AND IS AMUSING.
youth, which, the picture would have confronting a gang of crooks to save
ft.

is

You'll satisfy customers with this
one. It has a dash of melodrama and
humor and, although the plot is thin
and obvious, this carries interest

Monte Blue and May

throughout.

McAvoy make

a fine team and their
acting compensates for the flimsy plot
structure.
Monte is head of a crew
constructing a bridge, designed by
May's father and brother. The latter
is Monte's best friend, and when he
substitutes inferior steel, to obtain
money for his wife's extravagances,
Monte takes the blame for collapse
of the bridge. Of course, there is the
brother's confession and May and
Monte in the final clinch. The bridge
episode is done in a manner which
carries a fair enough degree of realism
to cause talk. Lee Moran, in a character part, gets in some comedy bits.

you

is

believe,

is

embarked on

just one

wild orgy after another.
It's well
done, has fine acting and direction,
and no doubt will have a box office
pull for the younger set, but it's not
just the kind of stuff which should be
fed them. It's about a young heiress,
educated in Switzerland, who returns
to her native California to find she's
She sets out to be
a back number.
"so hot she'll sizzle" and makes a
round of; parties,
good job of it.

A

Adam and Eve
mountain swimming pool
then ensue. There is a chase by the
sheriff and the inevitable smashup.
Told Lois Moran will recover, the
gang goes back to its partying, although Lois and Nick, prepare for
culminating with an

affair in

a

the old fashioned life.
Cast: Lois Moran, Nick

Stuart,

Rex

Bell,

Cast: Monte Blue, May McAvoy, William
Desmond, William H. Tooker, Kathryn Carter, Lee Moran. Bud Marshal.

Phipps, Jose Crespo, Dorothy Ward,
Ada Williams, Maria Alba, Florence Allen,
Mabel Vail, John Breeden, Marshall Ruth,
James Barnes, Allen Dale, Marco Elter,
Miss De Constant, Carol Wines.

Director. IJoyd Bacon
Author, J. Raleigh
Davis Scenarist, Robert Lord Titler, Joseph
Jackson
Editor,
Tom Pratt Cameraman,
Frank Kesson.

Author, the
same
(Scenarists,
Charles R. Condon and
Frank Gay Editor. Not listed Titler, Malcolm Stuart Boylan; Cameraman, Ernest Mil-

;

;

;

;

;

Sally

Raymond Cannon

Direction,

;

;

;

;

smooth.

Photography,

very

Direction,
cellent.

very

good.

Photography,

ex-

ft.

A PERFECT EXAMPLE OF

HOW NOT TO PRODUCE

PIC-

IMPORTED AFFAIR
TERRIBLE EVEN FOR ART
TURES.

THEATERS.

"The Great Train Robbery" is a
roadshow by comparison with this
French production of Emile Zola's fa-

the ranch of the heroine and her mous novel of late 19th century life
aunt from foreclosure.
He battles in Paris. It is said Zola's family colagainst heavy odds, a frame-up and laborated on the picture which was
cattle rustling but wins out.
It's produced by Jean Renoir Films of
all done in the accepted western manParis four or five years ago. If this
ner, but there are some fast moving is correct, they didn't do right by
sequences which get this over, wind- Zola's memory or his novel.
The
ing up with a slash bang fight. Just picture, as inconceivably bad as it is,
the usual run of hoke but with its does not even give a faithful rendimelodramatic and comedy ingredients tion of the life of Nana, lady of loose
it registers as a fair western. Canutt
virtues, who had all of the stagedoor
has his followers, and they'll like this. johnnies in Paris at her heels. The
The loopholes in the obvious plot acting is abominable. It should be
will be overlooked, no doubt, by ac- dubbed something far worse, but a
tion fans, who follow this type of more adequate word does not come
outdoor drama.
They'll cheer the to mind as this is written. Even for
hero in his successful efforts to art theaters where the dear public
thwart the band of crooks and revel stands for plenty, this is one hundred
in his feats of horsemanship, and per cent out of the running.
As an
he's a darb at that. J. Charles Davis example of France's abilities as a prois the producer of this series of westducer, it merely demonstrates what
erns.
The cast supporting Canutt is marvelous perfumes she mamiffacjust fair.

tures.

Cast: Yakima Canutt, lone Reed, Charles
Wbittaker. John Lowell, Bobby Dunn. Betty
Carter, Lynn Sanderson, Scott Matraw, Cliff
Lyons.
Director, J. P. McGowan
Author, J. P.

Cast: Catherine Hessling, Werner Krauss.
Jean Angelo, Jacqueline Forzane. Claude
Mocre. Raymond Guerin-Catelain, Pierre Philippe. Yalesca Gert.
Director, Jean Renoir Author, Emile Zola
Scenarist, Pierre Lestinguette
Titlers, Joseph

;

McGowan;
P.

ler

Direction,

good.

1929)

"Captain Cowboy"

Moran and Nick Stuart

(Silent)

Warners

Yakima Canutt

"Joy Street"

May McAvoy

;

;

iScenarist,
:
Titler,

McGowan

Not listed; Editor, J.
Not listed Cameraman.

H. Allen.
Direction, fairly good.

;

Paul

Photography, good.

;

;

;

R. Fliesler, Herman Weinberg; Editors, the
same; Cameraman, Not listeL
Direction, painful.
Photography, worse.

—

August

unday,

4,

1929

"Two Men and

"The Cock-Eyed World"
(All-Talker Version)

with

Length: 10,611

ox

TION.

William

Collier,

and

Jr.

ectorial

Lowe on

nd

is

keeps McLaglen
run through the

the

War

Damita

Lily

treatment.

mama who

toward the close
dds some drama, hut the picture is
ssentially a comedy all the way. It
what might be described as
s not
but the belly laughs are
lenteel,
here. McLaglen is very good and
El Brendel, as a
.owe immense.
wede marine, a fine laugh inducer.
ast half.

McLaglen,

Victor

Cast-

stuff

Lowe,

Edmund

Damita, Lclia Karne'ly, El Brendel,
Burns, Jean Laverty, Joe Brown,
lobby
Jiminez.
ituart Erwin, Ivan Linow, Solidad
Dagna.
Albert Dresden, Joe Kochay, Jeanette
Laurence
Director, Kaoul Walsh; Authors,
Scenanst,
Anderson;
Maxwell
fallings.
Edi<aoul Walsh; Dialoguer. W. K. Wels;
Cameraman, Arthur Edeson.
or, Jack Dennis
Direction, A-l. Photography, very good.
,ily

;

CHARMING AND FINELY
FAR FETCHED STORY OF DONE TALKER THAT WILL
FOREIGN LEGION. DIALOGUE CLICK WITH ANY TYPE OF
SEQUENCES AND SONGS WILL AUDIENCE. HAS HEART INGET IT BY. JUST FAIR.
TEREST AND TENSE ACTION.

Eddie

Gribbon,

George E.

Margaret

Stone,

a

is

remake

dialogue

in

Tarkington's

Director,
George Archainbaud
Author,
Scenarist, Francis
John Francis Natteford
Hyland; Editor, Desmond O'Brien; DialoguFrederic and Fanny Hatton; Titlers,
ers,
the same; Cameraman, Harry Jackson.
Direction, good.
Photography, fine.
;

;

(Silent)

(Silent)

in

ft.

of

brother

a
is

plays a dual role in

its

moves

the picture

stride,

rapidly,

Beery, Fred Kohler, Henry B. Walthall, June
Walter McGrail, Natalie Kingston,
Anderson Lawlor, Mrs. George Fawcett and
George Keed.
Author, Booth
Director, Richard Wallace
Tarkington Scenarist, Ethel Doherty Editor,
Allyson Shaffer; Dialoguers, Dan Totheroh
and John Weaver; Cameraman, Victor Milner.
;

of

sterling

this,

Direction,

fine.

Photography, excellent.

Length: 5779

Columbia

Ufa. Eastern Dist., Inc.

ft.

AVERAGE

character and

excellent habits. The odds are

all

whose

favor of the black sheep,

ING IN WELL-KNIT STORY.

in

es-

Drama.

Much

made by Horn
off the

of

fortunately

this

production

Films, Berlin,

beaten track.

The

well

is

story un-

not particularly strong.

is
him
It concerns the attempt of an English
name of "The Riding Demon." His
mountain climber to scale the famous
brother aids him out of a gambling

capades have

won

the nick-

for

moderate amount of entertain-

way ahead of many of the sketch
type of shorts.
The picture, which
has been given miniature feature production, has a story concerning the
plot of a pair of night club racketeers to do the Gleasons out of their
restaurant.
What appears to have
been scheduled to be a surprise ending flops like a seal. The headwaiter
turns out to be a revenuer enforcing
the arid amendment. Supporting the
Gleasons are: Brooks Benedict, Jack
Perry and Charles Hamilton.
J.
Joseph Mescall and Robert Fellows
directed and did the adaptation from
the story by John Gray and George
Amy. Burnett Guffey photographed
the picture. Time, 18 mins.
is

"The Burglar"

RCA

;

;

"Behind Closed Doors"

twin

whose

scapegrace,

A

is
provided in this Gleason
silent some
(Lucille and Jimmy, you know) diayears ago. It is cumbersome at first,
logue short. The Gleasons have done
due to the satirical thrusts at the old
much better by way of talkers, but
code of the South, but once it hits
nevertheless "The Garden of Eatin' "

which Paramount made

PROGRAMMER
Length: 6840 ft.
TOO GOOD
WITH
A
NONE
ORGIVE THIS
SCENES
MAGNIFICENT MOUNTAIN STORY OF DIPLOMACY AND
DINARY WESTERN SOME SCENES PACK REAL THRILL SECRET SERVICE HANDLED
THRILLS. STORY VERY TAME. IN IMPORTED PICTURE LACKIN ROUTINE MANNER.
Ted Wells

Pathe
Lightly Amusing

of

with Virginia Valli and Gaston Glass

HARD RIDING AND CHASE

that

"The Garden of Eatin'

"Magnolia," ment

(Silent)

Length: 4380

SOUND

Collyer,

Quimby.

"The Riding Demon"
Universal

This

Booth

boasting some fine comedy supplied
by the inimitable Wallace Beery. It's
good entertainment this story of a
southern
youth,
educated in
the
North, who declines to fight without
cause, is branded a coward, only to
the cast should help.
It's less than
half dialogue,
and the switch to have notoriety as an alleged killer
silence is very marked.
The story's thrust upon him. He is the terror of
about an Englishman who deserts his the river, gaining his reputation and
bride on their wedding night because subsequent reinstatement at home
Charles Rogers
he believes her untrue, joins the For- with but one fight.
eign Legion and in Africa falls in does well with the part. Despite his
love with a girl in a cafe. After her lack of hardboiled appearance and
Fred Kohler has but a brief
accidental death, he deserts, is re- voice.
captured, but makes his way back to bit but it stands out and how! Mary
Brian is a splendid heroine.
England and his wife.
Cast: Charles Rogers, Mary Brian, Wallace
Cast: William Collier, Jr., Alma Bennett,

"The Fight for
Matterhorn"

Ted Wells

ft.

ft.

i

he hot

Short Subjects

Mary Brian

(All-Talker Version)
Paramount
Length: 7009

Flagg and
Price Glory?"
)uirt where "What
This starts out as a talker, goes
them, Laurence Stallings and
•ft
[axwell Anderson have concocted a silent and then winds up with diawo-fisted man's narrative of the fur- logue, with a few singing sequences
her affairs of these roughshod eggs. interspersed. The story is unconvinche authors take them through plen- ing and drawn out, but there is good
service acting by Collier, Gribbon and Benv, beginning with a period of
Siberia, then a switch to Brooklyn nett to help compensate for this. The
nd the final play-off in Nicaragua, musical bits and theme song are a
Some
'he story vein is skimpy, the devel- help in advancing the action.
pment really being a series of their good exploitation angles are offered
dventures strung together humor- by the Foreign Legion and African
iusly with deft touches and fine di- desert atmosphere and the names in
Sergeants

up

"The River of Romance"
with

Length: 6539

Tiffany-Stahi

Charles Rogers in

a Maid"

Alma Bennett
(Part-Talker Version)

ft.

ROUSTABOUT, ROUGH POSTWAR COMEDY OF THE MAINES. A PIP OF A SHOW AND
HEAVY MONEY ATTRACPicking

"

This

Gramercy Series-RKO
Just Fair

is

burlesqued almost to the

point of silliness, so that it gets but
few laughs. Marc Connelly, as usual
is
very goodj but he has little to
work with. When his house is robbed,
he fraternizes with the burglar, helping the latter with his work and
otherwise burlesques in a situation

which becomes tedious.

Time, about

6 mins.

"Hard Boiled Hampton"
Manhattan Series Pathe
Not So Hot
Harry Holman, whose vaudeville

Melodrama.
The "papers" once act is known wherever vaudeville is
again serve as the basis of this me- played, transfers his turn to the talkdiocre yarn of official Washington, er screen but the results are of doubtdiplomacy and the good old American ful quality. He does the hard-boiled
Virginia Valli on boss in hard-boiled fashion.
Secret Service.
Conwhom suspicion of two murders is cluding the short is the discovery
fastened walks through the feminine that a young widow who applies for
lead, as does Gaston Glass, the hero. a job is none other than the girl who
The trouble all goes back to a one married his late son. Hampton holds
time romance between the aunt of the the stage throughout and is supportfoieign ambassador and the deposed ed by Evalyn Knapp, Doris McA Mahon and Andy Jochim. George
king of an unnamed kingdom.
Time 18 mins.
certain paper with evidence sufficient- Le Maire directed.
ly weighty to block the royalist uprising must be kept out of hands un"Sweethearts"

peak and the circumstances
which make it appear that he is courtknow the truth. This involves some
ing the wife of the Italian guide who
fast riding and feats of daring, which
twice saves his life. The real enterThis tainment in this film, however, is
add thrills to the dull story.
found in the authentic and thrilling
is all right for the kids and the rabid
friendly to it and there you have the
Universal
western fans, who may be concerned shots of the players scaling the albasis of the proceedings. Things just
rock
in
most
perpendicular
walls
of
Passably Good
only with feats of horsemanship, but
happen conveniently and in mystery
the picture will need help on the pro- their efforts to reach the top. These
The w.k. Pat Rooney-Marion Bent
Where
stories this is simply no go.
long
photosequences,
effectively
gram to get it over. Wells is good in
act goes talker in this twovaude
they take their entertainment without

scrape, so that their

mother

will not

Alpine

the

graphed, carry a real punch.

It

Cast: Luis Trenker, Marcella Albani, Alexandra Schmidt, Clifford McLaglen, Peter
Voss, Paul Graetz, Johanna Evald, Hannes
Schneider.

dual role, although the double
exposure shots are not so convincing.

may
Cast:

slide by.
Ted Wells, Kathleen

Collins,

Lucy

Beaumont, Otto Bibber.
;

;

Havlick Titler, Val Cleveland
Joseph Brotherton.
;

Direction, fairly good.

Marie Bonnard, Nuntie MalaScenarist,
Author, Arnold Franck

Directors,

Director, Ray Taylor; Author, Basil
key
Scenarist, Basil Dickey
Editor,
;

Dic-

Gene
Cameraman,

Photography, good.

somma

;

;

Edithe same; Titler, J. W. McConaughby
the same
Cameramen, Sepp Allgeier,
Willy Winterstein.
;

tor,

Direction,

;

adequate.

Photography,

superb.

much

reeler,

slide by.

this will

fuss,

but

only

produces

passably

good entertainment. Young Pat, too,
Cast: Virginia Valli, Gaston Glass, Andre
in the film and with his dad,
de Segurola, Otto Matieson. Fanny Midgley, works
Torben Meyer, Broderick O'Farrell.
gives a fast dance number which is
Director,

R.

Wm.

Neill

;

Authors,

Lillian

Ducey, H. Milner Kitchin; Scenarist, Howard T. Green; Editor, Ben Pivar; Titler, Not
listed;

Cameraman, Teddy

Direction,
factory.

average.

Tetzlaff.

Photography,

satis

The
the best thing in the picture.
story written by Edgar Allan Woolf,
has old Pat invade a night club to
save young Pat from the foils of a
(Continued on Page 10)

THE
10

Short Subjects
(.Continued from

Page

Saving Some Lives

9)

(Continued from Page

red-hot flapper.
Suspicious Mama
Pat arrives on her check-up campaign and gets the anticipated wrong
impression of her hubby.
He sings
a number dances as well as young
Pat and then goes home to his forgiving wife, who has heard the truth

from their offspring.
Dan
directed.
Time, 22 mins.

Holmes

Monday
thing

Pete wants to know
about it. He promises action....
"Publix Seeks Complete Control of
Butterfield."
Just another headline,
but it gives a world of insight into
the systematic and thorough manner
in

should,

which Paramount

fortifying its
theater hold throughout the nation.

This helps. The American Federation of Labor, right from
its

"Puckered Success"
Van Beuren-Pathe
Good Laughs
There are quite a few good laughs
in this Smitty comedy, and in this

Washington headquarters,
will not act

Billy Bevan and Jimmie Finlayson. The pals go into competition
with a church social, and when sand-

it

the

in

.

Mary Now,

Qrr,

states

Equity matter
since its functions do not include
mediation of strikes.
Procedures
such as sympathy strikes are handled
by local unions.
Publix is kicking up plenty of dust.
it

kids have the assistance of

Off

Tuesday:

Smitty and His Pals in

the.

is

.

Hands

SILENT

Week's Headlines

1)

appears,

.

it

is

the

G-B

circuit

New England at which eyes are being made.
In Connecticut, a threecornered grappling match is in prospect, the huskies involved being Pub-

remember, is a Warner theater
everywhere.
One-seventh of Canadian theaters
will

.

Adjustments

for

planned;

branch

vision of present
also planned, The
seeks control

wired. Or, to put it another way
135 out of 940.
This, of course, includes all de luxe and first run houses
In the States, the number is close
to 5,000, this figure including all
types of devices, bootleg and reis

Pubhx

score

of

charges

learns.

Butterfield

chain

arbitration
declares belief that
contract form is illegal in state.

Publix dickering for
Massachusetts.

ticipate in arbitration.
Cole's unit is
member of Allied, like Iowa. This
arbitration situation hits at one of

in

standard

G-B Theaters

chain

in

Wednesday
Paramount deal

set for control of Saenger;
contract reported drawn for southern theater chain.
Writ sought against deposits in Texas in
arbitration row; exhibitors taking position

the fundamentals of the industry as
it
is
constituted today.
With its
shortcomings, it is important to maintain it.
plan to bring this about
is in the offing.
.More later

Hearing

Off Their Base

Aug.

A

is

of

Tuesday

a

is

scale

Film Daily

American Federation of Labor not to act in
Equity fight; sympathy strikes matter of
local determination under policy.
Warners are ordered to appear in Equity suit.
Iowa Exhibitors' Ass'n in withdrawing from

in its refusal to par-

Thursday: The Allied group
sour on arbitration and being so,

fellow'

'little

Michigan.

liable

in

of

managers authorized to
pass upon showmen's requests for help. Re-

.

Texas adamant

relief

it

illegal

is

in

state.

on injunction
sought by Equity
against
Tully Marshall, postponed until
12.

Thursday
Breaking

up

arbitration in industry declared Allied States aim; Myers and Steffes
quoted as favoring "junking" present system.
Paramount-Saenger deal confirmed.
Committee to pass on British sound systems
to determine right to interchangeability.
of

wiches are thrown at them, the kids
determined to break it up.
A new
go into business for fair, but the op- lix, Warners and Fox. 'Tis a merry formula is sought, one which will be
business, this race for theater dominposition slips alum into the orange
more equitable etc. This is the anjuice.
This starts some real fun. ance.
nounced program.
In other words,
In Wisconsin where Fox pretty they would scrap what they must conDirector, Harry Edwards (two reels).
Friday
nearly holds whip hand, Universal is cede is partially effective at least for Merging of Fox Film, Fox Theaters and
Loew's planned; $100,000,000 company to
figuring on further theater expansion. a future something which does not
be formed Wall St. report says.
"Early to Wed"
The story is pretty much the same even exist.
Germany considers one for one 'kontingent'
wherever you may turn. The busior.
sound films
French quota problem
Pete VVoodhull continues optimistic
Stern Bros.-Universal
.

.

.

.

:

ness is very
these days....

Just Slapstick

Mike and Ike are

jeweler's assist

ants in this slapstick offering, which

has
but

some rough and tumble

stuff,

way

of laughs. Mike's
The film
in love with an heiress.
centers around his efforts to hoodwink the count who is to marry her.
little in

The "look
laughs

the

alike"

(two

angle gets a few

reels).

much theater-minded

ment

Iowa, an Allied

member you know,

All of Myers' adare committed to a similar

quits arbitration.

herents
policy.

over

About which

this

forum

will

the workability of the adjustplan.
Thinks distributors are

sincere.
That impression is growing, but it remains to be seen how
effectively the promise is executed in

deed.

.

British situation is the reason.
talk of
control passing to

Carl

Laemmle

has

—

.

.

end Equity deadlock; parley
producers and Actor's Ass'n is
to

between
on Coast.
Block booking pact broken, Myers charges.
Universa 1 aiding both
sound and silent
held

houses.

flashed

word

around the country that when the un"The Leader"
American hands. The Bromheads
wired exhibitor turns wired he may
Ufa-M-G-M
R.C. and A.C. are sternly opposed depend upon Universal to secure
Amusing
to such a step and are expected to sound pictures at prices which will
G.B. is G.B.'s biggest com- permit him to live. Laemmle makes
Life and customs of Switzerland resign.
pledge.
personal
promise
a
feature this number of the M-G-M pany and the thought that the oper- this
Oddities series, produced by Ufa. It ating strings will be controlled from Which means he will live up to it.
portrays the hard life of the Alpine New York sits unpleasantly on Bri- Right to the letter
mountain folk and shows some of tish minds.
Few Months
In
their rituals and games.
The leader
And Yet Another
Said an important man:
Friday:
in the national pastime, "hosenlupf,"
Wednesday: As
straight
news "Do you think Fox paid $60,000,000
is shown as a real popular hero. Another interesting bit is the annual goes, the edge has long since been for Loew's because he liked the color
Publix-Saenger of somebody's vest?"
struggle in the cattle herd to choose' removed from the
That is one way of describing why
Interesting and amusing deal. Now that it is closed, its wide
its leader.
significance should not be overlooked it is logical for Fox Film, Fox The(one reel).
The Saenger chain operates all aters and Loews', which includes Mthrough the Southeast, its particular G-M of course, to sooner or later
"The Enchanted Flute"
stronghold being Louisiana and Mis- find a common haven for their various
sissippi.
However, in the South- activities. Such a plan, as a matter
Aesop's Fables Pathe
west, through part ownership this of fact, is now under way.
It will
Fair Enough
powerful chain is affiliated with take time, for there are many probMilton Mouse does a Pied Piper others which gives Paramount well lems of delicate nature and the rights
of Hamlin act with his magical flute nigh a
stranglehold on dear old of minority stockholders to consider.
in this member of the Aesop's Fables Southland from the Carolinas clear Talk has it a holding company capiseries.
With his sweetie, Rita, he is into Oklahoma. In the neighboring talized at $100,000,000 will be formed
captured by a flock of hungry can- islands of the West Indies, Para- for this purpose.
nibals.
But his trusty flute charms mount acquires Saenger holdings and
Overseas stuff. France seems anxthe wildmen into a dancing mood in Panama as well.
Very significant ious to settle the quota problem on
which allows Milt and his gal to make and very important indeed is the lat- terms which make the American ina getaway, with the usual fantastic est step in Zukor's expansion....
dustry smile pleasantly enough. Gerpursuit.
An airplane figures in the
The Warners are to build in Louis- many, on the other hand, is considerescape. There is nothing much new ville.
Brand new territory for the ing
one-German-for-one-import
a
in this cartoon.
brothers three, but the policy, if you "kontingent" on talkers.
And New

Much

turn.

Saturday
Move made

.

Changing times.
Six years with
have something to say of pertinent
First National, originally as supernature veiy shortly now....
That portion of London which con- visor and then in charge of coast
centrates its activities on films is production. Al Rockett has resigned
shaken with excitement.
The Gau-

mont

favorable

takes

A

—

.

.

.

House Reopens

Gilbert

—

Gilbert, Minn. -The
reopen idr the winter
it is reported here.

Lyceum

will

season soon,

Dick Gaston With Universal
la.
Dick Gaston,
resident manager of the Casino has
assumed charge of all Universal company holdings here including the
Strand and Odeon houses.
Marshalltown.

—

York turns a bit sour on that, for
business in Germany on that basis is
practically out of the question....
John E. Otterson, reticent president of "Erpi," sails for Europe. The
itinerary is vaguely described as London, Paris and the like. With no desire to shape Otterson's jaunt, the
guess is made he will meet representatives

of Klangfilm and Tobis and
discuss the international

with them

agreement
formulated

sound

on
in

patents

New York some

first

weeks

The actual meeting may be
London or Berlin, but it is seems safe

ago.

to predict that

A
are

way

rift

in

it

the

will be held.

clouds.

.

.

Producers

to meet Equity out Hollywood
to talk it all over. Which means

producers recognize Equity has some-

That will, or
thing to talk about.
should, please Gillmore and place the
discussions to come on a more friendly

basis.

KANN

Sunday,

August

4,

1929

Theater Equipment
By CHARLES

—

Chicago
that

AID

SOUND FILM SURVEY

Coast

Bureau,

organization that they co)f
iperate in the survey being made by

is

made

industrial
expositions.
in
G. Neubold was in charge
Cost of reof the venture.
vamping the Coliseum to fit
needs of the exhibit is declared
too great an obstacle for the

Society.

The communication has been sent
to about 1,000 members of the or-

composing their pictures. When
the top and bottom of the image are
cut off it often means trimming the
heads and feet of the characters. If
it becomes a general practice among
projectionists to mat sound-on-film
pictures down to oblong shape the
studios will provide for it by conin

special-

W.

an appeal
California chapter

throughout the United
ganization
Mates.
"Projectionists of course mat out
the sound track," the communication
"This makes the image
points out.
more nearly square. Some theaters
restore the image to the former obilong shape by inserting a plate in
the aperture which mats out the
sound track and also a portion from
the top and bottom of the frame. The
projectionist then uses a wider angle lens to fill the screen.
"This practice seems to be growing, particularly in the larger houses.
In the past the studio cameramen
have felt free to use the entire frame

who

ize

in

>roadcast by the
American Projection
>f the

until

the film business,

of M. P. Arts and Scinces in an effort to standardize size
if screen images used for sound-on-

Academy

ilm pictures,

American Equipment

October and now
apparently is being abandoned.
The sponsors were men outside

poned

the

lie

likelihood

Exposition ever will be held is
seen here. The event, originally
scheduled for July, was post-

THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Request to members

Vest

the

Little

promoters.

Low Amperage Use
Claimed for
Declared

to

New

Is

Screen

combine high

reflec-

efficiency over the entire seating area of the theater with an approximately equal visual elimination,
at the same time effecting a current
saving of from 50 to 75 per cent, a
new screen is being placed on the
tive

market by Projections-de-Luxe, Inc.,
New York, headed by Frank Gould.

A

suggestion of depth also is provided by the screen, its sponsors
claim.

The new

screen

is

non-oxidizing,

washable and is practically scratchproof, and never needs refinishing, it
It is made in a graded
is declared.
series, each theater to be fitted for a
surface with reflective angle meet-

ing specifications for the particular
centrating the important elements of house.
the scene more nearly in the middle
screen
the
of
installation
First
of the frame.
Cinema,
Guild
Film
the
was made at
"Houses which run the sound- onNew York, whose manager, Synion
film picture square often use a drape
Gould, declares its use has enabled
screen.
the
or mask over part of
to
Varying practices over the country reduction of the current from 25
as
low
as
is
which
Hollyamperes,
the
12^
present a real problem to
Sponsors of
the rheostat will go.
wood studios."
Projectionists are asked to state, the screen claim- that from five to
whether they project the sound-on- ten amperes is sufficient with the
film picture as it is, leaving the screen in houses up to 1,000 seats,
in
screen blank with a strip down the with
corresponding reductions
side; change the shape of the screen larger houses, according to length
by a movable mask (as Movietone and location of the throw.
flipper) which is operated mechanically from the booth, or operated by
a stagehand; insert in the projection
machine aperture a mat which re-

Studied by Herrington

Lamps

photo-cell exciter lamps for
sound-on-film systems are stock-

all

the

manufactured at Johnstown by
Automatic Safety Control Co.

The

device

vice,

and
National Theater dorsement

ed by branches of
Supply Co. The firm carries a line

fires

is

declared to prevent film
claimed to have the enof the state department

is

It was inand industry.
of
operator at
of signal lamps to indicate that am- vented by John C. Pfeil,
Johnstown.
plifier circuits are alive and to sig- the Nemo and State at
make pronal volume changes from a control Th device operates on any

point in the auditorium.

—

Reynolds Electric Co.,
new type Reco dimmer for mobile color lighting in the
Chicago

has developed a

theater. The new type affords automatic control, providing the various

mobile color effects required on the

TALKING SHOP
New

Bell

Offers

& Howell "Lab"

Industry

Work-

shop for New Developments in Studio,
Theater Mechanics

company states.
The new dimmer also is used for 11/rECHANICS
producing dimming and color blend- -"•1 expected
to
ing effects in the auditorium, coves,
through the new
stage, the

fountains, etc. It gradually dims lights
in 50 steps from bright to dark and
back to bright. There is no limit, the
company claims, to the number of
colors which may be softly dimmed
and dissolved into one another.
Simplicity of operation is a feature
The
claimed for the new dimmer.

of the industry are
benefit considerably
Bell
Howell engineering laboratory just completed
at Chicago.
This new project makes
available to the industry an experimental workshop for the development
of new features of studio and theater.

&

As pointed out by Bell & Howell,
there perhaps is no other industry
Reynolds company manufactures Re- in the world which requires more coco color hoods, controllers, flashers, operation between the manufacturer
mixers and peelers and fractional and user of equipment.
thorough
horsepower motors for theater use.
interchange of ideas is essential,
which this new laboratory will provide, for it has been placed at the
disposal of the industry.

A

MASKS FOR REDUCING

There will be nearly 400 engineers
and technicians at the new laborawill be under direction
SCREEN SPACE OFFERED tory,A. whichHowell,
chief engineer of
of
S.
the Bell & Howell Co. Their knowlFor reduction of edge and skill will be devoted to the
Akron, O.
screen space in the use of sound-on- working out of new and improved
film pictures, the Yallen automatic mechanics, whether originated withand masks has been placed on the in the Bell & Howell organization,
market by the Vallen Electrical Co.. or submitted by individuals.
manufacturer of Vallen curtain conTalking pictures, color photograThe new device is distributed
trols.
phy, wide film and stereoscopic efby National Theater Supply Co.
The mask is made in both elec- fects are a few of the subjects
trically and manually-operated mod- which will gain the immediate atStandard voltage for the elec- tention of the new "lab," presaging
els.
tricaly-operated mask is single phase more widespread application of these
AC or DC. The hand operated mask developments in the swiftly-changing
supplied complete, ready for op- exhibition field.
is
This includes both curtains
eration.
and curves, both of which are fash-

—

ioned of black velour.
The automatic electrically-operated
mask is complete with power unit and

switch for the booth and also includes
curtains and curves. The masks are
declared quick and silent in opera-

Pfeil Safety Device

—

Mazda

FOR MOBILE LIGHTING

tion.

duces the image to the former recFred J. Herrington,
Pittsburgh
tangular shape, and change lenses to
enlarge the picture to fill the screen secretary of the western Pennsylvania and West Virginia exhibitor
or use some other methods.
unit, is reported considering taking
over the Pfeil Approved Safety DeExciter and Signal

For Use With Sound Films

HYNES

NEW TYPE RECO DIMMER

Exhibit Off

PROJECTIONISTS ASKED TO

F.

labor

jector.

REPACKED EASTMAN
AND DUPONT FILMS
Dupont
100 foot rolls, of Eastman and
Panchromatic Film, on daylight loadEyemo or DeVry.
ing spools for
and
perfect
absolutely
Guaranteed
fresh.

$3.75

a Roll

niiuQCJSHBys
32"Sr.New*>rk.Ny^
TllO
West

Phone Penna. 0330

Motion Picture Department
VJ.

S.

and Canada Agents

for

Debrie

LOEW BUILDING

TIMES SQUARE,

LOEW BUILDING

1540 BROADWAY
NEW YORK

PENN AVENUE!
PITTSBURGH

THE

2£i

DAILY
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Foreign Markets
By JAMES

OFFICERS FORM

C. E. A.

P.

CUNNINGHAM

By

Emelka Closing ?

NEW

— Due

gram, Emelka is dismissing its
studio staff and the possibility
is
production may be suspended.

—

Prominent members of
Cinematographers
Exhibitors'
Ass'n are shaping plans to offer a
the

HERBERT

SUMMERY SHOW

LIGHT

to
reported
dissension between directors as
to adoption of its sound pro-

PRODUCING CO. PLAN 12

ON THE CAPITOL STAGE
It

a nice tempo that the
at the Capitol maintains.

is

show

stage

This

being summer, the jazz policy is being kept at a pleasing, light level.
Talkers Double Business in This week's proceedings, while nothing to elicit cheers, meets satisfying
Films Ltd.
Interested in the proHouses requirements and is being held over
posed company are F. H. Cooper
Sydney More than double the or- with "The Single Standard."
president of the C.E.A.; Aid E.
dinary business was reported here by
"Frozen Kapers" the show is
Trounson, F. W. Morrison and S.
a number of suburban houses which
dubbed. The Capitolians are grouped
A. Coronel, who is to be managing
recently showed sound pictures for
on a pyramided something or other
director.
the first time.
Western Electric, it that looks as if it were
surrounded by
The company, it is reported, has is reported,
now has 30 equipments icicles; it's difficult to figure exactly
obtained rights to a number of plays
in actual operation in Australian thewhat the background is.
as well as some completed films inHowever,
•
aters.
the boys wear white sweaters and
cluding one by E. A. Dupont. Prowhite berets so the effect sought after
duction will be carried on at a fouris undoubtedly winter.
stage studio to be erected at Isle- Italian Co. Increases
Schooler does
a piano solo that brought forth conworth to cost approximately $1,212,Capital;
Plan
Films siderable applause the night the show
500.
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
was caught. Ben Blue, comedian a
"The formation of the new comWashington
The S.A.C.I.A.,
pany will not be connected with the Societe Anonyme Cinematographique la goof, went through a lot of foolishness with the aid of two dimunitive
C.E.A. in any way but undertaken
Italo-Americaine, of Milan, has inassistants.
The audience liked it.
separately by various officers. There creased
its
capital and has closed
Re semary sang a sentimental ballad
is a movement on foot to form a new
with two London companies on prosound picture company and I have duction. Silent as well as sound pic- about something or other; it proved
to be one of those things.
been invited to join the board.
Then
I
tures are to be produced by the three
have not accepted and do not propose companies, part of the schedule to be Jimmy Ray breezed in with a new
slant in tap dancing that went over
to do so until I am satisfied that the
produced at the Wembley studio,
Mulroy, McNeece and
company is assured the necessary cap- London and part at the S. A. C.I. A. very well.
Ridge, bedecked in the prevailing
ital to finance its program," stated
studio near Florence, the M. P. Diviwhite, did specialty dance routines on
F. H. Cooper, president of the C.E.A.
sion reports.
roller skates while the Chester Hale
in a published report on the proposed
girls in reindeer outfits rounded out
producing company.
issue of stock for $2,061,250
to float a producing company to be
called British
Masterpiece Talking

Sydney Suburban

—

Sound

—

Elvey to Produce Life
of Shakespeare in Color

—

London Maurice Elvey, supervising producer of the new company recently formed in association with Sir
Rhys Williams, Baron d'Erlanger and
J. E. Harding, will make as the first
production for the company "The
Life of Shakespeare" in three languages, English, French and German

1st Nat'l

the affair.
By this time, the stage
so crowded it was difficult to

Will Service Raycophone was

—

Sydney Warners and First National product will be available to exhibitors here using the Raycophone.
Australian
to

sound

device,

announcement by Leslie

"We

for

Hammond House

—

will

Roselle, N.

Authors' Rights Changes at Austria

723 7th Avenue
D.

J.

Inc.

Pid
Pictures
Nw York
New

City

HOUNTAN, Pro

EXCLUSIVE

foreign
representatives for

Rayart Pictures Corporation
and other leading independent producers and distributors
Cable Address:
Cable Addreaa:
Cable Address:

RICHPICSOC, Pari*
DEEJAY, London

RICH PIC.

N.

Y.

Washington Bureau of

Washington

best in Motion Pictures

— Protective

Senator

Murphy,

the

He

Roselle,

manager

N.

rights

in

getting wallop.
His subjects cover
a wide range, and he brings down
the house with his gags, "Vacation
Days" is the name of the unit presented by Charles Niggemeyer. Paul
Ash and his band, the various turns
and the Dave Gould girls vacation
on the senator's farm, where they
presumably are rehearsing for a
stage show at the Paramount.

The opening

scene

a hotel lob-

is

where the girls come
godspeed on his vacation.
by,

tor,

in

Yiddish

his

Ash

to bid

The

dialect,

sena-

invites

the whole gang to the farm.
There
in a farmyard setting they go through
band numbers, specialties and chorus
rehearsals.
Frank Hamilton makes
a hit with his stuttering song. Others
are the Wisner Sisters and Schuck

&

Marshall.

It's

all

peppy and

Number

of

New Names

Signed for F.
West

Coast

Bureau,

—

& M.

Units

THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles New names signed
by Fanchon & Marco include Gus
Mulcay, Roy Rogers and Pauline AlRandall,

Billy

pert,

Stevens

& Reece,
& Dayton

Harm &

Nee,

Jack Hanley, Mcand Shapiro & O'-

in

N. E.

New Haven — Fanchon &

Marco
which recently invaded the
East, have been booked for six full
weeks in New England by Fox-Poli.
Towns are Bridgeport, New Haven,
Waterbury, Hartford and Springfield.
units;

Presentations Reopened at Chi House

—

Chicago Fanchon & Marco units
House Dark
and talking pictures constitute policy
J.
Thompson, of the Sheridan, former Ascher Bros,
J.
Park and Roslyn house, which was reopened yester-

J.

—

—

—

VAUDEVILLE

—

Zurich The Apollo, largest house
Switzerland,
will
shortly
be
equipped with RCA sound apparatus,
according to A. E. Scotoni.

for

Motion Picture Presentation

The FALLY

in

1S31

en-

tertaining.

Friday change

is

plan-

AMALGAMATED

For Zurich House

is

of the Paramount show.
certainly packs a mean laugh-

J.,

the
closed

of

monologist,

star

period for
here, has
the latter for the day by Fox.
Austria will be
summer. The house will be remod- ned.
changed from 30 to 50 years if a
eled, although no decision on wiring
proposal made meets the approval of
has been made, it is stated.
Parliament, advises a dispatch to the
M. P. Division of the Dept. of ComNew Owners at South Charleston
This modification applies to
merce.
all literary, artistic and photographic
Kenneth
South Charleston, O.
works.
Snyder and Ralph Prink have taken
over lease of the Garden here.
Blattner to Make "Jew Suss"
Berlin
Blattner Film Co. it is reported here, is to produce "Jew Suss"
Standard
as a talker.
authors'

RCA

Exporting only the

THE FILM DAILY

M0N0L0G

PARAMOUNT SHOW

Fanchon Units

Turner

be pleased to supply any
Hammond, La. John Turner, now
theater our product using Rayco- manager of the Columbia, has also
phone," said Wicks, "provided that. been appointed manager of the Rialto,
in our opinion, every installation shall
succeeding Miss Christie Foltz who
and entirely in color. The picture, equal the standard of the apparatus plans a vacation to California. Miss
it
is reported,
will cost about $1,- as heard in a test here at the Win- Foltz will retain her interest in house.
tergarden theater."
127,500.

Richmount

,

HIT OF

dope it all out.
The general effect Donald
would have been much better with Malley.
few individuals milling about.

according
C. Wicks.

BERG

S.

SEN. MURPHY'S

public

Warners and

1929

4,

Presentations

London

London

{Sunday, August

MARKUS

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Lackawanna 7876
BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY

VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY

Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard

Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York

Phone Penn. 3580

City

Allied Seeks Co-op Buying of

RCA-Photophone

MX THE

7Ae NEWSPAPER

NEWS
ALL THE TIME

*/ FILM DOM
VOL. XLIX No.

Monday, August

30

1929

5,

Price 5 Cents

A Fact or Two SETTLEMENT OF EQUITY SHOP
CRITICISMS
DISPUTE IS DECLARED NEAR
sound are

of

usually sweeping and acrid.
Many pictures are duds and,

we

grant, deserve the cracks heap-

On the other hand,
ed on them.
it is good practice to occasionally
recall for the forgetful that this
business has met a phenomenal

phenomenal manner
successful turnover from

situation in a
in

its

silence to sound.

only a handful or more of
months since the big studios in
It is

i

i

i

i

!

Hollywood completed their sound
Yet the most carping of
stages.
scoffers must in fairness concede
that the progress thus far made is
a sterling tribute to the capabilities

men who run

and resources of the

ARBITRATIONJftH STEP
Indianapolis

— Allied

Ass'n

and Film Boards of Trade met in a
test of strength here on the question
of arbitration with Allied temporvictorious at least when C. C.
Pettijohn, head of Film Boards of
Trade and counsel of the Hays organization endeavored to persuade
the Indiana unit to resume arbitra-

arily

Steady

Is

called

and

all

local

branch

INJRBITRATION

—

—

fans

make

deposits

their

at box-offices.

—

Welcome To
Ann

Harding,

star

of

"Paris

which this extremely comwoman negotiates the
young
petent
leap from stage to talking screen
in

with the

Grainger

skill of

a thoroughbred.

states.

Ben Rosen-

berg, former "D. M." for Fox
in the Middle West, however,

A

RCA NON-COMMITTAL ON

—

THE FILM DAILY

the

offing,
learns, as a result of conferences now
under way between a joint committee
of the Ass'n of M. P. Producers and

tatives secret.

Sawyer, vice-president of
stated on SaturPhotophone,
RCA
had
understanding
or
day no deal
L.

P.

NEW EXPANSION
BY EASTMAN KODAK CO.

been made with Allied States Ass'n
of
buying
cooperative
regarding
Rochester, N. Y. Extensive buildConferences had ing program is planned by Eastman
sound equipment.
been held with various leaders, he Kodak, which is the declared reason
declared, but pointed out that there for issuance of new stock. The buildwas no particular significance in those ing program, to be extended over
As an equipment manu- three years, will involve expenditure
meetings.

—

(Coniinued

Allied

Staff

Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Settlement of the
Equity Shop dispute in pictures is in

West

ALLIED CO-OP PURCHASE

on Page

3)

of

Guarantee of RKO Films Held
Sought by Allied in RCA Deal
Number of Additions
Made to Witmark

Map Agreement

Actors' Equity Ass'n.
Meetings are to be continued today in deliberations, which are being
shrouded with secrecy. The conferRepresentences began on Friday.
ing Equity in the secret discussions
are President Frank Gillmore, Vice
President Ethel Barrymore and AtProducers
torney Paul N. Turner.
are keeping names of their represen-

has resigned to become assistant to Joe Goldberg at Colum-

merely their own; to per- satisfactorily.

suade new

Bound"

concentrations in most territories are held to make such
Practically
posts unnecessary.
of the former Fox men
all
holding such posts have been
assigned other posts, James R.

managers.

PEniJOHNEXPRKSES

often to

to

was attended by about 20 exhibitors

'

aters, not

discontinued district

by Pettijohn,

Naturally the ultimate has not been
Charles B. Metzger, general manahasn't even been apIt
reached.
(Co-ntinued on Page 3)
proached. The most rabid enthusiast
would never have the courage to set
But the advance
forth such claims.
HIS
has been steady aiyi ever up the
signifiis
mind,
our
to
That,
scales.
cant.
So long as progression and
FAITH
mark the efforts,
retrogression
not
Producthe future looks optimistic.
Chicago Arbitration is functioners are spending dizzy sums to betthem
ing
in all key cities with the excepPractically all of
ter pictures.
and
they
of Minneapolis, declared Charles
tion
business
theater
in
the
are
head of Film Boards
the
Pettijohn,
C.
know how essential it is to hold
arrival from Indianupon
improved
Trade
of
and
innovation
public by
he was confident
said
public
He
apolis.
quality; to make that same
theaters all the- the Indiana situation would work out

come more

Fox has

managerships throughout the
United States because theater

bia Pictures.

The meeting,

Advance That

States

tion.

this industry.

Meetings of Joint Group
to Be Continued Today

Posts Abolished
INDIANA UNIT CONSIDERS

States

negotiating

a

Ass'n

is

understood
buying

co-operative

$15,000,000,

it

is

claimed.

Work

already has been begun on an acetate
plant at Kingsport, Tenn., which is to
(Continued

on Page

3)

British Urge Suppression
of Any U.S. Film Monopoly
By ERNEST W. FREDMAN
Editor,

"The Daily Film Renter"

London (By Wireless)— Selection

RCA-Photophone' equip- of sound reproducing apparatus in a
or theater is a matter for the
ments and RKO pictures. Under studio
of the respective owner and
judgment
Peggy Wood, who made "Wonder lishers controlled by Warners, have
deal, members
(Continued on Page 3)
its terms of the reported
it
to
than
additions
better
of
far
number
appear
a
Women"
made
of
would secure the
Bernie Pollack has of the organization
was. Recruited from the stage, Miss executive staff.
at a substanfine

actress

who knows

her

his-

M. Witmark

trionics.

&

Sons, music pub-

has the necessary requisites been named general sales manager;
for a long and distinguished career Frank Rice, Boston manager; Harin dialogue pictures.
old Lee, Chicago manager, replacing
Ina Claire, the sophisticate, the Clarence Parrish, who has been apcomedienne pointed western manager of the
sparkling, the clever.
flawless. Black and White series; Ben Fields
the
approximates
who
Stage-wise, her first picture, "The Pittsburgh manager; Joseph L. Mann
Awful Truth" demonstrates amply Denver manager. Other representashe is already screen wise.
tives continue in their present ca-

Wood

A

KAN N

pacities.

plan

for

reproducing equipment
tial cut, with delivery of

RKO

pic-

Fabian Theaters, Directed
by Warners is New Title

tures underwritten.
Fabian Theaters,
Paterson, N. J.
Conferences on the subject are unBrothers,
Warner
of
held
direction
under
derstood to have already been
of the former
designation
the
of
new
manager
the
is
Richey,
with H. M.
Si Fabian, it
Michigan unit, one of the Allied stal- Stanley-Fabian chain.
not decided his new
has
other
stated,
with
is
negotiations
warts, and
The name Stanley also
units of Allied are understood pend- connection.
from the theaters.
is being dropped

—

ing.

.
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The Industry's
Date Book

The Broadway Parade
The Colony Saturday
changes mark the week's Broadway Parade.
parted company with the crooning melodies of "Show Boat" to go collegiate
with "College Love." The Warner on Tuesday celebrates the third anniversary
On
of Vitaphome," with Al Jolson doing his stuff in "Say It with Songs."
Friday, the Rivoli. which has been playing host to "Evangeline," will open with
"The Dance of Life." film version of "Burlesque." The line-up:
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Ralph
California
Hollywood,
New York.
Granite
Phone
Blvd.
Hollywood
VVilk, 6425
6607.
London Ernest W. Fredman, The
Wardour
St.,
89-91
Renter,
Film
Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne
Berlin
I.
Paris— P. A. Harle.
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la
Cour-des-Noues, 19.

M-G-M
"Broadway Melody"
Fox
"The Black Watch"
Warner
'On With the Show"
Paramount
"The Four Feathers"
.Para
"Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu".

at

t

1
f
t

c

I

.

"Smiling Irish Eyes"
"Evangeline"
"Street

First National.

It

Feb.

8

Gaiety

May
May

22

.

.

.

.

Girl"

Warners

with Songs"

.

at the

Aug.

7

Aug.
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June 12

Rialto
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P
1
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at
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Seat
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5J4
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Film
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Fox Thea.

32

A

213/6

"A"
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2654

"A"
33^4
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Nat. Scr. Ser
Nat. Thea. Sup.

33
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Cook Leaving Wednesday
Grant L. Cook, executive vice

6
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9J4
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x-war
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Paramount 6s 47
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33A
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24^
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do units
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5
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Warner
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BOND MARKET

41

75

27
30

A

3

38
80

pointed out

'166
100
1,406

'166
'366
100
100

in

connection with

which shows that Los

Angeles has 58,879 seats (including
the city auditorium) for its 1,500,000
Of the
of population to draw from.
number of seats, picture houses have
a combined total of 238 204.
During the first six months of
1929, $1,141,550 in building permits
The
for new theaters were issued.
new Pantages is under construction
at Hollywood, and three more are to
be started soon, two Fox houses and
the Beverly-Fairfax.
In the last nine years, $17,267,483
has been spent for theater construcFollowing is
tion, the survey shows.
a chart showing theater building activity, since 1920.
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929

(to

$1,535,000
2,908,500
660,000
1,131,000
616,725
4,221,575
3.493,890
1,330,800
228,993
1,141,550

June 30)

$17,267,483

Total

....
....
....
....

10
75

Chattanooga Co. Gets Charter
The Hamilton County
Nashville
Amusement Co., of Chattanooga has
been incorporated here with a capital
of 100 shares of no par value stock
and 45 shares at §100 each.

—

Coston Adding Another
The Ramona will be
Chicago
added to the Coston booking circuit
Aug. 21. James Coston, head of the
circuit, is reported to have a onethird interest in the theater, which

nounced.

THE FILM DAILY

hibiting only domestic films will be
declared free of all taxes, according
to the M. P. Division of the Dept.
of Commerce. The Polish producing

company Sfinks now is preparing a
sound version of "Mark Swida," adapted from a novel. The cast will be
Polish.

is

New

Britain,

the

new name

which
house
is

York

has a straight talker policy.

85

Seeks to Have House Reopened
R. I. A committee
Bergtold Gets Hayfield House
has been appointed to represent the
negoHayfield, Neb.— L. V. Bergtold, local Retail Board of Trade to
E
in an
Publix
of
officials
tiate
with
and
Center
Dodge
owner of houses at
Ideal endeavor to have the Laurier reI Kasson, has taken over the
opened here.
here.

—

Conn.

—The

of the

House
Embassy!

Lyceum

here

being entirely rebuilt. The,
It
is to be wired for souiil
owned by Dzicek & Davenson.
is

Remodeling
Yonkers,

pheum

at

Yonkers

Y.— Radio-Keith-Or-

N.

remodeling

is

the Proctor's
2,400-seater reopens in

The

September.

RKO,

are conferring in New
on the 1930-31
program

Wiring Hillside House
N.

Hillside,
dark until

the house

J.

—The

Mayfairj

Labor Day.
is

being redecorated with

sound equipment

installed.

Plunkett Back in N. Y.

BUILDING

Joseph Plunkett, vice president
and general manager of Radio-Keith-

128-130 East 58th Street

New York

Orpheum, has returned

to

from an inspection tour

of the circuit.

"Fast Life" at Central
"Fast Life," First National Vitaphone production, will have its premiere Aug. 15 at the Central, New
York.

Available jor

SOUND

and TALKING
STUDIO

Acoustics Perfect

Leasehold for sale or will rent

CROSS & BROWN CO.
Agents
270

Stryker House Dark
Stryker The Elite theater here

—

MADISON AVENUE
CALedonia 7000

is

New York

City

closed until further notice.

^ew Sound Studios Ready,

S^^S^

and lighting systems for talking pictures.
A music department is at your service.
Theme songs and feature synchronization arranged and composed
Finest recording

at

reasonable rates.

SOUND TRANSFERRED FROM FILM TO

RADIOTONE
*ADIOTONE STUDIOS

is

Meanwhile,

RKO

•

LAST PRICE QUOTED

Britain

Chiefs Conferring

David Sarnoff, chairman of the
board of directors of RKO; Hiram
S. Brown, president of Radio-KeithOrpheum and William Le Baron,
vice president in charge of production for

New

Rebuilding

here.

RKO

pres-l

ident of Tiffany-Stahl, will leave f 01
the
company's Hollywood studios'
Wednesday and upon his arrival willl
immediately go into conference with
John M. Stahl to outline and plan
the ten fall productions just an-

—

Woonsocket,

;

DECLARED FREE OF TAX
Washington Bureau of

Metroton

Hearst

of

(sound).

3

POLAND DOMESTIC FILMS

—

17

Keith A-O 6s 46
Loew 6s 41ww

Am.

30

Pict

pfd

6s

400

25

Trans-Lux

do

'266

2

Loew

do

'266
500

2'A

Griffith, D.W.
Intern.
Proj

Univ.

Sales

9&y2

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros
pfd

24]/2
5134
68J4
8Yi

is

a survey here

95A

Pathe Exch
do "A"
Radio K-A-O

*do

Close
34
25'A

193M

pfd

*do

A

—
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theater at least once a week for the
house to do better than break even

STOCK MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDA
Low

Coast

Bureau,

issue

News

Los Angeles Every person in the
Washington The Polish governLos Angeles district must attend a ment has decided that theaters ex-

Financial

High

IS

STRESSED BY SURVEY
West

d

0VERSEAT1NG

Louis.

St.

First

July 30

—

i

{

N. Y.
Convention of eastern Missoui
and southern Illinois exhibitor unl
tral,

Aug. 19-20

THE

1

at the Rivoli, N. Y.
of "The Hollywood Ri
vue" at the Astor. N. Y.
15 Opening of "Fast Life" at the Cei

Opening

Aug. 14

29

Criterion

United Artists .... Rivoli
Globe
RKO
Colony
Universal

"College Love"

"Say

Astor

Winter Garden.

.

Song!
of "Say it with
Warner, N. Y.
Golf tournament of exhibitors at
exchangemen at Seattle.
Opening of "The Dance of Life

Opening

6

Opening Date

Theater

Distributor

Picture

Aug.

DISC

^ YoSkd

6

N

n!

ay
y
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5,
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Short Shots from
New York Studios

Newspaper Opinions

k

"STEP
{Continued from Page
and attorney of the

^cr

three

a

ter

Columbia
Embassy, New York

exhibitor

exhibitors, and afhour session, the exhibi-

represented

unit,

saying

retired,

tors

they

would put

up to their board of directors the
uestion of arbitration, at a meeting
scheduled next week.
'Arbitration is done for," Frank J.
Rembusch declared in a statement
issued just after the session.
was suspended here
Arbitration

DAILY MIRROR—*
which

could

not be settled to
of both sides, and

satisfaction
cause of Allied's

edict

from arbitration.
are

grievances
the

a

wrong and

half

half

immediately

city

to

its

mem-

they withdraw
Pettijohn said the
50-50 proposition

that

instructing

bers

the
be-

right.
after

He
the

left

ses-

sions.

on Allied Purchase
(.Continued

from Page

RCA

Photophone
facturer
exhibitors, he concluded.

meets

RKO, Lee Marcus was

all

said to

position to make any
statement insofar as RKO's participation in the plan was concerned.

he was not

in a

Expansion Planned by
Eastman Kodak Go.
(Continued from Page

supply
'

cellulose

acetate

1)

mediocre program

a

DAILY NEWS—*

with "Father and Son" is that its ensuing
action is so apparent.
You'll certainly know
in reel' five just what's going to happen in real
you're
seven.
In fact, if
an avid movie goer,

you

have

dott't

to

much

In-

of

for

safety

"In the past two years the company has acquired large manufacturing plants at Paris and Berlin," the
company states. "It has also opened

up new

Ameriand new wholesale branches

retail stores in several

cities

It has
several foreign countries.
organized two new subsidiaries, the
in

Recordak Corporation and Eastman
Teaching Films, Inc. The additional
funds to be realized from the sale of
stock will also place the comenter into new
projects and further expansion which
from time to time may seem advis-

new

pany

in a position to

DAILY MIRROR—*
talker
pense, action

Urge Suppression
Any U.S. Film Monopoly

British

and good prize-flghting scenes

DAILY NEWS—*

account

sings.

#

#

himself

of

as

*

clever

a

is

screen

child

man

EVENING JOURNAL—*

EVENING WORLD—*

*

commend

* is a

example of what can he done with an
'M story and with a comparatively small
budget, providing a little intelligence and imHon are expended * * *
GRAPHIC— * * * Brought in with all the

able

of a special premiere, the newcomer not
fails to hold up as a two-a-day attracion, but it does not even reach the standard
)f a
program film. At no time does it give
.vidence of rating a Broadway showing. * * *

mly

II

KALI)

I

I

RIBUNE— *

*

*

If

were

it

*

*

Whenever

And here, as in the
Woman," her vamping

ous

#

to take "Father and Son" seriously.
one might grow just a trifle annoyed about
the whole matter.
It wastes the dramatic
potentialities of the conflict between son and
second wife in a maze of antique melodrama.
»

*

•

POST—*

*

*

The

chief

difficulty

"Father and Son"
it

is

with
scene?

is that until the final
not very interesting. I am afraid "Father

and Son"

nothing but an ordinary program
picture all dressed up in long pants. * * *
SUN—* « * Indeed, the dear old Biograph
company and its innocent tintype dramas are
conjured up with this piece-. * * * In fact,
is

"Father and Son"
in most departments.

a

*

*

throwback

distinct
*

is

TELEGRAM—*

* * it is such a dreary
nothing short of a miracle will
bring the cash customers rallying to it in
the spirit of good, clean curiosity and two a
dav tons. * * *

that

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

*

*

start-

with a talking sequence, becomes silent shorth
thereafter, and find a voice again near thi
end of the film. Its theme is rather antiquated
and its action severely melodramatic. Its development becomes obvious by the strenuous
planting of the recording phonograph and

sequences

diotguti

TIMES—*

*

*

*

*

*

At

the outset this produc
ion promises to be an interesting yarn, but
so soon as the father in the case, Mr. Fields,

>ointed under the film law. The committee urges that steps be taken to
'revent an American monopoly in
alking pictures.

Seeking Memphis House?
Negotiations understood
o be under way for houses of the
Pantages circuit other than those
:aken over in the West, are expected
!o -include the Pantages here.

who

rected in a manner
express. * * *

recent "Dangerscenes are disubtle as a subway

as

EVENING WORLD—*
however,

familiarity,

is

it

* *
Despite its
very well handled,

and Richard

Arlen, who is
gives a superb performance.

GRAPHIC—*
new and

*

There

*

the

man

*

*

*

that

little

is

loved,
is

warrants praise about "The
Man I Love." The story by Herman J.
Mankiewicz has a few nice touches in unimportant moments, hut follows mainly the
Donular Hollywood idea of this sort of thing.

»

#

less that

*

Paramount

talking feature, intends
for the Theater Guild
again this Fall.
It was for this
organization that he directed such
plays as "Porgy" and "Wings Over
direct

to

*
some excelas fine bits in
its direction.
One becomes instantly aware,
too, of an expertness in the handling of the
new technique demanded for "talkies." The
sequences follow one another with clarity
and neatness. * * *

performances

*

well

as

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

*

Mamoulian, some years

Europe."

back, tvas stage critic for the "Caucasian Voice" at Tiflis, across the
Atlantic.

Joseph
first

HERALD-TRIBUNE—*

lent

Mamoulian,
Roitben
who has
completed direction of "Applause,"

Ruttenberg,

camera

Scituate,

to

at

who

grinds

a

Paramount, has gone

Mass.,

to

absorb

some

vacationing.

Otto Bower, who worked on "Applause" for Paramount, has returned to the Coast, where he will be
While assigned to direct for this company.

*

has its irregularities it is sure screen
entertainment and, in spite of the commonplace situations that manage to creep in at
intervals, will hold the interest from start
it

to

*

finish.

POST—

*

*

"The Man

*

I

in.

*

SL N
T

*

—

*

*

who show
plays

*

ment. *

*

a
* *
*
*

* Well worth a trip by those
fondness for the talking photoabove the average in entertain-

TELEGRAM—*

Mary Brian

*

*

L.

Love" gives

you people going through motions, not characters von can believe in or become interested

Sixteenth Theater of

*

*

is

very

and appealing as the long suffering
and discloses in her first-all-talking
wife,
•ncture an ingratiating speaking voice. Arlen
iweet

presents a conventional leading man performance. * * *
Although the acting and
the reproduction of voices in "The Man I
Love" * * * are eminently satisfactory, the
story is frequently open to ridicule. * * *

TIMES—***

&

T. Chain

Opened

—

Chicago The New Berwyn, formerly the Parthenon, recently taken
over, has been reopened with a talker policy by Lubliner & Trintz, BalL. & T.
aban & Katz subsidiary.
also operates the Congress, State,
Bellpark, Varsity, Oak Park, Convent, Crawford, Biograph. Michigan,

Paramount,
Lakeside
Pershing
Knickerbocker, West End and Windsor.

Barker Makes Two-Reeler
deal
"So This Is Marriage," a two reelWORLD-' * * The Columbia Company's apparently
anything else that was lying about
er
for Pathe, has just been completed
sound devices lack acutely in the line of re- the studio, those responsible for "The Man
finement and volume control.
The story of I Love'' have managed to concoct a sloppy by Bradley Barker at Pathe Sound
s"o

to

Paris one begins to sigh.

"Father and Son"
variety.

*

*

decidedly

is

of

the

hack

*

Washington

WORLD—*

THE JtlLU DAILY

*

—

Two Houses

together

ancient

plot,

a

and

of less than average worth, patently
intended for the simple-minded. * * *

Co-operating on
Washington Bureau of

exhibitors' strike

Bergquist Purchases

By throwing

movie

Washington
of Russia and
Innsbruck, Austria due

—An

*

of hokum, an

great

has started at
because authorities refused to grant
(Continued from Page 1)
any attempts to impose preferential a reduction of the entertainment tax
to adconditions in restraint of trade are during the summer, according
the
of
Division
vises
to
the
M.
P.
opposed to conditions of the films act,
states a resolution forwarded to the Dept. of Commerce.
Board of Trade, by a committee ap-

—

sus-

one sees Baclanova in a talkie, one also sees
a piano.
Here, as in her other films, she

*

—

EDDY'^^

as a Jeanne Eagels talker vehicle for
Paramount.
Bartlett has two plays
due on New York's Main Street this
coming season. They are "Tampico"
and "Here Comes the Groom."

dandy

Comedy,

only a

EVENING JOURNAL—*

Washington. Bju-eau af

Memphis

* Here's a

*

entertainment.

little

program picture not in the two-a-day class
As program material, it's average entertainment, with Mickey McBan giving an excellent

out at the conclusion of reel three.

it

Austria Exhibitors Strike

able."

of

hundreds of predecessors.

detective to

a

W.

CORMACK,

"

* * this William Wellproduction starts off lightly and cutely,
but O, how it sags toward the middle. * * *

figure

affair

film.

the

just

picture
as a $2

"DARTLETT

oossihle

1)

Charles Rosbe out of the city.
enzweig, general sales manager, said

can

it'-,

a

It's

ARTHUR

has just completed the script of
AMERICAN—* * * holds forth plenty of "The Return of Sherlock Holmes,"
promise through its alluring title, and then
when it unreels one just sits back and re- working with Director Basil Dean,
signs oneself to another prize fight yarn, is
now doing the script on "The
with very little to distinguish it from its Laughing
Lady," which will serve
*
* *

flare

RCA Non-Gommittal
At

bi st

*

Broadway

feature for the neighborhood movies. * * *
* * The principal fault

weeks ago because of grievances
which

Al

ecial,

^1

*

belong cm

doesn't

'.By

"The Man I Love"
Paramount
Paramount, New York

"Father and Son"

1)

Two Pictures
THE FILM DAILY

— Meschrabpom
a

Films

Norwegian company

are preparing joint production on two
pictures, "Ghosts" based on Ibsen's
story and Johann Bojer's "Wilkinsrern," according to a report to the
M. P. Division, Dept. of Commerce.

To
West

Start

Coast

New Wvatt House

Bureau,

—

THE FILM DAILY

Studios.

The

cast

includes

Guy

Bayer, Earl Dewey, Katharine Skidmore. Norma Pallatt and others.
Priestly

Promoted

Lou Priestley has been placed in
charge of the construction department at Paramount Long Island
Studio, this being a promotion.

Moviephone

at

DeWitt, Ark.

DeWitt, Ark.—The DeWitt now
has sound pictures, following a reRay
cent Moviephone installation.

will
Angeles Construction
Los
Chisholm, Minn. G. L. Bergquist
Wilson operates.
has purchased the Philo and Grand start in the fall on a $300,000 house
from Henry Sosnosky. Sound equip- for the Wyatt Theater Corp. A site
Buffalo Firm Chartered
ment is to be installed at the Philo. has been secured on Grandview near
TheaBuffalo, N. Y.— Music Box
Seventh St.
with
chartered,
been
has
Inc.,
ter
Sound For Dubuque House
shares, no par value.
100
of
capital
House
Wiring Cullman
Dubuque, la. The Strand soon
Harry J. Robertson.
Cullman, Ala.— T. D. McMinn, of Directors are
bara
will inaugurate its sound picture poland
Mahoney
B.
William
sound
new
a
Lyric, is installing
icy featuring Paramount and First the
Schimmel.
National sound pictures, it is reported device.

—

THE

DAILY

Along The Rialto

-AND
THAT'S

Phil

DALY

LOOKS

JUST TO

prove that we are not
hoggish, we decided to give some
other gent a chance to write today's
column.

Sez

we

to

ourself:

back

*

it

*

possible

is

to

sales head, all said he

make

Songs" opens

course, there are good pictures
along with the palookas, just the
same as there is an occasional good

have
with

not

which

shown

been
constructed
necessary acoustical

the

They were

qualities.

silent

built

but

pictures,

owners

to
the
tear

are not going to
these places.
The acous-

down

tics probably can be improved,
but the theater managers should
be careful in their eagerness to
have the gallery hear every
word of a picture that they do
not blast the ear-drums of those
in the balcony and the orches-

— Lionel Barrymore

in

an

in-

terview with Mordaunt Hall
in

"New York Times"

An Editor Asks for Ideas
on News and Its Creation
a press agent,
WHEN
hocus-pokus, has

by some

created

situation

which

he

can

out,

it

may

is
if

be so designated.

When
ously

a

call

"news" he believes the editor
mercy. That is his art,

When

newspaper men ingeni-

contrive

create

to

situa-

which to write in
news columns they are dubbed
about

tions

"yellow journalists."

Perhaps someone can explain

*

44

we sez to ourself: We're
going to make this a good column,
We'll lay down on the job just
too.
like these other blah babies do, and
so

A man

without mirth

springs, in

give some other writing lunatic a
chance to earn our salary for us.

jolt

which one

like a

is

wagon without

caused disagreeably to

is

by every pebble over which

it

runs.

^J

to us why it is that certain publishers who would instantly discharge a reporter for "making
news" will accept the synthetic
news creations of press agents,
eagerly, if we can believe all that

Edward

L. Bernays says in his
persistent propaganda in favor
of the ballyhoo business.

— "Editor

and Publisher"

*

*

HENRY WARD BEECHER.

We,

therefore, take great pleasure
presenting to you as today's column writer Oh, ellsbells, here we've
gone and written another lemon col(Wait till the boss sees this
umn.
in

XJALF the theaters in
** (sound) pictures are

at his

hoodlums started throwing the cones a la the
old time slapstick fashion. Wilkes was a target for some,
and so he's off the ice cream policy for good

went

Reproduction in Theaters

tra seats.

for patrons are the bunk, opines
Leslie Wilkes, Corsicana showman.
the lights

—

*

What

tournament
Ice cream cones

That's about all they write in
columns, anyway their name
And even that's a standing slug used
from day to day. The rest of the
That's the
stuff is all from contribs.
reason some of the columns are
sometimes good.
*

Noo Yawk

in

Golf claims its latest victim in Al Selig of TiffanyHe did a 70 on his first try, but it was for nine
Stahl.
holes, so Al's trying to figure why no one seems worried
that he probably will be in the next Film Daily golf

we

*

Warner

Charles B. Cochran, veteran English producer, is
planning a talking-singing revue, with an international
tinge
"The Quill" relays the item, from its Lunnon correspondent, Major E. O. Leadlay

started out to tell you,
we decided to give some worthy and
ambitious aspirant a chance to columnize, or columnate, whichever it
is.
Look at these other column writers who drag down heavy dough in
the dailies for permitting the rag to
use their name at the top of the col-

And

is

at the

Cites Importance of Careful

show

has

a lot of water has flown under the bridge

column. But then you must realize
that accidents such as these crop up
in every business. However, you can
rest assured that the producers are
exerting every effort to eliminate

their

He

.

not so long, but it's a lifetime in this
It was just three years ago that Vitaphone
business.
turned the business upside down
The event will
be celebrated Tuesday when Jolson's "Say It with

Of

umn.

would make good.

.

the first casualties will be when this
adjustment business gets under way in full swing.

Three years

€)

and publicity chief

Wonder who

'em.

So, as

times at Columbia, with Alex Moss

like old

in the saddle as advertising

.

That's exactly how these Hollywood "producers fool the public with
a lotta delirious dialoguers.
The
mere fact that there is such a tremendous variety of so-so pictures
fascinates the public so they keep
coming back to find out just how

gaivdawful

Current Opinion

Jr.

... A host of friends and lots of ability has Alex.
Hal Hodes, who has been making a real job of the post,
now is doing sales promotion. He knows that, and how.
Speaking ofs promotions.
Notice the way Harry
Taylor has come up? In Kansas City, they swear by
Harry and a year ago when he became Middle West

The

other guy can't be any worse than
we.
And he may have some punk
ideas that are so different from our
brand that the customers will be
kidded into thinking it's good stuff.
*

M. Daly,

192?

5,

Timely Topics
A Digest of

with
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By PHIL M.
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TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

—

IN

one.)

Who's
WHO

IS

Who ?

THE

No. 7

Industry Statistics
By JAMES

CHAMP

STAR PICKER, HATES
PUBLICITY

AND NEVER

^MUCH? OUR
GUESS

IS

sam goldwyn

Famous out

CUNNINGHAM

Actual value of picture theaters
the

United

$1,400,000,000,

estimated,

States

not

now

stands

including

at

is

office

than
ville

over theaters which,

would bring the

it

total

is

*

*

theaters
this country
N. A. M. P. I. drops plan
more than seventy times greater censorship of production.

in

tion picture

in

all "legit" and straight vaudehouses combined, authentic and

available

figures

indicate.

*

Allan

Dwan

*

to

make

Mayflower; Realart to

to

The gross

intake

of

mo- aters

of the million-dollar type.

for self

*

series
release.

approximately $1,500,000,000. Studios
*
*
*
Eighty important cities in the
and offices of distributors, etc., repBill Farnum to make "If
resent about $300,000,000.
Total in- United States, all with populations
vestment in the industry is $2,000,- of 100,000 or more, support 500 the- King" for Fox.
000.000.

New

after theaters in

England.

The Film Daily

*

buildings

TALKS

P.

Statistical Editor,

No. 7

I

for

Were

a

'

No. 6 of a Series.

AND SO

United

FAR INTO

"I*

artists corporation— an

organization of stellar personalities
in its tenth year.

—

is

It is interesting to

-

now
note

Unrtvd

^ **

.

phon«

Exchange*'

l

want

dafe

^COQW^ £

down

for

»ron Mask'?'

Artittt

that this organization has in that length of

Hey

\

j

busies* in world

?fl ®

.

v.

th*ie doys,

time produced and released few more than a

*tU»U G*
B«aten

I,y

Mm

,

%<iK»fe,

... K*nnt4s»

.

hundred feature productions.

It

was founded

Cn«*g»,

tit

.

.

M«y.-.'--, „

.

.

.

»21
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United Artists Corporation consists of

it.

NMrHH«n.Conn.
Nn.O"wnt.L«
.

Douglas Fairbanks, Mary Pickford, Charles
Chaplin, D.

Gloria

W.

Norma

Griffith,

Talmaclge,

Swanson and John Barrymore
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UNITED' ARTISTS
Big

—each

Ones

a tremendously popular favorite, each a boxoffice attraction of first

they

make a formidable

rank.

organization.

Coincidently the keystone

around which

Inc.,

was formed had

beginning ten years ago.

This organiza-

Associated Publications,
its

As a group

tion is

made up

of ten regional trade papers,

each serving a specific region and having a

tremendous reader interest in

its

zone

—

naturally great reader interest that only a
local publication

can have; as a unit the ten

Associated Publications

make

possible to the

national advertiser "local advertising on a
national basis" that assures

maximum results.

ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS,

INC.

FILM TRADE TOPICS, San Francisco; MOTION PICTURE TIMES, Dallas; MOVIE AGE, Minneapolis; THE REEL JOURNAL,
P.ttsburgh,
Kansas City; MOTION PICTURE DIGEST, Chicago; MICHIGAN FILM REVIEW, Detroit; EXHIBITORS JORUM,
Atlanta.
TRIBUNE,
EXHIBITORS
THE OHIO SHOWMAN, Cleveland; NEW ENGLAND FILM NEWS, Boston;

"EACH

IN

ITS

FIELD-THE

EXHIBITOR'S

HOME

PAPER'

THE

DAILV

Monday. August
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28th Instalment, 'Sound Patent 9 SerieE
PHONOGRAPH GROOVES ON
FILM IS
This

ment

is

in

NEW DISCUSSION

the twenty-eighth instal-

"Sound Patents,"

Synchronization is Assured
with Sound- on-Film Method
During the time in which mechan- therefore, before it
enters the interisms were being patented for syn- mittently
moving part of the appachronizing phonograph and project- ratus.
ing machine apparatus, a number of
The formation of a sound record
patents of various types were issued on a picture
film may be done in one
in which the simultaneous synchron- ot three
methods, the most obvious of

a series
of articles dealing with the patent
history of sound and synchroniza- ized projection of sound and pictures
was obtained, in an entirely different
tion devices in the United States,
manner, by forming the sound record
England, France and Germany.
directly on the film itself, or on the
film secured to and driven simultaneously with the picture film. This
The method of forming a sound method
has the advantage that it enrecord on the picture film is one of
sures synchronization at all times
the most obvious arrangements beand, once the sound and picture
cause it utilizes on the film the same records
have been formed on the film,
sound reproducing mechanism as is and affords
no opportunity for one of
used on a phonograph. It requires, them to become
displaced relative to
however, a film capable of taking the other and
thus destroy their
and retaining a sound record and, proper timed relationship.
at the same time, one suitable for
It is to be understood in this conthe taking of photographic pictures, nection,
however, that the sound
and thus requires a number of spe- record is displaced a short
distance
cial properties that are not easily longitudina'ly
of the corresponding
combined.
pictures.
This is necessary, because
An early example of this idea is during the photographing and the
shown in a very diagrammatic man- projection of the pictures, each indiner in United States patent to No. vidual picture is drawn in an inter823,022 issued ta John Ballance on mittent manner in front of the lens,
June 12, 1906. In this patent the film remaining stationary for a short in(1) is drawn over suitable driving terval, and is then quickly moved
rollers past a projecting lens and and succeeded by a following picture
rolled onto a reel (6a).
A sound whereas the reproduction of sound
track or groove is formed near one requires a constant, continuous moveedge of the film on which rests a ment of the sound record. The
stylus supported on a sound box (13) sound must be reproduced from the
at one end of the phonograph horn film
while
the
latter
is
movine
smoothly
(14).
and
continuously
and.

which

to form a
that of a
of the film

sound groove
phonograph at
one edge
and to reproduce the sound from this groove by
means of a needle and sound box as
is

similar

to

m

the ordinary phonograph, or with
suitable amplifying apparatus.

A

second method is to form a magwire or ribbon in an edge of
the film, to magnetize this wire or
ribbon by means of electric currents
netic

controlled by
ment during

and
sound from
tures,

a

microphone arrange-

taking of the picto then
reproduce the
this magnetized wire or
the

Further

Patent

ribbon.

The

third

method

produce a
photographic record in the margin of
the film by a microphone controlled
electric circuit which varies the
intensity of light in accordance with
the
vanations in the microphone circuit
paused by the sound waves or vibrations.

through

By

is

directing a

this

to

beam

photographic

illustration

Foley system.
No. 1,589,139

U

sound records may be made
margin of the picture film

S

or, the

ir

the

a;

shown

in Fig.

7.

In the apparatus shown
a

number

Fig. 1
and
spaced relation to
and each of them
in

microphones (A, B

of

C) are placed in
the scene (12-12)

is connected with a battery (21) and
through
amplifying
transformers'

of light
record,

(P, S) to electro-magnets (18). Each'
of the electro-magnets is provided

which varies continuously in capacity
or
transparency, and causing the
transmitted beam to fall on a light

with an armature (16) actuating one

end of a lever (15) on the other end
sensitive cell in a reproducing circuit,
sound waves may be reproduced in of which is mounted a stylus (14)
acting on the surface of a moving
accordance with the photographic
film (13).
The arrangement is such
record.
that sounds produced at the left of
the scene and received primarily in
United States patent No 1.275 189 originated on the
stage; thus the
the microphone (A), produce a corissued to A. C. Rutzen on Aug. 6, origin of
the sound in the screen is
responding sound record of the
1918 discloses an apparatus in which made
to correspond to the exact
greatest intensity in the sound track
both the projection maclvne and the position
of the speaker.
(24) of the film (13), while sounds
sound
reproducing
apparatus
are
The sound records may be made issuing primarily at the center or
mounted at the rear of a transparent
on a special film driven by the pic- right hand side
screen so that both the sound and
of the scene (12) and
ture
film
driving mechanism,
as received primarily in the microphones
the picture are nrojected in the
same shown in Figs. 1 and 2 which
repre- (B and C). are reproduced with the
direction.
As shown in Figs. 1 and sent
diagrammatically recording and greatest intensity in the sound record
of
2
the drawings, a sound strip (6)
2
having a sound groove (5) is secured reproducing apparatus respectively tracks (24 ) and (24 3 ).
The film (13) is driven by means of
to one edge of the picture film
bv
a
drum (26) which i.s connected
means of loons or extensions (7)
through a slot and pin drive (31, 32)
This film is drawn from a reel (9)
to the drum (29) that drives the picthrough the Droiection apparatus, as
ture film and is thus driven at the
shown in Fig. 3. and wound on a
same rate of speed.
-eel (8). The sound box (15),
shown
In reproducing the sound record
in more detail in Figs. 4
and 5 is
by the apparatus shown in Fig. 2, the
provided with a stvlus (14) that propicture film and the sound film (13 l )
tects into the sound ptoo'-p
as in the
are
run simultaneously by an appaordinary
nhonograph.
The sound
ratus similar to that of Fig. 1. The
thus amplified in the sound box
(15)
needles (25) of the reproducing ap's ronveved through the
tube C16) to
paratus
for
the
respective
sound
a horn
(17) which opens about a
records, (24 1 24 2 and 24 3 ) transmit
«<~reen (21).
To economize in snace.
corresponding currents through their
*hf> pictures from
the nroiection marespective circuits and through am-fe-ne (11) are reflected
from mirrors
plifying transformers (38) ta the re'18 and 19) to the screen (21).
spective loud speakers (A 1 B\ C 1 ),
United States patent No. 1 589 H9
and as these loud speakers are spaced
= = "^d
to F.
H. Folev on Tune *15.
similarly to the original microphones
1926. provides a system in which a
(A, B and C) they reproduce the
number of recording instruments are
sounds in the same special arrange-

:

;

;

,

;

Rutsen

method,

1918.

U.

patented
S. Patent

in

No.

Washington
1,275,189

in

spaced in the scene, in takinp- a
record.
In reprodncine thp sounds a
similar number of reproducers are
-tt?S.
similarly disposed in spaced relation
;n back of the screen- and -the- sound
is thus reproduced in. the
same spaced Another sound-on-film method.
relation on the screen as the sounds
No. 1,589,139

ment

relative

to the screen
in the scene

they originated

The arrangement shown

(34) as
(12-12).
in Fig. 7

similar to that of Figs. 1 and 2,
except that the sound record tracks
(24V 24 2 and 243 ) are formed in the
is

U.

S.

Patent

margin of the picture

film (50).

I
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National Studios Active

First

Five Talkers Nearing Completion, Seven in Cutting Room and Nine Being Started at First National
Universal to Make Film Based on French National Anthem —Ralph Wilk's Personality Paragraphs

WELL UNDER
F.

N/836

A

FILMS

ive all-dialogue pictures are nearcompletion, seven are in the cut-

room and
for

:d

ional,

are being preproduction at First
which is to make 36 pic-

nine

early

the 1929-30 season,
subjects almost finished
"Sally," "The Broadway Hostfor

s

he

five

"The Forward Pass," "No, No,
and "The Woman on the

'

lette"

Marilyn Miller,

is

version of the
in which the star is

all-Technicolor
ical

comedy

by Joe E. Brown, AlexGray, T. Roy Barnes, Ford
•ling. Pert Kelton and other playJohn Francis Dillon is directing,
e Broadway Hostess" is based
sorted
r

story by Fannie Hurst and stars
Dove under the direction of
ard Webb. "The Forward Pass"
ures Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and
etta
Young under direction of
i

ie

ie

Cline.

Mo, No, Nanette," musical cornhas Bernice Claire in the leadrole.
Director Clarence Badger
ising Technicolor in the making
"The Woman
this production.
the Jury" is a Vitaphone version
he play with Dorothy Mackaill at
head of a cast including Sidney

;kmer and

Edmund

By

JOHN BARRYMORE'S
job

was

as a sketcher

Burns,

ictures in the cutting room are
starring
Fools,"
otlights
and
leen Moore; "The Great Divide,"
othy Mackaill; "The Girl from

New

two

ten

LOUISE FAZENDA

Harvey Theiv hales from the
Gopher state Minnesota. He was
and born in Mankato and was reared in

—

writer of
dialogue, has writ-

Alexander,

"Wedlock"

plays,

entered pic-

tures in 1915 as an extra in comedies at Universal City.
In 1921 and
1922, she toured the country in a
vaudeville act, but prefers to work in
pictures.
She is fond of animals.
Every stray cat in the world finds a
home in the backyard of her home.

*

*

*

Grubb

J.

studio by

a side

entrance.

*

*

Kentucky." He is the author of
"In the Headlines," ivhich was directed by John Adolfi.

Sennett,

—

Hurlbut; "Back
by William James
starring Corinne Griffith with William
"Show Girl in Hollywood"
:r directing;
P. McEvoy, a sequel to the first "Show
" story starring Alice White.
.

1919,

Angeles,

v

Bly Baker Cast

in "The
Billie Dove's

role

Broadway Hos-

5,"
next picture, has
n assigned to Nellie Bly Baker.

in

"Never Say Die."

At

have
this theater he
established a record for continuous
performance, having played there for
is

five

Nellie

Houston Branch and George Manker and be called "La Marseillaise."
John Boles will be starred. It will
be a 100 per cent dialogue picture.
Charles Wakefield Cadman is writing the music.

of

*

;

'

Universal will put into early production, a story written around the
life of Rouget de l'lsle, composed of
"La Marseillaise," the French national anthem.
It will be written by

Del Rio Talker Set
news"Loot," which will have their pre- Joe Reynold's town. He did
later
Minneapolis
and
"The
One," a story by John
paper
Bad
work
in
mieres in Coast theaters in the fall.
went
York
to work on James Farrow, will be Dolores del Rio's
to
New
wrote
pictures,
he
Before entering
and produced vaudeville acts. He Gordon Bennett's "Herald." All of first all-talking picture. The locale
The star appears as a
has written the screen plays and his colleagues on the Herald seem to is France.
pictures.
French cabaret entertainer, and there
dialogue of "The Gamblers," "Evi- have drifted into
are two French youths in love with
dence" and "General Crack."
To celebrate Alice White's ride to her. Edwin Carewe may or may not
*
*
*
popularity, First National has pre- direct her again, is a matter that will
It may have been significent that
sented her with a sedan car and a be settled upon Carewe's return in
Eddie Quillan was born on Holly- brand new contract. Her first star- several weeks from Europe.
wood St. in Philadelphia. From the ring vehicle under her new contract
time he was able to walk and recite, will be "Playing Around."
William
Herbert in Garbo Film
he was a part of the Quillan vaude- Blakewell, who was her leading man
Holmes
Herbert has been added to
ville act, which comprised his father,
in "Hot Stuff," will play opposite.
cast of the picture which Jacques
mother, two brothers and a sister.
*
*
*
Feyder wrote and is directing with
In the early part of 1926, the Quillan
no relative Greta Garbo in the starring role for
Starr,
Atherton
James
act played the Orpheum, Los AnConrad Nagel appears opof Gertrude Atherton, is a Clarks- M-G-M.
geles, and Mack Sennett arranged a ville, Tex., boy, who made good in
Miss Garbo will
posite the star.
test for the three Quillan boys. Later,
Hollywood. He titled 33 comedies have her first talking part in "Anna
they
test,
when the Quillans saw the
for Mack Sennett and joined War- Christie," after she finishes the silent
were so discouraged they left the ners. His first feature was "Hills film with Feyder.

however, liked the test
*
*
*
and prepared a contract for Eddie.
expert,
electrical
^|olworth's," Alice White; "Paris," But, lo and behold, the Quillan famMurphy,
Frank N.
ie Bordoni and Jack Buchanan; ily had completed their Orpheum has been with the Warners for more
Most Immoral Lady," Leatrice tour with the Los Angeles engage- than 10 years. At various times, rival
"The Isle of Lost Ships" all ment and had slipped from sight. producers have tried to win him away
cast and "Her Private Life," Sennett engaged scouts to find Eddie from the Warners, but without sucring Billie Dove.
and when he was finally located, the cess.
*
#
#
ubjects which soon will go into necessary terms were agreed -upon
awards is
giving
of
the
that
Now
appeared
are:
k at the studios
and the contract signed. He
we would
Jark Swan," from a novel by Ernest
Hollywood,
in 18 two-reel comedies for Sennett. so popular in
with Lois Wilson and H. B. Warner
al,
*
*
be given as folaivards
*
that
suggest
he cast, directed by William Beaudine;
who
jse Ankles," a musical comedy by Sam
The inimitable Edward Everett lows: to the contract player
"stills"
publicity
ey being made under the direction of
most
the
poses
at
for
debut
Horton made his stage
Wilde; "Son of the Gods," starring
the during a year; to the actor, who has
Barthelmess in a story by Rex the age of 20 as a member of
lard
on the cutting
Frank Lloyd, chorus of "The Mikado," comic opera the most footage
h,
under direction of
who takes
actor
ies" starring Leatrice Joy in a story by
the
to
company at the Richmond theater on room floor;
Aikins; "Spring Is Here," musical play
a
winning
without
tests
most
12
the
ensuing
the
Staten Island. During
iring Douglas Fairbanks, jr., and Loretta
most
the
does
who
man
story
the
ng; "Playing Around" from the
years he played with ten different part; to
rl.a"
by Vina Delmar, starring Alice
a year.
He refers to his "yessing" during
stock companies.
LeRoy;
Mervyn
direction
of
te
under
*
*
*
theatrical birth as being of Oct. 28,
ies of the Field" starring Corinne GrifClark in 1924,
Herbert
saw
first
Los
We
in
with Alexander Korda directing, from the
theater
Majestic
at the
v

FILM OF

RALPH WILK

shortest

on the

"U" TO MAKE

from "Lots"

York Telegraph. He worked for 20
minutes, leaving after his sketch had
been submitted. Later, he worked as
a reporter, illustrating his stories with
He made his stage
his own sketches.
debut in 1903 in "Magda."

screen plays and

r."

Sally," starring

Little

believed

years as a leading man.

to

He

en-

tered pictures in 1923.
*

*

*

Bill Bloecher, the publicity director, hales from Wisconsin.

Borzage Sailing
Frank Borzage, Fox director, will
sail from New York Saturday, Aug.
17, for Ireland where he will direct
The star will
John McCormack.
sing at

least ten songs
of old favorites

including a

and several
original compositions on which Chas.
Wakefield Cadman now is working

number

in

California.

M-G-M Buys

"Dulcy"

Dialogue rights to "Dulcy" have
Conbeen acquired by M-G-M.
stance Talmadge starred in the silent
version for First National several
years ago.

New

Assignment

Russell

Birdwell,

for Birdwell

who

recently

"Masquerade," his first
directorial assignment for Fox, will
Who Wasn't Wantwhen he was playing the title role in direct "The Girlno lead has yet been
which
for
Herbert,
ed,"
"My Son," on Broadway.
who is a Pittsburgh boy, did not have cast.
of
the usual trials and tribulations
Added to "Mavourneen" Cast
York.
New
invading
actor
young
the
Midgely has been added to
Fannie
Gotham,
in
arriving
Three weeks after
of the Tiffany-Stahl allcast
the
the
he was placed under contract by
"Kathleen Mavourneen," startalker
in
role
a
given
Theater Guild and
ring Sally O'Neil.
"Back to Methuselah."
completed

Theatres playing
Discs
i

N

Only

the laboratories of the

Fox Case Corporation, a

method has been developed of transferring sound-on
film to sound-on-discs.
This

you

process
to get

now enables

on records the

talking newsreel previously

available only

Movietone

on Fox

film.

FOX

OVIETONE

NEWS

Us*tf
te

It

srf

hot

— on

d iscs as
well as film

j-

f

Irisiness

Forced Mayer

to Decline

as Envoy
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PRODUCERS AND EQUITY MEET
TO MAP DISPUTE SETTLEMENT

T^HREE
day,

6,

years ago this very
a skeptical audience

foregathered in the Warner
here in New York, friendly

on dubious shoulders, to pass

lament on a new-fangled affair
i'.d Vitaphone.

Mayer

Hays' image spoke and gesd from the screen; a phantom
lestra played the overture from
nnhauser" Mischa Elman and
em Zimbalist drew sweet notes
n their violins; Marion Talley
the garden scene from "Rigo-

Washington

Washington Bureau of

/ill

service when he met last week with President
In two conferences with the Chief Executive, Mayer told
the President that he could not leave his business in the United
States for so long a period as would be required were he to accept
The post of ambassador to Turkey has been kept vacant, pending
Mayer's decision.
He told the President he hoped at some later
date to be able to accept a diplomatic post.

came

famous
:sti
la Giubba" number from
gliacci," sung by Martinelli,
the furore that ensued was
then

Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Further steps to speed

West

Hoover.

;

)";

THE FILM DAILY

— Louis B. Mayer definitely declined an appointment

in the diplomatic

i

]

Great Secrecy Shrouds
Second Session Held
Yesterday on Coast

Declines Diplomatic Post

settlement of the Equity Shop dispute
were taken at a second meeting held
yesterday between representatives of
producers and Actors' Equity Ass'n.
As was the case at the initial meeting held last Friday the utmost se-

the

BAKER AND WALLIS

AT

R-K-0 CLOSING DEAL

IN

FOR SCHWARTZ CIRCUIT?

F. N.

and control.

crecy cloaked the negotiations, producers even keeping secret the names
of their committee members. Neither
side would reveal the time or place of
the scheduled meeting.
It is understood that Producers are
being represented by Joseph M.
Schenck, Louis B. Mayer and Jack

Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
yesterday
Radio-Keith-Orpheum
Hal Wallis and C. was reported to have closed a deal Warner. Officials of the Department
Hollywood
were ap- for acquisition of the A. H. Schwartz
was a memorable night although Graham Baker yesterday
of Labor are in attendance and are
pointed operating heads of the First Century circuit in Greater New York.
understood to be swinging their ineffects of what took place on Aug.
National studio by Jack L. Warner. Loew's is partners in a number of the fluence toward an amicable settle926 were not to be felt until anThey have been running the plant important neighborhood houses of the ment. Equity, it was reported late
•r epochal event flashed across the

West

—

History-Making

temporarily during the illness of Al
Rockett, but are now in permanent
iths later.
charge.
;sed indelibly so
by that which
Baker was scenario editor for
|ad seen and heard.
The press
for six years prior to his
Warners
ed up the story and played it in
His extransfer to First National.
nation's newspapers for what it
perience in production dates back
worth.
I
It may be of passing
Wallis was with
over many years.
rest to repeat here what this writfor nine years, then was
Warners
jhen envisioned for Vitaphone' and
switched to First National as studio
rtainment

i

—

horizon fourteen
The industry was im-

—

Century chain. Included in the chain
are Albemarle, Avalon, Century, Far(Continued on Page 7)

!

i

uture:

WORLDVS

World-Wide,

Paramount Adds Four
More Theaters in Iowa

definitely

LIST

fixing

— Paramount's

Cedar Rapids and the Strand and PaThe deal is effective
lace, Waterloo.

back on the "Don Juan" opening
he birth of Vitaphone. It was not,

(Continued

until Oct. 6, 1927 at the
theater in the same city that
iphone established beyond all retion that sound pictures marked
beginning of a new era in motion
ures.
If you were part of the
ience at the Warner that night,
will remember "The Jazz Singer."
e
Jolson personality a terriffic
sonality
singing as he sings and
y a bare handful of spoken lines

i/ever,

(.Continued

vice-

"RCA-Photophoine, Inc.", he said,
engaged in the. business of selling
(Continued

j

on

Page

7)

STARS INfJITY FIGHT
Boston— Local theaters will be
pictures
asked to refrain from playing
stars appear,
in which "disapproved"
Council anthe Boston Central Labor
(Continued

on

Page

7)

•xockeyedIrDtgross

president of RCA-Photophone, yesterday declared equal treatment would
be extended to all exhibitor groups
in the market for sound equipment.
"is

UNION WOULD BLACKLIST

PARAMOUNT SOUND NEWS

7)

Leroy P. Sawyer, commercial

—

from Page 2)

on Page

RCA Promises Equal Deals
For All Exhibitor Groups

jie

—

Moines

terms of the Equity shop contract.
Producers, however, declare that 58
additional players have signed standard contracts, bringing the total to
became
515, since the Equity edict
effective June 5.

its

releasing plans for next year, will
distribute 20 talkers and 16 silents.
The talkers will not be available in

Williams,
strong silent form, states J. D.
late last
York
New
returned
to
who
gained
territory,
this
)tion picture theaters * * * The potenposition
in
three months' trip to
from
a
week
cies are tremendous. * » •
H.
A.
the
through ownership of
Blank circuit, has been further London.
While there, he stated yesterday
Jolson
strengthened through acquisition of
(Continued on Page 7)
he Warners today, riding high on the four A. J. Diebold houses. The
Palace,
crest of a deserved success wave, theaters are the Strand and

Des

t
i

ON

manager.

The most important potential developnt in motion picture exhibition * * *
le tremendous
influence of good music
now brought to the very lobby of
ery theater in America. * * * By
'despread use, the Vitaphone means the
imate development of new patrons for

;

20 TALKEljITSlLENTS

last night will probably agree to a
reduction in the number of working
now demanded under the
hours

First

News

is

Paramount Sound
being shown simultaneously

issue

of

English-speaking countries of
the Globe, Paramount declares.
The newsreel made its appearance
It is* released once a
last Saturday.
being available on
sound
the
week,
in

all

both disc and

film.

$53,761 inroxy weekend
"The Cock-Eyed World" grossed

on
$27,178 on Saturday and $26,583
the
for
$53,761
of
gross
Sunday, or a
about
week-end at the Roxy. This is
house
week-end
the
of
$300 short
(Continued on Page 7)
_
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Case of Courage

There is nothing but praise due the
Warners for their foresight and courage.
Almost to a man, the industry
had turned down Vitaphone.
Sam
Warner stumbled on it and, convinced he had tripped over a find,
held fast.
He sold Harry, Abe and
Jack.
They took it on when their
fintncial present was dark and the
darker.

They

stuck,

—

—

Causes Stir in Hollywood
Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY All-Negro Film to Have
Hollywood — Considerable comN. Y. Premiere Aug.
ment has been created
West

raised

the film
capital by the mysterious disappearance from London of Syd Chaplin.
While Charlie Chaplin could not be
reached by newspapermen, friends
here declared their belief that he is
without knowledge of his brother's
in

whereabouts.

Meighan

at Saratoga Springs

1

"Hallelujah,"
King Vidor's a
talking and singing production fj
M-G-M in which the entire cast

composed

of

Negro

players, will ha

world premiere at the Embas
New York, Aug. 20.
its

Elsie Janis Also Quits
Stage for Directin
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAIl

Thomas Meighan, Warner Bros,
it
which
often and battled their way star, has left New York for a short
Hollywood Elsie Janis is retirii
through against odds that even today vacation to Saratoga Springs but will frcm acting to become a supervise
cause the remaining three brothers return here in time for the Broadway and director for Paramount.
to shake their heads as if in wonder premiere of his first Vitaphone talkof how they did it.
Continental Premieres Planned
The Warners ing picture, "The Argyle Case"
German, French and Belgian fill
have pushed their way to the top. which will take place shortly after
And sound is responsible. Nobody its general pre-release on Aug. 17. fans will see and hear an America
questions their indubitable right to Mrs. Meighan accompanied her hus- talking picture, in English, durin
their
present affluence.
Nobody band to Saratoga where they will be September and October, when Glon
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas Swanson in "The Trespasser" will b
should; it belongs to them.
Schenck.
presented in Berlin, Paris and Brumoney when they needed

—

A

—

Sentiment

sels.

Tonight, Al Jolson on whom this Musicians Back at Hollywood Bowl
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
entire industry upheaval may be fixed,
Hollywood Musicians at the Holopens in "Say It with Songs" in the
lywood Bowl have returned to work.
theater that gave public birth to
They walked out with stagehands
sound. A nice sentiment and fitting
last

—

Tuesday after a "jam" leaving
15,000 patrons sitting in the dark.

too.

There is but one source of reand it is constantly present: Day and Date Runs for "Sophomore"
Pathe's "The Sophomore" is to play
That Sam Warner will not be there
to bask in the success for which he day and date at the Paramount, New
York, and
Paramount
strove so valiantly.
Brooklyn,
where it opens Aug. 23.
"Paris
Bound" also has been set in at the
New York Paramount.
Lionel

KANN

Barrymore

to Direct

Bowling Green Showman Dies
Says Bowling
Green, Ky. W. F. Toopd
Columbus, O. Lionel Barrymore is
He had
through with screen acting and hence- of the American is dead.
forth will devote his energy to di- been ill for some time.

Only in Future,

—

He

recting films, he declared here while
en route to New York.

Farnol Back

Lynn

Tomorrow

Farnol, director of publicity

Samuel Goldwyn, will return to
New York from Colorado Wednesday. Lynn has spent several months
for

....

QUOTED

Brown Gets Tacoma Post
Tacoma, Wash.
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Disney Series

Be Handled by Columbia

Columbia has acquired distribution
in the United States and Canada of
Date
fired its first barrage.
Walt Disney's "Silly Symphonies"
series of sound cartoons, under terms
Later
Today
Opening of "Say it with Sot
of
deal
closed by President Joe
What took place from that day to
at the Warner, N. Y.
Brandt
and Charles Giegerich Dis- Aug. 7 Golf tournament
this is, of course, like an open book.
of exhibitors
exchangemen at Seattle.
"The Jjizz Singer" swept the country. ney's representative. The first pic- Aug.
9
Opening
of
ture
"The
of
the
Dance of L
series,
"The Skeleton
All known box-office records were
at the Rivoli, N. Y.
thrown aside. Regular bookings were Dance," was given a prerelease show- Aug. 14 Opening of "The Hollywood
vue" at the Astor, N Y
sidetracked to make way for this pic- ing at the Roxy three weeks ago, and
Aug. 15 Opening of "Fast Life" at
the
ture.
Cities that never held a film has been rebooked for a return entral, N. Y.
more than two weeks held Jolson gagement, setting a precedent at the Aug. 15 Opening of "Greater Movie
son" sponsored by Fox V
six and eight.
The stampede was Roxy. There is to be no change in
Coast at Coast Houses.
moving forward with overwhelming releasing arrangements of Disney's Aug. 20 Opening
of
"Hallelujah" at
force.
Fox was already committed "Mickey Mouse" series, handled by
Embassy, N. Y.
the
Disney
office
19and
Aug.
independent
20
exConvention of eastern Missc
to a sound policy; millions had been
and southern Illinois exhibitor
spent on Movietone. The rest of the changes.
at St. Louis.
industry, its resistance torn away, fell
Sept. 28
First issue of Hearst Metrot
News (sound).
in line one by one.
The capitulation Syd Chaplin's Vanishing
and a revolution

Vol.

New

on a "dude ranch," eating the liver of
the elk and riding on the back of the
horse.

—

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard
Vaudeville Acts

Brady Brown,

Buys Asheville House
former publicity man at the Mary
Anderson and Rialto, Louisville, has
West Asheville, N.
F.
A.
been named manager of Fox's Colon- Abbott has taken over the Broadway
ial.
formerly operated by M. Buchanan.

C—

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

A

"Regular" Vacation

fun

At

rest

recreation

BLUFF HOUSE:

looking

the

95 miles

from

among

the

overeight

Delaware:
hundred feet above sea

tains.

level:

New York
Kittatiny

BLUFF HOUSE

City:

Mounoffers

the advantages of a good
hotel: as well as every form of
all

outdoor sport.

BLUFF HOUSE
BOX A

PIKE COUNTY
MILFORD, PENNSYLVANIA
H. J. DYNES, Owner

—
MAKE YOUR OWN EYES
AND EARS THE
See and hear the

of

first

.11

1

DUE!

issue

PARAMOUNT SOUND

NEWS, out August 3d. Catch
the second issue, out this
Saturday. Prove for yourself

what sticks out of every
foot of

it

it's

different, Itfs

better. It 's the

LEADER!

PARAMOUNT SOUND NEWS
EYES AND EARS OF THE

NEW SHOW WORLD

THE

-<^

DAILY

—AND

Along The Rialto

THAT'S

Phil

DALY

How To

Be

a

poem entitled: "How
To Be a Captain." With a big salaam
to Mr. Guest, we have taken the liberty to adapt his poem to the requireof this here fillum business.
*

in

strolling

"I'd like to be the Manager
of a fillum house, oh gee,
I'd like to wear that title,"

in the

a youngster said to me.
Said I: "Let's ask the Manager
what a youngster has to do

Club look

Who wants
of-

to be the

a theater and
*

*

So up we went
tvith

"What

this

crew."

do

before they get that title?"
*

*

*

There was a sad look in his eye
as unto us he wheezed:

Pathe, that's the ticket
Declining to be drawn into the Equity squabble on the
En
Coast, Will H. Hays has started back to New York.

"Well, first I went to college
and won seventeen degrees,
Then they finally decided
to take a chance on me
And I worked three years as usher
till I had water on the knee.
*

route,

"So then they made me manager
of a cluck house in the sticks,
And soon I found they'd played me
for another of those hicks,

For

—

I ivas janitor projectionist
cashier publicity man

—

And when
staff,

*

will stop at his Sullivan, Ind.,

home

And, stop us if we're wrong, but here's one for the book,
a wren on the Fllum Daily telephone t'other day asking for
"Mr. Red Pot." Now how were we to dope out that the
party she wanted was Red Kann, we're asking you ?

—

they bounced my one-man
I acted as doorman.
*

he

Ruby Keeler Jolson has secured permission from her
doctors to attend tonight's premiere of Friend Hubby's new
picture "Say it with Songs" at the Warner. Miss Keeler has
been ill at a New York hospital since leaving the cast of
"Show Girl"

*

*

like

Remarkable how people seem astonished over the
air endurance records of but a few hundred hours. There
are folks in the film business who have been up in the
Reward for work well done for
air for years
G. R. O'Neil, new advertising and publicity director at

to see him,
question very vital:
to

pink

bachelors make every night at the M. P.
Exan old time exhibitors' convention.
cept, of course, they keep order
Al Lichtman is
sporting a new flannel suit that is a cross between a
dark bay and a cense

*

Managers have

is it

New

Summer

manager

its

Jr.

England
Eddie Eschmann
down Seventh Arvenoo yester noon. Looks

motoring

Phil.
*

M. Daly,

new contract and all, is sporting a real Maine coat of tan. He has another assignment to fill at the Paramount L. I. studio in Fall
Far from the maddening throng and the publicity racket, Paul Gulick, Universal's golfer de luxe, has been

poet,

has written a

*

Digest of
Current Opinion

this,

44

Increasing installations,

making

possible a

wider

circulation, will eventually reduce the individual

sitting pretty.

exhibitor's

my

proportionate

share

production and record

They'd handed me a jinx house
that was always in the red.
So after twenty years of work
that rates a total loss
I'm convinced that being a Manager

*

essence
THE
always

of the movie
been motion. *
The talking motion picture,

the
this

most

part,

piece

is

has
* *

for

the time that
written, is static.
at

Speed and motion have been exchanged for talk and inertia. * * *
Motion picture dialogue, therefore, will have to become more
essential,

concentrated, retaining
the packed values of the motion picture spoken title, without
its stilted qualities.
In the motion picture of tomorrow more
will be said by each character
when he speaks, in a lesser number of speeches, and fewer words.
—Ralph Block in "Vanity Fair"
all

*

*

Danger to
Talker Growth
never was any danger

of

tainment will ever supplant the
living theater because the cur-

11

costs.

of the "talkies" killing the
legitimate theater. The "talkies"
will
improve as color, depth,
breadth and better recording are
mastered, but no form of enter-

FELIX

F.

rent that flows between human
beings on both sides of the footlights cannot be created in any
other way.

FEIST

—Brock

Pemberton

lotta applesauce."

Who's
WHO

*

*

Speak Less, Say More, Is
Keynote of Future in Sound

THERE

alas, the truth soon filtered
thru,
poor dumb ivory head,

a

—

Stage in

"But

is

industry comes from those who
are barely familiar with its functioning.
If
these critics have
good intent they will familiarize
themselves with the object cf
their scorn.
They will undoubtedly then appreciate the high
standard of our arbitration practice.
Their derision will melt
into praise.
Louis Nizer, Secretary,
N. Y. Film Board of Trade

*

hair was turning gray,
So they decided to reward me
with a two weeks' holiday,
Avd then at last success was mine,
they sent me to the city
To manage a first-run de luxe,

was

IV/fOST of the criticism against
^"-l the arbitration system
in our

Fails to See

my

I

Arbitration Standards High,
Criticism Is Without Warrant

*

"After seventeen years of

and

o

HOBART HENLEY,

Manager

(Edgar A. Guest, well known

ments

A

with
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Timely Topics

IS

No. 8
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THE MOST

MOUS

By JAMBS

FAIN-

TERNATIONAL

MOTION
PICTURE
VvCOMMUT-

LOOKS
TO US LIKE

'OR?

jaydee williams

Industry Statistics
P.

Statistical Editor,

American
distributors
exported
121,810,453 linear ft, of motion pictures to various markets of the world
in the first six months of 1929, an increase of 9,058,284 ft, for same period
in 1928.
Europe received 8,000,000 ft.
of the increase, importing 40,423,942
ft.,

as

thereby supplanting Latin America
chief user of our films.
United

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
No. 8

IN

CUNNINGHAM
The Film Daily
the six-month period were 11,195,243 ft., an increase of 5,875,847 ft.
over the first half of 1928.
for

*

The Bureau

*

*

Nate Gordon and Bill Gray pool
England theaters.

New

*

of Internal Revenue,

collector of Uncle Sam's taxes, receives income tax returns from approximately 7,500 corporations engaged in amusement enterprises,

Kingdom was the largest individual 3,800 of which have gross income
buyer. The U. K. American imports exceeding $695,450,000.

*

*

Famous

profits for first half of 1919
double that of the same 1918 period.
*

*

Industry speculates
will affect production.

*
if

actors' strike

TO NIGHTJ

VI O RID

PREMIERE
9

(Tuesday, August 6th)

Celebrating

Third Anniversary Vitaphone

WARNER
Broadway

SAY
ysn

You Can Have

IT

iL
It

Now

BROS. THEATRE
at 52nd St., New York

WITH SONGS
AVK V LE

— DAY

and

DATE

with

BROADWAY

Marian Nixon, Holmes Herbert, Kenneth Thompson
Fred Kohler
Based on the story by Darryl Francis Zanuck and
Harvey Gates. Scenario by Joseph Jackson.
Directed by Lloyd Bacon.
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,

W
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i
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"Vitaphone"

Every Record
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products

"SHOW OF SHOWS"
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Tuesday, August

1929

6,

at

RKO

of M.P.

Academy Sound

$2,000,000 Expansion Planned
Additions to be

Made At Present Studios With New Ranch Contemplated — Discussions

Survey to be Heard at

Aug. 8th Meeting— Lang

SOUND SURVEY DISCUSSION

three-fold

program

of

technical

By

ROTUND

1. Establishment
of a technical school to
be started in September under Academy auspices open to the personnel of all the studios
with instructors from the science department
of University of Southern California and outstanding electrical recording experts as
lecturers.
It is proposed to hold the classes
once a week withi certain groups designated
to attend from each studio as a nucleus and
additional enrollment open to all departments
Details will be
of motion picture workers.
worked out under the direction of the Aca-

demy

Archie

Mayo

broke into

pictures as a

up for the first "shot" of a morning.
Confessing that his hobby is turning
off alarm clocks, he expresses the desire to retire at the age of 36.
*

L. G.

Rigby

*

*
is

a veteran

scenarist.

He was with Fox,

Tiffany-Stahl and
other companies before joining War*

tor,

Acoustic Control."
This will
be followed by meetings on "Dubbing,"
"Acoustical Control Problems in the Theater,"
Possibilities of

and other

topics.

"When

the talking picture revolutionized
the industry the studios accomplished wonadapting
themselves to the emergency,"
in
ders
B. P. Schulberg declared in laying the proposals before the meeting of the producers
"But now the time
and sound engineers.
has come to take inventory and by educating
the studio personnel to lay a strong foundaSound is going to
tion for future progress.
are not
be our business for a long time.
going back to the silent screen ever except
The need for all
for occasional pictures.
motion picture creative workers to become
intelligently familiar with their new tools is
a matter of dollars and cents and vital to the
constant improvement of talking pictures which
the public demands."

We

T-S Casts Betty Compson
Compson has been engaged

Betty

to play one of the leads in the Tif-

fany-Stahl

production "Woman To
being directed by Vic-

Woman" now

tor Saville. The story is founded on
an original by Michael Morton.
George Barraud and Juliette Compson were also engaged for this all-

dialogue production.

Faced with the problem of filming
and recording its 30 productions,
native-born
RKO officials had for a while conpictures in
templated removal of studios to 3
Colleen Moore, Thomas Meighan, new location outside of Hollywood
Mary Pickford and other stars. His but, on further deliberation, the dehobby is collecting rare books and cision was unanimous that the presfirst

editions.
*

Ray "Brick"
is

room.

*

*

Anthony Coldeway, better known
as "Dewey," was a reported on the
"Louisville Times" and a poet on the
"Spokane Chronicle." His initial
picture work was as a scenarist at
Universal. He owns "Peter Pan," a
St.
Bernard, now weighing 160
pounds, but named by Anthony when
a puppy.
*

*

*

Data preliminary to
incandescent lighting.
possible nationwide standardization of theater
projection machine aperture and screen shape
is
now being collected for a joint meeting
August 8 of the Academy Technicians' branch
with the American Society of Cinematographers and the local chapters of the American
Piojection Society and the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers.
3. A
series of general meetings of the
Academy at which recording experts will acquaint the artistic workers with the posand limitations of sound equpment.
The first meetng has been set for Thursday
evening, August 8, on the subject of "Artistic

best liked directors is
He is one of the few
directors.
He entered
1916 and has directed

*

*

Walter Anthony is regarded as the
dean of title writers. He was with
Universal for several years and before coming to Hollvwood was a
dramatic critic in San Francisco. His
son, DeLeon, is also a title writer and
is with Warners.

sibilites

ENLARGING RKO STUDIO

of the
ONE
Al Green.

ners.

board.
Systematic) study of technical problems
shared by all the studios and standardization
The Producers' Branch
of basic practices.
authorized the appointment of a committee to
collaborate with a committee of technicians
in conducting research with a view to standardizing methods and devices employed in the
building of sound stages, treatment of sound
It is proposed
sets and silencing of cameras.
that this research be similar in method to
that conducted under Academy auspices on
2.

$2,000,000 TO BE SPENT

RALPH WILK

gag man for Jack
White.
After gagging 40 comedies
directors of the Academy of M. P. for Jack, he became a director for
Arts and Sciences by a meeting of Stern Bros.
His first feature was
the producers' branch in conference "Quarantined Rivals/' for Gotham.
One of his pleasant eccentricities is
with sound engineers.
The plan to educate all branches eating a toasted ham sandwich and
of the industry in the theory and a cup of tea from the top of the
use of the new technique required for cameraman's stool as the latter sets
education to cover the production has
been recommended to the board of

talking pictures includes:

— Garnett Loaned to U. A.— Wilk's Paragraphs

A Little from "Lots"

PLANNED AT ACADEMY MEET
A

Cruze Prod.

for

Howard Bretherton saw many

faces
a
film editor for more than 10 years,
He
starting with Universal in 1914.
has directed several pictures, including "The Time, Place and the Girl,"
"Caught in the Fog" and "From

on the cutting room

floor.

He was

Headquarters."
*

Enright,, the direc-

*

*

The first aero-wheel race to be
a graduate of the cutting
He was with Ince for several publicly presented served as an ef-

He joined Warners to edit fective ballyhoo stunt for "Dyna"Three Weeks in Paris," but has re- mite." The race was held in front
of the Carthay Circle theater, with
mained five years.

years.

*

*

*

Joe Jackson, former press
agent, is a prolific writer. Several of his sketches have been
converted into talkers.

six

girls

who

participated

in

an

aero-wheel race in "Dynamite," as
the entrants.

The stunt was

ent studio should be retained as a $2,000,000 appropriation has been voted
for construction and the present 15
acres are to be built up with new
structures at Gower and Melrose.
In addition to this program of studio expansion Radio will acquire a 500 acre ranch
for filming of outdoor sequences.
The ranch
is to be thoroughly equipped with studio facilities,
in addition to movable outdoor RCA
sound equipment, stables, a herd of cattle,
ranch and bunkhouses, and a restaurant.
Four sound-proof stages now are available.
The newest of the stages is housed in a
building containing offices for music and
lyric writers furnishing songs and scores for
pictures, in addition to scoring rooms, and
a rehearsal hall.

Tay Garnett to Direct
Richman Vehicle for U.

A.

Tay Garnett has been

selected by
United Artists as director of Harry
Richman's first picture, "Song of
Broadway" with Joan Bennett as his
lead. The story is the work of Irving
Berlin who has written eight songs
for the picture.
Garnett was borrowed from Pathe, having recently
completed "The Spieler" for that com-

pany.

origi-

nated by Pete Smith, who also
staged "the human billboard" as a
ballyhoo for the "Hollywood Revue."

Walter Lang Preparing
First for James Cruze

*
Walter Lang's first talking picture
*
*
*
one of the best
under the James Cruze banner will be
One of the Warner standbys is Joe "Flower of Sin." The picture is
known figures at Warners. He is
Joe, a boyhood friend of the adapted from the Arturo S. Mom's
in charge of the reception desk and Mc.rks.
was with Fox for several years be- Warners in Ohio and Pennsylvania, Spanish novel, "Happiness Insurance"
is now the casting director.
story of the
South American
a
fore coming to the Warner lot.
*
*
*
*
*
*
pampas.
Alan Crosland, who directed "The
Arthur Caesar, who launched a
Nolan Film Role for Murray
thousand quips, has finally decided Jazz Singer," has also guided John
Murray will play the leadJames
Alan
Crack."
"General
in
Barrymore
the verbal negative has no place in a
ing male role opposite Mary Nolan
has also directed Lionel.
studio.
This
in her "The Shanghai Lady."
will be directed by John S. Robertson.
"The Meal Ticket" Started
Lilyan Tashman in "Nanette"
Wheeler Oakman has been selected
Production has started on "The for the cast.
Lilyan Tashman has been substiThe story
Meal Ticket," at Fox.
tuted for Gertrude Astor in "No, No.
which the talker is being made
Barraud Plays Lead
Bernice Claire is prima from
Nanette."
Frederick H. Brenwritten
by
was
George
Barraud has been borrowed
donna and Alexander Gray, leading
In the cast are Lois Moran. from M-G-M by Tiffany-Stahl to
nan.
man.
Joseph Wagstaff, Elizabeth Patter- play the male lead in "Woman to
son, Dorothy Burgess and Douglas Woman." now being directed by VicFlothow Goes to T-S Studio
Lew Seiler is directing.
Gilmore.
tor Saville.
Rudolph Flothow, director and suEmpey Completes Script
Christie Making Darktown Revue
pervisor of synchronization for TifAl Christie is about to present the
Guy Empey, the author of "Troopfany-Stahl, has left New York and
now is en route to the company's ers Three." has completed the script first all-colored darktown cabaret reHollywood studio where he will su- for this Tiffany-Stahl picture. Empey vue, with Octavus Roy Cohen's characters.
pervise the Tiffany Color Symphonies. is to supervise.
*

*

Horace E. Hand

is

THE
Tuesday,

August

I

20 TALKERS, 16 S1LENTS

ON WORLD-WIDES

STARS INJQUITY FIGHT
from Page

(.Continued

jJW:

DAILY

1929

6,

EIST

Certain
lounced after
ctors and actresses have been placed
m the unfair list by the organization,
cting upon request of the Los AnThese
gles Central Labor Council.
layers, it is pointed out, have no!
bided by edict of Actors' Equity
Those
Vss'n in the present dispute.
isted are: Clara Bow, Marie Dressier
.ouise Dresser, Conrad Nagel, Lione
iarrymore and Noah Beery.

preliminary plans were launched for

XOCKEYlDWORTd" gross

a belief that such a procedure would
solve the dialogue problem for important foreign language countries.

53,761

INJXY WEEKEND

(Continued from Page 1)
jcord rolled up by "In Old Arizona."
Five de luxe shows were given on
oth days and Victor McLaglen apeared at the theater twice on Satrday, repeating on Sunday. Sunday
latinee business hit $18,661, a record
ith its closest competition $17,252

Yesterday morning a half hour be>re the house opened, the line was
At
ve abreast almost to 6th Ave.
ne o'clock the theater was overflowThe picig and closed its doors.
ire seems certain for three week;

nd perhaps more.

oe Leo on Inspection Tour

West Chain
Fox Metro-

Joe Leo, president of

i

olitan

Playhouses and vice-president

Fox Midwesco Theaters, left for
The purChicago and Milwaukee.

be

started

)lant

hre

ready

in

by

the

stants to

made, said WilEnglish and then in
ierman, French, Spanish, Italian and
•wedish with different! actors but
talkers will be

.ams.

first

using the same sets, and same story
from which the English or master
venon is made. He added there was

The English

versions will be

fy

except for

and are John

nces

upper.

The

latter is

reviewing

They

conferNolan, E. T.

Gommersall

Peck"
is

home

field.

in the terri-

sound

office

and

W.

J.

now

in Daladjustment

ases.

lenry Porch Killed in
British
London
nd

— Henry

Auto Mishap

Raymond King

Porch was

killed

of Rochester

and

lichard \V. Kirpatrick were severely
ljured when an automobile King was
riving crashed over a parapet of a
ridge across the Thames at Staines,
9 miles from London. All three are

DIALOGUE DRAMATIC PEATURES

dis-

for

America by World-Wide
and will form the backbone of the
company's talker program.
tributed in

R-K-0

CLOSIJOEAL

SEASON

(Continued from Page
rine,

1)

Brooklyn; Prospect, Flushing; Free
port and Grove, Freeport; Huntington, Huntington; Merrick and Rialto,
Jamaica; Beacon, Port Washington;
Queen Village, Queens and Sheepshead, Sheepshead Bay. At the offices
of the Century circuit comment on
the R-K-O deal report was refused
yesterday. Hiram S. Brown of R-Ksaid no such deal had been closed.

O

Sound on Disc, and

Sound on Film-

Inspection

Paramount Adds Four
More Theaters in Iowa
(Continued from Page 1)

Sept 1.
Publix operates competing
houses in both cities, and the declared
reason for purchase of Diebold's holdings was to get Fox and First National product.

Now

in

Silent

Production

"IN OLD CALIFORNIA"
an Epic of Romance and Adventure
and

WHAT A
HENRY

B.

CAST!
HELEN FERGUSON

WALTHALL
GEORGE DURYEA

Larry Steers, Ray Hallor, Richard Carlyle, Orral Humphrey
Harry Allen and other Stage and Screen Favorites
Dialogue and Continuity by Arthur Hoerl
Directed by

Plunkett Returns from

R-K-0 Chain

PHOTOPHONE

R. C. A.

First Picture

Kingsway, Linden, Manor, MaMayfair, Midwood and Patio,

1929-30

Recorded on

EOR SCHWARTZ
agut,

President

Announce
8
100%

in

James R. Grainger,

manager, in the
pend most of their time

LON YOUNQ,

with the
spring of 1930.

Joseph Plunkett, general manager
of theater operations of Radio-KeithOrpheum, returned to his desk yesterday after a month's inspection tour
of theaters in the Western group
from Chicago to Los Angeles, and
Three Assistants Adding throughout British Columbia and the
Grainger in the Field Canadian Northwest. He also visited
all
newly acquired,, theaters of the
Elimination of district managers in
Pantages circuit which become a part
asfinds
three
force
selling
Fox
be
of the R-K-O chain on Sept. 1.
genral sales

INC.

September

f

ose of the journey is to look over
le policies of the various houses and
inspect all operations generally,
d
Park Plaza, Bronx de luxe
'he
eighborhood theater Aug. 1 was takn over by the Fox Metropolitan
'layhouses, Inc.

PICTURES

flotation of a company which will
build a 20 stage sound studio near
London, work on which is expected to

arnered by "Four Sons."

of Middle

IdiblE

(Continued from Page 1)

1)

meeting.

its

BURTON KING
Produced at Tec Art Studios Under Personal Supervision

of

LON YOUNG
to be followed by

BEHIND THE FOOTLIGHTS"
"THE LOTUS LADY"
"
AND WIFE!"
"THE INSIDE STORY"
"DR. DRAKOLA'S EXPERIMENT"
"WHISPERS"
"THE LAST DANCE"
Released Regionally.

For open territory Communicate
Quick With

RCA Promises Equal Deals
For All Exhibitor Groups
(Continued from Page 1)

sound equipment and certainly will
not bring about a situation where one
group in the industry can buy more
advantageously than another group
under the same conditions." He had
ound engineers connected with Cine- no further comment to make regardhone, it is stated.
King was still ing the reported impending deal benconscious
early
yesterday,
but tween RCA and Allied States Ass'n
Cirkpatrick's injuries are less serious. on a cooperate equipment purchase.

INC.
LON YOUNG,
Foreign

Pres.

Tec Art Studios, Hollywood, Cal.
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NEWS,

sustains Fox's non-
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ance and speed
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in
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news gathering.

with
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Jolson
(HERE

is

Jolson

only one Al and
his

is

man who

name.

"The Jazz

Sger" and caused it to sizzle over
wp "The Singing Fool" comes
trough with another whale of a
rrney film.

individual stands
in
his
class
as an entertainer.
alne
voice
and
an ability to
has a
dp at your heart that is undenple and a personality that rides

Jolson

M

ojr audiences like a tidal wave.

Al

naturalness of
Dvey Lee with his unaffected,
(idish charm and a sentimental
-ry that plays eve r y known thea|ical trick for all it contains and
this

to

result

til

is

AWARDS ENFORCEMENT

The

started the sound

vsrano erupting with

This

80

TEXAS UNIT TO TIGHT

—

Dallas Injunction proceedings to
prevent enforcement of awards made
by the board of arbitration, exhib
itors of which were not named by
the state exhibitor unit, will be instituted, says Col. H. A. Cole, president of the organization which ha:-

withdrawn from

arbitration.

Out

of

22 cases heard, eight were filed by
exchanges, and
exhibitors
against
most of these were won by exhib-

Price 5 Cents

1929

PER CENT EQUITY
CASTS ARE PROPOSED

5,000 Registered
West Coast Bur.

players have
the emergency casting office of
Actors' Equity Ass'n. The office is declared to have placed
133 Equity members last week
With independent producers.

Claims heard against members of
(Continued

on Page

7)

COHEN GENERAL MANAGER
arbitrationTcontract
OP UNIVERSAL CIRCUIT

under fire

in

texas

With Songs."
Dallas — Legality of the arbitratioi
The Story
system and standard contract in
It

who

joined Universal
chain theaters last February, as real
estate expert, has been named gen-

Louis Cohen,

F. A.
Texas is under fire in suits brought eral manager of the circuit.
is to
Cohen,
to
assistant
by several distributors against W. R. Flader now
son.
Fairman, former Bryan exhibitor, to do the film buying and be chief field
nlnace, in the form of the genera) collect arbitration awards. First round man.
Prior to joining Universal,
nnager of the broadcasting station, in the action, a test case brought by Cohen was with Fox West Coast, he
vlks in and makes a play for the M-G-M and consolidating claims of has been acquiring, consolidating and
v e. Yes, you guessed it. There is other plaintiffs, was won by Fairman, weeding out Universal theaters since
Menace smacks his head when the state court at Bryan disal- joning the chain.
a fight.
aiinst a convenient stone sidewalk; lowed the claims.
J son gets a term for manslaughter;
Fairman contends that he did not
Penn. M.P.T.O. to

jolson

a radio singer this time.
is his wife and Davey,
They are happy until the

is

Wrion Nixon
i

a

J

later

his

freedom.

He

sees his

accept arbitration;

who

follows and loses his speech
leg movement in an accident.
'1
e rest of the story concerns Jolsi's sacrifices to restore the boy's
h.lth and the eventual reconciliation.

bv
ai

Each situItthing new about that.
on parallels the major developIt all
r nts in "The Singing Fool."
Ms very sentimental, yet Lloyd Baand commer(ii
directed deftly

that

the

arbitra-

(Continued on Page 7)

Jolson Again Denies He
Will Leave the Warners
During
the

his

New York

speech after
premiere of "Say It

curtain

Week

— Five

thousand
registered with

Hollywood

Compromise on a 48 Hour

THE FILM DAILY

itors.

the

"Say

7,

Western
Stand Alone; Myers Talks

Also Suggested

At Conference
West

Coast

THE FILM DAILY

Bureau,

Hollywood

— Actors'

Equity Ass'n,

may

recede from its position in demanding all-Equity casts and accept
a

compromise

of casts

composed

of

80 per cent Equity members and 20
A further
per cent non-members.
compromise on the demand for a 48
hour week, also may be made.
The compromise suggestions are
seen here as indicating that progress
is being made in tha secret negotiations.

Joseph M. Schenck, Louis B. Mayer
and Jack L. Warner represent proconferences while
the
represented by President
Frank Gillmore, Ethel Barrymore and
Paul N. Turner. Dept. of Labor representatives are on hand seeking to
expedite the settlement.
ducers,

Equity

at

is

26 TALKERSOfDAVIS

PROGRAMFOR 1929'30

Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
talkers,,
Twenty-six
Hollywood
The M.P.T.O. of
Pittsburgh
all of which will have silent versions,
Western
Western Pennsylvania and
constitute the '9?9-30 program of J.
Virginia will not affiliate with Allied
These include
od.
Charles Davis
present.
or any other group for the
vehicles, six starCam
Yakima
six
Abram F. Myers, president of Allied ring Art Mix, eight starring Marilyn
addressed a group of 100 or more

—

West

—

t

Songs" at the Warner last
Mills and six, starring Buff Jones.
Al Jolson declared reports that exhibitors yesterday, but made no
In the Canutt series are "A Texsaid
He
he would leave the Warners were pita for them to join Allied.
(Continued on Page 7)
independents
false and that he expected to make the need for action by
clly.
many pictures for them, the next to was imperative and, prior to his de- North Carolina Unit to
folson sings seven songs and reAlbe "Mammy" with songs by Irving nature for New York, intimated
iats "Little Pal" the theme song,
Take in South Carolina
anBerlin. Reports are still current that lied would make an important
/eral times; wi.'ecracks and uses
Extension of activities in South
Jolson joins United Artists in the nouncement next week.
North Carlit tremendous personality of his to
is planned by the
Carolina
a meeting
ccllent advantage.
with
Marion Nixon spring.
unit,
olina exhibitor
Disposes of SHes
delightful as the wife; her future
scheduled Dec. 9 and 10 at Pineht-rst
sound is well assured. And Davey Butterfield Going
for a permanent amalin Brooklyn and Queens to map plans
(Continued on Page 7)
Again he gives Jolson very
:e!
with Chain Expansions
One hundred seven parcels and
ugh competition for first honors.
Detroit— Despite the many reports
acin Brooklyn and Queens,
liens
Electrician Sought in
in circulation concerning a reported
Quite
Night
Radiosites
by
theater
as
qrired
Parato
holdings
Last night was an event.
All Denver Theaters
Jolson deal for sale of his
Keith-Orpheum, have been sold to a
going
is
Butterfield,
mount,
W.
S.
•'ays assures that. We noticed our
deDenv er— Effort s being made here
svndicate of barkers for a price
'Ung society reporter there.
You ahead with his expansion plans. But- clared to exceed $2,000,000. The ma- to enact an ordinance requiring a
per
house
low, Phil M. Daly, Jr.
We saw terfield and associates ownthe50other
bv B. S. licensed electrician in every
ioritv had been assembled
I he
while
circuit,
appliances.
in sneaking in along about 8:45.
electrical
He cent of the
R-K-U.
uses
which
of
Moss, prior to formation
(Continued on Page 7)
half is owned equally by Publix and
Id us later he saw and heard a good
(Continued on Page 7)
al.
You'll find what he has to say Radio-Keith-Orpheum.
WIDE RELEASE Educational
SENNETT'S FIRST All-Talking WORLD
page 6.
MACK
Distribution— Advt,
'MIDNIGHT
Physical
Directed
Mack
Sennett:
FEATURE Comedy—Advt.

With

night,

—

•

Ahead

i

R-K-0

A

;
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Midnight Shows at Roxy
Attachment Against Ufa
for "Cock-Eyed World"
Filed in Damage Action
The Roxy held
show in its history

midnight
last night to accommodate crowds whicn have jammed
Vol.

XLIX No. 32 Wednesday. August

7,

1929 Price S Cents

the

first

since "The Cock-Eyed
there Saturday morning.
For the first three days of the
run, the picture is understood to have
smashed all previous records for a like
period at' the house which means a
world's three day record for a mothe

theater

World" opened
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picture.
The midnight show
policy will prevail all through the
tion

run.

H. Scott, Head of Pathe
Short Subjects, Leaves
Harry

Scott, for six years a sales
executive at Pathe, has left that organization.
He was general sales
manager until Pathe and P. D. C.

were

merged and

charge of

RKO
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32^
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195
198J4
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Seat
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Acoustic
Hal.

Prod.

'Columbia
Con.
Film

Insp
Fox Thea.
'Griffith,

"Loew
Nat.
Nat.

5%

5%

I).

128
8SJ4
40
126
60
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24^
49%
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300
100
1,100
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2,500

5%

3,900

200
100
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2A

2,400

25%

253/6
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Trans-Lux
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500
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5

7s
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46
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9954
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105

95%
98%
985/6

63%

Gets Franchise
For Empire Prod. Series

Jack Lustberg, general manager of
Empire Prod., New York, has sold
franchise for Greater New York and
northern Jersey territory, to New
Era Film Exchange, Joe Freedman,

manager.

The

franchise includes six

36
28

.

8654

86

105

95%
98%
98%
63%

15
1

4
4

"A"

25
28

..-

...

78

United Art
do pfd
Univ. Ch.
do pfd
*

2 54
33
5

com.

.

.

65
2
75

Aug.

N. Y.
of "Greater Movie
son" sponsored by Fox
Coast at Coast Houses.

tral,

Aug.

Opening

15

Aug. 20

Opening of "Hallelujah"
Embassy, N. Y.

Aug. 19-20

Convention
and southern

News
Dec. 9-10

at

of eastern Misso
Illinois exhibitor u

at St. Louis.
First issue of

Sept. 28

S

W

Hearst

Metrotc

(sound).

Meeting
hibitors'

of

North

unit at

Carolina
Pinehurst.

i

Jersey Mayors Opposed
to 'Blue' Laws Organizin

—

Atlantic City
Formation of tl
Jersey Mayors Committee 0|
posed to Blue Laws is planned t
the National Ass'n Opposed to Bit
Laws, iwhich has opened sumnw

New

the

color

all-dialogue serial to be
made, Nat Levine, president of Mascot Pictures, has arrived in New York
from the Coast.
first

Secures Fight Film Rights
Sonnenschein of Sport

— In

Pitman, N. J.
a tirade against
films here, the Rev. "Billy" Sunday,
declared that he turned down an offer

Henry

Film Exchange,

New York

has sign
with the Madiso
Square Garden Co. securing permis

ed

a

contract

of $1,000,000 to
failed to state,

American Amusement
the

Ralph

film

golf

Branton

was

first

tourney here.
of Publix was

G.

Co.,

tied

for first honors, but was ineligible
for the trophy, which was for competition
by Film Board members
only.

Former Exhibitor Killed
Baltimore, O. "Judge" Hartley T.
Palmer, former mayor of Fairport.
and one time theater owner, was killed near here, by a train. The accident
occurred about midnight. He was 45
years old.

—

'ogue production, at the Chromotone
Film Studios, for William Steiner
In addition to directing, Hart stars
the film, supported by Barbara
in
Exteriors were made in the
Kent.
Canadian Rockies of Alberta. Special music was written and directed

for the picture

8654
198

iVqrail&SV0;

by Adolf Phillipp.
"Your

"Gold Diggers" Next
"The Gold Diggers of Broadway"
will follow

"On With The Show"

at

the Winter Garden, New York, it was
stated last night at the opening of

"Say

It

service is one of the best,
best means of advertising
for theatres today.
I want to thank
you for the very prompt delivery of
trailers.
Wish you continued success."
Rialto Theatre,
if

not the

Anita,

la.

With Songs." Date unnamed.

"WE NEVER DISAPPOINT"

7

27
30
3

38
80

Let Us Solve Your Problems
MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

85

LAST PRICE QUOTED

Ben Green in Hospital
Boston Ben Green, veteran New

—

England showman, is at Beth Israel
Hospital here, to undergo treatment

!

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

10
75
....

for an acute arthritic condition.

or

2

OVER THE COUNTER
Roxy

do units
do com
Skouras Bros.
Technicolor

Li

Opening

tion.

New Era

tournament of exhibitors

at the Rivoli, N. Y.
of "The Hollywood
vue" at the Astor. N. Y.
15 Opening of "Fast Life" at the C

Aug. 14

sody,"

CURB BONDS
Am. Seat 6s
•Warner 654s

9

exchangemen at Seattle.
Opening of "The Dance of

New York

100

BOND MARKET
Loew

New

with

in

2%

...

Golf

—

2%

rts

Aug.

7

appear in talkers. He
however, what com- sion to take pictures of the Singer
8%
Kid Chocolate fi^ht which takes plac
offer.
made
the
had
pany
200
19%
Aug.
26 at the Polo Grounds. Ne\
85,000
39'A
40
York.
N. W. Golf Tourney
Wins
Hart Completes Sound Film
....
98^4
Minneapolis With a gross of 84
5954 37,100
Hart has completed interior
Neal
52
400 for the 18 holes, Ben Friedman, of
scenes of "His Destiny," sound-diathe Friedman Film Exchange and
Best Means of Advertising!
1,000
20,700
1,600

33%

.'.

including "Hungarian Rhapcurrent at the Paramount.
Other than to say that an attachment
has been served, F. Wynn-Jones of
Ufa Films, had no comment to make
on the Ufa Eastern Distributors ac-

Aug.

Rev. "Billy" Sunday Says
He Rejected Film Million
Talker Serial

in

Bringing with him print of "The
King of the Kongo," which he says
is

2254

..

Nat Levine

5,400

21%

Ser.

Thea.

25

197^

Sales

22%

Proj
do deb.

Scr.

32^

78

Pets.
Ind.

Fin.

Intern.

...

Katz

&•

Close

Production Budget
$1,000,000 Firm Says

M-G-M,

The Industry's
Date Book

cartoons
synchronized
with
music and sound effects, completed
RKO officials have increased by and ready for release. The Cartoons
$1,000,000 the production budget pre- are titled, "Boney's Boner." "Hectic headquarters at Bringantine Bear.:
"Egyptian A similar organization exists in Pei
"Wanderin',"
viously set, the company states. The Hector,"
money will be spent on the balance Gyp," "Pikin' Pirate" and "Kriss sylvania. Impetus has been given tl
New^ Era also will distri- movement,
of the 30 Radio Pictures, in addition Krosses."
states
Henry
Flur;
to the amount originally set aside bute "The Wishbone," single reel dia- Washington, president of the asst
for these pictures.
logue comedy with Franklyn Farnum. ciation, by activities of Mayor Georg
W. Bergner of AValon, N. J.

Up

Financial

all

then took over
short subject sales.

Suit for $221,000 damages against
Ufa Films, Berlin, has been filed by
Ufa Eastern Distributors, charging
that the parent company inspired Ufa
in America to violate its contract with
Ufa Eastern Distributors.
Attachment has been filed against Ufa films
being distributed by Paramount and

1<

7,

Stebbins,

Ecwifiiwa

Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540

B'WAY

N.Y.C.

CROHIOWFUM
INCORPORATED
220 WEST 42 N-D STREET

NEW YORK

TELEPHONE BRYANT .3040

Phone: Wisconsin 6876

I

ALLAN A.LOWNES, CEN.MCR.

As

usual

EXCLUSIVE

FIRST

Exclusive
news

reel pictures

News
are

Frank E. Nicholson,

special representative,

shown

PATHE SOUND NEWS

in

from Friedrichshafen

flight

See

taken aboard the Graf Zeppelin by Pathc
a passenger,

recording the historic

to Lakehurst, N.

J.

and hear ONLYin Pathe Sound News
Graf Zeppelin leaving Germany
rooms of Zep

—

pursuing

shadow

its

birds aboard

meals

—The

Bird's-eye

—The luxury of

seaports

passengers— The chef preparing

dirigible flying over

cheering as ship lands

Eckener in control

—The monster Zep
the Atlantic — Gorilla and canary

view of

across

— Dr.

New

York

— Passengers speaking

at
as

dusk

—Crowd

they leave Zep.

FIRST on Broadway — ANOTHER SCOOP!
And—running
FIRST
landing

true to

form— PATHE SOUND

to deliver prints on the
at

Lakehurst, on

were supplied and ran

NEWS

Graf Zeppelin's epic

Sunday night.

prints at eight o'clock

flight

was
and

Broadway houses

Monday

evening.
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PATHE SOUND
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u X0Wie ! 'Wait'll
"If

you can't get

for

it

when

in at the Roxy for a few weeks, wait
the picture gets to Brooklyn."
HENRY BERCOWICK-Brooklyn Standard Union
William Fox presents

THE COCK EYED WORLD

"All the talking film comedies which
have gone before are puny pikers along-

All talking, singing

rowdy and tempestuously
funny "The Cock Eyed World." I have
no hesitancy in reporting it to
side this raw,

comedy drama

is

piercing

that

the meat of

it.

with

VICTOR McLAGLEN

EDMUND LOWE
LILY

So

have no doubt
it could very easily be employed
in turning the Roxy at once into a long run
its satire,

of hot

mammas and marines

be the most hilariously amusing thing which ever I have
seen and heard on the audible
screen. So red

and laughing

FOX MOVIETONE

1

DAMITA

I

Story

Dialog

playhouse, since surely a picture of such
inescapable deftness of treatment might

Laurence Stalling* and Maxwell Anderson
by William K. Wells

fey

Directed by

RAOUL WA LSH

go on to an engagement of indeterminate duration if it really cared to."

QUINN MARTIN,
— New York World.

"The Marines have landed

"That 'What Price Glory?' was remembered, and its sequel looked for with
enthusiasm, could be seen from the manner in which huge crowds
stampeded
Roxy's when the picture opened on Saturday. There were long
lines on
the street outside the theatre for most of the day. "The Cock
Eyed World'.
has boisterous comedy, fine direction, and the acting of Messrs.
McLaglen and Lowe. Such are its properties that it likely will remain a tenant
of the Roxy for a few weeks to come."

at

the Roxy, and have the situation well in hand. So well, in
fact, that it looks might-

.

.

ily as though the theatre's box- office record

MORDAUNT HALL-New York Timet

will be taken by
Storm.

anyone asks you
about a picture worth while
seeing ... you can tell The
Cock Eyed World.' "
If

box-office at lO:is

though theatre opens at

moo — necessitating

first

RECNIA CREWE-N.Y. American

— al-

Huge crowds stampeded

MID- NIGHT

Roxy Theatre

SHOW

the

in the history of the

^

&***
Greatest 3 **>
,

"

one
this
voo see
w<

World

TnC ^

rf

ingratiating, the

*e
da*
mMt
„ the

r

S. L.
ences since

and

'.

- **££ ^tio/e *«
^ ^ iour

Ro
It

years ago.
a hatt

stars

audi-

.

^^
_ New

TfflRER
York Dally Hew.

I
"
. .

always funny

flocked to

who made

"The

pair of

their

fame in 'What Price Glory?' have

movie Marines

everything in the vicinity of
the Roxy Theatre under control except the box-office
traffic. Their new adventures titled
'The

Cock Eyed World' more than

ternoon

.

it
.

.

Saturday

their

cathedral

ing are directed with such

and

JOHN

A

ment

.

Colorful dialogue.

A

.

virility that
.

.

Eyed World*

the

S.

is

a foregone con-

des-

clusion."

tined to be a major
success of the talking films.

"Great fun.
series of rowdy laughs.
Fine direction. Great acting. Thrilling

what gags!

laughs between
them that the boxoffice success
of 'The Cock

.

.

the production and the act-

screen seems alive

battle scenes.

and

heights of the theatre

ing lines over the week-end. Roxy audience are rocking in their seats at every
performance.'

Graphic

"Victor McLaglen
and Edmund Lowe
ring up so many

laughter

depths

force

New York Evening

af-

reverberating through the

justify the anticipation of the long wait-

BETTY COLFAX

throngs

.

Katherine Zimmerman

— N.

Y. Telegram

"Two-fisted and ribald. Comedy gags

COHEN, Jr.

evoked howls
from the packed
houses over the
that

—New York Son

And

week-end."

lulu entertain-

ROSE PELSWICK

"

N. Y. Evening Journal

BLAND JOHANESON
-New York

Dally Mirror

"will undoubtedly forge
all to

the good."

on

to

an enviable success

.

GEORGE GERHARD
-New York

any Theatre

.

Evening World

V/orld
tHe
||f

Keep your eye on the greatest f
box-office cniach ovor m*Aaf need S)

BJ
I

The

Cream
in your

Coffers

THE

DAILY

—AND

Along The Rialto

THAT'S
and Artie Stebbins
ALhadJOLSON
luncheon together yesterday

Motion Picture Club. Jolson
to go to the ball game and
Stebbins wanted to play golf so they
compromised by going to the ball
game.
at the

wanted

*

*

*

Last night at the Warner theater
and following the premiere of "Say
It With Songs," Jolson pulled a nifty.
He denied reports that he was leaving the Three Musketeers Harry,
Abe and Jack for another affiliation.

—

—

not true," he said, "and besides why should I want to make the
stock go down?"
"It's

*

*

*

Theme Song
Here's one that Charlie Rogers
gave us and made us promise, cross
our heart, that we would not repeat
it.
"They told me to buy it, put it
away and forget it so I bought it,
put it away, but cannot forget it."
%

%

%.

Lamentation of a talking picture to
Western Electric, "You made me
what I am today, I hope you're
satisfied."

*

*

*

Believe It or

Not

We
who

met a press agent yesterday
told us the picture his company

is

opening

is

only

on-

Broadway next week

Warner boys owned
THOSE
The
way
the

*

Warner

theater

Jr.

went

W

B

public

completely

Sunlight

!

We

know. Your little Phil, Jr., was caught right in the
midst of it just as Jolson stepped out of his car. Subway
rushes were never like that. The mob wanted to get a closeup of Joely in the flesh. You can figure what happened.
.

Everybody was on deck.

And Sam

Harry and Abe, of

.

.

course.

Herman

Starr and the rest of the
of Broadway's marquee monickers
as well.
spotted Eddie Buzzell and Lou Holtz and
Ruby Keeler, she who is Mrs. Al, and many more whose
names would crowd the rest of this chatter clear onto the

Warner

Morris, plus

Most

contingent.

We

This being Vitaphone's birthday

—

the third

—the shorts

were selected from the original program held in the same
theater just three years ago last night. Hadley and the Philharmonic playing "Tannhauser," Hays bidding Vitaphone on
to success and Martinelli repeating the imperishable "Vesta
la

Giubba."

It

earned

much

applause

By CHARLIE

pip of a trailer from "The Gold Diggers of
Broadway"; finally Jolson's "Say It With Songs." After
which Albert Howson called for Joely and Abe Waxman
hurried him down. Al wisecracked and blushed and stam-

mered
hearts

—

actually.

Then, charmingly, he did the Warner
directing the spot to Daddy and Mama

much good by

Warner,

sitting in the loge

A large evening and

*

Warner

all

the

legs,

*

A

*

*

Understudy
Al Lichtman has added a new arrangement to the Kibitzers' organizaWe have first the Kibitzer,
tion.
second his assistant the Nibitzer, and
third and lowest of all socially, the
Tsitses Maker.
Kibitzer's

*

*

44 We

change and evolution, and we've got to grow with the business.
The producers who make the best sound pictures are
going to lead the procession, and the exhibitors who
show the best sound pictures and show them adequately by using quality sound equipment are
going to have nothing to worry about.
are in a business of constant

^

*

WHO

IS

And now

Labor.

the film-cutengineers, the
costume people, the chauffeurs
and the draymen are in the process of organization. Unquestionably a victory for Equity would
mean the complete unionization
of the film industry
a consummation devoutly to be wished.
more equitable distribution of
the
enormous spoils accruing
from the production of motion
pictures is inevitable.
The star,
the director, the producer and
the stockholder have been consistently
kind
to
themselves.
Now the supporting casts and
others connected with the industry are demanding what is no
no more than their due.
ters,

sound

the

—

A

Somerset Logan in
"The New Republic"
*

*

*

In Which Ronald Colman
Gets a Sweeping Compliment

BEFORE

the advent of the
talking films. Ronald Colman
was a favorite leading man, the

young

shared

the

Englishman,
final

close-up

articulateness of the motion pictures has come a new Ronald
Colman, whose voice surmounts
the deficiencies of loud speakers,

and proves him an accomplished
and versatile actor. * * *
For the last few years he has
Vilma
with
been
co-starred
Banky, gathering admiration for
his tailor and his manner. "Bullclog Drummond," however, his
first talking picture, has changed
all this.
He is the first member
of the film colony to succeed because of his voice rather than in
spite of it.

AL LICHTMAN.

ticket for the

opening to-night?"

Who's

the

electricians

with half a dozen fair stars of the
screen.
But with the growing

Conversations

Famous Film
"Have you an extra

cameramen,
and

studio
carpenters,
have already powerful organizations of their own, all auxiliaries
of the American Federation of
-*•

who

catches

and likes watermelon.
Answer. A colored base ball team.

flies

THE

charming

way

SCHWARTZ

eighteen

has

Sees Industry Unionized If
Equity Wins Present Tussle

Then a

To-Day's Riddle

What

€

the upper reaches of Broad-

arcs blazed a path clear into the inner lobby. Photographers
on hand. Plenty of police and what a slice of the dear old

fair.

*

Digest of
Current Opinion

terrain immediately surrounding

last night.

1929

A

M. Daly,

Phil

DALY

7,

Timely Topics

with

THAT
By PHIL M.

Wednesday, August

"Vanity Fair."

Who ?

THE OFFICIAL
ROASTMASTER TOASTMASTER
EXTRAORDINARY OF
THE MOyVv TION PIC-

TURE

IN-

DUSTRY?

UNANI-

MOUSLY
handsome harry reichenbach

No. 9

Industry Statistics
By JAMES

P.

Statistical Editor,

Seating capacity of the 20,500 theater accounts in the U. S. is 11,000,000.
The average theater plays 175
features and 350 shorts yearly, with
750 features and 2,000 short being
placed in actual distribution every

No. 9

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

CUNNINGHAM

IN

The Film Daily

reaches
children

over

90,000,000,

of

which

only eight per
The average admission price
cent.
throughout the whole country is 35
Key city averages run from
cents.
constitute

40 to 65 cents.

*
*
*
twelve months.
Picture-goers spend
The world's 52,000 picture theanear $700,000,000 per annum in admissions, the average daily gross in- ters have a combined seating catake being in the neighborhood of pacity of 21,150,000 for 1,793,000,$2,000,000.
Weekly attendance now 000 people.

Jfe NEWSPAPER

^la W™*» ULTHE SEE

Film players named defendants in
$500,000 damage suit filed by Shuberts against Actors' Equity.
*

*

*

Hunt Stromberg leaves Goldwyn
to head Selznick publicity.

))

THE
/ednesday, August

7,

1929

EXAS UNIT TO FIGHT

AWARDS ENFORCEMENT
(Continued from l'mie 1)
exhibitor unit, who declined to
ibmit to arbitration, are to be cared to the courts by the association
event deposit demands are made

ie

1

y exchanges.

Don

C. Douglas, sei

the Film Board, is quoted
saying deposit demands will be
9
iade against all exhibitors who do
abide by awards, and that the

.-tarv

iif

i

has engaged

oard

counsel

to

con-

any

injunction actions.
Belief
the deposit system will
e resorted to, unless arbitration can
continued, either by agreement
e
iih the exhibitor association, or by
clean bill of health from the Texas
ere

is

that

Talkers on Davis

Program

for 1929-30

(Continued from Page

London

—

If

Germany should adopt

a one-for-one quota on talking pictures, American producers will hold
up their hands in despair, states

Ernest
ially

W. Fredman,

writing editor-

"The Daily Film Renter."

in

"Actually it
a confession of the
extremely serious plight into which
'German production has fallen," he
is

adds.

"The government

evidently
convinced tint something must be
done if the industry is to be safeguarded from extinction.
is

"For, owing to tin- talkies, the possibility
of obtaining a revenue from abroad, and particularly from Germany's two greatest markets
America ami England- lias practically
dwindled to naught so far as silent pictures
are concerned.
And, save for certain liiil

—

1

—

Montreal The name of F. F.
Albee has formally passed out of the
picture in Montreal. Quebec, with the
registration of two important prop-

Honor.
The
Hellhound,"
Kid from crt\ transfers involving the Imperial
Blazing Guns,
["hat
|fak ma," "The Men with the Guns," and the Albee Building, the latter proThe Texas Terror." The Art Mix viding film exchange accommodation
Simpson,' for most of the film distributors of
"Six Gun
ictures
are
n's

:

West

of

.fen,"

"Below

the

I'wn Bad
Rockies.
the Border," "The

"Border Outlaws."
The Marilyn Mills films arc "Long

"actus Kid,"

"Under the Lone Star." "The
rhost Rider," "The Outlaw Stallion."
Desert,"
Toll
"Haunted
of
the

)dds

"

"Tempting Trouble," "The

rloofs,"

iting of the

Rattler."

Electrician Sought in
All Denver Theaters
(Continual from

Page

1

r.cre turning of a switch will necesitate an electrician, it is stated.
jiumber of suburbans will be forced
nit of business if the ordinance is

the city.

The Imperial was gold to Blcurv
Investments, Limited, lor $325,000
while the
Albee Building, widely
known as 12 Mayor Street. Montreal.
changed hands for $275,000, the purchaser being the Bleury Investments,
Famous
a
Limited,
subsidiary of
Players Canadian Corp. F. F. Albee
held ownership of the two properties
for many years through two companies, the tine for the Imperial Theater being the Canada Amusement
Company and that for the Albee
Building being the Albee Realty Corp.

A

the ordinance is passed,
he electricians would become eligi)le for the Amusement Council, com)osed of musicians, stagehands and
iperators.
This would add considerible strength to the council.

nacted.

Paramount

If

NTorth Carolina Unit to
Take in South Carolina
(Continued from Page

1)

R. F. Woodhull, M.P.T.O.
\. president, yesterday was notified
af the plan by Mrs. Walter Griffith.
North Carolina unit secretary. Both
states are served out of Charlotte.

?amation.

Now Has

9,927 Stockholders
In

the five year period, 1924 to
1929, the number of Paramount share-

holders has increased approximately
as of March 15, 1929, there
were 9,927 stockholders of Paramount
as against 1,991, in 1924. Every state
in the union, and 18 foreign countries,
are represented in the list of shareholders. The greatest number reside
in New York; second, Pennsylvania;
8,000,

third,

Massachusetts; fourth,

Illinois:

fifth, California; sixth, New Jersey;
seventh, Connecticut; eighth, Ohio;
ninth,
Michigan; tenth, Missouri:
eleventh, Minnesota.

R-K-0 Disposes of Sites
in Brooklyn and Queens Man Backstage Required
in Oshkosh, Wis., Houses
(Continued from Page 1)
Reported deal under way by R-K-O
A. H. Schwartz
Century circuit, is reported to be a

for acquisition of the

factor in

sale

of the

sites.

Buffalo Reopening Aug. 15
Buffalo
With new booth and
stage equipment installed, the Lafayette here is to reopen Aug. 15.
Shea's Century here has reopened.

—

I

S.

exceptions, this situation is likely to
continue,
as
exery American trade expert
visiting these shores has been impressing upon us for months.
Again, Germany knows
that in producing talkies she now has only
the home market to count on, though, later
on, in collaboration maybe with England or
Prance, possibilities of two-language productions may be developed.
"In addition to actual production difficulties, the fact also has to lie faced that kinein. iin Germany generally have lieen playing
to less business this year than last, and that,
although this fact is well known, the govemment and city authorities have either not
thought ht or have been unable to make any
reduction in the onerous weight of the entertainments tax.
Vet, though
patience may
be necessary,
it
is
to
be hoped that the
German industry will find its feet again in
the new conditions and without too long delay, and that the friendship and cooperation
of tint industry and our own will be allowed
to continue as in the past."

—

Oshkosh, Wis. Each theater here
required to keep a man backstage
under a new ordinance here.
The
council felt the wiring on the stages
for talker equipment comprises a fire
is

hazard. The ordinance also specifies
that asbestos curtains must be used,
as well as makes provision for the
kind to be used and the method of its
installation

and control.

UNDER

liant

"U" Completes Wiring of
Albee Name Passes from
Entire Milwaukee Chain
Montreal Show Business

ourts,

!6

Sees Talker 'Kontingent'
Working Hardship on U.

The
cuit.

entire

Milwaukee Theater

Universal subsidiary,

is

now

Cir100

per cent sound equipped with Western Electric apparatus.
The six remaining houses, the Downer, State,
Juneau,
Riviera,
Lake and Kosciusko, open with talking pictures
this week. The Venetian, also a member of the Milwaukee Theater circuit;

Sheboygan, Sheboygan; Kenosha,
Kenosha; and the Venetian, Racine,
have been operating with sound for
some time and were among the first
theaters to install Western Electric.
the

WE

FIRE IN TEXAS

(.Continued from Page 1)
tion board was not properly set up;
that the standard contract was with-

out standing

Texas law, and that
arbitration relating to
enforcements of awards constitute a
the

rules

in

of

M-G-M

conspiracy.

is

appealing the

case.

The

actions were based on alleged

sub-renting

of

films

by

Fairman.
with the
knowledge of exchanges, being part

who

said

this

was done

of his film deals.
Paramount, which
had filed a claim along with the
others, withdrew its complaint, be-

cause

it

was known

in the office Fair-

man was
lege.

sub-renting to a nearby colAt the hearing it was brought

out that the matter had been up before, but Fairman said he had again
made the same deals, and so was acting within his rights.

Foy Leaving for Hollywood
Ervan Fov, who heads Warner production

at the Vitagraph
Brooklyn, will leave New
York today for the company's
studio in Hollywood where he will
remain for six weeks in order to direct a number of Vitaphone acts.
Late in September he will return east
to resume charge of the Vitagraph

activities

studio in

plant here. In his absence, his duties
will be carried on by Murray Roth.

K/>A%Y K47ARE PLEASED TO
ANNOUNCE
THAT

KRAZY KAT
SOUND
CARTOONS
ARE REING

DISTRIBUTED
By
Columbia Pictures
ANIMATED BY
BEN HARRISON

and

MANNY GOULD

The Utmost in Sound Entertainment
Western Electric Recording

PRODUCED RY WINKLER

Presented

by John

McCormick. With
James Hall. A Wm.
A. Seiter Prod. With
two Witmark theme

TALKING- SINGING DANCING -HIT

songs, "Smiling Irish

Eyes" and "A
Bit O' Love."

Wee

-

SMI LIN
IRISH

VlfAPHOW

it

the

registered

trade

murk

of

the

Vitaphone

Corporation

designating

it»

products.

;

Producers and Equity Reported in Accord
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NOW

Bureau,

Coast

ollywood

—

designer of sets

idez,

of United Artists pictures, today
unes an associate producer.
He
> work in association with John
Considine, Jr., states President
ph M. Schenck. His first assign-

a

's

be with Fannie Brice's
Pleasure" and Harry Rich-

will

ts
>

"Song

been

of

—

to the

here were denied

!ext S.M.P.E.
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Meet

To Be Held

Porter.
ler members of the
nt

L.

C.

WOULD

STANDARD
West

Coast

Bureau,

—

PENALIZE

Hollywood Should Actors' Equity
Ass'n emerge victorious in the pres-

sound pictures,

for

it

is

shown

national survey of
the
sound-equipped houses just comin

first

THE FILM

DAILY.

installations

reported,

pleted by

Total

cally

Settlement of the
Equity shop dispute is expected to be
consummated this week as Ethel

first

all

important

first-class,

and second run houses.

Months

of

research

Barrymore, vice president, who is a
member of the Equity conference
committee, is leaving Sunday to keep

were necessary

tees are being continued. Both sides
decline to discuss the secret sessions.
There is more conjecture here as

some cases involving

the Equity shop dispute

Members
and non-members.
who have signed standard contracts
subsequent to June 5, when the disCanadian and pute started would be fined double

Hays Back from

"

Five thousand, two hundred
fifty-one theaters throughout the United States are wired

—

attorney,
association
Turner,
be levied against both mem-

S. M. P. E.
been making an insistent demand
a convention to be held in Canada
none have been held there since
2 one in Ottawa, in October, 1923.

Credit)

work

to

a theater-

to-theater canvass of the particent Equity shop dispute, players who
have signed standard contracts since
ular zone. Work of compilation
injunction case
the dispute started will be assessed to whether the Equity
continued
and Warners of the results was
severe fines, if plans under consid- against Tully Marshall
in progwas
settlement while the survey
eration by the advisory board be- will be pushed in case a
acavailable
the
that
make
It is anticipated
ress, in order to
is made.
come effective.
The fines, recommended by Paul tion will be dropped if an accord on the results at the earliest posN.

/e

Only with

complete the
industry's initial sound survey.
PACT SIGNERS
In each territory, a thorough
a playing engagement at San Franmade of wired
the daily sessions check-up was
THE FILM DAILY cisco. Meanwhile,producers'
used, in
systems
the
and
commithouses
of the Equity and

at Toronto would

Next meeting of the Society of M.
Engineers will be held Oct. 7 to
inclusive at Toronto, states Presi-

Permitted

and

Bureau,

Hollywood

mht to censor the

(.Continued on

Coast

Equity shop dispute

Judge Blocks
EQUITY
Ban by Police on "Alibi"

United Artists
b<er, "Alibi," when Circuit Court
Fisher issued a permanent
J Ige
with
tit
preventing interference
s )\ving of the
film, which will be
- >u n
at the United Artists.
'Censorship should be used out of
8:er necessity where the immoralil
and obscenity of a picture is

West

1929,

Hollywood Actors' Equity Ass'n and producers have agreed on although representing but 25^
a 54 hour week and casts composed 80 per cent of Equity members and per cent of all picture theaters
20 per cent non-members, it is reported. This, it is stated, puts an end in the country, embrace practi-

(licago

— Police

Copyright,

CUNNINGHAM
THE FILM DAILY
By THE FILM DAILY.

P.
Editor,

(Reproduction

Basis
on Casts Settlement
THE FILM DAILY

in

Chicago

Statistical

54- Hour Week and 80-20 Deal

Broadway." Mendez

charge of the art diviof Joseph M. Schenck EnterIn his
es for the last five years.
work he will make drawings of
sequences and scenes in scripts,
wing the action and indicating
5ii and incidental bits.

By JAMES

THE

Cameron
for a num-

Official

Sound
by The Film Daily

Of the 5,251 wired theaters throughout the United States, 2,238
or about 43 per cent are equipped with Western Electric sound reproducing systems, it is shown in the national survey just completed
FILM DAILY.
and results of which today are announced by
The majority of these installations are for the dual film and disc
systems, the survey shows.
Present schedule of Electrical Research Products calls for between 200 and 250 installations a month, with this number being
stepped up as rapidly as conditions will permit.

THE FILM DAILY
William

Survey of
Field Completed

First

Western Electric Leads With 2,238

U.
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!

Price 5 Cents

1929

HOUSES WIRED

5,251 U. S.
U. MENDEZ

8,

is

rt-ached.

sible date.

survey, which embraced
1,
all installations up to July
on Equity 1929, shows that 952, or 18 per
Will H. Hays returned to New
cent of the total are in the six
yesterday from a two weeks'
the amount of earnings provided for York
cities with populations exceedcomno
(Continued on Page 12)
stay in Hollywood. He made
These include:
ment on the Equity situation, but ex- ing 1,000,000.
pressed himself as very pleased with New York with 500; PhiladelProducers Expected to
industry's activities.
phia with 125 Chicago with 120
Protect Player Aides progress of the
DAILY
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM
Los Angeles with 87; Detroit
Hollywood Little likelihood that Netoco President Denies
with 85 Cleveland with 35.
the penalties demanded by Actors'
Publix
with
on
Deal
Five per cent (278) of the inEquity Ass'n, against players who
that any deal for stallations are in eight cities of
Denial
Boston—
since
contracts
have signed standard
England Theaters
June 5 will be imposed, is seen here. sale of the New
to 1,000,000 inhabitants;
Publix has been 500,000
to
Corp.
erating
been
0\
has
word
It is reported that the
(Continued on Page 10)
bers

The

Coast,

No Comment

;

ranklin Denies

Fox West

Coast Seeking 3 Chains
1st

Coast

Bureau,

Los Angeles

THE FILM DAILY

— Harold

B. Franklin,
president, has de;d reports that the circuit is clicking for control of the T. & D., Jr.,
ain, Golden States Theaters and
e Principal Theaters circuits.
>x

West Coast

—

;

Any

(Continued on Page

MACK SENNETT'S FIRST
Feature Comedy

— Advt.

(Continued on Page

12)

All-Talking

12)

HARRY GRIBBON- -ANDY CLYDE
Alma

Bennett — Advt.

with

MIDNIGHT DADDIES"
way

after dark

— Advt.

Fun on Broad-
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Rosenberg Heads Circuit
Sales for Columbia
Ben Rosenberg, former district
manager for Fox on the Coast, has
been named circuit sales manager
Columbia, a newly-created post.
his headquarters in
will have under his
immediate supervision all deals with
important theater chains throughout
for

He will make
New York, and

the world, M-G-M states.
He will,
be the official cameraman of the trip
and the pictures that he makes will
be shown exclusively in M-G-M international Newsreel.
Hartman will
also make exclusive still pictures of
the flight for International Newsreel,
the picture service of the Hearst
newspapers. Mr. Hartman is the Berlin representative of the Hearst Newsreels, was the only cameraman aboard
the Graf Zeppelin when it made its
first trip to the United States.

Aug.

Golf tournament of exhibitors an

exchangemen at Seattle.
Opening of "The Dance

9

at the Rivoli, N.

Aug. 10

N. Y.
of "Greater Movie Sea
son" sponsored by Fox Wes
Coast at Coast Houses.

Opening

15

Aug. 20

Opening of "Hallelujah"
Embassy, N. Y.

Aug. 19-20

St.

First

11'

est

Coast

Bureau,

—

Oct. 7-10
Dec. 9-10

yette.

th

Louis.

issue

of

Hearst

Metroton

(sound).

Meeting
Meeting
hibitors'
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Instead of just having a world preLos Angeles
"Greater Movie
miere exclusively at the Embassy on Season" has
been proclaimed by the
Broadway, "HalleJujah," King Vi- mayor to start Aug. 15.
The event
ctor's all-talking all-singing, all-Negro
is being observed by all theaters of
film, will open simultaneously at the
the Fox West "Coast chain, which
Lafayette, Seventh Ave. and 132nd annually
features the start of the
St, New York.
new season. Previously, it had been
The two versions of "Hallelujah" planned to open the season Aug.
1,
will play twice daily at both theaters,
but the date since has been set back
but there will be an additional mid- by the circuit.
night show on Fridays at the Lafa-

at

Convention of eastern Missout
and southern Illinois exhibitor uni
at

Sept. 28

"Greater Movie Season" to
Start Aug. 15 on Coast

Life'

tral,

Aug.

News

Dual Premiere of AllNegro Film Planned

of

Y.

Opening of "The Wreckers" at &
Cameo, N. Y.
Aug. 14 Opening of "The Hollywood
St
vue" at the Astor, N. Y.
Aug. 15 Opening of "Fast Life" at the
Cer

the country.

of S.M.P.E. at Toronto.
of
North Carolina et
unit at Pinehurst.

McEvoy Comedies to
be Made by Vitaphonc

Vitaphone will make a series of U
based upon J. P. McEvoy';

shorts

series of short comedies, "The Potters," states George E. Quigley, via
president. Subjects of the series wil

vary

in

length from one to three

reels

FitzPatrick Film to Play tc
400 Houses Day and Date

"U" Seeks Aid of Nations "Labor Day," one of FitzPatrick':
Famous American Holiday
U. K. Cinema for Every
in War For Filming Story the first release of the 12 Series
subject:10,655 Persons Is Claim
Prague — Aid of experts from all comprising this group.
FitzPatrick
Washington Bureau of

Washington
lation,

ema)

THE FILM DAILY

— On the basis of popu-

the belligerent nations of the

War

World

sought by Universal in
there is one picture house (cinfilming "All Quiet on the Western
for every 10,655 persons in
Front," Carl Laemmle stated here.
will be

Great Britain, or a total of 4,426 film
theaters, states Wallace E. Moessner,
vice consul at Manchester, England,
in a report to the M. P. Division of
the Dept. of Commerce.

5

reports that 400 theaters will simultaneously play this subject during

Labor Day week.

Augusta House Reopens

Carewes Returning
Edwin and Mrs. Carewe will sail
for America, on the last phase of
their second honeymoon journey, on
O'Connell to Fox Home Office
Aug. 13th, leaving Europe for New
Hartford, Conn.
Jerry O'Connell,
York.
They are accompanied by
manager of the Fox-Poli has been asFinis and Mrs. Fox, who have joursigned to the Fox home office. Theoneyed through Europe with them.
dore T. Thomas, for the past five
years manager of the Metropolitan,
Hatrick Leaves for Coast
Los Angeles, succeeds O'Connell.

—

Augusta, Ga.
The Dreamland,
which was dark several weeks for remodeling, has reopened.

—

E. B. Hatrick, in charge of film
Price Cut at Columbus, Ga.
activities
of
William
Randolph
Columbus, Ga. The Rialto here
Hearst, left yesterday afternoon for
has recently inaugurated its low-price
Los Angeles.
summer policy, cutting to 25 cents
admission. The Royal, another of the
Run for "The Wrecker"
Roy E. Martin chain, now has a new
Herbert
Rountree,
who
was
manager,
Tiffany-Stahl's
"The
Wrecker,"
formerly an exhibitor in Florida.
opens at the Cameo, New York,

—

"Black Watch" in England
production, "The Black
Watch," released in England as
of the Khyber Rifles," is having a successful run at the New Gallery, London, according to dispatch
received at the Fox office. Opening
July 29, the film played to record
business throughout the first week.

"King

Capital Benefit Planned
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington Benefit performance
Cleveland— W. N. Skirboll, for- for the widow and three small chilmer Columbia franchise, holder in dren of a policeman killed *by a
this territory, is at his home on Well- bandit, is scheduled Aug. 23 at the
Heights, Gayety, states Thomas L. Healy,
Cleveland
ington
Road,
recovering from a slight operation.
manager of the house.

—

A
fun

At

"Regular" Vacation

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

rest

.

recreation

BLUFF HOUSE:

looking

the

hundred

feet

95 miles

from

among

the

tains.

The Fox

QUOTED

Skirboll Convalescing

The Industry's
Date Book

Robert Hartman, M-G-M International cameraman, will be the only
motion picture operator aboard the
Graf Zeppelin on its flight around Today:

Saturday for an extended run.

CURB BONDS

6s 36
654s 28

is

president and
counsel
of
Allied
States
in New York.
He declines
on report that Allied States
seeking co-operative buying

1

is

40
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Warner Bros
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87J^
40
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95%

Cap
Para. F-L
Pathe Exch
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67^

A-O

* Keith

2'5

198^ 195% 195%

Fox Fm. "A"

M.

25

Close
32}4

is

comment

to

Myers,

F.

192

8,

over-

Delaware:
above sea

eight
level:

New York
Kittatiny

BLUFF HOUSE

City:

Mounoffers

the advantages of a good
hotel: as well as every form of
all

outdoor sport.

BLUFF HOUSE
BOX A
PIKE COUNTY
MILFORD, PENNSYLVANIA
H. J. DYNES, Owner

"

IVhy PARAMOUNT'S two Aee

Run Greater New York

First

Theatres are both playing
\4. Alt I

III

W

IS II

APSODY

" 'Hungarian Rhapsody' certainly in-

"Easily the best film entertainment
to be found in Brooklyn this week.

troduces continental 'It'. The picture
is excellent."
N. Y. Evening World

—

You

"The picture is charming. It is played
smartly. The photography is admirable."
New York Sun

"A fine film, exquisitely produced,
vigorously directed and enacted by a
cast of real artists."— W. Y. American

—

"Beautifully directed, painstakingly
acted and photographed with the ut-

most

skill,

'Hungarian Rhapsody'

should not be missed by film lovers."
—N. Y. Herald Tribune

PARAMOUNT
Erich

Po miner
Production

"A

splendid piece. Incredibly fine picUnusually good musical synchronization." —/V. y. Evening Post
ture.

miss it."
— Brooklyn
Daily Eagle

really shouldn't

Directed

"A paragon of directness and power.
—N. Y. Telegram
A good picture."

by-

Hans
Schwarz

SOUND HIT

"It succeeds in offering full entertainment without the addition of diaWe believe you'll enjoy it."
logue.
8
—/V. Y. Daily News

—JXfr*DAILY

SI

A

Little
a

Lots

Fox Production

yf

19;

LUCIEN HUBBARD,

completing "The Mysterious

had been

ANTHONY SUCCEEDS BAKER

Is-

after several direcassigned the picture.

He was with Paramount for several
years before joining M-G-M. An old
newspaperman,
*

*

too.

*

Larry Ceballos, long a noted New
York dance director, won much attention with his prologues at the
Warner theater in Hollywood. His
dancing and ensemble numbers in
"On With the Show" also attracted
much favor.
*

*

*

Lloyd Bacon, son of the
noted Frank Bacon> is a gradu-

He has diate of the stage.
rected for several years, coming
from the short subject field.
*

*

«

Walter De Leon is one of the
busiest writers on the Pathe lot. He

AS
Eight films are in preparation, and
nearing completion on the Fox
lot. Work started yesterday on "Conquistador," from the novel by Katherine Fullerton Gerould. Alfred Santell will direct, with Guthrie McClintic as stage director.
Warner Baxter will be co-featured with Mary
six

Duncan

in a cast including Carl Mil-

Mona

Maris, Emile Chautard,
Augustine Borgato- and Solidad Jimler,

inez.

Another picture just started is "A
Song of Kentucky," by Frederick H.
Brennan formerly known as "The
Meal Ticket." This will be directed
by Lew Seiler.
Lois Moran and
Joseph Wagstaff head the cast.
To be started soon is "The 3 Sisters" from the story by Marion Orth.

has been a regular contributor to the
Saturday Evening Post and has also Director Paul Sloan, has cast Louise
Before starting to Dresser, June Collyer, Joyce Compton
written plays.
and Addie McPhail as "Antonio."
write, he was a stage director.
*
*
#
"Seven Faces" is final title of the
Alan Hale, who now tips the beams Paul Muni picture to be directed by
This is from the
at 220 pounds, was a cub reporter Berthold Viertel.
when 14 years old. He worker on original story by Richard Connell
the "Philadelphia Evening Bulletin" with dialogue by Dana Burnet.
and was, at various times, proof readThe next Victor McLaglen picture
remains untitled. It is to be a story
er, obituary editor, cashier and salesman of display advertising. He left by Raoul Walsh who will begin dinewspaper business to study rection as soon as McLaglen returns
the
osteopathy, but "aye, there's the rub,"
Shakespeare said he heard the
cal". of the footlights and left osteo-

—

as

pathy for "The Message from Mars."
is "message," not massage.

The word

*

•

a

*

*

•

to the Coast.
"Cameo Kirby," with J. Harold Murray
and Norma Terris, and from the stage play
by Harry Leon Wilson and Booth Tarkington. is the fourth about to start.
It will be
directed by Irving Cummings.
The New
Orleans Frolic," musical revue, with an all
completes the schedule for this
star cast,

"The Sky Hawk," directed by John C. Blystone; Lenore TJlric's talking debut in "Frozen Justice" under Allan Dwan's direction
"Sunny Side Up," marking the advent of
Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell as singers
and dancers in a musical comedy, directed
by David Butler and with music by He Sylva.
Brown and Henderson: "Big Time," the
vehicle for Lee Tracy, late of "The Front
Page" and "Broadway," directed by Kenneth
Hawks, and "Married in Hollywood." the
Oscar
of
talking and singing adaptation
Straus' original operetta, featuring J. Harold
Murray and Norma

Terris.

about two thirds completed.

The

latter

W. EDDYl

is

"

who

rai

being

called one of the era
cameramen of the industry, has bq
named head of the camera depai

ment

at the Paramount Long Islai
studio.
He secured spectacular car
era effects on "Glorifying the Ame
ican Girl," part of which was doi

F. N.

Walter Anthony has been named
scenario editor to succeed C. Graham in Technicolor, and more recent
Baker at First National. Baker and finished work on "Applause." Edwai
Hal B. Wallis, were named execu- Bagley, former photographic chie
tives in charge of the studio.
Wallis remains as business manager and w
also continues as production man- assume full charge of the increast
ager.
still photographic work at the plan

Tom Reed Made

Assistant
to Sullivan at Universal
Tom Reed lias been appointed as-

Mildred Schroder, who won Pt
Pretty contest in the Cinch
nati sector, is going to help Ea:
the's

Carroll collect dollars in his

fort!

Gardner Sullivan, super- coming "Vanities," soon to go ini
vising scenario chief of Universal Pic- prodxLction.
She played her fin
tures Corporation, according to an film part in George LeMaire's Path
announcement by Carl Laemmle, Jr., talking comedy, "The Barbers' Co
lege."
general manager.
Mildred at the moment
Reed's new duties will be as Sul- visiting the old homestead in Cii
livan's assistant and story editor. He cinnati.
assumes his new post at once.
Life is just one rehearsal after ar
"Vagabond King" Started
other for Maria Gamberelli, know
Ludwig Berger has started direc- to thousands of theater and radi
tion on "The Vagabond King," Para- fans as Gamby.
At present ther
mount's talking, singing, dancing, are 14 Gamby-Hale Girl units work
sistant to C.

f

.

color production of the musical stage
featuring Dennis
King and
Jeanette MacDonald.
Others in the
cast
are
O. P. Heggie, Warner
play,

ing in Publix presentations

U.

S.

initial

geography.

ove

all

Gamby made

professional appearance

he

in th

Metropolitan ballet and later becani
Oland, Lillian Roth, Lawford David- one of the most popular and person
son, Thomas Ricketts and Arthur alitied members of Roxy's famoii
gang.
Stone.

William Black is set to play i
Added to "Shanghai Lady"
Lydia Yeamans Titus, Noble John- several more dialogue shorts a
ston. Yola D'Avril, Mona Rico, Jim- RCA's Gramercy studios after al
mie Leon and Irma Love are the ready having done some work a
latest additions to cast of Universal's this plant. Marc Connelly will writ

"By the way, "The Cowboy and period of production.
the Lady" was Alan's first picture.
The pictures nearing completion are, "They "The Shanghai Lady" being directed
Tuesday nights, Alan can be found Had To See Paris," the first talking venture by John Robertson with James Murdecorating the Olympic ringside, of Will Rogers, directed by Frank Borzage ray and Mary Nolan featured.
while on Friday nights he parks his
bulk at the Hollywood Legion ringside and tells the fighters how to win.
To return to his picture work. He
has been married for 12 years to
Gretchen Hartman, his leading woman during Biograph days. Hale
proposed and was accepted during
the progress of an actual love scene
in "The Cricket on the Hearth."

ARTHUR

rjEORGE FOLSEY,

J

8

M-G-M

New York

Peak

IBy

Hollywood
now a War-

ner executive, has the distinction
land" for

at

Short Shots fro
New York Studioz

RALPH WILK

By

tors

8,

Coast Wire Service'from

of

Thursday, August

the stories and star in 'em. Blacl
recently had an appendicitis opera
tion which cost him plenty. S>\
much, in fact, that he decided h
ought to get some publicity return,
for his money and so he's display
ing his alcoholized amputated part
in a bottle.

Evelyn Brent in "Darkened Rooms"
Evelyn Brent's first starring vehicle
for Paramount is "Darkened Rooms"
recently put in production under direction of Louis Gasnier.
SupportAudible Closes for N. Y. Territory
ing the star are Neil Hamilton, David
Lon Young of Audible Picture
Newell, Doris Hill, Gale Henry and
has closed with Adolph Pollak, presiBlanche Craig.
dent of Hollywood Pictures Corp.
for

the

territory

The

first

one of

of

Greater

Nev

De Sano Gets P-F-L Contract
York and Northern New Jersey or
Marcel De Sano, who will direct
its series of eight all-talking pictures

Back in 1915 when Roy Del
Nancy Carroll's first starring picture
Ruth wrote "She Loved a Sailor," a
Tuxedo Talker Comedy Finished
for Paramount, has signed a new
cast
Mack
Sennett,
the
reeler
for
two
The first of the Tuxedo talking contract.
included Gloria Swanson, Lew Cody,
comedy series, based on a playlet
Wallace Beery, Mary Thurman and
written by Kenyon Nicholson recent"U" Starts "Shannons on B'way"
Jaunita Hansen and was directed by
ly was completed at the Educational
Emmett J. Flynn has started diIt was Roy who
Victor Heerman.
studio.
The cast consisted of Ray- rection of "The Shannons on Broadsaw possibilities in Harry Langdon
mond McKee. Marion Byron, Cissy way" featuring James and Mrs.
and induced Sennett to give him a
Fitzgerald and Billy Engle.
Gleason.
Jimmie Breeden and Tom
trial in "Smile, Please."
•
•
*
Kennedy have been added to the cast.
Carewe for Horton Comedy
At an early age, Roy obtained reportorial and sketch
Rita Carewe has been selected for
Added to "Lost Zeppelin"
work on the "Philadelphia InVirginia Valli and Ricardo Cortez
the lead opposite Edward Everett
quirer and in 1913 was sent
Horton in "Prince Gabby" his latest have been added to cast of TiffanyEducational-Coronet talking comedy Stahl's "The Lost Zeppelin," now
to Cuba as an illustrator and
Willardreporter for the
Edgar Wallace wrote "Prince Gab- being filmed. Conway Tearle plays
Johnson fight.
one of the leads.
by."

California,"
Art studios
B. Walthall
starred.

is

in

this series, "In 01<
production at Tec

Henr:
in Hollywood.
and Helen Ferguson an

To Novelize Jolson Film
Grosset and Dunlop will publisl
the novel of "Say It With Songs'
and the serial will be syndicated b)
Warners to more than 500 newspa
The first break of the seriali
pers.
zation will soon appear in "The New
York Evening World" in conjunc
tion with the

the Warner.
stalments.

showing of the film a'
There will be 30 in-

THOROUGHBRED!
it's

quality that wins in pictures, too.

RIGHT

NOW the best-selling product on earth

is

obvious why contracts
are pouring in for M-G-M's 1929-30 line-up.

Metfo-Goldwyn-Mayer.
BeCClUSe

the

Melodys" continues

It's

company which produces
to

the

"Big Parades", "Ben-Hurs", "Broadway

produce the Giant, thoroughbred

hits:

"HOLLYWOOD REVUE"

breaking "Broadway Melody" records at Grauman's Chinese, Los Angeles.

It

opens .'Road-

show run at Astor, N. Y., August 14th and elsewhere. Cecil B. De Milk's "DYNAMITE"
is ah advanced priced sellout at Carthay Circle, Los Angeles. King Vidors "HALLELUJAH"
opens $2 run at Embassy, N. Y., August 20th.
picture,

Angeles.

"MARIANNE"

everywhere.

so

good

it

gets

in her first talking, singing

a top price engagement, opening soon in Los
STANDARD" is packing them in 2nd week at

"THE SINGLE
Y.
Norma Shearer in "THE LAST OF MRS. CHEYNEY"
And that's just the beginning of another M-G-M year!

Greta Garbo in

Capitol, N.

is

Marion Davies

METRO-GOLDWY
The Greatest Shows on Earth

is

sensational

YER

JTIFTY-TWO

disc—

and

a

issues

year-silent, sound-on-

product maintains a
standard unparalleled in motion picture production the one magazine reel always as
good as a few feature pictures sometimes are.
film,

this

—

PATHE Mudio REVIEW
.

.

.

I

offers novelty for the fans.

MOTION

PATHE studio REVIEW
.

.

.

PfCTL'RE NE\1

II

presents entertainment short, sweet

and

to the point.

MOTION PICTURE

PATHE studio REVIEW
.

.

.

this

a good

is

line

NED

III

of entertainment

—an

advantageous

reel.

MOTION PICTURE NEWS

PATHE studio REVIEW
.

.

.

sure to interest the girls

IV
lots

.

.

of entertainment values.
MOTION PICTURE NEWS

PATHE studio REVIEW V
.

.

.

lively

.

.

.

all the

.

a lot of celebrities who will prove
sounds are well produced.
.

interesting

.

FILM DAILY

PATHE studio REVIEW
.

.

.

successful

and

VI

diversified

.

.

this reel

.

can be

relied on

to please the fans.

MOTION

PATHE JLudio REVIEW

PrCTl/RE NEWS

VII

(no reviews)

PATHE c?%udw REVIEW
.

.

.

very good

.

.

the sound effects are good throughout
FILM DAILY

PATHE Mudio REVIEW
.

.

.

VIII

IX

entertainment that exerts a pleasing influence on the fan.
MOTION PICTURE NEWS

PATHE studio REVIEW X
these Audio Reviews with their proper use
excellent
of sound are consistently a superior product.
FILM DAILY
.

.

.

.

.

.

PATHE studio REVIEW
.

.

.

lots

of diversity

.

.

XI

nicely balanced entertainment.

FILM DAILY

PATHE studio REVIEW
JOAN LOWELL the sailor lass
PATHE .Audio REVIEW XII

featured

in

XII

... a modern screen magazine decked out
musical and verbal ensemble.

in

an

Raymond Ganly

attractive

in

MOTION PICTURE NEWS

"AFTER DARK" the great Hoboken
featured in

PATHE

.Audio

melodrama,

REVIEW

PATHE studio REVIEW

XIII

"A"
(reviews to come)

subsequently featured

EVENING POST

in

SATURDAY

PATHE studio REVIEW XIV

of July 15th
.

The two

greatest magazines, of the screen

printed word,

and

.

.

makes a

reel

of good strength

the

know who's who and what's what.

.

.

and a fine little act.
MOTION PICTURE NEW

PATHE cHudio REVIEW XV
.

.

.

Okay! This one

will give the music lovers a kick.

FILM DAILY

PATHE Audio REVIEW

JNo

discussion of Pathe's progress could be com-

plete without

a few words of praise for the

ex-

Pathe Audio Review, edited by the sagely

cellent

competent Terry Ramsaye.
part of any program and

This
is

its

a

distinctive

representative of the

The Audio Review

very best in short subjects.

has done

is

part in bringing film entertainment

from the hybrid film-and-vaudeville

distinct

to the high place

—

—back

should hold.

it

Peter Vischer in
EXHIBITORS HERALD WORLC

Ramsaye,

lerry

the

surely

editor,

these over with a class atmosphere

a

lot

putting

that shows

of thought behind them. They are presented

differently

ket

is

and

from anything of the kind on the mar-

are so nicely diversified

the reel constitutes a

a preferred

position

number

on any

and balanced

that

that should be given

bill.

THE FILM DAILY

4

% There

is

no

competition

% There

is

no

Vv eek

after

week

since

Terry

over the editorship of Pathe's

Ramsaye

Review

took

reel

the

writer has witnessed the steady improvement in

substitute
fl

There can be
no

imitation

the compilation of this subject.

George

J.

Reddy

in

MOTION PICTURE NEWS

PATHE Audio REVIEW

"

No.

E

7 of a Series

A ROAD

SPECIAL,

you can play both
SILENT and TALKING

that

and clean

OLLOWING is an excerpt from the
recent announcement by Pathe of its
twenty-fifth year as a producer and distributor of motion pictures:
"The first American office of Pathe was
opened in a little room overlooking the bit
of greensward known as Madison Square,
just a quarter of a century ago.
"Pathe, virile, as aggressive as the trademark rooster, entered the struggles of the
young business, and fought and crowed and

prospered.
Twenty-five years of screen
evolutions and sharp commercial struggle
have intervened, with Pathe the pioneer
always in the forefront of its chosen sectors
of the advance. flFirst to launch a
newsreel

CECIL

of

dominance

in quality theaters.

Max

'W"'°mMmmmmMmwmmmmwwmawmwaamKmmKm
G*dU«

"The

Film
B*ty
Ohrl

Girl,"

»i the

TbU Weak'.

NnmuB,
George Dnryea
Lin« Basque tte

..

Honor Prisoner
Head Gourd
Goat

...

Mam

A SENSATIONAL
SEQUEL
TO THE

Prevost

"KING OF KINGS"

Ho&h Be*ry
Ed4ie QoUIb«

AND

When

Cectt DeMille a* & director and Jeanie MacPht-rcon as an
author combine <thcir talents <m o
picture, they try to make it n KtUe
more (mind, or a little more exciting; or a little mi>r« &ve-iGt.|(rrirtg,
or a little more this, that and the
othor thin* tfian any other director - playwright
team ever has
turned out, Tbey have done that
on "The Godless Girl," this week's
filTc at the Newman.

—Krb*s* City

Star,

A Box Office Natural
That

ture, with Pathex and Pathegrams.
IfFirst
in the field of the educational
picture with
a producing alliance with Harvard
Univer-

sity— Pathe ever a house of honorable aggressiveness and quality leadership
now
and today. IfFirst and foremost in service
to the screens of the, world with
the per-

—

fected variable area sound-on-film recording method— R C
Photophone System—
of this new era of the talking picture
art

A

play the following theatre* in March, April and May:

will

Royal
Palace
Novelty

Uptown

.

Linwood
Star

Auditorium

Main

.

Street

DeCraw
Lyric

Kansas City* Mo.
-—Wichita, Kas.
Topeka, Kas.
Kansas City, Mo.
Kansas City, Mo.
Nevada, Mo.
Marshall, Mo.
Lexington, Mo.
Brook field, Mo.
Boon vil e Mo.

_

I

Orpheum

Grand

.

Strand

Midland

IN

ITS

WHEN YOU

NEED THEM
"We

pathi:
LOUIS, MO. —

ST.

Delivered This Year, and

How!"

uwmmnmmmimmmmmmMmMmimxmmmmmmmMmmmmmmmmnimlm-mmmmtmi
331S Otire Street

KANSAS

CITY, MO.

-Ill

W.»t 17th

Street

This Advertisement appeared in a recent issue
of Associated Publicati
twns

Not only was Pathe first in the many things mentioned above but it was also one of the
"pioneers"

among national firms to recognize the value of
advertising
the exhibitors' "home" trade
journalgiving their sales messages the
all-powered local
appea that only regional publications
can have
Localized
national advertising has a
doublebarreled punch.

'^^JSS^

FIELD-THE

_

Neelye

BIG PICTURES

m

FILM TRADE TOPICS, San Francisco- MOTION PTrTTTuir mr,,™ ~
ME£T ™al
Kansas City; MOTION PICTURE
Chicaeo M-Trmr
THE OHIO SHOWMAN, Cleveland;DIGEST
NEW

EACH

Mo

Atchison, Kas.
Marysvilte, Kas.
Ness City, Kas.
Turon, Kas.
Dtghtoa, Kas.

DeBruc«

Mo.

Chauute, Kas,

Springfield,

Royal
Liberty
Doric

Madison, la.
Muscatine, la.

,

GilJioz

ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS,
•

;

Peoples

,

Cassville,

Salina, Kas.
Sedalia, Mo.
Pittsburg, Kas.

Sedalia

JFt,

Palace

Moberly, Mo.
Carthage, Mo.
Hutchinson, Kas.

Crane
Midland

.

Gem

down

the famous comedians. IfFirst in the service of
America as
the distributor of the official films
of the
World War. IfFirst with the development
ot the vast amateur field of the
motion picall

DeMILLE'S

By Jeanie Macplirrson

jfFirst

Linder

B.

The Godless Girl

with Pathe News on the screen in 1910.
IfFirst with practical screen color
with
Pathecolor twenty years ago, the process
predecessor to today's brilliant Pathechrome. IfFirst in serials through their day
with comedies from
through a roll call of

up.

^ MOVIE a
;

GE, Minneapolis;

EXHIBITOR'S

INC.

THE REEL TOURNAL

HOME

PAPER

hursday,

August

ffV DAILY
Along The Rialto

1929

8,

AND
THAT'S

Phil

to

get

Milt

But
on vacation in

to write today's column.

found that Milt

is

Bronx dumbwaiter shaft. Fortu(ately we ran across Milt Gross, Jr..
|

who
*

obliged with this:

ubody

Hcferybody
de

gifs

rite

How

is

hesking.

henswer.

It

is

it

letalyuns, Choimans, Roosians, Poshers, Sweediches, Japalacs, Span>clas und okkasionally a Hamerican?

*

*

*

—

would you weesh to
7 esk you
e in de hemberrising poseetion to
itkk witt all soch peepuls at vunce
so menny langwitches which
hwndersten Hamerican ivhich
nanny Hamericans dunt hunderstan
No, indiddy.
'.also?

rom
.unt

*

*

*

So we should be werry paychunt
kind feelitiks for de scream hac-

vit

de pitchoors
Sotch a tough job wot
vit tukkink.
le poor critchures hev! Wance oppon
time pitchoors was silentz, und de
had conseederable enjoylactors

und hactoresses

ors

J.

Roxy
fling.

sure standing
Looks as if Fox has an-

'em out at the Roxy.

other real winner.

record

is

is

that, putting

stuff,

pop run, instead

for a

A

Good

f)

WORLD"

it

back
the big house

of holding

anticipated at

"Jimmy" Loughborough, like a ray
sunshine, dropped in on the Ampas

it

in

the

in

.

chasing each odder around
opp und down de moofy lots.
Jnd we must not forget to menshun
lot in de good old days was de
teckink in luff scenes wot gave hopjortunities for hefery form of hexerise includink toe holds und hammernents

ind

the

Wampas

famed
bring a hello from

with Tiffany-Stahl now, you

know

COME

men shy

They

involved.

meaning "morals,"

sportsmanship

business

or profession it deals
with things that are inexpedient
rather than immoral. Altruism or

opp by pitchoors wit tukkink
wot prewents anny hexercize wot?ffer hexcept onnly from de jawbone.
So de scream hactor must
stend in one spot by de hour und
lukk a lot uv Hamerican langwitch
Is de
wot noboddy hunderstens.
problem insolooble? Esk me. I dun't
Answer.
Why should I opset by
keerfree izzygung axeestence wit
sotch procidaings? Go esk a tsoop-

al

ethics

is

selfishness

and best victory

be conquered by

self

of

is,

to conquer self; to

is

shameful and

all

things, the

most

5J

vile.

—

WHO

Who ?

THE OFFICIAL
FILM GOLF TOURNAMENT HANDICAPPER,
THE NEWP.

CLUB DIRECTOR
''{AND A
'CHAMP

av

PING PONG-

ER? SURE
bruce gallup

IT'S

communal

—or

preservation

self

Elmo Calkins

Ernest

in

"Printers' Ink"

Help for Small Exhibitors
Urged to Surmount Crisis

needs help

— and
it

this

men

business

—for

deserves

crisis

themselves

proving
history

—he

producers

those
at

exhibitor.

small

the

in

the

the

who

will

be

best

industry's

themselves and the

exhibitor.

"The Screen

Press,"

New

York.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

No.10

Industry Statistics

IS

EST M.

unselfish-

sake of

greater advantage later on.

PLATO.

erwizer.
He dun't know nodding,
halso. Dot's why he's a tsoopemvizer.

Who's

individual

which foregoes some immediate advantage for the sake of a

extend
first

be denned as

unselfishness

ness for the

help

44 The

may

without
hope of reward other than comes
from the glow of having done
your good deed. But professionindividual

He

brot

it

a code

in

improving the practice of a

for

And

look at de scream hacSotch a sitooation has been

is

means

it

the dictionary defines

Gilda Gray and Gil Boag, whose tangles have made
reams of copy for the tabs, are booked to sail Sept. 6
Joseph I.
on the same boat for Spain. A-ha!
Schnitzer, go-getting RKO president, who is doing big
things on the other side, telephones from Lunnon to
congratulate "Bill" Le Baron on the fine job he turned
out in "Street Girl." Joe gave the lowdown on some of
those several deals he's been closing. And with Sales
Manager Lee Marcus putting plenty of stuff on the ball
in domestic sales, there's a reason for the broad smiles
these days around Titan headquarters

But now

think

sportsmanship.

altruism or

*

*

impression

sort of self-sacrifice

Here's a little simple rule offered by the Alexander
Co-operator to anyone who wants to keep tabs on expenses for the vacation trip First figure every conceivable expense, then multiply by two and add $5

speaking of smiles, Phil (Pathe) Reisman, is
wearing a broad one on the way "Paris Bound" is goaling 'em at the Studebaker, Chicago, where it started that
house's picture policy. It's been dated at the Paramount,
New York, as has "the Sophomore," another of the new
season group

word

that

at

mistaken

the

some

that

as

:

Application

"ethics" in a professional code

TJELP
*

,ors!

Practical

Its

Though

ocks.

l

Dissertation on Ethics

And

under

of California's
to

A

for a $2

is

possle for
e scream hactors in de pitchoors
to hinterast de hentire
fit tukkink
wot is conseestink from
eepuls
srry simple.

tt>-TpHE COCK-EYED

*

*

Wot's de matter with de moofy
tchoors wit tukkink und de scream
actors?

Jr.

#

*

would be a

it

nize baby,

M. Daly,

#

THOUGHT
VEpleasant
surprise

I
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By PHIL M.

e
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A

with

THAT
jross

Timely Topics

By JAMES

P.

Statistical Editor,

No.10
»<• NEWSPAPER
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Thi Film Daily

Famous Players
place
Up-to-the-minute
the combined motion picture investment in the United States at well
over $2,000,000,000, with 325,000 peoAccordple on permanent payrolls.
ing to the Dept. of Commerce, the

estimates

share of each U. S. inhabitant is
$14, while the average per capita
ita

share

in

Europe runs about
*

*

Thirty-one of the

reported

getting

theater foothold in Boston territory.
*

*

*

$2.20.

World Film closes with Lawrence
number of stage plays.
world's nations Weber for
*

*
*
*
the attendance
In
theaters.
picture
children at
end of
reaches $1,000,000,000. Australia has of
Joe Brandt handling sales
general, the regulations apply to
comedies.
$10,000,000 invested; Asia, $3,000,years of age. the Hall Room Boy
Per cap- persons less than 18
000, and Africa. $2,000,000.

entire

European

film

investment

now have laws governing

THE
10
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8,

1929

Every Zone Represented in Rush to Sound
How Wired

5,251 0. S. THEATERS

ARE WIRED FOR SOUND
(Continued from Page

1)

125
120
87
85

Louis

55

Milwaukee
San Francisco

46

St.

34

Seattle

31

Indianapolis
Kansas City

Columbus

29
29
28
26
24
23
22

Boston

21

Minneapolis
Baltimore
Buffalo

Washington,

D.

C

Columbia

Georgia
Idaho
Illinois

Indiana

155
47
69
30
34
168
201
114
37
176
29

Maine
Maryland

6.017,500
2.064,200
3,157,400
1,300,528
1,378,900
848,100
544,200
585,300
673,800
1,010,300
350,000
383,200
382,100
391,000

455,900
830,400
555,800
552,000
299,000
799,200

39
386
35
79
9
20
60
72
28
286
154

no

Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky

Population

45
38
35

Pittsburgh
Cleveland
Portland (Ore.)

Nevada
New Hampshire

Louisiana

500

Detroit

13

District of

Wired

Chicago
Los Angeles

Nebraska

Arizona
Arkansas

Florida

Only 20 cities in the country
have more than 20 installations
each. They follow:

Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi

Missouri

Montana

The

list

THE FILM

DAILY,

of film reproducers

is

being increased, however,
through sound-on-film attachments being made available for
disc systems.

New Jersey
New Mexico
New York

3

597
97
22
260
135
g2

\\

North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio

...

.

Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania

532
25
45

Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee

33
51
221

Texas
Utah
Vermont

3g
10

Virginia

.'.'.'

Washington

West

36

log
63
159

Virginia

Wisconsin

Wyoming

12

TOTAL

5,251

135 Theaters of Canada's 930
Wired; Number Fast Increasing

nine.

pleted by

7

20
178

'

WITH 597 WIRED HOUSES
New York

state leads the nation
in
of theaters wired for
sound
picture presentation, with
597 wired
houses, it is shown in
the national

number

survey made by

New Mexico

is

THE FILM
last

on the

DAILY.
list,

While

naturally,

the

development
has been more pronounced in the
larger cities, the wiring of houses has
not been confined to the large centers of population, many small towns
being included in the line-up. These
grade down to towns of but a few
hundred
population,
the
survey
shows.
Another interesting fact
brought out is the unusual large number of small theaters which are wired.
In many cases, houses that have capacities as low as 200 are fully equipped
to show sound pictures.

Toronto

—

Canada now has 135
wired theaters, Col. John A. Cooper,
president of the

M.

P.

Distributors

and Exhibitors of Canada, stated recently. There are 930 theaters in the
Dominion, so that the amount wired
constitutes one-seventh of the total.
Practically
wired.
In

of

all

the

first

runs are

connection, Famous
wiring its houses at a
rapid pace, the firm having 42 houses
now in the sound column, with the
number to be doubled within the
next few months.

Players

this

is

Just 3 Years Old
Sound

pictures

made

their de-

but just three years ago Tuesday at the Warner, New York,

when "Don Juan" was shown
via Vitaphone. At that time, no
effort was made to introduce
dialogue in films, musical and
sound accompaniment only being employed.
Wiring of theaters did not proceed as rapidly
as had been expected, until a

year

later

when

"The

Jazz

began its sensational
and swinging the indus-

Singer,"

career,
try to sound.
Since that time,
wiring of theaters has developed
into a spirited race in most
(sections of the nation.

with

but three wired houses.
No. of Wired

State

Theaters

New York

597

Pennsylvania

r

California

32

386

Illinois
286

Ohio
Texas ....
Michigan

.'

260
221

2 Q\

New Jersey
Missouri

17g
j- g

Massachusetts
Wisconsin
Kansas

jgg
jjg
155

[«

Oklahoma

;

Disc systems of sound reproducers predominate among
the 5,251 wired theaters of the
nation, according to the compilation in the survey just com-

gg

FIRST

Indiana

Many important key points have
only 20 installations each, or less. In Electric equipment is far and away
this latter group are New Orleans, in the lead, the survey shows. AvailCincinnati, Louisville, Denver, At- ability of equipment for speedy inlanta, Omaha, Dallas, Memphis, New stallation has been one of the outHaven, Oklahoma City, Des Moines, standing factors in the rush to install
sound reproducing devices, it is emSalt Lake, Albany and others.
All sections of the country have phasized in the national compilation.
Twenty-nine per cent of the entire
been affected by the sound picture
development, which has been carried total was listed by three states, New
forward on a wave of popularity dur- York, with 597; Pennsylvania, 532;
ing the last two years. While in some Califoriva, 386, a total of 1,515.
sections, wiring has been relatively
Twenty-two states have less than
slower than in others, due to prob- 50 installations
each, this group relems of delivery and installations, porting
573 sound theaters, or 11 per
there is not a single territory in the cent
of the total installed.
Four
country where sound pictures are not states have
between 200 and 300
now being presented.
listing 968 (18 per cent); ten have
The millions of dollars spent on from 100 to 200, and a total of 1,458
wiring theaters, have been distributed (28 per cent) ten reported from 50 to
among many companies for many 100, with a 573 total, or 11 per cent.
different systems, although Western
New Mexico has only three wired
theaters, Nevada seven and Delaware

Discs Predominate

,
state

56

Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware

Sixty-three per cent of all installations are located in cities and
towns with populations of less than
100,000. Three thousand, two hundred and eighty-eight wired houses
were reported by this group.

No. of Wired
Theaters

~,

Alabama

California

100,000 to 250,000.

Philadelphia

No. of Wired
Theaters

State

;

Theaters

NEW YORK STATE

Distributed According to States

seven per cent (348) are in IS
cities of 250,000 to 500,000 and
seven per cent in 48 cities of

Town
New York

Theaters Are

135

Minnesota

Iowa
Washington
Nebraska
North Carolina

Oregon
Connecticut
Georgia
Louisiana

114
'.'.'.

110
109

gg
97

92
79
72
59

West

63

Alabama

s§

Virginia
Florida

59

Tennessee

51

Kentucky

47

South Carolina
Arkansas

45
39

Utah

39

Mississippi

37

Virginia

36

Colorado

35

Maryland
South Dakota

33

34

Maine
Montana

30

Idaho

28

Rhode Island
North Dakota
District of Columbia
New Hampshire

29

25

22
20
20

Arizona

13

Wyoming

12

Vermont

10

Delaware

9

Nevada
New Mexico

3

TOTAL

7

5,251

.

.

:::

.

THE
i

I

August

^iursday,

8,

1929

Wiring Being Speeded in All Sections
§

United States
and Number of Wired Theaters

OF INSTALLATIONS Principal Cities of

P. C.

N 6 N. ATLANTIC STATES

Survey includes

having population of
100,000, or more, based on U. S. Gov't population estimates made on July 1, 1928

Thirty-four per cent of the country's
are
houses
sound-equipped
the 12 Middle Atlantic
in
ttes, which have 1,768 installations.
A resume of the sound theater

IS\

.ated

TOWN

uation geographically follows:
PerWired
Division &

w England

332

(6)

Atlantio(6)*
utheastern (in)
uthwestern (4)
(12)
ddle
.ill

mntain
uihc

'

(49)*

District

)

of

Columbia

6

...
...

.

564
464
1.768

166
587

(8)

Totals:

1,370

.

.

11

Boston
Bridgeport

34

...

3
11

100

5,251

.

Birmingham

...

.

.

Atlanta
Hallimore

26
9

.

POPULATION

Albany

centage

Theaters

of Theaters

.

.

.

.

liullaio

.

Cambridge

.

Camden

.

Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland

included.

Me

K.

1

Conn

332

Total

OKTH ATLANTIC
597
178
532
34

N. V
N. J

Pa

Md

.

.

Mo.

.

.

.

.

.

Memphis
Miami

.

564

Milwaukee

.

Minneapolis

.

New Bedford
New Haven
New Orleans
New York

Wyo
Col

N. Mex.

.

.

Newark

.

Norfolk

.

City

.

Omaha

.

son

.

.

.

Providence

.

Reading

.

.
,

Rochester
St. Louis
St. Paul
Salt

1,768

.
,

.

.

Lake City

.

San Antonio
San Diego
San Francisco

.

Scianton

.

Seattle

.

.

.

Somerville

Spokane

. . .

.

T

.

Springfield

.

13

Syracuse

.

Utah

39

Tacoma
Tampa

3

Nev

7

166

Total:

PACIFIC
Wash
Ore

109
92

Cal

386
Total:

GRAND TOTAL

3

29

5,251

,

Toledo
Trenton
Tulsa
Utica

Washington (D:
Wilmington
587

Worcester
Yonkers

5

5

10
5

46
28
6
9

a
20
500

of

C.)

473,600
184,200
274,100
155,000
222,800
144,900
673,800
550,000
286,300
115,400
194,400
328,200
848,100
350,000
138,000
218,100
119,700
585,300
144,700
383,200
102,700
109,100
149,800
199,300
110,500
113,400
313.200
139,400
170,500
104,200
552,000
128,500
197,600
121,300

List to

Date of
All Theaters

Having

Sound

Equipment
in the

United
States,

Compiled by

5

19
5

20
13
15
5

.2,064,200

»•

Ariz

.

6
13

.6,017,500

Richmond

29
28
12
35

Ida

.

Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland (Ore.)

MOUNTAIN
Mont

.

Oklahoma
464

Total:

.

Oakland

155

.

.

Nashville

22
98

.

29

9

159
114
110
176
33

D.
N. D.
Neb. ...
Kans.
S,

8
12
13
17

32^,400
112,759
105,500
190,200
156,700
544,200
455,900
139,600
119,539
187,900
42y,400

260
154
286
201

la

8

.

Ps.tei

.

8

.

V1IDDLE

.

2

Lowell

Total:

Mich.
Wis. ...
Minn.

6

4

Louisville

69
221
135
39

Ill

6

85

63

Total

...
...

15

36

southwestern

Jnd.

17

87

Ala
Miss

Ark

;\lo...

22

.1,300,528

56
37

Texas
Okla

Kans.

299,000
217,hC0
294,200
151,900
1,378,900
116,800
117,800
134,300
14S,»00
105,300
170,600
104,.; 00
172,300
164,954
382,100
140,700
324,700
118,300
391,000
105,400

Los Angeles

51

La

9

.

Ky

Fla

2

Knoxville

Tenn

('

Ca

Fort Wayne
Fort Worth
Grand Rapids
Hartford

Kansas City,
Kansas City,
1,370

97
45
72
60
47

c

.

Jacksonville
Jersey City

OUTHEASTERN
Va
W. Va

.

Houston

20
Total

Ohio

.

Inc'i£.napolis

9

Del
D. of C.

\.
S

.

Flint

79

24

18
35

Duluth

168
25

Mass

12
21
12

413,700

El Paso
Fall River

10

Vt

26

120

Detroit

30
20

H

N

10
16

120,000
255,100
830,400
222,400
799,200
143,555
555,800
125,800
135,400

.1,010,300

Denver
Dcs Moines

EW ENGLAND

WIRED
THEATERS

.3,157,400
.

A detailed chart reviewing complete Columbus
:tivities in the various geographical Dallas
visions follows:

all cities

The First
and Only
Complete
and
Accurate

125
38
34
8
10
8
11

55
15

this
Publication with
the Splendid

Co-operation of
Every Branch
of this Industry
will Appear in

the Forthcoming
Quarterly,
Sound and Short

7

_8

lT
45
'

7
31
6
9

6
10
8

Subject Edition
of the

FILM DAILY,
Out August 17th.

5

11

4
9
7

23
7
8
4

C

-3€J°

THE
12

EQUITY

WOULD

PENALIZE

Production in Europe 1927-1928

PATRONS ASKED TO STATE

STANDARD PACT SIGNERS
in

(Continued from Page 1)
the agreement and a year's

KIND OE FILMS WANTE

C— With

Lumberton, N.

sus-

a view

I

finding out exactly what kind of pi<
tures his patrons wish him to shov
Joe Caudell, manager of the Pastim
had a questionnaire printed an
passed out to his customers. In th
introductory, Caudell says:
"Having recently taken over th
management of the Pastime, I war
to make it your theater and in orde
to follow up your wishes, you ar

pension from Equity. For members
who have worked by the day under
standard contracts signed since the
June 5 mandate, the fine would be
equal to the amount earned during
the period of the dispute and four
months' suspension.
Non-members of the foregoing
two classifications who have not
stood by Equity, would be assessed
similar amounts plus respective penalty of one year and four months'
membership in
non-admission
to
Equity.

asked to

fill questionnaire below, firs
discussing with other members o
your family your likes and dislike
and then answering eac'h question. L
this way, I will be able to get th.
grouped opinions of the family as
whole. Your truthful opinion is thtj
only means by which I can conduc,
the Pastime to conform to youi
wishes."
1

THE FILM DAILY

Washington Bureau of

Producers Expected to
Protect Player Aides

Washington— Estimated

production

passed

and expenditures of European
producing nations for 1928 as compared with 1927.
Chart prepared by
George R. Canty, American Trade Commissioner in Paris, with
cooperation
of the European offices of the Dept. of
Commerce and Dept of State

The producers are expected to
make immunity for these players one

Five Additional Newspapers in
Universal Newsreel Syndicate

(Continued from Page

1)

by producers that players
which have sided with them in the
controversy have nothing to fear regardless of which way the controversy
goes.

of the

may

terms of any settlement which

be effected.

Publix Now Has Ten-Year
Lease on 3 at Rochester

—

r-k-ototamsalT
lake pantages on

Rochester, N. Y. Its six months
sept. 1
contract of temporary management
Salt Lake City— "Street Girl" and
terminated, Publix now is operating
the Eastman, Piccadilly and Regent vaudeville are to inaugurate Radiohere under a ten year lease. District Keith-Orpheum operation of the Panheadquarters for the northern divi- tages here about Sept 1.
Weekly
sion of the state now are located change policy will be continued, but
here, under supervision of Charles name of the theater probably will
be changed to R-K-0 Orpheum.
C. Perry.

Oil City Showman Silent
Friday Change Policy to
on Report of R-K-0 Deal
be Adopted at Paramount
Friday change policy will be adoptthe Paramount,
New York. The policy is being
adopted generally over the Publix circuit, where conditions permit.

ed

this

week

by

Netoco President Denies
Any Deal on with Publix

Oil City, Pa.— George J. Veach,
president of the Vemark Theater Co.,
which owns the Drake and Venango
here, declines to comment on the report that Radio-Keith-Orpheum has
secured lease of the Drake.

Moss Named on Ticket
Alex Moss has replaced Charles

On Both

Disc and Film

Detroit— The 30 two reel and 20
single reel sound shorts to be re-

leased in this territory during the new
Barrell as candidate for treasurer on
Seneca Falls Firm Chartered
the "opposition" ticket proposed for
Albany With capital stock of $25,- season by Favorite Film Co., will be
offices of the AMPA.
Other mem- 000, Seneca Falls Theater Co., Sene- available on both disc and film.
bers on the ticket are Don Hancock, ca Falls, has been incorporated to Twelve of the two reelers will be
made by C. C. Burr, and 18 by Harry
for president; Leon Bamberger, for operate theaters.
Incorporators are
Delf.
vice president; Edward McNamee, Charles D. Blessing, Auburn; Fred
for secretary.
Selected by the offi- J. and Mary Owen, Seneca Falls.
FitzPatrick Starts Another
cial nominating committee are: EdBoston Fox Case Up Sept. 24
"People Born in September," the
ward Klein, for president; Leon
Boston Hearing on application of next release of James A. FitzPatrick's
Bamberger,
for
vice
president;
George Bilson, for treasurer; Martin Fox to close Lowell Court, in con- Movie Horoscope Series, is in producnection with the building of the pro- tion at the RCA-Photophone studio
J. Starr, for secretary.
posed new theater on the site of the in New York. There will be talking
Collins
at Vandalia, Ga.
Hotel Touraine, has been postponed and Technicolor sequences and a muVandalia, Ga. E. R. Collins, form- until Sept. 24.
Fox recently won a sical accompaniment by Nathaniel
ly at the Lyric, Alliston, Ala., has verdict in propesed closing of an- Shilkret and the Movie Horoscope
taken over the Pal here.
other street.
Orchestra.

—

—

Now

—

(Continued from Page 1)
visible," Judge Fisher

ruled

Way

Made

releases will be

clearly

Show

—

"Lucky Star" which opens at the
Hippodrome the week of Aug. 10.

Chicago Judge Blocks
Ban by Police on "Alibi

"Improper use of censorship is shown]
F. J. McConnell, Universal short
where police attack a picture only
subjects sales manager, who has just when it shows an
abuse of theit
returned from a tour of large cities, powers for which they are generally
has signed up five more newspapers criticized."
on the Universal newsreel contract,
The censors banned the picture in
according to M. Van Praag, general April, and United Artists
subsesales manager.
This makes a total quently secured a temporary writ,
of 44 dailies up-to-date which have which was made
permanent after the
entered into the combination with judge viewed the film.
Universal to produce a newspaper
newsreel to be known by the name
Sunday
Fight Under
of the paper and Universal in the
various territories which the papers
at Mount Vernon, OJ
cover.
The combined circulation of
Mount Vernon, O. Jury trial has
these papers is more than 5,000,000 been demanded by Harry V. Smoots,
with a reading public of more than manager of the Vine, and James C.
20,000,000.
The latest papers to en- Piatt, Lyric manager, charged with
ter the combination are "The Chi- violating the local "blue" ordinance
cago Daily News," "The Milwaukee in a move to open up the town on
Journal," "The
Cincinnati
Times- Sunday The pair are on liberty of
Star," "The St. Louis Post-Dispatch" $500 bail each and plan a test of
and 'The Toronto Star."
the Sunday ordinance.
They con"The Chicago Daily News" has had tinued to operate their theaters to

its own newsreel for four years.
In
Gets Fox at Cleveland
joining forces with Universal, staffs
Cleveland Keith
theaters,
here of the two newsreel organizations
(Continued from Page 1)
have contracted for the entire 1929- have combined.
made by Samuel Pinanski, president 30 Fox product to be played
at the
of the chain. Any changes made will three Keith
houses, Palace, Hippobe for expansion and betterment of drome and Keith's East
105th St. Comedies to be
Netoco, he says.
The first of the new

R-K-O

;\

big houses after their arrest last Sunday.
Shows next Sunday are planned. Mrs. L. A. Stream, who signed
an affidavit against Smoots, admitted

attending

a

Sunday show

Columbus,

at

saying

she

with friends, and "didn't

recently

was

like

out.
to re-

fuse."

20 Comerford Houses Dark
but Most Open Labor Day
Scranton, Pa.— About 20 theaters
of the Comerford chain are dark, but
with better prospects in store for this
section, it is expected that all of them
will

reopen by Labor Day.

Petitions Sunday Shows
Penn Yan, N. Y.— Harry C. Morse,

who

operates

the

Elmwood

and

Sampson, has presented a petition to
the council asking enactment of an
ordinance permitting Sunday shows,
or a referendum on the subject. Two
thirds

of

the registered voters have

signed the appeal,

it

is

stated.

A

Western Electric- Klangfilm Deal Hits

fo NEWSPAPER

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

FILMDOM
XLIX

V'L.

Friday,

No. 34

Richards
1A

A

headline name, yet
i\.
you see it in print infreDoesn't believe
quently.
it.
You never finding Rich
r lining into print with his trou-

V.

Which

s.

mean

doesn't

and more
witness how he has built up

lich calls for less talk

i

jrk,

Saenger chain

e

South.

in the

Now
his

of

circuit

Publix.
to the

With

13

sale

Paramount

he will spend much of
is time in
New York. Specific
uties have not been outlined, but
lat Richards will handle the South
of course, apparent. He will be
big figure in the Publix camp.
le would be a big figure in any
That's
nterprise he undertook.

EQUITY MEMBERS TO VOTE

iterests,

,

le

way

man

the

On

is built.

'et

in

days,

five

Vorld" has

slid

"The Cock-Eyed
by the $124,-

easily

West Coast Bur.

Hollywood
settlement

THE FILM DAILY

— Regardless

made

in the

of

Equity

shop dispute, now nearing its
climax, Equity will insist upon disciplining two prominent
suspended members as examit is

reported.

The

others

likely will be reinstated,

although some
be imposed.

Hollywood

penalties

— Members

may

A

A

novelty.

serial

that

the players speak

animals

roar.

Actors'

of

chapter

plays.

houses that

Something

An

talks.

new

attraction

show them.

for

Produced

by Nat Levine, who has several successful Mascot serials to his credit.
He took a chance in making one in
sound, but his worries are

(.Continued on Page 7)

and the
in

now

over.

K A N N

of Iowa Unit
as General Manager

—

Des Moines With 26 members
representing 43 theaters in the state,
Exhibitors' Co-operative Circuit has
been formed here.
buying combine are

in

Houses of the
towns of from

3,000 to 15,000.
E. P. Smith, president of the Iowa
exhibitor unit, is general manager of
the co-operative, which plans to buy
film and supplies for its members.
Organization work has been carried
on for some time in the state. Members of the co-operative, says Smith,
William Fox has purchased a con- paid out more than $400,000 for film
trolling interest in 13 theaters oper- rentals last year.
Some months ago, when reports
ated by Ike Libson and the John Har(Continued on Page 7)
ris
estate in Columbus, Cincinnati,

in

Middle West

In each instance a majority interswings to Fox except in the case
of the Albee in Cincinnati in which
R-K-O owns 51 per cent. In Cincinnati, the deal includes the Capitol,
Lyric, Strand, Family, Palace and
Albee: in Dayton, Keith's Colonial
and State; in Columbus, the Southern,
Palace and Majestic; and in Grand
Rapids, the Royal and Empress.
Fox's position in those towns is
further cemented through his control
(Continued on Page 7)

Pantages Theaters at L.A.

Saturday night will
H)0 mark.
Some business, but then Equity Ass'n,
vote on proposals made by producers
t's
some picture.
Proving once and the Equity committee, President
announced.
igain that if the film is there, the Frank
has
Gillmore
public
will
come.
Regardless of Gillmore emphasized points in his
first letter to producers, which stated
what holds forth on the stage.
that Equity must not be expected to
"present to you anything that will
In Dialogue
hurt our solidarity."
It is being proposed that casts be

You hear

With Head

est

most

There is a four minute show in
he form of a prologue at the Roxy.

Band Together

Dayton and Grand Rapids.

SATURDAY ON COMPROMISE

ples,

the Screen

43 Theaters

Fox Takes Over Libson- Harris

Richards becomes a vice-

esident

IS

IN TIE-UP?

Berlin
a talking picture patent agreement deal between Western Electric and
the Tobis-Klangfilm interests have been broken off. The
Dutch and German companies discontinued negotiations
because they feel their position has been strengthened
greatly by the recent court decision granting an injunction
against Western Electric, on ground of patent infringement.

Circuit of

At Publix

Price 5 Cents

1929

German Deal Off
(By Wireless) — Negotiations on

Isn't any.

out across the
t »le and in the conference room,
that the f ut nembering always
[re of this business rests in buildIf
i> up and not tearing down.
lu want a vindication of his policy

9,

FORMED; ALLIED

he

He works them

August

IOWA EXHIBITOR CO-OP

^*

I

Snag

and Fresno Go to Warners
West

—

Official

Bureau,

Hollywood

—

THE FILM DAILY
Warmer Brothers
Corp., has been
has purchased the

Downtown Theater

Warners Dickering for

Two
Syracuse,

Syracuse Houses
N.

Y.— Dan

Michalove

Warner theater department was
Kansas City "A lifesaver to the of the
reported dickering for
recently,
here
industry" is the way C. H. Burkey,
Opinion is
the Strand and Empire.
vice president of the Kansas and
be
is set and soon will
deal
the
that
western Missouri exhibitor unit, charannounced.
(Continued on Page 7)

MACK SENNETT'S FIRST
Feature,

World Wide Release

—

All-Talking
Advt.

WITH

N. XINDEPENDENTS

Affiliation with
circuits

number

a

of inde-

Greater New
York is planned by Radio-Keith-Orpheum, which has completed an alliH.
(A.
Century
the
with
ance
26
operating
circuit,
Schwartz)
houses in Brooklyn, Queens, Nassau

pendent

in

and Suffolk Counties. All are sound
Report several days ago
equipped.
was pending, published
deal
that a
(Continued on Page 7)

Two B'way Houses Go

to

Friday Shows; Others Stay

formed here and
Effective today the Paramount in
Pantages theaters here and at Fresno. New York and Brooklyn and the
The Pantages here is located at Sev- Strand in New York switch to Frienth and Hill Sts. The deal is said
The Roxy reports it
The day openings.
to have involved $3,000,000.
present policy of
its
t<>
will adhere
houses will be renamed.
(Continued on Page 7)

Relief Plan "Lifesaver,"

Says Exhibitor

Coast

R-K-0 MAKING ALLIANCES

"MIDNIGHT DADDIES"
you

laugh"

— Advt.

'It

talks

and

U.A. Associate Producer
is William C. Menzies
West

Coast

Bureau,

Hollywood

—

THE FILM DAIL\

William

Cameron

associate producer
Menzies is
William
of United Artists, and not
yesstated
was
as
Mendez.
Cameron
(Continucd on Page 7)
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Meeting
hibitors'

Michel

identified with the Capitol for a number of years, has been appointed manager, succeeding Edward Douglas,

who

some

years,

has

become

house manager. Frank Hanley, chief
usher, has been named an assistant
house manager.
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Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
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quarterly

West

Ray Morris With Columbia
Cleveland Ray Morris 'has

Made

of North
Carolina
unit at Pinehurst.

eil

Assistant

Paramount Treasure
A. John Michel, for ten years gen<
yesterday was appointee

eral auditor,

assistant treasurer of Paramount. Hr!
will have charge, in the office ol
Treasurer Ralph Kohn, of the ac.

counting and general auditing of

company and

its

th<

subsidiaries.
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geline," now current at that
theater
continues for another week.

CARTOON

now employed by one of
"Big Three" desires immediate connection.

Columbia Gems

Can show remarkable record
of

"Evangeline" Stays
Premiere of "The Dance of Life"
at the Rivoh has been
set back from
Monday to Friday Aug. 16. "Evan-

OF
MIRTH

WHICH
GREET
EVERY

at Hector, Minn.
Minn. John J. Spevacek
of Olivia. Aug. 12 will take possession of George Ryan's house here.

Hector,
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and

Manny Gould
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400

Extra Eastman Kodak Dividend
Extra dividend of 75 cents a share
on the common and regular quarter200
200 ly dividend of $1.25 on the common
and $1.50 on the preferred, has been
declared by Eastman Kodak.

—

•Neillsville,

Marshfield exhibitor, is continuing
re- his expansion, with acquisition
of th<
signed as local Pacent representative Trags here
from Will-.am Tragsdorf!
to become affiliated with the newly The house
is to be wired by the new
organized Columbia exchange.
owner.

.
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report.
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night, reached $40,000, according to a statement made by the
Warners. It was said receipts to date
exceed those for "The Jazz Singer"

An

1,200

do

in

Tuesday

Anne Morgan

fM

',

It

picture

Consolidated Film Industries, Inc.
Building
common switched from the curb to
Art Theater in N. Y.
N. Y. Stock Kxphange yesterday
Anne Morgan is understood to be
where the company's preferred has
been dealt in for some time.
The financial backer of a new art theater
common opened at 22^, reached a to be built on East 50th St. between
high of 2S%, a low of 22 and closed Lexington and 3rd Aves. in New
at 25.
Seventeen thousand, five hun- York. Brownstone buildings are being demolished in order to clear a
dred shares changed hands.
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"Say
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sale
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The Industry's
Date Book

ten o'clock yesterday morning,
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At

Aug. 15
tory music.
tral, N. Y.
On future Universal pictures, the and "The Singing
Fool" for a like Aug. 15 Opening of "Greater Movie Se'
main credit card will carry the name
son" sponsored by Fox Wei
number of days during opening week.
Coast at Coast Houses.
of the company and the name of the
Aug. 16 Opening of "The Dance of
Lifcf
picture. The second card to be flashed
at the Rivoli, N. Y.
for
will have the names of the author,
Aug. 20 Opening of "Hallelujah" at
ttl
N. Y.
continuity and dialogue writers, suCleveland Theater Linked Aug. 19-20 Embassy,
Convention
of
eastern
Missouj
pervisor, costume director and recordand southern Illinois exhibitor unl
Cleveland
Warner Bros, are ining system.
The third card will
at St. Louis.
terested with the Van Sweringens in Sept. 28 First issue
carry the name of the director and
of
Hearst Metrotor'
a theater in the Terminal Station
News (sound).
the fourth, the cast.
Oct. 7-10
Meeting of S.M.P.E. at Toronto.
project, according

Consolidated Common now
on N. Y. Stock Exchange
W

•

.»„,
Am.

screen

DAILY

— Universal

accomplishments.

Box

A-147, c/o

Film Daily

1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.

PRODUCED BY WINKLER
Western Electric Recording

Winkler

Sound Cartoons

NOW

AVAILABLE FOR SCREENING

The Lion Roars!
The Hyena Howls!
The Elephant Trumpets!
and

all

the

WILD BEASTS OF THE JUNGLE
WEIRD HARMONY OF SOUND

JOIN IN

A

in

"THE KING OF THE

KONGO"

j

i

The

first

wild animal ten-episode serial with dialogue and sound
effects in

With

a special music score and

every episode I

theme song, "Love Thoughts of You," written
by Lee Zahler
i

That's enough for a sure-fire boxoffice clean

but there's more yet

JACQUELINE LOGAN

.

.

up—

.

& WALTER

MILLER

featured at the head of a cast that you can advertise to the limit

AND A SOUND TRAILER WITH THE ABOVE STARS WHO
ARE SEEN AND HEARD

A

RUN SERIAL

FIRST

FOR TEN WEEKS CAPACITY BUSINESS SEE

MASCOT PICTURES CORP.
Nat

Broadway
New York City
1650

Levine, Pres.

PRhH

'

Hollywood, Gal.

IMIIIeK
Cable Address:

Levpic,

ec Art Studios

New York
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DAILV

Along The Rialto

-AND
THAT'S

Phil

DALY

M. Daly,

FTER

thinking the matter over
we have decided to top Edison with our own
list of questions and thereby find
the smartest young man in the pic-

A

for several weeks

The young man

ture industry.
having the highest rating will be
made chairman of the board of directors of any one of the large

companies that he chooses.

The

questions follow:
In which one of the followingcities are the most motion
picture productions made: Ash-

Jr.

to

it's

to

Ebenstein, Morris Kutinsky, Billy Brandt et al. Gathering
at the M. P. Club, a game is inevitable, which means missing
their train and sixteen seeds worth of taxi bill getting

home
gag starting this week at the Paramount and Mark Strand, New York. Good idea, that, to pep
up Friday biz. Wonder how many Broadway temples will
follow suit. The Mayfair, little 44th St. house, which was
blocked by fire regulations when it tried to go pictures is to
be transformed into a barber shop
Friday change

Abram

is

the

F. Myers, of the Allied States Ass'n, is in
on business. Nothing to say on various associa-

five

New York

Milwaukee, Nyack, Hollywook, South Bend?
What famous showman is the

tion matters, but he's enthusiastic over that luncheon held
the other day in Pittsburgh. No business session, just a get-

tabula,

Roxy

theater

named

after?

Describe and place geographicthe following: Audien, Kibbitzer,
Press Agent, Anagram, Fade Out,
Lindys?
Under what circumstances do
you double three spade?
If you were alone on a desert
South Sea island with a case of
Scotch, a beautiful blonde and a
copy of The Film Daily which
would you turn to for amuse-

together. He talked, but didn't even mention Allied, toward
which western Pennsylvania and West Virginia exhibitors,
are reported to have leanings. While on the subject, watch
the strides the T.O.C.C. makes under the militant campaign
Charlie O'Reilly's waging

Consolidated Film Industries,
bound from the Coast, getting to the Main Stem
on Saturday. Wonder when Paul Whiteman's picture for
Universal will get started. The word is that it's been put off
H.) J. Yates, big boss of

is

New York

until

What would you do

with $20,000,000 and a pass to the Paramount theater? Give exact size

and dates!
Where do you spend your sumBirthdays?
Winters?
mers?
Salary?
Nights?
Besides Phil M. Daly who is
your favorite author?
Do you think the motor car is
here to stay or is it just a fad?
Have you paid your subscription to The Film Daily?

Committee composed of Will
Hays, Bernard Shaw, Jimmy Walker and Pete Harrison will pass on
Contestants may have
all replies.
their pictures printed in The Film
Daily at regular advertising rates.

Who ?

WHO HAS SHOT

MORE"

MUGS THAN
ANYONE
ELSE IN
THE MOTION PIC-

*V/,TURE BUSI-

NESS. SURE
IT'S
irving chidnoff

Deplores Publication of
Secrets in Production

I|ELIBERATELY,

or otherfan magazines—
and a few other papers are do- I
ing incalculable harm to the mo-Il
tion
picture
industry through
proclaiming to the public that
such and such a star did not sing
the song he was supposed to
sing in a certain picture; that soand-so did not play the piano;
that still another did not speak
his own lines, but had a double
perform for him.
What possible difference does
it make to the public whether a
star actually sings or whether a
singer, whose voice justifies the
recording, "doubles" in the role.
As long as the effect is true, as
long as the synchronization is
perfect, as long as the use of a
double guarantees a better resull
why should producers not em
ploy doubles if the use of doubles means better talking and
singing and musical pictures?
Anna Aiken Paterson in
'Weekly Film Review," Atlantt
*-*

wise,

the

—

*

his contract as

First National studio boss, so the story goes.

It

had

until

the end of next year to run

*

*

Thinks Meeting Show Problems
Is A Process of Adjustments

THERE

radicals

are

states that the end to
business' is near he is
similar to the anarchist who be-

—

"show

44 From

demand for talking
become more and more urgent and

present indications the

pictures will

lieves

It

is

market for

silent pictures will steadily decrease.

probable that

zero,

even

in this

will always be

this silent

country.

some unwired

demand

will

never reach

There
houses.

*'

SYDNEY

R.

country

his

wrong and wants
revolt.

the

eve

in

walk of life and when some
down-hearted member of the profession

Any

is

to

being run

change

handled in a diplomatic, way
population of a country

by

it

can

condition

be

—

th

can

government "if it
isn't being run and handled fair,
and sn-.iare," so can show folks,
change present conditions to
operate likewise and meet with
change

its

the approval of the public, with
they are trying to please

KENT.

whom

and why shouldn't they

—are

satisfy the patron
the ones paying to

No.ll

Industry Statistics
By JAMBS

Who's

— €)—

October

Al Rockett got seventy-five grand for

ment?

Timely Topics r
Digest of
Current Opinion

— NUCKEL supposed be a pastime, but
PEE
those Long Beach summer bachelors. Herb
overhead
is

1'

9,

A

with,

THAT
By PHIL M.

Friday, August

P.

Statistic*! Biittr,

Negative costs consume about 40
cents of each dollar spent by the industry.
Distribution, American and
foreign, uses 30 cents of the dollar
and cost of positives, ten cents. Five
cents go for administration and taxes,
leaving approximately 15 cents for
gross profits.
Twenty-five cents of each dollar
expended in actual production are reDiceived by players for salaries.
rectors,
cameramen and assistants
get ten cents of the production dollar.
Scenarios and stories require

to

try

they

not!

be "amused?"
Harry Burton Chipman
in "Greater Show WorlS\

No.ll

CUNNINGHAM
Tht Film Daily
ten cents; manufacturing of sets, 19
cents; studio management. 20 cents,
this
figure
including management,
cutting, assembling and titling; three
cents for costumes, gowns, etc.; and
eight cents for locations, including
rent of grounds, transportation of
props, etc. Raw film uses five cents.
*

On

*

*

a normal Sunday in one section of the South, it was found that
53,149 -people attended film houses
and only 37,140 were at church, according to a United Press survey.

TEN YEARS AGO T0-DA
IN
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Vitagraph takes
foreign exchanges.
*

*

over

string

*

Realart secure series eight All
Dawn Prod, from Mayflower.

.

^Coast Wire Service'

Equity

lUA

"Condemned" Started

is

.

the

Ronald Colman

A

from

Associated in the makpicture.
Ann
of Blair Niles' story will be
ding, Sidney Howard, as scenarmd for dialogue, Dudley Digges,

By

a

TAKPQ
I

AliLo

ftl/FD

I

IDQORI

UiLn LlDoUIr

m

>

and a 60-hour week

RALPH WILK
Hollywood

MONTE

it

is

memi»es

understood

will not be perSaturday's meeting.
Hallam
Cooley,
Donald
Crisp,
Douglas Gerrard, Mavme Kelso, Leo
{.Continued from Page 1)
White, Robert Milash, Carl Miller.
of Loew's, Inc., which operates the Bruce
Randall.
Peewee
Holmes,
Dayton in Dayton and the Ohio, George Milo and Heinie Conklin
Broad and Broadway in Columbus. have been suspended, it is reported.
United Artists is a part owner with
Jean Hersholt lias donated $500
Loew's in the latter two theaters.
to he fund, and the Electrical workLibson, one of the veterans of the ers' local $100. The Equity carnival
film business, remains as general man- netted more than $16,000. it is claimager under the Fox wing.
ed.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Coburn,
producers, have joined Equity.

IIHImlO 10

Lots y>

1)

COI »Posed 80 per cent of Equity
b rs ancl

members
HAPPIQ 1Q IN MIH WFQT Sanded
mitt
to vote at

Little

all-talk-

Vote
{Continued from Page

FflY
seven weeks of rehearsal,
ndenined" has finally been placed
reduction at the Goldwyn studios.

to

Saturday on Compromise

Hollywood Happenings
iter

Members

111

\\V

^

IlLOl

BRICE has probably
been associated with more sucstage
Wesley Ruggles and M. cessful screen comedies than any
Iheim.
writer-director in Hollywood. Believe
have been directing rehearsit or not, Monte was, at one time, a
jointly.
busy screen actor in Hoboken of all
places.
'Twas at the old Congress
'Why Leave Home" Finished
St. studio operated by Pathe, and
Leave
"Why
Changes in Casting Bureau
completed
ox has
Monte supported Pearl White in seEXHIBITOR CO-OP IS
Ine?" musical comedy version of
to be Sought by Equity
The picture will rial thrillers. He has also been a
;Ldle Snatchers."
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Daughand
his
"The
publisher
song
the
in
five its finishing touches
Hollywood Changes in operation
ter of Rosie O'Grady" was made FORMED; ALLIED IN TIE-UP?
made
be
and
department
iorial
of the Central Casting Bureau will
In
1919,
Pat
Rooney.
famous
by
diIt was
-ly for early release.
be insisted upon by Actors' Equity
In the Monte came to Hollywood and start{Continued from Page 1)
>|ed by Raymond Cannon.
Ass'n in any settlement negotiated,
Later,
he
comedies.
Fox
titling
ed
Carol,
were heard of organization work un- it is reported.
are" Walter Catlett, Sue
two-reel
comeco-directed
wrote and
Stuart, Dixie Lee, Ilka Chase,
way on the Iowa booking comater

Guild
the

who
actor-director,
dialogue, and Louis

t

—

IOWA

—

>

ik

der

Jed Prouty, Gordon dies. He left Fox to
bine, it was reported that the move
Farley and Laura where he wrote and also did some was the forerunner of a plan to
Dot
iklain,
ALLIANCES
Walter Catlett wrote the directing.
tie-up other units of Allied States R-K-0
[Llto'n.
*
*
*
Ass'n in a national combine. At that
ioRue.
We first met Spencer Gvrdon Ben- time, A. W. Nichols, former ParaHeels"
"Pointed
when he was directing serials at mount district manager, who was lin- WITH N. Y. INDEPENDENTS
net
for
Wray
?ay
ay Wray has been assigned the the old Pathe studio, 134 th St. and ing up exhibitors in this state, is re{Continued from Page 1)
Park Ave., New York. He had been ported to have conferred in Minne- in
inine lead in "Pointed Heels,
THE FILM DAILY, brought deproduc- an actor and stunt tnan before be- apolis with W. A. Steffes, seeking
4 Paramount all-dialogue
nial
from Hiram S. Brown, R-K-O
featuring William Powell under coming a director. He co-directed no participation of the Northwest ex- president,
ii
that any deal was pending.
Sutherland.
association
in
At that
less than 22 serials
Iction of A. Edward
hibitor unit in the combine.
Theaters
of the Century chain inthe dia- with George B. Seitz. His first di- time, Abram F. Myers, president of
a V. A. Weaver wrote
clude:
Helen
are
"Play
cast
on
rection on his own was
Others in the
lie.
Allied, declined comment on the rePatio, Kingsway, Albemarle, FarNeil Hamilton and Richard Ball," in 1925.
ie
ported participation of Allied in the ragut, Midwood, Rialto, Marine, Lin•Hce'ts" Gall agher.
move.
*
*
*
den. Avalon. Manor, Mavfair and
years,
for
16
practicing
law
Empress in Brooklyn; new SheepsFlorida
After
King Unit Going to
"Lifesaver,"
his love for pro- Relief Plan
Bay, Sheepshead Bay; Merrick
found
take
Lewis
head
Harry
will
King
Henry
•irector
and other duction too strong. He can now be
Says Exhibitor Official and Rialto in Jamaica; Queens, in
,e Yelez, Jean Hersholt
and con{Continued from Page 1)
Queens Village; Grove and Freeport.
rubers of the cast in "Out of the found pounding out dialogue
agreed in Freeport; Beacon, Pt. Washingplan
beadjustment
Before
the
acterizes
"
for
Paramount.
at
Sept.
tinuities
I ht
to Florida during
Blackstone, he to in New York by exhibitors and ton; and Huntington in Huntington;
I don scenes in his latest produc- coming a follower of
a farce, distributors. R. R. Biechele, head of theaters now are under construction
Queens,"
diaof
the
Pair
"A
wrote
Clarke Silvernail wrote
ts.
York
by the unit, was a member of the ex- at Tompsonhill and Rockville Centre.
which was presented in New
lie.
wrote
also
He
hibitor committee which worked on
Frazee.
Harry
late
the
Kyne Story in Production
to
and produced several vaudeville acts. the plan.
B'way Houses
"It will mean a great deal to every
ehearsals have started at Univer*
*
*
says. Friday Shows ; Others Stay
he
exhibitor,"
independent
"The Three Godfathers,'
{Continued from Page 1)
Our Passing Show. Frank Gill- "There are too many of the small
pled from Peter B. Kyne's westcane and book, walking
with
more,
The Rialto and
changes.
Saturday
something
directis
time
Wyler
it's
and
William
showmen, yet
story.
to the Hollywood Hotel; Sid GrauRivoli, being long run houses, the
if the independents are to
done
was
with Charles Bickford, Raymond
rtutn and his new cane; two Jacks
The sound situa- policy is elastic enough to permit
stay in business.
ton and Fred Kohler selected for
Warat
busy
Haskell—
and
any determined day.
Adolfi
tion certainly has stirred the indus- premieres on
cast. Tom Reed did the dialogue
Buzzell saying goodbye
no switch
Eddie
ners;
contemplates
future
Colony
The
bright
a
see
I
can
adaptation.
try, but
and the
present
to friends at Warners.
at
Saturday
now.''
from
ahead for every exhibitor
Capitol has made no decision.
>iumbia Song Writers Assigned
lack Gordon and Max Rich comIncrease
Operators
"Jade Box" in Production
at
.e the latest song-writing team
episode
ten
a
Houses U.A. Associate Producer
Box,"
"The Jade
assignment
at Ottawa
first
Their
umbia.
Loris William C. Menzies
serial featuring Louise
Ottawa— Operators and Clarence
be the creation of melodies for talking
in{Continued from Page 1)
gone
has
Perrin,
general
division
eastern
Robson,
>ng of Love," which will star raine and Jack
the Universal studio manager of Famous Players Canadi- terday through a typographical error.
production
at
to
le
Baker.
under the direction of Ray Taylor. an Corp., have made a new year's Menzies, who has headed the art diBaldwin to Write Dialogue
The story is an original by Fred contract covering the firm's houses vision of Joseph M. Schenck Enterhave prises for the last five years, will
"arl Baldwin, title writer, gag man Jackson.
here. An increase is declared to
Mscenarist for five years with
work in association with John W.
been granted.
Considine, Jr.
\1, has been signed by Pathe to do
Technicolor For Radio Pictures
logue for "Red Hot Rhythm."
at Kershaw
Back
Cook
Redecorating Vicksburg Houses
Radio has concluded an agreement
H. B. Cook is
Kershaw, S.
Miss.— Anthony Bruno,
Vicksburg,
bailee to Start End of Month"
with Technicolor whereby producHe
again operating the Kershaw.
program
decorator, is to re1929-30
chain
on
'roduction at the Radio studio
tions on the
time Saenger
operated this house prior to the
and Alamo
Saenger
the
ie
Vagabond Lover" starring will use the Technicolor process acdecorate
M.
by
the theater was taken over
dy Vallee and his orchestra is cording to Lee Marcus, vice presihere.
Belk.
eduled for the end of the month. dent.
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What
Warner Bros.
Promise —

EDWARD EVERETT HORTON
Based on the play
by William Grew.

and "the argyle gase" released in August
Three
more on the way now
BIGGER and BETTER!

—

o*,

,?/>>

ONE
IWTHOOT

ones "honky

—"the hottentot"

Warner Bros.
.v«r?

Deliver!

ALAN HALE
PATSY RUTH MILLER
EDNA MURPHY

"VlIAPHONE

Scenario by Robert Lord.

Directed by Archie Mayo.

i\}$0*"Vilaphone"

it

the registered trademark of the Vitaphone Corporation designating

COMING
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"SHOW OF SHOWS with an unprecedented galaxy of stars.
JOHN KAIIIt YMORE in his first Talking Picture-"General Crack"
—"GOLD DIGGERS OF BROADWAY — 100% NATURAL COLOR.
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Keep posted on production through
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Hollywood Wire Service
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Chicago

Great States Theatres,
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Chicago

&

Coston Circuit

«/EEN AND

Katz

Oriental Theatre

Finklestein

Sparkes Circuit

TO BE

Theatres.

Rubin

Circuit

Inc.

Midwestco Theatres
:

Saenger Circuit

red Uolle Fourth Avenue Amusement Co.'s
Theatres

For Quick

Publix Texas Theatres

Cooperative Booking
Offices

Detroit

Butterfield Circuit
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Wash.

Bur.
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of

Washington

ONTROL OE DENT CHAIN

— An insight into

tactics of the Lord's

Day

Alli-

reformers,
has come to light through protest of the Nat'l Ass'n Opposed
to Blue Laws which claims it
waited four days to see the
President while representatives
of the reform group merely
professional

ance,

ramount has arranged to assume
dete ownership of Dent Tlieaoperating around 70 theaters in
Publix-Saenger for some time
is.
owned a 50 per cent interest in
Dent chain.

walked

A

in.

CRISIS IN EQUITY

ROW TO COME

White House

T FINANCE DEALS CLOSED
tin.

ii

nice

to

list

appli-

369,350 additional shares

New York

on the

iiiiinoii

com-

recently
has made

deals

Paramount

1.

Stock

isnge.

ese deals are for 75 per cent of
onmion stoek of Kunsky TheaDetroit; the other 25 per cent

owned by

Balaban

&

Katz.
diary of Paramount; 50 per cent
he Dent Theaters, Dallas; the
50 per cent being owned by
mount; 100 per cent of preferred
and 90 per cent of the common
>
A stock of Saenger Theaters,
which operates theaters in the 11
thern states, with headquarters in
Nkv Orleans; 70 per cent of the
;k of Great States Theaters, which
!

Texas Unit Has Injunction

SHOP

Restraining Exaction
of Deposits

AT MEETING

Dallas

Friday pointed out
the Alliance secured its audience on the ground it merely
intended paying its respects
and then, during the audience,
attempted to interest Hoover
statement

PRAMOUNT STOCK ISSUE

Price 25 Cents

ARBITRATION IN TEXAS
WAITS HEARING ON WRIT

Those "Blues"

PRAMOUNT DEAL SET FOR

1929

11,

Bureau, THE
Hollywood Crisis in

West

Coast

shop

dispute

is

FILM DAILY
the

scheduled

when members

— No

attempt will be made

resume arbitration here until Aug.
Equity 26, it is understood, at which time

Saturday

to

there

will

be a hearing in

District

on the temporary injunction
association meet here to vote on com- secured by the Texas exhibitor unit,
promise proposals offered by pro- restraining exchanges from exacting
in a "model" Sunday for Washducers in settlement of the contro- deposits from members who refuse
ington.
versy, which has raged since June 5. to submit to arbitration or comply
Proposals to be voted upon by the with awards made.
The injunction was secured after
association are a 54-hour week and
of
Harry Crull
a proposal to have casts comprised two arbitration meetings were held,
Pollack Firm of 80 per cent of Equity members with exhibitors not members of the
Bratter
Harry W. Crull, until recently and 20 per cent of non-members.
state unit, serving on the board. The
managing directors of five Warnerstate association withdrew from arbiFabian houses at Newark and one at
Caused by tration in June.
night,

of

the

actors'

Court

Member

&

Jersey

City,

now

the

firm

of

!n

$3,000

junior partner
Bratter & Pollack,
is

Damage

Fire at Chi. T-S Branch

Grauman

Wiesner

and
Chicago Damage said to be about
with headquarters in New
believed
Wis. Circuit
in
latter firm, which recently sold nine $3,000 was caused by fire
Warner-Fabian caused by cross wires at the Tiffanyto
the
theaters
Milwaukee Circuit Theaters, Inc.,
No film was newly formed Wisconsin corporation
operates six houses Stahl exchange here.
still
interests,
confined
being
blaze
the
strucdestroyed,
and is building a $1,000,000
for the operation of theaters, has takposter
ture at Greenwich, Conn. Crull is to to the inspection room and
en over the Shorewood from O. L.
department.
manage all houses of the chain.
Gellerup and H. D. Werwath. Those
interested in Circuit Theaters include
Ftta Wiesner, J. S. Grauman, head
rates in the principal cities of
of Celebrated Players Film Corp., of
Wisconsin, and Arthur Strauss. The
nois, the other 30 per cent being
led by Balaban & Katz; 100 per
Hollywood.
company was recently incorporated
in
This is the day of secret confabs
t of the preferred and common of
with capitalization of 15 shares of
three,
of
committee
The producers, their front maintained by a
rthwest Theater Circuit (Finkelstock at $100 each.
the
are meeting with representatives of Equity. From it all,
n & Ruben), operating theaters in
inesota, North and South Dakota insiders believe will come a settlement of the long-standing and aggraK. Gets Another
B.
Wisconsin; and 50 per cent of vating Equity shop situation. It is to be hoped for. The weather is too
Luxe House
Chicago
stock of Columbia Broadcasting
for scraps ....
pleasant
& Katz have
Balaban
Chicago
item.
Theater concentra- taken over the North Center, de luxe
significant note on the trend of the times
500,000 Annual Increase
maintain neighborhood house, from the Amertions all over the land make it no longer necessary for Fox to
The
ican Bond & Mortgage Co.
Net Forecast by Kohn
go.
district managers. So out they
is to
is dark for a week and
house
Acquisitions to be made with the
Denials and non-committals meet reports that Allied and
reopen with a new policy and new
v issuance of Paramount stock
Photophone are bending heads over a cooperative equipment deal. The personnel.
Last week, B. & K.
add minimum profit of $2,500,of
guarantee
subsidiary, Lubliner &
in
a
ties
its
through
it is persistent
in
consoli- rest of the yarn— and

—
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year of the
ion, with "a reasonable expectancy
tt
this increase in profit will bene greater in subsequent years,''
dares Ralph A. Kohn, Paramount
the

I

first

asurer.

1

»mb Wrecks Lobby of
San Antonio Theater
San Antonio
liars
's

—

Several

thousand

damage was caused

theater here
{Continued

by
on

a

product. ...

Now
in

"Fabian Theaters, Under Direction of Warner Brothers

it is

won't take long before the institutional adverWarner Brothers Theater"

Northern Jersey.

"A

tising reads a

, '

Trinz, took over the Berwyn at Berwyn, formerly the Parthenon, operated by Gregory

Tuesday For once
ducer and Equity moguls are

Secrecy
Hollywood remains

at least,

:

MACK

SENNETT'S
Comedy

— Advt.

Bernasek.

New Long Term

Contract
Signed by George Bancroft

George Bancroft has signed a new
Both pro- long term contract with Paramount.
on the pros and The star now is working on Tne

quiet.

''

stiller

than death

itself

Mighty"

(Continued on Page 10)
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Aug.

15

Opening of "The Hollywood R
vue" at the Astor. N. Y.
Opening of "Fast Life" at the Cer

(

of "Greater Movie Sea
son" sponsored by Fox Wes
Coast at Coast Houses.

4
5

Aug. 16

of "The Dance of Life'U
at the Rivoli, N. Y.
Opening of "Hallelujah" at th'

10
10

Aug. 20

11
12
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Aug. 19-20

Oct.

at St. Louis.
First issue of
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9
8
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GIRL OVERBOARD
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MIDNIGHT DADDIES
NEW ORLEANS
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8
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Metrotoni
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HONEYMOON
HUNGARIAN RHAPSODY
MAN AND THE MOMENT
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(sound).

Meeting of S.M.P.E. at Toronto.
Meeting of North Carolina eiq
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Dec. 9-10
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COLLEGE LOVE
EXALTED FLAPPER
FLYING MARINE
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THAT'S THAT, by Phil M. Daly
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Theatei
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lobby Friday.
Three sets
double doors
were blowil

the

in

9

of

from

their
hinges,
and
ceiling and floor of

wall,

draperies
the lobbii

damaged.

French Talkers to Be

Production
Made at Alliance Studio Head of Photocolor Corp. Earlier Sunday Openings
London — Julius Hagen, managing
Favored at New Britair
Ralph Meyerson, veteran producdirector of Twickenham Film studio tion executive, has joined
New Britain, Conn. — Theater;,
Photocolor
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Fox Operetta Set

for L. A.

West

Rebuild at Mansfield

—

Soldiers'

and

Sailors'

Hollywood
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—

THE FILM

wood," will
Carthay Circle August

Jamestown, N. D. A.
remodeling the Ruby

J.

at

Withell

here.

1540

B'WAY

i;

the original operetta written for Fo.\
Tin
Movietone by Oscar Straus.
picture was directed by Marcel Silver
and features J. Harold Murray ant
Norma Terris.
1
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Leterman
& Gates
INCORPORATED

N.Y.C.
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This

27.

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE
Stebbins,

the

DAIL\.
Holly-

"Married in
have its premiere

Me-

Jamestown House Remodeled
is

Bureau,

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

tion.

New

Coast

Let Us Solve Your Problems

for Fox.

Min-j

petitioned

Ireland

to

morial Building have approved plans
designed to finance the reconstruc-

Exposition

in

Chain Adds to Holdings

opening on Sunday.

had

change.

—

Mansfield, O. The Madison, destroyed last spring by fire, is to be
rebuilt.
Trustees of the Madison

85

now under way

for earlier

—

Oct. 2 has been set aside as M. P.
Day at the Bankers' Industrial Ex-

York.

A. Lynch.

Cleveland— About $100,000 will be
London
Eric Hakim, managing
spent to renovate and redecorate the
Hippodrome. This will include new director of Electric Cinema, has purseats, new drapes and carpets and chased the Opera House, Cheltennew marquees at both the Euclid ham. Recently the company secured
Ave. and the Prospect Ave. entranc- the Plough Hotel there and intends
es.
In addition it is planned to en- using the site for another house
close the auditorium so as to ex- Western Electric equipment is to be
clude all noises from the foyer. Al- installed in eight of the company's
terations will be made between clos- houses.
ing time of one performance and the
following opening time so as not to
Remodeling 2 at Springfield
interfere with the program. The Hippodrome is the largest theater in
Springfield,
Mass. Fox-Poli has
Cleveland having 4,500 seats on the closed the Palace here for remodelmain floor and two balconies.
It will reopen about the end of
ing.
Interstate Theater Corp.,
August.
also has darkened the Capitol for
Borzage En Route
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY about $50,000 worth of improvements.
Hollywood
Frank Borzage will Louis Labine is new manager of the
leave Hollywood Monday with a latter house.

McCormack

PRICE QUOTED

Day

S.

be permitted to open at 4:00 instead of 7:00 P. M. at present if th<|
council here adopts recommendatior
to that effect by the ordinance com-;
mittee.
Theater owners three times!
previously had been denied request*!
will

isters

staff

198
.

and

where he will direct the first
ing and singing production

OVER THE COUNTER
Roxy

the Alliance studio.

—

9434

.

at

$100,000 Remodeling Planned

2,100
31

Trans-Lux

Univ.

7,400
100

.

Fox Thea. "A"
Griffith, D. W.
Intern. Pro]

200

300

5%

Acoustic Prod.

Hugon of Paris Corp. as production manager at its
make two French talkers at the studios at Irvington-on-the-Hudson.
Alliance studio.
The first French He has been in the industry since
sound picture will be "The Three 1914, during which time he has been
Masks."
New Era Films will soon associated with a number of firms
produce the "Co-optimists," a talker including Triangle, M-G-M, Pathe
to

2,400

8M

8

18
35 ]/2

50

%

Is

has closed with M.

Sales
7,500
2,700

191
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32^
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AND
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M. Daly,

Phil

PHIL M. DALY

A NOTHER
J,ONDON

informs

dispatch

-**> Goldberg

us

registered unemployment in
Britain totals 1,136,700.
sre in the United States we have
2,000 unemployed right in the
it
n business.
But they are holddown swivel chair jobs. That's
makes it tough for guys like
and us to cop some of the easy
that

to

is

(Columbia)
from the Co-

Joe

New York

Joe's a licensed

he was division sales manager at the Coast,
he maintained contact with the six officers under his
jurisdiction via airplane
Columbia received a strong addition to- its formidable sales force, when it signed up Ben Rosenberg, veteran Coast executive.
Ben will handle sales to theater
chains throughout the country.
He adds to Goldberg's
line-Up, which includes Cecil Maberry, Jack Bellman,
Joe McConville, Abe Montague and Jack Tillman
Louis Cohen has been doing such a fine job of buying, selling and consolidating Universal theaters, that
"Uncle Carl" has made him chief generalissimo of the

fh.

*

*

enthusiast

who hopped

Jr.

When

pilot.

:

*

aviation

Digest of
Current Opinion

lumbia sales convention on the Coast.

it

Theme Song
/ declare

/

A

with

THAT
,

.'

Ina Claire
'ill pack 'em to the roof
m you book her picture
nd (hut's the Awful Truth.
!

*

*

*

Cohen's been in show business since the early
days of S. A. Lynch's activities, then went with Publix
and later West Coast.
Knows the theater operatinggame backwards, so should click in his new job
Teddy Pitts of the managerial staff of the Noo Yawk
Capitol, is doing the w.k. vacation stuff at Manhattan
Beach
Howard Estabrook, who did scenario of "The Four
Feathers," now playing the Criterion, made his first New
York stage appearance on the boards of that house, with
William Collier in "The Dictator."
Henry llerbel. Universal branch manager at Chicago, is a proud daddy. It's a boy
Ruby Rubenstein of the Ruby Camera Exchange,
nearly was rich when he received a cashier's check f. r
$210,000. But it was the bank's mistake, the right amount
being $210, payment from Tvvick Films at Twickenham,
England. Anyway, he knows the thrill of thinking you
have a lot of jack
circuit.

The Love Chase
Chase, the self-appointed
is writing a book on sex.
understand it tells about a young
Canon
le on their honeymoon.
He sticks
se acts as chaperone.
inon

censor,

groom

in

Frigidaire

a

then

and

the

first

down

to talk
als with t he blushing bride. Just
the Bishop walks in. sizes up
"Cansituation quickly, and sez
ou're wanted on the telephone.
t

sits

:

At this point the
se yourself."
mi, now changed into an icicle,
out of the Frig'daire. He freezes
oth the Bishop and Canon, then
dushing bride turns to the groom
melts him, and Well, write your

—

ending.

A Miracle
Eighth Avenue theater had a
out front advertising a current
"They Talk Like
alker, reading:
nan Beings."
It looks as if those
ty word!
ond engineers have succeeded after
n

*

*

44 One

*

all-talking, all-color beautifully

Mur-Ad

*

living before

..us

on

a

photographed picture

large three-dimensional screen.

The day is not far off, and with it soon
come the supreme and inevita- -ble

I?"

development

—

television.

after

it,

will

*T

WILLIAM LE BARON.

*

*

to Aid
Small Exhibitors Widespread

TN my
*

IS

the sales managers
the profits for their
companies come at the tail end of
their bookings.
That is to say,
they get their costs of product:on, and in some cases, costs
of distribution, from
he big accounts key runs, big circuits,
and secondary circuits. They are
not anywhere if they stop here,
hence they want some plan to
keep open as wide a market as it
is possible
to have.
S. G. Howell in "Motion
Picture Journal," Dallas

—

Fixed Rates of Percentage

Held

IT

DRESSED
EXECUTIVE
IN

Difficult to Specify
is impossible for anyone

THE

IN-

DUSTRY?
OUR GUESS
IS

No.12

Industry Statistics
By

JAMES

P.

Statistical Editor

U. S. distributors operate 600 exchanges in 46 important cities to sell
grossing $200,000 000
their product
yearly in film rentals. Theaters use
an average of 175 features and 350
shorts yearly. Total features released
n 13 years, to 1928, about 10,500
Distributors donated 23,000 pictures

producer for film rental would
be about the proper proportion if
the house is to continue in business.

H. A. Cole, President,
M. P. T. O. of Texas
*

*

Sound Chaos Seen Means

of

Returning Sales to the Fall
chaos created by sound
will have one beneficial re-

THE

It

will

move

the

selling

season back to the fall, where it
If the competitive race
belongs.
amon£ the producers for an early
sales "tart had continued, the exhibitors would eventually have
been buying product a couple of
years in advance of release.

NoJ2

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

CVNNINGHAM
Tht Film Daily
versies between distributors and exhibitors involved $4,270,000 in 15,000
trade disputes yearly, handled by arbitration boards, which disposed of
50,006 controversies, totaling $11,230,000 in five years.

Will the actors' strike affect picis being asked along Broadway?

tures

*

*

*

!

N.

H. Gordon and

Laboratories process 1,500,000,000 merge theater holdings
to shut-ins at various
In 1923, 700,- land.
yearly.
year, giving film entertainment to feet of film
processed.
ivere
feet
000,000
Contro175,000 inmates every week.
institutions last

waiter wanger

in

business to set a certain
figure of percentages and compel every exhibitor to abide by
them.
There are houses that
can afford to play pictures on
the basis- of a 50-50 split of the
gross, but th^re are others where
a 15 per cent of the gross to the
this

Duvid Barrist in
"The Exhibitor," Philadelphia

Who ?

THE SARTORIAL
EXPERT
AND BEST

the

New York

in

Some of
realize that

Oh, yeah!"

WHO

conservations with

managers

I
found a pretty general understanding that something would
have to be done for the small
situations if they are to last.

Famous Film Conversations

Who's

sales

sult.

When am

bite.

much

does not need

imagination to visualize
the power and tremendous attractiveness of an

you pay a big price for a special
and your best patrons
:alker,
"When are
k out on it and ask:
going to show a REAL picture?"
e nonchahnt. Light a Murad and
"I'll

Found Understanding

*

d

ly:

Timely Topics

W. P. Gray
New Eng-

in

fS^S

DAILY

Sunday, August

11,

192

Coast Wire Service

Week's Headlines

Warners

Make

to

Shorts on Coast

Monday
Settlement

Equity

of

shop

dispute

declared

near.
States
Allied

Ass'n reported seeking cooperative buying of RCA-Photophone equippictures unments, with delivery of
derwritten.
Indiana unit of Allied considering C. C.
Pettijohn's suggestion that organization resume arbitration; Pettijohn expresses faith

RKO

"Phantom" Dialogue Under Way

VITAPHONE SHORTS TO BE

MADE

IN

A

from "Lots

EAST AND WEST

in arbitration.

By

Tuesday

Production of Vitaphone shorts

Secrecy shrouds producer- Equity meetings on

to be

Coast.
Louis B. Mayer declines diplomatic post for
business reasons.
Bor.ton union seeks to blacklist films of stars
v ho have signed standard contracts.
R-K-O reported closing deal for Schwartz
circuit

in

Greater

Twenty talkers, 16
of World Wide.

New

silents

at the

Warner

Bryan Foy, who has been

in

charge

York.
on 19.29-30 program

schedule here set and then return to
New York.

Casts composed 80 per cent of Equity members and 20 per cent non-members proposed

Kenton

compromise settlement.

for

"Song

of

Love"

Erie C. Kenton has been assigned
to direct the Columbia production
"Song of Love" which will introduce

unit plans injunction proceedings to
restrain enfoicement of awards on wdiich
non-member exhibitors served.
Louis Cohen named general manager of Universal theater chain.

Texas

Belle

Baker

place

at

Friday

making alliances with
tie-up with 26
independents
announced.
chain
A. H. Schwartz
Equity members to vote Saturday on compromise settlement offered by producers.
;

Saturday
Arbitration in Texas waits hearing on writ;
unit has injunction restraining exaction of
deposits.

Paramount deal set for control of Dent chain.
Paramount stock issue to finance deals closed.
Crisis in Equity Shop row to come at meeting.

built

LEE GARMES

a

—

Director

calls

*

From

*

*

M-G-M

for

1

Tay

First

National

Vitaphone..

AVAILABLE IN
SEPTEMBER

has
been the progress of William Consel-

Leaving the

Photography and

of

Lighting

press agent to supervisor

publicity

Bill

.-•>.-•>-•-« "•-•-.«--•-••.*>.-*-.

so successful that he

was assigned to other pictures, the
director.
In the cast are Robert Arm- most prominent being "La Boheme."
strong,
Gleason,
Patricia Fox signed him on a contract to
James
Csron, Zasu Pitts, Paul Hurst and write continuities, titles and comedy
Frank Hagney.
construction. His work in connection
with "Sunrise" led to his advancement
He also
Benny Rubin to Direct
to the post of supervisor.
has been completed by

Iowa

Middle West.
Radio-Keith-Orpheum

and

for
herself.
However, the
from the studios were too insistent, so she was pleased to turn
over the court and pool to friends.
She is playing an important role in
"The Sacred Flame," at Warners.

tennis

titles for
"Oh Yeah!" Completed
The Pathe production "Oh Yeah!" His titles were

THE

;

Malibu

was assigned to write
"An Exchange of Wives."

Five thousand two hundred fifty-one theaters
films, survey
of nation wired for sound
FILM DAILY shows.
completed by
80-20
cast arrangeFifty-four hour week and
ment on Coast proposed by producers in
dispute;
Equity
settlement
of
offer
of
Equity maps penalties for signers of standard contracts.
exhibitors form co-operative association,
with E. P. Smith, president of state unit,
Vss'n,
Allied States A:
as general manager
previously reported as planning co-op along
similar lines.
Fox takes over 13 Libson-Harris theaters in

recently bought a beach

swimming pool and tennis court. She
had planned much swimming and

department,

Thursday

New York

Hollywood

LI LA LEE

man.

to the screen.

Laemmle and Frank McCormick.

RALPH W1LK

is

studio

of short production at the Brooklyn
studio, is en route to the Coast. Short
subject production also is to be continued at the Brooklyn plant, and it
is
expected that Foy w.ll get the

Wednesday
as

resumed

Dialogue sequences for the Uni
versal production, "The Phantom o
the Opera" are progressing at th
studio
under
direction
of
Erns

Little

Garnett,

THE

Doorway

of Hospitality

Benny Rubin, comedian, who

re- wrote original stories of "Dressed to
completed a part in "Mari- Kill," "The Gay Retreat" and "The
anne" featuring Marion Davis for M- High School Hero." In addition, he
G-M will direct and star in "The finds time to devote attention to the
General," two reel musical short.
two comic strips, "Ella Cinders" and
"Good Time Guy," of which he is

cently

"Red Hot Rhythm" Started
the author.
*
*
*
Leo McCarey has started the direction of "Red Hot Rhythm" featuring
Harry Wardell, a familiar figure
Abn Hale for Pathe. In the cast are at Warners, who has been associated
Walter O'Keefe, Kathryn Crawford, with Al Jolson for 16 years, dotes
Iika
Chase and en kosher cooking. On a recent visit
Josephine Dunn,
Anita Garvin.
to Mexico City, he could not locate a
Jewish restaurant, so he went to the
Starts "The Dark Swan"
As he passed each
public market.
William

Unique Installation of
Sound at Sing Sing
De Forest Phonofilm is installing
a sound system in Sing Sing Prison,
Ossining, N. Y.
The prison has
1,800 earphones for its central radio
set, and the sound reproducing equipment will be tied in with these, so
that prisoners from the cells can
hear dialogue and music of sound
films

shown.

Beaudine,
director
has stall, he cried, in Yiddish, hoping to
shooting
on
"The Dark be heard by a Jew. At the last stall,
Swan" from the novel by Ernest a Jewish voice responded and
Pascal at the Burbank studio.
Lois Harry located a kosher restaurant.
Wilson and H. B. Warner have the
Harry's experience reminds the
leads.
writer of a stranger who was visiting
Cast for "Golden Dawn"
Dayton, O. Seeking a Jewish restaurTaylor have ant he was informed there were none
Sojin and Charlie
been added to cast of "Golden Dawn" in Dayton, but that he could get a
starring Walter Woolf in an all color good meal at the Y. M. C. A.
started

—

version
of
Arthur Hammerstein's
operatic play for Warners.

"A Song of Kentucky"
Edward Davis has been assigned
Mont- a part in "A Song of Kentucky," the
gomery's newest theater, now under Fox talker formerly known as "The
Montgomery and Meal Ticket." Lew Seiler is directconstruction
at
Molton Sts. The palatial structure ing.
was to have been called The Hoxey,
in honor of Hoxey C. Farley, director
Davis for

New Montgomery House Named

Montgomery,
mount will be

—

Ala.
The
the name of

Para-

He,
the local Publix theaters.
however, declined the honor and suggested the name Paramount.

I/NTER the doorway

which marks the difference between tks
Hollywood Plaxa and ordinary hotels.
Your room, too, has that added touch
of distinction. Pictures on the wall,
stuffed furniture, a floor lamp and reading
lamp . . . these are but a few of the feature!
that make you feel at home.

ow

HARVEY GATES
Writer

Plg'n Whistle Dining Service Insures the
best of food. Therefore, when you are nessi
in Los Angeles be sure to Investigate.

WARNER BROTHERS

THE HOLLYWOOD

of

Orlando House Being Remodeled

—

Orlando, Fla. The Phillips here
undergoing remodeling.

is

Writing Dialogue for
Harold Lloyd's

"Welcome Danger"

tt

popular hostelry and you feel at hoaM>
There'* an atmosphere of cordial welcoaat
tb.lt

"Hearts

in

Exile"

HOTEL
Vine Street

at

Hollywood Boulevard

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

THE
fipday,

August

11,

1929

NEW DEVELOPMENTS

SOUND

IN

THE FAST GROWING
FIELD OF SYNCHRONIZATION

By

Suggestions

Made

by

CHARLES

Sound

iSound, sensible advice on the optMtion of sound equipment is con-

Mieer for

house

Ikratus and spoil the synchronism
ting set up for the subject.

turntable coasts about four
the power is shut off.
ever remove turntable record clamp,
put it on, while turntable is revolvSet up record on turntable as
g.
town in adjacent illustration.

The

—

Sound

installations

Columbia Phonograph Co., has
opened a Hollywood branch with
Archie Josephson in charge of sahs,
states D. S. Rockwell, head of the
from going to larger cities where firm's
sound-on-disc division.
Cosound is installed. Recent w.rings in- lumbia now
is specializing in its new
clude the Pastime, Horicon; Majesprocess record, he says.
This is
tic, New Holstein; Temple, Yiroqua;
claimed to introduce new playing
Mermac, West Bend and Columbus qualities in a smooth
silent surface.
Community Club, Green Bay. Con- The record is made by the laminated

rgan of that circuit.
Never attempt to stop or slow up a
[fojector equipped for disc reproducturntable,
er! by holding on to the
his may cause damage to the ap-

tins

WIRING OF THEATERS
continue at a rapid pace in Wisconsin.
Small cities are rapidly falling
m line in order to keep their patrons

Fox West Coast Theaters,

reprinted from "Noiv,"

NOW

AVAILABLE

SHOWMEN RUSH

Milwaukee

mined in this latest article prepared
llr
R. H. McCullough, sound en-

VICES ARE

HYNES

WIS.

Expert on Operating System

nd

F.

ON EQUIPMENT
AND VARIOUS DE-

TIPS

Proper method of setting
record

after

on

up

turntable

Ten Sets
for Buenos Aires Houses

Pacent

Sells

templated installations include the
Trags, Neillsville, recently taken over
by J. P. Atller of Marshfield and
\\'aup;Lca; Crescent at Shawano and
tiie Neenah at Neenah, which will be
ipened by L. K. Brin some time in
September.
This house has been

process, said to concentrate on the
playing surface, shellac and other materials contributing to playing qualities.

The new substance used in the
core of the record is claimed by Columbia to reduce breakage possibiliclosed since May and will be re- ties to a minimum. Upon either side
modeled.
of the core is pressed a sheet of especially prepared paper, coated with
gum.
Before this gum is dry a
38 Amplitone
in
sprinkler deposits the shellac and
other ingredients upon the gummed
surface of the paper, concentrating
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
the surface materials on the surface
Washington Thirty-eight installa- of the record. The sheets of paper,
tii ns
of Royal Amplitone equipment it is stated, prevent the fibrous ma-

Hold record with both hands and
Pacent Reproducer Corp., has reon turntable so that starting ceived an order for ten reproducing
it
Houses
now is at about the place where systems for Buenos Aires and has
eedlc comes. Wipe off record light- sold other machines to New Zealand
Washington Trade Zone
with cleaner provided.
and China.
Company engineers are
Pick up forward end of reproducer at work on installations in England,
nit
with left hand, holding record Germany and Italy. Installations are
nd turntable with right hand and to be made soon at Mexico City and have
been made in this territory, terials, mixed throughout the "solid
>wer needle down gently into start- Buenos Aires.
claims the Liberty Film Exchange, stock" record and contained in what
lg groove.
distributor of the equipment. Ampli- becomes the core of the laminated
Pacent Wires N. Y. House
Do not push point of needle into
tone is both a disc and sound on film record, from working to the surface
The Times, Eighth Ave. at 42nd reproducer.
rcove by sliding it sideways across
to cause surface noises.
[y

•

—

ncut record surface, but lower it
traight down and make sure the
eedle is in the groove.
When it is in place rest fingers
ghtly on top of reproducer and
ently press it towards each side, to
itke sure the needle is in the groove.

New York, has installed a Pacent
Reproducer.
The installation was
made under supervision of Warren
St.,

Scanlon, chief service engineer.

To Wire Moon
Yankton,

D.

at

— The

Yankton

Moon

here is
to be wired, the second house of the
city to switch to a sound policy.
S.

Installations completed are Broadhere; Walbrook,
Harford, Schanze, Patterson, Rialto,
Goldfield, Star, New Lincoln, Royal,

way and Dumbarton

Waverly and Eureka, Baltimore; and
the following others in Maryland
State. Westminister; San Toy, Lonaconing;

Movie-Phone Offices are
Opened on West Coast
THE FILM DAILY
Goetz-Moviephone
Corp., manufacturer and distributor
of Goetz Movie-Phone, has opened
offices here at San Francisco and at
H. J. Werner, formerly
Spokane.
of the Robert Morton Organ Co.,
West

Coast

Bureau,

Los Angeles

—

Argone, Bel Air; Strand,
Auditorium,
Onancock;
>vei mechanism by handwheel until
Riverside, Port Deposit; New ArWiring at Indianola
cade, Crisfield; New Lyceum, Ches[irritable and record have rolled about
lalf a turn.
See that needle tracks
Indianola, Neb.
Sound equipment tertown; Marva, Pocomoke City. In
Virginia the installations are Lyric, heads the local branch.
iroperly on record.
is being installed
at the New Star
Blacksburg;
Broadway, Hopewell;
by William Pland.
Fuses
Wayne, Waynesboro; Rialto, VictorCasanave with Oliver Firm
Keeping a supply of extra fuses Sound for Kennebec, S. D., House ia; Columbia, Bristol; Murphy O. H.,
Casanave
Cleveland Edward P.
>n hand at all times is an imperative
Kennebec, S. D. Phil Casey is Front Royal; Liberty, Bedford; New has closed his local Movie-Phone ofOpera
Fredericksburg;
eature. When a fuse blows and you installing sound equipment in
the Colonial,
'eplace it, be sure to throw the blown Rex here, which is dark.
House, Leesburg; New, Lexington; fice in the Film Building, discontinuus_- away.
Playhouse, Crewe; Strand, Norfolk; ed his connection with Movie-Phone
If the blown fuse is not
with the
discarded, it will get mixed up with
Farmville. Corp., and is now associated
Bijou, Richmond; Eaco
Sound at Middletown, O.
in the sale
Manufacturing
Co.
Oliver
Others are Masonic, Hinton, W. Va.,
?ood fuses and when you need a fuse
Middletown, O. Theadore Chifos
of the Oliver Reproducer.
n a hurry you will more than likely
and Ritz, Elizabethton, Tenn..
The
the
Sorg.
has installed sound in
jick up the blown fuse, which will
completed within

Put record clamp over center pin

•f

turntable but not too heavily.

Turn

Dundalk;

—

—

—

—

:ause considerable delay.

Signal

Code

new Strand, to be
three months, will have sound equipment.

When communicating

with the proby means of the telephone
-et it will be found handy to use the
buzzer to increase and decrease the
volume. The following is the standard
code we desire you to use: One buzz,
fader up one step; two buzzes, fader
down one step; three buzzes, answer
over telephone.
(To Be Continued)

Franklin,

—

equipment has been installed
Morse.

W.

E.

Equipment

at

Taylor,

the

Tex.

Western Electric
Tex.
reproducing equipment has

Taylor,

sound

—

at

been installed at the Howard.

— Bert

Rosenberg has returned to Chicago to head the local
Chicago

Champion Device for Morse
Mass. Champion sound

jectionist

Rosenberg Heads Chicago Branch

W.

E. Wires Charleston

Charleston,

S.

C.

House

—Western

Elec-

sound equipment has been installed at the Glory here, operated by
office for General Talking Pictures. Albert Santile, president of the PasCorp. This office will hereafter func- time Amusement Co.
tion as a branch unit of the parent
company in New York and will have
Leeves with RCA-Photophone
jurisdiction over southern Ohio, West
Dallas— E. C. Leeves, former
Virginia, Kentucky, Indiana, Illinois,
manager here for Dallas, is
Nebraska,
branch
Missouri, Kansas, Iowa,
Wisconsin, Minnesota, North Dakota to handle sales of RCA-Photophone
in the Southwest.
and South Dakota.
tric

I

BIGl
1

NO
direct

BATTERIES
from 110

volt

60

Amplification
cycle

A C

is

source

without batteries of any kind.

',

I

1

DOUBLE CHANNEL AMPLIFICATION
tion

in

Sound

Prevents interrup-

Programs.

EVEN SOUND DISTRIBUTION
Through use of

latest type electro-dynamic

speakers.

MECHANICAL GEAR DRIVE
Assures Perfect Synchronization of

all

Pro-

grams*

NEW

TYPE PICKUP

perfect tracking of all

ki

u o
N D

increased frequency coverage.

9

CONSTANT PITCH
by constant speed

Assured

motors driving
tables at absolutely uniform speed.

I

Service throughout the

« s
I

Gives
records and

PARAMOUNT
J

FIRST

NATIONAL

turn-

World assured by these leading Producers:

WARNER

BROS.

UNITED ARTISTS

M-G-M
COLUMBIA

VITAPHONE
UNIVERSAL

FEATURES
— -FOR THE

EXHIBITOR
as $150 down gives the small theatre
the finest synchronized sound! .
Pacent, in the
new Junior Models, offers houses under 500 seats
quality and performance that have been proved
by over 600 theatres using the large Pacent
machines. . . Forty weeks to pay, if you wish.
.
Weekly payments as low as $30. . . And once
you have paid for your Pacent machine you own it.
There are no compulsory weekly service charges,
no lease, no heavy overhead or costly operation.
All Pacent Reproducer Systems are backed by a
nation-wide service organization made up of

As

little

.

.

men who know our equipment and who know
how to make it most profitable for the exhibitor.

TYPE 500 D

DA

disc $1,500

SYNCHRONOUS
TYPE 500

FDA

SYNCHRONOUS

D

j

sc

on

^J

Film

S<>UnC|

$2,500

FOR LARGER HOUSES
TYPE 4 M D A
TYPE 2 M D A
Synchronous Disc
Synchronous
nchronous Disc
j.^ -*\*\
j.*%
m*\
2000
to 4000 seats
tyJLfSVU
up to

Wffiffi2ffii%

wmm

2000

seats

^PSMM^W$$J/W?M%M0'

T

ACENT REPRODUCER CORP.
Sales

W

|to cr\f\
q>0/D

andServke Representatives

in principal Film

Centers

in

FILM CENTER BUILDING

NEW YORK,

the United States and

Canada
0^4. '''''

N. Y.

THE

2£k

DAILV

Al Jolson in

"Say

It

With Songs"

Davey Lee
(All-Talker Version)
Length: 8324
Warners

"The Hungarian
Rhapsody"

with George Lewis, Dorothy Gulliver

(Synchronized)

(All-Talker Version)

xoith

Paramount

"College Love"

Length: 6165

ft.

Universal

SYNCHRONIZED

FINE

ft.

Sunday, August

ft.

USUAL

PLEASE.

1929

"Hardboiled Rose.>»

Length: 6864

WILL

11,

with

Myrna Loy, William Collier,
(Silent Version)

Warners

Length: 4875

J\

ft.

AN AVERAGE ATTRACTION

JOLSON AND DAVEY LEE SCORE AIDS THIS GREATLY. STORY OF COLLEGE LIFE MELODRAMA
HAS FAR
PUT THIS IN BIG MONEY WELL ACTED AND DIRECTED WITH SNAP AND
PEP. GEARED FETCHED
STORY THAT
CLASS. STORY MAWKISH AND
BUT SLOW MOVING. B.O. AP- FOR POPULAR APPEAL.
OVER SENTIMENTAL.
TURNS PRETTY WILD. BUR- I
Comedy with a very slight dash DENED WITH TITLES.
Comedy-drama. Al Jolson and the PEAL DOUBTFUL.
Jolson personality, seven songs and
more than enough right

Davey Lee

—

there to slide "Say It With Songs"
It can't
over as a box-office wow.
miss and yet, as a picture, Jolson's
latest

indifferent

is

It

stuff.

is

re-

lentlessly sentimental, but unquestionably big commercially. Jolson is
a radio singer who knocks his supposed pal for a loop in a fight over
Al's wife, charmingly played by Marprison term results; then
ian Nixon.
ccmes freedom (in a remarkably short
order it seems). The boy is injured
and the rest of the picture deals with
Jolson's efforts to return the child to
health which he does. The clinch is
Much: comedy has been
inevitable.
injected and here Jolson is splendid
When he turns dramatic, the results
But the
leave much to be desired.
combination of Jolson and the wonder
of little Davey Lee are enough.
Cast: Al Jolson, Davey Lee, Marian Nixon,
Holmes Herbert, Fred Kohler, John Bowers,
Kenneth Thomson.
Director, Lloyd Bacon; Authors, Darryl
Scenarist,
Francis Zanuck, Harvey Gates

A

;

Joseph Jackson

Not

listed

;

Dialoguer, the same

;

Editor,

Cameraman, Lee Garmes.

;

Direction,

Photography, up

box-office.

Beautiful pictorially and mechanicalUfa picture, produced by Eric
Pommer, is handicapped by a trite
story, too long in the telling.
There
are a number of quaint sequences, introducing customs of Hungary prior
to the war, and the acting is very
real job has been made
i,ood.
i_t
tne synchronization which does a
great deal to carry the picture. The
story concerns the love of an imly, this

A

snuff.

Love''

is

the

which

the

hero,
like
all
well-constituted
heroes, wins the football game with

minute or two to go.

a

has

ture

loads

and

jazz,

a

atirosphere that do
entertaining

and

to

He

enough.

this

give

will

never

fiothy,

The

pic-

In the South, the honor of the famis
traditional.
Therefore, when
g?mbling debts grow so weighty that
ily

suicide

the only

is

Martindel,

who

way

plays

Edward

out,

the

Southern

youth,

of

breezy

get the banal story.

plenty of gentlemen, runs true
to form.
His
and wholesome daughter, Myrna Loy,
learns her

much to make it sweetheart has assumed guilt
of
make you for- stolen bonds to cover up her

the

dad

For flapper trade and determines to straighten
out the
is
It
mess. So into the gambling den she
weighty and
light goes, plays and, through a not parsatisfaction.

George Lewis's personality ticularly well developed series of circumstances, gains possession of the
more than enough for the part he said
bonds, clears her lover and into
rushing to the suite, although it plays. Nobody is called
upon to dis- the garden they go for the final
compromises her. He then renounces
play histrionics; this isn't one of those clinch.
The story slides over many
Lil
the army to marry the girl.
As a matter of fact, it implausibilities which you are asked
Dagover carries most of the acting pictures.
to accept without question. That isu't
honors and Willy Fritz is good; Dita would appear the entire cast had a
so easy. We incidentally counted 118
lot of good fun making it.
Parlo hasn't much to do, but is atCast: George Lewis, Eddie Phillips, Dor- subtitles and then gave it up.
tractive and capable.

vamped by

is

However, the

girl

the general's wife
saves the day by

Lil
Dagover,
Dita Parlo, Willy
Cast:
IFritsch, Fritz Greiner, Gisella Bathory, Erich

Kaiser-Tietz, Leopold Kramer.
Author, Hans
Director, Hanns Schwarz
Scenarists, Hans Szekely and Fred
Szekely
Editor
and
Titler,
IMajo
Julian Johnson
Cameraman, Carl Hoffmann.
Photography, excellent.
Direction, fine.
;

;

Mary

"Honeymoon"
with Polly Moran, Harry Gribbon
and Flash
Length: 4832 ft.
M-G-M

"College

usual, obvious college yarn in

poverished count for a peasant girl.
Pride forbids him to work, and he
is too poor to marry the girl in his
position as an officer in the Hussars.

;

to

drama.

of

is

othy Gulliver, Churchill Ross,

son,

Hayden

Steven-

Getchell.

Kent, Richard
Robinson.

Cahoon

:

Cameraman, George

Photography,

Direction, pleasing.

Myrna Loy, William Collier, Jr.,
Beaumont, Gladys Brockwell. Edward
Martindel, John Miljan, Ralph Emerson.
Director, F. Harmon Weight Author,
ville Grossman
Scenarist, Robert Lord Editor, William Holmes; Titler, Joseph Jackson;
Cameraman, William Reese.
Cast:

Lucy

Director,
Nat Ross; Author, Leonard
Fields: Scenarists, John B. Clymer, Pierre
Couderc; Dialoguer, Not listed; Editors, Ted

;

;

fine.

The Flying Marinev»

"Girl Overboard"

with

(Part-Talker Version)
Length: 7362

ft.

Ben Lyon,

Photography, very

good.

"Midnight Daddies"

Shirley Mason,

Jason Robards
(Silent Version)
Columbia
Length: 5736

;

Direction, average.

«r

Philbin in

Universal

Sumner

ft.

with Harry Gribbon,

Andy

Clyde

(All-Talker)
World-Wide
Length: 5644

ft.

APPEALING PICTURE WITH AVIATION YARN WHICH IS
SLAPSTICK TWO REELER
GOOD LIGHT FARCE WITH HEART INTEREST AND A FEW GENERALLY SLOW PACED IDEA BUILT INTO A FEATURE
FAMILIAR CLIMAX BEST
QUITE A FEW LAUGHS AND TEARS.
SHOULD PLEASE AND
THING IN PICTURE. FAIR AT- WITH RESULTS THAT ARE
ACTION. SHOULD PLEASE MOST FANS.
TRACTION FOR THE NEIGH- MORE SAD THAN FUNNY.
GENERALLY.
Denny Ford (Fred Mackaye) went BORHOODS.
The Iowa hick hits the big city,
(Silent)

-

What

create,

a lot of
especially

havoc a dog can
he goes on a

if

to prison as a forger to save his father

from disgrace.

Paroled, he

is

warned

honeymoon and doesn't like the bridegroom. Harry Gribbon wins in the he has no civil rights, with marriage
game of love and his defeated rival one of the dont's. He is assigned
presents him with a big police dog.
The dog helps them nearly ruin a
swanky hotel, from which they escape
only to wreck their car and land
with a gang of bootleggers. The latter, fighting officers, hurl a bomb at
the coppers, but the playful dog runs
after it and returns it to the shack
which is wrecked, the honey mooners
landing in a tree. It's remedy of the
slapstick variety with Polly Moran and

Harry Gribbon proving a good comedy team. The dog does some fine
work, and there is a white cat, which
also shares the honors. The story is
light,
moves swiftly and provides
laughs. There's not much to sell from
the box office angle, but if you get
them in, it should please.
Cast: Polly Moran, Harry Gribbon, Bert
Roach, and Flash, the dog.
Director, Robert A. Golden; Author, Lew
Adaptor,
Lipton Scenarist, George O'Hara
E. Richard Schayer; Titler, Robert Hopkins;
Cameraman, Maxmilian
Editor, Ben Lewis
;

;

;

;

Fabian.
Direction,

good.

Photography,

fine.

to

an abandoned

with an old

ship,

skipper (Otis Harlan) as companion.

Denny

rescues a girl and they

fall

The menace, whose constant
hounding of the girl is far-fetched,
tells the parole officer, but by a ruse
in love.

Triangle love story and drama
involving the love of two brothers
for a femme. It starts off slowly and
doesn't develop real action until the
story is half told. Ben Lyon, former
marine, so a title tells us, comes home
and immediately falls in love with
the girl his brother is about to propose to. Ben, playing the egotistical
youth, becomes engaged to said lady,
played by Shirley Mason, and then
gets banged up in an airplane smash

meets his cousin who is running a
modiste shop. Cousin needs dough;
hick has it. Figure it from there on.
The Sennett girls and a lot of attractive

clothes

make up

the back

ground, but don't make up for the old
wheezes,
and
decrepit
situations
creaky
is

gags that

Sennett

this

the

hick

run

riot

through

Andy

feature.

Clyde

whose screen name

is

which leaves him deaf. Girl realizes
her presence is not discovered. Then her
mistake and gets together with Wilbur Louder. What is your name?"
the menace has her arrested as a
"Louder," he answers.
the sap brother, Jason Robards, but he is asked.
vagrant, but Denny secures her re- can't tell because of Ben's condition. You can imagine what happens. The
lease by confessing their marriage. Robards goes up on a stunt movie story is extremely slight. What hapThe hard-hearted parole officer relents flight to raise money for his brother's pens is in reality a lot of primarily
and lets the lovers go their way. The operation and his parachute gets unfunny gags thrown together to fill
dialogue in this is fairly effective. caught on the wing. Ben saves him out the required length.
The mateThe three principals are good as is and then crashes to earth to a fade- rial is of the type that has been worn
Edmund Breese. Harlan supplies the out. The story is jumpy. Its titles thin in two reelers for years. Simply
comedy.
are forced.
Lyon gives an excellent out-moded, and lacking in humor.
Cast: Mary Philbin, Fred Mackaye, Otis performance with Robards and Miss
Cast: Harry Gribbon. Andy Clyde, RoseHarlan, Edmund Breese, Mary Alden, Francis
mary Theby, Addie McPbail, Alma Bennett,
iMcDonald, Wilfred North.
Author, John
Director, Wesley Ruggles
Scenarist, Paul Schofield
DiaB. Clymer
loguers, Walter Anthony, Charles H. Smith
Editor,
Ray
Curtiss
Titler, Walter Anthony
Cameraman, John Stumar.
Photography, very good.
Direction, good.
;

;

;

;

Mason good enough.
Cast: Ben
Robards.

Lyon,

Shirley

Mason,

Jason

;

listed

;

Direction,

good.

Cameraman, Teddy
fair.

Tetzlaff.

Photography,

generally

Katherine Ward.

Mack

Sennett
Authors, John AWaldron, Earle Rodney, Hampton Del Ruth,
Harry McCoy; Scenarist, Not listed; Editor,
William Hornbeck
Dialoguers, same as authors
Cameraman, John W. Boyle.
Direction, old-fashioned. Photography, good.
Director,

Author, Harry Cohn;
Director, Al Rogell
Editor,
Scenarist, John Francis Natteford ;

Not

Jack Cooper,

;

;

;

|
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Rin-Tiu-Tiu

he Greene Murder Case"

"Frozen River"

(All-Talker Version)

with

William Powell
Length: 6,383

with

umouit

"The Exalted Flapper"

ill

Davey

(Silent)
Length

ft.

(Silent)

Short Subjects

with Sue Carol, Barry Norton,
Irene Rich and Albert Conti
Fox
Length 5,806 ft.

Let

6837 ft.
MYSTERY DRAMA
SOMETHING DIFFERENT IN
TYPICAL
DOG PICTURE FLAPPER
ITH ACTION AND SUSPENSE
DEWILL APPEAL TO LIGHTFUL PICTURES.
I'ERY FOOT OF THE WAY WHICH
ROMANCE
WELL
OUTDOOR
FANS.
STORY FOLOULD HAVE BIG DRAWING
BUT VERY LIGHT.
LOWS FAMILIAR LINES. DONE
I'WER.
Sparkling

Warners

IflNE

Jone with a deftness that makes

among

out

d

drama

p

no

h

It

;e.

of

\alues.

the

make

)uld

suspense

with

tense

is

S.

final

line

excast

the

popu-

Van Dine

novel,

plus

S.

it

mys-

this

letdown until the
is
enacted by a

aduction
ity

talkers,

box office card
William Powell is

th s

a

the first rank.
tnense in this second of the Philo
nee sanies.
Wince interests him-

murder at the old Greene
where one of the brothers
and his sister wounded

a

in

f

nsioii.

killed

ere are a lot of creepy sequences
suspicion points to a number of
iracters.

r-murder
detective

;

Another

murder

come

order

in

finally

and
before

m\

solves the

s

v.

Wil'iam Powell, Florence Eldridge,
Haunt, Jean Arthur, Eugene Pallette,
II
Calvert,
Gertrude Norman, I. "well
t-w.
Morgan Farley. Brandon Hurst, Anita
Burmeister, Marcia Harriss, Mildred
Mrs.
Wilfred
Buckland,
Helena
lip-.
Sliep Camp, Charles E. Evans.
Director.
Frank Tuttle; Author, S. S.
Dine; Scenarist, Louise T.ong Dialoguer,
rtlett
MeCormacfc; Titler. Richard H.
ast

:

ricli

i

i

This can be depended upon to
please the outdoor fans, and Rinty
lias plenty of followers,
so that in
houses catering to pictures of this

type, this should prose a bell riiiyc.
There aren't any particular new angles to the story, but the cast is
good, and although there is a tendency toward obvious theatrics, especially in the titles,
the production

Editor,

Jr.;

Verna Willis;

Camera-

Henry Gerrard.

n,

[Direction,

hue.

romance,

which

travels
despite

lightly and speedily along,
the pressing cares of royalty and affairs of state, makes this a dandy liltle picture.
It's light, so much so
that it probably will need a strong
supporting bill, but patrons will get
genuine enjoyment out of it.
Sue
arol, princess of a mythical Euro1

pean kingdom, visits New York, and
advances to the head of the flapper
stacks up well with other dog pic- class.
Only, she remains just a sweet,
tures.
This has to do with a sup- fun-loving kid, without
the usual blah
posedly-crazy prospector, who had ideas and antics often associated
hidden hi- gold in a far north cabin with
flapperism.
She is to be "sacrito prevent its theft.
A plot is hatch- ficed" in a marriage of duty to the
ed to gain the gold, the girl accom- prince of a
nearby kingdom. Meanpanying a French half-breed to the while, she meets and falls in love

SOUND
"Cohen on the Telephone"
Universal

Plenty of Laughs
This pictunzes the familiar record,
with George Sidney as Cohen.
In
Yiddish dial? -t he tries to convey to
l"s landlord that the wind
has damaged a shutter of the house.
The
way he gets mixed up in his conversation provides many laughs, in
a film
that will hand any kind of audience
a
great kick.
Robert Ross directed.
Time, 'J mins.

"A Hint

'

There she

forced to
reveal the hiding plans, to save her
younger brother Davej Lee. Meanfar-off cabin.

is

while, Rin-Tin-Tin and his master
arrive on the scene and the dog sav;s
There are some very
the situation.
interesting episodes dealing with the
taming of Rinty.
lee.
Kin Tin Tin,
Davey
Nina
Cast:
Quartero, Raymond McKce, Frank Campeau,

Lew Harvey.

;

sges.

:

:

Harmon Weight; Author, John

Director,

Fowler;

Anthony

Scenarist,

Editor, "Harold
James V Stan
Lerncn; Cameraman, Nelson Larraby.

Titler,

Photography, splendid.

:

Direction,

Photography,

good.

very

J.

Coldeway;

Mc
tine.

with the prince, neither of
suspects the ident'ty of the

Christie

A

Fair Comedy
ir
and Johnny Arthur
are featured in this broad comedy

Ruth

"Texas

"New

in

Tommy"

other.
the girl's C|uecn mother has
the prince shanghaied (believing him
an interfering Englishman), things
begin
to
happen,
but
everything
comes out okeh.

When

Cast: Sue Carol. Barry Norton, Irene Rich,
Albert Conti. Sylvia Field, Charles Clary,
Irwin,
Lawrence
Michael
Stuart
Grant,
Visaroff, Don A'len. Landers Stevens.
Director.
Will
James Tinling
Author.
Irwin; Scenarists, Ray Harris. Matt Taylor:
Titler, H. H. Caldwell; Editor, same: Cameraman, Charles C'arke.
Direction, tine.
Photography, fine.

wherein an invading burglar is weland urged by the young married couple to walk off with the undesirable wedding gifts deposited by re-

latives.
Carries a fair amount of
laughs.
The finale is amusing when
the bride discovers the husband failed
to take out the necessary burglary
insurance.
Directed Dy A. Leslie
'

(Silent)
indicate

Jr.,

Pictures

Length: 4,546

Time, about

Pearce.

;

Billie

Orleans"

with Ricardo Cortex, William Collier,

hay,,

whom comed

Dove

Swell

Man and

'The

and Alma Bennett

with

ica

in

the

Moment'

this.

(Part-Talker Version)

Length: 6799 ft.
A FAIR WESTERN Tiffany-Stahl
Length: 7,086 ft.
LACKS
ACTION
UNTIL SUR- 1st Nat'l
!'ITH CUSTER DOING SOME
ARD RIDING AND BAT- PRISE FINISH. NOT UP TO MONEY IN THIS. A FLUFF
LING. HE HAS A FOLLOW- T-S STANDARD EITHER FROM PICTURE
BEAUTIFULLY
B.O.
OR ENTERTAINMENT DRESSED AND MADE SOLEMG.
Bob Custer rides over and fights STANDPOINT.
LY FOR THE JOB.
After dragging along through

JUST

Young AmerThe Gang concerns it-

self

with

and

what happens

is

(Part-Talker Version)
ft.

is

to the heart of

comedy

Rod La Rocque

mins.

13

"Railroadin"
Our Gang— M-G-M
Dear

Bob Custer

to Brides"

— Paramount

built

railroads

and

choo-choos

amusing
Most of the action
up around what would takein

this

plenty.

is

place if the boys should find themselves in the pleasant position of riding a runaway engine.
Up to the

standard set by this clever series. DiRobert McGowan.
Time,
19 mins.

rected by

'

fa

way through

obstacles

e girl in this western,
fair outdoor offering.

to

which

is

win

con-

just

siderable footage, this winds up with
a kick
and the kick is a literal one

In this, Bob,
mistaken for a notorious bandit
amed "Texas Tommy " and he steps
ght into the part.
It leads him to
tke charge of a ranch owned by the
ero'ne's invalid father,

who

is

being

ouble-crossed.
When the real banit arrives on the scene, things begin

—

being administered by Wil-

that,

at

liam Collier, Jr., with Alma Bennett
at the receiving end
Surely a novelty in films, and a surprise ending that
will make any audience howl. It may
get the picture over, for otherwise
it's a pretty tame affair.
The story's

i

about two buddies

ie

race track.

New

Orleans
and
on their scheduled wedding day she
d.
A more or less familiar pattern, vpmps the other. He marries her
ith
plenty of loopholes, but the and is forced to steal money to keep
estern gang won't mind that. Cus- up with her extravagance.
He bets
r
is
The
a real horseman and is quick it on his estranged pal's horse.
n the trigger, and has a following latter wins, although nearly getting
uilt
up over a period of several killed in doing so, but the wife keeps
ears.
1 he picture has been given the money and the culprit goes to
air production values, and the cast jail.
On his release, the pals are res fair.
McGowan, the director, plays united and give the gate to the errant
he part of the real bandit. J. Char- wife, through the medium of the
s
Davis produced.
aforementioned kick.
Cast: Bob Custer, Mary Mavberry, Lynn
Cast: William Collier, Jr., Ricardo Cortez,
happen, climaxed by abduction of
heroine, and her rescue by Ctis-•r,
who fights the gang single hand-

Bud Osborne, H.
J. P. McGowan.

saiidcrson,

rank

B.

Carpenter,

Ellis,

P. McGowan; Author, Sally
J.
:nters;
Scenarist, not listed: Titler, Not
istcd
Editor, Philip Schuvler
Cameraman,

Director,

A

;

H. Allen.
Direction, fair.

;

I'aul

One

at a

falls

for a girl,

Alma Bennett.
Director, Reginald Barker; Author, John F.
Natteford
Scenarists, the same
Dialoguers
;

and

Titlers,

Editor,

;

Robert

Kern

Fanny Hatton
Cameraman, Harry

and

Frederick
;

;

Jackson.

Photography, good.

Direction, just

Society melodrama.
Joan Winslow, played by Billie Dove, is irked
by her guardian's restrictions, and
so seizes the opportunity to marry

Michael Towne (Rod La Rocque) on
one of those business-arrangementAfter the first night,
only basis.
Billie

rest of the affair concerns
frantic efforts to win her back

his

There are

Photography, vtry good.

'plane,

and an underseas

handsomely
kind

women

motor boats, yachts
ball,

blended into

mounted

picture
go cuckoo over.

a

— the

Three

short dialogue sequences provide the
audibility, plus a lot of faked, sound
effects. Rod La Rocque's voice is expressionless; Miss Dove's registers
The first dialogue sequence
nicely.
is charming and for it, Paul Perez deHis titles are good
serves credit.
too.
Cast: Billie Dove,
Lee, Robert Sellable,
Sellon,

George

Rod La Rocque, Gwen
Dons Dawson, Charles

Bunny.

Author,
Fitzmaurice;
George
Director,
Scenarist. Agnes Christine John
Elinor Glyn
Dialoguer and Titler, Paul Perez Ediston
tor, Stuart Heisler; Cameraman, Sol Polito.
;

:

;

Direction,
fair.

But Rod loves her

departs.

and the

beautiful.

very

box-officey.

Photography,

"The Unwritten Law"
Photo Play Dist. Inc.
Carries Dramatic Punch
This gets off the beaten track. Produced by British Sound Film Prod.
Ltd. of London, the film deals with a
dramatic episode on an unfriendly
moor near a remote English village.
Intern'l

A

scuttle

in death.

between two men results
see a lumbering figure

You

hurrying

over fog-laden hills to a
small outskirt house where Bess is
preparing her evening meal.
Jake,
the former sweetheart, enters and
begs her to hide him from the police.
Against her better judgment she consents.
While he is concealed, she
learns that Tom, her husband and
Jake's former rival, is dead and that
Jake is responsible.
She locks the
door and throws away the key.
In
the fight that follows, J.C;e is about
to

throttle

her,

when Bess

seizes

a

carving knife and kills him. The lines
are in English countryside dialect.
The acting by Rosalind Fuller is particularly good while Ion Swinlcy, as
Jake, does creditable work. A tense,
dramatic and worthwhile subject.
Time, about 30 mins.

THE
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PRODUCTION IN EAST
WHO'S

WHO AND WHAT'S WHAT

MANY SCREEN PEOPLE

Short Shots from
II

SET FOR STAGE PLAYS

GREATER NEW YORK STUDIOS

IN

I

New York Studios

*

ARTHUR

p-

W.

EDDY^^

/^ORDON

Many

players and writers identified
Sawyer Pictures, Inc., is
with production in the East the past
one of the newest entries in the
year are scheduled for a busy season sound picture field with George Sayre
m the legitimate field as well as in heading the concern. It bowed into
the studio, it is indicated by stage production with a d.alogue short enproduction plans just announced.
titled "Don't Argue," featuring RobBerton Churchill, who worked at Paramount ert Emmet Keane and Claire Whit-

"

"Nothing But the Truth,' will appear in
Charles
"Virgin City," stage production.
Dillingham will produce "The Jazz King,"
Lew
written by James Ashmore Creelman.
Cantor plans to do "Miss Innocence," by
Ha-ry Delf, and "The Wooden So'dier," by
Alexander Carr, who will probably be inin

The

ney.

short

was made

at

Pow-

SCREEN WRITING EASIER

Charles K. Gordon.
Such newcomers to the scieen as Helen Morgan,
hfcrles
Irene
Franklin and
Butterworth,
Robert Emmett Keane will appear in Arthut
Hammerstein's "Sweet Adeline."

be done by

Neal Hart, Western star who has
completed "Destiny," has made
ZS features for William Steiner. Two
Scm H. Harris wi'l do a play with Jeanne
starred.
"Commodore
Trunnion, versions of "Destiny" are available,
Eagels
sound and
Arthur Hopkins play, will star Walter Hus- one with synchronized
ton.
"Tampico," to be produced by A. J. score and the other with partial di&

Morris

was

dramatized by
Bartlett Cormack and Joseph Hergesheimer.
This same producing firm will do two revues
in association with
Pathe.
Glenn Hunter
will be seen in "Second Sight," which Murray
Phillips will present. Wil'iam Farnum, former
screen star, is appearing in "The Idol," which
the Shuberts are doing.
Dorothy Gish mayappear in "Immodest Violet," Herman Shumlin production.
"Scotland Yard," which Al
Woods will produce, is by Dennison Clift.
H. H. Van Loan and Crane Wilbur wrote
"The SLate Trooper," another Woods production.
One of two. shows to be produced
by Joseph Santley is one he wrote in collaboation with Ring La'dner.
Jones

Green,

Make Seventh Short

Delf to

just

alogue.
S.

Edwin Graham,

studio.

was

The

known

Sound Recording
the picture

as

busi-

an actor with
the

at

Fordham

Harry Mathews
and Ed Porter pro-

late

the director

Chatty received

duced the picture.
the munificent

Eugene

better

production mana-

sum

Roder,

of $3 per day.

who

recently directed a dialogue short with the Sia-

Seventh of a series of talking shorts
being made by Harry Delf for Elbee mese Twins at Chromotone Studios
goes into production in about a week has stage directed numerous stage
The last made hits, including "The Student Prince"
with Delf directing.
in
series is "The Stock Arrives," and "Naughty Marietta."
He also
which features Louis Simon, musical wrote the dialogue for the short.

comedy

star.

MARK SANDRICH
Director

"The Battle of Paris" is the way
Paramount has labeled the dialogue
feature which came into being as
"The Gay Lady," with Gertrude
Gene Markey.
Lawrence starred.
now writing for Columbia at the
Coast, did the original story.

Current Releases

"THE TALK OF

HOLLYWOOD"

Dialogue Feature

"TWO GUN GINSBERG"
RKO
In Production

"GUNBOAT GINSBERG"

while on the screen as many sets
may be used as the story requires. For example, the first act of a play requires a great
deal of plot building, or explanation of things
that

Carr in "Gunboat Ginsberg"

sets,

have happened

off

the

stage.

This ex-

position must be planted in such a way
that the audience will not know that it is
deliberate explanation' or, as Mr. Belasco
The 'dirty work' is
calls it, 'dirty work.'
done by the smaller members of the com

pany,

as "Chatty" and
ger for American
Corp., started in
Hiess 22 years ago
Edison, working

1)

cons of the settlement terms. Mayer,
Jack Warner and Joe Schenck are
holding the front line trench for producers; Gillmore and Turner are the
big guns for Actors Equity. Concessions will be made; aren't they al-

ways? But the end

-

few

«

(Continued from Page

of the disturbance
looks near, or as near as matters of
this kind can be figured....
That stage aud:ences are willing
An instance of where diplomacy has
to listen to a story being told, but been
shunted off the main line in favor
that screen audiences want to "see"
of motion pictures.
Louis B. Mayer
the story with the "listening" thrown
has always been a strong G.O.P. man
in for good measure is what makes
in California.
He did his share in
writing for the talking pictures easiboosting Hoover's stock in pre-elecer, is the opinion of John Hobble,
tion days.
Then ensued talk of the
scenario
and dialogue writer for ambassadorship
to Turkey as a reWarner Bros. Eastern Vitaphone ward; so
much talk, in fact, that it
Studios.
Hobble, who has recently
appeared for a time that Mayer would
joined the writing staff of the studios,
withdraw from M-G-M to accept.
is
the author of "Daddies," which

THAN STAGE, SAYS HOBBLE

Cinephone studio, Long Island,
under direction of Ed Manson, who
worked as an assistant director on
the Chaplin lot at the Coast.
Frank
David Belasco produced and which
cluded in the cast. "Sweet Land of Liberty," /.ukor and Buddy Harris were the
was subsequently made into a picby Philip Dunning, will be produced by cameramen.
A. L. Erlanger & George C. Taylor.
Sam
ture by Warners.
He has written
J. Warshawsky's "The Great Bui khan" will
many vaudeville acts and sketches,
be done by Henry B. Forbes. "A Lady De
The McCurdy-Leaden combination conducted various newspaper colscer.ds," by Garrett Fort and Garnett Weston,
is busy with its Tin Pan Alley busiwill be a Crosby Gaige production.
umns, contributes to "Life" and
Lhese song-makers are work- "Judge," and is at present New York
Donald Meek will be seen in "Broken ness.
on "High Waters," "Forever dramatic editor and critic for "The
Dishes," which Marion Gering will produce. ing
Alexander Moissi, who did his initial work n and Always,'' "Understanding" and
London Daily Mail."
American studios in "The Royal Box" for
Howard Leaden is
"Writing for the screen is much easier
Warners, will appear in '"Hamlet," an Eng- "A New Day."
with
Major Edward than writing for the svage," says Hobble,
"The connected
lish version produced by Morris Gest.
"because on the stage one is limited to a
Bread Winner," by Charles Beahan, will Bowes' pet hobby, the Capitol.
er's

Highlights

who must

tell

all

we need

to

know

diout the more important characters in the
have written a
I
play before they enter.
first act of a play at least a dozen times before I could get the plot established con
vincingly, and in a way to keep the audiWith the
ence from leaving the theater.
properly established the next two or
•dot
three acts can be written very easily.
"On the screen all this is simplified. In
stead of explaining the things that happen
»d off stage, one is ab'e to show them. Ir
'I
met this ladyi play a man might say:
it the postoffice and she forced her way intr
with
me.'
On thf
came
home
taxi
and
'he
screen that line would make perhaps five
would show the man meeting
scenes.
the lady at the postoffice, and in the seem
we could easily establish the relationship o'
would then show the taxi out
the two.
ide and the lady forcing her way into it
Then there would be the scene at the hous<
where the man would still be protesting. Then
entering the door still arguing, and the scene
nside the house where the insistent lady i'
I mentioned fivf
ushered before the wife.
perhaps an ambitious director
scenes,
but
would work in one or two more and all out
Thus the stor>
of one line in a stage play.
has been told in situations and action, and
the fitting of the dialogue becomes a not

We

We

—

very

difficult

matter."

is

working

his

own

words, that

"Tight
on
Coulin and

possibil-

knocked into the limbo of the
vague and improbable....
The Century circuit, important
ity

is

chain in Greater New York neighborhoods, will probably go R-K-O-ward.

The

deal

is

about

That makes

set.

R-K-O

partners with Fox in a number of houses, since Century, or A.
with
interested
H.
Schwartz,
is

Loew's

in

quite a few

Everybody

links

of

this

everybody's else
partner these days, why not this?....
chain.

is

Four more for Paramount in Iowa.
That crowd is moving forward with
the impressiveness of a Zeppelin and
the speed of a Lindbergh....

Getting Together
Wednesday. Hollywood's

underEquity
tangle is approaching the untangling
stage. The two committees are playing it out across the table and each,
as is natural, is seeking as many
concessions as he can get. The latest turn revolves around Equity's insistence for 80 per cent Equity casts.
As a concession to the producer,
Equity will probably step up its 48
hour week ultimatum to 54....

ground

tips

us

off

that

the

—

The colonel— Butterfield is going
ihead with expansion plans in Michigan, despite oft-repeated stories of an
mpending sale to Paramount. Merey means a few more for Paramount
o take over eventually, that's all...
Al Jolson ups and denies he will
Yet we have
'eave the Warners.
leard nothing about a new contract
o follow his agreement which, as
vou will recall, expires upon completion

of

one more picture.

should discover Joely

Making "Tight Squeeze"
George Le Maire. producing dialogue shorts for Pathe at Sound
Studios,

New, by

in

the

you
United

If

Artists camp one of these balmy days,
wouldn't
doi't be surprised.

We

5,251

Thursday: Many guessed, but few
to Squeeze," with Jimmy
sequel
Ginsberg,'
However, now that the job is
knew.
"Two Gun Ginsberg," has been fin- Dan Kussell. Le Maire is directing
mav be told that there
it
finished,
the
doing
Harry Stradling
ished at RCA's Gramercy Studio the with
in these 48 United
theaters
5,251
are
"Happy New Year,"
past few days with Mark Sandrich camerawork.
The comfor sound.
wired
States
Maire
Le
next
directing. The cast includes 30 Chin- tentative title of the
while the
and,
1
of
July
is
pilation
ese girls and boys and 35 bluejackets short, will feature Lew Hearn and
this
daily,
almost
changing
is
from the U. S. S. "Polaski." Starred will go into production about Aug. total
to the acclosely
so
hits
computation
Eddie Manson is no longer conin the short is Nat Carr, who had the 21.
actual state of affairs that it may
nected with Le Maire.
lead in "Two Gun Ginsberg."

"Gunboat

DAILV
may

be interestinformation that
little old paper maintained a spe
Ff compiling, checking and resi
;ing the data that rolled in from all
Un'ted States. It was a job
<-r the
but the results warve admit it
With this informathe effort.
it
as

ted
to

final.

It

pass on

the

Theater Equipment

possible, for one
producers to compute their
and their potential gross oiv the
bouses.
of the number of wired
now', wild estimates have bad

becomes

il

nt

ts
\s
•

1

jir

CHARLES
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—
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u
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11YNES

NEW AUTOMATIC REWIND

NEW INSPECTION MACHINE

for

way.

)ne of the surprises is to be found
Exactly
here in New York.
theaters are equipped in the tercovered by the greater city.
..rv
[pular impression has placed New

m
i)

way down toward
big town list.

>rk

the

From

Chicago

In addition to its Duo model, Film
Inspection Machine Co., New York,
is

now marketing

signed

a

new machine,

especially

for

use

de-

with

bottom

the

The Gold
facture

Detector Box

Western Electric and Klangm-Tobias is hitting the rocks oi
Klangfilm's
It seems
[agreement.
W. E
over
victory
injunction
tent

(20) side guides for the film passing through
detector box; (21) rail and guide; (22) out
side detector finger located on either side to
hear against film on the narrow strip be
twecn sprocket hole and outside aloe; (23)
inside detectot finger; (24) gate rail, one on
cm h side, which, with side flange and rail,
No. 2\ holds film in place as it passes through
25 ) openings in rails opposite
deled.
outside detectot fingers, (26) latch for keepgate closed; (27) opening-; in rails op

Berlin lias bolstered up the staResult
mia of the German groups.
Ota coolness in attitude toward
r

..

.

.

.

positi

per
it further, owned 51
Cinin
theater
Albee
big
the
Libson held R-K-O vaudetinati.
Yet along comes
franchises.
lle
ill
Fox in that silent aggressiveness
blooming
his and nabs the whole
Cincinnati, Columbus, Dayring.
m and Grand Rapids are embraced
,'arners were angling for those thePublix, too. and, of course
ers

says

.

do

Cla ms
hv not the Iowa independents bandd together under one aegis.
•holesale.

circuits

.

On

Tuesday, Hiram

S.

.

it

.

Brown was

the dark— said he— about any deal
ivolving R-K-O and the Century
Today, Brown
hain in New York.
nnounces the deal. It sure is a lighting-like business.
i

.

Nichols

.

Leaves

.

Auditorium

apt to open, or are

"It

advisable

is

when

before

Thus repairs to synchronand
ous or silent films can be made
removed
frames
two
or
one
only
or
and replaced with black leader
require.
may
film
of
type
the
not as
have to take
It is bad in all cases to
him
out rather long pieces of the
someis
it
films
With synchronous
jection.

The Machine

Complete

diameter magazine; (2) detector box;
detector box gate; (4) fire valve through
which film is threaded when it is to be rewound without inspection; (5) film chute
through which film is automatically threaded
gh drive rollers ami shot into the lower
magazine by sticking the end into chute and
raising starting handle, No. 7; (6) table top.
housing
casting
handle; '(8)
starting
(7)
mechanism; (9) casting housing the motor
(10) cable and plug for electrical connection.
(1)
(3)

17'

sound and color films, states H. B.
It is tor
Coles, general manager.
use in both the theater and exchange.
The machine cannot injure or
It has
scratch the film, Coles says.
sprockets, and from the time the
film leaves the upper reel until it is
rewound on the lower reel nothing
the picture surface or the

Nichols has touches
to sound track.
Publix-Saenger,
esigned
from
The film is inspected as it is rename
ake over the City Auditorium,
and is kept in good condition,
wound
if
which has been changed to the
safe for projection, by d scovenng
"arolina.
C. F. Dority recently took
out to the projectionHe former- and pointing
ver the Blueb rd here.
the spots which
inspector
film
ist or
y operated the World at Wilson.
should be repaired.
;

:

fingers.

they become enlarged
and dangerous through repeated pro-

K A N N no

C— Don

Durham, N.

Coles.

repair

the interesting
in the
Beginnings
its
had
that
am
\\ e
tiddle West some months ago.
coexhibitor
for
plan
the
to
fer
peratives. hrst launched by various

all

^^a^nfT^e

due

fit.

to

careless

no.
of a reel would
the beginning and end
always rewound un
exist if the film were
.he inspection machine.
the end
"The rewind from the beginning to pulling
solid w.-hout
of tne reel is even and
In fact no harm can
too hard on the film.
from the pull Ot
anyway
film
the
come to
no sprockets or
are
there
because
take-up
the

to pull agamst
sprocket teeth for the take-up
reduced; it is
"The fire hazard is not only
Thus liability, for inpractically eliminated.
projection-st. proiector,
„ry by fire to the
likewise practically el mma.ed
film building is
.

,

The „se
on

check

When

of the film inspection
the condition of the

rewinding

and

machme

Gold

manu-

in

framing

light

iron,

This is done
springs and bearings.
by gravity. Three thousand feet of
film may be rewound on any make

The

inside circumference of
lined with sound-absorbThis reduces damage to
ing felt.
film ends from abrasion and slapping.
The tube is locked in neutral position as soon as the door is open,
thus breaking the circuit. Adjustable
friction for the desired tension is
provided by the brake and drum
with brake shoes lined with Johus-

of reel.
the body

is

Manville

lining.

The

rewinder

is

inspecting

is

on Market

Sentry Safety Control has placed
its patented Film Heat
Shield, cooling plate for projectors.
Heretofore, the firm has handled only
The
its film fire prevention device.

on the market

new

shield,

company

states, w.ll
1,000 to

Sign Companies Merge
Alpha Claude Neon Corp. of Pittsburgh, and Kelly Outdoor AdvertisCo., of Erie, have consolidated
their interests in Erie and Crawford

ing

counties, Pennsylvania, and organ
ized Kelly Claude Ne on Corp.

REPACKED EASTMAN
AND DUPONT FILMS
Dupont
rolls, of Eastman and
Panchromatic Film, on daylight loadEyemo or DeVry.
ing spools for
and
perfect
absolutely
Guaranteed
100 foot

fresh.

,,

$3.50 a Roll

between

knows, of entire.
the projectionist
were b't used in
films
the
proiector
which
the
is detected by
defect
of
kind
Tf a certain
e.rh hit, thro,,** a
insnection machine after
orojectiomst will know
oerta'n proiector. the
repair or adjustment
that thai nroiectnr needs
f«* the "«tl.«! of the

the

take a light carrying from
1.S00 degrees Fahrenheit.

projector.

shows

The machine detects and stops the
large
Buys Belmont Theater
film at the small as well as
nt Mist wW n*...-'vo
h m the '''""•
out(U„ cl...
and
inside
both
f„ ot
breaks,
or
has
tears,
L. C. Rose
Belmont, N.
-rocket hob>s will be
rher'-d
holes
-erinn-'v
sprocket
Kven
purchased the Belmont here from side or between the
occur.'
as they fir
and open splices, or splices that are defected n" scon
Mrs. Boyd Brown.

'|I0 W<»sr

l

:.,

..

:11

t

S?"Sr MwMarh.MV

Phone Penna. 0330

Motion Picture Department

1

C—

specializes

and gauge the film to be sure that powered by a Janette motor. The
any frames taken out have been re- gauge pointer slides on a shaft fitted
placed with an equivalent amount of at the bottom of the case.
The machine prevents tinyfilm.
breaks and tears from becoming Film HeatShieWPlaced
large ones by assuring discovery and
by Sentry Firm

You may remember

:

dctccto,

with
synchronized
films
handling
discs thus to examine every splice

'

i

made and

badly

to carrv

the Ailed States groups, and then
be tied in with Allied as a naThings are moving
onal unit.
,wa has organized the Exhibitors
o-operaiive' Circuit to buy films a la

inside

just starting to open.
"If desired, the machine tar be set
to stop at each splice in the film so
they can all be closely examined,"

nt 'of

f

i

I

rson and his company.
Here was
Chuckle over this one:
interests
e Libson and the Harris
Albee
Murdock.
with
ii:
cely tied
time close
,d others now or at one
group. Raffiliated with the Keith

.

firm
the

of

a body of
cast in one piece with
bearings and legs oversized and ribbed.
The body and bearings are
mounted at an angle which is said
to keep the reel in mesh with the
driving
eliminating
rotating
pin

gray

ttween

.

for

The new rewind has

The cables send over a
The accord which impended

-K-O.

especially

shield.

Berlin

Friday:

-i ),

— Designed

handling sound films, the New National Gold Automatic Rewind has
been developed by the Gold Manufacturing Co., and is being distributed by National Theater Supply Co.

.

.
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MADE FOR SOUND FILMS

DESIGNED FOR SOUND FILM
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S.

and Canada Agents

for
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Foreign Markets
By JAMES

HUNGARY ANNOUNCES

CUNNINGHAM

P.

By

covering foreign film

effect here

imports.
Twenty foreign films will
be imported for each one produced
here, provisions being made that films
must be over 5,000 ft. Import permits are interchangeable as the regulation

became

Aug.

effective

B & D New Program

1.

Lists

be-

tween the drawing power of "canned"
music and an orchestra, William J.
Howe, secretary of the N.S.W. Exhibitors' Ass'n and of the Olympic.
Bondi Junction, put 12 extra musicians into the pit, launched a presentation policy with silent pictures and
his Saturday receipts jumped 50 per
cent above any previous Saturday.

Western Electric at its Elstree studio
where four recording units have been
installed.

Among some

of the features scheduled arc
Talkie Revue" under direction

"Cochran's

:

C. B. Cochran; "Rookery Nook" with
Ralph Lynn and Tom Walls; "Hullo Talkie"
with an international cast under direction
of Albert de Courville; "The Blue Lagoon"
in sound and color to he directed by Herbert
Wilcox; "Mountain of Mourne' a musical
talker by Shaw Desmond; "The New Clown"
a talker
featuring Nelson Keys;
Reginald
Stone and Hal Jones in "Splinters of 1914";
"The Loves of Robert Burns," to be produced
in
Scotland and "The Wolves" with Malcolm Keen playing the lead.
of

— Following

demonstration of Meltone. World Wide Talka

ing Pictures has secured 32 contracts
for

The

installation.

first

group

of

houses to be equipped with the apparatus include the Rialto, Dartford;
Leamington; Plaza, Batley;
Bath,
Victoria, Leeds; Wellington, Leeds
and Empire, Huddersfield. The disc
with
sells
for
equipment
$2,425
$1,212 extra for the dual sound system.

Sound Companies Combine

— Butcher's

Electrocord,

a

disc sound apparatus and Metro-Vick,
a five valve amplifier, which is conBrewer to Leave Gaumont
trolled by Associated Electrical InLondon W. A. Brewer, general dustries Ltd., have combined to manumanager of the Gaumont Co. has re- facture a new sound apparatus to
s gned
and is leaving the company cost approx.mately $1,115.
Aug. IS, after 20 years.
His future
Courtauld For Raycol Board
plans have not been announced, but
Lewis Courtauld has
London
it is understood he is. not leaving the
industry.
been added to the board of the Ray-

—

:

—

Six a

Month

in

New

Zealand

of

the

prologue
is

coi British Corp., the company manRaycol, a color process
ufactures
by which, it is reported, pictures are
Maurice
taken in natural colors.

in

strikingly

the

show

stage

to

Richmount
723 7th Avenue
D.

J.

Picl
Picture!

Inc.

MOUNTAN,

Mw York
New

City

Pre.

pXCLUSIVE

foreign
representatives for

Rayart Pictures Corporation
and other leading independent producersand distributors
Cable Address:
Cable Address:
Cable Address:

RICHPICSOC. Paris
DEEJAY. London
RICH PIC, N. Y.

ufacture.

"Melody Makers" for Filmcraft
London British Filmcraft, under

—

direction

of

George

Benfield,

will

Hoyts' to Install 15 W. E. Sets
Hoyts Theaters will

Sydney
15"

—

sets

of

M-G-M
Sydney

in-

Western
in

Electric
their houses.

Movietone, Ltd. Formed

—

ering a wide variety of subjects are

thrown

by

projectors

three

simul-

ballet

perform.

girls

which

On

the

scrim is a drawing representing the
cock-eyed world with a myriad of
flash'ng

lights

in

all

directions.
column of

A

.

scene of a marching
mais
shown, with one performer
dressed as a marine, fitting into the
column and marching on a treadmill
rines

The effect is 'sensational and bizarre.
the prologue fading into the picture

the Three Rolling Stones, do
their tap dancing, the outstanding bit
of the stage show.
fight is put on
by two of the trio, the third refereeing
and they do it in slow motion. This
is an effective bit, which registers big.

then

A

Ash's band, playing in the pit also
scores with the Ain't Misbehavin'"
song from "The Chocolate Soldier.''
The balance of the bill presents the
Charted Sisters in a piano duo, Anita
LaPierre, in two sontr numbers, Tom
Green and Lang & Haley. The Dorothy Berke Girls offer a pickaninny
dance, and an, ensemble in a cotton
field

PARAMOUNTlf UNUSUAL
IN

MUSICAL REVUE

a number of novel stage
typical musical comedy re-

Boasting
effects,

a

vue headlined by Val and Ernie Stanwas the stage fare at the Paramount for the week ending Aug. 8.
ton,

stage show marked somewhat of
an innovation.
Jack Partington is
credited with the presentation.

The

Val and Ernie Stanton are intro
duced as trying to peddle the "Snap
He
Into It" playlet to Paul Ash.
accepts

mak.ng

a

wager

it

can't

be

using a hat pin during an extraction.
There is a striking Indian setting
and ensemble, climaxed by the work
In
of the De Tregos, adagio pair.
another skit, the Stantons put a crimp
in their work by a couple of crude
Band and specialty 'lumbers
jokes.
and then a flash ensemble, which has

for

1531

of

Olympia here

the

has

been appointed by Publix as district
manager of the North Shore district.
Eddie Cuddy, former North Shore
manager has been transferred to a
district in western Massachusetts.

Young at Mass. Orpheum
Denver, Mass. Harry C. Young,
after an absence of four years has

—

returned as manager of the Orpheum,
according to Louis Brown, owner.
Young formerly managed the Federal
it Salem.

McSweeney at Allston Capitol
Allston, Mass.
Dav.'d McSweeney,
former assistant manager of the Metropolitan, Boston has been appointed
manager of the Capitol here. E. J.
Sullivan of Toledo, O. has been assigned to the Metropolitan, as special
representative.

—

Cooper

at

—

Ashtabula
Cooper has
Cooper was

Ashtabula. O. A. J.
taken over the Harbor.

prominent

in

Harbor theater

affairs.
.,.;,

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard
Vaudeville Acts

Motion Picture Presentation

MARKUS

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Lackawanna 7876
BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY

bill.

—

manager

Standard

The FALLY

winds up the

set

Hookailo Publix District Manager
Boston Frank Hookailo, former

VAUDEVILLE

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Movietone, Ltd., has been registered
here with a capital of $48,500.

AFFAIR

Rather a tame affair is the new
presentation at the Paramount, which
opened Friday.
It is titled "Creole

soon start production on "The Mel- a fire effect and a myriad of lights to
ody Maker," based on the life of end the revue in a blaze of light and
color.
Leslie Stuart, composer.

sound apparatus

best in Motion Pictures

is

introduce a new
ducing apparatus which he will manwill

stall

Exporting only the

reported,
talking reproit

RATHER TAME

concentrate

—

short vacation, Harris,

]

;

Nights" and was produced by Frank
Cambria. In a New Orleans' garden
on the prologue. Newsreel scenes of set, Ash and his gang throw a party.
events from all over the world, cov- There is an introductory song, and
with

There
pioduced without the band.
Sydney J. H. Barker, managing
follow an office scene, where the
director for Western Electric in New
Stantons get off a number of laughZealand, on a visit here stated that Elvey is managing director.
getting gags, and a dark stage setting,
the company's plan for his territory
with the Serova girls wearing cosconsists of at least six installations a
tumes with luminous lines, giving a
Harris Leaves Celebritone
month.
London Saul Harris has resign- novel and weird effect to the ballet
A dentist office blackout
ed as managing d rector of Celebri- number.
tone. Ltd.
Upon returning from a follows, a slim skit based on a dentist

—

BERG

1929

NEW PARAMOUNT SHOW

Roxy, which dispensed

the

at

SHOW

Electrocord, Metro-Vick
London

shown

the

For 32 Britain Theaters
London

Effectiveness

introducing the feature

taneously on a scrim, behind

9 Color, Sound Features
— The line-up for the new Melotone Gets Contracts

S.

DEMONSTRATED AT ROXY

0.

London

season
of
British
and Dominion
Prod, will consist of nine features,
some with sound and color, according to Herbert Wilcox.
The company's product will be recorded via

HERBERT

PROLOGUE EFFECTIVENESS

MUSIC DRIVE AGAINST

ITS

11,

Presentations

NEW 20 TO 1 FILM QUOTA SOUND LIFTS SYDNEY B.
Sydney — In a test here recently
Vienna — New regulation have gone
intc

Sunday, August

j

1600 Broadway, New York

Phone Penn. 3580

City

New COLOR Moods
in

SOUND
with

EASTMAN SONOCHROME
TINTED POSITIVE FILMS
.HE sixteen

delicate colors of Eastman

are keyed to the

moods

Sonochrome

of the screen. Love, excite-

ment, pomp, adventure .... the various seasons,
lightings,

emotions .... are subtly conveyed by

color ....

And each

tint is so adjusted that

it

gives

pleasing and faithful reproduction of sound.

Sonochrome, the
to the industry, adds

latest

Eastman contribution

immeasurably to the beauty,

the atmosphere, the effectiveness of sound pictures.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

NEW YORK

To

#^

•**

GREATEST

the

money picture of all time
played to
i

BIGGEST

the

the

weekly gross

1

1

LARGEST theatre in the world
"ghat's

THE

_->5e^

COCK EYED

N^f
esl

WORLD

\hca« c

\a's\^*

v/ot
:

All talking, singing

and laughing

FOX MOVIETONE
comedy drama

oS hot

mammas and

marines

with

VICTOR McLAGLEN, EDMUND LOWE
LILY
Story b?

t\ve

to

iu«^r^**»

to

opet\\t\S'

itWGitf

Lawrence

DAMITA

Stallings and

Dialog by

Maxwell Anderson

William K. Wells

is

#o

^o^
p£W
Beg-

at

\\-30

Directed by

RAOUL WALSH
Now in 2 nd m/'fcW

c^

tn.

Pline

week

el>W e

ciw»

S6tf

fo&t^
B

iS

at the

1%\JA. 1

We'll tell the cock eyed world
that you get the _<—
pictures that get

;

:

an Open Forum on Arbitration

\alling for

LLTHE NEWS
ALL THE TIME
XLIX

Monday, August

No. 36

IANA UNIT

EQUITY TO HOLD OUT FOR

AWAITS

IB1TRATI0N PROPOSALS

20

—

Until definite propoJianapolis
are forthcoming from the Hays
nization, no action will be taken
rd resuming arbitration or disng it altogether, board of direcof the Associated Theater Ownif
Indiana decided at their meetWhen and if these proposals
'orthcoming, the board will meet
ediately to consider them,

it

was

.1.

bitration

was discontinued here

weeks ago by the Indiana assoDn, which is a unit of the Allied
Last week, C. C. PetAss'n.
n of Film Boards of Trade, was
to urge resumption of arbitra{Continued cm Page 4)

;s

NT. UNIT

BACKS ALLIED

BMW
tmgton Bureau of

—

Price 5 Cents

1929

12,

BILL

THE FILM DAILY

ashington Montana's exhibitor
will support the Allied States
n and back passage of the BrookBill, says a statement issued by
lquarters of Allied, following a
ting held at Butte last week.
Montana exhibitors resolved to
lest their congressmen to support

ARRANGEMENT ON CASTS

A Solution ?

Have You
ARBITRATION

is

under

a

fire in

number

Meetings Continue Today
in Effort to

of sections through-

he M. and

which opetheaters on the East

S.

circuit

a string of
York is reported as the
e of
t chain to be annexed by R-K-0
:s

rk.

expansion plan

The M. and

in
S.

Greater
offices

states

<e.

Theaters Launched in
37 States During July
"hirty-seven theater projects, inving $2,931,500 were launched in
eastern states during July, accordOf
to the F. W. Dodge Corp.
number, 20 are exclusive picture
aters, involving $361,500, while the
others call for expenditure of $2,1,000, the report says.

Bureau,

Coast

—
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B.&K.PLANN1NGW0RLD'S
LARGEST ATCINC1NNATI?
Cincinnati

— This

a handful of keys

city,

one

but

of

where Paramount
'

directs this question

concrete, tangible, workable and fair suggestions have you

"What
to

improve the present system?

A Forum
Come

New

hing has been sold "as yet." Jules
ry of R-K-O has no comment to

Settlement
West

;

New

ts

Reach

Hollywood Equity will not accept
out the country. There are some who would place the system
less
than the 80 per cent Equity
attacks
and
Yet,
criticisms
it.
against a stone wall and execute
member minimum on casts, to be
printhe
made
that
is
notwithstanding, universal acknowledgment
classified as principals, small part, bit
Particularly is this so in an actors, professional extras and chorus
....
ciple of arbitration is beyond argi.
industry where its marketable commodity is perishable and where quick people, it was decided in an ultimatum agreed to at Saturday's meeting.
action in settling disputes is imperative.
Effort to insert a 100 per cent
Proponents of the prevailing system admit that the instrument Equity cast amendment was defeatis not perfect, but assert that, as a standard and broadly gauged formula ed at the session. Meetings of Equity
by which trade difficulties may be settled withoLit recourse to the long- and producers continue here today.
Producers have refused to accept
vvindedness and delays of courts of law, arbitration is doing its job.
any cast percentage but under terms
They have often stated their desire to improve the system, provided of the proposed settlement would
suggestions for such improvement will fit into the troublesome cogs permit Equity to continue organizaTo adjust studio cases.
tion work.
and wheels of an intricate national machinery.
Equity proposes that producers and
Asking a Direct Question
Equity each have one representative
New York offices of producers
conwith
exhibition
standard
the
and
Opponents declare arbitration
and Equity settling any deadlocks.
sharply
tip
scales
the
that
one-sided
tract under which it functions are
Joint committee to adjust conditions
away from the exhibitor and toward the distributor and that arbitra- for small part actors is proposed, it
being felt that stars can determine
tion encourages the danger of producer-distributor monopoly.
To
view.
their own hours of work.
latter
this
Allied States Association is outspoken in

bring about what it terms a showdown on this and other issues facing
exhibitors the association has withdrawn from arbitration as constiBrookhart bill and "indicated
tuted today. Affiliated members in Michigan, Minnesota, the Dakotas,
r determination to stand for more
Maryland, New Jersey and the mountain states
treatment from the pro- Texas, Iowa, Indiana,
[table
are committed to observe the mandate of the parent association.
ers."
To this association and all others whose dissatisfaction goes hand
Y.
and hand with a desjre for constructive improvement, The Film Daily

and S. Circuit in N.
Swing to R-K-0 Chain?

80-

for

Argument

out in the open with them.

Air them.

air are easy to

Pussyfooting will
the six houses of the Libson chain.
make. Anybody
Balaban & Katz, it is said, will

Vaporings into empty
steam but that doesn't produce the desired results.
plan for remIf critics of arbitration can come forward with a
to broadcast
convictions
their
edies they should have sufficient faith in
part.
it to the industry of which they are a
proper
This publication pledges to call to the attention of the
and
faith
good
and
circles all plans that are founded in practicability
understandclearer
to bend its full energies toward bringing about a
relationship between
ing, an- improved instrument and a more cordial

help nobody.

can

let off

buyer and

seller.

MACK SENNETT'S FIRST
Feature

Comedy—Advt.

KANN
All-Talking

1

I

"MIDNIGHT
Release— Advt.

has no houses, soon is to be invade
'by Balaban & Katz, Paramount subsidiary, if report in circulation here
may be credited. This is said to
presage a spirited competition here
with Fox, which has just closed for

DADDIES''

World

Wide

seating 7,000 which
The
largest
world's
the
would be
8th and
site declared favored is at

house

a

build

.

Vine

Sts.

Schnitzer Back Today
Closed Dei Is in England
Having

closed

deals

London,

Films

Ltd.,

of the

1929-30

RKO

with

Ideal

for distribution
product in the

United Kingdom, and with Kinemas,
(Continued

A

CORGEOTS

wholesome

fun
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PRODUCTION

— Advt.
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of
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eSFILMDOM

who appeared in the
of "Whoopee," Ziegfeld play, states he will appear in a
screen version to be made next June
Eddie Cantor,

stage
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Kodak

"do
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Con.

Fm.

Vox

24
195

pfd.

"A'

85
35
112

Keith A-O
do pfd
Loew's,
Inc.
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M.

84
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%

56/
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100
100
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pfd.
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Cap.
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195
128
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24/
48/

24%
48/

24/
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66%

66
8

36%

34%

363/
40

57%

55

Pathe Exch.
*do "A"

47

8

200
200
000
400

version

57

Jolson Film at Atlantic City
Atlantic City
Midnight premiere
of Al Jolson's "Say It with Songs"
proved an outstand ng social event.

—

500

200

49

CURB MARKET
Prod.

Acoustic
"Bal.

&

5/

...

5

5

Katz

Columbia

000

78

..31%

Pets.

31%

Insp
Fox Thea. "A"... 26
"Griffith. D. W. "A"
30/
Intern. Proj
*Loew do deb rts
*Nat. Scr. Ser
Sup. .. 23
Nat. Thea.

24/

400

25%

500
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30J4

30/

22*4

20
28
22-/

9%

9%

9%

Trans-Lux

31%
7

'Film

166

200
300

17%

•Univ. Pict
*do pfd

BOND MARKET
Aug. 14
Aug.

15

Aug.

15

Opening of "The Hollywood Revue" at the Astor. N. Y.
Opening of "Fast Life" at the Central,

Aug. 16
Aug. 20

N. Y.

Opening

"Greater Movie Season" sponsored by Fox West
Coast at Coast Houses.
of

of "The Dance of Life"
at the Rivoli, N. Y.
Opening of "Hallelujah" at the

Opening

Embassy, N. Y.
Convention of eastern Missouri
and southern Illinois exhibitor unit

Aug. 19-20

Sept. 28

at St. Louis.
First issue of

News
Oct. 7-10
Dec. 9-10

Hearst

Metrotone

(sound).

Meeting of S.M.P.E. at Toronto.
Meeting of North Carolina exhibitors'

unit at

Pinehurst.

Keith A-O 6s
Loew 6s 41ww

R-K-O Change
ing

as

— Harry
division

at

105

105

105

6s 41 x-war
Paramount &s 47..

98"/2

98

By. 5/s51
Pathe 7s37

94H
98/
98%

59

59

59

*Par.

CURB BONDS
85%

*Am. Seat 6s 36
•Warner 6/s 28

198

OVER THE COUNTER
Roxy "A"
do
do

27
29

24
26

units

com

2

Skouras Bros
Technicolor
United Art
do pfd
Univ. Ch. com
do pfd

LAST
Boston

87/

46

do

/

3

33
77

38
79

5

10
75

65

/

2

...

85

75

PRICE QUOTED

Boston

MacDonald is servmanager here for

Canty Sailing for Conference
Paris (By Cable)
George R. Canty sa ls for the United States on
Sept. 12 on a furlough.
He will confer with Clarence J. North, chief of
the Motion Picture Division of the
Department of Commerce in Washington on the European film situa-

—

:

Radio-Keith-Orpheum, pending appointment of a successor to Charles
Winston.

Landy with R-K-O
Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
George Landy has
been named exploitation and publicity
manager for Coast RadioKeith-Orpheum theaters.
West

Coast

—

tion.

T-S Building
St.

ing a
for

Louis

Louis Office

St.

—Tiffany-Stahl

buildis
here, to be ready

new exchange

occupancy Dec.

1.

BELL & HOWELL

CAMERA

NATIONAL

SCREEN

SERVICE
SJSSIUNT

Equipped

Completely

FOR SALE
C. L.

1650

M.
Broadway

c-o Film Daily

N. Y. C.

OFFICE
(18 x 30) 100% Fire Proof
with steel partitions for Studio, Laboratory, Show Room or any other purpose; also with Developing Room and
3 big tanks

FOR RENT

(all

or in part)

A. G. c-o Film Daily
1650 Broadway
New York, N. Y.

William G. Minder, former

feature

s-ales

bia

release.

98/

*Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros
*
do pfd

1925

manager for Pathe, southern
district
manager for Tiffany-Stahl,
It is understood this will be producand Atlanta Fox manager, has been
ed with Florenz Ziegfeld as advisor
named by President Joe Brandt
under the deal recently closed with
Samuel Goldwyn. United Artists will southern division manager for Colum-

17/

Radio-K-O-A
"Stanley Co

12,

Cantor in "Whoopee" with "Bill" Minder Columbia
Ziegfeld as Producer
Division Head in South

Financial

<

Monday, August

FIRST NATIONAL'S
\

Proof of Leadership

He

succeeding Richard V. Anderson.
will headquarter at Atlanta and

have jurisdiction over Atlanta, Memphis.
Dallas,
Charlotte,
Oklahoma
Citv and New Orleans.

Exclusive!
M-G-M

NEWSREEL

International

has the only cameraman

on board the

GRAF ZEPPELIN
on

its

Hearst-sponsored

851^

world cruise

ON

ROUNDTHE-WORLD HEARST FLIGHT
OFF

ITS

aboard gnaf zeppelin
on the Hearst -Zeppuin Round

August

7,

Robert Hartman. The only cameraman
on board the Graf Zeppelin, leaves to
take photos exclusively for M-G-M

1339.

To the American Public*
to the people of tbo Unl~ed Statte t&e
I cannot express
great feeling if gratitude I ---ave for zht remarkable
encouragement and inspiration that I have received -luring
my effort to accomplish soaetblts new.
la my sincere hope that the Hearst-^ep^eMn '.-Jorld
will be a great contribution to ard the welfare of
the *orld lc general.
It is ay earnest desire that humanity
profit through these efforts.
That Is why the extreme
Kindness of you good friends It the United states meana eo
much to me in this supre-ne effort.
It

night

From the letters am telegrams received I Know there la
• tremendous and «ldc spread interest In the flicht we are
about to start around the -orld.
Those »ho rlsh to keep In touch rlth the dally affaire
of the -eppelLn and her adventures nlll be able to do so
through an arrangement I neve made with a large chain of
American nenspupera - the Hearst "enspapers - nhlcb ere
published In various cities from coast to coast.

Under this arrangement the nev.s dispatches end sceclal
feature dispatches rrom the ien-elln will -o -.lrect and
exclusively to the Ket York .jisrUan In tlew York City and
the allied Hearst nenjpapers tbrou hout the country.
On each doy of the
In the United Stutes.

flrlp

I

nlll

oe think lr,fl of °y friends

^/isCt-^y*

£<*£ +

Exclusively Hearst!

International Newsreel.

REMEMBER
The
stuff

Inside

£g*teti

on the

GRAF ZEPPELIN FLIGHT

.

ISSUED

WIIUAM
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HEARST

m

can only be in the
THE WORLD'Si
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The Broadway Parade
THE

year's record-holder on Broadway, "The Broadway Melody," has folded the
tent at the Astor.
The house is dark until Wednesday when "The Hollywood
Revue of Revues" opens.
"Smiling Irish Eyes" ends a short engagement at

{Continued from Page 1)
Hon, but no action on his suggestion

the Central on Wednesday and the next night "Fast Life" opens.
On the same
night "The Dance of Life" gets under way at the Rivoli, "Evangeline" closing the
preceding day.
The remainder of the line-up is unchanged and follows:

was taken.
There are

50 cases awaiting settleRental deestimated.
and
general
dissatisfaction
among small town exhibitors, many
of whom declare they face ruin unless some action is taken to relieve
their present straits, are given as
causes of the withdrawal.
At the board meeting, resignation
of B. D. Cockrill, former Newcastle
exhibitor, as president and board
member was accepted. Cockrill now

ment,
putes

Picture

with Warners at Wilmington, Del
A. C. Miller, attorney and owner of
the Lark and Sourwein, Brazil, elected for the remainder of Cockrill's
term, which expires in October and
Percy Dickson, Wabash, and Oscar

Distributor

"The Black Watch"
"On With the Show"

is

it

Theater
Gaiety

Fox
Warners
Paramount

'The Four Feathers"

RKO

"College Love"

Universal

Warners

"Say It with Songs"
"Hollywood Revue"

22
29

Criterion

June

12

Rialto

July 20

Globe
Colony

July 30

.

.

Warner

.M-G-M

"Fast Life"
'Eance of Life"

May

May

Winter Garden.

"Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu" Para
"Street Girl"

Opening Date

Astor.

First National

Central

Paramount

Rivoli.

•

Aug. 3
Aug. 6
Aug. 14
Aug. 15
Aug. 15

is

Evansville, were elected to the

Fise,

board.

Assets of Consolidated
Film Set at $10,188,540
Total assets of $10,188,540 and
surplus of $2,314,030 as of March 31,

shown

1929, are

statement of Con-

in

solidated Film Industries filed with
New York Stock Exchange.
the
This compares with assets of $9,950,671 and surplus of $2,087,176 as of

Dec. 31, 1928.
Current assets amounted to $4,641,164 and current liabilities $1,769,510,
comparing with $4,392,847 and $1,respectively, at the

634,279.

solidated Film and subsidiaries as of
March 31, 1929, compares as fol-

lows:
1929

March

31,

1928
Dec. 31,

"Prop & plant
$2,580,124
Contr, pats, neg, gdwl,

$2,567,524

2,811.250
827,926

2,811,250
232,100

2,943,513
330,373

3,253,087
288,987

539,351

618,672

22,000

58,762

21,390
112,613

21,390
98,899

$10,188,540

$9,950,671

Cash
Notes,

trade
accts rec

accep

Mktable secur, accrued
int

&

divs

Sundry accts

&

notes

rec, etc

Claim

for

refund

fed

tax assess

Deferred charges
Total

Liabilities

i-Capital

stock

Notes payable
Accounts payable
trade

Dividends payable ...
Accrued accounts ...
Federal tax

$6,000,000
800,908

$6,000,000
732,544

352,219
350,000
32,771
233,612

493,620
150,000
21,063
237,052
60,000

Xotes pay of sub co
Bal purcli price of sub
co cap stock
Real estate mortgages.
Initial surplus
Earned surplus

when

New System of

Charge-off
Set Up at Roach Studio
West

Two Day and Date

'Philly'

Warner Openings Aug. 30

—

Philadelphia
Two Warner theaopenings are scheduled simultaneously here Aug. 30, when the State
52nd and Chestnut Sts., and the Circle,

&

Inventories

be renewed early in September
the Orpheum on East State
St. is reopened as a sound house by
New
its new owner, the Bucril Corp., inTrapp
Alexander
corporated
by
George B. Ten Eyck, who closed the Recording Laboratories of America
house after ten years of operation Joe Jordan, colored composer, will
write the score.
is to be manager under the new reHe plans to have
gime. All of the other three houses the film shown in colored houses sioperating in the center of the city multaneously with its runs in other
theaters.
are sound equipped.
will

ter

Assets

etc

of "The Siren of the
Tropics," starring Josephine Baker,
colored entertainer, is planned by
Gold Pictures Corp.,
York
states Jack Goldberg.
The film is
to be synchronized in the studios of

105,000
1.170,207
1,143,823

63,715
105,500
1,170,207
916,970

Frankford

Ave.

and

Orthodox

make

Each has a
their debut.
capacity of 3,500 and represents an
investment of $1,500,000.
St.,

Schnitzer Back Today;
Closed Deals in England
{Continued from Page 1)
Ltd., for showing of the product over
that firm's chain of South African

Coast

Bureau,

Hollywood

—

—

Toronto While no dividend has
yet been paid on common of
Famous Players Canadian Corp., ac-

tion

is

expected at the annual meet-

a visit of

England,

in

sev-

J.

studios

aflc

not enough financial interest in the
enterprises," he says.
"They cvci

combine.

new capital for c.
The studios should
They have clever people

and there

is

have to raise

new

big picture.
a

great future for
not as it is

—but

the
be-

made now."

C.

West

Witwer, Humorist,
Dead; Funeral Today
Bureau,

Coast

Hollywood

THE FILM

— Funeral services

DAILY
are

to

be held here today for H. C. Witwerj
noted humorist, who died last Friday
after an illness of several months.
He was 39 years old. Witwer is the
author of a number of screen stories,
among them Universal's "The Leath-

Pushers" series, which brought;
Reginald Denny to prominence. He
wrote the "Fighting Blood" series,
produced and distributed by FBO and
the "Record Breakers" series, design1929-1930 release on the
ed for
er

RKO

line-up.

N. E. Theaters Goal
of Picturetone Chaiin

—

Providence Picturetone Theater>
amortization and charge-off of future productions has been set up by Corp., which controls a chain o)
Island,
Massachusetts and
officials of the Hal Roach studio, un- Rhode
der which a picture is supposed to Ccnnecticut houses, is embarked on
pay for itself in 80 weeks as against an expansion which is to bring tc
the old system of 104 weeks, it is 25 the total number of houses operated by the company, states Presireported.
The firm has
Heretofore, if a picture paid more dent I. W. Silloway.
than its quota during an allotted just acquired the Humboldt, Roxtime the surplus was counted' ;as bury, Mass., which seats 1,450.
profit, but under the new arrangeBuffalo Reopening Aug. 15
ment any surplus accruing to the
Buffalo Finishing touches are becompany in allotted time will be
charged off to the cost of the pic- ing put to remodeling work at the
ture and will not be shown as profit Lafayette, which is to reopen Aug
15, according to William H. Raynor
until picture is fully paid for.

—

RKO

as

c

work on.
"They have too many

THE FILM DAILY 25
A new system of

Due to certain ramifications made
Theaters, Joseph I. Schnitzer,
at the studio during the year net inpresident, returns to New York to- come for the fiscal year ended July
day from' England.
28, 1929, is not expected to equal the
$321,439 reported for the fiscal year
ended July 28, 1928.
During the
Dividend Anticipated as

Fam. Canadian Net Jumps

I •

T. Bragg,
treasurer of Famous Players Canadian Corp., has returned home,
was impressed with the small aniouni
of capital English producers have tc

ing
Gold Pictures Plans to
Keen Competition to
be Renewed at Trenton
Roadshow Baker Picture H.
Trenton, N.
— Competition here Roadshowing
J.

*

— Following

Toronto
weeks

eral

English picture

close of

preceding year.
Consolidated balance sheet of Con-

J

y

last

six

months Hal Roach expend-

ed approximately $50,000 on sound
stages and incurred the expense of
sound production without material return.
In accordance with sinking
fund requirements $50,000 of the
$350,000 trust debentures outstanding will be retired in August, which
will materially improve the compa-

ing at the end of the fiscal year Aug.
The firm has enjoyed sensaTolal
$10,188,540 $9,950,671 31.
*After depreciation.
tRepresented by 300,- tional business during the last nine
lino no-par shares of $2 cumulative participatmonths due to the popularity of talk- ny's cash position. On September,
ing preferred stock and 400,000 no-par shares
Earnings for the period, less 1929, Hal Roach will retire $150,000
ers.
of common stock.
operating expenses, are said to be in open bank loans, which will free
Roche President of Rialto Firm
$2,422,490, equal to approximately $6 the company of further indebtedness.
John M. Roche now is president a share on the common. Summer atand chairman of the board of direct- tendance has been the greatest in
Shagrin Managing Warner House
ors of Rialto M. P. Co., New York. years, so that continued improve- West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
He succeeds Louis I. Maisell, who ment in earnings for the last quarHollywood
Max Shagrin is to
resigned the presidency.
manage the Warner here.
ter is expected.

—

managing

director.

Far North Theater
Winnipeg

—

The

furthest

north picture theater in Canada
has been established at Fort
Churchill, the new terminus of
the Hudson's Bay Railway on
the west shore of Hudson's
Bay, a thousand miles north of
here.

The

inhabitants of this

commercial outpost have had
picture entertainment in a tent
for some weeks but now a theater building has been erected
by a Winnipeg syndicate. No
picture less than five years old
has yet been shown there, it is
said, but the traders, trappers,
natives and Indians are delighted with the silent productions.

'

THE GREAT AM EH
OF THE AIR

COLUMBIA'S

i

ALL-TALKING

ROADSHOW
ATTRACTION
i

and never-to-be forgotten

Thrilling

scenes

of

powerful and
aft

.

.

Made

.

and

daring

romantic

heroism

in

a

drhma of the

with the cooperation of

the Flying Division of the

U. S. Marine Corps.
Featuring

Story by

JACK HOLT

RALPH GRAVES

LILA LEE

Dialogue by

RALPH GRAVES

FRANK R.CAPRA

A FRANK
One

R.

CAPRA

of the Prosperity

Productions

Production

Group of All-Talking
1929-1930

for

i

i

'

LADIES OF
.Sensational All-Talking

Columbia

Offers

ROAD-SHOW

ATTRACT!!

THE PROSPERITY GROV
Lavishly Produced with Great Stage and

3

MIGHTY ROAD-SHO WATTRACTIONS

LADIES OF THE EVENING
DAVID BELASCO'S
Qropper.

Ran

for

R CAPRA. A

greatest

stage success.

Written by Milton

more than a year on Broadway. Directed by

gripping

drama of

FRANK

social contrasts.

IfiHT
^ xA x

FT*" x
x

CAPRA, who

8

famous front-cover

serial

LESLIE THRASHER,
of Sandy and

ERLE

C.

for such
"McEadden's Flats."

KENTON.

Produced by
successes

box-office

EDWARD
"The

SMALL,

Qorilla"

and

JACK HOLT, LILA LEE and
RALPH GRAVES. Directed by FRANK R.

gave you "Submarine." Sensational air drama.

O' LIL

*»£

on the

LIBERTY MAQAZINE.

of

the artist

who

created the two

Story by ).
lovable charac-

Lit.

and produced by

and

LINDER, who

wrote and pro-

THE MELODY MAN

U*(S£;

of the same name by FIELDS, RODQERS and HART,
author! of "A Connecticut Yankee," "Present Arms," and "Spring
Is Here."
stage success

THE SOUL KISS
tion.

A beautiful and tender
drama of love and devo-

Sumptuously produced against backgrounds of regal splendor.

Lil."

HELL'S ISLAND

A"
,

—

burning

*™>

°i
hates and

MURDER ON THE ROOF
MAQAZINE
Adapted from

the sensational

EDWARD DOHERTY.

LIBERTY

smoldering passions under the blistering skies of DEVIL'S ISLAND
the noted penal colony made famous by Captain Dreyfus.

—

by
are

BROADWAY SCANDALS

SWEETHEARTS

OF 1930

CARMEN LOMBARDO. A

A
by

singing,

talking,

dancing

RUFUS LeMAIRE,

revue staged
noted producer of

now

serial story

millions of theatre-goers

who

it.

Based on the popular song

Commit Yourself on Your Next

iPIM 6 Groups

ready to see

Read by

hit

by

PARADE
ON
CHARLES NEWMAN

singing, talking

and

and dancing

picture.

Unprecedented entertainment.

"LeMaire's A/fairs."

Don't

as

Starring

THE SQUEALER %££%£?$££
MARK
JACK
duced "Diamond

Directed by
responsible

GREAT BOX OFFICE SPECIALS

FOR THE LOVE
ter*

s-gMUEggj

SONG OF LOVE

Year's Pictures Until You've Seen C

of the Greatest Talking Shc

COLUMBIA <
VICTOR GEMS

<

KRAZy KAT
CARTOONS

DISNEYSILLy

%

SYMPHONIES

i

IE
c

EVENING

DAVID BELASCO'S

on

U-Talking
:ars

Famous Stage Success

Pictures for the Season i^2Cf-i^o

and Outstanding Supporting Casts

Big SHOWMANSHIP PRODUCTIONS

15

Type

Diversified Entertainment of the Highest

WA
STRFFT
W TT OlIVLLl

S T ^T
V xv
R ^S
J1J
* **

A

hi & hl y dramatic and
rormi ntic love story. The
adventures of a lamb who was turned into a wolf of finance by the
woman he adored and worshiped.

/\ A- A,

MEXICALI ROSE
and

filmed against scenes

thrills,

situations

and unusual

note in heart appeal

replete

O'DAY. A

and romantic

„ TL

».

__.
The. Lone
Wolf"
,

career.

twists of plot.

•/„

.._

.1

in the

MOLLY
a new

interest.

...__

most exciting

Columbia's "Lone Wolf"

and

talking picture that strikes

WOLF

LAST OF THE LONE

£5,3*12=

packed with action
pa
of magnificence and grandem-. Novel

<_..<
_* ......
battle of wits

./ L .-.

„^_.

of his entire
pictures have always made money

for exhibitors.

JAZZ DAUGHTERS %££zz
and

SALLY O'NEILL

Featuring

DARK
rAIV1 °

with sparkling dialogue. Lavish and colorful.

glamorous night

ISIiri-HT^
rN
1 VJ XI 1 3
life

of the most famed

city

Sunft-moving drama that
unfoldi itsel{ against the
in the world. Music, song,

drama and dance.

PRINCE OF DIAMONDS
Screen story by
"Syncopation,"
tainment.

QENE MARKEY,

author of "Close

and "The Qay Lady." Superb

fp Cme

"VT f^L p" A "VT
\7
p IX
V X,
VT X, I\ J/N V-. A, An

Harmony,"

LADIES MUST PLAY

BORROWED LOVE

Sophisticated humor, deep human feeling, touches of pathos, inspired
in a gripping drama of latter-day husbands and wives.
dialogue

DUDLEY, noted playwright and dramatic
World." A new twist to the triangle.

—

AROUND THE CORNER

theme

in pictures.

PFRQHMA1
TT"V
A A
JTIiIVOVyi^r\l-,J.

A

"Ej-ft'frK

critic

of the "Evening

brilliant production.

Clever

and dramatic

situa-

dialogue

An ail-talking melodrama of high and low society. Unusual scenes of
comedy and tragedy in a gripping screen play of absorbing interest.

tions rich in

PRIVATE PROPERTY*;/'^

THE BLACK SHEEP *a*fOn

drama of

and

conquest.
with old-fashioned morals.
love

A

tense story of

modern

and a

Illustrated

ubjects Ever
'O-REEL PREMIER

OMEDIES

*'

*

*

*

in

human

contrasts.

A

startling climax.

director.

Ai Ji/f IT

Complete

humor and

daring theme. Superbly produced with a brilliant cast under a noted

love in conflict

TX P ItA P TA A
AT
TOX
N^
A A

ji's

original

of t/u mftJt powe^vi and
absorbing screen dramas offered in years. Smashing dialogue throughout.

talking-picture enter-

v-r

^1

A «reat numan drama with
mtense ly moving situations

climax that will hold audiences breathless.

Announcement! IT

Produced
COLOR' '*
SENSATIONS

in

WILL PAY YOU TO WAIT!

the Industry

is^

BELLE BAKER -,he
Female Al Jolson and the
Sarah

an

Bernhardt

absorbing

entertaining

stage

of

and

drama

Song

—

in

unusually
of

back-

Directed by

ERLE C

KENTON

life.

Story and Dialogue by

HOWARD

GREEN
hen Ry McCarthy

DOROTHy HOWELL

Printed in U.

S.

A.

A COLUMBIA
TALKING - SINGING —
DANCING ROADSHOW
ATTRACTION

1\

August

iday,

1929

12,

Along The Rialto

\AND
J HAT'S

Timely Topics
A

Digest of
Current Opinion

with

THAT

M. Daly,

Phil

Jr.

€

PHIL M. DALY

,

1.1.

\TAT

UM PEOPLE

may

be

not

superstitiouSj but they do believe
Especially the S. R. O.
igns.
the one they call "on the (lotted

*-

^

LEVINE

print

arrived, they thought

*

*

Unbelievable

Erroll,

is

'tis

Sees British Talkers Holding
Their Own With American

npHERF.

A

said

ish

Coast-bound

Hy

under way

and

to con-

Gainsborp has bought an aeroplane

"London Daily Telegraph"

taking flying lessons

is

a heavy conClub discussing
Stock quotations and their goli
is, when a guy made some remark
ut fillums and picture taking-."

:nce

at "the

M.

in

Walter Winchell

P.

Yes, yes, Aloysius," said the edi"now tell us the great story."
Aw, dontcha get it?" asked Aloys"Can von picture anybody in
Motion Picture Club mentioning
tion pictures?"

Was crying about

"Why

to enter
"Is Cecil De Mille inside?"
"Nope. He gave one
iaint Peter:
k at the Pearly Gates and the
eet of Gold, and said he couldn't
rk with such cheap sets."

aven):

*

*

Success Secret
interviewed Anthony Boloiv, the great scenario writer," writes
Konk, our roving corresI anide
pident now in Hollywood. "I have
overed the "secret of his success.
docs all his writing in his bare
It and walks all over his manuscript
"Why do you do this,
i he writes.
I asked, and he rejr. Boloney?'
ted: 'So's I can get feeling, underending, prespiration and §ole into
just

scenarios.'
*

replying to an exhibitor

business, said

should

replied,

I

?"

wanted

"So you can

''They're the ones

Location
Itudio Official: (preparing

'1

star,

"Why

:

I

to

know

attract

have

high

in their theaters. While
a great deal to learn in
the matter of acoustical treatment,
the movie houses can be
effectively sound proofed without a great deal of expense, and
it is certain that it is going to be
necessary if the talking movies
are to be a success.
llicreC is

people."

class

came

to give passes to,"

Harry
R.

I., is

Storin,

rialtoing in

purposes.

To

the retort.

.

who manages the Leroy in Pawtueket,
Noo Yawk for both business and pleasure

K. A. Hathaway in
"Chicago Daily News"

The independent

mentioned

be mentioned, want the kind of relief

44

that'll let

it

problems of the small exTHE
hibitors, who wish to wire

should

their houses but who
installation costs and

'em sympa-

somebody else, rather than having everybody
sympathize with them

It

would appear

cities

*

*

tures

will

do

away

sound motion pic-

musicians in picture theaters.

HAROLD

No.13

Who ?

Who's

THAT
MEAN

IT

IS

A

HIS

BEAT

DAD

PLAYING
GOLF AND

AN OF'»FICER IN
'THE NAVAL

V
7

,f

IS

RESERVE.
IT'S
eugene zukor

FRANKLIN

Industry Statistics
By JAMES
Statistical

P.

Editor,

No.13

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

CUNNINGHAM
The Film Daily

ULTHE MEWS
AUTHE TIME

CAR-

TOONIST,

CAN

B.

Sales on American films in all
foreign countries return a $35,000,000 yearly gross to American distributors, as compared with $6,000,000
gross obtained by foreign distributing
organizations on sales of their product
Seven years
in the United States.
ago, American t companies realized 15

two million

linear

feet of

film

were

exported from the States in 1913. It
estimated 1929 exports will exis
ceed 225,000,000 linear feet, an increase of 193,000,000 linear ft. over

from

BBQjjgg||BgSBiraaass*

Adolph Zukor reported
of

Kinema and
+

W. H.
Sixty

motion

in

California

control
theaters,

Los Angeles.

1913.

picture Jan and
per cent of their total
published regare
periodicals
This figure jumped to 30 trade
abroad.
States.
United
the
in
ularly
Thirty1928-29.
and 40 per cent in
sales

rent-

ings of his theater; film rentals
are certain to come down within reason now that there is a
greater demand for sound pictures and a wider field over which
and
distribute their costs;
to
eventually, too, the score charge
will be eliminated.
Ben Shlyen, Editor, Associated
Publications, Kansas City

with

own

film

with the attendant score
charges to be huge obstacles to a
resultant profit, are little by little
working themselves out.
Financing plans have been inaugurated that enable even the
smallest exhibitor to purchase
equipment and pay for it over a
period of months out of the earn-

ff

TheOld

have found

als

a logical conclusion to say that

excepting in the very large

*

Sound Kinks Straightening
Out is Mid- West Opinion

with

thize
else

exhibs,

**

*

be or not to be reports, continue to trickle

along the stem about a Radio- Paramount deal with Warners
also

exhihitors are realizing
necessity for acoustical

treatment

the exhib, to which Eddie

Concealed Name Test." He screen"Simba," the African wild animal
Believe it or
m, without titles.
it
it, most of the audience thought
as Clara Bow in "The Wild Party."

IS

don't yon try put-

"

Puff, Puff
Mike Glutz of the Oompah
by the
;r, not to be outdone
Did cigarette people, ran his

WHO

THE
the

who

ting on sonic high class pictures once in awhile?"

Bum

*

The

Eddie Cantor gag.

Mirror," reports this

Dailj

*

Proper Acoustics in Theaters
Held Necessary for Talkers

*

*

*

"The

in

*

*

:

executives were

should therefore be no
lack in the provision of Britsound pictures.
If adequate

care is devoted to their production
there seems no reason why they
should not be able to hold their
own with any pictures of a similar
kind from America.

with Brother Victor and get their series for Tiffany-Stahl

fer

loysius Sneeze, our high pressure
s hound, phoned in to the editor
"1 gotta great story. A bunch
,a\

was Leon

it

Eddie Halperin

Travel Notes:

Tour the Globe."
*

in

and records of his
of the Kongo." Nat wanted to be sure the records wouldn't
be broken, so he kept 'em on his lap all the way. When he

Theme Song
You Mm/ Be Paris Hound, But
'II

from the Coast, with the
first talker serial, "The King

aeroplaned

Trade
Hart
titles.

*

*

Prod, restrained by Federal

Commission
films

without

reissuing
displaying old

from

THE
10

-<3i&*
DAILY

Monday, August

12.

1929

Coast Wire Service

On Broadway

Wright

Inspiration to Film

Stories

— "Hollywood

Astor

Revue

of

Revues,

—Wednesday
Wrecker"
—"The
Capitol
"Last
Mrs. Cheyney"
Carnegie Playhouse — "Night Club"
—
"Smding
Eyes"
Wedni
WORK Central
"Fast Life" opening Thursday
—
Criterion
"Four Feathers"

open-

ing

Cameo

of

SOME WRIGHT STORIES

A

PATHE HAS THREE

Little

from

WERE FILMED AS SILENTS

a

Lots yy

AMONG

Maintained by Warners
Warners maintains

a

staff

of

250

work on Vitaphone problems and develop new imelectrical engineers to

AND TWO NOW BEING EDITED

RALPH WILK

By

Pictures are to make
former students at the
talkers based on the Harold Bell
New York School of Commerce
Wright novels, screen rights to
which are controlled by Sol Lesser, who can be found at the Fox lot are
who has joined Inspiration. Lesser Sol Wurtzel, Victor Shapiro, William
made a number of the stories in si- Kernell and Kaspar Hilliard.
*
*
*
lent version several years ago.
Duncan
Mansfield,
veteran film
Lesser has been appointed western
editor, who co-edited "The
Tresgeneral manager of the company.
passer," xvith James Morley, will
sail in August for England to edit
250 Electrical Engineers
pictures for British International.
Inspiration

IN

*

*

*

Adel e Comandini is busy at First
National, where she is writing the
adaptation, continuity and dialogue
for
"Playing Around."
She also
wrote the adaptation, continuity and

Three pictures are
are in

work, two
the cutting room and another
in

preparation at Pathe.
In production
are
"Red Hot Rhythm,"
which Leo McCarey is directing with
Alan Hale, Josephine Dunn, Walter
is

in

O'Keefe and Kathryn Crawford in
the cast.
Three color sequences are
being

incorporated.

Irish

— "Powers
— "Nana"

Fifth Ave.
Fifty-Fifth

to

of

Evil"

Film Guild— "The South Po'e"
Gaiety— "The Black Watch"

Globe—" Street

Girl"

—

Loew's New York Monday, "Thunderbolt;"
Tuesday, "Two Weeks Off" and
Scarlet
Devil;" Wednesday,
"Pleasure Crazed;
Thursday,
"Prisoners;'
Friday,
"I.'ghl
Fingers" and "Prince and the Dancer;"
Saturday, "Fall of Eve;" Sunday, "Hchintl
That Curtain"
- '

1

—

Mark Strand "Drag"
Paramount— "The Greene Murder Case"
Riallo
"Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu"
Rivoli—-"Evangeline" to Wednesday;
Danc«

—

'

—

of Life" opening Thursday
Another in work is "Rich People," Rosy
"The Cock-Eyed Wor'd"
starring Constance
Bennett, under Warners — "Say It with Songs"
Winter
Garden— "On With the Show'
direction of E. H. Griffith with cast
including Robert Ames. Regis Toomey and Mahlon Hamilton.
Robert
Armstrong and Carol Lombard arc
PLAN FOREIGN LANGUAGE
busy in "The Racketeer," which
Howard Higgin is directing. In the
cast are Roland Drew, John Loder
AT
Al Hill, Paul Hurst. Bud Fine, BobDunn.
Herbert
Clark
by
and Jean-

provements, states Jack L. Warner.
movable camera, movable microd alogue for "Sheba."
phone, portable apparatus, the cam*
*
*
era "cloak" and remote control reWarner Bros, will produce foreign
John
Loder
is becoming a famil- nette Loff.
cording are some of the developments
language
shorts at their Brooklyn
In
the
cutting
room
are
"Sailor's
iar figure at Pathe.
He had no
worked out at the studio.
sooner finished work in "Her Pri- Holiday," featuring Alan Hale; "Her plant pending studio arrangements
The company eventually
vate Affair" than he was engaged Private Affair." Ann Harding's sec- abroad.
Studio Tours Feature
for a prominent role in "The Racke- ond Pathe feature; and "Oh Yeah," plans to produce shorts in foreign
with Robert Armstrong and James languages at studios in the countries
teer."
where the languages are native.
Talking Screen Snapshots
*
*
*
Gleason.
With completion of a sound-proof
William
'the
Boyd
In
preparation
is
Our Passing Show: Tom Dugan
Beginning with the next issue of
Columbia's "Talking Screen Snap- demonstrating some new steps; Jack picture. "His First Command," a stage being built adjacent to the Flatbush studio, Warners will be able
shots." personally conducted tours Robbins and Al Kingston chatting at story of army life.
to speed up production.
At present
through Hollywood, will become one M-G-M; Sidney Claire and Oscar
only
one
stage
is available.
The new
Bennett
First
"Nice
People"
of the features of this one-reel fan Levant busy at RKO.
*
*
*
magazine.
Constance Bennett's first for Pathe stage will be ready probably in OctoThese tours will include
Elliott Lester is all smiles these will be "Nice People" to be directed ber.
visits to studios, calls on stars, and
To date a number of foreign langHis play, "The Medicine by Edward Griffith. It is an adaptachats and scenes of Hollywood ce- days.
uage
shorts and one feature, "The
Man,"
has
been
just
bought
Gelzer's
by Tif- tion by A. A. Kline of Jan
lebrities.
Royal Box," have been made at the
fany-Stahl, while his contract as a story.
Eastern plant.
stage director and writer has been
Gets F. N. Role
Barthelmess Film Completed
Cissy Fitzgerald, who recently fin- renewed by Fox.
*
*
#
"Young Nowheres" starring Rich- Fruit Pest Causes Havoc
ished work in "Sally" and "The
Ted Wilde is back at his first love ard Barthelmess has been completed
Broadway Hostess," First National
Business in Florida
First Natiomal.
He will direct at the First National studio, Marian
Vitaphone productions, has been enJacksonville, Fla.
Campaign being
gaged for her original role in "Lill'es "Loose Ankles." He d rected "Babe" Nixon has the leading feminine part.
waged by the Federal and state govof the Field," which will be made by Ruth in "Babe Comes Home" at First
National a few years ago.
F. N. Title Changed
ernments against the Mediterranean
First National.
Owing to a conflict in titles the fruit fly, is proving a severe blow to
More Passing Show:
Harry J. forthcoming First National picture theater business and other industries
Mae Murray in "Peacock Alley"
Mae Murray's first all-talking and Brown trying out a Packard; Harry heretofore known as "The Queen Of of the state. Many theaters are dark
Jazz and others are being closed daily.
will
be called "The
singing
Tiffany-Stahl
production. Lee busy al the Western Union of- Jazz"
It will be the second of About 500,000 boxes of citrus fruits
"Peacock Alley," will go into produc- fice; Pa^.l Perez umpiring a tennis Queen."
the Dorothy Mackaill starring pic- have been destroyed and orders issuLowell Sher- match.
tion around Aug. 18.

A

—

,

With

—

man

>,:

will

direct,

it

is

reported.

Working on "Lost Zeppelin"

Work

"The

Lost

Zeppelin,"
production, is proTiffany-Stahl's
ceeding under direction of Edward
Sloman, with Virginia Valli, Conway
Tearle and Ricardo Cortez in the
leads.

on

who

*

*

too low over Culver City studios will be chased by
Major Bob Blair, the first aerial speed
cop west of the Mississippi. In addition to chasing would-be violators of
traffic laws of the air, he will warn
aviators away from studios during the
filming of sound pictures.

Aviators

*

tures for the

new

season.

fly

*

*

forbidding ripening of citrus
peaches and figs, until late November or early in December. This is
being done to prevent spread of the
fly to other agricultural sections. Government relief is being promised farming

fruits,

Four More for "Shew of Shows"
Four additional members who have
been added to the cast of the Warner
special "Show of Shows" now bringNick Lucas,
Fazenda, Ruth Clifford and
Carmel Meyers. Ninety per cent of
the picture will be made in color.
ing the total to 50, are:

ers of the state.

Louise

Marty Santell will assist his
Mildred Harris, Jocelyn Lee Signed
brother, Al, in the direction of
Fox Makes Assignments
Mildred Harris and Jocelyn Lee
"The Conquistador," starring
Recent assignments on the Fox lot
have been added to cast of "No. No
Warner Baxter.
call for Lumsden Hare to take a role
Nanette," First National edition of
*
*
*
Sisters"; Henry Armeta
in "Three
Bernice Claire
the musical comedy.
pioneer
Schertzinger
a
Victor
is
Kolker
for parts in "Hurand
Henry
leads
the
Gray
have
Alexander
and
Others are Lucien Littlefield, Louise theme song writer. He wrote "Just dy Gurdy Man," starring George JesTashman, Zasu an Old Love Song" for Douglas Fair- sel and Clifford Dempsey added to
Lilyan
Fazenda,
banks' production of "Robin Hood." the cast of the "New Orleans Frolic."
Pitts and Bert Roach.

Griffiths Building 54th

Theater in

—

S.

W. Chain

Hobart, Okla. New theater to be
built here by the Griffith Amusement
Co., will be the 54th in that company's chain, which embraces all of
the larger towns of the state and
several in the Texas Panhandle. The
Griffith firm is allied with Universal.

j

|

WANTED
by every wired theatre in the
country—a Talking Short of

COHEN ON THE TELEPHONE
preferably with GEORGE SIDNEY
doing his stuff as COHEN

READY NOW
COHEN ON THE TELEPHONE
with GEORGE SIDNEYas COHEN
—one

full

reel

of riotous laughter

anywhere on earth!

New

It

played the Paramount Theatre,

It

played the Paramount Theatre, Brooklyn

and

they aisplayed it on the
It's

marquee in

that kind of box

York

lights!

office!

Universal Snorts

are

Super snorts/

Never before

'

anywhere

in the

world

-such a record as

this 1

,/
1

more than

170,000
1

dollars!
more than

180.000
*

people
all in

one week at the l!%f9,&.

The COCK

saw

JL

EYED

WORLD
Presented by

WILLIAM FOX

Only 4 minutes of stage
All talking, singing,
laughing Movietone
with

Victor

McLAGLEN

EDMUND LOWE
LILY DAMITA
Story by Laurence Stallings
Authors

of

"WHAT

Dialog by

and Maxwell Anderson
PRICE GLORY"

WILLIAM

K.

WELLS

entertainment! Figure it
out for yourself, why this
picture has the whole
industry staggering ...
'.

Directed by

RAOUL WALSH

X

Pacemaker
for the

Yes Sir! THIS

IS

OUR YEAR

Industry

ip

—

Warners Get Hoffman and Gottesman Chains
iTHE

WMW^^kLLTM NEWS
^^m
l/'FILMDOM^^mi^^^^ALLTHE TIME
frHEWSPAPER

XLIX

ECAUSE
add

jij

Tuesday, August

No. 37

So

It's
Jk

there

to

little

is

what follows, except
out with what dead-

to

to point

1 accuracy these observations hit
t\ truth, we swing this column
a goodly part of

-i>r

J

it

— over

TIFFANY-STAHL FRANCHISES
ALLIED STATES FOR FIVE YEARS

to

Paramount and Warners Linked

Julius Klein, Assistant Secrete of Commerce, trade specialist
[[.

1

I

and diligent student of
nerican Economics.

Addressing the Chicago AssoIrion of Commerce, Klein had
to say the other day
t s
:

*

*The

*

influence of

competition in occasioning redisasters

jtail

enormously

is

Own

exaggerated. It is not nearly
si
mischievous a power as
the failures would have us

—

lied,

cure

Digging

in

even further, Klein con-

$174,391 IN FIRST WEEK

ue--:

"A

recent survey by a nationcommercial rating
firm shows that competition accounted for only 3.6 per cent of
business failures in 1928, but
nearly one third of the total
are
31.4 per cent to be exact

With

known

ally

—

charged up under the heading of
'incompetence'."

to

a seven
its
credit,

day gross

of $174,391

"The

Cock-Eyed

West

Coast

Bureau,

Hollywood

Paramount
World

ble

gild the

for

It

lily?

syllable,

to

applies,

this

syl-

business.

hose who read this and stay honest
themselves cannot help but admit

ith

— Dissension

in

ranks of

Without Michigan Unit

—

Detroit Arbitration is being continued here, despite withdrawal of the
Michigan unit, with exhibitor members appointed by the Board of commerce. Regular meeting of the board
are scheduled.

Yes, It's Correct
"The Cock-Eyed World" did

Roxv

Warners in Two

Warners Get Option on
$174,-

at the

in

is

deals

understood
for

acquisition

to have
of the

Cleveland Theater Site Hoffman

one week. Four
Cleveland—Through the real estate
lidnight shows and two days of firm of Van Aken and Strock. Warersonal appearances by Victor Mc- ner Brothers are reported to have
-aglen helped, but imagine such busi- taken a 30-day option on property at
ess if you can. The second week-end Euclid Ave. and East 17th St. for a
(Continued on Page 3)
vith $63,344 outdistanced the first bv
oughly $10,000. Laugh that off!
MACK SENNETT'S FIRST All-Talking
K A N N Feature Comedy — Advt.
>1

New Deals

Warners
closed

Brothers and Alfred Gottesman chains in Connecticut. While
no confirmation has been obtained, it
understood that Dan Michalove
is

Warners in the transactions.
deals strongly entrench Warners
(Continued on Page 3)

acted for

The

"MIDNIGHT
Broadwaj

after

DADDIES'
Dark— Advt.

Comedy

(C'on tinned on Page 11)

ALLIED AND RCA STILL

TALKING EQUIPMENT BUY

—

Houses Arbitration Continuing

20 Connecticut Houses Acquired
by

let live''

Abram F. Meyers, W. A. Steffes
and H. M. Richey are here representOE GILLMORE ing Allied; L. A. Young, Grant L.
Cook and Oscar Hanson are repreTHE FILM DAILY senting Tiffany-Stahl. Following the
meeting, Myers stated the deal mere-

There you have the whole story.

Vhy

and

cated by local committees to be formed all over the United States by Allied working- in close cooperation with
Tiffany-Stahl.

More

—

at "live

The agreement provides for the setting up of arbitration boards to adjust whatever disputes may arise after
the first year.
Product will be allo-

World" has established a new world's Actors' Equity Ass'n flared into the
open when Ethel Barrymore, assopeak intake for a motion picture in
The picture had the ciation vice president and a member
a single week.
of the committee conferring with probenefit of two days of personal apcriticized the manner in which
pearance of Victor McLaglen and ducers,
Frank Gillmore is conductPresident
(Continued on Page 11)
She
ing the Equity shop compaign.
(Continued on Page 3)

of capital is responsible for
Seeks 8
per cent of American failures, he
Realty
mtinued. And why lack of capital?
which reParamount,
trusting
Omaha
:arting on a shoe-string and
the "break" that never comes are cently acquired the Sun and World
for lease of eight
vo of Klein's reasons. What he sug- here, is negotiating
theaters of the World Realty
other
ests is a more rigorous dosage of
Co. chain, it is reported. The Rialto,
icts and some attention paid to marPublix house here, is to be dismanet surveys and cost analyses.
tled, it is understood.

Lack

METHODS

claimed to total 5,000, will se-

T-S product

prices.

"COCK-EYED WORLD" HITS ETHEL BARRYMORE RAPS

The Proof

is

Chicago Tiffany-Stahl and Allied
States Ass'n yesterday closed a five
year franchise agreement under terms
of which exhibitors affiliated with Al-

i

think."

Arbitration System

Part of Deal—RCA
Still Dickering

"There are 99 chances out of a 100 that a deal will be made between Paramount and Warners," an important executive, well-posted
on the inside of the industry, declared yesterday.
The trade buzzed yesterday wiith the latest in merger gossip.
The most widely accepted story was that Paramount was to acquire
Warners which would also give the Zukor interests a controlling
interest of First National. Another story, more closely held on the
inside, was to the effect an entirely new company was to be organized as a holding corporation for Paramount and Warners with o"°r-ations of both groups to be continued as separate corporate entities.
Harry M. Warner did nothing but smile into his telephone yesAdolph Zukor could not be reached, but at Paramount a
terday.
statement of denial made to the Sunday "World" was still held to
be his reaction on the merger yarn.

luxe

"*

Price 5 Cents

1929

13,

of

With a franchise for
Chicago
Tiffany-Stahl product set, Allied is
now deliberating further with RCA
Photophone regarding a cooperative
equipment buy. L. P. Sawyer and E.
P. Hawkins of RCA, are here in this
The
connection, it is understood.
(Continued on Page 11)

Silent on Probe
Ottawa

—

Nothing more

is

being heard in Canadian government circles regarding the
official

investigation

into

the

organization and activities of
Famous Players Canadian Corp.
under the Combines Investigation Act, as requested by the
Exhibitors Co-operative Society
In the meantime,
at Toronto.
the common stock of Famous
Players is soaring because of
increased earnings.

CLYDE
HARRY GRIBBON— ANDYgirls—
Advt.
Alma Bennett and

tots

o'

with

K
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f
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John S. Carlile Heads
William Fox Again Makes
Paramount Radio Dept. Hole-in-One at Woodmer'

I

Financial

John

formerly of station
Demonstrating that his golfm'
skill has not been impaired by th
J., has been appointed head of the newly created automobile accident from which he
radio department of Paramount. This convalescing, William Fox yesterdai
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36M
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Fox
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Proj
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The Industry's
Date Book

24 %
192

..

Trans-Lux

Univ.

%

23
10?4

Pict

•Univ. pfd

BOND MARKET
Opening of "The Hollywood Revue" at the Astor, N. Y.
Opening of "Past Life" at tha Cen-

Aug. 14

Aug.

15

tral,

N. Y.

of "Greater Movie Season" sponsored by Fox West
Coast at Coast Houses.

Aug. 15

Opening

Aug. 16

Opening

of "The Dance of Life"
at the Rivoli, N. Y.
Opening of "Hallelujah" at the

Aug. 20

Embassy and

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.
Dec.

Lafayette, N. Y.
19-20
Convention of eastern Missouri
and southern Illinois exhibitor unit
at St. Louis.
28 First issue of Hearst Metrotone
News (sound).
7-10
Meeting of S.M.P.E. at Toronto.
9-10
Meeting of North Carolina exhibitors' unit at Pinehurst.

Tommy Dowd

Returns
formerly

(Tommy) Dowd,

T. J.
the Capitol,

of

has returned to New
after two years in Europe. He
and
went as art director for
was associated with several of its big
houses. Prior to returning to America he was identified with Edmund

York

M-G-M

who produces

Layag,
for

various

theaters

presentations
Paris and

in

Ostend.

Fox Gets Brooklyn House
Fox Metropolitan Playhouses

has
acquired a 21 year lease on the Riviera, St. Tphns and Kingston Aves.,
The
Brooklyn, from S. C. Lavine.
house, built five vears ago, has a capacity of about 2,500.

A-O 6s 46 .. 86
Loew 6s 41ww r. .105
Keith

.

Paramount

By. 5 /£s51
Pathe 7s37

office

POSITION
Young man,

21,

M

119,

.

..

A"

94
99
9824
60J4

24
26J4

do units
do com

3

Skoviras Rros

33
77

Technicolor
United Art

5

do pfd
Univ. Ch. com.
do pfd

65
.

.

2

75

•LAST PRICE QUOTED*
Louis Warner in Hollywood
Louis Warner, son of H. M. Warner, has arrived in Hollywood from
New York on a trip combining business and a vacation. Young Warner
who is an execytive of M. Witmark
& Sons, is in dailv conference at the
Warner Studio with the Witmark
songwriters. While on the coast, he
is the guest of his uncle, J. L. Warner.

Complete Louisville Remodeling
Remodeling of the

Louisville

—

Strand lobby has been completed.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres

WANTED

Standard

High School Graduate,

C.

.

.

OVER THE COUNTER
Roxy

officials.

THE FILM DAILY,

Broadway, N. Y.

.

CURB BONDS

Vaudeville Acts

three years laboratory experience wishes
Different branch of moto change.
tion pictures preferred, but not essential.

Box

l

86
105

•Am. Seat 6s 36
•Warner 6^s28

Leonard Fields, is on his way East
by airline and will arrive in New
Ycrk today for story conferences with

home

6s 47

Par.

Fields Flying East

Universal

x-war

do 6s 41

1650

j

Newark, N.

i

Close

35
112
56-5^
57
93
93
24J4
48!4
49J/2
66}^

pfd

Loew's, Inc
do pfd

M.

32</2
2-,'A

pt'd

Fox Fm. "A"
Keith A-O

do

Low

S. Carlile,

in

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Perm. 3580

department is the outgrowth of the
recent purchase of a half interest in
the Columbia Broadcasting Company
by Paramount. Extensive plans for
the company's radio activities are now
being formulated and will be handled
by this new department.

made
the

his

third

Woodmere

qualified for

hole-in-one,
course.

membership

Fox
in

playinj
in

192'

the Hole

in-One Club at the Belleclaire cowa
following up this feat with a hole
in-one three years later on the Wood
mere links.

I
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ORTHWEST MOVES TO
RESUME ARBITRATION
Minneapolis

— Steps

this

in

to

territory

resume

fmded when the Northwest exhibitor
ociation,
ss'u,
irlv

a

unit

of

METHODS OF G1LLM0RE

ar-

are

Allied

States

withdrew from arbitration. An
meeting of the new board is

—

Pittsburgh Affiliation of the westrn Pennsylvania and West Virginia
unit
with Allied States
khibitor
ss'n is forecast here.

Sentiment of

to
said
organization
is
This
rongly toward Allied.

he

tridenced
eek, at
Lllied

at

the

which

president,

lean

was

meeting last
Abram F. Myers,
the

was

chief

speaker.

Connecticut.

The Hoffmans,

it

said, still retain an interest in their
circuit, of 14 houses which is in the

(Continued from Page

is

1)

Gillmore Saturday induced
following towns:
Hartford, New members to endorse by acclamation
new Warner Brothers theater. The Britain,
Ansonia, Torrington, Willi- the 80-20 plan on casts, which already
property. 135 feet on Euclid Ave. and
tnantic, South Manchester and Water- has been rejected by producers. This,
.500 ft. on East 17th St. is owned by
bury. The six theaters in the Gottes- she declares, is no solution to the
Renvoi' V. Painter and is valued at man chain are at New
She also says she had
Haven, Bridge- problem.
approximately $2,000,000.
port, Norwich, Middleton, New Lon- "begged" Gillmore to call a meeting
either on Sunday or after midnight,
don and Derby.
so she could attend, but that he reConfers with
(Continued from Page

1)

said

that

Laemmle

Author of

I

in

Cleveland Theater Site

[heduled.

ittsburgh Zone Unit Is
Expected to Join Allied

ETHEL BARRYMORE RAPS

(Continued from Page 1)

Warners Get Option on

being
ken by the Minneapolis Film Hoard,
Ihich has secured appointment of exjbitor arbitrators by Mayor William
Arbitration here was susnze.
bitration

20 Connecticut Houses Acquired
by Warners in Two New Deals

—

Novel M. C. Sued for Cracks
Made from Theater Stage
Remarque, au-

War

Berlin
Erich Maria
thor of "All Quiet on the Western
Front," is being interviewed by Carl
Laemnile, who is seeking his cooperation in filming the novel, either
in assisting in preparing the scenario,
or possibly as a member of the cast.
So far Laemmle's efforts are said to
be without success. Laemmle tomorrow will broadcast his ideas about
talking films. Either Herbert Brenon
or Lewis Milestone is to direct "All
Quiet on the Western Front," it is

fused to do so.

—

Memphis, Tenn.
Frank Devoe,
master of ceremonies at the Orpheum
theater for the past five weeks, closing this week, was made defendant,
along- with the theater, in a suit for
$5,000, filed in circuit court this

TALKERS SEEN BUILDING

GOOD WILL

week

BRAZIL

IN

by

Patrick Kelly.
Kelly charges
that he was made the object of wisecracking on the part of Devoe from
the stage. When he returned in kind,
Devoe, he alleges, became abusive
and finally ordered ushers to escort
him from the theater.

—

Rio de Janeiro Spread of English
South America is, anticipated here
by observers, following introduction
of talking films.
There probably is
mere English spoken in Brazil than
any other South American Country,
as well as a more pro-American at116 Short Subjects on
titude.
American pictures have preColumbia Schedule dominated here, almost to their ex1929-30 clusive use, and even greater popularthe
Short subjects on
Columbia line-up now total 116 fol- ity is being forecast for talkers. They
lowing deal for distribution of the are expected to greatly improve the
between
existing
relations
"Silly Symphonies" series of 13 Walt cordial
Brazil and the United States.
Disney cartoons.
in

,

stated.
Passed
on by Quebec Censor Edward Hart Gets Upstate
six
first
the
Montreal — During
New York Fox Chain Post
operation of the mo-

7,865 Posters

lonths of the
tor picture poster censorship act, 17,65 posters have been examined and
tamped by Martin Singher, chief

A

revenue of approxinatelv $2,500 has been derived from
his work during the half year, this
laving been collected in the form of
In this period.
ees from exhibitors.
submitted new
theaters have
25
>osters to the board of examination,
if which 48 were in Montreal and 11
poster censor.

,vere in

other centers of the province.

—

Hart, for

Edward M.
more than two years general

manager

of Proctor theaters here

Mount Vernon, N. Y.

and

Rochelle, has been named
manager of 30 houses around Utica,
recently acquired bv Foxj MetropoliHart has been identan, Playhouses.
tified with the Keith and Proctor organizations for 15 years.
at

New

M-G-M

Signs Tibbett,
Metropolitan Opera Star
M-G-M has signed Lawrence Tib-

Parrott Buys 5 Houses
the Metropolitan
bett, baritone of
of Tenn. Booth Chain Grand Opera Company, who will
Atlanta— Theaters in five Tennestowns, which were operated, by
Booth Enterprises, have been sold to
'George W. Parrott by F. H. Thomas,
receiver for the company. The Booth
lat Knoxville was not included in the
The towns in
deal, it was stated.
see

iwhich the theaters sold are located
at Lenoir City, Sweetwater, Greenville, Newport and Jefferson City.

Gleason Film Started

Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
"The Shanons of
Hollywood
Broadway," being made by "U" with
lames Gleason and Lucille Webster

West

—

Gleason, his wife, in the leading roles,
The
into production vesterdav.
picture is being directed by Emmett
FIvnn. The cast includes such popular players as Jimmy Breeden, Tom
Kennedv, Harrv Tyler, Gladys Cor-

went

Charles
Mehrmann,
lius,
Helen
Grapew'n, George Summerville, Larry
Engdahl and Warren Beibsheimer.

KRAZY
KAT

|

managers of the baritone.

Sunday Films Continue
in 4 Pittsburgh Parks

SOUND CARTOONS
and you won't

—

Pittsburgh Free picture shows are
being continued each Sunday night at

FAW DOWN

four of the city's parks, under auspices
of the mayor." Subscriptions are paying for the shows, for which the city
council refused to appropriate the
money. Four more Sunday presenta-

on business receipts
Animated by
Ben Harrison and Manny Gould

tions are plannedHowever, due to the protest of ministers" the shows either will be moved

Distributed by

parks where there is no interference with church attendance, or
else will be scheduled one hour later.

to

Colored Player Arrives

Nina Mae McKinnev. who
role

in

has the

Kin? Vidor's

—

M-G-M.

1&

MAKE BOOM-BOOM
WITH

a talker titled "The Rogue's
The deal was negotiated
Song."
through Evans and Salter, New York

Gish Film Started
all-Negro photoplay, "Hallelujah," arLondon (By Wireless) Dorothy rived in New York from the Coast
the
Gish yesterday began production of yesterdav to attend the opening of
McKinney,
Miss
De
week.
of
next
new film
"The Wolves" under direction
to
Couerville for British and Dominion is now under a long-term contract
Pictures.

K/>A%Y K4T

make

ch'ef feminine

New

New

Columbia Pictures
The Utmost

in

Western

Sound Entertainment
Electric Recording

PRODUCED BY WINKLER

\

THC

-Z2H

DAILY

-AND

Along The Rialto

THAT'S

Phil

DALY

WE HAVE

with us in the indusNot one
try a Kentucky colonel.
of these grey-bearded old codgers in
a ten-gallon hat, but a dapper young
nirfii

name
down
and

very
is

a la Broadway. His
O'Neill, who holds
heavy job of advertising

much

R.

G.

the
publicity

manager

Pathe.

for

Lindberg got his title for
flapping his wings over Paris, and

\X7ARNERS
»

Colonel O'Neill got his when he
coaxed the Pathe rooster to flap his
wings over a glass of blue grass rock
and rye and crow for more. G. R.
probably thinks that was a great
stunt, but we'll guarantee to duplicate
personally any time he wants to
it
furnish the rock and rye.
*

*

*

GOOFY-GRAFS
screen
*

credits for assistant directors * *
They will now get their publicity in
the final clinch scene when the hero"Yes yes."
ine says to the hero:

—

*

*

*

Theme Song
You

See

They'll

"Lucky Star,
Everywhere."

Definitions

EXCHANGE: A

dental extraction

parlor where exhibitors take a lotta
gas and come out with a big cavity
in

Coast.

have

Watch
Looks

AMPA

M. Daly,
started

theater

for future

like

real

Jr.
acquisition

moves

in that

hoys are on their

toes,

and that

sign,

strong-

indicating the

means something

really

it

to

hold office in the organization

Pat (National Screen) Garyn
linery

these

gentleman

days,

stuff

commuting

and

to

is

wearing the

Asbury Park.

tall

mil-

Country

And

that

Paul Benjamin,
also of National Screen, is casting the orbs on automobiles
with a Buick declared favored. Prosperous days, these
all

Irving Lesser, head of De Forest Phonofilm sales, is
planning on making good his threat of a Coast visit
He's doing his bit to stop these prison riots.
Says if all
follow example of Sing Sing and install Phonofilm, the

In these days of new faces, it is good to welcome back
an old favorite in Carlyle Blackwell, featured in the Tiffany
Tone production, "The Wreckers," which opened at the
Cameo, New York, on Saturday
The Colvin Browns are shining up that snappy Packard
roadster, preparing for a three week trip to Canada

What prominent

production

official

is

slated for a

new

Al Boasberg reports "The Los Angeles Herald" intends
new house at Del Rey, "Mortgage Manor," and
states the plasterers must have known he is a gag man "be-

calling his

cause they

many

left so

cracks."

*

*

Mur-Ad
//

knocks

opportunity

your

at

door and you're asleep as usual, be
nonchalant light a Murad as you
turn over for another snooze.

44

—

interest of our mail
department at heart this hot weather,
we are using the Edison Mazda Lamp

the

Anniversary

ters in the
a

In the Mazdas

Having

postage

makes the mail much

stamps,

which

If silent pictures are

produced

country and

gap and not with

entertainment,

as

will be

produce

a

#

big

silent

lighter.

>S^

V

N

Y

Up

W^ ^CHICAGO
\^^-^^W^y

YORK?

amount
picture.

11

FOR NEW

WHY eberson
IT'S
John

Sound Pictures Are

Their Swaddling Clothes
sound picture is in its in-

THE
fancy,

and

relative

its

merit

does not begin to compare with
the heights that the silent picture had attained.
Hence, there
are today any number of situations where wired theaters are
doing less than they previously
did with silent product, and they
have a much greater expense in
the form of equipment, a greater
rental charges, rental of records,
etc.
Because of these facts there
are a certain number of smaller
wired theaters going back to silent pictures.

Sam Eckman, Jr.. in
"The Bioscope." London
*

*

*

Seldes Thinks

Hollywood Has
Always Lagged Behind Public

HOLLYWOOD

has
always
lagged behind.
Hollywood
has always said, "America won't
stand for this or that" and in
every case Hollywood has been

wrong. Hollywood, or what corresponds to Hollywood in those
days, said that Americans would
not stand for a picture longer
than one reel; Hollywood set its
face against war films until "The
Bie Parade" forced its hand;
Hollywood said the western was

wood said all films have to have
plots and counterplots until the
semi-historical film came along.
Gilbert Seldes in a letter to the
editor of "The New Republic''
*
*
*

Anticipates America Will Hold
Lead in the Field of Talkers
talkies'
production
will be of relatively small importance for months to come;
and by that time observers who

BRITISH
have been
say,

the

in

the

United States

Americans

progressed so far

first

will

have

in the develop-

Industry Statistics
By JAMES
Statistical

P.

Editor,

Ernest Marshall in
New York Times"

No. 14

"The

CUNNINGHAM
The Film Daily

In 1928, 22,306,720 shares of moRecent estimates place $300,000,000
as the amount which the industry will tion picture stock changed hands on
the New
York Stock Exchange.
invest to completely wire theaters and
Twenty issues were then listed on
studios to produce and show talking the "big board."
Keith-Albee-Orpictures.
Of this sum, $200,000,000 pheum was the most active, leading
will be spent for theater installations the list with 3,667,000 shares sold,
followed by Paramount common, and
and $100,000,000 is the estimated
Fox Film "A," listing 3,092,600 and
quota necessary for equipping studios 3,016,500, respectively. More than
with technical apparatus needed for 18,069,000 bonds were traded in on
sound.

and the Britishers nowhere

in the race.

IT

""

in

perfection of the sound
film that they will easily remain

Who ?

|f^AVE

Yet

ment and

THAT HAS
BUILT MORE THEATERS
THAN BABE
^^^
RUTH HAS
^R^F KNOCKED
%*^»
^k|L*J^^fc HOME RUNS
AND WHO
9J
IS

in

*

No.14

WHO

fill

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK.

Famous Film Conversations
"Do I get mine?"

Who's

just to

viewpoint of artistry and great
no producer in America today will

dare spend a large, necessary
to

produced

a

Don't shoot!
*

in the future, they

will be pictures designed to play the smaller thea-

*

*

*

Believes

dead until "The Covered Wagon" showed it wasn't; Holly-

their bankroll.
*

©

the

competition this year for the

That's a good

offices

Fox

on

berth soon?

*

*

*

Digest of
Current Opinion

discontent will cease

eliminating

is

"

hold

Colonel

Universal

A

with

THAT
By PHIL M.

Timely Topics

six film issues.

TEN YEARS AGO T0-DA1
IN

Mutual

to release

Lone

Star Chap

lin pictures.
*

*

*

Stanley Co. buys three houses

Camden.

ai

ANNOUNCING TIFFANY JTAHLT
SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
FOR FALL RELEASE
f

""^TIFFANY-STAHL

V

'

Release

<L/

(all

dialogue)

of their releases

gram

of

list

of Special Productions for Fall

I

r\

present a

— the

on

first

their pro-

26 pictures for 1929-1930.

Quality, story value and box-office

draw

are the fundamentals of the productions

announced.

Within

make

a short time Tiffany-Stahl will

a further announcement of the

remainder of their production schedule.

Not

forgetting the important fact that

Tiffany-Stahl have acquired

NEY'S END,"

"JOUR-

the greatest stage play of

the year, which will be produced and

marketed

road show attraction.

as a

All of which graphically shows that
Tiffany-Stahl, in their selection of story

material, stars

and

directors, will deliver

during the forthcoming year, one of the
best programs ever offered to an exhibitor.

H
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A GREAT PLAT

A GREATER!

PICTURE

JACK. SYW7C\e,C

—

—

V
-5TJ

R.C. /"HERRI

a

Does Not Qlorify

It

War -But Human

We do not need to tell you how wonderful is "Journey's End." for critics
England and the United States have sung its praises around the world.

in

Character!''

two countries-

—

Alexander Woolcott wrote

in

W.

Coll ler s-

a reminder
ind<
to a starved generation that now
and again certain members of the human race
can and do behave so gallantly that one is not
ashamed, after all, to belong to it."

A. U.,

in the

New York

Journal

"It should run, if such a thing could be, forever

nd fo

Sidney

W.

Carroll, in the

London Daily

Tele-

graph
Gilbert

—by

W.

all

Gabriel, in Vanity

Fair—

"It

odds the most assertive success of the

year in drama * * * tops all the war
somehow smothers them lifeless—"

A Play

Without a

A

plays,

abounds with laughter even

death.

Your

eyes

your heart throb
throat, but

you

Woman — Daring,

may

in

the teeth of

stream, your nerves break,

— you may have

a catch in your

will be the better for it."

Different, Novel!

Big Road Show Production

n

,'~**

<*'

The

many

personality that

Murray

possesses

—

in

an

smart, original, beautiful

imitate but only

ultra-modern

— daring,
—

With dialogue and songs
settings

JihV\r*^
*
«*^rTof

A.

det,

6

f**j££ hf

C^

<"

v

^
,

.

display

bewildering

SfJfo° n ~

r.v
Carey

v

bizarre

lavish

Mae

story

is

a

frank,

honest,

of today's divorce^ problem.

fearless

treatment

Written and supervised

by Carey Wilson.

^r

)',
.

recording voice as vital

,

Hush"'

ttaveWS

great

^

;

•
tn

god. ^een
an d
by r

Fanny

ed by

*&\

)rt

Hl«on.

osophy

P
whose y

,;.^p!p»

ROOPE Rf
TWREE

^?

of

—

a

her individuality!

The

racy!

dances

And

Murray costumes.
as

star

rr^Vi

sp« we

th

g"

tUe

(orr
aood t°

—a

spicy,

exotic

Mae

production,

HM

TO

WOMAN*

BETTY COMRTON

witm

Written and Supervised
by

ARTHUR GUY EMPEY

Soldier-author of "Over the Top,"

A

"The

"A

Hell of a War."
Produced with the sanction and approval

First Call"

and

A
two

be staged at three cavalry posts, with

the cooperation of

and

powerful drama of a

women

—one

Paris in
picture of

sound.

its

kind with dialogue^*

Spectacular!

in

&%

Thrilling!

man and

his wife, the other

his son's mother.

the entire Division of

Cavalry.
First

dialogue screen version of the

play by Michael Morton.

of the United States Government.

To

rS

,

peace

—

war time
in

this

— then

London

romance

of

a

dancer who was celebrated for her

Dance

of

Death

— and

whose love

never died!

m^

Adapted by Nicholas Fodor.

assL

rected by Victor Saville.

•$$>

\

-#
i>r$

^

mi^

0/

'X

r.

m

"*»9

v»

V&

rss

Di-

—

With
Adventure

Melodrama!

" up-to-the

CONWAY TEARLE

—

minute

so

dangerous that only a few are intrepid enough to

ing

blizzard- crashed

—
weakening!
Gas gone

ruined!

Strength

dare!

Thrills,

A

giant

Zeppelin

vastness of the

over

lost

—

South Pole

the

uncharted

icy

tossed about in a blind-

action,

into

an

protection

—

iceberg wrecked.
gone- -food going!

Sanity fleeing!

suspense,

dangers!
Written by
John Francis Natteford.
Directed by Reginald
Barker dialogue direction by Edward Sloman.

—

Utftf*

A

r

^1}

/J

\

1^^,

SALLY O'NEIL
From

a

famous stage play

Dion Boucicault

by

Witty, sparkling dialogue
songs

and

bits

— tuneful newr

1

from old

Irish

ballads..

Tuneful, tearful, cheerful.

KAT 14 LE E N

Continuity

Hyland.

and

dialogue

by

Frances

Directed by Albert Ray.

V

With,

Charles Delaney and Robert Elliott;

*

//

MAVOURNEEN DANQEROU/
BU/INE/r^
NN

*PAI NTE D

Millions have read and thrilled to
published seristory

Edwin Balmer's

FAC EJ"*
WITH

JOEE.

ally in

—

Cosmopolitan magazine and

as

a novel.

A

sensational story of romance en-

tangled with business intrigue
ically,

BROWN

daringly,

swiftly

exciting emotional clashes

—dramat-

told

and

THE

MEDICINE

MAN

—with

thrilling

physical action.

and canvas —clowns and
—snake charmers and hoochie
coochie dancers—barkers and

//

Sawdust

acrobats

From

caliope

are

all

there

in

the

kaleidoscope of

color

and medley of cacophony that

thrills

young and old when the carnival

Spiced with humor and clever Broadway
cunningly blended with melodrama
and romance! Woven about a central figure
patter

portrait in the gallery

ladies.

Frances

The Medicine Man

Hyland

painted Ford and

—a romance of a clown.

alls,"

sells

travels

snake

but the thing he loves

in a

«|

crazily-

and "curebest to do is

oil

to rescue beauty in distress!

Albert Ray directed.

i

—

A

and only
role for a great actor
very great actor will be given the role.

supply the comedian with two beauti-

wrote the story

new

of screen characters.

Helen Foster and Virginia Bradford
leading

—

that will hang a

comes to town.

ful

the Stage Play

by Elliott Lester

**C

JA

m^
TfR""!!

Minv

—

\

i

nh e

ENCHANTMGj

MELODIE
An

7

All-Color Technicolor Feature

"The Enchanting Melodie"

(temporary

title)

will

nave a powerfully dramatic love story for a background

—

to be set in

woven

an exquisite frame of color and music

into a tapestry of entertainment de luxe with

music

Lilting, tuneful

lovely

and alluring

girls,

—

and whirlwind dancing,

lively

colorful

and

original costumes,

magnificent settings, marvelous natural scenery.

A
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AVE.

riot

of color

—beauty —music—drama

and pep!

PRODUCTIONS

IMC

NEW YORK

CITY

Iday,

August

DAILV

1929

13,

Coast Wire Service'

11

Short Shots from
New York Studios

TIFFANY-STAHL FRANCHISES

Hollywood Happenings

ALLIED FOR FIVE YEARS

ARTHUR

,By
from Pai/e

(.Continued

Standardization Is
Ikford-Fairbanks Film
Advocated on Wide Film
Smpleted at U. A. Studio

Observers believe the wide film
completed on
introduced by Paramount. Fox
being
FairI.Marv I'ickford, Douglas
of uniIs first starring vehicle, "The and Tiffany-Stahl should be
exhibitors
contend
They
size.
form
dithe
under
fling of the Shrew"
projecJon of Sam Taylor at the U. A. will be forced to buy special
various new
the
for
apparatus
tion
both
weeks
few
Jo. For the next
standard size is
Stars and director will be busily size films, unless a
adopted.
assembling
and
ged in cutting
looting

been

has

putting the finishing touches to
Wall-talker. In addition to Douglas

and Marv Pickford, other

Edwin
I^janks
ibers of the cast include
well. Clyde Cook, Joseph Cawand Geoffrey
n, Dorothy Jordan
dell.

ff/rner

Writers Assigned

Scenario

L. Warner ha9 assigned scenario
Jjers this week to two more picas to be made for the corning
Son. These are "Second Choice"

Four for Jessel Film
John Loder, Mabel Coleman. David Rollins and Dick Winslow Johnson have been added to George JesFox production "The
latest
sel's
Hurdv Gurdy Man," Dana Barnet's
adaptation from the story by LeRoj
demons and John B. Hymer. Music
Baer.
is bv L. Wolfe Gilbert and Abel

New Tuxedo Comedy

in

provided

lv

and

for

He

selling.

W. EDD Vm—m

1)

cooperative buying
declared the fran-

JAY GORNEY,

who

is

working

with Frank Tours at Paramount's
chise will mean a new lease on life for musical department in Astoria, comthe independent exhibitor.
posed the music for Earl Carroll's
Steffes promised regional meetiners "Sketch Book."
With another w. k.
will be held throughout the country film figure, Howard Dietz, he did the
beginning Sept. 3 and terminating on music for "Merry-Go-Round" a seathe 5th at which time franchises will son or so ago.
Jay composed "What
All of the T-S officials
be signed.
Wouldn't
I Do "for That Man," hit
company's
spoke. Young pledged his
"Applause,"
Cook declared the song of Helen Morgan's
resources.
full
"Yip" Harburg did the Lyric.
and
to
designed
neither
arrangement was
undermine or attack any other group
or groups in the industry, but was
Among "public improvements" at
the direct and sole result of business Paramount is John Fingerlin's new
deliberations.
and artistic office in space formerly
occupied by Frank Heath. Frank is
nviv located in the office which used
to house the transportation departSTILL
ALLIED
ment.

AND RCA

TALKING EQUIPMENT BUY

Work

The

job of publicizing activities of

RCA

(Continued from Paiie 1)
Charles Lamont, Educational di
which looks practically
arrangement
secomedy
completed
has
"Second Tector,
"Hold Everything."
equipment principally
with
deals
talking
set
quences for the next Tuxedo
Jice" has been given to Joseph
for theaters up to 500 seats.
designed
Addie
production.
in
now
When the script comedy
]»:son to adapt.
Harold Allied, it is understood, will get it at
turned over McPhail, Lloyd Ingraham,
s ompleted it will be
are half price.
Bretherton who Goodwin and Estelle Bradley
:o Director Howard
Lee Marcus and Charles Rosenthis
in
roles
Costello playing the principal
Pictures, are also here
of
zweig
wi make it with Dolores
for comedy, as yet untitled.
play
screen
deal to tie in
reported
The
on
a
star.
working
aits
pictures with the equipment arEverything" will be prepared
Maynard Talker Started
rangement.
r-vRobert Lord.
Ken Maynard has just started work
on a new Universal talking western.
John Boles Re-Signed
"The Wild West Show." Included in
HITS
bn Boles, has just been signed
Rice.
the cast are Otis Harlan. Frank
new long-term contract by Uni- Gladvs M*cConnelh Bobbi Dunn.
Boles will be starred in sevFred
ll.
Jackie Hanlon. Frank Vaconelh.
pictures during the coming year,
Blue \\ ash- $174,391
Blvstone,
Stanlev
Burns,
most important of which will be
director.
ing ton. Harrv Brown is the
(Continued from Page 1)
liversal super-production entitled
shows beginning last
midnight
Marseillaise."
four
Rogers for "Seven Faces"
Tuesday.
to
added
been
Walter Rogers has
The second week-end resulted in a
Paul
Held to Prepare Campaign
cast of "Seven Faces,
Fox
the
of $63,344, or an increase of
>hn Held, Jr.. creator of "Merely Muni's first starring vehicle for the gross
over the first week-end when
and
$9,583
Sally"
been
"Sentimental
rgy,"
The picture has
company.
was S53.761. Six de luxe
figure
the
been comLonnell
sr comic creations, has
adapted" from the Richard
performances and two midnight shows
sioned by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer story, "Friend of Napoleon.'
on both Saturday and Sunday aided
camadvertising

W

Photophone studios is in the
hands of Harold L. Danson, who was
formerly identified with the Shuberts,
Lew Cantor and other stage producA few years ago he^was
ing firms.
dramatic critic of "The
assistant
Brooklyn Eagle."

RKO

RKO

Hd

"COCK-EYEDMLD"

INJIRST WEEK

In case you don't know, the
in the big-bulb Chesterfield
rette sign on Broadway is

girl

ciga-

Olive

Shea, who broke into pictures in
"Glorifying the American Girl,
Paramount talking feature soon to
be released. She came to canematic
attention by winning a beauty prize

Ampas'

at the

last party.

.

'

design the entire
Davies talkin for the new Marion

swelling the total.

in
Brenon Buys War Novel
Holto
picture, "Marianne."
route
Herbert Brenon is en
screen Fox Receives Permit for
lywood after purchasing the
novel,
Studio
1 he
Plans
war
New Firm
rights of the German
5,500 "Philly" First Run
Arnold
planning
by
Grischa"
Pictures is
Sergeant
ourtlandt
Case of
Fox has received
Philadelphia
as an
City.
-iction of a studio at Studio
house to be
7weig, which he will produce
5,500-seat
the
for
contract with permit
Densen is presi-

—

Uirtlandt J. Van
the firm, L. F. Marsh, vice
it of
sident and
t;V-treasurer

Hunter Keaer, secreand general manager.

under

all-talker,

his

Sts. as part
of the
Cost
project.
$16,000,000
of a
alone is estimated at $5,000,-

and Markets

built at 17th

RKO.

theater
Ulric Film Completed
C.
000
veUlric
lustice" Lenore

Crane, Detroit, is
Aronberg-Fried, New

Howard

"Frozen
hicle for

der

GARMES

LEE
Director

of

Lighting

Photography and

for

First

National

Vitaphone.

AVAILABLE IN
SEPTEMBER
GRANITE

9752

the

un- architect, and
Fox has been completed
York, general
D*an
of Alan

contractor.

Robert Frazer.
Brendel, George
are also
Judells and Alice Lake

in

the

Raytone Closes Deals on
2 Series of
Raytone

cast.

De Gr^fc^Three

Sisters"

Sidney
assigned
Sidney De Grey has been
Sisters
"Three
in
role
an important
directed by
being
production
Fox
the
Paul Sloane.

Talker Shorts

Pictures has sold

its

se-

two reel
of 12 one reel and 12
film
Era
New
to
subjects
dialogue
ries

Exchange, for
Jersey,

ern

and northGraphic ExNew York: to

New York

to

First

for upper
Philadelphia
Success Pictures for the
DeExchanges,
Graphic
territory.

changes

Barrymore Part Chosen
Midwest Film Distributors.
scene trot
Tohn Barrvmore will enact a
Film Corp.
the Kansas City; American
from Shakespeare's "Richard
Seattle.
Third" in Warners' "Show of Shows.
•

"Regular" Vacation
rest

recreation

fun

.

At

BLUFF HOUSE:

.

.

looking

the

hundred

feet

.

.

.

Delaware:
above sea

overeight
level:

95 miles from New York City:
among the Kittatiny Mountains.

BLUFF HOUSE

offers

the advantages of a good
of
hotel: as well as every form

all

outdoor sport.

direction

Louis Wolheim, El
MacFarlane Charles

A

BLUFF HOUSE
PIKE COUNTY
BOX A

MILFORD, PENNSYLVANIA
H. J. DYNES, Owner

•I
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VITAPhohi

FORCED lo
to

add Supper Shows and Midnight Shows

take care of the

crowds.

every performance at $2.50 top.
for

you

at

popular prices

is

Selling

What

nobody's

it

out

at

will

do

business.

"Vitaphone" is the registered trademark of the Vitaphone Corporation designating its products

"SHOW OF SHOWS" with an unprecedented galaxy of stars
A 't4"fcm m WimJfi •
1
II
II
JOHN BARRYMORE in hi* first talking picture—^fieners
eneral Irack"
^Ih
^-^ ^-^ ^ T -- -• ^ ^ ^-^ • — "(.Ol l» ltlU.RRS OF ltltO\l»\V IV" — Irttl^ NATURAL
TV ATI R 11
COLOR

and

i-S

RKO Now

Lined Up In Allied Deals
/

fHE
it NEWSPAPER

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

FILMDOH
IL.

XLIX

!(

FILM NET $6,134,377

Wednesday, August

No. 38

Fox Films for the first
of
onths of 1929, after all charges
Federal taxes was $6,efore
nearly as great as entire
7,

Similar to Old

vear, and 110 per
Sweater than the $2,833,494 re(
J28.
in
The net for the first
lonths of 1927 was $1,501,638
After allowFederal taxes.
taxes, there is available for
>r
six months of 1^29, $6.11
rsl
on the 920,660 shares of
ire
ig

for

last

•

with $3.45 on the 767,216 shares
"A" and "B" outstanding, coraNo ininding June 30 1928.

From
hided

Fox Theaters or Loew's
in

IRE CONN. HOUSES FOR

HOFFMAN DEAL

—

Increasing total
ridgeport, Conn.
in the cha'.n to 18, Hoffnii
Brothers^ which is reported to
|e closed a deal for sale of control

theaters

rlhe circuit to Warners, has added
1'. lace and Rialto, South Norwalk,
the Palace and Empress, Wateri

li

to its holdings.

v

F.

N. Plan

Negotiations Nearly Set on

Equipment, Myers
Announces

RKO

EQUITY FLARE-UP QUIETS

THE FILM DAILY
Washington Consummation of an
agreement between RKO and Allied
Washington Bureau of

—

States Ass'n, under terms of which
the former will supply independent
exhibitors with both silent and sound
film over a period of five years, is

TO BENEFIT BY

|5,

announced by Abram

Another house

be added Sept. 1, when the Regal,
Irtford, will be taken over. The 18
ises of the circuit have an aggrestated.
e capacity of 30,000, it is

I

racuse and Montclair
buses Go to Warners

Myers, presi-

F.

dent of Allied.

Coast

West

independent

the same time, Myers made
that an agreement is near with
one of the manufacturers of sound
'reproducing equipment for the sup-

exhibitors sound and silent pictures
for a period of five years, on a
arrangement, backed by
franchise
extheater
Radio-Keith-Orpheum
ploitation news service, the National

ply of equipment with which
Allied
pictures can be projected.
Monday completed a five year franchise deal with Tiffany-Stahl.
While Myers did not mention the

TWO STATEMENTS
Bureau,

THE FILM DAILY

— Reply

PLAN,
Chicago

At

MARCUS SAYS

— Guaranteeing

known

RKO

of Frank Gillmore to Ethel Barrymore, denying
that any agreement on the 80-20
Equity casts has been named, and
calling Miss Barry more's criticism illBroadcasting Co., and Victor Talkadvised, and a second statement by
Machine tie-ups, an agreement
ing
Miss Barrymore that she does not
has been ratified here by RKO, Allied
remainis
and
controversy,
want any
States Ass'n, and other exhibitor
ing loyal to Equity and always will,
bodies, states Lee Marcus, RKO vice
yescontroversy
Equity
quieted the
president.
Meanwhile, the suit against
terday.
Marcus, with Charles Rosenzweig,
been
Marshall
has
Tully
Warners and
{Continued on Page 8)
continued until Aug. 26, indicating
Equity expects the Equity Shop dis- Biechele and Williams
pute to be settled by that time.

Los Angeles

>

deal

figures.

these

AFTER

I

— Franchise

closed between Allied States Ass'n,
Pictures, is understood to be
other exhibitor units and
RKO,
similar to the old First National franchise arrangement.
under terms of the deal, is understood to assure delivery of product
for five years, on an exhibition value not to exceed $750,000 maximum
and minimum of $100,000. The exhibitors' body, it is stated, will
name a committee of five to set basic rates for exhibitors.

Chicago

1

1

Price 5 Cents

1929

YEAR RKO FRANCHISES DEAL
CLOSED BY ALLIED STATES

5

MONTHS Of 1929

1ST 6

14,

Tiffany-Stahl

Equity Agency .Rules
Upheld by U. S. Court

he

announced

Photophone Reported
Working on Deal Terms

—

has
RCA-Photophone
Chicago
not closed any deal with All ed, for
is
a co-operative buying plan, but
understood to be working out prices
and financial plans, to be submitted
L. P. Sawyer and E. P. Hawlater.
:

Attended Conferences

Chicago— R.

deal,

that negotiations with another distributing firm and an announcement
{Continued on Page 8)

R. Biechele, president

Kansas and western Missouri
exhibitor unit, and C. E. Williams, kins of RCA-Photophone, have left
Equity president of the Nebraska and westhere
Actors'
of
Regulations
for New York. It was reported
Warners has closed deals for takbetween ern Iowa Association, both units of during the sessions, that Allied was
covering relations
Ass'n,
I: over the Strand, Syracuse, and the
Equity members and agencies and the M.P.T.O.A., "sat in" on the con- seeking a 50 per cent reduction for
Uridge at Montclair, N. J., it is
personal representatives, have been ferences here between Allied States its members on installations m thederstood.
upheld in U. S. Circuit Court, New Ass'n and RKO, but nothing has aters up to 500 seats.
York, which reversed an injunction been indicated as to their casting their
of the

i

Jaramount Gross from
Rentals

Show

Increase

previously
officers as

obtained

against

Equity

individuals.

RKO

with Allied or ratifying the
Tiffany-Stahl franchise agreements.

lot

Not Exclusive

and

Franchise deal consummated

RKO and Allied
between
other exhibitor orand
States

Paramount's receipts from domesfilm

the
ly

1

Loew's to Build 4,000
rentals for the first six weeks
Fox Deal for 13 Houses
to 5,000 Seater at Astoria
commencing
third quarter,
of Libson Chain Confirmed
1929, were 37 per cent ahead
Nicholas M. Schenck, president of

—

the
of
Confirmation
Cincinnati
weeks Loew's. Inc., announced yesterday
of a controlling inFox
by
purchase
combeen
have
that arrangements
theaters in the Libsonpleted for a theater to seat between terest in 13
as exclusively announcchain,
Harris
cost
to
and
persons,
4,000 and 5,000
ago by THE FILM
Artists
days
several
ed
between
Ave.,
in
28th
$2,500,000,
here yesterday by
made
was
DAILY,
Astoria,
in
Streets,
38th
and
Exchanges Steinwav

those for the corresponding
1928.

and United
Plan Portland
-S

—

Portland TifTany-Stahl and United
plan to open exchanges here,

"tists
is

reported.

ganizations is not exclusive to
open
any organization, but is
regardless of
to all individuals,
affixations.
association
their
This point was stressed at the
Chicago sessions on Monday
wihere the franchise arrange-

L.

I.

I.

made "MICKEY" brings
another History Making Comedy— Advt.
The

Man

who

Libson.

"MIDNIGHT DADDIES"
which the name

ment was consummated.
.

has everything for
Advt.
of Sennett is famous—

KS

MACK SENNETTS

first

ly
all-talking Corned)

"MIDNIGHT DADDIES"

Uvl

THE

-%&&

DAILY

Wednesday, August

Paramount Quarterly Dividend
Directors of Paramount have declared regular quarterly dividend of
75 cents per share on the new com-

Financial
High

Am.
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Phone Circle 473b
4737-4738-4739.
Cable address:
Filmday.
New York.
Hollywood,
California
Ralph
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd.
Phone Granite
6607.
London— Ernest W. Fredman, The
Film
Renter,
89-91
Wardour
St.,
W.
I.
Berlin
Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
Paris
P. A. Harle.
La Cinematographie Francaise, Rue de la
Cour-des-Noues, 19.

THE
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Con. Fm. Ind
24J6
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 26

Fox Fm. "A"

A-O

Keith

*do pfd
Loew's, Inc

Mo

M-G-M

"Greater Movie Season" sponsored by Fox West
Coast at Coast Houses.
Aug. 16 Opening of "The Dance of Life"
at the Rivoli, N. Y.
Aug. 20 Opening of "Hallelujah" at the
Embassy and Lafayette, N. Y.
Aug. 19-20 Convention of eastern Missouri
and southern Illinois exhibitor unit
at

Sept. 28

Louis.

St.

First

issue

News
Oct.

Hearst

of

Metrotone

(sound).

Meeting of S.M.P.E. at Toronto.
Meeting of North Carolina ex-

7-10

Dec. 9-10

hibitors'

Fanchon

&

Radio-K-O-A

—

Poli.
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8534
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OVER THE COUNTER

Roxy "A"
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24

do units
26/
do com
3
Skouras Bros
33
Technicolor
77
United Art
5
65
do pfd
2
Univ. Ch. com. ...
75
do pfd
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38
79
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....
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and Bond Join
Stanley Film Buying

Earl Bell, former manager of the
Warner Omaha exchange, and Clay-

Bond,

ton

until

recently

associated

with the Costen circuit in Chicago
have joined Stanley in executive po-

buying department
Joseey has succeeded Bell at

sitions in the film

hit.

J.

S.

Douglas Managing Director
Omaha.
Edward Douglas, formerly manager
of

the

"Hollywood Revue" Opens Tonight
"The Hollywood Revue," with its
The cast of 25 stars and chorus of 200.

Capitol, has been appointed
director of the new Loew's

managing
Kings

in

Flatbush,

which
opens Aug. 31.

theater,

Brooklyn.
about 4JJ00,

seats

opens
Ycrk.

tonight

at

the

Astor,

Let Us Solve Your Problems

!

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE
Stebbins,
1540

B'WAY

& Gates
Leterman
INCORPORATED

N.Y.C.

TELEPHONE BRYANT

3040

of

record

at

the

close

6.

300
700

49
70

8

.51

pfd.

Columbia Picts.
*FiIm Insp

Invade Fox-Poli Chain

Fox

57J4

Acoustic Prod

Bell

Bridgeport, Conn.
Franchon &
Marco Ideas have begun their invasion of Fox-Poli territory, with
opening of "The Fantasma Idea" at
the

59/

17H

Watner Bros
Warner Bros.

unit at Pinehurst.

Marco Units

business on Sept.

128
90

'Stanley Co
*Univ. Pict. pfd

*LT„iv.

of

100
1,000

2554

*Univ. Pict

N. Y.

tral,

Opening

37

8

Trans-Lux

:

15

37/

18

&•

Sales

32J4

24/

•Nat. Scr. Ser
Nat. Theat. Sup.

Opening of "The Hollywood Revue" at the Astor, N. Y.
Aug. 15 Opening of "Fast Life" at the CenAug.

86/

70/

"A"

*Bal.

Close

195/

90

stock, payable Sept. 28, to stock-

holders

24/

2534

pfd.

Cap
Para. F-L
Pathe Exch
P.

Keith

Today

24/

pfd

M.
do

Ixnv
3234

195/ 194

East. Kodak
*do pfd

*Lotw do

The Industry's
Date Book

mon

STOCK MARKET
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New

"AULD LANG
SYNE"
Welsh, Pearson, Elder Prods.
Synchronization completed at
the RCA Photophone

of

14,

ll

I:sday,

August

DAILY

1929

14,

Along The Rialto

iMD

HATS
WHAT
It
With Songs" is showing.
(Englishman said to the ticket

old top,
hg heali?"

is

Algernon ap-

TOMMY
sojourn

Tom Moore — of

vou mean the Swedish actor,

Olson."
uite so. I understand the blightppears in a numbah termed 'Jazz
"fitli

Singing Fools'."

Mo.

That was

M.

His

his

present

last
film

two

pic-

is

'Say

Hwith Doe-Ray-Me-Fa-So-La-See-

my

)h,

I

flster

That's too elemenbetter view 'The
Eyed Universe' at the Roxy

word!

think

I'd

Inks, old dear."
which the guy in the Warner
ofoffice went clean loco and startdouble the
tickets
for
d selling
cock-eyed
this
the
Ain't
rle.
It

though?

ritld,

*

*

*

Definitions

ONFERENCE:

Mostly

"con."
for loafing with

executive's alibi

'e

tjiitv.

*

*

*

Sport Note
oe Rivkin, assistant to P. A. Parat
Pathe, has bought himself
is
of those new polo shirts for $2.95.
»
says all he lias to do now is buy
nself a polo pony.
:

Washington Moores

the

m

Schiller

—

is

-

divid-

time between Shawnee-on-Delaware and Noo
Vawk
After spending two weeks on Lake Champlain trying to get his super speed boat to run, Arthur
Loew has given it up and is now back in town
Eddie Eschmann has a farm at Dover, N. J. Furthermore, he spends his week-ends on it. Yes'm that's
Pete Woodhull's horn town
California arrivals
include Herb Yates, looking as brown as an Albuquercpie
Indian
When Bruce Gallup gets a week-end to himself, he
Larry O'Reilly was lucky
spends it at Westport
nough to get a two weeks' vacashun from Pathe News
so he promptly beat it out to Lake George and away
from telephones
Lou Geller's sick wrist is out of its cast. Which
brings handball days nearer for him
Emil Jensen,
the wide-eyed boy over at Inspiration, is back in Noo
Yawk. Now the Empee Club looks like home again
Jimmy Grainger admits the world's record hung
high by "The Cock-Eyed World" is something to talk
about
Toby Gruen intends forgetting all about trailers
very soon now. An ocean voyage is in the offing for
him
Why not? Didn't Joe Pollak just get back?

*

*

*

Ed

Saratoga

at

ing his

Igy, the older son."

1

M. Daly, Jr.
MEIGHAN has returned

from a ten day
was up
there over the week-end trying to untangle the entries
Billy Brant would have it hroadcast far and
wide that he is a working man and can play golf only
on Saturday and Sunday

Igernon who?"
|h,

Digest of
Current Opinion

Phil

stood next in line to an EngIsliman at the box-office of the
where Al Jolson's
|er theater

say,

A

with

DALY

IPHIL M.

"Smiling Irish Eyes, "You're Just
Lot 0' Blarney."
*

*

And Ed McNamee

rises to

remark

than one actor's hope-;
ive been found mangled along the
ght-of-way of the sound track.
at

Lenses and film that are twice

now

more

*

among

in

as fast as

anything

use and stereoscopic photography, are

the steps forward

A

metropolitan film house informs
patrons in its program: "We do
use the cold storage method of
:)t
prefer to
eezing our patrons.
epend on our effective ventilating
irstem." Merely a choice of methods,
ist so long as you succeed in freez-

expect within the next few years.

^*

*

No.15

*

Famous Film Conversations
"Not a chance!"

HOBBIES?
TOMMY MEIGHis

a

contract

bridge expert.
Side Line

ming.

—

By

much

less patent than it
appear.
What is most
needed in the studio product is
a breaking: away from the few
sets to which plays are limited
today.
More variety of scene
and more outdoor scenes will
increase more greatly than anything else the interest in the new
is

would

features.

Edwin

JAMES

P.

Editor,

MAYER

No.15

*

*

*

Edison Sees Public Tiring of
Talkers Unless Improved

WITHOUT., improvements people will tire of talkers. Talk-

ing
ing

is

no substitute for good act-

we have had

this

number

the

in

silent

pictures.

Thomas A. Edison
Urges Application

of

Hays'

Platform of "Cooperation"

THIS

most unpropitious
motion picture
unless it
business to gouge
is desired that the U. S. Government should step in to see if
is

a

moment

in the

is

.

.

a strangle-hold.

however, an urgent moment for the immediate adoption
and application by all parties concerned of that slogan of Gen.
Will H. Hays confidence and
It

is,

in

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

CUNNINGHAM
The Film Daily

product is confined to short subjects of 20,000 miles af 16 mm. film yearly
Four for making home films. They have
on both 16mm and 35mm.
years ago,
only a few hundred purchased more than 175,000 amateur
churches, schools, institutions, Y.M. cameras and projectors in the U. S.
C.A.'s and other associations, gave alone.

*

*

to

release

*

Motion picture operators may
in sympathy with actors.

So! Lesser
Distributors have made an outrights in U.
lay of $14,000,000 in five years on
Berlin."
new buildings for exchanges in key in
cities.

Prod,

Emil Chautard
through Realart.

*

*

in-

creasing rapidly year by year until
today the total reaches well over 8,000,
each showing regularly at least once
There are additional huna week.
dreds which stage occasional show-

Schallert in

"Los Angeles Times"

"Pacific Coast Independent
Exhibitor,'" San Francisco

Amateur movies, another
Five hundred organizations are en- ings.
gaged in producing and distributing branch of non-theatricals, has likemotion pictures exclusively for the wise witnessed tremendous growth.
Most of this Amateur movie makers use upwards
non-theatrical field.

weekly screenings,

Swim-

B.

Industry Statistics
Statistical

AN

ma

it is

relation

Thomas D. Van Osten

LOUIS

We

*

The

thing.

co-operation.
Mostly cooperation.

ie

ig 'em-

a good
between
audible pictures and spoken dra-

and

terial this season,

—

we may

*

*

PICTURE

there

44

•>&

Stage Insufficient as> Source _j
of Material for Talkers
producers are going to have to look elsewhere
than the footlights for their ma-

.

Theme Song
*

Timely Topics

sells

S.

strike

*

entire

territorial

on "Yankee Doodle

A Brilliant New^
j,

1

,.

1,

mm.mmmmm^m.
the

9 '-I'll'.,

mmm m* wmvm*

INA CLAIRE
"THE

AWFUL TRUTH

with Henry Daniel, Story by Arthur
Richman, Directed by Marshall
Neilan

A

production of amazing realism and exquisite charm,
presenting with rich dialogue the ranking star on the
American stage in a screen role of wondrous power

and appeal.
Ina Claire, the most distinctive personality that has
come to the talking screen, surpasses in her sparkling
performance her work in the stage play that proved
a sensation

on Broadway.

A great star in a great play on
stage

— an

the

even greater star in the

finest talking picture

of the

season.

—

\Marquee, Name^

NACLAIHE
ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

7Ae NEWSPAPER

oSfilmdom

"<JLwful Truth"
which there
introduced a brilliant new marquee
INname
and a noteworthy addition to the stellar ranks
is

ff

Ina

Claire, frequently referred to

of New York,
motion pictures"

toast

—

as the

makes her debut in

of Hollywood. "The Awful Truth" stands on its own
as a smart, sophisticated and beautifully handled comedy but likewise serves as the vehicle by which Ina
Claire, frequently referred to as the toast of New York,
makes her debut in motion pictures.
If we had anything to say about it we'd order a royal
salute or proclaim a holiday in the picture business
and all of it because of the Claire arrival. This, we are
trying to get over %o you, is more than mere happening.
It's an event.

The
You should know

Ingredients

first place, "The Awful
with Miss Claire in the
lead.
Secondly, Arthur Richman, who wrote it, did
Most of the
the adaptation with Horace Jackson.
scintillating and extremely clever dialogue is culled
directly from the play. Mickey Neilan handled the picture direction and Rollo Lloyd the dialogue and there
is enough credit to pass around for both.

Truth" was

we had anything to say about it we d
order a royal salute or proclaim a holiday in

that, in the

successful as a play

f

"If

the picture business

— and

the Claire arrival.

happening.

Jt is

an

This

all of it because
is

of
more than mere

event."

The

Story

slight tale, held together in captivating and humorous manner by situations and bright lines. Specifically,
wife flirtatious,
it concerns a young society couple
course of marrocky
mildly
the
and
husband jealous
to secure a
proceeds
and
threatens
Husband
ried life.
divorce, but the usual year must elapse before the

A

—

—

decree becomes final. Traveling in the same set, they
are constantly thrown together. Each loves the other
and each knows it. Reconciliation comes finally, as
you know it will," and there you are.

The Star
Slight

enough

certainly.

But Miss

Claire,

an old hand

at tricks of the stage, dominates throughout. She has
poise, charm, is beautiful, and has an excellent voice.
She is a consummate and finished comedienne, replete

with

PATHE

class

to her very fingertips.

whatsoever, she belongs

among

leaders in the dialogue film.

With no argument
the

first

half dozen

KANN

Played by

ROXY-at

dral of the

Motion Picture" in

his magnificent "Cathe-

New York City

—and then RE-BOOKED for a return engageThis is the first time this great instiment
!

.

tution has

honored any picture with a return

booking.

Played extended run at the two-a-day CATHAY

THEATRE,

the leading motion picture theatre in Los Angeles.
Selected above
5500-seat

all

other shorts to open the

FOX THEATRE,

new

San Francisco.

A

—"Most

novel cartoon subjects ever shown.
howl from
start to finish. Worthy of a play anywhere. "—FILM DAILY

Columbia Qives You

the Qreatest Talking
a

26

COLUMBIA-VICTOR GEMS
13 KRAZY KAT CARTOONS
26 TALKING SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
•

•

•

—

<&*>

Read

ROXY'S

Under Personal Direction of SLROTHAFEL (Roxy)

Letter

133

WEST

50th STREET

July 22nd, 1929.
Mr. Walt Disney

Disney Cartoons
723 Seventh Avenue
New York City

DISNEY

Dear Mr. Disney:

Symphonies
Distributed Nationally by

COLUMBIA PICTURES
Your

local

change

is

Columbia Ex-

ready to screen

"THE SKELETON
DANCE"— the first release
of this series of clever novelty shorts

Arrange

to

See

It

—

In reply to your letter of the 16th, I want to
assure you that such productions as "The Skeleton Dance"
will always find a welcome at this institution.
It is, without exception, one of the cleverest things
I have seen, and as you know, the audience enjoyed every
moment of it. It is one of the few short subjects that
have proved a success in this theatre and you can imagine
that with the elaborate stage presentations, a short subject must be out of the ordinary to get over.

am appreciative indeed of your courtesy in offering
to submit others as you can rest assured that if they are
of this calibre, they will always, as I said before, find
a welcome here.
I

Sincerely yours,

At Once!

Short Subjects Produced in the Industry!
26 COLOR SENSATIONS
12 TWO-REEL PREMIER COMEDIES
and the 13 DISNEY SILLY SYMPHONIES
•

THE

aw*

Wednesday, August

DAILY

RKO

Franchises Deal
5 Year
Closed By Allied States
(Continued from Page

TO BENEFIT BY

5,

PLAN, MARCUS SAYS
{Continued from Pane

RKO

sales

1)

manager, came here Mon-

F.
day for conferences with Abram
StefMyers, Allied president; W. A.

unit president, H. M.
Michigan
Richev. manager of the
Jersey
Seider,
M.
Joseph
unit:
unit president, and others.
Fes

from

exhibitors

5,000

for

Relief

be

in

1)

"a

of appeals, of which Myers will be a
member, as will a representative of
the distributor, the third member to
be selected bj the other two.
r

Northwest

New

forthcoming

few days.
The RKO picture agreement, as
explained by Myers, provides for
prices for films based on valuations
determined by joint committee of distributor and exhibitor representatives,
with provision for review by a board
will

The proposed
out,

not

will

contract,
carry the

it

is

pointed

compulsory

arbitration or score charge provisions
of the standard contract.
Franchises
will be sold by Allied "and others co-

mounting films costs will be provided operating with it" providing for
and protection accorded for five years minimum of 26 and a maximum
"in
first

supply of

securing an adequate

Marcus

rate pictures,"

"RKO

is

the

to

first

believes.
evolve and grant a

the small independent,
program
The
while others talked," said Marcus.
vision and
franchise is due to the farsighted
of

for

relief

.chairhroad understanding of David Sarnoff
and
man of the board of directors of
Brown,
Radio-Keith- Orpheum and Hiram S.

RKO

RKO

president.

RKO

and exhibitors
"Representatives of
is availstate emphatically that the franchise
able

to

they

are

all

exhibitors,

members

of

regardless of whether
an exhibitor organiza-

tion.

.

"The

franchise

between

meetings

the result

is

RKO

of

officials

a

series ot
repre-

and

sentatives of the independents, during the last
month, with preliminary ratification made in
New York last week, and a general conference
with independent exhibitors representing 22
states arranged for Chicago, where the agree

ment was

ratified

and

ONE HUNDRED PER CENT!
—

Quality
Production
Acting

—
—
Photography—
Story—

Box-Office Value

—

AUDIBLE PICTURES,

Inc.

!

present

"IN

OLD
CALIFORNIA"

A Romantic

Dialogue Photoplay with

HENRY B. WALTHALL
HELEN FERGUSON
George Duryea
Ray Hallor
Larry Steers
and a superb supporting cast

Monday.

exchange managers

local

PLUS

were
of the proposition
by Myers Aug. 12 at a
meeting at Chicago of exlr'bitor leaders and companies concerned.

franchise," says Marcus,
of the
the exhibitor to make a profit and
obtain the complete Radio lineup for the
"Numerous clauses in the
next five years.
arrangement, assure the indecontractual
pendent and producer satisfactory guarantees,
and smooth harmonious operation of the
through close cordial co-operation
frei chise
1

Sound—
Music—
Song—

Details
explained

"Terms

chise

—

Dialogue

to

Best Means of Advertising!

"enable

between

ONE HUNDRED PER CENT!
Recording—

of

Exhibition value of the pictures is
be determined by a committee
and in the event of disagreement, the
exhibition value is to be three times
the negative cost, but the average exhibition value of all pictures may not
exceed $750,000 each in any year.

1929

-\

a

52 pictures a year with an option to
the exhibitor to buy any additional
The
features which will be made.
franchise also covers short subjects.

14,

Directed by

m

fran-

olders."

Produced under Supervision of
Recorded on

ers^f

Aronson Back in N. Y.
Al Aronson of World Wide has
returned to New York after several
months in Europe spent in consul-

"Your

service

is

one

of

the

R. C. A.
at

best,

not the best means of advertising
for theatres today.
want to thank
I
you for the very prompt delivery of
trailers.
Wish you continued success."
Rialto Theatre,
Anita, la.

if

tation with producers on plans for
attractions to be released through
World Wide during the coming sea-

BURTON KING
LON YOUNG

PHOTOPHONE

Tec Art Studios, Hollywood, Cal.

READY FOR RELEASE
SEPTEMBER FIRST

son.

REGIONAL DISTRIBUTORS NOTE:
"In Old California"

FOR SALE, THE IVES
COLOR MOTION PICTURE
PROCESS
This

process

produces

beautiful

pic-

tures in full color, at relatively low cost,
suitable for running in the standard
projectors now used in moving picture
The process is covered by 14
theatres.
patents and patent applications.
The demand for color pictures has
taken enormous strides in recent months,
and is far greater than the available

supply.

Mr. F. E. Ives, the Inventor of

this

process, is considered by scientists as
the father of color photography in the

U.

S.
fields

He
of

is

particularly

optics,

known

in

are

available

to

F. E. Ives, c/o

first

of a series of

EIGHT

For available

territory

communicate with

the

any interested

Edible

Lou Young
Pres.

Tec Art Studios
Hollywood, Cal.

PICTURES
INC.
J.

D. Trop, N. Y. Rep., Suite 502, 729 1th Ave., Neiv York

party.

Foreign Rights Controlled by
Arthur Levey. Cable Address: DEEJAY, London

Address:

The Sharpies Specialty Co.

23rd and Westmoreland Sts.

the

prepared

photography, and color

work.
He is the inventor of the halftone universally used in printing, also
the binocular microscope and the tint
photometer.
Mr. Ives is a scientist and not a
business man, and desires that some
group take over his process so it may
be amply financed and properly managed.
Compltte details and full technical discussion

is

100% Dialogue Dramas. Released once every six weeks.
Next production "THE LAST DANCE," now being

Philadelphia, Pa.

New York

Distributors,

630 Ninth Ave.,

Hollywood Pictures,
New York City

Inc.

—

Warner Deal Report, Zukor Says
s,

To Truth to

?fe NEWSPAPER

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

:^ FILM DOM
XLIX

IL.

Thursday, August

No. 39

Avalanche
ONG
wood
.J

"The

before

Holly-

turned

Revue"

Los

Angeles into several paro-

titis

of excitement,

pugh

to

word

New York

filtered

that

strag-

Rg exhibitors, where they could,
A
•re booking it sight unseen.
fountain
and
casl
slant
at
the
ick

were dripping with anxiety

ns
fill

out the dotted

line.

That is that, but last night the
lure reached Broadway via the
lor theater. What it showed was
pty, aside from what appears
he the most formidable aggregain of marquee names ever herded
>ethcr for a single picture.

A

Gilt-Edged Cast
Marion Davies. Norma Shearer.
:k Gilbert, Joan Crawford, Bessie
ive, Conrad Nagel, Stan Laurel and
Hardy ihow do vou think
iver
)M names will look in advertising

—

William
lines, Buster Keaton, Marie DressCharlie King, Polly Moran, Karl
he, George K. Arthur. Gwen Lee,
Page and Lionel
is Edwards, Anita
rrvmore. And staire and vaudeville
mpers like Ukelele Ike. the Brox
ters, Jack Benny and an Albertina

There

>v?

are

more

15,

Price 5 Cents

1929

RCA-PHOTOPHONE FOR $2,995
FOR HOUSES UNDER 500 SEATS
What T-S and

RKO

New Equipment

Franchises Provide

Meet
Small Theater Need

Brought Out

The

franchise agreement entered into between Tiffany-Stahl
and Allied States Ass'n contains 24 clauses. RKO's arrangement
is practically identical.
Summarized the highlights are:
Exhibitor agrees to show all sound pictures generally released by producer from

RCA-Photophone

Rentals to
15. 1929 to Aug. 15, 1930 and during the four succeeding years.
bo based on each $100,000 of exhibition value for features and $10,000 for short
subjects.
Exhibition value shall not exceed $750,000 for each feature picture.
Exhibitor agrees to show not exceeding a maximum of 52 features and! 52
short subjects and a minimum of 26 of the same.
If less than 26 are produced
exhibitor has a right to cancel franchise on 60 days notice.
Distributor and five representatives of exhibitors throughout U. S. shall determine exhibition values; the five representatives to be chosen by at least twothirds of franchise holders.
After the first year exhibitor has right to apply to joint body consisting of
five exhibitors and distributor relative to adjustment of number of dollars per
Such findings shall be transmitted to a National
$100,000 of exhibition value.
Appeal Board consisting of Abram F. Myers, a representative of distributor and a
third party to be chosen by other two.
Distributor has right to "road-show" not more than six of the features released
during first year and half during the succeeding four years.
In the case of first run pictures distributor shall notify exhibitor two weeks
in advance of release date and seven days thereafter designate exhibition date,
which shall be not later than seven days after release date.
Distributor pays for damaged fi'm.
If exhibitor sells theater he may cancel franchise on 60 days' notice; but if
exhibitor enters into merger or consolidation terms of franchise shall be carried out.
All advertising accessories must be leased Irom producer.

Aug.

sound reproducer

Sounds

like

an embarrassment of
of those performers,

yet all
specialty numbers, fit well in
is
musical revue, thus guarantee»
snowed-under box-offices. The
uished.
.isie is tuneful, if not distil
place,
lere are girls all over tl
lor sequences, comedy sequences, a
nerous dash or two of the senti:hes,

Reports

BUNK AND

the A. H. Blank
and Universal chains in Iowa are re-

ported being; sought by Paramount.
Blank, since sales of his major circuit
ental and the undeniable drawing
to Paramount, has been operating a
aces.
iwer of many of filmdom's
string of small town houses under the
It Entertains
firm name. Commonwealth Theaters.
The picture is way ahead of many Houses in the chain are; Le Claire,
Moline, 111.: King and Rex at Albia;
t'sical revues for which New YorkAmes, Capitol and Twin Star, Ames
It has shortcomings,
s pay $6.60.
Main- numbers are vari- la.; and the Tivoli at Omaha. Unicourse.
the
the sum total is versal's holdings in the state are
ile in quality, but
theaters.
Hostettler
former
eminmeritorious, entertaining and

And

itly

o

successful commercial venture.
list
by name those who rate

Universal Theater Head
Any Deal is On

would mean overstepp'ng space Denies
For them it should he
nitations
edit

dd they have turned out a capable,
telligent job and a harvest-reaper
ii
theaters, particularly if it reaches
i-; general
market before competitive
roductions of s'milar formula.

Louis Cohen head of Universal thedeclared here that there is no
truth to report Paramount is seeking
any Universal houses.
aters,

MACK SENNETT'S
K A N N COMEDY— Advt.

first

talking

feature

deal

new

RKO

ment was obtained

as a result of the
Allied negotiations, it will be available to all houses of 500 seats or less.

FRANCHISE SEPARATE FROM

linking

FILM DAILY.

'U7

Des Moines— Both

a

offer a

Photophone, Tiffany-Stahl and
agreements were drafted.
While the new low priced equip-

Warners and Paramount are
without
foundation,
Adolph
Zukor last night told THE

ing

HOUSES OF

of

will

for

franchise

Warner- Paramount Merger
Again Reported; Zukor Denies

PlArSTSuWli

to

theaters up to
seats,
the
500
equipment costing
$2,995 installed. It will be a dual system for disc or sound-film reproduction.
This was decided upon at
the Chicago conferences with Allied
States Ass'n, at which the RCA-

.

:sch ballet.

Be

Will

STANDARD CONTRACT FORM
The franchise agreements of RKO
and Tiffany-Stahl do not provide for
arbitration under the standard form
of contract, because the machinery
of the present system can be used
only under the latter form of agreemen. Both RKO and Tiffany-Stahl,
however, are retaining use of the
except for their
Similarly,
agreements.
Warners and First National have
franchise
year
been signing five
agreements, which do not contain
the arbitration clause of the standard
contract, but provide a separate sysstandard

contract,

franchise

reports that a merger
Warners and Paramount is under
way, with probability that Paramount
Persistent

of

could control, continued in financial
yesterday.
One angle of the
reported deal was that a holding company would be formed to control the
two firms, each of which would retain its respective identity.
ciicles

tem

of arbitration.

Not Obligatory
Tiffanyfranchises or

Acceptance of the

Rentals, Music Problem
to be St. Louis Highlight

—

Situation confronting
St. Louis
exhibitors on sound rentals, and the
problem presented by declared need
sound
orchestras in
curtailing
of
houses, are slated as chief topics of
discussion at the convention of the

eastern

Missouri
(Continued

southern

and
on

Scenes!

—Advt.

Beautiful

RKO

RCA-Photophone

equipment

entirely voluntary on the
is
part of members of Allied
Ass'n, no part of the agreements being obligatory. Both
of the propositions, obtained
through the Allied negotiations, are open to all exhibitors,

regardless

of

organization

af-

filiation.
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"MIDNIGHT DADDIES"
Lavish

Illi-

Stahl

or

Girls!

Knockout

GRIBBOX

Portrayals by HARRY
ANDY CLYDE—Advt.

Comedy
and
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Hollywood

—

nois exhibitors,
19 and 20.
R.
dent, and other
are expected to
Some exhibitors

Page

1)

scheduled here Aug.

Woodhull, presiM.P.T.O.A. officers

F.

address the sessions.
here declare they are
expected to address the sessions.
Some exhibitors here declare they are
unable to continue using orchestras
in
sound houses, due to overhead,
while others favor a curtailment,
rather than elimination of musicians.
Contracts are to expire at the end of
the month.

No

Great Rush for Sound
Adjustments in Northwest

—

Minneapolis There has been no
rush for adjustments in this territory, "Greater Amusements" states.
The reason is ascribed to plan of
distributors to send out field representatives to work out adjustments.

Midland Booking Universal
Theaters at Kansas City

85

QUOTED

The company has
no attitude in the matter "other than
an economic business proposition and
will not in any way countenance socalled political fights in the industry
and will not be a party to anyone
undermining or knocking any other
producing or distributing company,"
he says. "To us the franchise plan is
the same as in any other industry
tive vice president.

where there

is

collective

buying and

selling.

Leaders Preparing to
Start Franchise Ratings

—

Chicago Exhibitor leaders who attended the Chicago sessions at which
the agreements with RKO, TiffanyStahl

and

RCA-Photophone

were

drafted, have returned to their respective territories to organize local committees and proceed with the rating
of theaters as to points, under the
franchise systems.
series of district meetings in each division then

A

will be held and franchise agreements
and contracts for reproducing equipments offered exhibitors.

—

an

the Ctn-

at

Aur- 16

Opening

Aug. 20

Opening

of "Greater Movie Season" sponsored by Fox West
Coa«t at Coast Houses.

of "The Dance of Life"
at the Rivoli. N. Y.
of
"Hallelujah" at the

Aug. 19-20

Convention
and southern

Lafayette, N. Y.
eastern Missouri
Illinois exhibitor unit
of

at St. Louis.
First issue of

Hearst

Metrotone

(sound).

Meeting
Meeting
hibitors'

of S.M.P.E. at Toronto.
of
North Carolina exunit at Pinehurst.

Libson General Manager
Of Houses Bought by Fox
Cincinnati

— Ike Libson will be gen-

manager

of the 13 Libson-Harris
houses here and at Dayton, Columbus and Grand Rapids when his holdings and those of his associates are
taken over by Fox Oct. 1.
eral

"Broadway" Opening First
Pop Price Run Saturday
Marking first time the picture has
played at popular prices, "Broadway"
opens Saturday at the Colony, New
York. The picture has a $2 run at
the Globe.

'Fast Life" Story to be
Broadcast in Serial Form
Marking an innovation

in

broad-

WGBS

casting, Station
will broadcast
a fictionization of the story of "Fast
Life," in six separate instalments on
the following dates: Aug. 20, 22,
Broadcast of the pre24, 26, 28, 30.
miere of the picture at the Central
tonight, also is scheduled.

LEE GARMES

—

buying for Universal theaters here, the Seattle. In Portland, it is
would be handled from there, under reported that the Heilig is being
supervision of Fred A. Flader.
sought by Publix, as its second house
there, the other being the Portland.
film

Fields in

for Universal, to consult with Mrs.
Florence Strauss, eastern scenario ediHe
tor, on the new production ideas.

remain

in

Director

of

Lighting for
Vitaphone.

Photography and
First

National

AVAILABLE IN
SEPTEMBER
GRANITE

9752

New York

Shearer Film Being Held Over
Leonard Fields, formerly Eastern
"The Last of Mrs. Cheyney" will
scenario head for "U" and now locatbe held over for a second week at
ed on the Coast, arrived in New York
the Capitol, New York, setting back
recently having been sent East by
"The Broadway Melody" another
Gardner
Sullivan,
scenario
editor
C.

New York

week.

weeks.

Buys Beth Brown Story
Beth Brown has sold to Continen-

Menjou with French Firm
Adolphe Menjou has signed
make talkers for Pathe Cinema.

Paris

several
to

—

Menjou has branded as false report
that he had been signed by the American Sound Recording Co.

Principal Securities tal Pictures Corp. an original script
investment and banking called "Jazzbo."
Friday Change Adopted
This will be refirm, has been formed here by Sol leased as one of the "Continental
Pittsburgh Friday change policy
Lesser.
has been adopted at the Stanley.
Eight" for 1929-30.
Corp.,

"Fast Life"

of

Opening

Tiffany-Stahl entered the franchise

agreement with Allied States Ass'n,
as "a pure sound business proposition," states Grant L. Cook, execu-

1929

N. Y.

j

Oct. 7-10
Dec. 9-10

Kansas City Booking of all local
Keener Competition at
in which Universal has an
interest is to be handled by the MidSeattle Is Forecast
land circuit, states M. B. Shanberg,
Seattle
Increase of the keen comdirector of the latter firm.
These in- petition existing here between Publix
clude the Uptown, Apollo, Isis, Gill- and Fox West Coast, is forecast by
ham, Gladstone and Linwood. Midland statement that the former has acalso is taking over booking of at- quired the Hippodrome, which will be
tractions for the Madrid.
Recently, remodeled and reopened in Septemit was announced in
New York that ber. Publix now has but one house

will

Forms New Banking Firm
Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY

Lesser
West

85-K
198

OVER THE COUNTER

"A"

Roxy

85-K

(.Continued from

tral,

News

RKO

Rentals, Music Problem
to be St. Louis Highlight

Opening

Sept. 28

year

franchises being offered by
and Tiffany-Stahl. The New Jersey
unit already is a member of Allied.

all

Keith A-O 6s
Loew 6s 41ww

Am.

five

Today:

Embassy and

DEAL ONLY AS A

T-S IN

theaters

31%

Film

Insp
Thea.

AVa,

78

•Columbia Picts

Univ.
Univ.

58%

18,100

CURB MARKET

Bal. & Katz

Loew

128
92
21,300
37<A
112
58
7,000
93
ino
24yi
48
300
600
69%
7% 3,400
600
17M
37% 15,600
40
9S]/,

Acoustic Prod

Fox

500
1,300

1,500

8%

"A"

do

Sales

25%

Keith A-O
*do pfd
Lotw's, Inc
*do pfd
M-G-M pfd

Close
32f$
24

196% 193% 193%

pfd

phone equipment and the

1650

way, New York, N. Y.
Filmday,
4737-4738-4739.
Cable address:
Ralph
California
Hollywood,
New York.
Phone Granite
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd.
London Ernest W. Fredman, The
6607.
89-91
Wardour
St.,
Film
W.
Renter,
I.
Berlin Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne.
Paris— P. A. Harle,
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la
Cour-des-Noues, 19.

Am

between RKO and TiffanyStahl and Allied States Ass'n.
This is a step for which exhibitors
have agitated since
advent of sound pictures.

of

15,

The Industry's
Date Book

Score charges are being consolidated with film rentals in
the franchise plan agreed to

MEET NEXT WEEK

Mass meeting

Thursday, August

Charges Combined

NEW YORK, CONN. AND

Price 5 Cents

Thursday. Aug. 15. 192S
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AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580
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ALL TALKING

all

building

master-

PICTURES
tvitlv

pieces

with the

Woolworth

Rf
all

long

distance air

achieve-

ments wi
the Graf

Zeppel

all

gate

receipts

with the

Tunney-

Dempsey

%ht

Chester

Morn:

sensational

of

s

t

a

"Alibi"" neve

gave a more

grij

ping performance

ff

NATIONAL*/
Douglas Fairbanks

jr.

Loretta Young
Chester Morris
<<^p

Directed by John Francis Dillon
Opening tonite in

a blaze of Glory at

The Central Theatre, New York City
at #5 50 top

Tomorrow They'll Be Singing Its Praises!
Listen in
I

on your radio

Found You," the

for "Since

beautiful

theme

song. Important radio bands and
artists are featuring

it!

I'lTAt

Ilational
Pictures

ICTURE

/,

^

4

MB W
,*&

Jl
iiiir

lj£~&9-

RKO

DISTRIBUTING

OF THE TITAN
3LAZES ON B'WAY
SIGN

UP WHERE IT BELONGS
THERE TO STAY!
Radio's Pageant of the Titans Rides into

Main

America with

Streets of

"Street Girl"

eminence

.

.

.

.

.

.

Radio's

bows

first

a Solid

all

Broadway and the

Smash

Hit!

dramatic bid for show pre-

to the plaudits of

and proceeds to knock

AND

.

New

York's

critics

box-office records of the

Globe

Theatre galley west!

Twice

a

day

.

.

.

against the stiffest competition of the sea7

son

.

.

.

gross in

"Street Girl
its

third

week

continues to pile up a stupendous
of matchless performance!

RADIO'S ALL-DIALOG

SMASH SENSATION

STREET
GIRL
GLOBE'S ALL-TIME
B.O. FIGURES SMASHED

First

week:

Second week:

DCTTV
^VMulDQf^kl
Dt / V»V«/IVlr
OV^IN

itclt 0,ki *' Ned Sp,rl"' '"•"p''
Cawthorn,GusArnheim'$ Ambassadors, Doris Eaton
Wesley Rushes Production.
and her Radio Beauty Chorus, Cimini Singers and 200 others
I

JoKnn v Harron

<

And

still

$16,493.

$20,284.

climbing

in third

I

I

A

week

of sensational sum-

mer business!

THE

AND

Along The Rialto

THAT'S

THAT
V*OW,
-*"

Phil

FOLKS,

we

Broadway, which

many

Roxy

the

*

*

*

back

in

of

the

enterprise is also named Roxy. He
is really an engineering expert who
figured out a scheme to extend

Broadway

At nine
was

50th St. and Seventh
Ave., and he made a swell job of it.
*

*

*

sang, as show girls do, and then went into
a couple of dance steps high above the heads
of Broadway. It
was a kick, an eye smash and what the entertainment
business dubs a "wow"

*

The

living human billboard warbled "Singin"
in the
In our young life we have seen and
heard many
peculiar things happen along the Rialto,
but never a mob

Now

see

applaud.

his

happened.

No

kidding

exhibitors in the "Herald,
World's" survey on sound, demands immediate solution, the

°.f

theater owners declare, if the
talking picture and the theater
itself are to have a fair
deal.
Ernest A. Rovelstad in
"Exhibitors Herald-World"
*

T^HE

talkies right now are creating a better legitimate theater.
They are familiarizing
countless millions with dialogue.
Of equal importance is that, w'th
dialogue they are being trained
in the understanding of
emotion-

problems, an aspect of entertainment they never before had
the opportunity to really consider.

Leflore Vlric

noble

pip of a stunt that rates plenty of attention
and disbursements of credit to those responsible. Talking
of showmanship, go down to the Astor and see it

thought

*

*

A

The idea worked so well that he found it neces-

*

Better Legitimate Theater Will
Result from Dialogue Vogue

it

has been rewarded!

demands

of organized labor are proving a severe handicap to owners
of small theaters wired for
the;
showing of talking pictures. This
condition, reflected in the reports

al

11 :30 when the bylanes had emptied
their
throngs into the main stem, another show was
put on
The
second crowd duplicated the first, if it didn't surpass

*

*

how

It

Along about

theaters."
*

girls

Rain."

like a cathedral and present gorgeous stage spectacles with a feature
picture, mebbe I can lure these idle
pedestrians
Broadway, clear
off
traffic, and give these fillum patrons
a chance to reach the box offices of

fillum

UNREASONABLE

*

The

So he sez to hisself: "If / can
build a great big beautiful building

the

by the Paramount clock, the ceremony

Revue"

It appears that there were so many
pedestrians milling right past doors
of Broadway theaters every night
that patrons had a tough time fighting their way to the box offices.

*

hells,

on.

Sunlight arcs played, a loud speaker bellowed forth
music and the curtains parted on 26 shapelv show
girls
strung across a huge electric sign which spelled
"Hollywood

to

*

Labor and Its Demands Seen
Handicap to Small Wired Houses

^

Nicely packed in sardine fashion at all points of vantage
near the theater, crowds had gathered,— under
police supervision—to see the unveiling of what Metro called
"The Human Billboard"

picture the-

j

€)

There was

ater.

The personality

Jr.

things new under the sun and last
night a plentiful slice of New York saw one of
them.
The wealthy among those approached the Astor theater
in
taxicabs learned quickly enough that something
was up.

theaters devoted to the ancient

we have

M. Daly,

Digest of
Current Opinion

THERE remain a few

crash

will

one time had

at

and honorable art of stage product ons.
These joints are now used for
tryouts for stuff that may prove good
enough for moshun picture fillums.
First

A

with

DALY

By PHIL M.

Timely Topic!

sary to charge admission, for 8,000
people trying to jam themselves into
the 6,000 Roxy seats every night.

Sound Certain

to

*

Better as

Experience Grows, Says Lasky

THE
A

ture

those
this

talking pictures of the fuwill be far better than

which been shown up

time.

to

Novelty, was certain

make early spoken pictures
successful at least commercially.
As the novelty departs, the flaws
become apparent. This accounts
for a considerable popular prejudice against talking pictures.
This does not alarm me. as we
make plans for more and more
talking pictures. It is only natural.
The public does not mean
what it says when it speaks
against the talkies.
The man
who says, "I don't like talking
pictures," probably really means
to say, "I don't like the talking
picture I just saw."
Jesse L. Lasky in
"Los Angeles Times" interview
to

44

In a time not far distant the silent picture
will be
extinct.
One can readily visualize the superior
productions that can be produced by utilizing the
various ingredients which go into a motion picture
production under the new method as compared to
the

fact, Roxy's philanthropic idea
working so well that last week he

In
is

broke

all picture house records with
180,000 tired pedestrians dropping in

to park their

weary pups under beauupholstered velvet seats.
Roxy
collected more than $170,000 from
them. This, of course, is merely incidental.
It probably never entered
Roxy's head that any revenue could
be made from the venture.
tiful

*

*

available facilities of

under

ing

the

old

producmethod.

_

ALBERT WARNER

*

Now

comes the laugh. A lotta wis':
gents were willing to bet when the
Roxy opened that it wouldn't last
more'n six months. Remember?

Industry Statistics

No.16

By JAMES
Statistical

HOBBIES

P.

Editor,

The Film Daily

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

There are 25,000 picture theaters

!

spends his summers

Thus, of the 25,000 theaters inEurope, exclusive of Russia, it is volved, there are 1,660 with
1,000 seats
IN
estimated, with about 12,000,000 seats. or more, and about
23,000 with less
Only 19 of these have a capacity of than 1,000 seats. The average
capamore than 3,000; only 23 have be- city of European picture
mamsssssm\S.tK'tf
houses is
tween 2,500 and 3,000 seats; only 84 less than 480 seats; the average
num- »/F!lMDOM
X§'
from 2,000 to 2,500 seats, and 267 ber of inhabitants per
seat is 87.
from 1,500 to 2,000 seats.

#

tinkering with speed

More than

boats.

Line

CUNNINGHAM

No.16

in

ARTHUR LOEW

Side

"

—Tennis.

aters

have

16,000

European

than

the-

500 seats;
about 5,000 have frmn 500 to 750
seats, and about 1,250 have from
less

1,000 to 1,500 seats.

«nq

>LLTHE NEWS
Iallthe TIME

Spain has the greatest relative
Richard A. Rowland, returning
seatage of Europe, with one seat to from Europe, sees need for 5,000 more
every 14 inhabitants; Engand has theaters abroad.
one to every 15 inhabitants, Turkey
*
*
*
has one to every 348 persons and
Universal in $5,000,000 combine
Albania but one to every 363 per- with Italian producers.
sons.

1

Add 11 Houses

Warners

Gottesman

of

Circuit

;fe NEWSPAPER

ALL THE NEWS

*y FILM DOM

ALL THE TIME
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"Fast Life"
THROUGHOUT
"Fast Life"

I

strength

P"

is

in

its

length,

marked by a
a

treatment,

Ifamatic intensity and a sincerity
performance that stamp thislat-

16,

Price 5 Cents

1929

CONTRACT AND ARBITRATION
CHANGES SOUGHT BY ALLIED

|

First National production with

|t

stinction.

Starting out on a tempo of jazz,
lade exceedingly natural and true
b life by intelligent direction, the

17 COEIESffl

Toronto
There are 202
wired theaters in Canada, states
Col. John A. Cooper, president

ACQUIRED 81 WARNERS

—

DAILY

several

THE FILM

ity

days ago.

The Gottesman theaters are Garde,
an instance of how direc- here; the Commodore Hall, Derby,
ion and performances may combine Conn.;
Cameo, Bridgeport; Roger
o secure extremely effective results, Sherman,
New Haven; Majestic,
rwo youngsters, part and parcel of Hartford; Peekman, Peekskill, N.
{Continued on Page 8)
fast-moving young set, marry
A drunken friend finds
iecretly.
bem together and turn insulting. In
he brawl that follows, which you
Here

M.

is

represented

in

and the men we have chosen to head

wired

is

WARNERS BUY HARMS AND

lear but don't see, the boy is killed
He is
tnd the young husband held.
:onvicted of murder and sentenced
die, only to escape the electric
:o
a last-minute confession
:hair by
rom a totally unsuspected source.
\n old stunt of the melodrama, as
r

iou will recognize, but handled by
fohn Francis Dillon so competently
:hat it appears entirely plausible and

6 OTHER MUSIC FIRMS
Although it had been persistently
denied, after report that the deal had

PATHE VICE PRESIDENCY

been

set

had been published

FILM DAILY,

Warners

in

THE

has

ac-

quired Harms, Inc., and six affiliated
musical publishing and distributing
organizations. The firm, which ownbelievable.
ed the Harms and others, is Music
She Publishers Holding Corp. Warners
Loretta Young is the wife.
the
is
splendid and most emphatically a exchanged 140,364 shares for all
Doug Fairbanks, stock of the music firm, totaling at
star of tomorrow.

does nice

which

upon market
Chester Mor-

work when

called

value, $8,421,840.

Colvin W. Brown has resigned as
executive vice president and a director of Pathe, it became known
yesterday, when his resignation beHe has been with
came effective.
the company since it reorganization,
P. Kennedy assumed
In his
special advisor.
capacity as vice president, Brown
the company
to carry
did much
through the difficulties from which
emerged after the reorganization.
it
Executive management of the company now is in the hands of E. B.

when Joseph
charge

organization be recognized in
negotiations to stabilize the industry,"
Col. H. A. Cole, president of the
Texas unit, states in a statement on
the arbitration deadlock. This is seen
as an outline of Allied's position in
the arbitration tangle.
"The association," says Cole, "is
in favor of a fair arbitration system,
but is opposed to arbitration based
on an unfair contract and confined
strictly to an enforcement of that
contract through illegal means."
"And as independent theater own(Continued on Page 8)
that

houses.

i

Jr.,

—

Dallas Texas exhibitors banded
together with other units of Allied,
are asking "for nothing except that
the organization to which we belong

P. Distributors and
Of
Canada.
Exhibitors of
these, 84 are in Ontario, 41 in
Quebec, 36 in the Winnipeg
division, 12 in Alberta, ten in
British Columbia and 19 in
It is
the Maritime provinces.
estimated that about 35 per
cent of Canada's seating capacof the

New London, Conn. In addition
ragedy, almost embraces another
to the six Connecticut houses of the
on
conclusion
nd carries on to its
chain, Warners will take over 11
well-sustained level of suspense, other Alfred Gottesman theaters, it
merit is stated here.
Deal for acquisition
t sounds like a picture of
of the six Connecticut houses was
nd it is.
reported exclusively by

Parleys,

—

THIERS

rama veers sharply toward one

Two Forces Combine

with Association
Recognized, Are Aims
Cited by Cole

202 Wired

STEFFES

COlil

ON ALLIED STATES MISSION

as

Derr.

Another Chain Held in
Bid for "Pan" Houses

COAST

—

Minneapolis W. A. Steffes plans
a trip to the West Coast in connection with organization work of Allied States Ass'n, which ha
concluded five year franchise
with Tiffany-Stahl and RKO, and
is understood dickering a co-opera-

buying deal
phone equipment.
tive

leaving

Chicago,

on

RCA-Photoprior to
that

Steffes,

made known

Capitol Stage Shows to be
ris, who
did such fine trouping in
Routed to Loew Houses
"Alibi," is third lead in a role to
shows of the Capitol, New
power
Stage
which he imparts a dramatic

on fighting until all
Radio-Keith-Orpheum he will keep
records are sold the same
companies'
does not exercise its option on the
any music score records.
another circuit will as

be circuited to four
theaters in the metropolitan area. The shows now are being offered at the Valencia, Jamaica,
and upon opening of the Kings, Aug.
(Continued on Page 8)

N. Y. Stage Producers
Mark Time on Talkers

for

it,

isn't often.

that practically

makes

the picture his.

York,
other

Audience Fodder
"While

you

know Fairbanks

will

are

to

never go to the chair, the developis so good that there is built up
Fatal
in the spectator's mind a suspense
and a curiosity over exactly how he
of
Jawitz
to Charles
is to get his freedom.
That is always
Funeral services were held in New
good theater and always good motion York yesterday for Charles N. Japicture.
It is fodder for audiences witz,
president of Jawitz Pictures
(Continued on Page 8)
and we believe they will go for it all

Heart Attack Proves

N. Y.

—

way.

KANN

MACK SENNETT'S FIRST
Comedy

—

If

Pantages here,
take over the house, which has been
(Continued on Page 8)

Loew

ment

the

Memphis

— Advt.

talking feature

Griffith

toMake Talker

Based on Lincoln's Life

The group

of

New York

stage pro-

ducers, which has been considering a

will be the cen- combination with talking film producGriffith's first ers, has postponed action on offers
W.
D.
tral figure of
wait until
talker. It soon will be placed in pro- made and has "decided to
productions
United
own
our
through
direct
release
can
we
duction for
Selwyn
A silent film version of the on the talking screen," Arch current
Artists.
the
in
some
article
produced
an
in
was
states
Lincoln
life of
published by
years ago by Al and Ray Rockett issue of "The Quill,"

Abraham Lincoln

(Continued

and released by First National.

An

hour

of

Uproarious

laughter

"MIDNIGHT DADDIES"—Advt.

and

fun,

BIG
its

on Page 8)

entertainment for the public;
you Advt.

for

—

BIG

prof-
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Publix Gets Control of

Another $1,000,000 House
Rock Island Houses
for Chicago is Planned

TVo

—

Rock
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Publix has acquired interest of its partner. Rosenfield-Hopp Co., in the Fort and Spencer here.

Five Iowa Theaters to

Be Taken Over

Sept. 1

Waterloo, la.— Publix Sept. 1 will give the illusion of greater size.
It
t?ke over operation of the Strand, will be atmospheric.
Clement McPalace and Crystal here and the Mahon is president of United, Erwin
Strand and Palace, acquired from the F. Dersch vice president, Gerald L.
Diebold-Ford interests. The company McMullen secretary, and Leo A

Paramount theaters

operates the

of

is

not affected.

—

—

—

Trade Showing Soon of
Film Made by Goetz
"The Woman Who Was Forgotten,"

produced

Charles

Richard

Ass'n.

Financial

on

by

Coast

the

Goetz, has been completed
and early trade showing in New
York is planned, Goetz states. The
film, which stars Alma Bennett, is
backed by the National Education
S.

RCA-Photophone

Thomas

directed.

was

recording

used.
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Greater Movie Season Is
Being Observed in Mich.

—

Detroit Theaters of the state this
month are observing Greater Movie
Season, celebrating the industry's 34th
anniversary.
The annual event has
been continued here, although .it has
been dropped in a number of sections
of the nation.

Mendelsohn Heads Chicago Board
Chicago Felix Mendelsohn (M-GM), has succeeded Clyde Eckhardt

—

i

Meeting of Connecticut. New Jera
and New York exhibitors at
Astor Hotel, N. Y.
First issue of Hearst
Metrotom

News
Dec. 9-10

Illinois exhibitor

Louis.

(sound).

Meeting
Meeting

of

hibitors'

S.M.P.E. at Toronto.
North Carolina ex-

of

unit at

Pinehurst.

FitzPatrick Establishing

Number

of Exchanges

Establishment of exchanges to distribute the "Quality 48" sound shorts
to be made by the company, as well
as other independent product is under way by FitzPatrick Pictures.
The firm has just opened a Buffalo
branch under management of R. C.
Fox.

Emily Fitzroy Returns
(Fox), as president of the Film
Emily Fitzroy is back in New York:
Henry
Board.
Other officers are:
Herbert after a four months' stay in Engpresident;
vice
Herbel,
Irving
W. land. She will return to the Coast
treasurer;
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY Washburn,
New directors soon. While abroad she made perLos Angeles Special ear phones Mandel, secretary.
sonal appearances with "Show Boat"
for the deaf are being installed at are Harry S. Lorch, Clyde W. Eckin England and Scotland.
Grauman's Chinese by Fox West hardt and Norman Moray.
Coast Theaters successful under plan
of Harold B. Franklin, at least one
theater in each city where the chain
operates will have the special equipment.

West Coast Installing
Ear Phones for Deaf

—

K£AtY

Miller with Recording Firm
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles Roy G. Miller has resigned as publicity director at the
Carthay Circle to join the Paul Lewis
Hodge Electrical Recordings and
Recording
Co. The firm has a
composed of studios
plant
here
plating plant and pressing works for
making electrical recordings for pic-

—

K47"

KRAZY KAT
WILL MAKE

Wax

Your Ailing
Box Office-

tures.

L. A. House Reopening: Nor. 1
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood

—Warners

will

reopen

Healthy!!!

the Pantages here about Nov. 1. The
house purchased by the firm in addition to the Fresno Pantages, is expected to have its name changed.
The house is to close Sept. 6 for re-

Distributed by

pairs.

Columbia Pictures

Jolson on Radio Tonight
Al Jolson will broadcast tonight
over 37 radio stations in a nationwide
hook-up.
He will sing three songs

from

%

at St.

Oct. 7-10

7

CURB BONDS

Seat 6s 36

and southern

Bertele, treasurer.

Waterloo and Cedar Rapids.
A. J.
Diebold's lease on the Waterloo here

THE

The Industry's
Book

—

Chicago United Theaters Corp.,
Date
which has several theaters in the Chicago district, is planning a $1,000,000
house to seat 2,500 on Ogden Ave.
Today:
Opening of "The Dance of Lif
and Menominee St. Work is to start
at the Rivoli, N. Y.
within 60 days.
The house is to Aug. 20 Opening of "Hallelujah" at
be of modernistic design, with a sysEmbassy and Lafayette, N. Yj
tem of mirrors to be employed to Aug. 19-20 Convention of eastern Misso

his

new

picture,

"Say

It

With

Animated by

Songs."

Ben Harrison and Manny Gould

Capitol Adopting Friday

Change

Friday change will be adopted by
the Capitol, New York, starting Aug.
23.
This follows similar policy
changes at the Paramount and Mark

Rochester House to Loew's Aug. 24 Strand.
Rochester, N. Y. Loew's will take
Hartford Reopening Set
over the Rochester here Aug. 24. reHartford, Conn.
Fox New Engcently acquired under a 25-year lease.
H. M. Addison will be in active land Theaters Aug. 31 will reopen
the Palace here.
charge.

—

PRODUCED BY WINKLER
Western Electric Recording

—

Winkler

Sound Cartoons

WILLIAM FOX

*

k

'$

All Talking,

Singing and Laughing

Fox Movietone
Comedy Drama
of hot mamma*.

and marines
with

w\y

Victor

McLaglen
Edmund
Lowe
Lily

Damita
Story by

He

Laurence Stalling*

w*

and

Maxwell Anderson

mk

Dialog by

William K. Wells

^BRfl

^^B^^flB
^^r

1

*

Directed by

RAOUL WALSH
Whose

f,

What

Price Clorx

"

was an achievement that will
be talked about as long as
motion pictures are made.

one which cannot
ness wherever it is shown.

'Here

is

fail to spell
It

is

good busi-

the real thing."

igNff^H
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I' _.

^

'A great

entertainment
—
a groat

\Ji

laugh."

— /Vu
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Mf
"It

is

due almost entirely

RAOUL WALSH,
the Direetor."
—The

\'eu>

York

Si

it

4

;iml gel aliroa
sob, a sigh, a thrill, a cry

.

lagg
•f

and Quirt are

at

it

— sh-sh-sh

.

.

.

again, into the thick

every blessed event!

lardboiled, but cautious

T^

— they always get the

ay of the land before they budge.
'Single

men

in barricks don't

grow

into plaster

— but

Flagg and Quirt
*ere plastered in every barrack they occupied.
taints," said

Kipling

aft"

*B
Past-mashcrs of the

art,

IB

they love in

every clime, country, language, longitude and with no end of latitude.
iV<

Marine slanguage, Marine songs, chanties and
Spiced with

salty

chatter,

picture is

this

the

first

authentic drama of what men
in barracks really talk, sing and
rc&rar
WSs atas

yell

about.

Mm amm
"i

>.
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HTCffSa
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know what

Big League

"WHAT PRICE GLORY"
did for the trade and

— But

it

was a

is still

doing

silent picture

NOW

you have "The Cock Eyed World," all talking, singing,
laughing— and what it will do to draw coin into the box-offices
is nobody's business. And., if you want a few hot reasons why
you won't see or hear a better picture inl929—get a load of this.

your audiences dote on cream
entertainment, pass up

IFpuff

the following because there
can be no interest for you in what
thinks about "The
this column
Cock-Eyed World." If, however,
the gang goes for strong entertainment with guts and belly laughs
running through its two hour footage, it is important information to
learn that a big leaguer is about to
start on its box-office way

Loaded With Dough
You would expect
to be two-fisted.

has

SPEED, PUNCH, LOVE and

A

.

.

.

.

loaded

with

so incidentally,

production and, not
with money as well.

K

COMEDY
McLaglen, Lowe — the

rip-roaring

.Walsh,
TITLE alone that's worth the money
Marines in action, at plav and
same trio that clicked with "Glory"
at love. A. million laughs, a tear or two, music, madness, hope, despair,
lusty bawdiness and what the French call "Le Sport"
It's an outdoor
picture with natural outdoor sounds
which only Fox Movietone is
.

.

—

ANN

Tim

m

mm
mm

.

.

The dialogue

man's dialogue which means it is
Yet the laughs are
usually rough.
there planted against a colorful and
The picture
actionful background.
is

is

The Cock Eyed World

a story like this

It is.

m

m

^^H
HH

capable of producing.

IF this

not Box-office .then
REX BEACH IS A SUMMER RESORT
is

.

Sez You

Sez

We!

I
m

!

—
THE

August

Iday,

DAILV

1929^

16,

ALONG THE RIALTO

[and
THAT'S
ALTER EBERHARDT
bought

For the conof Scarsdale.
nience of visitors he prepared a blue
int chart showing them how to take
e various turns and detours to his
Among the landmarks are a
ime.

cop and a filling station. Under
picture of the cop are the instruc"Ask the cop to direct you
>ns:
the filling station." For about two
eeks after passing out the charts,
alter had no visitors. Investigation
iffic

e

;veloped that the cop had been dicting his guests to a nearby speakhappened to be one of those
isy.
horn the cop directed to the "filling"

We

njoyed

our

Times Square's again going to have outdoor polittalkers, when the New York campaign gets under
way soon. Competition that for the Broadway houses.
'Member the Al Smith pitchurs last year?

*

*

GOOFY-GRAFS
"Billy" Sunday, the evanthe astounding statesermon that he had
recent
in
a
nent
limed down an offer of $1,000,000
o appear in talkers * * * After
hat, we can iinderstand all this aviation against Sunday shows.

expressed over the sudden death of Charley Jawitz. That hole-in-one that
William Fox scored aroused plenty of comment and
got plenty of space. Trust Glen Allvine for that
Next week, the Capitol's going to follow the Paramount and Mark Strand with a Friday change policy
Wonder what Roxy will do about the new

Rev.

Real regret

made

gelist,

*

*

*

ALIBIS
The
conv

Man: "I'd land some
wasn't for wastebaskets."

Publicity
if

it

*

Famous Last Words
"That's

my

theme song and

I'll

stick to it."
*

Nursery Crimes
Mary had a little lamb

was white

Balaban

*

*

*

"This here moshun picture fillum
like the stock ticker tape," sez
Izzy Gldop, the poster room philo
"It reels oft heavy jack for
sopher.
some and headaches for others."

44 The revolutionary changes which have taken
place in the industry should and will encourage
the leaders in the important producing countries to
produce -pictures which will have the

*

*

Mur-Ad
If

and
be
tell

your boss slaps you on the back
tells you you're a worldbeater,
nonchalant— light a Murad and
him he's not so punk, either.

*

*

greatest possible appeal in foreign countries.

EMIL

E.

SHAUER

*

Famous Film Conservations
"What's today's merger?"

HOBBIES

No.17

Industry Statistics
By JAMES

SKOUa

champ

horse shoe pitcher.
Side

Line— Golf.

A

twenty million increase
average weekly attendance

in
at

P.

Editor,

Statistical

SPYROS
RAS is

Show-Down Has
Is

the

mo-

theaters is estimated.
now place 120,000,000 as
a conservative estimate of the weekly
attendance at theaters in the
United States, and 250,000,000 as the
tion picture
Statisticians

Ne.17

Arrived,

Opinion of Dallas Paper
show-down in sound busi-

THE
ness

has

about

just

hit.

Those who are able to stand the
test of showmanship are sailing
right along.
Those who don't
know what it is all about and who
failed to heed the warning to
learn
through all these past
months, are dropping out. New
money and business brains are

coming

in to fill the gap.
From
angles, it is demonstrated
that talking pictures, economically and properly presented, are
a source of a new and greater
revenue to the show business.
They're here. They're going to
stick.
They're getting better and
the public is going to like 'em
better with time.
"M. P. Times," Dallas

many

*

*

*

Advises Caution in the Use
Of Dialogue in Talking Films
titles be used when necessary. Let good music be synchronized whenever possible. Let
talking situations widen the scope
of characterization and lend a
further touch to reality. But for
your own sake don't sacrifice
the first principle of motion pic-

LET

—

tures,

measly

namely action, for some
and meaningless words

just because the public has been
patient enough to bear with you
in your experimental stage.
"A man of words
I\emember:
and not of deeds, is like a garden full of weeds."
Murray A. Director
in "Greater Show World"
*

is

*

is

monicker will be Richard Lee

ing baby boy, whose

as snow
It worked in a sexy picture
Now it's not so white, y'know.
It's fleece

film circles

A

*

*

in

Incidentally, the Paramount and Capitol have cut
Economy move, perhaps, but
out printed programs.
Wonder how the presenhard on the reviewers
tation names feel about that, getting just a fleeting
little late, perhaps, but
credit on the screen
here's congratulations to Harry Balaban on that bounc-

*

*

EINFELD

ical

Scarsdale.

to

visit

*

Jr.

proud

This is merely by way of inming Walter that we thoroughly

ation.

— c—
Digest of
Current Opinion

sold a real idea on that radio
serialization of "Fast Life."
He's sure been hitting the ball since taking over the reins of publicizing
First National product
For the first time in its history, the Stanley Company has publicly endorsed a picture. The lucky one
is "Fast Life."
It's a First National fillum.
First National is owned by Warners and Warners own Stanley,
hut, of course, there's no connection
Eddie Quillan, Pathe's new star, is opening today
at the Paramount, Brooklyn, in personal appearances
Eddie's been getting a big
with "The Sophomore."
hand on his work in that opus, and Pathe's mighty

in that beautiful

house

a

CHARLIE

has

tburb

11

M. Daly,

Phil

PHIL M. DALY

Timely Topics
A

with

THAT
1y

7

States

65%

*

of Theater

*

Income

C»mes from Producers' Houses
IT now is estimated that more

than 90 per cent of the largrevenue-producing theaters in
the country, the theaters which
are estimated to provide approximately 65 per cent of all possible
est

income from the rental of pictures, are held by distributing
"New York Times"
companies.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

CUNNINGHAM
The Film Daily

mated, is completely filled 18 times
per week, except under extraordinary circumstances when unusual attractions are showing, this figure, of
course, would be higher.
*

*

*

Fox takes over the Washington,
Detroit, his first Mid-West house.
*

*

*

Marcus Loew secures the Dayton,
Hollytvood feature production neapproxiO., and plans vaudeville
Dayton,
average weekly attendance at film cessitates the services of
camera200
policy.
directors,
250
The mately
houses throughout the world.
scenarists-adaptors.
average key city house, it is esti- men, and 300

THE

OPTIMISM PREVAILS AMONG

SHOWMEN

IN

ALABAMA

Contract and Arbitration

Changes Sought By Allied

(Continued from Page 1)
s
an organization can these difficulties be
negotiated and settled.
tlement of these
We claim the right
to choose our leaders, in whom we have congotiation, we to be represented by
fidence, to carry on such negotiation.
We
the organization and leaders we have refuse to be represented, nationally
or otherwise, by a so-called exhibitor's organization,
chosen," the statement says.
which is dominated and controlled by the
Three basic contentions are cited very
parties with whom we have differences.

ers

—

Birmingham There is a distinctly
optimistic trend among showmen in
Alabama. In the small towns, exhibitors believe they are headed for
the best fall since 1925 and are preparing accordingly.
Regardless of
the sound situation, it is the concensus of opinion that Alabama has
weathered the storm and will now
emerge better than ever before. Ont
old-time showman expressed his belief
that "if the boys would quit
messing around and worrying over
whether to go sound, or not to go
sound, and sell the shows they have

we demand

as

right the set
difficulties by ne-

"Our

film

contract

is

one-sided

and

in-

equitable.
I will agree with anyone, who
disputes that point, to leave it to an arbitration
board of three men one a lawyer, one a
banker, and one a merchant.
(Some have
said that I personally am responsible, partially
at least, for our present contract, inasmuch
as
I served on the National Committee
which
drafted it.
However, I was an alternate,
only,
without voting power for the most

—

announcements, and say
soon as the exhibitors have
time to thoroughly study over the N. Y. Stage Producers
product of the various companies, and
Time on Talkers
determine that they feel best suited
(Continued from Page 1)
to their needs, the selling season will
the Theatrical Press Representatives
really begin.
However, they point of America. Selwyn
believes talkers
out that owing to the fact that most
companies deferred their announce- will help the theater. He is quoted
ments of new product for from two as follows:
"I have just returned from six
to three months, the actual selling
weeks' conferring with the largest
thereof will be equally late.
movie powers, and I have learned
that Jesse Lasky, Joe Schenck, Jack
Va. Assembly
Off
Warner, Winnie Sheehan for Mr.
Epidemic Passes Fox, and from Metro-Goldwyn and
Richmond, Va. Now that poliomy- other leading picture executives that
they would come forward with their
elitis, which became of epidemic
proportions in certain communities of millions for a merger or whatever is
the state, has been placed under con- necessary rather than see the legititrol as a result of the cooperation of mate stage go under.
They all bechurches and picture houses in locali- lieve a new day is breaking for the
ties in which the malady was preval- spoken drama."
ent, bans against public gatherings
in affected areas are being removed. Needle
Sticking

and r.o system of arbitration can be permanently maintained in Texas alone, different from
that used generally throughout the country.

Therefore, Texas, together with a large number of other state organizations, have banded
themselves together in a national organization
known as the Allied States Ass'n of M. P.
Exhibitors. That organization is our organization
and as our spokesman we have elected
a president and general counsel, Abram F.
;

Myers, with headquarters at Washington.
Realizing the nationwide scope of this problem, and the necessity for a permanent wellsafeguarded solution, we are asking at the
present time for nothing except that the organization to which we belong and the man
whom we have chosen to head that organization be recognized in negotiations to stabilize
the industry.

"The whole 'tempest in a teapot,'
down, is as simple as that.
We are
nothing unreasonable."

that as

Mark

Ban

—

were
state.

of the ailment
detatched in this section of the

Only one person died

as a result of the prevalence of 35 cases of
infantile paralysis in Roanoke county

(Continued from Page 1)
Capitol and Grand. MiddletoiH

Conn.;

Cameo, American and

Ber-

gen, Newark, N. J.; the Roselle.
Roslyn, L. I.; and a Worcester,
MasB

Made

Film Worthless, Claim
Butte— Sticking

of the needle in the
disc supplied with the film made the
film
and sound worthless Piwers

Whytle,

Capitol Stage
Routed to

Shows

to

$4,000,000 Mortgage on
I
8 Proctor Houses Filed
Covering

New York

eight

New

and

Radio-Keith-Orpheum,
off

in

will

be

semi-annual

instalments
of $50,000, starting Feb. 1, 1932, and

ending

be routed into that house.
Other houses, now being completed,
which will play Capitol shows are

in

1949, with interest of

five

per cent per annum.

Another Chain Held

in

Grand Loncourse
Bid for "Pan" Houses
Blvd., the Bronx, and Loew's Jer(Continued from Page 1)
sey City, Jersey City, which is schedark since June and will reopen in*
duled to open the middle of SeptemSeptember. The same chain is dickber.
All of these
Paradise,

houses are to seat ering for
the
houses at*'
patrons.
Two other Minneapolis andPantages
Kansas
City,
it is
Loew houses are nearing completion, understood.
Meanwhile, R-K-0 is
one on Pitkin Ave., Brooklyn, the
said to have an option on Pantages
other on Broadway at 175th St.
at Seattle, Tacoma
4,000 or

more

and Vancouver.!

Flury Continues Flurry
On "Blue" Foes' Snub
Washington

—

Washington Bureau of

THE FILM DAILY

Flurry caused by vently hoped had disappeared."
President Hoover's failure to give an
"It is not really essential as far as
audience to representatives of the the N.
A. O. B. L. is concerned
National Ass'n Opposed to Blue
whether its representatives see you
Laws, is being continued by Prof. or not," Flury
says, "but a sudden

that country.

(Continued from Page 1)
to receive the delegation as "a someand Cosmos Film Service, who died what laconic, mumbled or
garbled
Burned in Film Fire
Wednesday from a heart attack. He explanation, not to our representaWest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
was 40 years old and had been in tives, but to newspaper men,
Los Angeles— Charles Mallard renot
the industry for more than 15 years. from you, but from
your secretary
ceived burns about the face and
—a modified form of the ridiculous
hands fighting a film fire at the Lark
RKO Premiere House
'White House spokesman' we fertheater. Others in the audience made
St.
Louis Advance showing of
a safe exit.
Damage is estimated at RKO
pictures is planned at the St.
Markowitz Gets Another
$5,000.
Louis here.
Recently, "Half Mar- West Coast Bureau, THE FILM
DAILY
riage" had its world premiere at the
San Francisco M. L. Markowitz,
Patrons Return After Fire
house.
owner of the Pompeii and Egyptian'
Patrons who made their exit from
has leased the Imperial. He will rethe Amphion, 614 Ninth Ave., New
Vitaphone Seattle Branch Open
model the .house and reopen it as the
York, during a film fire Sunday, reSeattle
Vitaphone's branch here Premier.
Sound equipment will be
turned to their seats after the flames now is functioning under manage,nst alled and a second run policy
at
had been extinguished.
ment of Guy Maxey and Robert Hill. 15, 25 and 35 cents will
be adopted.

—

—

—

and Get

Capitol here.
Publix had been exl
pected to take over the theater.

paid

will

Loew's

in

Springfield Capitol
Springfield, Mass.— In a surp
move, Warners have acquired thfl

by

Loew Houses

(Continued from Page 1)
31,

Warners Step

Jersey theaters of the F.^M
Proctor chain and deed to the Proctor,
Newark, a $4,000,000 blanket
boiled
mortgage has been filed with the
asking
county registrar of deeds at Newark.
The mortgage, covering part of the
be purchase price of the houses bought

Livingston exhibitor, contended in contesting claim brought by
the United Artists exchange. The arRailroad's Night at Cameo
Henry
association president,
"New York Central Night" will bitration board was deadlocked, fol- who in aFlury,
letter made public calls uplowing
which
take place at the Cameo tonight in
the complaint was withon the President to explain why his
connection with the showing there drawn.
telegram requesting the audience has
of "The Wrecker," Tiffany-Stahl picremained unanswered.
ture, filmed in England in coopera- Heart Attack Proves Fatal
Flury characterized explanation of
tion with the Southern Railway of
to Charles Jawitz of N. Y. the reason for the President's failure

communities.

Y.;

by Cole on which he says he believes We realize that the questions at issue
are not theater.
local, but national in character.
No contract
These are:

exhibitors will agree.

;

Only sporadic cases

THEATER!

ACQUIRED BY WARNERS

a

to their public, they'd be a damned part, and I finally resigned in protest at the
action taken in the last meeting.)
sight better off!"
"The arbitration system set up in the conThat the uncertainties of theater tract
comprises two features: lOne is arbitraoperation has seriously affected the tion itself with a perfectly legal method of
sale of new pictures, there seems lit- enforcement through the Courts of the land
tle doubt, but old-timers among film the other a method of enforcement through
demand of deposits and a refusal of further
salesmen claim that sales resistance set vice by
all film companies, although these
is always highest immediately followcompanies are supposed to be competitors.
"Our organization, composed of independing annual conventions and subseent theaters, stands on the principle that only
quent yearly

As

17 GOTTESMAN

change of policy which seems to put
one group a narrow-minded, minority, in a favorable light, and another

—

group, the progressive, liberal-minded majority in an unfavorable light
by showing them the back door, is
utterly unfair.
Our committee felt
that as a matter of courtesy not as
a right it was entitled to at least a
50-50 proposition.
Too long, Mr.

—

—

President,

has

group dictated

to

petty

personally

this

Cannon

American

citizens

restrictive

regula-

tions."

Sparks Adds 48th House
Ocala, Fla.— Forty-eight theater in
the Consolidated Theaters chain is
the Etta here, a sound house, just taken over from R. W. Pedrick. Harry
F. Botto, manager of the firm's
Dixie
and Temple here, is in charge of the
Etta.
E. J. Sparks is president of
Consolidated.
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MARCH WITH UNIVEttS

All the news of the

field

ON DEPENDABLE
TIPS

ln

Theater Equipment
A service department that serves

LATEST PICTURE
BOX OFFICE REVIEWS

THAT EVERYWHERE
ARE RECOGNIZED
AS THE AUTHORITY

ALL

And

all the kids!

the grown-ups, too!

tell all

When you

have a Lloyd Hamilton Talking

Comedy
• •

•

«

to

show

it's

something to

shout about!

7

No

star

name

in the two-reel

drew them in better than Lloyd Hamilton's. Now you
have him in the most modern type
of talking comedy production—'with a
new and novel idea in every release.

comedy

field ever

talking car

'

I

'

"HIS BIG MINUTE"
"It -will keep

you roaring

-with laughter."

— Bridgeport (Conn.) Telegram

"DON'T BE NERVOUS"
With

first

double exposure

on talking

film.

"Another notable comedy ... a peach of a comedy ... swift, comic and clever. It has a finish
that left me -weeping tears of laughter. . . It is
by long odds the best comedy Mr. Hamilton ever
made. And it opens up a great field for employment of doubling in comic productions."
— T. O. Service in Exhibitors Herald- World

"HIS
rnaJL U<x£uA£A-J

The

BABY DAZE"

first talking

comedy with a

lOO per cent musical background.
"THE SPICE
•odttce_d

OFTHE PROGRAM"

by Hafjty D.

Edward

Electric Syste

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES,
E. W. HAMMONS, President
Member. Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America,

Inc., Will

Inc.,

H. Hays, President.

W. Exhibitors Respond

\N.

T-S Franchise Plan

to

(THE

ANDWEEKLY

Zfe NEWSPAPER

FILM DIGEST

0/ FILM DOM
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A
SIGN T-S FRANCHISE
Northwest exhibitors who
call from W.
A. Steffes, president of the North-

Of

met

29

Minneapolis on

at

west exhibitor association, 24 signed
five year franchises of Tiffany-Stahl,
according to advices from Oscar
Hanson, general sales manager to

home office in New York. The
company says that exhibitors in other

the

sections are receiving the plan with

enthusiasm.

The

franchise plan

was

ratified at

finely

executed drama of

Noteworthy
the show world.
for the film debut of Hal Skelly.
The "Skid" of the stage play,
"Burlesque" becomes the "Skid"
of "The Dance of Life" and
contributes to motion pictures a
distinguished and telling performance. Nancy Carroll, too,
emerges with flying colors in
this picture wherein are mixed
heartbreak and laughter, sniffles and chuckles both adroitly
and well. "The Dance of Life"
was touted by Paramount as an
excitement creator. It will be.

to

all

ed out.

T-S Eastern Meeting to be
Held Monday on Franchise
managers and
division
Eastern
salesmen for Tiffany-Stahl in New
York state will hold meetings Monday, in New York to go over the
new franchise plan and discuss phases
of the Tiffany-Stahl programme for
1929-30.
W. C. Gehring, eastern division manager, will preside.
(Continued on Page 12)

Among

Four Territories Set on
Mascot Talker Serial
Four

territories already

have been

closed for distribution of "The King
of the Kongo," dialogue serial produced by Mascot Pictures, states
These are:
President Nat Levine.
Capital Film Co., New York; B. N.
Judell, Chicago; Midwest Film Distributors,
Kansas City; Mid-West

Film

Co.,

Milwaukee.

Talkers Being Double

Featured at Montreal
Montreal

—

Montreal is a city that is
notorious for double-feature programs
in its many neighborhood and suburban theaters. With the installation
in
of complete talking equipment
numerous local theaters, there was
some conjecture as to the survival of
the custom but the wired Francais
had barely introduced talkers when
double features again made their appearance, with programs being changFor ined three times each week.
stance, a recent bill comprised "In
Old Arizona" and "Gentlemen of the
Press," with short subjects, top price
on Sunday being 35 cents.

ALL BUT 4

PRINCIPAL CONN.

TOWNS

Committee to Tackle ManyAngle Problems of New
Development
West

Coast

THE FILM DAILY

Bureau,

Hollywood

—Wide

film, and the poevolutionary eruption it portends, is to be discussed by a joint
committee of producers, who intend
attacking the problem from all of its

tential

New

Haven, Conn.

—-Warners

se-

cured representation in all but four
of the principal cities of Connecticut
through reported acquisition of the
Hoffman Brothers and Alfred E. GotThe 24 theaters of
tesman chains.
the two circuits, cover the state quite
thoroughly, and place Warners in a
Bristol,
strong strategic position.

The

franchise proposition
exhibitors regardless
of organization affiliations, it is point-

Monday.
open

is

Price 25 Cents

IN

K A N N

meeting with Allied and other organization leaders at Chicago on

a

1929

JOINT ACTION ON WIDE
FILM PROBLEM PLANNED

''Dance of Life"

24 NORTHWEST EXHIBITORS

18,

$50,000,000 FOR HOUSES

many

angles.

With experiments progressing

to a
point, where widespread use of wide
film is being predicted as an early
development, some producers are inclined to hoist "stop, look and listen"

warnings, before becoming engulfed
Greenwich, Stamford and Meriden are
by a new upheaval, as was the case
IN'PHILLY' BUILDING RACE towns where Warners are not yet in. in the sound picture development.
Through the Hoffman deal reported
Those sharing this view point to
South NorCoincidental with today for two houses at
Philadelphia
the fact that sound technique should
that town, but
granting of a permit for the 5,500 walk, Warners enter
mastered, before assuming
first be
proper.
Norwalk
in
not
are
seat Fox house to be built at 17th
problems such as the wide film will
and Markets Sts., this city is anticiThe onrushing color deinvolve.
(Continued on Page 12)
pating a spirited building campaign,
Executive
Derr
with a group of theaters declared
Vice-President of Pathe Return to 60 Feet Per
planned which involve an outlay of
(Continued on Page 12)
E. B. Derr has been elected execu-

—

Named

New

Recording Studios
Open in N. Y. Sept.

General Recording Studios

is

tive vice president of Pathe, succeedBrown, whose resiging Colvin

W.

Coast

Bureau,

THE FILM DAILY

— Producers

wastare
ing millions of dollars annually by
FILM DAILY. not photographing and projecting
Derr for some time has been in talkers at the old-time speed of 60
charge of executive management of feet per minute instead of the presthe company.
ent speed of 90 feet per minute, says
Roy Pomeroy. Every scene filmed
uses one-third more negative than
necessary, he declares.
nation was
yesterday in

1

to be

in New York Sept. 1 by Livingston Swentzel, former U. S. Signal

opened

(Continued on Page

Minute Soeed Urged

West

12)

announced

exclusively

Hollywood

THE

Getting the Air
MONDAY

:

On

which day

mouthpiece, reflecting the opin-

this

Al Rockett Joining Fox,

ions of the little old paper, gives vent to its ideas regarding
Says Report on Coast
DAILY
arbitration and the load of criticism directed toward the current West Coast Bureau, THE FILM
Rockett is to join
Al
Hollywood—
malpractices
and
Abuses
system under which the industry operates.
Fox, it is reported.
should be remedied, as all will agree, but in order to get the air they
must be given air. Such is the proposal. The lists are open to all
Equity
who have something to say, provided that say is constructive,' practi-

Meeting

cable

and

might.

THE FILM DAILY
With the sitHollywood

West Coast Bur.

Chest heavings won't help, but chest unburdenmgs

sane.

Let's have

that Saturday night affair on the coast.
its stand on the matter of Equity
formulate
Equity had
toward
a solution, but Equity, it seems,
shop. Efforts are being bent
80-20 clause. That is, 80 per
the
agree
to
won't move until producers
....
outside
cent
eent Equity membership and 20 per
that the Libson chain
now
K.,
Bigger and better theaters. B. and
house in Cincinnati.
seat
has moved Fox-ward, intends building a 7,000
It

was a hot meeting,

Barrymore's statement attack-

foregathered to

(Continued on

A GREAT STORY,
dialogue.

— Advt.

funny gags and clever

|

President
of
methods
Frank Gillmore, Actors' Equity

ing

Ass'n will hold its next massmeeting Saturday night. Meetings,

week,

week

Page 4)

"MIDNIGHT DADDIES,'
first

talking feature

comedy

.-

Mack
-Advt.

Sennett's

—

uation continuing quiet, since
the flare-up caused by Ethel

them ....

heretofore

now

are

will

a
a

only.

CATCHY MELODIES
try

held twice
held once

be humming.

that the

— Advt.

whole coun-

THE

s^^

DAILY
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Price

TIM EL Y TOPICS,
HOBBIES

3

by Phil M. Daly, Jr
Digest of Current Opinion

INDUSTRY STATISTICS, by
TEN YEARS AGO TODAY

Publisher

JOHN W. ALICOATE

2

ALONG THE RIALTO,

25 Cents

\

Cunningham

Aug.

3

5

Aug.

6
6
7

Sept.

7

8

THE WEEK'S HEADLINES, Resume of the News
FOREIGN MARKETS, by James P. Cunningham
REVIEWS OF NEWEST RELEASES, by Jack Harrower
PRESENTATIONS, by Herbert S. Berg

9
9
10-11
12

Oct.
Dec.

HOLLYWOOD REVUE OF
LAST OF MRS. CHEYNEY
LIGHT FINGERS
MADONNA OF AVENUE

—

—

PLEASURE CRAZED

—

Productions,
distributors of dialogue

High

Low

"do pfd

Fox Fm. "A"
*Keith A O
do pfd
Loew's. Inc
*do Did

*M-G-M

23H

23%

500
500
600
6,100

37%
116
60

116

58%

116

58%

100
2,900

93

25

pfd

*M. P. Cap

72%

F-L

Para.

Close Sales

25Ys
25 Ji
196J4 195J4 196
128
94%
94-H 92 J4

Kodak

East.

Further expansion in Virginia
planned by Universal through

32§<g

Con. Fm. Ind
23^
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 25 34

8%

Pathe Exch
do "A"

8

17%
36%

18

Kadio-K40-A
'Stanley Co
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros
Warner Bros. pfd.

70%

38

61% 59%
53% '52%

CURB MARKET
5%

Acoustic Prod

& Katz
Columbia Picts.
Film Insp

48%
72%
8

17%
36%

64,400
3,400
400
7,300

40

.

5

98%
61%
53%

5,400

5%

8,000

400

78

*Bal.

31%

31%

31%

2

2

2

400
100

Fox Thea. "A" ..29
D.W. "A" 2

28

28

8,900

2

2

200

..

Griffith,

31%

Intern. Proj
*Loew do deb

Nat.

20

its

Ser
Nat. Thea. Sup.

..

Trans-Lux

24%
10%

23%
10%

10%
17%

'Univ. Pict

Univ.

pfd

Keith A-O

....

26%
23%

Scr.

85%

Loew

41ww

..105% 105% 105%

do

x-war

..

6s
6s 41

Paramount 6s 47
Par By. 5%s51

..
..

Patht 7s37
Seat 6s 36

..

Warner 6%s28

5

94%
98%
98%
61%

94%
98%
98%
61%

94%
98%
98%
61%

2

85%

85%

85%

6

CURB BONDS
Am.

200
200

%

BOND MARKET
6s 46

6
5
5

East Tennessee Houses Sold
Knoxville, Tenn. W. H. Parrott
and John L. Ausmus, La Follette
exhibitors, are new owners of 'he
The
bankrupt E. A. Booth chain.
two houses at
group comprises
Greeneville, two at Sweetwater, one
at Newport, Jefferson City and Le-

—

noir City.

25
28

do units

28
31

do com
3%
Skouras Bros
33
Technicolor
80
United Art
5
do pfd
65
Univ. Ch. com. ...
2

38
82
10
75

do pfd

85

75

4%

LAST PRICE QUOTED

—

Collins Managing Racine House
Racine, Wis. Charles H. Collins,
who formerly managed the Capitol
here, has taken over the Rex on a

—

Deadwood,

S.

Sunday Shows Opposed

—

Waxahachie, Tex. Ministers here
are opposing the Sunday shows being presented here by R. & R. The-

.11

York,
sound

is

—

E. E. Hill Buys Control
Winston-Salem, N.
E. C. Hill,
president and treasurer of the Rex
Corp., operating the Rex (colored
house), has bought the entire stock of
the remaining stockholders and will
continue the operation of the theater
as heretofore.
Several other persons,
including A. F. Sams, Jr., manager

C—

Auditorium Theater

owned stock

ton-Salem,

R. D. Craver, of Charlotte,
first president.

Louisville

at Louisville

—The

Fox's Broadwav here.

the

—

Rex shows
late

Hippodrome

THE NAME YOU GO BY
WHEN YOU GO TO BUY

House

Savoy has begun

a

successful

recently instituted.

BROOKS

who was

COSTUMES
GOWNS AND UNIFORMS

operating under direction of "Billy"
Rendon, who is credited with making
the

Nyack House

—

Nyack, N. Y. M. Vogel has succeeded Johnny Mack as manager of

its

Rendon

at

enter|

14-37

BWAY. NY.
ALSO Z5.0OO

prise.

TEL 5580

COSTUMES TQ

"»T

Let Us Solve Your Problems

I

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Nancy Carroll En Route to N. Y.
Nancy Carroll, having completed
her part in "Sweetie"

is

en route to

for a vacation.

Stebbins,

—

1540

B'WAY

treas-

Sunday Shows Stir Salem, Ind.
Salem, Ind. There is considerable
Wins- agitation here against the Sunday

which was organized by the

firm,

—

D. Remodeling and
sound equipment is

in

in

Change

and

secretary

vice president,
urer.

aters.

Talkers at Lansing House
under way at the Deadwood.
The
Lansing, Mich. "The Sophomore"
house will be of the Spanish atmos- inaugurated talking picture policy of
pheric type when completed.
the Strand.
of

10
10

long term lease.

Deadwood Remodeling Under Way New York
installation

and

Ten per cent wage in- all-talking pictures on the independent
being requested by stagemarket, which are being produced
hands of picture
and legitimate under the personal supervision of Lon
houses. As both sides are displaying
Young.
a conciliatory attitude, it is expected
that an agreement will be drawn up
Piedmont Firm Formed
by the time the old one expires Sept.
Piedmont
Charleston,
S.
C.
1.
Average pay of stagehands now
Greenwood, has
Amusement
Co.,
is $75 a week.
Musicians soon will
been chartered with capital stock of
begin their negotiations with Chicago
Incorporators
are
$2,000*
J.
J.
theater owners.
E.
Groom,
Powell, president; A.
crease

of the

Brylawski Takes Over House
Cumberland, Md. Liberty Amusement Co., of which A. Julian Brylawski is president, has taken over
Thomas
from
here
Liberty
the
The house seats 1,800.
Burke.

198

"A"

its

subsidiary Shenandoah Valley TheaIke Weinberg, general manters.
ager of the Virginia circuit, is in
New York conferring with Louis
Cohen, general manager of the parent company, on theaters to be acUniversal now is
quired and built.
building a second house at Harrisonburg and one at Clifton Forge, Va.

OVER THE COUNTER

Roxy

Series

New

Chicago Stagehands Seek
Universal Plans Further
J. D. Trop is now eastern representative for Audible Pictures. This
Ten Per Cent Increase company is releasing a series of eight
Expansion in Virginia
Chicago —
is

STOCK MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF FRIDAY)
Stat

SIOUX BLOOD
WRECKER, THE
SHORT SUBJECTS
SILENT
11

the

comedies and novelties, has closed
with Jack S. Grauman's Milwaukee
exchange, Celebrated Players Film
Corp. for release of its six cartoons
synchronized with music and sound
effects, in Wisconsin and northern
Michigan. The cartoons are in natural
colors. The entire series are completand ready for release.

POWER OF EVIL
10
PRINCE AND THE DANCER..U
PRISONERS
11
SHANGHAI DOCUMENT
11

10

at

Lafayette, N. Y.
19-20
Convention of eastern Missouri
and southern Illinois exhibitor unit
at St. Louis.
22 Meeting of Connecticut, New Jersey
and New York exhibitors at the
Astor Hotel, N. Y.
28 First issue of Hearst Metrotont
News (sound).
7-10
Meeting of S.M.P.E. at Toronto.
9-10
Meeting of North Carolina exhibitors' unit at Pinehurst.

Trop Representing Audible

Financial

•Am.

SOUND

"Hallelujah"

Empire

THE

10
1929..10
10
11
10
A

of

Grauman Gets Empire
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SOUND PICTURES, by Charles F. Hynes
PRODUCTION IN THE EAST
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ALONG THE RIALTO

-AND
THAT'S

Phil

DALY

By PHIL M.

SOME time the Broadway
FOR
fillum houses have been operatA

sixing under the military system.
foot recruiting sergeant from Harvard lures you with a lotta salve to
You find yourself lined
the B. O.
up eight deep in the lobby with the
other rookies waiting to be given the

You

don't realize it at first,
hut you soon find out that you have
been drafted into a reserve division
of shock troops.

works.

*

*

*

Pretty soon the army which has
been engaging in the battle inside
for two hours comes swarming by
in retreat.

You and

the rest of the

shock troops are then moved up to
the front line trenches, popularly
misunderstood as orchestra seats.
a

soon roused in your blood as
you take a sock on the jaw from a
So you grit
retreating combatant.
your teeth, clench your fists, and go
bruising your way forward, giving
and taking punches regardless.
bat

is

»

*

»

If you are lucky, you dig yourself
into one of the trench lines, and
start pulling what's left of your
clothes about you. by tying your
torn shirt to your pants. You have

suspenders, necktie
and self-respect. By this time you
don't give a hoot. You're out for
B-L-0-O-D. Sometimes you get it,
only to discover it's your own.
lost

your

belt,

*

•

•

Meanwhile the stage show

After the battle
ond.
crawl down the aisle.

is

over,

The

you

usher-

"Lounge room to the
But what good is a lounge to
left."
a casualty in this man's war? What
lieutenant sez:

;s

M. Daly,

Jr.

it

Moritz
Another globe-trotter is Fred Desberg,
Cleveland showman, who is sojourning in Paris for the
nonce
That was some opening the Warners staged for "Say It
with Songs" at the Warner in Atlantic City
And
Emgeeem knocked Broadway cuckoo with the living billboard gag at the Astor for "The Hollywood Revue."
Feature this if you can, the management of the Lyric, Baltimore, is said to have received an anonymous gift of $10,000
for

improvements

L.

to the theater

Hollander, of

I.

B.

wilds
J. Coulter, veteran Richmond showman, recalls
when both Harry Warner and he were in business
20 years ago at Norfolk. Warner in charge of an exchange,

Walter

the days

Coulter as his customer
What a far cry from those
Pittsburgh Calcium Light days to the great Warner organization of today
Sid Myers, back with Fox, now is general managing
firm's
Walter Eberhardt
the
Chicago theaters
(Electrical Research Products) beat his Duluth postcard
That Warner-Harms deal was a
back to New York
long time in being admitted
Such is the life of the
!

newspaperman

Next day a friend

sez:

44 The

play

is still

silently or

pictures

which

the thing, whether

offer talking has

now

HOBBIES
SCHENCK

speed boat en-

thusiast.

Races.

presented
novelty of

it is

The

with talk and music.

partly

worn

off.

Talking pictures are competing with talking pictures,
The first great silent
instead of with silent pictures.
picture to go on the market with the courage of its
convictions will, I predict, prove-to this business.
a revelation

CARL LAEMMLE

Industry Statistics
By

Side

Line

—

—

in

ever succeed
device
they are cer-

sound

which
do some day we will have
our hands an amazing appa-

—

At present the labor of
listening to hazy reproduction,
indistinct mumblings, or equally,
roars of sound, is indeed a terratus.

rible strain. When you've listened to a talkie in a small-town
theater you've done a hard day's
work.
Creighton Peet, in
"N. Y. Evening Post"
*

*

Sees Lamentable Situation if
Deposits Were to Come Back

THHERE

are indications in certain sections that through the
discontinuance of arbitration the
industry is to revert to the old

deposit system.

Nothing could
lamentable than that
this situation should arise.
In
our opinion the deposit system
showed a lack of confidence on
both the buyer and seller. And
be

more

if
there is any one virtue that
the industry needs it is confidence, and lots of it.
Our very
future depends
on confidence,
in all branches of the game.
"Motion Picture Record," Seattle

*

*

*

Effects of Dimensional Film

ADVANTAGES

No.18

a

fool-proof

the

of

third

di-

mension are manifold,

for it
will mean that a screen as large
as a stage is set before the audi-

ence and drama can be introduced
into a scene without the necessity
of so much cutting and changing
the case at present. It will
that the scenes will not be
cramped as they are now and
there will be less necessity for
close-ups.
Lorenzo Del Riccio in a
"New York Times" interview
with Mordant Hall

as

is

mean

"Didja

second round."

is

engineers

tain to

Among

see the fights last night?" You say:
"I was the guy knocked out in the

NICK

the

Fewer Close-Up, Wider Screen

*

*

TF

*in making

-*-

a hospital cot.
*

Sound Will Amaze When
Reproducers Are Perfected

*

& K„

vacationed in Alaska
Monta Bell and Bartlett Cormack of Paramount's
flicker factory, are hunting bears, etc., in the Maine

"Bill"

go-

is

ing on, or the picture being screened.
SelfBut nobody pays attention.
preservation being the first law of
nature, entertainment must come sec-

vou needs

Digest of
Current Opinion

or not, an exhibitor at Orangeville, Tex.,
theater after a Paramount saleman, E. G.
De Hart, who broke the ice after Paramount had been out of
the town two years
Dave (Universal) Bader made
the gang green with envy casually mentioning his trip to St.

•

»

»

new battle begins. Many
of the first army are still retreating.
You advance down the aisle at command of the ushers disguised as second lieutenants. The spirit of com-

Then

T3ELIEVE
AJ named a

— €)—
A

with

THAT

Timely Topics

The

JAMES

Statistical

P.

Editor

The first motion picture corporation admitted to trading on the New
York Stock Exchange was Paramount, which was authorized to list
its stock on the "big board" in 1919.
Twenty-five film issues are now
traded on the exchange and 10 over
Evidence of the
the curb market.
growing confidence of the public in
motion picture enterprises can be
gleaned from the fact that Paramount's list of stockholders has
jumped from 1,991 in 1924 to 9,927

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
No.18
IN

CUNNINGHAM
The Film Daily
1929, an increase of nearly 8,000
in five years.
Each of the 48 states, and 18 forin

eign countries, have stockholders on
the books of Paramount.

P. A.

Powers wants National Ass'n
on actors' strike.

to declare neutrality
*
*

*

to be president of
proposed national organization of exhibitors; seeks membership of 1,000.

Hunter Bennett

The

"life" of a

modern

film the-

ater is 33 1/3 years, according to
*
*
*
the U. S. Board of Tax Appeals,
a
as
cent
per
weekly
three
issued
which allows
Pathe Review to be
reasonable reduction for deprecia- instead of semi-monthly.
tion of a theater structure.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. .

.

.

.

THE
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Sell

Getting the Air

Talkers in Austria
of

THE FILM DAILY

(Continued front Page

Washington— An independent company is to be formed to market Aus-

sound film apparatus, advises a
of Seven thousand seats! That's a hard
report from the M. P. Division
one to swallow.
SelenoBoth
the Dept. of Commerce.
are
Co.
Soundfilm
and
phon Pictures
Franchise
inventions.
to co-operate with their
Tuesday:
Abe Myers' promised
The chairman of the company, it is surprise pops or part of it, at any
while
Englishman
reported, will be an
Conclaving in Chicago, the
will be rate.
the oosition of vice-chairman
Allied group and Tiffany-Stahl, with
Austrian.

trian

.

—

reserved for an

others

varied

in

.

.

—A

1)

with Paramount."

So states Adolph
Zukor and certainly he should know.

Regardless of that, however, the
street persists in buzzing about the reported combination.

.

.

.

.

The

.

merger conversation
Paramount and Warners.

latest in

ure business.

.

.

.

Out and yet in. Ike Libson may
concerns
Fischer Buys Milwaukee House
have sold his theaters to Fox, but in
Wall
Street
takes
it
for
granted
a
Milwaukee— Bertram K. Fischer deal is set. Harry M. Warner smiles the exhibition maze he continues.
neighhas purchased the Idle Hour
and denies.
Adolph Zukor merely Libson, one of the best known among
borhood house, from Max_ Krotta. denies.
American theater operators, is to genthe
Fischer now operates besides
eral manage the chain he no longer
Regardless
comof
what
the
two
Mozart
Idle Hour, the Lincoln and
owns.
What could be better than
panies
may
on
this
get-together
do
retains the Green.

here.

Krofta

still

field.

Klangfilm for Pathe Studio

Washfng^Ju^eau of THE FILM DAILY
The Pathe studio
Washington

—

with
near Paris has been equipped
according
apparatus,
sound
-Klangfilm
to a report to the M. P.
the Dept. of Commerce.

Division of

Buy Cleveland House

before.

Buys Winston-Salem House
Winston-Salem, N.
has taken over the
Theater Co.

C— A.

Rex from

.

business, their individual expansion
plans continues with nary an interruption.
For instance, the Warners
have closed for the Hoffman and Gottesman circuits in Connecticut, leaving
but four important towns in that state
where they have no representation
and Paramount busies itself with new
acquisitions in Iowa.
They do say
that the Butterfield chain is almost

Publix property....

Cleveland— Louis Baer and Louis
Greenberg have purchased the Clark
Neither
National from J. Barkoski.
exhibition
local
in
been
has
of them

E. Hill
the Rex

Gets Toledo Option
Toledo C. James Brown has taken
option
a three months lease with an
The house
to purchase the Artcraft.
has been closed since June 1st.

—

Detroit Reopening Next Month

More on
Now

it's

RKO

to Chicago
and Allied

a five year franchise scheme, identical with the agreement framed for Allied and all other
exhibitors by Tiffany-Stahl. Nothing
exclusive about either one of these

arrangements. Anybody can have it.
Neither are the operations of either
or T-S in the open market affected. Both companies will continue
to make deals where and with whom
they please under the standard con-

RKO

Get
first

.

.

this,

six

net of

months

Fox Films
of

1929,

man who

have the

it?.

.

customs lending their cooperation

The

the

matter.
wood on a

in

Hollymorning and

films

Saturday

left

A

— says:

in

Texas, Cole

we demand

settlement

for the
after all

letter to his

—the

colonel

of

as

a

these

right

the

difficulties

represented by the organization
and leaders we have chosen."

—

here adopted a resolution
expressing
disappoval
of
Sunday
shows, and all other Sunday business
run or operated for profit. The resolution registered "disapproval of the
prevalence of sex and crime suggestions appearing upon the screen."
alliance

That sounds most

Atlanta
Branch managers and
salesmen of Warner Brothers exchanges at Atlanta, New Orleans and
Charlotte attended a district sales
conference Sunday at the company's
Atlanta branch.
The meeting was
presided over by Claude C. Ezell, of
New York, general sales manager of
the company, who came here for the
conference.

Birmingham House Dark
The Frolic Theater

Atlanta

fair....

—

(col-

Birmingham, which has been
This changing business.
Colvin operated for more than ten years by
Brown resigns as executive vice presi- Henry J. Hury, is being closed and
dent of Pathe.
His immediate con- turned over to the owner of the buildcern deals with a motor tour through ing. Whether the owner will operate
New England and Canada. You the house, has not been announced.
know, Brown did a right good job at
Pathe when that company was in
Confer on Cleveland Wages
far more sorry straits than it is today.
Cleveland Manus McCaffrey, repPraise for the living an old and resenting the stage hands; Harlan
ethical habit of ours.
Holmden, business manager of the
D. W. is to make a talker in which operators and Edward Hoge of the
Abraham Lincoln will be the pivotal musicians' union were in New York
figure. Sounds like a real idea. A pic- last week negotiating new increased
wage scales in all three crafts for
ture we, for one shall watch for.
ored),

—

—

.

.

charges but before Federal taxes was
$6,134,377, nearly as great as entire
New York's stage producers have
earning for last year, and 110 per
been undergoing a change of heart in
cent greater than the $2,833,494 rethe matter of talkers.
You will reported in 1928. The net for the first
member no doubt when the Shuberts,
six months of 1927 was $1,501,638
Al Woods, the Selywns, Sam Harris,
Greenville House Changes Name
before Federal taxes.
After allowhas
Trainer
The
O.—
Greenville,
Jed Harris and others had an idea
ing for taxes, there is available for
they could plant sound cameras and
changed its name to the Strand, and
six
months
the
first
of
$6.11
1929,
now operates as a sound house with a share on the 920,660 shares of Class talkerize their stage plays as is. The
plan took a long time to ferment.
Western Electric equipment.
"A' and "B" outstanding, compared
Whether it will get beyond that stage
with $3.45 on the 767,216 shares outis
very much in the lap of the
No 'Jam' Seen on Contracts
income
jstanding
1928.
No
June
30,
gods.
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
from Fox Theaters or Loew's is inLong denied and as long in negotiaWashington No difficulty is an- cluded in these figures which merely
stagetion,
the Warner deal for Harms, one
ticipated when the contract of
proves that the big get bigger and
of the leaders in the music publishhands comes up for renewal Sept. 1. the others? Well you know....
ing field, is now a fact. That makes
Again the Merger
two music firms in the Warner aggreRepairing R-K-O House
Thursday. Official: "There is no gation, the other being Witmark.
Rockford, HI..— Radio-Keith-Orpheum is repairing the Palace here. foundation to reports linking Warners
A N N

_

Radio - Keith - Orpheum
Detroit
reopen the Temple
will
next month
here as a talker grind house.

Frown on Sunday Shows
Ardmore, Okla.
The ministerial

—

Platform

"As independent theater owners

dian city as the objective.

Warner Southern Force Meets

Friday: In a circular

members

been rushed by airplane between various Canadian cities and fight pictures have been transported by airplane from New York to Montreal
and Toronto, but this was the first
time that the transcontinental air
mail had been employed with a Cana-

built the circuit

.

(arbitration and standard conby negotiation, we to be

who have agreed on

tract.

to

operate

tract)

Allied

Wednesday: Eyes turn
again.

Montreal
unique feat has been
the shipping of a print of a talker by
airplanes direct from Los Angeles
airport across the continent to Montreal, officials of the air wing of the
department of national defense, the
post office department and Canadian

Out in Iowa, reports are current were in Montreal in time for the
that Paramount is seeking the re- Monday matinee performance at a
mainder of the Blank houses. Fur- local theater, use being made of the
the offing, reach ther than that, Universal's string in new
Canadian air mail service from
form of a five year that belt. Here in New York, "U" Detroit to Montreal. Pictures have

agreement on the
Canadian Film Completed
franchise. Fixed negative costs, allo- denies. And that's that.
PlayHouse
Hart
The
Toronto—
cation of prices by a joint committee
asorganization
Regardless of how the T-S, RKO
ers, Little Theater
representing exhibitor and producer,
Toof
University
franchise plan works out, both comthe
sociated with
and the usual provisos of the usual
ronto, have sponsored the production long-term franchise contract are cov- panies are certain to bring forth
White
"The
picture,
cheers from the exhibitor body. They
reel
of a six
ered.
In the iterim, RKO continues
Road," which has been completed discussions with the Allied gang and have combined score charges with
by the Ontario Film Co., Ltd. Ernest not too far in the offing is RCA film rentals. If you don't think exC Sydney is president of the com- Photophone with its plan to equip hibs will go for that, you haven't
been keeping in touch with your picpany and George T. Booth, manag- Allied houses.
ing director.

1929

Talker Sent by Plane
From Coast to Montreal

Sound Co. Formed to
Washmgton Bureau

18,

.

.

.

.

—

—

.

K

.

Cleveland theaters effective Sept.
F. P.

Has

Winnipeg

4

More

— Henry

at

1.

Winnipeg

Morton,

local

exhibitor" for the last 20 years, is on
a three months' tour of Europe with
his wife, having sold his four theaFamous Players Canadian
ters to

Corp.

Tyler House Remodeled
The Arcadia has
Tex.
been remodeled and a Carrier Air
Washer cooling system installed.

—

Tyler,

Opposition for Sherman, Tex.
Sherman, Tex. Gene Martin will
open a new theater soon in opposi-

—

tion

to

Robb & Rowley who have

controlled the

town

for several years.

;

unday, August

DAILV

1929

18,

SOUND

NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN
THE FAST GROWING
FIELD OF SYNCHRONIZATION

By

CHARLES

McCullough Offers More Hints
on Sound Equipment Operation

Disc Reproduction

With the disc method, the current
comes from an electrical reproducer
playing on a disc record: these recare

ords

similar

to

the

best

types

phonograph record except that
they are much larger and run at
about haif speed; this enables each
record to play throughout a whole
The film used with the disc
reel.

of

CORRECT METHOD

Q|

Q

10

00000.

KBETWEE.N Vi and

B

TO O

'//

SHORT

record is called a synchronized film,
except that one frame at the beginning is specially marked to give the
starting point.

Replacement Parts
Upon receiving any replacement
parts, it is imperative that you immediately check same for defectiveness and return such part or piece of
equipment, which shows any perceptible defects.
Sound equipment and
replacement parts must be absolutely
perfect to insure a good performance
and besides we are paying for good
equipment and you are responsible
if you are operating sound equipment
with defective vacuum tubes and
other working parts.

passes through the film repro-

of

the

downtown houses here now
wired for talkers, following

silent

TREND TOWARD SOUND-ON-

big
are

FILM CITED BY LESSER

in-

contracts on hand.

—

BOTTOM Of A*fTU»C H.»Tt

Ottawa Talkers are reaching
North places of Canada,

furthest

the
in-

TRACK MUST LINt OP WITH TOP
tote or snicc ecrwcii «tm
AHO «TK HOlC*

vading remote mining regions and
farming settlements of the subarctic fringe.
A completely-equipped
ducing attachment, because the two picture house, to cost
$65,000, is being
edges and the overlap disturb the
built in the new mining town of Nouniformity of the sound track and
randa in northern Quebec and will be
produce the same effect as though
opened in November with a talking
noises had actually been recorded
picture policy. The theater is being
track.
on the sound
erected under direction of the Norantype,
this
of
film
In dealing with
<la Alining Co. to serve the needs of
first make a splice in the usual manthe town which now boasts a populasplice
this
over
ner and then paint
tion of 1,800 and will also be available
in black, as shown at "A" of diagram
reproduced here. The painted mark to the 2,700 residents of the neighon the sound track should be rough- boring town of Rouyn.
ly triangular in shape with a blunted
Another furthest north theater with
apex and between Vs" and y2 " wide Movietone and Vitaphone equinment
at the base.
is the Royal at Provost, in Northern
If the splice is painted in this man- Alberta,
which recently introduced
nei it will be almost inaudible when the audible screen with "Hot Stuff."
passing through the reproducing at- George Ritchies, the proprietor, said
tachment.
people came from settlements 45
If the mark is made too short as miles away to hear the "talkies."
shown in "B" the click will be very
pronounced; if it is made too long as
Sound for Belzoni, Miss.
shown in "C," there will not be a
click but there will be a noticeable
Belzoni, Miss.— Western Electric
pause in the sound owing to so much equipment has been installed at the
of the sound track being obliterated. Crescent here.
For opaqueing splices, use Zapon
Black Lacquer No.
Concentrated
House

W.

2002-2.

necessary,

Gaumont
The Picture House

—

British

Portell-Phone for Detroit
talking
Portell-phone
Detroit
at six
installed
been
has
equipment
houses in this territory according to
Joe Portell, general manager. Houses
equipped with the apparatus are the
and Theatorium, Detroit;
Or.eon
Heights, Muskegon; Palace, Petoskey; Steve Albu's house at Bay City
and Jess Sellers house here.

—

here.

Hereford, Tex.;
Star,
Tex.;
Chicago;
Side and Arcadia,
Roxy, Gary, Ind.; Kenvvorthy, Moscow, Ida.; Horn. Baltimore; West,
Galesburg, 111.; Cort, Decatur, Ind.;
Orpheum, Lansing, Mich.; Hippodrome, Murphysville, 111., and Hippo-

mer,
East

drome, Herron,

Gaumont

chain.

111.

Oliver Reproducer Sales

Expansion Under

—

Way

Expansion of sales
Cleveland
force of Oliver Manufacturing Co.,
which produces the Oliver ReproJohn R. Cox,
ducer, is under way.

began negotiations for a
Chicago distributor. It is the firm's
policy to seek distribution through es"
tablished equipment distributors. Cox

recently

recently closed a contract wth Electric Sound Corp., of Rainelle, W. Va.,
for distribution of the reproducer in
the Southeast.

Pacent Sound-on-Film

Attachment Installed

E. For British

When thinner
here
Glasgow
use Zapon thinner No. 20. The lacElecWestern
equipped
with
been
has
shiny,
the
to
quer should be applied
sound apparatus and recently
tric
or celluloid, side of the film and not
sound policy with
inaugurated
its
to the emulsion side.
"Coquette." The house is one of the
is

Strong trend toward sound-on-film
shown by orders being received by
General Talking Pictures, states Irving Lesser, sales manager.
As evidence of this, he cites the fact that
of the 28 De Forest equipments shipped to theaters during the first week
of August, all but two were Phonofilms and these were to complete
combination contracts. Several combination Phonofilni and Phonodisc
sets were shipped, however.
Among the theaters to which
equipment was shipped during that
week, are: Empire and Casino, Cincinnati; Thurston, Rochester, N. Y.
Strand, Hobert, Ind.; Crystal, Gilis

Talking Pictures Now
Invading the Far North

Klangfilm Increasing Output
Track
Klangfilm sound device is
Berlin—
A plain splice, no matter how
to 125
carefully made, will cause a click to increasing its output from 100
is reported
it
month,
a
apparatuses
be heard from the sound projectors
it

All

of RCA-Photophone
equipment at the Oriental. Pictures and six acts of vaudeville
will be the policy, although it
may be a few weeks before
talkers are shown, due to the

Splicing Film

as

—

Detroit

stallation

Testing System

serious.

AVAILABLE

All 1st Runs Wired

Theaters. The articles first appeared
Di "Now," house organ of the circuit.

come

NOW

VICES ARE

HYNES

F.

This is the second of two articles
on operation op sound equipment
prepared by R. H. McCullough,
sound engineer of Fox West Coast

Every day before the theater opens
the
test the horns individually and at
same time check the operation of the
mechanism.
projector and pick-up
Regular daily testing is of great value
and importance for the reason that a
large proportion of failures and defects do not happen suddenly, but
develop gradually and hence can be
detected and remedied before they he-

ON EQUIPMENT
AND VARIOUS DE-

TIPS

Cleveland— First Pacent sound-onfilm
in

attachment

in

operation at the

this

territory

is

Commodore.

Heads Royaltone Branch

—

Seattle

placed

in

Phil

charge

Halberl has been
the Royaltone

of

office here.

United House Wired
Talkers at Cornwall, Ont.
Cornwall, Out.— Clarence Markell
Montreal The Midway, one of the
United Amusement's chain of houses, had a gala re-opening of the Capitol,
was closed for a week during which Ontario, for the introduction of sound
Phonofilni installation pictures, the attraction being "Close
a DeForest
was made, the theater reopening with Harmony." The Capitol is a new
house but it was remodeled during
"The Singing Fool."

—

the past

Duofone Franchise
Cleveland Fred Schram and Nate
Obtain

month

to

accommodate

talk-

ers.

—

DeForest for Thurston, Rochester
The Thurston
Rochester, N. Y.
the DeForto
over
turned
DuoFrench
been
the
has
for
representatives
for installation
fone, disc reproducer manufactured in .est engineering staff
Phonofilni equipDetroit. They are located in 401 Film at the DeForest
S'chultz

Bldg.

—

have been named local sales

ment.

—
THE
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SEES SOUND GRADATION

AS TALKERS PROBLEM

Short Shots from
New York Studios
,By

Gradation of sound to lend realism
to a picture is a problem facing makers of talkers, according to J. Leo

ARTHUR

TWELVE

EDDY^^

W.

dialogue

shorts

featur-

Robert Emmett Keane and
Claire Whitney will be produced by
Meehan, who is directing at RCA's Gordon Sawyer Pictures, which is
opening offices at 723 7th Ave. One
Gramercy studio.
"One of the problems I see is to record picture, "Don't Argue,' based on Edtalk on proper volume levels so that characters die Burke's "Contradiction" has been
in the foreground will speak louder than permade. The second will be produced
This gradation of
sons in the background.
this week by .Henry Meyers and
It
sound will lend realism to the picture.
Bertram Bloch. The short will be
is
a problem for the recordists to solve,
and should not be left to the projectionist, made at Powers' Cinephone studio
who has other things to worry about than on Long Island and Eddie Manson
following

complex volume cues.

picture," Meehan declares,
"is not to be considered a picture play, nor
sound version of a
is it to be taken as a
stage play. It must be developed from a new
viewpoint which must have the motion of the
silent picture as well as the talk and sound
of the new audible film."

"The

talking

Meehan was once with the old Ince organization and later a producer on his own
He recently comand supervisor at FBO.
pleted a two-reel tabloid musical comedy,
"Campus Sweethearts," in which he directed

He also directed Marc ConBridegroom." and made "Hunt
The Tiger," with an all-star Broadway cast
including Pedro De Cordoba and Alexander
Kirkland, Theater Guild stars, and Verree
Rudy Vallee.
nelly in "The

Teasdale.

GREATER

IN

ing

Elizabeth in charge.
The firm has
completed synchronization of
"Auld Lang Syne," Harry Lauder

just

feature produced

STUDIOS

PERSONALITIES AIDED

by Welsh-Pearson-

Elder and which Tiffany-Stahl will
release in this country, it is under-

BY TALKERS, SAYS ROTH

stood.

In the making of talking shorts it
Larry Kent has arranged for the is as imperative to put as much
making of a Yacht Club Boys soimd thought in back of them as is put in
short Aug. 19, with Monty Brice do- a feature picture if the short is to be

Twa

O'Donnell & an outstanding piece of entertainment,
been com- according to Murray Roth, director
pleted.
and scenario writer at Warner Bros.
Hasten Vitaphone Studios. Roth has
Florence Golden, who has worked recently taken charge of the studios
on both the stage and in the studio in the absence of Bryan Foy, while
in these parts, has been cast for a Foy will remain on the Coast for
principal role in "Aly Girl Friday," several months to make a series of
will direct.
William A. Grew's show at the Re- shorts for the Warner studio there.
"The talking short must have the
She takes the part which
Following the beaten track to public.
same development and motivation
Bermuda and Jamaica, Robert Flo- Lucille Mendez has been playing.
that is required for a feature length
rey has bag and baggaged to those
"This is the
Clive Brook will remain in the picture," says Roth.
points to try his hand at vacationing and to write his next story for East lollowmg completion of "The combination of what was best on the
Paramount. He recently completed Return of Sherlock Holmes" at Para- stage and in the silent pictures. The
direction on "The Battle of Paris," mount to play opposite Jeanne Eagels reason that talking pictures are sucdialogue feature starring Gertrude in "The Laughing Lady" at the same cessful is because the things that have
studio.
entertained in the theater hold good
Lawrence. Back in three weeks.
in the 'talkies' and at the same time
Although Abe Meyer is busy at
Problems involving sets are solved there is the opportunity to show a
the Coast his New York office con- at RCA by Ernest Fegte, who offi- wide range of action which could
He spent nu- not be arranged for on the stage.
tinues to function 100 per cent, with ciates as art director.
merous years in the art department
"In short pictures the domestic
at Paramount.
comedy seems to hold interest. It
has always served as a source of
Dal Clawson is now chief camera- amusement dating as far back as
man there. With Charles Harten, Shakespeare's 'Taming of the Shrew.'
Ralph Lembeck and Bill Reinhart, Satire has now come into its own
he has been working on "Gunboat through
talking
pictures.
Short,
Ginsberg," dialogue short. The pic- especially, may be made as amusing
ture is sort of a reunion for Claw- satires and seem to be appreciated
son, Lembeck and Reinhart, who a fact which was proven when 'The
worked together on the Coast some (iay Nineties' was released.
years ago.
"In general the talking picture has
ing the directing.

Blair

shorts

have just

BRADLEY

BARKER
Director

done more for individual personalities
Dudley Murphy, who is a director than either the stage or the screen
as well as a writing man, has three because through close-ups we can
of his RCA-Photophone shorts set centralize on the personality, whereas

They are on the spoken stage the observer's
Broadway careers.
"The Traveler" and "The Burglar," eyes include the rest of the stage
starring Marc Connelly, and "The St.
and other members of the cast in

for

All -Talking Pathe

Shorts

"Beach Babies" "Fifty Miles From Broadway"
"His Operation"
"Rubeville"
"So This Is Marriage"
"Syncopated Court"

"The End of the World"

Louis Blues," all-negro short.

Stills at RCA-Photophone pla7it
are being made by Jack Shalitt, who
has worked at Cosmopolitan and
other points in film typography.

ROBERT FLOREY
Wrote

the Continuity and

Directed

"E BATTLE
direction of this mirth-provoker.'"

quick survey."

Complete

RCA

Shorts

A Duke

Ellington short, directed
Dudley Murphy, has just been

by
completed

at RCA Gramercy studio.
Leo Meehan has also completed
direction on "The Age of Innocence,"
starring Paula Trueman.
The act,
booked through the Abe Meyer office,
is from "The Grand Street Follies."
James A. FitzPatrick this past week
made "People Born in September,"
J.

(TK9
"Film Daily" says of "Beach Babies":
"Bradley Barker deserves a big hand for the intelligent

a

a

of

PARIS

Paramount Talking Feature
(Just Completed at the

Long

Island Studios)

one of

his

horoscope

PHIL
now

series.

ARMAND

photographing
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Warners Near Three Quarter Mark
—
75 Per Cent of Schedule of 35 Warner Films to be Ready by Oct. 1 18 Films Now Completed
and 6 More Under Way— "U" Scenario Staff Busy— Wilk's Personality Paragraphs— Other News.

A

WARNER STUDIOS AHEAD

Little
from "Lots"

OF PRODUCTION SCHEDULE

RALPH W1LK

By

Of

the 35 productions that comthe Warner program for the
'-30 season, 75 per cent of the
schedule will be completed by the
end of September, according to a
statement from J. L. Warner, vice
president.
Twenty-four of the new
features will have camera work completed by Oct. 1.
At present 18 pictures are completed with six more

Hollywood
GALLAHER, who di-

prise

under way.
The completed features
lowing,

consist of the folbe released in both

which will
and
silent
versions:
"Hutiky
Tonic," starring Sophie Tucker; Edward Everett
Horton in "The Hottentot"; Thomas
Meighan in "The Argyle Case"; Al Jolson
in
"Say It With Songs"; Grant Withers
and Marian Nixon in "In the Headlines";
Monte Blue in "Skin Deep"; Edward Even-It
Norton in "The Sap"; Dolores Costello
in "Hearts in Exile"; George Arliss in "The
Green Goddess"; "Song of the West," a
of

all

Vitaphone

100

per

cent

Technicolor

Everybody Happy?" starring

T\ONALD

"

"Pleasure Crazed," has
been assigned an original by Maude
Fulton.
Frank Gay did the continuity.
Gallaher was a New York stage
producer and actor before coming to
the Coast to direct for Fox.
*

"Under a Texas Moon,"
all-Technicolor
musical
production;
"Disraeli," starring George Arliss; and "The
Aviator" starring Edward Everett Horton.
Greenwood;

lotte

The

six

productions

now under way

in-

"Show

of
Shows," the/ production
hundred stars; Pauline Frederick in
"The Sacred Flame"; Dolores Costello in
"Second Choice"; "Tiger Rose," with Monte
Blue, Lupe Velez, Grant Withers and H. B.
Warner; "Golden Dawn," an all-Technicolor
production
Hammerstein
the
Arthur
of
operetta; and "The Narrow Street" with a
star cast headed by Edward Everett Horton.
clude-:

with

*

*

Hollywood has more high hats
and run-down heels than any community its size.
*

*

*

A Benjamin

StolofT production usually has Paul Page as leading man
and Joseph Valentine at the camera.

Benny

has

directed

Paul in "The
"Speakeasy"
while
Valentine

a

*

A

model

much

ing
built

at

*

*

set that is attract-

attention has been
the Tec-Art studio

M. Haas and Al
d'Agastino for Henry King's
production of "Out of the
Night." The "set" is made enby

Dale

The

Glory,"

talker

screen

who
"All

co-author of "What
dramatizing for the
Quiet on the Western
is

Front" by Erich Maria Remarque; H. H.
Van Loan, who is preparing the screen ver-i'ni
of
"The Storm" from the play by
Langdon McCormick which will be an alltalker; Lajos Biros who is picturizing Joseph
Schildkraut's next starring vehicle taken from
a stage play
Charles Kenyon who is working on the scenario of "The Three Godlathers"
from the screen story by Tom
Reed and Peter B. Kyne
Warner Fabian
who is writing "Men in Her Life" an original which will be filmed as an all-talker;
Houston Branch who is doing an original
"La Marseillaise" which probably will be directed by Paul Fejos and John McDermott
who is doing the scenario for "The Cohens
and Kellys in Scotland."

i

f

Director

I

for

First

i

National

|

Vitaphone.

AVAILABLE IN
SEPTEMBER

'

;

Photography and

of

Lighting

;

GRANITE
•

.

9752

• • ..•..#„«....«..•.-•..».-•.••.*. .
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Grant Signed by Columbia

Emmet

"The Rogue's Song"

LEE GARMES

Anderson,

Price

for

••••-•••••••••••<

includes:

list

Maxwell

Owen

Catherine Dale Owen will have the
feminine lead opposite Lawrence Tibhett in "The Rogue's Song."

tor-in-chief.

Havana,"

from

Girl

his

another

Seven dramatists and novelists are
engaged in preparing the scenarios
for forthcoming Universal productions, states C. Gardner Sullivan, edi-

rected

and "Protection,"
production;
"Is
Ted Lewis and photographed the three pictures.

band; Pauline Frederick in "Evidence";
John Barrymore in "General Crack"; "Gold
Diggers of Broadway," David Belasco's play
an all-singing, all-Technicolor Vitaphone
in
adaptation; "So Long Letty" starring Char-

Seven Writers Now Busy
Preparing Scripts for "U"

W.

Grant,
director
of
dance ensembles, has joined Colum-

Doorway

of Ho«pitali*jr

bia Pictures.
He will direct Columbia players in a series of dance numbers for a forthcoming musical coin-

ed v.

Robert

tirely of soap and is a replica
of the set that will be used at
Rocky Point, Tampa, Fla.
*

*

Two

Assignments for Pallette

Eugene Pallette has been assigned
to two forthcoming Paramount productions; "Kibitzer" from the Broadway stage play, and "The Lost God,*'
Richard Aden's first starring vehicle.

*

George Green and George Waggner
LeRoy to Direct Alice White
wrote the theme song for "Oh
Mervyn LeRoy is to direct "PlayYeah:' Also for "High Voltage" and ing Around." in which Alice White
"Whispering Smith" in Revue
"The Flying Fool."
will be starred. This assignment was
«
•
*
'Whispering Jack" Smith, recentoriginally given to Ted Wilde, who
ly signed by Fox, has been assigned
favoIlka Chase, former Broadway
will now direct "Loose Ankles."
a part in a new revue as yet un- rite, is very busy on the Coast. She
had no sooner finished work in "Why
Leave Home." for Fox, than she
Columbia Signs Jack Egan
was engaged for an important role
Jack Egan, juvenile, has been sign- in "Rich People," at Pathe.
*
*
*
ed by Columbia to a long term con-

titled.

tract.

Brown

to Direct "Jazz Heaven"
Melville Brown will direct "Jazz

Keene

for

"New

Orleans Frolic"

Richard Keene has been signed

phy

the

leading

role

in

the

to

Fox

Movietone production "New Orleans
Frolic" which formerly was titled
John G. Adolfi is now directing
Orleans Minstrels." Norman
"New
for
revue
"The Show of Shows." a
will direct.
Taurog
which Warner Bros, have made elaborate plans.

*
*
*
Heaven" for RKO.
Sidney Clare
and Oscar Levant will Iwritei the
is a brother
ivho
James Parrott,
lyrics and music for this story by of Charley Chase, has just comPauline Forney and Dudley Murphy pleted the direction of "They Go
Boom," starring Stan Laurel and
Mary Brian in "The Children"
He also directed
Oliver Hardy.
Mary Brian has been given one of the comedians in "A Perfect Day."
the principal roles in "The Children,"
the Paramount screen version of the
novel by Edith Wharton.
Lothar
Mendes will direct.

Whiteman Film Postponed
"The King of Jazz" starring Paul
Whiteman and his orchestra will be
started not later than November, Carl
Laemmle, Jr., states.

.

Dialoguing
Universal's

Feature Comedies

HARVEY GATES
Writer

WARNER BROTHERS

"Hearts

in Exile"

1/NTER the doorway mt
popular hoi telry and you feel at hone.
There's »n atmosphere of cordial welc©s»e
which mark* the difference between the
Hollywood Plaza and ordinary hotels.
thl»

Your room, too, has that added toosfc
of distinction. Pictures on the wall, ova*
stuffed furniture, a floor lamp and reading
lamp .. . these are but a few of the features
that

make you feel at home.

Plg'n Whistle Dining Service Insure* *»•
best of food. Therefore, when you are
in Los Angeles be sure to Investigate.

a—

THE HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA
HOTEL

Vine Street

at

Hollywood Boulevard

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

e

—
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By CHARLES

NEW CURTAIN MACHINE

F.

Sunday, August

RELATION OF SEATS TO

Responsibility

PLACED ON MARKET

Allentown, Pa.

—

Samuels Auto-

drape, new curtain machine, has been
placed on the market by Automatic
Devices Co., manufacturer of ADC
automatic curtain control equipment,
Silent Steel curtain tracks and Stabilarc

motor generators.

Designed, developed and tested in
actual service for more than a year,
the Autodrape is offered as answer

of today
the automatic machinery, the
vocal films, the high intensity
arc, the demand for the latest
and best in light fusion and
screen surfaces have increased
the responsibility of the pro-

—

jectionist in executing what is
one of the most important functions in the modern motion picture theater namely,

—

GOOD

PROJECTION. —

"Theater
lished by
Electric

Switchboards,"

From
pub-

Westinghouse
Manufacturing

the

and

—

is

said,

to

MOVIETONE GATES USED

TO MASK SOUND TRACK

me ?

Chicago

to increase the efficiency of its theater chairs in sound houses.
Reverberation due to materials used in
seats is to come in for considerable
attention.

Up

of

$59,855
after
charges but before Federal taxes is
reported for the first six months of
1929 by American Seating Co., compared with $35,951 for the first six
months of last year.

Equipment Boom

— National

in

—

protective circuit breaker, elevator
type traction drive, opening and closing speeds up to 3y2 feet per second,

tors.

National Supply Handling

New Dworsky Wiper

etc.

the larger centers, where the
most up-to-date equipment is being
installed.
Stimulation of talkers will
be accompanied by stimulation in
sales,

it

is

stated.

Priced at $150, the Autodrape maLatin American countries last year,
New Dworsky combination wiper
chine represents a reduction of more and cleaner now is being marketed the report shows, bought approxithan 30 per cent as compared with by National Theater Supply Co., states mately 600 motion picture projectors
other machines.
Sam Dworsky of Dworsky Machine valued at $112,000. This was about
Works, Long Island City. The wiper double the figure for the preceding
and
cleaner is especially designed for year. Mexico appears to be the largSupply
to
est Latin American market for Amersound films.
at
The wiper removes the oil, which ican projectors, followed by ColomHouston
Independent Theater collects on the surface of the film bia, Cuba, and Argentina in the orSupply Co., Aug. 20 begins function- while it is new, and the cleaner com- der named.
Although French and German proing as a theater equipment distributor. biration penetrates through the emulTwenty-four hour service to any point sion, after the film has been in use jectors predominate in Latin AmeriKeeping the film clean, can countries at the present time,
in Texas is promised. It will be com- for a time.
bined with the Houston Film Ex- Dworsky points out, eliminates the these are gradually being replaced
change and South Texas Scenic. risk of clogging the aperture in the with American machines, according
to the bulletin.
American projectors
Equipment to be distributed includes sound gates.
Strong reflector arc lamps, Kaplan
The machine is fitted with a de- while costing considerably more than
projectors.
Walker sound screens, tachable plate for fastening on a the machines now generally used are
Supreme
heaters and
ventilators, table
preferably
between the re- found in the long run to be a more
Heywood-Wakefield chairs, Bausch winders. It can be easily moved back profitable investment than the cheap& Lomb optical equipment.
when not in use or removed entirely er European machines, the report deThe holder on the base clares. American manufacturers have
if desired.
plate is designed as a place for a one decided advantage over their
Spilled Light Declared
competitors in that spare parts and
bottle of film cement.
accessories may be obtained much
Saved by
Shield
more quickly from the United States
Loew's
Transvox,
Chicago— Escape of light spilled
than from Europe.
Screen,
to
downward is declared prevented by
new bottom plate of the Gold E
New Transvox screen, about twice
Buys Out Partner
framing light shield.
The framing the size of the regular picture screen.
light
shield features a waffle-type is to be a
permanent feature of
Detroit Harry Goldberg has purcooling plant, which is said to dissi- Loew's Kings theater, Flatbush and chased interest of his partner and
pate heat, prevent film buckling and Tilden Aves.. Brooklyn, which opens now is sole owner of the Goldberg
tension gate warping.
Aug. 31.
Co., theater decorating firm.

New

Firm

Next Week

—

Open
Houston

Framing

—

being

strong vindication of the cooling plant
as a business stimulator during the
hot weather. Where previously, people stayed away from theaters because of the heat, they now pay their

admission

on

life

to

The

weather.

get

from

relief

result

a

is

new

hot
lease

for theaters during the sumGiven a good picture,

mer months.

the cooling system accomplishes wonders in pushing up summer grosses.

Record turnout for the

fall

meeting

the Society of M. P. Engineers
is forecast at the sessions to be held
Oct. 7 to 10 inclusive at Toronto.
Selection of the Canadian city was
of

made in compliance with insistent
demand that it be granted this fall's
meeting. The sessions will mark first
meeting of the society held
since

1923,

when

convention was held

the
at

in

Canada

semi-annual

Ottawa.

Spring meeting of the society held

New York

last May, was highly
from every viewpoint. The
membership was greatly increased at
in

successful

the sessions, chiefly because the industry had opportunity to learn first
hand just what the society is doing to
advance screen technique. This work,
carried out with unusual thoroughness and efficiency makes the society
an invaluable institution in the industry's further development.

There have been many new technical
ing,

advances since the spring meetand these will be outlined at To-

ronto.
Indications point to a numof unusual developments which
will aid greatly in the sound, color
and stereoscopic evolution.

ber

REPACKED EASTMAN
AND DUPONT FILMS
100 foot rolls, of Eastman and Dupont
Panchromatic Film, on daylight loading spools for
Eyemo or DeVry.
Guaranteed
absolutely
and
perfect
fresh.

$3.75 a Roll

Wide

Make Debut

business

chalked

up by first runs with
refrigeration systems is proving a

in

equipment

S.M.P.E. Meet

SENSATIONAL

&

South

Theater Equipment Co., is marketing Movietone
America is Anticipated
gates designed for use with sound-on- Washington Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
film pictures, when the sound is not
Washington
Sale of theater equipdesired.
The gates mask the sound
ment will be stimulated greatly in
strip, but makes no obstruction where
The new Samuels Autodrape
Latin America, as a result of the
both sound and the picture are to be
sound picture development, says a
to demand by theaters, auditoriums used. Thus by an adjustment the film
bulletin issued by the M. P. Division
for a low cost automatic curtain con- is either silent or with sound as deof the Dept. of Commerce.
Theater
trol.
sired.
The gates are designed for
building in Latin America is proceedFeatures of the new machine in- Simplex or Motiograph projectors, ing rapidly,
it is pointed out, especialclude ball-thrust bearings, overload but can be used with other projecly

—

Fall

in

make new improvements

American Seating Net

1

Cooling Systems Paying
Dividends
Big Interest

Chicago Study of acoustical problems has been instituted by the American Seating Co., within its research
department. The company hopes, it

Chicago— Net

}'{*„ *>^^^

ffomt

TALKING SHOP

IS
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f
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Week's Headlines

A DIRECT
COVERING
IN

NEWS SERVICE
DEVELOPMENTS

AMERICA'S IMPORTANT
OVERSEAS MARKETS

Monday

—

to accept less than
\ctors' Equity votes not

80-20 agreement on casts.
proposals from Hays
Indiana unit awaits
resumporganUation prior to considering
Montana unit backs
tion of arbitration;
lirookhart bill.
Allied States Ass'n and

130 LESS FILMS USED

Tuesday
Paramount and Warners linked

merger

i"

President
Kthel'li.irrymore criticizes lactic- of
Assn.
'Frank Gillmore ol Actors' Equity
States Ass.« close
riffany-Stahl and Allied
Allied still
agreement
live year franchise
KCA-I'hotophone
dickering with
Brothers and
Warners closing for Hoffman
chains.
Alfred Gottesman Connecticut

on

agree

and Allied Ass'n

year

five

Thursday
with
RCA-Photophone, following conferences
$2,995 new
Allied, decided to market at
seats.
eciuipment for houses up to 500
Warners again
Paramount deal for control of
without
reported Adolph Zukor says report

year.

;

foundation.

Friday
and arbitration changes sought by
indiTexas association statements
W. A. Steffes going to Coast on

Allied
cates;
Allied

mission.
resigns

Brown

Colvin

Pathe
Warners

,

as

vice

Harms and

buy

six

president

other

,

ot

music

firms.

Saturday
on wide film problem planned;
ot
committee to tackle many-angle problems
new development
litTwenty-four Northwest exhibitors sign

Joint

"The loss involved was absorbed entirely
by German and American films," states a re-

.

fany-Stahl

Warners

franchise.
but four

in all

Connecticut towns.

Deaf Seek Acousticons

Mass.— Deaf patrons
Springfield,
management of
petitioning
here are
to
the Fox-Poli and the Paramount,
for
phones
ear
acousticons,
install
of deaf patrons in listening to
use

talkers.
rebuilt.

The Fox-Poli now is being
The Paramount Brooklyn

has a block of seats equipped with
acousticons.

"The German production

of

sound

films

not been very high, but consideration
be taken of the fact that the number of mixed cinemas in Germany is too
small to allow of an amortization of the
On
money required for serious output.
wiring litigawith the
other hand,
the
of
scarcity
tion in Germany, the consequent
sound films d.ces not yet warrant exhibitors
assuming the burden of high costs for cinema,

must

installations."

Film Imports in Britain
Increase During '29

Washington Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Imports of motion
picture film by Great Britain increased

Washington

during the first six months of the
Wink, Tex., House Destroyed
current year, states a report to the M.
Wink, Tex.— Patrons made an or- P. Division of the Dept. of Commerce
derly

exit

from

the

Liberty

here

from the American counsel general at
which was destroyed by flames.
London.
It is thought tnat this increase was
Offered
Shows
Free Sunday
in posiSherman, Tex.— Free Sunday shows due to the extensive advance
nearly
than
here.
less
no
Gem
which
of
the
film,
tive
at
have been instituted
Shows are presented from 2 to 6 6,000,000 linear feet more were received this year; on the other hand,
P. M.
blank film dropped by 2,600.000 linear
Brendon, Man., to Get Theater
feet, while negative film recorded a
The board of growth of 9 0,000 linear feet.
Brendon, Man.

—

trade here has negotiated with a theater company for erection of a wired
house seating 500. The theater will

have a stage for road shows.

Mann

at

Marysville, Cal.

Marysville, Cal.— W. P. Mann has
replaced B. F. Moe as manager of
Nathe Liberty here, operated by
tional Theaters Syndicate.

Mann

for-

merly operated the National at Chico.

Woonsocket House Resumes

L—

Publix has reWoonsocket, R.
opened the Laurier here, dark since
early summer.

London

THE FILM DAILY
Sound accompani-

Washington Bureau of

Washington

—

ment, rather than dialogue have better prospect of succeeding in Czechoslovakia, states a report

fall

from the com-

of

Commerce.

straight dialogue
limited, since
they do not possess the international character of the ordinary films," the report says.
"The Czechoslovak theater-goers may go twice
o." three times out of curiosity to see and hear
a talking film, whose language they do not
understand, but are unlikely to attend regularly, for the subject of the picture will remain unintelligible to the vast majority of the
audience.
German dialogue pictures might
find a fair distribution in the territory close
to the German and Austrian frontiers inhabited
by German-speaking people, provided that the
theater owners would equip their theaters

"The

distribution

(talkies)

films

will

of

be

the

very

with sound-film reproducing equipment.
"It seems improbable that the dialogue films
could be produced in this country under
present circumstances, since domestic production of
capital

motion pictures suffers from lack of
and will not be able to afford the pur-

apparatus, the
more so that the domestic market is rather
small and there are no export possibilities

chase

for

of

Czech

expensive

recording

'talkies'."

feet.

returns of the
The
trade do not disclose countries of
origin of these goods, nor destinations
of exports or re-exports thereof.
available official

talking devices

25.

Italian Industry Seeks
a Reduction of Taxes
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

—

Washington A deputation of the
Fderazione Nazionale del Theatero e
del Cinematografo has called on Senator Marconi, Minister of Finance in
Rome, seeking a reduction of taxes,
states a report to the M. P. Division
The
Dept. of Commerce.
of the
minister gave a favorable answer to
the deputation and called a special

conference at the Ministry of Economics where the present position of
the Italian film industry were discussed.

Astra to Buy Sascha?
With the resignation of
Vienna
Leo Mandl as director of the board

—

of Sascha, it is believed that the company will shortly be sold. Film circles have it Astra will likely purchase

Paramount Gets London Carlton
the company.
Paramount has taken
London

—

over complete control of the Carlton

Oscar Barrett, former
manager, has been succeeded by A.
F. H. Baldry who was assistant man-

theater here.

ager at the Plaza.

Richmount
J.

Pictures
Pict

Inc.

723 7th Avenue
D.

—

in

over 900,000 linear

new

The Edibell apparatus will sell for
$970 and up, while the price of the
Naturetone varies from $1,430 to $5,617 according to the capacity of the
Thomassin has been experihouse.
menting with sound picture apparatus
as far back as 1911 ,one of his earlier
inventions being diagramatically and
thoroughly covered in the "Sound
Patent" series conducted by^ "The
Film Daily" and published on April

mercial attache at Prague made public
by the M. P. Division of the Dept.

Bob Stoll Producing
imports of blank film
Berlin
Bob Stoll, actor and manahas been accumulative since 1927, the ger in the last Lola Kreutzberg Indecrease since the period under re- dian Expedition, now is producing his
view in that year contrasted with 1929 own sport film dealing with motor
having amounted to 14,000,000 linear car racing. Some of the scenes were
Positive films, after a setback taken at the international races at
feet
in 1928 of about 2,000,000 feet, now Nurburg-Ring.
record a rise of nearly 4,000,000 linear
refeet over 1927, but negative films
Romain Rolland for Talkers
main lower than two years ago by
The

—Two

scheduled to be demonstrated
here shortly, with Edibell, a disc device
invented by
Clifford
Jeapes
scheduled for the Pavilion and Naturetone, a disc and film apparatus
originated by Francis Thomassin, to
be exhibited at the London Hippo-

are

DIALOGUE SEEN LIMITED

has

Show

FOR LONDON TRY-OUTS

drome.

port from George K. Canty, trade commissioner at Pans, to the M. 1'. Division of the
Dept, of Commerce. "But 69 domestic feature
films passed the censorship, as against 116
for the first six-month period last year, a decline of 47 features, or 40 per cent; while the
American product successful during the same
time dropped from 140 features last year to 56
this year, a loss of 84 films, or 60 per cent.
Other foreign features maintained their supply, with a total of 44 for the first half of
this year as against 43 during the corresponding period of 1928.

action

—

All employees
Washington
Emelka in Munich have been

activities to Berlin.

the first half of 1929, when 169 features were censored, compared with
299 in the corresponding period last

franchises.

Contract

it

I

NATURETONE AND EDIBELL

THE FILM DAILY

of

given their notice of release.
Executives say that in view of
unsettled trade conditions production has been halted, advises
a report to the M. P. Division
Dept. of Commerce.
of the
However, it is denied that the
company will shift production

censoring sound films a live one in
-many, the unsettled condition existing due to advent of sound pictures
figures for
is reflected in censorship

Wednesday

RKO

of

FILM DAILY CORRESPONDENTS IN WORLD CAPITALS
FLASH OVERSEAS NEWS BY
RADIO AND CABLE

CUNNINGHAM

P.

Emelka Closes

THE FILM DAILY
Washington— With the question of

;

JAMES

Wash. Bur.

Washington Bureau of

i

By

IN

GERMANY FIRSTHALF 0F29

re-

Foreign
Markets

MOUNTAN,

Nev York
New

City

Prts

EXCLUSIVE
*-'

foreign
representatives for

Rayart Pictures Corporation
and other leading independent producersanddistributors
Cable Address:
Cable Address:
Cable Address:

RICHPICSOC. Paris
DEEJAY. London
RICH PIC. N. Y.

—

Romain Rolland, famous
Berlin
French novelist, is to write a story
for a sound production to be made
here with Helga Thomas, Margit Habich and Ernst Ruckert in the cast.

best in Motion Pictures

;;

;

—2&*l
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"Hollywood Revue of 1929"

"Fast Life"

(All Talking, Singing)

with Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Loretta
Young, Chester Morris

M-G-M

Length: 11,669

ft.

(All-Talker)
A SMASH AND A WOW.
SMART REVUE WITH PLENTY First National
Length: 7,541 /(.
OF COMEDY BEAUTIFULLY
SUSPENDED
MELOSTRONG,
DRESSED AND A CAST THAT DRAMA THAT MAKES FIRST
IS GILT-EDGED.
RATE ATTRACTION. DIRECThis bears all the ear-marks of a TION GOOD AND PERFORMsure-fire box office panic. Metro cor- ANCES CAPABLE.
whole lot, gave

ralled practically its
specialties to do, added stage
names, got a lot of girls, Technicolor,
gorgeous sets and threw in a melange
The result is
of comedy to boot.

them

the

pip.

a

is

screen musical revue and

first

it

Conrad Nagel and Jack

the various lights
as far as a story thread
goes. Space forbids outline of exactof, but
ly what the numbers consist

Benny introduce

and

that's

you should know Joan Crawford.
Marion Davies, John Gilbert, Norma
Shearer, Laurel and Hardy, Bessie
Love Marie Dressier, Polly Moran,

Edwards

Cliff
King,
Charlie
(Ukelele Ike), Gus Edwards are
among those who supply the high-

lights.
„
T
Joan
Cast: Marion Davies, Norma Shearer,
Jack
Nagel,
Conrad
Love,
Bessie
Crawford,
Stan
Benny, Lionel Barrymore, Ukelele Ike,
Brox
Oliver Hardy, Anita Page,
Laurel,
Win.
Gilbert,
Sisters, Natacha Nattova, John
Dressier,
Marie
Keaton,
Buster
Haines,
Edwards,
Charles King, Tolly Moran, Gus
Lee,
Kurl Dane, George K. Arthur, Gwen
Allcrtina Rash Ballet, The Rounders.
Dialoguers,
Director, Charles F. Reisner
ArAl Boasberg, Robert Hopkins; Dance
Edwards;
ranger, Sammy Lee; Music, Gus
Gray;
Lyrics, Joe Goodwin; Editor, William
Cameramen, John Arnold, Irving G. Ries,
Maximilian Fabian.
good.
Direction, big; Photography, very
;

Dolores

"Madonna

Costello

of

Saving the hero from the extreme
penalty of the law has been used to
death as the key situation in untold
is
Certainly,
there
melodramas.
But when
nothing new about that.
the director, in this case John Francis Dillon, is successful in adding suspense to his treatment and is backed up by a cast that does uniformly
good work, the result is apt to be
something worthwhile. In this case,
The story concerns a secret
it
is.
marriage by Fairbanks and Loretta
Young, an argument, an accidental
murder and the narrow escape of the
hero from the electric chair via the
usual, but in this instance, unexpectChester Morris steals
ed, confession.
acting honors in a part that permits
Miss
him to do excellent work.

Young

is

good

a surprise, so

she,

is

Holden,
St.

Frank

Polis, Purnell

Pratt.

Authors,
John Francis Dillon
Samuel Shipman, John B. Clymer Scenarist,
DiaRalph
Holt
Editor,
F.
Goodrich
John
logues John F. Goodrich, Cameraman, Paton
Dean.
Photography, good.
Direction, showmanship
Direction,

;

;

;

;

;

Avenue A"

with Louise Dresser

(Part-Talker Version)
Length 6461
Warners

(Silent)
American Committee for Relief
Length: 6,300
of Armenia

SORDID ARMENIAN PRODUCTION TELLS HEAVY AND
OF NATIVE
A BEAUTIFUL SAMPLE OF A DREARY STORY
LIFE.
HAS NO
PEASANT
PICTURE THAT RATES POOR VALUE FOR AMERICAN MAROR LESS. FINE CAST WASTED KET.
ON A DUMB STORY.
Drama of peasant life in Armenia.
Produced by the Soviet of Armenia.
Melodrama. Back in the old Corse
There seems to have been little sense
Payson days of ten-twenty-thirty. in importing this number, except as
the
play
to
loved
Corse would have
a curious exhibit of some strange
mtller mother role if he could have
among those European
customs
a
has
Dressier
Miss
been a mother.
story is tragic, and in
The
people.
believes
finishing school who
her ma is a society dame. She comes
home to discover that her parent is
running a disreputable joint and pal-

gal

at

and

ling around with bootleggers
worse. Then enters the fine upstanding young bootlegger, who grows sentimental after trying to get the young
"I
gal soused, and says to hisself:
innocent
young
this
by
wrong
can't do

Which
flower, so I will marry her."
he does. Then ma frames him into
the hoosegow, takes poison to clear
does
the situation, and in this manner
beauteous Dolores get another push

down

even

revolting.

It

concerns

an Armenian peasant girl subject to
epileptic fits who is married off into
Later
a rich family in the village.
her affliction is discovered as she
writhes horribly in one of her spells.
The mother-in-law and her daughter
plan to do away with the intruder.
They call upon a witch for help in
Works up to a "pretty"
their scheme.
scene where their victim is murdered
by sticking her head in a pot of burning coals and suffocating
you can beat that for

And

her.
nice

if

refined

let
us know.
toboggan through no fillum entertainment,
should call some of these arty
They
her own.
houses where such films are shown
Louise Dresser,

the old

fault of

Cast: Dolores Costello,
Grant Withers, William Russell, Douglas
Gerrard, Otto Hoffman, Lee Moran.
Director, Michael Curtiz; Author, Mark
Canfield; iScenarist, Not listed; Dialoguer,

Powers; Titler, Not listed; Editor,
Cameraman, Byron Haskin.
Photography, fair.
Direction, poor.

Francis

Not

spots

listed

;

Chambers

of Horrors.
Cast: Barbara Matatian
Directors,

;

others not listed.

P. Barkhoudian
Scenarist, Not listed;

M. Goldvani,

Not listed;
Editor, Not listed Titler, Not
man, Not listed.
Author,

;

Direction awful.

listed

;

Length: 5,460

ft
SMART PROGRAMMER HAS
FINE AUDIENCE FILM IS PLENTY OF CLASS WITH
BOUND TO PACK 'EM IN VERY MODERN SOCIETY
WITH NORMA SHEARER AND CROOK STORY AND SEXY SITCLEVER SENTIMENTAL SO- UATIONS.

M-G-M

Length: 8651

/*.

CIETY CROOK DRAMA.
Comedy drama.
stnge

Frederick Lonsdale,
followed very closely.

was

which
Here

Adapted from the

by

play

one all-talker that lives
name, for the entire footage
is
carried along on clever dialogue
more than action. Director Sidney
Franklin must be given a lot of credit
up to

is

its

for sustaining the interest so well
with such a limited amount of action
Norma is
in the plot to aid him.
immense. Seldom has she been so
appealing.
Her voice is very pleasing, and she does remarkably well
with a difficult role. The story tells
of a clever society crook being entertained at a house party in London.
Comedy is furnished by a titled lord
who proposes to her, and the way
the hypocrisy of the various ritzy
guests is revealed

Norma

Rathbone,
Basil
Herbert Bunston, Hedda
Hopper, Moon Carroll, Madeline Seymour,
Cyril Chadwick, George K. Arthur, Finch
Shearer,

Barraud.

Smiles, Maude Turner.
Director, Sidney Franklin
Author, FredAdaptors,
Hans Kraly,
erick
Lonsdale
Claudine West; Editor, Conrad A. Nervig
;

;

Dialoguer, Not listed
Cameraman, William
Daniels.
Lirection, splendid. Photography, the best.
;

Society crook story. Adapted from
stage play "Scent of Sweet Almonds"
by Monckton Hoffe.
combination,
of the directorial abilities of Charles
Klein on the picture end and Donald
Gallaher handling the stage technique
makes this original stage play excellent entertainment.
Incidentally
here seems to be the logical answer
in combining the two technical treat-

A

ments necessary

M-G-M

Cast: Marguerite Churchill, Kenneth MacKenna, Dorothy Burgess, Campbell Gullan,
Douglas Gilmore, Henry Kolker, Frederick
Graham, Rex Bell, Charlotte Merriam.
Directors, Donald Gallaher-Charles Klein;
Author, Monckton Hoffe; Adaptor, Douglas

Doty

Z.

Dialcguer,

;

Edwin

ft.

white girl who
made prisoner by the InWorks up to strong suspense

to grips over a

has been

young Indian chief learns
brother who he really is
They double cross the old chief, and
Plenty of fast action,
save the gal.
fighting and thrill stuff, with some
colorful Indian atmosphere.
Cast: Tim McCoy, Robert Frazer, Marion
the

his

Douglas, Clarence
Sidney Bracy.

John

Director,

Chief

Geldert,

Waters

;

Big Tree,

Author,

Adaptor, Houston
Sinclair Drago
Scenarist, George C. Hull; Editor,
;

;

Titler, Lucile

Newmark

;

Harry
Branch
William
Camera-

man, Arthur Reed.
Direction, \ery good.

Length: 6520

Adapted from the
by Arnold Ridley

British stage play

and Bernard Merivale.
rough production. This

A

Gainsbo-

is

the type

they are kidding over
in Hoboken by reviving an old stage
melodrama and playing it seriously
If
for a lot of laughs and shekels.
of

that

stuff

had been treated

this

serious comic
been a wow.

in

the

same

manner it would have
As it stands, it com-

pares with the thrill serials that
Pearl White was making years ago,
only not so good.
Carlyle Blackwell, the old American screen idol,
plays the heavy.
He is a bank official interested in a competitive bus
line, so he starts a series of train
Hero and heroine trap him
wrecks.
with a disc recording of his guilt,
and next thing you know all hands
are on the fatal train headed for a
wreck with a freight. Then the big
climax with the heavy captured as
the train stops just before the collision.
Cast: Carlyle Blackwell, Joseph Striker.
Benita Hume, Winter Hall, Leonard Thompson, Gordon Harker, Pauline Johnson.
Authors, Arnold
Director, G. M. Bolvary
Scenarist, Angus
Ridley, Bernard Merivale
;

;

Mc

Not
Cameraman, Not

Phail

listed;

Photography, smooth.

ft.

MELLER PRETTY
AWFUL.
ENTIRE PRODUCTION OUTDATED WITH ANTIQUE DIRECTION, STORY
AND ACTIVE.
BRITISH

Melodrama.

of frontier days. Here
bang-up story of Indians and
cavalry troops, an attack on a frontier post and battles with redmen
that will please the thrill fans and
keep 'em steamed up to the close
And the climax is a darb with a duel
between McCoy and an Indian chief.
The story is that of two white boys
separated in their youth by the Indians.
One is carted off by the
chief and raised as an Indian to hate
the white men. His brother, McCoy,
grows up to be a scout. The two

when

Editor,

(Synch ronized)

a

from

;

;

Tiffany-Stahl

Melodrama

dians.

Kummer

Clare

Roberts
Cameramen,
Ernest
Palmer, Glen Mac Williams.
Direction, expert.
Photography, aces.

J.

PROGRAMMER.

come

a success-

"The Wrecker"

THRILL MELLER OF FRONTIER DAYS AND INDIANS CARRIES STRONG KICK AND
GETS OVER AS SURE-FIRE
is

make

to

screen play out of a stage adaptation.
Both directors made an expert
job of it.
Story tells of two crooks
planning the theft of jewels from the
the wife of a rich young man. The
wife is playing on the side with her
lover, and the crooks plant a girl
accomplice in the house as maid. The
latter falls for the husband, and double crosses the crooks.
Then one
dramatic climax follows another in
quick succession.
ful

in

(Silent)
Length: 4811

Camera- LeVanuay

Photography, crude.

(All-Talker)

Fo *

"Sioux Blood"

ft.

1929

"Pleasure Crazed"

Cheyney"

Tim McCoy

ft.

18,

with Marguerite Churchill, Kenneth
MacKenna, Dorothy Burgess

(All-Talker Version)

"The Power of Evil"

in

:

Norma Shearer in
"The Last of Mrs.

and Fairbanks, Jr. comes through
Cast:
with a nice characterization.
Cast: Doug Fairbanks, Jr., Loretta Young, George
Morris,
William
Chester
Sheridan, Ray Hallor John

Sunday, August

;

Direction,

Editor,

outdated.

listed
listed.

;

Titler,

Not

Photography, poor.

—
THE
unday, August
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1929

18,

Corinne Griffith

in

with Ian.

Length: 7807

Keith, Dorothy Revier

ft.

Columbia

Length: 5,700

Quite a Few Laughs
Nat Carr put over some good com-

ft.

DREARY AND DRAGGY FILM DANDY PROGRAM NUMBER
VITH POOR STORY, DIREC- CARRIES HEAVY ENTERTAINTION AND MEDIOCRE CAST. MENT VALUES WITH SUSIORINNE GRIFFITH LICKED PENSE STORY, UNUSUAL
LOVE THEME AND STRONG
SY ARTIFICIAL ROLE.

SOUND
"Marching Home"
Warner

Bros. Vitaphone
Great Stuff

Drama. Why they ever gave this CAST.
Drama.
n hour and twenty minutes running

Jack Xatteford prepared
Murray Roth, in directing this
hard to figure out. The story a
clever
screen
story
and also
- artificial, unconvincing and rambles
handled the dialogue with distinction. short, has turned out a picture which
long drearily till you are ready to This is probably the best work that is a lot more than merely a vocal
number. Me has taken Douglas StanIan Keith has ever done, and in the
all quits on it after the middle of the
popular member of Roxy's gang,
bury,
It takes place in Austria, role of Light
Fingers, the internahird reel.
and surrounded him with a production
vith Corinne running away from her tional crook, he creates a very conwhich makes the short look like a
ordid life as a dancing girl in a vincing and human characterization.
Opening
v'ienna night club.
She gets herself The situations are cleverly worked carefully-planned feature.
the film are atmospheric shots of the
job in a small town as a waitress out so that in one long sequence all
She fall's in love the remarks of the crook to his in- World War and the authentic War
n the village inn.
Department wire announcing the
vith a young lawyer, and in order to nocent victim he intends to rob carry
signing of the Armistice. Then Stanwin his attention, steals money from the double meaning that only the
bury
is presented singing the stirring
per employer to buy a beautiful dress. audience gets and they bring laughs
Then the big trial scene, with the with regularity.
He enters the old number "Marching Home" in a trench
scene and later repeats it and sings
lawyer at last realizing the gal's love, millionaire's home as a writer who
other war songs while troops march
and making a long speech in order wants to prepare an article about a
Altoin a silhouette background.
That's about all, with valuable collection of jewels, and all by
to save her.
gether it's a mighty effective number
Corinne going to prison for seven the time he is getting information
Ed DuPar
the 1929-30 vintage.
months, and the audience staggering to enable him to perpetrate the rob- oi
did the camera work.
(iood crook stuff, with a pip
out thoroughly licked by the film the bery,
ime

in

"Two Gun Ginsberg"
RCA — Gramercy Series— RKO

Short Subjects

(Part-Talker Version)

(Part-Talker Version)
National

Nat Carr

"Light Fingers"

"Prisoners"
'irst

11

is

edy in this short.
He gets quite a
few laughs with his Yiddish dialogue,
and there is plenty of action. In this,
he goes to a hardboiled western town,
and tries to be tough. It's well done.
Mark Sandrich directed and Louis
Brock produced. Time, 11 mins.

SILENT
"Domestic Life
Guinea"

in

New

Bell Pictures

i

Fair Travelogue
Natives and customs of a
New Guinea are portrayed
subject, which is interesting.
nothing unusual about it,
subject matter (one reel).

Snub Pollard

tribe in
in this
It

has

save

the

in

"Double Trouble"

Weiss Bros. Artclass Pictures
Not So Good
same as the cast and the director of a surprise climax.
You can't go
Godfrey Ludlow
seemed to be. But blame the sappy wrong on this one. Dorothy Revier
There are very few laughs in this
RCA— Gramercy Series— RKO
story.
screens well and knows her acting.
Snub Pollard subject, many of the
an Keith. Dorothy Revier, Carroll
Cast:
Cast: Corinne Griffith, Ian Keith, Otto
Beautiful Rendition
gags
used being timeworn.
Snub
Matiesen, Julanne Johnston, Karon von Hease, Nye. Ralph Theodore, Tom Ricketts, Charles
Godfrey Ludlow is billed with his and his partner try to make the
I.ngosi,
Jean Laverty, James Ford, Gerrard, Pietro Som>.
Bela
Author. Jack $100,000 Stradivarius," in his rendi- grade in an amateur show trvout,
Director, Joseph Henabery
Charles Clary, Harry Northrup, Ann Schaefer.
Director, William A. Setter Author, Ferenc
Natteford; Scenarist, Not listed: Dialoguer,
by and it's little wonder they flop. Then
Cameraman, tion of "Symphonic Espagnol"
.Not
listed;
Editor,
the same; Editor,
Molnar; Scenarist, Forrest Halsey
In it, he has the assistance of they try their hand at piano moving,
l.ato.
Le Roy Stone; Titler, Not listed; Dialoguer, Ted Tetzkff.
Photography, ex- the National Broadcasting Co.
Cameraman, I.ee Garmes.
Forrest Halsey
Direction, very good.
Or- being sent to collect the payment or
I

;

;

;

;

Direction,

ordinary.

Photography, ragged.

"A Shanghai Document"
Amkino

(Silent)
Length: 5000

cellent.

chestra.
The veteran radio and concert violinist offers a splendid solo

"The Prince and the
Dancer"

ft.

nrith

Dina Gralla

PURE SOVIET PROPAGANDA
(Synchronized)
THAT IS NOTHING BUT A
Length: 7,600 ft.
THIRD CLASS COMPILATION World Wide
PRODUCTION
OF NEWSREEL STUFF. NOT VIENNESE
PICTURE HOUSE MATERIAL. CARRIES VERY GOOD LIGHT
DINA GRALLA, A
Merely a disjointed pictorial ac- COMEDY.
EXCELcount of the life in and around REAL COMEDIENNE.
Shanghai, during the time of the ac- LENT SETTINGS AND GOOD

in

this

rected.

number.

Richard Currier

Time about

5

Norman Thomas

di-

mins.

Quintette

bring back the piano of their erstwhile landlord.
There are a few
laughs in their efforts to return with
the piano (two reels).

"Outlandish Manners"

Ufa— M-G-M

There!
in "Harlem Mania"
Vitaphone No. 827
It's

Poor Subject
has been made

Effort
to jazz up
This aggregation of colored boys this Ufa travelogue with titles, but
It's a travelogue of
play "Sleep, Baby, Sleep," "Listen to it doesn't click.
the Mocking Bird," and "Melody in Abyssinia and is interesting., only
All of which means nothing because of the native customs shown.
F."
by comparison with the antics of the The manner of injecting the trav-

between nationalist and op- CAST.
posing troops. Produced by Sovkino.
Light comedy.
Produced by Hu- crazy drummer who supplies the kick eler into the picture, is not so good
The entire offering is obvious propa- go-Engel, Vienna. The story takes
The Thomas (one reel).
to this short subject.
ganda, for it is continually contrast- place in Vienna and surrounding
bunch is well known in vaudeville.
ing shots of the rich foreigners at country, and the actual locales were
Bessemer City House Rebuilt
lust as the drummer, by his wild and
play with dreary studies of the hard- used throughout, including the Royal
Bessemer City, N. C. The Palace
amusing antics, steals the show on
ships of the poor Chinese population. Opera and the 'palace of an archhere, destroyed by fire, has been rethe stage, so he does it on the talking
To those interested in travel pictures duke and his hunting lodge.
The screen. He's guaranteed to dish out built.
it may prove mildly diverting, but as
settings are gorgeous, and the cast diversion to any and all bodies. Time,
picture house program material it is consists principally of Viennese playTheater at Laurinburg Sold
mins.
wet.
The last reel snaps up a bit ers who give a good account of them- about 11
Laurinburg. N. C. The J. T. Gibwith some good action shots during selves.
son estate has sold the Scotland to
The story carries the light,
Harry Rose
the uprising, when the various con- fun-loving atmosphere of the AustriT. C. Lambden, Sr.
tingents of foreign troops are seen an capital, and has been well directAnd His Six American Beauties
taking
precautionary measures
Hartford House Reopens
to ed.
Vitaphone No. 828
In fact it is one of the most ensafeguard the lives of the people in tertaining imported features to reach
Hartford, Conn. The Allyn here
Clever
the foreign settlement.
The only these shores for some time. The plot
Here is an amusing sound short. has reopened after remodeling and
real kick in the film shows the in- tells of the flirtation of the prince Harry Rose, a vaudeville recruit, sup- redecorating.
genious method of the 'nationalist with a dancer in the Royal Opera plies a rather delicious flow of nontroops in executing agitators, which ballet, who is in love with the prince's sense which looks sure-fire as audiMomand Buys Partner's Interest
is done by kneeling them in a row
Oklahoma City— A. B. Momand
affair
aide.
They carry on their love
ence stuff. His finale is particularly
and having a soldier walk behind right under his nose, and the girl good, concerning itself with a senti- has purchased interest of his partner,
them and pop them off with the gun maneuvers so that she keeps the mental ditty about towels. Here is E. C. Robertson, in the Capitol here.
close to their heads.
But it's too prince interested and through his in- where the six American beauties enter
gruesome for women. It rates clas- fluence becomes the prima ballerina. the picture, each one bedecked with a
Buys Two Wis. Houses
sification as third-rate newsreel stuff.
Dina Gralla, Albert Pauhg, Werner gigantic bath towel from a different
Richland Center, Wis.—Jake EsCast:
Cast: Natives and foreigners in and around Pittschau, Carmen Cartellieri.
and
The women are terrible in kin has acquired the Richland
Shanghai.
Max Neufeld Author, E. W. hotel.
Director,
Richland is the talkScenarist, Not
Director, Jacob Rlokh; iScenarist, the same;
Editor, Not listed
Czeck
looks as well as performance, but Orpheum. The
Editor, Not listed Titler, Not listed
Camera- listed Titler, Not listed Cameraman, Hans the contrast is so shap that it in- er house, while silents will be conman, V. L. Stepanov.
Theyer.
the Orpheum.
duces laughter. Time, about 12 mins. tinued at
Photography, fine.
Direction, amateurish. Photography, spotty.
Direction, very good.
tivities

—

—

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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$50,000,000 FOR H00SES

JOINT ACTION ON WIDE

IN 'PHILLY' BUILDING

Fl

many

prob- $50,000,000.
Sites are understood to
lems, also is declared by some to make have been chosen or be under considetracking of other revolutionary sideration at 52nd and Markets Sts..
69th and Markets Sts., Germantown
developments advisable.
Proponents of wide film, too, point and Chelten Aves., Frankford and Alto the need for standardization if wide legheny Aves., Frankford and Orfilm is to be successful commercially. thodox Aves., and at Camden.
A
With several different processes em- site also is said to have been chosen
ploying various measure wide film, in the vicinity of 32nd and Market
problem of interchangeability Sts., near the new railroad station
the
would be a pressing one for both development.
its

studio and theater.

New

Recording Studios
Open in N. Y. Sept.
(Continued from Page

24 NORTHWEST EXHIBITORS
1

1)

Corp. and government engineer, for
recording of sound on discs, sound-onfilm and re-recording from film or
disc.
A number of innovations for

T-S FRANCHISE
(Continued from Page 1)
will
attend are

who

those

E.

By

HERBERT

tion to the

Champaign house.

Novel Lobby Planned
Lansing, Micji. While 'date for
start of work has not been set, W.
S. Butterfield is going ahead with
plans for the Michigan to be built
on Allegan St., and Grand Ave. Plans
call for an Arcade from the New

Stage Unit on Today CHESTER HALE PUTS OVER
Although the Capitol, New York
is
holding over "The Last of Mrs.
GOOD SHOW AT CAPITOL
Cheyney" for
stage

unit

show.

It

a second week, a newbeen added to the

has
is

Cameo,

devised and
Hale, under the

been

Edward

J.

Very

lively

show

the

at

Capitol

with "Collegians" as the title
the atmosphere.
The stage

fixing
staged by Chester
band
supervision of Louis K. Sidney and
with stage settings by Arthur Knorr. wore the regulation college garb.
The specialty numbers include Chris- Chester Hale devised the production,
ty
& Nelson, comedy acrobats; and made a very good job of it.
Chester
Hale
Girls
clicked
Stone, Vernon Four, adagio team; His
strong
near the opening in a sightly
Mario & Lazarin, harmony duo;
Aileen Clark, coloratura soprano and bit in their modernistic golf costumes.
the Chester Hale Girls.
Yasha Bun- Their routine was novel, showing
chuk conducts the orchestra through some unusual formations, and troop"Cuban Dreams," composed entirely ing off in closely grouped arrangeof manuscript music hitherto unpub- ment of four lines with their variA dandy
lished in this country which Bunchuk colored scarfs waving.

—

has

j

New

—

—

BERG

S.

Capitol Holds Over Film

J.
Hayes, manager of the Albany ex- collected in Havana.
change, and Ben Smith, salesman;
and Simplex equipment will be in- B. Brady, Buffalo manager
Springfield Policy Change
and E.
stalled.
A musical director and or- E. Weakly and Les Wolfe, salesmen.
Springfield, Mass.— The Fox-Poli
chestra will be maintained.
Home office executives Phil Myers, Palace has been closed for alteraUnder present plans, the company manager of the New York exchange;
tions and will reopen the end of the
may open recording studios in Chi- A. L. Selig, director of advertising month with features
and Fanchon &
cago, Detroit and other cities.
Jean and publicity and
M. Loughbo- Marco units.
J.
V. Grombach will be Swentzel's as- rough, of
the publicity department,
sistant.
The remainder of the staff also will be present.
White Quits Zanesville Post
now is being assembled.
Zanesville, O.
Albert C. White,
Wis. Managers Switched
Frisina Chain Active
Madison, Wis. Resignation of R. who in association with Sam Lind,
Springfield, 111.
Two new theaters W. Johnson, manager of Fox-Mid- organized the Imperial Theater Co.
have been opened by the Frisina wesco's Strand theater here,
15 years ago, and who has been
has reAmusement Co., while a third soon is sulted in several changes in the cir- supervisor of the theaters operated by
to be opened.
The houses are The cuit. B. A. Griffiths, formerly man- the Brown Theatrical Company which
Tivoli here, formerly the Lyric, and ager of the
took over the Imperial Theaters Comcircuit's houses at Fond
a house at Champaign. A third is to du Lac
succeeds Johnson. Nat Blank, pany last year, has resigned. White
be built at East St. Louis. The firm formerly at Oshkosh
goes to Fond has gone west for an extended vacahas three theaters here, one each at du lac and Eaton M. Sizer, manager tion and says he has no plans for the
Jacksonville and Carlinville, in addi- of Fox-Midwesco
houses at Antigo future.

the new studio are promised by its
sponsor.
Scully recording machines

1929

18,

Presentations

RACE

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

vclopment, too, and

Sunday, August

transferred to Oshkosh.
Benjii succeeds Sizer at

flash.

Bemis and Brown

them laughing with

wise cracks,

his

and did a sentimental recitation,
which also got the laughs, for the
audience seemed to think he was still
trying to be funny.
were just passable

The Lovey
with

Girls

their

har-

mony dancing routine.
Cy Landry, the guy

with the fun-

ny black funeral

did

suit

jointed eccentric steps
mime that was a wow.

audience

loose

his

with

panto-

He had

the

laughing continuously and

received a regular ovation.
The finale was strong, with the 32 Hale
Girls in sport costumes of polo, tennis and golf, finishing with the girls
volleying woolen balls into the orchestra seats.

Manage Theaters
Ticonderoga, N. Y. Management
Firm

led off with the

specialty acts, doing a neat comedy
song and finishing with a tap dance.
Johnny Perkins, the fat man, kept

to

—

Barron Assumes New Post
Carter Barron who, for 16
months was manager of the MetroRemodeling at Springfield
Springfield, Mass.
Between $25,- incorporated for $400 000. Roy Lock- politan, next week will become manager of Loew's Capitol, having been
000 and $30,000 is to be spent on re- wood is president.
appointed to that post by Lionel H.
modeling the Fox-Poli Palace, which
Keene, southern district manager of
closed for repairs recently. The work
theater to the present Strand Arcade. will take about 20 days.
Montgomery Showman Recovers
Loew's.
Box offices would be located at either
Sam SulzMontgomery, Ala.
entrance, selling tickets good for
King Now at Marion, Ind.
Gruenwald at Grand Rapids
pacher, who operates the Grand and
either theater.
Marion, Ind. J. C. King is man- Pekin here, has recovered from his
Grand Rapids, Mich. M. E. Gruaging the Paramount here, recently recent illness and operation.
enwald, formerly manager of the
Baker with Marks Bros.
opened.
formerly was at the
He
Croswell and Family at Adrian, now
Chicago Jack Baker, for four years Tivoli,
Richmond.
is managing the New Kent here for

—

Antigo.

Atlanta

theaters is included in charter
granted the Ethan Allen Hotel Corp.,
of

—

—

—

—

—

—

the Universal publicity staff here,
has been named director of publicity
for Marks Bros, operating the Granor.

ada and Marbro. He succeeds Jack
Hess, who resigned to head publicity
for Radio-Keith-Orpheum houses in
the Middle West.
British Scenarist in N. Y.
British scenarist and a partner in United British
Press Service, London, is in New
York to study the talker develop-

Edward Dryhurst,

ment, having been commissioned by
London newspapers to write

various

on the subject.

Kennedy Back at Atlanta
Atlanta J. L. Kennedy has returned to Atlanta as manager of the
Metropolitan.

Resuming Stage Shows
Charlotte Company
Detroit— Pictures and stage presenCharlotte, N.
D. & R. Amuse- tation policy at the Hollywood is to
ment Co. has been formed by E. F. be resumed Sept. 1. The house has
and Amelia J. Dardine, J. A. Rey- been operating under an all-film
nolds and others to deal in films.
policy.

New

C—

W.

VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY

Rose at Paramount
Harry
Rose opens at the Paraname of the Anaheim California
which has reopened after remodeling. mount, New York this week as master of ceremonies, with Paul Ash reHarry C. Arthur is managing.
turning to the Brooklyn Paramount
Managing Greensboro House
after a two weeks' vacation.
Greensboro, N. C. Emil Bernstecker is managing the National
$20,000 for Albany Improvements
here.
Albany, N. Y. Improvements at

—

Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard

—

New Owner
is

Vaudeville Acts

—

at Belmont, N. C.
Belmont, N. C. Mrs. Boyd Brown
new owner of the Iris here.

—

the Majestic are to involve an expenditure of $20,000, states Oliver H.
Stacy, manager.

Butterfield.
Ellsworth G
has succeeded him at Adrian

AMALGAMATED

Arthur Managing Anaheim House
Anaheim, Cal. The Fox is new

—

S.

Hamer

{

1600 Broadway, New York City

Phone Penn. 3580

New COLOR Moods
in

SOUND
with

EASTMAN SONOCHROME
TINTED POSITIVE FILMS
J.HE

sixteen delicate colors of Eastman

are keyed to the

moods of the

Sonochrome

screen. Love, excite-

ment, pomp, adventure .... the various seasons,
lightings,

emotions .... are subtly conveyed by

color ....

And each

pleasing

and

tint

is

so adjusted that

it

gives

faithful reproduction of sound.

Sonochrome, the
to the industry, adds

latest

Eastman contribution

immeasurably to the beauty,

the atmosphere, the effectiveness of sound pictures.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

NEW YORK

ENORE
ULRIC
looking for the
right

kind

of

man

in

U5TICE
All Talking Fox Movietone Melodrama

with

LENORE ULRIC

ROBERT FRAZER
ULLRICH HAUPT

in her talking screen

WITH

plenty of Arctic

the reason

months long.
py,"

— she

why

ballads, this
lust for living

Lenore

does the

Finest

work

the

answer

Tooth Shoal's prayer.

in

presented by

WILLIAM FOX

her sing-

to the hermit of

Shark

Hear Miss ULRIC
America

sing the song that a
will

be singing

"THE RIGHT KIND OF
by

L.

Wolfe Gilbert

Hear also the

and

MAN"

Abel Baer

favorite ballads

and barroom

—

songs of the nineties sung again
"Good
bye, Dolly Gray", "Sweet Genevieve", etc.

up the cold c
with

this re.

_

rtC

Elliott Lester

DWAN

Exotic, flaming, tempestu-

her love-making, dynamic

in

Davis
Sonya Levien

ALLAN

of her career

ous

Owen

Directed by

air.

production.

— she's

taged by

and roustabout
picture has all the gaiety and
of Klondike days where passion

in this

ing

Scenario b>

halls

lays

tribal

the frigid

Ulric

dance

the glittering

Brendel

Patricola

Dialog b>

leaves her native husband for a

Punctuated with

in

Tom

nights are six

Arctic

Half-caste, half-saint, half-sin-

gaudy trinket and
of Nome.

sizzled

she

"It",

LOUIS WOLHEIM

Pacemaker
for the

Ban on Standard Contract

Equity Lifts

I

mmmmsmSHE
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WARNER DEAL
On Wide Film
OUND

S

may

be

W.

E.

Decision Unanimous

NOW MAKING 90

—

Minneapolis
All exhibitors
attended the meeting here
called by W. A. Steffes, Northwest unit president, signed the
five year franchise offer of Tiffany-Stahl, according to Oscar

established,

who

the nation's theaters may be
gravitating at rapid pace to-

INSTALLATIONS WEEKLY

ward equipment, yet any producer
Installations of Western Electric
vill tell you that the problems are sound systems now are being made
i)oth manifold and troublesome. In at the rate of 90 a week, according
he

are
a fact new
ricks are being learned daily.
In
heaters, the question of adequate
reproduction sits on the industry
studios,

the

nany, although

the man
lightmare.

like

Yet with

it

who
this

difficulties
is

rides his

own

combination

of

Electrical
Research
Products.
installations are being divided
almost equally between the domestic and foreign fields, the company
states.
The 2500th installation recently was completed at the Union
De Luxe theater, Ashfield, Australia.

sales

manager

for

to

The

Joy on Guard Against
Objectionable Matter

serious consideration is
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
turned toward the adoption
Hollywood With Col. Jason S.
of wide film.
Not that proper use Joy in charge of the work, the Hays
of the enlarged image doesn't be- organization is bending its efforts to
keep objectionable subject matter and
long, if properly used. But to heap
Advent of
sequences out of films.
on a second revolution when the
(Continued on Page 2)
first has not yet spent itself, appears to us like inviting trouble for Production Increase Is
mind and body.
Vitaphone

worries,

Hanson,

Tiffany-Stahl.

—

!>eing

Planned by

That Coast Meeting

Increase of production at the eastern Vitaphone plant is planned, acApparently, producers realize this.
The Academy of M. P. Arts and Sci- cording to George E. Quigley, vice
A
president and general manager.
ences is sponsoring a meeting to air
minimum
of six shorts will be filmed
the situation. Enough sanity should
weekly, he says. '
prevail among the level heads that
assemble to tackle the development
with caution and the greatest of care.
It is a most serious question if, in

EQUITY MEMBERS FREE TO
SIGN OPEN SHOP CONTRACT

That Hole-in-One
The other day William Fox socked
and when he reached the
green discovered he Had made a

a golf ball

hole-in-one.
His third to date. Investigation later led to offices of the

"Metropolitan Golfer" where it was
discovered the Hole-in-One Club had
2,000 members with a single victory

High Overhead

Topic at St. Louis Today

— High

overhead caused
by the sound film development will
be the highlight of the convention of
eastern Missouri and southern Illinois
exhibitors to be held here today and
tomorrow. President R. F. Woodhull
of the M.P.T.O. A. is here as the principal speaker.
Another scheduled
speaker is Flint Weyer, New York
St.

Louis

Street circles insist that the proposed
amalgamation is ready for completion, with Adolph Zukor to be president of the combined concerns and
H. M. Warner chairman of the board
of directors.

Queried on Saturday, Adolph Zukor said he had no further comment
to make on his absolute denial of
any deal a few days ago. Neither
H. M. Warner nor Waddell Catch-

neer of RCA-Photophone, it is announced by E. E. Bucher, executive
Batsel, a pioneer reCol. E. P. Hawkins now is sales vice president.
promotion manager of RCA-Photo- search engineer in the talking picHe has for some time been ture field, has been concerned with
phone.
development
at
connected with various branches of RCA-Photophone
the production and selling forces of the East Pittsburgh plant of the

RCA-Photophone Sales

the

Westinghouse

industry.

Electric

and

Manu-

facturing Co.

policy, instituted by
distributors as a result of their conferences with exhibitor members of

Adjustment

to be Chief

While denials continue to be made,
for merger of Paramount and
Warners is declared about set. Wall
deal

Equity shop dispute in the indus- ings
Warner
Goldman-Sachs,
of
is at an end, temporarily at least
banking firm, could be reached for
with rescinding by the Equity coun- a statement.
cil of its edict barring appearance of
members in talkers, except under
Frank Gillmore, Batsel Chief Engineer
Equity contract.
president of Actors' Equity Ass'n, is
of RCA-Photophone
returning to New York in a few days
M. C. Batsel, Westinghouse engiconfer with William Canavan,
to
(Continued on Page 2)
neer engaged in sound picture development, has been named chief engiHawkins to Promote

Granted to Those Who
Need It, M.P.T.O. Head Says

its

Reports of Merger Persist
Although Adolph Zukor
Denies Deal on

try

Relief

sound entanglements,
this business is ready for the step.
Yet so sensitive to changes is the
industry that, were one important
company to click with a wide angle
film, the stampede would definitely
be on. There you have the danger.

the face of

SET?

Sam Katz Married on

Sat.;

to Honeymoon in Canada
Stamford, Conn. Sam Katz, presi-

—

was married here
Saturday to Eleanor Ambrose Maudent

of

Publix,

widow of the internationallyrice,
Peter P. Dodlinger,
dancer.
known
working
the peace, presided at the

the anti-Myers group, is
justice of
successfully, R. F. Woodhull, presiceremony at which the bride's sister,
dent of the M.P.T.O.A., and chair- Adline Ambrose, and Dr.
Harry
man of the anti-Myers group, de- Katz, brother of the bridegroom,
clared prior to leaving New York were witnesses.
The couple will
for the St. Louis convention of ex-

honeymoon

in

Canada.

hibitors.

"Innumerable letters from exhiband telephone calls and personal visits keep the national office
busy doing its share toward the sucto advise cessful operation of the adjustment
itors

Tone-O-Graph

Now Ready

for Theater Installations

Quantity production has started on
insurance expert, who is
a product of the
Tone-O-Graph,
recent
our
at
exhibitors on ways and means to re- processes worked out
Sound and Talking
American
It may sound unimportant to you. duce fire hazards
North
to a minimum. The conference with representatives of
Corp. The comEquipment
but to Fox this accomplishment in problem of orchestras in local theaters the
Picture
Woodhull.
says
distributors,"
Page 2)
on
(Continued
(.Continued on Page 2)
also will be discussed at the sessions.
(Continued on Page 2)

to their credit; 12 marked down for
two and not a solitary one for three.

fire

i
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EQUITY MEMBERS FREE TO

1)

the royal and ancient pastime carried
kick than anif not more
as much
nexing theaters or buying up some
of our best known film companies.

—

—
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THE

RELIEF BEING GRANTED

TO

THOSE WHO NEED

IT

(Continued from Page 1)
"That this move was made in entire
good faith is evidenced on all sides
by the very definite letter of instruc-

tions sent to all branch managers directing that all deserved adjustments

made with

exhibitors on talking
That the plan is
working out well is indicated by the
messages of appreciation received at
this office from many small theater
owners throughout the country. I
realize that cases will come to the
front where the branch manager,
through lack of diplomac}' or for
some other reason, may not entirely
please some exhibitors with the way
But I feel
he handles their cases.
sure this will be the exception. Wherever this occurs or the exhibitor is
STOCK MARKET
{QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)
dissatisfied the way is open to him
High Low Close Sales to appeal to our national office and
Am. Seat
33-5-g
34
34
200
Con. Fm. Ind
23 y2
100 I can assure any one of a square deal
23 Ji
23'A
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
2534
for a square complaint.
East. Kodak
197
196^ 196^
200
"This after all is the big feature
Mo pfd
128
They want reFox Film "A"... 97 Yz 945^ 96 J4 12,400 with exhibitors now.
"Keith A-O
37^6
lief and they are getting it where
Mo pfd
116
they are actually aggrieved."

—

be

picture

rentals.

—

—

—

Financial

*Loew's,
Mo pfd

"M-G-M
M.

58^

Inc

pfd

Cap
Para. F-L
Pathe Exch
P.

"A"

d"

Radio-K-O-A
••Stanley

48

48

72^

71^

SYz
\9]/2
37J4

8J4
18

36J4

Co

*Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros
.b pfd

62Ji
54-4

93
25
48
7\Vi

8H
19^
37
40

200
8,800

900
100
1.000

61^

98^
61^

12.500

54

54J4

200

CURB MARKET
Acoustic

Prod.

.

..

5>/2

Katz
•Columbia Pets
•Film Insp
Fox Thea. "A"... 29J4
ninth, D.W.
'Intern. Proj
"

oew do deb

'

Nat.
\

t.

S'A

&

'Hal.

Scr.

Thea.

5^

L700

78

28^

"A"

2&</2

....
2,200

2

31U
rts

Ser
Sup....

23^

23-^s

'Trans-Lux

20
26 ^S

....

235/6

100

1054
1754

'Univ. Pict
"Univ. pfd

Y%

....

BOND MARKET
A-O 6s 46
6s 41ww

85'A
105J4 105J4 10554
41 x war
94J4
Paramount 6s 47.. 98^ 98
98J4
Par.
98'4
98>4
By. 5 «4s51
98J4
Pathe 7s37
64
64
64
"-".eith

[.oew
do 6s

.

.

4

....
5

2
2

CURB BONDS
Am. Seat. 6s 36..
'Wainer 6>4s28

85 V*

85^

85J4
198

OVER THE COUNTER
Roxy
do
do

"A"

units

com

25

28

28

31

VA

ouras liros
'Technicolor
I' lited Art

SI

33

80
5

Philadelphia Zone Showmen
Unsold on Adjustment Plan

—

Philadelphia
There is no great
rush for adjustments here, exhibitors
failing to put much confidence in the
adjustment plan, worked out by distributors and the anti-Myers group
of exhibitors, according to "The Exhibitor."

31^
2

4'A
.«
82
10

1

Al Rockett Now Associate
Producer with Sheehan
West

Coast

'Bureau,

—

Hollywood
two and a half

Monday, August

:

1

65

pfd.

75

join
in

Fo^-

THE

at

Aug. 22

Sept. 28

First

I

issue

Hearst

of

I

Metroion

News (sound).
Oct.

Meeting
Meeting

7-10

Dec. 9-10

hibitors'

of S.M.P.E. at Toronto.
of
North Carolina ex
unit at Pinehurst.

—

the Equity cause.

anc|

—
Colony — "Broadway"
Criterion-— "Four Feathers"
Tone-O-Graph Now Ready .Embassy
—"Hallelujah," opening Tuesday
— "Conquest the Holy Land"|
for Theater Installations and Ave.
"Power
— "Simba" and "Othello"
(Continued from Page
Fifty-Fifth
pany states that one of
devices Film Guild — "Her Way
Love"
—
has been in operation in a Broadway Gaiety— "The Black Watch"
Globe "Street Girl"
theater
"Pusher-Tn- the- Face"
Centra]
"Fast Life"

Fifth

of

of

Evil".

1)

its

for

addition

in

the past seven
several others

to

of

months

the
engi-

in

metropolitan territory.
The
neers claim that Tone-O-Graph reproduces high and low tones with
equal fidelity and that rasping and
distortion have been practically eliminated.
The equipment can be installed in three hours, they claim
and the exhibitor pays only for the

wiring.
Walter Clifford, a member
the Real Estate Board of New
York, is president.

—

New York Monday, "Alibi" Tues"His Lucky Day" and "Law of tliel
Mounted"
Wednesday,
Desert
"The
Song"; Thursday, "The Squall"; Friday.
"Flying Fool" and "The Last Round Up"|
Mark Strand "Broadway Babies"
Paramount "The Greene Murder Case"
"Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu"
Rialto
Rivoli
"Dance of Life"
Warners "Say It With Songs"
Winter Garden "On With the Show"
Loew's

;

day,

;

—
—

—

—

—

—

of

Reopens Ramsey House
Ramsey. N. J.
Manager Stein
who recently acquired ownership of

Joy on Guard Against
Objectionable Matter

the house, has reopened the

(Continued from Page

—

1)

has complicated the task.
Joy advises producers and directors
on the set of rules prescribed for
themselves by producers at the Trade
Practice Conferences, stresses the sec-

WANTED

talkers

tional

religious

and

Ramsey

racial

factors

nation.

E. B. Derr Started in
Business as Exhibitor
B. Derr, newly elected execuvice president of Pathe, for the
last year and a half has been Joseph
P. Kennedy's representative in Pathe

E.

For South America

— Man thor-

oughly experienced, capable

in-

stalling film distribution
tem for theatre chain

— one

Kardex

sys-

with

knowledge

—

sys-

preferred knowledge Spanish preferable but not
State qualifications
essential.
references, salary, in first letter.

tems,

etc.,

BOX

M-149

The Film Daily
N. Y.
Broadway
c-o

1650

C.

tive

and

WANTED

had

previously been associated
as treasurer and director
of FBO.
His first affiliation with
the film business was as an exhibitor

with

him

America

Bethlehem.

Upon
terests,

disposing of his theater

in-

Manager

Theatre
all

— One

for

phases, especially

ing

and

film

Knowledge

South

experienced

in

advertis-

presentation.

Spanish

desirable.

i

;

th«

Lafayette, N. Y.
Convention of eastern Missoui
and southern Illinois exhibitor un
at St. Louis.
Meeting of Connecticut, New Jerse
and New York exhibitors at th
Astor Hotel, N. Y.

—

at

That Al Rockett would
was published exclusively

"Hallelujah"

of

Embassy and

Aug. 19-20

should be imposed on suspended
members. Clark Silvernail told the Astor — "Hollywood Revue"
meeting Saturday that Gillmore has Cameo —"Wrath of the Seas"
Capitol
"The Last of Mrs. Cheyney"
given his last four months' salary to Carnegie
Playhouse "Night
Club"

Derr became auditor of dis2
Univ. Ch. com. ...
bursements of 92 companies allied
FILM DAILY on Sunday.
75
85
pfd
with the Bethlehem Steel Corp Dur•FAST PRICE QUOTED
ing the war, he was comptroll t of
Borzage Arrives Today
n New the Fore River shipyards of the BethFrank Borzage arrives
Overhauling Butte House
York today from Hollywood, on his lehem Slv'p Building Cor]). Later he
Butte
Complete overhauling of way to join John McCormack in Ire- became treasurer of the United Muhere
the
Fox-Rialto
is
planned, land where he will direct the tenor's tual Liability Insurance Corp., and
elates Will Steege, Montana man- first singing and talking film.
The was affiliated with the Bethlehem
ager for Fox West Coast Theaters. party sails Friday on the Aquitania. Ship Building Corp.

dr.

Opening

Aug. 20

ties

TtlE FILM DAILY wh'ch enter into the matter of objecAlbert Rockett for tionable material and seeks to guard
years in charge of against giving offense to any foreign

product'on for the First National
has signed a long term contract with
Fox as associate producer, it was announced Saturday by Winfield SheeHe will be on Sol M. Wurthan.
zel's staff of producers which alreadv
includes George Middleton, Malcolm
Boylan, James K. McGuinness
S.
Chandler Sprague and Tom J. GerRockett will assume duties
aghty.
He w ll leave Hollyabout Oct. 1.
wood in a few days for a vacation
in
Europe.

192'

The Industry's
Date Rook

SIGN OPEN SHOP CONTRACT
(Continued from Page 1)
president of the operators and stage
employes' international, and other
labor leaders.
Ethel Barrymore's statement, says
Gillmore, injured the Equity cause
and forced a crisis. She has attended but one council meeting in ten
years, he says.
The unions, said
the Equity president, have obligations under their agreements, and so
could offer little help thus far. Gillmore says he refused producers' insistence
upon a separate
Coast
Equity branch, also that no penal-

19,

State

qualifications,

reference

salary, in first letter.

BOX

—

M-158

c-o The Film Daily

1650

Broadway

N. Y. C.

!

—

—

:

THE
onday, August

1929

19,

Along The Rialto

-AMD
J HATS

A

Digest of
Current Opinion

with

THAT

M. Daly,

Phil

By PHIL M. DALY
>NE OF our favorite hobbies is
trying to trail current goofy gags
>

The

their original source.

¥7*
-*->

partic-

RNIE MAAS
and

its

Long

Jr.

Island studio.

Before divulging future

and declares the next "feature"

plans, he ups

imprisonment for this
don't like to accuse anypdy unjustly, but we have a sneakig suspicion that Alex Moss is the
Llprit.
He asked us a week ago
fcr
a gag on "Flight," Columbia's

Jake Smith, editor of "The Michigan Film Review" of
is back on the job after a hospital siege.
"After
ten days in the hospital, I am convinced there is nothing like

to

fcnced

life

We

prthcoming
ispect him
liat

What makes

special.

that he was blowing
"Flight" was a money picture.
*

*

The

They are going

A

us

in

Pathe

at

peppy house organ of Don Alexander's organization for

is

*

is

celluloid peddler

wow

portions and once again

amusement which

it

fill

COLOR

must

The

le*

gitimate stage will be the stage of the intelligentsia, the

a
WHEN
obliged

HOBBIES
REISMAN
horseback

every morning.
Side Line

— Pool.

Statistical

Among

P.

Editor,

the most widely distributed
films in picture history were those
dealing with Col. Charles A. Lindbergh's epochal flight from the shores
The Aeronauof America to Paris.
tical
Chamber of Commerce, New
York, estimated that three billions of
people throughout the world viewed
the newsreel films which picturized

censor

board

feels

board.

No.19

CUNNINGHAM

"M. P. Record,"

Seattle

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

The Film Daily

IN

dozens more were taken by newsreel
enterprises in other countries. U. S.
cameramen used more than 42,000 ft.
of positives to
the flight, for

Studio

to consider influences
and results other than those set
down as specific obligations of a
censor board, then it is time that
be
investigation
an intensive
made into the connections and
operations of the members of that

*

Industry Statistics

First National
*
*

Chides Censors for Stepping
Beyond Authority's Border

amateur aspiring to be seen by his
friends and admirers in limited circles. And the sound
and dialogue picture will tower as the one great
form of popular entertainment.""
unrivalled
JOSEPH I. SCHNITZER

socially elite, the

No.19

consciousness, through

visual education, will increase
the feminine beauty of the world
about 100 per cent.
The new
trend in pictures, with the natural
tones of the skies, the gowns,
furniture and scenery reproduced
on the screen, will completely
revolutionize the colors worn by
women within the next five years.
Edward Stevenson,
costume designer,

its

has occupied in the past.

*

*

of Beautiful, Is Opinion

proper prothe limited sphere of

legitimate stage will shrink to

were

Color Films to Increase Sense

:

44The

films

all

"N. Y. Evening Post"
*

says he once

that house's sign

search for the new
expect renewed

may

silent.

named Stanley Robert Oliver and

By JAMES

rides

He

a great gag.

it

terms than when

Charlie Schwartz thinks this business of naming a thea-

salesman

in this

competition from the British film
industry, which is finding in recent developments an opportunity to fight Hollywood on better

this

here racket
presenting us

Famous Film Conversations
"I'm giving you the first crack."

PHIL

talkie

"Mr. Stone and Air. Wood were standing on the corner
and a flapper passed by. Stone turned to Wood and Wood
turned to Stone and they both turned to rubber and then the
flapper turned into a drug store."

ter after a film

is slowly but
necessary for

thin.

And

this

make love
for hubby

*

wear

"The Alexander Co-operator,"

to

becoming

their well-being.
The moving
picture industry is casting about
in anxious doubt for the miraculous formula which will assure
their popularity, once the attraction of their novelty begins to

the picture business," Jake opines

Once again we turn

technique

in

surely

Detroit

thea asks you to imagine what a
have been The S.R.O. Theater

to his wife. The plant
to walk in at the cruial moment and make a scene, thereflirting
by curing his wife of the
But what happens is that Phil
abit.
ills hard for the dame, and really
lakes love to her, and she gets pretty
izzly herself.
Hubby, feeling he has
een double-crossed, beats Phil to a
ulp.
Yes, that's just the kind of" a
reak we'd pick, anyway.
I,

ment

tried to

and ended up on Metro's
Astor?

Last

h what they call a polite comedy of
lupreme merit, "Doing Phil a Favor."
Now, listen to the favor wot they
re doing us:
An Englishman with
flirty wife persuades his pal Phil
:>

at the

knew a

knew it would come
later.
They couldn't keep

n ignoring
Iny longer.

who

companied their noisy advent upon the entertainment stage
something more than improve-

six years

*

we

boner or

its first

the story of the chorine

"Hollywood Revue" sign

take

to

*

Break

may be the future of the talkies— and time
is tending to cast doubts
upon
rather than to confirm the enthusiastic prophecies which ac-

"

*

nr the count, will the fillum makers
cat this as a blackout?

Well,

Ike Walton Club had

Have you heard
make Broadway for

motion
\icturcs of the Singer-Kid Choco\tte fight at the Polo Grounds on
iugust 26 * * * In the event the
plored fighter takes it on the chin

*

WHATEVER

two day outing over
the week-end. Fish was the objective and Peconic Bay, the
hunting grounds. More about this Walton affair later

GOOFY-GRAFS
I

in his life will

entitled to a rest

us

is

"Miraculous" Formula Held
Needed to Salvage Talkers

Editorially speaking, Ernie feels he

he a "short" vacation.
is

O

has severed connections with Paramount

lar one that is absorbing our time
ght now is the wheeze about the
ew style $1 bill. Some bimbo asks
pu if you have seen the engraving
i Lindbergh on this bill.
Like a
tp you pull one of these green seeds
rom your bankroll, the kidder in|>ects it
carefully, and sez: "Aw,
hat guy's
gone and hopped off
pin." Then he also takes a flight
pfore you slay him.
Any day now
e'll be in a position to announce to
pu definitely who should be senlie.

Timely Topics

make

a film record of

which 477,000

ft.

of

negative were exposed.
*

*

*

In 1910, distributors served about
Lindbergh's famous accomplishment. 9,000 theater accounts. Today, there
Three hundred and eight separate are 20,500 on their books, no one
"shots" were taken by the six Amer- company, however, serving all of
ican newsreel companies, and many them.

Federal officials expected to investigate the Northwest Exhibitors Circuit's activities in alleged price fixing.
*

*

*

P. A. Powers resigns from N.A.
M.P.I., casts lot with Actors' Equity.

RIGHT WERE
A FRANCHISE WITHOUT STRINGS
1IFFANY-STAHL Takes

Pride in Presenting

Plan that comes with the Amazing

TIFFANY -STAHL

New Era in

an Amazing New
Motion Pictures.

Every Exhibitor in the United
Details are
States a Franchise of Tremendous Value to Him.
Plain. Read Them!
1.

We

take

all

offers

Risks.

You Assume None.

Exhibitor Obligates Himself Only to Play a Maximum
of FIFTY-TWO Franchise Features and FIFTY-TWO Short Subjects per year, and a Minimum of TWENTY- SIX Franchise Fea2.

tures and
ities

TWENTY-SIX Short Subjects. He Takes no Responsibil-

as to Production.
3.

Exhibitor

is

assured

FIVE YEARS

of Finest

Box -Office

Attractions.
4.

Tiffany-Stahl Stands Behind

every Facility for Exhibitor in the

Its

Great Franchise Plan with

way

of Advertising, Publicity,

Exploitation.
Investigate

shown on

Our Production Programme

for 1929-30,

the Opposite Page.

Take Full Advantage of this Remarkable Franchise
Offer. Get in Touch with any Tiffany-Stahl Exchange
and Obtain Complete Details, or Communicate Direct
with Our New York Office.
All in Dialogue and Sound, with

Tl
72

9

RCA

FFfl'NY
SEVENTH AVE.

Synchronization.

c/>T0

U L

WE DUG

YOU

UP FOR

IT

FOR EVERY EXHIBITOR
tions,

IFFANY-STAHL Herewith Announces Its Special ProducTil
Available Under New Franchise Piatt, Briefly Outlined on

Opposite Page:

"JOURNEY'S END," All-Talking and Sound
Sheriffs Stage Play which

who have

is

thrilling entire civilized world. Millions

and read book

seen the play

Version of R. C.

and

version are waiting to see

hear screen story. A Gainsborough Production, for early 1930 Release
by Tiffany-Stahl. Will be "Road Showed.
For Fall Release the First on Program of 26 All Dialogue
Productions for 1929-30!

—

Mae Murray
The "Orchid
in

who

"Woman

"Peacock Alley"

in

Star"

recently has been breaking box-office records

personal appearances, will be seen and heard and dance in this

daring, spicy extravaganza, adapted and supervised by Carey Wilson.

"Dangerous Business"
Edwin Balmer's

story of "Party Girls" sent out as "love rivals"

against "business rivals"

.

a "best seller" as a book.

.

.

Published serially

.

.

.

in

Cosmopolitan, and

Unlimited exploitation on

this

With

Woman"

to

Betty Compson, George Barraud, Juliette Compron. Adapted

by Nicholas Fodor from the big stage play.
Saville.

A Gainsborough

Directed by Victor

Production.

Leo Carrillo in "Mister Antonio"
With Virginia Valli

Victor

A

Halperin Production.

Booth Tarkington play

in dialect for the

one and only Leo.

lowly youth's love against a rich man's hypocrisy.
fun, pathos.

"The Lost Zeppelin"
With Conway

Tearle, Virginia Valli, Ricardo Cortcz.

adventure. ...

A

his friend.

on board.

.

.

.

.

.

.

husband's

And

sacrifice.

A

...

then the giant Zeppelin.

Directed by

.

.

Lost, with the rivals

An

Guy Empey, author of "Over the Top." Stories
Navy, Aeroplanes there have been a-plenty. But

Written by Arthur

the Cavalry?

Here

it

is,

with

all

the thrills of unbelievable

horsemanship, and a smashing heart story.

cast.

Joe E. Brown, Helen Foster, Wallace MacDonald and a big
Sawdust and canvas, clowns and acrobats ... a kaleidoscope

of action and

thrills.

.

.

Directed by Albert' Ray.

Story by Frances

With

.

.

Dancing.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Alluring

girls.

.

.

from the Emerald

all their

humor and

love"

and

Isle

who

fineness.

It's a

are in the

be announced

broth of a

U.

S. A.,

"The Medicine Man"
With

a star cast.

like a prince

and

him "heart

From
is

He

the stage play by Elliott Lester.

called a quack.

illness."

OUR COLOR SYMPHONIES
to

Romance.

Directed by Albert Ray.

It's

While

he's

dresses

"curing" others a

a laugh and a sob and a

thrill.

ALL IN DIALOGUE AND SOUND, WITH RCA SYNCHRONIZATION

"In Old Madrid." Twelve others

.

It's sure-fire.

sparkling Sally O'Neill and a great cast.

story about folks

gives

Hyland

Music.

"Kathleen Mavourneen"
with

"Painted Faces"
With

A

Heart throbs,

tremendous.

It's

All-Color Technicolor feature.

Edward Sloman.

"Troopers Three"
what of

.

"The Enchanting Melodie"
.

of the Infantry,

.

Love and

wife's infatuation for
.

.

girl

THE

TALKING FEATURES

The Broadway Parade

MADE AT PARAMOUNT

()
\J

Eleven dialogue features have been
produced to date at Paramount's
Long Island studio and at least two

more

known

are
scheduled.

to

be

"The Black Watch"
"On With the Show"
The Four Feathers"
"

Theater

Opening Date

Fox
Warners
Paramount

Gaiety

May

22

Winter Garden...

May

29

Criterion

June 12

"Fast Life"

Ri^
Globe

Warners

Warner

M-G-M

Astor

First National

Central

".'.July

,\\

"Dance of Life"
"Broadway"

Paramount

FJvoli

Universal

Colony

"Hallelujah"

M-G-M

Embassy

'.

.'

.

Aug
Aug
Aug
Aug

30
6

tophone studio.

14
15

Mark Sandrich and Nat Carr

16

A ue 17
Au g.' 20

Make Vitaphone Shorts
Vitaphone shorts made at Warner
Bros. Eastern studio the past week
include Eric Zardo and Guido Cicolini, concert artists.
Joan Ruth, lyric coloratura, is included in the act

which Murray Roth directed. "Somewhere in Jersey" was made with
William Halligan and Mary Mulhern.
Arthur Hurley directed Ben Pollack
and His Park Central Orchestra in
a short.
Colette Ryan and Duke
Yellman, orchestra leader, were filmed

in

—

Brattleboro,
the Princess,

Vt.

—Work

being

proceeding on
her by Charles

is

built

Miner.
Athol,

Mass.

—Talking
Main

installed in the

here by

chain.

—

Atlantic City Joseph
quired a theater site at
the Boardwalk.

Corpus

be

to

is

theater being built
Corp., which operates

G-B Theater

New England

a

equpment

St.,

Christi, Tex.

W.

Salus has acMissouri Ave. .and

— R.

&

R.

Amusement

sponsoring a $250,000 theater here.

is

Pacent Machines
Cleveland Pacent
sound reproducers have been installed in the following theaters, according to Maurice Lebensburger, Pacent field sales
manager:
Capitol,
Delphos,
O.;

—

Cynthiana, O.; Rialto, Kenmore, O.; Grand, Massilon, O.; and
the Virginia, Somerset, Ky.
Rohs',

—

—

Sound-Color Film Being Shown
Fairmount, W. Va. The Virginia
here jumps from silent black and
whites recently, to color and sound
showing "On with the Show" via
Western Electric equipment.

—

1

.

—

The new house
houses are the

— W.

7th

1,200.

Dome,

Palace,
Rialto is dark.

The

Waco
at

to seat

is

Quebe

F.

is

Other

local

Murray and

building a theater

and Washington.

Oceanside, Cal.

— Emmet G.

Martin, Los-An-

geles

for

$100,000

to

architect, has completed plans
theater and store building
erected at North Hill and 3rd.

a

be

Y.—

Peekskill, N.
Excavation work is under
way for the Paramount theater to be built
on Brown St. here.

Tulsa, Okla.— Equipped with RCA-Photophone, the Plaza here has opened.

—

Council
than 500,

la.— Seating slightly more
Majestic here has opened.
Kenton, O. Schine Theaters on Labor
Day will open the theater being built on
Franklin St.
It is of Spanish architecture.
Trenton, Mo.
Reuben Josephson and associates of Kansas City plan a $100,000 theater
Bluffs,

the

—

—

here.

Henn Buys Another
Ga.— P. J. Henn, who

Hanford, Cal.— Fox West Coast Theaters
complete its new house here by Oct. 15
Corona, Cal.— Glenn Harper will open the
Corona here Aug. 29.
Washington Fairlawn Amusement Co is
will

Acworth,

operates the Haven at Canton,
taken over the Golden here.

N

C. J. Frank Murphy is
in charge of construction of the theater being
built on Court St., for Somerset Theaters.
Lawton, Tex. Aug. 25 is date for opening of the new Lawton by the Lawton Theater Corp., which owns all theaters here.

Orpheum.

Gets W. E. System
Redlands, Cal. Fox West Coast
has completed installation of Western
Electric at the Fox Redlands, built
a year ago at a cost of about $400,000.

has

—

a 498-seat theater at 1322 Good Hope
It will be Anacostia's first theater,
Whittier, Cal.
Whittier Amusement Co.
has opened the $250,000 McNees here.
J. H.
Slier,
Henry Gwin and Robert Blair head
to build

Road.

Sound

at

Rockville

House

—

Rockville, Conn.
The Palace, one
of the 12 houses of the Interstate
chain, has opened its sound policy.

to be

tion.

Now

company.
Kenton, O.

the

—

— Schine
—

is

d

Ind

-

-

Sinopoulo

m

,

can

build-

is

RKO.

Julius Petrofsky, who glories in
the
allegation that he is the most homely
a or
P'ctures, is working in
5i
the
Schooldays Frolic" series of
talking shorts being made at

being rushed to com-

Spur which opens bet£e«
Meanwhile, the Lyric hS

,

an inseparable combina-

Ginsberg," for

•He

Ameri-

Sound Recording Corp. studio.
worked at Paramount recently in

Applause."

Others cast in the series
Patti Spears, who recently
Tex.— East Texas Theater, plans played the Capitol and
who has a
re t0 C mpe e W,th Dent
Theate " splendid
voice.
Evelyn Pasquale
and Col.
and^
Col H.
H A.
A Cole,
r ? who
V operate jointly
here pianist, is
another entertainer working in the pictures.
Robinson, 111.— The Robinson Realty
&
Investment Co. has awarded the general
contract
for its new theater to I.
and W. Shoernekau
Henriett Kay, who has pulchrimSOn
^ding
,Jrher°"

'

Bala ban

& Katz

are

to

include

Marshall,

will

'

$50,000
Midland.

cost

tude to various Eastern-made
pictures
is
now in Earl Carrol's

about

Tex.— The Yucca will be opened
It is said to be the most
elaborately
constructed house in the Southwest.

Sketch Book" and booked
with the "Vanities" on its

soon.

Philadelphia Warners is building a $750,000 house seating 2,500 in West Chester.
Greenville, Tenn.
W. G. Carter, who formerly operated the Princess and Palace here,
is sponsoring a $75,000 theater here.

Skowhegan,

Tex.-Work

OkIa 1 0m3 Cit y—John
J
„

—

Pittsburgh H. J. Heinz Co., plans a theater for employes seating 3,000 in its plant
here.
The proposed house is to be wired.

—

Install

Spur,

pletion on
the
Sept. 10 and 15.

architects.

Co.

another subject.

seem

they've completed "Gunboat Ginsberg" at RCA Gramercy
10
They worked together in
alk °f Hollywood," which
»,, directed
TMark
with Nat as the featured name, and later in "Two
Gun

Theaters

Salem, Mass.
Revision of plans calls for
reduction of cost of the theater being built
here by Salem Realty Co., to $500,000.
Previously, it had been planned to build a $750,000 structure.
Rapp & Rapp, Chicago, are

(but he
that he
his wife

expects to retire soon as
Jeannette Stratton-Porter, has a novel coming out under
title of "Freckles
Comes Home," a Doubleday Doran
book. He's directing at RCA's
Pho-

f^

New

W. EDDYi

T LEO MEEHAN says
«• smiles when he says)

Late August will see the start of
"The Laughing Lady," which will be
Jeanne Eagels' third starring vehicle
for Paramount, with Victor Schertzinger directing.
"The Big Pond,"
also a stage play, will be made into
a talker early in the fall with Hobart
Henley as the director.

ARTHUR

\By

,,

RKO

Street Girl "

"Say It with Songs"
"Hollywood Revue"

production.

Distributor

Fu Manchu" Para

"Mysterious Dr.

Features are: "The Letter," "Pusher in the Face," "Hole in the Wall,"
"The Cocoanuts," "Gentlemen of the
Press," "The Lady Lies," "Jealousy,"
"Glorifying the American Girl," "Applause," "Battle of Paris" and "The
Return of Sherlock Holmes," now in

New York Studios

one new °P ener on Broadway in the long-run division,
that being "Hallelujah" at the Embassy on Tuesday.
"College Love" closed at the Colony on
Friday, being replaced by "Broadway."
The line-up:

PktUre

definitely

Short Shots from

NLY

Woodland, Wash.— Aug. 25 is
opening of the new theater here
be operated by an Oregon chain.
Peekskill
N. Y.— Publix is
have cancelled its contract with

is

go

Coast

tour.

date set for

which

to

to

Lewis Hopper

did the stage direcreported to
"
the Thomp- tion on "Fifty Miles from
•on-btarret Co., for erection of a new
theater which C.
B.
and will seek bids locally. Estimated
produced
at
cost of
the theater and site is $500,000.
Pathe Sound Studios recently. HoopHartselle Ala.— The new 500-seat
theater er staged the original Floradora
Sexat Hartselle, work on which is
progressing tette and also
the recent revival of
rapidly, will open on or about Labor Day.
Centre, Ala.
A new theater under con- this famous number.
•truction at Centre is expected to
be completed in time for a September opening.
C. B. Maddock,
is doing some
Athens. Ga.
local syndicate will build
• new theater in connection with a hotel an six talker shorts for Pathe, is cred•tore building, the theater to be operated
by ited with developing no less than 44
R. C. Allen, who has managed the Dixie
stars
which are Charles
here for several years.
Corpus Christi, Tex.—
2,000-seat house King, Louise Groody
Queenie

Broadway

Maddock

—

—A

who

among

A

j»

being

built

Hamilton. O.

at

Chaparraal

— Hamilton

and

and

Mesquite

Theater Corp.

will

build a house at Hitrh and Front Sts.
Galion,
An 800-seat house will be built
on the site of the Royal.
Centerville, S.
M. Egge will build a
$10,000 house.

O.—

D.—

Sanderson, Tex.
a $10,000 house.

— A. D. Brown
— The Yucca

is

building

Midland, Tex.
has been
opened.
Fort Worth. Tex.— The Jesse Jones interests will build a house on Seventh St.

Smith.

What Ziegfeld did by
fying the American girl

way

of glori-

being duplicated by Louis Brock for the Ginsburgs with Mark Sandrich lending
his

directorial

Magnificent"

Brock

is

is

making

ercy studio for

Carr

is

"Ginsburg the

aid.

the

is

title

at the

RKO

of the series

RCA

Gram-

release.

Nat

doing the Ginsburging.

Jack Clarke, radio entertainer and
Fuller in Charge of Branch
Atlanta— George W. Fuller, district dancer, will stage the dances for the

"Schooldays Frolic" series being
is
in charge of the Fox
made by American Sound Recording
following
resignation
of
Corp.
Shapiro, Bernstein & Co. is
William G. Minder, who has been
named district manager for Colum- furnishing the musical arrangements and songs.
bia.

manager,

branch,

Theaters will open the

Barry Macollum, who did his iniImproves Sound System
tial
talker
at
Paramount a few
Ada, O. Improvements have been months ago, is rehearsing in "MounWires Georgiana House
for a theater.
Germantown, Pa. — M. P. Guild, Inc., will made to the sound equipment install- tain Fury," which Dodd Ackerman
Georgiana, Ala. Sound equipment operate
the theater to be built at 20 Armant ed at the Odeon here, operated
by is producing from the play by David
has been installed at the Family here. St., by William A. Groff.
Carl B. Moore.
Davidson, Jr.

—

Kenton here Labor Day.
Fostoria,
O. Toledo-Paramount Corp., is
surveying a site at Main and Sandusky Sts.,

1

I

_

—

THE
londay, August

19,
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Coast Wire Service'

Hollywood Happenings
Songs for "Byron of Broadway"
Nacio Herb Brown and Arthur
•"reed have completed six new num>ers for "Lord Byron of Broadway,"
he comedy of song-pluggers which
Viliiam Nigh will soon start for Mj-M. Marion Schilling will have the

IT

iix

A

Little
from "Lots"
RALPH W1LK

By

Hollyzvood

ead.

SPEAKING
"Our Gang" Troupe
Norman "Chubby" Chaney, from
Added

to

Jaltimore, has been added
loach's Our Gang Rascals.
at

boy

is

the

first

to

Hal

addition

to

the

Rehearsing "Cotton and Silk"
Rehearsals are taking place for the

M-G-M

talker "Cotton and Silk" learning the Duncan Sisters. Lawrence
Gray has the chief male role with
Sam Wood scheduled to direct. The
tory and dialogue are by Byron

Morgan and Al Boasberg.
"Cock O' the Walk" Gilbert Title
"Cock O' the Walk" has been seected as the final title for John
second dialogue starring
Gilbert's
vehicle for M-G-M. It is an adaptation of Ferenc Molnar's stage play

Ethel Wales Signed
Ethel Wales is to play in "The Saturday Night Kid," Clara Bow's new
Edward Sutherland
vehicle which
will direct.

Girl

of the

Night"

rather early for an exploitation
for the picture, but t'other

it is

stunt
night,

Hollywood

cops

took

Lou

car "out of the night" and
Lou had returned
out of the street.
from a long trip to the country and
was too tired to put his car in his
garage.
When he awoke he could
not find his car, but later learned it

had been impounded.

New Fox Film
Who Wasn't Wanted"

Lou,

who

will

of the Night," was
"out" $2.50, the amount of his fine.

exploit

"Out

*

*

*

is busy
Edward H.
Pa the. His work on "Paris
Bound" was so well liked that
he was immediately assigned

at

being cast by Fox.

Bond already have been

It

is

selected.

Ilka Chase in "Rich People"

OLD READERS AND
MAKES NEW ONES EVERY
DAY.

to direct "Rich People," which
will be Constance Bennett's initial talker.
*

*

*

fable— Once

upon a
was a master op ceremonies who had an inferiority comHollywood

time there

*

*

*

Gregory La Cava is becoming an
on railroad accidents,
authority
while his assistant, Paul Jones, is
becoming an authority on air accidents. The director wants to travel
to Kansas by airplane to direct William Boyd'd next picture, while Paul
is opposed to air travel and a strong
"Greg"
advocate of rail travel.
shows newspaper accounts of rail
accidents to Paul, while Paul takes

from a
story by Kenneth B. Clark and will
clipping accounts of airbe directed by Russell Birdwell. Hel- delight in
and showing them
smashups
plane
Ward
and
Garrick
en Chandler, John
is

—IN A PUBLICATION IS
THAT HARD -TO- DEFINE
SOMETHING THAT HOLDS

Griffith

"Olympia" and was directed by Lioplex.
nel Barrymore.

"The

"Out

The new Lusty's

jang since 1927.

Casting

of

A GLANCE AT ITS
CIRCULATION RECORDS

WILL CONVINCE ONE
THAT

to hist "boss."

Added to "Golden Dawn" Cast
Sojin and Charlie Taylor have been

Chase has been selected for cast in "Golden Dawn," which stars
in Constance Bennett's pic- Walter Woolf in a color version of
E. H. Griffith
ture, "Rich People."
ViviArthur Hammerstein's opera.
will direct.
enne Segal, Noah Beery, Marion Byron, Nina Quartaro, Lupino Lane and
Theme Song for Audible Film
Julanne Johnston also are featured.
Victor Young has written "UnderLong-Term Contract for Gilmore
neath The Spanish Moon" which will
Douglas Gilmore has signed a long
serve as the theme song for "In Old
California," Audible's first all talker term contract with Fox following
Lon work in "Married in Hollywood,"
featuring Henry B. Walthall.
Young supervised the production. The Oscar Straus operetta. His next role
song is to be published by Irving will be in "A Song of Kentucky.'
Berlin Music Co.
Chevalier Composer Imported
French composer
Battaile-Henri,
Dorothy Revier for "Tanned Legs"
for Maurice Chesongs
who wrote
Dorothy Revier, Columbia featured valier, has been brought to Hollyplayer, has been loaned to RKO for wood by Paramount to write French
an important role in "Tanned Legs," lyrics of the Chevalier songs in "The
now in production.
Love Parade."
Ilka

a

role

Kathryn Crawford Loaned to Pathe
Buddy Rogers for Gates Story
"Here
novel,
Gates'
L.
Henry
star,
Kathryn Crawford, Universal
been
has
Bandwagon,"
has been loaned to Pathe for a role Comes the
for Rogers.
Paramount
by
acquired
in "Red Hot Rhythm."
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Tomorrow
[N

Germany, there has flourished for a number of years
a good old institution known
s
the vertical trust.
Hugo
tunics, who achieved internaional renown as an industrialwas a leading exponent of
3t,

he theory as it applied to TeuIn the United
onic business.
States, perhaps the outstanding

gure

principle

tri-headed.
controls
business
is

Jnder
it,
vhatever raw materials are re-

Profor manufacture.
UCtion is the second bulwark
and outlets, or
>f the structure
he agencies by which the prodict reaches the public, the third.

hired

In This Field

PARAMOUNT-BUTTERFIELD
DEAL

INJECT

1,

SEEN

— Paramount

will
bv Sept.
the Butterfield circuit of
80 Michigan theaters, it is understood
here. Paramount now has 25 per cent
interest in the chain and with the
interest of Col. W. S. Butterfield.
will control 75 per cent. Radio-KeithOrpheum owns the remaining 25 per
cent of the circuit.
Under the plan.
the Butterfield offices would be consolidated with the Publix headquarters here. Walter Immerman is ex-

Detroit
take over

1

WEST

SETTLEMENT SEEN

he vertical trust family.

on
that

ip

all

sides

such a

How many

Every

evidence

move

is

is

da}'

piling

under wax-

of these industrial giants

develop in films remains to be
seen.
Certainly two Gargantuans at
cast are annexing the necessary materials as rapidly as they possibly
will

can.

An
Tomorrow's

COAST CONSPIRACY CASE
THE FILM DAILY
Washington Indications that the
Federal Trade Commission may not
have to go to the courts to enforce
Washington Bureau of

—

acceptance of "cease and desist" orders against West Coast Theaters
(Continued /»\

Insight
picture

in

this

busi-

Page

8)

will

look

—

to assure

for the parent

company

a

whatever competitive situations may exist.
Production budgets will be fixed on the basis of pre-calculated earnings.
This
w ill be possible since enough theprofit regardless of

aters will be controlled to permit allocation of rentals on a basis that
guarantees a handsome return. Trading between each of these large
groups will increase the earnings of
each, but neither will need the other
to guarantee that return.
Production will be further stabilized and
for the first time in film history, the
(Continued on

Page 2)

THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Jack L. War-

West Coast Bur.

—

ner left
night for
pose of
brothers

New York

for

last

the announced purdiscussing with his

and

Paramount

of-

the deal for amalgamation of Warners and Paramount. Until the conferences
are completed, the plans cannot be divulged, he said.
ficials

GOLDEN STATE DENIES FOX
DEAL;

PIM
—

San Francisco Complete denial of
recent reports that the Golden State
Theater and Realty Corp. was negotiating with Fox West Coast Theaters for the sale of its circuit, is
made by F. H. Fmmick, president
and Robert A. McNeil, vice president and general manager of Golden
State, who deny that any deal or negotiations have taken place for the
sale or merger of their theater chain.
(Continued on Page 8)

Company, Reports Say
Organization plans of the consolidated company being proposed in
the reported Paramount-Warner deal,
now are understood to be under discussion and proceeding so rapidly
that announcement of the deal is
expected within a day or two.
Paramount-Warner Bros. Corp., is
understood being considered as the
name of the proposed amalgamation.

The new company,

it

is

said,

would

issue stock on the basis of 1%. shares
of Paramount for \ l 2 of Warners.
Under the plan, each company
would retain its separate identity,

with

all

theater operation

vested in

Adolph Zukor is slated for
presidency of the new company, it is
said, witli H. M. Warner chairman
Both
of
the board of directors.
Paramount and Warner stocks were
Publix.

active
at 73

yesterday the

Yu

the

latter

at

former closing
64J4.

Address Tri-State
Meeting in N. Y. Thursday

Myers

to

Abram F. Myers, president and
general manager of Allied States
Coast
Ass'n, will address the tri-state conContinued vention of New York, New Jersey
Plans
DAILY and Connecticut exhibitors scheduled
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM
r
est Coast, Thursday at the Hotel Astor, New
Fox
Hollywood
which plans expansion eastward into York.
At that time, the franchise
and
Tiffany-Stahl
of
Phoenix, Ariz., Richards & Nace proposition
stronghold, is reported holding an
are expected to be outlined,
option on six southern New Mexico together with the new lower-priced
(Continued on Page 8)
equipment being brought out by

Expansion
Fox West
Eastward

W

RKO

Gillmore Leaves Tomorrow to
Seek to Enlist Canavan 's Aid

Film Fan Magazine to Be
Marketed in Five and Ten

Parties Working Out the
Details of New Holding

/

EXPANSION

—

Arbitration Petition

something like this:
is Circulated in Texas
You will find two, and maybe
Dallas Texas has been divided inmore, but not many, companies with to zones with a branch manager in
enough manufacturing sources, -which charge of each zone in a state-wide
mean studios and talent, and out(Continued on Page 8)
lets, which mean theaters, sufficiently self-contained within themselves
ness

Price 5 Cents

1929

Admits Deal

of the
Now match up these three hasic pected to be general managerTrendle
combined
circuits,
George
picmotion
equirements with the
genera' supervisor.
ure industry and you will come to
he conclusion, because you have to.
hat this business is very definitely
IN
naking its bid for membership in

tnd

20,

PARAMOUNT-WARNER MERGER
ANNOUNCEMENT IS AWAITED

Henry Ford.

is

The

ALL THE TIME

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood With members of Ac-

—

RCA-Photophone.

on Franchise
Proposals Slated in Ohio

3 Meetings

Columbus— Ohio exhibitors are being urged bv the state unit to hold
attend
off on bookings until they

one of the three district meetings
Equity Ass'n free to negotiate
for Cleveland, Cincinnati
Marketing of a motion picture fan for their services under standard scheduled
between Sept. 3 and
Columbus
and
magazine, together with a love story, contracts, and President Frank E
and Tiffanythe
which
at
detective story and home magazine, Gillmore preparing to leave for New- 10,
are slated to be outfranchises
Stahl
is planned by the F. W. Woolworth
York tomorrow night, in an effort lined as well as the new equipment
tors'

RKO

chain of

and ten cent

stores.

The

international

to
proposal of RCA-Photophone. W. M.
magazines, which are expected to association of stage employees and
president of the state unit, atJames,
have combined initial circulation of operators, the next step in Equity's
where
tended the Chicago sessions
1,000,000, will be issued monthly and drive for an Equity shop in pictures
were drafted.
agreements
Allied
the
Page 8)
five

sold exclusively to

Woolworth.

enlist the aid of the

(Continued

on

l

THE

S&Ok

DAILV

T-S Force Enthuses
Over Franchise Plan

Financial
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The Outsiders
And what about

the companies and
You
the theaters on the outside?
are asked to remember that trade
evolutions, or revolutions, always result in scuffed knees and smashed
Everybody will look propheads.
erly sympathetic and murmur, "It's
too bad" and that, exactly, will be
as far
as it will go.

KANN

Grant Stewart Services Today
Funeral services are to be held at
today at the Little Church
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West

Warner
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Bureau,

Hollywood

—What

at

5 Houses, Publix
Boston Day and date runs

85

—

theaters
Publix.

of this

zone

Plan

LEE GARMES
Director

of

Lighting

for

Photography and

f

National

|

First

Yitaphone.

|

AVAILABLE IN
SEPTEMBER
GRANITE
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—

Averts Fire Panic
Dorchester, Mass. Quick thinking

—

"Halleluiah," King Vidor's story
life, on which the director
has been busv for the past fourteen
months, will have its dual New York
nremiere tonight at the Embassy and
the Lafavette in Harlem.

Corona

of negro

THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles Thomas Meighan's
Vitaphone production, "The Argvle
Case" will have its premiere at the
Corona, Corona, Cal. Aug. 29.

"Gold Diggers" Opens Aug. 30
Aug. 30 has been set as opening

Charlotte Office for Speak-O-Phone
Charlotte T. H. Leivie of Greensboro, N. C, representative for the
Speak-O-Phone Corp. announced that
plans are under way for establishing
a Carolina office here.

—

date of the new color, singing, talk"Gold
production,
ing
Vitaphone
Diggers of Broadwav" at (he Winter

Garden

R-K-O

in

New

York.

to Produce on Coast
Stebbins Back on Job
Keith - Orpheum plans a
Detroit S. J. Stebbins, who has
vaudeville production department at been ill for the past three months,
Los Angeles with Macklin Megley has assumed his duties as general

Radio

in

—

-

charge.

|

Dorchester.

Princess.

1

City

at five

—

Bureau,

1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Perm. 3580

planned by
the proposed ar-

—

Coast

Vaudeville Acts

is

Corner, averted probable panic when
a fire broke out in the projection
Operetta Opening Aug. 29
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY room.
The fire occurred during a
Hollywood "Married in Holly- matinee and the damage resulted in

West

Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard
J

on the part of employes of the Fields

at

AGENCY

Houses in
rangement are Scollav Square. Olympia, downtown, the Fenwav, Uptown,
the
Central
Square.
Cambridge;
Capitol. Allston, and Fields Corner,

a ten weeks' vacation.

Meighan Premiere

VAUDEVILLE

believed by
inside job" is

is

Wiring Columbus, Miss., House
wood," Fox operetta, will have its the loss of one reel of film.
Western Elec- prenrere Aug. 29 at the Fox Carthay
Columbus, Miss.
tric equipment is being installed at Circle.
Neero Film Premiere Tonight
the

Pinehurst.

AMALGAMATED

in Hollywood
THE FILM DAILY

detectives to be "an
the robbery of $15,540 from safe of
the Warner here. The robberv was

•LAST PRICE QUOTED

playwright
Grant Stewart,
George Arliss in N. Y.
and one of the founders of Actors'
George Arliss, Warner star, has arEquity Ass'n, who died of angina rived in New York from Califonia
pectoris at Woodstock, N. Y. Stewwhere he spent the last six months
art until last spring was editor of
Vitaphone talkHe wrote or on his first two
"Equity Magazine."
GodGreen
"The
pictures.
ing
collaborated on more than 40 plays
"Disraeli," both of which
and
dess"
and librettos.
were directed by Alfred E. Green.
Arliss soon will sail for England for
Louisville Manager Dies

—

unit at

Four New Jersey Houses
Not in Gottesman Deali

$15,540 Robber's Loot

Day and Date Runs

10
75

in
63, actor,

Louisville
C. C. Atkinson, manager of the Strand here, died after
He was 26 years of
a brief illness
ape. Burial was at Brandenburg, Ky.

hibitors'

discovered by Manager Horton Kahn,
when he opened the safe vesterday
The safe was locked and all windows
and doors were secure until the manager entered.

198

75

The Industry's
Date Book

new

Weakly and Les Wolfe, salesmen; Al
Bolfson, manager of the Philadelphia
exchange and A. J. Fisher M. Shul-

2

.

the

I

1

COUNTER

5

pfd

34

85^

3 Vi

192<

Four houses owned by the NewTheater Corp., Newark, were
Jersey
E. J. Epstein and John P.
1.700 man,
100 Stapleton, salesmen: Harry Brown, erroneously listed in the Alfred E.
200 manager of the Washington exchange Gottesman houses bought by Warnand J. B. Fields and J. Ginsberg, ers. These are Cameo, American and
7,500
salesmen;
Irving
Hanower. Bert Bergen, Newark and Roslyn, Roselle.
Freese and J. Farkas, of the New The New Jersev firm purchased the'
York Exchange, were present with houses from Gottesman in July and
is continuing to operate them.
600 Meyers.
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BOND MARKF.T

AO

Keith

5

20

where Trans-Lux
•Univ. Pict

headed.

24^
25^

1,100
3.100

r

CURB MARKET

Bal.

Close Sales
34

20,

franchise
plan adopted by Tiffany-Stahl and
Allied States Ass'n, marked a meeting of the eastern division sales force Today:
Opening of "Hallelujah" at thr
in New York yesterday, at which W.
Embassy and Lafayette, N. Y.
C. Gehring, western division man- Aug. 19-20 Convention of eastern Missouri
and southern Illinois exhibitor until
ager, presided.
at St. Louis.
Those present were A. L. Selig. di- Aug. 22 Meeting of Connecticut, New Jersey;
and New York exhibitors at the
rector of advertising and publicity;
Astor Hotel. N. Y.
Carl Goe, assistant general sales manAug. 30 Opening
of
Diggers
ot
"Gold
ager; Sterling Wilson, of the home
Broadway" at the Winter Garden,
office sales force; S. F. Juergens and
N. Y.
C, Steele of the finance department; Sept. 28 First issue of Hearst Metrotonci
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manager

of the

Fox

house.

A

"Regular" Vacation

fun

At

rest

recreation

BLUFF HOUSE:

looking

hundred

feet

95 miles

from

among

the

tains.

overeight

Delaware:
above sea

the

level:

New York
Kittatiny

BLUFF HOUSE

City:

Mounoffers

the advantages of a good
hotel: as well as every form of
all

outdoor sport.

BLUFF HOUSE
BOX A

PIKE COUNTY
MILFORD, PENNSYLVANIA
H. J. DYNES, Owner
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THE CERTIFIED REPRODUCING DEVICE

\ady &> l)elire^/

TONE
'Built

GRAPH
Like

a Baft/ah Ip

THE SYNCHRONOUS REPRODUCER WITH THE NATURAL TONE
The Instrument You
Have Been Waiting
For.

TONE-O-GRAPH
DISC

No

Who

Double Channel

C Latest Type

of

NoComplicated Parts

Pick'Ups

Amplification

En-

to

titled to the Best.

Has Heard It—

Consists of
1

is

dorsed by Everyone

REPRODUCING UNIT

After Regrets.

Your Audience

Approved and En-

9

Powerful

Dynamic

£t

Get Out of Order-

p a d er

Speakers

Give them

First Class

Reproduction
by Using the

Full

Resonant Tones Reproduced by this Unit
Will

Amaze You.

TONE-O-GRAPH
Is

Foolproof

A
SIX

*

You

for

Box
to

Run

Test

Tone-O-Graph Has
Been Running Over
Six Months in a Broadway Theatre Without
a Breakdown.

Office—

Wickersham 1458

ceipt

Silent

or Talkies

Booth

tract

HAS NO BATTERIES

TYPE

M. D.
FOR THEATRES1

2 M. D.

FOR THEATRES-

SEATING UP TO 2000

of

Your Con-

by Our

Own En-

gineers.

*

1800

SEATING UP TO 500

TYPE

*

2500
Easy Terms

WIRE OR WRITE

DON'T EXPERIMENT!

Money
Can Buy. Tone-O-

Buy

the Best

Graph Has Been Tested for Over Six Months

and About $80,000
Spent on the Production of This

Wonder-

ful Unit.

OUR REPRESENTATIVE WILL CALL
Manufactured and Distributed by

NORTH AMERICAN

— Factory
Stillwell

6009

SOUND AND TALKING PICTURE EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
565 FIFTH

AVENUE,

Made

Ten Days After Re-

Enabling

Easy Terms

MONTHS

— Executive

trol

A Monitor Horn

Installations

Motor with Con-

Drive

TONE-

O-GRAPH. The

V ariahle Speed

Q Special Gear
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PLAYING

AT!

NEW YORK
PARAMOUNT
AUGUST 23d

M
1^1

f
1

DAY AND DATE
BOOKINGS

IN

TWO

GREATER NEW
YORK ACE HOUSES
Nation-wide broadcast!
Tune

in

on

KOLSTER HOUR,

August

21, 10 P. M., and hear Eddie Quillau
sing "Little by Little," featured song

—

J%+

in

"

THE SOPHOMORE— over

the

COLUMBIA SYSTEM.

'Book this one by all means, showmen, and make some moneyfor yourselves
"

r H'

l^^lfc^^WF

FILM MERCURY

r

EDDIE QUILLAN,
SALLY O'NEIL and
From the story
by Corey Ford. Adapted by Joseph
Supervised by
Franklin Poland.
Directed by
William Conselman.
Leo MeCarey.

Jeanette Loff.

"THE SOPHOMORE"

Time! Booked to play the New
York and Brooklyn Paramount Theatres day and date, starting August 23,

"THE SOPHOMORE"

for Big

ready for the BIG

CLEANUP.

makes Eddie Quillan and gives
O'Neil the best opportunity of her career, and the reviewers are right!

The reviewers
Sally

is

is all set

say

it's

the picture that

This picture has every sure-fire ingredient of entertainment. The fizz and
parties,
jazz of modern youth in up-to-date college life— crushes, proms, petting
the type
hilarious hazings, football, comedy galore— with Eddie Quillan in just
with a
of role that everyone admits he does best— a wise-cracking college boy

bubbling sense of

humor

that always gets

him

into trouble.

Quillan and Sally O'Neil score a knockout when they sing
Bobby Dolan.
"Little by Little" featured song written by Walter O'Keefe and

And Eddie

PAT

H

E

THE

29th Instalment, 'Sound Patent 9 Series
nated, and thus to give a directional
quality to the reproduced sound.
is

ON-FILM SOUND SYSTEMS
This

ment

is

in

the twenty-ninth instala scries

"Sound Patents,"

of articles dealing with the patent
Iiistory of sound and synchronization devices in the United States,

the usual manner and from this
a positive cylinder of celluloid
is
formed. The
positive
cylinder
thus formed is then placed on a
jn

mold

The arrangement of the apparatus
shown in Fig. 2 in which (40)

represents the sound box and stylus
that travels in the sound groove (15)
while the reproducing amplifier or
loud speaker shifting contacts are
placed as at (42) to contact through
the openings (20-23) with the metal
drum (30). Eight of such contacts
(42) are positioned side by side and
operate eight respective shifting de-

3

:

3

\t

3

!

O^. /

England, France and Germany.

!:

,

A somewhat

similar effect is sought
United States patent No. 1,591,081
issued to Asa L. Curtis on July 6,
1926, but in this apparatus but a
single record groove or track is required.
The arrangement of the

//

/-^

/s

/<?
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i

/3

in

film

is

shown

in Fig.

drawings, which

1

is

which are placed, at suitable intervals, openings as indicated at (20, 21,
22 and 23). A number of contact devices, sho_wn in Fig. 2, are arranged
to rest on the film in the path of the
openings (20-23) so that whenever
an opening comes beneath the contact
be closed that
will connect the reproducing stylus
and sound box traveling in the record
groove with a loud speaker placed
relative to the screen to correspond
with the position in the scene at

which

a

the

circuit

will

respective

a
a
u
D
n

D

of the patent

provided with a
series of pictures (14), marginal perforations (11 and 12) and a sound
record groove (15) on which the reproducing stylus travels. To the
right of the sound record grooves are
placed a number of spaced tracks in

device,

n

sounds

D
D
D
D

D
D
D
D

3

=

3
3
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Illustrating
trail;

i

of an electro-magnetic nature,
the construction of which being obvious, is omitted from the patent.

vices

D
D
u
a
n
D
D
u
D
n

n
D
o
D

Kaiser metliod of forming sound
and attaching it to film. U. S. Patent
No. 1,605,661

:

i

The use of a magnetized wire is
also mentioned as an alternative to
the groove (15), the position of such
magnetized wire or ribbon (17) being
shown in Fig. 3 of the patent draw-

:

3

A
-

3
3

:

3

-

3

:j

3

;

3

:

3

:

:
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ings.

United States patent No. 1,605,661
issued to J. Kaiser on Nov. 2, 1926,
describes a method of forming a
Fig. 6 Kaiser system. U. S. Patent
sound track and attaching it to the
No. 1,605,661
film.
An apparatus for recording the
sound simultaneously with the pic- mandrel (13), as shown in Figs. 3
tures is shown in Figs. 1 and 2 of and
and rotated, while a knife
4,
drawing. In the arrangement (14) cuts the cylinder in
the
a helical
shown in these figures a camera (1) path to form a long strip of celluloid
is driven from a motor (2) through
containing a continuous sound record.
a shaft (5), gear wheels (7) and
The continuous celluloid sound record
sprocket and chains (9 and 8) re(16) thus formed is attached to the
spectively.
The shaft (5) also drives side of the picture film
(17), as
through bevel gears (10) a wax re- shown in Fig.
6, in the proper spaced
cording cylinder (11) for a phonorelation so that each sound accompagraph (12) to which the sounds are

LI

D
-n.

origi-

nies its corresponding picture.
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/t /7
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D
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The arrangement of the. reproducing stylus (18) on the sound groove
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-----ac'O

27

D
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D
G
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n

Fig.

a

n
D
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(19)

D
C

O
Additional
system.

D
Three drawings which
l

nited

illustrate
lustrate

States

Asa L.

Curtis' s

1926.

Patent

m

Patent

through an electric circuit
and suitable amplifiers to the

horn (20).
Another way of forming the

S

I

S.

mitted

D

D

Kaiser system.
U.
No. 1,605,661

is shown in Figs. 7 and 8, the vibrations of the stylus (18) being trans-

a
a
o
a

7

1

sound system,
No. 1,591,081

drawings illustrating Kaiser
U. S. Patent No. 1,605,661

-

patented

in

the

transmitted from the stage. When
the wax record has been made on the
cylinder, a negative mold is formed

cellu-

loid strip (16) is to cut the mold into
a long strip containing a continuous
sound groove and to then pass this
continuous metal strip over the cellu-

and to soften the latter and
press the matrix or negative sound
record strip into the celluloid, and
thus form the sound groove therein.

loid strip

!
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Along The Rialto

-AND
THAT'S
l\ON HANCOCK, who
"

presides

publicity fur Van
ntcrpriscs, just dropped in

over

Beuren
to

h;is

lie

Canada.
i'd

ustcards which he sent us every day
"Are you
Ik was away on his trip.
lying to kid us, Don?" asks we. He
and mumbled:
feted embarrassed,
It must be that invigorating CanaV'know, Phil, it's
Itau atmosphere.
Dp strong that if you're not used to
just knocks you unconwhy,
pious the same as if some one hit
To which we salbit with a club."
"Canadian Club?"
To which
led:
Ik did not reply. Why should he?
it

i,

NEW
of

tell

been away vacationing
He seemed quite mystiwhen we produced a series of

that

I-

M. Daly,

Phil

PHIL M. DALY

\By

A

Digest of
Current Opinion

with

THAT
YORK

sizzled

Jr.

day yesterday with reports

all

impending Paramount-Warner

the

deal,

lack

Warner's statement on the Coast, definitely statin" it
would be closed within a week, was the first official or
semi-official admission that the oft-denied deal is on
and near consummation
Gathering of E. V. Richards, Austin Keottgh, Abe
Warner and Sam Morris for lunch at the Astor also
looked upon as significant

;

"

*

*

*

since he

GOOFY-GRAFS
Denver they are trying

In
ct

Lunnon

In

"Fashions

to cn-

an ordinance requiring a licensed
in every film house that

threw

raving

they're

Love"

in

over

Sam Dembows,

Jr.,

Adolphe

Menjou's

He's getting plenty of publicity,

walked off the Paramount

a real surprise

in

the

Sam Katz

lot

The

by his wedding.

were

you

hint;

Union
livery
•

will

home

First

Housewives'

know, the
want an

electrician in
that uses an electric iron.

fcmce the Frigidaires eliminated the
cenian, something really should be
lone in the interest of home enterainers.
*

*

*

"Bill"

// your fuvorite cigarette loses in
he blindfold test at the dishwashnonchalant
ers'
be
convention,
bight a Murad blindfolded and tell
the Old Gold people this is a cock\\yed world with a lotta cockeyede

—

.e

Baron,

ridicule has killed

J.

wedding party

RKO

production chieftain, says that
the theme song

Robert Rubin of

Now Fox

Yurrup

Emgeeem

is

gets back today from

declared ruling that

The

Seventh Ave. are hoping the
night

juice

doub-

all

bow about

and imitations are out henceforth

drinking scenes?

drink

stands along

Roxy continues with mid-

shows

i/rcs in it.

*

*

*

44 The men whom

Tom, Tom,

the piper's son,
Stole a fillum
But they caught the bum.

went about

Secret Ambitions

STUDIO OFFICIAL: To convince his secretary he's really a great
executive.
»

*

*

DEFINITIONS
CENSORS: Why should we
our

post-office

printing

I

have seen succeed best

in life

have always been cheerful and hopeful men,

*

*

faces,

their

business

with

a

smile

upon

and took the changes and chances of

tal life like

this

who
their

mor-

men, facing rough

and smooth

alike as

it

came.

tt

mailing privilege

CHARLES KINGSLEY

by

nary vogue is another story.
After spending large sums in
equipping their theaters with the
indespensable
projection
machines, many exhibitors declare
that the American film distributors exact such exorbitant terms
that any extra profit due to in-

creased receipts at the box office
is
often swallowed up by expenses.
"London Daily Telegraph"
*

adjustments will go a long way
Inward settlement of their problem.
But rental adjustments
alone will not make for permanal

theater success. * * *
Novelty, that first attracted the
public, is no longer a box office
magnet. * * * The new order
in this business has settled itself
down to an even course and the
old order of showmanship must
again assert itself.
Selling the
picture to the public is as necessary today as it has always been.
Ben Shlyen, Editor, Associated
Publications, Kansas City
ent

*

*

Contract Adjustments
Vital to Exhibitor Optimism

Holds

UNTIL

satisfactory

adjust-

ments are made in existing
contracts
and exhibitors have
some assurance that conditions
under which they must continue
to operate will give them a fair
share of the revenue earned by

any business and impera-

in

amusement enterprises.
Anna Aiken Patterson in

tive

in

'Weekly Film Review," Atlanta

salesman?"

No.20

HOBBIES

*

relief that is to be afforded
exhibitors in the form of rent-

-*•

Famous Film Conversations
"Believe a fillum

*

rpHE

tial

*

*

talkies are destined to enjoy a very long
lease of their present extraordi-

pictures, they cannot be expected to have the confidence and the
healthy optimism that is essen-

lose

what we think?
*

"

*

Nursery Crimes

*

WHETHER the

Old Order of Showmanship
Held A Necessary Step

Jack Warner's eastward bound on that Paramount deal.

ling

Mur-Ad

I

—o—

Questions Length of Life
To Be Enjoyed by Talkers

Kents and

S. R.

Electrician

Ijses electrical appliances. * * *

Timely Topics

Industry Statistics
By JAMES
Statistical

P.

Editor,

No.20

CUNNINGHAM

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

The Film Daily

IN
having

BUSTER
TON

is

KEA-

an ardent

yachtsman.
Side Line

— Bridge.

a $14,600,000
Municipal realty assessments on tops the list,
land is valof
which
the
assessment,
many of New York's "main stem''
Fox pays taxes
ued as 16,600,000.
considerably
theater
are
buildings
on $7,500,000 for its Brooklyn house,
more impressive than a great num- second on the list; Loew's State is
Roxy's at
ber of other business structures in assessed at $5,000,000;
RKO's Hip, $4,200,000;
this city of skyscrapers. Twelve the- $4,500,000;
ater holdings, on New York's roster Gaiety, $2,330,000; Astor, $1,900,000;
of many hundreds, represent a com- Rivoli, $1,850,000; Globe. $1,200,000.
bined realty assessment of $53,180,- In some cases, the assessed valuation
The of the land is higher than the theater
000, based on official records.
Paramount theater-building and land buildings.

Sid

Grauman

to build another

Los

Angeles theater.
*

Operators'

more
houses.

pictures

*

strike

go

*

threatened
into

if

Broadway

!

THE

-^2

DAILY

SEnLEMENT SEEN

Gillmore Leaves Tomorrow to
Seek to Enlist Canavan's Aid

WEST

IN

COAST CONSPIRACY CASE
(Continued from Page

Fox West Coast Expansion
Plans Eastward Continued

1)

and other organizations are seen in
the reports of compliance which are
heing received from the various respondents in the case.
Several of the respondents have already submitted such reports, it was
learned at the commission Saturday,
and they are now being studied with
a view to determining if they indicate full compliance with the order.
These reports are expected to drift
in over a period of several weeks,
as the various respondents study the
commission's order and make a decision as to their compliance with it.
In the meantime, the suit brought
by the Dep't of Justice against West
Coast has not progressed materially.
nor was any decisive action anticipated until

hang

usually

since

fall,

fire

legal
over the

months.

Pathe Eastern

Work

Bureau,

Coast

—

and has bought the Universal house
summer at Eugene and Corvalis, Ore. The
Coast chain has also made a deal for
the Broadway, Idaho Falls, Idaho.
Deals have also been made for theaters at Medford, Ore., and Salem,
matters

expansion proRram.

firm's

at the plant.

Fox

Sam Dworsky

to

Merrill,

Court Suit

Operate at Merrill, Wis.
Wis.— H. J. Fitzgerald has

announced the taking of a IS year
Harry Mack- lease on the A. L. Robarge theater
Film Renovating Co., of Amer- here with an option of renewal for

Dworsky

an additional ten years.
According
to Fitzgerald the house will be the

the

of

Dworsky Machine Works, have been
out of court.
The dispute

first

settled

involved patents on film cleaning and
The pending
processing machines.
suit has been withdrawn.
Fire

at

It

of a series of Wisconsin

seeking to take over
is
Capitol here, it is reported.
Denial of the deal has been made,
but reports persist that it is on.
Bligh's

Arkansas Film Fires

Two

film

fires

in

Latarte at Fort Fairfield
Fort Fairfield, Me. Grover E. Lafarte has been appointed by Publix

—

temporary manager of the

Parkre-

Gordon who has

signed.

Arbitration Petition
is Circulated in Texas
(Continued from Page 1)
drive to secure exhibitor signatories
to a petition favoring arbitration. Attempts to sell film are being put aside
in favor of this campaign, it is said.
This is a move against action of the
Texas exhibitor unit in withdrawing
from arbitration.
It is said to be a
purely local plan of the Film Board.
Many signatures are reported to have
been received.

Animated by

SOUND

ESTABLISHES
NEW RECORDS
EVERYWHERE

Ben Harrison
and

Manny Gould

Distributed by

Columbia Pictures

The Comto the building.
munity at Pine Bluff, operated by
Otto Siegle, had a similar experience.

The Utmost

in

Sound

Entertainment
Warner
San

S.

F.

Francisco

Exchange Ready

— On

or after Sept.
the local Warner exchange will be
located at its new quarters at Broadway and Champa Sts. The building
is to house, in addition to the Warner exchange, Vitaphone distributing
offices, the Continental Supply Co.
and the Witmark Music Co.
1

Copeland With Columbia
Dave Copeland, former
assistant branch manager for TirranyStahl has been appointed manager of
the Montreal branch of Columbia.

made.

IN

Theaters

—

equipment

Installation of talking picture equip-

ment in all the larger houses of the
Golden State chain are rapidly being

KRAZYKAT

—

Two

House

from Ackerman. Harris and Oppen.

K47*
SHATTERING RECORDS!!!

damage

of the house.

1)

"Golden State Theater and Realfl

K^AZY

Fox Seeking Salem, Ore., House
Fox West Coast
Salem, Ore.

—

—

Bristol

— Sound

which

Arkansas, near Memphis, cost more
RKO to Operate Pantages?
than $1,000 in damage to films, booths
Portland Operating control of the
and machines. F. G. Roberts reportlocal Pantages house is to pass into
ed a blaze in the projection room of
the hands of RKO. Sept. 1.
Jack
his
Rialto at Searcy, but without
Johnson, will be retained as manager

Detroit

I.

Western Electric equipment
and be known as the Fox.

Memphis

as

R.

being built correctly for sound
will be delivered to the new owners

Sept. 30,
installed

—

replacing Frank

Sound For
Bristol,

are

Birmingham

Birmingham, Ala. The Belle theater at
Gadsden, Ala., operated by
Will B. Wood, was partially wrecked
by fire. The blaze was discovered in
the operating room and after firemen
were called and it was thought they
had extinguished the fire, it broke
out again on the second floor.

—

business manager of the operators'
union, was sentenced to 30 days in
jail and fined $100 and costs in town
court here yesterday, following conviction on a charge of hiring his 14year old stepson to place stench
bombs in the Capitol, East Haven
The bombing, which took place Aug
disrupted the show.
13,
Moriarity
posted bond of $500 for appeal.

has been installed at the Pastime.

Differences between

Sam

PLANUXPANSIOIt

(Continued from Page

two or three

THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Fox West Coast has Operators' Union Manager
acquired the El Capitan, San FranGuilty in Stench Bombing
cisco, from
Ackerman and Harris
New Haven Morris Moriarity
West

—

and

Gillmore states he

will return here within

Fox West Coast
More Far West Houses

Fox Expected to Enter
Photophone studio Sept. 1, when its 1st Run Field at Charlotte
contract with Sound Studios expires.
Charlotte Fox is expected to build
Several units making comedy shorts
a theater here in connection with the
for the company have been working

ica

being awaited.

DEAL;
1)

FOXi

From

Pathe will probably shift its Eastproduction activities to RCA

ler of

is

GOLDEN STATE DENIES

weeks to renew the

1)

ern

Settle Their

(Continued from Pane

1929

20,

fight.
Corp. is not for sale," said McNel
the
beginning,
Gillmore has upon his return from Yosemile NsJ
theaters.
These are the Pastime and
Kimo, owned by Bachechi Amuse- sought the co-operation of the labor tional Park.
The firm, he says, has plans unment Co., Albuquerque, the Sunset, unions, he says, but these have been
owned by Barnett Amusement Co. hampered by contractual agreements. der way for expansion which include
Albuquerque; Giles Masters' Rex A final appeal was made ten days purchase of the New Santa Cruz at
and Strand and L. M. Fairchild's El ago to Canavan and this may bring Santa Cruz from Louis R. Greenfield;
rebuilding of the Fairfax, Oakland,
Morro at Gallup, and Lyceum at results, he says.
Gillmore says the ban on standard recently destroyed by fire; appropriaClovis, owned by Hardwick Bros.
contracts was rescinded, because it tion of $150,000 for the conversion
would not be fair to submit loyal of the Sutter at Sutter and Pierce,
Acquires members to further
losses, through into a neighborhood theater; acquisition of the Amazon, San Francisco,
unemployment.

(Continued from Page

Shifted to Photophone Wash.

Mackler and

Tuesday, August

PRODUCED BY WINKLER
Western Electric Recording

Winkler

Sound Cartoons

Fellow" Needed

'Little

Louis Meet Hears

St.

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

fc NEWSPAPER

/RLMDOM
VL. XLIX No.

Wednesday, August
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Different
W\OR

King
courage,
will
and
deserves
M Vidor
conhave heaped upon him
slerahle credit for "Hallelujah."
} veered sharply from the
generally
a
in
track
laten
his

|>rthy attempt to film a crossl;tion of negro life in America.

As an

artistic

and explorable

21,

1929

Price 5 Cents

TRADE COMMISSION STARTS
NEW BLOCK BOOKING PROBE
Industry Prosperity Declared to

Demand Small Town Showman

loduction then, this departure
Its
extremely interesting.
box-offices,
<reer at the nation's
i

TO HAVE 3

N.

—

be decidedly dubious
Ikause the picture, undoubtedly $2 RUNS SIMULTANEOUSLY
rrect in its interpretation of
With nationalization of its ex- night.
tgro psychology as it is, is
Helpful co-operation between all
change system completed and its
lilt of subject matter hardly of
Columbia elements of the business was advosales force consolidated,
cated by R. F. Woodhull, M.P.T.O.A.
e type that carries widespread
Pictures is preparing for its greatest
and C. C. Pettijohn, couniblic appeal.
Brandt de- president;

I; hold| to

i

season,

Spots— Good and Bad
In

its

essentials,

this

President

clares, stating the

he

story of

life

Southern negro is engrosBefore the ending, however
iiK'.
smooth development strikes sev-

Joe

new

al

jarring notes

ct

that

which seriously

(Continued on Page 5)

ALLIED CHALLENGED TO

preceded.

which

i

his

>per

may

It

that

relentless fury kills the
of

his

love

inter-

drops

affair,

YOUNG READY TO GO

ap-

LIMIT

JANSON

SAYS

—

Minneapolis Eagerness of L. A.
Young, president of Tiffany-Stahl, to
assure exhibitors a fair deal was
Northwest
stressed at the recent
meeting by Oscar Hanson, general
sales manager of Tiffany-Stahl, states

dramatic construction.
There are, however, many se- "Greater Amusements."
uences of power and they impress
"All of Young's .millions." he
(Continued on Page 5)
strangeness,
lie onlooker with their
reciably

in

or the narrative

and

its

it

may seem

far-fetched

o comprehend how the desires and
•motions of a set of black men and
women can hit so closely home.
When you realize, however, that
those motivations are kin of all humans no matter what the color pig-

ment
tion

said.

—

Allied
Challenging
Louis
St.
States Ass'n, to cite specific injustices
of the standard contract and arbitration, if such exist, and calling for a
"cards on the table" policy in bringing about betterment, C. C. Pettijohn,
counsel of the Hays organization, addressing exhibitors of the eastern

Missouri and southern Illinois unit,
declared producers and distributors,
"recognize the need of and sincerely
(Continued on Page 7)

background

oncern a world far removed from the
tandards and understanding of the
As you read this in imvhite man.
lersonal type,

POINT CONTRACT ILLS

af-

Vidor attempted to
>ver too much ground, but praccally the entire concluding footage,
r from the time that Zeke, the hero,
been

ive

2)

simultaneous showing

started by

norig the

3
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(Continued on

film year will

of their skin may be, this reacfar more clear.

becomes

No Middle Ground

is

Under Scrutiny
Washington

THE FILM DAILY

— New

investigation of

block booking in the industry is under
way, by the Federal Trade Commission coupled with a survey of the
situation, so far as observance of the
Code of Ethics adopted by the Trade
Practice Commission is concerned.

The commission, which in fall will
go into Federal Court, New York,
and ask for writ enforcing its cease
and desist order against Paramount,
involving block booking; and theater
acquisition, is particularly concerned
with the agreement made at the conference as respects separation of features and shorts in block booking
contracts.
This agreement, a voluntary concession by distributors, provided that booking of features was
not to be made contingent upon
booking of shorts or vice versa.

EQUITY FIGHT RENEWAL
IN

FEW WEEKS PROMISED

Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Within (three weeks,
Frank Gillmore, president of Actors'
Equity Ass'n will return to renew the
fight for the Equity Shop in films, he

West

TALKERS AfSILENT PRICES STEFFES HITS CONTRACT AS said
New

—

to leaving yesterday for
York. In the East, Gillmore is
to confer with Equity leaders, William Canavan, operators' and stageEXHIBITOR
UNFAIR
hands' head, and American Federaof Labor officials, after which he
tion
Louis— Proclaiming his belief
St.
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
to continue the campaign.
expects
Washington Under five-year fran- in the principle of arbitration and
personally guaranteeing to defend any
chise arrangement made with
in
Set?
and Tiffany-Stahl, talkers of these case that an exhibitor might bring
standof
the
validity
the
approximatest
to
court
at
supplied
firms will be
throughout the
belief
General
W. A.
contract,
exhibition
tely silent prices. Abram F. Myers, ard
Paramount- Warthe
that
trade
Allied States
president of Allied States Ass'n de- Steffes, as champion of
ner amalgamation is about to
(Continued on Page 7)
continued
clares in a statement released here
consummated,
be
(Continued on Page 7)
yesterday despite the repeated
"Cock-Eyed World" Does
denials that any deal was under

FRANCHISEMARANTEE?

—

TO

prior

W

RKO

Deal

will
Commercially,
"Hallelujah"
prove very spotty.
It is distinctly
in First
$173,667 2nd
a class picture and further, there 19 Features
closely behind its first
Trailing
Quarter
seems to be no middle ground for
Season
established a world's recwhich
it.
Audiences will either like it a
including week
features,
Nineteen
motion
lot or they won't.
Most of them, "Broadway," and two Carl Laemmle ord for a week's run of a
gross
a
up
rolled
Roxy
the
picture,
it is our opinion, won't.
specials are set for release during the
Page 2)

Roxy Week

"U"

KANN

of Ethics

Being Complied With
Washington Bureau of

Louis Small town exhibitors
must be "saved" if the film industry
Y. is to prosper, it was the general theme
of addresses before the annual convention of the eastern Missouri and
southern Illinois exhibitor unit here,
which wound up with a banquet last
St.

Manner Code

(Continued on

Page 2)

(Continued

on

way.

Between

theaters

are

1,400

and

involved.

1,500

These

would be operated by Publix,
under terms of the reported
merger plan.
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Wednesday, August

"Cock-Eyed World" Does
Industry Prosperity
$173,667 2nd Roxy Week
Demands Small Showman
(Continued from Page

of $173,667
"The
of

(Continued from Page

1)

during the second week

Cock-Eyed

World,"

as

against

$174,391 for the first seven
days of its engagement. On a basis
PUBLISHER of seven shows a day, including a
JOHN W. ALICOATE
midnight performance, or 49 for the
Published daily except Saturday and holidays week, the picture took in $3,544 a
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y. ana performance.
at
XLIX No. 44 Wednesday. Aug.21.1929 Price

Vol.

5

Cents

Wid's Films and Film
President and
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann, Vice-President
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer,
Business and Advertising Manager. Entered
copyright
Folk,

(1929)

Inc.

by

W.

J.

Alicoate,

19 Features in First

1

The Industry's
Date Book

1)

the Hays organization, while
A. Steffes, Northwest unit president; and Judge Thurman. attorney Aug.
for the Inter-Mountain States Ass'n,
both members of the Allied States
Ass'n, outlined the advantages of the Aug.
and Tiffany-Stahl five year
franchise plans, stating it represents
the most practical way to save "the
Aug.
sel

21,

of

W.

22

29

RKO

little

fellow."

Meeting of Connecticut, New Jt
and New York exhibitors at
Astor Hotel. N. Y.
Opening of "The Argyle Case'
the Corona, Corona, Cal.
Opening of "Married in Hi
wood" at Fox Carthay, Los
geles

30

Opening of
Broadway"

"Gold
Diggers
Winter Gar

at the

"U" Season Quarter

N. Y.
Woodhull advised exhibitors to
Sept. 28
First issue of Hearst
Metroi
take an active part in community afNews (sound).
first quarter of the new season by fairs
to win
public goodwill and Oct. 7-10 Meeting of S.M.P.E. at Torontd
Universal.
All are scheduled with checkmate chain competition, declar- Dec. 9-10 Meeting of North Carolina
hibitors' unit at Pinehurst.
sound and dialogue although silent ing that independents and chain operversions will be available on these, as ators should co-operate to solve probwell as all other films of the new fea- lems general to the industrv.
THE FILM
Resigns as
way, New York, N. Y.
Phone Circle 4736 ture line-up.
For the balance of the
As
early as last May, the Hays
4737 4738 4739.
Cable address:
Filmday, vear.
four Carl Laemmle specials and organization took steps to give reh'ef Vice President
New York.
Hollywood,
Ralph
California
Maurice Goodman, general coi
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd.
Phone Granite 25 features will be released.
to exhibitors "caught" with sound
6607.
London Ernest W. Fredman, The
picture contracts at prices they could sel for the Keith interests since 191
Film
89-91
Renter,
Wardour
St.,
W.
Gets
at not afford to pay," Pettijohn stated. has resigned as vice president
Berlin
Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne.
I.
as second class matter,

May

21, 1918, at the
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the act
March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free)
of
United States outside of Greater New York
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
Foreign, $15.00.
Subscribers should
$3.00.
remit with order.
Address all communications to
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Louis—The M.P.T.O.

of East-

C.

Wehrenberg was

elected president

and Oscar Lehr, treasurer.
scrap, the new house to be constructAt a banquet held last night and
ed on the St. Francis site. The local
given by General Talking Pictures
situation has been swinging in favor
Corp.. manufacturers of De Forest
of Fox since opening of the new
Phonofilm, R. F. Woodhull, Fred
Fox, also seating 5,000.

Wehrenberg.

Carewe and Foxes Arrive
Edwin and Mrs. Carewe and Finis
and Mrs. Fox have returned to New
York from Europe and leave today
for

Blue
Portland

Mouse

Hamrick's
Blue
Mouse is undergoing considerable
remodeling and is expected to be
reonened within a few weeks.

in

barrel

4/

40mm — 75mm Astro lenses
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LOUIS BROCK
Producer

State

for

at Globe Theater,
N. Y. C.)

"GUNBOAT GINSBURG"
"GENERAL GINSBURG"
(in production)

Starring

especially
film

in

presentation.
desirable.
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The Film Daily
Broadway
N. Y.

"YOUR SERVICE HAS PROVEN TO BE ENTIRELY SATISFACTORY AND A TREMENDOUS AID TO BUSINESS."
Braiiwood

c-o

1650

to Business

advertis-

reference,

BOX

Nat Carr

RKO RELEASE

South

experienced

qualifications,

3.5.

Film Daily. 1650 B'way. N. Y. C.

"TWO-GUN GINSBURG"
(now running
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salary, in first letter.
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Let Us Solve Your Problems
MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

2
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*LAST PRICE QUOTED

Stebbins,

Heads U. A. Chicago Branch

—

Chicago -Edward Grossman, formerly with Warners, has replaced
William Rosenthal as manager of the
United Artists branch here.

1540

B'WAY

Leterman
& Gates
INCORPORATED

N.Y.C.

TELEPHONE BRYANT

NEVER DISAPPOINT'

!

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

3040

j

1

ators Warner and Mogler and Representative Hiehl were speakers.

Chicago en route to Hollywood.

Carl

BOND MARKET
A-O

Keith

St.

As soon

resignation is accepted and
successor named, he will resume p
vate practice.
Goodman return
last
week from a tour of Euro)
his

Paramount

37/

Cap
F-L
Exch

P.
Para.

U

Radio-Keith-Orpheum.

Hit Copyright Bureau and
Its Practices at St. Louis

house long run films. Legitimate pol- ern Missouri and Southern Illinois at
icy of the house will not be inter- its final convention meeting yesterfered with, it is stated.
John C day passed a resolution denouncing
Smith, manager of the Portland, will the Copyright Protective Bureau and
have supervision over the Heilig.
its practices.
Sales
The organization approved the
....
to Enter 5,000 principle of arbitration and frowned
1,400
200
Seater in 'Frisco Scrap on ain- discussion to withdraw from
5,600
its practice in
this territory.
Fred
San Francisco Paramount will en-

128
9754 17,400

99^

*Keith A-O
*do pfd
Loew's Inc
*do pfd

Close
34
24
25

197/205

pfd

Fox Fm. "A"

—

Portland,
Ore. Paramount
has
secured a second theater here, the
Heilig, which, after remodeling is to

Financial

Con.
Con.

Second

Portland for Long Runs

Harle.
de la

A.

[PIOWFIIM
mmii\im
INCORPORATED

-

220 WEST 421° STREET

NEW YORK

Phone: Wisconsin 6876

ALLAN A.LOWNES. CEN.MCR.

THE LIVING SIGN
East and West

FROM THE LIVE COMPANY
Unquestionably the most sensational stunt ever devised*
Dancing chorus on Astor sign draws thousands to M-G-M's
newest smash hit on Broadway* Astor Theatre SJR.O* sell-out
duplicates current Los Angeles $2 engagement of "Hollywood
Revue"the screen's newest miracle talking, singing, dancing show*

NOT ENOUGH $2 THEATRES FOR
n/1-G-M'S GREATEST SHOWS ON EARTH!
There are plenty more Road-Show -Size
hits

up

Leo's sleeve in addition to these!

HOLLYWOOD REVUE
Angeles

HOLLYWOOD REVUE
Astor Theatre,

Graximaris Chinese, Los
$2 TWICE DAILY

$2

$2

Frisco,

DYNAMITE
Carthay Circle, Los Angeles
$2 TWICE DAILY

Chicago and

TWICE DAILY

HALLELUJAH
Embassy, New York
$2 TWICE DAILY

M *„!*-

York

TWICE DAILY

HOLLYWOOD REVUE
elsewhere

Opens soon Boston,

New

E

Mayan, Los Angeles
$2 TWICE DAILY

HALLELUJAH
New York
TWICE DAILY

Lafayette,

$2

METRO-GOLD WYN

THE

—AND
J HATS

Along The Rialto

THAT

with

By PHIL M.

DILLY"

THALPH

STITT, Publix publicity
**> palpitator, took a week-end trip
to Saratoga to check the running
time on a coupla featured acts known
as hoss races.
Ralph is rather hazy
about all the details of the tragedy,
but he dimly recalls meeting a guy
named Al Jolson, who assured him
that there was a fortune wrapped up
in a plug in the last race.
One of
these under cover inside tips that
only Al and 7,000 other regulars knew
about, and as a special favor he was

WELLS,

K.

A

M. Daly,

Phil

DALY

AJ

Digest of
Current Opinion

Jr.

"The Cock-Eyed World," now goaling 'em at the
Roxy, is in Noo Yawk on a leave of absence from the Fox
studio until Oct. 1, when he starts work with Raoul Walsh
on a new nicker. While East, "Billy" will do his yearly

life

ing fillum pictures.
When this picture-making bug gets a guy, it can
even force a good actor to quit his

spiration hook-up fits into the scheme of things.
Sol's
a worthy addition to any organization, and besides he
owns screen rights to the Harold Bell Wright novels.

Ralph

letting

in

on

it.

So

after

bet

which

on,

around

was

still

ambling

track.
Right there he
started
taking his first horseback
lesson, a long ride from Saratoga to
York. Having bet his bankroll
on the four-legged disaster, including his railroad ticket, there was
nothing else for him to do. For the
rest of the week R. S's capable and
charming
secretary,
Miss
Peggy
Mahoney, will caution all callers not
to mention Al Jolson or hoss races
or
there
will
surely be another
Greene Murder Case for Paramount

the

New

GOOFY— GRAFS
John Barrymore started out in
making sketches for New York
newspapers. * * * # Now he's mak-

life

stunt of writing

:

You Guest

It

Imagine our embarrassment when
we picked up the current "Michigan
Film Review" to find that it had reEdgar
printed our adaptation
of
Guest's poem "How To Be A Captain," which we parodied into "How
To Be A Manager."
But what
caused us to lose our Murad nonchalance was the fact that they gave
Edgar Guest full credit, with this
note: "Mr. Guest, America's leading
poet, is well known to most MichNow you know
igan exhibitors."

44

firmly believe that talking pictures will revo-

lutionize the

HOBBIES
HAL ROACH

(yGl

!-ii

is

expert polo player.

/ip|||\.
B

Defeat and Wishes It Luck
HPHE Actors* Equity Ass'n lias
retired temporarily at least,
from its attempt to unionize
Hollywood. This outcome of a
two and a half months' fight cannot but be disappointing to those
who have marvelled at the way

A

which the members of the acting profession, known for
their
diverse
temperaments,
have
in

worked

together for the comgood. * * * Whatever may
have been the cause of the failure, we can only wish
Equity
better luck when it tries again.
"A. Y. Evening Telegram"

mon

*

amusement

business of the entire

will actually be

go on record

it is

hard to

tell just

on international

as stating

that

it

what

its

art, I desire

effect

to

D.

WILLIAMS

Side Line

— Bridge.

!

Industry Statistics
By

JAMES

Statistical

an

P.

Editor,

CUNNINGHAM
The Film Daily

*

on 80 per cent Equity casts for
talkies. The Barrymore-Gillmore
fight and the strike's close came
about, according to Gillmore, becase
Miss
Barrymore talked
when she should have kept still,
and, according to Miss Barrymore, because Gillmore let it be
understood that the producers
had accepted the 80 per cent proposal when they hadn't, and such
conduct disgusted her.

The cause

of Equity's setback
that.
Some of
them are that talent varies and
the public will pay varying prices
for it; that talented people are
born
individualists;
and that
there are more actors than there
are actors' jobs.
"N. Y. Daily News"

deeper than

*

*

Sees Immediate Problems in
Sound As Serious Matter
sound boom has come tc
earth with a dull sickening
thud. Talkies as a novelty mean
nothing at the box-office today.
Quality alone tells the story. But
the exhibitor who has not yet
done so is confronted with the

THE

never will destroy it.*7
J.

*

Holds Equity Setback Is Due
to Wide Variety of Reasons
T^EN days ago Gillmore offered
* to compromise with the producers. Equity would insist only

*

world, and while

No.21

\1

I

alternative of installing a firstrate equipment or closing.
David Barrist in

really are.

TOT

Praises Actors' Equity in

lie

work.

who we

c

responsible for the dialogue of

George White's "Scandals"
There's a real thrill in the work Will H. Hays is doing for shut-ins in supplying nickers. Makes you feel
proud
Anna Aiken Patterson, who does such a
good job of publishing "The Atlanta Film Review," has
acquired her second Atlanta theater
Richard F. Hoyt, of Hayden, Stone & Co., a banker
who has figured in many pitcher deals, commutes by airplane
Warner Baxter recalls the days when he was
a steam shovel salesman
Add things-we-ref use-toget-excited-about, Ethlyne Claire has been named an
honorary member of the marine corps reserve
Among the exhibitor leaders at the Astor are Kenneth
Fitzpatrick of Fitzpatrick & McElroy, both members of the
team of Rickards & Nace, Louis Dent, Bill Gueringer and
Karl Hoblitzelle
Mermaids and mermen of the "U" home office held
races last eve in the Park Central pool
Olympic
scouts were barred
F. J. McCarthy, First National's Buffalo boss, is in New York for a few days
Now the New York Capitol is offering midnite
shows at 50 cents per
It wouldn't seem like
rillum biz with Sol Lesser not in production, so the In-

the race, Ralph caught the plug he

Timely Topics

No.21

"The Exhibitor" Philadelphia

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

IN
throughout while in others, productions which
countries
Thirty-one
the world enforce laws and regula- are considered by governing bodies
tions governing the admittance, or to be pernicious to the morals of
attendance, of children at theaters youth are not permitted on screens
showing motion pictures, according while children are in attendance
to a survey of 47 countries, made by Ages of minors affected by these
Louis B. Mayer buys 12 James
the International Committee for the laws range as high as 18 years.
Oliver Curwood stories.
*
*
*
*
*
*
Protection of Children, which revealThree-fourths of the entire daily
ed that, in the majority of countries,
Loew to build two theaters in
regulations specify that an adult ac- attendance at picture houses in the Times Square section.
company a child at a film showing United States is composed of adults.

;

THE
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Columbia Tries Out Equipment
i

of three

the

of

which

firm's

COMPANY GIVEN TESTING

he

will

"Flight,"

the

as

negotiated

I

A

featuring

two named now arc being

last

for.
"\Ve have the confidence of the exhibitor,"
s.iiil
Brandt, in predicting a banner year
"and that means more to us than anything
We have always lived up
<-N<- in the world.
t.i
any promise we have ever made, and
theater-owners know we shall continue t< do
Mr.
Our every endeavor will always be to
>

HANSON SAYS

(Continued from Page

roadshows
Jack Holt
PRIVILEGES FOR DEVICES
land Ralph Graves, and to he shown
at the George M. Cohan; "The Song
Through an agreement with Westof Love," starring Belle Baker, and ern
Electric, the sound department of
"Broadway Scandals." Theaters for
has been given the priv-

shown simultaneously
are:

LIMIT,

ontinued from Page 1)

(

Broadway

pictures at $2 top.
The
three films

I

YOUNG READY TO GO

Y.

$2
L.ii

—

— Coast Wire Service—

COLUMBIA TO HAVE 3 N.

Columbia
ilege

of

testing

out most of

West-

ern Electric's new devices in its plant,
prior to the adoption for general use
of these new improvements.
Among these innovations is the introduction of the .0005 inch duraluminum ribhon. The light valve, pro-

means

Little
from "Lots"

described

it

as

a

live

and

let

live

policy.

RALPH WILK

By

1)

"will go back of this project in an
effort to oust monopoly and give exhibitors a chance to thrive."
He

is Mr. Young's ambition, "Hanexplained," to produce the finest
pictures possible.
To produce what
an unlimited amount of money can

"It

Hollywood son

liffERVYN LE ROY, Hollywood's

*"

youngest

director,

First National.
"Little Johnny

He

busy

is

recently

at

finished

Jones" and his new
assignment
is
"Playing Around."
Me will follow this with "Show Girl
m Holly-wood," designed as a special.
*

*

*

make
if

all

of

it

the explicit purpose of producing pictures that will satisfy."

Hanson

Lou Lusty,

His money,

possible.

necessary, will be appropriated for

to

Attend Tri-

in describing a friend,
.laid, "He's so talkative that when
yon are with hini yon have to make

converting changes
State Meeting Tomorrow
"This year in the 'Prosperity (iroiip' we of electric energy into corresponding
have a lineup which we believe represents
Oscar R. Hanson, general manager
changes of light energy; this is done
the greatest program we have ever assembled.
of
Tiffany-Stahl, will reach Newan
appointment
width
mechanically
controlling
the
to
by
get
a
in
word
facilities
Columbia Studio talking
•'The
York
tomorrow in time to attend the
small
aperture
which
in
turn
edgewise."
of
a
Coast.
most
efficient
on
the
an- among the
*
tri-state convention of New York,
*
*
So thoroughly modern arc our sound re controls the amount of light going
cording devices Western Electric sound in
through it.
This light is used to exRev. Xeal Dodd, pastor of Holly- New Jersey and Connecticut exhibigineers use Columbia studios as testing labpose the film which is known as the wood's "Little Church Around the tors at the Hotel Astor.
The Tifnew accessories and un
its
for
oratories
Many of the latest devices are sound track. By means of this new t orner," performed many marriage fany-Stahl franchise plan will be disprovements.
before duraluminum
studios
the Columbia
tried
out
ribbon, it is possible ceremonies
cussed in detail, and Hanson will
for
the
silent
screen.
This nteans
being placed on the market.
obtain
high
recording Now he and his choir boys are being tell of the manner in which the plan
to
quality
productions,
the
all-talking
in Columbia
that
great im- used in sound pictures that use
recording ob- which is of particularly
exhibitor is getting the best
mar- was received by Middle West and
portance in the case of recording riage scenes.
tainable.
Northwest exhibitors.
"We go into the held this season with a music.
*
*
*
vides

goods.

the

Idelivef

for

ill

national sales and distribution
This places us in a better
ever before to «ive the exposition than
hibitor the utmost in cooperation and service.

Another improvement is a new
method of equalizing the volume of
recording. By means of this equaliza-

has honestly and consistently
exhibitor the best possible box

possible to use with reoral means as well as electrical indicators in checkiner up the
relative volume of the recorded sound.

100 per cent
organization.

"Columbia
given

the

Some idea of
values for the money.
office
in
these values may be obtained through
When
sideling our list of short subjects.
'The
release,
first
the
consider that
you
Skeleton Dance,' is the only subject, short
Roxy
Theor feature, to be rebboked at the
of
ater, you get some idea of what we are
i

tion,

it

is

liability,

Still

another development

is

the use

of reflecting sets on sound stages in
contrast to the method adopted by
most studios to treat sets acousticfering in the way of one-reelers.
"Our •Columbia-Victor Gems' are consid- ally so as to reduce reverberation to
Using hard sets (as
ered top-notch entertainment and suitable foi a minimum.
They are feature they are technically known) with a
every theater in the land.
'The
productions in everything but length.
Parlor Pest' was unreservedly recommended
by the reviewer of 'Life,' who is regarded
as one of the most hard-boiled critics in the
'The Parlor Pest' has been booked
country.
for a simultaneous run at the New York and
Brooklyn Paramount Theaters.
"The Fox circuit has booked 'Talking
Screen Snapshots' solidly for its chain in
These are but a
the New York district.
few of the contracts that are flowing into the

Columbia

offices.

Prosperity
for
the
contract
(.roup came from a chain in Kansas City
This has been followed
the City Theaters.
by other circuit contracts. In each case these
theaters signed up for the Prosperity Group
Among the first runs
without reservations.
next-year's
already signed for ColumlMa's
product are the following, chosen at random:
Fay's, Rochester, Rochester, N. Y. ; Hippodrome, Baltimore, Md. Ritz, Clarksburg, W.

"Our

first

;

Va.;

Vox,

Klamath

Riverside, Calif.;
Rapids, Iowa;
Grand,

State,

Falls,

Ore.;

Golden

Iowa Theater, Cedar
International

Falls,

Minn.; Capitol-Orpheum, Aberdeen, S. D.
Hudson. Richmond, Ind.; Capital, Marshalltown, Iowa.
"Judging from the volume of business
already signed up, I feel safe in predicting
that the coming season will be the greatest
in the history of Columbia."

Wage

Boosts Sought by
3 Crafts at Cleveland

—

Cleveland Stagehands,
operators
and musicians here are seeking wage
increases when their contracts expire
Sept. 1.
Committees recently were
sent to New York to dicker for the

new agreement.

proner

microphone

placement, results in better recording, as it preserves most of the high frequencies
which are ordinarily absorbed hv
treated sets.
With the completion

channel Columbia

now

sound stages.

"Lady

of Lions" will be the
of the 12 subjects in the
"Sporting Youth" series that
Ben Holmes will direct for
Universal.

N. W. Committee
to Rate Theaters

first

*

Dorothy
Term.,

girl,

is

a

Clarksvillc

who made good

in

Holly-

wood. Her first picture was "Black
Magic," made at Fox by George
Seitz.
Later, Dorothy won the role
of "Bianca" in "The Taming of the
Shrew" and now she is under a five

year contract with
*

Ben
rector,

*

*

the
has four

W

Hoffman,

St.

Paul;

Bennie

Grand Forks, and one other

Berger.
to be

named.

becoming a familiar

Omaha Meeting Lauds
difig-

RKO-T-S Franchise Plan

—

Omaha Eighty-five per cent of
ure at Warner Brothers. He
new ed Al Green on the direction of exhibitors who attended a district
com- "The Green Goddess" and "Dis- meeting here signed the RKO and
assist-

of

RKO

M-G-M.

Silvey, veteran assistant
is

—

Four
of
five
the
of the committee which is
to rate theaters of this territory for
the
and Tiffany-Stahl franchise plans have been named.
They
are: Otto Raths, South St. Paul;
M. Miller, Cloquet, Minn.; H. E
Minneapolis

members

*

*

Jordan

Named

Tiffany-Stahl franchise agreements.
W. A. Steffes, Northwest unit president, acted as chairman at the sesyears'
nine
after
a
Wilbur,
Crane
Producing
President C. E. Williams of
sions.
in
screen
absence, will return to the
10
Shorts for 'U' the M-G-M production, "Cotton and the western Iowa and Nebraska unit,
Sam Von Ronkle, producer of Silk" featuring the Duncan Sisters told the meeting what took place at
the Chicago sessions, where the francomedy shorts will feature vaude- which Sam Wood is directing.
plan was ratified, and termed it
chise
ville and screen headliners in a sera "life-saver" for the independent exies of ten two reel silent shorts for
Buys "Decency"
hibitor.
Universal's new schedule.
Lou Ar"Decency," stage play written by
cher and Vernon Dent will be seen Arthur Gregor, the director, has
in the series.
The first subject is been bought by Max Reirrhardt for Sono-Art to
Tie-up
"Whose Wife?" being directed by Kaethe Dorsch. John G. Summer
or
Richard Smith and Harry Edwards is writing the adaptation for the
with Mildred Harris in the feminine German stage.
Whether Sono-Art Prod., will hookwrote
also
Summer
lead.
Ruth Hiatt has the featured the German adaptation of "Bad Ba- up with one of two national distribrole in "Firebugs" the second short.
which was also bought by utors with which negotiations are
bies,"
Pierre Couderc and Hal Yates are Reinhardt.
"Bad Babies" was writ- said to be in progress, or establish
writing the stories and dialogue. The
its own exchange system, is to be
ten by George Scarborough.
series is scheduled for release once
decided following return to New
a month beginning Oct. 9th.
York Monday of George W. Weeks,
Loder
Howard Casts
company.
John Loder has been signed for vice president of the
lining
Hollywood
in
been
has
Weeks
Hurdy"The
Completing "Painted Angel"
the romantic lead in
William K. up materials for production, among
which
Man,"
Gurdy
Production is nearing completion
next picfor Fox. Loder which is Eddie Dowling's
on First National's "The Painted Howard is directing
Renaud
by
Glory"
O'
"Blaze
ture,
in "Rich PeoAngel" featuring Billio Dove and recently finished work
Hoffman.
ple," for Pathe.
Edmund Lowe.

plete

raeli."

*

*

*

Von Ronkle

Two-Reel

Make

Open Own Exchanges?

.

No. 9 of a Series

Columbia Score* Again!
CJilm Critics dverifwhereSay
VetyJVice Things About-*

J UST

few years ago three men
launched a new company into the independent production field. They made
single and two-reel novelty and comedy
subjects, which they released through
the states rights market. The company
was known as C. B. C. Sales Corporation
the initials being taken from the
initials from the surnames of the three
a

—

fuA A**"

„

HUMORESQUE

«*»'

into the production

of feature length motion pictures, and

name was changed

to

Colum-

bia Pictures Corporation.

„

and their

tives

pictures

of this firm's execu-

ability to

that had

make

quality

genuine box-office

value soon received wide recognition.

The demand for

this

company's pictures

At the beginning Columbia

markets.

—covering

their

In establishing

its

specific

national

regional trade press, recognizing the

value of a "localized" sales mes-

sage.
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This Advertisement appeared

exchange system Columbia continued
making its sales messages through the
full

^19"

**«

—

St.

in a recent issue of

L~K

M*.:

AUUbu*

Dfat.

C

SS30 OUt.

St.

Associated Publications

pictures

were brought to the attention of exhibitors by the states rights exchanges
who advertised them in their regional
trade papers

aenf

t**

£gg(B

Kuu.

steadily increased.
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MARVELOUS
SYMPHONIC SCORE

i»3

,
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V«i

EANNIEHURSTSIORr

The enterprise

5?*

'

„3<»
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SEQUENCES

The next step was
the firm

PICTURE THAN

,«*
<*>**£'<* «"!

TENSE DIALOGUE,

partners.

**'»

A GREATER BOX-OFFICE

town by town. It builded its
organization region by region. A national market,
It sold its

pictures

comprised of a lot of "local" markets.
And today Columbia has its own exchange system
covering the entire country and is among the front
ranks of picture producers and distributors.
after

all, is

—

Film publication headquarters Associated Publihas been an aid to Columbia in its
cations, Inc.

—

growth

to national importance.

ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS,

INC.

FILM TRADE TOPICS, San Franci.-co; MOTION PICTURE TIMES, Dallas; MOVIE AGE, Minneapolis; THE REEL JOURNAL,
Kansas City; MOTION PICTURE DIGEST, Chicago; MICHIGAN FILM REVIEW, Detroit; EXHIBITORS' FORUM, Pittsburgh;
THE OHIO SHOWMAN, Cleveland; NEW ENGLAND FILM NEWS, Boston; EXHIBITORS' TRIBUNE, Atlanta

''EACH IN ITS FIELD — THE EXHIBITOR'S HOME PAPER''

—

THE
Wednesday, August

<2^

DAILY

1929

21,

Allied States Challenged
To Point Out Contract

STEFFE8 HITS CONTRACT AS

TO THE E
(.Continued from Pane

1)

M.P.T.O. of Eastern
Missouri and Southern Illinois yes-

Ass'n, told the

standard contract
was bad from beginning to end. The
Statement came as answer to the
challenge hurled down by Charles C.
Pettijohn for Allied to name specific
complaints against the contract as it
stands today.
the

entire

answered

Steffes

Pettijohn's

elsewhere

(published

dress

in

adthis

He urged
edition) in a fiery address.
local exhibitors to withdraw from the
arbitration board as now constituted
on the premise that the uniform contract was unfair to the exhibitor. "1
am not trying to sell you men the
idea of abandoning arbitration but T
present system of
object to the
things," he remarked in declaring 18
states have withdrawn from arbitraproceedings.

tion

Steffes

charged that as early as the

showing of "Don Juan" in New
warned
York in
1926
he
had
Will Hays and Pettijohn that they

first

should exercise the necessary sense
and courage to protect the industry
from an avalanche of sound installations, pointing out that if they failed
small independent
to do so. every
theater in the country would be put
lie
out of business,
point that he didn't

emphasized the
want to remain

business by sufference, but believed he had a right to continue because he was part of the business and
had helped to develop it.
Touching on the work of the M.
P.T.O.A., Sleffes said the organizain the

had

tion

accomplished

wonderful

He said as
things, but not enough.
far as he was concerned his interests centered entirely around the exhibitor and that he didn't care if any
producer or distributor continued in
business.
Tiffany-Stahl and
with their five year franchise plan
he said, made possible sale of film, to
theater owners at a price they can
afford to pay.
have crashed
the market," he continued.
"There

RKO

"We

no longer a score charge. That is
out and any exhibitor who pays that
charge today is just a simple sap."
R. F. Woodhull. president of the
M.P.T.O.A.. followed Steffes.
He
said this was no time for wisecracks
or the playing of politics, but that
the small exhibitor had reached the
crossroads and something had to be
is

done promptly to relieve the

situa-

tion.

"We

adopted arbitration as a forin the progress of a great
industry," he declared.
"There are

ward step
still

some spots where

tion

system can be improved upon

and
"I

I

it

the

arbitra-

will be."

am

still

sold
that

100

per cent

on

the principle
we should settle
our disputes from within the industry and not resort to the courts," he
added. It was his opinion that legal
battles would only open the way to
governmental regulation and the fixing

of

prices

Ills
FRANCHISE GUARANTEE?

(Cunt in licit from Page 1)

want an

terday

TALKERS AT SILENT PRICES

by the government.

intelligent business organization of theaters owners in each of the
recognized distributing centers of the
United State-."

Pettijohn in his speech did
mention Allied by name, but
pointed reference was obvious.

not
the

"Il is about time for somebody to get up
on his hind legs at one of these conventions
and tell the truth. Possibly Missouri.
The
'show me state', is a good place to do it,"
said

Pettijohn,

"You men

are business men and you are
confronted with serious business problems that
can only he solved in a business-like way.
Calamity howl
Agitators, soap Ikix orators.
seekers have nevei
cm-, and personal publicitj

solved a single problem in the history of this
Petty politics
business and they never will.
has no place in the councils of this business
and must be kept out of it at any cost.

"Let me make one thing clear right in the
The M. P. Producers and Distributors and Film Hoards of Trade recognize
the need of, and sincerely want, an intelligent.
beginning.

constructive business organization of theater
owners in each of the 32 recognized distributing centers of the United States wherein are
located Film Boards of Trade and arbitration
These 32 exhibitor units need the
boards.
national office of a national organization, if
vou prefer to call it by that name, located
in the city of New York, or elsewhere, which
can co-operate with the national organization
of any other branch of the industry.
Such
•xhihitor organizations, all honestly and emeient'y officered, would be welcomed by every
other branch of the industry anil be a Godsend to all branches, inoludine exhibitors.
of course.
There is considerable room for
That is your
imp-ovement in certain spots.
bosines- and not mine.
There is also con•dcrahlc room for improvement in some of the
Film Boards "f Trade and that is mv business.

room now are several 'saviors' of
"In
your business. They have traveled ninny miles
this

Now. let's
order to be here and save you.
compare what these gentlemen have done for
vou and with vou. with what vou have acin

complished through orderly, gentlemanly and
sincere co-oneration with producers and distributers.
record of
agitation.

Tt will not take long to cover the
their achievements through political

To date it is nil.
advocate the Brookhart Bill, which
would double your rentals. Others the abolish"Some

ment of arbitration

commercial disputes,
which has saved the industry more monev.
time and grief than anything we have ever
attempted.
Some more advocate the abolition
of t''e standard exhibition contract, which
would m»an tlW each and everv rlist"huto'"
n America would draw its own form of co"
*ract to fit i*s own sales nolicies. and each
-onipan*- would have to decide for itself what
form of secritv. and how mtieh. woo Id h'ttstified
and necessarv under the particular
l
eniK of each and everv contract.
of

:

"Block-hook-ine hsfc been another favorite
war-cry. hut it does not seem to be so ponul»i- anv more, esnecially since these s-uue gentlemen have become advocates of five year
franchises.

"This rust about covers the record of their
"onstructive achievements. Now l*»*'s see what
these terrible producers and distributors have
dooe in co-operation with vou.

"When

vou theater owners wanted advance
awav with who did it for vou
^nd with yon and set up arbitration in lieu
ffcot-eof?
The producers and distributors
When you theater owners reouested all d'S
tributors to use a uniform contract who did
tbat for von and in co-oneration with vou'
Tbp answAf 'S the n-oducers a.irl distributors
Vnd d'n't fo'-get that exhibitors helped to
denosits done

write

that

contract.

"This vear when manv theaters throughout
the countrv found themselves with nhn contracts on their hand= that wf" hiir+'n<r, and
with other increased costs, for which r*-odncers and distributors were not resnonsible
><ho sat dav after dav with vour renresentaf ives natientlv and
sincerelv working t^ q~1ve
vonr problems? The producers atid d'strihu-

"That was a most unprecedented thing in
American business.
It was a conference between buyers and sellers of a product, where
prices on goods already contracted for, on
perfectly good and enforceable contracts, were
voluntarily cut by the sellers.

of
small exhibitors
that annlause is not

unnecessary.

have been helped and
only absent, but wholly

A

planned

series

of

throughout

1)

meetings is
the
country

starting

Sept. 1, to offer exhibitors
opportunity to subscribe to the plans.

"Now;, what is wrong or unfair about any
in your standard exhibition contract?
any clause in that contract ever hurt Several meetings already were held.
you or operated unfairly against you?
If
Myers estimates that there are 14,it
has, be specific.
What do you suggest
in place of that clause that is fair to both
000 independent exhibitors of the nacontracting parties? Again let's be specific.
tion, and says it will be possible for
What is wrong with the arbitration system,
or any of the by-laws or regulations in con- 5,000 to become franchise holders.
nection with it? What specifically do any of
"Negotiations are still going foryou recommend in connection with it? What
specifically do any of you recommend for the ward with several manufacturers of
improvement either of arbitration or your reproducing apparatus for the instalstandard contract?
Come now, put your
cards on the table.
Face up.
Be specific. lation of suitable machines in houses
Put in writing any constructive changes that of 500 seats and under at prices which
can be made for the betterment of either or the exhibitors can reasonably afford
both of these two subjects which have too
"RCA-Photophone, a
long been used as political footballs in this says Myers."
subsidiary of the Radio Corp. of
business.
If you have anything constructive
to offer or any helpful suggestions to make,
America, has offered to build a malet's have them.
Why keep them a secret?
Surely you do not wish to keep anything so chine to sell at $2995 net, and this
good up your sleeves for political or personal offer will be accepted if assurances
clause
lias

i

easons.

"Now.

word

so that there may he no
misunderstanding with reference to the
and Tiffany-Stahl selling plans which will be
explained to you at this convention.
I
applaud in advance any honest effort of any
producer, distributor, exhibitor, or anybodv
just

a

RKO

from any source whatsoever, which will
bring or help to bring any relief or assistance
to any theater owner, or to anybody else

else,

engaged

in

the

motion picture business.

of the company's ability to produce
the machines promptly can be obWhen an agreement has
tained.
been reached with the Photophone
Co. or some other manufacturer, the
machines will be offered to the exhibitors at the meetings to be called.

I

not promise my applause if it works.
congratulate them for their sincere, honest
efforts in the beginning. That is the proper
time to show encouragement. I believe that
every distributor of motion pictures in the
land would welcome the immediate marketing
of a good, low-priced, sound equipment that
would stand up and deliver the goods, give
quality reproduction and be within reach of
will
1

the pocketbook of the humblest theater in the
land.
Mr. Sarnoff. Mr. Brown. Mr. Marcus.

Mr. Young. Mr. Cook, Mr. Hanson and all of
the Gentlemen connected with Tiffany-Stahl.
RKO and RCA are splendid business men and
they are sincerely engaged in doing their part
in the present crisis brought about by the
swift advent and development of sound in the
moton picture business. I sincerely hope that
their sincere efforts will not be misunderstood
by anybody and that no false interpretation
may result from their honest efforts.
"Let me leave just one more thought with
you in conclusion. The producers and disare fully alive to the fact that this
is
undergoing some rapid changes.
Sometimes things come too fast and problems
that seem to be unsurmountable have apneared on several occasions.
"We will have more of these serious prob'ems to solve and it will require, not only all
the brains and ingenuity of everybody engaged
in the business to solve them, hut more,
namely, an intelligent co-operation and a pulling together r>f all branches of the industry. Any injury to one branch of the business is an injury to all branches.
"The box offices of our theaters is the

WANTED
For South America

— Man thor-

oughly experienced, capable

in-

distribution
chain
theatre

sys-

Kardex

sys-

film

stalling

—one

tem

for

with

knowledge

—

preferred knowledge Spanish preferable but not
State qualifications,
essential.

tems,

etc.,

references, salary, in first letter.

BOX

M-149

The Film Daily
N. Y.
Broadway
c-o

1650

C.

tributors

industry

'pay-off department' for everybody engaged
Those
in the business and all branches of it.
box-offices and the institutions behind them
must be successful. Yet more than that is
required.
The nublic must be pleased and to
please the public, we must not attempt to
etard the natural growth and progress of the

Welcome

and
^JlOTEL

©VER1VOR
QINTON
3r r ST.-°7 r''AVE.
opposite
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•

into this industry' like a thunderstorm and we
in the rain without an umbrella.
T will stop now so that the next sepaker can
be funny and say, 'That's why we're all wet'."

were caught

3 New Exchanges for
New Orleans —Work is

N. O.

Brothers

homes

in

new branch
have
the very near future.
will

to

NEW YORK

business nor must we engage in sabotage,
to punish the ingenuity of anybody who brings
The crying necessity of
us something new.
our business today is for closer co-operation,
less political agitation so that we mav not be
caught again as we were when sound crashed

progressbuildexchange
three
new
on
the
ine
"And then somel>odv whined, as T rememings being constructed in Film Row.
h»t- it. 'well it better he good.' and 'if it i«.
T'll anp'aud it.'
Well, it was good. Hundreds Paramount. Universal and Warner
torc

(Continued from Page

yesterday.

1200 Rooms
each with
Bath and

Servidor
ERNEST G.

KILL

Gen. Mgr.

ROOM a™ BATH 3

Frank Lloyd
Takes this opportunity
for

him

in

to thank the many fan and newspaper
Film Daily's poll for the "Ten Best Directors".

May Winomiya

Film Fun

New York

Ben Shlyen
Herbert M. Miller
Delight Evans

Associated

Kansas

Welford Beaton
V.

W.

Publications
Barrist-Goodwin Publications

Screenland Magazine
Film Spectator

Motion Picture Times
Ohio Showman
Pittsburgh M. P. Bulletin

Crisp

Loeb
Elmer H. Mayer
Elsie

Taylor F. Glenn
Bernice Cosulich

Verne Wickham
Paul H. Whitney

Harold Heffernan
Ralph N. Byers
James W. Foard
Roger L. Simons
G. O. Robinson, Jr.
M. P. Editor
A. B. Thompson
Ted Magee

W.

E.

J.

Martin

John M. Hurley
Arthur D. Goodman

Don "Q"

S. Brown
Edward Tunnard
H. M. Lerson

Helen

Register-Gazette
Journal

Illinois State

Springfield,

Herald
News-Sentinel
Gazette & Republican

Anderson, Ind.
Fort Wayne, Ind.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Waterloo, Iowa
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Seek R.

nille hails "end

&

Coast

lit

STRIKE

zona, a deal is under way and
understood nearimg completion

THE FILM DAILY

by Paramount, for acquisition
of the Rickards & Nace chain.

EQUITY*
Bureau,

—

"Appreciation" to
Actors'
Equity
A.'n, in the recent strike, and no:i
to holdouts that "the controversy
has been extended by
is ended,"
Cnl B. De Mille, president of the
A'n of M. P. Producers.
»The Equity Ass'n of New York
I ie to Hollywood with demands
wich meant virtual control of the
ntion picture business," De Mille
"This control was predicated
s;l.
nin conditions unwise, impractical
'llollywood
se

i

who

Universal owns a 50 per cent
interest

defied

has

its

the

in

circuit,

SCRUTINY OE MERGERS

nix

E
ST. LOUIS HOSTILE

TO

Washington Bureau of

Washington

FIGHT ON ARBITRATION

—

unfair.

1

on

(Continued

Page 2)

of AlStates Ass'n, found R. F. Wood(illmore-Canavan
hull, M.P.T.O.A. president, on hand
to defend the arbitration system and
strong state units affiliated
advocate
tfext move in the Actors' Equity
and C. C. PetM.P.T.O.A.,
the
with
in
Equity
Shop
/Is'n drive for the
(Continued on Page 16)
ptures will await conferences in

came here as representative

Confab
on Equity Shop Awaited

lied

President Frank
(lmore, and William Canavan, head

rw York between

the International Alliance of The-

Eastern, Mid-West and
Dallas Territories To
Be Visited

which

headquarters at Phoe-

Louis Hostile ground was
St,
found by W. A. Steffes, Allied leader,
The Equity movement did not in advocating that the eastern MisVfe the approval or sympathy of a souri and southern Illinois unit withSteffes, who
U'jority of the working actors and draw from arbitration.

a

Price 5 Cents

1929

BLOCK BOOKING PROBE IN
SEVERAL ZONES PLANNED

N. Chain

Involving 16 theaters in Ari-

IF

22,

N. W. UNIT TO FIGHT

E

THE FILM DAILY

— Policy

of scrutinizing mergers in advance of consummation to determine if any anti-trust
law violation is involved, is to be
it
is
indicated by Attorney General Mitchell, who has requested an additional $75,000 for dis-

continued,

Washington
block

THE FILM DAILY

— New

booking

which the Code

investigation of
the manner in
of Ethics drafted by

and

the industry is being complied with
to be carried to several key cities
by the Federal Trade Commission,
learns.
Chicago, Detroit, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Baltimore, Pittsburgh, In-

is

THE FILM DAILY

cussion of the anti-trust division of
dianapolis and Dallas are expected
the Dept. of Commerce. More thorin the itinerary of the
ough study of cases is needed, it is to be included
in charge of colinvestigator
special
the opinion of the attorney general
the commission.
and John Lord O'Brian, assistant at- lecting data for
torney general in charge of the antitrust division.

Meanwhile, the department is shapNo
ing its general anti-trust policy.
prescribed set of rules has been laid
down, it appearing likely that there
will be a policy developed from de-

incisions
reached in individual
Stage Employes and M. P.
stances.
Pending the
hchine Operators.
references, Canavan says there is
Officials on
Gillr thing to say on the subject.
nre is slated to leave today for the
Columbia Radio
Minneapolis With a number of
In announcing suspension of
1 st.
Kent, Sam Katz, Eugene J.
R.
S.
Board
Film
a
the exhibitors named on
t; ban on standard contracts, GillZukor, Ralph A. Kohn and Charles
list submitted to the mayor for cerr>re promised to return to the Coast
declaring E. McCarthy have been elected Class
arbitrators,
tification
as
a few weeks to renew the fight
Columbia Broadtheir names had been, submitted with- A directors of the
hanwhile, there is a rush of playinterest in
one-half
casting
System,
to
action
court
out their knowledge,
Coast to sign contracts
«i on the
owned by Paramount.
is
resumption of arbitration which
prevent
ban applies to
'ie lifting of the
William S.
here is planned by the Northwest Class B directors are:
<5tern studios also.
The association, a Paley, Jacob Paley, Jerome H.
exhibitor unit.
i.

Washington Bureau of

3 ical

Paramount

Board

—

QUEBEC EXHIBITORS ADMIT
DEFEAT

IN KID

BAN FIGHT

—

Montreal Quebec exhibitors have
conceded defeat in their fight against
the law prohibiting children under 16
years from attending a show where
films

are

presented.

A

notice that

no appeal from the court of appeals
decision upholding the law, has been
sent to the provincial government.

i

Jhotophone

By Writ

(Continued on Page

Show Halted
in Switzerland

Permanent injunction, before

trial

infringement suit, against RCAlotophone equipment has been obned at Zurich, Switzerland by the
Milton
interests,
>bis-Klangfilm
iamond, New York representative
the German firm, has been advised
radiogram. The injunction halted
(Continued

on

Page 2)

(Continued on Page 16)
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Boston, Wash., 'Frisco
Outlets Set
Los Angeles,

N.

Y.,

RKO

Admission Tax Returns

Drop Under
Washington Bureau of

New

Scales

THE FILM DAILY

— Admission

realigning houses as first run picture outlets
product. In New York,
for the
the- Earl Carroll, Globe and Columbia will be the outlets, the latter to
theater, after
be named the
remodeling. In Boston, B. F. Keith's
will be the theater, major vaudeville

—

Washington

RKO

be

is

RKO

RKO

Five year franchise plan of

and Tiffany-Stahl and the reducedpriced equipment to be placed on the
market by RCA-Photophone, under
agreements made by these companies
at Chicago with Allied States Ass'n.
and other independent exhibitors, are
to

Radio-Keith-Orpheum

tax collections for the fiscal year ended
Billy"
to Sign
June 30 last, reflected the 60 per cent
Talker Contract? decline anticipated by treasury actu- headquartering at the Keith-Albee.
Winona Lake, Ind. Rev. William aries when the exemption was in- In Los Angeles, the Hillstreet, and
(Billy)
Sunday, evangelist, will creased from 75 cents to $3, totaling in San Francisco, the Golden Gate,
*n a talking picture contract, said only $6,083,055.82, as compared with will be renamed RKO, as will the B.
involve $1,000,000, with Warners $17,724,952.08 in the fiscal year 1928, F. Keith, Washington, which will be
figures
preliminary
to
the next few days, according to according
remodeled.
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 2)

Sunday
Warner

Franchise Plans to Be
Outlined at Meet Today

today's
at
(Continued on Page 16)

outlined

session

Herrington for Franchise,

RCA-Photophone Deals
Pittsburgh—Thousands of exhibitors will be enabled to remain in business and houses now closed will be

RKO, Tiffanynew
Stahl franchise plans, and the
lower-priced equipment to be offered

reopened through the

by RCA-Photophone, Fred
rington,

J.

Her-

of the western
(Continued on Page 16)

secretary
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24
Con. Fra. Ind. pfd. 25 yi
East. Kodak
216
do pfd
Fox Fra. "A" .. 9854

Keith

frid.

'.

A-O

pfd

120

Loew's Inc
do pfd
M-G-M pfd

61

Cap
Para. F-L
Pathe Exch

51H
72H
10H

do

M.

P.

"A"
K-O-A

do

H

20
38

Radio

Meeting of Connecticut, New Jersey
and New York exhibitors at the
Astor Hotel. N. Y.
Opening of "The Argyle Case" at
the Corona, Corona, Cal.
Opening of "Married in Holly-

Today:
Aug. 29

wood"

at

Fox Carthay, Los An-

geles

Opening of
Broadway"

Aug. 30

Diggers
"Gold
of
Winter Garden,

at the

N. Y.
Sept. 28

First

issue

News

Hearst

of

Metrotone

(sound).

Meeting of S.M.P.E. at Toronto.
Meeting of North Carolina ex

Oct. 7-10
Dec. 9-10

hibitors' unit at

Pinehurst.

Admission Tax Returns
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Warner Bros
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Warner
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36
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Seat.
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198

OVER THE COUNTER

Roxy "A"
do units
do com
Skouras Bros
Technicolor
United Art
do pfd
Univ. Ch. com.
do pfd

LAST

25
28
3{4
33
82
5
.

65
2
75

.

28
31
4l

....

38
84

....

by

Illinois,

with

$774,614;

Be Operated This Season

—

vaudeville shows from all but six
houses. These houses will play Fan-

$264,710;

C—

Traveling Auditors

VAUDEVILLE

Wanted

Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Perm. 3580

'all

shall be

presented for

English speaking

Large
pany

film
is

several

distributing

desirous

of

experienced

WANTED 40mm— 75mm

letter

Astro lenses

barrel or Bell & Howell mount.
414 inch Taylor Hobson Cooke ot
Carl Zeiss F2 or F 3.5
6 inch
Cooke 2.5 or Zeiss 2.7 or F 3.5.

in

—

Box No. A-145
Film Daily, 1650 B'way, N. Y.

c-o

C.

at its highest peak."

LEE GARMES

Photophone Show Halted
By Writ in Switzerland
(Continued from Page 1)

Director

proposed showing of a Fox sound
film over the RCA-Photophone reproducer.
It will be two years before the case

is

settled,

it is

of

Lighting

Photography and
First

for

estimated

AVAILABLE IN
SEPTEMBER

against RCA-Photophone, a similar
injunction having been obtained some
time ago in Berlin against use of
the Western Electric system.

GRANITE

9752

Can YOU
Sell Film?
can— and can prove
IFa you
good job open for you with

it

—

to us there is
one of the major

distributing companies.

We

are looking for several of the best salesmen
in the business to act as special representatives.

We

want high-calibred men; men who have a

record for results and

who can produce

RIGHT NOW.

with national experience

Men

results

preferred.

you can deliver and are interested in a permanent job that will pay you all that your results
are worth, write us, outlining your experiences,
etc.
All replies will be treated confidentially.

com-

—

*

Ft

O H^H—

securing
traveling

A. B. C.

only

Box A- 170,
The Film Daily,
1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.

BOX

A-165

Film Daily
1650

Broadway

National

Vitaphone.

by Tobis-Klangfilm. This is the first
action launched by the German firm

auditors for immediate service.

Apply by

people'."

entertainment.

"It is a striking commentary upon
the whole situation to reflect that
during the more than ten weeks
since the delivery of Mr. Gillmore's
ultimatum and the consequent endeavor to prevent production, not a
single picture was disbanded, postponed or canceled. During the same
period also production in Hollywood

If

AMALGAMATED
AGENCY

and actresses

85

PRICE QUOTED

Pennsylvania,
$289,579;
At one time
units.
Massachusetts,
$218,872, chon & Marco
vaudeville in
playing
was
Fox-Poli
These six
and Michigan, $149,181.
States returned $5,405,845, or more 11 houses.
than four-sixths of the amount colSchine Dividend Declared
lected from the entire country.
Schine Chain Theaters has declared quarterly dividend of 75 per
Redecorate at Rutherford
The Rex here cent on the preferred payable Sept.
Rutherford, N.
1 to holders of record Aug. 19.
has reopened after redecorating.
California,

face to face."
However, says Roddheaver, "Rev. Sunday is accepting
"As producers we regard ourselves
the Warner proposal, because it gives
merely as the medium through which
him opportunity to convey his mesthe public decides which of the actors
sage to

10
75

made
New Haven, Conn. Fox-Poli will
Revenue Bureau.
14 houses in the chain this
operate
New York State accounted for
general
Stuart,
Herschel
more than half of the total admis- season.
circuit, has dropped
of
the
manager
sion taxes collected, $3,711,889; followed

"do more good preaching to people

A

Scales 14 Fox-Poli Houses to

Page 1)
public recently by the Internal
(.Continued from

1)

picture stu-

600

H

BOND MARKET

41

This, despite the evangelist's recent
declaration that he had turned down
a $1,000,000 offer feeling he could

2

26

Contract?

(Continued from Page 1)
Roddheaver, his choir leader.

dios.

was

2

27yi

Am.

8,900

300

4)4
78)4

454

5

Insp

6s

600

Page

actresses in the motion

their
1,100

30,300

61
55

60J4
55

23%

do

'266
2,700

31&

Fox Thea. "A"

Nat.

12,900

20,300
16,400

71
10

Ws

Bal. & Katz
Columbia Pets

Film

300
19,700

128

CURB MARKET
Prod.

1,900

40
98 'A

Loew

The Industry's
Date Book

2S'A

Stanley Co

Acoustic

(.Continued from

>4-

Con.' Film'

Homer

1929

to Sign

Warner Talker

OF EQUITYJHOP STRIKE
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Sunday

22,

New York

City

paramount'^
Giant National

Newspaper

Campaign
Selling the

NEW SHOW WORLD

pro-

ductions and theatres showing them
to 40,000,000

people in 350

through 695 newspapers.
with

cities

Tie up

it!

Starting Jlugnst &&**

ARRIVAL OF THE GREATEST
In every key point throughout the country where
so far, critics and public have sung the praises of

And

of Life."

business

Revue Romance

1929 has

is

is

capacity plus !

PROVING

played

"The Dance

Paramount's Great

the greatest

itself

it's

money-maker

offered to date!

" 'The Dance of Life'
talkers," observes the

is

a lot

New York

better than

most of the $2

Daily Mirror.

"The DANCE of

HAL SKELLY and NANCY
"A

picture to be proud of and

weeks

to

it

will

—

described by the typewriters

of the toughest critics in the world

hand when we say
yet reached by the

MIOIV WOItLII

!

We

speak with

this splendid picture is the

New Show World

the famous play by

Arthur Hopkins.

THE NEW

many

come." (New York Evening Post)

There's "The Dance of Life"

From

be at the Rivoli for

PROOF

at

Highest Peak

of the Talking Screen.

George Manker Watters and

Directed by John Cromwell and A.

Edward

Sutherland. Screen play by Benjamin Glazer. B. P. Schulberg,

General Manager, West Coast Productions.

»k KW SHOW WOltl J» HIT MO I AH!
"It tops

any

talkie ever

York American.

One of
will

made!" says

the

"Better than the stage play.

the finest photodramas of all times.

remain

at the Rivoli until the

snow

"The audience applauded 'The Dance of

many minutes
this

New

remarkable picture!

It's

entertainment," declares the

flies."

Life' for

Rush

after the final curtain.

It

to see

truly great film

New York World.

LIFE
ICAKIIOLL

I

I.OOH

OF HITS COMING!

THE TWO BLACK CROWS

HAROLD LLOYD

MORAN & MACK

all-talking in

"Why

Ziegfeld's

"THE VIRGINIAN"
an all-talking
"Covered Wagon"
like

Bring That Up?'>«

"Welcome Danger

"APPLAUSE"

"GLORIFYING THE

1931 -model

AMERICAN GIRL"

AND

PAR A

•>•>

60

sensation

MORE!

M OINT

H

f-^s

DAILY

-AND

Along The Rialto

THAT'S
ONCE

IN

Phil

DALY
somebody

a great while

comes along with an idea in the
two-reel short field that is sufficiently novel to command our admiration.
Over at the American Sound Studios
director Jack Noble has finished the
second of a series of kid pictures
based entirely on the old school days
That

atmosphere.
novel.

But

in

itself

isn't

N. has employed no-

J.

body but stage juveniles. The kids
rehearse for an amateur school show,
and you get the famous Doo-Dads
trio with their cornets and trombones, Maxine Rambeau doing a
knockout "sympathy" song with her
three-foot-seven
trained
terrier,
a
adagio team in the leg spin and the
flying
leap,
not overlooking two
little Spanish tots of eight and ten
These are only a few
as toreadors.
of many, all worked into screen material of the old schoolhouse atmosphere, with all the latest technique of
We're here to
the sound school.
state unreservedly that director Noble has hit on a genuine novelty, or
else our years of picture-picking just
don't mean a whoop.

*

*

*

GOOFY-GRAFS
Universal

is

planning a fillum writ-

ten around the life of the man who
composed the French national anthem, "Le Marseillaise." * * * This
gives a great chance for a pip of a
novelty climax, showing two Frenchmen in the final clinch kissing each

THE youngwayman

is

M.

Daly, Jr.

rising in the world.

Which

is

you have seen Charlie
McCarthy's new and exclusive office at Paramount.
He's director of public relations now, you know, and
another

the

new

office

of inquiring

very

much

Fred McConnell
papers in the

if

the title
did a fine job of lining up newsfits

new Universal Newsreel

service.

A

real

idea that
Hal Hodes is hiding out from somebody these days, we'll bet, disguising himself by wearing a hat
H. M. Baldwin, aid to Monta Bell at
Paramount's Long Island studio, is vacationing more
than 45 minutes from Broadway, as is George Folsey,
an ace cameraman at the plant
That Lincoln opus
that D. W. Griffith is to make as his first talker, will be
awaited with real interest
Leonard Hall in "Photoplay" cites a Hollywood
report of an extra girl so dumb she's studying to be a
moron
Some of the ribbon clerks should bill
themselves as counter attractions
Walter Winchell in "The Daily Mirror," says "Phox Philms is negotiating with Al E. Smith to pen a historical picture
And the same source reports
about New York."
Publix plans a house for colored patrons only at 131st
and 7th Ave. in Noo Yawk
Lou Baum of Ellbee is getting his injured arm
back into condition
What price wisecrack?

Frank Devoce, m.c. at the Orpheum at Memphis wants
know, being sued for five grand by a youth who was
ejected when he objected to the m.c.'s bantering, and
an argument ensued
Ted Cook in "The N. Y.
American" hands the Germans credit for their efficiency
to

in calling their talkers

Klangfilms

*

*

A Record
Spouting about "U" recalls to mind
that company's
fireproof compartment sharpshooter George Epp, who
has presided over Universal's projection room showings for 11 years.

44

Things printed can never be stopped; they are
they have a soul from that

like babies baptized,

moment, and go on

forever.

D

— C—

Doubts that Equity's Rebuff
Will Prove to be Permanent
abandoning Hollywood

INthe

as

scene of the battle for recognition of Equity's demands,
Mr. Gillmore gave the producers
there cause for rejoicing. * * *
Mr. Gillmore announces that
he has returned to Broadway to
talk things over with the heads
If Mr. William
of other unions.
Canavan of the Stage Employes'
Union is sympathetic, as he has
been before, every movie and
talkie palace in New York may
be closed. Every studio in Hollywood may be in darkness while
the electricians take a holiday.
Equity has had a serious rebuff,
but it is difficult to believe that
it

is

permanently defeated.
"New York Times"
*

*

*

Sees Possibility Equity Shop
Will Eventually Succeed
Equity plays its cards well

IF

in the future,

if

shows

it

that

abuses exist and offers just
and moderate remedies, and if it
apeals to a spirit of professional
unity, it may yet succeed as well
in California as it has in New
York.
real

"New York World"
*

*

*

Equity Suffered Unfairness
from L. A. Papers, Is Assertion
seems to be considerable of a slip-up in Equity's
to unionize the film players of Hollywood. * * * During
the time that Mr. Gillmore was
prosecuting his campaign the
newspapers of Los Angeles accepted the movie men's side of

the story and gave

No.22

Industry Statistics
Statistical

P.

Editor,

CUNNINGHAM
The

Film

No.22

him no break

as I am to expecting biased stories in the papers of that town, I was shocked
at the unfairness Equity suffered.
at all.

MEREDITH.

By JAMES

HOBBIES!

A

effort

George

figures conservatively that he
has run off over 60,000 reels in that
time.
Believe it or not, he's still a
normal human being, eats regularly,
and lives a quiet life in the bosom of
his family in Brooklyn.
Which only
goes to prove that the projectionist
field is safer than that of the director, actor and publicity man.

Timely Topics

THERE

other.
*

1929

22,

Digest of
Current Opinion

with

THAT
By PHIL M.

Thursday, August

Accustomed

There wasn't one honest story
throughout all the controversy.
The only true account came
through the trade papers and,
occasionally, from the news service.

"N. Y. Morning Telegraph

Daily

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

pictures are one of the was killed; in 33.8 per cet the vildeterents of crime in the lain was captured and left securely
IN
United States, despite charges made fast in confines of a prison; in 4.4
revillain
reformed,
cent
the
recently by so-called crime correc- per
HEWS
tors
and anti-film lobbyists, who pented of his evil ways, and tried to
have attempted to fasten on pictures recompense society for his crime. In
the blame for influencing criminal the remainder of cases, physical punelements to war against society. It ishment was administered harshly by
Music publishers to form compais
pointed out, for scientific inves- the hero.
from songs.
tigation, that an unbiased study of
Of the 38 so-called underworld ny and produce films
*
*
*
620 features produced in 1928 in pictures made in 1928, the crook or
W. W. Hodkinson to handle Billie
America, revealed that 35.7 per cent villain was killed in 14 instances, was
and arrested in 19 Rhodes series.
contained no villain and no crime apprehended
angles.
In 17.5 per cent the villain cases, and in five cases he reformed.
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For the

first

officially

endorse "Fast Life".

time in their existence, Stanley Co. of America
takes big newspaper space to

Film Daily and Daily Review
salute the new talking marvel
with superlatives!

And

the barrage has just started!

—

—

.

the audience laughed to hide
its tears."
"Good acting, skillful director

and

ex-

cellently sustained

suspense

unraveling held us
.

.

Its

breathless ... Go to
see 'Fast Life/ The
direction was neat

and the continuity
excellent.

Also there

was originality in the
pacing of the story
as well as surprise
and high suspense
in

it."

—Herald Tribune.

"Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
plays the role of Douglas
Stratton with resourcefulness and restraint.
Young is extremely effective in many
of her scenes. To Chester
Morris go the acting
honors of the evening."
Morning World.

Loretta

—

"Thrilling moments... enough
sob stuff to bring forth any
number of handkerchiefs .
'Fast Life' has touching moments." Daily News.
.

"The film holds the

attention.

Mr. Morris again demonstrated
his pictorial and audible pungency."— Evening Sun.
"It is exceptionally well done
.
gripping appeal. Fairbanks and
whichis surprising, consideringher
youth— Miss Young stand out. It
has its moments— plenty of them.
There is one, for example, in which
little Loretta Young brought tears
to a goodly portion of those who
attended last night. The audience
laughed to hide its tears. 'Fast Life'
.

is

.

worth while."— Evening World.

"Some of

the finest acting I have seen in
the deluge of films. Miss Young, particularly, sustains a difficult and tragic role
with a mature mastery and her plea for
her boy's life ought to be made an example
of convincing emotional expression for
those of the unrepressed age. The Fairbanks- Young team is superb."

— Evening Telegram.
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product!

is
it

fodder for audiences. They will go
all the way." — Film Daily.'

"Powerful Strong, well acted, tense, vital
and absorbing melodrama. It's a good,
!

strong

show."— Daily Review.

Young in the first role in which she has
heen noticeable, is absolutely a revelation. She portrays every mood of the picture, dominates her
"Loretta

scenes with poise and dramatic strength seldom

*-

—

l

A
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Posters with Box

"S^"

Punch to
Put Over "Fast
Office

Life" in Big Way

in
i

1

Douglas Fattbankv torrtU Young

w Chester Morris
A jO*w

OfUON PRODUCTION

One Sheet

One Sheet

Three Sheet

«Uw.~»5

Three Sheet

Six Sheet

TAPHOMfrcnft
Twenty- four Sheet
of deep blue. Heads
Title in yellow, highlighted with white with a purple outline and shadow on a background
in yellow.
lettering
small
greens;
duo-tone
of
of players worked up in brilliant colors against a background
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First National Flashbacks
By

We first saw Chester in the stage
and Lenore Coffee wrote an version of "The Home-T owners"
"Daytime. Wives." and later in the Chicago company
story,
They submitted it on a Thursday and of "Crime." *
*
#
two days later it was purchased. AlJohn Francis Dillon is a veteran
though it was produced, Goodrich director. We first saw him at work
never saw the picture. Some of Good- at the old Paramount studio on West
rich's best known scenarios are "The
56th street, New York. His successes
Last Command," "Rough Riders" and have included
"The Noose" and
Punishment."
"Capital
"Careers." He
"Sally" for
*

It

not

is

Goodrich

is

He

*

*

generally

known

that

an authority on farm

a graduate agricultural engineer and attended the Iowa
credits.

is

girls before giving the part to Loretta.

started sky-rocketing.

Holt, who edited "Fast
Ray Perkins, manager of the theme
was a member of the old song department for Warners and

Ralph
Life,"

*

*

*

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., studied
painting and sculpturing in Paris
for three years and still pursues these
branches of art for his own pleasure.
As a boy he hung around picture
studios and now and then would
make a suggestion to his father or
to the director in charge of the picture.

When

it was adopted he would
A
very welcome check.
later he became an extra and

receive
little

worked

a

in

many

First National,

He

is a prolific songsmith.
has written numbers for "Show

of

Shows,"

"Smiling

Young Fairbanks has written a
book of poems, which he says he
some day. He also wrote
the titles for "The Black Pirate,"
"The Gaucho" and "Two Lovers."

will publish

Lire**

In Production

MARILYN MILLER
in

"SALLY"

•

Eyes,"

*

Back

*

*

1910, genial Jack Okey,
art director for First National, converted a barn into a studio. Harry
Revier, the director, was the camin

eraman. Dal Clawson, now a cinematographer in the East, was in
charge of the laboratory at the studio.
Jack later became art director
at the Paralta studio and when the
Paralta plant became known as the
United studio, Jack still continued.
First National produced at United,
which is now the home of the Paramount studio, and when First National transferred to its new home
at Burbank, Jack moved his belongings over Cahuenga Pass into Burbank. By the way, he got his first
theatrical

experience

at

the

Bur-

bank theater in Los Angeles.

pictures.

Director

*ifAjrir

Irish

"The Great Divide," "Under a Texas
Moon," "General Crack" and "The
Man and the Moment."

Clifford

H. Ruberg, Vitaphone

en-

gineer on "Fast Life," was also the
sound man on "In the Headlines,"
"The Aviator" and "The Careless
Age." He is now acting as sound engineer on "Lilies of the Field."

JCIHN IflRANCUr DILLON
€,

1929

on "Fast Life"

"Edendale Gang," which comprised
the Mack Sennett editors when Sennett was producing at his Edendale
studio.
Among the other "gangsters" were F. Richard Jones, William Watson, Ray ("Brick") Enright, Clyde Carruth and Stuart
Heisler. Ralph has seen the screen
also made
change from the very silent days to
First National-Vitaphone.
*
*
*
the very noisy days. "The Honor
In "Fast Life," Loretta Young System," "Daddy Long Legs" and
has her first really dramatic role. "The Beast," were among the feaIt is the second picture, in which tures he edited. He also worked on
she is teamed with Douglas Fair- 18 subjects in "The Leather Pushbanks, Jr. She was born Gretchen er" series.

Agricultural school, Cornell
and the University of Chicago. He
in Salt Lake City, but her
is co-inventor of a dehydration of Young
name
was
changed to Loretta when
came
he
In
1920
field crop process.
career came.
Her sisters,
to the Coast to live, and certainly a film
Sally Blane,
Polly
Ann
Young
and
"ground
the
production
from
learned
A brother.
floor up." He swept stages at the are also in pictures.
Reid for
with
Wallace
Jack,
acted
where
Jack
studios,
Arts
old Fine
White was producing comedies. It several years, but dropped pictures
was not long before Goodrich was and became a* lawyer.
*
*
made a "gag man." Soon, he was
Mervyn
Le
Roy
Colleen Moore
and
meeting with unusual success as a were among' Loretta's discoverers.
scenarist and writer of originals.
Mervyn used her in "Naughty But
*
*
*
Nice" in support of Colleen, and ColA few years ago, Chester Morris leen "sold" Loretta to the studio. The
came to the Coast and reported at result was a long term contract.
one studio daily for several weeks. When Herbert Brenon was casting
But he was never assigned a part. "Laugh, Clown, Laugh" he had difRoland West picked Chester for "Ali- ficulty in getting a girl to play opbi" and immediately Chester's salary posite Chaney and made tests of 48
State

22,

RALPH W1LK

SEVERAL years ago, John F. Goodrich
original

Thursday, August

THE
Thursday, August

22,

DAILY

1929

American

first met Faxton Dean when
came East to do camera work

We
he

at the
dio.

Paramount Long

It is a coincidence that

*

center,

who

is

directing

of the University of South-

"The
Forward Pass." Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr., and Loretta Young are featured
in "The Forward Pass."
Their cur-

Vitaphone newspaper
display copy for September will
be devoted to "Fast Life." The
campaign embraces 65 towns
and about 140 papers. About
the same time, day and date
showings of the picture will
get under way throughout the

*

work

ern California gridiron stars in

The

Dean

photographed Douglas Fairbanks
Jr., in the latter's first important
picture, "Stephen Steps Out" while
the young star also faced Faxon's
"Stephen
camera in "Fast Life."
Steps Out" was made in 1923.
*

140 Newspapers

In

Island stu-

the

13

rent vehicle

is

Chester Morris

"Fast Life,"
is

"Fast Life"

for

Now Being

First National
forts

Runs

is

Set

concentrating ef-

on arrangements for 65 or more

which day and date runs for "Fast Life"

also featured.

Ernest Haller, who
Richard Barthelmess

country.

in

65 Simultaneous

An attempt is
beginning Sept. 1.
being made to time these openings
photographed to coincide with the national adver-

in "Weary
tising the picture is to receive via
River," "Drag" and several other
newspaper display copy on Vilarge
First National. He attracted much at- way revue "hoofers" to support Lo- productions, is busy at First Na"Weary
taphone.
tention as the warden in
retta Young and Douglas Fairbanks, tional.
He also appeared in "His Jr., in a "wild party" scene.
River."
Captive Woman" and "The Girl in
*
*
*
'the Glass Cage," for First National.
*
*
*
The Average real age of the "Fast
Smiling Leo Forbstein, who is in Life" cast is only twenty-two years,
charge of the musical score depart- it was revealed by John Francis Dilment at First National, is well lon, who directed the First Nationalknown to Kansas City and Los Ang- Vitaphone picture now playing at the

William Holden, noted character
actor, has been a familiar figure at

He

left

Warner Brothers

the

New

Central,

Leo conducted
theater goers.
orchestras at the Newman in Kansas City, before coming to the Coast.
ees

Congratulations,

York.

*

*

John F. Goodrich has the

thehis

Your

distinc-

of writing the dialogue and
ater in Hollywood, to assume
continuity for four pictures which
National.
post at First
The picare now in production.
*
*
*
tures
are
"The Love Racket,"
Herman Ruby wrote the lyrics for "The Furies," "The Dark Swan"
"A Most Immoral Lady" and "The and "Lilies of the Field," being
Broadway Hostess." He also furn- made at First National.
ished lyrics for interpolated numbers
in
"No, No, Nanette," "Show of
Shows" and "Little Johnny Jones."
Much better for the college foot*

*

script of "Fast Life"

tion

is

ball

star

summer than

in

a superb model of

carrying

shake a meaner hip big blocks of ice or working on ceChorus
than film extras, it was decided by ment gangs or in coal mines, is a
John Francis Dillon, who directed period of several weeks on picture
"Fast Life." So he got some Broad- sets, says Jeff Cravath, former All

THE SCREEN VERSION AND DIALOGUE OF
s,s

TAJir Llf»E

#*

by

r.

GOODRICH

Dialogue Scripts in Production

DOROTHY MACKAILL'S CURRENT DRAMA

"LILIEJ Cr THE

HELD 99

(Corinne Griffith)

••THE

IDAIPIK

(Lois Wilson

to

Forrest Halsey

girls

JOHN

how

write for the talking screen.

1

*

John.

*

IWaVN"'

and H. B. Warner)
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jack crcy

HCLT

ACT DIRECTOR

Film Editor
i,€

iPAjrir

First National- Vitaphone

Lire**

"Two Weeks

Off"

"The Forward Pass"

"FAST LIFE"

€

"PARIS"

"SALLY"
a

FIRST NATIONAL STUDIO

HERMAN
RUBY
Lyricist

i

RAY
PERKINS
Manager,
Song Department

my

HE ISLE OF LOST SHIPS"

first

to take a

thought was
quarter page

and congratulate

JOHN GOODRICH
but

Co-writers of

66

Since I Found
"A FAST LIFE

You 95

AND A HOT ONE"

"FAST LIFE"
congratulates

him

so

completely that I can*t.
from

Ray Harris
"Fast Life"
WARNER BROTHERS VITAPHONE PRODUCTION

22,

9

1929
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JSE THIS DICTIONARY OF

[eeled

— Armed.
— Bootlegger

Hijacker

steals

Young-Fairbanks Team

9 SOUND STAGES GOING

Do

another's liquor supply.

Hipped—At

SLANG INJXPLOITATION
exploiting
in
aid
for
First National's adverting and publicity departments,
leaded by S. Charles Einfeld, has
ompiled the following dictionary of

Designed

'Fast

who

15

Life,"

"Fast Life"

disadvantage.

a

—

Jug A lock-up; a bank.
Jugged Arrested.

—
Jungle — Prison.
Moll — A woman.
Mugged — Photographed.
—

FULL TILT AT 1ST NAT'L

to

Series for 1st Nat'l

of pictures in

is

the

first

of a series

which Loretta Young

and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., will be
co-featured by First National.
In
On the First National Lot, Bur- work on the Coast now is "The Forbank, First National's nine sound ward Pass," second of the group.
stages are being taxed to their limit
in order to meet the heavy schedule

"The Careless Age"

will be the third.

now under way in this studio. With
Busy on "The Painted Angel"
Nippers -Handcuffs.
1929-1930
program
of
the
Burbar.k
Billie Dove's new producper
cent
83
Plant Place to be robbed; to bury.
irison slang.
1,
slated for completion by Sept.
tion for First National "The Painted
Money.
Rocks
Angel Person easily victimized.
sound technicians are functioning Angel," all dialogue feature based on
Rod Revolver.
Beefer Loquacious person.
under forced draught.
Fannie Hurst's story of New York
Married.
Spliced
Belched— Spoke, turned reformer.
"Give This Girl a Hand," is
life,
Soup Nitroglycerine.
Bundle A package from home, a
well advanced in production at the
A prison.
Stir
Write Music for Dove Film
woman.
F. N. Studio.
Steered Pilot for band of thieves
Herman Ruby and
Burbank
overcoat.
Benjamin An
Thieves' accomplice.
Stall
K. Jerome, collaborators for many
To Support Billie Dove
Bungar A discolored eye.
Scratcher A forger.
of First National's song and music
MacDonald and Norman
Farrell
informer.
An
Squealer
a
Con— Convict; convincing talk;
scores, have just finished the score
Trout One who give knowledge and lyrics for Billie Dove's new pic- Selby are appearing in the cast of
fluent talker.
Billie
Dove's next picture "The
in advance.
These writers also are responture.
Croak—To die; to kill.
Painted Angel."
theft.
A
Trick—
sible for the songs in Leatrice Joy's
Capper Flatterer; go-between for
Turnip A gold watch.
picture "A Most Immoral Lady";
gamblers.
Uncle A pawnbroker.
"Loose Ankles" for F. N. Team
songs in "Little Johnny
several
cell.
Cooler A dark
Fall-back Friend in need.
Burbank "Loose Ankles," will be
and the song that Georges
Jones"
Creepers Soft shoes for burglars
Saw-dust Dynamite.
Carpentier sings and dances to in the next F. N. picture co-featuring
sneak thieves and prison guards.
Up the River Sentenced to Sing "The Show of Shows," now nearing Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Loretta
Sing.
Cush Money.
In support will be Louise
Young.
completion at Warners studio.
Fazenda, Raymond Keane, Daphne
Dip Pickpocket.
James Ford for "Dark Swan"
Pollard and Ethel Wales.
Dick A policeman.
Mackaill Film Changed
James Ford has been
Burbank
Dogged Followed.
cast in "The Dark Swan," adaptGray Signs
Burbank— Final title of Dorothy
Frisk Search.
THE FILM DAILY
Fence Receiver of stolen goods.
ed from the novel by Ernest Pascal Mackaill's First National vehicle has West Coast Bureau,
who
Gray,
Alexander
Burbank
on
"Woman
the
from
changed
been
Warner
head
Gat Gun.
Lois Wilson and H. B.
in
Miller
Marilyn
opposite
Wilappears
Racket."
Grease Pay for protection.
the cast, which includes Olive Bor- the Jury" to "The Love
signed by First
been
has
"Sally,"
Sidwith
directing
is
Seiter
A.
Gorilla Thief using violence.
den, Kathleen Williams and Aileen liam
contract.
ney Blackmer opposite Miss Mackaill. National on a three year
Glimmers Soft shoes, "creepers." Manning.
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Coming Release
"Little

Johnny Jones"
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ST. LOUIS HOSTILE

ON ARBITRATION

FIGHT

(Continued from Page
tijolm,

hand

1)

Hays organization on

of the

to

speech
charge

TO

defend the standard contract,

arbitration and distributors' efforts
to provide relief for independent exhibitors.
The local unit is affiliated
with the M.P.T.O.A.

About 200 exhibitors of the territory attended the two day sessions
which endorsed the principle of arbitration and voted to continue under
their present
leadership, reelecting
Fred Wehrenberg president.
Other

officers elected were: Vice presidents,
E. Pirtle, Jerseyviile, 111.; I. W. Rodgers,
Poplar Bluff, Mo.; J. F. Rees, Wellsville,
Mo.; J. C. Hewitt, Robinson, 111.; T. E.
Yemm, Duquoin, III.
Secretary, Louis C.
Hehl, St. Louis; treasurer, Oscar C. Lehr,
St. Louis; sergeant-at-arms, G. M. Luttrell,
Jacksonville, 111.

S.

Members

the

executive committee are:
Rodgers, who are
officers,
and the following: Joseph Mogler,
Charles Goldman, Louis Stahl, M. E. Pasmezoglu, W. O. Reeves and Thomas James,
all
of St. Louis; Louis Menges, East St.
Louis, 111.; Bob Cluster, Johnston City, 111.;
Harry Miller, Festus, Mo.
On the arbitration board named by Wehrenberg are Lehr,
Menges and R. C. Goldman, with Mogler
Pirtle,

of

Hewitt,

Yemm,

and Wehrenberg alternates.

of

C.

that

C.

Pettijohn

distributors

was

had

a

Franchise Plans to Be

forced
N.
Outlined at
UNIT
sound on exhibitors and "will force
FIGHT
(Continued from Page 1)
the wide film on the business in the
same way unless immediate steps are of New York, New Jersey and Connecticut exhibitors to be held in New
taken to stop them."
York. The meeting, at which Charles O'Reilley, president of the T. O.
(Continued from Page 1)
for Franchise, C. C, will preside gets under way member of Allied States Ass'n,
at 12:30 with luncheon at the Astor
Deals Hotel, Mayor Walker is scheduled withdrawn from arbitration.
Arbitration has not been
(Continued from Page 1)
to open
the meeting.
Abram F. by states of this territory, legalized
W. A.
Pennsylvania and West Virginia ex- Myers, Allied president, will
address Steffes, president of
the association
hibitor unit, declares. Herrington at- the session.
warns, adding that exhibitors who
tended the Chicago meeting where the
serve on the board will be held liable
agreements were ratified. Exhibitors
for any awards made against organiOfficials
of this zone will meet after Labor
zation members.
He does not plan
Day to act on the proposals.
an injunction to restrain functioning
(Continued from Page 1)
"Abram Myers, Al Steffes, Col. H. Louchheim, Leon Levy, Isaac D. of any board, but says he will resort
A. Cole and H. M. Richey of the Levy.
These directors, named at to litigation to prevent enforcement
Allied States Ass'n deserve all the the stockholders' meeting yesterday, of any award.
credit for the magnificent fight that elected the following officers: Wilthey have apparently brought to a liam S. Paley, president; Ralph A. 'Lab'
80
Cent
successful conclusion in the interest Kohn, treasurer; Leon Levy, secre
Organized,
Claims
of independent theater owners," he tary.
Eighty per cent of laboratory emsays, "and it is up to us to show
ployes have agreed to join the laborappreciation; up to the independents
Peerless
atory
workers'
union,
organizers
to be ready in the near future to
to
rally to the call of their leaders
Film Scores claim.
throughout the United States and
Peerless Music Service has been

Meet Today

W.

TO

Herrington

il

RCA-Photophone

Paramount

on

Columbia Radio Board

Workers
Per
Union

Firm Organized

Prepare

Canada."

Texas Meeting Soon on

RKO-T-S Propositions

— Mass meeting of Texas ex-

formed in New York to prepare
original music scores for syncnronization with pictures. S. \V. Lawton,
former musical director for KeithAlbee, Proctor and Moss theaters,
is general musical director of the new
firm.
number of composers, each
specializing in a particular mood of

New Series

of 18 Mickey

Mouse Cartoons Planned
Walt Disney plans a new series of
18 Mickey Mouse sound cartoon sub-

jects for the 1929-30 season.
Like
the current season series, the new
planned at an early date to
A
group will be released independently.
acquaint them with five year franchise
One of the highlights of the plan of
and Tiffany-Stahl, and music, have been placed under con- Disney also is producing a series of
Steffes address, in which he attacked the new equioment to be marketed tract, he says. The compositions will 13 Silly Symphonies, for release by
the arbitration system, in replying to by RCA-Photophone at $2,995.
be free from taxation and royalites. Columbia

Warning on Wide Films
Sounded at Meeting

Dallas

hibitors

is

RKO

.

Frank Sheridan

John

>I.Si.Polis

as

Warden Palmer

"Fast Life"

in

"Fast Life"

•^Coquette 95

f

No

Western Electric Contemplates

Price Cuts

NEWS
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NATIONAL EXHIBITOR ASS'N
ON P-F-LCASE
IN 6 MONTHS, ALLIED PROMISES
—

HADE COMMISSION SEEKS
1EW DATA

l <u/ii'H.«f<m Bureau of THE FIX U DAILY
Washington Federal Trade Com,

mission

yesterday

officials

flatly

re-

say anything regarding the
Eported investigal on of trade pracIces in the film industry with repecl to block booking.
All that officials would comment
.as that, if such an investigation is
fnder way, it had not reached the
vised

lo

Reduction On
Western Electric Sound System

No Major Price
Resume Monday

page where any announcement can
The general understanding,
c made
owever, is that the commission had

the
Paramount-Warner merger are
understood to be slated for
Monday. Sam Katz, now on
his honeymoon, is cutting it
short in order to be back in
town by the first of the week.

undertaken the inquiry with a view
b developing information which will
lupport its court appeal for enforcement of the cease and desist order
Jgaiiisi
Paramount to be heard in
lhe Federal (Curt in New York this

Warner

Jack

New York

all.

Coast

BOARD TO

JOINT INDIANA

discussions

Further

at

in

expected in
is
today from the

Warner

the

offices.

SEES "EVEN CHANCE" FOR

SETTLE SOUND DISPUTES PARAMOUNT-WARNER DEAL

There

will

he "no major price re-

ductions" on Western Electric sound
reproducers, according to a statement issued yesterday by Electr.cal
The comResearch Products, Inc.
pany takes the stand that the future
degree of public patronage developed
by sound will he a direct reflection
of the quality of reproduction.

Negotiations

the

for

combination

are making progress and auditors are now at
work on the hooks, according to
"The Wall Street Journal" which dehave not yet been
details
clares
settled but that the discussion has nowreached a point where there is apof

Paramount and Warners

ism suit involving talkers was
yesterday in Federal Court in

filed

New

York when Johnson & McCully of
California and publishers of "The All
action
entered
Magazine'"
Story
against Warners for an injunction
on

Page

2)

—

Kansas City Complete control of
26 theaters, formerly owned in partnership with Universal, has been
secured by the Midland Theater Circuit,

(Continued

on Page

ever offered

2)

Houses Equipped
for W. E. Sound Devices

2,295

Columbia Adds 12 Farce
Comedies to '29-30 List
Augmenting

vice

M. B. Shanberg is
president and general manager

1929-1930

line-up
has just

'Continued

Carthage, Springfield Boonville, Marshall, Brookfield
Atchinson, Chanute, El Dorado and
at Sedalia,

1

1

,

ntinued

on

Page

2)

on

Page

(Continued

on

Page 2)

company.

a

it

national

SAYS T-SWILLlUILD

Tiffanv-Stahl

will

not

be "picked

politics are involved in the

pany's

Papers
in Advertising Drive

Paramount

in 800

What Paramount
est

Spearman New
European

of

(Continued on Page 5)

No

2)

terms

its

five

declared.

com-

vear franchise, he further

The agreement

a straight

is

enbusiness proposition, he declared,
(Continued on Page 5)

great-

national advertising campaign

is

two

being launched on Aug. 25 with
General
jof short subjects, Columbia
advertisements, practically full picre
added a series of 12 two-reel allMgr. of Pathe size each, appearing in more than 8(10
Coast
talk'ng farce comedies to be known
H. E. F. Spearman has been newspapers in 350 cities from
Holas Premier Comedies.
general European manager of to Coast. According to Russell
named
They are the only two-reelers to Pathe international Corp., states J. man, advertising manager of Parabe featured in the Columbia "Prosper- Frank Shea, general manager of the mount, the campaign will reach more
(Continued on Page 2)
ity
Group," which consists of 116
its

has its defects.
organization
"originally sound and adequately financed" was stressed by Myers, promHe
ising Allied would produce it.
offered co-operation to all branches

however, that

Need

on" and 'stands ready to build its own
ecutive vice president, predicted at
necesThe first-runs if it should become sales
yesterday's T.O.C.C. meeting.
general
Hanson,
Oscar
sarv,
he
large-size pictures, he says will
manager emphasized at yesterday s
from 45 to 72 feet at the base and
under
tri-state exhibitor meeting held
Television,
'rem 2(1 to 24 feet high.
at the Astor.
T.O.C.C.
the
of
auspices
he said, need not be worried about

which

of

Theaters
I

Building up of a strong national
organization of exh.bitors, embracing
100 per cent "of all units of any consequence," was promised by Abram
F, Myers, president and general counsel
of Allied States Ass'n, in addressing about 200 New York, New
Jersey and Connecticut exhibitors at
a meeting in New York yesterday.
The gathering was sponsored by
the T.O.C.C. to give exhibitors of

"IT pi" further believes prices oi
sound reproducers are based on the the three states first hand knowledge
machines
manufacturing
of
cost
of the RKO and Tiffany-Stahl fran"which will faithfully reproduce high chise agreements and new RCAand low frequencies as originally re- Photophone equipment, sponsored by
corded at the studios."
Allied.
"The major producers who recorded
The franchise agreement Myers
over the Western Electric equipment characterized as the fairest contract
are also vitally concerned inasmuch
in the industry, admit-

»ointed a committee of six to handle
Theaters of the United States nowsound adjustments in this state.
equipped for Western Electric sound
The three judges on the exhibitors'
projection now total 2,295 Electrical
>oard are Louis R. Markun, theater
Research Products reports.
»wner and a member of the state
legislature;
A. C. Zaring, of the
Large
parently an even chance for its con- Color, Depth and
Egyptian, and Harry Markun, owner
in
Important interests
summation.
Size Pictures Forecast
of a chain of neighborhood theaters.
both companies are understood to be
Color, third dimension and large(Continued on- Page 2)
favorable to the plan, the publication. size pictures are new developments
(Continued on- Page 2)
which will materialize within two and
Plagiarism Charged in
one-half years, E. E. Bucher, ex-

Suit on "Desert Song" Midland ChaiiTBuys "U"
What is said to he the first plagiarHoldings in 26 Houses

of

in Industry

ting,

—

Associated Theater
Indianapolis
)wners of Indiana, on recommendation of Charles C. Pettijohn, has ap-

(Continued

Myers Outlines Stand
Allied on Conditions

Steffes to Stump Country
on Allied Franchise Plan
the

Meetings in every section of
theater
United States to acquaint
offered
plans
franchise
owners with
in agreeby RKO and Tiffany-Stahl,
well
ment wiith Allied States Ass'n, as
(Continued on Page 5)
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—

"If completed," continues the paper, "the
combination will result in the formation of
the largest amusement company in the world,
wiih a current annual earning power of at
least $30,000,000.
"For the fiscal year ended August 31, 1929,
Warner will show a net profit of approximately $17,000,000, equivalent to roughly $6 a
share on the 2,698,000 total shares of common stock to be outstanding after exchange
of all Stanley stock and conversion of Warner preferred.
"Paramount is expected to show a net
profit for the year ending Dec. 31, 1929, of
approximately $13,000,000, equal to between
$5 and $6 a share on the 2,242,862 shares
of Paramount capital stock now outstanding.
Paramount's shares are being increased at intervals as new theater chains are acquired un
der the company's policy of expansion."

Paramount

in 800 Papers
in Advertising Drive
(.Continued from

Financial
STOCK MARKET
High

Am.

Seat

Con.
Con.

Fm. Ind.
Fm. Ind.
Kodak

East.

*do

pfd

Fox

Fm.

Low

34

33'A

Close Sales
34
500

... 24
pfd. 25

23A

23H

A

214%

25

210^4

M.
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97J4

Cap
Para. F-L
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95
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98
25

A
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9%

A

53

4?s

Univ. Pict
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36'A

bdVt
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4%

do 6s 41 x-war
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..

51.
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11.300

4%

2,900

78%
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34

34
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1,000
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26%
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9%

200

500

2

25

9%
19/

100

20

%
84
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....
'

94%

3

97

3
S

70

70

70

5

,

98/

85%

1

....

198

OVER THE COUNTER

Roxy "A"

25

28

28

31

units

com
Skouras Bros.

3/

•do

...

Technicolor

33
81

United Art
do pfd
Univ. Ch. com.
do pfd

5

65
...

4/
38
83
10
75

2
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(Continued from Page

commercial competition
two years at least.
hinted at

also

the

Shown to Blind, Deaf
Drummond" will

New

'

(Continued from Page 1)
short subjects including lo single reel

Disney cartoons released under the
13
Symphonies."
"Silly
of
"Krazy Kat" cartoons, 26 [natural
Color Singles, 26 Columbia-Victor
Gems and 26 issues of tne "Talking
Screen Snapshots." The entire group
title

all-talking.

Plagiarism Charged in
Suit on "Desert Song"
(Continued from Page 1)
against further showing and accounting of profits on "The Desert Song."
Claim is made that the picture is a
plagiarism of "The Curse of Capistrano," published in 1919. Suit against
producers of the stage play, who sold
screen rights to Warr.ers, already has
been entered.

Monday
THE FILM DAILY

Gil'more Due

be

to an invited audience

York.

ences by proper reproducing equipment."

Opening

Coast

Bwreau,

Frank Gillmore arrives in NewYork from Hollywood Monday to
confer with William Canavan regarding future moves of Actors' Equity
Ass'n in its campaign for Equity
shop.

at

of
"Married in Holly,
at Fox Carthay, Los An-

wood"
geles

Aug. 30

Opening

Diggers of
"Gold
Winter Garden,

of

Broadway"
N.
Sept. 28

First

issue

News
7-10

Oct.

Dec. 9-10

at the

Y.
Hearst

of

Metroione

(sound).

Meeting
Meeting

S.M.P.E. at Toronto.
North Carolina ex-

of

of

hibitors'

unit at

Pinehurst.

Midland Chain Buys "U"
JOINT INDIANA BOARD TO
Holdings in 26 Houses
(Continued from Page

1)

Fort Madison and Muscatine, la.
Midland, through City Theaters, recently organized, now owns the Uptown, Isis, Linwood, Apollo and Gillham here. The Plaza has been merged with these houses. Martin Finkelstein, general manager of theaters
here for Universal, is acting in the
same capacity with the new firm
The Apollo is to be rebuilt.

SETTLE SOUND DISPUTES

at

(Continued from Page

The

1)

appointed on their
board Harry Graham, Pathe manager: Floyd Brown, manager, First National Yitaphone, and Charles Reagdistributors

manager

an,

Cases
be

will

as

a

of

for

brought

final

Paramount.
owners
board only
The board will

Indiana

theater

this

to

appeal.

Franklin Arrives Sunday
Bureau,

Coast

Los Angeles
president of
ters,

is

make an immediate effort to give
THE FILM DAILY relief to some of the smaller theater

— Harold

B. Franklin,

owners over the

Fox West Coast Thea- be

East bound.
Sundav.

He

is

due

in

A meeting will
Film Board of
program and start

state.

held soon at the

Trade

to outline a
action on several cases.

K4>A%Y K4r
EXHIBITORS SWEAR
BY— NOT AT
the

W

world renowned

KRAZY KAT
SOUND

CARTOONS
Produced by

The Best Cartoon Brains
In the

C

World
Animated by

Ben Harrison
and

Distributed by

Columbia Pictures

Manny Gould

85

of blind and deaf persons at the Theater Moderne, 42nd St. and Lex ng-

ton Ave..

devices

Columbia Adds 12 Farce
Comedies to '29-30 List

West

shown Tuesday

as they want audiences to obtain the
benefits of all sound reproduction in
the theater as placed on film and disc
at their respective studios." says the
company.
"They rightly state that
there is no use in perfecting their
sound pictures if such perfections are
not properly reflected to the audi-

an-

new equipment.

is

"The Argyle Case"

of

Bucher

His
which are to be introduced.
company. Bucher says, is preparing
to market its new reproducer for
He asked exhibitors to do
$2,995.
their part in assuring a market for

*LAST PRICE QUOTED
Talker
"Bulldog

new musical

for

Opening

the Corona, Corona, Cal.

New York

1)

other

Aug. 29
1)

6

94%
97%
97/

do

Color, Depth and Large
Size Pictures Forecast

of short subjects

i

94%
98/
98/

36
28

1)

200

53

27%

CURB BONDS
Warner 6/s

60%

27%

20

6s

8,000
300
5,900

19J/2

BOND MARKET

Seat.

1(>,300

9H
36%

A-O h; 46
6s
41ww...l06% 106/

*Am.

71^

27%

9%

5/s

100
1,300

19"/2

rts

Trans-Lux

7s

47J4

>
.

Nat. Thea. Sup. ... 26J4

By.

1,600

40
98/,
61

1929

The Industry's
Date Book

SOUND SYSTEM

(Continued from Page

West

as

25
49

"A"

Griffith. D.W.
Intern.
Proj
*Loe\\ do deb.
*Nat. Scr. Ser

Pathe

4,200

60%

CURB MARKET

Par.

3.900

Page

The drive
than 40,000,000 readers'.
will be repeated a month later with
two more advertisements on pictures
of the New
Show World group.
These advertisements will link up
local theaters which have booked the
product.

Vi

59%

10%
19V2

Acoustic Prod
Bal. & Katz
"Columbia Pets
*Film Insp
Fox Thea. "A"

Paramount

95
31

60%

71

do "A"
Radio K-O-A
•Stanley Co
*Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros
do
pfd

Loew

A

212^

120

P.

*Keith

25

200
300

128

"A"

Keith A-O
*do pfd
Loews Inc
*do pfd
M-G-M pfd
*

E.

23,

Price 5 Cents

August 23.1929

—

W.

August

Friday,

PRODUCED BY WINKLER
Western Electric Recording

Winkler

Sound Cartoons

First

All-Color -All-Talking Comedy
^F7

p res en ts
4Nc«Ng
tvith

Virginia Lee Corbin

& Vernon Dent

a two -reel comedy
person ally directed b y

special

M AC K SENNETT

^

THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM"

oif$
It's

NOW

a Sample

FUTURE

of the

in

Color Talking Comedies!
Think of everything you

Funny
tion,

music

story, real

Sennett's

ever wanted

a two -reel comedy.

in

comedians, beautiful bathing

masterly direction. Then

and sound

all-color photography.

Result: the

of ac-

lots

add snappy dialogue,

singing,

plus

effects,

girls,

plus

real hit of

dancing,

plus

any show

that

does not boast one of "the year's ten best features."

MAMAS

JAZZ
is

the

first all-color,

all-talking

something to sing out about
EDUCATIONAL
all

-talking

brings

comedy

you

first

this

— of

in

comedy. That's

your advertising.

novel combination of

course.

Where

else

exhibitors

saying,

"we

can't

-color,

would you look

for such a great short feature special except to the

that has

all

go wrong

company

with

one of

EDUCATIONAL'S talking comedies "?

EDUCATIONAL
Photographed by Multicolor Process
Recorded by RCA Photophone

ILM EXCHANGES,

A/^
Member, Motion

Inc.

-CK^-i^A

Picture Producers

and

Distrib-

utors of America, Inc., Will H. Hays, President

August

Frtiay,

DAILV

1929

23,

?

Extends Facilities
Franchise holders of RKO
be placed in the same classRadio-Keith-Oras
ification
pheum theaters and the publicity and exploitation service of
jthe circuit, National Broadcasting Co., and Victor Talking
will

I

Machine

Co.,

made

available

RKO

to them, Lee Marcus,
head, declared at
sales

the

meeting yesterday.
Thirty-five bands throughout
the country, he said, have been
lined up to plug music used in
Radio Pictures. He described
the proposed franchise as a
"fair proposition and a business
T.O.C.C.

I

partnership."

M.

IT

National Exhibitor Ass'n in
Six Months, Allied Promises
(Continued

that the chief difficulties are a
lack of mutuality in the contract and
lack of fairness in the present arbitration sj stem.

ing

Exhibitor organization is not dead,
he insisted, stating the time i> "most
lie
ripe" for organization work.
called upon exhibitors to build strong
local organizations, stating local problems are greater than national problems in number, if not in importance.

He

P. T. 0.

fairs

I TO JOINJLLIED RANKS
The

M.P.T.O.

of Connecticut will
I hi Allied States Ass'n, taking formI action probably at its next meeting.
Burris Nunes, president of the unit,
l:ended the tri-state exhibitor meetIg at the Astor yesterday and conIrred with Abram F. Myers regard"We
g the contemplated move.
eve canvassed our membership and
ost of our exhibitors are for the
ep," he said.

Sidelights

ft

withstanding attacks against the
industry, and said that internal harmony would come as soon as existing
Independent
abuses are rectified.
must have a voice in
exhibitors
bringing this about, Ik- declared, statin

urged local units to place afthe hands of several leaders
any one "succumbs to the clink
in

so if
of dollars or the rattle
can, he can he replaced."

the film
Allied leaders, he charged, have been offered
"inducements" which they have rein

fused.

Independents, Myers declared. In. Id
the balance of power in the industry
and are far from out of business or
at the mercy of other branches of the
industry.

Myers' address, in
"A national exhibitor

part,

follows:

association organically strong and soundly financed will prove
an effective agency for restoring harmony
and promoting stability in the industry. Harmony and stability will never be realized
until the exhibitors of the country are given
a voice and permitted to cooperate in industhrough leaders of their own
affairs
try

choosing.
Allied States Ass'n of M. P. Exsupplies the need for a virile progressive organization devoted to the interest
will
It
motion picture exhibitors.
of the
fight to its last breath against injustice, exIt will gladly join
ploitation and oppression.
with other branches of the industry in the
protection of the interests of the industry as
Its aims are constructive and, una whole.
der my leadership, it will never take a position which can not be vindicated in the court
of public opinion.
"Certain agents of other branches of the

"The

Jit's just too bad for Abram F. Myers, hard
^rking president and general counsel of the
lilted
States Ass'n.
He has just com|eted a new home on Chesapeake Bay, but
won't use it much this summer and fall,
Ije to the need for a swing around the
luintry in the interests of organization work.
*

*

*

The

former commissioner, balking at the
meeting yesterday, came in for
'.O.C.C.
V>mc real praise on the part of various speakIrs including Hizzoner Jimmy Walker.
*

The mayor was

*
his

*

best

form.

He

addrifting
away from the
that
he's
I lifted
lusiness, having seen but three pictures since
"Yet, they refer to
Ihe first part of 1926.
as the playboy mayor," was his dry
Ine

lomment.

He

liked

ecause

in

*
to

recall

*

the

when he worked

*

hibitors

more concerned about their own
industry,
welfare than that of their principals, are
opposing, by both fair means and foul, the
formation of a representative exhibitor or-

Fred Herrington, veteran Pittsburgh leader,
Fred's
sold on the franchise idea.
all
been waging a fight in the McKeesport arbitration

case.

*

"Fighting Al" Steffes was a conspicuous
"Buck" didn't
igure at the T.O.C.C. meet.
He flew
lo
any of the talking, however.
with Judge
Columbus
from St. Louis to
inter-mountain
the
of
counsel
Thurman,
unit, in order to reach the meeting on time.

Oscar Hanson, Tiffany-Stahl sales manager,
Tiffany-Stahl has got
didn't mince words.
to hit the ball and will, he assured his hearers, and there could be no doubt of his determination and sincerity.

*

*

Al has set a *rcal schedule for himself,
swinging around the country to sell the organization, to which lie has devoted manyyears in this industry.
*
*

*

They have called to their aid
few sycophantic exhibitor leaders and a
few truckling trade papers, and for several
months have been doing their utmost to
nun tiacnt.
tin:
In addition to out
a

chairman.

Charlie

#

t

manifestations "1 opposition, they have
attempted to exert economic pressure against
our leaders by interfering with legitimate
sources of revenue, on the one hand, and
to
alienate these same leaders
artvc sougnt
by promises "i rich rewards, on the other.
"the only effect of these manipulations has
out
association
tne
to
establish
in
been
minds and hearts of the theater owners ol
tne country as the uiny Hue exhibitor or

shoot with

the independents.
*

*

#

organization
RCA-Plwtophone, with Sydney E. Abel
_J
as sales manager, under direction of Vice
President E. P. Sawyer, with Col. Hawkins
handling sales promotion.

Backer's

building

up

a

real

Ass'n.

"Much

has

been

printed and said
Allied States

would indicate iliat the
is composed of a group

Nunes,

ticut

exhibitor

Only

a

president

unit,

formality

ut

raaica,s

(the

Ass'li

term

has been tied) secKing to leai
down the great edifice which the genius ol
These efforts are an
has built.
industry
the
insult 10 the intelligence ut all engaged u,
the industry, all the mure so because thej
impl) that they are utterly devoid of a sense

SAYS T-S WILL BUILT

Bolsheviki

ut

humor.

HOUSES

affiliated

#

IF

NECESSARY

(Continued from Page 1)
make money for Tiffany-

"l speak over the heads of these sell" ee*
ing agents (.being non-conduc.ors, 1 can noi
appeal througn tnemj to me great leaders <.
the staunch cu
the industry ami say thai
nun ui the Allied States Ass'n is theirs
in all matters affecting the inmi.u\ from tlu
outside, and that we can guarantee compute
internal harmony as soon as ihey wi.i act
remedy definite abuses with which the clis
.ruiuiion ut motion pictures has been sur
rounded.

gineered "to

exhibitors can
so long as they are denied, the

his offer.

Stahl."
will make
of the best theaters,

Tiffany-Stahl

worthy

play them,

can't

there

is

product

and

is

of the
an Allied

remains until
with Allied.

Connecbooster.

Connecticut

*

*

it

if

no reason

why

the company cannot build first
runs of its own, he said, and with the
co-operation of Allied States Ass'n,
he is confident that no one "is going
are
compara
aspirations
and
aims
"Our
to pick on" the company.
The enlively few and entirely reasonable and have
with the lack ol mutuality in the tire
.lo
to
resources of President L. A.
standard exhibition contract, with the lack
iorm oi Young are behind the company to
of fairness inherent in the present
arbitration, with the use of producer reve- make it successful, he declared.
nue to interfere with and thwart the de
Expressing confidence in the franvelopment of a national exhibitor organizchise drafted by Allied, Hanson said
openan
of
absence
the
with
and
ation,
minded point of contact for the discussion if any exhibitor is dissatisfied with it,
of exhibitor problems.
he'll
be glad to sell them on the
"These demands are fair on their face and
standard contract.
Place the francarry no threat against the legitimate inter
On the contrary, they chise alongside the standard contract,
ests of the producers.
solidarity
provide the basis for an industrial
But compare them and take either, was
such as has never been known before.
i

manot be expected to cooperate in industry
chinery which works only to their advantage.
lately
have
leaders
far-sighted
"Certain
their
recognized that the exhibitors, through
partassociation, may be desirable business
they
I am particularly anxious that
ners.
them.
shall justify the faith thus reposed in
The way has been opened for the solution of
one of their major problems, the high cost
seen whether
of film, and it remains to be
they will avail themselves of this opportunity
extortion dur
to protect themselves against
ing

the

next five

years.

Steffes to Stump Country
on Allied Franchise Plan
as

(Continued from Page 1)
offer of RCA-Photophone

to

to

supply sound reproducers at $2,995,
are planned.
W. A. Steffes, founder

and former president of Allied States
Ass'n, is to stump the country to
help

the

propositions.
Steffes,
N. Y. to attend the
The meeting hall was draped with three meeting sponsored yesterday by the
States
representing Allied
preservers,
life
Ass'n, and the RKO and the Tiffany-Stahl T.O.C.C, is scheduled to leave today.
franchises.

sell

*

*

were on hand to take in the proceedings
as was Ray Johnston, Rayart president.

O'Reilly Calls on Theater

Men

to

to

Chicago Zone Meets Monday
Hear Franchise Proposals

M. I'an Praao. sales manager, and Fred
McConmil. Universal short subject head, to

Support Franchises

C.C. president, declared in closing
The T.O.C.C.
yesterday's meeting.

leader called upon exhibitor* to back
the agreements as a means to equalJoe Seider, New Jersey's president, also ize "the present lopsided market" and
declares he is pepped up over the prospects
and the
"extortionate prices
RCA-Photo- end
offered
by the franchise and
phone arrangement.
present bull market" in rentals.
becomes

ar-

which

Charge of politics in the. franchise
agreements between Allied States
And Lee Marcus, RKO sales manager Ass'n, and RKO and Tiffany-Stahl
He
gave a fine talk on service to customers.
drew a compelling word-picture of the Radio and the equipment deal with RCAProduct he passed over as taken for Photophone
family.
the
"fallen
to
have
grt
ground," Charles L. 0"Re lly, T.O.
*
*
*
is

the

—

Chicago Exhibitors of this territory meet here Monday to hear outfranchise proposition of
lined the
and T-S, drafted in agreement
with Allied Ass'n. W. A. Steffes, a
leader of Allied, is slated to be a
principal speaker at the session.

RKO

*

*

*

Under

tion,

:

Eimer Bucher, executive vice president of
RCA-Photophone, showed that he has real
He talked cold turkey
talent as an orator.
on just what his company is ready to do to

States

rangement, service charge for
the first two years will be $15
a week, and $12 for the remaining eight years of the
leasing arrangement.

Ltion, with the lesint that we are Strong
er today than at any time since our lorma-

*

*

delivery

the

being worked out, according to
E. P. Sawyer, vice president of
RCA-Photophone. This is the
new equipment provided for
in the agreement with Allied

ivard

*

O'Reilly, always a fine
Charlie's
certainly did the T.O.C.C. proud.
battling
been
for organisation ever since we
can remember, and he's as full of fight now
as he ever was.

*

1)

zation.

*

»

He deobject to his wearing a smile.
larcd Myers has that advantage, adding, as
ic turned to Myers "that may be your payHizzoner said he remembered with
>ff."
Measure Cleveland and even Minneapolis, but
Washington.
ie just couldn't forget
*
*
*
'.idn't

and

new equipment which RCA-Photophone
is to offer for $2,995, now are

who came

is

old days, he said,
for them, exhibitors

om Page

Delivery Not Set
Production
schedules of

Fewer Salesmen

—

Dallas There are about 40
film salesmen in this territory

now

as compared with approximately 65 a year ago. Due to
the sound situation, it is said,

many

theaters of the state
by January that the
present number will be cut in

so

will close

half.

—
THE

DAILY
•<MO!k

—AND

Along The Rialto

THAT'S

Phil

DALY

SERMON
OURbrothers
and

morning,
sisters, is on the vital
subject: "Why Is An Art House?"
Nobody has ever been able to answer
this with any degree of intelligence.
That's because you can't apply inthis

telligence to arty theaters.
%

But

*

%

a great graft, if you're
thinking of going into the racket.
First you rent an old garage on a
side street. You call in a decorator
from Greenivich Village who daubs
greens, purples and cerises all over
the lobby.
This is a psychological
stunt to make the patrons so goofy
and dizzy that no matter how punk
the picture is inside, it will have no
it's

effect o?i 'em.
^

^

However, the
houses

arty

down

berry

a

who

for

the

patronize

goofy and
will
plank

already

Anybody

dizzy.

"fc

who

folks

are

privilege

of

through a forrin fillum made
seven years ago must have an antedeluvian complex.
sitting

But

for the sake of art,
y'know.
So the audience sits and
raves audibly over the exquisite
it's

all

finesse with

which Drumzotsky, the

Russian hero, devours a shoulder of
beef in one hand while he massages
his sweetheart Olga with the other.

And

the

You

get

death scenes are superb.
closeups

Drumzotsky

of

writhing on the floor as Olga playfully jabs a pitchfork in the place
where the shoulder of beef has just
gone.

Tense

why
you

But

Russian

love

— passionate —

is

like

that.

That's

vital.

she sticks him in the vitals, if
permit us to be so crude.
after all, isn't real art a subliwill

mation of the raw facts
%

*

And

of life?

*

the half-bakes from Park
and the over-bakes from
Greenwich Village stagger out after
so

Avenue

their orgy, assuring each other that it
just too much for mere words to

is

express.
It is.
And they go home
and practice the love scene, but it
proves pretty punk, because Archibald can't consume a whole side of
beef and so hasn't enough energy to
massage Gwendolyn as she should be
massaged in the true Russian love

A

o—
—
Digest of
Current Opinion

M. Daly,

gave birth to the living billboard idea for" "Hollywood Revue," but Howard Dietz raised it. Out Hollywood
way, Pete had the girls draped around a sign that hugged terra
firma.
In Noo Yawk, Howard took 'em into the air and, buttressed by life boats, made it possible for the girls to do a dance
routine, wave their arms, etc.
Incidentally, the gag makes
S.R.O. in Times Square every night
Dietz and his efficient corps of Emgeem publicists, are getting the glad hand these days on that stunt of opening "Hallelujah" simultaneously on the Main Stem and in Harlem
The Harlem idea threatens to became a fad and that means
beaucoup box office bucks for the pitchur
Paula Gould,
popular free lancer, is braving an appendicitis operation at the
California Lutheran Hospital in Hollywood
Toby Gruen has gone and done it! Vacation stuff for him
this year consists of a trip across the pond on the Volendam,
a week in Rotterdam and then back on the same boat. His principal objectives are sleep and a complete divorce from telephones
Dick Anderson is back with his first love. It is some time
now since Anderson left Pathe for other flames, but now he's
back in the Reisman contingent handling Pathe Sound and Silent
News and the Audio Review. Opines it s just like return-

an expert sword
erman.

Line— Golf.

is

fish-

Blue Laws, Letters to the
President and Social Rulings

TF you write
- and expect a

to the President
reply do not give
out your letter to the newspaper
until you receive an answer. Professor Flury, opposed to blue
laws, tried that and the President will not answer him. President Hoover is right about it.

He

ladies

in

it

off

via ping

pong

at

the

same

Marian Nixon, who's been clicking pretty regularly of late
is on the high seas bound for a honeymoon in Eu-

rope

John Gilbert and his bride, Ina Claire, both aces of the
talking screen, will return to Noo Yawk Sept. 10
Now
it's
reported that Sam Katz will cut short his honeymoon in
order to sit in on the Paramount-Warner merger conferences.

44 The

silent picture, as an important part of the
motion, picture industry, is doomed by the advent
of sound.
In the future it is quite likely that there
silent pictures, as certain types

of stories

can be told best in the silent form. However, these
will be the exception and for the most part I feel confident, the motion picture studios will avail themselves
of the tremendous opportunities which lie in the
use of dialogue, music and dramatic sound effects.*"

5

Year Franchise Viewed as
Measure for Independents

ALTHOUGH

Industry Statistics
P.

Two hundred foreign feature productions were placed in distribution
channels in the United States during
1928, Germany topping the list with
83, or more than 100 per cent over
England,
its
nearest
competitor,
which sent 37 features to our shores
during
the
twelve-month
period.
France followed closely with 31. Russia
exported
Sweden, seven;
16;
Italy, six; Poland, four; and Austria,
two.
Countries sending one each
included: Argentina, Canada. Czechoslovakia,

Egypt, India,

Norway and

the ink

is

hard-

dry on the printed franchises, sponsored by the Allied
States
Ass'n
and backed by
independent theater owners
throughout the country, regardless of affiliation, its opponents
ly

making

frantic

efforts

to

block the progress of the plan.
This is only a natural competitive business method and exhibitors should not become frant'c

"summaries" of the franchise
plan by competitors. * * *
Tiffany-Stahl and
have
entered into the franchise plan
with but one thought in mind
an equitable cooperative business
at

RKO

deal that would afford relief for
the producers involved and the
independent theater owners.* * *
do not believe there is

We

the

Editor,

the

anything fundamentally wrong
with the franchise or the plan,
but we do believe the plan and

ADOLPH ZUKOR

No.23

this

if

Lord's Day Alliance had not
sought audience with the President by subterfuge to urge more
blue
laws.
Professor
Flury
couldn't get in, so he wrote letters and gave them out.
The
President should not waste time
on reformers.
"N. Y. Daily Mirror"

are

some

All

Relief

talkers,

will be

and gentlemen.

would not have happened

That was an interesting three-cornered session Jaydee Williams, Al Aronson and Milt Cohen had at the Empee Club the
other day.
No, not a merger, merely a pinochle game
Flurries of excitement: Art Stebbins and Herb Ebenstein, both
bearish on insurance, playing
place

entitled to the same courgenerally accorded between

is

tesy

:

By JAMES

HENRY KING

On

home

ing

Statistical

HOBBIES!

Jr.

PETE SMITH

manner.

Side

Timely Topics

with

THAT
By PHIL M.

Friday, August 23, 1929

No.23

CUNNINGHAM

document

offers

the

relief

sought by the independent theater owner.
T. E. Mortensen in
"Greater Amusements," Minneapolis

The Film Daily

Although each of the 200
Syria.
were publicly exhibited, only a comparative few received anything approaching national distribution.
United States projection manufacturers exported 5,953 machines in
Japan
1928, valued at $950,202.
was the largest customer, purchasing $148,830 worth, followed, in order, by United Kingdom, Canada.
Australa, France, Spain, Belgium,
Germany, Switzerlayid and Argentina.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

"The Miracle Man" opens
Cohan,

New

at

the

York.
*

*

*

Pathe to spend $1,000,000 on national advertising campaign.
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^B

1929

Price 25 Cents

With Gladys Brockwell, Forrest

Stanley,

Robert Frazer, Barbara Leonard, James
Crane. Story by Charles Logue.
An EDWARD LAEMMLE Production
Two negatives: one talking; one silent.

FORWARD MARCH

m UNIVERSAL

/

pnTT ~m*£vk»t»

ALL THE NEWS OF

Keep posted on production through

COAST STUDIOS
WHILE IT IS NEWS

Hollywood Wire Service

BY DIRECT WIRE

a daily feature

ANOTHER EXAMPLE
OF FILM DAILY'S
READER SERVICE
AND LEADERSHIP

As
as

little

Payable
Monthly

Gives you the finest
synchronized sound
A *<...
eP*°

W°*

v.w^
AWf'

v,as^ 5

t* s

ft* 6

**
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TYPE

2MDA

Synchronous

.

wV»e ?%^

°
Service assured

Disc

by

leading Producers

$2,500
Houses up to

2000

seats

TYPE 4

MDA

«&?&*«
*><**

Synchronous Disc

$3,500
2000 to 4000

seats

A
SYNCHRONOUS

TYPE 500 D D

TYPE 500

FDA

SYNCHRONOUS

Disc

disc $1,500

and Sound on

Film

PACENT REPRODUCER CORP.

$2/500

FILM CENTER BUILDING

NEW YORK,

N. Y.

U' * Branch

'

Managers Reassembling in 2 Meetings
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Promising several "surprise" anouncements, M. Van Praag, general
today
ales manager of Universal,
.-ill
meet in New York with district
nd branch managers of all territobe assisted

rill

by Ted

Schlanger.

Following the sales conference in
Mew York, Van Praag will go to
hicago by train and aeroplane and
western division
lold a Universal
iales conference Sunday which will
De attended by all exchange and division managers from points west of
Harry Taylor, asthe Mississippi.
sistant general sales manager with
jurisdiction over the West, will asIn addition to
sist him in Chicago.
announcements to be
several
the
made, routine sales matters will be
taken up and the film men attending the two conferences will pre-view

in

Many of these houses,
C. C.
he declares, probably will remain closed.

Any Deal

American System Declared
Sought as Radio Outlet
for

ACADEMY DENIES NEW FREE
LANCE CONTRACT PLANNED
West

Coast

Bureau,

THE FILM DAILY

— Report

that
a new
contract for free lance players is being drawn is denied by the Academy
of M. P. Arts and Sciences and by
producers.

Hollywood

Midland Chain, With 75,
Adding 3 More Houses

—

The Midland firm
Salina.
controls 75 houses, 41 of them in Misat

is

RKO

will

be

represented,

it

stated.

Texas Mass-Meeting

is

Called at Dallas Sept. 3

Iowa.
Dallas— Sept. 3 is date set for massonemeeting of Texas exhibitors to hear
fer a franchise plan, similar to the In addition, the firm
here, details of the
and Tiffany-Stahl
Midland
the
in
interest
half
five year proposition being made by
(Continued on Page 2)
Tiffany-Stahl
and
RKO, under operated by Loew's.
agreement with Allied States Ass'n.
is made by the company.
Presence
Denial that Universal plans to of-

of

souri, 28 in

T.O.C.C. meeting Thursday, probably gave rise to the report.

Columbia Pictures has enlarged
sales force materially.

New men

its

-are

a

RKO

Florence Strauss Quits as
Scenario Editor for "U"
Disagreement with Universal

stu-

dio officials over a policy of story acquisition is understood to be the rea(Continued on Page 2)

Hanson Enthused With
Proposal Being Received

Busy Days— These

Enthusiasm over the manner in
which exhibitors are receiving the
five year franchise plan was expressed
Like a deep gloom, silence pervades the Paramount Friday by Oscar Hanson, sales manmerger ager of Tiffany-Stahl, prior to leaving
and Warner offices. Nobody is talking about that
be away

at the

Columbia Sales Force
Now Being Increased

six in

owns

M. Van Praag and Fred McCon-

nell

Kansas and

Company

William Fox is reported dickering
OUTLINE FRANCHISE PLAN for purchase of a controlling interest
in
the American Broadcasting Co.
Holding of a series of meetings to This is reported to be comparatively
outline advantages of the Tiffany- a new chain, operating out of San
Stahl and RKO five year franchises, Francisco, with about 17 stations in
and the new reproducer to be offered its network.
The reported move to provide an
by RCA-Photophone at $2,995 installed, is planned about 20 meetings avenue of publicity for Fox pictures
will be held.
The first gathering is and theaters, along the lines adoptscheduled at Chicago Tuesday, with ed by RKO and Radio-Keith-OrphJack Miller, president of the Chicago eum through the National Broadcasting System, owned by RCA; and
exhibitor unit, to preside.
Oscar Hanson, Tiffany-Stahl sales by Paramount, through the Colummanager, W. A. Steffes, president of bia Broadcasting System, in which
the Northwest exhibitor unit, and Paramount has a one-half interest.
Effort to reach Fox officials for a
Judge Emmett Thurmon, counsel of
the inter-mountain exhibitor unit, are statement on the above report proved
slated to address the Chicago meet- unavailing Friday night.

Kansas City Two more theaters
being added to the rapidly-expanding Midland circuit, with another
The two are Rex, Clay
to be built.
ing
Center and Pastime at Ottawa. The
are

built

for Allied Franchise

Price 25 Cents

SERIES OF MEETINGS TO

Clay Center house will be taken over
Sept. 1. A 1,500 seat theater is to be

pictures.

"U" Not

in
account of

He

ssistant sales manager with jurisdicion over the East, and Fred McConiell, sales manager for short product
nd complete service.

new

theaters

New York dark on
high overhead caused by sound
films, according to Charles O'Reilly, president of the T. O.

MEET

ies east of the Mississippi River.

112

are

1929

FOX REPORTED DICKERING
FOR BROADCASTING CHAIN

112 Closed
There

25,

MONDAY

Hanson is to
for granted, that the deal for Chicago.
York three months in
New
from
greater
(Continued on Page 2)
set, if not signed. Even our great mergers get
admits
Gillmore
Frank
being.
time
It's all over— at least for the
with Publix
members, restrictions removed, are now free to sign "Eddie"

Yet the

is

:

trade, as

is its

habit, takes

it

Ruben

defeat and Equity
Headquarters in N. Y.
Gillmore, however, insists the setback
contracts where they will
.....
G. Ruben, for several
Edmund
that.
of
judge
P-F-L to Inaugurate Radio is temporary, but time will prove the better
of film buying for
charge
years in
Continuing to hit out in all directions, Paramount now turns the Northwest Theater Circuit (FinHour in National Tie-up
Michigan. Already a partner
kelstein & Ruben), has joined PubBeginning Sept. 21, Paramount will attention toward the Butterfield chain in
Para- lix, with headquarters in New York.
inaugurate a nation-wide broadcast- in that circuit, the signs have it the entire string will revert to
ing hour over the Columbia system mount on or about Labor Day. Mr. Zukor is buying up theaters, you His duties are to concern manageand its 47 stations.
The hour will should remember, to show Paramount pictures. Some others, of course, ment and operation of the F. & Rby
be known as the Paramount-Publix
chain. The circuit was taken over
time he take one over, his worries Publix in July.
hour and will be a regular weekly but primarily his own. And every
feature.
Talent to be heard during as a producer looking for revenue, grow less
the hour includes Clara Bow, Nancy
112 Wired Theaters in
Those Auditors
Carroll,
Ruth Chatterton, Maurice
Denver Zone is Report
Along the rialto the latest concerning Paramount and
Tuesday
Chevalier, William Powell, Evelyn
There are 112 wired
Warner
Denver—
the
in
Brent, Richard Arlen, George Ban- Warner declares the auditors are having their day
zone, it is stated,
this
in
aters
principals,
The
croft,
Eddie Cantor, Rudy Vallee, offices. The merger is said to have advanced that far.
equipment leads.
Electric
Western
Paul Ash and others.
(Continued on Page 12)

being added to most of the exchanges.
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Editorial by

Maurice Kann

2

SOUND PICTURES, by Charles F. Hynes
PRODUCTION IN THE EAST
SHORT SHOTS FROM N. Y. STUDIOS, by
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copyright (1929) by Wid's Films and Film
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75

1)

to

FRANCHISE PLAN
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But

—

opposed

come
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28

it,"

to

"and

it,

in

he declares.

the law, every man
entitled to his rights in the courts.
all."

Under

Jeffrey

31

38
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75
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PRICE QUOTED

Hollywood Closes N. Y. Deal
Hollywood Pictures have closed
with Weiss Bros, to handle distribution in the New York territory of
"Unmasked," Weiss Bros, all-talker
featuring Robert Warwick.

Named Head

Columbia Eastern

4y2
84

to

arrive in Hollywood
next Tuesday, and the first Harry
Richman picture will be placed in
production soon after the composer's':
arrival.
Berlin left New York for
California Thursday.
is

ager

in

the

BROOKS
THE NAME YOU GO BY
YOU GO TO BUY

,WHEN

COSTUMES
GOWNS AND UNIFORMS
1437 B'WAY. N.V
ALSO ZS.OOO

British Isle.

TEU5580

COSTUMES TO pcmt

&5'/2
198

OVER THE COUNTER

Roxy "A"

Pinehurst.

unit at

connection with the series of meetOUTLINE
ings to be held.
New Horoscope Completed
The purpose of the meetings is to
A. Fitz Patrick has com-|
James
(.Continued from Page 1)
give exhibitors an outline of the propthe
production of "People
pleted
five year franchise
plans and the osition, so that they can acquaint Born
in
September," the second
new lower-price equipment to be other exhibitors of their vicinity with chapter of his Movie Horoscope semarketed by RCA-Photophone, under the proposal. Thus, by the time the ries, the first of which was "People;
agreements with Allied States Ass'n. company salesmen arrives, the exhib- Born in August." The cast includes
Work of rating theaters under the itor is conversant with the proposi- Billy Faye, Louise S«ger, and Prince
While franchises are being Zanzimar,
point system for the franchise is tion.
India's foremost astrolounder way. M. A. Lightman, Little sold at the various meetings, the ger. FitzPatrick staged and recordRock, president of the Tennessee, primary purpose is to acquaint theater
ed the production at the RCA-PhoArkansas and Mississippi units, will owners with the plan, Hanso nsays. tophone Gramercy studios, where it
be asked to form a committee to No campaign work is planned by is now being edited.
work with exchange managers in rat- Steffes and Thurmon at the various
ing theaters of his area says Col. H. meetings.
Bebe Daniels on Radio
A. Cole, head of the Texas associaBebe Daniels on Sept. 27 will sing
tion.
Florence Strauss Quits as
two songs from "Rio Rita," in which
she plays the title role for RKO,
Scenario Editor for
(Continued from Page 1)
over a national hook-up of 45 staCole Favors Arbitration
son for the resignation of Florence tions, combining the red and blue
Opposes Compulsion Strauss as scenario editor of the network for the first time.
Dallas Col. H. A. Cole, president company, with headquarters in New
Mrs. Strauss's plans are unof the Texas exhibitor unit, is not York.

at

Keith A-O 6s 46
84J4
Loew 6s 41ww ..106J4 10654 10654
do

Proposal Being Received

98V2

yt

BOND MARKET

S.M.P.E. at Toronto.
North Carolina ex-

of

Berlin on Way to Studio
Irving Berlin, who returned

94J4
97 J^

20

of

increase its capital stock from
$300,000 to $550,000.
Charles P.
Skouras is president of the company,
a subsidiary of Warners.

fact I wel- announced.
"But I do ob
Spearman Continental "G. M."
ject," he says, "and am opposed to
H.
E. F. Spearman is general manarbitration when it is forced upon
the exhibitor, and I am opposed to ager for Pathe International in Conan exhibitor being put out of busi- tinental Europe, with A. George
ness because he refuses to arbitrate Smith continuing as general man-

300
100
100

Metrotone

to

9

(Continued from Page

34

Hearst

Skouras Firm Increasing Stock
St. Louis
The Skouras Super
Theaters Corp. has been authorized

Hanson Enthused With

Close Sales
34
100
Con. Fra. Ind.
23-5^
24
700
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 25^ 25Ji
300
25K
East Kodak
218^214 216
5,300
do pfd
128
Fox Fm. "A" ... 96
3,500
93H 95
Keith A-O
:;
37J4
*do pfd
]20
Loew's Inc
60^ 60
60
500
*do pfd
98
*M-G-M pfd
25
M. P. Cap
50
46
48
1,700
Para. F-L
72
72
11,300
70J4
Pathe Exch
9Vk
9Va.
900
934
*do "A"
....
19'/2
Radio K-O-A
37'/2
36% 36^ 7,300
'Stanley Co
40
'..'.'.
*Univ. Pict. pfd
9S'/2
Warner Bros
60ys 61 J4 19,400
62J4
*do pfd
53
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CONQUEST OF HOLY LAND.. 8 HALLELUJAH
HER WAY OF LOVE
DANCE OF LIFE
8
LAST ROUND UP
FLYING FOOL
8
MY LADY'S PAST
FLYING MARINE
9
TRAIL RIDERS
GAMBLERS, THE
9
UNMASKED
8
HALF MARRIAGE
SHORT SUBJECTS
SOUND
9
SILENT
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11
11
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"Gold
Diggers
of
Winter Garden,

at the

N. Y.

America

STOCK MARKET
{QUOTATIONS AS OF FRIDAY)

of
"Married in Holly,
at Fox Carthay, Los An-

Opening of
Broadway"

Aug. 30
11
11

REVIEWS

—

at

geles

10

Berg

"The Argyle Case"

of

the Corona, Corona, Cal.

hibitors'

THE

—

Opening

7
7

THEATER EQUIPMENT, by Charles F. Hynes
FOREIGN MARKETS, by James P. Cunningham
FILM DAILY'S FEATURE PAGE
AND THAT'S THAT, by Phil M. Daly
ALONG THE RIALTO, by Phil M. Daly, Jr
HOBBIES
INDUSTRY'S STATISTICS, by James P. Cunningham
TIMELY TOPICS, Digest of Current Opinion
TEN YEARS AGO, Culled from Film Daily Files
PRESENTATIONS,

1929

4

HOLLYWOOD HAPPENINGS, Coast News by
"A LITTLE FROM LOTS," by Ralph Wilk
REVIEWS OF NEWEST RELEASES, by Jack

Publisher

25,

The Industry's
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1
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JOHN V. ALICOATE

Sunday, August

George

W.

Jeffrey,

who

of

Offices
has been

Let Us Solve Your Problems

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

producing and

distributing a series
of short subjects, has been named
eastern district manager of Columbia with supervision over the Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh,
Washington,
Cleveland and Cincinnati branches.

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE
Stebbins,

He

formerly was district manager in
for Preferred Pictures and
Universal, later serving as special

New York

representative

Corp.

of

the

Harold Lloyd

!

1540

B'WAY

Leterman
& Gates
INCORPORATED

N.Y.C.

telephone bryant

3040

PENN.

I

WORLD PREMIERE OF FOX

\

100% DIALOGUE

EPIC DRAMA, "FROZEN JUSTICE"'

m
mm

A

—a

consistent and vigorous

men

picture that

like

plot

and that

—a

new

women

setting

—That's

interpretation

what the Fox

like

Davis' magnificent epic of the land of Aurora
its

— intelligent

100'

—tremendous

dialogue

<

audience appeal
production of Owen

"Frozen Justice," meant to those privileged to attend
world premiere at the California Theatre, San Jose, Monday night, August 12.
Borealis,

After witnessing the world premiere of "Old Arizona" last November,

we

predicted that

it

would

easily

head the Fox program of features as a box-office magnet.

We

now

predict that "Frozen Justice" will hit another bull's eye.

Dwan,
camera-man was,

the director, has proved himself an inspired master of dramatic direc-

In "Frozen Justice," Allan

Whoever

tion.

was

the

in

many

of the scenes, his capacity for dealing with lights

was

as the great modernist painter Manet's capacity

and shadows

to deal with pigments.

Lenore Ulric gives an exquisite interpretation of the wife of the Eskimo chief, torn between the two
diametrically opposite temperaments that of her Eskimo mother and that of her white father. Altho loving
her noble husband dearly, she feels the urge of her father's white people's land the inevitable tragedy of
a woman without a country. A more poignantly beautiful theme could not be conceived.

—

The
ticularly

cast throughout

Lenore

Ulric,

is

—

members have made talking picture
Eskimo chief, and Louis Wolheim as

a magnificent one and the

Robert Frazier as the dignified

—par-

history

the Captain's

mate.

Nothing could be more stupendous than the highly dramatic situations developed by sound and scenic
wonders. The happy home-coming of the Eskimo chief orients us to the local color of the life of the Eskimo.
The destruction of the trading vessel of the white man, who so presumptuously, so imprudently dared to
sail

thru those treacherous waters to ravage the

home

jarring roaring of the ice-floes crashing into the sides

—The reverberating, creaking,
—the resounding, thundering noises of the
and piercing screams of the revellers—the
unequalled
film story — the magnitude of

of the childlike
/of

the vessel

spars bursting through the walls, intermingling with the shrill
vivid insight into the passions of the gold rush days in

Eskimo

Nome,

in

laws of justice and retribution in that highly melodramatic climacteric scene in
the ice fissure then the grand final Aurora Borealis bursting forth in all its resplendent glory, to a movietone accompaniment of exquisite music surely this sounds the tocsin of SOUND PICTURES TRItjhe

relentless

triumph

of the

—

—

UMPHANT.

—

"Frozen Justice" overawes one. The tremendous expanse of this great Northland
Humanity on the icebound rim of the world" challenges with its immensity and its lure.

So

wistfully, sincerely,

unfettered by the chains of

"Frozen Justice" will

'""this

outpost

of

and appealingly have the producers developed this theme of the primitive Eskimo
the artificial life of the white man's land that, we truly believe that for all time

live as

—

an epic of the Northland.

i

m

m
m
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NEW DEVELOPMENTS

SOUND

IN

THE FAST GROWING
FIELD OF SYNCHRONIZATION

By CHARLES

INTEREST KEEN IN

Sunday, August

ON EQUIPMENT
AND VARIOUS DEVICES ARE

HYNES

F.

RCA

by

Photophone

for

Film

aters are ready for sound installations without adjustments of some
nature, according to Ludwig Arnson, vice president of the Radio Receptor Co.,
York. The remaining 80 per cent, he says, presented

trouble was diagnosed in this case
as conflicting sound waves.
train

A

waves coming directly from
in Preparation at Elstree thesound
stage, encountered another train
London British and Dominion's of waves deflected straight
down
in
agreement with
first
all-talker
from the ceiling.
Where the two
of

—

Gramophone Co.

will shortly be

put

met, they counter-acted or neutralizAlbert De
in production at Elstree.
ed each other to such an extent that
Courville will direct with the cast
practically nothing could be distinheaded by Dorothy Gish and Jack
guished.
Osterman,
supported
by Charles
"The remedy in this case was
Laughton, Franklyn Dyall and ArSecond in produc- found in the medium of distribution,
thur Margetson.
tion will be a version of the "Life of that is to say, in the use of directionBeethoven," to be directed by Her- al speakers. The usual cone speakers
bert Wilcox and made in four sepa- were discarded and a number of sperate sound versions, French, German, cially designed horns were substituted.
These horns, equipped with the
Russian and English.
best obtainable reproducer units, were
placed at different angles and their
Six Olivers Sold
Manufacturing relative positions varied until the ideal
Cleveland Oliver
Co., maker of the Oliver Reproducer, degree of reproduction was achieved.
have sold six machines through the In this way we actually made the
Kenton Franklin Sales Co. of Den- sound waves behave, directing them
ver, their sales distributors in Colo- the way we wanted, to overcome the
rado, Wyoming and New Mexico. natural defects of the theater.
"Another effect encountered in some theMovie Supply Co. of Chicago has aters
is not so much a problem as an advanbeen appointed sales representative tage, although it may cost the owner just
as much in the long run.
We know, and the
for Oliver Reproducer in Illinois.

—

Talkers at Sault St. Marie
Sault Ste. Marie, Mich. Talkers
are proving a strong draw at the
For some time talkers
Rialto here.
at the American Soo proved strong
competition against local houses.

—

Montgomery House Wired
Montgomery, Ala. The Plaza

—

here
has been wired with Western Electric

equipment.

Love Wires Two Houses
Denver Tom Love, owner of

—

theaters at Hanna and South Superior,
Wyo., reports both his houses are
now wired for sound.

Talkers at Leesburg, Fla.
Leesburg, Fla. Talking pictures
have made their debut at the Palace

—

'here.

188 Engineers Busy

of existing the-

New
houses up to 500 seats. The equipment, being brought out in accordance with the company's agreement "about every acoustic problem
with Allied States Ass'n, will be imaginable."
available to all theaters with capacity
"We were recently called upon to
up to 500.
'tailor' a house in upper New York
The new reproducer will be a dual state, whose requirements were delisystem for disc and sound-on-film cate in the extreme. This particular
reproduction. It is to cost $2,995 in- theater was afflicted with dead spots
Ser- or areas, not necessarily far from the
stalled, under a ten year lease.
vice charge will be $15 a week the sound source, where practically nothfirst two vears and $12 a week there- ing could
be heard. Farther back in
Production plans now are be- the theater, reception was excellent,
after.
ing decided upon by the company.
as it was to the front and sides. The

B & D-Gramophone

ACOUSTIC SERVICE

IS

ESTABLISHED AT CLEVELAND
Only 20 per cent

market

NOW

AVAILABLE

RCA PH0T0PH0NE DEVICE
There is considerable interest in
the industry in the new reproduction
equipment soon to be placed on the

1929

TIPS

80 Per Cent of Theaters
Need Acoustic Treatment?

NEW

25,

informed manager knows, approximately what
quantity of apparatus is necessary for a given
space to be covered.
It sometimes happens
that the manager, without consulting the installation specialist, orders what would seem
to be the necessary equipment, and finds to
disgust
that
his
reproduction is too
his
powerful.
The reason is that some theaters
are so acoustically perfect that only 50 per
cent of the energy is necessary to fill them
as would be required for a theater of the
same size that was not acoustically sound.
The aforementioned manager finds that the
size of his installation far exceeds the demands of the theater, and he is consequently
obliged to operate at greatly reduced power.
This means that he has spent twice as much
as was necessary on the original installation,
and is probably wasting 50 per cent of his
power bill in unnecessary upkeep.
A little
tailoring here would have saved a good deal
of

cloth.

"A lack of synchronism between screen
subject and sound is not a technical defect
but a perfectly natural law that governs the
difference between the speed of light and the
speed of sound.
Now light is practically instantaneous, so that the man sitting in the
farthermost row, actually sees the image on

One hundred eighty-eight engineers are working on development

RCA-Photophone

of

—

Cleveland
M. A. Lebensburger,
president of M. A. Lebensburger, .has
added an acoustical engineering de-

partment to his Pacent sales organization.
This service is free to prospective sound reproducer purchasers.
Lebensburger states that, given the
size of theater, opening sizes, type of
construction, type of seats and numthe exact instant that it apber of seats, he can estimate mathescreen, while the sound, comlength of the theater, strikes matically the type and the quantity

backed up by $20,000,000 in the
laboratories, according to E.
E. Bucher, executive vice president of the company.

the screen at
pears on this
ing the entire
his ear a fraction of a second later.
The
natural reaction to this is to wonder why
loud-speakers could not be placed in all the
ditteient parts of the theater.
However, a
careful analysis of this suggestion will make
the drawbacks self-explanatory.
cure of
this kind would be worse than the original

A

due just to this very time lag.
The
spectator in the far row would hear the
sound at exactly the same time that he
would see the image, it is true, but, a fraction of a second later he would hear this
same sound coming up from one of the
ill,

speakers

located

the

in

front

the house.

of

would be a fuzzy or blurred
sound to every one in the house, as the
spectator down front would also hear the
response from the speaker located at the
1 lie

result

of acoustical material required to secure the highest degree of acoustical

He will either supply this
material or submit specifications to
the theater owner who can do the
installing himself at proportionately

efficiency.

Lebensburger

cost.

little

is

a gradu-

ate engineer.

Tobis Ltd. Is Registered
in London; to Produce

—

London Tobis Great Britain, Ltd.
has been registered here with a cap-<
back of the house, as well as the speaker
ital of approximately $2425 to pronearby."
duce pictures both, with and without
sound, it is reported.
Directors are
Languages
U. K. W.
E. Willems van Beveren, Derek
Trade in
Films Peter Out, Dr. Hans Henkel and
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Heinrich Kuchenmeister.
The new
Washington The industry in Eng- company, according to the report, has
land is considering the production of no connection with Klangfilm but will

Hamper

Sound

—

sound films in French and German
to solve the problem of dialogue features for other foreign countries, advises a report to the M. P. Division
of the Dept. of Commerce.

RCA-Photophone
RCA-Photophone

for
is

Moscow
introduce

to

market

the

Tobis

original

in

this

country.

Tyler Adds

Movie-Phone Territory
Cincinnati
Charles W. Tyler, for
the last 27 years connected with the
industry, and one of the original

members

of

—

Biograph, has been

ap-

American sound reproducing equip- pointed sales manager for Moviement in Russia, the company states, Phone covering Ohio, with headquarHeretofore Tyler had
having made arrangements for a ters here.

Moscow demonstration with
kino,

American

the Amrepresentatives
of

Russian film interests.

Wonderphone
Cleveland

Installed

— Wonderphone,

charge

of

sales

in

southern

Ohio

Kentucky and West

Hi
Virginia.
will keep that territory in additior
to northern Ohio which he acquiret
following recent resignation of Ed-

manu- ward Casanave.

factured in Cleveland by the Sound
Film Corp., has been installed in the

Lyceum.

Sound at Greenville, Ala.
Greenville, Ala.
The Opera House

—

opened with sound and P. L
Vann, for many years associated witl

has

Delaware House Has Photophone
Greenville's oldest amusement house
Delaware, O.
RCAl-Photophone
states he will run one and two sounc
equipment has been installed at the
pictures weekly as a regular feature
Strand.
C. D. Smith, representing Audiphone

—

Wiring Flemington House
Flemington, N. J. Sound reproducing equipment is being installed

—

at the Palace, as well as a

new

ing and ventilating system.

cool-

made

the installation.

Sound

for Cincinnati

House

DeForest Phonofilm equipment
being installed

at

the

i

Empire, Cin

cinnati.

King's Inn to Have Sound
Talkers For Maine House
The King's Ini
Kingsville, Tex.
Brunswick, Me. Talking- pictures
had their premiere at the Cumberland is being remodeled and wil insta!
with the showing of "Show Boat." sound.

—

—

!

:

progress
3 years of wonderful
Sound

millions of people going to
Pictures
and Western Electric tells them where to go
for Sound Pictures at their best
.

.

. .

.

.
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T/ie advertisement here reproduced appears in the following
Publication

Date

American Boy

October, 1929
August 24, 1929
October, 1929
September 13, 1929
September 21, 1929

Collier's

College
Life

Liberty

Humor

Circulation
279,059
1,643,017
239,276
144,700
1,528,796

Publication
Motion Picture Classic

New Yorker
Photoplay
Saturday Evening Post
Time Magazine

magazines

Date

Circulation
338,973
69,472
547,605
September 28, 1929 2,902,093
180,465
October 14, 1929

October, 1929
October 5, 1929
October, 1929

Total Circulation

7,873,456

=c&a

DAILV

Sunday, August

1929
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IN
THE
PRODUCTION
EAST
WHAT
NEW YORK
WHO AND
WHAT'S

WHO'S

BRICE OVERCOMES "MIKE,"

CAMERAS
One

of the serious difficulties

which

comedy feashort-reel
all-talking
tures to date has been to convey to
the vaudeville and stage actors the
possibilities and the limitations of the

GREATER

STUDIOS

Short Shots from
Eastern Studios

problem

has beset the path of the maker of

IN

,By

DANIEL KUSSELL

ARTHUR

W.

EDDY

tells a funny one about an old-time
actor who once applied to him for
Squeeze," which George LeMaire has a small part in a picture he was
produced as a two-reel talker for directing. He got it and then surmotion picture camera and micro- Pathe. Kussell wrote "The Gingham prised Crisp by demanding his conGirl," "Cross My Heart" and "I Told tract.
Naturally this idea brought
phone.
Monte Brice, director at the Para- You So," stage shows. The cast of a laugh from the megaphone man
mount Long Island studio who is "A Tight Squeeze" included George as the role was hardly as big as
LeMaire,
Jimmy Conlin, Evalvn that, but the antique one came back
piloting many vaudevillians through
Knapp, the Ryan Sisters, Sam Ray- with the unbelievable information
the film versions of their respective
nor, Dave Manley, Leo Kendall, B. that "four companies were after
stage acts, says he has solved this
Harriss and Jack LeMaire.
him."
The second skeptical Crisp
difficulty by a simple system that has
laugh led the old chap to reply very
results.
produced satisfactory
Dr. Albert J. Bertin, Nick Gold- seriously something like this: "Yes
"When I first arrived from Hollywood to
comedians man and Ed Hurley are writing the
direct these vaudeville and stage
Mr. Crisp, four companies are afdifficulty in
in short features, I had great
music for "Schoolday Frolic," dia- ter me. The gas company, the eleclimited
rather
the
them
to
clear
making
logue shorts being -made by Amer- tric light company, etc."
photographic scope of the camera." Brice
"They were used to the full stage and ican Sound Recording Corp. at its
said.
final'y solved it by perI
technique.
what
mitting them to see for themselves just
the possibilities of the camera and microphone were.
The players.
"This we did in this way
warned of the camera angles, were put
through a complete routine of their act. Then
booth
they were invited to enter the camera
and watch through the camera finder while
aprough
my assistants and I gave a very
With the script
proximation of the scene.
directors,
girl as the heroine and assistant
cameramen and cutters completing the subits

:

cast,

stitute

we gave what was undoubtedly

unfunny performance of the same
But it showed to the real actors in
action.
what
a most vivid way what could and
could not be done before the camera.
"The result has been most gratifying.
Whereas much time was wasted previously
a

chap

West Uth

is

the writing

who authored "A Tight

St. plant.

TWO MORE PARAMOUNT
TALKERS START SOON
With "The Return of Sherlock
Holmes" practically complete, Paramount has plans calling for the
starting of two more dialogue features within two weeks.
"The Laughing Ifady," Jeanne
Eagels' third and last starring vehicle under her Paramount contract,

go

will

into

production

this

week

with

Victor

Clive

Brook will play opposite
George Folsey will be

star.

Schertzinger

directing
the
in

charge of photography, with Joseph
Ruttenberg working with him.

The second picture is "The Big
Pond," based on the play by George
Middleton and A. E. Thomas, Hob-

Willon Fieldz is head makeup
Ted Athey, who not so long ago man at Warners' Vitaphone plant, art Henley will direct. Charles Rugstaged managed and played a part in succeeding Monty Westmore, who gles, who has worked in several pic"The War Song," George Jesse! went Coastward to became super- tures made at the Astoria plant, is
show, appears in the Harry Delf visor of makeup at the company's
the only member of the cast so far
short, "It's a Boy," produced for El- studios there. Fieldz formerly worked
Ted worked with Georgie in with Westmore and at one time was announced. Production start is set
bee.
"Lucky Boy" when Tiffany-Stahl an actor.
for Sept. 3.

added dialogue sequences here several

months back.

The Dixie Jubilee Singers, who
appear in "Hallelujah" which opened

most

Originating at Vitaphone studio,
from the industrious typewriter of
John Hobble, comes a yarn to the
effect that a necktie contest has
piece
vital
some
because
scenes
in retaking
of ended with first award going to Wilrange
the
outside
played
was
business
of
perliam Quinn, still photographer. He
the camera line, now we get a finished
formance with the minimum amount of re- ivore a different tie on every day
hearsal."
during the contest. Edmund Joseph
dialogue writer, came in second, wHh
Second Pollard Talker Set
The second Snub Pollard talking Arthur Hurley, director, and Don
comedy in a series being made by Ryan, dialogue writer, runn'ng neckWeiss Bros, goes into production tie to necktie for third place.
early next week with Les Goodwins
"General Ginsburg" is the Jolr
Sam Green, burlesque
directing.
comedian, will be in the picture, Hancock of the next dialogue short
which will be photographed by Tom to be produced by Louis Brock at
RCA-Gramercy studios with Nat
Mollov.
Carr. This picture, directed by Mark
the
of
title
the
is
Are"
We
"Here
1

Great Arts Making 13,
Three Starring Renaldo

the Embassy recently, are noiv
doing a weekly sketch over
Great Arts Pictures is preparing
known as "Aunt Mandy's Chillun." for release three musical and dramatEva Jessye of the group arranged ic shorts starring Duncan Renaldo,
the negro folk songs used in the
in "The Bridge of San Luis
M-G-M picture and also wrote "Sold featured
Rey"
and
now in Africa playing a
Way to Georgia," theme song of
"Uncle Tom's Cabin," a la Univers- feature role in M-G-M's "Trader
"The
Horn." The subjects are:
al.
Mask," "The Yellow Rose" and "The
Captive Prince." The shorts, which
Mindret Lord, who recently booked
have been edited by Charles Glett,
Paula Trueman for a RKO talker
will be ready for release within 30
short through the Abe Meyer office,

at

WOR

is

now busy handling

artists for pic-

days.
Series

of 13 shorts, one negative
with sound and the other silent, will
be produced under supervision of
America over knows the popular Frank D. Ferrone, president of Great
hits written by Percy Wenrich, who Arts. Edward L. Klein Corp. handles
Supporting Pohard are Bob Sandrich, will go into work earlv next some time ago made a Vitaphone
first.
the foreign distribution rights.
week.
short for Warners.
Milliken, Joe Fields and Nina Wnght
He comnnsed

Camera and microphone

LOUIS BROCK
Producer
and supervisor of

"TWO-GUN GINSBURG"
at Globe Theater,
N. Y. C.)

(now running

"GUNBOAT GINSBURG"
"GENERAL GINSBURG"
(in production)

Starring

Nat Carr

RKO RELEASE

stuff pre-

ture engagements.

"Moonlight Bay,"

"When You Were

a Tulip," "Put on Your Old Gray
senting Helen Morgan and Rudy
Bonnett" and "Where Do We Go
Vallee have been added to "GloriFrom Here." He is now writing a
Girl,"
ParaAmerican
the
fying
musical sketch for talker production.

MARK SANDRICH

Marc Connolly
who is makMarc Connelly, now seeing Europe
ing
series
of
a
talking
shorts
person, will resume work for RCA
Photophone at Gramercv studio upon for RKO at RCA Photophone studio,

"THE TALK OF

mount Long Island-made

in

Before gangplanking he
made "The Suitor," which Richard
The cast included
Currier directed.
Edwina Phillips, who plavs the femhis return.

Director

talker.

has had a brilliant career as playwright, actor and director.
Some of
his stage hits which have been picturized
are:
"Dulcy," "To the
Ladies," "Merton of the Movies,"

Ada Yerdon, Wayne
inine
lead.
"Beggar on Horseback" and "The
Arey and Dora Mills Adams.
Butter and Egg Man."
George S
Donald Crisp, now doing dirt in Kaufman has collaborated with him
'The Return of Sherlock Holmes," on these plays.

Current Releases

HOLLYWOOD"

Dialogue Feature

"TWO GUN GINSBURG"
RKO
.

In Production

"GENERAL GINSBURG"

'

'

DAILY
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q
F .N. Production Ahead of Schedule
Company's Program for 1929-30 To Be 80 Per Cent Completed by Sept. 1 and All Finished by
Edmund Lowe Signed by Pathe Ralph Wilk's Personality Paragraphs and Other News
Jan. 1

—

—

Color Trailer Planned

1ST NAT'L

TO COMPLETE

LINEUP BY JANUARY

A Little from
1

First National is proceeding so
•apidly
on its production schedile that studio officials anticipate 80
per cent of the 1929-1930 program

be completed and

in the cutting
Sept. 1. The 35 pictures in
the line-up will be ready by the end
of the year and by Jan. 1, 1930 the
will

room by

company

turn its energies toward preparations for the 1930-1931
season.
The plan now being worked out
calls for the studio to be five or six
months ahead at all times, the intervening period to be diverted to discussions on new trends and policies
In the cutting room at this time
are "The Great Divide," "The Isle
of Lost Ships," "A Most Immoral
and
"Footlights
"Paris,"
Lady,"
Fools," "The Girl from Woolworth's,"
will

"Young Nowhere" and "Sally."
In work are "The Forward Pass,"
second of the Loretta Young-Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. series; "The Painted Angel," "Lilies of the Field," "The
Love Racket," "The Dark Swan"
with H. B. Warner and Lois Wilson; "No, No, Nannette" and "Loose
Ankles."
Two hundred sound experts and
technicians are now on the First National payroll and 270 contract players, including chorus girls and chorus
boys.

Edmund Lowe

Signs for
"This Thing Called Love"

By

Irene Bordoni.

Hollywood

and continuity.

tation

Flowers,"

"Hearts and

AL

a Philadelphia physician,
a pinochle addict, and two of his
friends, also physicians, suffered from
the same "disease."
Al finds
that working at the same studio are
Vivienne Segal, the musical comedy
star, and Rheba Wolfe, a daughter of
each of these men who played with
his father.
Al's partner, Joe Burke,
is
also from Philadelphia, but his
father was not a pinochle player.
father,

his

More Passing Show: Raymond Griffith, Nancy Carroll,
Eugene O'Brien, Spencer Bennet, Arthur Hornblow, Jr.,
King Vidor, Sam Hardy,
Eleanor Boardman, Carlyle

was

Now

*

*

*

Frank Woods can truthfully
was once a newspaper-

say, "I

myself." When only 18,
Frank and three young friends
established a daily paper in
Erie, Pa., and Frank edited it.
In 1896, he established and edited the only Democratic paper
in Pennsylvania that supported

man

*

*

Max

Schmeling to Clara Bow and
Harry Richrnan at Paramount; John Cromwell trying to induce William Wellman to enter the annual film
tennis tournament.
*

*

*

*

Ray Perkins is kept busy reading
Filming "Hurricane"
press notices of his talented relaColumbia has a unit aboard a
His sister, Grace, has writtives.
three masted schooner filming scenes
ten a first novel, "Angel Child,"
of "Hurricane." cast of which inwhich is a big seller, while his siscludes
Hobart Bosworth. Johnny ter, Bobbie, has decorated several
Mack Brown, Leila Hyams, Allan Broadway musical comedies.
We
Roscoe, Leila Mclntyre, Joe Borfirst saw her in "Garrick Gaieties."
deaux and Eddie Chandler.
His brother-in-law, Fulton Oursler.
wrote "The Spider," while another
Long Term Contract for Green
brother-in-law, Bert Green, is the
Harry Green has been given a long famous cartoonist, who has been
term contract as a Paramount fea- writing a series of articles for

First

National

Vitaphone.

AVAILABLE IN
SEPTEMBER
GRANITE 9752
«»««»»«»«»»»«»»

Christie.
*

should work together

in a sepictures to obtain the best
results. He directed Laura La Plante
in 11 two-reelers and four features
He also directed William Desmond,
Herbert Rawlinson each in several
pictures.

stars

ries

THE

of

*

The

list

*

of

_

Doorway

ol Hospital!**

*

New York De

Witt Clinton high school graduates includes Sam Jaffe and
Henry Herzbrum.

*

.introducing

*

for

Robert F. Hill, who directed "Har
mony Lane," believes directors and

Our Passing Show: Ernst
Lubitsch

Lighting

Robinson, at the premiere of

Al and Charles

Photography and

Director of

"Come Seven," sponsored by

William Jennings Bryan for
president.
He traveled over
half the state with Bryan.
*

LEE GARMES

that

familiar
ditty
of
song writer at Warshooting gallery days, is the theme
ners, has made an interesting
song.
discovery.
Twenty-five years ago,
*
*
*

DUBIN,

*

*

*

*

Forty-five officers here blossomed
forth with new uniforms and badges.
The officers are in charge of Joseph
W. Riley, safety commissioner, who
is assisted by Captain Dan Roche.
*

When

"Road

*

*

Show"

plays

the

Harris theaters in Ohio and Pennsylvania

it

should attract

much

at-

John H. Harris, one of the
owners and operators of the circuit
is on his annual trip to the Coast.

tention.

When he visited the M-G-M studio.
Charles F. "Chuck" Reisner, the director, used him in several scenes
of

"Road Show."

Paramount Casts Lilyan Tashman
Lilvan Tashman has been cast in
•The" Children." by Edith Wharton
which Lothar Mendes will direct foi
Paramount. Frederic March has the
male lead with Mary Brian and
Key Francis in the cast Doris Anderson is writing the adaptation.

_SNTER

the doorway •*

—

.
popular hostelry and you feel at ho
There 's an atmosphere of cordial welc©«ea
which marks the difference between the
Hollywood Plaxa and ordinary hotels.

this

Your room. too. has that added
of distinction. Pictures on the wall, en
stuffed furniture, a floor lamp and reeding
lamp . . . these are but a few of the features
that

make you feel at home.

Plg'n Whistle Dining Service Insures the
best of food. Therefore, when you are nee*
In Los Angeles be sure to Investigate.

.

THE HOLLYWOOD

"Liberty."
*

New

"Lots"

RALPH WILK

directors
finally
Producers and
Pathe has signed Edmund Lowe.
learned that Wallace MacDonald has
company
for
the
first
picture
His
an excellent dramatic baritone voice
will be in "This Thing Called Love,"
"Wally" is now singing in "Sweetie,"
from the play by Edwin Burke. Paul
made at Paramount
Constance which is being
with
Stein
will
direct
with Frank Tuttle directing.
Bennett in the lead.
*

tured player.

First National will issue a Technicolor trailer for "Paris," starring

*

*

Mulhall Film Starting
Reel laughs are expected in "Faro
Production is ready to begin on Nell," a travesty, produced for the
"In the Next Room," starring Jack Christies by Al Cohn. with William
Mulhall for First National.
Alice Watson directing.
Louise Fazenda
Day will play opposite.
Al also wrote the adapis starred.

Dialoguing
Universal's

Feature Comedies

HOTEL
Vine Street

at

Hollywood Boulevard

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

!

;

;

DAILV

8

"The Dance of Life"

"The Flying Fool"

with Hal Skelly and Nancy Carroll

(All-Talker Version)

"Hallelujah"
(All-Talker Version)

M-G-M

Length: 9,711

Sunday, August

Pathe

(All-Talker Version)
Paramount
Length: 10,619

Length: 6,720

AND,

1929

Robert Warwick in

"Unmasked"
(All-Talker Version)

ft.

BOYD CLICKS STRONG IN
ft.
REAL
COMEDY PEPPED UP
IN THE
SPLENDID WOMAN'S PICMAIN, IMPRESSIVE PICTURI- TURE. FINE ENTERTAIN- WITH JIMMY GLEASON'S
DIALOGUE. THRILL
IN INTELLIGENTLY CLEVER
ZATION OF AMERICAN NESTUFF
IN
SWELL FLYING
HANDLED STORY OF BACKNOTABLE

/*.

25,

MENT

Artclass

Length: 5449

ft.

CROOK YARN WITH ROBERT WARWICK DOING FINE
ROLE AS SCIENTIFIC DETECTIVE. HAS PUNCH IN UNUSU-

HAS POWER AND
SHOTS.
STAGE LIFE. HAL SKELLY STUNT
FASCINATION, BUT IS DUBI- IMMENSE.
Comedy drama. William Boyd does AL STORY.
OUS BOX-OFFICE.
Drama. A load of heart interest his best work to date in this one, and
Drama. This

GRO

LIFE.

Drama. King Vidor, a Texan, here has been

has attempted to film a cross-section
the life and mentality of the
Southern negro. As a general thing.
he has succeeded admirably. His insight at all time seems to bear the
of

authenticity. Never is the
spectator inclined to doubt the direcAnd yet, the story,
tor's treatment.
toward its close, totters and consequently loses in dramatic effectiveness.
The picture is, in effect, the
story of Zeke, his affair with
life
Chick which begins with the accidental death of his own brother at Zeke's
hands; his adoption of religion finally to leave the spiritual again for the
flesh; the death of the girl, the murder of her lover and the final return
of the wayward to his family. Spirituals are used frequently.
Daniel L. Haynes, Nina Mae McCast:
Kinney, William Fountaine, Harry Gray,
Fannie Bell De Knight, Everett McGarrity,
Victoria Spivey, Milton Dickerson, Robert
Couch, Walter Tait, Dixie Jubilee Singers.
Director, King Vidor
Author, the same
Scenarist, Wanda Tuchock
Adaptor, Rich-

stamp of

;

:

ard

Schayer;

Editor,

Ransom Rideout

Dialoguer,

Hugh Wynn

Cameraman,

;

Gordon

Avb.

injected into the film version of "Burlesque," which as a stage
play excited much comment during
its New York run.
Other producers
have been chipping away at the story
for some time.
It is the treatment,
plus the excellent performance of Hal
Skelly, which make "The Dance of
Life" fine audience fodder. The yarn,
as usual concerns the couple, this
time in burlesque, and the up-grade
fight which lands the comic on Broadway only to forget his wife.
and liquor lick him and he slides
rapidly down the bow-wow path until
the girl, played sympathetically

Women

Photography, lovely.

excellent.

"Her

Way

;

;

;

Amkino

Photography,

worthwhile.

first-

"My

Lady's Past"

human

stuff and sure-fire comedy.
just misses being a standout picture, which could easily have been
built up with more production values
to that level. But it's got plenty as it
is,
and for any type of house will
It

stand up easily. Good clean number,
with wholesome and unique love
angle. Boyd is the stunt flyer whose
kid brother, also a flyer, falls for a
night club girl. Boyd also falls, and
the way the problem is worked out

holds real suspense.

Fine

thrill stuff

stunt flying, with spectacular

in

max.

cli-

a ride, and collect.
William Boyd, Marie Prevost, Rus-

Give

Cast:
Gleason,

it

Tom

O'Brien.
Garnett
Author, Elliott
Dialoguer, James Gleason ; SceClawson
Editor,
narists, Elliott Clawson, Tay Garnett
sell

Director,

Tay

;

;

Not

listed

;

Direction,

Cameraman, Arthur Miller.
Photography,
Showmanship.

The

Drama.

story material
and is carried along

quisite.
Emma Zessarskaya, A. Zhukow,
Cast:
Karl Gurnyak.
Strizhak,
Dmitri
Alexander
Directors,
Authors,
D. Poznanski, M.
Poznanski
;

Shelly

Hamilton

;

cellent.

Editor,
same;
Cameraman,
same

the

Titler,

;

Hylnnd

:

Merrick:

Scenarist, the
Titlers,

Photography,

ex-

Dialoguers,

;

Editor, George

and Fanny HatCameraman,
same;

Frederic

;

ton;

same

the

Harry Jackson.
Direction,

adequate.

fair.

detective

Cast:
Robert Warwick, Sam Ash, Milton
Krims, .Lyons Wickland,
Susan
Corroy,
Wiliiam Corbett, Charles
Slattery,
Kate
Roemer, Waldo Edwards, Roy Byron, Clyde
Dillson, Helene Mitchell, Marie Burke.
Director, Edgar Lewis
Author, Arthur
B. Reeve; Scenarist, Albert Cowles; Dialogues, Bert Ennis, Edward Clark
Editor,
;

;

Mack

Cohen; Cameramen, Tom
Browning, Buddy Harris.

Irving

Direction,

excellent.

with Olive Borden

(All-Talker Version)

NOT GOOD BOX
based

on

Love drama.

When

a

government

General

tries to

the film industry in
making pictures for popular entertainment, the result is bound to be
somewhat less than successful. This
is.
Scenes in the Palestine campaign
are simply the routine campaign of
the British troops in driving back
the Turks and taking possession of
Considering that AllenJerusalem.
by's campaign was one of the most
picturesque highlights of the world
war, it is amazing that the official
British war cameras have caught so
little of the atmosphere and color of
the affair.
But it just goes to prove
that films taken for war records don't
necessarily have general popular appeal as entertainment.
British and Turkish troops engaged
Cast:

Borden does her usual sexy stuff,
and is good, as far as the script
would allow her to be. She is the
daughter of a rich man who secretly
marries the poor boy, and the villain
tries to lavish unwanted attentions on
her, falls over a roof, and the uptries
standing hubby
to take the
blame.
Farley,
Morgan
Olive Borden,
Cast:
Ken Murray. Ann Greenway, Anderson Lawlor,
Sally
Blane, Hedda Hopper, Richard

Tucker.
Author,
Cowan
Director, William J.
Geoige Kibbe Turner; Dialoguer, Jane MurEditor, Archie
Adaptor, Jane Murfin
fin
Marshek; Cameraman, not listed.
Photogmaterial.
Direction, blame the
;

on

this

film.

;

;

campaign.

credits available

Just another exam-

ple of an adaptation from fiction of
a theme that was never intended for
the technique of the screen.
Especially the sound screen.
But the dialogue is to blame for that, and it is
one of the poorest samples of dialogue that has yet assailed these poor
abused ears of ours.
Goo-goo talk
of the dizzily happy -young bride is
anything but edifying on a screen,
and that's what you get along with
other banal lines that it gives us a
lotta grief just to think about. Olive

compete with

No

very

RKO
Length: 6481 ft
INANE LOVE STORY FAILS
TO CLICK WITH THIN LONGDRAWN-OUT YARN THAT
TRIES TO BE SEXY.

Allenby's campaign for the British
against the Turks during the world
war.
From the files of the British
War Office. The film has been
strung together with added sequences
to give it some form of continuity.
These are pretty poor and very amateurish.

Molloy.

Photography,

Land"

in the Palestine

Photography,

scientific

"Half Marriage"

OFFICE.
is
War material
on

Belle Bennett, Joe E. Brown, Alma
Cast:
Bennett, Russell Simpson, Raymond Keene,
Joan Standing.
Author, Francis
Director,
Albert Ray

the

"Conquest of the Holy

QUENCES.

OVER.

as

out.
Unlike most crime films, the
audience is let in on the manner of
perpetrating the crime in the early
reels, and you follow the disclosures
as the detective uncovers them with
absorbed interest.
It is told in a
long flashback, with the criminal
forced to sit and listen to the tale
at a house party, and this works up
to a strong and dramatic climax.

ft.

approximates high art and should be pretty thin
strain with little real
seen by the powers that be in the a sentimental
Hollywood studios. It is a story of action to support it. It tells of a coumany years
Russian peasant life, and the rural ple engaged for a good
and
the boy, who when he thinks he
scenes are beautiful. The life of the
is going to lose her, gets up his courpeaceful peasantry torn apart by war
age
to propose marriage. Joe Brown
is dramatically presented.
The openstand out with his
ing shows a typical peasant wedding makes the part
He is
characteristic style of acting.
ceremony. The husband is called to
anything but the handsome lover, but
the front, and an Austrian prisoner
somehow the humble role fits his
is sent to the farm to work in the
wheat fields.
A romance develops qualifications aptly. Belle Bennett is
between the wife and the Austrian. the girl, a little too old for the part,
get away with it.
Later he sees the "light" of the So- but she manages to
gives
a sympathetic performance
She
viet cause, and goes to the front to
and makes the rather sappy situafight for "world freedom."
Here's
The
where the film goes blooey with the tions seem almost plausible.
appeal to the sophistiintroduction of the propaganda bunk, story will not
and kills off what was an unusual cates, but it is okay for the neighborand beautiful love drama. But the hoods. Brown does a pip of a drunk
himself as he tells
camera work in many spots is ex- scene talking to
what he is going to do to the heavy.

Vladimir Semenoflf.
Direction, very good.

Warwick

uncovers the plot of an unusual and

good.

with Joe E. Brown, Belle Bennett

Here is one of the best films ever
sent from Russia, with some marvellous
photographic
treatment that

Scenarists,

highly dramatic story values. Robert

;

(Part-Talker Version)
(Silent)
BEAUTIFUL AND ARTISTIC
Length: 8,077 ft. Od-Films
PRODUCTION. ONE OF BEST Tiffany-Stahl
Length: 4700 ft.
SO FAR FROM RUSSIA, BUT
GOOD NUMBER FOR SMALL BRITISH WAR OFFICE FILM
SPOILED BY PROPAGANDA. HOUSES WITH SENTIMENTAL
NOTHING BUT SECOND-RATE
WORTH LOOKING AT.
Drama of the Russian revolution. YARN THAT IS SHY ON AC- NEWSREEL MATERIAL BUILT
JOE BROWN GETS IT UP WITH POOR ADDED SEProduced by Sovkino
in
Russia. TION.

Smnnova;

is one of the Arthur
Reeve Craig Kennedy stories, and the
adaptation has not missed any of the

clever crime. The manner of unfolding the story on the screen is origreal sentiment, thrills and plenty of
inal, and holds the interest through-

very good.

rate.

of Love"

(Silent)
Length: 6000

Carroll,

returns.
The picture has considerable power and denotes a high order
of intelligence in its treatment.
Cast:
Hal Skelly, Nancy Carroll. Ralph
Theadorc, Charles Brown, Dorothy Revier,
Al St. John, May Boley, Oscar Levant,
Gladys Du Bois, James T. Quinn, James
Farley, George Irving.
Directors, John Cromwell, Edward SuthAuthors, George Manker Watters,
erland
Arthur Hopkins; Scenarist, Benjamin GlaGeorge Manker Watters
zer
Dialoguer,
Cameraman,
Editor,
George Nichols, Jr.
Roy Hunt.
Direction,

Direction,

Nancy

and charmingly by

goes over strong with a fine comedy
sense that few probably suspect he
had.
Boyd is a good looker, a heman type, and the kind that will go
heavy with the flaps as well as their
T>oy friends. Neat brother love angle
in the original story by Elliott Clawson, that is nicely balanced between

I

raphy,

fair.

THE
August

onday,
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"The Flying Marine"

"The Gamblers"
Warner, Lois Wilson

with H. B.

with Ben Lyon, Shirley Mason,

Length: 6611

Varners

market will do
v1uch for this programmer which has a somewhat old-fashioned
>tory. warner splendid.
The fact that apparently
he entire American public is in the
Stock market these days will draw
interest in "The Gamblers," a film
version of Charles Klein's play. The
story contains little that is new and
Drama.

Michael
often sets heavy-handed.
Curtiz has lavished considerable production value on the effort and that,
The gambling Emertoo, will help.
Emerson
operators
of
the
sons,
Trust, have annexed their investors'
H.

The attorney general, through
Warner who has married

B.

Length: 5951

quashes the indictment when his wife
threatens to leave him. He observes
her wishes and offers her freedom,
but .'he discovers her love is really
Then finale. The dialogue
for him.
is commonplace, but the performances
Warner is splendid.
generally Rood.

Cast: H. 1!. Warner. Lois Wilson, Jason
Robards, George Fawcett, Johnny Arthur,
Charles
Pauline
Garon,
Campeau,
Frank

The

aviation sequences in this picture which fills the bill as an average attraction for neighborhood theaters is very well handled, particularly the night sequences.
There is a
brother sacrifice angle that carries
a fair amount of appeal, although
Ben Lyon, dismissed
overstressed.
from the marine corps, returns home
to enter his brother's (Jason Robards) stunt flying racket.
He falls
for Shirley Mason and she for him.
While flying for a picture company,
he crashes, and loses his hearing.
About this time, the girl realizes she
loves Robards, not Lyon, but until

to secure via a parachute
But, his hearing suddenly restored, Lyon learns the truth without his brother's knowledge, carries
The parachute gets
him aloft.
caught on the wing; Lyon frees it
and the plane goes wild.
Cast: lien Lyon, Shirley Mason, Jason

proposes
stunt.

Robards.
Rogell
Author, John F.
Al
Director,
Matteford; Scenarist, the same; Titler, Weidon Nelick; Dialoguer, Not listed; Editor,
;

Sellon,

Author, Charles
Grubb Alexander; Di-

Curtiz;

Cameraman,

William

Direction,

average.

Thomas

Pratt;

Rees.

Photography, spotty.

Bob Custer

Wm.

Hamilton; Cameraman, Teddy Tetzlaff.
Photography, good.
Direction, fair.
Silent version reviewed Aug. 11,

Buddy Roosevelt

in

ft.

WORKMANLIKE WESTERN
GETS OVER NICELY WITH
CAPABLE DIRECTION OF McGOWAN AND BOB CUSTER'S
HE-MAN STUFF. THE FANS
WILL LIKE

IT.

Western. This one rates well up
list with
the other Bob Custer
series, and is nicely gaited with a

the

plot that builds naturally to a

strong

the elements the
western fans want, and should please
the measily.
Bob is foreman on a

climax.

has

It

in

all

ranch where he has a tough time trying to locate a band of rustlers who
are working with a man in his outfit.

Bud Osborne does

(Silent)
Length: 4870

Rauart

RATES

ft.

WITH SOME GOOD ACTION
STUFF AND BUDDY ROOSEVELT DOING NICE WORK.
SHOULD GET OVER WITH
THE REGULARS.
There

Western.

little

is

new

in

the story, but there are several interesting situations that help to build the
interest, and the action stuff is sprinkled freely through the footage. Buddy
Roosevelt's father is a large ranch
owner who discovers that squatters
have taken possession of a portion of
his property.
He sends Buddy to

sex atmosphere.
Cast: Bob Custer, Hazel

Buddy Roosevelt, Lafe McKee,
Cast:
Betty Baker, Peewee Holmes, Paul Malvern,
Leon de la Mothe, Tommy Bay.
Director, J. P. McGowan; Author, Milton

borne.

Lyons, Hank
Adabelle Driver.

Cliff

Gowan,

Mills,
Bell, J.

Bud

.Os-

P.

Mc-

Director, J. P. McGowan; Author, Sally
Editor, Not
Scenarist, Not listed

Winters
listed

;

;

Not

listed

;

Cameraman, Hap

very

good.

Photography,

clear.

jungle.

Sounds

houses.

Which

like a find for serial

it is.
In addition to
fast-moving action which productions

of this type
of dialogue

must have, the attraction
is there and that's a new

wrinkle to talk about with serial fans.
Mascot Pictures produced with
Jacqueline Logan and Walter Miller
starred

and Richard Thorpe directstory concerns an Ameri-

Angle

;

Scenarist,

listed

;

Titler,

Not

Bob
listed

Cline
;

;

Editor,

Not

Cameraman, Bob

Direction,

fair.

Photography, satisfactory.

Interesting
Excellent stuff is this issue of the
Review, which opens with scenes of
daring mountaineers climbing the

Cumberland

range

in

England,

"oammy"

presents a miniature mosical show, with children singing and
dancing.
Closing the issue is an
interesting episode on Montparnasse,
the Paris quarter where artists and
alleged artists live, paint and display

their paintings.
Altogether this is
can secret service operative who is high-grade stuff in a single reel.
sent to Africa to run down a band of
ivory thieves.
Several predecessors
have never returned, their disappearance revolving round an ancient ruin- "Sea Life of the Isle of Mer"
d temple and a gigantic gorilla which
Bell Pictures
apparently
safeguards it and
its
Interesting
secret.
In
Africa,
Miller
meets
This is a highly interesting subJacqueline Logan whose father, it
appears, had been swallowed up in ject of sea life on the coral island of
the
mysterious and little known Mer, off the Australian barrier. Some
temple.
She determines to discover striking underwater shots feature the
what she can in order to clear up the subject. It's a good informative short
circumstances surrounding her birth. for any program (one reel).

The

ing.

SILENT

Miller whose objective likewise is the
temple, goes with her. The first three
episodes plant the story and the mystery element in a manner that is certain to intrigue all serial lovers.
theme song, "Love Thoughts of
You" introduces each chapter.
syn-

score is used throughout
and there are generous portions of
the episodes caught for this review
in dialogue.

"Dad's Day"
Hal Roach— M-G-M

Snappy Comedy
Edgar Kennedy

who
But
it

to

is

featured as

Dad

enjoy his Sunday rest.
family insist on jazzing
he is driven to the beach

Pathe Review No. 32
Pleasant

The grade

up

till

find

some

real

rest.

The

family
gets himself

follows in the car. Dad
in a series of jams, and finally makes
the mistake of getting in the women's
section of the bath houses.
small
riot results, but Dad switches the
blame to his daughter's beau who
had been tormenting him all day. It
works up to a pip of a gag at the

A

with Dad and his tormentor
both being driven off in the police
patrol.
Edgar Kennedy does some
fine comedy work, and is ably assisted
by Eddie Dunn, Irma Harrison, Ben
close,

Hall, Gertrie Messinger
Milloy. Time, 21 mins.

and

rather
the contents, helps make this
issue pleasant to watch.
Scenes depicting apple orchards in full bloom
open the number with submarine
shots of marine life, done in color,
following.
Titled "Back to Nature"
the camera "invades a boudoir" for
the closing shots and this is pretty
shoddy stuff. The lingerie and other
garments worn in this are nothing
It would have
to get excited over.
been far better in color. A one reeler.

Pathe Review No. 33
The Old Story
"Manhattan Angles" is the subject
opening this issue of the Review.
Various camera angles on the New
York skyline are shown without exciting

this

reviewer.

"Seascapes,"

done with Pathechrome, is the best
thing in the issue. This shows scenes
along the Connecticut coast. "Timber"

is

the familiar pictorial story of
one
in
a big way.

A

lumbering
reeler.

"Burning Youth"
Universal
This One Hurts

May
Nearly

known

"The Actor"

of photography,

than

tries to
his pesky

this

Cline.

Depew.
Direction,

belong to Buddy's father. From
situation a lot of complications
arise that carries the film up to good
As
suspense and a snappy climax.
westerns go, this is a good number
that should attract the thrill-lovers.
cattle

;

Titler,

wild animal serial in which are
heard the roars of the beasts of the
a

WESTERN

FAIR

The young hero
get rid of them.
learns that the girl and her brothers
have bought the property from the
sheriff under a forced sale for taxes.
The crook then frames a deal with
the girl for water rights in exchange
for cattle, not telling her that the

foil for

Further than

chronized

the heavy, and
the hero. Several
made to rustle the cattle, and at last they apparently succeed, with the help of a brush fire
to draw off the ranchmen. The Syndicate company under direction of J.
P. McGowan succeed in working in
a lot of real cowboy stuff that sounds
like the cow country and
not the
work of a Hollywood studio crowd.
Also the sentimental angle is well
handled and not just thrown in for

he is a good
attempts are

that talks.

serial

A

"Trail Riders"

(Silent)
Length: 4,800

A

A

"The Last Roundup
Syndicate

Pathe Audio Review No. 16

SOUND

ft.

ENOUGH PROGRAMMER FOR NEIGHBORHOODS.
AIR STUFF VERY WELL DONE
IN COMMONPLACE STORY.
FAIR

young Emerson's former sweetheart, the latter is cured by an operation
gets the goods on the crowd, but money for which the other brother

Director, Michael
Klein; Scenarist, J.
the same; Editor,
alogue!',

Mascot Pictures
Fine for Serial Lovers

A

(Part-Talker Version)

;tock

funds.

"The King of the Kongo"

act fails to show up, Benny substitutes and does everything from
to
Z in the entertainment alphabet.
Benny's dialect is unbeatable and his
dialogue funny to the wow degree.
Walter Fabian is the director. Time,
10 mins.

ft.

in Columbia

interest

public's

Short Subjects

Jason Robards

(All-Talker Version)

wrote, too, brings him backstage looking for a job as an actor. As act after

to
ed in this

all

the

old

hooey

ever

comedy business is includtwo reel comedy about the

who goes fireman. You know
the flock of moss-grown gags workBenny Never Misses
ed around the fire station and then
Benny Rubin, who clicks loudly in the inevitable Firemen's Drill Day,
men
the master-of-ceremonies racket and with the bum hose connection,
genother phases of vaudeville, does a jumping off into nets, and the
youth

Universal

in

three-ring circus act in this single eral excitement over nothing
Saylor
Sid
which is good all the Gus Meins directed.
jreel picture
featured.
Benny
which
story,
The
through.
.vay
at

all.
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Theater Equipment

Foreign
Markets
ifiy

Sunday, August

By CHARLES

CUNNINGHAM*

New

OLD RECTANGLE SCREEN

FRENCH AUTHORS TO GET
ROYALTIES FROM PRODUCER

—

Exhibitors are alarmed over
Paris
the report that the French Society
of Authors is to demand royalties on
adapted from their works.
films
However, Charles Mere, president
of the society, declares that there is
no intention to subject exhibitors to
royalty payments but that the Society's demands will be confined to

Coast

THE FILM DAILY

Bureau,

HYNES

Projectors for Stage-Size Pictures

Considerable interest exists in the industry over the new type
of projectors scheduled to be brought out soon by the International
Projector Corp. These are for the projection of full-stage size pictures.
The new projector is to be leased by Grandeur, Inc., on a rental basis for a ten year period.
Both International Projector and
Grandeur are units in the new General Theaters Equipment combine recently formed.
Grandeur has been working on the largepicture proposition in co-operation with Fox. Grandeur, in the merger, is acquiring business and assets of the Mitchell Camera Co.
In addition to these firms, units in the General Theaters Equipment combine are: National Theater Supply Co., Strong Electric
Co., J. E. McAuley Manufacturing Co., Ashcraft Lamp Co., Hall

SEEN GAINING FAVOR
IV est

F.

—

Hollywood The old silent rectangle screen, with its dimensions having a ratio of three by four, seems
to be gaining in popularity among
exhibitors, who are showing soundon-film pictures, according to the
partial report made in the survey
conducted by the Academy of M. P.
Arts and Sciences.

and Connolly,

Inc.,

and Theater Equipment Acceptance Corp.

R. T. McCullough, who is in charge
Fox West Coast,
royalty payments from producers. of projection for
the square
opposing
fans
are
declared
resolution
a
passed
Exhibitors have
many
IS
that they would refuse to book films screen that was introduced by
talking
of
advent
royalties
following
theaters
such
paying
of
basis
on a
pictures. The de luxe theaters of the
to authors.
IN
SCREEN
West Coast chain are using the dou400 Features From Germany
ble lens method on their projection
coming season machines to get larger pictures on
the
Berlin For
Boston -Claimed to prevent disPortland, Ore.— The United Artthere will be available for the Ger- their screens.
ists here is declared to be the only tortion, regardless of the angle from
features,
400
than
no
less
man market
Far Northwest theater which has in- which the picture is viewed, and to
according to a trade paper report
for
"Eleventh
stalled a well water type of air cool- enhance sound reproduction, a new
here. Of this total, 182 features will
The plant and fixtures screen is being manufactured here by
ing systems.
be domestic and 191 from foreign
were manufactured by the American the Sarasone Screen Co. The screen
countries of which 134 will be Amerbeen
has
finger"
"The eleventh
Of the 182 German films not developed for theater organists by Blower Co., Detroit. Most of the is made of a woven fabric with fine
ican.
other theaters which have installed silver wires interwoven, sold to give
subless than 26 will be made by
William Hoffman, organist at Loew's
The wires,
air conditioning plans have refrigera- it a mirror-like surface.
sidiaries of American companies, conIt consists of a
State, New York.
tion systems, it is said.
it is said, have an inherent resonance,
the
report.
tinued
orthe
about
snugly
fits
band which
The system consists of a cooler which causes the entire screen to viganist's head, and to which is athumidifier which encloses the brate in synchrony with the sound
Panama Censor Law
and
rod curved
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY tached a long extension
The cooler waves.
spray in a tank.
water
The rod is
Washington The censor law of downward on the end.
eight feet by nine feet and
measures
third
Panama provides that where a pic- long enough to reach to the
with three banks of sprays,
for
Reel
device en- is lined
The
manual.
fourth
or
censored,
ture has not previously been
which the air passes in the
through
exthe
Films
directing
organist,
it
must be shown complete or in ables the
cooling process.
Chicago National Theater Supply
synposis before a censor board three tra finger merely by moving his head,
days before general exhibition, ad- to sustain or play a melody on either
to Increase Co. is marketing a five-wire reel, with
vises a report to the M. P. Division of the two upper manuals, thus alfive inch hub, especially designed for
Once a lowing him to use his two hands for
Activity as Suit
Smoothness
of the Dept. of Commerce.
use with sound films.
film is censored, it is not necessary to variations, second touch effects, etc.
Settlement of the long-standing of operation and practical eliminapass another board.
between Sam Dworsky, tion of the danger of damage to the
litigation
Dworsky Machine sound track are features claimed for
the
of
head
to
Works and Harry Mackler of Film the reel which has welded steel wire
Installing Device at
in
Renovating Co., is to result in im- sides and aluminum hub.
in
of 11 a
M. G. Harbula, consulting engi- mediate increase of activity at the
Western Electric engi- neering firm on theater air condition- Dworsky plant in Long Island City,
London
Featuring New Sign
neers are installing sound apparatus ing problems, has moved its New
Motorlogue electrical adSeattle
litigation
patent
The
understood.
it is
in houses here at the rate of 11 a York headquarters to 1775 Broadway.
being featured by
is
sign
vertising
it
has curtailed activity, somewhat,
(Continued on Page 12)
Among other work the firm has been
manufactures a the local National Theater Supply

WATER COOLING SYSTEM

PORTLAND THEATER

DISTORTION

CLAIMED

ELIMINATED BY

—

—

Finger"
Theater Organ Use

—

Designed
Wire
Use With Sound

—

Dworsky Firm

Ends

Harbula Moves

W.E.
Rate

Week

—

Quarters

U. K.

—

Richmount
723 7th Avenue
J.

Pictures

Inc.

MOUNTAN,

Nbw York

at51

is

Dworsky
stated.
of renovating
machines for exchange

is

number

Pre*.

EXCLUSIVE

foreign
representatives for

Rayart Pictures Corporation
and other leading independent producersanddistributors
Cable Address:
Cable Address:
Cable Address:

the designing and

and cleaning branch. The sign is especially for
supervising of installations of air
and theater foyers, door or windows, or wherever
conditioning plants in 12 leading Ra- use, among them the new Dworsky an electric outlet is convenient. The
dio-Keith-Orpheum theaters in vari- combination wiper and cleaner being sign is sheltered from the weather.
ous sections of the nation.
marketed by National Theater Co.
doing since 1926

D.

New
New York

RICHPICSOC, Psrie
DEEJAY, London
RICHPIC. H. Y.

Film Leaders for Framing
Sound Film on Market

—

National film leaders
Chicago
have been designed for rapid and
accurate framing of sound film, to
assure perfect synchronization, and
National Theais being marketed by
The leader is divided
ter Supply Co.
into

marked

squares.

Installing Kool-er Aire
Installation of Kool-er Aire ventilating system has now been completed at the Apollo, New York,

where
dals"

"Bob"

Savini,

special

representative

fresh.

-,

..

$3.75 a Roll

Wide Screen

Installed
screen has
It
been installed in the Missouri.
reaches from the stage to the top

Louis

— Magnascope

Marshall with Page Organ Co.
Frank Marshall, who
Lima, O.
almost
formerly handled sales for the Wur- of the procenium arch and is
In
stage.
entire
beago,
the
time
of
width
some
the
Co.
Organ
litzer
appear
Oractors
Page
the
scenes
the
of
of
the
some
came sales manager
to be 25 ft. high.
gan Co.

—

best in Motion Pictures

George White's new "Scanto open in September, states

100 foot rolls, of Eastman and Dupont
Panchromatic Film, on daylight loadEyemo or DeVry.
ing spools for
and
perfect
absolutely
Guaranteed

of Kool-er Aire Engineering Corp.

St.

Exporting only the

is

REPACKED EASTMAN
AND DUPONT FILMS

110 VUest

32"St_N«w*>rk.My

Phone Penna. 0330

Motion Picture Department
U.

S.

and Canada Agents

for

Debrie
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AND

ALONG THE RIALTO

THAT'S

Phil

DALY

By PHIL M.

HAVE

decided to go into
* picture production.
Why not.'
verything is coming along great so
Now all we need to do is to
.r.
ad somebody to back us with real
But that isn't going to stop
ick.
s from announcing our schedule for
The following
ie coming season.
ictures we hope to have in producbefore sound-on-film is perfectThat gives us a lotta leeway,
Here's the lineup, and if any
h?
iroducer thinks he can nab these
He can.
Hies, all we gotta say is:

TWENTY

d.

LJut

why

should he?

"Hot

Hips"

:

judge

for your-

-

shooters
Showing the hipwill like this.
hip-hooray gals rolling the bones.
"Itchy Fingers"
wow for
Shows vividiy how
car owners.
poor ignition reacts on the spark
plugs in a personal way.
"Snuggle. Close, Susie" Did she
call, or was she shushed?
"Fanning Fannie" You should
pick a job like that.
"Artless Armpits"
A wild animal picture. Lost in the under-

—A

Bebe Daniels
"Glorious"

Go Strong"

till

row made Don Douglas, Film Board

arbitration

cancel

his

do"

this

to

Gish,

'tis

Noo Yawk

her erstwhile manager,

Reginald

vacation
with Mrs.

said,

who

about

this

bridge stuff

spends his spare time
playing golf.
Side
Ball.

Line

—

Hand

10,691

battery

is

A

$1,783,951.

were

were

electric

all

total

which
and 851

sold, of

The average

sets.

per

was $154.50.
Of 3,088 Illinois

set

44 Your

sole

yourself.

contribution to the

dealers receiving questionnaires this year 391
reported sales aggregating $1,807,618, covering 9,338 sets at an

sum

of things

is

average of $193.50.

11

Associated Press
*

THE
sincere

No.24

Industry Statistics

American

films

P.

Editor,

serve efficiently as
an animated catalogue for American

merchandise,

both

in

this

*

*

Feels Producers Are Sincere
in Making Rental Adjustments
producers are absolutely

FRANK. CRANE.

By JAMES

LICHTMAN

aggregated

ot 11,542 sets

know

Statistical

A L

since a total of 38,766 dealers
received questionnaires this year
and only 6,031 sent in reports.
Last year 32,216 dealers were
questioned and 5,737 reported.
In New York State 4,670 questionnaires went to dealers.
Of
this number 499 replied.
The
sales reported by. these dealers

a vacation.

spoofing you.

HOBBIES!

066 for the same period of 1928,
according to returns from questionnaires sent out by the Department of Commerce.
The figures are incomplete,

in her cabin on her
keep away from Charlie Duell,
suing her for some 33 grand

Jack De Lacy, operating the Fort
Lee theater, is one of the fillum industry's real authorities on bridge.
F'rinstance, he states that there are
over 635 billion hands in the pastime,
and that any guy who tells you he

*

*J ing the second quarter of this
year had a total value of $14,172,740, compared with $20,508,-

saying

(Kirk)

S.

*

Radio Set Sales Show Drop
During Second Quarter of 1929
OALES of radio equipment dur-

Kirkpatrick, Educational ace, is away on
Just try to find out where he is spending it
Mack Sennett these days is qualifying for a regular listing in
the Directors' Annual. Directing his own talking comedies, you

A.

to let exhibitors

Tiffany-Stahl

locked herself
is

happy

*

trip, just to

"Whadja Bid?"

all

Barker's

are

appoint committees and tell
us what kind of pictures to make.
Right now we are guessing.
Oscar Hanson, Genl Sales Mgr.,

his

He'll at least
see where it's going, for we'll be
treasurer and all he's gotta do is follow us around while we spend it.

knows

WE

Choosday

she

spend

Willing to Allow Exhibitors
in Shaping Production

Aid

for fillum news, with Pierre de Rohan, formerly on "The
American," in charge of the department
Joe Kennedy is
steaming Yurrup-wise on the He de France

Lillyan

lineup?
Weil, kid, we got ideas, we
have, and if that guy with the bankroll will step up and give us a play,
to

describes Bebe's singing
is again going in heav-

"The Morning Telegraph"

Yurrup

—

show him how
money in a big way.

of Victor records

Buick

met a newspaper man.
"Nude Noodles" Served hot
without any dressing.
Mebbe you think that's a punk

we'll

to make a number
way Lee Marcus

Walker,
Meeting

J.

at T. O. C. C.
*
*
*

Terriss, lead in "Married in Hollywood" did just that
Lya De Putti's sailing Sept. 13 to make a
British fillum, and maybe to play in the Jannings' picture Joe
Von Sternberg will make in Berlin
It was an exhibitor
who remarked that he didn't like a chatauqua, but preferred a

— These

life,

Mayor James

Norma

She Blush?"— She

knew

are right.

Sunday
Nona Claridge Geiger, opera
singer
Asked what he's doing to relieve the soundracked exhibitor, one exchangeman says he's at least offering a
few kind words

—A

she

Holds Franchises to Be Good
for Theater Owners, If Right
THINK franchise agreements
* are good things, provided they

ily

"I

assistant director and got the "yes" habit.
"Sizzling Sally"
burn-'emup number, bhe stayed on the
pan too long.

'Why Did

is

the

That Texas

knew an

thought

is

voice

last

Girls

So when Mau-

ton at times opposed him in skirmish

secretary,

—
—

"Why

a long time in this business.

is

membered

—

babies

Current Opinion

Jr.

Cecil B. De Mille has assured players who laid off in the
Equity argument that nothing is to be held against them. That's
the spirit
Norman Kerry came East to hear details of
his grandfather's will in which he is said to have been well re-

— Crap

brush.

years

M. Daly,

rice Goodman, long considered a substantial rib in the R-K-O
structure, resigned as general counsel the other day, the news
came as a surprise. Goodman represented his organization, then
the Keith-Albee group in many legal battles and usually carried
the standard through to victory alone.
Quite a feat when you
remember skilled attorneys like Max Steuer and Martin Little-

1011

.elf

— c—

with

THAT
III.

Timely Topics
A Digest of

desire

to

make adjustments in rentals.
The big job now is up to

the

their

in

branch managers.

No.24

R. R. Biechele

CUNNINGHAM
The Film Daily

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

goods of U. S
American
films
are

ples of the world with

manufacture,

country equivalent

to

the

work

of

100,000

and in foreign lands. For every foot salesmen.
of U. S. film exported, U. S. manufacturers receive $1 in trade. In the
The Motion Picture Division of
first six months of 1929, Gov't staof
tisticians reported 112,752,169 linear the United States Department
J.
in charge
C.
ft.
of
of U. S. films exported, which Commerce,
means that more than one hundred North, receives 10,000 requests anand twelve millions of dollars in nually, from the U. S. trade, for
and special service
goods were sold during the six information
months through the influence of our concerning the industry in foreign
film product.
In acquainting all peo- countries.

World Films

to distribute

Waldorf

productions.
*

*

*

Hallmark Pictures
S.

A. Lynch
*

Fox

to

to go
enterprises.
*

through

*

open scenario school.
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Busy Days— These
(Continued from Page
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25,

1929

Presentations

1)

By

HERBERT

S.

BERG,

on the other hand, merely say noth- leader a prediction that in six months
ing-.
That is, with one exception. his group would be national. Myers
L
BIG FINALE POTS OVER
Jack Warner, talking from Holly- declared the time was never more
wood, admits the merger is hot. ripe for exhibitor organization. Page,
We'll bet he received plenty of tele- Mr. Woodhull
phone calls from New York after
Monday looks like an important
BILL
that story broke
day for the business of films. Jack
With pastel shades predominating
Fox West Coast Theaters now con- Warner will sit in on the Paramount"Dixie Derby" was selected as the
in a beautiful and effective stage setinitial
siderately backs up oft-minded stories Warner deliberations; and on that
presentation under the new
ting, the colors emphasized by the
Friday change policy. It's a colorof an Arizona invasion. Rickards and same day, under cover reports have
lighting.
"Cameo"
was
the
stage
ful and well-balanced show,
Nace are the big boys in that state. it, Sam Katz returns to New York
which is
show at the Capitol for the week given
Partners with Universal, New York from honeymooning to sharpen addia big close with the always
rethat closed Aug. 22, Dave Schooler
liable treadmill racing.
hears the R. and N. chain is to swing tional pencils for the same purpose.
The windup
officiating as master of ceremonies.
is a big smash and
elsewhere.
Fox West Coast, unputs over a bill,
doubtedly having heard of it, is losing
The olive branch. Next month will It is an ordinary presentation, save which otherwise would register as
for the beautiful staging.
but little higher than average.
no time to bulwark its front line. be Paramount-Publix month.
Not
ExA garden setting is employed, cept
Sounds like something more than a merely Paramount month, mind you.
for this finish, and an opening
with an overhung cameo, lowered to
The schism between Zukor's producmere skirmish and is
"Swanee Shuffle" number done by
permit Aileen Clark to do a soprano
the Chester Hale girls, there is little
ing-distributing and his theater orsolo, being replaced in the oval by
Mid-West Partying
ganization is no longer so pronounced.
to suggest the title.
There is a preanother girl, who remains there for
Wednesday Some lightning flashed
ponderance of dancing throughout.
K
the balance of the stage show.
and thunder rolled out in St. Louis
This also marks Dave Schooler's
Some effective dancing by the
on this day. The exhibitors of that W.E. Installing Device at
farewell week at the house.
He reChester Hale Girls and ballet, in
zone foregathered to discuss rentals,
ceived a big hand in a couple of fareRate
of
11
which
the effective costuming is ema
in
U.
arbitration et al.
Charlie Pettijohn
well piano numbers.
Johnny Berkes
phasized; a male duet, Christie &
(Continued from Page 10)
delivered himself of a rattling good
supplies a good share of comedy.
Nelson,
comic
acrobats,
and
an
speech.
He used no names, but that week. In this city alone there have
King, King and King demonstrate
adagio trio round out the 'specialty
he directed his remarks at Allied been 48 installations thus bringing
some
sensationally-difficult tap steps
when he asked critics to pick flaws the total to 127. Theaters that were numbers. Chester Hale produced. with precision and the Lucille Sisin the standard contract was quite ecmioped this month include:
ters some melodious numbers.
"The
Prince of Wales, Harrow Rd.; Empire.
apparent.
Al Steffes, one of Myers'
Capitolians" score in their rendition
Wood Green; Empire, Chiswick; Davis,
right hand bowers and champion of Croydon; Globe, Acton; Picture! House, Croyof "Ain't Misbehavin' ". The hoofing
Allied, dismissed the subject by opin- don; Majestic, Tottenham Court Rd.
Rink,
of the chorus is excellent. The show
ing the entire contract was bad. Finsbury Park; Coliseum, Harrow; Cinema
was devised and staged by Arthur
Hill;
Regent,
Stamford
House, Oxford St.;
OF THEIR
There was further ado about arbi- Super, Ilford; Empire, Edmonton; Picture
Knorr under supervision of Louis K.
tration and all told the two day House, Dalston; Majestic, Clapham; Marl
Sidney.

LinSCAPITOL SHOW

NEW CAPITOUTAGE

ANN

:

K

Week

POOR PARAMOUNT SHOW

;

WEAKEST

ONE

party

was very much

of

a

success,

The Fox whirlwind cut some fancy
at the Roxy during its sec-

capers

ond week.

When

boro,

Holloway;

and

Pavilion,

"Romance

Tooting.

Aafa and Tobis to Form
Company for Sound Films

—

at

the

Isle"

Paramount,

is

the

built

new show

by Charles

To Test Public Wants
Niggemeyer along the lines of a tab
musical comedy. A youth all dolled
Formation of a symphony orchesup in white riding breeches is the tra in the nature of an experiment to
prince, and the princess comes to the determine whether the public wants
wayside inn and believes he is plain musicians in the pit or is satisfied
Of course when she with mechanical music, is under way
Mr. Smith.
finds out that he really is the prince, by Mischa Guterson, veteran con-

tired auditing
Berlin Aafa Film has signed an
appeared "The agreement with Tobis to cooperate
Cock-Eyed World" there had added in the production of sound pictures.
$173,667 to the coffers, a mere $724 An organization is to be formed to
under the first seven days which rep- distribute such sound films abroad.
everybody is tickled silly. This, you
resented a week's record gross for
can
is a stirring and exciting plot
any picture anywhere any time
Lose with see,
However,
a lotta new angles.
That's Settled
the added attractions served to take
Fight in
Thursday: So it was with Para- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY the poison edge off the trite stuff
Washington
Exhibitors in Rou- There was Eddie Quillan, for inmount that Rickards and Nace were
flirting!
It's all over now but the mania have lost their fight against stance, whose picture "The SophoEddie
transfer.
The R. and N. theaters taxes and will be expected to pay a more" is showing here.
swell the Publix lists and Fox pre 1 fixed fee according to seating cnac'- stepped out in one of his eccentric
pares to move into Arizona exhibi- ties, advises a report to the M. P. dances and collected a big hand. The
Division of the Dept. of Commerce. crowd liked him, and he could have
tion
The administration in Washington Theaters will be classified in groups stayed much longer. The other good
and each group will have snec al bet was the Hickey Brothers, with
is not frowning on mergers in Amertax.
one doing clown kidding. They had
ican business, but through the Desome old patter that the picture audipartment of Justice will insist upon
Another Little Film Theater
scrutinizing contemplated moves of
An intimate theater will open in a ence treated as if it was brand new
The
this nature to see if anti-trust laws few weeks as part of the new Roe- but the clowning was good.
are being stepped upon.
Insofar as rich Museum at 103rd St. and Riv- Gamby-Hale Girls had one fancy
government interference with activi- erside Drive. Unusual pictures, re- dress number with trailing gowns
was well staged. The settingties in this business is concerned, it gardless of countrv of origin
are to that
ordinary and general producwere
is always a good thing to bear in be shown.
In addition, playine of
mind that official Washington today repertoire reviving outstanding films tion values noticeable because they
is encouraging affiliations between big
is planned.
Selection of films to be weren't there.
business groups.
The whole eco- included in the permanent repertoire
Roesner to N. Y. Capitol
nomic trend of American industry of the house now is under way.
Walt Roesner, Aug. 30 will return
leans heavily toward mergers and
to the Capitol, New York, as master
"Labor Dav" First of Series
companies that grow ever larger.
Dave
replacing
ceremonies,
of
The first of Tames A. FitzPatrick's
Schooler, who will open at the new
American
Holiday
series
is
entitled
Page Mr. Woodhull
"Labor Dav." Recording took place Loew's Paradise, the Bronx, on Sept.

force

finished,

a

it

Roumanian Showmen
Tax Campaign

ductor, at the Audtorium, Baltimore.

The orchestra will have in its roster
a number of Metropolitan stars, and
will open at the theater Sept. 3.

—

:

Friday: Connecticut, New Jersey, at RCA-Photophone Gramercy stu- 7. Roesner for the last two months
and New York, in meeting to hear dios with the American Holidav or- has been at the new Fox, San Franwhat Abram F. Myers had to say, chestra under direction of Nathaniel cisco. The Capitol this week adopts
heard from the lips of the Allied Shilkret.
a Friday change policy.

Houses

tions of

be

A. Films Set
Ghosts" and "The

for U.

"Three Live
Locked Door,"

all-talking

picturiza-

New York

stage plays, will
the next United Artists pictures

on Broadway. The former will follow "Dance of Life" at the Rivoli.

some weeks hence; the latter
come to the Rialto in October.

will

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3580

City

New COLOR Moods
in

SOUND
with

EASTMAN SONOCHROME
TINTED POSITIVE FILMS
J.HE

sixteen delicate colors of Eastman Sonochro me

are keyed to the

moods of the

screen. Love, excite-

ment, pomp, adventure .... the various seasons,
lightings,

emotions .... are subtly conveyed by

color ....

And each

tint is so adjusted that it gives

pleasing and faithful reproduction of sound.

Sonochrome, the

latest

Eastman contribution

to the industry, adds immeasurably to the beauty,

the atmosphere, the effectiveness of sound pictures.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

NEW YORK

"

VARIETY SAYS:
"The best picture of
its kind to date.
It

WILLIAM

will reap the coin be-

FOX

cause

it's

presents

ball

a good foot-

yarn and there

hasn't been anything
to

All Talking

FOX MOVIETONE

Wh

WEST POINT

of

and

GEORGE

ANNAPOLIS

top

it

in the film

work turned out on
either

of the Govern-

ment Academies.

O'BRIEN

HELEN CHANDLER
Joyce Compton
Stepin Fetchit
Frank Albertson
Story by TRISTRAM TUPPER and JOHN STONE
William Janney

Screen play and dialog by

JAMES KEVIN McGUINNESS

Directed by

JOHN FORD

If

IWO

BROTHERS,

napolis, rivals
for this

first

in

love

authentic

Filmed at Annapolis

and

and

one

football, form the

drama

of government

and West

flash of military

West Point— one

at

Point,

and naval

it

life

has

—

at An-

background

academy

life-

all

the color

drills,

parades,

dances, bands, graduation, glee clubs, pep, triumphs,
conflict in every sport

and

the

wholesome romance

of youth.

It

has the showmanship of a

Army-Navy game,
iron classic has

for

box -offices

the

first

real,

time

been brought
at

the

peak

this

red-blooded

famous

grid-

to the screen

— primed

football

interest.

of

tying to

Sensational Business

LOfeW'S STATE
LOS ANGELES

Watch the BOX -OFFICE formations
on this 16-inch Broadside
from

Pacemaker!

Paramount -Warner Deal Seen Speeded Today
.^NEWSPAPER

NEWS
ALL THE TIME
ALL THE

t/FlLMDOM
XLIX

DL.
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Mrs. Cheyney
x rHENEVER
J\l

their

relative

pictures and
merits were

in the last two
usually began
conversation
eeks,
ended with "The Last of Mrs.
heyney." It is infrequently that
ly one production is accorded the
nanimity of praise that has been
estowed on this new Shearer ve-

Inter-Mountain Territory

Having missed it in the beginit became necessary for us to
ee what the excitement was all
for no other reason than to

touch with the market.
>o into the Capitol we fought our
ay for the last performance on
laintain

r

v

last

night of the

Cheyney

run.

been satisfied with ourselves
hat we did ever since.

.Ve've

Dickering for Weeks

StlTUMENT OF FINCH

Seattle

— Fox

for

—

Settlement of
Paris (By Cable)
the long standing controversy over
the French quota is predicted here
within about a week, with negotiations on the subject now entering the
Paris and the remainfinal stages.
der of France is experiencing an
acute shortage of pictures, as a result of the suspension of sales of
American films five months ago.
(Continued on Page 5)

The

company

licity

for Fox films and theasimilar to the arrangeand Radioof

has

headquarters here, Fox wants the
system as an avenue of pubters,

ment

its

RKO

Keith- Orpheum with

National
Broadcasting Co., and of Paramount with the Columbia
Broadcasting System.

An Admirable Film
For here is the type of story that
lends itself so extremely well to talkthe stage, "The
ng pictures.
i^ast of Mrs. Cheyney" was nothing
It had the de;hort of delicious.
eded advantage of scintillating dia-

COLUMBIA SALES FORCE

On

Frederick Lonsdale, plus
theatrical,
which, while
situations
were charming. In the film version
Sidney Franklin definitely caught the
spirit of the play while, thanks to
some long heads on the Metro lot,

ogue

by

the original lines

Norma

were kept.

Shearer does extremely competent
work, the best, as a matter of fact,
Basil
that we have seen her do.
Rathbone, schooled in the theater

IN

EIGHT DIVISIONS

—

in

by

—

existence

of

dialogue

—

Revnes
It wasn't
so long ago that we
worked ourselves into a lather over
"Paris Bound," Ann Harding's first,
and "The Awful Truth," Ina Claire's
Both films
first in the talker field.
are blessed with intelligence and a
Beton or more of entertainment.

for

West

Coast

Bureau,

Los Angeles

—

THE FILM DAILY
Fox West Coast

Theaters, which long has had an
eastern expansion under consideration, has launched a series of moves
to carry out the program, presaging
a real race with Publix in the intermountain and adjacent territory.
Acquisition of the K. & F. circuit
of theaters in Colorado, New Mexico and Wyoming is declared to have
been completed, and a program
adapted for an extensive building
campaign in Arizona.

FOX GETS 24 HOUSES

AND WYO.

COLO., N. M.

—

Denver
Negotiations are understood completed for acquisition of
the 24 houses of K. & F. Amusement
Co. chain by Fox West Coast Theaters.
Gus Kohn is president of
K. & F., which has its headquarters
The circuit operates the
here.
following 23 houses and one other:
(Continued

on

Page

5)

is

Radio-Keith-Orpheum and subsidiaries for the six months ended
(Continued

on Page 2)

New York

Canavan Conference

Next step in the Actors' Equity
Ass'n campaign to secure the Equity

FOR

IN

ARIZONA OFFENSIVE

—

Phoenix, Ariz. Fox West Coast
Theaters and Paramount are to come
to grips in Arizona, it is indicated
with determination of the former to

build 15 theaters in the state. Meanwhile, Paramount in New York has
closed or is closing for the 16 AriSpeeding negotiations in the pro(Continued on Page 5)
posed Paramount-Warner consolidaJack L.
expected today.
is
tion
to
Warner is in New York from the
Pictures in
Cdast, and is slated to sit in on the
Dover, Del.— With 1,000 shares of
conferences, as is Sam Katz, who is

RCA

Photophone

Make

Mexico?

cause he deserves the credit that always goes with successful efforts, shop in talkers is to be determined due in New York from Canada.
no par common,
you should know that it was Maurice upon following conferences between
Mexico has been
it is said,
deal,
the
of
terms
Under
Revnes who produced the duet for President Frank Gillmore, and Wilpictures.
produce
(Continued on Page 5)
(Continued on Page 2)
Pathe.

RCA

KANN

IN

by

JackL. Warner and Sam Katz
Slated to Attend Conferences
Gillmore in

Publix Campaigns

Be Dropped R-K-0 Loss for 6 Months
$446,274, Company Says
Runs
reported 16 NEW THEATERS CALLED
Net loss of $446,274.04

—

pictures.

MAKE WRIT PERMANENT

Sales and distribution organization
Effort is to be made to
Dallas
of Columbia has been placed in eight
Under the plan, no more press request for hearing on the
divisions.
than six exchanges will be under temporary injunction secured by the
supervision of a division manager, Texas exhibitor unit against Dallas
while Greater New York is rated as exchanges, restraining them from exwho
a division with Jack Bellman in acting deposits from exhibitors
with
comply
or
arbitrate
to
refuse
charge.
The midwest division, under Cecil arbitration awards, states Col. H. A.
The hearE. Maberry comprises Chicago, De- Cole, exhibitor president.
(Continued on Page 5)
(Continued on Page 5)

sophisticated drawing room
rapidly-growing
roles, adds to the
Orchestras to
conviction that mellowed stage acCincinnati First
tors make excellent talking picture
Cincinnati All downtown orchesactors.
The same holds true in the
instance of George Barraud.
tras here will be dropped Sept. 1.
It seems to us that "The Last of The Capitol and Lyric, the only two
(Continued on Page 2)
Mrs. Cheyney" and others too few
conunfortunately of its type go a
siderable distance in justifying the

and

TEXAS UNIT SEEKS TO

Fox and

Objective of

some weeks

has been seeking to acquire
control of the American Broadcasting Co., which operates a
network of stations, it is stated.

QUOTA DISPUTE NEAR

ing,

iic-

Cents

THEATER RACE ON IN WEST
AS FOX STARTS EXPANSION

icle.

if

Price 5

1929

9

discussed

bout

26,

Photophone
formed here,

of
to

THE

-Zti

DAILV

Monday, August

Talking Film Projection
Only 7 R-K-0 Houses on
Truck Service Launched Straight Vaudeville Basis

V»L XLIX No. 48 Monday, August 26, 1929

5Cents

Price

PUBLISHER

JOHN W. ALICOATE

Stanley Film Advertising Co. has
There will be but seven straight
equipped seven motor trucks with vaudeville
two-a-day
Radio-KeithStan-a-phone, a portable sound re- Orpheum cities starting
Labor Day,
production device, which will enable according to plans.
These are: New Aug.
theaters to project talking trailers on York,
Boston, Chicago, Milwaukee,
the streets at night.
These trucks St. Louis, Los Angeles and San

include full equipment and a collapsiPublished daily except Saturday and holidays ble screen which folds over the top
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y. ?nd of the truck
at
when not in use.
copyright (1929) by Wid's Films and Film
of the trucks have already
W. Alicoate, President and
Folk, Inc.
J.
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann, Vice-President been constructed to project political
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer,
speeches in
Island communiBusiness and Advertising Manager. Entered
during the forthcoming camas second class matter, May 21, 1918, at the ties
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the act
paigns.
The company expects to
Terms (Postage free)
of March 3, 1879.
1.
United States outside of Greater New York have 30 in operation by Jan.
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
should
Subscribers
Foreign, $15.00.
$3.00.
Address all communicaremit with order.
1650 Broad
DAILY,
FILM
tions to
Phone Circle 4736
way, New York, N. Y.
Filmday,
4737-4738-4739.
Cable address:
(Continued from Page 1)
Ralph
California
Hollywood,
New York.
liam
Canavan,
head of the operators
Granite
Phone
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd.
Gillmore is
London Ernest W. Fredman, The and stage employes.
6607.
St.,
W. slated to be in
Wardour
89-91
Renter,
Film
York today for
Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
Berlin
I.
Equity has petiParis— P. A. Harle, the conferences.
Friednchstrasse, 225.
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la tioned the stage employes and opCour-des-Noues, 19.
erators for aid in the struggle, tem-

Two

Long

Francisco. Others either operate under a grind policy or with two vaudeville shows plus feature picture.
A
number of houses of the chain virtually are becoming picture houses offering four shows a day wth features
and unit stage shows.

—

—

New

—

porarily

halted

last

week.

$446,274,
June

STOCK MARKET
(.QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)
High

*Am.

Low

....

1)

employing orchestras,
renew contracts. I. Libson,
geneial manager here for Fox, has
houses

Close Sales

34

Seat

Fm. Ind
Fm. Ind.
Kodak

(Continued from Page
still

will not

1,300
23 '/2
400 advised the unions.
25
pfd. 25 'A
2,700
217^ 2U'A 217
East.
128
....
do pfd
94
95
2,600
Fox Fm. "A".... 95
100
38
38
Keith A-0
38
120
do pfd
1,900
61 l
Loew's, Inc
59yi
59J4
....
98
has signed a long*do pfd
.... term contract with Fox.
25
*M-G-M pfd
is
100
47
47
47
M. P. Cap
contract to
72
73
Para. F-L
72Ji 14,800 free-lancing, and is under
Pathe Exch
9H 9H 9Vt 1,200 make a picture for Pathe.
600
do "A"
18H 18J4 18J4
36^ 36^ 3,200
Radio-K-O-A
37
Broadway Swanson Song
40
•Stanley Co
Goulding•Univ. Pict. pfd
"Love," the
9&'A
61 }4
Warner Bros
W/t 60^ 2,500 Elsie Janis composition sung by
200
53
53
53
do pfd

Con.
Con.

24

23 J4
25

Edmund Lowe

CURB MARKET
5

4J4

Columbia Pets
Film

Insp

2

Fox Thea. "A".... 28&

D.W.

Griffith,

27

%

"A"

•Loew do deb.
•Nat. Scr. Ser
Nat. Thea. Sup... 26

34J4
20

its

9U

Trans-Lux

do

26
9tf

Pict

pfd

41

9)4
20

....

500
100

98%

97%
98%

2

70

70

3

25

28

do units
do com
Skouras Bros
Technicolor
United Art
do pfd
Univ. Ch. com.
do pfd

28

31
454

5

38
84
10
75
85

•LAST PRICE QUOTED

in

Isis,

in

is

now manager

Boston for

M'p's First Run Reopening
Reopening of the
Minneapolis
New Garrick as the Century, run
house, and dismantling of the Strand,
is planned here by Publix. The New
Garrick seats 1,800 and the Strand.
1,400.

publicity-

United British Press Service
32 Shaftesbury Avenue

re-

London, W. I.
England
Phone: Gerrard 7161
Rates are most reasonable and
every man on the staff has had
American experience

—

the

and

advertising

Charles Conner Manager for RKO?
Denver Charles Conner, manager
of the

RKO.

Edward Dryhurst

(Our Mr.

is

pay-

ing a flying visit to New York City
and will be in town until August 31.

Kolinski Gets Detroit House
Detroit S. Kolinski, operating the
Farnum at Hamtramck, has taken
over the New Home from Lou Wisper and Harry Clarke.

—

He

is

located

the

at

Hetel

—— Holley,
Phone
he's

Washington Square West
Spring 3309.
Call him up

at

yout service!)

the
GalaOpeninq I
y
7 RAINBOW
FRIDAY

J>
bresent:

Cannon,

who

latest

is

GOLD

DIGGERS
OF

directed

for Fox,
route to the company's studio.
non spent his vacation in

viewing the

*

to Coast

"Why Leave Home"

\COLOR

WARNER BROS.

"The Trespasser,"

en

//

BROADWAY

Can-

New York
Broadway shows.

CAST INCLUDES

ANNPENNINGTONNANCrWELFORDNICKLUCAS
WINNIE LIGHTNER LILYAN TASHMAN C0NWAYTEARIE
•

•

ATIONAL

CREEN

ERVICE
fiffiSilEHT

—

is

its

....

OVER THE COUNTER

65
2
...
75

is
only one firm in
Great Britain handling EXCLUSIVELY motion picture

1)

Loss from operations

30.

I
SS'A
198

Roxy "A"

Swanson

have

Raymond
••••
2

Seat 6s 36
Warner 6^s 28

3yi
33
82

Case"

of
"Married in Hoi
at Fox Carthay, Los A

Independent Producers
and Distributors, Directors, Players and Others

Company Says

world premiere renditomorrow night when Paul
Whiteman and his Old Gold orchestra, in Hollywood, will play the song
over a coast-to-coast network of 46
stations associated with the Columbia Broadcasting System.
will
tion

Cannon En Route

H
106J4
94

94

CURB BONDS

Am.

....
4,000

84J/S

x-war.. 94J4
Paramount 6s 47
Par. By. 5j4s51.. 9&H
70
Pathe 7s37
6s

26
26

BOND MARKET

Keith A-0 6s 46
Loew's 6s 41-ww
do

2&tt
2

Intern. Proj

Univ.

Gloria

2,000

5

78%
HYt

& Katz

*Bal.

wood"

Months

Edmund

...

"The Argyle

of

the Corona, Corona, Cal.

Opening

Edmund Lowe Signs LongTerm Contract with Fox
He now

Prod.

Opening

29

H

A

Acoustic

The Industry's
Date Book

geles

ported as $987,619.82, offset to the
extent of $541,345.78 by profit from
other sources.

of

Orchestras to Be Dropped
by Cincinnati First Runs

for 6

(Continued from Page

Orpheum

Financial

192'

There

R-K-0 Loss

Gillmore in New York
for Canavan Conference

THE

26,

A PLAV WITH MUSIC

•

SINGING

GIRLS and DANCING GIRLS
Bfs/Tlf\E-L.Y^
COLOUR
//v

TWICE DAILY 24S-845
EXTR.A -6 P. tvl
SHOW SU N D AY

SEATS POR PREMIERE AND
ALL PERFORMANCES

NOW

.

ON SALE AT BOX-OFFICE-

FL
WINTE
GARDEN
B

R.OAOWAY

at

SO

r~

ST.

A WARNER BROS. CVITAPHONE -SINGING DANCING PICTURE
-

IN TECHNICOLOR*.

i

—

^

HURRY! SIGN UP

NOW
Independent
for
It is

independent exhibitor representatives

Harrison's Reports, Aug.

HERE

IX

touch with any of

showed

Tiffany-Stahl the loyalty that Tiffany-Stahl

to

to the

the

in Chicago.'

New York

Then

24.

Sign

are

Ne-vv

plan, a Life-Saver for

the desire of Harrison's Reports that every exhibitor

show

Exhibitors

Tiffany-Stahl's

Stampeding

Era

Franchise

Thousands. Get

Our Exchanges,

Office.

in

or with

Study the Franchise.

and Stop Worrying for Five

Years.

WHAT YOU GET

JOURNEY/ SeLOTT
ZEPPELIN
A Tiffany

-

Stahl

-

Gains-

With Conway Tearle, Vir-

borough Production, adapted

ginia Valli,

the

Stage

Play.

Box-

Biggest

FOR FALL

BIG ONES

World Famous

from

Directed by

RELEASE

Office Bet in a Decade.

Ricardo Cortez.

Reginald Barker

MAE MURRAY
in

•PEACOCK ALLEY"
New

"TROOPERS THREE"
Romance

of

by

the U. S. Cavalry

Guy Empey

"PAINTED FACES"
With Joe

E. Brown, Helen Foster,
Wallace MacDonald

and Exotic Dances

With Sally O'Neill ...
of cheerful love

A

heartful

and sweet music

.

Lavish Settings

.

"DANGEROUS BUSINESS" "WOMAN TO WOMAN"
Edwin Balmer s Cosmopolitan
made into a great play
With

star cast

.

.

.

From

Barraud, Juliette Comptor.

Elliott

LEO CARRILLO
"MISTER ANTONIO"

With Virginia Velli
Tarkington play

"THE ENCHANTING
MELODIE"
An

Lester's play

in

With Betty Compson, Ceorgc

Story,

THE MEDICINE MAN"

"KATHLEEN

MAVOURNEEN"

.

A

Booth

all-color Technicolor feature
Also another All-Color Technicolor
.

.

Fealur*.

COLOR SYMPHONIES
Twelve

single-reel subjects in

enchanting sound.

ALL IN MAGNIFICENT DIALOGUE AND SOUND, WITH RCA SYNCHRONIZATION

TIFrflNY-STaHL PRODUCTIONS IMCi
729 c/'EVEMTH

AVE.

nBffg

MEW YORK

CITY

mm
Along The
THE

DAILY

—AND

Rialto

THAT'S

THAT
By PHIL M.

Phil

DALY

M.

TT WON'T seem the same
* Eddie Ruben permanently

exhibitor,

Mike

Daly, Jr.
Minneapolis film business, with

in

New York

Add

Glutz, the well known operator of the Oompah theater, was
awakened from a sound sleep as the
phone rang. Horace Zink, manager
of one of the local exchanges, was

Millard
Webb to the list of proposed benedicts, the girl being Mary
Eaton, Ziegfeld star
Merritt Crawford has written a fine
tribute and recognition to Eugene A. Lauste, sound film pioneer,
in the current issue of "The International Photographer Bul-

speaking.

letin."

*

*

*

That was a real job that Alex Moss did on the Columbia
announcement book, a four-color affair with compelling copy.
Eddie Buzzell, musical comedy star, likes the picture
business, and says that with a little co-operation between stage
and screen players, everything will be hunky-dory

got you

"I

that price readjustment on 'Lizzie's Laryngitis' you
asked for, Mike," sez Zink. Mike
dropped unconscious to the floor.
When he came to, Zink was standing before him. "I rushed right up
when I heard you hit the floor," sez
Zink. "You usually hit the ceiling,
and when I heard you hit the floor
I knew something unusual had happened to you."
*

*

Eddie Quillan, youthful Pathe
but he's making a

man

tion

"There ain't no catch. Y'see, our
company's president in Noo Yawk
has joined the Boy Scouts, and promised to do one good deed every day.
You happen to be the lucky guy to*

that adjustment on

entitled to

on

*

44 The

'Liz-

silent film will

never be eliminated, since cer-

tain stories are naturally suited for silent treat-

I

ment and must be completely rearranged to serve as
We are not the champion of the
dialogue vehicles.
silent pictures exclusively, any more than we are the
champion of the talking

films.

that

it

where

all the

new

Which proves,

pays
credit

to give
is

a

children,
larynx credit

NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK

No.25

Industry Statistics
By JAMES

due.

Statistical

HOBBIES!
SAM ROTHAFEL

Swf'

(Roxy)

/fH^V
U fcffk

\

J

u

hand

^ Side

is

a

champ

ball player.

Line—Golf.

Certain stories lend

themselves to certain types of pictures just as
certain players lend themselves to special stories, y $

*

doping out sex angles on

Timely Topics

— €)—
A

Sees No Exhibitor Worry Over
Television for Two Years
don't
have to worry
about the bugbear of television for two years at least.
It
is
still
imperfect, although tremendous strides have been made.
E. E. Bucher, Executive
Vice Pres., RCAPhotophone

VTOU
*

*

*

*

Time Never Riper

for Theater
Organization, States Myers
to think that I have
picked up the torch laid down

1LIKE

by Mayor Walker many years
The torch which so long
has been smouldering is ready to
ago.

Lowell Calvert of Educational is recovering from an operaArthur Knorr, co-producer and art director of stage

And whadja think happened?
Mike Glutz is now publicity manager for the big fillum company,
pictures.

1929

burst into flame.
Exhibitor organization is not dead.
Abram F. Myers
*

*

*

Calls Films Perhaps Strongest
Influence in American Life

THIRTY-FOUR

years ago

this

August the motion picture
industry was practically non-existent.

Today

:

*

* *

the

moton

perhaps the strongest
in our national life.
Flint
*

picture is
influence

(Mich.)

*

Journal

*

Hollywood a Colony of Sane
Safe and Normal Living

INSTEAD

have booked from your company.
I
had an
artist paint a picture of a large larynx
in colors, and stuck it out front with
a caption: 'Look What Lizzie's Got.'
Everybody thought it was a new sex
angle, and I had to call out the police reserves.
Here's my check for
$16.72 for your share of the B. O."
*

dental

girls denied admittance to the Alexander
Pantages' trial on the
Coast is quoted as saying, "It's getting
so it's closed shop everywhere."
Jack Benny gets over
some fine laughs by his reference to the happy family spirit between Coast and New York actors in "The Hollywood Revue."

made more money

than on anything

it

completed arrangements for a $1,000,000
he will donate to Rome

Broadway actress
One of the chorus

*

And then Mike got himself a Scout
uniform, he had himself photographed.
On the back of the photo he
wrote this note to the president of
the fillum company: "Now that we
are Boy Scouts together, I cannot
put anything over on a pal. I ain't
zie's Laryngitis.' I

busy lad these days,

his

Alice Fleming, receptionist in the Emgeeem production department, is motoring in the Adirondacks
"Skeets" Gallagher is the newest benedict, the girl being Pauline Mason,

upset

you too much."
*

in

revues at the Capitol, Noo Yawk, is celebrating his seventh anniversary at that theyater
Wonder what the cycle will be
when the musical extravaganza gag in sound pitchers is passe.
Artie Stebbins is such a golf bug that when he heard
about the gorilla who croaked the missus with a golf club he
wanted to know in how many strokes

catch?"

it

hit

has just

clinic

*

S'long, Mike, don't let

star, is a

Paramount appearances with his
new picture, "The Sophomore." Steering Eddie is "Dad" Quillan, who has a family of nine, all troupers
George East-

"Unusual?" chirps Mike. "A price
adjustment from your company ain't
unusual. It's a miracle. What's the

day.

in

26,

Digest of
Current Opinion

with

*

rTHAT UPSTANDING
*-

Monday, August

P.

Editor,

No.25

CUNNINGHAM
The

Film

Daily

Ninety per cent of the largest revAn important theater circuit reenue producing theaters in the United cently revealed that out of every
States are controlled and operated by
dollar taken in at the box-office of
producer-distributors, or allied interits theaters, in averaged sized towns,
ests.
They return 65 per cent of all
possible income from the rental of 43.3 per cent of that dollar remains
pictures and practically 100 per cent in the town where it was collected.
of all Class A, first and second runs The percentage ranges from 37.94
in the country are equipped for show- cents in small communities to 49.96
ing sound films. The average wired cents in larger localities. The money
house is doing 30 per cent more is re-spent
for new building equipbusiness this year than in 1928, and
ment, supplies, etc. Large theaters
authorities predict the jump in box
office grosses, because of talkers, will furnish employment to many local
reach from 60 to 100 per cent next inhabitants,
year.

from

the
20 to 150.

number

scaling

of finding motion
picture stars engaged in the
carousals they are credited with,
found them living sane and
I
normal lives, so they may be fit
to excel in their work. In fact,

doubt if men and women in
any other profession give so
much thought to the way daily
I

living
value.

affects

productive

their

Flaws can be found in anything where life moves fast, but
I doubt if fewer can be found
anywhere than among this colony of moving picture folk. Often
they are spoken of as embodying
everything symbolizing vice. My
closeup of them showed me a
group of persons who keenly
felt their high social and civic
obligations.
Juvenile Judge Camille Kelley,

Memphis Commercial Appeal

in

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DA

1

IN

Brooklyn Mark Strand opens.
*

R-C
cials,

*

*

to release 52 features, 12 sp€

and Martin Johnson

film.

THE
R,

nday,

August

26,

•e&OkDAILV

1929

GETS 24 HOUSES
COLO.,

NJ.

Coast Wire Service'
IN

Nine Films in

AND WYO.

Work

at

On Broadway

Fox

— "Hollywood Revue"
— "Wrath the Seas"
Capitol— "Broadway Melody"
Carnegie— "College Coquette"
(Central — "Fast Life"
Colony — "Broadway"
Criterion— "The Four Feathers"
Embassy— "Hallelujah"
Astor

Cameo

(Continued from Page

1)

—

Colorado Canon and Jones, CanCity; America, Lyric and State,
]|rt Collins; Rourke and Wonderly,
Junta; American and Longmont.
IN
PICTURES
Loveland and Rialto
tngmont;
.veland; Rialto, Strand and West,
Fox Films starts on a new phase
In New Mexico Rio and
linidad.
of production with the launching of
ir, Las Cruces; Cononado, Duncan
In Wyom- nine new features on the company's
i|d Mutual, Las Vegas.
and new program. Of the films in prepaLincoln
r
Capitol,
Atlas,
ration are: a Walsh picture untitled,
incess, Cheyenne.
no cast for which has been selected;
'The Lone Star Ranger" with George
O'Brien in the lead to be directed by
A. F. Erickson; "The Girl Who
CALLED Wasn't
6
Wanted" with Helen Chandler and John
Garrick with Russell
Birdwell
directing;
and "Harmony
OEFENSIVE
OR IN ARIZONA
at Home" to be directed by Alfred
Werker.
(Continued from Page 1)
Pictures now under way include:
ma houses of the Rickards & Nace "The Hurdy Gurdy Man," starring
George Jessel, directed by William
lain.
K. Howard; "The New Orleans
The Arizona invasion long has been
Frolic," directed by Norman TauMitemplated by Fox West Coast,
rog; "The 3 Sisters," directed by
which a theater is being built
>r
N Paul Sloane with Louise Dresser,
ere, headquarters of the R. &
June Collyer, Joyce Compton, Addie
lain.
Mcl'hail and Kenneth MacKenna;
"Seven Faces." starring Paul Muni,
Fox Getting Another at L. A.
directed by Berthold
Yjertel,
and
'est
Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY "Romance
of
Rio Grande," with
Hollywood Fox West Coast is to Warner Baxter and Mary Duncan
Broadway Palace, directed by Alfred Santell.
the
ake over
Fox has three pictures about half
Jroadway between Sixth and SevIt will be a run finished.
These include "Sunny Side
nth, it is reported.
Pp." the De Sylva, Brown and Henouse, it is understood.
derson musical, starring Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell; "The Sky
Hawk," the picture of Zeppelin raids
over London, and "Song of KenCOLUMBIA SALES
]|

<

MARK

NEW

—

—

NEW THEATERS

—

FORCE

tucky."

IN EIGHT DIVISIONS
(Continued from Page

1)

A

Milestone to Direct

Remarque's

War

Story

Little
from uLots >>

—

Hollywood
WILBUR MORSE, who is assisting John Stone, new head of the
Fox titling department, has completed
the

editing of the silent versions of
That Curtain" and 'fThe

"Behind

Cock-Eyed World." He

is

now work-

ing on "Salute," a naval story. Wilbur feels right at home on "Salute,"
having attended Annapolis.
*

*

George
son

224 Wired Houses in

Texas, Douglas Says
Dallas

—Texas

has 224 wired thefirst run possibilities,
according to figures compiled by Don C. Douglas, president
of the Dallas Film Board.

aters, 131 of

which are

•

I

;

—

— "The Sophomore"
—
"Bulldog Drummond"
—

Paramount
Rialto
Rivoli

"Dance

way,

O'Brien's "The Lone
A. F. Erick-

Life"

of

opening Friday.

Broad-

QUOTAJMSPUTE NEAR

Ranger."
is

of

Warners— "Say It With Songs"
Winter Garden— "Gold Diggers

SETTLEMEl¥fRENCH

directing.
*

*

*

*

(Continued from Page

*

1)

Under terms of the proposed setSidney
Clare,
the
songsmith,
tlement, American and other foreign
thought he would celebrate his birth firms
would continue to operate in
day quietly, but friends from New France
until
October, 1930, under
York and other points East, invaded last
year's regulations, with a schedhis home and reminisced until the
ule to be worked out meanwhile, to
wee hours of the morning.
protect
Jack

Jungmeyer

foreign interests and give
industry the protection
it feels it deserves. This means
a return to the 7 to 1 quota, until next
year at least. American interests are
seeking to guard against development
of a similar situation in October.
1930, with the quota used as a threat
to gain concessions.
the

writing

is

an

original, "The Painted Desert," which
will be made in color, with William
Boyd starred. Jack is also writing
His
the dialogue for the picture.
original, "His First Command," will
also serve as a starring vehicle for

French

Boyd.
*

*

*

Dudley Early, who titled "Three J. L.
Passions," "Venus" and "Topsy and
Eva" and who co-titled "Sadie
Thompson" and "The Woman Disputed," is now writing titles and
dialogue at Universal.

WARNERjM

KATZ

SLATED ATCONFERENCES

Lewis Milestone has been engaged
troit,
Minneapolis,
Milwaukee, St.
by Universal to direct "All Quiet
Louis and Indianapolis; the middle
on the Western Front," Erich Maria
states
Kansas City,
division
the
Remarque's war novel.
Maxwell
Omaha and Des Moines branches Anderson,
playwright, is preparing "U" Gets Talker Rights to
under Charles E. Gregory; the westthe screen version.
ern division, the Los Angeles, San
"Skinner's Dress Suit"
Francisco, Portland, Seattle, Denver
Universal hes acquired the diaand Salt Lake City exchanges, under George Carpentier Gets
logue rights to "Skinner's Dress Suit,"
L. E. Tillman; the southern division
Lead in "Hold Everything" the magazine story by Henry Irving
the Atlanta, Charlotte, Memphis and
Upon completing a part in "Show Dodge, which also was made as a
New Orleans branches, under WilProduction has started
of
Shows," George Carpentier, has stage play.
liam G. Minder; the southwestern
and Meryna KenTryon
with
Glenn
division, the Dallas and Oklahoma been selected to play one of the leadAlbert De
nedy heading the cast.
ing
roles
in
"Hold
Everything"
for
City; the eastern division, the PhilacollaborTaylor
are
Mond
and
Matt
Warners
which will be directed by
delphia,
Pittsburgh,
Washington.
William J.
ating on the dialogue.
Roy
Del
Ruth.
The
film
will
be
Cincinnati and Cleveland offices; the
Sally Craft is the director.
New England division the Albany. completely in Technicolor.
O'Neil,
E.
Joe
Brown
Marion
and
Buffalo and New Haven branches,
under Abe Montague and J. McCon- Byron also have been added to the
Bickford for Ulric Film
cast.
Robert Lord is working on the
ville.
Charles Bickford, stage actor, has
adaptation.

—

Loew's
New York— Monday, "Thunder"
Tuesday "Black Magic" and "Fighting
l<uFatherland; Wednesday, "The Time
he Place, The Girl"
Thursday, "The
Love Trap";
Friday,
"Piccadilly"
and
1 he
Bachelors' Club"
Mark Strand "The Gamblers"

*

Dan Clark, who photographed many Tom Mix pictures, is
now doing the camera work on
Star

Ave.— "The Last Laugh"
Fifty-Fifth— "Secrets of Nature"
Film Guild "Living Russia"
Gaiety— "The Black Watch"
Globe "Street Girl"
Fifth

RALPH WILK

By

of

been cast by Fox for Lenore Ulric's
next picture, title of which has not
yet been selected.

(Continued from Page
the
approximately
1,100
controlled by Paramount,
Warner chain of between

1)

theaters
the

and

350 and
would be operated under Publix
management.
Both Paramount
and Warners would retain their iden-

400,

it is said, a new company called
Paramount-Warner Brothers Co., being formed as a holding company
for both.
Loeb & Co., and Goldman,

tity,

& Co. are
consolidation.

Sachs
the

declared

backing

TEXAS UNIT SEEKS TO

MAKE WRIT PERMANENT
(Continued from Page 1)
has been tentatively scheduled
for today, although no formal request for it has been made by dis-

ing

Ross Sings in Bow Film
Frank Ross, who is making his debut in Clara Bow's new picture, "The
tributors.
The Texas unit, which
Fox Signs Musical Director
Saturday Night Kid" will sing a numwithdrew from arbitration, is deterGeorge Lipschultz, former concert mined to find out the strength of its
ber written especially for him by Edwin Knopf. Edward Sutherland is di- master of the Chicago Opera House, position, wanting to know if it is
recting the picture with James Hall has been given a long term contract right in the controversy, according
playing the leading male role.
by Fox as a musical director.
to law, Cole states.

THE

"<%221DAILV
EQUITY ENFORCING
ITS

The Broadway Parade

AGENCY RULE

The Warner
there on Aug.

Policies of Actors' Equity covering
relations between Equity members
and agents, suspended while the matter was pending in the courts, will
be put into force at once, says a statement from Paul Dullzell, executive
secretary of Equity.
Operation of
the policies follows a decision of the
Federal Circuit Court of Appeals upholding the regulations and reversing
the injunction granted by Federal
Judge Frank J. Coleman against
certain Equity officers.
Dullzell's statement says that "certain of the working conditions may
be modified." In part it reads:
Those agents and personal representatives
who showed a disposition to work with Equity
by taking out the permits required and by
conforming to them,

will be assured all cooperation from Equity.
Those agents and
representatives who either fought Equity or
who held off to see what would happen will
have their cases taken up individually as
they apply.
"The decision, written by Judge Swan, is
most important and most opportune.
It not
only holds that the policy of requiring agents
and personal representatives to take out
permits to do business with Equity members
is
legal, but it virtually endorses the form
of the permit, itself.
Further than that it
points out the powerful and binding effect
of the agreement of the individual members
of the Actors' Equity Association with each
other to abide by rules adopted by their gov-

erning body for their own benefit and protection.
This is the basis of Equity's suit
against Warner Brothers in California, and
the contention is endorsed by this respon-

and

authoritative court.
"In arriving at its decision the Circuit
Court of Appeals took into consideration not
only the specific working of the resolutions
and the permits, but the whole record of
the Actors' Equity Association in its dealings with third parties (managers and others).
cannot understand why that record has
not
equal weight with the producers
of
sound and talking pictures in this present
dispute and why, in the face of the open
book in which the dealings of Equity with
all
managers is written, they still decline
to enter into an agreement with Equity for

We

members.

its

"The very

Equity, although bepermits were legal
and proper, held them in abeyance while
they were before the Court, should indicate
to the motion picture producers that Equity
desires only what is fair and just and that
it would not take more than
is entitled to
it
even when it could do so legally."
lieving

that

fact

its

that

agency

Far East Representative Leaves
Delbert Goodman, Far East representative for Fox, is en route to
Seattle where he will embark for his
post in the Orient. Goodman makes

headquarters at Tokyo, Japan,
and from there travels through Japan, China, India and the Dutch

his

East Indies.

Another for Mrs. Patterson
Mrs. Anna Aiken Patter-

Atlanta

—

son, who recently acquired an interest and took over management of
the Tenth, St. theater, extended her
activities with acquisition, through
Swint and Davis, of an interest in
the Ponce de Leon, the Tenth St.'s

nearest

neighbor

in

the

suburban

line-up.

Leonidoff Returns

Leon Leonidoff, production

assist-

ant to S. L. Rothafel, "Roxy", has
just returned from a visit to the theatrical centers of Europe.

tihis

May

I

the Show," after a run

gives place to "Gold Diggers of Broadway," which opens

This

30.

The

week.

"On With

picture at the Winter Garden,

since the end of

sible

Monday, August

is

new picture to open in the long-run
"Bulldog Drumrnond" at popular prices, to

the only

Rialto gets

"Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu."
Picture

'
i

15

way

Criterion

RKO

June 12

"Street Girl"
"Say It with Songs"

Globe

July 30

Warners

Warner

"Hollywood Revue"

M-G-M

Astor

mw

i

.

m

.

ii

,

,„,,.fr»' »r...^.y.i,-.

..

g;lans

22

Studios, 154

16

20
24
30

RCA's

at

Gramercy

occupy about one week.

They

will

RCA

officials.
be attended by
Prior to the suspension of produc-

tion "General Ginsburg," produced by
Louis Brock, will be made. Just completed is a Duke Ellington short
which will be known as "Black and

Tan." When production is resumed
the O. Henry series of shorts, produced by Leo Taub, will be started.

"While

"the

Auto Waits"

is

the

45th St.

•;...»..-*:

John Hobble, Warner Bros, writplay, a comedy,

^Z~

Suspend RCA Production Producers Advised to
During Spoor Exhibits Open Exchanges in China
Production

W.

17

er, is pounding out a
to be exact, during

his spare mowrote "Daddies" for
David Belasco a few years ago.

ments.

studio will be temporarily suspended
in a few days to permit demonstrations of the Spoor method which will

EDDY^^S^.

R. ABRAMS, who has
resigned from Advance, is going

6
14

Fox
Paramount

.

W.

produce song reels of his own. He
two releases per week, each
subject running about 500 ft. He will
write and direct each film.
Fsank
is making his headquarters at Broad-

"The Black Watch"
"The Four Feathers"

Aug.
Aug.
First National.
Central
"Fast Life"
Aug.
Paramount
Rivoli
"Dance of Life"
Aug.
Colony
"Broadway"
Universal
Aug.
Embassy
"Hallelujah"
M-G-M
Aug.
"Bulldog Drummond"
United Artists. .. Rialto
Aug.
"Gold Diggers of Broadway" Warners
Winter Garden.. Aug.

ARTHUR

to

Opening Date

May

By

riRANK

A
Theater
Gaiety

Distributor

1929

Short Shots from
New York Studios

division

replace

26,

After

He

Rouben Mamoulian

finishes

cutting "Applause," which he directed for Paramount with Helen Mor-

THE FILM DAILY
Washington
American producers gan starred, he resumes his Theater
would benefit from the establishment Guild activities. Mamoulian will polWashington Bureau of

—

exchanges in Nanking, China, as
Chinese preference for American productions is creating an attractive
market there and in Shanghai, according to the M. P. Division of the
Dept. of Commerce. Five of the seven
Nanking houses are showing American films almost exclusively, continued the report, and American product seems more adapted to Chinese
taste than other European films.
of

first,

up "Porgy," "Marco's Millions"
and "Wings Over Europe" for road
tours and will do a new production
on ']R. U. R."
His schedule also
provides direction of a new French
play, now titled "The Game of Love
and Death."
ish

Joseph Santley, who did some

work and
Paramount's Long Island

ex-

cellent directorial

acting

at

plant,

again concerned with stage doings. He will soon produce a show
which he and Ring Lardner are
is

adapted by J. Leo Meehan and Sidney Skolsky.

Woolf Reveals Terms

Stage Actors Urge Film

When Basil Dean has finished finAt the first general meetGainsborough Pictures, C. M. ishing "The Return of Sherlock
Woolf, announced that Tiffany-Stahl Holmes" at Paramount he will rehas guaranteed a minimum of $250,000 turn to London to put on a new play
on the returns in United States for by John Galsworthy. Which means
"Journey's End" being produced by that's he leaving Manhattan inside of
Welsh-Pearson on a 50-50 basis and a week or two.
a return of $125,000 on "Woman to
Crisp has recovered from
Woman" now being produced by a Donald
minor operation on his nose.
Gainsborough here.
While on location with the M-G-M
unit making "The Pagan," Ramon
Fred Johnson Resigns
Novarro vehicle, some time ago, he
Cambridge, O. -Fred Johnson has suffered an infection from an insect

Development in Hungary
THE FILM DAILY
Washington -Legitimate stage actors in Hungary have appealed to
the government there to further promote motion pictures and sound films
which promise employment for many
Washington Bureau of

—

in

T-S-Gainsborough Deal
London

ing-

writing.

—

of

at present out of work, according to a report to the M. P. Dii
vision of the Dept. of Commerce.
The Secretary of the State at the
Home Ministry has promised con- resigned as manager of the Colonial bite.
sideration of the position put forward one of the houses of the C. & M.
Director Basil Dean took his flock
by legitimate actors.
circuit.
John H. Berry succeeds him
Harry Rees, manager of the Hippo- of picture makers down to Quarandrome and Putnum, Marietta, will tine Friday morning as the first leg
Paramount Shorts Quiet
M. in a sail up the North River on the
Paramount's short subject depart- take charge of the four C. &
The idea, as you may
Berengaria.
ment at the Long Island studio is houses, namely the Putnum and Hipguessed, was to make shipboard
have
Colonial
and
the
Marietta,
podrome,
practically inanimate from the standStrand, Cambridge. E. E. Finch scenes for "The Return of Sherlock
point of actual production at the and
Holmes" as the big wave-walloper
will
do the buying.
present time. Only one short, Smith
its berth. The unit memapproached
and Dale, is definitely scheduled for
bers making the trip were Clive
work.
3 Houses on Long Run Policy
Betty
Reeves-Smith.
H.
Brook,
Three Fox Poli Lawford and Phillips Holmes.
New Haven
Powers Cinephone in New Office houses will go on a long run policy
Bartlett Cormack, editorial superLondon Powers Cinephone Equip- starting Aug. 31. They are the Mavisor
in
and
Bijou
Bridgeport
in
of Paramount's Long Island
jestic
ment Syndicate, Ltd., now is installed
his duffle bag
at the new offices at Film House, New Haven which will open with studio has brought
to New York
back
typewriter
and
Eyed
World"
for
a
two
Cock
"The
Wardour St. W. I.
The Palace. after a visit to Lake Marancook,
or three week run.
Hartford, also will open with a long Me., along with Monta Bell, assoNo Clavering Successor
London Albert Clavering, manag- run Fox features. Charles Benson ciate producer for Paramount, who
also
ing director of United Picture The- will continue as manager of the Pal- remains until Sept. 1. Bartlett
all-diathe
final
along
brought
has
has
aters, Ltd. and a member of the ace, Hartford, while Len Curtis
Sutboard of British Talking Pictures, been transferred from Worcester as logue screen version of Alfred
Lady,"
Laughing
"The
play,
ro's
Harry
and
the
Majestic
Ltd. has resigned from both com- manager of
Paramount
panies. No successors have been ap- Cohen has been shifted to the Bijou which will be the next
production.
Astoria
into
go
to
talker
Bridgeport.
from
New
Haven,
pointed as yet.

actors

—

—

—

—
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PARAMOUNT-WARNER DEAL IS
DECLARED READY FOR SIGNING
—

business in a new way.
Out on the peaceful waters

of Lake Champlain confer
Katz, Sidney Kent, Harry

mi

I'arner and Sam Dembow
]oguls-four
and as they did their
lUtical stuff, it is said they inilged in considerable talking over

—

I).

No

TO TIGHTEN UP

indusry's latest merger.

ie

ON COMBINES

Paramount and Warners, curbone whispers have

it,

sfore

ukor's very necessary signature
be properly dried on some

lay

ery necessary papers.

The Vertical Idea
All the

component

— the

IS

VIEW

are close

So close, in fact, that
tomorrow goes, Adolph

a deal.

>

8.

parts within the

Film and other industrial combines
are under scrutiny by the Dept. of
Justice, which is to tighten up and
devote more attention to anti-trust
violations, states a special despatch
to "The New York Morning World."
"The first step in this direction has been
disclosed with the announcement by Attorney
General Mitchell that he bas asked for an
additional $75,000 for this work in the fiscal
(Continued on Page 2)

Conflict

New franchise agreement
adopted by Tiffany-Stahl and
Allied States Ass'n is not in
conflict in any way with the
Hays association, Oscar Hangeneral sales manager,
son,
stated

prior

to

leaving

New

York for the Middle West.
With W. A. Steffes and Judge
Emmett Thurmon, of the
Northwest and Inter-mountain
Hanson tounits respectively.
day will address a meeting
Chicago exhibitors.

of

la

vertical

your own business for the trend,
companies like Paramount, Fox
nd Warners grabbing off enough
heaters to insure a profit on every
l

FRENCH DUTYlNCREASE

FOX RADIO CHAIN DEAL

tig

'icture

made

INSTEAD

before the mike starts

o pick up noises, Warners owning
heir own lithographing company and
heir own theater accessory organiation on the way.
The signs are

Paris

(By

OFTHE QUOTA?
Wireless) — Raising of

customs duty on imported films
and elimination of the quota system
is advocated by a delegation of the
American
French Film Syndicate.
lointed one way and their reading is companies are in favor of the propommistakable.
sal, which was broached by the syndicate two months ago, but which
Young Mr. Ruben
has been held up in an effort to get
You might describe it as local boy
the approval of the executive comnaking good.
Eddie Ruben, only
mittee of the syndicate.
hirty but long a factotum in the
nachinery of the Finkelstein and RuStreet Car Strike Still

New

chain, will headquarter in
^ork, thereby swelling the formid>en

ible

list

of theater executives

Sam Katz
las

which

annexing for Publix. It
been several years now since Katz

irst

made

is

efforts

to

Ruben to New York.
s now rewarded.

bring

young

That diligence

Partying Days
Paramount buys the Rickards and
string in Arizona.
Fox deterto build sixteen theaters in the
;am e state.
Also buys the K. and
F. houses, 24 strong in Colorado,
NJace

mnes

During Week
Deal

consolidation

for

of

Para-

mount and Warners has progressed
to a point where it is ready for signing by Adolph Zukor, it is understood. There was a hitch in the negotiations over the basis of the exchange of stock, but this is understood to have been ironed out, with
the original schedule of \ l 2 of Warners for 1% shares of Paramount expected to be the final exchange basis.
This basis first was published by
FILM DAILY. One report
is to the effect that Zukor will sign
the papers during the week, with formal announcement of the amalgamation to be made on Friday.

/

THE

trust scheme
Germany. Look around you right

tructure

Consolidation Expected Set
for Announcement

the

Walloping N.O. Grosses

—

New

Orleans Theaters here still
are hard hit by the street car strike.
Night receipts are suffering the most
serious
setback,
although matinee
business has increased.

REGARDED AS PROBABLE

—

Seattle While negotiations begun
several weeks ago are understood to

have fallen through, it is regarded
here as a probability that Fox will
take over the American Broadcasting
Co., chain of about 20 stations in the

West and Middle West.
{Continued

on

Page

This view
2)

Boston's Sunday Complex
Causes Dialogue Slash
Boston

—

RKO's

"Half Marriage"

ran afoul of Boston's Sunday complex, with the result that the dialogue
was slashed by censors to the point
of incoherence, for the Sabbath showings. During the week, it is expected
that the dialogue will be presented
intact.

Complete Service Plan Told
to "U" Force at 2 Meetings

Southeastern Showmen
Planning Tri-State Meet
New

Complete service program of Uniextended to sound product in

versal,

UNITED ARTISTS ENTERS

SHORTJUBJECT
United

FIELD

Artis_ts will enter the short

with production of 12
United Artists Featurettes.
One of the series, "Overture of 1812,"
already has been completed. United
Artists Featurettes Corp. has been
organized to make the short subjects.
Hugo Riesenfeld, head of musical
Cameron
William
and
activities,
Menzies, associate producer and art
subject
audible

field

(Continued

on

Page 2)

Gillmore Sees Ultimate
Success of Equity Drive
Expressing faith in the ultimate
success of the Equity Shop campaign, which he says has been halted only temporarily, Frank Gillmore,
president of Actors' Equity Ass'n.,
today will place "the Ethel Barrymore incident" in the hands of the
He says the 11
Equity council.

the nature of an experiment, has
weeks' fight} which Equity fought
Columbus, Ga. Abram F. Myers, been made a permanent policy of the
Mexico and Wyoming.
There you
was near success and that ulalone
lave it.
Paramount and Fox, chips president and general counsel of Ail- company on both silent and sound timate victory cannot be doubted
Announcement of Carl
on shoulder, although perhaps in- lied States Ass'n, is expected to be pictures.
Gillmore lauds members for their
principal speaker at the convention Laemmle's decision to make permavisible, facing each other in the long
and said producers fought
loyalty
here Sept. 8
9 of the Georgia nent the complete sound service was
i>ull for theater supremacy
although he says the
intelligently,
No bat- exhibitor unit, and
to which Florida and made by General Sales Manager M.
tle this, for weaklings.
Take the tip Alabama theater owners are being in- Van Praag, at a conference in New alleged efforts to make Equity mem»nd watch it from the sidelines.
bers break their agreements with the
vited in a move to expand the asso- York Saturdav of the eastern sales
seemed fair.

—

1

.

K A N N

ciation

in

those two

states.

(Continued

on Page 2)

association

hardly

THE

-gem

DAILV

"U" Complete Service
U.
on Sound Pictures
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other short product.

Laemmle's recent pledge, made to exhibisigning up for Universal silent pictures,
which were leaning to sound, assured
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41\vw
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9434
do 6s 41 x-war.
Paramount 6s 47
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•Par. By. 5^s 51.
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7oi/8

*Loew
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.

violations
were charged
failed to substantiate the

and investigations
allegations."

ed
Co.,

Drake,

Colonel

Keith

the

City,

Oil

Vemark Theater
headed by George J. Veach. The
Pa. from the

which

house,

year ago.

It

wired,

is

was

built

a

934

Bros

Vallee and Orchestra Leave
Vallee and His Connecticut
Yankees left New York yesterday for
Hollywood, where they are to make
their
for

28
34*4
21 14
26
26
9?4
20

debut

in

"The Vagabond Lover"

RKO.

ami..

5,100

AGENCY

'466

Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard

'266

y&

company's

who

Moscow.

Amkino

United States

all

en route
represents in

of

is

film

to

the

companies

of

Russia.

United Artists Enters
Short Subject
(Continued from Page

Field

1)

will produce the series of
one and two reelers jointly. Orville
Dull will direct and Robert Planck
will photograph.
Stars of the subjects
will
be Lupe Velez, Harry
Richman, Fannie Brice, Joan Bennett, Gilbert Roland and others.

director,

20 Per Cent

would be most

difficulties.

Tax on Film

affected.

K4>A%Y Y.AT

KRAZY KAT

1600 Broadway. New York
Phone Penn. 3SHO

25

28
31

3*4
33
82

4*4
38
84

.

65
2
75

City

Animated by
Ben Harrison and
Manny Gould

LEE GARMES
Director of

Pictures Corp., NewYork, has acquired Greater NewYork and northern New Jersey dis"Unmasked," talking
of
tribution
picture produced by Weiss Brothers'
Artclass Picture Corp.

CHARACTER IN
THE WORLD —
BECAUSE I am CON-

85

THE FILM DAILY

sez

am on EXHIBITION IN MORE THEATRES THAN ANY
OTHER CARTOON

SISTENTLY

!

10
75

Artclac* Talker

t§<

I

Vaudeville Acts

H

28

Bureau,

Hollywood
'

Monosson, president

—

VAUDEVILLE

85*4
198

3

Buy
West

I.

Corp.,

Sought

AMALGAMATED

1,200

Lighting

•LAST PRICE QUOTED

Coast

by L.

Amkino

seats 2,000.

Rudy

84*4
106*1 107
93?4 94
97*4
97*4
98
70
70

36.
28.

•Technicolor
United Art

Univ.
Ch.
pfd

1)

nies

the bankruptcy
Profits
in Spain
against the chain,
which now is in receivership with liaMadrid (By Cable)
Levy of a
bilities of about $100,000.
Adolph 20 per cent excise tax on film profits
Linden is president of the chain. in Spain is declared planned by the
Heavy cost of a series of concerts Spanish government. Proceeds, it is
presented over the chain this sum- said, would be used to subsidize the
mer, is given as the cause for the domestic industry.
American films

by

OVER THE COUNTER

do

burden

"Appropriations for the department for the
current year carry $203,000 for the anti-trust
division's
personnel,
including office assistants, expert investigators and sixteen attorneys.
Additional funds, it is explained, will
enabie it to more closely investigate charges
made and accomplish better results.
"Several years are required under the
present system for the department to proceed in anti-trust cases.
The principal work
is
to investigate and see whether the laws
are being violated, and then to take steps
to prosecute those responsible if violations are
found.
Many cases are on record where

is

CURB BONDS

•Am. Seat. 6s
•Warner 6'/ls

Skouras

the

strengthened
action brought

12,000

5

7834
32*4

BOND MARK

A-O

•Keith

radio and

Attorney

work is heavy but he agrees with
John Lord O'Brian, his assistant, that more
work is needed.
the

Oil City, Pa. Theater

9

Proj

'Intern.

"The
of

Fox Radio Chain Deal
Regarded as Probable

Acquired by R-K-0

Be Imported by Amkino

Plans for importing to the United
in
connection with the prosecution of anti-trust States about 24 Russian features,
inviolations" the newspaper states.
cluding several with sound effects,
"While all such work is surrounded by
secrecy, the Department taking the attitude two or three with singing and
ballet
that
to
reveal its activities would be to and about
12 educational and scienthwart its efforts, it is known there are numerous cases which have been hanging-fire tific films, will be discussed with offor several years.
They include the motion ficials of Russian producing
compapicture

these exhibitors that in the event their houses

2
'

•Griffith,

K

View

is

became wired houses, they would get Universal sound pictures on a .basis that would
help them to stay in business.

Radio-Keith-Orpheum has acquirClos e Sales
23'/?
900
25
200
222% 6,100
128
94'4
1,566
38
120
'966
60

24 Russian Features to

(Continued from Page 1)
year beginning July 1, 1930, to be used

field,

but

25

47

"A"
K-O-A

do

60

on Combines

27, 1929

98

Cap
F-L
Exch

M.

94!^

to

As announced by Van Praag, the complete
sound service plan, which consists of a
weekly show, feature, and assorted short
subjects, week in and week out on a fixed
weekly rental basis, will embrace the newest
Universal sound and dialogue pictures.
Included in the line-up is three Laura La
Plante pictures, two with John Boles, three
with Joseph Schildkraut, two with Reginald
Denny, four with Mary Nolan, three with
Glenn Tryon and Merna Kennedy, two with
Gecrge Lewis and Barbara Kent, five all-star
features and a group made by Western stars,
Hoot Gibson and Ken Maynard.
It also
embraces Universal's new sound and dialogue serials, the Sunny Jim Comedies, and

STOCK MARKET
*Am.

THE FILM

films.

is

Low

July,

To Tighten Up

(Continued from Page

Financial
High

In

stated that the complete ser-

program was being extended
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Photography and

for

First

I

A Columbia Gem

National

Vitaphone.

|

AVAILABLE IN
SEPTEMBER
GRANITE

PRODUCED BY WINKLER
Western Electric Recording

9752
t

....»..«..».»«.

FUNNY.

j

Winkler

Sound Cartoons

ALL THE MAGIC

WONDERS OF
ELECTRICAL
ENTERTAINMENT

PAGE AN

I

IDEA
Radio Pictures

Show World

.

NEW and

feature

short

in

answer to a

startling

its

clamoring for the

PRACTICAL
.

gives

I

the

attractions

and quickly wins the approval of the

.

industry at

large.

RCA GRAMERCY STUDIOS

MATCHLESS PROGRAM
MARC CONNELLY G -<i ™
.

.

.

c

r ^
ic

!

v_rack playwright

clicks in eight tabs crammed with delirious
Same snap and sparkle that made his "Merton
of the Movies" and a dozen others smash stage hits
"The
Burglar," supporting two-dollar bill at the Globe, a rave for

doubling
nonsense

comic

as
.

.

.

.

New York
in for

N^\| £^\RR

critics

.

.

.

month

hilarious

"The Traveler,"
at

Broadway

Invincible funster of the music

.

.

of single-reel series,

first

Rialto.

comedy

bows to howling crowds in
."Two-Gun Ginsburg" to be followed
stage,

three novelty shorts.

.

by "General Ginsburg" and "Gunboat Ginsburg:"

EUGENE O'NEILL Americd
Gramercy program
Played to

its

plays S^atest
wright contributes to the
tabloid gem, "Before Breakfast"

his

.

dramatic

by the ablest group of

limits

.

.

artists

Broadway can assemble.

GODFREY

BUGS

LUDLOW

B

A

up for radio
and music lovers

symphonic

in this
:

%

novelty already

in

acclaim through Met-

ropolitan dree after ovation at

Globe
from

...

his

NewYork

A reel of melodious delight

$100,000

E R

Offers a single -reel
laugh spiller in the

set-

fans

A

Stradivarius violin.

same hilarious vein
tapped in his world-famed column of

news comment
certain sensation

appeal

in

SOUND ON

.

for

.

"Headwork" a
comedy

straight

every wired house.

FILM

.

.

the titans brings the new
^ll-dialog short features
:f

program of Tabloid Features

Sensational

Stripped of old-fashioned
banalities

.

.

hokum

.

.

.

.

.

devoid of

.

Fresh and crisp and fast and sure-

.

with revolutionary box-office values and in-

fire

comparable sound recording by

RCA Photophone.

DARMOUR ATTRACTIONS
MAKE GIANT STRIDES
TABS

13 MICKEYcHhn.eioM'GUIRE
Singing

.

.

laughing

.

.

.

.

hip-hip-hooraying kid comedies that

clang the box-office bell as no shorts ever did before! Packed
with the deep human comedy and rattling dialog which have

made Fontaine
world over.

newspaper comic

Fox's

loved the

characters

WITWER

13

and gags

Girls

.

.

.

Record Breakers
and nonsense

thrills

Witwer heard

cracking dialog of H. C.

.

.

for

and the wisefirst time by

.

the

millions of admiring readers! Featuring smash singing-dancing-

gagging cast topped by Alberta Vaughn and

Al Cooke.

INDEX OF RCA-GRAMERCY
ALL-DIALOG SHORT FEATURES
TWO
ST.

LOUIS BLUES

of the

.

REELS
.

Bessie Smith, mistress

.

low-down blues, leads a singing jubilee.

DUKE ELLINGTON BAND
pating

from Ziegfeld's

SHOW

HUNT THE TIGER
a

terrific kick

land,

.

.

.

Synco-

novelty with all-colored sensations

.

.

.

.

.

.

GIRL.
Different

BEFORE BREAKFAST
THE BURGLAR
TWO-GUN GINSBURG
GENERAL GINSBURG
GUNBOAT GINSBURG

TWO TO

THREE O. HENRY DRAMATIC TABS

The
The Suitor
The Bridegroom
.
Three to be titled
The Uncle

.

screened
every sequence.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

SIX

ONE

-

REEL NOVELTIES

1.SONG OF THE SERGEANT... 2. LAST
OF THE TROUBADORS ... 3. WHILE THE

of Innocence (from

AUTO WAITS

Three to be announced

.

.

.

REEL

MARC CONNELLYS

SEVEN

Traveler
.

in

.

.

Kirk-

Verree Teasdale, Pedro de Cordoba.

Pick of the master story-tellers tales

ANNOUNCED

ONE

drama with

Played by Alexander

with a walloping surprise

BE

Headwork

SOUND ON

.

.

.

Godfrey Ludlow

Grand

.

.

.

Age

Street FoNies)

.

.

DISC

WORLD'S GREATEST PICTURE
PALACES NOW SHOWING

RADIO TABLOIDS
The

eternal search for novelty

NEW

..

for the

THING THAT'S SURE-FIRE

most astute showmen of
the day to the door of Radio Pictures.
.

.

.

brings the

The Publix Metropolitan, Boston, books
the entire

Marc Connelly

The Publix
Connelly

in

New

Rialto,

series.

York, books

"TheTraveler," indefinite runl

Publix Rialto,

books sensational "St. Louis

Blues" indefinite.

The Publix Eastman, Rochester, books
entire line-up.

The deluxe program

at the

Globe,

New

Marc Connelly in The
Also Nat Carr in "Two -Gun

York, includes
Burglar."

Ginsburg" and Godfrey Ludlow in violin
recital. And others pour in ... a flattering
tribute to the

NEW IDEA.. to

PREME QUALITY with
product of the future

which

will

the
all

w

Radio

be invested.

S^SS^#££^ p o^
PICTURES

SU-

THE
August

;day,

1929

I
AND
THA TS
THAT
MICE

W Guest,
an

we

the

popular

Edgar

find

poet,

has

hookup on his new verse.
Man."
He sings the
the surgeon, and we take

Real

ses of
to adapt his clever lines to
the praises of the fillum sales;

who

has

saved
as any surgeon

l,

•s

rumors

all

jpite

salesman

is

still

many

as

pic-

who

has lived.
to the contrary,
a very vital fac-

dizzy biz. And the chances
he will continue to he long after
lie Cock-Eyed World" stops rollup those heavy grosses a few
rs from now.
Well, here's the
in this

THE REEL MAN
very

isn't

clever

with the driver or the

putter,
In the golf course he is slow as he can be.
the boys who play behind him bitter
1
things are heard to mutter

he always

'or

keeps

them waiting on the

tee.

when

it

comes

thing but

doggone wizard

at bringing in

plays.

—

good to be a golfer and at cards to

clever

But

be.
life

has

more

fellow

you

belittle

this

to

important

so

World"

is

on the

The

M.
he

plaudits

fillum cost five

much

in

these

days and

"The Cock-Eyed

hundred Gs,

it

is

said,

and

never-such run at the Roxy.
Incidentally, the dialogue is a great triumph for "Billy"
K. Wells, veteran playwright, who will be heard from plenty in
in its

pitchurs

Now Emgeeem is chortling over its "Our Modern Maidens,"
sequel to "Our Dancing Daughter," which raked in a goodly
share of coin last year
Mark Hellinger in "The New York
Daily News" gags about the producer who, when asked if he
would care to take out a mortgage on a piece of property, demanded to see the synopsis first
And also quotes Arthur
Caesar as stating that his brother Irving is in a class by himself,
"the only songwriter in the world who can afford not to come
to

Hollywood."

Ruth Elder and Walter Camp, Jr., have announced their
engagement
That Harry Richman-Clara Bow engagement
is being branded as a fake and publicity stunt, with odds 12 to 1
they never will be sealed
James A. FitzPatrick is going
right ahead with his plans to establish an exchange system. He's
plenty busy these days, and will cut a wide swatch in the talker
field

Louis Weiss demonstrated that independents

make

talkers,

the

in

turning

out

"Unmasked"

at

know how to
the De Forest

Phonofilm Studio in New York
It's getting so that every
time Jack Warner conies East it's because a big deal is pending
He's so far ahead of schedule on production that he
has time to talk big deals
Harry Thomas is back from
the Coast after setting his production schedule
Christy Deibel, who between golf games used to manage

Youngstown, O., has won the senior golf title of
northwestern Ohio for the third time in four years. Christy usually takes home a lot of loot from Film Daily tournaments
Pity the tent show exhibitor at George West, Tex., who showed
a film o fthe late revolution, and started a one-man rebellion,
with a Mex yelling and wielding a stiletto
the Liberty at

things

at

the

table

or

tee,

May

be a bigger, wiser man than you.
and cards are merely pastimes, and with
them when we are through
he proof of our achievements is the Fillum

44 As

olf

Biz

we

do.

*

*

*

Theme Song
"Hallelujah, Watch Dem
'louds Roll

Dark

By."
*

*

*

I

see

it,

there will be

"Why

didn't

put

I

*

*

it

in

no

disastrous effect

upon

the legitimate stage because of the growing popusound and dialogue pictures. There should

larity of

be no real rivalry between the two any more than
there is between soup and fish. Each has
its devotees, and most people like both. 77

npHE

technique

of the novel
the stage must be
completely forsaken. Sound and
words must be used not to tell
the story, not to get the action
forward, but to supplement and
enrich the story and mood as
they are already presented on the
•*-

and

of

film.

"New York Times"
*

fpHE
facts

and

—

&

*

*

AMBASSADOR MOORE
lieves

in

salesmanship.

P.

CUNNINGHAM

Statistical Editor,

The Film Daily

for

He saw what

hap-

No.26

the

*

*

talkies

SAf
/i|is\
t

ADOLPH ZUKOR
is

an enthusiastic golf

showed some

da l
^Side Line — Bridge.
V

*}

'

made

exhibitors
alarm, fearing that

they might find themselves with
no films at all. That panic has
now fizzled out, and it is discovered that actually there was

lit-

English holds first place among the the globe have increased more 100
tle, if any, cause for it!
Fredman in
tongues
Ernest
spoken
throughout
the per cent, jumping from 21,000,000
"Daily Film Renter" London
world.
One hundred years ago, one hundred years ago to 45,000,000
today.
Spanish has increased in the
English was the mother-tongue of one hundred-year period from 32,only 20,000,000 people. Today, it is 000,000 to 50,000,000; French, from
spoken by 160,000,000 throughout the 32,400 000 to 45,000,000, with 75.IN
world, and 60,000,000 others under- 000,000 foreigners understanding the
stand and use it. German ranks sec- language.
Turkish has declined in
ond, increasing from 32,000,000 one use from 30,000,000 to 24,000,000.
.ALLTHE NEWS
^NEWSPAPER
<AU,THE TIME;
o/F-ILMDOM
hundred years ago to between 80.000,000 and 90,000,000, while at least
Average admissioyi of key city
20,000,000 additional persons under- runs is 55 cents, prices scaling from.
stand and occasionally use it. Dutch 40 cents to 65 cents. The estimated
Saenger Amusement Co. opens ofis now spoken by 15,000,000; Swedish average
admission in all types of fices in New York.
Famous secures screen rights to
by 7,500 000, and Danish by 5.000,- theaters is 35 cents, scale ranging
Oliver Morosco's stage output.
000.
Italian-speaking inhabitants of from 10 cents to $2 and $3.
.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

i

bug

first

appearance

W

HOBBIES!

be-

movies

the

pened at the Sierra de Pasca
mine where the Cholo miners
couldn't be persuaded to give up
camping in the brush and move
into regular homes.
The miners
were shown some American motion pictures of American workmen and their homes. Then the
Cholo miners built houses like
the pictures.
Those movies told
a story of progress and comfort.
They can do that and still deal

their

By JAMES

*

Cites Another Instance of
Sales Value of U. S. Pictures

WHEN

Dame Luck

Industry Statistics

Only by using

ideas.

paid space can you say to a certain public on a certain day exactly what you would like to
have it know and then come
back and say the same things
over and over again in new ways
until they get into the public's
consciousness
and get talked
about and acted upon.
Don Francisco, of Lord
Thomas
and Logan in "Printers' Ink."

*

No.26

*

of Persistent, Steady Advertising
effectiveness of advertis*- ing rests upon repeition of

the con-

*

This record-breaking rush enjoyed
y the Roxy the last few weeks is
ow explained by Pierre Arnaud. He
ays the Roxy is getting the overflow
om the Fifty-Fifth Street art house.

*

with the emotions.
"N. Y. Daily Mirror."

FRANK GILLMORE

Famous Last Words
act?"

Novel and Stage Technique
Held Unsuitable for Talkers

Stresses Cumulative Advantages

do,

nd the

-

the

turned out

—€)—
Current Opinion

Daly, Jr.

receiving
hit

already has grossed that

any-

ey l>elittle him because he loses tricks he
should have had
And they sneer about the slowness of his
ways.
it
if you had a quota that
you loved and
feared to lose
id the need was for a salesman
he's the
baby that you'd choose.
it's

T>AOUL WALSH
--* rightly

short
to selling fillum, he's

lit- who judge him at a table
find his auction bridge is bad,
j\nd they laugh to see him making foolish

h,

A Digest of

slow

he's just a
ibe dough.

I

with
Phil

lilrty

i
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No. 50

A Salute
Carl Laemmle extended the complete service contract to small ex-

JTlIEN
|jj/

PRESIDENCY OF M.

ors,hedid two things. First,
considerably in preserving
national state of health by

Lil

many

M'ing

little

men

WoodhuWs Stand

in busi-

Secondly, he removed from
shoulders of the small fry
bugaboo of too much exse and not enough income

many

in

cases,

sustained

ds and commercial bodies as
institutions.

|ig

he constructive program has

been broadened to embrace
nd pictures. Distributors have
I

Reporter to Describe
Vocally in

nowledged that a plan of sucmust be constantly operative

small town trade.
PARAMOUNT IN DEAL WITH
.'imnle goes further by arging his sales so that all and
idry
may benefit thereby.
ey call him "the exhibitors'
Paramount is dickering for acquisi,'nd." Certainly Laemmle goes
in
th<
tion of a one-half interest
to prove it.
William Morris booking agency, it
understood. The company is one of
preserve

is

Foolish Fables

i

"Half-Marriage."
For Sabbath
been
the
lias
dialogue

nvings,
Ichered

to

point

the

of

incoher-

For during tlie week showings
spoken lines run as is. The silly
ison is still with us.
:e.

Fire and Thunder
Woodlufil

riiat

esting, isn't it?
t

wouldn't

it

development. InDenied, of course,

feel

much

ture business without

like

pounding

the
of

des or an occasional accusatory
ger dangled under the nose.
But
s is our dotage and we don't mind

This Changing

Map

A.ny well-traveled spectator, makfilm rounds and observing close\
as he goes, hears a rumbling or

o about this and that. The cellud map has been undergoing more
anges than war-rent Europe. Yet
:

final

economic

and

largest

the

Crudite Boston, center of Amerilearning, vents its cultured spleen

geographic

booking

firms

in

the

are

is

KANN

Universal will enter
newsreel field Sept. 23.

employment

of

the

talking
en-

will

It

"Universal

a

Newsreel Reporter" who

will

detail

R. F. (Pete) Woodhull, veteran
president of the M.P.T.O.A., it is
understood, plans to resign within
the next few weeks to become identified with a proposition embracing
production, distribution and exhibition of pictures, as well as a sound
reproducing system.
In his new capacity, Woodhull will
divide his time between New York
and the Coast, it is understood. He
is slated to sign a ten year contract,
covering the new field of activity.
The proposition has been under consideration by the M.P.T.O.A. leader
for several months.

news vocally

as the scenes are
presented on the screen, so that patrons hear the news described as the
Subtitles are being
pictures unfold.
eliminated, except for the dateline
There will be little difference in time
of issue of the talking and silent ver-

the

Production, Distribution,
Exhibition Field

Declines to

Comment

on Resignation Report
Reached by telephone at his DoN. J. home, where he is recovering from a cold contracted on his

ver,

Universal Newsreel trip to the St. Louis exhibitor consions
of the
which is released in alliance with 45 vention. R. F. Woodhull had no comment to make on report that he is
Several efforts to communicate with newspapers of the United States.
resigning as president of the M. P
deal
reported
on
Morris,
William
Jr.,
T.O.A.
with Paramount have proved unavail- Georgia Buying Strike

world

ing.

Not Backed by Ass'n Committee on Talkers and

Kahane Succeeds Goodman
as Counsel for R-K-0

—

Holdouts on buying of
Other Problems
throughout the state are the re- West Coast Bureau, TUB FILM DAIL1
of local situations and not any
Hollywood Co-operative research
Benjamin B. Kahane, vice presi- drive on the part of the Georgia excommittee on talkers and kindred
Radio-Keithdent and secretary of
hibitor unit, states L. B. Harrell of technical problems has been named
Orpheum, has been named general Waycross, secretary-treasurer of the
Arts and
counsel

organization to
(Continued on Page 2)

of

the

suc-

Atlanta

Named

film
sult

—

state organization.
opposed to any
is
action, he declares.

The

organization
such concert of

Paramount Film Rentals
39% Ahead of Last Year Kinoplay and Multiphone
Paramount's receipts from domesrentals for the first e'ght
weeks of the third quarter, commencing July 1, 1929, were 39 per
cent ahead of the receipts in 1928.
tic

film

Third Week
"Cockeyed World" Gross

$162,167

is

not finally set.
Definite
"The Cockeyed World," now in its
beginning to take shape and
t
of the maze may be visualized fourth week, grossed $162,127 in its
e ultimate
picture, but the job is third week at the Roxy, New York
long way from completion.
The picture got $174,391 in its first
week and $173,667 the second weekes

•m

News

"U" Newsreel
tail

P. T. 0. A.
Veteran Leader to Enter

Proposal that he become associated in the production, distribution and exhibition fields has been under consideration for several
months by R. F. (Pete) Woodhull, M.P.T.O.A, president. However, his decision has been held up due to conditions existing in the
industry, the M.P.T.O.A. leader being determined that there should
be no suggestion that he resigned under fire, or at a time when
While
his withdrawal would greatly weaken the exhibitor cause.
he declines comment, announcement of Woodhull's acceptance is
expected this week.

i\.

I,

Price 5 Cents

28, 1929

W00DHULL TO RESIGN FROM

Mi the industry angle, he aid1

23

Sept.

by the Academy

of

M.

P.

Sciences with Sol Wutzel as chairman. Irving Thalberg, M. C. Levee,
Fred Beetson, J. A. Ball, Fred Pelton, J. T. Reed, Gerald Rackett and
Frank Woods are on the committee.

for Immediate Delivery
Immediate

delivery

on

Kinoplay

Film Business Faces

and on
reproducer,
sound-on-film
in Georgia
Multiphone. disc reproducer, is promb'lls
to tax adTwo
Ga.
Macon,
Eric Schay, president of
ised by
reel tax died
proposed
and
a
missions
Kinoplay, Inc., and Multiphone, Inc..
with closing of the legislative seswhich firms manufacture and distribHowever, a measure levying
sion.
ute the equipment, recently placed
tax of three mills on the dollar on
be
can
devices
on the market. The
industries grossing over $30,000
all
used with Simplex Power's, Mono- annually and a state income tax, onegraph or Superior projectors.
were
Federal levy,

New Tax
—

Kinoplay sound head
(Continued

on

differs

Page

2)

from third

passed.

of

the

THE

Zfr*

DAILV
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Fox Negotiating for
Metropolitan Records on
Houses of Koppin Chain?
Both Disc and Film
Cinephone recording equipment has
been added to facilities of the MetroXLIX No. 50 Wednesday, Aug. 28. 1929 Price 5 Cents
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Weekly RKO Radio Hour
Resumed Last Night Charles Rogers Signs Long
Radio-Keith-Orpheum last night Term Paramount Contract
resumed

known

its

as

weekly radio broadcast
the RKO Radio Hour,

over the National Broadcasting Co..
network.
Graham McNamee was
announcer.

West

Coast

Bureau,

Hollywood

—

Charles (Buddy) Roghas signed a new long-term contract with Paramount.

(Continued from Page

1)

ceed Maurice Goodman, whose resignation becomes effective Sept. 14.
Goodman is remaining on the board
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Warner Force

Goldwyn Composer Arriving
Rudolf Friml arrived in New York
on the Olympic yesterday to confer
with Samuel Goldwyn and Florenz
Ziegfeld on a musical comedy he has

Sept.

exhibitors

Meeting of western
and West Virginia

5

Pennsylvar
exhibitors

Pittsburgh.

6

Convention
of
Georgia,
Flon
and Alabama exhibitors at C
lumbus, Ga.
Sept. 10-11
Meeting of Wisconsin exhibitoi
Big Cedar Lake, Wis.
Sept. 28
First issue of
Hearst Metnmi
Pept.8

9

News
Oct. 7-10
Dec. 9-10

(sound).

Meeting of S.M.P.E. at Toronto..
Meeting of North Carolina
(

hibitors'

unit at

Pinehurst.

Mayer Named Des Moines Manag
Des Moines Stanley J. Mayer h
succeeded
Ben F. Rosenberg
manager of the Fox branch hei
He formerly was with the D

—

Moines Film and Supply Co.

PLAY
BALL
NOW/

/.

<gp

TRAILERS SELL SEATS!

-sir

"THE TRAILERS YOU FURN-

MORE SEATS THAN
ANY OTHER MEDIUM I USE."
ISH SELL

Playhouse

department.

Theatre,

Fairhope, 'Ala.

5

10

65
2
75

75

'WE

85

Let Us Solve Your Problems

—

signed as story editor at Paramount.

Simon Managing Cleveland Branch
Cleveland Mike Simon has been
transferred from Pittsburgh to management of the Paramount exchange

—

Guy

Peterson.

NEVER DISAPPOINT"

I

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Bureau,

succeeding

Texas

and

A

38
86

Moses Resigns
THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Vivian Moses has re-

here,

of

Dallas.

Miss Warren has contracted to compose for the picturebeen affiliated with "The Morning producer.
The picture will be proTelegraph," "M. P. Today" and other duced under the combined direction
publications.
of Ziegfeld and Goldwyn.
his

70

Meeting

3

"Gold
Diggers
Winter Garde

at the

Kohn,

Waxman,

"Viv"

Coast

to

Chain for Fox

and

•LAST PRICE QUOTED

West

rector

director of adverpublicity for Warners, has
appointed Mary Jane Warren to aid
in the preparation of pressbooks in
tising

....

Sept.

Opening of
Broadway"

^JjVcpauers
A. P.

84!^

Aug. 30

Holl
Cite

28

25

units

& F.

Joins

A

OVER THE COUNTER

Roxy
do

Gus Kohn Continues

"Married in
wood"
Fox Carthay
Los Angeles
of
at

upon formation of the
Radio-Keith-Orpheum he was elected secretary and treasurer and a

used.

900

CURB BONDS

Am. Seat. 6s
•Warner 6#s

is

president of committee.
the K. & F. Amusement Co., acquired by Fox, continues as operating
1,600
Edward Levy Dead
4V%
head and managing director of the
7854
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
32
100 circuit of 24 Colorado, New Mexico
San Francisco Edward Levy, 57
2
.... and
Wyoming houses.
The deal
28
13,100
veteran
theater man of the Ba-<- Hty
gives Fox a foothold in this territory,
2
for the circuit has no competition in region, and former manager of the
3434
25
100 the various situations
of the three Orpheum at Salt Lake City, died
26
here following a brief illness.
states.
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Kinoplay and Multiphone Kahane Succeeds Goodman
as Counsel for R-K-0
for Immediate Delivery
(Continued from Page 1)
the usual type having a chronium
nickel and steel aperture plate, rather

Aug. 29

Flint.

than an optical system. It lias a speBiconoc quartz lens for focusing of directors.
the exciting lamp, claimed as an exKahane has been active in the theclusive feature.
The head amplifier ater since 1919 when he came to
is
shielded against electrical inter- New York from Chicago, where he
ference.
The equipment has a spe- was admitted to the bar in 1912, to
cial device enabling the operator to assist in the organization of the Orcut out threading of film through pheum Circuit. He remained with
the sound compartment, when a silent that circuit as general counsel, secSTOCK MARKET
lilni
is
played.
retary and treasurer and member of
High Low Close Sale?.
The Multiphone has two turntables the board of directors, returning to
33
Am. Seat
34
33
200
1.200 mounted on non-vibrating bases, two Chicago when
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 24J4
23J4 23 H
the executive offices
25
East.
Kodak
25
1,200
25J4
pickups equipped with ball-bearings, were moved there in 1922.
With
2,800
Fox Fm. "A" ... 94 A 93U 9-i
112
111
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200 a combined fader switch and panel
the consolidation of the interests of
Keith A-O
120
*do pfd
booth monitor and amplifier. A di the Orpheum Circuit, with the KeithLoew's Inc
59^ S9'A 1.600 rectionated air column exponential
60J4
Albee, he became secretary and di98
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100
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The Industry's
Date Book

Koppin

S.

19;

studio,

PUBLISHER

JOHN W. ALICOATE

— While

is away from the city and cannot be
N. J., reached for a statement, negotiations
Fort Lee,
which now is equipped for both disc are declared being continued by Fox
for acquisition of the chain of 20 theand sound-on-film recording.

politan
Vol.

Detroit

28,
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WED., AUG. 28

brings these scenes to your theatre
continuing its amazing news record:

GERMANY TO TOKIO— ACROSS STEPPES OF RUSSIAIMPERIAL WELCOME AT TOKIO — EN ROUTE FROM
JAPAN TO AMERICA— THE HISTORY- MAKING JUMP
ACROSS THE PACIFIC— SAN FRANCISCO SIGHTED—
AMERICA AT LAST — ARRIVAL IN LOS ANGELES.
(Watch

for continued shots of flight in subsequent issues)

The

Greatest World Event
Since the Armistice—

ittPOFF ON PACIFIC FLIGHT
Power
ere

JVe

[EPPELIfi

^JflfflM
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30th Instalment, 'Sound Patent*
If the disc is then rotated and
solenoid be passed over the spiral
path while connected with a suitable

disc.

MAGNETIZED WIRED SOUND

RECORDS

JEW

a

reproducing and amplifying mechan-

stedt on Oct. 24, 1921, the magnetic
wire is separate and independent of
the film and is driven by a belt from
the film moving mechanism.
The

SUBJECT

28, 19 10

Serie'

1917 (corresponding to Brti
patent No. 107,167) discloses the
ij
of wireless telephony in connect!
with a magnetized wire sound reco

20,

ism, the sounds recorded magnetically apparatus is shown _diagrammatically
The general arrangement of
on the iron disc will be reproduced in elevation in Fig. 1 of the patent,
in a manner similar to that of the in which (9) represents a projection paratus is shown rather realistica^
This is the thirtieth instal- ordinary disc phonograph.
This machine past which there is drawn, in Fig. 1 of the patent drawings.
ment in "Sound Patents," a series method of recording and reproducing by means of a pulley (11), the picture consists of a stage (17) of metal
sounds has, of course, the advantage film (2). The pulley (11) through a
of articles dealing with the patent of eliminating the scratching effects belt (12) drives a reel (13) on which or conducting material and suital
history of sound and synchroniza- of the needle or stylus on the record the magnetic wire (6) is drawn. The grounded. The actors each carry!
miniature broadcasting station ct|
tion devices in the United States, such as occurs in the ordinary type reel being driven directly from the
film advancing pulley (11) is rotated cealed in his costume arranged
of phonograph.
England, France and Germany.
shown diagrammatically in Fig.
It will be obvious that instead of at a proportional speed thereto and
Benjamin T. Raubcr,
York using
a flat iron or steel disc and the movement of the wire (6) and each actor having grounding wir|
patent attorney, is the author.
(21 and 22) that contact with l{
forming a spiral path therein, an iron
grounded stage, and also having'!
or steel ribbon or wire magnetized
miniature antenna (18) which is
Sound recording and reproducing with varying intensity throughout its
be made of sufficiently fine wires l
apparatus employing a magnetized length may be used. If such a wire
to be invisible.
The Hertzian rcj
iron wire or ribbon are based on a is then run simultaneously with the
emanating from the antenna (18),
discovery of the Danish inventor picture film, or if the sounds are
the actors are instantly transmit!
Poulsen that if an iron disc similar reproduced at corresponding lengths
to and received upon the receivi,
to a phonograph disc be rotated and and the wire is attached directly to
antenna (40) connected to an amp.
an electro-magnet arranged to travel the film the sounds must of necessity,
fving system, as shown at the left
over the disc in the same manner as be reproduced in proper timed relaFig. 1, similar in purpose to that
the stylus travels over the ordinary tion to the pictures.
the ordinary radio, but instead of
An apparatus for recording sound
phonograph disc, and if the traveling
usual loud speaker having a magnet
electro-magnet be energized with in- by this method is shown in Figs. 1
solenoid arranged adjacent a travj
tensity varying with, and controlled and 1-A of German patent No. 312,454
ing wire (10) that is to be magneto
by, sound waves through a micro- to "Magnetica" Lassner-Talalmanyok
to form the sound record.
This s;
phone of the usual type, a spiral Reszvenytarsasaga on April 23, 1919.
magnetic path of varying intensity In the apparatus shown in this Another German sound-on-film system. Ger- tern would have the advantage tl
the sounds transmitted by the actc
will be formed in the steel or iron patent a number of microphones (M)
man Patent No. 342,840
would be instantly received and th
are arranged about the stage (A) and
are connected with a battery (B) by film (2) are thereby synchronized at reception would be simultaneous w
means of wires (a and b), and thence the same speed. Positioned in fixed the photographic record regard'essj
connected through wires (c and d) relation to the wire (6) is a solenoid the distance of the actors from t]
of an electric cable (C) to an electro- (14) which receives alternating elec- camera or sound receiving apparat!
magnetic solenoid (J) having an iron tric impulses of varying intensity
corresponding to the variations in
core (D) and a diagram device (E)
Russian Sound Film Shown Soc
that forms a telephonic relay which magnetic intensity in the wire (6),
amplifies the variations in the current and these electric currents or im- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAl\
transmitted from the microphones pulses are amplified at (15) and
Washingon
The first Russia
(M). This amplified current is trans- transmitted to a telephone loud made sound film will shortly
mitted from the relay (E) through a speaker (17). Through this arrange- shown in Russia on a Russian repr
cable (C 1 ) to a pair of electro-mag- ment a phonograph record of any de- ducing apparatus, according to a
length corresponding to the port to the M. P. Division of tl
netic solenoids (K 2 ) provided with sired
cores (F 2 ) between which passes a length of the film may be obtained Dept. of Commerce. Import of sii
steel band or ribbon (T) mounted on and the sound record may be started ilar foreign equipment has been pr
a film (S) on which negatives are and stopped independently of the hibited, continued the report.
taken through the objective lens (R). film. The separation of the magnetic
Experiments are being made in
Through this arrangement varying sound record from the film eliminates laboratory of the Leningrad Electri
magnetic effects are obtained in the all difficulties in the attachment of al Trust in connection with
the tran
steel band (E) at the same time that the metal band to the film.
ni'ssion of films by wireless, accor
the picture negatives are taken on
United States patent No. 1,219,682 ing to a report to the M. P. Divisic
the film (S), the objective (R) and issued to W. B. Vansize on March of
the Dept. of Commerce.
2
the
electro-magnets
being
CK )
placed in the same position that the
lens and the reproducing magnets are
f IX ^ -P,&
to be
located in reproducing the
sounds and the pictures.
3The film and steel ribbon or band
arrangement is shown in Fig. 3, in
which two bands are used and the
usual marginal openings
(U) are
formed in these bands as well as in
the film.
In reproducing the pictures
and sound, the steel bands (T) are
caused to pass between a pair of iron
cores (F 2 ) in solenoids (K 2 ) arranged
in the same manner as the recording
solenoids and cores in Fig. 1-A. The
alternating currents formed in the
solenoids (K 2 ) by the passage of the
magnetized wire are transmitted to a
telephonic relay (D 2 ), (E 2 ) and (J 2 ),
and thence through wires (e, f) to
amplifiers or loud speakers (K 2 L 2 )
placed at the screen into which the
pictures are projected.
Illustrating
sound-on-film
system.
German
I.n
German natent No. 342,840
Patent No. 312,454
bse of wireless telephony in connection with sound recordina. Tl. .9. Patent No. 1,219,682
issued to Eric M. Campbell, TigerI

New
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Wide Range of Academy Nominees
Opinion Differs on Those Entitled to 1929 Academy Merit Awards, Nominations So Far Received Emphasize—
Ralph Wilk's Personality Paragraphs and Other Wired News of Coast Studios
Lists to Close Aug. 31

—

URAL

Fischbeck Develops

A

MONTHS NEEDED

Little

from

TO SELECT WINNERS

I

RALPH

By
Picture people are by no means
reed on who should be acclaimed
having done the best work during
past year, it is emphasized by
minations received so far for the
29 Academy Merit Awards.
l>

31 has been set as the final
before which members of the
cademy of M. P. Arts and Sciences
ay make the nominations from
hich five branch boards and a cenal board of judges will select the
inners of Academy gold statuettes
the
most outstanding
gnalizing
hievements in motion pictures durg the year from Aug. 1, 1928, to

Aug.
te

ily,

be given for the prouction which is judged the best of
le year and to the best actor, actress,
irector, writer, cinematographer, and
The awards are conrt director.
rred annually by the Academy and
re designed not to indicate public
opularity hut as the recognition of
he people who make pictures for the
chievements of their fellow workers
nd to stimulate artistic progress.
The acting performances of Warier Baxter, Chester Morris, George
Jancroft,
Emil Tannings, William
ioyd, Jean Hersholt, Douglas Fair>anks, and Richard Barthelmess are
imong those thus far leading in
lominations, although competition is
close

ithers, say<?

ford.

Mary

Pickford,

Nancy

Carroll,

Haver, Greta Garbo.
Leaders in favor for othen awards

Phyllis

i

include:

Roland
Beaumont,
Harry
Directors:
West. Josef von Sternberg-, Alan Crosland,
Frank Lloyd, Clarence Brown, Ernst Lubitsch.
Writers:
Elliott Clawson, Roland
West, Jules Furthman, Tom Barry, Hans
Kraly,
Cunningbam.
Garrett
Fort,
Jack
Cinematographers
Harry Fischbeck, John
Mescall, George Barnes, Karl Struss, Clyde
de Yinna. Conrad Wills, Charles Stumar,
Henry Sharp. Art Directors: Hans Dreier,
:

l

'edric

Jewe'I,

Gibbons. W. C.
S. Darling.

Menzies,

Edward

W.

Hest production nominations include
"The
Patriot,"
"Alibi," "On With
the Show,"
"Our Dancing Daughters," "In Old Arizona." "White Shadows in the South Seas,"
:

Lots

y*

tVILK,

MERVYN

LEROY, the director,
directed his wife,
Edna
Murphy, for the first time, in "Little
Johnny Jones," declared this is the
only time on record where a man
not only refrained from stopping his
wife's talking, but actually directed
who

her to do so.
*

*

*

Our Passing Show: Mary
Duncan, Nancy Carroll, Ralph
Block, H. J. Yates,

*

A

*

*

Harry Fischbeck, cameraman at the
Harry MacFayden, stage
Paramount studio, has developed, it has been signed on a long director,
term conis reported, a third dimensional camtract by Universal and now is on his
era lens that captures the convex way to Universal City,
where he will
curve of the face in close-up or portrait photography.
The lens, according to Fischbeck, preserves the natural

roundness

of

facial

features

proper perspective and relationship,
curving the flat plane of the projected
image on the screen and brings a
new depth that has been strived for
by lighting alone in the past. Fischbeck is working to develop his lens
to the point where it will permit
'depth photography' at medium and
long distances.
in

Soloman Business Head
of Warners Short Dept.
now is business manager of the short subject department at the Warner studio. The
A. M. (Doc) Soloman

real

the

RKO

handle the rehearsal and staging of
dialogue scenes in forthcoming Universal pictures.
MacFayden has had
a stage career covering many years,
part of the time as staff director with
David Belasco and at least 16 years
in
the handling of stock organizations.

100 Stars Sought for
"The Show of Shows"
Total of names for

Warner Bros.
rapidly approaching 100 which will be the final number to he starred before this Vita-

"Show
hone

of

Shows"

revue

is

is

completed.

Seven

screen

favorites were added to the
line-up in the last few days when
Lowell Sherman, H. B. Warner, William Courtenay, Lois Wilson, Pau-

,

THLf HOUfE
XIGM FOR a

Sherman
get

the cast of "The Shannons of Broad
featuring James Gleason ant'
Lucille Webster under the direction
of Emmett Flynn.

way"

announce the award winners at an
McGrail in "Lone Star Ranger"
Farnham, Charles Rosher and Karl
Academy banquet in January.
Walter McGrail has been signed
Among those who received Acade- Struss, William C. Menzies, Roy
my honors last year were Janet Gay- Pomeroy, Charles Chaplin, and the by Fox for a role in "The Lone Star
Grey story to be dinor, Emil Jannings, Frank Borzage, companies which produced "Wings," Ranger," a Zane
rected by A. F. Erickson.
Lewis Milestone, Ben Hecht, Joseph "Sunrise," and "The Jazz Singer.'
to

MacFayden, Legit Director
Signed by Universal

studio romance culminated
marriage of Ollie Carter, of appointment was made by William
the Warner Bros, publicity depart- Koenig, general studio manager.
lin Garon, William Collier, Jr., and
ment, and Dorothy Rapp, of the
Chester Conklin were signed.
Nigh for "Byron of Broadway"
stenographic department.
Some of the prominent stars whose
*
*
*
William Nigh has been selected to
lames
appear in the cast are John
direct "Lord Byron of Broadway,"
Herman is directing
Al
Barrymore, Frank Fav, Jack Buchanfirst
his
Harris,
as
Marion
featuring
"Mickey's Mixup," third in the
'ii,
Beatrice Lillie, Ted Lewis and
all-talking production for M-G-M.
series of 13 talking two reel
His
Band,
Irene
Bordoni,
Alice
comedies, starring Mickey
Nick
White,
Lucas,
Georges
CarpenYoung
Loretta
New Role for
Ralph
(Himself)
McGuire.
tier, Winnie Lightner, Dolores CosLoretta Young has been cast as
Cedar, also of the Larry Dartello and scores of others.
Barrymore's
leading woman in John
mour forces, recently comtemporarily
picture
Warner
new
pleted the direction of "Love's
Completing "Hurricane"
titled "The Man." Others in the cast
Labor Found," the fourth of
CarLouise
Gerrard,
Douglas
are:
"Hurricane" has gone into its last
the H. C. Witwer "Record
ver, May Malloy, Dale Fuller, Darcy week of production under direction
Breakers" series, in which AlCorrigan, Albert Gran, Martha Mat- of Ralph Ince. The Columbia comberta Vaughn, Al Cooke and
tox, Diana Hope, Tiny Jones and pany headed by Hobart Bosworth,
George Grey appear.
starts with
*
Production
*
*
Tom Hughes.
Johnny Mack Brown, Le'la
Hyams, Allan Roscoe and Leila McBuddy Fisher has been keeping early in September.
Intyre prominent in the cast, has
busy on the Coast. He enacted imSeven Songs for Rudy Vallee
returned from a week on location of
portant character roles in "Flight,"
Seven new numbers will be sung the Pacific Coast aboard the three"Disraeli," "The Sacred Flame" and
studio
by Rudy Vallee at the
"Bohemia."
masted barkentine
"Under the Texas Moon."
*
*
when production get under way on
*
"The Vagabond Lover" which feaJean Hersholt, whose charVallee and his band.
tures
Lane Comedy Completed
Dallas"
acter work in "Stella
much attention is
attracted
The Hducational-Lupino Lane talkLightner Film Started
again to work under the direccomedy "Fire Proof" has been
ing
Warthe
Production has started at
The dition of Henry King.
Betty Caldwell played
ner studio on the Winnie Lightner completed.
rector of "Stella Dallas' will
lead, opposite Lane.
feminine
the
Say
Couldn't
starring vehicle "She
use him in "Out of the Night."
Marshall
Tully
Eilers,
Sally
No."
*
*
*
and Johnny Arthur are in .the cast.
Matt Taylor is busy at Universal,
where he is writing "Paradise Ahoy." Mary Philbin Cast for "Shannons"
an original, in collaboration with
Mary Philbin has been added to
DID
in

Matt will also
L. Lowe.
"Tonight at
on
credit
screen
After nominations are completed
the dialogue
several months will be required for Twelve," having written
Pollard.
Harry
with
and
scenario
reviewing and judging. It is planned
"Four Sons," and "Broadway Melody."

Lens

Kay John-

son, Montagu Love and Philip Strange watching the players in action at the annual
film tennis tournament.

will

with a group of several
Secretary Frank Woods.
Actresses who have so far received
the most nominations include Ruth
(hatterton, Bessie Love, Joan Craw^ery

a

Hollywood

31, "1929.

An award

New Convex Camera

TIFFflhy-jTflHLf

FIWNCHirE^J

THE
Wednesday, August

—AND

Along The Rialto

THATS
THAT
By PHIL M.

with
Phil

WHAT
over

Broadway

diminutive Eddie Quillan.
we we're both struck with the appearance of a pip standing at 46th St
waiting for a stray Rolls Royce with
Eddie, with his usual
a bankroll.
penchant for clowning, pretended to
trip over an overnight bag the lady
had deposited on the sidewalk. As
he sprawled on his hands and knees
she rushed over and lifting him iip.
started to wipe his face with her
handkerchief. "Oh, you poor child!"
she said, and kissed him twice smack
Which only goes to
on the lips.
prove that it sometimes pays to be

with

little

among

"It
other things:
has all the elements the western fans
want, and should please them easily."
But the linotyper was all upset about
his kid getting the measles, and so he
it
up this way: "and should
set
please the measily."
Now we're gonna keep our eyes
open for fillums that will please the
said

*

"Who Led
(Scs

Jack

"A partnership
its

*

is

That?"
DeLacy)
is

as strong

as

weakest link."
*

*

Incidentally, he
handling national sales for

L. O. (Sea Lion) Lukan, one of First National's ace managers.
romantic
His mountain retreat near- Seattle has been
Figuratively and literally it fits the
christened "River's End."
name, a stream starting on the ranch "Luke" loves so well, and
the name serving as a reminder of First National's first opus.
Sentiment like that is rare in this man's business
Name the film mogul who's riding for a fall and how

the paranoiacs.
*

West

Pola Negri is the first west bound passenger to travel on
a through ticket by liner, train and plane from Europe to Los
Angeles. She arrived on the Olympic and is to catch the
Airway Limited to Columbus, where she boards a plane. She
will be in Los Angeles nine days after leaving Cherbourg

and

sniallpoxers

the

in putting

airplanes

—

pneumoniacs,

the Middle

doing

They're not talking organization work on the Allied crosscountry jaunt
Incidentally, an interesting situation developed in St. Louey, when "Fighting Al" Steffes found himself on
the defensive
Yestidday's meeting at Chicager was interesting, with Jack Miller, allied with Publix-Paramount, officiating at a meeting to consider the Tiffany-Stahl, Arrkayoh offer.
By the way, Oscar Hanson, of T-S, surely is hitting the
ball these days, talking turkey
Guy Oliver, character actor, in Paramount pitchurs has received his 320th screen role
Don Alexander, who's been
knocking 'em stiff with his industrial film company at Colorado
Springs, is air-minded all right and now is offering one of his
planes and free training to any salesman who wants to peddle

Medical Fillums
We owe an apology and explanation
to Syndicate Pictures for our
recent review on Bob Custer's neat
little western, "The Last Roundup."

We

in

is

Major Bowes, Capitol, Noo Yawk impresario, took the "family" to Saranac Lake Choosday evening to do their stuff on the
air for the benefit of the lungers there.
Incidentally, Mrs. Major
and his secretary, Pauline Weinberg, are bound coastwise
Dudley Digges, Theater Guild actor-director, is back in New
York after doing dialogue of Ronald Colman's new flicker "Condemned"
Evelyn Laye, English beauty signed by Goldwyn, is in New York
Try to figure out who the new
head of the Empeeteeoay will be
You're wrong

*

*

Columbia

rolled up a never-such gross while
the company

fellow.
*

a whale of a job Cecil E. Maberry

*

of the partners of a big circuit

44

executives

and swear

news

who
a

register

to 'em, that we're

is

gonna organ-

Surprise Club. This will afford
executives a chance to rehearse their
"surprise" gags on each other. This
will keep 'em in practice to fool the
gentlemen of the press, the bums.
(We mean the press guys, not the
executives.)

my

opinion, the next big development in pic-

The advent of
sound gives to the screen musical numbers and long
dramatic scenes which necessitate intimacy and yet
broadness of angle which can only

sur-

pending deal

In

tures will be a

.

prise

large screen.

be obtained by enlarging the screen.
IRVING

ize a

No.27

P.

J.

YATES

is

an

ardent boxing enthusiast.

Side
Ball.

Line

—

Finds Talkers Increasing
British Bargaining Power

THHE
*•

coming

siderably

of talkies has con

increased
Britibargaining power.
Our marke
is
of
greater
importance t
American makers than it was
the days when the films' Ian
guage was an international Ian
,

j

i

guage of
it

to

recently

For this reaso
become possibl

conclude

Anglo-America

has

silence.

[

'

contracts more favorable to ou|
own industry than such contract
have been in the past. It seem
now that we may at last, with n'
1

thanks
to
the
Cinematograp
Films Act. be able to find a res)
sonable outlet for British filn:
in

the United States.
Article in "London Time.:
*

*

*

Paramount-Warner Tie-Up
Looked Upon "As Old Stuff"
announcement
in

THE
trade

tl

press that Paramouij
and Warner Bros, are mergiit
reads like old stuff to us.
Several months ago, we con
mented at considerable lengt,'
upon Warner's acquisition of fir:)
National and Stanley; and w
stated then, as our firm opinio]
that they could not have mac]
these moves without the sancticj
and aid of Paramount. And v
further stated that to us it lool
ed like the eventual absorptk
of Warner Bros, by Paramoun

them in tl
and Stanley dea
because they themselves we
prevented from acting in tl
open by the edict against the)
of the Federal Trade Coinnv
using

Hand

G.

was

THALBERG

the

voice

of

Paramoun

and we look for further ai
nouncements of a close con
munity of interests between the.'

No.27

The Film Daily

spend $100,000,- get and is an increase of $3,000,000
000 yearly in advertising channels to over 1928-29, when $67,000,000 was
acquaint all peoples of the world spent for advertising.
*
*
*
with
American product.
Seventy
Eleven thousand players, mostly
millions are expended in this country
in advertising space in all publica- extras, are registered at the Central
tions, theater fronts, billboards, etc. Casting Office in Hollywood, which
It is estimated that ten millions go supplies talent for important West
Four thousand
into investments of stock used by Coast producers.
U.

(A decision, which, by tl
way, is still open, and has nevi
been carried out.)
The hands may have been tl
hands of Warners, but the voi<

sion.

two in corroboration of our e:
pressed opinion of months at>ol
"The Screen Press," New Yott

CUNNINGHAM

Statistical Editor,

HOBBIES!

*"

Industry Statistics
By JAMES

H.

— €—
A Digest of

First National

was very surprised when we asked
him to confirm reports of a deal with
Warners.
He said the whole matter was news to him. * * * Mebbe
it
was
We've struck so many of
these

I,

Timely TopicAf

who were

GOOFY-GRAFS
One

H

Current Opinion

Daly, Jr.

DALY

WALKING DOWN

a

M.

28,

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DJ

S. film interests

IN

lauffli

Famous

to build 3,200 seater at

Marcus Loew

also cont
orders for film pa- receive work regularly, and less plates building there.
Jk
*
%
per.
Approximately $55,000,000 is than 400 can speak in foreign
International Alliance of Theati
used for buying space in all types tongues, or with foreign accents
of publications.
The $70,000,000 fig- necessary for foreign-type parts in Employees seek to unionize labo
studios.
ure represents the current year's bud- talkers.

printers to

fulfill

Louis;

.
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DAILY'

New

Newspaper Opinions

Introduced at L.A. House

—

Talking picture
policy of the Mayan is to open Sept.
5.
A new reproducer is to be introduced at the showing.

Angeles

Two Grand

Rapid Houses Open
Grand Rapids Two houses of the
Butterfield circuit are to open here
soon.
They are the newly named
Kent, formerly the Orpheum and
Both houses are wired
the Fuller.
E. L. Merkley
for sound pictures.

manager

—

of the Fuller.

Another at Quebec
Quebec Following a visit of Clarence Robson, eastern division manager,
announcement is made that
F. P. Getting

—

Famous

Canadian
Corp.
Players
will take over the Canadian theater
Famous acquired the
here Sept. 1.
Auditorium some months ago, and
has been wired.

it

JOHN WRAY

—

DAILY MIRROR It has a stronger kick
than "The Singing Fool." A. better plot.
More logical incidents. Above
Finer acting.
all,
Al's characterization has greater life,
substance and charm * * * Take plenty of
handkerchiefs to "Say It With Songs" and
you'll have a wonderful time.

NEWS—

DAILY
Because of the Jolson
popularity this one will certainly draw in at
it
falls singularly short,
the box office, but
Al should have
and we're sorry to say so.
had a more plausible story, worthier photography and more capable direction.

EVENING JOURNAL—

by itself,
a pretty good picture,
but it resembles its predecessor so
much that it invites comparison. And that's
not so good * * * There are times when
Al's sentiment bubbles over into mawkish
ness; he strives too hard for the tear stuff.
But, of course, there is only one Jolson
*
* *But it is all surefire material, and
with Jolson putting it over it is bound to

Lambs

Clubbing after returning: from the
Coast where he played the featured
heavy oooosite Norma Talmadge in

"New York Nights," her latest U.
A. production. Wray, who has been
more or less! confused at times with
the late John Griffith Wray, the director, was co-author of "Alibi," a
United Artists wow. When the show
played on Broadway under its original title "Nightstick," he did the role
which Chester Morris afterwards
transposed for the talking screen.

Lya de Putti, now enjoying country scenery and such, expects to do
One offer will keep
a play next.
her New Yorking and the other
would take her back to England,
where she recently xvorked in a picture.

is

GRAPHIC— All

of
the box-office assets
"The Singing Fool," some of the situations
of "Weary River" and all the sappiness that
brings on the mob tears have been poured

into

"Say

With Songs."

It

HERALD-TRIBUNE—Those

moments,

West 44th

St.

again a habitue of
following his return

Mr. Jolson's voice and personality. For both
cast their complete spell upon you, and make
you victim to their charm and talent for en-

tertainment
We also frankly liked
Marion Nixon's interpretation of the young
wife, feeling at times an unusually high re*
straint and emotion in her performance * *
The result is, to our way of thinking, an
Mr.
entirely thin, worn-out, sentimental plot.
Jolson, with his knack for humor, deserves
*
*
*
it
will
a
box
something better
Yet
be
office smash, without a doubt.
*

*

*

from Hollywood.

His

last

work on

the Broadway stage was in "Jealousy," in which he played opposite
Fay Bainter.

Helen

Morgan,

who

made

her

talker feature debut in "Applause,"
now being edited by Rouben Mamoulian, its director, will soon be a
reason for high box-office prices on
She's a principal in
Broadway.
"Sweet Adeline," booked into the

Hammer stein.

It With Songs" is typically a
* * * has everything that the

All these shorts

were directed

by Murray Roth, who
charge of production at

is

the

now

in

story
audi-

Jolson

wife.

POST —

story is by now so old
so many old tearjerking episodes that it fails to knock the
audience as cold as it is supposed to.
The picture opens extremely well and the
first
few reels are fast-moving and pretty
fair entertainment, in a highly melodramatic
and sentimental way.

and

is

it

*

*

*

its

indicated, has many loopholes
and unexplained situations which will detract
from its appeal.
Always plot and common
sense are sacrificed when the possibility of
producing a few more tears come into sight.
story, as

SUN—Some

of his songs were quite good

and some were a bit too much for this hardened reporter * * * Yet so forceful and
pungent a barytone shouter is the star that
each and every song caught the mechanical
plot and infused not only vitality but a cer*
The
tain amount of feeling into it
film is done with care and one would think
that it would be surcharged with emotionprovoking qualities.
But while it has its

studio. moments

of

—There

are

more than

interest

it

doesn't

quite

40*

WORLD—

Paramount

New Name

of

Capitol Theater, Detroit

—

becomes

With a policy of "all the
the screen," the Capitol here
the Paramount Aug. 30. The

building

now

Detroit

show on

is

being improved. The

opener will be "The Dance of Life."

Seven

New

Houses

for

Edinburgh

ly.

British Would Force Use
of Orchestra With Films

—

London Petition to the govern
ment to make compulsory use of
human orchestra whenever soum

i

mechanical music are pre
to be drafted by the musi
cians' union at the annual trade
union congress at Belfast Sept. W^
films

cr

sented

is

Parker Gets Granada
Portland Steve Parker, who ha
been identified with Universal The!
aters through its operating company
Multnomah Theaters, has purchaset
the Granada.
Parker managed th<
house and had an interest in it, bu
the new deals give him complete con

—

trol.

Consolidated Gets Another
Florence, Colo. Consolidated The
aters, Inc., has purchased the Rialti
here from Hobart Kincaid, accordini

—

to

Max

Schubach.

THE FILM DAILY

Washington Bureau of

—

Seven theaters are
Edinburgh,
construction
at
Scotland, according to a dispatch to
the M. P. Division of the Dept. of
Commerce. The Playhouse, a 3,000
under

in

expected to open sometime
will be the second

August and

PADDED CELL NO. 2

largest in Scotland.

"Simba" Opening

at

Mexico City

"Simba," the Martin Johnson African Expedition picture, is scheduled
to open at the Olympia, Mexico City,
The synchronized version
Sept. 12.
with English-Spanish titles will beused for this introductory run. Paramount Films, S. A., has arranged
for the distribution.

The

picture will

be presented under the auspices of
the American Museum of Natural
History and through Ambassador
Dwight Morrow will be introduced
to the Mexican Board of Education
through its Minister of Education
R. A. Mitchell, representPeadella.
ing Frank R. Wilson and R. J. Weisfeldt is in Mexico City arranging the
showing.

THIS EXHIBITOR D/DNT
SIGN ON TIME FOR A

TIFFANY -J^TAHL

FRANCHISEr

WELCOME
^flOTEL

©VERNOR
QJNTON

3rST>°7 r"AVE.
opposite

PENNA.R.R.STATION

touch

LOUIS BROCK
Producer
and supervisor

of

"TWO-GUN GINSBURG"
at Globe Theater,
N. Y. C.)

(now running

"GUNBOAT GINSBURG"
"GENERAL GINSBURG"
(in production)

Starring

1200 Rooms
each with
Bath and

Servidor
ERNEST G.

KILL

Gen. Mgr.

Nat Carr

RKO RELEASE

to

NEW YORK and

crammed with

—

The

Acts Vitaphoned at Warner Bros,
studio recently include Eddie Miller,
soloist in musical comedy and vaudeville; Roger Williams in "Moments
of Mimicry," Nelson B. Clifford and
Marie Marion, vaudeville act, and
"Shake It Up," with Eddie Moran.
Beth Challie and their Cheerful Step-

Jolson
Jolson

himself appears to
better advantage than he has in any of his
*
*
*
Little Davey Lee
productions
screen
the lovable, delightful and seemingly
is still
unspoiled youngster that he was in "The
Marion Nixon, who made
Singing Fool."
her debut to the screen in "The Rainbow
Man," again triumphs in the role of Jolson's

demand.

ences

—

—

seater, is
to

came in the altogether charming perform
ance of Davey Lee) * * * and in the lure of
us,

TELEGRAPH—

is

to

Washington

shekels.

attract

In spite of its
MORNING
overburdening of the lachrymal glands, "Say

Arthur Lubin

pers.

With Songs"

It

Boy

tender risibility
precocious speech
Marion Nixon picked
another bunch of daisies for her growing
garland.
Voices were excellent.
And the athletic
Al sang and pled and suffered and won all
to the rapture of his following.
TIMES * * * one is impressed with his
remarkable personality * * * The story * * *
at first gives promise of being quite original,
but in the later episodes it lapses into sentimentality that makes it somewhat tedious, except for the singing of Mr. Jolson.
Largely "Say It With Songs,"
* * * is an unrelenting, impassioned, sentimental debauch, exactly the thing which he
set out to achieve and, therefore, it is to
be presumed, a successful undertaking.
Added to this, Mr. Jolson has failed to
develop what earlier in his film career promised to become a real gift in serious playing,
but has permitted himself to become enveloped in a lorn and sorrowful cloud of what he
has mistaken to be tragic acting.

unconvincing situations.

of

EVENING WORLD— Standing

W. EDDYi
again

Sonny

the

series

London

musicians of 3000 employed here ou
of
work,
according
to
Newtoi
is simply drained from overBrooke, district organizer of the Mu
sicians' Union.
Recently 38 house.'
Davey Lee, turned from
Little Pal, stirred many a have dispensed with their orchestras
with every quanver of his with the figure being added to
week
* * *

TELEGRAM —

the provinces run true to
picture should play the outlands
all around the calendar.
But it is barely
possible that even Jolson the Great cannot
overcome such outmoded business * * * Jolson works every moment, and thus the audi
ence is kept happy.

a

story

Its

use.

AMERICAN —If

form,

"Say

is

you.

It

But while Jolson
puts over his songs as only he can; and while
the leading woman, Marion Nixon, is appealing and Davey Lee, the child star, is a delightful youngster, the story, with the exception of the first reel or so, rambles through

Short Shots from
New York Studios

^— By ARTHUR

With Songs"
Warners
The Warner, New York
"Say

28, 1925.

400 London Musicians Out
38 Houses Without Band;r,

Reproducer to be

Los

is

Wednesday, August
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Bghtman, Biechele or Piquet for Woodhull Post ?
ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME
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Squawks
«

FRANCHISE PLAN HAILED

O,U hear this complaint and
that about sound. ProducH tion has its" difficulties.
Erh voice, peculiar to itself,
>rds differently and the job

Price 5 Cents

1929

29,

"U" COMPLETE SERVICE ON

r

(

l;he studio, therefore, is to reI
both that voice and its regso that the results are
is ration

standard. But it is in the
t'ater proper that the difficulty

a to

ia^reatest.

now
enough how many

Irhe

industry

realizes

AS SUCCESS BY STEFFES
Chicago

—

Tiffany-Stahl and
franchise plans are "howling
successes," declares W. A. Steffes,
founder and a leader of Allied States
Ass'n,
who with Judge Emmett
Thurmon, counsel of the inter-mountain exhibitor unit, and Oscar Hanson, general sales manager of TiffanyStahl, are touring the country acquainting exhibitors with the plans.
The trip also is to outline the agree-

RKO

SOUND ON

The

3

Prices Set First Year and

3 PHOENIX THEATERS

IN

Phoenix

— Three

theaters here are
provided for in the invasion of Ari-

patrons

n

Then Agreed Upon

in

Succeeding Years

FOX ARIZONA PROGRAM

ment made between Allied and RCA- zona by Fox West Coast Theaters.
(Continued on I'age 2)
There will be 15 Arizona houses conall
turned sour on sound beThis is seen as the Fox
structed.
answer to sale of the Rickards &
duse reproduction is squawky
chain to Publix. Two houses
metallic and almost anything STANLEY HATCH APPOINTED Nace
EJly

YEAR BASIS
—

Chicago Universal's complete service program on sound pictures, outlined at meetings of the sales force
here and in New York is on a three
year basis, according to a letter
signed by M. Van Praag, which was
read at the exhibitor meeting here
where franchise plans of TiffanyStahl and
were outlined.

RKO

Tucson, one each at Jerome, PresWinslow, Miami, Bisbee, DougPrices are set for the first year
las, Safford, Nogales and Yuma are only,
with succeeding years' prices
Idea or Two
EDUCATIONAL SALES
planned.
to be agreed upon by mutual negoare
following
suggestions
The
tiations, or by a committee of three,
Stanley W. Hatch, for eight years
ide, not by way of advancing a
the exhibitor and distributor each
pgram that is new but rather one connected with the New York exselecting one, and the two selected
ecutive office of the First National FITZPATRICK OPENS 3
lit offers a practicable solution.
agreeing on a third member.
Since no two houses are alike, it sales department, has been named
important to have each theater general sales manager of Educationat

|t natural.

cott,

An

HEAD

A

Prior to joining First National's
office staff, he was manager of
the
First
National
Kansas City
The operator should be made to branch. He has been connected with
rget his natural mechanical bent the industry since 1913, when he be(Continued on Page 9)
ng enough to stop tinkering with
1
experiment of which he knows
for
Dthing. At the same time, it would Plans
2
well to see to it that he learns
World's
Largest
miething of the physics of the re
Cincinnati Plans are being drawn
roducer to the end that his handling
for
and
details
being completed
more careful. On the house manHe the 7,000-seat theater being proner there rests a problem too.
posed here by Balaban & Katz. It
lust constantly be on guard to catch
will be part of a 43-story theater,
tilings and to make very certain no
office building and
hotel at Vine,
arts of the instrument are permitted
a run down.
Only near disaster car Fifth and Race Sts.
estilt otherwise.
;ated acoustically.
oustical
expert is
ould be used.

specialized

required

al.

and home

Going Forward

,

News

for

Showmen

today and Friday continue as
verage business days, the Roxy wil'
ave grossed $155,000 for the fourth
of "The Cock-Eyed World"
un.
That will make roughly $665,25 in twenty-eight days. Some busi-

ireek

ess, as you will agree.
Yet in the
ice of the week end and the Labor

holiday,
Jimmy Grainger is
ulling the picture.
Wants to get it
l
circulation through this territory
ronto and before the Roxv rings
he picture dry.
That, we take it,
5
an important piece of news for exibitors in the New York zone. Most
listributors
would act otherwise
ince Fox owns both the picture and
he theater.

)ay

KANN

Continuing
which has for

the

key

of
of

its

an

exchange
nation,

James

(.Continued

on Page

9)

SOUND FEATURES

Twelve sound features will be reby the American General
Film Co., New York, recently formThe company is American reped.
resentative of a number of European
companies. Four pictures of the series were produced by Aafa, German
firm. These are "Why Women Divorce," from the Viennese operetta,
"'The Divorcee," by Leo Fall; "The
Beggar Student," also a screen version of a Viennese operetta; "The
Cage of Death," featuring the acrobat Luciano Albertini; "High Screed
Love," from the novel, "Jimmy the
Crook," by Ludwig Von Wohjd, and
leased

"Bill"

Raynor Heads Pathe

Two

Reel

Comedy

Sales

Raynor, veteran
Pathe branch manager, has been ap-

W.

E.

(Bill)

pointed director of sales for two reel
comedies by Phil Reisman, general
^Continued on Page 9)

3 Vice Presidents Regarded
Favorites for M. P. T. O. Head
—

Louis During the recent meeting here of the eastern. Missouri and southern Illinois exhibitor unit, R. F. Woodhull gave indication of his intention to resign as president of the M.P.T.O.A.,
stating on the floor that his appearance probably was his last here
St.

FIRM TO OFFER
12

in

the

city

NEW

plan
object the estab-

expansion

every
A.
FitzPatrick has opened branches at

lishment

House

—

If

MIDDLE WEST EXCHANGES

as organization president.

also featuring Albertini. Theyfeatures
are being cut and recordeti and will
be released within two weeks.

Cincinnati Seeking to

Break Operator Deadlock
Equity-Marshall Suit is
Postponed Until Sept. 11
West

Coast

Bureau,

Hollywood

—

THE FILM DAILY

Injunction suit of
Actors' Equity Ass'n against Tully
Marshall and Warners has been post(Continued

on Page 9)

—

Speculation as to who is to sucExhibitors and operaCincinnati
ceed R. F. (Pete) Woodhull as pres- tors are slated to hold a meeting this
ident of the M.P.T.O.A., is a sub- week in an effort to break the deadThe
ject of conversation in the industry. lock on operators' demands.
M. A. Lightman, head of the Ten- union is demanding increase to $110
and Arkansas a week from $72 in the larger houses,
Mississippi
nessee,
unit; R. R. Biechele, president of and two men in the booth of wired
(Continued

on

Page

9)

(Continued

on Page 9)

THE

12
o/"FILMDOM

Thursday, August

N. E. Exhibitors Organize
—

Ifj^^^^LTHE HEWS

Thursday, Aug. 29. 1929

Price 5 Cents

PUBLISHER

JOHN W. ALICOATE

slated Sept. 17,

is

when

the exhibitors will hear outlined the

RKO

and Tiffany-Stahl franchise plans, and the new reproducer to be
marketed by RCA-Photophone, under terms of its agreement with

Opening

Aug. 29

Published daily except Saturday and holidays
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y. and
copyright (1929) by Wid's Films and Film
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Is Slated for Sept. 5
Pittsburgh

— Exhibitors

of this terSept. 5 will hear tutlined the

*do

pfd
Loew's Inc
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F-L

Oklahoma
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PRICE QUOTED

Wisconsin Meeting Sept. 10
and 11 on Franchise Offers

—

Exhibitors of Wiscongather at Big Cedar Lake
near here Sept. 10 and 11 to hear
outlined the franchise propositions of
and Tiffany-Stahl and the new
reproducer to be offered by RCAPhotophone, under terms of the
agreement with Allied States Ass'n.

Milwaukee

sin are to

RKO

Circlt

Dallas.

Indianapolis —-Exhibitors

territory
Sept. 4,

of

Meeting

rating

this

RKO

Week

120

Bal.
Columbia Pets
Fox Thea. "A"

Holly

Carthay

RKO

Ohio

of

exhibitors

Cleveland.
Sept.

Meeting of western
and West Virginia

Sept.

Meeting

Sept.

Indianapolis.
Meeting of exhibitors of Tennessee
Mississippi and Arkansas at Mem

Pennsylvani,
exhibitors a

Pittsburgh.

Indiana

of

exhibitors

a

phis.

Meeting

of

Oklahoma

Oklahoma
Sept.

8

Sept.

3-9

exhibitors

a

City.

Meeting

of
exhibitors
of
Nev
Orleans territory at
Orlea .
Convention of Georgia, Florid
and Alabama exhibitors at Co

New

lumbus, Ga.
Meeting of Ohio exhibitors at Co
lumbus.
Sept. 10-11
Meeting of Wisconsin exhibitors
Big Cedar Lake, Wis.
Sept. 11
Meeting of Ohio exhibitors at Cin
Sept.

9

Sept.

17

Sept.

28

cinnati.

.

Meeting of M.P.T.O. A. of Nev
England at Boston.
First issue of Hearst Metroton

News

(sound).

Meeting of S.M.P.E. at Toronto.
Meeting of North Carolina ei

Oct. 7-10
Dec. 9-10

hibitors' unit at

Pinehurst.

.

.

pfd

Fox

at

3

Los Angeles
Opening of
"Gold
Diggers
Broadway" at the Winter Garden
N. Y.
Meeting of Texas exhibitors

to

committee »busy in arranging the
on
RKO and Tiffany-Stahl franchise point schedule for theaters of the
proposals and the new equipment to
state, independent exhibitors of Okbe offered by RCA-Photophone.
lahoma, have been called upon to attend a meeting here Sept. 6, at which
Indianapolis Get-Together
the agreements between Allied States
Is Called for Sept. 4
Ass'n,
RKO, Tiffany-Stahl and

ritory

—

Pict.

Case"

c

Financial

•Univ.

"The Argyle

of

wood"
Aug. 30

Oklahoma Independents
Hold Meeting on Sept. 6

Meeting at Pittsburgh

RCA-Photophone will be outlined.
plan a get-together here
A. B. Momand, president of Momand
to consider the franchise
Theaters, is temporary chairman for
and
plans being offered by
the meeting and John Brown of TulTiffany-Stahl.
sa, secretary.
More than 100 exhibitors are expected to attend the sesMichigan Exhibitors Plan
sion.
The state is being heavily circularized.
Date of the meeting was
to Hold Meeting Next
set here at a session last week atexhibitors
Detroit Meeting
of
here on the
and Tiffany-Stahl tended by Col. H. A. Cole, president
of the M.P.T.O. of Texas; A. B.
STOCK MARKET
franchise proposals is scheduled here
High Low Close Sales
H. M. Richey, business Momand, Shawnee; F. B. Pickrel
32S/S
Am. Seat
33
400 next week.
32y%
and A. L. Bogan, Ponce City; W. Z.
Con. Fm. Ind.
23
23
23
500 manager of the Michigan unit, which
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 25
25
25
500 is a member of Allied States Ass'n, Spearman, Edmund; J. D. Wineland,
East. Kodak
227% 223% 223% 4,100
was one of the drafters of the fran- Picher; Hiram Duncan, Cushing;
*do pfd
120
John and Pete Sinopoulo of OklaFox Fm. "A" .. 97% 93>/2 95
104 chise plans.
homa City, Tom Boland and R. D.
Keith A-O
100
35^ 3S'A
35'A

—

19#

the Corona, Corona, Cal.
Opening of "Married in

Allied States Ass'n.
at

29,

The Industry's
Date Book

Boston Exhibitors of all New England States, except Connecticut, have formed the M.P.T.O. of New England, and have filed
A general meeting of the new association
articles of incorporation.

,
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Vol.

s^fr*;
DAILY

will

this

meet here Sept. 8

hear outlined the Tiffany-Stahl
franchise agreements.

to

and

RKO

Memphis

6 at

— Sept.

plans

6

being offered

by

RKO

and Tiffany-Stahl.

—This

city

has been

slated for a meeting of exhibitors to
hear an outline of the Tiffany-Stahl

and

RKO

franchise proposals.

Ohio Unit Hails Franchise
and Schedules 3 Meetings

from Page

$2,995

Tiffany-Stahl franchise
drafted
in
association
with Allied States Ass 'n, and has
scheduled three state meetings for
the purpose.
The sessions will be
held as follows: Cleveland, Sept. 3;
Columbus, Sept. 9; and Cincinnati
Sept.

11.

territor

A.

Steffe-

VAUDEVILLE

installed.

AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres

of the plan, plus the manner in
which the proposals are being received, indicate that the franchise
plan is "going over with a bang,"
Steffes says.

More than 200 Illinois exhibitors
an
enthusiastic
meeting
attended
here Tuesday called by Jack Miller.
Miller appointed a local franchise
committee, personally indorsed the
plan and recommended that exhibsign for

The

W.

AMALGAMATED

Communications
being
received
from exhibitors of the nation, who
are arranging meetings to hear de-

itors

Ass'n.
of

ment.

Photophone, under terms of which the
is to offer a new sound reproducer for theaters up to 500 seats
for

States

"home grounds"

1)

Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3580
• -•«..*..*.-»-. *..*..»..«.. *.,*..«

City

«••••••••*••*•"•-•**' ••

it.

—

Columbus Hailing the franchises
as "the plan which will lift the yoke
and score
of
high
film
rentals
charges from around your neck," the
Ohio exhibitor unit is making a
drive to acquaint members with the

RKO and
agreements

Offer?

Allied leader, who took a leadim
part in drafting the franchise agree

tails

Los Angeles Meeting Date
Not Yet Decided Upon
Los Angeles

Franchise Plan Hailed
Success by Steffes

is

latter

has; been set
as date of the meeting of exhibitors
of Tennessee, Mississippi and Arkansas to consider the five year fran-

chise

—

Allied

(.Continued

Be
Memphis

Tri-State Meeting to

Held Sept.

T-S Franchise

Minneapolis Exhibitors
thi
of
Hutchinson of Oklahoma City; John
Brown, Tulsa; John Griffin, Miami; territory are reported as "strong for'
the franchise propositions of RKC
and George Hanlotis, Okmulgee.
and Tiffany-Stahl, worked out wit!

Meeting at New Orleans
Is Scheduled Sept. 8
New Orleans — Exhibitors of
territory

N.W. "Strong for" RKO,

LEE GARMES
THIf HOUTE
DtD XIGM FOFJ fl

TIFFflhY-JTflHL,

FRENCH If E^4J

Director of Photography and
Lighting for First National
I

*

!

Yitaphone.
j

AVAILABLE IN
SEPTEMBER
GRANITE

9752

t
j

WARNER RROS.
DO IT AGAIN!
WARNER
pictures

BROS., who gave you

talking pictures and then singing
then color pictures, now give you the greatest thrill yet!

and

Think

of the best

drama you have ever

—

seen, then of the best
think of your funniest

musical comedy, then of the best revue
comedian, the most tuneful songs you have ever whistled, the snappiest dances you have ever seen, the most colorful costumes you have
ever beheld put them all together and you have "Gold Diggers of

Broadway.

9*

—

"Gold Diggers of Broadway* gives you, in the one show, Avery
Hopwood's play, produced by David Belasco; plus a chorus of 100
Hollywood beauties, plus the most stunning costumes imported this
year from Paris, plus six irresistible Witmark songs that you'll have to
whistle regardless of your dignity, plus the most priceless comedy
you have ever laughed at, plus the gorgeous buffoonery of Winnie
Lightner, the charm of Nancy Welford, the dancing abandon of Ann
Pennington, the crooning of Nick Lucas, the notable distinction of

Conway Tearle

in his first role in talkies.

The

f

entire production in 100
natural color by the Technicolor process, blended in the most exquisite taste as only Edmond
<

Dulac or Maxfield Parrish might have blended them.

Sum

WARNER

BROS., offer you in
up and boil it down
"Gold Diggers of Broadway" a typical Winter Garden show, plus
the genius of Belasco, plus the wonders of Vitaphone, plus the
it

unlimited resources of

WARNER

BROS., Showmen Extraordinary.

WORLD PREMIERE,

Tomorrow, 8:30 sharp, at the Winter Garden, Broadway and 50th Street. Twice daily after the opening 2:45
8.45, with an extra show at 6 P. M. on Sunday. Seats for the premiere and the first eight weeks now on sale at the box office.

—

MSN!* IflnPAnttnM. ^fimALCOLOR
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—AND

Along The Rialto

THATS
THAT
By PHIL M.

SYMON

DALY

GQULD,

of the

director

Film Guild theater, the little
Greenwich Village art house, has
wired Commander Eckener of the
Graf Zeppelin requesting him to drop
a wreath on the roof of the theater

when

the

over

passes

dirigible

the

commemorate the memory of
German war-bird whose picture

"DAUL GULICK

is

the

is

next

showing there

And when Symon

gets the wreath,
he will be equipped with the summer decorations for an open air roof.
All he has to do now is to persuade
some manufacturer to drop a coupla
hundred chairs on the roof and he
will be all set.
*

*

*

Talking of art theaters, reminds
i<s that the Fifth Avenue Playhouse
next week will show "Conquest of
the Holy Land" and "The City of
That's what we call
Temptation."
an ideally balanced program. They
should combine the features and call
it "From Heaven to Hell in Twelve
Reels." This guy Sam Datlowe has
written such an alluring account of
"The City of Temptation" in his
publicity blurb, that we are gonna
break a leg to see it.
*

Sam
women

*

quick to pay his debts of honor, which

is

acknowledgement of the receipt of 30 pennies he lost on a
wager on the paper's clean beat of nearly a month and one-half
on the extension of Universal's complete service plan to sound
pitchurs
It will help in keeping the old wolves from
howling round the door

Bobby Jones, the country's class-by-himself golfer, denies
he has been offered 50 Gs by Jesse Lasky to appear for two
weeks

tells

Just a Toy
Arthur Brisbane, editor of the
"New York American," writes some
weighty advice to the hard working
fathers of this great city.
Sp * he:
"If you think prosperity will continue
as it will unless foolishness inter-

De La Motte and John Bow-

Marguerite

in fillums

on a vaudeville tour, opening this Sattiddy at
Proctor's 86th and 58th St. theaters
Now the deans at
the Chicago University are considering advisability of replacing
are going

ers

ED SCHILLER
dyed

-

in

-

the

-

is

wool

fisherman.

—Bridge.

Side Line

a

"

all

b

peace, the motion picture
business is rapidly getting set for
the most ruthless war in its history.

The

lines are laid out, but the

lineup
of the

not yet complete. Talk

is

Warner-Paramount

mer-

ger now imminent is bringing
out closely related facts of much
greater significance.
giants

battle

with

one

be

will

great

of

concentration

He succeeds Norman Grayling, who is now at East
Aurora, Noo Yawk
May Ninomiya, who is doing a fine
job as executive editor of "Film Fun," has an additional assignment, and is now editing "Screen Romances" also

sorbing, creating, buying. But i
has run up against a most for-i
midable obstacle in finding the-'

A. O. Naegel,
at the

RCA

RCA

that hotel.

"It

is

these days when
She's too young

has gone on

its

way,

ab-

aters.

James Quirk's

New York

"The

report," states Walter Winchell in
Daily Mirror" "that out in the flicker sector
they chat about a failure they say: 'Poor thing.
for suicide and too old for the movies.' "

44 No

nation will attempt to make a language invasion of the screens of foreign speaking countries.
It will tax the ingenuity of all production departments
before they can make an all-dialogue picture intelligible outside of the country of origin and countries
speaking the same language, but is a fore- ^q
gone conclusion that a solution will be found.
N. L.

MANHEIM

An

alliance with the so-calle«
independents, which havr
suffered
for
years under th<
block booking system, was tin
natural solution.
When R-K-0
which is the movie producing an<
exhibiting subsidiary of RCA
completes its program of theate
affiliations it will have an outle
of more than 1,000 houses fol
pictures in addition to th<
its
film

Radio-Keith-Orpheum

circuit.

News

of the widely ramiftei
coup of the Radio corporatioi
has disturbed the big shots of th
movies more than anything tha
I
has happened for years.
means the shattering of a virtua

monopoly.

No.28

Industry Statistics

No.28

What it will do eventually ti
the quality of pictures will de
pend on how well R-K-O live;
But t>
up to the opportunity.
independent exhibition every
where it looks like a new leas'
1

By JAMBS

P.

CUNNINGHAM

Statistical Editor,

Large U.

HOBBIES!

WHILE

who has congenially presided behind the dc^k
Algonquin for some time, has been appointed manager of

play space around the theater being utilized

check for $190,000, the last quoted
price for a seat, and only hope that
Phil Junior, will like this little bauble for his birthday.

in

Industry Seen Approaching
on the surface

of capital on both sides.
One
faction is the vast
worldwide organization, which aims at
control of all industry concerned
with the scientific application of
sound. The other is the current
lineup of motion picture companies under the Will Hays czar-i
dorn.

—buy

Thanks for the reminder, Arthur.
We're hurrying right down to the
Stock Exchange to pass 'em our

"Most Ruthless" War

The

Grand jurors seeking to inspect the Stanley, Pittsburgh
were taken for gate crashers and so denied admission
"London Opinion" says it was pure hard luck that a man was
cured of deafness while looking at a talking picture
The
Warners surely are going after opening of "The Gold Diggers
of Broadway" in a big way, nearly every available bit of dis-

your little boy a seat on
some stock exchange."
feres

—€)—

professors in certain classes with talking flickers

*

us that the aristocratic
of the Russian nobility are
shown in this fillum rushing off to
Constantinople after the revolution.
There they get stranded and are, as
he so interestingly puts it, "compelled to sustain themselves in the
Well,
only manner left to them."
we're gonna be there to watch 'em
sustaining themselves.

—

A Digest of
Current Opinion

Jr.

city, to

"Richtofen"
week.

192t

Timely Topics

with

PhilM. Daly,

29,

distributing organizations realize nearly 50 per cent of
their total foreign gross rentals from
English-speaking countries. One large
company made an analysis of its foreign gross rentals by languages, and,
while it is true that each organization's distribution percentage chart
differs from that of its competitors,
this survey gives an approximate idea
of the important parts played by
other countries in the American disS.

The Film Daily

per

on

cent

into the coffers of
American distributors. Next in line
is
Portuguese, with 6.79 per cent
then French, which lists 6.49, a*" 1
Italian, 3.56 per cent; Scandinavian
3.51 per cent; Japanese, 3.09 per cent;
Dutch, 1.55 per cent; Chinese, about
four-fifths of one per cent; Russian
one-half of one per cent, and Turkish, one-fifth of one per cent.
9.59

*

*

life.

"The

New York

Daily News\

TEN YEARS AGO TO-D/f
IN

'MW^^AUTHt

<

^^ALLTHII)'.

*

Mid-West co-operative booh g
All of Europe boasts of only 20 combine with 100 theaters bejg
Countries in which Spanish is the de luxe theaters seating 2,500, or formed in Chicago.
#
*
*
mother-tongue, return 15.37 per cent more. Latin America has 30 theaSol Lesser to make five reeler vh
of foreign grosses.
German, and al- ters of ths type, a few seating 5,000
Sennett bathing beauties.
lied
languages, rank third, paying and one with capacity of 6,000.
tributor's

foreign-business

scheme.

]

ADOLPH ZUKOR
LASKY express

and

JESSE

L.

their appreciation to

the puhlic and to the trade for their

very enthusiastic reception of

"THE DANCE

OF
This

LIFE"

TALKING, SINGING, TECHNI-

COLOR production seems destined to
be to

THE NEW SHOW WORLD

of

today what "The Covered Wagon" and
<??

WINGS"

were to motion picture

history of the past

.

.

-THE DANCE
HAL SK ELL V and
From the sensational stage
In every key point throughout the country where
so far, critics

it's

played

and public have sung the praises of "The Dance

And business is capacity plus Paramount's Great
Revue Romance is PROVING itself the greatest money-maker
1929 has offered to date!
of Life."

"It tops
a

1

rv

!

any talkie ever made !" says the

"Better than the stage play.
all

times.

They say

It will

remain

that perfection

One of

New York American.

the finest

photodramas of

snow
never attained 'The Dance of

at the Rivoli until the

is

;

flies.

Life'

has turned the trick!"

"The audience applauded 'The Dance of
minutes after the final curtain. Rush to see
picture!

It's

truly

Life' for

this

many

remarkable

entertainment," declares the

great film

New York World.
" 'The Dance of Life'
talkers," observes the

PARAMOUNT

is

better than

a lot

New York

most of the $2

Daily Mirror.

SINGING

TAIJkl\«..
,

:,.:-.

nmpiini

I

I

OF

LIFE",****

NANCY CARROLL
success,
^ 'The Dance of

"BURLESQUE"

Life' is the first picturization

of a legitimate

production which improves on the original. Especially effective

were the Technicolor scenes from the

"The picture should have
fans

know

"A picture
weeks

to

There's

their

a long run at the Rivoli if

New York

money's worth." (New York Evening Graphic)

to be

proud of and

it

will

be

at the Rivoli for

many

come." (New York Evening Post)

"The Dance of

Life"

—

described by the typewriters

of the toughest critics in the world

hand when we say

We

New Show World

the famous play by

Arthur Hopkins.

!

speak with

this splendid picture is the

yet reached by the

From

Follies.

PROOF

at

Highest Peak

of the Talking Screen.

George Manker Watters and

Directed by John Cromwell and A.

Edward

Sutherland. Screen play by Benjamin Glazer. B. P. Schulberg,

General Manager, West Coast Productions.

DANCING, TECHNICOLOR HIT!

a m:vi:im:mm\<.

loom

i

PARAMOUNT HITS!
II

Alt Oil)

Danger.'''

I

I

(h

I)

i

n

his first all-talking picture,

Produced by Harold Lloyd Corp.

A Paramount

"Welcome

Release.

MOHAN AXO MACK, THE TWO BLACK

CROWS,
Green.
f

"Why

Bring That Up?"
With Evelyn Brent and Harry
All-talking, singing, dancing. Directed by George Abbott.
in

THE FOUR FEATHERS."

$2 sound hit. With Richard
Arlen, Clive Brook, W illiatn Powell, Fay Wray and Noah Beery. Directed
by Merian Cooper, Ernest B. Schoedsack and Lothar Mendes.

"THE

A'IRIpIXIAX.** An all-talking "Covered Wagon." With
Gary Cooper, Walter Huston, Richard Arlen and Mary Brian. Directed by
Victor Fleming.

''APPLAUSE."'

1931-type all-talker. With Helen Morgan, Ziegfeld
star, singing and talking.
Big cast. Directed by Rouben Mamoulian.

Ziegfeld's ••<;LORIFYINi;

"Hl'«

THE AMERICAN

Talking, singing, dancing, Technicolor revue. With Mary Eaton,
Dan Healy and Broadway cast. Eddie Cantor, Rudy Vallee, Helen Morgan
and Ziegfeld girls in revue numbers. Directed by Millard Webb.

MAURICE CHEVALIER in ERNST LURITSCH'S
PARAMOUNT SOUND NEWS
Paramount

Silent

News

PARAMOUNT TALKING

and

MUSICAL ACTS
CHRISTIE TALKING PLAYS
SCREEN SONGS TALKING
CARTOONS
.

.

"The Love Parade." With Jeanette MacDonald. Also Lupino Lane,
Roth and others. All-talking, musical romance.

Lillian

RE XXI S KIXi

in "The Vagabond King." With Jeanette MacDonald. Also Lillian Roth and others. From famous operetta. ALL-TECHNICOLOR. Directed by Ludwig Berger.

""ILLUSION.*"
Talking, singing,

With Charles "Buddy" Rogers and Nancy Carroll.
dancing successor to "Close Harmony." Directed by

Lothar Mendes.

PARAMOUNT NEW
SHOW WORLD

THAOC

»»**» „ HM»

Cpammotuit
*"
Cft?...>
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Raynor Heads Pathe Three Favored for

ill"

Two

Reel

(Continued

Comedy
from Page

Sales

Woodhull's Post

1)

(Continued from

Page

WHAT THE

1)

manager. Subjects over which
the Kansas and western Missouri assales jurisdiction are
will have
sociation, and Charles W. Picquet
Fables, Topics of the Day.
\ op's
North Carolina president, are re
and
other
Sportlights
Rice
I ntland
garded
as favorites for the selection
product exclusive of Pathe
Raynor All three are vice presidents of the
and Pathe Review.
organization.
veteran advance agent and pubfilm
the
in
started
and
man,
y
Lightman 111
I incss with George Kleine in 1913,
Little Rock, Ark.
M. A. Lightni he brought "Quo Vadis" to
man
is confined to a local hospital,
run
Ev York for its five months'
where he underwent an operation.
I the Astor. He supervised the roadbecame
then
lw department and
I

" UNMASKED"
ART CLASS

—

,

rkv

in

i

|

York manager

for Kleine, serv-

a similar capacity with

aland then

Mutu-

Pathe.

FitzPatrick Opens
3 New Exchanges
Pane

(Continued from

Seeking to
Deadlock
Operator
Break

(incinnati

(Continued

from Page

1)

lis.

Act in
Stanley
Ethel Barrymore Case

quity Doesn't

Hatch Named

Head

Educa'l Sales

action with regard to Ethel
irrymore's role in the recent Actors'
quity Ass'n struggle on the Coast
Is been taken by the council, which
robably will consider the matter

came manager for General Film

ged open shop tendencies.

considerable

No

(Continued from Page

1)

at

In a similar capacity, he

Cincinnati.

was connected with Vitagraph at St.
Meanwhile,
Jack ouis and Cincinnati, and the Metro
Tuesday.
•xt
empsey has been suspended for al- branch at Detroit. Hatch will spend

1)

Sept. 11, as Equity atirneys wish to obtain affidavits from

headquarters on Marall's claim he submitted his resigation June 6.
le

New York

time

the

in

field.

Young on

Way

to

ing for a

site.

They

here

left

for

(All-Talker Version)

A

powerful, welldressed, well-acted, absorbing entertainment is
fine,

"Unmasked" the first offering by Weiss Brothers
in dialogue pictures. It
is a Craig Kennedy story

decorated. F. Larsen,
ager,

is

expected tp

Dahnken manjoin Fox West

plot

demonstrates
a
speaking voice that is an

circles

and high society
and has no court-

room scenes. Sam Ash,
famous in "Rose Marie"
puts

other productions,
over a new song

which

will

undoubtedly

be one of the season's
big
successes.
Edgar

Lewis gave the picture
excellent direction and
the sound reproduction

JUJT

MUFF
too' /'>^aY-STAHL
y
BAD/ A T/tfW % HCHlS£

PLAy
BALL
NOW,/

w

St.

Paul

— Publix

mount.

A number

local

being made in
acquired from

house,
of

the

Now

changes are
recently

Northwest

Theater

(Finkelstein & Ruben). Under present plans, only one of the
firm's Twin City first runs, the Minnesota, is to feature an orchestra
next year.

inal forced to sit and listen to the
tale at a house party, and this

works up

to

a strong and dramatic

climax.
Robert Warwick, Sam Ash, MilCast:
ton Krims, Lyons Wickland, Susan Conroy,
William Corbett, Charles Slattery, Kate
Roeraer, Waldo Edwards, Roy Byron, Clyde
Dillson, Helene Mitchell, Marie Burke.
Author, Arthur
Director, Edgar Lewis
DiaB. Reeve; Scenarist, Albert Cowles
Editor,
loguers, Bert Ennis, Edward Clark
Cameramen, Tom Molloy,
Mack Cohen
Irving Browning, Buddy Harris.
Photography, very
Direction, excellent.
;

;

;

good.

Territorial

N. Y.

Franchises

Being Arranged

Produced and Distributed by

Circuit

Crawford to Talk on Sound Films
Merritt Crawford will speak on the
evolution of sound pictures at today's AM PA luncheon.
With him
will be Eugene A. Lauste, pioneer
sound film inventor.

J.

Run and

First

Para-

circuit

the

with absorbed interest. It is told
in a long flashback, with the crim-

PRODUCED AT THE DEFOREST STUDIOS,

rename the

will

ace

of an unusual and clever
crime.
The manner of unfolding
the story on the screen is original,
and holds the interest throughout.
Unlike most crime films, the audience is let in on the manner of
perpetrating the crime in the early
reels, and you follow the disclosures as the detectve uncovers them

;

is splendid.

A.

Capitol,

USUAL STORY.

and

Coast.

Capitol, St. Paul to Change
Name to the Paramount

ft.

CROOK YARN WITH ROBERT WARWICK DOING FINE
ROLE AS SCIENTIFIC DETECTIVE HAS PUNCH IN UN-

which Robert Warwick plays "Kennedy"
in

Arbitration for

exhibitors' organization) has decided to appoint an arbitration committee to settle disputes
between exhibitors on questions arising from the sale of theaters.

Length: 5449

Artclass

Drama. This is one of the Arthur Reeve Craig Kennedy stories,
and the adaptation has not missed
any of the highly dramatic story
values.
Robert Warwick as the
detective uncovers the
scientific

and

—

—

REEVE

"Unmasked"

police

—

realty

Lou Young, president of Audible Fox West Coast Enters
his way East from
is on
Boise in Dahnken Deal
lollywood with the master print of
Continuing the eastBoise, Ida.
\udible's first all-talking romantic
California." ern expansion, Fox West Coast The"In
Old
>hotoplay,
ienry B. Walthall and Helen Fer- aters Sept. 1 will take over the EgypRecord'ng was tian from the Dehnken interests. The
;uson are starred.
lone via RCA-Photophone. The pic- house is to be refurnished and re-

Paris
Directeurs
raphiques (an

B.

The Film Daily
Aug. 25th, 1929

"UNMASKED" GOOD

Leslie Jacobs of
Ariz.
department of Fox West
Coast Theaters and Oscar L. Irwin.
Phoenix realtor, were recently look-

Nogales,

the

'ictures,

French Showmen
Le Syndicat Fr^^ais des
des Theaters Cinematog-

ARTHUR

By

Robert Warwick in

absolute s oundi e find.
The picture is played in

New York

ure will be available sound-on-film,
.ound-on-disc, and silent.

Story

Exhibitors Daily Review
Aug. 20th, 1929

Fox West Coast Scouts
Out After Theater Sites

Douglas.
on

CRAIG KENNEDY

a

supervision of B. N. Judell, veteran

Chicago exchangeman.
Recently a
branch was opened at Buffalo, under
unable to operate management
IF they will be
of R. C. Fox. Fitzying two men $49 a week for three Patrick is making "The Quality 48"
id one-half hours work each night
group of sound shorts.

(Continued from Page

From

Milwaukee and IndianapoThe new exchanges are under

1)

jned until

ALL TALKING

Chicago,

turban houses. Suburban showmen

Equity-Marshall Suit is
Postponed Until Sept. 11

100%

AND SINGING PRODUCTION
Starring ROBERT WARWICK

I,

|

CRITICS THINK OF

s

WEISS BROS.

ARTCLASS PICTURES CORP.
318

EAST

48th ST., N. Y. C.

Phone Vanderbilt 7340-8157

Cable: Weisspict, N. Y.

New Jersey Controlled by
Film Centre Bldg.,
PICTURES CORP.

Greater N. Y., No.

HOLLYWOOD
Now

Playing

1st

Run Newark

Theatre, Newark, N.

J.

N. Y.

—2tt>^DAILY

10

Release Order of First
17 Warner Films Set

'Coast Wire Service?

Release order of the first 17 Warner pictures for 1929-30 has been set
by Sam E. Morris, vice president.
Vitaphone productions released up
to the present time include "Honky
Tonk" starring Sophie Tucker, "The
Hottentot" starring Edward Everett
Horton, "The Argyle Case" starring

Hollywood Happenings

Thomas

Meighan, "Say It With
Songs" starring Al Jolson and "In
the Headlines" with Marian Nixon
and Grant Withers.
The releases
for September are Monte Blue in
"Skin Deep" and Dolores Costello
in "Hearts in Exile."
Following these, other Vitaphone
specials will have their first showings in their order: "Gold Diggers of
Broadway" with an all-star cast,
George Arliss in "The Green God-

Thursday, August

iBy

will

Maris,

Charles

Byer,

Carl

Miller,

Emil Chautard, Gustav Von Seyffer-

in the cast.

Margaret Mann for "Disraeli"
Margaret Maun has been added

titz.

SIGN ON TIME

FOR

A

TIFFANY -STAHL

FRANCHISEr

mean stock whip, has been assigne
to play a Scotland Yard inspector
"The Return of Sherlock Holmes.
i

in

talker

Lindsay,
for big

production at

Paramoun

who has made life miserabl
game and entertaining fo

vaudeville
audiences,
impersonate
the late Gen. Leonard Wood in "Thi
Rough Riders," Paramount picture,
i

Fred Graf, Paramou?it's hah
dressing^ expert, has been spendin.'
his evenings figuring out hirsute dit<
guises for Clive Brook to wear i:
"The Return of Sherlock Holmes.
William Steiner, Jr., and Georg'
Dias, chief electrician, who are workj
ing together on "The Return of Sher
lock Holmes," did their cooperative
stuff 10 years ago at the old Hal Bene'
diet studios at College Point, whe
Kuby De Remer was the big name
thereabouts.
j

Donald Crisp, who is responsibl
for the deviltry in "The Return o
Sherlock Holmes," is okay agah\
after a minor operation on his nosix
He contracted the Infection whilt

making "The Pagan" at Tahiti

Ramon Novarro.
Garrett
recalls

Fort,

wm

Paramount

when he went

writer
to school wit'

Ann

Harding, star of the forthcom.
ing "Paris Bound," at the East Or
ange, N. J., high school.
In thos
days Miss Harding had literary ambi'
which found expression some}
what when she collaborated with Gar
rett in writing the school play.
tions

Dorothy Hechtlinger is headin<
stenographic
department a
"Romance of Rio Grande" Started
Paramount's Long Island plant
First sequences for "Romance of
She formerly ivorked for J. J. Gai,
Alice Gentle to Sing For Warners
Rio Grande," Fox Movietone producAlice Gentle, of the Metropolitan and Edward King when they wer
tion has started at Yuma. Ariz. This Opera will sing the aria from "Car- studio managers there.
talker is from the novel "Conquista- men" in one of the color sequences
dor" by Katherine Fullerton Gerould of the Vitaphone production "Show
Arline De Haas, who has burnei
and is being directed by Alfred San- of Shows."
She also will have a the midnight oil, or whatever yoi
Warner Baxter has the lead featured role in "Golden Dawn."
tell.
burn about midnight, in fictionizin)
supported by Mary Duncan, Mona
Warner Bros, pictures as well a
bone

DIDNT

--

'

—

THIS EXHIBITOR

—

1

—

2.

W. cnnvr:

NEW

Open

PAODeO CELL NO.

ARTHUR

TTARRY T. MOREY, who ha
John Barrymore for "The Man"
"The Man" is the working title lJL been doing villainous scree
COURSE ON FILMS
given the next John Barrymore pro- characterizations for the past
duction which will be started in Sep- of Sherlock Holmes," in productio
tember for Warner Bros.
at Paramount's Long Island
studui
BY U. OF S. C.
Many Easterners and ex-Easterner
Mrs. Kalmus For "Vagabond King" recall his work at the
old Vitagrap
Mrs. Natalie Kalmus, wife of Dr. studio in Brooklyn some
Just how the public dictates its
years
shifting desires and demands to sce- Herbert T. Kalmus, president of the
Col. Fred Lindsay, who cracks
nario writers, stars, and producers Technicolor Corp. is assisting with

&

Kelting, radio performer, who she
has under contract. Kelting has been
appearing in Main Street sketches,
popular radio hour.

192

Short Shots from
New York Studios

be discussed in a new college the filming of the color sequences
course in "Social Aspects of the Mo- in "The Vagabond King."
tion Picture" which is to be given
Songster for "Red Hot Rhythm"
for the first time this fall at the
Walter O'Keefe, song writer, has
University of Southern California.
been cast in Alan Hale's next Pathe
The
mutual influence of spectator
dess," Pauline Frederick in "Eviproduction "Red Hot Rhythm" which
and screen, changing tastes in types
dence," "Song of the West" with
Leo McCarey will direct. Kathryn
of plays and players, the reign of fads
John Boles and Vivienne Segal; Ted
and fashions, psj^chological trends Crawford has the leading feminine
Lewis in "Is Everybody Happy?"
and socialogical cycles as they are re- role.
John Barrymore in "General Crack," flected in films, are subjects which
Nicholson with Columbia
"So Long Letty" starring Charlotte are
to be illustrated by films.
Kenyon
Nicholson, playwright, has
Edward
Everett
Horton
Greenwood,
One class will meet on Saturday signed a contract with Columbia to
in "The Aviator," George Arliss in
mornings from 10 A.M. to 12 noon,
"Disraeli"
and "Under a Texas on the Trojan campus, and a second make an adaptation, and write the
continuity and dialogue for an origMoon" featuring an all-star cast.
class will meet on Thursday nights
inal by Thomas Buckingham, temdowntown porarily
University
College,
at
titled "Hell's Island."
Cubberley Leaves F.
R. evening division of the University of
Southern California. Students will be
In "Woman on the Jury"
Brokerage Office assigned
to
to laboratory work in motion
Edwards Davis and Clarence BurMinneapolis J. F. Cubberley, who picture studios in Hollywood, and
ton have been cast in "The Woman
has been in charge of theaters out- will have access to other necessary
on the Jury," Dorothy Mackaill's
side the Twin Cities for Northwest sources of information.
next First National picture.
Sidney
Theater Circuit (Finkelstein & RuMethods of detecting scientifically Blackmer plays opposite Miss Macben), and who engineered most of what kind of motion picture makes
kaill.
The production is being directthe deals in the firm's expansion, has the greatest hit with the greatest
ed by William A. Seiter.
resigned and has opened a theater number of people at a certain period,
brokerage office.
His resignation both from an artistic and a =nn'al
Louise Fazenda For Christie Film
followed acquisition of the circuit by standpoint, have been studied for the
Louise Fazenda will play the femiPublix.
Ben Ferriss, director of ad- past three years by Professor B. V. nine lead in the Christie production
vertising and publicity, also has re- Morkovin of the University of South"Faro Nell or in Old California"
signed.
Harold
Finkelstein,
erst- ern California, who is to head the
which William Watson will direct.
Several lectures by
while general manager, now is as- new course.
The film is based on the short play
sistant to James Mullen, who has stars and directors are scheduled.
by Willis Steele, Jack Luden, Frank
been named general manager.
Harry Woods and Charlie
Rice,
Stars in "New Orleans Frolic"
are in the cast.
Mack
also
proMovietone
Cast of the Fox
Fox to Take Over Auburn Houses duction "New Orleans Frolic" which
Auburn, N. Y. Fox Metropolitan goes into work shortly, already in"Mad World" For Wm. de Mille
Theaters on Sept. 9 will take over the cludes: Warner Baxter, Walter Cat"The Mad World" is to be WilStrand, Palace and Jefferson.
Up- lett, William Collier, Charles Farrell, liam de Mille's next directorial efstate Amusement Co. is owner of
George MacFarlane, Victor McLag- fort for M-G-M. This will be an all
the theaters.
The Strand and Pal- len, Stepin Fetchit, George O'Brien, dialogue story with a war background
ace will be wired immediately.
with Louise Dresser and Basil RathTom Patricola, and Will Rogers.

Minnie Webster Dickering
Minnie
Webster is negotiating
with several companies for production of sound shorts featuring George

29,

the

to

the cast of the Warner production
"Disraeli" starring George Arliss unTed Lewis in "Show of Shows"
der the direction of Alfred E. Green.
apwill
band
his
and
Ted Lewis
pear in a sequence of the Warner
"Medals" Gets Under Way
Ten
production "Show of Shows."
Cooper has started work in
Gary
Berry,
screen villains, namely Noah
adaptation of the
film
"Medals,"
Oakman,
Wheeler
Marshall,
Tully
Old Lady Shows
"An
play,
Barrie
Bull' Montana, Kalla Pasha, Johnny
In the cast are Beryl
Medals."
Her
MatieOtto
Randolf,
Anders
\rthur,
Nora Cecil, Diwey Daisy
sen, Jack Curtis and Philo McCol- Mercer,
Tempe Pigott, Arthur Hoyt
will appear in the same se- Belmore,

lough

quence.

and Arthur Metcalfe.

handled publicity at the firm's East
tern studio, soon leaves to encircl
the globe.

Negro sketches, which were al
most an unknown quantity befor
this

now

talking picture business, ar
finding more and more spots o

r
i

programs.
The latest
"Harlem Knights," is from the ener

Eastern

getic typewriter of

Edmund

Josep)

and was Vitaphoned at Warners
Eastern plant the other day
Miller

&

Lyle

wit)

THE
August

jsday,

1929

29,

Kunsky and Trendle

ewspaper Opinions
Detroit

— Publix

instituting a sethe Kunsky orowned 100 per cent.
John H. Kunsky is retiring from the
chain, to devote his time to the four
local vaudeville houses he still owns.

"The Cock-Eyed World"

Fox

New York

Roxy,

ERICAN — *

*

* a lusty, ribald talkie
of diaphragm shim* * *
There is dearth

wlH provides two hours

my
,(

entertainment.
Lt, and no real
:

CM"

missing. *

is

good

reason

The depth

being told.

stll

*

the
Price

for

"What

of

*

anyone asks you about a pic
you can tell
seeing
r Cock-Eyed World."
It's he-man entertainll.iLY MIRROR
ifl— funny, rough and occasionally a little
wever,

«worth

in

George Trendle

is

.

.

.

*

excellently cast.
Thrilling
Great acting.
direction.
le
And what
Colorful dialogue.
scenes.
lulu entertainment, especially for
ga

picture

is

A

!

manager

general

of

circuit.

Added

WORLD — *

flobust masculine

—

J. J.

Rubens, head

of

*

*

* * *
Much of the dialogue
questionable taste, and a little of it is
ar. Lily Damita * * * She overacted
scene, and she seemed bent upon
irl very
irlessing upon beholders that she is enMcLaglen and
d with a fetching figure.

More

Lee of Ameranglo Corp.
has secured the foreign rights on the
12 one reel

and 12 two

reel

shorts

—

innuendo,
salacious with sly
e Cock Eyed World" is somewhat in the
iner of barroom comedy, bif. 'the duo who
linate it are so entertaining and the pic•

.

1

so smoothly
cast it will

directed and so completely
be a success even in the

New England

Go Out

towns where half the!
Ir the heads of the listeners.

UKKALD-TRIBUNE— For

'

ilsh's

:tor

expert direction,

McLaglen and

some

all

Mr.

of

fine acting

by

Edmund Lowe, and

brilliant dialogue by William K.
"The Cock Eyed World" is a* dis-

asionallv
lis,

uniting spectacle, viewed either way
is a wobbly, ill-constructed plot, practi-

territory.

Out in January

"Hearts in Exile" to

dialogue will go

t|k

in Preparation

Sales on Raytone Shorts

;

the

Now

Arthur

being produced by W. Ray Johnston
under the brand name of Raytone
Pictures.
Fischer Film Exchange
have acquired the rights for Ohio
and Kentucky, while Premier Picgave fine performances * * *
d Brcndel, a former vaudevillian, has one tures Corp. has secured Eastern Mis*
*
*
Every
he best parts in the cast
souri and southern
Illinois
rights.
he appeared you got a laugh, and it was
Herman Rifkin of Rayart Distributentirely due to the dialogue either.
IRAPHIC More ribald than rollicking, ing Co. of Boston has purchased the
king

YEAR BOOK
Is

will

producers.

FILM DAILY

the Great States chain, recently acquired by Fox. has been given jurisdiction over the Blank circuit in Iowa,
Nebraska and Illinois, also Publix-

owned.

fans.

undoubted! forge on to an enviable success wherever
itj shown, but it will attain to that succel because it is a sequel to "What Price
Glly." that masterpiece of another .ay, rather
mse of its own intrinsic value. For,
tain by itself, it must be disappointing to
.INC.

to Rubens' Duties

Des Moines

THE 1930

with

Blank Chain Management

*

McLaglen and Edmund Lowe give
The
performances as the sergeants.

r

new

appointed
the

"l:tor
rll:

remain

to

the organization until Jan. 1. Meanwhile, Walter Immerman has been

if

while

—

Sing.

is

of changes
ganization, now
ries

!

to

Retire from Circuit

Sam

as

Roadshow

Morris, vice president of
Warners, has set Sept. 14 as the prerelease date for "Hearts in Exile."
starring Dolores Costello, which will
be presented as a roadshow.
E.

it

ly

insuring

much

of the inept characteriza-

n that occurs. * * * McLaglen and Lowe
excellent perly stoop from consistently
mances in the sentimental interludes.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

*

*

—

—

—

offered.

TELEGRAM—Victor

McLaglen and Ed-

und Lowe acquit themselves nobly throughand ring up so many laughs between

it,

box-office success of "The
is a foregone conclusion.
The chief assets of "The Cock
yed World" are its boisterous comedy, its
lection and the acting of
Messrs. Mcaglen and Lowe.
Such are its properties
at it likely will remain a tenant of the
oxy for a few weeks to come.
All the talking film comedies
lich
have gone before are puny pikers
^ngside this raw, rowdy and tempestuously
nny sequel to "What Price Glory?" which
s come to the Roxy under the title, "The
)ck Eyed World." * * * I have no hesincy in reporting it to be the most hilariously
wising thing which ever I have seen and
'ard on the audible screen. * * *

iem

that

the

ock Eyed World"

TIMES—

WORLD —

Way in Dallas Territory
Dallas — In a drive to collect mu-

There

numerous comedy situations that bring
nest-to-goodness guffaws and it is a case of
'ag, you're it" for these two likable, though
ugh chaps, as one gets the better of the
her.
Victor McLaglen and Edmund Lowe,
e two actors who were Flagg and Quirt,
production of
spectively,
in
the screen
.V'hat Price Glory" keep up their excellent
ork in this film.
HOST—* * * audiences at the Roxy these
and
finding plenty to laugh at
lys are
.me of it is pretty low-down laughter, too.
*
*
comedy
slapstick
*
SUN
a spectacular
-rowdy, sexy, occasionally vulgar and almost
ways funny.
Indeed, the sardined throngs
at flocked to it * * * seemed to relish it
ghly. their laughter reverberating through
e cathedral depths and heights of the theater,
is, in short, good diversion
and it reprents the first earthly venture that the talking

ms have

"Music Tax" Drive Under
sic

license fees in

territory,

this

the

American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers, has filed suit

Work

of the Motion Pic-

ture Industry for the

Federal

Court, El Paso, against
S. G. Alderete, El Paso exhibitor.
Other similar suits are to be filed
against exhibitors who haven't paid
the "music tax," states Felix D. Robertson, attorney here for the society.
in

The Standard Reference

Past

Ten Years

«•

-»

<»

<•

-»

«

174 Canadian Houses

Showing Sound Films

—

Toronto There are 174 theaters
showing sound pictures in Canada,
according to Col. John A. Cooper,
president of the

M.

P.

Distributors

and Exhibitors of Canada. Western
Electric equipment predominates with
71 machines installed.
Melotone is
second with 19 installations.

Publix Plans Invasion
of Schenectady

—

Schenectady, N. Y.
Publix is
preparing to enter the local situation, it is understood.
The proposed
house is to seat 3,000.

Covers Everything

Goes Everywhere

Millions hear the news
as

Monday:

T

Qraf Zeppelin arrives in morning and at 7 P. M.
seen and heard in all Fox West Coast theatres*

uesday: Qraf Zeppelin

W

soon as it
happens

leaves mooring pier at

Mines

II

is

Field.

ednesday:
Los Angeles sights and sounds of Graf Zeppelin pre'
sented at

New

York leading playhouses*
:

ROXY

CAPITOL

ACADEMY

of

GAIETY
MUSIC

FOX BROOKLYN
representative of the

~~

Fox, movietone or

Fox Movietone News, again demonstrates
silent,

that

supplies the world's newsiest newsreel

FOX

MOVIETONE NEWS
in

^

issues every

week

"It Speaks for Itself"

(

teen

Way

Theater Race in Ohio Getting Under

^NEWSPAPER

NEWS
ALL THE TIME
ALL THE

/FILM DOM
I
XLIX

LOUIS NEAR CLIMAX

RADIO AND DISC FIRMS

— Discord

between the St.
owners and the musiUjnion has reached a climax and
1

.otiis

ii'

theater

exhibitors secure a lower scale
ext year it is probable that
cjrally all of the St. Louis pic-

A

e

Bnd combination houses

will be

Hit music in their orchestra pits
njencing Sept. 1. Guy M. Daily,
sjent of the musicians' union has
M that the musicians will work
regular places until their
leir

Me admits
contract expires.
indications are a new conSwill not be signed since exhibisj.re not anxious to retain existrchestras with sound pictures.
(Continued an Page 8)
slit

fit

Being Dropped
Richmond Theaters

Jtiestras

at
hmond

Price 5 Cents

FOX REPORTED SEEKING

SITUATION AT

liCIAN

1
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British Poser

London
Whether a

(By

Wireless)
talking film should
be exhibited after the death of

one

the principals of the
a question rife in the
British
industry.
Producers
and players disagree on the
subject, brought up by pro-

cast,

of

MULTI-LINGUAL TALKERS

is

"White
showing
of
posed
Cargo," which has in its cast
English actor
Leslie Faber,

who

American Broadcasting,
Columbia Phonograph,
Brunswick Named

WILLIAMS TO PRODUCE

died

Producers

three

weeks

feel that the

ago.

show-

ing would shock the sensibilities of the public, but the players disagree, contending the
film should be

shown.

J. D. Williams has resigned as executive vice president of World Wide
Pictures to organize a production
company to make multi-lingual pictures in London, in association with
E. Bruce Johnson, formerly of First
studio with 20 sound
National.
stages at or near London is planned.
The same sets used in the English
version of talkers will be used for

A

German, French,
(Continued

Italian and
oh Page 8)

been

strikes

of

musicians

against certain methods in
ouses, but the grievances were
ted, the situation, however, un)ing another change in recent
lis with the advent of machine-

Fox

will

exclusively reported Aug.
FILM DAILY, Foxby
has been dickering for the American
Broadcasting Co., chain of 30 stations in the West and Middle West.
The firm, which has its headquarters

NEW SYNCHRONIZER

FOR 28 WEEK PERIOD

one company,

interests into

await the outcome of the present ne-

As was

as

sts

is

organization self-contained, in the
various angles of the amusement industry.
Because of this, it is expected that proposed consolidation of the

THE

25,

PATHE NET, $524,336.65

The reported obto make the Fox

understood.

is

it

ject of the plan

Swedish gotiations.

— Organized

musicians,
ct entire orchestras, are being
ed by mechanical sound in Virtheaters.
In recent years there

Fox is developing his plans for acquisition of a national radio broadcasting chain, a disc recording company, and a music publishing firm,

at

BY REMOTE

now

Seattle,

is

in

Although negotiations

receivership.

last

week were

reported dropped, the deal is considNet of $524,336 for the 28 weeks
ered likely at Seattle. Station
MaSynchronization
Electric
All
ended July 13 is reported by Pathe.
Chicago,
organized to in New York and
This compares with a loss of $350,- chine Corp., has been
with
also are sought, it is stated.
iced music galore along
by
operated
reproducer,
disc
market
a
050 in the same period last year.
ironized features of the screen.
Fox also is said to be seeking
James Binkov is
The net reported is after all remote control.
Brunswick-Balke-Collen:chanical sound forms the acJack
with
either the
company
the
of
president
charges, including provision for deat
features
all
of
>animent
Talker der or Columbia Phonograph firms.
of sales.
charge
in
Goldstein
amortization
Bijou. precation, interest and
(Continued on Page 8)
,'s, the Colonial and the
Brunswick formerly had a deal with
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued

cinnati

on

Page

Suburbans

RCA

8)

May

forced to Close Sept. 1

—

-Suburban theaters here
threatening to close next week
is
opeators recede from their
and of a $110 scale, instead of
present one of $70.
ncinnati

WDBM,

cago Musicians are
reatening to Strike

Several Firms Plan Expansion

make

Hamilton, O.

—

tivities of theater

find

this

city

Checkerboard

expansion

in

ac-

Ohio,

due to receive several

Chicago— Posing as exhibitors, two new theaters, if present
gunmen yesterday engaged William carried to consummation.

plans

are

No

less

then drew than four big first runs are being
locally, it is stated.
pistols, lined up employees against proposed
Some time ago, the Fourth Ave.
licago
Musicians here are threat- the wall and forced Lymon to open
Louisville, headed
g a strike following failure of the safe, escaping with the $4,000 Amusement Co., of
announced plans
ire houses to renew contracts.
payroll of the Warner exchange here. by Fred J. Dolle,

Lymon

in

conversation,

—

idlock on Demands at
ladelphia Reported
liiladelphia
There is a deadlock

Beefsteak at M. P. Club
to Mark First Birthday

The Motion Picture Club of New
musicians here due to their de- York will celebrate the first year of
existence on Sept. 10 when a
its
ids that they be paid during time

—

i

timate houses
of bookings.

may

be closed for beefsteak will be held in club quarAbout 200 will attend.
ters.

as
here,
$1,000,000 theater
a
for
planprogram
expansion
part of an
ned throughout the Buckeye state.
This was to be built in co-operation
with the Hamilton Theater Corp
The chain has 51 houses in Kentucky
and Indiana.
Both Publix and Warners are de(Continued on Page 8)

RCA

the

prior to

Campaigns Throughout Ohio
Posing as Exhibitors, 2
Yeggs Rolb Warner Exch.

for a license,

RCA's

and was slated to
Photophone discs

acquisition of Victor

Machine

Talking

WOR

(Continued

Co.
on

Columbia

Page

is

8)

Talkers Blamed for Music
Publishing Firm Failure
Waterson, Berlin & Snyder, New
firm has filed
petition in bankruptcy,
blaming talking pictures and the raIrving Berlin once was a partdio.

York music publishing
a

voluntary

ner in the firm.

No

Paper Monday

Monday, Sept. 2 being Labor
Day and a holiday, there will
be no issue of THE FILM

DAILY

published.

THE

%£k

DAILY

Friday, August

Jolson En Route to Coast
Churches Oppose Sunday Shows
Al Jolson and his wife, Ruby KeelMacon, Mo.
Five
Protestant
er, are en route via the Panama Canal
churches conducted a referendum
to California where they are expected Aug. 26 on the question of Sunday
to arrive shortly for a stay of several motion picture shows.
The Macon
months.
Jolson will begin his next Ministerial Alliance has declared its
Vol. XLIXNo.52
Friday, August 30, 1929 Price 5 Cents
Vitaphone picture for Warners in the opposition to Sunday amusements.
Today
course of a few weeks. This will be Recently S. E. Pirtle who operates
JOHN W. ALICOATE
PUBLISHER "Mammy," the story of which is taken
a motion picture house in Macon apfrom
Irving
Berlin's
play,
"Mr. plied to the City Council for per- Sept.
Published daily except Saturday and holidays Bones."
Berlin too is the composer mission to operate his house on Sunat
1>50 Broadway,
New York, N. Y. and
copyright (1929) by Wid's Films and Film of the songs which Jolson will in- days.
The ministers don't want this
Folk, Inc.
W. Alicoate, President and troduce in this new all-talking, all- competition.
J.
Sept.

—

The Industry's
Date Book

3

Dallas.

Opening as Film House
Toledo After being dark for sevN. Y.
Harry Novak, Paramount branch eral months, B. F. Keith's here will
manager at Cristobal, Panama Canal re-open tomorrow as a first-run talkie
house under R-K-O management.
$3.00.
Foreign, $15.00.
Subscribers should Zone, is in New York this week for
remit with order.
Address all communica- a conference with J. H. Se.delman, Joseph Pearlstein, manager of the
tions to THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broad
assistant general manager of Para- theatre during its many years as a
way, New York, N. Y.
Phone Circle 4736vaudeville house, will continue in
4737 4738-4739.
Cable address:
Filmday, mount's foreign department, regardThe Vita-Temple here also
New York.
Hollywood,
California — Ralph ing distribution plans for
the new charge.
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd.
Phone Granite season in his territory
for a visit opens tomorrow.
and
6607.
London Ernest W. Fredman, The
Film
Renter,
Wardour
89 91
St.,
W. with relatives.
I.
Berlin
Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
Fresno House Opens Tomorrow
Friednchstrasse, 225.
Paris
P. A. Harle,
Fresno, Cal. Warner stars are to
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la New R-K-O Matinee Radio Feature
Coui des-Noues, 19.
attend opening here tomorrow of the
Yesterday over YVEAF and N. B.
Warner Bros. Fresno, formerly the

—

in

5

—

—

network a new feature was introduced when Radio-Keith-Orpheum Pantages.
C's

started a special R-K-O matinee half
hour, which is to be presented regularly at 5. P. M.
On the opening

Financial

program Charles W.

STOCK MARKET
Low

High

Am.

Seat

Con.
Con.
Eas;.

Fm. Ind.
Fm. Ind.
Kodak

'do

pfd

..

225
..

'Keith A-O
'do
pfd
Loew's Inc
*do pfd
*M-G-M pfd

*M.

98M
62^

61 J4

46

70y8

72

9%
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61

%

54

9A

l&'A
34

l&'A
35 A
40

60^

9SA
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CURB MARKET

Prod.

*Bal.

•Columbia
Film

Insp

2

"A"

.

•Griffith,
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•Intern.

Pro]

Loea

do

Univ.
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*dc pfd

AO

2

6/2

(,]A

34
6'A

9%

46

Sept.

4

Meeting

Sept.

6

Meeting of exhibitors of Tenn
Mississippi and Arkansas at

99/2

99y2

3

71;/.

71%

7

2

1

82

28

26

29

do
units
do com
Skon: is Bros
Technicolor
United An
.ltd
do
Umv ( h. com.

27

30

o

6

33
82

38
84

5

10
75

65

yi

82
198
L"ER

1

....
8

2,000

.-.

—Warners'

Sept.

8

Sept. 8-9

of

Alabama

and

lumbus,
Sept.

9

Sept.

10-1

Sept.

11

Sept.

17

'

•

exhibitors

of

Orleans territory at New Or'
Convention of
Georgia, F
exhibitors

al

Ga.

Meeting of Ohio exhibitors a
lumbus.
1
Meeting of Wisconsin exhil
Big Cedar Lake, Wis.
Meeting of Ohio exhibitors at

Sept.

23

Sept. 28

opens

Meeting of M.P.T.O.A. of
England at Boston.
Men
First issue of Hearst

News
)ct.

7-10

Dec. 9-10

(sound).

Meeting of S.M.P.E.
Meeting of North

at Toror
Carolin;

unit at Pinehurst.

"Gold Diggers" Opening Tonir

—

'

K£A%Y YiAT

«

KRAZY KAT SCORES!!!
with

Richmond

PERFECT

—

animation

manager.

Hudson Falls Without Theater
Hudson Falls, N. Y. This city

is

PERFECT

without a theater this summer, following closing of the Strand by J.

synchronizatioi

A. Fitzgerald.

—and

Animated by

New Firm

Wilson, N. C.
Wilson, N.
Bright Leaf Theaters has been formed here with capiat

C—

of $50,000.

BEN HARRISON
and

MANNY GOULD

GAGS
WOWS
—that are

Distributed by

COLUMBIA PICTURES

— Publix

Meeting

exhibit!

City.

Warners tonight will open
Picture house license
Defiance, O.
fee here has been reduced from $100 Gold Diggers of Broadway" at
Winter Garden.
to $25 a year.

85
l-

Oklahoma

of

Oklahoma

hibitors'

Richmond Three changes a week
the new policy adopted by the
Byrd here, of which Robert H. Coulis

exhibito

phis.

Meeting

Downtown

theater, formerly the Pantages,

is

tal

5F

'Mil

Publix Virginia Expansion
by New Firm Anticipated
Richmond

Policy at

2

.

"S
I

New

—

97 'A

"A"

\..\ >

100

98J4
99^4

OVER THE COUN

•

—

of Indiana
Indianapolis.

200

94%

82

'.tl

100

95
98J4

CURB BONDS

I,

....

94%

*do

R6x>

31,500

84J4

36.

have

C.
F.
Elwell, technical
advisor for British Talking Pictures,
2,400 has resigned.

V%

BOND MARKET

Am. Seat. 6s
*\Ymner (,y-s

London

ter

20

20

94-K

Picture sound apparatuses

200

28^

9%

9%

6s 41ww
..
os
41
xwir
Paramount os 47..
Par. By. 5/2 s 51.
Pathe 7s 37

British Talk-

Houses equipped
include; Summerland, Muswell Hill;
Oxford,
St.
Helens;
Kennington, Kennington; Carlton, Swansea;
Victory, Oldham; and Electric at
Bournemouth.

10,300
2,000

26

Loew

sets of

Elwell Leaves B. T. P.

26

20

bs

16,800
3,500
2,000
1,400

2

"Nat Sc-. Ser
Thea. Sup
•Nat
Trans-Lux

Keiih

32
2

27^

295*6

rts.

Iei>.

4M

ing

— Six

House Opening

Los Angeles

License Fee Cut

Six Install B. T. P. Apparatus

Pennsy
exhibitc

cinnati.

here Sept. 23.

of ceremonies.

London

A.

Meeting of western
and West Virginia

78%

Pets

Thfa

Fox

4^

4M

..

& Katz

71

9H

A

35%

"Stanley
Co
•Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros. ...
do
£d.
Acoustic

2,000

25

Pathe
do "A"
Radio K-O-A

mas-

been installed here.

96>i

P.

Para.

A
120
61 A
35

Cap
F-L
Exch

ter

32J4
23Vs
25

25^

pfd.

"A"

Fm.

Fox

Close Sales
100
32J4
24
1,400
25
600
223
400
2'23M
120
965^ 14,600
96J4

32J4
24

Hamp was

L.

exhibitoi

Pittsburgh.

—

—

Ohio

of

Cleveland.

singing production.

Panama Manager

Opening of "Gold Digga
Broadway" at the Winter G
N. Y.
Meeting of Texas exhibito
Meeting

1

Publisher; Maurice D. Kann, Vice-President
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer,
Business and Advertising Manager. Entered
as second class matter, May 21, 1918, at the
post office at New York, N. Y., under the act
of March 3,
Terms (Postage free)
1879.
United States outside of Greater New York
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,

30,

Virginia,

Inc.,

Delaware corporation, has been authorized to do business in this state,
presaeing, it is said, a program of
expansion by Publix.

LITTLE BOY BLUE, COME BLOW yOUR HORN,

YOU'VE

SOMETHING TO BLOW ABOUT
YOU'VE- SIGNE-D

PRODUCED RY WINKLEI
'Western Electric Recording

ft

TlFFflMY-rTflHL FRAMCHLTEflMD DROVE OLD MAN RED INK OUT.

Winkler

Sound Cartoon

THE

4

August

IdS

1929

30,

Along The Rialto

THAI'S

Timely Topics
A

with

THAT

1

Phil

Digest of

Current Opinh/ti

M.

€)—

Daly, Jr.

PHIL M. DALY

FERGUSON,

LY

ctraor dinary for M-G-M. took
hurts to Boston for the open-

Mon-

last

The Lion Legion
down Tremont St. led by

blazing red roadster which was
M-G-M transcontinental
the
*

*

ions quarters
fortified

',

the

up nights

sat

Billy

with headquarters

it.

and

*

two weeks before

r
i,

in

the Fifth Ave.

a fortnight of solid concen-

•

use a MuAfter
Cannon," he decided.
manner are great exploitation
horn
through enthusiasm and

he hit on

it.

"I'll

Worne

—

ttlc

of

*

*

the Bean Battlers opened their
and mouths along Tremont St.
day night when they saw a

I

I

of

el

a

Big

weren't

Meighan

was

popper

his

proud
master

That
cere-

of

It

.scenic

Bertha, painted a
up in front of the

} Folly wood's
most ambitious efforts to understand the failure of
the silent picture to stem the ad-

vancing

the

home

office,

real

jam barely_escaping
Educational

Calver.t,

production

chief

has returned to duty after an operation.

All of the fillum gang,

country
the

(light

in

same position

How engagement

'tis

said,

the Graf Zeppelin
that

had

a

to make the crossDoc Eckener was in

yen

Warners were when Vitaphone

first

to

flashed

ly is

also projects flashes
athwart the sky.
working on an idea for

light

affair

"Hollywood Re-

B. P.

SCHVLBERG

*

with the poster

on top of 'em. They ivill be
with parachutes in case
on
letters they are standing
ie out before they finish their
mber.
s
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Industry Statistics
By

JAMES

P.

Statistical Editor,

HOWARD
is

quite

DIETZ

some tennis

player.

Side

Line

— Contract

the

*

»

Says When Image and Sound
Concede, Talkers Will Improve

tipped

HOBBIES!

a

at

of

in the one price made for
the rental of the picture is also
a step in
the right direction.
And. too, the special reproducing device that will be made by
for theaters of 500 seats
and under will speed up the wirhundreds of theaters,
ing
of
which will be a good thing for
As we have
the entire industry.
pointed out before, the sooner
all theaters are wired the sooner
will the conditions in the industry aga'n become stabilized as
were when all theaters
they
showed only silent pictures.
Associated Publications

Perfection of sound and dialogue pictures will
stimulate, rather than tear down, the legitimate
stage. The great talking and singing pictures of today
and tomorrow will make the standards and the requirements of the legitimate stage a little
higher by forcing a more critical comparison, jj

Cannon

now

houses

inclusion

charge

44

—

up on the roofs opposite, where
had a fine view of- the rainbow
effects which followed. For this

>oting the letters
.," up in the sky,

their

The

RCA

and how.
lut at last
first blast lifted a score of citi-

colored

operate

profit.

—

sical

w Inch,

RKO

the sound effects work) in
Billy
e of our fillum theaters.
geterienced the same trouble
the effects to work.

s

IXatir.

*

the
Allied
States
Ass'n,
Pictures Corp. and
Tiffany-Stahl Prod., Inc., is being offered to small independent
theater owners, is looked upon
as a definite means of relief that
will enable these theater owners

ten

rj

rival.

"The

through

at

on the screen, saying no to big offers
Some of the newsHarry
Richman-Clara
about
the
papers are real peeved
alleged

*

*

noisy

Lower-Price

Franchises,

Says

out of
id effects certainly belch
Musical Cannon the same as
do out of these newfangled
pitchures now to be heard
id

they came

its

Equipment Are Praised
Tl E franchise plan,

a divorce action

they found a few audions after cutting him up

*

of

title

*

the chief's missus garnered the wire

This was Billy's
Musical Cannon.
very cagy, and won't even give
lis pal, the lowdown on just how
But the
contraption operates.

*

—

I

and said chief was in a
Lowell (Cat)

mint
i

—

—

are preparing for nuptials

secretary"

lined
theater.
cheeild, the

red,

Tommy

star,

And maybe

affair

"Variety" hands a real laugh in a yarn about a house manager during an economy drive, who wired his chief, "Lay off my

ammonia.
*

Noo Yawk

in

attended the

All of his many friends are rejoicing that Jack Barry is back
on the job, fully recovered from his recent illness
Winnie
Sheehan is planning a visit to the Auld Sod, where John McCormack is making a Fox flicker, under direction of Frank Borzage
with Joe Shea as business manajur of the unit
That
Equity-Tully Marshall- Warner suit is developing into one of those
things
Now Virginia Browne Faire and Director Duke

with enthusiasm and

of
of the Thinker, he sez to his"Hoiv can I knock these staid
canisters:"'
their
xiites
off

m

THK

monies

his

ammonia. Assuming the

'tie

mommer who

personality-plus

camin

Silents
sense of physical discom-•fort
the jarring of rasping
sounds on one's ear is still one
of the things we have to put up
with
in
witnessing
the
slowprogress of the talking picture.
In this respect the silent picture can proudly point to its
freedom of anything that "hurts
the eyes"
a freedom of not more
than ten years' standing, but today
absolute
and
taken
for
granted.
And yet, in spite of
this
great advantage over the
talking picture, it is enough to
see a few silent specimens of

week Abe was the honor guest at the
Stevens Hotel when 1,800 gathered to pay tribute, to him on the
occasion of his appointment to the head of all Publix stage shows,

Billy

although Billy won't admit

As Hurting

Last

projector

pa-

[light.

grocery

a

store in Chicager and then graduated into fillum business, Abe
doing the singing and Sam taking up tickets and grinding the

i.

"Hollywood Revue"

Abe Balaban and Sam Katz bought

|"I"S 18 years since

exploiteer

No.29

CUNNINGHAM
The Film Daily

the

can

shadow record of speech
made to correspond

be

precisely to the original utterone important technical
ance,
item in the talkie program will
have reached perfection.

"New York Times"
Thirty

important highly-organized are concerned, has long since been
throughout the country re- recognized as carrying great weight.

groups
view motion pictures regularly for
the purpose of encouraging the pub-

to support the better type of
product.
Reviewing committees of
these associations, majority of which
are Better Films Committees or Women's Federations, recommend worthwhile product on current releases to
their respective membership groups.
Their influence in swaying public
opinion, insofar as motion pictures
lic

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

Survey of 200 leading chain

coriTHE

porations indicated that in the first Zfc NEWSPAPER
nine months of last yea)', their net o/FILMDOM
earnngs increased 41 per cent over
the same period in the preceding
United Artists buys out Famous'
year. Business authorities estimate
that this increase in net earnings share in "Broken Blossoms."
Loew's increases admission prices
was far greater than that made in
in 28 Greater New York houses.
any other business.

in
it's
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MUSIC-SOUND-TALK LAUGHERS
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MANHATTAN
VARIETY
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it's ACTION!
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CHECKER
FOLLY

8 comedie

.

6 comedie

,

8 comediei

,

6 comedie

6 comedie

.

.

,

.

.

.

,

6 comediei

BUCK & BUBBLES

6 comedies

GOLDEN ROOSTER

6 comedies

1

Newsreels
it's N EWS
in

!

Laughs

it's
Every

form

motion picture entertainment

of

— in comedy

it's

makes your audience laugh

it's

main purpose

has a spirit, a
laughs.

If

it

good comedy.
dialogue

.

.

comedy

.

Every Pathe music-sound-

is

good for just that reason.

Pathe comedy producers

— experts

Le Maire, Harry Delmar,
Charles

J.

Maddock and the

like

George

Gordon Bostock,
rest

— build

the

laughs by the foot. They're laughs tried and
tested

on the vaudeville and revue stage by
.

the proved enjoyment of millions of people!
\

ALL MUSICALL

-

SOUND

DIALOGUE

in
it's

Serials
TH RILL!

RADIO'S LIGHTS
STRIKES
Like a Flashing Bolt from the Sky,
the Dramatic
//

Message from Hollywood:

RIO RITA"

Radio's Crack

Comes

IS

"IN

THE BOX"

Show Machine

to be the Greatest of

all

.

Time

.

.

Destined

.

.

.

Comes

Through with the Mightiest Motion Picture
Ever Created by

Human Art and

Ingenuity!

FLORENZ ZIEGFELD'S
Fabulous Operetta Smash Sensation

Bridging (or the

first

time the gap between stage and talking

screen and blending their finest values into one overwhelmingly
magnificent spectacle of song and dance and fiery love drama
v

... with great stars

and

a gallant host of supernumeraries!

Greatest
/HI..."

Observes

WALTER GREEN

R K

O

is

filmusical enterresponsible for the g reatest piece of

tainment produced to date.

do

a

It's

in
a positive two-dollar attraction

smashins business everywhere.

any spot and

rates to

"RIO RITA"

is

outstanding

entertainment appeal and

in

•

not only a fine production

ll

is

in

every respect;

it

is

one of those gold bonds

_£ *__n.:tinr «r condition.

f-^^s

DAILV
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Musician Situation at
Williams to Make
Keen Theater Race
Operates
Multi-Lingual Films
St. Louis Near Climax
Planned in 0||
Remote Control

New Device
By

{Continued from Page

(.Continued

1)

from Page

(Continued from

1)

Page

1)

On

Aug. 22 the union had a meeting
who remains on the board of direc- and decided to stand pat on their
booth, and operated by means
positive electric control, attached to tors of World Wide, which he or- previous demands for a renewal of
ganized, will divide his time between the existing contract without change
the switch of the projector.
New York and London. The Lon- or concessions of any sort to the
The turntable may be located in
don studios are to be available to houses that have been wired for
the pit and elsewhere, its motor beAmerican producers. An association sound pictures.
syning started and stopped in
of
European producers is being
The St. Louis Amusement Co. with about
chronism with the projectors. A feaformed
to collaborate on production. 25 neighborhood theaters is the largest employer of musicians at present and has been
ture claimed for the device is an au"My project which will necessitate my di- compelled to pay for musicians
at
many
tomatic resynchronizer.
viding my time between New
York and houses at which they are not used.
The
Because of the equipment being London," says Williams, "is I believe a prac- Wa/rner-Skouras interests control the St.
tical
solution of the foreign market probLouis
Amusement
Company
and
also
have
located distantly from the projector, lem for the English speaking talking picthe Ambassador, Missouri and Grand Centhe vibrator can not affect the needle tures. This market, at present lost lo Amer- tral.
The musicians have taken the stand
ican
British
and
producers
because
of
the
and disc and cause the cackling sound
that unless the company hires musicians in
apparatus

is

outside

located

the
of a

usually representative of all disc restates.
Two
Goldstein
producers,
amplifiers, one for emergency, eliminate the danger of any holdup in
performances should a tube burn
First installation of the reproout.
ducer was made at Union Hill, N.
J.

which

is

near

New

York.

Pathe Net Jumps

Week

In 28

{Continued from Page

Period
1)

and

This year $834,916 was

of

the

Williams

pictures.

language bar, amounts to about
of the total world market.

"One

of two things

20 per cent

must happen

:

A

must be found to make multi-lingual versions
of the same picture or every country must
build up its own talking picture industry.
The latter will prove difficult and for most
countries
impractical
because the cost of
producing talking pictures of a quality that
will hold the public's interest will be too
great for the limited language market of
most foreign countries.

"On the other hand, consideration of multi
lingual
talking
picture
production
(which
simply means making copies of the Master
English version in the German, French, ItalSpanish and Swedish languages) and its
requirements, and it becomes immediately apparent that London has as many advantages
for
multi-lingual
production
in
new
the

existing

transferred

from London while Hollywood is a month's
round trip distant.
These actors and the
cost of getting them to the studio are the
factor.
They are the
at
the box-office in

deciding

Detroit Exhibitors Meet
on Franchise Offers

in
Contracts
with
organists
playhouses
terminated
these
night and will not be renewed.

Detroit Oscar Hanson, TiffanyStahl sales head, yesterday outlined
the company's five year franchise plan
He
to exhibitors of this territory.
came here from Chicago with
M. Richey, business manager of the

Walter
magnate,

J.

A. Steffes, head
state unit and
Northwest exhibitor unit.
of
the
and the new
Franchise offer of

ganists.

Sam Bendheim,

cussed.

theaters

countries."

Dropping Orchestras
At Richmond Houses
{Continued from Page

—

H

W.

town, Dayton and Mansfield,
cago interests are said to be spor
ing a fourth first run here.
Meanwhile, the Ohio field has
invaded by Fox, through acquisiti
of the
Libson-Harris interests
Cincinnati, Columbus and Day
Two and possibly three new th
ters are to be built in Cincinnati
Fox, according to I. Libson, gene
manager of the company's thea
interests here.

a

Fox is understood to be
number of the Schine

taking
theaters

The exhibitors contend that the union should
eliminate the minimum clause from the contract and that the theaters should be permitted to hire as many players as they can

Thomas James at Syracuse
Thomas H. James,

Atlanta

—

merly manager of Loew's Car.
and Loew's Grand, Atlanta, has

use.

Coulter,

House Sold

at

Wilson

—

—

1)

all

Time

to

Galveston House Reopens
Galveston, Tex.

— The

Tremont

been reopened after a $2,000

fire

age.

REDECORATE!

last

theatrical

local

has announced that his
houses, the Brookland, the Bluebird
and the Byrd, have no contract with
the Richmond Musicians' Association,
but added that they employ union orJr.,

man-

throughout the
virtually
country have adopted the "all-sound"

it

is

—

reported here.

policy.

Reported Fox Seeks
Radio, Disc Firms
{Continued from Page

licensed

The MICHEL

ANGELO STUDIOS,

200 West 57th

1)

St.,

Inc.

New York

by Western

The new

DON'T

a§|

sideration.
Warners, in addition
a house here, have plans for thea
at Cleveland, Youngstown, Mid

RKO

Ufa Ties Up Music Publisher
Ufa Films have linked up
with Vienna Boheme Press to form
Ufatone Publishing Co., which will
put on the market the music and
songs used in Ufa sound productions,

afl'

has other Ohio expansion underT

ager of the Capitol said a similar policy prevails in his playhouse.
Harold W. ("Chick") Evans, manlower-price equipment being offered
by RCA-Photophone also were dis- ager of Loew's, says that Loew's

Berlin

m\

Ohio.

rates.

Raleigh, N. C.
Bijou Amusement
Co. has taken over the Royal at
who
own Raleigh, N. C, from the Clift Amusement Co.

stars
their

draw

reserve and from
surplus to absorb excess costs of
sales over normal costs as estimated
by the management. Last year the
amount transferred was $1,679,207.
special

(Continued from Pane 1)
clared to have determined upon
for
local
houses.
Publix is
planning to enter Cincinnati

appointed manager of the Strand
Syracuse, N. Y. The Strand wn
Wilson, N. C. The Merrio was
seats 1600 was recently acquired
medium as Hollywood had for the aid. transferred
recently
from Aycock
form]
Warners.
Carter Barron,
Every European country has its favorite na- and Darden to Tom Williams.
Paris, Bertional stage and screen actors.
Metropolitan manager, now is
lin,
Vienna, Stockholm, Rome, all of Eucharge at Loew's Capitol.
rope in fact, is only a few hours' journey
Buys at Raleigh, N. C.

will

from the

accordance with the seating capacity of each
house the Ambassador, Missouri nor Grand
can't have musicians.
Loew's State
has informed the musicians that the house
will dispense with their services after Sept.
Daily he expects the Fox to renew its contract,
and that the St. Louis and Grand
Opera House being under the legitimate theater classification will probably sign up at

way Central

ian,

after charging estimated excess production costs on pictures in production prior to April 1,
1928, to the special reserve previousGross
ly established or to surplus.
sales and rentals for the period totaled $10,113,055 as compared with
$8,374,541 for the period last year

of discount,

versions

Electric.
company said to

process of formation by

be

in

Specializing in

Fox would

combine Fox Filjns, Fox-Case Corp..
Loew's, and any other new units taken

Artistic,

Halsey, Stuart &
into the group.
Co., is reported working on financing
plans.

Redecorating and Refurnishing

House To Open Oct.
new Alexander Schhouse near his Loop theater

Schreiber
Detroit

— The

reiber

on Michigan Ave. is rapidly nearing
completion and will open sometime
in

October.

Modern

Snappy and Unusual

— Atmospheric — Formal
Schemes
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headlines

PAT
The

Broadway'* most popular master of ceremonies and
one of the talking
l>e*t loved comics in seven
one-reel screams crammed with laugh*, songs, dancing,

NO

-ill-lit

\
cries of twelve two-reelers bright as a sunbeam and
bubbling over with youth and pep. Truly JUNIOR JEWEL
PRODI TIONS. Two negative- One talking; one- silent.
<

version.

SUNNY JIM

Lucky

Rabbit—the BOX-OFFICE bunny— in
one-reel cartoon comedies even greater
their predecessors.
Two negatives; one with

twenty-six

than

sound

headiiners in si\ two-reel attractions Pat
Bent and Patsy.
Talking, Singing and
a- onl> tin- Rooneys can deliver. No sib nt version.

Marion

SPORTING YOUTH

OSWALD
The

—

bin-time

Rooney,
Darning

BENNY RUBIN

ROONEY

(AND ROW);

one

The

box-office baby himself in ten of the funniest tworeelers ever screened.
A smashing hit in silent numbers,
an ahxilute riot in the talkies. Two negatives: talking
-ilent.

silent.

GEORGE SIDNEY
in "COHEN
THE TELEPHONE," one of the
funniest sketches ever written. The record, sold into
the millions.
The talking film will outdraw many
a feature. No silent version.

ALL STAR

ON

Universal Shorts

of the biggest comedy names in motion pictures head
these ten big two-reel novelty comedies.
Every one built
for electric-light billing. Talking and silent.

Ten

are

Super snorts/

Short Subject Quarterly
and
of the U.S*
Wired Theaters
issue
in this

c*
TALKING

COMEDIES

Eilirartl

Everett Horton

The Per fee
Combination
Cigarette

makers

tell

blend that counts.
that

you

It's

it's

the

the blend

makes CORONET TALKING

—

COMEDIES

the
perfect, too
smooth blending of star, supporting cast, story, dialogue and
direction.

Horton's comedy portrayals in this series art
superb; the stories by well known authors
are the cleverest and most charming

on the comedy screen.
The popular Horton seems made to
order for this type of light talking

the perfect

com

bination for the perfect program in the

smart theatre.

Their palpable intelligence
and charm should make them a popular adjunct to any program.

farce

an

It is

humo

.

.

.

-FILM SPECTATOR

w PRINCE
by

'fan*'

GABB
Murfin

Based on the story by

EDGAR WALLACE
Hare you played "TRUSTING wives"

^jp»

PM

As smart as anything on Park Avenue — this one
hits right

(f

home.- MOTION PICTURE NEWS

U tctuA&A-s

(&cUc^ci£icrrui£

THE SPICE OFTHE

PROGRAM

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.
Umlw> Mom-

I

..t.,r.

I'rWurrri *•] [IMtnbsion »f An-

£.

W.

-

HAMMONS. PrcW«fcr
...
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In the Saddle
TOTHING

has
^U ever existed in the checkered and sadly httffetted
De luxe
.reer of short subjects.
leaters all over the country are
ving a play to one and two reelIs with a regularity and a willingess which must prove a constant,
let
ever pleasant, shock to the
pampions of the abbreviated feaL

quite like

it

tre.

You

find in a

number of

cities a

owcrful theater organization like
'ublix divesting Class
t

stage presentations

A

theaters

and sturdy-

omedies

shows with novelties,
and specialties drawn

rom

rejuvenated

ig all-film

the

short

sub-

llect field.,

Price 25 Cents

1929

SWING TO SOUND SHORTS WITH
SILENTS PASSING IS EMPHASIZED
6,037 Wired Theaters in U. S.
on Aug. 1, Nat 'I Survey Shows
in

Alabama

57

Arizona
Arkansas

1.1

44
422

Colorado
Connecticut

52
88

6

640

North Carolina

116

25

—

Souhd

Responsibility
Short subject producers thus
have acquired a new lease of life
and a renewed impetus to continue.
The opportunity is little short of
golden for them, but in recognizing it they must not fail to overlook the responsibility that tags
along. Standards must not merely
be maintained.
They must be
improved. If they flop, the finger
of blame can be pointed in only
one direction.

K A N

N.

Available

Wired Houses but
Unwired Face Shortage
for

there will be
available during the new
226 season thaji ever before, with a min7
imum of 33 companies active in the

Nevada

New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York

1

—

Variety

the

long time developing, short Delaware
26
11
North Dakota
'[strict of Columbia
25 Ohio
291
ubjects today are riding high in
73 Oklahoma
Florida
154
he saddle.
Every theater on Georgia
76 Oregon
103
30 Pennsylvania
Idaho
561
Broadway and, of course, on the Illinois
353
33
Rhode Island
173
broadways of America spots a Indiana
49
149 South Carolina
[ova
41
South Dakota
hort into each bill.
Two years Kansas
171
56
56 Tennessee
Kentucky
go, a two reel comedy on the main Louisiana
247
80 Texas
39
36 Utah
tern was almost sufficient excuse Maine
14
Vermont
71
Maryland
57
or its distributor to launch a Massachusetts
214 Virginia
HI
248 Washington
tagan rout. Today, this is a com- Michigan
75
140 West Virginia
Minnesota
169
40 Wisconsin
iiDii happening.
Missisippi
17
195 Wyoming
Missouri
The changeover is obviously due Montana
35
6,037
122 Total, United States
o the introduction of sound. The Nebraska
dea market for short subjects apparently had run one hundred per
cent dry until the possibilities ofNew York leads the nation with 640 sound equipped theaters.
The country's installations by states, cities with populations and
fered by mechanically recorded
theaters with seating capacities and types of device appear beginmusic and voice threw open the
ning page 17 and runs for 20 pages.
doors so wide that the hinges
groaned.
A.

Wide

Short subjects have swung over
United States as of Aug. 1, 1929,
to the sound picture field and the
totaled 6,037. This figure is a combination of synchronous and transition is a pronounced one, a surnon-synchronous equipped houses and is the result of a survey vey of the field made by THE FILM
The new season
made by THE FILM DAILY with the cooperation of the Film DAILY shows.
Boards of Trade and many other sources in the industry. It is finds an abundance of sound shorts
available, with the number of silents
further the most complete of its kind compiled to date.
diminishing.
Installations as of that date, follow by states
The new impetus given to shorts
STATE
NO. INSTALLATIONS STATE
NO. INSTALLATIONS by the sound development is re-

Wired theaters

California

Riding High

1,

List Covers

21 Pages

E

M-G-M TO MAKE TALKERS

GERMANY AND SPAIN

CHICAGO MUSICIAN 'JAM'

THE FILM DAILY

M-G-M production chief, declared
here after a conference with President Hoover. Talkers are going over
better in Europe, he said.
Mayer discussed the foreign field
in his interview with the chief ex-

or the
other recedes from its position by
Sunday morning, theaters here will
be without musicians, in what promises to be a showdown on the situation caused by advent of talkers. The
union walked out on negotiations
when exhibitors demanded a reduced
scale, and says that unless the present scale and conditions are, concerned, the 800 musicians in local

executive.

houses will be ordered to

IN

Washington Bureau of

Washington

— M-G-M

hopes event-

ually to have studios in Germany and
Spain for production of talkers in
German and Spanish, Louis B. Mayer,

Chicago

—Unless

one

side

quit.

flected in the fact that

more shorts

field.

The new

shorts offer a wide range
wired houses, but
ca^e of unwired theaters,
and newsreels
westerns,
depended upon for the greatIn
of their short subjects.
of the latter, the one-crowd-

of subjects for the

the
in
cartoons
must be
part
the case
er

field of western shorts, has been
cut to 52 for the new season, while
none of this standby form of enter-

ed

tainment will be

made with

NEW FACES

FILL

sound.

COAST

SHORT SUBJECT STUDIOS
West

Coast

Bureau,

Hollywood

—The

THE FILM DAILY
map of Holly-

wood has changed

since sound has
Yet in the short subject
field, it would appear, the new angles
which have been brought into play

caught on.

pretty

much

tend to

make

this

phase

of production an entirely new business.
In connection with the type of players and authors now used in sound
short subjects this is a fact. Players

whose

activities

were previously con-

fined to features are daily making apthe
pearances in two-reelers.
(Continued on Page 58)
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one $500 debenture for each 68
J. J. Gain.Gibbs.
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picture marks the first
shares of common held. The debenwho
has been assigned to a special.',
time the twins, a vaudeville headtures will be optional six per cent
executive post in connection with op-t,
liner, have appeared in films.
Spe- eration of both the Long Island anrii
will
and convertible and the series
cial silent and sound trailers, one and
be due in 1939. The price payment,
Paramount studios. Levee recenth
three sheets are being prepared. Adrequired by Sept. 30 is $525 at $500
resigned from United Artists.
vance
of

A

feature of the financing is the optional
interest provision under which debenture holders may elect to receive their interest quarterly in common stock or in cash at the annual rate of $60 in cash or one share of
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Paramount Directors to
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1930.
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meeting of Paramount's board of
directors, scheduled next Wednesdav.
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Whiteman Arriving
Paul Whiteman arrives in
York Saturday morning with

his

New
band

from the Coast to fill a roadhouse
engagement. He returns to the Coast
to make a Universal feature Nov. 1.

PRINTER
wanted, second-hand.
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First anniversary of General Talking Pictures was observed yesterday.
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FLOOD OF SHORT SUBJECTS FOR 1929-1930
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Flood of Short Subjects for 1929-30
Buck &

Analysis of Short Subject Product,

ft TYPES OF PRODUCT,

(Representing Product of 33
Type

of Product
*Acts & Musical
Cartoons

i

basis

of

Newsreels
Novelties
**Scenics

their

Serials

Sport

THE FILM DAILY,

by

1

Magazines

com-

Reels

&

Westerns

104
•

1

Advance Prod.
Series

s

104

1

1

1

104

1

SILENT
Song

ilar

Series

Frolics
*

loltlay

12
»

Pow-Wows

Powers'

2

•

reelers
*
#

Boll man

6

1

»

and Grant

SOUND
Overtures

Hin^
i«C«

mpeo Sketches

(Cartoons)

*

#

.

26

1

12

1
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1

.

*

F.Ilbee

#

12
*

1

»

Columbia
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*
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13
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lor
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Iking Screen Snapshots
ly Symphonies (Cartoons)

1

12
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Musio Master Series .'
Vmerican Holiday Series
*

12
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#

2

1

with

Boyce Combe.
Geoffrey O'Hara.
Listen Lady" with Grace LaRue and Hale

oi
..

Man

of

Sweet and Mc-

Affairs"

with

Maurice

Holland.
''Boy Wanted" with Joe Phillips.

Hawaiian

Romance"

with

Holona

Ha-

waiians.
the Levee" with Jules Bledsoe.
"In the Orient" with Tony Sard's Marion-

"On

ettes

and nine

to be

announced.

•>

two

reelers
•

each

240

•

1

&2

1

1

1

104

1

Curiosities

Novelties
*

*

*

26
26

1

13

shorts
*

•

Home

1

#

Talkie Prod.

SOUND
Series of dramatic sketches, vaudeville
acts, jazz bands,
operatic
selections
18
*
»
*

Imperial Pictures
SOUND
See Ufa Eastern

Dist.,

Inc.

of

one reelers

SILENT
•

•

2

Whoopee Sketches

2

1

&

2

2

2

..104

1

24
6

News

2
2

32
18

1

6

1

52

1

1

SILENT

•

•

24

1

26

1

Ufa Films
SYNCHRONIZED
Nature
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•

•

*

Universal Pictures Corp.
Rooneys,

104

1

Pathe Exchange,
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6

2

7

1

*..
George Sidney
Arabian Nightclnb Novel-

1

"Cohen on the Telephone" Novelties,

An

In

with

with

ties,

et

*..

Youth

versal-Junior

1
1

2

2

(*)

Number

series

in

1

Uni-

Comedies,
Jewels

"Lightning Express" Serial
"Terry of the Times" Serial
Oswald the Lucky Rabbit
Sunny Jim Comedies
All-Star Comedies

2

12
10
IS
10
10
.... 10

2

...

2
2
2
2

2'6

1

10
10

2
2

indefinite.

SILENT

2

Sid Saylor Comedies

10

2
2

2

Arthur Lake Comedies
10
Pioneer Kid Westerns
13
Northwest Mounted Actions
13
Selected
Westerns, miscellaneous
26
reissues

8

•

2
2

2

•

Vitaphone
SOUND

Comedies, tabloid musical
comedies directed by Harry Del6

2

Folly Comedies, musical miniatures

produced by Frank Davis
Golden Rooster Comedies, featuring stage and screen celebrities

Josef

Cherniavsky,

al

•

amr

Rooney,
.•

famous
•

Pat

"Ace of Scotland Yard" Serial
"Tarzan the Tiger" Serial
"Jade Box" Serial

Inc.

104
Pathe-Sound News
52
Pathe Audio Review
Feature
....
1
Special
Audio
Pathe
George LeMaire Comedies, produced by and starring LeMaire 8
Manhattan Comedies, produced and
6
directed by George LeMaire...
Checker Comedies, produced and
George
LeMaire
by
directed
and starring Frank T. Davis.. 6
directed
by
Comedies,
Variety
Bradley Barker and featuring

with

Young Pat and Marion Bent..
Benny Rubins

Melody
1

1
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Sporting
#

in

12
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Talking Plays
Paramount Talking Plays
Paramount Acts
Paramount Screen Songs
Paramount Talkartoons

artists

•

•

•

Pat

Christie

vaudeville
sketches

Dist. Corp.

Symphonies

Color

2
2

2

2
2

Tiffany-Stakl

1
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*

1

12
6

•

(Cartoons)

•

2
2

Paramount

News

26

SOUND

2

.

26

•

Sound Film

2

2

Paramount

1

•

Domestic Comedies
Musical Comedies

.

Movietone Acts

Newsreel

12

SOUND

edies

Sound

2

Gordon Sawyer Pictures

& Hardy Com-

International

•

«

-

1

Great Arts Pictures
SOUND
Musical-dramatic

Series

2

M-G-M

12
12

•

Bonzo Cartocns

SOUND

#

Walter Futter
SOUND

•

Roseland
SOUND

Harry Langdon-Roach Comedies
8
Charley Chase-Roach Comedies ... 8
8
Our Gang-Roach Comedies
8
Laurel & Hardy-Roach Comedies
Colortone Revues in Technicolor. .. 12

Paramount
208

SOUND

Raytone Comedies
Ray tone Novelties

#

#

*

*

Inc.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

1

SILENT
*

»

1

Hamilton.

D,l y

and
•

1

*

Fox Movietone News

Smith.

Harmony Club" with

the Boulevard" with
Naughton.

one

week

•

Our Gang-Roach Comedies .....
Laurel & Hardy-Roach Comedies

SOUND

1

Wife" with Jack Wilson.
lmtf Stars ." with Henry Bergman.
'.T?'
Memories" with Lambert Murphy and
Lucy Marsh.
.£* ? Talkie Studio," with Buddy Doyle.

"On

McG«ire"
>(,

SILENT

Fox Film Corp.

1

CabaJlero"

Pest"

Five

SOUND

Metro

Horoscopes

with Frank Crumit.
!3Jf
Old Man Trouble" with Jules Bledsoe.
Snappy Co-Eds" with Nan Blackstone.

Parlor

2

#

Fox News

Mamie

142

Radiotone Pictures
SOUND

of
Kongo," serial in 10
chapters, each two reels.
Four other serials in dialogue, singsound effects each in 10
ing,
two reel chapters.

Synchronized Laurel
18

Music Master Series
\merican Holiday Series

1

ECIALS:

with

"Mickey

and 2

edies

Comedies

2

12

Blues'*

and
13
Comedies

52
Hearst-Metrotone News
Synchronized Our Gang-Roach Com-

1

13

Comedies

Jailhouse

*

*

1

.

SILENT

Kat Cartoons
-nier Comedi-s

My

1

Traveltalks

.zy

r,a >'

104

SOUND
Movie

Series, 16
*
•

Dist.,

.

1

James A. Fitzpatrick

SOUND

rce

2

SOUND

or Novelties

1

Shorts including
seven
two-reel
dramas, sev«n
novelty single reels, six two-reel
Gramercy Comedies, six «nereel comedies by Marc Conn«lly.
24
Larry Darniour Comedias, including 13 "The Record Breakers"

"King

2

Ellbee Pictures
»

Victor

2
2

SILENT
Kinograms (Newsreel)

Castle Pictures

lumbia

2
2

12

ties

gram undetermined

*

30

8
Lane Comedies
12
Lloyd Hamilton Comedies
8
Mermaid Film Funs
"oronet Comedies
6
With Edward Everett Horton
6
lack White Comedies
Tuxedo Comedies
6
Lyman Howe's Hodge Podge Novel-

.

#

17

^
Gramercy

orKCAa

1

Educational Film Exchanges
SOUND

Bray Pictures
*

Poems

Mascot

'.upino

SOUND
one

of

Sound Shorts

•

Mack Sermett Comedies

Bell Pictures
cs

•

*

12

Intern'l Photoplay
SOUND
12
18

Mickey Mouse Series

SOUND
Pollard Comedies
*
•

1
'

Radio Pictures
SOUND

142 (b-c)

2.260

Disney Cartoons
SOUND

2

»

Artclass Pictures
|b

.

,

J

\

Rayart

SOUND
>c

2,058(a-c)

;

merican Sound Recording
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j
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J8
*\a
s«
•*•• mm

.'

.

"

.

1

M-GM

SOUND
Song
Twins

ilar

.

SOUND
t-dgar Guest

Including all types of acts, songs, musical numbers, sketches, etc.
t Not including comedy sketches, which are listed with acts.
** Including travel reels, nature studies, etc.
t Including unclassified product.
(a) Totals do not embrace the number of individual releases, of which there are
Metro416 units, including: Fox Movietone News (208 issues);
tone News (52 issues) Paramount Sound Ne-^vs (52 issues); and Pathe
Sound Ncti'S (104 issues).
(b) Totals do not embrace the number of individual releases, of which there are
624 units, including: Fox Nctcs (104 issues); Kinograms (104 issues)
M -G-M -International News (104 issues); Paramount News (104 issues);
Pathe Netvs (104 issues) ; Universal Newsreel (104 issues).
There are approxi(c) Totals do not embrace the number of individual chapters.
mately 10 two-reel episodes in each serial.

•

"
.

Photo Kinema

11(c)

*

reels

2

26
26
26

.
.

*

52

GRAND TOTAL

SOUND
•

6(b)

10

colored

g

D
,
VT
Pathe
News
Pathe Review
"Black Book," Serial
Aesop's Film Fables

20

Adventures

Totals

Frank R. Abrams

Bubbles,

6

t Miscellaneous

fol-

&

Day
SILE<NT

S2

335
136
4(a)
213
50
10(c)

".

fr»m

Sportlight, edited by Grant-

land Rice
Aesoj's Sound Fables
Talking Topics «f the

Silent

1,143
151

.

anlysis of this product, as

in

Synchronized

Nos

(•Comedies

companies, active in
iishort subject field, have combed
iy known form of entertainment
lirty-three

material as the
-1930 programs.

Sound

Comediw,

Hugh Wiley fig-

of

uring Buck
comedians

Sound and

fOST IN SOUND, SLATED

Bubbles

the stories

929-30

1
Companies)

Approximately six subjects weekly,
including

6

singers,
skits

6

2

and

vaudeville

dramatic
playlets,

singers and vocalists

acts,

and
jazz
.,

opera

comedy
bands,

312

1

and 2
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Showing one of EDUCATIONAL'S new Talking
Comedies on your program is like "giving
the jun.' It speeds things up, adds a
thrill as well as a laugh, and makes the
whole show soar to a higher amusement level
hy leaving everybody laughing and happy*
That means they make money for you*
'er

Now Educational

launches

another great series of two-reel
talking comedy hits. The name
Tuxedo is already popular with
millions. But with talking and
sound they bring you six laughs

where one grew before.
In

its cast, its direction,

and its

ludicrously funny society farce
story hy a famous author, the
first of this series is a real
edy feature in two reels.

com-

Presents

ff

SOCIAL SINNERS"
with

RA YMOND McKEE
CISSY FITZGERALD
MARION BYRON
Adapted from the sketch

"THE BUG MAN"
by ICenyon Nicholson
Directed

by Charles Lamoni

Recorded by

RCA

Photophone

|

&
Tuxedo
Jalking Comedies

Jack White
Productions

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.
Member Motion

E.

Picture Producers and Distributor* ot America. Inc., Will

W.

HAMMONS, President

H. Hays, President

James

A. FitzPatriek's "Quality 48"

12 Movie

12 American

12 Travel-

12 Famous

Horoscopes

Holidays
TIMELY!
THRILLING!

Talks

Music Masters

A

Horoscope for Every

Month

Abounding

in

HUMOR!
Current Release

"PeopleBorn

The Supreme

Current Release

Achievement in

"LABOR

Talking Pictures!

Now

Booking!

f

Under

Emanuel Baer

"From Barcelona

Current Release

"JOHANN
STRAUSS"

to

Valencia"

Playing

Projection Time 3 Minutes

*

Projection Time

the

Direction of

Current Release

DAY"

SEPTEMBER"
Projection Time 11 Minutes

Shilkret

the Direction of

MYSTICISM!
REVELATION!

Now

Nathaniel

FitzPatrick as
spokesman and guide
accompanied by the
Victor Traveltalk
Orchestra Under
the Direction of
Rosario Bourdon

Accompanied by The
American Holiday
Orchestra Under

of the Season

Overture
Series Featuring
the World's
Greatest Music
as Played by the
Famous Music
Master Orchestra

Tour of the
World with James A.

PATRIOTIC!

The Outstanding
Sound Novelty

An

A

10 Minutes

Projection Time 7 Minutes

SOUND RECORDED RY R C A PHOTOPHONE
On Film and

Discs.

SYNCHRONIZATION UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF NATHANIEL SHILKRET

^^
Produced and Distributed by

FITZPATRICK
PICTURES
729
New York
Executive Offices,

Seventh Avenue.

Inc.
City

EXCHANGES
New York
Buffalo
Cleveland
Cincinnati
Detroit
Philadelphia

Washington, D. C.
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FORCES FOR PARAMOUNT
iOUND AND SILENT
Two

NEWS

departments

separate

have

len established at Paramount to
Indie silent and sound newsreels.

boratory space has been enlarged
take care of new detail work in
nnection with Paramount Sound

'.

>

ws and a staff of cameramen and
nnd technicians organized to handle
e

activities.

In addition to mobile sound trucks,

iramount
tus

is

using portable

appa-

which can be transported by a

w men without
e

truck.

the necessity for
These portable affairs, it

prove most convenient when
sound to be recorded emanates

said,

e

om the roofs of the buildings, or
hen airplane shots are required with
In
sound accompaniment.
itural
ses of this nature, sound trucks
mid be used, but the necessity of
e cables which would have to be
in from the street to the roof of a
lilding makes sound recording in

New

Trends
West

Coast

—

in

Bureau,

he 1929-30 schedule of Mascot Picures Corp., states the president, Nat

The company pioneered in
he field, recently completing "The

^evine.

£ing of the Kongo," which now is
>eing released on the independent
narket.

Response to the first serial, indiates a definite market for this type
>f
entertainment, declares Levine.
uid has resulted in decision to make
our more dialogue chapter plays.

26 OF RADIO'S 52 BEING

PRODUCED

IN

THE EAST

Twenty-six

sound shorts, labelPhotophone Gramercy Tabloid Features, are being produced at
RCA Photophone Gramercy studio
ed

RCA

under supervision of Richard Currier.
Up to the present time 10 have been
completed. The plant's program will
include six produced by Louis Brock.
Three will comprise the Ginsberg series and the other three have not yet
been announced. Leo Taub will make
six O. Henry stories, starting soon.
Mark Sandrich is directing the Ginsburgs for Brock. J. Leo Meehan is
directing other product as is Dudley

Murphy, who

is

also scenario editor.

COAST STUDIOS BUSY ON

Hollywood Travesty is finding a place on the short
subject talking screen. It is believed that "Faro Nell,"
just produced for the Christies by Al Cohn, will be the
forerunner of several travesty shorts.
Sound and dialogue have invaded various forms of
short subjects. Universal is making serials, with sound
and dialogue, while Nat Levine, independent producer,
has also made "The King of Kings," a serial, with
sound and dialogue.
Colorart Pictures, Inc., have introduced dialogue
in their one-reel "Color Classics," while Gilliam & Reed,
who will produce a new series of split-reel comedies, "The
Daffy Doo-Funnies," will also use sound and color.
Sound effects have greatly enhanced the value of the
"Mickey Mouse" and other animated comedy shorts.

A NEW CYCLE OF SHORTS
THE FILM DAILY
new comedy, untitled, is in production at the Mack
Sennett studio, with Mack Sennett
directing.
Harry Gribbon, Andy
Clyde and Thelma Hill head the cast.
West

Coast

Bureau,

Hollywood

—A

At

Christies A.
directing
Taylor

Myers

and

Lester

Pearce

Katherine

is

Carmel

Holmes,

McGuire

in

"He Did His

Best," Stephen Roberts is directing an untitled comedy
at Educational, using Monty Collins

Newspaper Routine for
Staff of Fox Movietone News

Daily

Nearly 200,000 feet of film are shot
weekly to provide the approximately
4.000 feet used in the four weekly
lat manner difficult.
issues
of
Fox Movietone News.
Paramount News has renewed its Footage not used is filed in the Fox
)ntract with the Associated Press Movietone News
library, which now
ms providing for a continuance of numbers practically all important
le tie-up whereby Paramount News
world personages, practically every
ceives flashes on news events.
important steamship afloat and a
wide variety of subjects which reflect
nearly every form of scheduled activity throughout the world.
1ASC0T
CALLS
Forty-four sound trucks are scattered at strategic points throughout
the world to gather the pictorial and
FOR 5 TALKER SERIALS audible
news for Fox and the number is being added to almost weekly.
Five talking serials are included on Each has a cameraman and contact

PROGRAM

Short Subjects

THE FILM DAILY

and Nancy Dover at his leads.
"Eventually But Not Now," a subject in the "Record Breakers" series
Larry Darmour,
is being made for
with Ralph Ceder directing. Alberta
Vaughn, Al Cooke, Lewis Sargent
and George Gray are in the cast.
Ben Holmes is directing the first
subject in the "Sporting Youth" sewith Ann
McCoy and Summer

ries at Universal,

work Joan

Christy,
Getchell

so thoroughly grounded in his
among the principals. Joe Levigard
is each member of the staff.
mounted
The entire system is carried out is making a Northwest
police subject with Ted Carson staralong newspaper lines, since the fourBeaudine is directa-week schedule brings the publica- red, while Harold
ing a "Sunny Jim" comedy.
tion of Fox Movietone News almost
Production will be resumed at Hal
within the category of a daily newsnext month, following the
Roach's
paper.
There is, for instance, spot
usual summer vacation. Robert Mc-

news, which must be rushed out at
and the magazine department,

once,

comparable to the Sunday departments of a newspaper, where the
feature material is edited and prepared.
to the

Despite the
turning out

utmost
news-gathering and
weekly,

the

speed essential
of four issues
in accuracy of
fidelity

of

re-

cording are insisted upon.
Howard has laid down ironclad
man to expedite filming of the news
and its dispatch to the New York rules with respect to these two
He is convinced that the
office
with the greatest possible points.
public has become sound wise, and
speed.
Here the film is placed in the that the perspective on sound is as
hands of E. Percy Howard, veteran pronounced as the perspective on acnewspaperman and newsreel pro- tion.
Except for the musical accompaniducer, who views nearly every foot
of film turned out by the Fox Mov- ment used with titles, there nevei
ietone laboratory. And because of the has been an attempt made to score
News subject.
exacting big requirements of a four- a Fox Movietone
a-week schedule, subjects to be incor- From the time when the first subporated into the newsreel must be ject was made, with recording of the
sent out the same day they are re- West Point cadets on parade to the
present, the sound of the newsreel
ceived.
While the film is being viewed by has been the sound caught by the
Howard and his corps of assistants camera, he says. The natural sounds
piecemeal as it is turned out by the are tiansferred from the film track
laboratory, title writers are busily to discs for theaters thus equipped
engaged in writing the titles in six and no effort is made to doctor it.
As in any news gathering organidifferent ways to make certain that
when the final selections are made zation, there is very little routine in
news events pictorially.
the titles will be already prepared reporting
so that theie need be no delay. Film Assignments depend chiefly on exeditors and cutters are on hand to pediency and it is the duty of the
help figure out just what part of Movietone crew to cover such asthe panorama being unfolded before signments as speedily and as accuthem is to be used, for the film is rately as possible.
uninteresting
Speeches are cut,
screened just as it is received.
Sound experts, meanwhile, are shots eliminated and in many cases
passing upon the quality of the re- entire subjects are discarded if they
cording, while others are determin- fall short of the standard demanded.
From his headquarters in New
ing whether the photographic standAt York, Howard directs the world-wide
ards are being measured up to.
There is no
the same time musical accompani- activities of his force.
ment is being prepared for the varied hook-up with any other company or
All this any of the various news associations,
sets of titles being written.
is
routine moving like clockwork, everything being done independently.

Gowan,

Lewis

Parrott are

Foster

among

the

and

James

Roach

direc-

tors.

VITAPHONE KEEPS EASTERN
UNITS ON HEAVY PROGRAM
The heaviest short subject production schedule in the East is being
carried out at Warner Bros. Vitaphone studio in Brooklyn, where 175
Product
subjects have been made.
produced at this plant has largely
been of the vaudeville flavor. Several
shorts are being made each week,
production but now has been transferred to the Warner studio at the
Coast. Work is now under direction
Ed Du Par is chief
of Murray Roth.
cameraman.

Christie Has 2 Novelties
for Fall Series of Talkers
Al Christie
ries

of

will start off the fall setalking plays for

two-reel

Paramount with two

novelties.

One

an all-negro revue type of picture,
based on one of the Octavus Roy
Cohen stories "The Lady Fare," but
embodying an all singing and dancing
cabaret revue of the Harlem type.
is

of the novelties will be a
of an old time Westrevival
travesty
ern called "Faro Nell, or In Old Californy." This is to be played by Louise
Fazenda and is practically all out on
It is
desert locations in California.
revival
of
a
order
on
the
something-

Another

It will show,
of an old melodrama.
by the exaggerated heroic dialogue,
that the type of "Western" filmed 15

years ago, played perfectly straight,
is funny today.

THE

PATHE'S SOUND

Two issues of Pathe Sound News
recorded on film; one issue recorded
on disc, and two issues of the Pathe
News, silent, are released each week.
Terry Ramsaye is
Pathe News organization

editor-in-chief of

the

associate

headquarters

is

Ray

staff

L.

Hall.

Sunday, September
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Since the inauguration of Vitaphone, Warner Bros.
have produced approximately 700 sound short subjects.
Upcn completion of the new sound stage at the Brook-

EXCHANGES AFTER MORE
As part of his program of representat.on in all key cities, James A.
Faz Patrick is negotiating for addi-

lyn plant the yearly schedule calls for a minimum of 312
a year, averaging about six shorts a week.
At present,
Bryan Foy is at the Coast studio outlining plans for production of sound shorts there.

tional exchanges to augment his current total of 12, which are operating
in

and

numbers Jack Dar-

PARAMOUNT SHORTS TOTAL

EXTENSIVE ADVERTISING

New York

IN

HOUSTON 52; NEW SCHEDULE ON WAY

and elsewhere

through-

out the United States.
Chicago, Milwaukee and Indianapolis
are handling the mid-western
territory under B. N. Judell.
Buffalo

TOR SHORTS

1925

HTZPATRICK WITH

The

rock, assistant editor; Ross Whytock
outside contact man; Joseph O'Brien
chief cutter; Jimmy Pozzi and John
Miction, assistant cutter;,; Wi.liam
Baer and Charles DeMoos, laboratory chiefs; Theodore Smith, city
editor; Clyde Elliot, silent title editor; A. Heller, silent cutter; William
McGrath, publicity and sound t'tles.

1,

booking

is

upper

New

York

State under R. C. Fox.
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Detroit and
Pittsburgh are serving Ohio, Western
Pennsylvania,
West Virginia.

Total of 52 sound shorts have been
short produced at Paramount's Long Island
Kentucky and lower Michigan under
subjects have exploitation possibilities
Studio which reopened last fall.
Geo. Baker, gave the Vitaphone sub- definite production schedule has not J. C. Fishman.
Philadelphia and Washington are
The Pathe News staff in the field ject 'A. & P. Gypsies," an extensive yet been mapped out for the remaincovering
Eastern
Pennsylvania.
campaign
when
it
played
the
Kirby.
der of the program.
includes Marvin H. Mclntyre, in
Southern New Jersey; D. strict of
All
The
material
made
comedy
"A.
has
been
P.
bureau
&
Washington
Gypsies"
broadcast
the
charge of
Columbia, Maryland, Virginia and
and southern United States; Richard weekly over the National Broadcast- or musical in character, with a single
"The Bishop's Candle- Delaware under the management ot
W. Sears, New England territory: ing network. The A. & P. chain exception.
Eugene Cour, Midd.e-West; Donn operates a number of grocery stores sticks," which George Abbott direct- A. Klein and L. Korson while
McElwaine and Harry Smith, West in Houston and so Baker experienced ed before going to the Coast. Larry St. ouis district is supervised by Jack
Weil, J.
H. McKann and John
Coast; P. Fortier Jones, European little difficulty in arranging 62 win- Kent is head of the short subject
department and Monty Brice, who re- Walsh.
displays which featured
the
representative with headquarters in dow
ently was brought on from the Coast,
R. Reubenson, through the Lon-:
Paris; Leslie Wyand, British Isles; stores' representatives of the air and
is director of shorts.
don office is booking this product for
R. E. Saeki, the Orient, and Tracy "Innocents of Paris" also to be seen
a good part of Eurpe.
representa- and heard at the Kirby. In addition
Canadian
Mathewson,
Fitz Patrick's program for 1929-193C
to the window displays the C2 stores Delf Completes Seventh
tive.
consists
of four series, known as thel
The disc edition is being produced distributed heralds in all packages the
in Ellbee
Series "Quality 48." Each has 12 rele.
to provide service for those theaters week preceding the showing of the
With seventh of a series of 18 two- the brand names being "Movie HoroIn this way 6,000 heralds got
whose sound wiring facilities limit film.
reel talking comedies for Ellbee Pic- scopes," "American Holidays," "Muthem to showing only this type of into the homes of prospective patrons. tures completed, Harry Delf who is
The disc recording The Vitaphone act was also featured producing the subjects ..is about to sk Masters" and "People" Travelsound picture.
talks, and all are in sound.
in the A. & P. Weekly Flash, a lois the same as Pathe's sound-on-film
start work on the eighth. The entire
"People Born in September," Lasystem
cally
recording
prepared house organ with a 18 are being
method the
made in New York and bor Day of the "Holiday" serk'and Victor discs are used exclu- consumer circulation of 6,000.
are being state righted.
"Barcelona to Valencit," first of
sively.
"Traveltalks" and "Johann Strauss,
Short Subjects Replace
forerunner of the "Music Master*
One Man Short
of Pathe's Short
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
are current releases for immediat!

Houston

— Emphaszing

that

A

Comedy

—

—

RCA

Most

Made

Stuff
With
Pathe

in

New York

the exception of
is

producing

shorts in the East at
Studios.

two

series,

sound
its
Pathe Sound

all

George Le Maire has 20 pictures on
the program, comprising six Manhattan comedies, six Checkers and eight
Le Maires. At the same studio Harry
Delmar is making the Melody series, Gordon Bostock is producing the
Variety series, Frank T. Davis is
making- the Folly series and C. B.
Maddock is producing several Golden
Rooster subjects. Special Pathe Audio Review subjects are being recorded at this plant.
Van Beuren Corp.
subjects which include Aesop's Sound
Fables, Sound Sportlight and Topics
of the Day are being recorded at
both Pathe Sound Studios and RCA

Photophone

Hollywood

— Charles Vidor has pro-

5. 5.

Advertising

for

Series

Gordon Sawyer Corp.

Two series of George Sayre productions are planned by Gordon Sawyer Pictures, Inc., 723 7th Ave., both
in sound.
The first, now in producdomestic comedies
co-featuring Robert Emmet Keane
One subject, "Don't Argue," has
been finished. The second series will
offer
musical
comedies
featuring
stars.

Many Angles Used

Put Over Kid Comedies
N.
Stanley-Fabian

— 1929 Model

to

venile

J.

—The

house

Roosevelt

put

over Ju

Comedies-Harmonica

Contest campaign, with three

Playing
elimina-

on successive Saturdayworking up interest in tin
finals.
The campaign, which is arranged for houses showing "Bii.
finally

PfciubletyeatuxeBiU,/

Here
of

are

VI

Alan Hale

<^Fredkbhlen

C%6 FIRST

;

o

TALKING

COMEDr

MACK JEMNETT ProdwUoax.,

1

Thar WfllMake You

JOHW4Y BURKE

HOWL/

dOAPHHE POUA8D Wj£*i5-To
i

SATUBOir

3

«»,

'OLIVE

&OGDEH

'GANGWAYJACK PICKFOOO «i*Dialo$ie

short

getting

a

example

Boy"-Juvenile Comedies, through

subjects

co-operation of Educational, and M
Hohner, Inc., was put over on a

break

tht

large scale through efforts of Loui;
Stein, manager of the Roosevelt, as
In addition tc
sisted by Ray Klein.

gave the talking

giving the contest liberal mention
the theater's program and placinj

a

newspaper

spot

in

its

advertising

almost equal in importance to the feature. The
two-reeler, in this case

was "The Lion's Roar,"
one of the Sennett
ies

,

a fine

is

from progressive showmen. The Strand, Cin-

comedy

rUOttgOAR
^t

'A j^TS

PES

how

cinnati,

tion, is a series of

Broadway

booking.

tion contests

RENEE&OREE

Two

—

Newark,

studio.

Sayre to Make

Wayne House

Acts at Ft.

Fort Wayne, Ind. Short subjects
duced and directed "The Bridge," a have replaced vaudeville at the Emone-reel drama.
Only one actor, boyd here, following introduction of
Nicholas Bela, was used in the pic- an all-sound-film policy.
Programs
ture.
are changed twice weekly.

for

Educational.

ser-

ii

several
hundred "Big Boy"-Har
mcnica playing contest cards in winthe neighborhood
used several thousand throw
aways. Prizes were placed on display
in Wolf's candy store near the the
Besides these efforts, they emater.

dows throughout

they

nlo-'ed a merry-TO-round on a truck
in front of the Roosevelt to attract
attention of prospective juvenile conFree rides were offered betestants.
tween noon and two o'clock every

Try-outs foi
Saturday afternoon.
harmonica players were held daily.

THE
September

iday,

oBimkDAILV

1929

1,
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Paper That Sells
ROACH

l

A Little from

ALL
STARS w E

prtsrnti A<*

Marquee Lights

In

By

RALPH

"Lots

'

IP ILK

THE

have unearthed some interestcomedy producer at one time
ing facts and figures about Jack
edited the Selznick News and the
White, who, although only 30 years Gaumont Weekly. He was also viceold, is a veteran producer.
He has president of the Selznick Dist. Co.
produced 275 twu-reelers and 182 Likewise in charge of the photoone-reelers for Educational. His ini- graphic work at the Peace Conference
tial
effort as a producer was the in Paris.
In 1926, he started produc"Fresh Start," a two-reel comedy, ing comedies.
*
*
*
which he wrote and directed.
*
*
*
Larry Darmour broke into pictures
White started, in 1913, as an office in 1913 as a cameraman, "shooting"
hoy for the New York M. P. Co. at comedies for Gaumont.
Later, he
the mun ficent salary of $6 a week. did camera work for the Mutual
His experience has taken him through Weekly. He also served as a photogall
branches of pictures, including rapher on Henry Ford's "Peace
cutting, editing and titling
He be- Ship," one of his colleagues being
lieves in a clean screen and not a Joe O'Neill, whom, he later employed
single one of his comedies has been as a scenarist.
Larry was also a
banned by the censors.
His efforts photographer with Dr. Frederick A.
have been highly successful and al- Cook's expedition to the Norwegian
ways profitable. It is an interesting Alps.
*
*
*
fact that there is hardlv a motion picture theater in this country, that at
Al Christie says he cannot look at

some time
10

M

etro-Goldwyn-M ayer
prepared by
"Dad's Day." Hal Roach All-Talking

Inc-slicct
\r

Comedy featuring Hal Roach

All-Stars.

years,

or other, during the past
not played one of his

has

This voting veteran has
comed'es.
developed no less than seven crack directors through his diligent tuition,
which, in itself, is an achievement. and wore kilts.
He started work in
He also gave Lloyd Hamilton, Lu- London as a stage carpenter, later
pino Lane and many others much of becoming stage manager.
*
*
*
their screen training. His adherence
comedv shorts has
to his first love
Nineteen years ago, Al started picresulted in his rejecting many offers ture work as a director of comedies.
to produce features. With the advent In 1911, he converted a Sunset Bouof talking comedies, his interest and levard roadhouse into a studio, thus
energy in the short subject field have forming <<nc of the first studios in
been redoubled.
In 1916, with a total
Hollywood.
capital of $0,000, he founded the
The greatest day in Jimmie Christie Film Co., with his brother,
Adams' career u;as when as a child Chinies, as genera! manager. He is
soprano, he sang before President a dog fancier and ow>is the Newand Mrs. McKinley. The comedian field Kennels.
is also a song writer, some of his
*
*
*
numbers being "Down on the Farm."
Jack Duffy owns three thorough"Love's Garden" and "Caroina, I breds and makes money on them.
Love Yon."
He was born in Pawtucket, R. I.,
and his first stage appearance was
At the tender age of 16, Bobby with a stock company in Pawtucket.
Vernon became a "father" on the He entered pictures 17 years ago,
screen
His "daughter'' was Lou se working in comedies for Universal.
(Continued on Page 13)
Fazenda.

—

1-G-M

ARRANGES NAT!

TIE-UPS

ON "OUR GANG"

Two

commercial tie-ups featuring
Roach's "Our Gang" will be feaured during the coming year, bringng the Roach youngsters to the atf;il

ention of millions of picturegoers.
Opportunities for exhibitors to make
ocal' tie-ups coinciding with their
showing of Our Gang comedies are
ffered by these campaigns.

The first calls for a continuation of
the "Our Gang" ice cream window
display cutouts used during the current season. The Wolf Co. of Philadclephia by arrangement with the
Roach studios and M-G-M is manufacturing a new series of these displrys to be sold in bulk to ice cream
manufacturers throughout the United
The displays are then disStates.
tributed to dealers featuring that particular brand of ice cream in the re-

a banana with composure, for during
his days as a train "butcher," it was
his custom to subsist on unsold bananas. As a young man, he was a member of the militia in London, Ontario,

—

—

at

the

neighborhood

theater,

to

all

dealers

lent

to

the

campaign

at

that time.

New York Evening

Journal in Brook-

lyn and the Times-Star in Cincinnati.

LeMaire and

Evalyn

Knapp

are

Davis'

T.

comedy

"The

being exploited by a
national tie-up with the Studebaker
Corp. of America, which is issuing a
special half-sheet poster for use in
This tiedealer-theater cooperation.
up is effective for all Davis comedies.

graphed material prepared consists of counter
display cards, window streamers and blotters.
It is expected that car cards for use
in subways, trolleys and elevated trains wi'l
be an added feature of the campaign, which
is
well under way with distribution of the
accessories

George LeMaire's comedies are being exploited through local "Pathe
Pretty" contests and a special song,
Two con"I'll Say She's Pretty."
tests have been conducted with the

Frank

The second "Our Gang" tie-up for the
new year is with the Eagle Pencil Co.. New
This tie-up is a window and counter
York.
display
advertising campaign in behalf of
The kevnote of
Eagle's Mikado pencils.
the campaign is "Our Gang." The litho-

various

Pathe is putting feature calibre exploitation tie-ups behind its two reel
talking comedies for next season.
These tie-ups range from theme songs
to automobile parades.

Salesman,"

etc.

is

songs are being presented
Follv Comedy series produced
"Fancy That"
by Frank T. Davis.
features the sone "Dearest One" and

Theme

in the

practically

completed in anticipation of the fall opening
of schools.
Nationwide emphasis will be

PATHE COMEDIES STRESSED

shop in the country. Miss Knapp's
pictures will illustrate a special beauty
booklet and tie-up with the nation's
beauty parlors. All LeMaire comedies
are being exploited in this tie-up.
Other tie-up campaigns on "The Barbers' College" are under way by several barber tonic concerns including
Westphal Auxiliator, Polymol, etc.

In tlie towns where these cutouts will be
used for entire window displays, exhibitors
can cooperate with the ice cream retailer
(drug and confectionery stores) in the arrangement of the window decorations through
the use of black and white photos of the
Gang, one sheet of the current "Our Gang"
attraction

EXPLOITATION ANGLES ON

being featured in special displays and
booklets by the Latherizer Corp.
Specially posed pictures of LeMaire
with scenes from "The Barbers' College" will comprise a special poster
which will be sent to every barber

communities.

spective

The Paramount, Los Angeles, a first run
Puhlix theater
thought
enough of "Cold
Shivers," a Jack White comedy to give it
the above display in lights.

24-sheet

prepared

by

Mascot Pictures
talker

Corp.,
serial.

for

'King

of

the

Kongo,'

Marriage" offers "Every
Both are
be published bv Shapiro-Bernstein.

"So This

Moon
to

Is

Is

A

Honeymoon."
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ago, beginning with a promise and Faith in the invention
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of
America's
greatest scientist, Dr. DeForest, General Talking
Pictures began to function.
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Today, more than 200 Phonofilms and 150 Phonodiscs are in active and perfect operation in America
with as many more now
contracted for immediate delivery, and many times that number
are in operation all over the world.

~

.

-•_

.

.

•

Today the company, with a

five

story building housing

its

execu-

New

tive staff in
York, is operating through dealers in every key
city in the country.
In the greater cities, Chicago, San Fran-

^r

_

-bievit
It

&" Popula
*

t

has been a w
great w
year,
/

but a greater one

rP

Q-y it for tne

is

coming
.

Today the company owns and operates its own factory, with
thousands of feet of floor space, with a working capacity keyed
up to meet tne
the dema
demand f two hundred machines a month.

„

,

Today the company owns and operates its own studios where
recognized the
sound pictures are rc
made the "Phonofilm way,"
greatest sound-on-film method known.

Phonodisc

>«1-JS
:.;.;.

.

-

____

I, T,i.:

"

.

.

m

its

^

All this has been but the beginning.
real story.

-.r

*>
\:

.

subsidiary company, International Photoplay Distributors, Inc., has to its credit the production °f some of the best sound shorts of the year, notable among
«
them bdng thoge
Marionette » serie s.
i.

.'

,

Today the company, through

^r«/n;PMP^o
ACHIEVEMENTS
-

Boston, Dallas, Atlanta and others, the company controls
its own branches.

and operates

.-

\

OREST
PhonoMm and

cisco,

The new year

will tell the

Vbo

.

General Talking Pictures Corporation
218 West 42nd

Street

New York
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Cleveland Turns to Marque Mediocrity in Comedies Is
and Ads to Plug Comedy Ended, Safron Points Out
Cleveland

Hippodrome

ad-

vertised the Educational-Mack Sennett talking comedy, "The Big Pacomprise looka," extensively in its lobby and
made by marquee lights when it played that
Corp. al- theater. Although a two-reel subject,
upon by it was given nearly the same break in
The first, the marquee lights as the longer feature attraction, which also was an all-

Short Subject Sales Manager, Radio Pictures

Like

its

big

brother,

the

Me"

There's the

One

quence

"Bulldog Drunimond"
an Atwater Kent prize

id

who

of
is

for

in the inn

It is the
inner, will be a principal.
ory of Irish patriots exiled and
riven from their homes, and of their

for

:ruggle

freedom.

Richard WagBacchantes Ballet
i
the Grotto of Venus, followed by
he singing of the "Pilgrims' Chorus"
y one hundred voices.
"Tannhauser,"

er,

"The
the

Bastille."

An

sketch depicting the

birth

Fall

listorical
f

by

depicting the

of

the

Among them
"Glorious Vamps."
be Eve, Salome, Cleopatra, Deliah, Lucretia Borgia, Carmen, Madvill

me Pompadour, and
Lupe Velez

:irl.

a

will

modern

jazz

mod-

be the

maiden.
"In a Russian Cabaret," a camera

;rn

the pattern of the
Chauve Souris sketches. Music and
dancing will be the chief features.
lovelty,

after

"A Night

in

Madrid"

will be a

and dance novelty.
"Tintypes" is a swing back to the

comedy novelty of the
songs that were sung when mus-

nineties,

old

A

Little

a

had individual cups and the
old gray mare was what she used

right from indoor sports to outdoor
believing the best way is to taper
Universal
director,
Ben Holmes,
entered pictures n 1910 at Essanay off gradually.
*
*
*
He has also worked in
in Chicago.
various branches of the stage, includCharlie Kerr, who has been workStuing vaudeville, musical comedy, bur- ing on "Rio Rita" at the
lesque, drama and revues.
dios has returned to the Darmour*
*
*
staff.
He has been assigned to
E.
V. Durling, editorial
with
work
young
although
Charles Lamont,
Mickey Mcin years, is a veteran Educational supervisor on one of the
comedies.
Guire
Franin
born
San
director. He was
*

*

RKO

RKO

He
cisco and educated in France.
his first picture work in 1919.
*
*
*
Neal Burns, of the Christie
forces, is one of the best golfers on the Coast.
*

*

*

Roberts, Educational dienthusiastic fisherman
an
rector,
is
"The Huskin' Bee" is to be full -of
studied mining enhunter.
He
and
and
fiddlers
old
reels, square dances,
gineering at the University of Ohio
"hands around!"

Stephen

*

of Jazz" will offer the
evolution of the blues, with Harry
hisRichman in the principal role.
tory of jazz will be given in the

"The Birth

A

medium

itself.

presents
Marionettes"
"Musical
mechanical dolls, their movements
synchronized with human speech.
"The Love Cup" is a Chinese operetta by Rudolph Friml, and probably will be presented in color.

*

*

now

directing at
Sam Newfield,
Universal, directed subjects hi the

"Buster Brown," "What Happened
Jane," "Excuse Makers" and
to
"Let George Do tt" series.
*

*

*

Lewis Sargent is one of the few
native sons in pictures. We first met
him several years ago when he came
East to play in "Around the Corner," directed by Frances Marion.
*

Now Making

turing Frank T. Davis.

3

of

new

its

season's

product, "The
It is regard-

Ace of Scotland Yard."

ed as practically certain that all of
Universal's serials will be with dialogue.

"The Ace

of Scotland Yard" is a
chaptered sequel to "Blake of
Scotland Yard."
It was written by

ten

*

*

*

*

*

Albert

a director

on Fox-Sunshine comedies

ters.
Frank Merrill again is seen as
Tarzan, and Natalie Kingston as the
heroine.
Others in the cast are Al
Ferguson, Sheldon Lewis, Kithnou
and Paul Panzer. Henry MacRae is
directing it from an Edgar Rice Burroughs story, adapted by Ian McCloskey Heath. It has sound and dia-

logue.

The third serial will be "The Jade
Box," featuring Louise Lorraine, with
Jack Perrin, Francis Ford. Monroe
Salisbury, Wilbur S. Mack and Leo

White among the principals. It will
Pell Mitchell, business manager
be in ten chapters with talking and
for Larry Darmour-RKO now has sound effects.
It is being made by
was
cost
The total
three cars.
Ray Taylor from an original mystery
$194.00. He bought them at the Hol- adventure storv by Fred Jackson.
ly wood-Re-Conditioned Car
*
*
*

Mart.

William Lord Wright

is

handling the

eins.

As soon as she completes "The
Ralph Ceder having completely recovered from his recent illness has Jade Box," Miss Lorraine will start
returned to work at Darmour-RKO production on Universal's fourth for
and is directing the Record Breaker the coming season. It will be "The
Lightning Express," adapted from a
Series.
*
*
railroad story by Frank H. Spear*
The elongated Eddie Dunn, long a man. Henry MacRae will direct it
ten chapters. It will have dialogue
popular player at Vitagraoh, in "the in
effects.
good old days," is keeping busy on and sound
the "U" schedule will be
Fifth
on
year
five
under
a
He is
The Coast.
"Terry of the Times," a story of
contract to Hal Roach and was reIt
newspaper life by Hal Hodes.
play
to
Paramount
cently loaned to
will be in ten chapters; it is
also
;n important role in "The Saturday likely that it also will have sound and
Night Kid." --t-irrh.g Clara Bow.
dialogue although this point has not
*
*
*
yet been determined.
William Irving, who tips the beams
All Universal serials will be releasat 200 pounds, is a comical "villain." ed in silent form, in addition to the
After graduating from the University sound on film and sound on disc reHe leases.
of Buffalo he went on the stage.
came to Los Angeles with a road
_

Herman, pioneer comedy
director, holds a degree from the
desertTalker Series for Pathe Manhattan Agricultural College. He company of "The Whip" and
screen.
the
of
favor
in
stage
ed the
Three of Pathe's sound comedy was born in Troy, N. Y., and "Bron*
*
*
him
series are being produced in New cho Billy" Anderson introduced
Frances Lee, former Wampas
He has
York by George LeMaire. Original- to picture work in 1913.
Star, was discovered for vauBaby
Mc(Himself)
Mickey
lv, he signed a contract to make six directed
for the
This was Guire in several series of comedies deville by Billu Dooley and
talkers starring himself.
Christie. She left the
Al
by
screen
was
he
Then
eight.
soon increased to
for Larry Darmour.
University of Minnesota to dance at
given a contract to make another se*
*
*
the Rainbow Gardens in Chicago.
Comedies
Manhattan
six,
called
ries of
Keywith
was
Watson
William
There she was signed as Dooley's
and featuring Louis Simon, Harry
When the team
editor.
film
vartner.
a
as
five
years
for
dancing
Finally, Le- stone
Holman and others.
direc- played the Los Angeles Orpheum
assistant
an
became
Later,
he
Checker
produce
to
Maire contracted
and signed by ChrisComedies, a sound series of six fea- tor on Mack Sennett comedies and they were seen

LeMaire

Universal will release five serials
during the coming year and indications are that all will be with sound
and dialogue. Universal experimented
with sound and dialogue in the first

_______

taches

to be.

ductions

from "Lots"

mu- did

sic

the one

SERIALS

Harold M. Atkinson and directed by
Ray Taylor. Crauford Kent plays the
role of Blake, and Grace Cunard is
(Continued from Page 11)
seen as the Queen of Diamonds, an
underworld leader.
Florence Allen,
By RALPH WILK
is
heroine.
Herbert Prior, Albert
Al Cooke, the comedian, studied in
Hal Davitt of the Darmour-RKO Priscoe and Monte Montague also
Vevay, Switzerland, where he spe- scenario staff has taken up golf are among the principals. This serial
cialized in botany, entomology and since being made a columnist on Rob is for release beginning the last day
anatomy. Before entering pictures Wagner's Beverly Hills newspaper. in September.
The next Universal serial release
he was a rancher and boulevardier. Hal is just practicing at home now
He began his picture career in 1921. and xoill not take up the game seri- will be "Tarzan the Tiger," a sequel
He is a member of the Paris Jockey ously until the Agua Caliente links to the Tarzan serial of last season.
are open. He doesn't want to jump The new Tarzan will have IS chapClub.
*

Marseillaise.

ALL OF

IN

feature,

and two reel all-talking prohas undergone a radical
revolution, both in its methods of
production and distribution.
ady have been decided
ihn W. Considine, Jr.
No longer will the mediocre direc)verture of 1812," already has been talker.
moveable frames were tor, the ham-and-beans comedian, the
Two
All of the subjects will
mpleted.
used exclusively on this comedy in carelessly-flung-together script with
made at the Hollywood studio.
the lobby. In addition to information ancient gags and low-brow slapstick
The next 11 featurettes are:
about the comedy, two stills were be accepted as comedy fare by the
able motion picture theater manager.
"The Irish Rhapsody," by Victor used in each one of these.
Donald Novis, who sang
erbert.
ubjects which are to
12 featurettes to be
nited Artists Featurette

T

By JERRY SAFRON

—The

tie.

Darmour Plant Expects to
Have 3 Stages Busy Soon
West

Coast

Bureau,

Hollvwood

THE FILM DAILY

— Production

demands

Darmour-RKO

unit
plant and add equipBefore the present season is
ment.
over it is expected three stages will
At the present time the
be busy.

have forced the
to

enlarge

its

Darmour-RKO company and Trem
Carr

studio.

Prod,

are

working

at

the
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SOUND

home he consoles his disappointed
wife with an imaginary description
of a baseball game that has all the

"Smiles"

earmarks

Max

behind

antics.
cartoon
"Smiles" again proves the truth of
The well known
this observation.
popular ditty is submitted to skilled
animation and clever treatment. The

Fleischer's

make

diverting, pleasant bit of nonsense that looks surefire for audiences or this reviewer no
results

for

a

longer remembers his onions.
about 7 mins.

Time,

is

a take-off on

Lil"

The ma-

"Allez-Op"
Photoplay Dist.
Charming Novelty
Made by the Corno Italian Marionettes whose origin is said to go back
to the Middle Ages and recorded by
British Sound Film Prod.
"Allezis

a

they were

Mae West and

"Diamond

skit.

novelty, full of
charm and entertainment value. The
little
figures dance and move as if

Average Attraction
This

vaude

show

clever

other change of location. The sound
•ffects are funny, and the number
carries several laughs. One reel.

"Look Out Below"

is

Intern'l

Op"

"Diamond Lil"
Vitaphone No. 871
her sensational

of a

too long drawn out, but the
special baseball appeal will no doubt
interest the followers of the national
pastime. Time, 19 mins.
terial

Paramount Screen Song
Exceedingly Clever
there is an idea

distinct

human and go through

a

A

routine.
fine piece of diversion for children, young and old.
Time, about 8 mins.

which brought that lady into several
contacts with the police in New York
"Mexicana"
while said opus was striding the
M-G-M
boards.
Grace Hayes is a stunning
Color Classic
vibrant,
if
woman and possesses a
This is a Gus Edwards musical
It is her
not distinguished, voice.
personality that gives this offering revue done in Technicolor throughout.
whatever merit it has which is not It is beautifully mounted, and directed
too much. Neville Fleeson is merely bv Gus Edwards with a lot of class.
a foil.
Miss Hayes deserves better The cast is almost entirely Mexican,
and the lineup of girlies is something
material.
Time, about 11 mins.
to feast your eyes upon.
All the
Washington
George
numbers were specially written for
M-G-M
this number, and include "I'm a TerExcellent
rible Toreador,"
"Brazilian Babv."
The well known colored singer puts "When I Look Into Your Snanish
over two of his numbers with his Eves." "Let's Tango In the Moorcharacteristic style.
The songs are light" and "Wrap Me In a Spanish
The last is particularlv
"Just Be a Builder of Dreams" and Shawl."
"Down Among the Sugar Cane." charming, being a gorgeous finale
Washington has oodles of personality, with the girls featuring vari-colored
and is remarkable for his clear tonal shawls.
The number is nicelv diquality that makes every syllable per- versified with some specialty numbers
fectly understandable.
He is a hot and a fair amount of comedy. The
favorite, and this reel will add plenty novelty of the Mexican cast shoub'
to his following. Time, 7 mins.
make this an attractive offering a*
first-runs. Time. 19 mins.

Dewey

"Beau Night"

Jack White-Educational
Laughs, Thrills Galore
This

reminiscent
of
Harold
Lloyd's "Safety Last," and has many
tingling thrills, in addition to a lot
is

"The Big Scare"

"His Lucky Day"— M-G-M
FabKs-Pathe
Fair
Funny
Cecil Lean and Cleo Mayfield put
Farmer Al Falfa dec'des to cm nr
over a skit on the baseball theme that an airnlane trip, and takes his farm'y
those prcsof animals along.
household nets, the
ent
the
are
skunks. Thev decide to rl'mb out of

opening game Saturday afternoon,
and that he is going to give her a
special treat and take her along. He
goes to the office where the boys trim
him in a poker game, and even take
Back
the tickets away from him.

When
the trailer and rid* with Al.
he gets a few whiffs, things start to
A
happen, and he blames the go^t.
general so'll follows, and as Al landon the ground, and the sknnks turn
up alongside him, he decides on an-

least

|

mins.)

"Oil's

good laughs. It's a classy comedy
from any angle, good for anv type

McKee

house.
wishes

make

to

Well"

—

Oswald Comedy Universal
Good
Oswald in this sound cartoon

obliges a wife who
her hubby jealous

and when hubby, McKee, a drunk his gal stolen by v'llain Bear.
and a Negro waiter find themselves ingenious animated sketches
on the steelwork of an unfinished how Oswald finally
rescues
skyscraper, plenty happens.

sei

Son
sho

the

gir

It's fast

only to be pursued through the a
moving and hilarious. Book it. Ste- by the Bear. Oswald
travels on tl
phen Roberts d'rected.
(Time 18 back of a goofus bird, which the
Be;
mins.)
finally shoots to earth.
The villai
makes our hero dig his own grav
El Brende and Flo Bert in
but
Oswald strikes oil, and the
Teddy Brown and Band
shake hands as partners in the
newly found fortune.
Intern'l Photoplay Dist.

There Have Been Better
An English-made sound short,
duced

in

can

as revealed in this
will elicit cheers from Ameri-

audiences.

This

is

just

another

band number and not a verv
eood one at that.
Time, about 8
iazz

mins.

Roy Evans
M-G-M
Snappy Skit
Rov

Okay

It

personality

number

Collegians-Universal

for

won't get verv
far.
Teddy Brown may be popular
in Britain, but neither his music nor
lu's

"Graduation Daze"

pro-

London and imoorted

-American release.

Evans

does his vaudeville
black face skit with his partner, Al
Belasco. They are trying to rob a
u
ouse.
Roy makes so much racket
'hat his partner walks out on him.
Tl en the comed'an sits at the piano
^nd puts over a couple of numbers
with a lot of personality-.
His stuff
should please generally, for he is wide-

was so colorless that we ran't
recall what it was about although we
only saw it an hour ago.
Time, 7

This is the last of the Collegia!,
series and proves to be a strong nun
her.
The Seniors raid the scho
dance just before commencemer
and kidnap the Juniors. Then tin
go back to the dance and grab
the girls.
But when the Junio
hike back, there is a riot. Next d;
at the commencement exercises, the
all

is a lot of real sentiment as the Jui
iors bid goodbye to the Seniors. T!
fans who have been rooting for tli
series will enjoy this final niimhi

D'rected by Nat Ross.

mins.

"The Constabule"
Sennett-Educational
Quite a Few Laughs

Andv Clyde and Harry Gribbon
carry the brunt of this comedv, Harry
being a hick constable and Clyde,
the station agent and father of the
^irl.

left at

When

a

shipment of monev

the station

is

by mistake, things

Two

reels.

"Ticklish Business"
Mermaid-Educational
Contagious Laughs
This is out and out slapstick ar
depends for a lot of its laughs on
laugh song, which proves contagioi
to players and audience as well. Theare
in

some outlandish sequences, bi
main it registers. Monty Co'
and Vernon Dent are a goc

the

lins

team, and the balance of the cast
good. It's about two hams trying
crash a show.
The revolving dv
used in the chorus number is an e
fective stage novelty. Addie McPha
William Irving and Jerry Drew ail
in the cast which is good.
Stephe
I

Roberts directed.

Time, 18 mins.

Clyde Doerr and Orchestra

M-G-M

third

Among

interest the baseball
fans.
As man and wife, Lean tells
his frau that he has tickets for the
at

complete the names in the cast. D
rected by Mack Sennett.
Time,

of

;

in

begin to happen in the minds of
si;
hon agent and constable, u
cared plenty. There are sorm
gags, in both action and dialogue,
this should register pretty
general!
Thelma Hill and Milton Holnu

3

ly known for the same line of maVitaphone No. 789
"The Big Paraders"
terial which he has done for the CoStopped by the Material
Vitaphone No. 840
'rmbia records. Time, 9 mins.
All of which demonstrates beyond
Just Another Short
argument that even a good comic has
Vitanhone describes this affair as
Three Brox Sisters
his troubles when his stuff is below "S'x Heavvweight Bovs and Girls in
Vitaphone No. 2888
par.
El Brendel can be funny when a Song and Dance Revue." The songs
he has something funny to do. but in and dancing are merelv a repeat of
Ordinary
this piece the situations are neither what has anoeared in dozens of preThese three sisters vbcah'ze three
new nor amusing. Flo Bert doesn't vious Vitaphone numbers. There is numbers in a verv ordinary manner
fare so well as the girl in the events, a laugh or two in watch n<r the roand sing their songs without develAnother tund performers do a collegiate num- oping anv atmosohere
but neither does Brendel.
or personalclear cut case of shoddy material. ber but the proceedings are all nuite
ity.
The
first number shows them in
Time, 9 mins.
ordi'iarv and often tiresome. (Time
college raccoon coats the second is
9 mins.')
a song all about imagination, and the
Cecil Lean and Cleo Mayfield

will

192'

1,

Survey of Latest Sound Shorti

Critical

Usually

Sunday, September

M-G-M

Ordina ry
Rave this good

productir.

values, the recording is excellent an
the lighting perfect.
But there is
sameness about the selections tli;
puts this in the class of just a fa
offering. They play straight sax, witl
out any jazz or atmospheric nun
bers. The selections are "Saxophon

March," "Sunny South," "Technical
and "Bye, Bye Sweetheart." To
much saxophone is what is wron
with this one. Time, 9 mins.
ties'

THE
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1,

paw,
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Reviews of New Short Subject Releases
"Mr. Smith

will

International Photoplay
A Comedy Classic

anybody still harbors that old
f
ion that the English can't be funhe should look this one over. It's
than funny. It has a well knit
putting over
>t of only three people
cameo
are
that
aracterizations
are introduced to a
.ssics.
>ical cockne-" family at the supper
Hubby, a mild mannered clerk,
ur.
mes home after the day's work to
<e the usual razzing from his wife
the fact that he hasn't got that
r
Daughter kicks in with her
ise yet.
Hubby
ppence worth of jaw.
ands it for a spell, then turns on
re

We

em and hands them

a number that gets in an argument with a cop, who
give satisfaction to the mob. starts to give him a summons.
The
The bare comedy develops as Jimmy tries all
Willie is the entire show.
story thread deals with the oppres- sorts of tricks to talk him out of arsion of a set of Jews in Russia, the resting him. The final gag is the old
exodus to America where Willie be- one, but still good, of selling the cop
comes the favorite of the Russian the pair of trousers which he has just
Eagle, rendezvous for East Side elite. bought from the cop's wife who
Eugene places him in a fancy uptown wanted some pin money. Jimmy's ornight club where Willie's stuff flops. iginal Yiddish line is bound to please
So it's back to the East Side and his the customers who like this type of
Has its amusing moments. comedy. Time, 10 mins.
people.
Directed by Murray Roth. Time, 10
mins.

come through with

Wakes Up"

plenty.

Sel-

"The Karnival Kid"

"Race Riot"

—

Oswald Cartoon Universal
Good Cartoonantics
Mopey, the mare, faces the yawn
the big race day

without

much

of

enthusiasm but Oswald finally gets her
During the race
up and in action.

Walt Disney Cartoon
Very Good
Mickey Mouse does his cartoonatics as a hot dog vendor at the circus grounds. The hot dogs come to

appeal of the period and he chases
her home. After capturing the lady,
who is also tough, he drags her to
her papa. Just as papa congratulates
Charley the girl friend kayoes him
with her shilaleh.
Somewhat discouraged and temporarily "off" women, Charley retires to his cave. This
an excellent number containing
is
new cartoon ideas.

— Educational

Cameo

Laugh-Getter
Monty Collins and Vernon Dent as
two plumbers put on the glad rags
attend the plumbers' ball, but
land up at a society function by mistake.
They proceed to annoy the
aristocratic guests with their tomfoolery, and in no time are involved
in a series of funny and goofy situations.
But they make the mistake
of getting in dutch with a mildto

and the cartoonist gets a series
and funny )gags that
Winds
anybody laugh.
medy that shows feature quality Oswald, who seems to have dirty
serenade by two cats aslaracterization and genuine humor. characteristics, repeatedly tries to win
Clever, mannered little man, who proceeds
sisting Mickey win his gal.
Uernational has started something by foul means, like burning the eleIt will go
in the way that this series has grown to beat them up plenty.
the
ith this one that should make
phant and puncturing the hippo. And
habit of being quite con- strong where they like their laughs
a
have
to
ise boys on the Pacific slope who
for at least once in screen history
loose and rowdy.
Directed by Jules
sistently.
ink they control the funny market such a villain wins. He is blotted out,
White.
Two
reels.
The however, when Mopey, in her final
t up and take a lot of notice.
Bill Edison and Charles Gregory in
laracters are played by Moore Mar- leap for the wire, jumps on him. This
"Two College Nuts"
"Wash Days"
ott, Barbara Gott, and Elsa Lan- is
excellent cartoon entertainment.
Vitaphone No. 865
up
Aesop's Fables Pathe
'em
stick
should
They
aester.
Time, 5 mins.
Flat
Funny Enough
Produced by Sinthe mazdas.
turn done in the
vaude
regular
A
class.
All this idiotic but amusing exciteof
load
a
lair Hill, with
"Hook, Line and Melody"
usual manner, the young men dressed ment starts when the mice steal a pair
Sportlight- Pathe
as dizzy collegiates performing mus- of drawers which Old Farmer Al is
A Pip
washing.
The old hayshaker fills a
ical stunts with an odd assortment
Two"
for
"Turkey
One of the most alluring Sport- of instruments such as saws, bas- pig with yeast and goes floating after
It will do
Pathe
lights seen in a long time.
oons, and balloons. It has been done the elusive garment until a bird
the heart of all fishermen a world of so often in vaudeville that it has no punches his air-steed and he lands in
Okay
good to follow the adventures of this kick, but probably in the sticks where a laundry wagon. When Al returns
Frank T. Davis and William Frawfishing party as they paddle up the this alone will have a chance, they home he finds that the mice have conThey
comedians.
featured
ey are the
Lavielle and White Partridge streams may think it is something pretty verted his house into a recreation field
Sing
re convicts who escape, from
in
the North Woods. Some marvel- good.
and he calls out the police, thousands
Time, 7 mins.
i.ng and secure the uniforms of raillous shots of trout fishing are shown,
of 'em, to clean house.
escape.
their
oad conductors to aid
with the preparation of the flies, the
Feet"
Your
"Use
They land up at a restaurant and procast, and the fight to land the gamey
teed to promote the pretty waitress
Junior Jewel Universal
Pathe Review No. 36
They all sit down to breakfast
fish.
or a meal. The girl's part is played
As Good as Usual
Breezy
were
you
wish
you
catch,
and
on
the
yy Noel Francis of Ziegfeld's "Show
In this member of the fourth ColThe billy goat is given a break at
runs
melody
pleasing
too.
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Series of Feature Productions
recorded with Sound, Music, Song

First

now

four

(1)

available:

WHY WOMEN

DIVORCE

from the Viennese Operetta
with the well

(2)

known

"THE DIVORCEE"
LEO FALL

a thrilling

comedy

Viennese music by

THE BEGGAR STUDENT
from the Viennese Operetta, full of adventure and humor, music by
Milloecker

(3)

THE CAGE OF DEATH
a thrilling story of circus life, featuring the

famous acrobat

LUCIANO

ALBERTINI
(4)

HIGH SPEED LOVE
a

mysterious detective adventure from the novel

by Ludwig von Wohl,

starring

"JIMMY,

the

CROOK"

LUCIANO ALBERTINI

Produced by Aafa-Film

Sure Fire
For

Box

Office Attractions

territories write, wire or

phone

AMERICAN GENERAL FILM
1440

BROADWAY

Telephone: Pennsylvania 7571

CO.

NEW YORK
Cables:

CITY
GENERFILMS New

York

6,037

THEATERS WIRED FOR SOUND
THE

with
INtheCOOPERATION
first list of theaters in

DAILY

the Film Boards of Trade and other reputable sources,
FILM
has compiled
the United States wired for sound.
The data, now made available after many months of
preparation, shows that 6,037 houses in this country had installed reproducing devices as of August 1, 1929.
Because of the rapidity with which houses, originally wired with non-synchronous apparatus, are adding synchronous attachments, it has been decided that less confusion would result by presenting one list which is a combination of both
synchronous and non-synchronous-equipped theaters. Every effort has been made to secure accurate information on types
of equipment and, in the main, the necessary facts were secured. In some cases, however, descriptions are lacking in detail.
It is estimated that approximately 1,000 theaters, as of August 1, were operating with non-synchronous devices, but
investigation proves this number is rapidly diminishing in favor of new synchronous installations or additions of synchronous attachments to what formerly were non-synchronous machines only.

EXPLANATORY CODE FOR SOUND THEATER LIST
SYN.

CODE

OR

SYN.

CODE

DEVICE

A & A

DEVICE
A & A Electric

Jun

Junior

A.B.P.

A.B. Phone

Kap

Acme

Acme-Disc

Alger

Algertone

Kine
Kineg

Kaplatone
Kinetone
Kinegrophone

Amp

Ampliphone
S
Royal Amplitone
Artaphone
Audiphone

Ampt
Arta

Aud

NON-SYN.

& NS-(D
S-(DF
S-(D

Auditone

Aurophone

Bell

Bell

Best
Bio

Bestone
Biophone

Bre

Brell

Bri

Bristolphone

Burt

Burt-Film-Fone

Bus

Bushaphone
Campbell
Champion
S-(D
Chrestophone
S-(D
Cincrowtone
S-(D
Powers Cinephone
S-(DF
Kipp Cinemaphone
S & NS-(D
Cinevox
S & NS-(D
Clarifone
S-(D
Cleartone
S-(D
Columbia Theaterphone
NS-(D
Colophone

Cha
Chr
Cincr
Cine

Cinema
Cinvo
Clar
Clear

Col
Colo
Cort
Crea

DeP
Dra

Duo
Duot

Dyno
Elec
Electgra
Electra
Ert

NS-(D

s& NS-(D
s& NS-(D
S-(D
S-(D

Cortelaphone
Creatone
S-(D
DeForest Phonofilm
S-(F
Dramaplione
S & NS-(D
See France DuoFon e

Electrograph
Electra-Phone
Ertlephone

Kolsta

Kop
Kra
Kue
Lau
Lave

Kolsterphone
Kolstadphone

Sil

Silvertone

Silpho

Silverphone

phone

Mas
Master

Mastertone
Master

Max
May

Maxiphone
Mayorphone

Mel

Meliaphone
Mell-o-Tone

Mello

Melop

Melophone

Melot

Melotone

Mer
Met

Aierrittone

Might

Horn

Homaphone

Homemade

Exhibitor-made

Huma
Human

Humaphone
Humantone

Jones

Jones-Disc
Joytone

& NS-(D

NS-(D
S-(D

NS-(D
-(D

NS-(DF)

S&NS-(D)
S-(D)

NS-(D)
S-(D)

S&NS-(D)
S&NS-(D)

plitone

S&NS-(D)

NS-(D)
NS-(D)
S-(D)

Siltalk

Silverlip-Talker

Sim

Simotone

Sine
Sta

Superto

Sincro
Standard
Supertone
Superiotone

Supho

Superphone

Symph

Symphony Synchron-

Syn
Syna
Synch
Synop

Syncortone
Synatone
Synchrodisc

Sup

S-(D)

S&NS-(D)

izer

Sk(D)

S-(D)

Talfi

Synophone
Talkanlm (Platter

Talk

Talk-a-Phone

Tone
Tono

Tone-O-Phone
Ton-O-Graph

Tra

Traveltone
Treatone

Cabinet Co.)

NS-(D)

S&NS-(D)
S&NS-(D)

S&NS-(D)

Treat

S-(DF)

S&NiKD)
NS-(D)
S-(D)

S&NS-(D>

Ultra

Truetone
Ultraphone

Union

Union

Vitat
Vit

Valuskatone
Veetone
Viatone
Victophone
Vita-Movie
Vitatone
Vitovox

S-(DFj

Phonet

Phonetone
S-(D)
DeForest Phonodisc
Phonofilm See DeForest Phonofilm
S-(D)
Photo Talker
Phot-1
Phototone (Plat
Phot-2
ter Cabinet Co .)S&NS-(D)
Photovox
Phot-3
Photophon eSee: RCA
S-(D)
Phovo
Photo-Voice

Viva

Vivavox

S-(Dl')

Phono

Vizi

Viziphone

Voc

Vocaphone

Voice
Vois

Voiceaphone
Voisophone
Vree-a-Phone
Western Electric
Wlieland Talker

Phovox

Wondph

Pac
Para
Parap

Orchestraphone

Oro-Tone

S-(D)
S-(D)

NS-(D)

Peerless

Phon

Phonophone

Phonovox

True

S-(D)

Val

NS-(D)

Vee

S-(D)
S-(D)

Viat
Vict

Paraphone

Peer

:

S

S &

Metaphone
Mightyphone

Orchestrope
Pacent
Paratone

Mov

S&NS-(D)
S&NS-(D)

DeLuxe Master

Ortrope

& NS-(D

Royal Am-

Screenaphone
Segerphone

Oraphone

S

Reynoldsphone
Rogers

S-(DF)

S&NS-(D)

Seg

Ora
Ore
Oro

Grahamphone
Hanaphone

Rey
Rog

Photophone

Schultz

Oliver

Hana

Reeltone

Scr

Norophone

Gra

RCA

Reel

Sch

on

S-(D

NS-(D)
NS-(D)
NS-(D)

RCA

McAlpin
Marvel-Tone

Noro

NS-(D

S&NS-(D)

S-(D)
—
\**' /

Rand
Rayne

Lincrophone

Music-ette

Gennett
Good-All-Orchestrola

NS-(D)

S&NS-(D)

Radiotone

McA

,Mus

Gen
Goo

& NS-(D)

NS-(D)
S-(DF)

"Q" Phone
:

Line

Multi

Garaphone

S

Rad
Rand
Ray

Projectophone
Qualitone

S.A.— Disc

Motio-Tone
Movie-Phone
Multiphone

Gar

S-(D)

Qua
Q-P

S-(D)
S-(D)

S.A.

Motio

S-(D

Preddyphone

Lifetone

NS-(D
NS-(D

S-(D

Pred
Pro

Life

Monophone

NS-(D
& NS-(D

S-(F)

Russelmoviephone

Mono

S-(D

Cinephone

Rus

S& NS-(D

& NS-(D

:

Portell-Phone

Lave-Disc

Milton

NS-(D

Cinephone See
Port

See: Amplitone
Royaltone

Mar
Masp

OR

NON-SYN.

Royt

Mitaphone
Mity tone

s&

DEVICE

S&NS-(D)

Koplaphone
Kramertone
Kue-Graph
Lautone

Mit
Mity

NS-(D

Fataphone
Fata
Fect-a-Tone
Feet
Film-Fone See: Burt
Film-O-Fone
Film
S
Filmphone
Filpho
Filmtone
Filto
Flagg
Flagg
Film-o-Fone
FOF
Fonofone
Fono
Fot-o-voice
Foto
S
France DuoFone
Fran

Joy

Kipp-Tay
Kol

Kipp Cinemaphone
Kipp-Taylor

SYN.

CODE
Powers

Kinemaphone
Kinemophone
Kinephone

Milt

:

Duotone
Dynophone
Elec-Tro-Tone

Kinep
Kipp

S& NS-(D

Audit

Auro

Cam

Kinema
Kinemop

OR

NON-SYN.

Vitam

S-(DF)

Vree

WE

Whe

Won

Wonderphone
Wondertone

NS-(D)

S-(D)

S-(D)
S-(D)
S-(D)

S-(DF)

The QUALITY that

won

Instant Exhibitor Approval!

Pacent Film
Attachment
The first installations of the Pacent Film
Attachment in the field show that Pacent
has another winner! They can't say
enough about it. The quality has never
been equalled the general performance
shattered all past standards set for Sound
on Film Reproduction.
Here is a Film Attachment that is different, far and away superior in quality.
First tests in the field settled that for
everyone who came to hear it. Variable
area and variable density methods played
with equal efficiency and the same amazing quality this feature alone puts it in a
class by itself. There are others of nearly
equal importance.
For most return per dollar spent on
sound equipment, order a combination

—

—

-,'

—

Pacent Sound-on-Film Attachment
now operating in

Commodore Theatre — Cleveland

—

Chicago
Stratford Theatre
Tivoli-Open-Air-Roof —'New York

Other Installations Under

Way

Pacent Reproducer System
disc and
sound-on-film. The Type 2MDA, (for houses
up to 2,000 seats) sells for $3,500 for
disc and film track reproduction. The Type
4MDA, (for houses up to 4,000 seats) sells
for $4,50O for disc and film track methods.

When

purchased separately, the Pacent
Film Attachment is $750; two attachments
needed v ith each Pacent disc system.

PACENT REPRODUCER CORP.
FILM CENTER BUILDING,
Sales

and Service Representatives

in Principal Film

NEW YORK

CITY

Centers Throughout the United States and Canada

Alabama

PHOENIX

Alhambra (950)— WE-DF
Garfield (1,181)— WE-DF

(42.100)

Columbia (977)— WE-DF
New Orpheum (1,650)—

Granada— WE-DF

Templo (1,000)— WE-DF

WE-DF

NNISTON

(21,000)

Ritz— WE-DF
Roxy Jones-

—

SAFFORD

TUCSON

(20,000)

—Mov-D
(750)—

Grand (600)

Mas-D

Imperial
Liberty

(2200)— Hom<-made-D

IRMINGHAM

(222,400)

Alabama (2,250)—WE-DF
Capitol (350)— Bio-D

(1,336^

(600)— Unnamed-D

Safford

UBURN (2,143)
Tiger—WE-DF
ESSEMER

Plaza (450)— Mov-D
Rialto (999)— WE-DF

(27,500)

Opera House (815)— WE-DF

(962)— WE-DF

Rialto

Temple (1.200)— Bri-D

WINSLOW (3,730)
Rialto— WE-DF
YUMA (4.237)

Yuma (830)— WE-DF

Avalon
Casino

Empire— (972)—WE-DF

—

WE-DF

Lyric (1.200)—

(500)—WE-DF
Ritz—WE-DF

Rialto

—

Royal (400) Unnamed-D
Strand (800)— WE-DF

Woodlawn— Bio-D

ZORDOVA

(1,622)

— Mas-D

Dixie

:ULLMAN
i

(2,000)

(482)— Mov-D

Lyric
Strand

—Mov-D
(2,779)
Sinon— Phot-2

DEMOPOLIS

DOTHAN

(14,900)

Alabama (350)— WE-DF

ENSLEY

(8,000)

(900)— Mov-D

Ensley

ENTERPRISE
Princess

(416)

EUFAULA

(3,012)

— Mov-D

(5.000)

Lee— Phot-2-D

FLORENCE

(13,100)
(1,100)
Bio-D

Princess

GADSDEN
Belle

—

(20,100)

(300)— Mov-D
Unnamed-D

Princess

—

GREENSBORO

(1,809)

— Phot-D
(2,500)
Scenic (300) — Gen D
HUNTSVILLE
Opera House

HARTSELLE

(8,000)

(800)— Mov-D

Lyric

JASPER

(800)

(1,400)— Mov-D

Colonial

LA FAYETTE
Gypsy

(1.900)

(250)— Cha-D

LEEDS

(1,600)
Majestic (400)
Rog-D
(66,800)

—

MOBILE

Lyric (1,520)— WE-DF
Saenger WE-DF
(43,464)

—
MONTGOMERY

Empire (475)— WE-DF
Pekin (250)—WE-DF
Plaza (460)—WE-DF
Strand (310)— WE-DF
Tivoli

— Mov-D

NORTH BIRMINGHAM
(10,000)

New Birmingham

OPELIKA
Rainbow

ROANOKE
Liberty

—Mov-D

(4.960)
(300)
Mov-D
(3,800)

—

(250)— Mas-D

SAMSON (1,600)
Royal (200)— Phot-2-D
SELMA (15,000)
Academy of Music (300) —
WE-DF
SYLACAUGA (2,500)
First National (400) — Mas-D
TALLADEGA (6.500)

— Mas-D
Star — Homemade-D
Mount Vernon

TROY

(6,000)
Princess (350)

— Phot 2-D
Trojan— Phot-2-D

TUSCALOOSA (12,000)
Bama (1.000)—WE-DF
Ritz—WE-DF
TUSKOGBE (2,500)

—Mov-D
WYLAM
Rose

Wylam

Mov-D
—(1,500)

A rkansas

(7,044)

Phot 2-D

Majestic (1.200)— DeP-DF
Pialto (1,400)— Unnamed D
(1,179)
Crystal
Mov-D
(5,363)

EUDORA

—

FAYETTEVILLE

(800)— DeP-F

Ozark

— Phot-1
FORREST CITY (3.337)
Imperial— Pac-D
Royal

FORT SMITH (32,100)
Joie— WE-DF
New—WE-DF

—UnknownGLENWOOD (891)
Caddo—Mit-D
HAMLET
Palade

(1.200)—WE-DF

Nile (1,136)— WE-DF
Rialto—Qua-D
BALBOA BEACH
Ritz (450)— West-D
BALDWIN PARK
Baldwin (595)— Pee-D
BANNING (1.810)
Banning (750)— DeP-F
BELL (375)
Alcazar (80O—WE-DF
BELVEDERE GARDENS
Link (500) Qua-D
BERKELEY (71.000)
California (1,500)WE-DF
Campus (1,500)—WE-DF
Oaks (1,000)— Pred-D
Rivoli (1,417)—WE-DF
U. C. (1,748)—WE-DF
BEVERLY HILLS (674)
Beverly (1,265)—WE-DF
BRAWLEY (5.389)
Brawley (850)— DeP-DF
BURBANK (5.000)
Loma (500)— Qua-D
Victory (750)— Qua- D
BURLINGAME (4,107)
Burlingame— WE-DF
Peninsula (1,000)- WE-DF
CALEXICO (6.223)
J

— Mov-D

Carolina

Rialto

(400)— Gen-D

HARRISON

CALISTOGA

HELENA (9,112)
Saenger—WE-DF
HOPE (5,600)
Saenger—WE-DF
HOT SPRINGS (11,695)

CARMEL

(3,477)
Lyric—'McA-D

Golden Bough (200)— Pred-D

CHOWCHILLA (300)
Pastime— Homemade-D
COLTON (5,000)
Colton (450)— Qua-D
COMPTON (1,500)
Symphony (800)--Qna-D
CORONA (4,129)
Corona —WE-DF
CORONADA (2.000)

JONESBORO
ROCK
Capitol— WE-DF
Majestic (1,100)—WE-DF
Royal—WE-DF
McOEHEE (2,368)
Palace (450)— DeP-F
MAGNOLIA (2,158)

Silverstrand

CROCKETT

—Unk-D

Macon

Capjtol (500)

PINE BLUFF

—Pac-D

(650)— Phovo-D
(290)— Pred-D
Loring (250)— Phot-3-D

'

(3,318)
(400)
Homemade-D
(2,836)

—

— McA-D
Rialto

(2,569)

(250)—Mov-D

9PRINGDALE (2.263)
Concord—McA-D
STAMPS (2,563)
Brown's — Unk-D
STUTTGART (4,522)

—Pac-D

Majestic

TEXARKANA
Gem

(12,263)

— Pac-D
—WE-DF

Saenger

WILMOT

(627)
—
Mov-D
WYNNE

Strand

(300)— McA-D

California

Y.M;C.A.—Phot-2-D

ALHAMBRA

(32.400)

Strand— WE-DF

Washington

CULVER CITY (1.000)
Culver— Bri-D
DELANO (805)
Delano (500)— Pred-D
DINUBA (3,400)

Williams (1,200)— Qua-D

Our

Rialto

(1,800)

Columbia

(22,000)

— Mov-D
SILCAM SPRINGS

(500)Bus-D

Crockett

Saenger—WE-DF

ROGERS
Victory
SEARCY

(620)

CARPENTERIA
Alcazar— Unnamed-D
CHICO (9,399)
Senator (1,564)—WE-DF

—

MALVERN (2,864)
Liberty— Unk- D
MARIANNA (3.995)
Imperial (400)— Mel-D
NEWPORT (3,771)

(850)

Playhouse (420)— Pred-D

Princess (938)WE-DF
Royal (700) Mov-D
Spa (500) Homemade-D
(9,384)
Strand (450)— DeP-F
LITTLE
(79,200)

—

(25.600)

(770—WE-DF
Hippodrome (860)—WE-DF

CAMDEN (3,238)
Rialto— Pac-D
CLARENDON (2.638)
Strand (250)— Homemade-D
CONWAY (4.564)
Conway (300)— Pac-D
DANVILLE (883)
Pastime— Mov-D
DARDENELLE (1,835)
New (300)— DeP-DF
ELDORADO (9.482)

ALAMEDA

MORENCI

—Homemade-D

Granada

Home-McCutcheon Rogers

(660)— WE-DF
Martin's (600)—WE-DF
Globe

Azusa

BAKERSFIELD

(6.447)

(2,923)

GLOBE

'Sup-D

(2,460)
(625)

California

BLYTHEVILLE

Dixie

A rizona

— Homemade-D
(1200) — Sup-D
(500)—

Riviera

AZUSA

Famous (393)— WE-DF
Five Points— (450)

Homemade-D
Frolic (500)— Mas-D
Galax (470)
Ampt-D

ALTADENA
Washington— Burt-D
ANAHEIM (3,500)
California (900)— WE-DF
ANGELS CAMP (941)
Mother Lode (400)— Met-D
ANTIOCH (1,936)
El Campanil — Pre-D
ATASCADERO
Playhouse (600)— Qua-D
AVALON (586)

— Burt-D
(9.095)

DOS PALOS

(560)

Dos Tolos (400)— Flagg-D
Rink

— Homemade-D

DUNSMUIR (2,528)
California — Pac-D
EAGLE ROCK (2,256)
Yosemite—WE-DF
EL CAJON

(469)

El Cajon (250)— Best-D

EL CENTRO (5.464)
Airdrome (1,100)—WE-DF
Imperial—WE-DF
EL SERENO (2,500)
Cameo (749)— WE-DF
ENCINITAJS (3,500)
La Paloma (600)—Pac-D

EUREKA

(12,923)
State (1,200)—RCA-DF
FAIRFIELD (1,008)

Solano (300)— Pred-D

FILLMORE (1,997)
Stearns (380)— Qua-D
FORT BRAGG (2,616)
State— RCA-DF
FRESNO (64.000)
Kinema (1.245)— WE-DF
Lyceum (400) —Mov-D
Pantages (2.400)— WE-DF
State— WE-DF
Wilson (1.800)— WE-DF

FULLERTON (4,415)
Mission Court (1,506) —
WE-DF
GILROY

Broadway

(400)— Qua-D; 111th
Main
Cameo (803)— WE-DF; 529
and

(25,600)

S.

Alexander (2,130)—WE-DF

—Unnamed-D

Cosmo (400)— Bio-D
Gateway (924)— WE-DF

GRAHAM STATION

(S00)— Phot-2-D
Pedro and Manchester

(800)

—

Chotiner'9

Graham Gra-D
Kinema (690)— Sil-D

GUSTINE
T.

—Qua-D

(1,500)

W. Pico
Figueroa (1,800)— WE-DF;
508 W. Santa Barbara
Florencita Qua-D; 1830 E.
Florence Ave.

Hemet (400)— Phot-2-D
Martin (600) Gen-D

—

(2.781)

—

Opal (750)—WE-DF

HOME GARDENS

Garden (286)— Val-D

BEACH

HUNTINGTON
1,687)

— Gen-D
Gen-D
—
HUNTINGTON
Princess (800)
Scotts (600)

PARK
(975)— WE-DF

Lyric

(4,913>

(1,500)— WE-DF

California

Egyptian (600)

—Phot-2-D

Sunset Blvd.

Hollywood (800)—WE-DF;
6764 Hollywood Blvd.

— Homemade D

Kingsburg

Home (250)—Qua-D; W.

(316)

Lynn (300)— Holmes-F

Jefferson

Granada

—

Valley High School

—

(750)

(2.026)

El Portal (1,350)—

LEMOORE
Lemoore

I

Brooklyn

(2,576)

Link— Qua-DF
Loew's State (2,200)— WEDF; 7th and B'way

(1,916)

(600)— RCA-D

California

LIVINGSTON

Lyceum (800)— WE-DF; 227

(358)

Court (200)— Mel-D

LODI

S.

&

;

D— (940)—WE-DF

Tokay (603)— WE-DF

LONG BEACH

(55,593)

Belmont— RCA-DF
Brayton (897)— DeP-DF
California (533)—WE-DF
Carter (600)— Bio-D
Ebell (460)— DeP-F

(880)— WE-DF
Vermont and Melrose
Meralta (800)—WE-DF

Melrose

'S.

Egyptian (1,030)—WE-DF

(1,000)— Unnamed-D

WE-DF
West Coast (2,260)—WE-DF
LOS ANGELES (1,300,528)
(500)—Qua-D;

4811

Normandie St,
Alhambra (878)— WE-DF
731

Apollo

So.

5552

Hollywod Blvd.
Arcade (875)— WE-DF;
S. Broadway
Arlington

534

— Qua-D

Avalon (400)— Photl-D 5244
Park St.
'S
Balboa (1,166)—WE-DF;
87th and Vermont
;

Bard's

(518)— WE-DF;

8th

and Broadway
Bard's

DF;

Adams (500)—WE1898 W. Adams

—

Homemade-D
Manchester

;

Bway.

Qua

-

D

2229

;

New Broadway (453)—WE-

DF

New
New

428
Ivy

S.

B'way

—Homemade-D
— Qua-D
(650)— Qua-D; 1044
;

University

W.

Temple

Pantages (2.300)— WE-DF
7th and Hill
„ r _ __
Paramount (3.000)—WE-DF

6th and Hill
Parisian (804)—WE-DF;

8th

and Vermont

Rampart (500)—Gen-D; 2625
Temple St.
Ravenna (815)—WE-DF;
Vermont and Beverly
450
Regent (880)— DeP-DF
c Main
8th
Riaito (900)— WE-DF;
and B'way
WashRimpau (800)— Sup-D;
.

"_
ington and
Ritz (1,496)-WE-DF;
Brea
La
and
Wilshire
1944
Riverside (500)— Max-1)
Riverside Dnve
4«th
Rivoli (750)—WE-DF;
R>"1 P a

Mov-DF.
(500)

—

Brooklyn Ave.

;

Belmont (1.50OJ—WE-DF
1st and Vermont
Biltmore (1,574)—WE-DF
Boulevard (2,300)—WE-DF
1609 W. Washington

Broadway (600)
428 S. Bway.
Broadway - Mecca

Moon—WE-DF

National

Owl

Hill St.

(746)— WE-DF)

(1,200)—WE-DF;

Slsusan Ave and Mesa Dr.
Million Dollar (2,137)— WEDF; 3rd and B'way

State (1,488)—
•Strand (1,250)— DeP-F

Adams

235

1st

Mesa

WE-DF

Imperial (900)—
Palace (600)—WE-DF
Shell

Spring

McKinney's Regent (850)
Qua-D Barbara & Vermont
Manchester (1.250)—WE-DF
330 W. Manchester
6025
Marcal (900)— Qua-D
Hollywood Blvd.

(4.850)

Lodi (500)—WE-DF

T.

—

Joy Qua-D
La Brea (750)—WE-DF;
Wilshire and La Brea

Larchmont
(900)
Burt-DF;
149 Larchmont Blvd.
Lido (900)— Bus-D; 2524

Glade (450)— RCA-DF

LIVERMORE

Hollywood Blvd.

—

WE DF

(1,355)

— Homemade-D

LINDSAY

(850)—WE-DF; 6517

Iris

Best-D

LANKERSHIM

St.

H. T. James— Bio-D

(2,500)
(811)
Gen-D

LANCASTER

(1,454)—WE-

Highland (900)—WE-DF;
56th and Pasadena Ave.
Hillstreet
(2,500)— RCA-DF
8th and Hill
Hollyway (900)— Sup-D; 1624

(15,700)

KEY WEST
Strand — Mov-D
KINGSBURG (1,316)
LA JOLLA

RCA-DF;

—

Whittier and Atlantic
Grauman's Chinese (2,500)
WE-DF; Highland Ave.
and Hollywood Blvd.

Granada (440)— WE-DF
Inglcwood (800)—WE-DF

LAGUNA

—

(2,000)

Pico and Norton
(571)
Homemade-D;
Arlington and Washington
Glassell
(700)— Qua-D; 3526
Glasswell

DF;

Park (750)— Gen-D

INGLEWOOD

Forum

Gem

Golden Gate

Princess (70f')— Gen-D

INDIO

61st

and Moneta
Criterion (2,000)—WE-DF
7th and Grand
Egyptian (1,890)— WE-DF;
6708 Hollywood Blvd.
Empire (650)— Qua-D; 2131

HAWTHORNE (2,500)
Plaza (1,000)— Qua-D
HAYWARDS (3,487)

HOLLISTER

(900)— WE-DF;

Circle

(5,388)

Haywards (600)

Vermont and

Beverly

& D.— WE-DF

HEMET

Parisian (800)
8th and Vermont
Ravenna (750)

WE-DF;

— Pac-D

HANFORD

San

;

WE-DF;
Chotiner's

(416)
(150)

Victoria

48th

;

DF

Castle

(1,250)— WE-DF

Glendale

Bway.

and Western
Carmel (750)—WE-DF; 8077
Santa Monica Blvd.
Carthay Circle (1,350)—WE-

(729)—WE-DF

California

Casino

S.

Carlton (1,200)— RCA-F

Bard's Glendale (1,231)—

WE-DF

—

Cairo

(2,862)

Strand— Pre-D

GLENDALE

Palace
(1,764)
630 S. Bway.

WE-DF;

—
St.

;

ahd Western

==——=— "Just a few steps

West

of

Times Square >>

Every Conceivable Facility For

EXPERT SOUND RECORDING
disc or film
available at the studios of the

American Sound Recording Corporation
344 West 44th Street
ALFRED WALKER,

:-:

New

York City

Qeneral Manager

«®»—
This plant is one of the most modern and
Completely Equipped Sound Recording
and Motion Picture Producing
Studios in the World.
Producers are offered every possible aid for making and
synchronizing anything from a short to a special feature
with such results as only can be secured by experienced,
seasoned personnel.

Most Convenient Location
Sound

stage 50x70x20,

and

SCHOOL

World

a projection theater, rehearsal

and dressing rooms, as well as
Color Processes are available.

Now

in the

a splendid music department.

in Production

DAY
FROLICS

12

dean human

interest

unique juvenile comedies

American Sound Recording Corporation
344

WEST

44th

STREET

————— "In

the Heart of the Film Center"

Longacre 4826

___=_

THE
September

tnday,

Rosebud (800)— Qua-D;
Central
San Carlos (936)—
S.

1940

WE-DF

;

Central

Auditorium

Civic

(850)— WE-DF

Vernon and Moneta
Sun (560)— Qua-D; 1408

W.

Fico

Sunbeam (1,200)— WE-DF
Compton and 69th
(600)

— Qua-D;

Sunset

and Western
Temple (885)— WE-DF; 58th
and Vermont

(450)—Qua-D; 43rd

Tivoli

and Central

(896)— WENS.

Tower

Att.

Sth and B'way
Unique (1,100)— Qua-D; 4005
E. 1st

(

United Artists (2,100)— WEDF; 9th and B'way

(1,800)— WE-DF;

Uptown

and Western

10th

(700)— Qua-D; 2570
525

Main

Vista (900)— WE-DF;
Sunset Blvd.

4473

OCEAN PARK

Warner's (2,156)— WF.-DF;

Hollywood Blvd. and
Cahuenga
West Adams (1,350)— WEDF Adams and Crenshaw
Westlake (1,000)— WE-DF
;

Rosemary (1,500)— WE-DF

ONTARIO

(7,280)

(696)— WE-DF

California

ORANGE

(4,500)

(3,3-iO)

(650)— Pac-D

State

OWENSMOUTH

(4,417)

Boulevard

— Qua-D

New — Qua-D

GROVE (2,479)
Grove (900)— Qua-D
PALO ALTO (5,900)
Stanford (1,400)— WE DF
PASADENA (58,400)
Colorado (1.706)

— Dra-D

Washington (900)

PASO ROBLES
T &

Ward's (750)— Gen-D

PLACENTIA
Valencia

(400)— Pre

MARTINEZ

California

(400)— Mov-D

Egyptian (500)

— Qua-D

MENLO PARK (900)
New Menlo (400)— Mov-D
MERCED (3,974)

— Qua-DF
(550)— Qua-D

Merced (1100)
Strand

MILL VALLEY
Sequoia

— Pred-D

MODESTO

(2,554)

(9.241)

M.xlesto (1,000)— Bri-D
National (1000)— Bri-D
1.700)— Bri-D
Strand
(5,480)
Lyric (1,169)—
(5,479)
Golden State (1,475)—
(1.888)
MT.
Mt. View (800)— Mov-D
(C.757)
(

MONROVIA
WE-DF
MONTEREY
WE-DF
VIEW
NAPA
HipnoHromc (9501— R< 'A-DF
NATIONAL CITY (8,000)
National

NILES

— Bus-*D

(1,500)

OAKDALE (1,745)
Strand — Mov-D
OAKLAND (320,000)
(1,200)

C'enturv

—

— Homemade-

Bway.
D;
Chimes (1440)— WE-DF; 5631
Ave.

Diamond

(1.400)
Fuiitvale Ave. &
Eastmont
(3001
Foothill Blvd.
Fairfax
(1,200)
Foothill
Blvd.

— Pred-D
Hopkins
— Mov-D
— Pred-D
&

Fairfax

Ave.

(800)— Pac-D;
Gate
San Pablo Ave.
Granada
(1.000)— RCA-DF
8b20 E. 14th
WEGrand Lake (2.800)
DF 3200 Grand Ave.
Hippodrome (1,5001— Pred-D
12th & Bway.
New Fruitvale (1,160)—WEGolden
5841

—

;

DF

;

3720 E. 14th

New

Oakland

New

Piedmont

Qua-D
—(900)—
WE-DF
PORTERVILLE (4.096)
Monache (820) — WE-DF
RED BLUFF
Orpheum

( t

D
REDDING

(3,10')
,000;
Unnamed-

—

State— Pac-D
Redding

(2.912)
(SCO)
Pac-D
(21,000)

—

REDLANDS
Redlands (1,554)— WE-DF
REDONDO (4,500)
Redondo (1,322)— WE-DF
REDWOOD CITY (4,020)
New Senuoia (1,471) — WE-DF
RICHMOND (23.600)
California (1,550)— WE-DF

RIO VISTA

(1,104)

(250) — I'red-D

Vista

RIVERSIDE

ROSEVILLE
Roseville

—

(4,447)

(3,800)—WE-

DF
(990)

— Qua-

D; Piedmont & Linda Ave.

— Pred-D

(250)—Qua-D

West Coast (1,200)—WE-DF
(110,400)

Aztec (755)— WE-DF
Balboa (2000)— Phot-3-D
Cabrillo

(880)— WE-DF

Casino (600)— Bri-D
Egyptian (1.000) Bus-D
Fairmount WE-DF
Mission (601)— WE-DF

—

New

California

—

(650)—

(300)—Mov-D;

Stockton

;

Pac

RCA-DF; Market

D

Metropolitan (1,143)— WEDF: 2055 Union St.
New Fillmore (2,00f>)_ RCADF 1329 Fi'lmore
;

New Fox (5,4001— WE-DF;
Market and Civic Centre

— Pac-

New Mission (2.7001— RCADF; 2550 Mission
Pantages (2,800)—WE-DF
Hyde and Market Sts.
Parkside (400)— Pac-D; 15th

&

Farrell
(1.000)

&

E'lis

——

1249

Pred-D;

Fillmore

Francis (1.450)— WE-DF
965 Market St.
State (900)
Qua-D; Mission
and Oliver
Strand (700)
Viva-DF; 1129
St.

;

—
—

?.Iarket

(3.317)

—

WE-DF;
Sutter
(1,200)
Steiner and Sutter
(1,000)— Bri-DF; 644
Bwav.
Warfield (2,648)— WE-DF;
Market and Taylor Sts.
W»3t Portal (900)— Pred-D
W. Portal and Vincent

— WE-DF

TORRANCE (3.500)
Torrance (820)— WE-DF
TRACY (2.450)
Grand (867)— WE-DF
TULARE (3,539)
New Tulare (1,456)— WE-DF
UKIAH (2.305)
State ifinni— RCA-D
VACAVILLE (1.254)
(650)— Viva-DF

Clark

VALLEJO

(27.600)

(1.0001— RCA-DF
(1.0001— RCA-DF

Valleio
Virginia

VAN NUYS

(974)— WE-DF

VENTURA

(44 3421

American (615)— WE-DF

(430)— Qua-D

Mission

Ventura (1.1281— WE-DF

VTRALIA

(300)— Mov-D

Biiou

(784)—WE-DF

Vi«alia

WALNUT PARK

(400)— WE-DF

Lvric

WATSONVILLE
Paiare

(350)

(1.231)— WE-DF

Whirtier

(1

200)— Gen-D

— Qua-D

;

SAN JACINTO
(200)

Sabola

SAN JOSE

(945)
— Pro-D

Victory

(1,300)

SAN JUAN

— Mov-D

(501)

Cosnn (600)— Rer-t-L;

SAN LUIS OBISPO

(5.895)

Obispo—WE-DF

SAN PEDRO

(15,025)

(1.200)—

SAN RAKAEL

WE DF

(5,512)

El Camino (1,200)— WE-DF
(20,600)

SANTA ANA

Walkers (1.221)— WE-DF
Yost'

Broadway

(1,200)

—

WE-DF
SANTA BARBARA (24.800)
Ca'ifornia (875)— Par-D
Granada (1,200)— WE-DF
Mission (1,000)— WE-DF
Rose (P00)— WE-DF
SANTA CLARA (4,998)
-Pac-U

SANTA CRUZ (10.917)
New Santa Cruz (1,146)
WE-DF
Unique (625) — Pac-D
SANTA MARIA (3.943)
Santa Maria (1.266)— WE-DF
SANTA MONICA (20,200)
Criterion (950)— WE-DF
Majestic (620) — Homemade-D
SANTA PAULA (3,967)
Glen City— (700)— WE-DF
SANTA ROSA (8.758)
California (1,874)— WE-DF

(200)— Goo-D

FT. MORGAN (3.662)
Cove (670)— MeA-D

GLENWOOD SPRINGS
(2,073)

Orpheum (202)— Mov-D

GOLDEN (2,484)
Gem (400)— Phot-2-D
GRAND JUNCTION (8.665)
Avalon (1.427)— WE-DF

— WE-DF

Majestic

GREELEY

(12,800)

Rev (1,000)— WE-DF
Sterling (1.000)— WE-DF

LITTLETON

(1.635)

(350)— Goo-D

Palm

PUEBLO

(42,906)

(1,800)— WE-DF

Palm (750)— WE-DF

— RCA-DF

SPRINGS

STEAMBOAT

(1.249)
Chief (250)— Pac-D
(6,415)

STERLING

American (670)— DeP-F

— RCA-F

TRINIDAD

(10,906)

West (1.054)— WE-DF

WALSENBERG
Star

(3.565)

(300)— DeP-DF

Connecticut
ANSONIA

(17.643)

(1.788)— WE-DF

Canitol

WOODLAND

BRIDGEPORT

(2,619)

Park (405)— Kinema-D

Granada— WE-DF
(4,147)

(?00)— Pred-D

(143.555)

American (872)

— RCA-D

Bostwick (562)— RCA-DF

Cameo (1,415)—WE-DF

Colorado

Orobeum (549)— Phot-2-D
Park City— Phot-2-D

— Unnamed-D

BRIGHTON (2.715)
Rialto (635)— Mello-D
BRUSH (2,103)
Emerson (310)— McA-D
COLORADO SPRINGS
(30,105)
America (800)— WE-DF
Burns (1.200)—WE-DF
Rialto— WE-DF
Strand (1,000)— Bri-D
DENVER (328,000)

A'addin (1,500)— WE-DF;
Colfax and Race
Alpine (645)— Mello D; 33rd
and Williams

American (1,699)— WE-DF
Bluebird
(575)
3317 E. Co'fax

—

WE-DF;

BRISTOL

(25.400)

(1.060)—WE-DF
Cameo (1.640)—WE-DF
Bristol

CANAAN

(561)

Town Hall— Phot-2-D

CLINTON

(1.217)

(300)— Phot-2-D

Clinton

DANBURY

(18.943)

(1.505)— WE-DF
Empress (1.259)— Pac-D
Pa'ace (2.000)— Bri-D

Capitol

DERBY (12,700)
Commodore Hall (1,270)
WE-DF
EAST HARTFORD
Plaza (478)— Kine-D
EAST HAVEN (3.520)
(750)— Phot-2-D

Capitol

ESSEX

(2.815)

Essex Souare (318)

Boulder— DeP-F
(400)— Vree-D; 1619

Colonial
Curtis

Colorado (2,640)— RCA-DF
16th and Curtis

(3.0C0)— WE-DF
Glenarm
Federal— WE-DF
3830
Denver

16th and

;

Federal Blvd.
Hiawatha (800)

—Unnamed-D;
6th and Dowling
Highland (500) — Silpho-D;
32nd and Lowell
Isis

WE-DF

—

ALAMOSA (3,171)
Rialto (693)— Bri-D
BOULDER (12,000)
(860)

Colonial (580)— Phot-2-D
Colony (510)— RCA-D
Fox-Maiestic (2,198)

Fox-Poli (3.048)—WE-DF
Liberty Phot-2-D

Curran (700)— DeP-D

(1,400)— Pred-D
(1,848)— WE-DF
Mission (1,200)— WE-DF

COLLINS

America WE-DF
FT. LUPTON (1,010)

WILMINGTON

Isis

(44.200)

— Sil-D
— (8,755)

Sullivan

FT.

BRANFORD

;

(1,600)

(4.356)

Gothic (700)— Silpho-D

—Mov-D

Verdi

2555 Mission

ENGELWOOD

119

(5,013)

McNees— RCA-F

National

— Bri-D

Webber (500)— WE-DF;
S. B'way

(1,133)— WE-DF

WATTS (4.329)
Larro (1.000)— Bri-D
WHITTIER (4,800)
Sr-enic

110

Tabor Grand— RCA-D
Victorv (1400)

Rialto

(5.7531

,

Curtis
State (1.100)— RCA-DF; 17th
and Curtis

Rialto

(10 3*5)

California

(400)— DeP-DF

(1,800)— WE-DF; 1722

Curtis

852
(531)— RCA-DF;
Ivy
Sante Fe Drive
Jewel (597)— RCA-DF; Bway.
and Jewell Ave.

•

Bway.
Rialto (1,250)— WE-DF; 1540

Colorado

(3.327)

Van Nuys COO)— WE-DF

VENICE

Queen

Star

(917)

(600)— Pac-D

California

—

Qua-D
Qua-D

Rialto
Riviera

(400)— Pred-D

Hipnodrome (900)

—

Princess

STRAWBERRY PARK
Alamo — Bus-D
SUNNYVALE (1.675)
TAFT

and

(1,100)

SHERMAN (600)
Marquis (fOO) — Unnamed-D
SONORA (1,684)
Sonora — Pred-D
SOUTH PASADENA
Rialto (1,215)— WE-DF
STOCKTON (48,600)

Liberty

—

Lyceum

(700)— Qua-D

Strand

;

New

(3.158)

Selma

(1,100)— DeP-DF
(1,800)— RCA-DF
Welton

1531

SUSANVILLE

Golden Gate
Iarkin
(400)— P-cd-D
816
Larkin
Voc-DF
Marina (1.200)
Steiner & Marina Blvd.
Marion Davies Theater WE-

DF

SELMA

E.

Orpheum

Tivoli—Pac-D

(2,155)— WE-DF
National (800)— Pred-D
State (1.200)— WE-DF

Mar-

;

(3,500)

935

Colfax
Oriental

California

Irving and 15th Ave.
Keith's Golden Gate (2,800)—

Cassa Grand (1,200)

WE-DF
Pantages (2,400)WE-DF
Park— WE-DF
Plaza (700)— WE-DF
Superba (900)—WE-DF
Victor (300) — Hotnemade-D
SAN FERNANDO (3,205)
Rennie (900)—WE-DF
SAN FRANCISCO (708,391)
Acme

—

(4,647)— WE-DF

Fox

Cabrillo

(4,308)

SAN DIEGO

WE-DF

Mission

4927

(73,400)

California (800) — WE-DF
SAN BERNARDINO (23,600)
California (1,856)— WE-DF
Isis

1125 Market St.
Excelsior
(1,100)

California

—

Sutter

El Capitan (3,000)—
21st and Mission

American

Alhambra (2,000)— WE-DF..
California (COO)
Pac-D
Capitol (1,103)— WE-DF
Hippodrome (l,7a9) WE-DI
Liberty (650)— Pac-D
Senator (2,200)— WE-DF

SALINAS

Columbia— WE-DF

(400)—Pred-D

SACRAMENTO

St.

Casino (2,800)— Phot-3-D
Castro (1,844)—WE-DF; 425
Castro St.
Coliseum (2,130)— WE-DF
745 Clement St.

Wigwam

(19,341)

Golden State (875)— WE-DF
Riverside— WE-DF
Rubidoux (420) WE-DF

Sequoia (400)— RCA-D

Qua-D;

'.430

College

(20,000)

—

Niles— Pro-D

Broadway
(900)
1121 Bway.

— Homeniade-D

Ca'ifornia

MARYSVILLE (5,461)
National (2,200) — Pre-D
MAYFIELD (1,1271

MAYWOOD

(4,715)

Belvedere

(3.858)

(1,125)—WE-DF

State

936

D; 3350 Mission

(500)— RCA-DF

POMONA

1)

(1.919)

PETALUMA (6,226)
California (998)— WE-DF
PISMO BEACH
California

(3.444)

— Burt-D

D, Jr.- Pac-D

Lvnwood (750)— Qua-D

LYNWOOD
National

—WE-DF

Oaks (518)— WE-DF
Florence (800)— WE-DF
Fox—Strand (782)—WE-DF

PITTSBURG

MADERA

(500)

Madrid (500)— WE-DF

OXNARD

;

Granada (3,000)— WE-DF
1066 Market St.
Haight (1,400)— RCA-DF;
1700 Haight St.
Harding (1,200)— WE-DF
Divisadero and Haves Sis.
Imperial
(1,485)— Phot-3-D
1077 Market
Irving (1,449)— WE-DF;

Orange (1,100)— DeP-DK

OROVILLE

Market

SAWTELLE

(1,400)— WE-DF

Cameo (1,012)— WE-DF

Ogden— WE-DF;

(400)— Pred-D

Strand

— Mov-D

California

21

Rose— Pred-D

1529 Polk St.

American

ket St. and Civic Center

(490)— Qua-D

Colonial

Alhambra (1,625)— WE-DF

Embassy (1,400)— WE-DF

Dome (2,213)— WE-DF

— Gcn-D

Yosemite

(3,500)

Pair

Wabash (887)— WE-DF; 3014
Wabash Ave.

Wilshire (900)

San Pablo
Senator (1,700)— WE-DF
DF;
T & D (3,350)—
117th and B'way
Yitaphone (1,500)— WE-DF
1320 B'way

PACIFIC

W. Pico
Virginia (300)— Qua-D;
S.

—

Oxnard (852)— WE-DF

Vermont (856)— Qua-D;
Vermont nnd Vernon
Victoria

—

Pa'ace (800)— Qua D; 1445
23rd Ave.
Parkway
Qua-D;
(1,000)
1840 Park Blvd.
Plaza
(600)—Qua-D;
38;

WE

2624 N. B'way
Strand (900)— WE-DF

Sunset

&

&

(6,050)— RCA-DF

Starland

(3,700)— KCA-DF
Bway.

Orpheum
19th

Main and Griffin
Savoy (800)— Qua-D; 5326 S.

Shrine

-cStkDAILY

1929

1,

—Kine-D

GREENWICH (25,900)
Greenwich (698) — WE-DF
GROVE BFACH
<"a«ino (500) — Phot-2-D
GUILFORD (1 612)
(340)— Cine-DF
Gui'ford
HARTFORD (164.200)
Allvn (2

00")— WE-DF

WF-DF
WE-DF

Capitol (3,0171—
Colonial (1.194)—

Lenox (947)— Pac-D
Lyric (999)— Pac-D
Majestic (1.404)— Kine-D
Pa'ace (2,334)—WE-DF

(788)— WE-DF
Regal— WE-DF
Rialto (750)— Pac-D
ro?ol— we DF
Rivoli
Strand— WE-DF
Princess

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

SOUND

FILM

KINOPLAY

A

SUPERIOR

sound on film equipment for Simplex, Powers, Motiograph Projection Machines. The development of months of research and experiments including special features not found on other film equipment. Designed for theatres which look for highest quality.
Compare our equipment with those selling for much more and you will surely select ours.

Special notice to owners of

We

finally

Powers Projection Machines

succeeded in developing sound on film equipment for Powers machines.

of the features are: Special sound head not depending on the optical system, thereSOME
inserted.
A
by eliminating the tedious process of focusing when a new exciter lamp
is

special shielding device against vibration noises. Improved amplifier. Special device making
it unnecessary to run film through sound compartment if you use disc or silent films.
As
speakers we use directionated air column exponential horns.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERIES
Quick and Simple Installations
Prices for outright sale:
In case you have a disc equipment,

Dual Equipment

attachment for Powers
$1,250.00
1,450.00 and up
film attachment for Simplex
depending on the quality of disc equipment

Sound on
Sound on

film

up

to 900 seats
over 900 seats
No weekly service charge for years to come
Payments for all models on convenient terms

for

theatres

$2,500.00
3,250.00

miltipiiom:
THE

synchronous disc equipment for Simplex, Powers, Motiograph and Superior Projection Machines, adjustable turntables, special balanced pickups, improved amplifier
and the best type of directionated air column exponential horn. This speaker is far superior to
No batteries. Quickly installed. Easily operated.
the usual kind now furnished.
last

word

in

Sales Price unusually low $1500.00

Outright sale, no burdensome commitment of weekly service charges for years to come.
mediate deliveries.

There

is

no sound equipment on the market today

to

compare

in price

with the quality

Im-

we

actu-

ally give.

We

guarantee every part of our equipment to be mechanically and electrically perfect.
Some territories are still open for live wire agents. Write for our circular. Make real money without investment on your part.

Kinoplay-Multiplione Corp.
1600 Droadway

New York

City

THE
nday, September

KEVILLE

I

RIDEN

DAILY

(750)

(36,600)

DDLETOWN

lcazar

(16,600)
(69,600)

—

Conn. Ave., N. W.
Pac-D; Georgia
Ave. and Farragut
Dunbarton (450) Ampt-D
5612

(1,918)

(474)— WE-DF

Dixwell

(178,297)

—

(2,240)— WE-DF
517
13th, N. W.
Fox's Washington (3,433)
Earle

(600)— Pac-D
(703)— Phot-2-D

808 K.

Howard (750)— WE-DF
Liberty (600)— Pac-D

WE-DF
(728)— Pbot-2-D
Whalley (935)— WE-DF
White Way (725)— Phot-2-D

Stiand

(29,700)

(1,756)— WE-DF
Crown (1,083)— WE-DF
Garden (1,603)— WE-DF
Capitol

(7,726)

N.

—

W.

4th and Butternut
Tivoli (2,500)—
and Park Rd., N.

WE-DF;

D

OUTH MANCHESTER
(9,000)
State (1.356)— WE-DF
OUTH NORWALK
Empress—WE-DF
Palace (1,100)— WE-DF
TAFFORD ISPRINGS (3,383)
Woods—WE-DF
STAMFORD (41,800)
Stamford (1,286)— WE-DF
Strand (1,415)— WE-DF
Palace (2 100)— Pac-D
rORRINGTON (25,100)
Palace (1,280)— WE-DF
WALLINGFORD (9,648)
Stiand (581)— Phot-2-1)
Wilkinson
430)— WE-DF
WATERBURY (91,715)
Palace (3.524)— WE-DF
State (2,000)— WE-DF
Strand (1,395)— WE-DF
WEST HAVEN (12,400)
1.

Rivo'i— RCA-DF

West Haven— RCA-DF

WESTPORT (5,114)
Fine Arts (6^0)— Kinema-D
WILLMANT1C (12,330)
Capitol— RCA-DF
Gem (890)— WE-DF
WINDSOR LOCKS
Rialto
(600)— Pac-D
WINSTED (8,248)

W.

Florida
APALACHICOLA
Dixie

(3,066)

(492)— DeP-DF

BARTOW (4,200)
Einnda— Phot-2-D
BRADENTOWN (3,800)
Palace (500)— WE-DF
CLEARWATER (5,000)

Capitol C800)— WE-DF
COCOA (1,400)
Aladdin— WE-DF
CORAL GABLES
Coral Gables — Ampt-D
CRESTV1EW (900)
Leirum (140) — Lyra-D
DAYTONA BEACH (5,445)
Florida— WE-DF
Lyric (350)— WE-DF
Vivian (1,396— WE-DF
(1,100)

(500)— Phot-2-D

— Mas-D

(750)— WE-DF
New Frolic (763)—WE-DF
Imperial

Opera House (325)— Unmmed

— Unnamed-D

State

(122,049)

—

Grand Opera House (1,200)

RCA-DF
Parkway Fhot-2-D
Queen (1,200)— WE-DF
Savoy (1,000)— Pac-D

—

MIAMI

(129,100)

Capitol— WE-DF
Fairfax— WE-DF
Fotosho (500) —Ampt-DF

—

Hippodrome (1,000) WE-DF
iQlvmpia (2,500)— WE-DF
Tower (700) Homemade-D

—
MIAMI BEACH (5,000)
Community — WE-DF
OCALA

Palace (1,000)— WE-DF
Republic (650)— WE-DF
Rialto (500)— Phot-2
Strand (1200)
Colo-D

—
Monroe
—
(750)Unnamed-D

KEY WEST

(13,701)
(750)
Mov-D

Strand

LAKE CITY (4,300)
Grand (327)— Phot-2-D
LAKE WORTH (1,106)

(2,000)

Haven— Cha-D

CARROLLTON

CARTERSVILLE

— Phot-2-D (4,300)
CEDARTOWN (4,000)
Grand— Phot-2-D
Dixie

WED

(1,200) WE-.DF

AUGUSTINE (6,192)
Jefferson (900)— WE-DF
ST. PETERSBURG (45,800)
Alcazar (720)— WE-DF
Florida—WE-DF
Pheil— WE-DF
Rex—WE-DF
SANFORD (5,588)
Milane (750)— WE-DF
SARASOTA (2,100)
Edwards— WE-DF
Sa-asota (750)— WE-DF
TALLAHASSE (5,637)
ST.

COLUMBUS

(500)— WE-DF
(658)—AVE-DF

Royal

(2,800)— Mov-D

CORDELE
Lee

—

DF

Victory (1,450)— WE-DF

VERO (1,500)
Vero (350)— Joy-D
WEST PALM BEACH (20.000)
Arcade— WE-DF
Kettbr— WE-DF
Rialto (800)— WE-DF
Star.ley (792)—WE-DF
WINTER HAVEN (1,500)
Williarr-scn (1.200)— Mov-D
WINTER PARK (1 078)
Baby Grand (336)—WE-DF
YBOR CITY (5,000)
(500)— Mov-D

GRIFFIN

(11,500)
Albany—Phot-2Liberty (700)— Phot-2-D
(9,000)

AMERICUS

Rylander (650)— Phot-2-D

ASHLAND
Ingr;.m — Mov-D
ATHENS (17,000)
Pabce (600)— WE-DF
ATLANTA (260.000)
Cameo (452)— WE-DF
Capitol— WE-DF

DcKalb— Cha-D
Eighty One — Mas-D

Emoire (949)— WE-DF
Erlanger (1.879)—WE-DF

Grand—WE-DF
Howard—WE-DF
Metropolitan

(2,400)—

—WE-DF
—

Palace— Phot-2-D
Ponce De Leon Aud-D

Rialto— WE-DF
Bio-D
Strand
Tenth St.— Pac-D

—

West " End— Phot-2-D

(2,100)

(8,200)

— Mov-D
— Mov-D

Imperial

Rex

JESUP

— Cine-DF
(2.816)
— Pac-D
Liberty (400) — Unnamed-D

WALLACE
Grand

WEISER

(250)— And

1)

LA GRANGE

(24,700)
Jabkx — Mov-D

McRAE

Illinois

(1,200)

(200)— Cha-D

National

MACON

(52.900)

WE-DF
WE-DF
WE-DF

Capitol (9.r 5)—
Rialto (500)—
Ritz (844)—
(2,300)

MADISON
Madison Square— Aud-D
MARIETTA (6,200)
Dixie (400)— Phot-2-D
M1LLEN (2,400)

NEWMAN

(250)— Mov-D
(8,200)

Alamo (875)— Cha-D
(2,180)

Dreamland (600)— Cha-D

ROME (13,200)
De Sota (1,043)—WE-DF
SAVANNAH (96,400)
(600)— WE-DF

Arcadia

Dunbar (700)— Mov-D
Lucas (1,100)— WE-DF
Odeon (500)— WE-DF
Savannah Phot-2-

—

SWAINSBORO

(1,500)

(250)— Phot-2-D

THOMASTON (2.500)
Ritz (350)— Aud-D
THOMASVILLE (8,100)
Rose (800)— Phot-2-D

TIFTON
Ritz

Strand

Strand ("300)— Phot-2

VIDALIA

D

— Phot-2-D

ANNAWAN

(429)

2D
ANTIOCH (775)
Antioch (350)— Mov-D
ARGO (5,000)
Argo-Grand (535)— WE-DF
AURORA (45,900)
Fox (1,600)— WE-DF
Strand (800)— Mov-D
BARRINGTON (1.743)
Callow — Unnamed-D
BELLEVILLE (24.823)
Lincoln (1.679)— WE-DF
Rex (250)— Mov-D
Washington (1,000)— WE-DF
BELVIDERE (7, £01)
Apollo (936)— Mas-D
BENLD (3,316)
Grand (900)— DeP-DF
BENTON (7,201)
Coliseum (250)— Phot

Capitol

BERWYN

(1.20J)— DeP-DF
(19,700)

—

(1,002)

FLOOMINGTON

(28,725)

— Mov-D
Ortrope-D

Castle (1.000)

—

Pal— Moy-D
(18.000)

Lyric— Fhot-2-D

WAYNESBORO

Main

WE-DF

Romance (314)— Mov-D

(2,800)

WAYCROSS

—

Princess (686)—
(3,019)

ANNA

BLANDINSVTLLE

(10.733)

Ritz— Phot-2-D

(27,200)

Grand (700)—WE-DF
Hippodrome (700) WE-DF

—

(400)— Phot-2-

VALDOSTA

ALTON

Dra-D
Auditorium (1000)
Parthenon ( l.°37)— WE-DF
Ortrope-D
Ritz

(3,000)

— Mov-D

Grand

(5,154)

(300)— Kol-D
Strand— Kol-D
Star

(1,900)

Strand

City

(500)— Pac-D

SANDPOINT
Panida (640)— DeP-DF
SHELLEY (1,233)
Virginia (300) — Burt-DF
TWIN FALLS (8,324)
fdaho (528)— WE-DF
Orpheum

(6,200)

Greenland (175)— Aud-D

OCII.LA

ALBANY

WE-DF

(6,800)

(350)— Mov-D

State

Princess

Georgia

Georgia

Rialto

(1,031)

— Mov-D

GREENSBORO

(2,372)

Wilson (450)— Pac-D
ST. ANTHONY (2,957)

Grand (900)— Mov-D

Tampa (2,000)— WE-DF

Keith's

RUPERT

DONALDSONVILLE
Olive— Cha-D
DOUGLAS (3,400)
Rivoli (424)— Mov-D
EXPERIMENT
Kincaid

(1,629)

Rcyal (400)— Pac-D

(919)
Phot-2- D

GAINEiSVILLE

Rivoli

RIGBY

Lee— Phot-2-D

(102,200)
Franklin (865)— Ampt

TAMPA

(18,900)

Capitol (500)— Pac-D
Orpheum (900)— Bri-D

(3,500)

FI1ZGERALD

(650)— Kol-D

— RCA-DF
POCATELLO

DOERUM

—

Gayety— RCA-DF
Rex (400)— Pac-D

Liberty
Majestic

(3,022)

Crescent— Phot-2-D

Dorris

(8,064)

Broadway RCA-DF
Colonial (1,261)— WE-DF
(6,574)
— Mas-D

(5,200)

DAWSON

IDAHO FALLS

Granada

— Phot-2-D

DALTON

Dream (850)— Masp-D
Liberty (285)— Pac-D

MOSCOW (3,956)
Kenworthy (600)— DeP-DF
NAMPA (7,621)

(6,500)
Circle (290)
Phot-2-D

CUTHBERT

(1,236)

BUHL (2,245)
Ramona (400)— Pac-D
BURLEY (5,408)
Burley (750)— Pac-D
CALDWELL (5,106)
American (500) — Pac-D
COUER de ALENE (6,447)

LEWISTON

Rialto

(600)— Pac-DF
Mt. Vernon Mas D

—

— Mcv-D

(45,000)

Grand (795)— WE-DF
Lyric

(23,200)

Egyptian— RCA-DF
Pinney (924)— WE DF
Strand (432)— Burt-DF

—

(1,265)

Gardens

Italian

(22,000)

PALATKA (7,200)
Howell (500)— WE-DF
PALM BEACH (3,000)
Beaux Arts (425)— WE-DF
Paramount (1,000)— WE-DF
PENSACOLA (25,305)

Daffin

(4,300)

Strand (400)— Mov-D

CLAXTON

Beachsm (1,100)— WE-DF

Isis—
Saenger

CANTON

BOISE

BONNER'S FERRY
Fox — Unnamed D

(2,000)

Gem (250)— Phot-2-D

Palace— Phot-2-D

(4,900)

(400)— WE-DF

Dixie

—

Illinois

New — Pac-D

CALHOUN

(1,300)

Melbourne (300)— Bio-D

(14,400)

(622)— WE-DF

Bijou

Seminole Ampt-D
Strand (£88)— WE-DF

Eustis

DOVER (4,042)
Opera House (600) — Mas-D
NEWARK (2,183)

BRUNSWICK

—Ampt-DF

MELBOURNE

(4,700)

(490)— WE-DF

Callahan

Garden (300)— WE-DF

FORT LAUDERDALE (5.600)
Queen (300)— WE-DF
Sunset (800)— WE-DF
FORT MEYERS (6,700)
Arcade (750)— WE-DF
FORT PIERCE (2,115)
Sunrise— WE-DF
GAINESVILLE (8,500)
Florida— WE-DF
JACKSONVILLE (137.100)
Empress (540)— WE-DF
Florida— WE-DF

Delaware

Aldine (1,500)— WE-DF
Arcadia (1,000)—WE-DF
Broadway (600) Tra-D

;

14th

York (1,000)— Pac-D; Georgia
Ave. and Quebec St., N W.

EUSTIS

(922)— Pac-D

—

St.,

Takoma (1,000)— RCA-DF

(638)— Phot-2-D

WILMINGTON

F

—

LAINF1ELD

Strand

934

;

U

Brcadway (1,058)— WE-DF
Palace (1.307)— WE-DF

(

1112 F St., N. W.
Loew's Palace (2,700)— WEDF; 1306 F St., N. W.
Metropolitan (2,000)— WE-

—

(22,304)

(775)— Bri

WE-DF;

DF

Regent (1,098)—WE-DF

Palace

(1,532)— WE-DF
Loew's Columbia (1,000)

Lincoln

National (1,748)
WE-DF
Princess (400)
Mov-D; 1119
H. St., N. E.
Republic (1,500)— WE-DF;
1343
St., N. W.
Rialto (2,000)— WE-DF; 713
9th St., N. W.
Sylvan Pac-D

EW MILFORD (4,700)
New Star (558) -RCA-DF
ORWALK (30,100)

OCKVILLE

C

1230

N. E.

St.,

Rosctla

ORLANDO

W.

N.

Heme (650)— Pac-D;

1749)— Unnanifd-D
Roger Sherman (2,076)—

Lily

St.,

BAINBRIDGE

(1,800)

(500)— Phot-2-D

Idaho

—WE-DF

Modjeska (833)

Etta— Phot-2-D

— Pao-D;

Hippodrome (400)

Rwoli

ORWICH

;

WE-DF

toward— WE DF

Olympia (2,373)— WE-DF
Palace— (3,100)— WE-DF
Pequot (1,269)—'WE-DF

EW LONDON

—

Colonial

annon (884)— DeP-DF

Garden

—

Avenue Grand (1,100)— Pac-D
Central (1,000)
Pac-D
Chevy Chase (1,250)— Pac-D

(1,695)— WE-DF

Bijou

(900)

,

JW CANAAN
5W HAVEN

W.
PacD; 624 H

(55.700)
(1,400) -WE-DF

Imperial

LITTLE RIVER

—

N. E.

St.,

(1.509)— WE-DF
(2,171)— WE-DF

Playhouse

(540,000)
(1,458)
WE-

2464 18th, N.

Apollo

(590)— Bri-D

BRITAIN

:\V
apitol
itrand

DF;

LEESBURG

23

AUGUSTA

(17,000)

Polk— WE-DF
Strand (900)— WE-DF
Palace

WASHINGTON
Ambassador

—Ampt- DF

LAKELAND

Columbia

of

(23,100)

(1,278)— WE-DF
.'apitol
iiddlesex (1,066)— WE-DF

UGATUCX

Oakley

District

(1,610)— WE-DF

•alace

!

-son

1929

(327)— Phot-2-D

lest

I

1,

(3.311)

(250)— Mov-D

Explanatory code for sound devices appears on page 17

Granada
Irvin (1.200)— WE-DF

BLUE ISLAND

(13,500)

Grand

(700)— Mov-D

Lyric

(1,000)— Mov-D

Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllll
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DIALOG and MUSIC TABLOIDS
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IN

R K

O's

"RECORD BREAKER SERIES"
AND

"MICKEY
Hear

[Himself]

McGUIRE SERIES"

ALBERTA VAUGHN

Sing

Hear Al Cooke Play

ALSO
Mickey McGuire has come

You won't

forget

to life in the talkies.

him when you

see him.

LARRY DARMOUR PRODUCTIONS
For Standard Cinema Corporation

THE
IM
September

iday,

1,

Drexel (632)— Pac-D;

(RO (15,203)
em (460)— Phot-2-D
ickson (600)— Phot-2 D

NTON
apitol

anion

(450)

111

Ellaiitec

—

(6.267)
1

(5,212)

— Life-D

RROLLTON
(300)

Sijou

Ave.

Fullerton

Homemade

SEY

(2,189)

^yric

Pac-D

Garrick

I

NTRALIA

I0O)

(12,491)

[AMPION

(18,500)

ark

— Unnamed-D
(500)

Lincoln

JICAGO

Harding (500)— Talk-D

—Unnamed D

—

RCA-D
American
(250)
1252 Milwaukee Ave.

(1,400)
63rd and Western

1500 Fullerton Ave.
WE-DF
Howard (1,699)
Howard and Clark St.
Hub (769)— WE-DF; 1612 W.

—

2008

35th St.
(900)

— RCA-DF;
1613 Madison
Atlantic (1,900) — WE-DF;
St.

(2,500)— WE-DF
3325

Banner (807)— WE-DF
1611
Robey
Belmont
(4,000)— RCA-DF
Lincoln and Belmont
;

;

—
—
—

Belpark
WE-DF;
(2,000)
3225 N. Cicero Ave.
Biltmore (l.bOO)
WE-DF;
2046 Division St.
Biograph (985)
WE-DF;
2433 Lincoln Ave.
Boulevard
(972)— WE-DF;
1606 W. Garfield Blvd.
Brighton
(1,404)
WE-DF
4231 Archer
Broadway Strand (1,587)
WE-DF; 1641 W. Roosevelt
Rd.

—

;

—

DF;

WE-

3319 N. Clark

(298)— Phot-2-D;

Butler

W.

—

(1,050)

(682)—WE-DF;

3434 W. 26th St.
Calo (880)— Mov-D;
Clark

5406 N.

(650)— WE-DF;

Capitol

79th

and Halstead
Castle (292)— Mov-D; No.
S. State
fVntral
Park (2,0'32)—

6

WE-

3F; 3531 W. Roosevelt Rd.
O-ntury (800)— WE-DF; 1421

W. Madison
Chateau Mov-D;

3810 Broad-

Exchange
Chicago (3,910)
185 N. State

;

79th

—

and

WE-DF:

(707)— Ampt-D

3239

;

Roosevelt Rd.

Commodore

(943)— WE-DF

3105 Irving Park Blvd.
Congress
(2,500)— WE-DF
Milwaukee and Congress
Cosmopolitan
(854)— Pac-D:
7938 S. Halstead St.
Covent Garden (2,250)— WEDF 2653 N. Clark
Crane (299)
Homemade -T.
4236 Archer Ave
Crawford (994)— DeP-DF 19
So. Crawford Ave.
Crescent (792)— Pac-D
2915
Milwaukee Ave.
;

—

;

;

;

Crown

(1,318)

—

WE-DF;

1605 Division
Crystal (298)— WE-DF; 2701

W. North
DeLuxe

Ave.

(1,023)

—

WE-DF;

1141 Wilson Ave.

Demon

West 63rd.
Lynn (299)— Phot-2-D

1042

;

— Duot-D —

Diversey (2,500)
2820 No. Clark

Mov-D

;

—
—
—

Milwaukee Ave.
Star-Garter (1,900)— DeP-DF
815 Madison St.
State— WE-DF; 5816 W. Mad-

—

(2,283)— WE-DF
25 West Madison

—

Pac-D;

Symphony— DeP-DF
Thalia (900)— WE-DF;
Alport

1806

(2,400)— WE-DF; 4045
Ivorth Ave.

(4,700)— WE-DF; 6331

Cottage Grove

Tow-r (3,000)— WE-DF; 63rd
and Stoney Island
DF
20th Cenlury (932)—
4703 Prairie Ave.
United Artists (1,700)—WEDF; Randolph and Dearborn

WE

;

Uptown (4.000)—WE-DF;
Broadway & Lawrence
Vernon (742)— DeP-DF

;

436

E. 6) st

(998)— Clear-DF
Vitagraph
3133 Lindoln Ave.
Wabash (1,340)— Dra-D 1838
S. Wabash Ave.
;

;

West End (1,199)— WE-DF
N. Cicero Ave.

1609 S. Kedzie Ave.

— WE-DF
Ave.
5609
Marbro (5,000) — WE-DF
Madison & Karlov
Marquette (1,000) — WE-DF

1539
Wicker Park— Talk-D
Milwaukee
WE-DF;
Wilson (1,250)
2402 W. Madison
WE-DF;
Windsor (1,256)

3157 West 63rd St.
Marshall
Square
(1,600)—
P.CA-DF: 3955 W. 22nd St.

Woods (1,257)—WE-DF;

(1,500)

;

—
—

Marjknd WE-DF; Maryland
and 63rd.
Metro
(299)— Pac-D;
Lawrence Ave.

3308

—

WE-

(1,300)— DeP-DF

—
—

WE-DF;

—

Montclare (1,500)
Gen-D;
Grand Ave. and Harlem
Norshore WE-DF;
Howard
and Clark Sts.
North Center (2,543)— WEDF; Irving and Lincoln
Oakland Square (1,424)—WEDF 3947 Drexel Blvd.
Oakley (1400)— Vizi-D
2390
W. Chicago Ave.

—

;

;

WE-DF

;

18

W. Randolph

Orpheum (799)—WE-DF;

(5,000)

—

110
S..

WE-DF;

Crawford and West End.
Paramount (998)
Pac-D;
2636 Milwaukee Ave.
P;rthenon (2.400) Unnamed

—

D

—

(1,986)

— Homemade D

CHRISTOPHER
CICERO

(3.830)

(65,400)

(1,059)— WE-DF
Palace (1,200)— DeP-DF
Villas (1,002)— WE-DF

COLCHESTER
Princess

(250)

(1,387)

— Mov-D

COLLINSVILLE

(9,753)

Miner's (1,000)—WE-DF

CRYSTAL LAKE
New

(2,249)

—Unnamed-D

Theater

DANVILLE

(37,600)

(375)— Pac-D
(1,000)— WE-DF
Terrace (1,584)— WE-F
Colonial
Fischer

DECATUR

(55,000)

Alhambra (600)— Mov-D
Bijou

So. State

Owl (944)— Pac-D; 4653
State
Paradise

CHILLICOTHE

Annetta

Milford (1,188)
DeP-DF;
3311 N. Crawford Ave.
Milo (885)— WE-DF; 18th &
Blue Island Ave.

Oriental (3,193)—

DF

Washington—WE-DF

Globe (300)— DeP-DF

Midway (850)— Dra-D
Midwest (1,795)
3566 Archer Ave.

(22,600)

(1,578)— WE-

Dixie

Sunset (442)
;

48

St.

CHICAGO HEIGHTS
Lincoln

Metropolitan (1,384)
DF 4644 Grand Blvd.

Michigan

1225 N. Clark

Randolph

(1,050)

— Mov-D

Empress (947)— WE-DF
Lincoln Square (1,374)—WE-

DF
DeKALB

Avenue
Little

(7,971)

DeKalb (846)— Mov-D

DBS PLAINES (3,451)
DesPlaines (.940)— WE-DF
DIXON (8,191)
Dixon (1,190)— WE-DF

—
Phot-2-D
Broadway Unnamed-D
—

Majestic (2,000)— WE-DF
State (500)— DeP-F

Louis— RCA-DF

EDWARDSVILLE

(5,336)

Wildey— Pac-D

ELGIN

(1,600)—WE-DF

ELIZABETHTOWN (1,055)
Little (250)— Phot-2-D
ELMHURST (4,594)
York (1,224)— WE-DF
EVANSTON (45,100)
Varsity (1,850)— WE-DF
FARMINGTON (2,631)
(500)— Phot-2-D
(300)— Unnamed-D

Princess

Strand

FLORA (3,558)
Orpheum (400) — Pac-D
FOREST PARK (13,604)
Forest Park—WE-DF
FOX RIVER GROVE (600)
Grove (423)— Mov-D
FREEPORT (20,900)
Lindon (1,202)

GALATIA

—Phot-2-DF

(863)
Lyric (400)
Cine-D

—

(25,000)

(2,804)

Fargo (800)— WE-DF

GILLESPIE

(4,063)
Colonial (700)— Mov-D
Pert (500)— Mov-D
CITY (18,600)

GRANITE

(1,000)— WE-DF

Washington

GRANVILLE (1,427)
Paramount — Phot-2-D
GRAYVILLE (1,749)
Strand

—Homemade-D

HARRIlSBURG

(7,125)

Grand (500)— Unnamed-D

Orpheum (600)— DeP-F

HARVEY

(9,216)

Garden (992)— Mov-D
Harvey (911) Mov-D

—

HAVANNA (3,114)
Lawford (600) Unnamed-D
HEGEWISCH
Hegewisch — Orc-D & Mov-D
HENRY (1,637)
New

— Unnamed-D

Theater

HERRIN (13,700)
Hipoodrome (1,800)— DeP-F
HIGHLAND PARK (6,167)
Alcyon (861)— WE-DF
HINSDALE (4,042)
Hinsdale (600)— Phot-2-D

HOOPESTON
Lotrane

(5,451)

(500)

— Homemade-D

JACKSONVILLE

(15,713)

(1,063)— WE-DF

Illinois

JOHNSTON CITY

(7,137)

Cluster— Pac-D

(700)— Pac-D

Palace

JOLIET

(41,000)

Cryslal (600)— Mov-D
Rialto (2,268)—
(473)

WE-DF

KANE
Kane— Homemade-D
KANKAKEE (16,753)
Majestic (1,400)— WE-DF
KEITHSBURG (1,148)
Gem— Unnamed-D

KEWANEE
Majestic
Peerless

(20,100)
Unnamed-D
(300)

—

(800)— DeP-DF

KINCAID

(1,453)
Kincaid (300) Unnamed-D
(6,525)
La Grange (1,500) Unnamed(3,657)

—

LA GRANGE
LAKE FOREST

—

Deerpath (934)— WE-DF

LASALLE
La

Salle

(13,050)

(950)— Mov-D

Majestic (1,100)—WE-DF
Park (350)— Alger-D

LAWRENCEVJLLE (5,080)
Avalon (500)— DeP-F
LEMONT (2,322)
Ideal (500)—Unnamed-D
LEWISTOWN (2,279)
Princess

(400)— Phot-2-D

LIBERTYVILLE
Auditorium (394)
LaVilla

(2.125)

— Mas-D

—Unnamed-D

LINCOLN (11,882)
Lincoln (990)— WE-DF
MARION (9,582)

Orpheum (1,000)— DeP-F

MATTOON
Mattoon

(15,000)

(1,200)— WE-DF

MAYWOOD

(14,600)

Lido—WE-DF

McCOMB

(6,714)

(800)— WE-DF

Illinois

McHENRY

(1,146)

— Mov-D

Empire (450)
Phot-2-D

MELROSE PARK
Park

Melrose

(7,147)

(3,934)

(450)— Talk-D

Strand

METROPOLIS
(600)

Illinois

(5,050)

—Unnamed-D

(1,466)

(240)— Phot-2-D

Majestic

MOLINE

(34,500)

(570)— Mov-D

Bio

Le

&

(1,200)— DeP-

DF

MENDOTA
MILFORD

(34,000)

Rialto

GENEVA

White Palace (721)— WE-DF;

McVickers

—

Strand Mov-D
EAST ST. LOUIS (72,300)

Orpheum (700)— WE-DF
West (600)— DeP-DF

.

Tivoli

DOWNERS GROVE (3,543)
Tivoli— WE-DF & Phot-2-D
DUQUOIN (7,285)
Grand (900)— DeP-F
EAST MOLINE (8,675)

GALESBURG

RCA-

State-Lake (2700)
DF; 190 State St.
Studebaker (1,323)— WE-DF

131

63rd.

110 E. 55th

Clielton— WE-DF

W.

—WED

;

—
way.

Circle

;

W. North

26th

California

71st

;

—

Manor

518

Elston Ave.
Roosevelt
(1,528)— WE-DF
110 N. State
Roseland State (966)—[WEDF 111th and Michigan
Blvd.
Rosewood (999)
WE-DF
1823 Montrose Ave.
Schindler
Dra-D
(1053)
1005 Huron St.
WE-DF
Senate
(2,300)
3128 W. Madison Ave.
Shakespeare (988)— WE-DF
942 E. 43rd.
Star (1,485)— DeP-DF; 1453

W.

;

2912 Sheridan Blvd.
Knickerbocker (996)— WEDF; 6225 Broadway
WE-DF;
Lakeside (998)
4730 Sheridan Blvd.
Lane Court (1,002)— WE-DF
322 Centre St.
Langley (885)— Bio-D; 63rd
and Langley
Lexington (716)
and
Goo-D; 1162 East 63rd.
Linden (783)— WE-DF; 736

W.

Broadway and Lawrence
(1,300)— WE-DF; 4380

State and Lake
Stratford (2,800)

25

St.

WE-DF;

Rivoli

Tiffin

— Bio-D
— WE-DF;

(2,000)
and Jeffrey
Keystone (791)

Jeffrey

Fullerton Ave.

Buckingham

Halsted
Unnamcd-D
Irving
(1,396.)
4005 Irving Park Blvd.

—

79th and Stone Island

(762)— RCA-DF;

5747

living (1,396)—WE-DF; 1310

26th and Crawford

—

(2,350)

63rd and Emerald

Chicago Ave.
Iris
(1,932)— WE-DF;
W. Chicago Ave.

Ashland

Avon

(1,200)— Dra-D

Hollywood

Parkway

ison.

;

Arcadia— DeP-DF

Avalon

—
— WE-DF

Highway

cago and Crawford

W.

Divi-

Harvard (725)— Pac-D; 6312
Harvard Ave.
Highland (2,000)
Pac-D
79th & Ashland

(2,970,185)

(914)— PAC-D;

;

sion St.

(6,614)

Adelphi (1,312)— Mov-D; 7070
N Clark
Alamo (2,000)— WE-DF; Chi-

Archer

;

So. Halstead

(1,900)— RCA-DF

,'irginia

IARLESTON

E.

;

(800)— WE-DF

Rialto

147

;

Jrpheum (1,000)— RCA-DF

J

—

S.

(1,293)— WE-DF 59
Randolph
Granada
(4,000)— WE-DF
Devone and Sheridan
76th
Grove (2,100)— Pac-D
and Cottage Grove
Hatfield (952)— Pac-D
5449

(600)— DeP-F

llinois

—

Riviera

DF

(2,129)

Froiic (899)— Pac-D;
55th St.

bine

;

Fox-Monroe U, 120)— WEDF; 69 W. Monroe
Fox Terminal (2,426)— WE-

(2,020)

— Goo-D

RTHAGE

(1,181)— WE-DF

3940

726 W. 63rd St.
Erlanger (1M9)— WE-DF

(2,667)

.trand

Embassy

Patio (1,500)— RCA-DF; 6040
Irving Psrk Blvd.
Paulina (783)— WE-DF; 1355
Paulina
Pershing (1,098)
WE-DF;
4614 Lincoln Ave.
Piccadilly
WE-DF; 1443
Hyde Park Blvd.
Plaisance (519)
Phot-2-D;
466 No. Parkside
Regel (3,000)— WE-DF; 4719

—

WE-DF;

Englewood (1,305)— RCA-DF

(700)— Pac-D

farvel

—

(1,480)

;

Clark & Devon
Elston (300)— Phot-2-D; 3167
Elston Ave.

Unnameii

RLINVILLE
RMI

East Side (1,300)— DeP-DF
10555 Ewing Ave.

(10,928)

RBONDALE

(

E.

585

63rd.

(900)— Mov-D
(498)— Mov-D

-SWI

DAILV

1929

(1,538)— WE-DF

Claire

Paradise (500)— DeP-DF
Plaza Unnamed-D

—
—Unnamed-D
MOMENCE (2,218)
Momence (400) — Phot-2-D
Savoy

MONMOUTH

(8,116)

(400)- -Duot-D

Rivoli

MORRIS

(4,505)

(600)— Phot-2-D

Empire

MORRISON
Capitol

(3,000)
— Homemade-D

MOUNDS (2,661)
Egyptian (1,100)— Life-D
MT. CARMEL (7,456)

— Mov-D

American (600)

MT.

OLIVE

(3,503)

Grand (250)— Goo-D

VERNON (9,815)
(350)— De P-F
MURPHYSBORO (12,900)
Hippodrome (1,200)— DeP-F
NEBO (549)
Cozy (250)— Motio-D
NOKOMIS (3,465)
Palace (500) — Homemade-D
NOMAN'S LAND
Theater Del Lago — UnnamedOAK PARK (53,500)
Oak Park (1,200)—WE-DF
OBLONG (1,547)
MT.

Plaza

Home (288)— Kipp-Tay-D

O'FALLON

(2,379)

Opera House (450)

Homemade-D

OGLESBY

(4,136)

(500)— Phot-2-D

Colonial

OLNE/ (4,491)
Arcadia (225)— DeP-DF
OTTAWA (11,800)
Gayety (860)— WE-DF

Orpheum (935)— WE-DF

PALESTINE

(1,210)

(300)— Kipp-Tay-D

Royal

PANA

(6,122)

(450)— Phot-2-DF

Palace

PARIS

(9,785)

(800)— DeP-DF

Paris

PARK RIDGE (3,383)
Pickwick— WE-DF
PBKIN

(13,600)

(700)— Unnamed-D

Capitol

Pekin

— Mov-D Gen-D
(401)—

Rialto

PEORIA

(82,500)

Apollo (854)—WE-DF
Columbia (500)— Mov-D
Garden (400)— Phot-2-D

Princess— Phot-2-D
Madison (1,500)— WE-DF
Palace (1,819)— WE-DF
Rialto 'Mov-D

Little

—

PERU (8,869)
Peru (450)— Ampt-D
PICKNEYVILLE

—

Unnamed-D
(480)
(2,129)

Harriett

PITTSFIELD
K.P.O.H.

(300)— Mov-D

PONTIAC (6,664)
Crescent (800)— RCA-DF
PRINCETON (4,126)
Apollo (800)— Mov-D

QUINCY

(35,978)

(467)— Mov-D
Orpheum (1,042)— WE-DF

Belasco

Washington Square (2,100)

WE-DF
ROCK ISLAND
Fort Armstrong

(41,000)
(1,200)

—

—

WE-DF

Spencer Square (1000)— Ampt-

D
ROCKFORD

(78,700)

Coronado— WE-DF
Midway (2002)— Dra-D

—RCA-DF
— Mov-D (2,928)

Palace (1,3^2)
Rialto

ROODHOUSE
Dreamland

(400)

Homemade-D
Homemade-D
State

—

ROSECLARE
Capitol

(1,522)

— Homemade-

but she found Columbia stood
up better than - - - the rest - - - "
•• - - -

because
Columbia Discs do

•

•

•

not break or chip as easily

in

transit or use as others do.

Columbia Discs have

a smooth, silent playing surface,

and are known the world over as "the records

without

scratch."

Columbia Discs have

Columbia Discs

a longer playing

withstand the

the projection room.

Columbia Discs

life.

terrific

heat of

THEY DO NOT

WARP!;

are

'"laminated"

Process" in record making which

is

a

"New

patented

bv Columbia.

WVL
Notes"

'Magic

Laminated
THE
Ordinary sound

Process by which Columbia Discs are made,
records are

made

of "solid stock"

— the

is

the only one by which discs are pressed in layers.

same material throughout; but Columbia

cores of strong, durable material between sheets of specially treated paper.

ing

of

meticulously

become part

when

this is sprinkled

mixed surface ingredients. Unlike other records, it is impossible
Columbia discs, thus eliminating the hiss and scratch

of the playing surface of

ence, especially

On

discs

have

an even coat-

for the fibrous material to
so objectionable to the audi-

these noises are amplified.

one of the many motion picture producers and broadcasting companies, or one of
AREtheYOU
thousands of theatre managers and projectionists who prefer to give their audiences the
l

best in sound

programs?

COLUMBIA
New York

City

Columbia Phonograph Company

SOUND
ON
DISC

Hollywood, Cal

THE
SentembT

nrlav.

1

YALTON
SHVILLE

(2,275)

(450)— Mov-D

Yincess
.

(2,043)

(300)— Goo-D

(oyal
]

1929

1.

CHARLES

(4,099)

(500)— De

Vrcadia

PDF

LATIA

•

— Cine-DF
(3,475)

(500)— Pac-D

Lyric

RING VALLEY(6.493)
/alley (900)— Mov-D
RINGFIELD (59,183)
Gaiety (800)— RCA-F

FRENCH LTCK

WE-DF

Lyric (500)—
Majestic (1.000)— RCA-DF

Orpheum (2,200)— RCA-DF
'Senate (500)— RCA-DF
Strand (800)— RCA-DF
Vaudette (500)— Pac-D
(6,027)

Labor Temple (700)— DeP-F

TERLING

(8.182)

(499)— Unnamed- D
(650)— Unnamed

Illini

Lincoln

TREATOR

D

(15.100)

Great States

— Bri-D
Bri-D

Plumb (1,000)—

VCAMORE (3,602)
Fargo (800)— WE-DF
AYLORVILLE (5.806)
Capitol (1,400)— Dra-D
RBANA (11,500)
Princess (5501— Ampt-D
ANDALIA (3,316)
Liberty— Phot 2-D
/AUKEGAN (19,226)
Genesee— WE DF
VEST FRANKFORT (8,478)
(700)— De P-F

Strand

VHEATON

(4,137)

Grand (800)— Phot-2

VILMETTE

D

(7,814)

DeLago (1.180)— De

PDF

VOOD RIVER (3,476)
Wood River— Pac-D
WOODSTOCK (5,523)

(800)— DeP-DF

Miller

iEIGLER

(2.338)

(285)— DeP-DF

Empire

ANDERSON (34,600)
Crystal— WED
Palace— WE-DF
Ritz— Phot-2-D
Riviera (830)— WE-DF
Starland— WE-DF
ATTICA

(3,335)

Mesahei

Wabash

— Mov-D
— iJov-D

BEDFORD

(9.525)

(3

Not (600)— Mov-D

GREENSBURG
K of P— Gen-D

MITCHELL (3.438)
O-Tih-um (280) — Mov-D
MONTICELLO (2.16*)
S^nnd (450) — Mov-D
MOOR^SVILLE (1.781)
.

Tdle

MT.

(800)— DeP-F

Strand

HUNTINGTON

—
—
Wash.
Capitol — Chr and

;

(10 613)

WE

Von

(700)— DeP-DK

Ritz

BLOOMFIELD (2,069)
Citadel— Phot-2-D
BLOOMINGTON (11,661)
Harris-Grand— WE-DF
Indiana— RCA-DF
Princess (915)— WE-DF
BLUFFTON (4,987)
Grand— Phot 2-D

BRAZIL

(10,472)

(793)

Arcade— Phot-2-D

Crumps

(700)
(1,000)

— Unnamed-D

—Mov-D

CONNERSVILLE (7,738)
Auditorium (976)— WE-DF
CRAWFORDSVILLE (11,433)
Strand (800)— DeP-DF
CROWN POINT (3,232)
Palace— Mov-D
DANVILLE (1,729)
Royal — Gen-D
DECATUR (4,471)

—

Adams Mov-D
Cort (2R3)DePF

Alhambra

(11,026)

— Mov-D

EVANSVILLE

Virginia

— Might-D
Howard — Mity and

Chr-D
410

Indi-

ana Ave.
Indiana (3133)— WE-DF

;

134

W. Wash.
5507 E. Wash.

Lincoln Mov-D
Lyric (1892)— WE-DF

Mv— Gen-D;

and

Clifton

—

2642

Oriental— WE-DF

— Mity-D

;

3004

•E.

(95,100)

American (750)— WE-DF
New Grand RCA-DF

—
Victory — Bio-DF

Palace—WE-DF
Rex— Pac-D; 30th and North-

— Mov-D;

& WE-DF

20 S. Illinois
34th and Il-

Ritz— WE-DF;
linois

(1322)— WE-DF;

Rivoli

and Dearborn
Clair— Bio-D;
St.
and Ft. Wavne
Sheldon Gen- D

—
Strand — Mov-D

Wash.
Talbot— Gen-D
bot

Clair

St.

— Homemade-D
(2.P15)
Amuzu— Film-D
Jennings— RCA-D
OAKLAND CITY (2,270)
Amuzu — Film-D
OSGOOD (1,083)
Damm — Pac-D
PERU (12.391)
Libertv — Pac-D
Peru — Unnamed-D
PLAINFIELD (1,303)
Prewitt — Gen-D
RFNSSELAER (2,912)
Palace— Mov-D
RICHMOND

(31.000)

Hudson—WE-DF

—

ROCHESTER (3.364)
Char Bell — Phot-2-D
RUSHVILLE (2.275)
Princess (660)— DeP-F
SHELBYVILLE (11.201)
Alhambra — Mov-D
Strard— WE-DF
SHERIDAN (1.568)
Hipiodrome — Mov-D
SOUTH BEND (81,700)
Colfax— WE-DF
Granada— RCA-DF
Indiana — Bio-D

Orpheum— RCA DF
Palac?— RCA-DF
(800)— DeP-F

SPENCER
Tivoli

2145 N. Tal-

(954) — Mov-DF and
4213 College Ave.
— Mov-D
25th

(1,000)— Goo-D
and Central

Amuzu

(2,428)

Gem

Campbell

WE-DF;

JASONVILLE

NORTH MANCHESTER

Strand

Oriental and

;

;

10th

Uptown
Walker

—

Murette Bio-D
TiveJi—WE-DF

Gen-D;
Northwestern Ave
Ohio (1190)— WE-DF

Zaring

EDINBURG (2,040)
Temple— Mov-D
ELKHART (27,600)
Bucklen (925)— WE-DF
Lerner—WE-DF

ELLWOOD

New York

western

COLUMBIA CITY (3,448)
Columbia — Homemade-D
COLUMBUS (9.310)
American

E.

Harvard

Rialto

(570)— WE-DF
Gen-D

Royal
Starrett— Bio-D

10th

Lark (800)— Mov-D

COLFAX

NEW

W.

1101 Shelby

Orpheum

d .051)—WE-DF
CASTLE (17 400)

Grand

2045

Mity-D; 148

(27,410)

Elks—RCA-DF
Princess

Granada—WE-DF
and Wood'awn

Udell
Northeastern

Strand— WE-DF

NEW ALBANY

W.

— WE-DF;

—

700)

WORTH VERNON

;

;

—(14Phot -2-D

1911

and Garfield
Fountain
Square

Irving— Chr-D

(5.563)

Rivoli— WE-DF

Circle— WE-DF
Colonial
Bio-D

—
Dream — Mcv-D

— Mov-D

VERNON

Ten nines

INDIANA HARBOR (7,000)
Indiana— WE-DF
INDIANAPOLIS (368,0001
Apollo— WE-DF
Arcade Mity-D
Morris
Belmont Gen-D

Hours

MUNCIE

(16.300)

(826)— WE-DF

Jefferson

(15.195)

—

—

(3.450)

;

(4,461)

— Phot-2-D

(4,115)

— Mov-D

— Mcv-D

TERRA HAUTE
Liberty— WE-DF
Grand—WE-DF
Indiana (1.843)— WE-DF
VALPARAISO (5.518)
(71,900)

— Pac-D
Tivoli — Dra-D
Varsity — Vois-D
Premier

VINCENNES
Moon

(18,089)

— Fata-D
RCA-DF

Pantheon—

JEFFERSONVILLE (10,098)
Dream— WE-DF
La Rose (11F6)— WE-DF

WABASH (8.737)
Eag'es — Pac-D
WASHINGTON (7,784)

KNIGHTSTOWN

WHITING (12.500)
Hoosier — Mov-D
WINCHESTER (4.266)

Strand

— Mov-D

KOKOMO

(38,000)

Indiana— WE-DF

(1,917)

Atlantic

Indiana

Lyric

— Dra-D

— Bio-D

Rex

Moon

IDA GROVE

(325)— Pee-D

—

Strand

Rial'o

(27.100)

KELLOGG

KINCSLEY

— Flm-D

Casino

(400)— Goo-D
(450)— WF.-PF

Royal

——

CLARINDA (4511)
Rialto (364)— Unnamed-D
CLEAR LAKE (2.804)
Park— Talk-D
CLINTON (27.100)

—

Orpheum (800) Ampt-D
Rialto '600)— WE-DF

Capitol

CORRECTIONVILLE (1,016)
Ritz (200)— Best-D
COUNCIL BLUFFS (40.900)
Broadway (1,300)— WE-DF
Strand (500)— Bri-D
CRESTON (8,034)
Crest

— Bio-D

(910)— WE-DF

Strand

—

Star (200)— Hana-D
Victor (250)
Unnamed-D
Zenith (250)
Unnamed-D
(4,039)

Garden (900)— Ampt-D
Crand (700)— Pac-D
Orpheum (1.800)— RCA-DF
Strand (1,000)— WE-DF

DUBUQUE

(41.600)
— Dra-D

(1

Victory

Amuzu

FORREST

D

(19,347)

(800)—

(9f»n)— WE-DF
FORT MADISON (12.036)
Sfrand (700)— WE-DF
GRINNELL (5.362)
Colonial (800) Mov-D
GUTHRIE CENTER (1,762)
R'a'to

Garden (430)

(300)— Gen-D

OSCEOLA (2,684)
Lyric (260) — Goo-D
OSKALOOSA (9,427)
Rivola

(750)— Talk-Ii

OTTUMWA

(23,003)

(617)— Bio-D
Strand (300) Unnamed-D

Capitol

—

OWEGA

— Bri-D

(1,194)

(200)— Bio-D
(1,039)

(228)— RCA-DF
(5.578)

—

— Dra-DDra-D

Palace
Plaza

(2,779)

Colonial

ROADHOUSE
State— Homemade-D
ROCK ISLAND

(4*0)— Talk-D

Forest

(2,256)
Goo-D
—
OSAGE

Onawa

(700)— Goo-D
Iowana (440)— DeP-F
Riehv Unnamed-D

(5.946)

FORT DODGE

ONAWA

Beardsley

0001— Bio-D

—
—

(6,627)

Capitol— WE-DF

Postville

(4.699)

(325)
Homemade
(1.136)
(200)
Bio-D
CITY (2.145)

NEWTON

RED OAK

Orpheum (460)— Goo-D

FONDA

Palace

POSTVILLE

(250)— Mov-D

G-rnd

(2,669)

(500)— Talk-D
(250)— Bio-D

Circle

Rialto

DUNLAP
Tdle Hours— Best-D
EAGLE GROVE (4.443)
Princess (520) — Talk-D
ELKADER (1.212)
FAIRFIELD

—

(450)
Dra-D
(740)— WE-DF

Pa'ace

NEVADA

Tiago

WE-DF
WE DF

Rivola

(300)— Film-D

PLEASANT (3,987)
Temple (565)— Gen-D
MUSCATINE (16,068)

POCAHONTAS

Grand (1.051)— WE-DF
Majestic (1000)—
Strand (600)—
(1.455)

ESTHERVILLE

Strand

MT.

Grand (867)— Goo-D

(39S)— Filto-D

DENISON (3,581)
Opera House (100) — Pac-D
DES MOINES (150.068)
Capitol (1.800)— WE-DF
Casino (600)— Tall: D
Des Moines (2,000)—WE-DF

Avon

(750)— WE-DF

NORTH ENGLISH (635)
Orpheum (400)— HomemadeOELWEIN (7.455)

Grand (500)— Unnamed-D
Lyric

Palace

MELCHER (560)
Casino (350) — Mov-D
MILFORD (908)

Strand (585)— Gen-D

—
—

DECORAH

(23,500)

(1,003)— RCA-DF

Cecil

Amuzu

(56,727)

(2,200)— RCA-DF
Columbia (500)— WE-DF
Garden (800)— RCA-DF
Mirror (288)
Hana-D
Northwest Mov-D
Olympic (250)— Unnamed-D
Capitol

—

—

MASON CITY

(2,607)

DAVENPORT

(1,000)— Bio-D
(600)
Talk-D

Casino

(q?/;i)— Homemade-D

S>ai

—Film-D

LONE TREE (809)
Rex (350)— Mov-D
MANCHESTER (3,114)
Plaza (200)— Mov-D
MAPLETON (347)
Princess (276)— Goo-D
MAQUOKETA (3,626)
Pistime (20C)— Mov-D
MARENGO (2,048)
Strand (300) — Mov-D
MARSHALLTOWN (15,731)

— Bio-D

COLFAX

(250)— Mov-D

Elite

LEI'ARS

(4.551)
(700)
Dra-D
<500)
Goo-D

Ri'lfo

DF

(1.072)

LAKE CITY (2,110)
Star (250)— Talk-D
LAKE VIEW (823)
Lake View (200)— Bio-D
LAURENS (935)

CFNTFRVILLE (6.466)
Ritz (4fin)_r,oo-D
CHARITON (5.175)
Ritz (7°0) — Ampt-D
CHARLES CITY (6,374)
American

(14,423)

Grand (1.038)— DeP

(2.000)— WE-DF
Iowa (1.832)— WE-DF

Hi'dreth

— Goo-D

(603)

— Unnamed-D

Liberty

KEOKUK

Capitol

CHEROKEE

(3,416)

Strand (500)

CARROLL (4.031)
Earle (600) — Pac-D
CEDAR FALLS (6.316)
Regent (800) — Bio-D
CEDAR RAPIDS (53.100)
Palace
Strand

(600)— DeP-F

JEFFERSON

(750)— RCA-DF
(600)— WE-DF

Palace

INDEPENDENCE (3,862)
Grand (360)— Mov-D
IOWA CITY (16,500)
Garden (483)— Ampt-D

(12,451)
(700)
Bio-D

BURLINGTON

(2,090)

King (300)— Goo-D

(3.887)

(200)— Homemade-D

Princess

(1,248)
— Homemade
D

State— Goo-D

—

BOONE

—

riOLSTIEN

(5.239)
(600)
Bio-D

LOGANSPORT

Mishawaka Dra-D
Temple Pac-D

—

(783)

BELLE PLAINE

(2,491)

Tivo'i—Talk-D

(200)— Film-D

Jewell

(1,306)

(300)— Goo-D

HAWARDEN

(450)— WE-DF

Capitol

ANTHON

Ui.i-1)

— Pac-D

Capitol

BONNERS FERRY

Strand

Orpheum (560)— DeP-DF
Roya' Unnamed-D

(5,091)

—

(2,831)

HARTLEY

Ames— WE-DF

Strand

Tivoli— WE-T)F

— Mcv-D
(52,300)
Parthenon — Pac-D
HARTFORD CITY (6,187)
Dawn — Bio-D

(739)— Goo-D

LINTON

MI'S"AWAKA

HAMMOND

HOBART

(5.475)

— Mov-D
Otvmnir — Mov-D
Cn'on'a!

MADISON (16.934)
Or-nH— Par-D
MARTON (26.700)
Indiana (1.300)— WE-DF
Lyric— Pac-D
Paramount (1.200) — WE-DF
MARTINSVILLE (4.895)
Grace (5nn)_Mo v -D
MICHIGAN CTTY (19,457)

—WE-DF
GREENCASTLE 970)
Voneastle— DeP-DF
GREENFIELD (94,448)
Riley — Mov-D

Indiana— WE-DF;

DF
Lawrence— WE-DF

Indiana—

Ph^r-2-D

—

Jefferson

Harlan

(5,138)

ATLANTIC

Loean <\ 300)—WE-DF
Luna Vois-D
Paramount Me'ot-DF

W. Wash.

Indiana

— Pac-D
Wolnvt—

(5.485)
f>anr>— I ac -D
(23 400)

Broadwav (927)— WE-DF
Pa'ace— WE-DF
Roosevelt (1.0001— WE-DF
Roxy (850)— DeP-DF
Tivoli (1.400)— WE-DF

Why

AMES

LFRANON

HARLAN

King

Liberty

(80.800)

GOSHEN

ALBIA

Luna

(^2 992)

Windsor (500)

(24.000)

Ma's— WE-DF
LA PORTE OR 000)
T.aPnrtp n 700) — TVP-DF
LAWRENTTTPTrRG (3.464)

(1.980)

Dream (300)— Mov-D

GARY

Lincoln— WE-DF

AUNTON

(10,103)

— Mnv- D
Princess — Bio-D
FRANKLIN (4.502)
Artcraft ("70) — Unnamed-D

HAMPTON

Iowa

Arc— Phot-2-D
Family— RCA-D

— DeP-F
Lvric — RCA-D

Conely

(360)— Pac-D

3rand

LAFAYETTE

— Phot-2-D
Rilcv— Phot-2-D
State— P"ot-2-D

FRANKFORT

,ELBYVILLE (3.568)
Playhouse (390)— Goo-D
ARTA (3.340)

(500)— DeP-DF
(1066)— WE-DF

Isis

Sine

Rialto

.vric

LEM

FORT WAYNE (100,500)
Capitol—Orc-D
Emhovd— WE-DF
Jefferson— WE-DF
Maumee— Phot-2-D
Palace— Pac and WE-DF

— Homemade-D

—

Fort Armstrong WE-DF
Lincoln Unnamed-D
Rialto— Unnamed-D

—

ROCK RAPIDS (2.172)
Lyors — Bio-D
ROCK VALLEY (1,347)
Orpheum (200)— Fof-D

SAC CITY
r.-i^ino

(2.630)

(700)— Bio-D

SHELDON

(3,488)

Iowa (730)— DeP-DF

Lvric (630)— Film-D

SHENANDOAH

(5,255)

Empress (700)— Gen-D
Mayfair (8.10)— Goo-D

SIGOURNEY

(2,109)

Garden (300)— Mov-D

PATHE SHORT SUBJECTS
1929-1930
8 Le

rr

MANHATTAN

6

CHECKER

8

VARIETY comedies

6

MELODY comedies
GOLDEN ROOSTER

comedies

comedies

comedies

Arguments

Sales"

comedies

6

6

No

MAIRE

BOOKED

6

FOLLY comedies

6

BUCK

&

BUBBLES
comedies

GRANTIAND RICE
SPOR TLIGHTS
PATHE Audio REVIEW

AT SIGHT

AESOP'S Film FABLES

TOPICS of

PATHE

S,'OME programs must be "sold"
.

.

.

Pathe'

Pathe's short subjects fir 1929-

On

30 sell themselves.

;

No argument, no fancy
language, no threats. You see and

you buy.
salesman.
.

.

.

With

The screen
It's as

is

DAY

NEWS

PATHE SOUND NEWS

the basis

of merit.

the

|Short Subjects
|

Pathe's

simple an that

52 music-sound-dialogue

comedies produced by Broadway's

comedy kings; with the eve lively
Pathe Sound News and the alert
reporting

of Pathe

sparkling Pathe

the short subject

program

News; with

Audio Review;

they're all talking about

Grantland Rice's famous Sportlights, Aesop's

of the

Film Fables, Topics

Day — small wonder that

exhibitors are

gleefully

booking

Pathe's short subjects at sight!

ALL MUSIC

—

ALL

PATHE
SOUND —

ALL

DIALOGUE

Sunday, September

1,

SIOUX CITY (78.000)
Capitol— WE-DF

Orpheum (3,000)— RfADF
Royal (350) Homemade I)
Stra:«I (500)— Dra-D

—

SPENCER

(4,599)

LAKE

(1,701)
(400)— Talk-

Park

D

(350)-- Fof-D

Kuval

STORM LAKE (3,656)
Empire (600)— Goo-D
SUTHERLAND (1,100)
Opera House (500)— FOF-D

TAMA (2,601)
Mills (410)— Homemade-D
TWIN FALLS
Orplieum — Cine-DF
VALLEY TUNCTION (3,026)
Lytic (950)— Mov-D
WASHINGTON (4,697)
Graham (700)— Talk-D
WATERLOO (36,230)
Rivera (2000)— WE-DF
Strand (1500)— WE-DF

WAVERLY (3,352)
Palace (350)—Mov-D
WEBSTER CITY (3,657)

—

Pac-D
(400)— Bio-D

Granada
Isis

WEST UNION

(1,777)

(350)— Talk

Princess

DAILY

COURTLAND (411)
Community (150) — Cinema-D
DODGE CITY (5,061)
Crown (600)— Bio-D

DOUGLASS
Dunagan

(415)— Fof-D

Salon

SPIRIT

fj^S

1929

I

D

DOWNS (1,508)
Pastime (288)— Talk-D
EL DORADO (10.995)
El Dorado (1,000)— WE-DF
ELLINWOOD (1,103)
Ellinwood (200)

ELLIS

— Royt-D

— Royt-D

ELLSWORTH

(2.065)
ISell
(725)— C1n<
(11.273)

Golden

EMPORIA

DI

— Bio-D
—

I)

ABILENE

(400)— Royt-D
(400)— Cinema

Lyric
Seeley

AGRA

(4,895)

Garden (350)—Unnamed
I)

(25)— Talk-D

ALMENA

(674)
Cinema
(350)

Lyric

—
—Mov-D
CITY

D

Rabourne

(14,700)
ARKANSAS
Burlord (1,200)— Vita DF
ASHLAND (1,147)
Photoplay (250)— Royt D
ATCHISON (15,600)
Orpheum (800)— Vitam DF
Royal (864)—WE-DF
ATLANTIC (379)

(200)— Royt-D

Strand

ATWOOD
Eledtric

(919)

(400)— Mc

AD

AUGUSTA (4,219)
Isis (400)— Royt-D
BAXTER SPRINGS (4,000)
New Baxter— Bri-D
BELLEVILLE (2,254)
Blair (824)— WE-DF
(500)— Vitam-DF

Majestic

BELOIT

(3,815)

Grand (700)— Bri-D
Main Street— Pac-D

BIRD CITY (489)
Trickttt — Mc AD

BLUE RAPIDS (1,534)
Regent (290)— Kipp-D
BUCKLIN (385)
DeLuxe (244) — Homemade D
CANEY (3,427)
Liberty — Royt-D
CHANUTE (9,829)
Peoples (700)— WE-DF
CHERRYVALE (4,699)
Liberty (300)— Pac-D
CIMARRON (599)
Iris (250)— Royt-D
CLYDE (1063)
Blair Mc-D
COFFEYVILLE (16,900)
New Tackett (1,000)— Pac-D
COLBY (1,114)
(300)— Talk-D

Lyric

COLDWATER

—

(1,257)

Covsett Royt-D
Pike (350)— Royt-D
Pleasant Hour Royt-R
(4,705)

CONCORDIA

— Pac-D

Peoples

—

Browngrand (811)— WE-DF
Del Harco McA-D
Grand— Bio-D
Whiteway (450)— Bio-D

—

COTTONWOOD FALLS
(1,044)

Odeon (180)— Royt-D

—

(450)
Unnained-D
(2,664)

GOODLAND
Sherman Royt-D
GRFAT BEND (4,460)

Andress (400)— Rovt-D

Echo (400)— Royt-D

GREENBURG (1,215)
Twilight (700) — Royt-D
HALSTEAD (1.163)
Ideal (250)— Royt -D
HARPER (1,770)
New (250)— Royt-D
HAYS (3.165)
Strand 750— Bio-D
HERRINGTON (4,065)
Dreamland (350) — WE-DF
HIAWATHA (3.222)
-

Auditorium (1.275)— Royt-D
Roval (235)— McA-D

HILL CITY

(732)

Midway (500)— Kipp-D

HOISINGTON
Royal

(2,395)

(350)— Royt-D

HORTON (4,009)
Liberty (600)— Goo-D
HOXIE (616)
Palace (200)— Royt-D
HUTCHINSON (26.700)
Midland (1,072)— WE-DF
Royal C400)— WE-DF
INDEPENDENCE (11920)
Booth (1.007)— WE-DF
El'iot
tlnnamed-D

IOLA

—

(8,513)

Kel'ey

JETMORE (559)
Majestic — Kipp-D
JUNCTION CITY
Columbia

— Bio-D

Bona venture Sch-D
Electric (1,500)— WE-DF

(500)— Mov-D
Granada—WE-DF
Gauntier

Pershing (250)

— Pac-D

Strand— McA-D

KENSEY (1,986)
Palace (470)— Rovt-D
KINGMAN (2,407)
Meade (700) — Royt-D
KIOWA (1,539)

Crystal

OTTAWA

(808)
(550)
Rovt-D
(1,028)

list

(350)— MaA-D

(600)— Bio-D
Pastime (400)— Royt-D

PARSONS

(16,028)

(525)— Bio-D
Orpheum (1,200)— Mov-D
Uptown (954)—WE-DF
Cozy

PITTSBURG

(18,052)

(1,200)— WE-DF

Colonial

Midland—WE-DF
PLAINVILLE (1,024)

Moore (350)— Kipp-D

PLEASANTON

(1,291)

(300)— Kipp-D

Regent

PRATT

(5,183)

Kansas (600)— Royt-D
Motion Picture Royt-D

—
PROTECTION (1,109)
Pastime (250) — Royt-D
RANSOM

(285)

(200)— Kipp-D

REPUBLIC

(442)

— Kipp-D

— Pac-D

Manning

MURRAY (2,415)
Capitol—'WE- D
NEWPORT (29,317)
'Strand — Mov-D
OWENSBORO (33,200)

Bleich— WE-DF
Empress (785)— WE-DF
(26,100)

Arcade (900)— WE-DF
Columbia WE-DF

—

PIKEVILLE

(2,908)

Liberty— Phot-2-D
Weddington Phot-2- D

—

PRINCETON

(3,689)

Savoy (350)— WE-DF

SHELBYVILLE (3.760)
Strand — Mov-D
VANCEBURG (1,353)
Strand — Phot-2-D
WALLINS CREEK (150)
Wallin's— Goo-D

WINCHESTER

(8,333)

(364)

— Kipp-D
—

(200)
(1,700)

RUSSELL

Mainstreet (250)
Best-D
ST. FRANCIS (733)
Electric

(250)— McA-D

JOHNS

(1.671)
DeLuxe (350) Rovt-D
ST. MARY'lS (1,321)
Kipp-D
Princess
SALINA (15,085)

—

—

Grand (1,008)— WE-DF
Royal (300)— Bio-D

(600)— WE-DF

Strand

SCOTT CITY

(1.112)

House (450)— Royt-D
(1,855)

Royal (400)— Royt-D

SMITH CENTER

(25.200)

— Goo-D
(1,820)
Odeon — Mov-D

Capitol

AUGUSTA

CARROLLTON (2,281)
Richhnd O. H.— Phot-2-D
CENTRAL CITY (3,108)
Seiba — Cha-D
COVINGTON (57,1211

— WE-DF
DF
DANVILLE (5,099)
Kentucky (793)— WE-DF

Liberty
L. B. Wilson (1,021)— WE-

DAWSON SPRINGS

— Phovo-D(1,762)

EARLINGTON (3,652)
Temple— Cha-D
EMINENCE (1.317)
Eminence (250) — HomemadeFRANKFORT (9.805)
Capitol— RCA-DF
Grand Bio-D

—

FULTON

(3,415)

Grand—WE-DF
Orpheum

— Clear-

GLASGOW (2,559)
Aspley (500)— Homemade-D
HARLAN (2,647)
New Harlan— Pac-D
HAZARD (4,348)
Virginia — Goo-D
HENDERSON (12,169)
Grand

(250)— Dra-D
New Principal Dra-D

HICKMAN

—

(2,663)

(1,567)

(303)— Kipp-D

ABBEVILLE

(3.461)

Franks (500)— WE-DF

ALEXANDRIA

(21.200)

Rapides (800)— WE-DF
Saenger (500)— WE-DF

ALGIERS

(9,000)

Folly (1,750)— WE-DF
AMITE (1,854)
Amite— Mov-D
BASTROP (1,216)
Rose (350)— Pac-D
BATON ROUGE (28,500)
Columbia (1,250)— WE-DF
Louisiana (600) —WE-DF
BOGALUSA (8,245)

—

Redwood Pac-D
Pac-D

—

State

BREAUX BRIDGE (1,171)
Conrad (250)— Phot-2-D
CROWLEY (6,108)
Arcadia (946)— WE-DF
CRYSTAL SPRINGS
Pictureland — Phot-2-D
DE RIDDER (3,583)
(1,000)— Phot-2-D

Realart

ENTERPRISE
Princess

EUNICE

— Mov-D
(3.272)

(500)— Mov-D

Liberty

FERRIDAY

(1,044)
Pac-D
(200)
(3,154)

Arcade

—

FRANKLIN
Opera House (400)— DeP-DF
GOLDEN MEADOW
Golden Meadow

— Mov-D

Rex (300)— Pac-D

HAMMOND

(9,696)
Capitol
Bri-D
Princess Unnamed-D

HAYNESVIbLE

— Unnamed-D
(2,705)
Strand — Phot-2-D

LAFAYETTE

HOPKINSVILLE

(250)— Kipp-D

RILEY

'Opera

— Life-D
— Goo-D

Kentucky

Louisiana
ASHLAND

Auditorium

(9,018)

Crystal

Peoples

See

(1.247)

OSAGE CITY (2,376)
Strand (500)— Kipp-D
OSBORNE (1,635)

(250)— Kipp-D

LA CYGNE

(390)— Royt-D

Legion (200)— Talk-D

SENECA

La Crosse
Liberty

OBERLIN

—Royt-D
—

Kansas (350)

LA CROSSE

Cameo

New

MAYFIELD (6,583)
Princess (858)— WE-DF
MIDDLEBORO (8,041)

Kentucky

1)

—

Mainstreet

ST.

Uptown—WE-DF
MADISONVILLE (5,030)

Leeds (745)— WE-DF

NORCATURE
Legion — Kipp-D
NORTON (2,186)
Cozy (450)— Talk-D
NORTONVILLE (696)
Citv Hall C'50)— Homemade-D
OAKLEY (172)

Community

(116,900)

—

—

—

Nutter

Uptown (745)— Bio-D

KANSAS CITY

Star— McA-D

Temple (395)— McA-D

D

(905)

(3.943)
Princess (400)
Unnamed
(9,781)
Newton Bio-D*
Regent (600)
Bio-D
(476)

Royal
(7,533)

—

WINFIELD (7.933)
Regent — Bio-D
YATES CENTER (2.206)

(1,842)

— WE-DF
Towers — DeP-F
Strand

(600)— Kipp-D

Strand

(570)— Pac-D'

1.750)— WE-DF

Uptown WE-DF
West (325)— Royt-D

(518)

NEWTON

(2.329)

(

(200)— Kipp-D

Doris

State

GARNETT

(361)

Electric

(500)— Motio-D
(1,983)— Bio D

Palace

Savoy (800)— Mas

PADUCAH

(92,500)

Orpheum (1,732)— WE-DF

(3,048)

— Homemade-D

NEODESHA
1)

— Bio-D

(600)— Unnamed-D

(300)— McA-D

NEBS CITY

FREDONIA (3,954)
Whiteway (300) — Bio-D
GARDEN CITY (3.848)

(500)— Unnamed-

— Royt-D
Novelty
Nomar

(1,326)

MINNEAPOLIS
Reel

(1,314)

Miller

MEADE (338">
Globe (25C)— Rovt-D
MILTONVALE (821)

NATOME

Regent Royt-D
Royal (300)— Kipp-D

Kansas

Kansas

(986)— DeP-F

Majestic

(240)— Kipp-D

WICHITA

(350)— McA-D

Liberty

WAKEENEY (1,003)
Garden (283)— Royt-D
WASHINGTON (1,406)

Regent

(7,989)

MARYSVILLE

Grand (800)— WE-Df
Jayhawk (1,346) Bio-D
Novelty (1,100)— RCA-DF
Orpheum (1.200)— Unnamed-

-Majestic

— Kipp-D

Blair

(575)Bio-D

Majestic

(940)— WE-DF

shall

Gem

WATERVILLE (645)
Isis (250)— Royt-D
WELLINGTON (7.048)

—

Cozy (300)

Empress (600)— Bio-D
(700)— Rovt-D

Liberty

—

(500)— Bio-D

MANKATO

— Kipp-D

FRANKFORT

—McA-D

(3,613)

Empire Kipp-D
Tourney (600)— Bio-D
Miller

FALL RIVER (376)
Fall River (150)— Rovt-D
FAYETTE
Collegiate

LIBERAL

Wareham (950)— Kipp-D

Regent (350)— Royt-D

FLORENCE (1.517)
Mayflower (700) — Kinp
FORT SCOTT (12.000)

(530)

Opera House (300)

STAFFORD (1,752)
Mystic (320)— Mov-D
TOPEKA (59,500)

—

(21.900)

Orpheum (915)— WE-DF

LENORA

Mat

(1.167)
Doris (450)
Kipp-D
(2,606)
Princess (720)— Royt-D

EUREKA

LEAVENWORTH

MANHATTAN

Strand (350)

ERIE

(12,456)

LYONS (2,516)
Odeon (380)— WE-F
Mcpherson (4,595)

(275)—Royt-D

Mdnstreet

—Goo-D(1,071)

Isis

Boweisock (982)— WE-DK
Varsity (1,063)— WE-DF

Tucker

(1,876)

Crystal

SOLOMON

(3.139)
Electric (390)— Rovt-D
State (35 0)— Royt-D

LAWRENCE

(1,010)

(250)— Royt

I.ARNED

29

—

—

HYATTSVILLE
Arcade

IRVINE

LEBANON (3,239)
Arista (300)— Pl.ot-2-D
LEXINGTON (47,500)
Ben

AH (1,438)— WE-DF

Kentucky— WE-DF
State (900)— WE-DF
Strand— WE-DF

LOUISVILLE (310,900)
Alamo— WE-DF
Grand (660)— WE-DF
Kentucky— WE-DF
Loew's State— WE-DF

Mary Anderson (1,200)— RCA

DF
Rialto

Columbia (1,198)— WE-DF

Cnpitol

HOUMA

of coded devices on page Y] for full

titles

(903)

(350)— Phot-2-D
(5,160)

Grand (700)— Pac-D
(7,855)

(706)— WE-DF
(450)— Pac-D

JefFerson

Royal

LAKE CHARLES (13,088)
Arcade (126)— WE-DF
Palace (375)— MasLAKE PROVIDENCE

—Mov-D

Ace

LEESVILLE

(2,518)

Dreamland (245)— Mov-D

MARRERO (219)
Jefferson (400)— Mas-D
MINDEN (6,106)
Scout (600)— Pac-D
MONROE (14,600)
Capitol—

(1,142)— RCA-DF

(3,855)

WED

Saenger— WE-DF

Kt^A

Pholophone
%%nen you contract for an RCAPhotophone,you get not only
the finest reproducing system that science has devised, but the
best value that

is

available in the whole

RCA Photophone

brings to the screen the experience,

traditions, resources

largest

group of

sound equipment field.

and research

electrical

facilities

of the world's

and acoustical laboratories— the

Radio Corporation of America, the General Electric Company,
the Westinghouse Electric

&

Manufacturing Company and

the Victor Talking Machine Division of the Radio-Victor

Corporation of America.

Each member of

this

group stands for outstanding superi-

and precision in the manufacture of

ority

acoustical products,

and for proved

equitable prices through

electrical or

efficiency in effecting

of mass

introduction

the

production economies.

These same principles have been applied to the manufacture of

RCA

Photophone, with the result that

ahead" in both dependability and price. You

your

is

it

"years

will save

on

investment and add to the drawing power of

initial

your theatre when you

A

install the

RCA

contract placed

rior

equipment

Photophone.

now

for this supe-

will start

it

earning

dividends for you within thirty days.

PHOTOPHONE

wn

tfJ-nij.'H.fc*

KG A PHOTOPHONE,

Inc.

MUMDIAKV OK K AIHO IA K PO W A
N OV AMKHITA
4ll FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY
)

I

I

< )

-

DENVER: 8I7-I7TH STREET

SAN FRAN CISCO / 235

MONTGOMERY

STREET

CHICAGO: IOO W.

MON ROE

STREET

KANSAS

CITY,

MO!

DAVI

DSON

BLDC.

;;

Sunday, September

MORGAN CITY

WE

Elks (752)— WE-DF

(425,000)

(960)—WE-DF;

Capitol

1201

N. Claibourne

Carrollton (600)— WE-DF;
Carrollton and Canal
Coliseum (500)—Mas-D; 1233

Coliseum

Dreamland
Burgundy

(1,095)— WE-DF

&

Elysian Fields

(515)— Pac-D;

Famous

•

Marigny and Claibourne
Granada (1.10C)— WL-DF
Baronne St.
Hapry Hour (900)— AmptDF; Magazine & St. Andrew
Liberty (1,250)— WE-DF 424
;

Charles
Loew's State (2,600)—
WE-DF; 1112 Canal
Mecca (875)— WE-D 708
St.

;

Adams
(300)—
Mov-D; Route 3, Box 230
Orpheum (2,4000— RCA-DF

Metairie Ridge

University Place
Piety— WE-DF; 938 Piety
Poplar (600)— WE-DF;
Poplar and Carrollton Ave.
Prytania (850)— WE-DF;
Prytania and Duffossat
Saenger (3,800)—
Canal and Rampart
Strand (1,479)— WE-DF
Baronne and Gravier
Tivoli (1.200)— WE-DF; 3933
125

WE-DF

Washington
Tudor (850)— WE-DF;

608

__

Canal

Washington (1.500)— WE-DF
Washington and Magazine
(400)— Pac-DF
Wonderland
Canal

934

St.

NEW ROADS

(1.295)

W.

;

.

(350)— Ampt-D;
Monument Ave.

Arcadia

;

BELAIR
Argonne

BERLIN

(8,109)

(7.016)

P-F
— De P-F

Mutual (630)— Mov-D
SO. PORTLAND (9,2541

New

(400)— Electra-D

SPRINGVALE

CHRISFIELD

VAN BUREN (4,594)
Gayety— RCA-DF
WATERVILLE (14,600)
City (1,156)—WE-DF
Haines (1.000)—WE-DF
WESTBROOK (9,453)
Star (800))— WE-DF

CUMBERLAND

Opera Ho-i«e

OAKDALE

— Mov-D

(4,016)

Bailey— Phot-2-D

OPELOUSAS (4,743)
Princess (525)— Pac-D
PICAYUNE
Fornea — Mov-D
PLAQUEMINE (335)
Wilbert (860)— WE-DF
RACELAND (657)
Raceland (500)— Mov-D
ROLLINS FORK
Royal— Phot-2-D

RUSTON (3.389)
Astor (500)— Pac-D
SELMA (769)

(150)— Mas-D

iSHREVEPORT (65,400)
Capitol— WE-DF

Majestic (1.100)—WE-DF

Saenger (700)—WE-DF
Strand (1.600)— WE-DF

TALLULAH (1,316)
Richelieu (250)— Phot-2-D
THIBODAUX (3.824)
Grand (600)— Mov-D
TROY
Princess— Phot-2-D

VIVIAN

(1,864)

Movie (450)— Mov-D

WEST MONROE (2,240)
H;.poy Hour— Phnt-2-D
New— Phot-2-D
WESTWFGO (1.000)
Gem (300)— Mov-D
WINNFIELD (2,975)
Bucks— Phot-2-D
WINNSBORO (1,176)
Princess (300)— Pac-D
WISNER
Luzianne (150)— Pac-D

Auburn

(16,985)

(1,150)— DeP-F

(

— Phot-2-D

C0)— Ampt-D

Apollo (1,000)— WE-DF; 500
Harford

KEY'SER
Music Hall

(400)—WE-DF
Astor (496)— WE-DF

Avalon (1.350)— Reel-D
Belnord (1,750)—WE-DF
2706 Philadelphia Ave.
Boulevard (750)— WE-DF
3302 Greenmount Ave.

(30.745)

Broadway (900)— WE-DF
509 S. Broadway

W.

(7.553)

—

Opera Hnise (650) Pac
Ott— Pac-D
SPARROWS PT. (4000)

;

Lyceum

(500)

I>

— Pac-D
(3,lf8)

TACOMA PARK
Tnroma— RCA-DF
TOWSON
Towson— RCA-DF
WESTMINSTER (3,521)
State (600) — Ampt-D
WOODRIDGE

Baltimore

(900)— WE-DF; 303
S. Broadway
(900)— Cine-DF
Columbia
709 Wash. Blvd.
Echo (3(0)— DeP-F; 124 E.
Cluster

—Unnamed-

Fort Ave.
Goldfield

— Master-D

SALISBURY
;

(850)—WE-DF; 1518

Capitol

(4,377)

(400)— True-D

Caoitcl

Jesse

(200)— Ray-D

;

913

Warner

Grand (300)—WE-DF; 511

Massachusetts

Hampden (1.060)— WE-DF
;

2620

ADAMS (12,967)
Atlas (640)— Hana-D
ALDENVILLE

Hartford Ave.

(700)— DeP-DF;

Horn

W.
Ideal

2016

Pratt

(400)—WE-DF; 903 W.

26th St.
_
„,
True-D
(600)
Irvington
4113 Frederick
Keith's New Garden (3,000)—

—

RCA-DF;

Park

and

;

Lex-

ington
Lincoln No. 1 (500)—AroptD; 936 Penn. Ave.

(3,500)—WE-

DF 18. W. Lexington
Loew's Parkway (1,000)—
WE-DF; 3 W. North Ave.
Loew's Stanley (4,000)—WEDF Howard and Franklin
Loew's Valencia (1,300)—
WE-DF

1032 Light
Metropolitan (1,500)—WEDF; 1524 W. North Ave.
New (1,600)—WE-DF; 210

(600)

—Mov-D
Mello-D

Photoplay (650)—

ALLSTON
Allston (1.400)—WE-DF
Capitol—WR-DF
AMESBURY (10.036)
Strand (790)— WE-DF
AMHERST (5,560)
Amherst (844)— WE-DF
ARLINGTON (26,400)
Capitol (1.627)—WE-DF
(1,100)— Bio-D

Regent

ATHOL

(9,792)

Athol (949)— WE-DF

ATTLESBORO

(19,731)

Bate's (1.000)— WE-DF

Union— DeP-F

—

Casino WE-DF; Hanover
Square

W. Lexington

;

1108 E. Preston
Palace (1,000)— WE-DF; Gay

and Hoffman

Midway

BEVERLY (22,561)
Ware (1,200)—Ampt-DF
BOSTON (793,100)
Beacon (1,000)— WE-DF
Bowdoin Sq. (1,362)— WE-DF

McHenry (800)—WE-DF;

New Garden (2500)— RCA-D
New Preston (300)— DeP-DF

—

Sq. (600)— WE-DF
(700)— WE-DF
(700)— Cine-D

— Mov-D

BROOKHAVEN

CAMBRIDGE (122,000)
Central Square (1,800) —
WE-DF
Inman Square (900)— Milt-D
University
1,913)— WE-DF
CHARLESTOWN

— Sim-D

(994)

—

WE-DF

Columbus (2.200)— WE-DF
Fenway (1.500)— WE-DF
Globe (1,700)— WE-DF;
Washington St.

(1,200)

—

—

Unnamed
Corner— WE-DF
Liberty (905)— WE-DF

Dorchester (800)
Field's

Morton—WE-DF

(1.400)— WE-DF

Strand

EAST BOSTON

Central Square (1,800)

—

WE-DF
Seville

(1,712)— WE-DF

EVERETT

(40,120)

Capitol— WE-DF
Park (800)— WE-DF

FALL RIVER (131,000)
Biiou (1,400)— WE-DF
Capital— WE-DF
Empire (2.300)— WE-DF
Park (1,639)— WE-DF
(1.000)— Mov-D

Strand (1,565)— WE-DF

FALMOUTH
Elizabeth

(3,500)

Gardner

WE-DF

Merrimac Square (1,676)—

WE-DF

(1,060)— WE-DF

Rialto

Capitol (1,1001— DeP-F
Comique (800) Pac-D

—

Olympia (2,300)— WE-DF
Strand (1,979)— WE-DF
Waldorf (1,500)— Pac-D

MALDEN

(16.500)

—

Auditorium DeP-DF
Granada (2.250) WE-DF
Mystic (1.100)— Ampt-D
Strand (1.500)— WE-DF

—

MARLBOROUGH

— Mov-D
(22,000)

(16,971)

(1,085)— WE-DF

Orpheum (1.140)—WE-DF

GLOUCESTER (22,947)
(1,200)— WE
North
Shore
DF
Ampt-D
Strand (860)—
GREENFIELD (15,462)
Garden—WE-DF
Lawler (1,087)— WE-DF
Victoria (882)— WE-DF
HARWICHPORT
Modern (584)— WE-DF
HAVERHILL (49,232)
Colonial (1,400)— WE-DF
Palace (1,738)— WE-DF
HOLYOKE (60,400)
Bijou (1,281)— WE-DF
Strund (1,200)— WE-DF
Suffolk (\ 100)— RCA-DF
Victory (2,286)— WE-DF
HYANNIS
Hyannis (998)— WE-DF
Idle Hour (627)— WE-DF
JAMAICA PLAINS
Jamaica (1,200)— WE-DF

(15,028)

Mar'boro— WE-DF

— WE-DF
MAYNARD
Princess

(7.086)

R'alto

(400)— Mov-D

MEDFORD
Fellsway

(49,700)

(862)— WE-DF

Medford (1,287)— WE-DF
Riverside (1.440)—

WED*

(8 453)

Park (743)— DeP-DF

MILFORD

(15,100)

Opera House (500)— WE-DF
State (1.200)— WE-DF

NEW BEDFORD

(119.539)
Payl,es Square (1.1 50)—
Pac-D
Cipitol (1,400)

— WE-DF
— WE-DF

Empi re (1,700)— WE-DF
Bedford

Olympia (2.300)— WE-DF
Orrheum (1,269)— WE-DF
(885)— Pac-D
Royal (900)— Pac-D
State (1.710)— WE-DF

Rialto

NEWBURYPORT

(15 618)
— WE-DF
— WE-DF

Premier (825)
Strand (800)

NEWTON (54,700)
Paramount (1.268)_WE-DF
NORFOLK DOWNS

— WE-DF

Regent

NORTH ADAMS (22,284)
Empire (1,400) — KCA-DF
NORTHAMPTON (21951)
Calvin (1,000) — WE-DF
NO. ATTLEBORO (9.238)

—WE-DF

Community (1 700)
Elm (800)— WE-DF
NO. CAMBRIDGE

Harvard — WE-DF
ONSET
New Onset (500)— Milt-D
ORLEANS
Orleans (400)— Milt-D
PALMER (9.896)
Strand (700)— WF
PEABODY (19.552,
Strand

(1.026)—

PITTSFIELD
Bijou

W c-DF

— Milt-D (48,100)

Pal.-.ce

Gorman (754)— WE-DF
St. George (650)— WE-DF

GARDNER

(112,759)
B. F. Keith (1,747)—
Capitol (850)— Pac-D

Capital

FRAMINGHAM

(l,3v0)

WE-DF

Plymouth

LOWELL

(44,200)

(650)

— WE-DF
— DeP-D
(1,262)—

Metropolitan

(915)— WE-DF

Fitehburg— RCA-DF
Majestic

(19,745)

Lexington (461)

New

CHICOPEE FALLS (43,200)
Elms (1,260)— WE-DF
Wernick (1,044)— WE-DF
CLINTON (12,779)
Strand (1,107)— WE-DF
DORCHESTER
Codman Square

LEOMINSTER

MIDDLEBORO

(480)— WE-DF

Arcade

—

Capitol— WE-DF
Empire (2,400)— WE-DF
Modern (1,070)— WE-DF
Palace (1,980)— RCA-DF

LYNN

Roxbury Cha-D
St. James (1,800)— RCA-DF
Scollay

(94.270)
(600)
Milt-D

Auditorirm

Strand (1.763)— WE-DF
(104.000)

—

FITCHBURG

911 E. 26th St.

Hartord (500)— Ampt-D

D

— Mov-

Park (1,100)— WE-DF
Pictv.re-in-Motion
Bio-D
Rialto (1,340)— Pac-D

Plftza

S.

3rd

(7001

Broadway (1.200)— WE-DF
Olympia (800)— WE-DF

NORTH EAST (1.112)
Opera House (2001— Anpt-D
ocean c:ty cm

Arcade

Gaidens

WE-DF
CHELSEA (48,200)

(600)—WE-DF

State

(700)— WE-DF

O'ympic
Orient

Thompson Square

(1.000)— Pac-D
Maryland (1.200)— WE-DF

HAVRE DE GRACE

(3,500)— Cine-

Palace

DF

Hollywood

Co'onial

ANNAPOLIS
Circle (1,000)— WE-DF
BALTIMORE (800,000)

&

(

(5,000)

HAGERSTOWN

(12,375)

;

AUBURN

C

Strand

;

AUGUSTA (14,700)
Colonial (600)— De P-F
BANGOR (26,800)
Bijou (1,127)— WE-DF
Olympia (600)— Fhono-D
Opera House— WE-DF
Park (1.145)—WE-DF
BAR HARBOR
Star (636)— WE-DF
BATH (17,202)
Opera House (977)—WE-DF

WE-DF

FEDERALSBURG (1.288)
Temple (345)— Phot-2-D
FREDERICK (11.066)
Tivoli (1.400)— WE-DF

Maryland

Loew's Century

Maine

(4.116)

CURTIS BAY
Pennnigton

(3,000)— DeP-DF

Bio-D

Capitol

(33.051)
Liberty (1,600)—
Strand (1.200)— RCA-DF

DUNDALK

National

BRIGHTON
Venetian— WE-DF
BROCKTON (66,254)
Brockton (1,866)— WE-DF
Colonial (724)— WE-DF
Rialto (1,178)— WE-DF
Strand (800)— WE-DF

Arcade (600)— Ampt-D

New

Colonial (400)— Bio-D

Modern

WE-DF
WE-DF
WE-DF
(800)— WE-DF

Loew's State (2,700)—
Majestic (1,672)—
Metropolitan (4,330)—

BOURNE

(246)

(648)— Ampt-D

Lillica

(3,100)

Tremont (1,510)— WE-DF

(250)— Tnie-D

Ringlers

St.

WE-DF

New

LAWRENCE

Broadway (1,300)— RCA-DF

(3,500)

RCA-DF; Washington

Stuart

BLACKSBURG
Lyric — Ampt-D
CAMBRIDGE (7,467)
Arcade (9001— Phot 2-D
CATONSVILLE (2.000)
Alpha (600)— S. A.-D
CHESTERTOWN (2,537)

(6,817)

Strand

—Arnpt D

BISHOPVILLE

Keith's Memorial

Strand

(1,005)
(630)
(1,366)

Globe (200)— Pac-D

Strand— De

SACO

(2,020)— WE-DF; Gay

and Wolfe
Walhrook (900)—Ampt-D W.
North Ave.
(300)—True-D; 2026
York
Greenmount Ave.

(774)—WE-DF

RUMFORD

1529

Star

Park (400)— WE-DF
Strand

North Ave.

Royal (1,600)— Ampt-D, 1329
Penn. Ave.
Schanze (400)— Ampt-D 2426
Penn Ave.

MAChTAS
^
Colonial (500)— Ampt-D
PORTLAND (76.400)
Empire (1,200)— WE-DF
B F. Keith (1,901)—WE-DF
Maine (3,000)— WE-DF
Strand (1.000)—WE-DF

Hollywood (1,500)— Bio-D
Keith-Albee (2,500)— WE-DF

Loew's Orpheum
846

Ritz (1,250)— DeP-DF; 2211
E. Monument
Rivoli (1,800)— WE-DF; 418
E. Baltimore

State

31

Lancaster (1,500)— RCA-DF

16 !7 Pennsylvania Ave.
Rialto
(600)—Ampt-D;

Strand (1000) -Cincr-D

ROCKLAND

(1,800)—WE-DF

Regent

BRUNSWICK (5.78J)
Cumberland (700)— DeP-DF
CAMDEN (3,403)
Comique (533)— WE-DF
CARIBOU (6,118)
Powers (822)—WE-DF
ELLSWORTH (3,058)
Dirigo (545)— WE-DF
FORT FAIRFIELD (1,993)
Park (557)— WE-DF
HOULTON (6,191)
Temple (768)—WE-DF
LEWISTON (35,500)
Empire (1,400)— DeP-DF
Priscilla (640)— WE-DF

(564)— Mov-D

Alarro

Little

(18,600)

Central (1,500)— WE-DF
DF
City (1.037)—

(8.278)

NEW ORLEANS

—

Patterson (600)
Ampt-D;
3136 Eastern Ave.
Pimlico (750)— Reel-D; Park
Heights Ave.

(5,083)

(652)— WE-DF

BIDDEFORD

(3,388)

—

;

DAILY

Colonial

Amuzu (550)— Phot-2-D

N r W IBERIA

D

;

£W*
BELFAST

Arcade

NATCHITOCHES

;

1929

1,

(5,429)

— Mcv-D

;

; ;;;

(1.500)—WE-DF
(1.500)— WE-DF

(799)— WE-DF

Strand

PLYMOUTH (13.045)
Old Colony (941)— WE-DF
PROVTNCETOWN (4,246)

— '"'t-D
— Pac

Provincetown (700)

QUINCY

(53.000)
Alhambra (1,800)

Quincy

(950)— Pac-D
Strand— WE-DF

REVERE

(34,300)
Crescent (1,200)— Phot-2-D

Revere (1,500)— WE-DF

ROCKLAND
Strand

(7,544)

(799)— WE-DF

ROSLINDALE
Rialto— WE-DF

ROXBURY
Criterion

(786)— WE-DF

Dudley (1.200)— WE-DF
Rivoli (1,200)— WE-DF
Shawmut (1.400)— WE-DF
Warren (1,329)— WE-DF

SALEM

(42,529)
Federal (1.800)— Ampt-D
WE-DF
(8001—
Plaza

Salem

(1,200)— WE-DF

SOMERVILLE
Ball Snuare

Rroadwav

(100,400)

(1.000)— Pac-D
(1.20(1)— Pac-D

WE-DF

Capitol
Central Square (1,200)— Pac-D

THE

FIRST

OF

A

SERIES

OF

ADS

ON

REPRODUCTION

QUALITY

by

WESTERN

ELECTRIC

Why?
Wfl/y do you need

WAlY

quality reproduction?

has the Western Electric Sound System

been accepted as the standard of quality

re-

production?

Wfl/V does Western Electric equipment
cost

more?

W iiy

do progressive exhibitors pay more for
Western Electric equipment when sound devices
can be bought for less money?

W fly

does Western Electric lead the

more than 2,600

field

with

installations?

W hy

do pictures make more money in Western
Electric wired theatres?

W hy does Western
more

efficiently

Electric

equipment operate

than any other?

To answer these questions Western
announces a
ity

series

Electric

of advertisements on qual-

reproduction.

be informative, crammed with sound
picture facts. It will be of interest and value to every
exhibitor regardless of the equipment he has or intends to buy.

The

Westm
SOU

series will

\Etectrk

SYSTEM

ND
Distributed by

Electrical Research Products Inc.
2f)0

Member

West 57th

Street,

New York, N. Y.

of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.

Will H. Hays, President
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;;

; ;;

THE
Sunday, September

1,

1929

(800)— Bio-D

Orpheum

Strand (1,041)— WE-DF
Teele Square (1,000)— Pac-D

BOSTON
Strand— WE-DF
SOUTHBRIDGE (14,245)

SO.

(1,600)— Tra-DF

Strand

SPRINGFIELD

(145,000)

(900)— DeP-DF & Bio

Bijou

D

Broadway (2.200)—WE-DF
Capitol (1,800)— WE-DF
Fox's (1,300)— WE-DF
Liberty (966)— WE-DF
Orpheum— RCA-DF
Palace (2,500)— WE-DF

TAUNTON
Grand

(37,137)

— Kine-D-WE-DF

Park (1,200)
Strand (1,200)— RCA-DF

TURNERS FALLS
Opera House (475)— Milt-D
Sliea's— Pac-D
(35,700)
Central Square (800)

WALTHAM

—

WE-DF

Embassy— WE-DF

WARE (8,225)
Casino (724)— WE-DF
WAREHAM (4.415)
Warr (640)— Milt-D
WAVERLY

(700)— WE-DF

Strand

WEBSTER

(13.258)

(987)— WE-DF

State

WELLESLF.Y HILLS (6,224)
Communitv (544)— WE-DF
W. SPRINGFIELD (15,800)
Elm— Milt D

WESTBORO
Strand

(5,989)

— Bio-D

WESTFIELD

(18,604)

Park (1,180)— WE-DF

— WE-DF

Strand (1,400)

WEYMOUTH
Weymouth

(15.057)

— Mov-D

WHITTENTON
Grand (1,200)— Kine-D
WINCHENDEN (5.904)
Capital

— Pac-D

WOBURN

WORCESTER
Capitol

(193,400)

(1,867)— WE-DF

Elm— WE-DF
Palace— WE-DF

Plvmotith (2.600)— WF.-DF
Poli

(1,129,700)

Alhambra

(2,600)— WE-DF

Regent— WE-DF
Roval (170)— Mov-D

Strand (1,362)— WE-DF

—

(1.472)

Woodward

9428

Ambassador (847)
17730 John

44

—WE-DF

;

—

Arcadia
(517)
RCA-DF;
9167 Gratiot
Astor (732)— Mov-D; 8652

Regent (505)— Mov-D

ALMA

(7,542)

Hour (305)— Supho-D
Stiand (919)— Seg-D

Idle

ALPENA (11.101)
Maltz (1,129)— WE-DF
ANN ARBOR (22,700)
Michigan (1,884) —WE-DF
Orpheum (680)— WE-DF
Wuerth (760)— WE-DF
BATTLE CREEK (43,500)
Elite (175)— Homemade-D
Post (1,203)— WE-DF
Regent (965)— WE-DF
Strand (612)— WE-DF
BAY CITY (47,554)
Lafayette (250)— Duo-D
Orpheum (776)—WE-DF
Regent (1,300)—WE-DF
State (900)— Ampt-D
Washington (917)— WE-DF
Wenonah (639)—WE-DF
BELDING (3,911)
Empress (276) — Amp'-D
BENTON HAREOR (12,233)
Liberty (1,398)— WE-DF
BESSEMER (5,482)

(1.972)— Bri-D

Avalon

Rex (475)

—Vois-F

BIG RAPIDS
Colonial

(4,558)

(686)— WE-DF

BIRMINGHAM (3,694)
Birmingham (1,401)—WE-DF
BOYNE CITY (4.284)
(400)— Rey-D
Princess (553)— Duo-D
Bovue

CADILLAC

(9,750)

Lyrick (782)— WE-DF
CHARLOTTE (5,216)
Rialto (473)— Rey-D
COLOMA (663)

Baldwin

— Fran-D

—

WE-DF;

13307 Jefferson

Michigan and Cass Aves.

St.,

Columbia

2615

;

(1,016)— Bri-D;

Monroe
Conani (907)—Fran-D
Conant
Courtesy

(683)

50

!2-C.i7

:

— Phot-2-D

;

;

(580)— Fran-D

Crystal

;

(907)— DePF;

Coloma

(275)— Rey-D

Hastings
Michigan (4,100)— WE-DF
238 Bagley Ave.
Mt. Clemens Symph-D

9355
8s>35

;

Pasadena (J86)— Cine
Mack Ave.

—

Piccadilly

28U

(1,000 I— Fran D
11514 Jefferson Ave., E.
Side
East
(650)— RCA-DF
2717 Gratiot

End

;

90-18

3711

(2,80"0)— WERd.

DF Grand River & Joy
Grand Riviera Annex
WE-DF

Grand Victory (919)--Symph-

D: 9222 Grand-River Ave.
;

8024

;

2312
;

Home

(736)
6421 Chene
Idea' (465)
Mack Ave.

;

;

St.

— Mov-D;

10737

(812)— WE-DF; 2314

E.

Grand Blvd.

— Symph-D

Junction (440)— Cine-D
Junction Ave.

;

;

Tuxedo (1.726)— WE-DF;
11747 Hamilton Blvd.
United Artists (2,070)— WE-

& Clifford
DF
Uptown (1,548)—WE-DF;
Bagley Ave.

:

Mack Ave.

West End (800)— Fran-D
6864 Warren Ave., W.

;

—

Wolverine (504) Mov-D;
3301 Michigan Ave.
Woodward Grand (900)— MovD; 13551 Woodward Ave.

Your (798)— Fran-D; 3748

DOWAGIAC (5,440)
Century (800) — Mov-D
DURANT (2.672)

Delft

FLINT

W.

— Unnamed-D

— Huma-D;

(1,889)

(600)— Ampt-D

EATON RAPIDS (2,397)
Capitol (400)— Rey-D
ESCANABA (13,103)

Hollywood (3,436)— WE-DF;
St.,

4721

9515 Gratiot Ave.
Senate (1.500)— Phot-2-D;
6424 Michigan Ave.
Shubert Detroit WE-DF
State (3.000)— WE-DF; 2117
Woodward Ave.
1730
Strand (1 384)--Bri-D
Grand River Ave.
Stratford (987)— Pac-D; 4751
Dix Ave.

State

Ave.,

—

Fort

Gratiot Ave.

EAST LANSING

Harper Ave.
Highland Park (598)— WE-

Woodward

(1,334)— WE-DF;

Rialto

Theatorium (298)— Rev-D

—

Harmonv (1,322) Fran-D;
11205 Mack Ave.
Harper (764)— Mov-D; 7723
13843

;

Forest Ave., E.

;

West
Mov-D
Hippodrome (786)
3646 Warren Ave., W.

;

Redford (2,201)— WE-DF
21720 Grand River Ave.
Regent (2,253)— Fran D 7314
Woodward Ave.

14407

Great Lakes (2,000)— Mov-D
Grand River Rd. & Terry
Grosse Pte. Park (1,073)
Fran-D 15003 Charlevoix
Ave.

2946

—

9638 Jefferson Ave.. E.
Globe (853)— Symph-D; 3520
G'and-River Ave.
Granada (1,750)— Bri-D
5339 Warren Ave.,,W.

Jefferson Ave., W.
Gratiot (1,074)— Mov-D
Gratiot Ave.

11645

WE-DF;

C, 500)—WE-DF:
Woodward and Montcalm
Gladwin Park (894)— WE-DF;

Grande (1,837)— Fran-D

Plaza (825)— WE-DF;
Jefferson Ave., E.

Rivoli (1.012)—
Cadillac Ave.
Roosevelt (1,700)

F- x

Riviera

(877)—WE-DF

Priscilla (474)— Mov-D;
Mt. Elliott Ave.

63-15

Fenkell Ave.
Ferndale (995)— WE-DF;
7913 Vernor Highway, W.
Ferry Field (1,325)— Pac-D
6541 Grand River Ave.
Fisher (2,970)— WE-DF
2nd and Grand Blvd.
Flamingo (997) Fran-D;
14270 Seven Mile Road, E.

:

9232

;

17301 Gratiot Ave.

Family (864)— WE-DF; 2
Monroe Ave.

;

D

Ramona (2,000)— WE-DF

;

;

;

4014 Fenkell Ave.

St.

Farnum (800)— Fran-D
Jos. Campau Ave.
Fenkell (700)— Mov-DF

Oriole (2,200)—
8449 I.inwood Ave.
Pa'ace No. 2 (397)— Homemade-D
6010 14th
;

Dexter (1,100)
Mov-DF;
11614 Dexter Blvd.

(768)— Pac-D;

WE-DF

2608

(500)— Bri-D
(136,500)

Broadway (308)— Rey-D
Capitol (1,951)— WE-DF
Columbia (492)— Rey-D
Garden (896)— WE-DF
Michigan (1.500)— DeP-DF
Resent (1.600)— WE-DF
Ritz (1,097)— WE-DF
State (1,000)— WE-DF
Strand (1,181)— WE-DF

FLUSHING (1.168)
Ideal (284) — Unnamed-D
GLADSTONE (4.953)
Rialto (548)— WE-DF

(1.803)— WE-DF

Regent

(482)— WE-DF
(474)— Pac-D
Stocking (741)— Phot-2-D
Rivoli

Royal

Temple (1.013)— Fran-D
Wealthy (578)— Rey-D

GRAYLING (2,450)
Opera House (363)— Fran D
GRFENVILLE (4 304)
(545)— Pac-D

Silver

HANCOCK

(7.325)

Kerredge (1,219)— WE-DF
Orpheum (800) Voice-D

HILLSDALE

(5.476)

Dawn (605)— WF.-DF

HOLLAND (12,183)
Holland (706)— Mov-D
HOLLY (1,888)
(300)— Phot-2-D

Liberty

IONIA

(6,935)
Orpheum (250)

Delft

— Rey-D

(280)— Bri-D

IRONWOOD

(15,739)

ISHPEMING

(10,500)

Ironwood (1,051)— WE-DF
Ishyeming (950)— WE-DF

JACKSON

(59,700)

Bon-Ton (210)— Jun-D
Capitol (1.654)— WE-DF
Family (622)— DeP-DF
Ideal (174)— Phovox-D
Regent (1.000)— WE-DF

KALAMAZOO

(54.500)
Capitol (1.090)—
Fuller (1.007)—
State (1,811)—
(73,200)

WE-DF
WE-DF
WE-DF
LANSING
Car.itol (746)— WE-DF
Gladmer (1.007)— WE-DF
Orpheum (500)— DeP-DF
Strand (1,792)— WE-DF
LAURIUM (6.696)
Laurium (325) — Voice-D
LINCOLN PARK
Lincoln Park (596)— WE-DF

LOWELL

(1.730)

(228)— Rey-D

Strand

LUDINGTON (8,810)
Lyric (903)—WE-DF
MACKINAC ISLAND (493)
Orpheum (280)— Union-D
MANISTEE (9.694)
Lyric (569)— WE-DF
MARQUETTE (12,718)
Delft (1.100)— Bri-D
MENOMINEE (9,807)
Lloyd's (1,200)— WE-DF
MIDLAND (5,483)
(708)— Bri-D

Frolic

MONROE (14,700)
Family (1.039)—WE-DF
MT CLEMENS (9,488)
Bijou (925)— Symph-D
Macomb (1.634))— WE-DF
MT. PLEASANT (4,819)

Broadway (1,050)—WE-DF

MUSKEGON
Majestic

(44,300)

(700)— RCA-DF

-WE-DF
WE-DF
WE-DF
NEGAUNEE
Vista (948)— WE-DF
Regent

(1.1 00)-

Rialto (554)—
Ritz (480)—
(7.419)

NEWAYGO (1.160)
Park (240)— Rey-D
NEWBERRY (2,179)

Grand (175)— Vee-D

NILES

(7,311)

Ready (1,000)— WE-DF

Riviera

(933)— DeP-DF

NORWAY (4.633)
Rialto (675)— Vois-D
OKAMOGAN
Rex

— Voice-D

ORION
Silver

PIGEON

(780)

Gem (260)— Mello-D

PCNT1AC

(49,800)

WE

Oakland (1,529)—
DF
Strand (1,099)— WE-DF

PORT HURON

(30,700)

—

Desmond (1,320) WE-DF
Family (750)— WE-DF
Pinegrove (400)— Duo-D

— Kineg-D

Ritz

REDFORD (1,389)
Kunsky Bedford — WE-DF
REED CITY (803)
Strand (281)— Rey-D
ROCHESTER (2,548)
Idle Hour (336)— Mello-D
ROYAL OAK (6,007)
Baldwin (1,143)— Fran-D
Royal Oak (1,734)— WE-DF

SAGINAW

(73,300)

Franklin (1,425)— WE-DF
Mecca Palace (798)— WE-DF

Regent (600)— Ampt-D

Temple (2,200)— WE-DF

—

Wolverine (800)
Ampt-D
ST. IGNACE (1 852)
St. Ignace (250)— Vois-D
ST. JOHNS (3.925)

(450)—

Iris

e y-D

JOSEPH (7,251)
(800)— WE-DF
SAULT STE. MARIE (12,096)
ST.

Caldwell
Colonial

(325)— Bio-D
—
Bri-D
Temple—
Strand

IRON MOUNTAIN (8,251)
Braumart (982)— WE-DF
IRON RIVER (4.296)

—

(1,213)

Orpneum (1,000)— WE-DF
Our— Mel-D

Regent (400)— Ampt-D

;

—

Oakman Boulevard

—

WE-DF

Jardon

;

8342

Kercheval

Del-Tie (1,087)— Bri-D
Mack Ave.
Detroit O. H. (1,754)

4801

(960)— Fran-D 7639
Mack Ave.
Medbury (639)— Mov-D; 5843

Maxine

Cine-D

DeLuxc (1.511)— Kri-O:

;

—

Cam-

10315 Jos.

New Home —Unnamed-D
New Plaza—WE-DF

Gratiot

Dunbar

Witherell

Majestic (1,706)— WE-DF
Martha Washington (1,000)

RCA-DF;

(1,289)

—
HARBOR BEACH (1,927)
Community (680) — Pac-D

(1,976)— WE-DF

4845

Michigan Ave.

Dawn

22

7733

peau Ave.

604 5 Vernon Highway, West
Crane (394)— Cine-DF
8730
Harper

Grand

Mack
(437)— Mov-D;
Mack Ave.
Madison

(1,590)— Pac-D

421

;

Michigan Ave.

&

Woodward

liast

(320)— RCA-DF

Lyric

East
Colonial

8229 Linwood Ave.

Loop (554)— WE-DF;

;

(3.448)— WE-DF;
1526 Broadway
Cinderella
(1,879)— Huma

DePF;

—

Salle (1,498)

WE-DF

WE-DF

6515 14th

—

Linwood La

Capitol

Iris

Gardens (1,990)—

;

Blackstone (288)—WE-DF;
116 Michigan
Buchanan (796) Phot-2-D
4044 Buchanan

— Mer-D

Keith's (1,824)—
Majestic Gardens

Tos. Campeau Ave.
Lincoln Park (400)— RCA-F
1585 Fort
Lincoln Square (1,837)
PacD; 6034 Fort St., W.

;

I.inwood and Davison

(156.300)

(486)— Rey-D

Fulton

Grand

Lasky (998)— Mov-D; 13320

12th

DF

Salle

(7,205)

Grand (856)--WE-DF

—

—

WE-DF;

GRAND HAVEN

Empress (1,800) WE-DF
Family (650)— Rey-D

14249 Jefferson Ave., E.
Lancaster (1,200)
Fran-D;
10535 Jefferson Ave., W.

La

33

GRAND RAPIDS

(1,009)— WE-DF;

Koppin

Lakewood (1,270)— WS-DF

—

ADRIAN (11,878)
Crosswell (1,078)— WE-DF
ALLEGAN (3,637)

Uptown (2,070) —
16533 Woodward

528 Gratiot Ave.

;

Michigan

RCA-DF;
Ave.

Bri-D;

R

-<%£*DAILY
Keith-Albee

Adams (1.770)— WE-DF:
W. Adams

Hastings

(16,574)

(940)—WE-DF

Strand

DETROIT

—

:

(929)

(270)— Mov-D

OWOSSO (12.575)
Capitol (1.146)— WE-DF
OXFORD (1,668)
Oxford (340)— Mel-D
PAW PAW (1,556)
Paw Paw (380)— Rey-D
PETOSKEY (5.064)
Hollvwood (432)— Pac-D
Palace (352)— Pac-D

Bri-D

SHERIDAN (489)
Gould's— Rey-D
SOUTH HAVEN (3,829)
Center (438)— Mov-D
SOUTH RANGE (1,435)
Star

(240)— Mello-D

STOCKBRIDGE
Starland

(749)

(240)— Homemade

STURGIS

(5,705)

(540)— Bri-D

Strand

TAWAS CITY (1,018)
State (264)— Rey-D
THREE RIVERS (5,209)
Riviera (701)— WE-DF
TRAVERSE CITY 00.925)
Lyric (1.034)— WE-DF

YPSILANTI
Martha

(7.413)

Washington

(800)

WE-DF

Wuerth (1,099)— WE

—

DF

Minnesota
ALBERT LEA (8.056)
Broadway (1,137)— WE-DF
ALEXANDRIA (3,338)
State

(650)— Pac-D

AUSTIN
State

(12,200)

(1,500)— WE-DF

BANDETTE

Grand (450)— Royt-D

BEMIDJI

(7,086)

Elko (400)— WE-DF
BENSON (217)
Viking (375)— Vitat-D
BRAINERD (9,501)
Lyceum (550) — Audit-D
CALUMET (245)
Rex (245)— Mov-D
CLOQUET (5.127)
Leb (650)— Talk-D
DASSELL (804)

—Talk-D
— Mov-D

Lakeland
State

DAWSON
Grand

(1,138)

(300)— Vitat-D

DEER RIVER (900)
Lyceum (300) — Unnamed-!)
DETROIT LAKES (2,807)
State (403)— Pac-D
DULUTH (112,600)
Astor

(450)— Audit-D

—

Electgra-D
Darie (400)— Reel-D
Garrick (1,000)— WE-DF

Capitol (400)

Lvceum (1,300)— WE-DF
I.vric

(1,000)— WE-DF

(450)— Mov-D
Strand (500)— WE-DF
Sunbeam (450)— Vict-D
Star

EAGLE BEND (600)
L & O (240)—Talk-D
ELY (3,572)
Elco

(500)-— Pac-D

House
named-D

Opera

'EVELETH

(300)

—

(7.205)

Regent (500)— Audit-D

FAIRPAULT (11,890)
Sun (800)— Audit-D
FAIRFAX (1,066)
Topic

(200)— Talk-D

FAIRMOUNT

(4,630)

Nicholas (7°2)— WE-DF
Strand (752)— Audit-D

Un

The

G-e-n-u-i-n-e

HORNS
DYNAMIC UNITS

[^<VA/M

and

reproduce voice and orchestra selections with such
fidelity

and delicacy

of tone,

with such sweetness and

clearness combined with depth, as to

entertainment sound as

were

present.

Every

if

make music and

the speaker or orchestra

intonation, with every fine ex-

pression, with every heart throb,

is

reproduced

life-

RACON EXPONENTIAL HORNS
and DYNAMIC UNITS. One piece horn construclike

through

tion

from

vibrationless, non-porous material

and ad-

vanced engineering methods used in the construction
JUNIOR
of the GIANT DYNAMIC and new

DYNAMIC units eliminate blasting and tinniness.
horn sizes vary from 6" to
with air columns of from one foot

RACON
Air

Column

10 feet

Depth 34 inches

Bell 40 in. by 40 in.
Weight 45 pounds

Dynamic Horn
Unit

bells,

to fifteen feet.

Monitor Horn No. 1115

—

JUNIOR Dynamic as perfect and
satisfying as its big brother where less
power is required. Its adoption for the
monitor system will prove sensational
truths as to Racon efficiency.
The

Giant

square

GIANT

Dynamic's superiority has
demonstrated
a thousand times
been
theatre owners
whenever
wherever and
Racon
comparative
tests.
have made
never falls down.

The

6'

Junior Dynamic
Unit
Write

All Racon Horns carry
Racon Labels. All others

for catalogue

are imitations.

Consult Our Acoustical Engineers

[?

AVAAl

ELE^TIvIv
Specialists in Acoustic

vA. iNv.

Chambers

Washington Place, New York, Telephone Spring 1120
Slough, Bucks, England, and 3 Mutual Street, Toronto, Canada

Factories: 18 to 24

—72

Column
Bell— 14 in. x

Air

in.

17 in.

Depth— 12

in.

1

;

—

;

;

THE
Sunday, September

1929

1,

MONTEVIDEO

FERGUS FALLS
Lvric (427)

(7,581)
— Unnamed-D

Orpheum (170)— Mov-D

FOSSTON

MORRIS

!_»

(2,161)

House

(750)— Vitat-D

GRAND RAPIDS

(2.230)

HASTINGS

— Gen-D

—

2

Majestic

Grand (325)—Audit-D

MAHNOMEN (796)
Rainbow (430)— Talk-D
MANKATO (13.900)
Grand (800)— WE-DF

MENOMINEE

—Unnamed -D
(491,117)
Alhambra (300) — Vitat-D;
3211 Penn Ave. N.
American (450) — Ora-D;
E. Lake

Orpheim

MINNEAPOLIS

16

Astor— Pac-D
Bijou

WE DF

(1,500)

—

Vitat-D; 20

Wash. Ave. N.
Broadway Audit-D; 1006 W.
Broadway
Cozy (375)— Dvno-D
East Lake (400)
Ultra-D;
1537 E. Lake
El Lago— Mar D; E lake St.
Empress (450)— WE-DF; 412
W. Broadway
Garrick (1,600)— WE-DF
40

—

—

;

7th

S.

Metropolitan

Granada— WE-DF; 3020 Hennepin Ave.

(750)— Vitat-D

;

—

—

Amtisu (300)

— DeP-

(315)

—

;

St.

Garden (450)

W.

929

—

Unnamed-D;

7th St.

Hamline (400)—Mar-D; 1533
University Ave.
Homemade
(600)
D 629 S. Smith Ave.
Mounds (400)—Audit-D; 1029
Hastings Ave.

—

Mohawk
;

—

Oxford (1,000)
Grand and Oxford

Orpheum

RCA-D;

WE-DF:

Wabash
1595

Selby Ave.
Riviera (1,100)— WE-DF; 449

Lake (400)—Mar-D; 2721 E.
Lake

Wabasha
Shubert (800)— Audit-D
change and Wabasha
Strand
(500)— Ampt-D
Wabasha
Tower (1,065)— WE-DF
Wabasha

La

Uptrwn— WE-DF

Ave.

Homevood (900)— WE-HF
Plymouth Ave. N.

Lagoon

(1,173)

—

WE-DF;

2906 Hennepin Ave.

(500)— Mov-D;

Salle

Nicollet

Ave.

(420)—Audit-D

Liberty

2511

6th Ave. N.
Logan (65 C)— Talk-D;

1013

;

and W. Bwav.
Loring (1,164)
WE-DF;
1405 Nicollet Ave.
Lyndale (500)— Audit-D 2932
Lyndale Ave. S

—

;

Lyra

(500)

— Electra-D

(1,162)— WE-DF;
Hennepin Ave.

Lyric

Minnesota
9th and

(4,200)

La

711

—WE-DF;

Salle

New Lake (500)— Ultra-D
W. Lake
Nokomis

(400)

—

;

31

Paradise (841)— WE-DF
Rialto (600)— WE-DF; 735 E.

(2,750)— WE-DF;
Hennepin Ave.

(320)— WE-DF;

801
37 S.

7th

Unique (800)— Audit-D
Hennepin Ave.
Universal (400)— Gen-D

;

520

1077

SPRING VALLEY

— Gen-D

(1,877)

State

STAPLES

(2,558)
New Staples Mov-D
(7,745)
Vitat-D
Majestic (350)
RIVER FALLS (3,714)

—
STILLWATER
—

THIEF

Lyceum (500)— Pac-D
Princess (380)— Unnamed-D

TWO HARBORS

(4,546)

—

—

GULFPORT

(6,386)
Anderson (600)

— WE-D

(70)— WE-DF

Strand

HATTIESBURG
Anderson (500)

(14,200)

— Gen-D

Lomo (800)— WE-D

Strand (700)— WE-DF

JACKSON

(28,900)

Century (1,110)— WE-DF

(600)— WE-DF
Majestic (980)— WE-DF

Istrione

LAUREL (16,200)
Arabian — WE-DF
LEXINGTON (1,792)
Lexirgtcn (310) — Mov-D
McCOMB (7,775)
State (848)— WE-DF
MERIDAN (24,500)
Saenger (1.500)— WE-DF
Strand (800)— WE-DF
Temple—WE-DF
NATCHEZ (13,200)
Baker Grand (1,100)— WE-DF
NEW ALBANY (2,531>
Ritz— RCA-DF
PICAYUNE (2,479)
Forn«a (581)— Mov-D
ROLLING FORK (703)

—Mov-D

STARKVILLE

(2.596)

Rex— Phot-2-D

SUMNER (613)
Strand — Phot-2-D
TUPELO (5.055)
(650)— Phot-2-D

Strand

VICKSBURG

(18,072)

WED
— WE-DF
WATER VALLEY (4,315)
Grand — Phot-2-D
Alamo (400)—
Saenger

WINONA
Dixie

(2,572)

— Mov-D

YAZOO CITY

VIRGINIA

Yazoo (904)— WE-DF

(14,022)

(400)— WE-DF
State— WE-DF

WADENA (2,186)
Cozy (400)— RCA-DF
WARREN (1,772)

(444)—Talk-D

WASECA (3,908)
State (500)— Audit-D
WATERVILLE (1,273)
New Gem (400)—Talk-D
WILLMAR (5,892)

— Mov-D

(2,173)
Wonderland (600) Pac-D
(1,641)
Talk-D
Princess (300)

WINNEBAGO

—

—

BOONVILLE (4,665)
Lyric (666)— WE-DF
BROOKFIELD (6,304)
De Graw (800) — WE-DF
BUTLER (2,702)
Opera House (500)--Rovt D
CAMERON (3,248)
Royal (600) — Homemade-D
CAPE GIRARDEAU (14,400)
Broadway (1,250)— DeP-DF
CARROLLTON (3,218)
Bijou — Goo-D
CARTHAGE (10,068)
Crane (795)— WE-DF
Woodbine— Unnamed-D
CHAFFEE (3,035)
Express (633) — Ampt-D
CHARLESTON (3,410)
American (400) — Phot-2-D
CHILLICOTHE (6,772)
Strand (832)— WE-DF
CLINTON (1,150)
Lee (600)— WE-DF
COLUMBIA (10,392)
Hall (1.200)— WE-DF
Missouri — Mov-D
DEXTER (2,635)
Weeks (500)— Life-D
B'way

Little

ELVINS

Missouri

(2.418)

EXCELSIOR SPRINGS

(4,-

200)

Beyer

(1.O00)— Bio-D

(500)

Royal

(2.011)

(2,016)

Maple— McA-D

AURORA

(3,575)

Princess

McA-D

BETHANY

(2,080)

(300)— McA-D

BIDDEFORD
Central (1,177)— WE-DF
BOLIVER (1,980)

— Royt-D

David

Ritz— Royt-D

— DeP-DF
Bomventura (495) — Sch-D
2317 Independence
(1,000)

;

(1,270)— Unnamed-D;
13th and Walnut
Granada (1,150)— WE-DF
Isis
(1,200)— WE-DF; 31st
and Troost

Lindbergh— RCA-DF

WE-D*";

Linwood (963)— WE-DF;

31st

and Prospect
Madrid (1,200)
WE-DF;
3808 Main
Mainstreet (2,500)— WE-DF
14th and Main

—

WE-DF;

Main
Murray (700)— McA-D;
nr.

type explained in code on

—

(848)

P-D

—WE

—A

and

A-D

(900)— Homemade-D

(798)—WE-DF
(1.786)

(300)— RCA-D

Farris

Globe

(1,200)

Auditorium

(777)
(360)
Ampt-D
(1,275)

—

Grand (300)— McA-D

Troost

3204 E. 27th

(600)— DeP-F

RICHMOND

Aladdin (302)— Gen-D

Neptune

-

PLATTE CITY (560)
Mainstreet — McA-D
POPLAR BLUFFS (8.042)
Jewell (600)— Phot-2-D
PRINCETON (1,576)

(575,000)

—

- Homemade D

7 ° 0)

Royal (250)— Goo-D

—

13,

(

Gasconade

Hippodrome (500)—WE-DF
Orpheum (600)—WE-DF
Rex (450) Homemade-D

May wood — McA-D

(750)—

LAMAR (2,255) Homemade-D
Plaza (500)— Royt-D
LEBANON (2,848)
Lyric (300)— Phot-2-D
LEE'S SUMMIT (1 469)

PACIFIC

Gem (500)— Homemade-D

—

(7,215)

(1,000)— Bio-D

OWENSVILLE
(16,100)

WE-DF
WE-DF
WE-DF

Midland (4,000)

Kennedy

Dixie

Jefferson (1.200)—
Miller (1,222)—
JOPLIN (29,902)
Electric (1,522)—

(1,274)

KIRKSVILLE

Star

Lewis 700)— Bio-D

and

(3,622)

(450)— Life-D

ODESSA

(11,920)

(5!)0>— Unnamed-D

27th

Palace

Liberty

Bio-D
—(350)—
Bio-D

Bagdad

KENNETT

MOBERLY (14,100)
Grand (350)— WE-DF
MONETT (4,206)
Rialto (450)— Dra-D
NEVADA (7,l?c)

(2.724)
— Unnamed-D

KANSAS CITY

•

3927 Main

Mavwood

(360)— Royt-D

JEFFERSON CITY

36th

PERRYSVILLE (1,763)
Electric (450)— Ampt-D
MEXICO (6.013)

— Pio-D

Elliott

(500)— McA-D;

and Troost
Tivoli— Phot-2-D
Uptown (2,300)— WE-DF
Warwick (1,014)— WE-DI

STA. (250)
Egyptian— Qua-D

— Royt-D

INDEPENDENCE

1022

MAYWOOD

—

HIGGINSVILLE
Royal

(800)— WE-DF;

Nugent (600)— Cain.-D

(1,747)
Courtier (400)
Bio-D

Lyric

Main
Strand

DF

—

HANNIBAL (19,306)
Star (800)— Mov-D
HARRISONVILLE (2,073)

HOLDEN

and Troost

Royal

Lee

Fulton Unnamed-D
Orpheum Clear-D

Rex (3i0;

(614)— WE-DF- 107
E. 12th
Rockhill (1,500)— Bio-D; 47th

MARCELINE
Xantwell (250)— A. B
MARSHALL (5,200)

FRANKFORD (653)
Royal — Kipp-D
FULTON (5,595)

Perkins

Regent

—WE-DF
—WE-DF
(3,760)

Roseland (820)— Lau-D

Schnell

—

—

Maplevood (1200)
Powhattan (1.200)

FLAT RIVER

GALLATIN

WE-DF

LUXEMBERG
L*"I?y (750)— Homemade-D
„
MALDEN
(2 098)
Liberty (500)— Bio D
MAPLEWOOD (7,431)

Col'egiate
Kipp-D
F"ESTUS (3,448)
Idle Hour (560)— Goo-D
(5.112)

—

WE-DF

Plaza
WE-DF
Prospect (505)— McA-D; 2605
Prospect

Liberty

— — Mov-D

Alamo

—
—

Pantages
(2,800)— WE-DF
12th and McGee
Pershing Unnamed-D

LI BERT Y

FAIRMONT
May wood — McA-D
FAYETTE (2,300)

18th and Lydia

ALBANY

Names of devices and

D

(200)— Ampt-D

Regal

Lincoln

Cozy

— Bio-

39th and Bell
(1,800)
1118 Main
Oak Park (932)
40th and Prosoert

Newman

Princess

LOUIS

ST.

E.

;

(5,244)

(500)— Phot-2-D

Dreamland (500)

;

I)

Grenada Pac-D
Opera House Unnamed-D

Royal (250)

(2,154)

—

WINDOM

Uptown—.WE-DF
Wonderland
(400)— Ultra-D
72 Wash. Ave., S.

438

Coughren Talk-D
Rex— Talk-D

Strand

State

;

-Might

CLARKSDALE (7,552)
Marion (900)— WE-DF
COLUMBUS (11,500)
Princess (962)— WE-DF
CRYSTAL SPRINGS (1,395)
Palace (426)— Mel-D
DURANT (1,870)
Dixie (400)— Pac-D
GREENVILLE (15,400)
Peoples— WE-DF
Saenger— WE-DF
GREENWOOD (7,793)
Greenwood (900) — WE-DF
GRENADA (2,280)

Garrick

3749 Chicago Ave. S.
Pantages
(2,000)— WE-DF
710 Hennepin Ave.

'Strand

CENTER

Ex440

Venus (777)— WE-DF;
Payne Ave.

State

WE-DF;

;

;

SAL'KE
Logan

—

(1.400)

7th and

(880)— WE-DF;

Park

—

Saenger (1,300)— WE-DF

Aster Pac-D
Capitol (2.375)— WE-DF; 7th
and St. Peter
Faust
(400)—Audit-D; 624
University Ave.
Forest (500)— Hana-D 924 E.
th

(2,277)

Crescent (400)
Pac-D
BILOXI (12.900)

BROOKHAVEN (4,706)
Arcade (499)— WE-DF
BUDE (1,121)

ROCHESTER (17.700)
Chateau Dodge (1,800)— WK
DF
Empiess (840)— Audit-D
Lawler (812)— WE DF
ST. CLOUD (19,400)
Grand (850)— Audit-D
Sherman (1,200)— WE-DF
ST. JAMES (2,673)
Princess (550) — Pac-D
ST. PAUL (350,000)

7

LOUIS (3,033)
G (489)— WE-DF

ST.
&-

BELZONI

(5 658)

—-Bri-D

Palace

Grand (1.000)— WE-DF
619
Hennepin Ave.
Hennepin-Orpheum (2,000)
RCA-DF; 910 Hennepin
1919

A

— Vitat-D

(1,376)

DF
RICE LAKE

1

LUVERNE
Palace (<90)— WE-DF
MADISON (1,811)

Arion (931)—

OWATONNA

BAY

(1,774)

(250)

R^D WING

(5,500)

(400.
Phot
(2,782)

Orpheum

(3.325)
Orpheum (700) Pac-D
(8.673)
Sheldon Memorial (820)

(500)— Pac-D

Lyric:

ORTONVILLE

PIPESTONE

(2,700)

Unique (450)— Vitat-D
Lowell

(4,023)

Lux (350)— Talk-D

Happy Hour (350)— Reel-D

LITTLE FALLS

Mississippi

(708)— WE-DF

PERHAM

(968)

LITCHFIELD

(6,745)

(500)— Talk-D
(362)— Bri-D

Grar.d

Grand (75C)— RCA-DF

— Unnamed-D

(3,140)

State

NORTHFIELD

(18,400)

State (1,200)— WE-DF
HOPKINS (1,648)
Royal (500)— Vitat-D
INTERNATL FALLS (3,4481

JASPER

WORTHINGTON

(1,685)

NEW ULM
Niles

(4,571)

State

HIBBING

(5,720)

Strand (325)— Talk-D
Lyric

Grand (450)— Mer-D

(19,143)

State— WE-DF

Winona—WE-DF

Moorhead (789)— WE-DF

Libertv (400;Ultra

Opera

MOORHEAD

(1,014)

GLENWOOD

WINONA

(4,419)

Eagle (500)— Mono-D

Royt-D;
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ROLLA

(4,409)

(700)— McA-D
(2,077)

(450)— Phot-2-D
RoIIa— Phot-2-D

Lyric

RUSHVILLE (262)
Princess — Mcv-D
ST. CHARLES (8,503)

Strand (800)Mov-D
ST. JOHN
Gem Life-D
ST. JOSEPH (78,400)

—

(700)— WE-DF

Colonial
Electric

(1.643)—WE-DF
Empress (700) Gen-D
Missouri (2.000)— WE-DF
Olive (480)— Talk-D
Rivolt (300)— Bio-D
Savoy (400)— Talk-D
ST.

—

LOUIS

(1,000,000)

Ambassador (3,000)— WE-

DF

;

Arsenal

66th and Locust
WE-DF;
(657)

—

Grand and Arsence
Ashland (790)— DeP-F: Newstead and Lexington

JACK WHITE

Talking Comedies Produced by

JACK WHITE
for Educational

"Zip.

Boom. Bah."

"The Crazy Nut"

"Cold Shivers"
"Social Sinners"

"Look Out Below"

—

; ;

THE
Sunday, September

UK: An

\\ E
Allbart (1,449)
bert and Easton

(537)

—

(929)—WE-DF;

6tli

Broadway-Family
loinemade-D
I

Capitol

and Chestnut
Cinderella

—

(1,834)

Mov-D

-

Cherokee and Iowa
WE-DF;
Columbia (1,200)
6th and St. Charles
2310
Pac-D;
(690)—
Comet
Market
(1,150)— WE-DF
Congress

—

;

4023 Olive

(892)— Pac D; M.
Broadway
Douglas (850)— Goo-D
5642
Fairy (1,000)— DeP-DF

Criterion

;

Easton Av^.

Fox (5,000)— WE-DF
4500 Gravois

Grind

DF

(1850)— WE-

Grand-Floiissant

DF
Grand
DF

;

(1,700)— WE-

Central

Grand and Florissant

;

(2,225)— RCA-

Opera

—
—

Gravois (1120)
2631 S. Jefferson
Hi Pointe (778)

STANBERRV (1,864)
Princess (500) — Goo-D
SULLIVAN (909)
Lyria (250)— Life-D
TRENTON (6,951)
Hubbell (500)— WE-DF
UNION (1,605)
Liberty (275)— Life
VANDALIA (2,158)
I

>

Orpheum (200)— Goo D

WARRENTON

(800)
Warrenton (200)

New

—

Homemade-D

WASHINGTON (3,112)
Calvin (400)— Life-D
WEBB CITY (7,807)
Blake (600)— De P-F

WEBSTER GROVES

(9.474)

(600)— WE-DF

WELLjSVILLE
Kegal

(400)

(1,551)

— Life -D

WEST PLAINS (3,178)
Famous (325)— Life-D
YATES CENTER
Temple— McA-D

Montana

WE-DF;
BASIN
Rex

;

—

WE-DF;

— Lau-D

Lemay

—

(1.745)

Lindell

Ave.

3511 N. Grand Blvd.
Loew's State (3,0;3)— WEDF Wash, and 8th
;

Lyric (555)
6th
Maffitt

—WE-DF:
—

(1,280)

WE-DF;

Maplewood— WE-DF

—

WE-DF;

Franklin Ave.

1806

Melba (1,190)— Bio-D Grand
and Miami
Merry Widow (250)— Bio-D;
15th and Chouten
Mov-D;
Michigan (1,200)
Michigan & Koehn
;

—

WE-DF

Mi. ltown—
Mikado (1,608)
5951 Easton Ave.
Missouri (3,558)

—
—

WE-DF;
WE-DF;

Grand and Lucas

Monarch— Life-D

19th and

;

Cass

Montgomery

(1,425)

DF; 2'/ 05
New Grand

N. 15th
Central

WE-DF;

—

(1,850) —

Grand and Lucas
Shenandoah Homemade-

New

—
—

D

WE-DF;
Novelty (1,047)
3530 Easton Ave.
O'Fallon (90)— Ampt-D 4024
;

W.

Florissant
(1,400)

—

Pageant

WE-DF;

5851 Delmar Blvd.
Pauline (783)— WE-DF

Lil-

;

Radio-Orpheum

—

(2.128)

RCA-DF
(950)— Life-D;

Ritz

Grand Blvd.

3149

— Goo-D;

Roosevelt (646)
N. Leffingwell

S.

317

Louis

Shaw Ave.
Shenandoah (1,740)-^WE-DF
2312
Star

S.

(43,100)

American (947)— WE-DF
Broadway (1,000)— RCA-F

Parkway— WE-DF

Rialto (1,100)— WE-DF
CAMBRIDGE
Star— Kol-D
DEER LODGE (3,000)
Rialto (800)— Pac-D
GLENDIVE (2,840)
Rex (240)— Burt-DF
GREAT FALLS (30,900)
Grand (1,200)— WE-DF
Liberty
(1,400)— WE-DF
Rainbow (1,122)—WE-DF
HAVRE (4,000)
Orpheum (400)— WE-DF
HELENA (12,000)
Marlow (1,279)— WE-DF
HIGBY

— Unnamed-D

ISMAY

(250)

Ismay (125)— Mel-D

KALISPELL

(5,147)

Liberty (350)— RCA-DF
Orpheum '400)— RCA-DF

LEWISTOWN

(6,000)

(600)— WE-DF
Myrtle (500)— Pac-D
Tudith

LIVINGSTON

(6,320)

Orpheum (500)— Pac-D
Strand (713)— WE-DF

MALTA

(800)

(327)— Par-D

MILES CITY

(6,000) '
Liberty (500)— Pac-D
State (440)— Pac-D
MISSOULA (12,000)
Rialto

(661)— WE-DF

RED LODGE

(3,881)— RCA-DF;
Grand and Morgan
WE-DF; 3901
(1,140)—
Shaw
St.

(6,000)

(842)— RCA-DF
(4001— DeP-DF

Palace

Claxton

and

lian

—

BOZEMAN

Royal

WE-

(18,000)

Babcock (904)— WE-DF
P?c-D
Regent (550)— Pac-D

BUTTE

'812 N. Vandeventer
Manchester (1,526)— WE-DF

Marquette (795)

BILLINGS

Ellen
Rialto

114 N.

(4,700)

(500)— Pac-D
Roman (500) Pac-D

Iris

—

SHELBY (900)
Orpheum (350)— Phot-2-DF
WHITEFISH (1,479)
Liberty

— Unnamed-D

Orpheum— Phot-2-DF

Grand Blvd.

(636)— WE-DF;

Jeffer

son and Market

(1,400)WE-DF
Venus (492)— Life-D;

Tivoli

Pendel-

Nebraska

ton and Finney

Virginia (881)— Mov-D;
Virginia Ave.

Webster (9?5)— Pac-D
and Clinton

;

5100
12th

—

Goo-D;
Wellston (2,100)
5900 Easton Ave.
WE(1,030)—
West End Lyric
DF; 4819 Delmar Blvd.
ST. MARY'S (722)
Princess— Kipp

SEDALIA
Liberty

•

D

(23,000)

(250)— WE-DF

Sedalia— WE-DF
SPRINGFIELD (50,600)
Electric (700)— WE-DF

(2,000)—WE-DF
Royt-D
Landers (1,000)— WE-DF

Gillioz

Tefferson (650

i

—

CHADRON

— Pac-D

(110)

(965)

— Best-D
COLERIDGE (674)
Orpheum (250) — Best-D
Svnbeam

(300)

COLUMBUS
Columbus

(5,410)
Unnamed(1,000)

—

Swan (400)—WE-DF

CREIGHTON

(1,446)

Lyrio (250)— Best-D
(2,455)

—

(996)

(300)— Homemade-D

Lyric

EXETER

— Homemade

(5,454)

Bonham (900)—WE-DF

FALLS CITY

(4,930)
(300) — Pac-D
— Film-D

FULLERTON (1,595)
Royal (300)— Film-D
GENEVA (350)
Sunbeam (350) — Goo-D
GENOA (1,069)
Grand (300)— Goo-D
GIBBON (883)
Dreamland (280)

—

Homemade-D

GRAND ISLAND

(15,900)

Capitol— WE-DF

(300)—Goo-D

Lyda

HARTINGTON (1,467)
Lyric (400)— Best-D
HARTLEY
Capitol— Goo-D

[HASTINGS

(11,647)

(1,031)—WE-DF

Rivoli

HAVELOCK

(3,602)

Joyo (250)— Goo-D
Lyric

(425)

HOLDREGE

—Mov-D
(3,108)

HOLSTEIN

(227)
(245)
Homemade-D
(7,702)

Moon

—

KEARNEY

Empress (849)—
World— Pac-D

KENESAW

(1,970)

ALLIANCE (4,591)
Imperial — Pac-D
ARCADIA (745)
Electric

AUBURN

(250)
Best-D
(2,863)

— Goo-D
— Film-D

Bennett

Booth— Pac-D

BEATRICE

(9,664)

Ritz (2,500)— Dra-D
Rivoli (828)—
CITY (1,100)
Auditorium (900) Best-D
(2,702)

BEAVER

WE-DF

—

Home (384)— Best-D

(2,247)— WE-DF
(2,792)— WE-A-Att.
Roseland (500)— Pac-D
Sun (l,081)Pac-D

—

WE DF

(84,000)
Dame (800) DeP-F'
Palace (1,069)— WE-DF

— Goo-D

Paramount Crown

(646)

— Homemade D
KINGSLEY
Casino — Film-D

LE MARS
Royal (450)— Film-D
LINCOLN
Capitol (900)— Cine-D
Orpheum (1,500)—WE-DF
Rialto (1,200)— WE-DF
Strand (200)— Best-D
Stuart (1,863)— WE-DF

Star

NASHUA

(218)

—Unnamed-D

MAYWOOD

(533)

(175)— Film-D

Arcade

MILFORD (792)
Auditorium (150) — Film-D
MINDEN (1,527)
Gem (300)— Unnamed-D
(300)— Unnamed-D

Strand

NEBRASKA CITY

(6,279)

NELIGH

—

—

State— WE-DF

NEW MARKET

RAVENNA (1,703)
Pastime (350)— Goo-D
RED CLOUD (1,856)

— Bio-D
— Unnamed-D
RIVERTON (399)
Acme— Goo-D
ST.
Auditorium

Sunbeam (500)

(1,002)

Douglas (300)— Film-D

NORFOLK (8,634)
Granada— WE-DF
NORTH PLATTE (14,300)
Keith (550)— WE-DF
OAKLAND (1,356)
Majestic (210)— Best-D
OGALLALA (1,662)

—

Goo-D
Princess (400)
(215,500)

OMAHA

—

Avenue Pac-D
Beacon (500)— Dra-D
Circle (596)— Dra-D

Dame

— Unnamed-D

New

Jersey

(300)— Goo-D

Elite

SARGENT (1,073)
Sun (350)— Mov-D
SCOTLAND
Royal— Best-D

SCOTTSBLUFF

ASBURY PARK (13,900)
Lyric (810)— WE-DF
Mayfair— WE-DF

(6.912)

Egyptian (1,000)— Bri-D

SEWARD (2,368)
Rivoli (200)— Film-D
SHELBY (559)

St.

ATLANTIC CITY

SHENANDOAH

Capitol

(700)— Gen-D

Empress-

Moon

— Film-D

STANTON (1,487)
Rialto (350)— Best-D
SUPERIOR (2,719)
Galbreth— Bio-D
Lyric — Bio D
New— Bio-D
VALENTINE (1,600)

WE-DF

— Pac-D

(1,000)— WE-DF

WE-DF

AUDUBON
New

(4,740)

Century (1,100)— Cine-F

BARNEGAT

(2,115)

—

(500)— Pac-D

Ftighland

(1,145)

(900)
(300)

House
made-D

Opera

WEST POINT (2,002)
Rivoli (280)— Goo-D
WISNER (1,210)

BAYONNE

— Home

(91,000)

DeWitt (600)— WE-DF
Lyceum (1,000)— RCA-DF

— Mov-D

Royal (200)— Goo-D

BELLEVILLE

(2,592)

BELMAR

(5,388)

New Sun (1.109)— Pac-D
York (1.000)— RCA-DF

(19,500)

(1,000)— Pac-D

Capitol

Market (500)— Best-D

YORK

(700)— Unnamed-D

v'entnor
Virginia

Warner's Embassy (4,201)

Gay (1,7001— Best-D

WYMORE

(700)— WE-DF

Stanley (2,500)—
Steel Pier (1,200)— UnnamedStrand (1,000)— Bri-D

Rex (5U0)— Fi!m-D

Ritz

Rm

—

Roval

WAGNER
Cozy — Mov-D
WAHOO (2,338)

WAYNE

— Ball

(5,000)—AVE-DF
Earle (3,000)— WE-DF
Globe (1,400)— Pac-D
Lyric (700)— Phot-2-D
Ocean Pac-D

(728)

WALTHILL

—

Convention Hall

(500)— Dra-D

SPENCER

(53,800)

(1,200)— Bri-D
Pac-D
Colonial (1,290)— Pac-D

Casino Hall

SIOUX CITY
Strand

—

Pac-D
James (2,700)— WE-DF

'Ocean

Ritz— Film-D
Shelby (200)— Best-D

(1,987)

(300)— Fac-D

Rivoli

BERGENFIELD

(3,667)

(1,050)— WE-DF

Palace

iiEKNARDSVILLE
Liberty (400)

Nevada
ELY

(2.090)

(500)— Qua-D

Ely

LAS VEGAS
El

Portal

(2,304)

(716)— WE-DF

McBI.LL
McBill— Qua-D

RENO

(12,000)
Majestic (1,000)—
Wigwam (700) Un named
(1,560)

—

RUTH

WE-DF
D

Ruth (400)— Qua-D

— Pac-D

BLOOMFIELD (26,700)
Roval (1,810)— WE-DF
KOGCTA (1,507)
Queen Anne (1,400)— Pac-D
BOONTON (3,906)
State (987)— WE-DF
BRIDGETON (14,328)
Stanley (1,800)— WE-DF
BURLINGTON (9,049)
Fox (892)— WE-DF
BUTLER (2,886)
Butler (1,000)— Pac-D
CALDWELL (3,993)
Park (1,000)— Pac-D
CAMDEN (128,645)

—

Moon (400)— Best-D
(1,260)

PETERBORO (2,615)
Gem (450)— Milt-D
PORTSMOUTH (13,369)
Colonial (1,2..01— DeP-DF
ROCHESTER (9,673)
Scenic (77S)— WE-DF
WEST MANCHESTER
Notre

Lyric (250)— Goo-D
ST, PAUL (1,615)

(3,181)

(300)— Mov-D

Star

(1,724)

NEWMAN GROVE

(28,379)

(850)— WE-DF

Colonial

Goo-D
(300)— Goo-D

LOUP CITY (1,364)
Liberty (400)— Film-D
LYONS (1,025)
Plaza (220)— Film-D
McCOOK (4,000)
World (1,000)— Pac-D

—

(1,066)— WE-DF
State— WE-DF

(300)— Best-D

PLAINVIEW (1,199)
Plain view — Best-D
PLATTSMOUTH (4,190)

Sun (400)— Cine-D

Star

(739)

WE-DF

(1,105)

EDWARDS

—

Notre

Sun (200)— Film-D

Moon

(2,308)

MANCHESTER

(2,143)

Ritz

LEBANON

Premier (785)— WE-DF

Gem (300)— Film-D
OiSCEOLA (1,209)

Parmelo (600)

Colonial (1,036;— Bio D
Scenic (800)— De P-F
(6,162)

LITTLETON

York— RCA-DF

ORD

— Mov-D

FRANKLIN (6,3181
Pastime (644)— WE-DF
KEENE (11,210)
Opera House (1,052)—WE-DF
Park (800)— DeP-F

(500)— Hana-D
Uptown (600) Goo-D
World (2,500)— WE-D
Tivoli

Jewel

Sun (642)— Pac-D

Empiess (341) Mov-D
Unnamed
Paramount
(400)

Rex (400)— Best-D

BLAIR

(1,263)

(225)— Goo-D

Family

—

ALBION

Auburn

(9,605)

Empress (800)— Pac-DF
Fremont (1,000)— Pac D

FRIEND

Strand

Rialto
Riviera

Strand

(2,216)
Best-D
(500)

Community

EDGAR

Maryland (500)— Dra-D
Military ( 1,000)— Dra-D
North Star (700)— Goo-D
Orpheum (2,000)— RCA-DF

PIERCE

—

DAVID CITY

DOVER (13,029)
Strand (997)— WE-DF
FARMINGTON (2,461)

(500)— Goo-D

Lyric

Auditorium (400)

(400)— Bio-D
Lyric Qua-D
Isis

37

Paramount— WE-DF

Pace (250)— Bri-D

CLAY CENTER

FREEMONT

— Unn.imcd- D

Liberty

WE-DF;

(726)

Sterling (160)

Electric
Rivoli

1001

Lafayette (880)
1843 S. Jefferson

BLUE HILL

FAIRBURY

Ave.

(1,431)

-Goo-D

(250)

•Star

(910)
Auditorium (200)

WE-DF;

McCausland
Kings (1,370)— WE-DF; 820
N. Kingshipway
(1,600)— WE-DF
Kingsland
Gravois & Kingshipway

BLOOMFIELD

CRETE

Liberty— Siltalk-D
Ozark

(1,612)— WE-DF

Granada

3&>*

DAILV

1929

1,

New

Hampshire

BERLIN

(19,000)

Albert's

(1,000)— DeP-DF

CLAIRMONT

Latachis- -Bio-D

CLAREMONT (9,524)
Mignet (70))— Milt-D
CONCORD (22,167)

Capitol (1,500)— DeP-DF
DeP-DF
Star (1,10(0

—

Auditorium (400) Mas-D
Garden (810)— Mas-D
Grand (1,000)— Pac-D
Liberty (600)— Phot-2-D
Lyric (1,000)— WE-DF
Parkside (500)— Masp-D
Standard (500)— Mas-D
Stanley

(900)— WE-DF

— Unnamed-D
— Unnamed-D

Strand

Towers

Victoria

(1,200)

(900)— Mas-D

Walt Whitman (1,100) -WE-

DF
CARTERET
Majestic

(15,100)

(500)— Homemade D

D

D
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CENTRAL
Stanley

1929

Central (1,400)— Pac-D;
Central Ave.

—Unnamed D

(1,400)

CLEMENTON

1,

(1,500)

COLLINGSWOOD
Collingswood (900)

Breintnall

Fox's Terminal (3,500)— WEDF 85 Park Place
Pac-D &
Goodwin (750;

(8,714)

—WE-DF

DOVER

(1,000)— Pac-D

Bio-D

-Pac-D

Hawthorne v.900)
Loew's State— WE-DF
Lyceum (1,200)— Phot-2-D

(9,803)

(1,400)— Pac-D

Baker

DUMONT (2,537)
Dumont (850)—WD-DF
EAST ORANGE (61,700)

(

FORDS
Fords — Phot-2-D
FRANKLIN (4,075)

West

(20,100)

(6,417)

(300)— Phot-2-D
(5,135)

Newton— RCA-DF

— Bio-D

Hawthorn e

N ")R1H BERGEN

HILLSIDE

F.mbassv

(300)— Phot-2-D

(3.035)— WE-DF
Manor (600)— Phot-2-D
U. S. (1,400)— Pac-D
(34,600)

—

Car itol Truc-D
Moorlyn (1,750)— DeP-DF

(1,500)— Pac-D
Sanfcrd (1,513)—WE-DF

Castle

Show Boat— DeP-DF

(318,400)

(567)—WE-DF

Capitol
Central

Strand (1,000)— Phot-2-D

ORANGE

(1,530)— WE-DF
(2,068)— WE-DF
(2,200)—WE-DF

Embassy (2,054)— WE-DF

PATERSON (141,695)
Fabian— WE-DF
Garden (1,500)— Pac-D
Regent (1,993)— WE-DF
Rivoli (1,706)—WE-DF
United

(32,100)

(1,800)— WE-DF

LAKEWOOD

Hill's

(1,756)

LITTLE FALLS
(6,175)

PHILLIPSBURG
Chamber

(14,691)

(33,700)

RAHWAY

American

(1,000)

Rahway

RED BANK

Branford— WE-DF
(1,000V— Pac-D
Cameo
Elizabeth Ave.
Capitol (800)— Pac-D

328

;

;

81

Lincoln ( i, .185 )—UnnamedPastime (1.000)—WE-DF
Roosevelt (2,500)— Pac-D

(1,900)— RCA-F
Stranc ( f '3J)— Pac-D
Temple ( 1.C00)— Phot-2-D
Unicn Pac-D

UNION HILL
Capitol— WE-DF
UPPER MONTCLAIR

VENTNOR
Ventnor

—Pac-D

Pascaek

—

Casino

Hunt's

RIDGEWOOD

(7,580)

Playhouse (1,000)— Pac-D

RO'-ELLE PARK
Pa-k— Phot-2-D

(5.438)

RUTHERFORD (9,497)
Rivoli (1,750)— WE-DF
SALEM (7,435)
(1,000)— Phot-2-D

Hempstead
Hicksville
Hollis

Jackson Heights
Jamaica
Kew Gardens
Kings Park
Huntington
In wood
Lindenhurst

Conn.

—

Jefferson

CLAYTON

Lafayette Sq.

Elk

Rockville Center
Roosevelt

New

Roslyn
St. Albans

Plaza
(1,000)— DeP-F;
412
William
Riverside (1,500)
WE-DF
Rivoli (l,6i)00)— RCA-DF;
1111 Broadway
Roose\elt (1,739)— WE-DF
Shea's Bailey (1,770)

L>eeum

V

Shea's

DF;

Towns

WE-DF;

on

STATEN

are treated the same
way as Long Island communities.
Staten Island is also listed separately and following New York
City. These towns may be found
under the Staten Island heading:

Great Kills
New Brighton

New Dorp
Port Richmond

QUEENS and on LONG
LAND are not listed in

IS-

general

alpliabetical

list

the

of New
be found
IS-

LONG

LAND, following the list of
New York City theaters. Those
towns

so

included

Amagansett
Amajausett
Amityville

Bayside
Bellaire

Belleroso

Bellmore
Bellport

Bohemia
Bridgehampton
Broad Channel

are:

(1,566)

—

Park (1,450)—
1428 Hertle Ave.

Varsity (600)— RCA-DF
3165 Bailey
Victoria (1,500)— WE-DF
313 W. Ferry
(1,559)
Cambridge (500) Phot-2-D
(2,450)
Capitol (500)— Mello-DF

CAMBRIDGE
CANAJOHARIE

—

(600)— RCA-DF

Strain'

CANANDAIGUA (7,356)
Playhouse (900)— WE-DF
CANTON (2,631)
American. (900) — RCA-DF
CARTHAGE (4,320)
Str;nd (910)— WE-DF
Community

CHATHAM

Tottenville
in

—WE-

(1,650)— DeP-DF

CATSrCILL

Stapleton
Tomokirsville

located

No.

Thurston

Crandell

West New Brighton

NOTE:

Kensington

WE-DF
Shea's

NOTE. Towns

York

(3,200)

511

Shea's

Rosebank
South Beach

New

(4,000)

Main
Hippodrome (2,250)—
WE-DF; 580 Main

ISLAND

— DeP-F

Century

Shea's

(21,600)

Shalcr Auditorium

—

WE-DF
WE-DF

Shea's Buffalo

Woodside

80'D— DeP-DF

185

—

Woodhaven

GALLUP (3.920)
Strand (400)— RCA-DF
RATON (5,544)

(COO)— Bre D;

Ariel

High

Winfield

(4,904)

—WE-DF
—

Mosque (300)— Mel-D; 347

Sunnyside

Mission (450)— Pac-D

CLOVIS

(1.649)

Granada (1,702)— WE-DF
Great Lakes (3,400)
WE-DF
Lafayette (3,<00)— WE-DF

Vallev Stream

(2,157)

(1,416)— WE-DF

Erlanger
Genessee

Southampton
South Jamaica
South Ozone Park
Springfield Garden

Ki Mo (l,3C0)--Kinemop-D
Phot-?-D
Pjstime (SCO)
Sunshine (1,100)— WE-F

—

Commodore (780) Cine-DF
Elm wood
(1,550)— DeP-DF;
539 Elmwood St.
Emblem (900) Pac-D; 1435

Mattituck
Middle Village

W. Hampton Beach

ALBUQUERQUE

—WE-DF

•

City

Sea Cliff
Smithtow n

Mexico

(700)

—

Neck

Whitestone

New

Bic-D

>

Broadway (1,000) Pac-D;
512 Broadway
Buffalo (3,397)— WE-DF
Century (3,087)— WE-DF
511 Main
Circle (550)— Cincr-D; 414

Westhury

Babylon
Baldwin
Bayshore

(850)— Phot-2-D

Symphony

Sayville

Broadway (1,000)— WE-DF

( S S

BOLTON LANDING
New — Phot-2-D
BOONVILLE (1,914)
Avon (450) — Pac-D
BREWSTER (859)
Camec (425) — Phot-2-D
BRONXVILLE (3,055.
Bronxville (1,210)— WE-DF
BUFFALO (553,828)

James
Sag Harbor

WILLIAMTOWN (1.536)
Grand (550— HomemadeWOODBRIDGE
State— Phot-2-D
WOODBURY (5,801)
Rialto (900)— Pac-D
WOODCLIFF

Astoria

(8,575)

Glen Cove
Great Neck
Greenport

St.

— Bio-D

(10,996)

—Unnamed-D
—

—

Rockaway

Pac-D
(730;
(800)

1

Binghamton (2,100) WE-DF
Capitol (2,461)— WE-DF
Strand (1,500)—WE-DF
Suburban (1,000) — Phot-l-T;

Flushing
Forest Hills
Freeport

Riverhead

-WE-DF

(16,000)

BENNINGTON
Gen. Starke— WE-DF
BINGHAMTON (73,416)

Queens Village
Richmond Hill

(900)— Bio-D

Blaker's

Strand— RCA-DF

Palace

(

Westwood

BEACON

(1,500)— WE-DF

Family (650)— WE-DF

Park
Northport
Oyster Pay
Ozone Park
Patchogue
Port Washington

(2,579)
1,701)

WILDWOOD

Eastport
East Rockaway

New Hyde

(1.200)— Pac-D

WESrWOOD

BATAVIA

Mineola

(2,193)

(35,600)

(36,742)

Jefferson

Lynbrook
Maspeth

VINELAND (6,799)
Grand (1,300)— WE-DF
WEST COLLINGSWOOD
Crescent (750)— Pac-D
WEST NEW YORK (40,900)
Rivoli (<.00) —Unnamed-D
WEST ORANGE (18,600)
State 0,085)— Phot-2-D
WEST FIELD (9,063)
Rialto

AUBURN

Corona
East Hampton

Long Beach
Long Island

(33.700)

;

(1,000)— WE-DF

Strand

Central Islip
Centre Moriches
College Point

Little

—

Carltoi (2,000)— WE-DF

Rialto

;

(600)— Uio-D

City

Arverne

(9.251)

RIDGEFIELD PARK

Clinton St.

Bergen (1,000)— Pac-D
Bergen St.

(12,200)

—WE-DF
(1,600)— WE-DF

— Pac-D

— Pac-D

TENAFLY (3,585)
Bergen (1,000)— Cincr-D
TOMS RIVER (1,800)
Traco (841)— RCA-DF
TRENTON (132.020)
Bijou (.-'10)— Mtlop-D
Capitol (1,977)— WE-DF
Greenwood <1,?10) — Melop-D
Lincoln— WE-DF
Orpheum— DeP-DF
South Broad (2.159)—WE-DF
Stacy (790)— WE-DF
'State— D<P-DF
UNION CITY (20,651)

State, but will
under the heading

Empire

MOORESTOWN (250)
Criterion (550)— Pac-D
MORRISTOWN (12.548)
Jersey (1,297)—WE-DF
NEWARK (466,000)

Elmhurst
Farmingdale
Far Rockaway
Floral Park

Paragon

York

PUTTSTOWN
Strand— Pac-D
PRINCETON (5,917)

Arcade (500)— RCA-DF
Garden (800)— Pac-D

Clairidge (1,400)— RCA-DF
Montclair (1,200)— Pac- D
Wellmont (2,200)—WE-DF

Capitf

(500)— Phot-2-D

(600)— Pac-D

Colonial

Levoy (1,000)— Pac-D

MONTCLAIR

St.

(16,923)

PITTMAN (3,385)
Broadway (1,100)— Cme-L'F
PLAINFIELD (32,500)
Libert/ (1,200)— WE-DF
Oxford (1,732)— WE-DF
Strand— WE-DF
PLEASANTVILLE (5,887)
Rialto (600)— Pac-D
POMPTON LAKES (2.008)

(l.CPO)— Unnamed-D

Edgerr.ere

—

Roxy (600)— Pac-D
Strand— WE-DF

American (600)— Phot-2-D

LONG BRANCH (13,700)
Broadway—WE-DF
'Strand (1,274)— WE-DF
LYNDHURST
Ritz (1,300)— UnnamedMANASQUAU (1,705)
Arcadia (300) —Unnamed-D
MANVILLE
Manvill; (150)— Pac-D
MAPLE SHADE (300)
Roxy (7761— WE-DF
VERCHANTV1LL3 (2,749)
.Park (695)— Fhot-2-D
MILBURN
MilLurn

(4,352)

(500)— Pac-D

Ditmars (800— RCA-DF
Majestic (1,966)— WE'-DF

Oxford (1,500)— Unnained-D

MILLVILLE

(2,000)— RCA-

PENNSGROVE (6,060)
Eroad (900)— Pac-D
PERTH AMBOY (48,100)
Crescent (748)— WE-DF

(1,500)— WE-DF

Plaza— Pac-D

LODI

States

DF
PAULSBORO

Hudson (1,000)— Pac-D

LINDEN

(69,900)

Capitol (3,500)— WE-DF
Montauk (2.789)— WE-DF

WE-DF
WE-DF
Strand (507)—WE-DF
State (2,252)—WE-DF
Tixoli (1,270)— WE-DF

Stri-nd

(2,633)

Grant Lee C,000)— Pac-D

PASSAIC

Rialto (967)—
Ritz (1,500)— Pac-D
Stanley (5,000)—

Regent

(35,800)

PALISADES

Fulton
Monticcllo (977)—WE-DF
National (1,400)— WE-DF
Orient (6C0)— Phot-2-D

KEARNEY

— Pac-D

NUTLEY (9,421)
Franklin -.1,000)— Pac-D
OAKLYN (1,148)
Ritz (700)— DeP-DF
OCEAN CITY (2.512)

(68,166)

Fabian

Apollo

(38,900)

NEW MILFORD
Park ',250)— Phot-2-D
NEWTON (4.175^

(2,8951

(1,318)

Belleview (1,000)— Pac-D

Opera House (900)— Pac-D
Rivoli (1,890)— WE-DF
State (2,268)— WE-DF

(1,000)— WE-DF

JERSEY CITY

End— Phot-D

NEW BRUNSWICK

HASBROUCK HEIGHTS

IRVINGTON

101

:

Eureka (1,000)— Pac-D
OriUnia (2,000)— WE-DF

Hillside

(1,400;— Pa.(1.800)— Pac-D;

Springneid Ave.
Stanley (1,978)— WE-DF
Tivoli— Pac-D
545 Orange
Treat (500)— Treat-D

(800)—Masp-D
Leader (700)— Mas-D

HOBOKEN

;

AMSTERDAM

Cedarhurst

SUSSEX

;

39

SOMERVILLE (6,718)
Cort (1, SOU;— Pac-D
SOUTH ORANGE
Cameo (982) — DeP-DF
SCUTH RIVER (6,396)
Capitol (1,305)— WL-DF
SUMMITT (12,000)
Strand (1,285)— WE-DF

State

Savcy

Aoollo

Strand

Palace— RCA-DF

roctor's

Roosevtlt

(800)— Pac-D

HAWTHORNE

182

St.

FREEHOLD (4,768)
Strand (897)—WE-DF
GLOUCESTER (14,700)

Rivoli

;

116 Market
Regent (1,959)— WE-DF
Rialto (2,500)—WE-DF; 915
Broad St.
Ritz (1,993)— WE-DF
(700)— Pad-D; Ferry
Rivoli

(4,882)

HAMMONTON

D

St.

Belmont Ave.
I

(12,8001

HACKENlSACK

Broad

(500)— Mov

Natirnal

— Unn.-itned-D

Franklin

— RCA DF;

Mosque— WE-DF;

Englewood (940)— WE-D

Crescent

(1,200)

1013 S. Orange Ave.

ELIZABETH (95,783)
Liberty— WE-DF
R.-ger.t (2,000)— WE-DF
Ritz (2,825)— WE-DF

FAIRVIEW

1

Mn.'fair

(

-Zfr*DAILY
Sussex

29 Springfield Ave.
.001)1 —Phot 2-D
Lyric
Mt. Prospect (1,100)— RCADF; 675 Mt. Prospect Ave.

Brighton— Phot-2-D
Hollywood (1,800;— Pac-D
1,150)— Pac-D
Strand

ENGLEWOOD

—

;

CRANFORD
(r.M.ford

505

Congress (700)— RCA-DF
Court (1,500)— Mov-D; 16

(1,000)— Pac-D

Clcmenton

—

DD

;

(4,728)
(1,100)
(2,710)

— Cinrr-D

(500)— Phot-2-DF

CLAYTON (1,849)
Pearson's (300) — Lincr-D
CLYDE (2 «28)
Plavhouse (800)— Pac-D
COHOES (23.400)
)

NEW YORK STATE
ADAMS

Opera House (1,000)
Phot-2-DF

(1,557)

Atlas— WE-DF
ALBANY (119,679)
Albany (700)— Phot-2-D

—

Cincr-D
Clinton Square (8001
Colonial (1,446)— WE-DF
Harmanus Hall (2,000)

—

RCA-DF
Hudsoi. (600)— Cort-D
Leland (1,418)— WE-DF

Madison (1,400)— WE-DF
Mark-Ritz (1,200)— WE-DF
Proctor's Grand (2,000)

—

RCA-DF
Proctor's

Strand

ALBION

Hall—RCA-DF

(2,000)— WE-DF
(4,683)

Rialto— RCA-F

ALEXANDRIA BAY
Weller's

(1,649)

(600)— Linc-D

—

COOPERSTOWN (2,725)
Smalley (1,000)— RCA-DF
CORNING (15,573)
(450)— Pac-D
(926)— WE-DF

Plaza
State

CORTLAND (13,938)
Cortland (1,200)— RCA-DF
DUNKIRK (20,097)
Regent (900)— WE-DF
EAST AURORA (3,703)
Aurora (724)— Cine-DF
ELLENVILLE (316)
Shadowland (800)— Phot-2-D

ELMIRA

(48,354)

(1,500)— WE-DF
Kceney's (2,500)— WE-DF
Strand (1,200)—WE-DF
Capitol

ENDICOTT
Strand

(15,993)

(821)— WE-DF

ma
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HAMMONS

SEE CLEAR ROAD

(Continued from Page 7)

sumers of American comedies,
opinion.
British

International's

in

his

studio

is

equipped with the RCA Photophone.
Production has been completed here
on several of a series of short sub-

which
examples

jects
fine

Hammons

are
of the progress they are

believes

making in the new development.
These are short dramatic subjects
which he believes compare favorably
with the best done here.
However, as far as features are

Hammons

concerned,

YOU

USE OURS

You can't play talking and singing pictures unless you have machines to play them. Some theatres
have machines but cannot procure reasonable priced film We give you both Machines and Pictures.

—

—
RECORDINGS AND MACHINES MANUFACTURED BY

PATHE

PHONO.

RADIO CORPORATION

AND

DISTRIBUTED WITH PICTURES RELEASED BY

out

pointed

England

BUY

"TALKIE"
MACHINES
MAY
FREE!

have
to overcome three errors before they
can attain the high place to which
they aspire. The first is misjudgment
Instead of developing
in casting.

that, in his opinion,

1,

will

RADIOTONE PICTURES CORPORATION
1600

talent to take care of the
roles called for in their
production, they depend on a few
they use in impopular stars
portant roles, regardless of their suitability for the particular parts. Hence,
credibility is often lacking in a role

Our Machines

sufficient

diversified

whom

BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY

—

Will Play All the Talking Singing
of All Film Exchanges

You Haven't Got an

If

installation

we

—Dancing

offer

Pictures

you

ABSOLUTELY FREE USE

because of a discrepancy in physical
attributes between the screen charac-

of a Complete Patented

and Protected Synchronous "TALKIE" Equipment

ter and the actor, whose histrionic
ability may be altogether unquestionAnother fault thev must overed.
come, according to Hammons, is lag-

WITH OUR FILM CONTRACT

causing a let-up in
occasioned by their tendency
to drift off on a point which may be
only incidental to the main thread of
The third is a tendency
the story.
to turn too frequently to the heavier

2 TWO-REEL TALKING DRAMAS OR FEATURETTES

classic stories instead of the lighter
modern type of story which is more
successful for the average feature in
this country.

EVERY WEEK

ping-

continuity,

interest,

American Sound Recording
Producing Dialogue Series
A series of 12 talking shorts known
"Schoolday Frolics" is being produced by American Sound Recording Corp. at its studio on West 44th
St.
John Noble is directing with S.
Edwin Graham production manager.

as

Sound and Technicolor

New
IV est

in

Colorart Two-Reeler

Coast

THE FILM DAILY

Bureau,

Hollywood

—

Colorart

Pictures
are producing "The Enchanted
Forest," in sound and Technicolor,
with Martin Justice directing.
Virginia Marshall heads the cast.
•

Inc.,

"Daffy Doo-Funnies"
Sound Series Under
West

Coast

the

first

"Daffy

now

THE
—"Laugh

Bureau.

Hollywood

of a series

of

Doo-Funnies"

New
Way

FILM DAILY
Horse
13

and

2
At

SINGLE-REEL, SINGING-TALKING-DANCING STORIES

Lowest Film-Rental Prices in Talking Picture History:
FILM RENTAL FOR THEATRES WITH 600 SEATS— $5.00 PER REEL PER DAY
FILM RENTAL FOR THEATRES UP TO 750 SEATS— $7.50 PER REEL PER DAY
FILM RENTAL FOR THEATRES UP TO 850 SEATS— $8.50 PER REEL PER DAY
FILM RENTAL FOR THEATRES UP TO 1000 SEATS— $10.00 PER REEL PER DAY
And you get the FREE USE of our TALKER EQUIPMENT — FOR AS LONG AS
YOU DESIRE TO USE IT— FOR A YEAR — TWO YEARS OR THREE YEARS IF
YOU LIKE
YOU AS A SHOWMAN CAN REALIZE WHAT THESE MUSICAL AND TALKING
ATTRACTIONS WILL MEAN IN CREATING NEW LIFE AND
INTEREST AT YOUR BOX-OFFICE
AND YOU DON'T HAVE TO PURCHASE A TALKER EQUIPMENT— USE OURS
FREE— AND SAVE YOUR MONEY
singing— dancing—musical comedy— dramas—
AFWEDTICE
Eil\
Y
1 1uL!and all kinds of talking pictures— and cash in
The Greatest Booking Offer in Show Business Today
WRITE THE HOME OFFICES FOR THIS PROPOSITION
the

AU

Laff,"

split-reel

comedies

is

Miniature, stopmotion characters are used, being
animated on ludricous backgrounds
The sets are back-lighted to give
The comedepth and perspective.
dies will be made in color and with
Rodney Gilliam and Roland
sound.
Reed are the producers.
in production.

Which Guarantee You

RADIOTONE PICTURES CORP'N
1600

BROADWAY, NEW YORK,

— Write

Don't Hesitate

N. Y.

Us and a Representative Will Call

Distributors Will

Be Located

to

in All Territories

See You

—

1929

——

D

—

————
;

:

;

;

—

;

;

;

THE*
Sunday, September

1929

1,
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FALLSBUKG
Rivoli

MT. KISCO (3,944)
Kisco— WE-DF
MT. MORRIS (3.312)

— Kcp-D

FORT EDWARD

(3,871)

(Opera House (400)--Phot-2-D

FORT PLAINS

(1,000)— Phot-2-DF

Smalley's

FREDONIA

(6,051)

WK

Winter Garden (639)—

T1K

FULTON (13,967)
Quirk (800)— RCA DF
GENESEO (2,157)
Rex (280)— Cine F
GENEVA (15,440)
Regent (1,000)— WE-DF
GLEN FALLS (16,638)
Rialto (1,790)— WE-DF
State (1,000)— RCA-DF
GLOVERSVILLE (22,075)
Glove (1,200)— WE-DF
Hippodrome (1,200)— WE-DF
GOUVERNEUR (4,173)
Gralyn (766)— WE-DF

GOWANDA

Broadway (750)— Pac-D
Capitol (550)— Mov-D

HERKIMER (10,453)
Liberty (1,300)— WE-DF
HIGHLAND (588)
Cameo (400)— WE-DF
HOOSICK FALLS (4,896)
New (1,000)— Phot-2-F
HORNELL (15,533)
WE-DF

(10,169)

JAMESTOWN

(44,300)

Palace (1,684)— WE-DF
Roosevelt Pac-D
Shea's O.H. (1,300)— WE-DF

—

Winter Garden (1,300)—

WE-DF
JEFFERSONVILLE
Maple (300)

KENMORE

— Mov-D

(3.160)

Kcnmore (1,558"— DeF-DF

KINGSTON

(28,400)

Broac'way (1.500)— WE-DF

Kingston— WE-DF
Orpheum (800)— Phot-2-D

LAKE GEORGE (630)
New— HumanLAKE PLACID (2,099)

(1,500)— Pac-DF

LITTLE FALLS

(13,029)

(1.200)— WE-DF

Ria'.to

LOCKPORT

(22,149)

Palace (1,800)— WE-DF
Rialto (1,464)—WE-DF

LOWVILLE (3,127)
Optra Hoi-se '40C) — Lincr-D
LUZERNE (900)
Bertz (350)— Phot-D
MALONE (7.500)
Grand (800)— WE-DF
Phza (600)— Pac-D

MAMARONECK

(6,571)

Playhouse (1.329)— WE-DF

MARGARETVILLE (650)
Curci (600)— Phot-2-D
MECHANICVILLE (8.166)
State (1,129)— WE-DF
MEDINA (6,011)
Diana (615)— WE-DF
MESSINA (5,993)
Strand— WE-DF
MIDDLEBURGH (986)
G.-.lli

Novelty

(150)— Phot-2-D

MIDDLETOWN

(18,420)

State (1,350)— WE-DF
MINEVILLE
Rialto (450)— Phot-2-D
MONTICELLO (2,330)
Rialto

(30,400)

Academy— WE-DF

NEW PALTZ (1,036)
Colonial Hall— RCA-DF
NEW ROCHELLE (36.213)
Keith

(300)— Cincr-D

Tnwood

—

Japanese Garden

(815)—WE-DF;

Loew's— WE-DF

44th

and Broadway
Crotona (Fox)
(2,272)— WE-

DF

;

453 Tiemont

—

Daly

(1.500)
Rad-D;
nt.nt and Daly Aves.

NEW YORK

(606)
Kinema-D
163rd and Ams-rerdr.m

(Population of the five boroughs:
6,017,500)

Delancey

(Loew's)

(1,052)
Suffolk and De'ancev

WE-DF.

Dyckman (1.650)— WE-DF

—

EDITOR'S NOTE

Tre

—

Dayton

CITY

;

equipped theaters in Greater
Nc-.t>
York, and its suburbs,
are listed in four groups, as

552 W. 207th
East Frd (569)— Phot-2 D 1187
1st Ave.
Eighty-First St. (Keith's) (2,000>

follows:
(1)
Manhattan and
Bronx; (2) Brooklyn (and all

Eightv-Third

Sound-

outlying districts); (3) Staten
Island; (4) Long Island, including towns in Queens.

1— MANHATTAN AND

BRONX
(Combined Population: 2,703,900)
of

:

—

Allerton

Silpho-D

Allerton

;

Avj.

— Phot-2-

American Movies (600)

D; 238 E. 3rd
Amphion (600)— Phot 2-D

;

620

9th

Apollo (1,277)— WE-DF; W.
42nd, nr. Broadway
Apollo (45)
Photo-2-D; 747 E
180th
Arcale (340)
Tone-D; 1931

—

—

B'way
Arena (1.000)— RCA-DF

B'way and

81st

(Loew's)
_
'/;.n <4)— WE-DF; 2306 B'wav
St.

Procter's)
(3201)—
RCA-DF; East 86th
Elsemere (Loew's) (1,500)

86

Street

WE-DF;

Crotona Park-

1926

way
Embassy (598)— WE-DF;
Broadway

1560

Empire (1.200)—

864

WE DF

(615)— WE-DF;
and Broadway

WF.rDF;

103rd

& S.)— Phot-2-

D; Fifth Ave.. Har!em
Fifth Ave. (Proctor's) (2,400)

Anthony
Avenue B (Loew's) (1,800)

WE-DF;

B and

Ave.

—

1187 Broadway
Fifty-Eighth St. (Proctor's)

(3.000)— RCA-F; E.

Belmont (1,443)— WE-DF; Belmont and Tremont
Blenheim (1,811) WE-DF; 450

—

169th

Bohemian

D; 334
Bostoti

Annex

(6001-rReeIE. 74th St.

Road

(1.500)

— Ampt-

D:

Boston Rd. anj Stebbins Ave.
Boulevard (Loew's) (2,500)
WE-DF: 1038 Southern Blvd.
Bunny (700)
Bio-D
3587

—

;

Rroadwiy
Burland Roof (Loew's) (2,159)
—WE-DF; 945 Prospect
Burnside (Loew's) (2,178)
WE-DF; Burnside and Walton

—

Cameo (539)—WE-DF;
West 42nd

138

3rd

(Keith's)

WE-DF; Fordham

(2,500)—
and Valen-

(5,000)— WE-DF; 1645
Broadway
Central (922)— WE-DF; 47th
St. and Broadway
Chaloner (1,600)— Phot-2-D 9th
;

Ave. and 55th
Chelsea (1.000)— Bio-D 312 8th
Chester
(Keith's)
(1,000)
:

RCA-DF; West Farms

Forty-Fourth

Forty-Second

(1,478)
44th, nr.

St.

WE-DF; W.
St.

—
B'way

(Loew's)

(1,300)— WE-DF; 132 E. 42nd
Forum (2,225)—WE-DF 138th
and Brook
Franklin (Keith's) (3,000)—
;

—

Rd.

14th

;

WE-DF; 1947 B'way
Louis
Phot-2-D; 745
(728)
Westchester Ave
Lixor (600)— Phot-2-D; 159

—

and Concourse
Madison (550) Phot-2-D
Madison

—

Majestic

(500)— Filto-D

;

17th

1402

;

2nd

15

Manhattan (858)— WE-DF; 212
Manhattan
Marble Hill (1,800)— KinepD
231st and B'way
Metro (1,740)— WE-DF; 183rd
and Webster
:

(2,450)

—

Westchester Ave.
(700)

DeP-DF

—

;

Houston
(808)— WE-DF; 47th
and Broadway
Globe (1,450)— WE-DF; 46th
and Broadway
Gotham (2,500)— Bio-D 138th
and Broadway
Grand (Loew's) (2,500)— WEDF 2463 Jerome
Grand Opera House (1,700)
De P-F; 265 8th
Gaiety

:

—

;

Greeley Squaie (Loew's) (1,800)
6th and 30th

—WE-DF;
WE-DF;

Harris,

3560 Broadway

:

Mosholu (911)—WE-DF; 204th
and Webster
Mt. Eden (1,698)^WE-DF; Mt.
Eden
Mt. Morris (1.440)— WE-DF;
116th and 5 th
National

(Loew's) (2,500)
Bergen and 149th

WE-DF;

Nemo (Fox)—WE-DF;

New

110th

B'way

— AmptStreet (600) — Kine245 E. 14th
(Loew's) (1.652) —

Douglas (2,500)
D 1 14th and Lenox
14th

ma-D;
St.
New York
WE-Att; 1520 B'way
New York Roof (Loew's)

WE-DF; 1520 B'way
Odean (834)— Ampt-D
Ogden (1,500)— WE-DF; 171st
and Ogden
Olympic— Cine-D; 2778 B'way
One Hundred and Sixteenth St.
(Loew's) (1,800)— WE-DF;
W.

116th

(600)—Ampt-D;

Wadsworth Ave.
Hippodrome (Keith's)

WE-DF;

150

(5,265)

6th Ave. and 44th

Hollywood (1,180)— WE-DF;
Ave. A, nr. 6th

St.

WE-DF; River Ave. and
167th
Orient (600)— Phot-2-D; 111 W.
125th
Orpheum (Loew's) (2,000)
WE-DF; 168 E. 86th
Oxford— Bio-D; 183rd & Jerome
Palace (Keith's) (2.000)— RCAF; B'way and 47th
Palace (M & S) (600)— Phot-2D; 133 Essex

Paramount (4,000)— WE-DF
B'way and 44th
Park Lane— WE-DF; 89th and
;

1st

(1,091)— WE42nd, nr. Broadway

Sam H.

DF; W.
Heights

—

—

(1,904)—WE-DF;

148)

Rio (Loew's) (2.400)— WE-DF-

B'way and 160th
Riverside (Keith's)
9oth and B'way

(2,103)— WE-DF;

1620
50th

and 7th
Royal
(2 265)
Phot-2-DSouth*™ Blvd
Savoy (760)— WE-DF- 112

—

W
W

34th

Selwyn

(1,080)— WE-DFB'way

42nd, nr.

Seventh Ave. (Loew's (2,000)—

WE-DF;

7th and 124th
(Loew's) (2,500)
WE-DF; 12th and Greenwich
S.xtv-Eignth St. Playhouse—
Phot-2-D
3rd Ave. and 68th
bpooner Loew's) (1,800)— WEDF; 963 Southern Boulevard
Star (Fox) (2.253)— WE-DF
1716 Lexington
State (Loew's) (3,600)—WEDF; 1540 B'way
Stoddard— WE-DF; 2433 B'way
Strand (3,500)— WE-DF; 1577

Sheridan

;

B'way

Sunshine

(600)— Phot-2-D

E. Houston
Superior
(J, 000)
4"3 3rd

;

141

Phot-2-D

Symphony (2,000)— WE-DF
2531 B'way
Thirty-Fourth St. (600)— Phot-2-

D;

164 E. 34th

Times (559)— Pac-D; 8th Ave
and 42nd St.
Times Soi are (1,072) WE-DF;
West 42nd, nr. B'way
Tivoli
(l,4f3>— RCA-DF; S?°

—

8th
Tivoli

—

Roof Pac-D; 82"> ?th
Ave.
United States 1,652)— WE-DF
2711 Webster
•

—

Uptown

(1,486)
WE-DF;
170th and B'way
Valentine (1,200)— WE-DF; 237
E. Fordham Rd.
Victoria (Loew's) (1,500)— WEDF; 233 W. 125th
Victory (Loew's) (1.750)—WEDF; 3rd and 156th

Ward (1,869)—WE-DF; Ward
and

Westchester

Warner (1,500)— WE-DF; 1664
B'way
Willis (2.208)— WE-DF; 138th
and Willis
Winter Garden (1,493) WEDF; B'way and 50th
Yorke— Phot-2-D; 723 Morris
Park Ave.

—

2— BROOKLYN
(AND OUTLYING
DISTRICTS)
(Population:

;

;

3rd

1763

Amsterdam

Explanatory code for sound devices appears on page 17

2,308,000)

Albany— Phot-2-D
Albee— WE-DF; Fulton and De
Kalb
Albernnrle (2,711)— WE-DF
973 F'atbush
Alpha (600)— Phot-2-D: 2746
Myrtle
Alpine (Loew's) (2,200)— WEDF Bay Ridge and 5th
;

Park Plaza—WE-DF University
and Tremont
Parkway (1,755)— WE-DF
172nd and 3rd
Piogress (600)— Phot-2-D: 1894

Ramona (600)— Bio-D;

—

•

Pac-D

2lVi 3th Ave.

WE(1,620)
1232 Southern Boulevard
Fugazy (1,657)— Bio-D 150

—

B way

,

(1,485)—WE-DF;

(Prcctoi's) (2.200)— RCADF; 112 E. 125th
One Hundred and Sixty-seventh St. (Loew's) (2,600)—

DF;

Rialto

;

Bleecker

Luxor

One Hundred and Twentv-Fifth

Lenox
Freeman (Loew's)

—

B way
Roxy (6,000)— WE-DF;

440

;

RCA-DF-

—

Rivoli

WE-DF

—

—

t2,460)

1906 Seventh Ave.
Regent-Third Ave. (500)— Phot2-D; 385 3rd
Renaissance (900) WE-DF2343 7th
Lex (800)
Reel-D; 217 E.

— RCA-DF-

W.

11

Kingst-ridge (1.126)—
15 E. Kingsbridge Rd.
Lafayette (1,400)— Bio-D
2238
7th
Lexington (Loew's) (2,440)
WE-DF; 571 Lexington
Lincoln Square (Loew's) (2,500)

132

887 Prospect

(6G0)— Phot-2-D

Franklin

;

Kelton (1,200)— Bio-D; 71
Burnside
Keystone (1,003)— WE-DF
2633 B'way

New

;

WE-DF

Jewel (800)— Bio-D;
116th

;

Hamilton (Keith's) (1,888)

Capitol

Jefferson (2,500)—
and 3rd

and

58th, nr.

Fleetwood (1,700)— WE-DF
Morris Ave. and 165th

RCA-DF;

5th

—

RCA-F;

tine

Astor (1,120)— WE-DF; Broadway and 45th
Audubon (Fox) (2,500)—WEDF 3948 Broadway
Avalon—WE-DF; Bumside and

—

(Loew's) (3.000)
70S E. Tremont

(M.

Ave.

Fifth

B'way

W.

181st

Essex

(1,873)

and Post
(Fox) (1,605)
—WE-DF; 97th and B'way
(Fox)
Japanese Roof Garden
(1.024)— WE-DF; 97th and

Momingside

Westchester

Fairmoiitit

(Loew's)

Regent

Phot-2-D

WE-DF; Dyckman

Monroe

;

Empress (600)— RCA-F; 544

Fordham
625

;

8th

E.

;

— RCA-F;

440 West-

—

WE

(Keith's) (3.500)
RCA-DF; 181st and B'wav

Criterion

(2,900)— RCA-DF

s

and Broadway

;

Prctor's (2,500)— RCA-DF

00)— Bio-D;

(450)
Chiistopher St.

—

Broadway—WE-DF

;

(2,459)

(800)— Phct-2-D

Liberty

NEWBURGH

(i

Hudson

Colony (1.900)— WE-DF;
Broadway and 53rd
Columbia (1,308)— WE-DF; 7th
and 47th
Commodore (Loew's) (2,200)
WE-DF; 105 2nd Ave.
Congress—WE-DF 554 South
ern Boulevard

DF

Adelphi

State— WE-DF

Palace

Star— WE

Hub

chester

Coliseum

(6 964)

(1X00)— WE-DF

Music (Fox)
(3.500)— WE-DF: E 14th
(1.100)— WE-DF 240<>
Broadway

(19,300)

LIBERTY

Capitol

Academy

Capitol— WE-DF

ITHACA

NEWARK

(11,745)

Park (450)— Cincr-D
Playhouse (1,150)— WE-DF

ILION

DF; 42nd

ocw's

(800)—WE-DF

Shattuck O. H. (900)—

HUDSON

(42,726)

1827 Broadway

Clinton (1,400)— WE-DF; 80
Clinton
Cihan (G. M.) (1,412)—

(1,673)

Hollywood (1,000)— RCA-DF

GREENE (1.297)
Milfred (400)— Phot-2-D
HAMILTON (1,505)
Smaliey's (750 1— DeP-DF
HAVERSTRAW (5,226)

Majestic

VERNON

Mt. Vernon— WE-DF
Proctor's (1,700)— RCA-DF

I

(1,400)— WE-

(Loew's)

DF;

Family (425)- -Pac-D

MT.

(2,747)

Circle

Ambassador

(2,057)—WE-DF

776 Saratoga

American (600)— Phot-2-D; E.
92nd and Flatlands
American (600)— Phot-2-D 910
Manhattan
Kinema-D;
Apollo
(1,500)
;

—

1531

Fulton

THt

&t±
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"Electn c Light
its

Names'

boasts

Sunday, September

to

COMING

/0\

1929

A&.

M-G-M in

ann ual announcement and points

1,

- - -

"The DafSy

V 4*ta^kXk. JHfl

Do o -Funnies"
The funniest and most
original 6 minute
shorts ever screened.

DUNCAN RENALDO

Comical, miniature,

•

M-G-M

featured player a sensational success in

"THE BRIDGE OF SAN LUIS REY"
and featured

in

"TRADER HORN"

stop-motion characters
animated on "bellylaugh " backgrounds.
[Now

Starred in

GREAT ARTS NOVELTIES
MUSICAL-DRAMATIC FEATURETTES
READY SOON
"The Mask"
"The Yellow Rose"
"The Captive Prince"

in production.]

All in Color
All in Sound
Western Electric
Recordings
For further details wire or write

Great Arts Pictures, Inc.
New York

155 East 42nd St.
Tel.

VANderbilt 2448

City

GILLIAM

& REED

7904 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood

Sole Foreign Distributors

EDWARD

KLEIN CORPORATION
25 West 43rd St.—New York
Cable Address: "Kleinway—New York"
L.

^^

;

;

——
; ;

;;

;

;

—

; ;

;

—
;

D

;

—

THE
Sunday, September

(1,500)— WE-DF
and Kings Highway

Atlantic

Avon

—

(600)

Flatbush and Church

DeP-DF;

291

20th and Bath

;

Bay Ridge (Loew's)

WE-DF;
WE-DF;

(2,500)

—

(2,100)—

1372 Bedford
86th

;

Berkshire (980)— WE-DF
and 8th
Beverly (1,435)— WE-DF

60th

;

Biltmorc (1,728)— WE-DF
Wyone and New Lots
Bijou (Lcew's) (1.4S0)— WFDF; 26 Smith St.
Boro Park (Loew's) (2,750)
WE-DF; 51st & New Utrecht
Brevcort (Loew's) (2,000)—
WE-DF; 1274 Bedford
Broadway (Loew's) (1,559)
S12 Broadway
Broadway Park— Phot-2-D 837

—

WEDF;

;

Broadway
Broadway New Phot-2 D
Bushwick (1,800)— WE-DF;
Broadway and Howard
Canarsie— Pac-D; E. 93rd and

—

(1,792)—WE-DF; 286
;

(1,864)—WE-DF
Utica and Crown
Colonial (2,224)— WE-DF
1746
Bioadway
Commodore (1,419)—WE-DF;
329 Broadway
Coney Island (Loew's) (2,500)
Carroll

;

Surf and Stillwell

Congress (2,222)— WE-DF
Johns PI. and Buffalo
(2,200)

—Mov-D

St

;

;

Duffield (913)-WE-DF;
Duffield
;

—

;

Graham

Fortway (2,322)—-WE-DF 67th
and Fort Hamilton P'kway
Forty-Sixth St. (Loew's)—-WEDF; New Utrecht and 46th
;

(2,300)

—

DeP-DF

Fox's (5,000)—WE-DF;
Flatbush and Nevins
Unnamed-D
Garden
(556)
4601 New Utrecht Ave.
Garden (600)— Phot-2-D; 740

—

DF

—

(581)

DeP-DF;

2S16 Mermaid
Meserole (2,026)— WE-DF

;

;

1st

and

Gates (Loew's) (3,000)— WEDF 1342 Gates
Glenns
(Greenpoint)
Pac-D

—

;

Glenwood (1,330)—WE-DF

Metropolitan (Loew's) (3,500)
302 Fulton

WEDF;

;

Washington
New (1,888)—WE-DF; Sheepshead Bay
New Broadway (40)
MovD; 246 Bway.

—

Oasis— WE-DF

Fresh Pond
Rd. and Ralph
Oriental (Loew's) (3,000)—WEDF 1832 86th
Orpheum (Keith's) (2,500)
RCA-F; 578 Fulton
Palace (Loew's) (2,500) —WEDF Douglas and E. New
York Ave.
;

—

;

Paramount

—WE-DF;

(4,500)

Ave.

;

and Graham
741
Giand (1,800)— DeP-DF
Grand
Phot-2Grand
Street
(500)
D; 741 Grand
Greenpoint (2,000)— RCA-DF
825 Manhattan
159
(900)— Bio-D;
Peights
Washington
Hendrix (600)— Phot-2-D; 2245
;

—

Pitkin

Hollywood (1,000)— Pac-D; 7725

—

Bio-D;

175

Kameo (Loew's) (1,400)—WENostrand and Eastern

Parkway

Kameo Roof (1,200)—WE-DF
Eastern Parkway and Nostrand

—

DcP-F
United
(1,800)
Bio-D; 207 Myrtle
Walker (1,800)— Pac-D

and

64th

;

and 8th

Warwick

Loew's) (2,000)—
132 Jeroma
Washington (500)— Phot-2-D
I

WE-DF;
344 5th

Windsor
40th

—

(1,275)
15th

and

DeP-F

Windsor Terrace (600)— Phot-2-

D;

1124 Prospect

729

(1,580)—WE-DF
329 Wyckoff
Patio (2,574)— WE-DF; FlatParthenon

(600)— Bio-D

Premier

5612 5th

;

(3,000)
509 Sutter

Prospect (2,400)— RCA-DF;
327 9th
Republican (2,854)—
DF
Grand Ave. and Keap

WE

Ridgewood (Foxl
;

—

(Loew's)

WE-DF;

(2,1

;

WE-

50)-

;

—

;

;

308

(1,885)— WE-DF

;

104

Starr and

Knickerbocker
State (1,132)— WE-DF; 492

Kalb
Stillwell

(1,730)

—

De

DeP-DF;

Sth St.

Stone (1,522)—WE-DF; 385
Stone
Strand (3,500)— WE-DF; 647
Fulton

WE-DF

Stratford (1,690)—
Sutter rnd Ralph

Sumner (961)— WE-DF; 264
Sumner
Sunset (594)— Bio-D; 4705 5th
Sunshine (300)— Phot-2-D 2334
Coney Island Ave.
Supreme (1,720)— WE-DF 540
;

;

Livonia

4— LONG ISLAND AND

QUEENS
ARVERNE

—

HICRSV1LLE

(1,224)— WE-DF

Playhouse

HOLLIS
Hollis

Huntington (1,666)— WE-DF

JACKSON HEIGHTS
Boulevard (1,854)— WE-DF
Jack;on (1,396)—WE-DF
JAMAICA
Jamaica (Fox)—WE-DF
Loew's Hillside (2,630)—
WE-NS Att.
Loew's Valencia (4,000)— WEDF
Merrick (2,330)— WE-DF
LONG BEACH (300)
Lido (506)— WE-DF
LONG ISLAND CITY

LYNBROOK (4,371)
LynLrcok (1,500)— WEDF
MIDDLE VILLAGE
Arion (800)—WE-DF
MONTAUK POINT
Montauk— Phot-2-D
NORTHPORT (2,000)
Northport (500)— Phot-2-D
PATCHOGUE (4,031)
Giana.la (1,000)— Pac-D

(1,500)— Pac-D

PORT WASHINGTON
Beacon (1,765)— WE-DF
QUEENS VILLAGE
Community (1,000)— RCA-F
Queens (2,262)— WE-DF
RICHMOND HILL
(1.5000)—

Lefferts

WEDF

Richmond Hill— RCA-DF
State— Scr-D

Arverne (300)— Bio-D

ASTORIA
(Loew's)

Astoria

BABYLON

(3,500)

(2,187)—

(2,523)

(800)— RCA-DF

BAYSHORE

Bayshore (1,829)— WE-DF
Regent (700)— RCA-DF

BAYSIDE

(1,500)— WE-DF

Central (1,500)— RCA-DF

CLIFFSIDE

ROSLYN
Tower (300)— Phot-2-D
SAYVILLE

EAST HAMPTON

Edwards (1,000)— RCA-F

EAST ROCKAWAY

(2,005)

Atlantic— De P-F

—Unnamed- O

Columbia (1,400)— RCA-DF
Strand (1,540)— RCA-DF

FLORAL PARK (2,097)
Floral (1,618)— WE-DF
FLUSHING
Flushing (1,226)— RCA-DF
Prospect— WE-DF
FOREST HILLS
Forest Hills (890)—WE-DF
FREEPORT (9,000)
Freeport (1,710)— WE-DF
Grove (2,000)— WE-DF
GLEN COVE (8,644)
Cove—WE-DF
Glen (650)— Pac-D
GREEN PORT
(1,500)

— Unnamed-

Metro (900)— Unnamed-D

GREAT NECK

(1.000)

Great Neck Playhouse (1,088)

(2,891)

—Unnamed-D

(1,800)— Unnamed-D

Garden

SOUTH OZONE PARK
Park (1,028)—WE-DF
VALLEY STREAM
Valley Stream (1,278) —
WE-DF
WEST HAMPTON
Star

(600)— Phot-2-D

WESTRURY
Westbury — Pac-D
WHITESTONE

(6^0)— Ci.ie-DF

WOODHAVEN

Loew's Willard (2,162)

—

WE-DF
Roosevelt

—-Pac-D

WOODSIDE
Loew's Woodside (1,800)—

WE-DF

NEW YORK STATE
(Continued)

NIAGARA FALLS

(56,182)
Bellevue (1,482)— RCA-DF
Cataract (1,000)— WE-DF
Strand (1,860)— WE-DF
CREEK (450)

NORTH

— Phot-2-D

TONAWANDA (16,753)
Riviera (800)— Cine-DF
NORWICH (8,573)
Colonial (1,100)— WE-DF
NORWOOD (1,808)
NO.

Star

—

Lincr-D
(300)
(4,444)

NYACK

Broadway—WE-DF

Lyceum—WE-DF

Rockland— WE-DF

OGDENSBURG (14,609)
Strand (1,092)— WE-DF
OLEAN (22,582)

Haven's (1,200>--WE DF
Palace (1,000)— Pac-D

ONEIDA

(11,343)

Madison—WE-DF

ONEONETA
Oneoneta
Victoria

OSWEGO

(11,58?)

—WE-DF

OSSINING

PENN YAN

(10,739)

(950)— WE-DF
(23,717)

Strand— WE-DF
Tioga (659)— WE-DF

D

(4,5i7)

Elm wood (749)— WE-DF

PERRY

(4,717)

Palace— WE-DF
PLATTSBURGH

— ("ine-DF
(10,909)

(1,306)— WE-DF

Strand

PLEASANTVILLE (.",590)
Rome (492)— WE-DF
PORT CHESTER (19,800)
Capitol (1,830)— WE-DF
Embassy (1,608)— WE-DF
PORT HENRY (2,183)
Empire

(600)— Phot-2-D

PORT JERVIS
Palace
Strand

(10,171)

(600)— Phot-2-D
(1,043)— WE-DF

POTSDAM (4,039)
Rialto (929)— WE-DF
POUGHKEEPSIE (35,000)
Bardavon — WE-DF

— Phot-2-D
—
Melo-D
Stratford—

Empire
Strand

WE-DF
RENSSELAER (10,823)
Columbia (400)— Viat-D

ROANOKE
Roanoke

— RCA-DF

ROCHESTER

(321,000)

Eastman (3,400)— RCA-DF:
425 Main
Fay's (1,500)— WE-DF; W.
Main
Keith's (3,000)— RCA-DF

Monroe— RCA-DF
Palace— RCA-DF

—WE-DF-

Piccadilly (2,259)
33 Clinton St.

N.
(1,800)— RCA-DF

Regent

•

65 East
Riviera (1,525)— WE-DF
Rochester (4,000)
WE-DF
Strand (1,200)— DeP-DF
70
St. Paul

—

:

Thurston

(800)— De P-DF

ROME

(26,341)
Capitol (2,500)—

ROUSES POINT

WF-DF

(1,700)
Liberty (200)— Phot-2-D
(5,308)

RYE

Rye Playhouse (756)— WE-DF

SALAMANCA (10,340)
Andrews (794) — WK-DF
SARATOGA SPRINGS
(13,181)
Congress — WE-DF
SARANAC LAKE (5.174)
Pontiac (1,200)— WE-DF
SCHENECTADY (93,800)
Barcli (1,400)— Cincr-D
Colony (900)— Melot-D
Pearl (700)— Cincr-D
Proctor's (2,600)— RCA-DF

(900)— Cincr

Rivoli
State

D

(2,000)— RCA- DF
Strand (1,300)— WE-DF

SCHROON LAKE (800)
500)- -Phot-2Strand
SCHUYLERVILLE (1,625)
(

Broadway

(1,200)
(2,670)

SIDNEY
Smalley's

Opera House

ELM HURST

—WE-DF

(500)— Phot-2-D

SOUTHAMPTON

Hall— Phot-2-D

COLLEGE POINT
College (1,500)— Pac-D
CORONA
Corona (1,229)—WE-DF
Granada— WE-DF
Plaza (Loew's)— WE-DF

Greenport

(500)— Phot-2-D

Rialte

(1,024)— RCA-DF

BELLEROSE
Bellerose (1,120— Mov-D
CEDARHURST (2,838)
Village

New (600)— Bio-D
Park (942)— RCA-DF
Park Roof Garden— RCA-DF

Aliens

Babylon (1,032)--RCA-DF
Capitol

ROCKAWAY

Sayville

Grand

Astoria

(1,000)— WE-DF

Capitol

(15,858)

(1,000)— Unnamed

Peekskill

PITTSFIELD

HUNTINGTON

Patchogue

PEEKSKILL

Auditorium (637)

(790)—WE-DF

Rivoli

Victoria (584)— WE-DF
FAR ROCKAWAY

Chester

(6,382)

Hempstead (1,618) WE-DF
Rivoli (2,016)—WE-DF

RIVERHEAD

Queensboro

— Cine-D;

(988)— WE-DF;

TOTTENVILLE
Stadium (1,052)—WE-DF
WEST BRIGHTON
Capitol (933)— WE-DF

Bellaira

—

Stadium

Palace— RCA-DF
(800)— DeP-DF

Victory

Capitol

(1.087)— WE-DF; 8th Ave.
and 46th
Roebling (966)— WE-DF.; 27
Lee Ave.
Pac-D; Utica
Rugby (960)
and Mon'gomcry Aves.
Saunders (1,517)— WE-DF 14th
and Prospect Park W.
Savoy (Fox) WE-DF; Lincoln
PI. and Bedford
Senate (1,200)— Pac-D 74th and

—

GREAT KILLS
Strand (980)— WE-DF
PORT RICHMOND
Empire (800)— RCA-DF
Palace (800)— WE-DF
Ritz (2,170)— WE-DF
STAPLETON
Liberty (1,157)— WE-DF
TOMPKINSVILLE

BELLAIRE

1673 Myrtle

Singer Phot-2-D
Sixteenth St. (490)
166 16th

150,700)

Crescent

Parkside (590)— WE-DF;
Flatbush

Peerless

(Richmond)

Broadway (1,298)— WE-DF
(1,918)— WE-DF

Union and Court

HEMPSTEAD

Vernon (592)— Phot-2-D

3— STATEN ISLAND

WE-DF

(600)— Pac-D;

Court

Paras

Starr

Tuxedo (1,821)—WE-DF;
Coney Island

WE-DF

Extension and

WE-DF

2408 Myrtle
Globe-lSth St. (1,000)—We-DF;
226 15th St.
Gloria (6..0)— Pac-D
3rd Place

Imperial
(465)
Irving

Myrtle (851)— WE-DF; 1374
Myrtle
Nassau (600)— Bio-D; 92 Nassau
National (1,255)— WE-DF
720

Sheffield (1,2666)-—
Sheffield

Glenwood (1,000)—-WE-DF

Utrecht

D; 747

Miller (600)— Phot-2
Sutter

43

;

(Population:

18th

1476 Flatbush

;

725

;

Manhattan
Metro (1,200)— Phot-2-D; 194
Grand

DF

Terminal (1,627)— WE-DF
Dean and 4th
Tiffany (600)— Phot-2-D
383
Livonia
Tilyou (2,500)— WE-DF; Surf
Ave.
Tivoh (2,5001— De P-F; Fulton
Tompkins (600)— Phot-2-D 534
Gates

300 Livingston

;

Mermaid

Ritz

Manhattan
Garfield (600)— Cine-D
Sth Ave.

;

(2,000)— WE-

Melba (Loew's)

bush and Midwood

Flatbush
Flora (550)— Phot-2-D; 201
Atlantic
Folly (Fox) (1,975)— WE-DF;

DF

Marcy (768)— WE-DF; 302
Broadway
Marine (2,129)—WE-DF
Mayfair (1,802)— WE-DF; Ave.
U and Coney Island

Do Kalb

86th
(2,200)— DeP-DF
and 5th
Embassy (1,437)—WE-DF;
Fulton and Richmond
Endicott
Mov-D; 70th and
13th Ave.
Farragut (1,979)— WE-DF 1401

New

;

Flatbush

249

Dyker

Forum

(1,613)— WE-DF
Livonia- -Phot-2-D
Bio-D;
Manhattan
(600)
105? Manhattan
Manor (1,700)— WE-DF
1455
Coney Island
Marboro (2,207)— WE-DF Bay
Parkway and Coney Island

;

Church and National
Culver (1,770)— WE-DF; 18th
and Gravesend
Cumberland (514)— WE-DF;
327 Cumberland

12

Coney

;

1307 Ave. J

Saratoga
Carlton (1,390)— WE-DF
290
Flatbush
Carlton Roof (1,124)— WE-DF
290 Flatbush

Crescent

De Kalb

Midwood (1,953)—WE-DF;

Ave. L.

;

785

;

;

111

;

Church

WE-DF

946

•

Lefferts

Benson (1,348)— WE-DF
and 20th

Capitol

Kingsway (2,222)— WE-DF
Kings Highway
Kismet (1,300)— WE-DF
Leader (1,640)—WE-DF
Island and Newkirk

7120 3rd

(Loew's

Bedford

DAILY

Keimore (Keith)— RCA-F

18th

;

9th Ave.

Bay— Phot-2-D

%2?k

1929

1,

— Pac-D

(600)— Phot-2-D

SILVER CREEK
Geitner (693)

(3,260)
— DeP-DF

SOUTH FALLSBURGH (400)
Rivoli (400)— Kap-D
STAMFORD (947)
Smalley's (800)— Phot-2-D
SUFFERN (3,154)
Lafayette— RCA-DF
SYRACUSE (210,000)
F.righton

(l,750)^Phot-2D

Eckel (1,600)— WE-DF;
E. Favette

Empire (1,200)— WE-DF
S.

218
;

468

Salina

Gilbert— WE-DF
Keith's Syracuse (2,000)
RCA-DF; 410 S. Salina
Loew's State (1,100)— WE-DF
Palace (700)— Cine-DF; James
St.

Regent (900)— WE-DF; 810
E. Genessee
Riviera (1,100)— WE-DF
Rivoli

W.

(900)— De P-DF; 218
Fayette

Strand (1,600)— WE-DF; 501
S.

Salina

TICONDEROGA

(2,102)

Playhouse (600)— Phot-2-F

TONAWANDA

(15,482)
Riviera Cine-DF
(72,013)

TROY

—

American (1,200)— Pac-D
Griswold (1,000)— Cincr-D
Lincoln (1,200)— Pac-D

THE

m?k

DAILY

Sunday. September

1.

MUSICAL
DISCS
MARCH
AN OVERTURE

on each 16" 33 1/3 R.P.M. Record
and an EXIT
Use on any Sound on Disc Equipment
BEST SELLERS
Week Ending August
No.

"I'm Just a Vagabond

17

No. 4

1

Lover"— (Leo

'Wedding

Feist)

of

the

Painted Dolls"

— (Sherman

Clay)

No. 5

No. 2

"Am

"Pagan Love Song"—(Robbins Music Corp.).

I

"Desert Song"

No. 3
"7 Get the Blues

When

It

Rains"

No.

1254— LIGHT

"When My Dreams Come True"

^^s=^^.

CAVALRY OVERTURE
jSi

BLUE DANUBE
AIDA GRAND MARCH
1262— SPRING SONG AND IDILIO
CORONATION MARCH

No. 1260— BEAUTIFUL

f^k

l

_

--^j^^^'yt'C
I

"I

SUITE
1841

W

—

SUGGESTIONS
No 1261— HUNGARIAN
'

RHAPSODY

No.

2

LIGHTS OUT MARCH

"VJYtk

M£pC^0^^fXt SiU^t^=4^i

H UjjsPjj J \ rf~J^rTfl
(3fliP§
afc ^^Jfy
^S^^sa^^g
^^^^ Js*gB
T

Sons).

Inc.).

No, 6

— (Forster)

STARS AND STRIPES FOREVER

No

— (Harms,

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES

SUGGESTIONS

&

Blue"—(Witmark

and PEASANT OVERTURE
WASHINGTON POST MARCH

No. 1259— POET

No

'

282— BADINAGE and AL FRESCO

THUNDERER MARCH

1100

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

A SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA IN YOUR THEATRE THE YEAR ROUND

SOUND-ON-DISCSOUND-ON-FILM
and RE-RECORDING from Film to Disc
Studio Space

At

Ample

for Shooting Shorts

—A Reliable Studio With High Grade Recording at Reasonable Prices for

Last

MOTION PICTURE PRODUCERS
BROADCASTING and ADVERTISING AGENCIES
COMMERCIAL, EDUCATIONAL and FRATERNAL ORGANIZATIONS

—
—

—

—

Charge Perfect Acoustics 21 Foot Ceiling Last Word
Type of Recording Equipment Superior Cameras, Projectors and Operators
Electrical Engineers in

Director

—Synchronized

Scores,

in

New

Improved

—Capable

Theme Songs and Experienced Recording Orchestras

Musical
Supplied

GENERAL RECORDING STUDIOS
200

WEST 57th STREET

circle 2313

NEW YORK

1929

DD

Sunday, September

Proctor's 4th

(1,500)

St.

—

GRAHAM (2,370)
Alco (250)— Mov-D
GREENSBORO (48,700)

RCA-DF
Rose (700)— Gen-D
Troy (1,500)— WK-DF

TUPPER LAKE
UTICA

—

(174)

GREENVILLE

—

(107,173)

Avon (2,000)— WE-DF

HAMLET
—
HENDERSON
WF-DF
hENDERSONVILLE

Family (1,000)— Pac-D
Highland (500)— Linc-D
Olympic (1,500)— Linc-D

Oipheum (719)—WE-DF
Rialto (800)— Linc-D
Stanley— WE-DF

HICKORY

Temple— Phot- 1-D

VALATIE

(1,301)

(300)—Mello-D

Valatie

W4LDEN

(5,493)

(780)— Phot-2-D

Dishury

WALTON

(3,598)

Kit?

(750)— Phot 2-D

Smalley's

(1,000)

Y

('.A.

lino;:

1,400)
(2.800)

-

1

'"i.i

i..i.

1>

Lumber ton

— Pac-D

MONROE

(300)— Mov-D

Victory

(400)

(4,315)

— Photvo-D

MOREHEAD CITY (2,950)
Cherry' — Mov-D
MORGANTON (1,687)
Alva— Pac-D
MOUNT AIRY (4,750)

—

Broadway (475, Mov-D
Grand (769)— WE-DF

HOLLY (1.150)
— Mov-D
NEWBERN (12,200)
MT.

Lyric

—

North Carolina
Capitol (200)

ASHH.VILLE

(2,365)

— Pac-D

Orpheum
Norwood

OXFORD

—

I

Lyric

CLINTON

— Vitat-D

Palace

MINOT

ROLLA (675)
Munro (260)— Mov-D
RUGBY (1,424)
Lyric (250)— Pac-D
STANLEY (591)
Star— Talk-D
VALLEY CITY (4,873)
Piller (842)— WE-DF
WILLISTON (4,178)

(1,160)
Davidson (350) Phovo-D
(3,600)
Carolina (300) Phovo-D
(21,750)
Auditorium (1,843)

—

—

Un-

Grand (400)

natned-D

— Pac-D

SALISBURY

(18,400)

Capitol

Rialto— WE-DF
Savoy (600)— WE-DF
(

— Homemade-D

(400)—WE-DF
Victory (799)— Pac-D

Orpheum (750)—WE-DF

EDENTON (2,800)
Onera House '.00)— Phot?
FARMVILLE ('.,000)

ROSEBORO (749)
Jewel — Mov-D
ROSEMARY
Rosemary (500)— Pac-D
RUTHERFORDTON (1,695)
Rex (200)— Mov-D
ST. PAUL (1,147)

SA.MFORD

(3,000)

Temple (300)

V.

Mov-D

FAYETTEVILLE (12,000)
Carolina (750)— WE-DF
FOREST CITY (2,460)
Horn's (400) — Umumed-D
GASTONIA (17,600)
Gastonian (850)— WE-DF
Lyric (620)—WE-DF
Wet.b's— RCA-D
(14,800)

Mason's (900)— Bio-D
North State (500)— Phot-2-D
Opera House (600)— Pac-D

— Unnamed D

SELMA (1,600)
Playnouse (3J0)— Phot-2-D
SHELBY (3,609)
Princess

(300)

— Mov-D

Webb's (600)— Pac-D

SMITHFIELD

Sanders (250)
Victory (400)

(1,900)

—Unnamed-D
— Mov-D

SOUTHERN PINES
Carolina

(900)

(300)— Bio-D & De

P-DF

STATESVILLE
Cresc-nt

(450)— Bio-D

TARBORO
Colonial

(8,000)

(4,570)

(650)— Bri-D

(1,100)— UnnamedD; E. 116th and Buckeye
Olympia (1,600)—Pac-D; S5th
and B'way
Park (250)—WE-DF- 102n«
and Euclid
Piaza

(800)— WE-DF
(756)— WE-DF

CARROLLTON (2,192)
Park (650)— Mov-D
CHAGRIN FALLS (2,237)
Falls (700)— Oli-D
CHARDON (1,566)
Chardon (400)— Phot-2-D
CHEVIOT (4,107)
Crevw ood — Auro-D
Woodlawn (760)— WE-DF
CHILLICOTHE (15,831)
Majestic (633)— WE-DF

—

Shaw-Hayden (1,550)
Hayden and Shaw
State

Forest

Ave.

Box-859, College

Jackson— DeP-DF

Keith's— WE-DF; Walnut St.
5th
Lincoln (1,000)— Mov-D
and Johr.
508
WE-DF
(1,400)—
Lyric
Vine
;

;

ADA (2.321)
Odeon (240)— Phot-2-D
AKRON (220,000)

—

Arcade

Monte Vista (600)— Pac-DF
Montgomery and Woodmont
;

Unnamed-D;

(400)
1145 S. Main
Colonial (1,800)—WE-DF;
Mill St.
Gem (355)— Mov-D; 1086

Frown

Keith-Albee (2.200)— RCA-DF
Keith's Palace (2,200)—

RCA-DF
Liberty

(600)— Phot-2-D; 324

W. Market
Loew's

New—WE-DF

—Homemade-D;

Majestic (450)
1065 S. Main
Miles- Roval

— Mov-D
Phot-2-D;

National (350)—
120 S. Main

Orpheum (1,000)— WE-DF
10 S. Main
(1,000)— RCA-DF; 7
Goodyear Ave.
(400)— Chr-D; 407 E.
Ritz
Market
129
Strand (1,184)— WE-DF
Rialto

;

S.

Main

West Park (950)— Pac-D; W.
169th and Lorain

Windamere (800)

Nordland Plaza (780)— Pac-D;
2621 Vine
__
Orpheum (1,200)—WE-DF
Peebles Corner

Palate (200)— WE-DF;
Freen.an Ave.
Roosevelt— Talfi-D W. 5th St.
;

Sky (930)— WE-DF
Strand (1,400)—WE-DF;
Walnut
Swiss Garden Pac-D
Woodland— Pac-D

531

—

CIRCLEVILLE

(7,049)

— Pac-D(750)—Rand-D

Grand O. H.

CLEVELAND

— Cre-D;

13400 Euclid Ave.

CLYDE

(3,099)

Harkness (?00)— Mov-D
(310,622)
—
WE-DF
Cameo—

Broadway

WE-DF

Champion (330)— Won-D
Clinton— WE-DF
Columbia (400)— Won-D
Dreamland
Unnamed(350)
D; N. High St.
Eastern (525)— WE-DF; Main
and Abbot
Empress (623)—WE-DF;

Long and Garfield
Garden (723)— Chr-D

Grand— WE-DF;
Innis

Aves.

Cliftonio

E. 106th and St. Clari Ave.
W. 118th and Lorain
Variety
(1,978)— Pac-D and
DeP-DF; W. 118th and
Lorrain

—

Hill)

Ohio

(3,596)— WE-DF;

COLUMBUS
nr. 5th

Hollywood (754)—WE-DF
(mail:

— Pac-D;

Uptown (3,200)— RCA-DF;

—

Grand (500)— Pac-D

14th

—

—

;

W.

St.

W

WE-DF

and Vine
(1,100)— DeP-DF
DeP-DF;
(299)
Empire
Liberty and Vine
WE-DF
Erlanger (1,588)—
Family (1,100)— RCA-DF;

Garden Unnamed-D
Grand—WE-DF Vine,

892

Euclid
Stillman (1,872)—
Euclid
Union Square (1,600) Pac-D;
Union Ave. and E. 115th St.

(425,000)

—

PDF;

25th
Royal (800)
Mov-D;
and Starkweather

Ohio— Phot-2-D

Casino

(999)— De

E. 152nd
Regent (1,600)— Pao-D
Buckeye Rd. and 116th
Rialto (1,080)— WE-DF;

Valentine

Vine, nr. 6th.
Dra-D;
Forest (SCO)
Ave., Avondale

(700)— WE-DF

Roxy— Pac-D

(14,200)

Concord (450)— Pac-D

(2,111)
— Pac-D

Rex (950)— RCA-D

(750)— Hio-D

Palace

(400)

Moreland

Capitol (1,200)— WE-DF; 7th

(1C0)— Audit-D

E.

Lyric (1,050)— Pac-D; 11601
Lorain
Mall (720)— WE-DF: Euclid

Albee (4,000)— WE-DF;
Fountain Square

NEW ROCKFORD

(1,400)— Pac-D; E

Madison and Arthur

(13,104)

CINCINNATI

(10.476)

State— WE-DF
Strand

— Mov-D

Royal— RCA-D

(4,336)

(600)— Talk-D

Manhattan (400; -Mov-D

Gem (300)— Mov-D

GOLDSBORO

mperial

ROBERSONVILLE (1,199)
Trio— Pac-D
ROCKINGHAM (2,500)
Rex (300)— Mov-D
ROCKY MOUNT (15,0001

(54,600)

WE-DF
WE-DF

—

(475)

ROANOKE RAPIDS

Charlotte (400)—
Imperial (1,200)—
(2,110)

Trio (400)

1.5,335)

— Foto- D
(3,375)
Peoples (40O) — Pac-D

(5,95?)

Alhambra (1,400)— WE-DF
Broadway (1,400)— WE-DF
Carolina (1,600)— WE-DF

Carolina

(1,434)— WE-DF

RICH SQUARE

(400)— M.-v-D
Grand (720)— WE DF

DUNN
DURHAM

State

Luna (180)— Goo-D

Strand

Salle

185th and Kildeer
Liberty (1,434)— WE-DF;
105th and Superior
Lincoln (940)— WE-DF;

Alhambra (900)— DeP-DF
Loew's (3,000)— WE-DF
McKinley (800)— Pac-D
Mozart (790)— Mov-D
Palace (1,985)— WK-DF

State (1,254)— WE-DF
GRAFTON (2,512)
Strand (400)— Unnamed-D
GRAND FORKS (M.010)
Grand i^O)— WE-DF
Metropolitan (600) — WE-DF
Orpheum (715)— WE-DF
HARVEY (1,590)
Biiou (450)— Pac-D
JAMESTOWN (6,627)
Opera House (714)—WE-DF
LAKOTA (959)

MANDAN

La

CAMDEN (904)
Mozart— Mov-D
CANTON (109,800)

(25,600)

Capitol

Keith's Palace (3,500)— RCADF; Keith's Theater Bide

(992)— RCA-DF
Strand (800)— Bri-D

Fargo— WE-DF

RAPID CITY

(343)— Mov-D

Broadway (500)— Mov-D

(460)

FARGO

;

Colonial

(400)— Bri-D
(687)— Talk-D

Rialto

Euclid

(1,256)— Bio-D
E.
142nd and Kinsman Rd.
Keith's 105th (2,800)— RCADF; Euclid Ave. and 105th

(2,275)

CAMBRIDGE

Rialto— WE-DF
CARRINGTON (1,420)
Grand (200)— UltraDEVILS LAKE (5,1<0)
Grar.d (918)— WE-DF
DICKINSON (4,120)
Strand

WE-DF;

Imperial

— Mov-D

(2,084)

W

—

(15,061)

Community (650)

(7,122)

—

—
—

(1,200)— WE-DF

BYESVILLE

E

;

and Ivanhoe Rd.
Garden (1,400) WE-DF25th and Park
Granada (2,165) WE-DF;
Detroit and W. 117th
Haltnorth
(1,355)— DeP-DF;
E. 55th and Haltnorth
Hilliard Square (1,436)
WEDF; Madison and Hilliard
Hippodrome (3,600)

—Unnamed-D

Southern (500)

lfto

(1,600)
Pac-D;
E. 152nd and Lake Shore
Blvd.
Euclid (900)— Pac-D; Euclid

BELLEVUE (5,776)
Lion—-Mov-D
BOWLING GREEN (5,788)
Clazel (758)— Pac-D
BREWSTER (923)
Brewster (400) — Dra-D
BRYAN (4,252)
Temple (498) — Pac-D
BUCYRUS (12,000)
CADIZ

Blackstone

Royal

REIDSVILLE

Carolina

DAVIDSON

—
—

Unnamed-D
(150)
(1,220)
(300)
Phovo-D
(3,650)

RALEIGH (31,000)
Palace— WE-DF

(200)— Mov-D

CONCORD

—

Orpheum (500)— Mov-D

ASHOK1E (1,430)
Richards (250)— Mov-D
AYDEN (1,675)

CHARLOTTE

—

NORWOOD

(35.000)

BLADENBORO
Lyric— Mov-D
BURLINGTON

NEWTON

NORTH WILKESBORO

Imperial (1,000)— WE-DF
Plaza (1,000)— WE-DF
Pac-D
Princess (iul)
Strand (1,322)— Ampt D

Princess

Athens (700) Unnamed-D
Masonic (651)— WE-DF
The Show Shop (700)— Pac-D
(3,021)
Phot-2-D
Imperial (300)
No. Newton (iOO) Bio-D

ABERDEEN (860)
Dixie (225) — Mov-D
ASHEBORO (2,5''0)

North Dakota
—

(4,085)

MOORESVILLE

YONKERS (116,300)
Loew's Yorkers (2,000) —
WE-DF
Proctor's— RCA-DF
Strand—WE-DF

—

Capitol (500)— Mov-D
Eltinge (600)
Audit-

(300)— Mov-D

Strand

—

(70,000)

(1,890)— WE-DF

Commodore

—

—

Lyric (510)

— Pac-D;

102nd and Euclid

ASHTABULA (25,500)
Palace (900)— WE-DF
ATHENS (6,418)
Columbia (250) — Rand-D
Majestic (930)— WE-DF
BARBERTON (23,300)
Capitol

(800)— WE-DF
Lincoln
3W; Cine-DF and
'

Circle

Homemade-D
Palace (7C0)
Homemade-D

BELLAIRE

Koyal (800)— RCA-DF

;

Euclid

Park (530)— Pac-D

(37.700)

(500)— RCA-DF

Carolina

BISMARCK

MAIDEN (1,900)
Muzn (300)— Mov-D
MARION (1.800)
f

Wihon (800)—WE-DF

(2,700)

Carolina— -Pac-D

I

—

Lincoln (200)
Mov-D
Oasis (400)— Unnamed-D

(9,249)
(1,200)

House

lOpera

Bio-D

(9.770)

LUMPERTON

Oasis

ASHLAND

WILLIAMSTON
Strand (250)— Pac-D
WILSON (13,200)

Colonial

Lexington (1,200)— Pac-D

I

;;

Cedar-Lee (1,200)— WE-DF
Cedar and Lee Rds.

Cinema (1,000)

(25,600)

(300)— Chr-D
Morrison (812)— WE-DF
Ideal

—

WILMINGTON

47

Cilumbia (1,200)-Chr-D

(ISO)
Mov-D
(1,875)
(350)
Mov-D
(1,800)

House

Opera

S.

—

Wavnewood

WELDCN

(500)— Phot-2-D;
Main

Waldorf

Pac-D

Grand

F.

—

;

45

ALLIANCE

Auditorium (1 ,500)— RCA-DF
Cirolina— WE-DF

Unnamed

iii.i)

ial

THOMASVILLE (5,675)
Pala-.e (1,000)— Mov-D
WADESBORO (2,650)
Anemia (700) — Mov-D
WALLACE (1,200)
Wano:a (400) — Phovo-D
WASHINGTON (6.315)
New (400)— WE-DF
WAYNESVILLE (1,945)

WIN3TON-SALEM
(7.050)

LFNOIR (3.720)
Universal (400) — Pac-D
LEXINGTON (5,255)

WATKINS GLEN (2,785)
Glen (650)— WE-DF
WAVERLY (5,270)
Capitol (750)— WE-DF
WELLSVILLE (4,996)
Babcock (730)— WE-DF
WESTFIELD (3,413)
Granada (750)— Hio-D
WHITE PLAINS (21.031)
Keith-Albee (3,000)— W
Loew's State—WE-DF
WOODCLIFF
Broadway (S74)— WF-DF
(944)
(700)

>i

KINSTON

—WE-DF

Labor Lyceum
Phot-2-D

ULS

KIN.'S MT.

Olympic (1,867)— WE-DF

WOODRIDGE

—

M
-Phovo-D

IvANiMA.

WARSAW (3,622)
Oatka (450)— Cine-F
WARWICK (2.42JJ
Oakland— Pac-D
WATERTOWN (32,927)
Avon

WE-DF
WE-DF

Carolina (2,400)—
Mov-D
Central
National (1,800)—
(5,773)
Whites (300) Unramed-D
(3,850)
Mov-D
Caiolim (500)
(5,300)
Stevenron (65.1)—
(9,000)
Rc-x (867) -WE-DF
(5.075)
Grand (400) Unnamed-D
Rivoli (406) -Pac-D
HIGH POINT (24,300)
\\ K-DF
Uroadhurst (800)
Uroadviaj (325)— WE-DF
»v 1)
Eagle (2 ".01-

(600)— RCA-D

Palace

—

;;;

-.&JK.DAILY

1929

1,

;

(2,998)— WE-DF; 14th
and Euclid
Astor (999)— De P-F E. 84th
and Hough
Broadvue (1,886)— WE-DF
B'way and Pearl Rd.
Cameo (1,161)— WE-DF E.
8th and Euclid
Allen

;

;

S.

Parsons
Lamar Parson

—

Mov-D
Linden—WE-DF
Loew's Broadway (1,000)
WE-DF; W. Broad St.
Loew's Ohio WE-DF
Majestic (1,000)— RCA-DF
Palace (3,016)— WE-DF

—

Rivoli

(650)— WE-DF
(500)— Mov-D

Southland

(1,563)— WE-DF; 1722
High
„
Thurmania (500)—Rand-D
Thprman Ave.
State

CONNEAUT
State

(1,074,000)

E. State St.

(499)— Goo-D; 1822

(9,343)

(498)—WE-DF

COSHOCTON
Pastime
Sixth St.

(10,847)

(298)— Pac-D
(909)— WE-DF

CRESTLINE

(1,855)

Hippodrome (240)— Mov-D

CUYAHOGA FALLS
Falls

(760)—WE-DF

(14,300)

DAILV

?6

The

New

LEE ZAIILER

BIOPHONE
A

Sunday, September

Musical Director
Darmour RKO Productions
Trem Carr Productions
-

Proven Product

Writer of following

A

dependable sound
on disc equipment for

THEME SONGS

"ITS YOU"
"OH!

Simplex, Powers or
Motiograph

HOW WE LOVE
in

OUR COLLEGE"
"COLLEGE LOVE"

/'Universal Feature^

"CRAZY MELODY"
/Darmour Productions —Alberta Vaughn/

"JAUNITA"

in

"DARK

featuring Shirley

Installations

made over

months ago

are

8

SKIES"
Mason

"LOVE THOUGHTS OF YOU"
in "KING OF THE KONGO"

running

featuring Jacqeline

to the entire satisfaction

Logan

etc., etc., etc.

Numerous
on hand.

of the theatres.
testimonials

High grade motors
together with special
amplifiers and powerful

.1.

ij<:o >ii;i:ii\\

speakers assure best qualDirecting at

ity

of sound.

Urn mere v Studios
Selling price

$2500.00
of

Easy Terms

RCA Photophone
For details write
.

Biophone Corporation
1600

BROADWAY

NEW

YORK,

N. Y.

New

York City

1,

1929

—

Sunday, September

DAYTON

MEDINA

WE-DF; W.

(1,800)— WK-DF

Colonial

St.

Mecca (480)— Pac-D

;

W.

3rd

Peoples— Pac-D W. 3rd
Pac-D

—

St.

;

Salem (600)— Phot-2-D
State (850)— WE-DF; 4th and
Jefferson

DEFIANCE

(8,876)

(750)— Phot-2-D

Valentine

DELAWARE
Star

(250)— Goo-D

DELPHOS (5,745)
Capitol (350)— Pac-D
DOVER (8.101)
liexley

— Pac-D

EAST LIVERPOOL (21,411)
American (500)—WE-DF
Ceramic (1,200)— WE-DF
(815)— WE-DF

State

ELYRIA

(24,400)

(500)— WE-DF
(500)— Cine-D
(494)— WE-DF

Capitol
Rialto
Rivoli

FINDLAY (18,500)
Harris— WE-DF
Royal (289)— Pac-D
FOSTORIA (9,987)

(700)— Sil-D

Colonial

FREMONT

(14.200)

Jewel (300)— Mov-D
Strand (700)— Pac-D

GALION

(7,374)
(270)

— Homemade-D

Mystic

GREENFIELD (4,344)
Lyric (300)— Rus-D
GREENVILLE (7,104)
Chakeres State— WE-DF
Wavne (450)— Dra-D

HILLSBORO

(4.356)

Forum (300)— Goo-D

HURON

(17,033)
Uomemadc-D
76)
(15,800)

Huron

—

(3

IRONTON

Lyric— Phot-2-D
Marlow (700)— WE-DF
Southside (300)— Goo-D

KEMT

(7,690)

Royal (300)— Sil-D

LANCASTER
Lyric
Palace

(16,500)

(472)—WE-DF
(986)—WE-DF

LEBANON

(3,396)

Grand (290)— Goo-D

LIMA

(47,700)

Ohio— WE-DF
(300)— Phot 2-D
Sigma (950)—WE-DF
Royal

— Homcmade-D

(1,000)
LISBON (3,113)
State

Idol

(300)— Phct-2-D
(4.080)

(4001— Phot-2-D

Majestic

LORAIN

(43,100)
Dreamland C300)
Palace ( 1,800)—
Roy-D
Tivoli

—

— Chr-D
WE-DF

LOWELLVILLE (2,214)
Columbus (230)— Mov-D
MANSFIELD (32.500)
Majestic (942)— Pac-D
Ohio (1,650)—WE-DF
MARIETTA (15,140)
Auditorium

— Bri-D

Hippodrome (600;— RCA-DF

MARION (33,140)
Palace— WE-DF
MARTINS FERRY (15,800)
Fenray (500)— RCA-DF
MARYSVILLE (3,635)
Strand (217)— Phot-2-D
MASSILON (26,700)
Lincoln (450)— WE-DF

MAUMEE
Strand

(31.194)
(250)— Sil-D

(2,000)— WE-DF;
Delaware and Colhngwood

State

1)

(3,052)

Kaufman's (700)— DeP-F
(9,237)

Memorial (1,100)— Phot-2-D
Vine (500)— RCA-DF

NAPOLEON (4,143)
Young's — Phot-2-D
NELSONVILLE (6,440)

Ritz

(3,369)

— Mov-D

NEW HOLLAND (810)
New Holland (140)— Mov-D
NEW LONDON (1,470)
Karolyn (340) — Homemade-D
NEW PHILADELPHIA
(12.200)

Opera House (887)— WE-DF
Strand (<.00)— Pac-D

NEWPORT (29,317)
Strand — Mov-D
NEWARK (30,800)

Auditorium (900)— Bri-D
Midland (1,616)— WE-DF

N1LES

(17.100)

Butler

(1,000)— De P-F

Warner (500)— WE-DF

NORTH BALTIMORE

(2,490)

(300)— Silpho-D

Virginia

NORWALK

(7,379)

Moose

(1,000)— Phot-2-D

Apollo

(300)— Pac-D

OBERLIN

(4,236)

PAINESVILLE

(272)

(750)— DeP-DF

Utopia

PAULDING (2,106)
Grand (350)— Phot-2-D
PERRYSBURG (600)
Palace (250)— Phot-2-D
PIQUA (15,044)
May's (900) — Mov-D
Ohio—WE-D
PLAIN CITY

(949)

(298)— Goo-D

PLEASANT
Strand — Mov-D
FORT CLINTON

Philips

(1,160)— WE-

Vita-Temple

DF;

299

Dorr

St.

Clair

St.

Clair

St.

World (1,754)— WE-DF;

TORONTO (4,684)
Washington (600)— De
TROY (7,260)

P-F

Lyric (350)— Silpho-D
Silpho-D
Strand (7u0)

—
WADSWORTH (4,742)
Strand (400) — Mov-D

(1,754)

(250)— Mov-D
(168.000)

Cameo (75C)— Roy-DF

Dome (1,100)—WE-DF; IDS
W. Federal
Keith-Albee (2,500)— RCAFederal St.

Palace— RCA-DF

Keith's

Pantheon— RCA-DF

State— WE-DF

Strand (900)— RCA DF;
Central Square
ZANESVILLE (29.569)
Imperial (700)— Pac-D

Liberty—WE-DF
Quimby (705)— WE-DF

PT.

(400)

Colonial

(3,928)

— Mov-D

PORTSMOUTH

Oklahoma

(39,800)

(650)—WE-DF

Columbia

La Roy (1,380)—WE-DF

KITTMAN

(1,803)

(350)— Phot-2-D
ST. MARY'iS (5,679)
Regent (300) Voc-D
Goffient

—
—Phot-2-D

SALEM

(10,305)
Unnamed-D
(800)

Grand

Royal (250)—

(/ 00)— Pac-D

SANDUSKY

(22,987)

(700)— Cine-DF

Schade (700)— Pac & Bio-D
State (2,000)— WE-DE

SHELBY

(5,578)

Castamba (490)

House

(Opera

SIDNEY

— Mov-DMov-D
(750)—

(3,590)

Ohio—WE DF
SPRING 7IELD (60,840)
Majestic—WE-DF
Regent (1,439)—WE-DF
State—WE-DF
STEUBENVILLE (32,600)
Capitol (1,614)— WE-DF
Grand (1,000)— DeP-DF

(690)—WE-DF

IClvmpic

SWANTON

(1,222)

La France (230)— Rey-D

TIFFIN
Lyric

(14,375)

(250)— Mov-D

(1.363)—WE-DF
Sigma (685)— WE-DF

Ritz

TOLEDO
New

(300,000)
Elk— Sil-D

Ohio (1,356)— WF.-DF; 311216 La Grange

See

list

ADA

(8,012)

—

Family (300) Homemade-D
McSwain (1,100)—WE-DF

ALTUS

(4.522)

New Empire (768)—WE-DF

ALVA
Rialto

BARNSDALL
Runyon

(2,800)

(750)— Phot-2-D

BARTLESVILLE
Lyric (400)— WE-DF

(20,000)

Liberty— Phot-2-D

&

S.

(2,500)

(700)— Royt

CHICKASHA

(5,889)

(1,500)— WE-DF

Concord— Phot-2-D
(3,000)

Oklal.oman (1,200)— Pac-D
Rialto (750)— Bri-D

HOLDENVILLE (5,000)
Grand (806)— WE-DF
HOLLIS

(2,150)

(485)— Phot-l-D
La Vista (650)— Pac-D
Cozy

HOMINY (1,500)
Pettit (1,137)— WE-DF
HUGO (5,000)
Erie (714)— WE-DF
LACOTON
Dome— Phot-2-D
LAVERNE (476)
Laverne (200)— Phot-2-D
LAWTON (10,000)
Dome (250)— Phot-2-D
Murray

—

(3 5(0

Jnnamed-D

(600)— Pac

Palace

LINDSEY

D

(1,543)

— Homemade-D
(12.095)

(400)—WE-DF
(3,405)

Empress (400)— Phot-2-D
Rislto

(400)— Bri-D

MARLOW (2,276) Unnamed-L
Whiteway (400)—
MAUD (637)
Arcadia— WE-DF
Rex (500)— Pac-D
Glory

BRISTOW (3,460)
Princess (460)— WE-DF
CARNEGIE (1,120)
H.

Thompson (550)— Phot-2-D

HOBART

D

(10,179)

Chickasha (250)— Fhot-l-D

(368)— Ampt-D
(500)— WE-DF
Sugg (700)— WE-DF
Kozy

Rialto

(6,802)

CLAREMORE (3,500)
Palace (300)— WE-DF
CLEVELAND (2,717)

Melba (500)— Phot-2-D

B (E00)—WE-DF

VIEW (917)
(250) — Unnamed D
MUSKOGEE (32,500)
Broadway (800)— WE-DF
Orpheum—WE-DF
MYRTLE POINT
Fi'and — Unnamed-D
NEWKIRK (2,533)
MT.

Royal

Palace

(250)— Phot-l-D

NORMAN
Billings

(6.000)

(200)— Phot-2-D

Sooner (1,142)— WE-DF

OKEMAH

(2,162)

Crystal (400)— Phot-2-D
Unnamed-D
Tewel (300)

—

of coded devices on page 17 for full

OKMULGEE

(26,600)

Liberty
Victory

ORR

(655)
— Royt-l-D

(20)— Royt-D

(300)

Orr (200)— Homemade-D

PAULS VALLEY
Royal

(3.6941

(700)— Pac-D
(6.414)

Ki-He-Kah (80O— Phot-2
(482)—WE-DF

D

State

PERRY

(3,154)

Roxy (300)— Phot-2-D

PZRRYTON

— Unnamed-D
(9,676)

Mystic (500)— Bri-D

GUYMON (1,000)
American (600)— RCA-DF
HARTSHORNE (3,500)
Liberty (507)— WE-DF
HEALDTON (2.200)
Blaine

Orpheum (1,500)— RCAPalace (600)— Phot-l-D
Ria'to (440)— Pac-D
Victoria (900)— Homemade D
Yale (800)— Phot-2-D

Eliis

GARBER (1.400)
DeLuxe (500)— Phot-2-D
GUTHRIE (10,000)
Melba (900)— WE-DF
Pollard (750)— WE-DF

HENRYETTA

Folly (858)— WE-DF
Liberty (1.800)— WE-DF
Majestic (600)
Phot-2-D

PITCHER

Coleman (1,547)— WE-DF

(7,174)

Rivoli— WE-DF

CHANDLER

(1,800)

Royal (250)— Phot-2-D

MIAMI

Odeon (500)— Bri-D

BLACKWELL

(250)—WE-DF

FAIRVIEW

— WE-DF WE-DF

PAWSHUKA

(1,342)

Chief

Empress

OLUSTEE

(8,000)

(715)— Pac-D

Criterion

Circle (852)—
Criterion (2.000)—

Orpheum (400)— WE-DF
Yale (800)— Phot-2-DF

(2,500)

MANGUM

(17.700)

(871)— WE-DF

Ritz

Rex (300)— WE-DF

Palace

(1,000)— WE-DF

Palace

Palace (754)—WE-DF
Liberty (700)— WE-DF

DURANT (7,300)
Liberty (700)— Phot-1 -D
EARLSBORO (317)

EDMOND

— (155,000)

(j.50)
Phot-1 -D
(1.200)— WE-DF

—

(3,100)

McALLESTER

(650)— WE-DF
(500)—WE-DF

ARDMORE

—

DUNCAN

Favorite (350)

(3,913)

Liberty

Royal

—Unnamed-D
Pac-D

Gem (300)— Royt-D

(350)— Pac-D

:

Rialto

—Unnamed(859)— Pac-D

FOREST GROVE
Star — Unnamed-D
FREDERICK (3,800)

WILLOUGHBY (2.656)
Willoby (794)— WE-DF
WOOSTER (8,204)

DF

Dunkin

Aldridge

WE-DF

(6,000)
Columbia (350)

Tall

Temple (600)— Mov-D

Yorkville

(1,055)

(350)— Phot-2-D

Sequoia— Phot-2-D

WELLSVILLE (8,849)
Liberty (600)— Pac-D
WEST MILTON (1.256)
Buzz (300)— Goo-D
WILLARD (3,839)

YOUNGSTOWN

Art

CUSHING

FAIRFAX

Duchess (750)— Chr-D
Robins (1,200)— WE-DF

Lyric

CORDELL

OKLAHOMA CITY
Capitol

FAHLEQUAH

(36.100)

YORKVILLE

(2,600)

(723)— WE-DF

Rialto

ELK CITY (2,816)
Rex (448)— WE-DF
ENID (18,300)
Aztec (1,220)— WE-DF
Criterion (4C0)—WE DF

URBANA (7,621)
Lyric (700)— Gen-D
VAN WERT (8.100')

WARREN

CLINTON

EL RENO

(6,4?8)

(890)— Whc-D

State

47

Gem (288)— Pe P-D

Mayflower—WE-DF

(584)—Mov-D

Jordan

Adams rnd

UHRICHlSVILLE

(248)— Rand-D

Majestic

NEW COMERSTOWN

;

(1,500)— WE-DF;

Valentine

Opeia House (396)— Bell

VERNON

(250)— Sil-D

Sylvan

(31,900)

Strand— WE-DF
MILLERBURG (2,008)

MT.

Clair

St.

(250)— Mov-D

Liberty

319 St.

;

(3,500)— WE-DF

(953)—WE-DF; 314

Princess

(3,772)

MIDDLETOWN

Plaza

(1,241)

LONDON

M1DDLEPORT

State

Grand (370)— Pac-D

LODI

— Unnamed-D

Princess

(7,070)

Kent (968)— WE-DF
Opera House (700)— DeP-F

KENTON

Clair

Paramount

MONTPELIER

St.

Riverdale

— Pac-D

Manning

;

WE-DF; Main

Pantheon— WE-DF

(3,430)
Princess (600)

MfDDLESBORO
;

5th and l.ud'ow
(1,000)— UnnamedColumbia
D 5th and Lud'ow
Keith's (2,000)— WE-DF
Loew's Dayton (2,500)

F

DAILY

1929

1,

(177,942)

Classic (598)—
5th St.

D

D

titles

POrCA CITY

(7.051)

Murray (950)—WE-DF
Poncan (1,500)— Phot-2-D

PURCELL (2.938)
Rex (400)— Homemade-D
RYAN (1,379)
Roily (150)— Phot-2-D
Gem— Phot-2-D
SANDSPRINGS

(4,076)

Paris— Phot-2-D

— Phot-2-D
(14,600)
— Phot-2-D
Victorian (400) — Pac-D
SAYRE
Star

SAPULPA

Empress (400)

(1,703)
Princess (250)— Cine-DF

Sa

Roy

— Homemade-D

SEMINOLE

(854)

Rex— (1.116)— WE-DF
State

(757)— WE-DF

SHAMROCK

(l,40i))

Garden (300)— Unnamed-D
Liberty Phot-2-D

—

SHAWNEE

(17,300)

Bison (1,120)— WE-DF

(1,200)— WE-DF
Savoy (769)— WE-DF

Ritz

SHIDLER
Osage
Senate

SILOAM

(2.000)

(340)— Phot-2-D
(400)— Mov-D

Rialto— Phot-2-

SNYDER (1,500)
Rays (650) — Phot 2-D
STILLWATER (4.701)
Aggie (638)—WE-DF
Camera (300) — Goo-D
SULPHUR (3,667)
Log Cabin (450)Phot-2-D
TAHLEQUAH (2,271)
Sequoyah (500)— Phot-2-D
TECUMSEH (1,429)
Palace

TIPTON

(320)— Parap-D
(727)

Cozy (300)— Royt-D

TONKAWA
Rialto

TULSA

(1,448)

(700)— WE-DF
(135.500)

—

Unnamed-D
(300)— Phot-l-D
(300)— Phot-l-D
Main St. (800)— Unnamed-D
Majestic (450)— WF.-DF
Orpheum (1.400)— WE-DF
Palace (400)— Phot-2 I)
Alhambra
Dixie
Gaiety

WE-DF
WE-DF

Rialto (1.268)—
Ritz (1,500)—
VINITA (5.000)

Lyric

(737)— WE-DF

WAGONER

(3.436)

Cozy (300)— Phot-2-D

WALTERS

(3.032)

Grand (400)— Royt-D

WATONGA

(1.678)

Rook (700)— Phot-2-F

DAILY

RICHARD WEIL

Sunday, September

1,

1929
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Featured Comedian

"HURDY

G^kS)

••D

AD

-

59

I.I 'II II

DA Y"

S

{Hal Roach Comedies)

Dialogue
(Tk9

Now

Playing with Clara

Bow

in

-THE SATURDAY NIGHT KID 99
First- National

Vitaphone

TWO WEEKS

OFF

(Mackaill-Mulhall)

"UNEXCELLED SOUND RECORDING"
That

(*jn>

is

the rock-bound guarantee

made by

Chromotone Film Studios,
which

HARD TO GET
{Dorothy Mac ka ill)

is

completely equippetd with the most

THE GIRL

FROM WOOLWORTHS'
(Alice White)

Inc.
efficient facilities

for

EXPERT TALKING PICTURE PRODUCTION
Recording on both film and
and 80.

6^X3

disc,

with disc recording at 33 1-3

We offer producers, independent or otherwise, 1929-1930
methods of recording, not 1928. Our staff is equipped to
handle every production detail everything from script to finAnd picOriginal scores and theme songs.
ished product.
tures in natural colors if you want them.

—

WASTING YOUR MONEY THROUGH EXPERIMENTS IS "OUT"
•••H=S>il<33H«

Chromotone Film Studios,

Inc.

(Where Good Sound Pictures Are Made)

<Tkf>

the

122 Fifth Ave.,

New York

Watkins 6536-7

City

D

D

D

;;

D
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DAILY,
PORTLAND

WAURIKA

(3,204)
(300)
(1.038)
Phot-2-1)
Cozy—

-Vac-D

New Empress

WAYNOKA

WEBB CITY (500)
Liberty (400)— Unnamed -D
WETUMKA (1.600)
Morgan— Phot-2-D

Nushow (400)— Phot-2-D
(1,520)

(803)— WE-DF

Key

WILB'JRTON

(2,226)

ARDMORE

WIESON (286)
Thompson (750)— RCA-D
YALE (2,601)
Rex (250)— Mov-D

126

BARNESBORO

(760)— Masn-D

Granada (6Jff)— Pac-D
and E. Gilsan
Grand (300)— Homemade

D

Rialto

—

BEILEFONTE

Oregon

;

Highway— DeP-DF

Hollywood (1,500)— WE-DF
Hudson's Colonial (700)

ALBANY

ASHLAND

(2,286)

ASTORIA

(17,000)

(700)— WE-DF

Pantages

—

(1,440)

Hartman (500)— Pac-D

BEND

(5,415)
Capitol (500)— Pac-D

— UnnamedCAMAS
Granada — Unnamed
1

CONDON

1

>

>

(1,127)

(250)— Kolsta-D

Liberty

LOQUILLE

(1,642)
(5,752)

WED

(500)—
(750)— WE-DF

Majestic

Whiteside

COTTAGE GROVE (1,919)
Arcade (682)— WE-DF
DALLES (2.701)
Granada (840)— WE-DF
(250)— Masp-D

Majestic

EUGENE

(11,500)

(800)— Misp-D

Heilig

McDonald—WE-DF
Rex (8C0)— WE-D
State— Qua-D

FOREST GROVE

(1,175)

(3,151)

GRBSHAM (1,103)
Granada—Unnamed-D
HILLSBORO (2,468)

(700)— Pac-D

Venetian

HOOD RIVER (3,195)
Rialto (600)— Kolsta-D
KLAMATH FALLS (4,801)
Fox— Pac-D

Pelican (1,500)— RCA-DF
Pine Tree (690)— WE-D*
White Pelican— RCA-D

LA GRANDE

(6,913)

(609)— WE-DF

Arcade

LEBANON (l,b05)
Kuhn (250)— Masp-D
McMINNVILLE (2,676)
Lar't C259) — Masp-D
MARSHFIELD (4,064)

(750)—WE-DF
Noble—WE-DF
Egyptian

MEDFORD

WL-DF

—

MYRTLE POINT
Highland (550)— rac-D
NEWBERG (2,500)
Baker (300)—Masp-D

(300)— May-D

NEWPORT (580) Homemade-D
Midway (250)—
(2.500)
NORTH BEND WE-DF
Liberty (742)—
NORTH FOWDER (465)
Bungaiow (150)— Masp-D

ONTARIO

(2,039)

Dreamland (190)— Masp-D
Majestic (250)— Kolsta-D

OREGON CITY
Grand
Liberty
Rivoli

—

Lom-

Alberta

567

Broadway

BRISTOL

;

(500)— Pac-D
Unnamed-D

Antlers
Liberty

ST.

(500)

HELENS

Columbia

—

(1,300)

— Super

(20,100)

Hollvwood

SEASIDE
Strand

BUCKHANNON

— Masp-D

(

(1,302)

(400)— Masp-D

THE DALLES

(5,807)

(245)— Masp-D
(500)—WE-DF
Granada (840)— WE-DF
Stiles (250)— Masp-D
Dalles

(1,930)

Dude's Coliseum (600)

— Masp

State

CALIFORNIA
Lyric

Joy— Pac-D

(5,786)

(250)— Crea-D
(900)— WE-DF
Unnamed-D

—

PENDLETON

(7,387)

(400)— WE-DF
Rivoli (800)— WE-D*
Alto

PORT ANGELES

Capitol— RCA-DF

ERIE

>— Mov-D

Iris

McLean (150)— Kol-D

Pennsylvania

CARNEGIE

(11,516)

(650)— Chr-D
Grand (300)— RCA-DF
Libeity (SCO)— Pac-D

Dixie

ALIQOIPPA

(2,931)

Queen Aliquippa (250)

—

CHAMPERSBURG

RCA-DF

ALLEMTOWM

(94,600)

Cameo (638)— WE-DF
Capitol (500)— Pac-D
Colonial (2 000)— RCA-DF
Earlc (800)— WE-DF
Embassy (1,500)— WE-DF
Franklin (800)— Pac-D
New Alle.i (70 ))— Unnamed-D
Nineteenth-Si.— (900)— Pac-D
Rialto
State

(1,922)— WE-DF
(2,000)— WE-DF

Strand

(1,000)

— DeP-DF

&-

Bio-D

ALTOONA
Capitol

(67,000)

(1,000)— RCA-DF

Olympia (300)— RCA-DF
State— WE-DF
Strand (1,600)— WE-DF

AMBLER

(3,094)

(1,150)— DeP-DF

Ambler
Opera Housi
ed-

(500)— Unnam-

(13,171)

CHARLEROI

(12,800)

Coyle (989)— WE-DF
(400)— DeP-DF
Majestic

&

Bio-D

(676)— WE-DF

Palace

CHESTER
Apollo
I.vric

WE-DF

Stanley (2,400)—
Homeimde
Strand (650)
Washington (7001 Pac D
(6,264)

— —

D

CLAIRTON
Caphol (537)— Phot-2-D
CLARION (2,793)
Orpheum — Bio-D
CLEARFIELD (8,529)

(806)— Unnamed-D
(800)— Bio-D
Unnamed-D

Liberty

Lyric

New —
Ritz

(1,200)— Bio-D

(93,372)

CLIFTON HEIGHTS (4.500)
Palace (499)— Pac- D

Roxian

(46.781)
Capitol
Harris (2,C60)—

WE-DF

Memorial— WE-DF
Victor (757)— WE-DF

(2.696)

Germantown

^

(1,100)— RCA-D
a

(4,439)
Majestic (1.149)

Strand

— WE-DF

(300)— WE-DF

GLENSIDE

(1,800)

Keswick (1,500)— WE-DF
Nixon (700)— WE-DF

GREENlSBURG

(16,200)

Manos (2.000)— WE-DF
Strand— WE-DF

GREENVILLE

(8,101)

Mercer Square (500)— Pac-D

GROVE CITY
Guthrie

WEI <F

(1,500)—
Liberty (1.000)— RCA-DF

Hipp'.drome

(600)— Chr-D

GERMANT"WN

(1,300)— DeP-DF

(800)— DeP-DF

Park (750)— Sil-D
Ritz (600)— Phot-2-D

GETTYSBURG

LOCK HAVEN (8.557)
Garden (850)— Multi-D
LUZERNE (5,998)
Marir.os (500)— WE-DF
LYKENS (2,880)
Theatorium (300)— MasMcADOO (4,674)
Palace (500)— Pliot-2-D
McKEES ROCK (6.713)
McKEESPORT

FORD CITY (5,605)
Savoy — Chr-D
FOREST CITY (6,004)
Freedman (749)— WE-DF
FRANKLIN (2,623)
Orpheum (735)— WE-DF
Ritz

WE-DF

Orpheum (450)— Pac-D
Reeent (450)— Pac-D

(250)— Pac-D

FREEPORT

(70,400)

(750)— Homemide-D
(700)— Phot-2-D

(1,300)-

Fmbassy (800)— WE-DF
Pastime (560)--RCA-DF
Rialto (750)— RCA-DF

(3,735)

—Unnamed-D
(1,175)— Pac-D

Bell

(1,000)— Pac-D

Capitol

(997)—WE-DF
(720)— WE-DF

EVERETT (1.687)
Sturkey (300)— Bio-D
FARRELL (19,200)
Colonial (400)— DeP-F
Capitol (500)— WE-DF
FAYETTE CITY (2,048)

(1,000)— WE-DF

Strand

Music

Colonial (1,400)—

Regent— DeP-F
Rialto (760)— Mov-D
State (932)— WE-DF
Strand— WE-DF

living (1,600)— WE-DbCARLISLE (10,916)

(24,648)
of

LEECHBURG (3,991)
Palace (800)— Phot-2-D
LEWISTOWN (9,849)

(8,958)

Perry

(2,480)

CANNONSBURG (10,632)
Alhambra—WE-DF
CARBONDALE (18,640)

(394)

Academy

Columbia (1,000)— RCA-DF

(184)— Pac-D
(184)— Unnamed-

Capi'ol

Olympic—RCA-F
Paramount— RCA-F

LEBANON

Grand (800)— Mas.-D

(1,000)

(300

Cadogan

TOLEDO (678)
Ross (203) — Horaeniaijc-D
VERNONIA (142)

WALLGWA

EPHRATA

(834)—WE-DF
(600)— WE-DF
(450)— WE-DF

CADOGAN

J.atrobe— RCA-DF

Bri-D

BUTLE.R

Liberty
Majestic

(4,797)

Lansdowne ,(1.500)— WF.-DF

Rivoli— Chr-D

(25,500)

(4,738)

(900)— RCA-DF

LANSFORD (9,625)
Victoria (700)— WE-DF
LATROBE '9,484)

—Unnamed-D

ELLWOOD CITY

Harris

Lansciale

LANSDOWNE

ELKINSBURG

(1.600)—

(700)— RCA-D

LANlSDALE

Hippodrome

BURGETTSTOWN (1,990)
Arco (480)— Bio-D
BURHOLME
„.__,„
WF.-DI'
Capitol

D

ELKINS

rloure— Unnamed-D

(pera

Ox'ord

Finpress

TILLAMOOK

(1,008)— WE-DF

Seville

Strand

1?

EBENSBURG (2,179)
Alhambra (350)— Silpho-D
EDWARDSVILLE (9,027)
Grand (890)— WE-DF
ELIZABETH (2,703)
Grand (500)— Phot-2 D

(

(57,100)

(1,600)— WE-DF
Grand (1,100)— WE-DF
Hamilton (1,100)— Pac-D
Capitol

State— RCA-DF
Strand (70C)— Cine-D
Third St. (1,000)— Cine-D
Wil-bor (650)— Cine-DF

BRYN MAWR

WE-DF

Capitol (i,000)—
Elsinore (499)— RCA-DF

LANCASTER

RCA-DF

—
— Homemade-D

(82 i)
Pac-D
(2,684)

KUTZTOWN

Strand (400)

(34,700)

Seville— Cine

KINGSTON (8,952)
Kingston— WE-DF
KITTANNING (7.153)
Columbia

(6,527)

Embassy (1,030)— WE-DF
St. (300)— Mov-D
4th

(13,000)

Plaza (600)— RCA-DF
500)— De P-F
Strand
(3.056)

to-

(400)—Unnamed-D

(1,624)

Frederick (600)— WE-DF

(1,200)-

—

Temple (1,212)— WE-DF

1,500'— Phot-2-D

EAST PITTSBURGH
Rivoli

BROOKLINE
Boulevard— Phot-2-D
BRCOKVILLE (3,272)
Columbia (300)— Pac-D
BROWNSVILLE (2,502)

(4,381)

(

EASTON

Grand (1,100)— WE-DF
Riverside (1 ,100)— Phot-2-D

(480)

(150)— Kolsta-D

ROSE3URG

(3,0'JZ)

—

Grenada Bio-D
Rankin (500)— Pac-D

Station

Edwards

Grand

500)— Unnamed-D

BRIDGEVILLE

—

Walnut Park (400) Homemade-D
Yeager (300)— Royt-D Lents

REEDlSPORT

(

(7.660)
Juniata (300)
Chr-D
(7,283)

KANE

395)—WE-DF

(1

EAST GREENVILLE

BRADFORD (15,525)
Shea's— WE-DF
BRIDGEPORT (4,680)

—

115 New Jersey
(400)— Ert-D,
Victoria

Plaza

(72,200)

Cambria (1,800)— WF-DF
Harris- Majestic— RCA-DF
Park (900)— RCA-DF
Rialto (650)— Chr-D
State— WE-DF

JUNIA1A

Emar—WE-DF

Braddock (650)— Pac-D
Capitol (1,800)— RCA-DF

N. 21st
United Artists—WE-DF
RCA-DF;
Venetian (650)

(6,455)

—

3LOOMSBURG (7,819)
Capitol (1,200)— WE-DF
BRADDOCK (20,879)

(4,600)

Favmi (650)— WE-DF

DOYLESTOWN (3,837)
Strand (600)— Phet-2-D
DREXEL HILL (3,000)
Waverlv (1,600)— WE-DF
DUQUESNE (21,200)

(4,391)

(3,360)
— Pac-D

JOHNSTOWN

Harris South Hills—WE-DF
Unnamed(650)
[Dllywood

(600)— Pac-D

Richelieu

Embassy (tCOl

JESSJP

(17,600)

DORMONT

— Pac-D

(425)— WE-DF

JENKINSTOWN

(543)— WE-DF
(400)— Chr-D

Harris
Lvric

(15,900)

Eagle (400)— WF.-DF
Princess

Gem (300)— Chr-D

WE-DF
WE-DF
(500)— WE-DF

BLAIRSVILLE

(5,756)

Criterion (700)—
Rialto (550)— Masp-D
Homemade-D
State
(934)

Star

State

HomemadeRoseway (640)
D; E. 72nd and Sandy
Sellwood (588)— Kolsta-D
148
(749)— WE-DF;
State

SALEM

(350)— Masp-D

Rivoli

Savoy

Kolsta-D;
(400)
bard and Albin

Rose

Liberty

(300)— Pac-D

GRANTS PASS

1)

B'way and Burnside
(1,200)— WE-DF

Rivoli

(250)— Masp-D

Liberty

CoRVALLIS

— Homemade-

JEANNETTE

(2,889)

DONORA

(3,r35)

Mantes (300)— Mov-D

(600)— Pao-D

Fireman's

(64,400)
College (1,300)— RCA-DF
Colonial (1,700)—
Palace ( 1,006)—

Portland—WE-DF
Princess (320)

(1,000)

DERRY

BETHLEHEM

WE-DF

1.500)— WE-DF

(

(14,300)

(1,000)— Cine-F
Temple (1,000)— WE-DF
Strand

—

CALDWELL
American

BERWICK

DELTA

IRWIN

Paiker (2,500)— RCA-DF

(8,189)

(400)— Phot-2-D

llellevue

Kolsta-D;

(7,729)

EANDON

BELLEVUE

Box— (2,500)— WE-DF

—

(800)— RCA-D
Hilland Unnamed-D

Star

Music

Kdlingsworth

37th and Division
Oriental (2,040)—

Libeity

BAKER

Lincoln

Nob Hill— May-D
Oregon (300)

(500)— Pac-D

Virung

Clarick

RCA-DF; 125
— May-D

(4,840)

(500)— RCA-DF

Globe

(7,922)

(7,043)

Indiana (900)— Bio-D
Ritz (1,100)— Bio-D

WE-DF
WE-DF

DARBY

(1,345)

— Cha-D

INDIANA

(6,952)

Rialto (903)—
Victoria (500)—

(2,342)

(2,756)

(360)— WE-DF

Savoy

D

Rivoh (300)— Chr

HONESDALE

HOOVERSVILLE

(2,170)

DANVILLE

(20,405)

(1,841)— WE-DF

Stah!

Lyric

(750)— RCA-DF

Coraopolis

(400)— Pac-D

Bello

(6,162)

Avenue (616)— RCA-DF

WE-DF

BELLE VERNON

—

HOMESTEAD

— Homemade D

CRESSON

(36,800)

(2,000)—WE-DF
Grand (1,400)— WE-DF
Capitol

(3,800)
(300)

CORAOFOLIS

(3,996)
Richelieu (812)—
State (400)— Bio-D

Heilig-Hippodrome
(600)
Masp-D 52nd and Sandy

HAZELTON

(8,481)

(960)— WE-DF

Pastime

(900)— Pac-D
(800)— Del' 1)

Regent
;

1st.

Riant

COPLAY

(4,183)

BEAVER FALLS (12,802)
Colonial— WE-DF

7th

;

—

CONSHOHOCKEN

(84,600)

(1.200)— WE-DF
Regent (1,600)— WE-DF
Riaito— Pae-D
State (1,5001— RCA-DF
Victoria (1.000)— WE-DF
Colonial

CONNELLSVILLE (13,804)
Orpheum (982)— WE-DF

(600)— Pac-D

Smith's

HARR1SBURG

(10,836)

Opera House Bio-D
State— RCA-DF

Music Hall (680)— Pac-D
Strand (500)— Phot-2-D

Egyptian (1,042)— WE-DF

(3 834)

(600)— RCA-DF

Alto

AUDUBON
New Centurv — Cine-DF
BANGOR (5,402)

— Homemade-D

(500)— RCA-DF;

COLUMBIA

(8,644)

(960)— WE-DF
Strand (43?)— P.CA- DF

State

(1,000— Pac-D

Villa

(6,666)

HANOVER

(16 800)

(1.620)— WF.-DF

A.

COLLINGOALE

Roxy (1,110)— WE-DF

Arlette Station

585

Y.M.C

(10,075)

ASHLAND

Broadway (1,800)— WE-DF

Gcller

COATESVILLE

WE DF

Aidmore (1,000)— WE-DF

Bagdad (1,294)— WE-DF
Blue Mouse (700)— WE-DF
Hob
(800)—Peer-D
White

Circle
4 th

(17,800)

Ambridge 0,320)—
Prince ( 1,200)— Pac-D

Ames — Masp-D

CaO'tol (500)

(300)— Lave-D

Airreric.n

—

—WE-DF

Easton— Phol-2-D

WEWOKA

AMBRIDGE

(350,000)
WE-DF;
(696)
40lh
and Alberta
Alder (formerly Peoples) (930,1

Alameda

(4,944)

(800)— Unnamed-D

MAHANOY CITY (15,599)
Victoria (1.2001— WE-DF
MANNINGTON
Hurts- -Bip-D
MARCUS HOOK (5,324)
Globe (600)— Masp-D
MASONTOWN (1.525)
Liberty

(500)— Bio-D

Rex— Aud-D

MAUCH CHUNK
Capitol

(3,666)

(500)— WE-DF

MEADVILLE
Academy

(15,800)
(7"0>

— WE-DF

Park (1,543)— WE-DF

MEDIA (4,199)
Media (1.200)— WE-DF
MILLERSBURG (2,936)
Colonnade

MILLVALE
Grand

(350)— Masp-D

(8,031)
(550) —Unnamed-D

THE
50

MILTON

MINERSVILLE

—

MONESSEN

(21,800)

—

Olympic Bio-D
Star (1,200)— Pac-D
(8,-

,

&

Erie Ave.
UearfieM
(800)

— Pac-D

CARMEL
OLIVER

Mt.

WE-DF

(5,575)

Harris

Oliver

(1,501)

Colonial

MT.

—

(600)-

-Pac-D

Royal (300)— Mov-D

NEW BRIGHTON

(9.36<)

—

Empire Wcndph-D
Grand (350)— Wondph-D

NEW CASTLE

Earle

(700)—WE-DF

WE-DF

Elm

(900)— Pac-D

NORRISTOWN

Westmar— Phot-2-D

NORWOOD (2,352)
Manor (1,300)— Pac-D
OAKMONT (4,512)
DF
Latonia (1,550''— WE-DF
WE-DF
Lyric (772)—
Venango (665)— WE-DF
OLD FORGE (12,237)
Holland— WE-DF
OLYPHANT (10.236)
Granada (1.446)—WE-DF
Opera House (300)— WE-DF
:

—

(700)— Cincr-D

5508 Germantown Ave.
Phot-2-D
(500)
Gladstone

DF:
17th

—

(1,146)

Map-D;

Kineg-D

and Lehigh Ave.
(500)— Cine-D
Columbia Ave.

Ideal

Imperial

N. 52nd St.
WE-DF;
Astor (1,500)
Franklin and Girard
Auditorium (400)— Pac-D; 219
N. 8th
Pac-D;
2217
Avon
(5G0)
South
Baltimore (500)— Pac-D: 5026
Baltimore Ave.
500)— Mas-D; 31st and
Bell

Iris

—

1

Wharton
Belmont (1,000)—WE-DF

;

X. 52nd

Benn (1,400)— WE-DF 6316
Woodland Ave.
Bijou (1,100)— Melot-D; 8th
;

—

!9th

and Chestnut

(2.000)— WE-DF

Broad and Snyder Ave.
(l, 'TO
Bionson
Unnamed
D, 4/lh &: Baltimore Ave.

—

(1,474)— Pac-D

;

°21

— Unnamed-D;
—
(1.000) — UnnamedJefferson
D: 2217 N. 29th
Karlton (1,066) — WE-DF;
(1,500)

Broad and Chestnut
Kent (1,950)— WE-DF; Ken
sington and Cumberland
Keystone (1.8C0)— WE-DF
11th and Lehigh Ave.
Knickerbocker

—

—

WE-DF-

4102 Lancaster Ave.
Lehigh (500)— DeP-F;
\Y. Lehigh Ave.

Liberty
6817
Liberty

Chester
(1,500)

T

Ave.

—

WE-DF;

and

Richmond (1,026) —WE-DF;
3037 Richmond
Ridge Ave. (1.000)— Masp-D
1734 Ridge Ave.
Ritz (475)— Mas-D; Marshall
and Hunting Pa'lc
;

—

(480)
Phot-2-D;
40th
& Poplar
Rockland (758)
WE-DF;
4910 N. Broad

—

(2,000)— WE-DF

Roosevelt

(950)— Tra-D;

151

Levering
Ave.

Ridire

Royal (1.100)— WE-DF; 15th
and South
Franklin

;

and Fairmount
Sedgewick (1,600)—WE-DF;

Germantown Ave.

7121

—

—

Broad and Columbia

and Baltimore
Sixty-Ninth St. (1.700)— WEDF 69th and Market
Southern
(500)
Cine-D;

—

;

Broad

«•

Reed

Spruce

—

—

;

—

Venango and Germantown
Susquehanna (500) Masp-D;
17th & Susquehanna
Tioga (810)— WE-DF; 3540
X. 17th
Tower (3,300)— WE-DF 69th
and Market

—

WE-DF;
WE-DF;

(1,799)

—

WE-DF;

2200 N. Broad

(917)— WE-DF; 91?

Maiket
Villa— Pac-D
Walton (650)— DeP-DF;
E.

Chelten Ave.

(4.000)— WEPenn Ave.
(400)— Pao-D; 2334

Penn.

6th and

;

Arlington Ave.

—

Pac-D; 1729
Manor (600)
Murray Ave.
Model (400)— Cine D; 4513
Butler

Morris (40C)— Pac-D; 3033
Preble Ave.
378
Olympic (800)— Pac-D
5th Ave.
Regent (300)— WE-DF; 594
Penn. Ave. E. E.
Rialto (500)— Bio-D; 1600 5th
Roosevelt (1,323)— WE-DF
Schcnley (1,736)— WF-DF
3942 Forbes Oakland
Sheridan Scmare (2,200)—
DF; 6108 Penn. Ave E.

;

;

E

ROCHESTER

5th

—

Strand
1602
(500)
Pac-D;
Carson, S.S.
6276
Triangle (600)— Mov-D
Frankstown Ave.
Wm. Penn. (4001— W!-: -DF
Federal St. N. S.j
;

PITTSON
Amencin

(20.000)
(450)
(16,500)

PLYMOUTH

—WF-DF

Shawnee (480)— WE-DF
PORTAGE (4.8041
Rivoli (350)— Chr-D
POTTSTOWN (17.341)
Strand

(1.S00)— Pac-D

POTTSVILLE (21,876)
CaDito'— WE-DF
Hippodrone (1,000)— WE-DF
Hnllvwood (990)— WE-DF
PROSPECT PARK (2,536)
Manor— WE-DF
Alpine

— Bin-D

Jefferson

(10,311)

(1,000)— Pac-D

(6,957)

ROXPOROUGH

Roxy (200)— WE-DF
ROYEFSFCRD (3.278)
Penn (550)— Pac-D
ST. MARYS (6.961)
Family — Tac-D
New— RCA-D
St. Marvs— RCA-DF
SALTSBURG (1,012)
Liberty (1. 012)— Pac-D
SAYRE (6,078)
Sayre (1.000)— WE-DF
SCRANTON (142.266)
Globe (620)— WE-DF
Poli (2.200)— WE-DF
Riviera (1,250)— WE-DF
Roosevelt (1.000)— WE-DF
State (760)— WE-DF
Strand
1.400)— WE-DF
West Side (1 ,500)— WE- D F
SEWICKLEY (4.955)
Se-viddey (750) — Pac-L
SHAMOKIN (21.204)
Capitol (700)— RCA-DF
Majestic (1.017)— WE-DF
Victoria (700)— WE-DF
SHARON (25,500)
Columtia— RCA-DF
Liberty (1.275)— WE-DF
SHARPSBURG (8,921)
(

Sanfort

(300)— Unnamed-D
(300)— Melop-D

SHEFFIELD

(1,525)

Utopian (300)

— Bio-D

SHENANDOAH

(24,726)

(430)—WE-DF
Strand (500)— WE-DF

Capitol

SIMPSON (2,000)
Neutral (300) — Phot-2-D
SISBERVILLE
Paramount

;

Syna-D

SOMERSET (3.121)
Park (470)— Bio-D
SOUDERTON (3,125)
(6001— Masp-D

Rroad

SOUTHFOPTi
.

Rivoli- Silph-D

SOUTH rORK (4,239)
Rivoli— Chr-D
STATE COLLEGE (2.405)
Cathum (750)— WE-DF
STONEHURST
Stonehurst — Pac-D
STROUDSBURG (5,278)
Sherman

— Cine-F

(600)— De P-F

SUNBURY (17,000)
Strand (520)— WE-DF
SUSQUEHANNA (3,764)
Opera Horse (600)— Phot-2-D

SWIS3VALE

(13,300

i

Washington (698)— WE-DF

TARENTUM

337

7th

(2.379)

— Cha-D

(990)— WE-DF

Majestic

TAMAQUA

;

—Unamed-D

Roaring Springs

Stanley (4,500)—
and Liberty
State (7271— Pac-D;

WE-DF

(6.037)

ROARING SPRINGS

Stroud

WF

PUNXSUTAWNEY

933

(908)

South Hills (1,700)— WE-DF;
W. Liberty and Dormont
Aves.

Ave.

—
—

(500)
Phot-2-D;
60th and Spruce
WE-DF;
Stanley (3.000)
19th and Market
Stanton (1,500)
WE-DF;
1631 Market
Strand (688)
Bri-D
12th &
Girard
Strand (1,500)
WE-DF;

Uptown

Federal X. S.
(400)— Pac-D; CarLibert}
son St., S.S.
I.oew's Aloine (1.800)— WEDF 954 Liberty Ave.

DF
McKce

Strand

(4.116)

(400)— Bio-D

RIDGEWAY

Main

Hollywood (700)— WE-DF
Kenyon (750)— WE-DF; 819

Loew's

— Chr-D

Adelphia

;

;

:

4700 Frankford Ave.

Rose

RCA-DF;

1624 Beaver Ave.

;

Ritz

—

(500)

Pac-D;

Hippodrome (978)— WE-DF

6th

8th

RCA-DF;

—

Warrington Ave.

South

Victoria

trresdale Ave.

(1,800)

Hilltop

—Unnamed-D;

(900)—WE-DF:

—

(1,000)

Diamond St.
Hazelwood (400)
Hazelwood Ave.

;

2S16

Lenox (950)— WE-DF; 55th
and

;

— WE-DF
—

Lansdcwne WE-DF
Lawnoale (1,000) UnnamedD; Rising Sun & Fanshaw
(1,000)

Harris

Sherwood (500)— Pac-D; 54ch

3148 Kensington Ave.
WE-DF;
Jackson (1,000)
527 Tackson

Leader

Masp-D;

Boulevard— Phot-2-D
Bo>d (2,500)— WE-DF;

&

6th

;

23

—

;

Ruby (400)— Pac-D

N. 2nd

—

Garden (1,004)— WE- A Att
10 North Ave. N. S.
Unnamed-D;
(500)
Gould
719 E. Ohio, N.S.
5th
Grand (2,200)—WE-DF

Roxy (2.000)— WE-DF; 6100
;

1905

;

(8001— Masp;
Ideal
lacks ">n

(1.000)— Pac-D

56th and Baltimore Ave.
Apollo (1.199)— WE-DF: 1237

Broadway

D

;

(3,000)— WE-DF
Allegheny
Frankford and Alleghany

Bluebird
(500)
2209 N. Broad

Erte

and

Howard (750'— De P-F From

(1,757)— WE-DF

and Race

—

(1.050)

Broad

Ave.
(1,150)— Pac
Harrow-gate
Kensington and Russell

12th and Morris

Ambassador

;

Girard Ave.
Northern
Great

Chestnut

Alhambra

& Annin

7th
(1,0001— Masp-D
& Snvder Ave.
Giant (800)— Bio-D; 40th 'and

and Somerset

&

;

Grand

PENNSBUEG (1.404)
Aurora (450)— Photn-2-D
PERRYOPOLIS (775)
Perry (300)— Pac-D
PHILADELPHIA (2,007,000)
(1,300)— WE-DF
Admiral
ISth

—

Gh-be (1.500)— Pac-D; Juniper
and Market

Liberty (400)— Pac-D

Aldine

(1,100)— RCA-

Germantown

PARSONS (5,638)
Parsons— WE-DF
PECKVILLE (3.924)
Favini (755)—WE-DF
PEN ARGYL (4,093)

5th

;

;

Rexy

Butler

Enright— WE-DF
(600)— RCA-DF

Cumberland

—

(300)— Mel-D;

Frederick

—

RCA-DF;
Franklin
(600)
747 S. Third
HilBio-D
00)—
(1,
Galard
ton and Germantown Ave.

RCA-DF;

St.

and Poplar
Premier (400)
Phot-2-D
1330 Pt. Breeze Ave.
Regis (500)— Phot-2-D; 1526

16(h

and Market
Fox Locust (1.400)— WE-DF;
Broad and Locust

(7,168)

Dome

;

Broad and Porter
Poplar

Beltz-

2009 Carsc-n, S. S.

—

WE-DF;

—

(400)

Colonial

— Unnamed-D

Pike
Plaza
(1.400)

WE-DF:

;

Pearl
(1,400)— Unnamed-D
21st and Ridge Ave.
Pelham (4551
Unnamed-D;
6651 Germantown Ave.
Pike (500)— I'hot-2-D; 6th and

Frarkford and Bridge

(2,093)

Colonial

—

(1.8001

Cameraphone (600)— Mov-D:
6202 Penn Ave. E. S.

Parker

4?0 n

Fox (2/.00)— WE-DF,

(400)— Pac-D

Oxford

I'ALMERTON

—

Forum

413 Brushton
California— RCA-DF

;

(1,200)— Phot-2Fo'-epaughs
D; 253 N. 8th
Phot-D
Forest

(21,274)

Drake (2„ .00)— \VF

;

Market
Palm (901.)— WE-DF; Frankford and Norris
Park (1.800)— WE-DF; 31st
and Diamond.

Fern Rock (I, ISO)— RCA-DF;
5th and Fern

— Mov-D

OXFORD

—

Felton (5001— WE-DF;
Rising Sun Ave.

— Pac-D; 721
Homewood Ave.
Brighton (300) — Wondph-D
1310 Brighton Rd.
Brushton (400) — Unnamed-D;
Ave.

1632 Germantown Ave.
Palace (1,100)— WE-DF 1214

Fairmourt (1.400 '—WE-DF
26th and Girard Ave.
Fav's (1.000)— WE-DF; 40th
& Market

Lyric (300)— Phot-2-D

Butler

Be'mar (400)

Ave.

(1.8CO—WE-DF

REYNOLDSVILLE

—

(600)

(2.100)— WE-DF

Capiicl
Colonial

Lincoln

(5,7381

hoover

(112,707)

Astor (3,000)— WE-DF

RENRFSBURG

Carfon S. S.
(600)— Pac-D; 823
Arcadia
E. Ohio, N.S.
Arsenal (400)— Pac-D; 4109

Capito'

(4,391)

(605— WE-DF
(400)— Mas-D

Arcadia
Karlton

Strand (1,700)— WE-DF

(10,484)

(637.000)
Academy (300) Unnamed-D;
1625 Beaver Ave., N.S.
Arcade (600)— WE-DF; 1915

;

—

2747

Bio-DF
(500)
Elmwood Ave.
Masp-D;
Empress
(1,300)
Manayunk
7032

NORTH EAST (3,481)
Keller's (485)— Chr-D
NORTHAMPTON (9,349)

OIL CITY

Pac-D;

Embassy

(35.300)

(906)—WE-DF
Grand (850)— WE-DF
Garrick

Lehigh

—

(500)

— Unnamed-D

PITTSBURGH

1929

1,

Park (1,570)— WE-DF
San Toy (1.000)— Pac-D
Stale (1,400)— WE-DF

Strand (300)— Mov-D

—

Overbrook (1,000)— RCA-DF
63rd and Haverford Aves.
Oxford
(2,000)
DeP-DF

Girard

WE-DF:

(638)— WE-DF;

PITCAIRN

(1,800)— WE-DF
and
Germantown

Cheiton
Aves.

St.

Colonial

;

;

— T>ac-D;

(barbers

—

Orpheum

—

Bridge

1027

—

(1,800)

PHCENIXVILLE

5123

1811 S. 7th
New Forest (500)— Phot-2-D
913 Girard Ave.
Ogontz (1,400)
WE-DF;
6037 Ogontz Ave.

11th

;

2nd

—Unnamed-D

:

Al-

:

54th and Arlington
PHILLIPSBURG (j.900)

Moyamensing
New Empress (500) Mas-D;

Ave. and 27th

(14,900)

Liberty (1,000)—
Ritz

(500''

Elite

NEW KENSINGTON

DF

WE-DF

QUAKLRTOWN
READING

Allegheny

(874)-

legheny Ave. and Fro-it

;

OcP-F
Edgemont
(450)
Edgemint and Orthodox Sts.

Penn (500)— RCA-DF
State

(2.750)— WE-DF

and Market

(50,700)

:

—

Reed

(700)— WE-DF

Caoitol

—

&

25th

Wynne

4732

South

DeP-F
(500)
Frankfort Ave.
WE-DF:
Diamond (900)
2123 Germantown Ave.
Doris (600)— Pac-D; 49th and
Woodland Ave.
Fail (1. COO '—Pac-D; 23th and
,/zeland

DF:

New Broadway (1,000) — CreaD Hope and York
New Colonial (900)— RCA-

;

2950

Wishart

—

1

D

52nd

;

;

NANTICOKE
State (750)— WE-DF
NARBATH
Narbath (850)— Melot-D
NATRONA (4,000)
State (450)— Pac-D
NAZARETH (4,388)
St.

Manor

—

(4,744)

69th

Palace (600)— MaspD; 4163 Germantown Ave.
West Alleghenv (900)--DeF-

333
Market (1,000)— Pac-D
Market
Mastbarm (5.000)— WE-DF
?0th and Market
Metropolitan O H. (4,000)
WE-DF; Broad and Poplar
Model (1,000)— WE-DF; 425

WE-DF;
Columbia "(900)
2709 Columbia Ave.
C mimodore (1,500)— WE-DF
3rd and Walnut
Cros* Keys (2,000)— WE-DF
60th and Market

Shapiro (900)— Masp-D
(25,100)

Broad

(2,400)

Maplcwood and Germantown

(1,100)— Bio-D

UNION

;

Ave.
Colony (2.000)— WE-DF; 5th
and Olnev Ave.

WE-DF

Rialto

— DeP-DF
Richmond
— WE-DF;

and

Clearfield

(17,469)

Victoria (1,400)—

MT.

& Amber

(45*)— lac-D; Cayuga and Germantown Ave.
Century (980)— Phot-2-D 6th

688)

MT.

Frank-

Ciyuga

MONONGAHELA CITY
Anton

(90")- -Pac-D,

Castle
ford

Sunday, September

Wayne

5 th

Liiidley

Market

Carman WE-DF; Hilton and
Germantown Ave.

(7,485)

(724)— Pac-D

Lyric

(1.400)— WE-DF
and Rockland
Lindy (216)— WE-DF;
and Elmwood Ave.
Locust (700)— Pac-D;
and Locust
Logan (1,850)— WE-DF;
N. Broad
Lyric (400)— Phot-2-D
and Morris
Lyric (1,000)— Cine-F
Germantown Ave.

— Unna:ned-D;

(650)

Capitol
8th &

(8.638)

(600)— WE-DF

Bijou

-3&»lDAILY

(14,300)
Majestic (1,110)—
Victoria (S00)—
(8,925)
Harris (1,050)—
Palace (600)— Pac-D
(9,878)

TAYLOR
Thomas
THOMAS

WE-DF
WE-DF
WE-DF

(875)— WE-DF

Sutton's— Phot-2-D

TITUSVILLE
Grand

(8.432)

— Unnamed-D

Orpheum

— Fac-D

TOWANDA (4.260)
Keystone—WE-DF
TOWER CITY (2.324)
Opera

made

TYRONE

(400)— Home

House

D

\

(9.084)

II Patio— Unnamed-D
Wilson (900)— Pac-D

UNIONTOWN

(15.692)

Penn (1.500)— DeP-DF

VANDERGRIFT

(9,531)

Arcadia (400)— Bio-D
Casino (500)— Pac-D

VERONA
Liberty

Olympic

(3,939)

(350)— Pac-D

— Mov-D

Sunday, September

WARREN

(14,272)

Columbia
I

RCA DF

tOO)

—RCA-DI
I

iberty

WASHINGTON
(2,800)

Wayne (560)—Wt-

\nthony

DF
(3,332)

(648)— Pac-D
Pac-D

Eclipse

Opeia House

—

WFLLSBORO

(3,452)

Arcadia (882)— WE-DF

(11.717)

Opera House (1,000)— Pac-D
Rialto (600)— Pac-D

WEST NEWTON
Grand

i2.645)

— Cine-D

WESTON

(140)

Camden— RCA-DF

WILKES-BARRE (78,300)
Capitol (2.200)— WE-DF
Irving— WE-DF
Kingston (1.000)— WE-DF
Orpin -urn ("00)- WE-D1'
Poll (2,053)— WE-DF

WILKINSBURG
Brushton

— Pac-D

Regal
Rezol

(28,000)

(550)— Pac-D

Colonial

— Cine-F Cine-DF
(500)—

(1,127)— Pac-D

Rowland

WILLIAMSBURG
Dean — ChaW1LLIAMSPORT
1

(1,872)

(43,100)

(

WILLOW GROVE

(2,065)

(3.243)

Monarch (465)— Pac-D

WINDBER (9,462)
Arcadia — Pac-D
YORK (47,512)
Capitol
Rialto

(850)— WE-DF

Rhode Island

DARLINGTON (4,700)
Libeity (800)— Mov-D
DILLON (2,200)
Everybody's (300) — Mov-D
FLORFNCE (13.600)
Colonial — Pac-D
O'Dowd C69)— WE-DF
GAFFNEY (5,065)
Strand (500) —Phot-2-D
GREENVILLE (28,100)
(320)— Mov-D
(500)— WE-DF
Egyptian (500)— WE-DF
Majestic (500)— Par-D

Carolina

(4,000)

(1,000)— Tra-D

(970)
Park (500)- -Tra-D

Pastime

Trahan

(900)

—Milt-D

(35.600)

Unnamed-D
(993)

Casino (720)— DeP-DF
(30,228)

(1,200)— -WE-DF
Paramount WE-DF
Colonial

—

Strand— WE-DF
OLNEYVILLE

(800)

—

SUMTER
Lyric (430)— Mov-D
UNION (6.150)

,

(500)— Phot-2-D
Stevenson (400)— Phot-2-D

Rialto

WARE SHOALS

(3,030)

Y.M.C.A. (400)— Phot-2-D

WHITMIRE

(1,955)

Y.M.C.A. (250)— Mov-D

Conn's— De P-F
Royal

Imperial
l.e

(71,000)

(1,004)— WE-DF

Roy (2.500)— WE-DF

Strand (1,900)— WE-DF

PROVIDENCE
Capitol

(274,800)

(950)— Sima-D

Fay's (2,004)— WE-DF
Loew's State— WE-DF
Majestic—WE-DF
1,400)— DePDlOlympia
Rialto (1.500)— WE-DF
Strand (1.400)— WE-DF
Uptown (2.000)— Bio-DF
Victory (1,800)— RCA-DF
(

WAKEFIELD (2,750)
Ouera House (500)— DeP-DF
WESTERLY (9,952)
(600)— Tra-D
United (1,050— Tra-D
Central

WOONSOCKET
Laurier

— Best

(51,100)

(1.000)— Ampt-D

Park (1,000)— WE-DF
Stadium (1.500)— WE-DF
Strand (1.000)— Kine-D

South Dakota
(14,537)

Capitol— WE-DF

(350)— Aud-D
Orpheum (650)— WE-DF
Prince; (375)—WE-DF

I.vnc

BROOKINGS

(3,924)

Fad (400)— Gen-D
Grand (600)— Bri-D

BURKS (623)
Community (250)— Best-D
CANTON (2.225)
Opera House— Best-D
CHAMBERLAIN (1.303)
Empress (356)— Best-D

DEADWOOD

(2,403)

Deadwood (575)—WE-DF

DENTON

—Gen-D'658)

Palace

ESTELLINE

Ilamline (225)— Syn-D

Knickerbocker

(400)

fewell

Orplieum

—Electgra-D
Aud-D

COO)—

(400)— RCA-DF
State—WE DB
Royal

VERMILLION

(2,590)

(600)— Film-D

VIBORG

(618)

(240)— Best-D

Glud

— WE-DF

Vendome—V.'E-DF
PARIS (4,730)
Capitol

SO.
Palace—Cha-D

(2,356)

WAGNER (1,236)
Cozy (600)— Mov-D
WATERTOWN (9,400)

(866)— WE-DF
Lyric (500)— Aud-D

Colonial

WINNER (2,000)
Ritz — Mov-D
YANKTON (5,025)

Strand

(2o0)—Phot-2-D

BRISTOL

(8,000)

Cameo— RCA- DF

CHATTANOOGA
Rialto
State

(72,500)

(827)— WE-DF

(2,800)— WF-DF
Tivcli— WE-DF

CLARKSVILLE

(8,100)

Capitol— Pac-D
Li'lian— Cba-D
Majestic

(750)— Cha-D

CLEVELAND (3,500)
Princess — Pac-D
CLINTON (1,500)
Strand (200)—Aud-D
COLUMBIA (6.000)
Princess — Pac- D
COVINGTON (3,400)
Falace (400)— Pac-D
DICKSON (2,300)
Gaietv— Cha-D
DYERSBURG (6,444)
Dyersburg

— Pac-D

Palace—Pac-D

ELJZABETHTON (2.750)
(2.750)— Pliot-2-D
Kit-:
ERWIN (3.000)
'

Lyric

(340)— Phot-2-D

ETOWAH

(2,500)

Gem—-Phot-2-D
GREENVILLE (3,775)

— Phot-2-D
HUMBOLDT 913)
Sharp's — Mo v -D

Texas
ABILENE
Majestic

(10,500)

(1,018)—WE-DF

AMARILLO
Fair

(50,000)

(1,250)— WE-DF

(800)— WE-DF

Mission

ANSON

(1,425)

(275)— Phot-2-D

Palace

ATHENS

(3,176)

(400)—Talk-D

Dixie

AUSTIN

(38,200)
Crescent (325)

— Ampt-D

Dunbar (l.^OO)— Phot-l-D
Hancock (1,092)— WE-DF
Majestic (1,200)— WE-DF
Queen (1,600)— WE-DF

BALLINGER

(1,731)

(2,545)

(388)— Ampt-D

Colonial

BAYTOWN

(3,000)

BEAUMONT

(52,500)

Jefferson— WE-DF

Liberty (1,100)— WE-DF
Peoples (400)—Air.pt-DF

BIG SPRINGS
Lyric
Ritz

(4,273)

(750)— Ampt-D
(938)— WE-DF

BONHAM

BORGER (-0,000)
Rig (1,017)— WE-DF
BRADY (4.5C0)
Palace (600)— Ampt-D
BRECKENRIDGE (6,000)
(546)— WE-DF

Palace

BRENHAM

(5,066)

Simon (880)— WE-DF
BROWNSVILLE (12,600)

(930)— WE-DF

Capitol

BROWNWOOD

(8.804)

(S00)— Pac-D

Lyric

BRYAN

(6,307)

(600)— Pac-D
Queens (485)— Phot-l-D
Palace

BURKBURNETT
Liberty
Palace

(5,300)

(650)— WE-DF
(357)— Pac-D

CARRIZO SPRINGS
Winter Garden

DF
CHILDRESS

(955)

(250)— Ampt-

(6,000)

(851)— WE-DF

Palace

CHILLICOTHE

(1,351)

(260)— Phot-2-D

Palace

COLEMAN
Howell (900)— WE-DF
COLORADO (1,766)
Palace (300)— Cinvo- D
COMANCHE (3,524)

Strand (934)— WE-DF

Tennessee— WE-DF
LIVINGSTON (1,200)
Dixie

(250)— Mas-D

MEMPHIS

(192.000)

Auditorium (18,000)— WE-DF
Daisy (400) Unnamed-D

—

Grand (400)— Pac-D

;

Elm

1921

Melba (1,500)— WE-DF

Elm
Midway

;

1913

—

(600)
Ampt-D; 110
W. Jefferson
Old Mill (1,200)— WE-DF;
1525 Elm
Palace (2,500)
1623 Elm
Palace (600)— Phot-l-D
2407
;

(480)— WE-DF

Palace

CLEBURNE

(14,100)
Mov-D
Palace (625)
Mov-D
Yale (800)
(2,868)

—
—

— Cmvo-D
(12,100)
(800) —Ampt-D
Ampt-D

Majestic (450)

CORPUS CHRISTI
Agnes

Aldine (500)—
Palace (1.350)— WE-DF

CORS1CAMA
Palace

(12,099)

(850)— WE-DF

CROCKETT (3,061)
Auditorium (800) — Ampt-D
CUERO (3,671)
Normana (800)— Phot-l-D

Palace

;

927 W. Jefferson
State (600)— Pac-D
Trinity (648)— Cinvo-D
(10,589)
Princess (5U0)—
(19,400)
Rialto (850)—
(7,626)
College Ind. Arts Mel-D
No. Tex. Teachers' College

DEL HO
DENISON
DENTON

WE-DF

WE-DF

—

Phot-l-D

EAGLE LAKE (2,017)
Rex (275)— Ampt-DF
EASTLAND (4,500)
Connellee (1,200)— Ampt-D
EL CAMPO (1.766)
Palace (750)— Ampt-D
ELECTRA (4,744)
Grand (500)— Phot-l-D
EL PASO (104,929)
Iris

— Mov-D

Wigwam (685)—WE-DF

ENNIS

(7,224)

Grand (480)— Phot-l-D

(600)— Phot-l-D

Lyric

FARMERSVILLE (2,161)
Cornes (600) — Homemade-D
FLOYDADA (1,384)
Palace— Phot-l-D
FT. STOCKTON (1,297)
Grand — Mov-D
FORT WORTH (160,000)
De P-DF
—
Phot-2-D
Ideal (441)— Phot-1 D
Libeity (446) — Pac-D
(495)—

Home

American (750)— Phot-l-D

JOHNSON CITY (14,700)
Criterion (250)— Ampt-D
Liberty (435)— WE-DF
Majestic (1,000)— WE-DF
XINGSPORT (5,700)
Strand (300)— RCA-DF
KNOXVILLE (98,<S00)
Riviera— WE-DF

—

Hippodrome (1,000) Pho'.-2D; 1^09 Elm
Majestic (2,500)— WE-DF

Capitol

(6,008)

CISCO,

Gem— Mas-D

Elm

Columbia (500)— Cha-D; 4943
Columbia Ave.

Alemeda (450)— Phot-2-D
Colon (850)— Phot-l-D
Fl'anay (1,200)— WE-DF

(2,757)

(525)— Bio-D

Palace

JACKSON (21,900)
Gem (350)— Phot-2-D
Lyric— WE-DF
Marlowe (300)—WE-DF

Booth (600)— Phot-2-D

(1,000)— WE-DF;

Capitol
1521

— Phot-l-D
(1,250)— WE-DF
Rosewin (600) — Ampt-DF

Arcadia
Palace (450)— Pac-D

(2.600)

(280,000)

Arcadia (1,100)— WE-DF

Ritz

(635)— WE-DF

ATHENS

DALLAS

Peak

1

Tennessee

(2,676)

Mission (600)— Mcv-D

Elm
Pantages— WE-DF
Parkway (700)— Ph-it-1-D

(4,412)

(500)— Pac-D

Capitol

DALHART

—WE-DF

— Pac-D

PITTSBURG

(31,200)

D
Egyptian (845)— WE-DF
Capitol- -Best-

(3

ABERDEEN

Gay (300)— Phot-2-D

D

Princess

(1,400)— Cine-D

PAWTUCKET

t400)

SIOUX FALLS

(450)— Mov-D

250)
Mov-D
(9,500)

Strand—WE-DF
MILAN (2,057)
Loew's Milan— Phono-D
NASHVILLE (137,000)
Belmont (1,140)— WE-DF
Bijou — Mas-D
Capitol— WE-DF
Fifth Avenue (766)— WE-DF

Best-D

Royal
Strand

Kewshaw (175)— Phot-2-D

New

PLEASANT

NEWPORT

SALEM (1,187)
Regale (450) — Mov-D
SCOTLAND (1,234)

Citv

Pantages (2,600)— WE-DF

UNION CITY

(2.755)

(600)— Bri-D

Lyric

(600)— WE-DF

Palace

BAY CITY

LAKE CITY (1,610)
New (4C0)— Mov-D
LANCASTER (3,035)
Imperial (400) — Mov-D
LAUFEFS (4,630)
Capitol (800)— Mov-D
MARION (3.865)
Rail. bow (250) — Mov-D
MULLINS (2,380)

SPRINGFIELD

Liberty (1,000)— Mov-D
Palace (916)— Bio-D

—

Rex— RCA-DF

(1.032)

SPARTANBURG (26,100)
Montgomery — WE-DF
Rex (1,000)— Ampt-D
Strand (600) — WE-DF

(3,000)

NARRAGANSETT PIER

(5,777)

(800)— WE-DF

REDFIELD

(2,800)— RCA-DF

Orplieum

Alamo (250)— Cinvo-D

Omar (500)— Mov-D
Stevenson's (l.-iOO)— Mov-D

(600)— DeP-DF

CRANSTON

MOBRIDGE
Mascot (500)— Pac-D
PLANKINTON (803)
Elko

Lamar (250)— WE-DF
Linden Circle (400)— Pac-D

EARTLETT

ROCK

(11,375)

CENTERDALE

F\ric (400)— Aud-D
Metropolitan (SOO)--WE-DF
(3,517)

Dakota (900)— WE-DF

Carolinian (900)— Pac-D
Reliance (400)— Mov-D
HILL (8,800)

AUBURN

BRISTOL

'3,700)

(450)— Mov-D

Pastime (350)— Phot-2-D

NEWBERRY (5,900)
Opera House (600)— Mov-D
ORANGEBURG (7,290)

—Unnamed-

Castle

(775)— WE-DF
Ritz— WE-DF

Kirby's

ABUPY
Palace

MADISGN (4,144)
Lyric (450)— WE-DF
MITCHELL (8,478)

— Mov-D

Capitol
Imperial

KEWSHAW

Strand (1,330)—WE-DF

ARCTIC

Gen D

RAPID CITY

CHESTER (5,560)
Dreamland (400) — Mov-D
CLINTON (3,770)
Gem — Unnamed-D
COLUMBIA (41,800)

Liberty

—

(1.125)

Temple (250)— Mov-D

—WE-DF

(1.C50)

Aristo

51

Ritz— Pac-D
State— WE-DF

Opera House (300)— Mov-D

Pac-D
(1,200)
(1.550)— WE-DF

GREENWOOD

(1,''.22)

(8.302)

LEMMON

—

Garden

(1,929)
— DeP-F

State— WE-DF

GREER (2,300)
Rialto
(200)— Mov-D
HARTSVILLE (3,625)

(800)— Pac-D

Grove

HURON

.

CAMDEN (3,930)
Majestic (450)— Mov-D
CHARLESTON (74,100)
Gloria

(350)

Huron—WE-DF

Rijo-i

>

Capitol (2,700)— WE-DF
1,400)— WE-DF
Keystone
Park: (1,464)— WE-DF
Rialto (1,000)— WE-DF

WILSON

l>

(30'-)— Mov-D

Lyric

WEST BERWICK
Temple— WE-DF
WFJST CHESTER

,

—

Strand (386)—WE-DF
BATESBURG (2,850)
Batesburg (300) — Phot-2-U
BENNETTSVILLE (3.200)
Playhouse (750)— phot-2-D
BLACKVILLE (1,400;

(1,000)— Cre-D

Arcade

(

Crystal

Black Hills (300)— DeP-DF

no)— Phot-2-D
Garden (800)— Mov-D

(9,720)

WAYNESBURG

MT.

ANDERSON

FI.ANDEREAU

HOT SPRINGS

(4,570)
Opera Hci-se (800)- M
AIKEN (4,105)
Phot-2-D
Aiken (550)
(10,570)

Egyptian

WAYNESBORO

Park

South Carolina
ABBEVILLE

(23,300)

State—WE-DF

WAYNE

zjSStlDAILY

1929

1,

— Phot-2-D

—WE-DF
(1,500)— WE-DF

Majestic

(1,400)

Odeon (296)— Trav-D
Palace

Polv Tech.
Vitat-D

Inst.

(1,000)—

Worth (2,500)—WE-DF
FREEPORT (1,978)
Palace— Phot-l-D
GAINESVILLE (9,161)
Maiej.tic (8C6)— Phot-l-D
GALVESTON (48,375)
Dixie-One (514)— WE-DF
Dixie-Two (400)— WE-DF
Martini (1,200)— WE-DF
Queen (828)—WE-DF
T-einont (550)— Ampt-DF
GATESVILLE (2,499)
Regal— Phot-2-D
GERSICANE
Falace (771)— WE-DF
GILMER (2,268)
Crystal (400)— DeP-F
GONZALES (3.128)
Crystal (300)— Ampt-D
GOOSE CREEK (1,025)

—

De Luxe Acme-D
Texan (483)— Bri-D

GRAHAM
Liberty
National

(6,000)

(560)— WE-DF
(400)— Mov-D

GREENVILLE (14,022)
Rialto (530)— WE-DF
HAMLIN (1,633)
Palace (550)— Mov-D
HARLINGTON (6,000)
Arcadia (1,200)— WE-DF
HEBRONVILLE (510)
Casino

(300)— Ampt-D

HENDERSON (2,273)
Victory (400)— Phot-l-D
HEREFORD (1,696)
Star

(500)— DeP-F

HILLSBORO
Palace

(6.952)

(518)— WE-DF

HOUSTON

(164,954)

Blue Bonnet

— Phot-l-D

THE

iMOk

DAILY

52

—

Ampt-D
Boulevard (1,000)
Crown (320)— Phot-2-D
Houston (350) Ampt-D

—

(1,400)—WE-DF
(1,114)— WE-DF
Kirby (1,500)— WE-DF
Lincoln (4S8)— RCA-DF
Loew's State (2,500)— WEIris
Isis

DF

Majestic (4,500)— WE-DF
Metropolitan (2.500)— WE-DF
Acme-D
Northside (450)

—

Queen (850)— WE-DF
Ritz (980)— WE-DF

(5,000)

Dorotty (400) — Ampt DF
JACKSONVILLE (5,000)
Palace (800) —Ampt-DF
(2,051)

Grand (400)— Phot-l-D
(1,343)

Majestic (270)— Phot-2-D
(872)
Palace (250)— Phot-l-D

KOSSE

LAMESA

(5,000)

Majestic (525)— Phot-l-D
Palace '350)— Phot-l-D

LAMPASAS (2,107)
Leroy (240) — Homemade-D
LAREDO 128,000)
Rialto (650)—WE-DF
Royal (1,009)— Phot-l-D

LOCKHART (3,731)
Baker's (700)— Mov-D
LONGVIEW (5,713)
Renibert (779)— Ptiot-2-D
LUBEOCK (6,500)
Lindsey (65C)— WE-DF

(1,034)— WE-DF

Palace

LUFKIN
Pines

Texan

(4,878)

— Phot-2-D

McCAMEY
Grand (1,200)— DeP-DF
McKINNEY (9,000)
Ritz (844)— WE-DF
MALAKOFF
Ritz— Phot-2-D
MARLIN (4,310)
Palace (675) — Mov-D
MARSHALL (16,200)
Grand 1.100)— WE-DF
MEXIA (6,000)
National (432)— WE-DF
MIDLAND (6,000)
(

Palace (500)— Unnamed-D
Ritz (800)— DeP-DF

Yucca— RCA-DF
Grand

(7,890^

600)— Phot-l-D

i

MISSION

(4,500)

(400)— Mov-D

Mission

MORAN (1,055)
Moran (275)— Phot-2-D
MT. VERNON (1,212)
Franklin

(300)— Phot-l-D

NACOGODOCHES (3.545)
Austin (500) — Ampt-DF
NEW B3AUNFEL3 (5,000)
Capitol (7.-0)— Ampt-DF
NOCONA (1.422)
Millstone (200)— Homemade-D
OLNEY (2,000)
Princess (300^— Phot-l-D
ORANGE (10,918)
Strand (885)— WE-DF
PADUCAH (1,357)
Z;na (250)— Phot-l-D

PALESTINE (11,345)
Ritz— WE-DF

PAMPA

Grand

made-D

Home-

WE-DF

Majestic (2,200)—
Palace (1,600)— De P-DF
Plazi (700)—
Princess (1,320)—A-.npt-DF
Unnamed-D
Rialto (820)

—

Texas (3,0001— WE-DF
Uptown (1,043)— Pac-D

SAN BENITO

(6,500)

(612)— Bri-D
(975)—WF-DF

Place
Rivoli

SAN MARCOS

(2,011)

— Mov-D

SEGUIN

(500)— Ampt

SHAMROCK

D

(1,227)

(400)— Phot-2-D

Liberty

— Pac-D

SHERMAN

(16,274)

Gem (400)—WE-DF

SLATON

—Ampt-D

(3,204)

(2,179)

(650)— Gen-D

(250)— Phot-2-D

STAMFORD (3,704)
Alcove (300)— Cinvo-D
STEPHENV1LLE (3,891)
Majestic (550)— Pac-D
SWEETWATER (4,307)
Lyric (750) —Ampt-D
Palace (556)— WE-DF
TAYLOR (5,965)
Howard (600)—WE-DF
TEAGUE (3,306)
Star (374)— Phot-l-D
TEMPLE (11,033)
Arcadia (1.000)— WE-DF
Little— Phot-l-D
TERRELL (8,950)
Lyric (500)— Phot-l-D
TEXARKANA (12,263)
Saenger (1,5 01)— WE-DF
Strand (775)— WE-DF
TEXAS CITY (3,500)

—

(340)
Ampt-D
TRINITY (1,363)

Jewel

Queen (250)— Phot-2-D

TULIA

(1,189)

Grand (600)--Phot-1-D

TYLER

— Mov-D
(700)

DF

(600)— DeP-DF

(16,500)

Arcadia (544)— WE-DF

UVALDE (3,385)
Stra.id (650)— Phot-l-D
VERNON (5,142)

—
—

PLAINVIEW (3,899)
Plamview (600)— Mov-D
PORT ARTHUR (33,000)
Strand (1,200)— WE-DF
PYOTE
(632)— Phot-l-D

QUANAH (5,000)
Texan (557)—WE-DF
RANGER (16,205)
Arcadia (882)— WE-DF
RED ROCK

RialtD (430)— Phot-l-D
Ritz (816)—
(2,346)

WHARTON

(1,640)

— Burt-D
(3,031)
Orpheum — Q'ia-D
PRICE (2,110)
Alladin

(11,300)

—WE-DF

(380)— Unnamed-D
(3,262)

(200)— Filpho-D
(118.100)

(1,928)— WE-DF

WE-DF

(2,200)— WE-DF
Paramount (1,465)— WE-DF
Rialto (850)— Pac-D
Pantages

(350)— Burt-DF

Star

(1,300)— WE-DF

Victory

SPRINGVILLE
Strand

(3,602)

(350)— Phot-2-DF

Majestic (1,222)—
Olympic (1,000)

(10,008)

Park (1,0U0)— WE-DF

BELLOWS FALLS

(4,860)

Opera House (943)
Star

—Tra-D

(623)— WE-DF

BENNINGTON (7.230)
General Stark (1,059)— WEDF
BRATTLEBORO (7.324)
Auditorium

— Mov-D

BURLINGTON
Majestic

(24,300)

(1,000)— DeP-DF

MONTPELIER (7,125)
Playhouse (600) — De P-F
MORRISVILLE (1,707)
Bijou

(400)— Milt-D

NEWPORT (4,976)
Burns (650)— DeP-DF
RUTLAND (14,954)
Grand
Strand
SI.

Rex (500)— WE-DF

Rig (1,050)— WE-DF

WINTERS

(1,509)

Queen (485)— DeP-DF

YOAKUM
Grand

(6,184)

(400)— Gar-D

ONANCOCK

JOHNSBURY

Lyric

—

(650)— WE-DF
Century (950) Unnamed-D
Palace (486)— WE-DF

—

PORTSMOUTH

(7,154)

JUNC.

Colony—WE-DF
Gates—-DeP-DF
Tivoli

(900)

RICHMOND

— Pac-D
(186.403)

(65))— WE-DF
Brcckland (800)—WF-DF

Bluebird

Byrd— WE-DF

Loew's— WE-DF

(1,500)— RCA-DF
(61.900)

SCHOOLFIELD
Y. M. C. A. (400)— RCA DF
STAUNTON (10.62b)
New (750)—WE-DF
SUFFOLK (9,123)

— Phot-2-D
Chadwick

Cavalier

(1.000)— Phot-2-D

VIRGINIA BEACH

WAYNESBORO
Wavne

(640)

(1,594)

—Ampt-D

WINCHESTER (6,883)
Capitol—WE-DF
WYTHEVILLE (2.647)
Millwal.l

(700)— Pac-D

Washington
(15.337)

(1.200)— WE-DF
Keir (1.000)— WE-DF

ANACORTEIS

(5,834)

—

(3,391)

Virginia

AUBURN
Granada

(3,163)

— RCA-DF

(330))— Phovo-D
Richmond (750)— Pac-D

Capitol

ASHLAND (1,299)
Ashland (225)— Phot-2-D
BERKLEY (5,000)

(26,000)

Avalon (640)—WE-DF
Grand (800)— RCA-F
Mt. Baker—WE-DF

BREMERTON
(18,060)

19

(4,558)

—

Masp-D
(625)—WE-DF

(426)

Ellensburg

ENUMCLAW
Liberty

(1,378)
— Masp-D

EVERETT

(27,614)

Everett (1,200)— WE-DF

Fox-Balboa (800)—WE-DF
Granada WE-DF

—

HOQUIAM (11,300)
Seventh Ave. — WE-DF
ILWACO (787)

—Masp-D

Ilwaco

(200)
(2,196)

KELSO

(639)— WE-DF
Vogue (400)— WE-DF
Kelso

LONGVIEW (2,500)
Columbia (1,100)— WE-DF
MONTESANO (2,158)
Armour

(500)

— Masp-D
— Masp-D

Montesano (500)

BAKER
Mt. Baker—WE-DF
MT. VERNON (3,341)

MT.

Lincoln (624)— WE-DF

Paramount (450)

—Masp-D

NEWPORT (950)
Rex (280)— Phot-2-D
OKANOGAN (1,115)
Paramount (300)

— Masp-D

OLYMPIA (8,537)
Avalon— WE-DF
Capitol (750)— WE-DF
Liberty (1,000)—WE-DF

OMAK

(369)

Red Apple (175)— Masp-D
FT. ANGELES (5,351)

(550)— RCA-DF
Masp-D
Olympian Masp-D
Capitol

Lincoln (600)

—

—

PT. TOWNSEND (2,847)
Rose (250)— Masp-D

Townsend

— Masp-D

PULLMAN (2.240)
Cordova— RCA-DF
PUYALLUP (6,623)
Liberty (300)— WE-DF
RAYMOND (4,260)
Raymond (700)—WE-DF
RENTON (3,301)
Renton (500)— Masp-D

RITZVILLE
Ritz (230)

(1,900)

— Phot-2-D

RYDERWOOD

Sunset— RCA-DF

SEATTLE

(315,652)

Arabian (680)— WE-DF
Blue Mouse (700)— WE-DF
Capitol

(729)— WE-DF

Cheerus (682)— WE-DF
Coliseum (2,200)— WE-DF

(850)— WE-DF

Colonial

Columlia (1,000)—WE-DF
Egyptian (1,300)—WE-DF

—

Embassy (749) WE-DF
Avenue (2,500)—WE-

Fifth

DF

(400)— WE-DF

Florence

Fox—WE-DF

Fcx Mayflower (2,359)— WE-

DF

Granada (769)— WE-DT
Grand (380)— Masp-D
Metropolitan (1,522)— WE-

DF

BELLINGHAM

Rex (400)— Phovo-D

(700)

Roland (418)— Phovo-D

Empire (621)— WE-DF
Paramount Masp-D

(720)— RCA-DF

ALEXANDRIA

(59,900)

D & R

(1,000)— WE-DF

WHITE RIVER

(1.074)
(250)
Ampt-D
(36,400)

ABERDEEN

(639)— WE-DF

(54,763)

(3,500)

Granby (1,000)— WE-DF
Newport (750)— DeP-DF
Norva (1,500)— WE-DF
State (3,200)— WE-DF
Strand (1.000)— Ampt-D

1.

St. Helens (750)— WE-DF
CHELAN (896)
Ruby (487)— RCA-DF
CLE ELUM (2,661)
Lane (400)— Masp-DF
COLFAX (3,027)
Rose (350)— DeP-F
DAYTON (2,695)
Liberty (250)— Kolsta-D
EDMONDS (938)
Princess (300) — Phot-2-D
ELLENSBERG (3,810)

Mt.

Baker— Masp-D

Music Box— WE-DF
Neptune (992) Bio-DF

—

Orpheum

PaU.ce— Pac D
Star (996)—WE-DF

—Ampt-D

WINK

(174,100)

American (750)— WE-DF
Roanoke (1.000)— RCA-DF

Vermont
BARRE

(48,800)

(776)— WE-DF
(850)— Pac-D

National

WE-DF

Strand (900)— WE-DF

NEWPORT NEWS

ROANOKE

Queen (454)— Ampt-DF

WICHITA FALLS

(3,253)

(850)— WE-DF

Lincoln

Capitol— WE-DF
Colonial (1,500)— WE-DF
Hippodrome (1,000)— WE-DF

(2,010)

Rivoli— Filpho-D

TOOELE

—

Bluebird

SALT LAKE CITY
Capitol

MARION

Auditorium

(1,450)

Victory

(38,500)

PETERSBURG

— Phot-2-D

SALINA

New (500)—Ampt-D

Attucks (1,200)— Phovo-D

Kinema (300)— Pac-D
Lyric

—

Academy (1,200) RCA-D
Isis (700)— RCA-DF
Trenton (800)— WE-DF

NORFOLK

(400)— Burt-D

Gem — Burt-DF

(1,397)

LYNCHBURG

CHEHALIS

Co'onial

LEESBURG (1,545)
Opera House (400) — Ampt-D
LEXINGTON (2,870)

Rialto

PAYSON
Star

— Synop-D

DANVILLE (23,200)
Rialto (903)— WE-DF
EMPORIA (1,869)
Weiss (450) — Unnamed-D
FARMVILLE (2,586)
Eaco (400) —Ampt-D
FREDERICKSBURG (5,882)
Colonial — Mov-D
HARRISONBURG (5,875)
New Virginia (750)—WE-DF

Palace

Granada—WE-DF

(1,100)

Lyric

—

Lyceum (400) Qua-D
Ogden (500)— RCA-DF
Oipheum (800)—WE-DF

PROVO

(800)

CHARLOTTSVILLE (1,200)
Jefferson (830)—WE-DF
CLIFTON FORGE (6,164)
Masonic (5C0)— WE-DF
COVINGTON (5,623)
Strand (623)— WE-DF

Broadway (350) Ampt-D
Strand (325)— Pac-D

(420)— Burt-D

PAROWAN

Columbia

HOPEWELL

MILFORD (1,000)
Orpheum (350) — Burt-D
MT. PLEASANT (1,500)
Elite (325)— Burt-DF
OGDEN (37,600)
Egyptian (1.230)— WE-DF

RICHFIELD

(4.500)

(400)— Mov-D

Palace

SPUR

MAGNA (3,000)
Gem (500)— Burt-DF
MIDVALE (1,760)
Iris

(6,729)

Cameo (800)— RCA-DF

— (2,097)
Pac-D

(388)— Burt-D

Grand

BRISTOL

(1,095)

—Ampt-D

Crewe

P-DF

Capitol (1,600)— De

(325)

CREWE

EUREKA (3,000)
Star (500)— Qua-D
GARLAND (999)
Liberty (300) — Burt-D
HELPER (1,606)
Strand (400)— Burt-D
LEWISTON (1.645)
Rialto 200)— Phot-2-D
LOGAN (9,439)

Strand

(550)— Mov-D

SNYDER

(3.000)

Paramount (1,236)

(1,500)

SMITHVILLE
Star

DELTA

Paramount (1,852)— WE-DF

(3,631)

Palace

Texas

(4,527)

(500)— Cha-D

Palace

SAN SABA
Palace

.

WAXAHACH1E (?,958)
Dixie (611)— WE-DF
WELLINGTON (3,000)

(1,455)

Palace

—

(550)

Waco—WE-DF

(700)— WE-DF

American (200)— De P
Ellis

1,600)— WE-DF

Harlandale

Orpheum (1,000)— WE-DF

(17,700)

PERRYTON

Aztec (1,000)— WE-DF

WACO

(638)

Rex (500)— Phonet-D

PECOS

(204,700)

(5,971)
Princess (390)
Phot-2-D
Victoria (375)
Ampt-D
(44,8001

(400)— Bri-D
Rex (780)— WE-DF

Plaza

SAN ANTONIO

VICTORIA

(7,500)

PARIS

(20,500)

(700)— Phot-l-D
(800)— WE-DF

(

Orphtim (450)— Burt-D
(400)—Tra-F
Pace (200)— Tra-F

(300)— Phot-l-D

Empire

AMERICAN FORK (2,500)
Cameo — Burt-D
BEAVER (1,800)
Victory — Burt-D
CEDAR CITY (2,462)
Crest

(890)

Vernon (965)— WE-DF

Crescent

PANHANDLE

Lyric
Ritz

Lyric

Thorley (350)— Burt-D

(1,289)

(250)— Phot-2-D

Crystal

Palace

(7,500)

MINERAL WELLS

ROYCE CITY

— Gar-D

(85i)— WE-DF

Palace

(1,279)

(300)— Ampt-DF

Liberty

Palace

(300)— Ampt-D

Princess

ROSENBERG

RULE

(1.500)

(400)—Aud-D

Palace

SHINER

(1,502)

McALLEN

ROGERSVILLE

Washington (350)

(773)— Ampt-DF

LULING

(2,323)

(250)— Pac-D

Dixie

BLACKSBURG

Utah

1-1)

WE-DF

(450)— Ampt-D

Rialto

KERENS

ROCKDALE

Rule

Texan (1.800) -WE-DF
Washington (400)— Acme-D

KENEDY

(400)— Phot

Rochester

SAN ANGELO

Royal— WE-DF

HUNTSVILLE

ROCHESTER

Sunday. Seotemb°r

Rialto

(8,918)

(1,000)— WE-DF

BURLINGTON

(1,360)

Grand (287)— Masp-D

CAMAS (1,843)
Granada— Pac-D.
CENTRALIA (7,649)
Liberty— WE-DF

(3,

00")— RCA-DF

Pantages (1,500)— WE-DF

(600)— Pee-D
(510)— WE-DF

Paramount
Portola

Seattle— WE-DF
Society

(400)— Masp-D

— Masp-D
State (500)— DeP-DF
Uptown— Pee-D

Stadium

Venetian (875)—WE-DF
Woodland (600)—WE-DF
SEDRO WOOLEY (3,389)
Dream (500)— WE-DF
SHELTON (984)
Graham (200)— RCA-DF
SOAP LAKE (352)
Sunset (2001 — Unknown D
SPOKANE (108,897)
Audian— WE-DF
Clemmer (900)—WE-DF
Egyptian (375) — Masp-D
Granada—WE-DF
Liberty (1,000)—WE-DF

THE
Sunday, September

—

NEW CUMBERLAND

Pac-D
Majestic (400)
Pantages (1,340)
Rex (400) Phot-2-D
Kit
(550)
Phot-2-D
(104,455)
Uluc II use (700)—

WE-DF

—

WE-DF

j

WE-DF

Broadway

WE

(960)

Cplonial

DF

damages (1,460)—WE-DF
Homcmadi i>
Park (200)
Proctor St. (400)— Masp 1>
Rialto (1,500)—WE-DI
Riviera (615)— RCA-DF

TOPPENISH

VA3HON
Vashon

(3,120)

(100)— Pac-

Liberty

1)

(16.503)

(1,009)—WE-DF
Liberty—WE-DF

Capitol

WENATCHEE

— Unnamed

(6.224)
Liberty (900)—
Rialto (677)—

WE-DF
WE-DF

PARKERSBURG

(4,149)

(750)— WE-DF
(742)—WE-DF

BLUEFIELD

WF

SCHOOLFIELD
Y. M. C. A.— RCA-DF
SHARON (309)

(265)- -Mello-D
(1,063)

SHEPHERDSTOWN
Opera House (300)

Granada— RCA-DF

(3,228)

CHARLESTON

(50,700)

(1,148)— WE-DF
Kearse (2,200)—WE-DF
Capitol

(800)— WE-DF

Rialto

(1,100)— WE-DF

Virginhn

CLARKSBURG

(30,900)

Grand (1,366)— WE-DF
Moore's O. II. (1,200)— DeP-

DF
(1,180)— DeP-DF
Robinson's Grand (650)
Ritz

namcd-D

ELKCNS

— Un-

(21,500)

Fairmount (1,270)— WE-DF
Nelson (600)— Bio-D

FOLLANSBEE (3,135)
Rex— Bio-D
GRAFTON (8,517)
Strand (500)— DeP-DF
HOLLIDAYS COVE (1,213)
Strand (250)— Pac-D
HUNTINGTON (65,100)
Keitli-Albee
(3,000)— WEDF
Orpheum— WE-DF

—

Chr-D
Strand— Chr-D
Palace

(500)— Mov-D

MATEWAN (851)
Matewan — Phot-2-D
MONOGAH (2,031)

—

Lyric (300)
HomemadeO
Silma-D
Strand

—
(2.130)
Avalon — Mov-DF

MONTGOMERY

(400)— Mov-D

MORGANTOWN
Metropolitan

Grand

(14,100)

(750)—WE-DF

MOUNDSVILLE

(11,800)

(559)— WE-DF

Strand (1,000)— DeP-DF

MT.

HOPE

Princess

War (325)— Phot-2-P
(8,572)
(600)
Pac-D
(3,232)

—

WELCH
Pocahontas (1.286)— WF DF
WELLSBURG (4,918)
Palace (450)— Pac-D
WEST UNION (1.270)
Regent — HomemadeWESTON (5,701)
Camden (300)— RCA-DF
WHEELING (56,208)
Capitol—WE-DF

(600)— Unnamed-D

Colonial

Liberty (800)— WE-DF
Plaza (800)—

WE-DF
(1,006)— WE-DF

(1,989)

(500)— Phot-2-D

(1,000)— DeP-F
(800)— Pac-D

Victoria
Virginia

WILLIAMSON

(6,819)

(1,039)— WE-DF

Cinderella

Wisconsin
ALGOMA

(1.911)
(320)

— Mov-D

Majestic

AMERY
Rex

(1,203)

Palace

(21,400)

,

Appleton (870)— WE-DF
Elite (500)— Bri-D

ASHLAND

(11,334)

Ro/ai (800)— WE-DF
ASTURGEON PAY

— Voice-D

Door

BARABOO (5,538)
Ringling
1,200)— DeP-DF
BEAVER DAM (7.992)
(

Odeon (450)— Voice-D

BELOIT

(25.400)

Majestic

(800)— WE-DF

Rex (600)— Mov-D

BERLIN

(4,400)

Rex (300)— Mello-D

BESSEMER
Rex — Arta-D
BLACK RIVER FALLS
(1,796)

Fox (500)— Vitat-D

BOSCCBEL

(1.67C)

— Mello-D

Opera House?

EAGLE RIVER (1,454)
Vilas — Vcis-D
EAU CLAIRE (22,600)
State (700)— WE-DF
Wisconsin (968)— WE-DF
ELKHORN (4,991)
Sprague — Vois-D
FENNIMORE (1,803)
Fenway

FOND-DU-LAC
Fen

Lake

1-Du-La'-.

DF

Miller
3rd

LA

Tivol'i

—

Venetian WF-DF
Wisconsin
(2,975)
Att; 530 Grand

Municipal

Names of devices and

Hanna

—Vois-D

Crown

Portage

(1,914)

(33,162)

(5,582)

Mes-D

PT. WASHINGTON (3,340)
Ozaukee (500) Bio-D

—

PRAIRIE DU CHIEN
Metropolitan

(3.537)

—Unnamed-D

— Mov-D

PRINCETON

—

LOVELL (1,686)
Armada (450) — Homemade
RAWLINGS (3,969)
Strand '362) —WE-DF
RIVERTON (1,599)
Acme (429)— Goo-D
ROCK SPRINGS (6,456)
Rialto (1,266)— WE-DF
SHERIDAN (12.019)
Lotus (650)— DeP-DF
SOUTH SUPERIOR (419)
Crvstal (300) — Unnamed-D
THERMOPOLIS (2,095)
Whiting

Opera House (500)— Vois-D

page

— Homemade- D

WHEATLAND

(1.275)

type explained in code on

—

Bri-D
Empress (700)— DeP-DF

Rex (650)— Vois-D
(1,168)— WE-DF

PORTAGE

D

(1,500)
Unnamed-D
(356)
(6,301)

LARAMIE

Strand

Regent

(7,243)

(530)— Bri-D

Palace

Big Horn (400)— Goo

Oshkosh— WE-DF

Brin's

571

WISCONSIN RAPIDS

HANNA

(500)— Synco-D

OSHKOSH

WE-DF

Downer (900)— WE-DF;
Downer

—WE-DF
(3,215)
(500) — Mov-D

WHITEWATER

Strand (300)— Pac-D

(175)— Synco-D

Grand

1.736)— WE-DF

Grand (1,450)— Voice-D

GREEN RIVER (2.500)
Isis (656)— Pac-D
GREYBULL (2,692)

(4,290)

OCONTO FALLS

;

—

CHEYENNE (15,700)
Lincoln (1,269)— WE-DF
EVANSTON (3,479)

(697)

(903)

(528)

Princess

Burleigh (650)— Mov-D; 917
Burleigh
Colonial (1,608)—

MUSCODA

Strand

Alhambra (2.300)— WE-DF
32S Grand
Astor (800)— Bio-D; 844

(775)— Mov-D
Waupada Voice-D
Palace

WAUPUN (4,440)
New Waupun (600) — Mas-D
WAUSAU (18,661)

CASPER (11,477)
Rex—Mello-D
Rialto (800)— WE-DF

(1,350)

Park (250)— Sup-D

OCONTO

—

(2,574)

Wyoming

NEW LONDON (4,667)
Grand (600)— Bri-D
NEW RICHMOND (2,248)
Gem — Pac-D
OCONOMOWOC (3.3C1)

MENOMINEE (5,104)
Orpheum (575)— Pac-D
MILWAUKEE (577,000)

—(7,305)
Mov-D

(800)— Bri-D

Strand

WE-

Muscoda (900)— Mello-D

Brin— Bri-D
Menasha Mas-D

(

—

—Mov-D

MUKWONAGO

(13,610)

RIVERS

WATERTOWN (9,299)
Classic (500)— Mas-D
WAUKESHA (15,100)
Park (800)— WE-DF
WAUPACA (2,839)

(4,788)

HOREB

Parkway

(22.600)

TWO

(796)

(300)— Mov-D

Wausau

Side

Monroe (500)— Mov-D

(275)—Mov-

THORPE

(2,569)

— Mov-D

MONROE
MT.

(350)— Talk-D

STEVENS POINT (11,371)
Fox (906)— WE-DF
STURGEON BAY (4,533)
Door (450)— Voice-D
SUPERIOR (39,671)
Palace (650)— WE-DF
Peoples (400)— WE-DF

(1,500)— DeP-DF

Zenith

MINERAL POINT

(800)— WE-DF
(601)— WE-DF

Astor

(849)— WE-DF; 3302

Tower— WE-DF; West
Uptown— WE-DF

MARSHFIELD (7,394)
Adler (500)— Voice-D
MENASHA (7,214)

Avalon

510

:

North

(1,400)— WE-DF

Capitol (1,200)—WE-DF
Mikado (700)— RCA-DF

Strand

2612

Strand (1,200)— WE-DF

LADYSM1TH (3,581)
Unique (450)— Bri-D
LAKE GENEVA (2,632)
Lake Geneva — Pac-D
LANCASTER (2,485)
Orpheum (250) — Vois-D
LAONA (1,120)
Lyric (300)— Vois-D
MADISON (47,600)
Capitol (2,241)—WE-DF
Oipheum (800)— RCA-DF
Parkway (1,000)— WE-DF
Strand (1,396)— WE-DF
MANCHESTER

Rialto

:

(2,500)— DeP-DF

Shorewood

State (1,207)— WE-DF;
State

(500)— Vois-D

Temple (700)— Voice-D

Center

1)

(4,466)

Classic

SPOONER (2,293)
Palace— Vitat-D
STANLEY (2,577)

ViROQUA

(800)—WE-DF; 2624

Savoy

SPARTA

Rivoli

WE-DF

— WE-DF

Rex (1,000)— iWE-DF
Sheboygan (1,500)— WE-DF
Star (600)— Voice-D
Van Der Vaart (900)— Bio-D

Empire (600)

Riverside (2,200)— RCA-DF
Riviera
(1,216)—
551 Lincoln

La Crosse— WE-DF
Majestic (829)— WE-DF

MARIETTA
Delft— Bri-D
MARINETTE

658 14th

Radio (800)— Mas-D; 25th
and Fond-Du-Lac

— Mov

MANITOWOC

;

(2,273)

89,955)

Majestic (800)

Rialto

WE-DF

(600)
CROSSE (30,400)

Rivoli

Murray (900)— Bio-D; 466
Murray
National (1.800)— RCA-DF
Oriental—WE-DF
Palace (3,000)— RCA-DF nth
and Giand
Parkway (1,000)— Bio-D
;

DF

(210)— Vois-D

(467)— Vitat-D

Star

590 Mitchell

3413 Lisbon
Pearl (660)— Mov-D
Princess (1,099)—
186 3rd

Kenosha— WE-DF
Orpheum (1,442)—WE-DF
Vogue

;

;

KAUKAUNA (5,951)
Vaudetle (300)- -Mov-D
KENOSHA (52,700)

Roosevelt (1,000)— MovVenetian— WE-DF

173

;

(2.500)— WE-DF

Modjeska

ATKINSON (4,195)
Crvstal—Mas-D
FOX LAKE (1,112)
Home (235)— Vee-D
GREEN BAY (31,037)
Colonial (656)—WE-DF
Strand (937)— WE-DF
JANFSVILLE (21,200)
Beverly (700)— Mov-D
Jeffries (1,200)— WE-DF

Gateway (1,800)— WF.

— Bio-D

:

Mirth (854)— WE-DF; 1271
Kinnic

Retlaw— WE-DF

Allen— Vois-D

-WE-DF

(1.786)

(400)— Bri-D

SHEBOYGAN

1082 Teutonic

FT.

Majestic
(620)

Falls

Milwaukee (1.000)— RCA-DF

(1.100)— Vois-D

Garrick

(967)-

WE-DF

(26,500)

(6,650)
Majestic (527)— Voice-D
State (750)— Vois-D

Purteil

Grand

(1,712)— WE-

RHINELANDER

RIVER FALLS

Majtstic (1,200)—WE-DF;
221 Grand
Merrill (1,200)—
211

— Vois-D

Venetian (2,000)— WF-DF

RIO

429

;

Mitchell

(300)— Vois-D

I)

(850)— WE-DF

Sta'e

Jackson
Juneau (1,178)— WF-DF

Kosciuska (716)— WE-DF;
653 Lincoln

(5.165)

—

Granada (1,200)
Bri
Rex (1,000)— VoU-U

RICHLAND CENTER (3,409)
Orpheum (250) — Goo-D
Richland (800) — WE-DF
RICE LAKE (4,457)

Delavan— Pac-D

D

(8,451)

(1,095)— WE-DF

APPLETON

(3,016)

(69,400)

Allen— Voice-D
Capitol (948)— WE-DF

Hollywood (500)— Bri-D;
1730 Green Bay
Jackson (858)— Bio-D; 676

Holtor.

(1,798)

.Manchester Hall

— Unnamed-D

ANTIGO

LOGAN (2,998)
Midel'wrg (873)— WE-DF
Mcdowell (l.soo)
Freeman— Phot-2-D
MANNINGTON (2,673)
Burts (400) — Bio-D
MARTINSEURG (13,700)
Apollo (998)— WE-DF
MARTINSVILLE

Lyric

H.— Phot-2-D

Sutton's O.
(325)

Rex

Hippodrome (300)— Pac-D

National

(2,099)

Court— WE-DF

(6,788)

FAIRMOUNT

(400)— Phot-2-D

WAR

DELAVAN

New

— Phot-2-D

Fountain

Minos

Opera House (400)— I'ac-D

— Cincr-D

SOUTH CHARLESTON
Ml and (125)— Goo-D
SPENCER (1,765)

WEIRTON

BRAMWELL (1,696)
Palace—Phot-2-D
BUCHANNON (3,785)

— Mus-D

Grand (600)— Sup-D; 1171

Orpheum (300)— Mov-D

Majestic

—

SMITHERS

DARLINGTON

3rd

National

(2,000)
Vois-1

(350)— DeP-DF

FEPERE

ST. MARY'S
Robey (412)— Phot-2-D

Robey

DF

I)

(2,219)
l'hot-2-D
(1.648)

C. A.

(9,130)

(6,725)

Majestic

RONCEVERTE

THOMAS

(19.800)

(1,247)—

Colonial

CUDAHY

Palace—Phot-2-D

M.

—

Crandon

Paramount (400)

West Virginia

CRANDON

Royil—Phot-2-D

Y,

(1,833)

Rex (1,200)— Pac-D

(20,500)

RACINE

(1,800)— Vois-D

Garden (1.250)— WE-DF; 225
Grand
Garfield— WE-DF
Granada (1,000)— Mov-D
Gem (500)— Bri-D; 381 Grove
Grace (500)— Mov-D; 1207

Home (350)— Vois-D

PENN3EORO (1,654)
iaiety (250) — Homemade
PT. PLEASANT (3,059)
State — Mov-D
PRINCETON (6.224)
(30ID

—

Embassy Bri-D
Fern (700)— Mov-D; 966

— Pac-D

CHIPPEWA FALLS

53

Egyptian

—Mov-D

(3.628)

(600)

CHILTON

(370)—WE-DF

SISTERVILLE

Lyric
Palace

Orpheum

Palace—Rand-D
Smoot- -WE-DF
Strand

(1,102)
(500)

BURLINGTON

(900)-—WE-Pf

Lincoln

BRILLION
Auditorium

Wilbur—RCA-DF

<o nid

WHITEFISH
Orpheum — Unnamed -1)
YAKIMA (23,100)
Capitol (1,696)— WE-DF
Liberty (2.000)— WE-DF
Majestic (750)—WE-DF

3ECKLEY

(1.816)

>

I

(

— Masp-D

WALLA WALLA

Manos

NORTHfOLK (421)
Freeman — l'hot-2OAKHILL (1,036)
Lyric— Phot-2-D
ORANGE
1)

-

TACOMA

DAILY

1929

1,

11

Iris

(1,336)

(415)— Phot-2-D

IV

THE

-%£k

DAILY
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-AND

Along The Rialto

THAT'S
HOOT

Phil

DALY

STANLEY HATCH,

GIBSON

had

friendly

a

argument with the president of
the bank in California where he parks
the extra dough Universal gives him
which he is unable to carry around
on

his

Hoot
money was

saddle.

didn't
safe, just

he

said

so
think his
to get a rise out of the banker. "Why.
young fellow, this bank is so strong
that it'll be here a thousand years
So
from now." sez the banker.
Hoot, who likes to do th'ngs in ?
big way, goes off in a corner and figures out a scheme to help old and
He come s back to
disabled extras.
the banker with a plan to deposit 10
bucks and allow it to accumulate
for one thousand years, and then
distribute the billion dollars or more
among all the extras who still have
strength to crawl to the bank and
Wot a big-hearted guy!
collect.
*

*

*

"What's Trump?"
Jack DeLacy)
a wide gulf between the
11
10 tricks and
ability to make
Thousands of hands are
tricks.
dealt daily in which it is possible to
make 10 tricks, but utterly impos(Scz

"There

:

s

ble to

is

make

11."

*

"//
blers,

*

*

*

*

A Dirty Stay out
The regular printed Pathe Sound
News announcement always carries
a cut of the rooster on the front page.
place of the rooster on this
week's announcement is the statement: "The rooster who normally occupies this spot has not come home
at press time."
Probably got scratching around
with some chicken while discussing

In the

a merger.
*

*

*

Wall Street

Stuff

Clearing House for outof-town exhibitors is in operation by
Bill Ornstein over at the Film Cen-

A Curb

ter building. Bill, from the fund of
his wide experience, listens to their
troubles and tells 'em where to go

for what they want and
it after they get there.
Bill's secret

—How

to

how

to get

And

that's

Get

It.

LIAMS
our
tic

is

WILone

of

most enthusiasgolfing

Side Line

many

years,

M. Daly,

Digest of
Current Opinion

Jr.

who ha s been a factor
now is handling sales

in

€

First National

Educational.

for

A

good move that, for both the company and Hatch.
Changes are rare in the company piloted by Earle W.
Hammons, and Hatch's addition should be a strengthening one
for Educational's happy family
President Hoover's been
getting some unfavorable publicity on the apparent run-around
he gave the foes of "blue"
the "Sour Sabbath" cohorts

laws, after granting an audience

Alleged Fake Stunt

HNE

"

to

stars into temporary limelight.
Patrons of the movies are interested in the lives of motion picture actors but they want the
truth about them.

sojourn in Noo Yawk has started all
kinds of rumors.
General Talking Pictures, which owns De
Forest Phonofilm, is throwing a party next Choosday, when
"Pete" Woodhull's association with the firm is expected to be
announced
Charlie McArthur is coming East after garnering a reported 7}4 Gs for a week's work on dialogue of
"Bugle Sounds" at Emgeeem
Also eastward bound are
Mark Hellinger and the frau, Gladys Glad

Karl

nuts.

— Bridge

Draws

Criticism from Newspaper
of these days the movies,
now on the plane of big business, will get rid of cheap, scatter-brained press agents who are
doing the institution more harm
than good. "The Daily Mirror"
has just called a turn to one of
the press agent fabrications calculated to maneuver one or two

What an autumn it should be for the sound newsreels with
football to rely upon
Pathe two reel comedy sales should
spurt under "Bill" Raynor's capable direction
Incidentally,
Pathe has a real pitchur in "The Awful Truth," which boosts
Ina Claire into the first rank of talker stars
Hoblitzelle's

A

named

gentlman

Richman was

to

Harry

be

insinuated
into filmland. His ability was apparently considered second in
importance to the ballyhoo that
was to introduce him to the public.
"Master minds" decided to
let it leak out that he was to

Publix surely is changing the entertainment map
Imagine Detroit with Kunsky not dominant, and a new general
manager of Finkelstein & Ruben, plus the other changes being
made all over the country as new circuits are being swallowed
That promises to be a real race between Fox and
up
Publix for supremacy in the Rocky Mountain states
Patsy Ruth Miller and Director Tay Garnett planned to be
sealed soon
It will be S.R.O. at Hollywood, when the
Pantages case comes up, with Max Steuer in a stellar role as

marry

Garbo, who eviof an artist to
realize tha tsuch schemes get nowhere with the people who pay
dently

Greta

is

enough

good money

to see

good

pictures.

The Greta Garbo "romance"

must seem like old days to
showman, Harry Gittleson, manager
It

that veteran
of the Noo

to materialize, Mr. Richman's name was then linked with
that of Clara Bow.
This gossip
was supposed to give him a na-

failing

and capab'e

Yawk

Arkayoh

to have an opus like "Street Girl"
a big publicity blurb on Rudy Vallee

Globe,
arranging

is

tional

reputation by

way

of the

page picture route.
Now
the
whole scheme has fallen
through because of its cheap confirst

44 F° r

intimate drama, the present dimensions of the
screen are undoubtedly sufficient. The true pictorial and dramatic sweep of mass effects, however,
can only be achieved by pushing the dimensional lim-

ception.

The movies can get along
without that sort of device. The
best kind of publicity is good acting and more of it.
The busiitself
disassociate
ness should
from the petty ideas which might
have been more or less pardonable when it was an infant industry. It is no longer that and if it
must have press agents it should
employ the large-minded, type
with the scope and breadth of
vision necessary to appreciate the
future of one of the world's
greatest and most revolutionary

out and up at the same time.
Likewise, natural color will prove a medium through
which motion pictures will approach that naturalness which producers are endeavoring to reach. ^5
itations of the screen

COLVIN BROWN
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Industry Statistics
By

JAMES

Statistical

HOBBIES!
JAYDEE

these

1929

A

defender

Theme Song
Warners Play With The GamWhy Should I Gamble Too?"
*

^

1,

Timely Topics

with

THAT
By PHIL M.

Sunday, September

P.

Editor,

thousand
persons
Twenty-seven
are engaged in production in Hollywood, according to a current survey
made by "Variety," which lists 13,Six
645 workers on studio payrolls.
hundred extras are employed daily
and 300 bit and part players receive
There are 250 arcalls every day.
tists'
representatives and their assistants
labs employ 750;
.outside
raw film labs. 125; outside transportation firms, 800; costume and "prop"
houses,
camera shops and
1,250;

No.30

"The New York Daily Mirror"

CUNNINGHAM
The Film Daily

occupations directly
studios,

750;

work once

in

connected

with

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

and 8,000 others who
a while, but are solely

dependent on the industry

wood

enterprises.

in

Holly

for a livelihood.

Fifty millions have been spent by
D. W. Griffith leases Mamaroneck
producers in the U. S. for equipping estate for eastern production headstudios with sound equipment, mak- quarters.
&
*
their
ing acoustical changes at
plants, and meetings with other conJoseph L. Plunkett leaves Famous.
*
*
*
structional problems. It is estimated
Fox reported after theaters in
manufacturers, 450; free lance pub- that this sum will be written off in
Europe.
licity
miscellaneous from five to ten years.
workers, 200;

fB6
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N. Production Being Speeded

F.

11 Pictures in Cuttirg Room, Four Now in Work, Seven Others Being Prepared for Early Start
Ralphs Wilk's "Little from Lots" on Studio Personalities and Other Wired News from Coast.

BUSY PROGRAM AT

F. N.

A

IS

Little
from a Lots tt

National.

Pictures

cutting are:
Fools," starring
"Sally,"
starring
Marilyn
in

and

lights

Moore;

Miller; "The Painted Angel," starring Billie Dove; "The Great Divide,"
starring Dorothy Mackaill; "A Most

Immoral

Lady,"

SECOND FOR WIDE FILM

Helen Chandler Lead in Fox Film
A camera using wide film, should
Helen Chandler has been assigned be run at a speed of 20 revolutions
International Photographers the lead in "The Girl Who Wasn't a second, according to J. Westberg,
of the M. P. Industry, Local 659, Wanted" soon to go into production who is conducting wide film experiRussell Birdwell ments for United Artists.
Decreascelebrated its first anniversary by at the Fox studio.
"Foot- voting life
will direct from the story by Ken- ing the speed from 24 to 20 revolumemberships to its charColleen
neth B. Clarke.
tions a second would also decrease
ter members, President Alvin Wyc-

Eleven pictures are in the cutting
room, four are in work and others
are being prepared for early start*
First

Leon Abrams had been appointed
story editor at Universal.

RALPH WILK

By

at

"U" Story Editor Post
for Leon Abrams 20 REVOLUTIONS PER

starring

Leatrice

Hollywood

THE

Charles Boyle, Art Reeves, WilH. Tuers, Paul Perry, Faxon
Dean, Guy Wilky, Roy Klaffki, Howard Hurd, Jackson Roser and Ira
koff,

liam

Hoke.

.
,
,
"Young Nowhere," starring
Joy;
Richard
Barthelmess;
"The Girl
Our Passing Show: Sue
From Woolvvorths," starring Alee
Carol, Nick Stuart, Captain H.
White; "The Forward Pass," with
H. Caldwell, Katherine HilliDouglas Fairbanks, Jr.; "The Love
ker, Pauline Frederick, Tom
Racket,"
with
Dorothy Mackaill;
Reed, Oscar Levant, Houston
"Little Johnny Jones," with Eddie
Branch, Cornelius Keefe, Ruth
Buzzell and "The Isle of Lost Ships."
Roland, William Courtenay at
The four pictures in work are:
the premiere of "The Little
"No, No, Nanette," part Technicolor
Accident."
*
*
*
musical comedy; "Loose Ankles,"
also a musical comedy; "'Lilies of the
Lucien Littlefield is making a recField," starring Corinne Griffith, and ord of his own.
He has already
"The Dark Swan," with Lois Wil- worked in 12 talkers. His recent
son, H. B. Warner and Olive Bor- pictures include "No, No, Nanette,"

First Davis Talker Finished
Charles Davis, 2nd, has comJ.
pleted his first talker on the 1929-30

program.
Cast

"Behind the Makeup"
Lynch has been cast by

in

Helene

in

feature

liam Powell,
Francis.

To

Play Opposite Rogers
Jean Arthur has been cast in the
leading

feminine

role

in

"Son

of

the

"Show

Hollywood," starring
Other Tomorrow," starring Billie Dove; "Back
Pay,"
starring
Corinne
Griffith;
"Playing Around," a story by Vina
Delmar starring Alice White; "Furies," with Lois Wilson and H. B.
Warner, and "In the Next Room,"
starring Jack Mulhall.
Alice

Girl in

White;

"The

Cutters Assigned to
7 New Warner Films
Cutters have been assigned seven
productions that are now ready for
editing at the Warner studio.
Desmond O'Brien is preparing "Is
Everybody Hapnv?"
Robert Crandall has charge of "Second Choice."
Owen Marks is working up "Disraeli."

William

Holmes

is

editing

"The Aviator." "Golden Dawn" will
be handled by George Marks, "Tiger
Rose" by Thomas Pratt and "Under
a Texas Moon" by Ralph Dawson.

in

Warner
for
production
seventh
Bros. The story is untitled, as yet.

RKO's "Rio

LEE GARMES

Rita."

Holmes Herbert in Garbo Film
Holmes Herbert has been added
the cast of Greta Garbo's next.

to

Director of

Lighting

for

THE HOLLYWOOD

National

PLAZA
HOTEL

Sisters"

Paul Porcasi and Clifford Saums
have been added to the Fox cast of
"The 3 Sisters" which Paul Sloane
will direct.
George Brooks is doing
the adaptation from an original by
Marion Orth.

Dialogue on
"Skinner's Dress Suit"

AVAILABLE IN
SEPTEMBER
GRANITE

Hollywood Plaza and ordinary hoteb.
Tour room, too, hai that added toejefc
of distinction. Picture! on the wall, ova*
ruffed furniture, a floor lamp and readla*
lamp... theee are but a few of the feature*
that make you feel at home.

wm

Photography and
First

sNTER the doorway of
thU popular hoetelry and you feel at bo te
There'i an atmosphere of cordial weltiil
which marki the difference between ike

ieh*
Phj'n Whittle Dining Service h
beet of food. Therefore, when you are aeaa
in Lo* Angeles be sure to laveetigate.

Vitaphone.
Porcasi for "The 3

of Ho«pi«ali4y

the Decks."
*

ing a course in flying.
Pearl
gives instruction in dancing,
but must pay attention to her
flying teacher, James Grainger,
no relative of the Fox Grainger.
Pearl directed the dance

numbers

THE
Doorway

Paramount.

*
*
Joan Standing Cast
Paramount has cast Joan Standing
Lee Garmes, who has worked behind the camera in Europe, the East in "The Children," by Edith Wharand on the Coast, recently photo- ton. Mary Brian and Kay Francis
graphed "Disraeli," starring George have the two chief feminine roles.
Arliss. He also did the camera work
on "The Great Divide."
Geo. Arthur Cast in "Road Show"
*
*
*
George K. Arthur will pl^y the role
More Passing Show: Joe
of a chorus boy in "Road Show"
Jackson, Tom Reed, Dudley
featuring Bessie Love and Charles
Early, Clarke Silvernail, HenKing under the direction of Charles
ry Herzbrun at "The Love
F. Riesner. Supporting the leads are
Duel"; Jack Pegler bidding
Jack Benny, Polly Moran, Marie
good-bye to Paramount stuDressier, Nita Martan and Eddie
dio friends and announcing he
Phillips.
will return next January.
*
*
*
Thew Completing Seventh
Pearl Eaton, of the numerHarvey Thew is writing the comous and talented Eatons, is takplete script and dialogue for his

include:

will direct.

"Here

Preparatory work is under way on
seven pictures scheduled for the new

They

RKO

signed by
Louis A.. Sarecky to handle first
camera on a forthcoming Radio production, probably "Hit the Deck"

the Bandwagon," by Henry
L. Gates, which is to serve as Charles (Buddy) Rogers' next vehicle for

"Drag" and "Clear

Gods," starring Richard Barthelmess;

for

Comes

den.

season.

Roy Hunt First Camera
Roy Hunt \has been

"Behind the Makeup," which Luther Reed
Hal Skelly, WilFay Wray, and Kay

Paramount
which

will

the noise of the camera, in the opinion of the engineer.

Vine Street

9752
i

at

Hollywood Boulevard

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

*

.
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THE
IN
EAST
PRODUCTION
WHAT
NEW YORK
WHO AND
WHAT'S

WHO'S
BANDS

IN

SILHOUETTE

URGED AS NEW ANGLE
"Good music should be seen and
not heard," according to Phil Reisman, who, with his orchestra, recently

made

a Vitaphone short at

Bros.

ner

Eastern plant.

War-

Reisman,

whose orchestra plays at the Central
Park Casino, holds to the theory that
"sound pictures of bands have been
carried to such extremes that this

IN

Short Shots from
Eastern Studios
,By

MONTA

BELL,

ARTHUR

W. EDDY,

is
opening a Coast ofRoosevelt Hotel, HollyLong Island studio Tuesday wood. He's due in New York withthe
from a spell of vacationing in Maine. in a few days on a flying trip and we
Incidentally, the same day marks mean flying because he's using a
start of production on "The Laugh- 'plane for rapid transit purposes.
ing Lady," under direction of Victor

associate

pro-

ducer at Paramount, returns to

of presentation is menaced with Schertzinger.
rapid extinction through loss of popular favor."
Booking offices for Vitaphone
"Some new method of bringing acts has been established at Warner
good jazz music to motion picture Bros. Eastern plant under direction
audiences via the sound film has been of Stuart Stewart and Richard Foy.
"I The department has been located at
sorely needed," says Reisman.
believe that I have found one such 1560 Broadway.
method. At least it has the freshIt consists in preness of novelty.
C. A. Tuthill, sound supervisor at
senting an orchestra entirely in sub- Paramount, was identified with the
dued shades and silhouettes. No fa- National Broadcasting Co. four years
cial detail, instruments or props de- prior to stepping into this sound pictract from the audience attention to ture business.
He made his debut at
There is no room for the Long Island plant by working
the music.
actor-musicians diverting the eye and on "Nothing but the Truth" some
ear from the essential entertainment few months back.
Simple shadow
value of the music.
onforms of the players, with the panH. M. Baldwin, assistant to
tomime movements of the conductor to. Bell out in Astoria, is back at
dominating the visual aspects of the serious work, following a vacation.
scene thus allowing for more concen- Part of the period he spent with
trated attention to the music these Ben Hecht at the writer's home in
are the essential features of the new Nyack. Other Paramount vacationidea.
In principle the idea is really ists returned to work include Syd
a very old one, for orchestras have Newman of the studio secretarial
nearly always been played behind force and "Pat" Donahue, script
shrubbery and hidden in the pit."
girl extraordinary.

inclinations,

fice

form

M

—

Miniature Revue Series

Planned by Warners
supervision of Murray Roth,
Bros, will produce a series
miniature Vitaphone revues at

Under
Warner
of
their

Eastern plant, starting about
Fred
middle of September.
Keating, the magician who is now
acting as master-of-ceremonies in
John Murray Anderson's "Alamac,"
the

will

officiate

in

a

similar

capacity.

LOUIS BROCK
Producer
and supervisor of

"TWO-GUN GINSBURG"
(now running

at Globe Theater,
N. Y. C.)

"GUNBOAT GINSBURG"
"GENERAL GINSBURG"
(in production)

Starring

Nat Carr

RKO RELEASE

GREATER

Murray Roth, who

is

now

in

charge

of production at Warner Bros. Eastern plant, broke into the business in
1919 with Fox and later wrote for the
Harry Langdon unit working for
Returning to Fox he
First National.
did the "Helen and Warren" series
stories and the Van Bibbers as well.
An original to his credit is "The Gay
Retreat," Fox picture.

at

at

the

Jay Rescher, grinding a camera
Warner Eastern studio, has been

identified with pictures for the past

He

pioneered with the
outfit over in
Fort Lee. Before joining Warners
he woi-ked for M-G-M at the Coast.
10

years.

now defunct Solax

STUDIOS
CONTROLLED

BY MONITOR MEN
Recording of dialogue and music
exactly as it is produced on the set
is
the task of the monitoring engineer in a sound studio, points out
N. Dean Cole of the Warner Bros.
Eastern Vitaphone studio. Cole says:
"After the microphones are placed the
next procedure is to maintain the proper balance between voices and accompaniments, or
voices and incidental music.
Also to maintain the proper level for cutting the wax.
The thing I strive for is to preserve every
atom of expression in both voice and music
as it is actually produced on the set.
In
recording a singer's voice it is disastrous to
attempt to maintain a constant volume level.
Naturally all this has to be done with both
an ear for music and an ear for balance, or
it
destroys the entire expression that the
artist has put in his work."

During the actual "take," the monitoring engineer is located in a sound
Arline de Haas, who has been proof room, where all the sounds
writing printable publicity at War- picked up by the "mikes" on the
ners Eastern plant, has resigned to stage are heard by him.
It is his
make way for a year's vacation. Ac- business, then, to listen with a criticompanied by her typewriter she's cal ear to the sound being recorded
going to Tahiti and possibly circle also to catch any extemporaneous
the globe before returning to labor- noise on the stage which would coning Manhattan.
sequently call for a retake.
At the
same time the action on the stage is
Arthur Hurley, who is directing seen by Cole by means of a triple
plate glass window which excludes
for Warners at their Vitaphone stuall sound except that which is picked
dio, has the distinguished record of
having staged nine Lamb Gambols up by the microphone, and gives him
and all hits before the most critical a view well above the heads of everyone on the stage. It is necessary
audience in the world. Before gofor him during the take to watch
ing pictures he staged such hits as
the act, the orchestra, the director
"BrothAccident"
and
"The Little
and his instruments on the mixing
ers," both successes of the past thepanel.
atrical season, and previously "The
The monitoring engineer must
Firebrand," "Potash and Perlmutnever allow himself, however, to be
Desert
"The
"Nighthawk"
and
ter,"
entertained by the act he is recordSong." Also to his credit is six years
ing, or to view the act as a theateras Arthur Hopkin's general stage
goer would.
He must see it from a
manager.
scientific and technical side only, as
one moment's digression is sufficient
Hugh O'Connell, who wowed 'em to spoil a perfectly good record.
on the legit, as an alcoholically-mindCole has a background of nine
ed newshound in "Gentlemen of the years experience as an engineer in
Press," has just completed the star- the technical department of the New
ring role in "Dead or Alive," War- York Telephone Co., and five years
ner Bros. Vitaphone short which Ar- in the radio broadcasting field as
O'Connell is engineer, chief announcer and prothur Hurley made.
working in a newspaper series being gram director of otie of the largest
made at the studio under supervision radio stations in the country.

Elsa Ersi, who was one of the
beauteous and entertaining spots in
Ziegfeld's "Louis the 14th," has
been cast for the feminine lead in
"General Ginsburg," starring Nat of Murray Roth.
Carr and being produced by Louis
Brock for RKO. Mark Sandrich is
tainments and the original "Chariot's
Pierre Arnaud edited "Wrath of
megaphoning
Revue."
the Seas," an importation featuring
picture
is playThe
Nils
Asther.
Leo Morrison, who represents
Harold Levey, who has organized
New York.
players and other people with picture ing the Cameo,
a permanent Vitaphone band and
orchestra for Warner Bros. EastDavid Bennett, one of Manhattan's ern studio, ivas a protegee of the
ace dance directors, has been signed late Victor Herbert and a student
{Formerly with Warner Brothers)
by Paramount to supervise all dance under Henry Hadley. He wrote the
now photographing
numbers in its Long Island-made scores for numerous musical pro"SCHOOLDAYS FOLLIES"
incuding
"Head Over
"Rose Marie," "Sonny," "Kid Boots," ductions,
"Sally," "Earl Carroll's "Vanities," Heels," "Lad]/, Billy," "The Clinging
American Sound Recording
Hammerstein productions, Fred Stone Vine," "Magnetic Ring" and "MagCorp.
shows, several Will Rogers enter- nolia Lady."

PHIL

ARMAND
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Theater Equipment
By

CHARLES

HYNES

F.

TALKING SHOP

West

Hollywood

Coast

Bureau,

— Between

Fox West Coast

Waste

Projection Speed Called

THE FILM DAILY

West

Los Angeles

$3,000,000 and $4,000,000 yearly is wasted
by the industry due to the speeding up of projection and resultant
speeding of photographing, declares Roy J. Pomeroy, formerly in
charge of the sound department at Paramount, and a pioneer in
sound picture development.
Projection was speeded to 90 ft. a minute from 60 ft. to speed
This resulted in
turnover in theaters, and worked satisfactorily.
gradual increase of the rate of photography, until it conformed with
the speed of projection. Sound recording machines also were forced
to comply with the new speed, in order to assure proper projection.
Pomeroy advocates filming of the sound track on a separate 16mm
or small gauge film whidh could be run up to 120 ft. a minute.

Dimension and
Large Pictures Are Commanding Attention
Problems to Be Outlined at S. M. P. E.
Fall Meet

Color, Third

—

CHICAGO CINEMA MAKES

RCA-1'hotophone. He is convinced
the developments will materialize within the next two and one-half

3 TYPES OF STAGE

that

TOWER

Fox West Coast
ideas on how

making rapid
been
Warners
recent months.
are using it profusely, though judiciously in important pictures. Third
Color

has

strides

in

—

Cinema Equipment Co., to cope with
situations where portable apparatus

experimented for additional illumination or large
being
is
dimension
Buch- presentations is required. The towers
notably
firms,
several
with by
rubber-tired, swivel
er's own in association with George are equipped with
and noiselessly
easily
be
casters,
can
declared
is
process
The
Spoor.
K.
about ready for the market, and em- moved about at the sides of the stage,
the view of
bodies, as well as stereoscopic effect, entirely concealed from

Meanwhile
Paramount, Loew's and Fox are work-

the

picture

large

idea.

ing on a large picture process, as are
a number of independents.

There
the

is

much

done before

to be

new developments

will

become

Standardization
assets.
will be essential, but more important
is that the transition be not too fast.
The industry is just starting to swing
intp its stride on sound pictures, and
should be devoting itself to that de-

commercial

velopment
taking

primarily,

before

under-

more revolutionary changes.

The equipment

field

is

vitally con-

cerned with the proposed changes,
they portend radical changes.
for
Theaters will practically have to be
remade if Bucher's predictions are
borne out by developments.

These potential developments and
the
in
advances
technical
other
industry will be gone into in detail
at the forthcoming fall meeting of
the Society of M. P. Engineers, to
be held Oct. 7 to 10 at Toronto. The
meeting is attracting much advance
interest and promises to be an even
greater success than the spring meeting held in

New

York.

the

All-Steel

Rewinder

Is

communications

Motiograph Machine Now
Observing First Birthday
Chicago— De Luxe Model "H"
now is celebrating
first
anniversary.
The machine

of

Co., which recently entered the field
of theater acoustical correction. The
firm manufactures the Celotex insulating board and Acoustical Celotex,
said to have high sound absorbing
qualities.

manufactured and placed on the market by Enterprise Optical Co.
A
heat-eliminating arrangement
a
is
feature of the mechanism.

New

Screen Developed

by

M-G-M

Scenic Artist

Tran stone screen, patents of which
controlled by Loew's, is to be
a permanent feature of Loew's Paradise, 188th St., and Grand Concourse,
the Bronx. M. Howard, scenic artist
are

M-G-M

studios developed the
aided by inventors of the
Loew's engineering department. The
screen can be enlarged or reduced
while a picture is being projected.

the
screen,

at

Tex.— Jack

Winnsboro,
preparing to
at

the

install

Amusu

Lilly

its
is

Powerizers Used to Aid
in Amplifying Shows
Theaters are utilizing the PowerSystem of power amplifying and
distribution to enhance auditibility of
screen and stage presentations, declares Ludwig Arnson, vice president of the Radio Receptor Co., New
York. Powerizers have been installizer

ed

in

City,

ten theaters of New York
three at Buffalo and one at

Syracuse, he states.

Boone Buying Opposition
Mt. Airy, N. C. P. A. Boone will
take over the Broadway from S. W.
Boone also opWilliamson today.

—

Winnsboro House Goes Talker
is

sound equipment erates the Grand here.

here.

Portland First

Run Reopening

Ore.— J. J. Parker, genof Fox West Coast

Portland,

manager

eral

the
reopen
will
here
Theaters
Adler, formerly the People's, today.
The house seats 1.000.

REPACKED EASTMAN
AND DUPONT FILMS
rolls, of Eastman and Dupont
Panchromatic Film, on daylight load-

— National

ing

Talkers for Worley's House
The legs are
Canadian, Tex.— Sound equipment tures of the table.
has been installed at the Queen, Earl braced with special supports for a
adjustable for either
cabinet,
reel
Worley's house.
A waste can
1,000 or 2,000 ft. reels.
The table
equipment.
part
the
Palacios
is
of
at
House
Opens New
Tex.— Russell Williams is designed especially for use with
Palacios.
and Joe Deutsch have opened the the Gold E Automatic rewind, but
can be used with others.
new Queens.

to his force.

Motiograph

100 foot

Theater Supply
Co., now is offering an all-steel rewinder table and work bench. Protection against fire is one of the fea-

Exchange

Free acoustical survey is being offered to exhibitors by the Celotex

Offered by National
Chicago

Circuit.

projection can be
bettered, together with prizes offered
for highest ratings are among the
methods being employed by the circuit to bring projection up to the
highest possible standards.
Harold B. Franklin, president of
Fox West Coast, for years has been
one of the strongest champions of
improved projection, the importance
of which he stresses in talks and

OFFERED TO E

audience.

Each standard tower has a 24x40
inch platform on angle iron supports
strongly cross-braced on the front
and sides and with "ladder" bracing
on the back. Above the platform are
pipe stands to accommodate seven or
more spot hoods of similar or different types, such as No. 130 Hoods
1000-watt Mazda Lamps, No.
for
131 Baby Spots, or No. 101 Olivettes.
These pipe stands are telescopic and,
can be adjusted readily for three
heights so that each spot will clear
the others.
The height to the platform is six
Above the platform are the
feet.
telescopic pipe stands; two of these
stands extend 42 inches above the
platform, two 50 inches, two 60
inches, while the seventh stand is
36 inches high, or 9 feet from the
Six of these stands can be
base.
extended 18 inches, thus increasing
the height to the uppermost point to
12^1 feet from the base.

of sound
the object of a
throughout the

of

years.

Chicago Stage towers are manufactured and marketed by the Chicago

is

campaign under way

FREE ACOUSTICAL
IS

— Betterment

picture projection

COLOR,

third dimension and large
pictures are predicted as the next
developments in pictures by E. E.
Bucher, executive vice president of

in Drive
to Better Projection
Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY

spools

Guaranteed
f'esh.

for

Eyemo

absolutely

_-

DeVry.
or
and
perfect
..

$3.75 a Roll

110

West K*St.New»orti.f*.y.
Phone Penna. 0330

Motion Picture Department
O. S. and Canada Agents for Debrie

LOEW BUILDING
TIMES SQUARE.

1540 BROADWAY
NEW YORK

PENN AVENUEl

LOEW BUILDING
PITTSBURGH

—
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NEW FACES

Foreign Markets
By JAMES

P.

FILL
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COAST
CMUf

TIPS WJBCH

«AH DOUAOS

TOC SHOWMEN

SHORT SUBJECT STUDIOS

CUNNINGHAM

"The
(.Continued from

MARKET PROSPECTS ARE

Christie

lot,

comedy

lots

Page

Mary Dugan"
(M-G-M)

Trial of

1)

Cross word puzzle, taken from the
which is typical of the
on the Coast there are, press book, was used in conjunction

performers like Charlie with a cooperative display ad in the
Taylor Holmes, Marie local paper. The ad and the puzzle
Dressier, Lois Wilson, Louise Fa- were arranged in such a way that
zenda,
Charles
Grapewin,
Anna the reader, to solve the puzzle, had
Chance, Johnny Arthur, James Glea- to go through every ad on the pa^e
son, Raymond Hatton, Sam Hardy, In return for this business, the newsRuth Taylor and Raymond Griffith, paper gave three columns of art and
who have or will appear in two-reel a front page story in the Sunday editalkers.
tion.
A teaser ad campaign was
In the silent days, most of the used for a week in advance of the
stories were thrown together by stu- opening. Frames were mounted in
dio writers and "gag" men.
At the the marquee, and over these were
present time, for the talkers, sketches letters from the 24-sheet, cut out and
and one-act plays and stories are mounted on beaver board. By means
purchased from well known writers of a flasher motor these illuminated
for the stage.
Some of those fur- letters flashed on and off, spelling out
for instance,

UNCERTAIN IN CZECHO

SOUND PRODUCTION

—

—

Berlin
German producers have
Prague It is improbable that diaentered the second year of sound ac- logue films will be produced in this
tivities with a program which will far country under present circumstances,
surpass schedules of last season, when since domestic production suffers from
75 features and shorts were made lack of capital and producers cannot
with talking and sound effects.
afford the purchase of recording apSound production has been very paratus, especially in view of the fact
conservative, because the number of that the local market is so small.
wired houses now operating is too
German dialogue pictures might
small to allow of amortization of the
find fair distribution in the territory
money required for wholesale output. close to German and Austrian fronExhibitors, too, are careful of jumptiers, inhabited by German-speaking
ing into sound claiming that with
people, provided theater owners see
in
litigation
Germany, consequent
their way clear to invest in reproscarcity of sound .films does not yet
ducing devices.
To date, only five
warrant assuming the burden of high
houses, representing a combined cainstallation

costs.

—

Importation of sound picBerlin
tures and power of censors to delete
parts of talking films are the subject of hot discussions in the German press, which asks authorities to
clarify the Government's attitude on
sound short imports.
number of
American sound shorts have already
been placed on the market without

A

any import restrictions, although one
U. S. distributor was recently refused permission to bring in a block
of 20 sound short reels because the

Foreign

Trade

Committee

claimed

nishing material for the Christie series are Kenyon Nicholson, Charles
Devine, Waldemar Young, Wilson
Collison,
Florence Ryerson, Colin

of

4,500,

are

equipped

for

—

—

.

—

—

EXCLUSIVE

Rayart Pictures Corporation
and other leading independent producersand distributors
Cable Address:
Cable Address:
Cable Address:

RICHPICSOC. Paria
DEEJAY, London
RICHPIC, N. Y.

house.

Stuart in

London

— British

Filmcraft

Wolf Joins Midwest

Prod,

Donald Stuart for the
"Melody Maker," life story of

— Nat

Chicago

has engaged

lead in
Leslie Stuart, composer.

er

of

Asher

Wojf, former bookthe Orpheum circuit under
Levy, has joined Midwest

Circuit in a similar capacity.

—

"The Wild Party"
(Paramount)
Midnight show took place Sunday
night and in addition to the Clara

Bow
cial

talking picture included a spe-

dance number by an attractive

dressed similarly to Clara Bow
the picture, a two-piece jazz orchestra and a special organ novelty.
As persons entered they were given
paper hats, balloons, confetti and serpentines which they handled in a
manner to duplicate the performance
on the screen. During a brief intermission refreshments in the form of
sandwiches, cakes, cold drinks and
hot coffee were served gratis. The
serving of the refreshments was made
possible through the co-operation of
a group of merchants who defrayed
the expense. In return, these merchhad announcements on the
ants
girl

in

—

—

Montague Salmon. Rialto. Ma-.
only.
con, Ga.
Buffalo Deadlock Reported
Buffalo Managers and stagehands
here are at logger heads over demand of the latter for wage increases
at the Erlanger and Teck. legitimate
houses.

—

THE FILM DAILY
Perlberg Being Transferred
Kino-Sibir intends
Jacksonville, Fla. Jonas Perlberg,
constructing a studio at Novosibirsk, who has been at the Florida as house
Sound For De Leon House
Siberia, according to a dispatch to the manager for several months, has been
De Leon, Tex. Sound pictures
M. P. Division of the Dept. of Com- notified of a new assignment, loca- were inaugurated with the showing
merce.
of the "Valiant" at the Liberty here.
tion not yet specified.
Washington Bureau of

Washington

best in Motion Pictures

tising purposes.

screen during this midnight showing

"Melody Maker"

Studio for Siberia

Exporting only the

50-foot

Clift for

—

foreign
representatives for

A

—

—

Pictures

of the attraction.

—

—

Richmount

title

Clements. Marion Page and others.

new type of talking entertainment has
N. Y. Premiere
done is bring back the so-called "doLondon Denison Clift, director, is mestic comedy," or the realistic situshorts.
Sound features and shorts are to sail for New York in September ation comedy of married couples.
placed in the same category as silents for the opening of his play, "Scotland
by the censor board, which is the Yard" at the Sam H. Harris.
Oakley Gets Promotion
cause of considerable criticism by
Beaumont, Tex. S. L. Oakley has
the press.
Veidt in Ufa Film
been promoted to city manager of
Berlin
Conrad Veidt has been the Jefferson Amusement Co. houses
Two Added to Ufa Cast
signed by Ufa to play the lead in here.
Berlin
Leopold von Ledebour and "The
Last Company," a Joe May
Max Maximilian have been added to production
to be directed by Kurt
Sound For Korn House
the cast of "High Treason" a Ufa
Bernhardt. Hans J. Rehfisch is prePlainview, Tex. Sound equipment
production
paring the dialogue and scenario.
has been ordered for the Granada
being constructed for the Korn circuit.
"Jazz" Next May Film
Berlin
Ralph Benatzky and Adolf
New York at* Lar.tz are preparing a scenario based
Littleton House for Kessey Inc.
723 7th Avenue
Inc.
on H. H. Zerlett's "Jazz," which Joe
Littleton, Colo.
Kessey Theaters
D. J. MOUNTAN, Prca.
May will produce as his next Ufa- has taken over the Palm. J. R. Rutone picture.
berson was the last operator of the

existing "kontingent" regulations do
not include provisions for sound

the

banner was hung under the marquee.
Three smaller banners were used at

the side.
Three large cut-outs of
Miss Shearer from the 24-sheet were
Classifications of "comedians" or used on the corners.
The words
sound.
"two reel" stars no longer hold good, "100 Per Cent Talking." in this disfor the manner in which talking pic- play were coated with diamond dust
2 Ufas for Harvard Museum
tures are being made results in stars and illuminated with a baby spot.
Berlin Of the 12 productions se- and players appearing in bsth feat- Clayton Tunstill, Rialto, Chicasha.
lected as the best in the world for the ures and short films, according to Okla.
"Weary River"
Fogg Museum of Harvard University, types.
They are not selected because they
Cambridge, Mass., two Ufa produc(First National)
"The Waltz are funny necessarily, as the laughs
Automobile was constructed of old
tions, "Variety" and
of the new type of short subjects tires with a phonograph fastened at
Dream" have been selected.
lie in the situations and the dialogue.
the rear of the driver's seat. It stopAn important angle which Christie ped at advantageous noints in the
Thiele for "Sicilian Nights"
points out is that it is no longer city and played the "Weary River"
Wilhelm Thiele will direct necessary to design pictures for chil- exploitation record and song. The
Berlin
the
Pommer production, "Sicilian dren, as juveniles today are so pic- wheels carried announcements of the
Nights," for Ufa.
The scenario is ture wise that they are in many cases showing. The spare tire on the rear
way ahead of their elders in graspan original by Hans Szekely.
of the car also was used for advering situations. One thing which the
Strand, Erie, Pa.
pacity

Sound Films In Same Class
As Silents In Germany

Murray,

—

—

—

'

;

;
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Theaters

"Black Magic"

"Woman Trap"

with Josephine Dunn, John Holland,

with Hal Skelly, Chester Morris,

City

sas

Fox

—

Kenben Josephsen

of

Kan-

and associates plan a theater here

cost about $100,000.
It is reported the
house will seat 900.
Hobart, Okla.
Construction is scheduled
to start Aug. 15 on a house to cost $60,000.
Floydada, Tex.—The $50,000 Palace theater
building
has been completed and the
to

—

ie

is

open.

Santa Fe, N. M.— Joe Roth of Denver- will
build a house here.
Galion, O.
A house is being built on the

—

site

ment
1

the Royal.
Western Electric
will he installed.
moid. Cal. Work is progressing

i»f

1:.

—
—

equip-

on the

Fox West Coast house on Lacey Blvd.
Anderson, Ind. Publix-Fitzpatrick & McF.lroy has leased the Muller which is being
constructed on Meridian St.
Sherman, Tex. A. T. Gribble will op

Length: 5855

with H. B. Warner, Lila Lee,
Gladys Brockwell

(All-Talker)
ft.

moii at
(All-Talker Version)
Length: 6168 ft.
COLORFUL NUMBER WITH Para
ALL
Warners
ABOUT
UNDERWORLD
Length: 7794 ft
LIFE IN THE RAW IN SOUTH AND THE WAGES
MEIGHAN
SIN
GOES
OVER
SEA ISLE CARRIES BIG DRA- THAT GETS PRETTY OF
TRAGIC STRONG IN FIRST TALKER.
MATIC PUNCH WITH FINE AND FOGGY. HAL SKELLY
GOOD MYSTERY MURDER
CAST WELL DIRECTED. GOOD.
WITH INTELLIGENT PLOT.

Drama, adapted from
Smoke." This one has

"Cape

play,
all

the regu-

need to keep them pepped
has a well constructed story
builds to tense suspense, and
thai
the sex angle is well handled.
The
lar

fans

up.

It

Drama of the underworld. Adapted
Murder mystery.
Adapted from
from the play "Brothers," by Edwin play of same name by Harriet Ford
Burke. It has a lot of inside atmo- and Harvey J. O'Higgin.
Howard
sphere stuff about a detective who is Bretherton has made a good direcpretty easygoing until his gal gets torial job of this one, and starting
after him and tells him to do some- with a very intelligent
and logically
thing and make good.
Then he be- constructed stage play, has transcomes hard boiled, cleans up his dis- ferred it to the screen with a lot of
trict,
is
promoted to captain, and class. The support is good through-

camera work is exceptional, and the
direction would have put it in the
class of big features if the story had
starts to make a rep for himself as a
been a little more weighty.
see
erate at 203 1-:. Houston St.
His gal's brother is sent
Newark, N. J. Work is progressing on three men in different parts of the go-getter.
the Little theater at 562 Broad St.
to the chair because of the captain's
ISakerstield,
Cal.
Fox West Coast Thea- world driven by circumstances to find activities against the underworld,
and
ters
refuge as derelicts in this South Sea
is
planning a 1,800-seat house.
she swears to get even.
His
own
Green Bay, Wis. Fox-Midwesco has leased island.
There is a drunken doctor,
the house beiny built on S. Washington St.
brother
They combine frames has got in a jam, and she
una, O.
Schine Theaters will build a a coward and a cad.
a situation where he is forced
1,200 combination house to cost $100,000 and forces in order to swindle a white
to pinch his own brother.
It all
is
considering sites at Springfield and Belle- trader out of his valuable pearls. The
ends in a lot of tragedy, and the geniontaine.
El Paso, Tex.
Dent Theaters is building a scheme is dramatically worked out eral idea that the girl and copper now
$450,000 house here.
with the aid of a black voodoo man, understand each other.
Pretty foggy,
Lynn, Mass. Puhlix, it is stated, will and carries a great wallop with the
and too involved to make real probuild a house here.
Ramsey, N. J. The Ramsey has been evident death of the three men, which gram fare.
Hal Skelly and Evelyn
opened.
Fine performances Brent manage to hold it up with
proves phoney.
a
Marinette, Wis.
Work is progressing on by the entire cast.
lot of good trouping.
the Marinette theater.
Cast:
Josephine Dunn, John Holland,
Cast: Hal Skelly. Chester Morris, Evelyn
Mushigan, Mich. Continental Realty Co.
Dorothy Jordan, Ivan Linow, Earle Foxe, Brent, William B. Davidson, Effie E'lsler,
is building a house at Third St. and Western
Blue Washington,
Henry B. Guy Oliver, Leslie Fenton, Charles Giblyn,
Fritz
Feld,
Ave.
Fox-West Coast Theaters is Walthall, Sheldon Lewis.
Eureka, Cal.
Joseph Mankiewicz, Wilson Humtnell.
Director,
George
Seitz;
Authors,
here.
Walreported considering sites
B.
Director, William A. Wellman
Author,
Johnson City, Tex. J. D. Stahl has open- ter Archer Frost, Paul Dickey; Scenarist, Edwin
Burke;
Scenarist,
Louise
Long;
ed tho Blue Bonnet theater.
Beulah Marie Dix; Editor, (Catherine Hilli- Dialoguer, Bartlett Cormack Editor, Allison
Publix-Fitzpatrick & Mc- ker; Titler, the same; Cameraman, Glenn Shaffer: Cameraman, Henry Gerrard.
Marion, Ind.
Kirov has opened the house on S. Washing- MacWilliams.
Direction, better than material.
Photog-

—
—
—
—

We

—

I

—
—

—

—
—

—

;

—

—

ton St.
Athol,
lease the

;

Direction,

Mass.— Allied

Theater

Ass'n

—
—

country.

Chicago
his

D. Sigler
— Claude theater
$80,000

Edgwing Ave., by

—

clear.

"The College Coquette"
with

with Neil Hamiton

(Part-Talker Version)

Ruth Taylor, William Collier,
(All-Talker Version)

Columbia

Length: 6150

ft.

is the criminal investigator
called in to solve the murder of a rich man.
Circumstances
point to his beautiful ward, Lila Lee,
as the culprit. The clues the investigator uncovers gradually build a net
around the leader of a gang of counterfeiters.
What gives this picture
an unusual punch is that the audience realizes who the criminal is
early in the game, but wonders how
the detective is going to pin the goods

is

on him.
Cast: Thomas Meighan, H. It. Warner,
Lee, Gladys Brockwell, Bert Roach,
Douglas Gerrard, Zasu Pitts.
Lila

Director,
Howard Bretherton
Authors,
Harriet Ford, Harvey J. O'Higgin; Scenarist,
Harvey Thew
Dialoguer, the same
Editor, Not listed
Cameraman, J. G. Van
Trees.
;

;

;

"Fighting for the Fatherland"
(Silent)

F utter
Length: 5600 ft.
BEST COMPILATION OF OF-

Walter

REHASH OF THE OLD COLLength: 6408 ft.
FLAPPER STUFF SHOWS FICIAL WORLD WAR PICDUMB STORY THAT TRIES LEGE
NOTHING
WORTH WHILE. TURES YET SHOWN. FROM
TO BE FUNNY BUT MISSES A
This one follows Clara Bow's GERMAN WAR FILES, WITH
MILE. LAURA DOESN'T HELP
looks SOME SHOTS NEVER BEFORE
"Wild Party" so closely that
IT ANY WITH POOR VOICE
they have run out of ideas in SEEN. GREAT FOR WAR FANS.
as
Comedy drama. Oh well,
they
A

it

.

if

if

must

mix comedy and drama

try to

Hollywood on

flapper

This

is

straight newsreel stuff, but

more dramatic and tense than most
It
of the dramatic Hollywood films.
realism plus, and you get the
is
whole story from the time the parade
starts from Berlin for a few days of
cleaning up France, as they then

also nice comes of a
thought, to the finish with the Gercompromising situation
gets burnt after a party, and throws man lines being swept back four
through no fault of her own. Later
down an elevator shaft. years later. The cutting has been
herself
she is thrown out of her furnished
Meanwhile the heroine has fallen well handled, and the sequence of
room on her ear, along with her furherself

in

a

hard for the athletic instructor, who
prince in the form
perfectly.
everything
understands
of Neil Hamilton stops by in a taxi
even though she has been thrown out
and takes her away, and also the
ford have booked passage from New
of college for trying to keep her girl
That's
Ruth
York Sept. 3 for a three months' trip furniture in three more taxis.
from being disgraced.
He friend
Their co-starring picture, supposed to be a funny situation.
abroad.
Taylor overacts and photographs badrich
"The Taming of the Shrew," is ex- marries her hastily, as these
John Holland as
ly in some scenes.
young
fellers have a habit of doing,
OcYork
in
pected to open in New
the upstanding man gives a good acand when his uncle and ma comes
tober or November.
count of himself, is pleasing in looks,
home, there is the devil to pay. And
and his voice and acting are away
hubby busts in and forgives her with"
Freeland Gets Contract
ahead of the rest of the cast.
Thornton Freeland has been signed out any explanations. That's probCast: Ruth Taylor, William Collier, Jr.,
Jobyna Ralston, John Holland, Adda Gleato a long term contract to direct ably where the laughs come in.
Frances Lyons, EdHis first
Cast:
Laura La Plante, Neil Hamilton, son, Gretchen Hartman,
United Artists pictures.
Morris
Clayton.
Edward
Piel,
ward
Jr.,
Trevor,
Robert
Norman
Ellis, Jocelyn Lee,
assignment is direction of Fannie
'Murphy.
Clarissa Selwynne, Rita La Roy.
Author,
George Archainbaud
Brice's firstipicture for that company.
Director,
Director, William Wyler; Author, E. J. Not listed; Scenarist, Norman Houston; DiaThis film, now known as "It's
Montagne;
Scenarists,
Clymer, loguer, Norman Houston; Editor, Not listed;
John B.
Pleasure." is to be based on an orig- Clarence J. Marks Titler, Albert De Mond
Titler, Not listed; Cameraman, Jack Rose.
Photography, excelinal by Joseph Jackson, a story called Cameraman, Gilbert Warrenton.
ordinary.
Direction,

"Doug and Marv" Going Abroad
Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pick-

niture.

A

fairy

;

A

;

"The Champ."

Meighan

who

Universal

this flaming college
theme, which is something
and then assign a girl to do dramatic
Again we have
to be thankful for.
roles who lacks the dramatic spark
the girl who wants to be jazzy and
it's just
too bad for the audiences
sizzle around with the boys, and yet
If you must
expects to com- who sit through it.
On the
is a perfectly nice girl.
she
106th St. and know the story, here it is: Laura is
who is
friend
girl
her
hand,
other
The house will a poor little chorus gal who gets
good family,

at
Sept. 1.
be wired and will seat 1,400.
Frak L. Kingston plans a
Ionia, Mich.
theater, seating 1,200, on West Main between
Depot and Kidd Sts. Kingston several years
ago built a house at Sheboygan, Wis.
plete

raphy,

in

"The Love Trap"

—

Adams, N. Y. A theater is planned on
Park St., here by a group of local businessmen.
Marianna, Fla.— J. D. Smith will build
a theater here to be operated by Mrs. J. O.
Holland and J. A. Hivins, who operates the
The new house will seat 700.
Dixie here.
Huntington, Tenn. A new building to
hi use the Court is under way here.
Washington, N. C. C. A. Turnage is sponsoring a house here to be completed by Jan. 1.
and will cost $25,000.
A theater is being planned
Paterson, N. J.
on Fairlawn Ave., Fairlawn, near Radburn.
Contracts have been signed
Bucyrus. O.
for a $250,000 house to be built here for
operation by one of the largest chains of the

—

Photography, excellent.

Laura La Plant e

—A

—

expert.

out, so that the entire production
shapes up as first class entertainment
that should get a play anywhere.

will-

house to be built here.
house to be known as the
Milwaukee
Sienkiewicz will be built on the lower east

side.

in

"The Argyle Case"

Evelyn Brent

(Synchronized)
Trenton, Mo.

Tom Meighan

Direction, ordinary.

Photography, good.

lent

in

many

spots.

events carries real continuity value.
Activities

are

shown

in

the

early

on the Russian and Austrian
fronts, and the march of the German legions through Belgium. The
film has been impartially made, and
shows the German troops taking it
on the chin as well as all the rest of
Some very
the warring nations.
days

men dropthe various- c,
vances, one in particular showing a
remarkable advance of French troops
over the snow in a charge up a hill.
short shot of the Lusitania just
tragic shots are given of

ping

like

flies

in

A

she was hit and they were lowering the lifeboats is supposed to be
the only photographic record of this'
as

historic

event.
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Week's Headlines
Monday

Schenck Denies U.A. Is A
Part of Pathe-Shubert Deal

M

Sunday, September

1,

1929

Presentations

Schenck, through Al
Joseph
Lichtman, denied on Friday that Art
:

Cinema Corp. which finances a number of indivdual producing units re-

By

HERBERT

S.

BERG

,

leasing through United Artists, figures in any deal involving Pathe, the
states.
Shuberts and the Du Pont interests.
Jack L. Warner and Sam Katz arriving in Joint control, but separate operation
ParamountNew York for conferences on
BUILT IT
of these four groups, has been report
Warner merger.
ed in New York.
Tuesday
E. B. Derr, executive vice-president
In connection with the premiere
Universal decides to make permanent policy
Jack Partington put up a good
Pathe, declared he had never showing of "The Cock Eyed World" -how at the
of including sound pictures in complete ser- of
Paramount, called "The 5
vice program.
heard of any plan to unite his com- at the Roxy, the intensified four-min- and 10 Follies."
The set is a papier
United Artists enters short subject field.
pany with the Shuberts.
ute
prologue created considerable mache affair for the opener,
and later
Wednesday
comment. It showed a caleidoscopic switches to a blue velour. Roy Sedley
R. F. (Pete) Woodhull planning to re"Marseillaise/"
Making
Fejos
picture
of activities in all parts of the acts as master of ceremonies,
sign M. P. T. O. A. presidency to enter
and
Universal City Dr. Paul Fejos world, such as a marine might dream keeps the fun
production, distribution and exhibition.
going throughout the
Universal to issue talking newsreel.
Saturday morning starts work on about deliriously from the recollec- performance with
same very fast ad
Thursday
"La Marseillaise," Universal picture tions of his own experiences. It made libbing such as has seldom
been
Universal complete service on sound pic- with John Boles, Laura La Plante, a fitting prologue for the picture, carequalled in this neck of the woods.
tures on three year basis.
Marcus
and
James
Lucien Littlefield
rying out the idea of the title per- Roy is there, and knows how
M. A. Lightman, R. R. Biechele or Charles
The story has as its fectly. Its musical accompaniment, his stuff for all the possible to pace
Picquet regarded as favorites to succeed R. in the cast.
laughs.
F. Woodhull as M. P. T. O. A. leader,
background events connected with Roxy says, was detailed and compliAl Mitchell acted as guest conFriday
the writing of the French national cated. The action on the stage went ductor.
The outstanding feature act
Fox reported dickering for American anthem.
on simultaneously at a number of was that of L. La Grand, who dfd
Broadcasting Co.. and other radio stations
points.
There was dozens of cosmo- some nifty freak piano stuff that got
and either Brunswick-Balke-Collender or Copolitan types used in the production, a big hand.
lumbia Phonograph Co.
June Carr was a welSituations
D. Williams resigns as vice president
J.
and one after another thej came in- come number with her acrobatic ecmulti-lingual
make
of World Wide pictures to
to the view of the audience.
Each centric work that was very clever.
talkers.
Contracts of musicians are being of these minute details was intensi- Phil Arnold, the
diminutive singing
Saturday
points throughout fied
dancing
Wide variety of sound shorts available for renewed at various
by the employment of fitting and
comedian,
worked
inscales,
and
present
facing
country
at
a
the
with unwired houses
1929-30,
through some breezy stuff that went
music.
shortage.
dications are that all differences will
Although only four minutes in over, judging by the audience reacNational survey of "FILM DAILY'' shows
equitably, according to
theaters
wired for sound as of be settled
6,037
length, the kaleidoscopic element of tion. The Felicia Sorel Steppers conthe
Joseph N. Weber, president of
August 1, 1929.
the production, depicting simultane- sisted of six girls and six boys, and
American Federation of Musicians. ous activities in different parts of the appeared in four costume
changes,
There is little danger of any strikes world, presented a problem. It was opening with an old fashioned
numuntil two weeks after Labor Day at
They did an adagio bit that
necessary to have music that would ber.
Continental Talkers least, he believes.
good show
be descriptive of a cross-section of was neatly handled.
Trem Carr has contracted to proactivity and be the same time well built up in every department.
world
Permission
Grants
E.
W.
duce for Continental Talking Pictures
Erno Rapee, musical
unobtrusive.
Berlin Western Electric has conCorp. a series of eight all-talkers
director of the theater, conducted reReed for "Hit the Deck"
retalkers
exhibition
of
sented
to
produced with the RCA-Photophone
search
into the archives of Roxy's
Luther
Reed has been assigned to
reGerman
on
system. The first is "The Phantom corded by its system
After experimenting direct "Hit the Deck" for Radio.
music library.
enThis
has
equipment.
producing
Soutar.
Andrew
in the House," by
with a number of works, he found Jack Oakie will play the male lead.
In the cast are Ricardo Cortez, abled resumption of showings of
the most appropriate to be FourHenry B. Walthall, Jack Curtis and American talkers, halted four weeks drain's
changing
"Carnival."
Its
"Night Parade" in Production
group
Klangfilm-Tobis
when
the
Nancy Welford, Broadway musical ago,
were
rhythms
animated
and
moods
injunction,
permanent
Production
obtained
a
has started at
on
comedy player.
pending suit against Western Elec- found to be the perfect musical tran- "Night Parade," the screen version
picture. This of "Ringside"
tric reproducer charging patent in- sition of Roxy's stage
stage play by Hyatt
Wasson Gets Omaha Post
composition, supplemented by "The Daab and Ted Paramore.
fringement.
Mai St.
Lionel Wasson is new
Omaha
Clown Carnival," a composition from Clair is directing Hugh Trevor in
manager of the World, now being
main
body
the
provided
pen,
Rapee's
Yonkers House Being Remodeled
the lead supported by Lloyd IngraHe was transoperated by Publix.
Yonkers, N. Y. Remodeling of of the musical theme.
ham, Lee Shumway, Nat Slott and
ferred here from Des Moines to
In direct counterpoint to these, Charles Sullivan.
manage the former World Realty Proctor's here, which Aug. 1 passed
of the
to control of Radio-Keith-Orpheum, Rapee used the official song
house.
The house seats 2,400. U. S. Marine Corps, "Senper Fidelis."
is under way.
Brenon Seeking Cast
The score was so arranged that the
Murray Gets "U" Contract
Herbert Brenon is engaged in ascarnithe
world's
of
tempo
uneven
Neilan to Direct "Tanned Legs"
James Murray, leading man, has
sembling a cast for "The Case of
"Tanned Legs," Radio's all-talk- val was punctuated by the martial Sergeant Grischa," adapted from the
been signed to a long term contract
The
anthem.
military
of
the
strains
by Universal. Murray last appeared ing, singing and musical production,
showing novel of the same name by Arnold
will be directed by Marshall Neilan final scene of the prologue
in "The Shakedown," for Universal.
Zv.eig, which he is to produce for
of
regiment
a
of
homecoming
Eaton,
the
with Ann Pennington, Doris
Radio Pictures.
"MarchAllan Kearns and June Clyde Ar- Marines, was interpreted by
Busy for Warners
You."
to
the
Home
is
ing
Hull
Al Dubin and Joe Burke are com- thur in the cast. George
posing an original melody, "A Darn author of the story adapted to the
Feminine Leads for "Hurricane"
J. Geraghty.
Fool Woman Like Me" which Winnie screen by
Leila Mclntyre and her daughter,
Lightner will sing in "She Couldn't
Leila Hyams, have been signed by
Lord
for
Post
Supervisor
F. N.
Say No." Production will start soon
to play the leading feminine
Robert Lord has been made a su- Columbia
with Sally Eilers, Louise Beavers and
Hobart Bos"Hurricane."
in
roles
pervisor at First National.
Johnny Arthur in the cast.
worth will star in the production
direction of Ralph Ince.
"A Woman's Game" for Frederick under the
Four More for "Show of Shows"
FredAfter a brief rest Pauline
Four more additions have been
erick will appear in "A Woman's
Standard
in
players
of
array
made to the
Game" as her next for Warners.
Warners' "Show of Shows," bringlic

Theater race on in West as Fox and PubRocky Mountain
in
start
expansion

ROXYS 4 MINUTE SHOW
AND HOW HE

T

STAGED BY PARTINGTON

—

Being Adjusted
Joseph N. Weber Says

r

Trem Carr Now Making

A

—

RKO

—

—

AMALGAMATED

Tom

VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY

Attractions for

Picture Theatres

more than 50. Nick
Cadman Completes Theme Song
Louise Fazenda, Ruth ClifCharles Wakefield Cadman, under
adthe
are
Meyers
Carmel
and
ford
contract
to Fox, has composed "The
ditions. Larry Ceballos has just comthe
pleted assembling principal dance en- Song of Courage" which will be
Hawk."
song
"The
Sky
for
theme
sembles.

VAUDEVILLE

ing the total to

Lucas,

for

Motion Picture Presentation

The FALLY
1531

MARKUS

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Lackawanna 7876
BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY

Standard

Vaudeville Acts

1600 Broadway, New York
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City

.
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ASTMAN

every

Cost

Sonochrome Tinted

mood of the

tints lend subtle

Positive Films translate

screen into color. Their sixteen delicate

atmosphere to every

scene.... Better still,

they are so adjusted that they give pleasing, faithful,

sound reproduction .... Best of
cost

all,

no higher than that of black-and-white.

Versatile, effective, inexpensive,
is

they are available at a

the answer to

many

Eastman Sonochrome

a sound-and-color question.
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In the Money
— beautiful splashes
COLOR
of
—a trainload of produc-

Presidency

T. O.

3,

Price 5 Cents

1929

WORK

EFFORTS BONG MADE TO

it

send

way"

tion and Winnie Lightner
"The Gold Diggers of Broadclear

over the top and set

the picture in the

money

class.

The Warners spared nothing
to make this latest all-color venture
a lavish affair

OUT PARAMOUNT-WARNER DEAL
Lightman

be Selected to

Succeed to Woodhull Post

and they succeeded.

"The Gold Diggers" they offer
showmen of the land a Class A

to

H. M. Warner Confirms
Fact Negotiations On
But Still Incomplete

In

attraction at popular prices.

Chicago

Miss Lightner
The picture fits into the popular
entertainment mould with a nicety
that guarantees for it satisfied audiFar
ences and satisfied box-offices.
and away the high spot appears to
us to be Miss Lightner. She is boisterous and rowdyish but nevertheless

The

laughs, practically all
of them, are traceable to her and her
capabilities as a trouper.
refreshing.

Much

of

the

success

which

this

picture will enjoy will come as a result
of the color riot which pre-

dominates. The Technicolor work is
extremely effective and often there
is not only i a eye smash but an ear
smash as well. Nick Lucas, his banjo,
and his pleasant voice do considerable
for the proceedings, although it does
appear he was made to warble more
The muoften than was necessary.
9ic is light and tinkling, the laughs
plenty, the lines often good and often
pretty bad.
But Roy Del Ruth who
directed missed no tricks and, while
his treatment is as broad as the side
of the barn, he most certainly reached his objective, which was box-office

entertainment;

Intrepid
the newsreel camerasung, but complete it
could not be without the telling of

The song of
man has been

the exploit of another intrepid

Chicago Settles

camera

adventurer. Robert Hartmann, Hearst
Newsreel ace, journeyed around the
For
world with the Graf Zeppelin.
his company he photographed for the
first time, the wastes of Siberia and
the waters of the Pacific from the
air.
Thereby he added to the rich
archives of the motion picture and
further blazoned the profession of
which he is a distinguished member
with another mark of achievement.

KAN N

—What

promised to

be a test of public sentiment as
regards mechanical music in
theaters, to the exclusion of
musicians, was forestalled when
Chicago exhibitors granted musicians a $5 weekly increase,
agreed that musicians playing
midnight shows in de luxe
houses are to receive $3 extra
per man and that four weeks'
notice be required for discharge.

—

Louis With Skouras and
Fox houses continuing with
musicians under a two weeks'
truce, pending further negotiaSt.

tions, 50 other theaters, including Loew's State, are operating
without musicians, following a
deadlock over the minimum
size of orchestras to be emThirty-five of these
ployed.
houses are unwired, with about
Business
150 musicians out.
hasn't been greatly affected.

UP AT MEETING TOMORROW

—

Indianapolis
Future course of the
Indiana exhibitor unit with respect to
arbitration in this state is expected
to be shaped at the convention of
exhibitors scheduled tomorrow. Franand Tiffanychise plans of
Photophone
Stahl and the new
equipment are to be outlined

RKO

RCA

Chicago Exhibitors Not
to Hear Indiana Cases

— Pending

of
settlement
the arbitration dispute, which has resulted in withdrawal of the Indiana
exhibitor unit from arbitration, no
cases involving Indiana exhibitors
will be heard by the Chicago Film
Cases of northern Indiana
Board.
showmen were heard here prior to a
protest by the Indiana unit.

Chicago

M. A. Lightman, veteran leader of
Arkansas, Mississippi and Ten-

the

nessee unit, will be the

new

president

M.P.T.O.A.

His election is
regarded as a foregone conclusion at
the meeting of the board of directors
scheduled within a few days to act
upon resignation of and choose a
successor to R. F. Woodhull, who is
of

the

the production,
field.
exhibition
Woodhull's resignation will be formally submitted to directors today.
and will be accepted. Woodhull is
understood to be joining General
Talking Pictures.

resigning

to

29

N. Y.

THEATERS FOR

FOX

IN SCHINE

Y.— Fox MetropolPlayhouses has leased 16 theaters of New York state and subleased 13 others under terms of the
Schine deal, it is understood. Theaters leased are: the Glove here;
Strand, Auburn; Strand and Capitol,
Oswego; Playhouse, Canandaigua;
Carthage; State, Corning;
Strand,
Gloversville, N.

(Continued

on

Page

3)

Arbitration Suit Hearing
Slated Today at Dallas

—

Hearing in the injunction
Dallas
action brought by the Texas exhibitor unit to restrain enforcement of
arbitration awards and exacting of
deposits from members who refuse
to arbitrate or comply with awards,
is slated today.
•

Plans Under

Way

on Coast

to Continue Equity Fight
West Ccast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Plans <for the resumpfor the
Equity Shop in talkers are under
consideration here by a group of
(Continued on Page 3)

of

the

companies will retain their
and operate as separate

ties

Warner

identi-

firms,

declares.

Equity

fight

Paramount-Warner Deal
Ohio Rivalry?

to Halt
Hamilton, O.

— Deal

between Para-

mount and Warner, now understood
to be nearing completion in New
York, will halt a threatened theater

acquisition race in this state between
the two firms and Fox, it is believed
here.

DEAL Publix Has 2 Houses at
Both Seattle, Portland

itan

tion

are

agreement

an

enter

and

distribution

being made to arrive
on the proposed
Paramount-Warner alliance but no
deal has been completed as yet, according to Harry M. Warner.
If the deal becomes a fact, both
Efforts

at

—

Publix now has a second
Seattle
house here, the Metropolitan, legitimate theater, having recently been
The house reopened Sunacquired.
Publix
day as a long run theater.
recently made a similar move at
Portland, where the Heilig was acquired as a run house.

Paramount Reported After
5 More Theaters in Tampa

—

Tampa, Fla. Paramount, which
through Publix, now controls practically every theater downtown, is
understood to be negotiating for five
more

theaters

in

city.

this

Fore!
The Fall Film Golf Tournament is set for Oct. 1. The
committee handling the event
has not yet determined on the
clubhouse, although a choice of
several is
the date

available.

— Oct.

More

details

1

later.

—

However,
is

fixed.

THE

DAILY

Tuesday, September

This is one exceptional week among the long tuns, for every show rides over
from the previous week without a single change except the opening of "The Gold
Digge:s of Broadway" at the Winter Garden on Friday. The line-up:
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Film
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Fox
Paramount

"The Black Watch"
"The Four Feathers"

RKO

"Street Girl"

Theater
Gaiety

Opening Date

Criterion

June 12

Globe

July 30

Warners

Warner

M-G-M

Astor

May

Aug.
Aug.
Central
Aug.
First National.
"Fast Life"
Aug.
Kivoli
Paramount
"Dance of Life"
Colony
Aug.
Universal
"Broadway"
Embassy
Aug.
M-G-M
"Hallelujah"
Aug.
Artists. .. Rialto
United
Drummond"
"Bulldog
Winter Garden.. Aug.
"Gold Diggers of Broadway" Warners

"Say It with Songs"
"Hollywood Revue"

.

.

.

Meeting

—

Meeting

Sept.

Financial

Was

Exchange

(Stock

Closed

Short Shots from
New York Studios

High

Am.

Seat
32J4
..24
Con. Fm. Ind.
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 25^

Low
32
23 J4
23

Kodak

A-0

6%

6'A
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97'/2

96J4
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35%

35%

do

61^4

Sept.
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19%

4%

4%

454

31

Insp
Fox Thea. "A"
28!^
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Intern. Proj
Loew do deb. rts. 24%
Nat. Scr. Ser. ... 27 "4
Nat. Thea. Sup. ... 24%
.

6s

5/s

51.

37

serve

Mr.

their FlatZiegfeld's

Etting has been
jazz vocal num-

bers.

With "The Return of Sherlock
Holmes" ready for cutting, two of
its
principals, Donald Crisp and

Phillips Holmes, have returned to
Crisp has some vacation
the Coast.
800 plans to get out of his system while
Holmes will return to the Par-a500 mount
lot
for additional assign-

28^

34

34

24%

24%

100

26^4
24^4

27 </z
24J^
20

200
300

....
3,500

—

—

—

%
84^
93!^
97

99%

9954
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72'
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1

5

3
2

26
27

units

do com
Skouras Bros
Technicolor
United Art
do pfd
Univ. Ch. com.
do pfd

LAST

5

6

33
82

38
84
10
75

5

65

w

.

.

graduate of the Jed Harris
is Lester Nielson, who is now

Meeting

8

Sept.

8-9

Sept.

9

short subject department at the Long
He spent some time
Island studio.
as assistant stage manager for the

Texas Unit Directors O. K.
Five Year Franchise Plans
Dallas

— Directors
unit

have

of the

AMALGAMATED

BEN HARRISON
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and

Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard

MANNY GOULD

Vaudeville Acts

Texas ex-

endorsed

unani-

mously the five year franchise agreements made between RKO and Tiffany-Stahl and Allied States Ass'n.

j

1600 Broadway, New York City
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Distributed by

COLUMBIA
\

New

of

Meeting

of

Ohio exhibitors

at

Co-

10-1

Sept.

11

Sept.

17

Meeting of Wisconsin exhibitors,
Big Cedar Lake, Wis.
Meeting of Ohio exhibitors at Cin-

1

cinnati.

Meeting of M.P.T.O.A. of New
England at Boston.
First
issue of
Hearst Metrotone

Sept. 28

News
)ct.

(sound).

Meeting
Meeting

of S.M.P.E. at Toronto.
North Carolina exof
hibitors' unit at Pinehurst.

7-10

Dec. 9-10

Single

Now available for sound and
dialogue, 200 negatives VODA-VIL acts, open for proposition.

BOX
1650

229

c-o

Broadway

Film Daily
N. Y. C.

is

no program

SO GOOD—
Animated by

85

exhibitors

Orleans territory at New Orleans.
Convention of Georgia,
Florida
and Alabama exhibitors at Columbus, Ga.

Sept.

—There

producer of "Broadway," "The Royal Family" and "The Front Page."

PRICE QUOTED

of

exhibitors at

City.

SOUND CARTOON—

an assistant director in the Paramount

2

75

Oklahoma

KRAZY
KAT

school

AGENCY

at

with a

ments.

29
30

Pennsylvania
exhibitors

K/>A%Y KAT
BALANCE YOUR PROGRAM

200

A

at

lumbus.

-

—

of

Oklahoma

Tuesday, "The Great Power"
Standard"
and "Fighting Terror"; Wednesday, "Madonna of Avenue A" r Thursday, "Masquerade"; Friday, "The Wrecker" and
Mark Strand "The Argyle Case"

OVER THE COUNTER

Roxy "A"

hibitor

to

From
Ruth

at

200

31
2

93J/2
97

47.. 97J4

recruited

''

do shorts

10,600

28^

BOND MARKET

Keith A-O 6s 46
Loew 6s 41ww... 93/,

to
plant.

"Whoopee,

30

Pict

pfd

WA

10J4

21%

Film

do

bush

800

78%

& Kate
Columbia Pets

7s

600

6,700
9,000
3,000
12,900

19%
.35%

CURB MARKET

By.

Whalen

71 Vz

10"4

36J4

Prod.

Paramount

200

45^

21 "^

*Bal.

Pathe

60%

Eddie Miller, who has
in a Vitaphone

work

exhibitors

phis.

Astor

—
—

25

Cap
F-L
Exch

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

Par.

35%

bill

finished

Indiana

of

Meeting

short under direction of Murray
Roth.
He siyigs tenor, top tenor, Paramount "Woman Trap"
"Bulldog Drummond"
Rialto
baritone and bass.
Sales
"Dance of Life"
Rivoli
300
"Say It With Songs"
Warner Bros., who continue to Warners
200
Winter Garden "Gold Diggers of Broadway"
200 leave no vaudeville stone unturned
1,100 in their quest for Vitaphone talent,
signed Flo Lewis, Harry C.
8.900 have
Harry Jane and Harold
2,300 Conley,

965/6

Pathe
do "A"
Radio K-O-A

'do

at

Pittsburgh.
Meeting of exhibitors of Tennessee,
Mississippi and Arkansas at Mem-

— "Hollywood Revue"
Cameo — "Broadway Babies"
—
Melodj
Capitol
BAYARD Veiller, who directed ''The Central
— "Broadway
"Fast Life"
Trial of Mary Dugan," for M-G—
Colony "Broadway"
— "The Four Feathers"
M from his stage hit, back in New Criterion
— "Hallelujah"
York after spending American money Embassy
—
"The Black Watch"
Gaiety
Europe.
in
Globe— "Street Girl"
New York — Monday, "The
"The One Man Quartette" is the Loew's
ARTHUR

Hy

just

120

pfd
Loew's Inc
*do pfd
•M-G-M pfd

Univ.

32

23
23

120

Fox Fm. "A"

Acoustic

Close

K
215^213^214^

*do pfd
do rights

pfd

exhibitors

15
16
17

On Broadway

on

Saturday and Monday)

do

Ohio

Meeting of western
and West Virginia

Sept.

6

Sept.

way they
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Texas
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22
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Dallas.
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— Thata
KRAZY KAT
Wont make
it
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29 N. Y. Theaters For

Fox

in Schine

Two New

Theatrical Utilities to

Expand

Deal

in Virginia

Georgia Tax

Bills are Effective Jan. 1

—

—

Warners Give 5 Benefits
For Relief in Palestine

Norfolk Theatrical Utilities Corp.,
Atlanta Georgia's two new bills
Five benefit programs for the reTemple, Geneva; Liberty, Herkimer; booking combine in which is banded affecting the industry are to become lief of victims
of the Palestine riots
a chain of approximately 200 theaters
laws Jan. 1.
These are the gross are
Rialto, Little Falls; Capitol, Newark,
to be given at midnight tonighl
in
New
York,
New
Jersey,
Pennsales
tax, which will levy a tax of
Colonial, Norwich; Palace and Onein New York by Warners.
sylvania, Ohio and West Virginia, three mills on annual
Four of
onta,
gross of more the shows
Oneonta;
Pontiac,
Saranac
will feature "Say It With
plans an extensive expansion in Vir- than $30,000 in all lines
of business. Songs,"
Lake
the Central, the Warners
ginia.
A chain of nominal-priced The other is a state income tax callHouses subleased are: Jefferson,
and Mark Strand in New York, and
theaters in this state is planned. Tin's ing for payment of one-third
the
Auburn; Palace, Auburn; Babcock,
was made known when the Rialto Federal income tax and granting the the Mark Strand, Brooklyn, while a
Bath; Riverside, Buffalo; Park, Cobspecial show of "The Gold Diggers
here was taken over by A. Pauleus. same exemptions.
Bills killed at the
leskll; Regent, Geneva; Strand, Ogof Broadway" will be presented
an officer of the Theatrical chain.
at
session of the legislature just closed
densburg;
Eckel,
Syracuse; Avon
the Winter Garden.
were
a
proposed
five
per
cent adGaiety and Majestic, Utica; Avon
mission tax, a proposed ten per cent
Two More for L. & T.
Watertown and Olympic, Wateradmssion tax and one proposed: an Only
ti >u n.
800 Musicians
Chicago Lubliner & Trinz. subFox takes possession of the Schine sidiary of Balaban & Katz, have investigating of theaters employing
mechanical devices which throw at Theaters in Chicago
houses on Sept. 9.
taken over the La Grange at La people out of work.
C'hicago— There are but 800 musiGrange and the Palace at Cicero
cians
employed in Chicago theaters,
Both were formerly operated gy the
Hart to Supervise Chain
Jeanne Eagles Ban Lifted
compared with 1,200 a year ago,
Gregory
circuit and were acquired
Utica, N. Y.— Eddie Hart will be
Suspension of Jeanne Fades by James C. Petrillo. president of
the
supervisor of Schine theaters in this by L. & T. from the receivers!
Actors
Equity Ass'n expired Sept. Chicago Federation of Musicians,
stale, with
headquarters here, it is
1.
Miss Eagles still is under con- said in commenting on the effect
reported.
tract to Sam H. Harris, and will star sound films have had on
employment
Southeastern Unit to be
in one of two new productions he is oi musicians.
1

1

ontinued

from Page

1)

—

Now

-

Plans Under Way on Coast Formed at Columbus Meet
Atlanta — Southeastern
Exhibitors
To Continue Equity Fight AsCii,
is
to be new name of the
(Continued from

Page

1)

Equity players, it is understood.
meeting was held recently at the
stigation of Clarke Silvernail, one
the leaders

pended

in

by

A
of

the fight, recently susCouncil.
the
Equity

Theater District Parking Ban
Boston Parking is to be banned

—

the theater district here to relieve
congestion.

in

Golding, Divisional Manager
Albany. N. Y. Lew R. Golding
plans to take
Mahania and Florida exhibitors into has been appointed divisional manits membership.
A meeting of ex- ager for R-K-O in Albany, Troy.
hibitors of the three states is to he Schenectady. Syracuse, Rochester and
held here Sept. 8 and 9.
A leader Buffalo. He will make his headof Allied Slates Ass'n, is expected to quarters in Albany.
address the meetings, where
the
and
franchise propositions of
Sound Policy Started
Tiffany-Stahl and the new $2,995
Cleveland The New Victory has
reproducer to be offered by RCA- opened with sound. Mellaphone has
Photophone will be outlined.
been installed.

Georgia

in-

considering.

unit,

—

which

RKO

—

Music
O'CLOCK IX THE
Directed by

Andrew

Stories Being Planned
Twenty - four
novelizations
of
screen stories, will be included in the
list of 75 cent books to be published
by Efrus & Bennett, New York, during the cominer year. The first titles
selected are "Gold Diggers of Broadway." "Is Everybody Happy?" "Fast
Life," "Footlights and
Pools" and
"Lillies of the Field."

Sound

Talking

"TWO

24 Novelizations of Film

MORNING"

Stone

with

Noah Berry, Ford

Sterling, Edith Roberts,

Margaret Livingston, Joseph Swickard

w Now ready

for distribution to the Independent Market ^n>

We're doing Business
Write or Wire

-

-

Act quick

to

TALK -SOUND PRODUCTIONS
226 West 42nd

Street

New

York, N. Y.

!

GET SET-ITS HERE!
The Funniest Talker Yet Made
RAH!
'"THE SOPHOMORE'
at the

Paramount

funniest talker yet

made.
It's

offers

by the bushel.

laughs

The

"Eddie Quillan gets a
break this week in 6The
Sophomore' at the Paramount (Manhattan and
Brooklyn), and thereby
leaps to an enviable stardom. 'The Sophomore'
is so good that it elevates Eddie to a comic

A first class howl.

refreshing, convinc-

ing, spontaneous, full of

new

gags, and

riotous

with laughs."

Bland Johaneson in
N. Y. Daily Mirror

plane as high, perhaps,
as

"An uproariously funny

Harold Lloyd."
George Gerhard in
N.Y. Evening World

burlesque of college
life."

"Carries

Brooklyn Daily Eagle

big

cargo of

comedy."
IN. Y. Telegram

fine high

"The scenes portraying

"The funniest

the typical college dra-

picture

since application of
sound to screen."

matic performance are
hilarious."

Exhibitors

N. Y. World

Herald-World

RAH!

RAH!*

RAH

ST. LOUIS

THEATRE

ST. LOUIS, MO.

AUG. 18
L&jl the customers gasping for breath and weak
from laughter."

Detroit

"Sure-fire fun."
St.

Louis Star

News

PACKED HOUSES!

RECORD BUSINESS!

'RINCESS THEATRE

TOLEDO, 0.
AUG. 10
ade
for laughs."
Cleveland Press

BIGGEST SUNDAY
SINCE OPENING!

EDDIE QUILLAN,
SALLY O'NEIL and
with

Jeanette Loif.

MUSIC

From the

story by Corey
Ford. Adapted by Joseph Franklin Poland.
Supervised by William Conselman. Directed by Leo McCarey.

*

ALL SOUND a
ALL DIALOGUE

Reprint from
EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD— ^"#. 24
Get

set, folks.

Stuff cotton in your ears, grasp your chairs

firmly in both hands, put on the blue glasses. For the
T. O. Service heavies are about to unlimber.
On the
subject of "The Sophomore." Don't say I didn't warn
you. C. "The Sophomore:" The funniest picture since

application of sound to screen. C. Eddie Quillan is the
star of "The Sophomore," but that doesn't describe it.
Sally O'Neil is the girl in the case,

but that doesn't tell
it either.
It's a collegiate comedy, and that is even
further from giving you an idea of it. Here's another way
to get at it: CRemember Harold Lloyd in "The Freshman"? Well, that was a tragedy compared to "The
Sophomore." C. Remember Richard Dix in "The Quarterback"? A dud alongside "The Sophomore." C, Remember William Haines in "Brown of Harvard"? Mr.
Haines was an upstart beginner, if you've seen and heard
Eddie Quillan in "The Sophomore". C. But "The Sopho-

more" suggests these three pictures only indirectly. It is
no more like them than John Barrymore is like Rod
LaRocque, than Chevis Regal

is

like bootleg,

than talk-

ing pictures are like silent pictures. It is a college story,
For
it has a football game, and there the likeness ends.
the college is kidded, the football game is kidded to
death, and the hero isn't a hero at all. C. To tell what
it is that makes "The Sophomore" seem so good this
bright morning ten days afterward would be, I think,
murder. I would have to tell the gags, at least some of
them, or at least what some of them are about, and
this is the funniest picture that ever panicked a theaterful of hard boiled exhibs who knew that every laugh sent
the rental rate up (to hear them tell it) and up and up.

be true, then there is not enough money in any
theatre in Chicago to rent ""The Sophomore" for a matinee. C. But I feel that I don't have to tell you more
about "The Sophomore." Unless the underground rumor
cable is out of commission, and it has never failed yet,
you'll have heard about the picture long before now. In
which case you'll be reading this only to obtain my
priceless affirmation of the splendid news you've heard
about it. Which I cheerily add in the statement that
"you ain't heard nuthin' yet."
If this

PATH

fr<^

DAILY

Along The Rialto

-AND
THAT'S

Phil

OF the best yarns
ONE
heard about Al Jolson

we have
is

relayed

by our confrere (whatever that
Arthur Eddy, who has some con-

to us

connection with this sheet,
although we have never been able to
fidential

out

what

just

Art

is.

it

tells

years ago Jolson was on
at a New Haven theater fol-

how some
the

bill

lowing a Yale-Harvard game. Every
time Al started to do his stuff a yap
down front interrupted with a lotta
funny noises. Finally Al said: "Ladies and gentlemen, there is a young

man down
out

fool

make

of

who

front

making

is

and

himself

a fool out of me.

trying
If

you

a

to
will

observe him carefully, you will understand why I am a strong advocate of birth control."

Bribing the Press

Jimmy Mulligan

spills a

brand new

It appears that there
hootch story.
was a Connecticut newspaper editor
who had been riding the bootleggers
pretty hard and showing them up

with their names in print. A stranger
walked in one afternoon, and sez
"I'm through with the racket. I understand you are ready to run a stor^
about me and this last boatload I'm
Now, be a sport, and
bringing in.
me clean up and get out, and
let
say nothing about it."
"Okay," sez the big-hearted editor.

You're a regular
"Thanks, pal!
I'll send you up some stuff, if
you want it."
The editor nodded, and the next
day he received a consignment of
Now
champagne, Scotch and rye.
guy.

He never saw the
joker.
bird before, and had no story on the
comes the

rum-running.

GOOFY-GRAFS
R.

If.

division
ters in
chelle.

Emde

has

HOBBIES!
>&f

E.

/Wf§£\.

is

J

Jr.

LUSTY, the veteran showman, who has done plenty of
time there himself, refers to the curb at 729 Seventh Ave., as
And if you stand along there any of
the Wailing Wall
these days you'll be convinced that "Mean to Me," was written
especially for the gang thrown out of work by fillum mergers.
.

V.
a

RICHARDS
sure

real

'nuf

fisherman.

^Side Line

— Flying.

.

Sennett has put some real laughs into "The Lunkhead,"
new Eddie Gribbou-Andy Clyde comedy, which registers
This team is being built up steadily and should prove real boxoffice bets

Russell Moon, formerly one of the hard-working members
of Publix's publicity force, more recently energetic at the Coast
in behalf of Greater Movie Season and the opening of the new
Haven for Fox
Fox house in L. A., has been transferred to
England Theaters. Dick Blumenthal. assistant director of
Paramount's European theaters, arrives from Yurrop Sept.
10

New

New

Frederic R. Coudert, Jr., who's Republican nominee for district attorney in Noo Yawk is Pathe's able attorney in the fight
to prevent the censors from assuming jurisdiction over sound
films
"Billy Mick, one of the ace showmen developed in
the Middle West, now is handling the reins at Arrkayoh's Madison in Brooklyn

"Bob" Doidge of Educational's publicity staff, i.s the happy
recipient of a book on legerdemain (magic to you) from the
library of the late Theodore Roberts
L. E. Franconi, film
librarian for Pathe has just rounded out his twenty-first year
with the rooster organization. Figger out the many changes he's
seen in this giddy business since starting with the company
Clara Bow is declared squawking over alleged overwork,
with relations reported near the breaking point

Murray Asher's

proud over the way Ad- Vance Trailer-'
going over
Ralph Branton of
Effanarr is reported slated for a New York Publix berth
David Belasco is said to have refused 600 Gs to supervise two
talkies.
Oh, yeah?
Herbert Landwear, recently appointed
head man, nee manager, of the Noo Yoik Capitol, is Bermudabound with the missus
Al. (Tiffany-Stahl) Selig got in
solid with his frau through a postcard he mailed here which went
around the world on the Zeppelin
justly

Popular Song Hits series

e>
Steady Technical Progress
in Films is Noted

.

Mack

is

PERFECTION

44 The

next big development

production will be
the perfection of factors already in motion. One
in particular comes as a natural sequel to sound on the
namely, a wider horizon of the camera zone,
screen
which, incidentally, calls for a wider film. The
other two are color and third dimension. J J
in

—

CHARLES

R.

ROGERS

Industry Statistics
JAMES

P.

Editor,

CUNNINGHAM

me-

chanics for transferring a complete drama of the stage to the
talkie projection outfit is still a
long way off, but engineers are

hard
still

work on

at

problems

the

be solved, and they as-

to

sure us that some day we shall
be able to go into a cinema house
and be unaware of a screen. Instead we shall see on a full stage
people and things that look and

sound like the genuine performance of a play such as one now
sees at the regular theaters of

Broadway.

Exact imitation is
out by the physical
of talkie apparatus.
The screens used are the usual
movie screens, which destroy all
illusion of the real theater.
number of leaders in the film industry
are
claiming complete
success in reproducing lifelike
ruled
limitations

still

A

The third dimension is
promised for the immediate future. Prophecies of improvement
in
diction and tone are beginning to be credible, for the talkie
colors.

stars are not lisping quite so
badly, and the resonance of their
voices is gradually being subdued

"The Neiv York Times."

On How

to

Warmness

Keep Kindling

for Theater Patrons

cheerfulness

that

you

-- carry to your job in the morning, the spirit of patience and

kindliness
that
through the day

your employees

you
is

in

manifest

reflected by
their contact

with the public.
If
you are cross and surly,
tempered and unthinking with
your associates the chances are
that those about you will take

the same attitude with the patrons of your theater. They will
follow your example
because
you are the head of the organi.

No.31

the

of

•

THE

Statistical
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Current Opinion

DAVE

By

#M%

M. Daly,

been appointed

manager of the RKO theaNewark. Toronto, New RoMount Vernon and White
* * *
They don't want a
manager. The job calls for

Plains.
division
an aviator.
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"Now" House Or gun,
Fox W

est

Const

Theaters.

Tht Film Daily

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

wrought innumerable most extras, part and bit players are
IN
ApproxiHollywood's production likewise found favorable.
mately
1,000 men and women are
Costs have jumped from
25 to 35 per cent because of increas- given auditions for voice tests monthed technical staffs and lengthened ly, and on an average of 63 men, or
shooting schedules. The average pro- 15 per cent, and 41 women, or seven
gram picture formerly consumed from per cent, are usually turned down.
Famous to open six exchanges for
12 to 14 working days, while 23 days
Canadian distribution.
are now required to make the same
Electrical sound-equipped producsurprising to
is
It
type feature.
note that voice tests of players for tion trucks used by newsreel and
David P. Howell sees Italy making
qualification in speaking parts have other production units for outdoor
eliminated but a small percentage of sound photography cost from $25,- determined fight to regain place in
Voices of 000 to $45,000 each.
film world.
regular contract players.

Sound

changes
scheme.

has

in

TT^LJjljf^

DAILY

Tuesday, Sept

Dept.
Foy Reassembling Shorts
—
Fineman Reported
Nearly Entire Original Staff Again Working on Shorts at Warner Bros. Studio,
of
Activities
Important
Studio
People
and
Other
Wired Coast News
Leaving Paramount

—

"Shanghai Lady" for Mary Nolan

PRODUCTION STARTED ON

SHORTS ATWARNER STUDIO
of
Willi
resumption
Vitaphone
short subject production at Warner
Bros, studio, Bryan Foy, executive
in charge of the short feature department, lias reassembled practically his
entire original staff who were associated with him prior to switching
production to New York over eight
months ago.
Among those who have rejoined
Foy are A. M. (Doc) Salamon, production manager of the unit; Willard Van Knger, director of cinema-

tography; Jack Killifer, film and reWalter
Rodgers.
cording
editor;
makeup specialist; and Sadie Freycr
secretary.

New
neer.

Production has started on the first
Vitaphone short feature on the new
program, "Finders Keepers.*' a two
reel prize playlet from the pen of
(ieorge Kelly.
John Litel, Helen
Ferguson, and Janet Adair are fea-

Fineman Resigning?

M-G-M
Xita

on the
Riesner
musical

Casts Nita Martin
Martin will make her debut

M-G-M

own

play,

lately played
"The Rounder,"
his stage role in the play, "Kempy,"
studios, has been cast in
at
"Navy Blues," William Haines' star-

and

M-G-M

which Clarence

ring vehicle
directing.

The

is

Brown
Anita

cast includes

Page and Karl Dane.
Jack Mulhall Named
Dolores
will
he
Mulhall

Jack

man

her next
Vitaphone picture, "Second Choice."

Costello's

leading

in

Claire,
Ethelyne
Murphy,
Edna
Charlotte Merriam and Edward MarCamera work
tindel are in the cast.
will begin early' in August under di-

rection of

Edward

Cissy Fitzgerald Cast
Fitzgerald will have a role
Billie Dove's next picture, tenta-

in

"The

called

Broadway

Hos-

based upon Fannie
Hurst's story, "Give the Little Girl
tess."

It

Hand."
man.

is

Edmund Lowe

is

leading

Betty Boyd in "Hot Sports"
Betty Boyd is playing the leading
feminine role in "Hot Sports," Educational-Cameo which features Monty Collins and Vernon Dent.

act

for Rosalie Stewart for
shorts.
They are "The

plays

lot

Charles

King

Cast for "Narrow Street"
Edward Everett Horton has been

Caesar are writing the screen play
and dialogue.

Shearer Next Set
Shearer's next for M-G-M
will
be "Their Own Desires," an
adaptation by Frances Marion and
James Forbes of Sarita Fuller's novel.
The picture will.be jointly directed by

Norma

Mason Hopper and James

Word"

and

"Finders-

are

When

Considine Buys Story
an original by Max
Marcin and Lewis Milestone, has heen
purchased by John W. Considine. Jr.,
It will he made
of United Artists.
as an all-talking picture.
"Pedestal,"

It

Comes To

PICKING WINNERS
You've Got To

Hand

It

To

Adolph Pollak, of Hollywood Pictures Corp., N. Y.
He holds the franchise for his territory for the
8

"AUDIBLE" ALL TALKING ALL "MONEY PICTURES"
First

One Ready for Immediate Release

"IN OLD CALIFORNIA"

Forbes.

with

HENRY B. WALTHALL
George Duryea

HELEN FERGUSON

Larry Steers

Ray Hallor

Directed by BURTON
Produced under supervision of

KING
LON YOUNG
Recorded on R. C. A. Photophone
:—
SOUND-ON-DISC
SOUND-ON-FILM

—

Bretherton.

Cissy
tively

Russell Gleason has been given a

when "Chuck" contract by Fox to play in "Seven Vitaphone
begins work on his new Faces" Paul Muni's starring vehicle
Flattering
film, "Road Show." in which
being directed by Berthold Yiertel.
Keepers."

Bessie Love and
to he featured.

E.

Buy Two One-Act Plays
Warners have purchased two one-

Russell Gleason in "Seven Faces"

the presentation.

in

ing pictures to produce his

a

first

Bryan Foy selected to play the leading role in
directing.
"The Narrow Street," based on the
novel by Edward Bateman Morris,
Haines Film Role for Nugent
under the direction of Archie L.
James Starr and Arthur
Nugent, who came to talk- Mayo.
J. C.

tured

Fitzmaurice Completes
Rose"

starring vehiDirection of "Tiger
Universal
will
cle
for
he
"The
Shanghai Lady," all-dialogue film,
George Fitzmaurice has completBernie Fineman is reported
states Carl Laemmle, Jr.
ed the all-talking Vitaphone producWheeler
resigning as a Paramount suption, "Tiger Rose," based on Willard
Oakman lias a supporting role. John
ervisor.
Mack's play presented on the stage
Robertson has been signed to direct
the play by John Colton.
by David Belasco. The title role is
Houston
Branch adapted the play for the
by Lupe Velez with Monte
Two La Plante Stories Prepared played
Blue in the male lead. Grant Withplay for the screen; Winifred Eaton
Universal is preparing two new ers, H. B. Warner and Rin Tin Tin
Reeve did the continuity, while
Branch and Mrs. Reeve receive joinl starring pictures for Laura La Plante, figure in the cast which also includes
"The Boor Sport" and "The Be- Gaston Glass, Heinie Conklin, Bull
credit for the dialogue.
havior of Mrs. Crane." Frances Ag- Montana, 'fully Marshall and Emil
Portrait Artist in Barrymore Act
new is handling adaptation, contin Chautard.
Henri Clive will he seen and uity and dialogue of "The Poor
heard in John Barrymore's first Vita- Spurt." which is based on a magazFour Added to "Bishop Murder"
phone talking picture for Warner ine story by Rita Weinian.
In addition to Basil Rathbone, LeiClarBros.' "General Crack."
During the ence Thompson is preparing screen la Hyams, Charles Quartermaine,
action of the story, the audience will version of "The Behavior of Mrs. Raymond Hackett and Polly Moran
he able to watch Clive painting a Crane"
from the play by Harry have been added to the cast of "The
life-size portrait of Armida, the Mex- Secgal.
Bishop Murder Case" which Nick
ican actress, who also has a role in
Grinde is directing for M-G-M.
the Barrymore production.

additions to the unit arc 'Fen-

Wright, assistant director, and
Frederick McAlpin, recording engi-

ny

is

Mary Nolan's

SILENT VERSION

LEE GARMES
Director of Photography and
Lighting for First National

Vitaphone.

I

j
j

AVAILABLE IN
SEPTEMBER
GRANITE

9752

Pictures released one every six weeks. Next
production, "THE LAST DANCE," now being prepared.
For available territory communicate with

Note:

Tec-Art Studios
Hollywood, Cal.

Lon Young
Pres.

PICTURES
INC.
I

Eastern Representative,

J.

D. Trop, 729 1th Ave.,

New York

THE

DAILY

Tuesday, September

1929
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31st Instalment, 'Sound Patent' Series
Jion of the cam.
The cam is so arranged that when the film is standing

FURTHER DISCUSSION Of

the solenoid (24a) is raised, thus
giving a relative movement of the
film past the solenoid, and when the
film is rapidly advanced forward, the
solenoid is lowered at a somewhat
less speed to provide the same rela-

New

still,

SOUND-ONJLM SYSTEMS
This

is

the

instal-

thirty-first

ment in "Sound Patents," a scries
of articles dealing with the patent
history of sound and synchronisa-

tive

tion devices in the United States,
England, France and Germany.
Benjamin T. Rauber, New York

equipment is
Glade here.

patent attorney,

is the

movement.

Photophone

for

—

Lindsay, Cal.

W.

RCA-Photophone
installed

at

the

E. Equipment for Exeter House
Exeter, Cal.
Western Electric
sound reproducing equipment has
been contracted for by E. V. Cook
of the Exeter.

author.

United States patent No. 1,466,750
issued to E. Peterson on Sept. 4,
1923, shows a variety of arrangements
of a magnetic wire in a picture film.
and solenoids inductively arranged
relatively thereto for recording and
reproducing sound. The wire is embedded or enclosed in the marginal

—

Installing

W.

—

E.

Equipment

O.
Western Electric
equipment is being installed in the
Victoria, according to its manager,
Wellston,

L. P. Gulfoile.

portion of the film.
In. the arrangement of the apparatus shown in Fig. 1 of the patent
drawings, the film (15) with the magnetic wire is drawn from a roll (16)

Handling F. N. Scores
Booking of First Nanow is being handled by
the Vitaphone office in the Warner

Pittsburgh
tional scores

— Rebuilding

of the Grand,
progressing.
The new
Grand is slated to open Oct. 1.
Stockton, Cal.
Fox West Coast plans a
$ J 50,000 theater here.
Dallas
Plans tor a combination theater and
studio building to cost $450,000 are being
discussed here.
Ervay and Federal Sts. is the
is

—

—

Lindsay House

be

to

Greensburg, Pa.
destroyed by fire,

Theaters

—

proposed location.
Jackson,
Mich. W.
ButterfieM
will
S.
spend $400,000 on a theater here, it is declared.
The building is slated to be completed by Jan. 1.
Ashtabula, O.— M. A. Shea of New York

—

building

is

a

$.'50,000

1,800.

Colorado St.
San Angelo, Tex. L. O. Neville and W.
A. Hicks have completed the Rainbow, colored house here.
Sherman, Tex. A. T. Gribble and associates are completing the new, fourth local
theater.
The other three houses are operated
by the R. & R. interests.
Knoxville, Tenn.
Tim Smith, who formerly operated the Rex at Burlington, has opened

—

—

—

the

new

Rialto on

Market

—

sound policy Sept.

—

—

Both

are

famous

vaudeville

St.

Goes Talker Sept. 5
Vicksburg, Miss. The Alamo starts

More Paris Houses Go Talker
Rome, N. Y.
Paris The Olympia and Moulin
Rouge here have been wired for talk- sound equipment
ers.

5.

Western

Electric

being installed
the Strand which launches its
at
sound policy Oct. 1.
is

Let

The MICHEL ANGELO STUDIOS
Redecorate and Rejuvnate
your theatre.

1

76

J^if^r*.

S-ysB-.75*

UNUSUAL
EFFECTIVE SCHEMES for
MODERN -ATMOSPHERIC

&„,
Illustrating

U.

S.

Peterson patent.
No. 1,466,750

past a recording or reproducing solenoid (24) and thence passes over the

-FORMAL THEATRES

(22) through the mechanism
between the light (A) and the lense
(B) and is then wound on the reel
rollers

In its passage past the sole(24) the changing magnetisms
of the magnetic wire produce corre(20).

noid

sponding changes in current in the
solenoid (24), and these currents are
amplified to reproduce the sounds
that have been recorded in the wire.
In the arrangement shown in Fig. 1
the solenoid (24) is positioned at that
part of the path of the film through
which the movement of the film is
uniform.
This necessitates displacing the sound records somewhat in
advance of the corresponding pictures in the film so that in the event
of breakage it is difficult to cut and
patch the film without varying the
relation of the film to the sound
record.
In the apparatus shown in Figs. 4,
5 and 6 this disadvantage is overcome
bv mounting the reproducing solenoid

(24a)

at

the

same

level as

the lens

Additional diagrammatic drawings showing
Peter patent. U. S. Mo. 1,466,750

the camera and thus at a point
where the film (15) moves by inter-

of

mittent jerks or movements.

A

rela-

uniform movement of the film
passing the electro-magnet is obtained by varying the position of the
electro-magnet with each advancement of the film. This movement of
the
electro-magnet
obtained
is
through a cylindrical cam (46) rotated through suitable gearings to
give a half rotation for each advancetively

ment

of a picture length of the film,

and having a cam groove (45)
through which the solenoid (24a) is
supported and moved by means of a
rod (41) and a follower pin (44)
projecting into the cam groove (45).
The cam groove (45) is so constructed as to raise and lower the
solenoid (24a) with each half revolu-

Add Value

Arouse

to your

new

property!

interest!

i
Estimates

The MICHEL

upon request

ANGELO STUDIOS,

200 West 57th

seat

•

—

its

houses.

to

Colo.
Vitaphone equipment
is to be
installed at the new house.
Pasadena, Cal.
B. G. Horton is architect
for a 750-seat house to be built at 114 East

exchange.
2

here

theater

—

Walsenburg,

St.,

New York

Inc.

Fox West Coast Speeds Eastward Expansion
^NEWSPAPER
o/'FILMDOM
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Woodhull
HE'S
thinks

really R.F., but
to call

nobody

him anything

but Pete. For years now,
Woodhull has been devoting his
nights to Pullmans, touring up and
down this country on behalf of
exhibitor organization.

Occasionally greeted with catcalls, usually with criticism and
here and there with complimentary
adjectives, nevertheless Pete has
had the courage of his convictions
and the will to carry on the job
as he

saw

it.

Going Show Business

Now he is about to forsake that
which has been close to his being
for so long in favor of an executive
vice-presidency with General Talking Pictures.
is

in

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

small

the

No date has as yet been set
for the special meeting of the
board of directors of the M.
P.T.O.A. called to consider
resignation of President R. F.
Directors now are
the
resignation,
which is to be accepted with
M. A. Lightman, president of
the Arkansas, Tennessee and
Mississippi
unit,
slated
as
Date
Woodhull's successor.
of the meeting will be fixed
receipt
of
comfollowing
munications from the various

Woodhull.

considering

26 PH0T0C0L0R SUBJECTS

ALWAYS ORGANIZATION

WOODHULL

(Continued on Page

12)

With the Chicago musicians' strike
danger averted through a comproColumbia will distribute a series mise settlement, truces granted in
of 26 single reel singing-talking-danc- two other cities, although musicians
ing color subjects made by the Photo- are out in a number of theaters of
color Corp., under direction of Basil one city, and the wage settlement
Smith, who is responsible for a num- of operators and stagehands being
ber of the subjects in the series of made in the few remainincr cities
Augusta where contracts have not yet been
Columbia Victor Gems.
(Continued

Al Grey

on

signed, the labor situation in picture
theaters of the nation is generally

Page 2)

Named

General

of Cruze

quiet.

Firm

at

The Great Beyond

full

charge of the firm's presentations

Paul Leni died

in

activities.

BY FOX AT "PHILLY"

—

Philadelphia Fox is planning to
Europe and mellowed in
seating capacity of the Roxy in
of the Old World, top
York with his new theater to
New
Berthis German, in turning from the
built at Seventeenth and Market
be
lin stage some years ago brought to
capacity now

Schooled

the

art

in

centers

The

first

& R.

F.

are

being

Federation
St.

cities,

Circuit Houses Amusement

Co., are parties to the
At Elizabeth,
pictures this truce with musicians.
(Continued on Page 12)
>eabuii again are to be offered in
houses of the Finkelstein & Ruben
Exhibitor
In
circuit, now owned by Publix.
the season just closed, the M-G-M
Joining Allied
first run outlet was the HennepinBoston Request is being made to

Minneapolis

— M-G-M

New

England

Unit Seen

—

Orpheum.

Abram

— Eastward

expansion

of

Fox West Coast Theaters, which was
begun with plans for a building program embracing 16 theaters in Arizona, and acquisition of the K. & F
chain in Colorado, New Mexico and
being speeded with
negotiations now reported under way
for the Consolidated Theaters chain
The Consolidated chain extends
throughout Colorado, western NeWyoming and into one
braska,
South Dakota town. Rapid City. The
firm's allies, the D. & R. Theaters

Wyoming,

F. Myers, Allied States Ass'n,
president, to attend the convention
here Sept. 17 of the Independent M.
P.T.O. of New England. Exhibitors
(Continued on Page 2)

Paramount Gets Control of
5 More Houses at Tampa

—

Paramount has secured
Tampa
control of five local theaters, through
exchange of stock, in a deal ratified
by stockholders of the Strand Amusement

Co., which now is passing out
(Continued on Page 2)

is

Sts., with the scheduled
motion pictures a fruitful knowledge.
Opening date is set
set at 6,300.
His film work in this country always for fall of 1930, and will usher in a
has been a reflection of that intelligent period of terrific competition expected
Washington,
experience. It becomes a regrettable to greatly change the complexion of and Hoquiam Co., in
deals with
procedure to pen this notice, Leni's the local first run field. M-G-M prod- previously have closed
deal
is closed, Fox holdthe
If
Fox.
last.
uct is expected to be used. Fox prodings here will be about 60 houses.
(Continued on Page 12)
K N N

A

musicians

Back

M-G-M

Denver

Hollywood yes-

terday.
Creators of merit are found
too infrequently and so, this industry in Leni's death suffers a loss.

of

of Musicians.
In two
Louis and Philadelphia, a
picture to be roadshowed under the truce has been declared, although in
(Continued on Page 2)
the former city, musicians are out
of about 50 theaters. Skouras Brothin
Pictures
ers Enterprises, Fox and the St. Louis

and roadshow

Consolidated Chain of Denver
Reported Sought in Fox Drive
6,300-SEATER PLANNED^

Contracts

renewed throughout the country with
Albert G. Grey, veteran roadshow conditions remaining about the same
executive, has become general man- as last year, according to Joseph N.
ager of James Cruze, Inc., assuming Weber, president of the American

Pete

day

Differences Few Between
Exhibitors and Three
Theater Crafts

FOR COLUMBIA RELEASE

Manager

directors.

towners and the manufacturers of
De Forest Phonofilm equipment.
SAYS
MAN,
you must remember,
Everybody,
felknows Woodhull. Especially the
Although he is resigning the
Some may
lows who run theaters.
of the M. P.T.O.A. to bepresidency
disagree with his ideas on organizaassociated with a selling organcome
acgenerally
is
it
at
least
tion, but
ization, he always will be "an orcepted that he's a nice chap to know.
ganization man," and is joining Genone
This move, therefore, is a good
Talking pictures because he
eral
for General Talking Pictures and
feels that in his new capacity he can
Woodhull alike.
be of real service to small exhibitors,
R. F. Woodhull said yesterday at a
On Organization
delivered an address yesterthe luncheon when his new
association was announced. "The day
that exhibitor organization dies, the
with it," he said.
industry goes
Gentlemen of the theater, we suggest
you mull that over.

Price 5 Cents

Date Not Set

going show business all over again
the form of a contact between

—particularly
—

1929

LABOR SITUATION QUIET AS
MOST CONTRACTS ARE SIGNED

Pete, in other words,

exhibitors

4,

Paul Leni, "U" Director,
Dead at Hollywood Home
West

Coast

Bureau,

Hollywood
day after an

Born

in

THE FILM DAILY

— Paul

Leni died yestermonths.

illness of several

1885 in Stuttgart, Germany,

Paul Leni was educated at the Academy of Arts and later joined the
(Continued on

Page 2)

H

DAILV

New

Paul Leni, "U" Director,
Dead at Hollywood Home
(Continued from Page

The Industry's
Date Book

1)

Max

YoLXLIXNo.55 Wednesday,

Sept. 4.

1929 Price

5 Cents

PUBLISHER

JOHN W. ALICOATE

Reinhardt company where he
designed settings for "Faust" and
other operas.
His first film experiences in motion pictures were varied,
this early phase of his career rejoining
Vitascope,
his
in
later became Union Films, as
He spent four years at
a director.
and,
the front during the World
upon his return to Berlin, worked

Meeting

Today

THE

—

—
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CURB BONDS

He came

theaters.
eral years

to

America sev-

ago under Universal con-

1927, his work included
the Canary," and "The
Chinese Parrott'; in 1928, "The Man
Laughs" and in 1929, "The

In

tract.

"The Cat and

Who

Sept.

6

Meeting of exhibitors of Tennessee,
Mississippi and Arkansas at Mem-

Pittsburgh.

Oklahoma

of

Oklahoma
Sept.

8

Sept. 8-9

of
New
exhibitors
Orleans territory at New Orleans.
Florida
Convention of Georgia,
and Alabama exhibitors at Co-

Meeting

of

lumbus,

Meeting

9

M.

Steele, former supervisor of exchanges for First National

some time

Stahl

assistant

He

ago, is serving as
treasurer and comptroller.

succeeded

S.

F. Juergens.

17

Sept. 28

Meeting of M.P.T.O.A. of New
England at Boston.
First issue of
Hearst Metroton*

7-10

Meeting of S.M.P.E. at Toronto.
Meeting of North Carolina exPinehurst.

Williams

J.

D.

700

8454
107
93

97J4
100

70%

—

Birmingham, Ala. W. T. Murray,
nanager of the Empire here, is in
a serious condition following an operation for the removal of an eye due
Some two weeks ago
to infection.
when he made a trip to Atlanta to
visit

in

Murray got a cinder
eye and infection spread.

his family

his

aMtfiM

Named

NEW YORK

as Yet

No

successor to J. D. Williams as
executive vice president of World
Wide Pictures has as yet been
named, with a statement expected
some time this week. Williams resigned the post to devote his time
to production in England of multilingual talkers.
He is continuing as
a member of the World Wide Board

Phone

Wisconsin 6876

ALLAN A.LOWNES.CEN.MCR.

Real-Interesting- Valuable!

of directors.

Al Grey

Named

Manager

General

Firm

of Cruze

Gab-

in other cities,
during the current season.
Grey
handled roadshowing of the various
D. W. Griffith pictures and for three
years headed the Paramount roadshow department.

300

1,300

CROMUWFIIM
-

Assurance that the Toronto con- way for presentations

Showman's Condition Serious

NEVER DISAPPOINT'

INCORPORATED
220 WEST 42 N-D STREET

Assures S. M. P. E. Toronto bo," which is to open for an indefinite run
12 at the Selwyn
Meeting Will Be Success New York.Sept.
Arrangements are under

Dates for the
ter to the society.
meetings are from Oct. 7 to 10.

'WE

(sound).

(Continued from Page 1)
arrangement will be "The Great

vention of the S. M. P. E. will be
successful is expressed by Col. John
A. Cooper, president of the M. P.
E. and E. Ass'n of Canada, in a let-

—

of

hibitors' unit at
Paramount Gets Control of
5 More Houses at Tampa
No Successor to
(Continued from Page 1)

Treasurer, Comptroller

Massilon House Reopens
Massilon, O. The Grand, closed]
for reconstruction, opened last Wednesday with Pacent installation presenting "On With The Show."

cinnati.

Sept.

)ct.

Charles

Chicago.

Ga.

Ohio exhibitors at Columbus.
Meeting of Wisconsin exhibitors,
Sept. 10-1 1
Big Cedar Lake, Wis.
Sept. 11
Meeting of Ohio exhibitors at CinSept.

The

England group met here to organize, the day following closing of
the Allied agreement with TiffanyStahl, RKO and RCA-Photophone in

exhibitors at

City.

here,

New

phis.

Meeting

Dec. 9-10

Steele T-S Assistant

at

Indianapolis.

News

Paramount previously
of existence.
owned a one-half interest in two of
the houses. Local interests will continue to operate and no immediate
change will be made in management.
Four of the theaters are wired.

exhibitors

Meeting of western Pennsylvania
and West Virginia exhibitors at

Last Warning."

-

V%

BOND MARKET

x-war... 93 54
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Fox Thea.
Griffith,

4,300

78)4

*Bal.

Film

62y2
965-6

Cap
F-L
Exch

P.

Para.
Pathe

61

with Joe May in production. Later,
Leni founded the Artists theater in
Berlin and wrote, designed and directed prologues for German and
American pictures shown in Berlin

England Exhibitor

(Continued from Page 1)
of this section, it is believed
will cast their lot with Allied.

5

War

and Universal, who joined Tiffany-

120

pfd

which

Indiana

of

1929

4,

Unit Seen Joining Allied

Sept.

sulting
Published daily except Saturday and holidays
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y. ana
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26 Photocolor Subjects
for Columbia Release
(Continued from Page

1)

Barratt, author and composer, wrote
story and music for the first subject
of the series.
Leon Leonidoff, ballet
master has arranged and is supervising the ballet, and sets have been

designed by

Clarke

Robinson.

"You put

out a

real,

interesting

and

valuable service for any exhibitor."

Empress
Central

Theatre,

City,

Neb.

Welcome
v

to

NEWYORKa«rf
<ZkflOTEL

(

GOVERNOR
^JINTON
3rSI"»7 r"AVE.
opposite

PE N N A. R.R. STATION

8554
198

•Am. Seat. 6s 36
•Warner 654s 28

OVER THE COUNTER

Roxy "A"

26
27

29
30

5

6

33

38

Technicolor
United Art

82

84

5

do pfd
Univ. Ch.
do pfd

65
2
75

10
75

do units
do com
Skouras Bros

com.

LAST

.

.

....
....
....

Old

California," an allWalthall,
B.

Henry

George Duryea, Helen Ferguson, and

Ray

Hallor.

1200 Rooms

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

each with

PRICE QUOTED

Lon Young of Audible Pictures is
New York from Hollywood with

a print of "In
with
talker

I

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

85

Lon Young Here
in

Let Vs Solve Your Problems

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED
1540

B'WAY

N.Y.C.

telephone bryant

Bath and

Servidor
ERNEST G.

KILL

Gen. Mgr.

3040

ROOM ™° BATH

3°°UP

THE BAG,

IT'S IN

BOYS! WATCH M-G-M!
Never such a succession of box* office
triumphs— and it's just the beginning—

1-OUR MODERN MAIDENS

(Joan Crawford)

Even greater than "Our Dancing Daughters" and beating "Dancing Daughters" records.
In DETROIT it's so big at the Michigan Theatre that it's being put into the Madison for an
extended run. STATE, LOS ANGELES wires: "Smashed all house records, beating 'Single
Standard' which held record previously." PALACE, NEW HAVEN wires: "Playing to
record-breaking business. Equals 'Dancing Daughters' at box-office and with audiences."

STATE, LOUISVILLE

INDIANAPOLIS
it's

a

Standees all day." PALACE,
wires: "Largest capacity in months."
North, East, South, West,
wires: "Box-office sensation.

gold mine.

2- HOLLYWOOD REVUE

(25 Stars-Chorus of 200)

ASTOR,
night.

N. Y. sold out every performance since opening with standees matinee and
Advance sale biggest in Astor history. Midnight Show added. $2 smash hit!

TREMONT, BOSTON.

Never such an opening in all Boston show history. Traffic
riot, police holding back crowds unable to pack into S.R.O. house. Biggest advance sale
ever heard of in Boston. At $2 it's on the way to fame and fortune.

GRAUMAN'S CHINESE.

Continues

its

amazing $2 engagement.

PHILADELPHIA, CHICAGO, FRISCO and

3- HALLELUJAH
with standees

4- DYNAMITE
Continues
greatest

De

elsewhere.

{KingVidor's Daring Negro Drama)

Playing day and date in two $2
solid sell-out

Opening soon

at

New York

theatres,

EMBASSY

and

LAFAYETTE

and

both houses. Midnight shows added.

{Cecil B.

De Milk's $2 Smash)

$2 Carthay Circle, Los Angeles, to tremendous business. The
Mille box-office hit of years.

its

great

run

5— MARIANNE

at

{Marion Davies $2

picture)

Opens Mayan Theatre, Los Angeles, Sept. 5th for advanced price engagement. The
surprise musical romance that's on the way to a grand and glorious clean-up!

METRO- GO LDW\CJ^AYER
Clicking 'em out!

DAILY

Along The Rialto

-AND
THAT'S
DALY

THAT

NOW

Phil

w ARNERS

we have

worth

Here they

it.

—

MINNIKER

are:

A

salesman who
fools around with the Minnies when
he should be calling on the trade.
SNEEZER— A fillum house patron who insists on adding to the
sound effects by sneezing.
CRABITSER— An exchange manager who keeps crabbing even when
the boys have hit the quota.

HUNNIFER

—

A home

official

the boys at the exchange
a lotta honey and salve and then goes
back to the big chief and puts in the
old corkscrew.
An exhibitor who gets
a fillum for practically nothing and
then yawns about the poor business

GABITZER

—

on horning

cuckoo who inon the conversa-

up and take

notice

Phil De Angelis, prince of billposters, and Billy Ferguson's righthand man for telling the world about
M-G-M pitchures by saying it with
paper and paste, established a record
on the recent opening of "Hollywood

Industry Statistics

No.32

Bawston.
Phil's
crew
By JAMES P. CUNNINGHAM
plastered 100 Massachusetts towns
Statistical Editor
Tht Film Daily
with paper measuring 10 feet by 85
General Office
Carpenters
represent
the
largest
feet.
When it was all over and they
Grips
wanted Phil, who weighs 200, to sit individual labor group employed at Janitors
down and rest, he sez: "No, thanks, Hollywocd studios, which maintain Laboratory
Laborers
I've been traveling on roller skates
permanent staffs of 13,645 persons Maintenance
day."

in

That's the kind of a cheer-

guy he

is.

HOBBIES!
FRANK BORZAGE
an expert wielder
of the squash racis

quet.

Side
Ball.

Line

—

1

pictures" as well as "the flag."

Mr.

Hand

Art

Directors,

Camera

Architects

Dept

Carpenters
Casting
Cutting

'.

147
500
2,124
63

Directors
Directors, Assistant
Effects,
Special
Electrical Construction
Electricians, Stage

Engineering
Estimating
Executives,

Producers

Gardeners,

Nurserymen

377
190
181
129
329

Plaster
Players,

Prop
Prop

Contract

Handling

Making

Publicity

Purchasing
Recording, Sound
Restaurant
Scenario
Scenic Dept
Set Dressing
Stenographers

Time

world communication."

Good
to

Prints Are Essential

Sound or

Silent Films

OOME

exhibitors
that against the

&

are

saying

draw of the
wired houses they must buy their

silent pictures cheaper than formerly; that they must have new

and belter prints.
house is to remain silent

subjects,
If a

No.32

it
will get better prints. Whatever the age of the subject the
print will be newer because it
will not have gone through the

earlier

runs.

With good

prints

thus assured, and by dating up as
close to release date as surrounding sound runs will permit, the
silent house can put on the best
show it has ever given. But it
will have to pay more and not
less

for the service.

"M. P. Journal" (Dallas)

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

12]

291
109

Keeping

Titles

Transportation
977 Wardrobe
59 Watchmen
34
194
(*) Figures include
37 ently" employed.

making what

"The N. Y. Herald-Tribune"

320
200
462
307
237
247
60
788
202
403
595

Shop

in

consider merely a
gracious observation as a leader
in the motion picture industry,
was not talking off-hand. He was
giving the listener the benefit of
information which he had gained
as head of the Department of
Commerce on a subject concerning which he feels strongly; for
on a previous occasion he had declared: -"If we search in the
channels
through
which
acquaintance and appreciation may
flow over our borders, we discover that a vast new current
has been added by the motion
picture.
It is the most penetrating and persuasive of all methods

1,267
124
13
74
13

Mechanical
Medical Aid
Music Dept

Hoover,

many might

378
420
132
498

Make-up

exclusive of all professionals working
on a non-contractual basis.
Sound
recording gives employment to 788.
Results of a survey of all groups,
made recently by "Variety," follows:
*Numbei
Groups
Employed

ac-

cording to Associated Press
dispatches from Washington, told
Louis B. Mayer, motion picture
producer, the other day, that, in
his opinion, "trade follows the

cannot but prove a boon to the legitimate
stage. Producers of sound pictures, in their ambitious
effort to annex the worthwhile performers of the
stage, are merely increasing their value, because the
public, made familiar with these personalities, ultimately will demand to see them in the flesh. As a
matter of fact, both mediums secure an advan- J J
tage,
although through different channels.
JOSEPH PLUNKETT

A

ful

PRESIDENT HOOVER,
-

44 Sound

new ordinance in Oshkosh, Wis.,
requires every theater to keep a man
backstage. * * * There's one ordinance that's licked right now. If you
gave any guy the choice of sitting
back of an Oshkosh stage or going to
jail, he'd go to jail.
*
*
*
Meet the Prince

Realizes

Trade Value of Films

of

GOOFY-GRAFS

all

The President

of them.

tion just when the salesmen is about
to close an exhibitor on a tough sale.
*
*
*

Revue"

sit

The
It's a case of jumping in and out for Mary and Doug.
famous Fairbanks family arrived in Manhattan turmoil yesterPhil Reisday and then started Yurropward last night
man, big sales chief at Pathe, made a quick jump yesterday to
Herman
Chicago on one of his familiar sales flights
Landwehr, who is the big managerial shot at the Capitol, is
sending postcards from Bermuda, with his missus signing some

A

in

made Broadway

addict

ZENKER—

sists

Jr.

Yurrup for a vacation
Walter Winchell in "The N. Y. Daily Mirror" says that
George Jessell thinks heaven is a place where spumoni is all
chocolate
and that Al Jolson is a confirmed bromo-seltzer

who hands

he did.

M. Daly,

Blanche Mehaffey will say "I do," tomorrow at Glendale.
Lee Tracy, under contract to New York, is in New York
after an air-railway trip from the Coast
Oscar Neufeld
of Success Pictures, Philadelphia, has sent out a reprieve to
exhibitors, telling them they may have an extension on buying
time until his new evidence is presented
A murderer
"burnt" at Sing Sing last week, viewed "The River of Romance,"
on the new Phonofilm equipment
It's seven years now
since Phonofilm has been installed in theaters
M. S. Bentham is all smiles these days, for both Helen Morgan and Fuller Mellish, Jr., the leads in "Applause," were placed
through his office, and Paramount's sure proud of the result.
Incidentally, Rouben Mamoulian, who directed the fillum,
now plans to divide his time equally between the stage and
talkers
Evelyn Brent is on her way East, going to

private collection of woids
And for
that don't mean a thing.
cryin' out loud, fellers, don't neglect
your jobs trying to master 'em. They
really aren't

— €)—
Digest of
Current Opinion

way

own

1929

A

with that great flash front for "The Gold Diggers of Broad-

entered the
open season for submitting lists
and
questionnaires
definitions,
of
goofy questions that nobody can answer, we have decided to kick in with

our

surely

4,

Timely Topics

with

THAT
By PHIL M.

Wednesday, September

35

309
453
249
only

those

perman-

Theaters Owners Ass'n of Los Angeles urges repeal of admission tax.

Massachusetts houses
mission prices.

raising

ad-

BETTY COMPSON
IN TWO GREAT RADIO
ALL DIALOG SHOWS

In

recognition of her incomparable success
7

GIRL/ now

in its

second month

at the

in

"STREET

Globe Theatre, N. Y. City

BETTY COMPSON
the
TWO coming Radio

appear in
titles of which
will

attractions,

will

Miss Compson

shortly

will

of statements

in

not appear

in

"Ladies of the Port"

a

'The

misinterpretation

Radio's annual announcement of product, have

been regarded by some exhibitors
is

specific

be announced.

Love Captive" or "Damaged" which, owing to

This

Radio's

Compson

year.

.

.

as

Compson

vehicles.

with this sublime young

artist

on the

stupendous world popularity.. .and Radio Pictures will
spare nothing to make her two matchless presentations worthy
crest of

of her talents.

PICTURES
The Golden Voice

of the Silver

Screen

Released

SEPTEMBER
Opens

8

The celebrated stage

at

and

ROXY
SEPTEMBER

^

of a

star

artist

score of

Broadway successes

21

in her

FIRST

_T A

LKING PICTURE
hear

p

i

and

see

cnorc

-

Uliic
Looking

for the

Right Kind

of

Man

!Z£/V

1T\ rS
Presented by
**-'

WILLIAM FOX

Ail Talking Fox Movietone.

Melodrama
xuith

WOLHEIM

LOUIS

#5

ROBERT FRAZER
ULLRICH HAUPT
Tom

Patricola

Brendel

El

Dialog by

O w en Davis
Sonya Levien
Elliott Lester

Scenario by

Staged by

Directed by

ALLAN

DWAN

YOU'LL KNOCK 'EM

near

her sing the ballad

that all

America will

he singing
"The RIGHT KIND of
by

L.

MAN"

Wolfe Gilbert

and Abel Boer
Hear

also the songs

of gold-rush

days

sung again

—

ONLY A BIRD
A GILDED CAGE,"

"SHE'S
IN

THE PICTURE THAT'S

TURNED TO THE WALL,"
ETC.

She
tain

left

her native husband for the cap-

of a trading ship

and

the dance

Nome. Although born in an igloo
she had hot ideas and her wildcat beauty
halls of

made

A

her the toast of Klondike cafes.

prey to her mixed blood, flaming
in

her love making,

her singing

— she could melt

her passion, burning
gripping

in

an ice-berg by leaning against
Lenore Ulric
first

in

is

a revelation

in

it,

this,

her

talking picture.

COLD WITH

Pacemaker
for the

Industry

—

——

—
;

;;

zjoB2£DAILV
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Acquire Edison Studio;
First-Run Map in Omaha
Plan 13 Sound Features Again Undergoes Changes PACENT SPEEDS OUTPUT
-

&xpfoti-0-G4am£
DAILY TIPS WHICH

MEAN DOUADS fOR SHOWMEN

—

The old Edison studio, 2826 DeOmaha
Sound shorts replaced
catur Ave., has been acquired by Ed- stage shows at the World here when
FILM
win Earle Smith and associates as the house reopened under Publix
the initial step in their plans for the management.
Singularly, it was the
production of 13 dialogue features World with Fanchon & Marco units,
Pacent Reproducer Corp., is speedand 52 shorts this year. The plant which proved such keen competition
ing up production on its sound-onis now being sound-proofed and two
to all-sound-film programs at the film reproducer, the company states.
recording systems, both disc and Strand
and Riviera, which led to re- The new system was placed on the
sound-on-film devices, will be install- turn
of stage shows there. Since, the market recently to supplement the

OF

"The Divine Lady"
(First National)

man worked in front
Monday and Tueson Monday he managed

Mechanical

of the theater on

day while

to get to the circus grounds but was
All during his work he carejected.
ried a card on his back advertising
the picture, theater and playdates.

ed.

house has passed from management
main stage meas- of World Realty Co., to Publix.
uring 85x120x32 ft. which can be divided into two stages whenever necThe man's stunt included an auto- essary. There is also another stage Ambassador Studio at
mobile furnished by one of the local 32x42x20 ft.
The plant embraces a
Culver City for Davis
dealers whereby the ballyhoo man laboratory,
offices
and
dressing
was to drive to various places park- rooms. It was acquired from R. L.
Davis, 2nd, has purchasCharles
J.
ing at busy street intersections and Giffin.
ed the Ambassador studio at Culver

The

,

studio has a

—

then going through his mechanical
Production will probably start
show. Elmer K. Daniels, Capitol, about six weeks.
Worcester, Mass.

—

"Flying Fool"
(Pathe)

up with the Curtis Flying
Services which loaned the model
Tied

in

The

at the

dow

time picture was played, a wintrim was secured in a music

store.

The window
plicate the local

THE FILM DAILY.

with

very good and an attraction-getter
Small planes and hangars were placed
in the window and also plenty of stills
and copy regarding the attraction
The air mail operators loaned a special model of one of their planes for
the lobby with proper copy regarding
Earl M. Holden, Fairfax,
air mail.

—

Miami, Fla.

New

changes in ownership, re-openings and closings
theaters,

ALABAMA
Changes

—

Jose, Cal.

"Show Boat"

—

week before playdate used stage
act composed of three musical numbers from the show. The first, "Why
Do I Love You?" was sung by a
young couple in costumes of Show
Boat days. This was followed by a
dancing chorus of seven

girls

Closings

— Lyric.

East Tallasee

"Here Comes That Show Boat"

spot on
in red letter
Show Boat Is Coming. At the end
of the song they gestured to the
screen and the National Screen Service sound trailer was flashed on.

with the couple seated
a shadow box showing

in

a

Gordon W. Reap, Arcade, Fort MyFla.

Payson

—

in

&

to

Haynes

&

—

—

—

;

—

to
;

Denver

Campo

—

— Electric

Closings
Sedgwick

;

—

to

—

;

;

owner

J.

M. Shaw.

Closings
;

;

Bristol

•

—

Holmes
A.

J.

P.

—

— Strand,

sold

;

;

Angeles
by A. J.
Coast Theaters by Chotiner Bros.
Lido,
sold to Lido Theaters, Inc., by F. A. Mennello
Muse and to John Benwell, Jr., by
;

Titus Bros.

& Walker; Oxnard— Boulevard,

sold

R.

to

J.

San Diego

Williams by

— Broadway,

of

Dave Rector;

sold to E. A.

Ed-

theater

State

Austin Young is the
ceremonies at the
succeeding
S'tubby

Gordon.
Censors

Active

reappearance
"contraband" pictures has inof
creased the exactions of the VirDespite the fact that
ginia censors.
there has been a decrease in the number of films examined, there has been
a decided increase in eliminations.

Hill

;

;

;

tic

ater

Co.,

in

Ownership

— Broadway,
Inc.

sold to Lincoln The-

by E. Horn.

Apopka

—

in

Ownership

Apopka, sold to Frank Kopp by
Cecil A.
Ross; Clearwater Palace, sold
to H. Pitman by R. J. Booth
High Springs
Capitol, sold to Ira J. Carter by A. H.
Worrall Melbourne Princess, sold to Denzil E. Proper by John W. Willis; Miami
Beach Strand, sold to H. A. Kramp by
B. T. Sharp Tampa
Park, sold to
Building Co. by Southern Theaters, Inc.
Ybor City Italian, sold to Vento and

—

—

Amityville,

L.

I.

—The

unfinished

Merrick theater, Merrick Road and
Richmond Ave., may now be completed.

Andrew

C.

Lieblan, a

New

has purchased the
land and partly-completed building
and declares he will finish the thea-

York

FLORIDA
Changes

Theater for Amityville

;

;

Changes

Long Beach Dale, sold to L.
Major, sold
J. P. Hansen
Hogan by J. A. Menard Los
Empire, sold to Harlow Hurley
Phillips; La Brea, sold to West

;

;

;

Washington

—

;

Barnes by

;

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Ownership
Colusa

at State, Cleveland

—

Richmond — Sudden

—Tremont Bethel— Barnum Bridgeport— Bijou
Bristol—
Glasgo
Hartford —Allyn
Social Club
New Bri— Lyceum Rodky — Grange Hall
Seymour—Seymour
Torrington — AlhamWaterbury — Belmont
bra
Eden Hamilton; West Hartford— Central; Williman— Strand Windsor—Tunxis.

N. C. Steele by C. C. Kaufman; HoltArcade, sold to Harry King by J. A.

ville

to

;

carriage.

Virginia

Rialto.

Openings

— Campo,

Ansonia

CALIFORNIA

— Beaumont

He compares the
Louis B, Mayer.
change from silents to sound to that
of the automobile from the horse and
Young

CONNECTICUT

Rainbow.

Beaumont

mgr. H. H.

Grand Valley Hall Co. by H.
Manitou Cameo, sold to O.

tain

—

;

in

will have made an investof approximately $25,000,000
in
the talker field before it fully
rounds out its plans, according to

Ownership

in

;

Closings

of

M-G-M

H. Shoup by A. E. Judd; Milliken— Pix,
sold to R. L. Rousch by Frank Gorac.

—

Princess
Gillett
Rock Princess
Glenwood Caddo; North Little Rock
Argenta; Little Rock Gem; Louann
Salem
Majestic
Mountain View Gem

number

ment

;

W., sold

W. Morrow

Teague; Lake City Dixie, sold to C. W.
Tipson by Lake City Store Co. ; Ola.
New, sold to Herschal Lynch by C. F.
King; Rison— Royal, sold to W. R. Thomasson by Bob Campbell Roseboro Dixie,
sold to Roseboro The. Corp. by Y' Blood
& Linsley; Ward Pastime, sold to A. H.
Wilson by K. S. Howeli.

Changes

reported there are a

$25,000,000 Investment by
M-G-M in Sound Film Field

COLORADO

;

;

;

—

—

Ownership

—

is

Cleveland
Denver Victory, sold to Victory Amusement
master
new
Melton
Grand
Co. by J. B
Valley— W. O.

—

—
—

it

deals pending.

;

Re-openings

Changes

New, sold to Hiram Warlar by
Dock Fry; Eudora Crystal, sold to C. H.
McCrosky by Jack Nailor Hickory Ridge
Gem, sold to J. C. Cresham by O. A.

Black

Japan and Sweden. To assist in development of business in Europe,
Harry J. Cohen, formerly with First
National, has sailed for Italy where

Posner.

Fitch

ARKANSAS
in

—

—

—
——
Victor.
New Theaters
Alturas — Alhambra.
Openings
Boyes Springs— Sonoma Mission,
—

—

Changes

;

—

;

;

Ownership

;

Charleston

—

—

—

;

Los Angeles Ideal, owner Mrs. Rose Gilardoni
Los Angeles Pico, owner Sandow

Closings
Miami Liberty.
Payson

doing

a routine to "Hey, Fellers," from the
Ziegfeld prologue to the picture.
Following this was the singing num-

—
—

Maundrell.

—

A

Closings

Baldwin Park Baldwin Park Buena Park
Buena Park Delano Delano Dorris Arcade; Los Angeles Estella; Normandie;
Rex; Monrovia Mission; Oakland Home;
Ramona
Sacramento Lyric
iSan Diego
Diamond; Regents;
Vista; San Francisco
San Pedro Empire Santa Barbara Mission; Santa Cruz
New Santa Cruz; Sierra
VictorMadre Wisteria ; Stubbs Oaks
ville

—

;

(Universal)

ers,

Ownership

Lineville— Lineville, sold to Clark Strickland
by J. A. Pitts; New Brocton Gypsy, sold
A. Sawyer by Richard Sawyer
to
J.
Ragland Dixie, sold to E. L. Dyer by
Thos. Williams.

—

head. The art work consisting of a
large airplane cut out of compo-board
with a small lad clinging to the tail.
Smaller planes were used in the lobBen Jiroux, American, San
by.

ber,

in

Wickenberg Antlers, sold
by Clarence Smith.

Attention arrester was a sound reproduction of an airplane flying over-

—

active in 34 foreign
John R. Bizzelle,

export manager.
Shipments have
been made to Brazil, Argentina, EngGolden land, New Zealand, Mexico, Italy.

New Santa Cruz, sold to
State Theater & Realty Corporation by
R. Greenfield Circuit; San FranciscoLarkin, sold to M. Michel by Viola Langer.
Cruz

is

states

Santa

W.

—

Changes
(Columbia)

Pacent now

Victory, sold to

;

Russo by G. R. Norman;

Vincent

;

ARIZONA

"The Flying Marine"

mons by R. D. Whitson

—

was made to duflying field which was are covered.

trim

filter.

countries,

firm also

song of the picture was not available

company's disc reproducer.
Two
factories are working on production
of the new equipment, it is stated.

The new system, according to
President Louis Gerard Pacent, reproduces with the same tonal quality
sound recorded by both the variable
area and variable density systems.
He is producing a number of Other features of the device he outCity.
pictures for the independent market. lines are: special optical system, newtype photo-electric cell, elimination
of batteries, reduction of number of
moving parts and mechanical type

Film Boards of Trade Report
Additional Theater Changes

Film Boards of Trade throughsuits,
helmets out the United States regularly
and goggles which were used by the
gather data on changes in the
ushers who looked different and yet
very neat and trim. Since the theme exhibition field, by arrangement
planes for the lobby.
loaned white flying

REPRODUCER

engineer,

ter.

;

—

;

—

;

—

—

Cappello by A. Juran.

Home

To

Sell Philly

Theaters

—

Philadelphia The Lyric and Adelphi will not open this fall but have
been placed on the market by the

Rodman Wanamaker

estate.

Wednesday, September
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Instalment, 'Sound Patent Series
magnetized wires

CONCLUDES ANALYSES OF
SOUND-ON-FILM SYSTEMS
This

ment

is

in

the thirty-second instal-

"Sound Patents," a

series

of articles dealing with the patent
history of sound and synchronization devices in the United States,

England, France and Germany.
British patent No. 253,226 issued
to Robertson Cottnam on June 17.
1926, sets forth that the speed of the
motion picture film is not as fast as
is

required

for

the

best

results

in

the

same

relative

3 and 4) with
speed as the wire

(2,

passes the stationary solenoid
(1)
The solenoids (2a, 3a and 4a)
(la).
are connected to the amplifying apintervals so
at the proper
that a continuous sound is reproduced and an effective speed of the
magnetized wires about four times
that of the film is attained.
United States patent No. 1,590,694
issued to William W. McLaren on
June 29, 1926, illustrates a device in
which a film (8) and wire (4) arc
separately drawn from a common reel

paratus

having .special film guides (9) and
wire or ribbon guides (5), thus attaining a uniform movement of the
wire and making the wire independent of the film.

reproducing sounds from a magnetized wire.
This patent, therefore
Photographic Sound Records
provides four magnetized wires and
In this type of apparatus, which
four recording and reproducing solenow in use in certain types of
is
noids with commutators so arranged talking pictures, the sound waves or
that each of the solenoids is con- vibrations are recorded in a strip of
nected to the amplifiers and loud
speakers at successive intervals. The
'

arrangement is shown in Figs. 2 and
I of the drawings as applied to the
intermittent film advancing mechanism. In this arrangement one solenoid (la) is connected to the amplifying apparatus so as to receive varying magnetic impulses from the wire
while the film is in motion
(1)
Other recording or reproducing electro-magnets (2a, 3a and 4a) are
mounted on a rotating drum which,
when the film is standing still, rotate
in a direction opposite to the movement of the film, thus moving the
solenoids (2a, 3a and 4a) past the

Use of selenium cell in sound-on-film system. British Patent No. 18,057
on the edge of the picture
the form of short, parallel
transverse bands or of a lengthwise circuit varies in accordance with the selenium is thus included in an elecband of varying color or opacity. photographic sound record on the tric circuit, the conducting power of
the circuit may be made sensitive to
These bands may be formed by con- passing film.
The making of a photographic light acting upon the selenium.
trolling or varying the intensity of a
beam of light that is directed onto sound record had been disclosed in Selenium when used in this connection sometimes is called a selenium
the passing film during the recording patents for forming permanent reccell.
An
conversations.
ords
of
telephone
In
reproducing
the
of the sound.
In British patent No. 18,057 issued
picture a beam of light is directed example of such apparatus is shown
through the sound record onto a n British patent No. 19,901, issued to Robert T. Haines, John St. Vinlight sensitive element of an electric to Christian Hulsmeyer on May 14, cent Pletts and Eugene Lauste on
circuit.
The light sensitive element 1903, as shown in Fig. 1 of this pat- Aug. 10, 1907, this principle is applied
the simultaneous making of a
ent, the sound waves strike a micro- to
is of such a character that its resistance or conductivity varies with the phone (a) in the telephone circuit, sound and picture record on a single
amount of light directed onto it and causing variations in current which strip of film. As shown in Fig. 1 of
thus the flow of current through the vary the electro-magnetic strength of the patent, a strip of film (in) is
film
film

or
in

:

1

Fig.

the solenoids (d, d ) also included in
The varying
the telephone circuit.
magnetism of the solenoids (d and
d ) tilt an armature (e) having a mirror (h) to a greater or less extent
against the tension of a spring (f)
in accordance with the changes in
the current flowing throuRh the telebeam of light from
phone circuit.
a lamp (i) is directed at an angle
onto the surface of the mirror (h)
and is reflected through a plate (1)
and through a lens (o) towards a

2

1

A

point (q) on a passing photographic
film (r), the amount of light passing
through the plate (1) depending upon the deflection of the reflected
beam of light by the mirror (h). As
the mirror (h) tilts and deflects the
reflected beam in one direction or
the other, a greater or less quantity
of light is projected onto the film (i)
and thus varies the intensity of the

The phonophotographic effect.
graphic record after developing is
then passed between a fixed light
and a selenium cell positioned within
This apparatus
a telephone circuit.
is

not

shown

Selenium

is

drawn over a number of rollers (m )
from an unwinding reel to a winding
1

reel.

the

The
film

picture record

is

made on

through a lens (n)

in

the

lower part of the apparatus, the film
being drawn intermittently through

Above the
picture-recording lens the film (m)
is drawn at a constant speed and in
position to receive light reflected
from a lamp (j) by a reflector (k).
The light from the reflector (k)
passes through a fixed screen (C) and
1
a movable screen (C ) shown in Figs.
3 and 4, before reaching the film.
The screens (C and C 1 ) are provided
with slits through which the light
passes, the quantity of light being
greater when the screens are shifted
to bring the slots into perfect alignment, and being decreased as the
1
movable screen (C ) is shifted in one
The shifting
direction or the other.
{Continued on Page 12)
this part of the apparatus.

in the patent.

an element somewhat

similar to sulphur but having the
peculiar property that its electrical
resistance or conductivity is affected
by light, the resistance decreasing

and the conductivity correspondingly

A

British sound-on-film system, devised by Robertson Cottnam and patented
Patent No. 253,226
on June 17, 1926.

increasing in proportion to the intenIf a small strip of
sity of the light.

H'tlsmeyer system uses photographic sound
record, b.itish Patent No. 19,901

cJImazingly CleVer - Screamingly Funni
Perfectly Synchronized Sound Carloom
Recorded on

POWERS CINEPHONE

System.

World-Famous— Sensationally
Current Series
Booked by

Successful
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Always an Organization
Man, R. F. Woodhull Says,
(Continued from Page

LABOR SITUATION QUIET,

That Woodhull Party

(Continued -from Page

JUST

General Talking Pictures supervised
the staging of as nifty a luncheon as
we ever hope to attend.
*
*
*

J.

J.

Harwood, Cleveland; R. R.
Kansas City; Thomas D.

Van

San

Francisco; G. E.
Ricker, Fitzgerald, Ga., president of
the Georgia exhibitor association; E.
P. Smith, Des Moines, president of
Iowa association; Jack Miller, Chicago; William M. James, P. J. Wood,
George Eastman,
Columbus,
O.;
Rochester; C. E. Williams, Omaha;
W. C. Patterson, Atlanta; Jay
Emanuel, Philadelphia; Oscar C.
Lehr, St. Louis; Fred Wehrenberg, St.
Louis; J. M. Seider, New York City;
Sam Dembough, New York City; E.
A. Schiller, New York City; E. M.
Fay, Providence, R. I.; Isaac Weinberg, Staunton, Va.; Walter Vincent,
New York City; W. Habick, Toronto; W. S. Waid, Dallas, Tex.; P.
Mortimer Lewis, Atlantic City; O.
Pizor,
L.
Philadelphia;
Neufeld,
Philadelphia; L. Pickrel, Ponca City,
Okla.

Osten,

(Continued from Page

uct

in

the

city

Rochester,
Portland,
Haute,
Dayton, Q,,

R-K-0

—

it

be continued.

is at Market St., near
20th, with a 3,200-seat house planned.
The company is reported to have been
dickering for lease of the Erlanger or
Stanton as a first run outlet.

Sidney Cohan in N. Y.
Sidney Cohan director of sales for
Powers Cinephone Svndicate Ltd.,
arrived in New York from London,
England today for a three days visit
and a technical inspection of the new
1930

DeLuxe Model Powers

phone which

will

JSJL

packing the grips.
*

*

•:W»Ii«

*

THST

president hit

But the M.P.T.O.A.
a serious note when he said emphatically that the day the exhibi-

tor organizations are destroyed the
And
industry will be destroyed.
when we say "emphatic," we mean
emphatic.
*

*

(•

i h:
;u:w:€Mhh

*

Charlie Pettijohn sez he personally started out in life as a newspaper
man reporting a football game at

"Famous

light

after

it

lias

passed

sold

Harrisburcr and Seattle
Canavan, head of the operators and
Also Reported as
stage employes international union.
At Chicago, stagehands have been
Planning 'Philly House
given a five-year contract with the
Philadelphia
And now Radiooperator agreement continuing until Keith-Orpheum
is reported planning
February. At Washington, contracts
to enter this city's overseated first
are pending.
Paterson, N. J., stagerun field.
The site reported under
hands have settled, with the operaconsideration

was packing the household effects
Pete said that while he was considering president M. A. Schlesinger's
handsome offer, his wife also was

,

of

1)

being

Terre widen the breach between the two
Me.;
Youngstown, companies.
states William

—

Notre Dame for a local sheet. But
one of the players kicked him in the
head and so a rival newspaper copped
the story, and that's why with the
SOUND-ON -FILM SYSTEMS head he's got since getting kidced
he's with the Hay's organization. A
1
lotta us guys would like to be kicked
screen
(C
is
controlled
the
by
of
)
an electro-magnet and core (B) hav- that way, too. Well, friends, it was
1
B 2 ) which is in a swell party. You shoulda been
ing a winding (B
circuit through wires (c and d) with there.
a sound receiving apparatus (a) and
With this First
suitable microphone (b).
Overture"
arrangement, as the sound waves to
Set for Release Sept. 9
be recorded strike the microphone
(b), they vary the magnetic force in
"The Flying Dutchman," based on
the core (B) and shift the movable Richard Wagner's, famous overture
screen (C 1 ), thus varying the amount and one of a series entitled "Famous
of light transmitted from the reflector Screen
produced
by
Overtures,"
(k) to the moving screen. A "light Robert B. Nixon and Henry Bollman,
guard" (F) is used for directing the will be released by Sound-Films Dist.
through the screen (C).

is

to

CONCLUDES ANALYSES Of

beam

now

Cineintroduced
to
*
*
*
Stagehands at Chicago Get Raise the trade within the next ten days.
Pete said that he found himself
Chicago
Stagehands received En route Cohan arranged with the
in the position of the minister in a increase of $5 a week, under the two United States Lines for installation
small town who had been called to a year contract signed last week. New of Powers Cinephone film and disc
pastorate at three times the salary, scale is $90 and $107 a week.
equipment on the Leviathan.
so went into his study and prayed
for Divine guidance in the matter
and while he was praying his wife

executive vice president.

Biechele,

BY FOX AT "PHILLY"

Warner opposition houses. The
signed new contracts at Buffalo,
Fox house is expected to further
new
Cincinnati, Columbus, Baltimore and

So yesterday, the trade boys
from him stating in detail the posi- showed up bright and hungry at
tion of the De Forest equipment in the Savoy-Plaza, no less, and after
absorbing orange pekoe tea and tor contract pending, while the same
the sound field.
M. A. Schlesinger pledged himself cold lobster, sat back and listened situation exists at Scranton and
and his company to the advancement to what the big shots had to say Wilkes Barre. In other centers conIt seems tracts either are signed or pending.
and service of the small exhibitors about "Pete" Woodhull.
At Cleveland, operators have signed
throughout the country in an effort Pete decided that he was going into supply them with a moderate to the business of selling the ex- a new year's contract, but negotiapriced sound equipment. Telegrams hibitors throughout this broad land tions have not been completed with
Exhibitors obtained a
and letters were received from the a line of sound equipment in place stagehands.
following prominent individuals tin of a line of conversation he has temporary injunction to restrain a
the industry wishing Woodhull god- been peddling for this last nine walkout of operators in the event of
So he hooked himself up a stagehands' strike, which court writ
speed in his new duties while ex- years.
and in a salary way was returnable late yesterday, when
synchronously
as
leadlosing
him
pressing regret at
er of the exhibitors' national associa- with General Talking Pictures as exhibitors were prepared to ask that
tion:

1929

1)

N. J., negotiations are being conBy PHIL M. DALY
to prove that a, trade paper tinued also.
Operators and stagehands have
experience is a valuable asset for

a guy who hops on the other side of
the fence and throws a party to entertain the gentlemen of the press,
Hank Linet in his capacity as advertising and publicity manager for

4,

6,300 - SEATER PLANNED

MANY CONTRACTS SIGNED

1)

luncheon in New York where his
appointment as executive vice president of General Talking Pictures was
announced.
Other speakers were M. A. Schlespresident of the company,
inger,
making his maiden speech to the
press; Charles Pettijohn, Joseph M.
Seider, Robert E. Sounders and M.
A. Lightman, who came all the way
from Memphis to wish his old friend
"Pete" good luck in his new connection.
Lee DeForest was unable to
be present, but M. J. O'Toole, master of ceremonies, read an addres*
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Bars Let

from

underground
THE
Hollywood

yesterday included several tidbits of inprmation that are disquieting,
homething has happened to the
governing
production
prmula
ince talkers became the vogue. In
he olden days and they seem
certain
•art of a distant age now
properties were considered unfilmble because of racy situations and

—

much

k»o

—

sex.

Sound seems

have altered this
was taboo once is

to

pndition. What
low considered suitable material
p dialogue and producers, propprly so, may be accused of leaning
»ver backwards in a questionable

we

That,

[lirection.

insist, is

prompt

jhing calling for

cles

Life" and

"The Shanghai Ges-

like

My

in are,

The

ure."

liplomat

concerns a debonair
serves his country best
illicit

ARBITRATION INJUNCTION IS
DISSOLVED BY TEXAS COURT
Pathe-Shubert Deal

affairs

with for-

The second
eign diplomats' wives.
s .the lif.e story of Isadora Duncan
vnose career might have been short
)ut none the less hectic while in the
hird you find a wild English girl
Pron liaison with a Chinaman.
ducers, as you see, have become emboldened since the introduction of
he sound and, in many cases, have
readed dangerously on the border of
propriety.
It has been our opinion for some
i:ime that here is a potential volcano
which may easily boil over if care
pf the most delicate kind is not exThis impression is not conjrcised.

Negotiations are understood to be in progress in connection
with a working agreement between Pathe and the Shuberts. It is
reported that Pathe will aid in the financing of certain Shubert
shows and in return own their film and dialogue rights.
Providing the deal goes through Pathe will have access to
Shubert theaters throughout the country, it is understood. So far
four of them, houses in New York, Pittsburgh, Chicago and Philadelphia, have been wired. The Shuberts in association with Pathe
are on the latter's program for "Greenwich Village Follies."
Lee Shubert declined to comment on the report yesterday and
E. B. Derr of Pathe said he knew nothing of the story. Joseph P.
Kennedy is in Europe and possibly may return to New York
within two weeks.

RCA PHOTOPHONE PLANS
32 SERVICE STATIONS

W

into

action.

The Dean Goes
A name known to show
'

everywhere

is

business
the
has passed

the sawdust
of the circus he passed through a
hard school of experience until a reward in the form of the influential
is

no more.

Proctor chain was
{Continued

From

He demon-

his.

on

SEVERAL YEARS' ILLNESS

—

Death wrote
Larchmont, N. Y.
RCA-Photophone enCleveland
gineering service will be installed in finis yesterday to the career of F. F.
Proctor, 77, dean of American show32 key centers every installation will
following illness of about two
men,
be thoroughly inspected and adjusted
years.
Funeral services for the incharge.
of
Thanksgiving
free
before
showman, will be
ternationally-known
Col. E. F. Hawkins, sales promoconducted at 11 A. M. Saturday from
tion manager, said at the meeting of
Episcopal Church, here
St. John's
exhibitors here.
at Woodlawn CemeCol.
Hawkins pointed out that and interment
{Continued on Page 7)
{Continued

on Page

7)

100 OHIO SHOWMEN BACK
RKO, T-S FRANCHISE
Cleveland

—

Five

year

PUN

franchise

WORK SHEET NOT PART OF

When Bond

of $100,000 Can't be

Raised by Ass'n

—

Dallas Inability of the Texas exhibitor unit to furnish bond of $100,000 for continuances of its temporary injunction against exchanges restraining exaction of deposits from
members who refuse to submit to arbitration or comply with awards, led
to dissolution of the injunction in
district court here.
Distributors here regard the ruling
as a signal victory, feeling it will
have an important bearing on similar
injunction actions in other territories,
where Allied States Ass'n units plan
to carry on their fight against arbitration through injunction proceedings.

In refusing to grant a continuance
of the original injunction, which was
issued without a hearing, the court
was acting on its own motion, after
counsel for exchanges requested that
the bond of $1,000 furnished by the
Texas unit, should be increased to

After hearing evidence in
support of this motion and argument,
the court stated it would either dissolve the injunction or grant motion
for increased bond.
When attorney for the Texas unit
stated the association could not furnish the desired bond, the court dissolved the injunction.

$100,000.

CONTRACT BOARD RULES Temporary

Injunction
in Detroit
Obtained
Is

—

Work
tor

is

sheet prepared by a distribuDetroit Michigan's exhibitor unit
not part of the contract, be- has secured a temporary injunction

ing merely the best tentative promise restraining enforcement of awards
the distributor can make, Lewis Niz- against four of the members.
er, secretary of the Film Board, acting as counsel for Fox, contended
action
arbitration
in
successfully
against the
company
the
brought
by
F.
Abram
11.
Cincinnati,
Sept.
(A. H. Schwartz) Circuit,
Myers, president of the Allied States Century
The distributor had
York.
New
franchise
Ass'n, which drafted the
HOBLITZELLE CHAIN
{Continued on Page 7)
{Continued on Page 7)

FOX

closesd!

for

KARL

from

removed

F. F. Proctor
ledger.
Ion and the dean of American show-

men

PROCTOR DIES AFTER

F. F.

—

column by any matter plans of RKO and Tiffany-Stahl
All through responsible were endorsed by 100 northern Ohio
of means.
and thinking quarters of the indus- exhibitors at the first of three Ohio
try the state of affairs has been meetings sponsored by the state exrecognized and commented upon. hibitor unit. The other meetings will
e should like to see these opinions be held at Columbus, Sept. 9 and at
fined to this

Icrystallize
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Net of $46,171 for "U"
for Six Months' Period

Paramount Employes

Get Stock at $52 a Share

Approval of the issuance of 250,000
shares
of common to be offered to
of
net
six months ended May 4, 1929,
at $52 a share, each of
employes
$46,171 equal to $1.93 a share on 23,on instalments
861 shares of eight per cent first pre- which is to be paid for
{Continued on Page 2)
{Continued on Page 2}
Universal Pictures reports for the

William Fox has acquired control

to
of

the

Interstate

circuit

in

Texas,

Alabama and Arkansas, under terms
York
of a deal completed in New
Karl Hoblitzelle, president of
This gives Fox outlets
the circuit.
Houston, San
in Dallas, Fort Worth,
{Continued on Page 7)
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"It's

R-K-O

On that date, the Pantages chain
and other houses acquired in various
parts

of

the

country will join the

Pittsburgh.
Sept.

Meeting

6

bluff,

Walker Asked

to Aid in
Fight Against 'Blue' Law
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington
Mayor Walker of

—

Blue Laws, under auspices of the national anti-blue law
association.
A similar committee is
functioning in Pennsylvania, and one
is being organized in New Jersey.
to

General Talking Host
at Lightman Induction
General Talking Pictures will be
host to

Get Stock at $52 a Share
(.Continued from

of $1 a week,

Page

was voted

1)

Equity Undecided as Yet

Scotts-

phis.
at

Oklahoma

Sept.

City.
of
exhibitors
of
New
Orleans territory at New Orleans.
Convention of Georgia, Florida
and Alabama exhibitors at Co-

Meeting

8

Sept. 8-9

lumbus,

Meeting

Sept.

Ga.
of

Ohio exhibitors

at

Co-

lumbus.

Meeting of

exhibitors

at

Casper,

Wyo.
Sept.

10-1

Sept.

11

Sept.

12

Meeting of Wisconsin exhibitors,
Big Cedar Lake, Wis.
Meeting of Ohio exhibitors at Cin-

1

cinnati.

Induction of M. A. Lightman into
M.P.T.O.A. presidency at Memphis luncheon

Meeting

of

Michigan exhibitors

at

Petoskey, Mich.
Sept.

13

Sept.

17

Meeting

of

exhibitors

at
Albuquerque, N. M.
Meeting' of M.P.T.O.A. of New
England at Boston.
Sept. 28
First issue of Hearst Metrotone
News (sound).
Oct. 7-10
Meeting of S.M.P.E. at Toronto.
Dec. 9-10
Meeting of North Carolina exhibitors' unit at Pinehurst.

Cole and Steffes to

all

Paramount Employes

at

Meeting of Oklahoma exhibitors

R-K-O organization and will be New York has been asked to serve on
known as R-K-O theaters. The only a New York State Mayors Committee
Opposed

exhibitors

of

Neb.

Meeting of exhibitors of Tennessee,
Mississippi and Arkansas at Mem-

Jack
Gold

.

at the

Address Georgia Meet
Waycross, Ga.

—

Col. H. A. Cole,
president of the Texas unit, and W.
A. Steffes, head of Northwest exhibitors, are to address the convention of
southeastern exhibitors here Sept. 8
and 9. Exhibitors of Georgia, Florida and Alabama are slated to attend
the gatherings, at which the
and Tiffany-Stahl franchises will be
outlined, as well as the new reproducer to be marketed by RCA-Photo-

RKO

Meeting

be guest at to-

luncheon. He is openday's
ing a vaudeville engagement Sept. 7
at the Fabian, Hoboken.

Barrymore

—

"U"

(Continued from Page

tion to the

1)

ferred

CURB BONDS

Am.

formerly

Schlaifer, who has
will headquarter in

New York.
Cresson E
Smith's territory has
With unification of its various units been extended to include Cincinnati
completed,
Radio - Keith - Orpheum and Indianapolis, formerly in Gold's
will begin its first full season Sept.
old division, which division has been
7 with a national observance in its abolished following
the partitions.
houses from Coast to Coast.
The

54

Keith A-O 6s 46
8454
Loew 6s 41ww... 10654 10654 10654
6s

were

National R-K-0 Theaters
Observance Set Sept. 7

Meeting of western Pennsylvania
and West Virginia exhibitors at

ParaIn Ethel
Case
mount board of directors meeting
No
action
has
course
of
been
deyesterday.
Heads of departments
phone.
16,100 throughout the world are to select the cided upon by Actors' Equity Ass'n,
200 employes eligible to buy the
stock in the case of Ethel Barrymore's
and the amounts, and then forward conduct in the recent Equity Shop
Editing "Flight"
100 the list to New York
"Flight," Columbia picture designwhere a com- strike. The case is under consideration.
ed as a roadshow, now is being cut200 mittee will act upon the recommenand edited. It is to have its predations offered.
4, 400
The stock now is
Fox-Poli House Reopens
miere at the George M. Cohan theselling at $73.
'ioo
Springfield, Mass.
The new Fox- ater, New York, early in September.
Poli has been reopened after complete
Net of $46,171 for
renovations. It was equipped with a
200
600
for Six Months' Period remote control station and connec200 vaudeville acts, negatives

BOND MARKET
do

KANN

Philadelphia, Cleveland, Detroit and
Pittsburgh.
The last three cities
were part of his former territory in
the Middle West, and the first six

exhibitors Sept. 12 at a
luncheon at the Hotel Peabody, Memphis, where President R. F. Woodof George Godfrey and films under
hull will formally step down as presidirection of Jules Levy.
dent of the M.P.T.O.A., and M. A.
Lightman, head of the Tennessee,
Arkansas and Mississippi unit, will
to
'766
accept the organization presidency.

45
70C
73
45,200
6,900
1056
1,300
19J4
3754 59,800

CURB MARKET
& Katz
Columbia Pets
lial.

see a lesson with a broad application to all those engaged in this
business.

exception is the F. F. Proctor chain,
whose theaters will be identiaed as
R-K-O Proctor houses.
Local managers are being instructed
to have the mayor or some other local
celebrity make an address at the
opening night or issue an appropriate statement.
Trailers and lobby
Sales displays will aid in putting the ob400 servance over.
1,600
Under the unified plan all vaude700
2,100 ville will be booked under direction

Financial

Am.

we

week

1929

The Industry's
Date Book

Smith Extended

Harry L. Gold has been appointed
strated his right to the title of show- by Al Lichtman
of United Artists as
man through his recognition of his district manager of an extended terobligation to the public and so fash- ritory to include Buffalo, Boston,
Today
ioned his business career.
In that New York, New Haven, Portland,

slogan for the
let's go."

5,

Districts of Gold

(Continued from Page 1)

Vol.

Thursday, September

against $651,133 or $1.94 a
a share on 250,000 shares of no par
common, after dividends on the eight
per cent first preferred and seven per
cent second preferred for the six

months ended May

5,

Loew Dividend

1928.

Declared

WBZ.

FOR

USHERS-DOORMEN,

ETC.

Style Catalog and Samples on Request

RUSSELL UNIFORM CO.
1600 B'way.

New

York.

Cor. 48th St.

station
will be broadcast.

Warner Opening
West

Coast

Bureau,

at

Sept. 23

THE FILM DAILY

— Opening

of Warner
Bros. Downtown is set for Sept. 23
"Say It With Songs" will be the inThe Downtown
augural attraction.
will give Warners two first-runs in

Los Angeles

Directors of Loew's have declared
the
a quarterly dividend of 50 cents per
share on the outstanding common
stock, payable Sept. 30 to stockholders of record at the close of business Sept. 13.
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Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3S80

BLAZING SENSATION
OVERNIGHT ON BWAY

TWO REEL RIOT OPENING WEEK
WITH "BULLDOG DRUMMOND"
AT PUBLIX RIALTO, NEW YORK
HELD OVER INDEFINITE ....

LOUIS

ST.

DLULD
sh

.

.

.

...

all

dialog

with most stirring mus-

and vocal setting at the moment of moaning to press.
.

.

From original song byW. C. Handy
Directed by Dudley Murphy.

With
Produced by
mercy Studios

by

RKO

R. C.

A. Gra-

Bessie Smith, famous Victor

recording artist and host of negro

Distributed

Distributing Corp.

singing

and dancing

artists.
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it
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is

now
*

"Did
"The popular

dope

trying to
*
*

Up,"

at the

Noo Yawk
Al Grey

Jimmy

Capitol Friday for
is

back

Walt

harness again

in

Cruze's Incorporated. Al's surepitchur,

first

"The Great Gabbo,"

return

the

of

the

"The N. Y.
who would refuse

Sun," last week-end
The foreign star
an interview in Hollywood would be branded an impostor
Jack Richardson has done 20 years' time in pitchurs
Peter Blysma, Victory theater, Napoleonville, La., wants to
who put the sin in synchronization

reviewer, and
they give you
can only see

nonchalant—
be

William James, president of the Ohio unit, went

know

there on time, went

by plane
H. M.

home more

leisurely

by boat

Dave Bader, sojourning with his
boss, Carl Laemmle, at Karlsbad,

4 4 If

postcard
water
showing a run of the citizens on one
of the local banks, after taking the
Dave is now continuing his
cure.
run through Czecho-er-Czscheslo
Oh, well, it's one of those Central
a

*

*

and mechanically synchronized pictures

talkers

are here to stay it behooves every theater owner to
sharpen his pencil, inventory every department of his
investment and concentrate a little more than ever
before upon cutting the overhead of his theater from
top to bottom. Don't miss J 5

European countries.
*

DEFINITIONS

SALES CONVENTION — Where

a

trick

in

this

survey.
R. F.

the idea of sound in pictures orig-

WOODHULL

inated.

*

*

Always Cop

You'll

*

*

*
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Industry Statistics
By JAMES

Famous Film Conversations
"Who's he trimmed now?"

Statistical

Only one
tra girls

OBBIES!
BILLY
is

BRANDT

one of our very

best pinochle players.

Side

Line

—Golf.

Opera

find

new ways

to the
the times.
self

of adjusting

needs and

it-

spirit

Otto H.

of

Kahn

Churches Adopting Sane
Policy on Motion Pictures
of

moaning

and

wringing their hands, churchmen have decided to try to find
out something good about mo-

The

Federal

Council

Churches of Christ

in

of

America

not ask for censorship.
the other hand a commission has been appointed to look
for pictures it considers worth
seeing.
And these pictures will
be recommended to church peowill

On

P.

Editor,

Hollywood exaverages a full week's work
of 6,000

Censorship,

of

course,

is

re-

pugnant to most of us.
We
want to be free to decide for ourselves what we read and what
to see on screen and stage.
It
a forfeiture of self-respect, in
a sense, to have someone eternally saying thou shalt not do
this or that.
But anyone is glad
to get a suggestion concerning
a book or a play.

is

The

Federal

Council

of

Churches has wisely recognized
this
very important point in
phychology.
"N. Y. American"

*

Theme Song
"Street Girl,
the Dough."

talkies.

always remain itself.
Yet
opera will follow the developments of the new day physically
and in every other way. It will

ple.

where they are taking that powerful
us

become musical

tion pictures.

Mackinac, after the Cleveland session Tuesday
who flew to Cleveland from Detroit in order to get

to

*

sends

opera probably

of the past. Talkies
promise, not a substitute for opera, but a means for bringing
operatic music to the remote
communities.
Operas will not

TNSTEAD

Anxious Depositors

cure,

old style
THE
isa thing

"Jolly Bill" Steinke, veteran

cartoonist, got a real bust in the radio section of

Richey,
*

Old Style Operas

Graf Zeppelin to Fredrichshafen.
is declared planned but with

a different line of procedure

ture.

*

Talkers Seen Replacing

Another Coast Equity drive

*

Murad and

attend

to

thankful
you're only half as uncomfortable
as those who can see the whole pic-

a

singing-talker, "Sunnyside

€)

field

Universal is gathering Scotch jokes with which to gag "The
Cohens and Kellys in Scotland"
B. Lester, Toronto exhibitor and his wife were in the danger zone in the Palestine
riots, but are reported as unharmed
"Uncle Carl" Laemmle received a special invite from the Wurtemberg government

Mur-Ad

light

new

in 'Frisco they're

will

out.

aces."

// you are a fillum
for the opening night
side seats where you
half the screen, be

new

ly pepped up over Cruze's
which he will roadshow

3rd or 4th hand if a no-trump bid
can be made, is fallacious. Third or
fourth hand are ideal positions in
which to make introductory minor
suit bids, even when holding three
*

homecoming

Roesner, popular m.c.
as general manager of

belief that a minor
suit should not be bid originally by

*

Out

which teams Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell

Deal?"

I

Current Opinion

but "Pete" carries with him in his

orfice,

pretty excited about Fox's

cultivating the Pathe Rooster's crow
so as to put it in the class of prima
donnas. But can you class roosters
with prima donnas? That's the prob-

Timely Topics
A Digest of

Jr.

the best wishes of a raft of friends

It's

1929

5,

be quite a change with "Pete" Woodhull out of the

will

Empteeoh

that Joe O'Sui-

livan of the Pathe publicity palpitators visited his brother while on
his vacation . The brother is head of
a well known Conservatory of MuAs far as we can
sic in Memphis.
dope out, Joe had a notion that he
could pick up some new class for

lem Joe

M. Daly,

Phil

By PHIL U. DALY

RUMOR

Thursday, September

No.33

CUNNINGHAM

TEN YEARS AGO T0-DA1

The Film Daily
able
jobs.

on the West Coast for extra

Number

of

regular

IN

contract

according to the Cen- players is comparatively small. "VaCasting Agency, which supplies riety" estimates there are 462 on the
practically all extra and bit talent permanent-player roster.
In 1928,
for West Coast production interests. there were 210.
*
*
*
Eight average four days weekly, 21
Famous acquires screen rights t<
Total annual salaries paid to all
average three days, and the remainall George Broadhurst productions.
der, 5,970, average two, one or noth- employees of West Coast studios
*•
*
*
ing. Usual pay is $7.50, although the approximates
$100,000,000.
Fifty
as secretar
resigns
R.
Seelye
C.
average runs to $8.32 per day. feature units and 15 short subject
Pictures.
United
of
About 600 extras, male and female, companies are active on the West
*
*
*
are employed daily.
Three hundred Coast during an average week.
exhibitors plan state or
Florida
bit and part players receive daily Short subject units, however, preganization.
calls.
It is roughly estimated that dominate over feature companies in
a total of 18,000 persons are avail- eastern studios.
of five days,
tral

< II

VIM. IS Buddy

IMH.IIES
and

NANCY
CARROLL
in the

TALKING, SINGING,

DANCING
Successor to

"CLOSE HARMONY"

??

I LL

U

PARAMOUNT

NEW SHOW WORLD MONEY PICTURE...

.

The Big
Revue Ro-

mance

Hit!

YOU'VE been waiting for a "natural" like "Close Harmony."
rP

Here it is Charles Buddy" Rogers,
!

America's Boy
Friend, singing

the song hit,
lusion

.

'
'

<J

\i
"IlJ***

Nancy

Carroll singing

and dancing

Buddy and

Song Hits

Nancy doing a magic act that
would be a knockout on any stage.

^ June Colly er, Regis Toomey (hit
in "Alibi") and other favorites in
the cast. ^

Lil-

lian Roth, Broad-

way's dynamic
jazz singer and

dancer leading
the beauty chor-

us in

„i
Kevolu-

r<?T>_

tionary
craze.

bers.

Rythm," the

*I

Popular
novel
^

latest

dance

Lavish production num-

And a warm love story from

Arthur Train's best-selling novel,

ILLUSION
Directed by Lothar Mendes. From the
novel by Arthur Train. Dialogue and
adaptation by E. Lloyd Sheldon. B. P.
West
Schulberg, General Manager,
Coast Productions.

9

I

AMOUNT

THE NEW SHOW WORLD COMPANY

THE
Thursday, September

5,
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NEW FAR NORTHWEST FOX

100 Ohio Showmen Back

RKO, T-S

WEST COAST EXPANSION

{Continued from Page

proposals,

slated

is

—

to

Fox Closes Deal

for

Karl Hoblitzelle Chain
{.Continued

from Page

1)

WORKSHEET NOT PART OF
CONTRACT BOARD RULES

w^s replaced

in

one

of the pictures,

because she had grown too

Other speakers were Carl J. Goe.
assistant sales manager of TiffanyStahl; Al Mertz, local RKO man-

ager, pledged full co-operation in arCleveland Hearing on the tem- riving at prices mutually agreeable.
porary injunction restraining: operators from striking in sympathy with Pittsburgh Meeting Today
stagehands, in case the present dead- To Hear Franchise Plans

—

lock between the latter and exhibitors is not broken, is scheduled on
Friday.
The temporary injunction
was secured by the Cleveland ex-

He

is survived by his widow,
two daughters, a brother, Alfred T.
Proctor, and a sister.
Proctor was born in Dexter, Me.,
1852.
After working in music halls

—

Pittsburgh- Exhibitors of Western
Pennsylvania and western Virginia
are to gather here today to hear

chain to RKO, value of his holdings were estimated at $18,000,000.

fat.

Affiliation

franchise.

Cleveland Hearing Friday
on Sympathy Strike Writ

{Continued from Page 1)
tery.

wood, vice president of the state or{Continued from Page 1)
ganization and head of the Cleveland sued for fulfillment of contract on in this country and abroad as a
equilibrist, he started in the theater
unit, who said he is for the plan "Girls Gone Wild,"
"Not Quite De- business in 1886 by buying
the Green
"heart and soul."
William James, cent"
and
"Blue
Skies,"
with St. theater in Albany.
Later, in 1890
state president, called for remarks on Schwartz contending the films were
he opened 'the famous F. F. Proctor's
exhibitors present also endorsing the substitutions.
23rd St. Theater in New York where
plan.
Under the contract, the work sheet he presented legitimate shows with
Richey termed the plan the inde- is
not to be accepted as part of the Charles Frohman. While building up
pendents'
"lifesaver."
Questions agreement, the schedule in the conhis chain of 11 houses he is credited
brought out various phases of the tract covering this point, Nizer argued
with having introduced the policy of
franchise, such as the fact that prodin holding that the pictures as de- continuous performances.
Last May,
uct may be split between two com- livered were in accordance with the
when he decided to retire and sold
petitive theaters, that all RKO and schedule.
One star, he pointed out, his

Antonio,
Birmingham and Little
Rock. Theaters included are: Majestic,
Dallas; Majestic, Fort Worth;
Majestic and Palace, Houston; Majestic, San Antonio; Lyric, Ritz and
Trianon, Birmingham; Majestic, Lit- Tiffany-Stahl pictures including roadtle Rock.
Hoblitzelle is to continue shows, third dimension pictures and
as operating head of the circuit, it is television will be included in the
stated.

SEVERAL YEARS' ILLNESS

the

Portland Fox West Coast Theaters Columbus sessions.
has started a widespread acquisition
The franchises were outlined by
campaign in this territory, it is un- H. M. Richey, business manager of
derstood, with a number of indepen- the Michigan unit, at the meeting
dent houses under negotiation, jack here called to order by J. J. HarMansfield, Harold B. Franklin's aide,
recently completed a survey of houses
of the territory.

Franchise Plan

1)

attend

PROCTOR DIES AFTER

F. F.

RCA-Photophone

Big Topic

at Wis. Meeting Sept. 10
Milwaukee

—

Fire is expected to fly
annual convention of the Wis{Continued from Page 1)
consin M.P.T.O. which will be held
RCA-Photophone models are made at Gonring's Resort, Big Cedar Lake,
Affiliation during
for all sizes and types of houses Wis., Sept. 10-11.
and may be purchased on any equit- the past six months has been a subable payment plan outlined by the ject that has had all theater owners
in the state on edge.
It is expected
exhibitor.
that there will be some hot discussion on the subject at the meeting.

Plans 32 Stations

at the

N. W. to Reach Quota in
3 Weeks, Steffes States

At a special session of the state organization held last winter a deadand the new
lock developed. Press reporters were
with stagehands. reproducer being offered for $2,995
Minneapolis Quota of 200 fran- thrown out of the meeting, but
The latter demand that a stagehand by RCA-Photophone.
even
Abram F. chises will be reached by Northwest at that all the discussion
be employed in every wired house,
and wrangAllied
States
Myers, president of
exhibitors within three weeks, W. lings left a muddled situation which
with exhibitors claiming the right to
Ass'n, is expected to attend.
A. Steffes, head of the Northwest has not yet been cleared up. Henry
say whether they need a stagehand.
unit,
said prior to leaving for Oma- Staab, secretary of the organization
They state that sound houses which
and Reproducer
ha and Des Moines, after the en- has invited every exhibitor to be
have no stage, no curtains, and which Franchises
thusiastic meeting here where the present whether he belongs to the orplay no vaudeville must
not be Described at Jackson, Mich.
and ganization or not. The franchise plans
Jackson, Mich. Exhibitors of this franchise propositions of
forced to employ a stagehand.
and Tiffany-Stahl and the
section of the state held a regional Tiffany-Stahl were outlined. The lo- of
meeting here yesterday to hear out- cal meeting was attended by 131 ex- new equipment offered by RCAAlleged Swindler
and Tiffany-Stahl hibitors and contracts were written Photophone for houses up to 500
lined the
capacity, will be outlined.
franchises, and the new equipment be- as rapidly as possible, with exhib
as
itors lined up to buy.
ing offered by RCA-Photophone.
24Toronto, O. Police arrested a
year-old man here recently who has
Will
English
hibitor unit, upon
to an agreement

its

failure to

outlined

the

franchise

come Tiffany-Stahl and

proposals

of

RKO

—

RKO

—

Posed
Warners' Employee

RKO

RKO

—

charged with defrauding residents of Toledo, Detroit, and Chicago,
posing as an employee of Warner
been

Bros.

The suspect confessed

to detectives

Committee

Any

Ufa

Help on
Franchise Deadlock

to

Make

Versions of Talkers

—Ufa

both
produce
versions of its
talkers. Dialogue will be under superFloyd
vision of a "dialect doctor."
Gibson, who has been studying picture direction in Berlin for some time,
has been assigned the position. The
first talker to be produced will be
"The Immortal Rogue," light opera,
Berlin

will

German and English

up of exhibitors buying out of New
York and Philadelphia exchanges.
"In the event you cannot agree
RKO or
enner r^r^w
with either
upon a price witn
Tiffany-Stahl or both, you may communicate with me and I will designate
Liane Haid
a committee of no less than three starring
New
Jersey exhibitor unit has named out of this committee of ten to take Froelich.
this
amount from a Chicago man in
a committee to aid exhibitors, in case
manner. Stealing some Warner Bros. of inability to agree on prices with up the matter with RKO. or TiffanyStahl as the case may be," says a
New
worked
in
a
while
he
stationery
either of the companies. Independent
York theater, he wrote letters to him- exhibitors are urged to give the com- communication to members from
35vMCN
President Joseph M. Seider.
self which he later used as credentials,

that he obtained $50 from Max Blank,
of Toledo, by saying he had lost his
money, producing credentials indicating that he was employed by the
film firm, and asking a loan.
He also admitted that he obtained
$50 from a Detroiter, and the same

the confession stated.

Expressing belief the Tiffany-Stahl
and RKO franchises are improvements u,v,
form •*•
^,v....o
over <wij
other "»"*
of conany v/w.w
~—
tract which has existed in the industry,
and that individual exhibitors
should do their own bargaining, the

and

Gustav

inies preference provided they can
obtain a satisfactory price.
Theater
owners are in no way obligated to Keith's Cleveland Gets Warner Films
Cleveland Warner Bros, have sold
accept either or both of the contracts
entire 1929-30 product locally to
their
it was pointed out at a recent meet-

—

Glen Armour Dies
McCleary, Wash.— Glen W- ArKeith's.
mour, 62-year old owner of the Ar- ing.
The committee, appointed consist
mour Theater Circuit operating in
Ambrust at Continental, O.
Montesano, Elma and McCleary, of Leon Rosenblatt, Joseph Varbalow,
Continental, O. Carl A'mbrust has
died recently after being injured in Isidor Hirshblond, Frank Warren,
His son, A. W. Hill, Peter Adams. Jacob Fox, taken over the Palace from J. W.
an automobile accident.
William P. Armour, has assumed Sidney Samuelson, Louis Gold and Flinn. The house is closed now for
E. T. Kellv. This committee is made remodeling.
management of the chain.

—

i

I

—
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Roach Studio

New Program

Starts
—

32 Two Reelers on New Roach Schedule Six Productions Now Jn Work at Warner Plant
Universal Buys Two Stories For Laura La Plante Evelyn Brent Film Set-— Wilk's Studio Highlights.

FOUR UNITS MAKING NEW

A Little from

SEASON HALROACH OUTPUT
Four

units

are

at

work on new

product at the Hal Roach
studio, which has reopened after the
Each
annual one month's vacation.
season

of the units

is

to

make

eight two ree'
the new year.

talking comedies for
Silent versions will be made.
The four units at work on this
season's program include Laurel and

Hardy, Charley Chase, Harry Langdon and Our Gang. Writers preparing material for the new comedies
under the supervision of H. M. Walker, story editor, include Mauri Grashin, Carl Harbaugh, Frank Halliday,
Charles Rogers and Eddie Dunn. In
addition to writing, Rogers and Dunn
also fill capacities of director and
actor accordingly.
All dialogue, as well as titles for
the silent versions of the Roach-MG-M comedies, is being written by

—

pEORGE MANKER WATTERS, JANE
"
co-author of the
play,
stage
"Burlesque" and who also wrote the

Dance

of Life,"

is

now

title

of

"The

with Univer-

he will direct one of
his new plays for the screen before
returning East to produce it in Janusal.

It is likely

ary.
*

Sam Wood finished "Cotton and
Silk" in record time. He made threefifths of the production in eight
days. He does not believe in a long
rehearsal period before starting a
talker,

preferring

to

rehearse

one

day and "shoot" the next.
*

*

Doane Harrison, who has been
film editor for ten years, is
tor-in-chief at Pathe.

now

a
edi-

Harley M. Walker.
He was with
Laurel and Hardy will be directed Warners and Fox before joining
by James Parrott. Warren Doane Pathe. For the past two years he
general manager of the Roach studio, has been production editor for Ralph
Charley Chase Block, who is an associate producer.
will
again
direct
Charles Rogers has been assigned to
*
»
direct Harry Langdon, and the Our
Our Passing Show: Benny
Gang comedies will be made under
Rubin busy at M-G-M, writthe supervision of Robert McGowan
ing an original story; genial
with the assistance of Anthony Mack.
Ralph Hammeras hurrying at
Thelma Todd is under contract
Fox.
with Roach for leading woman with
+
*
the various comedians, and Ed KenGeorge Davis, former star in shortnedy, character comedian, will be
in
featured hereafter with Our Gang, as length comedies, is keeping busy
promHe
played
a
field.
feature
the
Kennedy, the Cop.
Film editing is under the direction inent role in "The Battle of the
and
Clarence Ladies," starring Ramon Navarro
of Richard Currier, and
has also appeared in support of Greta
Graves heads the still department.
Agnes O'Malley recently was en- Garbo. He played in "Broadway,"
Awakening."
gaged to handle the publicity for the "Four Devils" and "The

Roach

studios.

Holden

in

Dove Cast

Latest addition to the cast of "The
Other Tomorrow," which is about to
go into production at the First National studio, is William Holden. Billie

Dove

will be starred, with Sidney

Barthelmess Film Started
Production has started on the First
National studio on "Son of the Gods,"
The
starring Richard Barthelmess.
picture is based upon the novel by
Rex Beach and will be directed by
Frank Lloyd. A number of the scenes
will be made in Technicolor.

WORK AT

IN

WARNERS;START1NG 2 MORE
MURFIN, who

wrote the

screen version of "Street Girl"
and the dialogue for "Side Street,"
will
be well represented on the
"street" (or should we say that avenue) known as Broadway? Her play
"Stripped," starring Lionel Atwill,
will be a New York attraction during the new season, while her "WoTake," has also been
men
Miss
bought for stage production.
M'urfin, in collaboration with Jane
Cowl, wrote "Lilac Time," "Smilin'
Through," "Information Please" and

Who

Six Vitaphone productions are

now

work at the Warner
two more units ready to

studio with
start shootthe six current

in

Two of
pictures are being photographed by
a crew of Technicolor cinematographers as 100 per cent natural color
Vitaphone roadshows.
They are
"Golden Dawn," starring Walter
Woolf with Vivienne Segal, and
ing soon.

"Hold Everything" with an

all-star

including Georges Carpentier
and Sally O'Neil. Ray Enright ana
Larry Ceballos are directing the for"Daybreak."
mer attraction and the latter is be*
*
*
ing made by Roy Del Ruth.
Leigh Jason, one of HollyThe remaining three Vitaphone
wood's youngest directors, will
features under way are "She Couldn't
direct
Neely Edwards and
Say No," starring Winnie Lightner;
Mitchell Lewis in an untitled
"Wide Open," with Edward Everett
short for Academy Prods.
Patsy Ruth Miller and
Horton,
*
*
*
Louise Fazenda, and "Isle of Escape,"
Paramount's
Shurlock,
Geoffrey
co-starring Monte Blue and Myrna
scenario editor, will also act as the
Loy.
foreign department representative at
Added soon to the foregoing six
the studio, succeeding George Kates,
pictures will be Al Jolson's next
who will enter Oxford.
cast

Vitaphone vehicle, "Mammy," and
Barrymore's all-talking producJohn
strong
Melville
titled "The Man."
temporarily
tion,
cast for "Jazz Heaven," which he is
John Mack
directing for RKO.
"The Children" Started
Brown, Sally O'Neil, Clyde Cook and
Henry Armetta are among the prinLothar Mendez has started produccipals. Brown is expected to rejoin tion of Edith Wharton's "The ChilParamount, following completion of dren" for Paramount. In the cast
"Jazz Heaven."
are: Mary Brian, Judith Wheater,
*
*
*
Frederic March, Kay Francis, WilAlexander Gray is busy at First liam Austin, Lilyan Tashman, RockNational. He played opposite Marilyn cliffe Fellowes, David Newell and Joan
Miller in "Sally" and is now in "No, Standing.
No, Nanette." He was a Broadway
favorite, appearing in "The Desert
M-G-M Assigns Montgomery
Song" and other successes.
Robert Montgomery has been assigned the male lead opposite Norma
Shearer in "Their Own Desires" for
in Love"
Stories for
M-G-M. Regis Toomey, originally
Brent Film for P-F-L assigned
Laura
Plante Films
the part, was obliged to
"A Lady in Love,", an original forego the role for another assignUniversal announces the purchase
of "The Poor Sport," by Rita Wei- story by Florence Ryerson, has been ment.
man which appeared in Cosmopolitan. selected as Evelyn Brent's second
This will be a starring vehicle for starring picture, it was announced

"U" Buys Two
La

Blackmer as leading man and John Laura La Plante.
Francis Dillon directing.

"Lots"

RALPH WILK

By

picture version under the

6 PICTURES

The

*

*

*

Brown assembled a

Next

"A Lady

screen story

Schulberg, general manager
Frances by B. P.
West Coast nroducParamount
of
Agnew.
Dorothy Arzner and George
"Love and Kisses" was purchased tion.
from the author, Jack Townley. The Cukor will co-direct with Clive Brook
continuity is now being prepared by Opposite.
Matt Taylor. "The Poor Sport" will
Miss~ Brent' has just completed her
be placed in production following
work in "Darkened Rooms," which
Miss La Plante's completion of the
production makes her debut as a star
special production of "La MarseilShe is now en route for Euron°
laise," a story of the French Revowhere
she will vacation, while Danlution by Houston Branch.
iel
N. Ruben, author of the stage
is

now

being prepared by

,-

White Gets Fox Contract
Marjorie White, who last appeared
On Forever," is
in "Sunny Side Up" for Fox, has been "Acquitted" Assignment for Strayer play, "Women Go
and dialogue
adaptation
preparing
the
contract
by
term
designated
Frank Strayer has been
signed to a long
by Columbia to direct "Acquitted." for Miss Ryerson's original story.
the company.

LEE GARMES
Director

of

Lighting

for

Photography and
First

National

Vitaphone.

AVAILABLE IN
SEPTEMBER
GRANITE

9752

-i
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Boston Acoustical Engineering Division
Housing Company

•

Ciniiai

Omen:

40 Ciniiai Stiiit, Boiton. Mam.

Niw Yoti Orncn

28}

Maohon

Avinui

Boston

.

August IS, 1929.

Assoolated Publloatione,
Olover Building,
Kansas City, Uo,
Attention:- Mr. R. 0. Tannehill
Gentlemen:

Your letter of August 10th, addressed to our Advertising Counselors, Woloott 8c Holoomb, has been referred
to us for answer.
We are particularly well pleased with the results
obtained from advertising in. your publications, and we
take further pleasure in heartily endorsing the Klnetulpment seotion issued every fourth week, in the Associated group. The number of inquiries reoeived from this
souroe has been most satisfactory, and the quality of
these replies have been most satisfactory also.
We have reoeived a number of inquiries from the
larger theatre interests, as well as from the leading
Sound Reproduction Maohlne manufacturers with whom we
ere working in olose co-operation.

Wishing you every suooess in your field, we are

Very truly yours,

MMHHMH

BOSTON ACOUSTICAL ENG. DIV.

ACOUSTF.X- .^Y.

IN ADVERTISING

THERE

IS

NO

jr

JAW/W

Idol HturiJ /W

I

/General Manager;

Aamd tmrw md Sand MmfDKf

KINE-QUIPMENT
appears once every four

weeks as a special

sec-

of

the

tion

SUBSTITUTE

FOR GOOD

RESULT s

in

all

ten

Associated Publications.

Copy Deadline for
the Next Issue is
September

ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS,

7.

INC.

FILM TRADE TOPICS, San Francirco; MOTION PICTURE TIMES, Dallas; MOVIE AGE, Minneapolis; THE REEL JOURNAL.
Kansas City; MOTION PICTURE DIGEST, Chicago; MICHIGAN FILM REVIEW, Detroit; EXHIBITORS' FORUM, Pittsburgh;
THE OHIO SHOWMAN, Cleveland; NEW ENGLAND FILM NEWS, Boston; EXHIBITORS' TRIBUNE, Atlanta.
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registered
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mark
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Corporation

designating
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products.

Woodhull Starts Phonofilm Expansion] Program
iTHE

^NEWSPAPER
o/'FILMDOM
VOL. XLIX

ULTHE NEWS
ALL THE TIME
Friday,

No. 57

Well! Where?
was
certain
yesITterday. The president of a
a

in

the Paramount- Warner deal is
set, principals are still dicker-

furiously

He had a problem
and didn't know how to
Not because he was in doubt

his cigar.

it.

about his course, but because the

manpower from which

available

make

to

was

a selection for a big post

so once again, as in the past,

there comes to light another incident revolving around this highly
essential and as yet unmet question for the industry is slipping

details,

Negotiations Under Way
for British Firm,

BUTTERFIELD PARAMOUNT

London Hears
DEAL DENIED
Lansing, Mich.

a

— Denial that the deal
chain

Butterfield

to

under way was made
newspaper over the tele-

Paramount
to

the

of

sale

for

MICH.

IN

local

C. Beatty, general manager of Butterfield Theaters.
"1
don't know of any such deal,"
(Continued on Page 8)

phone by E.

INDIANA UNIT CONTINUES

ahead of the number of
properly equipped men to handle it.

An

OUT OF ARBITRATION

Accepted Fact

guess work here.

The operator

—

Indianapolis

Indiana exhibitors

•

any large circuit, the helmsman of will "continue outside of arbitration
any big company will readily admit with producers and distributors until
to you that this is fact.
This condi- more equitable film contracts and imtion prevailed before sound crashed provement in rules of arbitration are
If you will think back
all precedents.
assured." they decided at their anthe truth of this statement will re- nual meeting here.
No contract or
{Continued on Page 8)
main unchallenged. But with sound
the solution becomes more difficult

of

to

Enthusiasm for Franchise
Plan Reported in Midwest

find.

Excitement
The franchise plan has TiffanyStahl sailing along in a brisk breeze.
But further than that, excitement
supreme reigns around the T-S office and the reason may be traced to
a telegram received from Grant L.
In it is a promise of big
Cook.
things from "The Lost Zeppelin,"

"Woman

to

Woman,"

"Mister

An-

tonio," "Troopers Three" and "Peacock Alley." Of course, we shall see
what there is to see but, if you'll
pardon repetition, let us say again
that good pictures help no matter

who makes

them.

The Demon Salesman
was

It

the street

We breezed up
and ran squarely into Ed-

a nice day.

The Philadelphia zoiv
gar Moss.
needs no introduction. Neither do a
lot

of

sales

managers, for

them have made
regular,

to

many

efforts, stalwart

ease

of

Jersey.

:

It

One

of

Jim

—-"Great"

is

the

Grainger's

crackerjacks and, by virtue of what
the record shows, a real wow.

KANN

Portland

— Publix,

Coast,

is

well

as

as

Fox

planning an expansion

The firm
in this territory.
recently acquired the Heilig here and
the Metropolitan at Seattle.
program

"U" Wisconsin Expansion
Awaits Visit of Cohen
Expansion plans of the Universal
theater chain in Wisconsin await visit
to that state of Louis Cohen, general

Cohen had
of the circuit.
planned to go to Milwaukee with
Fred S. Meyer, head of the firm's

way manager

VV. A. Steffes, president of the Northwest exhibitor unit sums up the man-

ner in which the franchise meetings
Steffes is stumping
are proceeding.
the West with Lee Marcus,
(Continued on Page 2)

RKO

theater activities there, but the slated

Meanwhile,
postponed.
Meyer has returned to the Wisconsin

trip

was

Balaban Welcomed to N.Y.
Post at Mon. Testimonial
A. J.
Publix
all

Balaban,

who

stage

is

vice

of
of

president

assuming charge

productions,

be

will

feted

Monday at a dinner at Cavanaugh's
when 40 to 60 Publix officials will
(Continued

on

Page

2)

Sound Films Called Boon

Marking a step
pansion program
Pictures,

opened

a
at

Griffith as

new

national ex-

in the

of General Talking

manager.

Opening
official

first

resigned the
presidency of the M.P.T.O.A. to become executive vice president of the

company.
the

program,

Woodhull

Sound pictures
tories, where it lacks representation
cause English to become the universal General Talking Pictures manufaclanguage, "at least English will be tures and distributes Phonofilm and
(Continued on Page 2)
Phonodisc equipment.
Branches recently have been estabNow in Preparation Arrangement for Fall

—

— Advt.

FALL GOLF T(
members

(Continued

yester-

completed preliminary arrangeme
for the semi-annual Film Golf Tournament, the eastern industry's most
important athletic event, to be held
Oct. 1 at Gedney Farms Country

White Plains.
flood of early entries
merous beautiful cups and
record-breaking
a
assures
Club,

of the
act of

who

will

Film Golf Tournament

COMMITTEE GETS SET ON

on

and nutrophies
tourna-

'

to International Peace within a few weeks olans to launch
THE FILM DAILY branches for the company in terri-

—

Effort to reach Paramount officials
for a statement on the
London report was unavailing.
British International Pictures was
organized several years ago and is
an outgrowth of British National Pictures.
The firm has studios at Elstree, near London, which are equipped
for RCA-Photophone recording. John
Maxwell, president of the company,
British
is one of the leaders of the
industry, and when in New York recently, stated that production of both
feature and short talkers by his comProduct of the
pany was planned.
company has been distributed in the
United States and Canada by World
(Continued on Page 2)

yesterday

has been ment.
with Walter
Sign

branch

Washington Bureau of

Washington

here.

A

Charlotte

branch was the
R. F. Woodhull,

Under

— Paramount

dickering for control of British International Pictures, it is reported

is

Committee

city.

Phonofilm Representation in
All Keys Planned in Program

and

Moss away from

simply cannot be doir;
Moss has been a Fox sales ace for
Every
so long it has become habit.
year he rolls up a new record in
Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern
Fox.

Des Moines

Fox Expansion in
Far Northwest Planned

Publix,

West

London (By Wireless)

is

rapidly

No

DEAL FOR

is

it

Warners. It is the proposed
basis of exchange which is declared to be proving a point of
contention in the negotiations.

startlingly limited.

And

IN

BRITISH INTERNATIONAL?

underProposed plan of exstood.
change of stock is said to be
two shares of stock in a new
holding corporation for each
one share of Paramount, and
one and one-half shares in the
new firm for each share of
ing over

to solve

do

Price 5 Cents

1929

in circulation to the effect that

remain

to
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PARAMOUNT

Battling?

Although various reports are

office

company which is
unnamed was chewing
on

Still

September

Page 2)

8

the

Page
Immediately

Knlry Blank on

and Shoot

It

in

Louis Showdown on
Musicians Seen Sept. 15

St.

—

Showdown on the musiSt. Louis
cian situation here is expected Sept.
15 when the truce between the union,
Amusement Co.,
Louis
St.
Skouras Enterprises and Fox expires.

the

On that date, theaters of these firms
either will have renewed their con(Continued on Page 8)
Tourney Date:

Farms Golf

Club,

October

White

1.

Place:

Plains, N.

Gedney

Y.— Advt.
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being

handled
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IN

addition to his production and distribution activities, Maxwell has a
string of British theaters said to toabout 70.
He nearly outbid
tal
Ostrer Brothers for control of British Gauniont some months ago.

Today:

1)

Boston, Chicago and LoAngeles, with three or four more to
open in the immediate future. J. K.
Adams, who formerly had the New
England agency, now is Boston manBert Rosenberg is at Chicago
ager.
and M. Burnside at Los Angeles.
lished

Meeting

to International Peace
(Continued from Page

1)

taught and studied and understood
Broad
where he generally by all peoples," declares
New
tions to THE FTI.M DATT.Y, 1650
Phone Circle 4736 now
way. New York, N. Y.
Balaban's ap- Louis B. Mayer, M-G-M production
headquarters.
F' ™ ??;
Cable address:
4737 4738 4739.
chief, who has been here several days.
California— Ralph pointment to the new post climaxes
Hollywood,
New York.
He is to be guest of President Hoover
Phone Granite 18 years in the picture business.
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd.
London— Ernest W. Fredman, The
6607.
Katz, Balaban 18 years at the White House over the weekWith
Sam
W.
St.,
Wardour
89 91
Renter,
Film
grocery store, in Chi- end.
Berlin— Karl Wnlffsohn, I.ichtbildbuehne, ago bought a
I
Increased use of English will reParis— P. A. Harle. cago, sold all the groceries and inFriedrichstrasse, 225.
La Cinematographie Francaise, Rue de la vited their friends to see a show move a barrier to international harCour-des-Noues, 19.
they produced. Abe sang, while Sam mony, says Mayer pointing out that
took tickets and then operated the "when people talk the same language,
(Continued from Page
York,
welcome him to

1)
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which now

many

of their fancied differences will
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Sept. 8-9

84

9

Sept.

10-1

Sept.

11

Sept.

12

Wyo.

London

Burkan En Route
(By Wireless)

— Nathan

returning to New York on
the Majestic.
He is due in the States

Burkan

ter

the brokerage business.

cinnati.

in Movietone News
Bernard Shaw, English
dramatist, makes his second appear-

is

Meeting

Michigan exhibitors at
Mich.
exhibitors
Albuof
at

of

Petoskey,
Sept. 13

Meeting

querque, N. M.
Meeting" of M.P.T.O.A. of New
England at Boston.
Hearst Metrotone
First issue of
Sept. 28
News (sound).
7-10
Meeting of S.M.P.E. at Toronto.
Oct.
Meeting of North Carolina exDec. 9-10
Sept.

17

hibitors'

unit at

Pinehurst.

Returning from Europe

IN

tion in Paris.

Coast

have

its

Tonight

Premiere

"Marianne"
West

Bureau,

—

THE FILM DAILY
"Marianne"
tonight

premiere

Mayan, shown

at

ing infringement of contract.

THE WINNER!!?
KRAZY
KAT

Lily Damita, French star, under
contract to Samuel Goldwyn, return?
to New York Tuesday from a vaca-

advanced

at

to

is

the

prices.

Animated by
BEN HARRISON and MANNY GOULD

SOUND

RUNS AWAY
WITH
ALL HONORS

Kelly Sailing

London (By Wireless)— Arthur W.
Kelly, vice-president in charge of
foreign distribution for United Artists, sails for New York Saturday

Distributed by

COLUMBIA PICTURES

UNIFORMS
FOR

George

ance before American picture audiences in the latest issue of Fox Movietone News which will be released
Saturday.

Induction of M. A. Lightman into
M.P.T.O.A. presidency at Mem
phis luncheon

K^AXY YAT

85

Shaw Again

Meeting of Wisconsin exhibitors
Big Cedar Lake, Wis.
Meeting of Ohio exhibitors at Cin

1

in N. Y.

2

75

LAST PRICE QUOTED

lumbus, Ga.
Meeting of Ohio exhibitors at Co
lumbus.
Meeting of exhibitors at Casper,
.

Sept.

Hanson,

Oscar

where meetings are
City,
Steffes' organizascheduled today.
tion has imposed a 250 quota on its
membership, which he says will be
reached in three weeks.

Los Angeles
1

New

of
exhibitors
of
Orleans territory at
Orleans,
Convention of Georgia, Florida
and Alabama exhibitors at Co

under-

1

17
6

at

City.

Meeting

1)

homa

8

OVER THE COUNTER

Roxy "A"

Midwest

Tuesday.

25%

92%

in

(Continued from Page
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31

Scotts-

will reign."

More than 1,800 civic, thesidiary.
ater, screen and society notables, at-

Am.

at

Attachment Sustained
obtained by Ufa EastAttachment
Hutchison Now
trans- ern Distributors against Ufa Films,
been
has
Hutchison
Barney
tended the testimonial on the occasion
ferred to New York from the Coast Inc., has been sustained in Supreme
of Balaban's leaving Chicago.
Eastby Paramount to take over trade pa- Court, the plaintiff states. Ufa
the
Geris
suing
Distributors
ern
by
handled
formerly
publicity,
Enthusiasm for Franchise per
Harold Flavin, who resigned to ea- man company for $221 000, chargtion,

STOCK MARKET

exhibitors

Meeting of Oklahoma exhibitors
Sept.

1

Out of that beginning
projector.
grew the Balaban & Katz organiza-

of

Neb.

bluff.

in

Sound Films Called Boon
Balaban Welcomed to N.Y.
Post at Mon. Testimonial

1929

6,

The Industry's
Date Book

ALL KEYS

(Continued from Page

1)

physical distribution
In
by Educational.

New

post-office at

of

(Continued from Page

Wide

September

Friday,

USHERS-DOORMEN,

ETC.

PRODUCED BY WINKLER
Western Electric Recording

Style Catalog and Samples on RGhiest

RUSSELL, UNIFORM
1600 B'way.

New

York.

CO.

Cor. 48th St.

Winkler

Sound Cartoons

STAAZ
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HERE'S

'/

THE ONE

»v<t^

"A

***wwfi

CHANCE YOU'VE BEEN HOPING

BIG

A FIVE-YEAR FRANCHISE WITH NO STRINGS ATTACHED TO
Read

FOR!

IT

this partial list of offerings for 1929-1930

"JOURNEY'S END"
From

R. C. Sherriff's sensational stage success

—a

play that

is

astounding the whole world.

A

Tiffany-Stahl-Gainsborough Production.

"THE LOST ZEPPELIN"
A thrilling, up-to-the-minute
MAE MURRAY IN "PEACOCK ALLEY."
"TROOPERS THREE" by Arthur Guy Empey.
"PAINTED FACES"

with Joe E.
Wallace MacDonald.

"DANGEROUS BUSINESS"
Magazine

melodrama with Conway Tearle, Virginia

from Edwin Balmer's Cosmopolitan

twelve more
Me," "Minuette," "The Cossack's Bride," "The Sacred Hour," "Temple
King," "A Song of India," "Pharaoh's Daughter" and "In Old Madrid."

SEVENTH

AVE.

From

Elliott Lester's

Tiffany-Stahl-Gainsborough production
with Betty Compson, George Barraud and Juliette Compton.
LEO CARRILLO IN "MISTER ANTONIO" with Virginia Valli.

"THE ENCHANTING MELODIE," all-color Technicolor feature.
ALL-COLOR TECHNICOLOR FEATURE as yet unnamed.
Taught
to follow. They are "Viennese Melody," "Songs My Mother
Bells," "Tales of

All in dialogue and sound with

72 9

cast.

"WOMAN TO WOMAN," a

story.

TIFFflNY-STflHL

and Ricardo Cortez.
with a star

P^y.

Brown, Helen Foster and

"KATHLEEN MAVOURNEEN" with Sally O'Neill.
TWELVE ONE-REEL "COLOR SYMPHONIES" with

Valli

"THE MEDICINE MAN"

RCA

Araby,"

"A Modern

Cinderella,"

"The Mountain

Synchronization

PRODUCTIONS
MEV/

INC

YORK

CITY,

SOON!

V-"

/

s

|

I

]

I

/

r%

* SNAPPY MUSICAL RfVU*
SAaYONfH

]

WMaMeffiK

I

WEARCHAINBAUD
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DAILV

AND

Along The Rialto

THAT'S

"as

OTOOLE

was

presiding

now famous

hostess at that

luncheon General Talking Pictures
threw at the swanky Savoy-Plaza
which was hy way of being "Pete"
Woodhull's coming-out party. Pete
was fecoming out of nine years of
steady conversation at exhibitor prizetights, commonly known as conventions. And he was going straight into another sound job as executive
vice president of Mr. Schlessinger's
organization to sell the exhibitors
De Forest sound equipment.

TUST
« such

Pete figured that after talking
the ears off the country's exhibs for
nine long years that he was sufficiently introduced to them to try
and sell 'em something more tangible than conversation.
And possibly there was a lurking suspicion in
his mind that he was going to make
some real dough while doing it.
In any event, Mike stood up to
sponsor-, his old pal and introduced
him to the assembled gentlemen of
the press.
These birds let out yells
such as| "Never heard of him"
.
"Is he gonna speak?"
.
"He better be short."
"And GOOD." . .
In this manner do the press boys
make a speaker feel right at home in
their midst.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

*

.

sorta make him feel at home among
all these wild journalists, who were
asking each other whether you ate
the fancy cold lobster with a spoon
or just picked it up in your fist.
*

*

*

Mike's best story was the one concerning Pete and the bankers.
He

prove that it wasn't a haccident that it chalked up
a record at the Roxy, "The Cock-Eyed World" forced
the Fox Academy of Music to throw overboard its week stand
policy and hold it a second week
Wotta lotta fun "Jim-

my" Grainger must be having peddling that baby
Free!
Cubberley who handled all the theater buys for Effanar now is
a theater broker on his own in Minneapolis
Charles Schwerin has joined Publix
Disney Cartoons is looking for a big year for the indies in selling animateds
Harvey B. Day, Educational veteran, has a fresh
memory when it comes to the old days to show biz. Then he was
a Times Square habitue.
Times surely have changed

Viv Moses

is

back from the Coast.

"Y'know, Mike, when

the opposition guys who'd
love to be your pallbearers.

Main

And

Stem

after making a big hit along
then there's the one about the
his hogguments because he could

And
carried me

bankers?"

Dolores
ing of the
Sattidy

Del

Rio

flew

new Loew

East

house,

to

the

be present at the
Kings, in Brooklyn

opennext

Why

my

all

CECIL
foremost
of the

Side

B.

is

DE

one of the
yachtsmen

industry.

Line

y

text.
A "Doctor of dialect"
hired to inject "Americanisms"
for this country.

lish

Samuel Rothafel, better known as "Roxy," who stands as an
institution in this man's business, now is breaking 80 on the golf
course, and he's only had the bug a year
Looks like
there'll be plenty of competition in the fall Film Daily golf
riot

44

I

believe the talking picture will develop artistic-

and otherwise and thus become more permanently established as an art. It is my prediction that
the outstanding talking pictures, whether in English,
ally

French or German

will find a ready reception in

civilized countries,

and that dialogue pictures

all

will be

When

of people

who

appreciate the finer

arts.

ARTHUR

N °- 34

KELLY

Industry Statistics
By JAMES
Statistical

P.

Editor,

British

says

film

of

film

say "Swell baby." The work
doctor will be interest-

that

ing.

Arthur Brisbane in
Y. American"

"The N.
*

*

Says Equity Shop Part
of N. Y.

Labor Scheme

Gillmore says
Equity strike failed
because Ethel Barrymore had a

*

illustrious

that

the

against him.
Sure-- Man
eating his world's champion heart out with jealousy of
one of the nags they feed to the
animals at the Lion Farm.
The Equity disturbers feel aggrived because their strike did
not receive "proper" support"
from the other unions. The electricians on the sets did not quit
and go hungry in order to get
justice for actors who live in
Beverly Hills palaces and drive
spite

O'

to

War

back-breaking
Royces.

their

Rolls

toil

in

This whole fracas was an attempt to unionize Los Angeles
stirred up by New York labor
leaders who care nothing about
actors or their troubles but

they

saw

a

who

chance

to
stick a foot in the door.
It
is
impossible to organize
actors because their talents are

5^
W.

the

"Bonnie lass" the American

thought

supported by an ever-increasing number

"

is

not equal. Their rewards cannot
be
adjusted
on equal terms.
There are Ethel Barrymores and
Gillmores.
Harry Carr in "Los

No.34

Angeles Times"

CUNNINGHAM
The Film

Daily

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

life?"

HOBBIES!
MILLE

JFA, biggest German moving
picture
concern, makes
"talkies" with German and Engj

fPHE

Publix was accorded the special thanks of the Georgia
Senate for the fine and clean entertainments presented at its
theaters
Willard C. Patterson, district manager, was
singled out for special praise

1

Pete sez: "Haven't

Doctor of Dialogue Has
Big Job Ahead of Him

fortunate guy who won all
write faster than the gang, and so had the edge in the tablecloth derby

I

just

all

they

the

Coastbound

genial prexy of the
once said to him con-

die I wanta have nothing but bankers for pallbearers, so please attend
to it."
And Mike sez: "But look at

€)

will
is

the

M.P.T.O.A.
fidentially:

Jr.

*

*

Pete was getting up
courage to get up on his hind legs,
Mike O'Toole started telling a fevj
stories about his pal in order to

So while

how

Digest of
Current Opinion

to

Eddie Quillan

told

1929

DALY

By PHIL M.

ly/ffKE

6,

A

M. Daly,

Phil

September

Timely Topics

with

THAT
*"

Friday,

—Fishing.

Eighty per cent of all feature uct last season. Foreign gros c " c of
IN
product screened in theaters of the American companies have dropped
world is made in the United States, since 1928, when producers comalthough producers of this country menced to concentrate on talking
manufacture only SO per cent of the pictures.
Forty per cent of total
total
number of features released revenue obtained by large U. S
yearly.
Approximately 1,500 feature companies in 1926 was from foreign
productions, from all countries, are distribution sources, an increase of
Waldorf to produce "Kismet" with
placed in regular distribution chan- 28 per cent in four years.
In 1924.
Otis
Skinner.
nels every year, of which the U. S foreign gross sales totaled only 12
makes 750, Germany, 200; Great per cent of the income of U. S. disB. S. Moss reported to build 12
Britain, 140; Russia, 130; France, 70; tributors.
*
*
*
houses in New York State.
and other countries, 210. Ten pro:£
%
ducer-distributor
members of the
Five thousand persons are on the
M. P. P. D. A. (Hays) organization payroll of the distribution departEarle Williams renews VLtagraph
made 410 of all U. S. feature prod- ment of one large U. S. company.
contract.
:{:

'

September

Friday,

6,

DAILY

1929

'Coast Wire Service"

rt

70 in N. W., 140 in the St.

Louis Book "U" Newsreel

Hollywood Happenings
"Sacred Flame" for Pauline Frederick
Pauline Frederick will star in a
Vitaphone version of W. Somerset
play,
"The
Sacred
Maugham's
started
Production
has
Flame."
with Conrad Nagel in the masculine
lead while the line-up includes also
William Courtenay, Lila Lee, Walter
Byron, Alec B. Francis and Dale

The adaptation
Fuller.
pared by Harvey Thew.
ture

is

was

pre-

The

pic-

being directed by Archie L.

Mayo.

A

in

"U"

St.
in

BENNY RUBIN

is

working

in

He sometimes

spends
broadcasting over

time

spare

Several screen
newcomers have
been cast by Universal in the new
"Sporting Youth" series of two reelers being made with dialogue and
sound effects. Ben Holmes is directing.
Cast for the series are Kay McCoy, Alice Doll, Ann Christie, Joan
McAvoy, Tommy Carr, Robert FosEdward Morgan and Sumner
ter,

*

*

*

New

York.

"Last Dance," Audible's Second
The second picture on Audible's
schedule of talkies will be "The Last

Dance" by George

Terriss.

Script

and dialogue are now being prepared
and Lon Young who will supervise
the production is selecting the cast
It will be shot at the Tec Art studios,

RCA-Photophone.

Fox

The
players.
includes Will

Tom

Patricola, Richard Keene, Nancy Drexel, Clifford Dempsey, Henry
Kolker and Farrell Macdonald.

work

in "Furies."

Myrna Loy

in

Warner

Vita-

Bros.

phone picturization of Jack McLarOther
en's novel, "Isle of Escape."
signed recently for "Isle of
Beery. Nina
Quartaro, Duke Kahanamoku and

players

Escape" include Noah

tures

pic-

should

be a big bet

Brown on Way
Hiram S. Brown,

to

Coast

starting

president of
Radio-Keitji-Orpheum, is en route to
the Coast.
He will visit the
studios of productions and also inspect the Pantages on the Coast
which were acquired recently and

this

month.

RKO

picture, broke records at

engagement

last

week

its

at the

opening
Hippo-

drome. More than 14,000 people attended the first performance, thereby
establishing a record attendance. And
business for the week exceeded all
former house records by approximately

$10,000.

Booked by

LOEW

RKO

Entire Circuit

Hippodrome Theatre
Com., Sat., Sept. 7

GREATEST TIMELY SHORT AVAILABLE

"Palestine
in Peril"
Document Showing Where
Religious Warfare is Now Raging

Startling Film

Bitter

Jack Ackroyd.

Fox Signs Danny Dare
Danny Dare, dance director,

has

been signed to a long term contract
with Fox Films and is scheduled to

Adapting "Sarah and Son"
Zoe Akins, novelist, has joined the arrive here shortly.
Paramount staff and has been asPlaying RKO Lead
signed to do the adaptation of TimJohn Mack Brown is playing a
othy Shea's novel "Sarah and Son"
which will be Ruth Chatterton's next leading role in "Jazz Heaven," which
starring vehicle.

Football

Fox Casts Two

Joseph Rickson and Richard Alexander have been signed by Fox for
"The Lone Star Ranger." This is
"U" Casts Anders Randolph
Anders Randolf has been signed the Zane Grey story which features
tc
by Universal for Mary Nolan's first George O'Brien and Sue Carol,
Shanghai be directed by A. F. Erickson.
"The
picture,
starring
Lady," from the stage play by John
Cast Opposite Blue
Colton. It is being directed by John
Betty
Compson has the featured
Robertson.
role in support of Monte Blue and

start

Ambassa-

completed an important role in
"Three Live Ghosts" and also worked in "College Days."

cast

Lois Wilson in "Furies"
Lois Wilson, instead of Leatrice Joy.
will play the leading feminine role in
First National's production of "Furies," stage play by Zoe Akins. H. B.
Warner will be principal man. Both
Miss Wilson and Warner are now
facing the cameras in "The Dark
Swan," and upon its completion will

140 theaters

American film debut in the first Florenz Zeigfeld-Samuel Goldwyn musical
Graf Zeppelin.
film.
She may appear on the New
*
*
*
York stage in a musical show before
Robert Montgomery, a compara- going to Hollywood.
The arrangetive newcomer from Broadway, will ment
was concluded by Goldwyn
play opposite Norma, Shearer in while he was in London several
"Their Own Desire." He recently months ago.

ner studio. The number she will inRog- troduce is "Life Can Be So Loneso far announced
some."
Howard Bretherton is diers, Warner Baxter, Walter Catlett.
recting.
The cast includes Chester
Farrell
Charles
Collier,
William
Edna
Mulhall
and
Morris,
Jack
George MacFarlane, Victor McLagMurphy.
len, Stepin Fetchit, George O'Brien,
the

are

—

Fox Assigns Catlett
Walter Catlett will stage "New OrSings in New Film
leans Frolic," which has gone into
Dolores Costello will sing in her
production at Fox under the direcThe pic- next Vitaphone production. "Second
tion of Benjamin Stoloff.
now under way at the Warture will employ most of the notable Choice."

among

—There

this zone, including the

Jolson Film Gets Record
Goldwyn Has Evelyn Laye Signed
Cleveland
"Say It With Songs,"
Kvely Laye, London musical comedy prima donna, is to make her Al Jolson's latest Warner Brothers

keen student of
hurrying at M-G-M;
Russell J. Birdwell, who got a
"scoop" on Lindbergh's flight,
showing much interest in the
a

talkers,

Getchell.

Louis

Daily Reminder

which become
Orpheum theaters and a part of the Radio-KeithOrpheum system with the opening of
the season.
He expects to return
about Sept. 15.

More Passing Show. John
Waters,

Exhibitors

RKO

Leo McCarey, who "clicked"
with "The Sophomore," is fuv
ishing the direction of "Red
Hot Rythm" and may spend a
belated vacation in

Northwest

"Cot-

ton and Silk" and in the Van and
Schenck picture, as yet untitled. He
has also written "Cenis of M-G-M."
short
subject.
a
He i> ;ilso in

KHJ.

Series

— Seventy

dor and Missouri here, which are
playing "The St. Louis Post-Dispatch-Universal Newsreel."

RALPH WILK

By

his

with

Little
from "Lots"

"Marianne."

Newcomers

Minneapolis

Theaters, including the State here,
are playing "The Minneapolis-Tribune-Universal Newsreel," the newspaper states.

Melville

Brown

is

directing for

RKO.

Distributed Nationally

By

Ufa Eastern Division
729 7th Ave., — BRYant 7534
-

Friday,

OUT OF ARBITRATION
and forward to The Film Daily, 1650 Broadway!
Here is my entry and Ten Dollars for the Full Film Golf
Tournament, to be held on Tuesday, Oct. 1 at Gedney Farms
Country Club, White Plai>ts.
Sign

this

loving

1)

award may be
a sales record.

RKO

outlined and the new reproducer being offered by RCA-Photophone discussed.
H. M. Richey,
general manager of the Michigan
unit; Carl Goe, assistant sales manager of Tiffany-Stahl; Claude Pen-

Bruce Gallup, United Artists Corp.
William Brandt

rod,

Hawkins

Al Lichtman, United Artists

Wm.

Daily"

Arthur Stebbins, Stebbins, Leterman
Jack Alicoate, "The Film Daily"

&

Gates

Butterfield- Paramount

Deal Denied
(.Continued

from Page

for

it.

"Butterfield operates the Strand,
Capitol and Colonial theaters in Lansing and the State in

Gladmer,

East Lansing.

"Coming along on the heels of the
Publix-Butterfield rumor is another
than Publix has its eye on a piece of
property in the downtown section
here on which to erect a theater" the

Louis Showdown on
Musicians Seen Sept. 15

St.

(Continued from Page

states.
Such a step, those
the know regard as a move possibly to block William Fox, Publix'
big rival from coming here. Fox al-

1)

tracts with the musicians, or
will join
he 50 independent theaters,
now oper-

ating without musicians.
In this latr g r< Up
arc 1S ""wired theaters.
-r,
^
he differences grew out of demands
of the union that it specify the
mini-

RCA-Photophone

,

mum

number
in

of musicians" to be

each

The following
pall

funeral

em-

house.

Proctor Services
ary

is

Tomorrow

the

list

of honor-

bearers announced for the
of
Frederick
F.
Proctor-

George M. Cohan, John J. Murdock,
ready has invaded Grand Rapids and John Ringling, Wm. F. S.
Hart
rumor had it here some time ago Mark A. Luescher, George E. Walthat he was casting about for a loca- len, Clarence H. Wallen, Pat Casey
Maurice Goodman, Daniel Frohinan
tion in Lansing.
Sam
A. Scribner. Walter Vincent
Indications are that in the final
showdown, Fox and Publix will Sidney Wilmer, Henry Chesterfield
The services are tomorrow mornemerge as the leading factors in the
ing at 11 at St. John's Episcopal
theatrical field.
Merger of the Para
niount-Lasky corporations and those Church, Larchmont, N. Y.
of Warner Brothers with Publix is
ready, it is understood, bringing into existence a circuit of almost 1,500
theaters operated under one supervising head.
Publix at present is op-

erating about 1.100 houses throughout the country and the ParamountWarner lineup will bring in about
300 or 400 more.
"This leaves but one major opponent to Publix and Fox— Radio-Keith-

Orpheum.

Control of the R-K-O is
known to be friendly to Publix and
a consolidation would not come as
a

surprise."

Queens Exhibitor Dies
I'uneral

services

were held yester-

day from his home at 9408 42nd Ave
Kim hurst, Queens, for Daniel Shear!

48,
pioneer Queens exhibitor, who
died Tuesday.
e retired from business tour years ago selling his
houses

H

at

Elmhurst,

Long

Forest Hills, Corona,
Island City and other towns.

Dow Managing Downer
Milwaukee— Frank Dow has been

appointed manager of the Downer.
He formerly was manager of the
Fern.

it

or

Circuit for a period of 210
years.
Here is how Grad figures it. There
are 21 theaters in the Midland
circuit.
Each one has contracted to run
First

National pictures during the
years total 210 years.
Following are the Midland towns
which "Grad" has placed in the bag
for First National: Kansas—
Atchison,
Chanute, Eldorado, Concordia, Salina,
Pittsburgh,
Hutchison,
CoffeyviUe,
Clay Center and Ottawa; Iowa Fort
Madison,
Muscatine;
Missouri iSedaha, Moberly, Carthage, Boonville,
Marshall. Brookfield, Nevada. Lexingnext

ten

—

—

—

--

Mwk Grcat Motion Picta

I

ployed

ad

Believe

Gradwell has just sold the
complete First National prodcut to the Midland Theater
not,

A Great Novel

*

newspaper

in

of

P.

for establishing

Michigan

in

1)

Beatty is quoted as saying when
asked to comment upon the rumor.
"It is true such a rumor is being
circulated but there is no foundation

manager, and Col. E.

out for the

dressed the meeting which closed
ton, Springfield.
with talks on various devices, acoustics and a general round table discussion.
The Indiana organization Oscar Fine, Evansville; H. E. Hart
Auburn; Sam Carlton, Frankfort; A
is a unit of. Allied States Ass'n.
W. Howard, Monon; Sam Neall KoDirectors elected are to meet in komo;
H. P. Voncershmitt, BloomOctober to decide upon a slate of mgton;
Walter Easley, Greensburgnew officers.
The directors are: William Brenner,
Winchester; Cari
Charles B. Metzger, Harrv Markun. Kleihege,
Hammond;
Alexander
Jean Marks, A. C. Zaring, R. R. Manta,
Indiana Harbor; Peter MaiBair, all of Indianapolis; A. C. Mil- lers,
Fort Wayne; A. J. Juks, Ligoler Brazil; Percy Dickson. Wabash; mer; A.
M. Lyons, Vincennes.

A. Johnston, "M. P. News'*

Don Mersereau, "The Film

RKO

is

cup or whatever the

rule

were

The Committee

Pictures,

ject
tors

changes were specified, the subbeing left to the board of direcfor final adjustment.
More than 100 exhibitors from all
sections of the state attended the
gathering described as the most enthusiastic and productive in the history of the association.
Franchise
proposals of
and Tiffany-Stahl

1929

Speaking of long term contracts, Gradwell L. Sears, western sales manager of First National

(Continued from Page

6,

A Record?

INDIANA UNIT CONTINUES

GOLFERS, ATTENTION!

September

WWTE.WIRS
OR CALL

BIG 3
630 Ninth Ave.

NEWYOWC
CITY--

^Sand
DIGE
VOL. XLIX

Sunday, September

No. 58

8,

Price 25 Cent!

1929

attest.

NOW
PORTER

your patrons can

them on the

HEAR

the

UNIVERSAL

RE-

news events as they see
on-the-spot news flashed to you

describe the actual

screen. Real,

with lightning speed

not a hodge-podge of newsless maga-

zine shots.
Presented by

CARL
LAEMMLE
TV\

On

Disc

A

REALLY TALKS - not just a reel with
accompaniment. UNIVERSALE REPORTER mak-

newsreel that

-

sound
ing more interesting the interesting news of the day— delivered to you right after it happens. Something brand new.
Something entirely different. A newsreel that will enthrall
ever
your patrons as no other newsreel past or present

—

has done.

TRY AND BE THE FIRST TO GET

IT!

FIRST RELEASE, SEPT. 23 rd

•
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SHORT SUBJECTS
ARECOMINGBACK
INTO THEIR OWN
AGAIN THIS YEAR

n
S3
\

For Shorts or Features, Sound or Silent

Film Daily Reviews
are the recognized authority
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ml/mm

2,000 Seats Type 2MDA, Synchronous Disc and Sound on Film $3,500 ; Synchronous
Only $2,500 .... For Houses up to 4,000 seats : Type 4MDA, Synchronous Disc and Sound on Film
$4,500 ; Synchronous Disc Only $3,500 .... The Pacent Film Attachment when sold separately is $750.
Two Attachments needed with each Pacent Disc System.
For Houses up to

:

Disc

PACENT REPRODUCER CORP.

Film Center Bldg.

NEW YORK,

N. Y.

Warners

VOL. XLIX

Close

WARNER-HOFFMAN DEAL
CLOSED AT NEW HAVEN

—

New Haven
deal

in

Warners
final

acquisition

for

Friday
papers here
of

the

in

New

England.

Loew's to Fox Sought
Fox

of

sale

of
in suit

PARAMOUNT BRITISH DEAL

Loew's,

ABM

REPORT PERSISTS
persist that
for
a deal

—

Reports
Wireless)
is negotiating

(By

Paramount

control of British InPictures.
Holdings
of
ternational
John Maxwell are sought, involving some 70 theaters in addition to
his production and distribution inter-

brought
Court
by Edwin M. Stanton of Plandome,
L. I., acting for minority stockhold- ests.
ers.
Summonses have been served
Denial that any deal is under way
on Nicholas M. Schenck, president for control of British International
of Loew's; David Bernstein and Ar- Pictures is made by Charles E. Mcthur M. Loew, to appear in court Carthy, director of public relations
Sept. 13, when Stanton will ask for
for Paramount.
Inc.. to

in

is

sought

Price 25 Cent3

1929

RENEWED EFFORT PLEDGED IN
EXHIBITOR RELIEF PROGRAM
London

Inquiry Into Sale of
Investigation

8,

1''

Connecticut theaters of the Hoffman
The purchase price is
Bros, chain.
Under
reported to be $5,000,000.
terms of the deal, I. J. Hoffman hecomes general manager of Warner
theater interests

New York County Supreme

New Spanish Tax
Madrid (By Wireless)

Assured M. A.
Lightman Needed Steps
Will be Taken

Petti John

— Idea

of increasing the import tax on
films in a move to protect the
Spanish industry, has been

abandoned and instead
all

a tax

Renewed

on

films is to be levied varying

accordance with length and
The
importance of pictures.

in

money

received in taxes

is

to

go into national production,
and activities of foreign concerns operating with Spanish

ment

A

technical council to
control production and distribution is being created.

capital.

by examination

of wit-

Meyer-Rieger Firm to
Open N. Y. Laboratory
Specializing in developing of sound

and

silent prints,

Meyer-Rieger Lab-

oratories Sept. 15 will start operations at 130 W. 46th St., New York.
Formation of the company marks renewal of the partnership of Louis
Meyer and Jack Rieger, pioneers in
The partners
the laboratory field.
plan also to develop a new 16mm
{Continued on Page 2)

$30,972,162 Advance by
5 Film Stocks in Aug.
Five

amusement stocks advanced

August, according to a
compilation by the "New York Sun."
Warners led with an appreciation of
$12,029,967; Paramount was second
advancing $8,126,487; others are Fox,
$7,385,940; Loew's, $3,241,402; Pathe
"A", $188,823.
$30,972,162 in

A
TUESDAY

WESTERN

PA.

AND W. VA.

Paul Whiteman's Universal picture
to be a revue, and titled "The King
of Jazz Revue." Herman Rosse, who
painted the Peace Panel at the Hague,
and is a partner of Josef Urban,
leaves soon for the Coast to design
Productions
scenery and costumes.
starts in

November.

—

(Continued

2)

on

Page

2)

Is

Two

the deal.

it

clear in a

relief,

memorandum

that

the

necessary steps will

be taken.

Lightman, in making a survey of
the situation since the operating machinery was set up, came to the conclusion that, while sales executives
here in New York who signed the
pledge were acting in unquestioned
faith,
all

branch managers and
over the country, fear-

(Continned

it

hitch so far has developed almost entirely
over the terms under which an exchange of stock may be made. The
Warners-brothers three are trying to close on the best possible terms.

work out

made

salesmen

:

to

of the plan indicated.

meeting named representatives to
on a joint committee of exhibitors allied with the M.P.T.O.A.
and distributors for the purpose of
bringing about national adjustment

good

or isn't it? Everywhere you go and on all lips
there is one question. What ahout Paramount and Warners?
Both groups are hard at it in an attempt
Well, there is to say
:

made

to M. A. Lightman, chairUNIT JOINS ALLIED ASS'N submitted
man of the exhibitor committee for

Close-Up or
The

on

Page

2)

Fox West Coast Deals
Anticipated in West
Denver

— New deals

in the recently-

launched eastward expansion of Fox
West Coast, are being anticipated

They
these multi-angled mergers are.
deal
Warner
ParamountThe
blooey
then
and
may look all set to go
betting
are
We
not.
might
again
it
then
may work out that way, but
with ourselves that the amalgamation, as planned, will become an

as a result of the inspection
recently undertaken by Harold
B. Franklin, president of the circuit.
Franklin is surveying the K. & F.
chain, recently taken over, as well as
proposed theaters to be built in AriMeanwhile, a deal is underzona.
stood to be under way for acquisition

actuality

of the Consolidated chain.

—

Why

Paul Whiteman's Universal
Picture to be a Revue The
is

on Page

be

serve

—

(Continued

to

tor

Pittsburgh Affiliation with Allied
American distributors are
continuing to remain aloft from the States Ass'n was voted and the franFrench market, pending settlement of chise plan drafted by that organizaThey have tion in agreement with Tiffanythe quota controversy.
declined proposal to resume under Stahl and RKO indorsed, at the
the present 7 to 1 basis pending a final meeting here of the western Pennsettlement of the 3 to 1 proposals of sylvania and West Virginia exhibitor
Paris

are

Charles C. Pettijohn at whose instance the recent Washington exhibi-

has

Deadlock Continues on
U. S. Film Quota in France

efforts

soon to make more widespread adjustments on souind. While distributors have carried out their pledge
in
part,
the impression has been
growing in exhibitor ranks that the
promised relief has not been extended
as broadly as the original announce-

an order permitting him to explore
into the sale
nesses.

Houses

Connecticut

Sunday, September

No. 58

were slated to sign

19

for

not?

You know how

Social note:

The

fall film

—

golf tournament

is

down

for October

usual good time, the usual bracing clay out in the open.

come over

here,
trip

1.

You must Increased Activity at
L. I. Studio Planned

With the completion of the new
annex
to its studio in Astoria, Long
the
into
affairs in Arkansas, Mississippi and Tennessee, is to step
Paramount is ready for
Island,
president's chair which Pete Woodhull is about to vacate at the increased production activities in the
M.P.T.O.A. Lightman knows exhibition and, in particular, the small east, which call for the making of
18 talking features and 24 short subman's problem. Exhibitor trouble, as constituted today, are almost
jects during the year.
on Page 11)
It is all settled.

M. A. Lightman, long prominent

(Continued

in exhibitor

^
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A CLOSE-UP OR TWO. An Editorial bv Maurice Kann
FINANCIAL
FOREIGN MARKETS, bv James P. Cunningham
PRESENTATIONS, bv Herbert S. Bern

Price 25 Cents

SOUND PICTURES, 'bv Charles F. Hvnes
PRODUCTION IN THE EAST
SHORT SHOTS FROM N. Y. STUDIOS, bv Arthur
FILM DAILY'S FEATURE PAGE
AND THAT'S THAT, bv Phil M. Daly
ALONG THE RIALTO. bv Phil M. Dalv, Jr

Publisher

Published daily except Saturday and holidays

New

York, N. Y. and
Wid's Films and Film
W. Alicoate, President and
Folk, "Inc.
J.
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann, Vice-President
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer,
Business and Advertising Manager. Entered

1650 Broadway,
copyright (1929) by
at

as second class matter,
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W. Eddy
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GOLD DIGGERS OF
BROADWAY
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100
70
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do units
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Skouras Bros
•Technicolor
United Art
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26
27
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30
82

34
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5

10
75

65
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75

of

their

individual

sales

of
of

hibitors'

unit at Pinehurst.

need of new American

films.

Proctor Funeral Services
Funeral services are to be held
Saturday morning at St. John's Episcopal Church, Larchmont, for F. F.
Proctor,
pioneer
showman. Honorary pallbearers are: John J. Murdock, George M. Cohan, John Ringling, William F. S. Hart, Mark A.
Luescher, Pat Casey, Maurice Goodman, Daniel Frohman, Sam A. Scribner, Walter Vincent, Sidney Wilmer

BROOKS
COSTUMES
GOWNS AND UNIFORMS
WANTED

—

tions to
tributors

United

Let Us Solve Your Problems
Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

85

on the Leviathan.
voyage to New York
surveyed the ship and will submit a
of

S.M.P.E. at Toronto.
North Carolina ex-

I

30

installation

VA.

Firm

his

for

(sound).

Meeting
Meeting

(Continued from Page 1)
the French, unless given assurance
that the situation will not be altered
by new rulings. Meanwhile, the market throughout France is badly in

Open N.

Stebbins,

Friday

proposition

Meeting of M.P.T.O.A. of New
England at Boston.
issue of
Hearst Metrotone

First

RKO

Cohan Returning to Europe
Sydney Cohan, director of sales for
the Powers Cinephone British firm,

phone equipment.

at

Albu-

records unit. More than 100 exhibitors were
or prompted by an overzealous de- present.
sire to make a record, were not exSpeakers were: H. M. Richev. gentending the cooperation to the mass eral manager of the Michigan unit;
that had been promised. Carl J. Goe, assistant sales
12,600 of exhibitors
man5,600 This, according to Lightman, has re- ager, and Allan Moritz, Pittsburgh
400 sulted in many theater owners being
manager
of
Tiffany-Stahl;
Abe and Henry Chesterfield.
12,700
refused what they considered ade- Schnitzer, local
manager; Col.
quate adjustments.
E. P. Hawkins of RCA-Photophone
10,300
Complaints have been reaching him and Fred Harrington, secretary
of
from many sections, he told
the exhibitor unit.
Anthony Jim,
course
in
the
DAILY
Friday
FILM
100
head of the association, presided.
THE NAME YOU GO BY
of an interview, and their number
_WHEN YOU GO TO BUY
prompted him to confer with Petti1,000
Meyer-Rieger
to
100 john on a method of adhering to the
spirit of the promise made weeks
Y.
Laboratory
ago. Pettijohn told Lightman he was
'*37 B'WAY. N.Y.
TEL 5580 PENN.
100
(Continued from Page 1)
ALSO 23.0OO COSTUMES TO PEMT
6,900 in accord with the latter's view and
the memorandum governing future process on which they are working.
procedure was developed as a result Louis Meyer has been in the field
of their unanimity of opinion on the about 18 years and five years ago
dissolved partnership with Rieger to
problem.
become head of the title department
individResponsible
of Consolidated Film Industries on
New Charlotte Exchange
uals or sales organizaM-G-M is planning the Coast. Rieger has been active in
Charlotte
laboratory work for 15 years.
erection of an exchange here.
disful

•LAST PRICE QUOTED

Cohan on

at

Deadlock Continues on
U. S. Film Quota in France
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Roxy "A"

sailed

PA.

Michigan exhibitors
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Petoskey, Mich.
Meeting of exhibitors
querque, N. M.

8
8
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54

Katz
•Columbia Pets.
*Film Insp.
Hal.

400
400

207

96%
71H

RENEWED EFFORT PLEDGED WESTERN

Close Sales
31
100

225^

Induction of M. A. Lightman into
M.P.T.O.A. presidency at Memphis luncheon

News

Financial

Am.

Meeting of Wisconsin exhibitors,
Big Cedar Lake, Wis.
Meeting of Ohio exhibitors at Cin-

1

Oct. 7-10
Dec. 9-10

g

SOUND

Low

and Alabama exhibitors at Columbus, Ga.
Meeting of Ohio exhibitors at Columbus.
Meeting of exhibitors at Casper

9

RICHTOFEN
9
SILVER KING
9
UNGUARDED GIRLS
9
WILD PARTY
8
SHORT SUBJECTS

MASQUERADE

17

TAGK

8

New

of

cinnati.

12
12

Sept.

CITY OF TEMPTATION
GIRL FROM HAVANA

exhibitors

Wyo.

REVIEWS

—

High

of

Orleans territory at New Orleans
Convention of Georgia,
Florida

Meeting

—

STOCK MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF FRIDAY)

Meeting

'6

'

York, N. Y., under the act
Terms (Postage free)
of March 3, 1879.
United States outside of Greater New York
months,
6
$5.00; 3 months.
year;
$10.00 one
Subscribers should
Foreign, $15.00.
$3.00.
Address all communicaremit with order.
tions to THE FILM DAILY, 1650 BroadPhone Circle 4736
way, New York, N. Y.
Filmday,
Cable address:
4737-4738 4739.
Hollywood, California Ralph
New York.
Phone Granite
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd.
London Ernest W. Fredman, The
6607.
St.,
W.
Wardour
89-91
Renter,
Film
Berlin Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
I.
Harle,
A.
Paris—
P.
225.
Friedrichstrasse,
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la
Cour-des-Noues, 19.
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INDUSTRY'S STATISTICS, by James P. Cunningham
HOBBIES
TIMELY TOPICS, DIGEST OF CURRENT OPINION
TEN YEARS AGO TODAY. Culled from Film Daily Files
REVIEWS OF NEWEST RELEASES, bv Jack Harroivet
HOLLYWOOD HAPPENINGS. Coast News bv Tclcnrafh
"A LITTLE FROM LOTS," by Ralph Wilk..'
THEATER EQUIPMENT, by Charles F. Hvnes
THE WEEK'S HEADLINES, Resume of the News
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Foreign Markets
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HOLLYWOOD

22 EMELKA THEATERS

Masterpiece Films,

equipsound
Klangfilm
Berlin
ment, provided under recent negotiations, is to be installed in 21 leading theaters of the Emelka chain in

IN

London— British

Ltd. is completing arrangements for
(he acquisition of a site near Piccadilly Circus on which will he erected

a

During the construcstudio here, the company

sound studio.

tion

of

its

—

The

Germany.

ported, to secure the services of R
Plaissetty, Harold Bucquet and Reginald Fogwell, the latter to he head
Edward
of its scenario department.
Lawrence, formerly of Edison and

Cosmopolitan Prod, is to he producTalking film rights
tion manager.
have been secured on "The (latter
Clogs" bv Arthur Applin;
of the
"Lure of the West," "H.M.S. Flapper."
"Out of the Blue," "Blue
"The Green
"Taraline,"
Clouds,"
Moth," "Red Wings," "The Phantom Melody" and "Breed of a Romany." Distribution, excluding United
States and Canada, will be under su-

will

Phoebus Film to Get
All Emelka Chain Houses
Washington Bureau

BIG

atmosphere.

THE FILM DAILY come home

of

Washington — All

theaters of the
Emelka chain are to be managed by
Phoebus, according to a report to
the M. P. Division of the Dept. of

It

signalled

the

wel-

BERG

Abe Lyman and
did

themselves

his

Californians

proud at the
Paramount in Frank Cambria's show,
"The Jazz Clock Store." The setting showed a bunch of large and
unique clocks of different colors, with
quite

band in front.
working with two

the

Tiffany Twins.

He

Lyman opened
girl

dancers,

the

interpolated gags

Walt Roesner, who throughout with the various specialty
Walt acts, and was good. Paul Kirkland
hand when he was brought did a novelty comedy number balto

again takes his place as m.c.
got a big

Immediately he put the Staet
hand
through a clever number, coinCommerce. It is proposed to change
biuiug six different melodies as the
Emelkathe name of Phoebus to
Wolfgang Ahshagen various pieces of the band got intc
Theater A.C.
The
action one after the other.
has been invited to become a director
Tommy
bill
was
on
the
standout
of Phoebus as well as Dr. Wilhelm
Wonder, a clever youth in his teens
Resenthal and Kommer/ienrat Wilwho proved himself remarkably verhelm Kraus.
Tommy was on three differsatile.
ent times, and almost stopped the
C.E.A. Conference show. He did an eccentric dance with
pervision of S. A. Coronel, managing
with jazz
director, who recently resigned from
in Favor of 1 to 1 Quota a rag doll, played a piccolo acrobatand F Film Service Ltd.
effects and contortion comedy
Berlin
At the recent German Cine- ics, and finally came out in blackface
Exhibitors' Ass'n held
matographers
Planned
Production
nd did a great acrobatic balance while
Joint

W

S.

HAND AT CAPITOL

The stage show, "Atop O' the
World" devised and staged by Arthur
Knorr got over with some very
values from all
of good product on
be angles. The setting was atop a skyscraper showing the modernistic skyscraper background, and the night
club got away to a good start in this

end

technical

Emelka's sound production
has secured space in Hollywood for undertaken by Tobis.
Arthe production of six features.
rangements have been made, it is re-

HERBERT

WALT ROESNER BACK FOR FRANK CAMBRIA PUTS OVER

TO WIRE

BRITISH MASTERPIECE FILMS KLANGFILM

TO PRODUCE

Presentations

on.

ancing and dancing on a ladder. In
another bit he juggled a paper cone
on his nose for a lot of real heavy
laughs.
The Tiffany Twins, tap
dancers, proved to be two cute kids
from St. Louis making their first
metropolitan appearance.
Bard &

Avon, a male duo, had a snappy line
comedy patter. The Fred EvaiiF
ensemble did some neat toe and tap
dancing. They appeared in the finale
in some very nifty fancy costumes
Girls posed on an immense bronze
at Stuttgart a resolution was passed playing. He extracted some unusual
clock were revealed as the final flash
in support of the one-for-one talker laugh notes from the old piccolo, and
which was impressive. A good show
"kontingent," which provides that altogether was a show in himself. The that pleased the regulars
with every
only one foreign talker can be im- Ormonde Sisters were just one of indication that strong applause could
ported into Germany against each those things.
The Chester Hale give.
Cerman-made sound picture released Girls, a double sixteen, put over a
Among other resolutions f.nale pajama number that was a wow.
abroad.
Plans Stage Shows
Cleveland The Uptown, St. Clair
passed were one calling for a halt on Out in white frilled dresses, they disthe present regulation refusing to ad- carded these for pajamas lowered and East 106th St. is closed for one
mit children under 16 years of age from the flies, following a kidding week for changes to permit stage
Anglo Vitale, formand protesting against the entertain- takeoff on the male pajama craze with presentations.
During the conference six men spoofing the fad to good erly at Loew's theaters, will conduct
ment tax.
the orchestra. The Uptown is owned
two productions were exhibited, War- laughs. Okay show all the way.
by Warners.
ners "Noah's Ark" and "The Hounds

German

of

—

by German and French Cos.
Washington Bureau of

Washington

Germany and

THE FILM DAILY

— Wengeroff

Film

of

Star Film Co. of France

concluded agreements for the
production of- a sound feature,
advises a report to the M. P. Division
The
of the Dept. of Commerce.
picture is to be an adaptation of
have

joint

"L'Etrangere"
Dumas'
Alexander
which will have dialogue sequences in
French, German and English.

—

Stapleton Leaves Gaumont
P. C. Stapleton, for the of Baskervilles"_ a
past 20 years secretary of Gaumont tion.
Co., Ltd. has resigned following re-

London

—

cent changes in the hoard

of

direc-

tors.

Sudfilm

producBenefit for

—

Richmount
723 7th Avenue
D.

J.

Pictures

Inc.

MOUNTAN,

New York at*
Pr».

MARK R0XYPRE8ENTATI0N

Sept. 14 at the E. F. Albee, Brooklyn.
Acts from the Brooklyn area of
R-K-O and stars of the firm's affiliated amusement units, have volunteered their services.

Copenhagen Northern Tone Film,
effective
and
coloring
Lavish
Danish hrm, plans production of triRoxy
lingual talkers in Danish, Swedish and stagecraft, featured the week's
show, in which the Roxyettes play
Norwegian versions.
An unusually
a conspicuous part.
Elstree

Studio

Staff

feature of the -presentation
the Sea" adagio dance
in which the effect machines are used
The Roxyettes
to great advantage.
present a number in which the girlj

effective

Cut

is

EXCLUSIVE
*-*

foreign
representatives for

Rayart Pictures Corporation
and other leading independent producersand distributors
Cable Address:
Cable Address:
Cable Address:

RICHPICSOC. P«ri«
DEEJAY, London
RICHPIC. N. Y.

London— Nearly

150 workers, it is
reported, have been effected with the
recent staff cuts now being put in
operation at the Elstree studio. The
studio has been working on a 24 hour
basis and now is returning to nor-

mal.

"What Red

Hell"

London— "To

What

best in Motion Pictures!

Red

Hell"

will have
premiere here Sept. 13 at the
Jlaza, according to Fred Bernhard.
Tiffany-Stahl will release the picture
in United States.

starring

Exporting only the

Premiere

s

Sybil

Thorndike,

Fund

Radio-Keith-Orpheum is sponsoring a benefit show for Palestine sufferers to be presented at 11:30 P. M.

Tri-Lingual Talkers Are

Planned by Danish Firm

Palestine

COLOR ANDSTAGECRAfT

the

"Under

wear kitten costumes. This is amus"The
ingly done and registers well.
Gypsy and the Bird," a birdlike song
Belkin to the
is rendered by Beatrice
accompaniment of a flute obligato
There followed "In Old Havana
Town," principal number, which tied
in with the picture, "The Girl from
Havana." Songs, dancing, orchestra
numbers feature this presentation
done in a Cuban setting. It's an effective prologue

to the picture.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3S80

City
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ON EQUIPMENT
AND VARIOUS DE-

TIPS

NOW

VICES ARE

AVAILABLE

HYNES

Rules on Proper Care of Sound

McCullough

Prints Cited by
THE FILM DAILY

but silent film as well, about buckling, which causes an in-and-out-ofeffect on the screen.
focus
long
as
last
just
sound-on-film prints
"The practice of handling sound film has
as silent prints, declares R. H. Mc- been used in the same manner in which
Cullough, sound expert of Fox West silent film has been handled by laboratories,
laboratoSeveral
Coast Theaters in an article on the studios and exchanges.
ries have realized responsibility, which rests
apwhich
film,
sound
handling of
It
has
upon them in handling sound film.
peared in "Now," house organ of the been pointed out to laboratory executives
West

Coast

Los

Bureau,

Angeles— With

proper

care,

.hat

circuit.

sound film must receive care and atten-

,

tion.

"We

have advised and instructed
every projectionist in our theaters tc
handle sound film with great care,'
he says, and upon checking into this
matter we find that the sound prints
last just as long as silent prints. There
have been several discussions about
the life of sound prints.

"When
ized

on

speech, music or sound
great care must

film,

is
lie

synchronexercised

Sound prints must
developing this film.
or
under-developed.
be over-developed
represent the
lines,
which
microscopic
The
sound, are developed along with the photog
raphy, and if the microscopic lines are over
developed it reduces the efficiency of the
photo-electric cell to collect these rays and
deliver the sound to the amplifier with the
same volume as that which film has been
Many productions havt
developed properly.
been run lately with sound synchronized on
in

not

"The projectors must be kept ir
good condition at all times, and
tension
must be applied
proper

the film, and many difficulties have been
countered because the volume increased
decreased throughout the production so
idly that it was almost impossible for
observer to control the volume properly.

against the film at the aperture, keeping in mind that excessive tension is
one of the many things which, ruins
film,
as the
sprocket perforations
will not stand excessive tension. Many
theaters have been criticised severely,
while projecting not only sound film

male voice
that
a
than a female voice, but

realized

is

stronger
scenes change

and
the

if

when

volume

is

is

the rock-bound guarantee

is

made by

completely equipped with the most

the

Inc.
efficient facilities

EXPERT TALKING PICTURE PRODUCTION
disc,

It

much
when the

for

Recording on both film and
and 80.

the

rapidly from one to another
a female voice is heard and
so increased that the voice is

Chromotone Film Studios,
which

rap

is

"UNEXCELLED SOUND RECORDING"
That

en-

and

with disc recording at 33 1-3

We

offer producers, independent or otherwise, 1929-1930
methods of recording, not 1928.
Our staff is equipped to
handle every production detail everything from script to finished product.
Original scores and theme songs.
And pictures in natural colors if you want them.

—

WASTING YOUR MONEY THROUGH EXPERT
MENTS IS "OUT"
-~»-&®M04-l—

It is just a year since General Talking Pictures was organized to
manufacture and distribute De Forest Phonofilm. Only sound-on-film then
was made by the company, but Phonodisc soon made its appearance and
now is in operation in 500 theaters, as a complement to Phonofilm installations.
Here are $50 worth of the disc equipments ready for shipments.

very loud and harsh it does not give credit
the actress, and produces a lot of comedy
along with the continuity of the story.
A
step
should l>e taken between, the laborato

tories and cameramen to try
this difficulty.
do realize

and eliminate
that the theaters are entirely responsible for the amount
of volume in the Auditorium, and that they
are also responsible for the condition and
The
the operation of the sound equipment.

We

recording in most productions has been very
good on film, but the laboratories are held
responsible for the density of the film.

"We have visited several laboratories and
have watched them cutting prints and have
found that they handle sound films in the
same manner in which silent prints are
handled.
It was the practice of laboratories
when cutting scenes out of silent prints to
allow film to be thrown on the floor until they
would come to the next scene where they
would make the cut. Silent film was not given
much attention, as to dirt and dust which collected on the emulsion, and many scratches
would appear because of the way this film
was handled. Many laboratories have handled
It is very
sound film in the same manner.
apparent that when dirt and dust collect on
the sound track, and also when scratches
appear on the sound track, all of these
as
the sound track passes
things
register
over the sound aperture.

"We have noticed lately that sound prints,
discs,
have
synchronized with
which are
been coming through with very poor photography, and upon looking into the matter
find that incandescent lighting is being used
on sound features in preference to arc lighting.
We do know that arc lighting is far
superior

Chromotone Film Studios,
(Where Good Sound
122 Fifth Ave.,

Pictures Are

New York

Watkins 8536-7

Inc.

Made)

City

to

the

lighting
theaters have

incandescent

when

upon

drying

drum

to
be
a tendency
and if placed upon the rack after
it
comes out of the developing process the
will tighten up gradually, and we do
film
believe
this
has caused considerable buckling.
The greatest care should be exercised

placed

dried, as
to stretch,

when

film

a

dries

it

has

handling sound film."

in

New

Principle Claimed for

Monarch
Minneapolis

—

Installation

Declared

installation of its
United States, Monarch
first

to

kind

sound

be

the
the
repro-

in

ducing equipment has been installed
the Princess.

at

speaker

A

new

engineering

is

principle of
for

claimed

the installation.

New Horn

Installed in

175 Houses,
New chip board

Macy Claims

exponential horn
on the market about nine
months ago by the Macy Manufacturing Corp., Brooklyn, has been inplaced

stalled in more than 175 theaters,
states J. J. Auerhaan, president of

the

company.

for

sufMany
producing light.
fered because of the poor photography, and
severely
patrons do criticise a production
when they cannot clearly see the objects on
Most theaters are equipped with
the screen.

the best means of illumination to illuminate
impossible
to
is
It
the screen properly.
shoot through film which is very dark and
obtain good results.
things which, we believe,
One of the
should be watched by the laboratories, is
should not be stretched tightly
that
film

Kennedy Gets Photophone Post
Atlanta R. H. Kennedy has been

—

selected to head RCA-Photophone's
Charlotte, N. C, branch, his appoint-

ment having been made by H.

I.

Rosefield, Southern district manager.
Kennedy's territory will include the
states of North and South Carolina.

SECOND

THE

SERIES

OF

ON

REPRODUCTION

QUALITY

WESTERN

ELECTRIC

s/pp/

We

have mastered
in

Sound

Reproduction
rpiHE WESTERN ELECTRIC SOUND SYSTEM
-- delivers
It

sounds in natural,undistorted tones.

reproduces faithfully the range of sound

fre-

you hear no "boom. " The harpist plucks his bass
strings; you fail to hear their resonant notes.

The

piccolo, violin, tuba, clarinet

and other

quencies which give instruments and voices

instruments are seen in the orchestra, but

their distinctive qualities.

their

What happens when speech

is

"Mississippi,"

at all.

timbre, charm

of sound pitch of all speech and musical instru-

actress speaks her lines in

ments have been studied and determined accu-

all color,

and quavering
it

shrill or

voice. If she says

sounds like "Mithithippi."

Other annoying and ridiculous sounds replace

rately.

What happens when an

You

orchestra in a sound

reproduced over poor equipment?

see the

drummer

results of these investigations are

hit his bass

drum, but

The Western

scious public.

the only

System

is

lectric

SYSTEM
Distributed by

Electrical Research Products tnc.
Street,

Electric

Sound System reproduces these pictures with
the faithfulness demanded by a quality-con-

Westen
SOU N D
250 West 57th

Western Electric

Practically all of the sound pictures scheduled

For full range reproduction

Member

all

equipment.
are 100 per cent dialogue.

appeal are destroyed.

is

The

the basis for the design of

the clear, perfect speech. Illusion and box office

picture

thin and distorted or not heard

In the BellTelephone Laboratories the ranges

"go bass," destroying

a lisping, dull

is

they

duced? Voices sound thin and

and personality. The

poorly repro-

music

New York, N. Y.

of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc

Will H. Hay*, President

the
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NEW YORK
WHO AND
WHAT'S

WHO'S

SOUND HELD ADAPTED TO

~,By

ARTHUR

ROTHSCHILD, who

WA.been
•

at

editor

of

short

has

subjects

Paramount's Long Island studio

for some time past, has resigned.
So says G. E. Stewart, chief of the He intends to go to Europe for a
Paramount Long Island sound depart- vacation before making a new afment and one of the authorities on filiation.
this

vital

phase

of

audible

picture

making.
"In the making of the first alltalking pictures, the players were required to be almost stationary. Even
movement of the head was restricted
because of the fear of muffling the
voice en route to the microphone,"
Stewart points out.

"Today

the

actors

rove

the

full

Basil Smith has completed megaphone work on a ballet color short
for Photocolor. He directs another

one today at

De Forrest

studio.

A

cup, the kind you win as a
trophy, is being proudly displayed
around Paramount's Long Island
studio
by George Folsey.
The
cinematographer won same by wielding a speedy and accurate racket at
a tennis tournament at Old Orchard,
Me., during his recent vacation.

width and depth of the set with the
same freedom of motion that they
enjoyed in the making of silent picThe redecoration wave at ParaAnd the camera itself has
tures.
taken on a new degree of movability mount has now embraced the offices
with the development of the tech- of Walter Wanger, James Cowan
Monta Bell.
Heretofore,
nique of sound recording as applied and
Wanger has not maintained an ofto motion pictures.
fice at the studio, instead making his
"Much of this increased freedom headquarters at the Paramount
has been due to the simplifications home
office.
that have been developed in sound
recording.
We used to use many Syd Newman of the Paramount
microphones on a set and keep them studio secretarial force is going
as close to the speakers as possible. matrimony.
The many in the case
Today, in the average set, there is will be Mitchell M. Fenberg, New
usually only one microphone and it York artist, and the date is something for you to guess.
is suspended rather high above the
In this posiheads of the players.
Frank Namczy, who is the head
tion, the 'mike' picks up the words
of all of the players in all parts of man in Warner Bros, art department
And it isn't necessary for at their eastern studio, is another
the set.
the actor to shout to get his voice graduate of the now-antique Edison
outfit,
where he pursued artistic
heard.
work in 1910. Later he was identi"Today, we are producing screen
fied with Dyreda and afterwards
plays that are again true motion picwith Metro.
with the addition of the speaktures

Sound follows the caming voice.
era and adapts itself to the camera's
requirements."

MARK SANDRICH
Director
Current Releases

"THE TALK OF

HOLLYWOOD"

Dialogue Feature

"TWO GUN GINSBURG"
RKO
In Production

"GENERAL GINSBURG"

GREATER

STUDIOS

Short Shots from
Eastern Studios

TECHNIQUE OF CAMERA
"In the early days of talking pictures less than a year ago, the camera was sacrificed to sound. Today
sound has been adapted to the technique of the camera."

IN

Perry

Bradford,

"Harlem Nights"

who worked
at

Warner

in

Vita-

W.

EDDY

RAYART TO MAKE 24 SOUND
SHORTS, FEATURES IN EAST

\

In addition to a large program of
eastern talking feature production
done his comedy stuff in three now being planned, Rayart has 24
Eastern-made
Paramount
talkers, sound shorts scheduled to be made
"Gentlemen of the Press," "The Lady in the East. Twelve are single reels
Lies" and "The Battle of Paris," has and the balance two-reelers.
These
been signed to a long-term contract are being made at Metropolitan stuunder which Paramount will feature dios, Fort Lee, under direction of
Charles J. Hunt. Six of the two-reelhim.
ers will be made by Fred Ardath
Working as assistant to Harold and the other half dozen by Mark
Levey, musical director at Warners Linder. The pictures, marketed unVitaphone plant, is Milton Sands. der the Raytone brand name, are beHe has been in the band business ing supervised by W. Ray Johnston,
president of Rayart.
for a number of years. Sands got his
Production of a dialogue feature,
initial contact with the picture busi"Howdy, Broadway," has started
ness in 1912 when he played the
Camera
drums at the old Comedy theater, under direction of Hunt.

CHARLES RUGGLES,

who _ has

work is being done by George Webber and Frank Zucker.
Featured in
Frank Stich is authority for the the picture, which has locales rangstatement that Joe Jordan and his ing from collegiate life to Broadway,
"The is Tommy Christian and his band
orchestra is synchronizing
Siren of the Tropics," starring These musicians are also featured in
Josephine Baker, at the Recording the single reels being made for Ray-

owned by Fox,

in

Brooklyn.

Laboratories of America.

tone.

Alfred Hall, whose voice is known "Old Folks"
Shorts Series
many a radio enthusiast, recently
Being
by Lee
paid a series of visits to the Paramount Long Island studio to sing
Production of a series of six dia"The British Grenadier" in "The Re- logue shorts begins Monday at AmerAl has ican Sound Recording Corp.
turn of Sherlock Holmes,"
studio
been doing considerable suave work with Lee Beggs producing and directin studios in these parts since the re- ing.
Title of the series is "Home
vival of production.
Folks," with the initial short known
as "Old Folks at Home." Beggs will
Bert Lytell, recovered from a re- be featured. Camerawork will be done
cent accident, is again Algonquin- by Phil
Armand, Frank Zucker,
ing.
Soon he'll go out on the road George Webber and Lester Lang.
to star in "Brothers," in which he
had a successful season last year.
Complete "Trip to New York"
George Le Maire has finished proEngLya de Putti gangplanks for
duction on "A Trip to New York,"
land on the Majestic Friday to make two reel talker for
Pathe. Le Maire
a stage appearance as star of "Cling- and Hearn are featured
in their own
ing Ivy," sophisticated comedy. Be- story.
Evelyn Knapp is opposite
fore returning across the rolling wet
Hearn and the cast also includes
to America she will also star in a
Dick Lancaster, Leo Kendall, Ida
British International picture.
Fitzhugh, Jack Le Maire, Shorty
Bigelow, Muriel Moss, Terry Carether listo

Made

phone studio recently, is a busy Tin
Pan Alleyite. He did the lyrics for
the musical hit, "Messin' Around"
and not so long ago, worked in "St.
Mary Dowd, known to
Louis Blues," short product from teners as Helen of Hollywood, has
RCA's Gramercy studio.
resigned from M-G-M and gone to
the Coast to join First National. She
Verne Hardin Porter, recently ap- conducted the Radio Movie Club
pointed Eastern scenario editor for over
for some time.
Universal, was a newspaper cub on
the Duluth Star at the age of 16
Alfred Walker, general manager of
and later, after working on papers American Sound Recording Corp.,
in St. Paul, Washington, Portland, has had a miscellaneous picture exOre. and Salt Lake City, became as- perience which dates back to the insociated with Hearst magazine ac- dustry's yesterday.
In addition to
tivities. In 1918 he was editor-in- associations with
Pathe and other
chief of Hearst's film efforts and at major companies in the East he was
one time was editor-in-chief at Fam- identified with Hal Roach at the
ous Players Lasky.
Coast for some time.

WHN

Leoda

roll,

Knapp

Beggs

and

Gordon

Kelly.

Al Ray to Make Talker
Weiss Bros, have completed their
second Snub Pollard dialogue comedy tentatively titled "Pipe Down."
Les Goodwins directed with Gunboat
Smith, Jack Carey and Jane Beach
included in the cast. Cameramen on

were Tom Molloy and
Preparations are
Browning.
now under way for a talking feature,
which will be directed by Al Ray.
Rehearsals start this week.
the

picture

Irving

—
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-AND
THAIS

with

THAT
By PHIL M.

DALY

LAST we

ATparty

Phil

of ours for
exactly
not
picture production.
other
a new idea, we'll admit. A lotta
in that

scheme
It's

guys have gone into production from
extime to time, and that helps to
prealways
is
Hollywood
plain why
of
series
interesting
an
senting
bankfaces,
new
with
changes what
and occasionally bankruptcy
rolls
proceedings.
y

*

*

*

But why should that stop us?

When you are gambling with the
can afother fallow's money, you.
gent we
The
optimistc.
be
to
ford
Nestor
have interested is named
Nestor himself is a young
Zilk.
squirt ivho has just graduated from

Harvard. He has always had a yen
We met up
to go into production.

with Nestor the other evening while
parking one of our pups on an iced
tea bar in the Frenzied Forties.
*

*

Nestor was
of

spite

his

*

where,

at that stage

in

Harvard education, he

was ready to get chummy with anyEven a newspaper man. We
body.
observed him sizing us up for several
minutes, and finally he slid down
from the other end of the mahogany
eland came to a full stop with his

bow

resting

in

gracefully

cup

our

N

a

interested

have

"You look like a fairly
of oolong.
began the
intelligent person," Nestor
You re
replied:
conversation.
We're in the motion picall wrong.
Nestor looked re-

his

announcement

that

M.

Abram

F.

Myers

Allied States Ass'n

I

president, is to address the meeting of Ohio exhibitors,
Business Manager P. J. Wood says that Myers "is conceded to be
Lon
the outstanding exhibitor leader of the country"
Young, who has been carving quite a niche for himself as an
independent producer, is in. Noo Yawk with his first flicker as head
of Audible Pictures
Carrier Engineering Corp.'s house organ offers the one about
the mug who's companionaate marriage wasn't hitting so well
It's David Lustig (not
because he lost his wife's address
Lusty), who cracked the one about the Wailiing Wall at 729
Lillian Gish writes on fillums and S. L.
Seventh Avenoo
(Roxy) Rothafel on stage lighting in the fourteenth edition of
"The Encyclopaedia Brittanica," just off the press
Radio enthusiasts report that Gloria Swansan has a wonderful voice, having heard the London broadcast Toisday of the
song "Love," from her new flicker "The Trespasser"

Suggest That Local Bank
Check Percentage Runs

PERCENTAGE— straight
that will

grabbed him by the collar and
quickly
rushed him out to a taxi, so

get better.

m

drove him like

ment
works.
tell

to

mad

to

our apart-

give him the well known
Hold your breath, and we 11

you the developments in a

later

continued upward progress noted in sound

No

serious

argument can be directed

HOBBIES!
ROY J. POMEROY
is

the

dustry

foremost inarchery ex-

ponent.
Side Line

—Tennis

How-

and cumbersome.
A checking
system that will be efficient and
and nominal in cost is then the
need.

is

the most encouraging indication that pictures will
at the

statement that producers have made J J

—

Here's a suggestion it may
be good or it may be worthless.
In every town where there's a
theater there is also a bank.
couldn't a satisfactory arrangement be made with the
banks to handle the "checking"
just as banks will handle the
collection of a note for a very

Why

nominal fee?
Associated Publications

Stage and Talking Screen
Held as Separate Mediums
stage and the
THE
are
two
screen

audible
separate

art.

Each

serves as the medium for telling
a dramatic or comic story. They
have much in common but there
will always be many factors of
differentiation between the two.
Each branch of the drama can
help.
give the other valuable
Ideas are the root of progress in
art even more than in business.

Ideas develop in an interchange
of thought. So, I believe that by
dividing my time between the
stage and the screen, I can bet-

marvelous advances in the past year.
PHIL REISMAN

keep my mind open to the
changes and developments in
each and both branches of my

ter

work
No.35

Industry Statistics
By JAMES

P.

Statistical Editor,

issue.

gamble be-

seller.

ever ,the objection is brought up
that there are many unreliable
exhibitors, requiring employment
of "checkers," which is costly

business."

in the
that when we plumped him
his cup of
seat he was still clutching
cautious
oolong. "First," sez we,
for
ourselves
like,' before we let
get
you
"can
taxi,
the
the price of
some real dough for this producNestor Zilk waved
tion business?"
man
his arm majestically. "My old
Trust, and
is president of the Noodle
we
I'm his only child," sez he. So

divide the

tween buyer and

branches of dramatic

44 The

per-

centage without guarantees
has been advocated as the plan

John Ludwig, veteran Milwaukee exhibitor and exchangeGordon S. (Educational)
man, is in Noo Yawk for a visit
White, mew Auburn, fishing tackle and all, has left for Tennessee
with the missus and kiddies to visit his brother
He'll probably bring back papers to prove his fishing claims
"Pete" Woodhull lost no time in getting on the job with
General Talking Pictures, and the firm plans to step under his
executive leadership
That Jack Gilbert-Ina Claire tiff
Harold Franklin's kicking up
looks like publicity stuff
plenty of dust, now that his firm's committed to the eastward
hop
The venders along the Main Drag surely welcome
the midnight show gag
Harold Flavin, one of the ace writers of trade paper publicity
has given it the go-by, and decided to cast his lot with the brokerage field
His many friends wish him every success
Barney Hutchison has been switched from the Coast to succeed
Flavin at the Paramount home office

"Then you're just the man
lieved.
these years.
I've been looking for all
picture production.
I want to go into
*
*
*

We

— ©—
A Digest of

Current Opinion

Daly, Jr.

We

ture

Timely Topics

will benefit.

Rouben Mamoulian

No.35

CUNNINGHAM

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

The Film Daily

IN

One hundred and seventy-five fea- 28 season, 3,950 ownership changes
tures and 350 short subjects is the were recorded, these involving $8,rental confilm need for the average theater in 081,000 in outstanding
subject
the United States. The feature num- tracts on features and short
distributors.
product
of
more,
ber ranges from one, two, or
Famous to build in Buffalo.
for long-run stands in key cities, to
*
*
*
52 features for weekly changes, 104
The annual gain of new theaterfor twice-weekly policies, and 365
Atlanta film men organized to fight
country greatly exceeds
features, one for every day in the goers in this
of censor measure.
population
in
gain
combined
the
year, for houses with a daily change
*
*
*
Film theater attendance
states.
all
policy.
*
*
*
jumps from 15 to 20 per cent every
Al St. John
distribute
Famous to
Film Boards of Trade estimate year, and it is
more than 3,000 theaters films will push
that
change hands yearly. In the 1927- ably higher.

predicted that sound
this figure consider-

comedies made bv Jack Warner.

;

THE

<^3

DAILV

with
Leila

Hyams, Alan Birmingham
(All-Talker Version)

(All-Talker Version)

Fox

Length: 5,975

ft.

DESPITE OBVIOUS PLOT,
SMART CROOK STORY GOOD ACTING AND INTERPLENTY CLASSY WITH MODERNISTIC SETS AND CLEVER ESTING SHOTS OF PANAMA
DIRECTION AND ACTING. CANAL MAKE THIS GOOD OFHOLDS FINE SUSPENSE.
Length: 5,674

Fox

ft.

Adapted from the
story by Louis Joseph Vance. Here
is a well known writer whose crook

Crook drama.

stories always carry plenty of action
and original plot material that is reHe gets away from the
freshing.
So it would take a
beaten track.
very dumb director to kill a good
Vance story. But Russell Birdwell,
in this his first effort, steered this
one through cleverly. He has turned
out one of the cleverest crook films
we have lamped for a long time. It's
good in all departments. Alan Birmingham steals the acting honors as
the rich youth who closely resembles
The latter is after
a famous crook.
the young millionaire's jewels, and
is a mysterious girl. The hero falls
hard for the supposed lady yegg,
only to learn that she was just trying

so

secure a document to clear her
dad of a trumped up charge. The
masquerade complications are clever
and keep you on seat edge.
to

Cast: Leila Hyams, Alan Birmingham, Farrell MacDonald, Clyde Cook, Lumsden Hare.
staging by
Birdwell.
Directors,
Russell
Lumsden Hare; Author, Louis Joseph Vanre;
iScenarist, Frederick Hazlitt Brennan. Malco'm Boylan; Dialoguers, the same; Editor,
Cameramen, Charles Clarke,
Ralph Dietrich
;

Don

Anderson.

Direction,

excellent.

Photography,

classy.

FERING.

M.

;

;

J.

to

HASH.

Jack

other credits.
Photography,
Direction, amateurish.

poor.

William

Director,

Photography,

fine.

GERMAN FILM

STRUCTS

Clara

ft.

Produced in Berlin by F. P. G
Adapted from a story by Productions.
The film is called
Sir Phillip Gibbs.
It must have been "Richtofen, the Red Knight of the
very freely adapted, for it contains Air," and details very graphically the
nothing of any consequence.
The outstanding achievements in the flystory concerns the Russian refugees ing feats of Baron Manfred von
who fled to Constantinople during Richtofen, the great German war ace
the red revolution, and shows in par- whose exploits thrilled the world as
ticular the experience of a Russian he brought down over eighty of his
enemies in thrilling air fights. The
photography showing great squadrons
executing intricate maneuvers has
been handled with characteristic German thoroughness and ranks with the
best that has ever come out of Hollywood.
The story and continuity
could have been better handled, and
it looks as if some inexpert film cutting might have injured the original

But

in

spite

of

this

it

is

still

good

entertainment, and will certainly give all the air-minded fans a

WORLD.

Melodrama. Produced in England
by T. A. Welsh as one of Paramount's
quota pictures.
Adapted from the
Henry Arthur Jones stage meller of
the late '80s.
It's pretty tough on a
sterling actor like Percy Marmont
to be forced to

appear in this mess.
good melodrama.
Fancy the heroine being kidnapped
and stuck in a steel dungeon, with
not

It's

even

underground passages, snarling villains and fake snow storms, and if
.vou have a sense of humor you can
enjoy yourself. Percy is the English
gentleman unjustly accused of a murder, so he flees to America and becomes the Silver King in a few years,
as English gentlemen fleeing from
justice used to have a habit of doing
forty years ago
in
drammer. So
Percy sez to hisself: "Why should
I exile myself from my dear family?"
He promptly returns and exposes the

—

real criminals.
Cast: Percy Marmont, lean Laye, Bernard
Nedell, Chili
Bouchier, Hugh E. Wright.
Harold Huth, Donald Stuart, Ben Field,
Henry Wenman, Philip Lord, Raymond Ellis,
Pearl Hay, Peter Carpenter.
Director, T. Hayes Hunter

Author, Henry

;

;

Direction, amateurish.

"New

(Silent Version)
Length: 6,036

;

Arthur Jones Scenarist, Not listed Editor,
T. Hayes Hunter; Titler, same; Cameraman.
Bernard Knowles.

in

IN Paramount

CAREER OF THEIR GREAT
FLYING ACE AND PROVES
GOOD ENTERTAINMENT. FINE
AERIAL SHOTS

film.

Bow

"The Wild Party"

RECON-

HIGHLIGHTS

Curran;

No

"Richtofen"

Drama.

jnaiden who gets in the clutches of
a Turkish gentleman, who tries to
take advantage of her penurious situation by making indiscreet advances
to her. Meanwhile her boy friend, an
Englishman, is searching for her and
when he arrives she has got herself
a job in a Turkish cabaret where
the villainous Turk tries to make her
appear in a suspicious position, to say
Well, well, nothing realthe least.
ly happens, and all the actors go

Author,

Townley.

(Silent)
Length: 6,900
come Film Art Guild

OLD FOREIGN PRODUCTION SHOWS NOTHING.
CHEAPLY PRODUCED STORY
OF CONSTANTINOPLE AND
RUSSIAN REFUGEES JUST A

GUISED WITH CHEAP MORAL- TEURISHLY HANDLED WON'T
IZING AND HAVING AS MUCH CLICK WITH AMERICAN
KICK AS LAST SEASON'S AUDIENCES WHO KNOW
STRAW HAT. FOR THE SUCK- THEIR MODERN UNDERER TRADE.

A

good.

ft.

AMA-

picture.
Samuel Cummins is
backing this one, and dresses it up
with a lecturer who discusses sex and
then builds up a ballyhoo to sell a
bunch of sex literature to the innocents in the audience.
It also serves
the
purpose of building up the
thought in church and home circles
that they are doing something to protect unguarded girls.
Nothing new
about that.
So we see Mary, the
daughter of a wealthy attorney for

Direction,

1929

"The Silver King"

Sex

tine.

8,

with Percy Marmont
(Silent)
Public Welfare Pict.
(Silent)
Length: 7,000 ft. Amer-Anglo
Length: 6,784
A PHONEY SEX FILM DIS- OUTDATED MELLER

There is plenty of hokum in this
detective story which winds up with
a melodramatic finish and a wallop.
Good acting characterizes it throughout and there is the added value of a
voyage through the Panama Canal
to bring out highlights of that AmerHavana sequences, too,
ican project.
are interesting.
It starts out with a
jewel robbery, carried out ingeniously by the gang of thieves, who then the underworld, getting caught in the
girl de- snare
take passage to Havana.
of the roadhouse that her fathtective is placed on their trail and er owns.
Of course there is her upfalls in love with one of the band
standing chauffeur, who is in love
who proves to be the son of a mur- with Mary and who comes to the resdered victim of the crooks. Some of cue just in time.
The "big" sex
overdone, but in the main, it scene shows Mary under the influit
is
registers as good entertainment.
ence of knockout drops in a room of
Cast:
Lola Lane, Paul Page, Kenneth the roadhouse, where the manager
Thompson, Natalie Moorhead, Walter Hymer, has himself flashlighted alongside the
partially
disrobed.
Joseph Girard, Adele Windsor, Marcia Chap- unconscious gal
Then the
man, Dorothy Brown, Juan Sedillo and Ray- That's all there is to it.
Poor from every
Oid b ackmail gag.
mond Lopez.
Sucker bait, if you deal in
angle.
Author, John
Director, Benjamin Stoloff
such a mess.
Stone; Dialoguer, Edwin H. Burke; IScenarMarcclla Arnold, Paddy O'Flynn,
Cast:
Alphonse Martell, Jene Porter, Jack HopKins,
Editor, Paul Weatherwax
ist,
Not listed
Merle Ferris, Tom Gentry, Ida May.
Titler, same; Cameraman, Joseph A. Valen-

"The City of Temptation"
(Silent)
Gourland
Length:

"Unguarded Girls"

"The Girl from Havana"

"Masquerade"

Sunday, September

Photography, good.

Orleans"

with Ricardo Cortex, Buster
Collier, Alma Bennett

(Silent Version)

ft.

Length: 6,679 ft.
ANOTHER FLAMING Tiffany-Stahl
YOUTH PICTURE, WITH PROGRAM NUMBER CARCLARA BOW RUNNING WILD RIES A SEXY KICK AND HAS
AND DIZZY BUT STILL AN SOME GOOD RACETRACK ATAWFULLY NICE GAL.
MOSPHERE.

JUST

Comedy-drama.
Warner Fabian,
Drama. This manages to breeze
who wrote "Flaming Youth." gives along with a good love triangle. Busus a rehash of the well known hokum ter Collier as a jockey falls for a dizon

sex.
If anything, the silent ver- zy jane and marries her.
She soon
sion is to be preferred to the dia- starts to make love to his friend, and
logue, for Clara's voice is not as hot in fact begins operations before she
as Clara's actions and when she can't is married.
The friend, played by
be heard the fillum carries a kick Ricardo Cortez, tries to be true, but
Joyce Compton puts it all over her she gets him in the end.
Hubby
It's all hotsy-totsy stuff, tumbles to the racket, and walks out
for acting.
and no doubt will go well in places of the picture. Then the friend takes
where they still think this sort of wild her on. To provide for her extravadoings are indulged in at our well gances he steals money from the
known centers of education. Clara racetrack offi/ce where he is cashier,
gets all her pals going at college, and and bets it on the horse his former
They go for a lark pal is riding. Here we have a nice
also the boys.
to a roadhouse, where she gets her- dramatic situation with the husband
self in a jam, and the nice young col- wise to the fact that his rival has
lege professor rescues her, falls in stolen money to bet on his horse and
love with her, and so forth. Of course a marvelous chance to get even for
there is the usual moral, so that the the betrayal. But he puts up a great
censors will be fooled, which they ride,
is nicely

about their tasks as if it was just
Some good incidental war
another way of killing some idle time kick.
and wins. The ending
never are.
on their hands. Which no doubt it scenes are worked in.
worked out, with the two pals reconFrederick March, Joyce
Bow,
Cast:
Clara
Cast: George Burghardt. Sybil Morell, Arne
was. The interior sets are drab, and
O'Hara. Marceline Day, ciled as a third guy walks off with
Molander. Helga Thomas, Angelo Ferrari, Compton, Shirley
nothing is developed of any real en- Egon Jordon,
Adrienne Dore, Jack Oakie.
the fickle jane.
Fied Cassner, Gert Eitel LanDirector, Dorothy Arzner
Author, Warner
tertainment value. A w^'iout
Buster Collier,
Cast
Ricardo Cortez,
ger, Carl W. Me\er.
Fabian Scenarist, E. Lloyd Sheldon
;

:

Julianne

Johnson.
Julius Klein, Hugh Miller, Malcolm Todd.
Director, Walter Niebuhr; Author, Phillip
Gibbs; Adaptor, Lucille Squiers; Editor, Not
Cast:

listed;

Olga

Titler,

Chekova,

Not

listed;

Cameraman, Not

shoddy.

Photography,

uneven.

D.

Kortesz.

;

stcin.

Direction,

listed.

Direction,

Peter Joseph
Auhor, Peter Joseph; Editor, Samuel Marx;
Titler, Same; Cameramen. Albert Schattman,
Arthur Schwertfuhrer and Walter LichhtenDirectors,

lent.

very good.

Photography, excel-

;

;

Titlers,

Lloyd Sheldon, George Marion. Jr. Editor,
Otto
Lovering
Cameraman,
Victor
E.

:

;

Milner.
Direction,

Photography, good.

colorful.

(Sound version reviewed
April

7,

1929)

Alma

Bennett.
Director, Reginald

Francis

Natteford
Editor, Robert Kern

Barker

;

Scenarist,

;

Author,
the

John
same;

Titler, Fred and Fanny
Hatton; Cameraman, Harry Jackson.
Photography, good.
Direction, all right.
;

(Sound version reviewed Aug. 11)

THE
Sunday, September

8,

"The Lady Lies"

"The Gold Diggers of

Broadway"
Length: 9122

who

with Walter Huston, Claudette
Colbert, Charles Ruggles

(All-Talker Version)
Warners

s&<

DAILY

1929

ft.

ENBUILT-FOR-THE-MOB
TERTAINMENT. HAS BEAUTIFUL COLOR, PLEASANT
ENOUGH STORY, GOOD MUSIC
—AND WINNIE LIGHTNER.
This is a musical verComedy.
sion of Avery Hopwood's play, "The

(All-Talker Version)
Paramount
Length 7,004
:

CLEVER COMEDY

ft.

DRAMA
TELLS UNUSUAL LOVE
STORY, WITH WALTER HUSTON AND CLAUDETTE COL-

BERT DOING OUTSTANDING
WORK.

Short Subjects

SOUND
Titta Ruffo

sends her

comes

in

ceremony,

bridal

to prepare for the

the

young

son

to the rescue, dad realizes
his error and leaves the happy couple together.
Good color work with
a sexy cootch by the slimy draped
dame that will give 'em a kick out
where the corn belt begins. Time,
L

)

in

mins.

in

"Credo"

from "Othello"

M-G-M

"Boxing Gloves"
"Our Gang"— M-G-M
Good Kid Stuff
The Hal Roach Rascals handle

Class
Comedy-drama. Adapted from the
Gold Diggers" which enjoyed a pro- stage play by John Meehan.
The
Hobart
famous
Metropolitan Opera
nounced success in New York a numHenley unloaded a lot of class di- star was in fine voice when he did
their talking well in this one, and
ber of seasons ago. The story, slight
rection on this one. It breezes along this one, and it will prove a genuine
have been provided with a snappy
enough in itself, is generally amusing with surefire audience
appeal all the treat to all the lovers of operatic
story that is well gagged.
even if not particularly substantial
two
way. The story tells of the love mix- music.
He has a marvelous range fat boys are entered in the The
and deals with life in the chorus. The
ring for
up of a wealthy widower with a son and sings with tremendous power. The
wealthy boy, as usual, falls in love
and daughter in their teens.
They recording is especially clear, and the a championship heavyweight fight,
with the chorus girl, but uncle objects.
and all the regular routine of the
take exception to dad's love for a setting they have furnished him is
The proceedings from then on are de- lady of the stage, whom
prize ring is gagged, including the
they consider unusual in a number of this type.
voted to winning over the uncle so
announcer at the radio.
It is a
a disreputable person.
They
declare Time,
mins.
that boy and girl might be happy ever
"grudge" fight over the little blonde
and
themselves,
walk
out
on
him
The story is punctuated by The
after.
girl, and Chubby and Joe put up sevlady retires in favor of a de"Splash Mates"
backstage stuff, many musical comeral fast rounds that will certainly
signing society dame win) is angling
Collegians-Universal
edj numbers in which Winnie Lightplease the kids.
Time, 20 mins.
for the rich widower.
Through
the
Good Action
ner holds first place with Nick Lucas
his
influence of
pal, a mild souse gorin second and Nancy Welford some
The outboard motor boats play a
Miss geously played by Charles Kugglcs, bio part in tins number, and the
considerable distance behind.
"Baby Talks"
sees the light, and goes back to
dad
race between the Juniors and SenLightner's boisterous comedy is reUniversal
the lady he loves.
Claudette Colbert
She does much to send the
iors is a hot one and well pepped up
freshing.
Ordinary
in this part is immense, and so is
with thrills and suspense.
There is
picture over.
This is the old Snookums reNancy Welford, Conway Tearle, Walter Huston as the wealthy wid- the usual rivalry between Ed Benson,
Cast:
vamped and now called Sunny Jim,
Winnie Lightner, Ann Pennington, l.ilyan ower.
hero,
the
Senior
captain.
and
Cast: Walter Huston, Claudette Colbert, Junior
Tashman, William Rakewell, Nick Lucas,
with the kid talking, which he gets
Deering,
Ruggles,
Patricia
Tom The latter steals Ed's boat and by away with in
Helen Foster, Albert Gran, Gertrude Short, Charles
good style. But the
Nedy Edwards, Julia Swayne Gordon, Lee Brown, Betty Garde, Jean Dixon, Duncan the time he finds it, his rival is two
material is very blah, and nothing
Penward<*n, Virginia' True Boardman, Verna
Moran, Armand Kaliz.
laps ahead. But with his usual gameDeane.
Director, Roy Del Ruth; Author, Avery
worth talking about. His big sister
Hobart Henley; Author, John ness he fights through to win the
Director,
Hopwood; Scenarist, Robert Lord; Dialoguer,
has two beaus,
Meehan;
Adaptor,
Dialoguer,
CameraGarrett
Fort;
Holmes;
the same; Editor, William
race.
Has plenty of action, and gets crabs the rival's and the youngster
act as a magician
John Median: Editor, Helene Turner; Cam- over nicely. Directed
man, Not listed.
Ben
Holmes.
by
Photography, stun- eraman, William Steiner.
Direction, box-office.
which he gives at a house party.
Two reels.
Direction, clever.
Photography, very good.
ning.
This helps to put the hero in right
with sister, and she realizes that he
Yvette Rugel in Songs
Joan Crawford in
was the only one she really loved, af"The Hottentot"
M-G-M
ter all.
The stuff is poorly handled,
with Edward Everett Horton,
"Our Modern Maidens"
Pleasing
and has nothing to recommend it.
Patsy Rath Miller
The diminutive musical star offers Directed by H. Beaudine.
(Synchronized)
(All-Talker Version)
thjnee
of her repertoire of songs,
M-G-M
Length: 6,976 ft.
and her voice registers on the high
Length: 7,241 ft.
Warners
DRESSED PRODUC- notes without the usual rasp. She
"Leaping Love"
WITH THE TION
REAL
COMPANION OF"Paradise Lost," "Marie" and
M-G-M
LAUGHS HEAVY AND PLENTI- FERING TO "DANCING DAU- sings
She has a pleasing
Parting."
Is There
SENDS THIS IN GHTER" BUT STORY SAGS "The
FUL.
are
numbers
screen presence^ and the
This is a Charley Chase comedy,
STRONG.
AND IS WEAK. JOAN CRAW- of
semi-popular variety that
the
and the first talker for the comedian.
SCENES CARRY BIG PUNCH.
FORD GOOD.
appeal.
wide
should meet 'with a
He proves to have a fine singing
Comedy. Adapted from the stage
Time, 8 mins.
Love
drama.
Another
classy
story
voice.
It concerns events in a night
play by William Collier and Victor
club, with Charley acting as master
Mapes.
You needn't be afraid of of the nice girls and boys of good
families who -dance around and make
"The River Drivers"
of ceremonies and general entertainer.
It
booking this one sight unseen.
His girl's mother arrives on the boat,
Grantland Rice Pathe
has a clever comedy idea that has whoopee in a decent sort of way.
Not So New
and there is a very funny sequence
been beautifully handled by director This one has been cleverly directed
Another title for this one-reel short, as the comedian gets in a series of
Roy Del Ruth, and with Edward to steer clear of the coarseness and
Everett Horton in the principal com- vulgarity of most of the flaming one of the Grantland Rice Sportlights, jams with a dignified Englishman.
edy role it goes over for a box office youth films, and is a picture you might be "A Day in the Life of a The mother starts vamping Charley
displays familiar who finds himself in continual hot
It
load of real laughs. There is no cheap needn't be afraid to show to the fam- Lumberjack."
Joan is engaged to the shots of shooting the logs down to water trying to steer a middle course.
slapstick, for Horton doesn't know ily trade.
amy. The laughs come on clever situa- boy friend of her youth, and to aid ye sawmill, with jams and the lum- He does a knockout number singing
tions and natural comedy ideas that him get a diplomatic appointment in bermen risking their lives in the a song after eating some alum which
Horton loves Paris, flirts with a nice chap who is rapids. Part of the short is devoted puckers up his mouth so he can't
are a treat to watch.
a rich girl who owns a steeplechase a power in Washington official cir- to the lumberjack's pastimes on a get the words out. The sets are handHorton brags that he can cles. Joan uses his influence to get Sunday afternoon, with log-rolling, some, and Charley handles his comfavorite.
A
the appointment, and log-splitting and other outdoor stuff edy line with his usual artistry.
ride the horse to victory, and sells her her sweetie
the idea.
Then he gets cold feet, and then has to face the fellow who placed under the heading of amuse- safe number that gets the laughs withTo square has helped her and who naturally ment.
and kidnaps the horse.
out any effort. Time, 21 mins.
himself, he has to buy a mean nag feels that he has been played for a
called the Hottentot that everybody sucker.
It works up to a wedding
"A Festival of Bagdad"
Gets Continental
That steeplechase with Joan beating it right after, landis afraid to ride.
Symphony
Color
Tiffany
Pictures, of which Oscar
Success
And ing in Paris for reconciliation with
ride is one continuous scream.
Atmospheric
Neufeld is the head, has purchased
full of real thrills.
It clicks strong.
the other man whom she really loves.
Gets over some sexy stuff with a the "Continental Eight" for eastern
Cast: Edward Everett Horton, Patsy Ruth
Cast: Joan Crawford, Rod La Rocque,
Miller, Edmund Breese, Edward Earle. StanDouglas Fairbanks, Jr., Anita Page, Edward harem scene and a hoke plot of a Pennsylvania, southern New Jersey
ley Taylor, Otto Hoffman, Douglas Gerrard.
Nugent, Josephine Dunn, Albert Gran.
girl in the harem whom the head of and Delaware, while Jack Grauman
Maude Turner Gordon.
Director,
Jack
Conway
Author,
Josephine
Authors, Victor
the household wants to marry, but of Celebrated Players Film Corp.,
Director, Roy Del Ruth
Scenarist, the same
Titters, Ruth
Mapes, William Collier; Scenarist, Harvey Lovett
whose son is secretly in love with Milwaukee, has secured the WisconThew Dialoguer, the same Editor, Owen Cummings, Marian Ainslee; Cameraman,
After the girl flies off sin rights. The series is being made
the maiden.
Oliver Marsh.
Marks Cameraman, Barney McGill.
Continental.
Direction, classy.
the handle at the old whiskered gent by Trem Carr for
Photography, excellent.
Photography, fine.
Direction, clever.

WELL
GOOD

COMEDY
HORTON

STEEPLECHASE

—

_

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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More Completed

N.

at F.

Four More Pictures in Production with Seven More in Preparation for Start Within Next Two Weeks
Ralph Wilk's Personality Paragraphs and Other Wired News Highlights from Coast Studios

FILMS FINISHED AT

Renews Contract
Joseph

F.

N. FOR FALL RELEASE
First National pictures have

Eleven
been completed so far as camera and
microphone work is concerned, and

now in the cutting room.
The 11 now being cut and

are

edited

are: "Sally," starring Marilyn Miller
(made entirely in Technicolor); "The

Painted Angel," starring Billie Dove;
starring
Nowheres,"
Great
Richard Barthelmess; "The Forward
Pass," with Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
and Loretta Young; "The Girl from

"The

THB
Doorway

of HoapitaJitfr

Jackson,

has signed a

new

scenarist,
contract at

Warners.

ment
the

His first assignbe the dialogue for
next Jolson picture,
will

"Mammy."

BARTHELMESS ADDED TO

A

Little
from

"SHOW OF SHOWS" CAST

Lots

>>

RALPH W1LK

By

Richard Barthelmess has been added to cast of "Show of Shows,"
which Warners is making with a
cast including 75 names.
A total of

a

THEIR

wedding trip will take them
to Italy, and in the depths of the
Venetian canals, Blanche Mehaffey

will drop her film ambitions "for100 names are slated to appear, it ever."
So we are informed by Bill
VVoolworth's," starring Alice White;
Plant, energetic press agent, who
is stated.
"Footlights and Fools," starring Colmade public Miss Mehaffey's marleen
Moore; "The Love Racket,"
De Leon Anthony has been en- riage to Arnold Wallace Staunton,
with Dorothy Mackaill; "The Isle of gaged by Warner to write titles for voung engineer.
Lost Ships," with Virginia Valli. all silent versions of the company's
*
*
*
Jason Robards and others; and "Lit- product.
Some of the pictures alParamount has loaned Howard
tle
Johnny Jones,"
ready titled by Anthony include: Estabrook to Howard Hughes, to
"The Hottentot," "The Argyl Case," write the talking verson of "Hell's
Ince to Play Role
"Say It With Song," "In The Head- Angels." Estabrook has worked on
Ralph Ince, Columbia director, will lines," and "Skin Deep."
"The Shopworn Angel,"
"Four
play in "Wall Street" for the comFeathers," "Forgotten Faces" and
pany under direction of R. William
Pauline Frederick's starring vehicle several other Paramount producNeill.
for Warners "The Sacred Flame" has tions.

been completed under the direction
Nagel to Sing in Film
Conrad Nagel,
Conrad Nagel will sing in "The of Archie Mayo.
William Courtenay, Lila Lee, Walter
Sacred Flame" starring Pauline Frederick.
The composition he will in- Byron, Alec B. Francis and Dale
troduce is the theme song which Fuller completed the cast.
carries the

same

title

as the picture.

"Zaza" Not For Clara

Bow

*

*

*

Roy Del Ruth has been

wiell

represented at important theaters.

His
Gold-Diggers
"The
of
Broadway" is now at the Winter
Garden,

New

playing

in

York, and

Atlantic

"The Hottentot"
Warner Brothers

is

City.

opened

also

His
the

Second Ulric Talker Set
in
theater
Paramount does not intend to film
Lenore Ulric's second picture for "Zaza" as a talking picture with
Fresno.
*
*
*
Fox is "South Sea Rose."
Allan Clara Bow in the starring role, it is
Dwan has been assigned direction of stated by Jesse L. Lasky.
Joan Bennett will sing before the
this story by Tom dishing.
John
"mike" for the first time in "The
Willard is writing the dialogue.
Song of Broadway," for United
Viola Brothers Shore Renews
Pathe Signs Tenor
Fred Scott, concert and operatic
tenor, has been signed to play opposite Helen Twelvetrees in the Pathe
talker, "The Grand Parade," from the
minstrel play by Howard Emmett
Rogers.
Dialogue is by Edmund
Goulding.
Fred Newmeyer will direct.

ilNTER

the

doorway

e*~

popular hostelry and you foal at hosne*
There's an atmosphere of cordial wtlnni
which mark* tka difference between the
Hollywood Plaxa and ordinary hotel*.
this

Tour room, too, haa that added toman
of distinction. Picture! on the wall, area•ruffed furniture, a door lamp and reading
lamp .. . these are but a few of the features
that make you feel at home.
Plc*n Whistle Dicing Serrlce Insures the
host of food. Therefore, when you are nee*
in Los Angeles be rare to In ves tig ate.

THE HOLLYWOOD

Viola

Brothers

Shore,

writer, has signed a
contract.

magazine

Four Featured in Comedy
Four players are to be featured in
the fifth Jack White talking comedy, under direction of Stephen Roberts for Educational release.
They
are Raymond McKee, Harold GoodAnita Garvin and Addie Mcwin.

Vina Street

at

*

contralto voice will be
three songs.
*

*

*

Our Passing Show: Arthur
Landau hurrying to Culver
City; Eddie Montague and Dave
Epstein ivatching Yale Okun
give J.

Braddock a boxing

J.

lesson at the Olympic.
*
J.

*

*

Grubb Alexander, who wrote

the

LEE GARMES

GRANITE

Hollywood Boulevard

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

Her

'

Greene Murder Case" and "Thunderbolt."

AVAILABLE IN
SEPTEMBER

HOTEL

in

Color for Jolson Film
picture
version
and dialogue for
Technicolor sequences will be used Phail are the featured players.
"General Crack," starring John Barin "Mammy," Al Jolson's new picrymore, has augmented First National's writing staff.
ture for Warners.
It
will be an
*
*
*
adaptation of Irving Berlin's play, Signed for "Lord Byron of B'way"
Terry,
Wyler,
Ethelind
musical
comedy
William
one of Hol"Mr. Bones."
lywood's youngest directors, is
prima donna, has been signed by
directing "Three God-Fathers,"
M-G-M for the feminine lead in
his fifth all-talking picture for
"Lord Byron of Broadway." CharUniversal.
les Kaley, master of ceremonies and
*
*
*
I band leader, will have the title role
Henry Gerrard is photographing
with Cliff Edwards, Marion Schilling,
Gwen Lee and Mary Doran in the "The Vagabond King," at Paramount. He also handled the camera
Director of Photography and
supporting cast.
work on "Woman Trap," "The
Lighting for First National
Vitaphone.

Jlt JL/ Jm. M-i -/tL

Artists.

new Paramount heard

9752

Dialoguing

"The Behavior of
Mrs. Crane"
La Plante

for Laura

*

*

*

Harry Tierney, one of New York's
most prolific composers, is here,
writing "Dixianna," a light operetta

He
which will be made by RKO.
wrote the music for "Irene," "Kid
Boots," "Rio Rita" and for four editions of Ziegfeld's "Follies."

THE
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entirely made up of the worries facing the small towner and his struggle

maintain business
faces them, knows

to

life.

full

With

A

Lightman
what they

Close-Up or
(.Continued from

are and, therefore may be expected to
survey the nation with a sympathy

and an understanding horn

of his

experience

The

Paramount

phalanx

is

own was
now

Already
active in the Tampa sector.
the owners of practically every theater in the town, the latest move calls
That
for acquisition of five more.
makes Tampa practically all Para-

thinking

about

this

latest

de-

velopment
Allied,

country

speeding
in

RKO

Stahl,
to include

it

up

all

the wake of the
franchise plan,

New

Page

Two

1)

Houston, San Antonio, Birmingham
and Little Rock are the cities. That

Fox considerably more to say
powerful Publix territory than
is about
ever he had before.
So the merry
its rapwhirl goes on and the end is not

over the
Til'fany-

gives
in

a

England in
You yet in sight
membership.
will perhaps remember what Abram
Then up in the Pacific Northwest
mount.
Myers said at the recent tri-state Fox, via West Coast Theaters, i<
exhibitor meeting in New York about committed to an expansion program
Toward the Atlantic
Wednesday. Ever Eastward to- a new national organization in six of considerable proportions.
Jack
ward the Atlantic the Fox expan- months. Whether that promise will Mansfield, one of Harold Franklin's
an
time,
of right hand mitts, has
eventuality,
been lookseeing
sion comes
Strongly entrenched on become
course,
will tell, hut certain it is that the territory and the
operative plan
the Pacific Slope, the invasion of
is moving forward with
rapid is all set
Arizona is on. Through the K. and Allied
and a sizeable strides
F. chain a foothold
And in London
Well, What's This?
one at that is secured in Colorado,
New Mexico and Wyoming. The
Friday:
Thursday: Pathe and the Shuberts
Paramount denies and
latest of many moves to come con- in a joint deal.
That carries more that's that. Yet, London and New
cerns Consolidated Theaters which of potential importance than mere York both hear of a deal to acquire
brings the Eastern objective clearer words at first convey.
The plan the Maxwell interests in England
that chain would work something like this: The That would mean British Internain
sight, embracing as
does holdings in Western Nebraska Shubert plays would, of course, be- tional Pictures which produces, perand South Dakota. Always remem- come available for Pathe as talking haps Wardour which distributes and
ber that Midwesco has the state of and singing pictures.
bere's where you get the real reaAlso the ShuWisconsin pretty much in its pocket bert theaters for $2 shows, if not for son the 70 to 100 theaters which
and that when several deals now In popular-priced
performances.
The Maxwell controls throughout Britain
mind are closed its control will be Shuberts, on the other hand, would However, we repeat Paramount denan open and shut affair
have a fixed outlet on the screen for ies, but London persistently smiles
Not only that, but look what's go- their plays and operettas and would
It's a question of one's and two's
ing on in Philadelphia.
There, Fox naturally share in whatever profits in the Paramount-Warner wrestling
already buttressed with several de- accrue from their picturization.
bout.
Even fractions figure in. The
luxe theaters, plans another, this one
From Tenth Avenoo where Fox discussion hinges solely around how
to seat 6,300.
All through this day headquarters, emanates news of the much Paramount for so much Warwe wondered what Spyros Skouras Hoblitzelle buy. Dallas, Fort Worth. ners. You know
idly-increasing

—

Fox— hard

—

This is to thank
the cr t ic s who
thought of me first
i

in selecting the 10
best directors of
the past year.
I

hope by BEST DI-

RECTORS

they

mean

box

office directors, for
after all the public is to
be pleased first and then
the intelligentsia, if pos-

sible.

LLOYD BACON

—

keep that out-

out of the headline division

to

move

the Pacific

in

— ready-

Northwest the-

ater field, Publix is bestirring itself
to the same end.
Many times have
we told you what a tussle of giants
this is going to be.
If
your ribs
are cracking with age or your physical self is not what it should be.
take a tip and watch the fur fly. From
the sidelines.
It will be safer
The long list of able executives
resident in New York takes on an
important addition on Monday.
At
that time, A. J. Balaban, of the Chi-

cago Balabans, assumes an executive
vice-presidency
with
Publix.
An
able citizen is Balaban.
His record
over many years demonstrates he
knows the lexicon of show business

backwards.

K AN N

—

—

to

fit

Lines Consider Equipments
arrangements for installation of
sound equipment on the Leviathan
have been completed, J. E. Sheedy,
president of the United States Lino

U.

S.

No

Operations, declares.
The firm has
been consulting with equipment manufacturers and no decision as to what
system will be installed has been
made, except that it will be of American manufacture.

Sistrom in N. Y.
William Sistrom, general manager
of the Pathe studios in Culver City,

New

York (Saturday) for
a brief visit to review the new plays
with a view to securing material for
arrives in

next season.

;

THE

DAILY
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Theater Equipment
By

SCREEN REFLECTS LIGHT

S.

CHARLES

M.

F.

Monday

Getting Set

On

Fall Convention at Toronto
ONLY TOWARD AUDIENCE
Made

of nickel plated copper strips,
four one hundreths of an inch in
thickness, upon each of which are
many tiny squares stamped on in
such a way that the light is redirectly into the audience,
flected
rather than in all directions, a new
screen, invented b_y a Russian, has

demonstrated

been

New

in

York.

Leon Cammen, consulting engineer,
is American representative of the inventor.

The screen is designed for showing of silent or sound films, is declared especially receptive to color
and pictures may be shown on it in
davlight or darkness, it is declared.
Saving in amperage also is claimed
as a feature.
Cammen states that a factory is
being established in New York and
that deliveries will be started about
He also declares that
Nov. 15.
branches may be opened at Chicago,
St. Louis and other keys.

DeVry

to

Open Neon Tube

Lighting Plant at Toronto
Q.R.S. DeVry Corp., plans a Canadian plant at Toronto for manuOperations
facture of neon tubing.
will be carried on through Q.R.S.
Canadian Corp., Ltd., with production
slated to start Sept. 15. All Canadian
orders will be filled from the new

The company

plant.

also

is

plan-

ning a studio for production of
dustrial talkers,

New
for

it

is

in-

stated.

Rectifier Designed

Use with Sound Films

With naming

of

1929

Week's Headlines

HYNES

P. E.

8,

arrangement com-

completed, plans are being
speeded to assure a record turnout
for the fall meeting of the Society
of M. P. Engineers to be held Oct.
7 to 10 inclusive at Toronto. Committee selections have been approved
by L. C. Porter, president of the so-

Labor Day.

Tuesday
made

to work out ParamountH. M. Warner says.
M. A. Lightman to be elected president of
the M.P.T.O.A. to succeed R. F. Woodhuil.
Chicago musicians' strike averted by com-

Efforts

being

Warner

deal,

promise settlement ; musicians out of SO
St. Louis houses, but Skouras Enterprises,
St. Louis Amusement Co.. and Fox bouses
continue with musicians under two weeks'

mittee

truce.

ON VENTILATING SYSTEMS

Wednesday
Labor

—

Chicago
Kroeschell cooling systems, manufactured by the Brunsciety.
wick-Kroeschell Co., are operated in
New technical advances in the in- conjunction
with the ventilating svsdustry are to be outlined at the forthtem of a theater, cooling the air supcoming sessions at which radical and
plied.
The cooling plant generally
revolutionary changes in studio and
can be installed in existing theaters
theater equipment are expected to be
to operate in conjunction with whatoutlined. Col. John A. Cooper, presiever ventilating system is being used.
dent of the M. P. Producers and
The air cooling coils of a KroesDistributors of Canada, is working
in the air
on plans for reception of delegates chell system are placed
washer of the ventilator, or water is
to the Canadian city.
cooled in a separate tank or "BaudeW. C. Kunzmann of the National lot" cooler and circulated through
Carbon Co., Cleveland, is chairman the air washer.
the
convention committee on
of
Carbonic gas (carbonic anhvdride)
which will serve W. C. Hubbard of
the same as used for carbonating
the Cooper-Hewitt Electro Co., Hobeverages is the refrigerant used. The
boken; and M. W. Palmer of the
gas extinguishes fire, is non-odorous,
Paramount Long Island studios.
non-poisonous and non-explosive.
The reception committee is comThe Kroeschell system consists of
posed of Hubbard, Kunzmann, Palman electrically-operated carbonic aner, G. E. Patton, B. E. Norrish, N.
together with
The hydride compressor,
T. Cowling, F. C. Badgely.
The
condenser and cooling coils.
registration
committee consists of
compressors are built in either sinKunzmann and S. Renwick. Mrs. gle or duplex types, belted or direct
B. E. Norrish is hostess and will be
connected to motors.
assisted by Mrs. Patton, Mrs. William Redpath and Mrs. H. B. MorRectifier for
phy.
Banquet arrangements are being handled by Hubbard, while Dr.
Intensity Arcs' Use
Kenneth Hickman of Eastman KoUnion City, Ind. Garver Electric
dak will be master of ceremonies.
Co. has placed on the market a new
Press and bulletin arrangements rectifier for alternating current. The
are in the hands of P. A. McGuire rectifier produces up to 30 amperes

generally
quiet
most
as
contracts are signed between exhibitors and
theater crafts.
Fox reported seeking Consolidated Theaters
chain in Denver territory Fox Philadelphia
situation

;

house to seat 6,300.

Woodhuil takes up duties as vice president of General Talking Pictures.

R. F.

Thursday
Injunction to restrain enforcement of arbitration awards in Texas dissolved by court
when exhibitor unit is unable to furnish
$100,000.
Pathe deal for working arrangement with
Shuberts reported under way.
F. F. Proctor dies after several years' illness.
Fox acquires Interstate Amusement Co.
chain in South.
RCA-Photophone plans 32 service stations.

Friday
Paramount reported dickering

for control of
British International Pictures.
R. F. Woodhuil starts national expansion of
distribution system of General Talking Pictures.

Saturday
Renewed

pledged

effort

in

exhibitor

relief

program;
Pettijohu
assured
Lightman
needed steps will be taken.
Paramount-British International deal report
abroad.

persists

Western
units

Pennsylvania
join

Allied

and

West

States Ass'n.
closed at New

Warner-Hoffman deal

Virginia

Haven.

Low

New

—

RKO

Today

New

Season
Throughout Country

Starts
in

RKO theaters from
and in the sound
RKO Productions, the
all

Coast-to-Coast

Irl of direct current especially adaptable
studios of
International Projector Co.
The Garver opening of the first show season of
of Akron is official photog- to low intensity arcs.
Corp., recently placed on the market rapher.
On the entertainment com- firm also manufactures National the Radio-Keith-Orpheum amusement
enterprises will be launched and ina new rectifier built for use with mittee are: B. E. Norrish of Asso- Mazda regulators.
augurated. The event will be signalsound. Noiseless operation is claim- ciated Screen News, Montreal; F. C.
ed for this equipment, from which Badgely, director of the film bureau
Services ized nationally by a celebration in
Sign
E.
two projectors may be operated. of the Canadian government;
theaters of this organization, with speFeatures claimed for the rectifier are Patton of the Ontario film bureau,
cial programmes and the adoption
Approximately 80 per everywhere, whether the playhouses
25 amps at each arc during the and William Redpath of the PatheChicago
changeover, and 30 to 49 amps for the scope Co. of Canada.
Orpheum, Keith-Albee,
cent of the theaters here are being are called
spotlight.
Following are members in charge serviced by the White Way Sign Co.. Proctor's or Pantages, of the uniform
Theater."
of the transportation of convention manufacturers of theater signs, ac- trade symbol— "An
from the cording to Thomas F. Flannery, The slogan of the drive is "It's RKO,
material and apparatus
United States into Canada; J. I. president. Among some of the cir- Let's go."
Through facilities provided by the National
Crabtree of Eastman Kodak; H. cuits now using the company's serBroadcasting Co., an affiliated unit, Hiram
OrphPlayhouse,
National
are:
vice
Projector
International
Griffin
of
Brown R-K-O president will personally
S.
100 foot rolls, of Eastman and Dupont
eum circuit, Marks Bros., Coston cir- start
Corp., and
E. Patton.
the campaign and send a greeting across
Panchromatic Film, on daylight loadcuit and the United Artists, Riveria. the country to David Sarnoff. chairman of
for
spools
Eyemo or DeVry.
ing
presiand
perfect
absolutely
Guaranteed
North Center and several other of the board of R-K-O; Joseph Scbnitzer,
Gen. James G. Habord,
dent of R-K-O
fresh.
the Balaban & Katz operated houses. president of R-K-O; Elmer E. Bucher, exfor
Special

Newark,

N.

J.

— Forest

Electric

of

Gordon

G

White

Way

Many Chicago Houses
—
•

RKO

REPACKED EASTMAN
AND DUPONT FILMS

G

$3.75 a Roll

UIIUXKIGHByS
32"St.New*orkNy^
110

West

Phone Penna. 0330

Motion Picture Department
U.

S.

and Canada Agents

for

Debris

Lacquer
Use
After Patching Sound Film
Chicago

—Zapon

lacquer for sound
film is being offered by National TheIt is recommended
ater Supply Co.
for use after patching, its use declared preventing passage of light
through the sound strip that results
in rasping or scratching noises.

;

Projectionist Averts Panic
Maiden, Mass. A fire caused by
the break in a film was immediately
checked by the quick work of James
O'Brien, projectionist of the Orpheum, when he closed the shutter
of the machine after smoke filled the

—

house.

executive vice president of RCA Photophone
M. H. Aylesworth. president of the National Broadcasting Co.; Edwin Musser Herr,
president of the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Co. J. L. Ray, president of
Radio-Victor Corp. B. B. Kahane, vice president and general counsel of R-K-O; Joseph
Plunkett, vice-president and general manager
George A. Godfrey,
of theater operations;
bead of the vaudeville booking exchange
Jules Levy, in charge of all film bookings;
and other departmental beads.
;

;

.

Enter.

.

.

SOUND
COLOR
and

at

Low Cost
E

IASTMAN Sonochrome Tinted Positive

every

mood

Films translate

of the screen into color. Their sixteen delicate

tints lend subtle

atmosphere to every

scene.... Better still,

they are so adjusted that they give pleasing, faithful,

sound reproduction .... Best of
cost

all,

no higher than that of black-and-white.

Versatile, effective, inexpensive,
is

they are available at a

the answer to

many

Eastman Sonochrome

a sound-and-color question.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK
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THE

BO

MOST

NATURAL
TALK1MG PICTURE

ACTOR

IN

THE

WO*lD
in

a priceless farce of French dress-

and undressing. As "Pike" Peters, the
garage owner from Oklahoma
he thought a demi-tasse was a dangerous
woman and the Latin Quarter, two-bits in
ing

newly

\

—

rich

Roman money.

Oo-la-la!

He was rooked by flaming cocottes — hooked
by burning grisettes and cooked by fiery demimondaines. His wife wanted a title for their
daughter
but the title wanted dough and

—

"Pike" gave him the bum's
Will Rogers
delightful

is

rush.

at his wise-cracking best

comedy

of

in this

manners and morals. As

a box office attraction he has no equal

—

his

newspaper and magazine articles alone
reaching more people than any other humorist

salty

in

the United States.

rv:
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Exhibitor Adjustments to be on Merits Only

^NEWSPAPER
o/'FILMDOM
VOL. XLIX

HERE
It

are the
a

is

built

of

bit

facts:

business,

this

9,

1929

Price 5 Cents

WORLD WIDE AND SONO-ART

IN

of film history

when sound grabbed

that,

hold

Monday, September

No. 59

Good Faith

In

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

INTERNATIONAL CONSOLIDATION

standards

up over a long period of years

were upset.

In the beginning the
exhibitors couldn't get reproducers firstly because they cost too

Text of Adjustment Questionnaire

little

much and

In an effort to bring about more effective adjustments on sound
which he states are essential for small town operators, M. A.

secondly,

because circuit buying gave the chain the usual preference which every large
customer enjoys over the smaller.
Then the equipment situation eased
off

considerably

theater

only

— in

owners

the

—

to

find

Lightman, chairman of the exhibitor branch of the joint committee
on relief, is preparing to broadcast the following questionnaire to
theater owners who feel they have failed to secure proper remedial
action.

Name

mam

Theater

main the un-

Town

'.

Approximate
Itemized

list

Approximate

weekly intake
of overhead expense

Such information pertains

to

to grant

since

M.

A.

cuts were proper, were determined
upon and the necessary machinery
sit in work. Approximately $1,000,000

has been turned back by distributors
to exhibitors to date, yet the work
is not finished.
Exhibitors now discover branch managers and salesmen, egged on by the necessity of
maintaining their sales records and
achieving new ones, are not extending- cooperation in the fullest sense
if the word.
In many cases, adjustments on existing sound contracts
are promised provided new deals are

made.
That, however,

not be countenanced, it now appears.
M. A
Lightman, as chairman of the exhibitor committee on adjustments, has
gone right to headquarters. The result?
Renewed pledges of relief and
a questionnaire to all theater men.
From this as a beginning "''" develop not a new but a more rigidly
enforced adjustment policy.

Keeping a Promise
The

S. 2nd St.,
Memphis, Tenn.

concerns recalcitrant branch managers or salesmen
Lightman
will be remedied at once.
has done the exhibitor body a distinct service and one which we hope
will be appreciated.
Distributors are demonstrating to
the letter that what they said they
mean. That helps, too, for the suspicion long rampant between buyer
and seller will be given a setback
and a greater inter-industry harmony
induced.
That must be encouraged.
KANN
Always.
situation as

it

Merger of World Wide Pictures,
and Sono-Art Productions has
been completed, with George W.
Weeks acting as vice president and
general manager of the new company which will be known as SonoArt-World Wide Pictures, Inc. The
Inc.,

Weeks announced

Wide

the affiliation as

an international producing-distributing combine, taking in British International Pictures, Ltd., with John

Maxwell

as

managing

director.

M. A.

charge of distribution for
this company, is now en route from
London to complete arrangements
Dent, in

No

Strings to be Attached to

Adjustments, Lightman Told
NEW

ALLIED-AFFILIATED

UNIT FORMED IN
Oklahoma

City

—

OKLAHOMA

lied

mand

States

Ass'n

Shawnee

of

Formation

of a

with Al-

with

A. B.
as president,

Mowas

completed at a mass meeting here,
where the Tiffany-Stahl and RKO
franchise proposals were endorsed
Momand was authorized to appoin
a board of directors and secretary
Col. H. A. Cole, head of the Texas
(Continued

on

Page

8)

Southeastern Exhibitors
May Cast Lot with Allied
Columbus,
over

Ga.

manner

the

—

Dissatisfaction
which adjust-

in

ments are being made

in

this

terri-

tory may result in affiliation of southeastern exhibitors with Allied States
(Continued

on

Adjustments to oversold exhibitors
are to be made on the basis of existing contracts only, M. A. Lightman, chairman of the exhibitor committee for relief on sound rentals, declares, in commenting upon assurdistributors'
good faith
made by C. C. Pettijohn, Hays or,anization counsel.
Pettijohn in a memorandum to
(Continued on Page 8)

ances

state organization affiliated
will

LIGHTMAN,
502

it

ii

adequate adjustment

sound contracts only

was an industry
matter, it eventually came to pass
the adjustments, where such adjustso

Tie-up Pends

present organization of World
will be retained in New York.

fi'm cost

Your opinion of a fair fi'm rental
Branch with whom you do business
Branch managers who seem reluctant

The Cure-AU
And

New

rentals

exhibitors
facing either
commercial extinction or a precanous existence because prices were too
liish
and grosses not sufficient tc
Carry the ti-nft'ir
affiliated

Minimum of 12 Each to Be
Made by Companies;

Page 8)

British Labor Unions
Refuse to Oppose Talkers

—

minimum

of 12 all-

talking productions.

Sono-Art has

in preparation
(Continued on Page 2)

"Blaze

FOX ACQUIRES CONTROL OF
PRINCIPAL THEATERS CHAIN

of

COLUMBIA GETS CONTROL
OF HORSLEY LABORATORIES
West

for distributing a

Coast

Bureau,

West

Coast

FILM
— THE
Fox West

Bureau,

Los Angeles

DAILY

Coast
Theaters has acquired a 50 per cent
in Principal Theaters, it is
The Principal firm,
reported here.
which operates a chain in California,
was organized to launch a national
expansion program in small towns.

interest

Affiliated houses are in Kentucky
and Indiana. Sol Lesser is president
(Continued

on Page

8)

THE FILM DAILY

Theaters of U. S.
Columbia Pictures 2,398
E. System
has acquired the William Horsley
Wired for
film laboratories, which adjoin the
Theaters of the United States
company's studio. This makes Co- wired for reproduction by the Westlumbia independent of any other lab- ern Electric system now total 2,398,
Hollywood

—

oratory for its printing needs. Part
of the plant consists of two SpoorCVHriMHerf on Page 2)
ed

Hoffman Deal Gives
Warners 41 N. E. Houses

—

W.

states

Electrical

Research Products.

Golf Bugs Lining Up
for Fall Golf Meet
Early entrants are lining up for
semi-annual Film Golf Tournament which will be held at Gedney
the

At a meeting of the BritBoston
Warners now have 41
Trades Union Congress here a theaters in New England following Farms Country Club, White Plains,
All preliminary arrangeresolution was proposed for submis- the acquisition of the Hoffman chain on Oct. 1.
Belfast

ish

(Continued

on

Page

2)

(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued

on Page

2)

—

:
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The Broadway Parade
ONLY

one

of

the long-runs drops out of the division,

The Industry's
Date Book

"The Black

that being

Watch" at the Gaiety. "The Great Gabbo," a James Cruze, Inc., production,
opens at the Selwyn on Thursday.
Vol.
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Picture

"The

Four

Feathers"

Distributor

Theater

Paramount

Criterion

Opening Date
June 12

Globe

July 30

RKO

"Street Girl"

"Say It with Songs". ...... Warners
M-G-M
"Hollywood Revue"

Astor

First National

"Dance of Life"
"Broadway"

Paramount

"Hallelujah"

M-G-M

Universal

"Bulldog Drummond"
United Artists.
"Gold Diggers of Broadway" Warners

James Cruze,

Convention of Georgia, Florida
and Alabama exhibitors at Columbus, Ga.
Meeting of Ohio exhibitors at Columbus.
Meeting of exhibitors at Casper.

Warner

"Fast Life"

"The Great Gabbo"

Today

Aug. 6
Aug. 14
Central
Aug. 15
Kivoli
Aug. 16
Colony
Aug. 17
Embassy
Aug. 20
Rialto
Aug. 24
Winter Garden.. Aug. 30
Selwyn
Sept. 12

.

Inc.

.

.

Wyo.
Sept.

10— -Second annual beefsteak party
N. Y. M. P. Club.

Sept. 10-1
Sept.

11

Sept.

12
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Mexico Plans Government
Censorship of Pictures
of

films

is to be instituted by the
Mexican
government about the middle of the

month.

hibitors' unit at

Thompson machines,

Pinehurst.

said to be the
installed in a

only

Hoffman Deal Gives
Warners 41 N. E. Houses
(Continued from Page

1)

manager. Within a few days SonoArt-World Wide promises announce- in Connecticut, which were reported
ment of an affiliation with another to have been taken over at a price
organization.

of $5,000,000.
The theaters involved
are: Hartford
Strand, Regal, Princess;
Britain Strand, Capitol;
South Manchester State, Circle, Rialto; Waterbury
State, Strand; Wil-

—

Louis B. Mayer Is Guest
of President at Capitol
THE FILM DAILY

—
—
—

New

—

—

liamantic
Gem; Torrington
AlMayer, vice hambra, Palace; Danbury Empress,
president of M-G-M, was a guest
Palace; South Norwalk Palace, Riof President Hoover at the White
alto; Ansonia
Capitol, Gem.
House last Friday
Mayer, who is
an old friend of the President, was
invited to spend the week-end at the

— Louis

Up

six

ganization with physical distribution
Alexander S.
through Educational.
Aronson will be general foreign representative, and Joseph Skirboll sale^

B.

—

—

chief executive's summer camp but
the visit was cancelled as the President had to remain in Washington.

British Labor Unions
Refuse to Oppose Talkers
(Continued from Page 1)
sion to the government by Francis
Dambman of the British Musicians'
Union condemning talking films on
the ground that they had resulted in
unemployment among the musicians.
The congress defeated the resolution
by an overwhelming majority. One
delegate expressed the opinion that
"We might as well try to stop the
tide as the talkies."

85

— Censorship

1)

Meeting

13

such equipment
commercial laboratory. The plant is Golf Bugs Lining
pictures for Gainsborough of Lon- declared to have an hourly capacity
for Fall Golf Meet
(Continued from Page 1)
don, three to be made in America of 110,000 feet of positive, and nearand three in London. O. E. Goebel ly that amount of negatives. Work- ments have been completed by the
ing three shifts, the laboratory thus committee, and the outlook indicates
is president of Sono-Art, and George
W. Weeks vice president and gen- can turn out 250,000 feet of film this will prove a record-breaking
daily.
eral manager.
tournament, with more prizes and
World Wide will contribute to the
cups than probably offered at any
new enterprise a national sales orprevious occasion. Shoot your entry

•LAST PRICE QUOTED

Mexico City

(Continued from Page

second

at the Selwyn,
N. Y.
of
exhibitors at
Albuquerque, N. M.
Sept. 17
Meeting' of M.P.T.O.A. of New
England at Boston.
Sept. 28
First issue of Hearst
Metrotonc
News (sound).
Oct. 7-10 Meeting of S.M.P.E. at Toronto.
Dec. 9-10 Meeting of North Carolina ex-

Sept.

—

in

NOW.

fjlET our prices on our
De Luxe Automatic
Stop and Start Rewind, De
Luxe Rewind Tables and
Sound Record Cabinets.

CHICAGO
CINEMA EQUIPMENT CO1750 N. Springfield

.

19%

A-O 6s 46
Loew 6s 41ww
106^

1)

firm plans ten or 12
yearly.
The company

Washington

Thea. "A"..
•Griffith, D. W. "A"
Intern. Proj
•Loew do deb. rts
•Nat. Scr. Ser
•Nat. Thea. Sup

COLUMBIA GETS CONTROL

The

Washington Bureau of

80

•Fox

Page

Dowling's

productions
has also contracted to produce

Seat

Con. Fm. Ind
23 ii
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 25
East. Kodak
209
do rts
6J4

Eddie

UNIFORMS

Chicago

WANTED

Cameraman

— able

completely

handle

to

direct,

commercial

and
motion

cut

pictures.

BOX
1650

A-107

c-o

Broadway

WANTED

Film Daily

New York
Sales representatives with

an exhibitor following that
can

NATIONAL

SCREEN

SERVICE
SOUND*-;

Style Catalog and Samples on

RQu«i

B'way.

New

York.

Cor. 48th St.

picture

priced

apparatus

of unquestionable merit

Our

—

proposition to exhibi-

tors eliminates their risk

Write

all

siieh 1

:

BOX
c-o

ETC.

RUSSELL UNIFORM CO.
1600

moderate

sell

talking

FOR

USHERS-DOORMEN,

!

cinnati.

INTERNATIONAL DEAL OF HORSLEY LABORATORIES

—

picture.

*Am.

SONOART

WIDE,

—

STOCK MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)

Meeting of Wisconsin exhibitors,
Big Cedar Lake, Wis.
Meeting of Ohio exhibitors at Cin-

1

Meeting of Michigan exhibitors at
Petoskey, Mich.
Opening of "The Great Gabbo

—

Financial

at

Induction of M. A. Lightman into
M.P.T.O.A. presidency at Memphis luncheon

THE

—

1929

9,

1650

A-154

Film Daily

Broadway

N.Y.C.
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YOUR NEW FRANCHISE

PLAN

GREAT WANT TO SIGN

FIVE YEARS

|C.
I

WASHINGTON AND DOVER RIGHT

AWAY

CONGRATULATIONS

ASSISTANCE TO INDEPENDANT EXHIBITORS

ON

Howell,

B.

litor at

REAL

anl

independent exhib-

Washingtonl

land Dover, N. J,
one of hundreds!

is

/

Iwho
Is

C B H0WELL=

i

ITif
I

already

g n e d
f

have|

for

any-Stahl

Franchise.

121^PM=

TV

IS

.VI

A

i

TiffanyStahl Franchise will bring you

JOURNEY S END,
Now
Directed by

Tiffany-Stahl-Gainsborough, the play that set the whole world talking
month at the Henry Miller Theatre, New York
who also direc ted the Lond orrVNew York and Chicago stage productions.

in its sixth

JAMES WHALE,

For Early Release

LEO CARRILLO

"MISTER ANTONIO," from Booth

Tarkington's stage play.
Tiffany-Stahl-Gainsborough, with Betty Compson, George Barraud and Juliette Compton.
"THE LOST ZEPPELIN," with Conway Tearle, Virginia Valli and Ricardo Cortez.
"PAINTED FACES," with Joe E. Brown, Helen Foster and Wallace MacDonald.

"WOMAN TO WOMAN,"

in

To
F *4N,

\

Mae Murray

*«h

"Peacock Alley"
"Dangerous Business" from Edwin
in

'Troopers Three" by Arthur Guy Empey
"Kathleen Mavourneen" with Sally

B*

From Dion Boucicault's
famous stage play.
'The Enchanting Melodie," all-color

story.
Balmer's
A Halperin Production

O'Neill.

"The Medicine Man" from
Elliott Lester's stage

W

Follow

Technicolor

play

"^

—

729 c^EVENTH

AVE.

"'S4

"sin J

feature.

Twelve One-Reel "Color Symphonies"
All-Color Technicolor Feature
as yet unnamed.
with Twelve more to follow.
These are the high spots more to come. All in dialogue
and sound with RCA Synchronization.

TIFFflNy-</>Tfll-IL

vfK4/»C

fljisj

PRODUCTIONS
MEV/

INC

YORK CITY

—

"

THE

'e^HkDAILY
Along The Rialto

AND
THATS
THAT

with

PhilM. Daly,

DALY

By PHIL M.

a

missing front tooth.

Over

at

Hobble's original comedy short skit,
"Just Like a Woman." The part of
the little girl pest who gets her dadall balled up called for a young
miss with that front tooth missing.
They had all the agencies scouting
One of
around, but nothing doing.
the electricians had an unexpected
visit from his little daughter, who
ma had sent to the studio to tell dad
to be sure and bring his pay envelope home. The kid grinned at the
poor sap when he handed over his

dy

pay envelope, and the director saw
her mouth open: He made one leap
and grabbed her. "Here's our missing

tooth!"

he

And

yelled.

that's

Sybil Lee is in the pitchures. And believe me, buddy, she's
going to stay there. She's good.
little

GOOFY-GRAFS
One

of the newsreel outfits recent-

ran an ad showing a photograph

ly

€

efficient United Artists publicist, who
copped merited page one space all over the country with
the first telephone transmission of motion pictures, has done it
again
This time he sold RCA the idea of a broadcast
of Gloria Swanson singing in London, a rebroadcast in New
York, at the same time the voice was recorded on an RCA
Photophone film
A great stunt for Gloria's new pitchur,
"The Trespasser," and hailed by RCA as a real scientific achieve-

the Warners studio in Brooklyn they
were getting ready to shoot John

why

Current Opinion

Jr.

"

various ways for a
gal to make the pictures, but the
latest requisite in one instance that
we know of is that the young lady

of their new fleet of sound trucks
lined up in front of Grant's Tomb.
* * *
if, our memory does not deceive us, the epitaph engraved over
the door of the General's tomb reads

Separate Talker Versions for

Europe Seen as the

^

(See

Jack

where he

Sen. Joe Mogler of St. Loeey who also is an exibiter interrupted a discussion at the late convention when he exclaimed
that exhibitors of the zone are nearly all broke and that he
couldn't see how the out of town boys got in for the meeting.
Joe Hewitt of Robinson, 111., replied that he and friend
•-,
wife had come in with an Italian fruit peddler and expected
to go home with a fillum salesman
Trying times these,
but Charley Pettijohn's reiterated his pledge that relief will be
forthcoming, so there's hope
Jack Benny, says "L. A. Herald," claims that Al Boasberg
received his sprained ankle when he stumbled over "Life" and
"College Humor" in the dark
Abraham Lehr, Samuel
Goldwyn's g.m. arrives in New York from the Coast Monday
with his chief slated to arrive on Friday
Four Evanston, 111., high school students were pinched for
laughing at the wrong time during a pitchur
The jails
would be filled if all houses followed suit
Ben Turpin
says he's the only actor who can laugh at talkers, 'cause while
others are spending time getting their voices cultivated, he's
having his irrigated, having hollered for ham and eggs so long
it's gotten dry
Everything is quiet along the Potomoac, Hal Young writes
from Chicager, "excepting that one of our neighborhood houses
was bombed yesterday"
Incidentally, Hal's been doing
a great job as head of National Screen Service in the Middle
West
Michael (Six Syllable) Simmons is back after
weeks among woodland witcheries with corpuscles red and ambish
hitting in a way to make Webster turn green with envy

that the best way for
to meet
the foreign
talking picture problem is to
make separate film versions for
the European market. For unless
that is done, he says, domestic
films will be limited to America
and English-speaking countries,
believes

America

although even
added, such a

England, he
as "Coquette" failed because its dialogue could not be understood.

*

effects

as

THE

the dirty so-and-sos

—

No.36

Industry Statistics
P.

Statistical Editor,

JIMMY GRAINGER is a water sprite
de luxe as

all

Rock-

away knows.
Sideline

it)—golf.

—

(whisper

Eleven subjects are included in the
of banned material prepared as
a formula for producers adapted by
members of the M. P. Producers and
list

Distributors of America at the Trade
Practice conference held in New
York Oct. 10 to 15, 1927.
Following is the list, which under
the resolution, are subject to be excluded from pictures, irrespective ot
the manner in which they are treated:
Pointed

—

profanity by either title or
includes the words "God," "Lord,"
"Jesus," "Christ" (unless they be used reverently in connection with proper religious
1.

—

lip

this

amendment

to

the

provides
that
'The Congress shall pass no law
which abridges the right of free
speech and a free press.'

The

talkies come under the
of speech, however sorry
the talking may be at times, and
it is an interesting question what

head

they will have on censor-

effect

ship regulations.

"Columbus

.

.

.

(Miss.) Dispatch"
*

*

Urges Censorship of Films
That Go to Foreign Climes
for the run of the South
ASAmericans,
their mental pho-

tograph

of present-day
North
Americans likewise is heavily distorted.
This largely is due to
the treatment of the news in certain South American journals, although there are various con-

tributory factors, including some
of the weirdly exaggerated moving picture films that find their
way to the far southern clime.
may not need national censorship for all the movies that
are shown at home but I am
convinced that we do need it for
some of the films that go to for-

We

HARRY COHN

By JAMES

HOBBIES!

first

Constitution

were

on.

*

*

Speculates Over Censorship
and Effect on Talkers

look for the perfection of a camera that will do

and

in

picture

Marguerite Tazelaar in
"N. Y. Herald-Tribune"

used in the former silent films. JJ

Leo's talkies are going to be ivows

all

1

tography

The M-G-M Lion has a new trainand Billy Ferguson assures us

er,

"Of

Switzerland and England,

Italy,

away with the necessity of sound-proofed camera
booths.
The removal of the present noises that accompany the amplification of sound in projection.
The use of one negative for both sound and picture.
The use of perfected color and the use of trick pho-

DeLacy)

Famous Film Conversations

visited

has
abroad,
France, Spain,

from

ment

44

"Cover an honor with an honor if
you don't see the 10 in the dummy,
or do see it in your own hand."

from now

returned

just

*

"What's Trump?"

Way Out

JPDWIN CAREWE, who

:

"Rest In Peace."

1929

9,

Timely Topics
A Digest of

WA.RREN NOLAN,

THERE ARE
have

Monday, September

No.36

eign parts.
Irwin Cobb in

"Cosmopolitan Magazine"

CUNNINGHAM
The Film Daily
ceremonies),
every other

however

it

"hell,"

"damn,"

profane

and

may

"Gawd"

vulgar

and

expression

be spelled.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

Any licentious or suggestive nudity
fact or in silhouette; and any lecherous
or licentious notice thereof by other characters in the picture.
2.

in

3.

Illegal

4.

Any

traffic

in

inference of

drugs.
sex perversion.

5.
White slavery.
6.
Miscegenation
(sex
relationship
between the white and other races.)
7.
Sex hygiene and venereal diseases.
8.
Scenes of actual childbirth in fact or

—

in

silhouette.
10.

Children's sex organs.
Ridicule of the clergy.

11.

Wilful offense to any nation or creed.

9.

Famous buys Putnam
York, as
Paul

Bldg.,
for key theater.
*
*
*

Gulick elected

M. P. A.

New

site

president

A.

THE
IMonday, September

9,

-%t!

DAILY

1929

SOUND

RKO TAKING OVER MANY

HOUSES WITHIN 2 WEEKS
Taking over of numerous recentlyacquired houses is planned by

By

RKO

Changes of policy
some theaters.
Six Pantages houses all come un

for this month.
will be effected in

RKO

der

jurisd ction during the
:

two weeks. RKO Orpheum, forme
the Pantages house in San Fran-
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Orpheum
Sept. 11.

following
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open
All former Pantages house;
Salt

in

City

RKO

Orpheum
be renamed
with the exception of the Tacoma
house which will be known as the
will

RKO

Pantages.

At Milwaukee the Orpheum adopts
A re
big time vaudeville Saturday.
cently acquired house at Oil City
Pa., has adopted a sound picture and
The Riversid
policy.
vaudeville
New York, opened with vaudeville
On the same date the
Saturday.

I

HARLES

rved seat policy Sept. 26.
Prospect, Brooklyn, reopened SaturAll
di\ with a combination policy.
York houses will increase their
,.e\\
orchestras for the coming season.
st

HYNES

owners

IN

CLEVELAND

—

ral independent theForeign distribution of the Pathe
var.dus parts of Can- Radiotone,
disc
synchronizer,
has
are complaining because of the been obtained by
J. H. Hoffberg Co.,
rdiness on the part of sound pic- New York.
Sales will be handled
ture equipment agencies in speeding through the
company's foreign ofinstallations on which a substantial fices, agencies and
local distributors.
deposit lias been paid. Several cases The synchronous equipment sells for
been reported where scheduled $2,000.
for
wiring have long since
[ates
passed and the deposits have not been
"U" Professor Surveys Acoustics
The exreturned when demanded.
Montreal
The United Amuselibitors are further restless because
ments, Ltd., operating 14 houses in
houses, fully equipped, have
rival
Montreal and vicinity, has called in
been enjoying phenomenal business
a
university professor to make a
during the summer months.
Large
equipment companies have accom- scientific calculation of acoustics for

iter

in

—

Cleveland Standard Film Service
Co. will release in Ohio, Michigan
and western Pennsylvania 48 Fitzpatrick single reelers.
In addition,
Standard Film will release during the
coming season four silent action features, namely, "For the Term of His
Natural Life," "Black Cargo of the
South Seas," "Ranges of Doom" and

"The Haunted Underworld."
this

wonders

the matter of in-

in

stallations in big theaters

will reissue "Miracles of the Jungle,"
serial
made by Warner Brothers

about eight years ago; and reissues
of 200 others.

Latta Transferred

Memphis, Tenn.

—

J.

H. Latta has

been

transferred from manager of
Loew's State to manage the Palace,
succeeding E. F. Barnes, promoted
to assistant to E. L. Delaney, Loew's
publicity
director
at
New York.

—

casts

are largely British but
in the United States, are

wdiich

produced

also being booked.

Sharon House Gets Wonderphone
Cleveland
Wonderphone sound
Nathanson Returning
reproducer, manufactured locally by
managToronto N. L. Nathanson,
Film Sound Corp., has been installed
ing director of Famous Players Cana- in the New Luna, Sharon, Pa.

will

seat

1,500.

Royster Managing Two
N.
N. L. Royster
is now manager of the Crescent and
Forest Broadway at Statesville, N. C. These
theaters are owned by V. C. Schley.

DeForest at Rose Theater
Colfax, Wash. The Rose is now

—

playing talkers,
Phonofilm.

using

De

Statesville,

C—

—

—

dian Corp.,

who

has been holidaying

several months, is
scheduled to return to Toronto early
this month, following the close of a
most successful fiscal year of the corImportant announcements
poration.
are expected at the annual meeting
in the fall.
in

Europe

for

Handling De Forest Shorts
Chicago Sales and distribution

—

of

De

Forest short subjects is being
handled here by Greiver Prod. Midwest Film Co. will distribute the
subjects in the Indianapolis territory.
15

DO YOU
NEED A
CRACKERJACK

La Junta House Wired
Court Returns House to Dallach
La Junta, Cal. The Rourke has
LaGrange, 111. The La Grange been wired, the first show under the
theater has been taken from man- new policy being Fox "Movietone
agement of Gregory & Bernasek and Follies."
returned to its owner, A. C. Dallach,
as a result of a court decision. Last
Wire

EXPLOITEER?

year court declared a receivership for
Yonkers, N. Y. Irving Steiner,
This was raised tempothe house.
manager
of the Empress, has signed
stocka
operation
by
rarily pending
contracts for wiring the house. It is
holders' committee, which asked the
owned by Bratter & Pollock.
local court to withhold receivership
and return the building to Dallach,
who is now negotiating with an New Gilmer Opens With De Forest
Texarkana, Tex. The New CrysIllinois chain.
tal, has opened at Gilmer with De
Forest Phonofilm equipment.
Mertz Heads Film Board

distributors

—

—

Embassy

at

Yonkers

—

—

Cleveland

—

new president

Al Mertz

(RKO)

of the Cleveland

is

Film

Board succeeding Frank Drew (MG-M). Ward Scott (Fox) is new vice
president and William Weiss (Fischer
Film), treasurer. Mrs. Georgia Moffett is

Messner, at Attica, Goes Sound
Attica,
Ind.
Talkiephone p^uipment has been installed at the Messner,
now reopened after building
changes for correction of acoustics.

—

His services are immediately available to producers,

He

is

—

taling $75,000

have been made

Utah Theater Changing to Sound
Salt Lake Citv
Sound equipment
is being installed as part of a complete remodeling plant at the Ange-

—

to-

in the

Branford, a Warner-Fabian theater.

lus.

and theatre operators.

one of the best-known press-agents in the mo-

tion picture industry.

He has

personally directed the advertising, publicity

and exploitation campaigns for hundreds of first-run
pictures on Broadway and in key-cities throughout
the United States.

He

is

young, energetic, ambitious and a hard worker.

secretary of the board.

Improve Branford at Newark
Newark, N. J. Improvements

With

newly acquired product Standard

sound installation at its latest thethroughout ater at Girouard and Monkland Ave
the
country, more than 200 key lie is Prof. H. E. Reilly of the dehouses having already been equipped. partment of physics, McGill University, who is associated with Daniel
Barnes came here last winter from
Crighton, architect, during the
J.
British Talker Policy
theater and newspaper work in HousEdmonton, Alta. Manager Wil- construction period. The new United ton. Cecil Vogel is new manager
liam J. Long of the Rialto, has theater is scheduled to open nexl of the State.
It will cost $350,000 and
adopted a policy of British talking January.
plished

;

The

STANDARD

Canadian Independents
Hoffberg Gets Foreign
Squawk on Slow Wiring
Rights to Radiotone

Los Angeles; Golden (.ate
San Francisco and B. F. Keith's
Coston, all change to a p *«"•« ntat or
pictures for his house, the first presAt
policy with pictures featured.
entation
being
"Piccadilly,"
folDenver the Orpheum adopts a re- lowed
Features with
by "Kitty."

Hillstreet,

F.
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OFFERS PROOF

as identification, strengthening the perfora silence the Bell and Howell camera for sound
work fiber gears have been introduced, the
tion area, and attaching paper leaders.
Efforts to modify the usual photographic film tension set at from 1J4 to 2 ounces.

A

include
The use of

(1)

PROGRESS

IS

BEING

MADE

The Society of Motion Picture
Engineers will hold its semi-annual

a

ings.

port.

A

granted on metallic motion
film having a protected surface and
embossed ridges between the perforations.
The use of bichromated instead of a
(3)
silver image.
The commercial introduction of a
(4)
diazo compound impregnated viscose film of
extreme thinness known as "Ozaphane" film.
(2)
picture

patent

convention in Toronto next month.
The last named material contains materials
Committee on Progress, authors which combine to form a dye but they are
A positive image is
decomposed by light.
of the Progress Report, twice year-

from a positive.
published data on edge fog,
stating Holmolka's explanation of the effect
of ageing which is said to result from the
migration of traces of free soluble bromide
Serpenfrom the edges toward the center.
tine or wavy leader and tail trips on motion
picture films have been patented as a means
of preventing edge fog.
Prescriptions for hypersensitizing panchromatic materials have been given by Jacobnew intra-red sensitive film has
sohn.
been announced which is sensitized with
obtained directly

surveys the international film industry and prepares for its mem-

ly

an anlysis

made

of

technical

being
developments.

strides

in
follows is the first section of
its report rendered at the last meeting held in New York;

What

Funger

has

A

"Rubrozyanine."

valuable
duplicating
of
extensive use of panchromatic
requirements for photographic
film, and
recording of sound have resulted in several
improvements in emulsion characteristics durThe properties of
ing the past six months.
panchromatic films of several manufacturers
The reports show
have been discussed.
notable increases in red sensitiveness, thus
making the emulsions more useful for sets
The reilluminated with incandescent light.
sults on tests on halation, latitude, and other
properties of Agfa duplicating film have been
New negative emulsions espepublished.
cially adapted to the recording of sound have

importance
the
the

been announced.
few papers on emulsion technic have
These dealt with thermal prinappeared.
ciples of continuous drying, preparation of
highly sensitive negative emulsions, and a
review of patent specifications.
review of recent patent literature indicates extensive experimentation on the im-

A

A

of cellulose acetate and its deTests on a
rivatives for use as film suport.
new non-inflammable positive film indicate
that it lacks the usual brittleness of acetate

provement

Only a few patents have appeared on
One auimprovements in nitrate support.
thor describes methods of making cellulose

base.

acetonitrate with the object of obtaining the
desirable plastic properties of nitrate and
the slow burning characteristics of acetate
film base.
additional patent has been accepted
long group issued during the last few
years on methods of improving emulsion sensitiveness by the addition of sulphur comCertain propounds during manufacture.
tein extracts have also been disclosed as sen-

One

to the

sitizers

A

for

gelatin.

French patent

of interest to projectionapplication of a platic
to the emulsion side of
heat
Several new disclosures
photographic films.
have been made concerning treatments of
cellulosic film support for the prevention of
and for minimizing
electro-static
charges,
halation.
ists

relates to the
resisting layer

on the standardization of raw film dimensions were submitted
Seventh InternaLummerzheim
at
the
by
London,
Photography,
of
tional
Congress
These were related to
July 1928.
pitch of perforation and shrinkage
(1)
size and shape of perforation
(2)
Important

(3)
(4)
(5)

size

suggestions

of

film

staggered perforations
spooling of raw film and core dimen-

lions.

Progress has been made on the adoption of
standards relating to 16 mm. film and data
have been assembled on dimensional standards for film used in the photographic recording of sound by our Standards and NomenThey have also under
clature Committee.
consideration the proposals made by the Cinematograph Group at the Seventh Internafew patents have been
tional CongTess.
accepted related to improvements in motion
picture film strips for various purposes, such

A

A

of the use of the spring drive
published as applied to several
makes of cameras. Four patents have been
granted on different types of driving mechanisms.
The design of various pressure
plates for camera gates have been patented.
Rotation of the lens to secure exposure on
a wide film in a curved gate has been protected.
professional tripod suitable for
supporting the added weight of sound cameras has been made available commercially.
Other accessories relate to focusing devices,
and modified designs of film magazines.

report

been

has

Studio and Location
Uniform diffuse illumination has been suggested for studio lighting whereby the ceiling
a white hemisphere illuminated by spotis
Descriptions
have bean published
lights.
The
of several German and English studios.
extensive adoption of sound motion picture
production programs has resulted in comprehensive changes in studio construction.
One producer during the summer of 1928
built an entire new city for making sound
pictures exclusively.
It comprises 25 buildings covering 40 acres.

Camera Lenses and Shutters
Although many large aperture lenses have
been made available commercially, there has
been no new fundamental principle of lens
design discovered in the last twenty years.
Focal lengths of the taking lens affect the
perspective of the projected picture, occasThe
ionally introducing serious distortion.
use of large aperture lenses has been reviewed and it is claimed that such lenses
are unsuitable for portraiture at distances
new f/1.4
shorter than about IS feet.
objective for cine cameras has been announced which has six elements, two pairs of
Several patents on obwhich are cemented.
jectives of various types have been taken out
related to panoramic work, stereoscopic efnon-intermittent movements, and alfects,
ternate use of one of a plurality of lens
systems.
The advantages and limitations of various
Another arshutter designs were discussed.
ticle dealt with theoretical and practical considerations of the design of claw pulldown
shutter claiming to reduce
movements.
flicker and eliminate scattered rays has been
patented as has an oscillating beater type
of pulldown that makes friction contact with
few addithe film just below the gate.
tional patents have been issued on various
types of pulldown mechanisms.

A

A

A

Cameras and Accessories
Newman

designed a light, automatiof 200 ft. capacity which
is
claimed
160 to 180 ft. at one
winding of the spring motor.
new camera
for both normal and high speed exposures
has been developed which carries 25 meters
of film, has a 170° shutter, and a hand or
spring drive with 16 or 50 frames per sec-

has

cally driven

Of

ond.

camera
to run

historical

A

interest

is

the

descrip-

a camera designed in 1897 to take
100 pictures per second.
The film had no
perforations and was moved by a rubber
friction roller which rotated in one direction
and then reversed for a very short time
to stop the film.
Thun has given a very
brief description of his speed camera capable
of takii.g 2000 pictures per second.
Midday
sunlight exposures have been obtained at 8
to 15 ft. under water with a De Vry camera
enclosed in a metal waterproof box.
Two
new Debrie cameras were described recently
before the Society, one for high speed use
and one for professional and news work. To

tion

of

lighting, as well as a more general paper tabulating the luminous efficiencies of
various lighting units.
The neon-arc in combination with the mercury vapor tube appears to offer a light having properties suitable for exposure of panchromatic film.
satisfactory lighting unit
is
claimed to be obtained by introducing a
dye with fluoresces in the red region and
coating this on the reflector used with a mercury vapor lamp.
Another method of obtaining red radiation is the use of a sodiumpotassium alloy which is excited in the same
way as a mercury lamp.
Very effective flares for night photography
are commercially available, actuated by the
use of dry cells.

dio

A

Sound-Proof Housings

A

A

black matte
varnish for minimizing
troubles from reflected light on the interior
of lens barrels and camera cases has been
described.
To facilitate the making of stills
during progress of the action, a photographic
camera is attached to a motion picture camera.
Reflected images simulating the effect
of photographing a subject over an expanse
quiet water are obtained with a cone
of
shaped device which is attached to the front
glass plate with a reflectof the camera.
ing surface bisects the cone horizontally and
when the lower half of the cone opening is
closed thus causing the upper half of the
Another
lens to record the reflected image.
still camera of especial interest is the stereoscopic camera developed by H. E. Ives. The
picture is made from different angles, as the
camera is moved along a track in front of a
glass grating with dark lines
subject.
and clear spaces is placed in front of the
plate and. a similar grating is placed before
the finished picture.

A

Films and Emulsions
negatives,

tightener was incorporated insuring even
take up, and bronze substituted for ball bearbelt

translucent paper sup-

Its

The

1929

Technical Survey of the Industry
materials

bers

9,

Make-Up
The

meter of the exsettings have been chosen
to
suit normal practice by correlating the
principal setting to the exposure time of
1-32 seconds.
In another optical type meter,
the fixed standard of illumination is derived
from the impact of radium on a small area
of zinc sulfide.

table

and wall

lights,

etc.

Some cameramen have noted

less

detail
with sets illuminated with
lamps only, but further experience

shadow
tungsten

is

neces-

sary to substantiate these results.
An important report has been published of the results

the

of

lighting

test

experiment

con-

ducted by the Academy of M. P. Arts and
Sciences in conjunction with the American
Society of Cinematographers and the Association of M. P. Producers.
Several interesting general papers on the characteristics
of incandescent illumination have been published in our Transactions and in other journals. The 2000-watt and the 5000-watt lamps
with 18 inch parabolic reflectors are finding
extensive use, and the use of a 10 KW.
lamp in a 36 inch reflector is commencing.
A new 50 KW. lamp has been described having
a
chimney-like
extension
containing
radiating
disks
for
heat
dissipation.
A
coarse tungsten powder is being added to
the 5 and 10 KW. lamps to reduce the bulb
blackening and permit operation of the lamp
at a higher efficiency.
Arc lights have been modified extensively
during the past two years, especially since
the expanded program of sound motion pictures was inaugurated during the spring of
Several types of incandescent "spots,"
1928.

and

"suns"

Some

of

the

"broads"

have been described.
have filter frames

spotlights

automatically
electro-magnets.
by
of parabolic chromium plated surfaces have increased the light intensity of
Data has been published
side arc lamps.
on the characteristics of flame arcs for stu-

operated
The use

model

type,

tinction

exposure

the

Trick Work, Special Process

Photography
the

Iry

Fox

production
"Sunrise,''
used to express moods
thus avoiding the use of

was

camera
thoughts,

the

and
titles

wherever possible. A number of patents have
been taken out on methods of obtaining
Effects so protected include
others the use of small size scenery,
rotating prismatic lenses, exposure through
a blocked-out mask film, pseudo-relief effects,
trick

effects.

among

A

method of synchronizing motion picfor trick
purposes with one soundrecording device has been patented.
A novel
method of composite photography which was
described recently before the Society permits double exposure (without phantom effects) into miniature action or into distant
tures

With the more general adoption of panchromatic negative film stock during the past
two years, there has been a gradual increase
in the use of incandescent lighting replacing
to a certain extent, mercury vapor and arc
light units.
A studio census taken in February 1929 showed that a fairly large number of the 60 or more pictures were being
photographed with more or less incandescent
lamps.
On one very large set, over 4800
lamps were used, whose wattage totaled near
Lamps are being used exly
4,000,000.
tensively on sets for decorative effect such
signs,

making-up has undergone ex-

Exposure Meters

A new

etc.

Studio Light Sources

as

of

tensive changes with the introduction of panchromatic stock and incandescent lighting
equipment.
Grease paints must more nearly
conform to actual flesh tints.
Two valuable
articles on this subject by F. Factor and by
Lon Chaney were published in the Academy
Reports No. 1 previously mentioned.

A

There has been some activity in the use
of cameras taking film 70 mm. wide both
The latter
by Fox and RCA Photophone.
in conjunction with G. K. Spoor are stated
working
on
a
stereoscopic
sound
film.
to be
A patent has been taken out by the
Askjyija-Werke Aktiengesellschaft on a timelapse camera equipped with special filters.

art

location

shots.

Many

unusual effects obtained in motion
are introduced during printing, and
special optical printers have been designed.
In one process backgrounds are inserted with
the use of a traveling matte.
Distortion effects not present in the negative may be
introduced according to one patent, by the
use of a prism having an aspherical lenticular
face. Patents dealing with methods of making
composite pictures have been issued. Of interest to workers doing special process photography where slight variations in shrinkage
of films result in serious distortion of images,
is a new graduated gauge which gives a direct reading of the pitch of any film by simply laying the film on the gauge.
In sound recording work voice doubling
has been accomplished, particularly in the
case of songs and instruments where the
valuable paper
rhythm makes it possible.
has been published on revocalized films wherein
a method is described of redistributing
sounds on a phonograph record to bring them
into synchronism with the picture, or objecBristol
tionable sections may be eliminated.
has also dealt extensively with a method of
re-synchronization of sound.
pictures

A

Direction Technic
Very litte information of a reliable nature
been published on the technic of diTwo papers by leading directing pictures.
rectors
Hollywood, therefore, are espein
cially valuable, since they recount difficulties
and problems met under the stress of actual
production.
has

Further instalments of the ProgReport will appear in subse-

ress

quent
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FILM DAILY COMPILES TENTH
ANNUAL EDITION OF DIRECTORS'
ANNUAL AND PRODUCTION GUIDE
FUTURISTIC,

v

modernistic, jazzy, dignified, colorful,

marvelously attractive

.

.

.

well, just

Reprinted from
Pacific Coast

Independent Exhibitor
Issue of

August

15th, 1929

compendium

scribe the cover on this

how

of

could you de-

information

all

regarding motion picture directors, compiled by Film

The covers may

Daily?

entice

.

.

.

but

the valuable

it is

material contained within these covers that again proves
that Film Daily certainly "knows

This

is

how and when."

the tenth edition of the Film Daily Directors'

Annual and Production Guide. In a foreword the publishers explain that this annual has always been accepted as an

open forum for creators of motion pictures.
still

by and for the

director, has been

This edition,

broadened by the

addition of a "production guide to the end that there might

be permanently recorded a true cross-sectional word picture of

all

those variegated elements which figure in the

conception of screen entertainment."

This,

we would

say,

has been splendidly achieved.

Everything Film Daily does, they do almost better than

anyone

else.

This annual

clever cartoons

.

.

.

can't resist reading

is

no exception.

From

the keenly

advertisements so well written that you

them

.

.

.

a page that doesn't intrigue.

clever editorials

.

.

.

there isn't
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FOX ACQUIRES CONTROL OF

No

Monday, September

PRINCIPAL THEATERS CHAIN
(Continued from Page
1)

Name

cuit is being changed to
cipal Theaters with Mike
in charge.

Fox W.
at

of the cir-

Fox

Prin-

Southeastern Exhibitors
May Cast Lot with Allied

Rosenberg Ass'n

Houses
Vancouver, Wash.

C. Gets 3

—

Lightman emphasized
tors

determined
to provide necessary

are

effort

(Continued from Page 1)
at the convention here,

1)

On Broadway

relief.

which
continues today.
The Georgia unit
is
expanding its membership to include theater owners of Florida and
Alabama. The sessions, which open-

This was

ed yesterday, are slated to be addressed by W. A. Steffes, head of
the Northwest exhibitor unit and a

sale of additional product, a practice
which distributors declare they will

in

answer

to exhibitor alledistributors have been

gations that
lax in the matter.

Especial attention

being given to alleged attempts to
make adjustments contingent upon
is

NEW

of

Schine N. Y. Chain Today

— "Hollywood Revue"
— "Seeds Paradise"
Capitol — "Our Modern Maidens"

Astor

that distributo exert every

Fox West
Vancouver, Wash.
not countenance.
Coast Theaters has acquired leases
leader of Allied. He will outline the
of the U. S. A., Castle and Liberty
franchise plans of RKO and Tiffanyfrom Mayor John P. Higgins, who
Stahl as well as the new reproducer
will manage the houses for the new
ALLIED-AFFILIATED
being offered by RCA Photophone
operators.
for houses up to 500 seats.

Fox Taking Over 29

1929

Strings to be Attached^to

Adjustments, Lightman Told
(Continued from Page
of the Principal firm.

9,

Cameo

of

Carnegie— "Spy

of

—
—
Feathers"
Fifth Ave. — "Honor"
Embassv — "Hallelujah"
Fifty-Fifth— "Three Lovers"
Film Guild — "Richtofen"
Gaiety— "The Black Watch"

Globe— "Street
Loew's

(Continued front Page

—

Girl"

New York— Monday, "The

Last

of

Mrs.

Cheyney;" Tuesday, "Should a Girl
Marry?' and "The Man from Nevada;
Wednesday, "Broadway Babies;" Thursday.
"Midstream;"
Friday,
"Chasing
Through Europe" and "The Girl in the
Glass

Cage."

Mark Strand— "The Hottentot"
Paramount "The Lady Lies"

—
— "Bulldog Drummond"
—-"Dance Life"
Selwyn — "The Great Gabbo"
Warners— "Say
With Songs"
Winter Garden — "Go'd Diggers
Rialto
Rivoli

Second Regional Meet in
Ohio is Scheduled Today

Madame Pompadour"

Central— "Fast Life"
Colony "Broadway"
Criterion
"The Four

of

It

1)

of Broadway"
Columbus, O. The second of three
Fox Metropol- regional meetings of Ohio exhibitor? unit; \V. A. Steffes, Northwest exGloversville, N. Y.
hibitor leader; Oscar Hanson, generitan Playhouses, Tnc. today will asto hear outlined the franchise prosume operation of 29 New York the- posals of RKO and Tiffany-Stahl and al sales manager, and Ralph Morrow,
southern district manager of Tiffanyaters, acquired from the Schine chain
the new reproducer being offered by Stahl, and Sam Benjamins of RKO
The houses are at Gloversville, Au- RCA Photophone, is to be held here
were speakers at th esessions.
burn, Oswego, Canandaigua, Carthtoday.
At the recent Cleveland
Herkimer
age,
Corning,
Geneva,
meeting, the franchise plan was enBy ARTHUR W EDPl^^i
Newark dorsed enthusiastically.
Little
Falls,
Norwich,
Old Ass'n to Continue with
1>URR COOK, who gets (plenty)
Oneonta, Saranac Lake, Bath, BufAllied Opposition Reported
*-* of publicity for Herbert Brenon,
falo,
Cobleskill, Ogdensburg, SyraAnother Western Meeting
The majority of members of the is now knocking out radio sketches
cuse, Utica and Watertown.

—

Short Shots from
New York Studios

on Today at Casper, Wyo.

New

Operating
West

Coast

Acquisitions

THE FILM DAILY

Bureau,

—

Los Angeles Houses in the intermountain territory acquired by For

West Coast
sion

in

program)

from the home

—

Casper. Wyo. Exhibitors of this
vicinity are slated to gather here today to learn details of the franchise
proposals of Tiffany-Stahl and
and the new reproducer being offered

RKO

eastward expan- by RCA Photophone for
houses up
are to be operated
to 500 seats.
its

office

ciation.

here.

Fox Gets Youngstown

Interest

—

William Fox has
acquired an interest in the Park, on
which $20,000 is being spent for wiring and remodeling, with the theater
slated to reopen Sept. 14.

Youngstown, O.

existing organization of Oklahoma
exhibitors intend to continue to operate independently, with much opposition to the Allied States Ass'n
movement apparent, according to report received in New York from the
Oklahoma unit by the Hays asso-

$10 Premiere for "Great Gabbo"
Ten dollars will be top at opening
of "The Great Gabbo" at the Selwyn.
New York, Sept. 12. Other tickets
are $3 and $5.
The picture is to be
roadshowed by Albert Grey, general
manager of James Cruze, Inc., who
is handling the New York presentation.
After the opening prices will
be from 50 cents to $2.

—

Merger of Birmingham
—

Theaters,

formerly

the Joe
Steed
Co. is reported planned
These two chains are all that is left
in Birmingham today of eight independent circuits that existed two
years ago.
Neither circuit touches
upon the other's territory and together they would control the neighborhood situation almost 100 per cent
The Steed houses are immediately
adjacent to Ensley, Fairfield, North
Birmingham and Wylam, but they

Amusement

Bertram Milhauser

Schlicker is the inventor.
Exclusive sales agency for England and America has been obtained
by Cohen and his associates and
rights for Continental Europe by
Sally Isenberg and Arthur Reichlin

as a supervisor.

of Berlin.

Milhauser with
Coast

Bureau,

Hollywood
has joined

—

RKO

RKO

THE FILM DAILY

stuff

for

Question," Friday evening number.

Michael
(Mike)
George Pardij, who
having written the

Simmons
is

and

credited with

first

motion

pic-

Frank Muchmore is doing the art
work at American Sound Recording
Corp. He was associated with Cosseason

have been operating the past

mopolitan

Prod, and the Biograph
long period as well as
other companies which you've heard
about.

Birmingham, Ala. Merger of the under the handicap of industrial deplant
Marvin Wise circuit and Southern pression in these districts. The Wise

—

West

He's writing

Suburbans Held Planned
circuit houses are located, for the
part, in strictly residential sec-

most

tions.

Such a merger

is

held

simply to

for

a

Lucia Backus Seger, who recently
work in "People Born in
October," James A. FitzPatrick Horoscope scries, has gang-planked for
Bermuda for a vacation. She has
worn make-up in Eastern studios
for some years, playing with Richard Dix, Dick Barthelmess and various stage stars, including Mrs.
finished

be the forerunner of some national
chain stepping in to buy or control
these theaters. A. Page Sloss is one
of the majority owners of the Southern Theaters, Inc., circuit and Frank
V. Merritt, as general manager oi
the Marvin Wise Circuit, would be
the principals in such a deal.
Leslie Carter.
.

No

ing with Reginald Denny for a series of color talkers.

WEAF.

Tuesday night feature known as
"Harbor Lights" and "The Eternal

ture review, are collaborating in
editing and titling a series for
British International.

Love Scene Barred
O. Love scene between
Anne Harding and Leslie Fenton in
"Paris Bound" has been barred by Cohen Sails to Sell Sterling Equity Council Meets on
Ohio censors.
However, since the
Action
Reproducer Abroad Films but Takes
order from Columbus was tardy in
Milton Cohen of Inter-Globe sailMeeting of the council of Actors'
arriving here, this scene was shown
the first two days of its Toledo run ed for Europe on the Lapland Fri- Equity Ass'n was held last Friday
day night to launch an organization to consider the Hollywood Equity
at the Princess.
in England to sell the Sterling re- Shop situation but no action was
producer, a disc synchronizer manu- taken.
Colorart Seeks Denny
"Flight" Opening Sept. 13
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY factured by Sterling M. P. Apparatus
Herman C.
Sept. 13 has been set as opening
Hollywood
Colorart is negotiat- Corp. of New York.
Toledo,

for

the

The kind of bridge you ought to
play will be demonstrated by Milton
C. Work, world authority on this indoor sport, in a Vitaphone short tc
be made at Warner Bros. Eastern
studio.

temporarily hibernatCoastites
ing in the East include Ben Turpin,
he of the bewitching eyes, who is

about to embark on another vaude
Columbia's "Flight" at the tour.
George M. Cohan, New York. The
Hall M. E. of "Photoplay"
picture is slated to be roadshowed.
Leonard Hall, veteran newspaper
critic, on Oct. 1 becomes managing
Sherwood House Changes Hands
Sherwood, O. Mrs. Lowell Miller editor of "Photoplay Magazine" suchas sold the Crescent to E. L. Peeper. ceeding Frederick James Smith.
date

of

—

Green Spikes Report Fox Buying Gen 'I Equipment
iTHE

^NEWSPAPER
a/'FILMDOM
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Report Fox Has Control of
Equipment Firm Held False

Parkway, Madison; NeeNeenah, and Portage at PorClosing of the deal will mark
tage.
end of three-cornered competition
throughout the state, with Fox Midwesco and Universal remaining as
Midwesco
the contending chains.
nali

has

the

at

taken

over

theaters which were

mer

Fischer

Fox Denies
Fox

Walter

E. Green, branding as false
report that Fox has acquired
control of
General Theater
Equipment Co.

of Brin
part of the for-

Paramount

yesterday added

officials

their denials to that of

number

a

Price 5 Cents

1929

DEAL STATUS PUZZLES STREET

—

Fox Midwesco is unnegotiating for remaining
theaters of the L. K. Brin circuit.
Houses now reported being dickered
for are
the Garden and Majestic
derstood

here,

10,

ON OR OFF? PARAMOUNT-WARNER

FOX MIDWESCO DEAL FOR

Milwaukee

NEWS
ALL THE TIME
ALL THE

Theaters

circuit.

No

Deal Closed for Taking
Over of Berlin Music Firm 13 TROPHIES OFFERED
copyrights
of
Cataloguing
of
YVaterson, Berlin & Snyder, music
publishing firm, is under way, but no
deal for control of the firm has been
closed with RKO, it was stated at
The
company offices yesterday.
music firm is in bankruptcy, the Irving Trust Co., being the receiver.
Jt has been reported that a deal was
to be completed this week for taking over of the firm by RKO.

FOR GOLF TOURNAMENT
Thirteen cups and silver trophies
were received yesterday by the committee in charge of the Fall Film
Golf Tournament, scheduled for Oct.
at Gedney Farms Country Club
1,

White Plains. They are offered
by Western Electric, RKO Dist.

at

Corp.,

Associated

&

Publications,

Ira

There is no truth to published report that William Fox has acquired
a 51 per cent interest in General TheEquipment, Inc., Walter E.
ater
Green, company vice president de-

Proposed Combine Off
Report Current After
P-F-L Meet
of

War-

Paramount threatens

to be-

Proposed
ners and

is

consolidation

come an "on again, off again" affair,
was indicated yesterday when re-

it

ports gained circulation that the deal
is
off.
Paramount directors met
No such deal is pending nor has again for the second time within a
it
ever been proposed, Green em- week, at which time the deal is unGeneral, Green points out, derstood to have been a chief topic
phasizes.
of discussion.
is in business to serve the entire inWhether the proposed deal is bedustry.
Each of the units of General The- ing held back pending an okay from
Dept. of Justice, or whether
ater Equipment continues to operate the
General being the proposed terms of exchange of stock
independently,
(Continued on Page 8)
loomed as the stumbling block is
not indicated.
clares.

.

CHRISTIE SEES SUCCESS

JOHN M. ANDERSON TO

FOR BETTER CLASS SHORTS

REVUE

E
West

Coast

Bureau,

Hollywood

—

THE FILM DAILY
"Short subject pro-

John Murray Anderson, creator
and producer of stage revues, has
signed a contract with Universal and
is to write and produce "The King
of Jazz Revue," starring Paul WhiteArrangeLichtman-M. P. Club Trophy, the talking pictures have been launched," man and his orchestra.
of ments were completed between An£. F. Albee Cup and "THE FILM according to Al Christie, head
"Nobody can derson, Whiteman and Lou B. MetzDAILY" Cup again will be offered 'Christie comedies.
deny that the battle was a losing ger, general manager of Universal.
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 8)
Anderson leaves soon for the Coast.
Rosse is to design settings
Herman
Harry Rees
General T-S Franchise Sale Gets
and costumes.

Haupt

Co.,

Al Ruben, Jack Cos-

Gaiety, N. Y., to be First
man Co., William Massce Co., Du- ducers are still fighting a terrific
battle for recognition of their wares
to Show Grandeur Pictures Pont-Pathe Film Mfg. Co., J. P. and financial success, although, the
Muller Advertising Agency, Stebbins,
Fox has closed the Gaiety, Ne
Leterman & Gates. In addition, the skies look a whole lot brighter since
1

York, to prepare

introductii
of Grandeur Film, device for p
jecting enlarged pictures.
The
tures are full stage size, and fe
the illusion of depth.
specia
for

it

A

(Continued

Two

on

Page

5)

Made

Tickets to be Voted
Election
on at

AMPA

With two tickets in the field, anis schednual election of the
uled at Thursday's meeting. Edward
L. Klein, and Don Hancock are rival
(Continued on Page 5)

AMPA

Branch Mgr. Month Sets
Record, Warners Say
Warners

set

a

new

summer

month's business record during August, the company says, when Branch
Managers' Month was observed. The
drive was sponsored and carried our
by the personnel of each exchange as
tribute to each branch manager, in
securing dates for the last
the booking year.

month

of

Manager
Toledo

of C.

— Harry

&

M. Chain

Rees

is

the

new

general manager of the C. & M. Circuit in Ohio.
Rees was formerly
manager of the Hippodrome and Putnam theaters, Marietta, O.

Southeastern Exhibitors

Oppose Any
Columbus,

Ga.

hibitors intend to

Affiliation

— Southeastern
remain

ex-

unaffiliated,

they determined at their convention,

Under

Way

in N. Y.

Zone

Sale of the Tiffany-Stahl five year
franchise, offered by the company in
agreement with Allied States Ass'n,
got under way yesterday in the MetPhil
S.
with
territory,
ropolitan
Meyer reporting a heavy demand for
the new contracts.

After Midnight Sundays
Memphis

—

—Although Sunday shows

12:01 A.M.
shows presented Monday mornings
at Loew's State are proving popular.

are prohibited here, the

A special police permit is necessary
for the midnight performances.

Lefkowitz Group Adds
Another at Cleveland Fuller

Max Lefkowitz and
Cleveland
which wound up its two day sessions associates have taken over the Orientyesterday.
W. A. Steffes, head of al, East Ninth St. and Superior Ave.
the Northwest unit and a leader of With this house, the Lefkowitz now
Allied States Ass'n, addressed the control practically all of the downgathering.
His talk was expected to town picture theaters, exclusive of
(Continued on Page 5)
Their
the Keith and Loew houses.
are the Strand, Orpheum,
Fall Film Golf Tournament, October 1, the houses
Industry's Big Athletic Event Advt.
Standard, Gaiety and Oriental.

—

Memphis Shows Minute

3 As
Circuit

&GoodallBuy

Start for

New

N.D.

D—

Charles ErickHettinger, N.
Reeder, Scranat
houses
three
son's
ton and Hettinger have been acquired by A. D. Fuller and Harry G.
(Continued

on

Page

Record Entry List Lining Up
Scheduled for Gedney Farms,

8)

for

Tournament.

W. P.— Advt.

s

THE

3&>*
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Consolidated Net Income Bright Leaf Theaters
$1,597,090 for 8 Months
Operating Carolina Chain
Net income of $1,597,090 for the
eight months ended Aug. 31, after
charges including Federal taxes is
reported by Consolidated Film InThis is equivalent to
dustries, Inc.
PUBLISHER $2.28 a share on 300,000 shares of
I0HN W. ALICOATE
no par participating preferred shares
Published daily except Saturday and holidays outstanding and a $2.28 a share on
at
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y. and
par common shares. This
copyright (1929) by Wid's Films and Film 400,000 no
Folk, Inc.
VV. Alicoate, President and compares with $977,198 for the same
J.
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann, Vice-President period of 1928.
For the month of
Tuesday, Sept. 10. 1929

XLIX No. 60

Vol.

Price

5Cents

and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer,
Business and Advertising Manager. Entered
as second class matter, May 21, 1918, at the
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the act
of March 3,
Terms (Postage free)
1879.
United States outside of Greater New York
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,

Foreign, $15.00.
Subscribers should
remit with order.
Address all communications to
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broad
way, New York, N. Y.
Phone Circle 4736
4737 4738 4739.
Filmday,
Cable address:
New York.
California
Ralph
Hollywood,
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd.
Phone Granite
6607.
London Ernest W. Fredman, The
Film
Renter,
89-91
Wardour
St.,
W.
I.
Berlin
Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
Paris P. A. Harle,
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la
C'our des-Noues, 19.
$3.00.

THE

—

—

—

—

Kincaid

history.

Denver
Hobart Kincaid, former
Florence, Colo., exhibitor, has been
named business manager of the M.
P.T.O. of the Rocky Mountain Region.
The organization is affiliated
with Allied States Ass'n.

net

STOCK MARKET
Am.

Seat

Con.
Con.

Fm. Ind.
Fm. Ind.
Kodak

East.

do

31

22^4

24M
208^207

6J4
... 97^g

"A"

Keith A-O
do pfd
Loew's Inc
*do pfd
M-G-M pfd

35/3
113
60J4

S%

—

Oklahoma City Rating committee
named to classify theaters of the state

RKO

and Tiffany-Stahl
for
Boland,
chises, consists of
homa City; F. B. Pickrel,

F-L
Pathe Exch

do "A"
Radio K-O-A
'Stanley Co

10

9Ji

37%

20
36J4

61%

59%

%
%
CURB MARKET

rts

*Bal. & Katz
Columbia Pets

Film

Fox

D.W. "A"

Intern.

Proj

Nat.
Nat.

do

deb.
Ser.

Scr.

2

26%

"A"... 28

Griffith,

Loew

Thea.

rts
...

Sup.

..

Trans-Lux

5%

900

4,500
30,200
10
1,600
20
100
37J4 12,600
40
....

68%

—

City.

2%
28

3,000
5,800

26%
25%
15%

26%
25%
13%

34%

....

24

...

26%
25 J4
14

100
100
9,400

on the 213,160 shares outstanding on
June 30.

41

%

92

98%
99%

71

71

71

2

79
198

7

1

10

Seat.

6s

Warner 6%s

36.. 79
28

79

OVER THE COUNTER
Roxy "A"

2'6

27
do units
5
do com
Skouras Bros
33
United Art
5
65
do pfd
2
Univ. Ch. com. ...
75
do pfd

29
30

10
75

85

Garrison Gets Albany Branch
Joe Garrison, formerly a

member

Rest of Your

—
of

the

neapolis, is new
versal exchange

force at Minmanager of the Unisales

here.

former manager, has
special assignment.

Nat Levy,
been given a

become

dis-

throughout

for a
company with unlimitmanued resources
facturing Talking Picture apparatus of unStates

Animated by
and MANNY GOULD

BEN HARRISON

Michigan exhibitors

Opening

at

"The

Great Gabbo"
at the Selwyn,
N. Y.
Meeting of exhibitors at AlbuSept. 13
querque, N. M.
Opening of "Flight" at the Geo.
M. Cohen, N. Y.
Sept. 17
Meeting of M. P.T.O. A. of New
England at Boston.
Sept. 28
First issue of Hearst
Metrotone
News (sound).
Oct. 7-10
Meeting of S.M.P.E. at Toronto.
Meeting of North Carolina exDec. 9-10
of

Pinehurst.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY

proven merit.

Write:

A-153, Film Daily,

1650 Broadway,
City.

New

Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Perm. 3S80

Program

Falls

v&.
Down
! !

KRAZY
KAT
SOUND
CARTOON
Distributed by

COLUMBIA PICTURES

questionable and

York

of

Petoskey, Mich.

— BOOK A

individResponsible
uals or sales organiza-

Box

cinnati.

Induction of M. A. Lightman into
M. P.T.O. A. presidency at Memphis luncheon

BE NONCHALANT

—

6

34

*LAST PRICE QUOTED

Albany

If the

1.

United

12

K4>A%Y YIAT

"Applause" Opening Oct. 1
Premiere of "Applause" has been
set
the Embassy, New York,
at

tions to
tributors

Sept.

merly operated by Publix-Saenger.

WANTED

CURB BONDS
Am.

C—

3

97%

11

Standard

...

92

51

37

7s

Sunday shows and 87

tee.

84%
106% 106%

x-war... 92
6s 47 .. 98%

Par. By. 5%s
Pathe

was 2,562 for
against.

19%

Keith A-O 6s 46
Loew 6s 41ww...l07
6s

straw vote, city officials here
have determined that the Sunday
show ban will be retained. Voting

"U" Club to Hold Ball
The Universal Club, a society of
Universal home office employes, will

Oct.

Sept.

official

High Point Opening Sept. 15
High Point, N.
The City of
age number of shares outstanding High Point expects to open the
during the period, or $5.03 a share American on Sept. 15.
It was for-

BOND MARKET
Paramount

Ponca

I

Second annual beefsteak party at
N. Y. M. P. Club.
Meeting of Wisconsin exhibitors,
Big Cedar Lake, Wis.
Meeting of Ohio exhibitors at Cin-

10-11

hibitors' unit at

Port Jervis Retaining
'Blues' Despite Sentiment

H. Momand, Shawnee and
Eph Johnson, Tulsa. Alternates are
Port Jervis, N. Y. Despite a preW. Z. Spearman, Edmond; John ponderance of sentiment in favor of
Brown, Tulsa;
Bob Hutchinson, Sunday shows, as shown in an unCity; A.

hold its annual inaugural ball Oct.
26 in the Grand Ball Room of the
98%
M. J.
59% 14,800 Hotel Astor, New York.
% 26,200 Etchingham is president of the Universal Club.
S. S. Keller is chair80
man of the entertainment commit-

2

'Univ. Pict
*do pfd

do

fran-

Okla-

31

2%

Insp
Thea.

900
19,800
6,000
100
100

25J6

68^

20

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

207

96ya
25

Tom

$5.33 a Share Earned by Shubert
Net profit of $1,076,376, after depreciation, interest and Federal taxes,
for the year ended June 30, was deClose Sales
clared by the Shubert Theater Corp.
31
200
This is equivalent
6,000 and subsidiaries.
24J4
25
1,000 to $5.33 a share on the 201,975 aver-

95
95
35^
3SJ4
113
113
59J4 59J4

25^
70^

Para.

do

Low

31
... 24}4
pfd. 25

rts

Fox Fm.

High

Business
Manager of Mountain Unit

—

Oklahoma Committee to
Rate Houses Named

Today:
Sept.

Meeting

Named

income amounted to
$224,327 which is the largest single
month's earning's in the company's

August

Oklahoma

Financial

Whites Greenville, and the Temple
Theater at Sanford.

1929

The Industry*
Date Book

—

Charlotte The circuit of theaters
in North Carolina formerly owned
and operated by H. J. Paradis, of
Wilson, will now be operated by the
Bright Leaf Theaters.
The circuit
consists of the Sanders, Smithfield,
Tarboro,
Oasis, Wilson,
Colonial,

10,

!

PRODUCED BY WINKLER
Western Electric Recording

UJinMer

Sound Cartoons

A Red-Hot Record-Breaker
which
Record-Breaking Heat!
defied the

The Facts and the Figures

$4000

Labor Day Weekend (average 90° degrees)

in

3 days

The Film Guild Cinema

in a

100 Seater

mile and

located over a

A from Broadway and
l

The Sensational Epic Depicting
Exploits of

What
and

Germany s

42 d Street

the

Greatest War-Bird

the trade-press

critics say:

RICHTHOFEN

FILM DAILY:
film reconstructs high lights
flying
great
their
of

German
in

career

ace

and proves

good entertainment

details very graphically the flying
. .
feats of Richthofen, the great German
.

The Red Knight of the Air

war ace . . . photography ranks with
the hest that has ever come out
Direction, very good.
of Hollywood.
N. Y.

HERALD-TRIBUNE:

the best aerial photography
more expert and
ever produced
love theme
realistic than "Wings"
cast gives
pleasant entertainment
exceptionally good performances . . .

among

.

.

.

.

.

N. Y.

.

.

.

and

WORLD:

Good Entertainment!

.
"very acceptable aviation thriller
photogwell arranged
particularly
raphy, and a set of characterizations
which appear to be genuine and authoritative. Quick, piercing, dramatic
.

.

-

Interesting,
will not disappoint."

episodes.

N. Y.

"Most
.

.

.

exciting

.

.

Exciting

Thrilling

.

.

Give the air-minded public

EVENING TELEGRAM:

Read

aviation photography
and spectacular
entertaining

this aviation thriller!

the reviews and book this

box

office

natural!

striking

photoplay

Wire, write or phone for dates, state

."
.

rights, etc.

.

{Many foreign

territories

still

open)

FILM AttTS GUILD
Phone Spring 1716

52-54 West 8th

St.

Cable: Filmguild

New York

City

THE
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DAILY

AND

Along The Rialto

THA TS
THAT
WILL
YOU
the other day

recall

Timely Topics
A Digest of

with

Current Opinion

Phil M. Daly, Jr.

us telling you

NATHAN BURKAN

and the missus arrive in Noo Yawk today from Europe
Janet Gaynor's receiving a big
break on her marriage slated for this Wednesday
She intends to continue her screen work, fortunately for the industry.
There's a "wholesale showdown" on income taxes slated
in Hollywood and mebbe some indictments
Buddy Fisher, actor, singer and master of ceremonies, has
appeared in several pictures lately. He's in "Flight," Columbia's
new opus, which opens Friday at the Cohen in Noo Yawk
Another opening attracting considerable attention is that on Thoisday of "The Gabbo," Jimmy Cruze's first talker, which Al Grey
plans to roadshow.
Advance dope is that the picture's there.
Charlie Murray, who has been doing a turn in vaudeville.
is in
Noo Yawk
That's good news on the adjustment
program, all right, that no strings are to be attached to adjustments
Joe Kennedy, Pathe's chairman of the board, got
a big blurb in the "N. Y. Graphic" last Sattidy as one of a
group of aggressive young businessmen who have forged to the

about Nestor Zilk,
the young Harvard graduate who in
an unguarded moment spilled the
fact that he was the only child of
the Noodle Trust king, and that he,
Nestor, was desirous of going into
picture production in a big way.
Well, he was cooked right here, although the poor sap didn't realize it.
*

*

*

steered him up to
our apartment and locked the door
for fear that some of those suckerhunters over at 729 Seventh Ave.
might have spotted us, we got right
down to business. "How much money
do you think your old man will put
up?" we inquires, polite like. "How
much do you want?" parries Nestor.
"Oh," we hesitates for just the fraction of a minute, "about, say, one

After we had

front
to

the fatal comeback. Nestor lifted
glass of our private varnish stock
to his Harvard inflection, tossed it
off like a man, and sez: "Oh, that's
a. mere
trifle."
We fell off the icebox onto the hardwood floor, and
reclined there gracefully for several
dumb minutes. The shock was terrific, as you can well magine.
f-or

Hiram Brown, Radio-Keith-Orpheum

chief, extols the merits
"Greatest", is the term he uses, and
he's only been in fillum business a short time
That World
Wide-Sono-Art combination will be heard from, you may be
sure

a,

*

*

we came

of "Rio Rita"

Wayne
these
gels"

*
to,

Harry Hammond Beall, head of the Wampas, has returned
Hollywood after a tour of the Pacific Northwest
H. J.

Yates may' well be proud of the record gross being rolled up by
Consolidated Film Industries
M. A. Lightman, whose being named new Empeeteeohay prexy to replace Pete Woodhull,
lets no grass grow under his feet, and already is on the job.

hundred grand to start." Then we
hung on to our adenoids, that were
pumping a mile a minute, waiting

last

on the Coast.

who is representing Howard Hughes in
parts, lets it be known that dialoguing of "Hell's Anstarted Monday and that the elaborate pitcher will be
Pierson,

ready about the middle of November

and drank two

Voice Doubling Difficulty
Declared Overcome

Is

WITH

the

films a

that other players had
voices doubled when they

were supposed to sing. Among
them were Richard Barthelmess
in
"Weary River," Laura La
Plante in "Show Boat," Marian
Nixon in "Headline," Louise
Brooks in "The Canary Murder
Case" and Corinne Griffith in
"The Divine Lady."
At first the doubling proved
rather unsatisfactory. It seemed
an impossible task perfectly
to synchronize the double's voice
with the player's lips. Producers
were in a quandary as to whether it would be better to let a picture go with a poor singing voice
or let the public know a double
was being used. However, that
like

has been overcome unit is almost impossible
to detect a double if the recording is done properly.
Dan Thomas for N.E.A. Service.
difficulty
til

today

Return of Keen Minds
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to

me?"

is

too

Orchestras will remain where the quality of music

played by

human

emanating from
turn, depends
theater

is

one.

a

musicians

much

— too much!"

is

the

density

is

of

located.

A

HOWARD
is

DIETZ

a ping-pong hound.

Ask

the

Empee Club

crowd.
Side
off

Line

lyrics.

— Dashing

f$

E. V.

COMPETITION

that will test

mettle of the many industrial and trade mergers effected recently was forecast for
the next five years by a local
economist. Many of the keenest
business minds in the country
are now "on vocation," he explained, because their successful
organizations have entered comthe

binations.

"Some of these men," he said,
"have retired temporarily but if

RICHARDS

human

No.37

Industry Statistics
By JAMES

P.

Statistical Editor,

HOBBIES!

That, in

third,

population.

the

way

that all big men have, and
spoke: "Listen, Nestor, we know
man power when we see it. Also
horsepcnver. And you seem to combine both.
Of course your dad's
dough will help, too, but it's you
we're after. We need BIG brain
power, like yours."

above the quality

upon several factors. The size of the
Another is the population of the city

where the theater

"Why are you so good
We drew oursef up in that

rises

mechanical orchestra.

*

*

*

*

as Merchandise Seen

—

*

—

lowing
their

*

in quick succession.
The varnish oiled us up considerable. At last
we were able to speak with an assumption (meaning the old face stuff)
of carelessness. "Very well, Nestor,"
sez we.
"If the sucker we mean
the successful Noodle king, your illustrious father, will do that little
thing for you, consider yourself president of my new production company, Sizzly Films, Inc."

of speaking
class of doubles

influx

new

was introduced the voice double.
As far back as a year ago
a double was used for Barry
Norton in the singing sequences
of "Mother Knows Best."
Fol-

more

"Oh, this
he moaned.

1929

DALY

By PHIL M.

At

10,

Theater mortality runs highest in
towns having population of less than
3,000.
One thousand motion picture
theaters are permanently closed or
dismantled in an average year and
52 per cent are in towns with less
than 3,000 inhabitants. Twenty-nine
per cent are located in cities and
towns having between 3,000 and 100,-

No.37

nations.

"The N. Y. Times'

CUNNINGHAM
The Film Daily

month period

is sufficient to offset
closings.
It is estimated by reliable authorities that between 970 and
1,050 new houses are erected in the
U. S. every year. Their total cost runs
well over $200,000,000, and the majority are in large cities and towns.

all

*

*

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

*

All large cities, those with more,
Salaries of all players, directors,
than 100,000, contribute only 19 per cameramen, technicians and their
cent to the theater mortality record. assistants represent approximately
The number of new theaters erected 35 per cent of the total cost of proin the course of an average twelve- duction.

000.

-nature follows its usual
course they will be back in harness again in a few years with
independent companies that will
make it warm for the big combi-

D. W. Griffith finishes initial film
for First National.
*
*
*

Joe Plunkett goes to England for

Lewis

J.

Selznick.

THE
.Tuesday, September

10,

DAILV

1929

Two

AMPA

Foreign Markets
JBj JAMES

P.

(Continued from Page 1)
candidates for the presidency.

CUNNINGHAM—

Filmophone Expanding
Its Foreign Sales Record
Paris

—The

consignment

of
Filmophone reproducing sets has arrived here.
Sales on the device, it
is
reported, have been steadily increasing with an order for four equipments to be installed in theaters in
first

Egypt.

Foreign Showboat Theater
Washington Bureau of

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

— Meshrabpom

Film,
the Society for the Liquidation of
Illiterates and other organizations in
Soviet Russia are building a boat theater seating 600, advises a report to
the M. P. Division of the Dept. of
Commerce. The showboat is to be
fitted with a library and a special
landing stage will allow it to stop

where

desired.

A. B. C. Gets Two More
London Associated British Cinemas, Ltd., has acquired the Triangle
and Whiteladies, both in Clifton and

—

Ullman Sells 2 Syracuse
Tickets to be Voted
Houses to Local Group
Election
on at

—

Klein

heads the ticket named by the nomOther candidates

inating committee.

ticket are: Peon J
Bamberger, vice president; George Bilson, treasurer; Martin J. Starr, secre'ary;
Daab, chancellor of the
Chamber of Commerce; Kd Ar <-Namee, trustee; George Harvey, Frank
Wilstach, Charles Berrell, Vincent

on

this

Hy

(aiter and Paul

Benjamin.

The

op-

position ticket embraces only the first
Bamberger, also
four offices, with
listed on it as vice presidential candidate.
Ed McNamee is the nominee
for treasurer and Alex Moss for secretarv.

Gaiety, N. Y., to be First
to Show Grandeur Pictures
from Page 1)
camera and special projector are used
for the Grandeur Films.
The projector is a new one developed by International Projector Corp. The first
Grandeur Film to be shown will be
the "Fox Movietone Follies of 1929."
(.Continued

Syracuse, N. Y.
Frank Sardino
will manage the Brighton and Syracuse for unnamed local capital which
has purchased interests of Frank Ullman in both de luxe neighborhood
houses.
Sardino managed the Syracuse for Ullman and is succeeded at
that post by William Brown, who is
transferred from the Empire. Jerry

Murphy

is

new Empire manager.

Short Shots from
New York Studios

Oppose Any

signed

(Continued from Page

1)

be a bid for affiliation of the southwestern group, members of which
prior to the meetings were declared
dissatisfied with the manner in which
distributors
have handled adjustments, and so susceptible to affiliation with Allied.

the

role

has been asof

the

news-

hound in "The Laughing Lady" at
Paramount, first contributed to the
"Glorifying

in

Girl," a

Affiliation

EDDY^^

W.

FJAN HEALY, who

mikes

Southeastern Exhibitors

ARTHUR

iBy

the

American

recent product of the

Island studio.

He

Long

has appeared un-

der the Ziegfeld banner and last season worked in "Good Boy," Hammerstein musical.
Now he's blossoming forth as a producer with a
new musical show, "Heigh-Ho."

David Mendoza, Broadway maestro who
larity as

gained tremendous popuconductor at the Capitol,
Rosengarten with World Wide
has been signed by Paramount as
Dave Rosengarten, for six years conductor and musical director of
with M-G-M, has joined World- the Paramount-Publix radio orches-

Wide

Pictures

as

manager

of

the

tra.

He assumes

his

new

duties

exchange, a post he held Sept. 21 at the initial broadcast over
M-G-M. He succeeds George the Columbia network.

New York

Opening date has not yet been set. with
Fox recently gave a private showing Dillon.
of a Grandeur subject, showing the
West Point cadets on parade.

John Noble, Harry "Buck" Jones
and Lee Beggs are staging a reunion
Piedmont Exhibitor 111
Birmingham Morris Watson, for- at American Sound Recording Corp.
To Aid Palestine Sufferers
mer owner of the Princess, Pied- these days. They worked together
Elvey to U. S. on Raycol Deal
I'ublix will hold midnight shows at mont, Ala., is seriously ill in South 17 years ago across the Hudson at
London Maurice Elvey of Raycol
the Rivoli, Rialto and the New York Highlands Hospital, as a result of the Fort Lee.
Buck is sound recording
is scheduled to sail for United States
Sept. 27 in connection with a deal and Brooklyn Paramounts on Wed- after effects of an operation for ap- engineer at the plant and Noble and
pending with an American company nesday, the funds to go for relief pendicitis, which was performed the Beggs are directors, the latter now

owned by

the

same company.

—

—

on Raycol, a new color process.

of Palestine sufferers.

THOMAS MEIGHAN
Quinn Martin

in

IN

producing

past week.

his

own

series.

"THE ARGYLE CASE"— A VITAPHONE PRODUCTION

The

"As for Mr. Meighan,

World'.
seems to me

that
device he
proves himself to be entirely the master of
competent, sure, composed
the situation
and dramatically colorful."
it

in this initial step into the

new

—

Regina Crewe

in

The American'.

"Thomas Meighan's first talking picture,
'The Argyle Case,' is the attraction at the
Strand Theatre. Besides being good entertainment it shows just how much the talkies have enhanced Tommy's value to the
screen. He is better than ever."

The

New

York Sun:

"Vitaphone has done Thomas Meighan a
good turn. His first talking picture, 'The
Argyle Case,' reveals Mr. Meighan as a far
better speaking actor than a silent one.
This is his best performnce and his best
film in several years."

PRODUCED BY WARNER BROS.— DIRECTED BY HOWARD BRETHERTON

12 Being Shot at
—

M-G-M —Studio

90 Per Cent of Personnel Engaged in Production Doane Harrison Promoted at Pathe Crosland With F. N.
McLaglen to Sing in Fox Film Pathe Preparing Minstrel Story Ralph Wilk's Personnel HighHghts from Lots

—

M-G-M ACTIVITY

Harrison Promoted

SETS NEW

Doane Harrison has been
appointed film-editor-in-chief of
Pathe studio.

the
of conplayers engaged or ready to
new productions, M-G-M claims
a lecord for the number of players
employed in a production schedule.

With more than 90 per cent

tract
start

the presrange of

In production at the studio at
time are plays of a wide
Norma Shearer is starred in "Their
types.
Own Desire" under the joint direction of
The
James Forbes and E. Mason Hopper.
play is an original by Frances Marion, with
dialogue by Forbes, and the cast includes
Belle Bennett, Robert Montgomery, Lewis
Stone, Mary Doran, June Nash and others.
ent

Barrymore

Lionel

is

directing

Lawrence

Pathe Preparing Minstrel
Story "The Grand Parade"
An

original

by

Howard Emmett

Rogers, "The Grand Parade," a story
of minstrel life, is being prepared at
the

Pathe studio.

will

direct

and

Fred

Fred Newmeyer

with Helen Twelvetrees
Scott portraying leading

mance

of

The Duncan Sisters are
and George Davis.
being directed by Sam Wood in "Cotton and
Silk."
This is an original by Leonard Praskins, and the cast includes Lawrence Gray,
Benny Rubin, Jed Prouty and others.

Crosland Latest Addition
to F. N. Directorial Staff

McLaglen Will Sing in
Next Fox Production

"The Narrow

Morris' novel,

Mayo

Archie

is

by James

script

Street."

directing from the
A. Starr and Arthur

Caesar.

Coffee.

Rathbone,

Basil

Leila

Gleason, Lester Lonergan^and Wal"Seven Faces" is being
Moran, Zelda Sears and Ray- ter Rogers.

Columbia Getting Set on
Roadshow "Song of Life"
Belle Baker's first Columbia production "Song of Life" which is to be
the company's second roadshow featured, now is being prepared for filming.
Arthur Houseman has been
assigned a role opposite the star. The
film story is about back-stage life
with Miss Baker expected to sing a
number of songs.
Erie C. Kenton

will direct.

Warners Assign Martindel
Edward Martindel has been added

musical show by Otto Harbach and

Oscar

Hammerstein 2nd.
Walter
Anthony has written the adaptation

RKO's "The
Hugh Trevor and

Dorothy Gulliver already have been
cast for this all-talker, which Mai St.
Clair will direct.
It is adapted from
the play "Ringside" by Hy Daab, Ted
Paramore and George Abbott.

are

the

in

cast

of

this

all-

which

have just gone into
"The Bugle Sounds," and
"The Ship from Shanghai," "The Bugle
Sounds" is George Hill's all-talker of life
with the French Foreign Legion in Africa.
Ernest Torrence. Wallace Beery, Karl Dane,
Ivan Lebedoff, Robert Montgomery and others
are in the cast.
The play is adapted from
Major Zinovi
Peckoff's
book,
with
the
adaptation by A. P. Younger. Also scheduled
to start during the week is "The Ship from
Shanghai," which will be directed by Charles
Brabin at sea on a ship equipped with a
recording apparatus.
This is an adaptation
of Dale Collins's novel, "Ordeal."
Clarence
Brown will, soon start work on the all-talking
version of "Anna Christie," Eugene O'Neill's
famous stage play, and the first all-talking
picture of Greta Garbo.
King Vidor wih
direct

ing

Marion Davies

play

adapted

in

from

"Dulcy," an
the

stage

all-talkhit,

and

William

Nigh will direct "Lord Byron of
Broadway," from the story by Nell Martin.
"Take Tt Big," a comedy romance of
baseball

by

A.

P.

Younger,

adapted

by

Y. Mason with dialogue by "Bugs"
Baer, the famous sports columnist, will mark
the
feature all-talking film debut of Van

Sarah

directed by Berthold Viertel.

Simpson

in "Isle of

Escape"

Ivan Simpson has been added to
the cast of the Warner production
"Isle
of
Escape" which features
Monte Blue and Myrna Loy. The

in Christie

Schenck.

"Rosalie."

Guy

Jack

Conway

Bolton's musical

direct.
comedy, in

forth-coming
Novarro, with

will direct

Buster Kea-

new all-talking comedy, as yet unon which production starts soon.
Among short subjects under way are
"Shooting Gallery," an all-color dancing and
singing spectacle with the famous Albertina
Rasch Ballet, and "The General" a musical
comedy skit featuring Benny Rubin with
Myrtle McLaughlin.
titled,

directing.

Assigned to Prepare Story
Enid P. Hibbard has been assigned
to write treatment, continuity and
dialogue of E. H. Doherty's story,
starring vehicle for Ramon
Robert Z. Leonard directing "Murder on the Roof," for Colum-

and Edward Sedgwick
ton in a

is

will

which Marilyn Miller starred on the stage,
will be filmed later in the season with Marion
Davies as star, under the direction of Harry
Beaumont.
"The House of Troy," is to be
a

Rancho"

A

Santa Cruz county.

novelization of "Ella Cinders" is being published by a Boston company.
*.
*
*
in

Houston Branch is a St. Paul
boy who is making good on
the Coast.
He specializes on
original stories and his "The
Marseillaise" now is in producHe is now
tion at Universal.
a Universal staff writer and
will create another original for
the Laemmle organization.

The boys are

Edwards as a

still

host.
at his

praising Gus
Recently he

Santa Monica
threw a party
beach home and had Jack Benny,
Benny Rubin, Louis Alter, Charles
King, Hunter Lovelace and David

among

Short

is

Leslie Pearce
and

estate called "Ella Cinders

Snell

Holmes

Christie has cast Taylor Holmes in
from the novel of the same "He Did His Best," two reel comname by Jack McLaren.
edy play by Wilson Collinson.
A.
picture

*

RKO

maine,

mond Hackett

*

William M. Conselman, who wrote
and produced "The High School
Hero" and "Dressed to Kill," will
produce "War and Women" for
Pathe. He produced "The Sophomore," and now has "Red Hot
Rythm" in production. Conselman
also created and sponsors the comic
strips, "Ella Cinders" and "GoodTime Guy" and recently acquired an

Melville Brown is busy in the MelHe had
rose
sector of Hollywood.
to the cast of "Golden Dawn" at the
Warner studio, where the line-up of no sooner finished directing Richard
he
players is now complete for this Vita- Dix in "The Love Doctor" than
phone operetta which is being co- moved his megaphone a few blocks
studio, where he is
directed by Ray Enright and Larry east to the
directing "Jazz Heaven."
Ceballos.
It is an adaptation of the
*
*
*

Night Parade."

talking film.
Two features
production are

RALPH WILK

By

*

Hyams, Raymond Hackett, Charles QuarterPolly

from nLots »

GENIAL

and the principal roles are enacted
by Walter Woolf, Vivienne Segal,
Eugenie Besser Cast
Alice Gentle, Nina Quartaro and
being directed by Jacques Feyder, French diFox Films has just signed Eugenie Lupino Lane.
rector from his own original story scenarized
by Hans Kraly.
The cast includes Conrad Besserer for Paul Muni's starring veNagel, Lew Ayres, Anders Randolf, and hicle, "Seven Faces," from Richard
Marie Prevost Chosen
Holmes Herbert.
Nick Grinde is directing
Others in the cast
"The Bishop Murder Case," based on the Connell's story.
Marie Prevost has been selected
Marguerite Churchill, Russell for the starring role in
S. S. Van Dyne mystery novel, scenarized by are
J.

Little

by Zoe Akins, in which Lois Wilson
Ray Coffin, former presiand H. B. Warner will have the leaddent of the Wampas, has become
ing roles.
Other directors now engaged in production on the First Na- associated with International Pubtional lot include; Alexander Korda, licists, Ltd., a world wide publicity
John Francis Dillon, Frank Lloyd, organization, which has offices in
Clarence Badger, William A. Seiter, New York, London and Paris. Ray
Mervyn Le Roy, Ted Wilde, William will be in charge of the Hollywood
branch.
Beaudine, and Eddie Cline.

The only silent picture being filmed is Greta
Garbo's new untitled European romance now

Lenore

A

First National has increased its
directorial staff with the addition of
Alan Crosland. Crosland's first assignment is "Furies" from the stage play

roles.

Metropolitan opera star, in a roRussia in which he will present
songs by Franz Lehar and Herbert Stothart
In his next production, "The Well
as incidentals to his role as a singing "Robin
Hood." The new play, "The Rogue's Song," Dressed Man," for Fox, Victor Mcis
an original by Frances Marion, with Laglen who is to play the lead will
dialogue by John Colton, and the cast in- ^sing for the first time in pictures.
cludes Catherine Dale Owen, Hedda Hopper,
Ralph Spence is writing the story and
Wallace MacDonald. James Bradbury, Jr.,
Allen Morgan, and Kate Price. "Road Show," dialogue with Raoul Walsh scheduled
with Bessie Love and Charles King, is being to direct.
The song written for McIt is an
directed by Charles F. Riesner.
Laglen is based on his exploits at a
original by Bess Meredyth, with dialogue by
Riesner and Robert Hopkins, and the cast racetrack in Paris.
includes Jack Benny, Marie Dressier, Polly
Moran, Nita Martan, George K. Arthur and
"Wide Open" Started
Ramon Novarro is being
Eddie Phillips.
Franklin in his first
Edward Everett Horton is workdirected by Sidney
all-talker, "Devil May Care," adapted from
ing in "Wide Open' at the Warner
the French play "The Battle of the Ladies."
The play is by Scribe and Legeuve, adapted studio. Louise Fazenda, Patsy Ruth
by Richard Schayer, with scenario by Hans Miller and Reed Howes have other
The principal roles in the screen play
Kraly and dialogue by Zelda Sears.
cast includes Dorothy Jordan, Marion Harris,
which is based on Edward Bateman
Richard Travers, John Miljan, Clifford Brooke
Tibbett,

—

his entertainers.
*
*
*

Traub, globe - trotting
writer, is again a familiar
figure on Hollywood Boulevard.
He recently spent some
time in Germany, but prefers
Joe

title

the Columbia studio and
St.,

Gower

Hollywood.
*

*

*

The Silvers are becoming impor-

tant contributors to screen enterLouis Silvers, long Al
tainment.
Jolson's musical director, is busy
Rogers to Sing in Talker
scoring and creating music for VitaWill Rogers is to sing a song in phone productions, while his brother,
his first talking picture, "They Had Sid, who worked with Phil Baker
To See Paris," now being made by for several years, is writing skits
Fox.
Jor the Paramount revue.

bia.

'

MANUFACTURERS AND DISTRIBUTOR* Or SOUND AND TALKINO PICTURE DEVICE* FOR THKATRcg

MOVIE-PHONE

PHONO.

CORPORATION

nuaim «un

L £

GOETZ OCNDIAL

P*I*I*£«NTAT1VI

714 .O WASAAH AVIHUt
CHICAGO. ILLINOIS

August 16th, 1929.

Assoolated Publications, Inc.,
Kansas City, Missouri.
Attention: Mr. Ben Shlyen.

Gentlemen:

Some weeks ago we decided to make a survey of
the advertising field covering our Goetz Movie-Phone sound
equipment and with this thought In mind we Inserted advertising
in the various trade papers throughout the country at different
times and paid particular attention to the Inquiries, replies
and actual sales we received from same. It gives us genuine
pleasure to write and tell you that our campaign In the ten
papers you publish headed the list In results obtained and actual
sales received. Here In our Chicago office we have noticed
particularly the results of all advertising In your papers and
we really believe we owe a great deal of the credit for the
success we have attained to the cooperation given us by your
representatives ^ln each territory that your various papers cover.

RESULTS

RESULTS

ASSOCIATED
RESULTS

RESULTS

ASSOCIATED
RESULTS

Aa you probably know, we have approximately 800
Goetz Movie-Phone equipments Installed throughout the United
great
number of them being sold by mall, telegram, etc.,
States, a
which Is, we think, an example of the faith the exhibitors have
In the honesty of the advertising principles of your papers.

RESULTS

We want to thank you again for your splendid
oooperation In the past and assure you that in the future your
papers will be the chief medium with which we hope to reach the
exhibitors throughout the country.

RESULTS

RESULTS

RESULTS
RESULTS

RESULTS

PUBLICATIONS

GOETZ MOVIE-PHONE CORPORATIOH.

RESULTS

RESULTS

PUBLICATIONS
RESULTS

iO/c*

ASSOCIATED
RESULTS

PUBLICATIONS

Yours very truly,

ASSOCIATED
RESULTS

RESULTS

RESULTS

PUBLICATIONS
APPROVED AND DfPINOABLt lOUIPMlNT AT A PRlOt YOU CAN AFFORD TO PAV

ASSOCIATED

RESULTS

RESULTS

PUBLICATIONS

RESULTS RESULTS RESULTS RESULTS
RESULTS RESULTS RESULTS RESULTS
ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS ASSOCIATED
PUBLICATIONS ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS
RESULTS RESULTS RESULTS RESULTS
RESULTS RESULTS RESULTS RESULTS
ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS ASSOCIATED
PUBLICATIONS ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS
RESULTS
RESULTS
RESULTS
RESULTS
RESULTS
RESULTS
IN
ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS
ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS
RESULTS
RESULTS
RESULTS
RESULTS
RESULTS
RESULTS ADVERTISING
ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS THERE IS
ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS
RESULTS
RESULTS
RESULTS
RESULTS
RESULTS
RESULTS
SUBSTITUTE
ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS
ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS
RESULTS
RESULTS
RESULTS
RESULTS
RESULTS
RESULTS FOR
ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS
ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS
RESULTS
RESULTS
RESULTS
RESULTS
RESULTS
RESULTS

NO

GOOD

RESULTS

Film Publication Headquarters

ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS,

INC,

FILM TRADE TOPICS, San Franciyco; MOTION PICTURE TIMES, Dallas; MOVIE AGE, Minneapolis; THE REEL JOURNAL.
Kansas City; MOTION PICTURE DIGEST, Chicago- MICHIGAN FILM REVIEW, Detroit; EXHIBITORS' FORUM, Pittsburgh;
THE OHIO SHOWMAN, Cleveland; NEW ENGLAND FILM NEWS, Boston; EXHIBITORS' TRIBUNE. Atlanta.

•'EACH IN ITS FIELD — THE EXHIBITOR'S HOME PAPER''

DAILY
13 TROPHIES OFFERED

—

T

{Continued from Page 1)
for competitive play in various classFoursome and class prizes will
es.
be awarded for morning and afternoon play, the morning round serv-

ing for qualification.
Golfers! Sign Your Name to the
Entry Blank on This Page And
Send It in Immediately.

Emenhiser Recovering
Montgomery, Ala.
Jack Emen-

—

salesman for United Artists in
the Alabama and Tennessee territory,
who was badly injured the night of
August 12 in an automobile accident
near Montgomery, is recovering and
has been moved from the hospital to
a room at the Greystone Hotel here.
hiser,

of his legs was fractured when
the car in which he and his wife
were riding overturned. Mrs. Emenhiser also was hurt, but not seriously.

Recital

jammed

—

1929

elevated position, hiding the screen and center of the
Terry's half -hour was started as per schedule at 12:15 noon,
stage.
but when he was through the organ was stuck.
Tom was equal to the occasion and continued to play until
after 2 p. m., the audience joining in the entertainment, shouting
suggestions to the carpenters and electricians who were trying to
get the organ to go back into it's well.
Three singers tried to lift their voices above the din of repairs
with more or less luck. Then Chic Sale appeared with make-up
and offered his services as a carpenter with a line of improvised
He then led the orchestra in several numbers which it
chatter.
About 4 p. m. the organ sank
played on the stage standing up.
to its proper place and the regular program was resumed.

OF GENERAL CO.HELDFALSE

in, its

{Continued from Page

holding

company

for

the

1)

various

companies included.

These are International Projector, National Theater Supply Co., Strong Electric Co.,
E. McAuley Manufacturing Co.,
J.
Ashcraft Lamp Co., Hall & Connolly, Inc.,
ter in the

Grandeur, Inc.

The

lat-

merger acquired business

and assets of the Mitchell Camera
Co.

William Fox has been experimentwith Grandeur in developing
wide film, which soon is to have its
premiere on Broadway.
ing

Christie Sees Success

For

Better Glass Short Subjects

One

Celebrates Loew Anniversary
Atlanta Celebrating its own first
birthday under Loew management,
Loew's Capitol theater here began
this week by breaking its former attandance records with "Our Modern
Maidens."
Much of the success
achieved by the theater in the past
year is attributed to Col. E. A. Schiller, vice president of Loew's,
Inc.,
and Lionel H. Keene, southern division repiesentative, both of whom
were instrumental in having the
Loew interests acquire the Capitol,
formerly operated by Universal.

10,

REPORT FOX HAS CONTROL

Louis Audiences at the Fox was treated to a program that
was not on the regular bill, when for almost three hours Tom
Terry at the pipe organ was forced to continue playing as the organ
St,

FOR GOLF T

Some

Tuesday, September

&

Fuller
Goodall Buy 3 As
Start for New N.D. Circuit

good start now, but all enthusiasm
{Continued from Page 1)
{Continued from Page 1)
could very easily be killed off right Goodall, who contemplate acquisition
one before talk was added. There's
now if exhibitors, and particularly of others in an expansion program in
no denying that short product of the
Just big chain operators, put in the same this territory. The circuit now numwhole industry was in a rut.
practice which killed off progressive- bers four houses, the others being
about the whole ground has been
ness in silent shorts; that is, to buy the I.O.O.F. theater at Rhame.
covered.

the rush for sound came
along, the biggest rush of all was
screen what have been called
to
Any old thing was made,
shorts.
with quantity and speed of delivery
the essential factor. But in the long
run, consistent delivery and quality

"When

production

will
just like

probably

on price only. As a result, all short
silent pictures were dragged down to
Johnson at Oil City
one price level and there was no enOil City, Pa.
Fred Johnson, forcouragement or incentive to making merly general manager
of the C &
outstanding product and trying new M
theaters in Cambridge and Mariet-

—

things.

"The same thing could very

easily
features.

come out happen with

talking short
does, the producers of them who
are really trying to cater to audiences
with quality short product, might just
as well fold up now before they go
through the heart breaking struggle
all over again."
If

it

did in the short
subject field some years ago.
"Theaters have not yet fostered a
policy of featuring the names in their
short talking productions and giving
3,000-Seater for Schenectady
them a chance for part of the draw,
Schenectady, N. Y. Publix pro- but in the new era of talking picChaliaplin Not Signed
posed house here will seat 3,000 and tures, the big name players are goVichy-Fedor Chaliaplin, Russian
grade
better
The
lot.
cost $1,000,000.
Construction starts ing to help a
opera star, denies that he has signed
soon.
of material will be a tremendous aid
a contract to star in talkers.
He
and
class
general
the
elevating
in
intends to await the course
says
he
Purchases Barton House
of
part
audience appreciation of this
adopted by other singers, before
Barton,
Mrs. Julia Repchak the bill.
making a decision on talker appearhas purchased the Barton at a sheriff's
conproduct
good
"You can't make
ances.
sale.
sistently, and cheaply, especially in
the talking short pictures, because
Chesterfield Film For England
Gets Kenosha Post
the added overhead is greater for
George Batcheller, president of
Kenosha, Wis.— Stanley Jocius has short pictures than for features. The
Chesterfield has concluded a deal
been made manager of the Vogue.
talking short pictures have had a
with Butchers Film Service of England whereby Butchers secured exclusive distribution rights to "The
House of Secrets" for England,
Scotland, Wales and Ireland.
Sign this and forward to The Film Daily, 1650 Broadway!
Here is my entry and Ten Dollars for the Fall Film Golf
Completes Inspection Tour
Tournament, to be held on Tuesday, Oct. 1 at Gedney Farms
Toronto Charles Dentelbeck, proCountry Club, White Plains.
jection supervisor of Famous Play-

on top

it

—

O—

GOLFERS, ATTENTION!

—

ta, O., has been appointed manager
of the Drake, recently take over by

Radio-Keith-Orpheum
Venfrom
George J. Veach,

mark Theater Co.

president of the Venmark Theater
Co., will retire. J. E. Firnkoess, dismanager of Radio-Keith-Ortrict
pheum will retain most of the theMike Marks, former
ater personnel.
manager, will continue as associate
with Johnson.
Howard Lichey will

A

as publicity manager.
policy will be offered. The
has been changed to Keith's

continue
split

week

name
Drake.

Completing "Black and Tan" Film
Dudley Murphy, whose story construction and directorial megaphone
have figured in three pictures with
all-colored casts which graced Broadway screens during the past month,
is
adding the finishing touches to
"Black and Tan," a negro jazz fantasy, featuring Duke Ellington and
his Cotton Club Orchestra. The picture, now
Grammercv

by

being cut at RCA's
Studios, will be released

is

RKO.

A

Contract Awarded for Coast House
Canadian Corp. and president of
East Hollywood, Cal. Officials of
the projectionists union here, has
the Security Trust & Savings Bank
completed his third tour of Eastern have awarded contracts for construcCanadian theaters inspecting audien tion of the $130,000 Grecian amphi-

—

ers

installations.

The Committee

"Hollywood Revue" Opening
M-G-M's "Hollywood Re-

Toledo

Bruce Gallup, United Artists Corp.
William Brandt
Al Lichtman, United Artists Corp.

Wm.
Don

—

Griffith.

vue of 1929" opens a week's run at
Kelly Gets Montreal Post
popular prices in Loew's Valentine
Montreal Tom Kelly, for some
here Sept. 21, states Manager Jack years manager of the Westmount.
Merriman.
has been appointed manager of Hi?
Majesty's downtown houses, which
Amburst Rebuys House
has been undergoing extensive alteraContinental, O.
Carl Amburst, tions.
Leon Kofman has been rewho once sold the Palace here to J. appointed conductor of the house orW. Flynn, has repurchased the house. chestra.

—

A. Johnston, "M. P. News"
Mersereau, "The Film Daily"

Arthur Stebbins, Stebbins, Leterman
Jack Alicoate, "The Film Daily"

theater to be built from a trust fund
created by the late Col. Griffith W.

&

Gates

—

Lighttnan Confirmed as M. P. T. O. A. President
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Wares

ON

occasion

becomes

it

good practice

to

step

a
off

into the sidelines and secure a perspective on this industry which is difficult to obtain

when one

religiously

applies

what is going on
around him. His viewpoint consequently becomes warped and a
broad, general view of the entire
proves

naturally

trouble-

to grasp.

Improved Entertainment
Narrowing a rather broad, general
argument down to a specific point,
let us draw attention to the splendid
job which all producers are doing in
meeting the sound situation. In no

OTHERS ASKED
TO EXPLAIN ADJUSTMENT STAND

year that we can recall have
en masse, moved heaven and
earth so diligently in their efforts to
improve production.
Realizing the

Paramount- Warners Near Deal

they,

dia-

logue, they are fashioning a new
kind of motion picture in the moulds
of their experience.
For instance,
whatever the legitimate stage has to
offer, whether it be in the form of
vehicles or actors, rapidly is being
annexed to augment the already distinguished array of ingredients which
make up picture entertainment in its
new form. Broadway has been so
depleted of its well known figures
that producers of stage plays are experiencing difficulty in securing proper talent.
In this wise and others,
producers are meeting an important
problem to the full extent of then

combined

abilities

and bankrolls.

Pleasant to Learn

Two

of those bold, bad plays

which

about
were
reported
ready for production are not to reach
the public after all -that is, as bold
It appeared that, probad plays.
ducers grown more courageous by
the sound influx, had about determined to put on "The Command to
Love" and "The Shanghai Gesture."
But several worthy gentlemen hasten
to advise we are wrong, dreadfully

—

on Relief
Columbus, Ga.

A

What

will

upon to state why their promwere not fulfilled, in a resolution passed by the Southeastern Theater Owners Ass'n, which closed its
ises

here yesterday.
The assoformerly the Georgia unit,
changed its name in accordance with
sessions
ciation,

Thursday

M. A. Lightman has been confirmed formally by the board of directors as president of the M.P.T.O.
A. to succeed R. F. Woodhull. The
latter resigned to become executive
vice president of General Talking
Pictures.
Lightman is president of
The phenomenal business done by
the Arkansas, Mississippi and Tennessee organization.
He will be in- "The Cock-Eyed World" when it
stalled as president by R. F. Wood- played the Roxy, New York is being
duplicated at first runs throughout
(Continued on Page 4)
Rethe country, a survey shows.
ports received yesterday follow:
Establishing a new week's
Detroit
high for this city, "The Cock-Eyed
World" rolled up a $90,000 gross at

"COCK-EYED WORLD"

NOW

decision to take in Alabama and
Florida exhibitors.
The organization, considered the
question of affiliation, but took no
action, deciding to remain independ(Continued on Page 4)
its

SMASHING MANY RECORDS Mullin Takes Over Duties
as F. & R. General Manager

(Continued on Page

Golf team of the

M.

P. Club
defend its
against a picked foursome

New York

will

of the Friars', at the Fall

Film

Golf Tourney, official acceptance of the latter's challenge
having been made yesterday by
Jack Alicoate, chairman of the
committee in charge of the E.
F. Albee competitive club trophy. The M. P. Club defeated a Lambs' team at two previous tournaments.

Gedney Farms, W.

P.

— Advt.

Page

4)

Salutations

r

set, by exhibicommittees under the TiffanyRKO franchise plans,
Stahl and
should not remain for longer than
30 days, after which these firms

prominent motion picture man
the Metropolitan district
in
and we predict that some day
the Motion Picture Club of

30 DAY FRANCHISE RATING

URGEDJY MYERS

LIMIT

Washington Bureau of

Washington

— Rates

tor

should
either
tracts

be

free

either

to

sell

film

on franchises or standard conat

prices

negotiated

—

at

on

THE FILM DAILY

4)

W.

Be Played

(Continued

The Motion Picture Club
celebrated its first anniversary
last night with a bang up party
From a
at its club rooms.
modest start but twelve months
has
organization
this
ago
grown until it is now in the
front ranks of New York clubdom. Its roster contains the

COMMITTEE WITH ENTRIES
of

—

Martin J. Mullin,
Minneapolis
formerly with Triangle and Southern
Enterprises, has taken over his post
as general manager of Northwest

—

PLAYERS FLOODING GOLF

happen perhaps

KANN

Paramount was

called

in

indi-

Committee members yesterday put vidual transactions, Abram F. Myers,
(Continued on Page 4)
subtheir official okay on the beautiful
is this.
Both vehicles will be
mitted the refinery wherein bad, lit- course of Gedney Farms Country
E.
Club, White Plains, as the setting for Confabs Between
tle plays are converted into good, litand Klangfilm Fails
tle plays by the elimination of the what promises to be the most imConfersurplus damns and other cuss words portant of all previous Eastern film
London (By Wireless)
and then placed before the mike. It's golf tournaments. This event marks ence between Western Electric and
(Continued on Page 4)
all a very agreeable process and, we
Klangfilm-Tobis, which had for their
are assured, it always works out.
Golfers! Don't Miss the Fall Tournament, To object an agreement on the patent
wrong.

—

praised for granting relief to exhibitors, pursuant to promises of S. R.
Kent and other major distributors

Induction of Lightman Into
Office Scheduled

Exhibitors

Laud Kent for Policy

deal between Paramount and Warners is imminent, although
a few details have to be ironed out. Sam Katz admitted this at the
dinner given to A. J. Balaban at Cavanaugh's on Monday night which
Paramount and Publix officials attended.
new holding company is to be formed with Adolph Zukor
as president and Harry M. Warner as chairman of the board. Two
shares of stock in the new company will be exchanged for one share
of Paramount, it is understood, and two shares of the new for one
and a half of Warners.

title

Hollywood

Southeastern

A

one

added advantages of music and

Price 5 Cents

1929

his

gets too close to

some for him

11,

P-F-L PRAISED;

nose to the daily grindstone.
The man in the trade usually

picture

MX THE

(Continued

on

Page

4)

names

of

practically

every

New York

be the foreclub of the
world. Again our congratulations to President Al Licht-

most

will
theatrical

man, Manager Karsch and a
sincere and enthusiastic board
making a
for
directors
of
happy dream become a splen-

did reality.
Alicoate.
Golf Committee Promises Many Big Surprises
Tourney, Scheduled for Oct. 1— Advt.

for Fall

!

THE

:
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—

Today

hundred theater
Paris
French producers intend to
PUBLISHER owners of central Ohio unanimously stand pat on their demand for a four
JOHN W. ALICOATE
endorsed franchise plans of RKO to one quota on imports, and leaders
Published daily except Saturday and holidays
and Tiffany-Stahl at the second of of the industry again have asked the
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y. and
at
regional Ohio meetings held government to take steps to enforce
copyright (1929) by Wid's Films and Film two
Folk, Inc.
W. Alicoate, President and here.
J.
The third meeting is being the projected quota, and gradually
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann, Vice-President
held
today
at Cincinnati.
strengthen it to a two to one basis.
Treasurer,
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau,
The franchise plan, speakers told American distributors' reaction to
Business and Advertising Manager. Entered
as second class matter, May 21, 1918, at the the meeting, will solve the problem the
four to one agreement is that
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the act
The they cannot operate with a profit on
Terms (Postage free) of the independent exhibitor.
of March 3, 1879.
United States outside of Greater New York more franchises that are sold, the this basis and as a result they have
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months, more opportunity there will be to
ceased to sell the French market,
Subscribers should
Foreign, $15.00.
$3.00.
considerable
shortage
in
Address all communica- bring about lower film rentals from causing
remit with order.
tions to THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broad
other distributors, it was stated. films here.
Suggested proposal of
Phone Circle 4736 Speakers included H.
way, New York, N. Y.
M. Richey, the French Film Syndicate to drop
Filmday.
4737 4738-4739.
Cable address:
California Ralph business manager of the Michigan the quota system in favor of raising
New York.
Hollywood,
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd.
Phone Granite unit;
Carl J. Goe, assistant sales the import duties is opposed by the
6607.
London— Ernest W. Fredman, The manager of Tiffany-Stahl; Col. E. P
Chambre Syndicate.
St.,
Film
Renter,
89-91
Wardour
W.
I.
Berlin— Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne, Hawkins of RCA-Photophone; Al
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
Paris — P. A. Harle, Mertz of RKO, and William James,
England Active on Talkers,
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la
president of the Ohio exhibitor unit.
Cour^es-Noues, 19.
Giannini Says on Return
At the recent Cleveland regional
meeting about 100 exhibitors unaniThe producing industry in England
mously endorsed the franchise pro- has turned to talkers in wholesale
posals.
and is making determined efforts to
Financial
capture a place in the world market
for British sound pictures, accordBuffalo Zone Exhibitors
ing to Dr. A. H. Giannini, chairman
to Hold Meeting Friday
STOCK MARKET
of the Bank of America who returned
High Low Close Sales
—
Buffalo
Exhibitors of this zone from Europe yesterday on the Olym31
31
31
300
Am. Seat
Friday to consider the pic.
9,000 meet here
Con. Fm. Ind.
.. 25^
24*6 24^
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 26*6
25^ 25^ 3,400 franchise offers of RKO and TiffanyHis son, Bernard, who was serious203
800 Stahl.
East. Kodak
205^ 202
Charles Hayman of Niagara ly ill in London and who underwent
20,100
do rts
5%
S'A
S'A
Falls and Dewey Michaels of Buffalo
Fox Fm. "A" .. 95*4 94% 94% 3,400
an operation while there, is practicalare
sponsors.
Charles L. O'Reilley, ly recovered and is now in the con"Keith A-O
35J4
113
*do pfd
head of the Theater Owners Chamber valescent stage.
59
300
Loew's Inc
59
59*4
of Commerce, New York, Abram F.
100
do pfd
89% 89^
89Ji
Myers, president of Allied States
2S'/S
*M-G-M pfd
16,800
69
68*6
Para.
F-L
68*6
Ass'n, and Phil E. Meyer of Tiffany- Brilliant Premiere for

—

Sept. 11

9%

9A

37M

"Stanley Co
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Warner Bros

60^' 58*6
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3'/2

Loew
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•do
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Paramount
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.
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1%
34^
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25
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26^4
25

13%
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11)4

20

19%
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46.
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80

80

41ww... 106*4 106*4 106*4
92

x-war
47
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•Pathe

28

34'Az

34'Az

6s

37

Big Question
at Wis. Unit Meeting

Affiliation
Milwaukee

3}4

2*6
27

rts

Trans-Lux

Keith

V*

Ser

Univ.
Pict
*do pfd

Editor,

31

Proj
deb.

Swanson Talker
By ERNEST W.

80

..28
D.W. "A" l'A

•Nat. Scr.
Nat. Thea.

Stahl are slated as speakers.

15,200

58*6 16,500
Vt 29,200

Katz

•Loew do

400

36%
40

Vi

Griffith,

1,900

9&A

•Columbia Pets
Film Insp
Fox Thea. "A"
Intern.

9*4
19

18*4
36

CURB MARKET
&

*Bal.

19

98
99

.

51.

98
99

98
99

71

CURB BONDS

Am. Seat. 6s 36.
Warner 6>A2 s 28

79

Roxy "A"

2'6

29

27
do units
5
do com
30
Skouras Bros
5
United Art
65
do pfd
2
Univ. Ch. com. ...
75
do pfd

30

79

of
— Question
highlight the

affiliation

London

at

Sept.

79
198

13

querque,

Sept.

17

Selwyn,

N.

Opening of
M. Cohen,
Meeting of
England at

N.

exhibitors

of

Y.
at

Albu-

M.

"Flight" at the Geo.

N.

Y.

M.P.T.O.A.

of

New

Boston.
Sept. 28
First issue of
Hearst Metrotonc
News (sound).
Sept. 30
Annual Golf Tournament of Kansas City exhibitor at Oakwood
Country Club.
Oct. 7-10
Meeting of S.M.P.E. at Toronto.
Dec. 9-10 Meeting of North Carolina exhibitors'

New

unit at Pinehurst.

Bell Laboratory

For Sound Picture Work•
Bell Telephone Laboratories has
opened a new laboratory building in

New York

to be devoted entirely to
research and development of sound
pictures. The new building is a three
story brick structure on Bank St.,
adjoining the Bell Telephone Labora-

Among

tories.

new laboratory

the features of the
are a review room,

sound stage and monitor room.

Artist

Animator Wanted

Must be experienced on cartoon
in wash
and pen and ink.
past experience,

salary,

figures

State

etc.

Box A-1SS
c/o Film Daily, 1650 B'way., N.Y.C.

Daily Film Renter"
a notable audiSwanson's talker, "The

—"TheBefore

of the
history

the

Meeting

London

most

OKAY!

here.

conven- The star appeared in person at the
2,200
3.S00 tion of the Wisconsin exhibitor unit, opening at the New Gallery Kinema,
200 which today winds up its sessions at where the picture was acclaimed.
100
Cedar Lake, near here.
The fran....
chise proposals of
and TiffanyStahl Transferred by
100 Stahl and the new equipment to be
900
Educational to Chicago
by RCA-Photophone, also
200 offered
are to be outlined at the meetings.
Minneapolis Max Stahl, veteran
Last winter the affiliation question Educational manager, has been trans3
highlighted a meeting here, which ferred to Chicago. He has been with
1
.... was addressed by leaders of Allied the firm nine years, formerly as spe5
Ass'n and by R. F. Woodhull then cial representative, two years of which
2
Harold B.
president of the M.P.T.OA. No de- was spent in England.
cision was reached on affiliation at Johnson, salesman, has replaced him
is

Induction of M. A. Lightman into
M.P.T.O.A. presidency at Memphis luncheon

Meeting of Michigan exhibitors at
Petoskey, Mich.
Opening of "The Great Gabbo"

FREDMAN

Gloria
Trespasser," had one
brilliant premieres in
ence,

in

Meeting of Wisconsin exhibitors.
Big Cedar Lake, Wis.
Meeting of Ohio exhibitors at Cincinnati.

Sept. 12

.

Pathe Exch
do "A"
Radio K-O-A

1929

The Industry's
Date Book

QUOTA

I

4J0

11,

expected to

RKO

#S»fe

Max

—

8

"Your

trailer

service

is

absolutely

'OK'."

Texas Theatre,
Nciv Gulls, Tex.

here.

the time.

OVER THE COUNTER

"WE NEVER DISAPPOINT'

6

Let Us Solve Your Problems

34
10
75

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

85

•LAST PRICE QUOTED

UNIFORMS
USHERS-DOORMEN,
Style Catalog and Samples on

RUSSELL
1600 B'way.

York.

Stebbins,

ETC.
K^uest

UNIFORM CO.

New

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Cor. 48th St.

1540

B'WAY

& Gates
Leterman
INCORPORATED

N.Y.C.

TELEPHONE BRYANT

3040

mmiM
tABORSTORic?
INCORPORATED

L
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Phone: Wisconsin 6876

ALLAN A.LOWNES. CEN.MCR.

The 2 Outstanding
Productions of this or

any year. Get

set for

them!

HOLLYWOOD REVUE
$2 top in N. Y., Los Angeles, Boston, Frisco, Philadelphia, etc. Better than a
$6.60 show with the following stars: MARION D AVIES, JOHN GILBERT,

NORMA

SHEARER, WILLIAM HAINES,

BUSTER KEATON,

JOAN CRAWFORD,

Conrad Nagel, Lionel
Barrvmore, Marie Dressier, Jack Benny, Gus Edwards, Dane and Arthur,
Laurel and Hardy, Ukelele Ike, Anita Page, Polly Moran, Gwen Lee, Brox
Sisters, Albertina Rasch Ballet, Natacha Nattova and Company, The
Rounders, CHORUS OF 200! BIG SONG HITS! LAUGHS! SKETCHES!
Bessie Love> Charles King,

in the screen's first spectacular

Cecil B.

Musical Revue

—

De Mille's

Picture of Pictures

Without doubt the greatest dramatic effort of the screen's leading
box -office director. Gaiety, richness, splendor, women, wine,
and a he-man and she-woman story that leaves you breathless.

ETRO GOLD
Qot

it

on 'em

all

MAYER

—
THE
Wednesday, September

30 DAY FRANCHISE RATING
LIMIT

URGED BY MYERS

(.Continued

from Page

P-F-L Praised; Others Asked
To Explain Adjustment Stand
(Continued from Page 1)
ent of any national group.
The
franchise plans of
and TiffanyStahl also were outlined at the ses-

1)

RKO

NOW

"COCK-EYED WORLD"

SMASHING MANY RECORDS

RKO

says.

"The companies in question made
their offer in response to the representations of exhibitor leaders that
the theater owners were in need of
immediate relief from exorbitant film
rentals.
It was not contemplated by
any of the parties to the negotiations
that
the generous cooperation of
these two producers would be used
by exhibitors as a club in dealing
with other producers, and that their
prices would be pegged indefinitely
while the exhibitors negotiated with
other concerns."

a favorable impression, especially with his concluding recommendation that the unit remain inde-

created

Great Lakes, it had grossed $37,138.
This is unusually heavy business for

this

Rochester,
goers went
World" in a
week's run at

N.

Y.

—Local

"The

for

picture-

Cock-Eyed

big way.
Gross for a
the Rochester reached

$24,200.

Tulsa, Okla.

LIGHTMAN SCHEDULED TO

tinues.
Forty-seven golfers have entered in the past two days,
sending
the quota set by the entry committee
far over the top.
New names added
to the ever-growing list includes
the
following:

Ahcoate. Jack. "Film Daily"
Anderson, R. V., Pathe
Andrus. Winfield. "Film Daily"
Beach, Rex

—Surprises

never end.

M. P. WorldHerald"
Benjamin, Paul, Nat'l Screen Service
Blumenthal, Louis F., Haring &
Blumenthai

Brady, Richard, Eastman Kodak
Co
Brown, Sedley, Erickson Adv. Agency
Burger, Paul, United Artists
Cunningham, James P.. "Film Daily"
DeFabntis, Walter, Barnes Printing
Co.
Eberhardt, Walter, Electrical Research
Products

Eddy, Arthur W., "Film Daily"

Flam David, Fox Metropolitan Plavhouses
Gainsboro, Hy
Gallup, Bruce, United Artist*
Garyn, Pat, Nat'l Screen Service

Gerety, Tom, M-G-M
Goetz, Charles, States Cinema Corp.
Greenthal, Monte, Universal
Pictures
Harrower, Jack, "Film Daily"
Hornstein, Joe, Warner Bros.
Hynes, Charles, "Film Dailv"
Kirsch, Marvin, "Film Daily"

The Orpheum, playing "The CockEyed World" for a week, did a gross

Masses, William

of $16,101.

May,

Mitchell,

Jr.

Mersereau, Don, "Film Daily"
Metzger, Lou B., Universal Pictures
Ochs, Lee

THURSDAY

TAKE

(Continued from Page 1)
the fifteenth semi-annual
tourney.
Flood of entries and trophies con-

Beatty, Jerry, Technicolor, Inc
Beecroft, James, "Exhibitors

city.

Albany, N. Y.— The Harmanus
pendent, and unaffiliated.
Bleecker Hall, now the latest of AlAnna Aiken Patterson was praised bany's first runs, is off to an ausfor her editorial championship of the picious start.
Over $17,000 was colexhibitor cause through "The Week- lected at the box-office during
the
ly Film Review," of Atlanta which week's
run of "The
Cock-Eyed
was named as the official organ of World."

Myers says that as a result of informal conferences with J. Earl Lawson, of Toronto, head of a group of the association.
independent theaters in Canada, an
arrangement has been made for the
exchange of information and the coordination of activities by that organization and Allied.
Provisions in
the organic law of both organizaOFFICE
tions prevent a formal affiliation at
this time, but they have agreed to
cooperate as far as possible in mat(Continued from Page

PLAYERS FLOODING GOLF

COMMITTEE WITH ENTRIES

president of Allied States Ass'n, says
in a statement issued here today.
sions, with W. A. Steffes, Northwest
"It has come to the attention of
unit leader, and Col. H. A. Cole,
this office that forces antagonistic to
Texas association head, urging exthe franchise offer made by
hibitors to save their business by
(Continued from Page 1)
Distributing Corp. and Tiffany-Stahl
tying up with these two companies. the Fox.
Such business is unpreProd., are seeking to defeat this meaAlthough Sunday Steffes stated he cedented for Detroit.
sure for exhibitor relief by urging
theater owners to withhold signing had come to Columbus to ask the asfranchises at the prices set by exhibi- sociation to join Allied, he concluded
Buffalo—When "The Cock-Eyed
tor committees on the theory that his talk Monday by saying:
"I agree with Mrs. Patterson that World" rounded its first week at the
those prices may be lowered," he

you should not at this time affiliate
with any exhibitor organization. Go
on with your work until you are
strong financially, and then if you
want to join Allied, send in your
check for $3,000, attached to an application for membership."
Steffes made a forceful speech and
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Long Island theaters have been
doing heavy business with the Fox Pelterson, Arthur
Pratchett, A.
picture.
At East Hampton, the Ed- Raynor, W. E.,L. Pathe Exchange
1)
wards
took in $8,000 over the week Robbins, Herman, Nat'l Screen Service
ters affecting the interests of exhibi- hull, at a meeting at Memphis on
end, smashing all records for that Rodney, Harold, Warner Bros
tors generally.
Thursday.
Rothenberg,
theater.
The Patchogue, at Pat- Ruben, Al Fred, Wyanoak Publishing
constitution of the M.P.T.O.
The
Burkan Returns
chogue did $6,210 in four days and Sawyer, Chester, Hotel Claridge
event of the
Nathan Burkan returned to New A. provides that in the
the Regent at Babylon, $5,016 in a Sedran, Sam, Universal Pictures
resignation of the president the vice
Silver, Milton, Universal Pictures
York on the Olympic yesterday from
week.
In four days the Castle at Singerman, Sydney,
presidents succeed in regular order.
Universal Pictures
his usual summer vacation in EuLong
Beach,
and
the Lido, in the Spring, Mort, M-G-M
of Toronto was elected
J.

rope.

Welcome

to

'NEW YORK and
^_ ^JiOTEL

regional

vice

president

at

the

same town did $9,719

in

six

days,

Toronto convention last year. Light- both theaters playing the film day
man was the next named. Brady and date.
died a few months ago placing LightAtlantic City The Strand grossed
man next in line for the presidency.
$7,812 in two days with "The Cock-

Eyed World."

3rST.-«7 rMAVE.
PE N NA. R.R. STATION

Stetbins, Arthur, Stebbins. Leterman
Gates
S>tem, Sam, Stern Photo Repro
Co
Stuart, Max, Barnes Printing
Co.
Yates, H. J., Consolidated Film Industries.

&

Your Name Included
Above Entry List?

Is

—

«

GOVERNOR
GJNTON
opposite

Brady

C.

first

— Blake's

WANTED

Wildwood, N. J.
has just finished a

Sales representatives with

an exhibitor following that
can

moderate

sell

talking

picture

priced

apparatus

of unquestionable merit

Our

—

proposition to exhibi-

tors eliminates their risk

Write

all

theater

c-o

1650

A-154

Broadway

(Continued from Page 1)
day run of
"The Cock-Eyed World," rolling up Theater Circuit (Finkelstein & Ru$14,160 in that period.
Prices were ben). Harold D. Finkelstein and Ed
Smith are his assistants.
G. Ralph
advanced to $1 for the engagement.
Branton, veteran F. & R. and Publix
executive, has been transferred to
New York for where he leaves TuesNOT SINCE "KILLING THE KILLER" —
day.
Eddie Ruben also has been
SUCH A BOX-OFFICE SHORT SUBJECT
transferred to New York where he
will assume new duties concerning

PALESTINE
IN PERIL
NOW
LOEW S± R-K-O
PLAYING

operation of the circuit.

Confabs Between W. E.
and Klangfilm Fails
1)

on reproducing equipment
Europe, have broken down com-

situation

729 - 7th
Avenue

Nationally

by

in

pletely,

son,

N.Y.C.

the

12

Released

Film Daily

in

Mullin Takes Over Duties
as F. & R. General Manager

(Continued from Page

BOX

Co.

ul

Stoi Rurio\

'534

it

head

is

reported.
J.
Electrical

of

E.

Otter-

Research

Products, which markets the Western Electric equipment, sails for New
York today.

The James

Cruze, INC.

Production

"The Great Gabbo
with

Eric

Von

Stroheim, Betty

Compson

Donald Douglas, Margie (Babe) Kane
and a Singing-Dancing company of 500
Photographed in NATURAL COLORS

Directed by James Cruze

Opens to-morrow
for a

Broadway run

at the

Selwyn Theatre

This

the First of a Series of 9 James

is

Cruze,

inc.

Productions for the 1929-30

Season and represents the calibre of
attractions our company aims to make

Acknowledgment

BEN HECHT,

is

due

the author

Mr. Hecht also ivrote "Underworld"
and "The Fron,t Page"

and

HUGH HERBERT for

the adaptation and

DIALOG

Production Sponsored by

NAT CORDISH

HENRY

and
D.

MEYER

V)

—
THE

AND
THATS

Roth,

director-in-chief of
eastern Vitaphone studio,

WALTER
has

Warners
in

to

know

to

make
*

the
*

pictures

there

in

the

these

show

Middle West
business,

visit

to the

fillum

Al Selig leaves

studios

44 My

experience with

my

been
I

a

talker leaves

me

handicap, rather than an aid to

other

people's

problems,

would have
me. However,

who might

constructive
for their welfare.
in

Anna Aiken Patterson
"Weekly Film Review"Atlanta
*

*

to a

*

Warns Against Danger
Return of Deposits
arbitration went in-

to insure fulfillment of contracts.
return to this practice a de-

—

suggestion
would unquestionably force a return to the policy of demanding
advance deposits once again.
Gabriel L. Hess
cidedly reactionary

No.38

Industry Statistics
By JAMES

ADOLPH ZUKOR

be able to
suggestions

advance deposits from exhibitors

Statistical

JOBS

secret

exceedingly courteous and
the
open-minded,
thoroughly
members of the Georgia unit
show a willingness to hear any

A

THEIR
FIRST

no

to effect in 1923 it was the
practice of distributors to require

*

Famous Film Conversations
"We'll take him plenty."

is

but

BEFORE

ff

Person."

merchant

it

that the Allied States Exhibitor Ass'n is eager to bring
the Georgia group into its fold,
but these Southerners have remained aloof. Just as they invited a representative of the national exhibitor organization to
appear before them three months
ago, so now the Georgia Ass'n
will receive emissaries from the
BeAllied States organization.
cause they are not merely civil,

in

JOSEPH VON STERNBERG

sign on a Washington theater in
blazing lights: "'Dark Streets,' With
a

was an apprentice

CERTAINLY

with

cannot possibly pass judgment

on

*

*

Listen to Allied's Proposal

the conviction that another director

*

*

*

Feels Sure Georgia Will

make
first

C. Furnas

J.

HeroMTribune"

in "N. Y.

leader

Bob Farrow, genial general manager of the Newark Motion Picture
Studios, drops us a line from Washington, D. O, showing a sketch of
the family bus towing the wife and
kids on a vacation tour. Bob noted

t>o

T-S

silent film-minded
Doris Dawson, who's been
advancing rapidly in fillums, has three broken ribs and severe
shock, due to an auto accident
Warners is splurging on
"Say It with Songs" in 107 newspapers of 87 large cities
John Mescall, Coast cameraman, was the only pitchur representative in the national amateur golf championship
Those
Disney cartoons surely are going over big
Some exchange managers are so interested in relief plans, it is said, that
their minds are off film business

technique.

in
*

Tom North, who
Noo Yawk for confabs
the Van Beuren Corp., of

in

Frankness in Films Held
Induced by Talker Craze
IT might be argued that the
talking epidemic has had a
good deal to do with the simultaneous outbreak of comparative
frankness.
Even though it is
customary to refer any new tendency to the advent of dialogue,
it might be true that the influx
of stage plots and stage directors
and stage writers, all trained in
a medium which has been more
accustomed to plain speaking,
has had its effect out West.

patrons

His talk in the reel is illustrated with
such golf stars in action as Bobby
Jones, Walter Hagen, Farrell, Armour, Waterous and others. Here's
your chance, boys, to knock 'em dead
at the tournament with some inside

Kate Smith

is

Van Beuren, head of
Middle West representative

Coast today, a

ace,

vegetarian

Fred Niblo, after a visit to nine western states and two
Canadian provinces, says poor reproduction is making pitchur

However, that will be determined at the Gedney Farms Country Club at White Plains on Oct. 1.
For they'll all be there. Rice makes
his tips on playing very easy to take.

*

J.
is

Co.

bug
Lon Young, who
leaves tomorrow for the Coast to resume
F. McAloon, Phil Reisman's aide,
J.

sales trip to the

Amedee

National Theater Supply

"Bill" Sistrom of Pathe, certainly is entitled to take a bowon the product he's turning out for Pathe. He's visiting at the
home office
Joseph P. Kennedy, after that wonderful
Lunnon ovation for Gloria Swanson's new fillum which he produced, has boarded a ship on the return journey
Eddie
Quillan duplicated his personal appearance success at Pittsburgh
and Philadelphia
Arthur Abeles, general manager of the
Century (A. H. Schwartz) circuit, is planning a newspaper advertising campaign in Noo Yawk papers

business.

*

the

Jr.

him,

*

are

on a

a real veteran of

for the

You bimbos who are just living
from now until Oct. 1, waiting for
that Film Golluf Tournament, will
be pleased to learn that we have dug
up something for you of vital interBy all means see Grantlund
est.
Rice's latest talking Sportlight, "DufThere are only
fers and Champs."
4.000,000 golfers making this world
tough for their families to live in, and
we have no specific count from Statistician Jimmie Cunningham as to
how many

for

is

which North

and when they spot him in the theater they act if Shubert, Erlanger and
William Brady were all out front.
Why shouldn't they? They're all
trying
days.

fallen

GREENE,

is

with

vaude acts and trying to figure if it's
possible to convert 'em into screen
The vaude actors, incimaterial.
getting

E.

heads Audible Pictures,
production work

over
Brooklyn, dashing around with more
than his usual vim, there's a reason.
They have him on the lil old merrygo-round rushing around looking at

are

A Digest of
Current Opinion

PhilM. Daly,

DALY

11, 1929

Timely Topics

with

YOU happen to see that enerIFgetic
and dynamic person, Murray

dentally,

Wednesday, September

Along The Rialto

THAT
By PHIL M.

7350"*
DAILY

P.

Editor,

No.38

CUNNINGHAM
The Film Daily

Twenty-four thousand men are on
membership roster of the I.A.T.
S.E. & M.P.O. (International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees
and Motion Picture Operators), the
unionized factor which controls the
the

Virginia has a total population of
1,700,000, according to the last official census reports, which place this
state 21th in the list of 48 states. It
boasts of several hundi-ed motion
picture houses but not a single
straight-policy
vaudeville
theater
of manpower behind
the within its borders.
and in projection booths.
*
*
*

destiny
scenes
The organization maintains direct
contact with its vast army of members principally through 680 branch
locals scattered throughout this country

and Canada.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

Marshall Neilan buys "Penrod."
hundred and thirty-five of
*
*
*
Canada's 930 motion picture theaters were sound equipped on Aug.
Moe Mark announces plans for 20
This figure represents one- Mark Strands in key cities.
1, 1929.

One

seventh of the country's

total.
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DRAMATI

STOKty

Of ENGLAND*

FOREMOST
AUTHORS'
A

with

RICARDO CORTEZ
HENRY B.WALTHALL

NANCY WELFORD

^JACK CURTIS

CONTINENTAL
PIC T P-E «
tJ

™

BUTED BY
PHIL.ROSEN. »* S
TREM CARR-PHOTOPHONE PRODUCTION-DIRECTED BYBROADWAY,
YORK.
NEW
CONTINENTAL TALKING PICTURES CORP., 1560

!

—

Columbia Gives YouThe Best
TalkingShorfs on the Market
/

For the Season 1929-1930
Columbia Offers Keen Show-

men These
and

Six Groups

of Novel

Diversified Talking Short

Subjects

—

26 Columbia -Victor Gems
13 Disney

Silly

.

.

Symphonies

•

26 Talking Screen Snapshots
13 Krazy Kat Kar toons
.

.

.

12 Two-Reel Premier Comedies
26 Natural Color Sensations

^

ca» "°

SKELETON

DANCE

!BWWWfWB

and Public Agree
That Columbia Talking
Shorts Are in a Class by
Themselves
Critics

That's Why They are Now

Being Booked and Played
by the Biggest First-Run
Theatres Everywhere!

A

Columbia -Disney Silly Symphony
Played by ROXY — and then re-booked for week
of September 7th because of popular demand.
This is the first time in the history of Roxy's
great institution that any picture has ever
been re-booked.
Played extended run Fox's Carthay Circle,
Los Angeles (Two a Day).
Selected above all other shorts to open new
5500-seat Fox Theatre, San Francisco.

FILM DAILY Says:— A short subject
series

worthy of a play anywhere.

For Class and Quality Entertainment in Talking Short
Subjects — Get in Touch with Your Local Columbia Exchange

lnd'p't

Exchanges Plan Nat' I Releasing Unit
ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

2fe NEWSPAPER

o/'FlLMDO
VOL. XLIX
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Dr. Burkan

22,216

By JACK ALICOATE-

SOMEHOW

or other it is always
refreshing to have the views of
Nate Burkan who has prescribed
at one time or another for almost
every industry illness. As an outside
observer who is constantly on the
inside, his views are always poignant
and
intelligently
analytical,
while his position in life obviously
makes his observations on the industry unselfish.
He had just alighted
from the Majestic after a two months
tour of England and the Continent
when we hailed him. Still under the
Continental influence of Regent Street
spats,
a
Friedrichstrasse
walking
stick and a Rue de la Paix tie he
gave us the following international
nutshell reflections:

Internationalism Waning

He

firmly believes that the International aspect of the motion picture
is on the wane.
He contends that
the question of different languages is
a

permanent

barrier.

That the

talk-

12,

Price 5 Cents

1929

PLAYDATES CLAIMED SET

ON RKO AND
comm m

mm

TO HOlAOVERJtOAltD RULES

—

Albany Unauthorized holdover of
film is properly within the jurisdiction of the copyright law, the arbitration board here decided in awarding
verdict of $3,100 against Sternberg &
Sobel, operating the Avon at Booneville, and in favor of Fox, M-G-M,
Paramount, Educational and Pathe.
The case was presented by Louis
Nizer, secretary of the New York
Film Board, who successfully contended the copyright law applies to
holdovers and that a premium should
be set on honesty in returning film,
for protection of other exhibitors.

Musician-Warner

Row

T-S FRANCHISES

Given Choice
Exhibitors who sign Universal^ complete service sound
contract, can take their choice
of the number of years they
want the agreement to run,
they are being told in letters
from Carl Laemmle, company
president. There are no strings
attached to the offer, he says,
pointing out that exhibitors
may sign for one, two, three,
four or five years. Films included are supplied either with
sound-on-film or disc.

TO RECAPITALIZE AND

gone

talkie

states

mad.

that

president.

(Continued

on

Page 2)

(Continued

on Page 2)

England has

Soon every house
must be wired

in the tight little isle

or fold up its tent. Good talking pictures are rolling up enormous grosses everywhere.
This gives us a
merry chuckle for it was only about
a year ago at a luncheon at Ciros in
London given us by representative
British film folk that we predicted
this very thing and in no uncertain
terms, only to find out later that
our well meant and carefully prepared remarks were considered as a
combination of sliced salami and a
cyclone of horsefeathers by our well
meaning but conservative cousins
from across the pond.

lnd'p't

RKO

offer

RCA-Photophone

of

to

FOX

MERGE

—

England Talkie Mad

Milwaukee (By Telephone)— Play *
dates lined up for the first year of
operation on the Tiffany-Stahl and
five year franchise plans, totaled 22,216 up to last Saturday and
new dates are being added at the
rate of from 250 to 300 weekly, according to W. A. Steffes, head of the
Northwest exhibitor unit, and a leader of Allied States Ass'n.
Steffes came here to address the
125 Wisconsin exhibitors who held
a two day session Tuesday and Wednesday at Cedar Lake, near here.
He outlined the franchise proposals

supply a new reproducer to houses
UNITS up to 500 seating capacity. Abram
ALL
F. Myers, president of Allied States
Ass'n, was unable to attend.
A recapitalization plan providing an
Steve Bauer presided at the openincrease in authorized capital and ing session Tuesday which
was adlarger representation of the A stock dressed by Col. E. P.
Hawkins
of
on the board has been prepared by di(Continued on Page 2)
rectors of the Fox Film Corp. and
will be submitted to stockholders at

Hard

Burkan

Increased from 250 to
300 Weekly

and

ing picture, in each respective counin Philadelphia Settled
try, again will become nationalistic
Controversy between
Philadelphia
instead of being international, and
here, which
that excepting the English speaking musicians and Warners
develop
would
feared
time
was
for
a
countries, a distinct school of production will arise within each geograph- into national proportions was settled
here yesterday, when the Musicians
ical barrier.
special meeting Monday.
The quota bogey man, thinks Bur- Protective Ass'n of Philadelphia and a It is reported that the increased
Page 2)
on
{Continued
kan,
is
rapidly
becoming anemic
capitalization will be the first step in
through want of local propaganda
(.Continued on Page 2)
sustenance.
The quota question is Craft Film Laboratory
purely an economic one, and, as in
Operating at Flushing Paris Grosses
Hit
the case of England, if the theaters
With
a capacity of 3,000,000 feet
are to survive, they must have good
by U. S. Film Shortage
week, Craft Film Laboratories,
pictures.
To date, ninety-nine per- per
Paris Grosses here have received
Inc., has begun operations at Flushcent of these are still being produced
wallop because of withing, L. I., with Nat Saland, for 17 a severe
in the good old U.S.A.
from
years connected with the field, as drawal of American distributors
drop
the
with
market,
French
the
has
who
Harry Glickman,

—

Number Being

Steffes Says

Exchanges After 24

Films for National Release

NEW ARBITRATION AnEMPT
UNDER WAY

IN

NORTHWEST

—

Minneapolis Distributors here are
understood to be making another attempt to secure exhibitors to serve
on the arbitration board, in an effort to

resume arbitration

here.

The

attempt fell through when no
exhibitors appeared for a scheduled
board meeting.
last

Paramount-Graphophone
Deal Expected by London
London

— Belief

prevails here that

pending a deal between CoIndependent operators controlling
lumbia Graphophone Co., Ltd., and
General Talking
exchanges in 26 cities will meet at
in a combine to include
Reproducer the Hotel Stevens, Chicago tomor- Paramount
Offer
(Continued on Page 2)
Memphis
General Talking Pic- row to complete plans for formation
tures is against any price cutting of a national cooperative distribut- Election of
Officers
tactics in the sound reproducer field, ing system to be known either as
Slated at Meeting Today
but intends to offer easier terms to Allied or Associated Exchanges.
Annual election of officers of the
exhibitors, with a possibility that a
The plan calls for retention of the
new type of equipment may be individual identity of each exchange AMPA is scheduled at today's meetTwo tickets are in the field,
brought out, R. F. Woodhull, ex- but creation of an operating fund, as- ing.
Edward L. Klein and Don
with
of
a
member
vice
each
ecutive
president of the compa- sessed against
there

May

New
—

(Continued

on

is

AMPA

Page 2)

(Continued

on

Page

2)

(Continued

on

Page 2)
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22,216 DATES CLAIMED SET

The Industry's
Date Book

MERGE ALL FOX UNITS ON RKO, T-S FRANCHISES
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(Continued from Page

1)

the contemplated merger through an
exchange of stock of Fox interests,
which include the Fox Film Corp.,
the Fox Theaters Corp., and the
controlling interest in Loew's, Inc.

The

plan to increase authorized
capital from 1,000,000 to 5,000,000 no par
Authorized capital is now 900,000
shares.
The
Class A common and 100,000 B shares.
A stock will be increased to 4,900,000 audirectors

thorized shares.

be asked to approve an
privileges and voting
powers so that, beginning April 15, 1930,
holders of Class A shall have the right to
elect five directors and Class B seven.
At
present voting power is vested in the Class
B stock, of which a majority is owned by
William Fox and his associates.
Stockholders

increase

in

will

Today:
1)

RCA-Photophone, Oscar Hanson,
sales manager of Tiffany-Stahl, and
H. A. Staab, secretary of the
Wisconsin unit.
Sen.

Sept.

Minneapolis, Butte and
Salt Lake Meets Slated
Milwaukee

RKO

in the

West

are slated at

Minneapolis, Butte and Salt Lake
City.
W. A. Steffes leaves here for
Minneapolis where he will call a
meeting, with the Butte session Sept.
16 and 17 and the Salt Lake City
meeting Sept. 19 and 20. Other westconthan ern meetings are expected to follow.

preference,

The plan provides also that if four
secutive quarterly dividends of not less
$1 each are in default on the A and B common after October 15, the holders of Class
A stock shall have the right to elect nine
directors and the Class B stock three directors
until
such time as four consecutive
quarterly dividends have again been paid.
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Hard Hit

Film Shortage

(Continued from Page

N.

J.,

accepted

W.

E. Patent Litigation

Wilmington,

—

Del.
Vitaphone
Corp., Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.,
and the Stanley Co. of America has
filed an equity suit here against the

Sept. 28

Salt
First

Lake

City.

ot
Hearst Metrotone
(sound).
Sept. 30
Annual Golf Tournament of Kansas City exhibitor at Oakwood
Country Club.
Oct. 7-10
Meeting of S.M.P.E. at Toronto.
Dec. 9-10 Meeting of North Carolina exhibitors' unit at Pinehurst.

issue

News

Trophies were offered yesterday
by National Theater Supply, "Motion Picture News" and Craft Film
Lab, Inc., for the big Fall Film Golf
Tourney, to be played over the Gedney Farms Country Club course in
White Plains on Oct. 1, bringing the
total offered to 16 cups, trophies and

special prizes.

General Talking May
Offer New Reproducer
(Continued from Page

1)

expected to state at the meeting here today, when he formally relinquishes the presidency of the
ny,

is

M.P.T.O.A.
General

in favor of

Lightman.

now has two

types of
dual system, the major model selling
for $6,500 and the junior model, which
is priced at $4,975.
If a new model

American

Co., seeking

in

1)

Warners'

Deal Expected by London

theaters.

its

According to an agreement

it

is

Stanley was to use certain
for employment of 200 musicians in equipment supplied by the defendants.
settlement terms.

The

deal provides

alleged

the two cities at the same scale as The plaintiffs were willing, the bill
that prevailing last year.
This is a 'states, to acquire and install in all
reduction of 56 from the number em- the theaters they control the equipment made by the defendant through
ployed last year.
Electrical Research Products, Inc.

AMPA

(Continued from Page 1)
rival
candidates for

85

19

hibitors at Butte.

Meeting of M.P.T.O.A. of New
England at Boston.
and 20 Meeting of exhibitors at

Row

Hancock

LAST PRICE QUOTED

Paris Grosses

in

Officers
Election of
Craft Film Laboratory
Slated at Meeting Today

75

Sept.

Opening of "Flight" at the Geo.
M. Cohen, N. Y.
and 17 Meeting of Montana ex-

Telephone & Telegraph is brought out, it probably will retail
an injunction to restrain for less than the junior model, but
the defendant companies from press- the price difference will be
made posCruze plans to make from nine to ing their patent litigation against the sible only through reduction of amStanley
Co.
of America, charged by
12 pictures during the current year.
plification, with the equipment of the
them with using sound equipment same quality as the other models.
other than that made by the defendMusician-Warner
ant companies and which Stanley is
in Philadelphia Settled said to have had contracted to use Paramount-Graphophone

Camden,

CURB BONDS
6s

Wide

(Continued from Page

H

BOND MARKET

Loew

....

20

Pict

pfd

'do

1,500

A

25%

and who

will join Sono Art-World
as important executives, and
9,600
supervise the sales of the pictures to
be produced by James Cruze, Inc.;
5,500
9,000 and George W. Weeks, executive vice
president and general manager of
the newly merged Sono Art-World
Wide Pictures.

l

Loew do deb. rts
.. 26%
Nat. Scr. Ser.
Nat. Thea. Sup. .. 25 2
Trans-Lux

1,300
2'00

36'A
40
9854
59

%
%
CURB MARKET

*Bal.

Intern.

World Wide

19

16
17

Meeting of Michigan exhibitors at
Petoskey, Mich.
Opening of "The Great Gabbo"
at the Selwyn,
N. Y.
Meeting of exhibitors at Albuquerque, N. M.

After 24 Films
Golf Cups from National,
For National Release M.P.News' and Craft Film
(Continued from Page

percentage basis, for the
purpose of acquiring and financing
Sono Artto
product.
A minimum of 24 pictures
Handle Cruze Product is sought for the first year and actual
Sono Art-World Wide Pictures, business, it is anticipated, will be
launched immediately after the ChiSTOCK MARKET
will handle the James Cruze, Inc.
High Low Close Sales productions, the first of which will cago meeting.
31
31
31
300
Am. Seat
The plan was first broached some
24
Con. Fm. Ind.
.. 24%
24% 2,500 be "The Great Gabbo" which opens weeks ago by Maurice Chase of
25 A
500 for a Broadway run at the Selwyn
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 25 K 25 J4
East. Kodak
205% 201'/ 205% 1,400 Theater, today.
The principals in Chase Pictures who, via correspond5^47,800 the deal are Henry D.
5%
do rts
$%
Meyer and ence with independent exchangemen,
Fox Fm. "A" ..96% 94% 94% 3,200
Nat Cordish, the financial sponsors of developed the idea until it is now
Keith A-0
35^4
113
*do pfd
James Cruze Productions, Inc.; Harry ready to be definitely launched.
59
800
59%
Loew's Inc
60J4
H. Thomas and Samuel Zierler who
*do pfd
89^
25 }4
25
25^4
400 control the world's distribution rights Stanley Seeks Court Order
M-G-M pfd
11,600 to the product of James Cruze Prod.,
Para. F-L
71
68% 71
Pathe Exch
do "A"
Radio K-O-A
'Stanley Co
*Univ. Pict,
Warner Bros
do rts

Sept.

Sept.

Induction of M. A. Lightman into
M.P.T.O.A. presidency at Memphis luncheon

Ind'p'ts

territorial

Financial

13

meetings on the

proposals of Tiffany-Stahl

franchise

and

— Next

12. 1929

Operating at Flushing

the
the

presidency.
Leon Bamberger is
vice presidential nominee on both
tickets, with Martin J. Starr and Ed-

ward
retary,

McNamee

opponents for secand George Bilson and Alex

Moss, rivals for the secretaryship.

1)

K. C. Tourney Sept. 30
estimated as high as 50 per cent. ExKansas City Annual golf tournahibitors are bringing pressure to force
directors of the film syndicate to re- ment of the film industry here is to
sign because of the quota disagree- be held Sept. 30 at Oakwood Country Club.
ment.

—

(Continued from Page

been

1)

in the laboratory business for
20 years, is vice president in charge
of operations.
He recently returned
from the Coast where the Tremont
laboratory, with which he was connected was sold. A. E. F. McCorry
is secretary and S. J. Devoce treasurer of the new firm.
The laboratory has two complete double units
for negative developing and 22 units
for positive printing of 1,000 foot
rolls.

(Continued from Page

Warners.

1)

Louis Sterling, managing

director of the British phonograph
firm, is leaving soon for
York
for conferences.
He also is expected
to resume negotiations with RCA,
while in
York.

New

New

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway. New York
Phone Pcnn ,?5««
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|We showed an advance print of

«

THE LADY LIES

(With Walter Huston, Claudette Colbert, Chas. Ruggles.
Directed by Hobart Henley) at our spring conventions.
Several leading exhibitors saw

news spread
inquiries

like wildfire.

about

show why!

this

great

We

it

and raved.

The

have been deluged by

picture.

B.

O.

results

i*»

e**
V^vvv

***»

rrid

RONALD
COLMAN

DOLORES
DEL RIO

In his tremendous success, his first All Talking

in

picture

BULLDOG

Edwin Carew's synchro-

Samuel Goldwyn Presentation, with Joan Bennett. One of the greatest

nized and singing production.
The greatest
epic picture in ten years

B. O. pictures of the day.

Will live forever.

THREE LIVE
GHOSTS'

SWANSON
A sensation

her greatest role

'EVANGELINE'

DRUMMOND

GLORIA
in

The Laugh Sensation of
Years.
Presented by

THE

TRESPASSER'
Her

first All

Joseph M. Schenck. Max
Marcin Production with
All Starcast. All

Talking Pic-

Talking.

ture in which she also

Laughing mystery

sings.

From famous

Edmund Goulding

Production. Presented bv

Joseph

P.

hit.

stage suc-

cess.

Kennedy

SYNCHRONIZED
AND SINGING

The

LOCKED

DOOR"
Rod La Rocque, Barbara
Stanwyck, William Boyd,

Betty Bronson in the
most gripping All Talking

drama

society

produced.

ever

Presented by

V

RONALD
COLMAN
In his second All Talking success, greater than

"Bulldog

Drummond"

CONDEMNED'

George Fitzmaunce pro-

the most unusual story
he has ever had. With
Ann Harding. Samuel

duction.

Goldwyn

Joseph M

.

Schenck

Presents.

NORMA

LUMMOX

TALMADGE

HERBERT

In

her

finest

achieve-

ment — her first All Talking picture

"NEW YORK
NIGHTS"

BRENON'S
All

Talking adaptation

of Fannie Hurst's novel.

With Ben Lyon, Winifred

With Gilbert Roland.

Westover, William Collier

Presented by Joseph M.

Jr. Joseph

Schenck. Louis Milestone Production. A Big
One for any theatre.

M. Schenck
Presentation. A tre-

mendous

heart -gripper.

IK

.

UNITED
they stand
MARY
ICKFORD
Together

—

in

and

an adaptation

A stupendous

ME TAMING
Ml Talking

for bigger

DOUGLAS
FAIRBANKS

of Shakespeare's comedy
production

business

OF THE SHREW'

— The biggest picture announcement ever made.
Sam

Taylor Production

^YOU
FANNY
BRICE
World famous comedi-

of stage in an
orginal All Talking-Sing-

HARRY
RICHMAN
Internationally known

enne

star of stage, radio,

ing story

night clubs in an All
Talking, Singing, Dancing story by
rving

"It's a Pleasure"
With Robert Armstrong
and Harry Green. Directed by Thornton Freeland. Presented by Joseph

M. Schenck.

-TAho\ii
Si S*.

and

who

Schenck.

TALKING
SINCI NC
DANCING

VELEZ

TALMADGE

featured in

Henry

King's All Talking melodramatic sensation

"HELL

Berlin.

Songs by Berlin. Presented by Joseph M

CONSTANCE

is

I

"PLAY BOY"

LUPE

HARBOR"
Story

is

laid in

the South

Seas. Presented by Inspiration Pictures. Inc.

in

her best picture

"VENUS"
A synchronized production;th rilling, beautiful,

BIG!

A Louis Mercanton Pro-

o
duction with story
in France, Italy
Africa.

laid

and

THE

-gym

DAILY

AND
THATS
THAT
PAUL

Along The Rialto
with
Phil

DALY

By PHIL M.

GULICK, who when

GLEN ALLVINE

his

*

*

*

hate to admit that a rival pubto a scoop, but
common decency requires that we
doff our hats to that young rival of
It looks as if
ours, the "Times."
they have got an inside tip on another big merger in the fillum industry.
That crow, we are convinced,
is just an advance agent for Charlie
Einfeld, Pat Garyn, Joe Hornstein,

Lou Metzger, Lee Ochs, Sam Sedran
One of these bimJ. Yates.

bos, all active entrants in the Fillum
Tourney soon to be held at Gedney
Farms, has already started that advance crow scout on the job. This
gang is so accustomed to merging
theaters, trailers, theater equipment,
and other odds and ends, that one of
'em hit on this idea of collecting
golf balls so he wouldn't run short
*

As
lie

usual, they all deny it. CharEinfeld sez: "Why should I steal
balls?

I

always

borrow

new

real job in a

my

firm belief that the talker should be directed by one director. Movement and dialogue
belong together and the future belongs only to the
moving picture director who is able to direct dialogue

44

1.

*

of advertising

Warners are erecting a sign billed as the world's largest,
atop the new building, housing their new theater at 51st and
The way they've been lighting up the street
the Alain Stem
with the Winter Garden and Warner theater signs, certainly
Sid Kent has
should make the electric company feel fine
not been shouting, but he's been giving action on adjustments,
say Georgia exhibitors, a real bouquet that

or H.

*

department

AM

We

lication has beat us

on Oct.

his efficient

Customary Fox thoroughness and effective copy predominates
throughout the handy book
Estelle Taylor is tuning up her voice, preparing for a singing
vaudeville tour
Charlie Schwartz likes to recall the gag
abot the mug running around with the doctor's wife, who played
safe by eating an apple a day
Christy Diebel, former Youngstown, O., exhibitor, who always carted off plenty at Film Daily Golf Tournaments, now is
senior golf champeen of Ohio
Tom Carroll, Cleveland
vet, is back from his annual jaunt to Paree and other places in
Yurrup
Lee Begg, who was megaphoning flickers in the
old Biograph days, has an interesting collection of stills
Jack (Pathe Sun) Level has turned cock fight promoter,
only it's not the mex idea, but a playdate drive by the Pathe
branches
Joe Rivkin of the Pathe publicity department,
is on a special assignment, exploiting "The Sophomore" in key
cities
Today's the day for the big election of the
PA,
climaxing a spirited campaign
Edward L. Klein and Don
Hancock are rivals for the presidency
Eugene Berton is
to write music for Henry King's new Inspiration picture starring Lupe Velez, which is being made in Florida

*

It

is

or the stage director who will get
acquainted with the moving picture.

my

golf
partner's."
Pat Garyn alibis: "1
wouldn't hire a crow. Vd just send

nament

Statistical

fev#

THEIR
FIRST
J

O RS

HIRAM BROWN
a

copy boy on "The N. Y.
Herald" (1900)

Every known gross record

JJ

any

theater box-office attraction through-

world was topped at the
Roxy, New York, during the week
ending Aug. 10, 1929, when "The
to
Cock-Eyed
World,"
sequel
$173,"What Price Glory?" grossed

out

the

391,

beating

made
seater,

at

the

with

the

previous

record,

same theater, a 6,2000
"Four Sons," which

this

NO

how bitterly a foe
talking pictures may
denounce the detested cinema,
he invariably finds a good word
to say for the audible newsreel.
matter

of the

may

Dialogue dramas

strike

him

as the most absurd manifestation
of a hateful medium, but the capture of current events by the
camera, or more particularly by
the combination of camera and

microphone,

inescapably meets
with his approval. It is, it might
as well be confessed, a favorite
device of this department to set
up a proposition in, the first sentence or two and then belabor
bitingly for the rest of its alHere there must
lotted space.
be a change in method, for it is
my unwilling conviction that
there is a lot to be said for this
Whatever you
point of view.
may think of the screen, either
speechless or voluble, you can
hardly avoid admiration for this
new and tremendous form of historical record.
The talking newsreel, as orit

ganized by the vigorous Movietone leaders, hasn't always been
as complete in its effects as an
unrealistic admirer might have
hoped for, but in the brief and
rather confused period of development it has achieved fascinating results.

"The

New York
*

Comeback

for

Herald-Tribune"

*

*

Silent

Picture Is Predicted

being

figure

si-

will

or we don't
Incidentally,
over the telephone and by special appointment in the home. All we need
is the date of your birth and a
Watch for
lock of your hair.
radio announcement of our easy
payment plan.
O. O. Mclntyre in
"The N. Y. American."

cute

[*•»

The Film Daily
1928,

Achievements of Talking
Newsreel Are Lauded

a

comeback,

know Hollywood.
we predict by mail,

P.

Editor,

for

— ©_
A Digest of

this

Industry Statistics
CUNNINGHAM
By JAMES

later.

Timely Topics

lent

ERNST LUBITSCH

No.39

1929

The
MARK screenprediction:
shortly exe-

Paul Benjamin

out. He'd come back
with the golf clubs, too." Joe Hornstein pleads: "Ain't I got trouble
enough with Warners' theater maintenance without maintainin' a crow
on my payroll?" More on the tour-

12,

Current Opinion

Daly, Jr.

exhibitors date book, soon to be distributed to exhibitors

"Several golfers on the links of
the Gedney Farms Golf Club have
been complaining about a crow
which has been stealing golf balls.
Eugene F. McKinley of White
Plains, attorney, said today that he
shot a ball on the third hole yesterday morning and saw a crow fly to
his ball, pick it up and wing away."
*

and

M.

and publicity workers, have turned out a

mind is not absorbed in directing
the big publicity blurbs for Universal, allows his thoughts to stray wistfully in the direction of a golf ball,
calls our attention to an item in the
New York "Times." It is of the
most vital interest to all those other
golf ginks who will swarm to the
Fall Film Golf Tourney on Oct. 1.
Here's the item, in case you didn't
read it:
*

Thursday, September

more than

$100,000 less than the high record.
*

*

The motion picture

*'

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

one of
largest users of electrical byIN
products in the world. The National Electric Light Ass'n, following
a survey completed recently, announced that 9,900,000 large carbon lamps and 26.565,000 small carbon lamps were sold by the electriSam Zierler quits Universal to encal industry in the U. S. during
ter independent field.
1928. In the same year, 312,000,000
*
*
*
large tungsten lamps, and 228,370,field is

the

brought a $143,900 gross. Low recof the house is $72,000, made 000 small tungstens were disposed
Harry Rapf made production manduring the week ending June 12, of.
ager for SeLznick.

ord

ANNOUNCEMENT!
(No. 656 Straightfrom the ShoulderTalk by Carl Laemmle,
President of the Universal Pictures Corporation)
ANNOUNCE

THAT. WHEN YOU SIGN FOR THE UNIversal Complete Service Contract in Sound, you can take your choice

HEREWITH

I

number

as to the

of years

you want your contract

to

run

.

.

one

.

HERE S WHAT YOU GET!
1929-30 PRODUCT

year, two years, three years, four years or five years!

LAURA LA PLANTE

YOU ARE NOT LIMITED TO ONE YEAR.
YOU ARE NOT ASKED TO TAKE TWO,

THREE,

FOUR OR

FIVE

yea rs.

BUT

YOU

FEEL
solute insurance for
IF

salesman

years,

five

it's

up

PEACE OF MIND
you

to

to

tell

AND

AB-

the Universal

so.

THERE ARE NO STRINGS TO
any Universal policy.

to

WANT

THAT YOU

THERE ARE NEVER

IT.

ANY STRINGS

THE CONTRACT IS SO SIMPLE THAT IT REQUIRES NO ANALYSIS.
It plainly and
simply gives you the right to any and all Universal
product with the exception of Super Specials, Laemmle Specials and
Newsreels. These are sold on a separate contract.

YOU GET FEATURE
erns on the market

PICTURES

.

.

YOU GET THE GREATEST WEST-

you get Junior Jewels
you get 2-reel specials
you get single reel comedies, even
including the marvelous Oswald cartoons
you get 2-reel featurettes
you get a complete program, exactly as the name Com.

.

.

.

.

you get the

.

.

.

.

serials

.

.

.

.

plete Service implies.

ALL THE MYSTERY
AND THE BUNK ABOUT SOUND PICTURES
and their prohibitive cost ... all these things are laid low in one full
swoop by this announcement.
UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS NEW COMPLETE SERVICE CONTRACT
in Sound, you get more than you would have had the nerve to ask
for if you had written the contract yourself.
.

THE HOMICIDE SQUAD
THE DEVIL'S PIT

KEN MAYNARD IN 8
HOOT GIBSON IN 8
PHANTOM OF THE OPERA
(REISSUED IN

TWO

6 PAT ROONEYS
10 SUNNY JIMS
10 ALL-STAR
Serials:

ACE OF SCOTLAND YARD
TARZAN THE TIGER
THE JADE

this:

26

OSWALD CARTOONS
SILENT
FIVE REELS

contracts are

now deluging

you must hurry up about
simply be too bad, that's
IF

JACK HOXIE IN 3
WILLIAM DESMOND IN 3
(REISSUES)

HAVE ONLY ONE WARNING NOTE TO SOUND AND THAT

—The

REEL

7 BENNY RUBINS

I

I

BOX

THE LIGHTNING EXPRESS
TERRY OF THE TIMES
ONE

ticular situation.

REELS

12 SPORTING YOUTH
12 FOURTH COLLEGIANS

film or disc!

THERE NEVER WAS SUCH A REVOLUTIONARY STEP IN THE Business since sound came into it.
DONT CARE A RAP WHETHER YOU SIGN UP FOR ONE YEAR
or five. That's for you to decide. It all depends on your own par-

SOUND)

SHORT SUBJECTS

.

FURTHERMORE, THESE PICTURES ARE FURNISHED EITHER WITH

3

GEORGE LEWIS and
BARBARA KENT IN 2
THE DRAKE CASE
GIRL OVERBOARD
THE LAST PERFORMANCE
THE CLIMAX

.

.

.

GLENN TRYON and
MERNA KENNEDY IN

.

.

.

.

IN 3
JOHN BOLES IN 2
JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT IN 3
REGINALD DENNY IN 2
MARY NOLAN IN 4

it.

If

you want this contract,
your competition beats you to it, it will
us.

If

TWO REELS
10 SID SAYLORS

10 ARTHUR LAKES
52 ACTION WESTERNS
ONE

all.

YOU ARE PLANNING TO WIRE YOUR HOUSE, MAKE YOUR

plication for this contract

IS

NOW!

Ap-

26 CREAM

REEL

of the
(REISSUES)

COMEDIES

Book Em Or Buck Em
DON'T

FEAR THE CPPOJITIOM Rf THE OPPCflTIOM WITH
John McCormicIo
presents

FAJT
LIFE

COLLEEN

MCCRE
^IVf ILII\IG

EYE/

IRIIH
Most popular
as appealing

and dances.
try after

z^DOUCLAJ FAIRBANKS JR
LORRETTA YOUNG and
CHESTER MORRIJ* *
Now

star in pictures twice

when

Now

she sings, talks

in its 4th tremendous

Central at $2.00.

sweeping the coun-

hit of the year.

two months on Broadway.

|S v

key

city

THE

week

at

outstanding

Set for seventeen

showings next week.

THE

DILLIE

DOVE

GREAT

DIVIDE

rn

DOROTHY MACKAILL

LIFE

Ian Keith,

Box-office grosses reflect Cleveland

News

review:

"Billie

Filmed with glorious Western beauty as its background. With
classic.

Dove shines

in best picture she has had."

Myrna Loy. Vitaphone

version of America's great stage

Big

supporting cast headed by Walter
Pidgeon, Thelma Todd, Holmes
Herbert and Montagu Love.

dancing^ and singing chorus of 100

Mexican beauties.

Every Week. \r the
BICGEfT week with
FIRST
Y|XAPHOHl

flW

lirAt
T national
Picture*

NATIONAL^ \|H2na PICTURE*
i

the

registered

(rude

mark

of

the

Vitaphone

Corporation designating

it*

product)

Paramount -Warner Bros. Deal Closed Yesterday
iTHE

^NEWSPAPER

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

M^FILMDOM
/OL.

XLIX

No. 63

Friday,

"Gabbo"
By JACK AL1COATEJames
GIVE
Hecht

Cruze

a

Ben

story of compelling

work with and you have a

something worth while.
In "The Great Gabbo," which
opened with a bang last night at
the Selwyn Theatre he has not
right

up

It

Price 5 Cents

Sound Equipment to Sell
For $3,750; Showmen
Given 13 Weeks Trial

—

Memphis New reproducing equipment, "as low as $1.71 a day with
servicing is being placed on the market by General Talking Pictures, it
was announced here at the luncheon
sponsored by the company in connection with induction of M. A.
Lightman into the presidency of the

THE

FILM
Just before going to press
learned from a direct and authoritative source that the Paramount- Warner
Brothers deal was definitely closed late
yesterday afternoon. Complete details will
probably be forthcoming from each of the
companies in the immediate future.

DAILY

deserves a place

in the front

1929

P-F-L— Warner Deal Closed
After Weeks of Negotiation

right

to expect

disappointed.

13,

LOWER-PRICED REPRODUCER IS
OFFERED BY GENERAL TALKING

dramatic situations and two
such sterling performers as Betty
Compson and Erich von Stroheim
to

September

ranks of the

crop of sophisticated talkers
and, in the progressiveness of its
treatment, is another manifestation
first

drama is
gone, forever and forever and a
of the fact that the silent

M.P.T.O.A. At the session, R. F.
Woodhull, retiring president, formally turned over the gavel of office

to

Lightman.

Woodhull now

day.

The new equipment

Cruze' s

Homecoming

EXHIBITORS TO

Cruze is back in the directorial
fold and with a vengeance.
He has
mingled character, scenes, incident
and story with a definite skill and insight.
His singing and dancing
numbers, mostly in technicolor, are
the finest we have seen to date. The
story is honest, direct and packed
with Cruzian detail.
Betty Compson is excellent.
Never was she
photographed to better advantage.
To us von Stroheim was a mild disappointment.
The story, while a
little heavy, is sure box office. Here
fine upstanding independent atis

DEADLINE TONIGHT IN ST.

TEXAS

LOUIS MUSICIAN TANGLE

—

is

executive vice president of General.
M. A. Schlesinger, company president, attended the meeting.

—

$3,750

will

sell

for

on

the following terms to
groups of ten theaters in a reasonably close area: The exhibitor to pay
a rental charge of $75 a week for the
(Continued on Page 11)

Dallas Texas exhibitors intend to
St. Louis
Tonight is slated to be
continue their fight against enforce- deadline on the musicians'-exhibitor
ment of arbitration awards, the as- controversy, when the truce expires
sociation here declares, despite dis- at midnight. The truce, granted two
missal of its temporary injunction weeks ago concerns the Skouras, Fox
S.
against exaction of deposits from ex- and St. Louis Amusement Co. houses.
hibitors who fail to comply with Meanwhile,
some 50 independent Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
awards or refuse to submit to arbi- houses including Loew's State are
Washington Merging of the Fox
tration.
Under the plan of action,
(.Continued on Page 11)
enterprises into one unit, with the
the organization intends to have exFox Film Corp., as holding company
hibitors seek individual and perma- L. P.
has been okehed by the Dept. of
Resigns as
nent injunctions against distributors.
it
is understood.
A formal
Vice-Pres. of Photophone Justice,
that every
exhibitor can The bond in such case may be but
traction
"no objection" rating, is said to have
L. P. Sawyer, vice president of
a few hundred dollars, it is said. The
have and none should pass bye.
been given the plan, to combine
court dismissed the organization's RCA Photophone, who has been in Loew's with Fox, which was ; ibBehind
The
injunction when it.- declined to fur- charge of building up the sales or- mitted to the department.
Other
ganization of the company, has re- companies
nish a $100,000 bond.
to be merged ~e Fox TheAnd now a word of congratulasigned, effective Oct. 15.
He intends aters, Fox Metropolitan Theaters..
tions to the newly formed Sono Artto lake an extended rest to recuperM-G-M and Fox Case Corp.
World Wide organization that ofate his health.
UNIT JOINS
fers this splendid production as its
the
industry
to
gesture
initial
Equity Action Against
George Weeks, executive vice presiWest Coast Bur. THE FILM DAILY
ALLIED
ASS'N
Marshall to
dent and general manager needs no
Hollywood
Argument is

FOMOEWlONSOLIDATION
HELD GIVENJ.

OKEH

—

Sawyer

Men

<

WISCONSIN

Argument Today

Be Dropped?

STATES

Harry Thomas and
introduction.
Sam Zierler are outstanding examples of successful independent distributors of high standing and in-

West

Milwaukee
unit

—Wisconsin's

yesterday

affiliated

exhibitor

with Allied

States Ass'n.
Ten resolutions were passed at the

Coast

Bureau,

Hollywood

—

THE FILM DAILY

Injunction suit of
Actors' Equity Ass'n against Tully
Marshall and Warners again has
been postponed.
It is believed the
action will be dropped unless Equity
makes further attempt to unionize

tegrity.
If "The Great Gabbo" can
convention which just closed, one of
be taken as a criterion it is likely the condemning bootleg sound equipthat the industry will hear a great ment. That the state unit looks with the studios.
deal
more of Cruze, Sono Art- friendliness upon franchises was inFall Film Golf Tourney Scheduled for Oct.
World Wide and Co.
(Continned on Page 11)
Advt.
at Gedney Farms Club, White Plains

—

1

—

slated today on motion of defendants that the government
submit a bill of particulars in
the conspiracy action brought

against West Coast Theaters,
allied firms and a number of
distributors.
The case itself

has
Oct.

been
1.

continued

until

THE

<&2k

DAILY

Edward

L. Klein Elected
President of A. M. P. A.
Edward L. Klein was elected pres-

Val.
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Financial

High
Seat

31

Con. Fm. Ind. ... 24%
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 2'5H
do

"A"

Fm.

*Keith A-0
do pfd
Loew's Inc
do pfd
*M-G-M pfd

5

94

71

9J4
19

37

.

.

H

Bros.

9%

9%

18/2

18%
36%
40

5954

.

57M

98%
58
58%

%

Vi

80

SO

80

27^4

..

26K
\2 l/2

.

6s
41

Paramount

24

.

26%
11%

100
2,000

20

46.

6s
41

ww

37

106%

51
....

36.

Warner 6%s

they

to capacity
pictures are

N.

16

Sept.

17

Sept.

19

at

Albu-

M.

Opening of "Flight"
M. Cohen, N. Y.
Sept.

at

the

Geo.

17
Meeting of Montana exhibitors at Butte.
Meeting of M.P.T.O.A. of New
England at Boston.
and 20 Meeting of exhibitors at
Salt Lake City.

and

Sept. 28

First

Sept. 30

Annual Golf Tournament

issue

ot

Hearst

Metrotonr

News (sound).
City

exhibitor
Country Club.

sas

almost empt>

play

exhibitors

of

querque,

Oct. 7-10
Dec. 9-10

at

of

Kan-

Oakwood

Meeting
Meeting

of
of

hibitors'

unit at Pinehurst.

S.M.P.E. at Toronto.
North Carolina ex-

advertised and run.

"France and Germany have veryfew sound installations but in theaters where the equipments have been
installed the seats are almost always

F. N. Radio Program Sept. 16
First
National' will present its
first

Sept.

program

in its radio

16 over

hook-up on

KFWB,

Corp.

93%
98%

71

71

80%

80

American Seating Dividend
Quarterly dividend of 50 cents,
payable Oct. 1 on common stock on
record of Sept. 20, has been declared by the American Seating Co.
This reduces the yearly dividend
from $3

to $2.

Gaumont British Net
net profit of $1,423,620 for the
year is reported by Gaumont British
Pictures, which has declared a six
per cent dividend.

93%
98%
99%

A

71

'

28

80
198

K^A%Y YIAT
If

Your Program Qives You a

HEADACHE
. .

REACH

Roxy "A"

26

29

do units
do com
Skouras Bros
United Art
do pfd
Univ. Ch. com.
do pfd

27

30

.

.

FOR SALE

5

6

32

65

34
10
75

Moving picture house

2
75

85

All seats, fixtures, organ, elec-

5

*LAST PRICE QUOTED

trical apparatus, signs

play letters.
fice.

WANTED
shot

from

the

for a

KRAZY
KAT
INSTEAD
of

an

ASPIRIN

OVER THE COUNTER

New

but

when American sound

dend

rate

CURB BONDS

6s

Scene

style silent pictures to

houses;

Meeting

Los Angeles,
and associated stations.
Programs
tilled.
Weeks Returns to Coast
"In the Scandinavian and other will go on the air every Monday
George W. Weeks, vice president
continental lands sound pictures are night between nine and ten o'clock,
of Sono-Art Prod., today returned to
popular despite the fact western time, and will feature the
extremely
Hollywood for final conferences with
that the dialogue is entirely in Eng- entire personnel at Burbank.
O. E. Goebel, president, and Eddie
quite conceivable that
It
is
Dowling, Sono-Art star, on the sec- lish.
ond feature talking picture starring sound pictures may start a distinct
Mr. Dowling, which will be in pro- trend toward making English the
Mr. universal tongue of the world."
duction within
two weeks.
Weeks has been in New York for
FOR
Hamilton en Route to Europe
the last month, paving the way for
USHERS-DOORMEN,
ETC.
featured
Paramount
Hamilton,
Neil
the merger, of Sono-Art and World
Style Catalog and Samples on Request
player,
is aboard the Bremen en route
Wide Pictures.
RUSSELL UNIFORM CO.
to Europe on a six weeks holiday.
1600 B'way, New York. Cor. 46th St.
intends
visit Germany,
to
Hamilton
Dividend
K-A-O and Orpheum
France.
Italy
and
Switzerland,
Directors of Keith-Albee-Orpheum

75

75

75

x-war.. 93%
6s 47.. 98!^

Seat.

25%
26%
12%

BOND MARKET

Par. By. 5^s
7s

1,500

27

27

1%
34%

Trans-Lux

A-O

Simmons;

tures as the English quota allows,"
he says.
"To cover British regulations the picture houses show the old

Today:

3%
-

*Intern. Proj
"Loew do deb. rts
*Nat. Scr. Ser
Nat. Thea. Sup.

-Univ.
Pict
*do pfd

— Mike
—

A.M.P.A.

National Counsellor of U. S. Chamber of Commerce
Hyatt Daab.

The Industry's
Date Book

Abroad, Thomson Says

31

D.W. "A"

•Griffith,

Am.

25%
70%

.

of

—

have declared quarterly diviof M/\ per cent of the com100 vertible preferred stock of the corn....
24,200 pan}', payable Oct. 1, to stockholders
on Sept. 21.
Direc2,100 of
record
200 tors
have
Orpheum
Circuit
of
3,800
declared quarterly dividend of 2 per
cent on the preferred stock of the
9,500
company payable Oct. 1, 1929 to the
21,300
stockholders of record at the close
100 of business on Sept. 21, 1929.
100

1.100

69/2
35/2

100
22,300
3,100

113
59
95

CURB MARKET

Katz
*Columbia Pets
'Film Insp
Fox Thea. "A'

Pathe

113
59
95

pfc

&

Keith
*Loevv
do 6s

1,500

5

95

do pfd
Bal.

2SJ4
201

94

59%

Pict.

Warner

1,900
1,300

5%

113

Pathe Exch
do "A"
Radio K-O-A
'Stanley Co.
'I'niv.

24^

35%

F-L

Para.

Close Sales
31

96J4

rts

Fox

25 '4

203% 200 Ji

Kodak

East.

Low
30J4
24

—
ager

—

1929

UNIFORMS

STOCK MARKET
Am.

Harvey, Paul Benjamin, Charles W.
Frank Wilstach, Vincent
Trotta: Trustee Walter F. EberAuditing Committee Hopp
hardt;
Hadley, Chairman, Joe Fine, P. A.
Parsons; Editor of A.M.P.A. Bulletin
Jack Harrower; Business Man-

13,

Sound Films Big Hit

"Sound pictures have taken Europe
ident and the entire official ticket by storm," declared P. L. Thomson,
voted into office yesterday at the an- director of public relations for Westnual election of the A.M. P. A.
He ern Electric, who has just returned
received 48 votes while Don Han- from a six weeks' trip abroad. "In
cock, heading the opposition ticket, England more than 250 theaters have
polled 33.
Others elected are: Leon been equipped with sound apparatus
Bamberger, vice president; Martin and although English producers are
Starr, secretary and George Bilson, only starting to make talking pictreasurer.
tures the exhibitors are showing as
Directors elected are: George W. many American made talking picBarrell,

September

Friday,

air

Will

interior.

and

dis-

sell at sacri-

Apply.

Distributed by

COLUMBIA PICTURES

PRODUCED BY WINKLER

of

Box A-152

York.

Animated by
and MANNY GOULD

BEN HARRISON

Western Electric Recording

care Film Daily,

Eastern Film Co.
220

W.

42

St.,

New York

1650 B'way,

City

N.Y.C.

WinMer Sound Cartoons
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Coast Wire Service'
Short Shots from
New York Studios
i^^mBy ARTHUR
BEGGS,
LEE
and directing

W.

who
a

baptism

Talker in 2 Languages

is

producing

scries of six dia-

1'JlO

By

EDDIE DOWLING FILM IN

ENGLISH AND SPANISH

9 Preparing Songs for

"Broadway Scandals"
Nine song writers have been signed by Columbia to prepare songs for
"Broadway Scandals," a musical re-

They

vue.

Sono-Art-World Wide

is

to try a

with Solax

are:

Fred

in

RKO

I

RKO

New

Rogers Film Started
Jack De Lacey, who exhibits movCharles
"Buddy" Rogers' new
Fort
Lee,
now
is
pitchers
over
in
in'
working as the makeup expert at Paramount picture, "Here Comes
American Sound Recording Corp. the Bandwagon," has gone into proHe put on faces at Cosmopolitan for duction. The story was written by
Henry L. Gates and deals with carfive years.
nival life.
George Abbott is directMont a Bell's first assignment as ing. The cast includes Jean Arthur,
Oscar Apfel, Helen
associate producer at Paramount's Paul Lukas,
Long Island home will be "The Ware, Edna West and Irving Bacon.
Laughing Lady." The cast for this
More "Show of Shows" Additions
talking feature, by the way, includes
Betty Compson, Chester Morris.
Jeanne Eagcls, who is starred;
('lire
Brook, Dan Healy, Hubert Alexander Grey and Sojin have been
Druce, Dorothy Hall, Joe King, Nat added to the cast of Warners' "Show
Pendleton and, Hedda Harrington. of Shows."

THOMAS MEIGHAN

IN "THE

**

M-G-M.
the

Green

to Direct Barrymore
E. Green will direct John
Barrymore in his next starring vehicle for Warners, "The Man." Green
directed George Arliss in "The Green
Goddess" and "Disraeli."
William
Austin and Albert Gran are in the
cast.

McDermott Named Associate
John McDermott has been named
an associate producer
ists

assisting

McDermott
years and
years ago.

at

United Art-

John W. Considine, Jr.
directed pictures for ten
turned scenarist three

reel

comedy

in

for

No human

picture,

the

various

roles.
sets were

actors appear in
dogs enacting the
Cabaret and court-

*

White

used.

directed at

for-

Educational.
*

*

More Passing Show: Mai St.
Clair, George O'Hara and Ben
Lyon motoring to the RKO
studio; Robert Armstrong and
Seton I. "Happy" Miller autoing to Glendale to attend a pre-

view of "Oh, Yeah."
*

Paramount
pleased

Alfred

Hollywood
used 50 dogs

"Hot Dog," a two

Dave Franklin, Jack Stone, Sam Cos- merly

Flushing.

RALPH WILK

JULES WHITE

Thompson. room

production experiment with "Blaze low, Joe Trent, Sidney Claire, CharO' Glory," Eddie Dowling's new les Daniels, James Hanley and Dave
talker.
As soon as Dowling and his Dryer.
Evalyn Knapp, contract leading company complete a scene, another
a thi in Pathe talking comedies whose.
company speaking Spanish will re- Poland Joining
as
latest appearance is opposite Lew enact the sequence.
The experiment
Associate, Coast Hears
Hearn in "A Trip to New York," is aimed at the Latin-American and
began her theatrical career as a Spanish market. Jose Bohr will star
Joseph Franklin Poland is to join
member of the Drama Players stock in the second version.
as associate producer under
organization in Kansas City.
Louis Sarecky, it is understood.
at

Little
from "Lots"

EDDY^^

logue shorts at American Sound Recording Corp., once aimed a megaphone at the late Johnny Bunny in
the days when Flora Finch was the
feninie opposite him.
He was directBeggs received
ing for Yitagraph.
his in. p.

A

*
officials

*

were so well

with
"Darkened Rooms,"
Gasnier's talker, that they

Louis J.
assigned him to direct "Cappy Ricks."
Gasnier directed many stars in silent
pictures.
*

*

*

Wallace McDonald, who sang an
important role in "Sweetie," Paramount, has been assigned a part in
"The Rogue Song," Lawrence Tibbett's intial picture.
*
*

*

After 60 Hollywood screen and
stage actors were tested for the
role of "Lord Byron of
Broadway," Charles Kaley, final-

title

ly

was

selected for the part.

ARCYLE CASE"— A VITAPHONE P RODUCTION

The Boston

Traveler',
"Thomas Meighan is making one

of the

most distinguished debuts yet seen on the
audible screen in 'The Argyle Case.' We
predict that the addition of his voice will

win many new fans.
lent

work

is

Mr. Meighan's excel-

largely responsible for the

success of the picture."

The Boston Post:
"The most interesting thing about 'The
Argyle Case,' is the fact that it marks

Thomas Meighan's debut

as a talkie star.

a hard task for Mr. Meighan since
he has plenty of stage experience back of
him and his voice registers agreeably."
It is jiot

The Boston Herald:
"In Mr. Meighan the talking screen gains
one more splendid convert. His voice registers naturally, without distortion; it even
has a sort of musical range. His acting
was much superior to the text with which it
labored."

PRODUCED BY WARNER BROS.- DIRECTED BY HOWARD BRETHERTON

UILT

ON

TRIPLE

BOX-OFFICE

GAGS*

GIRLS

AND GUFFAWS!

I

ITH

ao years

of

comedy pioneering on Broadway,

one and only George LeMaire produces and acts

George LeMaire Comedies

in

the field

— and

for Pathe

prepares

office pattern of gags, girls

his

in

two-reel

gems on

own

his

— uses the best comic

the

talent

the triple box-

and guffaws. Consequently

this

is

the

outstanding talkomedy series of the day. Pick up any copy of any

trade paper

—the press says so by

\Jeorge LeMaire has been associated in the past
with Eddie Cantor, Frank Tinney, W. C. Fields,
Leon ErroU Bext Williams. He has had important roles in Ziegfeld's Follies, Earl Carroll's
Vanities, Artists
Models, his own LeMaire'i
He is Broadway's comedy genius.'
Affairs.

hilarious reviews. Keith-Albee,

&

Stanley, Butterfield, Balaban

cuits

Katz and tens of other great

say so with solid contracts.

scores

it

&

Publix, Loew,

more say so with busy bookings.

gives patrons satisfaction

— ask

ALL MUSIC

the

And

cir-

West Coast and

the returns prove

showmen who show

'em!

SOUND

AND DIALOGUE

V>

THE

&&*\

DAILY

Along The Rialto

-AND}]

THATS
THAT
By PHIL M.

with

DALY

actually

the New
to Holly-

made good

in spite

a real rush impending in the wide-film big-picture
dimension development, with Fox planning a run for

"The Fox Movie

Eastern handicap, has just
of
breezed into town with his first allHe calls it
talker, and it's a pip.
"In Old California." It appears that
the number of horses used in this
romance of the old west called for

Follies"

Gaiety,

the

at

Noo Yawk

this

Harry L. Royster, one of Publix's topnotch publicity men, is
being transferred from the Rivoli to the Paramount, Noo Yawk.
Baltimore certainly is going Pathe with four of Phil
Reisman's all-Pathe programs on tap within three weeks in the
Maryland city
Marguerite Clayton has returned from a

the services of a hostler to see that
they were properly manicured and so
forth. The Equity official steps up to

Yurrop vacation

topper,

tors."

payment

ing

to disband

hostlers were hacscratches his
head a moment, for he hadn't thought
"Well," he sez at last, "he's
of that.
hostler, but he'll act at
real
not a
bein' one, so you better take him."
He turned to
So Lon took him.
Henry B. Walthall, who is in the
"I
cast, and who was listening in.
never expected to see the day, Mr.
Walthall," sez Lon, "when they'd class
you with a hostler." H. B. W. shook
his head sadly, and replied: "If this
thing spreads, it's going to interfere
with my acting. Every time I mount
a horse, I'll have to stop and ask
it to show me its Equity card."

old

is not an act of God,
Equity has decided, orderof salary to members of the "Coquette" cast forced

Childbirth

Lon and informs him he must hire
an Equity hostler. Lon sez, in his
best Lunnon manner: "I didn't know.

because Helen Hayes

is

about to become a mother.

that

The Equity guy

*

*

Jack Holt, Ralph Graves and Frank Capra, "Big Three"
Columbia's "Flight," opening tonight, flew East for the premiere
Irene Bordoni, who made "Paris" for First National, gets in Sunday
P. L. Thomson, congenial director
of

of public relations for W. E. went to Yurrop to attend the convention of the International Advertising Ass'n at Berlin, and
during the sojourn was entertained by Hans Luther, former Ger-

man

by Tom Mix, now performing
broken shoulder blade

who

the circus,

rode with a

of Washington, Cleary & Madigson, Witmark
song writing trio, just missed being plugged in Hollywood by
a copper's bullet aimed at a mad dog
The guvvement is
still active in trying to prosecute on the Dempsey-Tunney Chicago scrap fillums
W. P. Wilson, Capitol, Edmonton
keeps his eye on the clock these noon hours, 'cause he has a
bargain matinee between 1:00 and 2:00 P.
That Fox
stock recapitalization is causing lots of talk
And mebbe
those "Street Girl" song hits aren't getting plenty of radio pub-

*

M

*

*

in

Mike Cleary

"Did I Deal?"
"Experts prefer a Major that fitto a No-trump, and a No-trump that
fits to a Minor."
*

"The show goes on" creed was upheld

chancellor

licity

Religious Fillum
Pop Quillan, Eddie Quillan's very
Scotch daddie, was on the Mack
Sennett lot some time ago watching
Raymond McKee in a scene where
he dashed across a room and an
Irish terrier was to rush up and
They tried it
bite him on the leg.
several times but the dog woudn't
bite, as it were. So Ray tied a steak

€

Woods
to Nab

Sees Little Chance
Suitable Talker Material

FJON'T

worry about picture
theaters; they have their own
troubles.
If ever there was a

"

business
overseated
it's
that
same picture business, and when
the novelty of the "talkies" dies,
and the picture companies have
to have at least four hundred
"talkies" to keep the different
circuits open, where are they going to get the material from?
"I go to Europe three or four
times a year, and I am lucky to
get three plays that will be suc-

Great screen productions have been made when
one director had been inspired with his story, and
had been given reasonably free rein to interpret it as his
mind conceived it. As a rule, inspiration does not
come in pairs. We can synchronize mechanical things,
but not yet can we perfectly
synchronize two human beings. JJ

44

to switch the gag, when Pop Quillan suggests: "Try a fish instead of
the steak." The director sez: "Why

HARRY BEAUMONT

a fish?" Pop sez: "Aiyi't this Friday, and ain't that dog a good Irish

can't answer.
have eighty-five first-class
theaters in
York just 40
too many and don't be surprised to see at least 30 closed on

We

—

and
off,
There is

*

JOBS
HOWARD

DIETZ

*

the

season.

some

*

*

Determined to Stick to Stand
on RKO and T-S Franchises
have been severely criticized for our stand on arbitration and our endorsement of
the franchise (RKO and TiffanyStahl) plan, yes, even penalized

WE

happy.

We
lieve

are proud because we becancellation of advertising

proves our stand to be right. We
are not as happy as a proud person should be, as the loss of
revenue from the loss of advertising makes serious inroads into an already lean purse. * * *
We would say to those who
oppose our editorial policv that
they come out in the the open
the

American way and

No.40

Industry Statistics
By JAMES
Statistical

P.

Editor,

its

for a while, but it isn't constructive and cannot endure.

"Greater Amusements"

The Film Daily

affected, to a greater or lesser degree, by the motion picture industry,
ivhich uses output of these various
industries for the production of
wide range of product is
present roster of films.

24 members embraces the major
part of all production and national
distribution interests in this country.

Arabian
hold the upper hand

CUNNINGHAM

Nine companies formed the nucleus
of the M.P.P.D.A. (Hays) organization, which started activities in 1922,
and has since grown to such large
proportions that

No.40

settle

The

disputes.

method may

A

turned out by the 5,800 manufacturers involved, a survey made by
the chamber a short time ago shows.
*

copy boy on "The N. Y.
American"

during
always

excuse
business is bad.
A. H. Woods in "The Quill"

their

THEIR
FIRST

—

New

when

in

Catholic?"

Famous Film Conversations
"I'll see my lawyer."

What chance have

the picture concerns to get 400
plays?
Ask a fortunte teller. I

ngements

around his leg. Still the dog wouldgrab his leg. They were about

*

* * *

cesses.

to the extent of cancellation of
advertising arra
by
some companies, and we are
proud, though not particularly

n't

*

1929

13,

Current Opinu n

THERE'S
third

September

Timely Topics
A Digest of

Phil M. Daly, Jr.

YOUNG, one of
LON
York gang who went
wood and

Friday,

*

*

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN
^NEWSPAPER

oSFILMDOM

Educational deal
exchanges.

on for Triangle

*
*
*
Eighty-five per cent of all motion
Chamber of
Eight hundred Hollywood studio
that each of the pictures made in the United States
5,800 non-film manufacturing plants are produced in Hollywood and vi- employees walk out on strike.
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The Greatest Feat

in

SHORT FEATURE
Production

this

business has ever seen.

"The Old United Artists Custom"
of

producing only thebest again

amazes

the industry.

UNITED ARTISTS

//

musical

dramas,

The Type

and modern sensations.

classic

Short Feature,

Of

has been praying

one and two

finest in production,

in

ever seen

the

Artists

your screen

for.

"UNITED ARTISTS FEATURETTES"
has

reels,

Every

in

represent the very

entertainment and box-office values
field

of

this

industry

An Old

United

magnificent sensational,

musical

short

subjects.

Just

Custom.

12 Subjects,

boys! 12

startling,

HERE THEY ARE—ONE A

MONTH-You'll

"1812"
The famous overture by the Russian composer Tschaikowsky. One
of the most stirring pieces of music ever produced.
Known and
played all over the world. United Artists brings it to the screen accompanied by a marvelous visual interpretation of the meaning of
the composition the invasion of Russia by Napoleon. This one reel
Feature is by far one of the most gripping bits of screen entertainment ever made. A little feature that will create big business.

—

RHAPSODY

Kloii

Victor Herbert at his best.
tion of the Irish patriots

In this

composition he depicted the evic-

from their homes, their fight for freedom

and their victory. As this story is told on the screen to the musical
accompaniment of old, popular Irish ballads and inspiring Irish melodies, one feels every emotion of those patriots during this period.
Donald Novis, the

Irish

the principal singer.

The
What

A

tenor

who sang

great Big

little

in

"Bulldog

Drummond"

is

Featurette.

FALL of the BASTILLE"

inspired the writing of "The Marseilles"?

What

great emotional

incident in the history of France brought about the composing of
of music

this thrilling bit

now the
will

national

bring to

all

—

the song of the French Republican,

and

anthem of that country? This marvelous "Featurette"

the true story of the birth of this song.

piece for the eye as well as the ear.

A

master-

FEATURETTES

and enjoyment.

release a startling picture of intense interest
stories, filmed

under the masterful direction of W. C. Menzies,

of United Artists for years,

have long been the
The

and

Hugo

Dr.

— singing

and

classics,

came

oftener

modern

Made

dancing.

UNITED ARTISTS FEATURE STANDARDS

vish they

whose musical scores

FEATURETTES"

wide popular appeal. Musical dramas,
stories

art director

talk of the industry.

12 "UNITED ARTISTS

humorous

Riesenfeld,

//

are of the

jazz themes

strictly

and

according to

of producing only the best.

STARTING October 5th

"TANNHAUSER"
Richard Wagner's most famous of

all

operas, and one most beloved

over the world. The screen translation

all

ing

Bacchantes Ballet

in

will

be one

And the Pilgrims'
voices, we promise you,

the Grotto of Venus.

Chorus, sung by more than ioo selected
will

include the enchant-

of the sensations of the screen.

"GLORIOUS VAMPS"
you and the picture will live up to everything you
would expect from such a title. This musical gem brings all the real
vamps of history before you; Eve, Salome, Cleopatra, Delilah, Lucretia Borgia, Madame Pompadour, Carmen and to top it off gives you
the modern jazz girl played by none other than LU P E
A vdmp picture that will vamp them to your theatre.
There's a

title

for

VELEZ.

a

IN

A RUSSIAN CABARET

if

Here's something new, colorful and snappy.

The world famous
the screen. Russian music, singing and danc•

Chauve
ing

Souris idea for

— the most fascinating

in

the world.

A

glorious small feature that

moves with the tempo one finds in Russian music, against the background of exotic Russian designing. A glorious treat is in store for
all movie goers with this one.

H

"A NIGHT
IN

MADRID"

HUSKIN' BEE"
All

As entrancing and romantic as
the title sounds. Gorgeous Spanish music,
girls,

dancing and

musical and eye treat.

Reel"

singing. Spain, the land of beautiful

moonlight, music and pulse

A

hands round

quickening

bright spot in

any

romance.

A

theatres' program.

you

will

hear

backwoods.

all

—

In this

the old favorites of the

A "Featurette" that

will

for the Virginia

great

little

novelty

American farm and

many memo-

bring back

your audiences. The Square Dance, Hands Around, played and called off by old fiddlers and the folks from back home.

ries to

10

"THE BIRTH
OF JAZZ"

H TINTYPES
when

That good old period

The evolution of the "Blues", wi

HARRY RICHMAN

"Sweet Adeline" was the theme
song

hit

were the

of the day. That
official

age when barber shop

broadcasters of the latest

in

quartettes

popular music.

The songs and dances of the gay nineties in correct costumes
and steps. A novelty for the whole family's enjoyment.

his stuff

as only he can

got that way.

Who

do

it.

Hot music, JAZZ!

strutting

—and how

it

and what was responsible for the modern

music that starts shoulders a-swaying and fingers a-snapping.
Here's a subject that will put any audience in

good humor.

11

THE

"Musical
Marionettes'
A

One of the
ever made for

real novelty.

verest things

LOVE CUP"

9

cle-

A

the

Chinese operetta with music by

screen. Mechanical dolls that dance, sing

thing

that will

and speak. Some-

amaze, delight and make people

Featurette"to be featured

in

your lights and

in

talk.

A

your advertising.

beautiful

Short

Feature

composer Rudolf Friml. A miniature "Mikado,"one of
the most gorgeous little features that has ever been produced.
Marvelous music and singing with the whole production in color.
the famous

HHI

"United Artists Featurettes"
Big

known screen personalities such as
LUPE VELEZ, FANNIE BRICE, HARRY RICHMAN, JOAN BENNETT,
GILBERT ROLAND, DONALD NOVIS, and others.
12 of Them! One and Two Reels and Released

Little Pictures,

featuring

One

many

well
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Book the Entire 12
a
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5th.

THE
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hotel grill
yestiddy afternoon, for the

room
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TOURNEY PLANSCOMPLETED

GOLFERS, ATTENTION!

GOLFERS RARIN' TO SHOOT'

Sign this and forward to The Film Daily, 1650 Broadway!
Here is my entry and Ten Dollars for the Fall Film Golf
Tournament, to be held on Tuesday, Oct. 1 at Gedney Farms

Hall over

Paramount

t<
to
the

&&>*

DAILY

1929

With but about two more weeks

go before filmdom's golf "experts"
AMPAS dig up the greens of Gedney Farms
were indulging in their annual shinountry Club in White Plains, the
And entry list for the Fall Tournc>,
dig of electing new officers.
.in you imagine, there was an OPscheduled for Oct. 1, is rapidly nearPOSITION ticket. Why anybody ing the quota set by the committee
should want to oppose any gink who in charge.
is willing to be a martyr and run for
Trophies were ottered yesterday by
an Ampa office, is just another of Dick Brady, for Eastman Kodak, and
those mysteries.
Joe Hornstein, on behalf of Contin*
*
*
ental Theater Accessories Co.
In addition to other cups, placques,
Being an Ampa officer is just like
the deep sea diver who goes down to trophies and silver prizes, there will
He be a wealth of awards for foursome
rescue his pal from a shark.
might conic u}> again alone, then winners and foursome runners-up.
again he might come up inside the You don't have to be a Bobby Jones
Score cards usually
shark. What, we mean is that being to win a prize.
read from 70 to 270. Of course, golfan. Ampa ossifer is not exactly a
picnic with a blonde who has a dark ers in the 270 class are expected to
for all damages to the greens, and
secret which she wants to confide to pay
hire
contractors and steam shovels
you alone in the forest, so that you
fill in those "little" holes dug while
can see the light. We hope we make to

Country Club, White Plains.

to

(

attempting a drive down the fairway.
ourselves indistinct, as usual.
After holding out on the 18th green
*
*
*
at the last tourney, one golfer was'
Well, anyway, everybody was rush- heard to say to his opponent, "Your
So when it pencil is the best club in your bag."
ing around lobbying.
came to the voting, everybody was
s<< The
Mail Your Entry Today.
Blank on This Page.
so confused that he voted for the opposite ticket he came there to vote
I

Ed McNamee,

for instance, forIf he had.
got to vote for himself.
would have been a tie for secreit
That's how close it was.
tary.
for.

*

*

all

lating

over,

Don,

and
until

starts

congratu-

George

Harvey

corrected him. Maybe he was right,
at that. Mebbe Don should be congratulated. Who knows? He should
talk to George Harvey, and a
of the other past presidents,
they might be able to assure
on this point.
*

So the

*

new Ampa

(Continued from Page 1)
tour weeks of a thirteen week
trial period and $50 a week for the
next
nine
weeks, plus a
service
charge of $15 a week. If at the end
of the thirteen weeks the exhibitors
lirst

*

Eddie Klein ivas so sure that he
was going to be licked for president,
that he had a speech prepared congratulating his rival, Don Hancock.
So he gets up after the fireivorks
are

Lower-Priced Device
Is Offered by General

few with the machine.
and
If he does wish
him chine

*

lineup

convinced he cannot make monei
on sound pictures or is dissatisfied
with the machine he is at liberty to
order it out, paying only the rental
charge of the period it is used. However, he is asked to decide within
six weeks what he desires
to do
is

now

is:

to keep the mathe rental will apply to the cost
price and the balance of $3,000 will
be payable over a two year period.
The service charge of $15 a week
will continue for one year and in the

Klein, president; Leon BamberMartin Starr, next two years it will be $12. An
vice-president;
ger,
secretary; George Bilson, treasurer. exhibitor will not be asked to obliPersonally,
we voted for Canon gate himself for service for more
Chase for president, and ourself for than three years and at the end of
don't know anybody that time may renew or discontinue
treasurer.
who can handle funds with as much such service.
About 100 exhibitors from the Tri
smoothness and dispatch as ourself.
the gathering.
If they had elected us for treasurer, State area attended
the Ampas would have been relieved In addition to Woodhull and Schlesof their financial problems for the inger other speakers were: Judge
next year, because you can't have Cliff Davis, Anna Aiken Patterson,
financial problems when there are Weekly Film Review, R. F. Logsdon,
Memphis Chamber of Commerce and
no finances.
*
*
*
David Hochreich, special representative of General Talking Pictures.
Well, the departing officers went
the
new
out smiling happily, and
in
to
officers came in smiling happily,

Ed

We

We

can un-

The Committee
Bruce Gallup, United Artists Corp.
William Brandt
Al Lichtman, United Artists Corp.

Wm.

A. Johnston, "M. P. News"
Mersereau, "The Film Daily"
Arthur Stebbins, Stebbins, Leterman

Don

WISCONSIN UNIT JOINS

Gates

DEADLINE TONIGHT

ALLIED STATES ASS'N
(Continued from Page 1)
dicated by a resolution in which the
Tiffany-Stahl plan, as well as RKO's
was endorsed.
Wisconsin further moved to establish its own board of arbitration and
the president was authorized by the

membership

to appoint

such a com-

Steve
elected

Bauer

Milwaukee was
president; A. C. Gutenberg of
of

Milwaukee,
vice-president;
first
Henry Goldenburg of Milwaukee,
second vice-president; Jack Hickey
of New London, third vice-president;
lames Bowden of South Milwaukee,
secretary and Ernie Langmack of
Milwaukee, treasurer.
The new directors are J. P. Adler
of Marshfield, Harold Fitzgerald of
Milwaukee, W. L. Ainsworth of Fond
du Lac, George Huebner of Oconomowic, George Fischer of Milwaukee, E. Berth, A. Berkholtz of West
End, Bert Fischer of Milwaukee, C.
Mortimer of Milwaukee, William
Wiske of Red Granite, Fred S.
Meyer, of Milwaukee and Sam Ab-

rams

IN ST.

LOUIS MUSICIAN TANGLE
(Continued from Page

1)

functioning without services of manual

orchestras.

box probably

will

come

to

some

sort of

understanding with the union.
The only point in controversy is the
number of players to be used in the
orchestra. The St. Louis and Grand
Opera House,
houses, have
signed new agreements and Warners
would like to use musicians at the
Ambassador and drop them at the
Missouri, Grand Central and most
of the St.
Louis Amusement Co.
houses except on special occasions.
But the union is using the Ambas-

RKO

mittee.

Racine.

of

50 Exhibitors Meet at
Cincinnati on Franchise

—

sador as a club to whip the other
Skouras- Warner houses into line. As
a matter of fact the Grand Central
has been without musicians for many
months, but under the old agreement
seven musicians walked up to the
pay-off station every pay-day.
The
same was true of many houses in
the St. Louis Amusement Co. chain.
Stage hands and motion picture
projectionists are well pleased with
present wages and working
agreements and will not participate
in the music dispute unless an attempt is made to use non-union mutheir

sicians.

About 50 exhibitors
Cincinnati
attended the regional meeting here
sponsored by the Ohio exhibitor unit,
hear franchise propositions of
to

French Talker to Have
Louise Brooks as Star

RKO

to star in the first French
talker, it is stated here.
The producer plans to film crowds at various places in France, and then award
a prize for the most beautiful woman filmed.

Richey,

and

Tiffany-Stahl.
business manager

M. Brooks

of

the

Michigan unit; William James, head
of the Ohio unit; Carl Goe of Tiffany-Stahl and H. Michalson, RKO
manager, addressed the sessions.

Deng
New York
Make Sound Film Survey "Mary and Doug" May
M. A. Deng, managing director of

Make

—

(By

Paris

H.

just like bridegrooms.
derstand why the ex-officers smiled,
Fiku in Paris
and the new officers, like the bride- Wardour Films and an associate of
grooms, we're probably just trying John Maxwell of British InternaParis If a suitable studio is availtional Pictures, arrived in New York able, Mary Pickford and Douglas
to be good sports and say: "Well
hooked, so let's be happy till we from London recently, to survey Fairbanks may make a picture in
get the real bad news." Heroes all, the sound situation.
He will make Paris, they stated here. The couple
his headquarters at World Wide.
we salute you.
is on a trip around the world.

Jl'm

&

Jack Alicoate, "The Film Daily"

Wireless)

— Louise

is

Patent Suit Holds Up
Talking Film in Hungary

—

Showing of the first
Budapest
talking picture here has been halted
by a patent suit of Siemens Halske
against Western Electric, which resulted in seizure of the equipment.

pcrjQS ^JSL--

CORD

'

continuously

JAMMED

THE

STRAND

MILWAUKEE,
TO ABSOLUTE CAPACITY
THROUGH EVERY PERFORTHEATRE,

MANCE WITH TWO SHOWS
AFTER MIDNIGHT, LAST
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY,
BREAKING EVERY PREVIOUS
RECORD OF THE THEATRE.

Standing them out every
hour of the day from the
time the school bells ring

milkman comes
around, that consistent
record-breaker from FOX
the

until

complicating the traffic
problems of Milwaukee. It is in
for an indefinite engagement
which looks as if it would
be there a month from now
and probably two months.
l

A
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All Talking,

with
presents

Singing, Laughing

MOVIETONE

The

oVVi

i\to e

WILLIAM FOX

o? e

COCK EYED

WORLD

VICTOR McLAGLEN

EDMUND LOWE
LILY DZ1MITA

WILLIAM K. WELLS
LAURENCE STALLINGS
and MAXWELL ANDERSON —
Authors of "WHAT PRICE GLORY."
Dialog by
Story by

Directed by

RAOUL WALSH
-

The Film That Made Milwaukee Famous from

F#X

—
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Price 25

Ce
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BIG MONEY!

The first of Universale new season
-' specials. ..and its
HERE'S one

headed straight

for the biggest

runs in the country! Smart, sophisticated, dramatic, entertaining and, above all,
BOX-OFFICE. Crackling lines direct from
the play... .Daring situations that made even
blase Broadway gas p.... Treatment that
first

W&'SS^S.

\£ aL
'"

1

makes of

a stage sensation

picture that will hit the
%'

a'U00% talking
BIG MONEY!

lS

IOO% TALKING
OWEN DAVIS famous Br,
With Madge Bellamy,
waystam
Hallam Cooley, Margaret Li>
Robert Ellis, Vera Reynolds, George
From

,*r*"-^

Lewis,

The Big

1

v/M

Three-

if*"

J

Norman

Trevor.

A HARRY

POLLARD PRODUCTION.

$

Presented by
r!

CARL

LAEMMLE

Hitting the High

Spots Everywhere

BROADWAY
SHOW BOA
COLLEGE LOVE

TON IGHT/f
KEEP

POSTED

ON DEPENDABLE

ON SILENT,
SOUND SHORTS,
AND FEATURES

TIPS

TWELVE

All the news of the

field

Theater Equipment
A

LATEST PICTURE
BOX OFFICE REVIEWS
THAT EVERYWHERE

ARE RECOGNIZED
service department that serves

AS THE AUTHORITY

1

s

L

rAIIGH insurance for your program
is just as important as fire insurance for

your building. Carry them both. The
laugh insurance value of a contract for
Educational' s talking comedies is proved
the most spectacular showing ever
made by any line of comedies.

l>y

3aIlW&medies
They are insurance that
guarantees the laughs that
play hox-off ice music.

Presents

FIRE PROOF
as exciting »« a four-alarm fire;
as funny as it is fast — and it's
faster than the chief's car.

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.
E. W. HAMMONS, President
Memoer Motion

Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc

Will

H Hays,

President

May Aid

Coast Producers

Independents

iTHE

^NEWSPAPER
o/'FILMDOM
VOL. XLIX

Sunday, September

No. 64

KNPHBOCr.

29-31

Final arrangements have been

IS

made

for the tenth annual convention and
exposition of the M.P.T.O.A. to be
held Oct. 29 to 31 at the Peabody
Hotel, Memphis, according to M. J.
( )'Toole,
secretary.
Efforts were made to have the convention take place a week earlier but
due to the Tennessee State Bar Ass'n
convention, Oct. 29 to 31 was chosen
as time for the meetings.
on

Page

is one that opened at
the Geo. M. Cohan last night
that is big enough to hold its

14)

to

everything.

Buffalo Zone Exhibitors

Meet on Franchise Plan

—

Buffalo Exhibitors of this zone
met here Friday to hear outlined the
five year franchise proposals of Tiffany-Stahl and RKO, at the call of
Charles Hayman of Niagara Falls

and Dewey Michaels of Buffalo.
Charles

L.

New York

Meyer,
ager

president

O'Reilly,

of

T.O.C.C. and Phil E.

division manTiffany-Stahl, were the

metropolitan

for

speakers.

FOR SMALL HOUSES ONLY

—

reproducing
New
Memphis
equipment to sell for $3,750 offered
by General Talking Pictures is for
houses up to 500 seats only, with
larger houses still slated to pay prevailing prices of $6,500 and $4,950 for
the regular Phonofilm and Phonodisc
machines.
In a trial period of 13 weeks the
exhibitor will pay a rental charge of
$75 a

week

for the first four
on Page 14)

weeks

(Continued

John Maxwell Takes Over
Regal Theater in London
London (By Wireless)

John Max—
International

head of British
Pictures, has taken over the Regal,
giving his firm an outlet in the West
End.

well,

the

as

The

H. A. Powers.

disc

equipment

priced at $2,000, the sound-on-film
resenting 26 exchanges throughout
equipment at $5,000 and the dual systhe United States will meet here totem at $7,500.
day to further discuss organization.
Standardization of the units, says
Maurice Chase of Chase Pictures,
Powers, permits theaters installing
Buffalo is the prime mover in the plan
either system to add the other at
and, among others actively interested,
any time without discarding any part
are L. Korson of Masterpiece Film
of the equipment already installed.
(Continued on Page 14)
The motor drive of the new model
is a separate unit devised to overcome vibrations and eliminate breakage in P. E. cells and exciter lamps.
Entertainment for
Large sprockets in the sound-on-film
In addition to the snappy brand of
(Continued on Page 6)
entertainment to be offered at the
Fall Film Golf Tournament, there
will be more cups than ever before
offered as prizes. Another assurance
that a great day is in store for all
is the fact that the Gedney Farms
Country Club offers local golfers one
of best lay-outs in the metropolitan
Reproducing equipment for
area, velvet greens and close cropped
houses up to 500 seats, profairways, and no waiting.
vided for in the agreement with
Get in line for the fun as well as a
Allied States Ass'n, now is in
general good time at the Film Daily's
deliveries
with
(Continued on Page 2)
production
slated soon, according to Sydney E. Abel, general sales manis

More Cups and Bigger
Tourney

Alicoate.

the

DEVICE

Unquesthing

1000 per cent in the talkie lead
in a story of the air that has

of

NEW DE FOREST

any company.

to Allow Installation
of Dual Systems
disc,

sary to swing their new national distributing organization, operators rep-

Columbia
workshop to date. Frank Capra, Jack Holt, Lila Lee and
Ralph Graves batting close to

work for 1ittle fellow
the industry
will be determined by the small town
exhibitor whose problems and their
solutions he promised always will be
kept in his mind, M. A. Lightman
declared in formally accepting the
He
presidency of the M.P.T.O.A.
was selected unanimously by directors to fill the post made vacant by
retirement of R. F. Woodhull, who
now is executive vice president of
General Talking Pictures.
The fact that he was inducted in(Continued on Page 14)

in

tionably the finest
come out of the

Standardization of Device

Offered in three separate units,
sound-on-film or a combination
Chicago
With proposals before of both systems, the De Luxe 1930
them from coast producers to aid in Model Power's Cinephone is anrearing the financial structure neces- nounced
ready for
market by

—

"Flight"

lightmaiTSedges to

—Future

PLACED ON THE MARKET

Here

own

Memphis

Price 25 Cents

Producers May Aid Financing
of Independent Releasing Unit

M. A. Lightman, recently chosen
(Continued

1929

NEW MODEL POWERS CINEPHONE

M. P. T. 0. A. CONVEI

AT

15,

NEW PRICTSCALE ON

SMALL RCA-PHOTOPHONE

That Deal
—

ager of RCA-Photophone.

—

Paramount- Warner Headlines Selling the Franchise Plan FoxEquipment Deal Report Denied Adjustments on the Up and
Up— Other Events of the Week in Review
By CHARLES F. HYNES

—

Washington Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Washington Because
RCA-Photophone
that

it

was found
could

not

furnish sound-on-film and disc reproducers for houses up to 500 seats
day, now, announcement may be expected of the oft-reported at the price of $2,995 installed withand as often denied Warner-Paramount deal. It's been on and out sustaining a severe loss, Allied
sanctioned a reoff several times, but the latest dope is that it's all set, with States Ass'n, has
of prices, and has endorsed
vision
before
awaited
only the formal ok eh from the Department of Justice
the com-

ANY

the

the papers are signed

new

scale

drawn up by

(Continued on Page 15)

Gigantic in proportions, profound in the effect it will have upon
the complexion of this quickly-changing industry, the deal and its working out promise to provide interesting reading for some time to
come
Its approach toward the climax, characterized a week
marked by the report quickly denied that Fox has acquired control
of General Theater Equipment; reports of great headway by Allied
States Ass'n, in selling the franchise idea and an almost general move

—

—

(Continued

on

Page

14)

Denial Made in K.C. That
Puhlix Seeks Midland Co.
Kansas City— Denial

is

made

here

that Publix is dickering for purchase
of the Midland circuit of 75 houses
in Kansas and Missouri. Meanwhile.
M. B. Shanberg, general manager of

the

circuit,

is

in

New

York.

!

.
.

-1
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THAT DEAL, An Editorial by Charles F. Hynes
FINANCIAL
FILM DAILY'S FEATURE PAGE
AND THAT'S THAT, by Phil M. Daly
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$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
Subscribers should
Foreign, $15.00.
$3.00.
Address all communicaremit with order.
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadtions to
Phone Circle 4736way, New York, N. Y.
Filmday,
Cable address:
4737-4738-4739.
Hollywood, California Ralph
New York.
Granite
Phone
Blvd.
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood
London— Ernest W. Fredman, The
6607.
Wardour St., W.
89-91
Renter,
Film
Berlin
Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
I.
Paris
P. A. Harle,
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la
Cour-des-Noues, 19.
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(.QUOTATIONS AS OF FRIDAY)
High Low Close Sales
Am. Seat. ....... 31'A 30« 30«
200
Con. Fm. Ind.
24
Con. Fm. Ind, pfd. 2554

K

Kodak

East.

"A"

of

Kan-

Oakwood

Country Club.
Oct. 7-10 Meeting of S.M.P.E. at Toronto.
Oct. 29-31 Annual M. P. T. O. A. Meeting
at the Peabody Hotel, Memphis.
Dec. 9-10 Meeting of North Carolina ex-

...
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do pfd
Loew's Inc
do pfd
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F-L
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Warner Bros
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do rts
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MIDSTREAM
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SEEDS OF FREEDOM
12
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115
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95
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35J4
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23 over the Columbia Broad- and society. Mayor James J. Walkcasting network through 56 stations er will be the guest of honor and
chief speaker.
Among those schedscattered throughout the country.
uled to attend are:
The program will come from four
Eddie Cantor, newly elected presicentral points, namely, New York, dent of the
N.V.A.; William Fox,
Indianapolis, Omaha and Hollywood. Adolph Zukor, Jesse L. Lasky, HarLouis Witton will be in charge of ry M. Warner, Abe Warner, David
the feature.
Paramount stars and Sarnoff, John Ringling, S. L. Rotha-
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100
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2,800
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94^
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•Columbia Pets
•Film Insp
•Intern.

24 J*
25

CURB MARKET

& Katz

Bal.

Saranac Lake Formal opening of
Paramount-Publix hour will have
the National Vaudeville Artists new
its premiere between ten and eleven
Seat.
Sanatorium Sept. 15 is to be ushered Am.
•Warner
in

2
..

59^

Trans-Lux

13

Celebrities to Attend
Paramount-Publix Hour
Opening of Sanatorium
Over National Hook-up

o'clock Eastern Daylight saving time

%
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115
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Fox Fm.

Keith

hibitors at Butte.
of
England at

10
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Harrower
THE WEEK'S HEADLINES, Resume of the News...
THEATER EQUIPMENT, by Charles F. Hynes
FOREIGN MARKETS, by James P. Cunningham
PRESENTATIONE, by Herbert S. Berg

SHORT SUBJECTS
SOUND

17

4
4

Film Daily Files

HOLLYWOOD HAPPENINGS,
"A LITTLE FROM LOTS," by Ralph Wilk
REVIEWS OF NEWEST RELEASES, by Jack

—

and

4

4

Cunningham

P.

by Arthur W. Eddy
Coast News by Telegraph

—

The Industry's
Date Book

4

PRODUCTION IN THE EAST
SHORT SHOTS FROM N. Y. STUDIOS,

THE

Sept. 16

4

ALONG THE RIALTO,

JOHN W. ALICOATE

—

1

2

CURB BONDS

6s

6J4s

36..
28

81#

81#

81&
198

OVER THE COUNTER

Roxy "A"

Z6

29

do units
do com
Skouras Bros
United Art
do pfd
Univ. Ch. com.
do pfd

27

30

.

.

5

6

33

34

5

10
75

65
2

85

•LAST PRICE QUOTED

K-A-O Quarterly Dividend
Quarterly dividend of $1.75, payDavid Loew, Will H. Hays, J. J.
featured players as well as entertainMurdock, Sam Morris, Louis Mayer, able Oct. 1 on preferred stock of
"Living Billboard" ers from the Publix stage units Major
E. M. Bowes, Sam H. Har- record Sept. 21, has been declared by
Is Banned at Cleveland scheduled to appear in the hook-up ris, Florenz Ziegfeld, Charles B. Dil- Keith- Albee-Orpheum.
are Walter Huston, Claudette Col- lingham,
George White, A.
H.
Cleveland City Manager William
bert,
Charles Ruggles, Paul Ash, Woods and Arch
Hopkins
has
banned
"living
Selwyn.
R.
the
Nino Martini and others.
billboard" atop the marquee of the
Charles F. McCauley Dead
Stillman exploiting "The Hollywood
*•>
THE NAME YOU GO BY
Vallejo, Cal.
Funeral services were
Revue." He says it is a violation of More Cups and Bigger
.WHEN YOU GO TO BUY
held here recently for Charles F.
the building code and traffic.
Entertainment for Tourney McCauley, 59, manager of the Virhibitors'

unit at Pinehurst.

.fel,

M-G-M

—

BROOKS

—

Simmons Completes Film
Mike Simmons has just completed
editing and titling "After the Verdict," a seven reel British International feature, adapted from the novel

by Robert Hichens.

(Continued from Page 1)
regular Fall Golf Tournament. The
last event brought out Thomas Meighan, Leon Errol and a host of others.
This Gedney Farms Club Oct. 1 will
look more like a Broadway Revue
with the array of scheduled to appear.

died of a stroke following a
Surviving him are his
widow, two brothers and a sister.
illness.

A

Let Us Solve Your Problems
A

1540

B'WAY

Leterman
& Gates
INCORPORATED

N.Y.C.

TELEPHONE BRYANT 3040

N.Y.

ALSO 25.O0O

TEL 5580
"mt

COSTUMES to

PENN.

Wonderful Picture

Columbia Picture which had

last night

Stebbins,

1437 B-WAY.

I

"FLIGHT"

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

COSTUMES
GOWNS AND UNIFORMS

ginia,

long

its

World Premiere

was processed by

Stewart Film Process Co., Inc.
1600 Broadway

Tel. Lack.

2578

New York
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For Houses up to 2,000 Seats : Type 2MDA, Synchronous Disc and Sound on Film $3,500 ; Synchronous
Disc Only $2,500 .... For Houses up to 4,000 seats: Type 4MDA, Synchronous Disc and Sound on Film
$4,500; Synchronous Disc Only $3,500 .... The Pacent Film Attachment when sold separately is $750.
Two Attachments needed with each Pacent Disc System.

PACENT REPRODUCER CORP.

Film Center Bldg.

NEW YORK,

N. Y.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

THE

DAIUT

Along The Rialto

—AND
THAT'S

PhilM. Daly,

pulled a good gag in connection with opening of
"Flight" Friday night, sending out a special notice that the
pitchur would go at the George M. Cohan at eight-thirty
Sharp
It's aimed at the late arrival nuisance
Hiram
S. Brown, Radio-Keith-Orpheum prexy, made quite a hit with
his radio speech
Herb Crooker has written a mystery thriller,
"The Hollywood Murder Mystery," soon to be published

public

*

*

*

nament

stage and screen repeatedly
proves that a lotta good actors have
been sold ideas that they can do
some other type of role much better
than the type that made 'em a roll
and supplied the rolls and butter in
the

I must hie me
ethical culture teacher."

upon me.

away

cop,

down Main

who

is

to

have heard the charge that
the movies have demoralized
us shouted a thousand times or
more from the convention halls
where reformers are wont to
meet.
pay little attention to
it
any more, even though the
charge has been repeated so
many times that the very repetition of it has caused many of us
to accept it as truth, to consider
it
a deplorable condition which
must be borne with resignation,
tion.

Calvin Cobb in
"Boise (Idaho) Statesman"
*

JOBS

No.41

Industry Statistics
By JAMES
Statistical

Twenty-five subjects are included
trade practice resolution adopted by producers at the Trade Practice
Conference in New York, in treatment of which special care is to be
exercised "to the end that vulgarity
and suggestiveness may be eliminated
and that good taste may be emphas-

These

ized.

are:

ONE
talking

The use

office.

The

history,

institutions,

prominent

;

Arson;

4.

The use

5.

Theft,

of firearms;
robbery, safecracking and dynamiting of trains, mines, buildings, etc. (having in mind the effect what a too-detailed
description of these may
have upon the

moron)
,

6.

Film

fects

Sympathy
Attitude

public

charges

16.
The sale
selling her virtue

ment, is developing in much
quicker time.
"The Daily Film Renter"

and

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
to

children and ani-

Brutality and possible gruesomeness

of people or animals
of women, or of a

17.

Rape or attempted rape;

18.
19.

Man and woman

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

First

IN

woman

night scenes;

in bed together;
Deliberate seduction of girls;

The

developed

as

Sedition;

Apparent cruelty
Branding

movie

by

for criminals;

toward

amazing.
silent

rapidly from the old magic lantern, but the sound picture, a remarkable new type of entertain-

institutions
13.
14.

is

The

Daily

;

11.
12.

in the realm of color picand third dimensional ef-

tures

7.
Technique of committing murder
whatever method;
8.
Methods of smuggling
Third-degree methods;
9.
10.
Actual hangings or electrocutions
legal punishment for crime;

1

religion,

made

No.41

CUNNINGHAM

15.

of the flag.
International relations
(avoiding pio
turizing in an unfavorable light another coun1.

3.

boy

More

Speed Than Did Silents
great advantage now of

mals

2.

try's

office

P.

Editor,

in the

people and citizenry)

GABRIEL HESS,

*

Talkers Develop with

*

THEIR
FIRST

*

films is
that they
bring every member of the audience as close to the action as
possible.
The progress being

to

goes to Little Theater Guild shows.

law

WE

that sound and dialogue have established
themselves as definite factors in the present era
of the motion picture producing world there necessarily must be future, and more or less drastic developments, and in my opinion, mechanically speaking, the
first salient change due to the new medium of sound
and dialogue will be a larger screen on
which the pictures will be projected. $J
JOHN W. CONSIDINE, Jr.

Street to the dethe traffic

*

*

*

Have Demoralized Our Morals

44 Now

That's

the old "It" stuff,
So
Clara. And after you have collected
500 additional grand, then quit the
racket and get yourself a character
part in a Little Theater Guild show,
where you can go as arty as you
please. Nobody will care, for nobody

in a

*

Riddles Charge Motion Pictures

citizens and
human, too.
*

stick

1

it

We

showing character, but what will
your fan following think about it?
They will be expecting your comeback to Cuthbert will be like this:
"Atta kid! Lead me to those whoopee
places and we'll tear the joints wide
Saying which you jump up
open."
on his back, say "Giddap," and go
of the

and personally we

will be the next
big improvement after sound, the
only practical solution would be
the adoption of a standard size.
"Motion Picture Record," Seattle

*

*

all,

believe that

Oscar (Tiffany-Stahl) Hanson is certainly spending railroad
Lowell (Educational) Calvert, recalls the
one about the Swedes who went to visit a friend at the hospital
and were told they couldn't see him because he was convalescing.
"Okeh," they okehed, "we'll wait."

Picture yourself, Clara, in a character part where the boy friend wants
you to make whoopee, and you say
"No,
to him with great dignity:
Cuthbert, the urge of the Higher Life

light

Oct.'

be used at

fare these days

satisfying quantities.

tearing

we are not in a position to state as to whether
the new wide film will be generally adaptable or not, one interesting fact comes out of Hollywood regarding this new departure in picture projection.
This
very interesting feature of which
we speak is the spirit of co-operation among the various producers
striving for perfection in these
third dimension pictures, toward
reaching a standard width for
general useage. If wide film is to

Carrier Engineering Co.'s interesting house organ recites the
one about the film magnate who squawked because the director
hired such a little man to play the important role of Napoleon.
Doc Giannini has returned from Yurrop
Joe Kennedy and J. E. Otterson are on the way back
Keeping
track of the number of Publix houses in the expansion program
must be as tough on Dave Chatkin as counting his golf strokes.
Spikking of that pastime, H. J. (Consolidated) Yates is
said to be improving his game, probably for the Film Daily tour-

sold that idea to Mary Pickford,
the same as they sold her the idea
that she could do "Dorothy Vernon
The history of
of Haddon Hall."

my

WHILE

sion

a great chance to do this character
stuff. But some author has already

*

Urges Necessity of One Standard
Adoption of Wide Angle Film

in

Charley Farrell gets to Noo Yawk Sept. 25
Singing
ushers was the gag used by the Capitol, Detroit, during the run
of "On With the Show," four of the boys doing their stuff from
the center aisle before the performance and during intermis-

Well, Clara, personally we think
you're all wrong. Mebbe you have
been ill-advised. Possibly some budding author with a scenario of
"The Taming of the Shrew" has
sold you the idea that it offers you

is

— €—

COLUMBIA

three
statement that she doesn't give
being
of
business
whoops about this
Clara states it as her
the "It" Girl.
that she should be
conviction
honest
She feels
playing character parts.
robbed
being
are
admirers
that her
she
of a real insight into just what
doing.
of
capable
is

1929

Current Opinion

Jr.

DALY

come out in the
CLARA BOW has
the startling
with
prints

15,

Timely Topics
A Digest of

with

THAT
Bi PHIL M.

Sunday, September

institution

of

marriage;

Surgical operations
The use of drugs;
Titles or scenes having to do with the
law enforcement or law-enforcing officers;
25.
Excessive or lustful kissing, particularly when one character or the other is "heavy."

Edwin Carewe

to

make

series for

Pathe.
*

*

*

King Vidor quits Robertson-Cole
to form own unit.

Should Price
be the main consideration?
The Western Electric Sound
System never has been

and never will be
on a price basis

— offered

.

IS the highest priced equipment

ITthe

market

— and

appeal to exhibitors

for

reasons

who have

now on

that

cedure

must

—

.

.

— the omission of which would be harm-

ful to exhibitor,

producer and manufacturer.

Not only does the exhibitor

vision, a sense

profit

by

this

of responsibility to their patrons and the reputa-

three-fold guarantee of quality in assuring for

tion of their theatres at heart.

himself a satisfied public

Its

the

price

traffic

is

"how much will
by "how well can

— but rather

—

But he has the further assurance that three, five
or ten years hence he will not have an " orphan"
on his hands.
(f^\
Price? As few
as 40 or 50 new
patrons a day
will more than
pay for a Western

not governed by

bear"

now

we design, manufacture, install and service."
The Bell Telephone Laboratories will not design apparatus that does not give the best results

knowledge can produce.
The Western Electric Company will not
manufacture apparatus that does not measure up to the highest mechanical and elecscientific

Electric

Sound

System, installed

trical standards.

and serviced in a
1000 seat house!

Electrical Research Products Inc. will not

omit one step in

its

installing

and servicing pro-

Think of quality first.

It's

what your public demands

Westm
SOU

lectric

SYSTEM

ND
Distributed by

Electrical Research Products Inc.
250 West 57th Street,
Member of American Picture Producers and

New

York, N. Y.

Distributors of America, Inc

Will H. Hays, President

fj^E^

Sunday, September

DAILY

NEW DEVELOPMENTS

SOUND

IN

THE FAST GROWING
FIELD OF SYN-

CHRONIZATION

By

CHARLES

F.

1929

15,

ON EQUIPMENT
AND VARIOUS DE-

TIPS

NOW

VICES ARE

AVAILABLE

HYNES

ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES

FOR W.
With

E.

THEATERS

PROGRAMJJNDER WAY

and mailing

New sound studio being built by
Photocolor Corp. at its plant at Irvington-on-the-Hudson, will be completed by Oct. 15, states President

publication

the

to all Western Electric wired houses
of the second press sheet to help
publicize and advertise this sound
system, Electrical Research Products
offers additional free accessories to

Frank

Nemec,

E.

who

recently

launched a program of expansion

at

The lobby plaques

color studios.
The new studio
has a 65 by 44 foot stage.
The studios at Irvington occupy
the former plant of "Cosmopolitan
Magazine," and 100,000 feet of film
are being processed each week with
present facilities and equipment, according to Nemec.
These facilities
are being expanded to take care of
1,000,000 feet of film per week bv

part of the equipment.

Dec. 1.
Six new Photocolor cameras, costing $8,000 each, are being manufactured at the Irvington plant, and will
be ready within ten weeks. This will

the

exhibitors.

window

include a bronzoid lobby
colored one sheets, colored
cards and free cuts and mats

the
of
stories

and

These
plaque,

publicity
for
illustrations
the advertising- layouts

suggested

in

this

eight-page

press

sheet.

are being disProdResearch
Electrical
tributed by
ucts' service staff to houses already
wired and will, in the case of all
future installations, be included as

increase

colored one sheets announce
advent of talking pictures over

The
the
the

with

Western Electric Sound System
"It's Here."
the two words:

Room for the theater imprint
at the bottom of the poster.
The colored advance
card, 22

by

14,

is

is

Western Electric system trade
mark and the catch line: "The Voice
Western

Electric system trade mark are offered in from one column to eight
sizes.

Publicity stories on the growth of
sound pictures and on the Western
Electric system are brought up to

date in this press sheet.
It also carries an insert illustrating how the system is being advertised profitably by various exhibitors
through the country. This sheet bears
Exhibitors'
"The
heading:
the

Forum:

A

Page Devoted

to the In-

terchange of Advertising Ideas to Get
Publicity Value of the
ern Electric Sound System."
Full

West-

Engineering Departments
of 3

Firms to Combine

Engineering departments of GenElectric, Westinghouse and Ra-

eral

dio-Victor is planned, the combined
department to be located at Camden,
N. J. The merger is to co-ordinate
patent holders of RCA and absorption of Victor Talking Machine Co.,
by that organization.

Sound
Chicago

for

Asher Bros. House

— The

</<•

luxe

1930

Cinephofie

Diversey, operated

Canadian Gov't Plans
to
Ottawa

Cinephone

Placed on the Market

Make Ten

Talkers

—Ten

talking and sound
pictures are to be produced by the
Canadian government at its studio
starting next January, says the Canadian department of trade and com-

(Continued from Page

number

color

of

and

rebuilt the

booth for sound.

Columbia

release.

Pacent Firm Active
in

Mexican Market

R.

Scanlan,

chief

service

installation engineer for Pacent Reattachment are claimed to give greatproducer
Corp., has left for Mexico
er smoothness and evenness of tone
in

reproduction.

Manual

—

Buys Oliver Reproducer
Greenville, Pa.— Charles Moyer has

singing and dancing productions, for

Warren

1)

controls

have been simplified for ease of operation.
Gearings have been silenced
by being enclosed in grease-filled
housing.
This improvement makes
merce. The new plant, occupying a lubrication entirely automatic, and is
large structure in the outskirts of said to insure even operation, safety
the city, is now ready and the sound and long life to the moving parts.
The turntable for the disc attachpolicy is being adopted.
Intimation
ment is so designed that the discs
is given that the synchronization of
the new releases will be done with fit down into a recess and are prothe assistance of a private film com- tected without use of a guard rail.
The amplifiers used with the De
pany.
Canadian government releases will Luxe Model are especially designed
comprise both English and French instruments with circuit protectors
speaking prints because of their ex- guarding main arteries from destructensive distribution throughout the tive feed-backs and voltage fluctuaThe whole design is conworld. More than 2 00 theaters in tions.
Canada also use the government pic- structed to make every part easily
tures regularly each week, distribu- accessible
so that bulbs may be
tion being made through Canadian changed and the instrument cleaned
Universal.
without loss of time or any interruption of the show.
The new design
while differing greatly in appearance
Lyric Installs Sound Equipment
Tomahawk, Wis.
Kuehling and from the previous models, preserves
Foster, owners of the Lyric Theater the compact construction of other
will install sound equipment, it was models. The equipment is turned out
in frosted black finish.
announced today.

by Asher Bros, has inaugurated its purchased an Oliver Reproducer for
vaudeville and sound picture pro- the Strand. He remodeled the house
gram.

model Powers

New Model Powers

the

column

new

the

11

tion a series of 26 all color, talking,

carries a suggestion of

of Action Is Calling You."
Free mats and cuts of the

lie

left

window

teaser

7

to

cameras which the organization will
have ready for production purposes.
Photocolor now has under produc-

City to supervise

work

of installing

Pacent equipment in ten large houses
owned and operated by Jose Escheverria Y Cia.
Both disc and sound
on film attachments were sold to the

Mexican houses, the contract for the
ten theaters involving about $50,000.
contract for the Type 4
Pacent system has just been signed
with A. Rodrequez and Hermano of
Monterey, Mexico, for the Rodriquez

MDA

A

Theater.

Fernando Mier, New York, has
been appointed Mexican sales representative
tive of

for

Pacent.

He

is

a

na-

Mexico.

Vitaphone

at

Abe N. Adelson,

Film Center
president of the

Film Center Building, New York,
announces the lease of more than
half a floor to the Vitaphone Corp.
of America.
Possession is Oct. 1
The lease was made through Cross
& Brown, renting agents for the
building which is now over 80 per
cent

filled.

Piano House Wired
Piano, Tex.

—

"College Coquette,"

Columbia talker, inaugurated the
W. E. Device for F & R House
sound picture policy at the Palace.
Western Electric The house is equipped with Kipp
Minneapolis
sound equipment has been installed sound equipment, according to S. E.

—

at the Astor,

F & R

house.

Dean, owner.

A

Service
That Consistently Makes Friends
RCA

Photophone,

Inc. is in the business of

manu-

To

committed

this end, it is

to giving the highest

facturing and marketing motion picture sound

possible value, plus a quality of cooperation and

recording and reproducing equipment only.

service that goes

Fairness to

sincere in-

The

believes

friends

all is its

tent, its creed.

It

cardinal tenet

plays

no

.

favorites.

.

.

It

its

result

is

among

beyond the

that

letter

RCA Photophone

precedented numbers. Likewise

the industry as a whole are served. Its goal

is

theatre add to

make

— to

itself

the servant of the entire industry

serve the exhibitor every step of the way.

ItCA

qualities
it is

ATLANTA:

IOI

MARIETTA STREET

CHICACO! I0O W.

making

its

it

friends through

will

its

help every

superior tone

and dependable performance. To

prove

install

this.

PHOTOPHOM,
Inc.
KAIHOCOkPORATION

SUBSIDIARY HE
4ll

to

is

exhibitors of every affiliation in un-

interests are served best only as the interests of
to

of the contract.

FIFTH
MONROE STREET

AMKKICA
YORK CITY
Ol

AVENUE
KANSAS

CITY,

-

NEW

MO: DAVIDSON BLDG.

DENVER: 817- I7TH STREET

SAN FRANCISCO: 235

MONTGOMERY

STREET

—

news

c

world
coverage
entertainment
value
Brooklyn boy throws the

would make a

and

figuratively.

Sidney Franklin, toreador,

swell congressman.

Antarctic Penguins at

showing what's sauce

West

bull, literally

Hagenbeck Zoo, Germany, do a
for the

Point dons football togs

Dixie flappers get a

thrill

goose

is

Hoboken Daschunds have

their

goose -step

hash for the Penguin.

and get down

by becoming

stately

to business for the

fir.emen for

coming season.

a day.

day. Beer and hot dogs are the favorite

fruit

of

these animated sausages.

Long shot wins

in

Handicap on Crete,

muddy
HI.,

flurry.

track.

Blackwood, 18 to

1,

captures $25,000 Lincoln

WILLIAM

B.

SHEARER

Briand of Prance,

England assemble with wqrld

Cecil of

On

the front pages of every newspaper,

of Senate investigation

tells his

MacDonald and Lord

side

on "Big Navy" propaganda.

statesmen at League of Nations conclave

in

Geneva.

RAMSAY MacDONALD
Premier of Great

tone what he
his

American

Britain, states exclusively for

will

discuss with President

Movie-

Hoover on

Another front page scoop.

visit.

Bobby Jones,
teur golf

champion, bows to the new

king of the fairways, Harrison

CHARLES G. DAWES

ama-

four times national

R.

Johns-

ton, St. Paul, Minn., broker.

American Ambassador to England, talks on disarmament at meeting in Scotland, a topic
which

is

on the

lips

of

the world.

War

Lord

of Manchuria, gathers his council at

Muk-

Marshal Chang Hsiao -Hang,

den and reviews troops ready to

CHINA

—

face Russia at the

Chinese troops prepare.

front.

*

—

JAPAN
First

and

exclusive pictures of Graf

Zeppelin arrival

in

Tokyo.

to

London

ENGLAND —
MacDonald

flies

to discuss

Palestine trouble.

SCOTLAND

—

mm

Dawes and MacDonald meet.

SWITZERLAND

—

League of Nations convenes.

MANCHURIA

—

MarshalChang establishes martial law.

GERMANY —
Penguin parade.

SPAIN

—

The Brooklyn

bull -fighter.

—J%&*
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SOUND MAKES POSSIBLE

Short Shots from

MORE NOVELTY

New York Studios

IN

SHORTS

By

ARTHUR

W.

"SOUND PERSPECTIVE"

SATIRE FINDING PLACE
IN FILMS,

SAYS WRITER

Novelty, the catchword of show"Brilliant satire is finding a niche
ALLEN, de luxe wisecrackmanship, has never before been sc
ef for audiences who pay and pay in the motion picture of today," says
strong a possibility in the motion picto laugh with him, in "The Little Edmund Joseph, dialogue writer for
ture art as today with the boon of
Show," current Broadway hit, is mak- Warner Bros.
Eastern Studios. "Essound, declares Richard Currier, proing a short for Vitaphone at its
Gramercy
duction head of the
stu
pecially
is this true in the short one
Brooklyn homestead, under direction
dios of RCA Photophone in New
of Murray Roth.
One of Fred's re- and two reelers. Audiences of toYork.
cent allegations is that some studios day are of a peculiar tenor, not only
Particularly is this true in the short
make up their payroll in the minia- do they like to laugh at a play, but
subject field, he declares, a field vast
ture department.
Incidentally, ap- with a play as well. This was proven
ly enlarged and made increasingly
pearing with him in the short are by the number of satires both of thirimportant by virtue of the speech and
Herb Miller, who has been working period and of days that are past
music with which it is now endowed
at Paramount, and Rose Herbert, which were so successfully presented
"The old groove of the short sub who is not related to Herb but on the legitimate stage last season
ject,
the program-filler groove, is
whose hubby is Hugh Herbert, the among which were 'Chicago,' 'The
"The writer.
outmoded," Currier declared.
Road to Rome' and 'Helen of Troy.' "

FRED

and that is what it
today, must be produced
Job of editing "The Dancer of
with precisely the sense and technic Barcelona," Lily Damita importation,
of
the finest full length feature. has been finished by Pierre Arnaud.
Here at Gramercy studios we have who has been saturating himself
been experimenting with the new with foreign product for some years
sound phase and the short subject past and who knows what it's all
and we feel that we have evolved a about.
short

feature,

really

is

medium which

is

at

once

motion

picture and dramatic talking action.
I also find that the boundless possibilities of the camera, with its nu-

Hegeman, who played the
comedy lead in "The Wooden Ki-

merous angles and changes

a

Alice

mono," stage

has been signed for
Laughing Lady,"
being
Eagels
production
ting, lend to the talking short fea- Jeanne
for
coherent made at Paramount. She has workture an opportunity
ed in "Ziegfeld's Follies" and "Greenblending of picture and sound.
"We have attempted to do this, as wich Village Follies."
for example in "St. Louis Blues,''
The 200th short subject was made
now playing at the Rialto on BroadWarner Bros. Vitaphone Studio
at
way, in which the mood of the picthis week since the opening of the
ture is not only created by the talk
and music but by the pictorial ac- studio on Dec. 15. Charles Hackett
tion which has been harmonized with in several arias from "Faust" had
the distinction of making the 200th
the sound."
of

set-

Comedy, according

to Currier, is
finding itself raised to new heights
by the introduction of talk.

Chevalier's Next
Paranext
Chevalier's
talker will be made at the As-

Making
Maurice

mount

toria plant.

which

It

Hobart

"The Big Pond,"
Henley will direct.

is

Production starts about the middle
of

November.

LEE BEG6S
producer-director
of

role

in

hit,

"The

short.

for an office boy and
from a staff of a dozen boys Milton
was chosen to fill the part.

called

Edgar

Carver,

Caledonian

American Sound Recording Corp. studio.

conductor

of

Symphony Orchestra

the

of

London, and Alfred Mitchell, conductor and musical director of the
Bohemian Picture Theater of Dublin,
and Altrincham, England, are
assisting Harold Levey, musical director at the eastern Vitaphone studios, in the scoring of numerous pictures for foreign distribution.

a series of domestic

comedies being made at

As

PHIL
(.Formerly

ARMAND
Warner

with

Brothers)

now photographing

LEE BEGGS SERIES
American Sound Recording
Corp.

a

test

case

for

pictures,

a

satire

of

Mid-Victorian period, called "The Gay
Nineties" was done in two reels, at the
studio, several weeks ago.
It was received
by audiences with such acclaim it is said,
that a series of satires are now scheduled
the

be made under the direction of Murray
Roth.
The first of thesei called "In the Nick
of Time," written by Edmund Joseph, has
just been made.
to

Joseph has been identified especially with
type of literary work for the past 11
years.
When he was 21 he was dramatic
critic for the Houston Chronicle and a contributor to leading magazines.
He came to
New York and began a career as a writer
of vaudeville acts.
Then he authored "Polly
of Hollywood," a musical comedy which was
presented at the Cohan Theater in New
York.
This was followed by a trip to the
Coast to become dialogue writer for Fox
Movietone short subjects.
Just previous to
the opening of the Eastern Vitaphone Studios
he was signed by Warner Bros, to
come East and continue his work as dialogue
and continuity writer.
He has written a
number of one and two reel comedies which
have been produced under the direction of
Murray Roth. With Roth he also made the
screen adaptation of "The Royal Box" the
this

full-length all-talking picture to be made
foreign language, in which Alexander
Moissi, German star made his first appearance on the screen.
first

in

Milton Singer, office boy at War
ner Bros, eastern studios, must be
the "typical American office boy."
Several sketches that were filmed
lately

USED

IN

EDDYi^

"APPLAUSE"

"Sound perspective" is the latest
phrase to find use among workers at
Paramount's Long Island studio. It
came into use during filming of "Apunder direction of Rouben
Mamoulian, who recorded nearly 85
per cent of his picture by the camera
plause,"

in

motion.
As the phrase

implies,
it
describes the
in relation to distance
that objects pictorially diminish as distance increases.
But it goes
much farther than this in its actual ap-

diminution

sound

of

same

the

iii

ratio

plication.

With the
Mamoulian

screen technique developed by
filming this
picture,
many

in

problems were presented

to the sound recordengineers.
instance, the director filmed an important story sequence in which action occurs simultaneously in the audience of the
theater, on the stage and in the wings.
Obviously,
the noises of the audience would
sound differently to the performers on the
stage than to the listeners in the wings.
"Sound perspective" was required to secure
just the right shading of sound values.

ing

For

This problem was met by installing a
microphone in each section of the theater
where the double action took place.
These
microphones were connected with the individual channels to the sound recording rooms
and two separate sound tracks made of the
same sound.
As heard from one section of
the set, the sound was relatively loud; as
heard from another, it was much fainter. By
subsequent printing from these two separate
sound tracks, perfect "sound perspective" was
obtained.
the moving camera, it was necessary
keep relative sound values at all times.
This was accomplished in most instances by
attaching the microphone to the camera booth
and moving it simultaneously with the camera, thus keeping the exact ratio of sound

With

to

value

to

pictorial

distance.

200 VITAPHONE SHORTS

a

Paramount Adds 25 P. C.
to Area at L. I. Studio
With its program calling for 24
talking features and 24 shorts, Paramount's Long Island studio has added approximately 25 per cent to its
area through the construction of an
addition.
The new structure, which
measures 200x60, will house the enlarged music department, the carpenter and paint shops, purchasing
department, transportation division
and the shipping and receiving rooms.
Other units in the building include
four projection rooms.
Transfer of
departments provides more
these
room for production work in the
main structure.

SET FOR ROTH IN EAST
Of a total of 278 Vitaphone shorts
planned by Warner Bros, for the new
season's program, 200 will be made
under supervision of Murray Roth at
the eastern studio. Seventy-eight will
be produced at the Coast under supervision of Bryan Foy.
Production policy at the eastern
plant will call for name vaudeville
acts and also will include many novelties.
At the Coast will be made
52 one-reel playlets and 26 two
reelers.

Among

the

short

subjects

just

completed at the Warner Bros. Vitaphone studios are Will Aubrey and
Company in a skit titled "A Night
on the Bowery," under direction of

Murray Roth.
Roth also directed
James M. Burke and Eleanor DurCopelan in Exhibition
kin in a program of songs and a
Herbert Copelan, of the production two reel sketch titled "In the Nick of

department of Warner Bros, eastern Time," written by Edmund Joseph.
Vitaphone studios, is resigning to go In the cast appeared Sidney Toler,
with Spyros Skouras.
Dorothy Hall and Jimmie Dunn.

i
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ff

Way Mark

Pathe Nears Half
—

Thirteen of Season's Scheduled 30 Completed or in Work United Artists
Says Report— Ralph Wilk's Personality Paragraphs and Other Wired

8 FILMS COMPLETED,
EIVE IN

its program for the comwell under way at Pathe
Already 13 of the 30 productions,
planned for the new season have
been completed or are in production
Completed pictures include "Paris
is

"The Sophomore," "Big
Bound,"
"The
Holiday,"
"Sailors'
News."
Awful Truth," "Her Private Affair,"
"Oh, Yeah?" and "The Racketeer."
James Gleason and Robert Armstrong are featured in "Oh, Yeah?"
Films in production are "Red Hot
Rhythm," with Alan Hale, Kathryn
Crawford, Josephine Dunn and WalO'Keefe; "Rich People," with
ter
Constance Bennett, Robert Ames,
Regis Toomey, Mahlon Hamilton,
John Loder and Ilka Chase; "His
First Command," with William Boyd
and Dorothy Sebastian; "This Thing
Called Love," with Constance Bennett and ZaSu I'itts, and "The Grand
Parade," with Helen Twelvetrees,
Fred Scott, Richard Carle, Marie
Astaire, Russell Powell,

son and
storv

of

Tom

Mahoney.

minstrel

Emmett Rogers,

is

life

Bud JamieThe last, a
by Howard

______

Stein,
nett,

time

meyer, Gregory La Cava, Leo McSpencer Bennet, Marshal!
Carey,
Neilan, Frank Reicher, Richard Boleslavsky, Rollo Lloyd, Paul Powell

and Anthony Brown.
Jolson Film Starts Soon
Al Jolson's next Vitaphone picture, based on Irving Berlin's "Mr.
Bones," goes into production next
week under direction of Michael
Curtiz.
It will come to the screen
as "Mammy." Lois Moran will have
the feminine lead. Other players will
be Louise Dresser, Lowell Sherman
Tully Marshall and Mitchell Lewis.

Laurel and Hardy Next Set
Laurel and Hardy, Hal Roach
comedians, are appearing in "The
Hoosegow," under the direction of
James Parrott. Edgar Kennedy, Jimmy Finlayson and Tiny Sanford are
appearing in support.

McLAGLEN,

one

at

of

He

has
just completed a model of his brother, Victor, which will be placed in
the forecourt of the Grauman's Chinese theater to aid in the exploitation

of

is

also a sculptor.

"The Cock-Eyed World."
*

*

*

Jack Bao-So, former
pleted an important
Justice," at Fox.
*

Ida

New York

star, has comrole in "Frozen

University football

*

*

secretary

Fischer,

mount

to

An

pictures,

"Lightning

Korda, is an airplane enthusiast. She has taken
ground lessons and aspires to

versal

He

serial.

*

*

is

starring in
a Uniworked in

Express,"

"The Single Standard"
"The Forward Pass."

a pilot.
*

a talker production.

engaged to write the score for "Pea
George Barraud in Murray Cast
cock Alley," starring Mae Murray.
Tiffany-Stahl has assigned George
He has also written "He's So UnusBarraud to play opposite Mae Murual" for Helen Kane, as one of her
numbers in Paramount's "Sweetie." ray in "Peacock Alley." The story
was written by Carey Wilson and
*
*
*
adapted for the screen by Frances
Gene Towne and Ray Harris, who
Hyland.
wrote the adaptation of "The Queen
starring
Jazz,"
Dorothy
Mackaill,
of
Green Adapting Columbia Film
are doing the adaptation of an unEdward J. Green has been assigntitled story.
ed by Columbia to prepare the adap*
*
*
tation and do the dialogue for "The
Lane Chandler, who supMelody Man."
ported Clara Bow, Esther Ralston and other stars in Para-

Alexander

become

A.

United Artists, it is reported, has
engaged Mme. Schumann-Heinck for

—

champion

heavyweight

Australia,

THE

and

Doorway

*

*

ol Hospitality

*

now pervades

air of royalty

the
ap-

"Empty Bottles," which was written by Frayik Gay, will be produced
on Broadway, in the fall. Frank
has written the continuity for "Nix

First National lot, due to the
pearance of Count Phil de Esco, who
has joined Mervyn Le Roy's staff on
on Dames," which Donald Gallaher
"The Girl from Woolworth's."
will direct for Fox.
*
*
*

Boteler

playing a
"Navy Bines,"
is

naval officer in
which George Hill is directing. Wade has worn the blue
for so many pictures that he
could almost be taken for a
member of Uncle Sam's service, particularly as this is
his fifth trip for scenes at the
Naval Base at San Diego.
*

*

said,

"How Am

to

I

in

*

—As

*

Don Eddy assembled

a crowd of
trade and newspaper writers aiid
took them to San Bernardino to
meet Rudy Vallee on, his first Coast
trip.
We chatted with Rudy and
learned that he is 28 years old;
majored in Spanish and business at
Yale; has his money in a trust fund

*

as a tourist

gullible

Hollywood.
*

*

Robert Kurrle, the cameraman,
a

veteran

Back

flyer.

the
photographed
from the air, riding

Curtiss

plane.

graphed

"Rio

in

Panama
in

He

an open front
photo-

recently
and
Rita"
*

*

"Four

*

has been
Lucien
engaged for the featured charLittlefield

"La Marseillaise,"
which will be made by Universal. He recently finished work
acter role in

in

"No, No, Nanette" for First

National.

"Le

Marseillaise"

will be his sixteenth all-talking
picture.

and would have gone to South
America had he not been a success
in

Dialoguing

this country.
*

*

*

Abner Silver's vacation here
The song writer
short-lived.
here only a few days when he

was
was
was

i?

he
Canal

1909

Feathers."

Know." Going

Am

*

*

Simile

*

to the dining room, Berlin learned
that the name of the song was
"Flow
I to Know."
*

daughter of Sam
Wood, the director, has made her
screen debut in "Cotton and Silk,"
She
which her father is directing.
has had much stage experience and
played featured roles in "Why Not?"
and "Redemption."

Wood,

Jeane

*

Irving Berlin strolled through the
lobby of the Hotel Roosevelt and
listened to a song being played in
the dining room. He asked two fellow song writers the name of the
song, but they did not know it. He
turned toward Al Kingston, and Al

*

*

*

Wade

being directed by

Edward H. Griffith, Tay GarHoward Higgin, Fred New-

Mme. Schumann-Heinck
To Be Signed by U.

RALPH WILK "mmmmlmmm

By

HoII\'7k'00<1

ARTHUR

Fred Newmeyer.
Players under contract with Pathe
include: Ina Claire, William Boyd.
Ann Harding, Constance Bennett,
Robert Armstrong, Alan Hale, Eddie
Quillan, Jeanette Loff, Carol Lombard, Harry Bannister, Junior Coghlan, Stanley Smith, Russell Gleason,
Frank Reicher, Marilyn Morgan and
Jimmy Aldine.
Among the directors are: Paul

Sign Schumann-Heirick
News from Coast Studios.

A Little from "Lots"

PRODUCTION

Work on

ing year

May

"The Behavior of
Mrs. Crane"
for Laura La Plante

sNTER

the doorway mi

popular ho*telry and you feel at house.
There'* ao atmosphere of cordial welcoaaa
which marlu tha difference between the
Hollywood Plata and ordinary hotel*.
rhl*

Tour room, too, ha* that added touch
of dUtlnctlon. Picture* on the wall, ova*•raffed furniture, a floor lamp and reading
lamp . . . theie are but a few of the feature*
that

make you feel

at

home.

Plg'n WhUde Dining Service ln*ura* the
bait of food. Therefore, when you are nana
In hot Angela* ba rare to investigate.

THE HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA
HOTEL

Vine Street at Hollywood Boulevard

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

;

;;

THE

*

DAILY
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"In Old California"
with Henry B. Walthall, Helen
Ferguson, George Duryea,
Ray Hallor

with

"Side Street
Owen, Matt and Tom Moore

Sunday, September

"Looping the Loop"
with Werner Kraus, Warwick

"Honor"

Ward

(Silent)
Length: 6676

(All-Talker Version)

Paramount
ft.
Length: 6965 ft.
RKO
GOOD
STORY
OF
CIRCUS
(All-Talker)
GETS OVER AS POPULAR LIFE WITH INTERESTING
Audible Pictures Length: 5,500 ft. FARE WITH THE IRISH AT- LOVE TRIANGLE AND SENSASTRONG AUDIENCE FEA- MOSPHERE WELL HANDLED TIONAL LOOP - THE - LOOP
TURE GETS OVER WITH COL- BY THE THREE MOORE SCENE.
POP ENTERTAINORFUL STORY, FINE ACTING BOYS.
MENT.
AND DIRECTION. RECORDING Drama. The idea is not bad at all, Drama of circus life. Produced by
GOOD THROUGHOUT.
and was rather pleasingly handled by Ufa in Berlin. Werner Kraus plays

Drama

of old California.
Burton
King directed this with intelligent understanding of the romantic and colorful atmosphere, and succeeded in

turning out an independent production that rates well up the list with
the best of its type.
It is an approach to "In Old Arizona," but in
no way encroaches on the plot of
this outdoor masterpiece.
It has the
same tense story interest and Mexican
color,
and moves smoothly,
building to a touching and tense climax. The story hinges around old

Don

Pedro, played by Henry Wala Spanish grandee whose wife
had been lured away from him by
an unknown man, taking their little
girl with her.
Years later we see
thall,

Don Pedro
ler,

in the clutches of a

gamb-

and events develop rapidly.

Helen Ferguson, Henry B. WalGeorge Duryea. Ray Hallor, Orral
thall,
Humphrey, Larry Steers, Richard Carlyle,
Harry Alien, Lew Stern, Paul Ellis, Carlotta
Monta, Gertrude Chorre.
Director, Burton King Author, Fred Hart
Adaptor, Arthur Hoerl ; Dialoguer, the same
Editor, Earl Turner;
Cameraman, Charles
Cast:

;

Boyle.

Mai

although he the part of the circus clown, in love
with a girl from whom he conceals
the fact that he is a clown, as he believes no woman can really fall in
love with a man of his calling. Later
appeal with the popular crowd who the girl meets the circus performer
It concerns who does the daredevil circus loop
like this type of stuff.
the history of three Irish brothers, and after a quarrel with his sweeta detective, a bootlegger and a hos- heart, goes with the other to LonOpens with scenes of don as his partner in the act. Botto.
pital doctor.
the Irish family, and develops the the clown, follows, and gets a posifact that one of the brothers is rath- tion in the circus where he can be
er out of the family life for the mo- near the girl he loves.
He befriends
ment.
Later we see Owen as the her in his clown disguise, and she
racketeer, running his roof garden does not suspect he is the man she
joint and surrounded by his under- really loves.
At the opening perA row occurs, some- formance, the stunt performer does
world gang.
body is injured, and this brings the his sensational loop, but misses his
It grasp, and falls to the floor of the
detective brother and the doctor.
results in a scene where the racket- circus, badly injured.
Then the girl
director

showed

St.

Clair,

originality in treatment.
It plays up the Irish family atmosphere with all the attendant sentiment, and will no doubt exert a wide
little

eer's own gang get their boss, mistaking him for the detective.
Cast:

Moore,

Moore, Matt Moore, Tom
Dunn, Frank Sheridan, KathPerry, Arthur Houseman, Mildred

Owen

Emma

erine
Harris.
Director,

Direction,

Photography,

good.

very

ex-

"Spy of Mme. Pompadour"

"Three Loves"

"Seeds of Freedom"

;

with Fritz Kortner

(Silent)
Length: 8500

Amer-Anglo Corp.

GERMAN

Moviegraph
ft.

PRODUCTION

WELL ACTED AND PHOTOGRAPHED TELLS INTERESTING COSTUME STORY THAT
WILL APPEAL WHERE THEY
LIKE THIS TYPE.

;

(Silent)
Length: 7000

ft.

FALLS FLAT AS POPULAR

WITH

produced with thoroughness, sincerity and no little expendi
ture of trouble in the quite handsome sets on a large scale. Photography is good throughout, and the
costumes colorful.
The acting of
Kortner as the crazy ruler is impressive throughout, and the rest of the
cast, especially Countess Esterhazy

has

been

Madame Pompadour,

very appeala spy, a girl in man's
clothing, played by Liane Haid, also
good, but her constant disguises are
little
ole
sometimes confusing.
fashioned in subject matter.

as

ing.

There

is

A

1

Liane Haid, Countess Esterhazy,
Cast:
Kortner, Mona Maris, Dene Morel,
Karl Graumann, H. Malikoff, Dr. Manning.
Author, Max FlinDirector, Karl Grune
Kriiz

;

er; Scenarist. -Not
Titler, Not listed
;

Direction,

Not listed;
Cameraman. Arno Wagner.
listed;

very good.

Editor.

Photography, okay.

notonous.
The story is that of a
youth, on a train honeymooning with
his bride, when he meets the young
wife of another man, and becomes infatuated.
The other husband, it develops, has

murdered

;

Julian Johnson; Titler,
Carl Hoffman.
Direction, satisfactory.

same;

Cameraman,

Photography,

(Silent)
with L. M. Leonidoff
Amkino
Length: 7,000

fair.

ft.

Drama of old Russia. Sovkino
production.
A typical example of
the old Russian school of dramatics
with grief, tragedy and horror running wild.
In a little Russian village the story opens with an earthquake, poorly done, showing the victims in their agonies. Then into the
draggy story of a young boy and girl
betrothed, and growing up with a
lot of difficulties confronting them
The old man, the gal's father, thinks
she has been intimate with her
youth because they met secretly. In
those days in Russia young engaged
couples were evidently never supposed to meet alone. So another betrothal is arranged for the gal, and
they are married.
The husband
hears a lot of gossip about her first
love, and kills his wife.
The young
lover rushes in too late, and commits suicide alongside the

gal.
Cast: H. Appe'ian, Elsie Hasnick, Tatiezan
Shandoodakian, L. Hajinian, Mme. Maysoo-

rian.

Director,
A. Shirvanzada
Author, Not
Listed
Scenarist, Not Listed
Titler, Not
Listed
Editor,
Not Listed
Cameraman,
;

;

;

;

Not

;

Listed.

Direction,

poor.

Photography, poor.

A

Girl Marry?"
(Part-Talker Version)

Rayart
ft.

Length: 8058

ft.

SLOPPY MORALIZING FILM
THAT TRIES TO PUT OVER
SEXY STUFF BUT FALLS
PRETTY FLAT WITH RAMBLING STORY.

Drama. Here is one of those heavy
Produced by Belgoskino
not a film for the average pic- moralizing films that pretends to
ture house, for which its popular ap- teach parents how to protect their
peal will be very scattereJ.
For art daughters from the ways of sin.
houses and foreign elements it will while feeding the old sex buncombe
But the sizzly scenes
click strong.
It is a very sincere in large gobs.
production, and the camera work in are poorly handled, and fail to give
There is an a kick to the folks who want to get
spots is outstanding.
original technique in this production same in their sexy pictures.
So it
which should be studied by every is pretty much of a foozle on all
Hollywood director, and it is just counts, including the direction, actBig sister shoots the
possible that the best of them will ing and story.
learn something. But the spotty and guy who betrayed little sister, stands
propagandistic story licks it for one of those long court trials, and
She goes to another
popular film house fare. It is dedi- is acquitted.
cated to the Jewish fighter, Hirsch town to forget her past, and is beLekkert.
The story deals with his- friended by the stepson of a big
torical incidents in the life of the old banker, who gets her a job in the
Then up pops the detective
Jewish Ghetto in Russia. It shows bank.
how the younger Jewish element step who has been hounding her, spills
out for freedom, opposing the czar her past to the president of the bank
and his rule, as well as their own who turns out to be the guy who is
So
orthodox teachers. L. M. Leonidoff stealing the depositor's funds.
Fine character studies. on and on and on.
is immense.
Cast: Helen Foster, Donald Keith, William
Cast: L. M. Leonidoff, J. Undershlak, T.
Adelgeim, A. Sandel, M. Sinelnikova, A. V. Mong, Andy Clyde, Dot Farley, George
Drama.

It

is

;

;

:

Length: 6,300

DREARY RUSSIAN PRODUCTION FILLED WITH TRAGEDIES IS OUT FOR THE FILM
TRADE.
AGONY, MURDER
AND SUICIDE. SUBJECT FOR
MORBID PEOPLE ONLY.

"Should

his wife's forcruel to
her. But it seems that he had a hypnotic influence over her, and now she
is trying to get away from him and
flee with the young man she has just
met.
So the film drags boringly,
showing the unsuccessful attempts of
the lovers to beat it.
At last the
cops get the murderer, who turns and
shoots his faithless bride.
Heavy
dull tragedy.
Doesn't click.
Cast:
Fritz Kortner, Marlene Dietrich,
Neshkov, A. Grinfield.
Uno Henning, Edith Edwards.
Authors, S. Roshal,
Director, Kurt Benhardt; Author, From
Director, G. Roshal
Titler,
Novel by Max Brod; Scenarist, Not listed; V. Stroevoy
Scenarists, the same
Editor, Joseph R.
Fliesler
Titler,
same; Shelley Hamilton; Cameraman, P. Kovlovski.
Photography, splendid in
Cameraman, Not listed.
Direction, good.
Direction, draggy.
Photography, fair.
spots.

mer husband because he was

(Silent)
Amer. Relief For Armenia

;

ENTERTAINMENT
RUSSIAN FILM MARKED BY
DRAGGY LOOSELY KNIT SOME
FINE PHOTOGRAPHIC
STORY THAT RAMBLES AND EFFECTS
AND CHARACTERIGETS NOWHERE.
ZATIONS BUT MARRED BY
Drama.
Produced in Berlin by USUAL
PROPAGANDA AND
Terra.
This one was directed in LACK OF CONTINUITY.
the typical heavy German manner

Drama. Produced by Emelka of and carries a sense of depression and
Munich. This is a story of the mad
morbidness throughout.
The story
Czar, Paul of Russia.
It is based
is poorly constructed, and the consomewhat on the theme of "The Pa- tinuity
Fritz Kortner
even worse.
triot," although treating it from an
is- rated as an excellent German acentirely different angle.
It shows in
tor, but he shows little in this. He
detail the operation of the mad Czar's
moves through the film with one set
court, and the events lead up to his
expression which becomes very moassassination. The film follows quite
closely the historical highlights and

:

Authors, Arthur
Director, Arthur Robison
Robison, Robert Liebmann ; 'Scenarists, ArEditor,
thur Robison and Robert Liebmann

;

cellent.

discovers that the clown is her old
sweetheart and a reconciliation follows.
Werner Kraus, Jenny Jugo, WarCast
wick Ward, Gina Manes.

Authors,
Malcolm St. Clair
George O'Hara, Mai St. Clair; Scenarist,
Dialoguer, Eugene Walter
John Russell
CamTitler, Not listed
Editor, Not listed
eramen, William Marshall and Nick Musacara.
Photography, good.
Direction, satisfactory.
;

15, 1929

;

Chesebro,

Dorothy Vernon.

Director, Scott Pembroke; Author, Arthur
Scenarist,
(Hoerl
Dialoguer, Terry Turner
same; Editor. J. S. Harrington; Titler, Not
;

;

listed

;

Cameraman, Hap Depew.

Direction,

weak.

Photography, good.

,
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Erich von Stroheim in

"Big Time"

"The Great Gabbo"

with Lee Tracy

Fox

Length: 9,950

PUTS

ft.

CRUZE
PRODUCTION OVER
WITH CLASS IN SPECTACULAR SCENES AND VON STROjHEIM HAS A FAT PART.
JAMES

of the

modern

stage.

Ben

II edit wrote the story originally, and
it carries a great punch with the unVon Stroheim as the
usual theme.
Great Gabbo is a ventriloquist whose
art obscures his slant on everything

the girl who assists
faithfully administers to his
Von Stroheim thinks of
comforts.

else,

|

|

including

him and

nothing but his art and his dummy,
whom he talks incessantly,
and Otto very often disagrees with
In a word, Otto is his real
him.
Otto, to

The
or conscience, speaking.
self,
part of the abused girl is gorgeously
Finally
played by Betty Compson.
she quits him, and later turns up in
the Broadway show in a singing act
with a young partner. Gabbo is the
Magnificent stage
star of the show.
sets in color, with spectacular singing and dancing acts. Von Stroheim
not so hot in sentimental scenes.

But it's a safe money picture, and
spectacular.
Cast: Erich von Stroheim, Betty Compson,
Don Douglas, Margie Kane, Otto, the Dummy scores of singing and dancing girls. Ben
Author,
Cruze;
James
"Director,
ilecht; Scenarist, Hugh
the same; Editor, Not
Ira

Herbert;
listed;

Dialoguer,

Cameraman,

Morgan.

Direction,

expert.

Photography,

Length: 7,815

ft.

OMAHA

Short Subjects

excellent.

SUN AS SOUND HOUSE

CLICKS STRONG AS POPU-

PROGRAM NUMBER
LEE TRACY DOING
FINE HOOFER ROLE. BACKSTAGE STUFF NEVER BET-

HIS LAR

FIRST

Drama

PUBLIX REOPENS

13

(All-Talker)

(All-Talker)
ISouo Art-World Wide

I

;%ft*DAILV

WITH

TER.
Coniedy-drama of stage

Credit
should be given right off the bat to
Wallace Smith for the story.
He
knows his hoofer and the backstage
stuff, and the characterization built
It is
up by Lee Tracy is a darb.
genuine, sympathetic, pathetic and
humorous.
Tracy has repeated his
life.

role in "Broadway," and in fact this
film is very much on the order of
The
that offering, also "Burlesque."
story is the quite obvious one of the
small time act that eventually takes
the big time. The hoofer gets tangled
with another jane when his wife is
temporarily out of the act expecting

Omaha— The

Sun, dark for more
year under ownership of
World Realty Co., opened with an
all sound first run policy Sept.
14
under Publix operation. Publix recently took over the World and Sun
houses, the former showing Fanchon

than

a

& Marco

units

and sound
changed to

pictures,

has been
an allsound house. The Sun's name has
been changed to State and will have

also

new

Western Electric equipment.
Frank V. Kennebeek is manager.
The Moon, operated by World

SOUND
«

Ace of Scotland Yard"
Serial— Universal

Has

Class
breaks into the sound
held and while the
conversational bits
This

serial

are few and far between
in the first
three chapters, it is just
sufficient to
give the added kick of
dialogue to
the old silent serial
formula.
The
picture was produced by
Adventure
Pictures, and is away above
the average serial in production
values.
It
really looks as if the
producers have

Realty Co., as a film house, has been spent some real
dough on it. Sets are
by damage and Rothstein good, and the
general tone of the
who have changed its policy to offering j s n eat. Crauford
Kent is
straight burlesque showing the Mu- featured as Blake
Scotland Yard
tual Burlesque Wheel.
A short film I he scenes in the ofopening
chapters
is
shown between performances.
take place in the home of
Lord Blana new arrival. So she splits with him,
ton in England.
Blanton has in his
and the act goes on the rocks without
possession
of
Egyptian
curios
a
Tracy beats it on Pacent Speeds Production famous and
her inspiration.
mystic 'love ring" surthe freights to Hollywood, and this
of Sound-on-Film Device rounded with some dark traditions.
sequence is one of the best. Finally
Lady Diana, the lord's daughter, with
Pacent Reproducer Corp. is speedreconciliation in Hollywood where
whom
Blake is in love, is told by
the wife is a star. Tracy puts it over ing up production of its sound-on- Prince Darius, a
guest at the house,
lilm
attachment, with more than 100
Good support throughout.
strong.
that the girl born in the
house where
shipments
be
made
to
September,
in
there.
Watch this Mae Clark. She's
the love ring reposes will
become the
the
company
states.
Lee Tracy, Mae Clarke, Daphne
Cast:
reincarnation of the ancient
Pollard. Josephine Dunn, Stepin Fetchit.
Egyptian
The Steel Pier, Atlantic City, princess around whom
Director. Kenneth Hawks; Author, Wallace
the original
disc tragedy of the ring
Smith; Scenarist. Sidney Lanfieldj Dialoguers, which installed Pacent 4
centers.
In the
.nnlicld
Editor, equipment two months ago, is now
William K. Wells, Sidney
house is the mummy of this princess.
Not listed, Cameraman, L. William O'Con- operating with Pacent sound-on-film
Prince Darius, an Egyptian, is trying
nell.
The sound-on-film device to buy the ring, for he is mysteriously
Photography, okay. as well.
Direction, very good.
also has been installed at Sudbury, interested in it also.
Meanwhile
leased

MDA

I

;

a

Jeanne Eagels in

"Jealousy"
(All-Talker)
Paramount

Length: 6,107

ft.

SOPHISTICATED STORY OF
PARIS CARRIES DRAMATIC
PUNCH. JEANNE EAGELS

MAKES IT MORE IMPORTANT
THAN IT REALLY IS.
by
Drama.

Adapted from

a play

This is a highly
Verneuil.
and not of the
play,
sophisticated
type that is suitable for family trade
when the kiddies are included. But
esit,
the grown-ups should enjoy
Eagels
Jeanne
women.
the
pecially
some outstandis superb, and does
treat to watch.
a
is
that
ing emoting
old,
In her closeups she looks rather
fascinathe
in
that
forget
but you
Louis

Ont, and shipments have been made gang of international crooks,
headed
"Midstream"
to the Embassy, North Bergen, N. J., by the "Queen of Diamonds,"
who
Windsor
Claire
Ricardo
Cortez,
and
the
with
Pacent West Coast office.
is occupying a position
under cover as
and Montagu Love
the maid, is after the ring. All
sorts
of weird and thrilling things
(Part-Talker)
happen
Macy Manufacturing Co. in the first three chapters, with some
Length: 7,472 ft.
Tiffany-Stahl
interpolated shots of ancient
UNUSUAL STORY OF LOVE Launches Expansion Plan good
Egypt
the history of the
TRIANGLE HAS POPULAR AP- General expansion of its manufac- ring. Itshowing
has the punch, is well diPEAL THAT WILL PLEASE turing plant has been started by rected, and should prove a winner
THE FEMMES. GOOD ACTING Macy Manufacturing Corp., Brook- for the serial
fans.
lyn, which makes sound reproducing
THROUGHOUT.
Drama of modern love. This is horns for theaters. Additional space
has been taken over adjacent to the
"Night Club"
Strictly up-to-date, with the theme of
an elderly financier who takes the re- firm's present location, states J. J.
Paramount
juvenation treatment to restore his Auerhaan, company president.
Terrible
youth so that he might marry the girl
In the years to come this fillum
with whom he was infatuated. The
Landerking Talker Is
will be held up as a terrible example
role is expertly handled by Montagu
of what was done by way of experiLove, and Claire Windsor as the girl
Offered for $1,185
mentation when the sound era first
is charming as ever.
Ricardo Cortez,
Seattle
Lankering Talker, disc re- hit the industry. It's just a
jumbled
the youthful lover, acceptably rounds producer,
has been placed on the mar- mess and about the crudest
thing in
out the triangle. The story tells of ket here. It is
installed.
The
$1,185
sound available on the market. Noththe financier who goes to Europe and machine
may be purchased for $700,

Now
—

watching her emote. She has
been the mistress of an elderly finanopening
cier who has backed her in
takes the treatment for restoring his
Then youth, which it does. He returns in without amplification or installation.
Paris.
in
shop
fashionable
a
tries
she marries a young artist, and
the role of his own nephew, after
lover
elderly
the
that
him
convince
J. S. Abrose Joins Tiffany-Stahl
to
cabling to New York the story of
guardian.
his death.
has acted simply as her
The girl is completely
Chicago J. S. Abrose has been
But various incidents arouse the hus- fooled, and they become engaged. But appointed branch manager of the
band's suspicions. Finally he goes to at a performance of "Faust," her Tiffany-Stahl branch here.
He forand comments so react on him that he
the financier's house one night
merly
served as Omaha manager for
little realkills him in mad jealousy,
is overcome, and the illness resulting First National and Omaha and Chiizing that his wife is concealed there, throws him back to his real age. cago manager for United Artists,
Un- Then the gal sees him, and she rebargaining for her freedom.
and comes to Tiffany-Stahl from
But turns to her youthful lover.
happy though logical ending.
Universal.
Ricardo Cortez,
Cast:
Claire
Windsor,
Jeanne Eagels makes its worth while.
tion of

'

—

Jeanne Eagels, Fredric March, Hal
Hobbes, Blanche Le Clair, Henry
Daniell, Hilda Moore.
,
Author, Louis
Director, Jean de Limur

Cast:

liwell

;

Verneuil; Adaptors, Eugene Walter, Garrett
Fort; Dialoguer, John D. Williams; Editor,
not listed ; Cameraman, Alfred Gilks.
Photography, very good.
Direction, clever.

Montagu Love, Larry Kent, Helene Jerome

Eddy,
Leslie
Brigham,
Louise
Alvarez,
Genevieve Schrader, Florence Foyer.
Director, James Flood; Author, Frances
Guihan; iScenarist, the same; Editor, Desmond O'Brien; Dialoguer, Not listed; Cameraman, Jackson Rose.
Direction, smooth.
Photography, okay.

ing but a series of short shots introducing flashes of Broadway stage
celebrities who do short turns and
then exit. They wander on and off
without any regard to continuity. A
rehash of Katherine Brush's novel,
which has been pretty well abused.
It has a lot to do with the gal in the
night
club
rest
room, and then
switches to the doings in the club,
which is only an excuse for bringing on the different personalities and
giving them a chance for a tryout to
see what they could do in talking

New Film Exchange for Boston
and singing. But it is really an inBoston
The buildings at 42-46 justice to these big Broadway celebs
Church St. are to be torn down to to release such a sorry effort which
make way for a new exchange for a shows them all up at a disadvantage because when this was made nonational distributor.

—
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knew anything about sound
So Fannie Brice, Ann
Pennington, Jimmie Carr and many

Sunday, September

15,

1929

body

production.

NEW DE FOREST

That Deal

others get an awful tough break beTime, about 20
fore their public.

(Continued from Page

1)

FOR SMALLJHJSES ONLY

mins.

"Just Like a

Man"

Vitaphone No. 859

to readjust

ment

sound reproducing equip- group declined to affiliate with either
smaller exhibi- the M.P.T.O.A. or Allied, for the

in favor of the

tor.

Very Good
Monday: World Wide Pictures
situation of hubby changand Sono-Art joined forces to make
kitchen

The old
ing places with the wife in the

and distribute pictures.

George

W.

handled with originality and gets Weeks is vice president and general
entirely away from the worm-out slap- manager of the combine worked out
It is done cleverly throughout,
stick.
with Earle W. Hammons, Educationis

showing how hubby makes a mess of
running the kitchen, harassed by constant calls to the dumbwaiter shaft
to anwer tradespeople, and with the
who
little girl Angel on his hands,
with her crying and yawlimg keeps
him from doing any household work.
John Hobble wrote the skit and
made a good job of it. Arthur Hurley directed. Time, 10 mins.

Baby Rose Marie
Vitaphone No. 809

president
Fox West Coast,
continuing its speedy expansion in
the West, secures one-half interest
in Principal Theaters, headed by Sol
Lesser and Mike Rosenberg.
It's
Fox Principal Theaters now, with
Rosenberg continuing to operate the
chain
al's

Allied

in Oklahoma. They're stepping fast,
this Allied crew
Columbia,

continues

Okay

States Ass'n, gains a new
a new unit is formed

member when
its

forward march with acHorsley labThis makes

quisition of the William
oratories at Hollywood.

This kid is about eight years, and
puts over the put-putter songs a la Joe Brandt and the Cohns indeHelen Kane and does it very well. pendent of any other laboratory for
She has all the mannerisms and ex- their developing needs. A wise move
pressions of a grown-up singer, and that, by these aggressive
independthe audience seemed to like her. Her ents
drawing
in
a
songs are delivered

and are "Heigh-Ho,"
Wouldn't Be Jealous of You?'
and "Don't Be Like That." Time,

room

setting,

"Who

7 mins.

M.P.T.0A
AT MEMPHJSJCT. 29-31
(Continued from Page

1)

president in place of R. F. Woodhull,

No Strings on Adjustments

Producers May Aid
Financing of Ind'p'ts
(Continued from Page 1)
Philadelphia; M. FisAttractions,
cher, Fischer Exchange, Cleveland
and George McKean of St. Louis.
The plan will guarantee producers
a national distribution and a minimum
fixed profit on each negative, this
profit to be increased as grosses inboard representing excrease.

A

work with producers on
and also in making deals.
Headquarters will be maintained in
New York and a special representa-

changes

will

pictures

—

J.

M

tional co-operative association of ex-

on the up and up is the changes.
The plan looks feasible
adjustment plan worked out by dis- and practical
tributors and exhibitors, and M. A.
Friday:
"Pete" Woodhull celeLightman, new president of the M.

Schlesinger said he was forced
buy the De Forest patents for
own protection and declared he

to
his
is

willing to allow other exhibitors
to
have the machines at a fair price.

brated his new job as executive vice
R. F. Woodhull declared that so
P.T.O.A., intends to fortify his posipresident of General Talking Pic- far as one is
tion with a questionnaire to exhibitors,
concerned "politics" is
tures by announcing a new lower- behind him,
and that he assumed his
getting the lowdown on the state of
priced equipment for small houses, new post,
with the conviction he is
affairs.
Charley Pettijohn has assured that there are to be no strings and formally inducted M. A. Light- entering a new field where he can
attached to adjustments, such as club- man into the presidency of the M.P. work for the best interests of small
bing on new contracts and so on, so T.O.A. all in one afternoon at Mem- exhibitors whom he regards as his
it
looks as if real relief will be phis. A worker is "Pete." His suc- pals.
cessor, who is popular and capable,
had
should give a good account of him-

The Paramount

self

-

Warner

and the
announcement may be expected any
day
The Fox-Loew merger into one company also is set, plus a
formal government okeh, it is hinted.
deal

is

in the bag, all right,

New

Scales are Set

LIGHTMAN PLEDGES TO

WORK FOR linLE FELLOW
(Continued from Page 1)
to office at a meeting where the

new

Saturday: Add P. A. Powers of lower-priced De Forest equipment
Powers Cinephone to the list of was announced by General has no
versal the points of the triangle
sound equipment manufacturers of- political meaning, and sending posUniversal intends to do the Paul fering new models, details of which sible criticism, Lightman stated he
Whiteman revue in style, signing up appear in this issue. Now, a new has no apology to make on that
John Murray Anderson to write and scale is set on the RCA-Photophone score, as he is convinced that the
produce it.
equipment for small houses. Allied, new equipment is for the best interBoth Walter E. Greene of General which secured the low price, has ests of small exhibitors, whom he
Theater Equipment and Fox office agreed to and endorsed a slightly regards as his chief charge in his
He added that if he
deny there is anything to a reported higher price, so that RCA-Photo- new office.
deal by which Fox is getting control phone won't be left holding the bag finds a similar proposition from some
of the equinment firm.
Fox has a and in the red
Speaking of that other manufacturer is a worthy one,
hook-up with Grandeur on the wide color ink, M. A. Schlesinger of Gen- he will not hesitate to give it a simfilm-large picture development, and eral Talking Pictures, says he ex- ilar endorsement.
as Grandeur is a part of the equip- pects to drop money on his new
ment combine.
Otherwise,
says reproducer for small houses
pledged his best efforts to the little
Greene, there is no connection
That independent exchange associa- fellow, considered as his chief charge.
Wednesday:
Sid
Upon the small showman,
Kent's
Para- tion idea is growing. Producers may
mounteers get a big hand at the Co- come in with some of the money Lightman says, depends the indus-

be retained to deal directly
lumbus, Ga., convention
with major theater circuits.
ner in which they have
tors
by sound film
McAuliffe Manager of Fox Isis
Colorado Springs, Colo. P. D. Other companies are
McAuliffe has been appointed man- come?" they have not
by exhibitors.
ager of the Fox Isis here.
The
tive will

(Continued from Page 1)

present
Abe Myers of Allied and $50 for the last nine, plus one-half
urges that a 30 day limit be placed the installation charge and a service
on franchise ratings, so that RKO charge of $15 a week. If
within six
and Tiffany-Stahl may be free to sell weeks he decides
to keep the mafilms as they choose in individual
chine, the rental paid for
the first
transactions.
He's averse to any
clubbing tactics on the part of ex- 13 weeks, will be credited to his account, and the balance of
hibitors,
hence the proposal
$3,000 is to
What a piece of property "The Cock- be paid in 24 months.
Eyed World" is turning out to be,
The service charge continues at
clicking off unheard of grosses in $15 a week for one
year, and then is
many widely-separated cities
reduced to $12 a week for two
years.
here is no servicing after
three
22,216 Playdates
years unless the exhibitor
decides to
Thursday: Allied leaders have continue the arrangement. The comlined up 22,216 playdates for RKO pany plans a national corps of exand Tiffany-Stahl franchises, W. A. perienced service engineers.
A
Steffes advises by 'phone from Mil- Schlesinger, company president, told
the
exhibitors at the meeting here
waukee, where he won over the Wisthat he expected to lose money
consin unit to the Allied, cause
on
Now Fox is planning a recapitaliza- every machine installed under the
tion as a forerunner to merge of all new arrangement, but that he hopes
units he controls
They're still to build up the patronage of these
battling arbitration in the Minneap- clients to an extent that the comolis sector, distributors making an- pany will enjoy their future business
other attempt to get exhibitor arbi- at a reasonable profit, and added that
trators
Independent distributors he feels he is entitled to a profit on
representing 26 key cities plan a na- machines installed in larger houses.

Strictly

have charge of arrangements in
Tennesse, M. J. O'Toole will look
Tuesday: Paramount-Warner talk
after affairs in New York and the had the street buzzing with report
East, while Fred Desberg, chairman current that it is off.
Oh, well, toof the board, will supervise arrange- morrow's another day, and it may
comThe
ments in the Middle West.
take special editions, before the final
mittee already has received the sup- announcement is made
In
civic
and
fraternal
many
port of
Wisconsin, Fox-Midwesco is seekbodies as well as representatives from ing the remaining houses of the L.
Great Britain and Germany whom K. Brin chain.
Competition's been
promised to have delegates present, plenty tough in the Badger State,
O'Toole says.
with Fox Midwesco, Brin and Uniwill

DEVICE

for the man- necessary
It's all set the M.P.T.O.A. convenaided exhibiadjustments. tion, to be held Oct. 29 to 31 at
asked "how Memphis, home grounds of the new
done as well president, M. A. Lightman. M. A.,
southeastern by the way, in his inaugural speech,

try's

that

future.
to the

Welcome
many small

who have been wondering

sentiment
exhibitors

just where
would end up in the giddy
scheme of things which has engulfed
many of them

they

;

THE
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Theater Equipment

Week's Headlines

By CHARLES

Monday
Win Ui Wide ami Sono-Art form international
known as Sono Art-World
consolidation
Wide Pictures, Inc.
Adjustments

Tuesday

S.

of

and

Warners

Paramount

reported

E. Green denies Fox has purchased
control of General Theater Equipment.

Walter

Wednesday
A. Lightman confirmed as M.P.T.O.A.
head to succeed R. F. Woodhull.
Paramount-Warner deal reported near by
Sam Katz.
Paramount praised for granting relief to exhibitors; other firms asked to outline positions by Southeastern exhibitors.
II.

Thursday
National releasing unit planned by independent exchanges.
and T-S fran16 playdates set on
chises, W. A. Steffes claims.

RKO

fox plans

to

recapitalize

and merge

all

units.

Friday
General Talking Pictures offers lower-priced
sound equipment to sell for $3,750.
Paramount reported to have closed deal with

Warners.
Truce in controversy between St. Louis musicians and exhibitors reaches deadline.

Saturday
allows installation of dual system.
price scale on small RCA-Photophone
Lightman pledges to work for "little fellow."
New De Forest device for small bouses only.

New

;

NEW

PRICE SCALE

ON

SMALL RCA-PHOTOPHONE

— Already

Arthur C. Hardy, Massachusetts
read at the Society of M. P. En- Institute of Technology; "A New Method of
Blocking Out Splices in Sound Film," by J.
mincers meeting to be held Oct. 7 to I. Crabtree and C. E. Ives, Eastman Kodak
10 at the Royal York hotel here, Company; "Photographic Characteristics of
have been prepared by the various Sound Recording Film," by L. A. Jones and
Kodak Company
committees. The previous Canadian O. Sandvik, Eastman
gathering of the society was at Ot- "Characteristics of Loud Speakers for Theater Use," by D. G. Blattner, Bell Telephone;
tawa in 1923 when the late Raymond "Lubrication of Sound Film," by J. I. CrabCanadian
director
of
tree, D. Hindman, C. E. Ives and O. SandPeck,
the
S.
Government motion picture studio, vik, Eastman Kodak Company; "A Film
Numbering Device for Cameras and Recordplayed a prominent part in its ar- ers," by M. W. Palmer, P-F-L Corp.; "Dirangements.
mensional Analysis as an Aid to Miniature
by C. 1". Hutcbins, General
some of the papers and lec- Cinematography,"
Electric Co. ;
"The Film Perforation and
tures prepared are:
.Means for its Measurement," by W. H. Car"The Human Equation in Sound Picture son, Agfa Ansco Corp.; "Camera MedianAncient and Mo, kin," by Arthur S.
Production," by Terry Ramsaye, Pathe Ex- isms
Newman, London. England; "Early History
'Sonic
Inc.;
Characteristics
of
change,
Sound," a motion picture lecture by Howard of Motion Picture Cameras for Film Wider
than .35 in.m.," by (ail Louis Gregory;
B. Santee, K. R. Products, Inc.; "Reactions
and
"Possibilities
Problems of the Wide
of the Public to the Talking Picture," by
Harold B, Franklin, Fox West Coast: "The Film," by Lorenzo Del Ricco, P-F-L Corp.;
Sound I'llm Situation in Europe," by M. "Rectangle Proportions in Pictorial Composi-

32 papers to be

Golden,

I).

merce

M.

P.

Division,

Dept.

Com-

of

"Cinematography in Soviet Russia,"
by Leon Monosson, Ainkino Corp.; "Sound
;

for

Surgical

[nstruction,"

by

Dr.

1'.

K. Tiucsd.dc, American Medical Assn.; "The
Trail of the Microphone," a motion picture
lecture tour of the Hollywood Sound studios;

"Some Fundamental

Principles of

Sound Re-

cording and Reproduction," by Win. H.

Of-

RCA

Photophone; "The Principles
of Sound Recording and Reproduction by the
Variable Density Photographic Method," by
I).
MacKenzie, Electrical Research Products,
Inc.; "A Demonstration Talking Film," by
Dr. Kingdom, General Electric Co.; "Studio
Acoustics and Microphone Placement," by J.
V.
Maxfield, Electrical Research Products,
Inc.; "Theater Acoustics," by S. K. Wolfe,
"The
Electrical
Research Products. Inc.
Optics of Motion Picture Projection," by
fenhauser,

;

by I.. A. Jones, Eastman Kodak Co.;
"Wide Films and Standardizations," by A.
S. Howell and .1. A. Dubray, Bell & Howell
Co.
"The Wide Film from the Recording
Standpoint," by C. A. Tuthill, P-F-L Corp.;
"Artistic Consideration, in Sound Film Production," by Joe \V. Coffman, CarpenterGoldman Lab., Inc.; "A Rapid Method of
Determining the Degree of Exhaustion of a
Developer," by M. L. Dundou, G. H. Brown
and J. G. Capstaff, Eastman Kodak Co.;
tion."

;

"Burn Out Phenomenon

of the

Tungsten

announcing the move,
Myers, Allied president,
declared the organization has had
no contractual relation with RCAPhotophone and has none now, but
hopes that members will help make
the undertaking a success.
Under terms of the new proposal,
the price of the equipment for use
with Simplex machine, remains $2,905, the difference being that the exhibitors pays the cost of installation,
RCAestimated at about $200.
In

Abrani

F.

SOUGHT FOHATTLESHIPS
Washington Bureau of

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

— Present

sound

pro-

jection apparatus has not been developed suitably for use on battleships
and the Bureau of Navigation is
seeking a new type of talking picture
devices, states a report to the M. P.
Division of the Dept. of Commerce.
Silent films suitable for Navy use
are still being produced, but the limited number makes necessary the reduction of the supply of programs to
the fleets.
To maintain the fleets
with sufficient programs for the average exhibition of 28 programs per
month, requires the purchase of 30
programs a month and this, at present writing, is impossible unless a
lower standard of quality of pro-

grams

is

accepted.

The Navy mo-

tion picture service will probably, by
aid of the foreign market, be able to
obtain 20 programs a month during
the coming year, necessitating an increase of 30 per cent in "reshows"
or a reduction in the number of programs exhibited each month by the
fleet, continues the repoit.

Fila-

ment," by Gorton T. Fonda, General Electric
Co.; "Water Cooling of Incandscent
Lamps," by Dr. Newell T. Gordon, General
Electric Co.;
"Radiation Characteristics of
Two Mercury Arcs." by A. C. Downes, National Carbon Co.
and "Some Properties of
Chrome Alum Fixing Baths," by J. I. Crabtree and J. F. Ross, Eastman Kodak Co.
;

(Continued from Page 1)

pany.

NEW SOUND PROJECTORS

Professor

Among

Films

model Powers Cincphune is placed on
the market; standardization of equipment

New

HYNES

M. P. E. Toronto Conference

Toronto

off.

F.

Many Papers Prepared For

to oversold producers to be based

on existing contracts only with no strings
attached says M. A. Lightman.
Fox buys control of Principal Theaters chain.

Deal

15

Angelo Studio Active in
Claude Neon Deal Is
National Redecorating
Halted by Injunction
The Michel Angelo

Fox Grandeur Film to
Open at the Gaiety, N. Y.
The Fox wide film-large* picture
process, known as
the
Grandeur
screen and manufactured by Grandeur, a member of the group which
recently formed General Theaters
Equipment Corp., will be introduced
commercially Sept. 17 with "Fox
Movietone Follies" at the Gaiety,
New York. The picture will have a

Studio, Inc.,
Supreme Court Justice Valente,
York, has been active through- acting on charges of the Insull in- two weeks' run after which time it
out the country in redecorating, re- terests, granted a temporary injunc- will be decided just how many of the
tion against Claude Neon Lights, Fox houses will be equipped for
furnishing and designing atmosphe-

New

ric

theaters.

Among some

of

the

Inc., halting a $7,000,000 transaction
involving the right to use the advertising and display lights controlled
by the Neon firm in the Middle

stage-size pictures.
International Projector Corp. has
developed a new projector for the
showing of Grandeur films.

houses recently redecorated by the
company are the Metropolitan and
Universal in Brooklyn, Paradise, new West.
The Insull interests, which
Compromise Ends Strike
superina
Loew house on the Grand Concourse. control those rights, it is alleged have
Photophone will furnish
Detroit
Compromise settlement
disposed
of
them
against the wishes
tendent for one week to see that the The company has also done work for
ended
strike of engineers in
the
machine is installed properly. Price Interstate Amusement Co., San An- of the Claude Neon Lights, Inc., to charge of cooling plants of Kunsky
its chief competitor, Rainbow Light.
of a Power's installation will be $3,tonio; Balaban & Katz, Chicago, and Inc., and the Rainbow Luminous theaters.
same.
the
otherwise
250, the terms
the Harris Amusement Co. of Mc- Product, Inc., which is suing for alKeesport, Pa.
leged infringement.
Hearing is set

Two

to

Leave Film

—

—

Row

for

Minneapolis Both United Artists
Sentry Puts Out
and Educational are preparing to enChange-over, Heat Shield
ter their new quarters at 11th St. and
First Ave. N., as soon as the building
A new combination automatic
Plans for new quar- change-over and heat shield which is
is completed.
ters are also being considered by reported to operate noiselessly, is
Tiffany-Stahl and Columbia.
among the features for sound equipment being marketed by Sentry
Seek Sunday Openings
Safety Control Co. The change-over
Westwood, N. Y. The owner ot is built compactly and installed dithe Westwood here is circulating a rectly over the aperture.
It can be
petition demanding Sunday shows and operated with AC or DC current.
stating that otherwise he will be The device already has been tested
forced to close because of unprofit- and endorsed, it is claimed, by Fox,

16.

New

—

able business.

Sept.

Stanley, Poli circuit and others.

One of Largest Screens
Slated for St. Louis

—

One of the
new Magna screens in
Louis

largest of
the entire
country will be installed at the AmSt.

the

bassador. The order has been placed
and the screen will be put in place as
quickly as possible. A similar screen
already has been installed at the Missouri and another is to go into the
Grand Central. All three houses are
controlled by the Warner-Skouras interests.

REPACKED EASTMAN
AND DUPONT FILMS

100 foot rolls, of Eastman and Dupont
Panchromatic Film, on daylight loadspools for
Eyemo or DeVry.
and
Guaranteed
absolutely
perfect

ing

fresh.

$3.75

a Roll

UflLCNIGHByS
110
West 32"St.Neo»Mork.My«*
Phone Penna. 0330

Motion Picture Department
U.

S.

and Canada Agents for Debrio

THE
16
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Foreign Markets
By JAMES

P.

Sunday, September

15,

1929

Presentations

CUNNINGHAM

By

HERBERT

S.

BERG

,

tux, rather soiled,

USED

ROXYETTES DO GREAT WORK

TWO MANILA HOUSES TO

TIFFANY-STAHL PICTURE

— Naturetone,

THE FILM VAILY
Washington Two Manila houses,
onstrated at the Hippodrome with the Rialto and Majestic, are having
the showing of the Tiffany-Stahl pic- a race to see which will be the first
all

British

Washington Bureau of

—

sound reproducer, recently was dem-

"My

ture,

he did some great comedy falls and
stepping that was worth anybody's
CLICK time watching.
He went into a scene
with Roesner in which they started
The Roxy show got away from brushing each other off politely and
the
elaborate spectacle stuff, but wound up whaling each
other around
made up for it by a smashing bit put the stage. Good for some real laughs.
over by the Roxyettes, augmented Finale had "Rhapsody in
Red, White
from 32 to 48 and presenting a West and Blue," with the Chester
Hale
Point drill that was a darb. Against Military Steppers in nifty white
cosa
green-gray draped background, tumes and colored plumes beating
they appeared in the snappy dress their drums led by a drummajor. The
uniform of the West Pointers, but usual flash with three girls lowered
almost white.
performed from the flies in neat posing. A gal
straight
military
maneuvers,
and appeared in the center dressed all in
went into a wheel formation and their white with spreading white wings,
precision work was perfect. The only carrying out the American Eagle
contrast in color was a tri-colored idea, evidently.
pom-pom the girls wore, and the
simple staging and costuming pro-

NATURETONE TEST INSTALL U. S. SOUND DEVICE TO MAKE ROXY SHOW

IN

London

sound equipment in operation,
advises a report to the M. P. Division of the Dept. of Commerce. Both
houses are to be equipped with
to get

Lady's Past."

Pittaluga Signs for Italo
German Joint Production American

—

Berlin -Joint production between
Terra, Pittaluga and two other German companies has been signed by
Signor Pittaluga during a recent
visit here, it is reported.
Pittaluga
also arranged for German distribution of two productions, "Judith and

Holofernes" and "La Compagnia dei
Matti."
"The Hound of the Baskervilles" a British production will
be released in Italy by Pittaluga.

changing

The Majestic

devices.

name

to the Radio.
resentatives of the Lyric Film
change, operators of the Lyric
its

is

RepEx-

now

are in the United States purchasing
sound equipment for their house.

Kinemas Ltd. Gets

B&D

Output for South Africa

They

duced a gorgeous

effect.

—

"Big Time Melange" was good atLondon Sydney Hayden of Kinemas Ltd. has concluded an agree- mospheric stuff to introduce the
atmosphere
feature,
"Big
ment with British and Dominions stage
Time." It was a novel ballet presenFilm
Corp.
for
that
company's
enCo-operation Between Ufa
tation, which faded into the picture
tire output for a number of years
and Emelka Chains Sought for Kinemas circuit of houses in title. Then there was Li Ho Chang
Berlin (By Cable)
Closer co-op- South Africa.
The British and Do- who was surrounded with the song

—

eration between theater circuits

and Emelka

Ufa minions schedule calls
ductions, some to be

being worked out, but
the deal does not affect independence
is

of either company. The Fox deal for
control of Emelka is understood to
have fallen through.

Formed in G. Britain
Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Colortone Ltd.
Washington

—

Washington Colortone Ltd. has
been registered in Great Britain as a
private company with a nominal capital

of $292,000.

The

objects of the

company, according to a report to
the M. P. Division of the Dept. of
Commerce, are to adopt an agreement with H. H. J. Bull and W.
Chapman and to produce, exhibit and
exploit pictures.

3,000 Seat

House

—John
of his

London
disposed

plans to build
at Islington.

Richmount
723 7th Avenue
D.

J.

London

for

Rose, who recently
houses to Gaumont-

British

house

and doing a swell
drunk eccentric dance.
Then Fritz
was on alone for his specialty, and

a

3,000

seat

Pictures

Inc.

MOUNTAN,

Hew York «*»
Pre*.

for nine proin

sound and

color.

foreign
representatives for

Rayart Pictures Corporation
and other leading independent producersand distributors
Cable Address:
Cable Address:
Cable Address:

RICHPICSOC, Pari.
DEEJAY, London
RICHPIC. N. Y.

Exporting only the
best in Motion Pictures

dance

setting

for

his

magic

The Roxyettes were used

tricks.

in

two

nifty numbers.
First they are
shown as the drop rises during a flag
ensemble that was a pip. Then later

First Talkers Shown in Switzerland
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY when the magician picks rabbits from
Washington Talking pictures on his hat the Roxyettes do a Bunny
American apparatus were recently number with a lot of snap. From
shown to a capacity house at the Al- this you can see that the Roxyettes
hambra in Geneva, according to a were pretty much the whole show.
report to the M. P. Division of the
ballet number gave some scenic
Dept. of Commerce. The house seats attraction with a setting of misty
1,300 and is the second largest in the mountains, and the dim figures of
city.
Indian maids in "Ballet of the Mist,"

—

A

Sound Pictures

for

which was very

Berne

effective.

THE FILM DAILY
— Arrangements
have

Washington Bureau of

Washington

been completed for equipping the.
Theater Splendide Palace in Berne
with an American sound reproducing
device, states a report to the M. P.
Division of the Dept. of Commerce.
The house seats 700 and admission
prices are to be increased about 30
per cent, according to the manager.

Ufa Gets Budapest House

WITH MARATHON STEPPERS
"Marathon Frolics" is the name of
the Charles Niggemeyer musical revue, so termed, at the Paramount,
and it doesn't amount to much. Too
much hoofing of a mediocre quality,
and too much sameness about it.
Opening shows outside of the place
where the marathon is being held,
with the hoofers trooping in.
Abe
Lyman and his Californians are good,
and dispense some classy harmony.
Their best is a jazzing of the "Pagan
Love Song." Bill Neely of the orchestra does a solo, "In the Splendor
of the Night," that had all the girls
sighing.
As for the hoofers in the marathon,
they were very second-rate.
They
pulled some competition stuff that
was not outstanding, and built it up

CAPITOL GOES PATRIOTIC

with one good dancing team, Jules
and Josie Walton, who were so good
that they made the chorus crowd of
BITS ordinary hoofers look even worse.
Joe Browning added the comedy to
The Capitol show was styled the show, garbed as a reformer. Joe
"Rhapsody In Red, White and Blue," did two very good monologues that
'staged by Chester Hale, who has were full of nifty wisecracks, and his
often done much better.
Whenever voice was clear and strong enough to
they go into this national hooray be heard all over the Paramount,

WITH GOOD COMEDY

usually doesn't amount to which seldom happens in this house.
This was no exception.
So Browning did a neat comedy song
nia, due to financial difficulties, has they had the sense to go out and with a dance movement.
been rented to Ufa, according to a bolster it up with two good specialty
Washington Bureau of

Washington

—The

THE FILM DAILY
Budapest

1,200.

429 For

—

German Market

stuff,

it

Ura- much.

M. P. Division of the
Dept. of Commerce. The seating capacity will be increased from 700 to
report to the

EXCLUSIVE

and

POOR SHOWATPARAMOUNT

acts,

that

made

you

forget

how

threadbare the general show turned
Walt Roesner and his
out to be.
Capitolians did "The Spell of the
Bues," and Walt sing-songed the
lines

and led the band

at

one and the

Berlin
A recent survey of pro- same time. Walt is much better when
duction here revealed that there will he just sticks to his baton, for his
be available for distributors this year voice is not so hot, if any.
approximately 429 features, 220 of
However, as we said, there were
which will be domestic with 54 from two good specialties. Bobby Gilbert
other foreign countries and 155 from we believe, was the name of the funny
United States. The survey showed guy with the great imitation of a
there will be about 65 sound films. subway strap hanger that was a darb.
Sudfilm (B.I. P.) heads the list of They held up the show to bring him
European producers with seven silent back. Then there was the team of
and five sound pictures.
Fritz and Jean Hubert, dressed in

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York

Phone Penn. 3580

City

—

^

*

Enter.

...

SOUND
COLOR
and

at

Low

-—

Cost

i-JASTMAN Sonochrome Tinted Positive
every

mood of the

tints lend subtle

Films translate

screen into color. Their sixteen delicate

atmosphere to every

scene.... Better still,

they are so adjusted that they give pleasing, faithful,

sound reproduction .... Best of
cost

all,

no higher than that of black-and-white.

Versatile, effective, inexpensive,
is

they are available at a

the answer to

many

Eastman Sonochrome

a sound-and-color question.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK

1

1

(

N*\V^

^>V
Directed by

KENNETH HAWKS

Get in

.

w€

All-Europe Patent Fight

Threatened

is

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME
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A Natural
JACK ALICOATE-

-By

LIGHT,"
U T"?
|H
for

try

son's
that

opened

Cohan

box
at

coming
office

the

guess

this

sea-

is

IS

REPORTED OFF

—

Milwaukee Reported deal for sale
of a number of Universal theaters in
Wisconsin to Fox Midwesco has
through, it is
Recently,
Universal

fallen

reported here.
was reported

planning an expansion program in
Wisconsin, but this was declared
held up pending the reported negotiation with Fox Midwesco.

of
at

Movietone
Follies"
the
Gaiety, New York, tomorrow
night, Grandeur, Fox wide film
process, will make its debut.
Fox theaters throughout the
United States will be equipped
in a similar manner as rapidly
as the necessary projectors can
be

installed

in

booths

takes off with the swiftness
scout plane, gains momentun

it

every sequence and finishe.the speed of a champ.
Jack
Holt, Lila Lee and Ralph Grave;
are a combination hard to beat in
any league.
To pick one as outstanding is doin^ the other two ar
with
with

injustice.

All

three are

excellent.

—

Is

F. Purchase

—

Denver Fox has purchased the
Consolidated Theaters chain of 27
theaters in Colorado, Wyoming, New
Mexico and Nebraska, marking a
new step in eastward expansion of
the Fox West Coast Theaters cir-

and

cuit.

The eastward program, started litmore than a month ago, already
has resulted in acquisition of more

tle

FILES PATENT SUIT

E.

than 50 theaters in the inter-mounF. chain havtain territory, the K.

&

ing been taken over a few weeks ago.

CONTINENTAL EQUIPMENT
AGAINST GENERAL TALKING
FIRM STARTS

IN

OCTOBER

Establishment of a national theater
equipment company with branches in
all key cities will get under way about
Oct. 1 when Continental Theater Accessories Inc., will open its New
York office.
Headquarters will be
is

now

Western Electric has filed four
separate bills of complaint for patent
against
the
General
infrigements
Talking Motion Picture Co., each
involving a separate group of
bill
patents allegedly infringed upon in
the manufacture and sale by that

new Warner Building company

located in the

nearing completion. Of-

(Continued

Frank Capra has added a definiu
contribution to the directorial librar\
in
his .handling and treatment of
Never once does he stra>
"Flight."
from the path of honesty and sincer
ity.
This picture should be shown
to every production technician in
Hollywood to prove that life as we
live it and words as we speak them—
and not as some cracked dialogue
writer would have us believe are
unquestionably the basis of successful talking picture technique.

&

K.

screens on the stage.

W.

which

Mr. Capra, Realist

Circuit

Taken Over Following

"Fox

all

and proven variety and is somewhat
reminiscent of "Submarine."
However,
of a

With the opening

DHL

Consolidated

Wide Film Ready

HDWESCO

UNIVERSAL-FOX

of

The Story
is

FOX ACQUIRES 27 MORE HOUSES
IN ROCKY MOUNTAIN TERRITORY

off

Unless we miss
one will show

about the flying marines
and takes place in Pensacola and
Nicaragua.
The plot is of the tried
It

Price 5 Cents

M.

speed at the ?ood old
It is the type
B.< ). everywhere.
of production that cannot miss
with the average audience and
should be an outstanding success
and from the
both
financially
standpoint of popular appeal.
plenty

1929

derby,

George

theater Friday night,

tn a flying start.

our

Columbia's enthe

16,

on

Page

of

equipment.

De
The

Forest
bills

(Continued

2)

on

were

Phonofilm
filed Sept.

Page 2)

WEST COAST NAME TO BE
DROPPED BY FOX FIRM
West

Coast

Bureau,

Los Angeles

THE FILM DAILY

— Fox

Theaters

is

to

be the new name of Fox West Coast
Theaters, starting Jan. 1, due to the
expansion program of the company
which is taking it into other than

Schine Co. Continues Ohio Consolidated Films to
West Coast states.
Chain; Plan Expansion
(Picture
Make Tourney
Houses Included
Gloversville, N. Y. — Schine TheEnthusiasm being shown in the 23
atrical
its

Co.,

is

continuing to operate

Ohio theaters and a few

York, not included
(Continued

in the 29

on

in

New

sold to

Fall

Film Golf Tournament, which

takes

Oct. 1 at the Gedney
Country Club, White Plains,
(Continued on Page 8)

place

Farms

Page 8)

Klangftlm-Tobis Patent

War

on

Western Electric Over Patents

Good Luck "Red"
After playing around in "The Film
Files Appeal Against
Daily" alley for ten years "Red"
in Texas
Kann is moving across the street to
the
Austin,
that
Tex. Charge
become assistant general impresario
of "The Motion Picture News." Ten Texas law against the operation of
years is a long time in any field. In film theaters on Sunday is unconthe picture business it is a genera- stitutional is contained in an appeal
tion.
In successive steps as reporter, filed in the Court of Criminal Apcopy man, news editor and finally peals of this state by John M. Sayeg.
editor of this publication he made a who was convicted of operating a pichost of friends for himself and be- ture show at Ennis on Sunday, May
came a definite and important part 12. It is alleged in the appeal that
Bon the law is discriminatory because it
of the industry's fourth estate.
Voyage "Red" on your new journey. exempts other businesses.

Sunday Law

—

—

There is to
Berlin (By Wireless)
be a general patent war against
Western Electric conducted by the
following
group,
Klangfilm-Tobis
breakdown of negotiations for a
truce. Proceedings against the American company are under way in Germany, Switzerland and Hungary and
further action is planned in Vienna
Prague, Italy, England, Scandinavia
with action also contemplated in
All Europe will be barred to
Spain.

Western
plan

is

Electric
successful.

equipment

if

the

In Principal Theaters Deal
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY

—

Angeles Twenty-three theare included in the California
chain of Principal Theaters, in which
Fox West Coast has acquired a 51
(Continued on Page 8)

Los

aters

Fox May Build First
Run House in London
London (By Wireless)— Fox

is

re-

ported to be negotiating for the purchase of a site in the Haymarket
(Continued

on Page 8)

Fox Meeting Today to
Consider Merger Plan
Fox stockholders will meet today
the
to consider a proposal to increase
5,to
1,000,000
from
capital stock
This is declared to
000,000 shares.
be the forerunner of a step to merge
under Fox Film Corp., all the activities

controlled by William Fo*.

The Broadway Parade
"NTEREST

week centers around the opening Tuesday of "Fox Movietone Follies" to be projected on a Grandeur screen, via the
Grandeur wide-film process.
The stage size pictures are to run two weeks.
Broadway shows have been augmented by "The Great Gabbo." which made its bow
last Thursday and "Flight," which started Friday at the George M. Cohan.
Picture
Distributor
Theater
Opening Date
"The Four Feathers"
Paramount
Criterion
June 12

r

Price5Ctnts
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Columbia
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Universal
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100
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First day of meeting of
hibitors at Butte.

Sept.

19

Meeting of M.P.T.O.A. of New
England at Boston.
and 20 Meeting of exhibitors at

Sept. 21

Salt Lake City.
Opening of the Paramount- Publix

Sept. 28

First

17

national ladio hour.
issue

News

.Aug. 30

sas
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FIRM STARTS IN OCTOBER
(Continued from Page

1)

City

Premiere

1

soon to be opened will be in
Philadelphia, where a new Warner
building is under way, and at Chicafices

General Talking stated
Saturday they had no knowledge of

Western

Electric suits.

South Testing Ground of
New De Forest Device
Memphis

Paramount 3rd Quarter
Net May Double 1928
Paramount's net earnings for the
third quarter may double those o»
the same period a year ago, accordThe
ing to the Wall Street News.
company cleared $2,102,117 in the
third quarter of 1928.
The financial
daily believes "estimated profits of
double this amount will mean that
the corporation will top its record
experquarterly
earnings
figures
ienced in the three months ended
Dec. 31, 1928."
Commenting upon the reasons for
the improved showing, the publication says:

— Southern

at

Meeting

7-10

"Applause"
N. Y.

of

of

S.M.P.E.

New

of

Kan-

Oakwood

New

Orleans

the

Toronto.

— Independent

|

SouthExhibitors' Ass'n, comprised of

ern
Louisiana, Mississippi and Alabama
theater owners, now is functioning
here,
following its formation two
weeks ago.
Members of the association recently met and were addressed by Col. H. A. Cole, president
of the Texas unit.
the T-S and
well as the new
machine for $2,995.

A.

J.

Cole spoke on
franchises

Edward

includ-

as

C.

Houma is
of New

Hunt

ing Missouri and Illinois, are to be Orleans, vice president; E. Berenson, Bogalusa, second vice president;
the experimental territory for the new
sound reproducing device for houses Ben Halpern, New Orleans, secreL.
Bailey
R.
of
up to 500 seats, it is announced here tary-treasurer.
Bunkie;
R.
Brunet,
New
Orleans;
J.
by General Talking Pictures.
Re- D.
H. Sutter of Natchitoches; Alception of the new equipment in
bert E. Gross, New Orleans, and J.
Dixie, will determine future general
A. Dicharry are directors.
policy of the company.
If they find a better plan for inLee Gets Continental Series
stalling and servicing the new maUnder a contract just closed by
chines, a change will be made, it is
stated.
Within a few days, meet- Arthur Lee, president of Amerwill disings are to be held at Atlanta, with Anglo Corp., his company
tribute
in the foreign market, exclua gathering expected next month at
St. Louis.
Exhibitors here received sive of the United Kingdom of
all-talking
the new plan enthusiastically and it Great Britain, the eight
produced by Continental
pictures
is expected the first ten to buy the
Talking Pictures Corp.
new equipment will

be in this

earnings tory.
highly favorable
being experienced by the company
so far this year reflect economies
and improvements in theater opera-

Fox Buys W.

terri-

C.

Weir on Way West
Les Weir, Western district sales
manager of Pathe, Inc., who has been

House

—Transfer

in New York for conferences with
office executives, left recently
home
Mark Strand has been
pansion program in this connection
Angeles.
made
to Fox West Coast, which im- for his headquarters in Los
in recent years, together with larger
mediately
commenced
wiring
the
film rentals and the imposing list of

and benefits from the wide ex-

tions

San Pedro,

Cal.

house.

nett,

The

Inc.
in

named

will

be

November, the other

in

first

Theater Wrecked by Tornado
December.
Oklahoma City—The only theater
and a number of other buildings at Second Runs for Modern, Beacon
Boston The two Netoco houses,
Wayne, Okla., eight miles southeast
of Purcell, Okla, were demolished by the Modern and Beacon, formerly
No lives were first run, are to be made second run
a tornado recently.

—

houses,

it

is

reported here.

Greene, former manager of

manage

will

Fox

acquisition.

Gulick to Novelize Films
Paul Gulick will novelize Universal's "The Shanghai Lady" and "One
Hysterical Night" for Efrus & Ben-

own-

ership of the

A
talking and sound pictures produced
the Brooklyn,
by Paramount, and which are now
being widely distributed."

of

is

the

new

switching

the

Strand's former manager, Matthew
Bridge, to Redlands where he will
operate the chain's new house, just
completed.

FOR SALE
Moving

picture house interior.

All seats, fixtures, organ, electrical apparatus, signs

play letters.

UNIFORMS
FOR

USHERS-DOORMEN,
Style Catalog and Samples on

RUSSELL
1600 B'way.

York.

Will

and

dis-

sell at sacri-

Apply.

Box A-152

ETC.
RQuest

UNIFORM CO.

New

fice.

Cor. 46th St.

care Film Daily,

1650 B'way,

''

,

I

j

i

!

RCA-Photophone

Berthancourt of

president,
states,

at

at

Exhibitor Unit
Functioning in South

RKO

and Pacent Co.

the

exhibitor

Oct. 29-31 Annual M. P. T. O. A. Meeting
at the Peabody Hotel, Memphis.
Dec. 9-10
Meeting of North Carolina exhibitors' unit at Pinehurst.

1)

manent injunctions and an account- go and Los Angeles. Harold
Rodner,
ing for damages and profits are asked formerly with Warners, is
president
for.
of Continental and Joe Hornstein,
In general the bills allege infringe- who some time ago left National
Thements of the same patents as in the ater Supply, also is affiliated with the
suits previously brought against the equipment company.
Biophone Co.. the Silverphone Co..

Officials of

Metrotone

Country Club.

PATENT SUIT

AGAINST GENERAL TALKING

Hearst

of

(sound).

Annual Golf Tournament

Sept. 30

Sept. 12
Sept. 13
Sept. 14

Oct.

L FILES

ex-

17

Criterion,

W.

Montana

Sept.

Oct.

released

lost.

.

Rivo'i

"Hallelujah"

"F'ight"

.

Today:

30

"The

%

pfd

Keith A-O 6s 46
Loew 6s 41ww

M-G-M

14 with the clerk of the U. S. District Court in the southern district
Temporary and perof New York.
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End of Daylight Saving
Awaited in Canada
Exhibitors in cities in eastern Can>ada are looking forward with eagerIness to termination of daylight savling for the present year on Saturday
night, Sept. 28, on which occasion
Ithe railways resume their regular
I schedules
and the people, generally,
return to normalcy.
The theater
business in Canada during the past
summer has been the greatest on
id,
thanks to talkers, but the
daylight saving situation did not help
matters because it encouraged patronage for the second performance
leach evening when theaters were un
duly crowded.
The chief effort of

Operating on Split Week
Blankenship Appointed
Sees Pictures Promoting
Toledo B. F. Keith's theater here
Birmingham, Ala.
The Marvin
opened recently with a split-week Wise circuit, of which Frank V. MerModernistic Furniture
talker policy, instead of the full week ritt is general manager, has appointed
Not only are film influencing fashrun previously announced.
"Fox George Blankenship as managing diions, they also have been instrumenMovietone Follies of 1929" started rector.
Blankenship has acted as
Sunday and will be followed by "The manager of the Capitol for several tal in exploiting modernistic furniture and
furnishings, says
Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu" on years. Bert Hollowell, former
Frank
manThursday.
Both films have been ager of the Empire, is acting in an Namczy, art director at Warner

—

here

—

before;

the

"Follies" at the
at the Para-

and "Fu Manchu"
mount.
State,

Bond

I

I

Century Manager Changes
The following managerial changes
in houses of the Century circuit have
been made, states Edward L. Hyman,
supervisor. Fred Dollinger, manager
of the Freeport to the Grove; Charles
managers was to induce people to at- Green from Avalon to the Queens;
tend the matinee or early evening Harold Garfinkle to the Avalon;
Charles
Shcrrin,
former assistant
shows. Theaters in western Canada
manager of the Patio, now is manare not afflicted by daylight savager at the Midwood.

ing nuisance.

advisory

capacity

Issue for

Glen
rate

Falls,

the

Wise

to

officials

Paramount Theater
Paran^unt will

N. Y.

new

—

seater to be
erected in Glens Falls' main business
section, under a 25-year lease.
Reserve Security Corp., N. Y., is offering a $150,000 ten-year bond issue.
Empire State Theaters and Olympic
Theaters, Paramount wholly-owned
subsidiaries, will operate.
ii

1,200

Bros, eastern studio.
He believes
that the increased attention art directors are paying to the new-style
furniture is exercising a tremendous
influence on the home.
At the eastern Vitaphone studios
where most of the Warner shorts
are produced, the sets are nearly all

designed and drawn by Namczy in
the modernistic manner. Tom Darby
constructs the sets according to these
designs, and William Stein, scenic
artist,

follows

Paramount here and
local radio dealers have joined in a
Newsreel
Erich Maria Remarque, author of publicity stunt. The fall radio show
Elkhart Theater in Court Action
"All Quiet on the Western Front" will be held in the grand lounge of
Goshen, Ind. Suit has been tiled
was photographed in pictures for the the theater, which will be specially
in local courts to restore
lease on
first time at Carlhad, Germany, to- decorated for the occasion.
the Bucklen, at Elkhart, to the new
In addition to the latest radio modinactive Popular Amuse. Co. former gether with Carl Laemmle, president
of
Universal.
The
old radio equipment and a phopictures
els,
are
now
lers.
Flora S. Kempner, plaintiff,
names Harry S. Lerner, et al., being shown in theaters in the Uni- tographic exhibit will be displayed
This will be furnished by Frank Butcharging irregularities in manage- versal Newsreel.
er, who worked with Dr. Lee De
ment.
McCormack Film Under Way
Forest.
Frank Borzage is in Ireland diColumbia Exchange Moves
recting John McCormack's picture
"Applause" to Play Criterion
Cleveland Columbia Pictures has for Fox. The story is by Tom BarPremiere of "Applause" is schedmoved into its new office on the sixth ry. Some of the scenes will be made uled at the Criterion, New York, Oct.
floor of the Film
Bldg.
Herbert on the McCormack estate near Dub- 1, and not at the Embassy as preKaufman is manager.
lin.
viously reported erroneously.

New

—

IN

color

Jolson Record

Cleveland— "Say

in

—

THOMAS MEIGHAN

Namczy's

Radio Show Tie-up

— The

Toledo

"U" Author

out

specifications.

It

With Songs,"

the Al Jolson picture, is still holding
a record at the Hippodrome where

has just concluded its third week.
first week broke the record by
about $10,000. The second week was
it

The

several thousand dollars ahead of the
old record.

Centre House Ready Nov. 1
Birmingham Work is progressing
rapidly on the new Cherokee at Cen-

—

and Glover B. Johnson
certain the house will be completed by Nov. 1.
It will seat approximately 600 and be equipped for
tre,

Ala.,

feels

sound.

"THE ARGYLE CASE"— A VITAPHONE PRODUCTION

Abel in Variety:
" 'The Argyle Case' is good box office as a
talker. It possesses all the elements of popularity fortified by the added significance
of this being Thomas Meighan's first talker.
As the star-detective hero Meighan more
than sustains his end."

Mae

Tinee
bune:

in

The Chicago

"Thomas Meighan does a good

deal

Trimore

for 'The Argyle Case' than 'The Argyle
Case' does for him. Mr. Meighan (looking
yummier than ever, girls) comports himself in businesslike and realistic fashion,
and, by the way, is mighty pleasing."

The Chicago Daily News:
"It is a safe bet that this picture portends
a number of excellent talking pictures by
Thomas Meighan, who already has scores
of silent pictures to his credit. His well

modulated voice

will

make him more

pop-

ular than ever."

PRODUCED BY WARNER BROS.— DIRECTED BY HOWARD BRETHERTON

—J%0>*1DAILY
—AND
THAT'S
By

Along The Rialto

I

Jr.

PHIL M.

fad has at last hit

The management

Now

in pajamas.
will be great if the telegraph com
panies doll their messengers out in

garbed their ushers
it

pajama uniforms. Then if a husband
comes home unexpectedly and finds
a strange guy in pajamas, the wife
unconcernedly scribbles a note and
"Here, boy, send this wire colAnd how that messenger will hurry!

sez:

and hurry."

*

*

*

An Even Break
Mike O'Toole, speaking of how
nicely the Twin Cities of St. Paul
and Minneapolis get along together,
archbishop runs St.
Paul and Al Steffes runs Minnethat

the

friends, and
once spoke of joining the two cities
more closely together. The bishoj
sez: "What will we call it, Al?" Al
The bishop
replies: "Minnehaha."
shook his head, and inquires: "But

They are good

apolis.

An
Abraham

Bernstein, our old pal as
a trade newspaperman, is now in the
theater maintenance department of
ran across Abe at a
Publix.
Paramount show, and he gave us

We

how

Publix shows,

lights
they are built

inside

interesting

is all

An

veteran publicist of short subjects

"Doc" Giannini,
glamor of California.

after

Sez

his
it's

European

trip,

has not lost the

the greatest place on' earth

Sir Thomas Lipton, big tea and sportsman of England, was a
visitor to the Paramount Long Island studios
In England they're predicting a $2,000,000 net for Gloria Swanson'»

"The Trespasser."
B. P. Fineman is sailing Sept. 20 for a two months' vacain Yurrop
Louis de Rochemont of Fox has become

fillum,

tion

welded to Miss Virginia Shaler
Lila Lee, Jack Holt,
Ralph Graves and Harry Cohn leave tomorrer for the Coast.
They're pulling a new "living billboard" stunt on Broadway for "The Great Gabbo" and the rubbernecks are certainly
stretching
This one has the gals singing and dancing and
a spider web with gals as wictims
Dolores del Rio, who's
been doing her stuff in Brooklyn crosses the bridge today to
vacation in Manhattan

They're goin' to have a real reunion today these Minneapolis
hombres, with Al and Eddie Ruben, Ralph Branton and Tommy
Burke, the latter U. A. manager in the Mill City, gathering for
a Noo Yawk session
Patsy Ruth Miller and her new
hubby, Tay Garnett, intend to keep on working for the time
being
Boy, oh, boy, what a sweet money-getter Columbia
has in "Flight."

44 The

— Mebbe

Idea

to be a great year, take it from Charlie Christie, who
pepped up over the way the Metropolitan Sound Studios
are going over.
Charlie's in Noo Yawk with Pat Dowling, that

IT'S going

Al

where does St. Paul come in?"
sez: "That's the haha."
*
*
*

some

on
up

advances in entertainment brought to the
public via sound are so significant and so far beyond the wildest conception of the industry that any
effort to fasten inferior or average artists or musicians
on the public, merely because they are flesh
and blood performers, is on the face of it silly. Jf

and some personality stuff that
makes swell copy. The thought occurred to us that here was a chance
big Broadway houses to
line of intimate backthis
out
shoot
stage publicity to the newspapers

JACK COHN

for all the

are doing it. And it's
But
the kind of stuff editors want.

None

of

of course
it.

The

them

idea

is

too original.

No.42

Industry Statistics \**
By JAMES

Secret Ambitions

CAMERAMAN—To

hear the

admit that
had something

publicly

cameraman,

he,

di-

the

to

with making the picture.
*

*

*

Famous Film Conversations
"There's a trick

it in."

THEIR
FIRST

JOBS
JOSEPH
candy
steamer.

P.

vendor

KENNEDY,
on

Statistical

The Code

*

*

excursion

do

What

Exposition of

the

Wired Theater Must Have
over the country,
ALL
quate equipment

inade-

has been
investment

discarded after the
has been made, and after serious
injury has been done to the

house

through

shows

poor

offering

to the public.

All over the country,
such
poor shows have resulted even
where good equipment had been
installed because the house conditions were impossible to dequality entertainment.

liver a

A

mingling of exhibitors with

each other and a careful study
of the real conditions that man)'
of them have already experienced of which they will gladly
tell
all
others can go a long
way to prevent like expensive
experiences to those who will

—

make

—

the investigation.

This sound business has projected the trade into a neces&ary
consideration of several factors,
each of which is essential to a
successful handling of the new

entertainment.
S. G. Howell in
P. Journal," Dailus

"M.

*

*

*

Sound Equipment Held Keynote

To

Entire

Talker Situation

matter
THE
should

of price, is, or
negligible in the

be,

purchase

of

sound

equipment.

The selection of sound equipment
is
now of even greater importance than the selection of a picprogram because the sound
reproducer once installed becomes a permanent fixture and
every picture projected over it
helped or hurt by the quality of

ture

nothing will be done about
*

rector

1929

Current Opinion

PhilM. Daly,

of the Kenosha theater out in Kenosha, Wisconsin, sprung a big surprise on their patrons when they

sez

16,

Timely Topics
A Digest of

with

THAT ^2
DALY

PAJAMA
THE
the industry.

lect,

Monday, September

P.

Editor,

Ethics was adopted
by the industry at a conference held
in New York during the week of Oct.
10, 1927, for the first time in its history, the industry itself laid down
rules by which it should be govof

erned.
The Commission approved resolutions
ommending commercial arbitration and
standard uniform contract; condemning

rec-

the
as
unfair the insertion of commercial advertising
in productions issued as entertainment; banning substitution of stars, directors or plays
in films sold or leased with the understanding that certain named stars, directors or
plays would be used; barring forcing one
picture as a condition of purchase of another;
and condemning as unfair trade practices
bicycling, late returns of prints, the giving of
gratuities,
the
use of
signed
applications
showing rental prices for the purpose of increasing or decreasing rentals; contracting
for films for use at one theater and actually
using them at another; failure to report
promptly and correctly the results of percentage bookings; allocation of pictures by
exhibitors
among
themselves;
agreements
among distributors to prevent any exhibitor
from contracting for their films or to exact
higher rentals than could be obtained in
open competition purchase by an exhibitor of
more films than he can use in order to prevent a competitor getting them; or inducing
;

CUNNINGHAM
The Film Daily
actors, directors or employees of producers or
distributors to break their contracts.
The commission also accepted as expressions of the trade, resolutions approving the
work of the M. P. Prod. & Dist. of America,
Inc., in cooperating with other organizations
in an effort to prevent fraudulent activities
relating to motion pictures; approving fire
regulation of film exchanges; approving the
free showing of films in institutions; condemning transfers of theaters without attempt at the same time to transfer existing
contracts for films; approving the efforts of
the M.P.P.D.A. to "clean up" the class of
films produced by banning certain plays and
books, and its regulations as to what should
and should not be shown in films; approving
operation of the non-profit casting bureau;
permitting the loaning of actors and directors.

the equipment.

Programs may be changed and
several good pictures will offset
the bad effect of a poor picture.
But if the sound reproducer is of
poor quality every program will

be marred

—every

show

will

be

poor, and the bad effect will be

permanently reflected
box office receipts.

in

poor

P. A. Powers

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

A

resolution embodying the policy proposed
by the producer-distributor groups at the conference and accepted by the exhibitors was
held in abeyance until its results could be
Resolutions condemning the use
determined.
of pictures at schools or churches in competition with a theater were disapproved by the
commission as illegal and in restraint of
trade.
the
to
Votes upon resolutions relating
acquisition of theaters for purposes of intimiallocation
films;
protecof
coercion;
or
dation
tion to the theaters not threatened by other
houses; and refusal of a distributor to lease
a film within a resonable time after its prior
run, were so divided that the Commission refused to consider the resolutions.

Goldwyn

Pictures

may

handle

United Artists distribution; deal on.
*

Lewis

J.

Selznick acquires Zukor

interest in Selznick.

comes

vice

*

*

Sam

president.

Morris be-

:

o/fnnouncin

G^ihe New DeLuxe
1()<30

The GREATEST advance
Sound Reproducers. Designed

Points of
Permitting the addition of Sound-on-Flim Attachments
to Disc Equipments, or the addition of Disc Attachments
to Sound-on-Flim Equipments at any time without discarding any parts.

Silenced Gearings:
reduction gearings

completely

enclosed

in

grease-filled housings insuring noiseless operation, auto-

matic lubrication, smooth action, safety and long

life.

Vibrationless Construction:
Unusually solid construction insures quick pick-up in
speed and smooth operation without vibration.

Space-Saving:
Conpact design occupies the minimum of
Recess Protection:

floor space.

Turntable countersunk in recess protects disc without
cumbersome guard rail.

Even Tone:
Large sprockets in Film Attachment give greater smoothness

and eveness

of tonal reproduction*

Dependability
Especially designed "Circuit Protected" Amplifier.

Simplified Operation:
Easy accessibility permits instant changing of P. E. Cells,
Exciter Lamps and Tubes.
Control parts reduced to minimum simplifying operation.

Superior

Tone

Highly

Quality:

and adjusted P. E. Cells,
and evenly balanced amplifiers assuring accurate reproduction of dialogue and all musical tones.
sensitive, laboratory tested

"scratchless" dialogue,
music and sound effects at high-point
volume. Built to overcome the troublesome defects you've found in Sound
Reproducers— Constructed to become a
PERMANENT and REAL theatre ASSET.
liver crystal-clear,

Standardised, Adaptable Units

worm

yet made in
to STAND UP

under every condition and constantly de-

SUPERIORBTY

All

Model

Sound Equipment is the vital voice of the
Theatre.—The voice that speaks all the lines, sings
the songs and renders all the music of
pictures presented on the screen.

all

all

the

the theatre's permanent, personal voice
that can -and will -"MAKE" or "BREAK" the
show—The voice which the public knows is always
there—The voice which will attract or repel patronage,
Success or failure DEPENDS on that voice and
in this grave responsibility, the BEST equipment
is the best investment.
It

is

The DeLuxe 1930 Model POWERS CINEPH0NE
(Sound-on-Film or Disc or both) is the finest of all sound
Reproducers. Highly refined, improved, simplified and standardized to permit the addition of attachments at any time
without loss or replacement of parts.
The Disc Equipment may have Sound-on-Film added,
or the Sound-on-Film Equipment may have Disc Attachment
added, at any time without changing any parts already
installed.

and reliably constructed to assure unfailing
and scientifically balanced to deliver maximum
volume and accurate tonal modulations.
Rigidly

service

(Price

— Including

Olsc. Equipment, complete

Installation:)

....

Sound-on-Film Equipment complete
Oual Equipment (Both Systems)

$2500.
$5000.
$7500.

indorsements
Unsolicited
Expressions

of Approval

from Expert Engineers
and Shrer i Showmen
over All the World

Syracuse, N. Y.

"CINEPHONE

is fine.

I believe

it

V

the

Syracuse and have received many
compliments on it from my patrons. It has
been giving perfect sound. Put over "Lucky
Boy" opening night and several times tears
came to my eyes with joy to think I was
fortunate enough to invest in CINEPHONE

best in

EASTON. PA.

THE

PHILLIPS

Shiller

Park Theatre

INSTALLED

IN

THE

IS THE FINEST SOUND REPRODUCING INSTRUMENT THAT COULD BE SECURED. IT MORE NEARLY APPROACHES PERFECTION IN TONE QUALITY AND
NATURALNESS THAN ANY MACHINE EVER BUILT."
GEORGE W. KILPATRICK
SEVILLE THEATRE

SEVILLE

EQUIPMENT".
G. M.

POWERS CINEPHONE

Philadelphia, Pa.

vVilkinsburg,

"The POWERS CINEPHONE

Pa

"I wish to go on record ;
approving the POWERS CINE
PHONE as to volume, tone quat

equipments in the Ideal Theatre
and the New Lyric are satisfactory in every respect as to volume, synchronization and tone

ity

and synchronization."

DAN McCLOSKEY
Regal Theatre.

quality."

WOLF

&

BERGER.
Newport News, Va.

jy

"POWERS CINEPHONE

North Tonawanda, N. Y.
"Congratulations on the wonderful success of the POWERS
CINEPHONE. For tone quality
there is nothing on tne market
that can beat it."
J. J.

"In the

POWERS CINEPHONE

KELLY

J.

W. BARBER

CINEPHONE

equipment is
giving quality reproduction on both film and disc
on all pictures presented to our office."

De SALES,
Queber Motion

President
Picture Censor Board

neat,

POWERS CINEPHONE.

It

adequately
does

all

a

CINEPHONE

will

prove a formidable competitor in

the technical field of the talkies."

DAILY FILM RENTER,

"POWERS CINEPHONE

is

now

Amusement Co.

as

respects."

MATSUJIRO SHIRAI,

"Opened with "Movietone

CINEPHONE

Follies" on
Reproduction perfect

today.

and tonal quality. Business
enormous. Congratulate you on such splensurprising clearness

did equipment."

WAINRIGHT,
-POWERS CINEPHONE
as near to natural sounds as

equipment

is

entitled to take

its

we

Ltd.

reproduction

is

expect to get. This

place in the front rank."

Pres.

Shochiku Kinema.

THE FILM REVIEW.

POWERS CINEPHONE EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
723 Seventh Avenue

is

better in

Faulkner's Film Review.

in-

tions. Congratulations."

Twinfalls

"POWERS CINEPHONE
good as the best and

London, England.

talkie plant

should do giving clear diction and good sound volume.

fondest expectations."

ANDERSON

CRALL

Olympic Theatre Corp.

sums up

stalled in our seven principal theatres in
Tokyo, Osaka, Kyoto, Kobe and Nagoya for
Film and disc systems and we find your equipment satisfactory beyond our greatest expecta-

A. R.

way."

London, England.

and

"Effective

"Held our grand opening with CINEplaying "The King of Kings." CINEdelivering wonderful tone quality.
Satisfactory in every way and excelling our

PHONE
PHONE

E. T.

some

Tokio, Japan.
Twinfalls, Idaho.

satisfactory in every

Brownie Wireless Company.

Montreal, Canada.
certify

is

an indefinite 'something' which to my mind
gives a greater sense of realism than is present
in other systems. I have not heard finer quality on any talking picture apparatus."

Rivera Theatre.

"We

there

is

Powers Building

—

New York

City

THE
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'Coast Wire Service'

Another Sunday Show
Attempt at Jewell,

Clayton Joins Metropolitan

A

SUCCEEDS BERGMAN

RALPH

By

Clayton lias been appointe
head of the recording department a
Metropolitan Sound Studios, it is an
nounced by William S. Holman, ger#
Clayton comes from
eral manager.
with
Products,
Research
Electric
which he has served a year and
half, being in charge of the installasound
Western Electric
of
tion
equipment at the Paramount, M-G
and Metropolitan studios.
Clayton is one of the best known
sound engineers on the Coast and
orior to joining the "Erpi" organiza-

M

tion

was

Hollywood

GENE TOWNE,

and his
wife, Betty Brown, former title
writer, are parents of a seven-pound
kiln

scenarist,

election of the matter.
However, such a demand has
been made upon the board for a
showdown that it was decided to
again place the question before the
voters.

Sunday Shows Favored
Geneva, Neb.

*

—

By a vote of 376 to
films apparently have
won out here. However, six mail
votes remain to lie counted sometime

girl.

*

cashed in on the pajama fad
and created quite a bit of
word-of-mouth publicity when
a local pajama concern was sold
the idea of loaning enough to
supply the ushers during the
hot spell.

calling another

W1I.K

R. S.

The Kenosha, Kenosha, Wis.

down two years ago and last spring
when efforts were made the town
council frowned down the idea of

Little
from "Lots"

AS RECORDING CHIEF

That Pajama Fad

la.

—

Jewell, la.
Question of permitting Sunday movies here will be
voted upon Sept. 27 for the second
time within two years. It was voted

372

*

Sunday

By the way we can add the name
of George Brown to our list of former DeWitt Clinton high school this week by the town board. These
students. At DeWitt Clinton, George votes can swing the result either way.
lead the high school orchestra and
played the violin. Incidentally, Gene
Towne is also a former DeWitt
Clinton student.

Seeks Hillsboro Sunday Shows

—

Hillsboro, Tex.
C. W. Taylor,
manager of the R & R is issuing cards
to the public admitting them to free
performances at the Palace, the company's house.
This policy, it is reported, has been in vogue for the
past three Sundays and it is believed
will pave the way for Sunday shows
here.

MAXWELL ANDERSON-LEWIS MILESTONE FOR

in the radio laboratories of

the U. S.

Navy

at
C.

Mare Island and

He

UNIVERSALE "ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN FRONT"

Our Passing Show: the two
Green and Cohen dec-

have a:
general assistant another enM.
ieer of wide experience, A.
been with
nich, who has also
trie Research Products and forrly was with the Bell telephone

Washington, D.

will

Als

—

—

orating

ringside

seats

at

the

Braddock-Okun fight; Harry
Green betting on Braddock, but

Okun to win; B. P.
Schulberg and J. G. Bachman
watching the fighters in action;
Frank Fay, his wife and father
cheering the battlers; Georgie
rooting for

oratories for eleven years.

Clayton succeeds Helmer W. Bergman, resigned. Clayton and Granich
are
thoroughly familiar with the
Jessel greeting Sammy Lee.
*
*
*
Metropolitan plant as they were both
Arthur Caesar is acting as Const
on the ground for "Erpi" while inwere being made and representative for a fund that is
stallations
have also been closely associated being raised for the benefit of a
with the studio in an advisory capac- press agent, who is ill at Lake Saranae, N. Y.
ity since sound pictures were started
there last

November.

>ne of the first jobs under their
direct supervision will be the completion of the sound stage now un(

der construction, which is 100 by 200
and one of the largest in the indus
try, it is claimed.

Gibson Film Started

Hoot Gibson has begun production
on "Ace Rider" at Universal. The
which will be all-dialogue, is
based on a story by William Dudley
Pelley which appeared im the Saturday Evening Post. Eugenia Gilbert
plays Gibson's lead and the cast includes Harry Todd, Joseph Girard,
Monty Montague, John Oscar and
Jim Corey. Jerome Storm is directpicture,

ing.

Charge
Carl Edouarde, music director now
Edouarde

in

is in charge of the synchronization
for Aesop's Sound Fables, the Van
Beuren Corp., short subjects released

Meyer Completes Music
on Tiffany-Stahl Film
Abe Meyer has completed

the supervision of music and sound effects
on
the
Tiffany-Stahl
production,
"Woman to Woman" featuring Betty Compson under the direction of
Victor Saville.
The story is from
the play by Michael Morton. George
Barraud appears opposite the star.

Meyer now
the

is
preparing music for
remainder of the T-S program.

Lewis
Milestone

Erich M.
Remarque

Noted Author Writing Scenario and Dialog for
World Famous Novel Now Nearing

Mark in

2,000,000
Parker and Chase Assigned
has assigned Lem Parker
every
way Universal
Every day in
and Colin Chase to roles in Zane seems to be getting better and betGrey's "The Lone Star Ranger," di- ter.
Hardly a week passes without
rected by A. F. Erjckson and featur- some big piece of news to prove that
ing George O'Brien and Sue Carol. Universal is moving Heaven and
Earth to give the motion picture exDurand for "Song of Love"
hibitor better and better sound picColumbia has signed David Dur- tures.
and, child actor, to appear in "Song
For instance, while moving picture
of Love," featuring Belle Baker un- circles hummed with speculation as
der the direction of Erie C. Kenton. to who would land the prize direcThe picture will be an all-talker.
torial plum of the year, Erich M.
•

Maxwell
Anderson

Fox

Sold Copies

Dozens

of famous authors and
playwrights offered their services.
Directors of this and other companies
scrambled for a chance to do the picture.

was made to
Maxwell Anderson write the
adaptation and dialog and Lewis
Milestone handle the megaphone.
Mr. Anderson is co-author of What
Finally the decision

have

Glory and other well known
stage
successes.
Mr.
chronized by Edouarde and his orRemarque's sensational war novel Milestone directed the well rememchestra are "A Jungle Fool" and
bered
Racket and Two Arabian
Kay Francis in "The Children"
All Quiet on the Western Front
"The Fly's Bride."
Kay Francis has been given a new Jr. Laemmle kept the wires hot be- Knights.
Work will soon start on the asParamount contract and now is ap- tween Universal City and Home OfPathe Signs De Leon
pearing in "The Children," screen fice in an effort to make the best sembling of the cast.
Stick close to Universal and the
Walter De Leon, playwright, has version of Edith Wharton's novel.
selection possible.
profits will take care of themselves.
been signed by Pathe. His first picture experience was the adaptation of Edeson for "Romance of Rio Grande"
Forward March with Universal is
See Universal Weekly Magazine
Robert Edeson has been added to
"Big News" for the company in which
Robert Armstrong and Carol Lom- the cast of "Romance of Rio Grande" every week for complete details. the watchword of the industry,
(advt.)
(advt.)
Fox production.
bard are featured.

by Pathe.

The

latest

Fables syn-

.

.

.

Price

Broadway

)
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GOLFERS, ATTENTION!
this and forward to The Film Daily, 1650 Broadway!
Here is my entry and Ten Dollars for the Fall Film Golf
Tournament, to be held on Tuesday, Oct. 1 at Gedney Farms
Country Club, White Plains.

Sign

ALL TALKIE
SUPER SPECIAL

The Committee

17th Semi-Annual

Bruce Gallup, United Artists Corp.
William Brandt
Al Lichtman, United Artists Corp.

Film Golf

Wm.

A. Johnston, "M. P. News"
Mersereau, "The Film Daily"
Arthur Stebbins, Stebbins, Leterman

Don

Tournament

&

Gates

Jack Alicoate, "The Film Daily"

Directed By

PHIL M. DALY

GEDNEY FARMS
GOLF CLUB
WHITE

PLAINS,

WEST COAST NAME TO BE

CONSOLIDATED FILMS TO

WESTCHESTER

DROPPED BY FOX FIRM

E

E
{Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

1

was further evidenced with the aid of per cent interest. Name of the cirConsolidated Film Industries, which cuit has been changed to Fox Prinalready has made arrangements to cipal Theaters. Houses included are:
film every phase of the tournament. Temple and Alhambra, Alhambra;
In addition National Theater Supply Broadway, Palace, Arcade, Bandbox
Co., once again, is handling the pro- and Cozy, Los Angeles;
Brawley,
jection facilities, and judging from Brawley
Airdome and California,
the way entries are pouring in, it will Brawley; Mission, Monterey Park;
Gaiety, Santa Maria; Norwalk, Norbe "some day."
Do yourself a favor come out and walk; Downey, Downey; Monache,
frolic even though your golf game Porter ville;
Culver,
Culver
City;
doesn't match par.
Palms, Palms; Azusa, Azusa; Arlington and Grand, Aracy;
Banning
Fill out the entry blank apBanning; and American and Ventura,
pearing on this page and it asVentura.
sures you a day of golf and entertainment you won't forget for a
long time to come.
22 Houses of K. & F.
Chain Bought for $650,000
Schine Co. Continues Ohio
Denver Fox West Coast Theaters

—

Tuesday, Oct.

1st

EXTRA ATTRACTION

M.

P. Club vs Friars

DRIVING CONTEST
PUTTING CONTEST
A CARLOAD OF PRIZES

—

paid $650,000 for the 22 theaters of
Chain; Plan
the K. & F. chain in Colorado,
(Continued from Page 1)
Wyoming and New Mexico, it is unFox Metropolitan Theaters.
J.
derstood here.
Gus Kohn, former
Meyer and Louis W. Schine are con- president of K. & F., continues in
tinuing to maintain their headquar- charge of the chain.
ters here, although Fox has made
Utica the headquarters of houses Fox Rocky Mountain Firm
taken over. The Schines have about
Formed in Expansion
35 houses in Ohio and intend to con-

Expansion

tinue

expansion

—

state.

(Continued from Page

The
The

Hundred and One Laughs

that

Fox May Build First
Run House in London
of
price

district

A

in

000

London
is

square

feet,

is

a theater.
be $3,750,000.

comprises
near

27,-

Piccadilly

Circus.

Farrell Arriving Sept. 25

West Coast Theaters.

Fox Houses to Raise
Phoenix Total to 9

3

1)

for

to

said

property, which

Wilmington, Del.
Fox Rocky
Mountain Theater Co., has been
formed here to operate theaters in
inter-mountain states acquired by Fox

Phoenix,

gram

of
the

Ariz.

— Expansion

Fox West

proCoast, which call;
of three theaters

for
building
here, will raise the city's total to nine.
Only three of the exitsing theaters
are wired.
This city is headquarNace chain,
ters of the Rickards

Farrell, accompanied by
&
Jack Francis, arrives in New York recently acquired by Publix.

Charles

Sept. 25.

ENTRANCE
FEE

$10.oo

COVERS
EVERYTHING

New House

for

Grand Rapids?

Grand Rapids, Mich. — Rivalry beThompson Buys At Arcadia
Arcadia, Wis. N. Thompson has tween Fox and Publix is expected to

—

purchased the Strand from H. Teb- result
bets.

here.

in

erection

of

a

new

theater

NOW

READY FOR ALL THEATRE/
UflVINQ SOUND EQUIPMENT

DirC

RECORDS
ARE NOW
AVAILABLE
FOR THEATRE/

QEORQE
JE//EL,

u/MNq D\rc
REPRODUCTION

IN Hlf FIRfT

riNCINC-oTflLKINC
PICTURE

1JEGINNING

as a producer for the states

LUCK

rights market, Tiffany-Stahl Productions,
Inc., has, in

a

few short

years, attained in-

ternational importance with

its

own

exten-

throughout the United
States, Canada and European countries.
distribution

sive

From

a small beginning, making only a
dozen feature pictures a year, until now this
company plans as many as 52 feature productions and has extended its production
activity into the making of excellent color
short films, Tiffany has shown a steady
climb through quality productions. It has
given exhibitors several outstanding boxoffice successes and has extended its good
work into the present season, during which

Tiffany-StahPs

Record- Breaking

Talking and Singing
Sensational

Production

RCA PHOTOPHONE

TlFF<lNy-c/>TdML
KANSAS

CtTY, MO.

—

PRODUCTIONS

111 W«*» 18th $*•«**

ST tOUU, MO.

.

»S1?

IMC.

Ol.'.r Stf<

it

by town. It builded its organization region
by region. A national market, after all, is

of product.

comprised of a lot of "local" markets. And
today this company, world wide in scope,

shows promise of delivering to the
screens of the world a most imposing array
Like

other

independent

companies of
similar beginning, Tiffany relied on the regional trade papers to give its sales messages a "localized" value and to build up
regional distributors a "personal contact" that only regional papers can success-

for

its

fully accomplish.

It sold its pictures

town

continues to recognize the all-powerful local
appeal that only regional publications can
have.

—

Assoheadquarters
ciated Publications, Inc. has been an aid
to Tiffany-Stahl Productions in its business

Film

publication

—

progress.

Film Publication Headquarters

ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS,

INC.

FILM TRADE TOPICS, San Francisco; MOTION PICTURE TIMES, Dallas; MOVIE AGE, Minneapolis; THE REEL JOURNAL.
Kansas City; MOTION PICTURE DIGEST, Chicago; MICHIGAN FILM REVIEW, Detroit; EXHIBITORS' FORUM, Pittsburgh;
THE OHIO SHOWMAN, Cleveland; NEW ENGLAND FILM NEWS, Boston; EXHIBITORS' TRIBUNE, Atlanta.

•'EACH IN ITS FIELD — THE EXHIBITOR'S HOME PAPER'
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PRODUCTION IN EAST
WHO'S

WHO AND WHAT'S WHAT

IN

GREATER NEW YORK STUDIOS

—
—

Astor "Hollywood Revue"
Carrro "Seeds of Freedom"

—

EDDY^^^

Capitol
"Our Modern Maidens"
Carnegie— "Spy of Madame Pompadour"
Central— "Fast Life"
Colony "The Drake Case"
Criterion— "The Four Feathers"
Fifth Ave.— "Three Wax Works"
Embassy "Ha'lelujah"
Fifty-Fifth St.— "Three Loves"
Film Guild— "Living Russia"
Gaiety
"Fox Movietone Follies"

running true

Globe- "Street Girl"
Geo. M. Cohan
"Flight"

WORK

Short Shots from

OF RESEARCH DEPARTMENT

New York Studios

DIALOGUE ADDS TO

"With

the advent of talking
research work has developed
from merely dealing with the costumes and customs of nations to thai
pic-

tures,

of actually knowing how and what i:
said by them," according to Gastor
Duval, who is head of the research

department

at

Paramount's Long

Is-

land studio.

^^— Bv
AL.

ARTHUR

W.

\NSBACHER,

to form, or, rather writing true
to form, is doing a nice job on the
Bulletin of the International Photographers of the M. P. Industries. He
founded the first photographic journal.
Before entering the picture busiAl was making photos for
ness,
•

newspapers.

"This, of course,

makes our work

Estclle Brody, petite screen star
more complicated and technical, but
"W( who is a favorite with European
far more interesting," he says.
must be able to learn the phrase audiences, is New Yorking as a posology of past years, how words were sible preliminary to a Coast trip.
Today, with talk She recently completed her contract
said and when.

—

—

MORE VITAPHONE SHORTS
Vitaphone shorts have been made
recently at Warner Bros, studio with
the following:
George Burns and
Grace Allen, directed by Murray
Roth; Josef Kallini, Manhattan Opera Co. tenor, directed by Arthur
Hurley; Ruth Etting, Ziegfeld star,
directed by Murray Roth, "Dead or
Alive," with Hugh O'Connell, Irene
Shirley, Granville Bates, Harry L
Beck, William Shelley and Lex B.
Luce, directed by Hurley.

Ann Codee and Frank Orth

—

Hippodrome
Loew's

—
— "Why

Leave Home?"

New York— Monday, "The

Mysterious

Dr Fu Manchu;" Tuesday, "College Coquette' and "A Night of Love;" Wednesday, -The Very Idea;" Thursday, "The

Wagon Master;" Friday, "Half Mariage"
and "Two Arabian Knights;" Saturday.

Woman

Trap;"

Woman"

Sunday,

Mark Strand— "On With
Paramount "Jealousy"

—

— "The

RialtoRivoli

"Bulldog

Roxy— "The

the

"The

ing pictures gaining in momentum
are dealing with humans; yester
day, with the silent picture at it;
peak, we dealt with mere photographs."
Duval, who speaks seven languages
including the Scandinavian, has seen
service in the Mexican' Diplomatic
Service, and as a result has travelled
This has given him the
extensively.
background for his knowledge of huconsiderably better known at the
man habits throughout the world.
"Talking pictures have given us a moment than he is, theatrically
new angle to work from. The true speaking, has broken into pictures
Waridiomatic expressions are peculiar to via "The Kiddies Cabaret" at
The elder Gray
Spanish is spoken ner Bros, studio.
every country.
throughout almost all of South was one of the big entertainment
America.
But to truthfully portray spots in "Hit the Deck" and was

production with a South
American country as -a locale, we
must make a detailed study of the
language in that country where the
action takes place. The work, theretalking

Drummond"

Dance
Black

of

Life"

Watch"

Selwyn- "The Great Gabbo"
Warners— "Say It With Songs"
Winter Garden— "Gold Diggers of Broadway"

with "Great Day,"
heading towards
which seems
Broadway more or less uncertainly.
last

identified

just
tion

NEW THEATRE DECORATIVE
SCHEMES

to be felt and seen
in the dark.

to be

Robert R. Presnell, from whose
more extensive and possibly typewriter has come both plays and
short stories, is doing the adaptation
harder, but very much more inter
on "The Big Pond," talking feature
esting."
"Then, of course, we must be more which Paramount will make at its
following "The
exact.
We can't do as we did with Long Island plant He
will also be
the silent pictures, when a costumed Laughing Lady."
this season
Broadway
represented
on
character could make some mouth
expressions which could be passed with a new play which Crosby Gaige
Thomas Mitchell
off as a good imitation of a foreign is producing with

fore,

is

language."
"Even the ringing of a bell calls
Certain types of
for much labor.
bells sound differently than others

The motion
is

River

Show"

have
completed a series under direcof Murray Roth and Arthur
with British International, her last Hurley.
James M. Burke and Eleawork being on dialogue parts for nor Durkin have finished work in "A New Type Face for
Pathe Review
Plaything."
"The
Tete-Tete in Songs," directed by
Terry Ramsaye, editor of both silW. F. Hubbard is keeping busy Roth, who also made a skit entitled ent and sound versions of the Pathe
these days making pictures for Johns "The Trial of Mary Coogan," with Audio Review, has selected new type
Manville Co. Before joining this John T. Murray and Vivien Oak- faces for its printed titles. The new
Under direction of Arthur type face is called Kabel designed and
organization he was with Fox and land.
Hurley,
Charles
Hackett,
famous cut in Germany and recently introParamount.
opera
star,
Metropolitan
recently duced here, it is reported, by Continental Typefounders Ass'n.
Roger Gray, Jr., whose daddy is worked in a short.

we

a

ROTH AND HURLEY DIRECT

picture public of toda}
quick to notice any mistakes we

starred.

Hobart Henley's Next

Two

to

Be Made

in

East

Hobart Henley's next two pictures
will he

made

in the East.

They

are

matter how simple and
"Red Harvest," an original by Ben
unimportant they may be. Thus, our Hecht,
and "The Big Pond," starwork is really much harder, but also

may make, no
much more

interesting."

Short Revue Scheduled
A short with Smith and Dale has
been completed at Paramount under
direction of Monty Brice. The only
other short definitely set for production is a revue which will present
Jay C. Flippen and Noel Francis.
This probably will be made the week
of Sept. 23, under supervision of
Larry Kent, who is in charge of
short subject production at the studio.

ring Maurice Chevalier.

Vitaphone Heidt Band
Horace Heidt and his Californians
have completed a Vitaphone short at
Warners Eastern studio under direcThe band is
tion of Murray Roth.
current at the

Palace.

Showing Spoor Films
Postponed demonstration of Spoor
films will be conducted this week at
RCA's Gramercy studio under supervision of Richard Currier. The subjects include one with Rudy Vallee.

REASONARLE DECORATING
COSTS and PROMPT
SERVICE

The MICHEL
200 West 57th

ANGELO STUDIOS,

Street

New York
THEATRE SPECIALISTS

Inc.

New York

Woodhull Says General Talking Welcomes Suit
iTHE
i3fe NEWSPAPER

ULTHE HEWS

o/'FILHDO

ALL THE TIME

VOL. XLIX

Tuesday, September

No. 66

A Squawk!
—By
ALICOATE—

Strike

—

JACK

WHY

is

that

it

so

many

the-

managers and producers seem to go out of their

ater-wise

way

to

make

it

uncomfortable

It

is

particularly

displeasing

union is not signed, according
to Bert Henderson, president
of the Toronto Musical Protec-

to

those who pay good money to attend opening performances and to
the small army of newspaper folk
who are forced to be there? Why
oh why do otherwise smart publicity
men persist in the 20 year old publicity gag of lighting the house from
the other side of the street with a battery of sun arcs to draw a cheap
and unruly crowd of curiosity seekers who mean absolutely nothing to
the box office, producer, publicity or
prestige of the picture?
to

Looms

Toronto Operators threaten
to withdraw from 24 Famous
Players Canadian Corp. houses
here in ten days time if the
agreement with the musicians

tive Ass'n.

at

all.

Ambassador Extraordinary
George R. Canty, motion picture
trade commissioner in Europe for the

Department

of

Commerce

is

on

his

York. On more
than one occasion we have been with
Mr. Canty in London and on the
Continent and have found him an aggressive and agreeable chap, well

way back

to

New

by all and distinctly picture
His record is one worthy of
a word of commendation for he has
accomplished much from a legislative
and diplomatic standpoint as well as
liked
wise.

in a variety of other

ways.

Grandeur Bows In
Tonight at the Gaiety theater the
interesting and irrepressible Mr. Fox
takes the hand of his latest debutant,
"Grandeur Pictures," and formally
introduces this innovation, first to the
industry and secondly to the world at
large.
Grandeur uses film twice the
size of the ordinary film and is an
accomplishment rather than an experiment. After the talkers, the next
logical step seemed the wide film and
screen.
Here it comes moving in
with bag and baggage.

1929

Price 5 Cents

ALL KEYS REPRESENTED
IN NEW INDEPENDENT FIRM

{

Adolph Pollak Heads

FAMOUS CANADIAN NOT TO

New

Distribution

Organization

—

BE SOED, DIRECTOR SAYS

Chicago Nineteen key cities were
represented at meetings here where a
Control of Famous national organization of independent
Montreal
Players Canadian Corp., Ltd., will not distributors was formed. The three
be sold as long as the present ad- day session wound up on Sunday.
The new company intends to acministration of the company exists,
according to I. W. Killam, a director quire and produce pictures for world
It will function on a
of the company and head of the Royal distribution.
Securities Corp., Ltd., in a statement national scope only. The conference
made in connection with the report raised $100,000, with sufficient pledgemanating from New York that Fox ed to assure ample financing, in the
Officers have
opinion of sponsors.
is angling for a major interest in the
been elected and a charter applied
Canadian firm.
The control of the company "is for under the laws of New York state.
(Continued on Page 10)
Adolph Pollak, president of Hollywood Pictures, New York, heads the
new company; Irving Mandell of
Security Pictures Corp., Chicago, is
F.

—

WARNER

ST. LOUIS

HOUSES

Musicians are on strike at all
Skouras-Warner houses in St. Louis,
it is stated at offices of the American
Federation of Musicians, New York.
Both Fox and St. Louis Amusement
Co. have renewed their contracts
with local musicians after the recent
two weeks truce declared to give both
parties a better opportunity to discuss the situation.
The only point in controversy is
the number of players to be used in
The St. Louis and
the orchestra.

have to literally fight one's way
through a crowd of hoodlums and
to have the lady who accompanies
you subjected to the wise cracks of
a line stretching from the curb to
the ticket taker.
Instead of being
an asset this gag of crowding your
lobby with bums is the sauce of
Grand Opera House, RKO houses,
the apple and we know of no bethave signed new agreements and
ter way in which to put your open(Continued on Page 9)
ing night's audience in a show me
and super-critical attitude than to
Winding
practically force them to fight their
way to their seats for no reason

17,

Up
Jack Warner
Schedule After Confabs

PUBEIX ROUNDING OUT

&R.
Minneapolis

— Publix

(Continued on Page

10)

ESSANESSHUAKING
is

rounding

UT.

out the year's building program of
12
Circuit
Theater
Northwest
the
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY (Finkelstein & Ruben). This is being
Hollywood Jack Warner who re- done under supervision of M. J. MulChicago Essaness circuit is undercently returned from New York, is len, new general manager of opera- stood to be taking over the majority
engaged in winding up the 1929-30 tions, working under Edmund Ruben, of small Lubliner & Trinz theaters
He went East divisional director of Publix, with from Balaban & Katz. Twelve houses
production program.
several weeks ago to discuss the im- headquarters in New York. The cir- are involved. This leaves the L. & T.
pending
Paramount consolidation. cuit now has 125 houses in operation. chain with about seven large houses.
Upon his return, he declined comment The firm is remodeling the Garrick Eddie Silverman, formerly of War(Continued on Page 10)
on the deal.
ners, is president of the S. & S.
which has been acquiring
chain,

OVER

—

—

Says

W.

No Papers Served

in

E. Suit vs. General Talking

(Continued on Page 10)

in New York
for Material, New Faces

Harry Rapf

Purchase of new story material and
Although the company welcomes a
in
a search for new faces is planned
suit of the kind, no one connected
Harry Rapf of M-G-M,
York
by
New
with General Talking Pictures Corp.,
yesterday for a two
Germany's has been served with a process or who arrived
Stuttgart (By Wire)
weeks' visit.
National Ass'n of M. P. Owners has summons of any kind, R. F. Wooddeclared a boycott on foreign made hull, executive vice president of the
This company declared, in commenting
sound and talking pictures.
Plans
is a development of the movement
upon statement by Western Elec(Continued on Page 9)
of an annual award
Creation
tric that it has brought suit against
for the best picture made from

Boycott American Sound
Productions in Germany

—

Award

N.

Canadian Showmen
to Hear Franchise Plan
E.,

the firm.

"It is therefore obvious that without knowledge of the complaints
Boston Exhibitors of this zone other than newspaper information,
waste of
are schedule to meet here today to any discussion would be a
Fran- time. It is common knowledge that
discuss the Tiffany-Stahl.
Photo- Mr. Schlessinger and his associate inchise plan as well as the

—

RKO

RCA

(Continued on

Page 10)

(Continued on Page 9)

material, along the
original
lines of the Pulitzer Prize, is

planned by Samuel Goldwyn,
Details
is in New York.
of the plan are being worked

who
out.

..
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Financial
STOCK MARKET
High

Low

Close

Am.

AUGUST

IN

37 CITIES

Today:
Further developments are being
Fifty-five
theater
projects
were
awaited in the Equity situation by launched last month in 37 eastern
President Frank Gillmore before any states, according to the F. W. Dodge
definite steps are taken.
At the re- Corp. Of this number 38 were pic- Sept. 19
cent secret discussion in New York ture houses with a total floor area
Sept. 21
with William F. Canavan, president of 278,000 square feet and involving
of the International Ass'n of The- a cost of $2,441,300.
The remaining Sept. 28
atrical Stage Employees and M. P. 17 involve a reported $1,325,000.
Sept. 30
Machine Operators, and Joseph Weber, president of the American FederaOct.
1
tion of Musicians, Gillmore outlined First Jewish Talker
the Equity situation.
No action has
Oct.
7-10
to
Released Sept. 28
been taken, however. Other meetings
Oct. 29-31
"The Wailing Wall," first talking
are expected in the near future.
picture in the Jewish language, is to Dec. 9-10
be released Sept. 28 by Max Cohen,
America Imports 70 Per
New York. The production also will

.

Last day of meeting of Montana exhibitors at Butte.

Meeting of M.P.T.O.A. of New
England at Boston.
and 20 Meeting of exhibitors at
Salt Lake
Opening of

Cent of Films in Egypt
Washington Bureau of

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

—American

films

are

estimated by several distributors to
constitute 70 per cent of the imports
into Egypt, advises a report to the
M. P. Division of the Dept. of Commerce. The American social pictures
are best liked in Egypt with a large
demand for comedies.
Western
dramas are not popular in cities of
Cairo and Alexandria but find a good
market in the Provinces.
Egypt
Sales
200 has but one studio at Helipolis where
3.100 the yearly capital for 1928 invested
2,300 in
production was apprroximatelv
600

be
is

available

composed

The

cast

of the

Jew-

English.

in

of

members

News

Art Theater.

sas

City

exhibitor

at

of

Kan-

Oakwo«d

Country Club.
Premiere of "Applause" at the
Criterion, N. Y.
Meeting of S.M.P.E. at Toronto.
Annual M. P. T. O. A. Meeting
at

the

Meeting

Peabody Hotel, Memphis.
of North
Carolina ex-

hibitors'

unit at Pinehurst.

Officials

Aid to

Among

(sound).

Annual Golf Tournament

R-K-0

the players is "Shmilekel," the child cantor.
The picture will have a score by A.
ish

City.

the Paramount-Publix
national ladio hour.
First issue of Hearst Metrotone

Be

30'/>
30
30
Seat
2434
Con. Fm. Ind.
2534 2'4
25 ;4
25%
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 26
203
201 ^
20136
East. Kodak
6,000 $25,000.
do rts
5!4
534
Fox Fm. "A"
95% 94J4 95% 5,000
36%
*Keith A-O
Joice Gets Warner Post
116" lii" 114
ioo
do pfd
500
595<
Loew's Inc
58Ji
59'A
A. P. Waxman, director of adver9636
*do pfd
24% 24% '20b tising and publicity for Warner
M-G-M pfd
72
71% 32,200 Bros., has appointed J. Maxwell
7034
Para. F-L
9
9% 1.300 Joice to take charge of publicity
Pathe Exch
934
100
18
do "A"
18J4
and advertising in Warner Bros.
4,800
Radio K-O-A
37% 3636 37
Broadway theaters. Joice will con40
*Stanley Co
20
-Univ. Pict. pfd.
cern himself with the Winter Gar7.500
Warner Bros.
59% 57% 58
den and Warner theaters making his
36 44,300
do rts.
headquarters at the latter house.
CURB
80
*Bal.
Katz
33% 1,000
Columbia Pets.
33% 31
Cubberley Plans Investment Firm
3%
*Film Insp
27% 2',266
27% 27
Fox Thea. "A"
Minneapolis Formation of an in"j
2
Griffith, D.W.
.
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NVA

Pledge
Sanatorium

NVA

Support to the
Sanatorium,
dedicated Sunday at Saranac Lake,
Ellstein, composer conductor of Lud- has been pledged by Radio-Keith-Orwig Satz's theater, with violin solos pheum officials. David Sarnoff has
by Samuel Kramer. There will be a pledged "the best radio set
theme song based on the title.
can supply," as well as RCA-Photophone equipment.

RCA

Theodore Hays Convalescing
Theodore L. Hays,

Minneapolis

—

pioneer showman of the Northwest,
and veteran executive of the Finkelstein & Ruben circuit, is convalescing from an operation undergone a
few months ago.

Powers Disc Device for $2500
Powers Cinephone disc sound

P. A.

recorder is being offered for $2500,
including installation and not for
$2000 as previously erroneously reported.

.

.

.

.

.

.

K4>A%Y YIAT

o

Do You Suffer From

%
%
MARKET

.

—

Loew do deb rts.
Nat. Scr. Ser.
Univ.

Loew

6s

6s

41

.

5%s

Am.

94
99

94
99

99%

99%

99%

70

70

70

Seat.

36. 81

80

51

CURB BONDS
6s

Warner 6%s

83

.106% 106% 106%
94
99

x-war.

37

7s

81

46. 83

6s

41ww.

By.

Pathe

%

80%

Box

planned here by J.
F. Cubberley, formerly in charge of

Twin

KRAZY
KAT

Cities for

Northwest Theater Circuit (Finkelstein & Ruben).
Cocalis

Buys

Newark, N.

in

West End

— Sam

Cocalis, operator of three Elizabeth theaters, has
J.

acquired an interest in Stanley Sobelson's W'est End here.
He has
also taken over the Elmora, Elmora.

SOUND

198

28

CARTOONS

OVER THE COUNTER

Roxy "A"

26

do
do com
Skouras Bros
United Art
do pfd
Univ. Ch. com
do pfd

27

units

6
34
10

5

32
5

65
2

LAST

$2500 disc

29
30

85

PRICE QUOTED

synchronizer machine and

—

—

for
trade
will
new
amplification
pipe organ or can use reproducing
grand piano or player piano or organs
also have rebuilt used machine at
substantial reduction. The Starr Piano
Company. Richmond, Indiana.

—

Office Trouble

is

theaters outside the
2,900

20

Paramount 6s 47.
Par.

27
1336

BOND MARKET

A-O

do

13%

Pict

pfd

Keith

100

24

25%
13%

Trans-Lux

do

24

24

.

Thea. Sup.

•Nat.

vestment trust

34%
.

???

.

Proj.

"Intern.
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AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY

ARE SURE CURES
Animated by BEN HARRISON

MANNY GOULD

Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard

PRODUCED, BY WINKLER

Vaudeville Acts

Western Electric Recording

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Perm. 3S80

and

1

Winkler

Sound Cartoons
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Coast Wire Service"

To Make Spanish Talkers
A

(PRODUCERS VIE FOR

Little
from "Lots"

LATIN-AMERICAN TRADE

RALPH W1LK

By

There

is

a rush

on among national

BROWN

JOE

Hollywood
always makes

E.
and independent producers to supply
productions for the Latin-American
colorful statements.
His latest
and Spanish talking picture market.
MiKgestion is that a picture be made
Sono-Art will star Jose Bohr in a in Technicolor, with Al Green directSpanish version of "Blaze O' Glory," ing and that the cast include Alice
while Cliff Wheeler is directing an in- White, Monte Blue and Lawrence
dependent Spanish feature at the Tec- Gray.
Art studio. Jack Donovan also will
*
*
*

he starred in a series of pictures for
the Latin-American market.
Universal has made two short sub-

"Hollywood

jects,

Alexander

and

Nights"

"Black and White," in Spanish, with
Jack Foley directing. Foley also has
directed a Spanish version of "The
Last Supper," a two reel subject.

in Eight Productions
is

making

is

mak-

Is Here." John Francis Dillon,
who directed Gray in
"Sally," will also direct him
in "Spring Is Here."

Curwood Being Starred
Bob Curwood Prod,

Gray

ing a rapid rise on the screen.
His work in "Sally" and "No,
No, Nanette" was so well
liked by First National executives that he was assigned a
co-starring role in "Spring

*

a

*

*

and talking picRita Kissin has completed the
tures starring Bob Curwood, form- German version
of the lyrics for
The first is Universal's "Broadway." "I have
er
Universal star.
"Shackles of Vengeance," with Walter been writing
German poetry since
Fabian, former Universal director, di- I
was 13, never dreaming that some
recting.
Curwood recently returned day love songs would be at a premfrom a personal appearance tour of
ium for the movies," said Miss Kisthe east and also plans to make persin.
sonal appearances with his new pic*
*
*
ture, which will be released independseries of eight silent

Benny Rubin, who scored in
"Marianne," will play a comedy base-

ently.

Oland

to Sing in

Warner Oland, who

Film
prior

to becoming a screen character actor,
was in grand opera, is to sing in
King."
starring
Vagabond
"The
Dennis King for Paramount. JeanMacDonald has the feminine
ette
Ludwig Berger is directing.
lead.

for

M-G-M, "The

He

M.
agent

in

"Take

recently

Big," at M-Gplayed a booking
It

"Cotton and
*

*

Silk."
*

More Passing Show: Lou
and Frank Merlin discussing divers and sundry
matters at Fox; Jim Keefe
preparing for his new position in the Fox publicity department; Freddie Fleck renewing acquaintances at RKO
and greeting Dorothy Herzog.

Rogue's

Original plans called for
Song."
Robert Z. Leonard to serve as direcBeryl Mercer For "Medals"
tor, but Leonard was unable to comBeryl Mercer, stage actress, has
plete final editing of "Marianne."
been engaged by Paramount for role
in

Fox Casts Three
The

trio

of

title

roles

in

CRITICS

"Medals" featuring Gary Cooper

LIKED

HOBART HENLEY'S
PRODUCTION

The Lady
(A

Lies
PARAMOUNT PICTURE)

"The closing scene of

the talking picture, 'The Lady
evoked a hearty round of applause from an audience
that filled the Paramount Theatre yesterday afternoon.
It
is a good, popular entertainment, a film that sustains the
interest and has the advantages of intelligent acting by the
Lies,'

principals."

THE NEW YORK TIMES,
Sept.

Mordaunt

set

N. Y.

Sept. 9,

"A

production in every department, 'The
Lady Lies,' at the Paramount Theatre, is quite easily the
best of the sophisticated talkies yet to reach the screen.
"Hobart Henley has directed the piece with just the
proper admixture of sunlight and shadow."
real

stellar

NEW YORK AMERICAN,
Sept.

Sisters" have just been filled at
Paul Sloane will direct this story in

7,

Regina Crewe.

"Take our tip and don't pass up the Paramount this
week-end. Stay until the very final crackerjack fadeout of
'The Lady Lies' even if you have to break an urgent appointment to spare the time.
"Director Henley works out the story with spark and
spontaneity."

DAILY NEWS,

John Farrow and Dan Totheroh
Fox. are collaborating on the dialogue and
3

EVENING WORLD,
George Gerhard.

under the direction of Richard Wal-

"The

7,

Hall.

"Probably the most glowing commentary which could
down is that fact that thunderous applause greeted
the final fade-out of the picture when we saw it Saturday.
You'll seldom hear that at the exhibition of a motion picture, and we have never heard such obviously spontaneous
handclapping as this."
be

Seiler

Barrymore to Direct Tibbett
Lionel Barrymore will direct Lawrence Tibbett in the latter's romantic

drama

role in

ball

UNANIMOUS!
EVERYWHERE

Sept.

ace.

1,

Irene Thirer.

adaptation.

Louise Dresser will be feaAddie McPhail, June Collver
tured.
and Joyce Compton are the sisters.

which

"The best talking picture the Paramount Theatre has
housed is featured there this week. 'The Lady Lies,'
has been skillfully transferred to the screen and in its
present form is more entertaining and interesting than in
its original stage construction.
Hobart Henley adds a real
accomplishment to his record in the directorial work of
yet

Two

Directors for Shearer
starring
next
Shearer's
production for M-G-M, "Their Own
Desires" will be directed by both E.
Mason Hopper and James Forbes,

Norma

writer.

this current

Paramount

release."

GRAPHIC,
Constance Bennett Film Finished
"Rich People," Constance Bennett's
first picture
under her Pathe contract, has been finished.

ATIFFANY-/TAHL FRANCHISE
If

YOUR

LIFE

yAVER

Sept. 7,
Julia Shawell.

.

STREET GIRL
HHH,:

STICKING

a

like

mustard plaster at

New York

Globe,

SECOND
and

.

4*

.

to get

Wind

A Gorgeous

.

.

Big

its

Both

-

Song and
The Incomparable Betty

and Tips

Feet

to Greater Things to

Come!

» *

"A

«

%

*/*•.

*im

STREET GIRL
TRIUMPH~BA<

Drama Spectacle That Puts
Radio in the Show Arena
with

"***~---

M

Smash Month

just Starting

Second

w

.

£.

.

SOCKS CHI
/

RADIO'S
lifts

big gross -grabber

Chicago

boot -straps

.

/

.

right

up by

its

smears records

.

all

over landscape at State- Lake

in

monster

Critics rave

RKO
.

.

Show

.

//.

cedes

Titans

campaign

.

.

.

trade con-

hi

in

VAMPS

ATLANTIC CITY
smashing 32-year old house
record Steel Pier and leaves
ocean lonesome as

a

duck pond.

STAMPEDES

BOSTON
opening new
B. F. Keith's

RKO

season-

— hangs 'em

neatly

on rafters— held second week.

AND DANCING
JOYOUS WAY TO

SINGING
ITS

ONE MIGHTY COAST TO
COAST MOP UP
Di/r>*

rMCTDioi iTikir:

.

rr^DDODATlOKI

.

ENDORSED

!

the stage's

greatest contribution to the

talking screen

. .

^Broadway's
most

and Broadway's

brilliant actress

standing stage success,
that

is

is

out-

the combination

acclaimed wherever PARIS

BOUND

is

shown, as the stage's greatest contribution
to the talking screen.

The

and artistry of ANN HARDING, supported by a
superb cast, combined with the sparkling
dialogue, gripping drama and intriguing sitdistinctive beauty, personality

uations

in

PARIS

BOUND — make

this

duction as sensational a success as

pro-

when

it

Broadway spellbound as a stage play
more than a year.

held
for

Even Greater

Than
That
I

os

is

On The

Screen

Stage

the consensus of opinion

Angeles,

City, Detroit,

key

On The

city

it

St,

in

Chicago,

Louis, Baltimore,

Kansas

ANN
HARDING

San Francisco, and every other

has played.

E3PATHEE3

OPENS AT PARAMOUNT
THEATRE, NEW YORK, SEPT. 20

—
They Say
"The greatest work yet seen on the
talking screen."
Louis Times

St.

As smooth and

demonstration

fine a

of talking picture accomplishment at
the movie world has seen."

& Examiner

Chicago Herald

"No

dialogue, no more subtly

finer

cast

skilled

of

Miss Harding

brought together.
a

personality

lovely

rank of audible

have been

actors

the

into

lifts

front

artistry."

Los Angeles Times

"One

of the finest,

thing

the

given

us."

"Genuine,

not the finest,

Louis

yet

Globe-Democrat

and

unaffected,

beautiful, Miss

has

screen

talking

St.

if

Harding

is

always

everything

that a talkie star ought to be."

Chicago Tribune

"One

of the signal

year.

A new

star

pictures of the

who

destined to

is

achieve great popularity."
Los Angeles Express

"Exquisite film.
ted.

Brilliantly

sophistica-

Miss Harding has a delightful,

striking personality."

Los Angeles

"The

star's

registered

were

in

personality

as

completely as

ability
if

she

the flesh."

Chicago Herald

111

and

News

&

'<v>

Examiner

PARIS BOUND
The Most Exquisite Ballet Interlude Ever Produced!

t

"No more
and music

"A

blend of photography
on record." Los Angeles Times

felicitous
is

startlingly fine musical
I

sequence".
_-

A

l_

_

k

1

Music by Arthur Alexander,
recorded by full symphony
orchestra under direction of
Staged by
Josiah Zuro.

"Talking pictures have produced

nothing

greater .... a genuinely triumphant union
of visual

and sound

effects.

—

THE

&&>*

Tuesday, September

DAILY

-AND

Along The Rialto

THAT'S

THAT
By PHIL M.

with

PhilM. Daly,

DALY

CLOSE-UP

rvENISON CLIFT, who

Adolph Zukor
which shows him as a manysided personality and tells a lot
about him that has never heretofore

A

of

*

We

'

*

in

the

Good news to learn that Miss Patrician Lynch has recovered
her health sufficiently to become Vancouver Film Board secretary
Maurice Revnes is on his way East from the Coast.
They finally prevailed upon Gabe Hess to take a few
days' vacation. What a worker he is
Albert S. Goldberg
is recovering at a New York hospital after an operation for a
kidney stone
And now Bull Montana has fallen victim to
cupid and soon will wed Mary Poulson
Willard Keefe is
new film editor of "The N. Y. Evening Telegram."

fillum busia long time

all

that

Paramount
*

*

implies.

'

*

When he finally was ready to
produce pictures on his own, he invited William A. Brady to come in
with him. But Brady refused because he thought the venture was
too speculative. Mull that one over
Now when Bill Brady gets unduly
excited, mebbe he is looking over
Paramount

the

and thinking
venture

vidual will be able to stage the dialogue as well

as di-

would seem

But we do know that at
this stage of development of talking pictures, the two
directors must work together in close harmony if the
possible

finest

are

to

be

results

JOBS
HERMAN STARR
stock clerk in knitting novelty
house.

Markets

Distribution

THE
A

advent of sound pictures,
which has caused havoc with

many small American exhibitors,
now is causing considerable agitation in the British distribution
field.
Opinions culled from the
British press, follow:

—

Simon Row6on "You cannot
base sharing terms on the size
of the theaters, because of the
."
wide range of profitableness
James V. Bryson "It is a
matter for natural bargaining

—

between renter and exhibitor

Industry Statistics
By JAMES

P.

Editor,

There was an increase in the aggregate of British imports of motion
picture films during the first six
months of 1929 compared with the
corresponding period of 1928 on account of the extensive advance in
positive film, on which the gain was
nearly 6,000,000 linear feet, according to a report to the M. P. Division
On the
of the Dept. of Commerce.
other hand, blank film dropped by
2,600,000 linear feet, while negative
film recorded an increase of 90,000
linear feet.

The
has

fall

in

continued

crease

in

the

imports of blank film
since
first

1927,
half

the
of

.

.

."

"Daily Renter"

Business Regulated Best
Regulated the Least

DOUBTLESS

some

ment bureaus

in

When
govern-

Washing-

are valuable and useful to
nation's life.
The chief result, however, of the bureaucrat's
activities is a period of suspense
and uncertainty in business, an
added burden of legal fees and
a stead}' drain on the public
treasury. The buying public has
a method of its own in dealing
with unfair and unjust trade
Business is regulated
practices.
best when regulated least, and
the sooner official Washington
rediscovers this sound and old
business principle, the better.

ton

the

James G. Harbord, President of
RCA in "The N. Y. Post"
*

*

*

American Firms Aid More

Than Own

Industry, Briton Says

that happens
motion picture industry does not come from the British side, but from the American
side." "I have always found that

who

the people

Statistical

.

in

MONT A BELL

No.43

.

ANY the

obtained. >>

If

THEIR
FIRST

Talkers Upsetting British

courtesy

*

asked to explain his success,
Zukor modestly says that he simply
But oh, baby, how
rode the tide.
he hung on to his surf board! Who
said something about those native
So
Hawaiians at Waikiki Beach?
add to Hobbies: Adolph Zukor
Surf Riding. Wotta hobby!

it

somewhat problematical.

financial statement,
how speculative the
*

Whether, as time goes on and we learn more about
this tremendously important new medium, one indirect the picture, remains to be seen, but

is.

*

fc

€)

Lon-

eaten

ness think they spend
They should
getting somewhere.
stop and ponder the fact that Zukor
ran the Fourteenth Street theater for
But in those seven
seven years.
years he was watching, studying
planning.
And the result of those
seven years is Paramount of today

and

in

play, "Scotland

serenaded by musicians from the Saenger, New Orleans
Jeanne Eagels is out of the hospital after recovering from an
eye infection
Arthur Dickinson of the Hays office is being
kidded on the time he ate a plate of corn fritters covered with a
"delicious" sauce which he thought was cane syrup and about
what he said to the waiter when he found out what he had really

*

*

bozos

months

Cameron is another Lone Star State exhibitor who visited the
Warner home office
J. F. Brinkmeyer has resigned from
the St. Louis Amusement Co. to join a sound reproducing equipment company
Eddie Leonard's plugging "The Minstrel Man," in his songs
over the radio
Maurice F. Barr, division manager of
Saenger Theaters, recently said "I do"
The bride-elect was

take the liberty to reprint a

lotta

last 18

of

few highlights and advise all you
boys and girls to read the article
in full. We see little Zukor conning
over from Ricse, Hungary, when he
was fifteen, with forty dollars sewed in his waistcoat. Later he went
to night school, learned to box and
play baseball, and at a Sunday
game he met Lottie Kaufman, who
later became Mrs. Zukor.

A

has spent the

Yard," opens at
J. V. Allan
.southern and western sales boss for Warners is on an extended
trip through his territory
H. B. Robb and E. H. Rowley
have been visiting at the Warner offices in Noo Yawk
It's on forthcoming pictures, not any theater deals.
Sam Hefley

*

*

Current Opinion

Noo Yawk today. His new
the Sam Harris next Monday

the industry.

Timely Topics
A Digest of

Jr.

don, arrives in

last
appears
in
been
published,
week's issue of "The New Yorker."
It runs for five pages, which is some
run in that popular publication. Incidentally it shows how important
the film industry has grown to be
American life, and particularly
in
how important Adolph Zukor is in

1929

17,

de1929

No.43

CUNNINGHAM
The

Film

Daily

will help are the

American directors; and anybody connected with the American industry has shown that
they cannot do enough for us."
John Banfield, Director, in
"Today's Cinema"

amounting

to 11,000,000 feet compared
the like period of that year
Positive film, after a setback in 192S
of about 2,000,000 linear feet, now
record a rise of nearly 4,000,000 linear
feet over 1927, but negative films re-

with

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

main lower than two years ago by
over 900,000 linear feet"
Chiefly in consequence of a decrease of about 16,000,000 linear feet
in British exports to blank films this
contrasted with 1928, there
year,
was a decrease of approximately 18,000,000 linear feet in total exports.
Positive film decreased by 1,800,000
linear feet, while exports of negative
film gained relatively in footage.

Florida exhibitors organize to fight
in South.

Lynch aggressions
*

E.

*

W. Hammons

Bay Co. backing

*

gets

Hudsons'

for Educational.

)

THE
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Boycott American Sound
Day and Date Premieres
Productions in Germany
of Lloyd Talker Planned

Happiness
By
Every one

is

WILLIAM FEATHER

(.Continued from

interested in trying to discover the real source of

happiness.

Some

is

think it is freedom from want and worry; others think it
a philosophical attitude.
I suspect the real source of happiness is the mastery of nature,

of our environment, of ourselves.
Man gains in dignity, nobility and spiritual stature to the degree that he dominates natural elements and assumes command of
his destiny.
All this boils down to self-expression.
The happy man is not one who is leading an effortless life, but
one who is creating works on which his personality is impressed.
He may be building bridges, raising wheat, tunneling mountains,
isolating germs or composing music. If his work is true and honest
it must bring him an exalting sense of satisfaction.

From

the "Evening Post."

Says No Papers Served in
W. E. Suit vs. General Talking
(Continued from Paije

WARNER

ST. LOUIS

{Continued from Page

HOUSES
1)

Warners would like to use musicians
at the Ambassador and drop them at
The
the Missouri, Grand Central.
Grand Central has been without musicians for many months, but under
the old agreement seven musicians
walked up to the pay-off station ever}
pay-day. The same was true of
houses in the St. Louis Amusement
Co. chain.

mam

Stage

hands

and

motion

picture

projectionists are well pleased with
wages and working
their present
agreements and will not participate
in the music dispute unless an attempt is made to use non-union musicians.

U.

S.

Sound Devices Being
Installed in London

—

American sound recordLondon
ing systems are rapidly being installed
Western
in many theaters here.
Electric apparatus had been installed
Two RCAat the Brixton, Astoria.
Photophone devices were installed at

Page

Simultaneous premieres of Harold

1)

some time ago by German Lloyd's talker, "Welcome Danger,"
producers to keep American and other in a number of keys are being constarted

audible films out of the home market.
The only foreign films exempted are
those made in the German language.
In explaining its
stand against
sound pictures produced outside Germany, the association stated that its
"decision arises in the first place
from artistic and cultural considerations.

They can have such harmful
effects on the German film

sidered by Paramount, which has set
Oct. 12 as opening date for the picture in New York. William R. Fraser, general manager of the Harold
Lloyd Corp., arrives in New York
this week to handle arrangements
for the opening.
Premieres in Chi-

cago,

Detroit,

geles,

San

Cleveland, Los AnFrancisco, Portland and
Kansas City are under consideration.

economic

industry as to upset

already difOn these
grounds the association urges the national government to increase the
present restrictions on the importation of foreign films."
ficult

financial

Ideal

its

situation.

Opens Thursday

Consolidated opens the Ideal on
Eighth Ave. Thursday, in N. Y., after being closed the entire summer.
Theater has been remodelled and W.
E. has been installed.

JOHN MURRAY ANDERSON TO PRODUCE
PAUL WHITEMAN REVUE FOR UNIVERSAL

1)

terests have invited and welcome a
suit of the kind alleged for sometime, both in America and foreign
fields.
"I hope that this news has

not been given to the press for the
subtle purpose of creating a doubt
in
the exhibitors' minds regarding
the purchase of a mechanism manufactured by other than one of the
big electrical companies."
"I further hope it was coincident
that this news broke at the time

when General Talking Pictures Corp.
had just announced its plan to quickly

come to the rescue of the smali
owner seeking relief from his

theater

present sound equipment dilemma
While others are apparently trying
scare him, we will continue our
endeavors to help him. He can rest
assured he will be safe in our hands."
to

Only One "Open Shop"
Theater at Ottawa

Paul Whiteman

John Murray Anderson

—Theaters

here with
the exception of the Centre, have accepted a two-year agreement with
the
projection
machine operators
which provides for a wage of $60 per
week and a 12-hour day divided into
two shifts, each having two operators.
There is no extra pay for rehearsals. Manager Don Stapleton of
the Centre has declared "open shop"
for his house.

Ottawa, Ont.

Famous Producer

of Broadway Musical
Hits Starts Work on Big Musical
Production for Jazz King

The motion picture industry is buzzing with big news.
Carl Laemmle
announces that Universal has signed

Comedy

and the best
dancing and singing talent
obtained to surround Mr.

settings, glorious music,

musical,
will be

John Murray Anderson. Everybody Whiteman.
According to the Universal Office
anybody in show business
is
there
will be many startling innovaknows that Mr. Anderson is famous
at the Capitol, Upminister and two
Modernizing Sanford (Me.) House for the production of six successive tions in The King of Jazz Revue,
Edibell units are being placed in the
Sanford, Me. Modern equipment Greenwich Village Follies, a Music and announcements of a sensational
nature will shortly be made regardForum and East Dulwich houses.
is being installed in the old Colonial
Box Revue, and the current Broad- ing the personnel of the cast. The
Stockwell Palladium and New
Royalty, Brixton, according to M.
Guyster. Cinephone will be installed

the

who

—

here.

David Mendoza in New Post
Another musical director and advisor has been added to staff of the
Paramount Long Island studio today
in the person of David Mendoza. He
will join Frank Tours and Jay Gorney, who occupy similar posts at the
Astoria studio, in the conducting of
musical scores and the recording of
music. In addition to his studio duties,
Mendoza will be in charge of the
musical department of Paramount's
forthcoming broadcast over the Columbia System, which opens on Sept.
21.

way success Murray Anderson's Almanac.
Mr. Anderson has already started
to lay the foundation on the picture
which will be known as The King
This is the long
of Jazz Revue.
awaited initial screen effort of the
acknowledged King of Jazz, Paul
Whiteman, and his orchestra.
The whole picture will be done in

the

most modern manner with

Universal
See
every week for
(Advt.)

rich

Universal Casting Office is now negotiating with at least one comedian
of international repute, and other
outstanding stage personalities. John

Murray

Anderson,

Paul

Whiteman

his orchestra, Paul Fejos and
others of equal talent and ability!

and

further proof can there be
exhibitors should stick close to
Universal if they want the big things
for their screen in 1929-30!

What

that

Weekly Magazine Forward Manh with Universal
complete details. is the watchword of the industry.
( * dvt.

—JZ&*

10

DAILV

Seeing Straight
The

forcefully brought out at the Midwest Advertising
Managers' Association, in Kansas City last week, that newspapers
that decline to publish free advertising in news columns are rated
by advertisers as possessing strong pulling power in their display
columns. Also, it was believed that when "news stories" were used
to bolster advertising, the reaction in the advertiser's mind was that
the paper was weak as a selling medium. The members of the association were unanimous in the opinion that the press has succeeded
in eliminating considerable free publicity this year, but that more
stringent rules must be adopted before the evil can be curbed.
fact

was

FAMOUS CANADIAN NOTTO

PUBL1X ROUNDING OUT

BE SOLD, DIRECTOR SAYS
{Continued from Page 1)
remain in Canadian hands, at
least as long as the present board of
directors exists," was Killam's declaration.

and

will

At the present time, authorized no

{Continued from Page

1)

here which opens Sept. 28 as the
Century, has remodeled the Capitol,
St. Paul, now the Paramount, and is
rebuilding houses at Faribault and
Brainerd.
Another house at Austin

value common stock of the has been rebuilt.
Canadian firm is 600,000 shares of
which 319,025 shares are issued. Last
G. Ralph Branton, veteran execuMarch, when purchase of Para- tive of Northwest Theater Circuit and
mount's interest in the company was Publix, arrived in New York yestercompleted, 165,375 voting trust certi- day to assume a new post with the
ficates were issued at $51 each. Vot- organization with headquarters here.
ing control represented by these cer- Edmund Ruben, division manager in
tificates is vested in three trustees charge of all houses in the North-

par

for a ten year period. Paramount has
a 30 per cent interest in the firm, it
is

west, has established headquarters in

New

York.

said.

(Continued from Page

Showmen

to

Hear Franchise Plan

1)

M. A. Chase, head of
Chase Pictures Corp., New York and
Buffalo, is secretary, and L.
Korson
of
Masterpiece
Film Attractions,

FSSANESS CHAIN TAKING

OVER 12

L.

&

Philadelphia,

T.

(Continued from Page

Exchange
1)

neighborhood houses gradually.

The

new

deal gives the chain 20 theaters.
Houses involved are: Windsor, L. &

Knickerbocker, Michigan, PershVitagraph, Crawford, Dearborn,
West End, Oak Park, Madison
Square and Biograph.
T.,

ing,

is

treasurer.

centers

represented

at

the meetings were: New York, Washington,
Chicago,
Detroit,
Albany,
Cincinnati, Milwaukee, Omaha, Dal-

Denver, Philadelphia, Boston
Pittsburgh, Buffalo, Cleveland, Kansas City, St. Louis, Des Moines and
las,

Oklahoma

City.

Super-Tone, Disc Device,
Gets London Snowing
London

— Super-tone,

a

new

disc

reproducer

sponsored by Kinsman
Blair Kansas Houses
and Ledger Ltd. recently was demonKansas City.. — Glen W. Dickin- strated at the Piccadilly Circus. The
son Theaters has closed a deal to apparatus consists of two turntables
take over the Sam Blair houses in driven from the projector, for ampliKansas.
Theaters involved are the fication, a nine valve set driven from
new Blair at Belleville: and Blair a motor generator. The final design
theaters at Mankato, Osborne and is to be changed, it is reported, with
Clyde.
The houses will be taken the turntables driven by a flexible
over Oct. 1 and Sam Blair will be shaft direct from the motor shaft
retained as district manager.
This which will be coupled with the proincreases the chain to 30 houses. The jector, as in American systems.
Opera House, Macon, Mo., recently
was taken over and $40,000 will be French Tobis Co.
spent remodeling the house.

Busy

on Three Sound Pictures

Shot in Fake Hold-Up
Seminole, Okla Ahrind Rubberg
32, an employe of a local theater
was shot and killed by a policeman
while helping to stage a fake hold up
held fqr advertising purposes just
prior to the midnight preview. While
the city authorities had authorized
the fake hold up, the policeman doing
the shooting, had not been informed
of the arrangement for the fake, and
shot Rubberg, thinking that he was
a rural robber. No arrests have been
made, but city authorities are investi-

—

Famous Players Canadian has
Fischer Buys New Product
around 150 houses in the Dominion.
Cleveland Meyer Fischer, presiUnder a franchise arrangement which dent of Fischer Film Exchange, inhas a number of years to run, the dependent distributor in Ohio, KenCanadian firm secures the full out- tucky and West Virginia, with offices
put of Paramount for distribution in in Cleveland and Cincinnati, has purthe Dominion.
chased for his territory "King of the
Kongo," talking serial, '12 Raytone
one and two reel talking and musical
N. E., Canadian
novelties, and the Castle Color short gating the matter.

—

1929

vice president;

Dickinson Takes Over 4
F.

17,

All Keys Represented In
New Independent Firm

&

Publisher is in agreement with these views. Despite
the seeming success of some newspapers that countenance, even
encourage, the publication of free advertising as a teaser for paid
space, the large fact is that no sensible advertiser respects such
business and must ultimately lose confidence in a medium which is
so loosely conducted.
Editorial in Current Issue of
Editor & Publisher

Editor

Tuesday, September

—

Three sound pictures are
completion at the Tobis
studios at Epinay, near here.
They
are "Requin" featuring Gina Manes,
Albert Prejean, Daniel Mandaille and
R. Klein-Rogge; "Bluff" being directed by G. Lacombe and "The Necklace of the Queen."
P. Brauer, director, has completed a number of
shorts featuring Yvette Guilbert who
recorded four song numbers, "The
Paris
nearing

Lack

of Money," "Lisette," "It Is The
Month of May" and "Money Induces
You to do Everything." Recording
on the subjects was done on the

Klangfilm-Tobis sound system.

In addition Fischer will handle
Irving Steiner Resigns
musical discs of overtures
phone
Seymour Felix in Town
Dobbs Ferry, N. Y. Irving SteinAbram and exits, made by Musical Disc, Inc.
F. Myers, president of Allied States
Seymour Felix has arrived from er, manager of the Bratter & Pollack
of New York.
These discs may be
Ass'n is scheduled to be the principal
purchased outright by the exhibitor Hollywood, where he has been stag- Embassy, has resigned.
speaker. Phil E. Meyer, Tiffany-Stahl
together with announcement slides ing dances for Fox Movietone proMetropolitan division manager also
He will remain here three
Gets Talking Equipment
for $5 each, or they may be purchased ductions.
will tell about his company's franmonths to discharge a contractual
Fort Bragg, Cal.
in groups.
RCA talking
chise plan.
obligation with a Broadway producer equipment has been installed in the
State.
R-K-O Gets Cedar Rapids House before he returns west.
(Continued from Page 1)
new device for $2,995.

reels.

sale

of

—

—

—

Montreal Meeting Today
Cedar Rapids, la.
Radio-KeithMontreal
Meeting in charge of Orpheum is scheduled
to take over
Messrs Lennox and Lawson, exhibithe Iowa here effective Sept. 22. The
tors, is scheduled today at the Mount
house formerly was devoted to picRoyal Hotel here where the Allied
tures, but under the supervision of
States T-S and RKO franchise plan
R-K-O will feature five acts of vaudewill be outlined. Carl J. Goe and Phil
ville and a feature with a split-week
Hazza, T-S Canadian general sales
policy.

—

TIFFANY-STAHL PRODUCTIONS,
Announce

manager

are to outline the franchise
plan for Canadian exhibitors.

Ruth Chatterton Renews
Ruth Chatterton, who is now vacaSigns First Franchise
tioning in New York after a year of
Cleveland T. S. Maginnis of the
activity in Holywood, has signed a
Tivoli theater, Lorain, was the first
new contract with Paramount. She
exhibitor in this territory

—

to sign a will return to the
Coast soon to porTiffany-Stahl
franchise. tray^ the title role
in "Sarah and
Mark Goldman, local Tiffany-Stahl Son," a new novel
by Timothy Shea,
branch manager and Lou Geiger which is being
adapted to the screen
negotiated the deal.
by Zoe Akins.
five

year

That they have

in the

course of production

a motion picture production entitled:

"MAMBA"
ALL RIGHTS PROTECTED

INC.

\

—

—

—

—

THE
«
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17,
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Film Boards of Trade Report
Short Shots from
Additional Theater Changes New York Studios

Exhibitors
Daily Reminder

GEORGIA
Changes

Chicago Ashland
Bishop;
Claybourne
Madlin; Ogden;
Panorama; Vista
Chicago Heights -Libertj
Cowden Liberty; Dalton City I. O.
Bridgeport;

Ownership

in

—

—Granada;

;

Clayton— Rabun,

sold

—

W. Smith by
American, sold to W.
C.

to

S.

H. Lyle; Conyers
E.
Atkinson by C. H. Randall Donalsonville
Olive, sold to George Theaters, Inc. by
;

Constant improvements are being
made in equipment.
Keep your theater
up-to-date by investigating

W.

E.

Dunn;

Nashville

James Echols by
Dreamland,

sold

— Majestic,

to

to

Giddens Ocilla
Wilbur Hall by 1).

YV.

J,

sold

J.

;

—

W. McCowan Sandersville Pastime, sold
to H.
H. Newman by \V. H. Odom;
;

—

Wrightsville Wrigfatsville, sold
Ethel Layton by B. D. Lodge.

Augusta

—-Dreamland

new development.

— Grand.

in

Ownership

River— Rex. sold to H. L. Wright by
AmerJ. Rowe and R. Berry; Idaho Falls
ican, sold to DeMordaunt & Drennen.
Closings

Elk

Tuesday, September

17,

1929

—

—

Bellevue Park
Star; Kimberly

Sugar

Probing Theater Fire
Des Moines, la. Recent fire in
the U and I theater operated here by

— Ricks,

investiofficials.

Enlarged Screen for Ottawa
Ottawa A full-stage screen which

—

the presentation of enlarged pictures is being installed at
the Avalon, according to P. J. Nowill

lan,

allow

owner.

—

— Gem

Hazelton
Star: Richfield
American.

Filer

;

—

Re-openings

coln

;

;

;

INDIANA

manager Lorin Ricks.

Chicago

in

— Glen,

sold to Ludwig The.
Davis
Rosette, sold to M.

Co. by

R. L.
Cooper
by Rosette The. Co.; 20th Century, sold
Ludwig The. Co. by M. Wells; Vitagraph, sold to Clarifone Labs, by Samuel
Ludwig; East St. Louis Washington, sold
to Chas. Byrne by V. P. Markuly
TouEmpire, sold to Amer. Legion by M.
lon
Lee;
Yorkville
Rialto,
sold
to
L.
J.
Monkamier by E. Muncy.

—

—

Alsey

—-Alsey

:

—

;

Closings
Avon Avonia

—

Bloomington

Inc.,

Edison studio. Production starts as
soon as sound proofing the studio
has been completed.

;

—

—

Operating Co. by Radio- Keith Orpheum; Fairmount Royal, sold to. H. B.
Miller & L. D. Childs by L. B. Johnson;
Frankfort Rialto, sold to R. Sipe & M.
Moore by S. A. Billingsley; Gary Ritz,
sold to E. A. Barger
Indianapolis
Senate,
sold to Mrs. M. Pryor by Louis Hill;
Mooresville
Idle Hour, sold to E.
V.
Million by A. McCarty
Sellersburg
Majestic, sold to H. L. DeLozier by Charles
H. Curtis; Waterloo Lyric, sold to John
Micu, Jr.. by Smith & Beard
W. Terre
Haute Palace, sold to Bennett & Hodgers
by Clay Burnett.
ville

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

;

P. S.

They

didn't get the job.

Max Hayes, one of Times Square's
most energetic bookers, is patronizing transportation services between
his office and Paramount's Long Island studio to look after his people
are working at the plant. They
include Jay C. Flippen, who has convulsed 'em in many a hit on Incandescent Lane.

who

Closings

— Wells; Indianapolis— Howard
Arcade
Laurel
Kokomo— Grand
and
Lawrenceburg — Gem
New
— Cosmo Newcastle— Ideal: North Manchester
Gem;
Nortonville
—
Kozy
Oakland
City
—
Wayne

Fort

;

;

;

Carlisle

;

;

— Storm

;

Roachdale

New
;

Stars Film Producing
126 West 46th St.
will make a series of Italian-American talkers at the Famous Sound
Studio Corp. plant, formerly the old
Co.,

—

:

to

GOLDEN

in charge of short
production at Paramount's
Ashley — Community, sold to Ralph C. Lyon
Astoria studio, survived something
by (New Theater); Berne Princess, sold
to H. J. Stickler by J. W. Emery
Decker of a surprise the other day when
Decker, sold to R. L. Sanders by Sanders a
kangaroo, accompanied by his
& Jacques; Delphi Arc, sold to A. J. owner, dropped into his office in
Mercer & S. C. Gish by E. W. Stone;
Evansvilie
New Grand, sold to Evans- quest of pitcher work.

—

Ownership

EDPK_.

subject

;

Changes

W.

Larry Kent,

Ownership

in

—

ILLINOIS

—

Nicholas Disalvo is being
gated by city and state fire

;

;

—
—-Lyric New Berlin ——Lincoln Oak
Lawn — Oak
Lawn;
Oglesby — Colonial;
Percy —-Princess; Piper City — Opera House;
Rockford — Strand
Witt — DeLuxe.
over

—

IDAHO
Changes

Des Plaines Echo Forest City
House; Franklin Princess; HanDreamland
Latham Lyric;
Lin-

;

Changes

Cedartown

;

F.

Opera

Mrs.

to

Closings

every

O.

—

—

;

ARTHUR

Ry

;

;

Ashley

— Roachdale

Hall.

Theaters

— Community.

Emily Newman, who has been
to W. A. Rothschild at
Paramount until he resigned, is
secretary

now

script-clerking for the short
She made her
subject department.
debut with the Smith & Dale comedy sketch.

A GREATER BOOK
Covering

A GREATER INDUSTRY
The

1930 FILM
Now

in

YEAR BOOK
Preparation

Wherever pictures are made, wherever
pictures are played, you'll find a Year Book.

YSTERICAL PRICE SLASHING,
inferior equipment, and sugar coated
promises will not solve your sound problems* The answer lies in the other
direction*

Good, reliable, sturdy equipment, cut
free from befuddling service charges in*
stalled in your theatre under a payment
plan in keeping with your financial capacity

.

that's the true

That's the

De

answer.

Forest Phonofilm

and

Phonodisc answer*
All thru this period of muddled activity

the standard

De Forest equipment has

remained steadfast and solid* During the
past month, it was the one machine that
exhibitors relied upon* Phonofilm sales
have soared*
It is

the proven equipment for good

showmen who are also good business-men*

ARISTOCRAT

CTke
of Sound Equipment

GeneralTalking
Pictures Corp
N
218

w.

42

J>

STR.EET,

NEW YOR.K

CITY.

Sales Offices
In All Key Cities

Memphis Convention Gaining Momentum
iTHE

^NEWSPAPER

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME
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TO HIGHLIGHT
M.P.T.O.A. MEMPHIS SESSIONS

Introduction

— By JACK AL1COATE —
will introduce to

you

Grandeur Pictures, the protege of William Fox who is fairly

known

well

the

in

industry.

Showing of New
Grandeur Pictures is Launched

First Theater

Grandeur, also the ward of General

Theatres

pany,

arrived

Com-

Equipment
last

night

at

THEATERS STAND PAT

IN

the

and William Randolph Hearst
in the

—

—

mum

degree, clearer and more distinct
than the conventional size film now
in use.

Its main accomplishment and
fame lies in its inherent abil-

in

WARNERS SHOW 9 MONTHS
NET PROFIT 0F$1 1 ,957,760

graphically portray scenes
to
heretofore inadequate or impossible
as demonstrated in the first Grandeur
ity

Net profit of $11,957,760 for the
nine months ending June 1, 1929, is
Movietone News Reel that opened reported by Warner Bros. Pictures,
the program. Here the subjects were Inc., which includes the company's
obviously chosen to depict the possi- equity in profits in subsidiaries and
bilities of the "Wider" rather than affiliated companies during the period
From a pho- prior to date of acquisition. This
for their news value.
tographic standpoint all were excel- is equivalent after deducting pre(Continued on Page 7)

field,

for

the

further

bill.

The showing

to two weeks.
Width and the illusion

is

to be

of

depth

limited

Detroit Musicians Take
Cut in Wage Scale

Point cadets at football practice and
Local musicians have
Detroit
upon parade. This was followed by
the Grandeur version of the "Fox Mo- settled and accepted a 25 per cent
vietone Follies," reviewed in this pub- reduction scale for outlying theaters

—

(Continued

on

Page

2)

'Continued

on

Page

7)

M.P.T.O.A. convention

Memphis

at

where warranted.

Independents' Struggle
Told to Montana Unit
and

drafted by Allied States Ass'n, under
and Tiffanyagreements with
Stahl, W. A. Steffes addressed the
(Continued on Page 2)

RKO

SPEEDY TRIAIJF W.

E.

PATENT SUITJS SOUGHT Levy Brothers Offer

Film, Disc Reproducer

Cup

10)

Position in the industry of the
small exhibitor, and consideration of
steps being taken to provide relief
for oversold exhibitors, may be expected to highlight the forthcoming

itors

A

(Continued on Page

Adjustment Situation
Seen Chief Topics

are added to talkers by the new process, which uses a special camera to
Butte, Mont.— Citing the struggles
film the pictures on 70mm film, and being made by the independent exhib(Continued on Page 8)
hailing the franchise plans

Speedy trial of the patent suit
Varied Program
brought against the company by
Tourney Gets International Western Electric will be sought by
The first subject was Niagara
General Talking Pictures, state comFlavor; Ufa Offers
Falls which was excellently done.
who are eager to
officials,
pany
This was followed by shots of New
International flavor has been added
discomfiture to custoany
prevent
York harbor with the Leviathan com- to the forthcoming Fall Film Daily
(Continucd on Page 10)
ing up the bay. A string of Fox Til- Golf Tournament with offering of a
girls was particularly effective.
Next a baseball game that for the
first time took in the entire diamond
and some splendid shots of the West

Industry and

THE

lent.

ler

Position in

Oct. 29 to 31.
M. A. Lightman, new president of
the exhibitor unit, sounded the keyin a curtain speech preceding
note last week, in his inaugural, emopening of the run of the Fox
phasizing that he considers the small
Grandeur show at the Gaiety,
exhibitor his special charge in the
New York. For some time
new office. Meanwhile, as exclusivenegotiations have been under
FILM DAILY,
ly outlined by
way, he said.
the new M.P.T.O.A. president, is
conducting a survey of the situaquestionnaire tc
Culminating experiments extending tion, broadcasting a
subject.
the
on
exhibitors
three
than
more
over a period of
In his work, Lightman is acting
years, Grandeur, wide-film-large picassurances of C. C. Pettijohn
upon
Fox-Case
by
sponsored
ture process,
Hays organization that disof
the
Corp. last night was given its first
are making renewed efforts
tributors
the
at
demonstration
commercial
the situation of oversold
relieve
to
Gaiety, New York, with "Fox Movieexhibitors, and that no strings are
attraction.
initial
the
tone Follies" as
offer to provide relief
Fox Grandeur Movietone News are attached to the

number of men to be employed
Pit orchestras of
each house.
Skouras' Ambassador and Missouri
After being formally introduced and 24 suburbans of the St. Louis
from the stage by Courtland Smith. Amusement Co. chain have been
Grandeur proceeded to do its stuff. added to the SO independent houses
In size it's screen takes up the en- and Loew's State, which dropped or(Continued on Page 7)
tire
width of the Gaiety Theater
In photographic quality it
stage.
can be called mildly stereoscopic and,
in composition, does appear, to some
on the

Grandeur Performs

newsreel

development of
Movietone News, is to be announced by the latter on Sunday, Courtland Smith of FoxCase Corp., stated last night
still

ROW

stay.

Fox

Association of William

Gaiety Theater, in New York, for
ST. LOUIS MUSICIAN
From the
a two weeks' sojourn.
way this comparative stranger disAbout 300 musiSt. Louis
ported its revolutionary self for
cians are out of work as a reupwards of two hours to the desult of the strike here.
light of those assemhled to see and
hear its parlor hehavior, it is, like
Theaters here are standSt. Louis
the talkies, color and our poor re- ing pat on their refusal to comply
lations,
unquestionably here to with musicians' insistence upon mini-

bid for

Price 5 Cents

1929

"LITTLE FELLOW"

Letter of

INDUSTRY:
DEAR
This

18,

New
Corp.,
Acoustics
Theater
York, has been formed by Louis J.
and Jack Levy. The former for many
years was with Universal in a sales
capacity, while the latter was branch
manager for Fox, and more recently
(Continued on Page

10)

Reported After Two Obstacle Removed to
Fox House at Boston
Providence Stock Houses
on the

RKO

—

Boston Fox's new first run
Providence The Victory and Alof the Hotel Touraine is a step
site
been
bee, both stock houses, have
nearer consummation following appurchased by RKO, it is reported proval by the mayor of an order disThe Victory already has been continuing Tamworth St.
here.
(Continued on Page 10)

—

&&*

-.

A

DAILY

INDEPENDENTS' STRUGGLE

Letter of

Introduction
'•I.

XlIX Ni 67 Wednesday. Sept.

17.

-By

1929 Price 5Cents

TOLD TO MONTANA UNIT
{Continued from Page

1)

EDITOR AND PUBLISHER

W. ALICOATF

lication some weeks back.
It is the
plan to ultimately send all Grandeur
Published daily except Saturday and holidays
It is
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and subjects out in natural color.
copyright (1929) by Wid's Films and Film our modest observation that when
Folks,

Inc.

W.

J.

President,

Alicoate,

Editor and Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau,
Secretary-Treasurer and General Manager;
EnCharles F. Hynes, Managing Editor.

tered as second class matter, May 21, 1918,
at the post-office at New York, N. Y., under
Terms (Postage
the act of March 3, 1879.
free) United States outside of Greater New
York $10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3
Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers
months, $3.00.
Address all comshould remit with order.

happens we will come close to
having the perfect -picture.

this

Grandeur's Pedigree
This innovation, now developed

to

ready for commercial use, has been in the process
of experimentation for upwards of
munications to THE FILM DAILY, 1650 three years.
Primarily responsible
Circle
Phone
Broadway, New York, N. Y.
for
its invention and perfection is A.
Filmday,
address:
4736-4737-4738-4739. Cable
Ralph E. Sponable, research engineer for
New York. Hollywood, California
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite Fox Films in association with the enLondon Ernest W. Fredman, The gineers
6607.
of General Theatre EquipW.
St.,
Wardour
Renter, 89-91
Film
Grandeur does not
Berlin Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne, ment Company.
I.
Paris— P. A. Harle, enlarge the ordinary film but uses
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
la
de
Rue
Francaise,
La CinematogTaphie
film twice the size of the present
Cour-des-Noues, 19.
standard width.
Special Grandeur
cameras and projectors are necessary
a point

where

it

is

—

—

Sept.

1)

Montana unit meeting here.
session was presided over by

A.
Boedecker, president of the exhibitor
association.
"Mister Antonio," Tiffany-Stahl talker, was previewed during the meeting.

— In

addition to the recem
held here to discuss the
Tiffany-Stahl and
franchise
plan as well as the new
Photophone reproducer, three territorial
meetings have been held at Bay
City, Grand Rapids, and Jackson.

A

Meeting

20

of

exhibitors

at

Lake

City.
of the

Opening

Sept. 28

national tadio hour.
First issue of
Hearst

Sept. 30

Annual Golf Tournament

Paramount-Publix
Metrotone

News (sound).
sas

City

exhibitor

of

Kan-

Oakwo«d

at

Country Club.
Oct.
Premiere of "Applause" at the
1
Criterion, N. Y.
Oct. 7-10
Meeting of S.M.P.E. at Toronto.
Oct. 29-31 Annual M. P. T. O. A. Meeting
at the Peabody Hotel, Memphis.
Dec. 9-10
Meeting of North Carolina exhibitors' unit at

Pinehurst.

meeting

RKO

RCA

—

for its use.

and

Sept. 21

F.

Three Territorial Meets
Held in Mich, on Franchise
Detroit

19

Salt

The

18, 1929

The Industry's
Date Book

JACK ALICOATE-

{Continued from Page

MIN

Wednesday, September

Salt Lake City Meet Is

Scheduled Tomorrow

—

Salt Lake City
Exhibitors of this
territory gather here tomorrow to

RKO

Tip
hear outlined the
and Tiffanyhereby and now advise every Stahl franchise proposals and the new
exhibitor who is looking toward the reproducer being offered by RCAfuture to become intimately acquaint- Photophone for houses up to 500
STOCK MARKET
W. A. Steffes, head of the
High Low Close Sales ed with Grandeur as well as other seats.
30
800
30
30)4
Am Seat
like processes that are on the market Northwest exhibitor unit, and Oscar
24
500
24^ 24
Con. Fm. Ind.
Wide film offers a Hanson, general sales manager of
25 V%
26
1,800 or will be soon.
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 26
are
to
address the
201
300 distinct advantage to the producer riffany-Stahl
East. Kodak
203^ 201
4,500 and is an advanced model
SVi
do pfd
SH
SVt
of screen meetings.
97/2 17,200
Fox Fm. "A" .. 98*6 96
That it
.... entertainment for the public.
36/2
*Keith A-0
113
113
113
100 will be generally accepted as the next
do pfd
60^ 62}£ 7,900 forward step, there is no doubt. Pittsburgh Supervises
Loew's Inc
62?6
96
96
100
96
do pfd
Sabbath
25
25
25
100 Sooner or later it will take its place
M-G-M pfd
Para F-L
Ityi
71*A 13,700 alongside of the talkers, color and
71Va
Residents
of
Pittsburgh,
where
9%
Pathe Exch
9V4 1,600 other progressive achievements. Wise
9H,
picture theaters cannot operate on
700
do "A"
19M I8/2 1954
showmen will do well to keep a
6,100
Radio K-O-A
36f6
36J4
37J4
weather eye open to the progress of the Sabbath, have been enjoying
40
Stanley Co
Sunday shows under city supervision
20
*Univ. Pict. pfd
this interesting innovation.
6,800
in four city parks as an experiment
59*8
Warner Bros
60*6 $~M
do rts
A
V% 11,700
'A
in municipal government.
Westerns
Rubenstein
Burial Today
CURB MARKET
Funeral services of Mrs. Celia Ru- sex dramas and the like will be
80
*Bal. & Katz
1,600 benstein, wife of Sam
33*g
Columbia Pets. ... 33J4 33
Rubenstein, banned.
*Film Insp
IVi
general
manager
of Lloyd's Film
27
3,000
Fox Thea. "A" .. 25*6 27
60
82,500 Storage, who died Monday of a heart
54*4
Gen. Thea. Eq. vtc. 61
Barker Starts Third
2
•Griffith, D.W. "A"
attack, will be held at 11 o'clock this
•Intern.
Proj
Bradley
Barker has started pro34J4
morning
her
late
home,
1601
Aveat
6
6
100
6
Loew's war
duction on the third of the PhotoBrooklyn.
.... nue

Had No License to
Show Film in
THE

School

Inquiry by
FILM DAILY
concerning the crash in which 30
children were injured the other night
while waiting to enter the Ezra
Hebrew School, 1745 Washington
Ave., the Bronx, where they were to
view a free screen show, revealed
that no fire

department license had
been obtained to operate a motion
picture

machine

in the

structure.

We

.

.

Julius Klein Gets New
Post in Dept. of Commerce
Dr. Julius Klein has been named
assistant secretary of the Dept. of

Commerce

by President Hoover.
Cooper of New York
succeeds him as director of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic ComWilliam

L.

merce.

Park Shows

Bordoni on

WOR

Tonight

Irene Bordoni, star of "Paris," will
be interviewed over station
at
7:30 o'clock tonight.

WOR

l

•Nat. Scr. Ser
Nat. Thea. Sup... 40
•Univ. Pict
do pfd

25J4
30 !4
20

30>A

83
83
Keith A-0 6s 46. 83
Loew 6s 41ww...l06"4 106
106J4
94
94
do 6s 41 xwar... 94
Paramount 6s 47.. 98*4 98*4 98*4
99*4 99*4
Par. By. 5^s 51. 99*4
Pathe 7s 37
70K 70^ 70J4

CURB BONDS
81

Roxy "A"

26
27

29
30

80

80?£
198

color

series

for

Columbia

leist^

release.

These are being made at the General
Theaters
Akron, O. Bombs were thrown Talking Studio on 48th St. The first
made by Basil Smith, were
at two theaters in an outbreak of the two,
and "Romany
D' Amour"
trouble between owners and opera- "Ballet
These were taken on film
tors.
Both bombs exploded near- Lass."
by and did no damage. The theaters and re-recorded on disc, and will
are the Gem on Brown St. and the probabl}' be released on disc and
film.
Dayton on Dayton St.

Bomb Akron

—

Vt

BOND MARKET

Am. Seat. 6s 36..
Warner 6^s 28

J,

300

EXCELLENT SERVICE!

100

200
100
100
100
100
6

—

"Your service is excellent we are
more than pleased with it, and we
recommend it to every exhibitor."
Princess Theatre,
St^

OVER THE COUNTER

do units
do com
Skouras' Bros
United Art
do pfd
Univ. Ch. com
do pfd

5

6

32

34

5

65

10
75

70

85

'WE

Let Us Solve Your Problems

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

2

•LAST PRICE QUOTED

UNIFORMS
USHERS-DOORMEN,
Style Catalog and Samples on

New

York.

Stebbins,

R^uest

Cor. 46th St.

1540

B'WAY

Leterman
& Gates
INCORPORATED

N.Y.C.

TELEPHONE BRYANT

Kans.

NEVER DISAPPOINT'

[WWFilH
MM?

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

ETC.

RUSSELL UNIFORM CO.
1600 B'way.

I

Mary's,

3040

:It J
INCORPORATED
220 WEST 42 N_D STREET

NEW YORK

Phone: Wisconsin 6876

ALLAN A.LOWNES.CEN.MGR.

—

THE BRIGHTEST SPOTS
ON THE HORIZON!
Cecil B.

De

HOLLYWOOD

Mille's

DYNAMITE

REVUE
25 STARS
CHORUS OF 200

|

Cecil B.

De

Mille's

DYNAMITE
7*

WEEK OF CAPACITY

BUSINESS at Carthay
Los Angeles *2

Circle,

ROAD SHOW!

More "Dynamite" openings and more
typical

M-G-M

records

ir\

the offing for

this greatest of all Cecil B.

De

Mille

productions
it

has everything!

H| „

|

immm

|MH<

:

—

HOLLYWOOD
REVUE
FIRST POPULAR PRICED

ENGAGEMENT at Stillman
Theatre, Cleveland SETTING
NEW RECORD EACH DAY!
CLEVELAND — First pop-price showing
smashes long time record held by Jolson's
"Singing Fool." Thousands turned away.
Every day breaks previous day's mark!

PHILADELPHIA—At

$2 sets new
amazing figures at Aldine. All previous
totals wiped away!

BOSTON — Standing room at Tremont.
Each week beats previous one. At

LOS ANGELES— Grauman's
$2 engagement

sets

highest

$2.50.

Chinese
totals

in

history of house.

NEW YORK—Absolute
standees

Qaiety

Drama

shows.

capacity with

matinee, night and midnight

At

$2.00.

THE POWER BEHIND THE HITS!

METRO-GOLDWYN-IW
News— Two

September 28th— Hearst Metrotome
Issues Weekly
Thereafter — on Film or Disc — The Super Sound Newsreel

THE

•S&&

DAILY

-AND

Along The Rialto

THAT'S

THAT
By PHIL M.

PhilM. Daly,
witnessed one of

rpHIS

most significant ceremonies
in which the show world has ever
It was the dedication
participated.
the

of
the
new $750,000 sanatorium
erected at Saranac Lake, N. Y., by
the N. V. A. for the use of the
actors of America.
*

*

At last something concrete has
been done to take care of those unfortunate members of the profession who are incapacitated from
earning a livelihood through tubercular affliction. It is the intention
to enlarge the scope of the work so
that, as Henry Chesterfield, secretary of the N. V. A., stated, the
sanatorium will become "the center
of a vast community where every
member of this profession and those
allied with it can come to seek

Jr.

judging by appearance of

With

his Fifth

ten years younger

H. Ruben, who's

I.

Avenoo stride and stick,
M. L. Finkelstein is

in

Noo Yawk.

H. looks

I.

fully

slated to arrive

the F. & R. crew are strong
town to-day
All of
for M. J. Mullen, new boss of the circuit under division manager
Eddie Ruben
Sure he'll make good in a big way

in

It took but one picture to win billing honors for Walter
O'Keefe, "The Sophomore" turning the trick
Pola Negri,
back in Hollywood, denies she's reentering pitchurs and will
stay but briefly
John Manning is at the Selwyn where
"The Great Gabbo's" the flicker
Lou Lusty makes daily
announcements to the press at Tampa, where he's with the Henry

King production unit
Arthur Zellner is in Noo Yawk
from the Coast
It's a girl at the home of Arthur Sackson,
head of the First National credit department

and eager
to aid a.l

playing

is

eminently

that these enterare always so ready

fitting

who

to give of their time and talents
worthy charities should in turn receive the same Consideration when they are
At the next board of directors'
in need.
meeting of every major organization in the

resolution should be passed
annual appropriation to aid in
noble enterprise.
David Sarnoff, as chaiman of the board of R-K-O, and
Hiram S. Brown, president, have both pledged
their organization to do anything within their
fiim

industry,

power to discharge what they consider a
pleasant obligation in rendering financial and
oilier support.

players together in amicable adjustment of their difference than for
the players to realize that the producing organizations in the theatrical and film world are wholeheartthis
humanitarian
edly
backing
I

lead

you

in

Fox

a

most

Any

flicker

Mae

tell

Clark,

rent at the Roxy,

44 The

is

that

who

who makes

of the gals

her debut in "Big Time," cur-

being hailed as a real find

not what the theabut what its earning
power will be. The price a theater owner pays for his
sound system is a relatively small item in his total theaBut this sound equipment is now,
ter investment.
without question, the most important single factor in
enabling the theater owner to maintain and
vital thing, as I see

equipment

increase the earning

it, is

will cost,

power of

*

J.

*

General Electric Company has inMailed the largest solarium in the
world with fused quartz windows on
the roof of the sanatorium, where
may enjoy healthful sun
patients
baths the vear round.

n^T|

JOBS

By

JAMES

JOSEPH

M.

SCHENCK

pharmacist's assistant

P.

Editor,

Constructive service to the indusmarkets has been rendered by the M. P. Division of the
Dept. of Commerce.
The Division
recently advanced from a Section of
the Dept. of Commerce, is maintry in foreign

tained in Washington and assisted in
furthering
trade
possibilities
for
American pictures abroad.
Carrying on its work of previous years in
information on all phases
of the industry in important overseas markets, the
M. P. Division again functioned
with the assistance of the 56 foreign offices
securing

of the
capitals
and of
of the

E.

detailed

Department of Commerce in the chief
and commercial centers of the world
the more than 400 consular offices
Department of State.
Their reports

No.44

CUNNINGHAM
The

Film

Near East," "The European Film Industry in 1927" and "Markets for Motion
and the Baltic
Scandinavia
Pictures
in
States."
There were also issued about 30
with
dealing
a wide variety
pamphlets
shorter
with foreign trade.
subjects connected
of
Much material was also furnished to the
leases.

result of the increased cost of the
pictures and the increased expense of operation, the exhibitors,
particularly
the
smaller
ones, are fighting an uphill battle.

Furthermore, the news that is
sent out from Hollywood that the
big companies are not making
any more silent pictures is sheer
propaganda for the talkies. As
a matter of fact, the reaction
against the talking films, has already set in so strongly that the
principal producers are now making silent as well as talking prints
of all their productions.
Charlie Murray

in

the

*

*

*

Small Houses Held

Going Back

to Silent

THE

end of three years of
sound entertainment finds a
very definite trend toward silent
pictures

among

the

form

of

classes

for-

merly favoring the thriller type of
movie or so-called horse operas.
Reports are trickling through
of picture houses featuring "silent nights" and doing twice or
better the business done on talkie
nights.
And if the whole story
were told, a goodly percentage of
the

patrons of the better class

movie cathedrals would share this
opinion and would much prefer
that their entertainment be silent.
Two factors are responsible for
the growing apathy to the talkie.
The first is the atrocious recording and reproduction, for which
the producers and exhibitors are
equally guilty a condition that is
rapidly being corrected as the
manufacturers acquire some fun-

damental knowledge about recording and the exhibitors junk
their bootleg equipments and install apparatus that will function
with some degree of satisfaction.
in

the

press

THE

Daily

continued to be distributed to the trade
through the appropriate associations and also
through the trade press.
They have been
found to be of great assistance in keeping
advised
of
conditions
industry
both
the
with reference to activities of competitors
and also to increased market possibilities.
During 1928 the Section published five bul"Foreign Markets for Industrial and
letins,
Educational Pictures," "The Short Subject
Film Market of Europe," "Short Subjects in
The Far East, Africa and
Latin America.

trade

Murray Sees
Reaction to Talkers
talking process naturally
makes much more expense
than silent pictures.
And as a
Charlie

—

OTTERSON

Industry Statistics
Statistical

THEIR
FIRST

Jf

theater.

his

roject.
*

fillum

ankle up the
Main Stem in short dresses have a perfect right (and left, too).

ter's

R-K-O's step is a worthy one.
Who's next? We know of no surer
method of bringing producers and

juvenile

the

observer will

a

to set aside an
furthering this

e

business of getting out of harness must be the real thing,

Al Selig has joined the Oscar Hanson-W. A. Steffes barnstorming troupe, which clicked at Butte
Betty Compson
The Jimmy Gleais sponsoring a $6,000,000 tourist hotel
son family is in strong demand on the Coast, Jimmy making
"The Shannons of Broadway" at Universal, and Russell Gleason

health."

It

A Digest of
Current Opinion

LAST SUNDAY

tainers of the public

18, 1929

Timely Topics

with

DALY

*

Wednesday, September

weekly press re

David Barrist
"The Exhibitor"

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

Fox

News

goes

to

two

issues

weekly.
*

Marcus Loew
admission price.

*

*

sees 25 cents as top

PERFORMS

A MIRACLE

The

swift

tures

is

and dramatic success of Radio Pic-

by

achievement

Compared

odds the most spectacular

all

in

the history of

show enterprise.

with the upbuilding of this

comparable show machine .
the mightiest of

all

the old-fashioned

. .

in-

destined to be

time ... the exploits of

showman

the sun outshines a feeble

are eclipsed as

star.

RIO RITA" is a milestone in the rushing path
7
of motion picture progress. "STREET GIRL

'

is

an acknowledged record-breaker. These are

stalwart leaders in the Pageant of the Titans.

A

Radio Pictures Has Performed
Miracle . and the Motion Picture Industry
is Quick to Recognize It.
. .

PICTURES
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a

The Golden Vo

i

of

c

the

Silver

Screen
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A NEW
TRADE

MARK
rf^

AND

DESTINED TO
BE THE GREATEST

RKO DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION

THE
ednesday, September 18, 1929

iS^

'Coast Wire Servicer-

36 Signed by

National Education Ass'n To
Help Put Over Teacher Film

Christie

Goetz of States Cinema
York, is completing arrangements for premiere of "The
Woman Who Was Forgotten" which
he produced under the auspices of
the
National Education Ass'n in
Washington. The story concerns the
Charles

A

ANY STAR PLAYERS

Little

from "Lots"

SEASON'S ROSTER

Thirty-six
ster

ho

of
will

names are on

this year's

and featured players
appear in Christie talking
stars

miedies.
eased to

The number may
69

before

be
season

the

inis

[er.

Among

the players already signed
Buster West, John West, Bert
oach, Will King, Natalie Joyce,
ord Sterling, Taylor Holmes, Carel Myers, Kathryn McGuire, Harry
Fazenda,
Marie
Louise
^Oods,
e

Charlie Murray, Raymond
Lois Wilson, James and
Hatton,
ucille Gleason, Raymond
ddie Nelson, Anna Chance, Mabel
ressler,

riffith,

Roy D'Arcy, Dot Farley,
Robards, Walter Hiers, Lortine Eddy, Charley Grapewin, Johny Arthur, Sam Hardy, Ruth TayFrances Lee, Harrison Ford,
>r,
Romano,
Nina
^anda
Hawley,
Geneva Mitchell,
.drienne
Dore,
lines Harrison and Barbara Leon-

ill

3n Collison,

*

*

THEATERS STAND PAT

*

Gower
known
"Alex

Conti likes the studio at
When it was
and Melrose.
as FBO he worked there in
the Great" and "Stocks and

Blondes.''
Now it is the home of
plant and Albert is workthe
ing there in "Jazz Heaven."

RKO

*

*

James Ford has gone East to
make personal appearances in New
Florence Ryerson, Co- England theaters.
He is accom-

Clements, Howard Green, Milton panied by Jack Hyland.
il
*
*
*
lockey, Octavus Roy Cohen, C. L.
Duffy, Vernon Smith, Kenyon
Our Passing Shoiv: GraT
icholson and Waldemar Young,
ham Baker and Edward Clark
luch of the dialogue writing and
conferring at First National;
daptation is being done by Charley
Dave Epstein hurrying to
jrapewin.
First National; smiling Bill
Goetz aiding Alexander KorFlame"
Plans for "Song of the
da on "Lilies of the Field."
Plans are being completed for the
*

*

*

lming of "Song Of The Flame," a
Scott Littleton, former newspaper/itaphone Technicolor operetta. Ray
man,
engineer and naval aviator, is
make
to
engaged
been
inright has
"War and Women" for
he color sequences. Clarence Badger writing
AlexPathe.
While
a student of playaction.
dramatic
the
direct
vill
nder Gray will be Prince Volodya; wrighting in Professor Baker's famBernice Claire, Aniuta; Noah Beery, ous Workshop class at Yale, LittleKonstantin. Most of George Gersh- ton wrote "Hurrah," a war play,
which was considered the best ex.vin's score will be retained.
ample of playwrighting of Professor Baker's season.
"Sunny Jim" Registered by "U"

"Sunny Jim," the
Lawrence McKeen

name

new

Comedies

oeen registered as a trade

of

"Sunny
is'

Jim,"

the

former

bnoo-

making

Secret Service.

Color for "Rogue's Song"
Lawrence Tibbett's "The Rogue's
Song," which Lionel Barrymore will

M-G-M,

will be

an all-color

The cast will include
production.
Owen, Marion ShilDale
Catherine
Ullric Haupt, Judith Vosselli
ling,
and Lionel Belmore.

*

Now

he

is

which have,

it

is

more than
each town

tion of

reported, a circula180,000.

IN

WARNERS SHOW 9 MONTHS

the role of a secret service

*

ST. LOUIS MUSICIAN

ROW

NETPROFIT 0F$1 1,957,760

{Continued from Page 1)
chestras, as a result of the deadlock.

The Skouras and
had

been

St.

operating

dividends

to
1,185,826

1)

$9.58

a

man

the period.
The corporation's
equity in earnings of the companies
acquired between Aug. 31, 1928, and
June 1, 1929, included above for the
period to the date of their acquisiof

The Ambassador was using

a trav-

eling stage orchestra with a Publix
unit, but the ten girls of the outfit
were called out by the local union.
Ed Lowry, master of ceremonies,
went out with the pit players. The
Grand Central, Skouras house, also

without pit players but it has
is
been on that basis for more than a
year, but has paid musicians whether or not they play.
The Skouras first runs desire to
union
the
but
orchestras,
retain
pulled out its men, when the St
Louis chain, controlled by WarnerSkouras, declined to hire more than
35 of the 134 musicians employed
under the old wage contract.
Meanwhile, the Fox has signed a
new agreement with musicians reducing its orchestra from 30 to 20
The St. Louis and Grand
players.
Opera House, operated by RadioKeith-Orpheum, are the only other
two theaters operated with manual

tion amounted to $1,198,054.
Capitalization of Warner Bros, on
June 1, 1929, consisted of 360,987 no
par shares of preferred stock and
1,185,826 no par preferred common.
On June 27, 1929, the corporation
split its common on a two-for-one
basis.

Net profit of the company for nine
months ended May 26, 1928 amounted
to $1,123,947 equal to $2.04 a share
on the combined 550,000 shares of the
year previous.

Detroit Musicians Take
Cut in Wage Scale
{Continued from Page

1)

Theaters operating on straight
sound policy have received consent to
play without organists or music of
any kind.
here.

in

*

Renaud Hoffman, who wrote
"Blaze O' Glory," Eddie Dowscreen vehicle,
ling's second
is credited with being the first

man to realize the box office
He was
value of a dog star.
responsible for the success of
the pictures, starring the police dog, "Thunder."

Music Writer Assigned
Writer Signs New Contract
Lenore Ulric's second talking picDoris Anderson, author of "The
is
Rose,"
Sea
"South
Fox,
for
ture
L. Wolfe Wolf of Wall Street," has signed a
o have music written by
new contract with Paramount.
jilbert and Abel Baer.

share

Louis houses earned on
no par shares
under a two of common outstanding at the end

•weeks' truce.

music.

{Continued from Page

ferred

playing

"Courtin' Calamity," starring Hoot
Gibson.
*

lease.

direct for

*

Twenty years ago Jim Farley
mark by was sleuthing for the United States

a series of ten two
for current rereel talking comedies

jms,

*

has

Jniversal.

di-

communities when the

Albert

the authors whose work
be featured by Christie are Wil-

Among

and was

all

production
is
exhibited.
Feature
stories regarding the picture and request to teachers to support the production are being published in various State Educational periodicals,

PAUL

*

rd.

of a school teacher

in

ficials

rected
by Richard Thomas with
In
the local Parent
Hollywood Belle Bennett and Jobyna Ralston Teachers Ass'n will be informed of
E. STEIN likes to direct in the leading roles.
States Cinema the films showing and school chilwomen and is happy to have been Corp. has agreed to donate 25 per dren will be required to write comawarded the megaphone on "The cent of the proceeds of the picture positions on its theme for which
Swan," starring Lillian Gish. Stein towards the endowment of a home prizes will be offered. This will be
has directed several feminine stars for retired teachers which step has in line with the student studies in
at Pathe and Warner Brothers.
He met the approval of the Teacher? literature drama and will also peris
now completing "This Thing Welfare Dept. in Washington.
mit the enacting of prologues by the
Called Love," at Pathe.
The National Education Ass'n i: students chosen by their teachers. In
*
*
*
sponsoring a campaign in support of addition to circulars issued in schools,
Charlie Abrams, hustling loca- the production.
Local committees pupils will be urged to bring their
tion,
manager and assistant direc- are to be appointed to get the sup- parents to the showing of the film
tor, is now a member of the Colum- port and endorsement of public of- when it appears in their town or city.
bia forces. He tvas with Paramount
for four years before coyning to the
Count.

orrest,

ison

life

RALPH WILK

By

S.

New

Corp.,

IN

n

OAIUV

Colorart Pictures, Inc.
announce that they are releasing through

TIFFANY- STAHL
a motion picture production entitled

"MAMBA"
ALL RIGHTS PROTECTED

)

fj2^

DAILV

Wednesday, September

18,
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Grandeur Presages Many New Changes
Fox Plans More Grandeur Showings?
NEW PROJECTOR

BUILT

FOR GRANDEUR
International Projector Corp. buill
the special projector necessary foshowing Grandeur pictures. Fox haf
placed an order, it is understood, for
The
a number of the projectors.
projector is new in every respect
from existing projectors, it is said.
The sound head is built into the projector as an integral part of the machines, it is stated.
A feature is said
to be prevention of bucking.
The projector is declared to be sc
constructed that all wide films can
be interchangeably used in it, through
Regulara change in the aperture.
sized film, it is understood, cannot
be projected through it.

Fox Seeking Two Houses
of

& A Idaho Chain
— Fox West Coast

C

Pocatello
acquire the

SPECIAL MITCHELL CAMERA

Future plans of Fox as concerns the Grandeur pictures are expected to depend upon the Gaiety reception, although orders for a
number of the special projectors already are declared to have been
placed. In its newspaper advertisements today, Fox is declaring the
first night's audience "the vanguard of those who will proclaim its

will

Orpheum and the Strand
owned by the C & A Amusement

BUILT FOR GRANDEUR

—

importance to 120,000,000 Americans, all of whom will soon demand it." This is taken as an indication of speedy installation in
principal houses of the Fox chain throughout the nation.

New

Showing Of New
Grandeur Pictures Is Launched

First Theater

(Continued from Page
utilizes

a

and screen
pictures.

specially-built
projector
for the showing of the

The

screen

is

full

1

enhances the

illusion of real

life

ac

stage-

Revolutionary studio changes are
necessary in the filming of Grandeur
The Grandeur process has been de- pictures, it is stated. Studios must
veloped by A. E. Sponable, Foxbe larger and depth must be given tc
Case research engineer, who invented
sets, more care will be needed for
the Aeso light, used with Movietone
backgrounds,
due to the declared
The new process, it is declared, will
properties
of
the
camera in photoeliminate the need for use of a cutin, in instances where action is to graphing in detail objects at a disNew lighting technique also
This, tance.
be filmed over a wide area.
plus the stereoscopic effect secured. is required, it is stated.
size.

Courtland Smith Sees New
Revolution Due To Grandeur
Changes Ahead
One

look into the booth of
Gaiety theater last night
convinced us that there will be
plenty happening in theater
booths throughout the country
within the next few months.
The Grandeur machine for projecting the "Widies" is majestic
in appearance and looks
like a battle ship alongside a
sub chaser compared with the
regular machine.
However, it
is at the same time, compact,
the

—

Grandeur, development, too, he
has played an important part.
Introduction of the Grandeur picthe

to

'NEW YORK

and
QkROTEL
«

©VERNOR
(JlNTON

3r 7 ST>»7 r"AVE.
opposite

PE N NA. R.R. STATION

follows:
"Tonight William Fox presents to you the
crowning achievement of his long and magnificent career in motion pictures.
It may be
unique in the annals of American industry
that a real pioneer in a major business lived
and prospered to become the great pioneer
in
the second and greater development of

ness.

that business.

is

will

show you

Bath and

Servidor
ERNEST G.

KILL

Gen. Mgr.

ROOM *» BATH

3°-°UP

It is in fact

is

not

the

mo-

picture of the future.
When presented
theaters throughout the world, the
pictures will be in natural colors of glorious
perfection.
The sound, as you will hear tonight, is far more true and impressive than
it has been possible to make it on the small
or standard film.
Just one word on the so-called poor exhibitor.
William Fox and the Warner Brothers
and the Western Electric company pioneered
in sound.
No one else in the entire motion
picture industry contributed a single thing.
{.Most of the prominent peop'e of the industry
did not believe in sound until the box office
demanded it. They were content to go along
with what they now know was a dying business
the silent pictures.
They argued in
the name of the poor exhibitor «hat he could
not stand the cost of sound installation
or such a complete revolution of his bnsition

in

each with

tonight

Pox

—

entire

sound

mechanism

being built right in the machine itself. It is so constructed that it need not necessarily be classed as a 70mm machine.
It can be adapted to
use 56mm or 62mm by changing the aperture and sprockets.

Fox's career.
The full text of his
speech from the stage of the Gaiety

mere'y something new.

1200 Rooms

the

tures,
Smith characterized as the
"crowning achievement" of William

What" we

&

tion.

Co., in a deal expected to be closed
here soon, it is reported.
William
Stege, representing the Fox interests has been here for the past few
days in connection with the contemplated purchase.
The Orpheum U
Grandeur pictures will bring about
the largest house here seating 900
a revolution in the industry comparand the Strand seats 450.
able to the introduction of sound
Fox to Build Westwood House
Courtland Smith of Fox-Case MovieWest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY tone, declared last night in a curtain
Los Angeles William Fox inter- speech which preceded introduction
ests contemplate the construction o' of the new large-size pictures. Smith
a new theater at Westwood Village
who has been responsible for much
near here, according to Janss Invest- of the development of Fox Movietone
ment Corp. which has developed the activities, and has brought to the
district.
The land deal is said to in- screen through this medium of the
volve a consideration of $250,000.
In
world outstanding personalities.

Welcome

Special camera for the Grandeur
pictures, introduced last night at the
York Gaiety, was built by the
Mitchell Camera Co., one of the units
of the recently-formed General Theaters Equipment Co. The camera especially constructed for the purpose,
has a Bausch
Lomb lens, which
company also manufactured the lens
used in the special projector.
Fox,
it is said, owns a 50 per cent interest in the Mitchell firm.

Raytone Feature Talker,
Three Shorts Completed
Raytone

headed by W.

Pictures,

Ray Johnston, has completed "Howdy Broadway," a musical comedy
Metropolitan studio in
Fort Lee, N. J. Charles J. Hunt is
author and director of the story featuring Tommy Christian and his ortalker at the

Three shorts also finished
include "Cotton Pickin' Time," "Mochestra.

of Melody,"
Sailor."

ments
cal

and "The Musi-

Stars to Entertain

Over Paramount Hour
will help
inEntertainers who
augurate the weekly Paramount-Publix broadcasts next Tuesday night at

10 o'clock, Eastern Daylight Saving
time, will include Ruth Chatterton.
Clive Brook, Charles "Buddy" Rog-

Frederic March, Jack Oakie,
Helen Kane, Charles Ruggles, Mr.
and Mrs. Jesse Crawford, Joe PenPaul Ash
ner and Nancy Carroll.
will conduct an orchestra of 36 pieces,
ers,

while Nathaniel Finston will lead the
Paramount recording orchestra in
Louis Witten
'"A Faust Fantasy."
will announce.
not have been

accomplished without them.

Let me exp ain briefly that Grandeur is not
From
a magnification of the small picture.
the camera to the projector it is entirely new
For 25
and now made necessary by sound.
years pictures have been shown on a film approximately one inch by three-quarter inches.
Sound has cut that down to approximately
nine-tenths inches by three quarters inches.
It is as if the first Ford automobile was
of the
still
the standard for all cars.
Fox organization refuse to be standardized
when to be so means to stand still. There is
enough genius in the Fox organization alone
to move the motion picture industry forward
each year.
have such men as Sheehan
in production, Grainger in distribution, Leo
and his able assistants in laboratory work,
Freedman, Connydear and Sponable in engineering. He by the way is largely responsib'e for both Movietone and Grandeur.
In conclusion, let me add that William Fox
will not rest until he has made of the screen
what generations of great men have made
of the printing press, a medium for universal

We

Our answer then was the same as it
tonight
The exhibitor can stand any and
costs demanded by progress, and the only
thing he cannot stand is a half filled :-r empty
house, such as the silent exhibitors are now
playing to and such as the sma'l screen exhibitors will be playing to in the not very
distant future.
Grandeur has brought another influence
actively into pictures.
Just as sound pictures
brought to us the invaluable aid and friendship of the Western Electric Company and
such outstanding men as Walter S. C.ifford,
Edgar S. Bloom and John E. Otterson, now
Grandeur brings forward the company responsible for designing and manufacturing
the vital part of all pictures, the projection
:

all

machine.
This work has been accomplished by the
courage and foresight of Harley I.. Clarke and
his company, the General Theaters Equipment,
Inc.
They have worked with the engineers
of the Fox organization for three years and
the results which you will see tonight cruld

We

So vital is this
announce on Sunday
an association with William Randolph Hearst
(or the still further development of our great
Movietone News and for that more extensive
entertainment and education.

work

that

Mr. Fox

will

use of the screen that will cause historians
of the future to refer to motion pictures as the
great civilizing influence.
That, ladies and gentlemen, will be the
life

Fox.

history of one

New York

boy,

William
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(Continued from Page 1)
in the action, involvfour patents, have beajg served

on the defendant.
eral

ing

SOUGHT

.Papers

niers.

ing

IS

is

basic

Meanwhile, Gen-

an action involvMovietone,
of
patents

plaintiff

in

which equipment is
by Western Electric.

manufac^ red

18, 192'

Chicago Promoter
Ingram Heads Columbia
Building in Hamilton
Exchange in Atlanta RKO REPORTED AFTER TW(
Hamilton, O.

PATENT SUIT

Wednesday, September

new

— Construction

theater of the Hamilton

of the

Atlanta

— Louis

Amuse- manager

C.

Ingram

is

now

Columbia's
Atlanta
HOUSES
ment Corp. will start soon at Fron' branch, his appointment being anand Market Sts. J. R. Redding of nounced by William
Minder, the
(Continued from Page 1)
Chicago is promot'ng the project, and company's district sales chief for the
has leased the theater for 20 years to Southern division. He succeeds John wired for pictures although the AlThe Fourth Avenue Amusement Co. W. Mangham. Jr., who resigned to bee stock plays the house during the
of Louisville.
head Tiffany-Stahl's office here.
summer and a picture and vaudevill
of

PROVIDENCESTOCK

G

Tourney Gets International
Flavor;

Ufa

Offers

(.Continued from Page

Cup

policy holds forth for the winter. Ni
Model, Yonkers Changes Hands
announcement
as to the change o
Yonkers, N. Y.— The Model has
passed from M. Martin to C. Mattren. policy has been made as yet.

1)

in Patent Suit
cup by Ufa. Cups and trophies are
being received at a rate which asFiled Last Friday
Western Electric stated yesterday sures a record for the tourney to be
held Oct. 1 at Gedney Farms Counthat papers in the suit for patent infringements against General Talking try Club, White Plains. Entries re-

Papers

Were

were

filed Sept. 13, with the
the U. S. District Court,
southern District of New York and
the United States Marshal of that

Pictures
clerk of

district.

"The

BOB CURWOOD
Former Universal Western Star

Levy Brothers Offer
Film, Disc Reproducer

After a Triumphant Personal Appearance Tour

Now

serving of the defendants
copies of these bills of com(Continued from Page 1)
plaint is the business of the United with Phototone.
The new firm will
States Marshal and not a matter in offer a film and disc sound reprowhich the plaintiff has any part what- ducer, for which a number of innosoever," it is stated.
vations are claimed.
"This action by Western Electric
Short Circuit Halts Show
and its associates is in pursuance of
short circuit, it is reported, due
announced policy of protecting
its
defective
underground
wiring
the rights of fundamental patents on to
halted the show at the Loew Burland
its apparatus and circuits which have
been granted it by the government." at about 8:30 Saturday night causing approximately 1,000 patrons leavTheater Changes Name
ing the house. The Franklin, nearby,
Orlando, Fla. The Isis is now the was unaffected.
The Burland conOrlando.
tinued its regular schedule Sunday.

with

First of

A Mighty
Note

" 'The

Meighan

:

Bookers,
Italian,

Production

Eight Feature Dramas of the West
iStory!

—

Something Unusual!

Silent

or

Talkie

—

Action!

You who have theatres in foreign communities
Roumanian, Hungarian, French, I have a Marvelous!

Exhibitors
Spanish.

Original!

:

Showmanship angle!

A

real

money maker.

Write immediately for details

BOB CURWOOD PRODUCTIONS-Tec Art Stuio,, Hollywood, Calif.
JACK SCHREIBER,

—

The Wall

in

"SHACKLES OF VENGEANCE 99

A

IN U THE

Bookers 1 1

! I

WESTERN ROAD SHOW ATTRACTION

ceived to date, also are ahead of
those received in advance of the
spring tournament.

THOMAS MEIGHAN

Exchangemen

Exhibitors !

Business Manager

ARGYLE CASE"— A VITAPHONE PRODUCTIO N

Street Journal:

Argyle

Case'

presents

Thomas

his first talking picture, and
this formerly silent screen favorite is revealed in a favorable light. His voice reproduces well and his acting is restrained

and

in

effective."

Bland Johaneson

in

The Mirror:

"Thomas Meighan's return to the screen
packed the Strand yesterday and everybody
had a grand time.
Excellent direction,
good comedy relief and an extra special
cast make 'The Argyle Case' better than
average movie entertainment. Tom Meighan
is better than ever in the talkers."

Irene

T hirer

in

The News:

" 'The Argyle Case' offers Meighan articulation for the first time, and it is exceedingly pleasant deep, resonant, interesting
and with that dash of humor which has
always characterized his facial expression.
Meighan looks well and speaks his lines

—

naturally."

PRODUCED BY WARNER BROS.— DIRECTED BY HOWARD BRETHERTON

Grandeur Machines Available To All Exhibitors

iHE
ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME
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Two R's
By JACK ALICOATEMr. Rapf

YESTERDAY

we had lunch at
Mr. Karsch's Boarding House,
sometimes referred to as the
Kmpy Club with Harry Rapf. In case
you are not entirely familiar with the
rating and past performance of Mr.
Rapf we might state that he is responsible
for
Metro's
Broadway
smash "The Hollywood Review," is
one of the high moguls on the M-G-M
lot, entered the industry about ten
minutes after Mr. Edison first invented motion pictures and knows
his production bermudas backwards,
forward and sideways in case of a tie.
The above being to us a well known
and authenticated fact, his views on
production and the business in general carry slightly more weight than
those of the average observer.

Rapf Speaking!
Touching

lightly along the high
close to a two hour talk
with Mr. Rapf, his views are approxThat the new
imately as follows:
wide width film will completely revolutionize the business within the
next two years. That this innovation
opens up an entirely new field and of-

spots

of

fers opportunities far greater than
That if
heretofore to the producer.
sound pictures are not to lose their
popularity the theaters of the country must be equipped with only the
finest of sound reproducing equip-

ment.

That the scarcity of good mais greater than ever and that

19,

1929

Price 5 Cents

"

NATHANSON RESIGNS IN ROW
OVER CANADIAN FAMOUS SALE
200 NEW

KLAND

Study Planned

HOUSES

ADDED TO ALLIED FOLD
Boston— With 200 New England
theaters represented, the Allied Motion Picture Theater Owners of New
England voted to affiliate with Allied
The affiliation
States Ass'n.
move followed a dinner at which
Abram F. Myers, was honor guest.
Officers will be elected Dec. 10.

—

Ottawa
Whether there is
any need for establishment of
a royal commission by the Canadian government to investigate
relations in the film industry, is
to be determined by a study of
the situation to be made by

UNIT

—

New Orleans Provided the Independent Southern Exhibitors Ass'n
can show 100 members, Abram F.
Myers, president of Allied States
Ass'n, will aid the unit to become affiliated with his association, he has
promised Abe Berenson, the latter
stated at the meeting held here.
independent
for
Better pictures
houses were visualized at the meet(Continued on Page 9)

British Talking Pictures

and Tobis Amalgamate

Mr. Reichenbach
He's back. The prodigal son has
returned. After a summer inspecting
the casinos of Europe, the incorrigible Mr. Reichenbach is again part
and parcel of the greatest art, indusAs
try or business in the world.
press agent extraordinary, he will endeavor for the next few weeks to
acquaint the home folks of New York
and contiguous territory with the fact
that "The Great Gabbo" is playing
every afternoon and evening some-

where on Forty-second

Street.

—

Differences over proposed sale of the Famous Players
Canadian chain led yesterday to resignation of N. L. Nathanson, managing
director

years has been its guiding factor. His
resignation was accepted by the
board of directors with Arthur Cohen,
former chairman of the executive

A

independents has lodged a com-

combine

board

of

company, who

the

named managing

for

director

in

his place.

Sale of the circuit to

Gaumont

Bri-

was advocated by Nathanwho has just returned from Eng-

tish Corp.,

U. S.

son,
land,

WINS POINT

with offer of the British firm
(Continued

on

Page

2)

COAST CONSPIRACY SUIT 25 AWARDS RECEIVED FOR
West

Coast

Bureau,

Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY

— Motion

of

Fox West

Coast and several other exhibiting
and distributing firms for a bill of
particulars in the Dept. of Justice action charging them with conspiracy
Sherman anti-trust
to violate the
(Continued on Page 2)

Griffith Films to be

Synchronized, Reissued

—

Synchronization of D. W. Griffith
British
London (By Wireless)
producers are paying more for stars
successes,
with original scores and
amalhave
Tobis
and
Pictures
and stories than ever before. That it Talking
as chair- sound effects, is planned by PhonoSchlesinger
gamated,
with
costs from 25 to 35 per cent more
man of the joint concern. The British Kinema, Inc., Albert G. Grey stated
to make a talker than a silent picture,
(Continued on Page 2)
{Continued on Page 2)
That never in
all things being equal.
its history has the industry offered
more in the way of opportunity to
men and women of brains than today,
—and—That's That!
terial

Cohen Successor
Toronto

Kenneth W. Taylor, professor

NAY

AFFILIATE WITH ALLIED

Offer of Gaumont
British Accepted;

of economics at McMaster University.
He was named to the
post by Minister of Labor Peter
group of Toronto
Heenan.
plaint, alleging that a
exists in the industry.

NEW SOUTHERN

Wanted

General Theaters Equipment To
Make New Machines on Big Scale

FALL FILM

W

TOURNEY

With 25 cups, trophies and other
major prizes already assured, the
committee rapidly is completing the
task of arranging the awards for the
various winners. Some of the prizes
will be special awards to be announced at the tournament which
takes place at the Gedney Farms
(Continued on Page 9)

Agreements Must Be In
Contract, Board Rules
All agreements covering film showngs must be written into the contract, the New York arbitration board
United
awarding
in
emphasized
Artists the decision against the Century Circuit, (A. H. Schwartz) which
;

must play "She Goes to War."

The

(Continued on Page 9)

Perakos Buys Interest of

Hoffmanns

in

—

New

Britain

Grandeur equipment

will be avail-

able to all exhibitors, it is stated at
the office of General Theaters Equipment. The new projectors, built for
the showing of the wide film large-

New Britain Peter Perakos, formerely associated with the Hoffmann
interests in operation of the Strand,
soon are to be placed
Capitol and Palace here, is reported size pictures,
on a large scale. Fox
production
in
inLners
pai
his
out
bought
have
to
on
a number of the mapriority
Perakos will has
terest in the Palace.
placed
operate the Palace as second run chines, by virtue of an order,
filled
will
be
this;
but
ago,
time
some
while Warners, having purchased the
Hoffman interests recently will run quickly when large-scale production
begins, it is stated.
the Capitol and Strand.

Eugene Zukor to Europe
on P-F-L Theater Activity
Eugene Zukor, of Paramount sails
tomorrow for a six weeks' visit to
England and France where he will
look over the company's thenter operations on the Continent. While in
England, Zukor will investigate the
company's new house now under construction at

Manchester.

THE
Thursday, September

OVER
SALE
Price5Cents

Thursday, Sept. 19. 1929

Val.XUXNo.68

(.Continued from Page

8.

U.

WINS POINT

IN

COAST CONSPIRACY SUIT

1)

(Continued from Page 1)
pay $75 a share for stock of the
laws
Canadian company.
The stock has Court has been denied in Federal
here.
The case is to be set
been selling around $73 a share. Prefor trial Nov. 4.
The government
viously, it had been reported that Fox

JOHN W. ALICOATE

PuMished daily except Saturday and holidays
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and
copyright (1929) by Wid's Films and Film

charges the defendants conspired to
discriminate against smaller theaters
W. Alicoate, President.
Folks,
Inc.
J.
BriEditor and Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau.
charging ten cents admission price
the
Secretary-Treasurer and General Manager;
En- British firm declined to sell and in and offering double feature programs.
Charles F. Hynes, Managing Editor.
In addition to Fox West Coast the
tered as second class matter, May 21, 1918, turn made the offer to purchase the
at the post-office at New York. N. Y., under
defendant
corporations
are:
Fox
Canadian company.
Terms (Postage
the act of March 3, 1879.
free) United States outside of Greater New
York $10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3
Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers
months, $3.00.
Address all comshould remit with order.
munications

THE FILM

to

DAILY.

1650

Phone
Broadway, New York, N. Y.
4736-4737-4738-4739. Cable address: Filmday,
Ralph
California
Hollywood.
York.
New
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
London Ernest W. Fredman, The
6607.
St.,
W.
Wardour
Renter, 89-91
Film
Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
Berlin
I.
Harle,
A.
Paris—
P.
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
La Cineniatographie Francaise, Rue de la
Cour-des-Noues, 19.
Circle

—

—

—

Today

:

STOCK MARKET
Low

Close Sales

700
30
30^
30^4
100
23^ 23J-4
Con. Fin. Ind. .. 24
600
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 26
25^ 25^
202'4
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199
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202J4
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24,700

32JS
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33Ms
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CURB MARKET

& Katz

*Bal.

Columbia Pets.
*Film Insp
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33Yt
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.

Griffith,

D.W. "A"
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Proj
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*Univ. Pict
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1H
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5714
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LAST

Films to be
Synchronized, Reissued

Griffith

First

News
Sept. 30

tribution,

who

returned

yesterday

from a trip to Europe. The run of
"Bulldog Drummond" now in its
fifteenth week in London, empha-

issue

of

Hearst

Metrotont

(sound).

Annual Golf Tournament
sas

City

exhibitor

at

of

hibitors'

unit at

Pinehurst.

Abandons Plan to Build
"Roxy" Chain in London

AMALGAMATED

production and distribution.
Associated with him is Louis C. Pedlar,

New York

VAUDEVILLE

advertising agent.

Phono-Kinema has

its

own

AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard

for the Coast.

Palouse

Vaudeville Acts
House Wired

—

Palouse, Wash. The Congress is
operating as a talking picture the-

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

ater.

OPPORTUNITY!

demand.

FOR MEN QUALIFIED BY EXPERIENCE

H

in the

THEATRE BUSINESS

(Continued from Page 1)
firm, which has a studio at Wembly

and manufactures and distributes
sound reproducing equipment, for
some time has been negotiating a

which would guarantee interchangeability in the two countries.
deal,

One of the largest theatre operating companies, with theatres in
every part of the United States, has openings for men who have
had experience as theatre managers and theatre advertising and
publicity men.

...

...
j

PRICE QUOTED

Twenty years in this

Chatterton Replaces Eagels

vacation, will replace Jeanne Eagels
as the star of "The Laughing Lady,"
now in preliminary stages of production at Paramount's Long Island stu-

Miss Eagels underwent an operation, made necessary by an eye
infection, a few days ago.

MAN -POWER
PLUS

With expansion and development as a

direct result of successful
operation, there is offered splendid opportunity for individual
progress and advancement to men who prove ability to produce

|

results.
!

I

j

industry as executive. Available

j

October

|

\
j

c-o

Address Box A-157

FILM DAILY

1650 Bway.

!

Write a letter giving in full detail your experience, age and
salary requirements and enclose a snapshot or small photograph
of yourself. All correspondence will be held in strict confidence.

first.

Box A-156

!

.

N. Y. C.

FILM DAILY

j

j
j

Kan-

Oakwood

Country Club.
Premiere of "Applause" at the
1
Oct.
Criterion, N. Y.
Meeting of S.M.P.E. at Toronto.
Oct. 7-10
Oct. 29-31 Annual M. P. T. O. A. Meeting
at the Peabody Hotel, Memphis.
Dec. 9-10
Meeting of North Carolina ex-

Vogue

Talking pictures are enjoying a tremendous vogue in England and are
there to stay, says Arthur W. Kelly,
head of United Artists' foreign dis-

of the Paramount-Publix
national tadio hour.

Because S. L. Rothafel objected to
(Continued from Page 1)
use of his name, Roxy Cinemas,
yesterday.
"Way Down East" will the
Ltd.,
recently organized in Great
be the initial picture synchronized,
Britain, has abandoned its plans to
with work to begin soon and the picestablish a chain of deluxe houses in
ture ready for release early in Deplanned
cember.
Grey recently resigned as London. The company had
first unit in the British
head of the Paramount roadshow de- to give its
the name "Roxy."
partment to form the new affiliation. capital
He is general manager in charge of

and Tobis Amalgamate
100
100
600

Ruth Chatterton, Paramount contract player now in New York on a

dio.

Sept. 28

soundThe statement was made in com- on-disc device, and through arrangementing on a report Fox was angling ment with Dr. Theodorus Nakken
for a major interest in the firm.
will use his sound-on-film patents,
says Grey.
The reproducing equipin
Talkers the
ment is especially designed for houses
England, Kelly Says under 1,000 seats. Grey leaves soon

British Talking Pictures

198

29

THE FILM

this

OVER THE COUNTER
26

ian is to remain in Canadian hands
as long as the present board of directors exists, I. W. Killam stated in
Montreal, as exclusively reported to
DAILY.
the trade by

100

400

70
8!

Roxy "A"

sale.

Corp., Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
First National Pictures, Inc., Universal and several other smaller companies.

British
sizes, says Kelly, that the
public is sold on talkers, and the
throughout the United King200 aters
800 dom are being wired rapidly to meet

H
83
107
93'A
98

Opening

.

9?H
70J4

CURB BONDS

by Nathanson, J. T. Dickell, vice
president of the Canadian company,
and I. W. Killam, a director of the
company and head of the Royal
Securities Corp., Ltd., Montreal. ZukKillam opposed the sale
or and
favored by Nathanson. The latter, a
local newspaper says, is directing a
letter to stockholders advocating the

Film

£S £ 23,100
i'-4
77.400
100
1 5s
:

BOND MARKET

do

....
6,000

19J4
36'4

36

Adolph Zukor was here yesterday
for the meeting, which was attended

First day of two meetings of exhibitors at Salt Lake City.

Sept. 21

Ef-

Control to Be in Candian
Hands, Killam Has Stated
Control of Famous Players Canad-

Financial
High

was negotiating for the circuit.
fort was made to buy Gaumont
tish,
Nathanson declares, but

1929

The Industry's
Date Book

to

EDITOR AND PUBLISHER

19,

1650

Broadway

New York

City

-
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Things To Come

"Big

To Be Released

LeolCarrillo and Virginia Valli

"JOURNEY'S END*

"Mister Antonio"

R. C. Sherriff's world-famou9 stage play now in its
sixth month at the Henry Miller Theatre, New York.
An all-dialogue version

Whale who
A f iffany-Stahl-G ainsbo rough

from Booth Tarmngton's stage play'
Directed by Ja mes Flood

Directed by James

"Woman To Woman"

MAE MURRAY

'

—

with

IN

1

staged the play
Production.

"PEACOCK ALLEY"

Talking, Singing. Dancing

—

"DANGEROUS BUSINESS"

Betty Compson, Georgb Barraud
and JULIETTB COMPTON
T ff any- Stahl -Gains borough

from Edwin Balmcr's Cosmopolitan Magazine

A

story.

Halpcrin Production

i

A

Victor Saviile Production

"The Lost Zeppelin"
—

with

"TROOPERS THREE," by Arthur Guv Empey
"KATHLEEN MAVOURNEEN"

—

Conway

Tearle, Virginia Vaixi
and Ricardo Cortez
Directed by Edw ard Sloman

wish S.vlly O'Neill

"THE ENCHANTING MELODIE"
All-color

"Painted Faces"
—

with

at yet

f

Each An All-Talking Feature
With RCA Synchronization

—~$_

Technicolor Feature

ALL-COLOR TECHNICOLOR FEATURE

—

Joe E. Brown, Helen Foster
and Lester Cole
Directed by James Flood

MEDICINE MAN"

•'THE

from Elliott Lester's stage play

unnamed.

Twelve One-Reel "Color Symphonies"
with twelve more to

follow

An

All-Talking Feature
with RCA Synchronization

Each

W^^&iM^M^M^&

j_j±.*"

e— —

TIFFflNy-</>Td
10 ©

./TVrNTU

/TVF

UL PRODUCTION/ INC
MEV/

YORK CITY

THE

3&H

DAILV

HOBART HENLEY'S

MANY BROADWAY STARS

PRODUCTION

The Lady Lies

ARE TO APPEAR

least 11 of the 35 pictures to be
presented this season by Warners
will be musical productions.
Musical screen shows to be released by the company this year in-

fire.

—A good and

stars;

interest-

1
1

ing drama flavored with potent ingredients for young and

Hobart Henley's excellent direction

old.

is

an important

5

factor.

VARIETY.

minimi

"iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiini

Of

the talking picture

"The Lady Lies"

released,

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

is

point of view of direction,

|
nil

iiiiii

dramas that have so far been
the most powerful. From the
acting, and plot construction,

of
of

RALPH W1LK ^^^mm

it

HARRISONS REPORTS.

_
SIDNEY
LAZARUS

^

__

Hollywood
is

now busy

United

at

Artists, where he is
writing the stories and dialogue of
"Glorious Vamps" and "The Irish
Rhapsody." They will be produced
by William C. Menzies and Dr. Hugo

r

rinne Griffith in "Lilies of the Field,"
First National picture. Other players
assigned are Charles Mailes and May
Boley,
the
latter ' replacing
Cissy
Fitzgerald.
Tenen Holtz, Rita LeRoy, Eve Southern and Jean Bart.
Alexander Korda is directing.

has no dramatic equal so far. Much credit belongs to Mr. Hobart Henley, the director; undoubtedly
it is the finest piece of directorial work that he has ever
done.
in fact,

"Show
"Song

"Lots"

Shows," with 100
the West," with
Vivienne Segal and John Boles; Reisenfeld.
"Golden Dawn," with Walter Woolf;
*
*
*
"Mammy," with Al Jolson; "Is
Jack Francis, Broadway characEverybody Happy ?" with Ted Lewis ter, who is becoming
equally as well
and his band; "Under a Texas known
on the Coast, has gone East
Moon," with Frank Fay; "Hold as
Charles Farrell's travelling pubEverything," with an all-star cast,
licist.
Fox officials were so well
and "So Long Letty," a Vitaphone
pleased with the work that Jack
version of the musical comedy of sevdid on Victor McLaglen's recent
eral seasons back.
eastern trip that they assigned Jack
to accompany Farrell.
Jack told
Loder Opposite Corinne Griffith
"the cock-eyed world" plenty about
Loder,
will play opposite CoJohn
the picture
that name.
clude

sure

LEADS

EAttle
from
By

m

office

IN

At

PARAMOUNT PICTURE)

looks like box

1929

Eleven Warner Musicals

ALL THE TRADE PAPERS LIKED

It

19,

'Coast Wire Service?

UNANIMOUS!
(A

Thursday, September

of

*

*

*

Speaking of Fox travellers, we
must also tip our chapeau in honor
of Harry Brand, back from a seven
months' trip to Europe. Harry only
spent three hours in New York, on
his

He

return.

is

a

rabid baseball

fan and had to suppress his hunger
More
for baseball until he returned to Los
Fox Films has made several as- Angeles. Sunday found Harry
cheersignments to "The Lone Star Ran- ing for the Angels
not the Aimee
ger" which is now in rehearsal. They Semple Mcpherson
kind.
are Delma Watson, Caroline Rankin
*
*
*
and Bob Fleming. The picture feaOur Passing Show: Artures George O'Brien and Sue Carol
thur "Bugs" Baer bidding

Fox Casts

3

—

n

—

Here is another case of "class will tell." Delightful
performances plus the superb direction that the picture

—

=
=

received at the hands of Hobart Henley.

MOTION PICTURE NEWS.
1
"Hill
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"'!':,! 'M.
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fir

g
sophisticated

stage manner.

not

,
:

down

let

—

is

It

drama

modern

of

city life

done

handled in such a way that

for one minute.

— Direction

all

in the

1
1
=

does

it

OK.

EXHIBITORS REVIEW AND
MOTION PICTURES TODAY.
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Hobart Henley unloaded a
one.

It

the way.

'

'

^

1

::';

i

:

:
I

Ilfll

1

and

will

be directed by A. F. Erick-

Pathe Film in Work
Production is under way at the
Pathe studio on "This Thing Called
Love," from the stage play by Edwin
Burke.
Edmund Lowe and Constance Bennett have the leads, and
Zasu Pitts, Roscoe Karns, Carmelita
Geraghty, John Roach and Steward
Irwin are in the cast. Paul Stein is
directing and Ralph Block is the producer.

Novarro Title Chosen

May Care" has been selected
as the final title of Ramon Novarro's
initial talking vehicle, which is being
directed by Sidney Franklin.
The
cast includes Dorothy Jordan, John
Miljan, Helene Millard, and Marion
Harris.
"Devil

Holmes Gets "U" Contract
Ben Holmes has been signed
on

this

audience appeal

all

lot of class direction

breezes along with sure

fire

Direction, clever.

goodbye

to his Hotel
velt pals; Laura Hope

son.

to a

long term contract by Universal to
direct the "Sporting Youth" series

in a long-distance
ti&n with
Gloria

who

is

Roose-

Crews

conversa-

Swanson,

in London.
*

*

*

Twenty years ago, Fred Niblo,
munching half raw meat, stood by
samovars set in the mud of a raindrenched Siberian street.
Recently
he directed Tolstoy's "Redemption"
and found this experience invaluable
as technical research.
"This Nishui-

Novrogod fair attracts 100,000 people of all nations, so a month's observation of them has been invaluable to me as an authentic background of Russian life," said the director.
"Sleeping on granite hard
hides behind an ice cold warehouse.
I

never dreamed this experience
supply atmosphere for Tol-

would
stoy's

classics

on the screen."

Ralph Graves Cast
Ralph Graves has been cast opposite Belle Baker in the latter's initial picture, "Song of Love," which
Columbia is producing.

"Welcome Danger" Completed

FILM DAILY.

Cast for "The Rogue's Song"
all-talker
Marion Schilling has been added to
completed
and has been set for release by Para- the M-G-M cast of "The Rogue's
Barbara Kent Song" which Lionel Barrymore is dimount in October.

Harold

Lloyd's

first

"Welcome Danger" now
has the feminine lead

in

is

the picture.

recting.

THE TWO BLACK CROWS
MORAN AND MACK
aiseuss

"WHY BRING THAT UP?"

MORAN: "Come on, Charlie, the head man at Paramount
says

you got to

tell

talkin' picture, 'Why

MACK: "Sure
it

I

the exhibitor folks about our

first

Bring That Up?'

got to

—and

I

got to

tell

in four pages. Man, you can't do that.'

'em

all

about

—
MORAN: "You can kinda introduce us, can't
you? Tell 'em the shows we been in
Earl Carroll Vanities, vaudeville headliners

and

all

that."

MACK: "Boy,

I

don't need to

tell

We

They're in show business.

7,000,000 phonograph records.

'em

that.

sold over

We played

to millions of folks over the radio

from

coast to coast. There's even a comic strip

about us runnin' in the big newspapers.

But that

and

ain't

no news

to

ears."

MORAN:

"Tell 'em about

Charlie. That's

"I

picture.

Wait till they see

—

don't have to talk about

say, these theatre

MORAN:

"Tell 'em

head woman/*

EVELYN
BRENT

SHOW WORLD

it.

that

The fine lookin'

—and the laughs and singin'and dancin'
boys

away they got somethin'

THE NEW

our picture,

what they want to know/99

MACK:
gals

anybody with eyes

will

know

right

big."

Evelyn Brent

is

the

MACK
worth

:

"They know more about what

at the

box

office

she's

than you do. They

remember Harry Green because he was

so

good in 'Close Harmony.' He's even better
in our show. What's the use of

'Why Bring That Up?'
and then they'll know it's good. Seein'
They'll see

talkin'?

soon,

HARRY GREEN

is

me goin' on

believin'."

MOR AN
like to

:

"They'll see

know

it all

right,

but they

in advance."

MACK "We made sure it would
didn't we? We got Octavus Roy
:

write the story.

be O. K.,

Cohen

to

Paramount gave us George

who put 'Broadway' on
our director. The picture

Abbott, the feller
the

stage, for

can't help but

MOR AN:

be good."

"You

left

out the song hits

—

"Boogie Boo' and the others."

MACK: "Why

bring that up? The radio

people are runnin' us ragged to put them
songs on the

them

air.

to bother us

You're just remindin'

some more."

MORAN:

"Can't you think of no

more than

that to say?"

MACK

"Man, when you got a show

:

you don't have to

as ours

comedy with

girls

duction numbers.
with

some
in

all

our best

real

box

drama

office

talk.

A

as

good

musical

and gayety and big pro-

And

a talkin' comedy,

stuff in

it,

combined. And

And knee deep

besides.

names."

MORAN: "You

ain't said

The Two Black Crows

much about

— Moran

us

and Mack.

We're the head men."

MACK: "WHY BRING THAT UP?"

Adolph Zukor and Jesse

The

L.

Lasky present

TWO BLACK CROWS
MORAN mand MACK

"WHY BRING THAT UP?"

With Evelyn Brent and Harry Green
Directed by George Abbott. Story by Octavus Roy Cohen. Adapted by
Hector Turnbull. Screen play by George Abbott. B. P. Schulberg,
General Manager, West Coast Productions.

PARAMOUNT

;;;

mrsday, September

19,

-.

1929
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£^2,
Multicolor in "Gabbo"
When reviewing "The Great

25 AWARDS RECEIVED FOR

GOLFERS, ATTENTION!
Sign this and forward to The Film Da'ily, 1650 Broadway!
Here is my entry and Ten Dollars for the Fall Film Golf
Tournament, to be held on Tuesday, Oct. 1 at Gedney Farms
Country Club, White Plains.

Gabbo" in this publication it
was inadvertantly stated that
another company than Multicolor was responsible for the
color
sequences.
The color

FALL FILM GOLF T
(Continued from Page

1)

Country Club, White Plains, Oct.
Im

iiidi-,1

in thr

1.

scenes in this production are
about as fine as anything that
has reached Broadway and a

uf prizes so far selected

list

and to be offered for the various events are
Albee trophy for the winner
the following.
of the club match between the M. P. Club
Film Daily trophy
and the Friars' Club
for low net; Lichtman M. P. Club trophy
Stebfor low score of M. P. Club members
bins, Leterman
Gates cup for low net
P. Muller cup for low net runner-up
J.
Jules Brulator cup for low net runnc-up;
M. P. News cup for low gross; Al Ruben cup

word

;

is

of praise for Multicolor
certainly in order.

;

&

The Committee
Bruce Gallup, United Artists Corp.
William Brandt
Al Lichtman, United Artists Corp.
Wm. A. Johnston, "M. P. News"
Don Mersereau, "The Film Daily"
Arthur Stebbins, Stebbins, Leterman
Jack Alicoate, "The Film Daily"

low gross runner-up; Du Pont-Pathe cup
low gross runner-up
National Theater
Supply cup for low net, morning round;
Alassce cup for low gross, morning round
Carl Laemmle cup for putting contest Screen
Secret cup for putting contest runner-up;
Ira
Jack Cosman cup for driving contest
Haupt & Co. cup for runner-up in driving
contest ; Pathe Exchange cup for low exhibitor score
Eastman Kodak Co. special prize
Associated Publications, special prize; West-

for
for

;

;

;

&

Gates

;

RKO

Dist. cup
Electric, special prize ;
special prize;
Columbia cup special prize;
Craft Film Lab. cup special prize; Continental
Theater Accessories cup special prize and the
Ufa cup a special prize.

ern

NEW

SOUTHERN UNIT

AFFILIATE

MAY AGREEMENTS MUST BE

WITH ALLIED

(Continued from Page

IN

CONTRACT, BOARD RULES
(Continued from Page

1)

1)

by the exhibitor claimed no availability date
had been received so that the picture
-southern unit. Exhibitors from Louiscould be played day and date with
present.
were
iana and Mississippi
Loew's Kameo, which although not
Speeches were made by A. J. Bethancourt of Houma, president; Ben Halpern, New Orleans, secretary-treasurer' and by Abe Berenson of BogaBethancourt spoke on the
lusa.

in the

contract

was declared

in agree-

ment with Loew's. Loew's contracts
are all marked protection for seven

days after the last playdate, and since
the defendent missed out in not reHalpern
and
,alue of organization
ceiving availability through loss in
said the purpose of the association mails, United Artists was not bound
of
protection
and
is "for the interest
to deliver the film to A H. Schwartz's
of the
all the independent exhibitors
Patio and Farragut on Loew playSouth.
Assignments
dates, the board held.
were received too late to fit the booking schedule, it was declared.

Canadian, N. E. Showmen
Endorse Franchise Plan

Fenway May Change

Both the Tiffany-Stahl and RKO
from Day, Date Group
franchise plans were indorsed by the
Boston Due to its location the
Exhibitors' Cooperative of Canada
which met at the Mount Royal hotel, Fenway in the uptown district may
Montreal, Tuesday, according to Carl be ousted from the recently inaugTiffany-Stahl assistant gen- urated Publix policy running five day
J. Goe,
This may mean
eral sales manager who has returned and date houses.

—

In addition to Goe,
Phil Hazza, T-S
Canadian manager also addressed the
meeting. Another franchise meeting
for Canadian exhibitors is scheduled
at
to be held sometime next week

New

Earl

York.

Lawson and

Don't

a great favor.
golf score

ng, the first regular one held

to

Fill the entry blank on this
you'll do yourself

page and

—

let

your

make you miss

the

the
fun come and meet
cream of the film industry

M. P. Producers High in
Insurance Policy List
Of

the ten persons in this country insured for $5,000,000 or more,
four are film producers, according to
a table soon to be published by an
insurance
publication.
They are
William Fox insured for $6,500,000;
Joseph A. Schenck, for $5,250,000;
Jesse Lasky, $5,000,000, and Adolph
Zukor, $5,000,000.
Others included in the list are: Samuel
L.

Rothafel, $2,425,000; Walter Schroeder,
Milwaukee, and John Barrymore $2,000,000;
Cecil B. De Mille, Los Angeles, $1,750,000;
Irving S. and Henry I. Charr.n, each for
$1,500,000; Norma Talmadge, $1,250,000; and
Meyer Davis, Will Rogers, John McCormack
John J. McGuirk, Al Jolson, Mary Pickford,
Douglas
Fairbanks,
Constance
Talmadge
Erich von Stroheim, each insured for $1,-

000,000.

"out in the open."

RCA

Paramount Rentals for 11
Weeks New Co. Record

Bethell Appointed
Photophone "Philly" Mgr.
Bethell has been appointed
J. P.
sales representative for
Photophone, Inc., in charge of the Philadelphia and Washington territory.

RCA

Paramount domestic film rentals
for the 11 weeks of the third quarter were 37 per cent of the corres- Bethell recently was connected with
ponding period of 1928, a record for World Wide and now is located at
any similar period in the history of the RKO exchange in Philadelphia.
Rethe company, the firm stated.
Open Shop at Ottawa House
ceipts the first week in September
were the largest for any week since
Ottawa Open shop has been dethe company has been in business.
clared
by
Manager Don Staple-

—

ton
of
the
Centre
downtown
house,
following
a
disagreement
with the officials of the operators'
union on the new year's contract
Matrix laboratory and pressing which had been accepted by other
plant facilities of the Victor division Ottawa exhibitors. As the Centre is
of the Radio-Victor Corp. at Holly- wired, the decision concerned only
wood are to be increased 100 per the operators as the orchestra was
cent with the erection of an addition
discontinued some months ago.
to the present building.

Victor to Double Size
of Coast Laboratory

Nassau Theater Burns
Fenway will be a separate R-K-O Changes Vaudeville Name
run unit with "Jealousy" going
Announcement yesterday was made
Fire in the operator's booth of the
mto that house Sept. 21 for an in- that "Radio-Keith-Orpheum Vaude- Nassau, 377 Grand St., Brooklyn,
definite run, it is rumored here.
ville Exchange" will hereafter be the forced the audience to the streets

that the
first

title of the RKO Vaudeville last
Friday.
Firemen extinguished
Booking Department, instead of B. the blaze, said to have been caused
by defective wiring.
F. Keith-Albee Vaudeville Exchange

official

Advance Trailers for
Toronto.
Simultaneously with the Montreal
Metropolitan Chain
meeting, the New England exhibitors
Advance Trailers have received a
met in Boston and were equally encontract to supply trailer service for
thusiastic over the Tiffany-Stahl franthe entire circuit of Fox Metropolichise plan as outlined to them by
Abram F. Myers, president of Allied tan Playhouse, Inc.
States, and Phil E. Meyer, MetroAnother Chicago Bombing
politan division sales manager for

Fox

Tiffany-Stahl.

— El

Tovar, new civic picture theater at Crystal Lake, summer colony, was partially wrecked by

Chicago

Springer Gets St. George, B'klyn.
Police attribute it to labor
a bomb.
Jack Springer has taken over his troubles.
purfirst Brooklyn house with the
chase of the St. George in Brooklyn.
Reopening Sept. 23
Springer operates a number of theThe Grand
Highlandtown,
Md.
West
upper
aters in the Bronx and
reopens
for the season Sept. 23 after
next
changes
Management
Side.
being completely reconstructed.
week.

—
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Along The Rialto

THAT'S

THAT
By PHIL M.

with

very nice
IS
a
town, and they have a very nice
city manager there who has a lot to
say as to just what can be done in
the way of a ballyhoo on a pitchur.

/CHARLIE GOETZ,

ters all set to stage the

animated

bill-

the hotsy totsy gals disporting themselves for the delight of
the public. "Pretty nice," sez Fergy,
"pretty nice."
w-'th

*

the girlies to do their stuff atop the
giant electric letters. "Mebbe they
will block traffic," he probably figured.
"Mebbe one of 'em will fall
off, strain her knee-cap, arid give
our fuir city a bad name. Mebbe it
will
keep a lotta husbands out
nights looking 'em over and create
family discords, and after all, Mr.
this

is

a

Add

home

This was a new problem for Fergie, and
as he would he couldn't sway the city
The newspaper boys asked him
manager.
what he was gonna do about it, and he

try

"It's all off, boys.
I wanted to give
town a big free show like we d'd on
manager
sez no."
Broadway, but the city
So the newspaper fellers put their heads to
gether and started a publicity campaign all
their own.
They wrote editorials and want
ed to know why their town couldn't have
the
same privileges that New York had.
Billy Ferguson had given 'em a flash at the
girlies who were picked to do their stuff en
Mebbe that had sc niething
the big letters.

sez:

this

similes.

As

interesting as the

itor will

have nothing but the

quality

period

and that will render

•x—--

5WR—

-«

S.

R.

KENT

stoking boilers
t

1929

Timely Topics

— €—
A Digest of

He

best.

reliable

need

will

service

qualifications

for

a

Equipment possessing these
cannot be manufactured cheaply.JJ
E. E.

Sustained Advertising Is
Called Prosperity Keynote

ADVERTISING

is one of the
powerful forces controlling our modern world.
It is
the motive power of progress.
Years ago when advertising was
a comparative rarity we, the public, actually did not know what

most

we wanted

or

what was good

for

us.

Advertising

compels

want and then

first to

to

millions
buy the

advertised commodities whether
thev be cosmetics, automobiles or

MOTION PICTURES.

But advertising must be "on
the level" to be 100% effective.
fly by night producing company may advertise a flashily
titled "quickie" with as great a
spread as one of the great na-

A

tional

producing companies

will

give one of their real superproductions; but that will not
make the public accept it. The
advertising surrounding a picture
or a star must have more back of
them than press agentry and adjectives, or else the advertising

—

fails.

flickers.

of years.

Spasmodic advertising is little
more than useless; and producer
advertising only during the selling season is of virtually no help
to exhibitors.
Sustained as well
as intensive advertising is the
only sort that will bring the desired results.
It is the duty of
every producer who advertises at
all to have his advertising kept
up steadily so that it will not
only sell his product to exhibitors, but will also, through them
sell it to the public.

Let the entire industry then
this
crusade to inunite
in
crease the influence of the motion picture by realizing that

BVCHER

SUSTAINED ADVERTISING

MEANS PROSPERITY.

"The Screen Press"

Ne.45

Industry Statistics
Siatisiicai

jobs

Emgeeem

apparatus that will give the highest degree of tone

By JAMBS

|
mm

job revelations.

4 4 When faced with the necessity of equipping a
theater with sound, the forward looking exhib-

stunt.

(31 THEIR
FIRST

first

Coast injecting the exhibitor slant into new

do with their enthusiasm.
*
*
*

Well, the upshot of it was that
one newspaper ran a story that the
theater manager was gonna pull the
animated sign in spite of the city
-manager. So they called out the fire
department with hose, and threatened to spray the gals if they dared
appear. The theater manager ran
up a sign out front: "The Gals Will
Offer 'Singing in the Rain,' accompanied by the Fire Department
Hose." It so happens that "Singing in the Rain" is the theme song
So, all in
of "Hollywood Revue."
all, the gag worked, and they got
more publicity than if they had actually pulled the animated sign

said to

is

Speaking of the wide fillums, remember way back in
wartime when W. W. Hodkinson had Motion Picture Plus,
photographed with a wide lens on glass plates?
Alex
Moss departs for the Coast this Sattidy and soon enters production
Ned Marin, recently resigned from First National, is
in Noo Yawk on the way to Yurrop.
He's joining Fox, 'tis
said
Al Rockett also is in the East
Nat Levine is
happy these days over the big reception his talker serial is getting.
A wire from Buffalo tells of runs for it in three Shea Publix
houses
Major Bowes of the Noo Yawk Capitol is on the

city."

to

veteran independent distributor,

Players are out an estimated 750 Gs, in the late-lamented
Equity squabble
The J. J. (Pathe) Murdock intends to
stay on the Coast this winter.
"Bill" Sistrom has left for
the Coast, after talks on the Shubert hook-up
Watch for a
flock of wide film processes rushed to the market
Dave
(The Rhinehearted) Bader recites some interesting adventures
from Chermany, where he is visiting with "Uncle Carl" Laemmle.

*

But he found the city manager
was violently opposed to allowing

Ferguson, y'know

Jr.

have a real bet in his "The Woman Who Was Forgotten,"
and what a sweet hook-up he has with the National Education
Ass'n to put over the pitcher
Al Christie surely is pepped
up over the way talking comedies are going over, and he's spending real jack to keep 'em good
Coast stars are declared
having some real grief with "financial speakeasies," otherwise
stock gyps

So when Billy Ferguson blew into
town with his cohorts to open "Hollywood Revue," he found the big let-

*

19,

Current Opinion

PhilM. Daly,

DALY

CLEVELAND

board

Thursday, September

More than 400

P.

Editor,

exploitation stunts

No.45

Tht

well

Film

as

exhibitor information as to

of features are classified as:
listing 80 holidays,
including
college, juvenile, historic and war, those observed regionally and nationsea stories, sex drama and romance, ally. This list offers means for exsociety and fashions, sport and ad- hibitors to tie up with civic bodies
venture,
underworld and mystery, in celebrating local holidays as well
westerns, comedies and general. For as suggestions on appropriate piceach class of picture, suggestions are tures to book. Exploitation of sound
given regarding tie-ups, ballyhoos, pictures forms a separate division of
window displays, special stunts as the Year Book's exploitation section.
dar,

IN

Dvily

and suggestions, embracing ten major the proper decorations for lobby and
types of productions are outlined in marquee.
The 1929 Film Daily Year Book's
Another division of the exploitaExploitation section. The ten major tion section is the Showman's Calentypes

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

CUNNINGHAM
#« NEWSPAPER
of FILM DOM
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Schnitzer
Joseph I.
Equity Pictures sales.
*

Carl

Laemmle

*

active

NEWS
TIME;

on

*

tirades against star

stealing.
*

*

*

Paramount gets excited over "Male
and Female."

jzrHjzjarararajgfajzjaraiajarajEJHrejHJHrerajzrajH^^

From

Variety, July 10th, '29
piece of craftsmanship which makes the stuff which has come over so
far look like nobody's business. Not just a talker, but a motion picture
that talks. Alfred J. Hitchcock has solved the problem of making a picture which does not lose any film technique and gains effect from dialog.
It will have much the same effect on American technique that some of the
German films had half a dozen years ago."

"A

SONO ART—WORLD WIDE PICTURES,

INC.

presents

"BLACKMAIL"
The

feature

first all-talking

made

in

AT A

*

TRADE SHOWING
at the

SELWYN THEATRE
Friday Morning at Eleven o'clock

A

British International Picture
made and recorded

Directed by

at Elstree,

London

ALFRED HITCHCOCK

R. C. A. Phototone System

-**m
Interested members of the Trade
tickets by 'phoning Bryant 8957

may

secure

England

SET YOUR DATE
FIRST FOOTBALL

NOW

!

ROMANCE EVER

i

VITAPHONED
Real Yale -Harvard thrills
brought to vivid life. Now
you can hear the huddle
secrets, roar of the crowd,

band parade, cheering and
six clever college and popular jazz songs

•

with the new star
sensations

DOUGLAS

FAIRBANKS, JR.

Listen

on your

radio for "H'lo

Baby",

The

"Do in'

Diet Drag",

and "One Minute of Heaven",

three catchy

theme songs.

and

LORETTA YOUNG
Story by Harvey Gates
Directed by Eddie Cline
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national

another Touchdown

Pictured

jtrom

FIRST NATIONAL,

4*?fe.

\Independent Federation Embraces

24 Key

Cities

IHE
ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

7Ac NEWSPAPER

VOL. XLIX

No. 69

Friday,

We

Sez

=^By JACK ALICOATE-^

WE

sometimes

wonder

it

this big little old biz is not

commencing
strongly

System
all

of

is

right

like

until

altar

system.

of

you get too much

we prefer the
who occasionally

foundation of individuality.

showmanship

is,

in

Prac-

the last

analysis, distinctive retailing.

world.

Millions for Newspapers
Vitaphone and First National will
approximately $2,500,000.00 in
daily newspaper advertising during
^.peiul

the coming year, says Myer Lesser,
of the Blaii.e-Thompson Agency in
charge of their appropriation. Other

equally

organizations

large

amounts.

will

The

spend

new

Now,
talker vogue is the reason.
did you ever stop to think that there
are probably fifty times as many people in these United States interested
in pictures as there are in baseball
and yet, practically every daily newspaper devotes more coverage and
space to baseball than to the screen

and stage combined? Of course, this
is
an old Spanish custom, but it's
about time this collective industry
used its good graces in an endeavor
to give newspaper publishers a little
better perspective on the fan situation from a new angle.

Ben Eur

Famous Canadian Stock Was $51

7 to 1 Basis Restored Until

Toronto Voting trust shares of Canadian Famous Players
Corp., for which Gaumont British Corp., bid $75 per share, were sold
to the public as late as last month at $51 per share, it is stated.
Nathanson who was one of three voting trustees, favored the
sale, and resigned as managing director when it was opposed by
the other two trustees, Adolph Zukor and I. W. Killam. The trustees
were named when Paramount sold a majority of the stock to CanNathanson
adian interests, in a deal negotiated by Nathanson.
founded the Famous Canadian chain, which now numbers 180 theaters embracing practically every principal city of the Dominion.

1930 While a Solution

24 Exchange

Cities

Embraced

In Independent Federation

We

are a modernist, and will vote a
straight progressive ticket every
time, but we question the wisdom
of any system that takes away that
distinctive intimate contact and
from the chief
personal note
amusement of the masses of the

producing

Price 5 Cents

—

It's

makes a mistake to the unthinking
robot whose instructions, to the
last period, come from a book.
This business was built upon a
tical

1929

worship too

eating quail.

of initiative

20,

ACCORD ENDS FRANCO-AMERICAN
DEADLOCK ON 3 TO 1 QUOTA

Personally,

it.

man

the

at

to

September

SHERMAN & STE1NMAN GET

&

31 M.

Completing its national distribution
system which is to embrace 24 exchange cities, the new federation of
independent exchanges, formed recently at Chicago, already has started
functioning and is dickering for product.
The firm has applied for a NewYork charter and now is deciding
upon the name to be used by the corporation.
Adolph Pollak of Hollywood Pic(Continued on Page 6)

S.

Is Sought
(By Wireless) Settlement
French contingent dispute,

—

Paris
of the

which

resumption of

of

American

dis-

effected yesterday.

An

France

in

was

tributors

in

result

will

activity

agreement, signed by Francois Poincet. minister of fine arts, and Harold
Smith, American representative,
S.
and Charles Delac of the Chamber
Syndicate,

posed 3 to

stipulates
1

(.Continued

ENTRIES

the

that

pro-

quota be withdrawn and
on

Page

8)

ClMlO

100

FOR EALL TOURNAMENT
Yesterday in a period of
weakness that great little comgolpher,
terrible
edian and
Eddie Buzzell, consented to
give a cup for the coming Film
Oolf Tournament. It is a specially imported mustache cup
and will go to the man extracting the most divots from the
putting
divots from
course,

Ben Sherman and Jack Steinman,
operators of the Metro, Daly and
Congress, the Bronx, are understood
to have purchased a controlling interest in the Greater M. & S. Circuit,
Acquisition of this
early this week.
Projectors is to
chain gives Sherman and Steinman
31 additional theaters for which Jack
Leased on Rental Basis
Steinman will handle the buying and
greens not to count.
New
Grandeur projectors manufacbooking.
Louis Goldberg, general
tured
International
Projector
by
manager and booker of the Greater
Steinman Corp., will be leased to theaters on
With the list of entrants rapidly
M. & S., has resigned.
could not be reached for a statement. a rental basis for ten years after in- nearing the 100 mark and more than
stallation.
Fox has ordered a num- 70 prizes listed for the occasion, the
ber of the machines, soon to be placed Film Daily Fall Golf tournament
Schulberg to
in production on a large scale by
(Continued on Page 8)

Grandeur
Be

Lasky and
Leave for
West

Coast

Bureau,'

New York

L.
—Jesse
president
charge

Los Angeles

Lasky, first
vice
of producin
tion and B. P. Schulberg, general
manager of the Paramount Coast
studio, are scheduled to arrive in New
(.Continued

General Theaters Equipment.

Anglo-German Talker Deal
is Expected Soon

THE FILM DAILY

on

Page

2)

"Rio Rita" Premiere Set
for Oct. 3 at Earl Carroll

Gorham Manasrine 'Munv' Reaction
House, Suit Storm Center
Omaha— R. B. Gorham, has become

London

— Amalgamation

of British

Talking Pictures and Klangfilm-Tomanager of the Hiawatha, Kan., bis strengthens the Klangfilm hold
municipal auditorium, picture house, on the European market and with
succeeding Billy Schenkelberger. The the added facilities of producing pic(Continued

S.

on

Page

(Continued

2)

Singerman Appointed

Fineman
"U" With

on

Page

8)

to be Associated

Radio's screen version of the FloMulti-Lingual
Metzger's Aide at
Still running strong. Called Metro's renz Ziegfeld's stage production, "Rio
Chicago Production of talkers in
Now holds the Rita" will have its world premiere Sydney Singerman has been apfolly before release.
record gross for all time. Over eight Oct. 3 at the Earl Carroll, New York. pointed assistant to Lou Metzger, gen- foreign languages is planned by a
Singer- large corporation being planned by a
million dollars already in with about Bebe Daniels and John Boles head eral manager of Universal.
Some gross. the cast under direction of Luther man has been connected with the group of English bankers, B. P. Finehalf of it from abroad.
Many of the scenes are in company for 14 years in a number of man, former associate producer of
Some picture. Some business. Sez Reed.
Technicolor.
Paramount, stated here.
departments.
We.

—

Firm?

-.£30*SDAILY

Friday, September 20,

McCarthy is to Roadshow
Lasky and Schulberg to
York
"Sunny Side Up" for Fox
Leave for New
J. J. McCarthy will roadshow Fox's
York Sept. 26 to discuss the com- "Sunny Side Up," which will have its
pany's New group of features with premiere at the Gaiety, New Yorkother officials and to launch several Oct. 3 upon completion of the GranToday:
pictures at the Long Island studio.
Janet
deur showing at that house.
Schulberg will remain in New York Gaynor and Charles Farrell have the Sept. 21
for one day and then sail for a two featured roles.
David Butler who dimonths vacation in Europe, returning rected the picture now is in New Sept 28
During York to attend the premiere.
to the Coast studio Dec. 1.
Sept. 30
the absence of Lasky and Schulberg
studios,
Levee,
manager
of
the
M. C.
Nebraska Theaters Gets
Oct.
1
David O. Selznick and Albert KaufEighth
man will be in charge.
Oct.
3
Omaha The Uptown, one of the

(.Continued from Page
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Omaha House

Gorham Managing 'Mumy'
House, Suit Storm Center
(Continued from Page
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On Claude Neon Case

High
30
Con. Fin. Ind. .. 23?4
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 26

Am.

Seat

Kodak
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....
36J4
112
200
113
112
64?^
63
63^ 2,700

Loew's Inc
do pfd

*M-G-M

23^

...205& 201

rts

Fox

Low
30

1854
36-54

pfd

5974
52

5854
52

CURB MARKET
& Katz

*Bal.

Columbia Pets.
Film Insp
Gen. Thea. Eq.

3254

..

2854
66

2754

vts.

Loew do

deb.

rts..

Ser
Sup.

*Nat. Scr.
Nat. Thea.

1-500

63

30

55
30

Ws

Proj

*Intern.

80
3354

5,000
2754
35.000
63

D.W. "A"

Griffitth,

do

33/

3/

Fox Thea. "A"

Univ.

...

30/

.

45

45

Pict

45
20

pfd

Pathe

47..

6s

5/s

By.

51.

37

7s

97H
99/

97*4

97J4

97/

99/

70

70

70

do units
5
do com
Skouras Bros.
... 32
5
United Art
65
do pfd
2
Univ. Ch. com. ...
72
do pfd

Wisconsin and upper Michi-

will

distribute

the

gan.

Acoustic Prod. Now Sonora
Acoustic Products Corp. has been
changed to Sonora Product Corp. of
America, according to Eugene P.

Herman,

president, who
of Acoustic
their stock for

said

that
exin

engaged

in

The company now

is

Sonora

for

radios,

29
30
6

34
10
75

UNIFORMS
FOR

Style Catalog and Samples on

RUSSELL
1600 B'way,

ETC.

York.

News (sound).
Annual Golf Tournament
sas

City

exhibitor

at

Country Club.
Premiere of "Applause"
Criterion,

of

Kan-

Oakwood
at

the

N. Y.

"Sunny Side Up" will begin a
Broadway run at Gaiety, N. Y.
World premiere of "Rio Rita" at

Earl Carroll, N. Y.
Oct. 7-10
Meeting of S.M.P.E. at Toronto.
Oct. 29-31 Annual M. P. T. O. A. Meeting
at the Peabody Hotel, Memphis.
Dec. 9-10
Meeting of North Carolina ex
hibitors' unit at Pinehurst.

Fox Dedicates New Buildings
Fox has dedicated two new units
of Movietone City at Westwood, the

1&

! !

TRY A

KRAZY K AT
Animated by

BEN HA RRISON
and

MANNY GOULD

SOUND CARTOON
AND SEE THE
DIFFERENCE

PRODUCED BY WINKLER
Western Electric Recording

R^uest

UNIFORM CO.

New

of

EVEN YOUR BEST
FRIENDS WON'T
TELL YOU

—

Buffalo Tiffany-Stahl is to hold a
franchise meeting here today for independent exhibitors. In addition to
Phil Meyer, Metropolitan division
manager of the company, Col. H. A
Cole, Dallas and Charles O'Reilly
are slated to address the meeting.

USHERS-DOORMEN,

Lake City.
the Paramount-Publix
national ladio hour.
First
issue of
Hearst
Metrotone
tors at Salt

Opening

stated

82

Prospect Firm Gets House
Cleveland The Prospect Standard
Theater Co., headed by Max Lefkowitz, has taken over the Standard,
Prospect Ave. at E. 9th St., from
Louis Isreal.

Last day of two meetings of exhibi-

K/>A%Y YAT

the radio field and no longer connected with motion pictures.
Both the
Buffalo and Saginaw factories were
working in 24 hour shifts to meet the

demands
Herman.

The Industry's
Date Book

laboratory of engineering research
and the Cafe De Paris. The laboratory is equipped with appliances for
7:30 P. M., Sept. 23 in conjunction developing of the talking screen. The
with the opening of the World's Ra- Cafe De Paris, modelled after its
dio Fair at Madison Square Garden, namesake, accommodates 500 diners.
Later this month another unit, the
New York.
Hall of Music, will be dedicated.
Eph Asher in N. Y.
Seventh Week for "Fast Life"
Eph Asher of Asher and Rogers
First National Yitaphone producis in New York from the Coast to
discuss production plans with Char- tion, "Fast Life" has entered its sevles R. Rogers on six talkers they enth week at the Central, New York.
He will stay three The picture recently opened at the
will produce.
Warner in Los Angeles.
weeks.

T-S Franchise Meet Today

•LAST PRICE QUOTED

—

Ludwig

series in

shares

81*6
198

26
27

toons.

changing

OVER THE COUNTER
Roxy "A"

John Ludwig of the Ludwig Film
Exchange, Milwaukee, has closed
with Cinephone for a series of the 18
Mickey Mouse one reel sound car-

Sonora.

800
100
100
500
100

suburban

Series for Wis. Territory

500

CURB BONDS
Am. Seat. 6s 36
Warner 6/s 28

Ludwig Get 'Mickey Mouse'

200

Vt

83
Keith A-0 6s 46
Loew 6s 41ww...l07/ 107/ 107/
do 6s 41 x-war...l06/ 10654 106/
Par.

Inc.

were

BOND MARKET
Paramount

Rainbow Light

stockholders

....

25/
.

Briefs are to be filed today on the
injunction granted to the Claude
Neon Lights Inc. in action against
the Insull interests restraining latter from disposing of alleged patent
rights to Claude Neon competitors,

203'/,

100
96MS
....
24 Ya
7154 17,000
9
4,100
1854
300
36
5,400
20
9,700
5854
52
200

all
sound houses,
the World Realty Co., has
been leased by the Nebraska Theaters
Corp., which brings the number of
theaters it now controls in Omaha to
eight houses.

large

owned by

house was built after the World War
Dr. L.
as a memorial to soldiers.
W. Shannon, owner of a competitive
house, has been trying to close the
Paramount-Publix Hour Saturday
auditorium to pictures on the grounds
The national radio broadcast of
that a city cannot operate a competi- the Paramount-Publix hour will be intive enterprise.
The suit will be augurated Saturday at 10 P. M. over
heard in November.
The comthe Columbia network.
pany will feature a special hour at

Briefs to be Filed Today

STOCK MARKET

—

1929

Cor. 48th St.

Winkler

Sound Cartoons

THE
September

Friday,

DAILY

1929

20,

-AND

Along The Rialto

THAT'S

THAT
Phil

DTUDIO SLANG

something
that has to be mastered by screen
they are ever going to
players
reach the point where they can workwholeheartedly with the studio elecis

^

course

of

1'athe's "Oh, Yeah?"
argument:

in

UdIp

broads."

Armstrong:

the neck?"
Electrician:

who

"Hit

on

back

the

"You and Mr. Gleason."

Jimmie Gleason: "Is

zat

Well,

so?

NEVER was there a better time

stunt that will

unusual stunts

than the present for the consolidation of good will in the
movie industry.
The different points of view
between producer and actor,
raised
by the recent
Equity
strike,
are not forgotten, and
grievances
suffered
now are
usually met with the phrase,

M. A. Dent of British International Pictures, London, will be
introduced a*t the showing at the Selwyn, Friday morning of
"Blackmail," first all-talking feature made in England
Ronald
Quite a surprize that X. L. Xathanson resignation
Colman is planning a trip to Alaska to hunt big game
"I 'op" Clawson of Masterpiece, Philadelphia, is in Noo Yawk
and is all pepped up over the new association of independent dis-

a little hotter with the
lights mi the hack of their neck-.."
"Okay. Hey, Pete, hit
Electrician:
Head
'em on the back of their necks with a

of

Time Called Opportune
to Cement Good Will

tie up traffic.
Bill's noted for
"Three Live Ghosts" is going into the
Noo Yawk Rivoli Sept. 28
William Beaudine is eastwardhound on a vacation to Yurrop
Ben Black flew back from
the Coast to organize a stage hand and be master of ceremonies
at the new Loew's Jersey City, which opens Sept. 28.

Cameraman: "Just

coupla

EEP

flag-Of-all-nation's

his

production of
This was the

their

Jr.

your eye peeled for a pip of a ballyhoo on M-G-M's
transcontinental train which will hit Broadway Saturday
afternoon from a round-the-world tour.
Billy Ferguson has a
T/^

following conversaIt involved Robert

Armstrong and Jimmie Gleason
the

Current Opinion

M. Daly,

•**•

it*

tricians, as the
tion will show.

— o—
A Digest of

with

DALY

By PHIL M.

Timely Topics

"Well,

The producers can

here

Bob:

my

"Now

pipe

down,

Jimmie.

This

is

talkies."

limmie: "Yes, zat's sol"
Bob: "Then give me silent pictures.
Jimmie: "Oh, Yeah?"

Sound pitchers made

*

*

CS«* Jack DeLacy)

"Mathematical probability

is

the

will

the

first

night audience

at the

RCA-Gramercv

441 am opposed

*

*

*

Empey Club

Chatter

(By Charley Schwartz)
Having a stock broker on the floor
below the Empey Club is hurting the
All the boys stop off
dining room.
at the fifth floor to take a peak at the
quotations,

come up
thin

talking picture.

The

where only one director

"Inside Facts"
*

less

of whether he

is

the stage or screen

to

By

JAMES

Statistical

Sound

cornetist

that offensive

word

has begun to disappear
everyday language; the

from
equally
is

offensive term "movie"
into current use
being applied to all forms

coming back

and

is

entertainment
out regard for sound.
of

JJ

Industry Statistics

'Go on and sue me."

a

Golden Age of Peri-

celluloid

with-

There is a good reason for this adjustment of the popular point of view
the film producers themselves, having
gone through a period of hysterical indehave finally learned that the
cision,
addition of spoken dialogue does not
necessarily convert a moving picture into
a mere reproduction of a stage play.
;

No.46

LASKY

less

"talkie"

best results are obtained

HARRY RAFF

Famous Film Conversations

L.

Says

Critic

Even

cles.

sandwich.

JESSE

the

since

on the

lose their appetites, and
the club and order a

JOBS

*

than a year
has passed since the Movietone first began to assume the
proportions of an international
menace, the talking picture is
now as completely an accomaccepted fact as
plished and
though it had been in existence

to

THEIR
FIRST

Normal,

ALTHOUGH

from
field.

*

Pictures Getting Back

assigned a picture regard-

is

rate.

studio introduced

to the dual director system

this

industry as a whole in the
long run.
It is an experiment
which would be worth trying at

often than it will lose, the player
ivho makes it must be the gainer in
the long run."

Today's Sunshine
you
a little General Theater
Have
Equipment stock in your home?

offset

the

form of talking pitchers originated in China more than 100
years ago (the ancient shadowplay), according to scientists.
Damned clever, these Chinese

win more

dif-

cannot help but militate against

A

practically every bridge
convention, and it is obvious that
of

when any given play

in

Have you
sound showings at the Noo Yawk Athletic Club
heard of any new deals? asked the Inquiring Reporter of a film
mogul
"What's left?" was the rejoinder

"What's Trump?"

basis

was

any

Bob: "Oil. Yeah!"
*

big gun,

Walter Futter says
to witness the new Grandeur pictures
his German war film, "Fighting for the Fatherland," played to
(
8, J17 people in three days at the Castle, Chicago, 287-seat house,
Beatrice Lillie, English comedienne,
playing 11 shows daily
is at the Palace, Noo Yawk, after she will go to England for a
few weeks and then make talkers

:

guy who puts talk in
Bob: "Is zat so?"

RCA

David Sarnoff,

scrap."

Fimm.c: "Oh, Yeah?"
Let me do the talking."
Boh: "Yeah.
I'm the
"Listen here, big boy.
J iminc

would have been

by establishing a policy making
the utmost in good will between
the two stratas of movie society.
They should be very much on
guard against abuses put into
practice by their underlings; such

tributors

looka

it

ferent had Equity won."

survey

FILM DAILY

made

THE

there were
in the United
More than 175

shows

wired theaters
States as of Sept. 1.

6,037

by

P.

Editor,

brands of synchronous and non-synchronous devices are installed in
these theaters, the survey shows.

New York

state leads the field
with 640 installations, with PennsylThe folvania second, having 561.
lowing list show the wired houses of

the various states:
Alabama
Connecticut
57
Arizona
Arkansas
California

Colorado

13

44
422
52

Delaware
D. of C.
Florida

Georgia

88
11

25
73
76

Robert E. Sherwood
in McCall's Magazine

No.46

CUNNINGHAM
The

Film

Daily

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
New York

30
353
173
149

Idaho
Illinois

Indiana

Iowa

North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio

Oklahoma
Oregon

Kansas
Kentucky

171

Louisiana

80

Maine
Maryland

36

Rhode Island

71

South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas

56

Massachusetts

Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi

Missouri

Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire

New
New

Jersey

•

Pennsylvania

214
248
140

Utah

40
195

\

Virginia

35

Washington

122
6

25
226

7
Mexico
United States

Total.

ermont

West
\\

\\

Virginia
-cousin
j Mining
i

640
116
26
291
154
103

IN

ULTME NEW!
ULTHE TIM!

o/FILMDOM

561
ii
49
41

56

247
39
14
57
111
75
17
17

.6,037

pools
circuit
Nixon-Nirdlinger
houses with Stanley Theaters of
*
*
*
America.
Goldwyn to build experimental
laboratory.
*

*

rope for Pathe

*

to produce in
release.

Edwin Carewe

Eu-

USSR?

i
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Crowds Attracted by First
Popular Price Engagement
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Hollywood Happenings

Friday, September 20, 1929

CITIES IN
Miiy

tips which

neam douads fdo suowmen

INDEPENDENT FEDERATION
"Broadway Melody"
(Continued from Page

vue,"

A

which John Murray Anderson

direct with Paul Whiteman as
the star, is progressing at Universal.
Latest to be signed are William
will

Little
from "Lots"

By RALPH W1LK
and RusHollywood
sell Markert and his dancers. Others
in the cast will be John Boles, Laura piLBERT
WARRENTON, who
La Plante, Joseph Schildkraut, Mary
photographed
Joseph
SchildNolan, Hoot Gibson and Ken May- kraut in "Show Boat," also did the
Costumes and scenic effects camera work on "The Mississippi
nard.
are
being executed by Hermann Gambler,"
starring
Schildkraut.
Rosse.
Warrenton is one of Universal's ace
cameramen.
Kent, musical comedy

star,

W

Many Busy on "Show

of

Shows"

*

of Shows"
in the hands of Darryl

Supervision of

"Show

New
M-G-M

will be co-starred in a story of
York night life prepared for

Philip Dunning and to
rected by Albert Kelly and

by

be

di-

*

Billie

Dove

picking flowers from,
her studio bungalow garden;
Dorothy Mackaill trying a
pair of roller skates used by

Mickey Bennett in "The Jazz
Queen"; Ted Wilde, director
of "Loose Ankles," feeds the
fish in the studio pool, between scenes; Clarence Badger loading suitcases in his
car before departing for his
turkey ranch at Lone Pine.
*

Blanche Sweet to Talk
and Blanche Sweet

Tom Moore

*

Our Passing Show:

Warner's is
Francis Zanuck, while the dancing
ensembles are being directed by
Larry Ceballos and Jack Haskell.
The sets are the work of Max Parker
and costumes have been planned by
Earl Luick. John Adolfi is directing
with Bernard McGill at the camera.
Kiern Brennon and Frank Fay
J.
have written special material for the
show. Louis Silvers is conducting all
orchestra numbers.
at

Max Ree
he

is

signer.

art

*

*

at RKO, where
and costume dedesigned the sets and
"Rio Rita," and is mak-

is

busy

director

He

costumes for

Robert ing elaborate plans for "Hit the
Leving has Deck," "The Wild Heart" and other
done the adaptation. The cast will pictures to be made by RKO. His
include John Miljan, Robert Agnew cardboard model sets are proving
very helpful and time-savers.
and Sally Starr.
Ober.

Shelby

Albert

*

Neilan to Direct "Vagabond Lover"
Marshall Neilan has been engaged

by William Le Baron to direct "The
Vagabond Lover," with Rudy Vallee
and his Connecticut Yankees.

Shannon Day

to

Return to Films

After a three years' absence Shannon Day will return to the screen in

"Lord Byron
William Nigh

of

Broadway," which

directing at M-G-M.
includes Ethelind Terry
is

New

York, is president of the
associated exchanges, which plans 24
tures,

Signed for Whiteman Show
Casting of "The King of Jazz Re-

*

*

Charley Kaley, former Chicago master of ceremonies, who
has "clicked at M-G-M, is an
ardent Cub rooter.
Charley's
work in "Lord Byron of
Broadway" has been so satisfactory that he has been signed to play in "The Song
Writer."
*

*

*

Albert DeMond, who has written
The cast
the dialogue on 12 pictures, is now
Charles Kaley, Mary Doran and
working on the dialogue for "The
Gwen Lee.
Behaviour of Mrs. Crane," starring
Laura La Plante. He also wrote
Complete Work on "Golfers"
Production has been completed on the dialogue for "Skinner's Dress
"The Golfers," the Educational-Mack Suit.
Sennett talking comedy with Harry
Burr Mcintosh celebrated his 44th
Gribbon, Andy Clyde and Thelma
Hill.
anniversary as stage and screen acMack Sennett, directed.
tor with the completion of "Skinner
Signs Two Song Writers
Steps Out" at Universal.
He was
Dave Franklyn and Paul Thomp- feted on thq set by William J. Craft,
son have been placed under contract director, Glenn Tryon and Merna
by Columbia to write theme songs Kennedy.
They
for forthcoming productions.
have recently completed "What Is
Hamilton Completes Comedy
Life Without Love" which will serve
"Peaceful
Alley," Lloyd Hamilton
as the theme song for "Song of
talking comedy, has been completed
Belle
Baker.
starring
Love,"
for Educational.
Alf Goulding directed.
Signed by Universal
Leyla Georgie, who played the part
Helen Ware in Rogers Film
of "Charmaine" in the original stage
production of "What Price Glory,"
Helen Ware has been cast for a role
has just signed her first film contract in Charles "Buddy" Rogers' "Here
with Universal "Three Godfathers."
Comes the Bandwagon."

year's output. The
starts operation as a
"going concern" with all of its members functioning in their respective
territories.
By helping to assure finances to independent producers, as
well as a national distribution outlet,
the new association expects to take
considerable of the gamble out of the
making of independent product. The
24 pictures to be handled will be of
first run caliber, it is promised.

pictures as

(M-G-M)
new "Broadwav Melodv'J

1)

its first

organization

Fanchon-Marco Shows to
Be Permanent at Detroit

—

Detroit New policy goes into efat the Fox here with the permanent use of the Fanchon & Marco
unit which now will give four shows
each day instead of the three under
the presentation policy. The unit will
play Detroit along with the other
Fox de luxe houses at Philadelphia, St.
Louis, Washington and New York.

An

entire

front was built on the house.
The
inside lobby was also built up ~^<3
large cloth streamers three feet h gh
and running around the entire three
under sides of the marquee were pin
up: the whole thing done exclusively
in black and white, with cut out figures and musical note decoration*
:

throughout.
Two newspapers in
town both dailies; one mom-nrr >»nij
one evening. Sold a double truck in
the morning papers for Fr'day before opening issue and a double truck
in the evening paper for day before
opening; tied up in each case v- *'<
different merchants. -F. A.
Kelly!
Winter Garden, Jamestown, N. Y.
:

—

fect

RCA For Brooklyn House
The Rialto, on Flatbush Ave. and
Avenue C, Brooklyn has been equip-

"Close

Harmony"

(Paramount)

Huge piece of beaverboard was cut
into a circle and very effectively designed in colors. The letters Close
Harmony cut out, were placed at
top of this circle and were cut in
circular form protruding above the

—

—

and were covered by

circle

metallics.

the inner section was painted a
12-pointed star and in front of this
ped with
Photophone sound star was a nine-pointed star cut-out
apparatus.
The house is one of the mounted on a shaft which extended
Century Circuit.
Otto Beetz has through the center of painted-on star.
been appointed resident manager. The cut-out star was painted with
The Manor, at Coney Island, an- metallics.
fan motor with pulley
other of the company's houses will was so constructed that it whirled
open this Saturday with sound pic- the star making the optical ilhis on
tures via
Photophone.
that the painted-on star revolved in
one way and the cut-out star in the
Watson Negotiating With Bell Co. other. J. McKenna, Imperial, CoDetroit Glenn Watson, who claims lumbia, S. C.
to have invented a device, long distance transmission of voices syn"Show Folks"
chronized with pictures is making ar(Pathe)
rangements with the American Bell
Telephone Co. for a test between
On the strength of Lina Bashere and New York.
quette's reputation for having beautiful legs, arranged a contest to find
Horater at Findlay
the girl in Chelsea whose legs came
Findlay, O. A. M. Horater, for- the nearest to approaching the measmerly prominent in Toledo theater urements of Miss Basquette's. Local
activities, has taken over the Marvin, shoe merchants went into a cooperaand will offer a combination picture tive tie-up on the propos'tion. They
featured the contest in their windows
and vaudeville policy.
and displayed prizes of merchandise,
Another "Cock-Eyed World" Record including shoes and stockings to be
Had the
Records here have been donated to the winner.
St. Louis
broken by "The Cock-Eyed World," girls' legs measured on the stage of
which grossed $t>5,000 in its first six the theater on Thursday night, and
newspaper man
days at the Fox, and was held over filled the hou c '\
for a second week at the Fox, which was the official judge, and a local
previously limited films to one week. chiropodist did the measuring.
in

RCA

A

:

RCA

—

—

—

—

A

—

Henry

Take Over Shamokin Houses
Shamokin,

—

Pa.
Central Theaters,
has taken over the Victoria
Capitol and Majestic.
This concern
also owns the Victoria and Majestic

"The Iron Mask"

Inc.,

in

Tamaqua.

"Living Sign" to Continue
An injunction to prevent his interference with the "living sign" ex"The Great Gabbo" at
ploiting
Broadway and 45th St. has been
served

Whalen.

on

Broadway,

Schwartzberg,
Chelsea, Mass.

Police

(United Artists)

A

puzzle contest with the cooperation of the Journal was a decided

Showing an outline of masuccess.
sonry of a supposed castle, each conwas required
from the tower

testant

to

trace

the

upper lefthand corner to the musketeers in the
right-hand
without
lower
corner
Commissioner crossing any broken space. D. J.
Whyte, Riviera, Knoxville, Tenn.
lines

in

—

i
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DON'T MISS

The Greatest Show
1777/

of

The Year

SEMI-ANNUAL

Film Golf Tournament
AT

Gedney Farms Golf Club, White Plains
ON

TUESDAY, OCTOBER

1st

DIRECTED BY THE FILM DAILY
PUTTING
contest

:

|

CONTEST
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BIG EATS

j

DUFFERS AND DUNKERS

EXTRA ADDED ATTRACTION
MOTION PICTURE CLUB vs. FRIARS
FOR
E. F.

ALBEE CHALLENGE TROPHY

SEND IN YOUR ENTRY TODAY—10 FROGS COVERS EVERYTHING

THE

a£22kDAILY
GOLFERS, ATTENTION!

ENTRIES CLOSE TO 100

this and forward to The Film Daily, 1650 Broadway!
Here is my entry and Ten Dollars for the Fall Film Golf
Tournament, to be held on Tuesday, Oct. 1 at Gedney Farms
Country Club, White Plains.

Sign

(Continued from Page

Farms

Country Club, White Plains

for Oct.

at

the

one of the
tournaments ever held.
will

be

biggest

Fall

Among

the 70 prizes to be awarded, 25 consist of cups and trophies
offered by various companies in the
industry.
All the cups and trophies
will be on display next week at the
new M. P. Club of New York.

No

&

— the entry
page— polish
clubs —and get go-

red tape

blank on
your war

Wm.

A. Johnston, "M. P. News"
Don Mersereau, "The Film Daily"
Arthur Stebbins, Stebbins, Leterman
Jack Alicoate, "The Film Daily"

fill

this

ing
glorious
a
day.
for
There'll be motion pictures of
the event.

Gates

Anglo-German

GLUCKSMAN GETS PACENT
EOR SOUTH AMERICA

from Page

1)

Edward

Finance:

newly-elected

as follows:
L. Klein, Martini

George Bilson,

Starr,
rell,

Klein,

L.

AMPA,

president of

Charles Bar
Trotta: membership.
Bert Perkins, JosepB

Vincent

Bilson, Starr,
Rivkin, Don Hancock, chairman; ad-1
visory: Bruce Gallup, Tom Wiley;!
auditing: P. A. Parsons, Joe Fine,}

Hopp Hadley, chairman: publicity:!
Garland O'Neil, Fred Baer, Rutgers]
Neilson, chairman; trustees: Walter
F. Eberhardt, C. L. Yearsley, Paul
Gulick; entertainment: Glendon All-]
vine, James
Beecroft, Ed FinnejB

scope: Charles Einfeld,]
Charles McCarthy, Frank Wilstack,]

Jim Loughbourgh, P. L. Thomson!
1)
more extensive Arthur James, Hopp Hadley, chair!
American talkers and man; house: Kelsey Allen, Lou Ry-I

here presages

equipment.

dell,

W.

Kirsch, Lou Rydell, James Milligan
John C. Flinn, Bruce Gallup, chair-,
man; constitution: Paul Gulick, Hank]
Linet, Julian Solomon, chairman.
Theodore Jaediker, Karoly Grosz,]

E. Gains Decision Over

York, with Klangfilm in Hungarian Court
the 7 to 1 quota restored, until Octo- offices at Argentina, Chile and UruBudapest Western Electric won
Meantime, both sides will guay, has been appoitned distributor
ber 1930.
seek to provide a solution to the of the Pacent Reproducer in those another legal battle here when the
South American countries. Nine Pa- Hungarian court refused to grant an
quota problem.
The Franco-American dispute arose cent devices have arrived in South injunction sought by Klangfilm inwhen French producers, sponsored a America and James Cullen, Pacent terests. Same situation obtained reZurich
at
when another
3 to 1 ratio, requiring American dis- engineer now is at work installing cently
injunction
was refused
tributors to buy one French film for four of the machines in Montevideo Klangfilm
each three American pictures im- with the remaining five scheduled for against Western Electric.
ported.
The agreement signed yes- Buenos Aires.
terday must be ratified by Minister
Poincet and the French Cinema Con- Warners Reported After
trol Commission, but their acceptance
Jersey "Indie" Houses
is considered a foregone conclusion.
With
Fox buying small theaters in
It is considered likely, that a permanent solution will be found within six Stanley situations, Warners are again
reported to be after independent
"Projection osis," a new electrical
months.
houses in Bergen and Hudson coun- apparatus developed by C. Anderson,
Since American distributors ceased
ties.
There are about four to five engineer of Westinghouse Electric
activity in the French market, declarindependent theaters left in each
Co., and William B. White of Ameriing they could not operate profitably
countv.
under the 3 to 1 system, theaters have
ican Steel and Wire Co., was dembeen hard pressed for product, with
onstrated recently at the Steinway
Komstadt at Tomah, Wis.
grosses dropping accordingly. Many
York, and proves that
Tomah, Wis.
Oscar Komstadt Hall, New
houses were threatened with closing
from violin, piano or
sound
waves
when they could not meet the pub- now is manager of the Tomah. other instruments may be screened.
Sound
equipment
is
installed
to
be
lic's demand for American films.
It
Sound waves from a musical inat the house shortly.
is estimated that 3,000 oersons were
strument
are caught by a microphone,
thrown out of work by the American
Deal On For L. A. House
which can be placed in any convenient
counter-move.
Los Angeles F. P. Fay announces location and are conveyed electrically
a deal is on for sale of the Rialto to an osis, which consists of a deliContinental Closes Two Zones
theater property near Eighth and cately suspended mirror, oscillated in
Nat Steinberg of Premier Pictures,
Broadway to a local buyer for $500,St. Louis has closed for the distribu(.Continued

committees have been nainefl

Edward

(Continued from Page

tures

efforts to halt

AMERICAN QUOTA DEADLOCK

Xew
by

Don Mersereau, Gordon White, Rayj
Gallagher, Ed McNamee, chairman;]
Talker Deal plan
and

Reaction Expected Soon

ACCORD BREAKS FRANCO-

19?g

NAMES COMMITTEES

KLEIN

1)

Gedney

1

Bruce Gallup, United Artists Corp.
William Brandt
Al Lichtman, United Artists Corp.

20.

EOR FALL TOURNAMENT FOR AMPA ADMINISTRATION
scheduled

The Committee

September

Friday.

Max Glucksman, New

—

Al Selig, Arthur Eddy, Paul
Benjamin, chairman; service: Marvin

Armando

Aranjo, Glen Cravath and

Harry Lewis have been appointed art
directors, while Jack Harrower and
Mike Simmons have been named edi-'
tor and business manager, respective-]
\

ly of

AMPA

Bulletin.

Sound Waves Screened
With "Projection Osis"

—

—

tion rights to the series of Continental
eight talking features. American Film
Corp. of Seattle will handle the Continental
series
for
Washington,

000.

B.I.P.

Showing Today

"Blackmail" a British InternationCourures Rebuild Crown
Picture, made at the Elstree studio
al
Manchester, N. H. Couture Bros.'
Paramount-Crown has reopened after in London will be screened for the
Oregon,
Montana and northern being dark two months for complete press and an invited audience at the
Idaho.
The RCA Photophone sys- remodeling and redecorating. Arctic Selwyn, New York today. The pictem of recording is used for the eight Nu-Air was installed.
ture, an all-talker, was recorded via
features.
RCA Photophone system and will
be distributed by Sono Art-World
Sound for Hamilton, O.
Hunter Heads Toronto Film Board
Hamilton, O. Ed Keen is install- Wide.
Toronto J. L. Hunter (Famous- ing sound equipment at the Oxford.
Lasky) is new president of the To- No opening date has been set as yet. William Beaudine Gets Vacation
ronto Film Board.
Wiliam Beaudine is en route to
Other officers
are: Harry Law (Univ.) vice presi- Sound for Kuehling & Foster House New York where he will embark for
dent; W. J. Reid (Fox), honorary
Tomahawk, Wis. A Continental a vacation in Europe. Beaudine reetary.
G. O. Burnett was reap- reproducer has been installed at the cently completed "The Dark Swan,"
pointed executive secretary.
Lyric, a Kuehling & Foster house. for First National.

—

—

—

—

I

union with the sound waves received.

A beam of light directed on the mirror is reflected by it to a system of
small revolving mirrors which in turn
project it upon a screen where it can
be viewed by any number of spectators.

"Since the instrument enables the
eye to supplement the ear in the detection of errors in playing, singing
or speaking, the error is more readily
appreciated and its correction ef"Thus, obviousfected," said White.
ly, the grosser errors can be overcome with the help of the instrument."
Fire in Brooklyn

About

patrons

350

out of the
night when

Crystal,
fire

House
orderly

Brooklyn,

filed

last

from a defective wire

in a ventilating fan started in
There
ceiling near the screen.

the

was
no confusion and the theater was

emptied

in

a

few minutes.

was injured and
mated at $2,000.

No

damage was

one
esti-

Brown Returns
Brown, president of
Radio-Keith-Orpheum, has returned
Hiram
Hiram S.

S.

to his New York headquarters after
a trip to the Coast.
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BIG STARS

HEADING AN ALL-STAR CAST
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Production

FORWARD MARCH ^ UNIVERSAL /
SHORT SUBJECTS
ARE COMING BACK
INTO THEIR OWN
AGAIN THIS YEAR

For Shorts or Features, Sound or Silent

Film Daily Reviews

KEEP POSTED ON

SHORTS THRU
THE INDUSTRY'S
LEADING MEDIUM

are the recognized authority

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
NO WEEKLY SERVICE CHARGE

V

$1»800.00 for houses of 800 seats or less
l~HVT
UilL I |2,500.00 for houses seating over 800.

BUILT FOR SERVICE
The Fool-Proof Reproducing Device

THE LATEST DEVELOPMENT IN
TALKING PICTURE APPARATUS
ASK—

MORRIS SHAHAN
Bandbox & Ritz Theatres
Bronx, N. Y.

ABE LEFF

TONE-O-GRAPH
HA&BEEN GIVEN THE ACID

JOHN

TEST, RUNNING CONTINU-

OUSLY AT

A'

E.

NEW YORK

Has
Double Channel Amplification

COUTTS

Palace Theatre
Bradley Beach, N.

Latest Type Pick-ups

J.

Variable

CLARENCE COHEN

BROADWAY THEATRE FOR
OVER SIX MONTHS WITH-

New

Special

Speed Motor

Speakers

3rd Ave. Theatre

with Control

COHEN & PEARL

OUT THE NECESSITY OF
SERVICE OF ANY KIND.

Box Enabling

Arcade Theatre

Special Gear

New York

Drive

They
These are
week's

We

TONE-O-GRAPH

Art Theatre
Bronx, N. Y.

—know

Talkies

No

just a few of this
installations.

to Run
Silent or

You
Batteries

have a special introductory proposition for the

exhibitor

in

city who installs
Wire us about it TODAY

each

first

TONE-O-GRAPH

Tone-o-graph Eliminates Every Possible Risk or Gamble

NORTH AMERICAN
Executive Office

Wickersham 1458

SOUND AND TALKING PICTURE EQUIPMENT
CORPORATION
",6")

Fifth Avenue

New York

City

Responsible Distributors Wire Us For Our Proposition

Factory
Stillwell

6009

.
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Wild Reports Follow Nathanson Resignation

tariffIncrease toIjolve frenchtangle
RC A- Photophone to Fulfill All $2,995 Contracts
"Blackmail"
^—By JACK ALICOATE^^

Nathanson Denies He Will
Develop New Chain, Says
He's Out of Industry

—

Toronto Many wild reports have
you think from the ahove
followed resignation of N. L. Nathis column is de- thanson as managing director of Favoted to scandal, muckraking mous Players-Canadian, in a dispute

IFheading that

over proposed sale of the circuit to

expose you are Gaumont British.
A drop of six
doomed to disappointment for points in the stock followed his withdrawal, when Adolph Zukor and I
what follows is merely our modest \Y. Killani opposed his proposal to
the
British-made dace Gaumont's offer of $75 a share
opinion
of
or a

sensational

"Blackmail" that seems to have the

London

press all hot and hothered
the gentle zephyr around

and is
which a propagandized and political
tornado has been brewing for some
time. "Blackmail" is press agented
talking picture to be
made in England and hailed by
the London press, collectively and
respectively, as a rave, smash, world
beater and what not, destined by
England's foremost critics to set an
entirely new standard for American
production. We don't believe it is the
first
talker to have been made in
London.
It is much too good for

as the

that.
it

We

are equally as positive that

traordinary.

It

is

much

too bad for

proposal made for solving the problem of control of American films in
France, for that is the only solution American distributors will accept, it is
indicated following the truce on the 3 to 1 quota. A special committee of
tariff experts, working under the Minister of Commerce will be named for
the purpose.
Paris (By Wireless)
Resumption

—

Paves Way?
A

shares
Increase of Class
of Fox Film from 900,000 to
4,000,000 is regarded as a preliminary step in consolidation
into one company of all Fox-

before shareholders.
One report was that Nathanson
would ally himself with Fox for es(Continued on Page 16)

controlled companies including

Loew's and M-G-M.

M. P. Club Names Team
For Fall Golf Tourney

RCA TO DELIVER DESPITE

first

does not approximate anything ex-

COMMITTEE OF EXPERTS TO DECIDE ON NEW
DUTY—U. S. FIRMS RESUME TUESDAY
Paris (By Wireless) — Increased duty on American films will be the

Insurance against postponement of the Film Daily Fall
Golf Tournament, again has
been written by Arthur W.
Stebbins, insurance broker.

PRICE CHANGE, ABEL SAYS
All contracts made with exhibitors
equipment on
the new Type
the basis of the $2,995 price first an-

G

for

Confident of victory in the forth.oming match with the Friars, which
is to be a feature of the Film Daily
Fall Golf Tournament Oct. 1, at Gedney Farms Country Club, White
{Continued on Page

nounced, will be fulfilled by RCAI'hotophone, according to Sydney E.
The
Abel, general sales manager.
new form of contract, covering the
{Continued on Page

16)

16)

that.

Accord

YES and NO
In dissecting "Blackmail" we are
Conflicting
rather in a quandary.
thoughts lead us to different conclu{Continued on Page 2)

Salt Lake City— Eighty per
cent of the 125 exhibitors who

meeting here
the
attended
highlighted by address of W.
Northwest unit
Steffes,
A.
leader, have signed for franchises,

to day,

stated.

is

it

mentum

is
it

The mo-

gaining from day
is

declared.

Oscar

sales
Tiffany-Stahl
head, addressed the meeting
presided over by John J. Gillette of Tooele, Utah.

Hanson,

DEUR PICTURES— FOX'S ROCKY MOUNTAIN
EXPANSION— THE WEEK'S REVIEW
-By

Back Plan

France

at Last!
A REAL JOB CREDITABLY DONE—THAT ROW OVER
SALE OF FAMOUS PLAYERS-CANADIAN—THE
EUROPEAN PATENT WAR— THE NEW GRAN-

in

SETTLING
upon a 3
week

the
to

1

CHARLES

F.

of activity in France by American
distributors
awaits
the
meeting
Tuesday of the Cinema Control Commission, where the two year truce
on the quota controversy, is slated to

be formally

it

accord reached highlighted the news which included the startling withdrawal of N. L. Nathanson as managing director of Famous
Players-Canadian, in a squabble over sale of the circuit the introduction of Grandeur large size pictures acquisition by Fox of 27 more
theaters in Rocky Mountain states; launching of a general European
patent war by Klangfilm-Tobis plan to give "the little fellow" the
break at the -forthcoming Memphis session, and the rounding out of
But to conthe neVnaWhaT Federation of. independent exchanges.
;

;

;

{Continued on Page 13)

learned that the

the final signing of the agreement.
Preparations today are under way
for reinstatement of about 1,000 employes of distributors, who have
been thrown out of work by the 11
months' dispute. Under terms of the
truce, the 3 to 1 quota plan has been
abolished and the 7 to 1 basis restored until Oct. I, 1930. The press
and theaters, which were hard-pressed by the shortage of American
films, are hailing the settlement as
a victory for American distributors.

M-G-M

"Trackless Train"
Closes World Tour

M-G-M
its

"trackless train" has ended
four-year tour of the world dur-

covered more than 150,Arriving in New York
aboard the Crown City, it

ing which
000 miles.

Friday

it

{Continued on Page

16)

Trial October 1st
West Coast Bur.

The

is

government is satisfied with the settlement, and that the ratification
Tuesday may be taken almost as u
However, the
matter of course.
American interests intend to await

HYNES-

"jam" caused by the French producers' insistence
quota demand was a real job, but was done this

ratified.

Unofficially,

THE FILM DAILY

—

Angeles Trial of the
government's conspiracy action
against West Coast Theaters
and a dozen distributors, al-

Los

violation of the antitrust laws in an alleged freeze-

leging

out against independent exhibitors,

way
Oct.

is

slated to get
in Federal

here
1.

under
Court

DAILY

Sunday, September

22, 1929

EBBS

"Blackmail"

TlflSTr
FILM DIGEST

FILMDOM'S
NEWSPAPEB

I

KIBKKItY
XUX Nr

70 Sunday, Sept. 22, 192S

Price 25 Cents

under
at the post-office at New York, N. Y.,
Terms (Postage
the act of March 3, 1879.
New
free) United States outside of Greater
York $10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; i
Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers
months, $3.00.
Address all comshould remit with order.

THE FILM DAILY,

1650
Phone Circle
York, N. Y.
4736-4737-4738-4739. Cable address: Filmday
Ralph
Hollywood, California
New York.
Wilk 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
London— Ernest W. Fredman, lhe
6607.
W.
St.,
Wardour
Renter, 89-91
Film
Berlin— Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
I
Paris— P. A. Harle,
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
La Cinematographie Francaise, Rue de la

Broadway,

to

1)

Franklin, who was a
pretty fair writer himself, had a way
of settling things of this sort in a
jiffy.
He would take a sheet of white
paper, draw a line down the middle,
put the good points on one side and
the bad points on the other and add
Here goes. The story of
'em up.
"Blackmail," while obvious, is well
done. The background is interesting
and gives us some fascinating shots
of delightful old London.
The directorial treatment is excellent in
spots.
The dialogue brings us, for
the first time, a true touch of Piccadilly itself with its delightful London
slang and colloquialisms. There is a
most excellent characterization by
John Longdon, who plays the black-

Puhlished daily except Saturday and holidays
1650 Broadway, New Vork, N. Y., and
at
copyright (1929) by Wid's Films and Film
W. Alicoate, President
Inc.
Folks
J.
Editor and Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau,
Manager;
Cleneral
Secretary-Treasurer and
EnCharles F. Hynes, Managing Editor.
191b.
tered as second class matter, May 21,

munications

Page

New

—

mailer.

Now

for

The

Date Book

McCoy

the

Oct.

Premiere

Oct.

"Sunny Side Up" will begin a
Broadway run at Gaiety, N. Y.
World premiere of "Rio Rita" at
Earl Carroll, N. Y.

at

over in England, but it went
out of style here with the passing of
free lunch and women's undercloth-

—

lish

friends,

—

.

Kodak

East.

do

.

.

rts

Fox Fm. "A"
Keith A-O
*do pfd
Loew's Inc
do pfd
M-G-M pfd
Para. F-L
Pathe Exch
do "A"
Radio K-O-A

pfd

25

71-^
9

l&H
36

58^

33^

33

62/8

Intern.

Nat.

Proj
do deb. rts

Scr.

Thea.

Univ.

do
Am.

THE NAME YOU GO BY
WHEN YOU GO TO BUY

COSTUMES
AND UNIFORMS

800

27
62 'A

GOWIMS

500
000

1437 BWAY. N.V
TEL SS80 PENN.
.ALSO U.COO COSTUMES TO RENT;

|

55
30

WANTED

25/

Ser.

44M

Sup.

4454

Pict

,

pfd

100

4454
20

,

36..
28

Seat. 6s
6 lAs

5

6

33

34

5

10
75

82

1650 B'way

80
,

26
27

units

com

Skouras Bros.
United Art.

.

.

pfd
Univ. Ch. com.
do pfd
do

man

trade paper for an experienced solicitor of
positive character
to cover the picture field.
He must know the business and have personal contact with producers and space
buyers.
Only a man of unquestioned integrity considered.
Remuneration is attractive and unlimited to the right man.
Please give resume of past performances.
Replies will be held in strict confidence.

80

80
198

dynamic personality and

800

OVER THE COUNTER

Roxy "A"

a

with Film Industry Contacts
An opportunity is available on a leading

CURB BONDS

Warner
do
do

600

D.W. "A"

Griffith,

The Alcazar

BROOKS

300
800

33 !4

27

—

has installed talking pictures.

3/

Thea. "A"
27^
Gen. Thea. Eq. vtc. 64 J4

Loew

Naugatuck, Conn.

80

.

Columbia Pets.
*Film Insp.

Nat.

Naugatuck House Wired

8,800
100
100
9,300
100

CURB MARKET

& Katz

*Bal.

635-g

89J4

Univ. Pict. Pfd
Warner Bros
*do

112
65
8954 8954
25
25
70
7054
854
18-/g
18/s
35
3SH
20
S6>8
57^
52

66^

29
30

65
2

BOX

72

LAST PRICE QUOTED

A-159

FILM DAILY

c-o

New York

City

The Mystery of Sound on Film

promising.

Now

We

might add by way of comment
that "Blackmail" was made at Elstree
Studios by British International, was
brought to this country for display
by Maurice Arthur Dent and is being presented by the newly-wedded

Building Race at Toronto
A building race is taking
place in the East End of Toronto,
Ontario, with two moving picture Sono Art-World Wide combination.
theaters in course of construction at
Norfolk House Reopens
One is an independent
top speed.
house which is being erected by J.
Norfolk, Va. The Arcade, destroyJ. McCabe at Parliament and Win- ed by Fire last December, was rechester St., the structure costing opened last week by the State Amuse$40,000. A few doors away the Bloom ment Co.
and Fine syndicate, operating a group
Miller Manager at Racine
of suburban theaters, is rushing conThe
struction of a similar house.
Racine, Wis. Harry Miller for the
race is being watched with much in- past year manager of the Granada

Toronto

Seat
Con. Fm. Ind.
Con. Fm. Ind. pf d.

ing.

"Blackmail" may mean all the
world to the critics of London town
Toronto
but to us it's an average production,
not good, but, for our EngMeeting not bad,

Meeting of S.M.P.E. at
Oct. 7-10
Oct. 29-31 Annual M. P. T. O. A.
at the Peabody Hotel, Memphis.
Meeting of North Carolina ex
Dec. 9-10
hibitors' unit at Pinehurst.

Am.

be

placed in rehearsal tomorrow.
Gertrude Astor and Pat Collins have
High Low Close Sales been added to a cast which includes
30
400 Robert Armstrong and Harry
30/
30J4
Green.
23 K
23^ 23/ 1,100
The picture is being directed by
26
900
25J4 26
206;
Freeland.
203
204
3,900 Thornton
Max Marcin
5 H
SH 12,300 and Harry Green are working on
Stt
97
95
97
4,200
the dialogue.
35!^
100
35% 35/8

Fox

the Noes.
It is slow,
much too slow, moving at times with
Cour-des-Noues, 19.
the swiftness of a Chinese funeral.
The photography for the most part is
flat and uninteresting.
The members
of the cast with one exception are
Industry's
ordinary, and, if that one sequence
that held our attention so compellingly, where the artist-villian all but ruins
the gal and then gets stabbed for his
trouble,
can kid its way by the censor
Metrotone
Hearst
First issue of
Sept 28
boards, then, they will stand for anyNews (sound).
The good old Mack Sennett
Annual Golf Tournament of Kan- thing.
Sept. 30
sas City exhibitor at Oakwood chase at the finish might still be the
Country Club.
"Applause"
of
Criterion, N. Y.

Fannie Brice's first United Artists
picture, based on "The Champ," an
original story by Joseph Jackson, will

STOCK MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF FR1DA Y)

Ben

sions.

Editor and Publisher

JOHN I. ALICOATF

Financial

By JACK ALICOATE-

1

(.Continued from
Vol

Fannie Brice Starts on
U.A. Picture Tomorrow

—

Marvelous

Amazing

in its
in

Solved

!

!

!

Simplicity!

Tonal Quality!

.<?

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY
FOR
ALL
PROJECTORS

"Sound
on-Film"
Available for

Attachment to Any
Disc Apparatus

—

now

terest.

is

manager

of the Majestic.

T-A-C Synchronous Disc

^

Installed in

And Acclaimed

Many

Theatres

Perfect in Every

Detail.

Let Us Solve Your Problems

T-A-C Sound on Film and Disc

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE
Stebbins,
1540

B'WAY

100%

Leterman
& Gates
INCORPORATED

N.Y.C.

TELEPHONE BRYANT

3040

is

Priced so low That no Theatre can
Afford to be without "Talkies."
100% Reproduction!

PHONEWRITE—
WIRE-

NOW—

Satisfaction!

Theatre Acoustics Distributors
Film Center Building
630 Ninth
Jack Levy, Pres.
Chickering 5330

nth Floor
Avenue, New

York

City
Levy, V. Pres.
Longacre 4018

Lew
Phones

PHONEWRITE—
WIREr—

NOW—

—
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Along The Rialto

THAT'S

THAT
MARK

your
little notebook. You're going to
hear it often in filluni circles from
now on. Donald Calthrop. He's a
in

blackmailer.
That is, he takes the
part ®f the blackmailer in "Blackmail," the Sono Art-World Wide
feature just brought over from the
We're
British International studios.
making book right now that when
they chalk up the ten best characterizations of the year, the marvelous
role portrayed by this artist will be
on the list.
*

Joe Rivkin woke up the staid
burghers of sleepy Philadelphia last
week with his ballyhoo for Pathe on
Eddie Quillan's "The Sophomore."
There was nothing startlingly original about the idea, but it was the
way he did it. He rigged up an old
Ford and plastered it with the usual
goofy signs. Then he tied cow-bells
on all four ivheels. But the trick
was in the college-type youth who
drove the car. He was rigged up in
an exaggerated costume that you
could spot a block away. The driver
was a natural comedian, and kept
the crowds laughing all along the
line.
He pulled some boneheads in
traffic, got the cops sore, and then
had 'em laughing with the innocent
apologies he made. Which all goes
to prove that in publicity stunts it's
you do it.
not what you do, but
Joe Rivkin goes on the slate as one

HOW

or else we're

game

*

*

Charley

Schwartx)

That poo

a

mugs

at

1

the

Club.
*

*

"Did
(Set

Phillip Tannura, who was recently made a director of Pathe
talking shorts, is a recent benedict, having flown to the Coast to
take the fatal leap
There was great ado on the Emgeeem
lot when Winston Churchill, British statesman, arrived to look
over the plant
Phonoplay is the name for talking flickers

yards

"Photoplay's" competition
gate-crashing stunt which clicked was that of a youth

A

five

in

who

revealed to the manager of the Noo Yawk Winter Garden that
there are 3,150 electric lights in "The Gold Diggers of Broadway" sign

in

Ben Wallerstein, pilot
with the new Hudson

Broadway at Buffalo, motored
Morton Downey and the frau,

of the

the former Barbara Bennett, arrive today after the Yurropean
It's to be a vaude engagement and then a picture on the
Gloria Swanson returns from Yurrop Choosday.
Coast
Roxy stresses honesty to his marine-trained ushers, and
sent a hundred buck tuition check to the lad who turned in a
$50 check found in the house. The rule is that unclaimed articles
go to the finder, so Roxy matched it with another fifty in appreciation

trip.

Al Grey has some really ambitious plans for Phono-Kinema.
Dolores Del Rio is Coastbound on Monday
And
then there is the one about the hardboiled flapper who asked the
manager, "Do you mind if I smoke in your theater?" And back
came the retort swell, "Oh, dear no. It's all right with me if

you burst out

in

flames."

*

Deal?"

I

Jack

DeLacy)

"Experts are strongly opposed to
bids of 2 originally, on the ground
that you can convey the same information by first bidding 1, and then
rebidding if necessary, without the
disadvantage of at times shutting out
a possible game at No-trumps, or

some other suit. In Contract, a
bid means something."

2-

JOBS
selling ice

cream cones

AS

a public character, such as
*»• president of an organization

where war and arbitration prewe seldom find a man
like
R.
F.
"Pete" Woodhull,
whose sterling qualities endear
him to such a vast majority. M.
A. Lightman, even with his asdominate,

set

of "the congeniality of the
south," will have to go some to
fill
Woodhull's place, we fear.
And, as they say in Memphis
"you speak to an aristocrat, when
you talk with Pete."

"Zit's"
*

*

*

New Talkers Boost U. S.
Films Appeal in England
T1HIS

A

any

for

has been a great week

American

talkies.

Without

special fuss or boost at least

pictures have been shown
in point
of plot-power
and technique, have done much
to enhance the general entertainment appeal of the new art.
have been struck principally with
the varied types of story that
have been presented, the superb
direction accorded each, and the
fine acting talent they have called forth in many cases of playfive

which,

We

who were

appearing

ing films for the

In the development of the sound technique,
however, it may be that we shall be able to use a
great deal more of them than
seems apparent at the present time. J f

JOSEPH

P.

KENNEDY

first

in

talk-

time.

"Daily Film Renter"
*

*

VAUDEVILLE

gotten.

birth.

It will

*

have arebe the strong-

will

hold of the legitimate actor.
Talkies are arousing great interest.
New players and vaudeville
stages will provide
the
only
means whereby theater patrons
may see the actors and actresses
in

the

flesh.

Joseph I'lunkett,
General Manager of
Radio-Keith-Orpheum

No*j\

Industry Statistics
By JAMES

P.

No.47

CUNNINGHAM

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

The Film Daily

Editor,

There are in the United States approximately 600 national and independent distributing exchanges located in important cities. New York
City leads, having 52 exchanges with
Chicago's 28 closely followed by
Exchanges,
Philadelphia with 26.

18

each,

D.

C,

St.

Louis

16,

Washington,

Atlanta, Dallas, Denver,
Indianapolis, Kansas City, Oklahoma
City, and Seattle 15 each, Charlotte,
Omaha and Salt Lake City 14, New
16,

Haven and New Orleans 13, Albany
Loew
and Portland, Ore., 12, Des Moines houses.

THE FILM DAILY YEAR

purchases

eight

southern

9, Memphis 8, Butte 7, Baltimore 6.
number Charleston, W. Va., Jacksonville,
T. L. Tally buys the Los Angeles
in the various key cities. New York Louisville, Portland, Me., and Sioux
Kinema
Theater for $650,000.
City, 52, Chicago 28, Philadelphia 26, Falls 3 each, Birmingham, Colum*
*
*
Syracuse
2
Minneapolis
bus,
San
Antonio
and
San Francisco 25,
24,
Pathe to star Juanita Hansen ki
Boston 23, Cleveland 21, Buffalo and each and one each for Fargo, N. D.,
Los Angeles 20 each, Milwaukee 19, Little Rock, Spokane and Worces- series.

listed in

IRVING LESSER

for

Qualities of Leadership

—

Statistical

THEIR
FIRST

Woodhull Praised

ers

4 4 We will very likely show such an attractive medium that silent pictures, as a whole, will be for-

Chatter

"Wattsit"?
played by those

Empey

George K. Arthur is in Noo Yawk for his vaude engagement.
"The movies have gone from bad to words," is the
observation of "Judge"

publicity aces,
cockeyed.

*

What's

heads the Famous Sound studios which has
taken over the old Edison studios in the Bronx. The entire
four-story structure is being redecorated and conditioned for
sound productions, which will start in a few weeks.

among
all

Empey Club
{By

Jr.

EARLE SMITH

which drew down

*

*

— c—
Digest of
Current Opinion

PhilM. Daly,

THIS name down

of the coiners

A

with

DALY

By PHIL M.

Timely Topics

BOOK, show

the following

Pittsburgh

Cincinnati and Detroit

19,

|

ter,

Mass.

to fulfill
ANNOUNCING A NATION-

RCA PHOTOPHONE
RCA

Photophone promised the

theatre owners:
Thefinest sound equipment that

men and money

2

The

could devise.

fairest prices compatible

with that quality.

3

Prompt and

efficient service in

the maintenance

of that equip-

ment.

RCA Photophone
to

has kept

its

promise

produce a superior sound system

an equitable price.

It is

priced, high-quality

at

the world's lowest

sound apparatus

the ultimate in tone and precision.

But what

is

not so generally

the steps which

RCA

known

Photophone has

taken to provide prompt and
service for

its

are

efficient

equipment.

RCA PHOTOPHONE,

Inc.

SUKSIIHAKY OK UAIIIO liOHPIIHATHIM O K AMkHlfS
4ll

FIFTH

AVENUE

-

NEW

YORK. CITY

WIDE NET WORK OF

SERVICE STATIONS
Now this story can be told.
of preparation

After months

RCA Photophone

an-

nounces the formation of a nation-wide

The first
branches are now being

network of service
eleven of these

stations.

opened. Each will be in charge of a supervising engineer and an assistant engineer, with a corps of factory- trained

technicians as their aides. These experts

are your assurance of a satisfactory per-

formance

RCA Photophone wants satisfied customers. It will

go to any length to insure

their satisfaction.

To

this

end,

RCA

Photophone will spend more than a million dollars a year to carry out

its

ever-

expanding program of service to the

—a program that considers only
the results— not the cost.
exhibitor

RCA Photophone
cover the country.

service

The

stations will

initial stations to

be opened include New York, Boston,
Philadelphia, Atlanta, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Chicago, Kansas City, Denver, San

Francisco and Seattle. Others will be

opened

as rapidly as occasion

demands.

PHOTOPHONE
SOUND EQUIPMENT

—2&>%

OAJUY

M.

5.

IN

trapped recess
the outer air.

Keeping Pace with Progress
Outline of technical advances in the industry will form a highlight of the fall meeting of the Society of M. P. Engineers, to be
W. C. Kunzmann of the
held Oct. .7 to 10 inclusive at Toronto.
Natonal Carbon Co., Cleveland, is chairman of the convention com-

TALKERS

Technical report of the society is being awaited with keen indue to the many changes in studio and theater equipment,
expected to be announced at the Toronto meetings. Record attendance is forecast for the October sessions.

the second instalment of
the latest report of the Committee
on Progress of the Society of M. P.
is

terest

Engineers.

relief record is dyed with esculine and
cemented on the back of the picture film
(having a thin base), the images on which
are prepared from dyes transparent to the

The

Sound Recording
The making of sound pictures has revolutionized the motion picture industry during
the last year. Nearly all the large producers
have committed themselves, in part, to a production program and one has announced exFour
clusive production of sound pictures.
types of sound pictures have been classified
by Millikan:
Musically scored pictures
(1)
Pictures with songs
(2)
(3)

News

(4)

Dialogue pictures

reels

Besides the large number of studios erected
one producer for sound picture producA. Ball has
tion, mentioned previously, J.
reported in a letter to the chairman of the
committee the installation of 33 recording
Portable units
channels by two companies.
for recording are being delivered and one
picture "In Old Arizona'' was taken with

by

equipment entirely in open desportable
Another picture was made
country.
ert
in the South Seas with very light portable
equipment, the amplifier unit weighing only
22 pounds and operated with dry cells, the
entire apparatus being transportable by canoes.

A

review of the development of
sound pictures has been published. An anlysis of E. A. Lauste's early patent specification, granted in 1906, indicated that this inventor had grasped many of the essentials
of photographic sound recording as used at
The variable area sound
the present time.
recording system used by the General Electric Co. has been described by Marvin. Wente
has reviewed the principles of sound recording
and Steinberg has discussed the qualities of
speech and music.
Besides the use of a glow lamp, variable
density records are also produced with a constant light source in conjunction with a slit,
the width of which is varied according to
electrical modulations created by the sound
waves to be recorded.
Sound recording with
a slit of this type known as a light valve
A descriphas been described by MacKensie.
tion of another type of light valve called
the "Kerr Cell" has also been given. Hardy
has dealt with the optics of sound recording
systems.
Wax recording methods have been
described by Frederick.
The intricate equipment necessary to insure synchronization of
sound and picture during recording has been
described by Stoller.
Koller has written on
the use of the photo-electric cell and Kellogg
on the vacuum tube.

unimpeded

another known as the Kuchenmeister
system;
the
Gaumont-PetersonPoulson process whereby the sound and picture are recorded separately, and a somewhat similar system called the "Meisterton"

and

Glowlamp

The

named as originally worked
sound outside the perforation area.
Tri-Ergon Sound Films yield a
variable density record and use film of 42
mm. width and a glow lamp.
Causes of ground noises, extraneous sounds
recorded by the film, have been analyzed by
Sandvik who showed that the processing conditions, even though very carefully controlled,
introduce considerable ground noise. A giant
amplifier installed on an airplane made clearly audible to persons on the ground the voice
of a man speaking in ordinary tones when
process.

recorded

last

the

plane was at 2,000 ft. elevation.
An
amplifying system installed in the Central
Casting Bureau at Hollywood, in conjunction
with the telephone switchboard makes possible the segregation of any voice for testing
purposes for sound pictures.

parent to visible

The

desirable

Gaumont

is

reported

gelatin

film

to

for

be using a bisound recording.

radiation.
properties of

glass

windows

sound proof booths have been discussed.
An opaque film with the picture record on
one side and the sound record on the opposide has been described; both images
site
are projected by reflection.
A radical experiment in sound production
is
contemplated in New York.
It consists
in remaking a picture in French immediately after the English version has been completed.
French actors from the French theater will be used.
Similar plans are under
for actors of other nationalities to make
foreign distribution of American sound pictures possible.
Numerous patents have been issued dealing with a great many phases of sound recording processes.
detailed
review of sound-on-dial and
sound-on-film patents has been published which
is of considerable interest in connection with
the present extensive application of sound

way

A

motion pictures.

Actors, Scenarios, Sets
Although over 11,000 persons are registered at the Central Casting Bureau, Hollywood,
only about 900 are employed daily. Producers
draw on this bureau for extra actors. The
technical equipment and processes involved
in making a picture from the scenario writer's
view have been clearly set forth by
Carey Wilson.
Nauman has demonstrated
the value of reflecting power measurements
for materials used in set construction.
Pentagonal towers mounted on wheels permit
rapid changes of sets as five different scenes
may be arranged.
simple apparatus for
generating ammonia chloride gas fog effects
has been described by Seeber.
Crystallized
hypo or sodium thiosulphate has found a use
as artificial ice for motion picture sets. It
produces a dry, glossy surface, melting at
120 degrees F.

A

Laboratory Practice
Continuous negative developing machines
have been installed by several Coast laboratories, one of which has been described by
Hunter.
A compact, horizontal tray type
of developing machine has been designed by
Jamieson.
A tube machine made in two
«izes
is
being manufactured in Germany.
Small, portable outfits for developing short
lengths of standard film are available commercially, one of a reel and tank design, and
another a spiral developing frame.
Motion picture films taken at the Republican convention at Kansas City were developed in an airplane during a flight to New

York

City.

A number of patents have been granted
dealing principally with improvements in the
design of continuous machines and with portable developing equipment.
Formulas and data on the drying capacity
of air, heat and power required have been
published permitting direct calculation of the
requirements for drying photographic materials.

A description of the various types of voltage regulators for laboratory and studio service has been prepared by Byles.

panchromatic emulsions.
dealt extensively
properties
of
developers
showing that desensitizers give complete protection against aerial developer fog.
Results
of an investigation by Luther support the
theory that the specific action of soluble bromides is opposed to the reduction potential
of a developer.
According to Rzymkowski,
the protective action of sulfite in a developer
(hydroquinone) is the result of the formation of an addition compound on the reducing
agent molecule which is oxidized in preference to the developing agent.
As a fixing
bath becomes exhausted, Luther states the tendency increases for the formation of the soluble salt of sodium silver thiosulphate.
color

sensitivity

with

New

walls

connecting

with

Distribution
To facilitate distribution, a producer makes
two negatives of each picture, from one, 200
prints

are

made

American

for

circulation,

information on photographic solutions
rather meager.
Tests on the Kodak borax
fine
grain developer have been generally
favorable.
Namias also suggests a formula
devised by O. Mente.
Another formula has
been published anonymously.
Glycerin is
suggested as a good developer for tests on

is shipped to England,
about 140 prints are made for European use'
Forty-four Film Boards of Trade have been
established by the Motion Picture Producers
and Distributors of America to aid in film
distribution.
Over seven hundred institutions

receive the benefit of

showings of free

film.

Exhibition

of

fogging

the

Printing
Specifications for a standard notch for a
printer light change were recommended at
the Seventh International Congress, London,
July, 1928.
printer using a continuously
moving film without optical compensation has
been described, two designs being suggested
applicable as well to projectors.
Emmerman
has published a general paper on the usefulness of the optical printer.
An article has
appeared giving calculations of the friction
and strain imposed on film at various speeds
at the aperture of motion picture machines.
Several patents deal with improvements in
printing design.

A

Quantitive data has been worked out by
Tuttle relative to the printing intensity of
several lamps and methods of varying the
intensity have been considered.
Valuable notes on making duplicate negatives have been published by Ives and Huse
with reference to the use of duplicating film.
The use of color wedges for varying the contrast in the printing of duplicate negatives
has been protected by Capstaff.
The importance of strict supervision of
processing of sound films has been stressed
by Coffman who gives as well valuable data
design of developing machines and composition

solutions.

The printing

of sound motion picture films
many modifications in printer
design, a number of which have been patented.
Stereoscopically
related
pictures
may be
printed according to a patent specification describing a special printer.

has resulted in

Projectors
Each year, manufacturers of projection
equipment have been endeavoring to make
their apparatus more silent running. With
the advent of sound pictures, this feature
becomes increasingly important and one firm
recently demonstrated a machine especially
designed for sound film projection.
Two
other new projectors have been made available for which certain advantages are claimed.
^A projection device, called the "Triptique"
permits
simultaneous projection of
three pictures to give either panoramic view of
three separate inter-connected pictures.
A
very rigid supporting stand for projectors
has been designed which has six adjustable
leveling points.
An exhaustive comparison
made between arc lamps with glass condenser
systems and mirror arcs has been made and
the published results favor the arc lamp as
being the more efficient illuminating unit.
Calculations based on the best available arcs
and optical systems show that 8,000 lumens
is
the maximum attainable light flux for
screen illumination only half of which is
practically available.
number of patents have been granted
covering various improvements in projector
design, among others claw pulldown movements, arc illumination, mechanism for reversing film, modified maltese cross design,

A

etc.

Faulty projection conditions in theaters
have been denounced by a meeting of the
Technicians'

Branch of the Academy of M.
and Sciences although opinions were
expressed that the indifference of some producers toward the theater was partly to blame.
The strict supervision necessary for sound
P. Arts

pictures

will alleviate
the situation. Imperdrying resulting from the excessive heat
as it passes through the projector
gate causes film buckling and it is suggested
that the shutter should be placed between
the light source and the gate in order to
reduce the temperature.
An analysis has
been made by Naumann of temporary in-andout-of-focus effects during projection.
A projector equipped with a variable gate capable
of handling different sized films has been
patented, for example large films with two
sets of
marginal perforations or narrower

fect

on

film

films

centrally

Tinting and Toning

A single solution dye toning formula has
been suggested by Crabtree and Ives consisting,

besides the dye, of acetone,

and acetic

farricyanide

acid.

Two devices for editing film have been
described, each of which projects an image
on a viewing window.
In one of them a
still
picture is projected without the use of
an intermittent or a shutter, a rotating spiral
mirror and a series of plain mirrors being
used.
few patents relating to splicing and
editing apparatus have been granted.

A

Title

A

camera

Making

equipped

with an f -1.5 objecexposing at eight pictures a second was
used to photograph a projected motion picture as a background for titles subsequently
exposed at f-4 at the same rate.
tive

A

Reclaiming, Rewinding
and Storage

multiple synchronous rewind has been
devised permitting the rewinding of three
picture films and their corresponding sound
film for synchronization.
Only three patents
were thought to be of interest in connection
with methods of cleaning and reclaiming
film.
container for storing film has been
patented, the novelty of its design being a

A

perforated.

Fire Protection

A patent has been granted for a device
which directs a blast of moist, oil-free, cool
air on the gate of a motion picture projector.
The

Editing and Splicing

Chemicals and

Solutions
is

the

Dundon and Crabtree have

Cleaning,

Photographic

the

fffcromated

claimed to be
Projection
is
by the esculine since it is trans-

for

historical

Descriptions of sound recording processes
in use abroad include variable density record
types, one the invention of A. J. Roberts

out

ultra-violet.

in

from the other which

mittee.

This
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P. E. Observes Industry Progress

ANALYZES ADVANCES AND

PROBLEMS

Sunday, September

characteristics

of

heat absorbing glasses
description has been
published of the projection suite in the Para-

have been described.

A

theater, New York City, with espereference to the precautions adopted toward fire prevention.
survey of the causes
of projection room fires in a large city during one year provides valuable information
for the projectionist.
fire
extinguisher
has been so mounted on a projector that it
puts the fire out almost instantly and cuts
off the electric current to the projector. Another automatic apparatus closes the light circuit and stops the projector whenever the
film
position
becomes changed.
Valuable
hints on installation of projection room equipment have been given which, if adopted, are
claimed to permit a 50 per cent reduction in
insurance costs.
Data has been published
showing the time required to quench burning
celluloid with water.
few patents have
been issued pertaining to the design of projection apparatus to minimize fire hazards.

mount
cial

A

A

A

Further instalments of the Progress Report will appear in subsequent
editions
of
FILM

THE

DAILY.

.
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NEW DEVELOPMENTS

SOUND

IN

THE FAST GROWING
FIELD OF SYNCHRONIZATION

Use and Care of Vacuum Tubes
Outlined by Sound Engineer
Importance of vacuum tubes and
their care is stressed by Fox West
Theaters in instructions to
managers of the circuit, by R.
McCullough, the circuit's sound exFollowing are some of the
pert.

Coast

Sound Seen Highlights
New

H

pointers and instruction to managers, as listed in "Now," house organ
of the circuit.
All Western Electric vacuum tubes
are guaranteed for 100 hours burning
vacuum
receiving
After
service.
tubes, they should be tested immediately for defectiveness and returned immediately, if found defective, for replacement.
have found that most of our
poor sound reproduction was caused

We

inventions and developments in the sound reproducing field are expected to highlight the fall convention of the
Society of M. P. Engineers to
be held Oct. 7 to 10 at Toronto.
Papers to be read cover a wide
range of subjects in the sound
picture field.

operate with the filaments of
In
The life of the vacuum tube will two or more tubes in series.
failure
of
filament
such
cases
the
a
amount
with
the
accordance
vary in
of abuse to which it is subjected. in one of the 239-A Tubes will exHowever, we have tubes, which have tinguish all the tubes. It is necesgiven 3000 hours service, and are sary to inspect all the tubes to determine which one is at fault.
still good.

W.

of equal importance that the
filament current be maintained at exIt

AVAILABLE

W.

E.

21

MORE LONDON HOUSES HAS MANY NOVEL FEATURES

DEVICE INSTALLED IN T-A-C DUAL SOUND DEVICE

—

London Western Electric sound
Theatre
Acoustic
Distributing
apparatus has been installed in 21 Corp., New York, formed by Levy
more houses here. Houses equipped Bros, is distributing nationally a dual
are: Elite, Kingston; Alcazar, Houns- sound apparatus which is especially
low; Britannia, Camden Town; Scala designed for small theaters.
The
Croydon;
Clock
Tower,
Wands- combination disc and sound device
worth; Picture House, Ipswich; Pal- can be installed within four to six
__

Andover; Gaiety, Southampton;
Park Hall, Cardiff; New Plaza, Morecambe;
Coliseum,
Harrow;
St.
King's,
Lynn; Grosvenor,
James',
Oldham; Lyseum, Edinburgh; Theyou will encounter pick-up noise in ater Royal, Blyth; Coatsworth Hall,
the 49-A amplifier.
Gateshead; Empire, St. Annes; EmFilaments in Series
pire,
Wigan; Palladium, ManchesThe 49-A and the 41 -A Ampli- ter; Rialto, Liverpool; and Cinema,
fiers

by poor vacuum tubes.

ON EQUIPMENT
AND VARIOUS DEVICES ARE NOW

TIPS

is

E.

Reproducer

ace,

Stockton.

Russia Purchasing

RCA

Sound Equipment

American sound picture equipment
being purchased by Russia for installation in Soviet theaters following

is

—

it

needle.

On

has been installed at the Garden, acthe side of the case, opposite cording to Manager Parsons.
An

magnetic
not allow amplifier tubes to
gold plated diaphragm to which the
operate with low filament current,
needle holder is attached. The flexias the volume will be low and the
bility of this diaphragm permits the
quality will suffer; therefore, operate
needle sufficient freedom to follow
amplifier vacuum tubes at their inIt
the record grove undulations.
dicated values as specified.
also acts as an armature.
Rectifier Tubes
One of the magnet pole pieces is
It extends
in the form of a circle.
must
tubes
rectifier
all
Essentially,
steel diaof
the
edge
around
the
A portion of
be in good condition.
other magnet pole piece
phragm.
The
recfrom
comes
power
the amplifier
Rectifier is double and is located opposite the
tified alternating current.
and at- center of the diaphragm its end a
care
same
the
require
tubes
thousandths of an inch removed
It is ex- few
tention as amplifier tubes.
It has a coil
from the diaphragm.
indicated
the
that
important
tremely
prongs,
its
of
each
upon
wound
filament current values be maintainwhich are both, the same polarity.
Research
Electrical
by
given
ed, as
The movements of the needle,
Products, Inc.
caused by the record groove undulaPick-Up Noise
tions, will be reproduced in the flexThe pick-up amplifier, called the ing or binding of the diaphragm the
49-A, located underneath the projec- greatest effect of which will be contor mechanism is suspended in a centrated at its center. And since the
This is for the pur- center pole piece is placed at a cerspring cradle.
pose of absorbing the vibrations of tain fixed distance from the center of
If the P. the diaphragm, when it is at rest, it
the projector mechanism.
movements
E. C. amplifier touches any part of follows that the needle
projector, mechanical vibrations will will be precisely reproduced in alterbe picked up and carried through the nations of distance between the diapole.
amplifier and will be heard in the phragm center and end of center
the

Do

poles,

is

a

thin

steel

—

—

Tube Failure Sign
When the amplifier tube is about
very important to see that
be perceptible that the
this cradle swings free of everything. to fail, it will
shows at one spot
usually
into
weakness
inserted
Be sure all tubes are
properly otherwise, on the filament. This spot will glow
sockets
their
horns.
It

is

—

Only
two gears of the device are used and
mounted on ball bearing shafts which

are in

oil

mounted

The present design- of the Western negotiations between Akmino and E.
by the Elec- Electric Reproducer is somewhat E. Bucher, executive vice-president
The first sets
trical Research Instruction Book. The different than other makes. The en- of RCA Photophone.
filament of an Amplifying Tube is tire casing is filled with oil. This is will be installed in Moscow.
heated by current from a Storage a very good method for dampening
twelve or smoothing out any tendency of
approximately
Sound for Renville, Minn.
of
Battery
excessive vibration on part of the
(12) volts pressure.
Renville, Minn.
Sound equipment
filament current be too high,
will shorten the life of the tube.

by special absorbing devices.

baths.

The sound on

actly the value indicated

If the

hours.
It consists of two turntables
attached to the pedestal of the projection machine, which are driven by
a main shaft of the projector through
a short universal shaft.
Shocks and
vibrations are eliminated, it is claimed,

film attachment is
directly under the head of

the projector and has two mooring
parts mounted on ball bearings thus
preventing, it is said, any flutter due
to projection vibrations.
Features of the company's sales
plan is a free service guarantee of
90 days and promise of immediate
delivery.
The prices of the various
types of equipment offered by the
company vary according to the apparatus selected. The sound on film
and disc combined is listed at $2,600;
with $2,850 additional for the nonsynchronous device, sound on film
without disc sells for $2,250; disc ap-

paratus without sound heads $1,850.
Among houses already equipped
with the company's product are Colonial, Portsmouth, N. H.; Strand,
Ealand Joins Vitaphone
Lewiston, Me.; Star, Concord, N. H.;
Detroit Tom Ealand, has been ap- Bergen, Tenafly, N.
J.; Proctor's 23rd
pointed short subject representative St., New York; and Clinton Square,
for Vitaphone here, succeeding Frank Albany.
Gebhart, who has been transferred
Arctic Nu-Air ventilating system also
has been installed.

—

to the

home

office.

New
Cleveland

more brightly than the

rest

of

the

filament.
It is

imperative to replace the tube

new one immediately upon

deInterruptecting the warning sign.
tions usually occur through negligence, and it is likely that the filament of a vacuum tube will fail in
the middle of a sound reel, if you do
not properly check the filament.

with a

Noisy Tubes

pany of

Amplifier Ready

— Radio Receptor

New

Com-

York,

manufacturers
of Powers amplifiers, is maintaining
local headquarters with the Oliver
M. P. Supply Co. John B. Dutton is
the district engineer in charge.
He
announces development of a new secondary or double channel amplifier
By
for theaters under 1000 seats.
special arrangement with Oliver, Dutton will supervise all installations of
the Oliver Reproducer, developed by

E. E. Oliver, and sold through the
occasionally will a noisy
Oliver M. P. Supply Company.
Such tubes rarely
tube be found.
give trouble except in the first stage
Reopens with Talking Pictures
The frying and
of amplification.
Middletown, Conn. The Capitol,
hissing noise is caused by the filarecently acquired by Warner's, has
ment throwing off electrons at an irbeen transformed into a talking picregular rate.
ture theater.
If you suspect a noisy tube, set the
fader at zero. Then, if there is any
Wire Lansing House
noise, change the tube in the first
Lansing, Mich. The Orpheum has
stage, from the first amplifier, exchanging it for a tube from elsewhere been wired with De Forest equipment.
or insert a spare tube.

Only

—

—

—

/

/

\
\
V

Your postman is bringing you a copy of
the Western Electric Sound System book
"The Union of Sight and Sound'" which tells:
How this great new art grew out of fift\
years of telephone making;
Why Western Electric Sound apparatus is
used by eleven leading producers and over

—

three thousand (3,000) theatres;
Western Electric equipment has
helped to increase the national theatre gross
receipts 40 per cent;
Why you should identify your house with
Western Electric equipment the only Sound
System backed by national advertising;
Why the Western Electric Sound System
is the world's standard.

How

—

<"

s

This illustrated book contains essential
information vital to you as an exhibitor.

/

\

\
\

/
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IN
THE
EAST
PRODUCTION
WHAT
NEW YORK
WHO AND
WHAT'S

WHO'S

ASSERTS CUTTERS MUST

KNOW
With
cutter

MUSIC NOWADAYS

the advent of the talkers the
a knowledge
as cutting.

have

must

IN

GREATER

Short Shots from
Eastern Studios

of

>

By

ARTHUR

W.

EDDY

I

LEVY, recently of the
McCONAUGHY and RobSo says James Sweeney, head cut•
"Brooklyn Standard," is a newert Bassler are newest additions
ter at the Paramount Long Island to the editing and titling staff at comer at Paramount's Astoria stu"Not only must he be able Paramount's Long Island studio, dio, having joined up to aid Al Wilstudio.
to handle action but he must also be working under supervision of Mort kie in publicity matters.

music as well

able to cope with dialogue and
sic," Sweeney explains.

DAVE

JW.

mu- Blumenstock.

Bassler, who has been
editing pictures for the company, is
now working on the silent version of
"Jealousy." McConaughy was formerly with World Wide, British Na-

STUDIOS

STRAIGHT VAUDE ACTS

"OUT" AT

E

Straight vaudeville acts are "out"
as far as the eastern Vitaphone studio
is

concerned, says Murray Roth,

rector-in-chief

at

the

di-

Warner

Bros,
plant.
The new type of presentation will be a combination of vaude-

and screen methods, he

ville

states.

"Two gag men

before a drop, talking into a 'mike' no longer impress an
audience as the kind of screen entertainment they want" says Roth.
"Variety audiences help the vaudeville
actor by their immediate response to

Dorothy Durham, the miss whose
picture has been featured in conthe experimental days of talking picnection with a beauty prize contest
"Many people are under the
tures.
of national proportions, got her first
impression that sound is projected tional and Cosmopolitan. He is now taste
of studio work the other day
before the scene because light trav- giving his attention to "Glorifying in
Talking
the Smith and Dale short made his act and his personality.
els faster than sound," he points out. the American Girl."
at Paramount. H. Emerson Yorke into a microphone, without audience
"This is not so. The motion picture
of the casting department, engineer- response of any kind, the actor loses
projected with an intermittent
is
half of his inspiration.
It is for this
Supporting Lee Beggs in his ser- ed her into the part.
movement or a series of flashes. ies of domestic dialogue comedies
reason mainly, that I am undertaking
Sound, of course, has to be produced being made at American Sound Reca combination of stage and screen
Jane Jennings, who has given
As a result it has ording Corp. are Malcolm L. Beggs,
in an even flow.
technique in filling the forthcoming
worthwhile
screen
mother
performto be projected in advance of the his son and leading man at the LyVitaphone presentations."
ances in many an opus, has left the
following scene and not at the in- ceum theater, East Orange; Meta
Coast recently for a several months'
termittent point."
lone; Lilla Lufkin, Doris Singleton stav.
Bairnsfather Story Set
easily
it
is
Sweeney,
According to
and Elliott Squires.
possible for a cutter to ruin the best
Talking

Sweeney was with De Forest

in

:

"Many times, however,"
of pictures.
he declares, "by intelligent timing he
can actually improve them."
"The inclusion of music into pictures also gives the cutter another
He must have a
angle to consider.
knowledge of music and, as always,
a knowledge of dialogue is of paramount importance."

Barker Gets Photocolor
Contract; to Supervise

Fox

the
The opening is set for Oct.
Coast.
While in the East,
3 at the Gaiety.
Dave will give tryouts to various
golf courses hereabouts.

he has just finished for

at

Short
H. Emerson Yorke, Paramount
casting impressario,
"Stand To," tentative title of a
when Rudy Vallee used to sing for story by Capt. Bruce Bairnsfather,
Vocalion records featuring a band will be made into a talking short at
Gramercy studio early this
before he was in the big-name class. the
Among his vocal achievements then week, with J. Leo Meehan directing.
were "Isle of Moonlit Sky" and Start of the O. Henry series, being
"Iona Lu." Emerson was recording produced by Leo Taub, will follow,
manager for Bi~unswick-Balke-Col- under Median's direction.
lenders at the time.

remembers

RCA

Jeannette Stratton-Porter, novel-

George Folsey and Joseph RutLeo Meehan, RKO di- tenberg are doing the camera work
working at the Gramercy on 'The Laughing Lady" at Para-

ist-wife of J.

Bradley Barker has been signed rector
by Photocolor to supervise as well plant, has returned

to

the

Coast.

mount. Ernest Zatorsky is in charge
start work on her of sound recording.
as direct the 26 short subjects sched- She will at once
He already next novel.
uled by that company.
Editing "What's Wrong Now?"
has completed two of the series. Upon
Mark Sandrich is editing "General
completion of the Photocolor studios
Editing of "What's Wrong Now?"
third in the Nat Carr is in progress for Eccentric Films,
at Irvington-on-the-Hudson, Barker Ginsburg," the
Be- series produced by Louis Brock for which has a studio at 91 Bleecker
will be in charge of production.
In this talking short, St. This short was directed by Robfore joining Photocolor, Barker com- RKO release.
whom ert van Rosen from the story by
pleted "Mother's Boy" and a number by the way, is Herschel Mayal,
numerous
in
remember
you
probably
of short subjects for Pathe.
Lsjos Egri, to which Herman G.
big productions of the past.
Weinberg added a satirical epilogue.
Tom de Baryshe did the camera work.
Tannura,
Exterior shots for "Anna ChrisDirector for Pathe Shorts ty," M-G-M talker, have been comResuming at Sound Studio
Philip Tannura, who did the camera pleted in the East under supervision
Abandoning its plans to produce
work on Morton Downey's "Mother's of Eddie Mannix of the company's at RCA's Gramercy studio, Pathe is
Charles Harten understood to be getting set to reBoy" and "Lucky in Love" has been New York office.
made a director of Pathe shorts by was the man behind the camera.
sume work at Sound Studios on upRobert T. Kane, general manager of
per Park Ave.
Frank Zukor and George Webber
production.
have completed camera work on
Radin Gets Frolic Series
Vitaphone Headliners
"Hello, Broadway," dialogue feature
Madie Radin is handling distribufor
More headliners were recorded in which Charles J. Hunt made
tion of a series of eight two reel
Vitaphone during the past week at Raytone at Metropolitan studios, Fort sound shorts, "School Day Frolics"
Warner Bros, studio. Shorts includ- Lee.
made by Director Jack Noble, under
ed Charles Hackett, directed by Arsupervision of Alfred Walker, at the
thur Hurley; Jans and Whalen, diJean de Limur, who made "The American Sound Studios. The series
rected by Murray Roth, director-in- Letter," and
"Jealousy" at Para- has been booked over many of the
chief at the plant; "Fred Allen's mount, has gone to Paris to direct large circuits, the first subject soon is
Prize Playlets," directed by Roth Adolphe Menjou in his initial for- to play on Broadway the company
with a supporting cast including Her- eign-made picture.
states.

Cameraman Now

RKO

For

David Butler has bag and baggaged into Manhattan to attend the
premiere of "Sunnyside Up," Janet
Gaynor-Charles Farrell picture which

MARK SANDRICH
Director
completed a series

Just

of

"THE MAGNIFICENT
GINSBERGS"
Starring

Nat Carr

"TWO GUN GINSBERG"
Now

Playing Extended Run at the
Globe, N. Y. C.

"GUNBOAT GINSBERG"
for

immediate release

"GENERAL GINSBERG"
Now

Being Edited

RKO

Release

—

Lewis Brock Producer
Photophone Gramercy

RCA

Studios, N. Y. C.
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NEWS FLASHES FROM FILM
CENTERS ALL OVER THE
GLOBE: MELBOURNE,
LONDON, BERLIN,

RAPID STRIDES ARE BEING

MADE IN THE FOREIGN
KEEP POSTED
FIELD.
THROUGH "FOR

Foreign Markets

MARKETS"

H\

Washington Bureau of

ALL FOREIGN TALKERS
Washington

THE FILM DAILY

— Sound

films

which

include dialogue of foreign languages
are not being passed by the Italian
censorship commission, advises a report to the M. P. Division of the
Dept. of Commerce.
Rejections so
far have applied to American features, but it is understood that the
ruling will hit all foreign and domestic films which contain dialogue in
Songs in English
a foreign tongue.
however have not been affected
American distributors in Rome, in
time, expect to bring about a more
satisfactory arrangement.

Feature German School

— Special

and talker films

courses for sound

will feature the

new

German

pro-

autumn program

of the

THE FILM DAILY

—Jose Antonio
director of the

Washington

de ArCentral School
of Industrial Engineers, submitted a
report to the Royal Academy of
Science in Madrid, dealing with a
process he has developed, dealing
with the automatic reproduction of
color on the screen, advises a report
to the M. P. Division of the Dept.
of Commerce. In addition to explaining the Keller-Dorian and Mess systems of coloring, de Artigas explained
in detail the proceedings applied by
him and contend that experiments
show the problem of automatically
coloring any black and white film has
tigas,

B.

— Six sound productions are
go

into production at
the Elstree studio of British International Pictures, according to J. A.
Thorpe. Two units working day and
night shifts will be used to keep the

scheduled

to

ter

Exploit Sound Devices
London

—Vocosol,

organized to exploit

Ltd.,

new

to

Summers,

director, has been en-

gaged by the company and will dihas been rect "Raise the Roof" and Harry

inventions

— Sterling

M. P. Apparatus
soon introduce on
the market here a new sound reproducer which will incorporate both the
sound-on-disc
and
sound-on-film
Ltd.,

will

system.
Herman C. Schlicker, company engineer, is known in both
America and Germany for his connection with sound apparatuses. Exclusive sales agency for Great Brit
ain and America have been secured
it is reported, by Milton Cohen whe
is
a partner of Sydney Garrett of
London.
Rights for the device in
Central America have been secured
by Sollv Isenberg and Arthur Reich-

P. Preparing Six
Higher Tax Rates for
Productions at Elstree
Vienna Wired Houses

school,

New London

London

Corp.

Lachmann

a story
featuring Carl Brisson.
is

to

direct

of

Washington Bureau of

—

of

Washington With the installation
two American apparatuses, two

Klangfilm sets and one French device in theaters in Vienna, exhibitors
of wired houses are discouraged by
the announced decision of the council
to apply a higher entertainment tax
rate for wired houses, advises a report to the M. P. Division of the
Dept. of Commerce.
The tax increase, is due to the fact that such
houses are not in need of musicians
any longer and therefore more economical.

Three C. E. A. Officials
Resign from Masterpiece
London — Three members, F. H

Latin countries of Europe.
His ap- will be offered by the Australian govpointment was made through Am- ernment in accordance with the recbrose Dowling. foreign manager of ommendations of the Film Commis-

Cooper, A. E. Trounson and F. W.
Morrison, all members of the Cinematographers Exhibitors' Ass'n, have
resigned from the board of British
Masterpiece Ltd. The company was
formed with a capital of approximately $2,425,000 with Sidney Aubrey
Coronel the fourth member of the
board of directors and Henry Lambart, Reginald Fogwell and W. R.
Collins all members of the Technical
Advisory Board.

Soho

life

RKO

to Represent
in Latin Europe

—

RKO.
Soviet Producers Form
$242,500 Talker Comm.
London

—

conference,
ing

it

At an all-Russian
is

film

reported here, a talk-

commission was formed consistof

—

advises a report to the M. P.
Division of the Dept. of Commerce.
For the three best pictures each year
prizes of $24,250; $12,125 and $7,275
are to be offered as well as $2,425 for
the best scenario written by an Australian and the same award for the
scenario containing the best Australian sentiment.

members

of

Sovkino,

Me-

schrabpom, Wufku, the White Ruthenian Film Co. and Trans-Caucasian
Film Co. The sum of $242,500 was
set aside for talker and sound picture

—

Hits American Picture
Influence in Australia

appointments have

theaters of the Gaumont British chain. E. H. Lundy
has been appointed Theater Controller;
F. M. Horsfall has charge of
houses in area No. 7; Bertram Bur
leigh will supervise Area No. 4; C.
H. Ross controls area No. 6; area No.
3 is under the direction of A. S.
Moss; R. Bennell for area No. 6 and
H. Froude will be in charge of area

No.

in

1.

Stifle

Ltd.

Formed

Morris Joins Union Cinemas
ture apparatus made in the commonLondon Fred V. Morris has join- wealth.
He asserts American proed Union Cinemas as manager of the ducers of picture equipment have
Rialto and Picture succeeding Alfred attempted to evade the customs duH. Goodey.
ties.

—

for

New Sound Reproducer
—
Inventions Ltd. has

London

Stille

registered here with a capital
of $24,250 to exploit the Stille invention of a new recording and reproducing sound device.
The Blattner
Picture Corp. will control the com-

pany with Walter Townley, chairman
of the Blattner Corp. board;

Ludwig

Blattner and Wilfred Dawson members of the board of the new company.

Aubert-Franco Chain
Secures 7 Paris Houses
Aubert-Franco chain has
Paris
further strengthened its holdings with
the recent acquisition of the Siritzky
circuit of seven houses.
The theaters in the deal are the Recamier,
Maine,
Sevres
Palace,
Excelsior,
Clichy Palace, Saint Charles and Alhambra. The combined seating capacity of the seven houses total 8,150.

Syntok Challenges

London
here by

W.

E. Device

— Due to the warning made

officials of the

Western Elec-

regarding exhibitors who
purchase cheap bootleg sound equipment, V. Van Damm, general manager of Syntok Talking Picture, has
issued a challenge for $1,212 in the
trade press for a test of his apparatric

Co.,

tus

against

the

Western

Electric

equipment.

—

Melbourne
That the American
motion picture industry has influenced
Australia's film producers in their
opposition to the government's proposal to levy an amusements tax is
charged by H. S. Gullett, Australian
trade minister, who adds that firms
in the United States are trying to
prevent the installation of talking pic-

British United Artists Ltd. Formed
London— British United Artists
Ltd. has been registered here as a
private company to carry on a business of producing and distributing.

— New

sion,

experiments.
Tiffany Gets Paris House?
Markophone for Sydney
Brockliss-Tiffany-Wilton
Paris
Sydney Markophone, a new Aushave bought the Theater des Capucines, and will convert the house for tralian sound reproducer, will be put
the showing of sound pictures, it is on the market here soon, it is reportPathe-Natan has a ed. The device is of the dual sysreported here.
contract for Tiffany product for a tem and interchangeable with Movietone, Vitaphone and Photophone.
number of their houses.

—

Australian Gov't Offers
Awards for Best Pictures

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
London Sol G. Newman has been
Washington Prizes totaling $48,made representative of RKO in the 500 for the best domestic pictures

er

London

been made

—

Newman

company

GAUMONT-BRITISH CHAIN

THE FILM DAILY been

The
the field of sound pictures.
capitalized at $150,000.
is
Directors are C. W. Iveson, Major
W. H. Montgomery and R. G. Tugwood, all of London.
in

NEW APPOINTMENTS MADE

I.

Deutschen
Film- five sound stages at the studio busy.
schule, which opens here Oct. 1. First two pictures started are "CinAlexander Laszlo is to inaugurate a derella," a talker with Betty Balfour
Manning
under the direction of
new course for film music.
Haynes and "Juno and Paycock"
from Alfred Hitchcock's play. WalFirm

duction

CUNNINGHAM

lin.

been definitely solved.

London

Sound Productions Will
Munich

P.

Automatic Reproduction of Sterling to Put Out New
Color Process Claimed
British Sound Device

CENSORS BAN

Washington Bureau of

IAMBS

PARIS

Richmount Pictures
723 7th Ave.
D.

J.

Inc.

EXCLUSIVE
tives for

=

New York

MOUNTAN.
foreign

City

Pres.

represents

Rayart Pictures Corpo-

ration and other leading independent producers and distributors.
Cable Address: RICHPICSCO. Paris
London
Cable Address: DEEJAY
Cable Address: RICH PIC. N. Y.

Exporting only the
best in Motion Pictures
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"The Drake Case"

"Why Leave Home?"

with Jack Holt, Ralph Graves, Lila

"Chasing Through Europe"

with Gladys Brockwell

with Sue Carol, Nick Stuart,

Lee

with Sue Carol, Nick Stuart

(All-Talker Version)

"Flight"
(All-Talker)
Length: 12,500

Columbia

SURE

Universal

ft.

MURDER MYSTERY FALLS
OFFICE. FLAT
THROUGH TEDIOUS
SPECTACULAR

FIRE BOX

-

Gustav

(All-Talker)

Length: 6648

ft.

Fox

Length: 6,388

ft.

it

a lot of audience angles, in addition
to being one of the three principals
who sends this in for the good old
box office values that always click
with the popular crowds. The story
opens with Graves on the college
football team making a borlehead play
by running in the opposite direction.
Disgraced, he lands in the Marines to
Here he also flops,
take up flying.
for he gets squeamish in his first solo
The tough
flight, and cracks up.
sergeant, played by Jack Holt, befriends him and takes him to the
fighting in Nicaragua as his mechanic.
Good love triangle, with Ralph the
favorite in the Marine nurse's affecPlot very similar to "Subtions.
marine," with Holt going out in a
plane to find Graves, who has cracked
up in a valley where the bandits are

Airplane squadron manoeu-

vers magnificent. Nothing better ever
Surefire from all angles.
done.
Cast: Jack Holt, Lila Lee, Ralph Graves,
Allan Roscoe, Harold Goodwin, Jimmy de la
Cruze.
Director, Frank R. Capra; Author, Ralph
Editors,
Dialoguer, Frank Capra
Graves
Maurice Wright, Gene Milford; Cameramen,
Elmer Dyer, Joe Novak.
Direction, showmanship. Photography, fine.
;

;

Tom

"The

Tyler in

(Silent)
Length: 4758
Syndicate Pict.

LITTLE

"Mary Dugan,"

this offering falls far

below the high standard. In the

first

place, the story construction is all
wet, for there is little sympathy created for the woman defendant, and

pelling love interest to excite the
audience's interest.
The court room
scene is dragged out in dreary detail, and you listen to long harangues
from the prosecuting and defense attorneys. This kills effectually whatever interest has been created. You
listen for many minutes to a recital
of the defendant's past life, and with
no action in flashbacks to make it
stand out, the audience wriggles un-

comfortably in their
fine

example

of

seats.

It

a

is

picture

a talking
technique.

If any
without screen
film needs action shots, it is a play
of this type.
Just a filler.
Cast: Gladys Brockwell, Forrest Stanley,
Robert Frazer, James Crane, Doris Lloyd,
Barbara Leonard, Bill Thome, Eddie Hearn,
Tom Dugan, Byron Douglas.
Director, Edward Laemmle Author, Charles
Logue
Dialoguers, Charles Logue, J. G.
;

;

Hawks

;

Laemmle

Hawks, Edward
Logue
Camera-

Scenarists, J. G.
Editor, Charles
;

;

man, Jerry Ash.
Direction, ordinary.

Photography,

fair.

ft.

Nye

with Loretta Young, Carroll

(Silent)
Length: 7,204
First National

WESTERN

material

and

Sally Wina good job of it.
ters, the author, has written a series
of these films, and seems to know
the real west and how those people
At least,
really conduct their lives.
she gives you an interesting insight
into homesteaders, their trials and
tribulations in the old days, and
makes you feel that it is real. And
that's more than we can say for a
lot of westerns.
The Watkins family pick out a homestead site and
dad starts to raise his motherless
kids with the help of the grown
Along comes the heavy,
daughter.

made

an

and respected citizen,
trying to corral their land,

influential

who

is

so he sets his gang to work to terrorize them.
The hero,
Tyler,
comes to their rescue, incurs the
enmity of the heavy, who frames him
for branding cattle.

Tom

Cast: Tom Tyler, Natalie Joyce, Al Ferguson, Al Heuston, Kip Cooper, Godfrey
Craig, Frank Crane, Bill Nolte.
Director, J. P. McGowan; Author, Sally
Scenarist, Not listed
Editor, Not

Winters
listed;

;

;

Titler,

Not

listed;

Cameraman, Hap

ft.

Silent, 7,056 ft.

snappy.

ft.

Photography, okay.

FAIR PROGRAMMER BUILT
AROUND NEWSREEL SHOTS
OF EUROPEAN CELEBRITIES
AND SCENICS. SLIM STORY
HOLDS IT TOGETHER.
This

is

a tale of a newsreel camera-

is

Europe.

It starts in London where
American cameraman meets the
young heiress trying to get away
from her rascally guardian, who is
endeavoring to force her to marry
his nephew. The cameraman and the
gal escape to Paris, and then to Rome,
pursued by the rascally pair.
The
guardian is trying to throw the gal

the

ing entertainment. The story tells of
three middle-aged couples who dash
off separately on innocent little parties to associate with younger blood
than their partners. So the three married dames hire three college boys to into an insane asylum, to force her
take them to a road house party. to comply with his, wishes.
Double
The three hubbies are flirting around exposes of the Prince of Wales and
with three girlies in the chorus. They Mussolini give the camera hound the
all arrive at the roadhouse shindig, honor of photographing them.
But
which is a masked affair. The mixups the big kick is in dizzy shots of the
that ensue are humorous, and well Eiffel Tower, and some remarkable
handled to bring out all the merri- closeups of Vesuvius in action, with
ment. As the girlies are the sweeties the cameraman apparently right at
of the college boys, this adds to the the mouth of the volcano. This carcomplications. The cast is uniformly ries a big kick.
The story is slight,
good, and the action has a lot of pep. and the sentimental interest pleasing.
Cast:
Sue Carol, Dixie Lee, Jean Barry,
Nick Stuart, Richard Keene, David Rollins,
Jed Prouty, Walter Catlett, Gordon DeMain,
Ilka Chase, Dot Farley, Laura Hamilton.
Director, Raymond Cannon
Author, Robert S. Carr; Dialoguer, Robert Catlett; Editor, Jack Murray; Cameraman, Dan Clark.
Direction, snappy.
Photography, good.
;

"Wonder

of

Sue

Seyffertitz,

ren.
Directors,

David Butler, Alfred L. Werker;
;

;

;

Monte Blue

WEAK OFFERING

Not
Not

Creditcredit-

Lucien Anvery good.

in

"From Headquarters"

Wood,

Hyams

(Silent Version)
Length: 6,835

Nick Stuart, Gustav
Gavin Gordon, E. Alyn War-

Carol,

Author, Not credited
Scenarist,
ed
Editor, Not credited; Titler,
Cameramen,
ed
Sidney Wagner,
driot, O. W. O'Connell.
Direction, fair.
Photography,

Women"

with Lewis Stone, Peggy

M-G-M

Cast:

von

(Silent Version)
Warners
Length: 4,895

ft.

FAILS TO
WITH INDIFFERENT
STORY THAT GOES MORBID
AND HEAVY. PEGGY WOODS

CLICK

FINE.

ft.

SLOPPY STORY OF SOUTH
AMERICAN REVOLUTIONARY
ACTIVITIES WITH THE MARINES IS TOO POORLY HANDLED TO AMOUNT TO MUCH.

Drama.
Monte Blue is the big
Adapted from the old American hero who meets up with
Small town romance. The title is German stage play by Herman Suder- the Marines in Central
America, and
derived from the fact that the heroine man, "The Wife of Stephen Trem- leads
a detachment of them in an
works behind the glass of a film holt."
Director
Clarence
Brown effort to rescue a party of sightseers
house box-office. She is annoyed by worked hard against a tough handi- from the States who have been lost
an underworld gang, whose chief tries cap of an outdated story that was in the jungle.
So Monty, who is
to force his unwelcome attentions on written originally before there were the only
one who knows the trail to
her.
Her uncle takes all her dou^h, motion pictures. The trouble with the abandoned mine, takes them there,
and refuses to allow her to have any- the yarn is that the audience gets no amid all kinds of privations.
They
thing to do with the young son of opportunities to place their sympa- discover all the party have been
the richest family in the town, who thies definitely with any one charac- killed except
a woman with a baby.
has befriended her from the advances ter.
The great composer marries a The insurr«ctos have overlooked her
is
used
of the gang leader. The uncle
widow with children, and later in for some unaccountable reason, so
as a tool by the gang, and they frame life the singer who was his first flame after many more hardships and enthe hero to visit the gal's home one comes back into his life and vamps counters with the guerilla bands, they
night.
Then they send the uncle to him away from his wife. It is the arrive back at the Marine base all
shoot him, but he kills the gang lead- eve of his big triumph with his new exhausted.
It is a sad tale, mates,
er by mistake. The gal takes the rap composition that his wife dies, and
and very sadly told and directed. It
At the trial she then he realizes that she was his big is too artificial to carry the slightest
as the murderess.
forces the disclosures through hocus inspiration. But your sympathies are
conviction, and rates away down low
pocus, and the two young lovers are first led to the wife, and then back to
on the list from any possible angle
happy and reunited.
Just a small the composer, and so it see-saws all
Some
that you want to figure it.
town story for small town theaters the way through the footage.
good names in the cast.
where this hokum may appeal. Lacks
Cast:
Lewis Stone, Peggy Wood, Leila
Cast: Monte Blue, Guinn Williams, Gladys
Hyams, Harry Meyers, Sarah Padden, George Brockwell, Lionel Belmore, Henry B. Walclass in direction and story.
Drama.

Carmencita
Cast:
Loretta Young, Carroll Nye, Mat- Fawcett, Wally Albright, Jr.,
thew Betz, Lucien Littlefield, Ralph Lewis, Johnson, Anita Fremault, Dietrich Haupt,
George Stone, Julia Swayne Gordon, Majel Ullrich Haupt, Jr.
Director, Clarence Brown
Author, HerColeman, Charles Sellon, Robert Haines.
Adaptor, Bess Meredyth
Director, Ralph Dawson
Author, George man Suderman
Titler, Marion
Kibbe Turner Scenarist, James Gruen Ed- Editor, William LeVanway
itor, Terry Morse
Cam- Ainslee Cameraman, Merritt B. Gerstad.
Titler, Paul Perez
Direction, very good.
Photography, fine.
eraman, Ernest Haller.
(Saund Version Review, July 28)
Direction, poor.
Photography, okay.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Depew.
Direction,

ft.

Silent, 5,622

Adapted from "Cradle man with a roving commission to
Snatchers," by Robert S. Carr. There cover special assignments all over

Leila

PEPPED UP WITH INTEREST- RATES POOR WITH WEAK
ING PLOT THAT GETS AWAY STORY OF SMALL TOWN LIFE
FROM THE BEATEN TRACK. AND UNDERWORLD ANGLE
THAT HAS NOTHING NEW.
Western. J. P. McGowan directA FILLER.
JUST
ed this one with his veteran skill in
handling the western

Length: 5,581

Comedy.

a flimsy thread of a plot running
through it, but with snappy direction
and acting it builds up sufficient merthe author provides her with no com- riment to rate this as light and pleas-

'The Girl in the Glass Cage'

Man From Nevada"

NICE

Fox

-

ADAPTATION OF "CRADLE
FILLED WITH
COURT
ROOM
SCENE
WHERE
AIRPLANE MANOEUVERS AND MYSTERY IS DEVELOPED SNATCHERS" MAKES LIGHT
AND JAZZY ENTERTAINMENT
MARINE FIGHTING THAT
WILL WOW 'EM. CAN'T MISS. WITH TALK AND NO ACTION. THAT PASSES AS FAIR PROMurder mystery. Coming on the
Drama of the Marines. The story
heels of such films of this type as GRAMMER.
is by Ralph Graves, who put into

located.

von Seyffertitz

(Synch ronized)

;

thall,
Eddie Gribbon, Ethlyne Claire, Pat
Hartigan, John Kelly, Otto Lederer, William
Irving, Pat Somerset, Joseph Girard.
Director, Howard Bretherton Author, SamEdScenarist, Harvey Gates
uel Hartridge
;

;

;

itor,

Harold

McLernon

;

Harvey
Cameraman, BiH
Titters,

Powers;
Gates,
Francis
Rees.
Photography, the same.
Direction, ragged.

!
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"When Moscow Laughs,»

William Haines in

"Speedway"
(Syn ch ronized)

(Silent)
Length: 4,850

Amkino

Accord

in France at Last

ft.

RUSSIAN COMEDY DRAMA
LIGHT MATERIAL WITH RATES POOR WITH SLOPPY
HAINES DOING HIS SMART
THAT WILL PROVE OF
ALECK STUFF. SOME GOOD STORY
LITTLE
MERIT TO FILM
THRILLS IN AUTO RACE.
HOUSES.
RATES FAIR.
Length: 7,075

ti-G-M

13

(Continued from Page

sider

them

as they appeared in the

•news:
is

Monday: Stepping fast these days
the Fox West Coast organization,

This is an original written around
Mezhrapom-Russ. in its eastward expansion. TwentyProduced
b)
William Haines' personality, and a? This attempts to be a comedy, but seven more (the Consolidated TheAll about a Rus- aters chain), today are added to the
such it proves a fairly acceptable misses by a mile.
They'll
vehicle but it will break no records. sian peasant gal who earns her living inter-mountain holdings
Haines is seen as a conceited auto by making millinery at home in the be dropping the West Coast part of
racing driver and his pal is the older little village. She conies to Moscow the name very soon, because the cirUniverdriver, a part taken by Ernest Tor- u> sell her wares, where she has a cuit has outgrown it
In the city she meets a farm- al and Fox Midwesco, it seems,
rence. John Miljan is the heavy who room.
owns a rival racing car, and frames er, and in that beautiful sentimental couldn't get together on a deal for
Fox MidHaines to desert his pal and drive Russian manner, they decide to get Wisconsin houses
for the heavy in the tryouts, promis- married immediately, which they do. wesco has some of the L. K. Brin
ing him to let him drive in the big Then she takes him to her room. Here houses and is understood to be getA ting the rest, but there's keen rivalry
500-mile race. Torrence is forced to the landlord raises objections.
send in his mechanic, as the doctor legal procedure is started to oust the with Universal and it's to continue..
Continental Theater Accessortells him he has a weak heart and gal from her apartment, she loses her
and
is
having
tough
time
when
national equipment firm, aims
job,
a
ies,
new
pace.
At
cannot stand the gruelling
From the
the start of the race, Miljan takes she gets hold of a lottery ticket to get started Oct. 1
comes
word
that
given
her
in
settlement
Berlin
front
the
which
was
of
Haines,
and
the driving away from
The lottery number Klangfilm-Tobis is mobilizing for a
goes in himself. It looks as if Tor- her salary.
But proves to be the big winner, and she general European offensive against
rence and his car are licked.
Haines comes to the rescue when and her farmer husband are made American talker equipment. It's too
very happy, of course. Just a lot of bad an agreement couldn't have been
they are five laps behind, and stages
A sentimental applesauce, that tries to reached to avert the unpleasantness
a whirlwind finish to victory.
Here at
be comical, and is, but the wrong which must follow
light story, but cleverly handled by
way.
situation is kept
home,
the
patent
director Harry Beaumont.
Cast:
Anna Stern, V. Mikhailov, W. Fo- boiling with suit of Western ElecCast: William Haines, Anita Page, Ernest
against General Talking PicTorrence, Kail Dane. John Miljan, Eugene gel, KowalSaraborski, Mme. S. Birman, P. tric
Besserer, l'ol'y Moran.
Author, Byron
Director, Harry Beaumont
Morgan; Scenarists, Byron Morgan, Ann
Block. Ann Price: Editor, Not listed; Titler,
;

Joe

Farnham; Came aman, Henry

Direction, clever,
..

Sharp.
photography, very good.

Amkino

Pol.

B. Barnet
Authors, V. K. TurG. Shershenevitch
Editor, Shelley

Director,

V.
Hamilton;

kin,

;

;

Titler,

Francisson.
Direction,

fair.

the same;

Cameraman, V.

Photography, okay.

Buddy Roosevelt

Living Russia"
(Silent)
Length: 4,650

in

"Mystery Valley"
ft.

UNIQUE FILM WITHOUT
TITLES OR PLOT IS INTERESTING PRESENTATION OF
RUSSIAN LIFE AND CUSTOMS
WITH FINE CAMERA TECHNIQUE.
Here is a novel exposition of just
what can be done with a camera in
filming disassociated scenes and making a film of more than ordinary entertainment value. It is really a news-

(Silent)
Length: 4,548

Rayart

ft.

WESTERN
WITH THE OLD HOKUM
PILED ON THICK. WILL
PLEASE THE UNCRITICAL
FANS WITH FAST ACTION
AND FIGHTING.
JUST

Western.

A

FAIR

Adapted from the novel,
E. Morgan.

"Snow Dust," by Howard
Buddy Roosevelt does his

usual heroing in a story that hits all the old
angles with its intrigue and counter-

but presented in such an original plotting.
Buddy is summoned west
that it becomes a very ab- by his father who realizes that the
sorbing photoplay. It shows the re- gang are trying to do him out of his
building of Russia under the Soviet gold mine.
Before the son arrives,
government, and the method by the father is mysteriously shot. The
which this is accomplished through a only clue is an empty cartridge with
well organized system, also the mili- the firing pin off center. Buddy finds
The subtitle of the that the head of the gang has taken
tary policies.
film is "the man with the camera," possession of the property, and it
and he is the director, cast and just is up to Buddy to discover the land
He takes grant that will prove his claim. This
about the whole works.
you on a regular camera orgy in- he accomplishes after a lot of fightcluding a peasant wedding, mining ing and mixups with the gang.
Of
activities, all kinds of city sights, with course the gal is there to help him,
shots from all heights and angles. also her kid brother.
The climax
It is a highly imaginative and artistic shows the hero barricaded in a room
piece of work, and ranks with the with the girl and her kid brother.
best impressionistic stuff that has While he holds the gang off, the gal
ever been done on the screen. The rides for the sheriff, and all is hotsy
theater owner must decide for him- totsy. Just an ordinary western that
self just how strong an appeal this will fill in.
Cast:
Buddy Roosevelt, Carol Lane, Tomkind of subject will hold for his
my Bay, Jimmy Kane, Art Rowlands.
patronage.
reel,

manner

Director,

Kaufman.

Dziga

No

Vertoff;
other credits.

Direction, very good.
lent.

Cameraman,

1)

ft

M.

Photography, excel-

Director, J. P. McGowan; Author, Howard E. Morgan; Scenarist, Howard E. Morgan,
Editor,
Irma Horsley; Titler, Not
credited; Cameraman, Ernest Depew.
Direction, fair.
Photography, spotty.

concern of the industry and the adjustment program mapped out by distributors and exhibitors recognized
the fact.
That's why both distributors and exhibitors are determined
to find out just how the program is
working, and the Memphis meeting
should tell them
And to
those who have been worrying about
the next development in pictures, we
say, "Get a load of Grandeur."
The
process is the first to be offered commercially, and will cause plenty of
talk
is

so

and a possible upheaval. Fox
sold on the new proposition

being billed as "The Enterof
the
Future."
What a proposition the Grandeur
idea is going to be for newsreels of
the future.
And Fox has a tie-up
with William Randolph Hearst for
that

it's

tainment

the development of newsreels.
It
looks like the winter will be an interesting one

The whispered reports
Famous PlayersCanadian reach a head. The blowThursday:

of a deal involving

L. Nathanson resigning
director, declaring he faof the chain to Gaumont

off

finds N.

as

managing

vors sale

British, a move which is opposed by
Adolph Zukor and I. W. Killam.
exchange- Nathanson tried to negotiate a buy
Tuesday: Independent
men of the nation are going to bat of Gaumont British, he says, and
with their own team, composed of was blocked in this, whereupon the
They're British firm offered $75 a share for
members from all keys.
ready to play ball with 24 pictures acquisition of the Canadian comto offer and Adoph Pollak of Holly- pany
Arthur Cohen is new
wood Pictures, New York as presi- managing head of the Canadian
With the number of names chain, a move recommended to the
dent.
they have to offer, the new associa- board of directors by Nathanson.
tion should have plenty on the ball.. A big deal that, with many ramiNow it's whispered that Fa- fications and plenty of inside maneuv-

tures

mous Players-Canadian

is

to be sold

but the whisperings bring a prompt
and positive denial from I. W. Killam, one of the three voting trustees,
a director of the firm and head of the
Montreal banking firm which handled
the deal by which Paramount sold
Concontrol to Canadian interests.
trol will remain in Canadian hands,
he asserts in no uncertain terms
Eddie Silverson continues his Chicago program, getting 12 of the smaller Lubliner & Trinz theaters in the
St. Louis, musiWindy City
cians strike is widening, the players
at

Skouras-Warner and

St.

Louis

Amusement Co., houses going out,
when the two weeks' truce ends

Allied's been
ering reported
going along, gathering 200 theaters
into its membership fold at Boston
and getting the aid and co-operation
of Nathan Yamins, who always has
been a strong exhibitor leader
And southern exhibitors, gathering

New

Orleans, indicate they want
under the Allied banner.
Those Grandeur projectors
are to be made on a large scale and
will be available to all exhibitors.
The firm has the facilities and manpower and can turn the new machines out at a rapid rate
Now the Canadian government is determined to figure out whether there
is need for any probe of the industry
in Canada, as asserted by some exhibitors, and has named a professor
of economics to get the lowdown on
the situation
at
to

travel

without a settlement of the dispute.
About 50 other houses experienced
It's
walkouts early in the month.
hard to reconcile the two viewpoints,
exhibitors feeling it a waste of money
to hire players they don't need, and
They need American
Friday:
the latter averse to giving ground to films in France.
The fact has been
the relentless onslaught of sound pic- generally known for years, but it has
General Talking, "Pete"
tures
taken a dearth of American pictures
Woodhull says, welcomes the West- to prove the fact. At any rate, an
ern Electric suit, and wants to go to agreement has been reached to abanthe mat.
don plan for the 3 to 1 quota, and
Wednesday: It's good to know maintain a status quo, which is a 7
that "the little fellow" is going to to 1 arrangement, until October 1930.

American distributors withdrew from
coming M.P.T.O.A. convention at the French market last spring when
(Continued on Page 16)
His problems are the
Memphis.

receive major attention at the forth-
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30 Authors on Pathe List
—

and Playwrights Supply Vehicles for New Program Academy Opens New Sound
Other News
School with Enrollment of 500 Students— Ralph Wilk's Personals from Studios

Number

of Authors

PROMINENT NAMES

IN

Thirty

authors

and

coming

are

The

_,.____ By

list

in-

JOSEPH CHERNIAVSKY

likes

Coast so well he rejected a
cludes:
Ben Hecht, Charles Mac- flattering
offer to conduct the Roxy
Arthur, Arthur Richman, Philip Barorchestra.
He was last with Uniry, Edmund Burke, Ernest Vajda
versal in charge of music, and is
William Hurlbut, Kenyon Nicholson,
now considering an offer to head the
Corey Ford, Gene Markey, Hugh
musical department of another stuWiley, Herman Bernstein, Urvandio.
stov, George and Ira Gershwin, A.
*
*
*
W. Somerville, Joseph Franklin PoJack Chefe is busy, to say the
land, Howard Emmett Rogers, Jan
He is playing the role of a
Gelzer, Lucy Stone Terrill, Helen least.
Hull, Paul Gangelin, Walter De- French artist in "The Big Gamble,"
Leon, William Conselman, Ramon a play, and is also working in a Hal
Guthrie, Saxon Kling, Tom Buck- Roach comedy.
the

*

*

*

ingham, Douglas Doty, Jack Jungmayer and George S. Brooks.
Some of their short stories have
been selected from "Cosmopolitan
Magazine," "The Saturday Evening
Post" and "Good Housekeeping,"
while novels and plays also are in

roadster irt the motor caravan
which transported Harry Carroll's revue to San Diego. She
is a
St. Paul girl who has

the group.
The adaptations

New

Ann Greenway,
stress,

drove her

made good

in

RKO

song-

own snappy

Hollywood and

York.

have been by
*
*
*
Jack Jevne, Leo
Russell
Birdwell,
Fox director,
J.
Birinski, George Gray, Ray Harris,
miles as a passenger
John W. Krafft, A. A. Kline, Fran- who flew 35,000
and 1,000 miles while learning to fly,
cis Faragoh, Sidney Harrus and Earl
He did
has won a pilot's license.
Baldwin.
much flying while working for the
Hearst papers, spending considerable
Schildkraut in "Deadline"

Horace

Jackson,

Joseph Schildkraut will be a reporter in Universal's "Deadline," adapted from Henry La Cossett's story
by Edward T. Lowe. Other players
are Edward G. Robinson, Barbara
Kent, Scott Kolk and Harry Stubbs.
John Robertson is the director.
Cast for Featured Roles

IN

RALPH WILK

Hollyrvood time in the air in the
Nungesser and Coli.

supplying

stories for Pathe's forth-

productions.

500 STUDIO WORKERS

A Little from "Lots"

PATHE AUTHOR LINE-UP
scripts

—

U. A. to Film Byrne Novel
"Blind Raftery," the late Donn
Byrne's Irish romance, will come to
the talking screen as a United Artists
production with Lupe Velez and
Donald Novis. George Fitzmaurice
will direct. Fitzmaurice has just completed "The Locked Door," with Rod

search

for

COAST SOUND SCHOOL

The Academy

of

Motion Picture

Arts and Sciences school organized
*
*
*
in conjunction with 16 Coast studios
Julie Kellar, harpist, has just for the teaching of the technical side
completed a sound picture in which of talking picture production has
60 harpists appear. It will be re- opened in Hollywood with an enrollleased by International Newsreel ment of 500, selected from among
about Oct. 1. The subject also in- studio employes. Heads of the sound
cludes "Airman, Ahoy," a song Miss departments of all important studios
Kellar wrote and dedicated to Col- are listed among the lecturers.
onel Lindbergh.

William Irving Featured

Harvey Thew has the distinction
William Irving is featured in the
of having two pictures in production Educational-Mermaid talking comedy,
currently.
He wrote the dialogue
and adaptation for "The Man," starring John Barrymore, and "Playing
Around," starring Alice White.
*

*

"Ticklish

Business."

*

Lane Chandler, who recently completed his role in "The
Forward Pass," was a member of the Montana Wesleyan
University team which won
the Montana football championship in 1921.
He was

THE
Doorway

of Hospitality

nominated captain-elect of the
1923 football eleven, but did
not return to school. He is
now playing a starring role
in "The Lightning Express," a
Universal serial.
Cast by Fox
has been engaged
by Fox for "The 3 Sisters," Movieproduction
featuring
tone
Louise
St. Polis

John

St.

Polis

Dresser.
The picture went into redays ago.
hearsal
several
Joyce
Compton, June Collyer and Addie
McPhail play the title roles.

Nagel and Kay Johnson LaRocque, Barbara Stanwyck, WilCollins and Dent Write Songs
have been assigned featured parts in liam Boyd, Betty Bronson and Zasu
Monty Collins and Vernon Dent,
"The Ship from Shanghai." Louis Pitts.
who are co-featured in "Ticklish
Wolheim will have another role in
Grapewin Gets Christie Post
Business," new Educational-Mermaid
this production, which Charles Brabin will direct.
Charley Grapewin has been named talking comedy, wrote the words and
adaptor and dialoguer of talking pic- music for the principal song used in
Bebe Daniels for "Carmen"
tures for Christie to fill the post left this film.
Bebe Daniels' next starring vehicle vacant by the resignation of Alfred
for RKO will be a screen version A. Cohn, who has joined Warners.
of "Carmen" which will also have
Technicolor sequences, it is anCast For "Loose Ankles"
nounced.
Otis Harlan, Eddie Nugent and
Write Music for McLaglen
Norman Selby have been assigned
Walter Donaldson and Edgar Les- prominent roles in the First National
Dialogue - Supervis ion
lie have turned out three songs for production, "Loose Angels."
"The Well Dressed Man," in which
Victor McLaglen will sing.
R. K. O.

Conrad

HUGH HERBERT

New Part for Chester Morris
Chester Morris has been assigned
an important role in Alice White's
vehicle, "Playing
forthcoming
Around," to be directed by Mervyn
LeRoy. This will be his second picture for First National.

Dialoguing
"The Behavior of
Mrs. Crane"
for Laura La Plante

^r

sNTER

the

doorway

ea*

ho—

.
popular hostelry and you feel at
There's an atmosphere of cordial weleaeae
which marks tha difference between the
Hollywood Plata and ordinary hotels.

this

Tour room, too, ha* that added
of distinction. Picture* on the wall, ovas*
stuffed furniture, a floor lamp and reading
lamp . . these are but a few of the feature*
that make you feel at home.
.

Plg'o Whistle Dialog Service Insures eke
bait of food. Therefore, when you are sveest
la Los Angela* be sure to investigate.

THE HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA
HOTEL

Vina Street

at

Hollywood Boulevard
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Theater Equipment
By

LEATHER MASTER

IS

Weather Master, a combination
heating, cooling and ventilating system, will be placed on the market
I

I

This
soon by Arctic Nu-Air Corp.
was announced by J. George Feinberg, chairman of the board of the

company, upon his return to New
York after conferences at the home
office in Minneapolis, where it was
pointed out that the company's business last year doubled the preceding
year's gross.
Feinberg, who also is president of
Kooler-Aire Engineering Corp., also
announced that Torridaire, a new
heating unit, will soon be available.
The Spinx is the name given a
cooling and ventilating system, already on the market, which Arctic
This is
Nu-Air is now plugging.

wired houses

especially adapted
owing to its noiseless
points out Feinberg.
for

operation,

New

Acoustical Felt is
Marketed by King Studios
Dallas — New acoustical felt offered
in banners or in rolls for acoustic
treatments in houses wired for sound
pictures, now are being sold by the
King Studios, says W. B. King, presi-

dent.
felt

Newly designed and constructed
"from the ground up," is the term
used to describe the Grandeur projector, manufactured by General Theatres Equipment Co., for the showing of Grandeur large-size pictures.
the very beginning of the experiments it was realized that mere
magnification would solve no problems, for at certain stages the particles of emulsion in the film became
visible, resulting in coarse images on
Consequently
the projection screen.
the engineers of the Fox and General
Theatres communicated with lens

manufacturers

in

Europe and

in this

country, asking for a lens that would
focus an image on an area twice the
width of the present 35 millimeter
standard film.

When

no such lens was forthcom-

ing the engineers

worked out

their

own

formulae and succeeded in designing a lens they claim is the first
to catch foreground and background
without distortion or blurring of
either, without chromatic abberation
and without enlargement of any part

The

sent all of the improvement to projection which its makers have accomplished. The sound track on the new,
70 millimeter, film is one quarter of
an inch wide thrice the width of the

—

is remodeling the old Rialto at Boaz.
Ala.
New equipment will be installed and it is Col. Orr's intention
to equip his circuit for sound pictures within the next three months

—

chines on Rental
Basis
Cost

—

Seen Big
Factor
A

comparison

Grandeur

and

special ball bearings which eliminate
the vibration of the machine itself.
new type of intermittent permits a
longer period during which the film is
held stationary, while the light passes

A

the

film

film.

of its rays.

Since

accessories used in hanbeen de-

all

film have heretofore
signed for 35 mm. stock, the

dling

have developed

men who

Grandeur have had

to construct special perforators, printers, splicers,

and added strength to

its

outer edges.

Eisler Electric Making
Tubes for Sound Devices

Fox has been experimenting on
the new process for more than three
years, and General Theatres Equip-

ment

engineers

the result

is

a

have

co-operated

startling

innovation,

which Fox terms "The EntertainFox is so
ment of the Future."
pleased with the success of the venture, that Grandeur projectors have
been ordered for many of the company's theaters, as well as a number of Mitchell cameras for the stuAfter the Fox order is filled,
dios.
other theaters may contract for in-

General Thestallations in order.
the equipmanufacture
plans
to
atres
of
Corp.
Newark Eisler Electric
this city, is manufacturing tubes for ment on a large scale.
sound apparatuses as well as radios,
Neon Light signs, Sun Ray lamps
The Grandeur projectors are to be
and television devices, it is reported. offered to exhibitors on a rental baCharles Eisler is president of the cor- sis, under a ten year agreement, simAbout 90 per cent of the ilar to the manner in which many
poration.
independent radio tubes are manufac- sound reproducing systems are leastured by the company, it is claimed. ed. No indications as yet have been
given as to the cost of the equipOffering Record ment to the theater.

—

National
Cabinet in Equipment

Meanwhile, Paramount is going
ahead with Magna screen installaNational Theater Sup- tions and RCA-Photophone is conChicago
ply Co. is offering a 20 shelf, steel tinuing experiments with the SpoorThe Bergen process.
cabinet.
record
constructed
shelves are covered with green felt
In addition to
to protect records.
the shelves, the cabinet contains one
drawer equipped with two needle cups
and ample space for tools, and is
finished in olive green. The complete
100 foot rolls, of Eastman and Dupont

—

REPACKED EASTMAN
AND DUPONT FILMS

cabinet sells for $65.

Panchromatic Film, on daylight loadspools

ing

Nu-Air for Manchester House
Manchester, N. H.

— In

addition to
other realterations on Arctic Nu-Air
cooling system has been installed at
the Paramount-Brown. The house is
owned by Couture Bros.

Paul House Reopened
Paul The Tuxedo, formerly
When it was discovered that pro- the Cozy has been reopened after aljection of wider film would require terations. The house now seats 500.

through it, and speeds up the movement from one 'frame' to another.

big development of
THE
from the equipment

the week,
standpoint,
is the first presentation of Grandeur
greater light, attempts were made to Pictures, projected by the special mause lamps of greater amperage than chine developed by General Theatres
But Equipment. There have
120, the strongest now used.
been varied
to increase the amperage, also in- opinions upon the immediate effect,
the
What
of
fire.
creased the danger
which Grandeur will exercise upon
engineers have done for Grandeur is the industry, but a general unanimity
to design a new type of lamp of 120 of opinion that large pictures are in
amperes, but with a new distribution the offing.
of

Standard

developing machines and
other apparatus for the wider film.
As important as the new lens has On many of these they made improvehave
been to the development of the ments as they went along. They
calling for raw
further
by
step
gone
a
Grandeur projector, it does not reprefilm stock with larger sprocket holes
disproportion to all others.
film employed is 70 mms. wide.
in

New Lobby

—

Grandeur Emphasizes
Large Picture Era is
Imminent
Ma-

From

—

Remodeling Boaz, Ala., House
Col. Thomas E.
Birmingham
Orr, of Marshall County Enterprises,

HYNES

New

can be ordered in any
quantity, according to King, and general literature on acoustics, usage of
sound absorbant materials with a dia- old. This increased width eliminates
gram on which exhibitors can indicate surface noises in transmitting sound
dimensions of their houses, are in- (a troublesome matter with talking
cluded with samples.
pictures at present) and gives three
times the volume to sound as it is
picked off the track. In consequence
Case Being
there is said to be need for only one
Marketed by National third the amplification
now used with
Chicago A new lobby case con- small film, with a resulting increase
sisting of a combination three sheet in naturalness of tone. With less amand photo display is being marketed plification of sound there is less disby the National Theater Supply Co. tortion and the bass tones which are
Italian Renaissance design 'flattened' in orchestral music now
It is of
polychrome effects of have their proper timbre, it is stated.
finished
in
The Grandeur projector has two
Italian or Spanish decoration and set
against a background of blue or ma- shutters one moving downard simulAt- taneously with one that moves uproon plush or Spanish leather.
thus
eliminating
flickering.
tached to the back are individual ward,
frames measuring 11 by 14 and 22 by Unlike projectors now in use, the
28 and matching the case. The over- Grandeur machine has its shutter beall dimensions are 54 wide by 100 tween the arc and the film, instead of
high, while the body is 48 by 92. The in front; this arrangement serves to
door frame is 3 inches wide and is keep the film cooler, giving it from
fitted with 3 locks and 3 hinges ready three to five times more life and reThis frame can also be ducing the fire hazard. There is, also,
for glazing.
Glass a new type of self-religning sprocket
used for a 3-sheet display.
when furnished is double strength.
which removes strain on the film; anc'

The

P.

Projector Built
For Showing Grandeur Films TALKING SHOP

NEW Entirely

HEATING, COOLING DEVICE

CHARLES

St.

St.

—

Guaranteed

for.

Eyemo.

absolutely

or

DeVry.
and

perfect

fresh.

$3.75 a Roll

110

West 32«'St.NcwVtor*.My
Phone Penna. 0330

Motion Picture Department
U. S. and Canada Agents for Debris

THE
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RCA TO DELIVER DESPITE

Week's Headlines

PRICE
Monday
Fox Buys 27 Consolidated houses
Mountain territory.

in

Rocky

All-European fight between Klangfilm-Tobi
and Western Electric in offing.
Western Electric files patent infringement
suit against General Talking Pictures.

Tuesday
General

Talking

patent

suit,

Musicians

welcomes

says

R.

F.

Western

Electric

Woodhull.

Skouras-Warner

-z&>*DAILY

revised

schedule

of

prices

thi?

equipment will be ready in a few
days, he says. The price was changed
when it was found that installationof the equipment, designed for houses
up to 500 seats, at $2,995 would entail a loss to RCA-Photophone.
Ac-

house

cordingly, it was decided with Allied
Famotn Player Canadian control to remain States Ass'n, that the price should
be $2,995 plus installation, where
in Canadian hands, asserts I. W. Killam
Nineteen key cities represented at Chicago Simplex
projectors are used, and
orindependent
conferences whxh forms
plus installation for Power's
ganization to acquire pictures for world $3,250
in

St.

strike

at

Louis.

machines.

distribution.

Wednesday
"Little fellow" to be chief topic of discussion
at M. P. T. O. A. Memphis convention,
Oct. 29-31.

General

Talking

to

demand speedy

trial

of

Western Electric patent litigation.
Grandeur pictures gives first public showing

Myers Acknowledges RCAPhotophone's Fairness
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington

By

HERBERT

1)

on

— Acknowledgment

of

the fairness of RCA-Photophone in
Musicians' agreeing to furnish for $2,995 Type
G equipments already contracted for

22, 1929

Presentations

CHANGEJBEL SAYS
(Continued from Page

.
Sunday, September

RUSSIAN NUMBER STAGED
SPLENDIDLY AT THE ROXY
One of the best orchestra overtures the Roxy has had in a long time
was "Orpheus," done on the usual
with Erno
big stage
Russian atmosphere, called "The Caucasian Fete."
It was put over as a gorgeous carnival, with a three-ring circus effect
and everything thrown in the way of

grand and gorgeous

Rapee

conducting.
setting was in the

scale,

The

and spectacular
Roxyettes were much
color,

The

bits.

in

evidence.

S.

1

BERG,

catchy harmonizing. The specialties
consisted
of
Dolores,
Eddy and
Douglas, Paul Howard, Edna Covey.
Charles Bennington and his PegLeg Men, and the Chester Hale Buccaneers.
The latter were a pleasing
eyeful in their pirate costumes, and
added dash to the finale with a ladder climbing bit that was a real novelty.
The adagio team was a great
hit,
and Paul Howard did a neat
comedy dance. The routine work of
the Chester Hale Girls was away
above the average.

SHOW AT PARAMOUNT

The

big effect was a Bacchanalian
by Fox.
folk
Louis houses stand pat in
St.
revel that was an eye-smash.
strike.
dance was contributed by Belle
Warner reports nine months' profit of $11,- is made by Abram F. Myers, presiFlower, M. Valjanin, and Lloyd
957.760.
dent of Allied States Ass'n.
Brett.
Youry Yourloff did a cossack
Thursday
The Paramount stage show "Paintsolo. Patricia Bowman and Leonide
N. L. Nathanson resigns as managing direced Melodies," a Boris Petroff musical
tor of Canadian Famous in row over sale
to
Massine did a gypsy dance. There revue, was highly original,
with the
of company.
was a smash dance ensemble with 48 opening set showing a mythical kingEquipment plans largeTheaters
General
at
to
scale production of Grandeur apparatus.
Monty Banks, comedian was mar- girls participating.
dom. The idea was that of classical
Friday
There was a brief prolog to the music as opposed to jazz, with Harry
ried
late yesterday noon to Gladys
Accord ends Franco-American dispute over
Watch," employFrazin, stage and screen player, and feature, "The Black
Savoy putting over the comedy as the
3 to 1 quota.
New orgaivzation of independent exchanges both are en route to London on the ing Beatrice Belkin and the male king. Then Abe Lyman, heading his
begins operation in 24 key cities.
The Lovat Pipe Band got Californians. appears, and suggests
France, where Monty will be featured choir.
Today
over the atmosphere of the picture, that they go
Husbands"
for
Compulsory
in
"The
to Manhattan where he
Wild reports follow Nathanson resignation.
British International Pictures. Later and the prolog faded into the title.
will show them something in the wax
Tariff increase to solve French tangle.
RCA-Photophone to fulfill all $2,995 contracts. he plans to produce talkers in four
of melody.
So the scene changes to
languages in conjunction with another
a futuristic conception of New York
with the staggered skyscrapers for
Will American company there.
Denies

Monty Banks

Produce

Develop

New

(Continued from Page

PIRATE ATMOSPHERE LENDS

Circuit
1)

Accord

in France

RKO

AMPA

Year

As
The AMPA

American
the
Meanwhile,
firms will wait until formal ratification of the quota dispute truce before resuming activities in France.
There are many wild reports
going
rounds in Toronto, as the
the
Joseph Rivkin and George Bilson reresignation
ceived first and second award for se- result of the Nathanson
with the
through
he's
but
N.
L.
says
curing the most members in the reindustry.
In emphatically denying
cent membership drive.
he may build up a Canadian chain
Credit RCA-Phonofor Fox
P.
phone with doing a very ethical thing
in determining to supply for the origFall Golf
the reproducers
inal price quoted,
(Continued from Pane 1)
for houses up to 500 seats, even
Plains, the M. P. Club of New York though the move means financial loss.
has chosen its team for the match.
That Fox move to merge all comTom Moore, Chris Dumphy, Ed pany enterprises seem set. In the
Curtis, Arthur W. Stebbins, William West, the franchise meetings are conRabell and Eddie Eschmann are tinuing to win favor. Keeping evermembers named to represent the lastingly at it, seems to be garnering
new proof every day.
M. P. Club.
of its fourteenth year with the initiation of its new president, Edward L.
Klein, at a meeting at the Hotel
Paramount. George Harvey, retiring
president, received a walking stick

M.

Club

For

Names Team

Tourney

background.

The king accused Abe

Lyman

tablishment of a Fox chain in Canada and other British countries, but
(Continued from Page 13)
this is denied by Nathanson, who
states he is definitely out of the picture business and has other inter- they found they would go in the red
ests to engage his attention. He is if they agreed to buy one French film
for each three American pictures imremaining in Canada.
Canadian Famous owns one-half of ported.
Today: The French settlement
of Canada, Ltd., and another
will take
inform
of
an
the
angle has developed, with an
official hastening here to be on the creased tariff, it may be stated with
authority.
The reason is that thi?
ground.
arrangement is the only fair one, so
that it is the only one American firms
Starts 14th
Accordingly,
will
a
accept
Klein Takes Office commission will be named to decide
marked the opening upon the rate of duty to be imposed.

RKO

PUT OVER BY PETROFF

Europe
London

He

Nathanson

A

COLOR TO CAPITOL SHOW
overture at the Capitol was
presented for the first
time in America, with Yascha Bun-

The

"Palestina,"

of stealing his classical masterpieces and converting them to jazz.
Birdie Dean, contortionist, was the
big hit, doing some class dancing that

was a winner. Irene Taylor sang
two numbers, one of them St. Louis
Blues.
Edwin Lewis was a pleasing
tenor.
Harry and Grace Masters, a

It was a descriptive
chuk leading.
piece compiled by Bunchuk from an- clowning team, went strong, with the
cient Hebrew melodies and folk songs. girl doing a nifty eccentric dance.
The presentation was quite elabor- The finale was very alluring, with a
ate, called "Shanghaied," getting over novelty idea in the modern manner
the pirate atmosphere with the deck of mergers, showing how the classiWalt cal music was merged with the jazz
of a pirate ship as the set.
very The Dorothy Berke Girls did a nice
band
were
his
and
Roesner
much in evidence throughout, and futuristic dance, with novelty ancient

pepped the proceedings up with some armor costumes.

M-G-M

"Trackless Train"
Closes World Tour

(Continued from Page

Installs

Oregon
has been

1)

was received at City Hall yesterday
by Mayor Walker and then proceeded up Broadway under police escort.
The train left New York in May.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

United
has been in

1926, after a year's tour of the

AGENCY

It
States and Canada.
almost every country of the globe.
The trip was under the supervision

of

Edward

New Equipment
— New

equipment
City, Ore.
installed bv the Liberty.

Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard

Carrier.

Luncheon For Dent
M. A. Dent of British International was given a luncheon at the Astor
following trade showing of "Blackmail" Friday at the Selwyn. In addition to Dent the speakers included
E. A. Hammons and J. D. Williams.

Vaudeville Acts
i

1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3S80

City

.

*

•

Enter.

. .

SOUND
COLOR
and

at

T|

Low

—

Cost

JASTMAN Sonochrome Tinted Positive

1

every

mood

Films translate

of the screen into color. Their sixteen delicate

tints lend subtle

atmosphere to every

scene.... Better still,

they are so adjusted that they give pleasing, faithful,

sound reproduction .... Best of
cost

all,

no higher than that of black-and-white.

Versatile, effective, inexpensive,

the answer to

is

they are available at a

many

Eastman Sonochrome

a sound-and-color question.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK
*

^Married in

k

with

\

HAROLD MURRAY
NORMA TERRIS

J.
1

WALTER CATLETT
TOM PATRICOLA

/.

•*

IRENE PALASTY

JOHN GARRICK

>

LENNOX PAWLE

FOX

$
hands you a 6

M smash

that'll rah.

in

the.

axsh
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Synchronized Films Not Talkers, Say Arbitrators

FOX ANDHEARST UNITENEWSREEL FACILITIES
•

Beaverbrook Backs Nathanson Empire Project
Passing of
Poverty Row
By JACK ALICOATE-

TO

Synchronized Means Sound
Effects Only, "Philly"

FOX MOVIETONE NEWS, HEARST METROTONE
NEWS WILL BE ISSUED TWICE WEEKLY

Board Decides

Fox-Hearst Corp. has been formed to gather sound newsreel material

—

Fox Movietone News and Hearst Metrotone News, under terms of a
Philadelphia
Synchronized picdeal
between William Fox and William Randolph Hearst, following purtures are not talkers, the arbitration
The Hearst
chase
by Hearst of an interest in Fox Movietone Corp.
board here ruled in sustaining conits initial appearance next Saturday and will be
makes
Metrotone
News
tention of RKO in action brought
Fox Movieissued twice weekly.
against the company by Harry Perletone News, now issued four times a
man, who operates West Allegheny
week, will be issued twice weekly
Grainger in Toronto
and Lehigh theaters. The exhibitor
Saturday.
beginning
Toronto James R. Grainger,
had brought action for damages and
E. B. Hatrick, executive head of
general sales manager of the
cancellation of contract, alleging that
all Hearst's film activities, will repWilliam Fox organization, is
five pictures sold to him by a salesresent Hearst in the new corporation.
that
unlikely
It is not
for

the old timer there is a
deal of sentiment written
between the lines of a half
inch of news matter hidden away
in
a Los Angeles newspaper.
Poverty Row is to go. It could
not stand the pace of a fast moving
industry. Poverty Row is to be man as talkers, had been only partrazed and in its place will arise talkers.
The contract specified synchronapartment houses, a garage and a
ized
pictures and in defending the
grocery store. Here in its dingy
action, Louis Nizer, secretary of the
studios and ill-kept lots was the
New York Film Board, contended
birthplace for many, of fame and that synchronized means sound effortune for others, the rocks upon fects only, and that the distributor
(Continued on Page 12)
which were wrecked many a sincere hope and aspiration. Poverty
Row was not unknown to Wallingford either. Many a sucker bank 27 SKOURAS HOUSES PAID
roll has entered through its front
doors to exit by the back way as

—

here.
the future

Nathanson
what from

of N. L.
may result somethis visit that is apactivities

parently without political significance.

Nathanson

and

Grainger have had several conferences.

;

so

much junk

negative.

Reflections

$655,000 FOR YEARSMUSIC
St.

the picturesque,
bellowing, mental giants calling themselves directors did their stuff, the
modern grocery clerk will soon be
selling canned boneless chicken and
advertised brands of ginger ale, while
the garage mechanic will ply his
moderately remunerative but highly
honest trade upon the exact geographical location where a thousand

western heroes have wooed
and wed our little Nell. All of which
means little or nothing except for one
If this world
compelling thought.
were a Zeppelin moving seventy miles
an hour this business of ours would

—Skouras Super-Theaters,

Louis

by Warner Brothers
and Publix, and operating the Ambassador, Missouri and Grand Central, paid $350,000 for music and the
St. Louis Amusement Co., which operates 24 suburbans and is controlled
by Warners, paid, $305,000 in the last
year, it is revealed by the walkout of

owned

Where formerly

jointly

musicians.

Last year, the neighbor-

hood chain expended more than
(Continued on Page

12)

collective

$250,-

AS A VOTING TRUSTEE

—

—

Paramount Employe

Be

RKO

(Continued

on

12;

Fox Movietone News.
Hearst Metrotone News and Fox
Movietone News will retain their
separate identities, each with its own
editorial staff and each following its
own editorial policy. Hearst Metrotone News, as planned fully a year
ago, will be distributed by M-G-M,
Smith, head of

while Fox will continue to distribute
M. D.
the Fox Movietone News.
Colfine, for many years past editor
of Hearst newsreels, will be editor
of Hearst Metrotone News, while
Edward Percy Howard will continue

M-G-M

Western States Making Bid for
Franchise Meetings is Claim

(Continued on Page

Negotiations in the deal were handled
by Hatrick and Courtland

Lord Beaverbrook of as editor of Fox Movietone News.
Toronto
England favored formation of an
Back of this sound picture gatherempire project embracing British
(Continued on Page 12)
Gaumont and Famous Players-Canadian Corp., it is intimated by N. L.
Have Loew,
Nathanson, who resigned as manag- Fox Board to
firm
Representation?
ing director of the Canadian
when Adolph Zukor and I. W. KilDecision of Fox Film stockholdlam, voting trustees, opposed sale of ers to increase the board of directors
the chain to the British firm.
to 12 is taken as an indication that
It had been his aim, Nathanson executives of allied companies, which
says, to form a company with Gau- are slated to be merged into the com(Continued on Page 12)
pany, will have representation on the
Under the plans, all Foxboard.

be a scout plane moving four times
Stock Salt Lake City Momentum being
as fast. Revolutionary changes occur
by the Allied States Ass'n
almost over night. The day of sham,
Offered Oct. 15 gathered
to
movement and the Tiffany-Stahl and
bunk, Poverty Row methods is past.
Paramount stock for employes is
franchise proposals, has resultTo the man who would be successful
in the production end of this business to be available Oct. 15 at $52 a share, ed in calls from most of the Far
Employes will be West states for appearance of W. A.
there is no alternative. He must not it is understood.
only keep up to, he must be mentally entitled to buy an amount equal to Steffes, Northwest unit head, who is
Page 2)

?

(Continued on Page 12)

controlled

including

enterprises,
M-G-M are to be con-

Loew's and
solidated,

it

is

stated.

Holders of class "A" stock now
(Continued on Page 12)

2,490 Wired
Theaters in the United States
wired with Western Electric
sound equipment now total
reports Electrical Re2,490,
search Products.
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THE

Picture

Theater
Criterion

Opening Date
June 12

"Street Girl"

RKO

Globe

July

"Say It With Songs"
"Hollywood Revue"

Warners

Warner

M-G-M

Astor

"Fast Life"

First National .... Central

Aug. 6
Aug. 14
Aug. 1
Aug. 16

Paramount
Fox

Gaiety

Sept. 17

"Hallelujah"

M

Embassy

"Bulldog Drummond"
"Gold Diggers of B'way"
"The Great Gabbo"

United Artists.

Aug. 20
Aug. 24

Warners

"Flight"

Columbia

Close Sales
100
30
30. ..
30
Am. Seat
200
23
23 Vt
23
Con. Fm. Ind
600
2'5& 25
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 26
400
204
205 'A
206
East. Kodak
2,500
514
do rts
Sti
5J4
9,100
99§£ 97 Vg
9854
Fox Film "A"
100
35
35
35
Keith-A-O
112
do pfd
Loew's, Inc
65^ 65 54 65 54 1,300
100
89
89
89
do pfd
25
*M-G-M pfd
7154
70*6 71J4 2,700
Para. F-L
800
&% i\i &¥*
Pathe Exch
1854
•do "A"
Radio-K-O-A
35& 3454 3454 1,600
20
....
*Univ. Pict. Pfd

H

57%

Warner Bros
•do

56%

57%

l',566

52

pfd

G-M

80

Film

Insp
Fox Thea. "A"... 28
Gen. Thea. Eq. vtc. 64

33 54
3/2

."

Griffith,

27%
6254

Loew
Nat.
•Nat.

do deb. rts
Ser
Thea. Sup

Univ.

do

Rialto

Winter Garden.

.

.

Sono- Worldwide Selwyn

Sept. 30

.

.

Row
(Continued from Page

ahead

of,

demands

Cleveland

Oct.

the parade.
Such are the
of modern picture progress.

Oct.

1

3

Sept. 13

Universal Steps Out
Carl Laemmle & Co. have

in

ed

a

of $5 a

general

Dec. 9-10

satisfactory response to their complete service plan to the small exhibitors of the country.
Here is at
least one convincing answer to the
small exhibitors plea for satisfactory
comservice at a uniform cost.
plete program is supplied with sound
either on film or disc on a flat weekly
rental basis for any period of time
from one to five years.

A

RCA-Photophone Device
Used on Goetz Talker
RCA-Photophone recording was
used on "The Woman Who Was

avert-

according

of the local stageunion.
Robert McLaughlin,
manager of the Ohio theater which
plays Klaw and Erlanger attractions,
confirmed the wage announcement,
and commenced his regular season
Monday, Sept. 9th. Ansley Whittendale, manager of the Hanna, which
plays Shubert shows, said that because of trouble with the musicians'
union, his theater will be closed until further notice.
Negotiations are
still pending between the musicians
and stage hands with local motion
picture theater owners.

the agrarian

Jews

"Applause"
N. Y.

at

the

"Sunny Side Up" will begin a
Broadway run at Gaiety, N. Y.
World premiere of "Rio Rita" at
N. Y.

Meeting of S.M.P.E. at Toronto.

M.

P. T. O. A. Meeting
Peabody Hotel, Memphis.

Meeting

North

of

Carolina

ex-

unit at Pinehurst.

Feature, Short Talkers
Walrad Pictures has been formed
produce and distribute feature and
short talkers to be made at the American Sound Studio, New York. Matty
Radin is vice president and general
manager of the firm.
The initial
product to be made is a series of 12
two reel schooldays comedies, three
of which have been completed.
Children featured are Maxine Rambeau,
Willie Archer and Buddy Raymond.
to

of the

Ukraine and the Caucasus, is being
Forgotten," all-talker produced on
shown at the Film Guild Cinema as
the Coast by Charles S. Goetz of
an added attraction to "Living RusStates Cinema, New York, Richard

Thomas

,

Walrad Pictures to Make

Jewish Picture at Film Guild
"Jews on Russian Soil," depicting

among

Parade'

to

hands

life

Kan-

Y.

of

hibitors'

Manus McCaffery

evi-

Premiere

Oct. 29-31 Annual
at the

stage

week has

strike,

of

Oakwood

at

RKO's "Night

Premiere of

Earl Carroll,

hands
legitimate theaters an approximate

wage increase

exhibitor

Criterion,

.Aug. 30

— Granting

City

at the Globe, N.

Cleveland Stage Hands
Get Wage Increase

1)

Metrotone

Country Club.
Sept. 30

Oct. 7-10

Passing of Poverty

Hearst

Annual Golf Tournament
sas

Sept. 12

Geo. M. Cohan.

of

(sound).

UNIFORMS
FOR

USHERS-DOORMEN,
Style Catalog and Samples on

RUSSELL
1600 B'way.

ETC.
R^uest

UNIFORM CO.

New

York.

Cor. 48th St.

directed the picture cast of

ling.
9,000

55
30
2554

Scr.

.

issue

News

200

28
64

1%

D.W. "A"

Intern. Proj

.

.

First

which includes Belle Bennett, LeRoy
McConnell,
Mason,
Gladys
Jack
Mower, Jack Trent and William Wal-

CURB MARKET
& Katz
Columbia Pets.
•Bal.

Rivoli

Sept. 28

30

"Dance of Life"
"Fox Movietone Follies"

dently struck a universal and highly

Low

Gaiety.

Paramount

—

STOCK MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDA Y)

at the

23, 1929

The Industry's
Date Book

Interest continues to center

Distributor

—

High

week.

this

"The Four Feathers"

Price 5 Cents
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at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and
copyright (1929) by Wid's Films and Film
Folks,

are no

around the Grandeur pictures being offered

EDITOR AND PUBLISHER

JOHN W. ALICOATE

Monday, September

"Night Parade" Premiere Set
RKO's "Night Parade" will have
its premiere at the Globe, New York.
Sept. 30, following "Street Girl."

44%
20
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%

pfd

To Open Chisholm House

—

BOND MARKET
Keith A-O 6s 46
Loew 6s 41 x-war 92%
Paramount 6s47

..

97%

83

92%
97%

Par. By. 5!4s51
Pathe 7s37

92%
97%

100
200

9954
70

Chisholm, Minn. With remodeling
completed, the Philo will be reopened
here soon, according to G. F. Berquist, manager.

CURB BONDS
Am.

Seat.

6s

80
198

36

•Warner 654s 28

OVER THE COUNTER
Roxy "A"
do units
do com
Skouras Bros
United Art
do pfd
Univ. Ch. com.
do pfd

28
29

4%
30
5
.

.

65
2

72

30
31
S

35
10
75

33

82

NATIONAL

SCREEN

SERVICE

•LAST PRICE QUOTED

Fox Declared Quarterly Dividends
Fox Film has declared the regular
quarterly dividends of $1 a share on
the class "A" and "B" common
stocks, both payable Oct. IS to holders of record Sept. 30.

Nancy Welford

singing "You'll Never

Be Forgotten"

RCA

the House," Continental Pictures' forthcoming
tion starring Ricardo Cortez, Nancy Welford and

Advt.

in

"The Phantom

in

Photophone Produc-

Henry B.

Walthall.

—

THAT PRECIOUS LITTLE
THING CALLED
SHOWMANSHIP!
IN launching

its first

issue of

HEARST-METROTONE NEWS
NEXT Saturday, September 28th
M-G-M has climaxed

MONTHS

of preparation and

UNLIMITED resources
TIMELY and pertinent

with

SHOWMANSHIP!
THE industry has moved
SINCE

THE

the

first

mightily

inexpert talkies—

must
MOVE forward too, and M-G-M
INTRODUCES new ideas and
talking newsreel

NEW

vision into a

SUPER

Sound Newsreel—

Hearst- Metrotone

News

Twice Weekly Starting Saturday, September 28th

ON FILM OR DISC

TIFFANY

/TAHLX

f?

TIFFANY -STAHL
Takes Pleasure in Presenting, on the
Opposite Page, a List of Its

ONE HUNDRED
FRANCHISE HOLDERS
FIRST
They Are

Enthusiastic in

Hailing

Our

Franchise as a

LIFE

SAVER

You Will Do the Same After
You Have Investigated and
Signed

Up,

Mr.

Exhibitor.

RIGHT NOW IS THE TIME!
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,

J.

R. Elicott,

W. M.

Miller,

R. C. Harper,

W. W. Oram,
W. E. Dickson

Lakeland Theatre, Dassel, Minn.
Lib Theatre, Cloquet, Minn.
Blackstone Theatre, New Rockford, N. Dak.
Red Eagle Theatre, Eagle Bend, Minn.
Aristo Theatre, Lemmon, S. Dak.

Strand Theatre, Grand Falls,
or
N. Dak., and Strand Theatre, Sioux Falls, S. Dak.
Grand Theatre, Carrington, N. Dak.
Don L. Tracy,
Grand Theatre, Willeston, N. Dak.
J. C. Snyder,
Rainbow Theatre, Mahnomen, Minn.
Charles F. Vondra,

B. Berger,

Orpheum

Savoy Theatre, New Prague, Minn.

E. R. Schulte,
L. E.

Gem

Dawson,

Grand Theatre, Grand Rapids, Minn.

Charles Perrizo,
B. Berger,

Elko Theatre, Bemidji, Minn.
Viking Theatre, Benson, Minn.

John DeMarce,
Z.

J.

Theatre, Shakopee, Minn.

Bijou Theatre, Minneapolis, Minn.

Terry,

Ideal Theatre, South St. Paul, Minn.

Ottan Raths,

C. E. Williams, Victoria Theatre and Park Theatre, Omaha,
Neb.
Princess Theatre, St. Marys, Kan.
H. F. Higgins,
Cantwell Theatre, Marceline, Mo.
A. B. Cantwell,
Summit Theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
C. H. Burkey,
Columbian Theatre, Warnego, Kan.
W. A. Rogers,
Savoy Theatre, Minneapolis, Minn.
H. M. Dryer,
Liola Theatre, Minneapolis, Minn.
0. A. Lee,
Ioni Theatre, Minneapolis, Minn.
E. C. Eslin,
Wellston Theatre,

Louis Stahl,

Grand Theatre, Mt.

James T. Lawson,

Mo.

Olive,

III.

Palace Theatre, Staples, Minn.

R. E. Wilson,
E.

St. Louis,

Community Theatre,

A. Schlueter,

Arlington, Minn.

Strand Theatre, Newton, la.
Frederick Wayt,
Casino Theatre, Meleber, la.
T. Gerretti,
Royal Theatre, Danville, Ind.
Thomas Barnett,
Lake or Sourwine Theatre, Brazil, Ind.
A. C. Miller,
Opera House, Angola, Ind.
Joe Brokaw,
Charles R. Metzger, Mecca and Two Johns Theatres, In-

Charles

M. Walker,

Harry Markun.

dianapolis, Ind.
Irving Theatre, Indianapolis, Ind.

Belmont,

Talbot

and

Sheldon Theatres,

Indianapolis, Ind.

Gem

Theatre, Edmond,
Lux Theatre, Perkam,
Broadway Theatre, Crosby,
Opera House, Ely,

C. H. Spearman,

0. A. Weickert,
W. E. Lyon,

M. Mittenberg,

Gem

H. F. Aukrum,
Fred Wahrenberg,
C.
T.

Minn.

Minn.

Theatre, Balaton, Minn.
Circuit, St. Louis,

W. Thompson,
J.

Okla.

Minn.

Circuit,

Mo.

Wisconsin

Rialto Theatre, Thorp, Wise.

Bogerville,

H. G. Stethmund,

Jr.,

H.

&

S.

and Odeon Theatres,

Dunsmore,

Alex

S.

Moore,

Capita] Theatre, Marshalltown,

W. Zimmerman, New
William Fishoff

la.

Hilltop of Capitol Theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.

R. C. Goldman,
Robert Stempsl,

Palace Theatre, St. Louis, Mo.
Strand Theatre, St. Charles, Mo.

Warrenton Theatre, Warrenton, Mo.
Caroline Theatre, Durham, N. C.

Alfred G. Wertin,
D. E. Weckman,

David

Wertin Theatre, Albany, Minn.
Royal Theatre, Nazareth, Pa.
King Bee Theatre, St. Louis, Mo.

S. Nelson,

L. Scharley,

Keith's Theatre, Baltimore, Md.
O. C. Jehr,
Circuit, St. l.ouis, Mo.
Louis W. Vick,
Ashland Theatre, St. Louis, Mo.
A. C. Gortatowsky, Albany and Liberty Theatres, Albany,
J.

Ga.
Masonic Theatre, New Washington, Ind.
Fred Kort,
Strand Theatre, Knightstown, Ind.
I. E. Robison,
Empire Theatre, Sellersburg, Ind.
James J. Boden, Grand or Garden Theatre, South Milwaukee, Wise.
H. N. Turner,
Family Theatre, Pine City, Minn.
G. N. Turner,
Family Theatre, North Branch, Minn.
Charles E. Lyons,
Moveum Theatre, Aitkens, Minn.
H. Thorpe,
Peoples Theatre, Crosby, Minn.
W. P. Lowell,
Lowell Theatre, Canton, S. Dak.
L. J. Langlois,
Alamo Theatre, New Roads, La.
Chris Efthen,
Star Theatre, St. Louis, Mo.

F. H.

Young,

Louis J. Menges,
State Theatre, East St. Louis, 111.
Ben Flaks and Morris Flaks, New Lincoln Theatre, Baltimore, Md.

Howard Armstrong,
Robert Shen,
A. W. Buckley,
E. E. Holmquist,

Frank
J.

Dream

Theatre, Indianapolis, Ind.

Lakeville Theatre, Lakeville, Minn.

New
New
S.

Topic Theatre, Fairfax, Minn.

Broadway

Theatre,

Centerville,

Dak.

Whiteway Theatre, Marlow, Okla.

Miller,

M. Anderson,

Princess Theatre, Boone,

la.

H. Hiersteiner,
Family Theatre, Des Moines, la.
H. Perelman, Lehigh Theatre and West Alleghany Theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.

Opera House, Dover, Del.
Madison Theatre, Madison, IU.

B. Shindler,

H. Steinberg,

Edward Brunell,
M. Rubin,
G. Glenn Fleser,
G. Macpherson,
H. T. Reynolds,
O. E. Varneau,
W. H. Arthur,
C. F. Seers,
E. C. Oatley,
E. L. Dale,
H. C. Collier,

Metropole Theatre, Chicago, 111.
Theatre, Michigan City, Ind.
Liberty Theatre, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Uptown

Vox

Theatre, Klamath Falls, Ore.

Family Theatre, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Wealthy Theatre, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Garden Theatre, Marshall, Mich.
Otsego Theatre, Otsego, Mich.
Star Theatre, Rockford, Mich.

Park Theatre, Newaygo, Mich.
Strand Theatre, Lowell, Mich.

Galewood Theatre, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Ben E. Murphy, Heights Theatre, Muskegon Heights, Mich.
Cozy Theatre, Bethany, Mo.
I. W. Maple,
Cozy Theatre, Minneapolis, Minn.
Edward Smith,
Maple Theatre, Albany, Mo.
L. E. Maple,
Lyric Theatre, LeSuemer Center, Minn.
H. E. Wester,
Deireck Theatre, Maud, Okla.
A. B. Momand,

WILL YOUR NAME APPEAR HERE NEXT WEEK?

PRODU

Strand or Arc Theatre, Crawfordsville, Ind., and Granada Theatre,
Green Castle, Ind., and Indiana
Theatre, Bloomington, Ind.

N. L. McCarthy,

Chandler, Okla.

C. C.

H. P. Vonderschmith,
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AND

Along The Rialto

THAT'S

THAT
WE

/GORDON

the pleasure of comparing notes with a Twin Soul the
other day. Did you ever meet somebody who thought pretty much as
you did about a hobby that lies close
And then you ger
to your heart?
started talking about the fine points
Oh, boy, ain't it a
of the matter.
Well
grand and glorious feeling?
that's what happened to us when G.
R. O'Neil, advertising and publicity
director for Pathe, started us looking
"
current advertising camhis

nessee, but we're not asking

we hear

Only,

their

we

stories.

"blue-noses" of

for

Noo Yawk, for the
who are doing

first

Great

Gabbo"

"Say

flash

in

O.',
B. J. Mechling will
"The Grand Parade" has his

How many

1915.

It

with

attraction, fillum or legit, to ever get a second

other companies

tell

first

you
Pathe

then going are

role

now

Jack Sullivan, doughty Turk, who does the buying for Fox
West Coast Theaters, has left for the Coast after a sojourn of

months

several

Yawk

Noo

in

Radio-Keith-Orpheum

broadcast a special program for Commander Byrd and his AntarcSeriousness is the keynote of the
tic crew on Sattiday

new Southeastern

was Donald Calthrop who

did

hit

on

is

Photocolor.

now production

.

.

It

.

.

.

How

44 American
satisfied

first-rate

times change.

was

sold

at

inventive brains and genius will not be

until

sound reproducing equipment of

standard quality can be manufactured and

limits of

all

types of theaters.

JJ
LEE MARCUS

Chatter

(By Charlie Schwartz)

Every time A. T. & T. stock
moves upward, the boys sing "Hello-

still

*

*

Says British Will Support
Talking Films, If Good
English people do not ob-

THE
ject

the

to

modern

talking

which the American language is spoken, and will confilms in

coming year
tures

made

will see
there.

more

pic-

"The N. Y. Morning World"

Hello-Hello.

No.48

Industry Statistics

THEIR
FIRST
i

or

usual

tinue to patronize the Hollywood
product as long as it seems to
them to be good entertainment.
Also in England the making of
audible films has taken on a
fresh, ambitious pace, and the

price ranges within the proper

economic

*

*

Empey Club

—without
*

not so long ago that he
was selling Jackie Coogan to the
world.
.

its

straight
the guaran"The Exhibitor"

is

tees.

chief of

Metro

or

up to

seller.

solution

percentage

Note
Our confreres and connoisseur
companion in matters esthetic and
esoteric, known to the trade as Harry Rathner, has now gone "color
conscious." Also artistic and what

He

Paramount
fails to live

The

Art

not.

If

Fox

both buyer and

as the detective in the pitcher

*

*

Paramount and Metro and Fox
have always made the kind of
pictures he needs and should
He pays the
continue to do so.
price he does because, based on
the business he has been doing,
that price will permit him a
investment to
his
on
profit
which he is entitled.

collection of Chinese porcelains

work

maybe!
*

To destroy that confidence is to knock the props from
under the entire trade structure.
No exhibitor pays any attention
to the dozens of fancy clauses in
Standard Exhibition Conthe
tract.
It would give him a headache to merely read them, let
alone try and understand them.
The exhibitor buys Paramount
or Metrcj or Fox because his experience has taught him that
fidence.

M. Van Praag, Universal's sales chief, has a birthday today,
That Universal complete service plan should make the
Ernie Mass' hobby is the J. P. Morgan
day a happy one

his

mean

Film Buying Declared
Based on Mutual Trust
TRADING between the exhibitor and film man is based
almost entirely on mutual con-

standard, or if the exhibitor's
business collapses, then a revision of his price schedule is in
A picture's value is deorder.
termined not by the exchange
man or by the exhibitor. It is
determined by the box-office.
That fact must be recognized by

congrats.

don't

— ©—
—

exhibitor unit

such a good job of the
blackmailer role in "Blackmail," and not John Longden, as the
editorial of Sunday stated, but the latter rates special mention for
It

*

O'Neil has

R.

Ten-

non-existent?

quality of "personality
advertising." If the Pathe name did
not appear on it, and you were familiar ivith these layouts, you woidd
immediately associate it with Pathe.
And that, brothers, if you ask us, is
the Big Secret of- stamping your
name and product on the consciousness of your advertising prospects

And

prove the fishing

Zanesville,

at

'since

illusive

Colonel G.
something.

the

is

Richard Carle

hallmark which identifies them
and sets them apart from any competitive copy. The result is achieved
through a definite system in planning art work and copy to combine
in a layout that is stamped with

*

on "The

stuff

Songs"

ble

*

a visit in

he'd tried to garner a stock flotation for a gin-

too bad

just

It's

he whole plan is based on the
a of building a definite institu'onal atmosphere about each separate ad. They are all distinctive and
different, yet all bear that indefina-

this

to

back from

courts won't remove those eye-compelling gals

week

I

him

is

Jr.

seng farm
Dewey Bloom, veteran screen publicist, just
back from Yurrop smilingly recalls a sign announcing that the
Shakespeare theater is "The Home of Talkies"

—

I

WHITE

(Educational)

Timely Topics
Digest of
Current Opinion

PhilM. Daly,

HAD

23, 1929

A

with

DALY

By PHIL M.

Monday, September

JOBS

l

*
WIL L
a

H.

HAYS

law clerk

By JAMES
Statistical

.Approximately
ries

are

175

scattered

film

P.

Editor,

laborato-

throughout

the

United States with the state of New
York having 29, followed by California which has 28.
In the city of Los
Angeles, there are 19 labs while New
York City has 15. Lists compiled

by

THE FILM DAILY

in

the

number

as appeared

1929 Year Book show the
of laboratories in each state

No.48

CUNNINGHAM
The

Film

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

Doily

as follows: New York, 29; California, 28; Illinois, 16; Ohio and Pennsylvania, 12 each; New Jersey, 8;
Missouri, 8; Massachusetts, 6; Florida, Michigan and Texas, 4 each;
Colorado, Iowa, Louisiana, Nebras-

2fr NEWSPAPER

o/FILMDOM

,

2:9inz
A>

Alfred S. Black gets eight more
houses in New Hampshire and Verka, Minnesota, Washington and Wismont.
*
*
*
consin, 3 each, with Georgia, Indiana
The states of Connecticut
2 each.
Ricord Gradwell out of World
Maryland, Montana and Utah have Film; Milton C. Work in charge.
one film laboratory each.

Monday, September

23,

1929

'Coast Wire Servicer

Grey Plans Production
of Series of Talkers
Production of the

first

Stars Signed

of a series

feature talkers, and synchronization of D. W. Griffith films which
are to be revived by Photo-Kinema
Inc., will be undertaken on his arrival at the Coast by Albert G. Grey,
'general manager in charge of production and distribution, who leaves
New York today.
"Way Down
East" is the first of the Griffith revivals, and will be ready for release
iof

"Paris" to

New House

Be Seen Soon

"Paris," in which Irene Bordoni
the acquisition sings, is in the final stages of editof the Temple by Publix, Mutual ing at First National.
The lyrics in
burlesque may occupy the Syracuse, the production have been- written by
as Nathan L. Robbins, holding the Al Bryan and set to music by Eddie
Miss Bordoni is supported
Syracuse franchise for Mutual, is said Ward.
to be negotiating with the lessees of by Jack Buchanan, the English comthat house with a view to installing edian.
the Mutual shows there after Sept.
21.
The Syracuse at present is play- "Hell Harbor" Troupe at Tampa
ing pictures but has a stage large
Henry King, Jean Hersholt, John
enough to enable the presentation of Holland and other members of the
burlesque shows, it is reported.
United Artists "Hell Harbor" company have arrived at Tampa for two
months location work. The picture
Winnipeg House Reopens
Winnipeg
The Capitol reopened is an adaptation of Rida Johnson
Sept. 2 with an R-K-O Vaudeville Young's novel, "Out of the Night."
and sound picture policy following Lupe Velez is to join the company
the rebuilding of the theater front soon.
and stage and the completion of other
Louise Lorraine for "U" Serial
The theater
extensive alterations.
became one of the new units of the
Louise Lorraine will portray the
R-K-O of Canada, Ltd., the vaude- heroine in "The Lightning Express"
ville being transferred from the Or- a railroad story by Frank H. Spearpheum to the Capitol Theater. H. man, which will be made in ten epiBishop continues as manager.
sodes. There will be both silent and
to

—

sound version of the

—

—

Max Brown, Lewis Cochevety and
of

Oscar Lambiotte of

Arman Kaliz in New Role
Arman Kaliz, has an important

this city.

in

W. E. Equipment Ordered
E. Terry,
Fort Atkinson, Wis.
manager of the Fort theater, will in-

—

stall

Western

a few

Electric equipment in

"The Children," a Paramount

role
talk-

of John Drew plays and who was
also with Sir James Harris in England,
is
"doubling in brass" at

He

to

Milwaukee, is fast
completion and will open

prises,

weeks.

nearing
in

two

the

Globe— "Street

Girl"

M. Cohan— "Flight"
Hippodrome "Show Boat"
Loew's
New York Monday, "Broadway
Melody;" Tuesday, "Whispering Winds"
and "The Phantom Rider;" Wednesday,

—

Geo.

—

is

—

—

Rivoli— "The Dance of Life"
Roxy "Married in Hollywood"

—

picture.
*

*

*

Selwyn— "The Great Gabbo"
Warners

—

"Say It with Songs"
screen has again Winter Garden
"Gold Diggers of Broadway"
been too strong for Charles he
Moyne, veteran stage and screen
-player who for the past three years Laurel and
Loaned
has devoted his time to his ranching

The

call of the

—

Hardy

interests.

He

has sold his ranch

holdings and will return to pictures.

To M-G-M for 'Rogue' Film
West

Coast

Bureau,

THE FILM DAILY

Years ago he was a member of the
Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy
Oliver Morosco stock company at have been borrowed from Hal Roach
the old Burbank theater, Los An- to appear in "The Rogue's Song,"
geles.
which Lionel Barrymore is directing
*
*
*
for M-G-M with Lawrence Tibbett
as the star.
Another addition to the
Our Passing Show: Bobby
cast is Nellie V. Nichols.
North busy at First National;
Winfield R. Sheehan congratulating Fifi Dorsay on her
Howard Adds Singer to Cast
singing at the dedication of
the Fox Movietone laboratory
of research; Charles Judels,
Lola Lane, L. Wolfe Gilbert,

Carlo Schipa, brother of the opera
Tito Schipa, has been cast in

star,

"The Hurdy Gurdy Man," George
Jessel starring vehicle which William
K. Howard is directing for Fox.
Others in the cast are Lila Lee, John

Joseph Wagstaff and Frank
Richardson also scoring hits
at the entertainment xvhich

Henry Kolker, David RolDick Winslow Johnson, Marcia
Manon, Henry Armetta and John

Loder,

followed the dedication.
*

*

lins,

*

Alan Birmingham, who registered
so well in "Masquerade," his initial
talking picture, is playing opposite
Lois Wilson in "The Furies" at
First National.
*

*

their

new

vehicle being "Play-

ing Around."

D.

W.

Griffith

and Douglas Fairbanks have
predicted that young Bakewell
is

potential

Reinhardt.
appearing
stage

Kolker,
in

the

in

cast,

addition
act

will

to
as

director.

Paramount Contract for Toomey
Regis Toomey has been signed to
a new Paramount contract follow*
ing work in "The Love Doctor" and
"Illusion."
Toomey will be loaned
to M-G-M to play opposite Norma
Shearer.

*

starring timber.

2

Warner Films Under Way
Agony Column," by Earl

"The

Agnew

has been signed by
write the adaptation,
continuity and dialogue of "The Poor
Sport," a magazine story by Rita
Weiman, which will be produced as

Frances

being produced by
Another story to
be put into production is temporarily
Piccalled "Dumbells in Ermine."
tures comprising three-fourths of the
new Warner schedule are already
either completed or under way.

Derr Biggers,

"U" Signs Frances Agnew
to

an all-talking picture.
Laura
Plante probably will star.

La

Warner

Fox Signs Dancers
Seven

specialty

dancers

from

stars Janet
to the perunit under

This, brings the
completed work in "Wise Girls." El- contract to Fox.
liott's next role will be in "Father's number of the special ensemble to
100 girls.
Day."

is

Brothers.

Bretherton Directing
Bretherton is directing
"Isle of Escape" at Warners with
Monte Blue and Myrna Loy in the
Lucien Hubbard and
starring roles.
J. Grubb Alexander adapted it from
Betty
the story by Jack McLaren.
Compson, Noah Beery, Nina Quartaro, Jack Ackroyd and Ivan Simpson are also in the cast.

Howard

"Sunny Side Up," which
Open in Two Weeks
J. C. Nugent- and his son, Elliott,
Neenah, Wis.—The Neenah The- have been signed to long-term con- Gaynor, have been added
They have just manent musical comedy
ater, being built by the Brin Enter- tracts by M-G-M.

Neenah

of
half

"Lucky Star;" Thursday, "The Cockplaying an imporeyed World;" Friday, "Twin Beds" and
"Riders of the Rio Grande;" Saturday,
tant character role in "Devil May
"Jealousy;" Sunday, "Side Street"
Care" and is also associated with Di- Mark
iStrand "Careless Age"
rector Sidney Franklin for work in Paramount— "Paris Bound"
connection with the dialogue of the Rialto "Bulldog Drummond"

M-G-M.

weeks.
Contract for Nugents

half;

first

Fifty-fifth

Hollywood
BROOKE, who was

a stage director of a long series

Universal

ing picture now in production with
Mary Brian, Frederic March, Kay
Francis, Lilyan Tashman, and David
Newell. Lothar Mendes is directing.

M-G-M

:

"Eagle," second
Embassy— "Hallelujah"
St.— "A Royal Scandal"
Film Guild — "Living Russia"
Gaiety — "Fox Movietone Follies"
Sheik,"

William Bakewell has again
been cast opposite Alice White,

serial.

Atlanta
The Howard is now
In "Lone Star Ranger" Cast
starting operations for the new seaAdditions to the cast of "The Lone
son as the Paramount.
Star Ranger," which is in production
in Arizona, are Colin Chase and OliIncorporated in Indiana
ver Eckhardt. This is the Zane Grey
Mishawaka, Ind. B. C. & L. The- story directed by A. F. Erickson and
aters, Inc., of Mishawaka has been features
George O'Brien and Sue
formed here. The incorporators are Carol.

South Bend and

pLIFFORD

^

at

RALPH W1LK

By

policy.

Henry Lowenstine

Little
from "Lots"

RALST0N,]0N 8TR0HEIM

M-G-M
From

Becomes Paramount House

of

A

CONTRACTS FOR DENNY,

Paramount

— Due

— "Hollywood Revue"
— "Seeds of Freedom"
Capitol — "Speedway"
Carnegie — "Spy
Madame Pompadour"
Central — "Fast Life"
Colony — "Tonight
Twelve"
Criterion — "The Four Feathers"
Fifth Ave. — Valentino revivals
"Son
Cameo

Schwab

Robbins Seeks

by Color- Art

Astor

Three prominent featured players
In Los
about Dec. 1, Grey states.
Angeles, he is to handle scheduled have been signed by the Color-Art
opening Oct. 7 of "The Great Gabbo" Syncro-Tone Corp. They are Esther
Ralston, Reginald Denny and Eric
at the Criterion.
Von Stroheim. Denny has played
in many Universal features, while
and Mandel to
Von Stroheim's latest role was that
of the ventriloquist in James Cruze's
Produce for
"The Great Gabbo."
Schwab and Mandel, theatrical
producers, have formed an affiliaPlans Picture
tion with Paramount. They plan to
produce two productions a year at
Stroheim Story
the company's Long Island studio to
M-G-M is planning to produce a
be released under their own names. Picture from an original story by
All material will be prepared by Eric von Stroheim.
It is expected
They will adopt a no-star to be included in this year's program
them.

Syracuse

Now On Broadway

THE

2tk

DAILV

12

The Film Daily, 1650 Broadway!
Sign this
Here is my entry and Ten Dollars for the Fall Film Golf
Tournament, to be held on Tuesday, Oct. 1 at Gedney Farms
to

Country Club, White Plains.

The Committee
Bruce Gallup, United Artists Corp.
William Brandt
Al Lkhtman, United Artists Corp.
Wm. A. Johnston, "M. P. Naws"
Don Mersereau, "The Film Dally"
Arthur Stebbins, Stebbint, L«terman
Jack Alicoate, "The Film Daily"

(Continued from Page 1)
ing force and supporting it and cooperating with it in every way will
be the Hearst organization with its
25 newspapers in 18 cities in the
United States and two world wide
wire news service. Influence is wholly due the exclusive showing in the
Hearst newsreels of such amazing
pictures as those made aboard the
Graf Zeppelin on its epochal tour
around the world.

Fox Board

M-G-M

T

Gates

Synchronized Means Sound
athanson Continuing
Effects, Board Decides
As a Voting Trustee
(.Continued

from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

nont British and Famous PlayersCanadian which would be as big as
Paramount and which would put the
British Empire on the map as a film
producing nation, making pictures
meritorious enough to find a market
anywhere in the world. Nathanson
has not given up his position as a
voting trustee and does not intend
Of the 320,000 shares isto do so.
sued,

189,000

are

in

control of the

1)

—

For the year ended
London
March 31, 1929 directors of GaumontPictures Corp. report a net

British

profit of $1,382,711 after directors' fees

and general expenses, it is reported
The company proposes to pay
here.
a six per cent dividend on the $8,927,598 original capital.

for

at these houses.

$2,000,000 Warner House
for Hollywood Planned
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood

Representation?

—Warners

plan

West Allis House Remodeled
West Allis, Wis.—The Capitol has
been remodeled and equipped with
sound apparatus and will open soon.

New

Bucyrus Theater

stock.

—

Toledo, O.
Construction of the
new $250,000 Bucyrus, O., theater
will be commenced early this month,
Fox Gets Bogota House
Bogota, N. J. Fox Metropolitan A. W. Wisman states.
Playhouses has
taken
over
the
Parr Operating Charlotte House
Queene Anne, it is reported. PossesCharlotte The Pearl is being opsion is to be taken on Sept. 23. Borea
erated by George W. Parr.
It was
Brothers were former owners.
formerly operated by S. R. McCol-

—

—

nition of synchronized films.

have
sometime
will

its

New York

premiere in

in October.

reopened
the

name

after improvements
of the Fuller.

to

Be

Offered Oct. 15

Let

(Continued from Page 1)

20

per cent of their annual salary

upon

certification

by

department

heads, it is stated. The stock is declared being offered at this time upon insistence of Adolph Zukor. It is
to be paid for at the rate of $1 a
week per share, deductible from the

The MICHEL ANGELO STUDIOS
Redecorate and Rejuvenate
your theatre.

employe's salary.

—

Lynchburg, Va. Further impetus
touring the West in the interests of
propositions.
James Hone, was added to the Publix theater exthese
Washington unit leader, came to the pansion in this territory when the car
meeting here to ask Steffes to in- barn site of the Lynchburg Traction
and Light company was 'purchased
clude Seattle on his itinerary.
by Publix for the construction of another house.
In addition, Publix
Kincaid Resigns as
also acquired the C. M. Casey string
P. T. 0. of four houses, including the AcadMt.
of
Denver Hobart Kincaid has re- emy of Music, Isis, Gayety and Belsigned as business manager of the vedere.

Unusual, Effective Schemes for
Modern - Atmospheric-Formal
Theatres

Head

Rocky

Mountain

under

Paramount Employe Stock

Franchise Meetings Publix Expansion Plan
Is Begun in Virginia
(Continued from Page 1)

—

M.

Add Value

M.P.T.O.

property!

and

Thomas

Sullivan of Englewood, Col.
appointed his successor temporarily.
Sullivan has been an active member of the organization especially
since its recent affiliation with Allied
At present he is touring the
States.
territory in the interests of the Tiffranchise plan
fany-Stahl and

RKO

Publix Leases North Adams House
Xorth Adams, Mass. Publix has
leased the Empire here from John
F. and William B. Sullivan.
Joseph
Shea, formerly manager of the Gardner will be manager.

—

$2,-

—

Western States Bid for

Rocky

a

000,000 theater in Hollywood.

really had delivered more than the
contract called for in supplying films
with part dialogue.
Three of the
pictures had been released, he said
lough.
so Perleman had knowledge of the
Sam Goldwyn to Coast
character of the pictures, all of
Samuel Goldwyn is en route to
Reopen Kalamazoo Theater
which, Nizer introduced evidence to
Hollywood
where he will supervise
Kalamazoo,
Mich. The
Buttershow, proved business-getters for
the final cutting of "Condemned," field interests have acquired a legitithe exhibitor.
The case is said to
Ronald Colman's talker. The picture mate playhouse here which they have
be the first on record involving defi-

voting trustees.

Gaumont-British Reports
$1,382,711 Yearly Profit

sound equipment, and now
has need for but 35 musicians. The
union demands a full quota for each
house, based on seating capacity, and
is using the Ambassador and
Missouri to gain this end, it is indicated
by action in pulling out musicians

Have Loew,

are vested with the right to elect five
directors and holders of class "B"
stock seven directors.
Heretofore
voting power of the corporation had
been vested in the holders of class

"B"

s

to

(Continued from Page 1)

000

(Continued from Page 1)

&

23, 1929

Fox, Hearst News Will
27 Skouras Houses Paid
Be Issued Twice Weekly $655,000 for Year's Music

GOLFERS, ATTENTION!
and forward

Monday, September

Publix Starts

your

new
interest

New Hammond House

Hammond,

—

Ind. Building operatheater to be erected
at Hohman and Clinton Sts., by Publix, have been startd by Fred Rowley Co., which must complete the
structure within eight months.
tions on the

to

Arouse

new

Publix Gets 2 at North Adams
North Adams, Mass. Publix has
leased
the
Empire and the new
house under construction in Main
St.
Possession of the Empire was
taken over yesterday, and the name
of the house changed to Paramount.

—

'

.

'.

T>.

i.

...

Estimates upon request

The MICHEL

ANGELO STUDIOS,

200 West 57th

Street,

New York

Inc.
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Firms Prepare

U. S.

24,

1929

Price 5 Cents

Resume

to

Activity in France

ASSOCIATION TO CURBPIRATING IS PROPOSED
Sympathy Strike Threatened
Truce to be Ratified by
French Officials at
Meeting Today

Pirates
=^By JACK A LI CO ATE

PARTICULARLY
is

the

day's

formation

announcement in
news columns of

of

a

formidable

aggressive association to

on film pirating
ed, is costing

ers

that,

it

to-

meeting today to formally

the

truce

and

make war
is

estimat-

until

Oct.

Franco-American

ratify the

1930

1,

in

France.

Under

terms
(Continued

of
on

the
Page

settlement
9)

dollars an-

Publicity, prosecution

an International campaign

and

to codify

PIRACY COSTS EXPORTERS $1,000,000 YEARLY,
ATTORNEY SAYS AFTER SURVEY
Exporters throughout the world are to be invited into a proposed assowhich has for its aim the stamping out of film piracy. The trafic
is said to have reached alarming proportions, and is costing independent
exporters $1,000,000 annually.
ciation,

the-

film

dispute, tin
leeks are being cleared for resumpion
American distribution in
of

independent export-

upwards of a million

nually.

(By Wireless) With the
interesting
French Cinema Control Commissior
Paris

ROBERT LIEBER, FORMER

copyright laws are the principal
weapons to be used.
Exporters
f. N. PRESIDENT, DIES
from every nation in the world will
be asked to join this movement
Indianapolis 111 health which four
which deserves the complete co- years ago forced him to retire from
operation of every branch of this the presidency of First National
caused death here of Robert Lieber.
industry
He had been
in his fifty-eight year.
"Young Nowheres"
under a physician's care at interCaught a sleeper over at First Na- vals for the last four years, but had
tional
yesterday that looks, (and been in the hospital but two weeks
(Continued on Page 9)
Dick
sounds), unusually promising.
Barthelniess and Marian Nixon in a

Another Patent Suit

—

Prague (By Wireless) Patent war between the Klangfilm-Tobis group and Western
Electric has spread to Czechoslovakia, with filing of an inof
use
restraining
junction
Western Electric sound reproducing equipment at a local
theater.

—

somewhat

different,

delightfully-re-

New

Musical Device to

Be Handled by

RCA

freshing story called "Young NoWhimsical enough to be
wheres."
has acquired the patent rights
reminiscent of Barrie and treated by
for United States, Canada, Cuba and
director Frank Lloyd with the touch
U. S. insular possessions of ProfesHere is one with- sor Leon Theremin's musical device.
of an O. Henry.
One of G. Dunbar Shewell is in charge of
out bunk and without frills.
the forerunners of what the unadul- a new department created to introterated talking picture is destined tc duce the Rt \ 'Mieremins on a combe, and, three cheers and a tiger, i'
(Continued on Page 11)
has no theme song.

RCA

"Bob" Lieber
An

entire
industry mourns the
passing of "Bob" Lieber for as such
was he known in picture circles from
New York to California and from
Main to Mexico. "Bob" Lieber was
truly one of the pioneers of the industry.
First known as one of its
leading showmen and later as president of First National his record has
long since been carved upon the tablets of this industry's achievements
that will forever remain a glowing
tribute to one of the finest men,
greatest
showman and squarest-

shooters that ever lived.

WOULD FORCE SETTLEMENT

—

11)

owners of pictures. It is being sponsored by J. H. Hoffberg, whose attorney, Phillip B. Geldzahler, has just
completed a study of the situation
throughout the world.
The pirating industry flourishes in
New York, declares Geldzahler, who
has given special attention to countries considered hotbeds of the evil.
These include India, Dutch East
Indies, China, Mexico, Brazil, Chile
and the Balkan countries.
The increasing importance
of
Latin-American markets, as a result
(Continued on Page 11)

FOX REJOICES AT MERGER

musicians, at local theaters, unless a
An ultimasettlement is reached.
tum has been served by the opera-

OF NEWSREEL INTERESTS

will

(Continued

St.

on

Page 9)

Louis Favors Union
Musicians, Wehrenberg

—

Members of the eastern
St. Louis
Missouri and southern Illinois exhibitors unit are agreeable to the employment of union musicians under
the proper conditions was revealed

William Fox joined William Randolph Hearst yesterday in expressing
gratification at the formation of the
Fox-Hearst Corp. to supply newsreel
material to Fox Movietone News and
Hearst Metrotone News.
"I always have believed," said Mr.
(Continued on Page 11)

(Continued on Page 11)

6,307 Yards on Course
of Film Golf Tournament

Total yardage of the 18 holes of
Farms Golf Club, White
Plains, scene of filmdom's big Eastater Owners of America.
The University president takes the ern tourney next Tuesday, is 6,307
yds., with 3,094 covering the outposition that: "No censorship is de
sirable. Practically every community going nine, and 3,213 yards on the
Par for the course is 72.
has statutes on its books governing last nine.
Rules of the U. S. Golf Ass'n goventertainments
of
the
exhibition
(Continued on Page

The new association will war on
pirating through publicity, prosecution and an international campaign to
codify copyright laws, which protect

Louis Stagehands and operabe called to aid striking

St.

tors

Screen Censorship Bad,
Educator Tells M. P. T. O. A.
President W. W. Campbell of the
University of California is opposed
to the censorship of motion pictures
His statement is in reply to a letter
sent to him by Motion Picture The-

Houses

at St. Louis

Gedney

(Continued

on

Page 9)

5

in Field

Advent of Hearst Metrojtone

News on
to

five

the

Saturday,

number

increases
of sound

with
Universal
which are issued twice weekParamount sound newsreel
ly.
All
is released once weekly.
of the companies continue to
release their silent newsreels
twice weekly.
newsreels in
Pathe,
Fox,

the

field

and

Multicolor-Color sequences in "Gabbo" "finest we hare seen," to date
Film Daily.— Advt.

—

DAILY
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L
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Cour-des-Noues,

19.

Denison Clift Returns
To N. Y. After Making 4
After directing and writing plays
for several years in England, Denison

back in New York. His new
Yard," produced by
"Scotland
play,
Clift is
Al Woods opens Friday.
under contract to Woods to write two

West

He

is

Coast about Oct.

7.

plays.

to arrive on the
While there he

also will direct talkers.

—

talkers are "City of Play" and "Taxi
for Two." His silents made in England are "Paradise," starring Betty
Balfour, and "High Seas," with Lil-

Rich.

W. Cremonim

is

in

New

for

Bureau,

—

-

STOCK MARKET

Am.

Seat
.

High

Low

CI ose Sales

30J^
23 '/S

30
23
25 54

30
23 54
25 54

M

M

1,700

600
400

32

27J4

.

""en.

Thea. Eq.

vtc.

7/R

63 54

65

O.W. "A"

"Griffith

*Intern. Proj
r.oew do deb. rts. 31
.. 25'/$
Nat. Ser. Ser.
Sup
•Nat. Thea.
•Univ. Pict

3354
354
2854
64
154
55

31

31

25V4

25*4
4454
20
;4

A O 6s
41ww

46
..106^4 105 54
93 54
93 54
x -war.
do
Paramount 6s 47 .9854 98 '4
*Par. By. 5 5js 51
69
60
Pathc 7s 37

•Keith

6s
6s 41

.

.

83
106 >i
93 54
98 <
99 4
69

J.

was in
of Tiffany-Stahl,
Philadelphia yesterday at a meeting
of exhibitors of the Philadelphia disnew Tif300 trict called to discuss the
The meeting
5,500 fany-Stahl franchise.

500
40,000
1.500
1,000
11,000

manager

was postponed from

House Altered
Washington The Gayety is again
Capitol

York

for
American producdistribution in Italv.

—

17.400
70.000

1,100
....
4.100
5,100
•-••

Loew's Jersey City Opens Soon
Jersey City Loew's Jersey City
seating 4,000 will open Sept. 28. The
house will feature presentations from

issue

News
Sept.

30

of

Hearst

Metrotone

(sound).

Annual

Golf Tournament of KanCity exhibitor at Oakwood
Country Club.

sas

Premiere of
at

Oct.

1

Premiere

3

"Applause"
N. Y.

of

Criterion,
Fall
Film

Oct.

RKO's "Night

Parade"

the Globe, N. Y.
at

the

Golf
Tournament at
Gedney Farms
Country
Club,
White Plains.
"Sunny Side Up" premiere at

Y.
"Rio Rita" at Earl
Carroll, N. Y.
Meeting of S.M.P.E. at Toronto.
Oct. 7-10
Oct. 29-31 Annual M. P. T. O. A. Meeting
Gaiety,

Oct.

6

N.

Premiere

of

at the Peabody Hotel, Memphis.
Meeting of North Carolina exhibitors' unit at Pinehurst.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard
Vaudeville Acts

—

the Capitol,

New

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Perm. 3580

York.

100
100

....

K/>A%Y YIAT

1.500

200
1.400

500

BEST IN THE LONG RUN

80
198

•Am. Seat. 6s 36
•Warner 6yis 28

! !

KRAZY KAT
SOUND
CARTOONS
ARE SURE

OVER THE COUNTER
Roxv "A"

30

28

31

Richman Recovering
Harry Richman is recovering from
a minor operation and is expected to
leave the St. Vincent Hospital in a
few days.

.i

S'-nnras

United

Bros.

...

Art

do pfd
Univ. Ch.
do pfd

F A
1

R.

32

34

5

65

10
75

"5

75

com

2

'LAST PRICE

QUOTED

D

"MOTHER OF TRUTH"
By IVAN

ABRAMSON

The author who has written and produced for the Screen fifty-six successful photop'ays, has woven around the Motion Picture Industry a powerful romantic story
of tense human interest, dealing with the elimination of the free competition of
the industry and showing the evil of its monopoly.
"Mother of Truth" is a book of half fiction and half facts. The critics have
proclaimed its contents as a unique masterpiece. The novel is a salt of truth, a
brook of romance and an ocean of dramatic force.
It is a garden of literary
flowers planted for delightful entertainment.
Send us your check for Two Dollars, together with this coupon and we will mail
you an autographed copy by the Author of the first De Luxe edition which cost
is Five Dollars.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

First

Sept. 19.

in operation after considerable alteration.

BOND MARKET
Loew

in Philadelphia
Goe, assistant general sales

T-S Meeting
Carl

6,800
65,300
100

CURB MARKET
Columbia Pets. ... 33 %
*Film Insp
28^
Fox Thea. "A"

Sept. 28

Dec. 9-10

Con. Fm. Ind.
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 25
East.
Kodak
212J4 211*4 21154
10454
Fox Fm. "A" ...10454 99
3354
Keith A-O
3354
3354
109
109
108
do
pfd
67
65*4
24 y,
M-G-M pfd
2454 2454
Para.
F-L
72% 707/4 72
854
Pathe Exch
8% 854
18
1854
1854
rln
"A"
3454
35
Radio K-O-A
3354
2'0
*Univ. Pict. pfd
57 54
5854
Warner Bros
5954
154
154
do rts
1?4
.

The Industry's
Date Book

THE FILM DAILY
Fox West Coast

Financial

24, 1929

CURB BONDS

negotiating
tions

Coast

—

Seeks Films for Italy
J.

West

Los Angeles
Hollywood Louis J. Halper has
house out
purchased for Warner Bros, a site plans to make a two-a-day
Palace, downtown
the
Broadway
of
Blvd.
Hollywood
on the north side of
The
between Cahuenga and Wilcox for playhouse recently purchased.
will be
the construction of the company's theater, which closes Oct. 6,
new $2,000,000 house which is to have reopened Oct. 16 under the new
a seating capacity of 3500. This gives policy.
the Warner interests three houses in
Arrested Violating Blue Law
the territory, the other two being the
Parsons, Kan. Floyd G. Ward
present Warner on Hollywood Blvd.
manager of the Uptown, was arrestand the Warner Downtown.
ed on charges of violating the city
Ward kept the house
blue laws.
open until 12:30 A. M. Mayor O.
B. Dakan, it is reported, ordered the
arrest which is expected to furnish
a test case for the law which never
has been brought into court here.

.

While abroad Clift directed four
features, two of them talkers.
The

lian

THE FILM DAILY

Bureau,

Coast

Clift is

more

Tuesday, Sept.

Animated by

BEN HARRISON

WINNERS!!!

and

MANNY GOULD

Musical Score and Direction By

JOE De

NAT

PRODUCED BY WINKLER
Western Electric Recording

.

GRAPHIC LITERARY PRESS
1775 Broadway,

New York

City, N. Y.

Winkler

Sound Cartoons

NOT TO BE OPENED
TILL SEPT. 28th!

And

then things will

Months

POP!

Unlimited investment in
equipment and staff! The Giant Hearst machine full
steam ahead! Young Blood at the throttle! Watch!
of preparation!

HEARST METROTONE NEWS
MetrO'Qoldwyn'Mayer's Super Sound Newsreel

THE

-<^2
UNANIMOUS! Hollywood
DAILY

Tuesday, Sept.

24, 1929

Coast Wire Service-

Happenings

ALL BOSTON CRITICS LIKED

HOBART

HE|NLEY'S

Laura La Plante

to Star
in 3 Universal Films

PRODUCTION

The Lady Lies
(A

A

Little

from aLots

Three

stories are being prepared
Universal as starring vehicles for

at

Laura La Plante, when she has
ished her

PARAMOUNT PICTURE)

work

in

fin-

RALPH W1LK

By

"La

Marseillaise,"
Paul Fejos' di-

yy

,

with John Boles at
Hollyzvood
rection.
Clarence Thompson and
Arthur Ripley are at work on "The r»HARLEY CHASE has returned
to the Hal Roach studio after a
Poor Sport," based on a magazine
story by Rita Weiman.
Albert De- two week's illness to begin work on
Mond has finished the dialogue on his first comedy of the season under
"The Behavior of Mrs. Crane," from the direction of Warren Doane.
*
*
*
the
stage play by Harry Segall,
adaptation being handled by Clarence
Denison Clift, writer and director,
Thompson. Matt Taylor is adapting will return to Hollywood, following
"Love and Kisses," an original story the opening in New York
of "Scotby Jack Townley.
land Yard," his play. He has been
in England for 18 months.
His
Three for Paramount-Christie
play "A Woman Disputed" served
Ford Sterling, Bert Roach and
as a starring vehicle for Ann HardWill King, three comedians, repreing and was picturized with Norma
sent a German, American and He
Talmadge in the leading role.
brew trio in the Paramount-Christie
*
*
#
talker "The Fatal Forceps," written
Charles
VerHalen,
veteran pubJ.
by C. L. V. Duffy and directed by

v

"The Lady Lies" has

so

much

to

recommend

it

that

it

job to sit quietly down and calmly report
on it. The thing has left us in a trance, still marveling
that anything so advanced, so sophisticated could find its
way to the audible screen unhampered by blue pencils.
is

a

difficult

BOSTON TRAVELER.

m
After seeing and listening to "The Lady Lies," you will
to do it all over again. That's how good this sparkling
little romance-drama is.
"The Lady Lies" is one of the
rarer gems of the audible screen. See it, and you will tell
us we are right.
BOSTON HERALD.

want

Wm.

Editing "Broadway Scandals"
Columbia's
first
musical
show,

"Broadway Scandals,"

is in the cutSally O'Neil, Jack Egan,

ting-room.

talkies take another big step

This

is

a treat for anyone

forward

who

in

"The Lady

relishes a fine dra-

sophisticated film fare with an unusual
story, intelligent direction, frank dialogue and a perfect
cast. And really what more can you ask for.

matic dish.

It

Fox

also has acquired the services of
the vaudeville team of McCormack
& Wallace and Camille Rovelle for
roles in "Nix On Dames."

is

BOSTON POST.

m
"The Lady Lies"

is

It

Dolores Costello has finished work
on Warner's "Second Choice" from

BOSTON EVENING AMERICAN.

licity

talkies are

growing up. "The Lady Lies" is a consmooth and ingratiating acting, skill-

ful

direction and emotional tension.

BOSTON EVENING TRANSCRIPT.

Given Role in "Children"
Maude Turner Gordon has been
signed by Paramount for a part in
"The Children," based on Edith
Wharton's novel, with Mary Brian
and Frederic March in the leading
roles.

"Song
Lewis
After the usual sweet and simple fare of the films,
"The Lady Lies" comes something like a thunderbolt. An
unusual plot has been provided and most unusual and
entertaining lines stud the acting.

marvel

at.

It

is

something

to

BOSTON DAILY RECORD.

for

Pathe.
*

*

*

Margaret Chambers

is

keep-

ing busy. She has done much
work at the Tiffany-Stahl studio and recently completed an
important role in "Woman to

A

m
The

love

Charley
dropped out of picture work, but is
now happy to be pounding out pub-

Mackaill for Musical Film
musical screen show with Dorothy Mackaill in the star role is being prepared by First National.
It
hall, Chester Morris, Edna Murphy,
will be made entirely in Technicolor.
Edward Martindel, Ethelyne Claire Production will
probably begin in Deand Louise Lester. Howard Brethercember.
ton directed.
story.
Elizabeth
The
supporting cast consists of Jack Mul-

is

stant pleasure for its

first

Woman."

"Second Choice" Completed

Alexander's

a fine example of what the films

can do when they turn movie tradition topsy-turvy.
an unusual and startling bit of film-craft.

back to his

is

Four years ago

Carmel Myers, Tom O'Brien, J. BarMarilyn Miller has had her stay
ney Sherry, John Hyams, Charles on the Coast interrupted in various
Wilson, Doris Dawson and Gordon ways. First she had to have a bad
Elliot
are
in
the cast.
George tooth extracted. Now her doctors
Archainbaud directed.
Rufus Le- have removed her tonsils.
Maire is responsible for the song and
*
*
*
dance numbers and Emmett B. Grant
"The Hoosegow" is the title of the
for the direction of dances and ballets. Laurel and Hardy
comedy in production at Hal Roach. James ParAssigned Roles in Fox Films
rott is directing.
Jimmy Finlayson
Joseph Franze and Billy Butts are and Tiny Sanford are also
in the
additions to cast of "Lone Star
cast.
Ranger," which Fox is producing
*
*
*
with George O'Brien and Sue Carol.

Sophisticated, clever, skillfully acted and with brilliant
dialogue, "The Lady Lies" is a sparkling gem.
It is the
Perhaps
type of picture that one sees only occasionally.
the fact that Hobart Henley directed the photoplay, is the
principal reason for its success as he has always leaned
BOSTON GLOBE.
toward clever characterizations.

The

man,

pictures.

M

Lies."

licity

Watson.

Working on Films

Fitzpatrick's series of short sound and
talking pictures.
He is conducting
and arranging the music for The

Movie Horoscope Orchestra, The
American Holiday Orchestra and The
Victor Traveltalk Orchestra.

Cast for "Other Tomorrow"
Frank
Sheridan has been added to
Fox Movietone with Lois Moran
the cast of "The Other Tomorrow,"
Wagstaff.

filming
for

of Kentucky" Completed
Seiler has completed the
of "A Song of Kentucky"

Shilkret

Nathaniel Shilkret is supervising
the recording of three of James A.

and Joseph

Al Hill
Al Hill

is

Billie

in

Dove's First National picture.

Rogers Film

an aerial performer

"Buddy" Rogers'
Charles
Comes the Band Wagon."

in

"Here

—Color

"The Great Gabbo"

ticolor, the finest color

able.

—Advt.

by Mulprocess avail-

II

A IS O L II

YD

HIS FIRST ALL-

TALKING PRODUCTION
.

.

•

•

A New HAROLD LLOYD
for a

NEW SHOW WORLD- a #>#>

get* boac office attraction

thaw ever!

Now

— Harold talking in a

the millions of Lloyd fans get what they've been waiting for

all-talking

comedy production

— "Welcome Danger"!

the quality Lloyd production standards.

many

fold because Lloyd talks.

The

We've seen and heard

All of the rapid-fire fun

mightiest Lloyd box office

it.

It's

great

great! All of

and freshness accentuated

mop-up of them

all

HAROLD LLOYD
talking in "Welcome Danger"
One of

the finest natural screen voices yet heard!

as the timid terror

When

they listen as well as look at Harold

from Boston cleaning up the bad boys,

they'll love

it

— and

tell

their friends!

Motion Picture News says: "By long odds the best Lloyd picture ever released by Paramount.'"

Also Quality Silent Version

Now you're
TALKING

I

-^

HAROLD
LLOYD
in

ff

I

Welcome
Danger
TWO QUALITY
NEGATIVES...

ALL-TALKING
and SILENT
Clean-up for All!

Produced by the Harold Lloyd Corporation
A Paramount New Show World release
I
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fciesday, Sept. 24,

Robert Lieber, Former
F. N. President, Dies

GOLFERS, ATTENTION!

(Continued from Page

Sign this and forward to The Film Daily, 1650 Broadway!
Here is my entry and Ten Dollars for the Fall Film Golf
Tournament, to be held on Tuesday, Oct. 1 at Gedney Farms

Heart disease was ascribed as cause

Bruoe Gallup, United Artists Corp.
William Brandt
Al Lichtman, United Artists Corp.

company

&

To Be Released

Gates

Sam

Six Photocolor Cameras
Yards on Course
to Be Ready by Oct.
of Film Golf Tournament
1)

rn tourney play, except for special
emporary or local rulings to be deermined by the committee in charge.
The Gedney Farms course is situated
the hills of Westchester and offers
Four
for the amateur.
ocal club rules prevail, including: (1)
tall driven into pond from 5th or 6th
ee or fairway must be dropped back
>n line of flight, with penalty of one
itroke; (2) ball lying near iron gratng or wooden covers in 5th, 14th and
7th fairways, may be dropped a club
ength away but not nearer the hole
without penalty; (3) ball lying in
oads of iron grating on 5th or 6th
II

10 difficulties

loles

may be

penalty;

>ut

lifted

(4)

and dropped withplayed on to a

ball

)utting green other than that of the
lole
ifted
if

which is being played must be
and dropped on the nearest part

the fair green, but not nearer the
without penalty.

lole

Tourney Only Seven Days
Get Busy. Shoot in
Your Entry Now.

Away!

Truce to be Ratified by

French

Officials

Today

(Continued from Page 1)
which will be approved today, the 7
to 1 quota is restored until October

of next year, and meanwhile plan is
under way to abolish the quota, in
avor of an increased duty on import
American distributors
ed pictures.
will not be represented at today's
meeting, which will be addressed by
Andre Francois Poncet, Minister of

Beaux Arts.
American

have withheld
firms
about 150 features from the French
market since the dispute started several months ago, when French pro-

Six

new Photocolor cameras

be completed by Nov.

cameras available
tures

using

GARRETT FORT
"Red Harvest"
Henley will direct

W.

EDDY^^

is working on
which Hobart
for Paramount.

Morrie Ryskind is doing the script
on "Kid Boots" for production at the

same

studio.

Zahrah Haven of the Paramount short subject department is
recuperating from a battle with
at

the

Presbyterian

George Arliss Picture

,307

{Continued from Page

affairs.

ARTHUR

appendicitis
Hospital.

A. Johnston, "M. P. News"
Mersereau, "The Film Dally"

Arthur Stebbins, Stebbins, Leterman
Jack Alicoate, "The Film Daily"

New York Studios
"»-

Lieber's connection with film business dates back to 1908.
In 1915,
he organized the Circle Theater Co..
here, which became one of the original franchise holders of First National.
Later he became president of
First National, a post he held until
forced by ill health to resign, but
continuing as chairman of the board
of directors.
Finally, he withdrew
from all executive participation in

The Committee

Don

Short Shots from

of death.

Country CUib, White Plains.

Wm.

1)

1,

1

will

making

E. Morris,

Sept. 28

Warner

vice-president,
has added George Arliss's
"The Green Goddess" to his company's pre-releases for September.
The Vitaphone version, directed by
Alfred E. Green, with Alice Joyce,
H. B. Warner and Ralph Forbes in
the cast, will be available Sept. 28.

11

for filming of pic-

the

process,

declares

Operators, Stagehands

"Jazz," second all-negro short by
Dudley Murphy, author and director
of "St. Louis Blues," has been completed.
It is based on Duke Ellingcomposition,
"Black-and-Tan
ton's

Fantasy."

Robert Florey has navigated the
Atlantic to Paris, where he will diHis last
rect for Pathe Cinema
worked at Paramount's Long Island
studio was "The Battle of Paris,"
in which he megaphoned Gertrude

Frank E. Nemec, president of PhotoWould Force Settlement
color, which has its studio at Irving(Continued from Page 1)
Lawrence.
ton-on-the-Hudson.
These special cameras are so con- tors and stagehands at Skouras
structed as to permit light-splitting houses, stating they will go out in
Production of a series of dialogue
prisms to segregate the colors before sympathy, if the dispute is not setshorts with Fred Ardath and Ann
they pass through the two lenses of tled by Oct. 5.
Codee starts Sept. 26 at the General
the camera.
The color rays pass
Recording Studios, West 57th St.
through a series of tiny mirror surTheater Traffic Resumed
Other series are planned, with a defi'
faces.
Traffic regulations in the theater nite schedule to be announced later.
To meet demands for color film the
Photocolor organization is construct- zone, in New York, which were
ing a sound studio at its Irvington relaxed during the summer months
Livingston Swentzel is director of
The dis
plant which will have a 65 by 144 were resumed last' night.
foot stage.
This studio will be com- trict from 39th St. to 52d St. the studio, with Alex Hall as propleted by Oct. 15. Photocolor, which Sixth and Eighth Aves. between the duction manager John Gronbach is
represents the results of ten years of hours of eight to eleven-thirty are assistant to Swentzel. The stage is
60 x 40 with 20 feet in height.
experimentation and research, was de- affected.
veloped by J. W. Berwick, who invented the machinery which makes
the process commercially practicable,
and A. G. Waddingham, British
chemist, who formulated the method
of
photography and the various
chemical processes.
Seider Gets Bay Shore
Joseph Seider, operator of several
Long Island houses, has taken over
the Bay Shore, Bayshore, from the
Prudence Co., which secured the
house on foreclosure proceedings
against Mike Glynn.
FILM
DAILY on July 2£ exclusively reported that Seider was dickering for
the Bayshore house, but this was
denied. The house has a seating ca-

THE

pacity of 2,000.

Preparing M. P. Gambol
At recent meeting of M. P. Catholic Guild, plans were formulated for
ducers sought to impose a 3 to 1 the coming year's activities with the
quota. American firms have enough date for the M. P. Gambol tentatively
shelved films on hand to begin sell- set for the middle of Feb.
ing for two years in advance, it is
stated.
Racon Electric Files Suit
Racon Electric Co., Inc., has filed
Byrnes Returns to N. Y.
suit in U. S. District Court for the
forthcoming
in "The Phantom in the House
George Byrnes, circuit and foreign Southern District of New York One of the beautiful settings
Welford
Nancy
Cortez
Ricardo
starring
Pictures' release
sales head of the Van Beuren Corp. against Miles Reproducer Co., charg- Continental
directed by Phil
Production
Carr
Trem
A
Walthall.
B.
has returned to New York from Eu- ing alleged infringement of its patent and Henry
rope.

No. 1,711,514.

Rosen.

—Advt.

DAILY
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-AND

Along The Rialto

THAT'S

THAT

Current Opinion

PhilM. Daly,

WE ARE now

all set to go ahead
with production of Sizzly Films.
Inc.
You will recall that Nestor
Zilk, the young Harvard grad with a
yen for picture production, agreed to
get his dad, the Noodle Trust king,
So he
to put up a hundred grand.
took us up to see the old man, Ho-

ratio Zilk.
*

*

*

The Noodle Trust

factory

down

is

near the Brooklyn Bridge. So Nestor and_ ourself climbed and slipped
over mountains of noodles on two
floors to reach the pent house on the
roof, where the noodle king has his
Didja ever try to
luxurious offices.
navigate over noodles? On the first
drying department,
floor was the
with yards and yards of noodles
hung up like festoons at a New
Nestor handed
Year's Eve drunk.
me a cutlass, and we hacked our
way through the jungle to the sec-

ond

floor.

Here was the

testing de-

partment, where they test the lifting
power of each strand of noodle. They
use Polish gals as testers, who attach
a coil of noodle round their waists,
and then pull themselves up on pulleys,

and hang there for two hours.

nothing gives way, that is a good
noodle. If the noodle strand breaks
the Polish gal falls through an airIf

shaft to the cellar.
dent looks as her
and decides: "No.

The

superinten-

/^REAT

"

way

stuff the

Billy

Jr.

Fred Allen, says Mark Hellinger in "The N. Y. Daily News"
offers as a slogan for the industry "Two is company and three
a merger." And the same source quotes Al Klein as commenting on the reducing gag in Hollywood, "All's diet on the
is

western front."

M. A. Dent,
of his ability to

British production official, got a real kick out
shirt in Noo Yawk after 11 P. M.

Cupid's latest victim is honeymooning in VanMax Cohen has opened his own office in Noo
couver
Yawk for production and distribution of talkers
Bebe
star, makes her radio debut Toisday in "The
Daniels,
Sunshine Hour," which is to feature the world's radio show.
Jesse L. Lasky and B. P. Schulberg are arriving Toisday
There are a lot of rumors in circulation in
from the Coast
Commander George M. Dyott,
connection with their visit
jungle film expert, has left for India on a new film-making
expedition

RKO

Columbia has a
is

winner

"Flight."
Jack Holt,
to get the lead in "Hell's
flicker under his new contract with the comreal

in

the big shot of the fillum,

Island," his

first

Not Dead
Despite Growth of Talkers

Silent Screen

I

is

Frank R. Wilson is completing plans for his future
distributing activities which are to follow the lines he employed
so successfully with "Simba."

pany

we reached
the

noodle

it will be four or five years
before we know exactly what
proportion of silent and talking
pictures is best.
At present it

seems quite logical that producers should take advantage of the
present heightened interest in
talking films by offering more of
them than they will, possibly,

two years from now.
I think it is foolish for any one
to say that the talking films have
"killed" the silent screen. There
But the
has been no "killing."
entertainment possibilities of the

screen

have

larged.

The

been greatly entalking newsreel is
a great step forward for the motion pictures.
And the addition
of good music to pictures is a
boon to millions of persons who
never had the benefit of the big
city picture house orchestra.
Cecil B. De Mille

Zilk

right

got

"Young man," he

down

to

We

the

pictures will afford
an opportunity of preserving
records of the great artists of
song and music, or addresses and

44

Reality

—

its

own

make-believe world.

The

incidents like the introduction to
the public of members of the

origi-

present government by

nal contributions of stage and screen will lose
their
will

component
result in

a

identity in the talkie, and the merger

*

Feeling of Unreality
before a camera gives
me a sense of unreality. I always complete a scene feeling

ACTING

$$
PAUL FEJOS

that

JOBS
SCHULBERG

Reporter in

New York

it

really

isn't

finished.

I

gone
through a dress rehearsal, and

feel

as

though

have

I

surely return that night for
the real performance.
will

No.49

Industry Statistics \^\
CUNNINGHAM
By JAMES

Statistical

THEIR
FIRST

*

*

Says Film Acting Gives

new powerful

and sensitive artistic instrument.

Ramsay

MacDonald.
"The New York Times"

"I'll

'

B. P.

Men

TALKING

business.

you'll give
if
pictures."
"Mr. Zilk," sez we.
and sat on his chest.
"the first feature is gonna be 'Nude poodAt
served hot without any dressing.
les,'
which the beautiful secretary blushed, and
necklace.
bit her fingers instead of the noodle

pany

*

Talking Pictures Will
Preserve Records of Noted

back your commy noodles a break in
jumped over his desk

sez,

*

*

by men like George
Bernard Shaw, and of historical

*

*

*
Mr.

an increasing

gestures

*

the luxurious
king in the
offices of
pent house on the roof: Horatio Zilk
proved to be a short, thick set man.
particularly in back of the ears
Noodles were hung all over the
walls. His beautiful secretary had
a strand of noodles draped round
her lovely neck. She kept munching
on this absentmindedly. On the noodles, we mean. Not her neck.

Finally

that

haps

mangled remains
That ain't a good

*

THINK

number of "silents" will be
made as the months go by. Per-

buy a new

Bull Montana,

who

e

Ferguson crashed Broadway with

the return of the Trackless Train
That boy's a showman and how, band police escort and all
Major Edward
Bowes of the Noo Yawk Capitol gets back from the Coast about
Ask Pat Dowling, that veteran Christie publicist, why
Oct. 1.
he sticks to a certain brand of cigarettes.
He's still checking
up on those Atlantic City relatives

noodle."
*

24, 1929

Timely Topics
A Digest of

with

DALY

By PHIL M.

Tuesday, Sept.

J.

appearing in
"Married in Hollywood"

P.

Editor,

Harold Murray,

The Film Daily

Canada, which this year has expe- fees are generally between $1 and
rienced considerable theater building, $3 a reel.
In the Province of Alhad 1,020 theaters as of Jan. 1. Amer- berta there are 100 theaters; British
ican films are the backbone of pro- Columbia
Manitoba 80; New
75;
grams shown in the Dominion. To- Brunswick 40; Nova Scotia 75;
ronto with 100 houses has the great- Prince Edward Island 4; Newfoundest number of any Canadian City. land about 4 houses that operate irThere is very little production activ- regularly; Ontario 400; Quebec 131
ity in Canada and that which does and
Saskatchewan 123.
In many
exist is almost solely of an educa- sections of the Provinces business
tional nature.
There is no national greatly depends upon the crops procensorship, but each of the eight duced.
During the past three years
Provinces have their own boards crops have been good and the reacwhich at times cause distributors tion has been felt in the motion picconsiderable difficulty.
Censorship ture industry.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAT
IN

Stanley
at

Co.

Camden, N.
*

acquires

two houses

J.

*

*

Famous contemplates

change

plan of theater operations.

in

Screen Censorship Bad,
Costs $1,000,000
M. P. T. O. A. is Told
Yearly, Attorney Says

liracy

(Continued from Page

1)

(Continued from Page

talking picture development,
action to protect it against
ating, sponsors of the proposed
iociation declare.
There have been instances, states
i|:ldzahler, of the rightful owner of
print being denied right to show
in certain countries, due to the
This is made
tivities of pirates.
rssible through copyright technical"Market copies" of prints are
es.
fered by pirate firms, leading the
Iyer to believe copyright protection
These are secured from
s expired.
the

.

llcessitate

:changes which
nked the prints,
t.

presumably
it

is

have

stated.

Louis Favors Union
Musicians, Wehrenberg
(Continued from Page

Fred

by

isterday
esident,

1)

Wehrenberg,

who asserted that St.
mis' independent theater owners
>uld sooner operate without orestras rather than accede to the
femands of the city's striking mutians.
!The theater owners of the city will
ake no attempt to break the strike
strikebreakers.
Their insistith
tce is that the union must eliminate

Edition

Now

In Preparation

Furthermore, no group is capable of
censoring motion pictures withou

becoming so blase

itself

that

it

will

overlook many things which should
be deleted.
Censorship is un-American in principle and resented by the
majority of our population."
Dr. Campbell, however, declare?
that "there has been no marked ini
provement in the quality of motion
pictures in the present decade," add
ing that "among the weaknesses o'
motion pictures may be listed lack
of truth, portrayal of impossible sit
uations not true to life, flaunting o
violation of the law and vulgarity."
He suggests that producers aim tc
make pictures "true to life, pictures
that will give a foreign audience 2
clear and true conception of Americans, pictures that follow the orig
inal stories and pictures so good thai
the pictures themselves and not in-

numerable

sub-titles

tell

the

story."

A

great variety of opinions on pictures from leaders in man)- division:
of American life will be voiced at the
tenth annual convention of the M.P
T.O.A., which will open at the Hotel
Peabody, Memphis, Tenn., October
29th.

minimum

orchestra requirement
iid permit theater owners to hire as
iany musicians as and when needed.
is

1930

1)

"Jew

(Continued from Page

Musical Device to

Be Handled by

RCA

(Continued from Page 1)
iiercial
scale.
The instrument

Rejoices at Merger
of Newsreel Interests

Fox

1)

Fox, "the newsreel was one of the
great influences in the world, and

development of Movietone
have placed a higher value on it

since the
is

perated by merely waving the hands
me hand controls the volume and the
|ther the tone.
The source of sound
speaker to which is applied
h a loud
ilternating current voltage of variable frequency generated within the
astrument itself.
The device is to
[jell
for $175, according to E. A.
Nicholas, vice president in charge of
llh^
radiola division of the Radio
pctor Corp. of America. Professor
(Theremin is 30 years of age, recently
xriving from Russia.
Demonstrations of the instrument were given at
he Metropolitan Opera House and
he Lewisohn Stadium in New York.

I

I believe it is destined to become the
greatest civilizing medium."

Fox Reported Planning
to Enter Iowa Field
Des Moines

— Fox

is

planning to

according to reports
reported to have negotheater
for
unsuccessfully
property in this city as the forerunner of other theaters in Iowa, which
is a Publix stronghold.
invade
here.
tiated

Iowa,

He

is

Fox

in Search of Site
House at Charlotte
Charlotte Fox representatives are

for

Frisco Plans Meeting

—

declared to have been looking over
Franchise Plans sites for the possible erection of a
San Francisco Dates now are be- theater in this city. This is in line
ng considered for a convention of with the proposal to establish a
inhibitors here at which will be out- $300,000,000 chain of Fox theaters
and Tiffany-Stahl throughout the nation.
lined the
ranchise plans, and the new equipment for small houses soon to be Fox Takes Over Third
narketed by RCA-Photophone.
R. Theater at San Francisco
A. McNeil, Morris Klein, M. Gobish.
San Francisco Fox West Coast
Jharles Michael, Sol Levis and Aaron
iGoldberg comprise the committee. Theaters has taken over operation of
W. A. Steffes, head of the Northwest the El Capitan here from Ackerman
Until completion
exhibitor unit, is expected to be a Harris & Oppen.
of the new Fox, the El Capitan was
principal speaker at the meeting.
the largest local house.
The third
Fox here is Loew's Warfield.
Resignation

On

The 1930 Film
Year Book Will
Contain More

—

Advertising

Than

Any Other Motion

RKO

—

Hawkins
Report Denied by Abel
There

no truth to report that
Col. E. P. Hawkins is resigning from
RCA-Photophone, declares Sydney
E.
Abel,
manager.
general
sales
Hawkins is continuing in charge of
sales promotion, Abel states.
is

Farrell for

Picture Publication

In

The World

Fox Premiere

Charles Farrell, who is co-featured
with Janet Gaynor in "Sunny Side
Up" which will have its premiere at
the Gaiety, New York, Oct. 3, is
scheduled to arrive in New York
Wednesday for the opening.

Out As Usual In January

NEWSPAPERS
IN

VERS AL'S
UNI
Newsreel has

New Talking

hit the

knew

COMBINE

country like

a flash from the sky.

We

NEWSREEL
The Evening World

(New

York, N.

Y.)

The Philadelphia Inquirer
The Chicago Daily News

it

would!

And now you know

San Francisco Chronicle
Los Angeles Times

The Indianapolis News
The Seattle Star
The Dallas Dispatch
The Commercial Appeal

it.

(Memphis, Term.)

Universal's Talking Reporter
success right from the word

is

a

GO

His talk on the

made patrons
sit

latest news of the day
in First Run Houses

up with surprise and amazement.

—

Because
For the first time they
heard a talking newsreel give them
up-to-the-minute news.

News
Presented by

CARL

LAEMMLE

fresh and new, of all the world,
told in running-fire sequences, just as
the pictorial events were flashed on
the screen.

you haven't already got

If
it

it,

hot foot

to the nearest Universal Exchange.

The Houston Chronicle
The Portland News
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette

The World-Herald
(Omaha, Neb.)
The Montana Standard
(Butte,

Mont.)

The Salt Lake Tribune
The Daily Missoulian
The Bi'lings Gazette
Charlotte

News

The Oklahoma News
Kansas City Journal- Post
The Evening Star
(Washington, D. C.)
Minneapolis Morning Tribune
The Cleveland News

The
The
San
The

Detroit

News

Atlanta Journal

Antonio Express
San Antonio News
Arkansas Democrat
(Little Rock, Ark.)
Ft. Worth Star-Telegram
El Paso Evening Post

The Spokane Press
Boston Traveler

New Haven

Eve. Register

The Knickerbocker Press
(Albany,

N.

Y.)

Albany Evening News
Buffalo Evening News
Rochester Times-Union
The San Diego Sun
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Abolition of "Music

1929

26,

Price 5 Cents

Tax" Seen by M.

A.

P. T. O.

PARAMOUNT WARNERDEAL GIVEN uXoKEH?
Dept. of Justice Silent on Reported Approval

A
By

Rumor

JACK ALICOATE-

SO

it

transferring

known
Hardly
being

story

all

of

his

to

the

day goes by without our
reliably
informed that this
of

the

Shrew''

and a row of

rolled

into

hands of those

one.

who

is

TNT

a pip, a

explosions

Being

that

here's

a

safe

It

not be learned yesterday whether the Paramountdeal has been approved formally, or whether if approved it
be followed by similar action on other film deals which are
could

Warner
would

enough

pending.

Memphis Convention Hopes
To Hear 'Music Tax' Dropped

New York

in

and

financial circles, with
current to the effect that

re-

the
deal has been given official sanction
and soon will be announced, with
Technicolor also included in the

combination.
As reported

DAILY,

the

THE FILM

by

Paramount-Warner

deal

have been completed several days ago, following
ironing out of difficulties on prounderstood

is

to

(Continued

Page 8)

on

to

many of the outstanding
publishing concerns already
a part of leading film producing
companies and others on the edge
"With

music

PATHESHUBERT DEAL

plunge on right across the boards.

amalgamation, the M.P.T.O.A. is
to bring about a virtual aboliMr. Hays Entertains
tion of the "Music Tax," Secretary
M. J. O'Toole yesterday stated.
Splendid in conception and far"We have set the machinery in
progressNegotiations
declared
are
and
reaccomplishment
reaching in
for the proposed working ar- motion to accomplish this and hope
sult should be the informal gather- ing
to be able to report at our tenth aning now being held in this city "in rangement between the Shuberts and
The deal is said to be in nual Convention which opens in
which Will Hays is being host to Pathe.
Memphis, Tennessee on Tuesday
representing
gathering
an important
the nature of a step to correct the
(.Continued on Page 8)
social and welfare organizations from present situation, declared to find
every section of the country. In its Shubert earnings hit by the popularquasi public relationship this indus- ity of talkers.
This is reflected in M. P. Conference Winds
try is in direct and constant contact report of earnings for the fiscal year
3
Confab in N. Y.

Up

Any

Day

Swamp

No, we are not yessing you but
merely giving the name of a talkie
cocktail of laughs, thrills and good
entertainment that we caught yesterday over at Pathe. Jimmie Gleason
and Robert Armstrong of "Is Zat
So" fame kidding their way through
a nice little comedy having railroad
Should prove
life as a background.
satisfying entertainment anywhere.

U.

S. Distributors
Wireless) American

Paris
(By
offices
distributing

(Continued

on Page

8)

—

Winnie Sheehan En Route
to New York, Due Sunday

are
virtually
swamped with orders for films, following ratification of the truce restoring the 7 to 1 quota. The French
exhibitors are booking silents and
talkers and are glad to get even the
oldest of films, in the rush to recoup
the losses suffered at the box office

Winfield Sheehan
vice president and general manager
of Fox Films, is en route to New
York and scheduled to arrive Sun-

during the deadlock.

day.

West

Coast

Bureau,

Los Angeles

—

THE FILM DAILY

E.

HELD PLEASED WITH

EUROPE

ITS POSITION IN

moving

millions of its patrons.
ended June 30, which are $1,076,036
Three day Motion Picture Conand every agency that through con- equal
to $5.06 a share on 213,060 ference sponsored by the Hays orstructive thought and recommendashares outstanding, compared with ganization which was attended by
tions can help pictures to higher and
(Continued on Page 8)
social and welfare leaders from all
greater accomplishment should be
sections of the country winds up its
the
by
welcomed
enthusiastically
session today with a symposium on
French Bookings
industry at large.
publicity, a luncheon at which Will

"Oh, Yeah!"

W.

of

HELD PROGRESSING

with

speculation yesterday
film

ports

mis-

takes leads us to the passing thought
bet

a case.

Whether the Paramount-Warner
deal has been okehed by Dept. of
Justice officials, was a subject of

the

in

make

don't

has been given to the matter, but the policy of the department is to
keep such subjects confidential, or if there is widespread public interest in a matter to issue a formal statement following closing of

screen

a

"Taming

wow

un-

comparatively

a

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington Officials of the Dept. of Justice decline to discuss
the Paramount- Warner deal, to which the department is understood
to have given approval.
It is known that some consideration lately

—

seems to be unanimous.
Underground reports from that
mentally fertile playground just
west of San Bardoo lead us to the conclusion that our good friends Doug
and Mary have done nobly by the
writing novice Mr. Shakespeare in
far

Reported as
Party in WarnerParamount Deal

Technicolor

Discussion on Deal Declined

Western

Electric

sound equipment

operating in every foreign country
except Germany, states J. E. Otterson, president of Electrical Research
Products.

is

"Within the past two weeks the
courts

in

four

different

countries

have denied applications for injunctions brought by the German interests against Western Electric or theaters using its equipment," he says.
Budapest, contrary to the
"In
printed report which stated that an
(Continued on Page 8)

Fore
Have you done
name down for
consolidation
The
dustry.

!
it?

Put your

the biggest
in the film inFall Film Golf

Tourney, scheduled at Gedney
Farms Country Club for Oct.
row
1, when New York's film
will look like a deserted vilBetter sign up and join
lage.
Prizes and all. Ten
the fun.
iron men will do the trick.

&&%

-.

DAILY

Thursday, September

Sees Better Film Trade
Consolidated Lab. Loss
in Florida in the Fall
"Minor" in Ft. Lee Fire
"Our

loss,

can

any,

if

be

estimated at a few hundred

was the comment

safely

dollars,''

offered by an

offi-

of the Consolidated Film LaboVoL XLIX No. 74 Thursday Sept. 26, 192S Price 5
ratories at their New York office regarding the fire at Fort Lee, N. J
Editor and Publisher
JOHN W. U.IC0ATE
Fire damaged the studio situated in
the
rear of Consolidated property
holidays
and
Published daily except Saturday
N. Y., and which was known as the Hirliagrapb
at 1650 Broadway, New York,
Film Laboratory
copyright (1929) by Wid's Films and
and was closed and
Cuts

W.

Inc

cial

President,

Alicoate,

Folks
J.
Mersereau, abandoned by Consolidated as an op
Editor and Publisher; Donald M.
Secretary-Treasurer and General Manager; erating lab in May, 1928, while the
EnCharles F. Hynes, Managing Editor.
studio was abandoned years ago.
1918,
tered as second class matter, May 21,
under
Y.,
N.
York,
New
at the post-office at
Terms (Postage
the act of March 3, 1879.
Greater New
free) United States outside of
$5.uu; J
York $10.00 one year; 6 months Subscribers
Foreign, $15.00.
months? $3.00.
Television apparatus that permits
Address all comshould remit with order
FILM DAILY, 1650 a larger picture to be transmitted
munications to
Phone Circle
Broadway, New York, N. Y
considerable
elimination
of
with
4736-4737-4738-4739. Cable address: Filrnday
Ralph flickering is being demonstrated at
California
Hollywood,
York.
New
Granite the Radio World's Fair at Madison
Wilk 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone

New

Machine
Fox Looking for Girl
Produces Larger Image
Play
Television

THE

—

London-Ernest

6607.

Berlin— Karl Wolffsohn,
Paris-P.
225.

I

The

Fredman,

W.

W

Wardour

St
Lichtb.ldbuehne,

89-91

Renter,

Film

Friedrichstrasse,

Francaise,

Cinematographic
Cour-des-Noues, 19.

La

A.

Hark

Kue ae

ia

as

Following Premiere
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when
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"Sunny

Theater,
Gaiety,

by

Warner

N. Y.
Side

Up"

N. Y.
Preview
at

Motion

premiere

and

the

City of Bremen, Germany, to be its
guest to commemorate his first trip
to America 45 years ago.
Laemmle

Oct.

York.
Premiere of "Rio
Carroll, N. Y.

6

at

Dinner

Picture

Club,

Rita"

Earl

at

Oct. 7-10
Meeting of S.M.P.E. at Toronto.
Oct. 29-31 Annual M. P. T. O. A. Meeting
at the Peabody Hotel, Memphis.

Nov.

Premiere of "Condemned" at
Selwyn, N. Y.
Dec. 9-10
Meeting of North Carolina
4

the
ex-

hibitors' unit at Pinehurst.

M-G-M
in
West

1,
Coast

Stars Vilma

Banky

Seastrom to Direct
Bureau,

Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY

—Vilma

Banky

is

to be

one picture for M-G-M,
through an arrangement with Samuel
Goldwyn, Sidney Howard, now is
preparing an original story for the
star to be directed by Victor Seastarred

in

strom.

was born at Laupheim, Wuertten
berg, and a street in that town has
"Street Girl" Remains at Globe
been renamed in his honor. Laem"Street Girl" at the Globe, New
mle and his party expect to arrive York, will not be replaced by "Night
back in United States on Oct. 1.
Parade" on Sept. 30 as previously

RKO

Onawa,

la.

—The

—

Onawa

has

adopted a policy of talking pictures.

theater owner,
here after a heart attack.
ture,

58,

local

died

'Gabbo' For
Coast

Two

Bureau,

—

Coast Houses

THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles The Criterion here
and Loew's Warfield, San Francisco
will both feature an extended run of
"The Great Gabbo," Sono-Art World

Wide

release.

Pasco (Wash.) House Wired
Pasco,

Wash.

—The

Liberty

is

pictures.

4*

5

65

75

85

5

VAUDEVILLE

31

35
10
75

30

AMALGAMATED

30

2

....

AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard

....

Sound Makes Spanish Debut
presentation of a sound

picture in Spain

2

Oct.

the

at

500

•LAST PRICE QUOTED

The

Oct.

Plains.
of
"Applause"
Criterion, N. Y.
Premiere of "Disraeli at

—

showing talking

OVER THE COUNTER
do units
do com
Skouras Bros
United Art
do pfd
Univ. Ch. com
do pfd

White

Premiere

198

28

Roxy "A"

Uni-

his vacation in

invited

1

1,200

CURB BONDS
Am.

been

Oct.

mentioned.
Hetty King for R-K-0 Houses
Back on Full Week Policy
Hetty King, English comedienne,
Cleveland Keith's East 105th St.
"Condemned" Premiere Nov. 4
has arrived in New York to open an theater has gone back to a full week
"Condemned" will have its premiengagement for R-K-O. Her first policy. The house has been playing ere at the Selwyn, New York, Nov. 4.
appearance is scheduled at Buffalo split weeks for the past year.
Oct. 15.
Couture Dies of Heart Attack
Showing Talking Pictures
Manchester, N. H. Eugene Cou-

West

34

6s

Technicolor.

has

Metrotone

RKO

9

pfd

Paramount

in

now spending

Europe,

Hearst

Bronx.

55

2554
44J4
20

Ser

was made

tion

Palestine Benefit in
Houses
Benefit performances for the Palestine emergency fund will be given
32/ 1,300 Saturday of this week at 11:45
at the
*A
28/ 6,000 franklin, Prospect and 161st St., by
14,300 ihe combined
63
theaters of the

1H

D.W. "A"

Griffith,

do

64^

31/

Immediately following the premiere of "Rio Rita" at the Earl Carroll, New York, on Oct. 6, the picture is to be handled as a roadshow
attraction, according to Joseph
I.
Schnitzer, president of RKO. Bebe
Daniels and John Boles head the
cast.
Forty per cent of the produc-

of

of

(sound).
Annual Golf Tournament of Kansas
City exhibitor at Oakwood
Country Club.
Fall
Film Golf Tournament at
Gedney
Farms
Country
Club,

Dance

McCormack

Laemmle, president

issue

News

New

Laemmle Invited
City of Bremen Guest

Carl
versal,

First

Sept. 30

to

Fox is in search of an Irish colleen
to play the lead in the picture which
Frank Borzage is producing in Ireland with John McCormack starred.
Those already selected for the cast

Carl

To Roadshow "Rio Rita"

STOCK MARKET

Opposite

Sept. 28

Inaugural

Square Garden. The improved equipinclude John Garrick, Alice Joyce,
ment increases the size of the image
Joe Kerrigan and Farrell Macdonald.
from 12 to 14 inches square and
transmits 20 pictures per second.

The Industry's
Date Book

—

Atlanta,
Ga.
Florida exhibitors,
whose business has been hard hit by
the ravages of the Mediterranean fly,
are looking forward to better conditions this fall, declares F. E. Williamson, who operates the Williamson
Theater at Winter Haven. He says
that certain restrictions relative to the
handling of the citrus crops have been
rescinded and that by the time the
marketing season gets into full stride
considerable money is expected to get
into circulation and the theaters will
benefit accordingly.

26, 19^9

was made

Paramount's

last

week

"Innocents

of

Paris," with Maurice Chevalier, was
shown at the Coliseum Theater, Barcelona.

Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Perm. 3580

City

The Judge tells the wife that her husband is coming home after fifteen
years' absence in prison. A dramatic moment from "The Phantom in the
House," starring Ricardo Cortez, Henry B. Walthall and Nancy Welford.
It's an all talkie from Continental Pictures.
Advt.

—

YOU CAN'T REST
YOUR LAURELS

SHOW BUSINESS
some one may
steal

y

em away

IT'S important

I

for the

TALKING newsreel to
KEEP pace with the admirable

PROGRESS

of talking features—

METRO-Goldwyn-Mayer

FIELD

enters the

of talking newsreels with

MONTHS

of preparation and

UNLIMITED resources plus those
IDEAS — aggressive, showman-like

BY which M-G-M always known
THE result—
A Super Sound Newsreel that to
is

is

REVOLUTIONIZE News

in

Sound!

HEARST METROTOME NEWS
Saturday, Sept 28th

is

the day!

Watch!

TWICE A WEEK H2I ON FILM OR DISC

THE
Thursday, September

Timely Topics

Along The Rialto

A

Digest of
Current Opinion

PhilM. Daly, Jr.
MAYER one of the four members

B.

By PHIL M.

named

is

Warner there
Mark Strand theaters

do believe that music will be
of the highest importance in the
next ten years of screen expan-

to the

It

Pathe' short

is

week

subjects

at

the

Noo Yawk and

Brooklyn, a number of
the crowing rooster subjects being offered at both houses
Australian officials, observes "The Los Angeles Herald,"
fear that the screen propaganda of American motion picture interests will lead to complicated politics there.
Now, if they
really want to see complicated politics, let them get a job in a

I

I
also think that within
three years we will have a titanic
revolutionary picture that will do
as much for talking films as "The
Birth of a Nation" did for silent
I know, through long exones.
perience, the remarkable possipicture
bilities
of the motion
medium. I consider it the one
great force that can eventually
bring about a practical brotherhood of man. It cuts across distance, boundary lines and differences of race and creed.
Cecil B. De Mille

sion.

in

studio.

Hank Linet is receiving felicitations on his switch to Columbia Pictures
Joe Daly, veteran of the sound equipment field, has been commissioned by Sydney E. Abel, general
sales manager, to open a new RCA-Photophone office at Boston
Rajah Ferri, Fox dynamo, put over the advance campaign for "The Cock-Eyed World" at the B. F. Keith in Boston
A real asset was gained for Allied States Ass'n, through the
New England unit affiliation, in the aid which will be extended
by Nathan Yamins, veteran exhibitor leader
S. Mukai
Seattle's only Japanese exhibitor, has wired his house, and is
sure that his Japanese clientele will visit the house oftener, in
order to better their English pronunciation
Lee Marcus being put in his place by the ol' woman who
wanted to see "Street Girl" and squawked when he told her they
were sold out, to which she chirped: "Whatinell ye got de boxoffice open fur."
Charles Farrell is scheduled to arrive in
Noo Yawk today for the premiere of "Sunny Side Up."
P. L. Thomson, director of advertising and publicity for
Western Electric, and Arthur Dent of British Internationa]
Pictures will talk at the
luncheon today
And
Artie Stebbins doing things at the Million Dollar Roundtable of
the Life Insurance Underwriters Ass'n convention at Washing-

A Film Need Not Be
Above Audience's Head
This idea that a film may be
too far above the heads of the
great western audience or the
great eastern audience is bunk.
If a
There is no such thing.
film, or any work for that matter, combines a simple genius in
depicting the story with a true
understanding of what is being
done, it will be a success, not
alone for a "certain level" in
audiences or in big cities, but for
everyone.
director

THAT'S

THAT

committee for the 1932 Olympiad in Los Angeles
Al
Jolson is to at last have a Hollywood house named for him, the
proposed $2,000,000 structure to be erected next door to the

Music More Important
As Talking Films Develops

Rouben Mamouliun,

-AND

with
T OUIS

AMPA

ton

f\\ER

on Broadway at 46th Street.
Al Grey has the citizens yawping and gaping nightly as they view
the girlies caught in the gigantic
spider web high above the roof of

"

a building.
The brilliant ballyhoo is
for "The Great Gabbo."
And they
sure make a pretty sight as they
dangle there in all sorts of alluring
poses, garbed in their fly costumes

which, as you can infer, isn't muclof a costume.
A gent slightly under the influence of raspberry juice
stood alongside us the other night
and kept clawing our sleeve as he
gurgled: "Ain't zhay pretty flishe—
such booful flishe.
Zowie!"
Then
he staggered across Broadway, and
the next minute was climbing the
side of the building.
A cop yanked

him

down.

"Wherej'd

NUMBER

51

The

go, ossifer.
waitin' for
spider."

Those girlie flishe are
to come up an' play

me

Empey Club

Conversatioyi between two exhibitors:

"Did you hear the thunder last
night?"
"No, I didn't hear it in Brooklyn."

MANY HAPPY RETURNS
When

Industry
By JAMES

P.

rpOTAL
irt

dous

will

ft.,

there

boy

at

over

1913

ft.
ft.

that

few years.

was

a

ex-

slight

in

1924

in

1925.

figure

In

period.

"Will he sign up?"

Best wishes and congratulaare extended by

THE

tions

FILM DAILY
ing

members

who today

of

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAT

to the follow-

IN

the industry,

are celebrating their

birthday:

for

1927.

decrease

under the 1925 figure, 230,000,000 ft. having been sold in the
latter

Famous Film Conversations

approximate
a tremen-

years to 178,000,000
then to 235,000,000

next

and

ft.,

which total 32,000,000
jumping steadily in eleven

remaining

September 26

S.

ports

the

office

increase

fairly high,

declarant, leading Trump right up to
the declarant is occasionally a sound
and winning lead, and at times the
one defense to save the game.

The Film Daily

exports from U.

1929

is

CUNNINGHAM

Editor.

Statistical

contract

has supported the make after denying another suit bid of the

Statistics

250,000,000 linear

BRADLEY BARKER

Re-Double"

Dummy

had an audience."

JOBS

Chatter

(By Charley Schwartz)

(Se: Jack DeLacy)

"I

THEIR
FIRST

tinky'

51

in

Irene Bordoni

dy'

he inquired, not unkindly.
raspberry guy sez: "Aw, lenune

rgoin'r"

"I

I

DALY

"Why, it was so bad you could
hear it in China."
Mebbe. But the acoustics are very
bad in Brooklyn."

Imaginary Spectator
An Aid to Film Acting
never act for any one person
the audience or to all of the
people in it.
I act always for
some one I picture as representing for me all of the audience put
together.
And so with the pictures.
I play to my imaginary
spectator, and it is almost as if

26, 1929

Victor

Kendall

Herman Rose

Exhibitors arrive to attend United
Pictures conference.
*

Willard

Stonewell

Wall Street

*

*

interests reported seeking to build theater chain.

.

.

A RED
LETTER
DAY.
.

A RED

IN

LETTER YEAR
RADIO

ON

RISES

BIGGEST

TO MIGHTY CLIMAX
DAY OF SHOW YEAR

New Wonders Today Are Old Wonders
morrow
lative in

in

ToThis Era of the Spectacular and Super-

Modern Show

But All That Has

Will

Come

in

Gone

.

.

Before and All That

the Future Will Be Eclipsed For

Many Years by the
Created by

Business

Mightiest Entertainment Ever

Human Art and

Ingenuity!

FLORENZ ZlEGFELD'S
MONUMENTAL MASTERPIECE

THE PICTURE OF THE CENTURY

OPENING
EARL CARROLL
THEATRE, N.

OCT.

y. C.

6, 1929

PICTURES

:le
The Miracle

\*
Workers

THE
ursday, September 26, 1929

DAILV

M-G-M

Short Shots from
New York Studios
By

ARTHUR

cine
cinematic reporting
eakeasy after another
I

finding

is
is

in

one

just

Kansas Censorship Board Musicians' Demands to
Cuts 30 Reels in 4 Years
Services
Close Wash. Rialto

Gets Sole Right

to Stallings'
Bureau, THE FILM DAILY

—

Kansas City During a period of Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington Unless the local muHollywood Laurence Stallings has four years in which 101,360,000 feet
a new contract with M-G-M under or more than 19,000 miles of film sicians' union agree to let the Rialto
which the company will have exclu- equivalent to 29,650 reels censored by drop their orchestra, that house will
Ifr.sf

W. EDDY.

UGH O'CONNELL
fuGI

c&m

Coast

—

sive right to his services as dialogue
writer and adapter of originals.

the series

the

—

women

three

representing

the

Kansas State Board
there were only 30

of M. P. Review,
reels disapproved
and changes made in 1,211 films. In
every instance regarding litigations
courts upheld the ruling of the board.

close Sept. 28 after having been open

about

for

weeks,

four

is

it

stated.

The house previously experienced
cut in the orchestra from 18 men

a

to
Broadcast
with
this
even
reduction
but
13,
Fleischman
Yeast
Corp.
has
ar'irring in at Warner Bros, eastern
overhead is declared to be too high
Mdio.
The last one, "Dead or ranged to present Bebe Daniels as
Three outstanding cases between pro- The matter is to be discussed at the
live," which Arthur Hurley direct- the featured artist on its Sunshine
under supervision of Murray Hour which goes over the NBC ducers and the board were centered next meeting, Sept. 28.
around "Birth of a Nation," "Naked
toth,
is
something to cheer over chain this evening. In her presen- Truth"
and Dempsey-Tunnev fight Musicians' Relief Sought
tation Miss Daniels will offer two

newspaper comedy shorts he

is

cording to the studio boys. O'Conby the way, is rehearsing in a

ijll,

Bebe Daniels

to

numbers from "Rio Rita," her latest
for RKO.
She will broadcast from

film.

iw show, "Week-End" and also givThomson, Dent for AMPA
P. L. Thomson, director of adverg radio owners a treat through his the RKO Coast studio.
feekly vocal labors in
tising
"Mr. and
and publicity for Western
Vs." radio sketch based on the
Charlotte Walker with Fox
Electric and M. Arthur Dent of
(are Briggs comic strip.
Charlotte Walker has been signed British International Pictures, are
by Fox for the role of the mother scheduled to address today's meeting of the AMPA.
\After a siege of both work and superior in "South Sea Rose."
\eation,
Morton Downey accommied by his wife, Barbara Ben'tt,
has returned to this $24 isnd.
While on the further side of
e big wet, he sang at the Cafe de

By Intellectual Congress
The Hague Relief for musicians
thrown out of work by the sound

—

SAID

through

in a resolution

Intellectual

before the Congress of

Workers

here.

FILM FOLK

ABOUT

the 1929

yrth.

Gus Kleinecke, musical conductor

Lew Fields' Fritzie Scheff and
hers of fame, is back in New York,
e'll now take a crack at this picGus writes songs as
re business.
:11 as conducts.

r

Film Daily Year Book

Frank Tours, musical advisor ai
aramount's Long Island plant, has
sen granted a leave of absence un-

He sails at once for
l November.
England to conduct with the Engah company of "Bitter Siveet," opretta.

Frank

will return with

the
after

tympany to New York and
onducting at its premiere, will
gain resume activities at the stuHis next assignment will be
lio.
'The Big Pond," Maurice Chevaproier's next singing and talking
luction.

Ruggles in Ben Hecht Film
featured role
confor Paramount under his new
tract will be in an original screen

Charles Ruggles'

first

He will start
story by Ben Hecht.
work early in October under the direction of Hobart Henley.
Child Actor at

Mark Strand

niece of Marthe members of
Frolics, the
the cast of "School Day
Kiddie Trouper
first of a series of

Maxine Rambeau,
Rambeau, and

jorie

appear in person
Strand when
feature goes on view as an added

will
featurettes,
Saturday at the
this

Mark

"Hard

to

Get.'

John

attraction to
the
Noble, the director, will introduce
cast.

Giles Co. Lease Athol House
Co.
Athol, Mass.— George A. Giles
house
Bros,
Garboose
the
leased
have
here.
which is under construction
period, no
year
20
a
for
is
lease
The

terms were stated.

Lee Marcus

"The 1929 Film Daily Year Book

is positively
the best ever, and certainly will be of great value

Vice President

RKO

to

me."

Productions

Charles McCarthy
Director of
Public Relations

me

to

—the

same

as

is

of great

has for

it

many

years past."

Paramount

Herman

"The 1929 Film Daily Year Book
interest

Starr

great piece of work and
shall refer to it often."

"A

President

I

know

that

I

1st National

Fred Quimby

wealth of matemost valuable to the average motion

"The Year Book contains

Manager

a

that is
picture executive."
rial

Short Feature Dep't.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

1930 Edition

Now

pay-

ment of their wages by sound equipment manufacturers is provided for

WHAT IMPORTANT

in London and entertained
dio audiences as well.
The Dowy family will migrate to the Coast
>out Dec. 1 to resume picture work
ext Saturday Mort starts giving
e Palace's patrons their money's
iris

development,

picture

In Preparation— Out In January

THE

DAILY

Memphis Convention Hopes
To Hear 'Music Tax Dropped

Musical Notes
By CLEF

DANNY WINKLER

9

{Continued from Page

is

batting for
the lat-

Oct. 29, that exhibitors will be relieved of this tax or at least some
substantial arrangement made which
will materially reduce it.
The new
owners of the music companies, being in many instances exhibitors

"Little
Europe.
Seventh Heaven,"
"Why Can't You?" and "Used To
You," the four numbers from "Say themselves in conjunction with their
It
With Songs" (Warner Bros.) Producing and Distributing interests
starring Al Jolson, are stepping out
will no doubt see the wisdom of takaccording to Sammy Lerner. These
ing all or nearly all of this burden
DeSylva
songs are published by
off theater owners or at least go as
Brown & Henderson.

sojourn

"I'm

Pal,"

in

In

GIVEN U. S. OKEH?

1)

which we always believe

lars a year,

was unfairly

levied.''

(Continued fjom Page

A
ley,"

W.

E.

Map

—

down an

offer to

go to California

to

write theme songs.
In collaboration
with Billy Frisch, Otta has written
a number called "Once In A Blue
Moon," which is published by Lewi-

Publishing Company.

"Scmgs of the Sands," written by
Pat Ballard and published by Al
Piantadosi, looks like a good bet for
the house. Another song ivhich we
hear quite a bit over the air is "The
Trouble With Me Is You."
Irving

Berlin's

"Waiting At The

End Of The Road," theme song

of

"Hallelujah," is sharing sales honors with Al Jolson and Billy Rose';

"Evangeline," theme song of Dolores
Del Rio's vehicle of the same name.

And

(.Continued fr om

any of the "hold-outs" suddenly sign contracts and depart towards Sunny California, we can
blame it on the sudden change of

injunction had been granted and a
theater closed, the courts denied the
application for an injunction and we
have had cable advices that the theater which is to show sound pictures

over our equipment will open on
schedule time.
Switzerland
injunction
"In
the
proceedings
having
failed,
there
has been no interference whatever
with theaters already operating.

"The report of an injunction closing a Vienna theater was also incorrect.
have had cable advice that
the court in Prague has denied the
injunction asked for in this case.
"Germany is the only country in
which we are under injunction and a
hearing on the suit to which this injunction is related is scheduled to
In England
take place Oct. 25.

We

Page

the

Oh

for the

life

of a song-

writer.

Gloria

Swanson to Sing
Hour Over NBC

in Victor

Gloria Swanson will sing from
New York, Oct. 10
Station
at 10:30 P.M. Eastern Standard Time
in conjunction with the Victor Hour
over the network of the National
Broadcasting Company. This is the
first time the star has appeared on
She rethe radio in this country.
cently returned from London where
in addition to attending the preiniere
of her latest production, "The Trespasser" she sang over a British network which was relayed to the United
Immediately following the
States.
broadcast Miss Swanson will leave
here for Hollywood.

WEAF,

"Disraeli" Premiere Set
For Oct. 2 at Warner
Warner Bros. Vitaphone screen
version of "Disraeli" starring George
Arliss will have its premiere Oct. 2
at the Warner theater, New York.

company would have

out-

Europe

WRIT 10 BE SOUGHT

IF

1

Western Electric

activities

are pro-

DECISIONS FELT UNFAIR
ceeding at a rapid rate, the application for even a temporary injunction
there having been withdrawn.
Our
Indianapolis Injunction to restrain
London office now has a staff of decisions of the new arbitration
more than 700 people and installa- board here will be sought, if decisions
tions are proceeding at a rapid rate. are handed down which are considTwo hundred and forty Western ered unfair to members, Charles R
Electric equipped theaters are in op- Metzger, manager and attorney of
eration in the British Isles and 50 in the Indiana exhibitor unit, indicates.
other countries in
Europe, while Directors of the association meet in
there are 250
additional
theaters about ten days to consider the situaawaiting installations.
Taking the tion and to elect officers. Arbitration
field
foreign
ouside
of
America has been resumed with exhibitor
Western Electric has equipped about board members named by the Chair600 theaters to date and has orders man of Commerce head upon reon hand for as many more. Look- quest of distributors.

—

ing at Europe as a whole we see no
occasion for apprehension as to the
future

for

the

Western

Electric

sound system."

M. P. Conference Winds
Up 3 Day Confab in N. Y.

if

weather.

new

standing 8,531,000 shares.
It is estimated in financial circles that its
earning power would be nearly $30,000,000 a year.

Held Pleased With
Its Position In

pioneer of the old "Tin-Pan-AlOtto Motzan has just turned

1)

posed terms of exchange of stock.
The proposed deal, it is stated,
Tri State Unit to
provides for formation of a holding
M.P.T.O. Meeting Plans
company, which will exchange two
Memphis Arrangements for the shares of its stock for one of ParaM.P.T.O. national convention here mount, and V/2 shares of its stock
Oct. 29-31 will be discussed at the for one of Warners.
meeting of the Tri State unit here
The combined companies would
Oct. 13 at Hotel Chisca.
The unit have assets aggregating close to
embraces Tennessee, Arkansas and $200,000,000, it is said. On the sugMississippi.
M. A. Lightman, presi- gested basis of exchange of stock

far as their business position in the
dent of the unit, recently was installed
Will Rockwell, staunch disciple of premises will permit.
"This will save exhibitors gener- president of the national organization
Harms Inc. is back in New York
after escorting Rndy Vallee to Hol- ally hundreds of thousands of dol- succeeding R. F. Woodhull.
lywood.
"I Kiss Your Hand Ma-

dame," which was imported from
France, is sweeping the country.

1929

26,

PARAMOUNT-WARNER DEAL

I

Bobby Crawford during
ter's

Thursday, September

General Theatres Float
Pathe-Shubert Deal
Held Progressing
$6,000,000 Debenture

(Continued from Page 1)
will act as toastmaster,

H. Hays

a visit to the
studios.

and

Paramount Long Island

Eight speeches will occupy the
morning session with talks by:
$1,356,436 or $7.53 a share on 180,- is floating a $6,000,000 fifteen year
"The Function and Objectives of
000 shares outstanding June 30, 1928. six per cent convertible Gold Deben
Motion Picture Publicity," by Paul
ture issue, the proceeds of which will
Gulick, publicity director, Universal;
provide funds for the purchase of "A Definition and Discussion of MoJoseph P. Kennedy, chairman of businesses, of unit member compa- tion Picture Exploitation," by Glenthe board of directors of Pathe, nies, and for other corporate pur- don Allvine, publicity director, Fox;
poses.
"Advertising the Motion Picture," by
could not be reached yesterday for
Upon acceptance of the exchange offers Russell Holman, director of advertiscomment on the reported Pathe- now being made, General Theatres will own ing, Paramount; "The Function of
all
of
the outstanding
common stocks of
Shubert deal.
International Projector Corp., National The- Publicity in Determining Public Atater Supply Co. and Theater Acceptance Corp. titude
Toward the Motion Picture
The proceeds of present financing will provide
William A. Orr, Scefunds with which to acquire all of the out- Industry." by
Steinman Confirms
standing funded debt and preferred stocks nario editor, M-G-M; "The King of
Greater M.
S. Deal of these companies. The company will also Kings Controversy," by John C.
acquire 50 per cent of the outstanding capital
Exvice-president,
Pathe
Jack Steinman of the Daly, Metro stock of Grandeur. Inc., which will acquire Flynn,
change,
Inc.; "Censorship as Related
wholly-owned
through
a
subsidiary
all
of
the
and Congress theaters, Bronx, has
confirmed purchase of a controlling business and assets of Mitchell Camera Co. to Production and Distribution," by
(.Continued

from Page

1)

General Theatres

Equipment,

Inc.

&

General Theatres will also acquire all of the
stock of Hall & Connolly, Inc. and
through wholly-owned subsidiaries the properties, businesses and assets of Strong Elec-

Charles C. Pettijohn, general counM. P. P. D. of America, Inc.;
"Arbitration as Related to the QualiFILM DAILY
tric Co.; J. E. McAuley Manufacturing Co.
ty of Motion Picture Entertainment,"
and Ashcraft Automatic Arc Co.
by Gabriel L. Hess, general attorney.
strumental in closing the deal which
M. P. P. D. of America, Inc.; and
includes the following theaters: CosFox Takes Kew Gardens
"Electrical Entertainment," by
E.
mo, Harlem Grand, Stadium, King
Fox Metropolitan Playhouses has Otterson, president, Electrical J. ReMount Morris, Orpheum, Harlem taken over the Kew Gardens, Kew search Products, Inc.
Opera House, Regun, Harlem Fifth Gardens, L. I., from the Small &
Ave., Apollo, Palestine, Bijou, Ruby Straussberg Circuit. The house was
Begins New Season
Clinton, Odeon, Hollywood,
Flor- built about a year ago and was kept
Rochester, N. Y. The new season
ence, New Delancy and New Law.
dark.
has begun at Fay's.

&

interest in the Greater M.
S. Circuit of N. Y., as exclusively reported
in
on Sept. 20.
Ben Sherman, his partner, was in-

THE

capital

sel.

—

THE
lursday,

September

26,

-£&?&DAILY
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'Coast Wire Service-

Pick Academy Nominees

Sound Declared to Have Raised
Shorts to Major Importance
Advent

sound has raised the short
importance as an attraction,
jerry Safron, sales manager of
thr KKO short feature department, who ha*
just returned to New York from a visit to
exchanges.
His itinerary included Chicago
of

feature to major

according

NAMED TO BOARD

IVE

A

Little

from "Lots"

AT ELECTION ON OCT. 19

RALPH WILK

By

Nominations
le

have been filed for
committee and board

executive

directors of the Academy of
on Picture Arts and Sciences.
ections will be held Oct. 19.

MoThe

Nominees for the board are Jean
Frank Lloyd, William Le
Nugent H. Slaughter and
aron,
N'aldemar Young.
Directors whose
lersholt,

erms expire

year are Douglas
airbanks, representing the actors
Stuart Blackton, directors; Harry
tapf,
producers; Fred E. Pelton
.•clinicians; Tom Geraghty, writers.
this

Hollywood

FOX

were so well pleased
with the work of David Butler
officials

on "Sunny Side Up" that they tore
up his old contract and gave the director a long-term agreement.
*

Nominees

for the executive
as follows:

com-

*

Rollie Asher declare* the "Hollywood Revue" is really a "Rhapsody
in

Jazz."

St. Louis, Indianapolis,
Pittsburgh and Philadelphia.

Detroit,

"We

Cincinnati.

know

that the exhibitor lias hitherto
short feature as mere filler.
in the history of the
short
industry
that
subjects,
a series of
comics or otherwise, could be counted upon
to actually increase the volume of business
And it certainly would
at the box office.
have been regarded as suicide by any expert
feature
showman to
a short subject as his
money attraction.
"This condition is undergoing a radical
change.
In situation after situation where
have gone into conference with exchangeI
men and exhibitors I have found that the
short feature is becoming of major importance
inaugurated its
as an attraction, since
producing all-talking short feapolicy
of
tures and novelties used the guiding maxim
of 'All tin- Names That go Up in Nights.
"So strongly has this situation developed
that I have had some very important exhibadvise me that they intend featuring
itors
the Larry Darmour Musical Tabs and such
Gramercy Shorts as 'St. Louis
major
Blues' over lengthy features in their newspaper and program advertising where the
full-length features lack distinction and boxThey are keen about the
prestige.
office
•(iinsburg' series, news of which has gone
broadcast and are awaiting with great interest 'Duke Ellington and His Band' wherein
we promise them this Ziegfeld 'Show Girl
colored band in a musical feature of extraall

regarded

the

Seldom has

it

happened

RKO

1

*

.

littees are

*

to

*

*

Joseph Levering, veteran director
has arrived on the Coast.
He spent
some time at his old home in Kansas City while en route to Holly-

Conrad Nagel, Lois Wil- wood.
*
*
*
on, Robert Edeson, Richard TuckWilliam
Wyler,
Universal
direcr,
Lloyd Hughes; directors: Regintor, who directed "The Love Trap,"
ld Barker, Donald Crisp, King Vi"The Shakedown," "Has Anybody
lor,
William K. Howard, Frank
Here Seen Kelly" and who is noiv
.loyd; producers: B. P. Schulberg
ack L. Warner, Charles Christie finishing "Three Godfathers," is a
keen student of the Ernst Lubitsch
Irving G. Thal'arl Laemmle,
Actors:

Jr.,

Theodore Reed school of directing.
*
*
*
'Yank E. Garbutt, E. H. Hansen
Dick Pearl knows a HollyArthur Edeson, Ralph Hammeras;
wood girl who says she is 23
vriters:
Waldemar Young, Alfred
in the shade and 33 in the sun.
*ohn, Winifred Dunn, Percy Heath
*
*
*
ack Cunningham.
Officers to replace Douglas FairHarry Cording, remembered for
>anks as president and William C. his work in "The Squall," "The Pale Mille as vice-president will be triot"
and "Christina," has been
hosen at the first meeting of the cast in an important role in "Love
>oard after the general election.
Marches On," which will be made

RCA

Men in this business today
ordinary merit.
watching with hawk-like eyes every single development, technical or commercial, on

are

the screen.
And such radical events as the
six weeks' run of Marc Connelly's 'The Trav
eler' at the Rialto and the five-weeks' run
of 'St. Louis Blues' still in progress, at the
Rialto here made a profound impression.
"These runs are due, not only to superb
production values and extraordinary expenditures on short features rivaling silent-feature
costs of yesteryear, but mainly and significantly enough
to the fact that legitimate and
vaudeville headliners who are able to draw
extraordinary amounts to box-offices of the
aters where they personally appear, are starred

them.

in

"Plugging is the secret.
Getting after
these names and attractions which, with RCA
Photophone to create tlie illusion of life itself, audible clarity, in tone and volume and
synchronization, have created a distinctly new
type of feature entertainment which, like
personalities of the stage, draw new patrons
to the box-office and actually can and will
swell box office receipts for those who go

them with showmanship.

after

"We

have been impressed, in fact, so
strongly with the reaction of exchange managers and exhibitors to this new type of entertainment, that we have already taken steps
definitely
towards giving exhibitors a new
type of publicity and exploitation service
commensurate with its increased importance
For the first time we are to issue press
books on individual short features containing
news features, cuts, mats, ads and general
exploitation service.
A branch publicity staff
is
being organized to give these short features nation-wide publicity.
In addition, we
contemplate special attention to their short
features in our national advertising.
And an
enlargement to our exploitation staff will cooperate in a national way with exhibitors who
have awakened to the importance of plugging
short features."

RKO

ierg; technicians: J.

UNIVERSAL COMPLETE SOUND SERVICE
AVAILABLE FOR ONE YEAR OR MORE
Big Stars in Big Pictures
for Buyers of Uncle

by Universal.

Universal Planning Two
Films for Schildkraut
"

Universal

preparing two stories

is

Tom Reed
Schildkraut.
md Edward T. Lowe, Jr., have completed the dialogue for "Deadline",
:rom a magazine story by Henry La
Lowe handled the adaptaITossitt.
or Joseph

while Dudley Early and Shernan Lowe are collaborating on an

:ion,

original

story.

*

*

Carl's

*

Our Passing Show: Jimmy
Johnston, new golf champion,
being photographed with Para-

mount

stars

Paul;
quing

and inviting them

at his home in St.
Corinne Griffith burlesAlexander Korda by di-

to visit

him

recting two electricians in a
love scene from "Lilies of the
Field."

READ
"MOTHER OF TRUTH"
By IVAN

ABRAMSON

_

ADDRESS
CITY

.

PRESS
GRAPHIC LITERARY
N.
New York
1775 Broadway,

City,

Y.

Contract
Carl Laemmle, President of Universal Pictures, and originator of the
Service Conwhich thousands of exhibitors
insist has been a life-saver for them,
announces that, starting immediately,
a sound counterpart of the original

now famous Complete

tract,

is now available to all exhibitors who are equipped for sound.
The entire sales force, covering the
whole of the United States and
Canada, has been advised to start sell-

contract

new contract immediately.
Hundreds of telegrams and letters
of congratulation are coming into the
Home Office from exhibitors who
have benefited in the past and who
see in Complete Sound Service Contract a way out of the ticklish situaing the

The author who has written and produced for the Screen fifty-six successful photostory
plays has woven around the Motion Picture Industry a powerful romantic
competition of
of tense human interest, dealing with the elimination of the free
the industry and showing the evil of its monopoly.
"Mother of Truth" is a book of half fiction and half facts. The critics have
a
proclaimed its contents as a unique masterpiece. The novel is a salt of truth,
It is a garden of literary
brook of romance and an ocean of dramatic force.
flowers planted for delightful entertainment.
Send us your check for Two Dollars, together with this coupon and we will mail
you an autographed copy by the Author of the first De Luxe edition which cost
is Five Dollars.

NAME

Famous

tion caused

The

CARL LAEMMLE

by the advent of sound.

fact that practically the entire

Universal 1929-30 product is included
in the contract and that exhibitors
sign for one year, two years,
three years or any number of years
they desire, is a big step forward, assuring the independent that Uncle
Carl is still strong for them.

may

prominent
a
this,"
Official is quoted as saying,
if s, no and's, no but's, no strings.

"Remember

Exhibitors can buy this new Complete
Sound Service Contract practically

on

their

own terms and

at

Home
"No

a

price

they can afford to pay.
"Universal has always taken care
Universal alof the small exhibitor.
Go to your Universal
ways will.
Exchange at once. They'll give you
all the dope."
Forward March

With

Universal.

— Advt.

CARELESS
FAST LIFE

with Doug. Fairbanks, Jr.
and Loretta Young. Jam-

ming the Brooklyn and

h
a

H
d
F

with "Fast Life" thai
any drama th

RICHARD

d
v
v
a

;

BARTHELMESS

I

Pa

r
t

With Dou
Fairbanks, Jr.,
Loretta Young,

year.

Young Nowheres

i

editorially "different, delightfully

refreshing

.

.

.

Chester
Morris

"Worth seeing. Compact and intense."
Herald Tribune.

—

"Doug. Fairbanks, Jr.
takes another step to
stardom." Eve. World.
"Join the crowd at
the Strand, you won't
regret it."
American.

"More dramatic than
lots of modern movies.'
— Neil's.

without

bunk and without

One

of the
forerunners of
what the unadulterated

frills.

talking pic*
i

ture is des-

tined to
be."

N^ £^

:

v**

FIRST NATIONAL
and VITA PHONE
STEPPING FAST-

ER AND SURER
IN THE TALKIE

WORLD THAN
l

W"H^

C

JacUBtt'

ANY OTHER
COMPANY IN
THE INDUSTRY!

—
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NEWS
ALL THE TIME
ALL THE

CREDITJYSTEM

IS

UPHELD BY

U.

STCOURT

Pathe- Shubert Conbination Practically Set
SWEEPING VICTORY WON BY DISTRIBUTORS
General Amusement
Much Ado
AS GOVERNMENT PETITION IS DISMISSED
Formed by
Co.

-By

to be

JACK ALICOATE-

MUCH

going on these days of

Little
to everyone.
old business moving with the
;peed of an arrow and the interest
For instance
)f a three ring circus.
,ve have with us today
Mr. John Law himself who steps
ight into the middle of the picture
vith a sweeping and far-reaching de:ision in the Credit Committee Case.
In so many words this highly respected gentleman comes right out
with the view that the rules of the
Credit Committee are beneficial to
interests involved and that no
all

interest

reasons whatsoever have been advanced as to why they should be read
Interesting this,
of the party.
particularly in these days of exhibitor turmoil and reaction.

out

Shubert-Pathe
Introducing to the industry, the
very newest and latest model in the
way of holding companies, The General Amusement Company. This will
be the parent body for the Shubert
and Pathe holdings with combined
resources said to be thirty-five milMr. Shubert denies that the
lion.
closed as yet, and Mr. Kenbut you can bet last
season's straw hat that this one is in.

deal

nedy

is

sits

mum

Uncle

Sam

Denies

It isn't often that the government
denies anything but it stepped right
up the footlights yesterday with a
ringing denial that it had placed its
stamp of approval on the Par-War
sister act.
We're getting sort of fed
up with this marriage and unless it

Credit committees and their rules, formulated by distributors to protect
contracts against fraudulent sale or transfer of theaters, are legal under the
Sherman anti-trust law, Judge T. J. Thacher of Federal District Court, New
General Amusement Co. is to be York, ruled in an opinion handed down yesterday. The opinion dismissed
formed in the proposed Pathe-Shupetition of the Dept. of Justice for an
bert deal, which Lee Shubert says
injunction to restrain operation of
"probably will be closed any day
credit committees, alleging they conEvery assistance
Toronto
now."
Stock of Pathe and Shubert
stitute a conspiracy in restraint of
will be extended to Prof. Taywould be exchanged for stock in the
The Hays organization, ten
trade.
lor, University instructor, who
distributors
new company, under the plan. Deand Film Boards of
has been named by the CanaTrade were defendants in the test suit
tails of the deal, said to involve Com-?
dian government to study con
brought by the government.
bincd resources of more than $35,ditions in the film business in
"The defendants' agreement to de000,000 now are being worked out.
the Dominion. The move folmand security was fully justified by
Angles which influenced it are the
lowed complaint of indepentheir common interest in preserving
outlet provided by the 100 Shubert
dent exhibitors, that a combine
the integrity of contractual obligahouses in the United States, Canada
tions owing to them by others," the
exists.
and in London, 45 of which are in
court held.
"Such restraints as may
New York) City, as well as the stage
have resulted from what was done,
vehicles the Shuberts control, which
were incidental to this legitimate purwill be available for filming.
JUSTICE DEPT.
pose and therefore not unreasonable
or unlawful."
Mills Resigns
The government's case was the
first of two test actions, the other
Post
Society to
(Continued on Page 6)
E. C. Mills, for ten years chair- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Combination of
Washington
man of the administration committee
of the American Society of Com- Paramount and Warner, as proposed
RESPONSIBILITY
posers, Authors and Publishers, and in a reported agreement between the
merger
chairman of the board of directors of two companies, and proposed
Protective of Fox and Loew's have not been
the
Music
Publishers

Pathe, Shubert

Pledges Aid

—

1

SAYS

from Music
Take New

DEAL NOT APPROVED

—

ACCEPTED

(Continued on Page 7)

(Continued

on

Page

8)

Arbitration Deposits Under
Fire In Washington Suit
of all phases of the arbitration system is expected
determined soon in Federal District Court, New York, which
has under consideration the Dept. of Justice test case against the

Legality

to be

Hays organization and distributors.
pleted last March.

Trial of the action

was com-

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington Legality of deposits posits was demanded before they
demanded from them for failure could obtain films, in what they
to comply with awards made by the claim is an illegal combination in
Ban Colored Casts
arbitration board, is attacked in suit violation of the Sherman anti-trust
Southern exhibitors in convention for injunction brought against the law. They ask that the awards be
in the Southland go strongly on rec- Hays office,
the Washington Film set aside.
Defendant distributors in the acord against Negro pictures and call Board, its secretary, James B. Fitzupon producers of the industry to gerald, and 11 distributors by the tion, brought in the District of Co"severely restrict or entirely forego" Byrd Theater Co., Bluebird Theater lumbia Supreme Court are: Interthe making of pictures exploiting the Co., the Brookland Theater and Wal- state Film Co.; Paramount, M-G-M,
Negro race. Sensitive situation this ter J. Coulter, all of Richmond, and First National, United Artists, Fox.

happens

officially

darn

soon

giving these two outfits
more free front page stuff.
stop

we'll

any

—

and one that deserves immediate con- the Bluebird theater, Petersburg. Va. Pathe, RKO, Tiffany, Vitagraph and
The plaintiffs charge $5,700 in de- Warner Bros.
sideration.

BY INDUSTRY, HAYS SAYS
"Officials of the industry realize
heir responsibilities and accept them,"
Will H. Hays told the Motion Picture Conference, attended by social
and welfare leaders of the United
States, which yesterday wound up
hundred
its three-day sessions.
fifty delegates from 21 states were
(Continued on Page 8)

Two

Rarin' to Go!!
With

the

rapidly

deadline

approaching for the biggest
golf event in the M. P. Industry, the entry committee for
the Fall Film Golf Tourney
was flooded with a load of late
entries emphasizing that there
will be a record turnout at the

Gedney Farms Country Club,
Oct.

1

for

the

event.

Go. Get your entry in
the big niblick battle.

Let's
for

now

THE
tm
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News
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Hearst Metro-
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will

field,

make

its
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Year
Lease on Spokane House

Society Takes 50

—

Spokane, Wash.- Spokane Savings
society has signed a 50-year
lease on the Egyptian which they
will take over four years hence. To

& Loan

tal rental will amount to more than
$325,000, according to D. B. Fotheringham, owner of the property. The
property will be improved when the
new owners take possession. Spokane Theaters, Inc. now operate the

Shafto Closes Pathe Deal
To Show Films in East
Thomas

Britisher engaged
in the theatrical and picture business
in the
Near East, is on his way
back to Cairo with his wife from a Today:
world tour after having closed a film Sept. 28
deal with the Pathe International
Corp. for the presentation of its films Sept. 30
in Egypt, Syria and Palestine.
He
is expected to revisit New York the
Oct.
1
early part of next year.
According
to
Shafto,
of
picture
a number
Oct.
2
houses in the Near East are being
wired for sound films.
Oct.
3

Shafto,

The Industry's
Date Book
M.P.T.O. meeting
First

issue

News

Metrotone

Annual Golf Tournament
sas

City

exhibitor
Country Club.
Fall

Film

Premiere
Theater,

"Sunny

of

Inaugural

Dance

New

at

Country

"Disraeli

N. Y.
Side
N. Y.

Kan-

of

Oakwood

at

Tournament

Golf

Gedney
Farms
White Plains.

—

house.

Seattle.

(sound).

Gaiety,

Ben C. Broyles Dies in Dallas
Dallas, Tex.
Ben C. Broyles of
the sales staff of Fox Films, is dead
here after a heart attack.
He had
been with Fox nine years. He is
survived by his wife and a daughter.

at

Hearst

of

Up"

Preview
Motion

at

at

Club,

Warner

premiere

and

at

Dinner

Picture

Club,

York.

Opening

of two week's
run o£
"Blackmail" at Selwyn, N. Y.
Premiere of "Rio Rita" at Earl
Oct.
6
Carroll, N. Y.
Oct.
Premiere of "Applause" at the
8
Criterion, N. Y
Oct. 7-10
Meeting of S.M.P.E. at Toronto,
29-31
Annual M. P. T. O. A. Meeting
Oct.
at the Peabody Hotel, Memphis.
Nov. 4 Premiere of "Condemned" at th<
Selwyn, N. Y.
Dec. 9-10 Meeting of North Carolina ex-

Oct.

4

.

W Troy Council Votes in
Favor of Sunday Movies

Williams

Jersey

at

—

City
Williams,

Jersey City, N. J. Tony
for the past eight months manager
of the Lincoln, Union City, has been
Troy, Ala. By a vote of 7 to 4, appointed director general of the
the City Council of Troy voted to Stanley here.
allow the Princess Theater, of which

—

i

hibitors' unit at Pinehurst.

"Blackmail" for Selwyn, N. Y.
G. Crouch is manager, to open
Nagel Acquires Pelham
"Blackmail," British International
every Sunday afternoon from 1.30 to
Frank Nagel is new owner of the picture being released by Sono-Artl
6 o'clock.
The princess has been
Pelham, Pelham, N. Y., having taken World Wide, will open a two weeks'
operating on Sunday afternoons for
the house over from Wolf Lane The- engagement at the
Selwyn, New
the past eight weeks, but recently
atrical Corp.
York on Oct. 4.
ministers and church members here
J.
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Negro Films Declared
Unwanted in Southeast
Atlanta

—

attention

to the reaction of
audiences of this section to the number of films featuring Negroes which

have been released

in recent months.
against such picturei
was passed at the recent convention
of Southeastern exhibitors at Columbus, Ga.

A

Four on

M-G-M

Berlin

Mayor

Mayor Roxy's Guest
Gustav

Boess of Berlin
been taken over by Patrick Belmont, was the guest of S. L. Rothafel a
the Roxy last night.
owner, from J. Dieter.

Southeastern exhibitor:

want no Negro films, "The Weekly
Film Review" here emphasizes ir
calling

Belmont Operating Park Palace
in Brooklyn has

The Park Palace

resolution

K/>AXY Y.4T

"SEASON IT WITH—"
A KRAZY KAT

To Show

"Prosperity Group"
Among the theaters which have
contracted for Columbia's "Prosper-

SOUND

ity Group" of pictures are the Hippodrome, Baltimore; Strand, Scranton;
Ohio and Orpheum, Akron, O.; Suffolk, Holyoke, Mass; Bijou, Springfield,
Mass.; Shade, Sandusky, O.;

CARTOON—
THE SALT

Rivoli, Baltimore.

Aesop Publicity Service
Special publicity service on Aesop's
is being offered to
exhibitors by Pathe in conjunction
with the Van Beuren Corp., the producers of the feature.

and

PEPPER of ANY

Fables in sound

Animated by

BEN HARRISON

PROGRAM

...

35
10
75
2

Proctor's 28th St. Dark
Proctor's 28th St. theater is closed.
not having renewed the lease.

RKO

and

MANNY GOULD

Oct. Releases
sched-

in the four pictures

uled for October releases by M-G-M
are two $2 specials. The specials are

"Marianne" and "Hallelujah" with
"The Mysterious Island" and "The
Thirteenth Chair" completing the

UNIFORMS
FOR

USHERS-DOORMEN,

ETC.

Musical Score and Direction By

JOE De

85

LAST PRICE QUOTED

Included

group.

circulated a petition and resolutions
opposing the opening.

NAT

PRODUCED BY WINKLER
Western Electric Recording

Style Catalog and Samples on Rtfiiest

RUSSELL
1600 B'way,

UNIFORM

New

York.

CO.*

Cor. 48th St.

Winkler

Sound Cartoons

i|

TOMORROW! THE MOST
KEENLY AWAITED EVENT
OF THE SEASON!
LEFT:

MetroGoldwyn-

Striking

lithograph in full
colors for display

at house front.

Mayer
Launches

A New Era
In

Talking

Newsreels

TOMORROW

HERE'S

WHY

IT'S

CALLED THE SUPER SOUND NEWSREEL

A Few
SCHWAB

TESTIFIES IN

of the Initial

SHEARER PROBE

Senate inquiry his stand on "Big
D. C. Shearer, who
Washington,
propaganda—
Navy"
started rumpus, promises action aplenty.
Steel

Magnate explains

at

MEET THE STARS OF WORLD

SERIES

Standbys of the fighting Athletics are introduced to you by
talks it
Eddie Collins—Philadelphia, Pa. Connie Mack
the
with
over with Collins and Gleason. Mack is popular
Wilson,
camera boys. Meet Chicago Cubs' Big Four—
Hornsby, Cyler and Stephenson and Manager McCarthy.

BRITISH ARMY QUITS GERMAN TERRITORY

AFTER 10-YEAR STAY

to church in final Rhineland reviewhis
Wiesbaden, Germany. Lt. Gen. Sit Wm. Thwaites bids
calling.
are
Square
Leicester
and
Tipperary
troops goodbye.

Tommies march

Off for dear old England.

FIRST ISSUE
SAT- SEPT. 28

News Features—
ITALIAN VETERANS PARADE IN ROME
Mussolini reviews 40,000 ex-soldiers gathered from all over
nation—Rome, Italy. Then they pass before King Victor
Emanuel at the Quirinal Palace. At great tomb of the

Unknown

Soldier.

WEDDING BELLS FOR JOHN COOLIDGE
Trumbull,
Ex-president's son married to Miss Florence
Ct.
daughter of Ct. Governor Plainville,

—

CROWD OF

1,000,000

SEES BRITISH

RACE

last big
Multitude of English turf fans out for St. Leger,
turf
British
Oldest
England.
event of season—Doncaster,
winner,
Derby
also
"Trigo,"
in 1778, is on.

classic, first

run

takes St. Leger by a neck.

.^^^l^ICE

A WEEK
ON FILM OR DISC

HEARST METROTONE NEWS
Thctfs News!

-.&0»h
DAILY
Timely Topics
Digest of
Current Opinion

due to its
novelty.
Unlike other newsreels the Universal product has a
"talking reporter" describing each scene as it is flashed upon the
screen
Charley Farrell, popular Fox star, is in Noo

Grandeur an Approach
To the Third Dimension
Grandeur Pictures reveal not
only great scope but something
closely approaching the muchsought third dimension depth.

Stanley Film Advertising will supply a

effect is startling in its magnificence.
It is as though a man

The

sight and the beauties of the
world spread before him in gorgeous panorama.
Regina Crewe in the
"New York American

as the

Western

permanent injunction

Electric

vic-

Silverphone was announced, the report was circulated that W. E. owned Silverphone and secured the injunction
against

but this

for effect,

is

pooh poohed

W. E

at

Washouts

have delayed Noo Yawk arrival of Jesse L.
Lasky, B. P. Schulberg and George Bancroft, who are to arrive
on Sattiday
(the railroad kind)

in-

volving millions of dollars and
thousands of people, the development of modern inventions and
the increasing use of machinery
are apt to make us forget that
behind all these things are men.
Men with brains and vision
And the percentage of men with
real brains is just about what it
was many years before there was
so much talk about the small man
being forced out of business.

F.

Andrew M. Howe

H. Butler, Pathe Denver manager, recently ankled up to

the altar with a

Denver

girl

Two

of Chicago's busiest are

Hal Young, veteran head of National Screen Service's branch
and Cecil E. Maberry, . Columbia's district head
Arrkayoh is expecting big things of "Rio Rita," which opens Oct.
6 at the Earl Carroll, a Sunday opening for a change

What
French

a film

literally

Wonder

in

salesman's paradise Paris is these days, with the
breaking their necks to buy American flickers.
what a sound double exposure will be introduced

"Condemned."

in

Ink'

NUMBER

52

Rohan

in

"The Morning Telegraph"

H.
newsboy
I.

JOBS
RUBEN
in

*

*

give birth to feature
picture ideas, but Fergy gave birth
to iio less than a tvhole train, which
has done more to build up goodwill
for M-G-M throughout the world
than any amount of diplomatic wire

pulling could possibly do. So when
his wife and boy stepped
off the boat, they found themselves
heading a parade with the police
band as escort, seven motorcycle
cops, a ballyhoo of a 160-foot flag
of all nations carried by 60 Chester

Eddie and

Hale

girls,

and

Boy Scout

a

*

*

division.

*

His Honor the Mayor was out of
town,

but

delegated

reception

his

committee to do the honors at CityHall,
which they did and how!
When the parade struck Broadway,

—

was

it

just

repetition

a

like

of the

Armistice Day shindig.
Confetti,
streamers, and sections of telephone

and

back

copies

of

Cleveland

THE

riotous enthusiasm.
Eddie turned to
Ma Carrier, and sez: "I guess they

MANY HAPPY RETURNS

JAMES

By

Statistical

DURING
Mar.
1,671

31,

with the signatures of King George,
the Prince of Wales, Mussolini, and
everybody
any consequence
of
throughout the world. Arthur Loew

The Film Daily

and

ended
year
the
1929, there were
censored

films
If

this

in

31

rejected, 147 were passed
subject to exclusions and 65

were

September 27

passed with recommendation for adult audiences only.

were

total number of British
examined was
films

Empire

features

and

including
474
shorts having a combined total length of 828,250 ft. Of this
total

61

films

were produced

Xew

Zealand.
Of the 1,671 films, 448 were
features having a footage of
more than 3000 ft. and the
remaining 1,223 consisted of

in

topicals, scenics, comedies and
industrial films. U. S. supplied
films,
361
Germany 19, and

two from

Italv

and France.

the rest of the

M-G-M

officials

are gonna play a game of bridge to
see who cops the autographs. Now

New

number

home."

we're

Eddie has a roomful of souvenirs
his memorable trip. Included is
an autograph book that is priceless,

CUNNINGHAM

P.

Editor.

know
of

Statistics

The

THEIR
FIRST

52

Industry

Zealand.

of talkies.

I
Jl

*

Some guys

were
thrown down on Eddie's head with

Many important improvements
remain to be made in the recording and projecting of talking pictures.
For one thing, a selective
microphone must be invented to
pick up sound from any desired
area and to shut out that coming from outside.
Then there
must be a wider sound track so
that sound may be projected with
less volume, thus eliminating the
cracking noise which now furnishes an overtone to even the

ffi.

ballyhoo.

FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK

In Recording Talking Films

Pierre de

CARRIER has collected some international glory for
himself as the chaperone of the MG-M Trackless Train which he escorted on a four-year tour of the
civilized world.
So Eddie arrived in
New York from Port Said with his
gigantic ballyhoo last Saturday. And
Billy "Crimson Car" Ferguson had
a reception prepared for the brainchild that was a most fitting windup to the spectacular international

books

*

Some Needed Improvements

best

EDWARD

there,

—

*

ten trucks to

talkers of

As soon
tory

of Brains

*

fleet of

Major La Guardia's speeches in the New York
mayoralty campaign
Mayor Walker's speeches are to be
shown via Movietone on an outdor screen in Times Square.
Warners rushed a 1,500 pound shipment of crystals from
Czecho-Slovakia by air express to the Coast, Oh, yeah?

show

with most defective vision were
suddenly blessed with perfect

"Printers'

in the trade

Yawk

—

and Vision
Are Seen Behind Mergers
The news of great mergers

comment

DALY

By PHIL M.

Jr.

inauguration Saturday, the Universal talking news-

its

has created considerable

reel

Men

THAT

PhilM. Daly,
OINCE

1929

THAT'S

with

—€)—

27,

AND

Along The Rialto

A

September

Friday,

Best wishes and congratulaare extended by

THE

tions

FILM DAILY
ing

members

who today

of

the kick: When the train
started four years ago, the gang
was betting it wouldn't go any further than Chicago.

comes

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

to the follow-

the industry,

are celebrating their

birthday

Edmund Burns
Ann Sheridan
Wally Van

United Artists' turns down Goldwyn's plan to build houses for outlets.

*

*

Famous Players
per cent dividends.

*

declare annual 2

!

WE CHALLENGE
Mr. Western Electric:

TEMPLE THEATRE
Quality Photo

•

Plays

ft

Special

AHnKnoui

Do you approve of

these

Statements, alleged by
some exhibitors as being
made by your sales representatives ?

We

have replied to the
inquiry herein reproduced in facsimile in this
way:
H. R. Berry

HARTSVILLE,

S. C.

(by wire)

YOUR LETTER SEPTEMBER TWENTIETH TO
HAND ANY REPRESENTATIVE WESTERN
ELECTRIC OR ANY OTHER COMPANY WHO
MADE REPRESENTATIONS TO YOU SUCH AS
RECITED YOUR LETTER FALSELY ATTEMPTING INTIMIDATE YOU GROSSLY MISREPRESENTING OUR. EQUIPMENT AND OUR PATENTS POSITION STOP DEFY SUCH REPRESENTATIVE PRODUCE IN WRITING WHAT
REPRESENTED VERBALLY STOP WE HAVE

HARTSVUXE,

&

C.

Sept, 20th, 1929.

Ganerml Talking Pioture Corporation
Hew York, B.7.
wow.

Gentlemen: -

mat raws (ami™

fEfi-

Under date of Sept 13th I made applioation for one of
your talking Pioture equipment installations to be male in "Mr
Theatre, after hearing one pioture over your equipment I was very
ouoh Impressed with the reproduction, to the expent of placing
an
order for one.
Slnoe that time I understand that the order has been
delayed for rea3one I presume that you are farmilure with and
I
T
to1 * by ost «
Eleotrio Represenatlve in this seotion
that? your equipment? could not reproduce all frequency
reoordod
either on Film Or Disc, that the lSe of amplification
was not
sufficient to bring out the High and Low frequencies
that Western
Bleotrio were going to reoord in the future
and that if we bought
a Deforest installation that we would be
Sued in the near future
acoount of Infringements of patents.
Uith rumors of this kind do not sound so
good to «e
exhibitors that have to tie up quite a little
sums of moneyto
tl-y to stay in Business. 0^
yo U Just atat9 tQ „ hat
r8 roduoe °° P*"
WestenTEleotrio.What kind
^rTJ^irl ^ 2

m

5 ™~

1

«*

^^ ^

"ill your organization guerantee to
reproduc any
recording perfectly that is done by western
Electric recording
nethod, in you opinion can they satisfactory
record high an! low
frequencies to an extent that you will be
unable to reproduce.
Kindly give ne all the information as near
,

as you Can.

BEEN ABLE AND SHALL CONTINUE REPRODUCE ALL STANDARD AND QUALITY RECORDED FILM OR DISC ON OUR EQUIPMENT
AND OUR AMPLIFICATION IS LICENSED AND
NONINFRINGING AND WE CAN CAPABLY
TAKE CARE HIGH AND LOW FREQUENCIES
OF WESTERN ELECTRIC OR ANY OTHER COMPANY AND WE INDEMNIFY YOU IN OUR CONTRACT FOR INFRINGEMENTS OR PATENTS
STOP OUR EQUIPMENT NOT ALONE ON PAR
BUT EXCELS ANY EQUIPMENT ON MARKET
WILL REPRODUCE SAME AS WESTERN ELECTRIC OR ANY OTHER EQUIPMENT

such representations, as made to Mr* Berry, are authorized by you, we will be pleased to donate ONE THOUSAND
DOLLARS to any CHARITY designated by you upon proof of
Tell your salesmen to put it in writing
authorization*
If

I

GENERAL TALKING PICTURES CORP.

DeForest Equipment
(Signed)

M. A.

Schlesinger, President

THE

2&>*

DAILV

Friday,

September

27,

1929

Credit Agreements Legal, Court Holds
NO INJURY SHOWN BY

U. S.

DUE TO CREDIT SYSTEM

Approval of Credit Committees
Hailed as Boon to Film Industry

INDUSTRY, SAYS DECISION
Hailing

{Continued from Page

1)

concerning arbitration, which still is
under advisement. Both cases were
In the
tried in March of this year.
the government called
no witnesses, resting its case on documentary evidence, secured from files
By stipulation,
of the defendants.
only part of the exhibitors were introduced, these to be regarded as
typical of all which might be introduced. A number of witnesses were
called by the defense.
credit

case,

of
Judge
Thacher in upholding credit committee and their operation, Edwin P.
Grosvenor, of Cadwalader, Wickersham
Taft, who tried the case as
chief counsel for the defendants, calls
it of "tremendous importance" to the
film industry and to other businesses
as well.
"In 1928," he said, "a typical year,
there were 4,612 theaters transferred
out of approximately 25,000 motion
picture theaters in the United States.

the

opinion

A

&

amine

files of
Film Boards.
Exhibitors witnesses from various sections of the nations

The aggregate amount involved in such uncompleted contracts has nearly $10,-

"In operation," continues the opinion, the rules have generally been

the
the

several years ago through
H. Hays organization adopted the
rules which the government complained

distributors

Will

credit

employed as a basis for negotiation of in its suit. The rules require the credit
set up in 32 principal cities to
with a view to fair adjustment of the committees
investigate all transfers.
When the new
interests of all concerned, and the owner has not assumed the contracts of the
results have been beneficial to the industry. No exhibitor has complained
and no injury is shown either to individuals or to the general public.

"Combinations and agreements is
fair and honorable dealing, and to correct fraudulent and irregular trade practices in

designed to promote

themselves obstructions of trade, are
not unlawful if in purpose and effect
they do not suppress competition, but
merely regulate competition and this

previous owner, which he is always permitted to do under the contracts, and when
the Credit Committee has reached the conclusion after an investigation that the transfer was made by the previous owner for the
purpose of avoiding uncompleted contracts,
each distributor is required to demand security
not exceeding $1,000, as a condition of entering into a new contract with the purchaser.
This demand is also made where the new
owner has refused to furnish credit information.
It is a condition precedent to the demand
for security on a contract with the purchaser
that the credit committee shall have ascer-

promote the free flow of commerce,"
the opinion held.
Reastheaters.
"In the instant case all the badges competition of new
arrangements have been enof unreasonable restraint are lacking" onable
persons accontinues the opinion. "There is no couraged under which
films have
suppression of competition, nor any quiring theaters for which
have
attempt to monopolize. No one has been booked long in advance
of existing
performance
the
assumed
complained except the government.
No injury to individual traders or to contracts, thus avoiding serious ininherthe public generally is disclosed. On terruption of interstate trade,
the contrary, serious trade abuses ent in the old abuses.
have been eliminated, and both exNo Evidence of Oppression
hibitors and distributors have been
is no evidence of oppres"There
benefited.
Fraudulent transfers designed to avoid the performance of sion, no intent to drive out or excontracts involving interstate com- clude anyone from the business of
The most
merce have been discouraged.
Ex- exhibiting motion pictures.
is that deposits in
serious
complaint
hibitors have been dissuaded from
overbooking, a practice not infre- small amounts have been required
quently indulged in to exclude the from bonafide purchasers of motion
picture theaters as security for the
performance of new contracts, and
this requirement, insisted upon only
if the new owner wished to make new
Victory for the Hays' assocontracts without assuming the old,
ciation,
ten distributors and
has been employed to induce the new
Film Boards of Trade in the
owner to assume and carry out the
arbitration
case
was freely
uncompleted contracts of the former
predicted after close of that
owner.
The evidence abundantly
action.
Arbitration has benediscloses that in such cases the Credit
fited the whole industry, Judge
Committees endeavored to make fair
adjustments, realizing that it was in
Thacher observed from the
the interest of the distributors as well
bench just before the trial
as of the exhibitor that this be done
closed.
so that responsible and successful

Next?

New York

were called to

to
of them was
called in the credit case, but
several took the stand in the
arbitration action.

None

testify.

rained

been
hat

that

the

existing

assumed and
the

transfer

shall

was

have not
found further
the purpose of

contracts

have
for

uncompleted

contracts or that the
new owner has refused to furnish credit information.

avoiding

"The agreement has no

relation to prices, in

government/ admitted that the defendants were at all times in active competition
with each other throughout the country.
fact the

"The government did not introduce a single
witness in an effort to prove injury to any
one or to the public, although the defendants
have been functioning under the Rules for
several years.
Judge Thacher says All the
badges of unreasonable restraint are lacking
*
* * No injury to individual traders or to
On the
the public generally is disclosed.
trade
contrary,
serious
abuses have been
eliminated and both distributors and exhibitors
Fraudulent transfers
have been benefited.
designed to avoid the performance of contracts
involving interstate commerce have
been discouraged."

The
theaters might be established.
repudiation of pending contracts by a
theater owner almost alwavs involved the interests of several distribuThese interests were substantors.
During the year 1927 the agtial.
gregate rentals involved in uncompleted contracts of theaters transferred to new owners was $7,297,374.13, and in 1928 the sum was $9,843,970.23.
It was natural and normal,
therefore, that agencies representing
all of the distributors should be employed to deal with such cases in an
effort to arrive at an adjustment
and reasonable
In most cases the
who had repudiated

which should be

in its re-

either upon the distributors
or the exhibitors. The effect of what
was done was that the new ownerj
upon making a small deposit of security, was free to contract for the
delivery of any films with any distributor. No security was required of
him on 'spot-booking' contracts. He
was free to take delivery under the
contracts of the prior owner of any
films without giving any security.
Distributors, it appears from the evistraint

cial investigators to each of
the 32 exchange centers to ex-

the distributors of pictures.

000,000, and the losses of distributors
were subordinate considerations and arising out of the contracts which
the purpose in requiring deposits on the purchasers of the 4,612 theaters
new contracts with old theaters was refused to assume amounted to more
to induce the new owner to assume than $4,000,000.
In an effort to reduce these annual losses,
and perform the old contracts."

made, was not unreasonable

Thacher
in the credit committee case,
climaxes a two year investigation and legal fight on the
case, and the test action on arbitration, which still is under
advisement.
The probe was
started two years ago by the
government, which sent spe-

Nearly every transfer involved uncompleted contracts
between the
imposed seller of the theater and some of

drastic restraint upon exhibitors, is
not sustained, the opinion continues,
stating that the proof is clear that
"financial and moral responsibility

Two Year Fight

Decision of Judge

Allegation of the government that

supplementary credit rules

PRACTICE BENEFITS WHOLE

dence, were always willing to meet
the exhibitor's business necessities to
scale down the contract requirements
and, if desired, to substitute other pictures for those contracted for.
And
the credit committee undertook to
make such adjustments in behalf of
all the distributors involved. It was
only in rare instances, usually either
in cases where colourable transfers
of title had been fraudulently made
-1C
to escape the owner's contracts or in
cases where the new owner preferred
to comply with the demands for security, that such situations were not
ot
soon adjusted to the satisfaction of
all concerned and the posting of security waived.
"It
should he remembered that when a
theater owner who has contracted to exhibit

i

films

theaters disables himself from
performing his contractual
obligations
by
conveying his theater to another, his deliberate breach of contract is apparent.
The
purchaser, who must be assumed to have
knowledge of the business upon which he is
about to embark, almost certainly knows that
any going theater has such contracts outstanding, and that the conveyance of the
theater without any assumption of these obligations
will
necessarily
result
in
their
breach.
If it be said that such a purchaser
is
under no legal obligation to assume the
improvident contracts of his predecessor in
title,
it
may be answered that the willingness of men to deal with one another is properly
influenced by an expectation of fair
dealing without insistence upon the pound
of
flesh,
and that one not disposed to attempt to reach fair adjustments cannot fairly
demand from those who are injured by new
contracts without some security.
in

"The defendants' agreement
was fully justified by

curity

to

owner

contracts was financially irresponsible and the obvious business
task involved was to persuade the
new owner, who was continuing the
same business, to make a fair adjustment of the old contracts.

Co-operation Not Illegal

"The cooperation
end was not

of

creditors

to

and

the
agreement of the distributors for the
protection of their common interest
to refrain from making new contracts
without some security until fair and
this

reasonable

illegal,

adjustments

should

be

I
j

'

I

demand secommon

interests in preserving the
of contractual obligations owing to them by others.
Such restraints as may have resulted from
what was done were incidental to this legiti-

mate
able

purpose,

and

therefore

not

unreason-

or unlawful."

fair

his

I

their
integrity

to all concerned.

former

i

his

Victorious
Case of the Hays organizaand Film
Boards of Trade in the credit
committee action was handled
by E. P. Grosvenor, of Cad-

tion, ten distributors

walader, Wickersham & Taft,
as chief of defense counsel. In
his presentation, he was aided
by Arthur L. Fisk, Jr., and
Charles
C.
Pettijohn,
and
Gabriel L. Hess of the Hays
organization and Film Boards
of Trade.

I
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Television to be

Short Shots from

in

New York Studios

Application

ARTHUR W £7U>}'—

By

'I

IffACK
den

:"-•

.

COHEN
have

and Sidney Gol-

finished

a

four-reel

toduction,
"The Wailing Wall,"
ialogue picture, at the Metropolitan
tudio, Fort Lee.
A series of 12
hiking shorts are planned.
George
)rtli

arranged for the work

J^^

at

of

tion

Mills Resigns from
Society to Take

triously.

with

en appointed
tat ion

picture people, has
publicity director for

WMCA.

Hays
the

—

—

Franker Wood

is

another

Lamb

o join the increasing flock at the
loast.
He leaves Monday to play
iis original role in "Hit the Deck,"

vhich

RKO

is to

make.

Raymond Walburn, who
he

title role in

is

Cooper Gets Eatonton House

—

Atlanta Byron Cooper, who formerly operated the Palace at Dawson,
Ga.. has taken over the Dixie, Eatonon, Ga., and will reopen it as soon as
certain improvements had been com-

doing pleted.

been cast for "The Laughing
Lady," in support of Ruth Chatter:on at

Paramount.

Remodeling

Empire
The Empire here

for

—

is

the

By CLEF]

WALTER DONALDSON
Edgar Lewis recently left
Hollywood, and now are writing

Mercedes, Tex.
being remodeled.

12 features a year, some silent
*
*
*
others synchronized and with
The way Paul Whiteman renderdialogue, together with approximately 20 one reel shorts.
The features ed "Ev'ry Moon's a Honeymoon"
will be distributed to exhibitors on the other night on the Old Gold
hoar, proved that L. B. Curtis can
a flat rental or percentage basis.
still pick 'em. The song, which was
Plaza, Milford, Under Hammer
written by Dale Wimbrow may
Milford, Del.
W. D. Wilckens prove to be another "Drifting and
iurchased the Plaza at a sheriff's sale. Dreaming" for this firm.
The property was sold a few years
ago to Wilckens, who later sold out
Benny Davis and Joe Burke, writo Milford Theater Corp., for which
ters of that sensational hit "Carolina
receivership was declared.
Wilckens Moon," have placed another number
will operate.
with Joe Morris entitled "All That I
Ask Is Sympathy." "Georgia Pines,"
Manager Transferred
Bremerton, Wash. J. B. Reisman. written by Peter DeRose and Jo
manager of Fox's Rialto and Rex has Trent, is another sweet song which
been transferred to Medford, Ore. should bring a few sbeckels into the

and

—

—

Lynn Peterson has succeeded him Morris
here.

coffers.
*

*

*

Al Neiburg, general manager of

Roxbury House Reopened
the Broadway Music Corp., is getRoxbury, Mass. The Dudley has ting some great action on the numreopened after renovations and re- ber called "The Way of Dreams."
decorations.
William T. Burns is The "House of Von Tilzer" seems
manager of this Netoco house.
to be hitting.

Work—Now

NUMBER

in

BOOK

Preparation—Out in January
1

Year Book History

I

Year Book Topics
1.

RECOGNIZING

the necessity for basic statistical information covering the motion picture industry and
spurring this need into definite action, the first FILM

DAILY YEAR BOOK made its appearance in 1918. A
comprehensive and exhaustive compilation of the work of
stars, directors and other essential factors in production;
a presentation of source material upon which the business
these and other things, this new enrests its foundation
cyclopedic volume sought to embrace.

—

Year by year its scope has broadened. With experience came improvement and a gradual, but steady advance
in accuracy and completeness.

3.

4.

READERS

5.

STATISTICS

6.

PRODUCTION

8.

DISTRIBUTION
EXHIBITION

9.

SOUND

7.

10.

EXPLOIT -O-GRAMS

14.

THEATERS
FINANCIAL
ORGANIZATIONS
THEATER CHAINS

15.

TEN BEST

16.

FOREIGN MARKETS

11.
12.

That the effort has not been spent in vain is best illustrated by these facts: From a first endeavor of 178 pages
in 1918, the work has grown to a 1,056-page volume in 1929.
In editorial contents and in advertising appeal the march

HISTORY

CONTENTS
RESEARCH

2.

13.

of progress has been ever forward.
Cloth Bound
Over 1100 Pages

for

the

songs for the new Fox production,
"Cameo Kirby."
"Uncle
Mose"
Creswell Forms Company
Donaldson, who may soon shake the
Atlanta— Fred F. Creswell has
little old New York, claims
formed his own company, to be dust of
to have two hits in "Junior" and "If
known as Special Pictures. He will
We Never Should Meet Again."
handle

REGARDING THE YEAR
Filmdom's Annual Recognized Reference

and

society.

—

"Freddie," stage play,

las

,

of

Musical Notes

resigned

music field."
He directed the music license activities of

"Oldest" Theater at Savannah
Savannah, Ga. Claimed to be the

Joseph Santley, ufho directed a
lumber of pictures at Paramount reNew House for Rockmart, Ga.
fently, plans to open his dramatic
Birmingham Rockmart, Ga., is to
how, "Portrait of a Spy" about Nov. be the site of a new 800 seat theater
The story is based on the novel to be erected by Oscar C. Lam, of
6.
>y E. Temple Thurston and Martin Rome, Ga., and W. H. Welch, of
Irown is doing the adaptation from Dallas, Ga. The new house will be
lis
Monte Carlo retreat.
equipped for sound pictures.

Post

1)

both positions
to
become affiliated with a new
group in the music field. Mills long
has been regarded as "the Will H.

:

Samuel Marx, tvho edits "New
orlc Amusements" with much gusto
id brilliance and ivho has mingled

has

Vss'n,

A

oldest theater in active use in the
L nited
States, the Savannah here
was the scene of ceremonies only
recently when a bronze tablet was
placed on the house, which opened
in
1818.
The theater, managed by
Fred G. Weiss, has followed the
amusement cycle and now is wired
for sound films.

Music

New

(Continued from Page

television to moforecast in a Pathe

pictures is
international
musical revue which
will be put in production immediately,
which has as its motif the use
of television in the home.
set
and receiving station in detail now is
being constructed.

Met-

ppolitan studios.

Used

Pathe Musical Film

THE

agak

DAILY

Coast Wire Servicc-

K
RESPONSIBILITY

ACCEPTED

1)

Carl E.
present at the conference.
Milliken presided.
Among the topics of the speakers
yesterday morning were: "The Function and Objectives of Motion Picture Publicity," by Paul Gulick of
Universal; "A Definition and Discussion of Motion Picture Exploitation," by Glendon Allvine of Fox;
"Advertising the Motion Picture,"
by Russell Holman of Paramount;
and "The Function of Publicity Determining Public Attitude Toward
the Motion Picture Industry," by

William Orr of M-G-M.

E. OtElectrical ReJ.

president of
search Product, showed animated
cartoons and a demonstration of how
they were made.
terson,

At luncheon, Will H. Hays, as
toastmaster, introduced the following officials, none of whom spoke:
Earle W. Hammons, Educational; J.
E. Otterson, Albert Warner, Capt.
G. McL Baynes, Kinogram Pub.
Corp.; Nicholas M. Schenck, M-G-

M; Adolph

Zukor, David Sarnoff,
Brown, president of RKO;
Harry D. Buckley of United Artists;
Harry M. Warner, and Col. James S.
Joy of the Hays office.
Mrs. John S. Sippel, president of

Hiram

S.

the General Federation of Women's
Club, followed Col. Joy and highly
praised his efforts on the Coast.
Mrs. Thos. A. McGoldrick, LL.D..
chairman, Motion Picture Bureau InFederation of Catholic
ternational
Alumnae, asked for a vote of thanks
and appreciation to the industry for
its sincere co-operation, and for what

had been accomplished.

Wm.

Collier, Sr., to

Make

Talker Debut in Fox Film
Collier, Sr., will make his
talker debut in Fox's "Harmony at
Home," under the direction of Rus-

A

sell

Birdwell.

The

includes
cast
Charlotte
Churchill,

1929

,

Little

from aLots ft
By

27,

DEAL NOT APPROVED

a

William

September

JUSTICE DEPT. SAYS

HollyWOod Happenings

BY INDUSTRY. HAYS SAYS
(Continued from Page

Friday,

RALPH WILK

Marguerite
Hollyzvood
Henry, Charles Eaton and Rex Bell.
GRUBB
is writThis is an adaptation of Walter
J. ing the picture version and dialogue
Weems' play, "The Family Upstairs,"
for "Murder Will Out," which will
by Harry Delph.
star Monte Blue.
Alexander also
wrote the picture version and dialMarie Saxon Makes Debut ogue of "General Crack,"
John BarHoofer" rymore's picture.
in "The
*
*
*
Marie Saxon will make her motion
"The
Columbia's
in
picture debut
Mary Nolan is preparing for
Eroadway Hoofer," which has gone
her second starring vehicle,
into production under George Ar"Ropes," which will be proJack Egan
chainbaud's direction.
duced
Universal,
by
with
plays opposite Miss Saxon.
Harry Pollard directing. Her
initial starring picture, "ShangTwo Cast in Boles Film
hai Lady," is now being edited.
Lucien Littlefield and Dave Marcus have been cast in "La MarseilYouthful actors are having their
laise,"
Universal's all talking and greatest chance since the inception
singing starring vehicle for John of the screen, according
to Leo McBoles, in production under directioin Carey, who directed
"The Sophoof Paul Fejos.
more."
He points out that every
It is an original by Houston Branch
major producing company is signing
built around the career of the comyoung players on stock contracts and
poser of the French national anthem.
using them wherever possible, in
furnished
by
The music will be
their pictures.
Charles Wakefield Cadman. Dialogue
Manker
WatGeorge
was written by

ALEXANDER

Broadway

(Continued from Page

1)

given the stamp of approval of the
Dept. of Justice, it was emphasize^
yesterday. In a statement issued, thJ
department declared reports that thl
proposed deals had been okehed as
without foundation.

No Comment on

Report

Technicolor in Combine
William Travers Jerome of Technicolor declines comment on report
that the company is to be included)
in the proposed Paramount-Warner
combine.

Technicolor's business
necessitating operation of three eight!
hour shifts in order to meet dei

mands.
Recently

New York
at

the company opened a
plant and acquired onee

Hollywood.

Among

now using Technicolor

producers

Para
mount, Warner, First National an
are

RKO.

Bodery Quits Ziegfeld
For Fox After 17 Years
After an association with Ziegfeld
William Bodery, colored
musical composer and conductor, has
given up stage work for a Fox
for 17 years

He

Movietone contract.

Hollywood

leaves for

shortly.

ters.

Cast for "Wide Open"
Edna Murphy, Lloyd Hamilton,

MOTION PICTURE PRODUCERS!!!
E.

Radcliffe, Vera Lewis and Lloyd
Ingraham have been added to the
cast of "Wide Open," which Archie

We now

have

at

your disposal the most prolific song-writers of the day

J.

Mayo

is

directing for Warners.

ANDY RAZAF

w PAUL DENNIKER

These writers are under contract to write exclusively for us and are
prepared to write songs to fit any situation. They are the composers
of our current hits

"S'POSIN' " and
ANDY RAZAF

Is the

"PERHAPS"

Writer of the Successful Musical
Playing New York

Comedy Show

Now

"HOT CHOCOLATES"
"Ain't Misbehavin'" — "Rhythm Man"
with the song hits

and others.

He

also wrote

"DUSKY STEVEDORE"
If

Interested in Securing the Services of the

Above

Writers,

WIRE— WRITE— PHONE—or SEE-

JOE DAVIS— CIRcle
Ricai'do Cortez in a scene from "The Phantom in the House," first of
eight RCA Photophone-produced pictures released by Continental Pictures. Nancy Welford and Henry B. Walthall are also featured.
Advt.

—

TRIANGLE MUSIC PUB.

9124 or 3141

CO., Inc., 1658 B'way, N. Y. C.

FORWARD MARCH

"*"

UNIVERSAL

/

M^HMMHHHMHHHHi^HHMM^HHnHiHiHIHH^^HH

ALL THE NEWS OF

Keep posted on production through

COAST STUDIOS

Hollywood Wire Service

WHILE IT IS NEWS
BY DIRECT WIRE

a daily feature

ANOTHER EXAMPLE
OF FILM DAILY'S
READER SERVICE
AND LEADERSHIP

octting em
right on
MACK SENNETT

e

nose

TALKING COMEDIES
Capture

Broadway
CRASHED

T,HEY'VE

New York's Big
crashed

it

^0

Street-

as no other

brand of comedies has done
in

years! Booking after book-

ing!

Only a few weeks ago

was

"THE BIG PALOOKA", play-

ing at the

Now

it

Paramount Theatre.

a long run $2 show at

in

the Selwyn, the old master

is

knocking out the laughs with

"THE GOLFERS
with

ANDY CLYDE

HARRY GRIBBON

and THELMA HILL
Audiences

at the Selwyn. ..are get-

One

of the most entertaining skits

ting a lot of laughs from the short

on

comedy

tees of the

event.

that precedes the

..It

shows that Mack Sennett

...hasn't lostthe master's
it

comes

maker.

main

touch

when

to the direction of a laugh-

—NEW

devoamusing to

golf, that gets roars out of

those

who

game.
don't

names of the

It

even know

sticks.

photography.

is

th

Some great
—VARIETY

YORK AMERICAN

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES,
E.

(f

W. HAMMONS,

(S^cU^oatlcrrtal

THE SPICE OFTHE

President

U slcZuajU-J
PROGRAM

Member, Motion Picture Producers and Distribu-

1

Inc.

Recorded by

RCA Photophone
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Germany Expected To Abolish "Kontingent"

UNIVERSAL CHAIN TORESUME EXPANSION?
Clubwomen To Have Representative At Studios
Accord Expected
Adjustment
of German Quota

French

to Result in

—

(By

Wireless)
Following
the lead of France, the German government is expected to take steps to
abolish the quota system governing
importation of American film proBerlin

ductions, accodding to the latest de-

velopments
is

felt

in official circles here.

that the

Franco-American

It

ac-

Woman
Work

Plans to send a permanent representative to Hollywood in an effort
"to interpret to the producers the
feeling and wishes of womanhood in
regard to the medium's development
to its highest usefulness" were an-

nounced yesterday by a committee
of American clubwomen at the Con(Continitcd

cord has emphasized the failure of
the contingent system as a means of

Mills'

protection.

The German

film industry
{.Continued on Page 2)

is

be-

100 TECHNICOLOR FILMS

SCHEDULED FOR 1930
At

100 features using the
process, will be made
for 1930 release, according to Dr.
Herbert T. Kalmus, president of the
least

Technicolor

company.
cured by

Contracts have been seTechnicolor from Para

mount, Warner Bros., M-G-M, Firs
RKO
National,
United
Artists,
Universal and others to use its spe
cial camera equipment and technica
men. The company now has 25 camTwo
eras working day and night.
new plants have been opened at NewYork and Hollvwood.

Friars
Lou

named

Appointed

Page

2)

May Be
Next Week

No

successor, as yet, has been appointed in place of E. C. Mills, who
has resigned as chairman of the administration committee of the American Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers and the Music Publishers' Protective Ass'n.
Definite
action as to his successor is expected
at the next meeting of the M.P.P.A.

CONSOLIDATION OF POSITION HELD PLANNED
BY "U" THEATERS IN SEVERAL TERRITORIES
of its expansion program in moves to consolidate its posections where the firm operates is planned by Universal Chain
Several sections of the country soon are to
Theaters, it is understood.
witness an immediate building and acquisition program, it is stated.
For the last year, Universal has
been marking time, in some instances
disposing of theaters. This was done,
stated, to increase operating
it
is
Hearst Metrotone News proMeanwhile, it is declared
efficiency.
duced by William Randolph
a survey has been secretly under
Hearst and distributed by Mway, with new theaters planned in
G-M makes its bow to the inspots where the company's position
dustry to-day.
It will be isneeds strengthening.
sued twice weekly and is availLouis Cohen, general manager of
able on either film or disc.
the circuit, soon is to start on a trip
saw the first two issues yesto various sections to survey conditerday and can state
that
tions and survey proposed cities.
Metrotone is everything that
a
modern, up-to-the-minute,
All Houses in Universal
1929 model newsreel should be.
It has both spoken and printSoon to be Wired
ed titles, a running follow-up
Universal Chain Theatrical Enterof
appropriate,
explanatory
prises will soon have its entire chain

Resumption

sition in

Metrotone Debut

We

conversation and an interesting and varied assortment of
international topics.

scheduled for this Thursday night.

Washington Unit With
Allied States Soon?

—

Seattle Affiliation of the Washington exhibitor unit with
Allied
States Ass'n was expected to be
voted at the meeting here Friday.
Fianchise proposals of Tiffany-Stahl
aid
were outlined at the sessions, as well as the new equipment
for small houses to be marketed by

RKO

RCA-Photophone.

Ready

as alternate by the
Friars, who are expected to
offer strong competition to Artie Stebbins' M. P. Club champions.

on

Successor

The Stamp

Clayton, Charles Yates,

Louis DeGarmo and Leonard
Mudie, captain, will represent
the Friars' Club in its challenge game with the crack N.
Y. M. P. Club foursome for
possession of the E. F. Albee
Trophy, at the big semi-annual
Film Golf Tournament at Gedney Farms, White Plains, on
Tuesday.
John Turek was

Leader Named to
with Producers
on Coast

Alicoate.

RKO

Seeking 5 Houses
of Hirschfield N. J. Chain

— RKO

Trenton
interests are seeking to purchase five of the Hirschfield
theater circuit houses, it is
reported
here.
The houses involved are the Garden,
Lincoln,
South Broad, Stacey and Strand.

of Approval

—

By CHARLES

F.

HYNES

of distributors to protect
AGREEMENTS
the credit system are
the United

contracts, by
States Court in

legal,

ruled,

dismissing the

{Continued

latest installations

Marshalltown,
la.;
Strand,
Missouri Valley, la.; Strand,
Hastings, Neb.

Neb.;

on

Page

9)

PHONO KINEMA

IN

DEAL

FOR NAKKEN REPRODUCER
Giving the firm a dual system of
sound reproducers, Phono-Kinema,
recently formed in New York, has
acquired a license for sound-on-film
reproducers under the Nakken patents, in the United States and CanThe sound-on-film reproducers
ada.
already are in production.
The dual system of disc and
on

{Continued

means of
New York

government's request for an injunction
against the practice
That's the big news of the week, a decision which represents a sweeping
victory and vindication for distributors in their efforts to prevent grafters
from getting out of contracts, through trick sales of their theaters
It was supplemented by plenty of talk about the Paramount-Warner deal,
with the added tip, not denied, that Technicolor is to be drawn into the
combine
Pathe and Shubert also crowded headlines, for their deal
has

The

Rialto,

Credit System Decision is Important to Whole Structure of Distribution Much Ado on the Paramount- Warner and Technicolor Deal Pathe and Shubert About Set

—

fully wired.

announced by Louis Cohen, general
manager, are: Majestic, Grand Island,

Page 2)

Boycott Refused

— Proposed boy-

Los Angeles

of musicianless theaters
was declined at the meeting of
the California Federation of
Labor, with delegates voting
to refer the matter to the
cott

board of governors.
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Phono-Kinema says the simplicity
of the sound-on-film equipment permits of a one-eighth-inch perpendicular range as compared with a twoone-thousandth-inch range of other
sound-on-film

Low

equipment.

Officers of the company are Louis
C. Pedlar, president, and A. J. Moelsecretary-treasurer and general
ler,

manager.

in

the

German

The

quota

film business.

system

George Pearson Arrives
for T-S "Journey's End"
George Pearson

London has

Ltd.

Close Sales

Annual Golf Tournament
sas

apparatus

in

German

film

exhibitors
Country Club.

York

of

Oct.

1

Fall

Film

2

Premiere

of

Theater, N.
Oct.

3

"Sunny

Side

Kan-

Tournament at
Country
Club,

Golf

Gedney
Farmi
White Plains.
Oct.

of

Oakwood

at

"Disraeli

at

Warner

Y.

Up"

N. Y.
Inaugural
Preview
Dance at Motion
New York.

premiere

at

Gaiety,

and

Dinner

Picture

Club.

Opening

of two week's run of
"Blackmail" at Selwyn, N. Y.
Oct.
Premiere of "Rio Rita" at Earl
6
Carroll, N. Y.
Oct.
Premiere of "Ajpplause" at th*
8
Criterion, N. Y
Oct. 7-10
Meeting of S.M.P.E. at Toronto.
Oct. 29-31 Annual M. P. T. O. A. Meeting
at the Peabody Hotel, Memphis.
Nov. 4 Premiere of "Condemned" at the
Selwyn, N. Y.
Dec. 9-10
Meeting of North Carolina ex-

Oct.

4

hibitors' unit at Pinehurst.

theaters.

Loew's Jersey City Opens
Loew's Jersey City Theater
of $2,000,000,

City

.

primarily
blamed for the failure of the efforts
of the German Klangfilm group to
secure the support of the Western
Electric people in installing sound
is

opened yesterday.

Gain Quits Paramount
Gain has resigned as contact
man between Paramount's Long
Island and West Coast studios.
He
has been with Famous ten years.
J.

J.

at

Journal Square, completed at a cost

STOCK MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF FRIDAY)
High

Sept. 30

1)

sound-on-film

sales

Financial

(Continued from Page

1)

reproducer is pricec' coming aware that its prosperity
at $2,950 installed, but exclusive of must
rest
on confidence created
wiring between booth and stage. The
abroad
and
on
sound business methamplification,
equipment
includes
rather than on any restrictive
ods
loud
monitor,
control
board and
measures that may be laid down by
speakers.
Deliveries are promised
government, it is felt. The busiwithin four weeks after acceptance the
ness under the quota system has conof orders.
Sound heads are priced at $1,750 tinued to slump because of the inability of the German film people to
per units of two, exclusive of ampliwin the cooperation of the American
fication, monitor, control board and
Opponents of the quota
loud speakers.
All apparatus is sold industry.
abolition will
outright with no service charges and system believe that its
induce foreign picture men to invest
carries patent protection guarantees.

1929

The Industry's
Date Book

it

MXLIXNo.

29,

J.

J.
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At the Coast, Pearson will discuss
company's productions plans with
Grant L. Cooke, executive of TiffanyJames Whale will direct
Stahl.
"Journey's End" which will be a talkthe

er.

79%
198

400

do
do

28
29

units

com

to be
Represented at Studios

(Continued from Page 1)
Pictures
at
Motion
ference
on
the Hotel Montclair in New York.
was
Winter
Thomas G.
Mrs.
chosen to represent the women's
in
country
of
the
organizations
Hollywood, where she will be associated with Colonel Jason S. Joy,
Director of studio relations for the
Hays organization. Mrs. Winter was
promised the backing of Will H.

Henry B. Walthall

Hays.

House,"

Two

do pfd
Univ. Ch.
do pfd

"The Louisville Times" and "The

5

Courier Journal" have joined the
Universal talking newsreel combina-

65

10
75

75

85

5

com

2

LAST

PRICE QUOTED

This makes 50 newspapers
throughout the country to unite with
Universal in the combination.

tion.

BROOKS

WANTED
Sound or silent.
Also Natural Color shorts. Good propSingle reel novelties.

THE NAME YOU GO BY
WHEN YOU GQ TO BUY

COSTUMES
GOWNS AND UNIFORMS

osition.

SCREEN CLASSICS EXCHANGE
FILM CENTER
Pen 8170

—

Louisville Dailies

31

34

(right) as the Phantom in "The Phantom in the
talking pictures produced by Continental Pictures.
Trem Carr produced it. Advt.
It stars Ricardo Cortez.
first of eight

Join Universal Newsreel

30

4J4
30

Skouras Bros
United Art

cast has been selected as yet.

Clubwomen

OVER THE COUNTER
Roxy "A"

No

27%
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At All Leading
Theatres Now!

HEARST
METROTONE
NEWSREEL

HERE'S WHY IT'S CALLED
THE SUPER SOUND NEWSREEL

A Few

of the First

News

Shots:

SCHWAB TESTIFIES IN SHEARER PROBE
Steel

magnate

D. C.)

at

Shearer,

Senate inquiry. (Washington,
who started rumpus promises

action.

TWICE A

WEEK
ON FILM
OR DISC

MEET THE STARS OF WORLD

SERIES

Standbys of Athletics introduced by Eddie
Collins. (Philadelphia, Pa.) Connie Mack with
Collins and Gleason.
Meet Chicago Cubs'
Big Four— Wilson, Hornsby, Cuyler, Stephenson and Manager McCarthy.

BRITISH ARMY QUITS GERMAN
TERRITORY AFTER 10- YEAR STAY
Tommies march to church in final Rhineland
review— (Wiesbaden, Germany.)

ITALIAN VETERANS PARADE IN ROME
Mussolini reviews 40,000 ex-soldiers gathered
all over nation
(Rome, Italy.)

—

from

WEDDING BELLS FOR JOHN COOLIDGE
Ex-president's son married to Miss Florence
Trumbull, daughter of Ct. Governor
Plain-

—

Produced by

ville,

Ct.

WILLIAM

CROWD OF 1,000,000 SEES BRITISH RACE

RANDOLPH

Multitude of English turf fans out for St. Leger,
last big event of season— (Doncaster, England.)

HEARST for

ETRO-GtflHfWY
That's News.'

1AYER

THE
Sunday, September

DAILY
NEW DEVELOPMENTS

SOUND

IN

THE FAST GROWING
FIELD OF SYNCHRONIZATION

By CHARLES

F.

to Television
2 SOUND DEVICE SYSTEMS

—

Chicago Auditone Co., local firm
is manufacturing a synchronous and
non-synchronous sound reproducing
The synchronous device
apparatus.

mounted upon a pedestal,
mechanism housing being made

is

its

of

Amplification conwith the head
amplifier coupled while the other two
are Samson push pull amplifiers. Six

heavy cast

iron.

sists of three amplifiers

tubes are used in the head amplifier,
three being used when in operation
and three in reserve. The arrangement of the tubes are constructed so
that if one blows out the other also
become negative and the three reserve tubes come into play automaticTwo amplifiers are connected
ally.
with loud speakers, one being held for
reserve and works like the tube

arrangement.
Auditone's non-synchronous device
is constructed in an all metal roll-

Two small lights throw
top stand.
horizontal beams directly over each
of the two felt covered record discs

By

feature of the
Auditone equipment any part of the
record can be instantly cued to a
record.

this

company

picture,

W.

states.

E. Instals 63 in Australia
Sydney The 63rd Australian

—

in-

Western

Electric sound
equipment recently took place at the
Union de Luxe, Ashfield, N. S. W.
according to R. M. Hatfield, managing director of Western Electric in
Australia.
stallation of

Detroit House
Detroit, Mich. The Oriental theater has been wired with R-C-A

Sound

E.

for

—

equipment.

Mellaphone

Installs

—

Cleveland A. E. Klein, distributor
for Mellaphone, has installed this
device in the Rialto, Akron, as well
Mount Jewett, Pa. and
Port Allegheny, Pa.

as in houses in

ufacturers Association.
"Analysis of the present trend in
television," says Replogle, "indicates
very clearly that the first means of
obtaining subject
matter will be
through the use of the talking picture
films.
One of the chief reasons for
this is that the subject matter or
films can easily be made of interest,
can be readily handled and permits
simplicity in the transmitter.
Then,
too, sound can be taken directly from
the track on the film so that sound
and sight can be easily transmitted
simultaneously.
Of course, separate
channels on the air must be utilized

—

acToledo,
quired by M. A. Shea, has had a
Pacent sound reproducer installed.

Junior W. E. For Halifax
Halifax, N. S.
First junior Western Electric sound recorder has been

—

installed

at

the

Community

here,

which has reopened as a wired house
"The Shakedown."

featuring

AVAILABLE

REMOTE CONTROL METHOD

Entertainment

for the sight

and sound.

"The next step will probably bt
By means of remote control, dethe photographing of outdoor scenes veloped by RCA-Photophone, sound
and by means of a quick-developing volume at the Earl Carroll, New York
film transmitter put them very short- during the premiere of "Rio Rita"
Several methods of Oct. 6. will be possible by a listener
ly on the air.
doing this are now in process of com- stationed at all times in the rear of
pletion and give good premise of the orchestra.
Following this the next
success.
This new development consists of
step seems logically to be the broad- a special motor connection to the
casting of events as they occur di- volume control knobs in the projecrectly through a suitably designed tion room.
The operating motor of
This, however, seems the system is so designed that when
transmitter.
to be much more distant than either operated by alternating currents it
of the other two methods of securing will cause any number of similar
Television is com- motors to rotate in synchronism with
subject matter.
each other, no matter how small an
ing, but as a distinct unit."
have amount the rotating part of any motor
demonstrations
Television
been a feature of the Radio World's in the chain is turned, RCA-PhotoFair at Madison Square Garden the phone says.
The old method of pushbotton sigweek of Sept. 23.
nals, it is believed, of informing the
projectionist of lowering or raising
British
the volume will be eliminated by this
Melotone new device which allows the manhimself to regulate sound volume diLondon Forty theaters in Eng- rectly in the theater.
land and Scotland have been equipped with talking picture apparatus
Presents
Among the British
of the Melotone type.
houses wired are the Rialto in Dartford and Imperial in Glasgow.
London Talking picture equip-

W.E. Apparatus for 200 in Forty
Houses
India, Near East by Jan.
Wired by

—

—

Firm
New Sound Equipment

—

ment

Oliver

Cleveland

Reproducers Sold

— B.

P. French, general
Hamilton, Ont. The Strand, su- sales manager of the Oliver M. P.
burban house operated by ex-Alder- Supply Company stated that Movie
man H. E. Wilton, has opened as a Supply Company of Chicago, westwired house with Western Electric ern sales representatives of the Oliver
installation, the re-opening feature Reproducer, has sold two machines
for the Iowa territory for immediate
being "Close Harmony."
delivery.

Hamilton House Wired

—

Ryder Handling Orchestra
Cleveland Ed Ryder will conduct
Champion Device for Burlington
the orchestra at the U-Town theater
Burlington, Vt.
Champion sound
and not Angelo Vitale, as the man- equipment has been installed at the
agement previously announced.
Orpheum, according to Mrs. Meader
Martin, manager, who announces that
Talkers at Chicago House
Chicago The Julian will inaugu- "On With the Show" will inaugurate
the house's sound policy.
rate its sound picture program with
the showing of "River of Romance,"
W. E. for Rockland, Me.
Paramount talker via Western Electric apparatus.
Eli Arkin is manager.
Rockland, Me. Western Electric
sound equipment has been installed
Queen Installs Sound
at the Park.

—

—

—

—

—

Wilmington, Del. Sound installabeen made at the Queen, a
Stanley house, which has just retion has

opened.
Installs Pacent
O. Keith's, recently

Shea

ON EQUIPMENT
AND VARIOUS DEVICES ARE NOW

TIPS

FOR "RIO RITA" PREMIERE
Talking pictures will help television to develop into a medium of public entertainment is the belief of D.
E. Replogle, chairman of the Television Committee of the Radio Man-

Calcutta Western Electric sound
reproducing apparatus will be inwith a green light behind each disc stalled in about
500 houses in EngA land by January, according
to show when it is in operation.
to William
single turn of a modulator knob
Bach, in charge of operations on the
changes the music from one record
Continent, India and Near East. For
to the other. In a semi-circle around
India and Near East the schedule
the front of each record disc is a
calls for 200.
scale which numbers every groove in
the

1929

HYNES

Sound Pictures Seen as Aid

AUDITONE CO. MARKETING

29,

Belmont, Mass., House Equipped
Belmont, Mass. The Strand has
reopened here with sound pictures

—

to sell up to $22,500 is being
offered by the British Electrical Re-

production Co.
It can be used for
reproducing both sound-on-film and
sound-on-disc, it is claimed.

Auditone for Australian House
Washington Bureau of

Washington
aters,

—The

Ltd., will

THE FILM DAILY
Goulburn Thean Auditone

install

sound reproducer in the new house
being erected by the company at
Goulburn, N. S. W., according to a
report to the M. P. Division of the
Dept. of Commerce. The equipment

manufactured by the First British
Talking
Picture
Equipment
Co.
Auditone apparatus has been installed
in several houses at Sidney.
is

Talkers for Cleveland House
Cleveland
Upon closing of the
summer Airdome, the Forest will
continue with showing talking pictures with no change in admission

—

prices.

Sound

for

Texas House

—

De Forest sound
Gilmer, Tex.
Sound for Ft. Dodge, la.
being shown via Western Electric ap- equipment has been installed at the
Ft. Dodge, la.— A. H. Blank has paratus, it is reported.
Crystal. The house recently was rehad the Strand wired for sound. CenAdopts Talking Pictures
decorated and a Carrier Air Washer
tral States Theater Co. recently purHarrisburg, Pa. The States has cooling system installed.
chased and improved the house.
become a talker house.
W. E. Installed at Marshall, Minn.
Wonderphone for Sharon House
To Show Talkers
Marshall, Minn. The Barrymore
Sharon, Pa. The New Luna has
Boulder, Colo. The Fox Long- has been equipped with Western
been equipped with Wonderphone mont is to become a talking picture Electric sound apparatus, according
sound equipment.
house.
to N. O. Thorburn, manager.

—

—

—

—
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STERN

ELECTRIC

essential

reproduction

to quality

yet an

Exclusive Feature
of the Western Electric

Sound System
TALKING

pictures are recorded at a

speed of 90 feet per minute. They must

be reproduced

at exactly the

one-fifth of

cent.

This

is

an exclu-

Western Electric feature.

sive

same speed.

one per

Its

operation

is

automatic, requiring no

The worry and trouble of attempt-

Variations in speed cause the pitch of voice

attention.

and music

ing to control the speed of reproduction

A

to rise or fall.

musical ear will detect sudden changes

in pitch caused by a change in speed of

only one-half of one per cent. If the speed
is

not held within this small limit, quality

reproduction
will not

is

impossible. Ordinary motors

answer

this purpose.

specially designed

eliminated.

The motor

number

motor

control which holds the motor speed within

control box

is

just

one of a

of refinements found only in the

Western Electric Sound System which make
quality reproduction a fact.
find that this control

will

Western Electric has solved the problem

by the use of a

is

The

exhibitor

and other

tures are distinct aids in putting

talking picture with the quality

over a

demanded

by the public.

Quality Reproduction means Western Electric Reproduction

Westm
SOU

Wtectric

SYSTEM

ND
Distributed by

Electrical Research Products Inc.
250 West 57th
Member

Street,

New York, N. Y.

of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc

— Will H. Hays, President
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•Coast Wire Service--

Production in East

Hollywood Happenings
PENNINGTON

IN FIRST

A

Little

Short Shots from
New York Studios

from "Lots"

OF VITAPHONE VARIETIES

By

Ann Pennington has been selected
for the featured role in the first all
natural color Vitaphone Varieties to

WHO'S WHO AND WHAT'S WHAT

RALPH WILK

,By

Hollywood

OUR

old friend, Noll Gurney, and
"Hello,
Katherine Bennett won the mixed
be produced by Warners.
Baby" is the first on the schedule of doubles championship in the tennis
the two reel Vitaphone musical which tournament staged at Alalibu Beach
now is in production under the di- by Herbert Brenon. Their opponrection of Larry Ceballos. Others in ents were William Powell and Miss
the cast include Norman Selby, Jim- Bruce.
Gregory LaCava, Richard

my Clemmons,

Oakman,

Wheeler

Phyllis Crane and Adriene Dore.

Bryan Foy is completing another
two reel Vitaphone Variety, "Stimulation," with Beatrice Blinn and Geneva Mitchell, while Roy Mack completed

"Minstrel

Days,"

a

singing

—

—

—
—

Artists.

Fawcett in McLaglen Film
*
*
*
George Fawcett and Edward DilWhen
asked
why
song
writers go
lon have been cast in "The Well
mad, Ray Perkins, head of the song
Dressed Man," which Raoul Walsh
writing departments at Warner and
is directing for Fox with Victor McFirst National, said it ivas because
Laglen as lead.
they are continually asked:

Which

is written first, the music or the
"Nix on Dames" All Cast
With the engagement of Ben Hall lyrics? How do you think up things
casting has been completed for "Nix to write about? Do you write the
on Dames," which Fox is producing songs for the picture or do they
from Maude Fulton's story.
build the picture around the songs?
Will you look over this song of
mine? Will you drop around some
night and sing and play for the

folks?

Dialogue

-

Supervision

Sparks Gets Long Contract
Ned Sparks has been placed under
long-term contract with

RKO.

R. K. O.

^T

GREATER NEW YORK STUDIOS

PROBLEM

IN

SET MAKING

ARTHUR W E/TiK—
.

yiCTOR SCHERT2INGER,

now

Sound has created

a

new problem

for the scenic designer of motion picture sets, declares Ernest Fegte, art

»
doing the megaphone work on
"The Laughing Lady" at Paramount, director
of the RCA Photophone
composed the music for "The Love Gramercy
Studios, owing to the in-

Parade," Maurice Chevalier's vehicle
troduction of the acoustic element.
which Ernst Lubitsch directed at the
In silent photoplay production, the
Coast.
Excellent comments on the
principal considerations of adaptabiloperetta, the first to be produced in
Barthelmess, Ten Von Eltz, Warner sound pictures, are reaching Eastern ity, color, artistic conception, and allowance for facility in movement by
Baxter, Arthur Hornblow, jr., Allan studio
circles.
In addition to writDwan, David Selznick, Bob Leon- ing an original score for the picture the actors, were outstanding, Fegte
Today, with sound, the
ard,
Brenon and Ronald Colman Schertzinger composed 14 numbers. declared.
matter of acoustic design overshawere among the players.
Prizes
After shooting a camera as ex- dows all else.
were awarded by Joseph Schenck
William LeBaron, John W. Consi- tras on "Anna Christy" for M-G-M
Fegte, who was associated with
Gotham, Billy Miller is UFA in Berlin, and later in this
dine, Jr., Mrs. Frances and Herbert around
again active at Paramount' s Long country designed the brilliantly exeBrenon.

and dance number with an all colored cast of 40 including Mosby's Blue
*
*
*
Blowers' band of 12. Blanche Sweet
has been engaged for a two reel
From Lucerne, Switzerland, Dave
comedy-drama, "Always Faithful," Bader has sent us the following:
which Alfred E. Cohn will direct.
Passing Shoiv in Paris French
press tendering Carl Laemmle a
Fox Signs Attridge
luncheon; Passing Show in Berlin
Laemmle's secretary, Jack Ross, and
To Two- Year Contract Bader
each buying three Borsalinos
Harold Attridge will temporarily
(by the way, every time we see or
desert the legitimate theater to work
hear from Bader he is buying a
for Fox, by whom he has been signed
to a two-year contract.
He will hat) ; Passing Show in Lucerne
arrive here Oct. 28. His first assign- Laemmle does not climb the Jungment will be the writing of a revue frau; Passing Show in Carlsbad
Laemmle drinks the water and Bato be supervised by Ned Marin.
der is made a reporter for the Carlsbad Daily Neivs.
Churchill Ross in "Ropes"
*
*
*
Churchill Ross has been added to
the cast of "Ropes," Mary Nolan's
Years ago Fannie Brice and
starring picture for Universal.
Don
Robert Armstrong appeared
Douglas will appear opposite Miss
together in vaudeville in New
Nolan.
Robert Ellis will have the
Orleans.
Now they will play
role of the "heavy."
Harry Pollard
together
in
"The Champ,"
will direct.
which will be made by United

HUGH HERBERT

IN

Island studio.

Stephen Smith, now assistant to
John
Xoble,
director-in-chief
at
American Sound Recording Corp..
was formerly with the British-American Tobacco Co., in charge of its
plant at Panama.

The wailing of a complimentary
nature over "St. Louis Blues" attracted sufficient attention at Paramount to lead to the engagement

RCA

RCA

its author-director, Dudley Murphy, for its directorial staff. Dud- for its sound qualities.
An example of realism in
ley will soon get his initial Astoria
assignmoit and will direct his own as designed by Fegte, which
same time affords a perfect
material in many instances.
medium for a large chorus
C. Flippen has been making a stricted area, is now on view
J.

of

Paramount minus

short

at

miliar

blackface makeup.

"The

Sketch

his

It's

fa-

Rialto,

New

setting
at the

sound
in

re-

at the

York.

titled

Revue"

and its cast
remembered Warner Bros. Vitaphone
for his work in "King of Kings" and
Studio Busiest In East
other pictures, and Harriet HarWarner Bros. Eastern studio conbaugh, contribution of the vaude tinues to
be the most active plant in
stage.
Monty Brice is the director. the East, with an average of
five
Vitaphone shorts being made each
Great Arts Pictures has finished week under supervision of
Murray
synchronizing of "The Mask," short Roth, who is in charge of all prostarring Duncan Renaldo, who is in duction.
The other major studios
Africa with the M-G-M unit making are, by comparison, inactive.
"Trader Horn." Work was done by
Bert Lahr was recently Vitaphoned
Recording Laboratory of America, under direction of Roth in a sketch
with a score written by J. M. Coop- written by Edmund Joseph, dialogue
ersmith.
The picture is now ready writer at the studio, and Fred Allen
tor release.
of "The Little ShowV
Supporting
Lahr were Bobbe Arnst, Harry T.
Glenn Cook, who has worked at Shannon
and
Malcolm
Duncan.
the Coast for various producers in- Arthur Hurley recently directed Tex
cluding
Duke Worne, Morris McLeod in a Spanish Vitaphone
Schlank and Stern Bros, is i)t Neiv Variety for the foreign market. Marjorie Tiller supported him.
York. He's at the Hotel Grand.
includes Joseph Striker,

FOR SALE
Dialoguing
"The Behavior of
Mrs. Crane"
for Laura La Plante

cuted settings for "Trail of '98,"
"Jealousy," "The Letter," "Nothing
But The Truth," and other productions of that calibre before coming
to
Photophone, has evolved a
method of set design by flat and
curved surfaces which produces absolutely no reverberation or reflection
of sound.
In cooperation with the
expert
Photophone sound engineers at Gramercy Studios, each
setting is first planned on paper, then
built for test and rigidly analysed

Hi-Speed Silent
Mitchell

Camera

Charles Harten
Home: SCHuyler 9357
Club:

Wisconsin 3465

PHIL
(Formerly

ARMAND

with

Chief

American

Warner

Brothers)

cameraman
Sound

Recording

Corp.
Home:

Times

Square

Hotel

Now you can

get

VICTOR QUALITY
(VICTOR PICT-UR-MUSIC)

AND

OVERTURE, TRAILER

EXIT

RECORD SERVICE

for

33/s R.

P.

Large and small theatres

M. TURNTABLES

may now

share in the acknowledged superior

quality of Victor-recorded records for overture, trailer

and

exit music, for

reproduction on33!/3 R.P.M. turntables.

There are four selections on each record. Price $5.00 per record, F.O.B.
Camden, Newjersey. Check with order or C.O.D. Order by number only.

104 SELECTIONS IN

PRODUCTION

With 4 Selections on

NOW
OEi A

A
B

Part 1
Part 2Part 1

1

Record

READY FOR DELIVERY

No order accepted for less than 1 each of the following
-OVERTURE— DANCE OF THE HOURS— (Ponchinelli) Classical— 4 min.
OVERTURE DEEP NIGHT (Vallee— Henderson)
Pop. Symphonic — 3y4min.
EXIT
SWEET SUE—JUST YOU— (Baer—
Campbell

— Whitney)

2% min.

Fox Trot

One Step— 3 min.
—SAUCY— (Kaufman)
OE2— A Part 1- OVERTURE— SYMPHONY NO. 4 (Tschaikowsky)
Classical— 4% min.
A Part 2- OVERTURE— IF I HAD YOU— (Schapiro— CampbellConnelly) Pop. Symphony — 3% min.
B Part 1- -EXIT
Rag — 2% min.
—TIGER RAG— (La Rocca)
B Part 2- -EXIT
One Step— 3V4 min.
—RADIUM DANCE— (Schwartz)
OE3— A Part 1- -OVERTURE— MARTHA— (Flotow)
Classical — 4% min.
B

Part 2-

EXIT

Vt

A Part 2- -OVERTURE— RIDERS OF THE FLAG— (Sousa)
B Part
B Part

2

APart

1

1-

EXIT
EXIT

March

One

(Monaco)
OEjl-

A Part 2B Part
B Part

1-

2-

^2 min.
2% min.

—
Fox Trot—

—OUCH— (Kaufman)
—ME AND THE MAN IN THE MOON

Step

23/4

OVERTURE— MIGNON— (Thomas)
OVERTURE— GOLDEN JUBILEE— (Sousa)
EXIT
—HERE WE GO— (Kaufman)
EXIT
^HIGH UPON THE HILL TOP— (BaerCampbell-Whitney)

Classical

March — 3% min.

— 3V4 min.
Fox Trot— 2% min.
One

Sterj

ADDRESS:

VICTOR DIVISION
RCA PHOTOPHONE,
411 FIFTH

AVENUE

INC.

NEW YORK

min.

— 4 min.

CITY

THE

cE&HkDAILY
"Married in Hollywood"
with
J.

(All-Talker)
Length: 9700

Fox

ft.

Raymond McKee

Charles Rogers in
with

Mary Brian

(Silent Version)
Paramount
Length: 7082

Chesterfield

OUTSTANDING PROGRAM ATTRACTIVE OFFERING
FEATURE WILL CLICK BIG DONE WITH CHARM THAT
ANYWHERE. STRONG CAST, WILL PLEASE ANYWHERE.
FINE STORY AND OSCAR STRONG AND TENSE ACTION.
ft.

STRAUS MELODIES.
A Graustark mythical

(Silent)
Length: 5500

29,

1929

Norma Shearer in
"The Last of Mrs.

in

"Campus Knights"

"The River of Romance"

Harold Murray, Norma Terris

Sunday, September

Cheyney"
ft.

MERRY MIXUPS IN COLLEGE COMEDY MAKE FAIR
ENTERTAINMENT FOR THE
POP CROWDS WITH McKEE
FURNISHING LAUGHS.

M-G-M

(Silent Version)
Length: 6484

ft.

ONE OF THE BEST OF THE
SEASON. NORMA SHEARER IN
CLEVER SENTIMENTAL SOCIETY CROOK DRAMA.

Comedy. This is all about a rich
Adapted from Booth Tarkington's
Comedy drama. Adapted from the
kingdom "Magnolia." There is a lot of satire young rounder who has a twin brothstage play by Frederick Lonsdale. Distory has the Cinderella stuff that in this one, spoofing in a light and er just the opposite type. The latter
rector Sidney Franklin took a clever
Music by Oscar pleasing manner the old code of the is a college professor at a girl's semall the women love.
stage play which depends almost enStraus will set them swaying in their South. The picture has good action inary. The rounder has had a bit of
tirely on sparkling dialog for its inand
Murray
Take J. Harold
seats.
after it gets going, and carries a a flirtation with the Dean's daughter,
and built it up into a delightNorma Terris, Broadway stage stars wealth of comedy touches supplied and she thinks the prof is the guy terest,
ful screen play that builds to an unmarvelous
are
a
in the leads, who
by Wallace Beery. The story is that who stole a kiss the night before. So usual amount of interest.
Norma
dancing and singing pair, and you've of a southern youth educated in the the merry mixups continue throughmakes this just about the best thing
got something to shout about to your North. He is branded a coward be- out the footage, with the rounder beshe has ever done. Her voice records
patrons. The film runs well over an
cause

But it's worth it.
hour and a half.
Don't see where they can trim it
much, for even though the plot is
slight, it's interesting all the wav.
The prince meets the singer in
Vienna, falls in love, and follows her
on the boat to Hollywood. The finish is a darb, in color, with the swaying, lilting Viennese music throughCast is uniformIt can't miss.
out.
ly good throughout. Just misses being a big special. At that it is 'way
ahead of a lot of films that are routed as long-run big money pictures.
Cast:

Tom

Harold

J.

Walter

Norma

Murray,

Patricola,

Evelyn

Terris,

Lennox Pawle,

Catlett, Irene Palasty,

John

Hall,

Garrick,

Douglas Gilmore, Herman Bing, Paul
Authors, Leopold
Director, Marcel Silver
Bruno Hardt Warden, Harlan
Jacobson,
Thompson: Dialoguer, Harlan Thompson;
Cameramen, Charles Van Enger, Sol Halprin.
Direction, excellent. Photography, the best.
Ralli.

;

refuses

Then

to

fight

without

circumstances

thrust

upon him when he is
branded as an alleged killer. Charlie
Rogers handles this part very
well, and makes it very real.
So
with his new rep he becomes the
terror of the river, and eventually renotoriety

instates

himself

in

home town.

his

Fred Kohler comes through strong
in a small bit, but puts

it

over with

the heroine, Mary Brian
is very lovable and attractive.
Cast: Charles Rogers, Mary Brian. Wallace
Beery, Fred Kohler, Henry B. Walthall, June

As

a slam.

Collyer, Walter McGrail,
Anderson Lavvlor, Mrs.
George Reed.

Natalie

George

Richard Wallace

Director,

;

Kingston,
Fawcett,

Author,

Booth

Tarkington Scenarist, Ethel Doherty Editor,
Allyson Shaffer; Dialoguers, Dan Totheroh,
;

;

Johnny Weaver
Direction,

;

fine.

Cameraman, Victor Mi'ner.
Photography, excellent.

(Sound Version Reviewed Aug.

4)

ing mistaken constantly for the meekprofessor, his twin brother, and vice
versa.
Of course this gets the gal?
all steamed up, thinking their quiet
little prof is a high flying cutup when
he steps out of an evening at the
nearby roadhouse.
So there are all
sorts of almost naughty mixups in
girls' dormitories, etc., and the Dean
gets sore and is about to fire the
prof, when a dame who is chasing
the rounder for breach of promise
comes on the scene, and with the
help of the Dean's daughter, they
finally unscramble the twins.
Cast:

Werner Kraus, Jenny Jugo
(Silent)
Length: 7000

McKee,

Shirley

Palmer.

Sargent.
Director, Al Kelley
Author, the same;
Editor, Fail Turner Scenarist. Arthur Hoerl
;

:

Lon Young. Hoy Lawlor

Titlers,

man, M. A. Anderson.
Direction, fair.
Photography,

;

Camera-

beautifully, and she handled a
cult role with real distinction.

house party

CARELESS

London. The comedy

in

sprinkled generously throughout
the footage, contributed principally
by a titled lord who gets himself in
an awful mess proposing to the adventuress.

Norma

Cast:

Shearer,

Basil

Rathbone,

George Barraud, Herbert Bunston, Hedda
Hopper; Moon Carroll, Madeline Seymour,
Cyril Chadwick, George K. Arthur, Finch

Maude

Smiles,

Turner.

Director, Sidney Franklin
Author, Frederick Lonsdale
Adaptors, Hans Kraly, Claudine West: Editor, Conrad A. Nervig; Cameraman, William Daniels.
;

;

Direction, splendid.

Photography, the

best.

(Sound Version Reviewed, Aug. 18)

clear.

Length: 6884

One

is

"The Flying Fool"
(Silent Version)
Length: 5715

(All-Talker)
Universal

diffi-

of the finest characterizations of the
year.
The story of the famous play
is well known.
She is a clever society crook being entertained at a

"Tonight at Twelve"

"Dangerous Curves"
(Silent Version)
Paramount
Length: 7395

Raymond

Marie Quillan, Jean Laverty, J. C. Fowler,
Sybil Grove, P. J. Danby, Leo White, Lew

Clara Boiv in

"A Royal Scandal"
with

he

cause.

ft

PRODUCTION

Pathe

ft.

GOOD PROGRAM NUMBER
Moviegraph
ft.
WITH RAGGED STORY GETS WITH WILLIAM BOYD PUTNOT
HOT
WITH
CLARA
SO
GERMAN PRODUCTION SUP- BOW OUT OF HER HOTSY- GOING IN LAST HALF WITH TING OVER GOOD COMEDY
POSED TO BE COMEDY IS TOTSY
ELEMENT TRYING TO GOOD ACTION AND PROVES WITH STRONG THRILLS IN
DONE IN HEAVY TEUTONIC BE SENTIMENTAL
AND COY. FAIR ENTERTAINMENT.
FLYING STUNTS.
STYLE AND THE ONLY INComedy drama.
William Boyd
The title
misleading, for there
Drama of the circus.
stuck
TEREST

IS

JENNY JUGO.

IN

Bow

Clara

in

a

They
new kind of a

ft.

is

role

Well, we won't argue that is very much out of her element.
Comedy.
about it. They said it's comedy, and They have the hotsy-totsy gal doing
if
that is what comedy means to the light and coy sentimental stuff,
Phoebus-Film A. G., who made it, and in spots it becomes rather sad.
why argue? It is all about a little For if there is one thing Clara canGerman principality, with Werner not do, it is acting coy. She's just
Kraus the pompous small official a flaming little mama, and as such
who thinks he is a big guy in a small has no equal. Imagine what her fan.pond.
His wife is Jenny Jugo, just will think to see her deserting her
a nice little haus frau who has an
embarrassing habit of losing her un-

dies

That's

public.

in

Mack

comedy

comes

pulled

15 years ago,

it

where

in.

the

Sennett

and Berlin has

field for something that they never
expect of her. The story is all about
a high-wire bozo in the circus over
whom Clara goes sloppily-sentimental.

The

circus stuff will get by, alis no great shucks.
The

heard about it. Well, to get on though it
with the story. Jenny drops her un- plot is very thin, and drawn out till
dies in front of the prince who is it becomes threadbare in spots.
And
passing on parade.
So the prince Clara just goes ahead and sacrificegets her in his apartment, and let's all for unrequited love. Finally the
her go to sleep as he sentimentally hero realizes that she is his own true
holds her hand.
He goes to sleep love, after a very phoney dramatic
too, and would you believe it? She climax that will make circus people
wakes up before he does, and goes laugh up their sleeves.
Cast:
Clara Bow, Richard Arlen, Kay
back to her hubby without the bacon
Francis.
David Newell, Anders Randolph,
that she was to get from her ma.
May Boley, T. Roy Barnes, Joyce Compton,
just

—

Cast:

Werner

princes,

villagers,

Kraus,

Jenny Jugo, merry

etc.

Charles D. Brown, Stuart Erwin, Jack Luden.
Director, Lothar Mendes
Author, Lester
Cohen; Adaptors, Donald Davis. Florence
;

Author, from
Direction, Hans Behrendt
the German play, "Die Hose;" Scenarist,
Fliesler
Titler, the
Editor,
Joseph
not listed
;

:

;

same

;

Cameraman, not

Direction,

amateurish.

;

Editor,

fair.

Eda Warren

;

Cameraman,

Harry Fishbeck.
Direction,

listed.

Photography,

Ryerson

satisfactory.

Photography, okay.

{Sound 1'ersion Reviewed July 21)

nothing of the underworld or murder mystery atmosphere about this

is

Adapted from the

one.

Owen

Davis.
It is
society scandal on Long Island, with
a hubby out galavanting with marHe writes a note to
ried dames.
one of them, his wife checks up on
the note, but fails to prove anything.
Then all hands, including a half

by

sends this

in

safely with a sense of

comedy values that proves him verHe makes himself popular as
stage play satile.
all about a a he-man type, with a strong bid for
the flapper vote as well as the sheiks.
story has a good brother love
angle, with nice touches of real sentiment and a lot that is genuinely
human.
Elliott Clawson's original
story has a lot of meat.
It is a safe
bet for
the
popular houses, and

The

dozen wives and husbands start
checking up on each other, and there should prove good entertainment
is the very devil to pay.
There is most anywhere. Boyd is a stunt

al-

fly-

the young college boy, who tries to
shield his dad by taking the rap, but
his sweetie steps out and proves he
It is all a lot of exciteis innocent.
ment about nothing in particular,

er whose kid brother, who is trying
to imitate his brother as a flying ace
at a commercial field, falling heavy
for a night club gal. The elder brother also falls hard for the skirt, and

but with some good comedy and fairly intriguing action toward the end,

the problem
tertainingly.

worked out very enThe climax produces

is

to prove fairly interesting. some good thrills with stunt flying,
Everything of course works out all and a comedy finish that is highly
right in the end.
Harry Pollard di- original. Jimmy Gleason wrote the
rected a tough proposition with some dialogue, which helps a lot.
It has
good touches, and an intelligent cast. the laughs, plenty.

manages

Cast Mary Doran, Madge Bellamy, George
Lewis. Margaret Livingston. Vera Reynolds,
Rgbert Ellis, Don Douglas, Hallam Cooley,
Norman Trevor.
Director, Harry Pollard
Author, Owen
Davis; Scenarist, Matt Taylor; Dialoguer,
Owen Davis; Editor, Maurice Pivar Cam:

;

;

eraman, Jerome Ash.
Direction,

satisfactory.

Photography, okay.

Cast: William Boyd, Marie Prevost, RusGleason, Tom O'Brien.
Director,
Tay Garnett; Author, Elliott
Clawson
Scenarists,
Elliott
Clawson, Tay
Garnett
Editor.
Not Hsted
Cameraman.
sell

;

;

Arthur

;

Miller.

Direction, showmanship. Photography, very
good.

(Sound Version Reviewed Aug. 25)

hubby comes home, he demands his
friend divorce his wife. They fight a

"Illusion"
Rogers,
W ith Charles {Buddy)

Short Subjects

Navctl Carroll

weak enter-

tainment.
is

t

that

"Movie Horoscopes"

"Faro Nell"

Buddy Rogers has

pari

a

pretty much
where he turns out to be
for overlookdumbbell
a
and
heel
a
f
D
gal in favor ol
ing the sweet little
Of course eventujane.

was marked

town, with all the boys lined up at midst of weird atmospheric settings
matthe bar telling what a wonderful gal the Oriental soothsayer reveals
born
those
interest
to
marto
general
want
all
of
They
ters
Nell"
is.
"our
As the subject of
hand, but that
she picks her man, and in these months.
but
her,
ry
lost somewhere
ture. It was definitely
brings him back and everybody is horoscopes is one dear to the hearts
fourth reel
the
of
middle
the
about
the happy pair. Then of most girls and women, this looks
on the set congratulating
and nothing that anybody
stranger and claims like a very popular series that should
the
speaks
up
after that.
could do could save it
From there on it's go over strong. Scientific astrologirambles her as his wife.
Lothar Mendes' direction
laughs,
with the stranger cal facts are interspersed with comof
riot
a
story. \\ hat
along with the rambling
her sweetheart edy highlights, making eight minutes
suicide,
anything was committing
this needed worse than
for the murder, and of novelty entertainment.
strung
up
almost
to givethe
by Faro Nell.
a tightening-up expert,
When a last minute rescue
snap.
and
pace
some
offering
smallest piece of spoofing
the
It's
the hero,
you kill off all sympathy for
and kidding done with class that
proposition.
tough
it's a
Old Kentucky Home"
we've lamped in several years. Frank
Nancy
CBuddy) Rogers,
Charles
CastThey'll
a
wow.
is
Regis
sheriff
the
Rice
as
Francs,
Alfred Weiss
June Collyer, Kay
Carrol
Besserer, rock in their seats all the way. WilKunte Enckson, Eugenie
Toom
Cartoon
Song
Ausjiu
Gordon, William
lis Steell wrote it, and William Watgets over the
Frances Raymond, Kathenne
series
reel
one
Melville,
This
lie
and
how.
Kane, Michael son directed
idea in a
Wallace John E. Nash, Eddie
singing
community
old
Richard Cramer, Bessie
Visarorl; Paul Lukas,
Pinkie the Pup is the
way.
modern
McDonell.
G. L.
vie
"Traveltalks"
Author Arthur
cartoon animal who acts as master
Director, Lothar Mendes;
She-don; D.aloguer.
Lloyd
E.
Adaptor,
A. FitzPatrick
James
He is down in his
Train:
of ceremonies.
CameraGeorge Nichols.
the same: Editor,
slicing a ham,
Home
Kentucky
Scenics
old
Unique
man. Harry Fishbeck.
a tough time with his
Photography, excellent.
having
and
Direction, weak.
in
new
brand
Here is something
bum teeth till he manages to sharpen
the travelogue, none with the usual
them. Pinkie then goes into his aniinputs
FitzPatrick
originality that
Get'
verses of the
He appears per- mated song, with the on
to his productions.
the screen
thrown
melody
pop
anand
curtain
the
with Dorothy Mackaill, Charles
sonally before
done in a
highlights
animated
with
Delaney
nounces the travel tour through picdancing
The
vein.
comedy
turesque parts of Spain. These sub- good
(All-Talker Version)
in the old Inkwell
used
ball
white
first
and the
Length: 7324 ft. jects run ten minutes,
is used to time the singing.
First National
cover "From Barcelona to Val- subjects
two
NUM- encia" and "From Valencia to Gra- Carl Edouarde did a good job on the
PLEASING
Should be a popular numNICE SENTIMENexcellent, scoring.

SILENT

"My

^

—

1

"Hard To

PROGRAM

BER WITH
TAL STORY.

Comedy drama.

This

a typical

is

with
vehicle,
Mackaill
Charles Delaney kicking in with adesoil
quate support as the son of the

Dorothy

who wins the gal from the
Made to order for the
beau.

society

neigh-

borhoods where they like to see the
pants
society guy get a kick in the
Tenth Avein favor of the boy from
Adapted rather liberally from
nue
an Edna Ferber story.

Charles De-

the pal of the gal's brother,
club
and" takes her out to a night
when her millionaire beau cancels an
engagement. The plot is very thin,
you
and has been used so often that
the
in
bird
the
with
bet
can make a
next six
next seat as to what the
chance
scenes will be and run a good

lanev

is

of winning.

But Dorothy with her

make

it enmillionaire
tertaining.
night
beau takes her home from a
walks
gal
the
and
car,
club, stalls his

sexy appeal manages to
Finally

home.

A

the

pleasing number.

Charles Delaney.
Cast: Dorothy Mackaill,
Jack
Fazenda,
Jimmy Finlayson, Louise
Selwynne
Oakie! Edmund Burns, Clarissa
Edna
Author,
Director, William Beaudme;
Dialoguers,
Ferber; Editor, Stuart Heisler
Weil; Titlers, the

Photography is
nada."
neighborhood houses.
and FitzPatrick's talk accompanying ber in the
the views makes you feel that you
Gorgeous
Ford Sterling in
are right there with him.
shots of the bull fight, the Moorish
"The Fatal Forceps"
Alhambra, rural peasant life, and all
Paramount-Christie
that makes Spain the land of roVictor
by
Accompanied
Sure-fire laughs
mance.
Class offerTraveltalk Orchestra.
You may think the dentist gags
ing for class audiences.
have been worked to death, but wait
Ford Sterling
till you see this one.
Taylor Holmes in
puts this over with a new slant and
in his original style, and it builds to
"He Did His Best"
a regular pyramid of laughter. Scene
Paramount- Christie
opens with court room, with Sterling

^Direction, smooth.

Photography,

The week

set

also

by an

effort

to

film

Class ^Comedy
a classy comedy handsomely produced with gorgeous interiors and the comedy is of the popular variety that everybody can catch
without straining themselves. Taylor
Holmes is the snappy little bachelor
who is called on by his married pal
to entertain his wife for an evening
while hubby goes to a business con-

Here

is

The wife sends her girl
ference.
friend to take her place, and Holmes
discovers the supposed wife is his
old

Monday: Fox-Hearst Corp., is the
name of the new combine which

unites sound newsreel gathering facilof Fox and William Randolph
Hearst. The new firm should cut a
big swath in the field, planning two
issues each per week of Fox Movie-

ities

tone

News and Hearst Metrotone

News

Lord

Beaverbrook

backed the proposed British empire
combine he favored, N. L. Nathanson, who retired as managing director of Famous Players-Canadian in
the recent squabble, hints, in stating
he will continue as a voting trustee
of
the
company
Synchronized pictures means films with sound

not dialogue, Philadelphia
arbitrators rule setting what is believed to be a precedent.
Exhibitors should remember that in signing contracts

effects,

Tuesday: At

least a million a year
the estimated cost to distributors
of pirating, and independent exporters are being invited into an association to curb the practice.
good
move, that, and one which should be
Some of the activities,
supported.
we're told, would make Captain Kidd
With
turn green with envy
the French quota row to be formally settled today, American distributors are preparing to renew activity
tough job, well done,
in France.
of
that
settling
been
the
has
The whole industry
tangle
is stunned to learn that "Bob" Lieber, the veteran former leader of First
National, has been summoned to his
real personality and loved
reward.

is

A

A

A

whose name always

will be
revered by the industry in which he
censorship
Screen
pioneered
is attacked by W. W. Campbell, president of the University of Southern
California, who in using film parlance,
would dismiss it as "all wet."
Wednesday Distributors go ahead
with arbitration in Indianapolis, withas a German dentist on trial for as- out the aid of the state exhibitors
He tells the story unit, which as a member of Allied,
sault and battery.
Interto the jury, and the action comes in has pulled out of arbitration.
It shows him trying to esting situation this, on which further
flashbacks.
awaited
are
sleep, with a saxophone player across developments
Later Meeting in New York at the industhe court driving him goofy.
in his dental office, the sax guy walks try's behest, social and welfare leadSterling ers work with producer-distributor
in and sits in the chair.
yanks out all his teeth, chases him heads to try to better film standards.
up on the chandelier for a few more Such co-operation is the one way to
Fox is stepping
molars, and takes his last tooth get results
in the Rocky
flagpole
out
a
days
of
these
end
lively
perched on the
few weeks
sixteen stories above the street. Can't Mountain spaces. Only a
begun, and
was
laughfest
expansion
a
patrons
the
your
ago
Give
miss.
under company
with this one. Bert Roach and Will now 62 houses are
states
mountain
L.
C.
by
in
Written
control
support.
King in
Thursday: Hold everything; the
V. Duffy. Directed by William Wat11)

Played by Carmel
sweetheart.
Myers, it is a pip of a fat part. Carmel starts vamping, and Taylor tries
James Gruen. Richard
Cameraman, to resist and be true to his married
samel Scenarist, James Gruen;
But he falls at last. When son.
friend.
okay.
:

1)

James A. FitzPatrick
Popular Novelty
Laugh Riot
The first two of the series cover tion of Fox and William Randolph
Here is a darb. Probably the best horoscopes for the current months of Hearst in a talking newsreel combination; settlement of the French
burlesque on the western melodrama September and October. The idea is
quota "jam," and a move by indethat has ever flashed across a screen. put over with comedy atmosphere.
pendent exporters to form an associagreat
wife
a
his
of
and
part
the
Irishman
plays
old
Fazenda
An
Louise
tion to curb piracy.
Faro Nell in an oldtime western astrologer in India, where in the

the society
comes
he realizes his error, and
heroines
the
of
around to eat out
doesn't save the pic-

•

from Page

standards made by the
Hays association in co-operation with
social and welfare leaders; associa-

better

ally

SSSteW

about

just

is

in

Paramount-Christie

story by
This was adapted from a
with
trouble
the
But
\rthur Train.

(.Continued

Leslie Pearce.

SOUND
Louise Fazenda

of

Approval

A first-run natural. Written
max.
by Wilson Collison. Directed by A.

(All-Talker Version)

Atmosphere,

The Stamp

Beautifully directed, with pace
and tempo building to a snappy cli-

duel.

figure,

:

(Continued on Page
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Timely Topics
Digest of
Current Opinion

Lauds
as a

Silent Pictures

Medium

of

Beauty

the public may feel
about movies as they used to be
before the sound innovations, I
insist that in the silent movies
we achieved certain beautiful
things.
I mean that there were
moments of beauty in pantomime

Whatever

and

beauty

Much

in

photography.

what we did was poor,
but if the silent movies had had
more time to develop, we might
have made a really great and individual art in them.
For myof

cling to the thought of
creating those moments of beauty in pantomime.
Lillian Gish
*
*
*
self, I still

Grandeur to Revolutionize
Film Exhibitor's Business
The Grandeur device is almost
sure to turn the whole exhibitorial branch of the films as completely over as did the coming of
sound pictures, and what I mean
by this is that every theater
manager in the country who
wishes to keep up with the swim
will presently throw his canvas
and his stage equipment into the
alley and buy all over again on
a larger scale.
tion

president,

Jr.

By PHIL M.

who commanded

the Sec-

ond Division in which marines fought during the late Big
Tussle, lead a detachment of "Devil Dogs" to the George M.
Cohan for a special showing of "Flight" Friday P.
Incidentally, a midnight show is being added to take care of
the ticket demand on Columbia's newest b. o. hit

M

Leo Maloney, veteran cowboy
all-talker,

first

being held over for

star,

in

is

"Overland Bound."
a second week at the

Noo Yawk

with

Beatrice
Palace.

After

RKO

European visit, she's to star in talkers
getting Pathe western sales head, and M.

Lille's

E. Cory, his veteran
'Frisco branch manager, are smiling over the big 100 per cent
Silver Jubilee contract closed for the 28 houses of the Golden
State circuit

Golf is in the air, East and West
Sunday 34 Pathe
studio golfers tee off in the first annual tournament at the Culver City plant
Here's luck and the hope that it will be
the success the Film Daily fall tournament to be held Oct. 1
promises to be
E. Williamson, pioneer of undersea photography, is back
with submarine pictures taken off the Bahamas.
Harry Moore, manager of the Fox Savoy, Brooklyn, led
Charthe field in the Fox Metropolitan thrift book drive
lie Perry, veteran showman, who now is Publix district head at
Rochester, postcards greetings
It looks as though the
reported Paramount-Warner-Technicolor deal will be copy for
some time to come
There's considerable interest in today's issue of Hearst Metrotone News, the first, which is said
to be a corker.
J.

in

Noo Yawk

Charlie Garrett, foreign publicity representative under G. R.
O'Neill at Pathe, is only a youngster, but gives promise of being heard from a good deal in the near future

seems to
step toward

picture's

*

*

NUMBER

53

MANY HAPPY RETURNS

*

Avoids Break in Continuity
In Motion Picture Direction

Where

53

Industry

been the modus operandi, I now
guide my lens along a straight
and continuous line, without
breaks in continuity, without
needless
explanatory
speeches

and also sans the printed subtitle.

Rouben Mamouian,

director of

"Applause"

their
mmm first
J3£l

jHF jobs
WALTER FUTTER
selling peanuts in picture

house

Statistics
By JAMES
Statistical

P.

CUNNINGHAM

Editor.

IS the last warning to all you
Golluf
Goofers to save your
strength from now until next Tues-

day, when you will wend your way
to the Gedney Farms Golf Club at
White Plains to participate in that
ancient ritual of belting a poor helpless little ball over hill and dale under the delusion that you are engaging in a Sporting Pastime.

This

F ilium

Golf Tournament

The Film Doily

have a great chance to express yourself. This time the golf committee
was careful to select a course that
has no echo. At the Spring tournaynent there was an echo on the
course,
and when Al Lichtman
heard one of his jokes come right
back at him, he laughed so hard
that he couldn't continue in his foursome. The result was that his partner won the little side bet by beating the other partners eight up for
60 berries, which proves what a
rotten golf player Al is.
*

*

*

Gedney Farms you can tell jokes or
the golf ball what you think of it and

So
tell

at

only the little dandelions will hear you, and
they never tell. All the terrible sound effects
you have been absorbing in your system
listening to
"perfect synchronizations" for
the past six months can be quickly disposed of
in crisp, snappy language every time you
miss an easy putt or land in a sand trap.
*
*
*

The U. S. Golf Association rules
will be discarded. These special rul-

of 729 Seventh Ave. with penalty of
one stroke. Lots of guys have suffered strokes in 729 Seventh Ave.
ball
shouldn't you?
(2)
driven into another player's ear
calls for a tee-off from that posi-

A

Why

SEVENTY

top-notch stars
and star-producers receive
an average weekly salary of
$4,000 to $5,000 for their picture work, although salaries of
players in this category range
from $2,000 to $15,000 per
Number of stars and
week.
featured players under
Class
contract who receive from $500
to $3,000 every week totals 100.
while 300 get between $500 and
$1,500, with 35 to 40 weeks'
work constituting a very good
year.
One thousand "stars"
and featured players receive

A

less than $500 weekly,
ity averaging a yearly
of about $3,000, with

majorincome
a few

running as high as $8,000 to
$10,000.

of-

fers opportunity for dignified executives and guys who are executives
but not dignified to cast aside all
civilized
restraint and revert to
type. Here, on this beautiful green
landscape, surrounded by hills, trees
and alleged friends throwing dirty
cracks about your rotten game, you,

ings are the only ones you need
To wit: (1) A ball
bother about.
driven into pond from 5th fairway
must be dropped back on the roof

a break in the ordinary

film to allow for a close-up has

DALY

THIS

Les Weir, go-

a

The new invenme to be but an-

the motion
eventual abandonment
altogether of the technique of
the legitimate theater.
Quinn Martin in "The World"

other

THAT

PhilM. Daly,

his

1929

THAT'S

with

GEN. HARBORD, RCA

29,

AND

Along The Rialto

A

c—
—

Sunday, September

September 29
Best wishes and congratulations are extended by

tion.
If you can get the guy to
on his other ear.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

THE

FILM DAILY
ing

members

who today

of

^DW

to the follow-

the industry,

7/fc

NEWSPAPER

|*» P ^^iLLTUtTlME
HaHHl

e/"FILMDOM

are celebrating their

birthday

Hyman Winik
Bronx house.
Billie

Bevan

Theodore Lorch

lie

*

Loew

to
*

build $4,000,000
*

planning expansion of the-

atrical interests.
*

Virginia Bruce
Miller's

*

California,

*

Los Angeles,

reported leased by Goldwyn.

Theater Equipment
By CHARLES

OX LINING UP FIRST RUN

25

F.

Week's Headlines

HYNES

Publix Houses Now
Equipped with Magnascope

[HEATERS WITH GRANDEUR

There are about 25 houses of the
Publix unit now showing features
With the completion of the Granwith the Magnascope, wide screen,
leur showing at the Gaiety, New
process, according to an executive of
l^'ork, tonight, its success definitely
This number will be
[assured, the Fox organization now is the company.
Ipompleting plans for installing the increased in many key cities where
lliew screen process in many of its the proscenium of houses allow it;
Among the first installation.
[first run houses.
nouses to be equipped with the new
Use of Magnascope first made its
projection
are appearance on the screen at the Ri
picture
of
Bj stem
boxy, New York, Fox- Locust and voli, New York, in the latter part of
Fox at Philadelphia.
1926.
While the process does no'
Inasmuch as the new process will involve any new engineering prinnecessitate additional changes in the ciple or any mechanical advances, it
Itaking of pictures and the projecting is secured through certain changes in
of them an order has been placed the projector by adapting the screen
with International Projector Corp. to special purposes and utilizing speto supply new projection equipment. cial film intended to be used in conjunction with the mechanical changes
Installs
that have been made.
Device A large screen covering practically
Accousticon
the entire proscenium opening is used
Ottawa Ray Tubman, manager of with the side and
top maskings set
the Regent here has arranged for the
installation of accousticon attachment
Aids
to assist the deaf in the enjoyment

Ottawa House

Deaf

—

proper size for a small picture.
a warning is given before using the large screen and the
side maskmgs, top border or maskings are brought to the desired locaat the

Back stage

tion

the projection of the

for

large

size film.

A third projector equipped with a
special intermittent movement and
special lens is used, the change-over
from the regular machine is made
when the large size scenes are requirInasmuch as a larger screen area
ed.
is available a special 72 degree Simplex intermittent movement was developed by International Projector
Corp. This allows the film to move
rapidly between the exposures thus
allowing a longer exposure of the
In addition tc
film upon the screen.
trimming the shutter blades a special
l
inch lens is necessary to comZ /i
plete the important accessories of the
equipment.

Equipment

House
To Start Television
In Exploiting Program
Broadcasts in London

A

number of the
of sound pictures.
seats have been specially wired. With
the laying of an inch-thick carpet
throughout the house, further precautions are made for the proper enjoyment of talkers.

Government Advises
on Safe Film Storage
West

Bureau,

Coast

Washington

—

—

Atlanta The house sign above the
London Baird television broadmarquee was capitalized by Bob casting experiments will start here
Hicks, manager of the Paramount
Sept. 30.
The object of the demon-

here, in putting over a count-the-lights
contest which was reflected not only
at the box office but also gave the
house valuable space in the local
papers for one week.

film.

REPACKED EASTMAN
AND DUPONT FILMS
rolls,

of

Eastman and Dupont

Panchromatic Film, on daylight loadGuaranteed

Eyemo or DeVry.
for
and
perfect
absolutely

fresh.

__

$3.75

a Roll

U/IUOCJSHBVS
110

West 32"St,New*>rK.My.^
Phone Penna. 0330

Motion Picture Department
U.

S.

Wednesday
New York

conference seeks improved artistic
and mora! standards in film industry.
Arbitration resumed at Indianapolis.

Thursday
Government

sanction of Paramount-Warner
deal
reported,
with Technicolor said to
be a party to the combine.
Abolition of "music tax" forecast by M. P.

T.O.A.
Progress reported in Pathe-Shubert

for

deal.

Friday
Government denies endorsing Paramount-Warner deal.
S. court dismisses government suit charging distributors with violation of Sherman
Act and upholding credit system.
General Amusement Co. slated to be formed
in deal between Pathe and Shubert.

U.

Saturday
Universal
pansion

expected

to

resume

Theater

ex-

?

Germany expected to abolish "Kontingent."
Clubwomen to have representative at studios.
Phono-Kinema in deal for Nakk.»n Reproducer.
100 Technicolor films scheduled for 1930.

to afford a wider opor-

development of the
system and to extend the scope and
improve the quality of reproduction.
tunity

truce.

film

Association to stop film pirating proposed
among exporters.
Robert Lieber, former First National president, dies in Indianapolis.
Operators and stagehands threaten to join
St. Louis musicians in sympathy strike.

the

New

Theaters

and Canada Agents

for

Debrie

of Approval

the ParamountWarner setup is all cut and dried,
with Technicolor in the merger and
the whole ar-rangement given government O.
There's silence
on the report in Washington, however
"Mike"
O'Toole,
veteran secretary of the M.P.T.O.A.
sees the end of the "music tax" in
sight, as a result of distributor moves
in taking over music publishing firms.
What good news that would be to
exhibitors everywhere. The Memphis

dope

is

that

K

may

hear

something on

deals have been okehed, so there'll
be more of a wait before these proposed mergers are consummated.
Pathe and Shubert are ironing out details and their deal will be
closed "any day now," with General
Amusement Co., emerging from the

combine.
realizes
ties to

This

industry not only
but accepts its responsibili-

public, Will H. Hays
Motion Picture Conference.
The General might have added that
tells

the

the

he takes a pride in those responsibilities, which he left his cabinet post

assume
Today: Universal intends to take
Friday:
Distributors may heave up where it left off about a year ago
a real sigh of relief, for their credit on its theater expansion program, we
Consolidating its position in
system has been approved by the U. hear.
this,

to

mebbe

The

case has been pending two years, and loads of exhibits
were gathered by the government,
none of which proved that the system was other than on the up and
up, the court held
That decision is one of the most important
to the structure of distribution ever
handed down
Now, the Dept.
S.

Court.

Justice, breaking its customary
silence, pooh poohs the report that

of

Paramount-Warner

and

Fox-Loew

the idea
of the American
will work with the pro-

the various spots
A representative

clubwomen

at

be opened on Oct.

5.

—Work has started on
theater
Middletown, N. Y. —
the Paramount
being
San Bernardino,
— The new Fox The-

Peekskill,
N. Y.
the new Paramount

(Continued from Page 9)

inside

tion

—

The Times Square, under construcMichigan Ave. and Abbott St., will

Detroit

The Stamp

convention

spools

is

activity
to ratify

film producers prepare to resume
in France as French board meets

THE FILM DAILY

roof or in a separate building" is advised by the Bureau of Standards as
a means of cutting down the life
hazard from this source.
Bu"Special requirements," the
reau adds, "are to be met in lighting
and heating. Smoking and the carrying of open flames into the film
The
storage are to be prohibited.
handling of the film should be done
by a trained personnel who understands the hazards involved."
The Bureau further advises the
use of cellulose acetate or "safety"

ing

strations

Tuesday
American

—That

motion picture
and X-ray films be stored in vaults
or cabinets "preferably located on the

100 foot

Monday
Fox ami Hearst unite newsreel interests into
Fox-Hearst Corp.
Synchronized films are not talkers.
Philadelphia arbitration board rules.
Lord Bcaverbrook backed union of British
Gaumont and Famous Players-Canadian
Corp., hints N. L. Nathanson.

is

is

here.
Site for

cleared.

Cal.

opens Sept. 20.
Chicago The Gateway will be built by
Balaban & Katz at Lawrence and Lipp Aves.

ater

—

at a cost of $1,000,000.

—

It will seat 2,500.

Portland, Me.
Columbus Day is the opening date of the Netoco State, High and Congress Sts.
Galion, O.
The State is being built to

—
Bucyrus, O. — Work has started on the
Moose Temple, to cost $250,000.
Philadelphia — The State has been opened
Chestnut and 52nd
Portland— The Alder has started operation.
Montgomery, Ala. — Work
being rushed

seat

750.

at

Sts.

is

on the Paramount to make possible a Decemopening.
Austin, Minn.

ber

—The

Paramount has opened

for business.

Wichita,
1,000 is
Central.

Kan.—A

under

$125,000 theater to seat
construction at Hillside and

—A
—

Gardner, Mass.

theater

is

being erected

by the Olympia Theaters, Inc.
Frankford, Pa.
The Circle was opened here
recently by the Stanley Co.
Iola, Kan.
A new theater known as the
Dickinson is to be built here.
Elsinore, Cal. -The Corona is a new theon Parker

St.

—

ducers in Hollywood from now on.
—
Now, Germany is reported as plan- ater here.
Newark—The Newark M. F. Guild's Little
ning to follow France's lead, in moving to eliminate' its "kontingent" sys- Theater is expected to open at 562 Broad
on Nov. 1.
Getting rid of the sotem
Construction has
Saulte Ste. Marie, Mich.
called protection which doesn't pro- been started on the Butterfield, a 1,200 seater.
Madison, Wis. The Eastwood is to be
tect but really retards its film indusformally opened the middle of November.
try, should be a wise move helpful to
Woodland. Wash. The Woodland is now

—

—

—

all

concerned

operating.

THE

-zw*
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NIFTY

HERBERT

The Roxy was

limited on the stage
end because of the long running time
on the feature, but what the bill
quality,

in

quantity

which

is

was made up in
a common-

such

place characteristic of this house that

almost sounds foolish to mention
Roxy employed staircases on each
side of the auditorium in order to use
all the people that he has on his payroll.
Here the choruses of male and
female voices held forth with effecit

it.

Meanwhile on the stage
went through their brilliant maneuvers, and aroused much
applause from an appreciative auditiveness.
the ballet

ence.

One of the most unique stunts this
super show house has pulled was a
take-off by the Roxyettes on the
mannikin mechanical dancing paper
dolls that are sold along the Rialto
to the hicks who wander along there
The gals, 32 of 'em, put
at night.
this novelty over with a lot of class.
Another feature was a gorgeous

P.

PARTINGTON SHOW GOES

SHOW AS USUAL

HITS ON HIGH AT ROXY

lacked

By JAMES

BERG,

S.

sea-

shore setting, with a marvellous sky
background.
Stars and a blue curtain combined to build up an eyesmash that got applause as the se'

BIG

A

—

was put over

—

Then

the gals
went into a tambourine dance, with
the colored lights making the effect
very pleasing.
Abe Lyman's harmonizers did "Bashful Baby," and
Bill

Neely stepped out from his band

seat to tenor pleasingly with

"Moon-

showed.
The girls did their light Reminds Me Of You."
beach beauties dance number, and it
But Leon, the magician, was the
was graceful and beautiful in the ex- best part of the show. He put on
treme.
a regular Palace theater headline act
Viola Phila and David Drollet har- and went through all the famou;
monized pleasingly.
Patricia Bow- magical stuff from digging ducks ou'
man and Leonide Massine then got of crates to burning his good looking
their chance to do their remarkably assistant in a glass case, and ther
graceful terpsichorean work, and fin- showing her alive and intact in anally a paper doll dance employing the other
enclosure containing a big
Roxyettes was a knockout that serv- glass aquarium.
ed as a fitting climax to an altoEarl La Vere proved to be a nifty
gether pleasing stage entertainment wisecracker, working with Abe Ly
man, and accompanying his gags
with
some accordion harmonies.
New Policy for Savoy
Grand Rapids, Mich. The Savoy There was also an added starter who
has reopened after a closed summer did some novelty work with a tromwith sound and in three weeks will bone, producing the effects of airplanes and railroad trains to perswitch to sound and stage shows.
fection.
All in all, one of the best
stage shows that Paramount has unStarts New Season
Morristown, N. J. The Lyons has covered in a month of Arabian Sundays.
Hats off to Jack Partington
resumed operations.
and the boys on the ninth floor of
the Paramount who do all the tough
jobs of arranging the production and
never get their names in the Mazdas
For after all, they are the bozos whc
make the show a show, if you get
what we are trying to mean.
first

—

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY

Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Perm. 3580

Paramount

Artist Transferred
Toledo Karl F. Kunerth, formerly
staff artist at the Toledo Paramount
has been transferred to the Publix
art department in New York City

—

to

work under Duke Wellington.
Adler for Fanchon

& Marco

Bert Adler will be eastern representative for the Fanchon & Marco
units,

it

is

reported.

IN BRITAIN DECLINES 23

%

THE FILM DAILY
Washington
Twenty-three per
cent fewer American-made feature
films were shown in Great Britain
Washington Bureau of

—

in 1928 than in 1927, according to
information to the M. P. Division of
the Dept. of Commerce. The figures
are 723 and 558.
Figures avaialable

for the first six months of the current year indicate this decline is continuing. The decrease is attributed to
recent British legislation detrimental
to American films and to the sound
picture situation. The British industry has benefited to the extent where
12.21 per cent of the total number
of films shown in the Kingdom are
made in Britain.
This compares
with 4.48 per cent in 1927.

British

Firm

to

Make

Raycol Color Pictures
London

—

search for a West End
key house and provides an outlet for
the product of British International

British International Pictures will produce a number of colored shorts employing the Raycol
method recently developed.
deal

Pictures.

with

sociated's

A

an American production company is expected to result from Mau-

Emelka

to Release First

German

All-Talking Film

Berlin— "The
Germany's first

Night

Is
all-talking

Ours,"
film,

is

expected to be released by Emelka
shortly before Christmas.
The picture is being produced by the Froelich Film Co. in conjunction with
Tobis.

rice Elvery's
in October.

New

America

to

early

Film Organization
Is

Trieste

has

visit

Founded

at Trieste

—Umberto

been

Zucolin &
formed here for the

tribution of pictures

and the

Co.
dis-

sale of

equipment. The firm has taken
over the Edison Cinema of Trieste.
film

Norway Plans

to

Make

Own

Talking Films M. Jour j on Buys Studio
has
entered
the
For Sound Production
equipment field with an-

Its

— Norway

Oslo

talking

—

nouncement that two Norwegian enParis The Studios Reunis at EpiGebhardt and Lund, are nay near here, has been purchased
planning to market a device inde- by M. Jourjon, producer of "The
gineers,

pendent of existing talking pictures
patents.

Pirandello

—

Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard

LAW

VIOLATE QUOTA

London Evidence is being offered
Jack Parting- in Australia indicating that the quota
It
Or Not," system adopted in 1926 for the prowhich serves as a sort of atmospheric tection of the British industry is findprologue for the feature picture, "Il- ing itself ineffectual in cutting down
lusion."
The whole idea was based film competition from abroad, acon magicians and tricks, which was cording to advices here.
the basis of the feature. Abe Lyman
The Film bill stipulates that a part
and his Californians led off with of every program offered in Aussome nifty harmonizing. The first tralia must consist of domestic-made
set showed a bevy of girl magicians film.
It is said, Australian exhibidressed in black silk with high hats tors evade the spirit if not the acdoing the magician stuff and manip- tual law by presenting the home
ulating a magician's box, from which product in so slip-shod a manner as
emerged Mary and Bobby, a very to prejudice audiences toward it.
classy pair of steppers, garbed in
white satin.
They did their stuff British Theater Group
with class, and got a generous hand.
Acquires Regal, London
The second set was all to the
Oriental, with dancing girls in filmyLondon Negotiations have been
white costumes and veils dancing completed for acquisition by Assoaround the case that was supposed ciated British Cinemas, Ltd., of the
to contain an Egyptian mummy.
A Regal, Marble Arch, from Hyde
singer stepped out, and did some Park Cinemas, Ltd.
This ends Aswarbling.

CUNNINGHAM

AMERICAN FILM BUSINESS

AT THE PARAMOUNT

very nifty show
at the Paramount by
ton,
called
"Believe

pleasing

1929

29,

Foreign Markets

Presentations
By

Sunday, September

Adamant

in

Stand Against Talkers
Rome— Pirandello

has not relented
opposition to talking pictures.
His play "Six Characters in Search
of an Author," which he is adapting
will come to the screen as a silent
film.
"All that imitates the theater,
that is spoken, and does not exer
cise the mind of the spectator exclusively by sight, must disappear,"
he declares.
in his

To

Distribute Product
of Paris Film in Italy
Rome — Formation is announced

here

of

the

Italian

and Equipment Co.
distribution in
ture apparatus

Sound Pictures

for the exclusive
Italy of motion picof Mekove of Paris.

Queen's Necklace," for the
tion of talking pictures.

produc-

Company

Italian Film

To Quadruple Capital
Rome

— Suprema-Film

Society

of

Venice plans to raise its capitalization
from $25,000,000 to $100,000.

Richmount Pictures
723 7th Ave.
D.

J.

|

nc .

New York

MOUNTAN.

EXCLUSIVE

foreign

City

Pres.

represents

Rayart Pictures Corporation and other leading independent producers and distributors.
tives (or

Cable Address: RICHPICSCO. Paris
London
Cable Address: DEEJAY
Cable Address: RICHPIC. N. Y.

Exporting only the
best in Motion Pictures

.

Enter.

. .

SOUND
COLOR
and

at

Low Cost
E

IASTMAN Sonochrome

every

mood of the

tints lend subtle

Tinted Positive Films translate

screen into color. Their sixteen delicate

atmosphere to every

scene.... Better still,

they are so adjusted that they give pleasing, faithful,

sound reproduction .... Best of
cost

all,

no higher than that of black-and-white.

Versatile, effective, inexpensive,
is

they are available at a

the answer to

many

Eastman Sonochrome

a sound-and-color question.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK

WILLIAM FOX

A

presents

Musical Movietone

*

Lois

SONG of
KENTUCKY
Moran Joseph Wagstaff
A

«

Dorothy Burgess

'—••»4

^V,V*

*#*'

irae

****»»

;lt

*£t^V

iwls Scilci
it—*
Book, Lyrics

and Music

CONRAD,
MITCHELL

Va

and

OOTTLER
Adapted

by

Frederick

They're Off.

1f

Hazlitt

Brennan
In

office

a cloud of boxFast horses

gold dust!

at the classic

Staged by

Frank

Kentucky Derby,

Merlin

love staked on the winner.

From "Tin Pan Alley" to
Churchill Downs the course
of true love didn't

smooth

in this

run

pulse-quick-

ening melody romance of
youth, love and song.
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Not Taking Over American Broadcasting

\Fox

Co.

PATHLSHUBERT DEALEXPECTED THIS WEEK
Says Allied Wants Only Organized Unit Members
Going Units Sought for
Membership in Allied,
Steff es Says

Supposin
•By

JACK ALICOATE-

we were

and were
and esas well as the commercial

thetic

a producer

to the artistic

progress of the talking picture we
would look to the personnel of the
Theater Guild and other successful kindred organizations for man
power. Here at least we would find
thought.
individualized
higher
Talkers, to last, must be lifted from
the obvious.

—

of

Empee Club Preview
.

R-K-0 Gets

"Philly" House
and Dickers for Another

—

Philadelphia
Radio-Keith-Orphwe were a publicity imprewe would experiment just once eum has acquired the Erlanger here

If

sario

in purposely underselling our product.
we see an ordinary picture after being told it is great our

When

RKO

run outlet for
product.
The house has been dark as a
result of a controversy between legitimate managers and musicians, involving eight theaters.
Another RK-O house is being sought here, it
is
stated.
The Erlanger is to reas a

first

unfavorable
decidedly
reaction
is
but tell us a picture is fair or good
and let us find out for ourselves that
it is great and we are likely to shout
Most folks open Oct.
it from the house tops.
are that way.
R-K-0
*

*

Houses

—

ini

October

If we were a sales manager we
Radio-Keith-Orpheum in October
would absolutely refuse to sell so- will open three more houses at
called dialogue and sound product to strategic points.
At South Bend,
the house not adequately and prop- Ind., the Granada will be opened
erly equipped for sound reproduction. Oct. 5; Keith's at Washington opens
We would sooner see a house go Oct. 19, and the Temple at Rochester
dark and its patronage diverted else- opens Oct. 26.
where than to kill entirely its regular
patrons by bad equipment and faulty

.

club

rooms. Gloria
on hand.

Swanson

will be

DEAL FOR RADIO FIRM
IS

DECLINED BY FOX

—Fox

—

—Well,
don't

we're just supposin' so

make much

difference

it

anyway.

here
between Universal and the fairer to the small exhibitor," Charmusicians' local, forestalled closing les R. Metzger, general manager of
Saturday of the Rialto. Universal re- Associated Theater Owners of Inopened the house last month after diana, declares,' in branding as "outan agreement was reached to drop law" board, the one which is funcfive men out of the 18 in the pit. tioning here.

This board was named by Paul Q.
When it again became apparent that
the house could not pull through be- Richey, president of the Indianapo(Continued

on

Page

4)

GOLF TOURNAMENT

FILM
Many

Eastern

film

golfers

spent

week-end on Metropolitan courses polishing up for the big
17th semi-annual Film Golf Tournament, to be played tomorrow at Gedney Farms Country Club in White
Plains, where more than 150 important film folk will gather for what
of the

(Continued

on Page

4)

Rossheim

—

on somebody's door step. This industry is no longer that of moving picWe're the show business
tures.
now, having moved in bag, baggage
and umbrella, and how.

SET FOR FALL

does not intend to
Resigns as
the bankrupt American
Broadcasting Co. firm, for the presStanley Co. President
ent at least, it is stated here.
The
Irving D. Rossheim has resigned
firm, which operates a chain of radio
as president and director of the Stanstations in the West and Middle
ley Co. of America.
He will continWest, recently was offered to Fox,
ue as a director of Warner Bros.
it is said, but the offer was declined.
Pictures.
Rossheim joined Stanley
If the firm again "gets on its feet,"
in 1919 as comptroller and subseFox may consider a deal, it is said. quently
became treasurer and then
president of the company.
Seattle
take over

we were a combination of
Will Hays and his board of direcIndianapolis The Indiana exhibtorial strategy we would give a fleet- Capitol Agreement
ing thought to the idea of wrapping
Forestalls Shutdown itor unit has not resumed arbitration
the monniker "motion pictures" in Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY and will not do so "until the rules
the proverbial blanket and leaving it
Washington
Agreement reached are changed and arbitration is made
If

STAGE

most

Indiana Unit May Act Wednesday
on Arbitration Row in State

reproduction.

—

.

showing of Ina Claire in "The
Awful Truth" and will ring up
around midnight at the Embassy, six floors away from the

12.

Opening 3 More

*

TO FORM GENERAL AMUSEMENT COMPANY

Deal between Pathe and Shubert is expected to be closed this week,
Al- as principals are declared near agreement on terms. As previously stated,
lied
States
Ass'n
is
following a new holding firm to be known as General Amusement Co. is to be formed.
the lines laid down at inception An exchange of stock is to be provided for in the arrangement, it is stated.
of
the
organization,
No statement has been given as yet
with
only
as to the basis of the exchange.
established regional units considered
for membership, W. A. Steffes, presJoseph P. Kennedy, chairman of
the board of directors of Pathe, deident of the Northwest exhibitor unit,
_
,.
^
Present indications point to
told the FILM DAILY in a long
clines
comment on the p ropose d
a sell out for the first monthly
distance telephone interview. Steffes
Pat he-Shubert deal.
Preview and Dinner Dance to
now is on a tour of the Far
be held by the Motion Picture
West in connection with organization
Club on next Thursday night.
work and sale of the Tiffany-Stahl
Picture is first New York
(Continued on Page 12)
IS

campaign

Organization

IFlooking

PRINCIPALS HELD NEAR ACCORD ON PLAN

(Continued on Page

12)

How

to

Get There

BY MOTOR:

Take Boston Post
Fordham,
continuing
to
Hutchinson River Parkway, driving
on Parkway straight out to MaraaroRoad

at

neck Ave. which

is

about three-quar-

ters of a mile past the turn-off sign at
Scarsdale.
Turn left of Mamaroneck
Ave. for one and a half miles to Ridge-

way Parkway,
way Parkway
mile direct
house.

turning right on Ridgeand proceed one-half
to Gedney Farms Club-

BY TRAIN: Harlem division of
New York Central, at Grand Central
to White Plains, then a taxi
White Plains station to ClubTrains leave Grand Central
house.
for White Plains every few minutes.
station,

from
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Financial

moved from

the Selwyn.

"The Four Feathers"
"Say It With Songs"
"Hollywood Revue"

Paramount
Warners

Criterion

M-G-M

Astor.

"Fast Life"
"Hallelujah"
"Bulldog Drummond"
"Gold Diggers of B'way"
"The Great Gabbo"
"Flight"
"Three Live Ghosts"

First National.

M

High

Am.

Con. Fm.
Con. Fm.

219%

Kodak

East.

do

30
22-4
Ind
Ind. pfd. 25 '/s

Close Sales

30

21*4

21
25

25

214

pfd
....

98K

Keith A-O
*do pfd
Loew's. Inc
do pfd
*M-G-M pfd
Para. F-L
Pathe Exch

34J4

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros
pfd.

95J4
34J4

#

64%

61

96

96

72

71%

9%

Radio K-O-A

9%

1,300

••-•

96
24
72

800
100
2,400

9%

300

of three houses
Kearney, Fremont, and Columbus.
Neb., by Publix from the World
Realty company has been announced.
The figure was not named.
The deal, however, is facing legal
from Fred Glass, McCook,
steps
district

manager

for

Fox-

Coast, who claims that he had
an option on the houses. No suit has
been filed to date.
Publix has nol
announced who the managers of the
three new houses will be, but all will
fall under the directorship of Harry

32%

3%
27
63

300
5,000

1%
35
30
25
42

•••

%

83
107

ww
war

98%

98%

•Par.

70

68

91%
98%
98%
68

CURB BONDS
Am.

Seat.

6s

Warner 6%s

79%

36
28

198

OVER THE COUNTER
Roxy "A"
do units
do com
Skouras Bros
United Art
! do pfd
| Univ. Ch. com
s do pfd

LAST

with

28
29

4%

30
31
5

30

34

5

10
75
2
85

65
75

The Moulin Rouge in Pascheduled to open Oct. 28 with
E. sound equipment, according

to a cable received at the

%
46

PRICE QUOTED

ris is

W.

20

47..
By. 5%s51
Pathe 7s37

ERPI Makes Record

manager.
....

New York

BOND MARKET
6s 41
41 x
Paramount 6s

Publix.

Electrical Research Prod. Inc. established a new weekl}' record by
installing
114
Western
Electric
sound devices throughout the world
for the week ending Sept. 21, according to H. M. Wilcox, operating

pfd

Loew
do 6s

for

2,500

Nat. Scr. Ser
Nat. Thea. Sup
Univ. Pict
Keith A-O

manager

54%
48%

rts

6s

Publix district manager.
Goldberg is head of the World Realty company, which recently sold two
theaters, World and Sun, to Publix
and Goldberg was made district

Goldberg,

52%
48%

27
63

200

company's

Return to Standard Time
Seen as Boon to Theaters

Van

Oct.

2

Premiere

Oct.

3

"Sunny

...

Sept.

1

Sept.

13

of

Theater,

Inaugural

Dance

New
Oct.

4

Oct.

6

Oct.

8

at

Country

"Disraeli

N. Y.
Side
N. Y.

Gaiety,

Up"

Preview
Motion

at

Club.

Warner

premiere

and

at

Dinner

Picture

Club,

York.

Opening

two

week's run of
"Blackmail" at Selwyn, N. Y.
Premiere of "Rio Rita" at Earl
Carroll. N. Y.
Premiere of "Applause" at the
Criterion, N. Y

Sept. 28

of

Entire

Meeting of S.M.P.E. at Toronto.
Oct. 7-10
Meeting of Allied States Ass'n
Oct. 12-14

Merged

as

a

separate

at

Coast

Bureau,

4

the

ex

hibitors' unit at Pinehurst.

H. P. Brunet Appointed
to Columbia H. 0. Staff

unit

Reginald Denny Signed by
Sono-Art for Talker Series
Los Angeles

the

Angeles.
P. T. O. A. Meeting
Peabody Hotel, Memphis.

M.

Premiere of "Condemned" at
Selwyn, N. Y.
Dec. 9-10
Meeting of North Carolina

Nov.

under Nick Carter.

IfYrt

Los

at

Oct. 29-31 Annual

sales

H. P. Brunet is the latest addition
to the staff of Columbia home office
executives to serve as manager of

exchange

operations.
Brunet has
taken the place of Clarence McKain,

THE FILM DAILY who now is abroad for the company.
Denny has Brunet will have complete charge of

— Reginald

been signed to star in a series of feature talking productions for SonoArt.
Plans now are in preparation
for bis first picture which is to be
a comedy.
Denny was starred by
Universal in a number of pictures.

Elinor Glyn to Produce
British Talking Picture

of the Columbia
position created through
the recent acquisition of branches by
Columbia throughout the country.

operation

physical
offices,

a

Preparing Roadshow Units

"Sunny Side Up"

for Fox's

Immediately following the premiere
in New York of "Sunny Side Up,"
London
Elinor Glyn plans to the Fox roadshow department will
make a British talking film under definitely determine the number of
the title "Knowing Men" at an esti- units which will be put out in conmated cost of $150,000, to be de- junction with the picture. Winfield
frayed by her.
Edward Knoblock Sheehan, vice president and general
and Lawrence Irving will help her manager, David Butler and Charles
in directing.
Carl Brisson will have Farrell are here from the Coast to
the male lead in the production, attend the premiere Oct. 3 at the
which will be made at British Inter- Gaiety.

—

national Studio.

-WANTED-

"Bob" Welsh

in

New York

on Independent Venture
Welsh,

E.

who

for

two

years was general manager of Universal City, arrives in

day

New York

to-

in

(The Eternal Prayer) with dialogue
and musical effects with a separate

Beuren, piesi- tures is releasing the picture in the
dent, and Charles McDonald, vice N. Y. and northern New Jersey terpresident and general manager.
ritory.
J.

1

.Aug. 30

.

Golf Tournament of KanCity exhibitors at Oakwood
Country Club.
Fall
Film Golf Tournament at

Gedney
Farms
White Plains.

connection with an independent
800
Theater business is expected to production proposition. He also inbenefit in many cities and towns of tends to seek story material while in
the nation and Canada, through re- the East.
turn yesterday to standard time, folSovkino Film at Guild Oct. 5
lowing a summer of operation on
daylight saving time.
production
Sovkino
"Strange
Tribes of Siberia" will have its first
showing in America at the Film
All Jewish Talker Completed
An all Jewish talker, "Ad Musae" Guild Cinema on Saturday, Oct. 5

....

English version has been completed,

Amedee

operated

headquarters.

North Visiting the East
according to Max Cohen. The picTom North, Chicago representa- ture features Schmilekel, 12 year old
tive of the Van Beuren Corp., is in boy Cantor, and cast of the Jewish
New York for his annual conference Art Theater group. Hollywood Picwith

Oct.

exchange
now is working
under Cecil Peppiat, manager
of the local exchange.
Heretofore the
Charlotte branch

Robert
....

.

Annual
sas

force
of the United Artists Charlotte

Omaha — Purchase

55%
48%

200

Atlanta

in

114 Weekly Installations

D.W. "A"

Proj
do deb.

100

33%
63%

Embassy

NEBRASKA STARTED

2,300

Insp
Fox Thea. "A"... 28
Gen. Thea. Eq. vtc. 63%

Intern.

1,000

34'/$

.

Sales Force

35/2
20

Film

Griffith,

98J4

Central

.

35

Columbia Pets

do

%

219'/2

.

.

United Artists .... Rialto
Winter Garden.
Warners
Sono- Worldwide Globe
Columbia
Geo. M. Cohan.
Rivo'.i
United Artists

36

CURB MARKET

Loew

H

300
200
200

f>Vl

Fox Fm. "A"

do

Low
30

Warner

G-M

West

Seat

Opening Date
June 12
Aug. 6
Aug. 14
Aug. 15
Aug. 20
Aug. 24

.

Neb.,

STOCK MARKET
(.QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)

Today:
Theater

PUBLIX EXPANSION IN

W

La

of

Distributor

—

Cour-des-Noues,

opening

Picture

Editor and Publisher

JOHN «. ALICOATE

of the last week is "Three Live Ghosts." which
A number of important
Life" Saturday at the Rivoli.
"The Great Gabbo" is now at the
are scheduled for this week.

important

"The Dance

30, 1929

UNIFORMS
FOR

USHERS-DOORMEN,
Style Catalog and Samples on

RUSSELL
1600 B'way.

ETC.
RQuest

UNIFORM CO.

New

York.

Cor. 48th St.

A

company has opening
developer.
experienced
theatre
Someone who can analyze the situation
in a given community and who knows
how to proceed to negotiate a theatre
project.
Have your reply contain a
complete record of past experience, age
Replies will
and sa'ary requirement.
Box A-17S,
be treated confidentially.
c-o Film Daily, 1650 B'way, N. Y. C.
theatre chain

for

Fox

Film

Corporation

re-

quires the services of a Traveling Auditor to cover the South-

western States.
In order to qualify for this
position, applicants must possess a complete knowledge of
Branch Office Film Account-

ing and procedure.

Address applications,

which

held

in strict confidence, stating age, experience
and salary, to
will

BOX
1650

be

160

Broadway

c-o Film Daily
N. Y. C.

Disraeii
JOHN BARRYMORE and AL JOLSON
ACCLAIM "DISRAELI"
Extraordinary
exceptional

—

delightful

—

beautifully directed

— acted with

—John Barrymore

skill."

tremendous human appeal and the marvelous performance of Mr.
—Al Jolson
Arliss thrilled me beyond words."

"Its

Opening Wednesday on Broadway,
Warner Bros. Theatre, two-a-day at
$2.00. As

is

our custom, available

day and date with Broadway

VARNEi?

JBR0S.6
"Vitaphone"

is

the registered trademark

torn]

}0&

products
of the Vitaphone Corporation designating its

THE
Monday, September

DAILY

1930

Edition

Now

In Preparation

STAGE

IS

SET FOR FALL

GOLF TOURNAMENT

FILM

Short Shots from
New York Studios
'.By

(Continued from Page

1)

promises to be the most successful
previous events.

of all

Only

heavy

rains

will

interfere

with the tourney, causing postponeCloudiness,
ment to Wednesday.
threatening weather, or a slight drizzle will not change plans for the
If in doubt, call the offices
event.

THE FILM DAILY

(Circle 4736,
of
4737, 4738) early tomorrow morning,
when a committee member will be
on hand to answer inquiries.

Agreement
Forestalls Shutdown

Capitol

30, 1929

ARTHUR W

CHARLES

EMlff

FARRELL, now

this great big

town owing

in

to the

demands

of a personal appearance
tour combined with a vacation, tells
one about an experience he had in
Boston recently when playing the
Keith-Albee.
As he came out of
the stage door he was swamped by
about 500 kids, all with rough-andtumble desires for autographs. One
urchin, a little tougher than his contemporaries, squirmed to him and
thrust his paper into Charley's hands.
As the Fox star was doing his John
Hancocking he heard the youngster

remark to an associate, "Who is
guy, anyway?"
Charley leaves

dis
for

the Coast about Oct. 7, after attend(Continued from Page 1)
cause of the orchestra overhead an- ing the premiere of "Sunny Side Up,"
His next vehicle in which
other meeting was arranged to settle Oct. 3.
Both parties met last Janet Gaynor will play opposite him,
the question.
week and consented to eliminate will be "Budapest."
four musicians, thus averting shut-

down

of the theater.

Small Theaters Forming
Circuit in Southeast

—

Ga. Formation of what
one of the largest circuits of
small theaters in the Southeast is
now under way, with A. C. Gortatowsky of Albany, Ga., and C. E. Daffin
of Tallahasee, Fla., as the prime
movers.
It is understood that Gortatowsky
will be chairman of the board and
Daffin will be one of the officers.
The president of the company, it is
Atlanta,

Helen Straus, who has been secretary to James Cowan, in charge
of production at Paramount, has
been transferred to the radio de-

partment at the home

office.

will be

In no motion picture
publication can one

get the comprehensive

and

reliable information found in

the Year Book.

That's why it is referred to every day
of the year in all

offices and that's
why advertising in
it pays and pays and
pays.

said, will

New

Year's Eve frivolities in the
Madrid scenes, of "Big Time
Charlie," Pathe all-talking comedy
made by George LeMaire.

Club

be a leading financier of this

Prominent banking interests
Harry Delf, who has corniced many
in Florida and Georgia are said to be a laugh and tee-hee into stage
and
Both Gortatowsky screen audiences, has a new play
in on the deal.
and Daffin have for years been prom- scheduled for Broadway. It's "Insection.

inent in the
Southeast.

exhibitor

field

in

the nocents,"

American Organizes
Talker Firm in Berlin

—

which

Lew Cantor

will

produce.

Nathan
identified
activities

Shilkret,

with

who

has

been

Broadway orchestra

Welton Film Corp. has
Berlin
and is now a Victor recordbeen organized here by Herman S. ing artist, is supervising recording
Heller, an American producer, at a of three of James A. FitzPatrick's
capitalization
of
$960,000 for the series of sound shorts.
of talking pictures. The firm
will
be operated along American
lines under the supervision of Americans.
According to Heller, Michael
Bohnen has been signed by him to
appear in three audible films.

making

Roger Gray has railroaded to the
Coast to join the RKO ranks. He
will play the same role in "Hit the
Deck" as he played during the musical hit's long run on Broadway.

"Jake" Smith Dead
Jacob Smith, for 16 years
Monroe Shaff has been transeditor of "The Michigan Film Re- ferred from the film trailer departview," died at a local hospital after ment of Witmark's music-publishing
a lingering illness.
outfit to the production department
of the Eastern Vitaphone studio.
Detroit

—

Correction

Out As Usual In January

Eddie Elkins, who waves a popuband baton, presides over the

lar

Preview of "My Old Kentucky Home," song cartoon
Alfred
subject produced by
Weiss was erroneously classiThis
fied as a silent subject.
should have been listed under
sound subjects.

"Odette,"

featuring

Bertini, has been edited

Francesco
by Pierre

Arnaud.

Roy D'Arcy, back from a successvaude. tour, is now scurrying
about Times Square on new ventures.
ful

Onq

of his projects in view

duction plan.

is

a pro-

V

I'

r—t

AMERICA'S

^

Favorite

COMEDIAN
TALKS and SINGS
in this

x

comedy triumph

screen.
of the talking

^OUNG

\
l

from *•»
people will lean,
of Pans.
of the penis

Rogers

ys

and

gWs

will

*>**£

Rogers
'id -Will

tells

the tacts

-and tells
life and love
Paris
Ibout
them with a laugh.
youngsters for the snapPrepare the

of the year.
piest picture

WILLIAM
FOX
presents

WILL
ROGERS
in

They Had To

SEE PARIS
FOX MOVIETONE
Comedy Drama

All Talking

WITH

Owen

Davis, Jr.

a corking actor with all the sparkle and pep of youth.
speaks with perfection the lines written by his famous father.

Handsome,

He

Marguerite Churchill
Despite her youth, she came to Hollywood with an amazing stringof
successes on the legitimate stage behind her. Already, co-eds and
high school girls have made her their favorite.

Irene Rich
of the screen's best dramatic and character actresses.
voice is perfection itself.

One
>.

Fifi

Her screen

Dorsay

Keep your eye on

this bundle of pulchritude. She's got these, them
and you'll see a lot of her in this picture. What a hit
be with Flaming Youth!

and those
she'll

—

Adapted from
Dialog by

Owen

the novel by

Davis

Homer Croy

Scenario by Sonya Levien
Directed by

FRANK BORZAGE

MEANS

Happiness in Every

Box

Office

Coast Wire Service

RKO

$2,500,000 for

mmm m mmn
i i i

i

i

The Time—

Expansion

Tuesday

A

AN NEW SOUND STUDIO

Simmons With T-S

Little

By RALPH WILK
<pansion program involving the
Hollywood
nditure of more than $2,500,000
dance and
CEBALLOS,
providing for the erection of
Warner
for
director
ensemble
company officials say will be
t
First National, will direct sevand
in
building
largest sound stage
eral singing and dancing Vitaphonc
world when completed is being
Featurettes. The first will be "Hello
to
plan
is
The
RKO.
ncd by
Baby," starring Ann Pennington.
ze every square foot of the 12
*
*
*

The Place —

HALPERINS HELP SWELL

LARRY

COAST STUDIO ACTIVITY
Victor and Edwin Halperin are
using the Metropolitan Sound studios for the production of a series of

ground owned by the studio.
Our Passing Show: Constance
will be broken during the
and Richard Barthelmess all-talking pictures.
Bennett
Other compaxt few weeks on the new soundboth know the nies at the studio are Harold Lloyd,
they
discovering
by
:ige building which will be 500
Prince of Wales; Casey Robinson, Sono-Art is making "Blaze O' Glory"
feet and contain facilities for the
Butler, Crane Wilbur, Harry with Eddie Dowling and BroughtonFrank
at
pictures
aking of four talking
and Norma Burnstine at Reid's working on "The Dude
Cording
RKO will be equipped to "The Youngest";
le time.
Alexander Gray Wrangler," while James Cruze will
simulpictures
13
m as many as
for "Spring Is start another picture soon.
costumes
on
trying
Construction already has
neously.
talker;
musical
next
his
Here,"
arted on the new administration
box
new
a
opening
LeRoy
Mervyn
ailding and work is scheduled to
Joan Bennett and Novis
cigars.
of
;gin this week on the rehearsal
*
*
*
res of

Ground

Gedney Farms
Qolf Club
White Plains

,

jilding.

Other projects called for include
le erection of a studio restaurant
ith a capacity of 250 persons, a new
jrstem for the transportation of sets
ora stage to stage and a sprinkler
ystem operating in every building in
lie

studio.

dramatic Actors in
Educational Comedies
have appeared in
straight" roles on stage and screen
ire being used by Educational to lend
Actors

who

ontrast to the antics of

Among them

omedians.
Ford,

The William De

—

that
stories
Mille, after

are

"fish"

for
true.

will have the prin"Irish Rhapsody," a
United Artists short employing Victor Herbert music, in which Donald
Novis will sing. Upon the completion of this subject Miss Bennett will

Joan Bennett

De

cipal

catching a 208pound swordfish, has now won
an even more coveted "green"
button of the Catalina Island
Tuna Club by landing a 205-

pound Marlin on
Mrs.
ger)

light tackle.

De Mille (Clara Beranwon laurels in the wo*

*

*

As a result of their long service
talking
are Fran- as assistant directors or production

next assignment is
Richard Arlen's first starring effort.

(17th Semi' Annual

Conducted By The Film Daily)

To
Jack
Charles

George

Direct for Educational
Roberts,
Stephen
White,

Lamont
will

direct

and

Henry

W.

talking comedies

for Educational, while Mack Sennett
will direct the comedies bearing his
name and William Watson and Gil

Pratt those starring Lloyd Hamilton.

"Victory" in Rehearsal
based on Joseph Conrad's novel, has gone into rehearsal
at Paramount with Nancy Carroll
Filming starts in the next
starring.
few days under the direction of William Wellman. The screen script has
been prepared by William Slavens
"Victory,"

McNutt and Grover

Jones.

The COStTen Frogs
Includes Everything

Ulric Starts on "South Sea Rose"

Lenore Ulric has started work on
"South Sea Rose" for Fox. Charles
Bickford has the male lead. The picture will be directed by Allan Dwan.

—Dinner
Fees — Prices

Lunch
Green

Sheldon to Assume New Post
Lloyd Sheldon, associate producer at Paramount's West Coast
E.

studio for the two years, will join the
supervisorial group at the Long Island studio.

The Result—

Columbia Completes "Hurricane"
Columbia's

"Hurricane,"

the

Ince.

Hobart

The

players

Bosworth,

Brown and

Leila

are

headed by

Johnny

Hyams.

A

first

all-talking sea picture, has been completed under the direction of Ralph

Mack

Director Signs Long Contract
Billie Dove Rehearsing
Radio Pictures have signed MelMcNamee in Pathe Sportlight
Billie Dove has started rehearsing
contract.
long-term
a
to
ville Brown
all-diaNational
First
next
McNamee will be heard
her
for
new
Graham
his
His first assignment under
picture, "The Other Tomorin a new Pathe Sportlight soon to
agreement will be the direction of logue
under the direction of Lloyd
"Dance Hall" from a story by Vina row,"
released under the title "Gridiron
with Grant Withers as her be
Bacon,
Production is expected to
Delmar.
Glory."
leading man.
start soon.

Qolf Tournament

man's class by landing a 129-

pound swordfish.

Lloyd Ingraham, Cissy managers on First National pictures
Barry, Edward MaFitzgerald, Arthur Clayton, D'Arcy Al Alborn, Ed
Vol Paul and Percy
Silvey,
Ben
rin,
Corrigan and Eleanor Vanderveer.
Ikerd have won places on the stu"Lilies of Field" Completed
dio honor role.
*
*
*
'Lilies of the Field," Corinne GrifNed Sparks, who won many
fith's picture, has been finished at
Her next, "Back laughs in "The Street Girl," is a
First National.
Pay," will go into production soon. popular figure at RKO. He has just
Ralph Forbes, John Loder, Tenen been signed to support Bebe Daniels
Holtz, Eve Southern and James Ford in her next Radio Picture.
*
*
*
support Miss Griffith in "Lilies of the
AlexJames
by
directed
actors,
Two former stage
Field," which was
ander Korda.
Whale and Howard Estabrook, are
working on "Hell's Angels." EstaParamount Re-Signs Two
brook is writing the talking version,
Ludwig Berger and Louis Gasnier, while Whale will direct. Estabrook
directors, have signed new Paramount is on a leave of absence from Paracontracts. Berger is now finishing the mount, as is Whale.

His

Fall Film

in

opposite Harry Richman in
"Play Boy," while Novis will assume
the male lead in Lupe Velez's "Blind
Raftery."

ks

Brent.

role

play

its

direction of "The Vagabond King," a
lavishly produced musical romance,
starring Dennis King.
Gasnier, a veteran director, recently
concluded his first talking picture,
"Darkened Rooms," starring Evelyn

The Event—

in United Artists Short

Milles are

material

furnishing

1st

appointed director of publicity
for the Tiffany-Stahl studios.

from "Lots"

IK PRODUCTION GROWTH
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Frank H. Simmons has been

In

Day
The Open With
Qreat

200 Regular Fellows

And— Lots of
Laughs
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BROADWAY

President:

M. A. Lightman, Tenn.

AN OPEN LETTER

V ice-Presidents

Regional

R. R. Biechele, Mo.

Harry Marx, N. Y.
Charles Picquet, N.
Treasurer

ALL MANUFACTURERS OF

Jay Emanuel, Pa.
Secretary.

M.

J.

TO

C.

THEATRE EQUIPMENT

O'TOOLE, Pa.

Chairman, Board of Directors:
Fred Desberg, Ohio

Board of Directors:
Colvin Brown, N. Y.
M. E. Comerford, Pa.
Harry Crandall, D. C.

Samuel Dembow, N.

Y.

Fred Desberg, Ohio
Fred Dolle, Ky.
Harold Franklin, Cal.
Jack Miller, 111.
Fred Wehrenberg, Mo.
Jos.

W. Walsh, Conn.

The Annual Convention of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America offers you as a manufacturer of equipment used
in motion picture theatres the greatest opportunity to
display your product to theatre owners representing in
purchasing power about 4000 theatres in the United States
and Canada.
The Tenth Annual Convention is being held this year in
Memphis, Tennessee, on the 29th, 30th and 31st of October
and arrangements have been made with the Peabody Hotel,
where the Convention will be held, for the use cf the entire
mezzanine floor for display purposes.

Every facility necessary for the proper exhibition and demonstration of apparatus will be at your disposal. This fact
should be of interest to manufacturers of sound picture
equipment. Your full page advertisement in the Convention
Program being published by this organization entitles you, at
no further cost, to the use of a booth in this exhibit.
Remember!
This is the one opportunity offered to you each
year to meet with and display your product to several hundred
of the foremost exhibitors from every section of the country.

Further details will be furnished upon request.

M. A. Block, who

is

handling the sale of advertising in the mid-west, can be

reached at the Congress Hotel, Chicago, from the

first

to the tenth of

October.

Miday, September

1929

30,

Timely Topics

Along The Rialto

A

Digest of
Current Opinion

Demand

Brains
n Talking Picture Acting
l|NN ER strength of character
II has come to be a product of
jnmmercial value in the screen
[oriel.
There is nothing that
ttveals shallowness of the soul
for

T

,

quickly as the voice.
Sheer,
pidisguised shallowness tires an
And a voice
lludience quickly.
annot be tampered with, repuched or covered by means of
At last
never studio lighting.
he movies may be compelled to
[go in for brains."
Ik

Edwin W. Hullinger

in

"Current History"
*

*

*

Gjmdeur "Here to Stay;"
11 Aid Theater
Business

rHERE

can

about

be

films.

loviegoer has seen a Grandeur
ilm he will never be satisfied
vith standard-size pictures. The
I'ide-angle film is here to stay,
nd the sooner exhibitors realize
and equip their houses for its
t
irojection, the bigger and quickr will be their profits.
Pierre de Rohan in

"The Morning Telegraph"
*

*

*

ms Must Improve
bet

Home

to

months

12

months

at

the

latest

alkies will have to meet the comof the talkie-projector
ii
And within anthe home.
probably
shall
other year we
lave the simple and comparaively
inexpensive
mechanisms
which will throw on a small
screen a moving picture project?d from a central broadcasting
station. To overcome these rival
novelties the talkie will have to
be a much better entertainment
than it has proved itself in the
past two years; and the way to
become a better entertainment is
to stop the senseless sacrifice of

good movie elements
talkies.

in

making

Gilbert

Seldes

THEIR
FIRST

*6

JOBS

is

rather reticent over

from which he's just returned
Doesn't like to talk unless lie has something real to say, one of
the things that makes him big time
that

trip,

Max

Cooper, manufacturer of miniature airplanes and Zeppehas sold 30 zeps to Tiffany-Stahl
to help put over "Zeppelin."
Pat Dowling"s enthused
oxer opening of one of the Octavus Roy Cohen colored films
on the bill with "Three Live Ghosts" at the Noo Yawk Rivoli.
Herb Kaufman, Columbia's Cleveland manager, is visitlins

for exploitation purposes,

home

ing at the

David

error

operates
Onset and Pastime at Onset. Mass., where his son is
the

advice.

his

of

local boy who made
want to be accurate
a

good

Farrell

the city,
Jack Francis,
in

known

Hollywood,

if

as

you

who has seen a lot of
Charles Farrell on his

guiding

is

or

New

the

is all enthused
about that Phono-Kinemadeal
There's talk that Phono-Kinema is
holding heavy so far as patent surprises are concerned
Wonder what'll be the future of the music license with E. J.
Mills no longer with the A.S.C.A.P
Arrkayoh certainly
is doing its bit to aid the
Palestine riot victims

"Bert" Moeller

Nakken patents

Zasu Pitts

recalls the
a salary

days

when

was playing

she

in

Christie

smackers a week
A. H.
Schwartz's Century Circuit
Brooklyn and Long Island is
sending an expedition into Central America to trap specimens
for the Prospect Park zoo
Exhibitors certainly are shouting their thanks to "Uncle Carl" Laemmle for making available
the complete service contract on sound fillums

two-reelers

at

of

12
of

NUMBER

HAROLD

B.

boy

FRANKLIN

for Sullivan,

Harris and

Woods

54

MANY HAPPY RETURNS

Industry
JAMES

Statistical

ly informative

P.

and interesting. Mark-

ing the first meeting under the Eddie
Klein regime, it was an auspicious
start, and looks as if the new administration has a definite policy of
going somewhere and getting there.
*

Thompson told of a British broadcasting campaign to educate the picture-going public to American slang
and idioms in the current Hollywood
talkers. The radio speaker at one
point spoke thusly: "Let us consider
this

word

which we hear so

'shoot'

often in these American talkies. It
doesn't necessarily mean when a
gentleman says to a lydy, 'Shoot,'
that he is inviting her to put an immediate termination to his bally existence. No, no. Not at all. As a
matter of fact, you will note in the
picture that the lydy is not carrying
a revolver at all. What he means to
tell her when he shays 'Shoot,' is
for her to proceed with the conversation to be getting on with the
chatter, don't you know. Then again
the gentleman might say:
Atta
But, my word, when
baby. Shoot.'
you look closely at the picture there
is no sign of a baby anywhere. Just
the lydy and gentleman alone in
the drawing room. The ivord 'baby'
in this case is just a term of jovial
familiarity that a gentleman uses to
his fiancee or a lydy he is trying to
be jovially familiar with. If you will
bear these little points in mind, it
will help greatly to adding to your

—

talkies."

CUNNINGHAM

Editor.

A

The Film DaMy

very sweet old English lady reto Thompson:
talkies would be

marked

AVERAGE

number

of extras

cast yearly by Central CastAgency of West Coast producers' association reaches 259,
250, who receive a total of
Daily
$2,195,395 in salaries.
placement is 710, of which 12
are school children, and daily
wages range from $7.50 for the
average, to $20 daily for a rare
Last year, 108,185 retype.
ceived the $7.50 rate, while
79,916 received
a
$10 daily

ing

wage.
*

*

*

*

enjoyment and understanding of
these
very interesting American

Statistics
By

were treated to
the lowdown on the European
situation at their last luncheon when
Philip L. Thompson of the Western
Electric organization took them for
a conversational jaunt that was high-

Farrell,

recognize

54

THOSE AM PAS

—

office

who, in case you don't know, is Charles Farrell's dad, is New Yorking with his famous son.
He admits that
he told Charley to keep out of pictures hut now is willing to

Damage

office

Yurropean

big boss of Pathe,

DALY

By PHIL M.

— 18
— the

petition

the

TOE" KENNEDY,

Jr.

Talker Challenge

llflTHIN
»»

PhilM. Daly,

picture business activities,
tour East and elsewhere

attitude
Once a

public's

the

oward wide-angle

THAT

doubt

little

THA T'S

with

[—€)—
ills

AND

#

ican

September 30
Best wishes and congratulaare extended by

FILM DAILY
ing

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAT

members

who today

of

IN

to the follow-

the industry,

are celebrating their

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

JSfc-HEWSPAPEB

oSFILMDOM

birthday:

*

claims of exhibitors
and distributors in cases before Boards of Arbitration
in the United States involved
an average of $207 "per case
over a period of three years.

only spoke English."
But if they spoke English, a lotta
Americans wouldn't understand 'em.

THE

tions

"These Amergood if they

S. L.

George Bancroft
Ralph Forbes

Norman
Herman

Z.

McLeod

Starr

Fred Fisher

Rothafel forms
*

*

own company.
*

United Amusement Co. capitalized
at $250,000 to

operate in five south-

ern states.
*

Committee

*

at

United Pictures'

*

work
affairs.

investigating

THE

&IW

DAILY

12

SAYS ALLIED WANTS ONLY

On

Musical Notes
LOUIS BERNSTEIN,

president

&

of Shapiro-Bernstein

Co., Inc.,

the Coast
returned from a
and told of the hustle and bustle of
activities in general at the studios.
to

trip

In other words "All's Not Quiet on
Western Front."

the

*

*

*

whose "Does She
Positively" brought him

Jean Herbert,
Love

Me

proverbial
the
with
been added to the
staff-writing department of DeSylva, Brown & Henderson, Inc. Without his cigar, Jean couldn't find a
contact

in

"Green,"

rhyme

*

word

"blue."
*

*

Buddy

and

Green

Sammy

Stept wrote and published a novelty

Unanimous
"It's
called
number
Now," which looks like a worthy
successor

RCA

-

1)

and the

new

reproducer

for

franchises

Photophone

small houses.
In each instance, checks for dues
must be received with membership
applications, he states.
This line of
campaigning was carried out at the
recent Columbus, Ga., meeting, when
Steffes advised Southeastern exhibitors to develop their own organization
first before considering any affiliation.

their

to

"That's

hit.

former

My

cently

Competitive Situations
Studied in Pittsburgh Zone

—

Local

exhibitors
affiliated with Allied
States Ass'n, at the recent meeting
here in addition to endorsing the
and Tiffany-Stahl franchise
plan are devoting considerable time
to 174 competitive situations in the

RKO

tremen- territory.

Weakness adopted

Recommendations

three American
shot
scenes
of

— "Hollywood Review"
— "Afghanistan"
Capitol— "Madame X"
Astor

Cameo

— "Passion
— "Fast
Life"

Carnegie
Central

Joan

of

of

Arc"

— "Skin Deep"
Criterion — "The Four Feathers"
Fifth Ave. — "Adventures
Maya, the
Embassy — "Halle'ujah"
St.— "The Romance of Hine
Film Gui'd — "Growth of the Soil"
Unit May Act Wed.
Globe— "The Great Gabbo" (opening
M. Cohan — "Flight"
on Arbitration Row Geo.
Hippodrome— " Broadway"
(Continued from Page
Loew's New York — Monday, "Our Mocljf
Maidens;"

sporadic fighting between Russians and Chinese.

Colony

of

Fifty-fifth

Ind.

toe

1)

Chamber

of Commerce, upon request
of
distributors,
following
"walkout" several weeks ago of the

Tuesday, "Big Time;"

Wed

day,
"Four Devils;" Thursday, "D|>|
Streets;" Friday, "Smiling Irish Eye
J
'"''
Saturday,
"Hurricane;"
Sunday,
ll

Drake Case"

—

Indiana exhibitor unit. Metzger em- Mark Strand
"Hard to Get"
phasizes that this board is not sanc- Paramount "Illusion"
tioned by the state organization. Di- Rialto "Bulldog Drummond"
rectors of the Indiana unit meet Rivoli— "Three Live Ghosts"
Roxy
in Hollywood"
Wednesday when further considera- Selwyn "Married
"Blackmail" (opening Friday)
tion of the question of arbitration is Warners "Say It with Songs"

—
—
—
—

—

Winter Garden

anticipated.

were

that there shall be no fransold in a competitive town
the matter is taken up with

—

when

cameramen

lis

Pittsburgh
group, recently

Before following Horace Greeley's

dous

RKO

and

from Page

has

in the

advice,

(.Continued

30,

Now On Broadway

Firing Line

Manchuli, Manchuria What
are said to be the first sound
pictures taken in front line
trenches, were filmed here re-

ORGANIZED UNIT MEMBERS

CLEF

B\<

Monday, September

McVeigh With Technicolor

McVeigh, formerly with
Now." Another Green & Stept song chises
Paramount, now is handling pubwhich looks like a good bet is "Con- unless
licity for Technicolor.
Frank Vree"boys" the franchise committee consisting
which
the
gratulations,"
land replaces McVeigh.
wrote in collaboration with Maceo of D. J. Selznick, chairman; Bill
Finkle, Alex Moore, Archie Fineman,
Pinkard.
*
*
*
John and Morris Roth.
Exhibitors
Al Bernard and Billy Beard, are urged to communicate with the
known to the radio fans as the committee before taking any action.
"Raybestos Twins," are reputed to
be one of the most popular duets on Italian Houses Being
NBC chain. Incidentally Al Bernard
Wired at Rapid Rate
Dutch
is also End Man for the
Blake

Frieda
Paris
er,

— "Gold

Diggers of Broadwi

Hempel

for Talkers

— Frieda

Hempel, opera sin)
visit Hollywood to ej

plans to

ter the

f

talking pictures.

UNIVERSAL'S TALKING REPORTER

I

CREATES NATIONAL SENSATI0)

Masters'

Minstrels,

and how

this

"Boy from Dixie" can warble.
*

*

*

"Baby, Oh Where Can You Be,"
written by Frank Magene and Ted
Koehler, and published by Irving

tras,

—

Box

Office

Value Of

New Triumph in Screen Entertain

ment Enhanced By Tie-up With 50 Newspapers

is fast becoming a hit.
some great plugging over with American apparatus, in addition
lir by some of the big orchesto four independent theaters in Rome
this number is bound to click.
and Milan, while other installations

Berlin,

Inc.,

Getting
the

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington Installation of sound
equipment in Italian theaters is proceeding rapidly reports the American
trade commissioner at Paris to the
M. P. Division of the Dept. of Commerce.
The ten first run houses of
the Pittaluga circuit are being wired

are expected to be started soon. Pit"That's When I Learned to Love taluga is making preparations for the
You," written by Billy Baskette and production of sound films.
Hartley Costello, still tops the catalogue of the Charles Bayha Music 1,400,00 Lines Placed
Co. Rudy Vallee, before leaving for
by
Last
the "great wide-open spaces," reA total lineage of approximatelycorded the song for Victor.
1,400,000 lines was placed in 838
newspapers throughout the country
last week in the second of a series
Dreher on
Survey
of
advertising
campaigns inaugufor
Photophone rated last month by Paramount.
Carl Dreher, formerly chief engi- This compares with 1,396,300 lines
neer and now associated with the placed in August.
The advertisetechnical staff side of RCA Photo- ments read by forty million people,
phone's motion picture production were practically a full-page in size
department, has left for an extended and were prepared under the supervisit to the Coast where he will tech- vision of Russell Holman, Paramount
nically supervise the company's ac- advertising manager.
tivities at leading studios.
Dreher is
an active member of the Society of Golden States
Chain Signs
M. V. Engineers.

Paramount

Week

Meet Me Face to Face?
The Talking Reporter,

Sound

Tour

RCA

For "U" Sound Service

Golden States circuit embracing
Hammond Ushers Strike
more than 25 houses located in San
Hammond Ind. Ushers are picket- Francisco, Oakland and other Coast
ing the Parthenon, due to a walk-out cities, has signed for the new Uniwhich followed a disagreement with versal sound service. These houses
Carl Kleihege, owner, over the for- will get most of the "U" sound feamation of an ushers' organization in tures and shorts in form of a weekly
Lake county.
program on a flat rental basis.

—

Universal's Talking Reporter has day in news pictures, increasing their
been acclaimed by critics as the sen- effectiveness a thousand fold.
sation of the hour.
Universal's new, lightning method
He made his
bow to the public in the first run of presenting talking sequences with
houses of the country, and electrified the very latest pictures of the day's
theatre goers by his vivid personal- news events was hailed as the final
ity and his crisp, rapid-fire talk on triumph in the art of entertainment.
This newsreel is proving of spethe latest news of the day.

The freshness and novelty

of this
feature swept the audiences with a
thrill of surprise and pleasure, for it

was the first time they had heard a
talking newsreel with up-to-the-minute news.

Even case hardened

exhibitors, not only
exceptional appeal to
their patrons, but because of its box
office value through Universal's tieup with fifty of the most representative newspapers of the country which
daily tell their 25,000,000 readers of
the interesting world events that are
to be shown in the film.
cial

interest

because of

to

its

critics were
by the novelty of the innovation into declaring that Universal's talking newsreel marks a new Forward March With

stirred

—Advt.

Universal

/

fHE
9fc NEWSPAPER
»/* FILM DOM
:OL.

XLX

No.

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME
Tuesday, October

1

1,

Price 5 Cents

1929

\JlKO Continuing Franchise, Schnitzer

FOX GETS

Emphasizes

HOUSESOT MIDLANDCIRCUIT

61

Permanent Writ Bars Cleveland Operator Strike
Sympathy Strike Banned

Fore!
By JACK AL1COATECount
r^EVENTEEN.

by Court Order at
Cleveland

DEAL MARKS FIRST INVASION OF MIDDLE
WEST IN FOX WEST COAST EXPANSION
—

Kansas City Eastward expansion of Fox West Coast Theaters has
Operators here have been given impetus with invasion of this territory, through acquisition of
Cleveland
The Midland
Getting to be quite an institu- been restrained permanently from the Midland circuit, in a deal closed by M. B. Shanberg.
Missouri and Iowa.
Previously, it
tion these Film Golf Tourna- striking in sympathy with stage em- chain embraces 61 houses in Kansa-had been reported that I'ublix was
ments.
Here's a tip.
If you want
ployes in an injunction granted the
dickering for the circuit.
see anybody who is anybody in Cleveland exhibitor unit, by Common
to Films
The deal does not include ShanHictures today, weather heing agree- Pleas Judge Thomas M. Kennedy.
berg's half interest in the Midland
Memphis
Playing pictures
ble.
hop into the old rattler and The writ was sought when operators
only, the Pantages here is to be
here,
owned in association with
pake straight for the Gedney Farms threatened to strike unless a new
opened some time this month.
Loew's, which operates the theater.
Here you'll find some working agreement was arrived at
[I'olf
Club.
Warner offerings will be feaAmong theaters included in the deal
Ikvo hundred of the who's who of with
stagehands.
Exhibitors contured at this former combinaare: In Kansas, five at Hutchinson.
wolfing filmland enjoying themselves tended they do not need the service
tion stand.
t
three at Pittsburgh, Salina and Atthe manly sport of ruining the of stagehands in all picture houses
chinson, two each at Chanute and El
[ther fellow's golf course, with pie- and wanted to exercise the right to
tires and all shop talk strictly barred. emplov stagehands only when needed.
Dorado and one each at Lyons, Clay
William F. Canavan, president of
Center, Ottawa and Sterling.
In
Interest will be added to the day's
program by a knock down and drag the International Allied of Theatrical POLICY
Missouri there are seven at KanI'm out contest between the golf Stage Employes and M. I'. Machine
sas City, three at Moberly and three
(perators, had no comment to make
at Sedalia, two at Carthage and one
earns of the Friars and Motion PicE
apprised
FILM
ure Club for possession of the now when
by
each at Boonville, Brookfield, LexTo- DAILY of the Cleveland decision.
anious E. F. Albee trophy.
ington, Marshall, Nevada and Springis
continuing its franchise
night, after the returns are in the
field.
A house at Fort Madison and
plan. President Joseph I. Schnitzer
liar gastronomical pow wow and
one at Muscatine, la. also are in the
emphasized yesterday in a statement
kemi-annual industry wise-cracking
deal.

—

'em.

b

Switches

>

—

I

OE RKO ON

<

THE

RKO

All in
contest will take place.
irbmises to be cpiite a day.

all

it

total of 73,652 disputes, involving

totaling $17,724,380, have been
Lett led without litigation by theater
iwners, producers and distributors in
this industry during the five years
that the present arbitration plan has
know of no
been in operation.
more eloquent argument in favor of

We

What our
than this.
arbitration
arbitration system needs is certainly
not junking, as some would have it,
little

more human understand-

ing in the application of

its

principles.

Theme Songs
Cutting

quite

some

capers

Toronto

indigestion.
was all right

— Following

ten

day

ulti-

"The

Fox Midwesco Expansion
Wisconsin Under Way

in

Milwaukee

— F'xpansion

Fox Midwesco

program

of

Wisconsin, outlined at recent conferences in New
walk out unless Famous Players- Franchise Sale Exceeds
Canadian Corp. arranged for comHopes,
States York between H. J. Fitzgerald, genpensation for musicians in the Toron- West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY eral manager, and Fox officials in
Los Angeles Number of franchises New York, has been started. One
to houses of the company, an agreement was reached on September 26 already signed by Tiffany-Stahl far >f the first steps in the campaign is
whereby the corporation is to pay surpasses his "most optimistic hopes," a long term lease on the theater A.
$100,000 in a lump sum to approxi- Oscar R. Hanson, general sales nian- L. Robarge will build at Merrill, Wis.
(Continucd on Page 8)
tmtinued on Page 8)
It will be nymprl the Fox.

matum

of operators that they

would

in

Hanson

—

1

1

Hays Hopes

for Permanent
Settlement of French Dispute

this

theme song tail that the movie dog
has been wagging for some time. In
fact, of late, in some instances we
Befind the tail wagging the dog.
ware of too many theme song desThey are already giving some
serts.
musical

circulated in the industry.
original purpose of the Radio
Pictures franchise was to afford a
("Continued on Page 8)

ors,"

Limb

but a

on the company's position, clarifying
the "confounding reports and rum-

AVERTS TORONTO STRIKE

Arbitration

A

$100,000 SETTLEMENT

M.P.T.O.A. Meeting to
Aid Southern Industry
Decision of the M.P.T.O.A. to hold
1029 convention in a Southern
city for the first time in its history
hailed by southern leaders as a
is
step forward in the industrial adits

movie patrons
Music hath charms
back in the days when music was
(Continued on Page 8)
music but it's different now. We expect almost any day to hear of some
With Multicolor Rainbotv negarespecting but neurotic movie
self
tive, color shots are secured with
committing musical suicide because
normal Mazda lighting Advt.
of a theme song complex.

—

Paris

(By Wireless)

— Hope

that a

definite conclusion can be reached in
the
French quota situation, upon

some other

basis than the contingent
expressed by Will H. Hays
in an exchange of cablegrams with
Under Secretary Francois Poincet.
The cablegrams of felicitations were
prompted by the amicable settlement
of the dispute, under the truce which
restored the 7 to 1 quota until Oct.

system,

1,

1930.

is

The Day
More than

150 important Eastern film folk will gather today,
weather permitting, at Gedney

Farms Country Club

in

White

Plains for the 17th semi-annual
Eastern Film Golf Tournament, the biggest athletic event
(staged in the Eastern industry.
At least a dozen well known
screen personalities will be on
hand for the dinner and funfest
tonight, when cups and trophies
will be awarded to the winners.

THE

Carl Laemmle and Party
Claudel to Attend Film
Return from Europe Today Premiere at Guild Oct.

The Industry's
Date Book
XLX No.

Vol.

Tuesday, Oct.

1

JOHN f. ALICOATE

Price 5 Cents

1929

1,

Today

11
After spending several months in
American premiere of the French
Europe, Carl Laemmle, president of production "The Soul of France," a
Universal, and party will arrive on Paramount release, will take plact
the Bremen about noon today.
The Oct. 11 at the Film Guild Cinema.
Fall
Film Golf Tournament at
Gedney
Club. boat docks at Pier 4, East 58th St., New York, under the patronage of
Farms
Country
Brooklyn.
Lou B. Metzger and R. Paul Claudel, French Ambassador
White Plains.
Premiere of "Disraeli at Warner H. Cochran will meet the boat at to the United States.
Proceeds of
Theater, N. Y.
quarantine while every executive of the initial showing will go to Les
"Sunny Side Up" premiere at the company will be at the pier.
Gueules Cassees, the French war
Gaiety, N. Y.

:
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Film
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I
Paris— P. A. Harle,
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La Cinematograph ie Francaise, Rue de la

Oct.

2

Oct.

3

at

THE

—

W

Dance

Oct.

4

Oct.

4

at

at

Rialto,

N.

Y.

"Young Nowheres" opens

at

the

Central.

Dinner
Preview
and
"Rio Rita" at Earl
Carroll, N. Y.
Premiere of "Applause" at the
Criterion, N. Y
Meeting of S.M.P.E. at Toronto.
M. P. T. O. A. meeting in a

Inaugural
Oct.

Premiere

6

Oct.

8

of

.

Oct. 7-10
Oct. 9-11

southern
Oct.
Oct.

Cour-des-Noues, 19.

Dinner
and
Preview
Motion Picture Club
New York.
Opening of two week's run of
"Blackmail" at Selwyn, N. Y.
Opening of "Why Bring That Up"

13-14

state.

Meeting of Allied
at Los Angeles.

12-14

States

Ass'n

M. P. T. O. to hold conMemphis.
Annual M. P. T. O. A. Meeting
at the Peabody Hotel. Memphis.
Premiere of "Condemned" at the
Tri-state

vention in

Oct. 29-31

Nov.

Financial

veterans' association.

Inaugural

4

Selwyn. N. Y.
Meeting of North

Dec. 9-10

Carolina

Emil E. Shauer Returns
"Young Nowheres" Opening
Emil E. Shauer, general manager
"Young Nowheres," with Richard
of Paramount foreign department is
and
Marion
Nixon,
scheduled to arrive in New York to- Barthelmess
day from a vacation in Europe. Ar- opens at
riving with Mr. and Mrs. Shauer is evening.
Robert Rosenthal, of Basil, Switzer-

the

land, Paramount distributor for that
territory,
who will spend several
weeks here studying latest sound de-

Mayo
in
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R. A. Jones Made Manager
Dobbs Ferry R. A. Jones, formerly manager of the Strand, New
York, is managing the Embassy, suc-

—

ceeding Irving Steiner.
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Alfred B. Kuttner has become managrr of the Little Carnegie Playhouse,
New York, in association with John
Brown.
He has been review secretary of the National Board of Review the past four years besides servng as an editor of the National Board

Magazine.

Although the

Little Carnegie has
silent films will be
for the present, according to

been wired, only

....

700
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Film
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7 ilming will start at the

under
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BOX
1650

background
and practical film experience for comm-rcial film adaptation.
Reply giving
experience, references and salary exliterary

pected.

1650

Box A-161, The Film Daily
Broadway
New York City

c-o

direction

of

.

confi-

experience

Film Daily
N. Y. C.

Island

Hobart

AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts
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WANTED
Young man with

160

Broadway

FULL OF

AMALGAMATED
yesterday.

strict

K/?A%Y KAT *3
and in a KRAZY KAT
SOUND CARTOON

The story
this month.
being prepared for the screen by
Hecht and Garrett Fort.

79/

QUOTED

in

. .

have

Long

studio

Henley early

5

went x-dividend

held

stating age,
salary, to

Jackson and Durante

is

2

•LAST PRICE
Fox

be

dence,

OVER THE COUNTER

08
do

re-

western States.
In order to qualify for this

Clayton, Jackson and Durante will
appear in talking pictures. The trio
signed up yesterday to play in the
Paramount production of the Ben
Hecht story in which Charles Rug-

68

198

Corporation

Address applications, which

Kuttner.

9.700

Film

quires the services of a Traveling Auditor to cover the South-

ing and procedure.

Kuttner Named Mgr. of
N. Y. Carnegie Playhouse

shown

Town

position, applicants must possess a complete knowledge of
Branch Office Film Account-

ex
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Archie Mayo, Warner director, g
New York.
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and
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Direction
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PRODUCED BY WINKLER
Western Electric Recording

1600 Broadway, New York City
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Sound Cartoons
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1 here

is

Gondolas
the

only one Venice. For the City of
is

world.

unique among beauty spots of
find

(You'll

"The

Streets of

Venice ,, pictured for you in a coming Pathe

Audio Review.) And just as Venice

among
ii

nii|

tit-

cities,

so

is

unique

Pathe Audio Review

is

among short subjects. Terry Ramsaye

picturizes the odd corners of the universe

with a wit, sympathy and brilliance which
public, exhibitors

SOO\

I

A

and press appreciate more

every day .... Exhibitors say

C O L o u

that Pathe

Audio Review cannot be replaced; the con-

I'lllllOt'lllOIlK

>iction grows with every issue.

|>|'<M'<'»S

substitute;

there

is

There

is

no

no competition; there

can be no imitation!
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High-powered, headline short length features.

With the biggest

/fw^
Warner

Bros.

Hollywood Studios

^-5§w

V-t ; *E

and the most

stars.

Drawn

from every phase of show business. Timely

Snappy

—

with the

Live-wire. Super-entertainment

same care as our

full

—

made

length produc-

VITAPHONE VARIETIES that satisfy that insistent demand for variety.
tions.

m

,^glj

stars

An amazing

array of

mmU
k&~

>
Warner

New

Bros.

York Studios

VSUi

uiV\
W 1

17/

tut*

m

! "

*>"

Sn

ym

<$&,

i

WW

M

^

^
CSf

SftJ
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i
kit!

it

<k£:
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rV"-J

backed by the combined resources
of three great studios.

A

antee of quality that

VITAPHONE

triple

guar-

pr-^atTx ,_r

VARIETIES alone can give you.

%

First

National

Burbank Studios

4

"Vitaphone"
V

is the registered trade-mark of the
itanhone Cornoratinn Hesicrnatincr its nrnHncr»

HAT DEMAND FOR VAR| E Ty
RED HOT FROM CURRENT BROADWAY

STARS

RECENT VITAPHONE

IN

playing

merstein's

in

Arthur

Broadway

VARIETIES!

FRED KEATING

IRENE FRANKLIN
now

HITS!

Ham-

famous magician

Murray

in

Anderson's Almanac, Erlan-

success

"Sweet Adeline"

ger Theatre.

BERT LAHR

HORACE HEIDT

Comedian of "Hold Everything", now in its second

and

his Californians,

his

fourth week, Palace

year on Broadway.

Theatre.

FRED ALLEN

JOHN

comedian

famous screen and stage

of "The

Little

Show", now at the Music
Box.

star,

of Ziegfeld's

now

in

MURRAY

featured by

Ziegfeld.

-

RUTH ETTI NG
hit

T.

now

at the

HARRY CONLEY
and company —Shubert's

"Whoopee",

New Amsterdam

musical

way

Theatre.

St.

comedy

Nights"

now

hit

"Broad-

at the 44th

V

Theatre.

CHARLES HACKETT

SIDNEY TOLER

famous tenor now with the

of David Belasco's

Chicago Grand Opera

"It's

Company.

the Belasco Theatre.

A Wise

Child",

new

hit

now

at

I
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New Plaza Opens Saturday
Leon Rosenblatt, Saturday is

Mistinguett, French Star,
Rodner and Hornstein
Montreal 1928 Ticket
Return from Chicago Coming to U. S. for Films
Tax Reaches $1,003,590

—

Montreal Amusement tax collected from local theaters during the last
year amounted to $1,003,590, according to figures announced by the
In compliance
license department.
with the Quebec Public Charities Act
50 per cent of this amount was turned
to the provincial government.
City of Montreal also collected
$40,937 in theater license fees which
consisted of the following: license
tees from 45 houses having 46,268
seats at 85 cents per seat, totaling
$39,327 and from two theaters hav-

over

The

ing

seats at a rate of $1.06J4,
additional total of $1,-

1,515

1,

tax receipts for the year
in excess of the total
greatly
were
for the previous 12 months because
of the wide introduction of audiens.

Ticket

—

i

;

I

—

—

I

—

Spearman with Tiffany-Stahl
Takes Knapp's
Oklahoma City W. Z. Spearman,
Redman's Hall, N. Y.
Knapp's former president and business manTheater, formerly known as Red- ager of the state exhibitor unit, has
man's Hall, has been turned over by been employed by Tiffany-Stahl to
J.

A.

C. Mills

Knapp

to

J.

—

—

C.

Mills.

—

sell

franchises throughout the state.

WHAT IMPORTANT

executive

division

advertising

manager;

3

SAID

ye****

'ISSffis

Film Daily Year Book

«s'

W.

Carl E. Milliken
Secretary

Bolstad, division auditor, and
Fields, division maintainance supervisor.

West

RKO

Adds

Coast

Bureau,

Hollywood
publicity chief,

to Press Staff

THE FILM DAILY
Don Eddy, RKO

—

is

augmenting

Hommel
Coast

"It will be

more than valuable

—

as

always."

Dist.

"Will be

E.F.Albee

a

great help to

me

in

more ways than

one.

Quits Paramount

THE FILM DAILY

Bureau,

Hollywood

M. P. Producers &
of America

his de-

Harold Moulton, formerpartment.
ly with Paramount, has been placed
in charge of the sound news, while
William Gibbs will be news editor.
Len H. Boyd, formerly with Fox
has also been added to the staff.

(Vest

ABOUT

the 1929

Herman

R.

FILM FOLK

John

Branton, division booking manager;

—

George

Hommel

head of the "otill" department, has
resigned and has been succeeded by
Otto Dyar.

Becomes Talker House

Gabriel L. Hess

"I

Film Boards of Trade

—

am

sure during

casion to refer to this

all

of 1929

I

will

have oc-

most valuable book."

Malta, Mont. The Palace has become a talking picture house.

Theater in

New Hands

—

McPherson, Kan. The Empire has
begun the new season under the management of George Wooldridge.

Showing Talking Films

Ralph

I.

Poucher

—

The Pastime has
Granville, N. Y.
been wired for talking pictures.
Bayonne House Reopens
The Cameo has
J.

Bayonne, N.
opened.

—

re-

if

Paris
(By Wireless) After her
Harold Rodner and Joe Hornstein,
engagement ends at the
president and general manager of present
Continental Theater Accessories, re- Casino de Paris, Mistinguett will go
She
spectively, yesterday returned from to America to star in talkers.
Chicago, where they spent less than first will go to London where vehicles circuit.
h
Both for the films will be determined upon.
a day on special business.
Hornstein and Rodner refused to
Quits Lansing House
Ottawa School Boards Gets License
comment on the trip.
Lansing, Mich. Frank C. Tempi
Ottawa The high school board has resigned as manager of the Gla^p
here has taken out an annual theater mer. Richard Watson has succeed
Couture Leaves $2,500,000 Will
Newark Eugene Couture, exhibi- license to cover private showings in him.
auditorium of the Glebe High
tor here who recently died, left a the
will of $2,500,000 leaving his fortune School, which has a seating capacity
and complete projection
1,400
to his widow and adopted son, Gor- of
equipment for silent pictures.
don E. Couture.

Personnel of F. & R. Chain
Is Announced by Publix
Minneapolis Organization of the
personnel of the Publix
Northwest division (formerly the
Finkelstein & Ruben) circuit, has
been completed. Eddie Ruben, heads
the activities of Publix in the northwest, with headquarters in New York,
while N. J. Mullen is general manager of the circuit.
His cabinet includes H. D. Finkelstein, assistant division manager, Ed
Smith, district manager, Twin City
theaters; Harry French, district manager, southern division; Ray Niles,
district manager, northern division;
Hal Daigler, city manager, St. Paul
theaters; Ed Prinsen, city manager,
Minneapolis theaters; Chas. Winchell,

i

opening the New Plaza, Staten I slat
which recently was the scene of
fire.
The theater has been remodel
and will be managed by C. Goii
precht, formerly of Fox Metropolit

making an
609.69.

19

1930 Edition

Now

"It not only

my admiration
me in my work."

commands

means very much

to

but

it

In Preparation— Out In January

THE
Sfeday, October

1,

1929

rimely Topics

AND

Along The Rialto

A

Digest of
Current Opinion

THA T'S
THAT

with

M.

Phil

Daly, Jr.

By PHIL M.

JACK NOBLE
ling
|^d

Laughs in Talkers
Real Problem

INNOYING,

isn't

it,

miss a

to

dialogue in the talkies,
pause the audience hasn't tinned laughing at the preceding
w-

bit of

[This is a serious problem for
e new .type of motion picture.
[Will Rogers says in "They
pd to See Paris" that " a horse
|ctor is the smartest kind of
|ctor in the world, because he
Is to know where his patient
Irts.

The horse

can't tell him."
[The same goes for the actors
Id the directors of the talkies.
pey have to know when the
dience is going to stop laugh -

Harrison Carroll in

"The Los Angeles Herald"
*

*

*

Expected

eelations

Earner- W. E. Suit

IfHEN

giants go to battle pig-

mies

y>

may have

their

play.

[arner Bros, and the Vitaphone
prp.

Inc.,

have

filed

a

bill

of

Implaint in the

Federal Court
praying for
injunction against the ElecResearch Products, Inc., and

Wilmington,

|

t

tc

e

Del.,

has put over a real novelty with his "School Day
Frolics," featuring nothing but well known stage children.
These kids go through the entire schedule of dancing, singing and
special acts, all worked into the school atmosphere in a way
that does director Noble a lot of credit

Lillian Gish has left for the Coast, where she will do "The
NorSwan." Sister Dorothy is remaining in Noo Yawk
man Trevor suffered a relapse and has been recommitted to the
Psychopathic Hospital in Los Angeles
Fifty-seven stations picked up the broadcast from France of a talk by Maurice
Fred Kohler was to arrive in Noo Yawk yesChevalier

tidday to play in Charles Ruggle's next
F. Richard Jones, veteran director, was married Friday at
Los Angeles
Colleen Moore and hubby, John McCormack,
are arriving in Noo Yawk next Monday
"Uncle" Carl
Laemmle's slated to return today from Yurrop

Michael Curtiz

is

gary

"Mammy,"

going abroad after finishing

his

America from HunJack Conway underwent an apoperation, following an attack on the Eingeem lot.

homeland
years ago

since he

trip to the

first

five

pendicitis

came

to

states

that

the

de-

"by threats of license
irmination compelled the acceptlce of a non-protective, non-exusive license agreement as a
ibstitute

for the license preously obtained from defendants
lowing the use of their electricapparatus for talking and procting motion pictures.
The legal scrap may serve to
icover the pot wherein the highiced sound equipment, talking
ctures and their trimmings are
repared and cooked.

"The

Coast
Independent Exhibitor"
Pacific

JOBS
ED SCHILLER
delivery

boy on laundry

wagon

commendable work, there is
has done more for the
small
town
theaters
than
Carl
Laemmle.

'In

this

no one

who

*

To

the

little

*
fellow

*
trying

keep

to

his

showman's head above the deluge brought on
by the era of sound pictures, the terra "Uncle
Carl" is something more than a mere name.
There is a very definite and sincere sentiment in back of it. Carl Laemmle for years
has

consistently

hibitors.

And

supported the smaller
they know that it is

exnot

merely a question of shrewd business policy
on his part.
Laemmle at heart is a humanitarian, as anyone who has spoken to him for
fifteen minutes has found out.
He takes a
real paternal interest in the theater owner
in
the hinterlands who has no really big
voice to speak for him in the producers'

So that is why Carl Laemmle announces his Complete Service Plan
for Sound Pictures. This plan gives
the independent showman all Uni-

"In the Reign of Rothstein," the novelistic low-down on
racketeering and such by Donald Henderson Clarke, is set for
a fourth printing by Vanguard Press.
Don's an ace publicity
dispenser for M-G-M as well as a royalty-collecting noveiconstructor.

55

NUMBER

MANY HAPPY RETURNS

Statistics
JAMES

Statistical

CUNNINGHAM

P.

Editor.

Th* Film Daily

ALTHOUGH
picture

work

dialogue
in

of

his

efforts.

versal
sound pictures, including
short subjects, with the exception
of the specials and the newsreel.
Either on film or disc. The exhibitor gets this service at a flat weekly rental, for anywhere from one
to five years.
*

Industry
B\

secret counsels.

55

in

Hollywood

October

has caused many foreign players to return to their native
countries, the international elein production of pictures
in the United States continues
pronounced.
survey of West

1

This

*

*

help bulwark the little
fellow against the overwhelming tide
of high overhead, due to sound pictures which have completely revolutionized his business.
He can go
ahead and wire his house, safe in the
knowledge that Universal will supply the product and give him a fighting chance, at least.
Carl Laemmle
has proved that it is possible to be
human and still remain a successful
business man.
Returning to New
York from Europe, "Uncle" Carl will
find justifiable pride in the flood of
exhibitor testimonials on the Complete Service Plan.
will

ment

A

THEIR
FIRST

is

of business

g with the plaintiffs in their
of sound producing equipbill

in

exhibitor

But Carl Laemmle does more
than speak for him.
He puts his entire
organization in back of a definite policy to
help keep the small man in business.
Not
only to keep him in business, but to enable
him to make a decent profit from the result

te

The

'be

small

the

one of those things that has to
done if this industry is to remain
a normal and healthy condition.

Dave Bader nearly beat his postcard home, having mailed it
from Biarritz
Joseph Santley and Ivy Sawyer score in
this week's stage bill at the N. Y. Capitol
J. C. Zimmerman, Pathe News cameraman, sold James Dahlman, of Omaha,
the oldest mayor in point of service, the idea of telling about his
sheriff days, for Pathe Sound News
Emory Johnson escaped alimony when he testified that talkers have put him out

Western Electric Co., Inc.,
prohibit them from interfer-

ndants

TJELPING
;
•

DALY

Coast production headquarters
revealed

the

fact

nearly
players in

that

two hundred known
Hollywood are foreigners,

in-

cuding 60 English, 26 Canadians, 23 Germans, 16 Russians,
12 French, 11 Swedes, 10 Austrians, 7 Italians, 6 Hungarians,
Mexicans,
4
3
3
Japanese,

Danes, and one each from
Brazil,
China,
Argentine,
Czecho-Slovakia, India, Ireland,
Poland, Rumania, Serbia, Switzerland and Turkev.

Best wishes and congratulations

extended

are

FILM DAILY
ing

members

by

THE

to the follow-

of

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

the industry,

who

today are celebrating their
birthday

E.

De

B.

Newman

Albert Jones
B. L.

Ross

Universal to make series of
vention pictures.

Famous Players and B.
sever theater affiliations.

fire

S.

pre-

Moss

THE
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RKO on
Franchise Unchanged

Tuesday, October L

Policy of

Short Shots from

(Continued from

New York Studios

Paijc

If

I

$100,000 Settlement

Averts Toronto

Musical Notes

1)

(Continued from Page

Stril
\)

match 1000 musicians employ™.I
of enabling the small exhibi19 theaters of the company.
throughout the country to assure
By CLEF
By ARTHUR W. EDDY^H
The contract with the musill
himself of worth-while sound pictures
WARSHAUER, general man- had one more year to run, thejl
at equitable prices.
We have never
GORNEY, working with his swerved from this purpose. Some
ager
of
Sherman-Clay's
New isting agreement having been fll
lyric companion, E. Y. Harbaugh exhibitors have approached the fran- York office, reports that the two three-year period.
The introductj
has composed "Paramounteers on chise with the idea that they could songs "I'm in Love With You" and of sound films brought about a theat
Parade" and "Just a Melody for a name their own price. This, of course, "Web of Love," which are themed cal revolution locally, however. 1
Memory," which numbers, respec- was never the intention of the plan. in "The Great Gabbo," James Cruze's company was prepared to contiif
No business transaction is a satis- talkie, already have been recorded by to employ the musicians for tha
tively, will open and close the Parafactory one unless both parties there- practically
mount radio programs.
every
disc
company. maining year despite the fact |
their services were not required 1
to can make a profit. We are selling Pretty fast work, sez we.
instructions .had been issued that
the franchises at prices which will
*
*
*
stage
general
Bertram Harrison,
musicians were to report for 11
enable us to make a profit, always
Jack Yellen and Milton Ager formances and rehearsals,
director for Frohman, is devoting
bearing in mind, however, that it is
as outH
working
to
have completed the musical scores in the agreement. There
his efforts at present
equally essential for the Exhibitor to
was
noil
with Director Victor Schertzinger, make a profit. Many franchises have for two M-G-M pictures ivhich are for them to do, however,
excel^
Laugh"The
on
vow
in production.
The pictures sit in plain view of the audience i
doing the dialogue
already been sold, and many more
ing Lady" at Paramount. Harrison will be sold before the season is "Road Show" and "Take It Big" the men objected to this arrangemi
will star Charlie King and Bessie even though they were
has staged such recent shoivs as completed.
being p
Love
in the former and Van and full time.
"Hold Everything," "Heavy TrafThen followed the ultia
"I confidently predict that an
"Best
a?id "Treasure Girl."
The songs turn of the projectionists.
fic"
franchise will be, in succeeding sea- Schenck in the latter.
People, "Lawful Larceny," "Part- sons, numbered among the most valu- will be published by Ager, Yellen &
Negotiations were entered into
Bornstein.
ners Again" and "Grounds For Di- able assets of any theater."
tween Arthur Cohen, the new man;

medium

^—

tor

,

IDA

JAY

i|

RKO

i

vorce."

Over at Warner Bros, studio
"In the
enthusiastic over
they're
Nick of Time," a Vitaphone short in
which the old "Black Crook" type
Murof meller is treated seriously.
ray Roth directed from an original
by

Edmund

Joseph.

you'll believe Gisa Prushone, a
title for a theme song dealing
with a script girl is "Always in the
Way." Jerrie is an important part
of the feminine lure at Warner Bros.
Vitaphone studio.
If

good

M.P.T.O.A. Meeting to
Aid Southern Industry
(Continued from Page

vancement

1)

of the South, the organiza-

tion states.
Gov.
of Tennessee and

Henry H. Horton
Mayor Overton of

Memphis, Tenn., where the meeting
is
to be held from Oct. 29 to 31,

r

company's

New York

yesterday

en

route

to

Universal City.

Women's

Arts, Industries
Celebrating M. P. Day

For the

time since

founding seven years ago, the Exposition
of Women's Art and Industries held
every fall at the Astor Hotel, New
York, will celebrate "Motion Picture
Day." The Exposition opened yesterday and will continue until Saturday.
Motion Picture Day will be
first

its

Friday.

—

—

ing

director

Famous

of

Playe

Me," writ- Canadian Corp., and Bert Henderr
ten and published by Gene Austin, and J. Weatherburn, representing
has been getting some nice plugs musicians, with the result that
to

t

over the radio.

manager

sional

"Yep, the song
ting

the

air."

Al Woods, profesof the firm, says
sure has been getAnd he's speaking

literally.

contract

was cancelled with

the

pi

$100,000 by the compai
This sum represents approximah
50 per cent of the total which \
musicians would have received
wages until Sept. 1, 1930, but they;
now free to secure other employme
merit

of

—

—

Memphis on

Oct. 29 to 31. The
Canadian M.P.T.O. has been reorganized with the following officers
now in charge: Harry Alexander,
president: M. Gebertig, vice president; A. Polakoff, treasurer, and J.
Alexander, secretary. Directors elected were S. Ulster, H. King, S. Firestone, G. Lester and L. Feigan, all
A. at

D. Wharton, Warren, Ark.; M. J.
Pruniski, North Little Rock; E. W.
Sharp, Little Rock and M.
Cord, Camden.

S.

Ford's.

—

Atlanta In line with the national
organization plan of General

sales

reich,

Phonofilm and Phonodisc
equipment and, in addition,
Mc- this office will have branches in Charlotte,
Memphis, Dallas and New
Orleans.
Walter Griffith, is head of

PHIL REISMAN.- "I'm
to give

on a

goitij

you the loiV'dow

KNOCKOUT—"

EXHIBITOR: "That's whi\
they all say

—

REISMAN:

"No

*'

Forest

sound

Northwest unit head, who pointed

toured across the country in
the interest of the plan, are to address exhibitor meetings here, scheduled Oct. 9 to 11 inclusive.

at

General Talking Opens
Four Southern Branches

the Charlotte office, J. N. Talley the
Franchise Sale Exceeds
Memphis branch, and Albert Russell
Hopes, Hanson States the Dallas office and will also have
(Continued from. Page 1)
charge of the Oklahoma territory. A
ager, states.
Hanson, with W. A. manager at New Orleans will be ap-

have

opened

of Toronto.

Talking Pictures, David R. Hochsouthern division manager, was
of the day.
here to establish the company's disAssisting Liehtman on arrange- trict headquarters in preparation to
ments for the meeting are J. F. Nor- the opening of four other southern
man. England, Ark.; R. X. Williams, exchanges.
George M. Jones, forOxford, Miss.; W. F. Ruffin, merly with Fox has been appointed
lr.,
Covington, Tenn., and John A. Col- manager of the office.
lins, Paragould, Ark.; as well as H.
General Talking handles the De

Steffes,

Multicolor
Rainbow negative
Greatest step hi the art of colored
motion pictures Advt.

*

—

—

to write dialogue for the
He arrived in
pictures.

Come Back

see in the convention a great ad- Canadian Delegation for
vantage for the industrial south. The
Rockland House Reopens
National M.P.T.O. Confab
governors of southern states will meet
Rockland, Mass. The Strand i\
Toronto
Harry
Alexander,
presisoon to adjust labor conditions so
reopened after extensive remodeling
that capital and skilled labor may be dent of the M.P.T.O. of Canada, is
arranging for Canadian representabrought into the South.
Starts Baltimore Season
tion at the forthcoming tenth annual
Baltimore
The new season b
national convention of the M.P.T.O.

Doctoring of humans, not films, Tri-State M.P.T.O. to Hold
being done at Paramount's Long Island studio is the work of Mary Convention Oct. 13-14
Memphis M. A. Lightman, presiHulsey, who is the nurse in charge
dent of the national Tri-state M.P.T.
of the emergency room.
O., has formulated plans for the regional
meeting which takes place
Richard
medium
of
Through the
Fox of the Warner Bros. Eastern here Oct. 13 and 14. The first day of
the local convention will consist of
studio casting office comes word o
previews staged by the "Memphis
an increase in the family of his brothFilm Board of Trade at the Loew's
firm'.the
directing
at
now
er, Bryan,
Strand
with the second day devoted
West Coast plant. Bryan and Mrs
to addresses, discussions and elecold
18-month'
an
adopted
have
s
Foy
tion of officers, concluding with the
baby, Mary Jane.
annual banquet and dance at the
Hotel Chisca.
"U" Signs Jed Kiley
The board of directors will hold
Jed Kiley, magazine and newspa- its semi-annual meeting Sunday, conper writer, has been signed by Car! stituting the) only business gathering

Laemmle

*

*

"Please

a few days, according to
Hochreich. In addition to the above,
a special representative will be named
for South Carolina and salesmen attached to each branch.

You'll
self if

foolinp

be cheating youn
you don't book th\\

picture."

EXHIBITOR: "Oh

yeahl"\

in

REISMAN: "You

OH YEAH!"

said

it-l

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME
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Price 5 Cents

Gramophone-Paramount Deal is Denied

'olumbia

ITEREOSCOPIC PROCESSUSES STANDARD FILM
leturn to Advance Deposits in N. W. is Forecast
No Argument

25 Per Cent Deposit is
Hinted if Arbitration

EDUCATIONAL OFFICIALS REPORTED TO BE
BACKING PROCESS—NO PROJECTOR CHANGE

Not Resumed

Development of a stereoscopic process, which uses standard-size film,
and requires no change of projection equipment is under way by Natural

—By JACK AL1C0ATE=^

—

T7E'LL call him Mr. Gabby be- Minneapolis Possibility of return
the advance deposit system, with
'V cause that's not his name. to
distributors considering a minimum
Gabby is one of those "I told
deposit of 25 per cent on contracts,

u so" fellows.
He is a kibitzer at
with a financial background
successful business
>rn of many
art

ttles

and

an

acute,

argumentive

discerning mind, the result of
any years of careful observation
th in and out of the show busi-

d

ss.

o

It all

started

when we

some

stated,

18

in

months

this

very

and in no uncertain terms that
Iking pictures, then in their purely
icperimental stage, were destined to
volutionize not only the motion
cture industry but the amusement
usiness of the world.
About that
me our good friend Gabby gently
lipped us the info that perhaps we
)ot

ad gone nuts, and at any

rate,

would jump Gabby with

a

in

Tom

this

Burke,
lowing his return from New York.
Arbitration is at a standstill here,
due to "walkout" of the Northwest
exhibitor unit.
The exhibitors

stopped

new

nd not uninteresting angle and the
:olloquy ' would be adjourned until
ur next meeting. As a standpatter
ve were about to put Gabby in the
;ame class with those two irrecon:ilables, the lady who accompanies
js to previews and Welford Beaton.
\nd then came

that contain the arbitration agreement, says Burke. "Twenty
years of experience in the motion picture field has taught me that 75 per
cent of the contracts not stipulating
a penalty for violation cannot be en(Continucd on Page 8)

contracts

FRANK

happened one evening this week
were walking down the Big
Stem when who do we run smack
into but our loquacious friend Gabby,
It

We

R.

WILSON HEADS

TALKING M.

P.

EPICS

To Set Date

—

E

OFFICIAL HITS REPORT

Stewart, who has been connected
with the industry 18 years, formerly
was with Vitagraph, and has devoted
a number of years to technical and
make-up work.
He is head of the
(Continued on Page 8)

Denial that a merger of Columbia

Gramophone Ltd., with Paramount is
under way or in prospect, was made
on his arrival in New York yesterday by Louis Sterling, chairman

of

VITAPHONE SHORTS FOR

(Continued on Page 7)

Planning talkers for both theater
and non-theatrical presentation, Talking Picture Epics, has been formed
It will release for its
in New York.
fiist year's program, a series of lecture films devoted to exploration, and
most of which were filmed by expediremote lands, conducted
tions
to
(Continued on- Page 7)

The Dawn

right in front of the Rivoli.
in" says we, dragging him

have at no time
buying pictures or signing

our

nly hope was to see an alienist bejre the clock struck twelve.
At inefinite intervals the argument would
gain become merry, and, just when
ve thought we had him on the ropes,
ip

resume arbitrating
territory is forecast by
United Artists manager, fol-

unless exhibitors

Vision Pictures, it is understood. The inventor is Victor A. Stewart, British
inventor, who for 15 years has been working on the process, it is said.
Earl W. Hammons, Educational
president, A. S. Kirkpatrick and other
Educational officials are understood
West Coast Bur. THE FILM DAILY
to be associated with the project as
Los Angeles Date for trial
Stewart now is
a private venture.
of the Dept. of Justice's concarrying on experiments in a New
spiracy action against West
York laboratory, and production of
Coast Theaters, other exhiba short subject using the process may
itors and distributing firms, is
be undertaken at an early date.
slated to be set in District
The Stewart process, it is said, reCourt here Nov. 4.
quires only a special attachment on
the camera, with regulation-size film
used, and shown without change in
the projector.

No

NEW SEASON DOUBLED

Publix Theaters

Damaged

in

Storm Area

Four hundred Vitaphone Varieties
Storms and tornados in southern
the new name for the company's
Florida have not damaged any of the shorts will be released by Warners
Publix houses, according to A. M. during the 1929-1930 season compared
Botsford, director of advertising and with 200 of last season.
Of these
publicity.
half will be produced on the Coast
under the supervision of Bryan Foy

—

Exchanges Set On
20 Talkers For First Year

—

Affiliated

(Continued on Page 7)

Tourney Successful

"Come

by the Big Year Anticipated
arm and knowing full well that if he
Laemmle on Return
started
arguing above a whisper
Anticipating a season of unprewhen once inside the door, Publix
cedented activity by his company,
service would quickly and efficiently
Carl Laemmle, Universal president,
deposit him forthwith on the sidereturned to New York yesterday from
walk.
Our Sam Katz ten dollar

Threatening weather, which

Exchanges, Inc., is the
name under which the new national
federation of independent distributors
will function, and contract now is being signed for 20 pictures which will
comprise the first year's output. The
pictures will be all-talkers and be
abroad. He will leave for California
recorded by either the Western Elecgoldpiece pass quickly got us a couple
accomHe
was
ten
days.
about
in
of good seats in a crowded house
tric
or RCA-Photophone systems,
(Continucd on Page 8)
and we sat back comfortably to enunder terms of the contract calling
joy the performance.
At least I did
Multicolor Sound and Color-on- for production at the Coast. Adolph
although I was not sure at any time film using R.C. A. -Western Electric Pollak, New York, is president ot
(Continued on Page 2)
the company.
or other equipment. Advt.

By

—

—

—

Affiliated

was

would lead

to a
the
event,
failed to dampen the ardor of
100 golf enthusiasts who yesterday played in the seventeenth

it

feared,

postponement

of

semi-annual Film Golf Tournament, held at Gedney Farms,
White Plains. At the banquet
was
tourney
last night, the
voted a big success. See page
6 for winners of the events and
further details.

-.&&>%
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Cuts

Editor and Publisher

JOHN «. UICOATE

that Gabby would not wax eloquent
on his pet aversion The Talkers.

The Program
1812,

Hugo

We

many

THE

—

Moscow

W

simply nodded.

Low

Clof e Salts
100
30

30
30
Seat
400
2Wt 2V/$
Con. Fm. Ind. .. 22
800
25
25
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 25
8,600
21954
22154 216
East Kodak
33
*do pfd
14,406
Fox Fm. "A" ... 99 tf 96% 97
100
36/2 3654 3654
Keith A-0
100
115
115
115
do pfd
1,800
63Si 62% 635^
Loew's Inc
100
95
95
95
do pfd
24
*M-G-M pfd
7VA ™Y* 7Wl 24,866
Para. F-L
9/8
854
&tt 5,700
Pathe Exch
800
19
18
do "A"
Radio K-O-A
3&H 35*6 38J4 69,300
20
Univ. Pict. pfd
14,766
53
5254
5454
Warner Bros
4854
'do pfd

Am.

%
H

•

im

CURB MARKET

Columbia Pets.
Film Insp
Fox Thea. "A"
Gen. Thea. Eq.
Griffith

D.W.

Intern.

Proj

pfd

3154

31?i

1,000

6254

2654
605i

354
27
61

4,766
15,000

9

9

9

4054

25
4054
20

..27
vtc.

W*

"A"

35

Loew war
Nat. Scr. Ser
Nat. Thea. Sup.
Univ. Pict

do

31^

..

4054

.

100
'266

Yi

BOND MARKET

Keith A-O 6s 46
Loew 6s 41ww ..1065i 106
do

41

6s

Paramount
By.

Par.

Pathe

Am.

7s

.

6s

36.. 7954
654s 28

79 Yt

theater.

silent picture in

we

sat

as

many

through

it the third time in
different suits of clothes we
could not help thinking of the wonderful advantage the talking picture
has over all other forms of stage

800
1,000

600
1,800

400

7954
198

200

Noisy News
Following came the Sound News.
longer simply a pictorial narra-

No

tive of human interest shots, but the
actual happenings 100 per cent as
real as the events themselves.
The
day of the silent newsreel is past.
In its place we have a living, breathing,
noisy,
clammering carpet of
Bagdad that takes one to the four
corners of the earth within the space
of seconds.
Gabby agreed it is a

— Ed

of
Inc.

Dubinsky

of Duthat his

binsky Bros, circuit, denies
chain of seven houses are to be sold
to the Dickinson Theaters, Inc. Dubinsky's operate houses in Kansas
and Missouri, while the Dickinson
circuit consists of about 20 houses in

same

the

territory.

Morgan With General Talking
Len Morgan has been appointed director of publicity for General Talking Pictures, succeeding Hank Linet,

who now

is

with Columbia.

The present talking released within a single season and
version of "Three Live Ghosts" is that never before has this industry
twice as good as the stage and silent offered greater opportunities to the
And still, as man or woman of experience, genius
version put together.
a production it does not boast of a and talent than now.
single name to give it box office
And this again summed up,
drawing power.
means that we're quite optimistic on
the future of the motion picture inMr. Gabby Agrees
amusement.

—

"You

Eh What?

dustry.

boy. And we'll say this industry has
got something. And how. And this
is but an average show, the forerunner of thousands to come.

WANTEDA

All of which leads us to three modest conclusions, which, as far as we
personally are concerned are positive,
definite and final.
That the so-called silent
First:
picture, as far as this country is con-

as dead as a canned salnow take its place on
the shelf alongside of the four-intremendous improvement.
hand, welshbach burner and bicyclebuilt-for-two.
The Short Subject
Second: That except in the larger
The short subject was a spicy litand so called super-houses musicians
tle dish called "Lady Fare," a comand stage talent are as useless as a
edy by Negro players produced by
corset to a modern maiden or the
Christie.
All sound and dialogue,
tails of a full dress suit.
Small cheap
fast, snappy and with a goodly numorchestra and bum vaudeville were
ber of hearty laughs.
To have put commencing
drive
to
patronage
on a presentation of this sort in the
away. Sound musical subjects should
flesh would have cost quite a little
for rural America what the combundle.
Under the new order of do
munity opera and orchestras have
things it can be a regular weekly ocdone for Continental Europe.
currence at comparative small cost.
Third: That this industry is on the
It's
splendid entertainment.
Even door step of a decade of unpreGabby agrees to that.
cedented prosperity. That the comThe Feature
ing three months will see the greatAnd then, the feature, "Three Live est number of fine big specials ever

cerned,

experienced

for

theatre

developer.

Someone who can analyze the situation
in a given community and who knows

how

to proceed to negotiate a theatreproject.
Have your reply contain a
complete record of past experience, age
Replies will
and salary requirement.
Box A-17S,
be treated confidentially.

is

mon and

company has opening

theatre chain

c-o

can

Film Daily, 1650 B'way, N. Y. C.

Excellent

Rush Service!

"We

wish to take this opportunity
thanking you for the excellent service you have given us in response
to our telegraph bookings."
Rex Theatre
Orchard, Neb.

of

—

OVER THE COUNTER

Roxy "A"
do
do

83
106
91
9154
9754
9854
100
98
67
67

CURB BONDS

Seat.

Warner

x-war.. 9154
47
9856
554s 51.100
37
6854
6s

Bayes

we first saw
show atop the Nora
We saw it later as a
the same Rivoli. As

correctly

this subject as a

win" said Gabby as we
shook hands good-bye, "A show like
tory with shots and composition that that is worth three dollars of anywould do justice to any feature pro- one's money and from now on I'm a
duction.
When it was over, amid a talkie fan." And so are many milround of applause I turned to Gabby. lions more. Sez we. When you can
Before he could answer a sweet give regularly a complete evening's
young thing sitting just to the East show from cocktail to coffee as good
murmured "Simply Swell." Gabby as this one, you've got something

STOCK MARKET
High

Ghosts."
Here is a production that
boasts of nothing in particular and
yet,
is
unusual,
up-to-the-minute,
clean and happy entertainment.
If

The show opened with Tschaikow- we remember
sky's Overture
an all-sound

Published daily except Saturday and holidays
friend,
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and feature produced by our old
at
Reisenfeld whose characteristic
copyright (1929) by Wid's Films and Film
President,
W. Alicoate,
Inc.
Folks
J.
presentations featured the program
Editor and Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau,
on this self same stage for many
Manager;
General
Secretary-Treasurer and
En- years.
have heard the good Dr.
Charles F. Hynes, Managing Editor.
tered as second class matter, May 21, 1918, Reisenfeld conduct this overture oh
under
at the post-office at New York, N. Y.,
times, but never have enTerms (Postage so
the act of March 3, 1879.
New joyed it so thoroughly.
Greater
Instead of
free) United States outside of
York $10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 the usual Rialto band of 20 it was
Subscribers
$15.00.
Foreign,
months, $3.00.
Address all com- played by a synchronized symphonic
should remit with order.
FILM DAILY, 1650 orchestra of 60. Instead of an ammunications to
Phone Circle biguous explanatory note in the proBroadway, New York, N. Y.
4736-4737-4738-4739. Cable addr«ss: Filmday,
Ralph gram telling us what it was all about,
California
New York. Hollywood,
Granite we actually see the motivation and
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone
London— Ernest W. Fredman, The conflict between
6607.
and its inSt.,
Wardour
Renter, 89-91
Film
Berlin— Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne, habitants and the legions of NapoParis— P. A. Harle. leon. Not a mere reel of vague sugFriedrichstrasse, 225.
ae la
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue
gestion, but a complete pictorial hisCour-des-Noues, 19.

Kansas City

1)

1929

2,

Dubinsky Denies Sales
Chain to Dickinson,

No Argument
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30

Skouras Bros
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Timely Topics

Along The Rialto

A

— c—
Digest of
Current Opinion

Thinks Talkers
The Technique

May Adopt

Novel

of the

NOT

unlikely evolution in
talking pictures would be an
espousal of the technique of the
novel, the dialogue being delived as on the regular stage, the

A

outdoor
used to present the

being

effects

old-time

descriptive

parts of the story and action

of

a purely physical character.

Edwin W. Hullinger

in

"Current History"
*

*

*

Motion Pictures as
a Civilizing Force
motion
THE
institution

picture
of

is

a

new

education

spreading all over the world, providing a new process of education and civilization for all peoThe motion picture is an
ples.
essential

of the rapid forof civilization, and
standing in opposition

part

ward march

as such is
to the brutal passions and hatred
which even in our time have
wrought conflict between nations.

Winston Churchill.
British

statesman and author

*

*

*

"Little Fellow" Has Right to
Profits in Sound Pictures

THAT

PhilM. Daly,

By PHIL M.

Jr.

caught one of director Jacl
Noble's series of "School Da;
Frolics"
over
at
the
Brooklyi)
Strand Saturday afternoon, and somel
thing happened that we have ver
seldom seen occur in all our year
of reviewing pictures.
The audieno
broke out in applause a dozen time

came

throughout the showing of the two;
reeler.
We've heard that at openinj

by airplane

in

Katherine Albert, until recently one of M-G-M's ace publicity creators at the Coast and now with "Photoplay," lands
Frederick Smith.
in this fair city today from Hollywood
who recently resigned from "Photoplay," is now in charge of
the editorial end of the fan mag which the Woolworth stores
are publishing and distributing, and which soon makes its appearance in the five and ten
Jimmy Grainger's go-getting sales force is awaiting with
keen anticipation the announcement of the ten leaders in the
52-week drive of the 1928-29 season, to be announced next week.
Meanwhile, J. R. has officially proclaimed Jim Morrison's Denver Cowboys, winners of the Fox anniversary week
race

Joe Shea writes from Dublin that there is real enthusiasm
the making of the John McCormack pitchur
Prettyswell break for Joe to get a trip to the auld sod
Universal's talking newsreel is proud of its shots of the John Coolidge
nuptials
Jack Foner in "The Tec-Art Tattler," published
on the Coast in the interest of the Tec-Art Studios, tells the
one about the actor, asked whether he had asked his girl for a
kiss in the garden the night before, replied, "How could I without a theme song?
Van Beuren Corp., which produces that entertaining reel
Topics of the Day, says it is getting fine results with a "laughter chart," measuring; audience
reaction
Carl Laemmle was met at the pier yestidday by Paul Whiteman's band, and a few business associates, the Universal president having cabled he wished no elaborate celebration.
in

NUMBER

56

"The Weekly Film Review"

JOBS

By

JAMES

Statistical

HPWO

assistant

cameraman

|

1

.|

nights of a big feature, but never t<
our knowledge on a short subject.!
*

*

*

analyze it, we decidet
that it was the natural reaction 0;
mothers in the audience to the cleve:

Trying

to

acting of the kids in the cast. Then
were so many varieties of kids do
ing so many varieties of troupini
yes, we said trouping
that evem

—

—

mother probably saw her own JH
reflected in some tiny tot in the picture.
*

*

*

Day

Frolic kids are young
First ami fore
sters with stage experience.
most was little Maxine Rambeau. a niece 1L
Marjorie Rambeau, the stage celeb. There's/fr
All

the

School

j

youngster who can make a lot of grown-U||
actors look like barnstormers. She did a hridi *
song that reminded us of the good old daSl
« hen the English vaude star Alice Lloyd usew,
'"Waiting At th«
to knock 'em dead with
We saw Maxine in the studk
Church."
This was
pull a good bit of sterling trouping.
on another of the Frolic series, where sh(
The fox,
sang a song about her pet dog.
terrier was all right in rehearsals, but wheti
they hit 'em with the lights and shot the
scene, the doggie yanked frantically on thf)
'cash and wound itself all about Maxine!]
We should saj
Did that please her?
legs.
noT She never batted ?n eye, and went right
tin (High with her song.
.

P.

CUNNINGHAM

Editor.

The Film Daily

motion picture

film

troupers are\
the Three'
Doo-Dabs, cornetists extraordinary ;j
the Torello Sisters, hot Spanish team\
of 9 and 11 years; Eddie Bracken,
the hard-boiled kid, and others too]
numerous to mention. Jack Noble
has a real gang, and played them
for all they were worth. Look this

stock

number over, and learn about somenew in this here shoivmo

October 2

are

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAT

to

Best wishes and congratulations are extended by

and for the entire year's footage, more than 5,000,000 pounds
of cotton are consumed. Next

FILM DAILY

Government mints,
company is the largest

to the U. S.

of pure

"'•>'

biz.

U. S. producers. The monthly
output exceeds 85,000,000 feet,

this

little

thing

turned out yearly by one important American organization
film

*

*

*

Rene Schultz, the vamp;

hundred thousand miles

consumer

GEORGE O'BRIEN

MANY HAPPY RETURNS

Statistics

supplying

THEIR
FIRST

56

Industry

of

Patterson in

"

Other sterling

type.

Anna Aiken

IlfE

(

new

to sound would revolutionize the
industry, but a business revolution should not countenance destruction of interests vital to its
fabric.
It would be rank socialism to demand equal political
power and financial strength
nor have exhibitors made any
They ask only
such demands.
that to which they are entitled
an equal opportunity. The leaders belong to the constructive

DALY

SCHLANGER, Universal's assistant general sales manager in the East, is back from a sales trip, with a number
of important contracts, and is pepped up over the future
P. J. Nolan, Ottawa showman, has discovered that a relative,
Frank J. Nolan, is an exhibitor at Liverpool, and the pair have
Timothy A.
struck up a long-distance correspondence
Shea, Palace. McGehee, Ark., takes his arbitration duties so
seriously that rather than be late at an Atlanta meeting, he

TED

any recognition under the "sound
regime." From the beginning of
order of things it has
been obvious that the transition

THAT'S

with

exhibitor of limited means
THE
has waited a long time for

the

AND

IN

THE

ing

members

who today

of

to the follow-

the industry,

are celebrating their

birthday:

Sam

E.

Rorke
*

bullion, using annually the equivalent of one-tenth of the silver
mined in the entire country,
for sensitizing its film products.

forms

producing

company.
*

*

silver

William Bloecher
P. A. Parsons

Henry Victor

Sol

Lesser

planning

to

produce

features.
*

*

*

Mitchell Lewis completes contract

with Select.

esday, October

1929

2,

$8 a Share Expected for
Mole Elected President
Columbia Yearly Net
of Coast MjP. Engineers

Musical Notes

Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles I'eter Mole lias been
elected president of the Pacific Coast
section of the Society of the M. P.

olumbia Pictures Corp. net earnings for the current fiscal year which
began July 1, 1929, are likely to total
\By HERMAN PINCUSm^
in excess of $8 a share on the 100,000
VCEO PINKARD is again writ- Engineers with Gerald F. Rackett, no par common stock outstanding
ing with his old partner, Billy secretary and treasurer and Carroll after preferred dividends, according
This pair of tunesters who Dunning, George
Mitchell,
Emery to prediction of "The Wall St.
In the News."
ered in "Mammy" songs with lluse, board of managers.
The advancement in the
mmy o' Mine," have just placed (Oast delegation scheduled to attend company's business is attributed to
numbers entitled "At Twilight" the national convention of the S.M. the success of both "Submarine" and
That Wonderful Boy Friend of I'.K. at Toronto Oct. 7 to 10 are "Flight" and the recent acquisition
with Gene Austin and Geo. Frank Graves of Universal, F. E. of its own national chain of exArthur Piantadosi respectively.
James, General Electric and J. A. changes.
For the year ended June
*
*
*
Ball, Technicolor. While East, Graves 2 >, the company enjoyed the greatwill visit several research laborato- est earnings with a net profit of $551,rthur Bahim, the singing pubries.
822 after charges amortization and
r, has one of the best catalogues
taxes, showing an increase of 120
he count)!/. "Forget Me," "You
per cent over those experienced the
Talkers
in My Arms Baby" and Marcin Sees
<ng
ire Your Lips With Me Chcric"
Executives previous year.
Bringing
Jeslike sure money getters.
Motion picture executives of a
Crawford and Pat Ballard are new type men endowed with "show Levinson Resigns as 'Erpi'
writers of the latter number.
Western Division
brains" and "grounded in the theater"
oast

(

<

'

(

New

—

*

—

*

*

Head

will be created by the talking firms,
Max Marcin, playto
Cleveland, musical coin- according
wright
and
of "Three Live
producer
"Bean
Town"
has
Star from the
giving local radio fans a treat Ghosts" foi United Artists.
1
Asserting
pictures
"the
talking
,e past few days. Singing a medley
even started yet," Marcin
Id Irish folk songs over Station haven't
[SG, Dorothy has already met points out that "producers haven't
l
great success, judging by her begun to work out a proper technique not even a story technique,"
mail.
*
*
*
adding that they are "just beginning

orothy

—

Baskette

illy

finished

just
for

e

Rose to see a little light" as to the right
words and method of making audible films.

and

Billy

the

II

Coast

est

GEORGE

K.

EDDY^^i
ARTHUR, who
W.

is

breaking in a vaude act preliminary to playing the Palace in a.
couple of weeks, says he has formed
the autograph habit to a point of embarrassment since hitting this wicked
city.
The other p. m. after lunching
signed his
at the Ambassador he
check "Sincerely yours, George K.
Arthur."
George leaves for Europe
about the third week in November
to play with Adolph Menjou in a picture which Jean De Limur will direct.
Later he returns to the Coast
and. in all probability, to the M-G-M
Before coming east he
fold again.

worked

in

"Roadshow,"

M-G-M.

for

THE FILM DAILY

— Major

of
for Electrical Research Products, who
is
said to have introduced the Vitaphone to Warners, has resigned. H.
(i. Knox, managing director of Western Electric, Ltd., London, will suc-

He next starts
rehearsals for "Ming Toy," Ziegfeld's musical version of the play.
Recently Shan"East is West."

ceed

Marx

him.

$7,000,000 Neon Deal by
Insulls Okehed by Court

—

i

Holmes used to
easily be answered.
u'll find her in charge of ShermanYork office and the name
y's

ARTHUR

.By

Oscar Shaw's back New Yorking
Nathan Levin- after playing opposite Marion Dathe western division vies in "Marianne," soon to exhibit

Bureau,

Hollywood
son, manager

"Talking pictures as they are being
Supreme Court Justice Cotillo has
Fannie Brice's latest picic
'•It's A Pleasure" (United Ar- produced today," he says, "are a hitsanctioned the sale bv the Insull peo"Is dis a system"? sez you. or-miss affair usually miss. But the ple for $7,000,000 of 'their controlling
s).
This is one time when a talkers are destined to bring about interest in the Claude Neon Federal
d how.
can have his wife do or sing the world's greatest development in Co., which controls the advertising
the field of entertainment.
and display rights of Claude Neon
t he dictated.
Lights, Inc., in the West, Middle
*
*
*
F. N. to Start Weekly
West and Southwest. The deal had
Cherchez-la Femme" or whatever
Broadcasts Tomorrow been opposed by the latter concern.
i

Short Shots from
New York Studios

itself at the Capitol.

worked

in

"The Cocoanuts" with the
at Paramount' s Long

Bros,

Island studio.
After five weeks as guest star of
the Albee Stock Company at Providence, Berton Churchill is again a
FillumLambs Club luncheonite.

goers remember his performance
"Nothing But the Truth."

in

vas that Sherlock

Watson can

to

New

Holding down
Ida Warshauer.
man's job, Miss Warshauer has
>wn some remarkable results by
sistent

m"

plugging.

"Some

Day

First National stars will feature
the Lehn &
Fink program every
Thursday night from 8 to 8:30 over
the National Broadcasting system.
The initial broadcast is scheduled for
tomorrow with Irene Bordoni as the
star entertainer, while Colleen Moore
will be on the following Thursday's

one of the firm's outstandsongs and should draw some program. The hook-up was arranged
by Charles Einfeld, head of the adteckles" for the till.
vertising and publicity department of

!

is

Kraker Joins Tiffany- Stahl
ohn A. Kraker, formerly Milwaubranch manager for Paramount,

been appointed special represenHe will deive for Tiffany-Stahl.
te his time to the furthering of the
ffany-Stahl franchise plan and will
>

ver the entire country.

R. E. Phillips Resigns
Jacksonville,

Fla.— Ralph E.

First

that

neighbor-

Toronto Franchise Meeting
Carl

J.

Goe, assistant general sales

anager of Tiffany-Stahl, is in Torlto today to attend a meeting of
ntario exhibitors at which the Tifny-Stahl franchise will be fully disissed.

Official

in

New York

Sixsmith of Sydney,

Aus-

secretary-treasurer
of
the
Paramount organization for Australasia, arrived in
New York for his
first visit to the Paramount home oftralia,

fice.

Welcome

to

©VERNOR
naiNTON

3rST>»7 r"AVE.
opposite

PENNA.R.R.STATION

Stage Shows for N. Y. Hipp
policy will be inaugurated

at

the

ginning

coming from the Riverside, where verting
was assistant to Bob Mitchell, pictures.
of

A.

A new

s

inager-organist
ed house.

J.

NEW YORK and

National.

Blair Niles in New York
Blair Niles, author of "Condemned," Ronald Column's forthcoming
talker, has returned from the Coast
where she assisted with the cutting
of the film.
Mrs. Xiles plans a trip
to South America spon after the
premiere of the picture in New York
at the Selwyn Nov. 4.

Phil-

has resigned from the Sparks
ganization due to illness. Charles
idges has relieved him at the Rial-

Paramount

New York Hippodrome

EXHIBITOR: "Whaddye
mean,

Oh

yeah ?"

PHIL REISMAN: "That's
the picture I'm telling you

You don't have to
take my word for it. Read
what the M. P. News of

about.

September 21st says."

be-

Oct. 5 with the house restage shows and sound

EXHIBITOR: "Oh yeah?

to

1200 Rooms

What

each with

REISMAN:

Bath and

V

"lust

what

everybody else says —

Servidor
ERNEST G.

did they say

it's

Gen. Mgr.

EXHIBITOR "OK yeah V
REISMAN "OH YEAH
:

ROOM

and

BATH

a

BOX OFFICE WOW.'"

KILL

3°-°UP

.'"

:

THE

miw
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Golf Enthusiasm Reaches High Peat
The Winners

Putts
By JAMES

THAT

CUNNINGHAM

P.

Friar's

Low Net (Leg on

Team had

Club

a

up for the
tough time
According
Tournament.
Film Golf
Elmer
J. McGovto their manager,
Charlie Yates had his stage
ern,
lining

mornpersuade him that

whiskers on at 4 o'clock in the

and he had to
champions weren't playing with
whiskers this season. Another meming,

golf

ber of the team, whose name we
ter not mention, was pie-eyed at the
time most people are eating breakbet-

of the team wanted
to get plastered, but had to work in
the show. The fourth team member
stayed out all night, and had Elmer

Another

fast.

worried, but finally showed up happy
and generally weak, as guys are who
stay out all night.

captain of the
team, said that as long

Stebbins,

Artie

Empee Club

as his team was 3 points up on the
morning play, and he personally
was now a member of the Friars,
he thought he would switch to the
Friars' Club team in the afternoon
play, and give them a break. Artie's
team consisted of himself and Chris
Dumphy, Bill Rabell, and J. D. Williams.
*

Earle

*

*

Hammons was
phone

when

a
brokers.

call

He stayed
won a $2

foursome,

on the course

came from
right with

*

and

bet,

$2,000 on the stock deal.
golfer, that feller.

A

his
his
lost

regular

*

*

Film Daily
Cup and Stebbins, Leterman
and Gates Cup) H. J. Yates.

—

Low Net Runner-up
Round
Cup)

(J.

Afternoon
P. Muller Agency

— Mitchell

May,

Jr.

Second Low Net Runner-up
(Columbia Pictures Cup)
Paul Berger.

Low

Score for N. Y. M. P. Club
(Al Lichtman Placque) Arthur W. Stebbins.

Member

—

Keith- Albee Contest (E. F. Albee Cup)— M. P. Club.

Low

Gross (M. P. News Trophy)— Arthur W. Stebbins.
Low Gross Runner-up (Al Ruben Cup) M. Buckley.
Low Gross Runner-up (DuPontPathe Cup) Chris Dumphy.

—

—

Low Net Morning Round (Nat'l
Theater Supply Cup)— William
Rabell.

Low Gross Morning Round
(Wm.
Massce
Cup) — Rex
Beach.
Putting Contest (Carl

Cup)— Walter
Putting
(Screen

Cup)

Secrets

—George

By JACK HARROWER',

"PDDIE
Laemmle

Futter.

Contest

c

Birdies

Runner-up
Magazine

Blair.

Putting Contest Second Runnerup (Continental Theatre AcWilliam
cessories Trophy)

—

"Trackless Train" Carru

according

to

him with

Billy

Ferguson!,

Scotch econ^H
stroke that Eddie picked up on II
way through Edinburgh recentlyM
beat

*

a

*

*

ALIBIS: "That

ivas only a

prat-'

tice shot."

Everts.

Driving Contest (Jack Cosman
Cup) Arthur Dickenson.
Driving Contest Runner-up (Ira
Haupt & Co. Cup) Arthur

—

—

Kliesrath.

Driving Contest Second Runnerup (Craft Film Laboratories
Trophy) Chris Dumphy.
Low Exhibitor Score (Pathe

—

Cup)

—Henry

Birdie Contest

Paul Burger was playing behim
Charlie Goetz, who is one of thesi
very cautious golfers.
At last Pan
sez: "I'll grow a beard before tha
guy gets up to the first hole." Whei
Paul started out, he looked over tM>

'
.
:

foursome they tied him up with, an
remarked: "I see where the com
mittee will have to send out and lc
cate us with lanterns."

Siegel.

*

(Jules Brulatour

Trophy)— (3) W.

J.

McCar-

thy.

Chris

and
tie

Dumphy

*

*

got in a sand

(rap.

"Who's got a rake?" Art
Stebbins remarked: "You shouh
yells:

\

home, Chris. You've ahvay.
worked in a rathskeller."
Walter]
Futter added: "Aw, pay no atten
tion to him. Some guys love an audi
ence, even when they're in a sam\

feel at

Weather Fails to Dampen Ardor
of Golfers at Record Tourney

,,

trap."
*
*
*
Enthusiastically
ignoring the for the morning session. However,
threatening weather, the golf enthus- first honors in the tourney went to
Herb Fecke
with "Theater Man
iasts of the industry trekked their H. J. Yates, scoring low net for the agement," went aroun' in the rain it'
way to White Plains to participate day.
the morning in 88, which wasn't sn
in the 17th Film Golf Tournament
Edward Carrier's world trip hasn't bad.
*
*
*
at the Gedney Farms Golf Club.
improved his golf game, it was emAs a matter of fact, the rain was phasized, when the veteran globe
Rex Beach lined up a foursorM
confined to a mere sprinkle at odd trotter qualified for the booby prize. for the morning nine, but soon fount
moments, and did not in any way in- His score was uncounted at press out that they were better bridgi
terfere seriously with the clayOne time. Rivaling him for last honors players than golfers. So Rex sa
of the largest crowds of any tourna- was Arthur W. Kelly, who won un- down and planned, a new novel waif
ment turned out, and the course disputed claim to the title of Chief ing for them to catch up to Wm.'!
proved one of the most attractive Divot Digger.
*
*
*
Earl Gulick was toastmaster at the
that the Tournament has ever been
The waitress at lunch asked Bilh
banquet last night which wound up
held on.
Ferguson for his meal ticket and hi
were
Speeches
festivities.
the
day's
Of course the main kick came in the
handed her a pass to "Four Featl
evening, when after the supper the few, the evening being devoted to
handsome prizes were distributed. It the awarding of prizes, to the ac- ers." He said it was a rival shov
was one gay round of kidding, laugh- companiment of the razzing, which and they had asked him to help fil
ter
and general good fellowship. has become a regular tournament the house. »
*
*
Never in the history of the Tourna- feature.
Dave Palfreyman, the big Filn
Rex Beach delivered one of the
ment has there been such an array
most humorous and clever speeches Boards man from Detroit, turned \
of handsome trophies.
In the morning, Walter Futter won at the banquet that has ever been a Great Big score.
He had
*
*
*
the Putting Contest for the Laemmle heard at a m. p. gathering.
Cup.
Runner-up was George Blair the audience in continuous laughter
Dick Brady and George Blair
Second for 15 minutes. Jack Alicoate pre- Eastman Kodak boys, went aroun<
for the Screen Secrets Cup.
runner-up was Bill Everts for the sented the booby prize to Eddie Car- together for the nine-hole morninj
Continental Theater Accessories rier in the form of a Judge solemnly
{Continued on Page 8)
prize.
condemniing a prisoner to life imYesterday's tournament was fea- prisonment.
Carrier responded with
tured by a match between the M. P. a clever speech that brought laughter
Club team, captained by Arthur W. from the gang.
Stebbins, and the Friars' Club team,
Other speeches were made by J.
Seventeen without a postcaptained by Leonard Mudi. It was D. Williams, John Eberson and Lee
ponement is the record of
won eight up by the M. P. Club, de- Ochs.
golf
fending its championship title and
tournaments, held semi-annuBruce Gallup was easily the most
possession of the E. F. Albee chal- popular guy of the evening, getting
ally.
Threatening weather has
lenge trophy, for the third season. a marvelous hand for the work he
been experienced on a few occasions, but never has it been
Twice previously, the M. P. Club de- did in handling the Tournament.
too unfavorable for the holding
feated the Lambs' Club team.
Among the guests were Ray Bolton,
of filmdom's outstanding sportRex Beach displayed classy form of National Board of Review, and
ing event.
in the morning round, turning in a Frank E. Nemeck, president of Phoscore of 34 which copped low gross tocolor Corp.
1

Yates was on hand to supervise the job of making a talking

H.

J.

film of the event, but, as all the 120
golfers were talking at once, he de-

cided to forget about

game

it

and play a

of golf.
*

*

*

who

J.

these

never misses
D. Williams,
Film Golf Tournaments if he

on this side of the Atlantic, was
on hand to help the M. P. Club

is

Team.
*

*

*

Bill Everts of Consolidated Film
has attended all 17 tournaments and
{Continued on Page 7)

Keen Rivalry
The

contest between the
Club team and the M.
P. Club team started in nip
and tuck fashion, with every
player on his toes. It resulted
in 3 points up for the Empee
boys in the morning round, but
none of the matches were really
decided till the very last hole.
The Albee Trophy Cup was
the prize, and it was fought
hard for, all the way.
Friars'

The Record

THE FILM DAILY

THE
October

»|iesday ,

2,

1929

Columbia Graphophone
Frank R. Wilson Heads
Paramount Deal Denied
Talking M. P. Epics

Putts
(Continued from Page 6)

(Continued from Pane

the board of directors.

company, he
It
nrariablji copped a prize.
a profitable side line

become
him.

*

*

*

Milligan pitched a tent
lay night near the club house
ike sure his nine-year record of
imie

the tournament
At four o'clock
2 morning he arrived, and woke
le night manager of the club

always

i

:

first at

not be broken.

and demanded
*

*

his entry tag.
*

Mer Eberhardt was on hand

said, will

(Continued from Page

1)

The

British

continue under

New

the Coast will consist of 52 one-reel

say we.

AMPA

,

—

evening gastranomical
Arcadia, Wis. N. Thompson is the
wow, Earl Gulick acted as toast- new manager of the Strand, replacing
H. C. Tebbetts.
er.
the

Oct.

treasurer.
Daniel
board of

E.

Pomeroy

chairman of the
directors consisting of George D.
Pratt, H. P. Davison, Jr. of Morgan and
Co.,
Arthur H. Lockett and Lewis L.
Delafield, Jr.
Important stockholders and
is

sponsors for the new type of talking pictures
include George Eastman, F. Trubee Davison,
Sidney Colgate, John B. Miller of Los Angeles, Dwight W. Morrow, Albert Harris ol
Chicago, Dr. Henry Pritchard of California

and others.

AM

Carrier to Address
PA
Exploitation experience in most of
M. Abbott of M. P. News, put
the green in one. Pretty good the countries of the world will be
revealed to members of the
start, eh?
*
*
*
and their guests at Thursday's lunchcrack Friars' foursome took eon, when Edward Carrier, super.e
onors for being the best dressed visor of the travels of M-G-M's
rs, with the exception of Earle Trackless Train, will be the guest
mons. Not that Earle is a four- speaker.
but you know what we mean.
*
*
*
Thompson Gets Arcadia Post
*

*

of
the
American
of Natural History.
The
talkers for non-theatricals will be supplied with a portable reproducer de-

auspices

Museum

own idea. "Of course, we have
Today:
Premiere of "Disraeli at Warner
working European agreements with
Theater, N. Y.
Warner Brothers and Paramount, veloped
by
RCA
Photophone. Oct. 3 "Sunny Side Up" premiere at
but that is all it amounts to," he Branches in
34 cities are planned.
Gaiety, N. Y.
added.
Inaugural
Preview
and
Dinner
Frank R. Wilson, former head of
Dance at Motion Picture Club,
M. P. Capital Corp., and of North
New York.
Vitaphone Shorts For
American Theaters, is president ot Oct. 4 Opening of two week's run of
"Blackmail" at Selwyn, N. Y.
Season Doubled the new company. Other officers
Opening of "Why Bring That Up"
4
are: George Palmer Putnam, first Oct.
(Continued from Page 1)
at Rialto, N. Y.
and half at the Eastern studios under vice president; M. J. Weisfeldt, secInaugural
Preview
and Dinner
the supervision of Murray Roth.
ond vice president; Lewis L. Dela- Oct. 6 Premiere of "Rio Rita" at Earl
Carroll, N. Y.
The 200 subjects to be made on field, secretary and N. P. Rathvon,
its

senting the Big Electrics. Wal- light comedies and slapstick Varie'dmitted he did a lot of golf ties, 26 single reel dramatic sketches,
26 two reel dramatic playlets, 26 two
ng, but all on the same hole.
*
*
*
reel comedy playlets, 12 one reel musical comedies in black and white,
Secrets,"
"Screen
Ryan,
of
y
vaudeville numbers and 26
all the way from Chicago just 32 star
miniature
musical revues directed by
golluf
fillum
men's
this
in
ay
That's loyalty to a lost Larry Ceballos and Jack Haskell.
oree.
*

under

The Industry's
Date Book

1)

The pictures are to be synchronized with
running lectures by the explorers themselves.
They include Commander George Dyott in
"Hunting Tigers in India"
Dr. Raymond
L. Ditmars, with rare animal pictures; Roy
Chapman Andrews with his Gobi Desert
films
Harold McCracken with his American

southern state.
Oct.

in

BOOK
Year Book Topics
1.

is

at

your

information do you want ? In the index we find eight
pages of approximately 600 separate listings. From Accessories to World Markets. Everything in between. Only by reprinting the complete index here could we bring home to you the
exhaustive way the entire field has been covered.

Cloth Bound
Over 1100 Pages

just a

work—independent market
—buying guide— foreign summary

directors'

few high spots of a complete reference work.

HISTORY

3.

CONTENTS
RESEARCH

4.

READERS

5.

STATISTICS

6.

PRODUCTION

8.

DISTRIBUTION
EXHIBITION

9.

SOUND

7.

What

—

Meeting of North Carolina
hibitors' unit at Pinehurst.

Preparation— Out in January

FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK

—

Ass'n

of the American Museum in
Bird Island of Peru"; Dr. William
Beebe with his undersea pictures and Galapagos Island adventures and other subjects
of a similar character.

little

financial tables

States

"The

every angle.

—

Allied

Selwyn, N. Y.
Dec. 9-10

elbow, giving you instantly complete, authentic data covering

lists

of

Los Angeles.
Oct. 13-14 Tri-state M. P. T. O. to hold convention in Memphis.
Oct. 29-31 Annual M. P. T. O. A. Meeting
at the Peabody Hotel, Memphis.
Nov. 4 Premiere of "Condemned" at the
at

man Murphy

will stage

Production date

Meeting

12-14

mies; Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson with a
new adventure picture; George Palmer Putnam and Capt. Bartlett with their adventures in Greenland and Labrador; Robert Cush-

2 by 6-inch corner of your desk?
a miracle act that will perform for
you every working day of 1930. From that space you
can take, by a simple flick of your hand, any information you
want on any phase- of the picture business. Standing on that

theater

Meeting of S.M.P.E. at Toronto.
M. P. T. O. A. meeting in a

Oct. 9-11

2.

small space, the 1930

the

at

.

expedition to the Aleutian Island
resulting in the discovery of stone age mum-

Year Book Contents
we

Y

;

NUMBER

you spare a

"Applause"

N.

Museum

I

If so,

of

Criterion,

;

Annual Recognized Reference Work—Now

CAN

Premiere

Oct. 7-10

REGARDING THE YEAR
Filrndom's

8

10.

EXPLOIT'-O-GRAMS

14.

THEATERS
FINANCIAL
ORGANIZATIONS
THEATER CHAINS

15.

TEN BEST

16.

FOREIGN MARKETS

11.

12.
13.

ex

DAILY
INDIANA DIRECTORS MEET

Birdies
(Continued from Page 6)

TODAY ON ARBITRATION
round, but split up for the afternoon.
After Dick saw George's score, he
refused to be associated with him

*

*

restrain enforcement of
sion regarded as unfair to

*

The members of Artie Stebbins'
M. P. Club team voted unanimously
that Artie would do much better as
captain of the Classon Point ferryboat.
*

serials,

gang along,

brought

his

own

make

sure he would
play with fillum

forced

be

not

to

to
said somebody told him
that these fillum guys have no conscience when adding a score card.

Nat

men.

16

More

Installations for

DeForest Phonofilm Device
During the

last

contracted for the

week

De

mem-

Return to Advance
Deposit in N. W. Seen
(Continued from Page

Xat Levine, king of the wild animals and

deci-

its

bers.

*

*

any

houses

16

Forest Phono-

"Regardless of these contracts, exhibitors
have not appeared willing to arbitrate and the
situation has developed itself to the point
where producers may be obliged to call for
deposits of at least 25 per cent on all pictures,"
Mr. Burke said.
"This in itself
work a hardship on many of the exwill
hibitors in the territory and is a much more
disagreeable way of doing business, but it
seems to be the only alternative.
"Regardless of statements which may or
may not have been circulated, arbitrators are
not

liable

This

for

any

decisions

of

the

board.

an important factor.

is

1925

Production of the Columbia-Photocolor series of all-talking, singing and
dancing single reelers is progressing
Gramercy Park Studio.
at the
Bradley Barker shot the third of the
series, "A South Sea Interlude," in
one day.
The fourth of the series
will

be completed this week.

The

first
two were "Ballet D'Amour,"
featuring Patricia Bowman, famous
ballet dancer, and "Romany Lass,"
featuring Pauline Blair, who ap-

Broadway

on

peared

in

"My

Girl

Friday."

3 Specials

(Continued from Page

1)

panied by his son-in-law and da
ter, Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Bergm...
his secretaries Jack Ross and Da
Bader, his relative Mrs. Mauri
Spreckles and his nephew Julie

Bernheim.
L .B. Metzger, general manager
Universal boarded a revenue cuttt
and met Mr. Laemmle at Quarantijt
accompanying him up the bay wl
he was greeted by Paul Whitemij
.and his band and other Univers.
officials and department heads.
o

on Warner

Release Schedule for Oct. Stereoscopic Process
of three Warspecials are scheduled for prerelease during the month of October,
according to Sam E. Morris, vice
president.
In addition to "Gold Diggers of Broadway" and "Evidence,"
which will be released Oct. 5, the
third production will be "Is Everybody Happy?" featuring Ted Lewi--.

Uses Standard

Vitaphone versions

ner

(Continued from Page

Fib

1)

Stewart Film Processing Co., rec4
ly-formed to manufacture and mart
a liquid preparation which is said
prolong the life of film.
t

1)

forced without resorting to law," he
declared.

sound device, according to Gencompanies doing business in
Among the the"Producing
Talking Pictures.
Northwest are going to be forced to
Pomeroy. safeguard their interests if the theater ownSeeley,
houses
were:
The
Wash.; Palace, Aurora, Ind. Peer- ers persist in ignoring arbitration.
only safeguard possible, other than relief in
Georgetown, D. C.; Pastime, civil suits, is the 25 per cent deposit plan."
less,
Bristol, R. I.; Pastime, Lumberton,
X. C.
Croxton Opera House, AnC. C. Pettijohn was in Chicago
gola, Ind.; Drake Avenue, Centerville,
la.;
New Broadway, Rocky yesterday and so could not be reachMt, N. C. Moreland, Portland, Ore.; ed for a statement on the Minneapolis
Gabriel L. Hess had no
Electra,
Brooklyn. N. Y.; Shore situation.
Road, Brooklyn, X. Y.; Vision, Chi- comment to make.
film
eral

2,

Photocolor Progressing
Big Year Anticipated
At RCA- Gramercy Plant
By Laemmle on Retii

RCA

—

Indianapolis Future course of the
Associated Theater Owners of Insocially.
diana on arbitration is expected to be
*
*
*
outlined at a scheduled meeting toTom Gerety drove 50 miles from day of the board of directors.
The
the other end of Long Island in or- association withdrew from arbitrader to attend the tournament. Why, tion several months ago, at the time
Tom only plays Allied States Ass'n instructed its
it is hard to say.
at golf anyway, if you know what members to discontinue arbitrating,
we mean.
and since has remained aloof. Re*
*
*
cently, distributors were successful
Joe Hornstein, the big technician in securing exhibitor arbitrators, apand equipment guy, went around the pointed by the head of the Chamber
course condemning a lot of rustic of Commerce.
The Indiana unit
seats as being not strictly modern threatens injunction proceedings to

equipment.

Wednesday, October

Gets Harvard Post

who was assistant
W. Brown during his ad-

T. C. Streibert,
to Colvin

ministration as executive Vice President of Pathe Exchange, has been
appointed assistant Dean of the Har-

vard School of Business Administra-

THE FIRST ALL DIALOGUE JEWISH FEATURE
44

;

AD MUSAE

11

(The Eternal Prayer)

;

With a Cast

Selected from the

Jewish Art Theatre Group

;

cago; Crystal, Pittsburgh, Tex.; Rivoli, Hoboken, N. J.; Warr's, Ware-

ham, Mass.

Ohio M.P.T.O. Convention
Set for Nov. 19 and 20

Fox West Coast Plan
$2,000,000 Longview House

Columbus Ninth annual convention of the M.P.T.O. of Ohio will be

Longview.

Wash.

—

Fox

West

Coast plans a $2,000,000 house here
to seat 1,200, according to Earl L.
Crabb of Seattle northwest division
the
company.
The
house will be the third operated bj

manager

Fox

for

here.

—

held
here
J.

P.

local

at

the

Nov.

Wood,

Deshler-Wallick Hotel
19 to 20, according to

Theater

Building.

"Disraeli' 'Opens Tonight
"Disraeli," starring George Arliss,
will have its premiere at the Warner, New York, tonight.

Schmilekel

Nathanson Denies Famous
Canadian Sale Ban Pact

The Twelve Year Old Boy Cantor

v

Intensely Emotional Portrayal with a
Separate
Heart Throb in Every Frame.
Version Produced in English Dialogue.

A

READY FOR DELIVERY— NOW!
(Sound on Disc)

statement by I. W. KilMontreal, the other voting
trustee.
Nathanson resigned when
Zukor and Killam declined to submit to shareholders a proposal that
the firm be sold to British Gaumont
for $75 a share.

in reply to a

lam

11

An

—

tonsil operation and yesterday
returned to his offices in the Roxy

44

business manager of the

unit.

Zanft Back at Desk
Toronto Denial that he made any
Major John Zanft, vice-president agreement with Adolph Zukor, that
and general manager of Fox The- Famous Players-Canadian would not
T
aters Corp., has recovered from a re- be sold, is made by N. L. X athanson
cent

AND

of

Communicate with

1600

Theater Altered, Renamed
The
Multicolor
pi-ocess
uses
Mouse has become Hammick's standard camera equipment NorNew Blue Mouse after extensive al- mal lighting a real achievement.
Advt.
terations.

—

—

—

COHEN
MAX
NEW
BROADWAY

YORK

SUITE 600
Telephone Lackawanna 7511

,
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Price 5 Cents
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Arm Would Sew Up Cincinnati Suburban Field

•mheThubert deal reported~closed
Not To Acquire

Iplumbia

Company

"Sticking to
Making of Pictures,"
Cohn Declares

George Arliss in

"Disraeli"
and
I

Gloria

Swanson

in

^Trespasser

9 9

JACK ALICOATEtSTERDAY we saw two unusGeorge Arliss in
waeli" and Gloria Swanson in
They're both
Trespasser."
I
Each might well be termed a
1st challenge to those critics of
iTalkers who have asked, in
novelty,
for something
of
vi worth while.
Id pictures.

Deal for combination of Pathe and the Shubert interest is set, with
Columbia Pictures does not intend details completed, it is understood. Papers in the transaction already have
General Amusement Co., is
to enter the theater field, Jack Cohn been signed or are about to be, it is stated.
company treasurer, said yesterday in to be the name of the new company to be formed, with a 4 to 1 exchange
basis on Pathe common: and a 1 to 1
denying report that the firm may acexchange
on Shubert stock, it is
quire houses.
In San Francisco, it
Aiding
stated.
had been reported that the Casino
General Amusement Co., will be a
Springfield, Mass.
Acouswas being sought as a presentation
holding company only, it is said, with
ticons, special equipment for
house.
both Pathe and Shubert retaining
the deaf to enjoy sound picThe company, says Cohn, intends
their separate identities.
Lee Shutures, are to be installed in all
to "stick to its job of making picbert is to be president of the firm,
Fox theaters, as rapidly as postures," which will merit showing in
with Joseph P. Kennedy, chairman
sible, William Fox declares in
first run houses.
of the board of directors.
The deal
a letter to Mrs. P. A. Chamber-

—

Grainger Makes Changes
in Fox Sales Personnel
Two new appointments have been
made and two resignations have been

accepted in the sales department of
Fox Film, according to J. R. Grainger,
general
sales
manager. Jack
It is a Schlaifer has been appointed special
)israeli" is a gem.
colored representative in place of E. T. Gombrilliantly
ing and
le in the collective hat of War- ersall, working out of the home office
and George A. Roberts now is sales

George Arliss

artis-

the

onal and compelling triumph
George Arliss who has done
ing finer in his long and brilcareer upon stage and screen.
e we have a truly great actor
ving a firm sense of character
distinctive story of genuine
l
ity and comoosition.
:

History
)israeli"

has had a brilliant career

ioth sides of the Atlantic, first as

successful stage production
a motion picture produced
Jnited Artists with Arliss back in
At that time FILM
it was a great picture. It says so
The
n
now, and positively.
y is historically interesting in that
Hows the dynamic career of Eng's Jewish Prime Minister. Disraeli,
lost

lin,

president

for the

of

Fox Movietone News

who

sucalso

lone-hand conflict with Rusdiplomacy and intrigue for the
ession of the Suez Canal and the

lis

(.Continued

on

Page 2)

(Continued on Page 11)

Spring-

Fox

W.

here.

—

E

—

Judge

House?

R-K-O

Dickering for Woods,
Erlanger Theaters in Chicago

of Allied States Association
Seattle
Roy Grombacher has been

—

E.

Chicago

—-Radio-Keith-Orpheum

TO OPEN NINE MORE
T OFFICES

&

DAILY Washington Unit, Member

—

the

24 HOUSES SOUGHT FOR

later as

.

of

Speech Readers Club, who
has requested the equipment

field

Charles Weigel and
Cincinnati
Eyrich, now associated and
operating four suburban houses, have
formed Cosmopolitan Motion Picture
Theaters, planning to absorb at least
B.
K. Planning 7,000
20 additional neighborhood houses.
Seat Cincinnati
This would automatically give them
Cincinnati Plan
of
Balaban & control of the local suburban field.
Katz, Publix subsidiary, for erection It is declared here the merger will be
of a 7,000 seat theater, the world's completed
some time this month.
A Fred Bader, Jr., A. M. Lochtefeld and
largest, is reported progressing.
spirited competition with Fox is fore- M. A. Daremo are named as memThe latter a few months ago bers of the corporation which has
cast.
acquired the Lisbon theaters here. 240,000 shares of no par value stock.

manager

industry's ceeding Milton
J. Schwartz,
is in a season of outstanding resigned as did Gomersall.
esses, but, most of all it is a

:ontribution to

BOTH COMPANIES TO RETAIN IDENTITIES IN
COMBINATION, STOCK EXCHANGE PLANNED

Deaf

\-By

Brothers and a distinct

Cohn Says

Theaters,

is

reported negotiating for the Woods
and the Erlanger, here, continuing its
expansion program. Aaron K. Jones
of Jones, Linick and Schafer, has

elected to directorate of Allied States confirmed the facts that R-K-O repreAss'n, following decision of Wash- sentatives, sought a price on the theington exhibitors to affiliate with that aters.
The Woods is under a six
body. Seventy-eight exhibitors voted year lease to the Shuberts, which has
unanimously in favor of the affilia- five more years to run. R-K-O has
(Continued on Page 11)
tion.

IN U. S.

Electrical Research Products, Inc.,
augument its 28 distributing and

will

offices
with nine more
scheduled to be opened by the end
of this year, according to T. M. Wilcox, operating manager.
The new offices are planned in the
following cities; Milwaukee, Providence, New Haven, Albany, Newark,
Brooklyn, Lansing, Indianapolis and
San Antonio. Offices now in operation by the company are located in

servicing

(Continued on Page 11)

Nat'l Radio Corp. Not to
Enter M. P. Industry
National Union Radio Corp. intends to widen its scope of operation
in related fields and does not plan to
enter the field of sound motion pictures, according to Nathan Chirlestein, vice president of the company.
The company will produce National
Union radio tubes for sound apparatuses.

2539 Wired by W. E
Electric sound syshave been installed in
houses in the United

Western
tems
2539

States, according to Electrical
Research Products, Inc.
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Ann Roth

to Support
in Serial
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Ann Roth has been
cast
opposite
Bob Curwood in

"Disraeli"

Bob Curwood

and

—

"Trespasser"
VoL I No. 3

Thursday, Oct.
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•LAST PRICE QUOTED

week's rt
Selwyn, N.
of "Why Bring That
at Rialto, N. Y.
Premiere of "Rio Rita" at
Carroll, N. Y.

Oct.

story

is

from the pen, or more

likely typewriter, of

ing

who

theme

Edmund

Gould-

also did the directing.

The

being

another
variation of the battle of the poor
100 girl who marries the rich man's son
400 and then spends the next five reels
convincing the boy's father that she
is

not

new,

on the level. Obvious as it
seem, here in print, it has been
freshened
up
by
author-director
really

'

at

Oct. 7-10
Meeting of S.M.P.E. at Toi
Oct.
Premiere of "Applause" at
8

N.

Criterion,

Oct.

Y

M. P. T. O.
southern state.

Oct. 9-11

Oo-n'ng

12

.

meeting^

A.

"Welcome Danga

of

12-14

Convention.

Meeting

Dec. 9-10

of

North

Carolina

hibitors' unit at Pinehurst.

Pendleton Theater Fire $10,000

—

*

SECRETARY

Motion picture
with

forced to par
capable
secretary

critic,

thoroughly

would

like to place her in responsiblt
position in the industry.
Full knowl
edge
of
picture
office
business,

routine,

formerly with FBO in Ceveland, ant
then transferred to the FBO offices in
Pittsburgh has returned here as book-

excellent

Box A-172,
1650 Broadway

stenographer.
Fi'm Daily

c-o

New York

Former owner of theatre circuit now
open for connection with producer ex-

Green Gets Another House

—

Melrose, Mass. Fred Green of tht
Green and Eilenberg Ramsdell Bros
interests, has acquired the Melrose
here.
The house will be equipped
with Western Electric equipment

Many years experience all branches of the business.
Film buying, theatre supervision, and
theatre economics.
hibitor organization.

—c/o

1650

William Keegan at Trenton
Trenton, N. J.— William Keegai
of Allentown, Pa., has been naraet'
manager of Hunt's State, formerh
known as the Thropp.

Box A- 168
Broadway

Film

Daily
Y.

N.

literary background)
practical film experience for comReply giving I
mercial film adaptation.
experience, references and salary expected.

Cook Takes Over N.

C. House
Franklinton, N. C. J. R. Cook has
taken over the Globe from M. P.
Burwell.

—

We

and worthy bit of directing and to
you, Joe Kennedy, for giving the industry another good one.

Inc.,

contractors.

1

WANTED
and

Pagliaro-Alimonti

|

C.

Young man with

Box A-161,
1650 Broadway

The Film Daily
New York City

—

When we told you we were using
our kerchief because we had a slight
cold in the nose we were telling you
a teeny weeny lie.
were really
wiping away a well-earned tear.
Congratulations to you, Gloria, for
;iving us an extraordinarily fine charicterization and a new talking star,
to you, Eddie Goulding, for a sincere

Citji

Indenendent Pictures.

Middletown Construction Begun
Goulding to the ^oint where it makes
Middletown, N. Y. Construction
most attractive film fare, especially of the new Publix theater to be built
to the women folk. And here's a lit- on South street has begun by
the
confession of a personal nature
directed to the young man who sat
next to us in the projection room.

I

Pendleton, Ore. Damage of $1
000 was the result of a fire whic
believed to have started in the bo
of the Milton here.

14th.

may

tle

\

N. Y.
Meeting of Allied States ,!
at Los Angeles.
Oct. 13-14 Tri-state M. P. T. O. to hold
vention in Memphis.
Oct. 29-31 Annual M. P. T. O. A. M«
at the Peabody Hotel. Men
Nov. 4 Premiere of "Condemned" «
Selwyn. N. Y.
Nov. 19-20 Ninth Annual Ohio M.P.
Rivoli,

Oct.

hibitors will visit London next month
to study talking picture installatior
in the city's theaters.
The party wil'
spend three days here, arriving Oct

er for

I

Picture

two

of

"Blackmail"

—

Gloria Swanson is back,
resplendent in a blaze of glory.
Her return brings us a Gloria of
greater feeling, more balance and
higher artistry than ever before.
Gloria Swanson is just starting in
pictures. The world is still before

Motion

at

Opening

French Exhibitors to
Study Sound in London
London— A group of French ex-

sat in

premiet

and

York.

Opening

Oct.

Yarbrough with Keith's
111.— Eddie Yarbrough
the projection room watching this
has resigned as assistant manager of
splendidly-treated story unfold itthe Sheboygan, Sheboygan, to beself, we could not keep from a come director of
publicity for Keith's
merry little smile at the argumenta- here.
Yarbrough will work under
tive thought that the coming of the supervision of N. J. Blumberg.
the talkers would sound the death
Dennison Back at Pittsburgh
knell of our great silent picture
Cleveland
Howard Dennison.

is

79J4
198

OVER THE COUNTER

Roxy "A"

12,200
3,600
800
85,300

A

2X)

•Lotw 6s 41ww
do 6s 41 x-war
Paramount 6s 47

S';ouras

1.600

l

26%

do pfd
BOND MARKET
Keth A-O 6s 46

do
do

400
400

200

26$£
60

Pict

37

73
tyz
18

52J4
46

2634

the screen ver-

from the pen of Julian Josephsion.
It is a Vitaphone production
and opened last night before a dission

stars.

54
46

Griffith, D.W. "A"
Intern. Proj
58
Loew do deb. rts.
30
Nat. Scr. Ser

7s

115
63J4
9334

3

Fox Thea. "A"

•Pathe

24^

20

CURB MARKET

Columbia Pets.
•Film Insp

Univ.

Clofe Sales

24

do "A"
Radio K-O-A
do pfd

21 34

24/2
218%

Dance

New

Wormser

commendable job with

Side
Up
N. Y.
Preview

Inaugural

Rockford,

30
22

"Sunny
Gaiety,

In "Disraeli" we have a sure box
even though it be a production completely overshadowed by the M.
is Appointed
overwhelming personality of a great
Comptroller for Columbia
artist.
Exhibitors will find out that
Mortimer Wormser has been apone "Disraeli" will mean in returns
of good will and prestige more than pointed comptroller of Columbia PicHe has been in the industry
a bushel of the backstage and court tures.
room trash their patrons have had to since 1915. Wormser formerly was
collected with Bluebird Photoplays,
listen to.
subsidiary of Universal.
Alfred E. Green directed and did a

"The Trespasser*

228
15,900
229
97/2 4,700
... 99J4
97J4
120
120
100
120

Keith A-0
*do pfd
Loew's Inc
do pfd
M-G-M pfd
Para. F-L
Pathe Exch

Nat.

Low

Seat

Today:

office bet

It

•Am.

"Shackles of Vengeance," which Gus
Meins will direct. Exteriors will be
shot at Vasque, Cal. The personnel
of Bob Curwood Productions include
Jack Schreiber, business manager;
Art Hammond, production manager;
B. M. Gardner, secretary and treasurer.

Financial
STOCK MARKET

The Industry's
Date Book

j

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEV1LLF

AGENCY
}
|

Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard

|
|

j

Vaudeville
M»00 BrnaHvM
°*T

I

New

Acts
}

I

Wot even
is best

riend
tYOIllll

him!

tell

OHe was a smart showman. He thought he

boked the
is

II

But for weeks he'd realized

best.

sound news

seat-filler.

reel

<J

was a

He

time-filler

and not

stood in the lobby and

iked audiences night after night, w How did you like the sound news?"

So they

Is feelings.

11

him

replied,

"Oh— all

They

didn't

want

to hurt

right." But not convincingly. Not even his best friend would

the truth.

Then he went down
o the opposition house and caught

PARAMOUNT SOUND NEWS
i

nd got the
eal
le

NEWS

work of

right answer.
in

it,

iJHe realized a new and better sound news reel had

not magazine shots. Fast,

titles,

a mighty world-wide organization, with brains at the head,

lade the others look old fashioned.

fHE

modern tempo. Snappy

won

the public,

clever editing. Obviously

tfl

Paramount Sound News

<JHe saw his Paramount representative the next day.

SOUND NEWS OF THE NEW SHOW WORLD

DAILY

A Close-up of the New Famous

Musical Notes
.By

Thursday, October

—Arthur

Cohen

may come and songs may
go but the theme-song is here
to stay," says Jack Robbins of the
Robbins Music Corp. And to substantiate this statement comes word
that "Remote Control," an honest-

of Toronto, who has succeeded N. L. Nathanson as managing director of Famous
Players-Canadian Corp., has long been
identified with the picture business

to-goodness Broadway "legit" has
adopted a theme song entitled "Tune
The song, writin on My Heart."
ten by Buddy Valentine and Gene
Johnston, is published by Feist.

so widely

songs, sung in "The Forward Pass"
(First National), starring Douglas

some years ago. Cohen
the legal profession and
to the bar. He became

SONGS

Toronto

the

in

Dominion although he

known

not
as his predecessor.
is

Cohen, who is the son of Police
Magistrate Cohen of Toronto, made
his start, like N. L. Nathanson, lithe newspaper field, but as a report"The Toer, being identified with
The new firm of Geo. and Arthur ronto World" which was absorbed
Piantadosi is publishing three theme- by another Toronto morning paper

Short Shots fro
New York Studh

Head

Players-Canadian Managing

CLEF>

counsel for Famous Players-Canadian Corp., and has been secretarytreasurer of the company for some
years.
He has also been chairman
of the executive committee of the

company

at

head

its

office

in

ronto.

Cohen

—
S.

Bt

ARTHUR

WINICK

is

IV.

EDDY^

head of the
at Paran

J. jection department

which recently was unified witl!
sound department.
He is wo
To- under supervision of S. E. Ste!
chief sound engineer at the pla!
1

a picture exhibitor in hiJohn Hobble, whose "Just L<\i
having been the proprieMan," Vitaphone short, pleasec
tor of a downtown theater in Toronto for years. He is identified with at the Strand recently, has fin\
ivork mi a play which is 11
the exchange business as well, being
an officer of Regal Films, Ltd., dis- "Nothing Doing" and, as you
tributing M-G-M, Pathe, British and have guessed, involves sex.
studied for other releases in the Dominion. ReRay Foster, who grinds a pic
was called gal is affiliated with Famous Playerstalking apparatus at Warners' st
corporation Canadian Corp.
is nursing bruises received the

own

is

right,

Fairbanks Jr. and Loretta Young.
The songs are "H'lo Baby," "Doin'
the Diet. Drag" and "One Minute of
Mandel to
Irish Girl Gets Role
Two of this company's Schwab
Heaven."
non-theme-songs (one way of dis- Experimental Sound Short In Support of McCormack
present
day songs)
tinguishing
Frank Borzage, in Ireland directAs an experiment preliminary to
namely "Am I a Passing Fancy" and producing sound features at Para- ing John McCormack's first talking
"In the Hush of the Night" are
mount's Long Island studio, Schwab picture, has ended his quest for a
helping considerably towards paying

&

Make

&

Mandel, theatrical producers, will
soon make a dialogue short at the
plant. Lawrence Schwab, now at the
exploit
Inc.
will
Berlin
Irving
Coast for the opening of "Follow
"Love, Your Spell is Everywhere,"
Thru"
is devoting much of his time
which is the theme song of the latest
studying production at the ParaUnited Artist production "The Tresthe rent.

3,

i

day when an auto from Illinois
whoopee down Sixth Ave. and
puted the right of

way with

hi

Paula Trueman, booked thri
Meyer-Lord office, has
pleted a Vitaphone short at Wa\
Bros. Music and lyrics were
the

leading lady in the Fox film with the
discovery in Dublin of
Maureen ten by Charlotte Kent, who
O'Sullivan, 18, who has been placed done
similar
work for van
under a five-year contract. Another Broadway shows. Miss Truemav\
native to get a role in the talker is cently made a short for
a>\
1

:

Thomas

Clifford,

11,

RKO

who

likewise
five-year con-

Gramercy

studio.

mount studio. He returns to New has been signed to a
tract.
The two leave for America
Goe Back in New York
York in about six weeks.
Carl J. Goe, assistant general
Schwab & Mandel have a record Oct. S, on the Baltic.
manager of Tiffany-Stahl has reUn
of five consecutive hits, the shows beto New York from Toronto w,
Lloyd to Attend Premiere
ing: "Queen High," "Desert Song,"
Kornheiser,
that
Phil
think
We
Harold Lloyd is scheduled to arrive he attended a meeting of the
general manager of Leo Feist Inc. "Good News," "Follow Thru" and in New York
Monday to attend the hibitors' Cooperative of Canada,
"The
Moon."
New
is
quite satisfied with the way
world premiere of his latest Para- regarding the T-S franchise ]|
"Satisfied," written by Cliff Friend
mount release, "Welcome Danger," Oscar Hanson, general sales man
Charter for Fox-Hearst Corp.
and Irving Caesar, is selling. Anopening at the Rivoli Theater, Octo- now is touring the Pacific Coast
—
charter
grantAlbanyA
has
been
like
other Feist number which looks
ber 12, according to telegraphic in- Al Steffes informing exhibitors"
a natural is "Counting the Stars ed the new Fox-Hearst Corp. with formation received
from Hollywood the company's franchise plan.
Alone" written by Bennee Russell, headquarters in New York City. The today.
capitalization
company
conof the
Vincent Rose and Jack Murray.
Sound News with "Sunny
Gloria
glorifying glorious
Swanson. II ne sera pas longtemps
maintenant, or words to that effect.

passer"

:j

J

'

of 60,000 shares of preferred
Andy Razaf and Paul Denniker, stock of a par value of $100 each and
1,000 shares common stock of no par
hit
that
sensational
writers
of
value. Principal stockholders are Ed"S'Posin' ", have placed another song
win P. Kilroe, Felix A. Jenkins,
entitled "Perhaps" with the Triangle
and
Music Co. After hearing this lur.c. George Blake, Louis M. Weber
we think that Joe Davis has another Henrv Brill.
sisted

Side

Hearst Metrotone News will l!
Anderson and Rosse en Route
John Murray Anderson, who has feature on the program during
been engaged by Carl Laemmle to de- premiere of "Sunny Side Up" w!
vise and produce "The King of Jazz," opens tonight at the Gaiety, ll
featuring Paul Whiteman, and Her- York.

man

Rosse,

scenic

artist,

who

will

do the sets and costumes for the piclure, left for Universal City yester-

moneymaker in this number, and we
Remodeling Toledo House
don't mean perhaps that is we do
Toledo, O. Coliseum is being re- day.
mean "Perhaps" no not aw—who
modeled for legitimate road shows
started this anyway?
and talkers. James Brailey is man- De Lav Corp. Takes Windsor, B'lyn.
De Lav Corp. has taken over the
ager.
Vitaphone at Film Centre Bldg.
Windsor, Brooklyn, from Ben Levine.
New York exchange of Vitaphone
House reopened recently after being
Petition for Sunday Shows
Distributing Corp., a subsidiary of
Levine is
Fertile,
Minn.— A petition from closed for the summer.
the Vitaphone Corp., has moved in- residents here resulted in the calling doing the booking for the new ownto its new quarters at the Film Cen- of an election for Sunday shows ers.
tre Bldg. at 630 Ninth Ave.
The which is to take place soon.

—
— — —

offices

were formerly located

Warner

—

in

Starts

the

Bldg.

Buys Solano
Fairfield,

Goldstein Joins Netoco
Boston Jack Goldstein, for more
than a year associated with R. B.
Ripley in the publicity department
at the Netoco office, has been appointed travelling exploiteer for the

—

lias

(Cal.)

— Charles

House
J.

Stanley

C—

Temple.

DeForest

engineers

rushing the work of installation.

are

Va.

Season

—The

new

son has started at the Rex.

—

Davey Lee to Headline at Loew's
Memphis Davey Lee is scheduled

—

Cast For Hecht Story
Helen Morgan and Charles Rug;
will top the cast for an original!
Ben Hecht, which Hobart Hei
will make for Paramount.
Start
production will be

—

Syracuse, X. Y. The Strand has
reopened under Warner management.

Republic House Changes Hands

—

in

about a moi

Newton Theater Sold
N.
The Impe<
C.

Newton,

—

Opera House and Parkway,

premiere of the picture at the Seb
Nov. 4.

sea-

Park, Boston, Reopens
J. A. McEniry.
Boston The renovated Park, on
Washington near Boylston, has been
Davis Leaves Brin House
Milwaukee Joseph E. Davis has reopened.
resigned as assistant manager of the
Reopened as Warner Unit

both L. K. Brin houses.

Phonofilm for Hartsville
Hartsville, S.
H. R. Berry, is
installing De Forest Phonofilm in his

New

W.

purchased the Solano from Mrs.

Fuller

circuit.

Cal.

Wheeling,

Ruggles in New York
Wesley Ruggles, director of '"(
demned" is expected to arrive in 1
York tomorrow and will attend

Republic, Mich. William H. Anto be headliner at Loew's State here derson has bought the Pastime from
early in November.
Elmer Ringuette.

—

has been transferred from
Mitchell to R. A. Ford.

G.

II

4R.

INDEPENDENT EXHIBITOR

LAomand,

Key or
Okla.; SUte or
Liberty, Seminole, Okla.; Savoy or
Odeon, Sbawnee, Okla.; Rialto or
Rex, Clinton, Okla.; Circle, Oklahoma City, Okla.; Liberty, Hftrt-

Wewoka,

Rex,

»m
•c* n,

Palace and Lyric, Odessa, Tex.;
Winters, Tex.; Alcove,
Stamford, Tex.

O'Heron,
Nurmine,
Williams,
P. V.

and Lyric, Chester,

Brodie,

Brodie, Baltimore.

Trifon,

New

1

r

Colonial or Peart, GillUpie,

Peart,

;

eC.

Hitter,

Miocker,

Roszkoski,

m

Roxy, Munday, Tex.
Palace, San Marcos, Tex.

W.

Colonial,

Fulton, Detroit.

Ed. Brickley,

Idle

H. Boei,
Charles D.

Majestic, Stillwater, Minn.

Joseph, Mo.

Munio,

Munroe,

.arsay

Grand, Wallock, Minn.

St.

Rolla, N. D.

Overmoe,

Gem,

i

Tolan,

Delchar,

Hillsboro, N. D.

May Wile,

N. D.

Godross,

Strand, Warren, Minn.

Thompson,
M. Thompson,

Thompson, Holdton, Okla.

1

Quire,

Star,

1

»ynu,

la.

Lyda, Grand Island, Nebr.

1

Fleischman,

Brighton, Pittsburgh.

I

Tinkel,

Arcade or Colonial, Pittsburgh

Silke,

Cumming,

Mutual, Hawlin, Tex.

Dawn, Hartford

City, Ind.

Alma, Kan.

Hour, Olivia, Minn.

Eureka,

State,

S.

D.

Miles Standish, Minneapolis.

L. R. Stacy,

Mascot, Mobridge,

R. S. Nedry,

Lyric, Little Falls, Minn.

N. C. Riggs,

Metropolitan, Owatonna, Minn.

& Josslyn,

Ferrin

Thompson, Wilson, Okla.
Kanawna,

E. Thore,

E. S.

Arna, Rolette, N. D.

H

r

Zimmerman,

Myrtle, Detroit.

Rivoli, Detroit.

1,

>.

Grand, Kenedy, Tex.

Palace, Shiner, Tex.

1

^Vrnold,

Isis,

L. C.

F.

Goose Creek, Tex.

Gulf,

Savoy,

1

111.

Lockney, Tex.

J.

R. C. Garbade,
V. Rawls,
Charles E. Gucker,

n A. Lencht, Jr.,

i

Bellinger, Tex.; Grand, Midland,, Tex.; Queen, Merkel, Tex.;

Palace,

Queen,

Grant, Philadelphia.

A nick,

Regal, GatesviUe, Tex.

i

Pa.

ii >

Brown,

H. T. Hodge,

Olrl*
\/kib>

Lyric, Philadelphia,

l*el,

L. B.

Rialto or Liberty, Alva, Okla.;

S.

D.

Liberty, Moutorville, Minn.

W. H. Gilmer,
John J. Campbell,

Palace, Royalton, Minn.

B. B. Holdridge,

State,

W. A.

Regal, Elvins, Mo.

H.

I.

Collin,

Davis,

Wonderland, Minneapolis.
Shenandoah,

Gem, Alton,

la.

III.

Wash.

Charles H. George,

Capital, Port Angeles,

Sol Best,

Mabel, Chicago.

M. Hartsman,
John E. Niches,

Lawhdale, Chicago.

Palace, Montpelier, Ind.
Forrest, Booneville, Ind.

pieman,
u Goodman,

New

N Crane,

Park,

ICooney,

Drake,

iKenney,

Star,

Phillips,

Palace, Freeport, Tex.

Geedy,
Frank Forrest,
Abe Sandow,

Our, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Charles Perrizo,

Lyceum, Deer River, Minn., and Lyric,

P. C. Larson,

Cosslake, Minn.
Grand, Jordan, Minn.

Henry A. Wiecks,

State, Belle Plaine,

Roy C.

Campus, Norman, Okla.

Carnegie, Carnegie, Pa.

Astor, Baltimore.

Tampa,

Fla.

and Vista,

Willard

Chicago;

Maywood, East Hammond,

Wilier,

1

Watseka,

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Rivoli,

(bin,

Burton, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Zhervanka,
jttenberg,

Fairmont, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Oliver, Detroit, Mich.

Ferry,

Granada, Alhambra,

Fischer,

Alamo, Milwaukee.
Royal, Le Mars,

Scott,

Herman,

Rivoli,

la.

West Point, Nebr.

esley,

Wilsonville. Wilsonville.

0. Bois,

Dos

'.

Kendall,

Palos,

Dos

111.

Palos, Calif.

Arc, Delphia, Ind.

Becker,
Dovis,
Id A. HiU,
» Lubothe,
:r J. Tennigel,
.

Grand, Walters, Okla.
Becker and Casole, Philadelphia.
Majestic, Hattiesburg, Mia*.

Hollywood, Chicago.
Austin, Chicago.
Pekin, Pekin,

Berry,

III.

*

Dawn,

Detroit.

Pico, Los Angeles, Calif.

Minn.

A. H. Records,

Empress, Deshler, Nebr., and Majestic,
Hebron, Nebr.

C. H. Sartorius,

Capital, Heartley, la.

Sam Sinker,
W. E. Miller,

Majestic, Bridgeton, N.

C. C. Griffin,

New

M. Atlas,
Ralph Aversa,

Capital, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

Ed. C. Curdtz,

Majestic, Greenville, S. C.

J. F.

New Cudahy, Cudahy, Wise.
Theatres, Inc.,
'Wood Theatres, InC,Shorewood, Shorewood, Wise
it

Upchurch,

L.

Calif.

la.

Grand, Remsen,

Coch,
.

Ind.

111.

Jan A. Bird,

!

J.

Barry,

A. Goffinet,
M. Spayne,
W. F. Maginnio,
L. L. Dunbar,
E. L. Schubeck,
H. Muesley,

W.

J.

Wooten,

Sy Hololi,

Idle

J.

Hour, Festus, Mo.
Piedmont, Oakland,

Hippodrome, Niagara

Calif.

Falls,

N. Y.

Vernon, Chicago.
O.
Dayton, Akron, O.
Tivoli, Lorain, O.
Goffinet, Rittman,

Cliff

Queen, Dallas, Tex.
Compo, Tex.

Palace, El

Pastime. Clarendon, Tex.
Olympia, Canyon, Tex.

American, Bonham, Tex.
'Jl
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Digest of
Current Opinion

Despite Dialogue, Picture's

Thing

the

Still

in

comedy production methods maalters

fundamentally the
The eye
the thing.
seems quicker than the ear, a
gag gets over better pictorially
than it does audibly.
but

terially,

picture

is

Harold Lloyd
*

Says Art Must
to Business in
all

IT'S

*

*

Come Second
Film Trade

very well to talk of art

We all
and artistic ideals.
have artistic ideals to some exBut when you think of the
tent.
millions and millions that are
tied up in motion picture productions, you must remember that
there's got to be a return on that
money.
Gloria Sivanson
*

The Stage

Is

*

*

MARILYN MILLER

has returned to
"Sally" for First National

Paramount

Comedy

TALKIE* technique

Seen as

Film Industry's Savior
stage and Western Elechave just about saved
tric
Just because
the cinematic life.
a couple of million people who
never went into a theater for $3
or $4 or $6 now go to a movie
for $1 or $2 to see a rehash of
the real thing is no reason for

THE — —

By PHIL M.

Jr.
Gotham

after

completing

to

do

it.

O. H. P. Claxton in
*

*

*

UNTIL

capacities, and intelligent
enough to direct experiments, the
talkies will naturally borrow, and
their growth will depend on the

ing

its

skill

with

which

they

reduce

own

terms.
Gilbert Seldes

their material to their

JOBS
HOWARD
copy

DIETZ
boy New York
American

this

j

I

Damita, 'tis said, is deserting fillums for a Broadway
Educational can be rightly chesty these days over a
revue
40-day booking of "The Constabule" over Loew time in Greater
Mort Downey, Pathe star, is singing two songs
New York
from "Lucky in Love," Pathe opus, in his current personal appearance at the Noo Yawk Palace

occasion taking place twice a ye<!
when important individuals in widel
separated fields of the business ca
get close to each other and learn tj
know the other fellow as a reguhf
guy and not just a "name" in tb!

Among Hollywood

picture industry.

aviation enthusiasts are: Bebe Daniels,
Ben Lyon, Howard Hughes, Wallace Beery, Victor Fleming,
Ken Maynard, Charles Farrell, Priscilla Dean and plenty of
others

The Paramount-Publix hour on the radio is proving a great
The Duncan Sisters have signed a new contract with
Darryl Zanuck, Warner production ace, gets
Emgeeem
into Noo Yawk today with print of "Show of Shows."
An unruly taxicab crashed the front window of "1 he Variety"
hit

Arrkayoh is feeling kinda proud over the "Rio Rita"
sign atop the Earl Carroll
.-.'Member how "Simba" proved
to the fillum wiseacres that the house is a real stand?
office

Rex Beach, who

writes real

stories,

a real story-teller.
John Eberson, premier architect, got a real thrill out of
his first fillum golf tournament
Publix got a real reception
from the Chamber of Commerce on reopening of its Springfield,
is

publicitv copy and advertising
:ontracts, and step out for a whi
of golfing and good fellowship. The!"
call it the Film Golf Tournamen
.als,

',

golfers they are.

*

It

*

is

the one

bi,

*

On

Tuesday, up at Gedney FarnJ
Golf Club, three fellows told us o'
three different occasions with a loi
to surprise in their tones somethin
to this general effect: "I never kneJ
just what a regular guy So-and-Sl

was

till

I

went around the

court*

with him." And in each instance ui
got a great kick out of it. For i!
each instance they alluded to a get

who happened

to be quite a cloi
We had alway
of ours.
known that So-and-So was a regt
lar guy. But it took a> round of go<
to convince these hombres of th

!

friend

fact.

Mass., house

*

*

*

Why

should such ideas gain currency th
So-and-So is not quite regular, a hard-boilel
upstage,
highhat,
egg,
etcetera?
Becau
the r e are a lotta dumb guys with grouch
walking around with a fancied grievance ar'i
nutting in the rap against somebody who
someone has hinted to them is not strict
It doesn't take long tj
on the up-and-up.
h s kind of grape-vine propaganda to put tl 1
blackball on a fellow who hasn't earned it. 1
*
*
*
1

NUMBER

57

57

MANY HAPPY RETURNS

,

;

Industry

But when you follow this cha
around for 18 holes, and talkjzboil
many things and get his slant, yol
wind up at the clubhouse feelini
that you have been missing a loan
of good fellowship with a guy whi
you should have cultivated long ag<\
That's the secret of Film Golf Tom

Statistics
JAMES

Bv

Statistical

P.

CUNNINGHAM

Editor.

The Film Daily

ASSESSMENTS

made

by

City of New York on
11 Broadway theaters showing
motion pictures, for the year of
1930, show that both building
and property of each is well

October 3

naments' popularity. It teaches me
to
really understand each othe

the

above

THEIR
FIRST

is

Lily

"The New York World"
Talkers Must Develop Own
Writers to End Borrowing
they develop a group
of special writers, conversant
with the talkie mechanism, know-

f

semi-annu
get-together when the boys s<
aside a day to forget all about reih
idea

But underlying this now famous iir
stitution of the industry is somethin
far more significant than giving ti\
gang a chance to show what pun

is

—

showing them how

A

GREAT

DALY

putting a great promotional campaign behind
"Two Black Crows."
Harry Ross, former district head
for Paramount in the Middle West, received a fine tribute from
Neil Agnew
S. R. Kent, when he switched to Publix
succeeded him in the Middle West and in turn was succeeded
Charles
as Windy City branch manager by J. O. Kent
B. Seeland, Paramount News photographer, got a nice break
when he was assigned to accompany Col. Lindbergh on the initial Miami to South America airmail trip

rejoicing on the part of the
screen people outside of their
All they are doing
,pocketbook.
is getting back a market that was
rapidly dwindling, and the stage
is

THA TS
THAT

with

PhilM. Daly,

3, 192

AND

Along The Rialto

A

—€)—

Thursday, October

assessments

made

in

1929.

The 11 theaters and their assessments are: Rialto, $3,200,000; Astor, $2,000,000; Gaiety,
S2.430.000;
Globe, $1,300,000;
Winter
Garden,
$2,500,000;
Capitol, $3,350,000; Rivoli, $1,930,000;
Strand,
$4,000,000;
Loew's State, $5,150,000; Lincoln Square, $1,550,000; Roxy,
$4,550,000; Earl Carroll, $1,400,000, and the Paramount for
$14,600,000, of which land is assessed for $6,600,000.

Credit this kolyum to Bruce Gallu
for he gave us the thought as u
have tried to express it in our dum
t

Best wishes and congratulations are extended by
FILM DAILY to the following members of the industry,
who today are celebrating their

THE

birthday:

Tom

ivay.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DA^
IN

Wiley

Henry

Clive

Charles Furthman

Frank B. Good
Leo McCarey
Warner Oland
James R. Grainger
C. S. Franklin

George Moran
Ralph Mills
C.

Hughes

D. W. Griffith arrives to
headquarters in New York.
*

*

main

*

First National directors
for semi-annual meeting.

conver

THE
irsday, October

-%£&

DAILV

1929

3,

Coast Wire Service

Hollywood Happenings
lw RKO

Building to
3e Ready Soon on Coast

•

(instruction work
ion on the new

I

is

A

nearing comadministration

from "Lots"

*ding on the grounds of the RKO
Ilios, according to William Le Ba-

The

structure,

three

RALPH WILK

By

stories

expected to be ready for ocBancy in a few weeks. A feature
fli,

Little

is

large projection room for the use
^production executives.
I

lay to be Seen First
As Film with Miss Ulric
iSouth Sea Rose," Tom Cushing's

Hollywood
who

JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT,
was

starred

"The

in

Mississippi

Gambler," will be starred in "Deadline," a newspaper story, which Universal will make.
*

*

*

Our Passing Show: A

First

National visitor, owner of a red
fox, informing Dorothy Mackaill
that his fox does not
Dave Epstein
blondes;
bite
and Dick Hunt discussing div-

[

originally known as "La Gringa,"
>
11 come to the screen before it
riches the stage. Lenore Ulric will
He the same part she was to have
lyed before it was decided first to
sent the screen version.
>

ers

and sundry matters.
*

*

*

Jack Alton, who is a member of
camera staff of "The Furies,"
Cast of Film Completed
He speaks eight langis a linguist.
With the signing of Carmel Myers uages and has spent much time
cast of "The Ship from Shanghai," abroad. He "shot" special effects on
been completed by M-G-M. "Ben Hur."
*
*
*
arles Brabin is directing with a
Nagel,
that includes Conrad
t
Frank Fay, one of the cleverest
Kay Johnson, masters of ceremonies, has been
Wolheim,
uis
ilmes Herbert and Zeffie Tilbury. signed to a long-term contract by
e story is an adaptation of Dale Warner Brothers.
He first appeared
llins's novel, "Ordeal," with dia- in "Under the Texas Moon" and also
;ue prepared by John Lawson.
plays a master of ceremonies role in
"Show of Shows."
the

I

)

"U" Starts College Picture
Work has begun at Universal on

*

*

*

Richard Barthelmess,

unable

to

he College Racketeer," a Reginald make out the names of the six Chirker production. The cast includes nese in his current production, "Son
Murray, Kathryn Crawford, of the Gods," has given them "Vita(lines
flillam Cooley, Sarah Padden, Frank phone names," as follows: Sing Hi,
nipeau, Robert Elliott and Jackie Sing ho, Sing Bad, Sing Good, Sing
Lambert Hillyer wrote the Punk and Sing Long.
inlon.
*
*
*
>ry and Arthur Ripley adapted it.
in on
filter
Excellent reports
previews of Harold Lloyd's
Fox to Present "Nix on Dames"
talking comedy, "Welfirst
Fox wil present "Nix On Dames"
The
come Danger." The reports
th Mae Clarke in the lead.
also claim he has a very good
Dry is by Maude Fulton, who will
screen voice.
ay a part in the picture as will
mes Hall. It is to be directed by
Dnald

Gallaher.

Fox Signs

Sainpolis

Work on "Show of Shows"
Is Near End at Warner

Camera work on the "Sh ow of
John Sainpolis will be the judge
practically cornFox's "The Three Sisters." Louise Shows" has been
finale, staged
The
Warner.
at
pleted
ColCompton,
June
resser, Joyce
is now being filmed.
Haskell,
Jack
by
er, Addie McPhail, Tom Patricola
Betty
are
singers
d Kenneth MacKenna are also in The principal
Alexander Grey. John
and
Compson
e cast.
Adolfi has done the directing under
F. N. Starts

Work on Three

MANDELSTAM
Two

years with

M-G-M

"The Bugle Sounds"
ORIGINALS

ADAPTATIONS
Dialogue
Synchronization in French

the supervision of Darryl F. Zanuck.

Around,"
"The Jazz
"Playing
Casting "Tabloid"
ueen" and "Furies" have gone into
M-G-M has begun casting "Tab"No. loid," an all-talker, from a story by
oduction at First National.
o, Nanette," "Lilies of the Field," Guy Lee.
id "Loose Ankles" are being fin"Son of the Gods," the Rex
hed.
each story starring Richard Bartheless, and "In the Next Room," starng Jack Mulhall with Alice Day,
so has gone into production.

Holmes Signs New Contract
Phillips R. Holmes has been signed
> a
new Paramount contract.

VALENTINE

TEN YEARS STAGE DIRECTOR
IN PARIS

THE WRITER'S CLUB
Hollywood,

Calif.

THE

DAILY

10

1930

Edition

Now

In Preparation

Thursday, October

M.P.P.A. to Name Mills
Successor at Meet Today
A meeting of the Music Publishers

A

192

Real Prize

D. Williams is proud possessor today of a pair of LeitzWetzler binoculars, won in
The Film Daily Golf TournaJ.

Protective Ass'n will be held today
New York to elect a successor to
E. C. Mills who recently resigned as
chairman of the administrative committee of the American Society of
Composer Authors and Publishers
and chairman of the board of directors
of the Music Publishers Protective
Ass'n.
in

D

3,

ment for Low Net score. The
handsome prize was donated
by Ufa Films.
The award
and

winner were inadvertfrom yesterday's
announcement of tournament
its

ently omitted
results.

S

Universal Gives Fejos
New Long-Term Contract Universal Language Via
West

Coast

Bureau,

Hollywood

— Dr.

THE FILM DAILY

Talkers, Says Sheehai:!

—

Paul Fejos has
Omaha "Talking pictures may ij|
been signed to a new long-term con- time make the English languag
tract by Universal.
He is now di- known throughout the civilize',
recting Laura La Plante and John world," Winfield R. Sheehan,
vicl
Boles in "La Marseillaise," written president of the Fox Film corporatiof
by Houston Branch, and containing told interviewers while in Omahsl
music composed by Charles Wake- "The same talkies shown in Amerl
field Cadman.
Others in the cast are ica have been shown in Europeajj
Lucien Littlefield, James Marcus and countries and the Orient, but in Japa I
Fritzie Fern.
and China, a prologue in their nativl
tongue explains the plot of the story..!
Talking Picture Epics
Sheehan was enthusiastic over thil
J

!

S
t<

Seeks House for Premiere
now

Negotiations

are under way
for a Broadway theater for premiere
of "Hunting Tigers in India," first release of the newly-formed Talking
Picture Epics, headed by Frank R.
Wilson. M. J. Weisfeldt, second vice
president of the company, is to handle
the presentation.

1
P

Sunday Shows Lose

Omaha— By

Did you ever stop to
consider that a page
of advertising in the
1
\

Year Book has a full
year's life. That Year
Books are kept indefinitely for reference

and that it is the most
effective and cheapest form of advertising that one can buy.

Tecumseh

at

a majority of 97 votes,

Sheehan now
scheduled
Europe.

in

is

to

sail

New

film whidJ
to market
York antl

to-morrow

|

foJ

M. P. Day Observed
Motion Picture Day was observet
yesterday at the Bankers Industrial
la
Exhibition, 11 West 42nd Street, witl
itl
discussion of the film's place
business and the home. The spealk
ers were Arthur H. De Bra, assis
tant secretary of the Hays office; M'
a

Sunday pictures were beaten at
Tecumseh, Neb. The election was
held following two Sunday showings L. Simmons, in charge of motion pic<
by S. M. Honey, owner of the the- ture advertising for the Stanley Ad
ater.
Those were the first Sunday vertising Co.; Edward F. Stevenson
president of Visugraphic Pictures
show attempts in recent years.
and Col. Roy W. Winton, managing
director
of
the
Amateur Cinem.
Redecorating New Strand

—

Chicago The New Strand, operated by Mrs. Salo Auerbach is being
redecorated with a view to installing
sound equipment. Charlie Auerbach
is

manager.

Hoffmans Get Regal, Hartford
Hartford, Conn.— The Regal K*
been acquired by Hoffman Brother.Theatrical Enterprises, who also control the Strand and Princess.
H.

Lewis Succeeds Gelber
Lewis has succeeded Frank

Gelber, resigned,
the Bronx.

Gem

the

at

Mt.

League.

Roy Brauer "U" Branch Manager
Dallas Roy
B.
Brauer, former

—

salesman for the Universal exchange
here,
has been appointed branch
manager of the company's Des
Moines exchange.
Mrs. Moffett Back in Cleveland
Cleveland Mrs. Georgie Moffett,'

—

secretary of the Film Board of Trade
here has returned after spending a
short vacation in New York.

Eden,

'Hollywood Revue' for Seattle
Seattle— M-G-M's "Hollywood Revue" now playing its eighth week at
the Astor in New York will openi

Being Remodeled

Consolidated has closed the Gem
New York, for alterations. Sound here at the
is being installed.

Warner

to Rebuild Burnt House
Springfield, Mass.
Warners have
remodeled the Capitol, destroyed recently by fire, and innovated a
sound policy.

—

WE

E. C. Hill Opens Another House
Hickory, N.
E. C. Hill has
opened the Princess. He also operates

C—

the

Rex

at

Winston-Salem.

To Wire

Out As Usual In January

results of the Grandeur
his company has begun

Clintonville,
ment will be

Grand.

at Clintonville

Wis.

— Sound

installed

soon

equipthe

at

(

Fox

Oct. 4 at $2 top.

Majestic

Reopens

—RKO

Springfield, 111.
the Majestic for the

bargain

bill.

has opened
season with a

llursday,

October

3,
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iTKMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP,
ANAGEMENT, CIRCULATION, ETC.,
EOUIRED BY THE ACT OF CONRESS OF AUCLST 24, 1912.
F "THE FILM DAILY." published daily
pt
.ber

Saturday
1,

of
e
nty of

New

at

York.

N.

PATHE-SHUBERT DEAL

York,
York,

REPORTED CLOSED DISTRICT OFFICES IN U. S.
)

(

(Continued from Page 1)
give Pathe first run outlets in
about 75 Shubert houses, now played Donald M. Mersereau, who, having
duly sworn according to law, deposes ing legitimate attractions, and will
that he is the General Manager of
make available for filming about 400
IE FILM DAILY," and that the fol- plays controlled by the Shuberts.
and
to the best of his knowledge
efore me, a notary public, in and for
e and County aforesaid, personally

;he
ap-

will

i

ng

is,

i,

a

the ownership,
paper, the ctragement
publication
tion), etc., of the aforesaid
rethe date shown in the above caption,
ed by the Act of August 24th. 1912, craReged in Section 411 Postal Laws and
ions, printed on the reverse of this form,

statement of
(and if a daily

true

vit:

That the names and addresses of the
ed.tor, managing editor, and bustmanager are:
.,«,«
ublisher: John W. Alicoate, 1650 Broad-

i

R-K-0 Dickering

York, N. Y.; Editor, John
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.j
F .Hynes, 1650
Chas.
Editor,
aaging
adway, New York, N. Y.; Business ManDonald M. Mersereau, 1650 Broadway,
r.
v York, N. Y.
That the owners are: "Wid s Films
IFilm Folk," Inc., 1650 Broadway, New
N. Y.; John W. Alicoate, 1650 BroadS k
2
New York, N. Y.; Pearl Dannenberg,
Ho Broadway, New York, N. Y.; Addie
H.nenberg, 1650 Broadway, New York, N.
3 Edna Sussman, 1650 Broadway, New
k, N. Y.
That the known bondholders, mortga-

New

for

Chicago Theaters

i

(Continued from Page

\Y.

oate,

1)

control of the Erlanger, formerly the Palace, through absorption of Orpheum, which had a 50 per
cent interest in the profits.
part

1

other security holders owning or
per cent or more of total amount
mortgages, or other securities arc:

and

ling

1

bonds,

Page
Buffalo, Charlotte,
Chica frr Cincinnati, Cleveland, Dallas,
Denver, Des Moines, Detroit,
Hollywood Jacksonville, Kansas City,
(Continued from

1

Boston,

Atlanta,

>.

Memphis, Minneapolis,

New

Orleans,

New

York, Oklahoma City, PhiladelNeither Joseph P. Kennedy nor phia, Pittsburgh, Portland, San FranLee Shubert could be reached yes- cisco, Scranton, Seattle, Spokane, St.
terday for a statement on the report- Louis and Washington D. C,
ed closing of the Pathe-Shubert deal.

:isher,

i

TO OPEN NINE MORE

E.

fur

Y..

1929.

New
New

W.

n

of

Joseph Plunkett, general manager
Radio-Keith-Orpheum, yesterday

was

stated to be in Chicago.

West

Billy

is

Appointed

Associate Pathe Director
West

Coast

Bureau,

Sound Adjustments Made
at Kunsky-Publix Houses

the
Jirity holder appears upon the books of
M.pany as trustee or in any other fiduciary
Jtion, the name of the person or corporator whom such trustee is acting, is given,
that the said two paragraphs contain

Among

the players scheduled to apthe film are Richard Arlen,
Jean Arthur, William Austin, George
Bancroft, Clara Bow, Evelyn Brent,
Mary Brian, Give Brook, Nancy
Carroll,
Ruth Chatterton, Maurice
Chevalier, Gary Cooper, Kay Francis,
Harry Green, James Hall, Neil Ham-

pear

in

Fox

For Northwest Circuit

—

Hennepin-Orpheum was

the

—

Plans for "Paramount on Parade,"
he terms a "cinephonic festival," are being completed by Jesse
L. Lasky, who recently returned from
the Coast.
The production will be
supervised by B. P. Schulberg with
the
aid
of
Albert A.
Kaufman,
Lasky's secretary, and Elsie Janis.

which

—Technicians

THE FILM DAILY

Bisbee Theater Scheduled

Stars to Appear in
Paramount Musical Show

ilton,
O. P. Heggie, Doris Hill,
headed
by Phillips Holmes, Helen
Kane, Dennis
Herbert Franksen, assisted by WestKing, Jeanette MacDonald, Fredric
ern Electric mechanics have been
March, the Four Marx Brothers,
making tests and readjustments and
Milzi, Moran and Mack, Jack Oakie,
installed new apparatus in four KunWarner
Oland, Eugene Pallette, Wilsky-Publix houses, the Paramount,
Michigan, United Artists and Adams. liam Powell, Charles Rogers, Lillian
Additional equipment will be placed Roth, Hal Skellv, Regis Toomey, Fay
in other houses of the chain to relieve Wray.
"dead spots."
Among the players to work on the
Coast are Blanche Sweet, Ann PenPublix Gets
Product nington,(he Harrison Ford, William
Boyd
of the staere), Helen Fer-

Detroit

Minneapolis
Fox product has
Hollywood George LeMaire has been added to the line-up for Publix
That the two paragraphs next above,
signed Billy West as associate direc- (Finkelstein
ng the names of the owners, stockholders,
& Ruben), houses. The
only the tor of Pathe talking comedies in New
irity holders, if any, contain not
Pantages formerly played the prodas
holders
security
and
stockholders
of
York. West's first assignment is the uct. Publix recently closed
a deal for
I appear upon the books of the company,
or directing of "Big Time Charlie."
M-G-M's new output. Last season,
also in cases where the stockholder

—

Many

G-M

house.

guson, johnny Arthur, Alice Gentle,

Wheeler Oakman, Geneva Mitchell,
elm B. Litel, Margaret Fielding and
I

Dick Henderson.

M-

the

In addition, Publix has

Bisbee, Ariz.
This city is slated Paramount, First National, and Warto get a Fox West Coast theater, un- ner Product bought.
ements embracing affiant's full knowledge
der expansion plans of the circuit,
belief as to the circumstances and conons under which stockholders and security calling for building of a chain of Ari3 More B.T.P. Installations
lers who do not appear upon the books zona houses.
London
J. Leslie Jacobs, repThree more theaters here
and
stock
hold
trustees,
as
the company
circuit, was here re- have been equipped with British Talka resenting the
irities in a capacity other than that of
rea- cently
in connection with the pro- ing Pictures sound devices.
a fide owner; and this affiant has no
They
associato beheve that any other person,
posed house.
are
Capitol,
or
Scarborough; Palace
direct
interest
or corporation has any
i,
Kilburn and Grand, Birmingham.
the said stock, bonds or other
!rect in
,

—

I

.irities

than as so stated by him.
the average number of

copies
each issue of this publication sold or disto
.uted, through the mails or otherwise,
months pre1 subscribers during the six
ine the date, shown above is 5,386.
.

That

D. M.

MERSEREATj,

Manager.
>worn to and subscribed before me this
h day of September, 1929.
Florence C. Lyons.
(Seal)
General

Bring Back
Declares
Lasky
Westerns,
alkers Will

Talking pictures will bring the ren of the western, according to
;se L. Lasky, who is in New York.
says Paramount plans to make a
ker out of Zane Grey's "Fighting
ravan" with Gary Cooper starred
:

direction of Otto Brower.
sky believes sound will make the
stern more popular than before.

the

Nebraska House Changes
Lekamah, Neb. Sound policy will
innovated at the Lyric by Harry
Day, new owner, who bought the
Day will
use from J. C. Scott.

—

itall

RCA.

New York

Manthos Bros. Get Alliance House
Alliance,
O. Fred
and
Marty
Peterboro, Ont., House Gutted
Manthos have taken over the State
Toronto The Iroquois at Peterhere.
Both were formerly connected
in
the
restaurant business.
The boro was badly damaged by fire and

—

—

house

is

to be

corated.

remodeled and rede- the manager, A. C. Stock, painfully
injured when he attempted to assist
the

More

O.

—

Another for Dickinson
Kansas City Glen W. Dickinson

—

Theaters, Inc., has closed with T. D.
Block for the Odessa theater in
Odessa, Mo.
Block joins the Dickinson organization and will handle
theaters in Independence.

brigade in battling the flames.
was practically gutted

interior
the loss

World

Wide

will

open

night at the Selwyn,

New

tomorrow
York.

Pepper Gets Sherwood House
Sherwood, O. E. L. Pepper is the

—

new owner

the Crescent, having
bought the house from Mrs. Lowell
Miller.

International

astro.

fire

Seats for Bucyrus
was $20,000. The fire
Work on the new and
$250,000 theater and Moose Temple started from an unknown cause at
has been temporarily discontinued 3:30 A. M.
while plans have been changed to in"Blackmail" Opens Tomorrow
crease the seating capacity from 1000
British
International
Production,
to 1,200.
"Blackmail," an all-talker being released in United States by Sono Art-

Bucyrus,

of

Incorporated
Talking Pictures, of
Lee Changes Ownership
5W York, have been incorporate^'
L. Dreiling is operating tbe Lee
Officers of the comDelaware.
ny are Peter J. Borkoff and Joseph Brooklyn, former Small & Straussberg
Co.

The

house.

EXHIBITOR:

a BOX
OFFICE WOW. You've got
to show mel"
old boloney about

PHIL REISMAN: "I'll show
you all right. Here's what
the M. P. News says:
'Don't overlook
( Reads)
this one as a real bet, for
it is every bit as good as
'The CochEyed World.' »

EXHIBITOR:

THAT XLUMP/
OUT OFJ"IQN
A
•

TirFANy-J*TAHL

FRANCHISE

"That's the

((

Oh

yeah?"

REISMAN: "OH YEAH I"

t
11

1

enoucxh
to Roadshow
Bier

hut-

Ji^ one

of Hie regular

Weeh-after-weeh
from,

Hirs

FIRST

NATIONAL
And tomorrow you'll qet -

GREAT COLOR XPECIALS
I

1

!

COLLEEN

—

IRENE

M^*^-*
OQ RE BORDONI
ES*KSK PARIS

FIR5T NAT

MARILYN

I

Wi I LrLrCli

SALLY

AL FIR/T
A„ « Mile

ILj
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4,

Price 5 Cents
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Held Keeping Faith on Adjustments

^AMOUNT

GETS ~HOSTETTLER~ClRCUIT

ttlement of St. Louis Music
unnySideUp
ILDOM

as Effort

have we
evening in the theater
nore than last night's openthe Gaiety of the Fox
it
Side
:al
"Sunny
Up."
's
one that's Box Office
a capital B and no foolin'.
2 are reasons aplenty and
are a few of them. A story

is

Made

swiftly,

youthful

is

A

couple
of clean laughs.
De Sylva, Brown and
irson tunes that you will soon
iring your elevator boy whistle
firm
stening to on the radio.
musical comedy directing from
modernind of Dave Butler.
.ense of background values by
te Sheehan but most of all the
lat the sure fire team of Janet
>r and Charles Farrell have gone
j11

New

Acquisition by Paramount of the Hostettler circuit of 21 theaters in
Iowa and Nebraska, from Universal, and confirmation of the purchase of
the Rickards & Nace circuit in Arizona, four Tampa theaters as well as a

Reach Accord

enjoyed

.n

moves

to

IOWA-NEBRASKA CHAIN, HALF INTEREST IN
MORRIS AGENCY, OTHER DEALS COMPLETED

Sympathy Strike Delayed

^By JACK ALICOATE^=

Press

of business in
will prevent him from
going to St. Louis, in connection with negotiations in the
musician strike there, Joseph
N. Weber, president of the
American Federation of Mutold
sicians,

York

THE

FILM

DAILY.

Meanwhile, he has
Toronto to attend the
convention of the American
Federation of Labor, which
opens there on Monday.
left

for

pical

A

A

and have

al

.-eater for

emerged

by

far

the transition.

Louis

— Settlement

of the

musi-

cians strike here by a compromise
agreement, thus precluding a walkout Saturday of operators and stagehands, is anticipated although request has been made that Joseph

N. Weber, president of the American Federation of Musicians, visit
the city to aid in the settlement.
At a conference held at the Ambassador Building, offices of Skouras
(.Continued on Page 7)

Looking Back
vas somewhat over a year ago
we sat in the office of Winnie
an at the corner of Sunset and
:rn and first talked of the posies of original musical material
le screen.
"Sure it's coming"
Sheehan, "the possibilities are

And
we saw on

ited."

so it seemed from
the screen at the

last night.
One number in
ular was daring in effect and
ing in originality.
You can do
things on the screen that would
possible on any stage and theres the future power and potentiof the pictorial musical comedy.

50 per cent interest in the William Morris Agency,

Oskar Korn Circuit
Plans Texas Expansion

Delightful Dish
mny Side Up" is quite some
:al
t

dish and should

of the

satisfy

It has everything
pleasing garnishings
viewpoint of treatment
shing.
It should play a
at the good old B. O.
re.

of

e.

the

most exacting melody
in

the

revealed by approval

New York

Stock

Exchange

All Set?
Proposed

Paramount-War-

ner consolidation
completed, with

is

reported as
formal an-

nouncement imminent. No
cial

confirmation

offi-

forthcom-

is

ing, nor is there indication as
to disposition of the matter
by rhe Dept. of Justice, to
it

of the listing of stock used
in the transactions.
The Rickards
Nace, Tampa, and Morris deals, were

&

has been submitted for

approval.

SAYS GAUMONT CONTROL
STILL IN BRITISH

HANDS

—

London Emphatic denial of rumors that control of British Gaumont
Corp. was being sought by foreign

C

M. Woolf,
interests was made by
joint managing d-rector at a meeting
He
of the company's shareholders.

exclusively announced

by

some time ago

THE FILM DAILY.

The new listing totals 289,976
shares, 250,000 of which are to be
sold to employes at $52 a share, under
a plan completed some time ago.
Acquisition of the Hostettler circuit,
involved 6,875 shares; the Rickards
Nace firm's 15 theaters, 14,112
shares; the Strand Amusement Co.,
Tampa, 16,323 shares, and the onehalf interest in the Morris Agency
will involve 2,666 shares.
The Strand firm at Tampa has the
Victory and Strand, a one-half interest in the Tampa Theater and Office
Building, the Franklin theater and

&

some vacant

lots.

(Continued

Rickards
on Page

&

Nace,

5)

Feature Opening Day
Issue Debated at Dallas

—

Dallas Interstate Circuit has deasserted that the corporation was
termined to stick to their policy of
along
before
more
ever
operating
than
Dallas Two new houses are underthe Saturday openings despite the fact
way in the expansion plan started by nationalistic lines, and reports toseekthat all Publix houses in this terriinterests
were
foreign
effect
that
the O. K. Theaters, according to
tory are going in for Friday openwithout
are
British
Gaumont
ing
Jskar Korn, general manager. The
The cjmpany stil) is in ings. The outcome of a survey to
foundation.
circuit now controls 15' houses in
and no change is antic- determine which is the better day to
British
hands
west Texas with one under construcopen, conducted by Interstate officials,
ipated, Mr. Wolf told stockholders.
(Continucd on Page 5)

—

y

A

is

by governor of the

which
St.

Strike Forecast

Adjustment Promise Being Kept,
M. P. T.O.A. Convention to Hear
Michigan M.P.T.O. Plans
Tenth Annual Convention
Detroit

—Tenth

annual convention

of the Michigan M.P.T.O. is slated
here either the latter part of this

and a month or the first week in November.
that is Repeated requests from various manumerry facturers for an exposition where new
every- equipment for sound pictures, venti(Continued on Page 7)

Adjustment

activities

of

distribu-

indicated that either day is as good as
The study is being conthe other,
tinued.

M. P. Preview, Dinner
Dance Attracts 125
With A.

M.

Botsford

acting

as

tors indicate that they are keeping master of ceremonies, preview of
faith with exhibitors on their prom- Gloria Swanson's latest "The TresYork,
ise to provide relief to oversold ex- passer" at the Embassy, New
the
M.P.T.O. A., the Motion picture Club's dinner
hibitors,
states
which will report at its Memphis dance and preview scored last night.
convention Oct. 29-31 that the situa- More than 125 people attended. Gloria
While Swanson was scheduled to appear but
is
greatly improved.
tion
orders was prevented.
there have been a few instances of due to doctors
presentation units were precomplaints, "in the main," adjust- Publix
sented on the bill.
(Continued on Page 7)
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Coast

officers elected

Z.

ett,

fred T.

at

Competition Ends at Cuero
As Fry Sells Palace
Tex.

Cuero,

— Competition

here

Phone Circle ended when S. G. Fry sold the PalBroadway, New York, N. Y.
4736 4737 4738-4739. Cable address: Filmday, ace here to J. D. Pruitt. Fry planned
Kalpn
Hollywood. California
New York.
Granite to form a $75,000 theater corporaVVilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone
London— F.mest W. Fredman, The tion to operate in this section against
6607.
St.,
Wardour
the Ruben Frels circuit which conRenter, 89-91
Film
Berlin— Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne, trols ten theaters in Texas, three of
I

—

1}

The Industry's
Date Hook

Bureau,

—

THE FILM DAILY

Dallas P. K. Johnston, of Fox, at
Hollywood The Academy of MoL he
recent annual election of the tion Picture Arts and Sciences has
Film Board here was elected presi- admitted 20 new members.
They
dent for the term of one year. Other ire Marie Dressier, Hugo Reisenfeld,

were; Joseph E. Luckof First National, vice president;
J. S. Groves of Tiffany-Stahl, treasurManager; ers; and Doak Roberts of United
Secretary-Treasurer and General
En Artists, secretary.
Charles F. Dynes. Managing Editor.

at

copyright (1929) l.y Wid's Films and Film
President
Alicoate,
VV.
Inc.
Folks
J.
Editor and Pul)li-her; Donald M. Mersereau,

4,

FOR PICTURE ACADEMY

BOARD HEAD

—

October

H.

Griffith,

Mannon,

John Cromwell, AlL. A. Sarecky, David

O. Selznick, Sol Lesser, R. V. Parsons, E. H. Hansen, John K. Hilliard,
Ray June, Hal C. Kern, Gerald F.
clackett,
Russell
H. McCullough,

Frederick M. Sammis, Douglas Shear
I.
James Wilkinson, Olindo O.

er,

Jeccarini,

Eve

Unsell.

Hollaman Funeral Today
Funeral services for Rich G. Hollaman, pioneer exhibitor, are being
held

this

morning

in

Old

First

Opening

Today:

two

week's rui
Selwyn, N. \
of "Why Bring That
at Rialto, N. Y.
Premiere of "Rio Rita" at
Carroll. N. Y.
of

"Blackmail"

at

Opening
Oct.

6

Oct. 7-10
Oct.
8
Oct. 9-11

Meeting of S.M.P.E. at Ton)
Premiere of "Applause"
Criterion, N. Y .
M. P. T. O. A. meeting \

^T

southern state.
ning of "Welcome Dange'
Rivoli, N. Y.
Meeting of Allied States a
Oct. 12-14
at Los Angelas.
Oct. 13-14 Tri-state M. P. T. O. to hold
vention in Memphis.
Oct. 29-31 Annual M. P. T. O. A.
at the Peabody Hotel. Memt
Oct.

12

Oo

Premiere of "Condemned" at
Selwyn. N. Y.
Nov. 19-20 Ninth Annual Ohio M.P.
Convention.
Dec. 9-10
Meeting of North Carolflj
Nov.

4

hibitors' unit at Pinehurst.
Church, Carroll St. and Seventh Ave.,
Formerly head of the
Brooklyn.
Dallas, Ga., House Progresses
Eden Musee, Hollaman died WedParis— P. A. Harle,
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
which
are
in
this
city.
expan«
An
Dallas,
Ga. The Strand herew
de
Rue
Francaise,
nesday in his seventy-sixth year afLa Cinematographic
sion program now is under way by ter
Cour-des-Noues, 19.
a two months' illness. He is sur- der direction of W. H. We.J
the Frels chain with two houses un- vived by three sons.
rapidly approaching completion.!
der construction, one at Sealy to be
house will seat approximately 6ft»
opened within 30 days and one at
Zierler Going to Europe
Columbus practically completed.
Samuel Zierler of World WideSono-Art, leaves today for Europe, on
an extended trip to complete foreign
Dimitri Tiomkin in N. Y.
Young man with
with literary background
for first run of
and practical film experience for coa>i
MARKET
Dimitri Tiomkin, composer-pianist sales and arrange
STOCK
mcrcial film adaptation.
Reply giving]
London.
High Low Clore Sales under contract to M-G-M, now is in "The Great Gabbo" in
experience, references and salary ei30
1,000
30
York,
Seat.
New
30J4
preliminary to going to
Am.
pected.
Schenck in New York
400
21# 21*4
Con Fm. Ind. ... 22
Havana Nov. 24 for a 10 days' conBox A-161, The Film Daily
24^ 24J4
200
Joseph M. Schenck is in New York
Con.' Fm. Ind. pfd. 24 H
About the first of the year from the Coast for a visit of several
230
2,200 cert tour.
235 J4 224
New York Citf
1650 Broadway
East. Kodak
95
6,600 he returns to the Coast to compose
95
Fox Fm. "A" ... 99
weeks.
100
37
37
37
Keith A-0

W

1

—

Financial

64^

F-L

Para.

73H

Pathe Exch
do "A"
Radio K-O-A

IS%
3&H

Univ. Pict. pfd.
Warner Bros

53"4

9

62H
70!4
&tt
17'4
35

X

49

*do pfd

16 ballets for

200

62*4
93J4
24

....

17,000
500
*tt
17*4
300
36
34,300
20
7,500
SO'A
46

71

CURB MARKET
Pets
Thea. vtc... 18#
In^p
*l-ilm
Fox Thea. "A" .. 26H
Gen. Thea. Eq. vtc. 61 %

31^

....

18^

185*
3J4

400

2Sy2

2SV2

60

60

25

56
30
25
42J4
20

3,500
9,500
....
....
....
100

""n'mtil-'a

Cont.

D.W. "A"

*Grffi.h,
*Intern.

lii

Proj

*Loew do

deb. rts
Scr. Ser. ...

Nat.

25

Nat. Thea. Sup
Univ. Pict

do

pfd

fi

....

Keith A-O 6s 46
83
Loew 6s 41ww ...106^ 106*4 106*4

....
100

6s

x-war.. 93

41

Paramount 6s 47
Pathe

Am.

..

37

7s

92

98H

98^

68

66

CURB BONDS

Seat.

Warner

36
6*4s 28
6s

.

79

79

92
98$£
66

New

do units
dn com
Skouras Bros
Un.'ted

Art

28
29
4*4
30

700
200
1,700

79
198

200

do pfd
Univ. Ch. com
do pfd

Washington

2
85

Rudolph Sanders,
Globe and Sanders.

& H. Co

owner

of

the

Brooklyn, ha*
purchased an interest in the Genell
Pekelner and Horowitz circuit of
four
16th

houses.
St.;

Brooklyn.

They

Eden and

are the
Garfield,

K/>A%Y YL4T

ml

GOOD TO THE LAST FRAME!!]

KRAZY KAT
SOUND
CARTOONS

J^IsJEverybody Happy?" as Novel
"Is Everybody Happy?" the War-

SINGLE REELS OF

ner picture starring Ted Lewis, will
be issued in novel form by Efrus &
Bennett.
Eleanor Carey is the author.

World

here.

-CONCENTRATED

Omaha Sun
which

recentlj

/£$££&

Animated by

BEN HARRISON frJGkWm&l

MANNY GOULD V^StSScw
Distributed

HUM

I\

Musical Score and Direction By

By Columbia

PRODUCED BY WINKLER
Western Electric Recording

Avon
all

in

S

Resnick has

been appointed manager of the local
United Artists exchange here following resignation of Phil Dumas,
effective Oct. 5.
Jack Kaplan former New York salesman for the com>any has been apnointed manager of
the Buffalo exchange succeeding J.

the

•LAST PRICE QUOTED
Sanders Buys Into G. P.

Saul

took over the Sun, has reopened the
house after extensive alterations. F
V. Kennebeck, former manager, is
back at the house. Publix also has

5

75

—

Omaha— Publix,

31

65

THE FILM DAILY

Publix Reopens

30

34
10
75

5

U. A. Manager Changes

Washington Bureau of

m

write original

tures.

OVER THE COUNTER
Roxy "A"

M-G-M,

music and prepare scores.
Before
coming East Tiomkin wrote music
for "Devil May Care," "Lord Byron
of Broadway" and other M-G-M pic-

B. Reilly.

BOND MARKET
do

3

W ANTED

115

pfd
Loew's Inc
*di pfd
M-G-M pfd

*do

s
a

Winkler

Sound Cartoon

:

i

Here Are a Few of the First
To Sign—More Coming Every Day
Pastime, Winfield, Ala.

Strand, Buffalo, Minn.

Opera House, Remsen, Iowa

Masonic,

Lyric, Pahokee, Fla.
Pa'ace, ChilHcothe, Tex.
Arcade. Gas City. Ind.
Star,

Upper Sandusky, O.
Ponchatonla, La.

Ideal,

Star,

Lake

Coalings,

New, Monroeville,

Ala.

Arcade, Evergreen, Ala.
Park, Palmerton, Pa.

Winona,

Scotia, Cal.

City,

Cal.

Iowa

Gainesville, Ga.
Empire, Sellersburg, Ind.
State,

Edwards, Neb.
Grand, Koekuk, Iowa
Rex, Cromwell, Okla.
Palace, Covington, Term.
Grand, Blufftown, Ind.
Lyric,

St.

Cal.

Washington, Ind Merced, Merced, Cal.
Scenic, Scottsburg, Ind.
Monteray, Monteray, CaL

Regent, LinesviUe, Pa.
Buzz, W. Milton, O.
Majestic, Algoma, Wis.
Gem, Derry, Pa.
Alhambra, KnJghtstown, Ind.
Comfort, Sharpsburg, Pa.
Colonial, Buford, Ga.
Dreamland, Herington, Kans. Ritz, Sharpsville, Pa.
Palace, Perrysburg, O.
Idle Hour, Greeley, Neb.
Pajaro, Watsonville, Cal.
Strand, Nelsonville. N. Y.
Cameo, Santa Cruz, CaL
Strand, Bridgewater, S. D.
Verdi, San Francisco, Cal.
Pershing, Kansas City, Kans.
Washington, San Francisco, Cal.
Dixie, New Madrid, Mo.
Riviera, San Francisco, Cal.
Roxy, Maple Shade, N. J.
Parkside, San Francisco, Cal.
Rex, Kankauna, Wis.
Irving, San Francisco, Cal.
Palace Mutual, Kamlin, Tex.
Strand and Ritz, Tovele, Utah Taloner, San Francisco, Cal.
Amazon, San Francisco, CaL
Strand, Lincoln
State, San Francisco, Cal.
Crescent, Mahonington
Excelsior, San >rancisco, Cal
Pastime, Addyston O.
Granada, Oakland, CaL
Oxford, Oxford, O.
California,

Hayward. Hayward,

New

Capitol, Oakland, Cal.

Fairfax, Oakland,

New

CaL

Oakland, Cal.
Dimond, Oakland, Cal.
Plaza, Oakland, CaL
Paikway, Oakland, Cal.
Golden State, Oakland, Cal
Linco.n, Oakland, CaL
i-ruitviLe,

Rivoli,

Berkeley, Cal.

Grove, Pacific Grove, CaL
Palace, 'San Landro, CaL
Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz, CaL
Strand, Lincoln, Neb.
Rialto, E. Rochester, N. Y.
Schine, Springfield, O.
Schine, Alliance, O.
Schine, Portsmouth, O.

Lockport, N. Y.
Star and Strand, Ogdensburg, N.
Rialto,

Y

N. Y.
Grand, Malone, N. Y.
Temple, Fairport, N. Y.
Bijou, Lowvide, N. Y.
Strang, Dolgeville, N. Y.
Temple, Geneva, N. Y.
Schine, Sidney, O.
American, Auburn, I1L
Opera House, Northeast, Md.
New Lyceum, Chestertown, Md.
Park, Oke-chobee, Fla.
Mead, Kingham, Kans.
'Scenic, Appleton, Minn.
Weiss, Lmporia, Va.
Rialto, Massena,

Playhouse, Aiascade.o, CaL
Royal, Chil.icothe, O.

Onawa, Onawa, Iowa
Empress, Cherokee, Iowa
Rex, Fallon, Nev.
Lyric, Shenandoah, Pa.
Aiamo, New Roads, La.

CARL LAEMMLE
gives

you

I

SERVICE CONTRACT

^Kf%

THE

DAILY

Friday,

Film Boards of Trade Report
Additional Theater Changes
Sherman,

— The

Tex.

Grand

Changes

Stockton, Cal.— Fox West Coast Theater it
being built at a cost of $350,000 to seat
3,000.

Waco, Tex.— The Waco,

a 1500-seat house,

was recently opened here.
Green Bay, Wis. Plans

—

are

Mass.

—The

theater

—

—

Saulte Ste. Marie, Mich.
cleared for the Butterfield,
and seat 1,250.

Ground

to

will

opened
being
$195,000
is

cost

—The Rosemary has open
ed here, seating
Anderson, Ind. — Publix Corp. has opened
Memphis, Tenn.

.'

1.800.

Paramount

here.
Construction has been
Pasadena. Cal.
house at 114 E. Colorado
the
new
started on
St., seating 750.
the

Kenton, O.

—

—The

elating.

New Kenton now

—
Y. —

—

is

op

theater

is

under

It is rumored that a
Glenn Falls, N.
Paramount-Publix house will build here.
El Paso, Tex.- Construction on the Plaza,

—

2,000-seater, has been started.
house may be built
Hillsdale, N. J.
here to supplant the Pascack of Westwood
which is affected by Sunday "blue" laws.

—

Dyersville
Plaza, sold to Eastern la. Thea.
Forest City ForCo. by A. V. Lippert
est, sold to Lou Elman by M. A. Brown;
Greene Crystal, sold to Harry Gottlieb by

Amos

Y—

The Lyric has openTJinghamton, N.
ed here with sound pictures.
Land is to be cleared for
Phoenix, Ariz.
a $500,000 house for West Coast Theaters...

—

Erlanger "Philly" Legit

RCA
Philadelphia — The

—

—

Engalls

— Empress,

Grundy Center

;

sold to Levy, Kennedy and Wells by E.
G. Slater; Little Rock— Gem, sold to Mike
Ackerman by A. G. Miller; Moravia
Crystal,' sold to Matt' Battista by Firkins

— Koben Aurelia— American Bagley
— Pastime; Barnes City— O. H.; Ft. Madison — West Eud
Fraser-^-O. H.
Gold— Com. Club Marcus— Kay Melcher
— Strand Sioux City—World Palace
Bayard — Movie
Castana— Community.
Openings
Lake Mills—Irving; Minden — Rex; Rembrandt — Community.
KANSAS
;

;

;

;

field

;

;

;

Photophone

Changes

;

— Grand,

Erlanger,

legiti-

Abel, general sales manager of RCA.
The house seats 2,000. "Rio Rita"
production will be the first
sound picture scheduled at the house;
recently taken over by Radio-Keith-

RKO

sold

;

—

to Audrey Haas by
—
'Community, sold

Weber & Haas; Lewis
to

F.

L.

Beiser& Crawford; Madison

—

Cramer by

— Liggett,

sold

J. H. Liggett; Turon
DeBruce, sold to John Collopy by Bruce

E. B. Shaffer by

—

Cork Weir Star, sold
Harold Kepple.

to

Mike Simone by

Closings
Dorrance— Reiff

;

Harveyville

Form New
West

Coast

Bureau,

—

— Lyric;

Picture

Leon-

Firm

THE FILM DAILY

ing pictures.
Sells

Film

in

New

—

Connecticut. The Hoffman chain recently was taken over by Warners

— Community, owner B. R. Christie;
—
owner D. H J. Chapman.
KENTUCKY
Changes in Ownership
Calhoun— Masonic, sold
Sam Brenner by
C. P. Wall; Guthrie— Dreamland, sold
W. Northington by E. M. Frey Hardinsburg— Lyic, sold
K.
C. by Bernard
cottsville

Speed

Electric,

;

to

of

O'Reilly.

— Liberty

—Hollywood
—

ville

tonville

-Kozy

Butler

;

— Comet
— Temple
;

Newport
Owensboro

— Grand

;

;

Saly-

;

ersville

—

Vidalia

— Cozy

in
sold

Ownership
to W. L. Duck

Wirmifield

—

Bridgton

in

— Riverside,

Joy.

Meserve's Garage, Inc. by Susie Mack; Sanford
Sanford, sold to Arthur Mathieu by M. Greeley.
to

—

MARYLAND
in Ownership
Chespcake City — New, sold
W. W. Stubby
F. Moore; Westminister — State,
sold to Miles
Fox by Grance
Changes
J.

S.

Fisher.

Sells Appelton Majestic
Appelton, Wis.— C. Beglinger has
sold the Majestic to a chain store
company and the house will be dismantled Jan. 1.

E. at Jackson, Minn.
Jackson, Minn. Western Electric
sound equipment has been installed at
the State, according to J. E. Matu-ka,

—

manager.

—

St.,

N. Y. C.

recuperating
*

*

Abe Olman, general manage
Forster's New York tributary

{

the Blues When It Rains"
has sold eight copies. Not at
in this era of theme songs

"I
j

alrt
all

:

Sobelson Buys Galli Curci
Margaretville, N. Y.
Stanley v
helson,
operator of the
Maxi
Fleischman, N. Y., has purchased
Curci, seven miles from I,
His brother Marcus is manaj.
both houses.
Galli

To Reopen Freehold
Freehold, N.
to reopen the
Main St., here.

(N. J.) Hr
Snider p

— Max

J.
little

theater on V.

"U" Manager Transferred

I

Osserman, Universal's
Moines manager, has been ir
head of the Cleveland exchange
placing Harry Young, who has
Jack

Complications arising from an atof malarial fever have forced
Harry Carey, who has the title role
in M-G-M's "Trader Horn," to spend
a week at a hospital station at Sarangatti Plains.

Ludwig Buys Wausau House
Wausau, Wis. S. A. Ludwig, who

—

No

houses at Clintonville and
Shawano, has purchased the Bijou
here and plans to remodel the house.

Olympia House
Olympia, Wash.
RCA-Photo-

—

installed

at

No/??//
» 4
Pto

Charge!

This charming hotel surrounded by green lawi
and sun porches is the only Hotel in Atlantic Cil
serving breakfast in your room without charge.
The bedrooms are built for comfor
each with its own private bath, larg|
closets, modern furnishings, bridge am
reading lamps and three or more win
dows to the room. Everything is coz
and homelike.
Chas. A. Berry
H. L. Fiarbair
!

K%

fcffiWfc

r>h

Owner

Manager

— CONTINENTAL PLAN —

Porten spoke a prologue.

Sunshine Ownership Changed
Rappaport & Schwartz are now
operating the Sunshine, East Houston

is

tack

phone system has been
the Avalon.
Beba Palast Reopened
Berlin
The George Jacoby production
"Mother Love" featuring
Henry Porten inaugurated the reopening of the Beba Palast here.

—

*

*

Jack Glogan, general manag
Shapiro-Bernstein & Co., Inc.,

Publix Gets Manitowoc House
Manitowoc, Wis. George Bros, signed.
L. B. Brauer, salesman
have sold the Capital to Publix, it the Dallas exchange, succeeds to
is reported here.
serman's post.

operates

W.

*'

—

Ownership

sold

necessary to dig out the "heo
the "hot tunes," published fej
ton & Ha skins, are expected
tip some records.

car page Mr. Webster) says
by

MAINE
Changes

Noiv that the weather has

ij

Closings
;

prize on the Mq
songs. "Miss

it

*
B.

LOUISIANA
Changes

new

a brief illness
lantic City.

J.

Shreveport State,
Chas. Hefley.

first

of the firm's best sellers.
*
*
*

HayiNor-

— Dixie.
New Theaters
Harlan — Margie Grand, owner A.
Reed.
Re-openings
Anco— Anco; Wickliffe— Swan, owner C.
Wickliffe.
;

of

"Sweethearts' Holiday" and
Got a Feeling I'm Falling," are

to

to

won

program

to

Territory
Walter Futter, head of -Wafilms,
Inc, announces the sale of "Fighting
New Theater for Athens, Ga.
for the Fatherland" in northern IlliBirmingham It is understood that nois and Indiana to Security Pictures
a deal is pending which, if closed and in California, Arizona and New
will mean a new 800 seat theater at Mexico to Sol Lesser.
Athens, Ala., under direction of Mrs
Carey in African Hospital
R. C. Allen.

—

Bros.,

Re-openings

biles

Los Angeles Beverly Prods, has
been organized by Richard C. Kahn
and Dale Hanshaw to produce talk-

Orpheum.

Needles Again With Hoffman
Boston Henry L. Needles, formerly connected with Hoffman Theatrical Enterprises has returned to
the company as field agent supervising all the company's houses in

Young.

—

;

;

mate house here, will soon inaugurate
an all talker indefinite run picture
policy
when comoletion of RCA
Photophone equipment "C" type, is
Sydney E.
installed, according to

Ownership
to Glen W. Dickinson

in

Theaters, Inc. by W. J. Gabel
Holton—
Perkins, sold to F. J. Ledoux by Blaine
Cook; "Holton Star, sold to F. J. Ledoux
by Blaine Cook LaCrosse LaCrosse, sold

to

;

Closings

Ashton

i

;

Bonnyman

Closings

Beliot

;

Law.

arid

—A

to Install

—

;

San Antonio, Tex. A
way for Frank T. Walsh.

a

—

;

Paramount,

be opened the end of the month.
Riverside,
Cal.
The Corona has
here.

way

under

construction of a $700,000
to be known as the Midwesco.
Springfield,

Ayrshire— IOOF Hall, sold to Gates & Daily
by C. H. Golkingham; Byersville Plaza,
sold to C. L. Niles by A. V. Lippert
Cumberland Lyric, sold to Geo. Brown by
Davenport Olympic,
T. H. Hendershot
sold to Lillie Steffen by W. M. Steffen;

Musical Notes

By CLEFi
— Star Neosho Falls— Lyric Par— Orpheum Scottsville— Community.
JOHN KLENNER'S
New Theaters
Dennison — Opera House, owner Guy D.
Troubadour," published by
atdsville

sons

Ownership

in

;

the

for

IOWA

new

a

is

here.

theater

October

I"

I

October

riay,

4,

ZJ^S

DAILY

1929

Coast Wire Service

{AMOUNT GETS CONTROL

(Contii
(Continued
from t'agc

nJvhich

J

Largest

HOSTETTLER CIRCUIT

If

has theaters in Arizona
Phoenix, seven; Winslow,
Yuma, two; Mesa, two, and
son, two The company also has
per cent interest in the River-

recently

THIRTY-TWO PLAYERS

I

A

Little

from "Lots"

SIGNED TO CONTRACTS

,

is.

for

several

RALPH

By

the River-

Baseball Park, both at Phoenix,
he Morris deal is for one-half
Morris
William
the
in
rest
ncy, a partnership, which will be
hanged for 50 per cent of the
k of the William Morris Agency,
one of the world's largest bookorganizations, with offices in New
Chicago, Los Angeles and
rk,
chain,

I.

Audio-Cinema,

interest,

Hostettler

NEW L

a one-

dIIows:

'he
rs

Warner Roster

1)

rm Universal had

firn

Amusement Park and

AUDIO-CINEMA BUILDING

IV ILK

Thirty-two stars and featured playthe largest number in its history, are under contract with Warner.
Among star players are: Al
Jolson,
John Barrymore, Dolores
Costello, George Arliss, Monte Blue,
Thomas Meighan, Pauline Frederick,
ers,

H^

Hollywood

HARRY

BRUNDAGE, who

wrote

many

interesting
Hollywood
stories for the St. Louis Star, is back
for a new series of interviews.
*

*

*

as

the

CITY
Inc.,

known

until

Carpenter-Goldman
has under considera-

Laboratory, Inc.,
tion plans to film theatrical productions presented in New York.
Conferences to this end are being held
by Joe W. Coffman, president and
general manager of the concern, with
Broadway producers, including The
Theater Guild,
Erlanger,
A.
H.

Woods, Arch Selwyn and L. Lawrence Weber.
The banking firm of
Noah MacDowell & Co., is said to be
financing the project. The firm has
started construction of a studio near

Herb Magidson, Michael Cleary Queensborough Plaza, Long Island
Betty Compson, Lois Wilson, Bert
Lytell,
Edward Everett Horton, and Ned Washington, known as the City. It is to be finished in January.
Edna Murphy, H. B. Warner, Rin- "three musketeers of the music
world," are writing several original
"Marianne" for Capitol, N. Y.
Tin-Tin, Myrna Loy, Marian Nixon,
songs for "Night Club Baby," a
Joe E. Brown, Armida, Noah Beery,
"Marianne," starring Marian Da-

Universal, includes
Vitaphone playlet which will star
following theaters: Iowa— Mar- Patsy Ruth Miller, Winnie Lightner,
Ann
Pennington.
They also wrote vies, goes into the Capitol for an
Strand;
and
Walter Wolff, Frank Fay, Conway
lltown: Casino, Odeon
indefinite run Oct. 18th.
several
melodies
"Show of
for
Lowell Sherman, Georges
ssouri Valley: Majestic and Rialto. Tearle,
Tucker,
Sophie
Ted Shows."
braska Columbus: Swan; Fair- Carpentier,
Queens bo ro, Elmhurst, Sold
*
*
*
y: Bonham and Majestic; Free- Lewis, Conrad Nagel, Grant WithWirth & Hamid have sold the
Ray Lissner, one of the
Empress and Wall; Grand ers, Chester Morris and Tully Marnt:
Queensboro, Elmhurst, L. I. to the
youngest assistant directors in
nd: Barthenbach, Capitol, Em- shall.
Queensboro Holding Co., M. RobinHollywood, will celebrate his
ss and Majestic; Kearney: Cresson president.
sixth year with Herbert Brenon
Empress; Norfolk: Grand, Fannie Brice Starts
lt and
by assisting the director on "The
anada and Lyric; North Platte:
at United Artists
Case of Sergeant Grischa." He
ith.

owned by

—

on

"Champ"

Fannie Brice has started work on
Champ" for United Artists
under the direction of Thornton
Freeland.
In the cast are Robert
(Continued from Page 1)
Armstrong, Harry Green, Gertrude
n at Alpine, Tex. and a new house Astor and Pat Collins.
The script
Plainview, Tex soon to open. The is the work of Joseph Jackson. Miss
pine house is scheduled to open in Brice will sing tunes written by her
e fall and Jimmie King will be husband, Billy Rose.
inager of the Plainview theater. All
houses are being
circuit
the
Dix, Daniels, Borden
uipped for sound pictures.

skar Korn Circuit
Plans Texas Expansion

Get Second
Willimantic, Conn.

'arners

at Willimantic

—Warners

add-

a second theater here to their Conchain, having purchased the
I. J.
apitol at auction for $137,000.
offman, former head of the Hoffan chain, recently taken over by
/arners, represented Warners. The
apitol was sold on order of superior
:>urt after the Capitol Theater Corp.
ent into bankruptcy. The Gem was
:quired by Warner from Hoffman.
:cticut

Sunday Shows For Jewell, la.
Showing of Sunday
la.
lovies was approved here, the refertidum passing by five votes. It was
le third time the question was put
Jewell,

)

—

a vote.

3000th Installation For

W.

E.

Installation of Western Electric
)und device throughout the world
The
as passed the 3,000 mark.
000th installation was made at the
oliseum Theater, Barcelona, Spain.

"The

Start on

New RKO

Films

has worked with Brenon at Fox,
United Artists and Paramount.
*

*

*

Our Passing Show: Larry Darmour and Pell Mitchell conferring
at the Darmour studio; Syd Hickox
photographing Dorothy Mackaill
First

at

National.
*

*

*

Mel Broivn is keeping busy. He
had no sooner finished "The Love
Doctor," starring Richard Dix, than

he was assigned to direct "Jazz
and Heaven" for RKO. RKO liked his
Olive Borden have started work in work on "Jazz Heaven" so well that
"Hit the Deck" and "The Case of he was given the megaphone on
Sergeant Grischa" at the RKO stu- "Dance Hall." J. Walter Ruben has
dio.
been associated with him on several
pictures and is collaborating on the

Richard

Dix,

Added

to

Bebe

Daniels

Warner Cast

dialogue

and

Guinn Williams has been added to "Dance Hall."
cast of "Hold Everything," which
Roy Del Ruth is directing for Warbe an all-color talker.
Others in the cast are: Winnie Lightner, Sally O'Neil, Georges Carpentier, Joe E. Brown, Lilyan Tashman,
Edmund Breese and Bert Roach.
ners.

It

will

Assigns Two
Holmes Herbert and Zeffie Tilbury
have been added to cast of "The Ship
from Shanghai," which Charles Bra-

M-G-M

M-G-M.

An

screen

version

elaborate version of

Shopworn Angel" has

of

"The

been
produced by Paramount. Richard
just

Wallace, who directed the picture, is supervising the cutting of
"Medals," which is said to be replete with heart interest, tense

drama and

PHIL REISM AN: "OH YEAH.'
That's the baby! Bob Armstrong and Jimmy Gleason,
who were a riot in 'Is Zat
So' on the stage, are a
scream in

this picture."

EXHIBITOR:

"Is Zat

So?"

pathos, elements that
Wallace seeks to weave into all

his pictures.

Additions to "In Next Room"
William Holden, DeWitt Jennings
Leonard to Direct Novarro
and Aggie Herring have been added
After completing Marion Davies's to cast of "In the Next Room," the
"Marianne," Robert Z. Leonard is First National picture featuring Jack
taking a short vacation, and will direct Mulhall and Alice Day. Eddie Cline
Ramon Novarro in "The House of is directing.
Troy," which has been adapted by
Dorothy Farnum.
Eddie Nugent Borrowed
Eddie Nugent has been borrowed
by First National for a prominent
New Contract for Pearl Eaton
Pearl Eaton has signed a new long- role in "Loose Ankles," in which
term contract with Radio Pictures Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Loretta
Young are to be co-featured.
as dance directress.
bin will direct for

EXHIBITOR: "Oh yeah?"

REISMAN: "You guessed it.
As a pair of railroad*boom'
ers' they'd make a dumb
Scotchman

laugh

at

$2

tops."

EXHIBITOR: "Oh yeah?"

REISMAN: "OH YEAH!"

Timely Topics
A Digest of

—©—
Medium

GRAUMAN

technique talking
the English lan-

will be the medium to
educate the world in the ideals
of two great countries, America
and Great Britain ideals that
point in the direction of universal

peace.

Louis B. Mayer
*

Place in Film Business
For Independent Brains
TT has many times been stated

1 that

W

is no monopoly on
This holds true in the
picture
business
even though
there seems to be a monopolistic
trend in the air; and especially
is this true where production of
motion pictures is concerned.
Every now and then some lone
independent comes along with a
motion picture that makes the
big fellows sit up and take notice.
The industry needs more
good
independent
production

as the French posters were stuck up
goats went right to them and ab-orbc<
them entirely. It made no difference wheths:
the poster showed a sexy film, a melodram;
or a comedy.
These Tangier goats were at>
solutely impartial.
When they came to tb<
Spanish posters, they gave 'em the once over
and walked away, leaving them intact.

*

Last "ight marked another milestone in the history
of the
Warner-First National-Stanley Club. 1 he club held
their first
Inaugural Meeting and Dance in the Butterfly Room
of the Hotel
Pennsylvania. Inauguration of officers and dancing
were the feaaffair.

Proof that the readin' public is anxious to get a load
of "The
Reign of Rothstein" is found in the fact that Vanguard
Press
is preparing for a fourth printing.
This authentic thriller of the
Broadway badlands is by Donald Henderson Clarke, who pounds

*

a

mean

publicity typewriter for

Says Independent Exhibitors
of U. S. Won't Disappear

Emgeeem.

Finally,

"CWER
•"

since the film industry
started a thousand and one

developments

have

threatened

the extinction of the independent
exhibitor.
find these exhibitors still sticking to their guns.
True, they have gone through a
stormy battle, and the roar of
the conflict still rumbles in the
distance.
The majority of theaters in the nation remain independent, however.
The independent exhibitor and his theater have become so tightly woven into the economic fabric of
the show business that a majority of theaters
in the United
States will always be independ-

We

58

£6

THEIR
FIRST

JOBS
CHARLES CLYDE
PETTIJOHN
distribution,

sub station of

Indianapolis Press

58

*

the

French

diplo-

tl

*

to

MANY HAPPY RETURNS

when

matic service was standing on its
ear trying to solve the knotty problem, somebody suggested they talk
the

poster

guy who was acting as
for

both

Spanish

the

ir-

p<

bill

and

to

French theater. He happened to be
an American bill poster that Eddie

Industry

Carrier took on his world trip with
trackless train. This bozo got m
entangled with a Tangier dame and #
her old man insisted on BUI the
Poster participating in a wedding ft
ceremony. That's how Carrier lost A
a good bill poster. He solved the |i
problem at once, when they asked m
him. Sez he: "The paste on the
Spanish posters contains bitter al- p
monds, and the French paste con- i
tains honey." So ended another tn-|l
the

Statistics
By JAMES
Statistical

of

U.

CUNNINGHAM

P.

The Film Daily

Editor.

jpOTAL

ent.

"Exhibitors' Tribune"

NUMBER

*

:!

the French sleuths in hiding
behind their whiskers went into a i
huddle, and decided that these were:m
not ordinary goats.
On the face of|in
it, they could read both Spanish and
T
French, and knew the difference. So'b
the head sleuth sez to his pals: "We c
shall trail ze goats to ze renzezvous,: I
where we shall see zem in ze con- in
ference wiz ze Spanish foreign min-im
ister, no doubt."
But the goats wan-<ui
dered seven miles out into the coun-il;
try and lay down in the desert to a
digest the French posters that they p
had inhaled.
*
*
*

tit

"Associated Publications"

.

Then

to her illness

in

::

the

-

tured events of the

fillum

As soon

V

brains.

*

'

•

the

vice saw a Spanish plot to ruin thi
prestige of France in Morocco.
*
*
*
So the French called out their spy system
the gumshoe men and the technical expert!
and started trailing the goats every morninf

Singin & BiI1 ) Callaway, southern district sales mani
athe
,s at the home office
conferring with his chief,
m.*T
S
111 Reisman
Edward Ballentine, manager of Pathe exchange operations, is back from a visit to Detroit
Publix
received a warm welcome from the Chamber
of Commerce, upon
occasion of the opening of the New Paramount,
Springfield
Mass....
Nuptials of Blanche Mehaffey were postponed due

there

*

*• in

I'

i

brains.

Ben Shlyen

complication
business threatene
to develop in Tangier on the north*
ern coast of Africa, all because sorar.
goats ate up the French posters oV
the local French theater, and let th
rival Spanish posters untouched. Im
mediately the French diplomatic ser

M

Nat Levine can make quite a collection of the enthusiastic
wires hes received on his talking serial,
"The King of the
Kongo, the atest from F. E. Lieberman, Capitol, Lowell,
Mass.
....... .Charles Ruggles will be m.c. for the
Paramount-Publix
radio hour on Sattiday
David Mendoza, musical director
ot the organization's broadcast, will supply
the music for what
promises to be an auspicious program

—

DALY

INTERNATIONAL

is reported planning a legit
house in Hollynear the Egyptian, now Fox-owned
Joseph
bchenck and Joe Toplitzkey are said to be interested
rlo Ziegfeld is to go to the Coast about the
first of the year to
start work in talkers
Al Rogell is to make a ten reel color
him for Colorart-Synchrotone
Pauline Frederick is planning a return to the stage until next spring

Pictures

*

By PHIL M.

CJID
M
wood,

guage

*

THAT

Phil M. Daly, Jr.

World Peace

of

TN our new
* pictures in

THAT'S

with

Current Opinion

Finds Talking

-AND

Along The Rialto

S.

of 80

per cent of

made
York

in

this

studios

proximately

product

all

country.

New

contribute

11

per

ap-

cent

to

yearly

picture schedules, and
other points in the States, nine
per cent, including units on lo-

more than

working schedule.
lions

for

are

fc;

budgets
producers range

from $160,000,000 to $200,000,000 every year, of which more
than four-fifths is spent on the
West Coast in the production

cation for

October 4

production

needed

half of a

Two
every

Hollywood studio

mil-

week

payrolls.

Best wishes and congratulaare extended by

THE

tions

FILM DAILY
ing

ternational complication.

to the follow-

members

who today

of the industry,
are celebrating their

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

birthday

IN

Marcel Silver

Mary Emery
Gay

Dixie
Sybil

Grove

Buster Keaton
Carroll Nye
B. F. Ziedman

Hallmark takes over
Mutual exchanges and

Robert Dauquin
Sam Berg

W.

C.

Exhibitors
handle

will

Chaplin films.
*

Bachmeyer

*

*

Pathe and Seknick to announce cooperative idea in which exhibitors
are to be interested.

Robert Santee
Harold Heider

I

,:

THE
October

y,

-%£!kDAILY

1929

4,

Says Neon Decision Won't S.R.O. Law is Enforced
Michigan M.P.T.O. Plans
Affect Company on Coast
by Mayor Tate at Dallas Tenth Annual Convention

LOUIS STRIKE

West

SETTLEMENT FORECAST
(Continued from Page

1)

a spirit of close harmony
manifest and it now appears
e are but a few minor tangles
ining to be unraveled.
Weber
been called to pick up these
V ends and solve the music probfor St. Louis.
With Weber or
personal representative slated to
lere within a day or two, a depostpone the sympathy
>n
to
hers,

has been made.
>hn P. Nick, International vice
ident of the stagehands and proonists union, has been active in
:e

Umpting

to settle the musicians'
Several days ago he anced that unless the walkout is
:d by Oct. 5 the stagehands and
hine operators unions will strike
sympathy.
He wants to avoid
an eventuality if possible to
:e.

Coast

Bureau,

Los Angeles

THE FILM DAILY
Neon inter-

— Claude

on the Coast are unaffected by
the refusal to issue an injunction to
prevent the acquisition by Rainbow
Luminous Products of Claude Neon
Federal Co., according to Paul D.
Howse, President of the Claude Neon
Electrical Products Corp., Ltd.
ests

RCA-Photophone for N. Y. Stanley
RCA-Photophone sound equipment
s

New

to be installed at the Stanley,

York.

—

Dallas
Local theater operators
here have been informed by Mayor
Tate that the city law prohibiting admission of patrons when no seats are
available must be strictly adhered to.

(Continued from

Page

1)

systems and seating arrangements probably will result in the first
equipment exposition in Detroit.
lating

Charles Porter, president of the local
and M. H. Richey, manager, are
handling arrangements for the meetunit

Sunday Shows for Herrin, 111.
Herrin, 111. By vote of 5 to 3
the city council here passed an ordinance permitting Sunday pictures.
The bill was opposed by the Ministerial Alliance and clergymen of various Protestant denominations.

—

ing-

Improve Miss. Theater

McComb,

Miss.
been renovated.

—The

Strand has

System Installed
63 More for Universal Newsreel
Installation
Miss.
of
Louis
St.
Sixty-three houses,
an automatic sprinkler system has
located here and in eastern Missouri
been made at the Princess.
and southern Illinois now are regularTown Votes for Sunday Films
ly showing "The St. Louis Post-DisSprinkler

—

Columbus,

Chillicothe,

won by

Mo.

—

—

Sunday shows patch-Universal

vote of 1,079 to 1,024, here.

Newspaper

News-

reel."

WHAT IMPORTANT

so.

he principal bone of contention
been the insistence of the musis of the retention of the miniorchestra clause of their workagreement with the theaters.
exhibitors believe they should
permitted to hire as many musiis as they need and when needed.
St. Louis Amusement Co. for
ance desired to employ but 35
icians
this
season while
the
>n demands that a minimum of
be used. It is believed that both
s will recede from their original

SAID

FILM FOLK
ABOUT

:

the 1929

:

on

tion
is

this

question.
that none of the
will be credited tc

probable

ncians

who

Amusement Co. will
used to augment the orchestra at
Ambassador and Missouri when
ce comes.
St.

Film Daily Year Book

Louis

E. J.

Mannix

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Studios

P.T.O.A. Confab to

"It will be of value as the others have in the
past."

Hear on Adjustments
(Continued from Page 1)
proceeding satisfactorily
convention is slated to hear.

nts

are

"he

adjustment

pped

at

program

was

New

York-

conferences in

ween an M.P.T.O.A. committee
ded by President M. A. Light-

"It will

Phil Reisman

occupy

on

a place right

my desk—it is

going to prove valuable a thousand times during

Pathe Exchange

the

coming year."

and a distributor committee
ided by S. R. Kent.
Adjustment?
de have reached "agreeable pron,

•tions,"

it

is

stated.

The entire situation will be reportupon at the Memphis convention
nt or a representative from hir
nmittee will report for distributors
i
Lightman will present his orlization direct.
Definite
have been
instructions
en to exchange managers on ad;tments and the joint committee
il
make every possible effort to
:isfactorily

adjust

this relation on
aller exhibitor.

any

complaint

the part of the

Cromelin Buried in Capital
Cromelin, former executive
the Columbia Gramophone Co.,
10 died in Mount Vernon, N. Y..

Peter

J.

Brady

Federation Bank
Trust Co.

come in very handy for information
during the coming year on the motion picture
"It will

&

industry."

"The Film Daily Year Book

R. H. Cochrane

ger and better every year.

Vice-President
Universal Pictures

It

is

is

certainly big-

certainly a great

job."

rohn

tesday at 49,

was buried yesterday

Glenwood Cemetery, Washington.

1930 Edition

Now

In Preparation— Out In January

DAILY

A

PROGRESS

IS

BEING

MADE

this projector, the variable
light rays being accomplished

bending

of the
entirely by re-

Two other non-intermittent profraction.
jectors have been announced although the descriptions given of them are rather meager.
Improvements in the design of Mechau prorecent article
in a
jectors were described
Longer projection life for films is claimed by
comthe manufacturers of this apparatus.
paratively large number of patents have been
granted relating to the design of continuous

A

Society

Motion

of

Picture

Engineers will hold its semi-annual
convention in Toronto Oct. 7 to 10.
Its Committee on Progress, authors
of the Progress Report, twice yearly surveys the international film in-

dustry and prepares for its members an analysis of strides being
made in technical developments.

What

follows

its

of

is

the second section

report rendered at the last

meeting held in

New

York:

Sound Film Projection
Approximately 2,500 sound projection installations had been made up to April 15,
1929, one firm reporting nearly 1,700 sepaThe introduction of sound
rate installations.
pictures has greatly changed the character
All the techpicture
theater.
of the motion
nique of the motion picture has now become
available to be added to the machinery of
the drama.
Encouragement to the small exhibitor is
offered by one firm which is offering sound
devices selling between $3,500 and $6,000.
Several types of electric turn-table reproducers have been made available, some of
which are equipped with means for synchronizing the pictures and the sound.
description has been published of a portable sound
device for producing various sounds, such as
airplane motors, machine gun fire, etc.
new design speaker working on an organ
pipe principle has been described which is
so designed as to be a decorative feature of
Minton and Maloff have dealt
the theater.
with recent developments in the design of
description of the
dynamic loud speakers.
equipment used for sound reproduction by

A

A

i

'

A

Western Electric and details for its installation have been published by Scriven and Sanencountered

Difficulties

ter.

in

measuring

the acoustic properties of loud speakers have
been discussed by Bostwick and by Engl.
An indicator calibrated has been designed
which shows the number of feet per minute
and the minutes consumed per thousand feet
of

film.

New

types of exponential horns have a conefficiency
from electrical to sound
energy varying from 10 per cent to 50 per
cent in the frequency range of 60 to 7,500
cycles.
A description has been given of a
compact power amplifier designed to provide

version

field

A

dynamic loud speaker.

current

to

a

number

of

articles

have appeared deal-

ing with the technique of projection of sound
pictures, both with the "record-on-film" and
disc types.

A

note published in July, 1928, mentioned
that sound films, in color would be available
in the near future.
color sequence with
sound was included in the picture "Broadway Melody" released in the spring of 1929.
There have been quite a number of patents issued pertaining to various phases of
sound film projection.

A

Projection

of

Stereoscopic

Pictures

Lane has described a novel projector for
color and standard films, a demonstration of which was given at the last meeting of the Society.
Only four patents have
stereo,

been noted dealing with projection of pictures yielding relief effects; none of the patents represent essentially new principles.

Non-Intermittent Projection
The number

of patents

tinuous projectors

I

and

articles

appearing in the

on confew

last

indicate a renewed interest in this
Leventhal has pubof projection.
lished two papers, one of a general character considering the advantages of continuous projection and another describing in detail
Another
a new optical compensator.
optical projector has been designed on a mere
elaborate scale by an electrical engineer, A.
Mirrors have been eliminated in
J. Holman.

months
method

October

4,

IS

Technical Survey of the Industr

8.M.P.E. OFFERS PROOF

The

Friday,

projectors.

Portable Projectors

A

combination projector and screen enclosed in an upright cabinet has found commercial use for advertising purposes; 16 mm.

Another 16
in 1,000 ft. reels is used.
mm. projectors has been equipped with a
carrying case fitted with a small translucent
screen for use of the traveling salesman.
portable projector weighing 25 pounds and
using 35 mm. film has been announced. Patent protection has been taken out by several
inventors of portable projection equipment.

A

general outline has been published of the
necessary for making a technical film.
informative
article by Warstat has apAn
peared giving suggestions to amateur cine

details

for making carefully planned pictures in several fields such as botany, zoology,
physiology, hygiene, etc.
sound motion picture has been prepared
at the U. S. Army Infantry School at Fort

workers

A

Benning, Ga.

A

has been initiated where films and an amateur standard
projector are sent to the student instead of
the usual textbooks and folders.
A summary of progress in the educational
field has been prepared by Rowland Rogers.
school

of

visual

education

Medical Films, Radiography, and

film

casting of ordinary motion pictures was SB
cessfully
accomplished by Station WCFI
Chicago, a 48 hole scanning disc revol
at 900 revolutions per minute being us<
Direct scanning of subjects by a mo
beam of light is claimed to permit the
of a very intense transient illumination
more than one large aperture photo-elec
cell to collect the reflected light.
circil
disc
scanning device has been descril
which is so mounted that it can be rota!
simultaneously about its center and one
its diameters.
Infra-red
radiation
ordin;
instead
of
light has been used in one system of ti
vision for focussing on the subject to
"televised."
description of a process
television in natural colors has been

A

A

Photomicrography
lished.
Three exposing spirals, around
motion picture provides a valuable scanning disc.
The filters transmit gn
for studying nervous disorders, accordred and blue light respectively, the subj
A
review
also
gives
brief
Lewis,
who
a
ing to
being scanned first by a red spot of lig!
of the work of Jelliffe, a neurophyschiatric then by a blue spot and last by a green si
specialist.
Two papers describing arrange- The receiving station has a similar disc
ments for making surgical motion pictures synchronism with the transmitter and
have appeared, one by Degner and another eludes a neon tube (red) and two separl
X-ray pictures of glow discharge lamps made from a combB
by Tuttle and Morrison.
Screens
organs have been made using a re- tion of hellium and mercury vapor (bq
A new screen has been announced for human
The green).
ducing camera and motion picture film.
which better acoustic properties and projecSeveral patents have been issued mai
rays on a luminous screen are photoA rear projec- visible
tion qualities are claimed.
in Great Britain on television apparatus,
graphed directly.
tion screen is available commercially which
Two arrangements for adapting a small
General Recording
is made by coating a cloth with a liquid of
motion picture camera for the photomicrogknown surface tension and applying filler raphy of biological specimens have been deThe "cavitation," or movement of bubl
light
from
which refracts and disperses the
the surface of propeller or turbi
A view finder and along
scribed by Schenunzky.
Several patents have been
the projector.
blades has been photographed by reflected li|
a camera mounting has also been made availtaken out and for various types of projection
bubbles.
from
the
A unique 15 horsepoi
able for converting another camera for moscreens, including, among others, a screen
Tuttle and Tri- motor (8 x 28 cm.) was developed for d
tion photomicrography work.
coated contiguously with calcium tungstate,
ing the camera.
Fleming has described
velli have made motion photomicrographs of
applications of transparent red, yellow and
apparatus for photographing sound stm
the progress of development of the individual
blue dyes of pigments to yield a neutral tint,
General instructions have
photographic of buildings.
bromide grains in a
silver
screens composed of several layers of white
prepared on the use of the motion pictu
image.
camera for recording data from various mi
net, etc.
uriug instruments.
Hausler has publish
Telephotography and Television
Theater Construction
The problems of transmission of ordinary comprehensive papers on the use of cine
The stage has contributed much to theater photographs are so closely related to televi- tography for making rapid general geograpl
design as certain factors are essential for sion that mention of progress in telephotog- cal surveys.
The recording of stress patterns in gli
adequate presentation of motion picture plays. raphy is felt to be justified in this report. A
This is even more true with the coming of photographic sound record of three spoken and celluloid by polarized light has been
sound pictures, for the acoustics of the audi- words were transmitted by telephone across complished with motion pictures. Russell hi
torium are now equally as important as the the continent to New York where the records made a beautiful time-lapse study of the
decorative motif.
A unique departure from were reassembled and incorporated in a sound tation of the planet, Jupiter.
Motion pictures at one second intervi
the customary design of motion picture thea- film showing at one of the theaters.
showed that the rate of fall of a dumi
ters is the new Film Arts Guild playhouse
It is now possible to transmit a picture
thrown
from an airplane remained at 1
screens
along
It has black
in New York.
5 inches by 8 inches in 48 seconds or a mesthe sides and ceiling with a white screen at sage at the rate of 630 words per minute, miles per hour throughout the entire f;
the front, thus permitting the projection on according to Zworykin.
In the transmitting A camera using 16 mm. film has been di
the walls and ceiling of pictures in harmony device, a very efficient optical system supplies vised for photographing the checks handli
A little thea- to the photo-electric cells enough light re- each day by a bank.
with the action of the feature.
ter movement for the showing of artistic and
flected from the pictures so that only three
Projectors
unusual pictures is beginning in America, stages of resistance coupled amplifications
.\
silent
running 16 mm. projector hi
Tazelaar,
having been initiated, according to
are necesseary between the cell and modula- l>een marketed which is fitted with a barn
at the Vieux Colombier, Paris in 1924.
tor.
type shutter and claws having a double
Mobile color designs are possible now in
A detailed description has been published of centric
action.
Three other amateur proj
a Brooklyn theater since the installation of a the Fultograph system whereby the negative
tors for 16 mm. film have been made avai
Clavilux color organ.
to be transmitted is printed on a zinc or
able; one model is hand cranked.
Schutz has presented suggestions on build- copper-coated with a resist of sensitized fish
ing an auditorium for motion picture houses, glue.
Accessories
A stylus passing over the surface
The value of placing re- transmits an electric current which is reincluding drawings.
New accessories for amateurs includes
producing horns in various parts of the the- corded at the receiving end on electrically lens turret accommodating three lenses,
ater as well as behind the screen is stressed sensitive paper.
combination bridge table and screen, electri
Accounts of the factors
by Rigaumont.
cally equipped console cabinets for storinj
Scanning
Device
which determine the acoustics of rooms have
camera, projector, film, splicer, etc., an aui
for televidevice
scanning
new
type
of
A
been published by Parsons and by Heyl.
ible footage meter, and various types of id
Plans of a proposed double theater, each sion transmission and reception has been an- candescent and arc lights.
nounced by C. E. Ogden, president of the
half seating 5,000 persons, have been reproSound films in the home may not be real
duced.
Rear projection on large screens Kodel Electric Manufacturing Co., Cincinnati. ized since the introduction of a phonograph
circular
the
use
of
a
device
based
on
is
would be possible from a central projection The
turn-table operated from an extension shaft
room located between the two auditoriums. disc which is so mounted that it can be to the projector is needed to maintain synj
about
its center
simultaneously
both
rotated
Six projectors arranged in two tiers of three
A magnetic pick-up transfers thl
chronism.
each would project segments of the picture and about one of its diameters. The disc is sound record to the audio amplifying system
Three patents related mounted in a forked support in which it can of an ordinary radio receiver.
on the large screen.
be rotated at high speed, and then the case
to projection location and design in theaters
The
means

New

Education

A

new course in photoplay appreciation was
inaugurated in February, 1928, at the University of Southern California as a joint
project with the Academy of M. P. Arts and
Sciences.
A sound motion picture dealing
with aspects of the films and ideals of the
industry was shown before the Chicago convention of the National Ass'n of Teachers of
Speech as a forerunner to similar pictures
for

university

circulation.

Although meeting with some opposition in
a few countries, educational films are finding
a valuable adaptation in Japan, Hungary, and
the United States, according to several reAn important experiment in classports.
room films of two years' duration was culminated successfully during the summer of
1928.

Over 10,000

the fork is mounted in bearings so that
the fork and disc as a whole can be rotated
On the periphery of
at some other speed.
the disc, photoelectric cells are mounted, depending on whether the device is to be used
An odd numfor transmission or reception.
ber of these tubes is used, five being suitable, the tubes being spaced at equal intervals.
It is claimed for the Kodel system
that any degree of definition of the received
image may be attained with ease. It is also
stated that an image as large as that of a
moving picture can be reproduced with the
same clearness.
brief account has been published of the
transmission of a simple play by the Alexanderson system of television. Regular schedules of radio films have been established by
the Jenkins Laboratories, Washington, D. C,
for transmission of silhouette images which
later will be replaced by halt-tone as shaded
demonstration of motion
motion pictures.
picture transmission was given on Aug. 8,
Westinghouse
Laboratory, signals
1928, in the
Broadbeing transmitted about four miles.

of

have been granted.

pupils

participated, half
of which were taught with the aid of films
specially prepared.
33 per cent gain in
geography and 15 per cent in science resulted
in classes using films.

A

A

A

Scenarios,

Amateur Movie Clubs

About 80 amateur photoplays were
amateur
pleted by approximately 25

com!
clubsj

during the year 1928.

Film Processing
Solutions for developing amateur films by
the reversal method have been recommended
Two patents are of iaj,
by Henri-Robert.
terest relating to equipment for continuous
controlled
processing of amateur films.
exposure is given the film after the first
development by oausing the film to pass over
a light responsive element such as a thermopile which is excited according to the denThe other patent describe*
sity of the film.
a complete processing machine.

A

Further instalments of the ProgReport will appear in subse-

ress
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Romance
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Color -
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Drama

!

Money in

great picture with a big cast

including Carmelita Qeraghty,
Francis,

Otis

Brown.

A

Alec B.

Harlan.
Story by Karl
Reginald Barker Production.

ioo% TALKING.;

also silent.

CARL LAEMMLE
presents

JOSEPH

ILDKRAUT

ike B^aP enal of "Show Bo at
tn

ISSISSIPPI

6AM
BLEB
JOAN BENNETT
with

FORWARD MARCH
STRAIGHT FROM THE
SHOULDER ANALYSES
OF ALL THE NEW
FEATURE RELEASES
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The lowdown on box

UNIVERSAL

office

values

Film Daily Reviews
The Recognized Authority

/

BOX OFFICE GUIDE
TO PICTURE VALUES
IN THE SHOWMAN'S

OWN LANGUAGE

The Fool Proof Reproducing Device

ToNe -0 -Gb-aph
Has Been Running
Six

Months

BUILT FOR SERVICE

SOME OF THE MANY CONTRACTS SIGNED
By Leading

Independent Exhibitors

SHUBERT THEATRE

OPERA HOUSE

BROADWAY, BROOKLYN,

GIRARDSVILLE, PA.

N. Y.

PALACE THEATRE

ELECTRA THEATRE

BRADLEY BEACH,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
NORMANDY THEATRE
BROOKLYN, N. Y.
RITZ

N. Y.

BROADWAY,

New

N. Y.

N. Y. C.

Third Avenue Theatre

THIRD AVENUE,

C.

N. Y. C.

EMPIRE THEATRE

BAND BOX THEATRE

BRONX,

J.

ARCADE THEATRE

THEATRE

BRONX,

N.

NINTH AVENUE,

C.

N. Y. C.

Double Channel Amplification
LATEST TYPE PICK-UPS

TYPE 1 MD

/-•!-•

For Theatres
Seating

up

to 800

SPECIAL SPEAKERS Variable Speed Motors
with Control Box Enor>T-/-'TAi
a r>
SPECIAL GEAR
...
.
D
almng
to
Run ci
Silent.

$1800
EASY TERMS

DRIVE

TYPE 2 MD
For Theatres
Seating

or Talkie?.

up

SOUND ON FILM INSTALLATIONS TO BE MADE SHORTLY

to 2000

$2500
EASY TERMS

We

have a Special introductory proposition for the first
exhibitor in each city who installs TONE- O- GRAPH
Wire us about

729

it

TOD A Y

North American Sound & Talking Picture Equipment Corp.
NEW YORK CITY, N.
SEVENTH AVENUE
TELEPHONE BRYANT 6686
Responsible Distributors Wire for Our Proposition

Y.
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FOR PARAMOUNT^WARNER DEAL SEEN

,u

rade Practice Conference for Ticket Industry

Says

Per Cent of Ticket DEPT. OF JUSTICE DECLINES TO DISCUSS ATTITUDE TOWARD PENDING COMBINE
Firms Said to Have
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Asked Parley

Back from Coast 75

Elucator

Possibilities

of

Sound Not Scratched
lore wholesome than eight out of
immunities of the United States,
wood is one of the hardest
rking communities in America.

Washington

—

Washington While officials of the Dept. of Justice refuse to discuss
the impending Paramount-Warner merger, it is considered very probable
here that the deal will be approved eventually, if it has not already been
sanctioned, since any phases of it which may prove objectionable to the
government, probably can be changed.
Action of the department with respect is kept confidential, for a number of reasons, not the least of which
Improved relations between
is the possible effect of any announcethe American and French film
ment upon the stock market.
The
industries are seen as a result
policy is followed of giving no official
of the quota truce by George
color to any action taken and that
R. Canty, American trade comsuch proceedings are considered inmissioner in charge of Euroformal.
pean film activities of the Dept.

THE FILM DAILY

Washington Bureau of

—

Manufacturers of
printing roll and machine tickets have
been invited to attend a Trade Prace possibilities of sound pictures tice Conference sponsored by the FedIn eral Trade Commission. No date for
re
scarcely been scratched.
king films there is no more pre- the proposed conference has been set.
Applicants for this conference repj upation with sex than there is in
resent about 75 per cent of the in T
A
major
industries.
other
core
of
I
Mv form of art is swiftly arising dustry, it is said. Subjects thus far
(Continued on Page 4)
Uich, within another decade, will
brshadow the stage, the novel, and
magazine story. The test of sucs in a picture is analogous to the JEANNE EAGELS WILL BE
t of news in a newspaper.
These are some of the conclusions
ched by Professor Walter B. PitBURIED AT
CITY
Columbia University
of
the
riool of Journalism, who spent four
The body of Jeanne Eagels is on
>nths in one of the major studios its way today to a final resting place
s year as a story supervisor.
in Kansas City, where she was born
'Hollywood is fast, dizzily fast," he said. 35 years ago. The actress was borne
is
it
it
the speed of wholesome activity
to Grand Central Terminal yesterday
It is no unthe boiling of new ideas.

Sees Betterment

tl[

Commerce. Canty has proceeded to the Coast after ar-

of

riving in New York this
for a brief visit.

KANSAS

l,

[Jial

lot

occurrence for an executive to be on
Every dinner
36 hours at a time.
{Continued on Page 2)

rthur Lee to Supervise

T-S Foreign Department
Arthur Lee has taken over supervi-

m

of the Tiffany-Stahl foreign dertment, according to Grant L. Cook,
Lee is enecutive vice president.
ute to Europe and will visit LonParis and Berlin in the in>n,

afternoon following a simple funeral
service at Campbell Funeral Church,
Broadway and 66th St., where her
body had lain in state since Friday
afternoon.
The train will be met
in Kansas City by her mother.
mass will be said for her there on
Tuesday. Miss Eagels died suddenly

A

Both

orr>..

ritish

ts

in

—

president of Gaumont
Corp. Ltd. of Canada and

ainsborough

interest

and

lder affairs in the

of

Welsh

Gaumont,
Pearson

United States.

—

—

Edward M.
Gloversville, N. Y.
division manager for Fox Metipolitan Theaters with headquarters
Utica, now has more than 80 theFox is
ters under his supervision.
lid to be dickering for additional
^art,

:

ouses

in this

part of the state.

THE FILM DAILY

Bureau,

—

the unions persist

If

in their demand that
ter be added to stage

State,

another carpen-

crew

of

Loew's

Fox West Coast Theaters

withdraw

its

stage shows here and
it is understood.

Los Angeles,

in the
—

By CHARLES

F.

Bag ?

HYNES

formal, the department scrutinizing proposed merger, to determine
whether any violation of law is involved, so that expensive litigation
Accordingly, if there are features
may be avoided if possible
of a deal objectionable to Uncle Sam, the parties are apprized of the

and

usually

take

steps

to

eliminate

(Continued on Pane 12)

Monday

to Set Contract

For the combined purpose of signing a new contract and vacationing,
Colleen Moore and her producerhusband, John McCormick, arrive in
New York Monday morning. Miss
Moore, who recently completed her
contract with First National, is reported going to Paramount. Such an
agreement, however, has been denied
by this company. An English company is understood to be negotiating
(Continued

on

Page 4)

RCA

Photophone For
Foreign Theater Field

With 40 installations a month bemade in British theaters, and a

ing

total of 200 installations in England
expected by the close of 1929, RCA
Photophone has maintained leading
European
equipping
in
position
houses, stated by E. O. Heyl, foreign

RCA

long discussed, and often denied, Paramount-Warner deal
is all set, and will be okehed any day now by the Dept. of Justice,
if it already hasn't received the government's stamp of approval,
The line of procedure in such cases is purely inhear

fact,

Moore Arrives

will

THE

Declared Dickering
For More N. Y. Theaters we
'ox

Coast

Los Angeles

Paramount-Warner and Pathe-Shubert Deals Regarded as All Set
with Announcement Seen Imminent Those Paramount and Fox
Theater Deals Other News of the Week in Review

vice

the

DROPPED AT LOS ANGELES

in

(Continued on Page 2)

In addition
rests of the company.
his Tiffany-Stahl affiliation, Arthur
ee is president of British Ameranglo

FOX STAGE SHOWS MAY BE

West

Colleen

week

such

features

Photophone,
vice president of
Inc., on his return recently to New
York for a short visit.
Installations in foreign lands now
Egyot,
include theaters in India,
Australia,
Philippines,
the
China,
Switzerland, Spain, Italy, Belgium,
Russia, France and England, besides
many in South and Central America,
with further expansion of foreign

markets

now under way.

"The popularity of sound pictures
Europe is now unquestioned,
in
(Continued on

Page 4)
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munications
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New

Broadway,

—

a

question

mark

opposite

the

of any director she invites, and all
engagements are tentative.
do not believe anybody in that busy

social

"I
Published daily except Saturday and holidays
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and
copyright (1929) by Wid's Films and Film

puts

hostess

name
EDITOR AND PUBLISHER

misconception of
Hollywood life which sometimes infiltrates itThe stranger, as he steps
self into news.
off the train, expects to meet a wild horde of
thugs, perverts, dope addicts, and. miscelThis is strangely like the
laneous lunatics.
European tourist who looks for Indians and
cowboys along the New York water front,
shooting at his incoming steamer.
realizes

city

the

ridiculous

is,
Hollywood is a factory town
Pittsburgh and Akron and Detroit
Everybody there is a factory worker.
And. like most other factories, the workers
are picked because they can handle their jobs
All in all, it is one of
and stick to them.
the least exciting places on earth, once you
Indeed,
myths
about it.
recover from the

Truth
as

just
are.

it

much

too

is

me

brings

to

my

This
a factory town.
one serious criticism of the

of

place.

W.
St.,
Wardour
Renter, 89-91
Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
Berlin
I
Harle,
A.
Paris— P.
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la

Everyone in Hollywood is so wrapped up
in trying to see that next month's product
will not be behind the times that nobody has
paused to take a long breath and contemplate
the eventual possibilities of sound pictures.

Cour-des-Noues, 19.

Perhaps the imagination is not wide enough
ta encompass the full truth. I can foresee no
limits to the splendid achievements of this
Leonardo da Vinci, if he
wholly new art.
returned to earth today, would visit the

Film

—

Financial

museums

world, smile at the limitacircumscribed his former work
and proceed to Hollywood where he would
find full sway for all his superb talents
sense of color, knowledge of composition and
design, engineering and mechanical ingenuity.
"Here is one crude example, of fifty I
might cite, of a virtually unexplored field in
Sound, in dramatic presentasound effects.
tion, can now achieve a third dimension for
the first time in the history of the world.
The deepest stage offers little or no variation

STOCK MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF FRIDAY)
Am.

Seat.

.

.

Con. Fin. Ind.
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd

Kodak
Fox Fm. "A"

do

3054
22

30

30

21%

21%

2*,V%

%

A-0

62^

*M-G-M

94%

pfd.

59J4

Bros.

59%
70%

71'4

Pathe Exch.
do "A"
Radio K-O-A ..
*Univ. Pict. pfd.

Warner

500

110
115

,.
.

1,900
1,500
2,100
14,900
12,300

6,600

94)4
24

F-L

Para.

Clo?e Sales

24
24
221J4 227

pfd

Loew's Inc
•do pfd

do

Low

231
... 97
93
111*4 110

East.

Keith

High

8

8

.

.

pfd

26,100
5,600
1,800
35,100

17^

165/6

16%

36J4

33J4

50"

34
20

48^
45%

48%

3*,406

46

1,200

30

900

46^8

CURB MARKET
Columbia Pets.

30
Thea. vtc
Film Insp
1%
Fox Thea. "A" . 25%
Gen. Thea. Eq. vtc. 59

29}4

18%

*Cont.

Griffith,

D.W. "A"

Intern.

Proj

*Loew do
Nat. Scr.

deb. rts
Ser. ..

do

1%

'ioo

25%

56J4

57

4,400
16,000

25

56
30
25

1%

20

Pict

%

pfd

BOND MARKET
A-O 6s
Loew 6s 41ww
Keith

82
...106J4 106
do 6s 41 x-war... 92
91
Paramount 6s 47
97
97*/i

46. 82

.

Pathe

82
106
91
97

.

37

7s

,

CURB BONDS
Am.

6s 36

Seat.

Warner

1,400

42%

Sup

Nat. Thea.

Univ.

25

"in
25%

..

79

79

6J4s 28

,

200
1,200

400
1,400

66
79
198

300

of

the

which

tions

between sound at the rear of the set and
Imagine two men on
sound at the front.
horseback, riding and shouting to each other
they approach.
A sweies of 'banked' microphones can make this conversation sweep
murmur
to full and exciting
from a far-off
crescendo exactly as the riders themselves
gallop from distance into full sight on the
as

The progress

screen.

of

two men entering

crowded bleachers and finding their seats
could be marked by greetings and exchanged
words, without a close-up anywhere in the
process, the men being picked out of the
crowd by the microphone instead of the camera.
These are trivial examples, but they
suggest a host of new dramatic effects.
The
fade-in and fade-out of scenes and characters can now be accentuated by fade-ins and
fade-outs of sound."
The motion picture industry, Professor
Pitkin found,
has
benefited
by "self-discipline and coordination not paralleled in any
previous form of organized human activity.
"The economics and the service to the public of this industry would probably be in a
state of chaos," he said, "if it were not for
the
voluntary self-discipline and conscious
thought on all these matters, exercised by the
various units under the leadership of Will

With an unprecedented complexnew problems, the men who make

H. Hays.
ity

of

Sunday, October

pictures wisely decided to take stock and
weigh potentialities as they went along, and
Hays has done a great job. On the other
hand, this coordination never weighs down

1)

There
on initiative and artistic imagination.
is no lid on ideas in the motion picture busiexcept one which the public itself imposes in the form of taste, fashion, and moral

Roxy

"A"

28
29

units

4%

do com
Skouras Bros
United Art

discrimination."
Professor Pitkin believes the adaptation of
plots, originally conceived for other mediums,
to be an unsatisfactory makeshift in the creation of talking pictures.
"Nothing is more certain," he said "than
that we will shortly see the development of
an entirely new story form.
Such technical
requirements as limited word count and the
necessity for fitting dialog to visual action
make it extremely difficult to re-patch the old
stories for the new art.
The talking picture
of the future will be distinctive in story
structure from poetry, drama, the novel, the
short story or the terse and vivid style of
news-writing.
"However, there is one definite analogy between motion pictures and news. The standard of content must be subject to a common
test, the greatest common denominator of human interest. The motion picture is made,
and will continue to be made, with the masses
in view.
I do not deplore this but welcome
it
as the means through which the whole
of
our population, already education conscious, will be made art conscious.
"This necessity for finding subjects common in interest to great segments of the
population, together with healthful precautions which the industry has conscientiously
taken, will automatically keep pictures clean.
Nothing astonishes me more than the preoccupation with sex which seems to dominate
certain critics of motion pictures.
That abnormality is all in the minds of these men,
not in the minds of the makers of pictures,
or in pictures themselves.
"Romance is naturally one of the major
themes for motion pictures.
Dirt is not
wanted in Hollywood. There are a few people in the United States who believe the
moon is made of green cheese and a few
with abnormal interest in sex.
Every picture

do pfd
Univ. Ch. com
do pfd

5

5

10
75

65

2

75

85
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YOU GO TO BUY
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BWAY.
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TEL.S580 PENN.
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at

thi

M.

P.

meeting

in

southern state.

Opening

of "Welcome Danger"
N. Y.
Oct. 12-14 Meeting of Allied States Ass'
at Los Angeles.
Oct. 13-14 Tri-state M. P. T. O. to hold cotvention in Memphis.
Oct. 29-31 Annual M. P. T. O. A. Meeting
at the Peabody Hotel, Memphis
Nov. 4 Premiere of "Condemned" at tit
Selwyn, N. Y.
Nov. 19-20 Ninth Annual Ohio M.P.T.O

Oct.

12

ji

Rivoli,

Convention.
Dec. 9-10

Meeting of North Carolina
hibitors' unit at Pinehurst.

ei

Reopens New Rialto
Nat Silver is now

Publix

—

Lowell, Mass.
manager of the
has opened here.

New

Rialto which

WANTED
Young man with
and practical

literary background
film experience for com-

mercial film adaptation.
Reply giving
experience, references and salary expected.

1650

Box A-161, The Film Daily
Broadway
New York City

Building at Showhegan, Me.
Showhegan, Me. The Strand, now
under construction at Court St., by
Somerset Theaters, will open in No-

—

vember.

Rappaport With Reeltone
Rappaport now is con-

Hyman

nected in a sales capacity with the
Reeltone Corp. of America, and not
operating the Sunshine, East Houston St., New York.

Leterman & Gates

N.Y.C.

N. Y .
T. O. A.

Criterion,

Oct. 9-11

of
chloral hydrate, a sleep-producing
drug, while awaiting treatment for a
nervous disorder at the Park Avenue Hospital.

INCORPORATED

B'WAY

Torom

at

"Applause"

of

Ea:

1)

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

1540

Premiere

at

Thursday night from an overdose

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

Stebbins,

Rita"

Jeanne Eagels Will Be
Buried at Kansas City

Let Us Solve Your Problems

_WHEN

COSTUMES
GOWNS AND UNIFORMS

Oct.

of "Rio
N. Y.

Meeting of S.M.P.E.

Oct. 7-10

EXHIBITOR:

TELEPHONE BRYANT

3040

"Stop, Phil I

You're breaking
If this

picture

my

is

losing

minute.

heart!

half as

good as you say

Vm

LAST PRICE QUOTED

BROOKS

Carroll,

that he would go bankrupt if
he catered to such minorities.
To the wouldbe author of motion picture scenarios my
primary advice is 'Write 'em clean.' "

31

34

Premiere

6

maker knows

30

30

Oct.

ness,

OVER THE COUNTER
do

1929

The Industry'
Date Book

Not Scratched
Page

6,

it

is,

money every

>>

PHIL REISMAN:

'You

said itl"

EXHIBITOR: "Oh yeah?
Where's that contract?

Gimme a

fountain pen."

REISMAN: "OH YEAH!"

Costs LESS
in the long run
Western Electric quality in sound

equipment assures trouble-proof
operation and increased box-office

j

KIm JnfnBs9l
1

T^XHIBITORS know
-^-^

satisfaction

with

that

and small

ern

Electric

1

dustry. It

re-

devoted exclusively to improi ting
the quality of Sound Pic 'ure
apparatus
the new 3 -si lory
addition to Bell Teleph one

are

itself to

standard and to
ity in

Sound pictures

pledges

make no compromise on

qual-

order to meet a price.

Sound

Equip your theatre

ivill

The

financing plan available

ing charges light

makes the

— readily paid

— only quality will hold them

Westm
SOD

Electric

SYSTEM

N D
Distributed by

Electrical Research Products fttc,
250 West 57th
Member of Motion

Street,

New

York, N. Y.

Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc

Will H. Hays, President

to

at their

increased receipts.

bring patrons

such

reproduced in theatres.

Laboratories.

continue providing apparatus of high

if

improvements are not properly

—

stimulated box office receipts.
Electric

useless for

proving Sound pictures

The only laboratory in the wt >rld

proving this every day through

Western

would be

in-

the producer to continue im-

theatres, West-

equipped,

to the interest

is

of everv element of the

2600

producing equipment.
large

This policy

1

Sound

depends largely on reliable

H
1
M

show
best!

carry-

out of your

fjg^

DAILY
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Photophone For
Foreign Theater Field

HEAH DOUADS (OB SHOWMEN

TIPS WHICH

OAny

"Sonny Boy"
(Warners)

Newspaper ran a

full-page

coop-

which one outstanding

erative ad in

word appeared in each merchant's ad.
These words when properlv arranged
formed a message from Sonny Boy
Tickets for best anTo the one
swers were awarded.
subnrtting the correct answer. Son-

to the reader.

ny Boy gave five free tickets to the
theater: second winner received 3
free tickets; the next, two tickets and
the next ten each received one ticket
each.

— Irvin

R. Waite, Arcade,

Palm Beach,

West

Fla.

Page

1)

"The theatergoing

Heyl declared.

(Paramount)

Producing

— Fred Leroy

London
Adelqui

Millar

of

Granville and

Whitehall

Films

are in France making a bi-lingual
talking picture with a French cast.

was
fully three stories high
place over the street in front of theThis banner consisted of netater.
ting on which appeared the cut-out
figures from the 24-sheet as well as
cloth letters spelling out the name
of star and title of picture sewed on.
Florida,
Weiss, Jr.,
F.
Alfred
Jacksonville, Fla.

—

"Weary River"
(First National)

On Saturday before opening, an
exploitation stunt was used that garnered plenty of publicity. Two welldressed men one pushing a wheelbarrow on which was a portable victrola playing the "Weary River" record and the other chap carrying a
T-shaped banner reading, "No matter
how you get there, don't miss hear-

—

Gaumont Releasing Sound
Newsreel in November

—

London

Gaumont Sound News

RCA

—

—

will be installed at the Capitol, Singapore, according to P. L. Palmerton,
foreign manager. This will mark the
first W. E. installation in the Malay

Peninsula.

Duofone for Cleveland House
Cleveland The Madison and Ezella, belonging to the Scoville, Essick

—

—

—

(M-G-M)
upper section of the
building was covered by huge 70 x IS
banner announcements with white
and blue letters of the title on an
orange background.
Another flag
banner half this size contained the
popular priced billing.
In the evening searchlights placed in a building
across the street played a powerful
moving white light back and forth
across these banners. Over the marquee were erected three massive cutouts, taken from poster, ad and exploitation press sheet suggestions Below the edge of the marquee suspended a strip of green and khaki
with billing of picture inscribed in the
flitter.
Under the marquee wtre decorations of cocoanut palm leaves;
yuba grass and fiber leaves were entwined effectively around the many
lights which
had been dipped in
entire

green.
The outside corner of the
lobby front was engaged with an aristic treatment of South Sea scenes in
green, blue, white and red, and offset
by aplakey sign treatment. Stillman,

—

Cleveland.

—

Woodland. Wash.— The Woodland has
opened to the public.
Baldwin, L.

I.

— Contract

has been awai

for the construction of the Sunrise, to

between

Grand

estimated cost

and
of

Wenatchee,

Harrison

befl||

Aves.

at

$300,000.

—

Wash. Fox is planning
new $200,000 theater in

struction of a
city with a seating capacity of 1200.
is

|fa

bet

Mass.— A new Netoco

thi

tin

being built with a seating capacity of 2,
The Fox Palace is sche !

Los Angeles
to open Oct.

—
—

16.

Alpine, Tex.
A talking picture house
being erected here by the O. K. Theate;
cuit.
It will seat 1000.

'

"Woman

to Woman" T-S
Talker at $2 Top in N. \
Tiffany-Stahl talker "Woman

Pacent Active in Cleveland Zone
Raycophone Assembles Staff
Pacent sound repro- Woman," featuring
Cleveland
Sydney Ray Allsop, director and
Betty Compto
technical advisor to the Raycophone ducers, both film and disc devices, will open in New York as a $2 to
Co., manufacturers of the Rayco- are now being installed at the Im- price, according to Grant L. Coo-ij
phone sound recorder, has appointed perial, Moreland, Ritz, Ambassador in a fire to the home office. TK
Other houses soon to picture was directed
the following engineers to the staff: and Waldorf.
by Victor Savil,
AlC. Borthwick service engineer; K. be equipped with the device are
for Tiffany-Gainsborough-Burlingtc
Borthwick in charge of assembly hambra, Superior and Capitol, here; Prod.
Rialto,
Kenmore, Winter's Akron
work and D. Bond work foreman.
and Strand, Caro, Mich., according
to Maurice Lebensburger, field sales 75 Per Cent Of Ticket
W. E. For Singapore
Firms to Have Parlei
Western Electric sound equipment manager.

ing Richard Barthelmess in 'Weary and Reiff circuit, have been equipRiver' at the Orpheum next week." ped with France Duofone sound reThe boys averaged about three stops corder. Fred Schram is local repto every block and then they would resentative for the company.
entertain the crowds by playing the
"Weary River" record. Charles F. Prices Increased at Ottawa House
Shire, Orpheum, Lincoln, Neb.
Ottawa A new policy has been

"White Shadows"

—

El Paso. Tex. Excavation work is to
soon for the foundation of the Plaza.
Kittanning, Pa.— Stat.ley Theater Corp.
i
reported seeking a site for a theater here
Portland, Ore.
The Rialto, a new Publi
house, has opened here.

Mattapan,

opening day a large street ban-

ner,

The

—RCA-Photophone has made

Milan

Bi-Lingual Talking Film

English is being produced here by
Establissements Jacques Haik. The
two versions will be filmed simultaneously. The French version is being
produced by M. Mercanton and di-

'

Wiring of Italian Houses

further strides in Italy with the inpublic there is as avid for the talk stallation of sound equipment in the
and music of the sound screen as are Odean, which seats 2,800.
Three
our American audiences. In England other theaters in Italy have been
especially,
where many American wired by the same company.
talking films are shown, the common
bond of language has insured the
Whitehall is
success of sound pictures.

French Making Bi-Lingual
Talking Film in England
London —A talker in French and

'

1929

6,

Progressing With

is

rected by Rene Hervil. The French will be released in November.
dialogue is the work of Pierre Man- and British Acoustics recording apdru.
paratus will be used.

"The Letter"

On

(.Continued from

RCA

Sunday, October

t

(Continued from Page 1)

Two For

Phonofilm
DeForest Phonofilm

proposed lor discussion arc. Inte
is
Chicago
ference with contracts; defamatiou
being installed at the Vision here, competitors; enticement ot employee:!
owned by Morris Reingold and at the price discrimination; secret rebate:
Pastime, Bristol, R. I., owned by Lou sales below cost; discrimination
price by means of split shipment!
Vail.
delivery points, sales without nmhi?;|
Pastime to Install Vitaphone
ity; cost accounting; standardizatic
Kiel, Wis..
Edwin L. Berth of the and simplification; misbrands; st
Pastime Theater is going to install tistics; quotations; terms; discoun
Vitaphone equipment in his theater.
and free service.

—

—

Crossley With Pacent
Dallas H. E. Crossley of New
York has arrived here to represent

—

adopted by P. J. Nolan for his at- Pacent Reproducer in this territory
mospheric Avalon.
This suburban and will establish an office here.
house now has daily matinees with
W. E. for Redfield, S. D.
15 and 25 cent prices while the adRedfield, S. D.— Western Electric
mission for evening performances is
installed
a flat 35 cents, which is an increase sound equipment has been
the Lyric, Hanson & Blume house.
of ten cents for the stadium balcony. at
The house is wired.
Ellis Buys at Clayton
William F. McClayton, N.
New Toronto Manager
Toronto R. J. Howarth is new Cauley has sold the Strand, N. C,
manager of the Oakwood, suburban to W. H. Ellis.
house built and managed for many
Vita-Temple Starts Season
years by the late James Crang, who
Toledo, O. Jack O'Connell has
died while on a visit in Chicago.
Howarth has had considerable expe- reopened the Vita-Temple after re-

C—

—

—

rience in

Toronto theater

circles.

i:

decorating and renovating.

Competition

is

unusually keen

the admission ticket business, with
number of price cutting and oth
tactics declared flourishing.

Colleen

Moore Arrives

Monday

to Set Contrai

(Continued from Page

with

McCormick

to

1)

make

a seri
starring Miss Moore.
Before leaving on a leisurely tt

eastward, through Banff Springs a:
Montreal, Miss Moore and McCc
mick finished the First National pr
duction, "Footlights and Fools,'' roa
show special made in Technicolc
with dialogue, singing and music.
79th St. Theater Sold
Alliance Realty Company h
purchased from the Seventy-Nin
Amusement Company t
Street

The

Georgia House Wired

—

Claxton, Ga.
The Italian Garden
has been wired and will show only
sound pictures in future.

Fox Acquires Hippodrome
Cal.
The Hippodrome has
H.
under Fox West Coast Seventy-ninth street theater.
management after being dark for a Rogers was the broker in the sale.
Napa,
reopened

week
Clintonville House to Have Sound
Clintonville, Wis.
The Grand is
to have sound equipment installed,
according to W. L. Gould, owner.

—

Moviephone for Texas House

—

Dallas Moviephone sound equipment has been installed at the Queen,
Canadian, Tex.

while

—

improvements

were

Riley Pathe Buffalo Manager
Buffalo
Phil Reisman, geneil
sales manager of Pathe has appoint!
Fox Gets Bound Brook House
Fox Metropolitan Playhouses has James Riley manager of the coil
taken over the Brook, Bound Brook, pany's local branch to succeed Oscl
Hanson, who has resigned. Riley hi
N. J.
been with the company as spec
Becomes Picture House
The Waterloo is representative for Harold Lloyd ft|
Waterloo, la.
tures.
now operating as a picture house.

made.

—

—

f
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Imely Topics

Along The Rialto

A

Digest of
Current Opinion

— ©—

M.

THAT'S

THAT

with
Phil

AND
By PHIL M.

Daly, Jr.

DALY

HYhasDAAB,

UNUSUAL prediction conANcerning
sound
development

Hdhull Seen of Real
lt|ice to "Little Fellow"

and

I

May McAvoy, popular and diminutive star, is en route
Noo Yawk
"The L. A. Herald," quotes Al Boasberg

pictures has been called to our attention by Eddie Klein. It is a clipping from a St. Louis newspaper

1".
(Pete) Woodhull fades
out of the exhibitor organILtion picture and blossoms out
an executive vice-president

!'•

General

it'll

Talking

loodhuU will most
II much real service

be of

to the small
Ikvn exhibitor in his new assoILtion as he was in the exhibitor
iKanization. It's mighty difficult
the value of exhibitor
sell
The average theWganization.
Ler owner cannot see any ma-

"Mike" Simmons Friday made a campaign talker with Maj.
La Guardia, N. Y. mayoralty candidate, at the R.L.A. studios.

amuck when he couldn't get a seat, critically
Bullet-proof
wounding the doorman and a boy patron
vests for ushers may be the rage next year.
Wesley Ruggles

a

in

for a patron ran

arrives today for a Noo Yawk vacation and a trip to Havana.
He'll be at premiere Nov. 4 of "Condemned," at the Selwyn.

icketbook, and, even then, many
them welch on contributing
ward their own business.
"The Pucific Coast

It's a boy at the Bronx home of S. Rosen, chief cameraAnd Al Weisberg, former art direcof Seiden Films
tor for Warners, caught dining a group of Middle Western publishers at the Hofbrau
you know, Al now is with a

man

Independent Exhibitor'
*

*

*

newspaper syndicate.

c:ing Exhibitor to Sign

New

:

)

Product Held Unfair
managers and sales-

Gertrude Lawrence, who has been on the stage since the
age of 12, makes two debuts this sea"son, one as star of the first
play written especially for her, "Candlelight," on the boards at
the Empire, and in her first talking flicker feature, "The Battle
of Paris," soon to be released by Paramount

RANCH

making
of
desirous
cords, by forcing exhibitors to
gn tor new product in order to
;t the adjustments they are fulentitled to on existing conacts, are not playing fair. They
ave much more to gain by deal^ men,

i

As we predicted

-

ig

switched to

would some time ago, the Roxy has
a Friday change policy, following the Paramount,

:main

Capitol and Strand

and squarely with exand by helping them to

in

t

A company

business.

good product doesn't

ith really

in

NUMBER

59
1

59

"Associated Publications"
*

*

*

Industry

ieves Talkers Lack
,rthm of Silent Films
the movie created
if

HEN

conventions

time

of

its

and

pace and movement, it began to
ave a rhythm of its own, a sees of rhythms, rather, comparable to those of the movements
if
These rhythms
a symphony.
for the present, being dere,

Itroyed

by the

talkie.

Gilbert Seldes

THEIR
FIRST

JOBS

Statistics
By

JAMES

Statistical

M.

LOEW

reporter N. Y. Globe in

1915

sound and pictures."
*

For

*

a prediction

*

made 43 years

say that's going some.
another one, which is yet to
"Powerful stations for the
distribution of Photophone news."
It is rather more than a coincidence
that he employed a name to indicate this new invention which has
become universally known in the
ago,

we'll

Here
come

is

:

film

industry.

Another

prediction

which particularly appealed to us,
was this: "Congressional sessions
only once in each ten years, and the
passage of no laws which cannot
Wotta
immediately be repealed."
break that would be for us guys
who like our prune juice when and
where we want it without legislative
interference.
*

*

*

Sez Arthur
George K. Arthur in his new vaude
Show," in which he is teemed with act sez that he has retired from picJack Pepper, and "A Night in a tures and that he is continually reGirls' Dormitory," in which Ginger ceiving requests
to return to the
Rogers plays opposite.
Coast three of the requests from his
former tailor. For the first time in
George LeMaire is editing "Big his life he's being yessed. People in
Time Charlie," Pathe dialogue short the act, as per the script, yes him to
Sup- death. George is using a scene from
which features Lew Hearn.
ana "Rookies" in his act, and continuing
Lancaster
Dick
are
him
porting
Evalyn Knapp, who, by the way of the business on the stage.
*
*
*
a belated vacation note, has returnee
postcard
received
a
from
Just

Bader postmarked Verdun,
where he was touring the old A.E.F.
Dave got here five days
grounds.
ago, ahead of his card. He must
have sent himself by airmail.

Dave

The Film Daily

HOLLYWOOD
have

\

CUNNINGHAM

P.

Editor.

October 6

producers

approximately $400

-

000,000 invested in film properties and in production on the
West Coast, exclusive of their
investment in sound devices

and

equipment

necessary

for

making of talking pictures,
which is estimated by authorithe

ties to

exceed $100,000,000. The

former

figure includes buildings, stories awaiting production, contracts, and all physical
assets.
*

ARTHUR

This unpublished Feb. 19, 1886.
known prophet among other things
forecasted the League of Nations, a
World Court, and most astounding
of all to those interested in the film
business, "perfection of the 'Photoby means of which the
phone,'
world's news would be broadcast by.

—

to take advantage of the
xhibitor in these situations.

ave

Ben Shlyen

of

it

fairly

ibitors

'»

Gem, Chicago burlesque house,

Pity the attaches at the

membership
N|rd to a theater owner organiza>n until some obnoxious law is
pped over that touches his
worth

ItHal

to
as

saying the M-G-M studio was so quiet the other week "you could
hear an option drop."
Florence Vidor (Mrs. Jascha
Heifetz), is in the Big Town
R. & R. Theaters is celebrating its twentieth anniversary of Texas film business
Dave
(Universal) Bader, injected plenty of the Glenn Tyron personality, to get out of a customs "jam" on returning from Yurrop
with "Uncle Carl" Laemmle

Pictures,

likely

who is a regular P. T. Barnum in his own right,
a real flash on Broadway for "Rio Rita." The red, white
yellow color scheme on the Caroll sign is a wow

*

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN
Best wishes and congratulations are extended by

THE

FILM DAILY

to the follow-

ing

members

who

today are celebrating their

of

the industry,

*

Distributors and exhibitors
sign a half million product contracts annually, involving more
than $200,000,000.

Charles Pathe arrives from Europe.

birthday

Janet Gaynor
Alice Knowland
Carol Lombard

*

*

*

E. H. Hulsey refuses to discuss report that he has sold out to S. A.
Lynch.
*

C. L. Chester

pany.

*

*

forms $200,000 com-
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Evangelistic Films Planned
Aimee Semple McPherson Sermons to be Made — Warners Working on Five New
Two Films Yearly Under New Richard Barthelmess Contract Wilk's Personality Shots

Series of Talkers on

Pictures

EVANGELIST

—

IS

—

HEAD OF

Barthelmess to Make 2
Yearly Under New Te

m

A Little from "Lots"
~
— By

DIRECTORSJ200,000 CO.

Richard Barthelmess has signed
new contract with First National u
der which he will make two pictur

RALPH WILK

j

Our good

Hollywood

Angelus Prod, has been organized

Aimee JOSE BOHR, who will play the
The
lead in the all-Spanish version of
firm is capitalized at $200,000.
The "Blaze O' Glory," which Sono-Art
evangelist heads the list of directors. will make simultaneously with the
Sound pictures will be taken of her English
version,
starring
Eddie
contemplated trip through the Holy Dowling, is known as "the Irving
Land next March.
Berlin of South America," having
many popular songs and tangoes tr
to

make

talking

pictures

Warner Working on Five
As "On the Border" Starts

has arrived in Hollydirected "Just Suppose"
and "The Beautiful City," starring
Richard Barthelmess. He is also a

With "On

the Border" placed in
production, the number of pictures
before the camera at the Warner
studios has been increased to five.
The other four are Al Jolson's "Mammy," John Ba r »-"more's "The Man,"

"Wide

Open"

"Hold

and

*

Cullough and Bruce Covington.

press

Hollywood,

in

ris

matter

at

coming

the

*

writing

—

New Dave

Bennett Contract
Dave Bennett ha> signed a longterm contract to supervise all danc-

Paramount productions. He
now at work- on "The Paramount

ing in
is

May Gp^fo

Novarro

Vi

Fox

in

Vallee Film

will

play

in

*

Starts

on

the players Robert Ames. William
liarrigan,
Camille Rovelle, Maude
Fulton, George MacFarlane, (irate

Hugh McCormack and Billy
Music has been composed by
Wolfe Gilbert and Abel Baer.

Wallace,
Colvin.
s

Berlin

? L.
I

will

Cast

for

"Wall

Street"

j

Sam DeGrasse and

Ernest Hilhave been cast for Columbia's
Wall Street," which R. William

I

!

iiard

'

-VC

Miss Dressier
Marie Dressier

is

directing.

The

chief

roles

Sono-Art Signs Ruth Roland
are played by Ralph Ince and Aileen
'ringle.
Sono-Art has signed Ruth Roland.
iie
star has been out of pictures
I

"The

Vagabond Lover," which RKO is
Rudy Vallee. Also
new in the cast is Allan Roscoe.

i

ince

1927.

producing with

In 'Grand Parade" Cast
Spec O'Donnell, boy comedian, ha
Nella Wal- been added tho the east of Pathe';
"'I he Grande Parade," in which Fred
Scott has the male lead.

Other players arc Sally Blane,
O'Shea, Eddie Nugent,
ker and Charles Sellon.

Damn

Supporting Lloyd Hamilton
Adrienne Dore is Lloyd Hamil-

Mary Jane Temple in Comedy
Mary Jane Temnle has been assigned

the

chief

feminine

role

in

"Hunting the Hunter," an Educational-Jack White Talking Comedy.

HUGH HERBERT
Dialogue

-

Supervis ion

R. K. O.

leading lady in "Peaceful Alley," being released by Educational.
ton's

Dialoguing
Universal's

Feature Comedies

ox Ho.pitamlit

"Nix on Dames"
Dames" has gone into
production at Fox with Mae Clarke
the leading role. The film, directed
Y ( in
p by Donald Gallaher, includes among
"Nix

th^Jrifenhood that Ramon
return to Berlin upon
completing "Devil May Care" fo:
M-G-M to resume his voice training

Revue."

*

THE
Doorway

with Alice White at Malibu
beach, with George Bancroft
an interested spectator.

;g is

Novarro

*

More Passing Show: Mervyn LeRoy playing ping pong

Paramount;

Spanish talker, has been completed at
Tec-Art.
It was directed by Cliff u wun r ranee JJuotone sound reLogan rder. Fred Schram is local repWheeler,
Jacqueline
with
starred.
Rene Cardona is the pro/' sentative for the company.
diicer.
English and silent versions
•rices Increased at Ottawa House
of the picture were also made.
Ottawa A new policy has been
opted by P. J. Nolan for his atU. A. Short Completed
"Glorious Vamps" is the second ospheric Avalon.
This suburban
•use now has daily matinees with
United Artists short to be placi
and 25 cent prices while the adproduction, "Overture of 1812"
ssion for evening performances is
is
It
a
ing been completed.
flat 35 cents,_which is an
reeler.
increase

*

Jane Jennings, character actress
who has worked in several easternproduced pictures, has arrived on
the Coast and will free-lance.

RKO

all-

first

California.

to
*

Eglington, head of the
"still" department, conferring with Le o Tover an d

Finish First Spanish Talker

Bound" and "Mister Antobusy at Pathe. He was

an actor and stage director both
New York and abroad before

Bill

"Havana Shadows,"

•

in

Lawrencemade good

busy,

*

nio," is

More Passing Show: Renaud
Hoffman and James Ashcraft
studio; Bill Wright,
berg, Ind., boy who

his wife.

Frank Reicher, who directed
the dialogue for "Big News," Pa-

attending the dinner
given by Color-Art Synchrotone.

conferring at the Metropolitan

*

*

Max Swain

Every-

Europe with

rection of talkers.

Our Passing Show: Max Shagrin
and Joe Marks discussing divers and
sundry matters; Finis Fox and

"On

year

instead of the four he h
been making heretofore. Upon cot
pletion of "Son of the Gods" abo
Oct. 10 the star expects to leave f
a

playwright and songwriter and has
an excellent background for the di-

*

the Border" stars RinTin-Tin at the direction of William
McGann.
In the cast are Armida,
Donald Keith. John Litel, Philo Mcthing."

He

wood.

credit.
*

Kenneth Webb

director,

the

of

Semple McPherson's sermons.

his

friend,

7?

rfNTER the doorway
popular hoatelry and you feel at hot
-dial weleo
There'* an atmosphere of cordial
between il
which mark* the difference bt
ry hotel*.
Hollywood Plaxa and ordinary
dila

I

Your room, too, ha* that added tot il
lie wail, •*«
of diitlnctioa. Picture* on the
•ruffed furniture, a floor lamp and read
lamp . . . theae are but a few of the feat*
that make you feel at home.
Plg'n Whistle Dining Service in*uree >
beet of food. Therefore, when you are I it
In Lo* Angeles be rare to Investigate.

THE HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA
HOTEL!
Vina Street

at

Hollywood Boulevai
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SITS

HEW COMPOSERS GET

DIG BREAK IN TALKERS
motion picture oilers
youthful composer, struggling for
I.

'he audible

gnition, the greatest opportunity
ilie history of music."

L

says Victor Schertzinger, screen

and gifted composer of many
song hits, who is now direct"The Laughing Lady" with Ruth
tterton and Clive Brook, at the
[amount Long Island studio.
Music is a definite element of the

Ictor
lular
,

of audible pictures," Schertzinger
>nt in enlarging on this stateit.

"The

field of

screen music has

ply been touched as yet. The mopicture industry is progressing so
in these days of change and deipment that the uses of music to
may be regarded as purely eximental.
i

I

.-

But the future holds a brilliant
mise for music on the screen. The
ntists are perfecting the

methods

sound recording and reproducing
he point where it is only a matter

IN

GREATER

Short Shots from
Eastern Studios
W
\by

ARTHUR

.

EDDY,

CLIFFORD BROOKE, noted stage GEORGE PEARSON

has bag and
baggaged to the Coast to represent
tract to M-G-M to direct dialogue, Welsh-Pearson and (iainsborough in
has arrived in New York from the the production of "Journey's End,"
Coast to stage "She Walked Home" which will be made by Tiffany-Stahl.
Pearson
for Anne Nichols. The show will un- James Whale will direct.
fold itself to Broadway in about three reports that "Auld Lang Syne," starweeks. At the Coast Brooke staged ring Harry Lauder and made by his
the dialogue for the knockout, "The company in England, is going strong,
Last of Mrs. Cheney" and just prior with the synchronized songs by LaudHis company
to his departure, for the new Ramon er especially clicking.
Novarro vehicle, "Devil May Care." will probably next make "The MonHis stage record includes such pieces key's Paw", in England.
as "Fioretta," "The Circle," "East is
West," "Lombardie, Ltd., "The Last
Nat Pendleton is doing a lift
Warning," 'Peter Ibetsen" and "The guard in "The Laughing Lady,'
Last of Mrs. Cheyney."
starring Ruth C hatterton for Paramount under Victor Schertzinger 's
Editing of "His Birthday Suit," direction.
Nat ivas formerly the
Cordon Bostock talking comedy for Olympic wrestling champ.
Pathc, is i)i progress for Pathe Sound
Studios. Phil Tanura directed, with
Morgan Morley, known to vaude
Harry Stradling doing the cameraWills, is being featured in
director

who

is

now under

con-

fans as Si
three new

work.

STUDIOS

STYLES OF SCREEN STARS'
HAIR DRESSING NUMEROUS
The minute-man

of the picture inthe hair dresser.
Freddie
Graf, hair-dresser
at
Paramount's
Long Island studio is responsible for
the above statement.
"He must be

dustry

is

ready
for
any emergency," Graf
says, "At all times, under all conditions, he must be ready to work."
Graf, who became a hair-dresser in
1907

in

Vienna and has been with

Paramount

for six years, has dressed
the hair of almost every motion picture actor and actress in the screen

At various
world's "who's who."
times during his career he has been
both barber and hair-dresser, catering
to the whims of almost every type
"A hair-dresser at
of temperament.
a studio," he points out, "must have
thorough knowledge of make-up
and he must be able to handle all
phases of coiffuring. He must know
a

the needs of men as well as women
and he has to be just as good a barber as a hair-dresser.
"Besides handling wigs," Graf continues, "he must handle individuals.
There are almost as many styles of
cutting and combing hair as there
No two actors
are styles of hats.
or actresses want their hair dressed
When they sit in the workalike.

Melody comedies produced
by Harry Delmar for Pathe. "SynBill Quinn, who makes good stills
release,
Trial,"
the
first
copated
for Warner Bros, at the Vitaphone
played the Strand in New York and
after
a
studio, is back in the harness
Brooklyn the past week. Other Morbuttle with pneumonia.
<.\
releases to come are "After the
techand
mechanical
When these
Show," in which he is teemed with
al details are perfected, I believe
A visitor to the Warner plant
motion picture will develop a these days is four-year-old Patrician Jack Pepper, and "A Night in a chair, they have full confidence in
his work
ge new school of original music, DuPar, whose daddy is Edward Du- Girls' Dormitory," in which Ginger their hair-dresser and expect
Rogers plays opposite.
to be perfect."
this development, the unknown
Par, chief cameraman at the studio.
Graf has toured almost all of
nposer will have his great oppor- She has worked in a number of picLike the royal patrons of tures.
lity.
George LeMaire is editing "Big North and South America in his caTune Charlie," Pathe dialogue short pacity as barber and hair-dresser.
isic of an earlier era, the motion
Sup- At one time he acted in those calohich
features Lew Hearn.
ture industry will become the sponVia Gordon Boyle, secretary of the
talentand pacities on the North German Lloyd
of
Lancaster
r, on a tremendous scale,
American Sound Recording Corp., porting him are Dick
musicians and composers. Compe- informs us to the effect that Fox Evalyn Knapp, who, by the way of Steamship Line.
ion between rival screen producers is going to release
the "School- a belated vacation note, has returned
and nearby
11 force the competing firms to seek
day Frolics" series being directed by after a visit to Boston
t musicians of creative ability and
John Noble. The pictures are booked parts.
orcl these artists every opportunity for Fox and Warner houses around
develop their talent."
Evalyn Knapp, who plays leads in
New York City, through the efforts
Although Schertzinger established of Matty Radin, who is in charge of eastern-produced comedies for Pathe,
mself as a musician before the ar- distribution for American Sound Re- and Harry Delmar, who has featured
al of sound pictures, he has added cording.
The series comprise 12 her in some, are going matrimony,
Rutgers Neilson avers.
his fame as a composer by supply- dialogue shorts.
,
g original music for a number of
reen plays, including Maurice ChevMake Vitaphone Shorts
Meehan Makes "Stand To"
operetta, "The Love
ier's
latest
Vitaphone shorts made at Warner
Directed by J. Leo Meehan, "Stand
irade," recently directed by Ernst
recently inTo," written by Capt. Bruce Bairns- Bros. Vitaphone studio
the lime until we will be able to
sent almost the entire gamut of
sical possibilities via the audible

;

George Rosener in a skit enGramercy studio, with the author titled "The Fallen Star," directed by
Vitaphone Varsupervising. The cast includes Henry Arthur Hurley, and a
Epics Making Shorts
Murplayed Old Bill in iety with Marie Vero, vocalist.
who
Wenman,
"Fight to Live," second of a freak
supervised.
ray
Roth
London and now is in "Journey's
lima! series of shorts being marie
and John
been End"; Harry McNaughton
tbitsch.

father,

has

been

made

at

RCA's

clude

Talking Picture Epics, has

Van Evck.
RCA's Gramercy studio
lder direction of Oswald Brooks
Sheldon
Raymond L.
id Terry Ramsaye.
mioleted at

at

Paramount

lgers
E. Lloyd Sheldon has been transitmars is starred. "Hunting
India" is the first of 1'ie series, ferred by Paramount from its West
He
he next will be "Arctic Mummies Coast to its Long Island plant.
id Big Game," with Harold Mc- was formerly a scenarist and super
visior at the Astoria studio.
racken featured.
1

i

Clhi&ries IHsurteni

HI-SPEED SILENT
MITCHELL CAMERA
»f

"*l|

Home:
Horn* SCHuyler 9357
Club: Wisconsin 34( 5

MARK SANDRICH
Director
Just Finished

THE GINSBURG SERIES
Starring

NAT CARR
for RKO Release
LOUIS BROCK,

RCA
Gramercy

Producer

Photophone
Studio, N. Y. C.
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Monte Blue

Lily

in

Ken Maynard

in

"The Dancer of Barcelona"

"Skin Deep"
Length: 5964

ft.

WEAK OFFERING UNCON-

in

GOOD PROGRAM NUMBER
VINCING IN STORY AND DIRECTION RATES POOR FROM SHOWS LILY DAMITA IN HER
ALL ANGLES. JUST A FILLER LAST EUROPEAN PRODUCTION IN NICE LOVE STORY
FOR NEIGHBORHOODS.
Adapted ABLY SUPPORTED BY GOOD
Drama of underworld.
CAST.

Length: 5697

Universal

Montagu Love
(Silent Version)
Tiffany-Stahl
Length: 6337

ft.

COLORFUL AND LIVELY
WESTERN PEPPED UP WITH
UNIQUE STORY OF RIVALRY VERY UNUSUAL LOVE TRIBETWEEN TWO WAGON ANulE STORY CARRIES
TRAINS. KEN MAYNARD FINE TENSE INiEKEST AND FINE
ACTING BY THREE PRININ FIRST TALKER.
This one goes CIPLES THAT PUTS IT OVER
Pioneer western.

story, "Lucky Damback to the days of the early pioneer
This production was
Romance.
age." This one is just a poor imitawest when the wagon carried suption of a lot of good underworld pic- made in Spain with the locale in and plies to the miners in the out-of-the
The around Barcelona. It shows the fa- way sections of the new west. Ken
tures that have preceded it.
material is hackneyed, and poorly mous European star in the last pro- Maynard hooks up with a wagon train
strung together. Either the director duction she made before coming to that has started out to relieve the
Lily is entrancing, as
could do nothing with it or he lost Hollywood.
miners from the exorbitant rates
heart in his work, which is quite ex- usual, and does a part that gets away charged by the heavy and his gang
stuff.
from
the
vamp
Here
she
is
a
cusable considering the sloppiness of
I hey pull all sorts of tricks to try
the material. Monte Blue is the hard dancer in the Opera House ballet and wreck the wagon train of the
boiled gang leader with the usual who becomes the prima donna. The hero, and prevent it reaching its
snappy and well dressed rival, who is son of an old Castilian family of destination. There is a pip of a whip
also after the same gal, Sadie, a tough wealth falls; madly in love with her. fight in a saloon, with Ken's crowd
But Sadie The situation is one where the youth coming out victorious and getting
egg in the night club.
grabs off Monte, figuring he has more is afraid if he marries her that she their wagon train to the miners on
dough. Then she and the other pang will return to her first love, a famous time to frustrate the other gang. Ken
She breaks out in song, and gets away
leader frame her hubby for a stretch dancer beloved by the nation.
up the river. Meanwhile Monte wan- is lured back for a farewell evening's with it. Altogether a colorful numders through the footage with a performance, and the youth thinks he ber with the western hero living up
scarred makeup and a wax nose built has lost her, for she has told him that to his rep for supplying lots of action
up so that you can see the wax in if she ever goes back to the stage and fighting throughout the footage.
every closeup. Getting out of prison, then he will know that she no longer Director Harry J. Brown handled it
a plastic surgeon fixes his map, he loves him. It is a very charming little very weli, and this one will please the
falls in love with the surgeon's daugh- bit of sentiment, beautifully photo- fans easily.
graphed amid gorgeous Spanish sets.
ter, and ditches the tough girl.
Cast: Ken Maynard, Edith Roberts, FredMonte Blue, Davey Lee, Betty
Cast:
Cast: Lily Damita, Warwick Ward, Don erick Dana, Tom Santschi. Al Ferguson, Jack
Compson, Alice Day, John Davidson, John Pedro DeLeon, Carlo De Mendoza, Ramon Hanlon, Bobby Dunn, Frank Rice, White
Bowers, Georgie Stone, Tully Marshall, Rob- Gomez.
Horse.
ert Perry,
Director, Robert Wiene, Author, Solar De
Director. Harry J. Brown; Author, Marian
Director, Ray Enright
Author, Mark Ed- Rodrigo, Editor, Pierre Arnaud, Adaptor, Jackson
Dialogue, Not
Scenarist, the same
mund Jones Scenarist, Gordon Rigby Dia- Casimiro Gonzales Cameraman, Otto Kan- Listed; Editor, Fred Allen; Titler, Leslie
logues the same; Cameraman, Barney McGill. ture.
Mason Cameraman, Ted McCord.

from magazine

;

;

Drama

of modern love.
A very
story all about the rejuvenation of a wealthy financier wno goes
to Europe and takes the treatment so
he can marry a young girl with whom

he is infatuated.
The theme is expertly handled by author and director,
the financier cables to i\ew York
the story of his supposed death, anc
returns in the role of his nephew
The girl is fooled, but at a perform
ance of "Faust" the action ot me piaj
reacts on the financier and he grow:
suddenly aged again. Then the gir
realizes the deception, and return:
to her youthful lover. Montagu Lov<
gives a stellar performance in an ex
ceedingly ditticuit roie. Claire Wind
sor is charming as ever, and Ricara
cortez as the youthful beau is con«
vincing. The theme is hardly for thil
younger element, but tor the oldeJl
tolks and sophisticates it makes a
hour of unusual entertainment.
I

Cast:

«1

The

ordinary.

College Coquette»»

Direction, smooth.

"Afghanistan.»

the Girl"

(SUent)

with Grant Withers, Betty Compson
ft.

POOR COLLEGE FLAPPER
FILM SHOWS NOTHING AND
SLIPS DUE TO IMPLAUSIBLE

STORY AND ORDINARY

DI-

RECTION.

(Silent Version)
Warners
Length 5200

FALLS

Ruth

Taylor, William Collier, Jr.,
Jobyna Ralston, John Holland, Adda Gleason,

Frances Lyons, Edward
Edward Clayton, Morris Murphy.

Gretchen Hartman,
Pie'.

Jr.

Director,
George Archainbaud
Author,
Scenarist, Norman Houston
Ralph Graves
;

;

Editor,
Not Listed;
Cameraman, Jack Rose.
Direction, ordinary.
in

Titler,

Not

Listed;

:

ft.

FLAT WITH

OUT-

WORN STORY REVAMPED

FROM OLD STAGE PLAY.
LACKS CLASS IN ALL DEPARTMENTS OF PRODUCTION.

Photography, excellent

;

Direction,

spots.

(Sound version Reviewed Sept.

Cast: Grant Withers, Betty Compson, Gertrude Olmstead, James R. Kirkwood, Vivian
Oakland, Gretchen Hartman, Irene Haisman,
John Davidson, Gerald King, Bert Roach.
Director,
Howard Bretherton; Authors.,
Frank R. Adams, Joseph E. Howard, Will
Hough
Adaptor, Robert Lord
Scenarist,

1)

;

Robert Lord; Editor, Not
John Stumar.
poor.

listed;

Cameraman,

Photography,

;

;

;

Jackson Rose.
Direction, smooth.

Photography, okay.

"The Very Idea"
(All-Talker)
ft.

Length: 6139
RKO
ANOTHER RUSSIAN PROPA- REAL LAUGH HIT ADAPTE
GANDA FILM THAT FALLS FkoM FAMOUS PLAY GET
OVER STRONG WITH FIN
FLAT AS A DULL TRAVEL- WORK
BY FRANK CRAVE:
OGUE OF AFGHANISTAN. NOT AND A STRONG
CAST.
FOR PICTURE HOUSES.
Comedy. Adapted from the famoi

Produced by Sov- stage success of the same name. He
Frank Craven makes his initial bo
kino. Just a straight piece of propaon the talking screen, and proves vej
ganda, showing how a Soviet expedi- much of a natural. His finished cor
tion broke into Afghanistan with the edy style and easy manner make tl
help of the then ruler of that country production a sheer delight from sta
Travel picture.

who was

trying to be

to finish.
The story tells of a ri<
modern and young couple
who are envious

bring his backward nation up to date.
So the film wanders on tediously

who have a little daug
Finally
Frank Craven selJ
over the entire country," showing all them an idea to have a eugenic ball
rl
a perfect physical specimen.
the native customs and the fact that
is an author who has written a bo(|
these people are about 500 years be- on the subject, and this is his hobbj
hind the times. No doubt interesting So finally he engineers a plan with hi
to people who have a yen for Afghan- chauffeur and the maid whereby th<['
get married and go off on a yeaifl
istan. There are some splendid scenic
honeymoon, with the understandit
views, and in many spots the photog- that the baby is to be turned over \
raphy is admirable. The shots of the the rich young couple.
But win
towering Himalya mountains are the two couples return at the end
magnificant.
see peasants trans- the year, everyone wants to see t'l
ported on their frail rafts, and all sorts baby but they refuse to give it up.
But
of native types and customs.
Cast: Frank Craven, Sally Blane, Jeanne I
the offering is stretched out wearily, Bard, Allen Kearns, Doris Eaton, Theodcl
Von Eltz, Olive Tell, Hugh Trevor, Ad
and could easily have been cut in Watson.
half and still hold all that it has of
Directors, Frank Craven, Richard Rosso
Author. William Le Baron; Dialoguer,
theater value.
same; Editors, Ann McKnight, George Mars)
Cast Native Afghanistan types.
Adaptor, Not Listed; Photographer, Not Li,
their friends

—

We

I

:

Vladimir Yerofeyev; Titler, NorV. H. Belyayev.
Photography, very good.
Direction, poor.
Director,

14.)

,;

ter.

ed.

man Taurog; Cameraman,

fair.

(Sound Version Reviewed July

Gei

)

This has Ruth Taylor as the flamComedy drama. This was adapted
ing college flapper, the little gal who
wants to be modern and play with from the old musical comedy of some
fire but who doesn't want to pay for 15 years ago, and ranks only as a
it all.
So she stays a perfectly nice program filler. The adaptation was
gal in spite of all the evidence. Then poor, and the story is but midly inEven the players seemed
there is her pal, the girl who comes teresting.
from a nice family, too, and who falls to be caught in the atmosphere of
through unfortunate circumstances. indifference that permeates the whole
She winds up by falling down an production, and the general result is
elevator shaft.
Ruth tries to protect 1a very tiresome and unentertaining
her friend from disgrace, and takes picture. Grant Withers takes the part
the blame for an escapade and is of a smart aleck hero, a college gradthrown out of college. But there is uate, who gets a job in an investthe big upstanding athletic instructor ment house where he does a land-ofwho loves the heroine and knows that fice business with the femmes, who
she is okay, and still believes in her. all fall for him. Withers seems enOf course it works out all sweet and tirely miscast in this role, and strugto the merry, as these films have a gles along under a big handicap. As
habit of doing. Ruth Taylor overacts. his secretary-sweetheart, Betty CompJohn Holland alone gives a credit- son, looking alluring, gets by better
than any of the cast.
able performance.
Cast:

Windaol'l

with Frank Craven

Length: 6720

Amkino

Claire

I

evieve Schrader, Florence Foyer.
Director, James Flood
Author, Francol
Guihan
Scenarist, the same
Editor, De |
mond O'Brien; Titler, not listed; Camerama

Photography, okay.

Direction, very good.

"The Time, the Place, and

with Ruth Taylor, William Collier

(Silent Version)
Columbia
Length: 6215

Photography, excellent.

Cortez;

Eddy, Leslie Brigham, Louise Aivarez,

;

Photography, okay.

Ricardo

Montagu Love, Larry Kent, Helene Jerom^l

;

Direction,

ft.

modern

;

;

;

1929 I

with Ricardo Cortez, Claire Windsor,

(Part-Talker)

with Warwick Ward
Richard Currier
Length: 5600 H.

6,

"Midstream"

"The Wagon Master"

(Silent)

(All-Talker)
Warners

Damita

Sunday, October

|

Direction,
good.

excellent.

Photography,

v«
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Janet Gaynor, Charles Farrell

'it

"Young Nowheres"

(All-Talker Version)

|

Length: 12,000

John Gilbert

Richard Barthelmess in

"Sunny Side Up"

(All-Talker)

ft.

in

"Three Live Ghosts"

"His Glorious Nightl-»

with Beryl Mercer and Charles

(All-Talker)

McNaughton
(All-Talker)

M-G-M

Length: 7166

ft.

POPULAR ENTERLength: 7486 ft.
TAINMENT WITH ROMANTIC United Artists
AUDIENCE
SUREFIRE
PICFAIR PROGRAM OFFERING PRINCESS STORY AND JOHN
GILBERT
DOING
FINE
WORK
WHICH
TURE
GETS
OVER
ClRES AGAIN. MUSICAL WITH TRITE STORY BUT
IN COLORFUL ROLE.
• lEDY NUMBERS SPLENWITH A BANG. REAL ENTERGOOD ACTING MAKES UP IN Romantic comedy-drama. This is TAINMENT
WITH PLENTY OF
the romantic kind of stuff that most
jisical romance.
Once again the INTEREST.
WILL PLEASE of
COMEDY.
the girls and women will rave
liar Gaynor-Farrell combination
about, with John Gilbert playing the
This is a remake with dialogue of
over sure-fire.
Miss Gaynor BARTHELMESS FANS.
UP ANOTHER BOXif ICE
NATURAL FOR THE
ffNOR- FARRELL TEAM
CllALK

Length: 7850

First National

ft.

K forth

in some of the scenes with
Despite the handicap of a flimsy
meous gowns amid the splendor of story, Barthelmess' work lifts this
wonable Long Island. Added to one. He
ably
by Marian
Bs her rendering of three numbers Nixon andis they supported
team well together.
sincere and convincing way that
It's not as strong as
Barthelmess
l-

mediately wins the heart of all.
In a combination of David Butler's
ir ting and musical numbers by De
y a, Brown and Henderson, this
\ keeps a fine tempo through its
two hours.
It holds strongly
its
action and carries a fine
kle of clean comedy injected by
Brendel, who again portravs a
de.
While the picture can boast
ut few really spectacular settings.
lly demonstrates that millions are
necessary to turn out real boxe stuff.
Its catchy numbers and
ound good acting on the part of
re cast is bound to make it a
ley-maker in any type of house

Janet Gaynor, Charles Farrell, El
Marjorie White, Frank Richardson,
an Lynn, Mary Forhes, Joe Brown, Alan
and Peter Gawthorne.
rector, David Butler; Authors, De Sylva
and Henderson Dialoguer, the same
:ramen, Ernest Palmer, John Schmitz.
Photography, good.
rection, topnotch.
st

:

lei,

I

m

;

a
picture might be expected to be, but
it has a few tears and some laughs,
which will put it over. In this, the
star is cast as an orphan elevator boy,
going and getting nowhere in life.
His love affair is pitiable, and when
he and his girl try to steal a few

moments happiness by "borrowing"
an apartment, they are caught and
arrested. The story is a cut-in on the
night court scene.
The comedy is
furnished by Bert Roach.
It's not
heavy, but ranks as a good program
offering.
The cast is the biggest bet
in

selling

Director, Frank Lloyd Author, Ida Wylie
Editor,
Ray Curtiss; Dialoguer, Bradley
King; Scenarist, Bradley King; Cameraman,
Ernest Haller.
;

Photography,

Direction, good.

"Fast Company"

part of the dashing captain in love
with the princess. The fact that Lionel
Barrymore directed the picture puts
it in a distinctive class of expertlyhandled production. Captain Kovacs
and the princess fall in love, and then
she discovers that he is evidently of
poor parentage, and throws him over.
Of course the princess is humiliated,
and the captain, also humiliated, determines on revenge.
So he gets
himself arrested as an imposter and
card cheat, forcing the princess to
arrange for his escape in order to
She
save her further humiliation.
is betrothed to a prince, and this
makes it necessary for her to cover
up any scandal. The climax brings
Safe
the lovers together happily.
bet for the Gilbert fans.
Cast: John Gilbert, Katherine Dale Owen,
Nance O'Neil, Gustav von Seyffertitz, Hedda
Hopper,

Doris

Tyrrell

Davis,

Gerard

Barry, Madeline Seymour, Richard Carle,
Dennison, Youcca Troubetzkoy, Peter

Eva

Cawthorne,
Director, Lionel Barrymore ; Author, Ferenc
Editor, William LeVanway ; Dia;
loguer, Willard Mack; Scenarist, the same;

Molnar

Cameraman, Percy Hilburn.
very

Direction,

fine.

Hill,

good.

Photography,

fine.

drama.

W. Lardner

Director Edd Sutherland is to be credited
h putting over a highly entertain-

and human interest

film that will

over anywhere with lots to spare,
tells of the guy from the hick
n who makes the big league, and
s hard for a dame who lured him
signing a contract with the
nks in order to please her boy
nd. Jack Oakie is immense, with
eautifully handled role with some
sentiment that makes the characzation stand out.
He
creates
lies
of sympathy, and has you
:>

the way.
Evelyn
snt is fine, as usual, and the base1
sequences will certainly please
all

fans.

Evelyn Brent, Jack
Gallagher,
Gwen Lee,

Oakie, Richard
Hardy, Arthur
Eugenie Besserer.

Sam

A. Edward Sutherland Authors,
M. Cohan, Ring Lardner Dialoguer,

irector,

rge

:ph L.

;

;

Mankiewicz; Editor, Jane Loring;
Cameraman, Ed-

Florence Ryerson
d Cronjager.

narist,

Erection,

very

The

story's of three British soldiers
return to London, to find themselves officially listed as dead.
The
dialogue is a real treat, and the story
has plenty of broad comedy which
is excellently done.
This is Thornton Freeland's first directorial effort,
and it's a dandy. More pictures of
this comedy type are needed, in this
day of sob stuff and bizarre filmstage shows.

who

Cast, Beryl Mercer, Hilda Vaughn, Harry
Stubbs, Joan Bennett, Nancy Price, Charles

McNaughton,

Robert
Montgomery, Claud
Arthur Clayton, Tenen Holtz, Shayle
Gardner, Jack Cooper, Jocelyn Lee.
Director, Thornton Freeland
Author, Sally
Winters
Editor, Robert Kern ; Dialoguer,
Max Marcin
Scenarist,
Helen
Hallett
Cameraman, Robert Planck.
Direction, fine.
Photography, just fair.
Allister,

;

;

;

"Blackmail"

(All-Talker)
Length: 7152

(All-Talker)

(All-Talker)

ft.

no

Beryl
Mercer, Claude Allister and Charles
McNaughton do outstanding work.

with Donald Calthorp, John
Longden. Anny Ondra

Warners

George M. Cohan.

eets"
lsman,

are

"Salute"

Sono Art-World Wide
Length: 71S6-ft.

Length: 6863

stage play by Ring

ast:

there

office value.

with George O'Brien, Helen
Chandler and Stepin Fetchit

ERY CLEVER AND
j BASEBALL STORY
K OAKIE DOING A
UL ROLE THAT
ICK EVERYWHERE.

him

names with box

DRAMATIC STORY PROVES Fox
Length: 8500 ft.
ft.
AMUS- FAIR ENTERTAINMENT WITH
WHAT A SWEET BABY THIS ONE OF THE MOST CREDITWITH FINE CAST AND SUPERIOR IS. NOTHING BIG BUT GOOD ABLE FILMS YET MADE IN
ENGLAND, BUT SLOW MOVBEAUENTERTAINMENT ING AND WITH WEAK ENDWILL ACTING OF PAULINE FRED- CLEAN
ERICK.
THAT REGISTERS EVERY ING.
Drama. This is a British InternaDrama. Based on the stage play, FOOT OF THE WAY.
Adapted from
tional production that is touted as

amount

ting for

although

splendid,

"Evidence"

Evelyn Brent, Jack Odkie,
Richard "Sheets" Gallagher

!omedy

the stage play, which was filmed several years ago, in silent version. With
dialogue it is an even bigger success,
an audience picture which has a load
of entertainment values. The cast is

Pauline Frederick in

ith

(All-Talker)

it.

Cast: Richard Barthelmess, Marian Nixon,
Bert Roach, Anders
Randolph, Raymond
Turner, Jocelyn Lee.

RATES

good.

;

"Divorce Evidence," by

MacPherson.

ex-

plot

J.
is

Du Rocher

Here is a real treat from Fox, the most pretentious
somewhat which has been dishing out box of- come from a London

old fashioned, but contains a wealth
of dramatic incidents, and with clever
cast succeeds in being generally entertaining. It is an argument against
circumstantial evidence, with Pauline
Frederick the discredited wife of an

English lord. The latter caught her
comprising situation, a divorce
follows, and her child fs taken away
from her. Then a lapse of seven
years, when she again returns to her
old haunts in an endeavor to see her
boy.
The scenes with the boy are
very touching and Pauline Frederick
handles them with her usual skill.
The story is sufficiently dramatic and
in a

the cast so competent that it rates
a fair program anywhere.
Cast: Pauline Frederick, William Courtenay, Conway Tearle, Lowell Sherman, Alec
6. Francis, Freddie Burke Frederick, Madeline
Seymore, Ivan Simpson, Myrna Loy, Lionel
Belmore.
Author, J. Du
Director,
John Adolfi
Editor, Robert CranRocher MacPherson
;

;

dall
listed

Dialoguer,

;

Photography,

The

not

Cameraman,

listed

;

Scenarist,

not

Barney McGill.
Photography, good.
Direction, adequate.
;

talker yet to
studio.
The
cast is uniformly good, and the perfice pictures regularly.
It's not big
fect English diction a genuine pleasor spectacular, but is a dandy bit of
ure to listen to. The story is rather
entertainment, with comedy, pathos
and action, done against the back- obvious, but well done. The scenes
ground of the naval academy at An- of London life are beautifully handled
photographically, and the directorial
napolis. It's clean and peppy throughtreatment excellent in many places.
winding
with
thrilling

up

a
that is very well
brother-againsthandled.
It's
a
brother story, the boys being members respectively of West Point and
Annapolis.
There's a sweet little
love story, some fine shots of the
middies' life and good dialogue all the
way.
It's an especially timely picture for the football season and one
that will please any kind of audience.
The cast is fine.
Cast: George O'Brien, William Janney,
Frank Albertson, Helen Chandler, Joyce
Compton, Clifford Demps^y, Lumsden Hare,
Stepin Fetchit, David Butler, Rex Bell, John
out,

Army-Navy game,

Breeden.
Director,

David Butler; Authors, Christian
Stone; Editor, Alex Troffey;
Scenarist,
James K. McGinnis

Tupper, John
Dialoguer,

Not

listed;

Direction,

;

Cameraman, Joseph August.
fine.

Photography,

fine.

It falls down somewhat on a chase
ending that is reminiscent of things
they were doing in Hollywood many
years ago. There is one scene where

the artist gets the gal in his studio

and perpetrates a near-assault, terminating in his stabbing at the girl's
hands.
This scene is pretty strong,
and is bound to encounter opposition
in several quarters from the censors.
The acting of the blackmailer, Donald Calthorp, is one of the best characterizations of the season.
Cast: Anny Ondra, John Longden, Donala
Calthorp, Cyril Ritchard, Sara Allgood.
Director, .Alfred Hitchcock; Author, Charles
Bennett; Dialoguer, Ben Levy; Editor, Emile
Ruello; Scenarist, Alfred Hitchcock; Camera-

man, Jack Cox.
Direction, satisfactory.

good.

Photography, very

^S*^
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PARAMOUNT SHOW GETS

show

Paramount

BERG

By JAMES

,

ARTHUR KNORR STAGES

OVER STRONG ON COMEDY
The

S.

ARTISTIC CAPITOL

cer pulled a couple of novelty steps
highlight of the show was the clever
comedy team, Seed and Austin. The that got a hand. Boyd Senter, a
young clarinetist and saxophone
little fellow Seed had the audience
player, Chilton and Thomas, two
in gales of laughter with his clownsteppers, helped to round out the
and
Beemis
ing and wisecracking.
Brown, Bowery Collegiates appeared well diversified bill. Jack North, the
Charley Davis singing comedian, clicked strong.
in eccentric dancing.
and his band did "True Blue," with The Chester Hale Girls did the
One good novelty band "Looking Glass House," a charming
variations.
number had the boys playing on bot- Cinderella number and their costumwith comedy effects. The Wil- ing was gorgeous.

tles

on comedy, due

(i

E" TO

to this latter excel-

—

—

install

a

stage

offer

Fanchon and Marco stage presentations,

it

is

understood.

Richmond

Hill House Changes
A. Bellows, a newcomer, now is
running Our Civic in Richmond Hill.

—

THE FILM DAILY

Independent Theater
Victoria to Distribute
Combine Sought in Sydney
British Films in Fran<

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington British Empire Theaters, Ltd., has been formed in Sydney with a capital of $4,850,000, ac-.
cording to advices received from the
M. P. Division of the Dept. of Commerce. The company, states the report, will attempt to combine the independent theater owners into one

—

—

Paris Arrangement for the d
trjbution of his firm's talking pictur
in France has been made by Char;
Wilcox, managing director of Br
ish
Dominions Film Corp., Lt
with Civtoria Films. Under the ten
of the agreement the British co:
pany's films will be distributed on
percentage basis with a heavy cai
deposit.

&

—

VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City

Phone Perm. 3580

THE FILM DAI

—

UFA

starred.

the Waratah.

John Batten Signs with

—

UFA

Berlin
John Batten has been
signed to star in the first bilingual
talker to be produced by Ufa under
direction
of
Erich Pommer.
Others in the cast are Lilian Harvey
and Willie Fritsch.

the

Starts New French Film
Paris Production of a new Fre:
film known as "Le Requin" has b
started by Henry Chanette. The (1
includes Gina Manes, Rudolf
a
Rogge and Albert Prejan.

—

—

Film Affair Oct. 15
Many persons prominent

motion picture

in

circles here are ex-

pected to attend the Cinema Carnival
Cabaret in aid of the Trade Benevolent Fund at the Astoria Ballroom,
Charing Cross Road, Oct. 15.

Vienna House to Show Talkers
Vienna Upon the completion of
talking picture equipment installation

—

Centralkino in the Taborstrasse
will reopen under the name "UfaTonkino."
the

To Collaborate on Film
Rome—"Inviolable" will be

pro-

duced by Sovrena Films in collaboration with a German company.

l

i

K

First
British

London

AMALGAMATED

Washington Bureau of

being worked out by African TalkWashington British and Dom
ing Pictures, Ltd.
American pation Films Ltd. new studio at D
ents will be used.
American engiDum, 'near Calcutta was recen
neers are equipping ten South Afopened by the mayor, states a rep
rican theaters with sound devices.
to the M. P. Division of the De
Four Walsh Sydney Houses Wired of Commerce. Production soon is
Sydney Four more houses of the start on the company's second p
duction.
Gil Walsh circuit have been wired for
sound pictures. They are; Regent,
Premiere in Berlin
Thornbury; Regent, Fitroy; Merri,
Berlin—UFA's "The Thief fr
North Fitroy and Waratah, Ascot,
Vale.
"Hearts in Dixie" was fea- Stamboul" had its premiere recer
B«
tured at both Regent houses while at the Universum Theater.
"Lucky Boy" inaugurated talkers at Amman and Heinrich George are

Valentine here

band and

IN IRELAN

decision

of talking films in South Africa are

Theater Bandits Caught, Sentenced
Fremont, Neb. Two youthful bandits held up and robbed Miss Adeline
The value of a presentation which
Borkenhagen, cashier of the Empress ties up directly with the picture,
here, escaped with $367, were ar- which it introduces, is demonstrated
rested, faced a judge, pleaded guilty strikingly at this week's Roxy stage
to charges and were on their way to show, with the Roxyettes, garbed in
the penitentiary all within 12 hours. sailor outfits, doing their stuff, on a
The bandits were captured by a battleship setting. This is effectivesheriff following a chase of 30 miles.
ly done, climaxed by the firing of
the ship's guns, back stage, a fine bit
Collegiate Show for Mitchell, S. D. of stage craft, with the picture folOmaha The RKO collegiate show lowing immediately after. This is
and Herb Williams, comedian, will reminiscent of "the good old days,"
feature the program of the annual when the prologue was an essential
corn palace show to be held next part of the presentation. Other numweek at Mitchell, S. D. The corn bers are "Rachem," presented coinpalace celebration has been held for cident with the observance of the
Otto Schniede- Jewish holiday, "La Dame Aux
the last five years.
wind, Omaha Orpheum stage man- Camellia's," with Patricia Bowman,
ager, has been loaned to the celebra- the ballet and Roxyettes and presention to devise the various settings.
tation of Paul Lincke's most famous
melodies by the orchestra, arranged
by Maurice Baron.
F. & N. Shows for Toledo
will

AS IMMORAL

Will Produce Talking
Films in South Africa British and Dominion
PICTURE London
— Plans for the production
Open Calcutta Stud

PROVES EFFECTIVENESS

— Loew's

AMERICAN FILMS BANNED

Dublin Irish Free State exhibitoi
rendered are up in arms against film censorsh
Government allows as a result of the banning of "Tl
exhibitors there to exhibit domestic Broadway Melody" and "Fox Movi
pictures free of the entertainment tax, tone Follies" on the ground of "ii
according to a report to the M. P. decency." "The River," "Sin Sister
Division of the Dept. of Commerce. "Not
Quite Decent" and "Ro«
Up to recently, the taxes paid by House," all Fox pictures, have al
theaters amounted to five per cent been declared unfit for public sho\
of the gross receipts.
ing.

—A

Washington
by the Polish

combination.

lent team.

Toledo, O.

TAX AT POLISH HOUSES
Washington Bureau of

styled

The show at the Capitol was a redone by C. A.
devised by Arthur Knorr under
vue
all
in
handled
Niggemeyer was Well
supervision
of Louis K. Sidney. There
departments, with the oriental setwere
some
good kaleidoscopic effects
ChiA
pleasing.
tings colorful and
of
light
and
shadow in a very riot of
nese magician transports the troupe
colors that was extremely effective,
up
opens
set
big
The
to a pagoda.
Walt Roesner and his band of melwith a Shanghai scene. The Mme.
makers had three good and snapSerova ballet did a neat and novel ody
numbers
that went over effectivepy
their
number with xylophones on
The ly. Ray Bolger, the eccentric danbacks played by each other.

CUNNINGHAM

P.

DOMESTIC FILMS FREE OF

SHOW

"Shanghai Jesters"

liams Sisters, eccentric singers and
Electa Havel
dancers, did a blues.
sang a short introduction with the
ballet, and did a good bit with Seed
and Austin. Show was very strong

192<

6,

Foreign Markets

Presentations
5 By HERBERT

Sunday, October

Vienna

Film in Vienna
—Sound
"White Shadows
So!
in

Seas" has provided Vienna with
first
sound film, being shown
Schweden Kino.

Richmount Plctu
723 7th Ave.
D.

J.

Inc.

New York

MOUNTAN.

EXCLUSIVE

foreign

ci

Pres
representa

Rayart Pictures Corporation and other leading independent producers and distributors
tives for

Cable Address: RICHPICSCO. Pan;,
London
Cable Address: DEEJAY
Y
Cable Address: RICHPIC. N

Exporting only
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Theater Equipment
By CHARLES
double-coated

ble-width,

.PI

two pairs of images

OFFERS PROOF

OGRESS
Society

Tp

IS
of

BEING MADE
Motion

Picture

will hold its semi-annual
mntion in Toronto Oct. 7 to 10

meers

lommittee on Progress, authors
*e Progress Report, twice yearmrveys the international film int\y and prepares for its memI an analysis of strides being
developments.
in
technical
m follows is the concluding sectvf its report rendered at the last
i\ng held in New York:
lei

Cameras
spring driven camera taking 12
* lengths of 16 mm. film has been de
Darkroom loading is
by Neumann.
:d as both the drive and take-up reelscorporated in a single metal magazine.
;r new camera has been made to take
ft lengths of film but a new film having
base is also being supplied in 100 foot
spring driven 16 mm. camera
d is equipped for normal, slow motion,
ick exposures has been announced. Ii
ipped with an f-2.6 lens adjustable for
tances to one foot,
spring driven cameras taking 9yi mm.
were made available recently; one has
vtically oscillatory shutter for making
cposure, and carries eight meters of
hich can be exposed at one winding if

lew
I

A

I

ii

Ml-

Color Cinematography
re

have

no outstanding advances

been

field
of professional color
in the
Lehmann and Kofes in a
pictures.
leral article have reviewed the possi-

two-color photography and have
ded that a two-color subtractive process
The method
general more satisfactory.
nufacture of Lognose color, screen film
Patents
en described by Emmerman.
| to three-color cinematography are in
of

1

concerned

with

methods

of

making

exposure
h primary filters, and exposing through
to three images on the area normally
did by one picture.
hort description has been published of
>rking principles of Keller-Dorian color
on the support side of which horizontal
•ical lenses of 1-60 mm. are embossed.
jre is made through a three-color dia1 n,
the film being threaded in the camith emulsion side away from the lens.
(
protection has been granted for a
improvements fti the processes usI r of

I:olor

screens,

successive

I

nbossed films.
rquin has given a description of the
Heide two-color additive process. Picare taken with an ordinary motion pic!jamera at 28 frames per second, using
Ihich has alternate frames sensitive to
Alternate frames
id blue, respectively.
t]
print are dyed and the film projected
few patents of
3 frames per second.
4t pertaining to two-color additive methve been issued.
changed patterns produced by a suit'I
iljrouping of colored elements moving
past
the end of a kaleidoscopic prism
(^
jeen reproduced by Jones and Tuttle,
The
a two-color subtractive process.
such color film for embellishment of
programs is suggested.
Irovic has conducted
an investigation
isitizers and dyers suitable for use in
;ach-out process whereby film is coated
mixture of three primary color dyes
bleach out in direct proportion to the
t and color of the exposure light reachem during the exposure.
:hemical process cell Pathechrome has
announced to replace the old stencil
Ii

1

s

A

for

four colors,

in

recording
etc.

Amateur Color Cinematography
An

I

film

additive

process

three-color

of

cine-

matography using 16 mm. film was announcA three-color filter is
in August, 1928.
used on both the standard camera and projector and a series of tiny cylindrical lenses
are embossed vertically on the film support.
The film is threaded in the camera with the
emulsion side away from the lens so that
the light passes through the embossed lenses
Each minbefore it reaches the emulsion.
ed

ute lens element

images the three color

filter

and thus exposes one, two or
three lines on the film according as the subject reflects one, two, or all three primary
colors.
On projection, the lens elements and
the filters serve to recombine the colors of

diaphragm

the

by

original subject.
a reversal process.

The

film

is

F.

HYNES

Large Screens Installed
in Goulden Chain Houses STEWARTFILM PROCESS CO.
Indianapolis

—Two

houses

of

the

Goulden Theaters Corp., operating a
chain in this territory, have been

TO OPEN

equipped with large screens, according to Louis B. Goulden, president.

West

LOS ANGELES

Bureau,

Los Angeles

—A

THE FILM DAILY
Coast

office

will

The company's Capitol screen now be established here by the Stewart
measures 19 x 28 while the Fountain Film Process Co. Inc. The company,

has been equipped with a it is claimed, has a patented
chemical
screen measuring 19 x 37. These two process that seasons
and toughens the
houses, it is stated, are the only the- new green emulsion of prints,
thus
aters in this city using large screen reducing the liability
of scratching,

Square

as

projection.

developed

In another new amateur color process, alternate color records are exposed on a film
moving 26-28 frames per second, through a
rotating sector wheel, each filter of which
is made up of seven sectors of different colreduction in color fringing and imors.
proved color rendering is claimed.

Coast

IN

Cinephone to Produce
Equipment in England
London

—

well as making the print oil proof
which helps to prolong its life.
The process in use at the Stewart
plants, both here and in New York,
have done away with the former

P. A. Powers, president
Cinephone Corp. of America, method of waxing films due to the
A
has plans for the manufacture of his wax at present clogging the sound
firm's talking picture equipment in aperture gate, tearing the green emulMiscellaneous Uses, Statistics, New Great Britain.
When a site for a sion and also causing scratch which
Books
plant has been found, it is expected result in distortion of sound. A numThe cine camera has been used in the por- that production will start in a couple ber of producers ara availing thembeing
contact
transparencies
trait
studios,
selves of the Stewart process in preof months.
printed from single negatives on 35 mm.
film.
to the

These transparencies are then enlarged

A novel
required size for printing.
enlarger and printer apparatus have been

devised.

of the

—

year from July 1, 1929, to
Contracts have been
London
1930 a limit of 210 feature films
can be imported into Germany; no restric- signed for the installation of Powers
tions have been made on news reels and Cinephone sound recording equipment
that over
short comedies.
It is estimated
Gaumont-P. C. T.
$163,000,000 will be invested in theater build- in a number of
ing during 1929.
A questionnaire returned houses, according to E. E. Lyons,
by 20,000 patrons of a New York theater managing director.
Pat. A. Powers,
revealed that over half the patrons come on
in
his honor, dehere
luncheon
at
a
their friends' recommendation.
More than 325,000 persons depend on the clared that talking picture rentals
motion picture industry for their livelihood. would be universally reduced in the
An arbitration system established within the
industry handled over 15,000 dispute cases near future.
during 1927.
New books appearing during the last year
and a half are listed below:
Die Kinematographische Projektion, by
1.
H. Joachim, W. Knapp, Halle, 1928.
2.
Montreal Northern Electric Co.
Der Trickfilm Vol. 2, by G. Seeber.

During the

June

30,

13 Canadian Service
Stations Opened for

—

Lichtbildbuehne, Berlin, 1927.
3.
Motion Picture Photography, by C. L.
Gregory.
2nd Edition, Falk Publishing Co.,
New York, 1927.
4.
Der Tonende Film, by Jo Engl.
F.
Vievveg & Sohn, Braunschweig, 1927.
5.
Der Sprechende Film, by F. Von Mihaly.
M. Krayn, Berlin, 1928.
6.
Talking Movies, by J. R. Cameron.
Cameron Publishing Co., Manhattan Beach,
N. Y., 1928.
7.
Motion Pictures with Sound, by J. R.
ManCameron.
Cameron Publishing Co.
hattan Beach, N. Y., 1929.
8.
Amateur Movie Craft, by J. R. Cameron.
Cameron Publishing Co., Manhattan
Beach, N. Y., 1928.
9.

Amateur Movie Making, by H.

C.

Mc-

Falk Publishing Co., New York, 1928.
Motion Picture Theater Managemeni,
by H. B. Franklin.
New Yofk, 1928.
11.
Color Photography, by O. Wheeler.
I. Pitman & Sons, Ltd., London, 1928.
12.
Practical Color Photography, by E;
Edit. Amer. Phil. Publishing Co.,
J. Wall.

Kay.

10.

Boston,

This

1928.

is

the concluding instalment

two previous
instalments having appeared in past

of the Progress Report,

issues of

THE FILM DAILY.

pat'iig heir prints before they are released for general exhibition. Stewart
is
inventor of a new stereoscopic
process, being developed in New Yo k
in association with Educational o)ficials. The new process uses standardsize film, and requires only a camera
attachment with no change in the
projector needed.
I

Powers Equipment for
Gaumont-P.C.T. Houses

W.

E.

Ltd., representing Western Electric
in Canada has opened service stations
in 13 Canadian cities to provide en-

gineering service for the W. E. sound
Cities in which offices
apparatus.
were opened are: Halifax, Ottawa,

Powers De Luxe Cinephone
Introduced in Canada

—

Perkins Electric Co.
Montreal
Ltd. with offices in Toronto and Winnipeg, has introduced in Canada the
1930 De Luxe model of Powers Cinephone. The company also has been
appointed Canadian distributor of the
Walker Sound Screen.

Plaza Redecorated
Englewood, N. J. Fox Metropolitan Playhouses has reopened the
Plaza as a combination house under

—

Hamilton, Lon- the supervision of Morris Kutinsky.

Kingston, Toronto,

Sudbury, Winnipeg, Regina,
don,
Calgary, Edmonton, Vancouver and
Montreal.
iusLvtJ

Kuhl Remodeling Seward House

—

Seward, Neb. New improvements
and installation of sound equipment
are being made at the Rivoli, according to Manager I. N. Kuhl.

VICTOR

A.

RIGAUMONT
R. A.
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Right on Premises

i

of Pathecolor.
tractive color processes
5

for which patijiave been issued recently are related
IJbibition printing, apparatus
for exact
I:ring of two films, production of dou-
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Both in the Bag?
(.Continued from

Page

reported near in Pathe-Shubert
negotiations.
Fox disavows intentions of taking over American Broadcasting Co.
Only estab ished regional units will be considered for membership in Allied States Association, according to W. A. Steffes.

Musical Notes

1)

The impending Paramount-Warner go through

the motions of sitting
through pictures, which have their
own musical accompaniment, without
playing a note
Will H. Hays
in an exchange of cablegrams of felicitations with the French government,
Tuesday
hopes for a permanent settlement of
circuit
Fox acquires 61 houses of the Midland
the quota dispute, upon some other
in Kansas, Missouri and Iowa.
RKO continuing its franchise policy, says
basis than the contingent system, a
President Joseph I. Schnitzer.
hope that will be echoed by all AmerInjunction averts sympathy strike in Cleveican distributors and most French exland theaters.
territory; Paramount's buy of the hibitors
is not walking
Wednesday
Louis Sterling, board chairman of Columbia Hostettler chain and a one-half in- out on the franchise plan, President
Graphophone. denies his firm is planning to terest in the William Morris
vaude- Joseph I. Schnitzer states, pointing
merge with Paramount.
Tom Burke, United Artists manager, foresees ville agency, and other news of vary- out that franchise or no franchise,
return to advance deposit system in the ing importance.
In review it sums equity is essential
Northwest.
up like this:
Agreement

Natural Vision Pictures developing
scopic process using standard film.
A. Stewart is the inventor.

Victor

Thursday

Friday
Settlement of musicians' strike in St.

Louis

forecast.

Paramount takes over Hostett'er chain's 21
houses in Iowa and Nebraska from Universal and gets half interest in William
Morris Agency.

Saturday
praised.
seen.
industry.
practice conference for ticket

High standards of production forces
O. K. for Paramount-Warner deal
stage shows at

is

Los Angeles.

Toronto House Liquidating
Toronto The Standard, serving
the South West section of the city,
has gone into liquidation and G. T.

—

merger, and the Pathe-Shubert deal,
are both regarded as in the bag, with
only the formality of announcement
seen remaining
While there
may be a slip in deals of such magnitude, no real hitch is anticipated. The
deals have been the big news of the
week, which has been marked by
Fox's acquisition of the Midland circuit of 61 houses in the Kansas City

RKO

Wednesday:

stereo-

Negotiations for amalgamation of the Shubert
and Pathe interests reported completed.
Jack Cohn denies Columbia Pictures is planning to enter the theater field.

Fox may drop

Monday:

A

new

steroscopic

won't be long now, be- process, which will use standard film
fore the Pathe and Shubert deal is and which requires no change of the
announced for the principals are projector.
Revolutionary and very
understood all set on terms, even promising, and it's being worked out
though neither party wants to talk by Earle Hammons and A. S. Kirkabout it. Joseph P. Kennedy, Pathe patrick, Educational big guns, in assopilot, has engineered a number of ciation with the inventor, Victor A.
big deals, and prefers to remain mum Stewart
until things are signed, sealed and
The independent distributors, who
delivered. Likewise Lee Shubert, but have banded together in Affiliated
that announcement will be forthcom- Exchanges, Inc., are about set on the
ing any day now
20 talkers they will have for their
Fox has definitely turned down a first year of operation. An aggressive
proposition to take over the defunct lot, these independents, and sure to
American Broadcasting Co., Seattle, be heard from plenty
Vitawe hear, although if the firm whips its phone Varieties, about which many
affairs into shape again, there is pos- boquets have been tossed, will be
sibility of a deal
The Indiana doubled in number this year, 400 to
exhibitor unit wants it understood be offered by Sam Morris and his
that the association has not resumed go-getting sales force
That
It

,<:

arbitrating, and doesn't intend to good news for a lot of exhibitors
has been appointed truspending certain adjustments it seeks.
Nothing to the Columbia Graphoadopted
had
The Standard
tee.
The board operating there is con- phone-Paramount merger report, say
various policies but success was not
sidered by the organization as an out- Louis Sterling, chairman of the board
obtained for several years. The thelaw
board, and its activities are be- of the former, and he should know..
ater is not wired.
ing kept under close scrutiny
Unless exhibitors in the NorthSisters G Signed by Laemmle
Tuesday: Just try to find any of west return to arbitration, the deposit
The Sisters G, Continental danc- the gang around their offices in New system may be restored, it is indiArbitraing team, have been signed by Carl York, for Film Row today is a de- cated in Minneapolis
Laemmle to appear in "The King of serted village, due to the invite ex- tion has hurled many barriers in that
Jazz Revue," starring Paul White- tended all and sundry that they hie territory, so the situation is an inFrank R. Wilman and his orchestra. They sail themselves to White Plains for the teresting one
for America Oct. 7.
Fall Film Daily Golf Tournament.. son and M. J. Weisfeldt, who put
Like mail carriers, film golf bug? over "Simba" with a bang, have orTwo New Songs for "Rio Rita"
are not deterred by weather, the event ganized Talking Picture Epics and
Two new numbers have been com- was a howling success in spite of promise some innovations
posed by Harry Tierney for the rain.
Out in the Middle West,
Thursday: Pathe
and
Shubert
screen version of "Rio Rita," which the lines are being drawn
Fox have closed their deal, or nearly so,
opens at the Earl Carroll tonight.
and Publix are after houses, and to- we learn. Both companies are to reday there is surprise to learn that tain their separate identity, under the
Hillside House to Wilson
Fox has garnered the Midland cir- plan
That's good for both
Elmer Wilson is now running the cuit, which has 61 houses in Kansas, have fine records and goodwill in
Mayfair, Hillside. The 1450 No. Broad Missouri and Iowa
An im- their fields
Radio-Keith-OrSt. Corp. formerly operated the the- portant chain, that, and one in which
pheum, which has been expanding
ater.
Paramount was said to have been steadily of late, is reported seeking
seeking an interest.
two more legitimate theaters in ChiTen Eck Gives Up Orpheum, Trenton
Cleveland
exhibitors
won't
be cago.
More deals are understood
Trenton, N. J. The Orpheum has forced to hire stagehands against their
to be in prospect
been given up by Ten Eyck and is wishes and needs, they say, following
Columbia Pictures is busy making
now under the management of the winning of an injunction restraining films and intends to "stick to its last,"
Bueril Corp.
x>erators from striking in sympathy Jack Cohn emphasizes in denying the
with stagehands, whose contracts firm will go into the theater field. The
Gets Toledo Post
have not been renewed. An impor- company has demonstrated that good
Toledo Russell Myerly has been tant decision that, and probably the pictures can get in even in closed
appointed assistant manager of the first one of its kind affecting film spots, regardless of company
Princess, local Publix house.
business
Meanwhile, at Tor- Cincinnati suburbans are reported
onto, a sympathy walkout of the same combining.
Buying power is still
Shutz Purchases House at Osceola kind is averted by Famous Players- the most potent and sought-after
Osceola, Minn. O. J. Schutz of Canadian, which paid one hundred thing in the exhibition make-up
Cokato has purchased the Gem here grand to cancel its contract with ..William Fox, always a showman
from R. O. Pepper. Improvements musicians, that still had a year to and philanthropist, is equipping his
are to be made by the new owner.
run
Now, the orchestras won't theaters with acousticons as rapidly

Clarkson

—

—

—

1929

By CLEF'.

Monday

Trade

6,

film folk
THE
"Bogey Man"

have
in

a

popular

Lon Chaney

and

one often must crack a smile at "Loa
Chaney will get you if you don't
watch out."
You see the idea «
that, if you don't smile then yon
don't understand, and if you don':
understand, you don't belong.
seems that this "Bogey" business
now very much in evidence amorii
the music publishers.
With just
It

is

;

slight

variation,

the gist of the

lat-

ter's

apprehension seems to
Bros, won't get you if

yot

"Warner
don't

kt,

watch out."
*

*

*

Charles Bayha Music Co.,

publiti

ers of Rudy Vallee's favorite Icn
song, "That's When I Learned U
Love You," have just started ei
ploitation of a new song entxtk

"Forever and Ever and Ever."

A

as possible.
break for deaf p;
trons in sound houses is real charit
plus good business

Moving along and hoi
Paramount organization, whic

Friday:
that

has garnered the Hostettler circuit (
21 houses in Iowa and Nebraska, an
a one-half interest in the Williar
Morris Agency
These are bii
two of a series of deals recentl,
closed. Distributors are keeping fait
on their promised adjustments, sav

M.P.T.O.A
Three cheer
and a tiger for a co-operative error
which deserves the backing of th
whole industry
Exhibitors hav
a duty in this work, and that is to s«
-o it that all worthy adjustments an
granted. .... .If you don't get an 8r
justment to which you are entitled
?et in touch with the M.P.T.O.
and action is promised
Control of Gaumont British sti
n British hands, C. M. Woolf t
There h:
his shareholders
been a lot of conflicting reports, e'
preceding Adolph Zukor's action
voting thumbs down on the Ga union'
British-Famous
Players - Canadiat
the

It begins to look as thoui
peace is in sight at St. Louis, when
musicians went on strike in a number

deal

At
of houses some weeks ago.
least the sympathy strike of operators and stagehands has been postponed, and both sides are seeking a

settlement

Today:

Paramount's

propose*!

consolidation with Warners is to get
the government's okeh, we understand
for Washington feels that any point;
of difference between the deal and
government policy will be ironed out.
Hollywood's high standards

are praised by a Columbia university
professor just back from the Coast.
With opportunity to get the lowdown,
he found the film industry busy at
its herculean task of making pictures,
and doing its best to make them
Wide dissemination of
good
his views is good business for every
Now
branch of this industry
ticket makers are to be invited to a
trade practice conference to eliminate unfair practices

NEW BEAUTY
for the

SOUND
SCREEN
E ASTMAN SONOCHROME

embraces the widest range of

tinted positive films that has ever

screen.

And — what

sixteen delicate

is

been available for the

all-important in this

Sonochrome

tints

new age — the

are so adjusted as not to

interfere with the faithful reproduction of sound .... Successors
to the tints of the silent era, these

color

moods —new beauty—to

Eastman

films bring

new

the sound screen.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK

WILLIAM FOX prints

Th 9

ISTERS

i
a

FOX

3

MOVIETONE
Talking

All

Melodrama

with
•

LOUISE DRESSER

JOYCE COMPTOM
ADDIE McPHAIL
JUME COLLYER

KENNETH MacKENNA

TOM PATRICOLA
Story by

George Brooks and Marion Orth
and dialog by

Screen play

James

K.

McGuinness and George Brooks
Songs and

L.

lyrics

Directed by

by

I

PAUL SLOANE

Wolfe Gilbert and Abel Baer

L,

THE

wa y

sions

f

three

men

— tempestuous,

with three maids

burning, gripping.

hatred they played the strings of every

courageous, watched Fate twist their
T

hrills,

tears,

comedy,

action, music

—

in

a Neapolitan love

From

human emotion,

lives into

it's

thrilling

lyric.

Blazing Latin pas-

Italian love to

hot-tempered

while their mother, silent and

strange and separate ways.

got everything.

A

picture

you can show without

having to dodge anything but the income tax collector.

vmx

means

Hn.fohi'npss, in F/np/rv Rnr.

Offiw

It

^NEWSPAPER

MX THE NEWS

FILMDOM

ALL THE TIME

L
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I

Monday, October
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Price 5 Cents

Outline Technical Improvements

to

7

f.
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lTto act in~musicians ~case?

ox Planning Expansion
Invasion Against Publix

"Rio Rita"

Planned with Sites
Being Considered

—By JACK A LI CO ATE—

y\ 10 RITA," flagship of the
t\^ RKO fleet for the coming season steamed into
the Earl Carroll theater
night and, judging from the
accorded captain and
;)tion
is likely to be with us for
at

',

"Rio Rita" is a
they won't take this
we are willing to admit they
t want any part of talking pic-

some
and

:

ih

time.

if

ts.

om where we

sit

it

looks like

comparatively young Radio Pics fellow started out to prove the
point

•esting

that

regardless

good a Ziegfeld product

is

of

it

nance.

Daniels, Boles

&

Co.

Daniels gives an excellent
trayal of Rita and sings the role
h a dash and depth of feeling that
not help but win for her many
Boles is splendid
admirers.
1
>
two comics, Bert Wheeler and
>by Woolsey, do their stuff in a
the

Luther
lion that is sure fire.
d did a thorough and workmanjob at directing and the TechDior
work was unusually fine,
extravagantly proed.
As entertainment it cannot
could
s.
It's sure box office.
te columns about it and still say
more than that to date it is the

io

Rita"

is

We

feet

screen musical.

Omaha

Territory?

UNEMPLOYMENT OF MUSICIANS AND EQUITY
SHOP SLATED TO BE UP AT TORONTO MEETING
Toronto— Unemployment of musicians, due to the sound picture development

is expected to be aired as one of the highlights of the annual
convention of the American Federation of Labor, which gets under way
sion of this
here today.
Attitude of the federation in the situation, together with its
The city now
house, it is reported.
stand in the Equity Shop drive of
Radiois sewed up by Publix and
the Actors' Equity Ass'n, are underKeith-Orpheum, so far as first runs
Settlement
stood slated to be brought up at the
are concerned.
The proposed first
sessions, which are to continue all
Announcement of
St. Louis
run here would be part of a chain
week.
settlement of the musicians'
planned in Nebraska, it is said. The
While the federation has not been
strike here is being anticipated.
Brandeis, legitimate house, is menappealed to for aid in either situaAbout 300 musicians have been
sought by Fox,
tioned as being
tion, President William Green at the
on strike since the controversy
whicb firm also is said to be contime of the Equity strike pledged
over minimum-size orchestras
number of downtown
sidering a
moral support, and the convention
Threatened sympathy
started.
Meanwhile. 35 Fox pictures
sites.
here may decide to offer more tangistrike of operators and stage(Continued on Page 7)
ble aid in this situation, as well as
hands was postponed while
the musicians' position.
principals sought a settlement.
Shanberg Undecided on
Both Joseph N. Weber, president
of
the American Federation of MuAccepting Post with

Omaha — Fox

planning an invacity with a first run
is

Awaited

—

Kansas City

Fox

—Whether

he is to acas general man-

cept a post with Fox
of the Midland

has been developed under his direction has not been determined by M.
B. Shanberg, who recently concluded
a deal for sale of the firm's 61 theShanberg plans a vaaters to Fox.
cation before making a decision in
the matter.

Fox Signs Ned Marin

as

dent

Ned Marin, formerly with
as supervisor, has
associate producer for

National

T
London

— Details

No
of a

program

of

of
the Gaumont-British
Pictures Corp., Ltd., have been announced by Charles M. Woolf, joint
managing director. One of the first
steps will be the construction of a

Brown and Sam Rork

First

C.

been
Fox.

West

Organize Production Firm
Coast

Bureau,

THE FILM DAILY

— Colvin

conference in New
York with Winfield R., Sheehan and
He leaves for the
William Fox.
Coast in about two weeks to take

executive vice president of Pathe, is
general manager of Fine Arts Pic-

up his new

is

Marin has been

Hollywood

in

duties.

Brown, former

organized here.
production manager.

tures, just

Richmond

—Talking

newsreels

now

are being censored by the state board,
despite the fact that newsreels generally

have been considered exempt

from

censorship

states.

in

a

number

of

statement was forthcoming
Joseph N. Weber or

either

(Continued on Page 7)

Wage

—

Toronto
New and fast-arising
problems of the sound picture era
will be discussed at the fall meeting
of the S. M. P. E. which gets under
way this morning on the initial lap
Important
of a four days' program.
figures in this phase of the industry
have gathered here from all sections
(Continued on Page 7)

Settlement Ends

Fresno Theater Strike
West

Coast

Fresno,

Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Cal.
Differences between

—

exhibitors
and striking operators
here have been settled. The theaters
closed by the walkout have been reopened. The theater owners met the
operators half way, agreeing to raise
their wages $6 a week in place of
the $12 they had demanded.
The

Sam Rork new

Fall Session of S.M.P.E. Opens
4 Day Meet at Toronto Today
Talking Newsreels Subject
to Virginia Censorship

from

expansion

(Continued on Page 8)

Associate Coast Producer
named

and Frank Gillmore, presiof Actors' Equity Ass'n, are
slated to be in attendance at the labor convention here.
sicians,

EXPANSION PLANNED BY

which

chain,

on ager

can be considerably imed as a Radio screen musical. As
as we are concerned, at least in
instance, we are convinced. "Rio
"
as produced at the Ziegfeld
ater by the master craftsman,
y himself, was an extraordinary
As
splendid musical product.
ioned along Radio lines of movie>ical it suffers not one whit from
angle, but, on the contrary gains
magnitude and magnificence of
kground, reality of locale and a
am perfection of balanced perstage

in

scale

is

$78.

Eastern Campaign

?

Organization campaign of AlAss'n is to swing to
the East in the near future, it
A number of
is understood.
western units have joined the
organization in recent weeks,
lied States

as a result of the campaign
tour of W. A. Steffes, one of
Rethe association's leaders.
cently, in the East the New

England and western Pennsylvania and

West

Virginia units

cast their lot with Allied.

THE
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week was marked by a number of important openings.
"Disraeli"
went into the Warner, replacing "Say It With Songs," while "Blackmail"
came to the Selwyn and "Sunny Side Up" forced "Fox Movietone Follies" out
"Fast Life" made way for "Young Nowheres" at the Central.
of the Gaiety.
"The Four Feathers" vacates
"Rio Rita" entered the Earl Carroll yesterday.
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The Industry's
Date Book

past

Criterion

the

to

make way

for

Picture

"The Four Feathers"
"Hollywood Revue"
"Hallelujah"
"Gold Diggers of B'way".
"The Great Gabbo"
"Flight"
"Three Live Ghosts"

.

.

"Applause" tomorrow.

Distributor

Theater

Paramount

Criterion

M-G-M
M G-M

Astor

Winter Garden.

Sono- Worldwide

Geo M. Cohan.

Columbia
United Artists.

.

"Young Nowheres"

First National.

.

"Disraeli"
"Sunny Side

Warners
Fox
Sono Art- World

Up"

"Blackmail"
"Rio Rita"

RKO

Opening Date
June 12
Aug. 14
Aug. 20
Aug. 30

.

.

.

Globe

.

.

.

.

Rivoli

Central

Warners
.

Sept. 12
Sept. 13
Sept. 28

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

Gaiety
.

Today:

First

Selwyn
Earl Carroll

1

2
3
4

6

Oct.

Premiere

8

day

three

of

iS.M.P.E.

Embassy

Warners

\W

7,

"Applause"

Y

Criterion, N.
M. P. T. O.

Oct. 9-11

meetinf

Toronto.

at
of

a)

|

.

A.

meeting

!

southern state.

Opening

of

Rivoli,

N.

Oct.

12

Oct.

12-14

Meeting

"Welcome Dangt

|

Y.
Allied

of

States

Los Angeles.
M. P. T. O. to hold
vention in Memphis.
Annual M. P. T. O. A. M,,
at the Peabody Hotel. Met
Premiere of "Condemned" a
at

Oct. 13-14
Oct. 29-31

Nov.

4

Tri-state

Selwyn, N. Y.
Ninth Annual Ohio M.P
Convention.
Dec. 9-10
Meeting of North Caroliis'

Nov. 19-20

Audio Cinema Absorbs
Labs; Operates Studio

Publix Makes Changes
in Three Mass. Houses

hibitors' unit at Pinehurst.

—

Lowell, Mass. M anagerial changes
Audio Cinema, Inc., which has abCarpenter-Goldman Labora- have been made at the three Publix
David F. Perkins has
tories, 161 Harris Ave., Long Island houses here.
City, is now operating the sound pic- been transferred from the Merrimack
ture studio. Work is being done for Square to the Strand.
He is sucUniversal, Western Electric and Elec- ceeded by Nat Silver, formerly at the
New Rialto, which is now being mantrical Research.
The stage is 60 x 75 x 22. Al Wil- aged by Harold Kaves.
son is cameraman. A. W. Manchee,
formerly with M-G-M at CosmopolIndiana Firm Changes Name
itan studio, is chief recording enMishawaka,
Ind.
The Mishawaka
Meyerhoff, also
Billy
gineer and

sorbed

Ft.

1

Lee Reopens

—

Jack Van Eppi
J.
reopened the Fort Lee with str
silent programs.
Ft. Lee,

N.

Fox-Poli House Rebuilt
Mass. The Foxhere has been modernized and
opened.
Radio broadcasts from
stage have been inaugurated.

—

Springfield,

—

M-G-M,

formerly with

STOCK MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)
High

Am.

30
21J4

Seat

Con. Fm. Ind. ..
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 24

Low
30
21
23

Clofe Sales
30

21/2
23%

22'8% 246
247
Kodak
Fm. "A".... 97^ 93% 96J4

East.

Fox

Keith-A-0

37

37

62

59%

72

70%

do

pfd
Loew's, Inc
do pfd
M-G-M pfd
Para. F-L
Pathe Exch
do "A"

9V4
17%
37%

Radio-K-O-A

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Pict. pfd. 50%

45%

do pfd

8/2

8%

16%
35%

16%
37%
20

48%
45%

CURB MARKET
Columbia Pets. ...
Cont. Thea. vtc
Film Insp

Fox Thea.
Gen. Thea.

30%

"A".. 25%
Eq. vtc. 58%

Griffith,

D.W. "A"

Intern.

Proj

29

25%
56%

49%
45%
30%
18%

1%
25%
58%

100

700
600

700

By.

6s

%

Am.

47

65%

Pathe 7s 37
Seat.

97%
65%

CURB BONDS
6s 36

Warner 6%s

97%
65%

100
....
....

200
100

79
198

28

OVER THE COUNTER
Roxy

"A"

do units
do com
Skouras Bros

United

Art

do pfd
Univ. Ch. com
do pfd

28
29

4%

30
31
5

30

40

5

67

10
75
2

75

85

LAST PRICE QUOTED

tions

—

'

I

for

its

theaters.

Bristol (Pa.) House Improvt,
Building Theater Addition
The Riverside,
Bristol, Pa.
Open Frankford Theater
Macon, Mo. Work has started on
Frankford,
Pa.
The Hoffmann- the addition to the Grand theater been extensively remodeled.
Henon Co. has opened the Circle at operated by S. E. Pirtle of Jersey-

Frankford

ve.

—

—

—

and Orthodox

St.

building of a $400,000 theater to seat
1,500 located between Sixth and SevWork will commence in
enth Sts.
sixtv davs.

ville,

111.

Woodland, Cal.—James W. Hill
manager of the National, has been
transferred by the National Theaters
Syndicate to its house in San Jose.
will be succeeded by William H.
Cornwall of Marysville.

To Remodel Moline House

—

111.
Frank Cederberg has
been commissioned by S. J. Baker
to remodel the old Bio here.

Moline,

To Reopen Brawley House

—

Brawley, Cal. Mrs. Maria CorRicker Heads Theater Ass'n
dill, is back from Los Angeles where
Columbus At the recent meeting she attended the funeral of Benjamin
of the Southeastern Theater Owner's Arandi, her father, will reopen his old

—

Ass'n,
George Ricker, Fitzgerald
Ga. was elected president, L. B. Harsecretary-treasurer
rell,
Waycross.
and O. C. Law, Rome, Ga. a vice
president.

A

experienced

has opening

theatre

theater here.

NATIONAFl

SCREEN

SERVICli

WANTED
company

theatre chain

for

Coast Manager Is Transferred

He

furnishing the Public playhouse}!

—

—

20

91
97

5%s51... 97%

Berlin

—

New Lynchburg Theater
Lynchburg, Va. Contract has been
signed by an unnamed circuit for the

42%

x-war

Paramount
Par.

in

RKO
RKO

BOND MARKET
41

Eisenstein

25

82
Keith A-O 6s 46
Loew 6s 41ww
105% 105% 105%
6s

Audio Cinema plans to produce
sound shorts and other product.

—

....

27%

pfd

do

trician.

Salt Lake Paramount RemodiH
Amusement Co. has altered its name
Salt Lake City— Over $50,0(M
to the Twin City Amusement Corp. been expended in remodeling anitt

100
400

1%
27%

chief elec-

Berlin
S. M. Eisenstein, Russian
Film Edition of "General Cra
producer, has arrived here to attend
Joins Columbia, N. Y. Force
Grosset & Dunlap is preparfflj
1,000
Alex Weisman, formerly identified the premiere of his latest production. photoplay edition of George Prw|
1.900
General."
Eisenstein
with the Metro Buffalo office, has "The
later novel, "General Crack," to ail
800
100 ioined the Columbia New York sales plans a trip to Hollywood, it is re- pany the release of the Vita«l
ported.
....
force under Jack Bellman.
production starring John BarryrH
1,800
The story will appear in serial I
••••
Buffalo
Frank Leaves Metro,
Collins at Louisville
....
in more than 400 newspapers infl
Buffalo Max Frank, who was re17,100
Louisville
Kenneth Collins has cember.
2.200 cently transferred here from the New
been made manager of the Strand
300 York exchange, has resigned.
6,500
taking the place of the late C. C. AtPioneer Opens Rex at Charlo
kinson.
Collins lias managed theaPioneer Enterpn
Charlotte
Play
2
Films
Houses
to
"U"
2,000
has engaged "Show Boat" ters at Detroit. Mich., Muncie and Inc. has opened the Rex which
200
formerly operated by S. W. Cr*
and "Broadway" as screen attrac- Fort Wayne, Ind.

56

Loew do deb. rts.. 27%
Nat. Scr. Ser
Nat. Thea. Sup
Univ. Pict

do

37
115
62
94J4
24
72

is

developer.

akdSILENT

Someone who can analyze the situation
in a given community and who knows

how

to proceed
project.
Have

to negotiate a theatre

your reply contain a
complete record of past experience, age
and salary requirement.
Replies will
be treated confidentially.
Box A-175,
c-o Film Daily, 1650 B'way, N. Y. C.
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Coast Wire Service
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Hollywood Happenings

DAILY TIPS WHICH

MEAN DOUAOS FOB SHOWMEN

"The Broadway Melody"
YI.YA, Brown & Henderson,
mous song-writing trio, wrote
>ry, dialogue, words and music
Fox Production "Sunny Side
Gaynor and
Janet
starring
The songs are "If
:s Farrell.
A Talking Picture Of You,"

(M-G-M)

WORK STARTS AT

A

TEC-ART

Little

from "Lots"

ON JULIAN ELTINGE FILM

On The

Heat," "You've Got
ckin' Petals Off O' Dasies" and
Find The Time, I'll Find The

ng Bibo, the writing partner
firm Bibo-Lang, writes to tell
it three songs, published by this

which Jesse Weil
is sponsoring, has gone into production at Tec-Art with Elmer Clifton
directing. The cast, headed by Julian
Eltinge, includes Georgie Stone, Jane
Kerman
Richardson,
Reid,
Jack
Cripps, Joda Marinoff, Hadley Kerr,
Al Hill, Jean Reno, Louise Claire,
harlotte Young and Sylvia Shore.
The script has been prepared by
Grace Elliott from the original of
Doris Denbo and A. J. L. Parsons.
Song and dance numbers, written by
Jack Stone, Fred Thompson, and
George Beauchamp, will be staged by
Bud and Lon Murray.

hing house, are to be synchrona Christie Short called "Happy
Jay." "Huggable, Kissable You,''

New Role for "Hallelujah" Girl
Nina Mae McKinney, 17-year-old

Witmark & Sons is publishing
It Be Wonderful?" and
The Medicine Man For The

Idn't

"

the two numbers that arc
d in "Everybody Happy" a
er Bros. Picture starring Ted
This theme-song busines is
.

g serious.

RALPH W1LK j^,

By

I

"Maid

to Order,"

Hollyivood
whose stage career ranges from "Burlesque to
Belasco," is continuing at First Na-

BOBBY NORTH,

He will supervise "Spring Is
Here," which will be directed by
John Francis Dillon. North recentlysupervised "Furies."
tional.

i

1

walks lettered with theater name
Rosing, the character ac- and attraction title.— Gerald Stedtress who recently completed an im- niund, H. & S.. Chandler, Okla.
portant role in. "The Bishop's Murder Case" at M-G-M, will support "The Time, the
Place and the Girl"
Bodil

Rambeau

Marjorie

in

"What Every

K)iows" at the Vine Street
Playhouse.

Our Passing Show: William
Le Baron, Herbert Brenon and
Pandro Berman viewing tests

RKO; Bill Plant conferring
with Bodil Rosing at First
National;
Luther Reed and

at

'already is one of the best sellers
country.

It

mount) which will open at the
nount Oct. 25. The song, writand
>y Al Sherman, Al Lewis
Shapiror Silver, is published by

O'Keefe former Indiana
C. Nugent, Tom Dugan, Eddie Grib- boy, who made good as a Broadway
bon and Mike Donlan.
song writer, master of ceremonies
and wit, is the first of the army of
New "Show of Shows" Songs
tune tinkers who have invaded HolThe song-writing department at the lywood to break into the acting end

now

in

rehearsal at Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer under the direction
of
Jack Conway. The cast includes
len Kane, who Pup-pup-i-dupped
Bessie Love, Benny Rubin, Mary
singing
heard
be
will
)opularitv,
Bushman, Jr., J.
So Unusual," in "Sweetie" Doran, Francis X.

tein

&

Co. Inc.

Warner

studio

is

still

occupied with

a previous issue, we stated that putting the finishing touches on sevong "I Get The Blues When It eral new numbers that will be heard
;" 'sold 8 (eight) copies. Sorry,
for the first time in "Show of Shows."
we meant to say ivas 800,000
well,
,t hundred thousand). Oh
Mackaill in "Jazz Queen"
uple of hundred thousand beMackaill's next picture for
Dorothy
friends may not be much but
n

(Warners)

Woman

Going To Specialize On Yon" colored girl who played the feminine
I'm So Disappointed In You" lead in "Hallelujah," has an import"Huggable, Kissable ant part in Van and Schenck's "Take
le songs.
Big,"

Four banners were used in lobby
display.
These ranged from 20 to
40 feet in length.
Cut-outs of Miss
Love and panels of mounted stills
were also used.
The letters from
the 24-sheet were cut out, mounted
on beaver board and brilliantly illuminated.
These letters had been
treated
with
silver
metallic,
and
were lighted with flood lamps. Also
had 15 windows with water color
lay-outs; banners on the back bars
of soda fountains, advertising "The
Broadway Melody" Sundae; heralds
in
all
hotel key boxes and side-

Henry M. Hobart admiring
Frank Joyce's new automobile.
*

*

*

Walter

production.

of

He

will

appear

in

Distributed three different kinds of
cards, 500 of them
reading "The
Time"; 500 more reading, "The
Place" and only 50 reading, "The
Girl."
These cards were distributed
in advance and carried copy relative
to the picture, theater and playdates
as well as a notation that if three
patrons got together and had the
three cards, "Time-Place-Girl," the
three cards would be honored at the
box office for three admissions. C.
T. Perrin, Sterling, Greely, Colo.

—

"The

A

girl

Mary Dugan"
(M-G-M)
and a man handcuffed

Trial of

to-

rode around in a beautiful
sedan
driven
by a chauffeur in livery.
Carey will direct. O'Keefe has written several songs for the picture in Still handcuffed together the pair
stopped in the leading department
collaboration with Bobby Dolan.
stores, and ate their meals in the

"Red Hot Rhythm," which Leo Mc-

"Banjo"
best

known

is

one

residents

Hollywood's

of

and

travellers.

gether,

crowded

Newspaper

restaurants.

stories appeared daily commenting
upon their cleverness in being able
to handle table utensils single handed.
In addition, an artistic herald

First National will be "The Jazz
Queen," by Ray Harris and Gene In fact, "Banjo" is a globe-trotter
Sidney Blackmer will play and has just returned from Paris.
[die Kilnoski and Ted Brewer, Towne.
masculine
lead and William A. Incidentally, "Bayijo" is a dog and
Tremaine's
the
Paul
members of
the property of Valentine Mandel- was distributed in all the downtown
ocrats, now playing at Yoeng's. Seiter will direct.
stam,
who recently finished a two- offices which read: "You are hereby
just placed a hot number with
summoned to appear at 'The Trial
year
contract
with M-G-M.
Belle
Baker
for
Special
Music
The song, enlot of

ton

&

sheet music, sez we.

Haskins.

Four-Four

*

Rhythm,"

Special music has been written for
Belle Baker, who makes her screen
it
n these cold days.
debut in Columbia's "Song of Love,"
Erie Kenton is directing and
which
,st received word from Buddy
Small producing under the
Edward
ntine, who has arrived in Hol- supervision of Harry Cohn.
Miss
>od. This diminutive song writer
Baker will sing numbers by Gordon
distance
hitch-hiked the entire
and Rich, Shapiro Bernstein, Maurthe eighth time. Buddy is the
l

"That

to help keep the temperature

Abrams, and DeSylva, Brown and
er of "Bye and Bye Sweetheart," Henderson.
Others who will sing
ythi'ng to Make You Happy,"
in the film are little David Durand
is
which
ne in on My Heart"
and Eunice Quedens.
theme song for the Broadway
before
and
"Remote Control"
Al Ferguson in "U" Serial
ing placed another probable hit
P. McGowan has been forced
Moonlight"
the
J.
>d "Shadows in,
by illness to withdraw from the cast
Davis, Coots and Engel.
of "The Lightning Express," UniversHe has been replaced by
Theme Song for "Shannons"
al serial.
The Shannons of Broadway," Uni- Al Ferguson. The picture is now in
production under direction of Henry
,al all-talker, is to have a theme
MacRae with Louise Lorraine, Lane
numbers
other
well
as
two
as
I
Chandler, J. Gordon Russell and John
and
Jess
Klages
:ten by
Ray
er.
The theme song is "Some- Oscar in the cast. The story is by
Frank H. Spearman.
to Love Me."
ice

',

Our

good

*

*

George Barr
newspaperman, is

friend,

Brown,

former
charge of publicity for Vitaphone Varieties. He was with Pathe

now

of Mary Dugan in the court room
of The Allen Theater."— Allen, Cleveland.

in

before joining

Warners.

House
Amaza,

at

Amaza Bought

—

Mich. John Nowell has
purchased the Pioneer from Elmer

Write Song for "3 Sisters"
Wolfe Gilbert and Abel Baer
have written a song called "Italian

Holmberg.

L.

Kisses"

for
Italian

Reopens in South Orange
South Orange, N. J. The Cameo
featuring has reopened with the latest type of

Fox's "The 3 Sisters,"

—

an
folk
drama
Louise Dresser and Tom Patricola, talking picture equipment.
with Joyce Compton, June Collyer,
Kenneth MacKenna and Addie McPhail in the cast.
Paul Sloane directed.

Thelma Hill Loaned to Tech-Art
Thelma Hill has been loaned by

Mack

Sennett to Tech-Art to play
feminine lead in "Love's Harmony," which Dallas Fitzgerald will
the

direct.

TIFrANY-

TTAHLT
ONE HUNDRED
HARRY MARKUM, Belmont. Talbot and Sheldon. Ind anapoln
CHARLES R. METZGER, Mecca and Two Johns, India
H. G. STETTMUND. Jr., H. S. and Odcon, Chandler,
A. C. GORTATOWSKY, Albany and Liberty. Albany.
H. PERELMAN, Lehigh and West Alleghany, Pl.iladelp!
FRED WEHRENBERG, Wehrenberg Circuit, St. Loun
JAMES

BODEN, Grand

J.

or Garden. South

Milwaukee

CHARLES F. VONDRA. Rainbow. Mahnomen, Minn.
E. E. HOLMQUIST, New Broadway. Centerville. S. D
BEN E. MURPHY, Heights. Muskegon Heights, Mich.
W. ZIMMERMAN, New Warrenton. Warrenton. Mo.
CHARLES PERR1ZO, Grand. Grand Rapids. Minn.
ALEX S. MOORE, Hilllop or Capitol. Pittsburgh.

R. B.

SCHLUETER. Community. Arlington, Minn
BEN & MORRIS FLAKS. New Lincoln. Baltimore
R. C. HARPER, Blackstone. New Rockford. N. D.
E. A.

CHARLES

WALKER,

M.

WESTER, Lyric. Le
W. THAMPE, Thampe

C.
C. E.

Milwaukee.

Circuit.

WILLIAMS. Victoria and Park. Omaha.
ALFRED G. WERTIN, Wertin. Albany. Minn.
H. F. HIGGINS, princess. St. Marys. Kan

CANTWELL, Cantwell. Marceline, Mo.
HOWARD ARMSTRONG. Dream. Indianapolis
CHARLES E. LYONS, Moveum. Aitkin. Minn.
F. H. YOUNG. Masonic, New Washington. Ind

MARY

A. D.

W. BUCKLEY, New Topic. Fairfax. Minn.
L. J. LANGLOIS, Alamo, New Roads. La
B. BERGER, Berger Circuit. N. and S. Dakota
W. W. DURAM. Red Eagle. Eagle Bend. Minn
EDWARD SMITH, Cozy. Minneapolis. Kan.
ROBERT STEMPLE, Strand. St. Charles, Mo.
J. R. ELLIOTT, Lakeland. Dassel. Minn.
W. M. MILLER, Lib. Cloquet. Minn.
W. E. DICKSON, Aristo, Lemrnon, S. D.

y/M

,

J.

R.

E.

TRACEY, Grand. Carrington. N. D.
SNYDER, Grand. W'llleston. N. D.
SCHUTTE, Savoy, New Prague. Minn.

L.

DAWSON, Gem.

E.

BERGER.

B.

JOHN DE MARCE,

Mint

|

O. A. LEE. Leola, Minneapol s
F. ESLIN, lone, Minneapolis.

M.

STAHL,

W'ellston. St.

Louis.

THOMAS BARNETT,
A.

C.

Royal. Danville. Ind.

MILLER, Lark.

Ind.

Brazil,

JOE BROKAW. Opera House. Angola.

SPEARMAN. Gem. Edmond,
WEICKERT, Lux, Perham.

C. H.

O. A.

Ind.

DON

NICHOLS,

Carolina.

Durham.

\
P

\
'

'

j
'

N. C.

IT

•

L.

J.

SCHARLEY,

Keiths' Baltimore

LEHR, Lehr Circu t. St. Louis.
LOUIS W. VICK, Ashland. St. Louis
FRED KORB. Strand. Knightstov.r.. !"d.
E. ROBINSON, Empire. Sellersburg, Ind.

'

i

I

O. C.

I.

TURNER, Family, Pine City.
TURNER. Family, North Branch.
H. THORPE, Peoples, Crosby.
W. P. LOWELL, Lowell, Canton.
CHRIS EFTHIN. Star, St.
LOUIS J. MENGES, State. East St.

H. N.
G. N.

J

';

I

D.

1

S.

M\

J.

Family, Grand Rapids
ARTHUR, Garden. Marshall. Mich.
C. F. SEERS, Ostego. Ostego. Mich.
E. C. OATLEY, Star, Rockford. Mich.
O. E. VARNEAU, W'ealtny. Grand Rapids
E. L. DALE, Park. Newaygo. Mich.
H. C. COLLIER, Strand. Lowell. Mich.
N. L. McCARTY. Galewood. Grand Rapids
I. W. MAPLE, Cozy. Bethany.
Mo.
L. E.

A.

B.

MAPLE,

MOMAND,

Maple. Albany. Mo.

Deireck, Maud. Okla.

Worland, Wyo.

Ideal. Morrill,

WEI

Neb.

F.

MOORE,

Majestic, Pottsville, Pa.

VATCH

1

TO,

W^

)

and

vvnVyv

Lyric, Rollo,

Mo.

JOSEPH CAUDELL, Wanoca.

Wallace.

\.

C.

a.,

Pastime, Lumberton, N. C.

SHERMAN WIGGINS,
Kan.
-v
G. G.

Golden

Bell.

SHIPLEY, Community. Harbor

Ellsworth.

Beach.

M

GEORGE L. BLAKESLEE, Grand, Lander. V
Ik GEORGE HANIOTIS, Yale, Okmulgee. OH
GEORGE PASSEN, Amuzu. Jasonville,

II

REYNOLDS.

Greenleal. Kan.
Fredro. Detroit.

Elite,

SIDNEY H. SELIG, Gem. Chicago
X«W A. ROSEN, Model. Pittsburgh.
jR\ H. D. CARB1ENER, Honeymoon, South Bend. Ind.
%V\, JOSEPH PORTELL, Greenwood and Virginia Park. D
L. L. LEWIS, Lyric, Lebanon. Mo., Lyric, Salem. Mo..'
\^\

I

H. T.
W. H.

HE

Willis. Detroit.

WV\

j

GLENN FLESER, Liberty, Grand Rapids.
MACPHERSON, Vox. Klamath Falls. Ore.

SELLERS, Dunbar and

111.

la.

Storv City. la.
Rovalton. 111.
\
T. J. GUTHRIE, Liberty. Maiden. Mo.
V
F. M. SATKAUSKAS, Milda, Chicago
U\
R. MICHEL, Larkin. San Francisco

Louis/
Louis
j
ROBERT SHEN, Lakeville. Lakeville. Minn,
FRANK MILLER, Whiteway. Marlow, Okla.
J. M. ANDERSON, Princess, Boone, la.
j
H. HIERSTEINER, Family. Des Moines j
B. SCHINDLER, Opera House. Dover. Del.
H. STEINBERG, Madison. Madison. III.
EDWARD BRUNELL, Metropoie. Chicago j
M. RUBIN, Uptown. Michigan City. Ind. )
G.
G.

Marshalltown.

RHOADES, Grand.
WILLIAM COX, Palace.

1

Minn.
Minn.
Minn.

MAI

E. A.

'4.

..

C.

GEORGE W. LUCE,

;

j

VI

Strand. Hastings, Mich.

JOSEPH OLSCHEFSKY,
CHARLES KERBY, Elks,

j

VONDERSCHMITT Circuit. Indian
D. E. HECKMAN, Royal. Nazareth. Pa.
DAVID S. NELSON. King Bee. St Louis
P.

SCHRAM,

WALTER HOHLFELD,

I

Okla.

Minn.
W. E. LYON, Broadway. Crosby. Minn.
M. MILTENBERG, Opera House, Ely. Minn.
H. F. ANKRUM, Gem. Balston. Minn,
F. J. BOGUMILL, Rialto. Thorp. Wis.
C. C. DUNSMORE, Capitol. Marshalltown. la.
R. O. GOLDEN, Palace. St. Louis
H.

J.

/

•

STROWIG, Lyric. Abilene, Kan.
CLARK, Clark, Vacaville, Calif.
STACY, Unique, Mobridge, S. D.

DON THORNBURG, New,

LAWSON,

Grand. Mt. Olive. 111.
R. C. WILSON, Palace. Staples. Minn.
FREDERICK HOYT, Strand. Newton, la
T. GARRETTI, Casino. Melchei. la.

Okla. and Ritz. Cheroke.
.

MERRITT, Prihcess. Oconto. Wis.
J. E. WHITLEY, Colonial, Kokomo, Ind.
WALDO NEAL, Limberlost. Geneva. Ind.
JAMES LYNCH, Granada, Bridgeville, Pa.
M. D. LEDBETTER, Little, Elizabethtown.

..

T.

DAVIDSON, Ritz, Cordell,
LYON, Jewel, Anthon, la.

A. L.

.

JAMES

J.

P. C.

/
/

N.

MRS. D.

-

J.

L. R.

//

.

J

HICKES, Liberty, Saxton, Pa.
A. LEBER, Roval, St. Louis, Mo.

L.

W.

I
1

Viking. Benson,

'

H. F.

'////

Minn

Bemidji.

S

T.

iff//

Scotts Bluff. Neb.
ox Audion, Green Bay. \\

-

F. C.

W

'

G. O. TERRY, Bijou. Minneapolis..
RATHS, Ideal, South St. Paul. Minn
C. W. BURKEY, Summit, Kansas City
ROGERS, Columbian, Wamego, Kar..
H. M. DRYER. Savoy. Minneapoli

OTTO

mil

Flagstaff,

WILLIAM OSTENBERG, Orpheum.

Ml

/

t

M. COSTIGAN, New Orpheum,

LOUIS B CHRIST, Columbus

lllr/l

Shakopee. Minr

Elko.

Wayne ka.

V. BERGTOLD, Ideal, Hayneld, Minn., and Op,
House, Dodge Center, Minn.

W//

L.

C.

Majestic,

L.

W//j

D.

DON

CAMPBELL,

WHITE,

THOMAS

Irving. Indianapolis.
Seur. Center. Minn

H. E.

A. L.

Parkview, San Francisco, C
BOULDEN, Lyric St. Charles, Mi.
W. T. MORTON, Park, Huntington Park, Calil
H. J. LUDCKE, Opera House, Saint Peter, Minn
MRS. H. H. CHASE, Diamond, Lake Odessa, M
.

MRS. LEE MOTE, Acme, Rivert,
Wvo.
fvf^v^ A. C. DIPPO, Rialto, Oakland.
R. L. BAILEY, Bailey, Bunki.
N. SPAYNE, Gem, Akn
It

B^s.

\

:

]

/
!
!

,

'

\
i

\

FF«
N
V
729 SEVENTH

Tl

«VE.

c/>T« H

1

:RANCHirC HOLDER/
fc
FINEMAN, Admiral, Philadelphia
CK DAUSES, Crystal, Washington, D. C.
)HN FENYVESSY, Lyndy, Rochester, N. Y.
ARRY HART, Granada and Fern, Milwaukee
.EORGE RAUENHORST, Crystal, Fulda, Minn.
IOSEPH PRICE, Howard and Eagle, Philadelphia

V L.

ONE HUNDRED
CHARLES PERRIZO,
A. H.

RECORDS,

Lyceum, Deer River, and Lyric, Casslake, Minn.
Empress. Deshlcr. and Majestic, Hebron, Neb.

SHOREWOOD THEATRES

%

INC., Shorewood. Shorewood, Wis.

CIRCUIT THEATRES INC., New Cudahy. Cudahy, Wi«.
LEO PAUL, Lyuc, Philadelphia, and Lyric, Chester, Pa.
CHARLES H. GEORGE. Capitol, Port Angeles. Wash.

\

WILLIAM A. LEUCHT„,Jr., Savoy, St. Joseph, Mo
GLEN D. THOMPSON, Thompson, Healdton, Okla.
CHARLES E. GUCKER, Dawn, Hartford City. lnd.
FRANCES PEART, Colonial' or Peart, Gillispie,
CHARLES TR1FON, New Gulf, Goose Creek, Tex.
FERRIS M. THOMPSON, Thompson. Wilson, Okla.
111.

HARRY

V

F1NKEL, Arcade or Colonial. Pittsburgh.
W. BECKER, Becker and Castle. Philadelphia

A.

.

V

JOHN

M.

>

ENRY GOLDBERG,

Lincoln Hippodrome, Chicago
E. ALGER, Capitol, Morrison; Princess, Urhana;
Park, Champaign; Rex?v, Lasalle and Peru, Peru, 111.
J. SCHIEFERECKE, Opera House, Lenora, Kan. and
Electric, Jennings, Kan.
^Vv$
SH, P. & A.,
A Plymouth. Mich., and P. & \\gS
R. LUSH,
%«&
A., Northville. Mich.
KAUFMAN, Cozy, Detroit \W«9
\^VX.
G. BOWS, Biltmore, New York City
S. RODENOK, Lehigh, Oakmont, Pa.
H. D. TALLEY, Majestic. Devine, Tex.
JENSEN, Rex, Currie, Minn.
AVj\
R. M. FULLER, Palace. Grahdview, Tex.
G. C. JOHNSON, Pictureland, Metropolis. 111. \\\\\<

A. B. MOMAND, Momand Circuit, Okla.
A. E. MUNROE, Munroe, Rolla, N. D.
\ D. J. LARSON, Grand. Wallock. Minn.
!
J. C. ARNOLD, Arna. Rolette. N. D.

JULIUS OVERMOE, Gem,

Hillsboro. N. D.
C. H. TOLAN, Delchar, Mayville. N. D.
W. H. GOODROAD, Strand. Warren. Minn.

HARRY

M.

WALTER

H.

McCORMICK,

State.

Woodbridi

BROWN, Roosevelt. Jamestown ,N.
TSCHEMACHER, Casino. Buffalo. N.

C.

A.

AL

Y.
Y.

Triangle, Howard Lake. Minn,
LYDIA BEHLING, Ellen Terry. Buffalo. N. Y.
M. E. MITCHELL, Regent, Prarie Du Chien, Wis.
G. L. ADAMS, Welcome. China Groye. N. C.
G. M. PHILLIPS, Schiller Park, Syracuse, N. Y.

FILBEY,

CARL JOHNSON,

Arcadia, Floresville, Tex.

MRS. ESLE LARSON,

\

A.

B.

J.

"»\

F.

Chicago.
111.

A. PHILLIPS, Palace, Freeport, Tex.
G. L. WILLER, Our. Grand Rapids.
HERMAN A. BIRD. Rivoli, Grand Rapids.

J.
\

J.

KULMS,

J.

C.

Bu.ton. Grand Rapids.
Fairmont. G.and Rapids.
A. RUTTENBERG, Oliver, Detroit
C. A. FERRY, Granada, Alhambra, Calil.
,'B. K. FISCHER, Alamo. Milwaukee.
,'|D. C. SCOTT, Royal, LeMars. la.

1

\

!

j

CHERVENKA,

FRED KOCH. Grand, Remaen, la.
A. M. HERMAN, Rivoii. West Point. Neb
O. WESLEY, Wilsonville. WiUonviUe,

/'

j

111.

SAM DU

BOIS. Dos Palos, Dos Palos. Calif
|Vg. W. KENDALL, Arc. Delphia. lnd.
LEO UPCHURCH, Grand. Walters, Okla
f

')

!|

Majestic. Hattieaburg, Miss.

HAROLD A. HILL, Hollywood. Chicago.
HYMAN L. LUBERTHAL, Austin. Chicago.
WALTER J. FLUEGAL, Pekin.

S,
j

j

Ill

I;

Cecile. Cokato,

DAVIS,

E.

J.

\
I

BROWN, Regal, Gatesville. lex
T. HODGE, Hodge Circuit, Tex.

L. B.

S't H.
:

O'HEARN. Isis, Lockney. Tex.
McNEESE, Grand. Kenedy, Tex.
V. WILLIAMS, Roxy. Munday, Tex.

T.

J.
k\

L. C.

fi

P.

ZIMMERMAN, Palace. San Maicos. Te
GARBODE. Palace. Shiner. Tex.
BESSIE RAWLS, Mutual. Hamlin. Tex.
W. E. THORNE, Colonial. Alma, Kan.
EDWARD BUCKLEY, Idle Hour. Olivia. Mir
"'.

R. C.

:

j

!

Majestic. Stillwater. Minn.
D. S1LBER. Slate. Eureka. S. D.
E. S. CUMMINGS. Miles Standish, Minneapc
L. R. STACY, Mascot. Mobridge, S. D.
R. L. NEDRY, Lyric, Little Falls. Minn.
M. C. RIGGS. Metropolitan. Owatonna. Mint
W. G1LMORE. Palace. Royalton. Minn

\ F.'
/
.

jl-1.

I

[

!

W. BOLL,

CHARLES

HOLDRIDGE,

B. B.

'

!

,'

,|

j
;

Ij

SIQH

1!

[j

*

NOW
AND

Shenandoah,

Slate.

la.

A. COLLIN. Regal. F.lvms. Mo.
I.
H. DAVIS, Gem. Alton. 111.
SOL BEST, Mabel. Chicago.
M. HARTZMAN, l.awndale. Chicago.

W.

;

-

^J^^-

CRANE, Park, Tampa. FU.
COONEY, Cooney Circuit.
N. KENNEY, Star. Watsek...

E.

I

rad/

^^g

la.

A.

1

iti
Minn,
CARL SOTHER, Grand. Annandale, Minn. \M
M\L
T. B. LEWIS, Capitol. Eaton Rapids, Mich.
RAY PEACOCK, Majestic. Stafford. Kan. #/
J. J. HARWOOD, Lexington, Cleveland
jlj I
H. H. STURCHE, Palace. Seguin, Tex.
!/UJ//l
S. HENRY, Opera House, Ambler. P;
ALBERT B. PACE, Crest. Creston, la. jMjk
A. E. JONES, JR., Lyric. Galatia. 111.
ill '
L.R.
iTini\i\ui»i, i\tr.v,
**• MARKUM,
Rex. 11
Indianapolis.
luirtiirtjJUiia'.
IIlk
Ij/j
G. FISCHER, Milwaukee and National, Milwaukee, and
l/lL
Allis, West Allis, Wis.
I///I/L
CHARLES WASHICHECK, Layton Park. Pearl and
Mffl
t
Grace, Milwaukee.
/'/////a
/. N. ROOB, Ozaukee or Strand. Port Washington, Wis.
////////
=-RANK HOLLISTER, Opera House, Girardsville, Pa
C. FENYVESSY, Madison, West Rochester, N. Y
rl. M. FEDERHAR, Cameo or Regent, Akron.
O.
ANK BORCHERT, Door, Sturgeon Bay, Wis.
LLIAM KENHOLTZ, Strand, Buffalo, Minn. A
"
GOODMAN, Suburban, B.nghamton. N. Y.
r\NK J. UJKA, Grand, Larrimore, N. D.
C. GUTENBERG, Grand, Milwaukee.
L
VARDA, Cazenovia. Buffalo, N. Y. ^s%/
J. HANZE, Arcade, Akron, O.
HIRSH, Century, Phila
.

Kanawah,

Star.

HAYMAN, Lyde. Grand Island, Neb.
HARRY FLEISHMAN. Brighton, Pittsburgh.
Carnegie. Pa
C. E. HERMAN, New Carnegie,
JULIUS GOODMAN, A»»»r, Baltimore

ft!
«
M\

M,

QUIRE,

B.

S.

NAT

J.

Minneapolis.

CAMPBELL, Wonderland.

FERR1N & JOSSLYN, Liberty, Mantorville. Minn
ELI RESNICK, Grant, Philadelphia.
'\
JOSEPH BRODIE, Brodle. Baltimore
X
JAMES C. RITTER, Rivola, Detroit.
J- E- STOCKER, Myrtle. Detroit.
*A
JOSEPH ROSZKOSKI, Fulton, Detroit.

|i

JOHN

E.

NIEBES, Dawn. Detroit

GEEDY, Palace. Montpelier, lnd.
FRANK FORREST, Forrest. Booneville,
L.

J

Inc

ABE SANDOW, Pico. Los Angeles.
P. C. LARSON. Grand. Joid.in. Minn.
HENRY A. WIECKS, State. Belle Plaine, M
ROY C. BERRY, Campus. Norman, Okla.
C. H. SARTORIOUS. Capitol. Heaitley. la
LOUIS LINKER,

M

utic,

Bridgcton, N.

J.

Hour. Featus, Mn.
I) C. C. GRIFFIN, New Piedmont, Oakland. Ce
Niagara Falls
Capitol.
I M. ATLAS,
I
RALPH AVERSA, Hippodrome. Niagara Fa

rMILE

I

H.

/

E. C.

)j

J.

jA
'/'

E.

Idle

CURDTZ. Majestic. Greenville.
BARRY, Vernon. Chi
Rntnian. O.
A. GOFrlNET, Coffin.
M. SPAYNE. Dayton. Akron. O.

S.

C.

F.

1.

MAGINN1S.

j'

W.

['

L. L.

DUNBAR.

I

E. L.

SCHl RF.CK.

H.

%U0

MILLER,

W.

F.

MUl-KI Y
J.

H. A.
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Tivoli, Lorain, O.
lifl

Queen,

WOOTEN,

Olympic,
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I
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(
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Timely Topics
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Monday, October

Digest of
Current Opinion

THAT

PhilM. Daly,
COLONEL,

By PHIL M.

Jr.

not Major Herron now, and he's making an

fact
THE
are yours

extended trip to Yurrup
Another Hay site Yurrop
bound is Mrs. Parkhouse, efficient secretary of Charlie Pettijohn
Roy (Billboard) Chartier, today is joing "Variety"
His successor on "Billboard" has not been named
"Joe" Kennedy certainly has a winner in "The Trespasser," which is toppling records in Lunnon, being now in its

It is

fifth

Public Is Custodian of
of the Pictures

The Future

motion pictures
rather than ours.
for you indeed to say what
is,

they shall be like and how far
forward they may go toward their
limitless

We who

possibilities.

have the physical control of them
are ready to do your bidding. The
motion picture industry is not
We, under the guidance
satisfied
and with the companionship of
thoughtful people, cannot
the
fail to go straight to our goal.
Will H. Hays
*

*

craze for dialogue pictures
has spread to foreign language countries and it is a demand
which only the native producers
will be able to satisfy. Thus the

an

international

WE

me-

good will and profit
dium
loses its world-wide aspects and
threatens to become a purely na-

American
industry and commerce are bound
tionalistic expression.

to suffer as a result.

David Barrist in "The New
York State Exhibitor"

HAVE

Thinks Wiring Will
Solve Film Rental Problem
the draw of the sound shows

making

it

necessary for

approach of silent and sound
rental prices to each other; with
the superior draw of the talkingpictures ,and especially with the
necessity to keep modern in theater operations, it begins to look
like it is time for all houses to
wire.

"Motion Picture Journal"

THEIR
FIRST

JOBS
CARL LAEMMLE
store,

New York
Bowery

a
li

her was the night of the big par
at the American Sound Studio wh J
she hopped in Bert's plane filled wii
hope, hops and happiness.
The,
wisecrackers claim that we se
Maine to a sanitarium because s J
was telling a lotta dirt of our pj J
But those who know us will appr
ciate that this crack is unjust. The,
may be a little mud in our bac
ground, but no dirt.
Now we all
proach one of the big triumpha
moments in our life, for Maine h:
come back and how. From her pin
I

Arthur M. Loew will tell you about the ragged mug who
stopped him t'other day with a request for a nickel. "And. what,"
whatted Arthur, "do you want with the nickel."
"I've

my

gotta call
critics

broker," was the prompt rejoinder
Buffalo
airplane to New York to see premiere of "Rio

came by

W. McGuire has been assigned
new Neotoco State at Portland, Me

Frederick

Rita"

agement

Mack

of

the

to

man-

is said to have produced a real bellringer in "A
Star," which is a burlesque of the fillums' greatest
tragedy, to wit a picture out of synchronization

Sennett

Hollywood

This guy Charlie Einfeldt certainly can put over radio hookups, for which First National should be thankful
Publix
is billing "Why Bring That Up" as a world's premiere at the
Rialto, Noo Yawk, which it isn't
Roxy has sent a platinum watch as a memento to Victor McLaglen for the record
"The Cock Eyed World" hung up at the big house
Billy
K. Wells, who wrote the dialogue for that opus, has gone back
to the Coast

—

you will learn that we are innj
cent.
So now we can resume o
serial and try to collect that offer
screen rights of $17.63 from Univq

lips

i

We

sal.

TRY.
*

*

"Mysterious Mame"
Chapter XII

The newsreel boys

sure are sold on Mrs. Herbert Hoover,
co-operates with them on newsreel stuff
Fox is said
to be deluged with inquiries on the Grandeur showing, which
thrilled plenty at the Gaiety, Noo Yawk
"Jim" Riley,
new Pathe Buffalo manager, handled the personal appearance
tour of Mabel Nornjand
Ask Eddie Carrier to detail some
of that Sahara desert crossing business
Wotta whale of a
job he made of the Trackless Train tour

said
*

who

It was the night of the big ope
ing of "The Birth of a Nation"
Canarsie. That was last Wednesda
arrived at 2 a. m. and were Jul
dozing off when there came a timl

We

knock

at our apartment door in tl
cellar of 729 Seventh Ave.
aro-

We

handsome
dressing gown given us by

[60

NUMBER

60

MANY HAPPY RETURNS

Industry
CUNNINGHAM

Statistical

P.
Editor.

The Film Daily

LEADING

banking houses
throughout
the
country

finance flotation of many millions of dollars of motion picture stocks annually. In two recent years, $200,000,000 in film
securities was financed by representative banking institutions
in the United States. The total
investment in the industry now
reaches $200,000,000 with theaters and the exhibition field
representing $1,250,000 of this
sum, and studios and production properties and distribution
absorbing the rest, $750,000,000.
*

*

Distributors
appropriated
$17,000,000 on new exchange
buildings in five years, 19241928, with at least another $1,scheduled for building
programs in 1929.

000,000

on

our

Russi;
Sovkii
pictur

Films for reviewing their
and still being alive to write abo
'em, and opened the portal wid
And can you > guess? No. You ca
not.
There stood Mysterious Mam

"Mame!" we exclamationed.
"Rummy!" greeted Mame.

Statistics
JAMES

By

*

drug

taking

i

sil-

ent rental prices to come down
and the costs of prints and distribution are forcing them up,
may be .the answer to the dilemma is to wire. With the close

errand boy in

been

from wisecrackers
Don Hancock and Dewey Bloom 1
cause Mysterious Maine has disa
peared from her public and nothi
had been heard of her since she we|
on that epic flight with Bert Acos I
If you will recall, the last heard
razzing

threw

IF is

DALY

i

TiHE

as
for

week

*

Foreign Talkers Will Hurt
Films As Force for World Peace

movie

THAT'S

with

IT'S

19

AND

Along The Rialto

A

7,

We exchanged the usual greetim.
and salutations that old friends of 0]
posite sexes exchange on such oce
sions as they may happen to meet
a cellar at 2 a. m. in the mornili;
Why go into details? It's none
your business anyway.
(Don't miss the next instalmei
if you are not fussy about yoi
reading matter. Till then, wishm
you a Happy Netv Year, you kibi
i

October 7
Best wishes and congratulations

are

extended

FILM DAILY
ing

members

of

by

THE

to the follow-

the industry,

who

today are celebrating their
birthday

Jack Mulhall
John W. Considine
Andy Devine
Robert Z. Leonard
Eddie Luddy

Max Ree

zers.)

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DA^
IN

S.

A.

Lynch invading Florida on

large scale.
*

Loew
curb.

*

stock issue

*

on

New

Yor

THE
October

Icday,

1929

7,

EXPANSION

-z&>*DAILV

American Federation of Labor
to Act in Musicians Case ?
9

OMAHA TERRITORY?

IN

Page

(.Continued

ft

om Page

OPENS FOUR DAY MEET

1)

Frank fiillmore prior to their depar- president; William Covert, second
ture from New York for the Toronto vice president; William Elliott, third
been sold to Publix and the meetings of the American Federation vice president; Cleve Beck, fourth
arieuni.
of Labor.
Weber was forced to de- vice president; George E. Browne,
Heanwhile, Fox has acquired the cline invitation that he go to St. fifth vice president; John P. Nick,
McCook,
lid, Star and Temple at
Louis to seek settlement of the mu- sixth vice president, and William J.
(the new house under construc- sicians' strike there, in order to at- Harrer, seventh vice president.
Columbus
The
Platte.
at North
tend the labor meetings.
Gillmore
J olumbus, Fremont, Fremont, and had no comment to make prior to Joliet Musicians Yield
ilVYorld at Kearney were to have his departure.
to Exhibitors' Demands
these
(Continued from

1)

included in this deal, but
sold to Publix, it
kid, although there has been talk
If court fight in this connection.
\\\x, meanwhile, has annexed the
1

Mes have been
i

tettler

circuit

of 21 houses

The

from

chain

extends
ughout Nebraska and Iowa. In

i/ersal.

latter state,

Paramount

is

firmly

here with a capital of 1,000 shares of
common stock. Objects of the comU. A. Films Here in November
pany are to operate theaters and
hree United Artists all-talking places of amusements.
ures will come to Broadway in
Koppin Sells Two Houses
ember. They are the FairbanksDetroit George Koppin who op<ford production of "the Taming
Shrew," Gloria Swanson's erates a string of houses here, has
the
ie Trespasser" and "Condemned,"
sold the Campeau to Charles Zantis
ch has Ronald Colman as the and the Catherine to Wade Allen.
Koppin still retains the Lasky and
situation.

—

anta Rosa, Calif.

—The

Rose has

purchased by Lida Santini from
us N. Tocchini.

Expert
problems

—

—

<|n

—

After completely
Shelbyville, Ind.
Alhambra,
the
the
Meloy interests have reopened the
Western Electric sound aphouse.

redecorating

paratus has been installed.

—The

New

—

—

Work—Now

in

Stanley to Leave for Coast
Joseph Santley and Ivy Sawyer
start soon for Hollywood, where the
former is under contract to direct
screen musical plays.

BOOK

Preparation—Out in January

Year Book Topics

NUMBER

YEAR BOOK RESEARCH

1.

WIDELY
SOgrowing

divergent are the fields of this rapidlyindustry that it has become a tremendous task
to collect the facts and present them concisely and
BOOK. It means
completely in the FILM DAILY
patient research throughout the entire year, and keeping
in touch with all the many available sources of authentic
information.
In compiling the FILM DAILY
thousands of pieces of mail are sent out to comb
the field and line up the data in all departments.

YEAR

YEAR

BOOK

Trade keep the editors posted on
U. S. Government offiall changes in the local territories.
developments at home
latest
the
statistics
on
supply
cials
facilities
of the Hays organizasplendid
The
abroad.
and
aid.
Also banking instituinvaluable
tion have rendered
tions, exhibitors, and every company in the industry.
all

for they help to

of

share pride in filmdom's encyclopedia,
it authoritative and complete.

make

HISTORY

3.

CONTENTS
RESEARCH

4.

READERS

5.

STATISTICS

6.

PRODUCTION

2.

They can

—

has started operation for the new
season with the installation of talking picture equipment of the newest

Steinway, Astoria, for Burlesque
Jules J. Leventhal has acquired
Prin
cess has re-opened as a combination the Steinway, Astoria, former picThe interior has been refur- ture house for burlesque attractions.
house.
New policy begins Oct. 14.
nished and redecorated.

Youngstown, O.

Lyric to Be Reopened
Tex. Julius Levy will reBrady,
House
Takes Over Nashwauk
Nashwauk, Minn. The Grand has open the Lyric Oct. 1. Exploding
been taken over by E. H. Edelstein film caused a fire loss of $7,000.

The Film Boards

Gets New Equipment
Haven, Conn. The Howard

Princess Reopens

Embassy.

Filmdom's Annual Recognized Reference

New

type.

REGARDING THE YEAR

Cloth Bound
Over 1100 Pages

1)

—

,

Rose, Santa Rosa, Purchased

(Continued from Page

of the continent to participate in the
sessions.

opinions on mechanical
confronting the industry
will be considered during the presentation of more than 32 papers. Further efforts at standardization will be
made.
Sessions will take place at
One piece
Musicians at the Rial- the Royal York Hotel.
Joliet, 111.
Officers of the International Alliance of Stage Employes and M. P. to, on strike for the past week, yield- of business scheduled is the selection
Machine Operators who will attend ed to the demands of theater officials of the city for the spring meeting
Musicians next year.
the Toronto convention are: William and returned to work.
F. Canavan, president; Richard J. walked out demanding that there
Quits as Musical Director
Green, general secretary and treas- should be 11 men in the orchestra
San Antonio, Tex. Ralph Pollock
urer; Fred J. Dempsey, first vice instead of nine.
has left as musical director of the
Aztec.
Alhambra, Shelbyville, Reopens
Publix Kentucky Co. Formed

enched by virtue of its holdings
Wilmington, Del.
Publix Kenhe former A. H. Blank chain.
tucky, Inc. have been incorporated
is planning to enter
it is said,

Iowa

8.M.P.E. FALL

8.

DISTRIBUTION
EXHIBITION

9.

SOUND

7.

10.

EXPLOIT -O-GRAMS

14.

THEATERS
FINANCIAL
ORGANIZATIONS
THEATER CHAINS

15.

TEN BEST

16.

FOREIGN MARKETS

11.
12.
13.

-.£B0"£PAILV
Film Boards of Trade Report
Additional Theater Changes

Now On Broadway

MASSACHUSETTS

— "Hollywood Revue"
Cameo— "Afghanistan"
— "His Glorious Night"
Capitol

in Ownership
McEvoy
Lecminister Plymouth,
sold
to
Amusement Co. by A. McEvoy; Lynn
Auditorium, sold to Commonwealth Amusement Enterprises, Inc. C. Morse by E. M.
Loew Milford Opera House, sold to Interstate Theaters Corp. by N.E.TjO. Co.;
Oak Bluffs Eagle Theater, sold to Edgartown Playhouse, Inc. by M. J. Keegan

Changes

Astor

— "Passion Joan
— "Young
Nowheres"
Colony— "Big News"
—
"Applause" (opens
Criterion
—

—

Arc"

of

of

Carnegie
Central

——

"Freedom"
St.— "The Weavers"

Ave.

—
Guild "Forest

Fifty-fifth

and

People of Siberia
Film
"Forbidden Paradise"
Gaiety "Sunny Side Up"
Globe "The Great Gabbo"
Geo. M. Cohan "Flight"
Hippodrome "Street Girl"

—
—

sold
Edgartown
to
Worcester
Incl Alfred Hall
Jewell, sold to A. T. King by J. Lane.

Changes

"Show Boat": Thursday,
"Tonight

Friday,

"The

the

in

Girl

"Careless

Age

;

Saturday,
Twelve'
The
Sunday,
Show"

at

;

;

Girl from Heaven"
Mark iStrand "Evidence"
Paramount "Fast Company
Rialto— "Why Bring That Up?
"Three Live Ghosts"
Rivoli

—

—

Breitung Capitol, sold to G. W. Brassington by R. E. Meek
Cass City Pastime,
sold to Elmer Fritzgerald by F. A. Bliss;
Coleman Pastime, sold to H, E. Griswold by L. Weidman
Detroit
Campau,
sold to G. Zantis by Geo. F. Koppin Co.
Clairmount, sold to Herbert Skelton by
Charles Kain
Courtesy, sold to Laura
London by Vance & Iva Emerick Dix,
so'd to Mike Koleda and Elia Kostink by
Blanche M. Ryder
Ferry Field, sold to
F. F. Theater Co. by Ferry Field Operating
Co.
Ritz, sold to Raymond Fox by Ben
Kormelink
Warren, sold to Herbrt F.
Rumler by Leon F v Gray East Jordan
Tempe, sold to Bulow Brothers by Hugh
C. Dicken
Eckerman Eckerman, sold to
Nicholson & Schilling by Wm. Forsythe;

—

Hamilton

—

Flint

—

by

the hands of foreign

interests

In support of this he points to the
that

fact

Gaumont had

"just

made

;

;

;

;

Changes
Arlington

in

— Community,

sold

of the

affiliated

company, Gainsborough

Pre-View House Opens
A pre-view talkSalt Lake City
ing picture house has opened here at

—

East First South

58

New Head

for

St.

Yonkers House

—

Yonkers, N. Y. Proctor's is now
under the management of George A,
Roberts. He was formerly manager

Under

his

Ya.

R-K-O
are

theaters
theaters

in Troy, Albany, Schenectady, Syracuse and Rochester.

F.

—

C.
sold

— Royal,

sold

son;

Marshfield

—

Ritz,

sold

succeeds L. C. Baxley.
George Caldares has been made manager of the company's Los Angeles
office in place of S. D. Perkins.

Tom

to

Cole

—

—

;

;

—
—
— —

Closings

—

Alton Isis; Belle Belle High School; Bland
Rodelia
Brockway Brockway; Brookfield
Plaza Downing
Majestic Ellington

Imp
Miamo;

;

;

—
——Empire
— Olive;

Laddonia
St.
Joseph

;

Family, Lincoln,

— Gem.

;

Miamo

;

St.

New Broadway

—

Louis

New

Sparta,

Jimmy,

Theaters

owner Adams

&

Clarence Allen;
Barr Sparta
Highly.

— August

Eichner,

projec-

tionist of the Shelton here, was painfully burned on the left hand fighting

a fire in the booth while waiting for
firemen called by a still alarm. Considerable damage was done to the

and equipment but
were unaware of the blaze.
reels

patrons

—

ness,

it

reported.

is

Dollinger
Freeport

Managing

—

manager
Schwartz

L.

I.

F. J. Dollinger
of the Grove, one
circuit houses.

House

now
of

is

the

Chatkin Springfield

Peterson Gets N. D. House
J.
Peterson of
Hankinson, has taken over the man-

Wahpeton, N. D.
of

the

Manager

—

Springfield, Mass.
Herbert Chatkin has been made managing director of the Paramount which recently

opened.

R.

W.

good

I

guess we're pre

in this picture."

JIMMY GLEASON:
yeah?

"<

Whaddye mean

[

WE?"

ARMSTRONG: "Why,
and

you, Jimmy!

about

all talking

i"

They
us.

Do

you ever read the pape

The Motion

Picture Net

the Exhibitors Heral

World, and

all the rest

'em?"

—

Hub from

"S(

;

Operator Fights Booth Fire
Buffalo

BOB ARMSTRONG:

Stewarts-

;

ville

m,.\rf^m}S

—

He

F.

by Mrs. Mae Edmonds; Platte City Ly
ceum, sold to Hulett & Johnson by D. J
Maxwell St. Louis Colonial, sold to Ed
C. King by L. C. Stringer
Fairy, sold to
Geo.
Sanquinet
by
Maury Reichman
Knickerbocker, sold to Chas. Donovan by
S. Goldman.

-CI EXHIBITOR.

ager.

B.

—

—

Allen.

Adwell With T-S at New Orleans
Xew Orleans William V. Adwell
has been appointed branch manager
of the Tiffany-Stahl exchange here
by Oscar Hanson, general sales man-

to

;

Berkell Closes Two Houses
Davenport Charles Berkell has
Nashville Reopening
closed the Grand here and the PalNashville, Tenn.
The Princess
ace at Moline due to the lack of busihas reopened.

R-K-O De Luxe in Richmond,
He succeeds O. L. Eisler, who agement
recently resigned.
of the

Meek by

conadc,

—

;

J.

Troy Lyceum,
New York di-

jurisdiction

—

;

—

mer manager

to

;

— Legion Hal. owner
Hale— Trio, owner Fay H.

and

Holly

;

Star.

Wilson
Gasconade Gas
to A. R. Howard by A. J
Hayne Illmo Opera House, sold to Mr,
Anderson by J. P. Lightner
Maiden
Liberty, sold to T. J. Guthrie by H. Fergu

Lew Golding Promoted
Troy, N. Y. Lew R. Golding, for-

with the leading British has been appointed
film producing companies for a very visional manager of
substantial program of films," while
Pictures, Ltd., "has converted its studios and is working at high pressure
on a series of sound and dialogue
pictures."

E.

to

—

sold

Forsyth

Ownership

contracts

its

sold

;

MINNESOTA

by B. B.
to G.

sold

Belva Maxwell
to
Cottonwood Pt. Tri
Joe Bowman by Chas. J
Palace, sold to Walker '&

Pate; Cowgill
Stoner; EVerton

Closings

;

control of his company has passed

h

Ownership

in

Maxwell

E.

S.
State,

-

— Strand Deerfield— Deerfield Detroit
Crown
Fowlerville— Community
Grand
Rapids — Temple; Hubbell — Majestic; Iron—
wood — Rex; Mulliken -Navajo; Painesdale
— Opera House Powers—Powers Hall
Remus — Rex.
Re-openings
Painesdale— Opera House
So. Range— Star.
Caro

Leakesville

;

Changes

—

;

W. Tyson

Closings
High
School

— Belgrade,

—

—

Hammersmith
5,000-seat house at
and the erection of another seating
between 2,500 and 3,000 at StreatIt is also planned to make
ham.
over the old Biocolour house at
Peckham into a talking picture theOther houses will be built in
ater.
the larger provincial cities.
Woolf reiterates that there is no
foundation for persistent reports that

Reopen Springfield Theater

Broome.

J. J.

Belgrade

wood, sold to N. L. McCarty by Fandall
Theater Co.
Rose City Lyric, sold to
William Tulloh by Bernie Pearce Water
vliet
Paramount, sold to Mrs. Marie Pattee by C. E. Jordan.

1)

'

MISSOURI

Eagle, sold to Harry WeinEisman; Grand Rapids Gale;

(Continued from Page

to

—

— Majestic,

— Edwards
Springs — Princess

—

—White

— Improvements

Ownership

in

sold to R.

Edwards

;

berg by A.

Winnipeg

extent of $122,000 are to be mad
three Famous
Players - Cana
Corp. houses here and at Manit
Improvements at the Capitol
$75,000 while the Metropolitan, ^
~
closed for overhauling, will cost
000 and the Orpheum is being
decorated at a cost of $12,000.
r

Springfield, Mass.
The Capito!
reopened as a Warner house.

McLain

;

E. Pollock by

;

EXPANSION PLANNED BY

B. Clow.

Falls— Grand.

Big

Canadian Theaters to'
Undergo Improveme

—

Closings

;

into

W.

by

—

;

;

—

;

Marks— Holly,

;

Broadway

;

—

;

of

—

—

Philo
Berquist by

Claremont Village, sold
Village of Claremont by V. R. Morse
Hayfield Ideal, sold to L. V. Bergtold by
B. H. Wrede
Lanesboro Lanesboro, sold
to Browning & Metcalf by C. L. Bier
Minneapolis Miles Standish, sold to Emma
Cummings by J. L. Porter; New Cozy,
sold to Abrahamson Bros, by Max Toredor
Ogilvie
Ogilvie, so'd to Marion McRae

;

Warners— "Disraeli"
Winter Garden— "Gold Diggers

L.

7,

MISSISSIPPI

;

—
"Salute"
Roxy ——
Selwyn "Blackmail"

Chisholm

;

G.

to

Changes

Ownership

in

—

:

sold

Henry Sosnosky

to

— Dreamland.

MICHIGAN

Loew's New York— Morday, "Speedway
Tuesday, "Midnight Daddies"; Wednesday,

Ed Muchow

Schueter by
Grand,

and

;

Closings

Lynn

—

—

—
—
Oak Bluffs— Strand,
Playhouse,
;

tomorrow)

"Rio Rita"
Earl Carroll
Embassy -"Hallelujah"
Fifth

Monday, October

GLEASON: "Oh yeah? Wr
did they say

?

"

ARMSTRONG: "GREAT
WITH A

GLEASON "OH YEAH
:

I

.'

fe NEWSPAPER

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

"RLMDOM
iIL

No.

Tuesday, Oct.

7

8,

Price 5 Cents

1929

Formed In Canada

exhibitors Co-Operative Is

MPTOA HEAD

JGHTMAN TO BE RE-ELECTED

huipment Standardization Urged at S.M.P.E. Meet
'Applause

Present

9 9

Administration

Under Fire at First
Day's Program

d-By JACK AL1COATE
RE'S one from the Paramount
,ong Island workshop that will
robably cause more argument
picture of the current seaHardly had the last frame
red across the screen at the Criconthan the
night
last
iv

Toronto

— Standardization

of

sound

picture equipment, particularly with
respect to speed of filming and pro-

The

Ayes

will

:

director Rouben Maniounwho came to pictures from the
ter Guild brings with him a new,

the

;

j

ite

and
That

sparkling

directorial

who

hailed them as "the brains" of
the industry and congratulated them
on progress made. L. C. Parker presided.

Papers being read at the convenwho
(Continued on Page 9)
theatergoers,
no introduction to
one of the finest character
That the story
es of the year.
en by Beth Berry is one of ruthvirile, naked passions and strong
gh inherently to force its head
IN
e the maze of meaningless stage
s we have been offered of late,
Chicago Denying that she is a
the photography is as fine as
Mrs.
:iing to date and that the back- reformer, censor or even a critic,
nd supplied by Monta Bell is T. G. Winter, selected at the recent
Motion Picture Conference in New
jf sympathetic insight and splenYork to represent clubwomen at the
jerspective.
studios, denies that immorality is
threatening films, stating however the
The Other Side
peril, as she sees it, is banality.
"
ie above is a pretty formidable
"There is no 'woman's viewpoint,'
but against it, equally vehement she added.
"It is all tosh that woMoes will tell you: That the story men's minds are any different from
>rdid, oppressive and without en- men's. What men want in movies woThat it is just men also want.
.inment value.
,
her back stage story with trag"Their interests are pretty much
as a background. That it borders the same, except that women are
(Continued on Page 11)
ely too near the line to be playanything but those houses
in
ring to sophisticated audiences
that this type of story should
Per:r be placed upon the screen.
are willing to call it a
.lly, we
i.

I

Helen

—

Morgan,

;
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The

head, who has
exhibitor association
for years, is regarded as the ideal
selection for the presidency.
Lightman, an independent theater owner,
heads a chain of more than 20 houses
in the South, and is popular personally with units affiliated with the M.
P.T.O.A. Since the Boston convention several years ago, Lightman has
been a leader in national organization affairs, and is chairman of the exhibitor committee which drafted the
agreement with distributors on adjustments.
In a bid for harmony in exhibitor
(Continued on Page 12)

Dallas

— Because,

it

is

said,

that acting as attorney
for the Texas exhibitor unit, in
its suit for injunction to restrain enforcement of arbitration decisions against members,
was inconsistent with his position as attorney for Fox, John
Moroney has resigned his connection with the exhibitor unit.
Moroney with Karl Hoblitzelle
represented Interstate Amusement Co. in recent sale of that
chain to Fox.

he

R-K-0

,

Two

M.P.T.O.A.

been active

Quits Texas Unit
felt

in

TELEVISION FEAR SCOUTED
NORTH STRESSES AID OF

Advent of television will not mean
the doom of the theater, states William S. Paley, president of the Columbia

FILMS TO

(J.

S.

COMMERCE

article

ness."

Broadcasting System, in an
published in "Nation's Busi-

The motion

picture industry,

he adds, is too firmly entrenched to
Motion pictures are a powerful be harmed by this latest development
agent in the promotion of American in radio, which in his opinion will
trade at home and abroad, in the have to measure up to the standards
(Continued on Page 12)
opinion of C. J. North, chief of the

motion pictures division of the DeBearing in
partment of Commerce.

mind the value

of the

screen in

in-

(Continued on Page 12)

Canadian Buying Combine
Has Asked Government Probe

defij with the three following
observations: First. That one of
Plunkett Denies
lines regarding a couple of chorus
at Chicago
Seeking
and the Catholic Church must
Second. That
Joseph Plunkett, vice president and
e out immediately.
y man, woman and child in pic- general manager of theater operations
because tor Radio-Keith-Orpheum, upon his
s should see "Applause"
from an return to New York, denies report
ts technical value both
stand- that the company is seeking the
itic as well as mechanical
That no exhibitor Woods and Erlanger at Chicago in
Third.
t.
(Continued on Page 12)
lid play it without first seeing it.

in

Reelection of M. A. Lightman to presidency of the M.P.T.O.A., a post
to which he was elevated a few weeks ago upon resignation of R. F. Woodhull is practically certain at the forthcoming Memphis convention,
learns.

jection, size of frames and standardized screen, will be urged in papers
to be read before the Society of M.

P. Engineers, now holding its fall
convention here.
The sessions got
with the deleunder
yesterday,
way
on That from a technical stanclgates to the gathering, welcomed by
U it is the most artistic and proMayor Samuel Ale Bride of Toronto,
flive production since "Variety."
started.

Memphis Convention to Continue Lightman
Office Non-Members Invited to Meet

—

ALLIED
IN

HEADlAKES PART
INJUCTION ACTION

Washington Bureau of

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

— Abram

F.

Myers,

Exhibitor co-operative president of Allied States Ass'n, is
Toronto
movement, which has not fared very a member of counsel in the injuncwell in the United S.tates. is to be tion suit brought here under the
tried in Canada by Exhibitors' Co- Sherman anti-trust law, by Walter
operative of Canada, which has head- J. Coulter, Richmond exhibitor chargThe association has ing a boycott against him by 11 exquarters here.
been granted a Federal charter with- changes due to his refusal to comply
out share capital by the Dominion with an award made in favor of UniLawson, a versal. Coulter now is playing old
Earl
government.
J.
(Continued on Page 12)

(Continued on Page 11)
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Atlanta The following managerial
changes in the Southeast have been
[Editor and Publisher
JOHN W. HLICMTE
made by Publix. Charles G. Branham, who since last January, has
Published daily except Saturday and holidays been city manager in Birmingham,
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and Ala., has been promoted to the post
at
copyright (1929) by Wid's Films and Film
W. Alicoate, President. of district manager for Tennessee,
Inc.
Folks,
J.
Editor and Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, effective Nov. 1. He will make ChatSecretary-Treasurer and General Manager;
En- tanooga headquarters and will have
Charles F. Hynes, Managing Editor.
tered as second class matter, May 21, 1918, supervision over fourteen theaters.
at the post-office at New York, N. Y., under
He succeeds J. N. Knoepel, who
Terms (Postage
the act of March 3, 1879.
reports to the New York office for
free) United States outside of Greater New
York $10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 further assignment. Branham will be
Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers succeeded in Birmingham by R. C.
months, $3.00.
ViL L Ni. 7

order.

with

rem.t

should

Address

all

com1650

Frost, manager of the Carolina Themunications to THE
Phone Circle ater in Winston-Salem, N. C, who
Broadway, New York, N. Y.
4736-4737-4738-4739. Cable address: Filmday, as city manager, will have superviRalph
New York. Hollywood, California Granite
sion over three theaters.
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone
Thomas H. James, formerly manLondon— Ernest W. Fredman, The
6607.
St,
Wardour
Renter, 89-91
Film
ager of Loew's Capitol and Loew's
Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildlmehne,
Berlin
I
Paris— P. A. Harle, Grand in Atlanta, and who has been
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
Rue de la connected with the Publix organizaFrancaise,
Cinematographic
La
Cour-des-Noues, 19.
tion in the East, becomes assistant
to Hoxey C. Farley, who is city

FILM DAILY,

—

HELP PLAN CHARITY AFFAIR
George Jessel is on his way to New
York on a leave of absence from the
Fox lot to aid in making arrangements for a charity affair to be held
in New York on Oct. 27 under auspices of the Jewish Theatrical Guild
and a committee headed by Mayor
James J. Walker. He arrives in the
city on Friday.
Among the speakers listed are
George M. Cohan, David Belasco,
Weber and Fields, Sam Harris,
David Warfield, Major John Zanft,

manager

in

Montgomery,

Ala.,

Joe Leo Left for Upstate Inspection
Joe Leo, head of Fox Metropolitan
Theaters, left yesterday for an intrip of upstate
of the circuit.

spection

New York

E. J.
Florida, is appointed to
the position of city manager in Anniston, Ala., with three theaters under
his jurisdiction.
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Technicolor Coast Mgr.
in N. Y. for Conference
Andrew J. Callaghan, Technicolor
business manager at the Coast, has
arrived irt New York for conferences
with Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, president, concerning the company's expansion program.
"The 25 Technicolor cameras operating in Hollywood are working day and night,"
he said, "and the laboratories for the
printing of the film are working three
shifts to meet the production schedule."
Callaghan will visit the company's Boston plant before returning
to the Coast.
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Productions Available

Former owner of theatre circuit now
open for connection with producer

Many years
exhibitor organization.
experience all branches of the business.
Filnr buying, theatre supervision and
theatre economics.
c-o

Film Daily

New York

CANADA
Two
Address

Recorded by

communications
Box 0-177
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to

for*

Standard
Vaudeville Acu
1600 Broadway, New York

(

Phone Perm. 3580

IN A
SERIES

and

MANNY GOULD
Musical Score

By Columbia

PRODUCED BY WINKLE)
Western Electric Recording

The Film Daily
1650 Broadway,

City

rect the tonal quality of each
picture.

in a

CARTOONS
PASS THE
TESTNOT A SOUR
NOTE
Distributed

RCA

all

system has no mechanical pall
motors used in its operation,']
claimed, it can be regulated t

and Direction by
Joe De Nat

for

regulatei
the ci^i

K4>A%Y KAT B
The BLINDFOLD TEST!
KRAZY KAT
SOUND

BEN HARRISON

BRITISH
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Educational Head Goes to Coast
Earle W. Hammons, Educational
president, has left for the Coast.

Ten Outstanding

== EXECUTIVE=
Box A- 168

Saenger Adopts Friday Policy
New Orleans Friday change policy has been adopted at the Saenger.

includes the dialogue as well as synchronized versions of the- picture.

•LAST PRICE QUOTED

1650 Broadway

Center Building.

Animated by

5

30

is

While

Picture Theatres

Office

First Division Pictures have moved
their booking offices from 729 7th
Ave. to the Seventh floor at the Film

Ameranglo Corp. the foreigh rights
for "The Great Gabbo" for the territory of Japan and Korea. The deal

30
31

Skouras Bros
United Art

Moves

Hoffberg Gets "Great Gabbo"
H. Hoffberg has secured from
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Attractions

there are four Publix houses.

con-

in the

auditorium.

tee.

where houses

George Hoffman, formerly
nected with
Universal and

sound
the

1

Grover Whalen, Mayor Walker, S.
L. Rothafel, Rabbi Louis Gross and
Eddie
the Rev. Francis P. Duffy.
Daniel
Cantor will be toastmaster.
Frohman is on the Mayor's commit-

W

—

Alontreal
Installations
here by the De Forest Pho
Canada, Ltd., are using the r
control volume system, where!

N. Y. C.

Winkler

Sound Cartoon

He doesn't

eed his
best friend
to

tell hi m!
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TO THE EXHIBITOR, by DEMONSTRATING twice
The ONLY Talking Newsreel world-wide in service.

•

The OAX1

•

The

itself

weekly that

it's

Talking Newsreel with sufficient resources to deliver at a moment's notice,
ws of Europe, Asia, Africa, Canada, Latin America and every important news event in the United States.

ot

OAX Y Talking

news event

Newsreel that has consistently, for nearly two years, covered every

exclusively!

With 96 weeks of

DEMONSTRATED
leadership in talking newsreel accomplishment

OX MOVIETONE NEWS
EAHS AHEAD

• •

It trill

always maintain

its

stands alone!

unparalleled and unrivalled lead
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Coast Wire Service

Musical Notes

Fox Concentrates on

By CLEFi

BROADWAY,

of

street

stories,

true and otherwise, is now buzzing with new gossip concerning a
Feist-RKO tie-up. Phil Kornheiser,
general manager of Leo Feist, Inc.,
denied knowledge of the merger.

Robbins Music Corp.

Am

"How
song

to

Be

Mille

MANY STARS TO PLAY

the theme
directed by

A

IN

the assignment of
and featured players

With
stars

Frolic," all other

and "Just You Orleans

all

to

is

hitting big as a best seller.

cola,
len,

Abe Franki, who for the past eigbt
years exploited Irving Berlin songs,
has moved his bag and baggage to
Spier & Coslow.
Joe Davis, president of the Triangle Music Co., has purchased the
song entitled "After You've Gone"
from the Broadway Music Corp.
The entire catalogue of the Empire
Music Co. has also been taken by
Joe Davis.

Weinberg

Charles

(Theme-song

Charlie) has already written sevenSome
teen theme songs for Pathe.
one of these days Charlie will ask to

have his mail forwarded to Hollywood.

That red-head gal in Bibo-Lang's
wants to know if the song en"I'm Nuts About Nuts," published by Charles Bayha, was writ-

office
titled

ten in Poughkeepsie.

De Forest for Marysville
De Forest PhoMarysville, Kan.
nofilm sound equipment now is being
installed at the Liberty.

—

American General Co. Registered

To avoid conflict between the now
extinct firm, General Film Co., American General Film Co. has been registered with offices in New York
City.

No Successor Appointed
Dallas No successor as yet has
been appointed to Harry T. Peebles,
who died last week, for the district
managership of the local Columbia

—

offices.

work has

Stepin Fetchit, Victor

Walter

Catlett,

William

McLagCollier,

Charles Farrell, George Jessel, WarMacDonald,
Farrell
Baxter,
ner

Bachkal Opens O. H. as Movie Thea.
Frank Bachkal has
Berlin, Wis.
purchased the Opera House and
opened it as a movie theater. The
place was remodeled completely.

—

TRUCK APPEARS ON CO

,

Hollywood

ADOLFI is keeping
G.
busy. The director had no sooner
completed work on "Show of Shows,
Yitaphone's first revue, that he was
assigned to direct a picture at First
National.
His "Evidence," starring
Pauline Frederick, is now being released, while his "In the Headlines,"
is now being shown.

JOHN

'

+

*

*

—

The

substitution

of

a

gas

driven generator for storage bat
to furnish power for the operati
sound recording equipment on
ture location trucks is the late.'

velopment
ing to

in

sound devices,

Elmer R. Raguse,

cording

ac

chi(

in the Wes
supplies sound foi
Roach productions.
It was upon the recommea<
of Raguse that Electrical Res

engineer

RCA, which

Products, Inc., decided to main]

change in the sound recording
ment which they furnish to al

<

dio
Co.

licensees

of

Western

The generator

is

El
said to
i

cheaper operation.

Added to "Dulcy" Cast
Several additions have been
to
the
cast
of
Marion Dj
"Dulcy,"

which King Vidor
Donald Ogden Stewar
have a featured part and Sally
recting.

will have a role in support.
C
Holly- selected are Julia Faye,
Elliot'
wood from Paris. He was an im- gent, Raymond Hackett and I
Equity to Build Hospital
portant factor in hastening the solu- lin Pangborn.
for Players in Hollywood tion of the French quota differences.
Erection of a hospital for screen He is a noted writer and his 25 novRin-Tin-Tin in "Show of Sh
and stage players is planned in Holly- els have been published in several
Rin-Tin-Tin will be in "Sin
wood by Actors' Equity Ass'n, ac- languages. *
Shows."
The services of Ge;
*
*
cording to Charles Miller, western
Olmstead, Jimmie demons an
Brown
a
badminton
Melville
is
will
It
representative of the group.
Silvers also have been obtains
be constructed and operated under enthusiast. He has built badminton this production.
his
Hollywood
courts
at
and
Zuma
organizanew
the sponsorship of a
tion to be known as the Equity Re- Beach homes.
Claire and Gray Get Role;
*
*
#
lief Foundation.
Bernice Claire and Alexander
Eddie Cronjager, who was
musical comedy stars, have bee
with Paramount for six years,
Write Tunes for Short
for the leading roles in "Sprij
will photograph Richard Dix
Tunes for "Minstrel Days," a VilaHere," a First National-Vita
in "Seven Keys to Baldpate,"
phone Variety which Roy Mack is
picture.
Howard Emmett Rog!
his
initial
picture.
Eddie
directing under the supervision of
writing the adaptation and th>
also did the camera work on
Bryan Foy, have been composed by
logue.
"The Love Doctor." Dix's last
Grant
Al
Bryan,
Ward,
Eddie
picture for Paramount.
Clarke and Harry Akst.
3 Stars in "Fatal Forceps'
*
*
*
Ford Sterling, Bert Roach ant
Jose Mojica, Fox's new grand King will make up a German, A
Albert Conti in "Jazz Heaven"
Albert Conti has been signed by opera star, has had picture experience ican and Hebrew trio in Chrl
but not before the camera.
He is "The Fatal Forceps," which ha> a
William Le Baron to play in Radio
Melville a camera enthusiast and has photo- completed at William Watson's I
Pictures' "Jazz Heaven."
Brown is directing, with Johnny graphed things of note. He uses a tion. The comedy was writfoN
C. L. V. Duffy.
Mack Brown and Sally O'Neil fea- 16 millimeter camera.
tured. Included in the cast are Clyde
Capra to Direct "Hell's Islai!
Cook. Joel McCrea, Henry Armetta
Tiffany Buys "Satin Straps"

authorities,

has

returned

to

RKO

—

—

vaudeville acts at the Ottawa house,
following wiring of the theatter some
months ago.

RALPH WILK

By

George MacFarlane, Edmund Lowe.
Our Passing Show: Dorothy MacGeorge O'Brien, Marjorie White, kaill jotting down notes for her
Richard Keene, Clifford Dempsey, shopping list, to be used in Neiv
Henry Kolker, Owen Davis, Jr., York soon maybe even in Paris;
Nick Stuart, Joe Wagstaff, Kenneth Al Selig busy at Tiffany-Stahl inMacKenna, Paul Page, J. Harold terviewing candidates for roles in
Murray and John Garrick.
Young,
"Journey's
End"; Zella
The music is by Charles Wakefield daughter of President L. A. Young
Cadman, Dave Stamper, Gilbert & of Tiffany-Stahl, acting as script
Baer, Ahlert & Turk, Conrad, Gottler clerk on the "Peacock Alley" set.
*
*
*
& Mitchell, Fred Fisher, Edgar LesSpecialty
lie and Walter Donaldson.
Valentine Mandelstam, the French
dance numbers will be taught by government's contact man between
Lew Brice.
American producers and the French

Franklin Back at Ottawa
and Blanche Frederici.
Joe Franklin, manager of
B. F. Keith's, returned recently from
Finish Music for M-G-M Films
R-K-O headquarters in New York,
Jack Yellen and Milton Ager have
where he arranged for revival of completed the musical scores for

Ottawa

from "Lots"

Fox

"New

suspended on the Movietone
Just Me," which is sung by Marion been
lot.
Davies in "Marianne," both M-G-M
Among the players in the producproductions. Jack Bregman, generwhich Benjamin Stoloff is dition,
al manager of Robbins Music Corp.,
Will Rogers, Tom Patrireports that "Pagan Love Song" recting are:
still

IMPROVED TYPE OF SO

Little

"NEW ORLEANS FROLIC"

publishing

Know?"

"Dynamite,"

of

Cecil B.

I

is

Single Film

M-G-M's "Road Show" and "Take

"Satin
Straps,"
Maysie Greig's
has been bought by TiffanyStahl and will be made into a screen
play by Frances Hyland.
novel,

It

New "Find" at Universal
Joan Marsh, 15 has been signed to
a Universal contract by Carl Laemmle Jr., after a test by Tom Reed.
McLaglen in "Hot for Paris"
Victor McLaglen's latest picture for Miss Marsh was in pictures from the
Fox will come to the screen under age of 9 months until she was eight,

Big," in which
to appear.

the

title

Walsh

is

"Hot

Van and Schenck

for. Paris."

directing.

are

Raotil

when

she

was taken

for her education.

out of the

work

Frank R. Capra will direct C
bia's "Hell's Island," which sooi|
into production.

All

Show Worm
To WondI
praise

Tribute

i

BUT THIS

I!

WILFRED BEATON, brilliant critic-edito•
of Hollywood Spectator, writes
*With the coming of RIO RITA to the
screen the sound device takes on at

new
giant

ARTHUR

JAMES
I

N

SWE E PIN G

TRIBUTE

DAILY
REVIEW

dignity

RKO

and

becomes

a

among producers/7

Without question, the finest motion picture entertainment that we have ever
seen is "RIO RITA/' We expected much
we saw and heard ten times as much.
We might also say that it opens up a new
epoch in the presentation of musical and

—

dialogue entertainment, for it is so much
greater than the stage success of which it
is

builded that

it

puts the stage in eclipse.

Stunning
//
//
Of RIO RITA
In

ises
9

PRAISE
IDOLATRY
.

.

IO RITA sweeps away our memories of
he Desert Song, The Broadway Melody,
he Hollywood Revue, On With The Show
ind the other musical offerings that
lid little more than hint at the possibilty that this Radio picture has achieved.

///

|ACK

UICOATE
ESTOWS UNSTINTED
APPROVAL

FILM
.

.

.

DAILY

RIO RITA 7 is a smash and if they
won't take this one we are willing to admit they don't want any
part of talking pictures. It's sure
box-off ice. We could writecolumns

about it and still say no more
than that to date it is the PERFECT
SCREEN MUSICAL/'

MOJT DRAMATI
OPENING

SHOW

in

WORLD H IfTORY
WHAT
"Sumptuousness
beauty

.

.

.

.

.

.

MET. CRITICS SAY

and vividness and

pictorial

Quite as astonishing as these striking

mountings and settings
Daniels ...

It

will

is

make a

the

work

Bebe

of Miss

money/'

barrel of

"Gorgeous riot of color and movement, massed
groupings and pretty music
Best of the musical romances that have been translated to the
.

screen

.

—RICHARD WATTS, Jr.

entirely faithful

.

.

.

— QUINN MARTIN in THE WORLD
"Handsome, spendthrift and
."
Tuneful and picturesque

.

-NEW YORIC TELEGRAM

.

"Technicolor gorgeous

.

.

.

extravagant

sets

.

.

.

dancing ensembles well-nigh perfect
in

HERALD TRIBUNE

most elaborate

ing

.

.

.

.

.

.

costum-

and the recording an

excellent job."

"An evening

of

good

constant screenfuls of striking
pressive spectacular passages
esting

because of

and

music, enjoyable fun

.

scenes
.

.

.

always

.

.

inter-

their loveliness."

— MORDAUNT HALL in THE TIMES
"One

of the best entertainments yet

emerge from the Hollywood sound
studios
Bebe Daniels a revelation

to

.

— best

.

"A

spectacle,

lavish

colorfully

One

extravagantly mounted,

costumed and excellently recorded.

of the

most pretentious screen musicals!

— Rose Pelswick

in

Evening Journal

.

of the singing stars yet

audible

— JULIA SHAWELL in EVENING GRAPHIC

Im-

.

.

.

made

Enthusiastic greeting of

means take it in
and tunefulness."
all

last night's

premier

is

bound

to

be

re-

peated by audiences throughout the

George Gerhard

nation."

if

shown ... By
you like beauty

in

Even'g World

"Will click wherever

it

is

— Regina Crewe in The American
ii

"For Bole's and Bebe's songs alone 'Rio
Rita'

is

worth the price of admission."

— Irene Thirer in

Daily

News

The Miracle

Most successful transcription of a
musical show that has come to the

screen."

—John

Workers

S.

Cohen,

Jr. in

The Sun
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Equipment Standardization
Urged at S. M. P. E. Meet

Foreign Markets

I

\\^By JAMES

P.

CUNNINGHAM—

(Continued from Page

here

technical advances in the industry, stress the need
for development of manpower, as well
as equipment betterment, and attack
other technical problems of the indusLarge-size pictures and Protry.
jection are to be major topics.
J. L. Crabtree, chairman of Progress Committee, reported extensive
uses of color sound pictures and enlarged projected pictures by use of
wide film as principal advances during the past six months. A new photion

OREIGN CO. PLANS TO

MAKE LANGUAGE FILMS
International Talking Pictures Co.

been formed with capitalization
Production of features
nd comedies is planned in various
as

t

$250,000.

Officers of the firm are:
Berkoff, president; S. C.
Jongiovani, vice-president and treasrer, and Arthur G. Milton, secreMax Karper is in charge of
ary.

inguages.
'eter

F.

dvertising and publicity.

Calcutta Censored 644 Films
Vashington Bureau of

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

— During

the period of
1929, the Bengal
ensorship board at Calcutta has exmined a total of 644 films, accordng to a dispatch to the M. P. DiviOf
ion of the Dept. of Commerce.
his total 31 or five per cent were
janned because of declared danger to
ublic morals or on political grounds.
Numerous cuts were made in the 603
\pril 1928 to

films

March

passed.

Filmophone Wires 6 More
London Six more theaters in

—

the

Midlands have been equipped with
Filmophone talking equipment. They
re: Palace, Bilston; Winter Gardens,
Cheltenham; Grand, Old Hill; Lyric,
Birmingham; Palace, Tamworth, and
Cinema, Chasetown.
Paris Studio
Washington Bureau of

Washington

Is Sold

THE FILM DAILY

— Delac

&

Vandal

stusoon to

dio at Neuilly, near Paris, is
be demolished, the ground having
been sold to a real estate company,
advises a report to the M. P. Division of the Dept. of Commerce.

will

detail

tographic technique is said to be required to secure more perspective.
As jet only pseudo stereoscopic efDifficulfects have been achieved.
ties include necessity of greater illumination at projector aperture and
Above all there is
film buckling.
need for standardization, there now
being no less than four different sizes
and types of wide film ranging from
56 to 70 m.m.
Dr. K. C. D. Hickman of the Eastman Kodak Co. furnished the fireworks at yesterday's meeting by arranging the present method of administration as being "self perpetuating" and not sufficiently democratic in
view of the great increase in membership.
He said that under the
present constitution and by-laws the
organization was subject to "the
tyranny of the minority" and that
the time had now proved when the
"tail should wag the dog." He urged
an immediate amendment to the constitution which would permit of independent nomination not less than
two months prior to each election so

two independent nomieach office, by the mem-

ernors.

These are some of the highlights
"The Human Equation in
Seek Supertone Installation
Sound Picture Production," read at
London Kinsman and Ledger are yesterday's session by Terry Ramof a paper.

—

negotiating

for

the

installation

of

Supertone equipment in British theaters. The Polytechnic in Regent St.
has already been wired.
First Talker in South Africa
hirst talking picture ever presented
in
South Africa was seen recently
when "Syncopation" went on view

at the

Astoria here.

Spanish Company Formed
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

— Cinematografica

Esbeen formed at Barpagnola has
celona, Spain, for the production and

Washington

pictures,
motion
of
distribution
states a dispatch to the M. P. Division of the Dept. of Commerce.

save, editor-in-chief-for Pathe.
"This problem is going to be solved, of
course," lie says.
"One of the answers is
education of personnel through the endeavors
of

Mo-

such organizations as the Society
Another answer
tion Picture Engineers.
the se'ective action on personnel which
of

is

al-

ways operates most conspicuously through

the
early periods of any industry involving a
The turnover in studio and
new technique.
sound truck employment is likely to be rather
rapid in the next year for this reason.
"In its present status of development sound
recording devices appear to need rather frequent attention and a considerable array of
routine tests, but it is not unfair to say that
requires hardly more attention
its operation
from the redordist than is necessary for the
intelligent tuning of a fairly sensitive radio

there

Yet.

set.

is

observable,

a

continual

camouflage the work with a great
atmosphere of complexity and strange obscuri-

effort

to

panchromatic stock todav

is

ample answer.
some day sound

"We can anticipate that
recording mechanisms will be about as foolBut that will
proof as the cameras are now.
rot come soon erouirh to snve the necks
the
of
qualify.

alleged

recordists

who

refuse

to

clear that we may hope for
a great simplification of sound recording equip-

"Tt seems

fairly

ment.
of my annoyed
that in producing

hours the other day
Pathe Sound News
T found
with the excellent hut ponderous camion*
we used
bv the General Electric Go
44.63 tone miles per second of edited screen
big
trucks
of
tiiese
bier
fleet
time.
Operating a
makes newsreel production closelv resemble
the railroad business in terms of mileage and
tonnaire.
We ra.iv recall that Thomas A.
Edison's first motion picture camera was
larger than i doehouse. and weighed about
Tt had less capacity for the same
half a ton.
work than a five pound automatic camera of

"Tn one

.

todav.

"Some

of our troubles in the sound recording

Warner
Warner Theater, New York
AMERICAN'—* * * at times seems
strangely alive, vibrant, modern * * * the
merit of the production rests solely upon the

powers of the star and his cast
George Arliss is "Disraeli."
And
"Disraeli" is George Arliss.
Alfred
DAILY
Green deserves
histrionic
'

NEWS—

credit for impressive direction * * * Arliss
rides the picture * * * His performance alone
is
enough to guarantee a long run for "Disraeli."

EVENING JOURNAL—The

production of
obviously, it depends
together entirely by the
artistry of its star,
'the others in the cast
are
incidental,
and in several cases offer
merely mechanical support.
"Disraeli"

is

and

is

upon

Firm Signs Maria Corda
Afa has signed Maria

—

First Nettlefold Talker

London

—"Red

Pearls" will be the
first talker to be produced by Archibald Nettlefold, with Walter Forde
as director.

Tom
F. Tom

WORLD—*

GRAPHIC

prises,

it

Bureau,

—

is said.

THE FILM DAILY

'

the
the

would he a weak vehicle
dominating presence and
star # * * a one-man

HERALD TRIBUNE—*

* * not only one
distinguished achievements of
the
hybrid talking films, but also gives every
sign of popularity * * * With Mr. Arliss
acting away in it, the whole thing somehow

the

of

becomes

*

*

*

alive.

MORNING

TELEGRAPH— Mr.

POST — *

*

Green,
apparently afraid to depart from the sequences
of the original work, merely has taken a series of snapshots of the stage play and has
neglected entirely to make a motion picture.
The result is monotony, tedium and wholly
unnecessary slowness in narrative exposition.
But, fortunately for the picture, whenever the
action begins to drag beyond the limits of
patience, Mr. Arliss comes forward with act
ing so skilfully delicate, so accurately gauged
and so superbly delivered that it leaves the
audience indifferent to the shortcomings oi
continuity and direction.
*

quite

a

satisfying

evening

and immeasurably more grown-up entertain
ment than you will find in any other Broad
way movie house * * * this version of "Dis
raeli" is merely a more commercially acces

nlovee.

is

.

sible

"One of the rn»'Or problems of personnel
reposes in the difficulty of convincing both
engineers and recordists that_ they are engaged in an enterprise which is an art ouite
While
much as it is an industry.
as
mechanical and electrical perfection are necesThere
enough.
sary thev are not in themselves
is
no substitute for thinking and for that
common knowledge
of
assortment
eeneral
that the diverse problems of the work require.

"A

trivial

case in point develoned not Ion?

in makine a sound
The
Chief Justice Taft.
microphone man had been cautioned to make
scene
on
each
report
notes for the subject
At the conclusion of the
as it was shot.
talking on this assignment, the young man
dashed up and demanded, 'Mr. Taft. now
what is vour first name and how do you

ago when
interview

we were encaged
with

it?*"

edition of

SUN — *

To Manage

Florida

Jacksonville, Fla.

—

Theater

of the

Riverside.

*

*

the

play.

through

—

TELEGRAM— If

theatrical

1

Bob Mitchell
Hollywood Harrv Brand is to re- has been appointed manager of the
He was formerly manager
turn to the Joseph M. Schenck Enter- Arcade.
Coast

'

indeed without
able acting of
show. * * *

a very clever mix
ture of movie and a play, "Disraeli" emerges
as a neat, beautifully produced talking picture
full of loopholes as to this and that, but
lovely to look upon, and by no means un
pleasant to listen to.

Murray Recuperating

Brand Back With Srhenck?

West

hut,

* * a compelling
EVENING
motion picture * * * one always felt that the
picture could have moved a little faster * * *
You'll like this one immensely if you like
your drama.

ihle

in

manner,

it

is

theatrical,

it

is

thoroughly effective and cred
and if it is essentially a one

a

part play, it is justifiable when that chief pari
interpreted as Mr. Arliss has.
It would
have done old Louis
Parker's heart good to hear and see George
Arliss in the Vitaphone version of his play
* * * tonal quality of the voices is cap

TIMES—

WORLD — *

ital.

*

*

*

* * all hands concerned with
the picture have reason to feel repaid foi
their efforts * * * would have been rathei
more of an evening's entertainment had there
been more of motion pictures and a little less
of stationary stage play in it. * * *

Phonofilm for "Philly" House
Philadelphia The Cameo recently
opened here with Phonofilm sound

—

equipment.

Sam Hyman

is

owner

of

the house.
R. F. Woodhull, vice
president of General Talking Pictures, was chief speaker at the cere-

monies.
Remodeling Para. N. Y. Exchanges
Paramount Brooklyn, New York
Murray, Brooklyn branch
exchanges are being
Cordia for the leading role opposite manager of Paramount, is recuperat- and New Jersey
A11 wall parremodeled.
completely
next
keeping
Harry Liedtke in the firm's
ing from illness which is
titions have been torn down being
comedy.
him away from the exchange.
Berlin
Berlin

good,
held

business bearing on personnel have their smilTn a sound track made bv one
ing aspects.
if a fleet of camions assigned to an event in
Washington, we found surpris'ne sounds re
f
.»mh'ine ilvder and the sh?rn cash n
"orhtnine coming from a very clear skv. and
risagreeablv acenmnanvinp- otherwise pleasant
of music.
The resulting investigation re'.it
vea'ed that the microphone man had been
standing n'oneside his instrument, cracking
iP o.,..f s while the event went on.
"That nir e''s worth of peanuts was ex"*nsive for both the company and the em-

spell

ties.

"Disraeli"

is

When I started to talk
their own devising.
to them about absorption bands, they walked
The status of
away tapping their heads.

that at least

nations for
bership at large, could be placed on
the ballots, in addition to the two
names selected by the board of gov-

1)

hardly necessary for this audience
for me to interpose the statement that the
best sound re-recording is now done by direct
connection of the recorder with the amplifier
serving the sound head, making the operation
entirely an electrical operation without audible
sound.
"As late as 1916, I found laboratory experts
running around with mysterious little black
books in their pockets, with secret formulae
These
for making various tones on film.
secrets they so carefully guarded as their
capital of skill had been published to the world
for years by George Eastman. They were well
known to any interested person who could
read.
I have always thought that an introduction to thr art of reading would be a
great help to the movie industry anyway.
"I am inclined to have a little more patience
with the present problems on the sound recording operations in the field when T recall
experiences with an endeavor to put panchromatic film into studio and newsreel operaSome of the best
tions about 15 years ago.
cameramen in the business assured me that
thev could get the same or better results with
ordinary ortho stock and some trick filter of
"It

Newspaper Opinions

1
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Timely Topics

Tuesday, October

Digest of
Current Opinion

Phil M. Daly, Jr.

By PHIL M.

RADIO PICTURES

is the new big time entry, which started
season auspiciously with "Street Girl," and now can
take real pride in "Rio Rita," which goaled 'em in its premiere
at the Earl Carroll in Noo Yawk
is the distributor
of Radio
Pictures
"Eddie" Smith, sales manager of
Power's Cinephone, surely is pepped up over the big business
the firm is doing in England, where P. A. Powers is visiting.

off the

Cinema's Important Place
Education of Tomorrow

RKO

in

great big thing
THE
looking forward to

we

are

the establishing some day in the nottoo-distant future of the motion
picture film in every classroom
of every school in the country as
an adjunct to the verbal instruction of the teacher and the printed lessons of the textbook.
is

Arthur Zellner, veteran and efficient publicity director for
Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks, is in Detroit handling
arrangements for opening there of "The Taming of the Shrew."
He may go soon to London to handle the premiere
Joseph Plunkett, general manager of Radio-Keith-Orpheum,
is back from a tour of Middle West houses of the circuit during
which he conferred with District Manager Nate Blumberg and
Ben Piazza, booking representatives. Nate, they say, has been
putting plenty on the ball in the Middle West
A Mexican film company is reported seeking an American
to play the role of a villain in a film planned
Al Woods
is reported seeking Gloria Swanson for a stage show.
The Glorious One is sitting pretty as a result of her success in her new
flicker
George Gerhardt of "The N. Y. Evening World,"
says that Loew's has set aside Oct. 10 as "Pronunciation Day"
for employes in the campaign to have the name properly pronounced "Low," instead of "Low-ee

Talking Picture Dialogue

MOTION

a

Change

dialogue of
the future will have to become more essential, concentrated, retaining all the packed
values of the motion picture subpicture

The Noo Yawk Capitol has postponed the tenth anniversary
celebration until Nov. 15
An exposition commemorating
the theater's 35th birthday is to feature the "Applause" showing,
which gets under way there tonight, after being trade shown

without its stilted qualities.
Shorter lines, devised to say
more and speak less, will place a
new burden of naturalness upon
Diction will have to
the actor.
title,

last

Ralph Block, Pathe Producer

can the talkie go about
discovering material which is
not only suitable to itself, but
it

The way

velop the technique and, with
each gain in mastery, to try
something new. The way of the
practical man is to take "whatever comes to hand, make it as a

mas-

Gilbert Seldes

fee

61

THEIR
FIRST

JOBS

NUMBER

Industry

assistant janitor

Bayonne

public school

impressions:
*

*

*

PARIS: "We thought we were in
Universal City at first. All the males
were waving their arms and shouting and the females kept flocking
around us, until I noticed Jack Ross

was carting a. small megaphone under h s arm. All the porters know
four Enqlish words: 'We want more
;

francs'."
*

*

CARLSBAD:

*

"Here

is

where you

drink water at so much per gulp. It's
a great tonic for would-be athletes,
and will make a sprinter out of anybody."

PRAGUE:
this

"Jack Ross and I hit
burg with straw hats on our

As we

heads.
a

thousand

left the depot,

curious

we had

Czechoslovaks

Later we found out
following ?<s.
that they only use straw for oxen
and steer. So two stray horses soon
pot a lucky break, devouring ten

worth of Dobbs and Stet-

Statistical

The Film Daily

fpHE

largest rise of a motion
picture stock issue during
any twelve-month period was
*-

October 8

made by Warner Brothers "A"
on the New York Stock Exchange in 1928, when the stock
gained

104 points
over the
year's
opening price of 22
points. The issue closed at 126
on the last day of 1928. Financial authorities estimate the total number of shareholders of
all leading stock issues to be
more than 11,000,000, representing every state in the U. S.
and practically all important
countries in the world.
*

*

Arbitration in the
motion
picture industry saves four and
a half per cent of the total annual turnover on contracts executed between theater owners
and distributors.

*

BIARRITZ:

"Imagine our sursaw young ladies
walking through the lobby of the
Miramar Hotel in their pajamas! We
prise

when we

learned later, as all Innocents do,
the pajamas were their beach
suits, and that it was done in the
Our pajamas lookbest of families.
ed so much like the uniform of the
beach attendants, that we decided to
stay in our hotel rooms."

CUNNINGHAM

P.
Editor.

*

that

Statistics
By JAMES

*

BRUCE GALLUP

61

MANY HAPPY RETURNS

There

talkie and, in the process,
ter the technique.

who

*

J

than to any

are two
of the theorist
would be to learn the capacities
of the talkie mechanism, to de-

ways.

form?

on their own, as young men will
are visiting Europe for the first
time.
So here are some of Dave's

off

son."

HOW

suitable to

wins the kolyum

with a few general remarks on his recent trip through Europe with his boss, Carl Laemmle.
Every once in awhile Dave and Jack
Ross, the boss' secretary, wandered
today,

dollars'

Talkers Have Two Means of
Discovering Own Material

other

DAVE BADER

evening

There may be a rush to sign up "Jimmie" Walker for fillums,
due to the impression he makes in his Movietone campaign
flicker being shown nightly in Times Square
Joe Goldberg and his Columbia gang are writing real business on "Flight,"
we hear

find new processes. Tonal quality will have to find new forces
of clarity and new colorings.

more

DALY

there

Will H. Hays

Must Undergo

THA T'S
THAT

with

—€)—

1929

AND

Along The Rialto

A

8,

LONDON "A godsend. You could
ask for a phone number and the
operator would give you a wrong
one in your own language."
:

Best wishes and congratulaare extended by

THE

tions

FILM DAILY
ing

members

who today

of

to the follow-

the industry,

are celebrating their

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

birthday:

Rouben Mamoulian
Edward F. Albee
Finis Fox
Daniel Patrick O'Shea
William N. Robson

Norman Walker
John L. Mack Hawscn

S.

United Amusement Co. to combat
A. Lynch in Texas.
*

*

*

Goldwyn reported seeking Savoy,
'Frisco and California,

Los Angeles.

THE
Tuesday, October

8,

1929

m

II

5/iorf Shots

1930

from

New York Studios
i8»

ARTHUR

W.

s%g"&DAILY

EDDY—

"IMMORALITY"

Edition

Now

In Preparation

FILMS

IN

•

(Continued from Page

1)

your optics on past Para- more practical than men and less demount product if you, by chance, pendent. Women are no more conhave the impression that Director Vic- cerned with love than men. It's just
tor Schertzinger is not diversified in as vital to the happiness of men as
In making "Forgotten it is to women. Men can be successhis work.
Faces," he dealt with heavy drama ful without it, but not happy.
"I think movie producers until reand in "Nothing But the Truth,"
To his list of cently have underestimated the mass
handled farce deftly.
also added of people, I think that 'the common
directorial
credits are
"Redskins," all-Technicolor picture people' have more astuteness than
and now "The Laughing Lady," a the intelligentsia, who usually have
drawing room comedy-drama, nearing a few pet formulas they think by and
completion at the Long Island studio. insist on. judging everything accord-

TRAIN

ingly.

"No classic has ever been a classic
Healy, who has helped many
anything but the taste of the comby
his
laugh
patron
club
a night
off
cover charge, is again wearing Para- mon people. No work of art has ever
mount makeup, this time for "The been perpetuated by the judgement of
Luunhinn Lady," in which he is do- highbrows."
ing a reporter. Dan recently -worked
in.
"Glorifying the American Girl"
Theater-going
at the same plant.
PART
ALLIED
people know him for his work in
past "Follies," the "Passing Show"
and "Good Boy," to give you an abI
brcviated edition of his shotv list.

Dan

HEAD TAKES

(.Continued from Page 1)
Morgan, co-featured with
Ruggles in an original by product for which he has posted deBen Hecht which Hobart Henley puts posits, but declines to continue with
into production at Paramount early deposits and stating he will close hi'

Helen

Charles

next week, will entertain members of
the cast of "Sweet Adeline," in which
she is playing on the stage, at a special

midnight showing of "Applause"
evening,
Criterion
this
the
renorts current in eastern pic-

at

ture

four houses unless he gets product.
Myers denies his connection with the
case has any particular significance,
and states that he is going to the
Coast soon, and so will take no active,
part in the case.

circles.

Beatrice Lille sailed F-' A «ti on the
houseboat known as the Majestic for

a visit to Europe, mainly England.
After three weeks she'll return to
Ne7v York en route to the Coast to
She
star in two talkers for Fox.
headlined at the Palace last week.

Adolph Phillip and Eugene Roder
have written the music and dialogue
for a series of Bonzo Cartoons, recently synchronized at Chromotone
Studios.

Cutting "Howdy, Broadway"
John Harrington is now cutting
"Howdy, Broadway," dialogue feaure made by Raytone at Fort Lee's

Metropolitan studio recently under
Jirection of Charles J. Hunt. Under
supervision of W. Ray Johnston, the
ompany has completed three shorts
with Tommy Christian and in about
Hunt is
10 days will make another.
directing these.

Al Leichter
West

Coast

Bureau,

—

in

Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood Al Leichter, head of
Hegqie arrived in Neiv York the Al Leichter Enterprises, has
last week from the Coast where he opened offices here at 6912 Hollywood
worked with Dennis King in "The Boulevard. He is handling a numVagabond King."
ber of independent releases and has
0. P.

taken over the 40 Morris Schlank
Joseph Shaw, who is in charge of productions of the Anchor Film "Co
the sound research department at
Paramount,
was associated with
Pathe News to Aid N. Y. U. Coach
Eastman Kodak for 12 years. Be"Chick" Meehan, N. Y. U. footfore joining Paramount he was with
ball coach, has found a new way to
Photocolor.
improve the play of his team through
an arrangement with Pathe under
Malone
Schine Takes Plaza,
which he will be shown newsreel
Malone
N. Y. Schine interests
shots of every Violet game.
have taken over the Plaza here. F.
P. Meehan, who represented Schine
when purchase of the Grand was

—

made several years ago,
the new acquisition as

is

There

is

ONLY ONE
YEAR BOOK
in

motion pictures

and that is published
every January by the
Film Daily with the

enthusiastic cooperation of the
entire Motion Picture

Industry.

managing

well

as

the

Grand.

Englewood House Reopens
Englewood, N. J. Fox Plaza has
been inaugurated as a talking picture

—

house.

Out As Usual In January

»

"

THE

-Jflfrh
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'It's

Lightman To Be Re-elected
As M. P. T. O. A. Head

a Girl"

—

Chicago Mrs. John F. Tourney, widely known by her pen
name of Miss Cathryn Dough-

(Continued from

ranks, Lightman has invited all exhibitors to attend the meetings to be
held at Memphis Oct. 29 to 31, in-

erty, who for several years has
been a star writer for "Photo-

play Magazine," is reported
"progressing nicely" at the St.
James Hospital at Chicago
Heights, following birth of a
nine pound daughter.

I).

S.

1929

The Industry's
Date Book

1)

the M.P.T.O. of Michigan har
Today:
Second
of
four
meetings
of
been definitely set for Oct. 28 to 30
S.M.P.E. at Toronto.
Frank WestPremiere of "Applause" at tlfl
at the Hotel Statler.
Criterion, N. Y
cluding non-members, pointing out it man and Edgar E. Kirchner, at the
Opening of "Welcome Danger" at
offers opportunity "to discuss the recent directors meeting, were named Oct. 12
Rivoli, N. Y.
problems of our industry at the most to handle arrangements. An equip- Oct. 12-14 Meeting of Allied States Ass'r.
at Los Angeles.
critical period in its history and to ment exposition is planned.
Oct. 29-31 Annual M. P. T. O. A. Meeting'
study them with the leaders of the inat the Peabody Hotel, Memphis.
dustry in an effort to work out solu31
Tri-state M. P. T. O. to hold conOct.
Tri-State Meeting to
vention in Memphis.
tions for them."
Nov. 4 Premiere of "Condemned" at the
Schedule of the convention as out- Follow M.P.T.O. Sessions
Selwyn,
Y.
lined calls for opening at 11 o'clock
Memphis Plans for mid-October Nov. 19-20 Ninth N.Annual
Ohio M.P.T.O.
on Tuesday, Oct. 29, with a formal convention of the M.P.T.O. of ArConvention.
9-10
of
North
Carolina exDec.
Meeting
welcome from Governor Henry H. kansas, Mississippi and Tennessee
hibitors' unit at Pinehurst.
Horton, of Tennessee, Mayor Over- have been abandoned and. instead the
ton and others.
Wednesday night convention will be held on Oct. 31,
Assigned to Atlanta
will bring the social climax of the immediately after the M.P.T.O. of A.
Atlanta Norman E. Grantham is
convention with a dinner-dance in the closes its Memphis convention. So
representing
cameraman,
here
as
Louis
ballroom of the Peabody. President M. A. Lightman, head of
Kinograms and the Universal Newsi hursday
morning will see the final both the tri-state and national bodies,
paper Newsreel, the former distribbusiness session of the meet.
Ex- announced to the territory's exhibuted by Educational and the latter by
hibitors of Arkansas, Mississippi and itors this week.
Man}- small exhib- Universal.
of

—

COMMERCE

{Continued from Page

Page

8,

.

NORTH STRESSES AID OF
FILM TO

Tuesday, October

1)

creasing the consumption of American products, the government constantly is increasing its cooperation to
the industry, according to North.
The Dept. of Commerce, North reveals, has prepared 65,000 question- Tennessee will gather Thursday afternaires intended to effect a wider use noon to complete their own business
of educational films as a means to ad- before returning home.
The final program of addresses and
vance American commerce. The distribution of these questionnaires will discussions for the business sessions
be supplemented by a survey of the of the national meeting is in process
of formation, and probably will be
field.
"The American motion picture in- completed and announced before the
dustry," reports North, "must keep it- end of this week, Lightman indicated.
self closely informed as to film con- No details are to be divulged, he said,
ditions in every foreign country. This until the entire makeup of the protype of information includes all facts gram has been completed.
relating to foreign production (more
than 1,200 feature pictures were made Michigan M.P.T.O. to Hold
by our competitors abroad in 1928), Meet at Detroit Oct. 28-30
the type and extent of competition in
Detroit Tenth annual convention
the distribution of pictures in each
foreign market, the number of theaters in each country with seating

—

XV

—

admission prices as also
theaters built, the rules and regulations of foreign censorship boards
with the number of pictures from each
country censored, the volume and
value of our film exports to each
countrv the extent of entertainment
taxes and revenues derived therefrom

will be

meetings

who

Harrell to Devote Time
to S. E. Exhibitor Unit

— Love

Harrell, treassecretary of the
Southeastern Theaters Owners Ass'n.
has resigned his position as manager of the Amusement Co. of Way-

Atlanta

B.

urer and executive

cross, Ga., to devote his entire time
to the interests of the exhibitor or-

ganization and has opened temporary
headquarters here.

TELEVISION NOT TO BE

capacities,

T
E

enabled to attend both
otherwise could have
come to only one, he says.

itors

new

FEARED, PALEY SAYS

HAS ASKED PROBE
(Continued from Page 1)

member of
Commons,

(Continued from Page 1)
of stage and screen before it can seriously threaten theater attendance.
"The coming of radio broadcasting," Mr.
Paley asserts, "brought
fears to the minds of some that the
public would prefer to stay at home to
listen to radio programs and that the
motion picture business would suffer
The groundlessness of
as a result.
those fears is proved by the fact that
attendance at film houses has increased year by year.
"New and larger theaters are conRadio gave the
stantly being built.
screen voice, music and the multitudinous sounds of natural activity. The
progress of science was not destructive to the entertainment industry.
It simply gave the public the right
to demand more for its money.

the Canadian House of
national chairman of
the society; N. A. Taylor is secretion of a like nature.
"Recognizing the film as a medium tary-treasurer, and F. R. Lennon is
to promote trade and to increase the the buyer.
consumption of American manufacThe society was formed for the
tured products both at home and purpose of aiding and protecting indeabroad, this section is conducting sur- pendent exhibitors in the matter of
veys designed to develop pertinent in- film renting and also for dealing with
formation which will increase the de- legislative questions. Exhibitors Comand for this product, thus assisting operative of Canada is mainly reboth the nontheatrical exhibitor and sponsible for the present investigathe producer-distributor at the same tion into the activities of Famous Playtime."
ers-Canadian Corp. and various film
distributors in
Canada under the
Combines Investigation Act.
The
Plunkett Denies
society protested that its members
at Chicago were unable to book pictures because
Seeking
(Continued from Page 1)
of an alleged combine and some 30
Aaron
program.
its expansion
independent exhibitors threatened to
"The home can hardly be expected
Jones of Jones, Linick and Schafer close their doors unless the governto be transformed into a theater havof Chicago had stated previously that ment took action.
Hon. Peter Heethe company sought prices on the nan, Federal Minister of Labor, re- ing all the perfect devices and appurtheaters.
The Shuberts have a five quested the exhibitors to withold ac- tenances available to the theater. A
year lease on the Woods, while tion until a study of condition in the glimpse at a few of these devices,
some not yet exploited, suffices to
R-K-O through absorption of Or- picture business

and much more commercial informa-

is

R-K-0

Two

K

in

pheum has

a 50 per cent interest in

This

is

now being

Canada was made.

done.

illustrate."

—

he says.

about two weeks.

weeks.

a load of this, will you,
Jimmy.
The Exhibitors
Herald'World says we look
as we would/if the direct
tor had taken two 'bloom*
ers' right off the

caboose

of\

a Rock Island freightl
train

>

JIMMY GLEASON

:

"Not

bad, kid. I guess we\
»
look the part all right.*

so

ARMSTRONG "OK yeah?"
:

Although Plunkett
Erlanger.
the
Palmyra House To Wire
inspected various new projection and
Colleen Moore Arrives
Palmyra, N. J. Sol Rom is wirlighting devices while in Chicago no
Colleen Moore and John McCorfurther developments were made re- mick, who arrived from Montreal yes- ing the Broadway Palace, which will
garding theater expansion in that terday, will remain in New York open with sound pictures in a few
territory,

BOB ARMSTRONG: "Get

GLEASON "OH YEAH
:

.'
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Wox Gets 40 More Theaters
"rcTBE WIREDJJY W.
Wide Film Highlights S. M.
,500

Acoustics
JACK ALICOATE-

-By

ONEwe

of the big- little things
are hearing plenty about
in these clays of revolutionary picture projection is the not

unimportant problem of acoustics.
"What's the use of seeing 'em if
you can't hear em" is a frequent
complaint at many a small and
medium-size house. With the m>called de luxe presentation theater
all is jake but not so with many
of the little fellows, who, until the
coming of the talkers paid no more
attention to acoustics than a wife to
her husband's bid.
A dead soot in the house not
only creates dissatisfied customers
but is a dead loss in these days
of high rentals when every seat
has a definite value in dollars and
cents.
If you have dead spots in
your house and want to continue
in business, don't neglect them. We
have been told that there is not
one house in fifty that cannot be

made acoustically perfect by the
application of modern, scientific,
sound principles. And
us to another thought

this leads

The Atmospheric Theater
The other day we

to an
provocative
controversy over the relative merits
of the atmospheric versus the con-

interesting

and

listened

highly

ventional theater in its practical relation to successful sound reproduction.
The argument intrigued us to the
point of investigation and right then
and there we decided to find out for
ourselves, if possible, the answer. As a
result we were shortly thereafter kidding ourselves by the military doorkeeper of what proved to be the finest atmospheric theater we have yet
seen and we have given the up and
down to quite some few in as many
different sections of the good old U.
S. A.
It is labeled by the charming
(Continued on Page 2)

Middle

in

L

West

BY JANUARY

P. E.

Convention

Papers Stress Problems 50 a Week Installation Schedule to Average 60
and Aspects of New
by End of Month Under Firm's Program
Large Pictures
Thirty-five hundred theaters of the United States will be wired wifti

— Wide

Toronto
opment is

film and its develhighlight the sessions
of the fall meeting of the Society of
M. P. Engineers, which today continues its sessions here. The four day
to

Western
estimate.
officials

on

Page

All night policy of the Rialto,
inaugurated as a test last Saturday, will be repeated again this

Saturday

52

by

Fifty-two shorts for Spanish-speaking countries, will be produced for
1929-30 by Empire Prod., states President Maurice A. Chase.
The first
12 of the series has been completed.

The sound

recorded on discs, Span-

is

(Continued on Page 11)

Sax Leaving

to
Talkers at

Make

8

Hollywood

scheduled to leave New
York in about a week for production

Sam Sax

of

a

series

is

of eight

talkers

for

independent market.

the.

with

"Two

promised.
As an indication of

how distributions and installations are going General Sales Manager C.
Bunn of
Electrical Research Products pointed
out that the two weeks ending Sept.
28 marked the closing of the largest
(Continued on Page 11)

Black
Para-

W

Crows" as the feature.
mount states the 24-hour show
idea was a big success business
topping the previous week end

4)

SHORTS FROM EMPIRE

2579. Installations are being made at
the rate of 50 a week. This number will
be increased to 60 a week starting
with the last week in October, it is

24 Hour Show

meetings wind up tomorrow.
Routine matters occupied yesterday's sessions.
Reports of the cc.mmittees on constitution and by-laws,
and for the proposed journal of the
society, were considered by the board
(Continued

Sound Systems by the end of 1929, according to company
This will top by 500 the number predicted for 1929, by company
last January.
Total installations Oct. 1 numbered
Electric

a considerable margin.

Fowler Studios

to

Make Sound

Shorts; Planning
E.

W. Hammons

Production of 104 single reel black
white sound subjects, 12 Technicolor sound shorts and a series of 300

to Confer and

With Studio Executives

foot fill-in shorts, released at the rate
Earle W. Hammons, president of
of six per week, is planned by the
Educational, en route to Hollywood, Fowler Studios, Hollywood, which
will spend from three weeks to a
will release the product through 22
north in conferences with Jack White
independent exchanges, by its own
Educational
and E. H. Aliens at the
sales force.
Mack Sennett at Sennett
studios,
The films will be made with disc and
proEdwards,
Harry
D.
studios and
ducer of the Educational-Lloyd Ham- sound-on-film recording using either
the Western Electric or RCA-Photoilton talking comedies.
phone systems, according to Ted
Toddy, who has been named distributor in the New York territory. He

FOX BUYS TWO NEW CHAINS
in the

Now Has 101
Kansas City

— Fox

now has

101 theaters in this territory as
a result of purchases of three

chains

weeks.

the last two
These are the Midland

within

houses in Kansas,
Missouri and Iowa; and the 40
houses of the Midwest and Consolidated chains here.
circuit of 61

(Continued on Page 2)

—

Add 40 more theaters to the rapidly-growing Fox holdings
Middle West, as a result of purchase of the Consolidated Amusement
Co., and Midwest Theaters Co., chains in Kansas and Missouri. Closing of
the deal was announced here by L. M. Miller, president of both circuits.
The deal is said to have involved $3,Wichita, Kan.

22 Branches

500,000.

The

Consolidated

firm

Miller, Orpheum, Palace and
Midwest has
while
here,

has

Beeson,

—

Philadelphia-^-Action has been takthe Philadelphia Hotel Managers Assn., to bring about settlement of differences between the city's
striking musicians and theater managers before Friday so that the legitimate playhouses here may reopen
during the world series games. The
hotel men have appointed a media(Continued on Page 11)

among en by

—

Crown and

"LEGIT" STRIKE THREAT

the

Wichita

In Kansas
Cozy, Dodge
Royal and Strand,
Electric,
City;
Benton,
Emporia.
In Missouri
R&ckhill, Vista and Waldo, Kansas
City; Byers. Excelsior Springs; Kennedy and Princess, Kirkville.
others the following:

MOVE TO END GENERAL

!

.

THE
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FOWLER PLANS SOUND

Acoustics
(Continued from Page
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The Industry's
Date Book

SHORTSAND 22 BRANCHES

Published daily except Saturday and holidays
1650 Broadway, New V'ork, N. Y., and
copyright (1929) by Wid's Films and Film

Today:
Third of four meetings of S.M.P.E.
and ethereal name of "The Paradise,"
(Continued from Page 1)
at Toronto.
is owned and operated by a company
of "Welcome Danger" at
was appointed to the post following Oct. 12 Opening
Rivoli, N. Y.
called Loew's, which also own sevinferences with Alvin J. Neitz, man- Oct. 12-14 Meeting of Allied States Ass'n
eral other houses in divers sections of
ager of the Fowler company.
First
at Los Angeles.
the country, is located on the Grand
Michigan M.P.T.O. to hold 10th
Oct. 28-30
release is planned Dec. 15.
annual convention at Detroit.
Concourse, a winding thoroughfare
Each of the 104 sinrrle reelers will

W. Alicoate,
Folks,
Inc.
J.
Editor and Publisher; Donald M.

little
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Editor and Publisher

:

at

President,

Mersereau,

that

Way

bears the same relationship to
old New York that the Appian

Secretary-Treasurer and General Manager;
does to
and was built by
EnCharles F. Hynes, Managing Editor.
John Eberson, architect extraorditered as second class matter, May 21, 1918,
under nary,
is granddaddy of the charat the post-office at New York, N. Y.,
Terms (Postage acteristically motionpicturesque
the act of March 3, 1879.
atNew
Greater
free) United States outside of
mospheric
theater
in America.
3
$5.00;
months,
6
York $10.00 one year;
Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers
months, $3.00.
Verdict
Address all comshould rem t with order.
As a matter of unbiased truth and
FILM DAILY, 1650
munications to
Phone Circle faithful reporting we found the sound
Broadway, New York, N. Y.
4736-4737-4738-4739. Cable address: Filmday, reproduction in this theater as fine as
Ralph
California
New York. Hollywood,
this
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite we have heard anywhere.
London— Ernest W. Fredman, The conclusion was reached only after we
6607.
St.,
Wardour
Renter, 89-91
Film
had taken sound samples for purpose
Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
Berlin
I
Paris— P. A. Harle, of analyzation from the southeast corFriedrichstrasse, 225.
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la ner of the first row in the orchestra
Cour-des-Noues, 19.
all the way to the northwest corner

Rome

who

The

THE

—
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W
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Roxy "A"

600

14

BOND MARKET
Keith

latter in Seattle.

9
.

28

product are:

200
100
200
400
400
200
100
100

"Viv" Moses With Publix
Vivian Moses, now is connected
with the publicity department of Publix Theaters working under supervision of

Sam Dembow.

American repre-

Union Theaters Ltd. in
City is returning to Melupon receiving
Australia
bourne,
news of the death of W. A. Gibson,
his brother-in-law, 60, who died of
In Australia he was
pneumonia.
managing director of Australasian
Films Ltd. and was regarded "the
father" of the industry there.

New York

Personal Representative
Samuel Goldwyn has named Ben

56

•Nat.
Nat. Thea. Sup.
•Univ. Pict

distribution of the

sentative for

Goldwyn Names Ben Fish

Fish his personal sales representative.
Fish starts on a two months' tour of
13,400 the United States on Friday in the in54
200 terests of Goldwyn's productions for
47%
United Artists release. He has been
3154
connected with the old Goldwyn or1854
2
ganization and M-G-M the past 1225 7/8
2,700
59/ 7,500 years, being branch manager of the
18

1%

war
Inc.
Scr. Ser

for

managers already selected

Millard Johnson,

100

112
116

2454
7354
18

Among

Australian Industry, Dead

per cent sound-satisfactory should
impetus to the building
1,000 give an added
500 of this type of house that to us marks

Sales

i,i66
100

6354

1918.

William A. Meade and Herb Jack,
Seattle; H. G. Davis, San Francisco
and Denver; E. W. Jensen, Minneapolis; Jack Auslet, Kansas City;
George Clary Chicago: William Fitzpatrick, Indianapolis; W. D. Smith
of the last row in the balcony.
To us, the atmospheric house has and Edward B. Conway, Pennsylcolor, warmth and a certain feeling vania; L. A. Owen and M. Moore,
that is a characteristic reflection of and W. B. Smith, Dallas.
the tremendous strides taken by the
motion picture. That the atmospherA. Gibson, Father of
ic theater can be made one hundred

22%
22 H
Fm. Ind.
300 a modern thought in motion picture
Fm. Ind. pfd. 24^ 24% 24/
20,500
257
25
\Vz
264M
East. Kodak
show rooms.
Fox Fm. "A" ... 98 Vz 96V2 96/ 3,500
Con.
Con.

of

W.

STOCK MARKET

in

New York Tomorrow

Harold Lloyd
rive in

is

New York

scheduled to arCity tomorrow to

attend premiere of his

comedy "Welcome
opens

at

Rivoli

the

star's stay in

Oct.

Univ.
do

pfd

Ch.

5

com

New York

is

vention in Memphis.

Premiere of "Condemned" at the
Selwyn, N. Y.
Nov. 19-20 Ninth Annual Ohio M.P.T.O.
Convention.
Dec. 9-10 Meeting of North Carolina ex-

Nov.

4

hibitors' unit at Pinehurst.

New Sales Manager for
Stanley Advertising Firm
Edward

L. Masters, formerly with

Lord and Thomas and Logan, and
at one time promotion manager of
Hearst's "Cosmopolitan Magazine,"
has joined the Stanley Film Advertising Co., New York, as executive
sales manager.

Glenn Cravath at AMPA
Glenn Cravath, poster artist, is
scheduled to speak on the importance
of poster advertising to the film indus-J
try at the regular Thursday meeting
of the
His talk will be illustrated with an exhibition of posters.!

AMPA.

— THEATRE DEVELOPER WANTED—
Excellent
opportunity
with
theatre
chain company for experienced developer. Must be able to analyze community situations and carTy theatre
projects to completion.
State age, experience and salary desired.
All communications confidentially treated. Box

Film

S-162 c/o
N. Y. C.

Daily,

1650

B'way,

Nothing But Praise!

The

indefinite.

leis^f
Eddie Weisfeldt Joining

Ranks

Detroit

—

"We

are

having

very

good

luck

with your service, and so far have
heard nothing but praise for it."

—Princess

Tlieatre,

Sanborn, Iowa.

30

34
10
75

"WE NEVER DISAPPOINT"

Let Us Solve Your Problems

2

75

31

which

12.

5

30

Oct.

first all-talking

Danger"

31

Skouras Bros
United Art

at

Harold Lloyd to Arrive

Publix
at
Last Rites for Jeanne Eagels
Eddie
Weisfeldt,
Milwaukee
vetKansas City Funeral services were
held here yesterday for Jeanne Eagels. eran Milwaukee showman, who for
Interment was at Calvary Cemetery, years has been at the Wisconsin
near childhood home of the screen here, is joining Publix at Detroit, it
and stage star.
is understood.

—

M. P. T. O. A. Meeting
the Peabody Hotel, Memphis.
Tri-state M. P. T. O. to hold con-

Oct. 29-31 Annual

three separate subjects.
Among players to appear in the series
according to Neitz are: Mary Carr,
Bobby Vernon, Jack Duffy, Sheldon
Lewis, Snub Pollard, Hank Mann,
Roy Stewart and others. Neitz will
direct the series, to be photographed
The Fowler
by Paul H. Allen.
studios have been in operation since
consist

85

•LAST PRICE QUOTED

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

CROHLOWFIIM

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE
Stebbins,
1540

B'WAY

Leterman
& Gates
INCORPORATED

N.Y.C.

TELEPHONE BRYANT

3040

INCORPORATED
220 WEST 42 N-D STREET

NEW YORK

Wisconsin 6876

ALLAN A.LOWNES. CEN.MCR.

{

SOME PUMPKINS!
IOLLYWOOD
REVUE

Zecil B.

De

King Vidor's

Mille's

DYNAMITE

IALLELUJAH
\

Pop. price extended runs in every section of
country are tremendous! $2 Road-show

New

runs continue to pack 'em in
Boston, Philadelphia.

JOAN CRAWFORD

in another

York,

Danc-

ing Daughter delight! Young folks, old
they love Life and this is it! The
folks

—

answer

is

box-office business!

Carthay Circle, L. A. $2 record engagement is duplicated in pop. price stands
Harold (West Coast) Franklin wires: "Boxoffice smash at Warfield, Frisco."

Embassy,

,

DWA

from any other

'

'

'

'

the top of box-office- names!

A

sensationally differ-

MARION DAVES brings

RUTH CHATTERTON
distinguished

Mayan,
laughs,

L.
tears

A.

—

Doughboy love, songs,
got what exerybody

it's

JOHN GILBERT

made.

most
with
Lionel Barrymore direction.
The kind of
show that puts your house in the de

you the seaSecond month at $2

talkie

in

of them

the

all,

luxe class!

SO THIS
COLLEGE

»

/

'

"The Unholy Night another Lionel Barrymore directorial triumph. A superb AllStar mystery that's a clean-up. 'Speedway
again confirms William Haines' position at

is

talkie ever

son's happiest hit.

GLORIOUS
NIGHT

NIGHT

York, packs 'em in at $2
King Vidor's drama with

Irving Berlin music
ent

wants, entertainment!

NHOLY

New

in third month.'

lust
in

his

first

talkie.

That's news for any public! And
he troupes through this hot romance.
standing them up in the' aisles!

how
It's

you wait! You're going to say again" Here's the one
it to M-G-M

"Leave

that will be flashed
to- the

Coming!

Qolden Harvest with

METRO-GOLDWYN-

from merry marquees

tune of tinkling

tills/

And More

:
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Says Europe Fertile Sound Film Field
S.

GOLDEN OUTLINES SOUND
POSSIBILITIES

ABROAD

remains

America's

Europe still
most important

film market and offers the greatest potentialities for
sound and dialogue films, "dependent
of course upon the rapidity of sound
installations," Nathan D. Golden, assistant chief of the M. P. Division of

M. P. E.
—

Publication Proposed

Toronto Members of the Society of M. P. Engineers will
vote today on proposal of the governing board that an official
monthly journal be issued by the organization beginning Jan. 1.
The general opinion of delegates seems to be that no one closely
affiliated with the larger film or electric companies should be
editor of the new publication.
Carl Louis Gregory, veteran engineer, is being mentioned as first editor, although an Eastman
representative will receive strong support.

History of Sound Development
in

Germany Traced in Paper

the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce, stressed in a paper,
"Sound Motion Pictures in Europe.
of American sound film activities, did
"Such installations have not been success
Germany turn to furthering, organizing, and
have
might
as
commonly
made as
financing its domestic sound him industry.
been expected, owing to the fact that Ihc 'lonbild-Syndikat A. G. (Tobis) was then
European theater owners are con- established.

fronted with the financial burden
necessary for installing the required
apparatus," he says. "Relief along this
line seems to be approaching, with
the recent announcement by certain
large American electric companies of
a smaller apparatus and facilities for
the financing of it. This smaller apparatus, comparable with the best
makes in Europe, will serve well in
the smaller theaters which literally
dot Europe.
"During the first six-months period
for 1929, exports of American motion
pictures to all countries amounted to
over 121,000,000 linear feet as com-

pared to 112,000,000 linear feet in 1928.
This increase of over 9,000,000 linear

American motion

pictures, indicates pretty fairly, that sound or
talking pictures have not curtailed
our exports in this commodity, at
least not up to the present time.
feet of

in

theaters
people, only
over
3,000; 23
of
capacity
19 have a seating
seat from 2,500 to 3,000; only 84 have from
2 000 to 2,500 seats; 267 have a seating
capacity from 1,500 to 2.000 and 1,250 from
There are more
1,000 to 1,500 seats each.
than 18,000 theaters (a good proportion 01
which barely qualify as motion picture theThe
aters) with less than 500 seats each.
average cinema capacity in Europe is less
than 480.
...
.
.
"Let us now discuss briefly sound film con-

"With approximately 27,000
Europe seating about 12,000,000

ditions in the more important European marVets, beginning with Germany where the more
technical aspects of sound film production has
received more attention than the others.

film

"The first German scund film appeared in
Germany seven years ago as an experiment.

Three years ago, the Tri-Ergon system was
much spoken of, but owing to lack of Ger-

man

was compelled to
its company
patents in Switzerland.
in 1928, spurred by the increasing

capital,

the

exp'oit

"Only

Move from Golden
N.
of S.
Golden, prepared for the Society of M. P. Engineers' fall
convention, details the sound
picture situation in all of the
important countries of Europe.
His outline of conditions in
European countries will be
published in subsequent issues
DAILY.
of

Toronto—Paper

THE FILM

tnere will

be any action on ine auacK on
tne metnod ot aarrurustrauon of
an airs ot tne Society ot M. P.
Engineers, maae Monday by
Dr.
u. riicKinan ot Adaiitiau
Koaatc, is a suoject ot discussion at the convention here. If
tne matter comes up in tne convention, it is expected to be on
xnursaay, concluding day ot
the convention. Dr. HicKman
cnarged the method of administration as being "seit-perpet-

C

uating."

preparing to

other

German

Agreement Between Klanglilm
and Ufa Is Outlined
"The German sound

Take, Action?

Toronto— Whetner

—

production

was

started April 8, 1929, when an important contract was signed between Klangnlm and Ufa.
Under this contract Klangrilm-Tobis is to furnish recording equipment
for four large sound studios, which are being
built by the Ufa in Neubabelsberg (Berlin).

are afraid to contract too far in advance for
oiient production,
feature imports are also
necessarily lower than last year because ot

"Ufa

is

now producing

its

first

sound film
is planning

the Klangnlm studios, and it
release 22 talkies during the 1929-30 season, under the Klangnlm system.
It seems
that the wiring of theaters is keeping pace
with production, for as of May 1, 30 German theaters were equipped with Tobis apparatus.
The present monthly output of
Klangnlm is said to amount to 20 such installations, and it is expected that this output will later reach 80 monthly.
in
to

"Latest prices announced in Germany for
Klangfilm-Tobis sound apparatus for theaters
run from approximately 3,2000 dollars to
15,000 dollars, according to the size of the

German Theaters Suitable
Sound Installation

for

"Of

the 5,200 German motion picture theonly a few are large enough to install
talking p.cture equipment at the present time.
It may be roughly estimated that 193 theaters
with seating capacities over 1,000 and approximately 700 theaters with seating capacities from 500 to 1,000 offer an early market
for reproducing apparatus.
installed

its

apparatus in five Berlin theaters, but a per-

manent injunction handed down against it
forced the withdrawal of this apparatus and
of the company in question from the German
market.
However, negotiations are in progress between German and American electrical
concerns to bring about a combine which will
end all patent suits of the parties concerned.
"German feature film production has slumped badly in recent months.
This is due to
the German inability, so far, to turn out
sound films, and the native industry's fear to
produce too many silent films. Exhibitor demand is irregular, and spot-booking is sought
more now than formerly, since cinema owners

journal will carry no advertising.
Need for standardization of film
and equipment used in wide picture
filming and projection is stressed in
a number of papers read.
of
these stressing angles of the problem are: "The Optical Problems of

Wide Film Motion Pictures" by W.
B. Rayton, and "Some Practical Aspects and Recommendations of Wide
Film Standards" by A.
and J. A. Dubray.

Optical Problems of
"The
seems

now

"During the year from July 1, 1928, to June
Uerman sound ftlm industry produced and submitted to censorship 75 sounu
30, 1929, the

pictures

totaling
17,814 meters in lengui,
the average length of each sounu
picture about 235 meters, which comprise^
short speeches, musical scenes, and similar
sound experiments.
During tne same periou
two foreign sound features and three shorts
were censored in Germany.

making

"The production industry is at present in
a state of defense against any foreign talkie
invasion.
Ine producer is today faced with
lack of capital; and because of the taikies,
the possibility of marketing German films
abroad, especially in England and America,
has almost collapsed.

mm

film

says Rayton's

paper.
"Such

a step imposes very grave burdens
on the optical systems required for photography and projection.
Both in photography
and in projection, lenses have been called for
which while maintaining the high speed and

necessary for the conditions
and theaters must cover hitherunrealized fields of view.
In project on
the question of illumination bristles with d.fdefinition
in the studios

fine

"The Bausch and Lomb Optical
been

in

motion
picture
industry
be about to adopt film

in universal use,

ficulties.

Sound Film Production
Germany in 192S-29

to

wider than the standard 35

the

"kontingent" limitations,
iiut while some
slump was due in view of tne souud him
depression was in no

Howell

S.

Wide Films Cited

departure, a general
*ay expected.

cooperating

with

the

sponsors

Co. has
of wide

film motion pictures by designing the new
lenses involved.
New photographic len.es
which cover a picture area 23 x 46
at a
speed of f:2.3 in focal lengths as short as
50 mm; new projection lenses which w.ll project, with beautiful definition, pictures of this
size in focal lengths as short as 3 inches;
and new condensers to bring the brightness
of the projected picture up to a satisfactory
level have been perfected."

mm

3 to 5 Rectangle Frame
Shape for Wide Film Urged
The paper of Howell and Dubra}

divided into three parts, the first
taking into consideration the psychological and artistic factors which
suggest the recommendation of a
change from the present standard in
"German producers are losing no time, how- the form and dimensions of the moever, in solving the language problem.
One tion picture frame. The recommendproducer in cooperation with an English company, is now producing a bi-lingual talkie in ed frame shape is that of a rectangle
is

whose

England.

In

aters,

"One American company had

(Continued from Page 1)

governors last night and will be
submitted to the convention today or
Thursday.
It is definitely understood, unofficially, that the proposed
of

to

actually

installation.

Cites Beginning of German
Sound Film Production

To

—

is

S. M. P. E.

Two

"The Tonbild-Syndikat was later joined by
a number of smaller companies holding various sound patents; then the leading German
electric concerns A. E. G. and Siemens
Haiske, which had worked out a number of
useful processes and had even produced some
pictures
entered
into
action.
experimental
Together with Polyphon-Werke A. G., they
founded the Klangnlm G. M. B. H. After
months of competition and patent
several
war, Tobis and Klangnlm joined their interests, Klangnlm dealing with the production
and sale of reproduction apparatus under the
patent of A. K. G. and Siemens, and Tobis
producing recording apparatus under its own
patents (of which it possesses about 500) and
awarding licenses for the production of sound
pictures.
It has already signed a contract
to this effect with Ufa, and
exploit the same licenses in
speaking countries.

WIDE FILMS HIGHLIGHTS

Censorship Subject of
German Press Discussion
"Much space is devoted by the German
press to the question of sound film censorship
insofar as sound shorts are concerned.
Sound
features are subject to contingent regulations
number of
and are treated as silent films.
American sound shorts have already been
brought on the German market without any

A

import restrictions.
One American company,
however, has recently registered 20 more short
imported into Germany
pictures
to
be
sound
but since the foreign trade committee claims
that the existing regulations do not include
provisions tor sound shorts, it is has refused
to grant an import permit for them.
"At present, there is under consideration
by the German government a proposal to

{Continued on Page 11)

sides are in the ratio of 3 to

5.

second part of the paper, the ausuggest three film dimensions which

the

thors
are respectively called the "Economic Ideal,"
the "Spectacular" and the "Extreme," wh.ch
differentiates from each other in their picture
area and in the length and width of the
sound record, which is assumed to be printed on the same film as the picture record.
The problems involved in the adoption of
(Continued on Page 11)
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Recorded by Western Electric System
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Inc.,

Hollywood.

ILLION

people, reached by
in

40

the country (that's

of the greatest radio stations

what

is

called a real hook-up)

w '" HEAR *or the first time, the voice of GLORIA
SWANSON singing as she does in her latest picture.
25 MILLION people

many reasons why

will

HEAR

one of the

this picture

>

GLORIA
in//

SWANSON

TheTrespasser"

her

first All

Talking Picture
\

is

such a sensational success

ancl

BUFFALO

ancl

picture buy on the

wh y

'* is

in

DETROIT

the outstanding

market Today.

«
fc-

Presented by

JOSEPH

P.

KENNEDY

An

EDMUND GOULDING
Production

IMMENSE -"SS CLICKS LOUDLY

\

V
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GLORIA

1

Time

SWANSON

SINGING

TUNE
INon the

FOR THE FIRST TIME ON RADIO

Industry's
first

VOICE
TRADE
Coast-to~Coasi

Nehuork

National Broadcasting

sing

Company

Hour

Victor
Hear her

SHOWING!

of the

"LOVE" and "SERENADE" on

the radio

and on

Victor Records, through the Victor-Radio.

See and hear her sing these songs

in

her

first

all-talking picture,

"THE TRESPASSER"
t'NTSD 9'

When
it

its

C*"KO

co*i*«-iso

i*»-:s

sponsored by Victor

must be good—

s

When

it's

made by

UNITED ARTISTS
—it's Perfect

//

A CINCH MONEY MAKER"™.,,

—

.

=C&*k

DAILY

10

Timely Topics

Along The Rialto

A

Digest of
Current Opinion

PhilM. Daly,
LILLYAN
believes

the

prognosticates

its

The

bound to
present form
is

audifilm and
lack of pre-

this

the public to ask
after

all,

with

the old silent picture.
Harry E. Modisette in
"Hollywood Daily Screen World"
*

*

*

Value of Motion Pictures
in Developing World Amity

1DO

not believe I am too envisionary
thusiastic or too
when I say that the motion picture may be probably will be
the greatest instrument humanity has yet known for the bringing about of better understanding between man and man, between group and group and between nation and nation. The

first,

now

Yurrup

for

bye

.

today
Independent
distributors
are
quick in realizing this, to the decided benefit of the independent
exhibitor.
So closely has the independent element entwined it-

By

the past advancement of
the motion picture business that
it will always be an indispensable
factor in future progress.
in

COCHRANE

reporter Toledo "Bee"

right

tribution

i

!

Heretofore the usual procedure on
many pressbooks has been to dele-

national

and

companies are
of

motion

their

respective

course,
tions

,

all

national

October 9

at pres-

pictures,

Of

organiza-

product
through branch offices at key
points, and the exchanges of
national units handle more than
distribute

by

filling

a pressbook up

fancy cuts that didn't

mean a

with
thing

an exhibitor and finds him so mad
after going through some of these
pressbooks to find nothing but applesauce that it makes it twice as
tough to sell him the picture. So
hats off to the Paramount guy.

state-

territory.

rich

We are thinking of writing a book
on "The Abuse of Pressbooks," or
"Why Film Salesmen's Jobs Are
Tough." The salesman walks in on

Tht Film Daily

with
headquarters
in
New
York, or in Hollywood. Other
companies have one exchange
in a key city, operating only in

Best wishes and congratulations are extended by

THE

FILM DAILY
ing

members

who today

of

to the follow-

the industry,

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

are celebrating their

birthday:

their

25,000 miles of film per day in
the U. S.
Number of prints
used on the average feature in
this

%*.

P.
Editor.

*

•

,

to the exhibitor.

ent actively engaged in the dis-

THEIR
FIRST
D.

MANY HAPPY RETURNS

CUNNINGHAM

JAMES

P^ORTY

William G. Formby in
"Exhibitors' Tribune"

PHILIP

62

Statistics
Statistical

^

The pressbook in question is being prepared on Harold Lloyd's first;',
all-talker, "Welcome Danger." More-%
than 50 prominent exhibitors in allsections of the country have contributed practical ideas on advertising layouts, merchandising suggestions, tie-ups and general publicity
slants. At last, the pressbook is going to be put on a sound, practical
business basis along with other departments of this business.

learning layouts was
given a chance to make an engraver

Industry

product is being
than ever before.

1

•

man who was

NUMBER

62

ter independent

JOBS

•

it to some junior clerk in order
Or
to break him into the fillum biz.
mebbe the third assistant advertising

find many indedistributors springing into life, and the recent affiliation
of the interests of a
goodly number of these distributors is an encouraging sign. Bet-

V

big salaam.

gate

we

t>4

the bright boy picked the idea for
himself. In either event, whoever he
is, we herewith tender him a great

..

\

, .

visit.

pendent

self

\

have been shooting out pressbooks
without consulting the gents for
whom pressbooks are intended. Well,
we have been squawking about it for
Don't know
the last three years.
whether our squawk reached some
bright boy in Paramount, or whether

Between Independents
Viewed with Encouragement

made

press-

—

Tie

TODAY

much abused

One is
a real break.
now going to be issued that contains
the suggestion and ideas of the only
guys who are really fitted to get out
Isn't that
Exhibitors.
a pressbook
For 20 years,
a startling thought?
some of the boys in this industry -

Strolling along Fifth Avenue yesterday we were happily
surprised to come face to face with none other than the charming little May McAvoy (beg pardon please Mrs. Maurice Cleary).
Arrived last Thursday, leaves this Thursday. Just a hello good-

*

DALY

LAST the
ATbook
gets

one, "The
pictures inside the

Jay Dee Williams is sailing for the other side today
"Pat" Garyn says he knew a fellow who went bugs trying to
dope out a percentage system for the playing of trailers
There's a lot of favorable advance dope on Will Rogers' "They
Had to See Paris"
E. B. (Hat) Hatrick, head of William
Randolph Hearst's film activities, is enthused over "Marianne."
Instead of putting it on Broadway for a run, the film is to go
direct to the Capitol
Winfield R. Sheehan is sailing today

motion picture knows no barrier
The motion picture
of distance.
knows no barrier of language.
Will H. Hays
*

at

make

how

—

*

talkers
will

go from there to the Coast
Aaron Sapiro, head of the late independent exhibitor buying
combine in New York, is active in boosting the wheat growers'
combine in Canada
Radio- Keith-Orpheum has Televox
Westinghouse mannikin, as the star of a vaude act at the Madison in Brooklyn, where "Billy" Mick holds forth as manager.
Darryl Zanuck and the missus have sailed for a vacation in Yurrup, and while there the Warner associate producer
will study the trend in sound film tastes
Patsy Ruth Miller and Tay Garnett, now are on their honeymoon, previously postponed due to picture work
Dr.
Pauker, play broker, has sold "Lillioms" to Fox
Harry
(Fox) Buxbaum's New York Giants are selling accessories, and

of amusement, and

will lead

and

Estate of the late F. F. Proctor is valued at $20,000,000.
Earl J. Dennison, head of film maintenance for United
Artists, is at Toronto attending the S.M.P.E. meetings, and will

point of saturation
be reached in the

what was wrong,

stay,

There's no stopping
Los Angeles on a recent flight
Percy's gang of intrepid sound news gatherers
And Editor Emanuel (Paramount Sound News) Cohen, did a speedy job
on the Premier Ramsay MacDonald arrival

paredness to meet new problems, then the crisis is not far
distant.

to

By PHIL M.

airship

musical pictures indicates a
of

here

Jr.

Fox Movietone News made

Swan"

Producers of Talkers
Overdoing the Musical
the present overproduction

weakness

GISH, who frowned on
they're

AND
THATS
THAT

with

€)
IFof

Wednesday, October

country approximates 100.

Irving

Cummings

Marjorie Beebe

J. P.

Morgan millions reported in
new $100,000,000 Loew or-

Jeanette Loff

back of

Dennis

ganization.

J.

Shea

Ida Richards

*

*

*

Charles C. Pettijohn to join Selznick organization.

'

THE
fldnesday, October
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1929

9,

Films on Plane

11

MOVE TO END GENERAL

3,500 TO BE WIRED

W.

AGAIN VICTOR

E.

IN

Universal this week inauguated what the company believes
be the first regular picture
|show aboard a transcontinental
when the T-A-T
liner,
air

BY W.

to

Jhopped off from Port Columbus, with passengers from New

York to Los Angeles, witnessing a program of Universal picFollowing the

tures.

test

show-

ling the T-A-T contemplates
(installation of projection equip-

on

Iment

its

all

passenger

Iplanes.

OLDEN OUTLINES SOUND

E.

BY

HUNGARIAN PATENT SUIT

"LEGIT" STRIKE THREAT

from Page 1)
of contracts since distribution
centered upon the small theater field
and, with one exception, the closing
of the largest number of contracts
in any similar period of the company's
history.
At the same time the installation
department reported for the week
ending Sept. 21, the largest number
of installations completed, 114, in the
company's history.
The figure in(.Continued

Appeal of the German sound pic(Continued from Page 1)
committee headed bv Charles D. ture equipment interests in the suit
Duffy.
brought by them against the Forum,
If the hotel men fail to bring about
Budapest, Hungary, has been disa settlement, it is likely that the musi- missed by the Hungarian Appelate
cians will be joined in a sympathy Tribunal, Western Electric states.
strike on Oct. 20 by musicians and
The Germans claimed that the
stagehands in legitimate theaters in Western Electric sound system operother cities throughout the country. ating in the theater infringed their
A number of managers in New York patents. The Germans had appealed
and Chicago admit that they have against the decision denying them an
been notified that such a strike will injunction and it is this appeal that
cludes foreign as well as domestic be called on Oct. 20 if no settlement the present ruling dismisses.
installations.
should be reached by that time.

number

In addition to theater installations,
150 review rooms have had the Western Electric Sound System installed.

tion

Weber Denies General
Sympathy Strike Planned

52 SPANISH DIALOGUE

—

(Continued from Page 4)
a special contingent for talking picit
will allow
is drastic
mportation of only one foreign talkie to
German talkie shown. Moreover, the
li^li

The proposal

israt, the governing committee representhe German States, has recently adopted
amendments to the German cinema law.
'ongh these amendments are contrary to

ruling of German courts, they subject all
ogue of sound film to censorship.
All picture? disparaging Germany abroad
be banned for exhibition, even if the
man censors have passed the picture after
ting the objectionable scenes.
It is not likely that all the new rules will
line law, for they will have to be considby the Reichstag in about four to five
I
rths' time.

^ciprocal

Agreement Made

th Italian Producer
extremely interesting to follow the
is
rnational aspect of the German sound film
that the Ufa's first
It appears
ustry.
nd nicture will be synchronized musical
As a
intended for world distribution.
is,
tgr of fact, by a sound film agreement
ween Ufa and the Italian Ente Nazionale
tie latter's product
la Cine-matogrofia,
be released in Germany and exhibited in
theaters equipped with Klanghlm apparatus,
the other hand, the Ente Nazionale is
orted to have acquired the entire Uia sound
duction for 1929-30, with a view to showthese pictures in properly equipped Italian
It

atcrs.

liouble
\\r

Tie-up

Germans

Made

in Britain

'The German industry has a double tie-up
I:h Great Britain; the British Union Corp.
ltd.) has an important share in the Polyrme-Werks A. G., which is one of the
Hinders of the Klangfilm and the British
otophone (Ltd.) has a financial interest in
Tobis.
There is, moreover, a German
nilition
with Russia.
In fact, a contract
said to have been concluded in April beeen the German Prometheus A. G.. the
itish Photophone, and the Russian Meschipon-Film, for joint production and disbution of sound pictures, and the sale of
•rman and British sound apparatus for
I

I

:

issian

theaters

.

"For the exploitation

mpany
lands
ibis

is

now

other countries, a
being established in the Nethin

by Dutch financial companies with
reported to be having a 25 per cent

in the capital and profits.
German sound film interests were furthered
:ently with the creation of the International
liking Screen Production
(Ltd.), a regis•ed British company which acquired the ene capital of the Filmwerke Staaken A. G.

are

lerman)
and Derussa (German-Russian),
d 51 per cent of an American company.
"These German sound film developments
d international tie-ups show the German
dustry still to be in a rapidly evolving
ige, but there does exist a possibility of
ch well-organized and efficiently conducted
ogram as to overcome the present difficul
:s
in the film industry, and to acquire a
unination of the Continental sound film mart."

WIDE FILMS HIGHLIGHTS

;

S. M. P. E.
(Continued from Page 4)
any of the three dimensions are analyzed in
regard to size, shape and position of the perflations,

also

in

regard

to

the

possible

in-

Huence that the larger size film would have
on sound recording.
A brief discussion is presented on the
engineering
developments which would be
necessitated by the adoption of the new standards in regard to film shrinkage, and the
problems that are involved by their adoption
in regard to the photographic and projection
optical system are considered.
The third part of the paper deals with the
mechanical alterations that the adoption of
the new standards would bring forth, with
due consideration to the economical factors

Toronto Joseph Weber, president
of the Musicians' Federation, who is
attending the A. F. of L. convention
here, issued a denial yesterday of reports that musicians and stagehands
in New York and other cities of the
country planned to go out on strike to
aid striking musicians in Philadelphia.
"The difficulty relates to the wages
paid musicians in about 20 theaters

SHORTS FROM EMPIRE
(Continued from Page

casts

we

call combination houses," he said,
"most of which are controlled by the

Shuberts. I confidently look to a settlement that will not occasion any
strike. The matter is primarily up to
the local union at Philadelphia."

1)

and music are employed.
Jack Lustberg, general manager of
the company, is in charge of production; while J. H. Hoffberg, exporter,
is secretary-treasurer of the company.
ish

"She's Qot

What

You Have to Have"

involved.

The paper
formation of

concludes
a

special

by suggesting the
standing committee

discuss and take definite decisions in regard to the creation and adoption of new
dimensional standards.
to

COLUMBIA STARTS SALES
DRIVE FOR JOE GOLDBERG
As

a testimonial to Joe Goldberg,
general sales manager, the Columbia
sales staff now is launched on a national sales campaign for the current
month with $2,000,000 in contracts as
its goal.
The campaign is the idea
of three home offices executives, Rube
Jackter, Ben Rosenberg and Hal
Hodes. Each of the executives heads
one of the three divisions in which
the country has been divided, Jackter
in charge of the Kansas City, Omaha,
Des Moines, Denver, Salt Lake City,

Los Angeles, San Francisco, Portand Seattle office; Rosenberg

land

having
Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh.
Washington, Cincinnati, Cleveland,
Albany, Buffalo, New Haven, Boston, New York City and New Jersey.
The balance of exchanges, Chicago, Detroit, Minneapolis, Milwaukee, St. Louis, Indianapolis, Atlanta,
Charlotte, Memphis, New Orleans,
Dallas, Oklahoma Citv and Louisville
fell to Hodes.

To

—

Sell Edibell in

France

Paris M. Kaminsky has contracted to represent Edibell in France
with a guaranteed sale of 100 a year.

BOB ARMSTRONG: "And
just listen to thisl The M. P.
News says: 'This is the
first
It

real

has

thrills

talking picture.

and
formerly were

all the action

that

part of a motion picture,

and coupled with
talk.

The

it is

the

result is that

it is

a picture that is going to
prove a box'office wow.*

JIMMY GLEASON: "Oh
yeah?"

MARY
NOLAN
With JAMES MURRAY.
John Robertson Production from the stage hit by
John Cotton. 100% TALK-

A

ING;
ed by

also silent. Present-

CARL LAEMMLE.

ARMSTRONG: "OH YEAH." FORWARD

MARCH

WITH

UNIVERSAL

BIRDS IN A

^ "Paramount

pulls

one out of the bag that tops them

"Why

Exhibitors' Daily Review of

CAGE!

<pII l>i:i>

Bring That

Up?"

«I

box

draw!"

yells

At the long run Rialto,

New

all as

a

York, the ticket takers are getting arm-weary as the crowds surge

London, everywhere the

SELLOUT!
air

f|

Two

Black Crows have

The same magic touch

and the phonograph,

is

that put

lit

office

in.

so far, the story

In Buffalo,

the same:

is

Moran and Mack over on

working overtime on the talking screen! Gentlemen, here's

famous Two Black Crows comedy, plus a big supporting
Plus story by Octavus

stage wizard, George Abbott.

up

"Why

Bring That

A

the stage, the

one of those great super-attractions the New Show World makes possible.

and Harry Green.

New

Up?"

Roy Cohen.

cast

headed by Evelyn Brent

Plus direction by the Broadway

Plus song hits and a girly-girly revue.

with your

All the

<I

Better bring

Paramount exchange TODAY!
*+**»«»

ANOTHER NEW SHOW WORLD HIT

FROM THE HEAD COMPANY!
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t L. Crabtree Elected President of S. M.

P. E.

SHORTAGE OF WESTERNS SEEN THIS YEAR
{,000 T-S,

RKO Franchises Declared Set
Allied's

Help!

Open Sessions Today

On

=^By JACK ALICOATEI) done, quickly.

An

interna-

tional art is threatened, the
Iptiny of a world-wide industry
Ings in the balance, millions may

become raving maniacs, and
because they stubbornly insist
sending us from Hollywood as
c
art and parcel of every new talker
I; antiquated plot concerning back
ikge life that reached its zenith
yaietime during the reign of
lenry XIII.
Can it be that the
*ntal weavers of Los Angeles/-The-Sea can think of no other
es than those about chorines,
[jessing rooms, soubrettes and bum
medians or has Hollywood gone
completely Broadway that nothPersonally we
g else matters?
e completely fed up on this thing
id will gladly head an Eastern
igilantes Committee to kidnap the
le responsible for the next back
ige story and shoot him at sunjpn
i

drown him

at midday and stab
sunset, figuratively speaking
course for we hate the sight of
Dod.

sold since ratification of the five year
plan by Allied States Ass'n, it is
scheduled to be stated at meetings
opening today. The three day sessions are to constitute the
"big
meeting" of Allied, with leaders here
from all sections of the country. Ab(Continued on Page

10)

RAINBOWllGHTJNC. GETS

Trouble!

millions of dollars a year, Rainbow
(Continued on Page 10)

one of the industry's many
tiry Godmothers. In the interest of
irness and truth the report, in part,
ads as follows: Subject. "Secrets
Nature."
Produced by (this is
ad and should be paid for)
'nopsis: Intimate scenes from hidn lives of animals, birds and incts.
Our reasons for not endorsi

(

Continued on Page 2)

The new

Tide Turning?
Return of westerns to favor
as the result of the addition of
sound is predicted by Jesse L.
Lasky, who says that Paramount is "going in" for talking
westerns.

NET FOR THIRD QUARTER
Net

profit of $667,144 after depre-

Jury Fails to Act on
Sunday Opening Issue
Mt. Vernon, O.

made here

in

—No

mention was

court of the charges

City Councilmen James C.
and Harry V. Smoots, who were

against
Piatt

charged with operating their theater
on Sunday. The jurors considered the
case and decided to ignore it.

sound-revolutionized inindicated, has failed to
provide a berth on its new production
schedules for the western and adventure story creating a situation unique
dustry,

it

is

Leaders predict, however, that production charts soon will
be readjusted, to restore westerns to
in film history.

an important place on studio working
charts.

copyrights.

WIN

—

$667,144 CONSOLIDATED

of

Exhibitors are faced with an acute shortage of new western product for
the 1929-30 season, with schedules of 45 distributors canvassed by "Film
Daily," listing only 50 western and adventure features, 51 reissues, and
52 shorts, the latter group representing product of but one company.

S.M.P.L PROGRESSIVES

Federal taxes and charges,
again the accusing finger compared to $419,025 for the same
suspicion is pointed at a blushing period
last year, is reported by Condustry and what do you think is solidated
Film Industries for the
; cause? Sex.
It is violating no conquarter ended Sept. 30. Net for the
ence to state that we have before nine month
period is reported at
this very minute a confidential re(Continued cm Page 2)
rt of the National Motion Picture
:ague,

Westerns Listed on Schedules
45 Distributors Canvassed in Survey

John Gregg Paine has been elected
Alleging that the plaintiff is the
owner of six patents covering lu- chairman of the board of the Music
replacminiscent tubes, some of which use Publishers Protective Ass'n,
Neon gas exclusively, and that they ing E. C. Milk, who has resigned.
legal dehave built up a business of many Paine is connected with the
partment of Warners in charge of

ciation,

Once

New

Paine Succeeds Mills as
WRIT AGAINST NEON FIRM
Head of M.P.P.A. Board

m at

And More

Only 50

Coast

Approximately 1,000 franchises of
has got to be Tiffany-Stahl and RKO have been

IlOMETHING

;e,

"Big Meeting" to

Date

to

Exhibitors playing sound will have
but 29 westerns available for 1929-30,
it is indicated, with a possibility that
(Continued on Page

10)

STANLEY SUES TO PREVENT

RKO

"PHILLY" ENTRY

— Hearing

Philadelphia

is

expected

to be held before Saturday in common pleas court here on suit of the
Stanley Co., restraining Radio-KeithOrpheum from opening the Erlanger
here as a picture house, contending
that showing of films in the house
would be a violation of the six-year
old agreement between Stanley, the
Keith and legitimate interests. Meanwhile, R-K-O is continuing with
plans to reopen the theater, recently

Toronto Regarded here as a victory for the progressive element in
the Society which has urged "a more
democratic form of organization"
and revision of the constitution, J. L.
Crabtree, of Eastman Kodak as president, heads the slate of new officers
of the Society of M. P. Engineers.
acquired by lease.
(Continued on Page 5)

Missing Starting Frame Wins
Arbitration Award in N. Y.
Claiming that the starting frame

was missing and

And Now

give

London

that records did not
proper reproduction on "Lone
Wolf's Daughter," Aaron Dollinger,
owner of the Plaza Theater, Linden,
N. J., was yesterday awarded $100
against the Columbia Exchange by
The
the N. Y. arbitration board.
exhibitor contended that experimentation in finding the proper frame to
(Continued

o-n

Page 2)

ing pictures
Irish

the Irish

—Censorship of talk-

free

tests, it is

is

planned in the

despite prolearned here. Silent
state,

some time have been
censored and now legislation
is being drafted to subject talkfilms for

ers to censorship.

s

=;Z&*\DAILV
STHEH
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1)

among

drinking and

fishes;

ef-

of drunkenness among insects
and cruelty and murder in plant and
fects

animal circles.
head in shame.

Wow! We hang

President.

Where Will

Mersereau,

It

our

End?

Secretary-Treasurer and General Manager;
EnCharles F. Hynes, Managing Editor.
It is a well established and proptered as second class matter, May 21, 1918, erly attested
fact that Mr. and Mrs
at the post-office at New York, N. Y., under
Terms (Postage America as well as all the little Amerthe act of March 3, 1879.
free) United States outside of Greater New ican youngsters like their film menu
York $10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; i well spiced with sex.
Take a lookForeign, $15.00. Subscribers
months, $3.00.
Address all com- up and down the big stem.
Point
should rem t with order.
FILM DAILY, 1650 out the successful pictures and we'l 1
munications to
Phone Circle
Broadway, New York, N. Y.
wager you'll find each with a com4736-4737-4738-4739. Cable address: Filmday,
Ralph plete and dominating sex complex
California
New York. Hollywood,
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite This premise being duly authentiLondon Ernest W. Fredman, The cated
6607.
what is to become of the inSt.,
Wardour
Renter, 89-91
Film
Berlin— Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne, dustry in general and the trade paI.
Paris— P. A. Harle, pers in particular, which is our maFriedrichstrasse, 225.
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la jor concern, if pictures
and sex are
Cour-des-Noues, 19.

THE

—

—

W

(Continued from Page 1)
$1,825,710
compared to $1,120,402
for the same period last year.
Earnings for the third quarter of
this year are equal to 95 cents a
share on the combined 300,000 shares
of $2 no par participating preferred
and 400,000 shares of no par common. This compares with 83 cents
a share on the combined stocks for
the preceding quarter and 59 cents a
share on the combined stocks and 59
cents a share for the third quarter of
last year.
The nine month net is
equal to $2.61 a share on the combined stocks, compared to $1.60 for
the same period last year.

Today:

Last of four
at Toronto.

Oct.

Opening

of

Rivoli,

N.

12

Oct.. 12-14

STOCK MARKET
High

Am.

Seat

Con.
Con.

Fm. Ind.
Fm. Ind.
Kodak
Fm. "A"

East.

Fox
Keith

pfd.

32$
22%
24%

...

257J4
96'A

...

A-O

do pfd
Loew's

9554

'..'..

.115
63 yi

Inc

M-G-M
Para.

Pathe

115

62

do "A"
Radio K-O-A
*Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros
pfd

735$

Ws

36*6

3554
52^4

54
'

CURB MARKET

Columbia Pets. ...
Cont. Thea. vtc

Film

.'

Insp

....
25 5$
59

Fox Thea. "A" ..25*$
Gen. Thea. Eq. vtc. 60

D.W. "A"

Griffith,

Intern.

Proj.
Scr. Ser.

'

...

...2454
•Nat Thea. Sup.

Nat.

96Vs

2,100

112
115
62 ?£

100
3,100

97J6
74?4
8}i

.

2454

..

........

Univ. Pict
do pfd

74

lo',900

Wi

1,300

56
2454
42

100

14
*$

Oct. 28-30

Meeting of Allied States Ass'n
Los Angeles.
Michigan M.P.T.O. to hold 10th

Oct.

31

M. P. T. O. to hold
vention in Memphis.

Tri-state

46
8154
Loevv 6s 41ww ...107
1065$ 10654
x-war..
do 6s 41
91*4 91*4 91*4
Paramount 6s 47
9654 96
96
Par. By. 554s 51. 9854
9854 9854
Pathe 7s 37
645$
.

700
100
800
200

.

77
105

77
105

OVER THE COUNTER

Roxy "A"
do units
do com
Skouras Bros
United Art
d» pfd
Univ. Ch.
do pfd

28
30
29
.31
454
5
30
35
10
5
6S

com
75

Herman

Premiere of "Condemned" at the
Selwyn, N. Y.
Nov. 19-20 Ninth Annual Ohio M.P.T.O.
Convention.
Dec. 9-10
Meeting of North Carolina e:

Nov.

4

75
2
85

•LAST PRICE QUOTED

200

hibitors' unit at Pinehurst.

Ben Jack
in

New York

J.

D. Pruett of Wichita

Falls.

11,900

AVAILABLE
class

first

series

Little
of 12

pictures

for

Superior

Productions.

five

days' receipts

fell

Dollinger said. The exchange
claimed that according to its files the
film was in perfect shape and that
three sets of records were sent in
case of emergency, the three all having been used before.

of Sullivan Cat Series
Pictures
Corp. of New
has secured the world
rights to 12 Pat Sullivan Felix Cat
comedies.
Each of the subjects are
synchronized on disc and film. Six
of the comedies already completed

Copley

York

City

include:
"Who's Whoopee,"
Cat's Meow," "Ocean Ties,"

"The
"One

foreign rights for the series.

Larsen Joins Phono Kinema

man with

according to Louis C. Pedlar, president. Larsen formerly was connected
with RCA.

extensive con-

and exhibitor experience, recently returned from abroad,

AMALGAMATED

desires a connection with a firm here.

VAUDEVILLE

tinental

Address

distribution

all

communications to

Box 0-163, c-o Film Daily
1650 Broadway
New York City

AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres

WANTED
Bookkeeper,

experienced
in
states rights and independent
exchange accounting. State salary, experience and references.
1650

from Hollywood where
"The Awakening" and
Beggar" the first of a

he appeared in

off $200,

Paul Larsen has been appointed
Texas House Changes Hands
vice president and chief engineer of
Cuero, Tex.— S. G. Fry has sold Phono Kinema, Inc., of
New York,

BOX

New York

in

Jack, child actor, has arrived

on the second day of run.

receipts

The following

Good Turn," "Romeow," and "False
Etchingham, Karoly Grosz and Vases." Jacques Kopfstein is presiMilton Silver. The new officers will dent of Copley Pictures. Arthur Lee
be installed at the Dinner Dance and of Artlee Pictures, has secured the

A

j

(Continued from Page 1)

J.

the Palace to

CURB BONDS

con-

begin dialogue on the first reel caused
not only a refund in money on the
first day, but a drop in over $200 in

New President of "U" Club

M.

it

Y.

annual convention at Detroit.

"The

WINS ARBITRATION AWARD

"Welcome Danger"

Oct. 29-31 Annual M. P. T. O. A. Meetinj
at the Peabody Hotel, Memphit,

Ben

MISSING STARTING FRAME

meetings of S.M.P.E.

Exchange Manager, Copley Pictures
Get 12

Stern,

Ball of the club to be held at the
Astor, Oct. 26.

6s

Am. Seat. 6s 36
77
Warner 654s 28 .105*4

enemies."

Stern, exchange manager,
17,400 has been elected president of the Universal Club, social organization of
20
4",906
54
the home office employees.
Other
475$
officers elected include; Julius Singer,
vice
president;
Alexander Raynis,
3154
185$
treasurer; Harriet Ratner, secretary.
2
Board of directors consist of Ethel
25 54
1,700
59-)4
3,100 Black, G. Dillon, E. F. Cox, C. B.
15$
Paine, H. Farley, J. H. MacFarland,
18
35 54

BOND MARKET

Keith A-O

irri-

Close Sales

2454'

pfd

F-L
Exch

Fairy Godmothers are

all.

tating at best. If this collective busi200
32j/2
32*$
700 ness could talk it would probably
22^ 22 §£
2<\'/2
24
1,000 whisper "Deliver me from my friends
247
2505$ 17,600 for I know how to take care of my

pfd

*do

do

..Low

and

1929

at

:

to become permanently divorced. All
of which brings us to the point we
started out to express way up near
the top of this column.
The picture
industry has grown into a pretty
healthy lad by this time and is well
able to manage its own affairs, sex

10,

The Industry'
Date Book

NET FOR T

ing: indelicate film treatment of sex
life

JOHN W. ALICOATE

$667,144

Help !

U.LTME HEWS
ALLTHE TIME

W<- NEWSPAPER

Thursday, October

0-167

Broadway

c-o Film Daily
N. Y. C.

Standard

BOB ARMSTRONG: "SayA
Jimmy, we were pretty
Zat So?' on the
stage, weren't we?"

good in

'Is

JIMMY GLEASON:
so?

Oh

"Is za*

yeah! It oughta
I wrote that little

be good —

piece/'

ARMSTRONG:

"Well, they

say we've got that
beat in this one,"

GLEASON:

(<

number

Ohyeah?"

Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City

Phone Penn. 3580

ARMSTRONG: "OH YEAH!"

ff

What

HAROLD
LLOYD
means
An
^ "There

I

Analysis by a Leading
^

I

Wagon"

is

him because he

name guarantees me

is

an event in any town.

on the

My

first

He

bill.

who come

The clean fun Lloyd

-talking
isn't

picture,

a person anywhere

who

Preview audiences hailed it as the greatest Lloyd
theatre

man who will

ture to slip to a competitor

fundamentals of box

office

outstanding business on the engage-

only

when

theatres.

a Lloyd or a

gives these "occasionals" often turns
<I

All this will

<J

A new

100%; he
"Covered

them

into

be doubly true of Harold

permit

this pic-

HAROLD LLOYD
ALL -TALKING
"Welcome Dam; n
HAROLD LLOYD Corp.
A PARAMOUNT Release

Produced by
is

my

"Welcome

won't be anxious to hear Harold Lloyd talk.

The

showman makes sure of

not only draws the regular patronage

average week-to-week gross moves up.

all

Danger." There

yet.

Showman

builds permanent customers for

kids and occasional movie-goers

"regulars."

Lloyd's

play Lloyd because his

also play

Lloyd picture
attracts

theatres"

are certain essential attractions in this business that a good

booking.

ment.

my

to

lacking in the

judgement."

:

THE

-&JW

DAILY

Timely Topics

—©—
THE

picture was the
ever
that
benefit
greatest
happened to the art of the theater; it was possibly not such a
benefit to the show business.
When I first became a producer
every one was wondering if the
stage play could survive the pic-

moving

no doubt
ture show.
that pictures virtually wiped out
the stage in Keokuk and Kalamazoo. But in New York, the
stage is offering finer plays than

There

is

ever.

Winthrop Ames,
Theatrical Manager
*

*

*

Talking Films Will Make
for Strong Nationalism
talkies are produced in German, in French, in Italian,
the effect on the screen is likely
to be in the direction of nationalism, and the national screen is

THAT

PhilM. Daly,

Joe
the talk of the trade in Noo Yawk
to box with Georges Carpentier in Warners'
said an actor's life is soft?
"Holl Everything."
Another lad who's handy with his mitts is "Jimmy" Gleason,
take it from Lou Guimond who fought with and against him
in the Philippines

RITA"

RIO

Brown

E.

Who

unemployment among
now are in Wall Street
The main girder of the new Warner theater on Broadway now
A police cordon was thrown around
is in place, a 63 ton affair.
the site at 52nd and Broadway, when it was placed
They're billing the house as the "world's most beautiful"
Moran & Mack, the Two Black Crows, are flying high on
Goldstein says there
fillum salesman, as most of them

Jack

is

little

a lotta billboards all over town. All because that Prince of Billposters, Phil De Angelis, got his crew busy the same as he did
on "Hollywood Revue" and most of the other big ones back
Sam Jaffe, brother-inas far as "Thq Birth of a Nation."
law of B. P. Schulberg, is in Manhattan for a brief rest
Dave Straus, erstwhile fillum scrivener of the Morning Telly,
has succeeded Roy Chartier as moon pitchur editor of "Bill-

John Gilbert
Ina Claire

is

returning today from Yurrop with his bride,
Haupt & Co., brokerage firm, has taken

Ira

on

their

wrinkle in check-

as

ing audience reactions
It
a "Laugh Chart."

used by

Don Hancock

lowdown on

Noo Yawk sojourn
Vice President Grant L. Cook of Tiffany-Stahl is getting
the telegraph habit, so enthused is he over the new product and
his latest rave is "Mamba"
Edward M. Whaley, Vitaphone's central division manager, is still talking about that first
Roxy talked over Leatherneck days with Gen.
airplane
(Marine Corps) Butler
their

known

is

being

is

get

to

the

joke that

the type
goes over best in connection with
Every week,
"Topics of the Day."

Don

of

from the managers

receives

of

several hundred theaters reports on

each individual joke in each

The

managers

mark

being "poor,"
cellent."

The

"fair,"

each

"good," or "ex-

results are

and placed upon a

way

release.

against

of the audience as

gag the reaction

summarized
In

chart.

this

certain kinds of jokes automati-

cally are tabooed in

board."

the

the lives of the home people for
whom it provides. This should
make room for variety and diversity and for the flourishing
of "schools" of production that
will attack their own problems in

LATEST

fFlHE

is

likely to

some extent to assume
same status as the national
drama in giving expression to

DALY

By PHIL M.

Jr.

additional space and is remodeling in the Bond Building, thanks
to the energetic work of those two popular optimists, Harry
Dave Bernstein is a bridge
Brandt and Warren Auerbach
fiend now, and is a wow at explaining how such-and-such hands
"Mimeo Weekly Graphic" is the tattleshould be played
tale office sheet now being issued by the Emmgeeem publicity
Colleen Moore and hubby, John McCormick, are
mob

AS

THAT'S

with

Digest of
Current Opinion

1929

10,

AND

Along The Rialto

A

See Stage Aided by
the Motion Picture

Thursday, October

releases,

while

producing future

other
*

*

are

varieties

recognized as more or less

surefire.

*

Legalized Assault

Bob Armstrong, appearing

cur-

rently in Pathe's "The Racketeers,"
has established his own private fight
club near Huntington Park, Cal.

Boxing shows are staged every Wednesday night and training quarters
are maintained for ring aspirants.
Some of the boys are scheming to
lure a few studio efficiency experts
into the ring and take a good sock
at 'em under the guise of a friendly
bout.

own way.

*

*

*

"The Daily Film Renter,"
*

*

NUMBER

*

63

Facts That Govern the

(Sez Jack DeLacy)

MANY HAPPY RETURNS

Condensation of Speech

TALKIE-SPEECH

"What's Trump?"

63

requires a

condensation based on two
the accuracy of the recording and broadcasting machinery, and the proper use of
camera, so that nothing
the
which can be better seen will be
spoken. Unless this new convention of speech is accepted, the
talkie will remain languid, and it
dare not be because it is associated with the movie which has
accustomed us all to speed.

Industry

Gilbert Seldes

THEIR
FIRST

JOBS
RALPH BLOCK
usher in theater in Cherokee,

Iowa

Statistics
By JAMES

P.
Editor,

Empey Club

The Film Daily

THE

Central Park theater,
Chicago, built in 1917, was
America's first de luxe theater
boasting of a large seating ca-

having 2,400
pared to 1,200 of

seats,

ties

estimate

that

Chatter

(By Charley Schwartz)
next state convention of the

October 10

phone booth.

Famous Film Conversations
"Please remit."
Best
tions

wishes and congratulaare extended by

THE

FILM DAILY
ing

members

who today

to the follow-

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

of the industry,

are celebrating their

birthday

the attend-

ance at these de luxe first runs
consists of 92 per cent adults
and only eight per cent children,
while attendance of
minors at neighborhood and
smaller houses is considerably
larger.

The

its

tendency to erect fewer and
larger houses has long been
evident in key points and is
now being keenly felt in third
and fourth class cities. Authori-

in

indies will probably be held in a tele-

com-

nearest
competitor.
Today, capacities
of important first run picture
houses run as high as 6,200,
with numerous three, four and
five thousand seaters scattered
throughout the country. The

left

gible."

CUNNINGHAM

pacity,

is

and partner has a "bust" and contract
is set, then opponents must have had
a game hand, and the loss is negli-

things:

Statistical

"If a one-trick contract

Marc Bowman
Eli

Dunn

Charles

National Picture Theater, Inc.,
with
capital;
$15,000,000
thought to be Selznick move.

formed

Huy

*
Sultzer's
for studio.

Park

*

in

*

Harlem purchased

:
'ar-

il

THE
jliursday,

October

10,

Today' s Program at

Musical Notes
•

Toronto

By CLEF*

AGER

and Jack Yellen
bflLTON
signed to write the
been
have
f*
Musical score for the forthcoming
niversal production starring Paul
All the songs will be
/hiteman.
ublished by Ager, Yellen & Bornlein,
ein
j

Meanwhile, Ben BornInc.
and his wife will leave shortly

I

We

wonder if the
the Coast.
heather we're having has had anyling to do with the decision to deart for the West.

|>r

-Wk

DAILY

1929

Tobias, writer of "Misf
"Hello Sunshine Hello" and
from
returned
recently
\\thers,
\he far north (Averill Park, N. Y.)
where he did a little social directing.
Me rounds out the Tobias Triumprate, the other two being Charlie

hid Harry.
Fain is now writing songs.
material, dialogue or what
Sammy
have you, for Paramount.
has been responsible for some of the
greatest recent hits among which are
'Wedding Bells are Breaking Up

Sammy

pecial

Old Gang Of Mine," "Let A
Be Your Umbrella" and "If
Were You I'd Fall In Love With

irhat

Smile
[

Vie."

Tobias, Tobias
us that TinPan-Alley has its own theme song.
"There's a long long trail awinding
And
into the land of my themes."
of

j& Tobias, writes to

I

tell

jSam Serwer answers "Maybe,
i

Who

Knows?"

Moran and Mack Head
Paramount-Publix Hour
Moran and Mack, comedians,

will

head the weekly Paramount-Publix
hour Oct. 12 at 10 o'clock over the

The comedians
Columbia system.
two songs from their latest
production, "Why Bring that Up?"

will sing

Seek Oklahoma Promoters
Oklahoma City—Warrants for

the

H. Emenheiser and T.
promoters of the Ritz
Williams,
S.
and Victoria here, have been sworn

arrest of A.

out before the justice of peace charging them with selling theatrical securities without a permit.

;

;

cussion of place and plans for next convention.

AT

here.

^—By

ARTHUR

W.

EDDY^^m

11RADLEY BARKER, who

A*

is tell-

ing players what to do for Photocolor, has completed work on "South
Sea Interlude" at RCA's Gramercy
studio.
This opus uses Vera Meyers
and Frank Milan, supplemented by
Hawaiian musicians.
"In Dutch"
will be Bradley's next, to be cameraed and microphoned today. Work
is
progressing on the new sound
stages at Photocolor's studio at Irvington-on-the-Hudson which will be
ready Dec. 12.

AND

—

Officers
reelected
are:
Kenneth to the Society of Motion Picture EnDickman, Eastman Kodak, vice presi- gineers here.
dent; R. S. Burnap, Edison Lamp
"This method," it is reported, "inWorks, secretary, and W. C. Hubvolves recording the sound and scene
bard, Cooper-Hewitt Electric Corp.,
with the same actors, but at differtreasurer.
ent times. This makes it possible to
Last night's banquet marked the
the recording in acoustically proppeak of the convention with Jack do
er rooms without confusion of lights
Arthur, "the Canadian Roxy" as imThe sound recording
and camera.
presario, for the elaborate entertainis done first and then photography
ment provided.
On the committee
with a playwhich arranged the affair were: Capt. by interlocking cameras
promises to be
There
back
device.
F. C. Badggley, director of the Canthis method,
adian Government M. P. Bureau; an expanding use of
particularly in musical numbers."
Maj. George

Gibson Death Removes
Australian Pioneer

George LeMaire has completed the
for his next Pathe comedy,
"Love, Honor and Oh, Baby," from
a story by Daniel Kussell who wrote
"A Tight Squeeze" for this star-producer. Louis Simon, Evalyn Knapp,
James Mullen and Kay Mallory have
script

been assigned the leads in this picwhich goes into production soon.

ture

Syndicate Pictures Opens Office
Oklahoma City
Syndicate Pictures has opened an office here with
H. R. Bisby manager. The company
also plans to open another branch at

—

Dallas.

Death of W. A. Gibson in AusW. E. For FitzPatrick
removes from the film field in
Western Electric sound equipment
the Antipodes one of the industry's has been installed at the projection
Use of color in pictures in the next earliest pioneers. In 1901, Gibson rooms of FitzPatrick Pictures, Inc.,
Millard New York.
with
partnership
two years will bring a great number joined
of players from the legitimate stage Johnson, now New York representawho had failed in black and white tive of Union Theaters, Ltd., and the
camera tests, Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, firm, known as Gibson and Johnson
was said to be the first in the world
president of Technicolor, predicts.
to
"Recent improvements in the tech- to make five reel pictures, their first
nicolor process have made it possible one the "Kelly Gang" made in 1904
to reproduce flesh tints accurately and followed by "Robbery Under Arms"
qfoflOTEL
the exact color of hair and eyes," in 1905 and "The Mystery of Th<
Kalmus says.
"While this is not Hansom Cab" and "Called Back"
These
of so much importance in photograph- were made in 1906 and 1907.
ing men, it is vital in presenting wo- were made from novels and followed
men on the screen. Now. when you later by Irving's "The Bells" using
legitimate stage actors. Australasian
'see a close-up of an actress in color,
31«St*»7 rMAVE.
com
in
1912
formed
you see her exactly as she would ap- Films Ltd. was
opposite PENNA.R.R.STATION
pear on the stage, from a seat in the bining Johnson and Gibson with
front row. Beautv is not so much con- Tait's, West and Spencers. Johnson
tour of face as it is coloring and at is leaving New York for Melbourne.
last the motion picture producer is
able to give you his stars exactly as
M-G-M Signs Burlesque Player
Midgie Gibbons, with
Toledo
they appear in the flesh."
Mutual burlesque's "Lid Lifters," has

Color to Reveal More
Stage Players to Talkers

tralia

Welcome

^NEWYORKowrf
«

G&YERNOR
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—

High Point House Opened
signed
High Point, N. C. The American

—

operated bv the
opened. Lake Crowe

city,
is

recentlv
of

manager

the house and Al Barber in charge of
publicity and booking.

Cuts Admissions at Kerriville
Tex. Admission prices
at the Arcadia have been cut from
Hodge Gets Yucca House
Midland, Tex.— H. T. Hodge has SO to 35 cents, children being admit-

new Yucca

NEW PROCESS SEPARATES

Short Shots from
New York Studios

George Morris, who does p. a.
work, informs that "Siren of the
THE S.M.P.E. MEETING
ACTING
RECORDING Tropics," starring Josephine Baker,
will soon screen itself in a Broad{Continued from Page 1)
Toronto A new development in way house. The picture is being
Sessions will be brought to a close talking pictures which permits the handled by Gold Talking Pictures,
today. Crabtree succeeds L. C. Por- filming and voice reproduction to be Inc., of which Jack Goldberg is manter of the Edison Lamp Works.
done separately has been announced aging director.

Kerriville,

acquired the

Convention

—

here,

"Street Girl" Held Over
featuring
Girl"
"Street
Radio's
Betty Compson, will be held over at
the New York Hippodrome for another week beginning Oct. 12.

P. E.

—

The musical scores for the new
\Selwyn -production "9.15 Revue,"
hvere written by Ted Koehler and
The songs will be
Harold Arlin.
E. Patton, director of
published by Geo. & Arthur Pian- pictures for the Province of Ontario;
formerly
Brookhouse,
Win
Itadosi.
W. C. Hubbard and W. C. Kunz\with Ager, Yellen & Bornstein Inc. mann,
National Carbon Co.
&
'is now General Manager of Geo.
Arthur Piantadosi Inc.
Harry Tobias,

M.

session of the S.M.P.E. convention at the Royal
York hotel here gets under way today with 11 papers scheduled to
be read. Included in subjects to be discussed are:
"Water Cooling of Incandescent Lamps." by Dr. Newell T. Gordon, General
Electric Co.: "Operating Characteristics of High Intensity Arcs," by A. C. Downes
and D. B. Joy, National Carbon Co.; "A Studio Photometer," by J. L. McCoy,
Westinghouse Lamp Works; "Flexible Drive Shafts* Their Application to Sound
Pictures," by J. C. Smack, S. S. White Dental Co.; "A New Method of Testing
for the Presence of Hypo in Motion Picture Film," by J. I. Crabtree and J. F.
Ross, Eastman Kodak Co.; "The Microphone Boom and its Use," by Lew Kold,
Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer Studios; "A Year of Sound," by Harold B. Franklin, Fox
West Coast Theaters; "Camera and Projector Aperture in Relation to Sound Pictures," by Lester Cowan. Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences; "Compensator for
Movietone Production." by Gerald F. Rackett. M. P. P. D. A.; "Camera Mechanisms Ancient and Modern." by Arthur S. Newman, London; "The Academy of
Motion Pictures Arts and Sciences." by Frank Woods. Secretary of Academy of
M. P. Arts and Sciences Open Forum Convention committee report and dis-

Henry

fow,"

S.

— Final

ted for a dime.

—

a contract with

M-G-M.

ANOTHER

WARNER

BROS.

TRIUMPH /
Not One Dissenting Criticism!
The 13

Critics of the Daily

New York were

all

Papers in

unanimous in

their

Praise of George Arliss in "Disraeli."

mind Here's The •Answer!

t
Selling out at

every performance — $2.00 top

WARNER BROS. THEATRE
•Is is

Broadway and 52nd Street
oar custom available Day and Date with Broadway !

"nisrael? is supreme
iiid absorbing enterainment. If it runs a
fear at the Warner
Theatre, even the cynics
won't be surprised,
master actor! Magnificent play!

A new

&•

great

achievement by the pioneers of the living,
speaking screen!"

— Daily Review

George
Arli s s

7/6

Joan Bennett, Florence Arliss,
Anthony Bushell, David Torrence.
Based on the play by Louis N. Parker.
Screen play by Julian Josephson.
Directed by Alfred E. Green,
/ith

'Vitabhone"

us

the

registered trade-mark of the Vitaplwne Corporation

Anniversary!
A new

has

President

taken office; a new round-

the-world -by-

record

air

been made; a

has

fall,

Ray

Terry Ramsaye
a

winter,

summer have come and gone.

a

Hundreds of events have oc-

and been duly recorded .... For a year has passed,

curred

and Pathe Sound News celebrates

its

coming of the autumn leaves ....
silver

first

It

made

its

bow

anniversary with the

fitting

is

anniversary year of Pathe, Pathe's

should Jiave

sound

Hall

L.

a

spring,

A

as the premier purveyor of news-in-

year of scoops and

work and harder
ership of Terry

test

the

this,

new newsreel medium

to the silver screens of the world ....

complishment.

that in

A

strides.

year of

A

ac-

full

year of hard

.... Under the courageous editorial lead-

Ramsaye and Ray

L.

Hall;

a

with

organization of sound trucks catching the news as

it

world-wide

makes

itself

seen and heard; with an actual record of getting the news faster

and delivering

it

more promptly; with the unique background of

20 years of Pathe News accomplishment and service

RECORDED

wonder

BY

RCA PHOTOPHONE

SYSTEM

that in

its

first

year, Pathe

Sound News

—

is first!

it

is

no

fPYEAR
FIRM

LEADERSHIP-

ORGANIZATION
REPORTING
DELIVERY

i

-

ALERT

IMMEDIATE

AND

20 YEARS

OF PATHE NEWS SERVICE

PATHE
sound

NEWS

EDITED

\

BY

RAY L. HALL &
TERRY RAMSAYE

\ai

n d

i

n

*

c

eorrnire

PCPnRTFRS
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•a&n
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NATIONAL SOUND TRAILERS RAINBOW LIGHT,

INC.

Thurs day, October

~^

'

jj)00 HOUSES WRIT AGAINST NEON

IN

Sound trailers of National Screen
Service now are playing in between
1,800 and 2,000 theaters of the United
States, it is said, following closing
of new contracts for about 92 houses
of the Fox Metropolitan chain. The
silent

are

trailers

by about 2,500

played

regularly

theaters.

The Fox Metropolitan

deal

weeks.

Company

FIRM

Artclass

a

2
1

Total

*Sound and

{Continued from Page 1)
F. Myers, president of Allied,
slated to be principal speaker.
The meetings starting here today

ram
is

climax the western

"barnstorming"

tour of Allied leaders, in the interest
of the franchises, the new sound recording equipment for small houses

injunction in favor of Claude
Lights, Inc., restraining Great
American Neon Corp., et al., from
infringement of the Claude patent
No. 1,125,476, .has been issued by
Judge Runyon in the United States
District Court of N. J.

12

ftt
24
4

52

29

73

52

silent.

SHORTAGE OE WESTERNS

Gets Infringement Writ

An

1

ttWill have an undetermined number of sound.
tttWill have an undetermined number of silent.

SEEN FOR 1929-30

Neon

All Silent

fReissues.

Plaintiff alleges that the stock

firm have sent out circulars which
referred to the patent litigation, and
said that "from recent decisions their
right to dominate this field has been
sustained, and it is understood will
be strengthened further in the near
future."

Paramount
Pathe
Syndicate
Universal

Shorts

Silent

44f
ft
6*
8*

General Pictures
Krelbar

,000 T-S, RKO FRANCHISES Claude Neon Lights

DECLARED SET TO DATE

Sound

Fox

temporary injunction restraining its
competitor, Claude Neon Lights and
the Stock Exchange firm of Hirsch,
Lilienthal & Co., from circulating
statements or other written matter
to prospective customers of the com-

was pany.

closed following a brief experiment
to test the value of sound trailers,
which were discontinued in the
houses concerned for about two

1

Light,

M-G-M Announces

Shorts
for October Release

Chief among the talking shorts to
be released by M-G-M this month
are Harry Langdon's "Sky Boy," a

Colortone
(Continued from Page 1)
this figure will be increased slightly

when Fox
policy as

it

decides

upon

affects westerns,

sound
and when

its

other companies not reporting in the
survey, determine upon their western

entitled

"The

Gloria Remaining in Films

being developed
by RCA-PhotoAl Selig, director of publicity and
phone, as well as Allied organization
advertising
for Tiffany-Stahl returned
work.
to New York yesterday from a visit
to the company's Coast studios where
F. N. Has 21 Song Writers
Twenty-one song writers are under he appointed Frank H. Simmons in
contract with First National.
charge of Coast publicity.

General"

and "Bacon Grabbers," a Laurel and
Hardy comedy. Other players who
will be featured in October releases
are Keller Sisters and Lynch. Yvette
Rugel, Biltmore Trio, Clyde Doerr
and Benny Rubin.

policies.

Al Selig Returns from
Tiffany-Stahl Studios

1929

i)

fl—

Westerns Scheduled

CETS

(Continued from Page 1)
Inc.,
yesterday obtained

10,

ii

Features

USED

"

Gloria Swanson has no intention
of leaving the films for the stage, she
has made no contract to appear on
the stage, and she is presently interested solely in producing further talking pictures, the star announced last
night through United Artists.

Current Productions:

"The Letter"
"Jealousy"

"The Lady Lies"

GARRETT FORT
Adaptations, Continuity and Dialogue
for

"APPLAUSE"
In Preparation:

"Return of Sherlock Holmes**
"The Big Pond"
"Red Harvest"

!itiursday,

October

DAILV

1929

10,

Coast Wire Service

u

Hollywood Happenings

11

A Big Town Picture!
NEW YORK

CORES OF PLAYERS CAST

A

from

OR "SHOW OF SHOWS"
75 principals are listed
of Warner's "Show of
They arc:
hows."
Adagio Dancers, Armida, Johnny Arthur.

More than
the

h

cast

Lots

>>

DIRECTED BY

RALPH WILK

By

ALBERT ROGELL,

Hollywood
who directed

Faces" for TiffanyWilliam Bakewell, John Barrymore, Richard
Stahl, will direct "Jungle" for Colorarthelmess, Noah Beery, Sally Blane, Monte
art-Synchrotone. Following the com[lue, Irene Bordoni, Hobart Bosworth, Ankony Bushell, Marion Byron, George Car- pletion of "Jungle," Rogell will reClemmon9,
Jimmie
Claire,
Ethlyne
tntier,
Betty turn to Tiffany-Stahl under a longCollier,
Jr.,
Futh Clifford, William
fompson, Heinie Conklin, Chester Conklin, term contract.
Mores Costello, Helene Costello, William
*
*
*
tourtenay, Viola Dana, Alice Day, Marceline
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
bay, Sally Eilers,
frank Fay, Louise Fazenda, Pauline Caron,

Our Passing Shoiv: Ronald

Col-

man, William Powell, Betty Bron-

Gran, Alexander Grey, Lloyd Hamilton,
Katherine Dale
Lupino Lane, Frances Lee, Lila son, Anita Page and
Lewis, Winnie Lightner, Beatrice Owen among the film tennis enthuLee, Ted
-illie, Jacqueline Logan, Myrna Loy, Nick Lusiasts attending the sivimming party
as, Tully Marshall Shirley Mason, Otto Matendered Betty Nuthall, John Van
Miller,
Ruth
Carmel Myers. Patsy
iesen,
Lee Moran, Chester Morris, Ryn, Edith Cross and other tennis
kill Montana,
ack Mulhall, Edna Murphy, Philo McCul- stars by Fred Niblo and his wife,
Wheeler Oakman,
Marian Nixon.
jugh,
Alexander Gray,
Enid Bennett.
iolly O'Day, Sally O'Neil, Gertrude Olmtead, Kalla Pasha, Anders Randolph, E. J. Lucien Littlefield and Dave Epstein
Rin-Tin-Tin, Bert Roach, Sid Sil- watching the San Francisco and Los
latcliffe,
Sojin, Ben Turpin, Adamae Vaughn,
ers,
larriet Lake,

Vaughn, Lola Vendrill, H. B. Warier, Alice White, Lois Wilson, Grant Withers
nd Loretta Young.

Two

Angeles baseball teams in action.
*

*

Two

worked

Belle Baker's first
screen production.
in

*

When

his

*

*

fall from a freight
Lane Chandler, who is being
starred in "The Lightning Express,"

a Universal serial, stepped in and did
the piece of business himself.
*

*

to Direct

Powell in "Pointed Heels"
William Powell has started work
in "Pointed Heels" with Fay Wray,
Helen Kane, Skeets Gallagher, Phillip
Holmes, Eugene Pallette and E. H.
The story is by Charles
Calvert.

drama

editor of

wrote the dialogue.
A.

Edward
Added

The

director

is

Sutherland.

*

*

*

H. H. Murphy, former Eastern publicity man, has joined
the National Screen Service as

Crewe.
'Director Edward H. Griffith has turned in a fine, workmanlike job in his screen version of 'Paris Bound,' which
is getting a big hand from this week's audience at the Paramount Theatre."

"THE NEW YORK TIMES"—Mordaunt Hall.
"A praiseworthy adaptation of Philip Barry's
'Paris Bound.'

Mr.

clever play,
achieves some splendid cine-

Griffith

matic turns and twists."

"NEW YORK HERALD-TRIBUNE"—Richard
'

'Paris

tures.

It

Watts, Jr.

Bound' is one of the few provocative motion picis always intelligent and theatrically shrewd."

"THE WORLD"—Quinn

Martin.

''The essence of the Barry idea has been retained, and
therein lies the picture's superiority over so many films

which have

set

out to recapture the spirit and meaning of

successful stage plays."

1111
"DAILY MIRROR"—Bland Johaneson.
"Some of the nicest direction in

the movies

m
is

in the deft transfer of this sophisticated domestic

apparent

drama

to

Bound' is a big town movie
'Paris
Bound' demonstrates some of the very best acting and direction the talkers have yet achieved."
the screen.

'Paris

.

.

.

studio representative.

Three Additions to Cast

The New

Florence Ryerson did the
Yorker.
adaptation and John V. A. Weaver

"NEW YORK AMERICAN"— Regina

train,

win Booth and Marion Spitzer, with Brothers.
Al Rockett as associate producer.

Brackett,

m

"double" lost his nerve

More Passing Show: George Gray
witnessing
a night football game at
Glyn Story for Fox the Pasadena
Rose Bowl, which was
"Such Men Are Dangerous," from publicized by "Ha7n" Beall and "01a story by Elinor Glyn, will be di- lie" Garver; Peggy Prior motoring
rected by Kenneth Hawks for Fox. to Cidver City; Roy Del Ruth and
The adaptation is being made by Ed- Frank Fay conferring at Warner

K.

(PATHE)

and refused to do a

*

Hawks

*

Stombs, brunette inShe
is keeping busy.
appeared in "Wall Street,"
which R. William Neill directed for Columbia, and also

H. Griffith

Alice
genue,

Christie Comedies
Now in Production

Paramount-Christie talking
romedies have gone into production.
They are "Dangerous Females," with
Marie Dressier and Polly Moran, and
'Brown Gravy," with an all-colored
The former is by Florence
:ast.
Ryerson and Colin Clements and the
atter by Octavus Roy Cohen. Work
las been completed on "The Dancng Gob" and "The Fatal Forceps."

Edward

"Painted

Libert

Vlberta

ON

"PARIS BOUND"

Little
u

CRITICS AGREE

Leo White, Tenen Holtz and John
Miljan have been added to the cast
of the

and
at

film in

which Blanche Sweet

Tom Moore

are being featured

"FILM DAILY"
"High class, domestic

drama, of real merit in proand intelligently directed."

light

duction, excellently played

M-G-M.

to "Acquitted" Cast

Charles Wilson and Otto Hoffman
are additions to the cast of Columbia's "Acquitted," being directed by
Frank Strayer with Lloyd Hughes
leads.
Livingston
Margaret
and
Keene Thompson prepared the script.

Screen "Ex-Wife"
acquired the screen
rights to "Ex-Wife."

M-G-M to
M-G-M has

ii

"THE

NEW YORKER"

" 'Paris Bound' which appeared at the Paramount, remains essentially the wise and urbane comedy that Philip
Barry wrote for the stage. The result is a pleasant and
civilized comedy, well worth your time."

.
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national
Picture*

Lea rr ice joy
Walter Pidgeon,

Sidney Blackmer

(fust a

GIR.L from

FORWARD

WOOLWORTH*

PASS

with

with

Alice

wnite

Douglas Fairbanks
Loretta Youn^S

HAtLD
TO GET
with

Dorothy Mackaill
Jr.,

Louise Fazenda,
Chas. Deianey,

Jack oaKie

FEW of t/ie MANY huj ones fiom

IWIATIIOINIAL

^NEWSPAPER

UL THE NEWS

FFILMDOM

ALLTHE TIME

L

1.

Friday, October

No. 10

]ox

11,

Price 5 Cents

1929

Year

Celebrating 25th

Film

in

Industry

THEATERS EXPECTED AT MEMPHIS MEET
OOO Franchises in Sixty Days Allied States Aim

1000

"Bill"

70,000 Play Dates per Year
Assured
and T-S,
Steffes Says
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY

Fox

RKO

-By JACK ALICOATE-

^WENTY-FIVE

years

in

the

Los Angeles

— Within

the

next 60

motion picture business. Each days 3,000 Tiffany-Stahl and RKO
new day full of strife as well franchises will have been sold, W. A.
mance. Each new month mark- Steffes, one of the leaders of Allied
milestone of picture progress. States Ass'n, declared at a meeting
new year invading new worlds of exhibitors here. "First National,"
onquer and now, reaching his he said, "sold 2400 franchises in eight
Anniversary with enterprises years, but Tiffany-Stahl and RKO
span the globe, a world wide will sell at least 25 per cent more in
i

reflecting a twenty-five
march of dominating progress,
a name that is known in every
town and hamlet in the civilized
lization

That's Fox. William

1

is

A

will

be

Fox who RKO."

the active far-seeing and ag;ive head of one of the two greatimusement organizations in the

y

At the rate franthe next 60 days.
chises are being sold 70,000 play
dates per year for the next five years

Romantic Figure

Fox will always be known
ne of the armored knights of the
stry. His career, that of the lone
ior, is as romantic a life as can

assured

Tiffany-Stahl

The meeting continues

M.

P. Theater Owners' Annual Convention to
Draw 500 Exhibitor Members is Predicted

Between 5,000 and 6,000 theaters of the United States will be represented at the forthcoming annual convention of the M.P.T.O.A. to be held
Oct. 29 to 31 at Memphis, according to expectations of officials. The number of exhibitors present will be between 400 and 500, it is anticipated.
President M. A. Lightman states
he will make a definite effort to asField
In
certain the exact status of the business at the convention which LightFox is set to enter the music
man believes that the most rigid and
publishing field, forming its
searching stocktaking in the history
own company, with Pat Flaherty, veteran of every branch
of the industry is now absolutely esof the music publishing field,
sential for the benefit of all concerned
(Continued on Page 6)
as head. Flaherty has resigned

Music

and

from De Sylva, Brown

to-

derson to accept the

ound anywhere

in pictures.

experiences have

155 SOUND FILM PRINTS

FOX SILVER JUBILEE DRIVE
Silver anniversary in

P-F-L QUARTERLY NET

His

UP MORE THAN

taken him

115%

management

of the glittering
ly arcade and nickel store show
ygone days to the ownership of
largest theater in the world, the

the

post.

day and tomorrow.

Jill"

are

& Hen-

new

of

William Fox

show business

will be celebrated

by

the nation during the
"Silver Jubilee
12.
Week" is the official designation, in
which more than 1,200 theaters from
Coast to Coast will participate. Circuits which are included are Fox The-

Fox theaters of
week of Oct.

Consolidated net profit for the third
quarter of 1929, which includes earn- aters, Fox Metropolitan Playhouses,
Coast Theaters, Foxings of subsidiaries, after all charges Fox West
In production it is generally and taxes, are reported by Paramount Schine, Fox Chicago Theaters, Foxy.
eded that William Fox together Famous Players to be $4,600,000 Poli, Fox Midwesco and others.
(Continued on Page 7)
the Warner Boys are alone en- amounting to $1.74 per share on the
d to the credit of completely rev- 2,647,326 shares outstanding at the
ionizing the
through end of the quarter.
industry,
,
leering the advent of sound.
His
This profit, as estimated, is approxietone News marked another for- imately 119% greater, according to

IS

PARAMOUNT AVERAGE

Paramount delivers on an average
155 prints of a sound film, although
in the case of some stars' pictures,
the company delivers as many as 280
prints, according to John Hammell,
manager of the sales analysis departBefore advent of sound 188
ment.
prints was the average number 'V
livered.
In addition to the 155 sou.
prints now delivered, about 75 silAl
prints are supplied to unwired housfcr 4
The life of a positive sound print is
(Continued on Page 2)
.

i

step in picture progress, and
his Grandeur process bids fair
igain turn things literally upside

(Continued on Page 6)

l

Renewal of Equity Shop Drive
in Films Forecast by Harding

of the Equity Shop drive
pictures is forecast for Actors'
Equity Ass'n, in a book, "The Revolt of the Actors," just published.
Alfred Harding, editor of Equity's
house organ, is author of the new
(Continued on Page 2)

Renewal

n.

in

His Organization
an organizer, he has probably
fewer changes among the exives of his business than any
;r
company. Sheehan, Rogers,
inger, Leo, Smith and Zanft, old
ds who know their stuff and do it.
s

THEATER DEAL

le

igratulations to you Bill Fox on
r Silver Anniversary in pictures
ir idea of starting out to get some
sre in pictures and arriving there
hout fear or favor from anyone is

omplished.

IS

DENIED

Persistent reports that Paramount
dickering for the Comerford circuit of about 80 theaters in Pennsylis

RCA-Photophorie Shows

New

Portable Projector
vania and New York were branded
as without foundation by Frank WalNew type of portable talking picker, operating head of the Comerford ture equipment designed to "bring
chain in a telephone message last audible and visual education to a
night to the FILM DAILY from point of easy and practical usage"
(Continued on Page 2)
Scranton, Pa.

Seeking Another

—

Philadelphia While disposition of the Stanley injunction
suit to restrain operation of the
Erlanger as a film house, is
awaited, Radio-Keith-Orpheum
is reported dickering for anLease of
other theater here.
the Erlanger was acquired recently by R-K-O, but Stanley
says operation of it as a picture house will violate a sixyear old agreement. The theater

is

slated to

open tomorrow.

.

.

Friday, October
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Technical highlights of
speech were as follows:
Donald M. Mersereau,
A new 16 mm. camera,
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munications
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Toronto Among papers read at the
convention of the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers, was an address by
Joseph A. Dubray on "A New 16mm
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York, N. Y.
4736-4737-4738-4739. Cable address: Filmday,
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"FILMO

the

known

presented to the amateur field by the
Bell & Howell Co.
This camera is
of the spring motor type, having a
capacity of 100 feet of film, and each
winding of the motor permits to uninterruptedly expose 25 feet of film.
Equipped with an integral turret
head, the camera is capable of holding three lenses of different focal
lengths, and a newly designed viewfinder, permitting a rapid change of
masks which determine the field of
view covered by any one of six lenses
of focal lengths varying from 1" to

Low

of the camera is
described, and stress is laid upon
the features of the speed regulating
governor, which is of an entirely new
design and instantaneous in its action.
The governor permits to operate the
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Abo
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device has been incorporated in
it is claimed, which, together with the governor, insures a

camera

positive start of the

mechanism

at
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400
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Renewal of Equity
Shop is Forecast
(.Continued

from Page

The setbacks

book.

to

efforts

unionize

1

N. Y.
Oct. 28-31 Michigaji M.P.T.O.
10*
nual convention at Detroit.
Oct. 29-31
Annual M. P T.. O. A. met
Oct.

31

|

Peabody Hoicl, Memi
M. P. T. O. conva
Memphis.

at
the
Tri-state

1

I

Premiere of "Condemned" at
Selwyn. N. Y.
Nov. 19-20 Ninth Annual Ohio M.P.ll
Convention at Columbus.
Dec. 9-10
Meeting of North Carolina
4

'

of RKO, has returned from a til
of several months to Europe, duri/
which he closed a number of de;'

ranks."

RCA-Photophone Shows
Portable Projector

(Continued from Page

States A|

Dowling Back from Abroad
Ambrose Dowling, export mana|i

caused by "defeatism and
some downright treachery in its own

New

of

hibitors' unit at Pinehurst.

declared

Cadman, Composer, Here
Wakefield Cadman,
composer is in New York on lea'
Charles

1)

RCA

Photophone.

t

from the Fox studio.

portable equipment can be set
it is stated
small
projector,
suitcase-size
the
screen and folding horn of a size to
fit with ease into an automobile. The
horn is about as large as a wardrobe
The projector
trunk when folded.
weighs under 100 pounds, it is stated.
Volume and clarity of tone are claimed as features of the equipment.

The

up

in

about 15 minutes,

K/>A%Y KAT

WHO

IS

!&

THIS GUY

FOXX???

Europe Tomorrow

KRAZY KAT
..s a

SURER HIT

AND

ALWAYS GOOD

FOR A RUN

Goetz Going to Capital
S. Goetz, producer of ''The

Charles

Woman Who Was

Forgotten," leaves
Washington where he

screen the picture for and map
exploitation plans with J. L. Crabtree, secretary of the National Education Ass'n of the United States, which
is backing the production.

Opening

Allied

Los Angeles.
"Welcome Danger

Rivoli.

1)

of Equity in its
the studios are

Pathe will take its first step in the
development of its sound news activities in Europe with the dispatching
of a new sound truck abroad tomorrow on the Leviathan, accompanied
by a camera crew consisting of Joe
O'Brien, Harry Harde and Lawrence
Lynn. The truck will be the first of
a fleet to be sent to Europe between
now and the New Year.

for

12

in

any

desired speed and an equally positive
stop at all speeds, without sacrificing
the feature of the camera stopping
with the shutter in its position of occupation, and without the slightest
acceleration or deceleration being visible on the exposed film.

Off for

Oct.

of

will

PUBLICITY— EXPLOITATION
man,

from

A

this

Monday

30
5

varying

of eight to a maximum of
64 pictures per second, including all
intermediate speeds.

minimum
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speeds
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Second day
meeting at

Nov.

New Pathe Sound Truck

31*4

"A"

Fox Thea.
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200
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Columbia Pets.
Cont. Thea. vtc

Film

5,666

Today:

was demonstrated recently by

The mechanism

High

(Continued from Page 1)

from 50 to 75 days and the life of a
cilent print from 90 to 120 days, according to Hammell. The Paramount
executive spoke on distribution problems at the recent Motion Picture
Conference in New York.

as

Model 70-D" has been

6".

STOCK MARKET

The Industry's
Date Book

PARAMOUNT AVERAGE

IS

IE

11, li

scrap books speak for
seeking a real connec-

has management experience.

Box O-170, c-o Film DaUy
New York City
1650 Broadway

Animated by

BEN HARRISON

Musical Score

and

and Direction by

MANNY GOULD

Joe

De Nat

— THEATRE DEVELOPER WANTED—
Excellent
opportunity with
theatre
chain company for experienced developer. Must be able to analyze community situations and carry theatre
State age, exprojects to completion.
All comperience and salary desired.
munications confidential'y trerted. Box

S-162 c/o
N. Y. C.

Film

Daily,

1650

B'way,

Distributed

By Columbia

PRODUCED BY WINKLER!
Western
Electric Recording

Winkler

Sound Cartoons

my, October

=&&>*,DAILV

1929

11,

I

A
I

Wide

1

difference

of

by

new

ivies'
•!d

casts in

emphas"Marianne," Marion

kers and silents

i|;d

Film Boards of Trade Report
Additional Theater Changes

Difference

picture.

is

The

MONTANA

star

Changes

Emil Chautard are the only

who appear

Mcrwood,

Wood

t;>ns.

Red Lodge-

Dolliver;

& Fregger
Manhattan

Nino

bj

-Iris,

I

<

n n<

lii

sold to <>'Keefe
i.

Ryegate

;

—

the silent version consists of:
Shaw, Robert Castle,
ipbert Ames, Scott Kolk, Mack
Brain and Oscar Apfel.

Changes

j!

in

—

W.

Corp. by

—

KH«y ARTHUR W. fiDDF—
IHNRY WADSWORTH, who
Jiad his initial experience in picI studios while working in the
Bnt "Applause," has played in
ft at various spots on the North
He hopes to conllrican map.
B his mike and camera work. The
ftpaper reviewers liked his perlance coupled with his whole-

—

ftness.

Records at the Windsor last week
now at Shuberts Riveria.
is
ing 'em in. Hurley is directing
Warner Bros, at their Eastern

Bristow

Bristow
Fairfield
Falls
City
Orpheum;
Gehling
Island
Star;
Grand
Island:
Hildreth
Lindsay 'Pa'm; Ong Lyric; Waterloo —
Community,
Victor;

—

—

—

,

1

i

—

—

Openings

—

—

DayBrewster Kiggs
Community; Niob-ara Moon; Stuart
Sutherland
Union Union.

Bassett
kin

Sutherland

—

;

America.

—
NEW MEXICO

Changes
Magdalena
by Van

—

Ownership

in

Casino,

sold

"When You Want
You Can't Get 'Em." That was

lished song,

Paea

eV

NEVADA
Ownership

in

—

Minden Minden, sold
Mclnnis to \V. A.

Ed Whin

to

bj

.1.

A.

Closings
Carson City

— Grand.

NEW JERSEY
Bradley
Coutts
Star,

in

Albany- Colonial, Delaware; Bedford Hills

sold

by Arcadia Thea.
sold

to

Goldstein

to

— View Howell
Kinderhook — Op
-Rustic;
—
House; Kingston — Auditorium; Ma
scna
Marys Hall; Mt. Vernon — Em
bassy, Playhouse; Newburgh —
—Family; High

John

;

Bulifont

E

—

h>

;

—

—

;

&

Sutton

erties,

—

;

Inc.,

—

—

Strand, sold to Strand PropRunneby Chester & Sutton
;

mrde Runnemede, sold to Braadt & Braadt
by Edw. Rovner; Sussex Sussex, sold to
Sussex Thea. Co. by K. Mitchell
Westwood Westwood, sold to Manhattan Op-

—

—

erating

Fa'I

Falls

;

Gaiety;

Inlet

c.

era

St.

State.

#

#

*

NEW YORK

CITY
New York

Vni'lnon.
Art,
Eag'e, Elite,
Ave.,
Fifth

Waco

DeKalb
Court,
Atlantic,
Elton, Empress, Evergreen
Fulton

Cold.

Westchester.
Staten Island

ace,

;

Co. -Geo. A'lerton.

—

;

Strand.

Long Island
Astoria Arcade, Franklin, Meridan; Baysid'
Community
Bridgehampton
Bayside,

— —

—

Channel— Channel

Bioad

;

—

Cedarhurst

—

Playhouse; Central Pa>"k Central Park:
Atlantic
E. Quogue
Corona— Colonial
Floral ParkFarmingdale— Dale
Hall;
Flushing: Hicksville—
Flushing
Lily;
Palace: Kings
Huntington
Hicksville;
;

—

Park— Kings
Eeach

koma

Richmond

— Firemans
;

—

;

—
Beach— Long
RonkonHill — Garden

Park;

Long

;

Hall.

tears ago.

ise.

Morgan

is

doubling

for

h Chatterton in the Southampton
uence of "The Laughing Lady."

Henley on Monday started
tction on an original story for
amount, with Helen Morgan
Ted.
It's an underworld yarn
Jobart

Paramount

officials

consider

N. Y.

its

story

is

Up"

—

and

it

has Janet Gaynor.

EVENING JOURNAL—*

* * irrepressibly

gay and utterly delightful * * * much credit
goes to Director David Butler * * * Janet
Gaynor and Charles Farrell are grand * * *
excellent entertainment. * * *

EVENING WORLD—*

*

*

Miss Gaynor

and Farrell are splendid * * * they manage
to croon their numbers with a lot of charm
and tunefulness * * * is slightly rowdy * * *
another

Cinderella

GRAPHIC—*

thing.

*

*

*

*

*

cleverly built into an
artistic picture * * * several of its musical
numbers will be among the season's hits.
• • •
*
*
reasonably
tuneful, attractively played and, on the whole,
liverting screen musical comedy * * * story
is
a feeble and generally childish romance.
* * *
* * story s
typical Broadway drivel * * * music is the
*
r'^n-trap
usual Tin Pan Alley
.vith all the snappy traditions of a Broadway

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

:

i

comedy.

musical

POST—*

* * the seeing was better than
hearing * * * William Fox has never
had been justification for sending East for
music makers * * * the story goes badly to
pieces toward the end. * * *
SUN—* * * will probably fare better in
neighborhood houses than on Broadway. For
certainly,
there is but liitle freshness to

he

SALESMEN SCHEDULE HARRIS AMUSE. CO. BUYS

NEW PITTSBURGH HOUSE
Pittsburgh — Harris Amusemen'

ganza in which Miss Gaynor and Mr. Farrell step into a new field and find their handsome selves as radiant as ever.

ANNUAL DINNER DANCE
Final preparations are being made
the Tenth Annual dinner and
dance of the Motion Picture Salesmen, Inc. of N. Y., to be held at the
Astor on the evening: of Nov. 23rd.
Motion Picture Stars are slated to
appear, and a real Broadway show is
to be given as a side attraction.

To Raze Washington Bijou
THE FILM DAILY

Co.,
city,

which controls six houses in thr
has purchased the recently com

Dieted

Road.
sound

Mt.

Oliver

in

Brownsvill'

The house is equipped fc
The Harris com

pictures.

which takes the house over
from Fred K. Becker, has been operating it for the past four months.
nany,

Washington Bureau of

—

Washington Government building
program here will necessitate the

—

—

es.

NEWS— Although

slight, and lots of its humor reminiscent of
->ther
films,
"Sunny Side
is
destined
to be a hit
because it is so beautifully built
ip that it has something definite to offer

a special production.
* * Janet Gaynor demonover again that she is just about
the screen's finest and most versatile actress * * * sings her songs pleasantly and
unassumingly. * * *

Plans Green Bav House
Bay, Wis. Revived plan r
Green
mockout.
razing of the Bijou on Ninth and of the Green Bay Orpheum Co. for
Tenth C Sts. and Lousiana Ave. The the construction of a 1,500-seat house
Talkers for Wis. Grand
The Treasury Dept. plans to raze the old on the Orpheum site will be comMilwaukee, Wis.
outh
md opened here with sound pic- buildings on the property as soon as pleted and ready for submission to
Ich

MIRROR—*

it

TELEGRAM—*

for

Ivelvn

the

in

* * a triumph for
DAILY
lanet * * * story is undistinguished * * •
vould be first-class entertainment even without Farrell and Gaynor.
With them, it's a
knockout.

commend

ouise Weyhrauch, secretary to
rray Roth, director-in-chief at
rner Bros. Eastern studio, has
n with Vitaphone for the past
years. She started when Vitane was in the second experimenstages at the Manhattan Opera

strictly as a musical

movies instead of
•ipon the stage, "Sunny Side Up" holds sufficient distinction to draw approval from the
crowds sure to flock to the latest starring
vehicle of Janet Gaynor and Charlie Farrell.
presented

HERALD-TRIBUNE—*

Marines Harbor—
Kills— Great Kil's
BeachRosebank Lyric; So.
Harbo:

Great

comedy

DAILY

E. 18Uth St.. Apollo. Arrow, Atlas. Benen
Casino, Daytona, Empire. Endicott
son,
Forsythe, Globe, Golden Rule, Hollywood
New
Melrose,
Monroe,
Major.
Ideal.
& S Palace. Rose, 2nd Ave.
Strand,
Royal, Savoy-Grant, 72nd St., Superior

Camden

Co.

&

;

—

—

Chester Fireman'
Park: Gloversvil''

Crescent. Golden Rule, Kelton, Prospect Pal

Hand'e & Rovner Dunnellen Cameo, sold
Moskowitz by Cohen & Kutinsky Fairvied
Fairview, sold to Jos. Gomez by C.
Fardy; Midvale Community, sold to E, II
Sickles
Montclair Claridge, sold to Warner Bros, by C. Hinck Ocean City
Park,
sold to Strand Properties, Inc., by Chester
to

:

Cityline: Centra'

Bronx

Ownership

Beach — Palace,

AMERICAN —Viewed

Closings
Community; Binghamton

New York

Gaiety,

Auditorium
Myrtle
Montauk,
Manor,
Huntington.
Newkirk, Nostrand, Park. Parkview, Plaza
Pearl Movies. Peerless. 3rd Ave.. Ridge
Tip Top, Washington, Whitney, Wyckoff

Peal

Fox

NEW YORK

Tremont, Verona. Von Steuben,
West End, Willis, Woolwprth.
Brooklyn

Pelt.

Changes

"Sunny Side Up"
of

M

Avdalla

to

;

erhaps you don't know it 6m'
•ray Roth, now director-in-chief
Warners Eastern studio, wrote
lyric for George Gershwin's first

Warner, owner Stanley Co.

;

;

Changes

chie Mayo, now doing his anvacation stuff, before coming
last made "Wide Open" with
ard Everett Horton and Pats'
Miller and "The Sacred Flame,"
ring Pauline Frederick.

—

;

—

Openings
Atlantic City

al-

somewhat,

Newspaper Opinions

—

—

;

experience,

—

:

—

(

io.

-.,

—

the

though suffering,
from stage fright.

:

—

:

Valley 'Firemans Hall
Hall: Cranberry Lake

Closings
Bertrand

others," a piece of stage direc-

by Arthur Hurley, brok<-

Craft.

E.

enjoyed

New Brunswick Cozy
Amsterdam
Opera
House:
Nutley Cameo;
Park
Ridgefield
Washington
Sea
Seabright
Riverside
Fox;
Rialto;
Cameo; Washington
bright
So. Orange
Opera House; W. Collingswood Crescent.
New

Bijou,

Orange

—

wew York Studios

—

—

Brunswick Rex, Bold to Ethel Magel by
Edison Sun, sold to Glen
George Grow
Lyric.
Edic by A. K. Gardner; Haverlock
sold to \V. W, Troxell by Volney Headrick;
Kimball Lumco, sold to L. Shrader by
Lupkin Prod. Co.; Madrid — American, sold
M. Teller; Merna—
to E. .1. Tuey by 1.
Merna, sold to /'•icy & Kenned] by C. L.
Farnham; Orleans- -Strand, sold to Glen
Edic by A. E. Gardner; Palisade Oliver,
sold to R.
H. Salois by J. E. Powell;
Sidney— -Strand, sold to [owa Nebr. Thea.

uiort Shots from

;

Sokol Hall; Lyndhurst Star J Mt. HollyNewOpera House; New Milford Park
Lincoln.
Lewis,
ark
Columbia,
Grand,

Millicent.

Ownership

;

her

Carlstadt

—

Closings

— Kid

NEBRASKA

ijscar

effort

—

:

—

British premier, yesterday made
first talking picture, in the
garden of the British embassy
here.
She declared that she

— City; E.
Orange— Lyceum: E. Rutherford — Park;
Elizabeth- Capital. Elmora, Xew Melba
Hasbrouck Hts. —Strand
Hoboken — City,
Eureka. Manor; Irvington— City, Liberty;
Iselin — [selin; Jersey City — Danforth,
Lyric; Keansburg — Casino; Little Ferry
— Arlington;

Arlington

sold to Messrs, Merz and
Laurel
by Sam Petty
Royal, sold
to John Mora n and Elmer Reid by Murray

Circle-

in both verSupporting her in the
ll.ker version are: George Bax:, Lawrence Gray, Cliff EdBenny Rubin, Scott
l|irds,
!plk, Robert Edeson and Emil
The supporting cast
"liautard.
||iyers

THE FILM DAILY
Washington
Miss Ishbel
MacDonald, daughter of the

Closings

Ownership

in

Makes Talker
Wash. Bur. of

title is

acquired.

contractors in about 10 days.

strates

all

WORLD — *

*

*

robust

musical

extrava-

Sound for Brockville, Ontario
Brockville, Ont.
The Capitol recently inaugurated its sound picture
)olicv with the showing of "The

—

Black Watch."

—

—

:

DAILY

Timely Topics

Along The Rialto

A

Digest of
Current Opinion

standing results in the 1928-29 season

American

Reckless
industries.
extravagance is no more. Waste
time and effort has been
of
It is no longer the
eliminated.
"motion picture game"; it is the
motion picture business.
Will H. Hays

Try

*

excitement over the

a movie;
it
chose to exploit the phonographic and to neglect the cinematic.
But the cinema is still
the greater marvel, it is younger
and more mysterious than the
talking machine;
and as the
talkie
develops it will choose
such material as does not too
violently conflict
matic nature.

its

cine-

publicist to talk

is

proving a

Premature

*

is

and Sam Rork,

company formed by Colvin Brown
no company has been formed as yet

for

Irving Thalberg is one of the judges of personal experience stories
for "The N. Y. Mirror."

NUMBER

64

FRED

J.

McCONNELL

Reporter Chicago Daily

Murads.

the

later

Dunhill

Mame

Then we

we walked

T
matci
ligli

gave us
became

pitchur that we o\
that the greasy g
the lighter. An hi
out.
*

*

A

half hour after that we it;
absorbing one of Pa Gerson's
per cent pure pineapple drinks

\

Forty-Seventh St., when we sudw
ly bethought ourself of the Ugh
We made a wild dash back to
Stanley. "Wotta chance?", sez
talking to ourself as usual. '"
Dunhill lighter is gone, and w
will Mame say?" Up to the bald
we crashed. And there was
greasy gink sitting there where
had left him. He handed us
lighter.
"I was gonna leave it «
the house manager," sez he, '
between you and me, they're not
be trusted with lost property tur,

,

<

64

MANY HAPPY RETURNS

*

*

downstairs togetl
"Why did you make that crack ab
"S
house managers?", we asks.
kid," sez he, "I useter be one i
self."
He left us in the lobby,
we turned to Manager Terhune
Terhune's cc
told him the story.
ment was: "What he says is no do
true about Broadway managers
not Seventh Ave. managers."
strolled

i

;

Industry
Statistics
By JAMES

P.

Editor,

Statistical

TOTAL

*

CUNNINGHAM
The Film Daily

number

of

October 11

theaters

*

*

Slight Oversight
Just ran across a birth notice
our file: "Karl Dane, Oct. 12, 186
We're 43 years late, it's true, but
notice is still good.

permanently closed or dismantled in a year exceeds, by
several

new

though

JOBS

the

proffered

*

of

THEIR
FIRST

We

We

will

Dr. Alexander Russell,
Director of Music,
Princeton University

proferred

in.

theme song —that tawdry invention of Tin Pan Alley minds for
the entertainment of morons
be completely eliminated.
Precisely as the silent film with
its music progressed steadily upward by making an effort to appeal to the intelligence as well as
the emotions, so sound-pictures
with music must follow the same
path or die.

We

came the voice again: "Gotta

*

present type will shortly
THE
give way to pictures which
are partially silent, and even in
some cases totally silent. And,
best of all, we may look forward
to that happy day when the

We

hit

the talk of a

1

of a little experience at the Stat
theater at Forty-Second St. and ill
enth Ave.
sat reviewing a i|
chur in the gallery. Alongside us
greasy gent sez: "Kin I bone a ciji

our birthday.
absorbed in the
looked the fact
hadn't returned

.

*

one of the resolutions for the

Year which we have decided to
up to. It came about as the rei

Phil Reisman and his crowing rooster gang have sold the
jubilee features second run in 18 Loew houses of Greater Noo
Yawk
Speaking of bookings, Educational talking comedies
this week have 192 playdates in the Greater City
There
is a display of Disraeliana at the Warner where George Arliss in

Irene Rich is to make a personal appearance tonight at the
Roxy, where Will Rogers' "They Had to See Paris' 'is opening.
First print of John Barrymore's "General Crack" has arrived in Noo Yawk
Hizzoner "Jimmy" Walker is to speak
Sattiday from the stage of the Academy of Music, Fox house

Musical Uplift Vital
to Life of Sound Films

is

which Mysterious

Gilbert Seldes
*

RKO

Claire Windsor is laughing off reports of her engagement.
E. F. Albee has sent checks for $150,000 to the building
fund of the Cathedral of St. John, the Devine
New Market,
Noo Joisey is in the throes of a "blue" law fight
And
then there is the' one about the woman who was told her pass
had expired and replied: "Do you wonder, with the poor ventilation you have here?"

still

with

Sam Warshawsky, demon

a gink
grease spots on his vest.

ing in

"Disraeli"

of speech, the talkie

was

to get

about anything but Radio Pictures' big smash, "Rio Rita"
Fox's gang has started its annual departmental bowling tournaAn accord has been reached by
ment, Moe Krane advises
Al Lichtman and Artie Stebbins, who agree that Artie is the
Leopold Friedman
weeds when it comes to playing bridge
.said he went down to the piers t'other day to meet himself com-

Thinks Talkers Tend to
Neglect Cinematic Elements

it

is

DALY

NEVER JUDGE

the third time

Harry (Bux) Buxbaum,
won first honors
second with an award of $7,500 in the results
announced by "Jimmy" Grainger

Noo Yawk,

ing along the sound, commonsense lines which govern other

*

It's

the Phillies have

the business standpoint,

forgot that

By PHIL M.

and his Philadelphia champions will get 15
grand of the 50 G's, William Fox will distribute for out-

motion picture industry
has settled down and is operat-

first
INnewits trick

THAT

EDGAR MOSS

the

*

THAT'S

Phil M. Daly, Jr.

Finds Efficiency Has
Entered Picture Making

11,

-AND

with

€)
FROM

Friday, October

hundreds, the number
house openings, al-

seating capacity
does not change, due to the fact
that houses permanently closed
are of the old type, all having
small capacities, whereas new
houses are being built much
larger, following the present
trend in modern theater construction.
It is estimated that
capacities of the old-type structures range from 200 to 500 top,
with theater operators of the
present day
installing
from
total

1,000 to 6,000 seats in their
ventures.

new

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DJ
wishes and congratulations are extended by

Best

IN

THE

FILM DAILY
ing

members

who today

to the follow-

of the industry,

are celebrating their

birthday

Famous Players to issue $10,0
000 in 8 per cent cumulative ]
Lillian

Hackett

Anna Hogan
James McWilliams
Maurice Pivar
Nellie A. Spencer

ferred stock.
*

*

*

F. Lee leaves
organization.

Joseph

Mayer

*

Hobart
studio,

*

*

Henley leaves

New

York.

Louis

125th
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Coast Wire Service

A

Little

Sennett Busy on Program for 29-30

from "Lots"
RALPH W1LK

By

Hollyivood

GENIAL

Walter

who

Hiers,

is

RKO

vaudeheadlining in an
ville tour as a monologist, will return to Hollywood early in DecemThe
ber to resume picture work.
rotund Walter has been playing vaudeville
solidly

since May and
until December.

18

MORE

With

com-

his first year of talking

*

*

15

John A. Waldron

*

*

*

Our Passing Show: Max Ree
busy at RKO; Luther Reed
motoring on Hollywood Boulevard; Marty Santell watching
the U. S. C. and U. C. L. A.
football teams in action; Ron-

supply

will continue to
for future re-

dialogue

the

Warners and Fox and also wrote the
"The Great Gabbo."
*

By

the

jager, J.

way,

Eddie

Roy Hunt,

Billy

Weil

Harry

shall,

*

*

Cooley Signs for

Mar-

and

Bill
the for-

Two

More "U" Pictures

Cron-

"Anything Goes" Tryon's High Speed Color Device
For P-F-L Cameramen
Next Film for Universal
A
high speed process for color
Universal
Glenn Tryon's next for
"Anything Goes," prepared by photography has been developed, it
T. Lowe, Jr., and Matt Tay- is claimed by Paramount camera techand directed by Emmett Flynn. nicians working in conjunction with

will be

leases.

Sennett will use in many of his
coming comedies the three players he
has under contract. Harry Gribbon,
Andy Clyde and Thelma Hill, supplemented by performers from the stage
ald Colman a daily spectator at
and screen. For that reason he is not
the Pacific Southwest tennis
maintaining a stock company.
championship matches.
Sennett's first talking comedy was
*
*
*
His latest in"The
Lion's Roar."
Hugh Herbert, veteran playwright
Star," with GribHollywood
clube
"A
he
where
and actor, is now at RKO,
mon, Clyde and Marjorie Beebe, and
is writing dialogue and will also act
Golfers."
"The
with
been
He
has
as a supervisor.
dialogue for

Year of Achievement

Mack Sennett is rounding out his first year as a producer of
sound comedies, and an auspicious year it has been. During the
last 12 months, the short feature has made unprecedented advances, to regain and surpass its former position is a factor of
box office entertainment. With completion of 12 of the 30 comedies he is to make for Educational release, Sennett has been a
big factor in the short subjects' recovery and advance.

booked

is

edy making behind him, Mack SenEdwin Rabbins is busy at Fox, nett is mapping out an extensive prowhere he is editing "Seven Faces," duction program for 1930. With 12
Berthold Viertel's second picture for of the 30 comedies he has contracted
Fox. Eddie also edited the football to make for Educational completed,
sequences i)i "Salute." He has cut he is now at work gathering material
for those that are still to be made.
talking pictures.
*

A

COMPLETED,

12

Hallan Cooley, has been signed for

two more pictures by Universal.

He

Edward
lor,

Merna Kennedy

will play the leading

Others in the cast are Tom
Santschi and Tom Dugan. Tryon reSteps
completed "Skinner
cently
Out," adapted from one of the Skinner stories by Henry Irving Dodge
and directed by William James Craft,
with Lloyd Whitlock, Burr Mcintosh
and E. J. Ratcliffe in the cast.
role.

among

Pictures.

will

New Name
Richman

To

"On the Border"
the first
announces
Warner
L.
J.
of the three Vitaphone productions
in which Rin-Tin-Tin will be starrer
Rin-Tin-Tin in

this

season by Warners will be

"On

the Border," by Lilie Hayward who
will also prepare the dialogue for
Armida, John Litel
the picture.
Donald Keith, Bruce Covington and
William Fields will be in the cast

Guild Meeting Set

Arrangements have been made for
the opening meeting of the year of
the Catholic M. P. Guild at the
Roosevelt Hotel here Oct. 23, according to James Ryan, newly elected
president.

Added

to

"Wall Street" Cast

Aileen

Strayer's

Pringle

under

Frank

College Film Gets New Ttitle
"College Life" has been given the
title "So This Is College" at M-G-M.
film was directed
with Elliott Nugent,

gomery and

of the stage.

2

by Sam Wood
Robert Mont-

Sally Starr in the cast.

Get

Sammy
Edgar

J.

is

Screen credit for cameramen
being reinstated by most

studios.

Lee,

dance

MacGregor,

Contracts

director, and
stage director,

NOR77/
•*

4

a^o.

®«?«fc

&%

-»*-.

Charge!

This charming hotel surrounded by green lawns
and sun porches is the only Hotel in Atlantic City
serving breakfast in your room without charge.
The bedrooms are built for comfort;
each with its own private bath, large
closets, modern furnishings, bridge and
reading lamps and three or more windows to the room. Everything is cozy
and homelike.
H. L. Fiarbairn
Chas. A. Berry

©

Owner

Reinstating Credit

New M-G-M

have been signed to new long-term
contracts by M-G-M.

No

directien.

The

Caesar to Write Shorts
Arthur Caesar will write for Vitaphone Varieties.
His first story is
"The Frame," starring William Boyd

Sfes^^

Phillip Strange and Freddie Fredericks have been signed by Columbia for roles in "Wall Street." Leading roles are played by Ralph Ince

and

and Helen Kane.

Miss Van Dorn Gets Role
Mildred Van Dorn, a newcomer,;
Miss Padula in "Hit the Deck"
Marguerita Padula will play in the has an important role in First Nation-i
films the role she enacted on the al's "Son of the Gods," in Which
Richard Barthelmess is starred.
stage in "Hit the Deck," which
Luther Reed will direct for Radio Frank Lloyd is directing.

have an important role in "The
Pathe Gets Dan Dougherty
College Racketeer," under the direcDan Dougherty, song writer, has
mer Paramount cameramen
tion of Reginald Barker, with James been signed by Pathe. He is writing
now with RKO.
Murray, Kathryn Crawford, Sarah the music for "The Grand Parade.,"
Frank Campeau, Robert which Edmund Goulding is directing.
Padden,
U. A. Gives
Elliott and little Jackie Hanlon also
Film in the cast. Lambert Hillyer wrote
Ann Pennington Signed
Harry
Ann Pennington will have a lead
"Broadway Vagabond" has been the storv.
in Fox's "New Orleans Frolic" at the
chosen as the final title of Harry
direction of Benjamin Stoloff.
Kill"
to
"Out
"Deadline" Now
Richman's film, which United Artists
picthe
of
Univernext
In the cast
Joseph Schildkraut's
will present.
ture, which is based on a story by sal film, adapted from "Deadline," a
Irving Berlin, are Joan Bennett, newspaper story by Henry La CosJames Gleason and Lilyan Tashman. sett, is to be known as "Out to Kill."
Henry Robertson will direct.
Ted Sloman is directing.

Eglington are

representatives of the Technicolor
Corporation.
The process, which
makes it possible to photograph in
natural colors the swiftest movements, was tested in an especially fast
ballet number in "Pointed Heels,"
featuring William Powell, Fay Wray

Manager
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Sound Picture Progress Abroad
Rapid, Says Nathan D. Golden

5,000 THEATERS SEEN

REPRESENTED AT MEMPHIS
1)

velop every dollar of revenue in this
business, is satisfied, there can be no

maximum

This to a
earning effort.
accounts for the so-called

degree

slump
ater

When

many

in

owner

is

places.
dissatisfied he

a the-

is

not

a

good showman and only good showmen can produce results in this business.
"Big bankers, big manufacturing and

serof a

vice corporations are now in control
considerable part of the picture business, it
Sonie
is
stated in an announcement issued.
these changes from previous ownerships
of
have been brought about with a speed some
believe to be hardly in keeping with business
But that is the way American
conservatism.
Sometimes it
business frequently operates.
may seem better in attaining an ultimate
goal to crash through in the march for posse sion and settle the details later.
"The 'crashing' has been going on and uncertainty has supplanted confidence in many
places, and this is not so good for the busiThose who are directing these moveness.

ments know what is happening, have definitely in mind what they want, and have their
program' for readjustments and developments
well

in

different

chapter

and Domestic

Commerce,
sound in

ivith the effects of

countries abroad.
This
deals with Great Britain

and France.

GREAT BRITAIN
In proportion to the number of theaters,
sound motion pictures in this country are
progressing as rapidly as in the United States.
It is estimated that there are over 4,000 theaters in Great Britain, of which 680 have a
seating capacity over 1,000 and 2,231 with
seating capacity ranging between 500 aim
At the present time there are about
1.000.
400 sound-reproducing installations in the theWhile this figure is
aters of Great Britain.
small as compared with the 7,000 or more
installations in the United States, other theaters are being equipped as rapidly as the
apparatus can be received in Great Britain.
The advent of sound pictures has brought
about a situation in the Quota System, unIt is
looked for at the time of its framing.
understood that there is a movement afoot in
Great Britain to modify the Film Act, the
promulgation of which, 18 months ago, led
to the formation of a number of British film
companies with the object of producing a large
Had
part of Great Britain's requirements.
the trade developed along expected lines, the
formation of these companies would have been
justified, and the British industry would have
But. nobody
been in a thriving condition.

is a central figure in all of these
transactions for the control of our
Who is he? He can tell
great industry.
the story which will set doubt at rest, eliminate uncertainty and restore essential business confidence so that his group and all
Dthers will get a square deal.

"President
to the
tho c e
to

Lightman

is

on his

.trail.

—

It

concerned vitally so
having big investments that the
forces in theater ownership, who

interest of

all

—

operating
have the only direct contacts with the public,

The banker must have this
be satisfied.
contact in harmonious working order, or he
He may seek
fails to realize his purpose.
to own the theater and be his own contact
and if that is the ultimate purpose, let it be
known, and handled in a way which will bring
about results in as equitable a manner a?
possible; for after all, the American public
must also be satisfied."

P-F-L QUARTERLY NET

115%

UP MORE THAN

{Continued from Page 1)
profits for

Paramount, than the
same quarter in 1928.

A

the

comparison

of the same quarter's earnings for
1927, 1928 and 1929 follows:
Third
1929
1928
1927
Quarter's

Earnings
Per Share
Earnings
'Estimated

*$4,600,000 $2,102,000 $2,118,000
'S1.74

1.02

1.13

The estimated
nine months also

profits for the first
created a record for
being 63% ahead of

the company,
1928, the previous record
months of the company,

first

nine

and being
over One Million Dollars ahead of the
full year's njofits for 1928, which was
the previous record year in the history of the company.

and other continental nations

be made.
By using the same story, sets, costumes, etc.,
and with each of these continental producers
paying his share of the expenditure, it is
felt that the cost of production of the first
version will be from 30 to 40 per cent lower
than for a picture made for Great Britain
and Empire distribution only; and at the
same time the continental versions will have
been produced at correspondingly lower costs.
will

ican sound pictures, but opinions of those in
the trade is ihat they do not have the quality
of tonal reproduction credited to our American devices.
Prices for the various English-

made

range

synchronizers
$945 to $2,500.

Producers in Great Britain are losing no
time in reorganizing their studios and reshaping their production schedules to cope
with a situation similar to the one that existed
in the United States 18 months ago, when all
the producers began laying plans for the production of sound pictures on a large scale.
British International Pictures has under pro
Gainsborough
duction its first sound picture.
Pictures. Nettlefold, and various other com
panies have under actual production sound
feature films.
The Blattner Sound System
which operates entirely different from al'
others, the sound being recorded on a metal
tape, is to be used by Max Rhinehart in all
Rhinehart intend"
his feature stage shows.
*o include scenes in sound and color film in
these productions the first of which is now in
process of production.
A new company has
recently been formed to turn silent films into
=vnchronized form, probably with dialogue
This firm has secured a studio within easy
reach of London, for which a complete American recording apparatus has been ordered
A large number of British and other film*
which are now being offered as silent fea
tures, will thus be available in sound and
talking form.

Multi-Language Talkers Under
By Producers
Production
is
'ancruages
British press

of

Way

pictures in several
proportions
large
indicate that
the
at
ambitious plans for
100 per cent talking pic-

talking

taking

on

reports
Studios

Twinchenham
'he making of two

tures will shortly be under way.
They will
be made in English. French, and German.
the English version by an English director,
the French by a French director and the
German by a well known German. Another
press report informs us of the extensive plans
of another producer for the creation of an
international talker studio, which is to have
20 stages, to be built near London with the
latest devices and manned by the best tech
nicians that Great Britain and the world
can supply.
It is the plan of this multilingual film center to produce the English
version of the picture with the continental
nroducers present, with whom arrangements
for cooperation are to be made.
When the
English version is completed the first of the=e

— Frank

C.

tures a year for state rights release
through B. & H.
C. C. Burr will

supervise all production.
O'Connor
president and Burr vice president
of the newly formed company.
is

tend to incite to riot," according to

Huey

FRANCE
of

sound films

in

France

The fundamental demand expressed by

the

themselves has already forced
Boulevard first-run theaters to
Concerning the poinstall sound equipment.
tential demand for this equipment, however
will be severa
is safe to predict that
it
it
years before there will be as many sound

York.

Manage Publix House

to

—

Huey, form-

Bill

manager

er assistant

The development

New

word reaching

Pensacola, Fla.

theater-goers
three of the

that

demand

THE FILM DAILY

Bureau,

O'Connor and
Burr have organized Pickwick
Pictures here to produce four picC.

from

anywhere

British Producers Reorganizing Their
Production Activities

the

Coast

Los Angeles

Market at Present Plentiful
With Sound Devices

in the short space of 12 months
for pictures would be reduced
from 700 features to 300 or 400 per year.
The leading theaters in the country have
gone in for the talkers almost exclusively,
and the silent picture is fast disappearing
from the British market.

dreamed

IVest

Philadelphia Bars "Freedom"
"Freedom," the film transcription
of the life of Martin Luther, now on
The number of British sound-reproducing view at the Fifth Avenue Playhouse,
apparatuses at present on the market are too haas been barred from Philadelphia
numerous to mention. Several of them have theaters on the ground that it "will
proven their interchangeability with AmerBritish

has lieen at a standstill owing to the protracted delay ill settling the regulations for
the administration of the French Film Control
Decree for the film release season 192930.
Coupled with the decision of American
to
withhold contracts for the
distributors
1929-30 product in view of the uncertainty
of the number of films which could be imported into the country under the terms of
the new French Film Regulations, the leading American sound-film equipment manulast
facturers,
March, ceased making contracts for the delivery of either recording
systems or reproducing apparatus.

hand.

"There

mammoth

is

the second

is

and he will insist on definite action
along this line at the convention.
Changes in ownership and person- Foreign
nel are very rapid and are at times dealing
bewildering, it is pointed out. Interlocking situations confuse and as
these proceed, a lack of business conA sense of
fidence naturally results.
security is essential to the success of
any business he believes, and unless
the theater owners, who, after all, de-

I

PRODUCE TOR STATE RIGHTS
instalment of producers will bring over his native stars
and make the talking version for that couna series of papers prepared by Na- try. He in turn will be followed by another
than D. Golden, assistant chief of continental producer, and so on.
In this
the M. P. Division of the Bureau of way talkers for France, Italy, Spain. Sweden
This

{Continued from Page

O'CONNOR AND BURR TO

of the Riveria,
Knoxville, Tenn. has been named as
manager of one of the Publix houses
here.

Talkers for Milton, W. Va.
Milton, W. Va.
Sound equipment
has been installed at the Picture Garden.
Britt Thomas has purchased
an interest in the house and now is
sssociated with M. Ryalls in its opera-

—

tion.
adjacent to Paris)
is not authentic.

the

information,

however,

While no American recording enuipments
have been delivered in France to date it is
certain

felt

with the

that,

settlement

of

the

installations

French film controversy and the resumption
American interests,
activities
of
of trade
several orders for recording equipment will
be placed with American companies.
The only equipment announced as available
for purchase in France is ToVs-Klangfi'm.

United States

This

1

in France as there are in the
at present, in proportion to the
or to the number of theaters. The

population
majority of French exhibitors are either too
conservative to try out this invention before
their public advises them to do so, or else
the investment looks larger to them than it
really

is.

As regards

the potentiality of reproducing
sales, it is believed by those wel'
versed in French film circles that the wiring
of a great many houses other than the so
called first-runs, will depend upon the sup
Foreign talk
nly of French dialogue films.
ies, either in part or full, or the straightaway
sound-synchronized films, will not induce thf
owners of these neighborhood and small town
cinema* to invest in expensive house wiring.
Exhibition leaders in France are outspoken in
the'r claims that the provincial cinema-goin;'
public generally will not tolerate the substi
tution of synchronized sound for orchestra'
music; nor will they be expected to absorl
American superpro
foreign dialogue films.
ductions, however, with short dialogue se
quences and box-office names, or strictly
c ound synchronized in manufacture, will con
tinuc for a long while to attract capacity
At the pres
aud'ences in French first-runs.
ent time there are about ten theaters in France
wired for showing sound pictures, and it is
estimated that there are close to 350 theater^
in France with a seating capacity over 1,000
and 1 300 theaters with a capacity from 500
to 1,000 which are potential talkie houses.

equipment

Two

French Studios Now Equipped
With Sound Apparatus

There are

at

present but two French

stu-

These
dios equipped to record sound-films.
are the Menchen studio at Ep-'nay (just out
side Paris), which is controlled by Les Films
Sonores Tobis. the French subsidiary of the
and
Tonbild Syndikat of Germany (Tobis)
the Gaumont studio in Paris.
Although it is said that plans are under way
to equip for sound-film purposes the studios
;

at

Billancourt

and

at

Neuilly

(immediately

apparatus is installed at :he
but so far nothing from
The Peterthis studio has been exhibited.
sen-Poulsen System, a Scandinavian invention, which is being fostered in France by
the Gaumont Company, has been used more
extensively for short films, one feature is
In this
also known to have been released.
system, sound is recorded on a second fi'm,
recording

Menchen

similar

studio,

that

to

Br'tish

of

The

Acoustics.

have not been satisfactory, according
trade and little hope is he'd that the
The Cinevox
system will be much in favor.
process is being sponsored by a well-known
French producer and distributor, but little is
said
about this system, except that it is
sound-on-film; it should offer no real comresults
to this

netition

In

American

for

view of

outfits.

unsatisfactory

credit concircles,
and the heavy deequipments,
sales
of
recording
mands made on
t is probable that only the few larger producers will be able to contract for the exnensive American installations.
So far as
the numerous smaller producers are concerned,
they will either be obliged to rent space in
equipped studios, or to confine their activities to silent film production as in the past.

ditions

the

film

in

:

Sound Devices Not Crowding
French Market
companies and repreTobis, Petersen-Poulsen CineMelovox are in the French market
The
or reproduction equipment.
Thomson-Houston Company is advertising a
comreproduction
device;
non-synchronous
panies selling the Bona apparatus, AmpliSeveral

sentatives
vox, and
for sales

American

of

phonaubert, Survox, Erkaphototone, and Synchrophone are reported to be in the formative
stage.

Subsequent instalment of N. D.
paper regarding sound

Golden's

situations
tries will

in

other

foreign

coun-

appear in a later issue of

THE FILM DAILY.
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Silver Jubilee Drive

Way Tomorrow

Gets Under

{Continued from

Page

1)

Twenty-five years ago Fox, who Jubilee Week starting tomorrow,
had come to this country as a r>oor under a campaign mapped by Genimmigrant boy brought from Hun- eral Manager Harold J. Fitzgerald.
gary by his family, made a modest
start in the film business.
For $1,- Sydney Myers Prepared
b(>b.b7 he bought a one-third interest for Chicago Observance
in a tiny theater of 146 seats contrived out of a store on Broadway,
Brooklyn. From that inconspicuous
start he has risen to be one of the

leading business men in America,
holding nearly 1,000 theaters, with a
seating capacity of almost 1,000,000.
From a circumscribed studio at Fort Lee,
N. J., which the Fox company inaugurated
when

was found necessary to produce its
own pictures for tilling an expanding theater
chain, the organization now has two huge
studios in Hollywood, and a magnificent new
plant with soundproof stages and other conveniences at Fox Movietone City on the road
from Hollywood to Santa Monica.
There
are also studio facilities at the Fox plant in
it

Chicago

— General

Manager Sydney

of Fox Chicago Theaters is
set for the Fox Silver Jubilee to be
observed starting tomorrow by the
six local Fox houses.

Myers

Fox West Coast Theaters

Will H. Hays has written a foreIncorporated in his address at the
regular weekly meeting of the
PA word to "The Soul of France." proyesterday, Glenn Cravath, poster ar- duced by Jacques Haik with the cooperation of the French government
tist, stated that the "neglect of poster
advertising" is a menace to the film which has its American premiere toindustry.
In addition to illustrating morrow at the Film Guild Cinema,
his talk with a series of posters, he New York.
A. special showing of the
portrayed the advantages that are be- film, which tells of France's part in
ing neglected through the lack of the World War, is scheduled tonight
proper appreciation of the poster under auspices of
Paul
Claudel,
French ambassador.
medium in advertising.

AM

Fox Bookers Placed Under

Home

Office Supervision

Bookers of Fox exchanges throughout the nation have been placed under

Move

Getting Behind

Neglect of Poster, Menace Hays Writes Foreword
to "The Soul of France"
to Industry, Cravath

—

Los Angeles Houses of the Fox supervision of Clarence Hill, in a
West Coast Theaters chain are get- centralization plan completed by
ting behind Fox Silver Jubilee Week James
R. Grainger, general sales
opening tomorrow.

manager.

New

York.
Laboratory equipment of Fox has grown
from a ramshackle building at Fort Lee, first
used in 1914, to plants in New York and
Hol'ywood. A production capacity of 56,000
feet a day has soared to 1,000,000 in the New

York laboratory

alone.
To the old facilities
for handling silent films have been added the

apparatus

for developing and shipping Fox
Movietone film.
Sound by this process is
recorded on the film with the picture.
Exchange offices have grown from half a
dozen to 130 branch offices throughout the
world.
There has been a corresponding expansion in personnel.
From ISO workers the
number of people employed by the Fox or-

K.inization has

grown

to

WHAT IMPORTANT

*6 I
Si

SAID

YEARBOOK

FILM FOLK
ABOUT

1920

the 1929

many thousands.
1

'^fcf^

Movietone Considered One

Film Daily Year Book

of Greatest Feats
Fox numbers among his greatest achievements the bringing to the screen of the Movietone system of sound pictures.
With the development of Movietone has
come an equally

swift expansion of the Fox
theater ho'dings.
Two years ago Fox took
over the Roxy. He already had an important
group of theaters in leading cities.
Since

move he has completed de luxe houses
Brooklyn, Detroit, St. Louis and San
Francisco as well.
Fox also has secured control of and reorganized the West Coast Theater chain. From
2S0 theaters located in California, lOregon
and Washington, this organization has expanded into Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas, Colorado, Utah, New Mexico, Kansas, Missouri
and Iowa.
this
in

Theater Expansion Program
Now Being Continued
In

Ralph

"It will be a great help to

A Kohn

Northwest the former Saxe cirbeen welded into Fox-Midwesco Theaters of approximately 60
theaters.
The
Asher Circuit of seven houses in Chicago is
now under Fox control.
Fox-New England
Theaters is now managing the former Poli
circuit of 20 theaters in New England.
Fox Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc., now
control 130 theaters in Greater New York.
New Jersey and upstate New York.
The
Schine circuit has been added to this or-

during the com-

ing year."

Budd Rogers

the

me

.

"Valuable book

—

I

have

it

under

my

elbow

for a constant and ready guide."

Gotham Productions

cuit has

ganization.
In the Southwest the Hoblitzel
now under Fox Control.
The expansion is continuing.

circuit

"Very

John C. Flinn

sure will stand

Pathe Exchange

is

inviting in text and* type and I

up

to the daily usage

which

am
its

predecessors have been subjected to."

New England Houses

Set
for Silver Jubilee Week
New Haven Managerial forces

—

of
the Fox-Poli chain have been mobilized

by General Manager Herschel

Stuart, to put over Fox Silver Jubilee
Week, starting tomorrow.

E.

W

.

Hammons

President
Educational Film

"A

very valuable book."

Exchanges

50 Wisconsin Theaters

Taking Part
Milwaukee

in

Drive

—About

50

theaters will participate in

Winconsin

Fox

Silver

1930 Edition

Now

In Preparation— Out In January

DAILY
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Musical Notes

Rl

\By CLEF*

JOHNNY
an

is

PLAYERS

S.

AWAIT

MARVIN,

cording Artist,

U.

Victor Reconsidering sev-

eral offers to go to the Coast and
enter the "Singies." His latest record
From You," a
ne "Everyday Away
be Shapiro-Bernstein number is already
copying a place in
lo. showing signs of
first
division.
the
th
al<

(By
Paris
great interest

IN

MEM
Wireless)

among

PUBLIX-SAENGER

PARIS

DEBUT

—There

the

group

Friday, October 11, 1929

is

of

.E.

HIGH POINT

RETURN ERON

—

—

High Point, N. C. Efforts were
London
Ten members of
made by the Publix-Saenger Co. Western Electric "flying squad"

the

through T.

J.

apnearance of
forthcoming stage
Adolphe Menjou, in a play with a
In the
French and English plot.
group are: Mary Pickford, Douglar
Fairbanks,
Evelyn Brent, Louise

to rent the

American which now

American

film

players

here

in

Gold,

local

attorney,
is

being run by the city. Gold appeared
before members of the city council
and offered $7,000 per year rental for
the house with assurance that it
would be kept open at least 40 weeks
out of the year.
The house seats

the
engaged in installing and servicing the
company's product here, return to
United States the latter part of last
month. Their places have been taken
by British engineers, trained for the
work by Americans. Fifty-six American W. E. engineers still will remain

Brooks,
Kathryn Carver, Monty
Talkin' about the first division re- Banks, George Bancroft and Neil
in Great Britain.
What do you think of Hamilton. Banks is here on his va- 1,200.
minds us.
an
Yes sir, their cation.
the Athletics now?
Maurice
Chevalier,
Paraon
th
pitchers sure throw a mean apple mount
star,
sailed
yesterday for
ve
Talkers
of
at Toledo?
as Hornsby or Wilson can tell you. America.
In
Why, way back in / knew it; just
Toledo
Prohibition
in
Y.
of Sunday
m.
when we're about to give you the
morning pictures is being considered
Albany
During
the
de
month
of
Sept.
Czecho-Slovakia
Device
low-down on the series, we're poby the city council here.
a sharp increase was noticed in the
sli
litely informed to say it with music,
Planned
Siemens-Halske
number of new motion picture comat
John Gilbert Due Today
not baseball.
Prague Siemens-Halske intend to panies. A few months ago, weeks
gc
John Gilbert, accompanied by his
A hit oh boy a hit. Nope, we're manufacture a Czecho-Slovakia sound passed with an occasional company wife, Ina Claire, will arrive in New
ne not referring to baseball at all. "The apparatus other than Klangfilm de- being formed, while during the last York from a European
holidav toWedding of The Painted Doll" from vice, for the home market, it is re- month between 30 and 40 talking pic- day on the Mauretania. He will revie
ported
here.
The
apparatus
the
inis
ture
companies
were formed.
Melody" is one of the
main in the East only a short time
coi "Broadway
Sherman- vention of a Czecho-Slovakian scienis biggest
hits of the year.
before going to the Coast to prepare
of
Clay will pay the royalties from this tist and installation will cost approxFilms Start Styles
for a new production.
ha
imately
continued
the
report.
$2,510,
number to Nacio Herb Brown and
That "films popularize the latest
bel
Wilkinson Buys at New Haven
Freed.
style in every hamlet" and that woCOI Arthur
Theater Bandit Killed
bu
Meriden, Conn.— George H. Wilkmen
today are following fashions picma
Chicago
Edgar Cobb, assistant tured on the screen was
Buddy Green and his boy friend
stated in inson, Sr., owner of the Wilkinson
go:
Sammy Stept, have just finished the manager of McVickers here shot and speech of Raymond Ingersoll
se
at a here, has purchased the Strand at
Alice killed a bandit, who he claims held
score
musical
entire
for
"Cloak and Suit" program of the New Haven. The house seats 728.
cei White's
latest First National veh- up the theater two years ago and Banker's
Exposition, New York.
pis
The rapid escaped with $10,000.
Cobb was
icle "Playin' Around."
ne
me rise of this pair of melody-makers about to count the day's receipts
Fox Takes Over Schine House
Al when he saw the man standing in
ly is
phen pheno remarkable.
Bath, N. Y.— The Babcock-Bath,
pre
Friedman, band and orchestra man- the doorway with a gun in his hand. which for the past five years has been
ive
ager is to Green & Stept ivhat a
controlled by the Schine Theaters,
m£ piano is to Helen Morgan.
Manhattan Playhouses Formed
Inc. has been taken over by Fox.
Rr>
Manhattan
Playhouses, Inc. has Harold Lee, who has managed the
tht
Lou
by
written
"Melancholy,"
been formed to take over the opera- house for a number of years will be
na
published by Handne Handman and
tion of the Greater M. & S. Circuit retained by Fox, it is reported.
BtJ man, Kent & Goodman, is steppin out
with Ben Sherman, president and
and we know that this house is far
Richmount Gets Raytone Film
Jack
Steinman, general manager and
Is
reconcerning
the
from melancholy
to
Richmount Pictures has secured
booker.
op sults.
the foreign rights to "Howdy Broadha
way" the Raytone musical feature
he
Brose at Minneapolis
Publix Building at Ft. Wayne
COI
with Tommy Christian and his orClaire, Wis.— R. W. Brose, for
Eau
Ft. Wayne, Ind.
Plans
have
been
fai
Claire issued by A. M. Strauss, architect, for chestra, Johnny Kane, Jackie Clarke
to 14 months manager of the Eau
in for F.
& R., left for Minneapolis, the erection of the new Paramount Ellalee Ruby and Jimmy Parrish in
kn where he has been placed in charge theater
which will be operated by the cast directed by Charles Hunt.
at*
Brose formerly Publix. The new house will occupy
of the new Century.
DO:
say
Talkers for Dayton Strand
song number, 'Love
mi was manager of the Lagoon, Min- the site opposite the Utility Building
Dayton The Strand here will inArthur J. Molstad is tem- and is the first one of the circuit
neapolis.
is
knockout
porarily in charge of the Eau Claire. in this city.
Work is scheduled to augurate its sound picture policy Oct.
according to J. J. Wood.
19,
start the latter part of this month.
G
P
Abbott to Come East
Claude Miller is manager of the in this picture we're in."
George Abbott will return East folhouse.
De Forest at Edison Celebration
lowing the completion of "Half Way
Dr. Lee De Forest, inventor of
to Heaven," in which he directed Phonofilm,
Vesley to Manage T & D House
will be one of the guests
Charles "Buddy" Rogers at Para- of honor
Tulare, Cal.
Frank Vesley, former
at the Thomas Edison fifmount. He remains under contract to tieth anniversary
manager of the American at San Jose, yeah?"
of his invention of
Pi Paramount and will probably have his
the electric light.
The event takef has been annointed manager of the
T & D Tulare, succeeding J. Fred
sa next assignment at the Long Island
place at Dearborn, Mich., Oct. 25.
of studios.
Miller, who has been transferred to
yeah!
another house.
19
Dr. Pauker in New York
Craft Gets L. I. Studio
all fall for the soft
J)
Dr. Pauker, of Pauker, Edmond,
Flushing, L. I. Craft Film LabPlant Buys at Berlin, Wis.
yours
oratory has purchased equipment and has returned to New York from an
Berlin, Wis.
Jack Plant has pur- melody stuff
Pe
machinery of the Plastograph studios. extended trip through Europe. As chased all the equipment of the Opera
a play broker Dr. Pauker has pur- House from Frank
»E Long Island City.
Bachkal.
Plant truly croons it."
chased several foreign scripts and holds a five year lease
with option
fie

se
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Sunday Morning
Shows
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BOB ARMSTRONG: "They
my

—

Found Me/

a

JIMMY GLEASON: "Oh

—

ARMSTRONG: "Oh
They

—

ni

th
IS

m
3\

plays.

New

to

Zealand Wiring

Wiring of theaters is progressing rapidly in New Zealand,
Western Eiectric states, the

111

company having completed

th

twentieth installation.

to

—

its

Trenton Orpheum Reopens
Trenton The Orpheum, now under

renew for

five

more

years.

Pacent for Ottawa House
Pacent sound equipment
management of the Brazil Corp. re- has been installed at the Francais.
cently reopened with "She Goes to The house recently was rebuilt. Donat
War" inaugurating its sound picture Paquin is owner and William O'Repolicy.
gan, manager.

—

Ottawa

—

—when

GLEASON: "Oh yeah?"

ARMSTRONG: "OH YEAH.'"
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Footloose

Beauty

in

dens of
the Orient
"the

Ik*

^mBJ*!;,

/

star is horn in a picture unique
background, types, color and quality
of drama. Yes, sir, "she's got what you
and she gives it to
have to have"
you in great gobs in this smashing story
of a hard-boiled gold-digger adrift in
.i

A

^

»igtt'

in

;

.

China.

.

.

With JAMES MURRAY,

Wheeler Oakman, Anders Randolph,
Lydia Yea mans Til us, Yola d'Avril, Mona
Rico. A John Robertson Production from
the stage hit by John Colion. author of

«

'Rain."
100%
Presented by

—

TALKING;

also silent.

CARL LAEMMLE
//

—

AN G HAS

//

FORWARD MAQ.CH

WITH UNIVERSAL

KEEP POSTED
ON DEPENDABLE
TIPS ON SILENT,
SOUND SHORTS,
AND FEATURES

All the news of the

LATEST PICTURE
field

Theater Equipment
A service department that serves

BOX OFFICE REVIEWS

THAT EVERYWHERE
ARE RECOGNIZED
AS THE AUTHORITY
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P-F-L— Warner

to

WARNERS

MOVETOR

Fox Seeks
30

IN

—

dickering for 30 California theaters of the T. & D. Junior

circuit,

it

is

stated

This

here.

of Golden Chain Denied
THE FILM DAILY

Bureau,

—

San Francisco Flat denial that an;
negotiations were under way for sale
of the circuit was made here recently
by E. H. Emmick, president, an
Robert A. McNeil, vice president an
general manager of the Golden Stat<
Theater and Realty Corp.

FOX GETS SEVEN THEATERS
OF ARKUSH CIRCUIT
West

Coast

THE FILM DAILY
Fox West Coast

Bureau.

Los Angeles

—

Theaters has acquired the Ellis ArThe
ush circuit of seven theaters.
houses are Peninsula, Burlingame
New Stanford and Varsity, Palo Al1

to; Sequoia,

Redwood

City;

New

San

Mateo, San Mateo.

Stahl Quits
West Coast Bur. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood John M. Stahl

—

October 16th

will retire

P-F-I^-Warner Deal
Buffalo-— Survey
being made by
is

Warners of about 15 upstate New
York houses operated by Nikitas
Dipson,

from

Tiffany- Stahl, of which he has
been production head. Several
times previously it had been
reported he would withdraw
from the company.

it

the houses

is

understood.

A

deal for

was begun some time ago.

is understood, but negotiations were
confined to the preliminary stage.
Closing of the deal, it is stated,
may await completion of the Paramount-Warner deal, now declared set
or virtually so, with announcement
understood to be slated very soon.

it

A.

Balaban Seen as Head
P-F-L Production of Shorts

J.

of

Paramount and Warner already an
working out a co-operative produc-

25

Negotiations for Sale
Coast

Closing Seen Awaiting

is

program
expansion
the
part
of
started by the circuit some time ago,
and which has resulted in extension
of holdings as far East as Iowa. Re
port that Golden State Theaters is
being sought by Fox is denied.

West

Golden State Deal Denied

D.;

Veidt was resorted to by Universal, to replace some of the
sequences of "Illusion," which required repetition- Transmission
by wireless telephone of the German star's voice to Universal City
takes place Saturday where it will be projected into the microphone for recording in the picture.

is

East

in

DIPSONJOUSES?

Trans- Atlantic Voice Recording
Berlin — Trans-Atlantic recording of the voice of Conrad

Theaters Included in
Chain Being Sought

Theaters

Co-operate at Studios

and

T.

in California
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles Fox West Coast

I

13,

CLAIMED

IN

T

tion plan in the East, giving further
indication that the combination plan

TIE-UP

companies is set. Formal announcement of the consolidation

of the

ii-

expected within a few days.
Fifty newspapers of the United
States which are sponsoring the Uni
versal Talking Newsreel have a public

sal

of

more than

states.

The

Univer-

25,000,000,

talking reporter in

novation has resulted in
bookings, it is said.

many nev

It is likely that A. J. Balaban will
take charge of short subjects produc-

tion

for

Paramount

at

its

easteri

plant at Astoria.
Under his supervision would be made not only short,
for general Paramount release but
(Continued on Page 11)

Twenty-five Years

Young

William Fox Today Begins Silver Jubilee Week Celebration as
Climax to Colorful Quarter Century Career Nothing New on
Impending Deals Comerford-Paramount Deal Denied

—

—

-By

THE

FOX THEATERS BOOST SALE

CHARLES

F.

HYNES-

OF STOCK TO PATRONS
Patrons are invited to buy Fox
Theaters Corp., stock in a special
message from William Fox contained in a Movietone trailer to be run

Fox theaters of the nation today, coincident with the start of Fox
Fox calls upon
Silver Jubilee Week.
them "to buy through their own banker or broker, only the number of
shares which they can pay for outright to be put away as a permanent

in all

investment."

A new
week

in

trailer is to

Fox

be shown each

houses.

Pathe to Release Song

Van

Fox

organization has crowded the headlines this week, with
Beuren
Sketches of
Today William Fox, "lone
its continued rapid expansion.
Van Beuren Corp. will release a
eagle" of the industry, begins a Coast to Coast celebration of series of six song sketches through
his twenty-fifth year in show business, a career more romantic than Pathe. The first will be "Mandalay,"
Kipling st^ry set to music by
.he pictures he produces, a carter marked by single-handed persever- the
Oley Speaks. John Stanley will be
ance in his effort to reach his goal
He will also sing in "The
featured.

During the week, Fox secured 40 theaters in Kansas and Mis- Trumpeter,"
souri, and is understood to have completed plans for expansion in

Omaha

the second of the series.

The Honor Guest

always-interesting convention of the Society of M. P. Engineers held was in the spotlight during the week predictions were
made by officials of a record representation at the Memphis M.P.T.O.
A. meeting Allied States Ass'n, held its big pow-wow on the Coast,
which winds up today, Canadian independents formed a co-operative

The

;

;

(Continued

on Page 9)

Gov. Henry H. H or ton of
Tennessee is to be guest of
honor at the Tenth Annual
convention of the M.P.T.O.A..
to be held Oct. 29 to 31 at

Memphis.

.
.

,

THE

DAILY
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Published daily except Saturday and holidays,
1650 Broadway, New York. N. Y., and
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copyright (1929) by Wid's Films and Film
Inc.
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Ralph
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The
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Wardour
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Film
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I
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Griffith,
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2

2754
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H
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BOND MARKET
Keith

A-O

Loew

6s

do

6s

46. 8254

6s

41ww....l07
41

Paramount

x-war
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Par. By. 554s
Pathe

.
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7s
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98

51
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82
82
10654 107
91*4
98
9754
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1,000

80^
105 54

all

size houses.

Dubinsky Adds Another
K. C. Theater to Holdings

Chevalier Film to
in English and French
will

make

and an English version

a French
of Maurice

Roxy "A"
do units
do com
Skouras Bros
United Art
do pfd

Asked

2'9

31

454
30
5

65

'366

34
10
75

Willis, formerly of the Gaiety

Forster Gets New Post
Syracuse
Paul H. Forster,
many years organist at the Echo,
been named assistant manager of
He also will continue as
house.

—

Oct.

31

in

Memphis.

Premiere of "Condemned" at the
Selwyn, N. Y.
Nov. 19-20 Ninth Annual Ohio M.P.T.O.
Convention at Columbus.
Meeting of North Carolina eiDec. 9-10

Nov.

4

hibitors' unit at Pinehurst.

Adds Scenes

to "Hallelujah"

— Censor board here

decided to withdraw its order
for the elimination of two scenes in

has
the

M-G-M

feature

"Hallelujah."

These scenes are in reel eight and
were previously ordered to be cut.

To

Continue Dent Expansion
Construction for the new
Dent house under way here will be
carried out by Publix.
El Paso

—

manager

at the

has
the
or-

ganist.

House Opens

Elizabeth, N. J.— The State, a 1500
seat house, owned by Sol Ullman,
former film buyer for Stanley, has

Metropolitan.

-WANTED IMMEDIATELY.
25 and 30 years
take charge of shipping and
Preferably man
receiving department.
with experience in film industry, laboratory and
projection work.
State
qualifications, salary requirements and
references.
Good opportunity. Apply
Dept. H. Box E-178, c-o Film Daily,
New York City
1650 Broadway
to

—

TEL 5580 PENN.
COSTUMES TQ ocmt

Stebbins,

I

1

in this picture."

JIMMY GLEASON: "OK
yeah?
Me an* my gal's
sittin' pretty,

too."

B'WAY

Leterman & Gates

N.Y.C.

telephone bryant

a big break when
they book this number."

tors

GLEASON: "Oh yeah,"

INCORPORATED

I

BOB ARMSTRONG: "Vm
certainly holding my own

ARMSTRONG: "Vm tellin'
yon, we give the exhibi'

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

OOWTSJS

is

Young man, between

old,

opened.

1540

now

for

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

COSTUMES
AND UNIFORMS
NY

Michigan M.P.T.O. 10th annual convention at Detroit.
Annual M. P T.. O. A. meeting
at the Peabody Hotel, Memphis.
Tri-state M. P. T. O. convention

Oct. 28-30
Oct. 29-31

—

Let Us Solve Your Problems

,...
...

THE NAME YOU GO BY
WHEN YOU GO TO BUY

AUSO 2S.OOO

at

Y.

—

6,000

BROOKS
1*37 BWAY.

E.

Kansas City Dubinsky Bros, cir- itan.
owners of the Regent here, have
Davis at Winnipeg Capitol
leased the Liberty from Loew's Inc.
Winnipeg Walter F. Davis, formwhich has kept the house dark for
the last two years. Upon installation er manager of the Metropolitan, has
of Western Electric sound equipment, been appointed general manager of
the house will reopen with first and the Capitol which recently reopened
second run sound features. The Lib- as unit in the R-K-O chain.
Davis
erty seats about 1,000.
succeeds Harold Bishop while F. L.

LAST PRICE QUOTED

I

"Welcome Danger"

Barrymore at M-G-M studio, is now
on his way east.
He will stop for
several concerts en route, arriving in
this citv in about ten days to prepare
for the new season at the Metropol-

30
5

N.

next

Chevalier's

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid
28

of

Rivoli.

cuit,

Elizabeth
1,600

500
106

Opening

Richmond, Va.

New
Be

19

—

600

CURB BONDS
Am. Seat. 6s 36.. 82
Warner 654s 28 .106

New

Oct.

Last day of Allied States Ass'n
meeting at Los Angeles.

:

for Opera
Film Industri have invented a sound
West
Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
reproducing machine, the cost of
Los Angeles
Lawrence Tibbett,
which will be considerably cheaper
who
has
just completed work in "The
to that of imported machines.
Norwegian sound machines will be avail Rogue's Song," directed by Lionel

115

6254

is in its
sixth week at the
Gallery Kinema, London, its
third we*ek at the United Artists, De
troit, and second week at the Granada, San Francisco.

picture

Paramount

Norway

.

6454

in

picture, "The Big
THE FILM DAILY Pond." Production
is scheduled to
Inauguration
of
start
the Long Island studio about
Norway was made Nov. at
15.
The film is from the play

Washington Bureau of

Fm. Ind. .. 23^ 22^ 23J4 3,700
Fm. Ind. pfd. 25 ]/2 24*4 2454 1.900
11,400
244
East. Kodak
2S\Vt 242
Fox Fm. "A" ....101
97U 10054 16,200 able for
11454

Univ.
Warner

is

with runs of "The Trespasser" in 29 of the cities where stations are located.
In these keys, thr
picture either is playing or will open
within two weeks.
Meanwhile, the
tied

Saturday

Starts East

Close Sales

Con.
Con.

*Keith A-0
*do pfd
Loew's Inc.
*do pfd
M-G-M pfd
Para. F-L
Pathe Exch.
do "A"
Radio K-O A

A.

Declared to mark a record in timing a radio broadcast scheduled run?
of the picture concerned, the 38 station broadcast of Gloria Swanson's

month when an American picture
by George Middleton and A.
was shown on an American reproduc- Thomas.
ing apparatus, according to the M.
P. Division of the Dept. of Commerce. It is reported that two young Film Finished, Tibbett
Norwegians connected with the A-S

STOCK MARKET
{QUOTATIONS AS OF FRIDAY)
Am.

expected

crease over the income over the first
quarter of this year and a substantial increase over the second quarexpected.
In
the
three
ter
is
months ended June 30 net income
charges, taxes, but before deducting
subsidiary
preferred
dividends
of
companies was $22,360.
For the
quarter ended March 31 last, net
income was $608,209 after charges
and provision for Federal taxes before deducting preferred dividends of
the two subsidiary companies.

last

Low

is

financial circles to show a favor
able report of earnings for the third
sizeable in
quarter of this year.
in

sound pictures

High

The Industry's
Date Book

Price 25 Cents

1929

EDITOR AND PUBLISHER

I0HN W. ALICOATE

13, 1929

ARMSTRONG: "OH
YEAH J"

3040

THE
Sunday, October

13,

Timely Topics
A

—€)—

THAT

PhilM. Daly,
"IT'OX made a wise choice for

new music

its

who knows

Jr.

By PHIL M.
firm in the selection

the business forward and back-

ward, and has a great personal following.

gesture on the part of the

producer in offering the small
showman an adjustment on sound
--

leaguer for years formerly in baseball and

publishing

been a big

Pat's

now

the music

in

Universal used the living billboard gag

field

"Broadway"

Baltimore

commendable attitude
benefit all parties concerned.
The announcement of
this relief will have a stimulating
effect
on all exhibitors, both

for

those with sound and those considering an installation. Another
thing that this helping hand attitude will do, is to instill a little
confidence where heretofore has
been an attitude of skepticism
and wariness.

published in the Oct. 19 issue of "The Literary Digest"

rentals

and

is

a

at

will

"Motion Picture Record"

Rudy
for

Radio Pictures,

Silent Pictures

rPHE

producers will be able to
-igo only so far in an effort to
keep silent houses open. As soon
as the traffic goes definitely on a
loss plane for them, there will be
no more silent pictures other
than the occasional special that
will be run in all types of houses.
"Motion Picture Journal"
*

is

is

on the Coast making

John (Fox Theaters) Zanft
operation, stating,

A
Oct.

"They

20 at

is

Miller

the

is

Sidney

have

Bartlett

to be

my

of

among

all-talking

scheduled

the

new

Alice
nuptials

stage play

White and

New

soon after

Year's

To

the hole-in-one club add Sidney B. Bennecke, producer of

Educational's popular

Campbell, Fox

Choosday by 500
tatives.

Coronet Talking Comedies

New England

district

exhibitors, associates

Harry's plenty popular

in his

Harry

manager, was feated

and home

office

last

represen-

territory

*

Sound Pictures Already
Have Outgrown Nicknames

^TALKING

pictures

have

jeering
label
of
"squawkies,"
"squeakies" and similar appellations.
While it is not likely that
the talking pictures will supplant
the "legitimate" stage they undoubtedly will draw on the finest
talent of the stage for the wider
mission of the screen.

"Atlanta Journal"

IN

Selznick buys $1,500,000 property
on Long Island for studio.
*

L.
in

J.

*

*

Selznick reported again active

65

NUMBER

*

B.

S.

Moss

65

*

to

*

erect at least six

houses in New England;
eight in Texas.

Loew buys

MANY HAPPY RETURNS

Industry
Statistics
By JAMES

P.

Editor,

CUNNINGHAM
The Film Daily

October 13

reviewing the
INWilliam
Fox's

history of
theater activities on his Silver Annivervsary, today, many interesting
facts on theater operations of
25 years ago are brought to
light.
In 1904, the veteran exhibitor payed $1,666 for a third
share in a 146 seater located in
a vacant store on Broadway,
capacity show at
Brooklyn.
that time grossed $7.50, with a
possibility
that
$30 or $40
might be realized from all
shows for the day. Just 25
years later, the Roxy one of
the links in Fox's chain of

A

—

World Film.

fied

paths

is rapidly
for itself new and dignithat the exploitation ex-

perts of a decade ago never dreamed
about.
An interesting example is
that of the Charity Bazaar that will
be held at the Astor Hotel on Nov.
2.
It is a social function sponsored
by some of the leading financial and
social lights of New York in aid of
crippled children in all the city hospitals.
Here is a natural for newspaper publicity. It follows logically
that a legitimate tieup with this function on the part of a picture producer
is bound
to bring exceptional pub-

Backed by the Morris Arch Organization for Crippled Children.
Inc., a non-sectarian association to
help all disabled juveniles in the
city, this will be one of the outstanding functions of the social season.
The entertainment will be handled
largely by Jack Noble, who has
placed his entire production staff of
the American Sound Studio at the
disposal of the committee. The ballroom will be converted into a studio,
with lights, mikes and all the paraphernalia in full operation.
The
stage children appearing in "School
Day Frolics" series will be put
through a production bit by Director Noble. Here is dignified exploitation that automatically becomes current news that no city desk will
*

*

Statistical

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

hewing

question.

already
a point

advanced to
where they have outgrown the
-i-

PICTURE PUBLICITY

time.

those to be unveiled

to appear in a

DALY

licity.

Loew

Broadway and 46th St

Bldg.,

on her way East

is

me

going vaudeville over

Mary Pickford

statue of

smash

back on the job after a throat

is

tried to deprive

Agnes Ayres

tract

his first picture

the subject of a three page

under direction of Messmore Kendall

Other Than Occasional Special

*

who

Vallee,

Lenore Ulric

No More

THAT'S

with

of Pat Flaherty,

Adjustments Will Benefit
All and Instill Confidence

AND

Along The Rialto

Digest of
Current Opinion

HPHE

&£k

DAILY

1929

—

many hundreds has grossed
,as much as $32,000 as a single
day's receipts.

of

*

Another sidelight on the influence
motion pictures in all walks of

the way the organization to aid
Pictures
cripples is utilizing films.
have been made in several city hospital wards showing how children
with physical disabilities are aided
and cured by dancing and calisthenics.
Society girls are employed as
teachers.
In a word, the representative people of New York are coming to look upon films in general as
something entirely worthy of their
Mrs. Morris Aron heads
support.
life is

this

worthy movement and has given
and personal for-

largely of her time
tune.

Best
tions

wishes and congratulaare extended by

THE

FILM DAILY
ing

members

who today

THEIR
FIRST

to the follow-

of the industry,

are celebrating their

birthday

Ray

JOBS
L. Hoadley

Malcolm MacGregor
Irene Rich
Clarence Crews
Jessia Gribbon

NED
bad

E.

DEPINET

bill collector

DAILY

Sunday, October

13,
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Victor Co. Doubling Activities
—
—

10 in Work at Warner Studio "U ' Starts
Building to be Used Exclusively for Manufacture of Records
Gibson Film John Cromwell in"! he Mighty"— Ralph Willi's Studio Highlights Wired News from Coast Studios

New

—

NEW $75,000

—

A Little

BUILDING TO

from "Lots"

BE FINISHED BY DECEMBER

plant here.
The old plant was designed and built by the Austin company about a year ago. Due to the
demands for talking pictures the
company has found it advisable to
double its present activities with the
new building being used exclusively
for the manufacture of records for
sound pictures, according to C. H.
Hall, Pacific Coast manager of Vic-

Ten Vitaphone productions are
keeping studio forces busy at WarSTEVENSON, costume ner. Four are
in production
and
director of First National,
is
six in the cutting rooms.
Those
now
keeping busy. He designed costumes

EDWARD
for

"Sally,"

Field"

"Paris," "Lilies of the
other elaborate produc-

and

tions.
*

*

Valentine Mandelstam,
with M-G-M for

was

sound-proof
M-G-M and

Columbia

studios as
well as building the entire First National studio city at Burbank a few
years ago. R. E. Ward is engineering representative for the Austin Co

languages.
*

Hoot Gibson has

*

Our Passing Show: Charley Chase
showing his ability as ventriloquist
by making an oil portrait speak into
the microphone; Harry Green
a ad Billy Rose conferring at United
Artists; Hal Roach practicing his
left-handed polo game on the Roach
studio ranch at

Hoot Gibson Starts Work
on "Montana Kid" at "U"

two

is

*

constructed
recently at the

has

Co.
stages

who

He
a prolific writer.
has written 26 novels, which
have been published in several
years,

tor.

The Austin

*

C ulcer
*

:<;

City.

*

Jimmy Larkin, Nashville,
Tenn., boy who specializes in
blackface comedy, is a former
welterweight boxer.
During
the war he was the welterweight champion of the navy
and he has also held the welterweight championship of Indiana.
He started his stage
career at the age of six and has

started producUniversal on "The Montana
Kid" which will be made under the direction of Arthur Rosson with dialogue and sound. Louise Lorraine will
play the leading feminine role. Francelia Billington will play her first
part in many years in "The Montana
worked in several pictures.
Other members of the cast
Kid."
*
*
*
include Bob Burns, Malcolm White,
Leo Tover, former Paramount
Jim Corey and Charles Brindley. Gib- cameraman, is photographing
Rudy
son recently completed "The Ace
Vallee in his first feature talker,
Rider" under the direction of Jerome
"The Vagabond Lover."
Leo also
Storm, with Eugenia Gilbert playing
did the camera work on "Tanned
opposite.
Legs."
tion

at

More Passing Show: William Koe-

Maria Alba to Talk
Maria Alba

will

be heard for the

hist time in Victor McLaglen's
for
Paris."
Rosita Marstini

Agostino

Borgato

have

also

"Hot
and
been

nig playing host at an elaborate party
at his home in honor of Darryl Franis
Zanuck and introducing several
novelties; John Adolfi conferring with

Harold

J.

McCord

at

Warners.

2 Signed for Columbia Film
Columbia has signed Gertrude
To Write Lyrics for M-G-M
Short and Eileen Percy for roles in
Broadway Hoofer," which
Dorothy Fields and James McCue "The
have been placed under long-term George Archainbaud is directing.

contract to write lyrics for M-G-M
They will leave for the Coast shortly after the first of the year, working as a team.

Frank Strayer to Direct
Frank Strayer will direct "Holly-

wood Nights"

for

Fox.

and George Waggner have completed the music fo:
Tiffany - Stahl's
"Peacock
Alley,"
"Troopers
Three"
and
"Painted
Faces."

Silver

Mae Murray

"Peacock Alley."

will

sing

in

Dialoguing

"The Behavior of
Mrs. Crane"
for Laura La Plante

Title of Bebe's Next
not known yet whether Bebe
Daniels' next picture for
will
be titled "Wild Heart" or "Her
It

is

RKO

the Border."
Pictures in process of
being edited are "Tiger Rose," "Golden Dawn," "Second Choice," "The

Sacred Flame," "Wide Open" and
"She Couldn't Say No."
Work on
eleventh production, "Isle of Es^
cape," will be resumed next week
under
the
direction
of
Howard
Bretherton after having been held
up by an injury suffered recently b>
.Monte Blue.

THE

Be Started
Late This Month by "IT Doo

All Quiet" to

ay of Hospitality

Maxwell Anderson, Del Andrews
and Lewis Milestone are putting the
finishing touches to the screen ston
of
Universal's "All Quiet on the
Western Front." The picture is exto go into production late
this month. Anderson is writing thr

pected

dialogue,
tinuity,

Andrews

is

and Milestone

doing the conwill direct.

Head "Mamba" Cast
Eleanor Boardman, Jean Hersholt
and Ralph Forbes will head the cast
of "Mamba," which Al Rogell is directing

for

Flothow
thors

is

are

Tiffany-Stahl.
supervising.

F.

Rudolph

The auSchuman Heink and

John Reinhardt.

Lead for Marjorie White
Marjorie White has been assigned
the lead in Fox's "New Orleans
Frolic."

Added

"Hot for Paris" Cast
Snitz Edwrads and Greta Granstedt will have roles in Fox's "Hot
to

/NTER

the

doorway
I

which mark* the difference betweea the
Hollywood Plaza and ordinary hotels.
Tour room, too, ha* that added
•ruffed furniture, a floor

on the wall,
lamp and reading

lamp . . their are but a few of the
that make you feel at home.
.

HUGH HERBERT
Dialogue

-

Supervision

W

popular hostelry and you feel at
There'* an atmosphere of cordial we
this

of distinction. Picture*

R. K. O.

Complete Music for T-S Films

Abner

In Film Starring Bancroft

the camera are Al Jolson's
"Mammy," John Barrymore's "The Man."
Man," "Hold Everything" and "On

before

for Paris."

cast for roles in the film.

John Cromwell to Play
John Cromwell plays a role in
Paramount's "The Mighty," in which
he is directing George Bancroft.

IE

RALPH WILK
Hollywood

By
Victor Ttalking Machine Co. has
awarded a contract to the Austin Co.
for the construction of a duplicate
of an extension to the present Victor

WARNER STUDIO BUSY ON

feature*

Plg'n Whi»tle Dining Service Inei
bait of food. Therefore, when you are neea
to Loe Angeles be sure to Investigate.

THE HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA
HOTEL
Vina Street

at

Hollywood Boulevard

HOLLYWOOD. CALIFORNIA

THE

FOURTH

SERIES

OK

ON

REPRODUCTION

QUALITY

WESTERN

by

The Voice is
a Precious Cargo^y

ELECTRIC

suarded

from actor

audience through a great chain of

when

it

reaches the loud speaker

If the

loud speaker

fails to

men and

it

to

apparatus so that

shall be true

and

faithful.

operate efficiently, even the

best pictures will not "click."

That

this final link shall not fail, the

Sound System uses the horn speaker
Telephone Laboratories

and experience

Western Electric

—developed by the Bell

—backed by over 50 years of research

— a direct descendent of the

receiver invented by Alexander

Graham

first

telephone

Bell!

he Western

Horn Speaker delivers
as Efficiently as

any other

requires just one tenth the amplification

ITto

produce the desired volume without

comes nearest

to reproducing the entire

range of music and voice

none of the

Its

directional

effect

illusion that the voice

— over -emphasizing

notes. It does not play

up the low

lack direction, illusion
It is

creates

the perfect

comes from the

the actor on the screen.

distortion.
It

Electric
u ten times

lips of

With speakers that

is lost.

designed especially to direct the sound

to all parts of the theatre in

equal volume,

notes by sacrificing the high. These high notes

bringing words and music clearly to every

are essential to quality sound reproduction, to

person in the house, and overcoming

many

preserve the color, charm and individuality of

acoustic faults.

With speakers lacking

direc-

the actor's voice.

tional effect this

The Horn Speaker Contributes

to

Westm

is

impossible.

Quality in the

lectric

SOUND

SYSTEM
Distributed by

Electrical Research Products inc.
250 West 57th Street,
Member

New ?ork, N. Y.

of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America. Inc

Will H. Jays. President

./'•

N

OKAID COLMtN
"BW.LDOG DRUUMOKD"

.

".

sMimi-miui

iiiiiii

fNS

FINER
PERFO

STEEL PIER, Atlantic City, N. J.
.

.

.

(Below) Cine Teresa, one
of Mexico City's best
known houses.

Embassy, North Bergen, N.

J.

(Below, lower

left)

The Globe, on
the Boardwalk,
Atlantic City, N. J.

SYNCHRONOUS DISC
AND SOUND ON FILM

2MDAF

$3/500

houses up

ti

°2
2,000 seats

PACENT REPRODUCEI

RMANCE
THE REASON
IS

When houses like these
Install

Pacenh

Houses like those illustrated buy
sound equipment on its performance and on its
dollar for dollar value as essential equipment
which must give unfailing service and satisfaction
week in and week out. Today there are over 600
theatres throughout the world using Pacent Reproducer Systems. There performance has established

new

high standards of quality!

You can pay more
Junior Models
for houses up to
500 seats

$1,500
Synchronous

disc

$2,500
disc

I

and

TYPE

IM DAF

film track

for sound equipment than the
price of the Pacent System for your house. But

you get more, or even as much, in results as
Pacent offers? Guess work is eliminated when you

will

sign a contract for Pacent. Every feature essential
to best quality reproduction on both disc and film
track is yours with Pacent equipment.

$4,500

CORPORATION

for houses

up

to

4,000 seats

FILM CENTER BUILDING,

NEW YORK,

N. Y.

;

;

;

THE

iSSiZHDAILY
"She Goes to

"Rio Rita"

Holland, Al St. John,

Length: 11,506

ft.

wow

from every angle and a sweet
box office bet. William Le Baron,
Radio production chief put a lot oi
production values, showmanship and
a

(Silent Version)

entertainment into this picturization
of the Florenz Ziegfeld musical show.
And the screen version, while adhering to the stage show, goes further
demonstrating the vast possibilities
It is
in productions of this type.
new treatment for the screen, in that
it follows musical show formula. This
one should rank with topnotch
money-makers of screen history. The
work of John Boles and Bebe Dan-

Henry King did his usual fine directorial work in this and with an able
cast worked out a film that will entertain generally.
,a

It is the story of

woman's regeneration through

the

war. She is a butterfly
type, and thinks the war is a lark.
But the grim reality of it all reaches
her soul, and in this transition Eleanor
Boardman does a really fine bit of
Disguised as a doughboy,
acting.
she advances with the troops, and
goes under a baptism of fire as the
Germans launch their liquid fire barrage against the American tanks. It
is a serious story that carries a punch
iels is superlative in fact the entire
and is impressive in its directorial
A wonderful piece of treatment. The cast is exceptionally
cast is great.
property for Radio and a box office well picked and with a story from that
bonanza for exhibitors. Any kind of master story writer, Rupert Hughes,
audience will vote this a wow. Spe- this is grown-up entertainment with
cial credit is due Max Ree, who de,an appeal to intelligent people.
signed the colorful sets and cosCast: Eleanor Boardman, John Holland,
The Technicolor sequences Edmund Burns, Alma Rubens, Al St. John,
tumes.

enhance the picture's
Cast:
Renevant,

effect.

Bebe Daniels, John

Don

Alvarado,

Boles,

Bert

George
Wheeler,

Dorothy Lee, Sam Blum, Fred Burns, Sam
Nelson, Eva Rosita, Nick De Ruiz, Tiny
Sandford, Helen Kaiser.
Luther Reed; Editor William
Director,
Knetchel
Lloyd
Cameraman,
Hamilton
Dialoguer, Russell Mack; Adaptor, Luther
;

Reed.
Direction,

excellent,

Photography,

fine.

(Silent)
Length: 7423

Edmund Burns Amkino

ONE OF THE SCREEN'S
Length: 8441 ft.
Artists
GREAT PICTURES AND WON- United
ENTERTAINMENT
GOOD
ENTERTAINMENT
DERFUL
PACKS A WALLOP.
WHICH SHOULD REAP A HAR- THAT
DRAMATIC WAR
STRONG
VEST.
IS DIFFERENT.
THAT
STORY
This one puts Radio Pictures into FINE TANK SEQUENCE.
the big league with a smash.
It':

trials of the

Glen Walters, Margaret Seddon, Yola D'Avril,
Evelyn Hall, Dina Smirnova. Augustino Bor-

Yvonne Starke, Eulalie Jensen, Capt.
Zier, Edward Chandler, Ann Warrington, Gretchen Hartman, Florence Wix.
Henry King; Author Rupert
Director,
Howard Estabrook
Scenarist,
Hughes
gato,

H. M.

;

Editor,

Adaptor, Madame Fred de Gresac
Lloyd Nosier; Titler, John Monk Saunders;
Cameraman, Tony Gaudio.
Photography, good.
Direction, excellent.
;

"Growth of the

"The Weavers"

with Eleanor Boardman, John

(All-Talker)
Radio Pictures

War"

Sunday, October

Helen Morgan in

Dolores Costello in

"Applause"

"Madonna of Avenue A"

(All-Talker)

(Silent Version)

13, 1929

Soil"

(Silent)
ft.

I

Film Guild

Length 5600 ft.
PRODUCTION
OUTDATED
KNUTE
HAMSUN'S
NAME IS
RAMBLES ALONG
WITH
STORY THAT HOLDS LITTLE THE CHIEF ASSET OF THIS
APPEAL TO FILM PATRONS. PICTURE. POORLY DIRECTED
AN ART HOUSE SUBJECT.
AND STORY RAMBLES.

Drama.
Produced by Friedrich
Zelnick in Germany.
Based on the
old stage play by Gerhart Hauptmann. The fact that this was adapted from the ancient stage vehicle lets
it
out right there for the average
film house.
People nowadays are
little interested in a theme concerning the triumph of machinery over
hand work. Here we see the weavers on strike brandishing their clubs
throughout a big proportion of the
footage.
There is what is supposed
to be the "big" scene when the poor
weavers oppose the soldiers who fire
upon them, disperse the mob and
that's about all there is to the main

The

kick.

footage

is

overloaded with

Drama

:

Norwegian

of

Pro-

life.

duced by Norrone, in Norway. Adapted from the novel of same name
by Knut Hamsun. This tells the story
of a

Norwegian pioneer who

lights

out for the wilderness and succeeds
building up wealth and a

boom

through his courage and hardihood
cultivation

virgin

the

of

in

colony
in

He

soil.

takes himself a wife with a hair-lip,
and when they discover copper, the
boom sets in and all is hotsy-totsy.
But as usual when boom towns start,
the lawless element comes in, and all

The

sorts of deviltry follows.

wife

murders her baby daughter who happens to be born with the hair-lip
affliction, and she goes to prison for a
After her prison term she
and Paul Wegener and Wilhelm Die- stretch.
terle do the best work.
But the returns, and everything works out
theme has been left so far in the quite happily. The only value of this
background by the modernistic trend film is in territories where Scandithat it would take a superlative pro- navians will appreciate this story of
their homeland. The direction is outduction and cast to put this over.
Cast: Paul Wegener, Wilhelm Dieterle, dated, and the continuity very ragged.
loseups, and a lot of character studies
that are effective only in spots. The
cast is far better than the material,

Stock, Herman Picha, Herthe von
Walter, Arthur Kraussneck, Dagney Servaes.
Author, GerDirector, Friedrich Zelnick
Hauptmann
Scenarist,
Not Listed;
hart
Editor,
Not Listed
Titler,
Not Listed

Valeska

;

;

;

Cameraman, Not
Direction,

Listed.

poor.

Photography,

spotty.

Just a
Cast

for cheap stands.

filler

:

none

credited.

Gunner Sommerfelt; Author, Knut
Hamsun; Editor, Benjamin de Casseres;
Titler, the same; Cameraman, not listed.
Director,

Direction,

poor.

Photography,

ragged.

George Arliss in

"Forest People of Siberia"

"Disraeli"

(SUent)

(All-Talking, Singing)

Warner Bros.

Length

:

8044

Amkino

Length: 5000

ft.

ft..

GEORGE ARLISS TRIUMPHS ANOTHER RUSSIAN FILM
POOR OFFERING RATES IN ROLE OF DISRAELI. AN AB- THAT IS JUST A TRAVELOGUE
SPLENPRODUCTION WITH A
LOW FROM ALL ANGLES. SORBING PICTURE FINELY AND CARRIES NO INTEREST
PERFORMANCE.
DID STAR
CAST TOO GOOD FOR MA- PRODUCED. SHOULD MAKE FOR REGULAR FILM HOUSES.
BUT DUBIOUS STUFF FOR TERIAL. JUST A FILLER.
MONEY.
Produced by Sovkino of Russia.
GENERAL AUDIENCES.
Arliss for years played Here is another propaganda film.
Length: 8079

Paramount

ft.

AN ARTISTIC, INTERESTING

Warners

Melodrama.

Drab drama

Length: 5294

This

is

ft.

one that rates

George

stage, and a few Good as a travalogue but not as an
as a silent picture.
evening's entertainment. Just a submelancholy undercurrent runs
,In this talker version he gives anHe ject for arty houses where this type
other truly great performances.
through the picture and makes it
heavy stuff. Some of it is sure to run and associates with bootleggers and is a polished actor and plays the role of material finds an audience. It will
The script, racketeers. She has a pure sweet with a finesse, which holds the audi- fall flat with the regular film audiafoul with the censors.
The film represents an exbased on Beth Brown's novel, pro- daughter in a finishing school, and ence every minute. The entire cast ences.
vides but little story meat. Outstand- daughter never suspects that ma is is good, but is overshadowed by the pedition into Ussirsky by the RusOf course this makes work of the star. This historical sian Soviat, and shows the life and
ing features of the picture include the what she is.
careful and refreshingly new direction the situation so extremely intelligent drama deals with the political and customs of the natives, known as
from Rouben Mamoulian, a knockout and believable. So daughter comes home life of England's Jewish prime Udes. They are a Mongolian tribe,
performance by Helen Morgan, a high home to discover that ma is not what minister, who held office during the and are about a thousand years begrade of sound recording and a brand she thought she was. Meanwhile one •reign of Queen Victoria and who hind the times. The most interesting
of photography which is as excellent of the nice looking young bootleggers matched wits with the British nobility sequence shows the Udes hunting a
as anything we've seen to date. The falls hard for daughter after finding and the powers of Russia to get the bear with a spear. This is quite exBut
story relates the flop efforts of a bur- that he cannot get her in the usual Suez Canal as a British possession. citing, and carries a real kick.
lesque queen to make Broadway, with way. So he wants to marry her, and Warners, with this and other pic- it takes more than a scene like this
It especially does so. Then ma puts up a job on tures, have demonstrated their ability to make a picture.
.suicide as her ending.
see the Udes
product. This in their light boats traveling from
lags until love interests is injected him and lands him in the cooler to turn out Grade
by her wholesome daughter and a takes poison to straighten everything should please generally and sets high place to place. Then the producers
It's highly probable out. Tough on Dolores Costello, who production standards.
youthful gob.
get over the propaganda idea by
Cast: George Arliss, Joan Bennett, Flor- showing how the natives are influthat the picture will appeal to class deserves something that will at least
ence Arliss, David Torrence, Doris Lloyd,
houses but its speculative product give her an even break.
settle down and build log
Gwendolen Logan, Charles E. Evans, Kyrle enced to
for the average audience.
Louise
Dresser,
Costello,
Dolores
Cast:
Bellow, Anthony Bushell, Jack Deey, Michael cabins.
Cast: Helen Morgan, Fuller Mellish, Jr., Grant Withers, William Russell, Douglas Ger- Visaroff, Norman Cannon, Henry Carvill,
Cast: All natives.
rard, Otto Hoffman, Lee Moran.
Joan Peers, Henry Wadsworth.
Shavle Gardnre, Powell York.
Author, Beth
Director, Michael Curtiz; Author, Mark
Editor, V.
Director, Rouben Mamoulian
Director, Alfred E. Green; Author, Louis
Director, Alexander Litvinovo
Dialoguer, Canlield; Scenarist, Ray Doyle; Titler, Not N. Parker; Editor, Owen Marks; Dialoguer,
Bassler
Editor, John
Brown
Hamilton;
Shelley
Titler,
Arsenyev;
K.
Cameraman, Julian .Tosephson; Scenarist, Julian Joseph- Cameraman, Mershin.
Editor,
Camera- Listed
Not Listed
Scenarist, The same
Garrett Fort
Byron Haskin.
Cameraman, Lee Garmes.
man, George Folsey.
son
Photography, good.
ordinary.
life,

of backstage burlesque
with only a sprinkling of comedy.

A

among

the

seasons.

poorest of
Louise Dresser plays the part of the
mother who runs a disreputable joint
the

"Disraeli"

years ago

on the

made

it

We

A

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Direction, very good.

Photography, superb.

Direction, poor.

Photography,

fair.

Direction,

fine.

Photography,

fine.

Direction,

THE
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«Vhy Bring That Up?"
iiM.

George Moran, Charles Mack

(All-Talker)

Age"

with
Doug Fairbanks, Jr., Loretta Young

Twenty-five Years Young

(All-Talker)

Length: 7882

fwi mount

"Careless

" 9

ft.

(Continued from Page

Length: 6308

First National

ft

ANOTHER BACKSTAGE UNUSUAL LOVE THEME
WITH MORAN AND WELL DIRECTED AND COMNICK DOING THEIR BLACK- PETENTLY ACTED BY GOOD
FfcE VAUDE STUFF.
CAST CARRIES POPULAR AP[jST
S|)RY

he talking point of this one is the
that you have big names in
a
Jran & Mack. They have been so
vl advertised via vaudeville, radio
phonograph records that they
i
slfuld prove a draw anywhere, but
blond that you can promise nothThe story is the usual
extra.
likstage yarn that has been worked
Moran gets tangled
a a frazzle.
Jtti
double-crossing jane and
a
A-ks her into the show against the
I

I

ffhes of his partner. They are playii
the big time with their own ritzy
The
Isical comedy on Broadway.
lie proceeds to take Moran for all
h lias, and then some, for the partIfs have a joint bank account and
partner's
his
appropriates
ikran
Ifney to buy the gal the fancy ice.
i e big wallop is in the climax when
lack has been knocked unconscious,
Moran brings him out of a long
a
Ima by talking show talk.

WILL PLEASE GEN-

PEAL.

ERALLY.
Based on the stage play
Director John
Wray handled this with reIt
is
the
and intelligence.

Drama.
by John
Griffith
straint

Van Druten.

sort of picture that will interest the
femmes of all classes, for it has a
very fine and unusual love angle.
Doug Fairbanks, Jr., as the son of
a prominent British surgeon about to
take his medical degree, becomes infatuated with a London stage star
whom he meets at the fashionable
Lake Como on the Continent. The
father tries to persuade the boy to
drop the actress, but he will not
listen.
In a jealous rage, he strangles
her in her apartment, and leaves her
for dead.
The father, to save the
boy, goes to the apartment to take
the blame, only to discover the girl

association; Western
Electric predicted it will have 3,500 houses wired
by the end of 1929 and a real shortage in westerns for the new season
was revealed by a FILM

1

;

;

;

ll

;

Will Rogers

"Dark Streets"

"They Had to See Paris"

with Jack Mulhall, Lila Lee

With Irene Rich
(All-Talker)

(All-Talker)
\irst

National

Length: 5416

Standardiza31 at Memphis
tion of equipment, particularly with
respect to wide films is a crying need
in the industry if the new development is to progress rapidly, it is
emphasized at the first day's meeting of the Society of M. P. Engineers.

i)i

ft

GOOD AUDIENCE PICTURE
/ITH STRONG MELLER SEQUENCES AND MULHALL IN
UAL ROLE PUTS IT OVER.
'LENTY OF THRILLS.

Fox

SPLENDID

Length: 8602

ft.

ENTERTAIN-

MENT OF WHOLESOME TYPE
WITH WILL ROGERS PUTTING IT OVER FOR LAUGHS.
WILL CLICK ANYWHERE.

This was made to order for Will
The Rogers and his unique personality
underworld.
ro-v is very light, but it has the and particular style of humor.
Adlrills and the punch for the fans, apted from the novel
by Homer Croy.
nd Jack Mulhall in a dual role of Frank Borzage directed this very
le cop and his brother in the under- skillfully to give Rogers a chance to
j

Drama

of

the

orld gang gets it over. Adapted from
Lila
story by Richard Connell.
.ee is the girl with whom both of
The gang
ne brothers are in love.
perates in the silk warehouse disrict, and the police commissioner is
ut to break the gang up, and issues
The head
rders to shoot on sight.
f the gang does the same thing, and
he war is on in earnest. Then comes
he big sacrifice stuff with the cop
rying to save his brother, and the
gangster trying to protect the copier.
Finally the underworld brother

show
garage

to

the best advantage.

owner

in

Oklahoma

As

a

who

work

should be undertaken
expected fireworks
was an attack on the present administration, which, it is charged, is "selfperpetuating"
Canadian independent exhibitors,
who have asked the government to
investigate conditions in the Dominion, launch a co-operative association
Such moves haven't fared so well
here in the States, but at any rate.
the
new co-op's future will be
watched with interest
Immorality is not a danger in films.
although banality may be, Mrs. T.
G. Winter, nationally known club-

This

The

speedily.

it
rich in oil, Will is persuaded to visit Paris by his socially
ambitious wife. They take their son woman, who is the new point of
and daughter along. A marquis starts contact at the studios, declares. Mrs.
to play up to the daughter for her Winter credits the masses with real
money. They give a swell party at intelligence, hitting the intelligentsia,
Her
a chateau Will is for'ced to buy, and so called, as narrow minded.
his wife invited a lot of titled people. viewpoint should be studied by proWill crabs it by appearing in a suit ducers, who may be inclined to forof ancient armor and getting pie-eyed. get the necessity of mass appeal....
Eventually his entire family realize
Wednesday: Fox is continuing the
that they are just being played for forward march in the Middle West,
;oes religious, and sneaks out in his suckers because of their money, and adding
40
Kansas and Missouri
irother's uniform, knowing that hi? return home happy to resume their houses.
This rapid expansion is but

He gets
are out to get him.
bumped off, and so the hero
nd the gal are brought together by
he tragedy, and all is squared up.

>als

limself

}ood pop house

fare.

Cast: Jack Mulhall, Lila Lee.
Director, Frank Lloyd; Author, Richard
Connell; Dialoguer, Brad'ey King; Adaptor,
Irfldley
King; Editor, Edward Schroeder;
Cameraman, Ernest Haller.
Direction,

satisfactory.

Photography,

fair.

strikes

A

life.
wholesome treat.
Cast: Will Rogers, Irene Rich, Marguerite
Churchill,
Owen Davis, Jr., Fifi Dorsay,
Ivan Lebedeff, Marcel'e Corday, Theodore
Rex Bell, Christiane Yves, Edgar
Lodi.
Kennedy. Bob Kerr, Marcia Manon, Andre
Cheron, Gregory Gay.
Author, Homer
Director, Frank Borzage
Adaptor,
Dialoguer,
Owen Davis
Croy
Editor,
Margaret Clancy
Sonya Levien
Cameramen, Chester Lyons, Al Brick.
Photography, fine.
Direction, excellent.

old simple

;

;

;

;

Thursday:
small

of

The western, standby
houses since films started,

being delivered a body blow, a survey
completed by
FILM
DAILY DAILY shows, for there are but
survey
And last, but by no 50 new westerns planned for this
means least, was the premiere of "Rio season.
That's bad, for there are
plenty of little houses which need
Rita," Radio's big time picture
By this time next year,
Silence has characterized the impend- westerns.
ing Paramount-Warner and Pathe- we predict that westerns, produced
with sound, will rival or exceed in
Shubert deals.
Monday: Members of the Society popularity the silent western at the
heyday of its success
L.
of M. P. Engineers gather in TorJ.
onto for their annual meeting, with Crabtree is new president of the S.
advance dope that a surprise may -M.l'.E. in what is regarded as a vicThere's expect- tory for the "progressive" element.
be expected

ancy also of a move by the American
Federation of Labor in the musicians'
situation and the Equity Shop drive
In England, the Gaumont
firm, is planning an expansion, the
firm reiterating that control remains
Fox is understood
in British hands.
planning a first run in Omaha as
The
nucleus of a Nebraska chain.
has recovered.
trade's buzzing with talk of "Rio
Loretta Rita,"
Douglas
Cast:
Fairbanks,
Jr..
following its premiere last
Young, Carmel Myers,
Holmes Herbert,
Evelyn
The picture is a wow, and
Charles
Mack,
Moran,
^ast: George
Kenneth Thomson, George Baxter. Wilfred night.
lent, Harry Green, Bert Swor, Freeman S.
Noy, Doris Lloyd, Ilka Chase, Raymond something new in screen musicals.
>J>oH, Lawrence Leslie, Helene Lynch, SelLawrence.
Tuesday: M. A. Lightman, popui!t Jackson, Jack Luden, Monte Collins, Jr.,
Author, John
Director, John Griffith Wray
elected to
»!orge Thompson, Eddie Kane, Charles Hall.
Van Druten; Dialoguer, Harold Schumate; lar southerner, who was
Author, Octavus Editor,
Teter
Kritcli
Adaptor,
Harrison fill "Pete" Woodhull's shoes as M.P.
Director, George Abbott
Edi- Macklyn
Cameraman. Alvin Knechtel, Ben T.O.A. "prexy," will be continued for
v Cohen; Adaptor. Hector Turnbull
Reynolds.
I, William Shea; Dialoguer, George Abbott;
another term says advance dope on
Direction, very good.
Photography, first
•[meraman, J. Roy Hunt.
the convention to be held Oct. 29 to
Direction, satisfactory. Photography, good. rate.
;

1)

part

of

the

"battle

of

the

giants"

being waged on nearly every front
throughout the nation

Western Electric figures that at
the present rate, 3,500 theaters of the
United States will be wired by Jan.
They're stepping fast these days,
1.
and it begins to look like the unwired
theaters will be ejected from the
rapidly-changing industry picture.
.

.

.

is

THE

Other

officers were reelected.
The
slate looks like a good one, and the
society should continue its rapid for-

ward

march, under leadership of
Crabtree
Friday: Five thousand theaters
will be represented at the Memphis
convention, M.P. T.O.A. leaders believe, with between 400 and 500 exhibitors
expected
to
be
present.
President Lightman wisely has invited

and

all

will

exhibitors to the meeting
it a business meeting

make

throughout.

Meanwhile, on the Coast, Allied
States Ass'n, promises that 3,000 Tiffany-Stahl and
franchises will
have been signed within 60 days.
Southern California is almost sure
to
join
Allied
The Actors'

RKO

Equity setback in films is onlv temporary, and renewal of the fight is
planned, according to a new book,
'The Revolt of the Actors" by Alfred
Harding, editor of "Equity Magazine."
There's
nothing
to
persistent report that Paramount is
dickering to acquire the Comerford
circuit,

Frank Walker

states.

Mean-

while,

there is a report of a powwow on that very subject, at Scranton, headquarters of the chain
Today: Warners is understood to
be dickering for 15 up-State Dipson
houses, but the deal probably will
await the Paramount-Warner combination.
An indication that the deal
is set is contained in the plan of cooperation declared being worked out
for Eastern production.
Fox West
Coast is continuing its steady expansion, now dickering for 30 houses
of the T. & D. chain.

Owner Takes

St. James Playhouse
James, L. I. H. Hopkins, own°r, has taken over operation of the
Little Playhouse here.

—

St.

Fire Closes Greer House
Greer, S. C.
Fire which damaged
the booth and front of the house
caused closing of the Rialto here. C.
A. Herlong operated the house.

—

Milwaukee House Closed
Milwaukee The Violet, 24th and

—

Violet Sts., is closed while remodeling operations are being made.

Dumont

to

Manage Neenah

—

A. Dumont has
Neenah, Wis.
been appointed manager of the Nee-

Dumont was formerly connah.
nected with the Garden, Milwaukee.
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IN
THE
PRODUCTION
EAST
WHAT
NEW YORK
WHO AND
WHAT'S

WHO'S

FOLSEY FINDS

WORK OF

STUDIOS

CENSOR BANS MAKE HIM

ARTHUR W. EDDY
who office in New York
Jr.,

EDITING DIFFICULT TASK

,By

FULLER
played

MELLISH,
a

nasty

critter

in

"Ap- adoption of a
doing fine. So

plause," is assigned to another dirty
role, that of a racketeer, in the orig-

baby

am

Censor requirements of the
following
girl.

his

"Baby

I."

make

states

Herbert T. French, who has been
by Ben Hecht which Paramount
making at its Astoria plant. In associated with his father, James B Bros, and
who makes
addition to Helen Morgan, who heads French, in the Warner Bros, stil
is

the cast, the players include Charles
Ruggles and Fred Kohler as well as
the musical mad wags, Clayton, Jack-

son and Durante.

department for the past three years
himself welded
got
Winifrer'
to

Harding the past

They

moon

Sunday evening.

now doing

the w.k. honeystuff at Atlantic City, Wash-

are

ington and Richmond, Va.
working in "The
Laughing Lady" at Paramount,
Greg Blackton is again New Yorkcomposes music as ivell as works in
pictures and on the vaude stage. ing after ivorking in various WarHer production experience on the ner Bros, pictures at the Coast, including "So Long Letty" and Frank
legit includes "The Purple Lady."
Juletti,

various

the editing of talking

tures one of the

complicated
Frank, film

inal

Helene

light.

GREATER

Short Shots from
Eastern Studios

IS
With the addition of spoken dialogue to the motion picture screen,
the work of the cameraman has almost doubled, according to George
Folsey, head cameraman at Paramount's Long Island studio.
"Just as on the stage, dramati^
dialogue calls for a variable "mood"
lighting, so the talking picture presents the same problem, but to even
a greater extent," says Folsey. "The
inflection of the voice of the actor
or actress determines, many times,
the camera angle and the degree of

IN

most important

production, says

in

editor
First
his

1

pic-

for

all

Bert

Warner

National pictures,
headquarters at tht

Eastern Vitaphone studio.
"The most important and complicated

op

eration in talking picture production today ij
the editing of pictures to meet the censor
requirements and mandates of the different
states,
and still retain the synchronization
and continuity of the story. In spite of tht
most exacting precautions on the part of tit
directors while a dialogue picture is made,
when the print and dialogue are submitted to
Censor Boards of the different states, censor
eliminations are invariably demanded.
the sound on film, these eliminations are not
so difficult; but with the sound on records a«
Warner Bros, talking pictures are made, it
becomes a problem.

course," he continues,
sound-proof boxes, the
position of our camera inside that
WW
confined space must be determined
with an almost mathematical degree
Lloyd's last production. He expects
Our men must be
of certainty.
to do a stage play while visiting
The
lineup
of
assistant
cameramen
trained and rehearsed to handle the
Broadway and adjacent properties.
present
at
at
Paramount's
Long
Is"Sometimes whole sentences have to be cuU
lights necessary for a scene before
out for one state; again the dialogue
land studio follows: working on "The
the action takes place, and must be
passed
and the objection is made to certain
The camera crew working at
Laughing Lady," Sam Leavitt, asscenes in the film, by another state.
able to work in perfect silence.
As each
comBros.
Artclass
studio
Weiss
sistant to George Folsey; Eddy Hyhas different requirements, the same
"The microphone itself has added land, assistant to Joe Ruttenberg; prises: Tom Molloy and Irving state
Vitaphone picture has to be edited differently
We must Bill Kelly, assisting Red Henners; Browning, first cameras; Barney for
another new problem.
each state, and at times this is a verj
know when to shoot under or over Billy Casel, assistant to Bill Miller; Haugh and Saul Haber, assistants expensive proposition.
That presents still another an- working on Ben Hecht original, Frank Kirby is doing stills. V. T.
one.
"The first Vitaphone picture released by
gle of shooting which must be taken George Belesario,
Braman is chief sound engineer with Warner Bros, was 'Don Juan,' with accomassistant to Wilpaniments by the Philharmonic Orchestra.
Then the micro- liam Steiner,
Edward Strong as sound recorder.
into consideration.
When the picture was booked in Chicago, in
Jr.; Henry Cronjager,
phone must be placed in proper po- assistant to Teddy Pahle; Charles
order to meet the mandates of the Chicago
suspended
floor,
the
censor
on
board, four reels of the picture had
either
Kathryn
Recce
plays
a
featured
sition,
Cerleno, assistant to Al Wetzel; Sol
overhead, or even hidden in a piece Midwall, assistant
part in "In Dutch," Photocolor shorl o be rescored. These changes were made on
to Larry Williams.
the
Coast,
and the entire Philharmonic
which Bradley Barker made the Orchestra had to be called, in order to effect
of scenery.
the changes.
Next the Pennsylvania theateri
"Lighting for scenes follows inflecAlbert Ray, now working in New other day at RCA Gra mercy studio booked
'Don Juan,' and their censor board
tions of the voices, their tone and York, last made "Kathleen Mavour- She has appeared on the stage in demanded other eliminations. It was imperaquality, and the general theme of neen" for Tiffany-Stahl at the Coast. "The Enchanted Isle," "The Cocoa- tive that a way out be found. I asked to be
the dialogue."
Last December he directed for T-S nuts" and "Falstaff" among other permitted to experiment. The results were
so gratifying that all film editing and censor
at the Photophone studio on Fifth productions.
cutting for the shorts and feature length
Ave.
pictures of Warner Bros, and First National
Million Feet Per
Production of another Marc Con- is now under my supervision. I have a staff
Sam Browning is the only Eastern nelly talking short begins at RCA of twelve men and women, and we have per-

"Then,
"working

of
in

f

is

Day

Now Paramount Lab Speed

With a maximum capacity of more
than 1,000,000 feet of film per day,
the recently-remodelied Long Island
laboratory of Paramount is now functioning, following reconstruction work
and installation of new equipment.
This plant is handling developing and
printing of all production work from
the Astoria studio as well as all foreign department laboratory work and
a considerable portion of the release

representative among the cameramen
with the Henry King unit at Tampa
Fla., shooting on a picture with Lupe
Velez.

Con

Gramercy

studio tomorrow.
nelly recently returned from

a

trip

to Europe.

"The

by's

Comers," recently completed,

Bom

in

December." "People Borr

is current at the Capiby providing the story but not ap- tol.
print making from Hollywood-pro- pearing in the production.
duced pictures. Six complete units of
Spoor-Thompson developers are now
Eddie Printz dancing troupes ap- 6 Features and 6 Shorts Planned
Six features and six short subjects
installed as the nucleus of the plant. pear as prancing Pathe Pretties in
"Fancy That" and "So This Is Mar- already are slated for production on
riage," Folly singing, musical com- the first year's schedule of Talking
edies produced by Frank T. Davi; Picture Epics, states Vice President

in October"

PHIL ARMAND

(Formerly

with

Chief

American

Warner

Brothers)

cameraman
Sound

Recording

Corp.
Home:

Times

Square

Hotel

for Pathe.

M. J. Weisfeldt.
"Hunting Tigers

The

first

feature,

has been
second, "The

in India,"

Via Gregg Paine of the Warner completed, while the
legal department is relayed Fight to Live" is in work at the
part of a wire which Bryan Foy, RCA-Gramercy studios in New York.
directing for that company at the The shorts will be booked with the
Coast, sent to a friend at the home features.
Bi-os.

system

of censor elimina"is as different from
my first attempt as the advance actually
The
made from silent to talking pictures.
usual feature length picture runs six to seven
thousand feet, and with four million feet of
film weekly produced by the Warner laboration,"

James A. FitzPatrick has comHarry B. Watson, featured come- pleted two more of his Horoscope sedian in "Rubeville Night Club" and ries of dialogue shorts at Gramercy
other Pathe talking comedies pro- studio.
The subjects are "People
duced by C. B. Maddock, steps out Bom in November" and "People
of character in the case of "Cros-

fected a system which saves the Warners
thousands of dollars, and we are daily overcoming more obstacles.

present

Frank continued,

tory in Brooklyn, it can readily be understood
that many of these reels have to be cut to
suit the different censor boards of America,
as well as the foreign censors of England,

Canada,

Australia

Frank and

his

and Sweden."

first

assistant,

have been with Vitaphone since

Louis Geller,
its

inception.
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Peek's Headlines

By CHARLES

Monday
y shop and unemployment oi musicians
ected to be considered at A. F. of L.
mention in Toronto.
P. E. tci discuss new developments in
.

pictures.

cing

reported
Iding a

planning to invade Omaha
run house there.

by

Lightman
head

almost

certain

M.T.T.O.A.

of

be

to

re-

Memphis

at

;ting.

Sound Picture Projection Aids
Are Cited by McCulloch
Sound picture presentation is something more than mere projection, observes R.

H. McCulloch, sound ex-

pert of

and

are needed, he
stresses
film forms chief topic of discussion at
Following are his instructions to
M. P. E. convention.
projectionists of the circuit:
adds 40 theaters to its chain through
It
is
imperative that the Moviepurchase of Consolidated Amusement
and Midwest Theaters Co. houses in tone sound track be in perfect alignansas and Missouri.
ment with the slit assembly.
The
expected to be
S.
theaters
in
U.
film guide rollers, above the sound
ired by Western Electric by Jan. 1.
unit sprocket, are properly adjusted
Thursday
at the ERP1 factory, tint they should
Crabtree is named president of S.
„.
His election is considered a victory be checked to ascertain accuracy. If
E.
r the "progressive" element within the
sprocket perforations are permitted
ganization.
to project on the sound apertures, a
shortage of westerns is in prospect for
First
be
chibitors during the 19291930 season, a hum will be perceptible.
invass of distributing companies reveals. sure that the projector mechanism iand
Tiffany-Stahl
1,000
louncement of
KO franchises to date expected to be in line with the film reproducing atStates Ass'n tachment.
Allied
of
Thread up a piece of unade at meeting
nd country's leading producers on the exposed film, in the regular manner
ast.
with the emulsion side toward the
Friday
lens assembly, and be positively sure
week
jubilee
during
silver
to observe
that the reproducer lamp is in proper
f
Oct. 12, with 1,200 theaters participat
ig.
adjustment, before making the test.

Wednesday

skill

.

M

.

—

theaters expected to be represented at
P. T. O. A. convention in Memphis, Oct.

9 to 31.
of 3,000 Tiffany-Stahl and
hises within the next two months

RKO

by
with

iired

ig

W.

fran
as

is

A. Steffes at exhibitors' meet
States Ass'n on Coast.

Allied

Today
theaters

ought

in
heaters.
rners in

included in T.
California by

move

for

& D. chain being
Fox West Coast

Dipson

up-State

the-

P-F-L

pro-

ters.
J.

Balaban

luction

of

seen

as

head

of

shorts.

P-F-L

(Continued from Page 1)
for
subjects
special

Providing the production of short?
both companies is consolidated
ork undoubtedly will be concentrat-

>r

at the

film

and

examine

the

Dust and dirt col'ect on the friction
surfaces which causes rapid wear.
Occasionilly,
disassemble the take-up and wipe the
friction surfaces with a cloth and fresh oil.
Adjust the film take-up tension enough to
wrap the film evenly and firmly around the
reel.
The tension should he the same with
one hundred feet of film as with two thouIf excessive tension is used, it
serious damage to sprocket per-

feet.

cause

will

forations.

)uses.

Paramount

plant,

which

i;

msiderably larger than the Warner
Paramount ha;
udio in Brooklyn.
ready sent its chief cutter, Jame.
weeney, over to the Warner studic
teach cutting of sound film and t(
:arn
how Warners handle theii
:cords.

Grid leaks are made with pieces of paper,
fibre or cloth impregnated with, or covered
These resistance
with, some form of carhon.
units are mounted inside of short lengths or
g'ass tubing to which are attached metal end
Such leak r
eaps which fit into spring slips.
are quite satisfactory when the internal con
nections arc electrically perfect and mechaniTt is also necessary that
cally permanent.

tube caps

'lie

Values in

\y2

,

21A,
greatest
2,

fit

Remodeling Wis. House
South Milwaukee, Wis. The Idle
lour is being remodeled and will
pen soon with De Forest sound
quipment installed.

—

1

'

—

—

The

The likelihood
protected,
of anything getting into, or upon the slit, is
extremely remote.
Should you suspect anything of that sort to have happened
have the
slit

is

well

—

-1

1

is

By

man examine it.
way of explanation

the

sti. light

ice

\

coil

— the

light

source

filament of the exciting or

The light from the reproreproducer lamp.
ducer lamp passes through condenser lenses,
and is focused at the slit in the form of a
spot

beam
In

the same manner as the light
to cover the projector aperture.
side of the slit barrel is a window
which the spot of light at the slit

much in
is made

the

through

may

be observed and adjusted by the projecThe slit cell also carries an objective
lens combination, the office of which is to
project an image of the slit, in just the right
proportion of reduction to the sound band
of the film as it passes through the sound
tionist.

gate.

more than

a line itself, located
not a vertical position, and
when its image is projected to the sound band
in sti'l further reduced form, and in correspondingly greater brilliance, it will illuminate
each one of the film sound band lines separately, or very nearly so.
It

in

a

scarce!}
horizontal,

is

3.

exclude moisture
use include ZA, V2, $4, 1

However, after the
reproduction light beam.
adjustment has been properly made, it is very
necessary that the projectionist examine the
lamp filament once each day for possible sagging of its filament.
Don't merely glance at it— Pul' the bracket
hearing the lamp out and examine the filaSagging of the filament
optical center with the axis
of the pick-up optical system, so that it will
•10 longer produce a proper spot at the slit,

ment

careful'y.

'brows

nor can

it

sound equipment, screens and other
equipment, are scheduled to displav
their merchandise.
The convention
will take place Nov. 19 to 20.
Officers

of

the

local

James, president,

unit
J.

J.

are

W.

Harwood,

M
J.

A. Ackerman, Henry Bieberson, John
L. Damm, vice president, Harry Ab-

ram, treasurer, George M. Fenberg
secretary and P. J. Wood, business
manager.

Equipment of House at
Knoxville Under Hammer

—

Knoxville, Tenn.
Equipment of
the Booth here recently was sold at
the regular session of the bankruptcy
court for $6000 to A. E. Groom, of
Greenville, S. C, and J. J. Powell,
of Toccoa, Ga.
Liens of approxi-

mately $5500 reduced the net returns
from the sale to around $500. The
sale did not include draperies of the
theater, in which Sterchi Brothers

retained

title.

it

and 10 megohms.

5

One

of

leaks is the
troubles
•he
uncertainty and the unreliability of their reIt is imperative that grid
sistance rating.
leaks be measured for their resistance

with

grid

This can be done by your
with a meger.
service engineer.
There are two grid leaks used in the 49-A
It
amplifier and they are of different values.
their
is very essential to see that they are in
grid leak of two megohms
oroper positions.
used in the photo-electric cell circuit, while
•'s
one of ten megohms is required in the grid
of the first stage of the amplifier.
r-ircuit
The two megohm grid leak should be inserted
in clip marked "Rl" and the ten mee-ohm
The photo-electric
leak in clip marked "R2."

A

grid leaks have been changed in many
megohm grid
theaters and many are using l

ce'l

A

Buy

St. Clair

—

House

Mich. A group of local
businessmen have purchased the new
theater built by J. Christensen on
North Riverside Ave.
St.

Clair,

off

be

made

to

do

so.

It

therefore

follows that the volume will be affected, and
The on'y remedy is the instalto its injury.
'ation of a new lamp.
Projectionists should be very careful about
the adjustment of sprocket idlers. They shou'd
he set about two thicknesses of film awav
f
rom the sprocket, closer than that is likelv
further away most certainly
'o cause trouble
Be sure that both ends of the idlers are
will.
>qual distance from the sprocket.

—

tightly_ to

common

vaW

"Paris" Premiere Soon
Irene Bordoni's First National pro
uction, "Paris" is to have its Broadray premiere early in November.

nl
projectionists will find the screw,
holding the tube containing the slit immediately in front of the exciting lamp, sealed.
This
is for the reason that the slit must be located
with such extreme accuracy that the projectionist would find great difficulty in performing the operation of adjustment
so accurate
must this adjustment be that it is made at
the factory by means of a specially constructed microscope.
-

—

Columbus One of the many features at the ninth annual convention
of the Ohio M. P. Theater Owners
here at the Deshler-Wallick hotel
will be an exhibit at which many
manufacturers of various theater accessories such as seats, machines

it

sand

Publix

and two

Exhibit to Feature Ohio
M.P.T.O. Columbus Meet

Five other theaters owned by the
See
band photographed of the slit image.
that in Booth Enterprises, Inc. in East Tenmust
understand
projectionists
A'l
how close it comes to the inner edge of the
will
equipment
nessee had previously been sold on
sprocket holes. This distance should be about handling sound reproduction
he impossible to secure the best results un- a basis of
JU4".
If you
find it to he less, noise will
half cash and the remainperfect
he encountered by light passing through the less every part of the apparatus he in
This will probThis is esnecia'ly true with re- der in four months.
condition.
sprocket perforations.
If it is more, noise
may arise from the black line separating the gard to certain vital elements, among which ably put the final settlement of the
filament.
is the reproducer lamp
case not earlier than December, acphotograph from the sound track.
The reproducer lamp filament must be cording to referee John M. ThornMany projectionists arc neglecting the takeThe adjusted so that its filament is in exactly burgh.
up assembly in the lower magazine.
correct relation to optical axis of the sound
the

tion.

PRODUCTION OF SHORTS?

1

Remove

turns.

take-up should be inspected every week for
proper operation.
Most projection room film
fires emanate from the take-up failing to func-

ALABAN TO HEAD

so

Close the sound gate and expose film by
turning on reproducing lamp for IS seconds,
at the same time giving motor fly wheel a few

megohm

while others are using one (1)
(2) megohm grid leaks.

leaks,

-

Fox West Coast Theaters, as
lardization of sound picture equipment
;cd at S. M. P. E. meeting.
a preface to the accompanying artiliters' Cooperative of Canada formed to
cle on projection.
Judgment and apranee co-operative movement in the Do
grade knowledge
plication
of
high
lion.

I

HYNES

first

Tuesday
\
:ted

F.

n

vV. E. for Michigan
Crystal Falls, Mich.

—

Electric sound
installed in the

equipment

House
Western
is

USED DEBRIE

SLOW
MOTION CAMERA
Complete with 2" F3.5 and
2" F1.9 lenses, two magazines
in case, case for the camera,
and Debrie tripod.

being

$1,000

Crystal Falls.

Outfit in guaranteed first class
condition.

UIILMKKiHByS
UO
West 32"St.New>brfc.My«*
Phone Penna. 0330

Motion Picture Department
U.

S.

and Canada Agents

for Debrie
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CHESTER HALE GIRLS KEEP GORGEOUS SPECTACULAR
i

CAPITOL

This week's stage show at the Cap
itol. titled "Gilded Blues," got off to
a fine start with the Chester Hah
girls out in front of a gorgeous se'
very much like the marquee displa
"Gold Diggers of Broadway."
of
across the street, doing some smart
hand and foot routine upon a stoo'
and singing "Gold Diggers of HapKendall Capps, first sittinp
piness."
in with Walt Roesner's band boys
for a saxophone number, bopped onto the stage and pealed off a few
acrobatic steps, was greeted
with generous applause. Jean Bo'
dell, then came on for a few impersonations, which if slowed down a
tricky

would have been more

effective
Swifts, a juggling team
supplied some of the comedv wit'
rapid acrobatic dumb-bell tricks followed by Bernice & Emily a dancing team. The show holds a proper
bit,

SHOW AT THE ROXY

SHOW ABOVE PAR

The Three

tempo throughout and is aided l>\
some good sets and splendid lighting
effects.

The Roxy had one

of

the

most

gorgeous spectacles ever seen in this
house of superlative spectacles.
It
was "Scheherezade" from the "Arabian Nights'" done in six superb scenes
that were a riot of color and lighting
and costuming.
First scene showed
the departure of the prince, then followed a scene in the market place
with the slave girls.
1 he Garden
the Princess was an eye-filler, and
the costumes of the girls in white and
mer were of the Ziegfeld quality
and even better. The final scene was
in the harem of Prince Hassam, portraying the killing of her lover by the
prince's men, and then her suicide.

IN

balconies
were stationed
singing and an old
age who tells a girl beside him the
Very effective.
y as it unfolds.
1 his constituted the entire stage production, and was a show in itself
that has seldom been equalled, even
at the Roxy.
figures

OVER AT THE PARAMOUNT

P.

SOUND PICTURE HOUSES

CUNNINGHAM

8;

TO START 4 MORE

—

Vienna

Si

—

Kiba Cinema Trade Co.
London Eight productions have
taking steps to aid the country's been
completed by Gainsborough
musicians, one-third of whom are said
They are "The Wrecker," "Taxi for
to be out of work.
The company Two," "The Valley of Death,"
"The!
plans to employ 60 musicians in the
Return of the Rat," "The City ot
eight houses in \vhich it is conPlay,' '"The Crooked Billet," "The
templating the presentation of sound
Second Kiss," and "Woman to Wopictures.
man." "The Second Kiss" was made
is

in Germany and "Woman to Wo
Installations
man" in Hollywood. The company
of Melotone in Britain plans to start soon on "Journey'London Six theaters have been End," "A Bill of Divorcement,

10

More

—

added to the number equipped with
Melotone sound equipment by World

"Soho" and "The Gainsborough
ture Show."

Pic-

Vide

Corp., while four others are
process of being wired.
Wiring
has been completed at the Palace
Port
Talbot;
Bath,
Leamington:
Crescent, Hulme; Plaza, Batley; Victoria, Leeds, and Wellington, Leeds.
Theaters now being equipped are
Neew Hall, Bargoed; Palace, Brick
Lane: Imperial, Glasgow, and Plaza,
in

Newcastle-under-Lyne.

Use
Sound

Plan to Raise Film Tax
Stirs Australian Industry!
Sydney

—

Australian industry hareceived a serious blow in the gov
ernment's proposal to increase itrevenue $3,000,000 by levying a five
per cent tax on all amusements and
by raising the duty on film imports
from one-penny three-farthings to
three-pence per foot.
The business
has risen in protest. Both public and
amusement interests are petitioning
the government to relieve exhibitors
of the added burden.

Nettleton Will
Vallee Suit Settled
Settlement has been made out of
Vocalion
Discs
court between Rudy Vallee and Bert
London All disc recording reLown that a receiver be appointed quired for Nettleton productions will
for all earnings of the Lown-Vallee
be done on Vocalion records under a
orchestras.
The arrangement states contract completed between the two
Merkel to
that
Lown agrees he will not organizations. "Would Vou Believe
use the names of "Rudy," "Vallee" It?" will be the
first film to be synAmplitone in Britain
or "Connecticut Yankees" and that
chronized by this system. The synLondon
Arno Merkel has arrived
Vallee shall have exclusive rights to chronized version
of this picture has
here from New York to look after
those names.
been requested in 11 foreign coundistribution in Great Britain of Amplitries to date.
tone, sound picture apparatus.
The
Joice for Fox Brooklyn House
equipment
is of three types
thefor
J. Maxwell joice has been appointRaycophone Revises Terms
aters seating up to a 1,000, those
ed director of publicity of the Fox
Sydney Xew sales terms are an- seating up to 2,000, and those seattheater in Brooklyn.
nounced by Raycophone.
While ing up to 4,000. Prices are $3,000.

—

"FAUST" ATMOSPHERE PUT

jm

KIBA TO USE MUSICIANS

t

In
the
Oriental

13.

Foreign Markets

Presentations
S

Sunday, October

Arno

Market

—

Charlie Davis and his band at the
Paramount had a good show to back
them up with Frank Cambria's "Song
Shop." Opening set showed a song
shop, and Hal Sherman, eccentric
comedian, was the big specialty act
and he clicked strong. His stuff was
was all clever pantomime. The finale
from
showed
the
prison
scene
'Faust."
with
the
accompanying
music from the opera.
Very handsomely staged, and high grade ma-

would have done credit to
opera itself.
There were three
unusual voices used in this, and they
deserve special mention. They were
terial that

the

Leonore

Cori,
Sjovik.

David

Darlini

and

Carleton & Ballew,
a mixed comedy team, did their songs
Maureen & Sonny, a
with chatter.
mixed team, did some novelty acro-

Amund

—

—

prices remain unchanged, the method
Fined for Sunday Show
of payment has been made easier.
Richland Center, Wis. Jacob EsExhibitors will be required to pav
kin, manager of the Richland Center,
$2,000 to $3,000 down and the balance
was fined $10 for violating the city's
in weekly installments of $60 to $75.
Sunday "blue law" which prohibits
performances on Sunday.
Meeker in British Post
London R. C. Meeker, formerly
E. Rutherford House Changes Hands
E. Rutherford, N. J.
Sachs and general service superintendent for
Evans have taken over the Rex from Western Electric in America, is now
the company's service manager in
Fox and Marler.
Great Britain.

—

AMALGAMATED

The Dave Gould

Girls did a
neat number, "Stud}' of a Rose," accompanied by a soloist. One of the
best shows Paramount has had in
batics.

—

—

VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY

weeks.

Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts

E. B. Rattray Quits A. B. C.
E.
B.
Rattray has resigned as circuit manager of Associated British Cinemas, Ltd.. being
succeeded bv E. Hardimann.

London

—

Streatham House Wired
Golden Domes has
opened in Streatham as a talking
ture house

London

—

Fined for Censorship Breach
Melbourne Fine of $55 was levied

—

against Electric Theaters.
an alleged violation of the
Victorian Film Censorship Act.
recently

Ltd., for

Silents

Calcutta

Lose Favor

— Moviegoers

in India
in

India are

beginning to look upon silent films
with disfavor, it is reported.

re-

pic-

Gets Film Rights to Play
Film rights to "The Man
at Six," a play by Jack de Leon and
lack Gelestin, have been secured by
British Filmcraft. Margaret Bannerman will have the lead under direc-

—

London

tion of

George Banfield.

Richmount Pictures
723 7th Ave.

!

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

$4,000 and $5,000.

D

J

Inc.

EXCLUSIVE
lives for

ration

New York

MOUNTAN.
foreign

Cit y

Prev
representa

Rayart Pktures Corpo-

an<l

other

leading

inde-

rodno
Cable Address: RICHPICSOC. Pans]
Cable Address: DEEJAY, London
Cable Address: RICHPIC, N. Y.

Exporting only the
best in Motion Pictures

NEW BEAUTY
for the

SOUND
SCREEN
E ASTMAN SONOCHROME

embraces the widest range of

tinted positive films that has ever

screen.

And — what

sixteen delicate

is

been available for the

all-important in this

Sonochrome

tints

new age — the

are so adjusted as not to

interfere with the faithful reproduction of sound .... Successors
to the tints of the silent era, these

color

moods —new beauty—to

Eastman

films bring

new

the sound screen.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK
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Story by

Roy Clemens
B. Hymer

Le

>v

1*

John

and

Songs and Lyrics by
L.

Wolfe Gilbert

and

Abel

B a e
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Directed by

WILLIAM
K.
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ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME
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DOM
Monday, October

No. 12

'OL. L.

14,

1929

Price 5 Cents

Music License Position on Sound Films Cited

PARAMOUNT MAPPINGFAR WEST EXPANSION
Fox Expanding Activity
Church,

Color
-By

and

JACK ALICOATE-

PRODUCERS

are

commencing

to Benefit

to

meal.
Take color for instance.
has caught on so positively that
low it is a most important part of
very self-respecting articulate photo>lay.
Perhaps it is not exactly reading fo ra thought to suggest that tonorrow may find the conventional
>lack and white production obsolete
This biz certainly does move.
nil
t

Big Little Newsreel
one subject that has
is
tremendously in importance
hrough the advent of sound it is the
there

If

Home

Surgery Drive
to be Extended to

Under Plan

realize that what they give Mr.
and Mrs. Public today as a tidthey will demand tomorrow as a

iit

School,

gained

lewsreel.
No part of a program is
is safe in holding the undivided atention of the audience as the news of

We sometimes
he day in sound.
vonder if most so-called showmen are
living the modernized sound newseel the break it deserves in program,

ights and advertising.
And, as a
inancial matter of passing interest it
:osts about three and a half times as
mich to produce a sound newsreel as
lie old silent version.

Programs

We

have before us a particularly
ffective bit of printing in t«he shape
he souvenir program for the open-

"The Cock Eyed World" at
Irauman's Chinese in Los Angeles
ll is the handiwork of George Brown

Humanitarian Fields

in

Twenty-five years ago, William Fox acquired a Brooklyn
store show seating 146.
Today he owns, operates, controls or has interest in 1,100
theaters, he stated Saturday.

Expanding the influence of his enterprises into the church, school and
surgical fields; plans for conversion
of the Embassy, New York, into an
exclusive sound newsreel theater; development of sound picture equipment and sound films for showing in
the home and closing of a contract
for production of three H. G. Wells
lectures, were announced Satin day by
(Continued on Page 7)

SOUND PICTURES
WITH
While the press has received unfavorably the few sound pictures presented to date in Scandinavia, public
interest is keen in the new development, states Ernest Mattsson, New
York exporter, who has just returned
from a trip to principal cities of
Sweden, Norway and Denmark.
"So far, only a few of the larger
(Continued on Page 2)

Territory with

Number

2,633 W.

didn't

cost

a

bushel

of

frogs

Programs need not neces-

1

disc systems.

foothold,

Wide Film Producers

to

Consider "Little Fellow"
West

Coast

Bureau,

Division of opinion has developed

between two schools of engineering
with respect to television, according
to Martin Codel in an article in "The

One

school maintains that television's best
chances lie with wired radio while
the other contends that space radio
feasible
transmission
is
the most

medium for television signals. All
radio engineers are not in agreement
on the practicability of transmitting
either audible or television programs
by wired radio. Others regard wires
as the logical medium of conveying
(Continued on Page 2)

Col.

Donovan Practicing
Law at Washington

—

early.

continuing the

THE FILM DAILY New York Evening World."

— Wide

film producers
considering smaller exhibitors
are
and it is barely possible that smal'
exhibitors may be taken care of
(Continued on Page 7)

Los Angeles

Non-dramatic presentation

Already there are divers and sun- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
William
P.
Washington
Col.
dry dire manifestations of the pernicious practice of plugging songs in Donovan, who as former Assistant
pictures.
To hear a bad tune once is Attorney General, handled the variterrible enough, but to have it thrown ous Dept. of Justice probes into the
film industry, has formed a law firm
at you throughout an entire evening
Here's a bad here with Herrick Henry Bond, forlegalized murder.
habit
that should be bumped off mer Assistant Secretary of the TreasI

well as

Wire or Radio? Opinions Vary
on Television Development

sarily

Plugging Bad Biz

as

eastward drive.

WARNING ON MUSIC LICENSE

be expensive to be attractive.
Headwork can count here, too.

Deals Expected

Houses

j

cither.

of

Coast's

Paramount's program of expansi on is to take on spirited activity in
Far West states, it is learned, with a number of scouts to be employed to
A number of deals now
survey various independent theaters and sites.
are reported under consideration.
race
for
carry
This
will
the
Coast to Coast theater time to the
E.
Fox West Coast strongholds, for that
Theaters of the United States
firm is strongly entrenched in all
now wired for Western ElecPacific Coast states.
tric sound reproducing systems
Meanwhile, Fox West Coast is
now total 2,633, states Electridickering for the T. & D. chain, and
cal Research Products.
Instalis reported after a number of others.
lations now are averaging 50 a
Recently, the firm's expansion proweek, with the number schedgram was extended eastward to the
uled to be increased to 60 per
Middle West, while Paramount, reweek by the end of the month.
cently began adding houses in westNearly all houses being wired
ern states, notably Arizona, while
are for the sound-on-film anc
Fox was securing an inter-mountain

of

and

Fox West

ury.

for pro-

fit of the copyrighted musical works
of its members, as well as reproduction of such music in a theater or

other place of entertainment, must
be licensed by the American Society
of Composers, Authors and Publishers,

tures

producers of synchronized picare warned, in a letter sent

them by the

society's administrative

committee.

The

Society, the letter points out,
(Continued on Page 8)

Repeat 24 Hour Show
Twenty-four hour show of
the Rialto, New York, was repeated Saturday, following success of the experiment last
week. Whether it will be continued as a Saturady policy has
not been determined.

—
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saw only two openings the past week.
One was "Applause,"
with Helen Morgan which entered the Criterion on Tuesday, forcing out "The
Four Feathers," while Will Rogers came to the Roxy on Friday in "They Had
Harold Lloyd's "Welcome Danger" is to open Saturday at the
See Paris."

to
Rivoli.

Price 5 Cents

Picture

MG-M

"Hallelujah"
of B'way".
"The Great Gabbo"

Published daily except Saturday and holidays
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and
copyright (1929) by Wid's Films and Film

"Young Nowheres'

President.

Mersereau,

Secretary-Treasurer and General Manager;
EnCharles F. Hynes, Managing Editor.
tered as second class matter, May 21, 1918,
under
Y.,
York,
N.
New
at the post-office at
Terms (Postage
the act of March 3, 1879.
free) United States outside of Greater New
York $10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3
Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers
months, $3.00.
Address all comshould rem.t with order.
FILM DAILY, 1650
munications to
Phone Circle
Broadway, New York, N. Y.
4736-4737-4738-4739. Cable address: Filmday,
Ralph
New York. Hollywood, California
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
The
Fredman,
London— Ernest W.
6607.
St.,
Wardour
Renter, 89-91
Film
Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
Berlin
I
Paris— P. A. Harle,
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la

..

"Disraeli"
"Sunny Side
"Blackmail''

-

United Artists.

.

First National.

.

.

.

.

Up"

.

Central

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

.

.

to See Paris".

1

Cour-des-Noues,

19.

.

RKO

Earl Carroll

Paramount
Fox

Criterion

N.

Roxy

"Welcome Danger"

at

Y.

Memphis.

1

2
3

4
6

4

hibitors' unit at Pinehurst.

8
11

Successor to Stahl

Not Chosen by T-S
RCA PORTABLE MACHINE

NOT FOR EXHIBITORS
Portable talking picture equipment

announced by

RCA

Photophone

MORE THEATERS FOR

SIX

will

WEST COAST

IN

ARIZONA

—

Tucson, Ariz. Lyric Amusement
Co. has sold its string of six Arizona
theaters to Fox West Coast, Nick
Diamos, company president, has announced.
Two houses here, one in
Negales, The Lyric, Bisbee; Central,
Lowell; and Grand, Douglas, are the
theaters concerned.

not be available to exhibitors for use
motion picture theaters. The apGets Patent
Claude
paratus has been devised, according
Invention to E. E. Bucher, executive vice-presiRights to
Rights to patent 1,726,107 of N. dent of the company, for the sole
V. Philips' Gloeilampenfabrieken of purpose of helping disseminate "inEindhoven, Netherlands, have been struction and information on a grand
obtained by Claude Neon Lights, scale" and as a means of creating a Fox
West Coast Managing
The invention relates to elec- "traveling university." To this end
Inc.
Gramercy
"U" Far Northwest Houses
tric discharge tubes having a posi- the company has made its
tive column of light for lighting pur- Studio in New York available for
Seattle
Fox West Coast Theaters
It provides for the introduc- the production of talking films of an now is operating under
poses.
a manageThe educational nature.
tion of other gases than neon.
ment deal the two suburban chains
company has filed suit against Rainof Universal in the Far Northwest,
how Light, Inc., to prevent infringe>amely the Northwest Theater Enment of this patent in the manuterprise, which has eight houses here,
PICTURES
facture of blue luminous tubes. The
and the three Multnomah houses at
Appellate Division of the Supreme
Portland.
Court of New York has upheld the
in

Neon

of

Rivoli,

in

West

W

—

Opening

Premiere of "Condemned" at the
Selwyn, N. Y.
Nov. 19-20 Ninth Annual Ohio M.P.T.O.
Convention at Columbus.
Dec. 9-10
Meeting of North Carolina ex-

Nov.

THE

—

19

Mkhig'an M.P.T.O. 10th annual convention at Detroit.
Annual M. P T.. O. A. meeting
Oct. 29-31
at the Peabody Hotel, Memphis.
Tri-state M. P. T. O. convention
Oct. 31

13
Sept. 28

Rivoli

Warners
Warners
Fox
Gaiety
Sono Art- World. Selwyn

"Rio Rita"
"Applause"

"They Had

M-G-M
Embassy
Warners
Winter Garden. ..
Sono-WorldWide Globe
Sept.
Columbia
Geo M. Cohan ...Sept.

1929

Oct. 28-30

Opening Date
Aug. 14
Aug. 20
Aug. 30

.

"Flight"
"Three Live Ghosts"

at

Theater
Astor

Distributor

"Gold Diggers

W. Alicoate,
Inc.
Folks,
J.
Editor and Publisher; Donald M.

Oct.

|

"Hollywood Revue"

14,

The Industry's
Date Book

\y ROADWAY

Editor and Publisher

JOHN W. AUCOATE

Monday, October

Dutch

Coast

Bureau,

—

Hollywood

THE FILM DAILM

No

successor

has

been chosen to John M. Stahl, TifJ
fany-Stahl production chief, who i9
to retire Nov. 16 from the company.
Grant L. Cooke, company vice presi-(
dent, is in charge at the studios fori
the present.

Pacent Invades New Zealand
Pacent has invaded
New Zealand market.

Sydney

—

the

—

POPULAR

SOUND

Insull interests in their efforts to acquire control of Claude Neon Federal Co.

(Continued from Page 1)

for

WIRE OR RADIO? OPINIONS

sound," he says, "as for instance in
Copenhagen three theaters, Stockholm four theaters and in Olso one.
but these theaters are running to

VARY ON TELEVISION

capacity.

(.Continued

theaters

Bonus Plan Announced
by Arthur Abeles
Mr. Arthur Abeles, general manager of the Century Circuit, announces
that a bonus plan for the managers
The
of the circuit is now in force.
plan is based, not on the biggest receipts but the efforts of the managers themselves in putting over their
shows. Thus the smallest house on
the circuit has as much chance of
getting the monthly prize as the largest de luxe.
Abeles also announces
that every manager on the circuit
will

have one day

off in

seven.

Financial Markets Closed
All

financial

and a

Day

legal holiday.

An

item concerning the Morris
Aron Organization, Inc.,
which is sponsoring the Charity Ball for
at the Hotel

crippled

children

Astor on Nov.

was inadvertently

2,

referred to
as the Morris Arch Organization, in last Saturday's issue.

equipped

"The language

difficulties

five

per cent of the audiences

understand the dialogue.
"In order to make it more understandable, explanatory titles are be-

will

embossed on the

film,

and

in

that way the non-English speaking
part of the audience can follow the
story even though they may lose
some of the details. No doubt the
novelty of sound pictures has so far
been the reason for their success, but
it may also be on account of the great
interest the Scandinavians have in
learning English.
It certainly looks
as though talking pictures will gradually make English an international

language."

from Page

MISSIONARY: "Before you
liquidate

me

have a

last request to

in that pot,

I

1)

television programs when television
is
perfected.
They base their decision on the belief that the technical
difficulties are
easier to overcome
and that wire offers means of collecting necessary revenue for the expense of television's development.

make"
CANNIBAL:

"Ogli

woof migong ak bal

woofin de

soupla."

will na-

Even
drawback.
though English is taught extensively
in these countries, I doubt if more
turally be a great

ing

Correction

been

"More theaters are being equipped
as fast as possible and I'm sure that
within a year or so quite a number
of theaters will be ready for sound.
Pictures like 'The Singing Fool'
'Fox Follies' and a few other sound
films have been shown with great
success.

than

markets were closed

Saturday, this being Columbus

have

-WANTED IMMEDIATELY.
Young man, between

25 and 30 years

to take charge of shipping and
receiving department.
Preferably man
with experience in film industry, laboratory
and projection work.
State
qualifications, salary requirements and
references.
Good opportunity. Apply
old,

Dept.

H.— Box

1650 Broadway

E-178, c-o Film Daily,

New York

City

MISSIONARY: "III not die
happy until I see that marvelous picture with Robert

Armstrong and James
Gleason."

CANNIBAL: "Oh Yeah?"
MISSIONARY: "OH YEAH r»

New

York, Oct,

4.

Ramsey MaoDonald's

arrival in
New York showi^^n the screen at
this house Friday night 'with sound
effects, and is a neat job well performed by Emanuel Cohen's huskies.
In these days of sound newsreels
when even outsiders notice how old
and stale many of the clips are it
is encouraging" to come upon oldJ.

time silent newsreel speed in an
audible release.
The current issue of the Paramount News Is uncommonly well
assorted in subject matter and reveals an editorial sureness that
rates trade commendation.

Land,

Paramount Theater

New York

^ "Silent news reel speed

monly

in

an audible release."

well assorted, in subject matter.

9"

*§

*$

"Uncom-

"Editorial sure-

— you get

PARAMOUNT
SOUND NEWS
ness."

^ Exhibitors and Variety agree

it

in ...

.

THE SOUND NEWS OF THE NEW SHOW WORLD

U

/
RONALD
COLMAN
tremendous

his

In

his

first

All

sue

•

Talking picture

BULLDOG

DRUMMOND
Scmuel Goldwyn

m

Pre:,

tion, with Joan- Bennett.

of the greatest

ft

w*]

B.

O

One

pi

of the day.

7
MARY

PICKFORD
DOUGLAS

FAIRBANKS
TOGETHER — in

I

tion

an adapta-

Shakespeare's comedy

of

"THE TAMING OF

THE SHREW "

—

Talking The biggest picture
announcement ever made. Sam

All

Taylor Production.
--'•VA€--'

I

BG

^^enBp^Sl^B

H

UNITED

I

I

-

ARTISTS
rule the screen

3

B

UNITED
ARTISTS
FEATURETTE^
One and Two

Astounding

MUSICAL

Reel

SHORT FEATURES

a

1812

»f

The famous overture by the Russian composer Tschaikowsky. Known and played
all over the world. United Artists brings it
to th* screen accompanied by a marvelous visual interpretation of the meaning
oft hacom position the invasion of Russia
by Napoleon.

—

THREE LIVE
GHOSTS

DOLORES
DEL RIO
her greatest role

The LaughSensation of Years.

Schenck.

Max

Marcin Pro-

Her

Carewe's

synchroni-

duction with All Star cast. All
in

ng production.

Talking,

epic picture

hit.

in

Laughing

mystery

From famous stage

sue-

fen years. Will live forever

sensation

I

from their homes, their fight for
freedom and their victory. Donald Novis,
the Irish tenor who sang in "Bulldog
patriots

Drummond*' is the principal singer. A
great Big UttleJ^eaturelJe.
- .
_

"The Fall

of
the Bastille"

3

Talking Picture

All

first

Victor Herbert at his best. n this composition he depicted the eviction of the Irish

in

THE
TRESPASSER

Presented by Joseph M.

EVANGELINE

RHAPSODY"

SWANSON
A

in

"IRISH

2

GLORIA

which she also

What

inspired the writing of "The MarWhat great emotional incident
the history of France brought about
the composing of this thrilling bit of
music? This marvelous "Featurette" will
bring to all the true story of the birth of
this song.

Ed-

sings.

seilles"?

mund Goulding Production.
Presented by Joseph P.

in

Kennedy.

"TANNHAUSER"

4

Richard Wagner's most famous of

all

operas. The screen translation will include
the enchanting Bacchantes Ballet in the
Grotto of Venus.
And the Pilgrims'
Chorus will be sung by more than 100
selected voices.

"GLORIOUS

s

-

VAMPS"
This musical

gem

brings

all

the real vamps

of history before you: Eve. Salome, Cleopatra, Delilah, Lucretia Borgia, Madame
Pompadour, Carmen and to top it off
the modern jazz girl.

"In

6

NORMA

RONALD
COLMAN
his

In

second All-Talking

success, greater than "Bull-

DOOR

her finest achievement

Rod La Rocque, Barbara
Stanwyck, William Boyd,

in

her

first

dog Drummond"

most unusual story he

Talking picture

NEW YORK

CONDEMNED
the

All

Betty

NIGHTS'
With

Gilbert

Roland.

Bronson

in

the

HARDING. Samuel

Gold-

Louis Milestone

George Fitzmaurice

Big

One

for

any theatre.

store for

all

MADRID"

"The

Pre-

sented by Joseph M. Schenck.

Production.

is in

singing. Spain, the land of beautiful girls,
moonlight, music and pulse quickening
romance. A musical and eye treat.

most

sented by Joseph M. Schenck.

A

IN

8

drama ever produced.

glorious treat

Gorgeous Spanish music, dancing and

gripping All Talking society
Pre-

A

"A NIGHT

7

ANN

Presents.

—

world.

movie goers with this one.

has ever had. With

wyn

The world famous Chauve Souris idea for
the screen. Russian music, singing and
dancing the most fascinating in the

TheLOCKED

TALMADGE

A Russian

Cabaret"

huskin' bee"
"AM hands round fortheVirginia Reel"
In this great little novelty you will hear

pro-

the old favorites of the American farm
and backwoods. The Square Dance. Hands
Around, played and called off by old fiddlers and t hefol ks f rom ba ckihJEDTft. _,
all

duction.

That good old period when "Sweet Adeline'* was the theme song hit of the day.
That age when barber shop quartettes
were the official broadcasters of the latest
in popular music. The songs and dances
costumes

of the gay nineties in correct
and steps.

"THE BIRTH
OF JAZZ"

10

The evolution

of the "Blues," with
HARRY RICHMAN strutting his stuff as
only he can do it. Hot music, JAZZ! and
how it got that way. Who and what was
responsible for the modern music that
starts shoulders a-swaying and fingers
a-snapping.

—

HA

ANNY

UPE

R R
RICHMA?

R ICE

"Musical
Marionettes n

ii

One

of the cleverest things ever made for
the screen. Mechanical dolls that dance,
sing and speak. A "Featurette" to be featured in your lights and in your adver-

VELEZ

tising.

12

Pieas ire"

..

"THE

LOVE CUP"

A

BROADWAY
BOND

HELL HARBOR

Chinese operetta with music by the
famous composer Rudolf Friml. A miniature "Mikado." Most gorgeous little feature that has ever been produced. Marvelous music and singing with the whole
production in color.

—

To be Released
.

,

ONE A MONTH
Book the 12 NOW!

—Willi

ill

II

I'

Monday, October

Timely Topics

Along The Rialto

A

Digest of
Current Opinion

PhilM. Daly,

Success Rests on Balance
Between Speech and Action

'HE

vocal element of the talkbeing new, has no conventions, and we apply to it the
ies,

rough standard of everyday life.
The combination of the two
causes a want of balance.
restoration of equilibrium

The
will

create the talkie of the future.
The vocal part will have to be-

come

conventionalized;

it

He

will

have to approach the pace and
rhythm of the movie element;
and the movie will have to adjust itself to the requirements of

Jr.

Gilbert
*

*

Seldes

*

DALY

THREE BROTHERS
Warner

veteran

scrivener,

is

say

prolific to

"Dead

just finished adapting

or Alive,''

Al Ruben's been busy as a bee lately, and we'll wager he has
something he'll be springing soon.
The "talkies" at many
movies depends on who sits near you, was a wisecrack which
won a prize in a recent competition
A new dog muzzle to
modulate barks for recording is the latest Coast gag
Jack Foner bemoans the fact that the out-loud title reading pest
has been supplanted by the gorilla who hums the theme song.

started out

seek their fortunes in the
world so they could come back and
marry beautiful Hortense, the pawnbroker's daughter. You see, all three
were madly in love with Hortense.
to

"What

'

'

'

I

are you going to do, boys?"

asked Hortense.
"I'm gonna be a picture producer*
brags Ignatz.
"I'm gonna grab off a chain of
fillum houses," boasts Sidney.
"I'm just gonna be a junkman,
modestly sez Moe.
After three years Ignatz went busM
ed trying to mix color, sound anl
third-dimension together to produce
j

E. Oswald Brooks, veteran serial expert, now is directing
Talking Picture Epics at the RCA-Gramercy studios
Ben Koenig, Film Board secretary at Milwaukee, will tell you
that Ben, Jr., is the smartest kid in the Beer City
for

the voice.

THAT'S
By PHIL M.

completed a kid sketch and is writing a play in his spare moments.
The ever-popular Al Jolson is to sing and talk from
Hollywood on a Coast to Coast hook-up tomorrow night
the least.

AND
THAT

with

OHN HOBBLE,

1929

14,

pictures.

And

Sidney's chain of fillum housethe red trying to pay for
Ignatz's color-sound-dimension pic-

went

in

tures.

Radiovision Called Next

Entertainment Development

IADIOMOVIES

will be the
next new development in entertainment.
They are practical
now, but only on a very small
scale.
The future will bring us
to the point where we will be
able to see national sports and
other great events exactly when
they take place The theaters will
be equioped with a screen and receiving equipment. The receiving
equipment will replace the present projection room equipment.

Radiovision

is

Now we

hear that a Phil Daley,

famous gambling
Grey, now on the Coast,

Joisey's

W.

joints.

Jr.,

Not

used to run one of

guitly,

sez

Noo

we

Al

plenty enthused over synchronizing

is

..Even mice prefer redblooded
from Sammy Warshawsky, who offers his
trunkful of manuscripts to prove that the ratty appetite runs to
mellerdrammer
the D.

Griffith

entertainment, take

This

stock

fillums

it

selling

plan

of

Fox Theaters

furnish

will

an

interesting insight into the advertising value of the talking screen
Life,

these days

is

just

one theater deal after another.

covered every fifteenth of a sec-

ond and the persistence of vision
builds up the image directly on
the eye.

came

along
Sid-

ney's theaters for practically nothing,
and sold them to Hortense's father
the pawnbroker, and made a barrel
of jack.
Now Moe and Hortense are happily
married. Moe sez he is gonna name
the first kid Experience, in honor cti
his brothers Ignatz and Sidney.
But Hortense insists the kid's name
;

must be Expectation, to commemorate something Ignatz and Sidney ex-

Now

NUMBER

66

isn't that just like a

woman?

66

Mur-Ad
Ed McNamee sez: "When

MANY HAPPY RETURNS

Industry
By

JAMES

P.

Famous Film Conversations
"He slipped one over."

CUNNINGHAM
The Film Daily

Editor,

THERE
in

secure

the

are

October 14

who

wages from

pic-

according to a recent estimate.
More than 100,000,000
persons attend picture shows
weekly, it is declared, with the
20 odd thousand theaters of the
United States said to have an
aggregate seating capacity in
excess of 18,000,000. The 100,tures,

THEIR
FIRST

JOBS

000,000 figure,

KENNEDY

candy vendor on excursion
steamer

IN

it

is

said, repre-

Best
tions

wishes and congratulaare extended by

THE

FILM DAILY
ing

members

who today

to the follow-

of the industry,

are celebrating their

birthday:

lease

New York
expected

on 64th

St. stu

City; Richard

supervise

to

Row'

easten

unit.
*

Carl

Kramer

H. L. Muller
Lillian

crease

Irving Rasmussen

over attendance a few

Metro renews
dio in

land

sents about a 100 per cent in-

years ago.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAK

325,000 persons

United States

their

*

*

*

R. H. McCulloch,

Sound Expert,
Fox West Coast Theaters

you'v<

determined on a torch suicide and
have sprinkled your body with gaso-,
line, light a Murad, but you won't)
have to smoke it. You won't have
time."

Statistics
Statistical

JOSEPH

junkman

pected to get, but didn't.

—

P.

the

based on one of

the simplest mysteries of our
childhood, when someone would
draw parallel lines across a paper
under which there was a penny,
and an Indian would appear.
This is the same process used in
Radiovision- instead of using a
pencil, the lines are drawn with
a point of light, which sweeps
across the picture in successive
parallel lines. Each picture frame
is

Moe

bought up Ignatz's studios and

Gish

Bob Doidge

*

*

Marcus Loew plans 2,700 seat housJ
at Bay Ridge Ave., Brooklyn.
*

New

*

*

syndicate formed to build the

ater chain in Minneapolis.

October

flnday,

14,

1929

Short Shots from
Sew York Studios
\By ARTHUR W. EDDY—
ONTA BELL,

who

super-

pictures for Paraunt this year and personally ditwo, will direct his initial one

t

er this arrangement
It will be "The

m

about Janu-

Young Man

Manhattan," based on a nestnovel. The next production

ling

supervision will he "The
f
Pond," which will be made in
s
veinber with Maurice Chevalier
his

ler

rred.

Florence Straus, until recently sceio editor at Universal, is now ocying a similar capacity' at Fox
was with First National for
e
rs

charge of

in

stories.

Elizabeth North, who has been
tiui/ director of RCA's Gramercy
idio, is now set to direct a stage
'!!

Jack Shalitt, still man at the Graercy studio, is proudly demonstratthe workings of the penumatic

Field

1)

home

at

William Fox
hurst.

Notables

(Continued from Page
at

his

Cedar-

I.

I..

The occasion was
will

three

vise

Fox Expanding in
Humanitarian

his celebration of

twenty-fifth anniversary in show
business, with William Fox host at
a luncheon for trade newspapermen.
Fox said his three immediate aims
art the utilization of sound pictures
for the instruction of school children,
for
presentation
of
sermons
in
churches and for recording of major
and difficult surgical operations for
the education of medical students.
tlie

Beginning Oct. 2X, the Embassy,
New York, will present programs
about 90 minutes in length, consisting of two issues of Fox Movietone
News, two issues of Hearst Metrotone News and additional special subjects.
Prices will be 35 cents top for
matinees and 35 cents top nights.
If the experiment is successful, it will
be repeated

other

in

at Jessel

Dinner

Paramount Employes to
Get Stock Offer Tomorrow

The following

are scheduled to br
on the dais at the testimonial dinner
to he given by the Jewish Theatrica'
Guild of America to George Jessel
on Oct. 27 at the Commodore. Mayor

Walker, (hover Whalen, William Fox,
Major Kdward Bowes, S. L. Rothafel, Daniel Frohman, Joe Weber, Ed
"'ynn, Major John Zanft, Judge
Otto Rosalsky, Judge Max Levine
Judge Mitchell May, Rabbi Nathan
Krass and Rabbi B. F. Tintner.

Paramount stock for employes is
to he available at $52 a share." Employes are entitled to buy an amouiii
equal to 20 per cent of their annual salary upon certification of deheads, it
is
understood,
The stock is to he paid for at the

partment

rate of $1 a week deducted from
ployes' salaries.

Century Chain Adds Another
Saperstein Gets Chicago House
Empress, Empire Blvd. and
Brooklyn Ave., Brooklyn, has heen
Chicago
The Calo, formerly
taken over by the Century Circuit owned by Brunhild Bros, now is
and will open Oct. 18. The theatei owned by Aaron Saperstein.
Anlias Keen entirely redecorated, sound
other Calo house, also owned by the
has heen installed and will open with Brunhild Bros, here has been sold

The

"Show

—

Boat."

to

Bambiro Bros.

cities.

Fox hopes
important surgical op-

In the field of surgery,
to film every
eration, and

makes

this

available to

The first, an
surgeons and students.
operation with a radium knife, is to
he shown today to the American
College of Surgeons in Chicago.
In

sermons in churches,
day when great
churchmen would preach talking film
doing
the cameraOllie Leach is
sermons every Sunday in churches
jrk on shorts being made by Phothroughout the nation. In the home
color. He was formerly xvith Color
field,
Fox says, he is preparing to
Inema and in 1910, if yon remembring out equipment for sale to 14,those days, he toyed with a
'r
000,000 homes of the nation.
Home
mera for P. A. Powers.
pictures will be produced on 16 mm.

pod on

his plan to film

his camera.

he

envisioned

or

standard-width

the

safety

film,

the

Maurice Chevalier is en route tt pictures being made direct for home
anhattan on that big houseboat consumption, so there will he no conlown as the He de France. Soon flict with theater presentations.
ter gangplanking he'll bag and bagThree lectures by H. (i. Wells on
lge to the Coast to work in "Para- "The Outline of History" are to be
ount on Parade" and will use his filmed. Fox stated.

:turn trip ticket early in Novemhe
p play in "The Big Pond" at the
|.ong Island studio.

G. B.

Boston

Vide Film Producers to
Consider "Little Fellow"
(Continued from Page

1)

irough projection lens adjustments.
ith high installation costs, Abram
Myers, president of Allied States
.ss'n, declared at the meeting of exibitors here.
The southern Califoria exhibitor
deferred action upon
roposed affiliation with Allied. Two
undred Tiffany-Stahl and
anchises were sold during the ses-

oldest

Bowman

— George

stage

Dies

Bowman,

B.

manager

in

the
city
stage of

this

dropped dead back of the
Howard theater, where he had
been manager for 50 years.

the

r

RKO

ions,

it

is

111.

F\\

stated.

Wiring
Alton,

Two More

—The

Temple here

^
V'

ant!

Alamo, Milwaukee, are being
quipped with De Forest Phonofilm
nd Phonodisc.

he

l

'&
RENAUD
HOFFMAN
now
HIS own

directing

ORIGINAL

story

"Blaze O'Glory"
Starring

Eddie Dowling
with Betty Compson
for Sono-Art

em-

MARY NOLA
w

N

LAQY
SNANOUAI
OF RAI
AUTHOR
COLTON,
BY JOHN
U N
V E R S A L
N

N'

II

DAILY

Monday, October

Text of Letter Sent to Sound
Film Producers by A.S.C.A.P.

1929

14,

Now On Broadway
— "Hollywood Revue"
— "Madonna the Sleeping
Capitol — "The Unholy Night"
Carnegie— Venus"
Central— "Young Nowheres"
Colony— "Hold Your Man"
Criterion — "App'ause"
Earl Carroll — "Rio Rita"
Embassy — "Hallelujah"
Astor

ATLANTA— General

Talking PicIn connection with the great extent
tures lias established sub branches at
Charlotte, Memphis, and New Or- to which music is necessary to and
leans in this territory. Walter Griffith used in synchronized motion pictures
is in charge at Charlotte, James Talit seems advisable that all producers
ley at Memphis and James M. Jones
thereof should have a clear underwill supervise the Florida, Alabama
standing of their relationship to this
and Georgia sections.
society and its members.

CHICAGO— Berwyn

Amusement

Co. has leased the Ritz from the Ritz

Theater Corp. for 20 years at a term
of $535,000.
Jacob Lasker, one of
the lessees, will spend approximately
$60,000 in equipping the house for
sound picture. The house was built
about four years ago and seats 2,100.

COLTON, CAL.— Efforts

are being made by the Chamber of Commerce here to regain control of the
Colton, now owned by J. G. Knapp.
The house has been closed five days
a week but is resuming a daily pro-

"First

— Included

the

Society

its

members

ciety

does

not,

per-

public

operas,

operettas,

or such

behalf,

their

control

phonies,

The

performance

the

musical

it

in

their

or
of

works,

sym-

comedies,

works

like

So-

license

dramatic-musical

such; nor does

as

behalf of

in

compositions.

in

copyrighted

heir

of

profit of their respective separate

musical

manner

any

in

licensing

of

non-dramatic

the

formance for
copyrighted

amongst the

that

is

functions

entirety

manufacture
serving to reproduce

license the

mechanical devices
any of their works.
of

—

formerly connected with theaters in
Syracuse, has been transferred to the

"Second Effective with the beginning of
the membership cf any member a definite
written agreement is consummated between
the Society and the member pursuant to the
terms of which the member assigns to the
Society the sole and exclusive right to license

Grand

the non-dramatic public performance of every

gram.

HARTFORD— Murray

G. Marcus,

here.

HUDSON

FALLS,

separate musical composition which the

Y.— J.

A.
pur-

N.

Fitzgerald of Glen Falls, has
chased the Strand from L. J. Shearer,
L. A. Buettner and M. J. Carroll of
Cohoes, who recently sold two other
houses to William J. Benson of SaraSale of the houses
toga Springs.
marks virtual retirement of Shearer,
Buettner and Carroll from the theatrical

field.

LOWELL, MASS.— Mark

MERIDEN, CONN.— George H.
Wilkinson, owner of the Wilkinson,
denies that his house has been sold
or leased to Fox interests.
In addiWilkinson also announced that he has taken over the
Strand which will be operated under

tion to the denial

his direction.
C.

Beekner

has arrived to manage the Princess
here.
Beekner supervised several
Florida houses for Publix.

NEW HAVEN, CONN.— C.
owner

did

previously

to

or

shall

membership write and/or copyright.
case of writer-members the assignment
the
as

mem-

during

his

In the
is

for

entire world, and as to such publishers
have not previously assigned their foreign

MUSIC SOCIETY ISSUES

Gates,

manager of
has been appointed
Keith's succeeding Benjamin F. Pickett, who has resigned after 18 years
of service.
Gates formerly was connected with Loew's.

NASHVILLE— Harry

ber

J.

WARNING ON LICENSE
{Continued from Page

theater

of

who

secured national publicity when he advertised the fact that
he had a poor show, is to manage
a theater here soon, it is reported.
la.,

BEND—

YOUNGSTOWN, O.— W.
and Chestnut

Federal

the tentative site for
the new Warner house planned here.
Construction is scheduled to start in
the spring.
Paramount also is said
to be planning a house here.

rights

is

it

formation

world-wide.
are

agreement made

rent
all

also

there

members

1930,
into

for

for

the

copies
in

of

For your
(a)

identical

period

ending

the

in-

cur-

form with
Dec.

31,

and (b) the agreement already entered
between the Society and its members
an additional period ending December

31st.

Fifth

of

Ave.— "The

Devil's

Cars"

Pit"

St.— "The Weavers"

Fifty-fifth

Film Guild— "The Soul of France"

1935.

—

"Third Pursuant to the terms of these
agreements the Society claims prior and exclusive rights to license the non-dramatic public
performance for profit in places of public
amusement and entertainment of every
musical work written, composed, published
and/or copyrighted by each and every one of
its
members for and during such terms as
the membership shall be in effect regardless
of any
subsequent agreements as between
any member and a third party.
"Fourth The Society has no objection to
any of its members writing, composing and/or

—

publishing exclusively or otherwise with or
for any producer, or to the producer being
granted an exclusive right and license to
synchronize with a particular motion picture
any compositions written pursuant to con-

between producers and writers.
But
and when, such sound picture, reproducing
music written by a member is exhibited in
tracts

if,

—

Gaiety "Sunny Side Up"
Globe— "The Great Gabbo"
Geo. M. Cohan— "Flight"

—'"Street

Hippodrome
Loew's

Girl"

New York — Monday, "The Dance a

Life"; Tuesday, "The Black Watch"; Wednesday,
"Broadway"; Thursday,
Leave Home?"; Friday, "The DelightM
Rogue" Saturday. "Hard to Get"
Sunday, "Paris Bound"
Mark Strand "Fast Life"
Paramount -"Four Feathers"

"Wl

;

;

—
—
Rialto — "Why Bring That Up?"
— "Three Live Ghosts"
Rivoli
Roxy— "They Had to See Paris"
Selwyn — "B'ackmail"
Warners —" Disraeli"
—
Winter Garden

"Gold Diggers

of

Broadwa;

Oswego House Wired
Oswego, N. Y. Snyder & Mackil

—

have received contracts for installa
a theater or other place of entertainment,
tion of sound equipment at the RicH
then such establishment is required to have
ardson and Capitol. James Corrigeai
a valid license from this Society.
"Fifth — Therefore, the Society, believing of Syracuse recently leased the Rich
frank and open dealing, and the giving
fair notice to all concerned of the rights
asserts makes this explanation of its position, in addition to the copies of its agreements with members: (a) pamphlet entitled
in

ardson.

of
it

'Performing Rights in Copyrighted Music'
and (b) current membership .list and di-

Two Richmond Houses Reopen
Richmond
Mosque are

— Both

The

letter,

by belief

in

it

is

stated,

is

A NEW THEATRE
FOR THE OLD ONE!

1)

prompted

"frank and open and the

giving of fair notice to all concerned
of the rights it asserts." Accompany-

REDECORATE m REFURNISH
At moderate cost and
in quick time.
Atmospheric—Modern— Formal

Schemes
The MICHEL

ANGELO STUDIOS,

is

200 West 57th

i

Lyric and
to be opened within thii
next few weeks.
the

has no objection to any of its members writing, composing or publishing exclusively for a sound picture
producer, but any theater which plays
such picture, is required to have a
license. The society, it is pointed out,
does not control performance in their
entireties as such of members' copyrighted
dramatic-musical
works,
operas, operettas, musical comedies,
symphonies or such works nor does
it license manufacture of mechanical
reproducing devices.

Shenan- ing
the explanation of the Society's
position, are copies of its form of
agreements with members, a pamphlet
titled,
"Performing Rights in
C6pyfight Music," and a current
SOUTH
The Granada, in- membership list and directory.
terior of which has been practically
rebuilt, will open here soon with "The
Cock Eyed World," according to R.
R. Miller, manager.
Latta,

doah,

Cameo

Street,

New York

Inc.
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Sfathanson Denies

15,
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Price 5 Cents

He Plans New Canadian

Chain

KO ANDT-S HAVE MADE GOOD, MYERS SAYS
Paramount to Increase Production at Eastern Studio
The Romance
of

Sound

J=*V JACK ALICOATB^=z
:i7HEN the final page of
picture history has
y y motion
been written
will prob-

Enlarged Program Mapped
for Astoria Plant With
Balaban in Charge
Full

activity

under

a

new Para-

mount

policy to create a complete
and elaborate Eastern production center will be reached early in 1930, at
which time the company will have
it
concentrated several feature units,
ply be found that the most ro- numerous shorts, all future Publix
pantic chapter of this tremendous stage presentations and foreign lang(Continued on Page 7)

plume of epoch-making achievement was not its early pioneering

Need

"Open-Minded" Point of Contact
Cited by Allied States Ass'n Head
for

West

Publix Expansion
Omaha

monhts

ago

giving
Publix the control of the Fremont business.
several

OWNS

—

Publix continued
expansion program in Nebraska by the purchase of two
more theaters in Fremont,
The
Neb., it was announced.
two new houses are the Empress and the Wall. The Fremont theater was purchased
its

Coast

Bureau,

is

THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles— Both

RKO

and Tifhave made good on all
their promises to Allied States Ass'n,
declares President Abram F. Myers,
in
reviewing the convention held
here.
The convention, attended by
165 exhibitors, was marked by previewing of the product of both companies and receptions on the lots of
fany-Stahl

the

two

firms.
for

The need

"open-minded point
contact" with other branches of
the industry and the willingness of
Allied to settle differences by conwere
understanding
ference
and
stressed in speeches made, Myers deof

not its war-time period of BUTTERFIELD CHAIN
Patents and "trust-bustpg" and not even that mushroom
76 HOUSES IN MICHIGAN State of Iowa Files $140,800
[rowth transition from the nickelClaim Against Fox Film clares.
deon to the de-luxe five thousand
Detroit There now are 76 MichiDes Moines Charging the firm
eat theater.
The chapter will be gan theaters in the Butterfield chain,
operated 878 business days without
Booking Combine
[Now."
are the greatest which is continuing its expansion.
the permit required by state law, the
Fifty-three
the
W.
Formed
at Kansas City
of
these
comprise
lays in pictures.
attorney general has filed a petition
S. Butterfield Theaters, Inc., while
Kansas City Jay Means is presiFrom that evening that Al the rest are the property of Butter- in District Court to collect $140,800
The
penalty dent of Independent Theater OwnCorp.
Film
Fox
from
lolson first sang and kidded his field Michigan Theaters Co.
sought is $100 a day plus interest ers, Inc., booking combine formed
vay into the hearts of the screen
Those in the former group are dis- and costs.
here with 14 theaters as nucleus.
oving oublic of America in "The tributed as follows Ann Arbor:
Majestic, Michigan, Orpheum and
fazz Singer" is but two years. The
VVuerth; Battle Creek: Bijou-Arcade,
?xact date of the opening being
(Continued on Page 7)
Dct. 6th, 1927.
Yet, in that in:redulously short span of time a
OF 1,337 FILMS
1,183
niracle of achievement has hapToronto Activities of Exhibitors
Membership Drive Started Co-operative
pened.
of Canada, Ltd., repreHarrell
by
Southeast
in
ENDORSED
group
of independent exARE
senting
REVIEWED
a
The
Order
have been
Dominion,
hibitors
in
the
the
drive
of
Atlanta Membership
And now, in place of the old order West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY Southeastern
exhibitor unit has been extended to the Maritime Provinces.
things, we have a business of
if
Hollywood Eleven hundred eighty- started by Love B. Harrell, treasurer A branch of the society has been orivorld-wide significance and inter- three out of 1,337 p'ictures reviewed and executive secretary, who recently ganized at Halifax, Nova Scotia, bj
lational ramifications entirely reborn. by public-spirited organizations were established headquarters here.
He F. R. Lennon, national buyer. He
This new giant that is destined to endorsed, states Fred Beetson, who now is on tour of various sections of announced at the meeting that the
society, which had recently gained a
?ive to a receptive world this new, has just returned from Washington. the territory.
Federal company charter, aimed to
artistic, clean and cheap amusement
reduce
sound film rentals and to adIn
forward.
move
will ever grow and
for the installation of
funds
vance
this remarkable remaking of things
(Continued on Page 7)
many familiar faces have been lost in
jays,

general

—

—

New

THESE

—

—

OUT

New

Canadian Exhibitor Co-op.
Extending Scope of Activities
—

—

—

NATHANSON BOWING OUT

Many

of the glittering

the shuffle.
stars of yesterday are

no more. Taking their places have come new
screen favorites unheard of in picture
Surely
twelve months ago.
no more romantic and inspiring period has ever been undergone by
any art, industry or business on earth
than that from which the motion pic-

circles

(Continued on Page 2)

Toronto

— Final

chapter in the upheaval within Famous Players Canadian Corp. has probably been writThe
will play host to a ten with the issuing of an official angroup of film editors of Paris news- nouncement by N. L. Nathanson
papers at luncheon Thursday at the former managing director of the corParamount Hotel, New York. Topics poration, in which he denies that he
of interest to foreign sales managers proposes to promote a new chain in

Paris Film Editors Guests
at
Luncheon Oct. 17

AMPA

AMPA

(Continued on Page 8)

(Continued

on

Page

7)

FitzPatrick Exchange
Is Opened at Atlanta
Atlanta

—

With N.

branch manager and

W.

E. Savini as
G. ("Billy")

as booker, the Atlanta office
Pictures, was opened
125 Walton St., on
Film Row. The company is distribut(CoiUinued on Page 7)

Evans

of FitzPatrick
this week at

"
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Film
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Paris— P. A. Harle,
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la
Cour-des-Noues, 19.

—

W

—

ture industry is just emerging because
of the advent of dialogue and sound.

Manpower
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do units
do com
Skouras Bros
United Art
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15,100
3,500
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Ser.

NAMED BY LIGHTMAN
Arrangements committee for the
tenth annual convention of the M.P.
T.O.A., to be held in Memphis,
Tenn., at Hotel Peabody, Oct. 29 to

200
1,000

31

,

5

34
10
75

•LAST PRICE QUOTED

19

Opening

of

Rivoli,

N.

Oct. 28-30
Oct. 29-31

"Welcome Danger"

i

Y.

Michigian
M.P.T.O. lOtfi
nual convention at Detroit.

u

Annual M. P T.. O. A. meetin
at the Peabody Hotel, Memphi
Tri-state M. P. T. O. conventio
in Memphis.

i

Work on

J.

ninety-nine.

six

thousand.
sixty

17th Sts.

Norman, England, Ark.
H. D. Wharton,
Warren, Ark. Sidney M. Nutt, Hot Spring,
Ark.; M. S. McCord, Camden, Ark.; M. J.
Pruniski, N. Little Rock, Ark.; Frank C.
Walker, New York; S. B. Johnston, Cleveland, Miss.; C. A. McElravy, Memphis, and
E. H. Butler, Russellville, Ark.
Former national president, R. H.
Woodhull, will act as toastmaster..
;

This business has been moving
with such speed during the past
eighteen months that it is hard for
those even in the innermost circles
to keep up with its proper perspective

has

;

De Forest Device at Stoughton
Stoughton, Wis. Charles Guelson
manager of the Badger, announced
that De Forest sound equipment wil
be installed at the house soon.

—

-WANTED IMMEDIATELY

for Wis. House
Wis. De Forest sound
equipment is being installed in the

Sound

—

Hartford,

Young man, between

Rockett and Marin Leave
Al Rockett and Ned Marin, Fox
production executives, are en route
to the Coast from New York.

—

1650 Broadway

Dillingham
drawing salary

is routing forty shows Warner
Brothers are routing four thousand.

bert

bromidic but nevertheless

K4>A%Y KAT
the

it's

figuratively true.
The picture business is just starting.
All that has

MAGIC

i

i

of

...is its

City

talking picture

is

J§
r

a Cartoori

HUMOR.'"

KRAZYKAT

gone before is simply preparation and
these advance-guard mirrored reflections that we are now getting from
sound studios are but experimental
examples of the great things to come.

IN

SOUND

has what

the finest ex-

ample of modern entertainment the
world has to offer, and, at a price

takes to

that all can afford to pay. And this,
the past two years, the most romantic
in the industry's history, have

given

New York

Where

actors

have eight hundred and while Shu-

The

25 and 30 years

to take charge of shipping and
receiving department.
Preferably man
with experience in film industry, laboratory
and projection work.
State
qualifications, salary requirements and
references.
Good opportunity. Apply
Dept. H. Box E-178, c-o Film Daily,
old,

Hartford.

Laemmle has six hundred. Where
Klaw and Erlanger have eighty
houses to manage Katz and Zukor

It's

Denver

—

;

it

make

your audience

a

us.

Asked
30

Oct.

Just Starting

31%
18^

Columbia Pets

192

The Industry's
Date Book

this

Financial

Loew's

CONVENTION COMMITTEE

15,

31, has been announced by President
industry was enabled M. A. Lightman.
Oct. 31
through the sheer inherent strength
Its members are:
Joseph W. Walsh, Danof its executive manpower to adjust bury, Conn.; Harold B. Franklin, Fox West Nov. 4 Premiere of "Condemned" at th
Coast; Samuel Dembow, Jr., Publix; Harry
Selwyn, N. Y.
itself to this new and greater order Crandall,
Washington; M. E. Comerford, Nov. 19-20 Ninth Annual Ohio M.P.T.C
of things with practically no disorder Scranton, Pa.; Colvin Brown. Amalgamated
Convention at Columbus.
and almost over night is a startling Vaudeville Agency, New York; Fred Des- Dec. 9-10 Meeting of North Carolina ei
berg,
Loew's Ohio State, Cleveland; Jay
hibitors'
unit at Pinehurst.
example of its collective foresight and Emanuel, Forum, Philadelphia; Fred Dolle,
flexible mentality.
From Will Hays Louisville; Charles Picquet. Pinehurst, N. C;
down all have had prominent parts to Jack Miller, Chicago; S. W. Fischer, Mem- Publix Starts
Miss.; R. R.
J. A. West, Lewisville,
play in this story of evolution.
To phis;
$500,000
Biechele, Kansas City; Fred Wehrenberg,*St.
Theater
name any one of a hundred execu- Louis; Willard Patterson, Publix, Atlanta;
Denver
Publix
has
started
con*
Fred Hertives who have played outstanding L. A. Farrell, Carbondale, Pa.
a
parts in this artistic and commercial mann, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.; Sam Friedman, struction of a $500,000 theater
Pottsville,
Pa.;
R. X.
Williams, Oxford, Glenarm
Place, between 16th anc
drama would be to slight the other Miss.; W. F. Ruffin, Covington, Tenn.;
F.

That

and to realize the tremendous part
the talking and sound picture plays
in the social and economic as well as
amusement life of the country. Truly
a great oak from a little acorn grown.
The motion picture is no longer a
STOCK MARKET
It
High Low Close Sales part of the amusement business.
Com500 IS the amusement business.
34
Am. Seat
34# 34
2,500 parisons are odious but in this case
22^ 23
Con. Fm. Ind. ... 23%
800
24 y2
2V/2
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 25%
they paint a compelling picture.
3,400
250& 242y2 243
East. Kodak
Fox Fm. "A" ...102y2 100y2 100% 7,800 Where Ziegfeld has a house seating
114%
Keith A-O
fifteen hundred Fox has one seating
*do

Tuesday, October

LAUGH -AND HOW!!

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

Animated by

AGENCY

BEN HARRISON

Musical Score

and

Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard

MANNY GOULD

and Direction by
Joe De Nat

Vaudeville Acts

Distributed

PRODUCED BY WINKLER
Western
Electric Recording

1600 Broadway, New York City

Phone Penn. 3580

By Columbia

Winkler

Sound Cartoons

e apologize, Mr. Wlralen!
IG,

THE pOUc*
BY OBSERVING

From 8-9 P.M.-K) 3o n jo P.A.

NO TURNS
Mo 7* Ave

fro* or

between 42"*St.~

or

OfcRA^ON

REOU

TRAFFIC RULES

Bway

From 7^-9 RM.—IO' ll*RM.
•

1

NO PARKING
52^

39* St. to
St
letween 6* Ave.*" •"'Ay*.
rom

SO* St

inclusive

inclusive

BLACK
M TWO
MORANWACK

cr,o,

— but see the pictures yourself
and

you'll realize

why

s

«"why brin^ that up 7"

tvaWBI&MIMMGIIU*

the

sidewalks are blocked
<I

Coincidental with the opening of two great Paramount

Pictures on

AND MACK,
atre

TWO BLACK CROWS, MORAN

Broadway— THE
in

"Why

Bring That Up?" at the Rialto The-

and "APPLAUSE", the $2 sensation with Helen Morgan,

at the Criterion Theatre

from each theater.

<I

— the

The

above sign appeared a block

sign bears the

Commissioner Grover A. Whalen.
below to keep traffic open.
front of the Rialto

<I

We

It

name

of Police

r$%$ffi BS/JP
.^EV^SHOW WORLJ

ipJMG $£NSATI($?

appeals to the crowds

admit the sidewalks in

and Criterion have been jammed since

these two sensational attractions started their runs.

We

pledge the Commissioner to use every resource at our com-

mand

to

handle the crowds and to accomodate the thou-

sands besieging the Rialto and Criterion box
this idea in

mind we

formance policy at

offices.

With

are using a 24-hour continuous per-

THE TWO BLACK CROWS

show.

PARAMOUNT
NEW SHOW WORLD

JNT1MATE

(Musical Jtevues
VITAPHONE VARIETIES

give you the highest quality

in

—

short length

Here are four that are typical. Coming
16 One Reel
Technicolor Revues, staged by Larry Ceballos and Jack Haskell,
world famous producers of musical revues. 12 One Reel Musical
Comedies unusual subjects big time singers, dancers, comedians
and girls galore. Full length production values in each.
features.

—

Vitaphone"

—

is

the registered trade-mark of the Vitaphone Corporation designating

its

products

200 FROM NEW YORK

200 FROM HOLLYWOOD
SCREEN

STARs| STAGE STARSB GRANTDA £SPERA B

CONCERT STARS

VA
and a

^ARS

LLE

library of

" DRAMAT,C STARS
1000

to select

from

R ADI

O

ST A RS

MUSICAL
COMEDY STARS

:

'

THE
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Timely Topics

— €—
Digest of
Current Opinion

Film Pioneers

Out

Strike

WE

for

Had

to

Themselves

claim for the motion pic-

ture no approach to perfecNo art, no instrument for
the transmission of ideas is ever
tion.

We

perfect.

have nothing from

Those who have custhe past.
tody of the motion pictures today
are to a large extent those very
pioneers who a handful of years
ago began its development. They
have had no precedents, no traditions,
no earlier examples.
They have developed the motion
picture to its present high degree
out of the heat and turmoil of
the fiercest sort of competition.

Will H. Hays
*

*

a motion picture age.
The cumulative effect of motion pictures on the millions who
have seen them every day for

20

is

years

has

only

not

Jr.

By PHIL M.

plenty of rivalry on broadcast of world series games
"The Citizen" and "The News" are across
in Los Angeles.
the street from each other, almost directly, and the play-by-play
"Dick"
announcers drown out the words of each other
Weil Milt Grosses a coupla wisecracks anent his pitchur, "Hard

THERE'S

Get"

new Hollywood

Harold Lloyd's preparing to move into his
Fred Holzworth's presentation de luxe is a 9i/2
mansion
pound daughter. He's manager of Universal's Hilliard Square
Theda Bara is making her debut in vaude
at Cleveland
Toisday at R-K-O's Jefferson Square, Noo Yawk
to hear that Mabel Normand is making progress in
Samuel Goldwyn
at a Coast sanitarium
to arrive in Noo Yawk Friday with his entire staff, headed bj r
It's

good

is

Arthur

life

Hornblow,
Joe Shea,

Abraham Lehr and Robert Mclntyre.
who was business manager of the John McJr.,

Cormack production

unit filming a pitchur in Ireland, surely is
sold on that opus, as is Truman Talley, who reviewed rushes of
the fillum in London

"Little" Will Archie, who played in a number of silents,
his talker debut in "Let's Play Theater," kid comedy produced by Jack Noble at American Sound Studios. Noo Yawk.
Edward L. Hyman, supervisor of theater management of
the Century circuit, holds a get-together and tell-your-troubles
Betty Compson is
meeting for managers every Toisday
appealing to Los Angeles' mayor for moral support for her proposal to erect a 700-room hotel

makes

*

Effect of "Picture Age"
Stressed by Educator

THIS

THAT

PhilM. Daly,

her fight for

accus-

tomed the human race to thinking and living vicariously, but
also to thinking and living episodically. Today, people demand
quick action, something to the
point immediate, and immediately afterward something different.

"Traveling Jimmy" Grainger has left the home office on a
He's leaving Chicago today, after a three day
trip to the Coast.
"Why Bring That Up" caused a policy change
sojourn
at the Paramount, Los Angeles, where it is now in its second
"Hizzonner Jimmie" Walker launched Fox's Jubilee
week
Incidentally,
Week at the Academy of Music, Noo Yawk
Fox showed that he is in fine fettle, when he played host to

newspapermen

last

Sjvattiday

at his

Long

Island

home

*

*

67

Talkers Conquer America
With Unparalleled Rapidity

NOTHING
of the

like

the'

conquest

American public by the

movies

ever been
seen.
Not the telegraph, the
telephone, the silent movies, the
airplane or the automobile approximated the speed with which
the talkies won their way into
the hearts of our people.
Not
even the radio, rapid as was its
conquest of America, could coinpare with the audible films.
talking

"Charleston

has

(W

.

Va.) Gazette"

THEIR
FIRST

JOBS
MAURICE CHEVALIER
carpenter apprentice

NUMBER

INDIA
fifty

P.

NANY HAPPY RETURNS

Film

The

Daily

has three hundred and
theaters

more

with
"Rio Rita"
tures

this

big

M

Radio Pic
Pic

league

'

smajf
ml

now knocking the popu-l
>pu
lace cold at the Earl Carroll theate
real accomplishment, gentlemen
iavi
the film industry, in case you ha
overlooked any of the salient point;!1
in connection with this, a really out
standing achievement of the curreni

A

season.
for

it

serves

Let's give it the once over.lf
really something that de-|||
space in large and generous
is

measure.
*

*

*

A

far-sighted gent named Joe
Schnitzer, president of the corporation., corraled this sweet baby.
So
sure was he of what he had, that he
personally sponsored and nursed it]
all the way down the line till it<
'

emerged finally in completed form'
from the cutting room.
*

*

*

He

turned it over to William Le
Baron for production, and that astute
showman worked in every angle of
production that could possibly en1

hance the property's box

office value.

So Le Baron selected Bebe Daniels
for the lead, and gave her the chance
to prove what we have been yawping for three years, to wit: That Bebe
never had been given a big break
to prove that she was one of the
J

superlative troupers.
And
she did prove it in "Rio Rita"!

screen's

film

October 15

houses actively operating than
in fitfy-two other countries on
the globe although a recent

*

*

is a big producing orm
ionization that has come through
Splendidly with a record of performance on promises. It is'probably also
•true that Jiadio Pictures has hit the
peak in n shorter time than any
hther comixiny in the history ^bf the
business. Eight months! Thifik that
J
one over*
•

—

check-up

U.

S.

Government

representatives reveals but one
sound theater (in Bombay)
available for the country's enormous population of 250,000,000.
Only three talkies and a

few

synchronized and soundeffected
features
have been
screened.
*

*

*

Current year's lineup of feature imports into the U. S. are
expected to greatly exceed the
number placed on this market
in 1928, when over 100 were
sold.
A comparative few,
however, receive general distribution.

'

It marks the turning point in the
brilliant career of Radio Pictures. It
justifies all the claims they have
been maki)ig for the past eight

mouths. Here

CUNNINGHAM

Editor,

how you

roll into the coffers of

*

67

Statistics
By JAMES

SWEET MAZUMA,

something?
Go see the show, and
then trv and argue with us.

Industry
Statistical

DALY

how
Then Le Baron picked Luther Reed
Did Luther show 'em
to direct.

Dr. Alexander Russell,
Director of Music,
Princeton University
*

192

THAT'S

with

to

15,

AND

Along The Rialto

A

October

Tucrd-;-,

TEN YEARS
Best
tions

IN

wishes and congratulaare extended by

THE

FILM DAILY
ing

AGO TO-DAY

members

who today

to the follow-

of the industry,

are celebrating their

birthday

Ralph Bloch made director of advertising and publicity for Goldwyn.
*

Ina Claire

Mervyn Le Roy
Louise Long
Jack Nelson
Albert Stetson
Clarence Johnston

*

*

Stanley Co. completes arrangement
with Nixon-Nirdlinger for interest in
Victoria in Baltimore.
*

*

*

Missouri Theater Co. increases capital

from $400,000

to $600,000.

m
jsday,

October

DAILV

1929

15,

7

Butterfield Chain Owns
76 Houses in Michigan
{Continued

OUT OF INDUSTRY
(Continued from Page

lada

and asserts that

1)

lie is

through

h the picture business.

lumors had been current

the
atrical field in the Dominion that
ival organization planned to enthe Canadian theater business on
arge scale under the direction of
It was freely reported
thanson.
William Fox was the man bet
d Nathanson in the new chain.
in

EXTENDING ACTIVITIES
(Continued from Page 1)
lien
equipment for members
:essary.

if

Exhibitors Co-operative intends to
;anize

branches

every Canadian

in

The

society was responsifor the investigation which is
w being conducted by the governnt into the activities of Famous
lyers Canadian Corp. and various

wince.

Ypsilanti:

G. Rowley Gets Phonofilm
District at Cleveland

LONG ISLAND PLANT

Cleveland Jesse Fishman has resigned as district manager for General Talking Pictures Corp. in this

—

1)

Regent and Strand; Bay City:
Columbus, Orpheum, Regent and
State; East Lansing: State; Flint:
Capitol, Garden, Palace and Regent;
Grand Rapids: Isis, Majestic, Kent,
and
Strand;
Hillsdale:
Powers,
Dawn; Ionia: Regent; Jackson: Regent and Capitol; Kalamazoo: Fuller,
Capitol, Regent and State; Lansing:
Capitol,
Colonial,
Gladmer
and
Strand; Owosso: Capitol and Strand;
Pontiac: Fagle, Oakland, Orpheum,
Rialto, State and Strand; Port Huron: Desmond, Family and Majestic;
Mecca- Palace,
Saginaw:
Franklin,
Regent, Strand, Temple and WolverPost,

ine;

NADIAN EXHIB. CO-OP.

from Page

I
P-F-L
uage

1)

and two- Forest

reel length, at its Astoria plant.

sales

Balaban, Publix production
will supervise all shorts and
presentations at Astoria, and
Walter Wanger, in addition to present duties as general production manager, will take complete charge of all
A.
head,
stage

J.

future
East.

feature

Jesse

units

Lasky,

L.

working
in

in

the

commenting

Eastern
to capitalize the
strategic proximity to NewYork's stage center," principally in
the making of audible shorts, and
immediately create a special
will
foreign production department, to
make talking shorts and features in
First feature on
several languages."
this program will be an all-French
version of "The Big Pond," starring

in

West

studio's

Maurice

made

Chevalier,

at the

which

same time

ican version

is

will

that the
filmed.

be

will

Virginia

Sub

sylvania.
lished
in

and Western Pennbe estabCincinnati and

offices will

Detroit,

Pittsburgh.

Mr.

Rowley

will

make

his

head

quarters at 207 Film Building, Cleveland, O.

FitzPatrick Exchange
Is Opened at Atlanta

"intends

—

succeeded by Gordon
have charge of De
Phonofilm and Phonodisc
Ohio, Michigan, Kentucky,
is

who

Rowley,

on the new Eastern production polMartha Washington
icy, said yesterday that Paramount

and Wuerth.
Theaters of Butterfield Michigan
Theaters Co. follow Adrian: Croswell and Family; Alpena: Maltz and
Lyric; Benton Harbor: Liberty, Bell
and Bijou; Big Rapids: Colonial;
Cadillac: Lyric; Grand Haven: Grand
and Robinhood; Ludington: Lyric
and Kozy; Manistee: Lyric and
Ramsdell; Monroe: Dixie and Family; Niles: Ready; St. Joseph: Caldwell; Three Rivers: Rex and Riviera;
Traverse City: Lyric and Opera
House.

and

territory
(Continued from Page
films, in both feature

(Continued from Page

ing
of

sound

48
12

each.

Horoscopes,

shorts

The
a

1)

four
series are
in

series

Movie

horoscope for every

month; American Holidays,

patriotic
subjects; Travel-Talks, a tour of the
world with James A. FitzPatrick,
and Famous Music Masters. All are

recorded

on

RCA-Photophone and

are available on either film or disc.

Amer-

Two

Films Appear as Novels
Pacific
coast
"Rio Rita" and "The Trespasser,"
To Show Talkers Dec. 1
laboratory owner, has arrived in New in which Gloria Swanson will make
Whiteville, N. C.
A policy of talk- York after an extended European her talking picture debut soon, have
pictures will be adopted by the tour.
He will sail Saturday for Los been brought out as novels by A. L.
lumbus on Dec. 1.
Angeles via the Panama Canal.
Burt Co.
exchanges.

Leon Schlesinger
Leon Schlesinger,

in

N. Y.

—

r

REGARDING THE YEAR
Filmdorn's

Annual Recognized Reference Work—Now

BOOK
—

in Preparation

NUMBER

Year Book Topics

YEAR BOOK READERS

1.

FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK

has
come to be recognized as the undisputed reference
work of the film industry is the fact that it is recognized to be
authority not alone by the trade but in
government departments and civic organizations. It has
long since become the all-year-round desk companion of
producers, executives, studio officials, exchangemen, theater owners, exporters.
Also financial men, technicians, directors
in fact everyone who does things in this business.
that

the

THE

—

an especial source of pride that this reference
work is to be found in consular offices throughout the
world. It is employed by the Department of State. It is
to be found in public libraries, schools and churches. Civic
organizations have it on file. The test of a trade manual
It

is

Cloth Bound
Over 1100 Pages

is

the extent of

YEAR BOOK

its

meets

reader radius.
this test

The

beyond

all

FILM DAILY

HISTORY

3.

CONTENTS
RESEARCH

4.

READERS

5.

STATISTICS

6.

PRODUCTION

2.

PROOF

Out in January

8.

DISTRIBUTION
EXHIBITION

9.

SOUND FIELD

7.

10.

EXPLOIT-O-GRAMS

11.

SOUND THEATERS

14.

FINANCIAL
ORGANIZATIONS
THEATER CHAINS

15.

TEN BEST

16.

FOREIGN MARKETS

12.

13.

dispute.

;

;

DAILY

Tuesday, October

IS,

Coast Wire Service

F-L-A-S-H-E-S
CLEVELAND— The

Film Songs Aid Exhibitor

exchange now is located in its
quarters on the sixth floor of the
Film Bldg. The new offices have a
equipped projection room.
sound
Herbert Kaufman is manager.
bia

new

DALLAS —J.

B.

A Little

AN IDEAL EXPLOITATION

By RALPH W1LK

Underwood has

M.

— Ernest

few months," he says,
now is managing the Loew's here re- "the sale of the picture song has
It is
placing John McManus who has been taken a decided turn upward.
transferred to St. Louis where he is significant that these songs coming
from picture productions are the real
to manage the Loew's State.
This proves that if a picture
hits.
Resolution ap- can sell a song, a song likewise can
O.

from "Lots"

MEANS, SAYS BOBBINS

Songs written for sound pictures
been appointed manager of the local
Columbia exchange succeeding Harry are providing the exhibitor with the
ever
T. Peebles, who died recently. Under- best means of exploitation he
wood received his appointment by had, according to J. J. Robbins, viceRobbins Music
of
the
letter from J. H. Goldberg, general president
Corp., which is affiliated with M-Gsales manager.

DAYTON,

m—By ARTHUR
JOHN WRAY

Colum-

'local

"In the

Austgen

DELAWARE, O —

proving a $20,000 bond issue for the
reconditioning and improvement of
the Opera House has been passed by
the city council.

DENVER—

Ground already has
been broken for the new $500,000
Publix house on Glenarm PI. between
The house will
16th and 17th Sts.
seat 2,100.

HARTFORD, CONN.— Sale

of

the Bristol and Cameo to Warner
Bros, has been denied here by Louis
A. Gordon, manager of the local
houses.

sell

Hollywood

GIBSON
TOM
Art, where he

a picture.
is

the

most

in-

expensive and positive form of selling pictures to the public that is
known. It is not necessary to conceive fantastic and expensive methods

busy

Sono-

at

*

is

*

*

Our Passing Show. Harry Lucenay, owner of Pete, Our Gang's dog,
chuckling over a letter from a cor-

respondence
"Mr. Pete,

bag and baggage westward agai
soon aftei doing some work in con
nection with his two forthcoming
plays, "The Sap from Syracuse" an
"Prairie Rose," which he wrote. Joh
co-authond "Alibi," which is a goo

who did the city edito
in "The Laughing Lady," recentl
finished at Paramount, has been dt
moted to an alcoholic reporter. Th'
reason is a part in the Ben Hech

addressed to original which Hobart Henley i'
Roach Studio;" megaphoning.
Thelma Todd showing off her hat
adornment the Tragic Muse made
In Studios and Out: Milton Sill'
up in platinum and rhinestones and spouse, Doris Kenyon, boardin

—

the 20th Century Limited at Gran;
Central and Louis Shurr, who hal!
managed many a picture player intr
bigger and better contracts, hikin.

along with two male friends;
Cain,
stage

Robei<

whose work on the screen

an
villainous, exercising a knif
fork at Child's on Fifth Ave
is

and
Herbert Rawlinson, now
vaude fans, following his w.

thrillin
k.

trac

Brothers, where she is playing
opposite Al Jolson in "Mam-

to the

my."

James B. Carson, who made 'ei
laugh in some productions Roselav
made in the East not so long ag*
has returned to Manhattan aftt
working in stock in St. Louis.

*

new

"The

is again
a Lamb
Clubite following his return fror
the Coast after making retakes o
"New York Nights," in which h
heavies for Norma Talmadge. He'!

school,

—

exoloitation, the exhibitor has a
convenient channel! for publicizing
his theater and its attractions.

EDDY^,

Hal

Robert Lord, a First National producer, boasting that he spent 21
hours at the studio working, then
slept five at home, returning for anmethods that may or other 18-hour stretch. "I only go
of exploitation
Radio has home to take a bath," he explains.
may not bring results.
proved itself a ready and highly effec*
*
*
tive medium, bringing the song and
Lois Moran has moved her
the title of the picture with which it
makeup box several blocks up
With
is associated into every home.
Sunset Boulevard to Warner
radio and music stores as a means
of

W.

writing dialogue
for "Miss Sunshine," which will be
Ruth Roland's initial talker.
Tom picture, too.
was with Paramount and Warner
Brothers before joining Sono-Art.
Joe King,

last

"Song exploitation

is

Short Shots from
New York Studios

*

*

order of things has
Rudy Vallee, who likes action,
brought about a change in song
Jackson .tyles.
JACKSON, TENN.
The ones most in favor at spent one day joining the Breakfast
Amusement Co. has been formed present are the smooth patterned, Club in the morning and the Elks in
here with capital of $1,000,000. The sentimental, romantic lyric and music. the evening, with four interviews and
company has already taken steps for The 'hot', peppy numbers, although eight hours before the camera. Rudy's
the construction of a new house to the vogue in certain spots, are less been interviewed every lunch hour
be equipped for sound pictures.
popular with the large proportion since he's been in Hollywood.

—

Lambs

Club.

*
*
*
movie audiences.
More Passing Show: Lon Young
of the changes brought about
Sherr now is manager of the Jeffris by this condition is the development conferring with state-right buyers
here replacing Willott M. Warren, of a new technique of song-writing. at Tec-Art; Reginald Denny and
who has returned to Milwaukee In the future a song will have to fit Noll Gurney chatting at Metropoliwhere he is to manage the Strand.
the story and character singing it, tan; Jerome Zigmond dashing hither
thus the song-writer will have to and thither from the Paramount
MIDDLETOWN, O.
Edward understand the psychology of movie Theater; Alan Birmingham and Ty-

JANESVILLE, WIS.

—

of

A.

W.

"One

—

Hamilton, representing audiences, as does the scenario writer ler Brook chatting
tional.
a syndicate, has leased the Gordon and the director."
which will be operated as a combination vaudeville and picture house. Paris Film Editors Guests Educational

Reckman

of

The

syndicate recently acquired control of the Rex, Grand and Majestic
here

First

Program

at

AMPA

Luncheon Oct. 17

(Continued from Page 1)

and those in charge of foreign publicity and advertising are expected to
son recently opened two new houses, be discussed, according to Edward
one at Cordell, Okla., and the other L. Klein, president.
Both houses seat 450
at Cherokee.
In the party, due in New York
and are equipped with RCA-Photo- today from France,
are Jean Mason
phone sound equipment.
of Le Journal, Maurice Huet of Le
Petit Parisiene et Cine Miroir, Henri
Regnitr of Excelsior, Gaston Thierry

OKLAHOMA CITY— Sol

at

David-

Paris-Midi et Cine Monde, Paul
Peuple, Louis
Delapree of Intrasigeant et Pour
of

Achard of Ami du

"Erpi" Gets Under
Atlanta

— L.

Na-

of

Way

L. Montague, division
sales manager of educational equipment for Electrical Research Products, who recently established offices
here, already is at work developing
the educational field in this territory.
The arrival of Mr. Montague
marks the opening of the program
for extending the use of sound equipment to educational and instructional
undertakings, primarily for classroom
use in schools and colleges, for instructional work at sales conventions,
and to expand the use already being
made by the telephone and power

Vous and Rene Lebreton of ComoeThey will be introduced by E. companies.

4j>-

Oh, YeaM (

? a,

/):^£

dia.

Darbon,

advertising and publicity
the Societe Anonyme
Francaise des Films Paramount.

manager

for

understood that developments
field will in no sense conwith theater enterprises.

It is

in the
flict

new

OK Y<aM (!*./):

^
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RCA Small House Reproducer Ready in Dec.

Sew

m ACTION BY COMMISSION ON ETHICS CODE
Screen Advertisers Nationalize Distribution
Bureau Industry Must Request Action on Code of
of
Outlined
at
Be
Ethics, Trade Commission Officials State
Detroit Meeting
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Development

A

Tenth
Anniversary
=5?/ JACK AL1COATE
F you young

'

old

to

=

timers

will

take out your pad and pencil

and do a
find

lill

little

checking up you

out that the Capitol

is

anniversary this
lonth having opened its doors for
he first time to a distinguished
id colorful gathering ten years
to this month. Ten years in any
blebrating

tin

its

[her

industry

pot.

In this business

lifetimes.

If

is

just

T

GETS
a
IN

Arrangements have been completed

months ago. We remember by Universal with George Gershwin
composer, and Harms, Inc. whereby
le enormous bill, the Fairbanks the company
has acquired exclusive
pcture, the deep carpets and big screen rights to the composer's song
"Rhapsody in Blue." The composi
liandelier, the brilliance of the
tion will be used in "The King of
pcasion and Sam Goldwyn telling
(Continued on Page 7)
it should be an inspiration to
Lit

Is

inducers.
Others too, we relember, who warned us the oveiead would be too high, that
asted space would eat up all the
refits and that this splendid house
'ould be turned into another Hipodrome within a year. You see,
'e

had doubters

in those days, too.

East vs West

action with respect to the code of ethics of the
expected to be taken by the Federal Trade Commission
unless the industry itself asks for another conference.
Officials of the commission point out that trade conferences must be
initiated by the industry at interest
and that, after having met and adopted a code which is approved by the
Departments
commission, further action also must
Detroit
Auditing departbe sponsored by the trade, the comment of the Kunsky chain, remission contenting itself with requircently acquired by Publix, is
ing compliance with the code until
being merged with the Publix
the industry itself feels that it should
be revised.
auditing department at ChiAs yet, it is understood, there has
cago.

Merging

—

RCA

Licenses under all its patents covering radio sound and picture receiving sets for use in homes and autonobiles will be granted by
to
General Motors Radio Corp., being

RCA

organized by General Motors, RCA,
General Electric and Westinghouse

Manufacturing
Electric
and
Co.
General Motors will have a 51 per
cent

interest

in

the

on

Page 4)

new

concern.

Hays Heads Executives to
Attend AMPA Luncheon

wood appeared to us like a big inIn fact we have had
ane asylum.
Be same feeling, on a smaller scale,

Will H. Hays will head executives
of the industry who have promised
luncheon Thursto attend the

General Motors will manage.

DELIVERIES IN DEC.
West

Los

BUTTERFIELD PUBLIX

DEAL

Picture Receiving Sets
Involved in New Firm

on again. The old argument
raging and may turn into a riot
any time. You hear it in street
Drners, in elevators and yesterday
e are sure we heard two truck drivShall production remain in
rs at it.
lollywood or be brought to New
Pardon us if we yawn and
ork?
jfuse to become excited either way.
here have been times when HollyIt's

— No

is

BLUE"

a couple

This opening seems

Washington

film industry

(Continued

mashie

a

it's

Development of a national distribution system for screen advertising, known as the National Screen
Advertising Bureau, is to be outlined
at the convention of the Screen Advertisers Ass'n, to be held at Detroit
Oct. 31 and Nov. 1.
The new bu
reau represents the composite interests of all short reel advertising film
(Continued on Page 7)

IS

Coast

Bureau,

Angeles

THE FILM DAILY

— Deliveries

new RCA-Photophone sound

DISCOUNTED

—

Detroit Possibility of any deal for
acquisition of control of the Butterfield chain by Publix, within the immediate future, is discounted here.
Publix now owns a 25 per cent interest in the circuit, and Radio-KeithOrpheum also has a minority interFor some months there have
est.
been reports in circulation that Publix is seeking control of the chain of
80 houses.

the
repro-

of

ducer, developed for theaters up to
500 seats, will begin in December,
according to Sydney E. Abel, general
sales manager of the company. Abel,
who came West for the Allied States
Ass'n pow-wow here, has left for
New York, where he will arrive on
Friday.
Fifty orders for the equipment were secured at the meetings
here. Seth Perkins has been appointed
Coast representative.

FOX GETS EIGHT BRILL

;

t

l

some

lust

New York

studios.

If

we

have production going on some(Continued on Page 2)

No Change

STATEN ISLAND HOUSES

Yet, but St. Louis

Strike Settlement Expected

AMPA

day, at which a group of film editors
of Paris newspapers will be honor
guests.

—

Another week has
Louis
St.
passed without a change in the strike
of the musicians employed by most
of the motion picture theaters of St.
Louis, including the first run houses
of Skouras Brothers Enterprises and
its auxiliary the St. Louis Amuse-

ment Company.
In

St.

Louis film circles it
(Continued on Page 4)

is

be-

Sale of eight Staten Island theaters to Fox Metropolitan Playhouses
has been completed by Sol Brill, vet-

eran New York showman, he states.
Theaters included in the deal are: St.
George, St. George, seating 3,100,

which was opened last November,
the Ritz, Port Richmond, seating
2,200; New Dorp, New Dorp; Liberty and Park, Stapleton; Capitol,

West Brighton;

Strand, Great Kills;

Stadium, Tottenville.

!
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colorful.

A

tuneful and delectfrom the workshop

de

la

The Industry's
Date Book

been appointed general booker and
Steiner

supervisor

of

the-

aters.

Oct

19

Opening

of

"Welcome Danger"

N. Y.
Michigan M.P.T.O.

at

Oct.

Oct.

Nov.
Nov.
Dec.

Luncheon

for Chevalier
10th
28-30
nual convention at Detroit.
Maurice Chevalier and a party of
Annual M. P T.. O. A. meeting seven
29-31
French journalists will be
at the Peabody Hotel, Memphis.
honor at a luncheon at the
of
guests
convention
T.
O.
P.
M.
Tri-state
31
Taramount Long Island studio today
in Memphis.
Premiere of "Condemned" at the by Jesse L. Lasky, vice president in
4
Selwyn, N. Y.
production.
Also sched19-20
Ninth Annual Ohio M.P.T.O. charge of
uled to attend are Ruth Chatterton
Convention at Columbus.
Meeting of North Carolina ex
9-10
and Clive Brook, at present appearhibitors' unit at Pinehurst.
ing in "The Laughing Lady."

Oklahoma Unit

an-

Now

Making Membership Drive
Organization work is being continued by the Oklahoma exhibitor
unit, which recently affiliated with
Allied States Ass'n, according to
William Noble, Oklahoma City corFILM DAILY,
respondent of

THE

Loew's

do

Inc

113
6454

pfd

24J4

Para.

F-I

Pathe

Exch

Smart Transferred
Montgomery, Ala.

to Charlotte

— Hugh

Smart,

three years connected
with Publix theaters in Montgomery
and more recently chief assistant to
Hoxey C. Farley, city manager for
Publix here, has been transferred to
the Imperial at Charlotte.
for

the

62%

Radio K-O-A
*Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros
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CURB MARKET

"300

113

62%

— Special

ordinance

to

legalize

elec-

12 on

Sunday

shows and other forms of amusements.
This town enjoyed Sunday
pictures
city

since

last

when

April

repealed an

council

old

the

"blue"

law.

1,000
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200
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OVER THE COUNTER
BID ASKED

do units
do com
Skouras Bros
United Art
do pfd

2754
28
354
30
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WANTED IMMEDIATELY.

Young man, between

25 and 30 years
take charge of shipping and
receiving department.
Preferably man
with experience in film industry, laboratory
and projection work.
State
qualifications, salary requirements and
references.
Good opportunity. Apply
Dept. H.— Box E-178, c-o Film Daily,
1650 Broadway
New York City
old,

to

"WE NEVER DISAPPOINT"

CROMlfiWFUM

2,600

ECWlfilOJS

100
200

>
INCORPORATED
ND
220 WEST 42 - STREET

NEW YORK

2854
30
4J4
34
10
75

5

LAST

200
100
500

65 54

Am. Seat. 6s 36. 81
81
81
Warner 654s 28... 105% 105% 105%
Roxy "A"

Rivoli,

Oct.

114%

pfd

Dave Lustig has been appointed

Charles

%

H

Insp
Fox Thea. "A"
Gen. Thea. vtc.

director of publicity and advertising
for the Manhattan Playhouses, Inc.,
circuit of Greater New York theaters.
There will be 25 theaters under Lustig's typewriter.
Jack Steinman has

19.

III.

Film

St.,

Berlin— Karl Wolffsohn,
Paris— P.
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue
I

Cour-des-Noues,

more

33%

33%

Seat

an
Close Sales
100
33%
23
800

Con. Fm. lad. ... 23% 23
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 25
24
200
24%
240
East. Kodak
246
242
10,500
Fox Fm. "A" ...101K 98]/2 99% 6,100
do

Quite the smartest thing of the
week, cinematographically speaking
is not a picture at all but a delightful
bit of stage craftsmanship by the
master maestro in the presentation of
a tabloid version of the symphonic
Never have
suite "Scheherezade."
we seen the great stage of the Roxy
able bit, indeed,
of Roxy himself.

Am.

Keith A-O

Bit

W Lustig Heads Publicity
Lichtbildbuehne,
for 25 New York Houses
A. Harle,

Wardour

89-91

Renter,

Low

High

A Smart

Mount Carmel.

STOCK MARKET

place we personally prefer to have it
geographically as far away from our
work desk as possible.

Up

tion has been called for Nov.

Prico 5 Goats

Editor and Publisher

16, 1929

Nov. 12
at Mount Carmel Election

Financial
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PRICE QUOTED

YOU AINT HEARD
/
N0THIN
?

is in New York on a visit of
Opinion of exhibitors
several days.
on the Allied affiliation is somewhat
divided, says Noble.

who

until

you HEAR and

SEE

wm wmsMm
NEW

Fink Managing Redding House
Redding, Cal. Fred Fink, recent-

—

BRAND

appointed district manager of the
& D., Jr., circuit, has arrived to
manage the Redding. J. J. Wood
formerly managed the house.

ly

T.

Let Us Solve Your Problems
Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

1540

B'WAY

A7Vr> EFJ^E'CT^

£>y
BERNARD ALTSHULER'S SYMPHONIC RECORDING ORCHESPi
SPECIAL EFFECTS

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE
Stebbins,

IX7ITM vSOC^yvz?

By

HARDY EDISON

RELEASED
ONE A rviOrNT(-l

Leterman
& Gates
INCORPORATED

N.Y.C.

TELEPHONE BRYANT

3040

JACQUE5 KOPFSTEIN- PRESIDENT

51 Chambers
FOREIGN RIGHTS CONTROLLED BY

St. 'MY. City

APTLEE PICTURES CORP.-

PHOME
WODTH
2390

226 W42%J-

IN.Y.

CITY

DE MILLE'S
AMAZING CAREER!
CECIL

B.

-it is

climaxed

now

by his greatest dra*
matic and spectacular entertainment
a

DYNAMITE
'

Production values without limit
are lavished on "Dynamite."

Scenes of luxury that only Cecil
B. De Mille can create.

Richly

sand

conceived with

a thou-

thrilling novelties.

IF YOU put it to a vote of public or professional opinion
which director has been the most successful in making entertainment, the answer must inevitably be Cecil B. De Mille.

DE MILLE CREATES

not only entertainment, but

of
in pictures and the
styles

entertainment. He is the most imitated man
great master strokes of production history are directly traceable
to his

showman

genius.

EVERY STUDIO
De

Mille offering.

Hollywood is keenly interested in a new
He leads
is like a tip on the market.

in
It

—

others follow!

WHEN

CECIL

B.

DE MILLE joined Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

he attained a creative freedom that was not possible while running his own production companies. That freedom, plus the unlimited time and resources made available to him has resulted
in the making of what you and your public will call the outstanding picture of his career.

METRO GOLDWYNThe Power Behind The

Hits!

Wednesday, October

YET

IN

NO ACTION BY COMMISSION'

ST.

LOUIS MUSIC STRIKE

N-E-W-S 0-F T-H-E D-A-Y

(Continued from Page 1)
lieved a satisfactory settlement of the

This is inis at hand.
dicated by the failure of the projectionists and stage hands to go out
Such a
on a sympathetic strike.

controversy

U-N-l-T-E-D

STATES

CLEVELAND—

New York

officials.

In the meantime the local musicians are proceeding with their unique

—

PITTSBURGH
Managerial
changes made by the Stanley-DavisClark Corp. are: Sam Blair of the
Belmar, Homewood, transferred to

of winning favor for the
houses that are using union musi- the Strand, Ridgeway; M. Murdock
The radio is bein<* used freely of the Strand now is at the Alhambra,
cians.
while advertisements have also been Canton, O. Harpster of the Alhaminserted in the St. Louis daily papers bra has been transferred to the Paltelling showgoers of the situation.
ace, Lorain; Manager Reister of the
The big point being used by the Ohio and Majestic, Mansfield is
musicians in their propaganda is that managing the Variety, Cleveland;- M.
the theaters that have dispensed with Rafter of Sandusky is in charge at
pit orchestras and stage shows are Mansfield while Harry H. Koch from
charging the same admission prices Indianapolis has been appointed manThis appeal is ager of the Rowland, Wilkinsburg.
as before the strike.
most effective in neighborhood the-

campaign

ON CODE OF
(Continued from Page

ETHICS

tion of the Kings Park, now called
the Playhouse, Kings Park, L. I. M,

been no demand from the film indus

Donlin formerly ran the house.

try for further

1)

consideration of

the

1

code adopted at New York, and that
William Miskell is manager at the there probably will be none until disJerome, the Bronx, which opened turbances caused by the introduction'
with W. E. recently.
He will re- of sound pictures and other factorturn to the Willis as soon as the die down.
house is ready for opening.

|
1

walkout had been scheduled for OcIn its first week
tober 5 but was postponed to permit
the national officers of the musicians at the Hippodrome, "The Cock Eyed
to take a hand at bringing about World," Fox, broke records for this
Press of other business in- city. The house gross reached $46,peace.
cluding a convention at Toronto has 000, exceeding former top by $10,000.
delayed the arrival of the

16, 1929

Irving Steiner, formerly of the
Bratter & Pollack circuit, has been
appointed supervisor of the Cosmos
Stadium and Palace theaters, three
of the newly formed Manhattan Playhouses.

;

Theremin Seen Adaptable
to Use in Theaters
RCA Theremin was placed on
tb

market yesterday simultaneously witb
a demonstration in New York. Thej
instrument, which produces music b)|
the movement of the hands in the,
air, is expected to be adopted for the-i
ater entertainment as well as for
use in the home.
manufacture
the instrument which retails at $1":
less tubes and loud speaker.
It operates on alternating current, but car,
be used with a direct current bv
means of converters.

RCA

LONDON— "High

Treason,"

Gaumont-British

the

talker,
broke all
records recently at the Marble Arch

Pavilion,

it

is

reported.

Equity Annual Ball Nov. 9
Actors
Equity Ass'n will hold its
aters' territory.
DETROIT—Standard Film Ser- BERLIN Construction of a the- 11th annual
ball in the grand balJ
ater
built
of
steel
without
and
glass
vice
has purchased approximately
room
of
the
Hotel
Astor, New York
200 silent features for distribution within is planned here.
Shows Start 12:01 A. M.
Nov. 9. Attendance will be limitc
through its offices at Cleveland, PittsAgainst Sunday 'Blue'
"The Melody Maker," to members of Equity and thei
burgh and Cincinnati. Jess Fishman,
Johnston City, Mo. On account of general manager of Standard, thinks the
British
Filmcraft
production guests. Tickets will be on sale only
the City Council here refusing to pass that silent pictures will draw, espe- based on the life of Leslie Stuart, at Equity headquarters, and upor
a city ordinance permitting Sunday cially in the small town and outlying the composer, is to have no love in- presentation of a paid up Equih
card.
Each member may purchase'
shows, the Palace now is presenting districts.
terest.
also up to five tickets for bona fidi
a complete program beginning 12:01
CLEVELAND
A. M. Mondays.
William
GalSYDNEY Exhibitors are showing guests, the cost of which will be $;.'
lagher, 60, veteran exhibitor and for- keen interest in the Australtone sound and War Tax of 50c.
mer manager of the Miles, died from equipment of Australtone SynchronDirectors Resign
pneumonia, contracted following a ized Pictures. One of the latest theCatherine Dale Owen in N. Y.
A. B. C. Takes Control recent accident.
aters to be wired is the Crow's Nest.
Catherine Dale Owen is in New)
Park
Hyde
Directors
of
London
to spend several weeks witl
PITTSBURGH
The M.P.T.O.
Cinemas, Ltd., headed by D. T.
BRISBANE— A. McLeod, Queens- York
er family before returning to picture'
Davies, have retired as a result of of Western Pennsylvania and West land representative of Sutton's synthe purchase of a controlling interest Virginia is continuing campaign for chrophone, has installed his company's work at the M-G-M studios.
the organization by Associated Motion Picture Day which takes equipment
in
Fenwick's Imperial,
at
place Oct. 28. Members are asked to Broadway, Elite and Boomerang.
British Cinemas.
pledge 25 per cent of their receipts
Lupe Velez to Visit New York
on that day.
PARIS— Film rights to Paul Rayto
Lupe Velez will stop over in New
nal's war play, "The Tomb Beneath
York next month on her way to
L'Arc de Triomphe," have been purHollywood from Tampa, Fla., where
chased by a German company for
she has been working on scenes for
conversion into a talker.
"Hell Harbor," which Henry King
is directing for United Artists.
PARIS Adolphe Menjou is reported to have accepted an offer to play
Campaign Films via Photophone
Universal has assigned two of its the chief role in a French adaptaFiorello La Guardia, Republican sales students, both of whom form- tion of an English play.
31" ST. "»
AVE.
candidate for mayor, has completed erly worked at the Bigr U exchange
opposite PENNA.R.R STATION
RCA
Photophone
has
arrangements whereby he is produc- as beginners under Dave Miller.
ing a series of campaign talking film? They are Fred Mayer who is now appointed H. D. Barnard, former
at the RCA-Photophone Gramercy handling a territory in Cincinnati, Scottish representative of Paramount,
studios in New York. These talking and Herman Goldberg, who is now to the Liverpool and Lancashire districts.
campaign films are now being shown working out of Albany.
on the streets of New York by the
Two new releases are
new RCA-Photophone portable pro
The new Century Circuit theater announced by Butcher's
Film Service.
jector.
in Rockville
Centre, L. I., which
1200 Rooms
"Would
You
Believe It?" and "The
opens in November, has been named
Both will be reRed
Lighthouse."
each with
the Fantasy.
leased in January.
Bath and
"Words and Music" inaugurated
Servidor
Talking picture equipthe sound picture policy at the HarERNEST G. KILL
lem Opera House, owned by Man- ment has been installed in a number
hattan Playhouses, Inc., of which of South Yorkshire houses, among
Gen. Mgr.
them Picture House, Swinton; EmBenjamin Sherman is president.
pire Palace, Mexbro; Palace Cinema
ano
Joseph Beaugnot, owner of the Wath, and Royal Picture House,
Mexbro.
building, has taken over the opera-

—
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Hollywood Happenings
ftw Device Silences
t|>r

Arcs

Sound Picture Making

Reof humming noises.
Insible for the new development
C. Alberts and A. N. Owens
I.
the test section of the city bureau,
listed by Wallace Oettel, chief of
e

I

electrical

!

Bv

p litan.

department of Metromeans of an attach-

But the high-pitched whistle given
by high intensity carbon arc
lips is eliminated, thus saving promillions on lighting equipsince talkr nt which has lain idle
It pictures came into vogue.
l

In Preparation

A Little

Engineers from the Los Angeles
Kartment of Water and Power,

firing with the Metropolitan Sound
dios, have perfected apparatus
King it possible to use "hard
its" on sound sets without the

Now

from "Lots"
By

RALPH W1LK
Hollywood

JOHN FARROW,

Paramount

sce-

writing a human interest story on the Pantages trial for
a national newspaper syndicate and
He has been loaned to
magazine.
United Artists to write the continuity and dialogue on his own story,
"The Bad One" which will serve as
narist,

is

a starring vehicle for Dolores Del
Rio.
He has written a number of
magazine stories, the majority of
them being brought to the screen.
*
*
*

Our Passing Show: Dorothy Mac-

idwards to Build Coast
Musical Comedy School
for a school for developing
comedy talent will be

Plans
[steal

in Hollywood by Gus EdIrds as soon as his contract with

Inched

The project, to be
expires.
"(ius Edwards' School
as
will involve a cost of nearly
1 »use,"
The building will have deJ: Hi. 000.
Hrtments devoted to every phase of
flow business and will contain a
l-G-M

lown

[Upletely equipped musical comedy
planned to present
is
It
Isater.
Iginal productions from time to

kaill entertaining Winston Churchill, Jr., son of the British statesman,

Richard Barthclmess showing Mayor Porter of Los
Angeles how process shots are being
made for his picture, "Son of the
Gods;" Charlie Chaplin, Charles
Furthman, William de Mille, Clara
Beranger, Lewis Milestone, Matt
Moore, Donn Hayes, Paul L. Stein.
Douglas Shearer, Zion Myers, Le
Roy Mason, John Cromwell, Oliver
H. P. Garrett and Karl Struss
ivatching the final matches in the
Southern Pacific Tennis Tournaat First National;

ment.
*

James

Warner Players

[any

to

plpend Vacations on Stage
As the production season draws to
close at Warner, many of the coinplayers are using their vacaLn time to fulfill stage engagements,
nong them are Pauline Frederick
ilward Everett Horton, Ted Lewis

Woolf and George

R.

photographed

Were

*

*

Diamond,

"When

who

Knights

Bold," produced in Eng-

camera work on
"The Dude Wrangler." He has

-new

also handled the camera on
several Johnny
Hines and
Monty Banks pictures.

field—technical changes
and all systems clearly explained— sound-equipped
theaters— legal and legisla-

Moreno Goes "Bad"

Arliss.

i

is

Angeles.

orchestra.

"U" Signs Grace Hayes
Grace Hayes has been signed to
long-term contract by Universal,
appearance will be in "The
Lng of Jazz Revue."

Completely and comprehensively covered in the coming
1930 Year Book— the new
production mode at studios

land, did the

Antonio Moreno is to play a heavy
for the second time in his career in
Rogers to Start Another
the film which Fox will produce soon
Will Rogers is preparing for his with Jose Mojica in the star role.
xt audible film. The tentative title His first bad man role is in "RoWilliam mance of the Rio Grande," now com
"By The Way, Bill."
nvard has been assigned to direct pleted.
picture, which is an adaptation
le
Cadman to Appear in Film
an original story by Ben Ames
illiams.
Charles Wakefied
Cadman will
make his first appearance in a motion
Grandeur For New Fox House
picture
in
"Harmony at Home,"
Grandeur pictures will be shown which Fox is making. The composer
the new Fox, to be built at Wil- plays two of his own compositions at
ire Boulevard and Hamilton Way.
the accompaniment of a symphony
alter

SOUND

personalities in the

tive aspects— exploiting the

new-type sound picturefinancial angles of the sound
field— progress of sound in
foreign territories, and in
fact anything and everything of interest to this gigantic, sound-revolutionized motion picture industry.

— and —

right up-to-the-minute*

er first

h>al

in

round,"
lirred.

First
in

New

Role
be a prinNational's "Playing

Miss Cantway's

Haxine Cantway

will

which Alice White

is

Out As Usual In January

—

THE

iSEE*;
DAILY
Timely Topics

Along The Rialto

A

Digest of
Current Opinion

PhilM. Daly,

Declares Fox Reached
Top Because He Dared

Samuel Goldwyn and

parents weren't on calling
terms with the Astors but
his grandchildren will be.
John Jacob's folks had actively
retired
from inn-keeping, and
moved uptown, long before the
Foxes settled in lower New
York, to lay another super-

—

fortune foundation.

That

plenty of interest

to convert the Embassy,
theater.
The policy should 1
reels sure stepped plenty on ti

responsibility shortly

and

prematurely devolved upon son
William, and so deprived him of
the advanced schooling without
which nobody is supposed to get
very far.
All sound thinking isn't a college
graduate.
Necessity confers degrees of
common sense, as distinguished as certified
doctorates.
In proof of which,
William Fox is celebrating his Silver

Wedding

to motion pictures.
Circumstance
designed him
for
a
minor tradesman, or a petty manufacturer, but he refused to recognize his
unfitness for command and kept his
thoughts in shoulder-straps.
The Fox theater chain, Fox production units
and Fox realty holdings,
sprang from a dank basement shop and
the conviction that there were just as
good fish in the future as any the past
had caught.
He didn't brood over sour-grapes, or
meagre backgrounds he was too busy
watching his fore grounds to waste
energy on inferiority complexes and
wishing rings.
and
Instead, he explored possibility

Yawk

hf»

months, his fi;-^.
Roxy's Sunda^
and plenty popular

three

demned"

Jr.

World

Series pitchurs

remain in Noo
task being premiere of "Con-

ntire

staff

will

concert broadcasts are just a
"Station S-E-X" is the
snappy title of Clara Bow's new fillum, and she's to be a radio
announcer in it
Standard Film Service Co., Detroit independent, is celebrating its sixteenth year in business
Once a showman, always ditto, goes the old saw, and
Crockett Brown, mayor of Nashwauk, Minn., and one of our
veteran subscribers, is preparing to go back into the business
with a new Nashwauk house
Tommy Burke, a leader in
arbitration in the Minneapolis territory, will use his experience
to advantage, having been drawn for jury service.
It'll be rather

year

old,

Director

that he

still

hibit

agination.

Herbert Kaufman in the
"Netv York Daily Mirror"

the

at

inspector Film Exchange,

Portland, Oregon

Rack-

voice,"

know

he

said

it,"

your own."
soon they'll have

Jeanette.

said

"It's

Pretty

thea

sound reproductions so perfect
there'll be no possible doubt.
*

*

thai

*

your stenographer chews gum
while you're dictating, be nonchalant!
Light a Murad and chew a hunk o|
If

tobacco.
*

*

*

Nursery Crimes
cat, pussy cat
Where have you been?

Pussy

Out with a fillum man
Lapping up gin.
*

*

*

"What's Trump?"
"Don't pre-empt with two
show them.

suit

Club Chatter

68

MANY HAPPY RETURNS

*

*

nj
th;,

*

Famous Film Conversations

Industry

"See

Statistics
By JAMES
Statistical

P.

The

^

Film

-

negative

and 1,000,000,000
yearly

in

feet

the

;short

subject

cent of which

dis-

in

October 16

this

country,

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DA

of posi-

production

70 per
Concentrated
with 30 per

THE

FILM DAILY
ing

members

who today

market product of American inYearly average

birthday:

of

to the follow-

the industry,

are celebrating their

Frank

terests abroad.

the last five years

raw

film

by

authorities

field

is

cal-

in

the

to be the

same

as figures quoted above for the
current period.

IN

wishes and congratulations are extended by

Best

cent of the stock being used to

culated

i

considered.

stock

product,
is

Woof
Don Hancock w

who came back from
ride with one muddy

tributor interests use 150,-

000,000 feet of

maybe

warble to you the one about the g
an automob
She
foot.

Daily

producer

me tomorrow."

And

CUNNINGHAM

Editor,

AMERICAN

for

LOU METZGER

know that
"I
"Whose is it?"
"You ought to

"The

from one ol
and Lodet

(By Charley Schwait-)
Harry Reichenbach, recently
turned from abroad, informs us
50,000,000 Frenchmen are right.

and distribution of feature and

JOBS

A

Criterion.

NUMBER

68

tive

THEIR
FIRST

pearing in the all-talker
voice issued
eteer."
projection rooms
the
stopped in his tracks.

Empey

—

landmarks and industrial dictators when your grandchildren are inthe
suburbs,
and
heriting obscurity,
knowledge that Grandfather took a
University course and expected it to
replace initiative, pertinacity and im-

and Jeanette Loff
were on their way to the set at
the Pathe studio where they were ap-

(Scz Jack DeLacy)

Commissioner Whalen got an eyeful and earful of
"The Return of Sherlock Holmes," Long Island-made talker carrying the Paramount brand, Tuesday morning at a special exPolice

—

social

JOHN LODER

sake

It
landed in a trashy nickelodeon.
wasn't much, but it was a fair start
which is all that anybody's entit'ed to.
He plowed back his profits into the

ness law.
He did nothing you couldn't have accomplished, and accomplished it under
the noses of a million contemporaries
immeasurably better financed and trained for the same job.
You had as much
money and as much experience but you
didn't care as hard or dare as hard.
Consequently, the Foxes, the Astors,
the Fords and the Firestones, will be

DALY

Mur-Ad

Henry King demonstrated

can do the
maestro act, the occasion having been a personal appearance of
Lupe Velez at the Park, Tampa. King's new fillum is being
made in and around Tampa
Rudy Vallee's back in Manhattan after completing "The Vagabond Lover" for Arrkayoh
And Maurice Chevalier has arrived from France yesterday
George Jessel has arrived for the dinner to be tendered him by the Jewish Theatrical Guild
Opening time of the Astor, Reading, Pa., had to be advanced two hours to handle crowds for Universal's "Broadway"
Warner Oland's bought a coupla islands off the Coast
of Mexico
Joe (Harold Lloyd) Reddy's in Noo Yawk
for opening of "Welcome Danger"
Wonder if Pat (Christie)
Dowling ever corresponds with his Atlantic City name-

—

produced them which is, alike,
sound husbandry and fundamental busi-

THAT'S

quiet after arbitration

—

soil that

AND
By PHIL M.

ong the Main Stem in Fox's plan
>o Yawk, into a sound newsreel
The news^ popular one
;

16, 1929

THAT

with

THERE'S

HIS

Wednesday, October

Al G. Ruben
Mollie

Rex

O'Day

Bell

Lloyd Corrigan
Bernard McConville
Frank Ormiston

Wilson

R.

joins

D.

Griffith as confidential advisor.
*
*
*

Original

made

clear

must
Trade Commission nil

titles of reissues

%

%

%

Sol Lesser purchases world rig
on the George Beban film.

THE
October

Jlidnesday,

16,

1929

T

Short Shots from
Sew York Studios

1=

By

ARTHUR

W.

s^ft*DAILY
1

GETS
u
IN

BDDYm—
{Continued from Page

RN

BLUE"
1)

Jazz Revue" starring Paul Whiteman
in a talking, singing and dancing
1: smashing stage hit, "The Fron'
production
to be made by John Murditechnical
acting
as
now is
Universal paid $50,ray Anderson.
Iltor on this original story which
screen
rights to the com000
for
the
talker
as
a
producing
amount is
William Kent, musical
position.
h Helen Morgan and Charles RugHe's spending much time comedy comedian, now is en route to
ching Ruggles how reporters di Universal City to start work as chief
gag artist in the production, which
ir stuff.
is scheduled to get under way Nov. 1.

HECHT,

author

of

the

fasha Bunchuk, conductor of the
itol Grand Orchestra and famed
lo soloist, has just completed his
;t record for "Velvetone Records"
which company he has contractto make a series of 'cello records.
Louise
irray

rner
:n

Hollywood

practically

along the line, for
all
every succeeding picture shows great
improvements over its predecessor.

"England boasts many

of the finest

speaking stage and has
The next short scheduled for pro- unlimited talent to draw upon for
"At the
ction at Paramount is one pre- the talkies," explains Clift.
ting Libby Holman, who is a prin- same time the British producers are
al in "The Little Show." Dudley adopting many American sound proirphy wrote and will direct the duction methods and are perfecting
tare, which starts about the first some advanced ideas of their own
ek in November under supervision that will doubtless be revolutionary."
Larry Kent.

The sound version of
which Jack Oakie is
will probably be
ir,
ramount Coast plant

"Kid Boots,"
scheduled

tc

made

at the
instead of at

Screen Advertisers
(Continued from Page

companies,
advertising

>ng Island.

1)

national advertiser,
agencies and theater;

the

The new bureau has been organized
Landy, whose bands have en- by William Johnson, New Orleans
rtained thousands from here to vice president of the association, who
ere and then some, has a group of reports that he has signed a ten year
music-makers at Roseland on contract with Publix. The first na
s
•oadway. He recently made some tional advertising contract through
ctures at American Sound Record- the bureau has been signed with
Art

g Corp. plant and now is in exctation of a trip to the Coast to
sume talker makeup.

General Motors. This year's annual
meeting of the Screen Advertisers'
Ass'n is to be known as "The Jubilee
Convention."

a

have

full-fledged

and

Rich

Mack

back East to publish the songs they
wrote.
"White Way Blues," "I'm
Walking With the Moonbeams" and
"I'm Somebody's Baby Now," which
were written and published by this
duo, are synchronized in Columbia's

S£Z/

new

picture "Song of
Belle Baker.

Maybe

this

Love" starring

news

is

you and

to

then again it nvay not be, nevertheles, you're going to read that Sam
Fox has an agent in the Far East

and may open a branch

RCA

Photophone for 50
Pathe Cinema Theaters

More

than

in
$500,000
for
50 French

equipment

theater

Cinema

houses, recording equipment for the
firm's studio near Paris and sound
trucks for
French Pathe Cinema
News Gazette, have been ordered

from

RCA

RCA

,

order for equipment in

RCA

office

in

Tokio.
He already has associated
connections in London, Paris, Ber-

Melbourne and Sydney.

lin,

And after that little jaunt around
the world we come back to the good
old U. S. A. and find that prohibition
beg pardon that theme songs
are still the rage.
"Am I Blue" and
"My Song of the Nile," two of the
Country's best sellers, are published

—

—

Photophone, according to by M. Witmark

E. O. Heyl, foreign vice president of
who now is in New York. Since
settlement of the quota situations,

&

Sons.

The "boys" over at Forster's are
two new numbers
France which have clicking potentialities.

places
in a leading position in
that country, continued Heyl, who is
scheduled to return to England and
France soon to resume charge of the
company's schedule of theater installations in these and other foreign
countries.

now plugging

(Fm

glad

that's over.)
"That's
Jealous of You" and
"Needitti You Like I Do" are the\
songs, and according to Abe Olman,
we're going to hear a lot about them.
What do I care. I don't own a

Why Fm

radio.

More Sydney Theaters

RCA

Photophone
Sydney— New installations of RCA
Get

Photophone equipment made
aters

in

this

district

in the-

include

the

Olympic, Bondi Junction; Five Dock,
Artarmon and Australian Theaters,
sound
Helene Turner is cutting the
Mosman; Hickey Brothers' 5 Ways
rsion of the original which Para
Phil
Theater, Paddington; Herbert's theto
Hecht
from
Ben
ount is making
a
at Islington and Broadmeadow,
Columbia Chicago Office aters
ory.
She has just finished work on
N. S. W. In addition the Horsham
>th the sound and silent versions of
Phil Dumas has been appointed and Sandringham Theaters have been
The Return of Sherlock Holmes." branch manager of the Columbia wired in Victoria.
er initial job when the studio re- Chicago office.
Dumas has been con>ened was on "The Hole in the nected with United Artists in varifall."
ous capacities and wa.s in charge of
its Washington branch at the time
Great Advertising Medium!
Another for Confederation Amuse.
of joining Columbia.
Montreal
Confederation Amuseent, Ltd., in its expansion program
Worcester Theater Wired
s opened the Outrem.ont here. The
Worcester, Mass. Talking picture
)use seats 1,600 and is equipped
equipment has been installed at the
ith sound apparatus.
This is the Olympia by
Western Electric. JosHi house controlled by the com- eph Stilofsky
is manager.
my here, others are the Empress,
artier, Maisonneuve and Dominion.

Dumas

now

are

of

Gordon went out to the land of
theme songs, made good and came

PHILM.DALX

this

Nationalize Distribution

another story
song-writers who

Max

publishers.

giving the
British producer a new opportunity
to acquire a niche for himself in the
film world,
according to Denison
Clift,
who has spent the past 18

artists of the

of

made good and

the procession."

of

By CLEF*

just

is

pair

Here's credit where it's due to the
ones who are keeping step and ahead

second experimental stages here.

Manhattan Opera House.

THIS

—Talkers are

months in England and who will
She started when Vitaphone shortly resume work as a director

in the

the

•

Talkers Give British Film
Men New Chance, Clif
W est Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY

with Vitaphone for the past two

rs.
;

Weyhrauch, secretary to
at
director-in-chief
Roth,
Bros. Eastern studio, has

Musical Notes

"The production forces are makir
tremendous sirides these days in bettering sound picture standards. There
is real cause for a pat on the back

Manage

—

—

opening with talking pictures at our theatres, can truthfully
say that Advance Trailer Service has
proven to be all that it was represented, and at the nominal cost would
advise every live wire exhibitor to

oo
|

ft
Ha

"After

Tuttle
Charlotte

Heads Film Board
At the semi-annual

—

ection of officers of the Charlotte
ilm Board of Trade, T. O. Tuttle.
lanager of the Universal exchange
as unanimously elected president,
ad W. E. Conn, RKO, was chosen
ice president.

give

this

great

advertising

medium

trial."
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announces

greatest ,/tep

in

color development
-^tandaid

camera/

mazda

normal

iL/ed

the

final

now

answer

to the

color

problem

available for producer,/* everywhere

%ett
color and

">ex-

-^-ound-on-film

in

beltone

one proce-^xj

multicolor filmy inc. 201
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CONTRACT PROVISIONSSLATED

National System of Distributor Counsel to Get Together With U.S.
Supply Houses Opening
Attorney to Omit Any "Illegal" Features

New

Season

Link in Chain

of Successes

=

(ontinental Theater Accessories,
JACK ALICOATE
Inc. this Saturday will open the first
office in a proposed national chain
has taught of theater supply houses, when headus that we will soon be quarters in the new Warner building
faced with the usual and in N. Y., begin operation. Joe Hornasonal crop of fall and winter stein, of Continental, who formerly
was National Theater Supply New
chibitor
ailments.
Usually,
(Continued on Page 2)

—By

EXPERIENCE

)out this time, the theater

own-

squawking- about the
lediocrity of product offered
Km, and his press agent wails
either silently nor discretely
ker the fact that poor pictures
starts

meager exploitation fare
and raging pubrepresentative. At times,

br the robust
city

Price 5 Cents

ontinental Accessories Starting Activities

A

jffer

1929

Likelihood of Code of Ethics Revision

jtEVISIONOF
r>

17,

mm

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

non-theaIcaTcase
arbitration opposed
Declaring his opposition to arbitration of a non-theatrical case by exhibitors,

Sam

to sit
vision

on a case brought by First Di-

Sonin, yesterday declined

n years past, we have agreed
against the Fall Hills public
rith this conclusion, sometimes school at Fall Hills, N.
J. Consideraassively and sometimes with a tion of the case, however, was postpilitancy that vent itself in the poned at the suggestion of the board

word. This year, howver, we are thoroughly and conlusively in accord with ouron one point. Whatever
he well meaning and commer-

(Continued from Page 11)

[rilited

exhibitor may sufer from during the coming cinma calendar it won't be the
pck of an unusual and excepionally fine string of gold-geting pictures.
This, of course,
>rovided that his house is adeially artistic

and efficiently wired to
ransfer sound and dialogue in
he same true and undistorted
orm in which it originally left
he production studio.
[uately

FOX METROPOLITAN TO
CONTINUE STEADY GROWTH

Speedy revision of features of the standard contract and arbitration
agreement considered by Federal Judge Thacher as in violation of the
Sherman anti-trust law is indicated by Edwin P. Grosvenor, of Cadwalader,

Wickersham

&

Taft, chief of counsel for ten distributors, the Hays organization and Film Boards of Trade,
following granting to the governU. S.
ment of an injunction restraining
Wash. Bur. of THE FILM DAILY
any of the alleged illegal practices.
Washington
Decision of
Under the procedure,, the next step
Judge Thacher in New York,
is a get-together of defense and govgranting the government's apernment counsel, to seek to reach an
plication for an injunction resaccord upon provisions of the contraining ten distributors, the
tract and arbitration agreement.
If

Studies Decision

—

Hays organization and Film
Boards of Trade, from enforcement of any unlawful
phases of the standard contract
and arbitration agreements, is under consideration
by officials of the Dept. of Jus-

Comment

tice.

is

declined

pending a study of the case.

the credit case, which resulted in a
Jay Emanuel, Publisher
clean cut victory for the defendants,
of 3 Regional Papers who were the same as in the arbitra-

—

Philadelphia Jay Emanuel, Philadelphia theater operator, and treasurer of the national M. P. T. O. A.,
(Continued on Page 2)

—

(Continued on Page 2)

Page 4)

NO NEW PARLEY SLATED

The Horn of Plenty
Fox Films Would Star
.»
Al Smith in "Up to Now
Personally we have seen more

of. THE FILM DAILY
Washington There is little likelihood of any revision of the Code of

Al Smith has been approached by

Ethics adopted by the film industry
at its Trade Practice Conference in
New York in October 1927, although
there are a number of proposed provisions of which the commission held
(Continued on Page 11)

lonest-to-goodness screen enter:ainment during the past few
weeks than is usually offered for
public inspection during an en(Continued on Page 2)

Fox for the
Now." The

"Up

to
company is at the
same time trying to induce the former governor to play the hero in the
film version of his life story.

film
film

rights

to

were defended

by Grosvenor.

The

arbitration case decision
(Continued on Page 4)

em-

into
English Version of Talker
Fox

on

tion case, both actions

German Dialogue Cut

Expansion of Fox Metropolitan
Theaters in the Greater New York- McCook,
Sue to Void
area is being continued at a steady
3 Leases Sold to Publix
and gradual pace states President
Omaha Suit has been filed by the
Joe Leo. No set number of theaters
McCook (Neb.) Amusement Co. and
is sought as the circuit's goal, however, he states, the company being the Fox Westcoast Theaters Corp. to
(Continued

accord is reached, it then will
submitted to the court for approval, after which a decree will be
entered.
Following, entering of a
decree, decision will be made as to
whether any appeal from the ruling
of Judge Thacher will be taken.
Judge Thacher's decision in the
arbitration was the second of two
within a month, the other being in
this

be

Washington Bureau

—

First

step

in

multi-lingual

talker

production by the company has been
completed on "Lummox" by United
Artists, with completion of a German version of the picture. Fred
Zelnick, German director, handled
(Continued on Page 2)

J. J.

HARWOOD

RE-ELECTED

CLEVELAND ASS'N HEAD
Cleveland

—

J. J.

Harwood has been

elected president of the Cleveland
M. P. Exhibitors Ass'n for the fifth
Other officers elected at the
term.
meeting here are: George Paulda,
(Continued on Page 2)

—

THE

S^k
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A

Season

CONTINENTAL THEATER

of Successes
from Page
(Continued
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5
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Editor and Publisher

Published daily except Saturday and holidays
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and
copyright (1929) by Wid's Films and Film
Inc.
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President,
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THE

—

W

and usually reliable
Hollywood snoop hounds, the
kitchen

of

full

is

good things and what we have
to

date

merely the ad-

is

Warners Plan Remodeling

vance guard of many excellent
of Theater in Chicago
and dainty dishes in the making.

—

Chicago
Hornstein
and
Joe
Providing of course that his Harold Rodner, president and generproduct does not cost him too al manager of Continental Theater
much, the theater owner who Accessories, were here recently in
connection with proposed remodeling

cannot make money this coming
of the Orpheum, a 800-seat Warner
season might just as well close house. The Orpheum was the first
up shop and go back to selling house in this city to go sound, and is
bonds, practicing law, the bank- the only local Warner house.
ing business or whatever his
Jay Emanuel, Publisher
lawful vocation was before enof 3 Regional Papers
tering the picture business.
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(Continued from Page 1)
set aside the sale of theater leases
at Fremont, Columbus, and Kearney,

by the World Realty Co.

Neb.,

Omaha,

of
suit

Chester

S. C.

Chester, S. C.

House Transferred
The Dreamland has

—

Roxy "A"

27%

28%

aters, Inc. to the

City Theaters, the

28

30

change becoming

effective

LAST

30
5

65

4%
34
10
75

Nov.

1.
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PRICE QUOTED

1)

has become publisher of "The Exhibitor," "The National Exhibitor,"
and "The New York State Exhibitor",
formerly the Barrist-Goodwin group.
He succeeds David Barrist, who retires to take care of his

own

interests.

10th

an

nual convention at Detroit.
Oct.

29

Opening

of

Globe,

New

"Jazz Heaven"
York.

at

the

Annual M. P. T. O. A. meeting
the Peabody Hotel, Memphis
Oct. 31
Tri-state M. P. T. O. convention
in Memphis.
Oct. 31 -Nov. 1
Convention of Screen Advtt
Oct. 29-31

tisers Ass'n at Detroit.
Premiere of "Condemned" at tht
Selwyn, N. Y.
Nov.
9
Actors' Equity Ball at Hotel Astor
New York.
Nov. 19-20 Ninth Annual Ohio M.P.TJ.
Convention at Columbus.
Dec. 9-10 Meeting of North Carolina |

Nov.

4

hibitors' unit at Pinehurst.

II

ENGLISH VERSION OF TALKB
(Continued from Page 1)
version, svnchroniziuj:

German
German with
the

the dialogue of the
English sound track.
The voi<ft
synchronize with the lip movemet

Charles Goodwin remains as busiUnited fw
ness manager. The three publications of players, it is stated.
will be known as the Emanuel-Good- tists now is considering production
of other language versions, with tl
win Publications.
Spanish probably the next to be at
Metzger, Toastmaster tempted.

Lou
at

"U" Club Dinner, Dance

attend.

Goldwyn Buys "Raffles"
for Colman; Starts in Nov.
"Raffles" has been purchased by
Samuel Goldwyn as the next picture
for Ronald Colman.
It will go into

production
immediately after the
premiere of "Condemned" at the Sel-

wyn on Nov.

4.

opening Colman

The day

after the

will return to

Holly-

Goldwyn journeys to
England to arrange for the London
opening.
Harry d'Arrast will direct

wood

while

"Raffles."

been transferred from the Eaves The-

do units
do com
Skouras Bros
United Art
do pfd

3%

Oct. 28-30

In
addition
Carl
to
to Void tainment.
Laemmle, president of the company.
3 Leases Sold to Publix Paul Whiteman and his band may

to the Publix Corp. The
plaintiffs
the
offered the
'166
World Realty Co. $80,000 for leases
on the three theaters and that the
400 offer was accepted and when the
100 initial payment of $20,000 was offer300 ed,
it
was refused.
Damages of
700
200 $97,000 are demanded for the al500 leged breach of contract.

1,200

it

McCook, Fox Sue

CURB BONDS
Am.

"Welcome Danger"

Lou Metzger is to be toastmaster
H. E. Horwitz, J. D. of the Universal Club dinner and
Ptak and Paul Gus- Dance which takes place at the Hotel
ElaborAstor, New York, Oct. 26.
ate plans have been made for enter-

charges

42

15%

Henry H.

200 J. A. Schwartz,
200 Kalafat, A. E.

53 'A

vtc

succeeding the late
Ben Leving, treas-

president,

vice

1)

urer, and George W. Erdmann, secretary. Henry Greenberger and Marl',266
tin P. Brown were reelected to fill
200
three year terms on the board of di100
Others on the board are:
3,300 rectors.

CURB MARKET
Columbia Pets.

(Continued from Page

600

20
50J4

.

Bros.

17/2

400
800
200

CLEVELANiVASS'N HEAD

of

N. Y.
Michigan M.P.T.O.

at

being proposed.

is

Opening

19

Rivoli,

stated that his recent
trip to Chicago had nothing to do
with a reported plan that the company would tie up with the E. E.
Fulton Co., denying that such move

(Continued from Page

STOCK MARKET

Oct.

1)

According to our York manager,

faithful

seen

The Industry's
Date Book

STARTING ACTIVITIES
(Continued from Page

production

17, 1929

1)

Cuts

tire season.
JOHN i. ALICOATE

Thursday, October

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

THEATRE CHAIN WANTS
DEVELOPER

AGENCY

and carry through negotiationswe have an opportunity for you. Write

Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard

experience,
age,
covering past
salary expected and anything else you

Vaudeville Acts

how to determine
new theatres in
various communities how to judge
the value of a location how to instiIf

the

you

know

possibilities

for

—

—

tute
us,

would want to know if you
were doing the hiring. All letters con-

yourself

fidential.

Box S-164
1650 Broadway

c/o

Film

New

Daily
York City

1600 Broadway, New York City

Phone Penn. 3S80
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'Compulsion* Big Issue of U. S. Decision
"Competition Promoted, Conditions Better"
,

VOLUNTARY AGREEMENT

Distributors take satisfaction in the opinion of Judge Thacher
that the standard contract and arbitration agreements have promoted
competition between distributors, and improved conditions in the
industry.
"We direct attention to the fact that Judge Thacher finds that
competition between the distributors has been promoted by the adoption of the standard exhibition contract and that in many ways general
trade conditions have been vastly improved," says a statement issued
by E. P. Grosvenor, chief of defense counsel "The important thing,
of course, is to preserve this; and Judge Thacher in concluding his
opinion suggests that the Government and the industry indicate provisions to be incorporated in the decree under which the use of a
uniform contract containing an arbitration clause may be continued.
Therefore the industry will undoubtedly proceed immediately to try
to agree with the government upon such practical changes as may be
necessary to accomplish this result."

ON CLAUSES URGED
Stressing that the parties may suggest provision, "if such be feasible
under which uniform contracts containing arbitration clauses may be
voluntarily adopted by the members
of this industry without coercion or
other unlawful restraint," Federal
Judge Thacher's decision in granting
an injunction to the Dept. of Justice
against ten distributors, the Hays

organization and Film Boards of
Trade, makes the compulsory feature
of arbitration

its

main

The admitted gain

issue.

to the industry

as a whole, he says, cannot compensate in the eyes of the Sherman antitrust law, a sacrifice of the rights of
the individual.
The ruling points out that the defendants
distribute 60 per cent of the supply of films,
and members of Film Boards 98 per cent,
so that it is impossible for at theater to secure sufficient films for regular operation with-

dealing with one or more Film Board
members.
Formation of the Hays' organization is recited, and the resultant deliberations for a
uniform contract, culminating in the present
form of agreement and arbitration system.

out

Rules of arbitration are recited, together with
deposits by exhibitors of a
$500 on existing conthey fail or refuse to abide by
tracts,
if
and comply with arbitration awards.
the

provision

sum not

to

for

exceed

Refusal To Arbitrate Would Cause
Hardship, Ruling Says
In view of the exhibitor's necessity to contract in advance with several distributors for
the delivery of films to be exhibited in accordance with a program laid out for more
than a year in advance, it will at once be
seen that the exhibitor's refusal to arbitrate
will immediately subject him to heavy demands for security, which if not complied
with will result in the termination of his entire supply of films for exhibition in his theater, and probably result in conditions under
which he cannot continue in business.
It is alleged in the petition that the members of the Film Boards of Trade have gone
beyond the requirements of the contracts and
the arbitration rules and have entered into
supplemental understandings and agreements,
without the knowledge and against the general instructions of the defendant distributors
and of the defendant Association, to refuse to
contract

for

the

future

exhibition

of

Cases Differ
Arbitration case of the Dept.
of Justice against distributors
presents an entirely different
situation from the credit system case, Judge Thacher, ruled
in Federal

Court

New York

in

granting an injunction against

enforcement of alleged illegal
provisions of the standard contract
and arbitration agreements.

"The

distinction lies in the
nature of the restraints imposed, and in the
instant case the restraint, if not
shown to have been voluntary
on both sides is oppressive,

any

Rights of Individual Must be
Protected, Decision Holds
motion picture films with any exhibitor who
has failed to comply with any decision of
any Board of Arbitration.
The proofs abundantly establish the fact
that this was the consistent practice of many
of the Film Boards of Trade until quite recently, when their attention was called to the
fact that such action was not justified by the
rules.
When this was done the members of
the Film Boards of Trade were told that the
question whether distributors would deal with
any exhibitor who had refused to arbitrate
or had failed to comply with an award was
one for the decision of individual distributors ; but at the same time it was stated that
been the consistent policy of the disit has
tributors to refuse to deal with exhibitors who
failed to arbitrate or to comply with arbitration

The coercive effect of this situation has
undoubtedly been that unless exhibitors submitted to arbitration and complied with the
awards rendered against them, they have been
unable to enter into new contracts and have
been required to suspend service in their theaters unless able and willing to comply with
the arbitration awards rendered against them
or to deposit security under all of their
outstanding contracts. * * * » *

Reasonableness of Contract Arbitration

reasonable," the decision states.

Admitted

Assuming the contracts and the system of
compulsory arbitration to have been just
and reasonable in operation, the fact that
many exhibitors were not represented in the
conference leading to their adoption cannot
be

disputed.

One can

hardly imagine a more direct
upon trade than an agreement between competitors in an open market not to
trade except upon terms which they have
fixed in advance.
But it is argued that the
terms of the Standard Exhibition Contract
were not unfair or unreasonable
that the
system of compulsory arbitration has been
of great advantage to exhibitors and distributors alike, and therefore that the agreement
of the distributors to use only this form of
contract in all their dealings, and to enforce
its
arbitration clauses by collectively refusing to deal with any exhibitor who fails
to comply with them, is not an undue rerestraint

;

straint
of interstate commerce within the
meaning of the Statute as interpreted in the
Standard Oil Case (221 U.S. 1) and the
American Tobacco Case (221 U.S. 106).

done,

if,
in
fact, it can be seen that the
freedom of others to engage in trade, to enter
normal commercial agreements, and to
have recourse to the courts for their rights,
has been unduly restrained by the coercive
and collective action of the defendants.
That competition between the distributors
has been promoted by the adoption of the
Standard Exhibition Contract, and that in
many ways general trade conditions have been
vastly improved, I have no, doubt, and so

into

But the record is equally clear that
this good has been accomplished through

find.
all

the exercise and irresistible economic force
consolidated by combination in the hands ol
the distributors, who collectively control the
available supply of films and by virtue of
this control have imposed their will upon the
industry.

To

Gain

Industry Held Not Justifying "Restraint"

By agreement of
itors who were not

these

distributors exhibrepresented in the adop-

Freedom Called Unduly Restrained

By
Tn

Joint Action

judging the inherent character of the
restraint one must look not only to the restraint voluntarily imposed upon the competitive activities of those who are in the combination,
but also to the involuntary restraint
imposed upon the freedom of outsiders to engage in trade under natural and
normal conditions. It is therefore not enough
to say that competition between distributors

CONTRACT

IS

CITEI

because in that case the collective power c
the defendants was exercised to correct frauc
ulent and irregular trade practices by demane
ing reasonable security for the performam
of new contracts.
Under the circumstana
there disclosed there was nothing oppress*
in what was done pursuant to the CrtI
Rules. This case presents an entirely differ*

The distinction lies in the inhej
the restraints imposed, and in
instant case* the restraint if not shown
|
have been voluntary on both sides is opprf
sive, and therefore undue and unreasonaB
Nothing that has been said should 1
taken in derogation of the right of trade!
commercial groups, or of traders generaB
to voluntarily impose upon themselves statu
ard forms of agreement which do not undid
situation.
nature of

competition and thus restrain trad
all controversies arising
^
them shall be settled by arbitration
Such agreements dealing only with fl
rights of those who execute and intend I
be bound by them are normal and usual, ar
are proper instruments in the lawful condur)
of trade.
It is only when such agreement
are sought to be imposed upon others, regarc
less of their wishes, by coercive combination
having the power to say "Take what
offered or get nothing," that they becon
restrict

or to agree that

tween

illegal.

Upon settlement of the decree the parti
may suggest provisions, if such be feasibi
under

which

uniform

arbitration clauses
by the members

cocerciot

r»:

contracts

containit?

may be
of

voluntarily adoptthis
industry witho

other unlawful

restraint.

revision¥c1ract
provisions slate
(.Continued from Page 1)

phasiz*d the beneficial results of tl
standard contract and arbitration sy
terns, but said the law is violated. I
suggested that the parties revise t!
agreements to conform with the la\
Defendants in the action ar
Paramount, First National, M-G-l
Universal,
United Artists, Patr
FBO, (RKO), Educational, the Hal
association and 32 Film Boards.

tion
of the uniform
contracts have been
constrained to accept their terms regardless
of their wishes, and by the compulsory system
of arbitration, sanctioned and enforced by
collective
action of the distributors,
have
been constrained to perform the contractual
obligations thus assumed
In fairness it cannot be said, that the restraint
imposed upon these eixhibitors is
voluntary because they accept and agree to be
bound by the contracts. They can have none
other, because the defendants have agreed
that they shan't
and unless something more
than the mere acceptance of all they can
get is shown they must be said to have acted
under an involuntary restraint, imposed and
continued by the defendants to the end that
the contracts shall be signed and their terms
obeyed.
That such coercive restraint upon the commercial freedom of an exhibitor who are
(Continued from Page 1)
neither represented nor consulted with reference to the agreement to adopt the standard interested only in acquiring hous
form of contract is undue and unreasonable it can operate profitably. The Leon
both at Common Law and under the Sherman Act, I cannot doubt. Gains resulting Leonia, N. J., is latest acquisiti
from sudh restraints to the industry as a to the chain, while the Brook, Bou
whole do not in the eyes of the Statute Brook, N. J., has opened under
justify the vicarious sacrifice of the individual,
management after remodeling.
even for the sake of bigger and better business.
State Legislature could not law.

;

FOX METROPOLITAN TO

CONTINUE STEADY GROW!

F

A

impose compulsory arbitration upon the
motion picture industry. (Wolff v. Industrial
Court, 262 U.S. 522.)
Much less should
it
he within the power of a combination
of practically all the distributors to do so
Sy coercion exercised through a control of
fully

inherent

and therefore undue and un-

awards.

is keen and active, or even that it has
been
promoted and enhanced by what has been

GAIN TO INDUSTRY BY

the available supply of films.

Rights
The
tional

Of Companies On
ments Outlined

Agree-

decision in United States v. First NaPictures, Inc., supra, is distinguishable

Q
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Interstate Circuit, Texas
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Just another home run
Scries of box-office smashes
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fronts

with

WILL ROGERS
They had to SEE PARIS
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Davis,
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ROXY

NEW

ADIO'S

SHINES

I

fiOLDEN VOICE THRILLS NEW
YORK AND CRITICS LIFT BEBE

\

TO TOWERING HEIGHTS
the picture

Daniels

receive the most attention from those

will

and the

picture career

perfect, with the

terrific

comeback she does,
.

"Bebe Daniels
stars yet

;

is

made

a revelation

audible."

•

.

— nothing

.

.

paralyzer Bebe Daniels. Miss

"In casting

is

.

.

less.

.

who

are familiar with her

and in singing."
Sime Silverman, Variety

She

in

acting

is

the best of the singing

American.

.

"Bebe Daniels is everything you've heard about her. A rich voiced dazzling
light opera prima donna. Her beauty will enchant you. Bebe of the movies
makes all the Broadway talker stars look like so many glasses of milk. She
is

superb."

.

•

.

Mirror.

"Revealed an excellent singing voice

and

attractive dramatic manner,

playing with
at musical

the

all

of a veteran

skill

"A new Bebe
ling

debut

as a prima

comedy."
.

.

.

"Miss Daniels' voice

is

surprise of the evening.

and sweetness.".

It

the biggest

has volume

.Sun.

.

"Charming soprano voice
attractive as Rita

.

those love songs!"

RKO

last night

donna
.

Herald Tribune.

.

.

.

.

made

Daniels

.

.

.

.

start-

she emerges

of the

first

order."

Evening World.

"Gives remarkably
ance."

.

a

.

fine
.

.

perform-

Telegraph.

"The singing numbers of Miss Daniels
are highlights of the production."

.

.

.

most

how she sings
• News.

.

"Miss Daniels meets the

amazingly well."

.

.

.

Journal.

newdemands
.

.

Graphic.

Distributing Corporation

SUPER-STAR
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BEBE

DANIELS
th
the

wonder
voice
nd

shortly

if

star with
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"LOVE COMES ALONG"

be presented by Radio

Pictures

in

THE GREATEST

box-office smash
talkie that ever
hit the screen! It
is standing 'em up
in the country's
finest first run

A

theatres! Gripping thriller! Tre-

mendous drama!
A showmanship
natural !

»

I

THE

10

Timely Topics

— ©—

&IW?.DAILV
Along The Rialto

A

Digest of
Current Opinion

a hit with Birmingham Publix attaches, that they presented him
with a traveling bag when he was named district manager in

Tennessee

The American

Gilbert Seldes
*

Producers Should Aim
At Quality, Not Quantity

of

new
it

is

D™

pictures across the screen
in satisfactory entertain-

ment. Perhaps, but this may be
a vain hope, the producers will
one day realize that there is just
as much profit in twenty carefully produced films as there is in

machine-made
products and a good deal more
glory in Heaven, if they have any
forty

ity,

rapid-fire,

—

ambitions in that direction.

e ° rge

tis

'

said

Now,

wrinkle is theater seats in colors
to match frocks of women patrons.
Well?....
John Emerson is back from Vienna, with his voice
restored..
latest

Creighton Peet in
Post"
*

Suggest "Toning
should
WHY
any

NUMBER

69

"Bronx

Home

News,"

New York

MANY HAPPY RETURNS

Industry

picture

—

By JAMES
Statistical

The Film Daily

^

October 11

salesman World Film
Corp., Cleveland

Hollystudios

reaches

$100,000,000, averaging $2,000,000 weekly. Weekly
figure, however, fluctuates
widely, dropping to $1,000,000
in off seasons and mounting

considerably
higher
during
the heavy production period.
*

ESCHMAN

of

wood producers and

Three

*

hundred

*

and

ninety

free-lance publicity writers are
active on the West Coast, publicizing players, directors, writers,

etc.

Corp. at Irvington-on-the-Hudson. A
twentieth century scientific laboratory reflecting the skill of engineering, chemical and technical minds in
all departments of color development.

quarter-million dollar power plant.
Science has allied itself with color
on the screen as well as with sound.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

*

payroll

*

called forth by
a visit to the studios of Photocolor

A

per cent of
important U. S. production
interests are members of the
M.P.P.D.A. (Hays) organiza*

*

dozen new color methods from the
camera shot to the final processing.
A machine shop that produces practically everything required.

PIGHTY-FIVE

Yearly

E. A.

we

initial

CUNNINGHAM

P.

Editor,

*

JOBS

way to an audible entity whom
visualize in human flesh amid all
the colorful surroundings of daily

given

A

Statistics

tion.

THEIR
FIRST

gorgeous hues of sky, sea and
The screen ghost has

landscape.

*

69

We

of entertainment, and the colorful
and now human figure on the screen
moves against a background of na-

These remarks are

Picture Advertising
the sponsors of
indulge in the
use of debatable superlatives to
boost an attraction that would
fill
its theater just on its own
merits?
believe a little moderation
in
movie advertising
would be advisable before the
public gives thought to a phrase
by an older showman: "Methinks
the lady doth protest too much."

*

life.

*

Down"

*

So color is coming into its own.
The ghosts are taking on the natural hues of living and breathing
entities.
They move amid surroundings whose colors are a part of our
daily home life. The great outdoors
becomes a part of this supreme art

ture's

Lunnon, the

in

"New York Evening
*

A

*

K

Arthur san S "Nothing but the Blues" over the
RKO hour Choosday evening,
said that when he wired "Chuck"
Reisner to ask if Reisner had seen his last picture, "Chuck"
wired back, "I hope so."
Sam Jaffe leaves for the Coast
battiday after spending a coupla weeks in Noo Yawk
Daniels, who's at the top of the heap as the result
.?r>
u
ott her
Rio Rita triumph, is coming East soon..
"Hizzoner" Jimmie Walker paid a real tribute to William
Fox in a
Silver Jubilee, speech
That Al Smith-Fox hook-up we
reported in this pillar oodles of months ago, soon
will be a real-

is

as

theater is on "its last beloved legs," in the
of Jane Cowl, who says players are being mechanized
of the theater by talkers, plus the radio and "bad man-

—

ners.

public
not so much inTHE
terested in a rapid procession

has

industry along with
it has already taken its

this

and sensitive individual.

^

only because they are beginning to show signs of knowing what direction they want to
take.
Up to the present, they
have lived on borrowed material
and the trouble with living on
the
energies or
emotions of
others is that one doesn't live.

hit

out

veteran show-

The ex-Mrs. (Lita Grey) Chaplin is to wed Phil Baker,
stage player, 'tis said
Louis B. Mayer was feted at a
recent Hollywood function, George Olsen writing an "M-G-M
March" for the occasion
Alice White is planning to spend
her honeymoon in Noo Yawk
H. B. Warner's gone to
Honolulu for a vacation
Will Rogers' picture, "They Had to See Paris" is going into
a second week at the Roxy
Alma Rubens, her health restored, is to resume picture work
The screen will welcome back the capable Miss Rubens
The Sue Carol-Nick
Stuart engagement is off
Charley G. Branham made such

tion

COLOR CONSCIOUSNESS

belief

all

men

and are worth considera-

*

DALY

sound. And
place as a definite and major part of
picture production.
Today we look
back on silent pictures and wonder
how it was possible for the trade to
kid the public for so many years into looking at flat shadows pantomiming on a screen silent ghosts
that ignored the art of articulation,
which is the very heart and soul of
dramatic expression. In a very short
time we will likewise wonder how
the public stood for grey shadows.
Now the shadows are more obviously incomplete, for they have become
articulate.
silent gray ghost is understandable/- But when the gray
ghost talks, there is something eerie
and weird about it to the imaginative

Harry Goldberg, Sam Rinzler and Ben Leo,

midsummer,
minute of any

*

By PHIL M.

ONE

is
1929,
intelligent
worth a
person's time. In themselves, that
is. As a self-contained self-sufficient form they are wholly neg-

\

THAT'S

THAT

of the busiest executives in Noo Yawk is Joe Leo, who
directs destinies of the Fox Metropolitan circuit.
He's had
a heavy schedule in organizing the chain, but made a whale of
a job of straightening out things and the circuft's going along
nicely.
Joe's aides include "Billy" Brandt, Morris Kutinsky,

Says Talkers as Such Fail
Cater to the Intelligence
one of the talkies shown

ligible

17, 1929

AND

with
PhilM. Daly, Jr.

To

NOT
by

Thursday, October

Best
tions

IN

wishes and congratulaare extended by

THE

FILM DAILY

to the follow-

ing

members

who

today are celebrating their

of the industry,

birthday:

Jean Arthur
Hapsbury Liebe
Casey Robinson
Roy Stewart
Marilyn Morgan

Musicians at

five

Toledo houses

out on strike; houses affected are
Princess, Valentine, Colonial, Alhambra and Temple.
*

*

*

Kirkpatrick named manager
of Robertson Cole Distributing Corp.
new company formed to handle Robertson Cole exchanges.
A.

S.

Irsday, October

17,

fhort Shots from

F-L-A-S-H N-E-W-S 0-F T-H-E D-A-Y

New York Studios
Sj

ARTHUR

W.

EDDY—

United States

France got a 50break with the Stars and
While no announceParamount'* Lour Is;s over
ment
has
been
made
by William K.
studio yesterday when Maurice
Jenkins or Publix, it is reported that
sight-seeing
of
party
and
a
alier
Lucas-Jenkins-Publix has acquired
:h journalists were entertained
the Lyric and Orpheum, Waycross,
miand
cameras
Both
icheon.
Ga., which were owned and operated
ones went into action when the
by the Amusement Co., of which L.
with
Manhattan,
from
arrived
s
B. Harrell is head.
It is understood
York newspaper critics and that I. L. Shields has been appointed
paper people amplifying the
to manage both houses.
tri-colors of

I

f

I

kontingent matter was amicably
and that he believed Amercompanies would co-operate
li
\h French producers in the future.

New

i

'ltd

York

Radio's "Jazz Heaven" featuring
John Mack Brown and Sally O'Neil,

will have its premiere at the Globe,
French translation of Lasky's
on Broadway, Oct. 29. Oscar Levant
was recorded by Richard Blu- and
Sidney Clare who contributed

L
pithal

the Paramount depart-

of

and then served to the party in
Correspondence includlay-back.
a wire from Adolph Zukor, who
is
unable to get away from his
iit

songs for "Street Girl" are responsinumbers in "Jazz Heaven."

ble for

Lee Ochs, owner of the Costello
and Uptown has taken over the four
ce, expressing his regrets at be- theaters
of
the
Heights Theater
unable to be present and saying Corp. The houses are Gem, Palace,
Clayton, Heights and Majestic.
llo"
the visitors.
to
[kson and Durante helped things
Chares Cohen will soon open the
ih their songs.
Hollywood, 2nd Ave.
t/fcr luncheon the guests attend« preview on "The Love Parade,"
stars Chevalier.

irh

The French

will probably leave for
if
last tonight to make a picture

pn bag

and baggage back

to

the

NON-THEATRICAL CASE

accorded
"The
Master," Ken Maynard's first Universal western
talker, according to M. Van
Praag, general sales manager,
who says the picture already
has exceeded its quota.
reception

Wagon

at

the

Lasky,

L.

luncheon included:
Walter Wanger,

Joseph B. Levy, owner of the buildtaken possession of the Community, Sayville, L. I.
M. Thompson was the former operator.
ing, has

U,

Chevalier.

rs.

Brighton Exhibition Co. has acquired the Lakeland, Brooklyn, from
the Brighton Amusement Co.
The
house is closed while sound apparatus
is

being installed.

abeyance, when acting upon the
solutions adopted.
Unless the industry itself requests
other conference, it is pointed out,
action will be taken. No demand
r
such second meeting has been
ade,

it

is

stated.

T-S Names Rahn Denver Head
Denver S. B. Rahn has been ap>inted manager of the Denver office

—

looker,

who

chief engineer.

BERLIN— The

Ufa

production

Girl in the Moon" has its world
premiere here at the Ufa Palace. Director Fritz Lang and cast of Thea

von Harbou, Gerda Maurus, Willy
Fritsch and Claus Pohlwangenheim
were present.

LONDON

—

British
Filmcraft
Prod, have secured the talker rights
ierber.
to the play "The Man at Six," by
Jack de Leon and Jack Celestin.
Crescent, Bronx, will be opened Margaret Bannerman will play the
very shortly by E. Freiberger. Joel- lead in the film version under the dison and Suchman formerly ran the rection of George Banfield upon completion of her part in "The Lure."
house.
I
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ROBERT €. BRUCE
PICTURES, INC.
Palmas

Producers of

,

as yet.

ONE -REEL OUTDOOR ACTS
Now

satisfactorily repaired,
declared at-

product.

A

representative

of

Cow Camp

the

claim.

Educational's claim against Lee
for playdates at the Uptown,
New York, was settled without the
aid of the board, although the case
was heard.

being released by

PARAMOUNT

The exchange

Ballads

Alone
The One-Man Reunion
Travellin'

The Pining Pioneer

Ochs

Mountain Melodies

A Wee Bit O' Scotch
In Production
Six

More One-Reel Outdoor Acts
For Distribution by

PARAMOUNT

succeeding B. M.
remains in a sales ca-

Tiffany-Stahl,
icity.

of Pit-

Hollywood, Calif.

will be sent to the school
in a final attempt to settle the $100

(Continued from Page 1)

House

according to word received
here from Tore Lundahl, company's

order

exchange

ETHICS CODE REVISION

eration at the Turino

Whitney & Brodye are now operating the 72nd St. Playhouse, having
taken over the house from Irving

tempts to adjust the case amicably
had no result despite offering of new

TTLE LIKELIHOOD OF

ROME—

"The

1)

to
familiarize
Geo. W.
Wright, principal
who personally
signed the contract, with film contracts.
The principal, it is alleged,
refused to lift eight assigned pictures on the ground that his projection machine had broken down and

Pa-

First Pacent equipment
to be installed in Italy now is in op-

1040 North Las
(Continued from Pane

Shauer, James Cowan, Monta
Henry Salisbury, Victor Schertlger, Give Brook, Ruth Chatterton,
ed Kohler, Hobart Henley, and
had not been
nil

—

Metropolitan Sound Studios, Inc.

this

iii

>se

Uruguay

taluga,

r

juests

MONTEVIDEO,

cent sound equipment was heard here
recently with the showing of "LilacTime. " Ten houses here are now being wired in this city.

OUTDOOR TALKING

and

next month to star in "The Big
nd," scheduled for production at
Island studio.
t Long

Return of western pictures
to popularity as result of sound
and dialogue is indicated by the

C—

HIGH

POINT, N.
City offilound Stage A has been convert- cials here rejected bid of Publixvinto a luncheon room, with the Saenger to operate the American and
predominating the have announced that the house will
colors
>tch
prative scheme. Jesse L. Lasky continue under direction of the city,
the luncheon greet- which has operated the house since
at
ttident
tke newspaper folk from across last June.
Atlantic. He said he ivas glad

Foreign

Westerns Returning

ATLANTA—

}

h

u

DAILV

1929
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"One

of the all-time all
Mystery, terror,

v

^4^

'

•\mmmm

thrillers.

romance, daring."
San Francisco Call-Bulletin

love,

"Engrossing story"
San Francisco Chronicle

k

"Even the land-lubbers will
enjoy it. Thrilling moment.
Remarkable photography."
San Francisco News
jM

1:14
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New

Le Baron Signs

IMMEDIATE CHANGE

lO

Radio Contract

ARBITRATION

IN

embusch Heads Co-operative Distributing Firm

A

The Merger Market

Column

Comment

\of
N">HE

decision of the alert and
progressive William Fox to
change the policy of the
nbassy theater to a continuous
wing of sound Newsreels and
ma magazine matter is inter-

Here

an experiment
and now to
)me a reality. It will be watched
keen interest from every part
the country and may possibly
the answer of what to do with
is

ly times talked of

up-to-date,

many

se in

small, downtown
large cities. Most
a half hour daily

pie spend
h their newspaper. The thought
lot improbable that many would
fer to sit in a comfortable seat
have liieir daily news served
1

them via the screen.

The
'hose

Little Theater

who

are inclined to wink
the Little Theater
vement might well give this intering idea a second thought.
As
nd product gradually increases,
only from our own sludios but
tn abroad there will be more' and
re subjects particularly suited to
highbrow, two dollar top, dinner
audience.
That these little
lses, properly conducted, can be
de commercial as well as artistic
cesses, already has been demon-

nerry eye at

The

ated.

nt will

Little

before completion.
Latest Washington angle no law by which Dept. of Justice
can forbid mergers but likewise Dept, lukewarm to giving O. K.
Report Paramount buying Columbia Graphophone. Positively
denied on all sides but deal said to be nearly ready.
Columbia still free lancing with Fox flirtation spoken of.
Persistent report Paramount to enter radio field through acquisition of

Atwater Kent.

CO-OP PLANS THIRTY FILMS
FRANCO-AMERICAN AMITY

NEED STRESSED BY HAYS
Need and desire for understanding
and co-operation between the American and French industries, which he
says are being brought about, was
stressed by Will H. Hays yesterday
in
welcoming the eight French
journalists who accompanied Maurice
Chevalier to the United States to
study American film conditions. The
PA
occasion was the weekly
luncheon, at which the visiting jour-

AM

nalists

were introduced.

FITZPATRICK OFFICES
IN

Theater move-

25 KEY CITIES

Formation of a profit-sharing exhibitors co-operative distributing system, which will start releasing pictures in about six months, has been
completed with Frank

Branch

Vhen

the final check-up of the
3d things of 1929 have been re-

Filmdom's Hall of Records
vill be found that the achievements
Bill Le Baron, production major
mo of Radio Pictures is worthy of
:cial mention.
Le Baron has just
in

lewed a three year contract
iduction chief on the
(Continued on Page 2)

RKO

as
lot.

tures,
lished

offices of

New
in

company

25

FitzPatrick Pic-

York, have been estabexchange centers, the

states.

The company

for

the 1929-30 season has scheduled four
series of talker shorts known as "The
Quality 48." The sales force is under supervision of Ira Simmons. The
four series, which comprise 12 subjects each are: Traveltalks, Movie

Music
American Holidays.
Horoscopes.

Masters

and

J.

Rembusch,

Shelbyville, Ind., as veteran exhibitor
leader,
president,
and Arthur S.
Friend,
York, as attorney. For
its first year, the company will have
30 features and 104 shorts, in both
silent and sou d versions, furnished
on a complete service basis.
Franchises will be issued to exhibitors, without charge, on pledge
that they play company pictures on a
goal of
25 per cent of gross basis.
6,000 members is aimed at. An open
cost accounting system will be established, it is stated, the producer
(Continued on Page 8)

New

A

Revision to Await
Entering of Decree

Pending a get-together of counsel
government and distributors
an accord on provisions of the
standard contract and arbitration contract,
considered illegal by Judge
Thacher, and the entering of a de-

for the
to seek

cree,

it

is

no change

understood there will be
in the present system of

arbitration or its operation.
In his decision against ten distributors, the Hays organization and Film
Boards of Trade, Judge Thacher suggested revision of the contract to
bring it within the Sherman antitrust law, which is declared violated
by certain provisions of the contract
and arbitration agreement.

co-operaWIped

for

on contract revision
Washington Bureau of

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

— Hope

that producers
co-operate with exhibitor leaders
in working out a compliance with the
will

court's ruling, which "will be satisfactory to all branches of the industry" and to the government is expressed by Abram F. Myers, president of Allied States Ass'n, in commenting upon the decision of the Federal Court in
York in the arbitration case.
This step should be
(Continued on Page 8)

New

Le Baron Contract Extended
Three Years by Radio Pictures

grow.

Le Baron
ded

Paramount- Warner reported all set to smallest details. A. Z.
means it's in the bag.
Pathe-Shubert in the works but several hitches along the line,
mainly in stock exchange ratio.
Fox consolidation plan moving steadily forward. Some time

sailing

By JACK ALICOATE

ng.

Any

All quiet along the Rialto.

&

K. to Play "CockEyed World" Second Run

B.

Contract of William Le Baron, vice

president in charge of production for
Radio Pictures, has been extended
He
Prod.
Detroit Marking first time a first three years, states
run B. & K. house has booked a Fox now is at work on current year's
Le Baron joined the compicture second run, the Madison here product.
FBO, in April, 1927, after
then
pany,
World"
has set in "The Cock-Eyed
production manager
for early showing, in a deal closed bv three years as
at the Paraproducer
associate
and
sales
general
Fox
Tames R. Grainger,
He enstudio.
Island
Long
mount
The
manager, and Max Balaban.
in 1919 as directorindustry
the
tered
records
broke
time
ago
some
picture
general of Cosmopolitan Prod.
at the Fox here.

—

RKO

/

—JZMi

DAILV

A
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ALLTHE TIME
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Column
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of
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High

Low

Close Sales

200
32J4
200
23
Con. Fm. Ind. ..
400
24% 2S'A
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 25J4
10,700
237
237% 228J4
'A
East. Kodak
3,100
95^ 97
Fox Fm. "A" ... 97
33
23

Am. Seat

HO

A-0

Keith
do

3254
22 2

109'A

pfd

60

60%

72%

96
24J4
74

34%

8
17
33J4

S'A
l7Vs
34

53%

50J4

60M

Loew's Inc
pfd

*do

*M-G-M
Para.

Path?

pfd

F-L
Exch

74
8J4
17'A

"A"
Radio K-O-A

do

....

••••
,

108% 108%

300
900

5,000
1,300

200

Oct.

19

Opening

of

"Welcome Danger"

Rivoli,
N. Y.
In a wire to the national office in
His record amply justifies the confi- New York, President M. A. Light- Oct. 26 Universal Cub dinner, dance
dence reposed in him.
the Hotel Astor, New York.
man, outlined the special entertainScandals"
succe*
Corking Short
ment features which are scheduled at Oct. 28 "Broadway
"Flight" at the Geo. M. Coh;
New York.
Spent a delightful 20 minutes yes- the tenth annual convention of the
terday afternoon in which we had M.P.T.O.A. during its three day meet Oct. 28-30 Michigan M.P.T.O. 10th
nual convention at Detroit.
several hearthy laughs and a goodly at Memphis beginning Oct. 29.
Opening
Oct.
29
of "Jazz Heaven" at
subshort
Tuesday,
evening,
with
a
For
the
first
string of chuckles
Globe, New York.
iect shortly to be released called "A there will be a boat ride on the MisAnnual M. P. T. O. A. meet
Oct. 29-31
Hollywood Star." It is all about a sissippi, a large steamer having been
at the Peabody Hotel. Mcmpi
matinee idol hero of westerns who chartered and an entertainment bar- Oct. 31 Tri-state M. P. T. O. conventi
in Memphis.
attends the preview of his sound beque and dance. Wednesday aftermasterpiece in a small town theater, noon the ladies attending the conven- Oct. 31-Nov. 1 Convention of Screen Advi
tisers Ass'n at Detroit.
and the trials and tribulations of the tion will be given a matinee party by
Nov. 4 Premiere of "Condemned" at
local manager when his sound equip- the ladies committee under Alma
Selwyn, N. Y.
nent goes bad and starts to cut cap- Walton who is prominently connect- Nov. 9 Actors' Equity Ball at Hotel Ast<
business
and
lot
picture
motion
Sennett
New
York.
with
the
the
ed
It is from
ers.
Wednesday night a Nov. 19-20 Ninth Annual Ohio M.P.T.
will be distributed by Educational in Memphis.
Convention at Columbus.
and if the paying customers get as convention banquet and dance will Dec. 9-10 Meeting ot Norm Carolina
Thursdid
be held at the Hotel Peabody.
hibitors' unit at Pinehurst.
•nuch enjoyment out of it as we
day noon a lunch will be given the
it will add materially to any program.
Starting Comedy Short
delegates and their friends by the

52%
46%

5,400

30

30%
1S%

1,100

26%
57%

25%

25%
56%
V/2

Nat. Scr. Ser. ... 20J4
•Nat. Thea. Sup

20%

CURB MARKET
... 30%
Eq. vtc

Columbia Pets.
*Cont. Thea.
Insp

2

Film

"A"

Fox Thea.
Thea.

Gen.

.

vtc.

..

56

D.W. "A"

Griffith,

*Loew do

deb.

27

rts

....
8,600
3,800
....

20%

100

1

t

t

1

t

A two-reel talking comedy, "O
Managerial Changes Made Memphis Chamber of Commerce
which will be held at the Country Me a Doctor," will be started abo\
by General Talking Corp. Club. There will be many elements Oct. 21 by Weiss Bros, at their D,
Billy West will d[
Managerial changes made of Gen- of amusement present some of which Forest studio.
Talking Pictures Corp. distrib- will includes the presentation of the rect from a story and dialogue
Two shorts starrin
Ennis.
utors of the De Forest Phonofilm latest talking pictures by some of the Bert
Snub Pollard are now being edite
and Phonodisc are: Herbert Wales major producing companies.
now representative in Florida, with
Aurora Grand Destroyed by Fire
headquarters at Eustic, Fla.; W. C.
Aurora, 111. Fire destroyed
in N. Y.
Owen
Dale
Catherine
Alexander in charge of Alabama: Nat
Grand here with damage of appro
Owen
is in New
Dale
Catherine
Steinberg transferred from the KanYork to spend several weeks with mately $150,000. The house recent.
sas territory to the Missouri and
and was beiu
family before returning to picture was leased to Publix
Southern Illinois district with excep- ler
remodeled.
studios.
M-G-M
the
work at
tion of Kansas City; and M. Wilson
succeeds Steinberg at Kansas City.
The company now is expanding its
sales and service stations in a numt

15%

•Univ. Pict
•do pfd

—

....

%

ber of

Reported negotiations of Paramount purchasing control of the Atwater Kent Radio Manufacturing:
Corp. of Philadelphia, was branded
as 'not true' by David Bauer, advertising manager of the Atwater Kent

Keith
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Deal Report is Denied
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FOUR OUT

EXHIBITORS

telephone conversation

THE FILM

DAILY.

use

KRAZY KAT

Paramount Pep Club Dinner
Ninth annual inaugural dinner of
he Paramount Pen Club was held
'ast nipht at trie Hotel Astor. New
v ork. Russell Holman acted as master of ceremonies.
4

"Broadway Scandals" Premiere
Columbia's "Broadwav Sandal*"
will have its premiere at tV>e Geo. M.
Cohan. New York, Oct. 28, succeedine "Flieht."

SOUND cartoons!!!^

THERE'S A REASON!
Animated by

Musical Score

BEN HARRISON

EC
WANT/VnowDEVELOP
bow
If

yo"

to

d»*ermi"e

and Direction by
Joe De Nat

and

MANNY GOULD

w

theatre in
the possi-btiifiefl fnr n*v
various communings how? to in^e
h<"»w tn instithe value of a IrtraHnn
tute and carrv tnrn"<»h nee^'at'""

——

1

we have an opportunitv

—

vou Wrf'e

fo~
ace.
pas*
ewn*-*ence.
cove-iner
salary pxnert-d and anvtn'ne rl*e.
youi-^e 1 * wovlH wont to Vn^w if you
were doing the hiring. All letters con-

VS.

vu

Distributed

By Columbia

PRODUCED BY WINKLER
Western EUctric Recording

fidential.

B^x S-164
1650 Broadway

F»m Daily
New York City

c/o

Winkler

Sound Cartoons
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4
imely Topics

r.

Along The Rialto

A

Digest of
Current Opinion

Assistant Secretary of
the Dept. of Commerce
*
*
*

d Vital

and Technique

Need

of Talkers

ten dead years in the desilent
the
of
velopment
lovie may be repeated in the
the
ilkie unless the producers of
ew type are capable of discov•ing their own materials and

1HE
-

The whole

own methods.

leir

roblem could have been solved
the beginning if the produc.
rs had troubled to look carefully
The protheir instruments.
t
ucers immobilized the camera
favor of the microphone; the
jsult was not a new form of
ntertainment the true talkie—

—

combination of the movie
phonograph.
the
nd
Gilbert Seldes
*

*

By PHIL M.

employed a laugh chorus to
time the laughs in "Rio Rita," sez Radio Pictures
An all-everything picture is the way "The N. Y. Mirror" describes
Richard Barthelmess
these singing, talking, dancing fillums
and the missus arrive

de Picture Purpose

Manhattan tomorrer from the Coast.

in

The hideous makeup

the girls have to use is making it difficult to secure television players, it was found in Chicago
Vivian Duncan and Nils Asther plan to team in vaude
1 he New Palace, Chicago, received a six-foot high birthday cake
on the occasion of its third anniversary
C. Francis McGuire is now back in the Tennessee territory with Emmgeeem.
like Chase is returning to Noo Yawk for a vacation after
eight months on the Fox Movietone lot

Helen Morgan's "Applause," described as a critic's pitchur,
has been selected for the Photoplay Guide of popular entertainGeorge Brown's now handling publicity and adverment
Charley (Hays associatising for Grauman's Egyptian
tion) Pettijohn has returned to his desk from a Middle West
trip
Five first run Philly houses are playing Pathe talking
Dentists are finding a new use for the
comedies this week
camera in recording facial contours, in order that they may be
preserved when store teeth are installed
Jesse Weil is to make four singing-talkers at Tec-Art studios
Hector Turnbull, assoon the Coast with Julian Eltinge
ciate producer at Paramount's Coast studio, plans to stay in Noo

Yawk

a month seeking new talker material
Joe Rivkin,
Pathe publicist, who went on tour with Eddie Quillan, is plenty
Walter Huston is
sold on the acting ability of the star
D. W. Griffith's choice for the role of Abraham Lincoln in the
forthcoming D. W. talker based on the life of the Great Emanci-

Dick Pearl, who
aa,

Charlie,

is

Grainger, who
the country.

is

identified with C. C. Burr, better

known

being seen these days in company with "Jimmy"
sells plenty of Fox product while Pullman-jumping

Queried by Sherwood

BELIEVING,
>ictures
al

o

any

that

perhaps,

make moving

they couldn't

better, the

mechani-

now decided
make them bigger. The necesengineers have

behind Grandeur film isn't
If broad-gauge
:asy to locate.
:elluloid had come in a few years
igo, one would have said that it
vas inspired by a desire to pro-

70

NUMBER

70

MANY HAPPY RETURNS

ity

greater opportunities for
But
luge spectacular effects.
the
on
spectacles
have
:hey don't
It is my bescreen any more.
for
lief that the one real reason
this invention is that it will enable the showing of 16 chorus
vide

in

girls

a

row

at

fairly

close

range.

.

Robert E. Sherwood in
"The Neu) York Evening Post"

Industry
By JAMES
Statistical

first

JOBS
PHIL REISMAN
labeling cigar boxes

Ralph

S.

moment

Editor,

few

months,

of

Lynn,

local theaters of pictures showing
cigarettes. And just
to; think of all the nice girls in Lynn
who have walked a mile for it! And
they weren't blindfolded, either. Indeedy, no.
*
*
*
Oh, dear, it's just too awful for words.
Some of them may have got their silk stockings all wet and muddy walking back after
they were satisfied.
But before the moral
crusading mayor frowned on the cigarette
pictures, they didn't mind the wet tootsies.
They knew that toasting did it, and thinking
in

women smoking

about the toasting process made their tootsies
feel warm.
And on the way home they could
stop in at the picture theater and see Joan
Crawford or Clara Bow smoking a cigarette
on the screen. This made them happy in the
thought that an ancient prejudice had been
removed.
Women were now recognized as
having the same rights to enjoy a harmless
puff the same as men.
And be nonchalant
about it.
*
*
*

And now
that

little

Ralph has gone and
and pleasure

privilege

away from them. Just

a killjoy, that's

We'll bet poor Ralph ran
into a coupla inhibitions in his early
youth, that crabbed his whole outlook on life. Suppose he was forced
to sleep with grandma until he was
nine years old.
That's enough to
make a youth sour on giving women
a break on anything.
Or mebbe he
later married his old schoolmaam.

he

all

And

is.

right

honeymoon

the

after

caught her smoking a Lucky Strike
because she had been disillusioned by
marriage and so was substituting for
the sweets she longed for.
*

*

a sad case, mates.

Women

of

Run

bootleg pictures in the cel-

and watch Joan and Clara smoke,
and send all your cigarette butts to
the little mayor Ralph for a Xmas
lar

no

sound

citizens

decided to make him their
mayor. The other day he issued a
proclamation against the exhibition

it?

The Film Daily

theaters were interrupted frequently because of
mechanical trouble, which, today, has been reduced to a
minimum due, principally, to
constant vigilance of servicestaff technicians working out
of key cities for various manuWestern Electric
facturers.
engineers estimate that 80,000
are
individual performances
given over their equipment every week, with only one-tenth
of one per cent of these programs being interrupted because of machine trouble.
in

In an absentminded

good

Lynn, wot are you goin' to do about

CUNNINGHAM
difficulties

Bauer.
the

Mass.,

It's

longer play an important
part in the exhibition of talking pictures, despite the fact
that our industry is still in the
During
early stages of sound.

programs

THEIR
FIRST

P.

TECHNICAL

the

cheers and a
sneeze, comrades, in honor
of
the
new prize Bogey Man
of the fillum industry.
His name is
little

*

Statistics

DALY

TiHREE ROUSING

taken

pator

ut a

*

THAT

DIRECTOR LUTHER REED

Our Pictures Help
u:rican Trade Abroad
Tr has been proved beyond
1 question that our motion picires, bringing to other peoples
ft idea of the comforts and conKniences of American life, help
I
sell countless other kinds of
Iperican merchandise.
Dr. Julius Klein,

n Material

THAT'S

with
PhilM. Daly, Jr.

©

M

AND

October 18

present.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
wishes and congratulations are extended by

Best

IN

THE

FILM DAILY
ing

members

who today

to the follow-

of the industry,

are celebrating their

birthday

Lynch Enterprises to build a new
theater at Sixth and Main Sts., Lit-

Bob Custer

tle

Richard H. Diggs,
Martha Franklin

Sherman

L.

Lowe

Walter Robbins

Lamar

Trotti

Rock.
*

Jr.

*

*

Powers Film Products declare
cial 5

spe-

per cent dividends.
*

*

Summit Photoplays,
formed

at
of $750,000.

*

Inc., has been
Dover, Del., with capital

HIS FIRST TALKING PICTURE
And
week

proof

the

in

business

being

its

ROXY,

at the

turnaway

is

HELD

as well as

at

2 nd

sensational

its

following

the

a

theatres,

\

only

exceeded

Cock Eyed

by "The

World."

*

V-

.

FOX
FOX

CAPITOL, Lawrence, Mass.

FOX

Now

>:.

in

.

.

its

.

Washington

CIRCLE,
WILLIAM FOX

I

!

St, Louis

.

.

.

Detroit

5th record-hreaking week

-CARTHAY
/

.

Los Angeles

presents

WILL ROGERS
in his first talking picture

They Had To

SEE PARI/
with

Owen

Davis, Jr.

Marguerite Churchill

Irene Rich

Fifi

Adapted from
Scenario by

the novel by

Homer Croy

Sonya Levien

*

Directed by

Dorsay
"

Dialog by

Owen

Davis

PRANK BORZAGE

5

CERTAIN MONEY- MAKER!

T\

—Variety

The trade has placed
office

Unanimous
What a

picture!

sob, a surprise.

public approval

All the

elements of

A

It's

too

good

"Will Rogers a talkie

first

rate movie entertainment skillfully

reflected in these

— Netu York Daily Mirror.

RAVE
P| r* \ /

I

|\

I

WW

r"\ A / C*

tV t

Now that Will can talk he will be one of the
approach the Roxy record for attendance. Million

—New

to miss."

hit.

Audience howled so heartily that some of the funniest

Couldn't have chosen a better

vehicle.

Spasms of laughter.

Full

lines

of the most entertaining the Roxy has housed this year.'

— New

many a good laugh

in

'They

Had To See

Paris.'

York Daily News.

York Evening Graphic.

perfect vehicle for the

— New York

Kept the audience howling. Genuinely entertaining."

"There's

A

York Arnerican.

remained uncaught by

of giggles."— New

"Plenty of laughs at the Roxy where Will Rogers makes his talking picture debut.
star.

is

money maker

of the most deliciously hilarious comedies ever screened.

laughs.

'One

sure-fire

One laugh after another, a
blended. One of the most lovable

winner."

nation's most popular film figures. The picture should

many

this

stamp of box-

Laughs galore quickly spread over an undercurrent of pathos

heroes of the screen.

"One

approval on

its

Evening Journal.

Studded with keen humor, which brought ejaculaNevj York Times.

—

tions of merriment yesterday afternoon."

Other screen smiles may be more
brilliant, but certainly none are more contagious than the incredible expanse of Rogers' grin. That grin spread
to all except a few cast iron faces last night, and stayed there. By all the rules of judging a picture by the
"Will Rogers ... joy of a dazzled audience.

A

triumph of personality.

audience reaction, he makes 'They Had To See Paris' one of the funniest on the talking screen to date.
—Los Angeles Record.
One of the joyous evenings of the season."

The hero of the evening. Those who were lucky enough to get
seats wore such happy faces that the vast army roped off along the pavement leading to the theatre rushed
right over to the box office and bought seats for the next performance "—Los Angeles Illustrated Daily News.
"They laughed and howled over

his antics.

Expr&ss

—

FIRST
WITH THE

NEWS
LEEPY old Charlestown, 1775

.... A

man on horseback crouches
shadows.

Suddenly a

a

from a

light flickers

And

He's off!

distant church-tower.

so,

begins

Revere

clatter of hoofs, Paul

the

in

in

his

history-making ride through every "Middle-

sex village and farm," spreading the news
of

War ....

rousing

startled

burghers

in

Cambridge, pounding on bolted doors
Arlington, shouting

the alarm through

.... He

Lexington

silent streets of

is

in

the
first

with the news!

Now, 154 years
makes

Now,

history every day.

celebrating

Pathe Sound
of

News

exclusive

fast

back on a year

looks

and

reporting

News

is

first

screen.

politics,

with

on

its

of

its

equipment

men, Pathe Sound

the

Earthquake,

sports,

Pathe Sound

I

consistently

delivery.

and the enterprise of

first

anniversary

first

its

Now, through the magic

the

Sound News

Pathe

after,

scene,

war,

first

on

aviation,

diplomacy

News

is

the world's

always

news!

PAT
T

LI

D

c

r\

11

m n

kj

p

\yv

c

r

A

M

F

R

A

S

ONE YEAR OF SOUND
MEWS HISTORY 'MADE BY
ZEP OVER ATLANTIC
When

the Graf Zeppelin

shofen

to cross

starting

its

Priedrich-

left

the ocean to Lakehurst,

round-the-world

a Pathe

flight,

Sound News cameraman was

PATHE!

the Jones interview, the Keech crash, the Derby pictures

are merely four examples of the "scoops" Pathe Sound

aboard. His

News made
camera record of the

trip

The Zeppelin record,

was

in

its

epochal

first

Scores of other

year.

exclusive-

genuine "exclusives" were recorded. Besides the twice-

HOW

LARGE A NAVY?

a-week

routine

of

important

these were the Hoover

news

inaugural,

Among

events.

for

a crew

which

The entire press of the United States had
to see

and hear

the Pathe

Sound News

issue in which Rear-Admiral Jones discuss-

ed the llmitation-of-ormaments
in

of over

fifty

men worked

for days,- the ratification of

the Kellogg peace pact in Washington; the

situation,

Derby by "remote

control"; the Foch funeral in Paris;

order to report the interview. Exclusive.

the World Series between Chicago and

KEECH KILLED IN RACE
The

thrilling

the last race

Pathe Sound News record of

and

fatal crash of

champion auto-racing

of the accident.

This

the reception of Premier

Washington;

MacDonald

For the

time

clastic, the English

in

York and

significance.

driver, at Altoona

was exclusive

detail

Sdiled

.

of the

the history

Derby

&>#

0fall

and

DERBY

ENGLISH
first

New

and many others of world

(^Kay J?.
FILM

in

Philadelphia;

Ray Keech,

was the only one which caught every

in

Kentucky

at

cKecoraea cJSy

$L@!lA

Epsom Downs

C&liotofokone

cfysi,

England was sound-photographed by

Pathe Sound News
entertaining,

this

instructive,

Newsy,

year.

in

C/ound

ike CJtrsl \JJear

and excltive.

SOUND
WORLD

(2/irsl

EWS

SPEEDIEST

REPORTERS

»

THE

DAILY

Friday,

Wilson Firm Dickering
BRiTTON TOURING FAR EAST
for Robertson Picture

WITH DEFOREST APPARATUS
Leon

D.

man, now
with a De
presenting

veteran showtouring the Far East
Forest portable apparatus,
Britton,

is

which Frank R. Wilson

is

is

of
president,

ating

with

"You'll like Will Rogers in "They
to See Paris" because he is

Had

repprted to be negotiCapt. Jack Robertson,

Alaskan explorer,

who now

is in

himself again and

Educational

announces

five

new

releases for this month and
next.
Mack Sennett's "Clancy at
the Bat" will be released the week
of Nov. 3; Lloyd Hamilton's "Toot
Sweet" and Don't Get Excited," a
Tuxedo Talking Comedy, the week
of Nov. 10; Lupino Lane's "Purely
Circumstantial," the week of Nov.
17.
"The Talkies," a Mermaid comedy, is scheduled for distribution on

comedy

uled a series of eight talkers for
first year's release.

Rube Jackter, heading the West
and Midwest branches of Columbia,
at the end of the first week in the Joe
Goldberg Testimonial Drive, leads
both divisions headed by Ben Rosenberg and Hal Hodes in the com-

$5,000,000 mark.

The New

Haven

showed an increase of 42 per
Denver 81.36
cent above its quota.
office

and the Portland exchange getting
7 6.25 per cent above its quota on the

May

Soar to $15,000,000

the basis of earnings for the
first nine months of the year Paramount stands to clear more than $15,This would be
000.000 for 1929.
The comequivalent to $6 a share.
pany earned $8,713,063 in 1928. The
^9,715,000 earned in the nine months
of the vear were 63 per cent above
the $5,975,000 of 1928.

PHILM.DALX

SoiAetjco.

"E/co

Contracts have been closed for the
distribution of Warner and First National talking pictures in all the imnortant cities of France and Belgium,

pla

OUV8VTE\j£l.»
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CO-OPERATION
Service
for All T. A. T. Planes

"U" Newsreel

—

Toledo Universal's newsreel will
be installed as a regular service on all
routes of the Transcontinental Air
Transport, Inc.
A special lightU
constructed projection machine, placed in the rear of the cabin, is used.
A small screen is made to hang on
the wall in the front of the cabin so
passengers can look at the film while
sitting in their regular seats.
Since the apparatus is portable, it
an be taken out of the cabin and
placed in the storage room when not
in use.
During recent trials T. A. T.
found that the pictures showed clearly on the screen, the vibration of
the engines affecting them but little.

HOPED

n

T
(Continued from Page 1)
taken, he says rather than to prolot
delay in "setting up a fair and lei
.system by appealing from this d«
sion."
Myers expresses gratificatij
over the decision stating that it su
tains Allied's position that the systi
is unfair.

Wanted

Adolph Zukor, P-F-L Head,
Sails Today for Europe
Adolph Zukor, president of Paramount Famous Lasky, will sail today
for
a
several weeks vacation in
Europe.

His

first

stop

is

Paris.

Convalescing

of

theaters

in

East Tennessee,

North
is

and about after an

now

Georgia and
able to be up

illness of several

weeks.
Wink is a member of the
A. Bandy, foreign man- board of directors of the Southeastager.
Among the circuits signing ern Theater Owners Ass'n.
aereements is one operating 13 talking picture houses in Paris.
Helen Kane in New York

Helen Kane, stage and screen plaver has arrived in New York from the
Phono-TCinema to Issue
Coast
she completed a featured
Shares role inwhere
100,000
"Sweetie" under direction of
A stock issue of 100,000 shares of Frank Tuttle for Paramount
no par value common, underwittert
bv A. A. Durante & Co., will be
offered to the public by Phono-Kin-

Best

nd and S
Personnel
in the

Industry.

Replies Treated Confidentially.

Common

A
»

No

reports H.

ema, Inc.

^avaxdjico xe(pi.»

periodically.

Organization work is to be undl
taken at once, says Rembusch, wi
visits to the M.P.T.O.A. convent!
at Memphis and the Michigan met
ing at Detroit planned.

Wink

5ev
cwtauSaia

divided

tions where there is no franchi
holder, pictures will be sold on

S£Z/

Atlanta—J. C. H. Wink, of Dalton
Contract for Vitanhone
Ga., one of the chief executives of
Films in France, Belgium Manning & Wink, operating a chain

«'Aicdv|«

1)

sum, after whi
the money will be kept in a fund
specified

surcharges or score charg
are to be asked, the exhibitor payi
for each show after he has played
Co-operative buying of supplies a
printing also is planned.
In situ

On

APXIMATEIPOS:

(Continued from Page

to get a

be

Jackter's Division Leads
in Columbia Sales Drive

Paramount 1929 Net

s^

EXHIBITOR CO-OP SYSTE

the aforesaid

open market.

books.

or do©s

19

posits,

its

pany's sales drive. A prize of $1,000
has been posted, half being offered
Oct. 27.
by the company and the other half
by Joe Goldberg, general sales manChevalier en route to Coast
Present indications are it is
ager.
Maurice Chevalier, Paramount star, claimed that the quota of $2,000,000
will be exceeded by the end of the
is en route to the company's Coast
studio where he is to be featured in second week and that before the drive
"Paramount on Parade." Upon com- is over sales will have reached the

pletion of this production Chevalier
is scheduled to return to New York
where he will be starred in "The
Big Pond" at the Paramount Long
Island studio.

when

Mr. Rogers is none other than Will
few comedians on the speaking stage
can top him."

New

York for release of "Trail Mates."
Eddie Dowling in "The Robertson also is reported considerRainbow Man" and "Marionettes" an ing a deal to go to Bolivia for the
International Photoplay talker, giv- company to produce a picture, but
ing natives their first glimpse of final negotiations await the return to
New York Oct. 22 of Daniel E. Pomsound pictures.
eroy, chairman of the board of directors. The company now has sched-

Educational to Release
Five New Comedies Soon

18,

HEADS NEW

newly
Epics,
Talking
Picture
formed theater and non-theatrical

company

October

Day

bas been prepared bv Tames A.
A musical score arranged by Nathaniel Sbildkret and
"laved by the American Holiday
Orchestra accompanies the film.
**-pHe

FitzPatrick.

STUDIO CORP.
(Formerly Edison Studio)

Has Armistice Dav Feature
short feature for Armistice

FAMOUS SOUND
2826 Decatur Ave.
New York

VOL. L

No.

17

Sunday, October

20,

7

1929

Price 25 Cents

o

is$$

D

Q
talking picture is a revelation
He does
things with the help of sound and dialogue that place
him right up front where the big shots belong. His
voice lives up to your wildest expectations.
Yes,

His

first

!

"The Long, Long

Trail" will stand up as feature
entertainment with any talking picture made.

J*

Don't

fail

to read

complete
details in

XIONG IONG

Al I
TK
FORWARD MARCH UNIVERSAL

UNIVERSAL

WEEKLY

CARL LAEMMLE

»*>

BRIEF RESUME
OF HIGHLIGHTS
OF THE NEWS
EVENTS DAILY.

All the news, while

it is

news

The News of the Day
Read

it

every day

/

WORLD-WIDE
COVERAGE

IN

CONCISE NEWS
PA RAG RAP H S

f373.75

Controls for instantaneous and autoA
(Note:
Note: Cueing Con
suring perfect musical interpr«»ta- J
matic pickup assu

will put either of these

tinn of the picture

IMPROVED THEATRE PHONOGRAPHS
IN YOUR HOUSE
Superior To Any Similar Equipment in Quality
and Price ... A Limited Number Only ... Immediate Shipment Available in Two Practical Models
the
time at
FOR
RCA Photophone
first

Motor driven, with two turntables, its equipment
includes four 12 -inch Electro - Dynamic cone
speakers. Another major improvement, adding to
the simplicity of its operations, is the introduction of two central levers in front of the turntables, which release the pick-ups at exactly the
right point by the touch of a finger.

a remarkably low cost,

offers high quality

sound

and music accompaniment for small theatre

use.

The RCA Photophone Theatre Phonograph, available in two models, retains all the superlative
features of tone quality and practical operation
which have distinguished RCA Photophone talking picture equipment for large theatres. It is a
development of RCA, General Electric and Westinghouse, manufacturers of the famous RCA

Photophone.

This new

RCA Photophone

The RCA Photophone Phonograph not only

product

Only

you've ever seen or heard, meeting every present and future
need of the small theatre. It is
available in the flat top model
or in the all-steel model with a
roll top cover to protect it from
dust and dirt.

Balance on deferred payment plan.

is different and better
than any similar apparatus

Address

re-

produces non-synchronous music or speech perfectly, but it also permits the addition of synchronous discs for synchronous
speech or music at any time.
Thus it never needs to be re$373.75 down!
placed.

Order today
pay for it
out of the increased profits
.

.

.

that will he yours.

No

improvements. Order this
equipment now, while the
limited supply lasts. Immediate

all inquiries to

other theatre phonograph
you such revolutionary

offers

shipment guaranteed.

Commercial Department

KCA PHOTOPHOJE,AMKKICA
Inc.
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FILM DIGEST

Sunday, October

17

Price 25 Cents

Expansion Program

^ublix Starting

U0TI0NT0

20, 1929

in

Kentucky

DISMISS CREDIT ACTIOlTSLATED

Purposes of Screen Advertisers Association Cited
Won

wo

Lexington Houses Eight Firms Associated Distributors to Seek Wind-up of Case
in
in Nationalization of
Secured as First Step
Federal Court When Credit System Upheld
Film Advertising
in Ky. Program
Motion to dismiss the government action in the credit case against ten
To standardize practices distributors, the Hays organization and Film Boards of Trade, in which
.exington, Ky. — Publix has started
expansion program

in

Kentucky

acquisition of the Kentucky,
Ming 1300 and State, seating 900
hre from S. J. Switow & Sons of the
Amusement Co., which
I fayette
The
o has the Ada Meade here.
itow firm recently sold its other
linse, the Kentucky at Danville, to
Earl Hall Payne
iDther company.
(Continued on Page 2)
vlli

IAS

INJUNCTION SUIT

— Directors of

neys to proceed with a new petifor an injunction restraining
Changes from enforcing arbitration
n

qcisions

through

ording to

W.

Simpson

P.

FOX

demands,
Waid, manager
John Moroney,

the association.

o recently resigned as association
orney in the action, due to his
nnection with Fox, will be conted in an advisory wav by Love,
scorn & Gray, now representing
'1 he Texas
hibitors in the action.
it
withdrew from arbitration, sev-

il

la.;
Select
Advertising
Service
Co.,
Cincinnati;
Artfilm
studios and Fox Advertising Service
Co., Cleveland; M. P. Advertising
Service Co., New Orleans, and James

deposit
S.

Kansas City; Monarch Films,

Waterloo,

the Texas ex)itor unit have instructed their atDallas

Screen Advertising Bureau.
This bureau was organized by the
Alexander
Film
Colorado
Co.,
Springs, Colo.; United Film Ad Ser.ional

vice,

UNIT TO START

NEW

the short length film advertising
industry, raise standards of advertising films offered the theater and
afford the national advertiser and
agency a central point of contact with
the eight major distributing companies, which constitute the membership
.ire purposes of formation of the Nain

months ago.

jxas Fall Meeting is
;t for Nov. 18 and 19

FILMIeIY

IN '29

of Fox Film for the
ec 31 is expected in
St. circles to show an increase

Net income
year ending

D

-

Wall
of more than 100 per cent over 1928

or substantially in excess of $12,000,000.
Third quarter earnings of the
company are expected to surpass the
record quarterly shown in the three
months ended June 30 last when
net income of $2,863,252 after charges,
(Continued on Page 2)

Dallas— Nov. 18 and 19 have been

Humanitarian Field

—

Toronto Thomas E. Malloy of
ucaeo operators union, was namec
sociate to John J. Manning, secrery of the union label department,
the British Trades Union ConI

&

—

Federal Court, New York, in
denying an injunction against
ten distributors, the Hays organization and Film Boards of
Trade, is understood to be
under consideration.
Unless
the government decides to appeal, that case has come to a
close.

Meanwhile, government

attorneys are expected to meet
with defendants' attorneys on
revision of the contract and
arbitration agreements, as suggested by Judge Thacher's ruling in the arbitration case.

Zartman, 'Billboard* M. E.,
Dies After Brief Illness

—

defendants.

AL RUBEN JOINS FORCES

WITH NITCHEL MAY FIRM
Albert G. Ruben, insurance broker
specializing in life insurance in the
film industry, has been named vice
president of Mitchel May, Jr. brokerage firm, handling all lines of insurance.
In his new affiliation, Ruben
will be general manager of the life
insurance department of the May firm
of which Arthur Pelterson is president and Mitchel May, Jr., secretary
and treasurer.
For years Ruben has been one of
the leading life insurance brokers in
the industry, and until three years
ago, when he came to New York, had

Cincinnati Funeral services were
here Friday for Frank
managing editor of
55,
"The Billboard," who died after a
short illness. He came to the theatri- maintained headquarters at Minneapcal weekly after serving as publicity olis.
A desire to provide for his
manager of the Hagenbeck-Wallace clients all lines of insurance led to
Circus.
the new affiliation.
The May company's life insurance department last
vear wrote $3,000,000 of insurance,
while Ruben wrote $2,500,000.

conducted
Zartman,

—

Federal Court's Ruling Proves Surprise to Industry Speedy Revision of Provisions Scheduled Fox's Plans in

ition.

E. Mhllov to be Sent to
British Union Congress

Mapping Plan

The Arbitration Decision

as dates for the annual fall conntion of the Texas exhibitor unit.
uch will be highlighted by discus>n of the sound situation and arbi-

*ess.

NET

INCOME DOUBLES

t

.

Co., Dallas.

petition for an injunction was denied in Federal Court, New York, is to
be filed at an early date. It is doubted that the government will appeal.
Counsel for the defense, headed by
E.
P.
Grosvenor of Cadwalader,
Wickersham
Taft,
have been
awaiting the decision in the arbitraWash. Bur. of THE FILM DAILY
tion case before filing motion to
Washington
Whether the
quash the credit action, which reDept. of Justice will appeal in
suited in a clean-cut victory for the
the credit case decision of the

—The

—

Week's Review

-By CHARLES F. HYNESas quite a surprise, that Federal Court decision, declaring that
the Sherman law has been violated in enforcement of the uniform conj
M tract and arbitration agreements. The element of compulsion is the
chief one to which the court objects, although admitting and emphasizing
the fairness of the system and the beneficial results it has achieved
Revision of the contract to bring it within the law for voluntary adoption
by exhibitors is suggested by the court, in its verdict, the second within a
month, the other being the credit case, which resulted in sweeping victory
(Continued on Page 4)
"W

T came

TALK SLATED NOV. 14
William Canavan, president of the
International Alliance of Stage Employes and M. P. Machine Operators,
Nov. 14 will address the trade and
public press at a luncheon at the Hotel Astor, New York, sponsored by
(Continued on Page 11)
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STOCK MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF FRIDAY)
Am.

Seat

Fm. Ind
Con Fm. Ind.
East. Kodak
Fox Fm. "A"

32H

32*4

H

22
24-4

24J4

24%

pfd.

237

2

% 22^
236/2

232

95^

95/,
110
108?4

61

60%

60%

700

96
24J4

....

72%

4,600
5,100

73%
8'/$

16'/2

33%

Radio-K-O-A

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros
*do

72

51%

53

7%

7%
16

32^

INCOME DOUBLES
(Continued from Page

1 )

....

16%

600

32!4
20
52

5,300

4,500

CURB MARKET
Columbia Pets

Talking Picture Revue
Started at Gainsborough

—

London

Thea. vtc
Insp
Gen. Thea. Equ. vtc.57%
Fox Thea. "A" .. 26%

*Cont.

Film

55%
25%

D.W. "A"

Griffith,

*Loew do deb

2
55^i

25%
1%
27

rts

1,000
2,500
....
....

20/

Nat. Scr. Ser
Nat. Thea. Sup

42

Univ.

15!^

Pict

%

pfd

Show," a talking picture revue, has
been placed in production by GainsAlexander Oumansky is
borough.
directing.
Other Gainsborough productions
formerly

in

work

are

"Variety,"
a Victor
Gainsa

"Jack and Jill";
production and
borough Burlington picture.
Saville

Loew
do

6s

81% 82
A-O 6s 46. 82
41ww ...106% 106% 106/

6s

47

6s

Par. By. 5/s
'Pathe

93% 93% 93%
98% 98% 98%

x-war...

41

Paramount

.

99

51

65

37

7s

200
200
400
100

CURB BONDS
Am. Seat. 6s 36
Warner 6%s 28

..

79%

78

78

.104% 104% 104%

26

Universal Club dinner, dance
the Hotel Astor, New York.

Oct.

28

Opening
at

Oct. 28-30

—

Columbia,
Mo. Reformers here
headed by Rev. Carl Agee have no;
abandoned hopes of forcing Sunday
'blue' issue, and pin their hopes on
special election to be called by the
city council.
Although having been
defeated in a vote by the people by
6

to

2

in

of Sunday shows
to have 2,000 signature?

favor

Agee claims

Sun

at

"Broadway Scandals"
M. Cohan, New York.
Michigan M.P.T.O. 10th anot

Geo.

nual convention at Detroit.
Oct.

29

"Jazz Heaven" at the
York.
Annual M. P. T. O. A. meeting

Opening

of

Globe,

New

Oct. 29-31
31

Peabody Hotel, Memphis
M. P. T. O. convention
Memphis.
Convention of Screen Advet
the

at

Oct.

Tri-state
in

Oct. 31-Nov.

1

Ass'n at Detroit.
Premiere of "Condemned" at tkt
Selwyn. N. Y.
Opening of "Paris" at Centra
N. Y.
Actors' Equity Ball at Hotel Astor
New York.
M. P. Machine Operators meeting
14
at Hotel Astor, N. Y.
18-19
Annual, fall convention of Texi:
Unit at Dallas.
19-20
Ninth Annual Ohio M.P.T.O
Convention at Columbus.
9-10
Meeting of North Carolina a
tisers

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

—

Nov.
Nov.
Dec.

hibitors' unit at Pinehurst.

WOR

Pathe Sound News for
Pathe Sound News will be a feature of the Market and Halsey St'
hour broadcast from Station WOR
each Sunday night from nine to ten
P.

M.

On two Sundays
day amusements.
when local houses were opened, capacity crowds attended each performance.
Jeannette McDonald to N. Y.
Jeannette McDonald, having completed

a

role

Vagabond

"The

in

King" with Dennis King,

mount
She

is

for Paraen route to New York.
expected to arrive tomorrow.
is

"Paris" for Central Nov. 7th
Bordoni,
starring Irene

"Paris,"

Following the completion of Gregory Ratoff' s production of "For Sale"
in English, French and German, a
number of foreign language Vitaphone Varieties will be made on the
Coast by Warner, states Bryan Foy.

BOND MARKET
Keith

been equipped with Pacent apparatus
The Ontario censor board is using
the De Forest device in its examining rooms.

Oct.

"Gainsborough Picture

Vitaphone Plans Many
Foreign Language Shorts

30%
18%

projection rooms of Fox and FamouPlayers while First National ha

to a petition protesting against

46%

pfd

do

5,100
2,500

97

A-O

•Keith
"do pfd
Loew's, Inc
*do pfd
*M-G-M pfd
Para. F-L
Pathe Exch
do "A"

100
300
200

than 100 Western
Electric installations have been made
Canadian houses, according to
in
Northern Electric Co. of this city. An
estimate, is that about 300 out of 975
houses in the Dominion have been
equipped. In Toronto 50 houses have
downtown
the
last
wired,
been
house, the Regent, is to install DeForest equipment. Western Electric
equipment has been installed in the

Nov.

Close Sales

323,4

22

Con.

Low

—More

'29 Special Election on "Blue"
IN
Issue Slated at Columbia

taxes, etc., equal to $3.11 a share on
the 920,660 shares of class "A" and
"B" common stock, was reported.
The company's net income for the
year 1928 aggregated $5,947, 218 after
all charges and taxes equal to $6.46
a share on the combined 920,660
shares of both class stock.

Financial
High

FOX FILM YEARLY NET

CANADA HOUSES

IN

Montreal

1)

20, 1929

open

will

the

Ill
well-located,
class

November

Central,

tan,

SALE
new

theatre, high-

neighborhood, Manhatlong-term and favorable

lease,

cellent

Ross M.C.

at

7th.

good money-maker. Ex-

EXPLORER: "That whaU
oil

for circuit house.

at Atlantic City

—

Atlantic City, N. J.
Benny Ross
has arrived here to inaugurate a stage
band policy at the Earle. Ross formerly was at the Branford, Newark.

is

Box S-166

care Film Daily

1650 B'way

New York

City

900
100

hooch you're

drinkini

terrible stuff."

ESKIMO: "Oh yeah? Mo
hrumph ekli al en bumski.

OVER THE COUNTER
Roxy

BID ASKED
27% 28%

"A"

do units
do com
Skouras Bros
United Art
do pfd

LAST

28

3%

30

4%

30

34

5

10
7S

65
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|
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Stebbins,
1540

B'WAY

TELEPHONE BRYANT

something!
9

For the prfc
you can see

of one 'shot
great talkie at the Norti

<

Pole Theatre."
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& Gates
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The finest commercial

gears

in the world were

not good enough

M

AKE

for the Western Electric

us the finest

Sound System.

commercially prac-

The problem of

tical gears in the world,"

re-

ordered the engineers

moving

of the Bell Telephone

quiver was finally over-

Laboratories of the most

come by designing an in-

gear manufac-

skilled

turers in this country.

The

this flutter

and

genious mechanical filter
This mechanical filter irons out vibrations caused by the action of the gears
between motor drive and turntable.

which successfully irons

gears were to be

out

the vibrations

all

used to connect the disc turntable with

and jars which otherwise would be trans-

— the

mitted to the turn-table. This mechani-

But the gears

the drive motor.

which modern engineering could

finest

manufacture
ing standard
It

cal filter also reduces to a

— failed to meet the exact-

possibility of needle

Because of such

set.

was found that even they pro-

minimum

the

jumping.

efficient

refinements

as this mechanical filter the

Sound System

Western

acknowledged

duced a mechanical vibration, caus-

Electric

ing a slight flutter or quiver in the

the best reproducer of sound pictures

reproduced
exacting

designers

ment would have

— but

and

voice

music.

of talking

said,

—setting the standard of quality repro-

Less
equip-

duction.

"good enough"

not the engineers responsible

No Wonder

the

is

Because of such refinements

theatres everywhere prefer to use this

system.

Standard of Quality Reproduction
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Mi
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Arbitration Decision
(Continued from Page 1)

of the State Division of M.
Censorship.

tor

United States

P.

PORTLAND, ME.— Magnascope,
wide screen, has been installed at the
State which opened here Oct. 19 with
WILMINGTON, DEL.— Chicago "The Gold Diggers of Broadway" as
Amusement Service Corp., with a the opening feature.
capital of 1000 shares no par value,
has been incorporated here to operate
theaters and places of amusement.
The incorporators are M. S. Cook,
A. L. Raughley, J. M. Townsend all
of Dover.

New

York

Strangely, during
distributors.
the trials it was felt that the credit
case might present some difficulty,
but a complete victory in the arbitration case was anticipated, all of

for

which shows you never can tell
At any rate, there will be a gettogether of opposing counsel, as the
court suggests, and effort made to
considered
provisions
revise
any
illegal, so that the system will remain in force

lations between various branches o
the industry, all intradependent oi
each other.
N. L. Nathanson, who resignei

from Canadian Famous Players
differences regarding proposed

ove
sal

the chain to Gaumont Britisl
denies in Toronto that he will de
velop a new Canadian oppositioi
chain, presumably with Fox backing
He's through with the film business
says this veteran leader, long th

of

The arbitration decisions was far commanding figure in Canadian fik
and away the highlight of the week's business.
news, and today remains a chief topic
The old East vs West controvers
With the premiere of "Condemn- of discussion throughout the indusFox West
LOS ANGELES
Coast has taken over the Palace ed" in London in November, Samuel try. From where we sit, other news is renewed with announcement tha
which has been reconstructed and Goldwyn will have two productions of the week passes in review, some- Paramount intends to concentrat
considerable production activity at
reopened as a two-a-day house. playing $2 top in the English cap- thing like this:
Astoria plant.
It's not a matter c
"Bulldog
The theater was constructed in 1911 .tal at the same time.
Monday: Paramount's preparing argument or sentiment with Pa»
Drummond," after playing 20 weeks
as the Orpheum.
at the London Tivoli, will still be to enter the Fox strongholds on the mount, but one of business, the fin
Film
United
running at the opening of "Con- Coast, 'tis said, its scouts being sent intending to take advantage of 1
MINNEAPOLIS
Ad Service, formerly known as Twin demned." "Condemned" will have its out to survey potential sites and pur- proximity of the plant to the reThat's indication of an even source of Broadway talent
.J
City Film Ad Service, has absorbed New York premiere on Nov. 4 and chases.
keener
race
for houses than has been
Monarch Film exchange of it is believed it is a record for a prothe
Wednesday:
Again the Federt
Waterloo, la., according to Al Smith, ducer to have New York and London waged heretofore. The outcome will Court in New York
has spoken, th;
long
time
come
news
for
to
furnish
a
manager of United.
premieres of his picture in the same
his hand at the time to declare that there are
Meanwhile,
month. Goldwyn, who now is here,
helm, William Fox in New York stances of illegality in enforcemem
SYRACUSE Habe Amusement will attend both openings.
maps plans for his next 25 years in of the standard contract and arb-i
Corp. has leased the Savoy for a
simultaneously with tration agreement. The court, ho?]
industry,
the
period of years from Ralph Shulman
M.
Schenck,
Joseph
Nicholas
of
his
Silver Jubilee in ever, points out that the contract ar
M.
observance
and T. Aaron Levy.
Schenck, Al Lichtman and Artie show business. He hopes to extend agreement are not unfair, but thn
changes are needed.
The idea J
ST. LOUIS— Webster Grove The- Stebbins leave Saturday for the the influence of talking pictures to the
On his return trip, Lichtman educational, religious and medical compulsion is not relished by 11
ater Corp. has been formed with 600 Coast.
Sherman law, and it is this featu'
shares of $25 preferred stock and will visit the various United Artists fields and develop their extensive use
Fox has developed which the decision hits
600 shares of no par common. The branches. He is slated to return to in the home.
New reproducing equipment £|
home equipment for the purpose.
new company, it is understood, will Ne,v York in about a month.
This 25 years of growth of Fox enter- small theaters is to be delivered
take over the operation of the Ozark,
states
prises is one of the great romances December,
Sales
Manag
Webster Groves. Incorporators are
Ben Shipman of the Hal Roach
A quarter of a Sydney Abel. There has been
of show business.
Frank C. Thompson, Henry V. studios has arrived in town.
century ago he took the plunge, ob- great deal of interest in this nef
Gehm, A. E. Blackmer, D. H. Holein equipment, and if it measures up
storeshow
146-seat
taining
a
LothWilliam
Henry
Schulz,
camp,
Gloria
Swanson's talker,
"The Brooklyn. Today, according to his expectations, there will be a grej
man, Jr., L. C. Martin, Richard
Holecamp, William Lindhorst. Chas. Trespasser," will have its New York own count, "the lone eagle" owns, change in the exhibition pictuii
E. King, William A. Straus, and P. premiere at the Rialto following com- operates, controls or has interest in Now, screen advertising firms ha
practically developed a national system of dj
dotting
theaters
pletion of the run being extended to 1,100
R. Blackmer.
"Why Bring That Up," featuring every section of these United States. tribution, which should help thcjj
BOSTON— A regular quarterly di- Moran and Mack, now current at that Truly a remarkable record of achieve- collectively in the negotiation of coj
vidend of 15 cents, payable Nov. 1, house.
ment
tracts and playing time.
has been declared by Loew's Boston
Warning that non-dramatic presThursday: The standard contnj
Theater Co. on stock of record Oct.
Mrs. Natalie M. Kalmus, said to be entatioa for profit of copyrighted and arbitration agreement will be i]
19th.
nusical works of its members as well
the first color director of films, has
vised to conform to the court's inti];
reproduction of such works in a
pretation of the Sherman law, coiu
WINSTON-SALEM, N. C.—U. K. arrived in New York from Holly- as
be licensed, is sounded
must
theater
Til
Rice has been appointed manager of wood to sail for a business trip to by the American Society of Com- sel for distributors indicates.
Europe with her husband, Dr. Herwill be done speedily, so that
the Carolina succeeding Robert C
posers, Authors and Publishers in a
Frost who has been transferred to bert T. Kalmus, president of Techni- communication to producers of sound matter will be threshed out once
Birmingham where he is to manage color. Mrs. Kalmus heads a de- pictures. This is a way of avoiding for all. Distributors have been e
three Publix houses.
Rice formerly partment of artists organized by the costly litigation later on, and should to have a Federal ruling on arbit
Technicolor corporation to guide protion and may be expected to has!
was manager of the Colonial here.
be commended
ducers in the most effective methods
an accord with the government,
James A. Higler, of utilizing color. While in Europe
Tuesday: Credit where credit is the system may have official sancti'
manager of the Palace-Orpheum, has she will engage several color author- due is the formula followed by AbMeanwhile, little likelihc
resigned.
Harry E. Billings, now ities to come to California and join ram F. Myers, president of Allied is seen of any revision of the Code
manager of the Riverside theater, her staff.
States Ass'n, in telling the world that Ethics, due to the fact that the
will become manager of both the
RKO and Tiffany-Stahl have made dustry is pathetic, and a new tn
Arthur Loew and Ludwig Law- good on all promises. Allied has put conference will not be called unl
Palace and Riverside.
The Palace
will become a moving picture house rence, Central European manager for real push behind the drive to sell it is requested.
Changed conditi<
and the Riverside will take over the M-G-M, are scheduled to leave Sat- franchises, and plenty of playdates due to the sound picture develo<->m
urday for the Coast. They will be have been lined up.
"big time" bills at the Palace.
He talks also, constitute the chief reasons, why
gone about a month.
from Los Angeles, on need for "an conference has not been proposed.
RICHMOND
Approximately
open minded contact" with other Continental Theater Accessories, n
$7,000 will be spent for installing
E. P. Pelley, assistant European branches of the industry, and hopes
supply firm, which is aiming al
sound apparatus in the projection manager of Electrical Research Prod- for
understanding
between
the system of national distribution,
rooms of the state office building in ucts with headquarters in London, is branches. Settlement of differences starting activities
this week,
which films are censored before per- here to study conditions relating to in a constructive way long has been company
has manpower and is sti
mitted exhibited in this state, accord- sound recording and reproducing. He advocated by this publication as the
ing under favorable auspices,
ing to Evan R. Chesterman, direc- will remain about a month.
only way toward a betterment of re(Continued on Page 12)
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arner Studio
—

to be Closed
—

Warner Spikes Closing Report James Cruze Plans Nine Talkers Eight Under Way at Fox Studio — Hal
oach Directs Harry Langdon RKO Signs Rupert Julian — Paramount Uses Silent Arc — Wilk's Personals

;ack

—

M'S PROGRAM

STILL

UNFINISHED, SAYS

J.

L.

lick L. Warner has set at rest rethat the Warner studio has shut
doors for the season with the
lenient that "at the present time
m are engaged in actually filming
I
feature productions, two more
r in preparation and we are making
Jan average of five Vitaphone Varies of one and two reels each
>lls

jfhe
ike

five

pictures

in

production

"Mammy,"

"Hold
Krything," "Isle of Escape" and
li the Border" will go to the
Iking rooms about Nov. 1.
Man,"

—

states, "that the
not definitely close though
Ire will be a material lessening of
llvity with the completion of shootr on these pictures. These with the

This means," he

two more starring vehicles
Rin-Tin-Tin and the Vitaphone
ieties series, which will continue
hout interruption, sum up the proition of

tion to the close of the year."
he says,
customary to enable the various
readjust
to
of organization
ts
mselves for the opening of the
"he slackening of activity,

season in January.

iO Signs Rupert Julian
|nd

Twelve

New

Players

"BIG TIGHT"

By RALPH W1LK

Max

Ree, now RKO's art and cosdirector, is said to have created
styles than any other man in
America. One of his creations was
the Greta Garbo collar, a graceful,
stand-up affair that was flattering to
every type of face.
He is a native
of Denmark and was at one time art
director for
Reinhardt.
*
*
*

tume
more

Max

Edward Stevenson, costume designer at First National, is keeping
busy. He designed the costumes for
"Sally,"
"Paris," "Lilies
the
of
Field" and other elaborate produc-

When John McCormick
Moore, arrived

wife, Colleen
tle,

and

his

in Seat-

John's "old home town," he was
to address ten high schools.

invited

Ken Maynard has returned
from Pendleton,

where he

Ore.,

attended the annual rodeo and
roundup. Several years ago he
was a trick rider and roper
with Ringling Brothers and at
one time was holder of the
world's championship for riding.

AMONG

FIRST

James Cruze, Inc., has plans for
the production of nine talking pictures during the current year. Three
fashioned
from popular
two from plays and four from
originals.
A film version of "The
Big Fight," the play in which Jack
Dempsey was starred last season, will
be among the first to go into pro-

be

will

novels,

Polly Walker, latest edition
the screen, likes to paint.
William LeBaron saw her
playing the lead in "The Merry Malones" in the East, and
signed her for the featured
feminine role in "Hit the
to

Deck."
*

*

*

Edward H.

tions.

itlio will

v

CRUZE TO DIRECT FOUR,

A Little from "Lots"

Griffith is a connoisseur of first editions. He has collected a library of more than 6,000
rare books. By the way, he has
proven that a man can keep his
mind on two things at the same
time and not slight either one of
them. During the filming of "Rich
People," which he directed, he also
superintended the building of his
new home at Laguna Beach.

duction.

Four

of the films will be directed

Walter Lang

Cruze, while

by

make

will

probable that another director will be added to the
Cruze staff to handle the others.
three.

It

is

THE

Doorway

of Ho.pit*li*r

Eight Productions Are
Roach Directs Langdon
Under Way at Fox Studio
in New Talking Comedy
Eight pictures are at present in
production at Fox. Among them are
"Cameo Kirby," "The Lone Star
Ranger," "Nix on Dames," "Hot for

Harry Langdon's fourth two reel
comedy for Hal Roach is in

talking

under the direction of
by Fred Guiol.
His leading lady is Thelma Todd.
Eddie Dunn and Nancy Dover are

production

Roach

assisted

Paris," "Harmony at Home" and
twelve new players and one direcThese films
have been engaged by RKO for "Hollywood Nights."
are employing the services of every also in the cast.
productions.
rk on forthcoming
person on the studio roster.
e director is Rupert Julian, who
Paramount
1

direct

"Love
Players are Lloyd

Bebe Daniels

mes Along."

Belmore, who
in "Love Comes Along";
I appear
irgaret Seddon, Ralph Emerson,
die Nugent and Tom O'Brien, who
II
be in "Dance Hall," and Marret Padula, Franker Woods, Roger
ay, Polly Walker, Wallace Macmaid and Harry Sweet, who are
the cast of "Hit the Deck."
ighes

and

Uses Silent
Arcs in "Vagabond King"

in

Lionel

)ld-Time Minstrels in "Mammy"
Frank Clark, Gus Leonard, Cal
ihen, Ford
West, Chris Conley,
iris Linton and Mike Ready, oldne minstrels, have been engaged
Warner's "Mammy," starring Al
'

Signed by Columbia
Silent arcs are being used at ParaBarbara Stanwyck has been signed
mount
for the first time since the adby Columbia to play the title role in
in the film"Mexicali Rose." She comes to Co- vent of talking- pictures
The
ing
of "The Vagabond King."
lumbia from United Artists, where
employment of "hard lighting" inshe has just completed the featured
stead of incandescents has been made
role in "The Locked Door."
possible by choke coil attachments
which render the arcs silent.
Rogell Editing 'Painted Faces"
Garbo Starts "Anna Christie"
Tiffany-Stahl's 'Tainted Faces" is
M-G-M has begun production on
in process of being edited by Al
Rogell, who directed the talking se- Greta Garbo's first dialogue picture,
quences of the production.
Joe E. "Anna Christie," based on Eugene
Clarence Brown is
Brown, Helen Foster, Barton Hep- O'Neill's play.
The cast includes George
burn, Dorothy Gulliver and Lester directing.
The pic- Marion, Charles Bickford and Marie
Cole play the chief roles.
_

ture

lson.

is

scheduled

for

release

idney Howard Story for Vilma
The photoplay which Vilma Banky
11 make for
M-G-M will be based
an original story by Sidney How-

RKO

Begins "Seven Keys" at
Production is under way on RKO's
even Keys to Baldpate" with
chard Dix.
>ix

Dressier.

Tour room, too, has that added
of distinction. Pictures on the wall,
stuffed furniture, a floor lamp and reading)
lamp . . . these are but a few of the features
that make you feel at home.

Plg'n Whistle Dining Service Insure* saw
best of food. Therefore, when you are nessi
hi Los Angeles be sure to Investigate.

THE HOLLYWOOD

month.

d.

this

sNTER til* doorway «f
popular hostelry and you feel at h osaa
There'* an atmosphere of cordial weleeeaw
which marks the difference between the
Hollywood Pkua and ordinary hotels.
this

Dialoguing
Universal's

PLAZA
HOTEL

Vine •treat

Feature Comedies

at

Hollywood Boulevard

HOLLYWOOD. CALIFORNIA
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WHO'S

TALKERS TO STIMULATE
JAZZ, JAYS TI0MK1N
Unlike certain other figures in the
screen musical world, Dimitri Tiomkin does not view the increasing

SAYS SCREEN DIRECTING

Short Shots from
Eastern Studios
ARTHUR

REQUIRESJORE

EDDY
wowed
doing
an
now
'em at the Palace, will get a
FRED KOHLER,
underworld bad man in the Ben free meal Thursday when he is
,By

W.

CI

Screen directing requires mor
care and carries with it moreBl
sponsibility than stage directing
the opinion of Arthur Hurley, wkj
is now with Warner Bros.' easten,
1

ir

popularity of the audible picture as
the Hecht original which Paramount is guest of the Brooklyn Rotary Club.
the deathknell of jazz music. To
Vitaphone studio.
composermaking at its Astoria workshop, finthis
contrary, contends
Hurley, who was with Arum,
"The Return of Sherlock Holmes,"
to ished work in "Three Godfathers"
pianist who is under contract
Hopkins
for many years, was th
Paramount
talking
alopus
coming
East.
which
before
stimulated
for
Universal
Wilbe
M-G-M, jazz will
Paramount loaned him for the part. liam Steiner, Jr., photographed, is director of many stage plays, star^
though somewhat toned down.
due to exhibit itself at the Paramount ring many notables of the stage. Fc
"The fast tempo of the American
Maurice Chevalier relays word in about two weeks. Steiner is now the screen Hurley has done amon;|
public demands music of the jazz
This ne- that Robert Florey, who directed photographing a Ben Hecht original others "The Familiar Face," "Th
pace," declares Tiomkin.
under direction of Hobart Henley. Interview," "Just Like a Man,"
cessity for fast-tempoed music makes several at Paramount the past year,
Teddy Pahle, who is working with John Hobble, "Dead or Alive," withl
two
pictures
composers
is
now
signed
make
to
European
for
it difficult
for in England for a French producing him, was formerly at the Coast with Hugh O'Connell, and "Faust," withj
to successfully compose music
and First National.
Charles Hackett.
company.
American talkers, he says.

RKO

"Directing

"Foreign-born composers must adapt themthemselves to this new condition or find
"A new
selves eliminated," says Tiomkin.
language of music is being created by talkFor
ing pictures produced in this country.
composers to fail to learn it, is to commit

the

for

screen

requires

mon

care than directing for the stage," says Hi
Bert Cann is around town these ley,
Zahrah Haven of the Paramount
"because on the stage you have thl
short subject department is again in days full of photographic energy. He opportunity of trying your play before a
view after winning a scrimmage recently returned from a trip to audience and there learning whether yom|
is right or wrong.
If you are wron|Wisconsin and Minnesota with Di- work
with naughty appendicitis.
the audience will tip you off and give jo
professional suicide.
rector
Charles
Glett after making time to whip the play into shape belo:
"American writers of music and artists,
Irene Shirley, now playing a news- scenes for Eddie Guest subjects for opening in New York for the long hoped
hitherto unknown to the multitudes and elite
run.
On the screen all this is changec,
alike in Europe, will be popularized by the
paper women in "Brothers," Bert Photo-Kinema.
The director must rehearse his play within
New fields of enormous insound picture.
Lytell's
stage
hit,
her
experience
got
the
advice
and help of an audience. He aw
But alternational proportions are opening.
Players Arrive From Coast
fix his business, place his laughs, and wot
ways the composer of the new era must write first hand, having been in the busimusic which ness at El Paso.
Dick Barthelmess has arrived in out his story in a cold, colorless studio wit
multitude — compose
that
for
She recently workhis own judgment to guide him, an,
The
arouses their sympathy and interest.
New
York with Mrs. Barthelmess en only
ed in the Vitaphone newspaper short,
once the picture is 'shot' it is shot forever an
masses, the people who support the motion
route for a vacation in Europe. They there is no fixing nor changing to please ft'
picture theaters of the world, must be ca- "Dead or Alive," which her busbar.
tered to.
Arthur Hurley, directed at Warner's are booked to sail for Naples Oct. 25. audience after the opening night.
.
"In screen work the director must judji
Another First National arrival is
"The theme song is dead, I sincerely be- eastern studio.
his story from the 'script' instead of hearin
Trite and other material lacking in
lieve.
Constance
Bennett,
who
recently
it read by the players.
For example an «
genuine quality has aided in its demise. But
excellent scores, coupled with individual and
Lorin Raker, who has worked in completed the feminine lead opposite of a stage play would run perhaps fort
minutes, and in directing a stage play we hn
ballet numbers of merit, are on the ascen- various
Eastern-made Pathe pic- Barthelmess in "Son of the Gods." the players read the act over and from 4'
dency in popularity.
She
is due to sail on the Homeric.
sound of the voices we can judge whetht
"At the beginning of talking pictures, I, tures, is playing in a weekly radio Edna
Murphy, who recently worked the story is consistent, whether the situation
along with many others, opposed them on feature broadcast from WJZ.
At
I now
are worked out properly and whether
the grounds of sheer incompetency.
Sound Studio he worked in the pro- in First National's "Little Johnny motivated
properly to be convincing to «.
am frankly ready to admit that I was in logue to "Gang War," did a
Jones,"
which
her
husband,
Mervyn
a.
in
p.
audience.
Nearly every succeeding picture I
error.
LeRoy,
directed,
is
expected
Satur"On the screen that same act would
have viewed has shown an improvement to "Mother's Boy" as well as other
scatter!,
a degree which assures the picture synchron- parts.
Now
it's likely that he'll day to visit her parents in Brooklyn divided into perhaps, 100 scenes,
of
future
to the four corners of the earth, and each
ized with music and dialogue of a
and
do
some
serious
shopping.
continue his screen work in "For
those scenes must be 'shot' separately a»!
I confidently expect their
inestimable scope.
the Love of LAI," which has been
then put together to make a convincing at
mechanical perfection within a year."
Warner Plant Busy
The responsibility for a
interesting story.
After a concert tour in Cuba and an ap- bought for picture purposes.
fo

I,

.

.

:

,

1

it

1|

<

pearance at Carnegie Hall, Tiomkin will return to the Coast in January to resume work
for

M-G-M.

Warner

Organization of a foreign producdepartment is planned at Paramount's Long Island studio as part
of the program for increased production

tion at this plant.

the

George K. Arthur, who is Scotch
and who is proud of it, will headline
at the Palace next week in a sketch
with the Three Aristocrats.
The
act includes a scene from "Rookies,"
in which he was co-featured ivith
Karl Dane.
Later Arthur gang-

"Audible shorts and features in
several languages will be filmed during 1930," says Jesse L. Lasky. Full
production under the studio's increased-activity schedule will be reached
planks
in the early months of 1930.

Europe
Adolph Menjou in a

"Doug" Makes Another
Douglas Stanbury, radio star and
for long a member of Roxy's Gang,
has made a second Vitaphone short
for Warner Bros, under direction of
Murray Roth. The picture, which
is now being edited, is titled "Pack

Up Your

Troubles."

in

Continuing to be the busiest studio
the East from the standpoint of

production, Warner
Sweeney, chief film cutter, at Para- Bros.' Brooklyn plant has Vitamount's Long Island studio, is at phoned more "name acts" during the
Subjects made include
the Brooklyn plant for the purpose past week.
Derickson
Burton
Charles
and
of aiding in cutting which has fallen
Brown, titled "A Song Drama";
behind schedule.
plies

Forming Special Foreign
Production Department

Bros, eastern studio supinformation that James

for

to

work with

picture.

Ernest Maas and Frederica Sagor
have completed the adaptation and
continuity on their play

"Slums of

Heaven."

Horace Heidt, who, with his Californians, recently
taphone shorts at

made several ViWarners and also

short

subject

Bobbe Arnst and Peggy Ellis "Low
Down, A Bird's Eyeview of Harlem." The cast of the latter includes
Monette Moore, May Barnes, Jimmy

Johnson,

Terry

Bradford

and

the

Washboard Serenaders from the Cotton Club. Murray Roth, director-inchief, made these subjects.

this is

on the shoulders

of the director."

Pilzer Joins

Warners

Maximillian Pilzer, soloist of .
Philharmonic Orchestra and music,
director,
sical

is

staff

studio

Levey,

a member of
Warner Bros.

now
at

the mi'
Eastef

under jurisdiction of Hard
studio musical director.

MARK SANDRICH
Director
Just Finished

THE GINSBURG SERIES
Starring

NAT CARR
for RKO Release
LOUIS BROCK,

RCA
Gramercy

Producer

Photophone
Studio, N. Y. C.

THE

Timely Topics

Sound

Pictures,

NY

plan for the extension of
and
Jp. the use of the movies
ILpecially the talking movies is
Important, and when such a
Ipteran as William Fox, the prolucer, submits a definite plan it
lightly.
dismissed
Itnnot
be
Whether he has adequately
I orked out a plan is not so important as the fact that he has
[illed attention to the enormous
liucational opportunities of the
That these can
|ilking movies.
lie made of the utmost value in
assrooms may be assumed,
[hat they can entirely displace
Ipxt-book methods may well be
loubted. There is no royal road
Ik

I) learning, and one of the prilary purposes of education is to
iscipline the mind to concentrathe picon and delving.
jre enters more generally into
:ie educational system it will be

When

guard against the

ecessary

to

anger of

superficiality.

New York

'The

*

*

Evening World"
*

Than Hurt Teacher

her

kers Will Ease His Work
1HERE is every reason why
educational films accompanied
competent explanation and
lade under proper supervision
lould enlist and hold the interIt is not
st of school children.
<ely that these would seriously
ncroach upon the domain of the
choolmaster, because his contant oversight and assistance
vould continue to be necessary
o the individual progress of each
But they could be made
upil.
o supplement the master's in-

THAT

PhilM. Daly,
Sam

Fox

Berger,

made

Emgeeem

Jr.

By PHIL M.

a big hit in her radio talk

district

manager,

is

doing a

Lorene
commuting between New York and upstate offices
Cunningham, who edits Fox Metropolitan Weeklies, was welded
Sattiday to Terry Turner, veteran

last

Loew

publicist

Al Jolson said he's sick of premieres, when called upon to
do the m.c. stuff at premiere of his "Say It with Songs" on the
Coast
In England, "Oh Yeah," will be released as "No
Brakes."

Paul Burger, who has been schooled in the art of humor as
Al Lichtman's genial assistant, recently returned from a sales
trip two days before the expected time.
When asked to explain,
he chirped: "I had to get back in a hurry. I'm two weeks behind
on rumors."

Pathe worked a new gag on publicizing a theme song
through its use in a radio music sequence of a Broadway play,
the song being "Little by Little," sung in "The Sophomore."
Glenn (Fox) Allvine is commuting these days from Long
Beach, and likes it
Says there IS a difference in the
air

Dave Bader's Yurropean

surely agreed with him, his
appearance emphasizes
Carl Laemmle left for the Coast
Constance Bennett sails Saturday ante meridian
on Friday
for

trip

England

Barney (Paramount) Hutchinson has been as busy as the
proverbial bee of late, handling publicity work on star arrivals
and the et cet, and doing a splendid job, to boot
David
J. Lustig is pepped up over his new post as advertising and
publicity head for Manhattan Playhouses
The forthcoming luncheon sponsored by the Piojection Advisory Council, at
which "Bill" Canavan is to be principal speaker, ought to have
a big draw

"The New York Sun"

YEARS AGO TO-DAY

•N

NUMBER
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Industry
Statistics
By JAMES

THE
first

Mastbaum and Lawrence D.

ggs visit Chicago for purpose of
eading Stanley idea in theater
iration.

*
).

W.

Griffith

*

*

completes contract

h Paramount-Artcraft.
*

*

*

flae Murray gets long term conct with International Film; RobLeonard, her husband, may direct.

CUNNINGHAM
The Film

SEASON
year

in

of

October 20

1928-29,

which

proconcentrated

Wonder if that guy ever ate a
sunrise breakfast?
You stagger into
a "sunrise" restaurant about four in
the morning with your pal Jake. You
You flop down.
don't settle down.
And you're not a bit earnest about
You just don't give a hoot.
it, either.
In fact you are what might be mildly termed as quite indifferent.
*

*

*

The waiter comes over and sez:
"Whaddleyahave, gents?" Jake gets
indignant. Jake is always indignant

when he's a little potted. He flares
up: "Who said we're gents?" The
waiter is a diplomat, and apologizes:
"Okay, kid, my error." Jake, mollified, orders three grapefruits and
Personally,
a goblet of ice water.
we don't order anything. We just
say to the waiter: "Z-z-ch-z-kch-ally

And

oop."

the waiter,

knowing

us,

"Righto."
He always says
"righto" under these circumstances.
What do you expect him to say?
sez:

*

*

*

Then Jake brightens up after eating the three grapefruits, and insists
on going into a discussion of the
fillum industry from the old Bioo:raph days down to the present.
don't pay much attention.
used to do the same
should we?
thing a year ago, but after you tell
a story a few hundred times it gets
tiresome to your friends. But Jake is
one of these guys who has no respect
for friendship in a "sunrise" restaurant at four A. M.

We

asleep,

we.

Best
tions

falls

and

inti-

"Most

cosily

sez

"So

it

"It's

he.
is,"

Sunday," sez

sez the waiter.

THE

members

who today

to the follow-

of

THEIR
FIRST

the industry,

are celebrating their

birthday:

JOBS

Charley Chase
Russell

Holman

Bela Lugosi

completely sound, with more
than 2,500 one and two reelers
scheduled for the year, includ-

James Hood MacFarland
Marian Nixon
Evelyn Brent
F.

The

there till 9 A. M.
beside us, and

wishes and congratulaare extended by

FILM DAILY
ing

too.

sit

down

mately," as the Sardi gent aptly states
it.
Jake wakes up. "Gotta get to the
office,"

subject field has turned almost

ing serials and newsreels.

—

Well, we
waiter sits

Daily

seriously
their studio activities on sound
brought 20Cf part and
films,
all-talking vehicles to the theaIn the current
screens.
ter
1929-30 period, it is estimated,
exhibitors will have between
500 and 600 at their disposal.
It is interesting to note that
all-talkers predominate on this
year's schedules, while part-dialogue features were in the maThe short
jority last year.

ducers

ules

P.

Editor,

arise to a sunrise
breakfast. One settles down in
rather
earnest, but with gaiety
eagerly, in fact, and altogether expectantly, and at Sardi's, one would
say most cosily and intimately."
That's the way Sardi's publicity palpitator talks about it.
*
*
*

v

We
Why

71

MANY HAPPY RETURNS

Statistical

DALY

"/"VNE does not
of

lot

-

truction and perhaps to relieve
im of a measure of labor.

THAT'S

with

COLLEEN MOORE

liy Educational Values

AND

Along The Rialto

'A Digest of
Current Opinion

€)

z&*
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J.

Wilstach

NAT MANHEIM
J. Shubert
Producer
Theatrical

assistant to

J.

;

THE
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"The Glad Rag

Doll"

(Silent)
Length: 5449

Warners

"The Unholy Night"

"The Soul of France"

Dolores Costello in

(Silent)
Length: 7536

Paramount

Sunday, October

Ricardo Cortez in

(All-Talker)
ft.

FILM

The theme was
Light comedy.
very unfortunate, selecting a rich
and prominent Philadelphia family
which is held up to ridicule. All the
various members of the family are in
turn
shown to be four-flushers,
thieves, liars and whatnot. The settings are very handsome, so that the

DISTINGUISHED

M-G-M

Drama of the war. Produced by
Jacques Haik under patronage of the
French government. This film was
shown over a year ago on one of
the French liners under auspices of
the French ambassador at

Washing-

and has now been taken over for
It is probrelease by Paramount.
the worse ably the most serious presentation of
ton,

cheap story becomes all
by comparison. Dolores Costello is actual warfare during the great struga show girl in whom the son is very gle ever presented in screen story

They look down
interested.
at first, but before she gets
through she has set them all in their
places by disclosing what they really
are.
In the end, she marries the eldest son. Then the story does a right
about face, and attempts to gloss over
the shortcomings of her husband's
family.
Dolores gets a tough break
trying to do the light comedy, for
which she is entirely unsuited. She
misses all the farce and satire of the
various situations. Just a filler.
Ralph Graves,
Cast:
Dolores
Costello,
Audrey Ferris, Albert Grant, Maude Turner
Gordon, Tom Ricketts, Claude Gillingwater,
Arthur Rankin, Dale Fuller, Douglas Gerrard,
Andre Beranger, Lee Moran, Tom
Kennedy, Louise Beaver, Stanley Taylor.

much

upon her

Author, Harvey
Director, Michael Curtiz
Gates; Scenarist, Graham Baker; Editor, Not
;

listed;

Titter,

Graham

Baker;

Cameraman,

Byron Haskin.
Direction,

done

ly

at

The
In many

best.

entire

film

spots it hits
drags heavily.
a depressing note, and entirely misses
the entertainment angle that the Hollywood war pictures always get over.
So it rates as dubious material for
Only
the average picture house.
surefire for special audiences.
Story
deals with a French family and their
boys involved in the war carnage.

Some

fine acting.
M. Desjardins, Jean Murat, G.
Charlia,
Michele Verly, A. Heuze, Mme.
Jalabert, M. Lacoste, Mme. Kerwich, M.
Verne.
Directors, A. Duges, A. Ryder; Author,
Scenarist,
G. le Faure ; Editor, Not listed
Cast:

;

handicapped by material.

Pho-

tography, okay.

Not

listed

;

Cameraman, Not

Direction, satisfactory.

"Madonna

of the Sleeping

Cars"
Little

form. The battle scenes are fine, for
they have been taken right from the
French war office files and carry a
tremendous kick. But the story and
love interest are incidental, and poor-

Length: 8489

ft.

(Silent)
Playhouse
Length: 7993

listed.

Photography, good.

Murder mystery. The story has
been done before in various forms,
and is very reminiscent of "Masquerade" and "Dr. Fu." In this one we
have a mysterious murderer trying to
bump off the officers of an English
regiment who have been left a lot of
dough under a legacy.
Scotland
Yard is brought in to solve the mystery in a house where all the intended victims are assembled. There is
a very weird and thrilling seance
scene, several gents come to life who
to be bumped off, and
all in all there is a lot of excitement

were supposed

suspense and devilment before the
mystery is cleared up.
Ben Hecht
wrote the story, and with his masterly story telling style made it appear better than the theme and plot
really are.
Then again you have a
superior cast, and their performances
are uniformly fine.
It will give the

fans a thrill anywhere.
Cast
Ernest Torrence, Roland Young,
Dorothy Sebastian, Natalie Moorhead, Sydney
Polly Moran, George Cooper, Sojin,
:

Jarvis,

Boris

Karloff,

Clarence

Belmore, Gerald Barry, Richard Travers.
Director, Lionel Barrymore; Author, Ben
Hecht
Adaptor, Dorothy Farnum
Dia;

;

Not listed Editor, Grant Whitock
Cameraman, Ira Morgan.
loguer,

;

Direction, satisfactory.

Photography, good.

in the House'
(All-Talker)

Continental

Length: 5,760

STRONG

DRAMATIC

STORY

WELL DIRECTED AND ACTED
DIALOGUE ABOVE PAR. FIRST
RUN CALIBRE.
Drama.

They

started right with

a

very finely constructed story adapted

from the work of Andrew
This

Soutar.

Continental Pictures production has a lot of class, the sets
being very handsome and expensive.
Henry B. Walthall has confessed to
a murder to shield his wife, returns
after 15 years in prison, and then the
story becomes tense and gripping as
another murder is committed involving his daughter's fiance and himself
Walthall carries the picture throughout in a most impressive manner, h
fact it is one of the best roles he haever performed.
Ricardo Cortez, as
the youthful hero engaged to Walthall's daughter, does very well. Jack
Curtis does a fine character bit. The
last

first

two

reels

hit

into

some

strong

dramatic situations, and director Ph
Rosen has paced his stuff beautiful!
and keeps the suspense mounting
the way. A worthy number that an
producer could be proud of. Look
iike a money-maker with a wide ap

a!

peal.
Cast:

Ricardo Cortez, Nancy Welfors
Henry B. Walthall, Grace Valentine, Thorn*
A. Curran, Jack Curtis, John Elliott.

Phil
Rosen; Author, Andrt
Adaptor, Arthur Hoerl
Dialogue:
Arthur Hoerl Editor, Not credited Camera
man, Herbert J. Kirkpatrick.
Direction, fine.
Photography, fine.

Director,

Soutar;

;

;

"The

"Venus"

;

Devil's Pit"
(Silent)

(Silent)
United Artists

ft

GETS OVER NICELY WITH

Constance Talmadge in

"The Return of Sherlock
Holmes"
(All-Talker)
Paramount
Length: 7102

Fleming,

John Miljan, Richard Tucker, John
Loder, Phil'ip Strange, John Roche, Lionel
Geldert,

with Clive Brook and Donald Crisp
ft.

Claude

Phantom

'The

AVERAGE MURDER MYSRATES AS POOR PRODUC- SHOWING FRENCH SIDE OF TERY WITH LONDON SETTION WITH UNCONVINCING WAR ARTISTICALLY PRODUC- TING PEPPED UP WITH GOOD
STORY AND DOLORES COS- ED BUT LACKS FILM HOUSE DIRECTION AND HANDLING
TELLO MISCAST IN LIGHT VALUES.
OF EXCEPTIONAL CAST.
COMEDY ROLE.
ft.

20, 1929

Universal

Length: 6882

Length

:

6,268

/I.

ft.
A NEW ZEALAND PRODUCFRENCH PRODUCTION HAS MODERATELY GOOD ENNO FILM HOUSE VALUE TERTAINMENT
TION
SHOWING LIFE OF NA
ANY FRENCH PRODUCTION IS
WITH POOR STORY THAT CLASS HOUSE. FOR
TIVE
MAORI TRIBES ANE
FINE FOR POOR VEHICLE FOR CONSWANDERS AIMLESSLY. JUST CLIVE BROOK FANS.
THEIR
CUSTOMS. IS COLOR
ANOTHER ART HOUSE SUB- Drama adapted from Sir Arthur TANCE, LACKING OPPORTUFUL.
LACKS
FILM FAN VALUE
NITY FOR COMEDY AND GENJECT.
Drama. Produced by Natan Produc- Conan Doyle's story by Basil Dean ERALLY WEAK ON STORY
and Garrett Fort. Its direction, by
This was produced by Lew Col
tions of Paris, this one is founded on
Dean is undistinguished. The story VALUES. A FILLER.
lins in the native locale, and the pho
the novel of the same name

rice

Dekobra.

by MauThe book has been starts off at
many languages and momentum

translated into
enjoys a wide sale, seems to have
been pretty well butchered in transferring it to the screen.
The idea
was a pip for the films, but they lost

a no-hurry pace but gains
in the final sequences.
Generally the acting is excellent, with
the highest honors going to the star,

ft.

This was produced in France about
a year ago by Louis Mercanton, the
last that Constance Talmadge did be-

Donald Crisp and Harry T. Morey, fore retiring from the screen.

It is

about

the poorest thing she
has
ever done.
The theme was totally
it effectually in poor direction, conraphy is of a high quality. The yarn unsuited to her abilities as a comedtinuity,
titles
and ragged camera
Trying to ritz around as a
deals with the efforts of Sherlock ienne.
work.
In spots the acting is very
serious and romantic princess in a
Holmes
to
run
down
the
murderer
of
good.
Especially commentable are
The dead man's son is far fetched and draggy story, Conthe roles portrayed by Claude France a friend.
kidnapped
and
the 1929 version of stance gets nowhere. Just another film
and Olaf Sjord. Two very handsome
means little.
Mediterranean
the
great
sleuth
gives chase aboard that
players who are away ahead of their
a liner bound for America.
Ending scenes and Algerian desert shots the
material. The story is that of a Lady
best part of it. This also is available
it is the suicide of the master crook
Diana who is out for thrills.
She after
in synchronized form.
his failure to poison Holmes.
hires a prince for a secretary, and
Cast: Clive Brook, Donald Crisp, Harry
Cast
Constance Talmadge, Andre Roanne,
gets him in all kinds of mix-ups. T. Morey, Betty Lawford.
Jean Murat, Max Maxudian, Baron Fils, Jean
Director, Basil Dean; Author, Sir Arthur Mercanton.
Then a Russian gal mixes in when
Director, Louis Mercanton
Author, Jean
the lady steals her sweetie, the hero Conan Doyle; Dialoguers, Basil Dean and
Garrett Fort; Editor, Helene Turner; Adap- Vignaud
Adaptor, Adrien Caillard
Editor,
goes to jail, and all sorts of things tors, Basil Dean
and Garrett Fort; Camera- Not listed
Cameraman,
Titter, Not listed
are thrown in.
man, William Steiner, Jr.
Not for film fans.
L. H. Burel.

who

returns to the screen in this picture.
Both recording and photog-

:

;

;

;

;

Cast: Claude France, Olaf Sjord, Boris DeFast, Mary Serta.
Director, Maurice Gleize

Photography,

fine.

Direction,

poor.

Photography,

fair.

;

Raymond Angel.
poor.

fair.

depicts the manners and customsSB
native Maori tribes.
The story is
native legend which harks back t
the days before the white settlers a
rived.
The plot deals with two n«
tive princes of different tribes in lof|
with a princess. Their rivalry resull[.
in warfare.
Here native weapons at!
used, being sticks and spears. Till
give and take some awful wallops o
the head, and the rough and tumb
fighting carries a real kick.
Thei
is an apparent volcano eruption wi
the tribe scattering, which is qui
realistic.
The tribal dances, cer
!

!

'

'

:

monial

feasts, and preparations fi
warfare, all carry a novelty ang
that is interesting, but hardly rat«
film house fare of the pop variety.
Cast:

Author, Maurice
Dekobra; Adaptor, Maurice Gleize; Editor,
Not listed; Titter, Not listed; Cameraman,
Direction,

Direction,

;

tographic
presentation
of
man;
scenes is quite beautiful and nove
More novel is the theme, whic'

Photography,

Department of Reviews conducted by Jack Harrower

All native Maoris.
Director, Lew Collins; Author, Lew C
lins
Scenarist,
Lew Co'lins ; Editor, K
Curtiss; Cameramen, Wilfred Ciine, Han
;

Smith.
spotty.

Direction,

fair.

Photography, good.

&
~
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Marion Davies

l

Monte Blue

in

in

"Marianne"

"Conquest"

\( All-Talker Version)

(Silent Version)

Length: 10,000

(M

ft.

Length: 4706

Warners

ft.

Arion davies puts it UNCONVINCING STORY OF
ip. WITH HER CHARM AND
H, EN DID TROUPING AS SOUTH POLE PROVES TO BE
MNCH PEASANT GIRL. HAS A WEAK NUMBER WITH FARJULAR DOUGHBOY AT- FETCHED THEME. JUST A
SURE BET.
fl.PHERE. A
flmedy drama

1

FILLER.

The
of the war.
itself runs pretty light in plot,
rarries good atmosphere of the
hboys in France after the ar-

Melodrama of a flight to the South
Pole. The story is very weakly con-

structed and too artificial to carry
This could have been
real kick.
any
is
Davies
Marion
ce is signed.
She made into a strong action story, but
)ing all the way, and how.
designed for talkas appealing as ever, and has a as it was primarily
ing sequences, and made when the
>f a love story to put over that
technicians were groping
es a strong human punch at the dialogue
Surefire with the femmes. As around, it falls pretty flat in silent
5

The sequences are too choppy,
girl she looks after the form.
rather in;hboys quartered in the barn of and the entire production
Blue and
Monte
handled.
differently
hard
falls
doughboy
home. A
explorer and aviher, and she reciprocates, al- H. B. Warner are
make a South Pole flight.
,gh she has a French aviator for ator who
As the boys are get- They are both in love with the same
/eetheart.
Monte is
ready for the transport, the girl, who favors Monte.
ichman returns, blinded. Works injured when they reach their desleaves him flat
into a really dramatic climax with tination, and Warner
wilds.
The
ippy ending and the doughboy to die in the desolate
look
pretty
scenes
Pole
South
scenes
Doughboy
girl.
ling the
good and Benny Rubin rolls 'em phoney, and destroy the illusion the
picture tries to create. Falls pretty
with laughs. Good anywhere.
:asant

Baxter,
George
Davies,
Marion
evce Gray. Cliff Edwards, Benny Rubin,
Chautard.
Emil
Kolk, Robert Edeson,
Author. Dale
rectcr, Robert Z. Leonard
Unger,
Gladys
Dialoguers,
Every
Editor, James McKay
ence Stallings
st:

;

;

;

1

Dale
Marsh,

arist.

er

irection,

Van

Cameraman,

;

Photography,

expert.

Cliff

Every

first

class.

flat.

Cast: Monte Blue, H. B. Warner, Lois
Wilson, Tully Marshall, Edmund Breese.
Author, Mary
Director, Roy Del Ruth
Tmlay Taylor; iScenarists, Eve Unsell, GraTitler,
Killifer;
Baker;
Editor,
ham
Jack
Joseph Jackson; Cameraman, Barney McGill.
Photography,
unconvincing.
Direction,
spotty.

Rod La Rocque

"The Delightful

in

Rogue"

(All-Talker Version)

(Silent)

Radio Pictures

Length: 6532

ft.

DELIGHTFUL AS ITS TITLE,
WITH LA ROCQUE SPLENDID
AVERAGE WESTERN CAR- IN COLORFUL NEAR-VILLAIN
ES GOOD PUNCH WITH AN ROLE.
HAS THE POPULAR
TERESTING PLOT THAT PUNCH. WOMEN WILL LIKE
Length: 4900

chor

SEPS MOVING.
EASE THE FANS

ft.

WILL

THE

IN

IT.

Comedy drama. Here is a modern
swashbuckling tale of a polished gentlemanly pirate who wins his lady
meller horse opus, love under very interesting circum-

VILY CHANGES.
.Vestern. Quite a
s one, with Cliff

y pleasing type

"Tex" Lyons

who

should

a

make

He does his work
ot of friends.
oothlv and naturally, and make?

stances.
Rod La Rocque gets a pari
made to order for him, and his voice
records splendidly.
Rita La Roy, a
newcomer, looks very good on ap-

j

pearance and trouping, and promises

(idling

to

believe the meller material he is
mi'dit possibly have hapAl Ferguson as the heavy is
led.
jood foil for the hero, and between
two of them they furnish six
of snappy action that should
:1s
isfy the boys and grown-ups who
d delightfully on this type of popir fare.
It is a story of vengeance
th the deputy sheriff hero out in
t
the gambler who murdered his
Dther.
It calls for a raid into a
:

town where the hero plays
gang as a buddy to get the

igh

th the

ast: Cliff "Tex" Lyons, Neva Gerber, Al
rgiison, Glen Cook, Jack Casey.
Director, B. Frank Wilson; Author, Ben

hen

Scenarist,

;

irner

;

To come

The

far.

Latin

story tells of a picturns pirate in

who

the tropics, and encounters an American girl.
very suspenseful situation is worked out, with the girl in
sisting that the gay pirate lock her
in his cabin all night, while her lover
remains bound outside, as a test of
his real love for her.
He falls down
in the test, and she goes to her "delightful rogue," who really loves her.
Has the stuff the women like, and is
clean entertainment.
Should click

A

snappy.

Cast: Rod La Rocque, Rita La Roy,
Charles Byer, Ed Brady. Harry Semels, Sam
Blum, Bert Moorehouse.
Directors,
Leslie
Pierce,
Lynn Shores
Author,
Wallace
Smith
Dialoguer,
the
same
Editor, not listed
Adaptor, Wallace
Cameraman,
Smith
not listed.
Direction, smooth, Photography, very good.
;

;

Cameraman, Robert

Direction,

go

turesque

anywhere.

track.

>ide

Editor,

Earl C.

;

;

Cline.

Photography,

;

clear.

Edward Everett Horton
"Prince Gabby"

—

in

Springs,
Fla.,
Culver, Ind., Coral
Gables, Fla., and Stillwater, N. J. The
swimming stunts are clever and diversified, with music and voice aiding

to build it up into a first-class numCoronet Educational
ber.
Real Class
Here is one of the most charming
Douglas Stanbury in
shorts ever made, a highly-sophisti"Pack Up Your Troubles"
cated and subtle playlet, with clever
lines.
It's a blue ribbon winner that
Vitaphone Variety
sets a high mark.
Some audiences
Great Stuff
may miss its subtlety, but few can
This Vitaphone Variety presenting
miss its charm and cleverness.
It's
Douglas Stanbury, known to thouabout a gentleman burglar, who sells sands throughout the country through
himself to his victim-captor, by virtue his radio work as a member of Roxy's
of his clever line of talk. He refuses to Gang, clicks all the
way. "Pack Up
buy his freedom at the price of reveal- Your Troubles" has Doug and a
ing the infidelity of the victim's wife, quartet of English doughboys do
proves to the latter that her clandes- their excellent vocal stuff in a ruined
tine lover is not on the level, and house in the war-swept area.
The
makes a triumphant exit, promising quartet sings several popular warto return.
If your audiences like
days numbers and Doug offers "Fuzsophisticated entertainment, sell this zy Wuzzy" and "The Road to Manin a big way, for it's the goods. Di- dalay"
in
a stirring and effective
rected by Leslie Pearce, Western manner.
Altogether it's a rollicking
Electric recording (two reels).
and entertaining short which will
please 'em anywhere.
Its excellent
direction is by Murray Roth.
"Big Time Charley"

LeMaire
Pathe
Fair Laughs

;

"Tex" Lyons in

"The Saddle King"

SOUND

Lew Hearn is
who lands

Nat Carr

in

"Gunboat Ginsburg"

RKO

featured comnight club to
Surefire
make whoopee and gets himself verj
Nat Carr seems a natural for the
much disliked by the management talking shorts, and this is one of the
because he has brought his own best he has made so far. It is good
sandwiches.
These he feeds to the navy stuff, with Ginsburg in gob unigirlies that he coaxes to his table.
form going off to skylark in ChinaHe gets in several near fights with town with two other pals. The Chink
other guests who want his table, and proprietor recognizes the other two
Lew's comedy building gets over as the gobs who wrecked his beautiquiet a few laughs with his original ful place on their former visit.
He
style.
Then when Lew's wife ap- has his men bind and gag them.
pears and discovers her philandering Ginsburg
himself as
a
disguises
husband, things start to get mess; Chink, and proceeds to torture them
for the playboy.
Has the usual Le to get even for the way they have
Maire slapstick and carries the popu- been riding him.
The petty officer
lar punch.
walks in with his detail, and pinches
the three of them, and back to the
Mickey McGuire in
brig for all hands. Nat Carr's com"Mickey's Mixup"
edy is surefire, and he gets it over
with plenty of laughs. Louis Brock
Very clever kid comedy, with produced and Mark Sandrich directMickey's gang in a court scene for ed.
Photography, by Dal Clawson.
juvenile delinquents.
The colored is good.
kid has stolen a dog, and the trial
is
conducted by the children comThe Rooney Family in
prising attorneys and jurors.
Very
"The Three Diamonds"
funny sequence, which switches for
Universal
the second reel to a scene in a beauin the Rooney series folThis
one
tiful mansion belonging to the ritz>
usual procedure of building
kid's ma.
Here Mickey stages a lows the
a slim plot around Pat Rooney, ma
show, and the stunts the kids pull ir
and the kid in order to give them
the way of acts are highly original.
opportunity to do their singing
There is a lot of class to this one, an
dancing specialties. Pat Rooney
and
and it will make a big hit with grownalone holds it up, and the material
ups as well as the youngsters.
is very thin and rather repetitious.
Pat throws a swell party, and it ap"Follow the Leader"
pears that one of the guests has
So Pat turns
Sportlight
stolen ma's bracelet.
Pathe
sleuth, follows the suspected woman
Very Good
to her home, and there disguises himHere we are treated to a series of self as her butler. He lands in court,
swimming shots showing juveniles where the judge recognizes him when
who some day will be champs dis- he does some of his old time dancing
porting themselves at various water- and songs that his father did before
Just fair for a filler.
ing places. Views are shown of Silver him.

edian,

the

in a

RKO

,

10

Sunday, October

Presentations

Exhibitors
Harry G ribbon and Andy Clyde

—

Sennett Educational
Plenty of Laughs
Here's a good talking comedy,
which will get the laughs. Gribbon
and Clyde are a fine team and in
this they have plenty to work with.
Harry's the lunkhead from the farm

who comes

town

marry the
daughter of his father's old pal. Naturally the girl objects and that starts
the fun.
A good subject for any
program and a comedy that will
to

to

NOVELTY SHOW THATCUCKS

Check
Condition of

Theater
Seats

In the cast are Tlielma Hill,
Patsy O'Leary and Ben Alexander.
Sennett directed (two reels).
please.

"Boyhood Memories"

20, 1929

Pathe
Corker
includes a variety of songs.
The
One of the best Grantland Rice has Hawaiian guitar offers fine accomyet turned out in his ace-high series. paniment.
It's a good subject for
Here we are carried back to the days any kind of bill, peppy and enterof our boyhood, and again relieve the taining (one reel).
good times around the old swimming
William Aubrey & Co. in
hole.
The kids indulge in all the
games and pranks of childhood, and
"A Night on the Bowery"
the atmosphere is so true and human
Warner Bros.-Vitaphone
that it makes a distinct tug at your
Good Subject
heart.
Surefire anywhere.
Aubrey is a Bowery-bar singer in
this short, which is good entertainBenny Rabin in
ment.
There are plenty of outland"Broken Statues"
ish Bowery characters which furnish
Benny Rubin has his own individ- some comedy bits, and Aubrey makes
ual style of comedy, and in this one a hit with his singing.
Outstanding
he gets it over strong, with the help is a yodel song (one reel).

wop who

is equally as funny.
into the Italian's stat
uary shop with his kid brothers and
sisters.
He picks up a statue of

strolls

"Down

in

Jungle Town"

Alfred Weiss

Good Song Cartoon
Pinkie the Pup is featured

George Washington, tells them it is
as the
Paul Revere, and tells his funny comic cartoon doggie.
He pays a
monologue of Paul Revere's Ride visit to the jungle with his camera,
which is a wow. Later the kids wreck and has all sort of funny adventures
the place, and it ends in a riot.
It with the monkeys, who try
to make
would have been better if the wreck- a monkey out of him. But he gets
ing scene was omitted, for Benny is them
singing
"Down in Jungle
too good a comedian to need this old Town," the words and tune being
hokum to put his stuff over. In spite very catchy, and put over with aniof the wreck, it is still a darb.
mated comedy accompanied by the
little
dancing white ball.
Carl
Edouarde did the scoring, and there
Pathe Audio Review No. 22
is a beautiful tenor voice to lead the
Entertaining
Opens with scenes in Yellowstone audience if they caie to join in.
Park styled "Winter," very artisticalHurst & Vogt in
ly conceived.
This is followed by
"Before
the Bar"
Eddie Worth and his County Fair
Vitaphone
No. 647
Orchestra
with
Don Dickerman
Good Hoke
emceeing in Greenwich Village. Has
This vaudeville team in its initial
some good singing and harmonizing.
Then comes "Pelican" a study of this screen offering get over nicely with
dil bird on the Texas coast. Finishes with their line of hoke that they handle well.
The stuff is typically broad
with "Banzai," done by Pathe's Jap
anese representative in the, Far East comedy but is nicely gagged and
showing two Japs in the ancient cos- paced, with the laughs occurring freRecording is clear, and
tume doing a lively fencing match quently.
their appearance and voices are above
Nicely balanced number, as usual.
the average. Time, 8 mins.
i

"The Gotham Rhythm Boys"
Warner Bros.-Vitaphone
Entertaining

A. Gourfain, under' the supervision
of Louis K. Sidney.
It was a novelty setting, with the band playing
in front of a gigantic mechanical figure with moving eyes. The mechanical figure talked, via hidden human
voice, and directed the show.
This

figure

Sunday, Oct.

A

Benny

BERG

S.

,

Flushing Theater Sold

The Flushing Theater, Main and
Washington Sts., Flushing, L. I., has

The Gotham Boys' trio gets off been acquired by the Tacs Realtv Co.
some good singing in this turn, which at a reported price of
$400,000.

GOES BIG AT PARAMOUR

"Dy no- Dynamics" was the stage
Racetrack atmosphere at the
show at the Capitol staged by Harry mount styled "They're Off," a

developed a good slant, with Walt
Roesner, the m. c, being told by the

Sportlight

of a

HERBERT

CAPITOL HAS MECHANICAL

in

"The Lunkhead"
Mack

By

Daily Reminder

SOUND

20, 192

to

lay

off

as

it

was not

show.

Then

dance.

Ted Marks from

his

mechanical figure
would do the emceeing.
Opened with Jean Boydell, doing
a tough comedy Bowery dance.
The
Chester Hale Girls came on in novelty black costumes for a mechanical
the

the

band

platform did a whistling number. The
Three Ritz Brothers were the highlight,
doing their goofy collegiate
stuff dressed in vivid red, green and
yellow costumes.
They used their
old gag of the two flowers to produce the nance and vice versa, which
got a load of laughs. Finale had the
Chester Hale Girls on in another novelty mechanical costume, with the
set showing all sorts of mechanical
contrivances whirling and sputtering
sparks of fire, with a platform of mechanical girls up above the band.
Good novelty that clicked.

Pars

Bon
Petroff unit. Set in one showed out
side of racing stables. Drop goes
«,
to reveal jockeys and the pony balk

i

i

doing a dance number. Conversatioi
of the principals develops the taj,
musical comedy plot, that Silver Kiif,
is to be raced, and there is no or.
to ride him.
Forsythe & Kelly camj
the theme, the latter doing the com,
edy. There was a slow motion efftc:,
with lighting, as the girls and boy-of the Evans ensemble did a danct,
number.
Charles Davis and his band harmonized, with Paul Small tenoring.,
Eddie McKenna did an acrobatic^
eccentric dance.
Forsythe & Kelly:,

were on for a good
about and gagging.

line

The

of knock-t
production,

number was "If You Could Forgm
and Forget," with Adeline Semon,
very
competent dancer, featured'
George
Dewey Washington was
back for three of his popular num<!
bers, and he created a big demonstra
tion.
The songs were "St. Louis
Blues," "At the End of the Road,'
and "Why Am I Black and Blue?'
i

1

was

Finale

the horse race, with

tha

comedian riding Silver King. Scrur
curtain down with motion picture oi
horse race, and then clear stage te'
show the finish flash with two horsed
on the treadmill for a whirlwind filK
Drury To Build
punch
Bakersfield, Calif.
Negotiations ish and a big hurrah. Strong
have been completed for the con- and good production values in all departments. The boys in this produc
struction of a new theater here to
have beer!
seat 2,000 persons.
W. E. Drury is tion department certainly
stepping on the gas the last few
president of the company which will
weeks.
build the house at Twelfth and H
1

—

|

Streets.

New

Palace, Silverton, Opens Oct. 27th
Silverton,
Ore. Alfred
Adams,
manager of the Palace, has definitely
set date for the opening as Oct. 27th.

—

Sound has been

installed.

San Mateo Reopens

—

San Mateo,
The new San
Mateo has reopened after extensive
alterations.
Sound also was installed.
Calif.

House Issuing Football Schedule
Madison, Wis. The Orpheum theater, Madison, is giving away football schedules.
All "Big Ten" teams

—

are included in the schedule.

$75,000

San

Woodside House

—

Francisco Bids are beinfj
taken for proposed new $75,000 the
ater which will be erected at Wood'
side.
George Whittell, Jr. is behim
the project.

New

Austin House Opens

—

Austin, Tex. J. J. Hegman, ownei
of the newly completed theater a'
West Sixth St., has opened the house
1

1

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York

Phone Penn. 3SS0

City
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Theater Equipment
By

G. E. Develops New 'Curtain
Light Operator for Theater

{MAN PROJECTION

9

14

(TALK SLATED NOV.
(ConfiMKirf /row

Pa.ot'

WILLIAM ORNSTE1N

1)

the

Chi-

are

that

By
Advisory Council. controlling the lights of a theater, use ot the selsyns. however, it is possible
to
step
luncheon marks an initial
which, it is claimed, involves unique govern all the lighting circuits through one
I: campaign to secure recognition principles and minimizes time, labor knob, or to split the control into major and
minor divisions, depending on color, location
le responsibilities of the projec- and space. The system is to be in- and function, each group in turn controllable
This is done
lit and importance of projection. stalled at the Chicago Civic Opera through the agency of a knob.
in the following manner:
many years projectionists and House.
The grand master knob controlling all the
Is interested in projection have
The lighting director, usually the stage elec- lights mi Lhe stage electrically controls the
need
urgent
trician,
heretofore unseen to the audience, movement of the rotating element of a grand
I:ed that there was

to ask questions which will
liswered by men selected for this
It is hoped by the council
lose.
understanding will be
better
a
ed through friendly contact and
the press will have a more symand better informed view.etic
regarding the technical and
t
tical problems of the motion pie-

Ld

projectionist.
larles F. Eichorn, vice presideni
.ocal 306 of the operators and
is chaire employes international,
of

the

Projection

heon committee,
ge of the event.

Advisors

which

is

in

terson Gets Patent for

Washer, Cooling System
City— G. A. Peterson
received word that his patent for
rson Freezeem Cooling System

klahoma

Washer Air has been issued,
made his application three
a half years ago and now is neg-

rson

with three manufacturers
production of his system.

ating

onofilm Now Adaptable
All Powers Projectors
Lee De Forest, working in con:tion with H. W. Rogers, has deped a method of adapting De
est Phonofilm and Phonodisc des to all Powers projection maThe new system has been
les.
n a demonstration and found
r.

sfactory,

according to reports.

—A

new curtain
Pa.
n blue and old gold color comtion with hand painted roses and
lems topped with a grand val-

s,

is

being

installed

of

by

Metro-

tan studios at the Colonial here,
ilded border on the main curtain
a jeweled border effect on the
nid curtain are among the effects.

Four More for De Forest
Shore Road and Electra,
he
oklyn and the Rivoli and Savage,
N. J. are installing De
est sound equipment.

3oken,

important

to the

complex!
all
single knob
the
t.ei of stage lighting are controlled, lights of
various colors lading and brightening at vapoints
rious
and at the proper moments.
Scenes requiring complex lighting effects such
sunsets,
sudden thunderstorms and balas
lets,
require no more effort in their
will
control than is required to ilick a lighting
the home or to turn a door knob.
switch

manipulating

m

Heretofore,

control

the

was centralized
which sometimes

in

a

of

theater

switchboard

lights

backstage

Was -)0 feet long by eight
high.
Arranged on this switchboard
feet
were rows upon rows of "dimmers" with large
h-vcis whosu movement controlled the blight
ening or dimming of the various lights or

The
much

operation of these
physical effort and
agility,
and many elaborate and ingenious
mechanical schemes were often resorted to
Their manipuin order to simplify the work.
lation made it necessary for the electrician
be at a point "off-stage" where lie could
t-j
not sec. except indirectly, the effects he was
producing and where he had to rely on cues

groups

lights.

of

dimmers

required

sounds to inform him when it
was necessary to change the lighting effects.
Such a switchboard is no longer necessary.
scheme which
control
General
Electric 's

words

ot

or

makes the new method possible involves principally the use of three important devices:
self-synchronous motor, the low-vacuum
the

under the trade
tube marketed
"thyratron" and a new type of
Reactors have been
saturated core reactors.
used before in stage lighting but a new type
the new system.
to
fit
had to be designed
The selsyn is a device resembling an ordinary electrio motor in appearance and genContrary to the operation
eral construction.
of
motor, however, the rotating element
a
rectifying

name

of

not revolve at a high rate of speed, but
rarely more than a complete
slowly
revolution.
When two selsyns are interconnected electrically, the movement of the rotating element of one produces a corresponding movement of the other rotating element
in the same direction and by exactly the same

does

—

moves

amount.

One
-n'

side of the voltage supply to each light
group of lights passes through one wind-

The other
fed by direct curpair of
a
rent
varying
amounts
trom
in
The amount of rectified current
thyratrons.
supplied by these thyratrons depends on the
electrical relationship between the elements of
each tube, and this is determined by the
control devices governed by the lighting operator.
As the amount of direct current fed
by the thyratrons to the reactor varies, the
resistance of the reactor to the lighting supply load varies from a point where the lights
The immediate
are out, to full brilliancy.
determination of the relationship of the elements of the thyratrons is through the agency
There
of devices called phase modulators.
are two of these for every individual lighting
circuit, one for use during the present scene
and the other for the purpose of "setting up"
The operation of the modulathe next scene.
tors is, in turn, governed mechanically either
by the action of a selsyn or by knobs in
front of the lighting operator.
By manipulating the knobs on the individual modulators, the lighting operator could control the
lights, but it would involve the operation of
ing

of

a

saturated core
this reactor

winding of

tropolitan Studios
Installing New Curtain
ebanon,

success of the production,
his
position backstage and takes his
leave-,
In front and
place in front of the curtain.
on each side of him are arranged dials, knobs,
lly
tumbler switches and indicating lights.
lnit

reactor.

is

This selsyn is electrically conmaster selsyn,
nected with selsyn governing not only the
ami minor groups of lights, but also
the individual modulators for single lighting
Therefore, movement of the ground
circtits,
mastei selsyn's control knob causes all the selsyns operating the modulators to move in conformity with it, and the modulators, preset in
accordance with the requirements of the scene,
operate to control the lights.
If, however, individual control of any major or minor group
or individual lighting circuit is desired, the
knob in question may lie turned and the
resulting movement does not interfere with
any of the other circuits.
There are 111 individual stage lighting
circuits
the
new Chicago Civic Opera
II mse.
Each of these circuits includes lights
of 'nit one of the four colors used on a thewhite, blue and red.
ater stage -iniliei
typical circuit may cover the amber lights
at
ne side or the center of the footlights,
the red lights in one of the light bridges, or
the while lights in one of the "pockets." These
individual circuits are grouped under the conmaster knobs governing, for example,
all
the blue lights in the borders and footlights, all the amber in the pocket lights, all
In addithe white in the light bridges, etc.
tion, all the lights of each color, no matter
where, ate controlled by a color master knob.
Finally, all the color master knobs can be
group controlled by the grand master knob.
The same system is followed with the "house"
lights of the theater, but in a much simpler
form as the lighting circuits involved are
comparatively few.
The energy involved in
the control of any of the individual lighting
circuits is approximately one-tenth that consumed by a pocket flashlight.
The energycontrolled, however, runs as high as 30,000
watts in a given circuit
more than half as
great as the power ratings of the largest
broadcasting stations in this country.
In actual operation, the lighting operator
will preset the individual modulators to create the desired lighting effect in the first
scene and, when the performance starts, the

m

A

.

At the Claude laboratories

the

r

the press should be better inled regarding the technical side
lie picture industry, the council
as out. After Canavan's talk, an
I forum will be held and the press

LIGHT DEVELOPED BY

CLAUDE NEON LIGHT CO.

—

Schenectady, N. V. General Elec- a possible 141 knobs in the case of
cago Civic Opera House, so there
tric has developed a new system for many lighting circuits on the stage.

Projection

NEW

i

modulators

will

l>e

connected

in

the

circuit

by means of a master tumbler switch. Varying the intensity of the lights will then be
merely a matter of turning the grand master
knoli.
or other knobs as desired.
During
the first scene and in the interval between it
and the following scene, the lighting effects
for the subsequent scene will be preset at the
modulators by the lighting operator and, when
the change occurs, the first group of modulators will be disconnected from the circuit and
the second connected in the circuit simply
by a flick of the master tumbler switch, when
operation will proceed as before.
The lighting operator and his control devices will be located, in the Chicago Civic
Opera House, in a booth similar to and near
the prompter's booth, enabling him to see
all the lighting on the stage, and a periscope
through which ho can see all the lighting in

new

strain.
The light is practically a cold
light and is adaptable to use in un-

der-water conditions.

It

can be used

for illuminated letters or designs with

an even distribution of light.
The
new light now is on displav at 42d

New York

and Broadway,

St.

City.

Automatic Screen for
Publix Ala. Theater

—

Montgomery, Ola. An automatic
screen which can be made to expand
or contract in proportion to the size
of the picture is to be installed at the

new Paramount here, according to
Hoxey C. Farley, director of the
local house.
The screen will permit
the showing of life size pictures and
may be narrowed down for closeups.

The new house

i

—

a

white light from electrified gaseousfilled tubes has been developed, according to an announcement by the
Claude Neon Lights Inc. The new
white light, it is claimed, possesses
brilliance
with no glare nor eye

is

scheduled to open

December.

in

Greenbaums
Cleveland

Cleveland House

(jet

— Mark

Greenbaum and

Jack, leased the Alhambra
here and are spending $50,000 to remodel, redecorate and equip the house
with Pacent sound apparatus.
New
projectors and furnishings throughlhe
out also are being installed.
his

son,

house

is

scheduled to open Nov.

1.

All the selsyns and
the auditorium proper.
modulators will also be located at this point,
but will occupy very little room as they are
compactly built. The reactors will be mounted
on frames at remote prints where there is
room, such as beneath the stage or on the
The wir"grid" level high above the fl es.
ing to the lights will be arranged as heretofore.

The equipment was

built by General Elecinstalled by the U. S. A. Company, electrical contractors, and John Griffiths
& Sons, general contractors, according to the
design of Graham, Anderson, Probst and
White, architects. The opera house will open

and

Co.

tric

early

in

November.
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Money
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Phone Penna. 0330
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for
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12

S. Talkers Teaching
Europeans Our English

U.

Week's Headlines
Monday
Expansion in Far West planned by Paramount.
Extension of activities into humanitarian fields
announced by Fox on 25th anniversary as

Thanks

to

the

talkers,

Europe

By JAMES

Danish newspaper "Politiken," now
in

country.

this

American talking INDIE.

Danish girl who accompanied him to
America to participate in the inter-

aters.

national oratorical contest at Washington. Miss Torsleff spoke English
with an American intonation acquired
by attending talking pictures at home.

Tuesday
new Canadian chain deN. L. Nathanson.
RKO and Tiffany-Stahl have made good their
promises to Allied Slates Ass'n, says Abram
F. Myers.
Increased production at Long Island studio
planned by Paramount.
organize a

nied by

Wednesday
Although contract and arbitration agreements
not unfair, enforcement of them violates
the Sherman law, U. S. Federal Court
rules, suggesting revisions to comply with
law.
Distribution

be nationalized by screen ad-

to

vertisers.

houses

RCA

new

Deliverie; of

start

to

in

reproducer for small

December.

Thursday
Litt'e

Code

Iikel'hood seen
of Ethics.

of

revision of industry

vision

provisions

of

declared by U. S.

Sherman

of

of

—

here.
The new firm is capitalized at
Incorporators are J. Light$20,000.
hart, S. Ludwig, and O. Schroeder.

The

meet on restandard contract

Arbitration

Decision

Court to be in violation

(Continued

law.

from Page

t)

Friday
should be an important factor in the

exhibitor profit-sharing distributing organization.

Today
Pub

i.x

starting

expansiun

program

in

Ken-

tucky.

Motion
l'u

to

pjses

dismiss credit action slated.
screen advertisers Association

of

cited.

Fox Film

yearly net income doubles in 1929.

Paramount New Name of
Remodeled Conn. House

—

New

Haven, Conn. The Olympia,
Publix house here, will become the
Paramount before -Thanksgiving. It
being rebuilt

over 2,500.
New stage equipment is being installed in the theater, which will be
completely rewired.
is

to

seat

Beaver Dam
Beaver Dam, Wis. The Odeon i
being equipped with Western Electric
sound equipment.

Sound

for

—

SYNDICATE

SOUND DEVICECO., FORMED

IN ITALY

—

Rome Independent film exhibitors
of Italy have united in a consortium
capitalized at $25,000.
It is possible
that the group may enter the production
field.
Many of the leading
Italian picture houses have joined its
membership, among them being the

—

Leningrad Russia's first talking
picture house, equipped with apparatus entirely of Soviet manufacture
has been opened here.
The sound
system used is the invention of Engineer Shorin, according to whom
the Russian government has plan
to
produce $50,000,000 in talkers
within the next few years.

Arbitration will continue
present keel, at least until the
entering of a decree in Federal Court,

Largest Welsh Theater
Planned to Seat 3,000

indicated.
Attorneys for distributors and for the government will get
together and try to agree, after
which they will submit their proposals to the court and a decree be
entered. Then, decision will be made
as to whether appeal will be taken by
distributors.
Frank J. Rembusch, veteran of
many exhibitor battles, is at the head
of a new exhibitor co-operative which
plans national distribution of film^
on a franchise basis. It differs from
the First National plan, in that no

Swansea, Wales
The largest
!nu<e in Wales, planned to seat 3,000.

Friday:

on
it

its

is

payment

is

asked from exhibitors un-

after they have played the pictures, bookings to be on a straight
percentage basis.
Working out of
he plan will be an interesting development, furnishing a new insight
nto the exhibitor point of view
til

Radio Pictures knows an ace when

—

a real statistical job.

engine

Officers of the organization

ers.

ar

Iveson.

and

R

Australia Buys Fewer
U.S. Films, More British!

—

London

While importation joi

Vmerican films into Australia has
clined, purchase of British pici
In 1928 Australia in.
ias increased.
ported 512 American pictures,
against 621 in 1927, 649 in 1926 an
674 in 1925. These figures reprc
a decline of 162 over a period of four
years.
Last year the importation oi
a

British films almost doubled that oi
1927, the figures being 74 and 39.il

1925

Australia purchased 25 British
and the year following 24. 1

THE FILM uAlU
Imperia PilmsJ
produce pictures has been formei
Washington Bureau of

—

Washington

G.W. Pearson Named Head

—

Washington
Reorganization of
the board of Derussa, German-Russian producing and distributing company^, went into effect recently, it is
reported to the M. P. Division of the
Dept. of Commerce.
G. W. Pearson, head of International Talking
Screen Prod, of Great Britain, has
been named head of the directorate.

advises a report to
Division of the Dept
Pictures are to be made

Palerno,

Sicily,

both

Sicily

of Reorganized Derussa the M. P.
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Commerce.

ering.

—

i

and photographical

electrical

Production Co. Formed at
Sicily; at Work on One

resignation.

—

ol

translating mechanical vibrations int
electrical waves and to carry on business in sound apparatuses and

syndicate
including
Ewan
Davies, Cardiff; Treseder Griffin and
Walter Williams, Whitchurch, and
Hibbet Jones, London.

Welsh

British Theater Chain
London C. and R. Theaters has
been organized in Great Britain with
a capitalization of $250,000. Directors
are J. Rose, Albert and Arthur Clav-

—

THE FILM DAIU

Latest addition in
the sound apparatus field in London
is Vocosol, Ltd., formed with a capital
of $145,000, according to a report
to the M. P. Division of the Dept,
of Commerce.
Objects of the coin
pany are to acquire and trade will
inventions relating to a system

films,

has one.
That's why it has renewed the contract of "Bill" Le
Louis House
St. Louis
John McManus, former- Baron. He's been a topnotcher in
ly
of Dayton O. for the past twc production for years, but if he had
years, has been appointed manage;
'urned out no other one picture than
of the Loew's State here succeeding
'Rio Rita," he still would be right
George Dumond who has been trans- out in the front rank
ferred to Jersey City, N. J.
Today: Distributors, who have
been marking time awaiting the arMidnight Shows for Richmond
Richmond Sunday midnight show bitration decision, now are preparing
policy has gone into effect at the motion for dismissal of the credit
Their sweeping victory in
Loew's and Colonial. The Venus, a action.
South Richmond house, recently in- that case is expected to preclude appeal by the government
In
stalled sound equipment.
Kentucky, the Paramount expansion
O'Connell Remaining
is getting started, with many moves
Toledo Jack O'Connell will re- looked for in the "Blue Grass" state.
main as manager of the Vita-Tempi Keeping track of the holdings of
despite previous announcement of his Paramount and Fox is getting to be
at St.

—

Washington

will be built here at a cost of $500,000.
It will be constructed by a

it

McManus

Washington Bureau of

C. W. Iveson, Major C. W.
Soviet Plans Talkers as
Major W. H. Montgomery
First Wired House Opens G. Tugwood.

field

t

new

V0C0S0L LTD.,NEW BRITISH

—

to

William Le Baron's contract with Radio Pictures extended three years.
Present arbitrat'on system to stand pending
between government and disconference
trainors to reach accord on provisions held
illegal by Judge Thacher.
Frank J. Rembusch of Shelbyville, Ind., heads

CUNNINGHAM

EXHIBITORS FORM

Rosenfield Buys Mass. House
Campbello, Mass. Morris Rosen- Corso and Moderno, Rome; the
field of Boston has purchased the
Carlo,
Milan;
the
Modernissimo,
Keith here owned by Peter Donnelly. Bologna; the Malibran, Venice, and
the Verdi and Genoese, Genoa. Cav.
New Theater Co. Formed
Manlio Janni is at the head of the
Shawano Com- venture.
Shawano, Wis.
munity Theaters, Inc., was formed

Continental 1 heater Accessories to start acw'th establishment of headquarters
tivity
in New York City.
Government and distributors

P.

pictures,

cured for use of music of its members in
sound pictures, and for reproduction in the-

to

20. IQ29

Foreign Markets

is

acquiring a knowledge of America';
version of the English language, asserts Viggo Cavling, editor of the

according to him, are exshowman.
influence in Europe. He
erting
great
American Society of Composers, Authors and
Lis Torsleff, a
Publishers warns that license must be se- had proof of this in

Plans

Sunday, October

in

and

Italian colonies.
in production
"Parte," by Jacope

The company now has
film,

first

its

Cemin.
13 W. E. Houses in Scandinavia
Thirteen Western
Stockholm

—

Electric installations have been made
They are distributed
'n Scandinavia.
as follows: Sweden, nine; Norway,!
three; Finland, one.

Reorganized Ente Plans

Ends 7- Week Run in Berlin House!
Silent Picture Program
"The Singing
Berlin —Warner's
Rome The Ente has been reor- Fool" has completed a seven-week)

—

ganized by the Italian government.
Signor Bisi has been replaced by TulGiordani, while Com. Luciano
lio
Doria has been named director of
production.
A series of silent pictures will be made by the company

Already two
and its subsidiaries.
sound shorts have been made at the
Farnesina studios of the firm.

New

—

run

at the Palast

AM

Richmount
723 7th Ave.
.

D.

J.

|

ne .

Zoo.

Pictures
New York

MOUNTAN,

EXCLUSIVE

City

Pres.

foreigi representa
Pictures Corpoother eading inde-

tives for Rayart

ration and
pendent producers and distributors.
Cable Address RICHP1CSOC. Paris
Cable Address: DEEJAY. London
Cable Address: RICHPIC. N. Y.
:

Exporting only the
TTii'j».riirTT

t
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NEW BEAUTY
for the

SOUND
SCREEN
HiASTMAN SONOCHROME

embraces the widest range of

tinted positive films that has ever

screen.

And — what

sixteen delicate

is

been available for the

all-important in this

Sonochrome

tints

new age — the

are so adjusted as not to

interfere with the faithful reproduction of sound .... Successors
to the tints of the silent era, these

color

moods —new beauty—to

Eastman

films bring

new

the sound screen.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK

WILLIAM FOX

presents

Zane Greys
first all

talking picture

^^

with

GEORGE O'BRIEN
SUE CAROL

WARREN HYMER
ELIZABETH PATTERSON
Dialog b>

John Hunter Booth
staged by

A. H.

and

Seton

I.

Miller

Van Buren

Gone are the days of horse operas and the bad
men from various Dead Mens' Gulches. Fox Movietone outdoor talking pictures skyrocketed Westerns to
their old

nation-wide popularity. "In Old Arizona,"

new Westerns, toppled box office
records from Coast to Coast
Watch Zane Grey's

the

first

of the

—

hurricane romance duplicate the performance

HappinBt*

8m0({ia>

i

i

•

pi

!

'

fHE
;fe NEWSPAPER

M.LTHE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

I/filmdom
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Monday, October

18

OUNDHRMS TO
company Formed
" Welcome
-By

Price 5 Cents

Ends National Musician

Settlement

Danger

21, 1929

HIGHLIGHT MEMPHIS MEET

to

Produce for Exhibitor Co-op

Equitable Pictures to
Make Films for New
Distributing Firm

'

—

JACK ALICOATE-

Strike Threat

Equitable Pictures
Dover, Del.
Corp. has been organized here to protalked
duce pictures for the newly-organized
his way into New York via Motion Picture Congress of America,
his latest laugh extractor of which Frank J. Rembusch, ShelbyLeled "Welcome Danger" at the ville, Ind., is president.
The congress is a co-operative ex] voli on Saturday. After joining

JTAROLD LLOYD

hibitor-distributor organization

which

Bids for Favor of Various Firms to

T.O.A. Convention Next
Keen

South

in

sound equipment manufacturers in bids for
expected to highlight the convention of the M.P.
T.O.A. which opens its three day sessions at Memphis next Tuesday. An
instance of this is reported plan of Western Electric to establish a complete sound system at convention
headquarters, all details of which are
to be explained by company engirivalry

between

favor of exhibitors

is

German Gov't Acts
Berlin (By Wireless) — For

neers.

merry morning audience and is aiming at a membership of 6,000
the declared purpose of preLghing our wray through this exhibitors. Thirty features and 104
venting Ufa from gaining conera it is our honest, definite and shorts are planned for the first year,
trol of the company, the Geravailable in both sound and silent
i [divided opinion that Lloyd will
man government has taken an
form.
option on Emelka, it is anove as big and probably a bigThe new organization will distribnounced officially.
r money-maker in the talkers ute pictures on a franchise
basis,
(Continued on Page 7)
r everyone, including Mr. Lloyd,
he was in the silents. He is now
more finished funster because of
e use of dialogue and his ability
handle it convincingly and conilsingly.
"Welcome Danger" is
PLAN OF CANADIAN CO-OP "Chi" News Seeks Station
)t the funniest thing Lloyd has
For Television System
jne.
It is not the most thrilling.
Toronto Branches in every film
Application for an experimental
exchange center of Canada will be broadcasting station for the operais not the most polished bit of
pical Lloydian bang-up humor established by Exhibitors Co-opera- tion of a new system of television
tive of Canada, according to N. A. called "miscrovisor" has been made
r

Week

Mark M.P.

The "sound" convention of the
M.P.T.O.A. will give a major portion
of its time to discussion of the overhead problem of small houses, with
report to be made on the manner in

which reductions have been granted
(.Continued on

ROW

PHILLY

Page 2)

SETTLED

Philadelphia

— Strike

of

musicians

which has kept legitimate theaters in
this city dark since Labor Day, finally has been brought to an end with
signing of a new agreement between
union and theater representatives
which is to be in force until Labor
Day, 1930. The peace here has terTaylor, national secretary-treasurer. to the Federal Radio Commission by minated fears of a nation-wide walkThe firm which was organized here "The Chicago Daily News" through out of musicians and stagehands.
in July, 1928, has secured a national its radio editor, William S. Hedges, Among those who participated in the
charter
extend
to
its
activities who is also president of the Nation- conference that ended the strike was
throughout the Dominion. Since its al Ass'n of Broadcasters. The sys(Continued on Page 8)
formation, the co-operative has been tem is described as giving "full-

—

a

far-better-than-average
all three.
It's great
itertainrnent, sure box office and
credit to Lloyd the producer, as
istinguished from Lloyd, the comdian, in that it depends on clean
wholesome gags and situations
'ithout a single smutty suggestion
put it over.
it

it's

lerging of

of

Frank Rembusch

(Continued on

7)

Rodney Pantages Runs Houses

is

lways good copy to the trade papers,
tormy petrel and firebrand that he
means that his statements for pubcation are usually charged with gunowder.
His latest gesture to the
ldustry, however, is entirely peaceHe is planning a profit-sharing

Memphis

IN EIGHT

YEAR LITIGATION

co-operative distributing
ystem with a franchise to be issued
xhibitors without charge on the
ledge that they play company pictires on a flat 25 per cent gross ba(Continued on Page 2)

— Alexander

The English High Court

of

Ap-

peals has finally sustained, without
a dissenting vote, Universal's contentions for $300,000 against its former
British agents, Trans-Atlantic Film
(Continued on Page 7)

SEEN RECORD

IN

1929

ownership and management of
the Pantages theaters at Seattle,
Kansas City, Minneapolis, Memphis
and the Hollywood house now under

Record year is foreseen for Consolidated Film Industries, Inc. Earnings for the final quarter are also exNet inpected to set a new high.
come for 1929 is predicted to reach
$2,500,00 as compared with $1,575,966 for 1928, the previous peak year.
Profits for 1929 will be equivalent to
$3.57 a share on both classes of stock.
In the final quarter the company
stands to clear considerably more
than $667,114, the third-quarter fig-

construction.

ure.

Pantages

is

out of the vaudeville business, Emil
Uman, representative of Rodney Pantages, declared in a interview here.
Uman was here on reopening of the
Pantages, slated within a month,

showing Warner pictures exclusively.

l

xhibitors'

Page

Following Father's Retirement

Enter Rembusch
The name

operating in this territory.

Rodney

Pantages,

tains

said

Uman,

re-

—

;
'

—JZ&*

Monday, October

DAILY,

"Welcome Danger"
thousand members.
Theoretically we are with you,
Mr. Rembusch, in your latest effort,
STOCK MARKET
but, to get six thousand exhibitors to
(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)
agree to do anything whatsoever at
High Low Close Sales
one and the same time, to us, is the Am. Seat
200
Z2Vi 32^
32J4
height of optimism. Go to it, Frank, Con. Fm. Ind.
22 22
1,200
22J-6
Con.
Fm.
Ind.
pfd. 24^
500
24J4 24J4
and if you put it over we'll say you're
East.
Kodak
226^ 2I7J4 2\7y2 10,300
a better man than most men, Gunga Fox Fm. "A".
92%
9214
6,500
95V4
Din.
*Keith A-O
110

The goal

sis.

Pries 5 Ceuts

Monday.[0ct21. 1929
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SOUND FIRMS TO FURNISH

THE FILM DAILY,

to

Phone Circle
York, N. Y.
4736-4737-4738-4739. Cable address: Filmday,
Ralph
New York. Hollywood, California Granite
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone
London— Ernest W. Fredman, The
6607.
St
Wardour
Renter, 89-91
Film
Berlin— Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
Paris— P. A. Harle,
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la
Cour-des-Noues, 19.

—

W

The Industry's
Date Book

MEMPHIS MEET HIGHLIGHT
{Continued from Page

1)

Oct.

26

Oct

28

dinner,

Michigan M.P.T.O. 10th annual convention at Detroit.
Opening of "Jazz Heaven" at the
Oct. 29
Globe, New York.
Annual M. P. T. O. A. meeting
Oct. 29-31
at the Peabody Hotel, Memphis.
Tri-state M. P. T. O. convention
Oct. 31
1

Memphis.
Convention

tisers

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

Nov.
Nov.

Nov.
Dec.

Radio-K-I-A
*Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros
do pfd

70^

of Screen AdverAss'n at Detroit.

Premiere of "Condemned" at the
Selwyn, N. Y.
Opening of "Paris" at Central,
7
N. Y.
Actors' Equity Ball at Hotel Astor,
9
New York.
Projection talk by William Cana14
van at Hotel Astor, New York.
18-19
Annual fall convention of Texas
Unit at Dallas.
19-20
Ninth Annual Ohio M.P.T.O.
Convention at Columbus.
9-10
Meeting of North Carolina ex4

—

71
7

7*A
10

/2
l

300
700
300
100
15,200
15,200
3,200
34,500

15

32

28^

29
20

52

49

49%

3',666

47%

46^

46J4

300

—

Pittsburgh M- S. England and A
E. Klein, distributors of the Mella
phone sound device in Ohio, Penn

Kentucky and West Vir
have been appointed distribu

sylvania,
ginia,

i

'

Onawa Theater Co. Formed
Onawa Theaters, ha:'
la.

Onawa,

—

been formed here with Muriel Sean
Frandsen, Ella Marie and Phil Mon
sky as incorporators.

M. A. Lightman, who has named

Griffith,

president recently to succeed R.

Loew

Woodhull,

Nat.

F.
slated for re-election at
the Memphis sessions. An equipment
exhibit is to be a feature of the convention.
is

D.W. "A"..

30%
18%
2

25

V2

There

Split

300

54%

1,400

1%

deb its... 2'3J4
Ser
20^4
*Nat. Thea. Sup
Univ. Pict
*do pfd
do

Scr.

23

M

20%

23 54

20%

200
300

SERVICE

%

BOND MARKET
A-0 6s 46
Loew 6s 41ww
do 6s 41 x-war

82

106% 106% 106%

93%

Paramount 6s 47.. 98%
Par.

By.

5J4s 51..

99

NATIONAL

42

15%

93
98^5

98%

93%
98%
98%

talk in the financial mar- *Pnthe 7s 37
65
ket of a split-up of Paramount stockCURB BONDS
on a two-for-one basis. This is re- Am. Seat. 6s 36... 78% 78
78
garded as a preliminary step in a Warner 6J4s28
104%
OVER
THE
COUNTER
merger of Paramount and Warner
BID ASKED
interests.
The split-up is expected Roxy "A"
20
25
to come under consideration at a di- do units
22
26
do com
2
4
....
rectors' meeting today.
Skouras Bros
30
34
United Art
5
10

"'SILENT

400
500
300
600

IN

is

Baclanova Signed for
B. & D. Sound Picture
London

do

pfd

65

200

75

LAST PRICE QUOTED

—

British and Dominion,
have secured the service of Ba- Easy Terms on Cinephone
clanova, Russian actress and Paramount player, to appear opposite Disc Equipment in Britain
Mark Hambourg in a talker, "BeeLondon
The new disc sound
thoven," which will be directed by attachment recently placed on the
Herbert Wilcox.
The picture will market by Powers Cinephone to cost
be made in four languages, English, $4,000 is being sold in Great Britain
French, German and Russian with on terms of $1,000 down, with the
Hambourg and Baclanova speaking balance payable over a two-year
Ltd.,

—

in all four versions.

period.

hibitors' unit at Pinehurst.

Hamilton House Reopens
Hamilton, O.—The Wagle

theater,

suffered $3,000 damages by
Albert
recently, has reopened.
Rollins, operator, had his hands badly

which
fire

burned when an explosion occurred
in the booth.

WE ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE THAT
Albert G. Ruben
has become associated with our company as
Vice President

THEATRE CHAIN

WANT/ DEVELOPCC
how
If

you

know

—

fidential.

Box S-164
1650 Broadway

Jr. Co.
insurance brokers
75 Maiden Lane
NEW YORK

—

c/o

Film

New

Daily
York City

OCT.

1,

!929

MR. GAB; "The paper here
says a terrible thing happened to Manager Joe
McCarthy of the Cubs."
MRS. GAB:

"Is zat sol"

MR. GAB: "Uh>huh! Hegoi
bit by a Foxx and kicked
by a 'Mule* Haas."

Mitchell May

determine

to

the possibilities for new theatres in
various communities how to judge
the value of a location how to institute and carry through negotiations
we have an opportunity for you. Write
covering past experience, age,
us,
salary expected and anything else you
yourself would want to know if you
were doing the hiring. All letters con-

MRS. GAB: "Oh yeah?"
BEEKMAN 3200

,

tors for the Perfectone, in the samd
territories. Perfectone is the produc
of D. R. Kautz Co. It is a sound-on
film and disc device ready for im
mediate delivery, it is claimed. Th<
Kautz company offers a guarantee o
parts replacements and major im
provements free for two years. I

MARKET

Paramount Held Planning

Oct. 28-30

Oct. 31-Nov.

15%

*Keith

dance at
Universal
the Hotel Astor, New York.
Opening of "Broadway Scandals"
at Geo. M. Cohan, New York.

in

72

7%

"A"

103
103
59fg 59H
92'A 92^
24fg 24^

CURB
to oversold exhibitors.
Between 400
and 500 exhibitors, representing about "Cont. Thea. vtc
5,000 theaters are expected by organi- •Film Insp
Fox Thea. "A".. 25% 23 %
zation leaders to attend.
Gen. Thea.Equ. vtc. 54^
51

Two-for-One Stock
Club

F-L

Para.
do

1650

New

Broadway,

92%
24H

pfd

Pathe Exch

at

munications

M-G-M

106
60

Inc

21, 1929

MR. GAB: "OH YEAH.'"

October

lay,

DAILY.

21, 1929

Manager Changes Made

Coast Wire Service

Three Columbia

the return of Monte Blue to
last of "Isle of Escape" after in-

A

salesmen have been promoted
to office managers and one additional
manager appointed in three Columbia
William C. Ritter, salesbranches.
man of the company's Los Angeles
office and formerly with M-G-M has
been appointed manager of that office, while J. B. Underwood, formerly with United Artists joined Columbia as salesman at the Dallas exchange, has been promoted to man-

Little

llith

suffered in a fall off a raft
I:
on location, production has
resumed on the Warner pic|
lunder the direction of Howard
Inerton.
In the cast are Myrna

from "Lots"

ls

By

RALPH WILK

ager.

Arzner to Direct
|h Chatterton for P-F-L

TAYLOR
MATT
adaptation
and

I'othy
||ith

Chatterton will be directed in

ymond Nazarro

directing the
of a series of 12 two-reel com-

s

which

will

is

be based on popu-

superstitions and produced by
erstition Pictures, Inc., of which
ord R. Gross and Nazarro are

The comedies

ers.

will be

made

he Tec-Art studios.

*

writing
continuity

is

*

*

Jack Townley Sells Script
Townley has sold "The Last
ice" to Audible Pictures.
Lon

ng

will supervise the production.

AMERICAN—*

Columbia

delightful

away from Hollywood a little
more than a year ago. Universal liked his work in "The
"College Racketeer" so much
that he was immediately assigned the role of "Robespierre"

in

"La

Marseillaise,"
directed by

which is being
Paul Fejos.

to Build 1,278 Seat
House at Salamanca

new house

will seat 1,278 and indications are that Fox will secure a new
lease on the Andrews and probably
silent
pictures
remodeling
feature

*

* the

*

same

old story

*

EVENING JOURNAL—
grand actor *

*

*

*

*

moments*

its

* *
Tracy's a
backstage atmosphere has

—

EVENING WORLD

* * • very well
done, to be sure, but it is of the same genius
as so many other recent releases* * * Tracy
excellent* * *
is
* * With the two featured
players new to the screen, a week story inanely developed and conventionally directed,

GRAPHIC—*

"Big Time" has

little

recommend

to

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*
pictures

talking

the

all

made

so

it.

* *

best of
•
far * •

yet seen and heard on the screen
touch it for side-splitting comedy, tearjcrking pathos, honest and unashamed senti-

Nothing
can

ment*

house.

direction

only an occasionally funny scene but
nothing heart-rending.
*

*

*

POST—*

*

*

Dull photography and a lack

dramatic emphasis seem to keep "Big Time"
Reward Offered in Stench Bombing of
Mr.
down to a rather commonplace level.
Cleveland Reward of $500 offered Tracy is often funny in a wisecracking way.
—
SUN * * * somewhat trite story which*
by the Cleveland Motion Picture Ex-

—

Association for information
leading to the arrest and conviction
of anyone who threw stench bombs
in and in front of nine Cleveland
theaters recently.

hibitors

Oliver Reproducer for Nicaraugua
Cleveland
The Oliver Moving
Elizabeth Meehan, who wrote the Picture Co., manufacturers and disscenarios for "Beau Geste," "Lum- tributors of the Oliver Reproducer,
mox" and "Sorrel and Son," is now has sent its first machine to foreign
writing the scenario and dialogue for shores, with shipment recently to
The
"The Case of Sergeant Grischa," Nicaraugua, Central America.
which Herbert Brenon will direct for sale was made by the Movie Supply Company of Chicago.
*
*
*
RKO.
*

*

intelligent

make "Big Time" a

* *

movie*

little

DAILY NEWS—*

—

that

acted * * *
fascinating acting

and

S. Robertson, who
a reporter' on a Canadian daily, is tion of a theater here, and work is
making "Deadline," his first news- scheduled to start before the end of
paper story.
This is Robertson's the month, according to Walter L.
second talker, his first being "Shang- Trass, manager of the Andrews. The

pied as a leading character
juvenile until illness took him

*

brilliantly

for

Fox

New York

* a rather illegible carbon copy of the show business films that have
preceded it* * * The director has failed to
establish the spritely tempo which might have
improved the picture.
DAILY MIRROR—* * » A little gem,

Salamanca, N. Y. Fox interests
was once have plans well under way for erec-

John

*

ick

C. Bissell joins

Fox
Rpxy,

as manager of its Albany branch. He
for
the previously was branch manager
Universal in the same territory.

lm version of Timothy Shea's
ah and Son" by Dorothy Arzner.
eric March will have the chief
:uline role.
The adaptation and hai Lady."
gue are being done by Zoe
George Hackathorne is raps, while Louise Long is writing
idly coming back to the place
continuity.
on the screen which he occu-

zarro Starts Comedies
Based on Superstitions

Hal

"Big Time"

Hollywood

Compson, Nina Quar- "Love and Kisses," Jack Townley's
I Noah Beery and Ivan Simpson.
original story which will serve as a
starring vehicle for Laura La Plante.
Betty

Offices

Two

Hollywood Happenings
Irk on "Isle of Escape"
lumed as Blue Recovers

at

—

carries the picture across in good shape* *
the strength of the picture is in the acting
of Tracy and Miss Clarke.
* * * while the play as a whole
is of a familiar pattern, with few surprises
and little which has not been tried in the
past, there are passing moments which are
true and amusing * * * a performance such
as that by Miss Clarke makes it one of the
things most persons will enjoy.

WORLD —

Scheck to Direct "And How"
ax Scheck, dance director, who
Jose Bohr, who is being starred
Talkers for Madison, Fla.
renewed his contract with First in "Sombras de Gloria," a
Spanish
Madison, Fla. The Rex, Quitman,
ional, will direct "And How," a
talker being produced by Sono-Art,
now is equipped with sound appariphone
production
which
he
also cast the picture. He chose playatus.
M. McDonald is manager.
te.
It will be made in Techniers from every country where the
>r.
picture will be shown, with the residt that Argentine, Mexico, Italy,
Tashman for Mother Role
Spain, Chile, Peru, Brazil, Cuba,
.ilyan Tashman will have the first
France and Greece are represented.
:

—

ther role in her career in "The
ldren," which Paramount is pro-

ing from Edith Wharton's novel,
ry Brian will be the daughter,
lippe De Lacy will also be in the
i,

which Lothar Mendez

is

direct-

Warner Films "Sacred Flame"
The Sacred Flame," W. Somerset
jugham play, has been filmed by

No

Irner with Pauline Frederick as the

NORTH
+ +4 ft*

Ralph Graves Writing Another
Graves, the screen star, plans
excursion into the scenario
He is now preparing a story

[j.alph

lather

lL
Wch Columbia

will

buy

if

found

lable.

"Fighting Caravans" Put Off
j Fighting
Caravans," the all-talkii
Paramount version of Zane
B^y's story, has been postponed unI

Hnext spring.

It

will

have Gary

Cbper in the leading role.

RENAUD
HOFFMAN
now directing
HIS own ORIGINAL

&4t7\

Charge

&%

story

and homelike.
Chas. A. Berry

"Blaze O'Glory"

Owner

Starring

Eddie Dowling
with Betty Compson
for Sono-Art

J

This charming hotel surrounded by green lawns
and sun porches is the only Hotel in Atlantic City
serving breakfast in your room without charge.
The bedrooms are built for comfort;
each with its own private bath, large
closets, modern furnishings, bridge and
r>h
reading lamps and three or more windows to the room. Everything is cozy

H. L. Fiarbairn
Manager

— CONTINENTAL PLAN —

ALFRED GLAZER.
W. A. BAIER,

Elliott, Elliott.

Fort, Ft. Atkinson, Wij.

WILLIAM WISKE,

VERNON

R1CGLE,

R.

Auditorium, Laurel, Neb.
JOHN BILER,
Dixie, New Madrid, Mo.
C. H. HORSTMAN,
Empress. Chaffee. Mo.

TRINZ,

S.

SPRINGETT,

;

RAPPAPORT,

L.

Moneta. Los Angeles.

BOHNE & HUNT.
Metba. Houston. Tex.

H.

Alamo. Granger. Tex.
Iris.

MRS.

J.

El Paso, Tex.

VERNE

GORRELL,

S.

Winamac,
R. W. DAVIS,

T.

Ind.

Isis.

Park. Pasadena. Calif.
SAM R. PYLET,

J.

W. HUEBNER,

J.

P.

Oconomowoc. Wis.

Strand,

and

Wis.,

Waupaca,

Waupaca, Wis.

JOHN

LUDWIG,

A.

Astor, Parkway, and Jackson. Milwaukee.

W.

SIMANEK,.

J.

Cranada, Racine, Wis.

ROY
B

D.

New Lyric, Chicago.
W. WRIGHT,

F.

BOHMAN,

Lawford. Havana,

J.

Princess. Adrian, Minn.
T. McMINN,
Capitol. Superior. Wis.

L.

Arlington.

Elite.

J.

D.

S.

B.

J.

F.

Midway, Rockford,

Idle

Star,

C.

U

Hour. Hempstead. Tex.

SANTOS,
Texas, New

Liberty. DeLeon.

Tex

,

and

Ritz,

Col-man.

CHARLES

Tex.
N.

J.

D.

J.

F.

A. R.

KOPPEL,

Atlantic. East

Rockaway.

L.

McLESKEY.
Ritz,

M

Mission, St.

J.

L. C.

W.

J.

CONKLIN,
Empress. Chamberlain, S
FISH,
Cozy. Jeffers. Minn.

HIRAM DUNKIN.

R. L.

O

BRACKIN.

WILL PENCE,
Melba, Coldthwaite. Tex.

TIFFANYAVE
72

9

Minn.

Ellen Terry, Buffalo. N. Y.

c^ElvENTH

M.

Eureka,

S.

STACY,
S.

D.

NEDRY,

Schiller Park. Syracuse. N. Y.

CARL JOHNSON,
Arcadia, Floresville, Tex.

MRS. ESLE LARSON.
Cecile, Cokato, Minn.

CARL SOTHER,
Grand, Annandale. Minn.

H.

Shenandoah,

DAVIS,
Gem. Altotl.

LEWIS,

T. B.

W. A. COLLIN,

Capitol, Eaton Rapids. Mich.

RAY PEACOCK,
Majestic, Stafford, Kan.

la.

J. J.

HARWOOD,
Lexington, Cleveland.

H. H111.

Chien, Wis.

Welcome, China Grove. N. C.
G. M. PHILLIPS.

Palace. 'Royalton. Minn.

HOLDRIDGE,

Du

ADAMS,

G. L.

D.

W. CILMORE,

I.

MITCHELL,

E.

Regent, Prarie

CUMMINCS,

State,

Howard Lake, Minn.

LYDIA BEHL1NG,

D. SILBER,

Regal, Elvins, Mo.
Buffalo.

FILBEY,
Triangle,

Olivia,

Metropolitan, Owatonna. Minn.

B. B.

J.

TSCHEMACHER,

AL

M. C. RIGGS,

DILLEMUTH,
Broadway Lyceum,

A.

Lyric, Little Falls, Minn.

Mont,

Woodbridge, N.

BROWN,

C.

Casino, Buffalo. N. Y.

Mascot, Mobridge,

RITCH,

Callahan, Bainbridge, Ca.. Strand, Tifton,
Ga.

C. F.

American. Cushing, Okla.

and Gaiety,

Vashon, Vashon, Wash.

MARKOWITZ.

College, Los Angeles.

R.

B.

New Myrtle, Lewiston,
ROLL1N BURFIELD,

Ritz, Bedford. Ind
S.

Mont.,

JENSEN,

Roosevelt. Jamestown. N. Y.

Miles Standish, Minneapolis.
L. R.

Ignatius,

Ronon, Mont.

JOHN

Mich.

VONDERSCHM1TT.

DANIEL

E. S.

Strand, White Sulphur Springs, Mont.

CATTANACH,

St. Clair. St. Clair,

Von

State,

JOHN DISHMAN,
N

State,

Majestic. Stillwater, Minn.

YOUNG,

City

McCORMICK.

H.

W. BOLL,

CHARLES

ARMAND SULLIVAN,

TRIEB,

Princess. Roswell,
WILLIAM G.

H. P.

F.

Hour,

New York

Rex. Currie, Minn.
R. M. FULLER,
Palace. Grandview. Tex.
G. C. JOHNSON,
Pictureland, Metropolis. IIL

THORNE,

Idle

Rex, Townsend. Mont.

Crescent. Austin, Tex.
E. C.

S. L.

E.

Biltmore,

X

EDWARD BUCKLEY,

GRIFFIN,
Orpheum, Chinook, Mont.

MRS.

Palace, San Marcos. Tex.

R. C. CARBODE, •
Palace, Shiner, Tex.

Colonial, Alma, Kan.

JOHN

M. N1SHIOKA,
Ryan, Fresno. Calif.
B. A. RIVES, Jr.,
Liberty, Roanoke, Ala.
R. M. GLADSTONE,

J.

W. ZIMMERMAN.

F.

W.

FISHBECK,
Orpheum, Plentywood. Mont.

111.

RODENOK.

,

Mutual. Hamlin, Tex.

Memphis, Tenn.

Salano, Fairfield, Calif.
F. J.

S.

WALTER

McNEESE,

BESSIE RAWLS,

JOSEPH MALM,

I.

CUS KERAROTER,
Senate. Springfield,

la.

MOORE,

WILLIAM SHAPIRO,

Island. N. Y.

Lockney, Tex.

Grand, Kenedy, Tex.
P. V. WILLIAMS,
Roxy, Munday. Tex.

Linden Circle, Memphis, Tenn.

ASEMACOPOULOS,

G.

Isis.

L. C.

Lyric. Jerome. Ariz.

Mardi Cras. Coney

NOVAK.

Circuit, Tex.

O'HEARN.

T.

.«.

D.

Moose, Tremont, Pa.
C. A. GRON,
Pelham and Doris, Philadelphia.
J.

BOWS,

Lehigh, Oakmont, Pa.
H. D. TALLEY.
Majestic. Devine. Tex.

WARNOCK.
Luna. Battle Creek,

PHIL PECHARICH,

HODGE.

New, Glencoe. Minn.
M.

Echo. Detroit.
C. MAYS,
Montrose. Montrose. Calif.

GEORGE

J.

Cozy. Detroit.
C.

Regal, Gatesville. Tex.

Hodge
S.

NAT KAUFMAN.

III.

BROWN,

B.

H. T.

Aurora. White Lake,

M. CARNEY.
Princess, Deming,
MORRIS ROBBINS.

W.

U

Northville, Mich.

FLUECAL,

J.

Pekin, Pekin.

JOHN OCHILTREE.

E.

Opera House. Lenora. Kan., and El'
Jennings, Kan.
R. LUSH,
P. & A.. Plymouth. Mich., and P.

HARRY

LUBERTHAL,

L.

WALTER

Strand. Sturgis, Mich.

Strand, Paoli, Ind.
Gulf, Tex.

SCH1EFERECKE.

i.

Austin, Chicago.

McINTOSH.

S. E.

KEITH,

E. F.

HYMAN

STERNS,

Hour. Rochester. Minn.

M. W. DENNIS,
Paw Paw. Paw Paw. Mich.

Humble. Tex.

McKENZIE.

J.

Idle
J.

New

COLLINS,

ALGER,

III.

A. HILL,
Hollywood, Chicago.

•

Eagle, ^Philadelphia.

Lincoln Hippodrome, Chicago.

fc

HAROLD

NEWMAN,

C. L.

Victoria, Victoria, Tex.
E. N.

L.

Howard and

HENRY GOLDBERG,
Capitol. Morrison: Princess, Urbana,
Champaign; Rexy. Lasalle and Peru,

Majestic, Hattiesburg. Mist.

HUFFMAN.

CHARLES

11!.

RUBIN FRELS,

Crystal, Fulda, Minn.

JOSEPH PRJCE,

DAVIS,

E.

J.

Bluebird, Denver.

HOUSE,

GEORGE RAUENHORST.

Grand, Walters, Okla.

LAWRENCE.

H. E.

Cornell, Chicago.

Granada and Fern, Milwaukee

LEO UPCHURCH,

Majestic. Hillsboro. Tex.

JOHN KRAFCISIN.

Lyndy, Rochester, N. Y.

HARRY HART,

E. E.

HONDELE.

A.

WOOTEN,

J.

Lyric. Ennis, Tex.

Criterion, Moorestown, N-

Compo, Tex.

Olympia, Canyon, Tex.
H. A. COLE,
American, Bonhan, Tex.

M. THREET.
Texan. Lufkin. Tex.

SIMON MYERS,

CHARLES

W.

PALY.

F.

Dallas. Tex.

Pastime, Clarendon, Tex.

Indiana and Rose. Chicago.

A. BUTLER,

Crystal, Washington, D. C.

SCHUBECK.
Palace, El

Center, Chicago.

FINEMAN,

L.

JOHN FENYVESSY.

H MULKEY.

111.

H1RSH,

Admiral. Philadelphia

Queen.

Cliff

Arcade, Akron, O:

JACK DAUSES,

DUNBAR,

E. L.

HANZE.

J.

M.

F. MAGINNIS,
Tivoli, Lorain, O.

L. L.

MICHAEL PERUN,

BENSON,

R. E.

C.

A.

Century, Philadelphia.

O.

M. SPAYNE,

W.
S.

UJKA,

WARDA,

J.

B.

Dayton. Akron. O.

Egyptian. Anderson,

Marshfield.

Trio.

Syracuse, N. Y.

OSTEEN.

P. C.

ADLER,

BARRY,
GofiSnet, Rittman.

Varsity. Buffalo.

J.

Grand. Larrimore. N. D.

Cazenovia. Buffalo, N. Y.

Vernon. Chicago.
A. GOFFINET.

Fla.

FRANK

A. C. GUTENBERG.
Grand, Milwaukee.
Falls.

CURDTZ,

F.

J.

ROE,
Turn Hall,

Calif.

Majestic, Greenville. S. C.

JAMES CARDINA.

Hollywood. Milwaukee.
C.

H.

COODMAN,

L.

Suburban, Binghamton. N. Y.

Hippodrome. Niagara
E. C.

Garden, Tampa.

GEORGE HANES,

Strand. Buffalo. Minn.

Hour. Festus, Mo.

Capitol. Niagara Falls.

GORE.

B. E.

Door. Sturgeon Bay. Wis.

RALPH AVERSA.

W. COLLISON,

or Regent. Akron, O.

WILLIAM KENHOLTZ,

J.

New Piedmont. Oakland.
M. ATLAS,
.

FEDERHAR.

FRANK BORCHERT.

C. C. GRIFFIN.

Rex, Scobey, Mont.

Davis. La Mesa, Calif.

la.

MILLER,
Idle

la.

V. B. THIEN,
Palm, St. Louis.

Cold Water. Mich.

Tibbits.

Centerville.

American. Pittsburgh.

VANES,

D. R.

Madison. West Rochester, N. Y.

Cameo

Majestic, Bridgeton, N.

W. BLAIR,

Girardsville, Pa.

FENYVESSY.

M. M.

SARTORIOUS.

H. E.

ELMER NOVY.

Coloma. Coloma, Mich.

Opera House,

BERRY,

Capitol. Heartley.

City.

Moon. Spencer, Neb

ALGU1RE,

C. C.

C.

C.

LOUIS LINKER,

Drake Avenue.

JOSE M. MUNOZ,

Ozaukee or Strand, Port Washington,

Campus. Norman. Okla.

CORDER,

S.

ROOB,

N.

ROY

Concord. Henrietta. Okla.

ROBERTS,

O.

Layton Park, Pearl and Crace. Milwau

W.

FRANK HOLL1STER,

C. H.

SANDLIN,

G. L.

CHARLES WASHICHECK,

LARSON,

Grand, Jordan, Minn.
HENRY A. WIECKS.
State. Belle Plain*. Minn.

Strand, Wallingford. Conn.

ALFRED BAUM.
Peerless. New York

Majestic. Stephensville. TeX.

J.

CAVANASS.

111.

MARKUM,

Pico. Los Angeles.

HARRY OLSHAM,

Liberty. Oakhill. O.

R.

Milwaukee and National, Milwaukee,
Allis, West Allis. Wis.

ABE SANDOW,
P. C.

Plaza, Phoenix, Ariz.

THOMAS DONNELL,

U

la.

JONES, JR.

Forrest, Booneville, Ind.

Family. Jackson, Mich.

A. R.

E.

Rex, Indianapolis.
G. FISCHER,

Palace. Montpelier. Ind.

JAMES W. LEATHY.

Lovejoy, Buffalo.

HENRY THOMAS.

A.

Lyric, Galatia,

Detroit.

GEEDY,

L.

Chateau. Chicago.

New. Woodstock,
Strand. Strasburg. Va.
Va., and New Market. New Market. Va.

J.

Dawn,
J.

PACE,

B.

Crest, Creston,

Lawndale, Chicago.
JOHN E. NIEBES.

FRANK FORREST,

E.

WILLIAM DALKE,

ALBERT

HARTZMAN,

M.

Wasco, Wasco. Calif.
FRANK A. GRAHAM,
Cranada, Auburn, Wash.
GORLANDO DI GIACOMO.
Edward, Chicago.

Community, Red Granite. Wis.

Opera House. Ambler, Pa.

Mabel, Chicago.

W. THRESHER,

A.

HENRY,

S.

SOL BEST,
Paj

STURCHE,

Palace, 5eguin. Tex.

A M

L

Veek? Watch ForOurAdJ

opear Here Next
m

C. RITTER.
?lvola. Detroit.

R.

ElTOCKER,

J.

IMOMAND,
IMUNROE.
lunroe. Rolla. N. D.

L.

ILrnold.

Greenwood and Virginia Park.
L. LEWIS,

US OVERMOE.
em. Hillsboro. N. D.

Wanoca, Wallace.
Lumberton, N. C.

[elchar. Mayville, N. D.

JDUIRE.
[tar, Kanawah,

.

t

Colden
C. G.

la.

Crand

Yale.

mghton, Pittsburgh.

MERMAN,

IS GOODMAN,
kstor, Baltimore.

CRANE,

J

Tampa,

'ark,

t

Rialto.

Fla.

Majestic,

1WILLER,
3ur, Crand Rapids.

EIAN

W.
H.

Grand Rapida.

"airmont.

FISCHER.

.

L

I

A Id in o, Milwaukee.
SCOTT,

Royal. LeMars.

HERMAN.

.

Rivoli.

Weil

Point. Neb.

WESLEY,

S.

JWiUonville. Wilsonville,

DU

BOIS.

Doa

Palos,

\A

Uf.

and

Okla..

Ritz.

T.

Arc, Delphia. Ind.

la.

Royal, Danville. Ind.

Lyric, Casslake.

Lyric, Abilene,

RECORDS.

.

[impress,

and Majestic. Hebrow,

Deshler,

W.

L. R.

UUIT THEATRES.

P. C.

INC.
phorewood. Shorewood, Wis.

Unique, Mobridge,

INC.,

A.

PAUL,
and Lyric, Chester. Pa.

-yric, Philadelphia,

IAM A. LEUCHT,
[savoy. St. Joseph,

E.

Wash.

E.

New

IWCES PEART,

1

111.

RLES TRIFON,
New Gulf. Goose Creek, Tex.
IIS

M.

THOMPSON,

Thompson, Wilson, Okla.
RY F1NKEL,
Arcade or Colonial, Pittsburgh.
'.

BECKER,

J.

C.

Elite,

M M.

CAMPBELL,

Palace. Royalton.
Liberty, Maiden,

Grant, Philadelphia.

:PH BRODIE,
Brodie, Baltimore.

SCHARLEY,

L.

F.

M.

SATKAUSKAS,

Milda, Chicago.

LEHR,
St.

Loui..

BEN & MORRIS FLAKS,
New Lincoln, Baltimore.
R. C. HARPER,
Blackstone. New Rockford.

ROBINSON.
Empire, Sellersburg, Ind.

III.

Mo.

H. N. TURNER,
Family, Pine City, Minn.
G. N.

TURNER.
Family. North Branch, Minn.

M.

N. D.

WALKER,

Irving, Indianapolis.

Louis.

H. E.

WESTER,

Lyric, Le Seur

la.

E.

SCHLUETER,
Community, Arlington, Minn.

Strand, Knightstown, Ind,
1.

MOORE,

CHARLES

LOUIS W. VICK,
St.

S.

Hilltop or Capitol, Pittsburgh.

St. Louis.

FRED KORB.

GUTHRIE,

J.

CHARLES PERRIZO,
Grand. Grand Rapids. Minn.

NELSON.

Ashland,

Morrill. Neb.

RHOADES,

WILLIAM COX,
T.

Durham,

Lehr Circuit,

Grand, Story City,

Liberty. Mantorville. Minn.

RESNICK.

J.

Muskegon Heights, Mich.

New Warrenton. Warrenton. Mo.

E. A.

0. C.

Worland, Wyo.

CEORGE W. LUCE,
Ideal.

Heights,

DAVID

S.

Centerville, S. D.

MURPHY,

W. ZIMMERMAN,

Keiths, Baltimore.

Fredro, Detroit.

E. A.

E.

N. C.

VONDERSCHMITT

King Bee.

CHARLES KERBY.
Elks.

BEN

ALEX

JOSEPH OLSCHEFSKV,

Wonderland, Minneapolis.

UN & JOSSLYN,

Willis. Detroit.

Creenleaf. Kan.

Milwaukee.

VONDRA,

HOLMQUIST,
New Broadway.

D. E. HECKMAN,
Royal, Nazareth. Pa.

WALTER HOHLFELD.

Becker and Castle, Philadelphia.
I

la.

or Garden. South
F.

E. E.

Circuit, Indiana.

Marshalltown.

SELLERS,
Dunbar and

Grand

Palace, St. Louis.

H. P.

Circuit. St. Louis.

BODEN,

Rainbow, Mahnomen, Minn.

DON NICHOLS,
<*

J.

CHARLES

COLDEN,

R. O.

DON THORNBURC.

Dawn, Hartford City, Ind.
Colonial or Peart, Gillispie,

111.

JAMES

Thorp, Wis.

Carolina.

Elizabethtown,

Wehrenberg

Ely, Minn.

Capitol, Marshalltown. la

M. D. LEDBETTER,
Little,

Lehigh and West Alleghany. Philadelphia

FRED WEHRENBERC,

DUNSMORE,

Ind.

NEAL,

Granada. Bridgeville, Pa.

GUCKER,

PERELMAN,

Balston, Minn.

Rialto,

JAMES LYNCH,

Mo.

H.

BOGUM1LL,

J.

C. C.

Limberlost, Ceneva, Ind.

Jr.,

irhompson. Healdton, Okla.

RLES

Gem,
F.

Kokomo,

LYON,

ANKRUM,

H. F.

WHITLEY.

WALDO

THOMPSON,

D.

D.

S.

Princess, Oconto. Wis.
J.

Colonial,

Zapitol, Port Angeles,

I

E.

M. MILTENBERC.
Opera House.

MERRITT,

L.

RLES H. GEORGE,

I

A. C. GORTATOWSKY,
Albany and Liberty. Albany, Ga.

Strand, Hastings, Mich.

plew Cudahy, Cudahy, Wis.

I

Gem. Edmond, Okla.

Broadway, Crosby, Minn.

SCHRAM,

Indianapolis.

O. A. WEICKERT,
Lux, Perham. Minn.

W.

STACY,

METZGER,

H. C. STETTMUND, Jr.,
H. S. and Odeon, Chandler. Okla.

Clark. Vacaville. Calif.

dtEWOOD THEATRES.

I

Kan.

CLARK.

J.

•Jeb.

I

STROWIG.

H. F.

Minn.

R.

Mecca and Two Johns,

Ind.

SPEARMAN,

C. H.

A. LEBER,
Royal, St. Louis, Mo.

L.

Belmont. Talbot and Sheldon, Indianapolis

Opera House, Angola,

Liberty, Saxton, Pa.

H *LES PERRIZO,
.yceum, Deer River, and

HARRY MARKUM.
CHARLES

JOE BROKAW,

HICKES,

J.

JAMES

Lark, Brazil. Ind.

Jewel, Anthon,

KENDALL,

D. F. ESLIN,

Weltston, St. Louis.
T. LAWSON,
Crand. Mt. Olive, 111.

la.

A. C. MILLER,

LYON.

F. C.

Palos. Calif.

Casino, Melcher,

Cherokee,

.

City,

M. STAHL,

THOMAS BARNETT,

Cordell,

Ritz,

111.

Paul, Minn.

lone, Minneapolis.

la.

GARRETTI,

T.

DAVIDSON.

J.

MRS.

Strand, Newton,

Okla.

Dos

WILSON,

Wis.

St.

Columbian, Wamego, Kan.
H. M. DRYER.
Savoy, Minneapolis.
O. A. LEE,
Leola, Minneapolis.

FREDERICK HOYT,

tiny.

South

W. A. ROGERS,

Deireck. Maud. Okla.
R. C.

RATHS,

N.

Ideal,

W. BURKEY,
Summit, Kansas

Palace, Staples, Minn.

Orpheum, Scotts Bluff. Neb
LOUIS B. CHRIST.
Columbus or Audion, Green

la.

OTTO
C.

MOMAND.

Dodge Center, Minn.

TERRY,

Bijou, Minneapolis.

MAPLE,

B.

flagstaff, Ariz.

WILLIAM OSTENBERC,

Grand. Remsen.

Elko, Bemidji, Minn.

Viking, Benson, Minn,

Maple, Albany, Mo.

Hayheld, Minn., and Opera House.

Ideal,

la.

KOCH.

R>
i

L.

New Orpheum,
V. BERGTOLD,

BERGER.

G. O.

W. MAPLE,

A.

Minn.

DAWSON,

JOHN DE MARCE,

McCARTY.

L. E.

MARY

Granada, Alhambra, Calif.

SCHUTTE.
New Prague,

Cozy. Bethany. Mo.

Diamond, Lake Odessa, Mich.
M. COSTIGAN,

FERRY,

.

Peter. Minn.

MRS. H. H. CHASE,

Jliver, Detroit.

B.

Galewood, Grand Rapids*
1.

Opera House, Saint

JTTENBERG,

•

Grand.' Willeston. N. D.

Gem, Shakopee, Minn.

DALE,

N. L.

LUDCKE,

J.

SNYDER,

C.

Strand, Lowell. Mich.

Park, Huntington Park. Calif.

CHERVENKA,

i

J.

L. E.'

H. C. COLLIER.

MORTON.

T.

TRACEY,

L.

Grand, Carrington. N. D.

Savoy,

Park, Newaygo, Mich.

Lyric, St. Charles, Mich.

Grand Rapida.

Jurton,

DON

Wealthy, Grand Rapids.

THOMAS BOULDEN.

Grand Rapids.

1LMS,

Minn.

Lib, Cloquet,

E. DICKSON,
Aristo, Lemmon, S. D.

E. R.

VARNEAU.

E.

E. L.

"Parkview, San Francisco,

A. BIRD.

livoli.

0.

Waynoka, Okla.

WHITE,

A. L.

Lakeland. Dassel, Minn*

W. M. MILLER,

Ore.

C. F. SEERS,
O.tego, O.tego, Mich.
E. C. OATLEY.
Star, Rockford. Mich.

CAMPBELL,

R. IT

Falls,

REYNOLDS,

Charles, Mo.

St.

ELLIOTT,

R.

W.

Family, Grand Rapids.
H. ARTHUR.
Garden, Marshall, Mich.

W.

Cem, Akron. .O.

I tar. Watseka. III.
t PHILLIPS.
'alace, Freeport, Tex.
,

Calif.

SPAYNE,

N.

KENNEY,

T

Vox, Klamath

H. T.

Bailey, Bunkie, La.

'ooney Circuit, Chicago.

Strand,
J.

Ind.

MACPHERSON,

C.

BAILEY.

R. L.

.COONEY,

Oakland.

ROBERT STEMPLE,

Metropole, Chicago.

Okmulgee. Okla.

SMITH,

Cozy, Minneapolis, Kan.

M. RUBIN,
Uptown, Michigan City,
C. GLENN FLESER,
Liberty, Grand Rapids.

Amuzu. Jasonville, Ind.
MRS. LEE MOTE.
Acme, Riverton. Wyo.
A. C. DIPPO,

Itw Carnegie. Carnegie. Pa.

111.

EDWARD BRUNELL,

CEORGE PASSEN,

Dakota.

S.

Red Eagle. Eagle Bend, Minn.

EDWARD

Madison, Madison,

BLAKESLEE,

L.

Berger Circuit, N. and
Del.

STEINBERG,

H.

Ellsworth, Kan.

Ind,

W. W. DURAM,

Opera House, Dover,

CEORCE HANIOTIS,

FLEISHMAN.

r\|Y

Bell.

B.

SCHINDLER.

B.

Crand, Lander, Wyo.

Neb.

Island,

Pastime,

SHIPLEY.
Community. Harbor Beach, Mich.

CEORCE

MAYMAN,
Lyde,

C. and

N.

New Washington,
BUCKLEY,
New Topic, Fairfax, Minn.
J. LANGLOIS,
Alamo, New Roads, La.
BERGER,
Masonic,

la.

H. HIERSTEINER,
Family, Des Moines.

Aitkin, Minn.

D. W.
L.

Princess, Boone,

LYONS,

YOUNG,

F. H.

ANDERSON,

M.

J.

E.

Moveum,

Whiteway, Marlow, Okla,

SHERMAN WICGINS,

COODROAD,
Brand, Warren, Minn.

'

Dream, Indianapolis.

CHARLES

FRANK MILLER.
Detroit.

JOSEPH CAUDELL,

ffrOLAN.

HOWARD ARMSTRONG,

MENGES,

Lakeville, Lakeville, Minn.

Lyric, Lebanon. Mo., Lyric. Salem. Mo..
and Lyric. Rollo, Mo.

[ma. Rolette, N. D.

J.

ROBERT SHEN.
Ind.

JOSEPH PORTELL,

J'ARSON,

Cantwell. Marceline. Mo.

State, East St. Louis.

Honeymoon. South Bend,

f rand. Wallock. Minn.

.

LOUIS

Model. Pittsburgh..
H. D. CARBIENER,

Circuit. Okla.

D.

S.

Star, St. Louis.

ROSEN,

A.

CANTWELL,

A. D.

Lowell, Canton,

CHRIS EFTH1N,

H. SELIC,
Gem, Chicago.

ROSZKOSKI,

HICCINS.

F.

Princess. St. Mary,, Kan.

LOWELL,

P.

Majestic, Pottsville, Pa.

SIDNEY

julton, Detroit.

,lomand

W.

MOORE,

F.

H.

Peoples, Crosby, Minn.

Larkin. San Francisco.

fllyrlle. Detroit.

is|h

THORPE,

H.

MICHEL,

C.

Center, Minn.

W. THAMPE,
Thampe Circuit, Milwaukee.

C. E. 'WILLIAMS,
Victoria and Park,

ALFRED

Omaha.

G. WERTIN,
Wertin. Albany. Minn.
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Timely Topics

Along The Rialto

A

Digest of
Current Opinion

THE
to achieve variety

in the plots
of their pictures, are now trying
to alleviate the medium by introducing new mechanical novelties.
They consider that if the electri-

them once by

developing the Vitaphone, other
engineers can save them again
with other ingenious contrivMechanical novelties are
ances.
now expected to fill the hole created by the absence of creative
artistry.

Robert E. Sherwood in
"McCall's Magazine"
*

*

Thinks Wide Film Will
Help Swell Film Audiences
JUST as sound added thousands
of new patrons to the weekly
attendance of theaters, so too will
the wide film become an asset in
bringing to the theaters new customers who heretofore have not
regarded the "movies" as the
highest type of entertainment.
And if the public once becomes
acquainted with wide film and
demands it, and makes a display
of their approval at the box office, then we will have wide film
whether we like it or not.

Jr.

DALY

By PHIL M.

one of income tax returns filed by a
number of fillum luminaries. Various items listed as expenses are under the government eye
Joseph Walker
should receive a hand for the fine camera work on "Flight" on
which he was chief cameraman. Incidentally, the same may be
said for his handling of the photography of "Submarine."
Mitchel May Jr., insurance brokerage firm, certainly hit out
a four-bagger when it annexed Al Ruben, go-getting insurance
man and a specialist in life insurance for film folk. Watch business grow this year
Freddie Knispel, veteran Chicago
manager of Columbia, now is doing his stuff for the same firm in
St. Louis.
Fred was utility man in the Middle West for Pathe
so long that he knows all the situations
And Phil Dumas
is back home, as Chicago Columbia manager
Gloria Swanson's going to Hollywood to make a new pitchur
immediately after premiere of "The Trespasser"
D. W.
Griffith's in Noo Yawk in quest of an Abraham Lincoln for his
forthcoming pitchur
Eddie Goulding also is in for "The
Trespasser" opening
Mary Pickford is expected back
from Yurrop alone, so she can attend the Actors' Relief Fund
ball.
She's president of the fund

should
AND WHO
kolyum

That Warner sign, billed as the world's largest, atop the new
theater at 51st and Broadway certainly is attracting attention.
Eddie Weisfeldt, whose name was synonymous with
classy presentation at Milwaukee, now is with Publix at Detroit.

Chatter
Charley Schwartz)
Stocks are going down, but a lotk
guys in this club find their pulse
going up.

latest

*

*

THAT'S

THAT

PhilM. Daly,

Lacking Good Stories, Films
Turn to Mechanical Ingenuity
movie producers, unable

21, 1929

-AND

with
rpHE

cal engineers saved

Monday, October

U.

S.

probe

is

the

m. but

on-

a.

George Bilson, who

old pal,
this

breeze into

this

ole

li'l

one

whisper-

The Scotch

our ear:

in

cen-

sus takers are now rolling a penny
down the street to save the expense
of a house-to-house canvas.

Extra!

Mame

Mysterious

has gone tnfe
retirement for a coupla days, for
radios us from Secaucus, N. J. tha:
she ivill be- in soon with a lotta dk
about a guy in this fillum biz wk'
tried to tell her the old, old story of
not doing right by our Nell. Wonder if he's a friend of ours, the lovtdoivn so-and-so. If he had any semt.
he'd a known that Mame was tk
original Nell. That's the reason tit.
now calls herself Mysterious Mam

Empey

(By

*

And

then there's the one about the fellow who tried
companionate marriage and lost the wife's address
Mike Simmons relays the crack by Kelcey Allen about the
fellow who brought to America a load of 100 year old champagne
without being stopped. He declared them as antiques

*

*

Nursery Crimes

Hey
The

diddle, diddle
cat and the fiddle

Who

are you working for
Since I saw you before?

"Motion Picture Record"

Court in State Should
Deal With Censorship

72

a serious question whether
reflection on individual police
officers, or a number of such officers,
and exposures of inef-

IT

NUMBER

Mur-Ad
72

is

ficiency, stupidity, corruption

and

lawless treatment of prisoners
constitute proper legal ground for
suppression of an otherwise inThe courts
offensive spectacle.
of last resort in the several states
should be given opportunity to
deal with motion picture censorship, the assaults of which on
freedom and candor threaten to
become a menace.
"The Chicago Journal"

THEIR
FIRST

ft.4»

JOBS
CARL

E.

MILLIKEN

lumber business

you tell the boys your
wheeze and they don't give it a
If

MANY HAPPY RETURNS

ble,

be

and

tell

Famous Film Conversations

Statistics
By JAMBS

P.

Editor,

nonchalant light a Murs
'em they're so dumb they

flunk the blindfold test.

Industry
Statistical

—

I

tun

"How

about expenses?"

CUNNINGHAM
The Film Daily

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DA
1928, 77 American
INnies
placed

compa-

October 21

850 feature re-

on the U. S. distribution
market, including nearly 200
productions made in studios
abroad and imported during the
year.
During the previous
year, approximately 750 fea-

IN

leases

were available for booking in the United States. More
tures

than 800 features, it is estimated, will be distributed in
1929, including the usual average number of importations.
More than 80,000 positive prints
are needed on the 800 features
on 1929 release charts, figuring
on the basis of 100 prints per
feature, a

low average.

wishes

Best
tions

are

and

congratula-

extended by

FILM DAILY

THE

to the follow-

Buck Jones

and

*

ing

members

who today

of

the industry,

are celebrating their

*

at

New York

New York

Josephine Lovett

reco

Strand.
*

*

Executives

Lloyd Hughes

Don Hancock

Ma

*

"Broken Blossoms" breaks
*

birthday:

Shirley

signed by Fox.

of First National
for special meeting.
*
*
*

Bray Pictures Corp. secures Inti
national Film Cartoons, originals
which appear
syndicate.

in

Hearst newspap

THE
i

October

[ay,

J^S

DAILY
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More Notables to Attend
UNIVERSAL
WINS
$300,000
Jessel Testimonial Dinner
for Exhibitor Co-op

Firm Formed to Produce

Musical Notes
•

By CLEF*

MN BROOKHOUSE,
Manager of George &
adosi Inc. has

left

town

General
Arthur
to

survey of business

make

the
He will return somewest.
next week. This firm is making
strides towards the top with
utstanding catalogue of both
ar and theme songs.
leral

in

Ma

You Waiting For Me

re

The following

(Continued from Page 1)

members

e?" one of the prettiest ballads
heard in some time, is the
acquisition to the Bibo-Lang
r.
This song was written by
ie McCortnell, Clarence Gaskill
hil Davis.

to play pictures

on a 25 per

No charge will
cent of gross basis.
be made for the franchises. Its own
system of arbitration is proposed by

IN EIGHT

YEAR LITIGATION

(Continued from Page

1)

will be present at
testimonial dinner which the
Jewish Theatrical Guild of America
is tendering George Jessel Oct. 27,
the
Commodore, New York.
at

the

Morris Greenhill and John Tip- George M. Cohan, Arthur Hammerthe company.
which has been in litigation for stein, Louis Mann, Harry Hirscheight years, according to cable adSeeks Station vices received in New York by Carl field, Nathan Jonas, the Rev. Dr.
'Chi"
Christian F. Reisner, Father Martin
For Television System Laemmle from James V. Bryson, E. Fahy of the Catholic Actors'
(.Continued from Page 1)
general manager of Universal, Ltd., Guild, and the Rev. Dr. Randolph
length" pictures instead of the "bust" of London.
Ray of the Little Church.
First decision in the case, rendered
pictures now being transmitted by experimenters.
The newspaper is also by a referee in 1928 resulted in a deseeking a rebroadcasting channel for cision against Universal, involving
$250,000. Universal appealed to the
international use.
Divisional Court of Appeals and won
a reversal, plus a balance judgment
New Hastings Management
Hastings, N. Y. Victor Mona- of more than 10,000 pounds due UnichelH lias taken over the manage- versal and costs. This decision was
ment of the Hastings from George appealed to the High Court of Appeals by the British litigants.
Hurley.
Co.,
pett

News

—

Washington & Geary.
Three Musketeers" of the gooc'
Warner-Witmark, have recentlv
leted "I'd Like To Be a Gypsy"
will be themed in Corinne
gidson,

WHAT IMPORTANT

next starring vehicle "LilField," "Am I Blue?"

th's

FILM FOLK

The

3f

"On With The Show" and "My
Of The Nile" theme song

ABOUT

SAID

of

featuring Richard Barthelare the firm's best sellers.

?,"

the 1929

icent Lopez has signed to furthe music in the Sea Glade at
't. Regis Hotel for the next two

Koppel,
then,

A

who

writes a song
the following

tells

Film Daily Year Book

now
little

Judge espying the
court one day said

certain

Tailor in
What are you* doing here?"
eve it or not, answered Abe, I'n
ing a suit." (There's no moral).

plimus Sound-on-Film
evice Placed on Market
ston

— Simplimus

market a

the

for

Inc.

Installs

d

"You may

Ned

my mind

more than

all

that the

other reference

bet that I will keep

First National Pictures

my

Year Book handy
mighty interesting and I intend to give
ough looking-into."
the 1929 Film Daily

E. Depinet

Tivoli has

House Changes Hands
Ind. John E. Swain has

Gem

in

books combined."

"The book

new sound equipment.

:men,

doubt

copy of

—

it

looks

it a

thor-

New Equipment

Va.—The

liana

little

ture executives

has
sound-on-

,

is

1929 Film Year Book will be consulted by pic-

Vivian Moses

now

sound reproducer which sells for
including head amplifier, it is
ed. The sound-on film head has
dependent drive and can be used
separate unit without disc equipit is said.
The head also can
tached to projectors with most
makes of disc equipment.

rfolk,

"There

—

H. D. Buckley

my

United Artists Corp.

to

desk and

I

will

am

me throughout

have a prominent place on
sure will prove quite valuable
the year."

to Mrs. Mayme Drake
llkhart,
former owner of the
who has changed its name to
Playhouse.

the

kers

House May Show Films
N.
The Warburton

nkers,

Y—

reopen as a motion picture the-

Murray

at

—

Kenosha.

A

.

Schiller

'I

have occasion to use

it

often.'

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Kenosha

nosha, Wis.
Edward Murray
jeen appointed house manager
e

E.

1930 Edition

Now

In Preparation— Out In_January

—&fy*

DAILY

Short Shots from

N-E-W-S 0-F T-H-E D-A-Y
Jersey division of Fox Metropolitan
Playhouses to accept a similar posi-

Knispel,
ST.
who has been replaced by Phil Dumas as branch manager of Columbia's Chicago branch, has been transferred to the company's exchange
here.

—

WINTERSET, IA.
Sunday
shows were defeated here by a vote
710 to 476 in a special election
held over the protest of the W.C.T.U.
A petition signed by 500 voters
of

brought on the special election.

DALLAS— Of

theaters.

now

OMAHA— The

Rialto, built years
ago by the A. H. Blank interests and
later sold to Publix, has been closed.

was

the city's leading

house.

is

scheduled to open here Oct. 23 with
De Forest Phonofilm and Phonodisc
devices. William Resnick
of the house.

is

manager

is

of "Atscheduled here today, the
it

is

to take place at

DUBLIN — The
ing 3,000,
here Nov.

is

new Savoy,

seat-

scheduled to be opened

1.

acquired

British Films
pictures featuring

six

H.

G.

New

York

Knox,

former

European

ERPI, has been elected
a vice president of the company in
has charge of West Coast activities. He
manager

for

promotion of M. Wingham to
Seattle office, Maurice Gaffle
been appointed manager of the local leaves soon for the Coast.
M-G-M office. Clarence Severson Gregg has succeeded Knox
will continue to have charge of the rope.

Montana

WESTWOOD,

N.

J.

—

Sunday

issue Oct. 29 will be decided
here when residents vote on proposed
commission form of government to
replace the present borough system.
If the new form is voted Sundayshows will be permitted.

SAULTE

—The

E.
in

S.

Eu-

STE. MARIE, MICH.

Colonial has closed here for

the installation of De Forest sound
apparatus.
The house formerly was
equipped with another device which
is being replaced.

WESTWOOD,

N. J.— Charles P.

Carroll has resigned as director of
publicity and exploitation of the New

Arthur Cozine, Paramounteer,

is

Dr. Lee
scribed the

De

Forest, inventor,

—
—

Gaiety ''Sunny Side Up"
Globe "The Great Gabbo"
Geo. M. Cohan— "Flight"

Hippodrome

— "A

Most Immoral Lady"!

New York— Monday.

Loew's

"Bulldog

Dra

mond;" Tuesday, "Married in Hollywood
Wednesday, "Barnum Was Right;" Tbb
Girl ;"

"Street

Friday.

"Hold

Yc

Suni

is

SheA

"Holmes"
Rialto— "Why Bring That Up?"
Rivoli
"Welcome Danger"
Roerich
Art
Cinema "Sharaz"
Thursday)

—

—

— "They Had See Paris"
Warners — "Disraeli"
Garden — "Gold Diggers
New Agreement Concluded Winter
way"

paratuses in a talk
over radio Station

given

WNYC

{Continued from Page 1)

(openi

to

of

Bnri

recently

vice president of the Stanley Co. of America,

who was chosen by Mayor Mackey
to act as an intermediary in the dispute.

Settlement Ends Threat
of Musicians' Strike
Toronto

—

Strike cloud hanging
over all legitimate houses has been
dispelled with the announcement by
Joseph N. Weber, president of the
American Federation of Musicians,
that the order for the walkout scheduled for today has been rescinded.
The strike was called off when theater officials, in conference with union
representatives, agreed to an $8 day,

in

the

Phototone Device Placed
in Ten More Theaters
Oklahoma City
made with

— Rapid

strides are
installations of the

new Film

Jack Schlaifer, formerly connected
with Universal at the home office, has
joined Fox as an assistant to J. R.
Grainger, general sales manager.

—

J.

A.

chanf
persi

in

t

Thorogood has been

i)

pointed to the territory covered
C. H. Buckland, who has resign
He will be succeeded here by

Hobson, whose former

territory

i
t

be taken over by G.
the

London

A. Bunker;
office of the company.

Studio
to be Removed to N.

Fleischer L.

I.

Fleischer studios, at present
cated in Long Island City, will
removed to New York at 1600 Br<

way, after Nov.

1,

according to

1.

Fleischer, president.
Fleischer
dios Inc. have no connection w]
!

Plans are being formulated for the Phototone sound device in theaters
organization of all theater workers in this territory, according to Sol
from 'actor to doorman' into one big Davidson, who has the Phototone
union which is scheduled to come agency for this territory.
E. C.
into existence within a few weeks Robertson former manager of the
as Theatrical and Art Workers In- Circle here has joined Davidson and
dustrial Union.
A preliminary meet- will handle the southern Missouri,
ing will take place Thursday.
Arkansas and eastern Oklahoma districts.
In addition to the Campus,
Ned Maluff, former New Jersey Norman, Okla., which has been
Fox salesman, and more recently equipped with the device, the folVitaphone Albany representative, has lowing theaters have contracted for
rejoined Fox in his former capacity. sound-on-film; New Poncan, Ponca
City; Ki-he-kah, Pawhuska; Dome,
Louis Schwartz, Frank Wyckoff Lawton;
Rook,
Watonga;
Rex,
and Harry Egert, the first and last Earlsboro; Royal, Fairview; Lyric,
named of Progressive Poster Ex- Spearman, Texas; Ray, Snyder; and
change, have opened the Progressive Empress, Sapulpa.

Exchange

in Manchester Personn
Manchester A number of
have been announced in the
nel of the Gaumont branch
city.

being

Center building.

Gaumont Makes Change?

Abe Sablosky, formerly

de-

mechanism of Phonofilm
and Phonodisc sound reproducing ap-

Film

Shril

:

first

day,

Edwin A. Schabbehar

without pay for "dark" weeks.

territory.

show

the-

at Philadelphia Parleys

LONDON— Equity

territory.

the
the

last

'

Roxy

C.

SALT LAKE CITY—With

celebrity,

season Tarn did a snappy reporter in "The Front Page."
atrical

LONDON—

CHELTENHAM —

in this

person)

(in

working in the Ben Hecht
story which Hobart Henley is making at Paramount. In addition to be-

under supervision of C. A. Tuthill.
First National Pathe
He recentlv did some recording on
trade showing of "Careless Age" will "The
Return of Sherlock Holmes,"
be held here Oct. 25.
which is now playing the Paramount.

has

Fox

Cameo

is

Broadway

— "Hollywood Revue"
— "Rasputin"
— "Marianne"
Capitol
C arnegie— 'Venus"
—
Central "Young Nowheres"
Colony — "Sailor's Holiday"
Criterion — "Applause"
Earl Carroll— "Rio Rita"
Fifth Ave. — Valentino revivals
"The
half; "Cobra," second half
Fifty-Fifth St.— "The Weavers"
Film Guild — "The Soul of France"
Astor

Man;" "Saturday, "Wise Girls;"
working
"One Hysterical Night"
Lon- as monitor man on the Ben Hecht
Mark Strand— "Say It with Songs"
picture in production at Paramount, Paramount — "The
Return
of

arrangement
Burton Philip Yale Drew, by
now is office manager of the United with Walter West.
Artists branch here succeeding G.
The Opera
W. Jastram. Burton was a salesHouse has been equipped with Westman in the same office.
ern Electric sound apparatus and reinaugurated its first sound picSEATTLE— Neal Walton has re- cently
showing of
ture policy with the
placed Jack Sullivan as manager of
"Bulldog Drummond."
the local Columbia exchange here.
Walton, formerly was salesman for

MINNEAPOLIS— M.

EDDY^Z

enthusiastic over his flying field at
Rheinbeck, N. Y. Seventy-two acres
of the area, known as Cozine Field,
have been leased by the government.

Foreign
BERLIN— Trade showing
lantic"

W.

TAMMANY YOUNG
ing a

BROCKTON, MASS.— Keith's

don.
the 53 houses

operated by the Robb & Rowley cir27 are equipped with sound reproducing apparatus.

it

Warner

Clifford
Gill, has succeeded Carroll here.

same time

cuit,

At one time

tion with

ARTHUR

21, 192

Now On Broadway

New York Studios
,By

United States
LOUIS— Fred H.

Monday, October

To Become First-Run House
Covington, O.
Bob Kraus of
West Milton has purchased the Star
and plans to make some changes in
the house prior to opening it with

—

first-run pictures.

soever
with
Films, Inc.

Out-of-the

Ink

Eureka House Gets Sound
Eureka, Cal. Radio's "Street (
inaugurated the sound picture pi
at the Winema, via RCA Photopl
equipment.

—

JalK.N<
'gPORffl
Oh boy! I'm

tick*

Etfry one in the ti\
sez I went over wi\
big smash.

XJ1VIVERSAL

TALKING NEWSRIi

I

—

c^r

V NEWSPAPER

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

/FILMDOM
L

No. 19

Tuesday, October

22,

1929

Price 5 Cents

IS Franchises for Exhibitor Co-op of Canada, Ltd.

kRAI^UNT-WARNERBROTHERS DEAL OFF
pproval of Weber Awaited on Musicians Terms
'

Weekly Increase of $8 and
25 Weeks' Work Out of

crambled

Thoughts
JACK AL1COATE

-By

Harold Lloyd keeps

his

=
health

should be the richest man in
ctures in ten years Think it's

—

silly to sacrifice

a really great

Gaynor at the
comedy even though
Harry Reichenbach

actress like Janet
of musical

good —

s

studied

what
have

If

law
a

instead of pressgreat barrister he

made

—The

next

Now Guaranteed
Philadelphia — Final acceptance
30

rive

New York tomorrow

in

from

Before

accepted agreements are effective they must receive
the approval of Weber, it is claimed.
While the terms of the settlement
were being made public it was hinted
by managers that another similar
{Continued on Page 8)

big,

lating figure in the picture busi-

WOODILL

probably be Sam Katz
SAYS NATION'S
are 20 lights today on Broadbr every one of ten years ago
EXHIBITORS
ier what Bernie Fineman will
len he comes back from Europe
R. F. "Pete" Woodhull, vice-presialking pictures did nothing else
of General Talking Pictures
killed one pest, the Master of dent
monies Every theater must be Corp., back from a ten-day tour of
inspection in the Cleveland and Cinthis year or go out of busiwill

SOUND MAD

—

cinnati

—The

district,

reports that theater

feud between eastern stage
owners are demanding immediate inand western movie people each stallations of talking equipment and
g to make the grade in the that those houses now equipped for
continues merrily on We sound are enjoying a degree of prosd rather be broke in New York perity heretofore thought impossible.
Hollywood Some of the In a short time all the country's
in
hat silent directors of a year houses will be sound-equipped, he be-

—

—

becoming

are

human

again

der if the industry will have as
revolutionary changes in the
Roxy
ten years as in the past
W the master showman of them
id still as temperamental as ever
f

—

(Continued

on

Page

Head

—

Head

the history of pictures
Schnitzer double-crossed some of
wise boys by proving he is one of
in

smartest executives

in

(Continued on Page 2)

the busi-

Stock Ratio of Exchange

"A

Lotta Boloney'*
a

— During
on

M-G-M

in

off again.

On

agin, off agin,

commenting upon
New York news-

the proposed combination.
The ratio of exchange of stock in
the new or holding company is the
(Continued on Page 8)

report in a

paper to the effect that Louis
B. Mayer, Irving Thalberg and
Harry Rapf are shortly to be
dropped from the company's
line-up by William Fox.

P-F-L

STOCK SPLIT-UP TO

BE UP AT SPECIAL MEETING

NEW PROJECTOR,

ITALIAN

A

INVENTION, SEENIN

LONDON

special

meeting of stockholders

Famous Players Lasky

Corp. has
been called for Dec. 10 to consider a
recommendation by the directors to
of

split the capital stock of the company
be the D.n a two for one basis, thus creatfirst successful non-intermittent pro- ing 6,000,000 shares instead of the
jector ever to be operated in Great 3,000,000 now authorized.
If this is
Britain was demonstrated recently in authorized by the stockholders, it is
The device is said to
this city.
(Continued on Page 8)
lengthen the life of film as it obviates intermittent action of the type
It is deof projector now in use.

London

—What

(Continued

is

said

to

DIVIDEND ON

on Page 8)

—

Ottawa In its expansion program,
Exhibitors Co-operative of Canada,
Ltd., invaded this territory with an
exhibitors'

Hotel,

at

meeting at the
which J. Earl

Pallister

In his talk
co-operating with the

the principal speakers.

(Continued

on

Page

8)

RADIAN

FAMOUS AS EARNINGS RISE
Toronto

— Common

stock of

Fam-

ous Players Canadian Corp. has been
placed on a dividend basis. The divi-

dend is at the rate of $2 per annum
payable in quarterly instalments, the
This step was made
first due Dec. 2.
(Continued on Page 8)

Lawson

chairman of the society, and Phil
Hazza, general manager of Tiffany
Productions of Canada, Ltd., were

the

Page 8)

is

the directors of the Paramount-Famous-Lasky corporation met and
gave out no word whatsoever about

lotta

absence chance on Tiffany-Stahl franchises.
from this country of Abram F.
Exhibitors Co-operative of Canada,
Myers, president and general coun- Ltd., representing a group of inde(Continued

deal

boloney,"

declared Howard Dietz, director
of advertising and publicity of
"It's

Hazza, who is
States in Myers'Absence new organization, announced that exWashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY hibitor members are getting first

Washington

Definitely

Finnegin. This time The FILM DAILY learns from an unusually reliable
source that the much heralded and discussed Paramount-Warner Brothers
merger plan has been definitely discarded, at least for the present, by both
companies.
This conclusion was
given added weight yesterday when

8)

day of kidding yourself along
Hanson, T-S Sales
business is over, with
Expected in N. Y. Today
:oming of sound you've got to
the goods
The New York MoOscar Hanson, general sales manPicture Club is even a bigger ager of Tiffany-Stahl, is scheduled to
;ss than anticipated by its found- arrive in New York from the Coast
(.Continued on Page 8)
Dr. A. H. Giannini has done
for pictures than any other
Steffes to
Allied
er
Next season should be the
e picture

est

to

Continued Expansion Noted
in Canadian Exhibitors Co-op

e

—

Have Been

to

The Paramount-Warner Brothers
of

terms in the musicians' strike here
awaits the return of Joseph N.
Weber, president of the Federation
of Musicians, who is scheduled to arToronto.

Deal Declared
Discarded Due

70mm. Film Not New
There's

nothing

new under

the sun, Joe Hornstein, head
of the Warner theater main-

tenance

department,

empha-

a piece of
film, which he photo70
graphed 20 years ago.
sizes

in displaying

mm

—

..
..

THE
Tuesday, October

Scrambled Thoughts
{Continued from Pa ye
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THE FILM DAILY,

to

1650

New

Phone Circle
York, N. Y.
4736-4737-4738-4739. Cable address: Filmday,
Ralph
New York. Hollywood, California
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
The
Fredman,
London Ernest W.
6607.
St.,
Wardour
Renter, 89-91
Film
Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
Berlin
I.
Paris— P. A. Harle,
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la
Cour-des-Noues, 19.
Broadway,

—

—

W

—

The Industry's
Date Book
26

Oct.

28

Michigan M.P.T.O. 10th annual convention at Detroit.
Opening of "Jazz Heaven" at the
Oct. 29
Globe, New York.
Annual M. P. T. O. A. meeting
Oct. 29-31
at the Peabody Hotel, Memphis.
Tri-state M. P. T. O. convention
Oct. 31
Oct. 28-30

Oct. 31-Nov.

Nov.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

Nov.
Dec.

1

Screen Adver-

tisers Ass'n at Detroit.
Premiere of "Condemned" at the
Selwyn, N. Y.
Opening of "Paris" at Central,
7
N. Y.
9
Actors' Equity Ball at Hotel Astor,
New York.
Projection talk by William Cana14
van at Hotel Astor, New York.
18-19
Annual fall convention of Texas
Unit at Dallas.
19-20
Ninth Annual Ohio M.P.T.O.
Convention at Columbus.
9-10
Meeting of North Carolina ex-

3

—

hibitors' unit at Pinehurst.

—

STOCK MARKET
Low

High

Am.

Seat
32J4
Con. Fm. Ind. ..22^
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 25
East. Kodak
Fox Fm. "A"

...

*Keith A-O
da pfd
Loew's Inc
*do pfd
M-G-M pfd
Para.
F-L
Pathe Exch
do "A"
Radio K-O-A
•Univ. Pict. pfd.

32
20
23J-6

223J4 216»4
92J4
86J4
101 J^
?8

101 J^

2454

24^
67^

57

Close Sales
32
400
20
3,700
23 1/2 2,900
223J4 17,100
92
14,000
110
100
101J4
57Ji 4,400

92%
70^

7

7?4
13

30

104
264

.

474
46

Fox Thea. "A"
Gen. Thea. Eq.

.

.

vtc.

D.W. "A

Loew do

.

.

*Nat. Thea. Sup.
"Univ.
Pict
*do

pfd

41 ww

do

x-war

"Par.

•Pathe

Am.

5^s

By.

'.

22^
444

14

.

"

JA
19

J4

19
15

1067/R

.

.

93%
9S^S

W/t

934

98

98
9844

51.

"Warner

6s
6J/, S

78

7S

78

200

1044

OVER THE

BID ASKED

Roxy "A"

20

25

do
do

22

26

units

com

2

4

Skouras Bros
United Art

30

35

5

do

65

10
75

pfd

"LAST PRICE

one year ago

RESPONSIBLE POSITION WITH
THEATRE CHAIN
Established chain wants experienced theatre developer
one who can judge possibilities of theatre locations in various
communities and carry all negotiations
through to completion.
Real opportunity for right man.
Reply must give
full record of your experience, as well
as age and salary expected. All applica-

—

confidential.

Box 0-171

c/o Film

Daily

1650 Broadway

New York

City

I

AGENCY
Attractions for

Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Perm. 3580

QUOTED

—

1,000

*A
I

I
I

TALK!!
SING!!

I

DANCE!

and with

Famous Players. It is believed the
blaze started from the wiring of the
sound system.

Animated by

BEN HARRISON

Musical Director

and

ARRANGER

MANNY GOULD

Composer

Musical Score

Thoroughly experienced in every branch of music business,

and Direction by
Joe De Nat

wishes to establish connection
with theatre or studio. Splendid
record of past engagements
and highest personal references.
For an interview at your convenience, address
BOX S-169
c-o Film Daily
1650 Broadway
N. Y. C.

City

was a

by

theater's

ma:

Alio?

wallflower -BUT NOW-

Fire in Alhambra, Toronto
-A panic was narrowly
averted recently when an audience

Toronto

modern

VAUDEVILLE

K/>AtY KAT

65

36.
28.

of

Children

AMALGAMATED

1,200

CURB BONDS
Seat.

"No

month.

300
600
700

81*4

1064 1064

37

7s

of the

4
H

entitled

ed!" by Gerda Rain. He is negotia
ing with one of the leading womt
picture stars to play the star role.

Houses Extended

Celebration of William Fox's 25th
anniversary in the show business in
the houses of Fox Metropolitan The166
300 aters has been extended to the end

42

.

.

riage,

Jubilee Celebration

in City

ton

Picture Theatres

100
22
10,100
4534 7,300

6s

Loew

6s
6s 41

51 '4

comedy-drama

ed, a

2

BOND MARKET
46. 81M
81 H

A-O

Keith

25

24
20

deb. rts.
Scr. Ser.

Nat.

....
2

2

planning

is

sent three plays this season, of whk
only the first has as yet been selec

in

Fox

30%
184

.

.

Goldstein

ers."

200

80

Pets.

*Cont. Thea. vtc.
Film Insp

"Griffith,

John McCormack.

464
46

the

Frank Borzage, accompanied by his
wife, is due back today aboard the
Bremen after several months spent
Ireland filming exterior scenes for
the picture in which Fox is starring

49

to be legitimate actors ai
stage stars to be picture pi

fied

Borzage Arrives Today
From Ireland on Bremen

24 Yt
400
69
36,000
7
8,500
13
1,900
28
34,100
20

46

& Katz

City recently he told representatives
that they were making a mistake in
underestimating reaction of the public
against landscape disfiguration.
Senator Pepper spoke of the economic value of beauty and if billboards were to be placed on the highways they should not conspicuously
mar the natural picture.

was thrown into a fright
smoke from a fire in the basePaul ment of the Alhambra, operated by

'Last Performance'

"The Last Performance," a
Fejos production with Conrad Veidt
and Mary Philbin co-featured, now is
being released by Universal.
The
picture was adapted from the story,
"Erik the Great" by James Ashmore
Creelman.

tions

ci

Financial

of

"U" Releasing

H.

E.

manager

Outdoor Advertising Association of
America meeting held in Atlantic

Paramount 6s 47
of

—

CURI MARS

dance at
Universal Club
the Hotel Astor, New York.
Opening of "Broadway Scandals"
at Geo. M. Cohan, New York.

Memphis.
Convention

the

Arts

convention.

*Bal.

dinner,

in

Picture

—

"Columbia
Oct.

Motion

of

President,

Alicoate,

Editor and Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau,
Secretary-Treasurer and General Manager;
EnCharles F. Hynes, Managing Editor.
tered as second class matter, May 21, 1918,
at the post-office at New York, N. Y., under
Terms (Postage
the act of March 3, 1879.
free) United States outside of Greater New
York $10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3
Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers
months, $3.00.
Address all comshould remit with order.

munications

from

little

E. H. Goldstein to Offer
Plays With Screen Star

SENATOR PEPPER HITS

Goldstein, former gener;
of Universal, has opened
and Science these days Wpnder how
fices at 233 West 42nd St. for
they can make money on their blue
ft
Terming the use of billboards on production of stage plays. His a
plate luncheons at the Empy Club
Will Hays looks fine and is in ex- public highways as "desecration of is to bring several of the screen
cellent health
Tommy Meighan is scenery" Former Senator Pepper con- to the stage in the conviction
an excellent talking bet Memphis is tinues his fight to remove them in talking pictures
have proved
At the
a long way to travel to a peaceful all states of the country.
"the cinema celebrities are as

Academy

VoL L No. 19

very

1)

22, 192

inr

I

SOUN
LIFE

I am

the

of the

PARTY!

[Signed]

KRAZY KA1F
Distributed

By Columbia

i\

PRODUCED RY WINKLER
Western Electric Recording

Winkler

Sound Cartoons]
r

—
THE

£23

DAILY

Along The Rialto

imely Topics
A Digest of

Phil

|

HPHAT

furnish an admir3able means for indirect penition, because what penetrates
lln idea and the origin of this
sight of something taken
> he

see

not be of equi-

&

Chronicle,"
Rochester, N. Y.

*

+

M.

for

P. T. O. A. has been

many

many quarters
stated causes. No

irement can have

this

much

because of this that
office under
present more
that
ditions
it is his
1 ordinary burdens
den to carry and work out if
can, and if he can't, it can't
He has a big chance.
done.
S. G. Howell, Editor,
"Motion Picture Journal"

[fit is just

Hhtman assumes

It'll

get to be a real habit

Sunday eve-

a

of the

Warner

'big shot' pictures will get that

way

in

—

it

Pathe is issuing a one reel special showing the old war
grounds during the big push and how it appears today all in

—

—

*

over

Samuel Goldwyn announces

dent of Allied in the absence of Abram F. Myers
And
from Cleveland comes word that "The Taming of the Shrew,"
Mary and Doug vehicle .opens Friday for an indefinite run at the
claimed to be the first showing in the East
Stillman
Louella Parsons, m.p. editor of Universal Service and formerly
with Hearst newspapers, is scheduled to arrive in N. Y. today.

licism leveled against it with1 some of it taking effect and
Lencing the exhibitors' minds,

*

it

Now

Sydney E. Abel, president of RCA, got himself a 'right hand
man' in Edward Auger, who now is assistant g.m
Lou
Jacobs now is handling the NEWS for Colorart Synchrotone,
working at the Tec-Art in Hollywood
W. A. Steffes, of
the Northwest T.O.A., Minneapolis, will be acting as presi-

*

Jattacked from

I

Silver Jubilee proved to be one of the

don't?.

he labeled

«|Lightman Has Big
I.e but Heavy Burden
(TIE

By PHIL M.

—

life.

"Democrat

Daly, Jr.

Chicago shortly when "The Gold Diggers of Broadway" spreads
itself at the Roosevelt, Nov. 8 and "Disraeli" follows Nov. 29
at the McVickers
Samuel Pinanski, Netoco guiding hand,
opened his new Egyptian, Boston, last Saturday, a la Hollywood
a colorful vision of Old Egypt greeted the eye
is the way

Int advantage to the notions
ich Europeans gain of our
Eular

if it

Two

This may be of mateadvantage to our foreign

may

M.

ning premiere for "Condemned" at the Selwyn, New York, for
Nov. 3
the first nighters will cough up $5 a throw for this.

fact.

it

Fox

boys that help put

CTURES

le, but

THAT

most successful weeks of the season, very few papers were found
A round of cheers to the
without having mention of it

a Held Supreme as
a; to Sell an Idea

I

anticipation of the celebration of Armistice

Day

Joe Russell of Russell Uniform Co is a booster for the new
up in Van Courtlandt Park, where he is one of the

bridle path

regular riders.

*

Views Sound Films as
ican's "Spiritual

Hope"

^E

sound film is the spiritual
hope of the individual in that
lerica which is but faintly and
wrectly represented by New
The true America is difrk.
Mit.

Of course we

t

ithoven's Ninth

By JAMES
Statistical

drinking booze,
kino house.
Alexander

lig Vidor signed by First Nail to direct series of productions.

I

J.

Id

*

gets

Selznick

control

of

Film; 22 exchanges in deal.
*

*

lomas Meighan
l>us Players.

Daily

per cent of
theater fires originate in
the projection booth while machines are in operation, causing

IN

*

The Film

all

YEARS AGO TO-DAY

*

CUNNINGHAM

SEVENTY-ONE

Moissi,
German Actor, in
Yorker V olkszeitung"

hundreds of
I

P.

Editor,

*

to be starred by

fires

—

seeking fame, fortune, happiness or
it is that girls from all quarters drift to the big city to find. Then
one day came a letter from her
mother in that little midwest town,
saying that her dad was slowly dymight be a month, two
ing.
It
months, the doctor had said.

whatever

*

*

*

So the girl started saving her
money for the railroad jure. Her
mother was too poor to help her.
After three weeks of scrimping she
had accumulated $29. Then, in a
Broadway crush, she dropped her
bag containing her savings.
*

*

Two

*

newspaper gents, out on

a
up.
No name
nothing but a latch key,
;>r address
a powder puff, lipstick, and $29. Well,
little

shindig, picked

—

you know how
paper

gents

whoopee.

So

it

is

it

when two news-

are making a little
the speakeasies got the

$29.
*

*

*

Then one of the gents felt something in the torn lining of the girl's
bag.
It was the letter from her
mother saying her dad had only a
few weeks to live, and wouldn't she
try to come home because he was
asking all the time to see her. * * *
Did you ever see two hardboiled
gents go all weak and raggedy as
something stuck so hard in their
throats that their eyes got moist?
*

*

October 22

annually and

resulting in a yearly loss of approximately $3,000,000 to theater properties and equipment.
from desustained
Losses
stroyed film in theater fires,
which are not included in the
$3,000,000 total, would send
this figure considerably higher.
Theaters suffered an $18,000,000 loss during the five years
from 1922 to 1926, inclusive,
with the average for recent
periods being lower, due, principally, to the many new devices and types of equipment
now being built to eliminate
fire hazards.

All night long the two newspaper
gents rushed around frantically trying to raise not just $29 but the full
fare to that midwest town.
A certain Broadway female celebrity overheard the story.
Without saying a
word, she wrote out a check for the
full railroad fare, and sent it to the
girl by special messenger. And maybe, if you have a little imagination,
you can picture the joy in that little
girl's heart. * * * So that's why we're
going to see Helen Morgan again in
"Applause," in order to applaud her
for something that doesn't appear in
the picture.

—

Statistics

symphony nor

WAS just another girl of the
SHE
thousands who drift to New York

*

Industry

didn't learn

DALY

73

MANY HAPPY RETURNS

but only in

"New

NUMBER

73

today. The real America is
gigantic realm in which man
seek forgetfulness of everylife, neither in listening to

t

THAT'S

with

Current Opinion

I

AND

wishes and congratulations are extended by

Best

THE

FILM DAILY
ing

members

who today

of

to the follow-

the industry,

are celebrating their

JOBS

birthday:

Robert

THEIR
FIRST

Graves,

Jr.

James Hall
Hazel O. Keener
Gladys McConnell
M. J. Weisfeldt

MAJOR EDWARD

BOWES
clerk in Real Estate office

\

Another $2

^

Smash Hit
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follow Flight/
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CANADIAN EXHIB.

BROTHER^ DEAL OFF
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)

1)

main reason given for the break
in

negotiations,

Warner

down

Brothers,

it

view of their record breaking earnings and immediate prospects
is

said, in

holding the position that their stock
justifies a higher rating than suggested in the proposed plan of stock exchange.
When asked by the FILM DAILY
whether or not the big deal was off
Harry Warner said "I have nothing
whatsoever to say about it."

STOCIUPIIT-UP TO

P-F-L

CI

pansion and extension of its manu- pendent exhibitors in the Domi
facturing and distributing facilities of recently gained a Federal cha^r
sound equipment and talking movies, aims to reduce sound film rentals
has been formed here by J. K. Adams, according to Louis C. Pedlar, presi- to advance funds for the install*
The company will handle dent.
president.
of sound equipment for membei
necessary. The society is respon
among other releases 53 talking westRachmil & Katz have taken over for the investigation which no
erns, two talking serials and sound
the United, Brooklyn from M. Zappi. being conducted by the govern
and silent features, it is stated.
Another theater, also in Brooklyn, is into the activities of various film
changes. Independent groups of
Ted Leary, has re- being sought by the new owners.
organization have been formed \m
turned here to become master of
Leary
the Maritime Provinces and a branc 1
ceremonies of the Avalon.
organized at Halifax, Nova Scotia'
first became a favorite when he acted
as master of ceremonies of the Strat-

United States
DALLAS — Allied Film Exchanges,

CHICAGO—

Foreign

LONDON— H.

ford here.

PASADENA, CAL.— R.

BE OP HI SPECIAL MEETING
(Continued from Page 1)
also recommended by the directors
that the authorized capital stock be
then increased from 6,000,000 shares
to 15,000,000 shares, and that these
9,000,000 shares be used from time to
time for future expansion of the company's business and for the purpose

In view of
of increasing its assets.
the fact that the new split stock will
not be delivered until after the first
of January, 1930, no dividend action
was taken upon it. Dividend action
of the company for the Dec. payment

usually taken at the Nov. meeting
of the board.

T.

New-

ton, manager of three Fox houses
here, Colorado, Florence and Strand,
has been transferred to the new Fox
house at Atlanta which is scheduled
George
to open late in November.
H. Christoffer, manager of the Fox

Strand, succeeds Newton.

C. Alford,

for the

months manager of
Wembley, has resigned.

eight

past

Elite at

the

BERLIN — Annual

meeting of the
Emelka and Phoebus Film Companies

is

scheduled to take place here

Oct. 25.

WEMBLEY— Fire

damage

at the

Talking Picture studio here
was estimated at between $750,000
and $1,000,000. In addition to con-

York

(Continued from Page 1)
Allied States Ass'n, W. '/
Steffes, of the Northwest Theatt,_
Owners Ass'n, will be acting pre>
dent of Allied. Myers is expected
return to this country Nov. 10.
sel

of

I

British

New

Steff es to Head Allied
States in Myers' Absence

Hanson, T-S Sales Head
Expected in N. Y. Toda
(Continued

Page

from
1)
raw stock much valuable today. Hanson was accompanied b
All rePhono-Kinema, Inc., will soon un- equipment was desfroyed.
W. A. Steffes of Allied States on bt
dertake an important program of ex- cently completed pictures were saved. half of the T-S franchise plans an

siderable

has

ON CANADIAN

many

sections of the countr

APPROVAL OF WEBER

is

FAMOUS AS EARNINGS RISE

WOODHULL SAYS NATION'S

MAD

EXHIBITORS SOUND
(Continued from Page
lieves.

1)

Woodhull returned with con-

tracts for DeForest equipment approximating a quarter million dollars,
he states.
Woodhull announces that R. H.
Ramsay has been named representative for Michigan, with headquarters
in Detroit, and Stan E. Richblum will
cover Southern Ohio, Kentucky and
West Virginia, with headquarters in

Cincinnati.

Pantages, Memphis, Opens
as Warner House Oct. 25
Memphis,
ater,

Tenn.

dark since

—Pantages

last

June,

The-

will

re-

open under the Warner banner with
"Say It With Songs" on Oct. 25.
The house is still under Pan ownership, but

it

and
programs.
tures

is to feature Warner picwill have no vaudeville

(Continued from Page 1)
possible through the success of talk-

ON MUSICIANS' TERMS
(Continued from Page

1)

may grip the show business
having been when the new agreement expires on

ing pictures, installations
made in more than 100 of the company's theaters.
It has been currently reported that
earnings during 1929 were double
those of the previous year, but the
corporation has spent $2,000,000 in
wiring and altering theaters.
Net
available for distribution on the common stock is approximately $2,000,000, or about $6 per common share.

strike

On that day,
Day, 1930.
conies the report, theater owners all
over the country plan to launch a
concerted drive against musicians'
unions in an effort to cut down production costs, which they look upon
as prohibitive today, largely because
of the high wages being paid to musicians and stage hands.
Under the new agreement musicians will receive a weekly increase
of $8, with a guarantee of 25 weeks'
employment during a consecutive
The managers
period of 30 weeks.
Labor

y\

-

NEW PROJECTOR,

ITALIAN

turned down their demands for pay
during "dark" weeks. The old wage
INVENTION,
IN
scale was $64 for theaters presenting
plays and $68 for those offering mu(Continued from Page 1)
sical shows.
clared to be almost noiseless and to
The agreement was signed by
make possible the transmission of a Samuel Nixon-Nirdlinger, who repgreater amount of light. Gentilini is resented the Erlanger interests; Dathe inventor. World Rights are con- vid B. Finestone, representing the
trolled by the Societe Anonima Ital- Shuberts, and John O.
Colaprete,
iana
Cinema Educativo.
British head of the local musicians' union.
rights have been acquired by A.
With the strike over, the Erlanger
Wichfeld.
and Shubert interests were making
preparations today for the reopening
of local theaters, which have been
Sidney Hayden, British
dark since Labor Day. A number of
Film
Arrives
houses will resume operation next
Sidney Hayden, managing director week, while several others are schedof
Kinemas, Ltd., and Kinemas uled to reopen Nov. 4. Among the
Films, Ltd., arrives today on the Ma- theaters which will reopen on Oct.
jestic from England.
He plans to 28 are the Shuberts' Chestnut Opera
spend about a month in New York House and Walnut Street and Erin the interest of the enterprises that langer's Broad. The Shubert, Forrest,
lie represents.
and Shubert-Keith open Nov. 4.

SEEN

Man,

LONDON

Today

_

been attending exhibitor mee<

ings in

DIVIDEND

*

MRS. GAB: "Oh, Georgi,
Baby just swallowed tha
two dollar bill you left o?
the dresser"

MR. GAB: "Darn it!
ways said two dollar

I

a

bil

Now u
are unlucky.
haven't got enough cash (I
buy ducats for that grei\
talker

comedy

tonight."

MRS. GAB: "Oh yeah?"

MR. GAB: "OH YEAH!"

.
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for 3,000 Franchises

bX EXPANSION UNDERjWAY

!N

frogram Outlined for Mich. M.P.

T.C

Big Attendance Expected,
Franchise Plan to be up

The Mirror

=

Column of Comment
=By JACK AL1COATE
L

\HE
all

apparent willingness of
parties concerned to sit

around a

table

and decide

n a standard width for the
"Widies" as well as other
considerations considformal entry of this
ndid movement into universal
in the motion picture industry

)ortant

—

With plans completely
Detroit
arranged, a record attendance is expected at the tenth annual Michigan
M.P.T.O. convention, which opens
here Oct. 28 for a three-day session.
The convention program will consist of the following:
Monday, Oct. 28 Golf tournament
at the Redford Country Club lollow(Contxnued on Page 6)

—

the

lg

ood common sense. Had this
ne procedure been done during
the

talkers

money, time and
uld have been saved

energy

early

of

stages

ch

part

>at

of

the

chaos

and

a
out of

production is now emergwould have been eliminated.

ich
;

for Discussions

The Musicians Advertise
The result of the campaign now
ng conducted by the American

Paramount Likely to

BY KINEMAS

—

A
London
Kinemas Films,

IN

Famous-Lasky and the fact
that they will shortly split their
stock two for one it is understood that on January First
when the split goes into effect
the dividend on the new stock
will be at the rate of $2.00 a
This is equal to $4.00
share.
a share on the present stock
that now pays $3.00.

subsidiary

BRITAIN DENY PUBLIX SEEKS
known

as
or-

Ltd., has been
ganized by Kinemas, Ltd., "to facilitate the distribution and production
of silent and sound films." The total
share capital of the company amounts

to $500,000 and is held by the parent
(Continued on Page 6)

Rosenberg Group Leads
in Columbia Sales Drive

canned article will be interest- company's sale campaign known as
Testimonial
Goldberg
the
"Joe
Personally we believe that Drive.'' The Rosenberg group lias
lile advertising can do and has
solid 52.63 per cent of its quota,
:omplished
many wonderful while the Western division sales staif
ngs it cannot do the impossible, has disposed of 42.72 per cent.
•unci and dialogue pictures are
t result of the march of progs.
Neither advertising nor any
ler agency
can stop this same
:

of progress.

We

are in

BUY SHENANDOAH CHAIN
Reports that Publix was negotiating for the acquisition of the nine
theaters of the Shenandoah Valley
chain, a subsidiary of Universal Theaters, met with emphatic denial in
New York yesterday. P. D. Cochrane of Universal said that if his
company had such a deal in pros(Continued on Page 6)

Butterfield Chain Nearly
Equipped for Talkers

—

Detroit Practically every house in
the Butterfield circuit is now wired.
The equipping of its theaters for
talking pictures has impelled the
company to drop vaudeville entertainment from the programs of many
of its units.

Tiffany Product
Available in Silent Versions

full

uble he finds himself in as the reIt of sound but we do not feel that
vertising is the answer to his probn.
have yet to see an advertis? campaign that could be called a
ccess that had for its premise the
ought of telling the good old pub-

We

what

it

should

NOT

do.

& H

4 S

New York from

Upon his return to
a ten weeks' trip through the Middle and Far West, where he addressed numerous exhibitor meetings
on behalf of the company's franchise
plan, Oscar Hanson, general sales
manager of Tiffany Productions,
said:

"I have found independent exhibi-

tors everywhere anxious to take advantage of the plan we offer. While
the reason for the trip primarily was
to acquaint exhibitors with the plan
we were surprised to find many exhibitors anxious to sign up at meetI found that talking pictures
ings.
are the vogue, yet there are a num(Continued on Page 6)

?•+*

m

Houses Bought;

Hughes to Remain
as Fox Manager
Omaha

—

Fox expansion in this
has taken a definite hold
with the purchase by the company of
the four S &
Amusement Enterprises houses, consisting of the Imterritory

H

perial

and Rialto

at

Alliance,

Trail,

Bridgeport and one of the company's
two houses at Bayard. The deal is
reported to involve more than $140,000.
Ben Sallows and J. E. Hughes

were owners of the four houses. Sallows is publisher of the Alliance
Times-Herald. Hughes is to remain

TO

80 Per Cent of

mpathy with the musician and the

Cow

as Fox
houses.

deration of Musicians through
The Eastern division, headed by
use of paid advertising space
Ben Rosenberg, is announced by Cometropolitan newspapers to lumbia to be leading the Western
int out the relative value of real division, headed by Rube Jackter, a;
isic by real musicians as against the end of the second week of the

ch

NEBRASKA

Increase Dividend
While no announcement has
been made in view of the record earnings of Paramount-

January

fry

16

manager

Tampa

of

the

Alliance

Exhibitors

Sign Tiffany Franchises

—

Tampa, Fla. Sixteen new signatures to Tiffany franchises have been
obtained as the result of a zone meeting held here recently in connection
with the membership drive of the
Southeastern Theater Owners AssoHis company's franchise plan J
was explained to the representatives
ciation.

of 32 local theaters present

W. Mangham,

Jr.,

by John

head of the At-

lanta office of the firm. All the the
re
aters represented at the meeting were
signed up for membership in the e:
hibitors' group.

New Type

Microphone
for Reproducing Systems
Radio

Receptor

has developed a

New

York,
Co.,
line of micro-

new

phones for public address and sound
reproduction purposes. These microphones were designed primarily for
use in conjunction with Powerizer
(Continued on Page 6)

Gets Raycophone

—

Australian Censors
have selected Raycophone
sound equipment for their prorooms, according to
jection

Sydney

Creswell O'Reilly. Ray Allsop
has developed the device and
now is experimenting with a

new wide

film process.
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Ralph
California
New York. Hollywood,
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
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Wardour
Renter, 89-91
Film
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I
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•LAST PRICE QUOTED

ha>

is

This

More Than Pays!

Adverat

the

Selwyn, N. Y.
Opening of "Paris" at Central,
N. Y.
Actors' Equity Ball at Hotel Astor,
New York.
Projection talk by William Cana14
van at Hotel Astor, New York.
18-19
Annual fall convention of Texas
Unit at Dallas.
19-20
Ninth Annual Ohio M.P.T.O
Convention at Columbus.
9-10
Meeting of North Carolina ei

—

er

"I think a great deal of your

trail-

am

more

service

than

pays

and
for

sure

that

it

itself."

—Murray

Theatre,
Slayton, Minn.

films.
He was formerly commercial manager of the Hearst radio
The first picstations in Chicago.
ture
he will handle is "Hunting
Tigers in India," which will be followed by "The Fight to Live," "Arc-

at

Mummies and Wild Game,"
tic
"Across the World with Mr. and
Mrs. Martin Johnson," "Wild Men
of Kalinari" and "Bird Islands of
Peru."

E. Auger Named Sales
Executive of Photophone
Edward Auger has ben appointed

and "The Sacred

30.

assistant to Sidney E. Abel, general
Photophone,
sales manager of
Inc.
Auger, connected with pictures
for 23 years, was at one time managing director of the Fox interests in

Talkers for San Salvador
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington The Principal, at San
Salvador, soon will be rebuilt, its
capacity increased and the house
equipped with an American sound reproducing system for the showing of
sound pictures, states advises to the
M. P. Division of the Dept. of Com-

RCA

Paris and represented French Pathe
its raw stock sales in France.

in

L. B. Cool Leases Allen,

Akron

—

merce.

Akron, O. L. B. Cool has leased
the Allen, which he will open Oct.
N. Baltimore House Sold
North Baltimore, O. R. E. Bishop 17 as a second-run house. The thehas sold the Virginia theater to Mr. ater was formerly operated by Allen

—

MAIDEN

LANE
and

I'm

a

Member of the

Simmons.

Pearl G. Miller.

MikhdlMayW

BID ASKED

Roxy "A"
do units
do com
Skouras Bros
United Art
do pfd

DAILf

Roach,

life

"So Long

—

Hal

signed Fred Karno, London impre;.
sario, to a five year contract as ai
associate
producer.
Karno, it
claimed, is the discoverer of CharltChaplin and Stan Laurel, and no«
is busy on Roach product.

Hotel, Memphis
T. O. convention

Memphis.
Convention

THE FILM

Ben Garetson has been appointed

"Disraeli,"

are:

"The Sap," Nov.

1

—

director of publicity and advertising
for Talking Picture Epics, Inc., recently organized to distribute wild

Four Yitaphone pre-releases have
been announced by Warner for the
coming month. The productions and
Nov.

P.

Bureau.

Garetson Named Ad Head
of Talking Picture Epics

Warner Pre-Releases
Scheduled for November

pre-release

M.

hibitors' unit at Pinehurst.

Washington.

4

Nov.

Peabody

of Screen
tisers Ass'n at Detroit.
Premiere of "Condemned"

Nov.

Dec.

CURB MARKET

& Katz

succeeded, now
with Publix at the Rialto theater.

at the
Tri-state
in

Nat Browne, for many years secretary to Harry Crandall, now is assisting George Skouras, general manager of Warners theaters, in New
York.
With his departure from
Washington Browne resigned as
secretary of the M.P.T.O. His former duties have been taken up by
Boston.
George
MacGonigle
of
Stephen Eilbacher, formerly manager of the Tivoli, Washington, has
been
made assistant to George
Crouch, booker and purchasing agent

Close Sales
100
3154
Am. Seat
Z\% 21 J*
900
Con. Fm. Ind. ... 22^
400
23-^ 23*6
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 24
12,000
229
233
240
East. Kodak
92
4,600
Fox Fm. "A" ... 93!^ 91
HO
•Keith A-0
100
101/, 101/2 101/
do pfd
58-54
55/ 5754 1,200
Loew's Inc
92/
*do pfd
100
24/ 24/ 24/
M-G-M pfd
22,200
69
70
Para. F-L
68J4
7
7/ 5.500
7/
Pathe Exch
700
15
13/ 14
do "A"
14,700
31
2953 30
Radio K-O-A
20
*Univ. Pict. pfd
54
48/ 51/ 16,200
Warner Bros
200
46/
46/ 46
do pfd
Bal.

whom Buerman

26

Oct. 31 -Nov.

Nov.

STOCK MARKET
High

New Mexico territory. E. I.
Reed returns to the office in charge
of booking and Howard Crain is asEugene Buerman
sistant to Reed.
has become head of the shipping dewhile
Ted Thompson,
partment,

George Skouras Appoints
W N. Browne His Assistant

Financial
31*$

31

Oct.

is

Manager; tinues in

General

Oct.

Oct.

and Denver, Ed Loy, formerly cov-

now

Oct.

Oct.

Coast

Los Angeles

Universal Club dinner, dance at
the Hotel Astor, New York.
28 Opening ot "Broadway Scandals"
at Geo. M. Cohan, New York.
28-30 Michigan
M.P.T.O. 10th annual convention at Detroit.
29
Opening of "Jazz Heaven" at the
Globe, New York.
29-31
Annual M. P. T. O. A. meeting

Oct.

sales force of
place with result that C. J. Duer is
now handling the western Colorado

ering that section,

West

OFFICE

— Several

23, 192s

Fred Karno, of London,
Roach Associate Producer

The Industry's
Date Book

changes in
Paramount have taken

Denver, Colo.

Wednesday, October

Let Us Solve Your Problems

!

Insurance Brokers

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE
Stebbins,
1540

B'WAY

& Gates
Leterman
INCORPORATED

N.Y.C.

TELEPHONE BRYANT

3040

ALBERT G.RUBEN
75 Maiden Lane
NEW YORK
BEEKMAN

3200

THE PROGRAM
OPENING NUMBER
"Bones and Tambourines." by

M-G-M

Ensemble.

"MINSTREL DAYS"
Sung by Gus Edwards and
semble.

M-G-M EnLOW-

June Purcell singing "

DOWN RYTHM."
"GOTTA

FEELIN' FOR YOU"
Sung by Joan Crawford, assisted by
Biltmore Quartette.

THE MOST IMPORTANT
PRODUCTION IN THE
INDUSTRY TODAY!
NO WONDER

Revue Idea originated by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer is being copied
by other producers.

5
6

The Marvel

THE SCREEN'S

in a

New

Era

Musical Revue, the
phenomenal star-studded Hollywood Revue,
is the one that reaps the harvest. The novelty
of it, the daring showmanship of it, which
may be imitated, but never surpassed, is what
gets the cream!
First

IN ITS 3d month at the Astor, New York,
at $2 a continuous sell-out! Remarkable ad-

6-A
7

8

San Francisco! And now the
profit -picture on the market at

greatest

Sung by

Cliff

Edwards and

M-G-M

En-

'THE

Wm.
1

CUT UP"
Haines.

NEVER KNEW

I

COULD DO A

THING LIKE THAT"
BESSIE LOVE and male chorus.
'FOR I'M THE QUEEN"
MARIE DRESSLER and M-G-M

En-

semble.

8-A
9
10

•MAGICIANS"

11

"TABLEAU OF JEWELS"
"DANCE OF THE SEA"
BUSTER "KEATON,
"LON CHANEY WILL GET YOU IF
YOU DON'T WATCH OUT"
GUS EDWARDS and M-G-M En-

12
13

Laurel-Hardy.

TOMMY

ATKINS

ON PARADE"

MARION DAVIES and male chorus.
•STRIKE UP THE BAND"
BROX SISTERSand M-G-M Ensemble.

semble.

14
15
16

ADAGIO

NATACHA NATTOVA.
"ROMEO AND JULIET BY COMPARISON"

JACK GILBERT, NORMA SHEARER
and LIONEL BARRYMORE.
"SINGIN' IN THE RAIN"
CLIFF EDWARDS, BROX SISTERS,
THE ROUNDERS, and M-G-M Ensemble.

17

COMEDY NOVELTY and
"STROLLING THRU THE PARK ONE
DAY"
Sextette with Charles King, Ukelele Ike
Marie Dressier,
and Gus Edwards

vanced priced runs in Los Angeles, Boston,
Philadelphia,

Sung by Conrad Nagel with Anita Page.

"NOBODY BUT YOU"
semble.

that the

IT IS the most astounding money -getter of
the Talkie Age!
of Marvels!

4

"YOUR MOTHER AND MINE"
Sung by CHARLES KING.
"YOU WERE MEANT FOR ME"

—

Polly

18

Moran and

Bessie Love.

—"ORANGE BLOSSOM TIME"
CHARLES KING, M-G-M Ensemble
and ALBERTINA RASCH BALLET.

Finale

popular prices!

METRO-GO
The Hit Maker!

N-MAYER

DAILY

Timely Topics

Along The Rialto

A

Digest of
Current Opinion

PhilM. Daly,

OSCAR HANSON,

Term

OUR

vey an idea

is

the

if

fills

bill;

the bill,
is
are
force
and
and if brevity
wanted, "talkies" ftp the bill.
"Newark (N. J.) Call
*

*

Thinks Return to Silents
Would Help "Little Fellow

THERE

is

help the

than

one thing that would
exhibitor

little

anything

That

else.

more
one

to
thing is a return by producers
picthe manufacture of the silent
The talkie craze has died

ture.

in
in the

except

everywhere
where it is

still

hear about

we'll

Phil

Selig's office

is

fran-

this

are ready

Phil

Gold-

lined-up to produce a

company

series of specials for the

In publicizing "Sunny Side Up" which the crowd is going
strong at the Gaiety, N. Y.. Gabe Yorke has his office in
the dressing room which Frank Bacon used many months during the run of "Lightning" which also was given the works by
for

Eddie Eckles
Fox in pictures
publicity
way
& Marco in a

fills

*

Again

line

stone from Al

wanted, talkies
comprehensibihty

wanted, "talkies"

dotted

the

for

name now

Tiffany, yes, the

at

new low down on
exhibitors in many sections

claims

chise racket

Ben Garetson now

is

doing right by Fanchon

holding the mighty pen for the adverAnd
Talking Picture Epics, Inc.,
with the big fellows getting ready to shoot with their big box
office buck shots, pepped up with sizzling music and pretty hot
talk, one exhibitor refused to have his heating system fixed, "I
expect some real hot dialog" was the way he'll keep his fans hot
and waiting
And Pete Woodhull says the nation's exhibitors are sound mad
Howard Dietz told us to cut some
boloney on that Fox wash-out on theM-G-M lot

and publicity

tising

is

of

Europe,
novelty-

Eric

experimental stage. The pitiab e
spectacle of hundreds of little
exhibitors losing their life sav-

has

who

Strelitz,

arrived

New York

in

recently

was married

succeeding

in

Millard

London,

Johnson, as
Don't

American representative for Union Theater, Ltd
if you find
Archie Mayo, Warner director, sitting
next to you at the show some night
He's busy scouting
material for the company's next season's product

be surprised

producers
ings in order to swell
purses is becoming too familiar
to be pleasant.

P.

m

Frank T. Dougherty
"The Film Spectator
*

#

NUMBER

74

The

written

titles

Gloria Sivanson

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

Famous has

$300,000,000 to spend

Los Angeles

and England, says Sid Grauman upon return from New York to the
Coast.
*

Harry Rapf

*

to build a

Coast pro-

ducing unit for Selznick.
*

R. A.

*

*

Walsh has resigned

director to join

Mayflower.

as

Fox

picture

from

the

distributors the names of editors,
titlers, adaptors, dialoguers, cameramen, etc., so that these gents who

had something to do with making the picture can receive their just
dues.
That is one thing about press
hooks that we just adore. They go
into raves about how the star eatcorn fritters for breakfast because
really

she once visited a cousin in Xortl
Carolina who fed her corn fritterfor breakfast.
Now if they wot
only tell us in some future pi
book that Gladys eats corn fritt
for her midnight supper as she pos
in
her black negligee before her
boudoir mirror,
would rate
almost a break on the front page oi
the li'l ole paper.

THAT

*

*

*

And

if any press book ever gives
us the FULL credits from direcm
to cameraman, they'll have to carry
us out on an eiderdown stretchy

Our nerves ivould be so unstrung
that the ordinary hospital canvta
stretcher would feel like a, bed
Gillette razor blades. Here is an
for producers and distributors,
be the exhibitors as well as
trade reviewers are interested
who really made the picture. T\
again, we may be all ivrong. Experience of years has probably taught

*

*

Statistics
CUNNINGHAM

ishly call the distributor's office after

Industry
By

JAMES

Statistical

P.

Editor,

The

ATTENDANCE

Film
at

40,

and

in

many

instances, to 50 per cent in the
There is a
current period.
strong indication that in two
years the attendance rate will

the

October 23

Santa

Claus?

Don't be

It

is

generally

known

that

most cases, talkers and
sound have given new blood

to the exhibition field, swelling
box office receipts tremendously.
Of course, rentals of distributors for their sound product has been raised accordingly.

silly,

chil-

dren.
Daddy and trade reviewers
aren't ever expected to get anything.

Thev

don't.

wishes and congratulations are extended by

Best

THE

FILM DAILY
ing

members

who

today are celebrating their

of

THEIR
FIRST

to the follow-

the industry,

birthday:

JOBS

have jumped considerably higher.

'

REAL

motion

in
the
theaters
picture
United States had been growing at the rate of between 15
and 20 per cent annually prior
to the advent of talking pictures, which, authorities estimate, are responsible for the
increase in theater attendance

Witli
eration

finding nothing in the pressbook except corn fritters, and ask for some
dope. Do we get the credits?
Does daddy get credit for playing

Daily

in

#

in

presses suspending opawaiting
our
review
"Glady's Giddy Garters," and the old
overhead piling up with a linotyper.
compositor, stonehand, feeder and
proofreader standing idle, we fever-

jumping from

for building studios in

is

*

MANY HAPPY RETURNS

were

actress tremendously.

TOUGHEST job
THE
reviewing
to secure

for breakfast.

74

is

the bane of a movie's unreeling.
Inserted in a most powerful
scene, they'd break up the situation and detract from the draDialogue, if it is
matic value.
is
a great boon to a
written,
well
and it also helps an
picture,

DALY

book writers that exhibitors
throughout the broad laud are frantically awaiting the big news tha<
Gladys is now eating corn frit'

Thinks Dialogue Need
Not Deter Screen Action

humbug.

THAT'S

press

*

the talk about dialogue
ALL
retarding screen action

AND
By PHIL M.

Jr.

Tiffany, gave the boys the

is

cousins in the tight little
across the pond insist
isle
exthat "talkies" is a barbaric
part
pression, really unfit to be a
Naturally
of the King's English.
still
they would object, since they
phrase
base
a
"movies"
consider
genteel
and prefer the more
If adequacy to con"cinema."

man

head

23, 1925

THAT

with

o
"Talkies" Held Ideal
for Audible Pictures

Wednesday, October

Seymour Felix
Harry Cohen
Harry Scott
Little Dorothy Gray
Edna MayFred Datig
Jack

McEdwards

FRED

C.

QUIMBY

advertising manager of the
Daily Missoulian, Missoula,

Mont.

(

TURKEY JOINS THE
OF
MOVIETONE NATIONS

.,

.

P
n the current issue of

Fox Movietone News, the muezzin

he

in

faithful

prayer

to

the Turkish

immemorial custom of washing
praising Allah

is

also heard

feet,

and

has brought to the theatres of America
curious customs of nearly every country
reel

world-wide

in

service

mouth and hands before

in

sound photography the quaint and

the world.

panorama

"IT

News recorded

It is

the only talking news-

talking newsreel with actual recording

equipment and news-gathering crews organized
weekly, a complete

The

of Sarajevo.

district

seen.

in

and the only

calls

to bring to

your theatre, twice

of current events.

SPEAKS FOR
in the

exclusive achievement

ITSELF"

following countries
CZECHOSLOVAKIA

ITALY

ROUMANIA

EGYPT

SAMOA
SCOTLAND
SPAIN

ENGLAND

JAPAN
JAVA

AUSTRIA

FRANCE

JUGOSLAVIA

ALGIERS

is

the

BELGIUM

GERMANY

MEXICO

SIAM

CEYLON

HAWAII

MONTE CARLO

STRAITS SETTLEMENTS

CHINA

HOLLAND

PALESTINE

SWITZERLAND

INDIA

PHILIPPINES

TURKEY

CANADA

From the Arctic to
the Antipodes Fox Movietone News Spans the World
CUBA

IRELAND

POLAND

WALES

THE

-2&2kDAILV
TIFFANY AIMS FOR

MICH. M.P.T.O. CONFAB.

FRANCHISES BY JANUARY
(Continued from Page

ber of silent houses, and
fany output 80 per cent
silent versions.

(Continued from Page

1)

of the Tif-

have

will

company

"Up to the present
has signed approximately 2000 franthe

indications, it is believed, they will reach a total of 3000
before the end of the year as claimed

quarters.

Tuesday

— Registration

F.

N. Seeking Originals

1)

ed by luncheon. Later at the Hotel
Wolverine a dinner will be held at
7 p. m., with board meeting scheduled after in the association head-

chises and from

23,

Coast Wire Service

PROGRAM OUTLINED FOR

3,

Wednesday, October

A

PREFERRED FOR TALKING
FILMS, SAYS C. G.

Little

from "Lots"

BAKER

of delegate;,

By

RALPH WILK

Hotel Statler and business session
That there exists a market for
scheduled in the banquet hall of hoHollywm
original
stories written expressly for
tel.
The meeting starts at 2 p. m.
at the recent Coast meet by W. A.
ly/TEREDITH
FULTON,
talking
pictures
is the
belief
of
who i
C.
Hanson later explained how with remarks by Charles W. Porter, Graham Baker, production executive *•" rects more stars and featiw
Steffes.
president, and a welcome on behalf
prices were derived in the matter of
"While originals players than any other director, k
of the city by Mayor John C. Lodge. at First National.
rentals for exhibitors.
offer
the
best
material
for talkers," been re-signed for two yearjB
Annual reports of various commit"Our national quota is fixed by tees to be read and address on "The lie says, "the}' are difficult to obtain George W. Gibson, president
Allied States Ass'n," Hanson said. Franchise" scheduled by Oscar Han- and are seldom found to be in suit- Fashion Features, Inc.
Fulton d
"These quotas range from $400,000 to son, Tiffany Productions,
In the able form for picture purposes. His rects for Fashion News, which
$700,000 in the case of pictures just evening a theater party as guests of company is in the market for orig- produced bi-weekly and whiclT
The exhibitor pays $3 Fox theater.
completed.
inals adaptable for talking films, it tures at least four film celebrities
per $100,000 in the case of certain
Wednesday Tour to Ford Airport is revealed by Baker, who holds that each issue. *
*
*
Should a picture cost
small houses.
and inspection of Henry Ford Mu- "buying the right stories is the bigBy
$500,000 if the exhibitors rental is seum.
the
way,
"Reno,"
which k
Closing business session at gest problem in producing pictures."
$3 per $100,000 his rental for that 12:30 p. in.
"Studios in Hollywood buy annu- serve as a Sono-Art starring vehitk
Meeting to be called to
production would be approximately order by President Porter.
Banquet ally over 200 stories," he says. "This for Ruth Roland, is not a sequels
If at the end of the year an
$15.
is a tremendous market.
We cannot "The Great Divide."
Statler.
Hotel
the
in the evening at
*
*
*
exhibitor finds that his rentals were
find even half this many good origtoo high or a producer believes he
Incidentally,
inals,
Sono-Art
so
we
learned
seems
to
fall
back
on
Subsidiary is Organized
is entitled to get more money per
to be cornering the market on
the
stage,
or on magazines and
picture, the matter is taken up by
by Kinemas in Britain books. The number of New York
"heavenly" titles, having used
(Continued from Page 1)
either the Producers Board or the
"The Rainbow Man." It now
stage hits can be counted on one's
Exhibitors Board and settled by the company, which has declared a divi- fingers, and this also goes for the
has "Blaze O' Glory" in proBoard of Appeals of which Abram dend of eight per cent on the cumu- number of really successful novels.
duction and will also produce
M. Myers, president of Allied States lative participating preference shares, Therefore, First National and other
"Miss Sunshine."
Ass'n, is chairman, and adjusted for calculated to Aug. 31 last.
*
*
*
studios would be glad to find suitTwenty-one new theaters have able originals to fill their
both parties."
Speaking of Sono-Art, we
production
been added to the Kinemas chain, in- needs."
must mention that Ruth Rocluding several in Natal and the
land, George Weeks, O. E.
Orange Free State. Additional ones
Goebel and
Ashcraft
at

—

DENY PUBLIX SEEKS TO
BUY SHENANDOAH CHAIN

are in actual construction or in contemplation.

Phono Kinema Busy on
12 Guest Sound Films

New

Under the direction
Glett, Phono Kinema

Type Microphone
for Reproducing Systems

(Continued from Page 1)

pect

it

"was news"

to him.

(Continued from Page

Louis

Cohen, in charge of Universal Theaters operations, who has been mentioned as handling the negotiations
for his firm, disclaimed all knowledge
of the matter.
Theaters

mentioned

sought

by

Publix, all in Virginia, were the Masonic, Clifton Forge; New Virginian

Harrisonburg; Lyric and New, Lexington; New and Strand, Staunton,
and Little Winn, Empire and Colonial, Winchester.

/ didn't get

a wink

sleep last nite.
kep' wakin'

say I was
Heh, heh!

They

me up
a

o'

to

Wow.

Porter,
eastern
scenario
editor for Universal, returned from a
two months' stay at the coast, while
Len Fields, contact man between
both studio, who has been in Xew
York for two months scouting plays
and stories for the company left last
night via T.A.T. route for the Coast.
Porter was very enthusiastic about
the way production of various stories
were being whipped into shape.

Snerman With Berger
Sioux Falls
er

— Sam

associated

Amusements,"

TALKING NEWSREEL

Roland

tendered

the

press.
*

*

*

Our Passing Show. Robert

Nor&

hurrying at First National; Albert
De Mond doing likeivise at Unix**
sal; Alexander Gray and Benin
ft

Verne

JgWER

Miss

a big hit at the luncheon

sound amplifying systems, but can
Guest.
In the pictures Guest will
be used with other systems.
There are three types of micro- recite his poems which are to be syn- Claire rejecting offers to return
Broadway for stage engagement*.
phones in this new line, namely, a chronized with musical accompaniment. The company will use its own
3^2-inch, a 6-inch and a hand micro
phone for portable use. The hand system of recording. Six productions Italotone Set to Start
microphone is enclosed in a bronze now completed consist of "Worn
Films in Italian, Spanisl
"Boyhood,"
"Vagbaond,"
The con- Out."
case with bakelite handle.
Plans for the company's initial
"Fisher,"
"Songs"
and
"Mother."
struction includes a special alloy diaproduction
in its program of Italian
phragm that has no fundamental Others will be announced shortly. and Spanish language pictures ljfl
Bert
Cann
did
the
camera
work.
There is also a
period of its own.
been completed by the newly organspecial composition, anti-"pack" carized Italotone Film Productions, II
"Queen
of
Jazz"
in
Production
bon button.
Production has begun at First Na with the establishment of headquif
tional on Dorothy Mackaill's star- ters at the Metropolitan Sound

Universal Writers Return ring
to Respective Studios The

JSking
01

1)

of Charles L.
at their studio
here are now preparing the remaining six of a series of 12 one reel
sound
pictures
featuring
Edgar

Jimmy

made

Bennie Berger
Strand here.
to

Queen

of

Jazz."

by Sidney Blackmer, Julanne Johnston and Warner

Richmond,

its

youngest member beWilliam A.
13.

ing Mickey Bennett,
Seiter

is

being

made from

The

directing.

picture is
story written

a

Miss Mackaill by Ra\
Harris and Gene Towne.

especially for

At Work in "Dance Hall"
Olive Borden and Arthur Lake are
at work in the film version of Vina
Delmar's novel, "Dance Hall," under the direction of Mel Brown.

Sherman, form-

editor
lias

picture, "The
cast is headed

of

become
in

(neater

assistant
charge of the

Oland

in

Carroll

Warner Oland

will

Picture

have a role

in

"Flesh of Eve," in which Nancy Carroll will be starred by Paramount.

dios.
Western Electric equipmi
of both sound-on-disc and soundfilm type will be used.
Among

eign artists placed under contrai
Alfredo Verrico, general di
tor, are Countess Rina de Ligui
Italia de Santis, Dolores Mitrovil
Nella Nelli, Concetta Zingarelli

assist

Agostino Borgato.

TO THE TOP

IN

MONTHS

EIGHT

RADIO'S
MIRACLE
SUCCESS
A

Tribute to Radio

Pictures
*

by

Film Daily:

W% wf\ W% |X A

^VJ WU IA

mar ^ s *^ e turmn S point
f

Rac

|j

Pictures.

in

the

brilliant

It justifies all

the claims

they have been making for the past eight months. Here
producing organization that has

come through

record of performance on promises.
Pictures has hit the
in

peak

in

It is

career

is

a big

splendidly with a

probably also true that Radio

a shorter time than any other

company

the history of the business. Eight months I Think that one over.

Vital Factors

Radio's

in

Sweeping
Tr u m p h
i

CONSISTENCY
In its first

season of operation Radio Pictures has delivered two of

the greatest attractions of this or any other year.

STREET GIRL

hits a high

mark of showmanly excellence and

sets

a blazing pace.

RIO RITA

more class, more laughs, more romance
and music and spectacle than any other show of all time and settles

down

to

sell

roars in with

out business at the Earl Carroll,

New York.

All other attractions have maintained a high standard at the
box-office.

THIS RECORD HAS
NEVER BEEN MATCHED

IN THE HISTORY OF
PICTURES

.,

Miracle

AMUSEMENT ENTERPRISE

Workers

THE

lifivspaper

c&m

DA ^LYH

23, 1929

October

irjiday,

Solomon Succeeds Steel as
Warner Mgr. at St. Louis

Opinions

of Martin Solomon
succeed Jerry Steel, who recently
resigned as manager of the St. Louis
branch, has been announced by Sam
E. Morris, vice president of Warner.

Appointment

to

("Three Live Ghosts"
United Artists

KAN — *

l|

ribute in
Is. First

* * there are two factors
elevating it from the proof these is the prime per-

Second
McNaughtoii.
which Beryl Mercer
(each individual hit of hokum. The
these two should guarantee "Three
ill..

M

Charles

of

Mpert manner

in

I

reasonable

(I, sis"

nests.

M1RKOK— *

In.'

the

with

popularity

* excellently proa delightful finish.
It's hetter
stage.
may anticipate a mi
*

Id directed. It has
Kj was good on the

So you
Screen.
Ghosts.
fly good time at "Three Live
* * * an hour and twenty
Ml'
worth of delightful performances and
timorous dial. ui.e.
one of the
il.Nti JOURNAL—* *

NEWS —

"

*
goryear
*
dialogue is both enterwell put over by a
exceedingly
Uon t
*
cast group of players.

Bag

Bedy
&nd

*

the

of

pictures

*

"

one.

I

WORLD—*

ING

*

entire east

*

is

and the story is handled with such
'that "Three Live olios.,' tal.CS its
,

one

best

the

of

adapted from books.
hundred and fifteen films are

United States

New York

Rivoli,

made

coined;, d. ."'.is

talking screen.

TOLEDO—

Jack O'Connell is to
remain as managing director of the
O'Connell resigned
Vita Temple.
last summer but remained until a successor could be chosen and was persuaded by the owners to remain un-

ions

with audience suitability classification
making it helpful in arranging programs for special showing during

Book Week.

—

—

pointed

by )oe Silverman, manager houses.

of the Syndicate Pictures office here.

MINNEAPOLIS

—

der,

"

Tom Murray, Paramount Brooklyn
manager, has returned to his desk after

two week's

ions.

genius and

ectoiial

*

*

dancing
*

*

hing.

—*

unusual

an

dollies
*

*

*

broad

of

who makes

film

in

these

uncommonly

*

der.

picture

together
interpreted by an
is one
of the ten

Here
:hosen cast.
ures of the year, no matter
r nine.

—*

an

last,

house, has been turned
colored vaudeville theater.
ris

* * very obvious farce, well acted,
it is
orded, faithfully photographed.
*
s entertainment. * *
*
*
slnewda lively farce,
SGRAM *
and directed with considerable skill
rnton Freeland. * * *
* * * Mr. Marcin has produced
with warmth and has devoted much
I thought the sound
nd money to it.
lg was, in the main, had. but, on the
and, the photography in almost every

LD—

:as

—

policy.

New

Brylawski Dead

gton Bureau

of

—

shington
are being

Book Week, an annual

Foreign

LONDON—

fall

event,

Follies."

DISAPPOINT'
Hou.ru

iWIMMS
INCORPORATED
D
tO WEST42 N- STREET

NEW YORK

Phone: Wisconsin 6876
IALLAN A.LOWNES. CEN.MCR.

at

is

home."

Bently recenr-

l\
opened a talking picture policy at
the Central Kinema, Folkestone with
"Bulldog Dritmof
the -showing

MR. GAB: "OH YEAH.'"

mond."

J&£§£^

Stanley

flDMLOWFIlM

right here

MRS. GAB: "Oh yeah?"

No

NEVER

it."

Movietone

Aaron

America subsidiary.

iWE

MR. GAB: "Oh yeah?"

to

"NEW YORK and

years he was general manager
Co.,

is

>>

Welcome

motion picture pioneer,
For
dead in his 78th year.

Cosmos Theater

go

he

fastest talker

at

for

at the Strand tonight,

MR. GAB: "Well, the world's
Fool"

78
THE FILM ;>AlLY
Funeral arrange-

made

t

world's funniest 'talker' 7^

"The Singing
inaugurated the talking policy at the
Central, Ipswich. This later was followed by the showing of "Fox

LONDON— Walter

be observed here Nov. 17 to 23.
The National Board of Review, Xew
York, is offering a list of motion
will

wski,
s

York

MRS. GAB: "They say

MRS. GAB: "That's

installed.

good.

iron

a

Elmira, N. Y. The Majestic recently opened with a sound picture
policy.
Western Electric apparatus
is

After experimentation with sound at the Crystal, Ed.
Edwards has discontinued this policy.
The 600-seat house could not show
a profit and returned to a silent pic-

—

into

—

DETROIT

ture

illness.

The West End, former Harry Har-

it

STING TELEGRAPH- At
motion
American-made
it
At last a combination
and sly, subtle wit, woven

listed

Hawthorne, N. J. Charles M.
has acquired the HawRobinson
der a new contract.
thorne, from the Community Theater Co.
The same exhibitor has
WILMINGTON, DEL. Publix- taken
over the Maplewood, MapleKansas, Inc., has been formed lure
wood.
operate
to
places
oi
amusement.
Company was capitalized with 1000
Helen and Josephine Trix have arshares of no par value by II. K. rived from London and will embark
Grantland, H. H. Snow, I.. 11. Her- upon an RKO vaudeville tour.
man, Wilmington.
Owners of the Luna and Happy
DALLAS—-.!. E, Eiuey, formerlj Hour, Brooklyn, have installed Royal
with Tiffany and RKO has been ap- Ampljtone sound equipment in both

Don Alexanformer advertising and publicity
director for the State, Publix house,
his been appointed assistant to Chartalkie era.
this
of
specimen
f
despite the les
vLUTRlBUNE— * *
Winchell, divisional advertising
of atrocious photography, bad record- director
for the chain, by Edward A.
emerges
careless dramatization,
ntermittently entertaining film, with Smith, district manager for Publix
Austin McHongh succeeds Alexaniderable virtue of three striking char-

*
*
*
so ably are the charis
the
presented, so smoothl)
Suction directed and so cleverly apt
—jntinuous dialog, that technically it is

'IHC

One

pictures

* *

9>/>

&W«t

&%^

Charge!

This charming hotel surrounded by green lawns
and sun porches is the only Hotel in Atlantic City
serving breakfast in your room without charge.
The bedrooms are built for comfort;
each with its own private bath, large
closets, modern furnishings, bridge and
reading lamps and three or more windows to the room. Everything is cozy
and homelike.
Chas. A. Berry
H. L. Fiarbairn

@

Owner

Manager

— CONTINENTAL PLAN —

GOVERNOR
HOINTON
m
3l~ST~»7 AVE.

opposite

PENNA.R.R.STATION

1200 Rooms
each with
Bath and

Servidor
ERNEST G.

KILL

Gen. Mgr.

ROOM *"> BATH

3°°UP

!

I

11/

WORLD

F

PREMIERE

.«

RIVOLI

THEATRE
New York
rrr"

HAROLD
LLOYD
TA LliS in "Welcome Danger"
AND

S.

R. O.

is

THE ANSWER!
More people per performance
have jammed their way into the
Rivoli Theatre,

New

and hear Lloyd's

York, to see

latest

than ever

before in the history of the house
Literally

thousands have been

turned away at the box
Every revue

is

office!

a torrent of praise

for the picture.

The

verdict's in.

"Welcome Danger" is the biggest
Lloyd clean-up of

all

times!

Produced by HAROLD
LLOYD Corporation

^B

\

/

iTHE
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Technical Staff Aids Sound Houses

CONFIRM^ P-F-L - WARNER DEAL DROPPING
Jsing 800 Papers in Mechanical Music Fight
Musicians' National Drive

Customs

of

to Sell

-By

N

Eight hundred newspapers having
a combined estimated circulation of

JACK ALICOATE-

Spain they have

many

between 60,000,000 and 75,000,000 are
old,

in-

teresting and amusing customs.
The other day
instance.
headed direct for the Empy
ile

For

ub and one of host Karschs oneenty blue plates including dessert
r eye happened to catch a string of
enty-four sheets doing their duty

above the crowds that lino the
Each told, in
ado at high noon.
modest way, about a motion pice and each assured the respective
trons along the line of march that
jh

s individual picture was positivethe best, finest, foremost and greatBeing of an
attraction in town.
and credulous turn of
quisitive
nd, the first because we are Irish
d the second because of our long
sociation with press agents, we imdiately sought out an advertising
an, high in the inner circles of mon picture exploitology and revered
d honored because of his long and
le record for integrity, honesty and
:

cerity.

"How

is it?"

asketh we, in

odest but direct tones, "How is it
at you motion picture advertising
en all and always refer to your
irrent picture as none other than
e best that is. was, and can be?
irely it is but a small matter of
emental algebra and simple calculains to come to the conclusion that
ne or ten cannot be the best of
lything, especially at one and the
me time." "Ah!" quoteth He, "If
>u will look further into the matr you will find that it's

declared being used in the national
advertising campaign against 'mechanical music' by the American
Federation of Musicians.
The Federation represents 140,000 professional
musicians in the United States
While no figures are
and Canada.
available as to the exact budget sel
aside for the campaign, it is claimed
that the campaign will be carried on
The campaign seeks to
indefinitely.
(Continued on Page

HOBART

10)

HIeTAND

BEN

HECHT FORMING COMPANY
Upon
tracts

the

completion of
with Paramount,

first

of the year,

their

con-

soon

after

Hobart Henley
announce a new

and Ben Hecht will
Under the
producing combination.
arrangement, Henley is to direct the
(Continued on Page

10)

Woodhull Toastmaster
at M.P.T.O.A. Banquet
Memphis— R.

F. (Pete) Woodhull,
past president of the M.P.T.O.A. and
now vice president of General Talking Pictures, is to be, toastmaster at
(Continued on Page

New

10)

—

The other evening we mingled
easing thoughts
and exchanged
hite rock and ice over a marbled
>p coffee table with one of our most
:lusive and financially well to do
rs.
About the time the conversagot down to small talk we up
chirped
forth
the
following
(Continued on Page 2)

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Officials of the Dept. of Justice, queried by
declined comment on the dropping of negotiations
in the Paramount- Warner deal.

Washington

—

THE

FILM DAILY
Official

confirmation of the dropping of negotiations in the proposed

aramount-Warner merger, which was

Warner Bros,

'terday

to

Increase Dividends
At a meeting of the Board
of Directors of Warner Brothers to be held to-day it is
understood that the dividend
will
be raised, placing the
stock upon an annual $4.00 dividend basis.
It is estimated
that the earnings of Warner
Brothers are running at about
twice this amount.

FIRST "TALKER DINNER"

SPONSORED BY "EPICS"
Educators,

business

leaders

and

film representatives last night attended
the "all-talker" dinner, sponsored by
Talking Picture Epics in association
(Continued on Page 10)

[Vest

Coast

Bureau,

Los Angeles
have

THE FILM DAILY

— Recent

increased to
of theaters in the

500

acquisitions
the number

Fox West Coast

trust including Metropolitan Vickers

chain, according to Harold B. Frankpresident.
These acquisitions
lin,
which added 101 houses to the chain's
holdings are: the Midland circuit,
Kansas City; the Miller Circuit,
Wichita, Kan.; the Ellis Arkush Cir-

entered the sound equipment
here with a sound-on-film and
sound-on-disc reproducer.

The chain now
cuit, San Francisco.
extends from San Diego to Seattle
and as Far East as Iowa.

BRITISH EQUIPMENT
London

HELD

—

(By Wireless) British
Thomson Houston and the electrical
have
field

companies in a joint statement.
Other than the cryptic assertion that
the deal is off, no comment was
available.

For some months, there have been
persistent

reports

the

that

mount-Warner deal was
announcement of
al

all set,
its

Paraform-

closing

awaiting only approval by the Dep't.
of

Justice.

However,

officials

of

both companies have insisted that no
(Continued on Page 10)

SERVICE FREE TO SHOWMEN

Fox
West Coast Chain to 500 Houses

ELECTRICAL TRUST ENTERS

Tuesday by
was given yesby executive heads of the two

definitely stated as off

THE FILM DAILY,

Acquisitions Increase

AN OLD

PANISH CUSTOM."
and Another

—U. S. Officials Silent on Deal

Manual Music

Now Under Way

Old Spain

Cryptic Statement Admits Negotiations are Off

Raising of standards of sound prois the purpose of a new department formed by M-G-M, with
McCloed, head of exchange
S.
J.
Two
maintenance as supervisor.
meetings weekly are held at the home

jection

office to discuss

service,

improvements

in the

launched with three super(Continued on Page

10)

Picture Folk Work
to Re-elect Walker
William Fox has been made
chairman of the "Re-elect
Walker" Motion Picture OrOther officers are
ganization.
A. H. Schwartz, treasurer,
assistant
O'Reilly,
Charlie
treasurer and Sam Berman,
Arthur Hirsch will
secretary.
also play an important part in
rousing get-tothe work.
gether luncheon will be held
at the Astor the early part of
next week to get things startHeadquarters are being
ed.
opened in the Times Building.

A

1

~.&&>$
DAILY
Customs of Old
Spain
Priet 5 Cents

Thursday. Oct. 2 4, 1929

No 21

1)

pointed and personally inquisitive
query. "Granting as you do that the
big stars do not need advertising and

publicity of a commercial nature, why
is it then that you allow your name
Published daily except Saturday and holidays and photographs to be used for com1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and mercial
at
advertising
purposes,
for
copyright (1929) by Wid's Films and Film
Folks,
W. Alicoate, President, cough cures, hair layers and what
Inc.
J.
Editor and Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, nots?
Acting is a profession and an
Secretary-Treasurer and General Manager;
All professions have conone.
Enold
Editor.
Managing
Charles F. Hynes,
Editor and Publisher

JOHN «. ALICOATE

tered as second class matter, May 21, 1918,
at the post-office at New York, N. Y., under
Terms (Postage
the act of March 3, 1879.
free) United States outside of Greater New
months,
$5.00; 3
York $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers
months, $3.00.
Address all comshould rem;t with order.

munications

THE FILM DAILY,

to

1650

Phone Circle
Broadway, New York, N. Y.
4736-4737-4738-4739. Cable address: Filmday,
Ralph
California
New York. Hollywood,
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
London— Ernest W. Fredman, The
6607.
St.,
Wardour
Renter, 89-91
Film
Berlin— Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
I.
Paris— P. A. Harle,
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la
Cour-des-Noues, 19.

—

Invading South
first
inAtlanta Marking
vasion of the Southeast by Fox,
and extending to the eastern
seaboard the chain operated by
Harold B. Franklin, the Fox
here will open about Thanksgiving day.
R. T. (Rocky)
Newton will manage the the-

Oct.

ater.

Oct.

to cheapen themselves by such meth"Hush" sez He, "IT'S SIMods."

OLD

AN

PLY

CASTiLIAN

HABIT."
Persistent Spaniards

W

The

day we were walking

other

31

CONTINENTAL WILL OPEN

26

Peabody Hotel, Mempl
M. P. T. O. convent
Memphis.
Convention of Screen Adv

at the
Tri-state
in

Oct. 31 -Nov.

1

Ass'n at Detroit.
Premiere of "Condemned" at t
Selwyn, N. Y.
Opening of "Paris" at Cenu
7
N. Y.
Actors' Equity Ball at Hotel AM
9
New York.
14
Projection talk by William Cai
van at Hotel Astor, New Yoi
18-19
Annual fall convention of To
Unit at Dallas.
19-20
Ninth Annual Ohio M.P.T.
Convention at Columbus.
9-10
Meeting of North Carolina
tisers

Nov.

SECOND BRANCH ON COAST
Second

national

the

of

chain

of

by
Continental
branches planned
Theater Accessories is to be opened
The Philadelphia
at Los Angeles.
branch is slated to open at an early
date.

Nov.
Nov.

Nov.
Nov.

Nov.
Dec.

Effort to Balk W. E.
Showing Fails in Spain
An endeavor by German interests

men we were

tapped to stop performances on Western
merrily on the shoulder and given the Electric sound equipment in the
bright greeting by a sales executive Coliseum at Barcelona, Spain, on the
of one of our foremost film factories. ground of patent infringement has
"Sh-h" whispers he with the wink met with failure, the company states.
STOCK MARKET
of his good eye, "I'm going to let Western
Electric has instituted a
High Low Close Sales you in on a secret.
It's a scoop old nullity suit contesting the validity of
400 man and
Am. Seat
31M 31'/ 31/
you shall have it first." the patent involved.
21
1,500
Con. Fm. Ind. ... 21/ 21
400 Here was the old army game again
23/ 23/
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 24
234^ 218/ 218/ 12,800 that we have heard oh so many times.
East. Kodak
87
12,900
Fox Fm. "A" ... 93/ 83
We closed our eyes, gritted our teeth Schwartz to be
110
•Keith A-0
"It's
600 and prepared for the worst.
101/ 97/ 97/
of Columbia Foreign Sales
do pfd
57/ 56/ 57/ 5,400 positively a smash and the greatest
Loew's Inc
Appointment of Milton J. Schwartz,
88
100 picture that ever
88
88
do pfd
came out of Holly24/
*M-G-M pfd
formerly with Fox, as foreign sales
wood
and
I
am
having
a special
64
23,200
64
70
Para. F-L
8
6/
6/ 8,100 showing for you, all by yourself, to- manager of Columbia is expected to
Paths Exch
be announced upon return to New
12
1,900 morrow morning at 10
14/ 12
do "A"
o'clock in our
30/ 26/ 26/ 28,500
Radio K-O-A
projection room."
And there we York from Europe of Joe Brandt,
20
Univ. Pict. pfd
Columbia president.
Brandt and
49/102,600
were
hooked
again
Bros
55/
485*
as
neatly as you'd
Warner
for

shirts

silk

Oct.

Oct.

leisurely along the

Rialto soliloquizing in general on the splendid spirit
of brother love existing within the
industry. As we stopped and looked
longingly into a window featuring

Oct.

Universal Club dinner, dance
the Hotel Astor, New York.
28 Opening of "Broadway Scand.
at Geo. M. Cohan, New Yoi
28-30 Michigan
M.P.T.O. 10th
nual convention at Detroit.
29
Opening of "Jazz Heaven" at
Globe, New York.
29-31
Annual M. P. T. O. A. meet

Oct.

We

ventions and ethics.
feel it ib
below the dignity of stars such a:
you and the industry they represent

24, 19

The Industry's
Date Book

—

{Continued from Page

Vol. L

Thursday, October

Financial

3

—

i

hibitors' unit at Pinehurst.

Holgate House Sold
Holgate, O.
has purchased

— C.
the

E.

Archambau

Palace

from

!

Deisler.

New Head

4654

pfd

do

46/

46H

200

CURB MARKET
Bal. & Katz
Columbia Pets

75

30/
18/

Insp

Film

2

Fox Thea. "A"
Gen. Thea

"Loew do
Nat.

..

D.W. "A"

Griffith,

deb.

2

22/

24

46/
1/

40

43/
1/

1/

24

.

.

18/

18/

Nat. Thea. Sup
Univ. Pict

do

2

25

rts

Ser.

Scr.

300

75

75

Thea

*Cont.

18/

100
5,400
5,500
100
....
100

42

15/

pfd

V$

BOND MARKET
Keith

A-0

Loew
do

6s
6s 41

Paramount
Par.

Pathe

By.

46.. 8154
81/ 8154
105
41ww ..10554 105
6s

5/s

9854

98/

9854

200

64/

63

63

CURB BONDS
79

79

103/

and

his

know

4,200

OVER THE COUNTER
Roxy "A"

20

25

22

26

LAST
Loew
Regular

2

4

30
5

34
10

65

75

PRICE QUOTED

Quarterly Dividend

quarterly
dividend
of
!
2 per cent
$1.62}4 a share on the 6 /
cumulative preferred stock, payable
Nov. 15 to holders of record Nov. 1,
has been declared by Loew's Inc.

Sisters

The

G

in

London.

New York Tomorrow

in

G, German song and
dance team, recently signed by Universal for "The King of Jazz Revue,
Sisters

in

New

the

Berengaria.

York

tomorrow
They will

he can talk us into thinking it's good. make their first appearance in this
After we have wasted a half day and country the following day at the
then voiced in no uncertain terms our Universal Club dinner-dance at the
plete bust as far as

we

is

a

treatment

com- Astor.

info

by him

FOR CENTURIES

DONE

IT'S

BEEN

IN SPAIN.

Talkers for San Mateo
San Mateo, Cal.- The redecorated
San Mateo has adopted a policy of

—

talking pictures.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

RESPONSIBLE POSITION WITH
THEATRE CHAIN
Established chain wants experienced theatre developer
one who can judge possibilities of theatre locations in various

—

communities and carry all negotiations
through to completion.
Real opportunity for right man.
Reply must give
full record of your experience, as well
as age and salary expected. All applications

confidential.

Box 0-171
1650

Broadway

c/o Film

New York

Daily
City

sake, quiet that child aru

put

it

to

see that

down

to bed.

We're
great

goin\

talkh

the street."

MR. GAB: "Oh yeah? »

are concerned

we

MRS. GAB: "For goodnes

'

whole staff and family too, arrive
bad but what of it, perhaps aboard

BID ASKED
do units
do com
Skouras Bros
United Art
do pfd

Schwartz now are

it's

300

1,000

10354

the picture will be lousy.
lured us there,

ail

are gently slipped the
of the twinkling eye that

93/
98/

Am. Seat. 6s 36. 79
Warner 6/s 28 .106

know

we

The dynamiter who

1,000

98

37

7s

As we eye one another

and ask meekly in the name of justice, equity and the twelve apostles
what we have done to deserve such

93/
98/

51.

critics there.

judgment that the picture
300
200
400

x-war...
6s 47 ..

93/

We

land a mountain trout.
arrive
the projection room promptly at
ten only to find seven other chump
at

AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard

MRS. GAB: "Oh yeah! The:
say it's a wow of acomedy.'

MR. GAB: "Well,

it's

go

nothing on this little pro
duction right here at home
This kid's a wow a screan
and a howl."

—

Vaudeville Acts

MRS. GAB: "Ofi yeah?"

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

MR. GAB: "OH YEAHJ"

LIVE WIRES!
MORAN:

"Charlie,

I

got to get

down

off here.

My

we

stay

feet are hot."

w

MACK:
here.

The way

wires on
is

™°
tied

AKR 0N

BLACK CRn™,o

&

Boy, we're goin' to get burned up

fire

the exhibitor boys are settin' these

with telegrams about us breakin' records

somethin' scandalous."

THE TWO
BLACK CROWS
n

»a% l Hls™*v

MORAN and MACK
in

"WHY BRING THAT

With Evelyn Brent and Harry Green.
George Abbott.
1,0

"f^EK'S RW

W

FOR

«OVED
IxcWREunderstand

uIre

TsO

BROKE

S
s

RECORDS

^

Story by Octavus

IIP?"

Directed by

Roy Cohen.

«v TALKING

SECOND
J»

if

HA

.

«^ENHMX

PARAMOlJXT-T/ie
•IV ir

live

Show World Company!

DAILY

Timely Topics

Along The Rialto

A

Digest of
Current Opinion

€)
Regards Sound Pictures
to Surgery

many important

operations which the average

surgeon performs but once

in his

welded

these operations are recorded on sound film in the future and distributed among doctors and students, it is reasonable to expect that there will be
a tremendous decrease in morlife.

tality

If

*

Lauds Arbitration
System in Industry

WEsystem

believe that the arbitration

has been sound in

*

*

Sees Public Content
With Banality in Films
give
TOthem,

them the

credit

due

producers, all
the actors and all the directors
would like to take the banality
out of films; but a large proportion of the public does not seem
to be of like mind and intention.
Harry Carr in
"The Los Angeles Times"
the

all

*

*

^^/

for

industry,

NUMBER

75

moving and

The

printing

as
talking

Statistics
By JAMES
Statistical

CUNNINGHAM

P.

Editor,

The Film

IN

o/'FILMPOM

during 1928 represented three
and a half per cent of all building in the country and includ-

ure

New

Capitol,
York, has premiere
opening tonight.
*

*

Harry Reichenbach

*

De

*

*

Mille, Gloria

Last year's

fig-

tremendous increase
over figures of a few years ago,
is

a

Swanson

and Bebe Daniels en route to

New

Best
tions

wishes and congratulaare extended by

THE

FILM DAILY
ing

members

who

today are celebrating their

of the industry,

birthday:

more than $153,000,000 over the 1923 total, which

Arthur W. Stebbins
Marian Coldwell Cooper

amounted

Julia

1924,
at

new

to

1926,

In

theaters were valued

$24,701,398;

000;

$18,085,568.

1925,

$69,783,000.

$56,000,-

Swayne Gordon
Byron Morgan
S.

J.

a place of

liqui

the upper we
side where congenial souls gather
forget the cares of the business da
and make merry as congenial sou
have made merry since time begai
Inside an hour seven total stranger
had become great cronies, discussin
things freely that they wouldn't te
their wives.
There was one gent \\
the crowd who would be priceless
any sort of a party, from diplomat
to ditch-diggers.
If the conversatio
I

;

sagged, or somebody got arguments
tive, or some guy perchance starte

worrying about home ties, this gei
would pipe up up cheerily: "I'll sin
you a song." And he would. An
how.
So the gang stuck till the
closed the joint.
The seven cronie
parted, maybe never to meet agaii

But

always

they'll

genial gent

who

left

remember
them as he

ered down the avenue,
cheery song.
*

Come
this li'l
built on

*

still

th
tei

singinj

*

think of it, a big part o
old world's history has bee
to

the ability and inclinatio
some genial gent to sing a sowj;
We might start with the Biblicc
Songs of David. A.nd before th
written tvord was in the grasp o
the masses, the prowess of a nation'
heroes and the beauty of its heroine
was perpetuated by strolling sing
ers. They were the world's first hit
torians.
So we have the sagas o
the Vikings. The scented love lyric
of the Persians. The haunting fol
gongs of the Russians. The bonne
ballads of Scotland.
The cheer,
chansons of the French. Music butt
into the fibre and soul of a peopl
for centuries because some gen
was able to sing a song.
of

—

*

*

So today we have our Irving Bet
lins and George Cohans.
Today w
also have seen the miracle of a wob
bly silent screen art take on new lif
and soar to undreamed-of heights C
popular appeal and prosperity. Why
Because the silent shadows are noi
singing songs.
Scientific and engi
neering geniuses have presented th
industry with an age-old idea: "Wh;
not sing a song?" And the screen i
singing its way into the hearts of th
world.

to the follow-

estimates placing the increase
in cost at

elected an of-

Equity Pictures Corp.
*

York.

combined investment of

a

$161,938,000.

HBHttsBSsna,'

October 24

the-

aters in the United States

ed
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of
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SCENE was
THE
refreshment on

*

be

pictures in

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

Cecil B.

MANY HAPPY RETURNS

Industry

press,

/CONSTRUCTION

ficer of

75

progressed

has

compared with
power of education.
The whole world is
instructed and entertained by pictures, and its semi-barbarous regions civilized by them.
"New York American"

moving

-

*

no machinery
NOpromoting enlightenment
and

pictures.
alone, can

broker

m

Pictures First Among
Industries in Progress

happiness,
rapidly as

New York

WOR.

its

aspects and of good
morals in trade relations. It has
contributed to a growing ethics
in the trade and has values not
yet by any means exhausted.
"Motion Picture Journal"

business

*

Theodore Crow,

to

other honors heaped upon him, Thomas A. Edison
has been named the first honorary member of the Academy of
M. P. Arts and Sciences
A "friendly" get-together is
promised for Thursday's meeting of the AMPA. Well?
Mary and Doug are in London this week, where they expect to
witness premiere of "The Taming of the Shrew."
Carmel
Myers is to make a poisonal appearance at premiere of Columbia's "Broadway Scandals" Oct. 28 at the George M. Cohan,
Noo Yawk. Today the Stebbinses are in the birthday spotlight.
Gertrude Lawrence left the Empire t'other night to sing a
song or two under the benevolent eye of Alexander Woollcott, who
was doing his weekly "Town Crier" over
Jay Gourney
accompanied her in "Housekeeping," the song he wrote for her
use in "The Battle of Paris," which Paramount is keeping up
its sleeve ;also in "They All Fall in Love," Cole Porter's contribution to the star's first audible
There's to be a headline show at the testimonial dinner for
Georgie Jessel Sunday sponsored by the Jewish Theatrical Guild
of America
Lenore Ulric is to do a personal appearance act
with "Frozen Justice" tomorrer night at the Roxy
Mary
Garden is considering a singing appearance in talkers
Lord Baden-Powell, founder of the Boy Scouts, says he draws
the line at "those rotten American films with their silly plots"
but the British public certainly can't agree with him.:
Walter Eberhardt, publicity ace of Electrical Research Products,
is to give up raking leaves at
Scarsdale long enough to attend
r -°- A racket at Memphis, starting Tuesday
D.
\v
W. Griffith has left Noo Yawk for the Coast. Joe Brandt is still
Lunnon with his new foreign sales manager, Milton Schwartz.

William Fox
*

will

Among

from such causes.
*

By PHIL M.

Jr.

version of Herbert Brenon's production of "Lumhave its premiere at Hoboken, advises Warren
Nolan, United Artists publicity impresario, styling the Jersey
city as the place where "a hamburger's still a hamburger, but
Jimmie Chapman, veteran of the
the beer is not so near"
Educational San Francisco office, has joined the Fox West Coast
Virginia Lee Corbin was secretly
booking department

As an Aid

are

THAT'S

THAT

GERMAN
mox"

24, 192

-AND

with

PhilM. Daly,

THERE

Thursday, October

Stebbins

Henry Goldfarb
Arthur Edeson

THEIR
FIRST

JOBS
PAUL GULICK
raking hay in Vermont at
75c a day

The October 19th Issue

of

Magazine

hands down

important
decision in
case of

UNITED

ARTISTS
vs.

The Industry

"THREE OF THE BEST ALL-TALKING
MOVIES and one of the most ambitious
have been made by UNITED ARTISTS
— COQUETTE', ALIBI', BULLDOG
DRUMMOND'.
"And now they have done another
splendid piece of work with 'THREE
LIVE GHOSTS'. I advise you to see it.

CONGRATULATE UNITED ARTISTS
FOR TURNING OUT SUCH CONSISTENT AND SUPERIOR WORK.''
"I

"Judge"-Pare Lorenz

!

'

Attaboy *SIwdge"
But you can add another

to

that

This picture stood Rochester,
Omaha, Des Moines,
Buffalo,
Detroit, Seattle, San Francisco right

list.

on

their eyes

Here

and

It Is!

ears.

The 5th

BIG HIT

Atlanta, Ca.

The home of Bobby
Jones lines up to pay their
respects

and admiration

to

another popular star.

Some Record! Some Record!
FIVE BIG ONES OUT OF FIVE
ALL TALKING PICTURESm MADE
w
%&
."

m

-

sn
H

-

i

JM

l^Mg
*

"And

great guns!

what follows

'

No. The most amazing
tremendous box-

6

office offering ever

produced. The sensation of sensations.

The

LAUGH HIT

of any year.

"WILL BRING AUDIENCES TO THE THEATRE IN
A RUSH," advises Motion Picture News— AND HOW!

!¥©•

7

Greater Than

"BULLDOG

DRUMMOND"
his first All-Talking
Romance. The most ambitious production ever
presented by Samuel
Goldwyn. Opening Nov. 3
at $2 Top. Selwyn Theatre,
N. Y. C.
Adapted by Sidney Howard. Suggested by Blair Niles' novel
'"Condemned to Devil's Island." Directed by Wesley Haggles.

y
i

First in

STARS-First in

PICTURES

First in the hearts of the
country's wisest

showmen.

THE

DAILY
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Musical Notes
By

^HESE
stem

CLEF—^^—
a

me

—mBy

Meljust an old
I

Come."

Geo. & Arthur Piantadosi have
released a new song entitled
Slow Caravan," written by Sammy
erner and Al Hoffman. This pair
ivriters also are the composers of
ist

f

The Hush Of The Night" which

In

one

of

this

firm's

best

current

ne.

Weinberg wrote

another
Yep, with Billy Stone, he wrote

My

Wonderful Love" which is the
leme song of the latest Tiffany
Harms will
icture "Mid-Stream."
ublish the song.

That's

tric

Lamp-

is

being installed.

M.

Nicholas, is sponsoring a
J.
man, for the past six years manager
theater
and
25 story apartment house
Des Moines, has resignof the
ed.
The policy has been changed on an unspecified location in the
Forties between Lexington and Secfrom a straight vaudeville to a coin
ond Ave., New York.
The house
bination house.
will seat 1,000 and will represent an
investment of $2,500,000 and will be
MICH.
Rice called the Park Avenue Playhouse.
sold his interests in the Sylan to Mc- It will be wired for talkers.
Earlane Enterprises, which will opThis>
erate the house as the Sun.
Bound Brook, N. J. With the inis the fourth house acquired by the
stallation of sound and redecoration
Plain- completed Fox reopened the Brook
circuit,
others being Sun,
Vicksburg, and
well;
Pine theater here.
Dan E. Lee is manSun,
ager of the house.
Grove, Port Huron, Mich.

RKO

PORTLAND,

(

(

My

Idea

of

Heaven"

>hich has been getting such a great
lug over the air lately, was written
y Herbert Steiner and Mac Lieb,

nd published by George Whiting,
"Big Boy Jess," "Just Beyond
Blue" and "Telling the World
Ve're In Love," were written by
Vhiting, Abbott and Weber and
nc.
'he

•ound out the catalogue.

Al Schiller and his partner Waller
Bishop have just placed their
latest song with Clarence Williams
Music Co.
"Dispossessin' Me" is
the title of their song. It's a "Blues"
lumber which should bring in plenty

Yorking to attend the premiere
"The Trespasser," Gloria Swan-

which he both wrote and
While in town he's working with Joseph B. Kennedy, Miss
Swanson and Laura Hope Crewes
on ideas for another Swanson allson story,
directed.

talking vehicle.

Claire

Windsor,

who

last

made

"Mid-Stream" at the Coast, will
make her bow in vaudeville Nov. 2
when she opens an RKO tour at the

—

—

—

—

—

—

Hugh W.

Braly.

SEATTLE— Maurice

man

We've heard of songwriters who
started out from various walks of
ife but here's a new one. J. Frank
Otto, ivhose "Would You Hate a Guy
for That" will soon be published by
i
Broadway Publisher, was formerly a strong contender for the
ightweight championship of the
world.

.

Albee in Providence.
Her tour is
under the direction of Arthur Klein
and Terry Turner. The act includes
Guatemala Marimba Band,
the
Kingston, N. Y.
Ownership of which recently played vaude with
CLEVELAND
Three more
the
Broadway and Kingston has Mae Murray.
houses in this territory have been
passed from Harry Lazarus to Walequipped with Pacent sound devices.
Abe Mass, who was scenario editer A. Reade.
They are the Ritz, Waldorf and Amtor for short subjects at Warner
bassador belonging to Messrs. OsMary Pickford and Douglas Fair- Bros. Vitaphone studio in Brooklyn,
car Stotter, S. Klinger, S. Berko- banks' new picture opens soon at is now handling short subject mawitz and the estate of the late Henry the Rialto, New York.
terial at the company's offices at
H. Lustig.
1560 Broadway. Mass, who was with
Roscndale, N. Y. Fireman's Hall First National and other major comDENVER
Thomas Sullivan. has been transferred from exhibitor panies for years, is known as an expert in his field.
business manager of the Colorado Ravmond to H. Haust.
and Rocky Mt. M.P.T.O.. has estabHastings, N. Y. V. Monachelli has
William R. Black, ivho spends
lished an office in the Film Bldg.
taken over the Hastings from M. most of his days picture- working,
here.
Hurley.
has completed a part in "The
Guest," Marc Connelly short made
Red Bank, N. J.— The Strand has at RCA's Gramercy studio. He also
SAN FRANCISCO
Projection
rooms of the local Paramount ex- changed its policy by adding five recently worked in the Fred Keatchange have been fully equipped with acts of vaudeville to regular talking ing Vitaphone short made at Warsound apparatus under the direction picture programs.
ner Bros.

Putting in one sentence the cataogue of Saul Bernie Inc. we have
Don't Cry Baby" we'll find the
'Sunnv Side" of life "Under The
Well we can
pell Of The Moon."
>nly say that Saul certainly is startof
ng off with a cheerful and optimisic array of tunes, and we wish him
uck.

EDMUND
of

W EDDY^^m
GOULDING is New

ARTHUR

.

—

'Hers.

Charlie

Western Elec-

a second run house.

United States
MINNEAPOLIS — E. F.

"Broadway

of their own. It's
called "California, Here

ly"

N-E-W-S 0-F T-H-E D-A-Y

songwriters along the main

have

Short Shots from
New York Studios

of the

M-G-M

Saffle, salesoffice here, has

De Wolf Hopper will act as master
of ceremonies at the Equity Ball at
the Astor, New York, Nov. 9.

been appointed manager of the company's Salt Lake branch.

DETROIT— Admission

Foreign
prices

at

Oriental have been reduced following elimination of stage show.
New price scaie now is 25 cents to
one P. M., 40 cents to six P. M. and
50 cents after six with regular prices
prevailing
on Saturdays, Sundays
the

and holidays.

Lohengrin," a talkbeing directed by H.
Behrend at the Billancourt Studios
near Paris. Mary Glory and Enrico
Benfer are in the cast.

first

with

New

here.

York

first

Sam

is

WARSAW —

The

"Brothers"

continues

to

Herbert Ashton, Jr., who wrote
has another show which will
soon reveal itself to Broadway under
the title "To Hell Went a Man." An

rights.

PARIS— "Miss

ing picture,

While

clean up on the Road, with its star,
Bert Lytell, proving a big b. o. influence, several picture firms are still
interested
in
landing the
screen

Splendid,

the

theater in Poland to be equipped

Western Electric, has opened
"The Singing Fool" was the
attraction.

this hit,

Ashton

hit of

recent seasons

is

"The

Come-on Man."

Tom Barry, who has a distinguished screen-writing record as well as
an equally fine one established in
connection with the stage, leaves for
the Coast today to resume work
for Fox.
He recently gang planed in

Kaplan, president of Motion
Manhattan after a trip to Ireland
Hugh Gee, art direc- with
Picture Operators' Local No. 306 has
the John
McCormack unit.
tor, has been
engaged by British
anpointed Hyman Silverman to take
Barry's screen record shows such
af the "green."
Filmcraft productions.
His
first ascharge of the Tom Farlev movietone
pictures as "In Old Arizona," "The
Jimmy Hanley is responsible foi campaign for sheriff. Farley is in signment is "The Lure."
Valiant"
and "Through Different
the entire score in Eddie Dowling's favor of having projection machines
BERLIN
Conrad Veidt's first Eyes." Stage enthusiasts remember
latest Sono-Art production, "Blaze in all schools for educational pur- motion picture appearance since his his "Courage" of the past season,
»' Glory."
The songs, "Wrapped in ooses and is supoorted by motion return to Europe is in "The Land "Danger," a new Barry show, has
% Red Red Rose," "Doughboy's Lul- picture operators 100 per cent.
Without Women," a Carmine Gal- been tried out recently by the Henry'aby" and "Put a Little Salt on the
Duffy Players at the Coast.
lone talking picture.
Tail of the Bluebird" (before it flies
Louis J. Lefcourt, formerly of Vi%way), are all published by Shapiro- taphone and more recently with the
PARIS A financial organization
Bernstein & Co.
Jimmie sure did TT. A. exchange, now is in charge of has been formed for the purpose of
put a little "Salt" on that contract Plant 1 of the Perfect Film Process- creating a credit .association
to exwhich he got from Fox.
ing,
located in the
Film Center tend aid to worthy motion picture

LONDON—

—

—

Believe

this or not.
Of all
sailors that have been

the
pa-

Japanese
rading up and down Tin-Pan-Alley,
not one has been seen trying to place
a song.
Darn clever these Japs.

building.
are used.

Buffalo

A.

S.

Dworsky machines

— Shea's

Paramount has an
to

enterprises.

MOSCOW—The
Seneca,

in

which

sessky,

in

disuse

cathedral at Mithe Revolu-

since

interest, is slated tion, has been converted into a
open within the next 60 days as ture studio by Meschrabpom.

pic-

THE

-,3^

DAILY

10

9 Film

House Projects

in

September in 37 States USING 800 PAPERS IN
Thirty-three theater
launched in September
states, according to the
Corp.
Of these nine

projects were
in 37 eastern
F.

W. Dodge

MECHANICAL MUSIC EIGHT
Terms

Woodhull Toastmaster
at M.P.T.O.A. Banquet
(.Continued from Page 1)

the Memphis convention banquet of
the M.P.T.O.A.
Woodhull at the
general meeting is to report on his
term of office, which he relinquished
a few months ago in favor of M. A.
Lightman, who is slated to be reelected at the Memphis sessions,
which opens next Tuesday.

production,

will

have

the

AIDS SOUND HOUSES
(Continued from Page

Philadelphia

disagreement have
settled with approval of terms by Joseph N.
finally

Weber, president of the American Federation of Musicians.
the

sell

manual

public the advantages of
music as compared to me-

chanical music used with
ized

synchron-

pictures.

FIRST "TALKER DINNER"

exhibitor.

Training school for technicians is
at the M-G-M studios, Culver City.

The course

training

of

from

is

SPONSORED BY "EPICS"

six

months. Students are from
company branches and the studios.
L. F. Edelman is in charge of the
to eight

P-F-L

Felix

school;

DEAL HAS BEEN DROPPED
(Continued from Page 1)

deal

was under way, but

it

is

under-

F.

Feist,

Jr.,

is

(Continued from Page

with

as-

manager,

Shearer,

recording engineer.

Tigers

Hobart Henley and Ben
Hecht Forming Company
(Continued from Page 1)
Hecht stories exclusively. A distri-

Work— Now

in

taken by Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson, was described by them on the

RCA-Photophone sound

Wooten
Canyon,
opened the

—

cently when he celebrated the third
birthday of the house.

BOOK
1.

HISTORY

3.

CONTENTS
RESEARCH

4.

READERS

one

5.

STATISTICS

needs to possess throughout the year in the daily transaction

6.

PRODUCTION

of motion picture business in

7.

2.

DAILY YEAR BOOK
rency
but currency

in the

—

the

is

the

in

coin

statistical

of

the

in

There's nothing
industry that

come

8.

DISTRIBUTION
EXHIBITION

exhibition.

9.

SOUND FIELD

turn subdivided into the countless branches and

10.

EXPLOIT -O-GRAMS

11.

SOUND THEATERS

fields of film activities.

distributors,

FILM

about the cur-

like talking

United States Treasury.

1930

all

departments.

Here you will find data covering every field.
major divisions of production, distribution and

These are

studios,

ment you can care

First

Sound, organization of producers,

exchanges,

boards of

exporters, associations, societies, clubs

—

trade,

statistics

importers,

on any depart-

dustry's encyclopedia.

14.

FINANCIAL
ORGANIZATIONS
THEATER CHAINS

15.

TEN BEST

16.

FOREIGN MARKETS

12.
13.

to mention.

All here between the compact,
Cloth Bound
Over 1100 Pages

Sound
Texas W. J. Wooten
Olympic with sound re-

—^^—

data

statistical

handy covers of the

in-

A

Installs

Year Book Topics

YEAR BOOK STATISTICS
the

track.

highlight of the dinner was the performance of the new portable sound
reproducer
of
RCA-Photophone.,
which was described by E. E. Bucher,
executive vice president of RCAFrank R. Wilson is
Photophone.
president of Talking Picture Epics.

Preparation— Out in January

- NUMBER

DISCUSSING

Speakers

of the talking film. The first release
of the Talking Picture Epics firm,
"Hunting
in
India,"

REGARDING THE YEAR
Filmdom's Annual Recognized Reference

1)

RCA-Photophone.

Douglas were presented through the medium

and

sistant

American premiere at the Cameo, stood that the proposed exchange of
New York Nov. 2. The picture was stock ratio proved a stumbling bution deal with a major company is
booked and edited by Pierre Arnaud. block preventing consummation of pending, it is stated.
the merger.
Henley now is completing "The
River Inn" by Hecht at the Long
First National Starts
Island studio and has one more
"The Big Pond," starring
$300,000 Plant on Coast talker,
Maurice Chevalier, to make under
Work on a $300,000 recording plant his contract. Production on "The
has been started by First National Big Pond" starts in November. Henon the Coast.
The new structure, ley's initial talker, "The Lady Lies"
which will permit the production of is now being generally released.
20 pictures at the same time, will Hecht has one more story to write
measure 150 by 75 feet.
for Paramount.
its

the

of

the domestic field and 699 in
foreign countries. Installations
in America are now being made
at the rate of 60 a week.

1)

and

ten technicians in the
field.
The technicians survey theaters, outline proposed acoustical improvements and other means to aid
sound projection. Surveys are made
without charge upon request of the
visors

musicians'

been

"Dancer of Barcelona" for Cameo
"The Dancer of Barcelona," RichCurrier's

of

installations

Western Electric sound systems totaled 3,365 on Oct. 12.
Of this number 2,666 were in

(Continued from Page 1)

were picture

24, 1929

W. E. Wires 3,365

M-G-M TECHNICAL STAFF

World wide

houses with a total floor area of 42,500 square feet involving a cost of
The remaining 24 in$232,100.
volved a cost of $2,366,500.

ard

Thursday, October

P*!§a5ce
Qrand fiallroom-

HOTELASTOR
Saturday
Tickets

Oct. lb.

Now

IQ19

on

Sale at Colony
Theatre

Box

Plj

•Q

Of-

fice or at Universal Pictures

Corp., 730 Fifth

vt

Ave.

—

7th Floor.

Ai
Hi

7

H
L,

$7*50 per person

it
kl
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music b*i

.TIMMBE

CARUSO

I

k

and

his

Cafe de Pans

Orchestra-"

W,

A

I

r

p

AMAZING
AMAZING
AMAZING
bow Colleen Moore

in

sings

and dances

Broadway revue numbers with
beauty chorus of

fifty.

so many sensational spectacle
scenes and novel stage effects could be
crowded into one production.

that

musical comedy scenes in

full natural

COLOR.

in the

TALKING-SINGING-DANCING-COLOR HIT

FOOTLIGHTS

AND FOOLS
By Katherine Brush with Raymond Hackett and
Scenario by Carey Wilson

It's

AMAZING How

A William

Frederic

March

A. Seiter Production

First National

Turns

Out The Big Ones Week After Week

i

—

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

*fe NEWSPAPER
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No. 22

Price 5 Cents

Cent Ticket Tax Sought

\Ten Per

bROOKHART OPENS ~NEW
Film Issues Feel Pressure
in Severest Crash
Warners Hold

value were
chipped from all motion picture
stocks and thousands oi investors
the recalling of diplomatic
from every section of the country
representatives and the issuing suffered severe losses yesterday in
of an official and definite stato- the stock market crash that old time
Iment from respective camp head- Wall Stieet men characterize as the
Hquarters, the long drawn-out and most serious that has ever occurred
ymuch-contro verted Paramount-War- in the street. At one time, along with
Iner
Brothers merger negotiations other issues, thousands of shares of
have finally come to an inglorious picture stocks were dumped on the
what they would bring.
lend.
Except for the fact that this market for
(.Continued on Page 9)
laction will take away from the trade
The
papers a daily flash headline.
announcement that the deal is oft

=-By JACK ALlCOATE-=^

Millions

of

be good news to almost everyone.
The personnel of both organizations
was more or less upset in anticipation of changes that were sure to
come with the merger. Rival concerns were silently apprehensive of

WARNER SEES NET

H. M.

will

TOTAUNU16,000,000

i

opinion

Warner

is

that everybody, including

Brothers,

Paramount

and
benefit by

Hthe industry at large will
these powerful organization:-, remaining in status quo. No one can question the fact that this industry has
grown mighty as the result of forceful, energetic and progressive coinpetition.
To allow the destiny of
motion pictures to fall into the hands
I of
a very few would ultimately result in the mental stagnation of a
great industry.
I

I

Dr. Koelsch Speaks
"To

the family in every walk of
the motion picture is one of the
find in
greatest gifts of the age.
Germany that the increasing popularily of motion pictures leads more
and more to the whole family taking
its recreation as a unit.
This is great
progress from a sociological standlife

work on

the books and are expected
to complete their task by Nov. 1.
This net, he said, would be equivalent
to $6 a share on the common, based
(Continued on Page 11)

Publix and Fox Planning
Rival Cincinnati Houses

—

Cincinnati Walnut Hills is to be
into the theater exoansion race
under way nationally between Publix
and Fox, with both firms planning to
build.
Publix's house is to be at
Peeble's Corner, while Fox will erect
a theater at McMillan St., and Melrose Ave one block away.

drawn

,

of

Seeks Industrial Arts Commission to
Promote General Welfare of Film, Other Arts
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington Sen. Smith \V. Brookhart, author of the bill which bears
name and calls for Federal control of the film industry, has renewed
fight to bring pictures under government regulation, this time opening
new line of attack.
The new bill provides for establishment
of
an
industrial
arts
commis-

—

his
his
a

sion

Plans Another Try
Wash. Bur. of

THE FILM DAILY

Washington

—

Sen. Brook-

and

hart's bill to prevent blind

booking

block

1

and

arbitrary
allocation of product, died in
committee at the last session
of Congress.
The senator has
indicated intentions to reintroduce that measure at the next
regular session starting in Dec.

and

The corner poolroom and
questionable resort will become less
and less the magnet of the working
man as motion pictures continue to
improve and increase their hold on
public imagination" says no less an

point.
i

(Continued on Page 2)

O.

Ordinance in Chicago
Chicago

—

Test of strength of the
ordinance here which prohibits
theaters from allowing patrons into

fire

showhouses where no seats are
(Continued on Page 11)

avail-

consist

of

five

members

all

forms of theatrical entertain-

ment and amusement. The commission, under the bill, would make recommendations to congress for the
(Continued on Page 12)

Hammerstein Will Produce
Talkers for United Artists
CONSOLIDATED SERVICE
UNINTERRUPTED BY EIRE
Operations and service of the Conolidated Film Industries will not be
interrupted as a result of the fire
which destroyed one of the firm's
(Continued on Page 9)

Arthur Hammerstein has become
an associate producer of talking pictures for United Artists.
Under the
terms of a contract signed yesterday
he will share profits equally with
Joseph M. Schenck, president of the
company, who will provide the financial

West

Bureau,

Coast

Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY

— Negatives contained

in
six vaults adjoining the Consolidated
Film Laboratories will be opened
(Continued on Page 9)

Memphis

— Ten per cent tax on the-

ater admissions is to be proposed at
the special session of the Tennessee
legislature scheduled Nov. 11, it is

understood.

The

state,

it

is

said,

is

eral million dollars in the red
(Continued on Page 2)

on

sev(he

backing.

Hammerstein leaves New York
Monday for Hollywood to begin work
on the first of four pictures which he
will make for United Artists during
(Continued on Page 11)

Vaults to be Opened Today
to Determine Fire Loss

SEEK TEN PER CENT TAX
To Test Strength of S. R.

to

appointed by the President to serve
three years each at a salary of $6,000
per annum.
The purpose of the
commission, is to promote the general good and welfare of the arts,
including pictures, talking and silent,

FOX OPENING FOUR WIS.

THEATERS

We

:

Market

Bill

Net of Warners for the current
fiscal year ended Aug. 31, will tctal
$16,000,000 Harry M. Warner pre-

tremendous power that would
have been lodged in one controlling dicted at the board of directors meetland directive force. Our own modest ing yesterday. Auditors now are at
the

New

dollars of

WITH

i

0F~ATTACK

LINE

Crash with Rest

}Picture Stocks
That Merger
— And Other Things

Tennessee?

in

IN FIVE

DAYS

—

Milwaukee Four theaters will be
opened in five days by Fox Midwesco chain, with Joe Leo, president

Fox Metropolitan Theaters, New
York, leading a flying squadron of

of

notahles of the state who will visit
An advance
the cities concerned.
man will precede the squadron into
each town with a 24-hour man also
ahead of the squadron. Cities where
a new Fox theater will be opened
(Continued on Page 9)

;
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authority than Dr. Franz Koelsch,
State Councillor and Industrial Physician to the Bavarian Government.

"The Voice of R-K-O"

Editor and Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau,
No, not (another talking device
Secretary-Treasurer and General Manager;
En from this progressive organization
Charles F. Hynes, Managing Editor.
tered as second class matter, May 21, 1918, but the latest addition to the house
under
at the post-office at New York, N. Y.,
It is the
Terms (Postage organs of the industry.
the act of March 3, 1879.
New handiwork of Mark Luescher, is
Greater
free) United States outside of
York $10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 labeled
by the fetching name of
Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers
months, $3.00.
of R-K-O", is breezy
"The
Voice
comall
Address
order.
with
rem,t
should
1650 in content and attractive in appearmunications to THE FILM DAILY
Phone Circle ance.
Broadway, New York, N. Y.
House organs have proved
4736-4737-4738-4739. Cable address: Filmday
that they are an aid and
the
fact
Ralph
California
New York. Hollywood.
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite have a definite place in modern busiLondon— Ernest W. Fredman, the ness.
6607.
industry that we know of
St.,
Wardour
Renter, 89-91
Film
has a more representative collection
Berlin— Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
I
Paris— P. A. Harle, than our own.
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la
Cour-des-Noues, 19.

—
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400
900
2,100
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Fort

Worth

— State

colony.
lic

atdown against
Carl
Wade,
torney for 15 theaters complainall
tax.
Practically
ing of such
of the small downtown houses, with
exception of the Majestic, Worth and
Palace were parties of the action.
The theater owners claimed the la::
was unfair because it taxed them
more than it did other exhibitors having the same size houses, but in
smaller towns.
The tax, it was
pointed out, is based on the populaIn Fort Worth the
tion of the city.
tax is $75 a year, the state getting
half and the city and county the remainder. The maximum seating capacity of the complaining houses is
500 with 20 cents top admissions.

education

demned

to Devil's Island."

Aurora House Burns

—

Down

Aurora, 111. While the theater was
being remodeled, a fire believed
caused by defective wiring, destroyed

A

the Strand.
loss of $150,000
said to have been sustained.

an executive to take ac-

tive interest in chain theatre

company.

With expansion and development
there

you and no

foolin'.

Musicians Discharged in
St. Louis Picket Case
Louis — Two musicians who
St.

Ten Per Cent. Ticket
Tax Sought in Tenn.

for

is

such expansion program.

Reply giving

detail of financial
salary requirements
and photograph of yourself.
Replies
will be treated confidentially.

experience,

(Continued from Page 1)

Address

full

age,

Box

S-164,

1650 Broadway

c-o

Film

New York

K/>A%Y KAT

Krazy Kat

vJHOOPEE iI

front of the Ambassador and
Loew's State, with handbills calling
upon the public to support their cause
in

GETS YOUR AUDIENCE
-AND THE REST OF
THE PROGRAM IS A

against "mechanical music,"
were discharged by City Court Judge
Rosecan and Pollack, on the ground
that the handbills were dropped by
passers-by rather than the musicians.
in fight

More for De Forest
Forest Phonofilm and Phonodisc sound equipment has been installed in 14 more houses, according
to General Talking Pictures Corp.
The houses are. Rialto, Ft. Wayne, Ind.

PUSHOVER

14

De

Crescent,

W.

Shenandoah,

Collingswood, N.
St.
Louis
Roland,

J.

;

New

Norfolk,
Va.
Riley,
Tupelo,
Ft.
Wayne
Strand,
Miss.; Wellston, St. Louis; Mission, Mission, Tex.
Columbia, Attelboro, Mass. and
Badger, Stoughton; Rialto, Edgerton; Shore;

r&

a few laughs make!!!

the sidewalks

littering

Daily
City

What a whale of a difference

were arranged before the court here
charged with

of

offered a splendid
opportunity and interest for such individual with ability to handle and
promote finances whenever necessary
theatres,

work

The work was
national distribution.
done under the watchful supervision
of Fred Zelnik, one of Germany's
best directors and a recognized film
Here's sound progress
technician.

BEN

Animated by
HARRISON and MANNY

Musical Director

;

— JOE

GOULD

DE NAT

;

;

Ralph Steiner Wins Film Prize
Ralph Steiner has won first prize wood, Milwaukee, all Wisconsin and Show
Shop, Newbern. and Carolina, Durham, D. C.
of $500 in the 1929 amateur film conMagaPhotoplay
conducted
by
test
Phototone for Atlanta
zine with his "H2O," a motion picAtlantamo— Phototone sound recordwater
in
of
study
camera
ture
The judges included King Vi- ing apparatus has been installed at
tion.
dor, James R. Quirk, George Pierce the Capitol here, according to Sylvester Groves.
Baker and Wilton A. Barret.

Distributed

By Columbia

PRODUCED BY WINKLER
Western Electric Recording

Winkler

is

OPPORTUNITY
WANTED,

current year, and the theaters are
sound tract and looked upon as a source for revenue
in its place the equivalent recorded to make up
this
reported deficit,
one hundred per cent perfect in the despite the fact that this. is but a
The effect and 6-day state.
German language.
in
the
excellent even
illusion
is

Here is a
of the close-ups.
demonstration that will surely open
up new lines of thought as to inter-

The French ministry

of pubhas notified Samuel
Goldwyn that because of its "unsympathetic attitude toward the French
penal system," the necessary license
would not be granted. The picture
is based on Blair Niles' novel, "Con-

law providing

off the

200

2

41/

which

been washed

for

1S%
2'4

unbrought us

happen in
can
We heard part of
version of "Lummox" in
American dialogue had

German

the

48%

CURB MARKET

most

almost anything
sound pictures.

STOCK MARKET
Am.

a

usual experiment that
face to face with the realization that

Financial

"Condemned," Ronald Colman's
forthcoming talking picture, will not
be shown in France or in any French

DECLARED CONSTITUTIONAL

Quite a compelling and convincing for the collection of theater tax was
answer to those small-minded indus- declared constitutional by Judge Hal
try critics who talk much but say S. Lattimore in the 96th District
here
handed
little.
Court
in
decision

President.

Alicoate,

1)

French Refuse License
FORT WORTH THEATER TAX for Showing "Condemned"
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Unique, Novel

Proven Box
PUBLIX,

WARNER AND LOEW

and

Original Entertainment

Office Attractions

Now

Playing
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'
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Coast Wire Service
Musical Notes
By CLEF^^^
WADSWHEELER (Waddy) most
popthe

Andrews "U" Editor
Del Andrews has succeeded
Maurice Pivar as film editor-

45 Songsin 8 M-G-M Films

Pivar
reported joining Columbia.
in-chief of Universal.

I

WORTH,

one of
ular figures in the music field, is in
New York, where he may sign a
couple of bands, in the interest of
Kennaway, Inc., with whom he is
now associated. There's a nice contract waiting for the lucky maestro

whom Waddy

selects.

Here's one for the proverbial book.
the nom de plume
of Mary Earle, wrote "Beautiful
Ohio," overheard two ladies who
were discussing music, and almost
passed out when one of the females
boasted of having met "Miss Earle,
a fine lady indeed."

Bob King, under

The American

rights to

"Song

of

the Islands," which was written and
published in Honolulu by Charles E.
King, has been secured by E. B.
Marks Music Co. This number is
one of the sweetest of Hawaiian
tunes and already is one of the best
sellers on the E. B. Marks' catalogue.

Maurice Gunsky, exclusive Columartist, has just recorded "If
You Believed in Me," written by L.
Wolfe Gilbert and Abel Baer. A
DeSylva, Brown & Henderson tune,
bia

song may find a spot in a forthcoming production. These D. B. &
H. songs seem to have plenty of "It"
when it comes to sales.
this

If

there ever

"Please
ten by

was a "natural"

Come Back

to

Me."

it's

Writ-

Gene West and Gene Austin,

composition is already the topnotcher on the Gene Austin catalogue. And about Gene Austin's Victor record of this tune, dun't esk.
this

WORK OF

A

STAFF OF 63;

RANGE WIDE

IN

eight M-G-M pictures to be released within the next few months.
The tunes range from comedy patSingers of music of
ter to opera.
the two extremes are Lawrence Tibin

and Van and Schenck.
"The Rogue's Song," in

bett

Tibbett

is

Columbia has purchased additional
ground adjoining its present studio

from "Lots"
By

Forty-five song numbers, composer!
by a music staff of 63, headed by
Martin Broones, will be presented

Columbia Building Third
Sound Stage at Studios

Little

APPEAL

for the construction of its third sound
In line with the company'-.;
stage.

RALPH W1LK

Hollyzvood expansion, Victor Heerman and A.
Van Buren have been signed. Van
GRAY, who used to tear up H.
Buren will direct dialogue for forththe University of Minnesota grid- coming production.
iron in the days of "Doc" Williams'

ROGER

"Giants of the North," is here to
play an important role in "Hit the

Deck," which Luther Reed will diBy the way, Reed was born in
Wisconsin and could not be expected
cheer
for
Minnesota football
to
rect.

which

starred, contains nine

mu-

numbers, written by Herbert teams.
*
*
*
"Take
Stothart and Clifford Grey.
Maxwell Anderson, tvho is writIt Big," with Van and Schenck, has
ten songs expressly composed for ing the talking version and dialogue
Quiet on the Western
their jazz style of singing by Milton for "All's
Ager and Jack Yellen. "Devil May Front," has sold his dramatization
Care" incorporates tunes of a French of "Elizabeth and Essex" to the
flavor sung by Ramon Novarro, Ma- Theater Guild.
^
^
%
rion Harris and Dorothy Jordan. In
Richard Weil, who wrote the
their first all-talker, tentatively called
dialogue for "Hard to Get,"
"Cotton and Silk," there are five
"Two Weeks Off" and "The
songs for the Duncan Sisters written
Girl from Woolworths," has
by Ballard Macdonald and Dave
been assigned another story at
Dreyer.
First National.
"Their Own Desire" has two tunes
and "Road Song" several written by
Milton Ager, Jack Yellen, Louis Al- World Hold of Films Not
ter and Joe Goodwin, while "Navy
Blues" has a theme song by Roy Hurt by Talkers— DeMille
Turk and Fred Ahlert.
Musical
Generally speaking, the talking
numbers in "So This Is College" films have not weakened the internaare by Martin Broones, Fred Fishe;
tional appeal of motion pictures, acand Charlotte Greenwood.
cording to Cecil B. De Mille, M-G-M
director.
With many actors nowaBohr Gets
Contract; days versed in several languages, it
is no difficult matter to produce talksical

New

to Act in English, Spanish

Jose Bohr has been signed to a new
long-term contract by Sono-Art. Besides making films in Spanish for the
South American trade, he will make
a number in English for release in
this country.

ing pictures of interest to foreig'i
audiences, he asserts.
The adoption
of a fixed policy of making negatives
in several languages "is not at all
'

beyond the realm of possibility,
Joe Davis, president of Triangle
adds De Mille.
Music Co., is out in the "wide-open
spaces" where he's "taking orders
Claire-Alexander Team
Richard Arlen Film Started
from anybody" for his sensational
First National has formed a muWith the addition of Tully Mar- sical comedy team of Bernice Claire
song
hit,
"S'posin' ".
Yep,
Joe
shall and Francis McDonald to the and Alexander Gray, who recently
alters was democratic.
cast, Richard Aden's first starring finished "No, No, Nanette." As soon
picture
for
Paramount has been as they complete "Spring is Here,"
placed

in

production.

No

title

se-

lected as yet.

MASCOT PICTURES
CORPORATION

Juvenile

New

REWARD

Basil

Contract for Rathbone
Rathbone has been given

new long-term M-G-M
for evidence leading

to

the arrest and

conviction of any person found guilty
of illegally disposing
its

serial

of

Lead

ed Heels."

will give a

$500

Holmes Gets

any prints

of

THE KING OF THE

KONGO.

they will go to
of

Phillips R. Holmes will play the
juvenile lead in Paramount's "Point-

a

the

Miss Lehman Preparing "Sisters"
"Sisters," the Columbia production
for which Molly O'Day and Sally
O'Neil have been signed is being
prepared for the screen by Gladys

a

to Star
will star

dramatic

Thompson
will

song romance.

contract.

Maria Alba to Talk
Maria Alba will be heard for the
in
Victor
first
time
McLaglen's
"Hot For Paris."
Rosita Marstini
and Agostino Borgato also have been

RKO

Buys "Hawk Island"
Island" will be

a talker by

Harlan

will write the dialog and

collaborate with Dave Stamper
Marcel Sillyrics and music.

on the

ver will direct, while Edward
handle the staging.

Royce

will

Dale Fuller in "The Man"
Dale Fuller has been engaged for
Warner's "The Man," which has John

Barrymore

as

its star.

BEEKMAN

mm
is

my new

phonenumber
ALBERT G.RUBEN

now with
Mitchell May Jr.,G>
Insurance Brokers

75 Maiden Lane

NEW

Lehman.

"Hawk

Don Jose Mojica
Don Jose Mojica,
Chicago Opera Company singer, in
Fox
Fox

work on "The Song

Flame."

cast for roles in the film.

Mascot Pictures Corporation
1650 Broadway
New York City

is

made

Radio Pictures.

Dix may play the leading

into

Richard
role.

YORK

"YOU need

ME
FOR LIFE"

yC
st

T

IKShile Flight
JACK HOLT

UIALEE
RALPH GRAVES

the sensational

moneymaker
of the year

is

socking house
records in the

count rys

fin-

est theatres

^

\
t*

K\

•

'«

Of"

;

>Vi

%V

-.

« ftr*

^
*m&
r

1

Directed by

GEORGE ARCHAINBAUt

Xvifh.

SALLY

O'NEIL
jack

I

Aohe
jollowed
btj

M

Bahi,

Beixe

Qhe Favorite ofBroadway

SongVIove
RALPH GRAVES DAVID DUMND
•

ntimekiLbtf ERLt CKENTON
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PICTURE STOCKS CRASH

ONSOLIDATED SERVICE

WITH REST OF MARKET

UNINTERRUPTED BY FIRE

{Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)

1)

In

A

Cigarette

Hollywood laboratories, says a state- As always happens in cases of this
kind the good stocks go overboard
jent issued by the company.
"Another large plant now in oper- with the bad with the result that
l.ion will take over the work of the
Histroyed laboratory, working extra
lifts, if necessary, a third plant, now
Hi reserve also will be reopened, and
|jme of the business may be shifted
I)
the company's eastern laboratces," the statement says.
I

1

"The

loss

is

fully

lurance and will not

covered by

come up

in-

to early

statement,
las only the film actually in process
ps destroyed, the valuable negatives
leing preserved in fireproof vaults in
separate building."
Istimates,"

continues the

iladio Pictures to Maintain
'Schedule, Le Baron States
[ While Radio Pictures will be put
o extra cost, its production schedule
nil be maintained despite the Coniolidated fire, William Le Baron, proluction chief, advised Lee Marcus,
ice president, in a telegram from
he Coast.

there are plenty of bargains in picture stocks to be picked up this
morning providing you have the
wherewithal to negotiate the trans-

{Continued from Page

A

Studio

action.

Of

all

picture

stocks,

Warner

Brothers gave the best account of

It's

it-

closing at 49 for a loss of but
one-quarter point on the day. Paramount and Fox, the other members
of the Big Three did not fare so well,
Tli j final quotation on Paramount
was 56J/2 down seven points on the
day and almost 20 points down from
Less than a month
the year's high.
ago this stock was tipped for a sure
80. The close of Fox Film was 84
as against a high for the year of 105
and a fraction. Severe losses also occurred in Pathe, Radio-Keith and in

Action

self

fact

in

practically all

THEATERS

film issues.

In

A

Scenario
It's

IN

Drama

THE

,oday to determine fully the extent
loss in the explosion and fire
which Rutted the laboratory, early
Film contained in the
yesterday.
Consolidated
vaults is believed safe.
ia> three plants here, two of which
The other will
were in operation,
be reopened.
Only the four walls of the labora
tory valued at $500,000 were left
The loss is expected to
standing.
exceed $1,000,000 but it is covered
The American verby insurance.

FIVE

IN

DAYS

{Continued from Page 1)

1)

pf

Marinette, Merrill, Sheboygan,
Appleton.
It had been planned to
open the Marinette house today, but
the opening has been postponed a

are:

few days.

Sheboygan, Wis.
been sold to the

The Rex has
Fox Midwesco

chain.
The theater will be closed
for the installation of Western Electric

sound equipment and remodel-

ing.

of Tiffany's "Woman to WoJoe Leo, head of Fox Metropolitan
man," the silent version of "Mister Theaters, is to leave New York in a
Antonio" the foreign negative of few days to be present at the WisRadio's "Jazz Heaven," three days' consin openings.
rushes on Radio pictures, valued by
William K. Le Baron at $500,000,
Italian Dept. for Cremonim
Negatives
were reported destroyed.
J. V. Cremonim, has established a
of "The Taming of the Shrew" and special department for the developCondemned" were untouched, it is ment of the Italian business at his
stated.
One million five hundred offices in New York City. Dr. L.
thousand feet of Consolidated raw Forno, who recently arrived from
stock was destroyed, with 30,000 feet Italy, has been appointed manager of

rushes declared

lost.

Speece for Public School
Atlanta R. C. Speece, assistant
manager of Keith's Georgia, now is in
New York to attend the three
month advanced course at the Publix
training school for managers.

—

May, manager of the Galax
Birmingham, also was selected fron
Fritz

this territory.

Loban Leaves Lyceum, Winnipeg
Winnipeg Ben Loban, musical director of the Lyceum, has resigned

—

following the completion of sound apparatus at that house and has returned to England to resume his
violin studies at the
of Music.

Royal Academy

Film

—

sion

daily

In

Taste

FOX OPENING FOUR WIS.

Vaults to be Opened Today
to Determine Fire Loss

of

It's

the division.

"The Trespasser" Opens Nov.

Daily
IT'S

1

Gloria Swanson's latest production
"The Trespasser" will have its premiere Nov. 1 at the Riovii, New
York. In addition to the appearance
of the siar, Edmund Goulding, the
director will also be present.
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Timely Topics

— €—

Along The Rialto

A

Digest of
Current Opinion

Foresees Motion Pictures
As "Short Cut to Education"
eye is the short cut to the

THE
brain,

pictures will sup-

and

ply a short cut to education. Old
Old
fogies will resent the idea.
Egvpt would have resented a
change from hieroglyphics to our
am finI
kind of writing.
ishing my first twenty-five years
If I
of moving picture work.

have done anything worth while,
of
it has been enabling millions
other Americans to see and learn
a great deal in a short time.

William Fox
*

*

*

Fox Held Second

to

None

picture in its physical, mechanmaking pictures
aspects,
ical
He has develbetter each year.
oped the moving picture, espeHe was
cially, in its character.
brilliantly a leader in the idea
that moving pictures, impressing
the young, should carry a useful, moral idea, as well as an interesting story.

THAT

PhilM. Daly,
PICTURE

By

Jr.

people are getting behind "Jimmie" Walker's cam-

paign for re-election as Noo
a strong booster and is paying all

mayor. William Fox is
expenses of the outdoor Movie-

Yawk

Max Stahl, in
Times Square
management of the Educational Chicago

tone shows in

addition to

inheriting

office

from

Dave Dubin, also fell heir to a flock of pigeons he feeds every
morning on a roof adjoining the exchange
"Peck" Gomersall's resignation from Fox was a big surThey're
and we've lost his address since that date
selling tickets as far ahead as Thanksgiving and Xmas to Radio's
From shovel to talkers is the leap made by
"Rio Rita"
Beth
Octavio Valentini, says a Troy, N. Y., dispatch
Brown, author, made a poisonal appearance at yestiday's matinee
prise,

at the
ica

Criterion, for the benefit of the Actor's

Fund

of

Amer-

Doris Dawson, coming to Noo Yawk for premiere of "Broadmeeting her fiance, S. P. B. Cudia, Italian
is
artist and sculptor, who has signed to direct comedy shorts for
Columbia
Sam Winternitz, auctioneer, states Walter
Winchell in "The N. Y. Mirror," was the first to operate a chain
of talking picture theaters in Chicago, losing half a million
National Theater Supply Co.

is

using

new

style advertising

in its "The Show Must Go On" series
of a stick of dynamite, partially-burned, was

Three-quarters
found near an exit
of the Adelphi, Broadway theater t'other dawning before opening
Frank Burke, one of the real aces of Radioof the house

copy

Keith-Orpheum's
at St. Louis

field publicity

and exploitation men,

is

clicking

They say there's a mechanical treat in Fanny Brice's new
pitchur, "The Champ," during a song set
Nat Rothstein,
veteran showman, has opened a Hollywood publicity office
Harry Langdon is doing a cartoon comedy strip

"New York American"
*

*

*

Believes Talkers

We

man.
"The Nation"

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

76

NUMBER

76

Lynch and E. H. Hulsey

interests to Dallas.
*

*

*

Republic Distributing Corp. formed
J. Selznick to take over releas-

by L.

ing for

World

Film.

*

Marion Davies
fourth

*

to

By

JAMES

Statistical

P.

CUNNINGHAM

Editor,

The Film Daily

*

*

*

"Mysterious Mame"
Chapter XIV
We had been telling Mame about
forming our producing company, Sizzly Films, with Nestor Zilk's old
man, the Noodle Trust king, backing
us.
Right away Mame got sore.
"Wotter you gonna do? Sacrifice art
for commercialism?" she snorts. "I'll
Zilk has
through your

inserted noodles
scenario."

bet

all

first

"Wot of it?" sez we. "That gives
me a chance for a big spectacular
number.

I've got a knockout ballet
of 36 cuties draped in nothing but
noodles.
The noodles are brittle,

—

and as they dance Well, what must
happen when girls dance in brittle
noodles?"
"Listen,
Philanderer,"
squawks
"lay off the brittle noodle
gals. You're brittle enough, and need
no encouragement. Stick around, and

Mame,

work on

Cosmopolitan production.

not noodle manufacturers."
So I
waits in Maine's apartment, and in
walks Mister Simonson.
exchange business cards.
His reads:
"Moe Simonson, Pawn Broker. Thirty Years in One Spot."

We

Mame

GROWTH

of the

October 25

motion pic-

ture industry in two years,
coupled with new technical developments, are directly re-

of all branches
of amusements in this country
survey made in
at 220,000.

handed Mister Simonson his
after she had thrown him
the hall. Mame is always po-

chapeau
out in
lite

in little things.

sez

wishes and congratulations are extended by

Best

she.
brittle."

"It's

hibition,

and immediate

affili-

census of film workers engaged
in 1929 is reported at 325,000.

"You

noodles

win, kid,"

—but

NOT

THE

FILM DAILY

to the follow-

ing

members

who

today are celebrating their

of the industry,

THEIR
FIRST

birthday:

A

1927 by the industry revealed
235,000 permanently employed
in production, distribution, exated branches, while the latest

*

start

SINCE that goof, Adam,
couldn't eat an apple alone without giving Eve the core, females
have been getting mixed up in the
So Mysterious
affairs of us males.
Maine is in again. She puts the paprika in pallid publicity men after an
evening's conversation and whatnot.
She's a girl with a message. She has
And, oh boy,
a big motive in life.
how she can motivate if you are
sucker enough to flash a bankroll!

I hands it to Mame with a disarming smile, "Great!" sez we, "Instead
of noodles, I'll drape my ballet in
pawnbroker's signs.
And think of
all the props Mister Simonson
can
give us right out of his stock."

Statistics

ployment figures
A.

MANY HAPPY RETURNS

Industry

sponsible for a 100,000 increase
in the number of permanent
employes engaged in all three
branches. In 1920, government
estimates placed the total em-

IN

S.

EVER

my new friend, Mister Simonson, a big financial man in Wall St.
You gotta play with real financiers,

OUR

merge

PHIL M. DALY

meet

Good For

Schools But Not for Churches
best educators have long
ago abandoned the theory that
good education must be dull,
and the experiments with motion pictures thus far have proved
that a film can interest children
in material which otherwise they
doubt
could not assimilate.
that Mr. Fox's notion will be
successful for churches, however.
People come to hear a great
preacher not so much for the
words he utters as for the personality of the

THAT'S

with

way Scandals"

In Industry's Development
the development of moving
INpictures
William Fox has
played a part exceeded in importance by that of no other man.
He has developed the moving

-AND

Bennett
Charles Einfeld

Billie
S.

J

O RS

Edward Laemmle
J. McConnell
Eugene J. Zukor
Samuel Wurtzel

Fred

ARTHUR W. STEBBINS
office

boy

in publishing Co.

I

October

Iliday,

N.

25,

n

DAILY

1929

WARNER SEES NET

HAMMERSTEIN TO PRODUCE
TALKERS FOR

TOTALING $16,000,000

(Continued from Page

{Continued from Page 1)

Net
the present capitalization.
r the new year, which ends Aug.
1930, he predicted, would be sublantially in excess of the net to
reported for the current year. As
pclusively forecast by
iAILY, the stock was placed on a
basis yesterday, with declaration
dividend of $1 for the quarter. In
he previous quarter, regular quarterdividend of 75 cents and extra of
cents was declared.
I'.'A
i

,

:

THE FILM

•

the next

two

U.

1930

Edition

Now

In Preparation

A.

1)

All are specials.

years.

production will be "Bride
66," from an original story by Her-

His

initial

Stothart, who composed "The
of the Flame" for Hammerstein
a season ago.
No restrictions have been placed
ipon Hammerstein. He is given the
right to select players, authors, comlosers and other members of his
staff.
He will be assisted by Regery
lammerstein, his nephew.

bert

Song

Hammerstein with
of
Signing
United Artists culminates negotiapo Test Strength of S. R. O. tions which have been underway for
His services had been
a month.
Ordinance in Chicago sought by Universal, Fox and War(Continued from Page 1)
ner, and he had been invited to beFive come a party to the Pathe-Shubert
ble, is expected here shortly.
pmmissioner Albert W. Goodrich is- combine.
Joe Moskowitz signed for Schenck,
ued orders forbidding theaters to al>w

their lobbies to

become crowded while Howard Reinhim represented

representatives of Balaban &
Latz, Marks Bros., and the Exhibitors'
iss'n of Chicago, when apprised of
Lie orders declared they would conUnder the terms of
;st the order.
Lie city ordinance any theater violatlg the order is subject to being
I'hile

losed.

'Douglas Fairbanks

From Film Work

o Retire
London

Eager

— Douglas

Fairbanks states

he intends to retire "as early as
He said that business maters alone kept him from withdrawng from picture work immediately.

Hammerstein.

Ed Wynn Signed

Play
in Samuel Goldwyn Talker
Boston

— Ed

Wynn,

to

recently arriv-

ed here for the opening of an Noel
Cowl operetta, was signed to a long
term contract by Florenz Ziegfeld to
star in both musical comedies and
Movietone comedies to be produced

by Samuel Goldwyn

association

in

with Ziegfeld.

jhat

lossible."

Horwitz Installs W. E.
Cleveland The Heights, recently
eased by M. B. Horwitz, general
nanager of the Weshington circuit,
ipened recently with Western Elecric sound equipment.

—

Goldsboro House Re-opened
N. C.
The North
State, closed during the summer, has
been reopened by Kenneth Finlay.
Finlay at one time managed the

No motion

Opera House

world even ap-

—

Goldsboro,

here.

New House

Plymouth
Plymouth, N.
J.
M. Highsmith, J. M. Clagon of Roper and
O. Highsmith of Robertsonville,
J.
for

C—

Smoots Gets Mt. Vernon House
are planning the construction of a
Mt. Vernon, O. Harry V. Smoots new $30,000 house here.
las purchased the Memorial from J.
C. Piatt.
W. E. for Two Johnson Houses
Cleveland, Miss. The Regent here
Erie House for Warners
and one at Indianola, Miss., both
Erie, Pa.
Warners is to build a owned by S. B. (Tubby) Johnson
ew theater here from plans by C. are scheduled to open shortly with
V. and George L. Rapp, architects. Western Electric sound equipment.

—

—

—

Powell M. C. at Stanley
Dick Powell, formerly
at
the
Enright,
has
been

Buffalo
ii.c.

—

witched to the

Stanley.

Pastime Prepares For Sound
Clarendon,
Texas Homer Mul-

—

ey, manager of the Pastime, expects
o have
Photophone equip-

RCA

ment installed soon.

Talkers for Corinth,
Corinth, Miss. At the
"The Single Standard,"
Western Electric sound
opened the houses with
ture policy recently.
B.

—

is

Miss.
Coliseum,

shown

via

apparatus,

sound picF. Liddon

owner.

New

Texas Talker House Opens

—

University Park, Tex. The Vara 500-seat talking picture theater, has opened here, under the mansity,

picture
publication in the

proaches the Film
Year Book in volume
of advertising carried. Last year over
five hundred advertisers used over Sour

hundred pages of
space. The reason is
that advertising in
the Year BookP AYS.

Wiring 2 at Cleveland
RCA-Phototone sound agement of Paul Scott.
quipment is being installed in the
'arkview and Homestead.
ConCrestline House Sold
racts for these installations were seCrestline, O.
Leo Burkhart, prom
Cleveland

—

ured by H. Kaston, Cleveland sales

eoresentative.

—

—

inent in picture exhibition activities
for the past ten years, has sold the
Hippodrome to F. P. Hays.
The

Winnipeg Province is being wired house
DeForest sound equipment.
Reed.

irith

will

be

managed by M.

C.

Out As Usual In January

DAILY

12

T OPENS NEW

{Continued from Page

and protection
and the public.
benefit

The

bill

1)

of

was introduced

United States
ROCHESTER — Motion

arts

the
at

the

of C. S. Barrett of Union
City, Ga., executive head of the National Farmers' Union, who in a letter to Brookhart declared that the
censorship boards in the different

request

do not agree and that a commission would be the means of cocities

operating with the industry, for the
purpose" of eliminating alleged immoral and obscene matter and "in-

OF

N-E-W-S

ATTACK

LINE OF

MIDLAND, TEX.— The

Final arrangements have been completed for the Universal Club Dinner, Dance in the Grand Ballroom of
the Hotel Astor, New York, tomorrow night. In addition to an array
of picture stars expected, music will
be supplied by Jimmie Caruso and
A rechis Cafe de Paris orchestra.
ord turnout is assured by the number of reservations already made, the

arrangement committee

states.

FitzPatrick, Dalrymple Busy
the November and December releases of James A. FitzPatrick's

Grand

manage both

will

CHICAGO— The
by

here

ated

be

officially

John-

houses.

completing
RCA Photothe
at
production
phone Gramercy studios, Miss Jean
Dalrymple, actress, author and playwright who was co-author with Mr.
FitzPatrick now is working on "People Born in January" in the same

Crystal,

Rentier,

president

HORNELL, N. Y.— Dispute between stage hands and operators and
management of the Majestic has
settled.
The union has withdrawn pickets who have been stathe

been

tioned in front of the house.

York

of

the

—

Netcong, N. J. J.
running the Palace.

now

Rafel

is

28

Michigan

Oct. 28-30
29

Oct. 29-31
31

Nov.
Nov.

starred.

NEUBABELSBERG

—

Johannes
two Ufatone
They are "Eveline and Her

has

shorts.

ner

Nov.

completed

Rin-Tin-Tin" with Fritz Schulz playing the lead, and "Cafe Kalau." Alfred Zeisler was supervisor and War-

Bohne cameraman.

Peabody Hotel, Memphis
M. P. T. O. conventi
Memphis.
Convention of Screen Adv«

1

Ass'n at Detroit.
Premiere of "Condemned" at
Selwyn, N. Y.
Opening of "Paris" at Cent
N. Y.
Actors' Equity Ball at Hotel Astor
New York.
Projection talk by William Can
14
van at Hotel Astor, New Yor
18-19
Annual fall convention of Tea
Unit at Dallas.
19-20
Ninth Annual Ohio M.P.T.C
Convention at Columbus.
Meeting of North Carolina
9-10
tisers

Nov.

Guter

of

New

Tri-state

Oct. 31-Nov.

Nov.

—

an-

the

at

Nov.

PARIS Invitation has been extended to Marcel L'Herbier to make
a picture in Germany with Koline

10th

"Jazz Heaven" at
York.
Annual M. P. T. O. A. meetin

Opening

in

Foreign

M.P.T.O.

nual convention at Detroit.

Oct.

Orange, N. J.—The Palace has
been acquired by D. J. Shepard.

Dec.

|

—

hibitors' unit at Pinehurst.

Columbia Orchestra in Film
Columbia orchestra of 26 piecCi
the direction of Constanti:
Bakaleinikoff, will appear in a pi
ture for the first time since its e
gagement with the company wh<

under

PARIS— A

talker

called

"Thirst"

taine

made by William Delafonand M. Menessier for Monat

Film.

George Melchior and Gaston

Modot

will be in the cast.

will

be

Tom

manager

Oct.

Universal Club dinner, dance at
the Hotel Astor, New York.
Opening of "Broadway Scandals"
at Geo. M. Cohan, New York.

Globe,

Broadway Scandals" opens
George M. Cohan on Oct.

at

th

28.

—

Murray, Brooklyn branch
MUNICH After an absence of
Paramount, has resigned several years, Emil
Jannings, film
because
ill health
and automati- star, will return to the legitimate
cally resigns as president of the N.
stage here early next year.
Y. Film Board.
J. J. Unger, New
York district manager, said no sucPARIS— "La Jungle d'un Grande
cessor had been chosen, but an apcapacity.
Yille," the first picture of French
pointment is expected next week.
and Czech collaboration, has been
Phototone Equips Two Houses
Screen
Classic
Exchange,
has completed and will be released simulOklahoma City Two more houses
the
rights
for
United taneously in Paris, Prague, London
in this territory were recently equip- acquired
States
and
Canada
on
series and Berlin.
a
equipment.
sound
ped with Phototone
They are owned by Sol Davidson of 12 Whoopee Sketches cartoonBERLIN
and seat 450 each, one is located at ed by Walt Disney and synchronized
The Bloch-RabinoFour are ready witsch unit under direction of AlexanCordell, Okla. and the other at Cher- with sound effects.
Equipment is for sound-on- for release.
okee.
der Wolkoff has returned here after
film and sound-on-disc.
completing a number of scenes of
Mayor James J. Walker, the Rev. the Ufatone production,
"The White
Dr. Nathan Krass, Charles ButterSound For Clarendon, Tex.
Devil."
worth,
Eddie
Cantor
and
George
Clarendon, Tex. RCA Photophone
sound equipment will be installed at Jesscl will speak at the dinner to be
PARIS— "It Is for Love of You,
tendered Jessel by the Jewish Thethe Pastime here, according to Hoatrical Guild of America on Sunday Madame," a talker, has been made bymer Mulkey, manager.
Henry Lepage with Roger Blum and
F.

_

26

Oct.

over the Endicott, Brooklyn.

oper-

Frank Schaefer, will
taken over by Publix

New

Irving

and Anna Stein

Nov. 1.
Plans are to operate the
house for straight sound pictures.

series

Oct.

Photo Amusement Corp., has taken

Grand

With

Movie Horoscope

Henry Kost and H. Lyman

formerly operated.

and Yucca have been merged by
at Southwest Theaters
Co.
John
O'Conner, present manager of the

Record Crowd Expected
Universal Club Dinner

Jr.

Picture

son and M. A. Shea, have leased the
Cook here. Johnson will be manager of the house which is expected
to be opened by Nov. 15.

sidious propaganda."

The Industry's
Date Book

T-H-E D-A-Y
Kost,

Guild, operators of the new Little
theater of this city, has been opened.
J. T. Machat is publicity director.

ASHTABULA, O.— Ward

Friday, October 25, 1929

for
of

—

—

—

at the

Commodore, New York.

—

N. J. P. Schlesinger has
taken over the Butler here and the
Colonial, Pompton Lakes, from StanButler,

ley-Fabian.

Michael Rudin now is operating the
Cumberland, Brooklyn, recently acquired from Fox Metropolitan The-

Didja

read Artie
in Th' Daily

James
Review? He

sez,

"You

sure are the talkinest
sensation of the day."

aters.

Jack Clifford
Amityville, L.

has

sold the Star,
the Allerton
Theater Co., of which Joseph Seider
is president.

Ridgefield

Amusement

I.,

to

Park, N. J.— D. & S.
Co. has acquired the

Rialto.

Sayville,
is

under

L.
the

I.

—The

Sayville now
of Albert

ownership

the love]

of Pete, Gladys! Is this ai

incubator chicken?
>t
pick on an orphan.'

Wfa

Jannie Mareze.
Set Release for Nov. 15

"Hunting Tigers in India," first
picture of Talking Picture Epics, will
be released nationally Nov. 15, states
M. J. Weisfeldt, company vice president.
The picture, made by Commander George M. Dyott, was previewed Wednesday at the first "talking picture dinner," held at the
Roosevelt,

New

York.

Four More for De Forest
Four more houses have been added
list of theaters equipped with
the De Forest sound apparatus. They
are Temple, Sanford, N. C.
Rialto,
Boise, Ida.; City, Chester, S. C, and
Victory, Charleston, S. C.

to the

;

TALKING NEWSREEL

MR. GAB: "For

MRS. GAB:" Oh yeah? How]
do you get that way ? **

MR. GAB

must
be.
No chicken with a
mother could be as tough
as this one,"
:

"Well,

it

MRS. GAB: "Oh yeah?**

MR. GAB: "OH YEAH!"

mmm
VOL. L
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27,

mm
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Price 25 Cents
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Hi
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ROADWAY
HEY!
so!
—

The Shannons are here! ... Is zat so!
Yeah, zat's
what's more they're knockin' 'em in the aisles
with their comedy stuff as Mickey Shannon himself would
.

.

.

.

.

.

And

say this here Jimmie Gleason and his wife Lucille
they're a
coupla small time troupers and they're stranded in a town no bigger
than your hat. So they buys this here hotel and puts the town on
the map. But say
it's the way they do it
the gags and all
and the music numbers and the girls
say it's a riot ... no kiddin'!
Oh sure it's, the Broadway play
turned into a rollicking talking
picture by Universal
with Charlie Grapewin, Mary Philbin, John
Breeden and a lotta gorgeous dames
and every one's great
sure you'll like it
why, say, you'll just die laughin' at this Emmett
Flynn Production.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Presented by

CARL LAEMMLE

JAMES AND
LUCILLE

i

FORWARD MARCH WITH UNIVERSAL/
SHORT SUBJECTS
ARE COMING BACK
INTO THEIR OWN
AGAIN THIS YEAR

For Shorts or Features, Sound or Silent

Film Daily Reviews
are the recognized authority

KEEP POSTED ON

SHORTS THRU
THE INDUSTRY'S
LEADING MEDIUM

ACK SENNETT TALKING COMEDY

:-i

u

<<M

m

/&

*Wo suroly did on joy thai
Edwationat Talking Comedy
Put us on your mailing list—
• •
we don't waul to miss any of them
. • .

•

THE PUBLIC

has recognized the higher entertainment

modern sound short feature, seen
EDUCATIONAL'S TALKING COMEDIES.

value of the
in

THE WISE

SHOWMAN

at its best

has recognized their

higher box-office value.
Patrons leave the theatre

still

smiling and chatting about the

comedy whenever one of these great two -reel fun featurettes
is shown. They want to know when the next one will be playing.

For millions have learned to count on a good time when-

ever there

is

one of EDUCATION AL'S TALKING COMEDIES on

the program.

why EDUCATIONAL'S TALKING COMEDIES are building
up entirely new standards of short feature exploitation in

That's

theatres of all classes everywhere.

(f

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES,
E.

W.

HAMMONS,

Inc.

(S^d^u^citlaruil

•THE SPICE

^LctuAJU-J

OFTHE PROGRAM

-

President
Member, Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America
Inc., Will

H. Hays, President

AHDWEEKLY

tie NEWSPAPER
o/" FILM DOM
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Made
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De Forest

Claim of

is

$15,00M00 IN NEGATIVES ARlTSAVED
M-G-M Technical Staff Work is Outlined
Praised by 307 U. S. Houses Wired
and 200 in Europe,
Exhibitors, Jay
Company Says
Gove States

Sound Aid

is

Films in Five of Six Vaults Undamaged in Fire,
Which Gutted Consolidated Film Laboratory
West

Coast

Bureau,

—

THE FILM DAILY

formed by
Three hundred seven installations
Los Angeles Fifteen million dollars worth of negatives were saved
M-G-M to raise standards of sound of DeForest Phonofilm and Phono- in the fire which destroyed the Consolidated Film Industries Laboratories
Films in five of the six vaults, adjoining the building, were unreproduction in theaters is "working disc have been completed in the here.
beautifully" benefiting exhibitors, ex- United States and 200 in Europe, as damaged, according to a check-up made by officials of the company.
The opening of the vaults today
change studio and equipment manu- of Oct. 15, according to General
emphasized that there will be no deA.
Gove, Talking Pictures Corp., New York.
declares
facturer
Jay
T.
D. Deal Set
lay in production schedules due to
head of the sales development de- Every machine installed is functionWest Coast Bur. THE FILM DAILY
(Continued on Page 16)
the fire which gutted the $500,000
ing, the company says.
Los Angeles Deal of Fox
The loss
plant, causing one death.
DeForest equipment is represented
West Coast Theaters for 30
fully covered by insuris declared
in every state in the United States
California theaters of the T.
ance.
and in towns ranging in size from
RIGID CENSORSHIP
& D. circuit is practically set,
M-G-M lost negatives of "The
New York City to the smallest ham
"Untamed," "Marianne" and
Kiss,"
lets.
Hollywood Revue," which were
"The
Plans
are
now
being
made
to
enENFORCEMENT FOR KAN. large
in the cutting room, while Tiffany
the manufacturing plant to care
K. C. BOOKING COMBINE
Prod, lost "Kathleen Mavourneen.
for the demand.
Topeka Rigid campaign to enRKO's foreign negative of "Jazz
force the censorship law is planned
Heaven" is safe and not lost as rePLANS MEMBERSHIP DRIVE ported.
by Gov. Clyde Reed, following alTechnical

department

&

—

LAW

—

I

I

|

|

legation that a film shown in a Parson, Kan., theater contained a scene
which was not in the copy submitted
The governor has
to the censors.
asked the attorney general to inof
vestigate
promising "no end
trouble" to the concern involved, if
the charge is true.

RCA

Planning to Build
Skyscraper in New York
RCA is planning building of a sky-

,

I

scraper on Lexington Ave. and 51st
Acquisition of the site was announced by David Sarnoff, executive
vice president of the company. While
(Continued on Page 2)

E

Arthur Hammerstein,

Monday
about

for

the

Coast,

who

leaves
will take

months

to produce "Bride
66" for United Artists. Actual shooting on the picture will not take place
for about another month, Hammerstein said, because he first intends to
"go to kindergarten" in Hollywood,
(Continued on Page 16)
five

—

German

Tobis Against
Drive for members
under way by the Independent
W.E. Case Postponed
Theater Owners, booking combine,
Berlin In its action against a theformed with 12 theaters of the
ater operating here with Western
nucleus.
Kansas and western Miselectric sound apparatus, the German
souri are invited to join the coTobis company was successful in
operative headed by Jay Means. Thehaving the hearing of the case postaters in the group are: Oak Park,
poned until Dec. 13. Western ElecBagdad, Murray, Gauntier, Seventric, it is claimed, was eager to proArt,
teenth St., Neptune, Midway,
ceed with the hearing scheduled FriPershing, Aladdin, Baltis and Adda- to test whether any infringement
Kansas City

TO START FILM WORK

is

—

miral.

existed.

St.

25 Cents Top
Twenty-five cents top will
be the charge when the Embassy, New York, is opened
Nov. 2 as an exclusive sound
newsreel house, showing Fox
Movietone News and Hearst
Each proMetrotone News.
gram will be approximately one
hour in duration of the experiment which, if successful, will
be duplicated in other cities.
No definite policy on changes
has been set, although each
day's program will contain different subjects.

The Situation Clears
Paramount-Warner Deal Washed Up, Executives Admits, Relieving
Uneasiness in Industry The Wall St. Crash Another Brookhart
Bill to Regulate the Industry— The M.P.T.O.A. Convention

—

—

•By CHARLES F. HYNESand Warner executives highlighted the week
with their cryptic statement that negotiations for a merger
between the two companies have been broken off. The
announcement caused easier breathing all along the line, in the
ranks of both companies and among competitors, for mergers of
this magnitude are bound to result in great personnel changes,
as well as shifting the balance of power to a degree which cause

PARAMOUNT

quivers

among

the lesser fry
Heralded for months as in the bag, the deal apparently ran
up against obstacles in the proposed stock exchange ratio, and
(Continued

on

Page

14)

Rally Tuesday
Luncheon and
porters of
his

rally for supin

Mayor Walker

campaign for reelection

is

scheduled at 12:30 P. M. Tuesday at the Hotel Astor, N. Y.
The mayor's many friends in
the industry,, which he served
so long, are being urged by
William Fox, chairman of the
"Reelect Walker" committee,

Some of the Comto attend.
mittee are: A. H. Schwartz,
Charles O'Reilly, Sam Berman,
Arthur Hirsch, Jesse L. Lasky,
H. M. Warner, Lee Marcus,
Jules Brulatour, Nathan Burkan, John Zanft, Sam Katz,
and Jack Alicoate.

!
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Paris Fred Shoninger, former foreign manager for Columbia, plans to
enter the exporting business here, it
was learned, after his resignation was
accepted by Joe Brandt of Columbia.
Shoninger was succeeded by Milton

1

2
4

by Nathan D. Golden

PRODUCTION IN THE EAST
SHORT SHOTS FROM N. Y. STUDIOS, by Arthur W. Eddy
FILM DAILY'S FEATURE PAGE
AND THAT'S THAT, by Phil, M. Daly
ALONG THE RIALTO, by Phil M. Daly, Jr
INDUSTRY'S STATISTICS, by James P. Cunningham
TIMELY TOPICS, Digest of Current Opinions
TEN YEARS AGO TODAY, Culled from Film Daily Files
THEIR FIRST JOBS
BIRTHDAY GREETINGS

EDITOR AND PUBLISHER

JOHN W. ALICOATE

Fred Shoninger Plans to
Enter Export Business

INDEX
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New

Cour-des-Noues,

BARNUM WAS RIGHT

10
10

operator, arrested for
violating the city's blue law prohib-

11

iting

movies on Sunday, was

freed

was dismissed

with-

when

12-13
14
15

out

the case
a hearing.

William Cornwell at Woodland
Woodland, Cal. William L. Cornwell has succeeded James W. Hill
as manager of the local National The-

—

PACE

aters house.

HUNTING TIGERS IN INDIA..U
ISLE OF LOST SHIPS
13
RASPUTIN
12
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12
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pfd

Warner Bros
do pfd

44%
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2,800
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the hot vaults of the Consolidated
5,700
55
in
Premiere
Laboratories.
Film
91%
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Samuel Goldwyn.
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Universal Club dinner, dance
the Hotel Astor, New York.

Oct.

Opening

it

is

28

Oct. 28-30

93%
98

98%
60%

104

92%
96%
97%
60%

CURB BONDS

Am. Seat. 6s 36
78
78
Warner 6%s 28 .103% 103
.

104
93

96%
98%
60%
78
103

Roxy "A"

20
22
2

30
5

65

to

Licenciado D. Ezequiel Padilla,
Mexican Secretary of Education, is
in New York to study talking picof aiding

400

education in Mexico.
He will be
800 entertained by Paramount at a lunch300 eon Tuesday at the Astor.

1,700

of

Globe,

New

Annual M. P. T. O. A. meeting
the Peabody Hotel, Memphis
Tri-state M. P. T. O. convention
in Memphis.

Oct. 29-31

at

Oct.

31

1

Convention of Screen AdverAss'n at Detroit.

Projection

MRS. GAB; "I've listened
to your yapping and wise
cracks for a week now and
I'm fed up. I'm going to a
good talkie tonight and

—

forget

tisers

Nov.

3

Premiere of "Condemned"
Selwyn, N. Y.

Nov.

7

Opening
N. Y.

Nov.

9

Actors' Equity Ball at Hotel Astor,

New
Nov. 14

of

"Paris"

at

Hunt, Jones Exchange Jobs
Atlanta, Ga.
Dave Hunt, former
Cashier of Columbia, now is shipper
at First National and R. E. Jones,
who formerly occupied Hunt's new
position has stepped into the cage
at Columbia.

at

the

Central,

York.

talk by William Canavan at Hotel Astor, New York.
Nov. 18-19 Annual fall convention of Texas
Unit at Dallas.
Nov. 19-20 Ninth Annual Ohio M.P.T.O
Convention at Columbus.
Dec. 9-10 Meeting of North Carolina ex
hibitors' unit at Pinehurst.

Let Us Solve Your Problems

26
4
34
10
75

an-

"Jazz Heaven" at the
York.

200
500

25

York.

10th

600

it."

MR. GAB: "Oh yeah?'

"Oh Yeah!
MRS. GAB:
You said a mouthful.That's
what I'm going

to see."

MR. GAB "Well you can't
lose me; I'm going along,
:

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

•LAST PRICE QUOTED

—

means

M.P.T.O.

Opening

29

Study Films in Schools

tures as a possible

OVER THE COUNTER
BID ASKED
do units
do com
Skouras Bros
United Art
do pfd

Here

New

Cohan,

Michigan

Oct. 31-Nov.

at least of the film industry affiliations of the company will
be housed in the proposed building.

M.

nual convention at Detroit.

expected

some

at

"Broadway Scandals"

ol

Geo.

at

35

*Nat. Scr. Ser
*Nat. Thea. Sup
•Univ. Pict
*do pfd

do 6s 41

no details were given,
that

2

Proj

•Intern.

(Continued from Page 1)
500

18%

D.W. "A"

•Griffith,

70
29

Today:

Oct.

Planning to Build
Skyscraper in New York

TEL 5580 PENN.
COSTUMES TO PEMT

The Industry's
Date Book

Jr.,

200

CURB MARKET
*Bal.

Goldwyn
production executive, has left Los
Angeles, en route to New York with
negative of "Condemned," which was
among the first to be removed from
Hornblow,

Arthur

110
97
55
92'A
24JS

Hornblow On Way to N.Y.
With "Condemned" Print

for

movie

local

16
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Blue Law Violator Freed
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Stebbins,

too."

Leterman & Gates
INCOHrOIIATED

1540

B'WAY

N.Y.C.

TELEPHONE BRYANT

MRS.

GAB

:

"Oh yeah ? "

MR. GAB: "OH YEAH.'
3040

Let's go

I"

What you have been

waiting fort

THE SOUND EQUIPMENT THAT ALL
THE INDUSTRY IS TALKING ADOUT

RCA PHOTOPHONE
TYPE G" MODEL at *2095
?f

The Model that Permits the Small
Exhibitor to Stay in Business.
"A

Magna Charta
business" — that's how ex-

f
real life saver'". . ."The

of the picture

hibitors everywhere are hailing this ace

of sound equipment value.

of tone as they are presented
in the finest equipped of the larger houses.
fidelity

Providing sound-on -film and sound-onfr

Type G" Model embraces the
following equipment: Two Sound Heads,

disc, the

Deliberately priced within the reach of

every theatre of 500 seats and under, yet
possessing the same superior tone quality
and dependability of RCA Photophone's

major systems, the development of this
new model at this amazingly low price is
unquestionably the most momentous
event in the motion picture industry
since the advent of sound pictures.

With

and

equipment, every small theatre
in the country will be put on an equal
footing with first run houses in the quality
of the sound reproduction of their pictures able to run the successes, as they
come to them, with the positive assurance
that these pictures will be reproduced
with the same warmth, responsiveness
this

—

Address

Two Synchronous Disc Attachments, One
Main Amplifier, One Three-Unit Motor

One Loud Speaker, One
Directional Baffle and One Monitor Loud
Generator

Set,

Speaker.

Build a bigger and finer patronage than
you have ever experienced before ... by

making your application now for this
equipment. The earlier you put in your
application, the earlier you will get your
installation. Such extraordinary value is
naturally attracting an extraordinary re-

sponse.

Make

top of the

list.

certain of being near the

To delay

is

to court dis-

appointment. Terms, if desired, on a one,
two or three year basis.

all inquiries to

COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT

RCA PHOTOPHOXE, Inc.
CORP O RATI O N O F A MKKKS
AVENUE - NEW YORK CITY

SUBSIDIARY O F
4ll

\tianta:

ioi

marietta street

chicaco: ioo w.

FIFTH
monroe

street

R ADIO

Kansas

city,

mo: Davidson

bldc.

Denver: 8I7-I7TH street

san Francisco: 23s

Montgomery

street
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Films Aid Traffic

—

Ottawa Motion pictures are
the chief cause of the increase
in United States tourist traffic
into the Dominion of Canada,

W. H.

Robinson,
of the Canadian National,

according to
official

government-owned railroad
Canadian scenics and
system.
Robinson,
says
films,
been given considerable
the
throughout
presentation
United States.
sport

have

Sound Picture Progress Abroad
Rapid, Says Nathan D. Golden
This

the third instalment of a
papers prepared by Nathan

is

series of

D. Golden, assistant chief of the M.
P. Division of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, dealing with the effects of sound in different countries abroad. This chapter deals with activities in Italy,
Austria, Hungary, Spain and Czechoslovakia.

PHOTO-TALKER ADOPTS

Italy
movies have been introduced into this market, and with the exception of the language difficulties, have been
Italy with more than 2,000
well received.
theaters, 155 of which have a seating capacity
of 750, should offer a very fertile field for
American sound installations.
The Ente
Production in Italy is limited.
Nazionale, a concern aided by the government, and the Pittaluga Company are the
chief producers.
The Ente, which has adopted British Talking picture apparatus, has already taken the exterior sets of their first

Sound

A NEW LOUD SPEAKER

—A

15 inch cone speaker
Dallas
as standard equipment on the Photo
Talker device has been adopted, according to B. G. Herber, manager.
Included in the unit is a dynamiccondenser and a special riveted voice
The object of the riveted^ voice
coil.
coil, it is claimed, is to prevent "blasting" due to continuous usage.

Phonofilm

Installs

Saulte Ste. Marie, Mich.— Talking
pictures are now being shown at the

which has been equipped

Colonial,

De

with

Forest Phonofilm.

Gets Dual Sound System
Glens Falls, N. Y.— Dual sound
system has been installed at the
Strand.

Adrian Theater Gets Sound
Family has been
Adrian, Mich.
equipped for talking pictures.

—

Talkers for Ashland House
Capitol has been
Ashland, Ky.
Electric
Western
equipped
with

—

and

talking

Italian talking picture. The making of this
film has aroused considerable interest in Italy,
since it marks the government's entry into
a new field. Of all Italian producers, Pittaluga has announced the most ambitious production schedule.
Six features with sound
are scheduled, and twenty-six sound shorts

are under contemplation.
The progress that has been made in the
United States in the development of sound
pictures has prompted various persons in the
industry in Italy to consider the possibility of
utilizing them for the production of Italian
grand opera.
In the making of the silent
picture, Italy has had little success but sound
pictures should offer Italy an opportunity in
this regard.

Austria
The prospects

sound films in Austria
are not very promising, owing to the number
There are but 19 theaters
of small theaters.
with a seating capacity over 750, and 53
with seating capacities between 500 and 750,
which may lead themselves to sound installations.
But it is estimated that even the five
for

Wiring Somerset House
Ky. Western Electric
equipment is being installed at the

largest houses in Austria could not afford to
pay more than $2,000 to $4,000 for complete
sound equipment and installation.
No theater in Austria has yet been wired
for sound films, but it is planned to equip a
small theater in Vienna at an early date.
The Filmton
Ges. claims that it has Austrian patents on a sound film system similar
to an American system which can be fitted
to any type of apparatus with practically no
difficulty or loss of time.
The Marconi-Gefra
system was recently presented in Vienna;
the prices of this device ranges from $1,500

Virginia.

to

sound apparatus.
Gets Sound Equipment
Wilmington, O. -The Murphy has
been wired and considerably reno-

—

vated.

—

Somerset,

$4,000.

Ottawa House Wired with W. E.
Ottawa P. J. Nolan has reopened
the Rex as "The Rexy" following the
installation
of
Western
Electric

Austrian interest in sound films has increased
enormously
within
past
the
few
months.
Already one company (Astra Film,
near Vienna) has begun the manufacture of
sound films on an American system, using
the disc method.
Another company has recently been formed (Filmton Ges. i.G.), and
production is expected to start during the
next 12 months. Back of the Filmton Ges. i.G.
are "Gefra," the leading radio concern of
Vienna, and the "Marconi" people.
Reproduction sets are at present made by Astra
Film A. G., while Gefra, which is interested
in Filmton Ges.i.G., claims that it is alreadv

equipment.

making recording apparatus.

Dayton Strand Wired
Dayton, O. Sound equipment has

—

been

installed

the

at

Strand

"The Cock Eyed World"

with

as the first

attraction.

—

Calexico Sound Installation
Calexico, Cal.
Rialto Theater Co.
has wired the Rialto for sound pic-

—

tures.

RCA

Photophone for Colorado
Colorado, Tex. RCA Photophone
equipment is to be installed at the

—

Palace.

Moviephone

for Ark.

Fort Smith, Ark.
is

installing

—The

Moviephone.

House
Palace here

Hungary
Hungary has approximately 450 motion

pic-

ture houses, 93 of which are located in; Budapest.
Only five houses in the entire country
are capable of accommodating over 750 people,
the
averaging seating capacity being
about 300.
Plans are under way in Budapest
to
equip the three largest theaters in that
city with reproduction sets.
With the exception of the Ufa theater, which will have a
Tobis installation, the others will he wired
with American equipment.
With the scarcity of large houses, the prevailing limitations for the immediate installation of sound equipment in
evident.
Important as this
is
not the only obstacle

it

Hungary
feature
in the

is

very

may

be

way

of

"We

sound pictures in Hungary.
language is the only one spoken in this counand this, quite naturally, would eliminate
talking pictures unless produced in the native
pictures
may
Sound-accompanied
tongue.
find a market in Hungary after installations
are made in theaters with reproducing apparatus, and leaders in the Hungarian industry
will
feel
that sound synchronized pictures

much on

politics but
does as much for
as Jimmy Walker

feller

an industry
has done for pictures and the

try,

prove popular.

aint

when a

The Hungarian

theater

we're

willing

shout

to

from the house tops that we're
for him 110 per cent"

,

the present time none of the Hungarian
studios are equipped for the production of
sound films; neither has Hungary manufactured any type of recording or reproduction
apparatus.
Owing to the scarcity of capital,
doubtful whether the necessary funds
it
is
could be obtained at this time to acquire or

At

manufacture recording apparatus

in

PHILM.DALX

S£Z/

Hungary.

Spain
The development

of sound motion pictures
present is not very promising in
English-speaking films will naturally
Spain.
be barred because they would not be underBuy synchronized
stood by the Spaniards.
pictures, such as those reproducing musical
scores and sound effects will have a future
It is suggested that as thein this country.
aters in Spanish-speaking countries are adapted to sound films, there might be an opportunity for Spanish producers to supply Spanish-speaking films to those markets.
for

the

Equipment

now

offered

in

Spain

is

H.

KASTON HANDLING SALES

con-

expensive, running as high as
$18,000; it is felt by those in the trade that
if
these prices were brought down within
reach of the Spanish exhibitors, there would
probably be room for five installations in
Madrid this year, three in Barcelona, with
a possibility of one each in Bilgao, Zaragonza,
Valencia, and Seville.

OF PH0T0T0NE, CLEVELAND

Spain with more than
2,000 theaters, has
nearly 300 with a seating capacity over 1,000;
600 seating from 750 to 1,000; and 450 with
a seating capacity of from 500 to 750, which
should lend themselves to sound reproduction installations.
So far only one theater
is wired for the reproduction of sound films,
but two others will be wired in the near

company's equipment in the
view and the Hempstead.

sidered

to

be

future.

None of the Spanish studios are as yet
equipped for the recording of sound pictures,
and no such apparatus has been manufactured

in

Spain.

Czechoslovakia
At present

five

motion picture theaters in

Czechoslovakia, representing a total seating
capacity of 4,500, are equipped with sound
reproduction sets, all of them being in Prague.
Two of these theaters have American apparatus;
two
have
German "Klangfilm"
equipment, and the fifth theater has installed
Dutch reproduction set. 'There are some
a
40 theaters in this country, seating over 750,
and 368 theaters seating from 500 to 750,
which could be wired for sound pictures.
The distribution of talking films will be
very limited, since the Czechoslovak theatergoers will come two or three times out of
curiosity to see and hear a talking film whose
language they do not understand, but are
unlikely to attend regularly.
German dialogue pictures might find a fair distribution
in the territory close to the German and Austrian frontiers inhabited by German-speaking
people, provided theater owners equip their
houses with reproducing equipment.
It
seems improbable that dialogue films
could be produced in this country under
present
circumstances, since domestic production of motion pictures suffer from lack
of capital and will not be able to afford the
purchase of expensive recording apparatus.
In addition, the domestic market is rather
small, and there are no export possibilities

Czech talkers.
The sound film

for

proper

has

better prosleaders in the industry.
motion picture producers

—

Cleveland
Phototone sales in
Cleveland territory are being hanHe has condled by H. Kaston.
tracted

of

hi),

Park-

—

equipment.
It will be reopened
the City Theater.

as

"His Destiny" Given a Voice
Ottawa "His Destiny," a Canadi-

—

an production, first made as a silent
picture, has been revamped as a
sound and dialogue feature and is
finally to be released in the DominFay
ion after a delay of a year.

Wray

is

the star.

Pacent Installing Two
Installation of Pacent
Toledo
sound machine is now being made
at the Strand and Lyric, Nat Char-

—

nas houses.

Mineral Wells House Has Sound
Mineral Wells, Texas The Palace
has gone sound.

—

Sound at Parkway
Parkway has reopened

—

Dallas
with sound.

Queen, Bryan, Installs Sound
Bryan, Texas Queen has installed
sound.

—

a studio in Vienna for a film which is
partly sound-synchronized.
Czechoslovakian film distributors are rather skeptical as to the lucrativeness of the distribution
of
sound-films
in
their
country,
maintaining, that the expensiveness of the

D.

is

installation

DeForest For Chester House
Chester Walters of
S. C.
the Dreamland announces he will
close his house for redecoration and
DeForest
talking
installation
of

limited

It

the

Chester,

according to
reported that
of Czechoslovakia contemplate making soundfilms with the cooperation of foreign producers, whose sound-recording studios could
be used for this purpose.
The Elekta Film
Company is now taking Czech sound pictures
pects,

for

reproducing

equipment

number

necessary

of

will

theaters

apparatus.

of sound films will be
their price very high.

Thus
very

permit
to

only

install

»
the

circulation
restricted and

the

in

Subsequent instalments of the N.
Golden paper regarding sound
situations abroad will appear in a

later issue of

THE FILM

DAILY.
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IN
EAST
PRODUCTION
NEW YORK
WHAT
WHO AND
WHAT'S

WHO'S

GREATER

IN

STUDIOS
U

WARNERS USING VOCAL
AND CAMERA NOVELTIES

Short Shots from
New York Studios
By

Numerous camera and

vocal nov-

elties of
used in

an unusual nature have been
recent Vitaphone pictures

made

Warner

under

at

Bros, eastern studio
and supervision of

direction
director-in-chief.

Murray Roth,

Irene Franklin number,
"Those Were the Days," vocal as
well as cinematic double exposure
Miss Franklin, in the
was used.
in the street garb of today, is seen
and heard to comment while Miss
Franklin, in the funny bathing suits
of the 90's, is seen and heard singing
"I'm the Belle of the Beach."

In

Plans French Version

ARTHUR

JOHN WRAY

French
Pond,"

W. EDDYmmmm

A

short with

Martha Rocofort
"All

is

Tal-

&

Mandel Make
Talking Short at P-F-L

Schwab

euttereer,

With Morton Blumenstock directSchwab & Mandel have made

ing,

their

Supplying
"audience
consciousness" to talking screen players in rehearsal is the newest and most difficult
part of the work of picture
directors and dialogue coaches, according to Bertram Harrison of the
Paramount Long Island studio staff.
Harrison, who has directed many
Broadway stage successes, served as
dialogue mentor in the filming of
"The Laughing Lady," featuring
Ruth Chatterton and Clive Brook,
which Victor Schertzinger recently
directed at the Astoria plant of Par-

—

—

rect.

the

Paramount

yj

to

Wray

has finished cutting "The Battle of
Paris" and now is giving similar attention to "The Laughing Lady."

E

scheduled
be produced in four languages.
Monty Brice will di-

will

time to work in Universal's
Quiet on the Western Front."
recently heavied for Norma
madge in "New York Nights."
Hill,

make a
"The Big
star Mau-

Chevalier.

rice

soon pack up
and move to the Coast again, this

Emma

will
version of
which will

Paramount

initial

talking

Boobs Come From"

short,
at

"Where

Paramount's

Peggy 1 hompson, who recently Long Island studio. The cast inmoved up the ladder from script girl cludes Dorothy McNulty, Guy Shy,
to continuity writer, has completed Frank Morgan, Hugh Cameron, Don amount.
"Stage actors always have the adRuth
in
used
was
Double exposure
the script of "Easy Come, Easy Go" Laning and Edwin Saulpaugh.
The
Etting's Vitaphone Variety, "Glori- which is slated for production soon. company plans to make at least two vantage of personal contact with their
audiences,"
Harrison
points
in which
out.
fying the Popular Song,"
Her initial job was on the talker ver- features at the studio.
"Even in rehearsals, they can feel
she is accompanied by two pianos
which
will
be
Boots,"
played by Phil Ohman and Victor
She is shown standing by
Arden.
both pianos when she sings "All
That I Want is Y-O-U." A verse
is sung by the figure of Miss Etting
standing by Ohman's piano, and the
next by her figure at Arden's piano,
alternating throughout the song. Another camera effect in this Variety is
the instantaneous fading out of Miss

Etting's figure from the film at the
first song, and its instantaneous materialization at the beginning of her second number.
An interesting novelty is that of
quadruple voice recording and quadruple film exposure in Eddie Miller's
Vitaphone Variety, just released,
"The One-Man Quartette." In this
Variety Eddie Miller is seen and
heard singing all four parts of a quartette rendering of "The Story of a
Rose."
He sings top tenor, tenor,
baritone and bass.
the vocal
effect of Miller's singing the four
parts of the quartette at the same
time was obtained is a secret of the
Eastern Vitaphone Studios which the
technical staff refuses to divulge.

end of her

How

Jewish Theatrical Guild
Giving Jessel Banquet
George Jessel will be given a banquet by the Jewish Theatrical Guild
the Commodore tonight.
at
Jessel, who is second vice president of
the organization, recently returned
to New York from the Coast.
Eddie Cantor will act as toastmaster.
The guests will include Mayor
James J. Walker, William Fox, Ma-

Edward Bowes, S. L. (Roxy)
Rothafel, Ben Hecht and William

sion of

made

at

"Kid

audience

the Coast with Jack Oakie

reactions and

gauge

their

work accordingly. The screen actor
More Vitaphone Shorts
starred.
Vitaphone shorts made recently at of today has his world audience conWarner
Bros, studio include the fol- centrated in the microphone; he is
Exhibitors will know the Ben
separated by the intricate machinery
Hecht original which Paramount is lowing: Miller & Lyles, Sid Marion, of sound reproduction
from any real
Watson
Sisters,
James
Barton,
Robmaking, as "The River Inn." The
contact with the theater patrons.
picture has been going along under ert Emmett Keane and Claire Whit"It is up to the rehearsal coach to
the working title of "Red Harvest." ney, George M. Fisher and Honey
He
Hurst and Zelda Santley. The pic- supply this audience reaction.
must figuratively magnify himself inJessie Wadsworth, who dashed in- tures were made by Murray Roth
to this town last Thursday, will double back to the Coast Sunday after
She manages
transacting business.

John Wray, Frank Reicher. Anderson
Lawlor, Stanley Smith, Mary Doran
and other picture actors. Miss Wadsworth has with her a collation
of magazines, donated by Smith and
Lawlor, which range in character
from "Le Parisienne" to "Needlecraft."

group of a thousand people and
convey this group's reactions to the
players.
This can only be done in
to a

and Arthur Hurley.

rehearsal. When the player faces the
Columbia Making Shorts
Working without ballyhoo, Colum- microphone, he must have had the
'audience
bia is making a number of sound benefit of this previous
shorts at the Victor plant, Camden consciousness'.
"

X.

One of the recently-made picdirected by Col. J. E. Brady,

J.

tures,
stars

J.

Leo

Capitol after a European trip.
Not
so long ago he made a short for
M-G-M at the now-closed Cosmopolitan

studio.

the tempo of the
Both problems must be
worked out in the rehearsals which

Meehan

yesterday

precede the filming of the picture.
dialogue coach is the trial audi-

made The

scenes for "Across the World with
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson," for
Talking Picture Epics, working at

RCA's Gramercy studio. He is also
cutting scenes taken in out-of-way
places by the Johnsons and which
comprise the greater part of the pic-

On his reactions
bases his performance."

ence.

Westerns Strong

"Your Next," dialogue short on
Tom De Baryshe worked as

ivhich

advisor on photography, ivill soon be
released by Eccentric pictures. Dc
Baryshe recently vwhed ut American Sound Recording Corp. and for

in

The southern
westerns,
logue, says
in

ture.

New

territory
especially ones

South
hot for
with dia-

is

Leo Alaloney, who

York.

He

player

the

is

now

arranging distribution on his "Overland Bound," alltalker, in which he is starred, with
Allene Ray, Wally Wales, Jack Perrin, Charles K. French, Al
J. Smith,
Lydia Knox and William J. Dyer.
The story is by Ford Beebe and
Joseph Kane.
is

Mason Wadsworth.

jor

Jack Noble will take his "Kiddie
Troupers" to the Newark, Newark,
Morris. Providing the all-star enter- Friday for a personal appearance in
tainment will be: Sophie Tucker, connection with "Rehearsal," diaMolly Picon, Irene Franklin, Lou logue short which is a member of
Holtz, Four Marx Brothers, George the "Schooldays Frolics" being proDewey Washington, Robert Holli- duced by American Sound Recording
day, Paul Ash and His Orchestra. Corp.

determines the
words and

of

dialogue.

tract.

Emile Boreo, who knows how to
wear his hat, is entertaining at the

It

Price.

stage

ington where "She Walked Home,"
which he staged directed for Anne
Nichols, is being tried out. Cliff will
bring the show onto Broadway within three weeks. After staging several more productions he'll return
to the Coast to fulfill his M-G-M con-

consciousness' accom-

two things:

Camerawork was varying emphasis
done by Charles Harten and Buddy phases and it sets
George

Harris.
Clifford Brooks, one of the better
directors who also is doing
creditable work for M-G-M, is receiving his mail this week hi Wash-

'Audience

plishes

Madeline Foy, one of seven Foys
who are more than a little known to
followers of both
the
stage and
screen, worked in the James Barton
Vitaphone short which Murray Roth
is

making

dio.

at the

Warner

Bros,

stu-

PHIL ARMAND
(Formerly

with

Chief

American

Warner Brothers)

cameraman
Sound

Recording

Corp.
Home:

Times

Square

Hotel
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Timely Topics

Along The Rialto

A

Digest of
Current Opinion

€)—

Wonders What Hollywood
Would Do Without Broadway

BROADWAY

is a samHollywood.
They pick and choose and then
trading only on anrewrite,

room

ple

today

for

They
create.
themselves create for their
ability

other's

must

to

before they can
hew out an artistic niche for
themselves. I wonder what they'd
do if the members of the Authors' League refused them rights
It might
to tinker and rehash.

medium

special

be a good idea; it might develop
an original scenario; it might
tenparasitical
this
eliminate
dency.

George M. Cohan
*

*

Power

of

*

Movies

the

magic in the movmagic of vivid presentation that mere words cannot
A magic of driving home
equal.
sledge-hammer
with
idea
an

THERE
ies.

is

A

force in the fraction of a second.

There have been previous efforts
to apply the movies to classroom
Efforts that have somework.
how failed of complete success.
The reason undoubtedly was lack
of the vital spark of imagination
that has made such a spectacular

THAT

PhilM. Daly,

By PHIL M.

Jr.

BACK

but a few days from Yurrop, Dave (Universal) Bader
He sez the wails from Wall
off for jury service.
St., were so loud yestidday he could hear 'em when going past on
Mollie Merrick's extra girl crack in "The N.
the subway
Y. World" is "The only) reason I didn't marry is that my salary
doesn't warrant my supporting a husband."

was copped

"Gloria Swanson has made the young blood of America
look like a bunch of amateurs," declares Florenz Ziegfeld, Jr., who
has invited her to become star of his forthcoming production,

"Ming Toy."
Wall St. became the Weeping Wall of America in the awful
smash yestidday. "The walls are coming down in Wall St.", was
the way one N. Y. exchange manager put it
"Patsy"

Howard

Reis,

Dietz's secretary,

who

does the "Patsy of Hollyto her list, and expects

wood" colyum has added two more papers

Al Selig's Tiffany hustlers are busy sending out autographed
star stills, following Al's radio appearance, interviewed by Michael
(Six Syllable) Simmons
Roxy's going to the radio show
at Norfolk.
It will bring memories of his marine days there.
will be 20,000 bulbs in "the world's largest sign"
theater, Noo Yawk, which is to
its doors in March.

Warner Hollywood

atop the

throw open

Looking over that gang of theatrical stage children at the
American Sound Studio who are doing grown-up trouping in the
"School Day Frolics," makes you realize that director Jack
Noble has hit a really original and big idea for the sound shorts.

And when

the kids

make

their personal appearances at the theaters around
York, in conjunction with the showing of the
picture, they literally stop the show
Billy Ferguson was
seen trying on a nifty gray suit in a fashion salon on Forty-sixth
Street.
Probably getting ready to pull another Trackless Train

New

*

77

NUMBER

77

THE

Quotient may have been exaggerated by two branches of the
industry for their own purpose:
by the producers as an additional
excuse for producing brainless
films, and by the directors for the

purpose of emphasizing their own
godlike qualities and functions.
"The Neiv York Times"

TEN YEARS AGO

TODAY

By JAMES

pier at

$500,000

*

Fox launches
campaign

in 27
*

*

amusement

Editor,

Statistical

THE

national advertising
*

Saenger Amusement Corp. secures
Shreveport for new house.

site at

reel

shorts.

And

-notice

is

hereby

served that if any of the proud fathers
sends us photographs of the product,
we'll dump 'em in the wastebasket
along with other publicity blurbs.

it

has grown into an eight reel spe-

and

talks, sings, whistles,

all

and

our loose cigarette change

to treat the other kids in the neigh-

"What's Trump?"
(Set

The Film Daily

October 21

is rated fourth largest in
the United States and is making a strong bid,for third place.

*

made

*

in studios of

of all film entertainment
placed in regular distribution
channels, although U. S. producers make less than half of
the world's feature product.
*

Best
tions

who

to the follow-

members

of the industry,
today are celebrating their

birthday

*

newsreel companies showed a loss of approxspending
imately
$2,000,000,
about $200,000 weekly to do a
gross of $110,000 top.
In

1928,

six

With two high honors in one hana
and the other honor in the dummy,
declarer should win the first lead of
trumps with one of the two honors.
This cannot lose and may gain a trick.

THE

FILM DAILY
ing

Jack DeLacy)

wishes and congratulaare extended by

J.

*

Then

These associate First National producers are: Charlie Einfeld, George
Bilson, William Williams, Herbert
Walton, Joe Tisman.
Incidentally,
Herbert Croker owns a dog. So does
Jesse Gourlay. Neither will pose for
a photograph.
The dogs, we mean.
Jerry Keyser was married last month,
so you'll just have to be patient.
With all these one reel subjects, we
suggest to Jerry that he feature two

uses up

motion picture industry

*

magazines.
*

MANY HAPPY RETURNS

CUNNINGHAM

P.

85%

build

Girl."

Statistics

*

Asbury Park, N.

"A

called

three other gents followed with productions in rapid succession, and
took all the credit, as these home
movie producers have a habit of do-

borhood.

Pictures

to

house

his

just to take the snap out of
frisky young fathers, we'll
casually remark that we personally
sponsored a one reeler several years
ago. So popular has it become that

Industry

American companies represent

ning

gink dashed in the office announcing
that he was running a rival show at

cial,

IN

Arthur Pryor, band master, plan-

First National there is
rivalry among five proud
fathers in the advertising and publicity department.
About a year and
a half ago one benedict coyly remarked that a little strip of squawking
film titled "A Boy" had been projected in his home. Not to be outdone,
a few months later another publicity

keen

And

New York

suspicion arises that the
film player's reputation for a
phenomenally low Intelligence

"

these

*

Holds Producers, Directors
Magnify Players' Stupidity

QVER AT

stunt

tions.

*

DALY

ing.

Boston paper very shortly

to crash a

success of screen dramatiza-

"Evening Graphic,"

THAT'S

with

There

In Conveying Knowledge

AND

THEIR
FIRST

JOBS

George Middleton
Jack Cohn
Herman Buechel

LYNDE DENIG
reporter Springfield Republican

FINER
nrncA
PERrO
STEEL PIER, Atlantic City, N. J.

(Below) Cine Teresa, one
of Mexico City's best
known houses.
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and FILM

TRACK
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Embassy, North Bergen, N.
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(Below, lower

left)

The Globe, on
the Boardwalk/
Atlantic City, N. J.

SYNCHRONOUS DISC
AND SOUND ON FILM
TYPE

2MDAF

$3/500

for houses up to
2,000 seats

PACENT REPRODUCE

A
NCE
THE REASON

RM
IS

When houses like these
Install

PacenhiSl
KSiHsvsTEMSieasj

Houses like those illustrated buy
sound equipment on its performance and on its
dollar for dollar value as essential equipment
which must give unfailing service and satisfaction
week in and week out. Today there are over 6O0
theatres throughout the world using Pacent Reproducer Systems. There performance has established

new
Junior Models
for houses up to
500 seats

$1,500
Synchronous

disc

$2,500
disc

and

TYPE

M DAF

film track

high standards of quality!

You can pay more for sound equipment than the
price of the Pacent System for your house. But
will you get more, or even as much, in results as
Pacent offers? Guess work is eliminated when you
sign a contract for Pacent. Every feature essential
to best quality reproduction on both disc and film
track is yours with Pacent equipment.

$4,500

CORPORATION

for houses

up

to

4,000 seats

FILM CENTER BUILDING,

NEW YORK,

N. Y.
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Firm to Finance Production
—

Boyce Smith Heads Company to Finance Independent Units Talking Western Series Starring Curwocd
Uader Way -Fox Production Ahead of Schedule— Lambert Under Educational Banner — Other Wired Coast News
J.

TEC-ART EXECUTIVE WITH

NEW INVESTMENT

FIRM

Motion Picture Investment Corp.
been formed with J. BoyceSmith as vice president and Coast

has

The new firm is to
representative.
finance independent production.
Boyce-Smith is vice president of
Tec-Art

studio,

which

at

a

number

independent units are producing.

of

A Little from

Younger Named Scenario
Editor of Tiffany Prod.
A. P. Younger has been named
scenario editor of Tiffany Prod.

Cast for "Murder Will Out"

Noah Beery and Louise Fazenda

By

BERT ROACH

in nine talking pictures, including "The Time, the Place and

Hollywood
Fox juv-

l^RANK ALBERTSON,
-*-

enile

contract player,

a real chance to

show

is

getting

his ability in

the Girl," "The Show of Shows,"
"So Long, Letty," "No. No, Nanet- "Spring is Here" a First National
"Young Nowheres" and "The Vitaphone production, for he is singte,"
Argyle Case." He is completing an ing two numbers* Frank has a good
engagement in "Hold Everything."
"mike" voice.
*

*

*

ACTIVE ON

8 WESTERN TALKER FILMS

busy, to say the

worked

With

the completion of "Shackles
first of a series of
eight
Bob Curwood productions,
work now is proceeding on the reof

Vengeance" the

mainder of the schedule at the Tec
Art Studios. All of the company's
product will be westerns in dialogue
and recorded on the Cinephone sound
During the making of
*
*
*
apparatus.
Phillips Holmes is keeping busy 'Shackles of Vengeance" many sound
at Paramount. He recently returned sequences were made on location
from the East, where he worked in with portable sound equipment.
"Sherlock Holmes."
He has appeared in "Painted Heels," "Var-

Excellent reports filter in on
"Laff, Horse, Laff," the first of a
series of novelty color and sound
comedies being produced by Gilliam
and Reed. The producers are now
considering releasing offers from
sity" and other Paramount pictures.
two national companies.
*

have roles in "Murder Will Out,"
First National picture featuring Jack

*

*

MacGregor,

veteran
Broadway stage director, has
joined the M-G-M forces. His
stage successes include dramas,
farces, musical comedies and
revues.
Among the producE.

Mulhall. It is possible that Lila Lee
will play opposite Mulhall.

Seven New Songs for Jolson
Seven new song numbers, especially written for him by Irving Berlin, will be introduced by Al Jolson
in "Mammy," which Warner is making.

Cast for "Deadline at Dawn"
has been added
to the cast of Universal's "Deadline
at Dawn," starring Joseph Schildkraut under the direction of John
Others in the cast are
Robertson.
Barbara Kent and Eddie Robinson

is

"Lots"

RALPH WILK

The rotund comedian has

least.

(MOOD

BOB

J.

*

*

*

THE

Jack Richardson, whose villian roles has made many of
the movie fans gasp and heave
a heavy sigh, is doing his villiany in "Maid to Order" a
Jesse Weil Production at TecArt Studios.
Julian Eltinge,

tions he directed were "Follow
Thru," "Queen High," "Saint
Joan," "New Moon," "Self-Defense,"
"Cheating
Cheaters"
and editions of George White's

the impersonator, is starring.
Jane Reid, Betty Boyd, Al Hall,
are also in prominent roles. El-

"Scandals."

mer

Clifton

is

Doorway

of Hospitality

directing.

De Witt Jennings

Eddie Lambert Signed by Production at Fox
White for Educational
Far Ahead of Schedule

Jack White has signed Eddie Lamstage comedian, to appear in
comedies made under his supervision
Shortens Her Name
for Educational.
His first picture
Solidad Jiminez has shortened her will be"The Big Jewel Case," a Mername to "Mrs. Jiminez." She will be maid Talking Comedy directed by
billed as such for the first time in
Stephen Roberts, with Anita Garvin
"Romance of Rio Grande."
in the leading feminine role.

Brox

Sisters in

M-G-M

M-G-M Revue

has produced

a

two-reel

bert,

6

New

Six

Songs for Van-Schenck

new songs have been composed

revue known, as "M-G-M Gems,"
with the Brox Sisters featured. Ben- by Milton Ager and Jack Yellen for
ny Rubin is master of ceremonies. the use of Van and Schenck in MOthers in the cast are Marion Harris G-M's "Take It Big," written by A.
P. Younger, adapted by Sarah Y.
and Belcher Sisters.
Mason and dialogued by "Bugs"
Finishes "No, No, Nanette"
Baer.
In the cast are Benny Rubin,
"No, No, Nanette" has been com- Tommy Dugan, Mary Doran, Eddie
pleted at First National.
Bernice Gribbon, Francis X. Bushman, Jr.,
Claire and Alexander Gray have the and Mike Donlin.
leading roles. It will be presented in
New York this winter.
Mackaill in "Green Stockings"
Dorothy Mackaill will be starred
Kenyon to Adapt Gropper Play
by First National in "Green StockColumbia has signed Charles Ken- ings," based on the play by A. E. W.
yon to adapt "Ladies of the Evening" Mason. It has been adapted for the
for the talking screen. It was written screen
by John F. Goodrich and will
by Milton Herbert Gropper. Frank be directed by John Adolfi.
R. Capra will direct.
McLaglen and Brendel Teamed
Ruggles Loaned to Paramount
Victor McLaglen and El Brendel
Wesley Ruggles has been loaned form a comedy team in Fox's "Hot
to

Paramount by Radio

Pictures.

for Paris."

Fox

is

running

production

far

schedule

ahead of

its

for

1929-1930.
Twenty-two of the 48 feature Movietone productions of the year have already
been completed.
All pictures on the present schedule are
to be finished by March 1, 1930.

Halperin to Direct First
of Series for Tiffany
Victor Halperin will direct "Dangerous Business," the first of a series
of feature productions to be made at
the Metropolitan Studio by him and
his brother,

Edward.

The

films will

be released through Tiffany Prod.

!»NTER the doorway

which mark* the difference between the
Hollywood Plasa and ordinary hotel*.
Tour room, too, hat that added toaea
of distinction. Picture! on the wall. • ••»
•ruffed furniture, a floor lamp and readlaf
lamp . these are but a few of the feature*
that make you feel at home.
Plg'n Whittle Dining Service lnouree eke
beat of food. Therefore, when you are aaaa)
n Loo Anaelea be oure to inveetlaate.
.

Yola D'Avril in "Hot for Paris"
Yola D'Avril has been assigned a
role in Fox's "Hot for Paris," which
stars Victor McLaglen.

Dialoguing
Universal's

Feature Comedies

•*

popular hostelry and you feel at hoaaa,
There'i an atmoophere of cordial wclceea*
thla

.
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NEWS FLASHES FROM FILM
CENTERS ALL OVER THE
GLOBE: MELBOURNE,
LONDON, BERLIN,

RAPID STRIDES ARE BEING

MADE IN THE FOREIGN
KEEP POSTED
THROUGH "FOREIGN-

Foreign Markets

FIELD.

MARKETS"

By JAMES

THEATRE TAX

IN

REDUCED 50 PER CENT

—

Paris
Application of the amusements interests of the country for a
in the entertainments tax
been granted by the Commission
des Finances.
The poor tax, which
has been in force since 1439, has
been cut from ten per cent to five
per cent. This is a tax paid on every
seat sold.
The reduction does not

reduction

lias

become

effective

until

—

THE FILM

l-AILY
London
Horace Shepherd has
Porto Rican started production activities in cotheaters have been wired for the operation with British and Foreign
showing of sound films, according Films, Ltd. at the Twickenham stuto advices received by the M. P. dios.
He is negotiating with an

Washington

—Three

Division of the Dept. of Commerce.
San Juan has one, Ponce another
and Rio Piedras the third.
The

equipment is of American make.
Other theaters which are to install
American apparatus are located at
Humacao and Mayaguez.

American renting company for the
making of sound and talking produc-

Though operating as a pritions.
vate enterprise at present, it is probable he may organize a public company toward the end of the year.

ratified

is

it

CUNNINGHAM

Porto Rican Houses Wired Horace Shepherd Starts
With American Equipment
Producing in Britain

FRANCE

Washington Bureau of

IS

P.

NIRANJAN PAL TO

Named

MAKE

COLOR FILM

—

Pal, the Indifor India, where
he will make an all-color film using
the Raycol process.
It will be made

world.

Sound Films
Makes Advance in Vienna

Interest in

—

Vienna Interest in sound films is
growing here, and more theater ownpreparing

to

wire

their

Amsterdam Attendance Increased
THE FILM DAILY

in co-operation with the Indian government.
The film, tentatively called "Khyber Pass," is being financed
by Indian capital.
In the cast will
be Lawson Butt, Seeta Devi, Jeanne
Favreau and Myno Burnett.

Hoyts Starts

—Attendance

at

Am-

sterdam, Holland, picture theaters
has shown a large increase over last
year, according to reports to the M.
P. Division of the Dept. of Commerce. In the second quarter of the
j ear 1,803,790 persons attended film
shows, as against 1,617,050 in 1928.

Aubert-Franco Production Head
Paris Aubert-Franco has appointed A. Ermolieff, the Russian producer, as production manager.

—

UFA
Berlin

Film Opening

—

Moon," the
Fritz Lang,
Berlin

"The
Ufa

in Berlin
in
the

Woman

ready

for

its

—

ported to be negotiating with the recently-organized
Selenophone
Co.
with a view to amalgamation.

Paris Film Houses Planned
THE FILM I/AILY

Washington Bureau of

Washington

—

Two

new

film

houses, one to seat 2,000 and the
other 1,000, are to be built on Champs
Elysees in Paris, says a report to the
M. P. Division of the Dept. of Commerce.
The Societe Generate de
Films has leased one of them.

Photophone for Brisbane House
Brisbane, Australia

DEAL

Talking Screen Prod, and Sovkino,
the Soviet film producing company,
with the allegation by George W.
Pearson, chairman of the Britisb
firm, that the Russian concern is violating its contract by sending his
films that are "just Bolshe"We are pressing
damages in the matter," says

propaganda."

for

—

Sydney

12
London

— Filograph,

Ltd.,

recent-

organized to market a new "soundon-thread" method of recording talking pictures, is reported negotiating
with a British film producing company.
The only other system of a
like nature is the Stille process deThe sound is
veloped in Germany.
recorded on a steel wire.

ly

Sound

in
Four RCA-Photophone

travelling sound companies have gone
on tour of New South Wales, Victoria and Queensland.
They will
offer a program of talking pictures

on the road for the next half year.
The tour is sponsored by Hoyts
Prod., Ltd.

—

Pictures, Ltd., at the Victoria Cinema here.

Western Electric
Installations in Sweden

—Three

more Swedish
been equipped with
Western Electric sound apparatus,
bringing the total number of houses
in the country wired by the AmerStockholm

have

theaters

ican
tions

company

to

12.

New

have been made at
Karlskrona and Jonkoping.

Two

Cavle,

Vienna Houses Wired

Washington Bureau of

Washington

—

installa-

THE FILM DAILY

— Austrian

Pictures

Melbourne Twenty-two suburban had its first chance to view sound pictheaters have been wired to shew tures when two Vienna theaters retalking pictures. They are: New As- opened recently as talking picture
cot and Waratah, Ascot Vale; Eclipse, houses, the M. P. Division of the
Kinema, Albert Dept. of Commerce has been inPort Melbourne;
Park; Hampton Theater; Mentonc formed. American equipment is used
Theater; Regent, South Yarra; Cine- by both.
ma, Richmond; Adelphi, Carlton;
Theater;
Merri
Regent,
Fitzroy;
W. E. Wires More in Sydney
Thornbury Theater; Royal, Windsor;
Sydney New installations have
Westgarth Theater and Northcote been made by Western Electric a't
Theater; Moonee Ponds Theater; the following suburban houses: DalEmpress, Prahran; Western, Bruns- wood's Lawson Square, Redfern;

—

Melotone Showing in Leeds
Leeds "Melotone Superior" talking picture equipment has been demonstrated by World Wide Talking wick;

Filmophone for English House
Chasetown, England M. E. Jervis
has installed Filmophone at the Cinema.

—

premiere.

Vienna Firm Reported in Deal
Vienna Vienna Sascha Co. is re-

New

has been created

crisis

Barkly, Footscray; Brighton
Theater; Burnley Theater; and Empire, Brunswick.

Queen's, Hurstville; A.
Martin's Cinema, Parramatta.

Mclntyre's
I.

made by

picture

about

is

IN

Twenty-two Theaters in
Melbourne Suburbs Wired
Australia

RCA

Road Show

Washington Bureau of

Washington

FILOGRAPH SEEN

IN INDIA

—

are
houses.

—A

Pearson.

Sydney H. Campbell-Jones has
been added to the board of directors
London N iranjan
of Raycophone.
He is considered a
power in the Sydney newspaper an producer, has left

ers

London

in the negotiations between Derussa,
now affiliated with International

vist

Raycophone Board

to

WITH CONTRACT VIOLATION

company

by the French Parliament.

Campbell-Jones

PARIS

—The

Imperial,

Lutwyche, has installed RCA-Photophone equipment.

New British Studio
—A new motion

London

picture

enterprise

has been established at
Bournemouth under the name "The

Wessex

Studio."

Talkers Big in Tasmania
Hobart, Tasmania Talking pictures are doing big business it is reported, particularly at the Prince and

—

His Majesty's.

To Show New Device

in London
London A demonstration of the
new sound-on-disc equipment of

—

French Phototone
the

will take place at

Palace here soon.

Start Russian Film Plant
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington Construction of a raw
stock iactory is under way at Tiflis,
Russia, state advices to the M. P.
Division of the Dept. of Commerce.

—

It will be completed next April and
will have a capacity of 195,000 feet
daily.

W.

E. for N. S.

W. House

New

South Wales
Western Electric equipment has been
installed at the Theater Roval.
Armidale,

Richmount Pictures
D.

J.

MOUNTAH,

Pres.

IXCLUSIVE
|

foreigi representa
tives for Rayart Pi.tures Corporation and other
eading ^inde-

pendent producers and distributors.
Cable Address: RICHPJCSOC.^Pans
Cable Address: DEEJAY. London
N. Y.
Cable Address: R1CHPIC

Exporting only the
best in Motion Pictures

; ;

;

;

THE
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Glenn Tryon and Merna Kennedy

Laura La Plante

in

"Barnum Was Right"
ft.

Farce

5794

BEAUTIFULLY HANDLED JUST THE AVERAGE RUN
PRODUCTION IN ALL DE- OF WESTERN WITH A LOT OF
PARTMENTS.
CHARMING FIGHTING AND FAST ACTION
TALE OF OLD-TIME SOUTH TO KEEP THE INTEREST GOAMERICA. WILL PLEASE ALL ING. RATES FAIR.
Western.
WOMEN.
Cheyenne Bill is given

FILLER.

Drama.
Adapted from the best a lot of work to do in this one, and
Comedy drama. A very weak num- seller by Thornton Wilder. Very succeeds in handling his part adeThere are lots of places
ber that has little to recommend it. seldom has the screen shown such an quately.
The story is trite, flatly told, and the exquisitely beautiful picture as this. where the direction was not so hot.

and easy to take. Glenn Tryon comedy is very thin and fails to click
manages to keep it diverting with his with any degree of heartiness. Laura
unique manner of handling comedy La Plante does not hit her usual
situations.
He finds on the day of stride in this, and with the exception
bis wedding that his girl has been of the work of Scott Kolk, a new film
spirited away by her father on board name, who plays the part of her hubDad by, the cast is pretty weak. Kolk is
the yacht of his wealthy rival.
is
in financial straits, and doesn't a good looker, and seems to be able
want daughter to marry the poor to handle a role with intelligence.
suitor.
So Glenn takes over dad's With a better break, he looks pretty
manor house, and runs it as a hotel, good. Laura gets fed up on married
publicizing on the tradition that long life, goes to Paris to study art, and
ago pirates secreted treasure in the leaves hubby flat with his legal probhouse. So with the guests composed lems.
In Paris she meets a Romec
light

of all sorts of fortune hunters who
proceed to wreck the old house in or-

der to find the treasure, the fun waxes
fast and furious.
Broad strokes, but
has the pop punch.
Glenn Tryon, Merna Kennedy, Otis
Cast
:

Harlan.

Rathbone

Basil

Lew Kennedy,

Isabelle

Clarence Burton,
Gertrude Sut-

Keith,

ton.

Authors, Hutchinson
Director, Del Lord
Boyd, Philip Bartholomae. John Meehan
Adaptors, Arthur Ripley, Ewart Adamson
CameraSupervising Editor, Morris Pivar
man, Jerry Ashe.
Photography, okay.
Direction, satisfactory.
;

;

Myrna

and

story

atmosphere of
Church organizations

religious

deep devotion.

will recommend it.
Tells of the old
bridge at San Luis Rey that had
stood from time immemorial, and
then one day suddenly collapsed and
carried with it several people whose
lives
had been inextricably intertwined. Powerful, dramatic and gripping story expertly acted by unusually fine cast.
The old world South

turns out to be an escaped
French criminal. Hubby comes over
with an old sweetie who has him all American atmosphere beautifully resteamed up to get a divorce. Then produced. A grade A film.
Cast
Lily
Damita,
Ernest
Torrence,
wine comes to her senses, and turns
Torres,
Raquel
Don Alvarado, Duncan
the tables on her rival. Daily change. Renaldo, Henry B. Walthall, Michael Va:

Cast: Laura La Plante, Scott
dred Van Dom. Eugene Borden.

Kolk.

Mil-

Emily Fitzroy, Jane Winton, Gordon
Thorpe, Mitchell Lewis, Paul Ellis, Eugenie

vitch,

Flynn; Author, Maxine
Alton
Adaptor, Harold Shumate
Editor,
Dialoguer, Not listed
CameraNot listed
man, Gilbert Warrenton.
F.nimett

Director,
;

;

;

;

Direction, poor.

Photography, okay.

Alan Hale

Besserer, Tully Marshall.
Director, Charles Brabin
Author, ThornAdaptor, Alice D. G. Miller
ton Wilder
Scenarist. Alice D. G. Miller; Titters. Marion
Ainslee. Ruth Cummings; Cameraman, Merritt
B. Gerstad.
;

;

in

Pathe

but for the uncritical western fans it
will get by with a wealth of fast action and a reasonable amount of
stunts and thrills.
There are some
good fighting bits that will please
the younger fans.
The hero is appointed a deputy sheriff to oust the
gal and her father from certain graz
ing lands that the heavy claims belong to him.
So the deputy sheriff
takes a beating from the hands of the
gang, but comes back strong in the
finish fight and outwits the gang
leader and saves the land and the gal
and everything.
There is a good
scrap staged with the two opponents
fighting in an icy river.
The plot
doesn't amount to much, and then-

nothing startlingly new about it
but it has the pep and fast action
that will get it by with the fans who

is

all,

love their fighting.
Cast: Cheyenne Bill, Neva Gerber, Al

Length: 5260

with Gregor

ft.

TRITE RUSSIAN

Fer-

Neice.

Director, B. Frank Wilson; Author, Rob.rt
Dillon; Editor, Earl C. Turner; Titler, Not
Cameraman, Robert Cline.
Listed
Direction, satisfactory.
Photography, fair.
;

"A Most Immoral Lady"

Chmara

(Silent)
Length: 5800

Brill

Ed La

guson,

"Rasputin"

"Sailor's Holiday"
(All-Talker)

Loy,

George Fawcett
(Silent)
Warners
Length: 5983

It has class in every way, and yet
has such a wide popular appeal that
it
is bound to register strong anywhere, especially with the women.
That is because of its charming love

who

"Fancy Baggage"
with Audrey Ferris,

Bill in

Damita, Ernest Torrence,
"Thundering Thompson"
Raquel Torres, Don Alvarado
(Silent)
(Silent Version)
Anchor
Length: 4600 ft.
M-G-M
Length: 7880 ft.

Length:
ft.
GETS OVER WITH POPU- Universal
BROAD
HANOF
POORLY
TRITE
STORY
ANGELS
LAR
FARCE AND GLENN TRYON DLED IN ALL DEPARTMENTS
CARRYING THE FUN FOR A FAILS TO MAKE MUCH IMFAIR AMOUNT OF LAUGHS.
PRESSION. RATES ORDINARY
Comedy. Adapted from the
stage farce of same name. The story
is nicely adapted to screen purposes,
and serves adequately for an average
program picture with the comedy

27, 1929

-with Lily

(All-Talker)

Length: 5140

Universal

Cheyenne

"Bridge of San Luis Key"

in

"Hold Your Man"

(All-Talker)

Sunday, October

with Leatrice Joy, Walter Pidgeon
First National
Length: 7145 ft.

(All-Talker)

ft.

SUBJECT

RATHER DULL PRODUCGOOD LAUGH NUMBER AMATEURISHLY TREATED TION
FAILS TO GET OVER IN
THAT RATES AVERAGE
DIRECTED BY FRED WITH A LOT OF INSERTED ENTERTAINMENT.
WEAK STORY AND A MIX- NICELY
TOO SLOW
NEWMEYER
WITH
ALAN
TURE OF COMEDY, MELLER
SHOTS. RATES POOR.
IN
TREATMENT
WITH
LEAAND OTHER ELEMENTS NOT HALE PUTTING IT OVER BY Drama based on the life of the TRICE JOY JUST FAIR.
A
SAFE
MARGIN.
EXPERTLY HANDLED.
Russian monk,
Rasputin. Produced
Based on the play by TownsenU
ft.

Comedy drama. This is a weak
mixture of all kinds of elements that
are intended to prove film entertainment, but through poor handling in
most departments the whole production falls very flat. Two grouchy old
daddies of the young lovers are at
loggerheads
after
being
lifelong
friends.
One father of the girls has
got himself mixed up in a crooked
stock deal, and his crony, the daddy

Comedy. Give Director Fred Xew- by the Memento Film Co. in Berlin.
meyer the major credit for this one, Russian and German players are feawell seconded by Alan Hale as the tured. Gregor Chmara, of the Mosfunny gob who keeps the laughs cow Art Theater, takes the name
trickling along at a more than satis- part. To anyone at all familiar with
factory pace. Two gobs go on shore the life of the notorious monk who
leave with a parrot named Esmer- became little short of a world personalda, which one of the boys is deliv- ality, his treatment of the role is very

ering to his old grey haired mother, inadequate. A foreword states that
played by Mary Carr. Then of course the film treats him as "The Prince of
there is the hard-boiled sergeant out Sinners," and not as the monk. But
of the boy who loves the other's to get the two buddies on a misde- the picture fails to live up to this
They get mixed up statement. If the two-sided monkdaughter, has the incriminating docu- meanor charge.
ment and plans to send his one-time with a gal, and the fun gets pretty devil had been treated as the libertine
friend to jail.
The daddy parts are heavy in scenes of an amusement he was, a sizzly film could have been
Sally Eilers made of it. And then the player deplayed by George Fawcett and Ed- park and a restaurant.
mund Breese, and these two sterl- is there on looks, and does well with livers a heavy performance that fails
ing troupers are practically wasted on a rather light part. Nothing starting- utterly to portray this dazzling and
the parts.
They keep ragging each ly new about it all, but the gags were contradictory figure who moved so
other through the reels till it be- well timed and the action snappy. significantly through the very heart
Cast:
Alan Hale, Sa'ly Eilers, George
comes boresome. Goes into meller
of the Russian Revolution.
Cooper, Paul Hurst, Mary Carr, Charles
Cast: Vladimir Gaidaroff, Suzanne Delmas,
stuff at end, with scene on a yacht, Clary.
Ernst Ruckert, Fritz Alberti, Hedwig Wangel,
hijacking on the high seas, and whatDirector, Fred Newtneyer
Author, Joseph Gregor Chmara, Mary Kid, Hans Albers.
Franklin Poland
not.
Adaptors, Joseph Franklin
Director,
Nikolai
Larin
Author,
Not
Cast: Audrey Ferris, Myrna Loy, George Poland, Ray Harris Dialoguer, Same Editor, listed; Adaptor, Not listed; Editor, Irvin
Fawcett, Edmund Breese, Hallam Cooley, Claude Berkeley Cameraman, Arthur Miller
Titler, Irvin Shapiro
Shapiro
Cameraman,
;

;

;

;

Mcintosh, Wallace MacDonald, Eddie
Gribbon, Virginia Sales.
Director,
John Adolfi
Author, Jerome
Kingston
Scenarist,
C.
Graham Baker
Editor, Owen Marks; Titler, James A. Starr;
liurr

RCA

;

Photophonc.

;

;

;

Not

;

listed.

;

Direction,

Reiss.
indifferent.

Bill

weak

entertainment.
Leatrice Joy
forced to sing too much, and outside of the work of Walter Pidgeon,
who does a very sincere role is the
is

millionaire
in

falls

guished.

fair.

whom

the

make

Will

wifey really

cast

is

undistin-

the grade in a

mild way.
Cast: Leatrice Joy, Walter Pidgeon, Sidney
Blackmer. Montagu Love, Josephine Dunn,
Robert Edeson, Donald Reed, Florence Oakley, Wilson Benge.
Author,
Director,
John Griffith Wray
Townsend Martin Adaptor, Forrest Halsey
Dialoguer,
Pete
Forrest
Halsey
Editor,
Fritch
Cameraman, John Feitz.
Direction, weak.
Photography, okay.

Department of Reviews conducted by Jack Harrower

;

;

;

Photography,

with

love,

;

;

Cameraman,

Martin.
It seems to have followed
the stage version pretty closely, but
the subject matter does not lend itself naturally to screen treatment. It
is
the old badger game, with a
wealthy man losing his money in
Wall Street using his wife as a decoy
for his friends who she entertains
quite decently in their home.
Then
hubby steps in and makes the innocent affair appear worse than it really is.
They got away from the bedroom scene in this one, evidently
with a wary eye on the censor, and
pulling the badger game without the
old bedroom props makes it pretty

THE
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Lenore Ulric

"Sweetie"

in

Nancy Carroll, Helen Kane
(All-Talker)
Length: 8899 ft.
Paramount

"Frozen Justice"

with

(All-Talker)
Length: 7170

Fox

Short Subjects

COLLEGE AND
PRETTY ROUGH STUFF, NOT BACKSTAGE STORY WITH
FOR FAMILY TRADE. STORY FOOTBALL ATMOSPHERE
WOBBLY WITH LENORE UL- VERY TIMELY. CLICKS WITH
RIC HANDICAPPED.
POPULAR APPEAL.
of the Far North. AdPLEASING

ft.

SOUND
"A Hollywood Star"

Melodrama

Comedy drama. The story was
apted from the novel by Ejmar Mikconstructed with all the elewell
kelsen. They were trying for a novments of popular appeal, and a poputhat
figured
and
atmosphere
elty
lar cast to put it over, which they
Lenore Ulric had to be given somedid.
Not to forget Frank Tuttle's
her
exercise
of
the
for
unusual
thing
direction,
which was showmanship
But they crabbed
dramatic talents.
all the way.
Stanley Smith makes a
her style and she only shows to real
very
football
hero,
pleasing
and
advantage in one bit where she acts
winsome and beauon the stage of a joint in an Alaska Nancy Carroll is
It is a situation where the
Story opens in an tiful.
mining town.
Esquimo village, with the half breed college football hero decides to postwife, played by Miss Ulric, going pone his marriage eight months in
away on a boat with the captain of the order to stick with the team. His
A raw Alaskan scene gal leaves him flat, and hikes back
trader.
There is a scene on to the show, where they give her
follows.
Far razzing. Finally the day of the big
the
boat
in
stranded
the
North with drunken sailors making game with the rival college. This
.i

whoopee with Esquimo women.

If

they can get these bits by the censors, they're good. Meller finish with
in a glacier swallowing
Not a family picture.
up.
Cast: Lenore Ulric, Robert Frazer, Louis
Wolheim. Ullrich Haunt, Laska Winter, Tom
Patricola, Alice Lake, Gertrude Astor, Adele
Windsor, Warren Heymer, Neyneen Farrell,

villain killed

him

El Brendel, Lou Morrison, Charles Judels,
Joe Rochay, Meyers Sisters, George MacSpencer,
Stevens,
Landers
Jim
Farlane,
Arthur Stone. Jack Ackroyd, Gertrude Chorre.
Author, Emjor
Allan Dwan
Director,
Editor,
not
listed;
Adaptor,
Mikkelsen;
;

Haro'd Sinister
raphy,

;

Cameraman, Harold Rosson.

hetter

Direction,

than

material.

Photog-

football sequence

is

expertly handled,

and carries a big wallop of

thrills as
well as laughs.
The latter are contributed by Stuart Erwin, who does
fine work.
And not forgetting Jack
Oakie as the wise-cracking hoofer in
the show. Nicely balanced with love
interest football and show life.
Cast: Nancy Caroll, Helen Kane, Stanley

Smith, Jack Oakie, William Austin, Stuart
Erwin, Wal'ace MacDonald, Charles Sellon,
Aileen Manning.
Director, Frank Tuttle; Authors, George
Marion, Jr., Lloyd Corrigan; Adaptors, the
same; Editor
Berna Willis; Cameraman,
Alfred Gilks.

Photography,

Direction, Showmanship.

okay.

"The

Isle

of Lost Ships"

with Virginia Valli, Jason Robards,

Noah Beery
Length: 7572

a

ft.

fine.

Hunting Tigers

in India
(All-Talker)

Talking Pict. Epics

(All-Talker)
First National

Length 7650
:

»>

ft.

INTERESTING RECORD OF

HUNTING BIG GAME IN INDIA
COLORFUL PRODUCTION WITH
CAMERA AND RIFLE.
CARRIES STRONG ENTERTAINMENT KICK THAT WILL EDUCATIONAL AS WELL AS
PLEASE THE THRILL FANS. ENTERTAINING.
GOOD DIRECTION AND ACT- This picture based upon pictures
is

ING.
Drama.

made by Commander

G. M. Dyott in
Adapted from the novel
by Christenden Marriott. It is quite the jungles of India. J. Leo Meehan,
evident that a lot of money and time who edited the picture, made a few
went into this production.
They shots showing Dyott in his library
started with a novel theme by a farelating his experiences and occasionmous author, and director Irvin Wilally
cuts back to the explorer in order
lat made a good job of it.
It deals

with the famous Sargasso Sea, that
region of floating seaweed in the
South Seas where ships of all ages

to stress the fact that

it

is

a screen

being told. Dyott's
voice goes through the picture relating its tale. This recording was done
narrative that

is

Mack

Sennett

— Educational

Very Funny

Mack Sennett, veteran comedymaker, turns out an up-to-the-minute
side-splitter, an "elaborate" opening
night in a small town. Mechanical
of s ound apparatus are
difficulties
used by Sennett to get the laughs.
And he succeeds. Andy Clyde, Pazooka exhibitor, wires his 200-seatet
aided, financially, by the town bank-

who insists that his daughter,
Marjoric Beebe, receive the contract
award in the beauty contest staged
by Clyde on his opening night.
Clyde's bill features a western and
the personal appearance of the star
(Harry Gribbon), who is to pick the
winner. Marjorie, by her dumb antics, soon aggravates Gribbon who
notifies her, publicly, that she is out
of the running, causing heartaches to
the exhibitor as he pictures his future without the backing of MarTrouble with the synjorie's father.
chronization device during the showing of Gribbon's feature sends Clyde's
audience into hysterics and Gribbon
Reinto a temperamental outburst.
sults: Gribbon deserts the audience
the audience deserts Clyde and Clyde
deserts his theater.
Gribbon, Clyde
and Miss Beebe provide hilarious entertainment worth a prominent spot
er

—

on any

bill.

;

by Jack Nelson.

"The Fruitful Farm"
Fables- Pathe

Amusing
Old Al, the farmer, has his troubles
when a crop of new animal babies arrive on his farm. Doctor Mouse does
his best, but the situation keeps growing worse all the time, and Al starts
studying up on birth control. By the
time he has found out that he doesn't
know anything, he decides to blame
it on
the doctor, and a merry chase
follows.

One

reel.

Pathe Review No. 35
Interesting

The reel starts with a Pathechrome
subject, "Castles in Spain,'" which
shows some gorgeous shots of the
ancient Spanish architecture.
Landscapes are beautiful, and the views of
the famous Alhambra make you wish
you were there.
Then follows a
study of pelicans, and the last subis a maritime eye-filler following a picturesque cruise to Newfoundland.
One reel.

ject

Universal

'Night Owls*

Peppy

Universal
the next to final installment
Fair
gripping serial, and carries a
The
lot of fast action and suspense.
The usual mixup with the sweetie
hero from Scotland Yard, well play- and the boy friend who get themed by Crauford Kent, is still battling selves in an embarrassing situation.
to outwit the foreign prince and vil- Through an accident they stay out all
lain who is after Lady Diana and the
night, and so her daddy sends her
famous Love Ring. But the villain on a sea trip to get rid of the boy
and his cohorts come to the house friend. But he gets on the boat as
and turn the tables. It looks like a a steward, and then the mixups start
very exciting finish for this peppy- in earnest. It has some good laughs,
serial in the next and final chapter.
Directed by
and gets over nicely.
The camera work is exceptionally Sam Newfield. Two reels.
good, and the direction by Ray Tay-

This

is

of the

lor is aces.

"Hot Sports"
Cameo— Educational

SILENT

r

;

with the motiey, and eventually
the hero rounds up the gang will:
the help of the government men and
the scenario which always ends this
way in a western scenario. Directed
it

"Ace of Scotland Yard"

have become marooned, their crews
lost, and never heard of again.
To
this weird "island" drifts the ship at RCA's GramerCy studio. The film "Orphan Of the Wagon Trails"
Universal
with the hero, Jason Robards, with opens with the approach to India and
Average
the heroine Virginia Valli. Here the>
takes its viewers through native baThe kids will get a kick out of this,
find a colony of roughnecks presided
zaars as well as into the jungle.
It
with Bobbie Nelson featured as the
over by their chief, who is all-powerful.
There are fights over possession contains some excellent photos of youngster who helps the big hero outIt's First Reader
of the girl, and some spectacular bits one-horned rhino, the slaying of a wit the bandits.
with an escape in a submarine. Noah rogue elephant and various small stuff, and won't excite any flurries
among the folks who read the MerBeery as the "chief" is colorful, and
game. The climax is staged with a cury
and Scribner's.
But for the
altogether the production packs a
hunt for tigers which have been bad average small town audience who like
unique punch for entertainment.
Cast: Jason Robards, Virginia Va'li, Clar- acting around a native village.
their western easy on the mind, this
issa Selwynne, Noah Beery, Robert O'Connor,
will probably go all right.
The govCast: Natives of India.
Harry Cording, Margaret Fielding, Katherine
Directors, Commander G. M. Dyott and ernment surveyor is taking a bag of
Ward, Robert Homans, Jack Ackroyd, Sam
Baker.
Leo Meehan; Author, none; Scenarist, none; money to the station, when he is
Director, Irvin Willat
Author, Crittenden Editor,
Cameraman, Dal forced to flee to the cabin of an old
Leo Meehan
J.
Marriott; Adaptor, not listed; Editor, John
man and the orphan kid as the banClawson.
Rawlins
Cameraman, Sol Polito.
Photography, good.
The kid beats
Direction, fine.
dits close in on him.
Direction, colorful.
Photography, g.xnl
;

13

Has a Punch
Al

Alt, that

new comedian,

riding strong on the
itial

pictures,

and

is

still

wave
this

of his inone carries

He finds himself
with a lazy wife on his hands, and
is forced to get up and prepare the
His success
kids for the day's grief.
as a mother is not outstanding, and
then he tries his hand at preparing
More funny things hapbreakfast.
pen to him in the kitchen than you
think could be crowded into the
short space. Alt is there strong, and

lots of

merriment.

one is bound to increase his fan
Directed by Francis J.
following.
Two reels.
Martin.
this
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Presentations

1)

By

HERBERT

S.

BERG

,

Up

probably government sanction, alAll Washed
though Uncle Sam is close-mouthed
Tuesday:
All washed up, that
on such matters. At any rate, the Paramount-Warner
deal,
for
the
deal is off.
For months it has been principals just can't seem to agree
denied consistently that any deal was
on a mutually-satisfactory basis for
under way or even considered. Oh,
Meanthe exchange of stock
well, such are the trials and tribulawhile,
Paramount is going ahead

tions

A

of

the

conclusion, according to the railbirds,
that a Paramount-Radio deal was
sure.
Wonder what the line-up will

be one year from now?

Wall St.'s colossal flop during the
week lopped plenty off paper value of
film issues

Many who

figured

on sure fire bets were caught napping with turkeys, and the consistent
performers were carried down in the
flood
This is expected to have
halting effect upon mergers, for
the time being at least.
The right honorable Sen. Smith W.
Brookhart of Iowa, headed off in his
attempts to saddle government regulation on the industry at the last
a

Congressional session, bobbed up in
week's news with a new bill,
which calls for another manner of
the

regulation.
Wonder how exhibitors
react to this step?
One thing
seems sure, and that is that no suggested measure of legislative relief
are going to get to first base, at least
until some sort of order is brought
out of the sound chaos.
The stage is set for the annual convention of the M.P.T.O.A., which
Rets under way Tuesday at Memphis.
Just what is being done in the way
of providing relief for small exhibitors, sagging under the high overhead load, is to be outlined, and easily
will be the outstanding subject of the
sessions
But to consider the
will

day by day developments:

Monday: There is to be keen rivalry for exhibitor favor among sound
projection firms at the Memphis M.
P.T.O.A. convention. Western Elecis planning to make a complete
installation at convention headquarters.
Other companies may follow
suit.
Some interesting and valuable
tric

technical information may be expected for exhibitors who attend the sessions.
All showmen are invited to
the gathering, regardless of affiliation
That Philadelphia legiti-

mate theater-musician jam

is

being

ironed out amicably, thus removing
danger of a national walkout of musicians and stagehands.
That's good
news, for every row in the theatrical
family affects pictures, and this one

had dangerous potentialities
In Canada, the Exhibitors' Co-operative is branching out, planning expansion in all keys of the Dominion.
Equitable Pictures has been formed
to produce pictures for the exhibitordistributor co-operative, headed by
Frank J. Rembusch. The co-operative
movement is growing
Rodney Pantages is running the
remaining houses of the circuit, following retirement of his father, Alexander Pantages

HORACE HEIDT

ATM

TAB OF "FAUST" OPERA

E

into a very elaboA good band show was the feature
condensed version of "Faust," at the Hippodrome, with Horace
with eight scenes done in colorful and Heidt and His Californians taking the
DAILY story that the deal is cold, gorgeous
First scene opens audience through a snappy harmony
fashion.
caused a sensation in New York film
in Faust's studio, then a scene from programme, pepped up by some good
circles
the Jewel Song, the Fair scene, the individual bits from the band memWednesday: Fox's steady expan- Garden scene, and an elaborate set- bers. It was all done in the college
sion in the Middle West gains new ting for the Soldiers' Chorus.
The atmosphere, with the boys dressed all
ground with acquisition of four the- final scenes are the Church, Walpur- in white like the cheer leaders at
aters in Nebraska.
A first run is to gis Night and the finale. The cos- football game. They did a Crewa
be built in Omaha, 'tis said
tumes were nothing short of mag- Song that had a lot of snap, and went
Nebraska is pretty strong Publix ter- nificent. Marguerite was played by over big. In the middle of it they
ritory, by virtue of the Blank, World Dorothy
Gitchens, Harold Van Suzee dropped a screen, and showed the
Realty and Hostettler purchases, but was an adequate Faust, and Mephis- boys in the shell pulling strong
up
Fox is seeking an in. Watch the topheles was done strikingly by Sig- the river. Two outstanding numbers
Cornhusker state for interesting de- urd Nilssen. Patricia Bowman was were"Singing In the Rain" and "True
velopments
the premiere danseuse, with the bal- Blue Lou."
A specialty act had
That aggressive Tiffany sales head, let corps and Roxyettes coming in one of the boys with a remarkably
Oscar Hanson, back from a trans- for a big slice of the honors. One of trained police dog that is no doubt
continental barnstorming tour with the best things the Roxy has done, one of the best dog acts ever
seen
Allied leaders, has set 3,000 franchises and that means something.
on the boards anywhere. The dog
as the goal by January. A high markA special number for Halloween had almost human intelligence, and
to shoot at, but Hanson's a hard showed a witch scene, with
the witch does some stunts that are absolutely
worker and has been getting results. in black seated astride a swinging original.
Thursday:
And so to bed, that crescent moon, and the Roxyettes in
widely-publicized Paramount- Warner splendid costumes doing their beaudeal.
Executives of both companies tiful routine. Against a black drop,
admit that the negotiations are off. this simple setting was very striking SNAPPY BACKSTAGE

newspaperman
with plans for a two for one stock
it was a foregone
split up.
At any rate, THE FILM

few months ago

ROXY STAGES COLORFUL

The Roxy went

rate

SHOW

That's all there's to the brief statement, but it's enough.
That announcement will relieve a lot of uneasiness in the industry, pep up the
forces of both companies and avert
what threatened to be monotonous
repetition in reporting various phases
of the deal

A

AT PARAMOUNT
FRENCH ATMOSPHERE GETS

A

very good show at
styled "Showland,"
finish and snap to it that
on Broadway can equal.
one with a large billboard
scene reading: "Showland.

the

mount

OVER

IN

CAPITOL

SHOW

Para-

that had a

few shows

Opens

in

on a street
A Glimpse

The stage revue at the Capitol is
"Cafe De Paree," devised and staged Behind the
Scenes."
Charlie Davis
service to studio, exchange and ex- by Arthur Knorr, and well handled in strolls on, as emcee running the stage
hibitor, establishing a field force of all departments.
Featured in the show, and is approached by a com"trouble shooters" to help find and presentation were some good names, edy dame trying to bust into the
solve reproduction troubles.
The such as Duffin & Draper, doing a doll show. Then into the main scene,
company's sold on the idea that bet- dance novelty. The featured act was showing backstage set, with girls beterment of reproduction is the con- Emile Boreo, international
entertain- ing rehearsed in dance routine by
cern of all, and is taking steps to
Davis.
They introduce a good gag
er, with a new repertoire of French
raise standards of sound heard in
with Davis directing the lowering and
interpretations.
The
Lassiter Broththeaters
raising of a curtain drop from the
ers did some sensational acrobatic
flies, and the comedy gal off left is
Organized musicians, through the turns.
Patti Spears, soprano, had
American Federation of Musicians, some entertaining selections that trying to rehearse a song, and thinks
have started a national campaign to clicked. Jack Halen was there in a Davis orders for "lower" and "higher" refer to her singing.
sell the public the benefits of manual
Gaudsmitli
high-kick novelty. The Chester Hale
music in the theater, as contrasted Girls were alluringly costumed in Brothers, tumbling sailors, do a clevwith mechanical music.
The syn- several numbers, dressed as Pari- er comedy acrobatic with the help
of a dog.
The Dorothy Berke Girls
chronization ballyhoo is stressed as siennes and
doing some modern
no really new development so far as French dance steps in unique rou- are then on for a production number.
The presentation is handled with
music is concerned. Eight hundred tines. Walt Roesner is still emceem""
newspapers are being used in the na- and had two pop numbers with the a novelty twist that went over big.
tional campaign.
The way the Capitolian band that went over Davis as the stage director gives his
orders to the orchestra leader and
public has taken to synchronized picstrong.
overture
The
"French
tures and talkers indicates, tough sledthe man handling the spots above,
Echoes," with Yasch Bunchuk conding ahead for the musicians' camand in this way gets over his anducting the orchestra, is a novelty of
paign.
nouncements to the audience of the
his own composition that carries a
different numbers and acts.
A good
popular kick.
The Iowa Senator Again
flash came with the girls in Hussar
Friday: Senator Brookhart has recostumes of red and white doing a
Burton U. A. Manager
newed his efforts to regulate the film
soldier precision.
The finale was a
industry, this time adopting a new
Minneapolis M. C. Burton, for- different sort of finish, with only one
line of attack.
The gag is establish- mer salesman of the local United girl on, doing the drum major as the
ment of an industrial arts commis- Artists office here, has been appoint- band played a martial air and circle
sion of five members named by the ed manager succeeding Glen Jas- transparencies in front and above
Beneficial Service

M-G-M

has launched a beneficial

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

(Continued on Page

16)

trom.

band stand flashed colored

lights.
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WILLIAM ORNSTEIN

By

CANAVAN TALK TO LAUNCH

Drive to acouaint the public with
the technical side of motion pictures
will be launched on Nov. 14 when
William Canavan, president of the
International Alliance of Stage Employes and M. P. Machine Operators,
will address representatives of the
press at a luncheon to be given at the
Astor, New York, by the Projection
Advisory Council. An open discus-

Canavan's talk.
The luncheon is being sponsored
by the council as a means of developing a more sympathic attitude on the
part of the press toward the difficulties facing the projectionist. Arrangements are in the hands of a committee headed by Charles F. Eichorn,
vice-president of Local 306 of the
sion

will

follow

Canavan organization.

MANY NOVEL FEATURES

IN

ELEC-TRO-f ONE APPARATUS

White Light for Outdoor Display
Developed by Claude Neon Co.

Paul

—Among

some

of the fea-

tures of the Elec-Tro-Fone sound
device, according to Fred Strom, are
its one man operation, Pos-Tiv drive,
elimination of vibration, compact unit
construction, oil baths for bearings,
double amplifiers, and constant speed
turntable drives projector for talkers

OF PFEIL SAFETY CONTROL

—

the company says, lies in the efforts
of lighting engineers to secure the
greatest efficiency for electric energy

expended.
In the tube type of electric light
advantage is taken of the fact that
the inert gases of the atmosphere
are conductors of electricity and
consequently current can he passed
through the glass tubes without the
use of wire filaments. The action of
electricity on the gas agitates the
molecules and creates the luminous
glow which can be controlled in intensity and color. The difficulty with
the white tube was to secure proper
gas to give an optically clear white
which would have sufficiently long
life
to be
commercially practical.
"The Claude Neon White Light, the
says, "permits the illumination of letters or designs with evenly
distributed light of electric tubes that
are quickly and easily legible when
used for display advertising. By the
even distribution of light there is
practically no waste, and great visi-

Twin

silents.

Six

City neighborhood houses have
the device, including the

installed

new Dream

here.

—

Hot Springs, S. D. Construction has begun on H. S. Coreliouse's $50,000 theater to

Capitol Marketing Silk

seat

expressly designed for the showing
sound pictures is being distributed
by the Capitol Theater Supply Co.
One of the chief advantages claimed
for it is that it permits greater brilliancy of the projected image on a
low amperage without causing any
interruption in the sound.
of

Amusu

Be Rebuilt
Monticello, Ark. The Amusu, recently damaged by a blaze that swept
to

completion

1,000,

—

interior and causing a loss of approximately $4,000, will be rebuilt by
B. V. McDouglad, owner.
its

Cicero Theater
Cicero, 111.
New Ritz is being
wired and completely modernized by
Jacob Lasker & Sons, the new
owners.

—

Fort Fairfield, Me.— A new $80,000 theahere is being planned from design of

la.

—The

Grand

is

be-

"Additional

white

light developother than ad-

ment.; covering fields
vertising displays on which laboratory work has been completed will
be announced when arrangements are
effected for manufacturing and marketing.

pointed out, is so constructed that it
takes care and covers every possible fire hazard.
It is entirely mechanical in construction and operates
from one point only. The device in
no way resembles a fire extinguisher.
"Pfeil takes care of everything,"
the company declares, "whether the
loops are too short or too long on
any sprockets; if film binds in the
aperture; if the take-up belt fail; if
motor binds or machine locks; if
belts break or projector runs too slow;
if film jams in sound head or
breaks;
if fuse blows out on motor circuit or
anything that can possibly happen to

"Tube type of electric lighting has cause fire. The device has been tried
In the and tested on various projectors and
enjoyed the rapid growth.
United States and Canada 40 Claude under all conditions, and never has it
Neon factories are operated and failed to work. The control is so
branch offices established in 60 cities simple that after installation, it rewhose total business is estimated at quires no further adjustment, upthe present rate of $18,000,000 a year. keep or care."
Reports from various strategic cities
Form Theatrical Supply Firm
indicate that the business is runChicago Arthur P. Felsman, Inc.,
ning approximately 50 per cent highhas been chartered to deal in theatrier than the same period last year."
cal supplies at 431 North Clark St.
It is capitalized at $10,000.
The inJackson Co. to Build
corporators
are Arthur P. and Helen
AmuseJackson, Term. Jackson
ment Co. has been formed by J. L. G. Felsman, Arthur G. Kaderli and
Cartwright, formerly with Publix, H. Clarke B. Ritchie.
E. Henry, E. L. Drake, founder of
Theater Company Organized
the Gem, here, and H. E. Henry, Jr.
Philadelphia
Pennsylvania TheaPlans for the construction of a new
theater are understood under way ter Co. has been organized here to
operate theaters.
The capitalization
by the company.

—

—

is

Form

Lorraine Theaters Corp.
Chicago Lorraine Theaters Corp.
Bakersfield, Cal.
conW. S.
struct a 2,000-seat house for Fox West Coast.
has been incorporated with offices at
Gordon, Neb. Construction of a $15,000
West Taylor St. The amount
813
theater is expected to begin soon for J. W.
Bunker and Savage, Augusta

—

architects.
Drury will

—

Pace.

—

Butler, Pa.
Wimer Construction Co.
been awarded contract for a $500,000 theater
to be built here by Harris Amusement Co.
of

Pittsburgh.

Aurora,

111.

—A

demons,

house

Mich.

— Resumption

to

re-

was

de-

Jules

G.

Sampson and Leo

of
will

contake
Gal-

—

—The

New

here.

E.

—

111.
With the installation of
additional sound equipment, acoustics of the Orpheum have been im-

proved by installation of a new
ing of cellotex.

ceil-

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS
of Every Type
Consult Us and Save

REPAIR SHOP

Lyric has opened

—

Inc.,

theater at

Milwaukee,

is

building

a

West Bend. The new house
November 1.

new
will

Money

with Experts on

Professional Cameras

Right on Premises

—

Despite numer
Saulte Ste. Marie, Mich.
ous setbacks, Marshall Hunt, contractor expects the new Soo theater to be completed by
next month.
Omaha The "New Lyric" was opened at
Tekamah, Neb.
Harry Day of Mapleton,
la., is the owner.
West Bend. Wis. The Community Th«-

be opened about

P.

Aron- the feature attraction. A large screen
also has been installed.

Improve Orpheum Acoustics
Joliet,

struction of a new theater here
place shortly, according to contractors
lagher and Fleming.
Philadelphia The Holme, new 2.000-seat
house, has opened under Warner-Equity operation.

aters,

Sullivan
son.

$1,000,000

place the Strand, which recently
stroyed by fire, is announced by
Rubens of Publix.

Mt.

—

$5,000 and the incorporator J.
of 4813 Springfield Ave.

Murray

Large Screen for Ft. Wayne
Fort Wayne, Ind.—The Palace, after considerable remodeling, opened
of capitalization is $10,000. The inhere
with "The Cock Eyed World"
have corporators are Dan J. Fortunato,

—

Renovating Theater
Esterville,

expected

is

ter

Lekamah, Neb.

Modernizing

ing completely renovated.

which

of

by February.

Screen For Sound Films
Boston — New fire-proof silk screen

radiating white rays.
It offers practically a new medium, a new basic
color or combination of color for
It is
electric display illumination.
comparatively a cold light and as such
is adaptable to under water illumination and
should withstand severe
weather conditions.

—

and projector motor and variable

speed Horton pulley for

S.&S. MADE DISTRIBUTORS

Claude Neon White Light recently bility is secured with less actual candeveloped by Claude Neon Co. for dle power than is required when using
Pittsburgh Distribution in Pennoutdoor displays obtained from an lamps at fixed centers.
By taking sylvania of the Pfeil Automatic Safeelectrified gas filled tube.
The light full advantage of all the light there is ty Control has been secured by the
possesses brilliance with no glare or considerable saving in electric cur- S & S Sales Corp.
The device, it
eye strain, it is claimed.
rent consumption.
is claimed has the approval of the
The importance of the development
"Claude white has in fact the ad- Pennsylvania Dept. of Labor and
of white gaseous tube electric light, vantages of colored neon light, but Industry.
The Pfeil control, it is

company

St.

,

NOV. 14

IE

15

U/ILUKIGHByS
110
West 32*St,NewH>rti.fM^
Phone Penna. 0330

Motion Picture Department
U.

S.

and Canada Agents

for

Debrie

)
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Outlines
Technical

Musical Notes
By CLEF'
& SONS

MWITMARK

(Continued froin Page

partment of

M-G-M.

Exhibitors are

has just enthusiastic over the new free ser• published
a new Dance Folio vice," he says.
PhotoThe new department, launched
consisting of theme songs.
graphs of the stars featuring these some time ago, has 13 men in the
songs are also contained in this new field, three supervisors and ten technicians.
The supervisors are men
publication.
associated with the sound developThe catalogue of the Arthur Be- ment since its inception, and trained
him Music Co. has been turned over in all branches of the industry, while
to the new firm of Davis, Coots & the technicians are graduates of a
Engel, Inc. "Share Your Lips With school maintained at the M-G-M
Me Charlie," written by Jessie studios.
Supervisors are:
Ernest
Crawford and Pat Ballard, is one Whitley, East; Charles B. Fogle,
of the songs in the deal and looks Middle West; Leo S. Moore, South.
like it will get the plug to make it Technicians and their territories are:
click.
Arthur Behim will also move Charles L. Berry, Washington, Pittshis belongings to 719 Seventh Ave. burgh, Philadelphia, Charlotte; Ralph
and assume his new duties with that H. George, Chicago, Indianapolis,
house. Good luck, Arthur.
Milwaukee, Minneapolis; Jack Valpey and Michael Steinore, Los AnRoy Ingraham, whose music is geles, Portland, Salt Lake City, San
broadcast over WABC, has gone the
Francisco, Seattle; John Redmond
way of all maestros, and has writ- and
J. S. MacLoed, New York, Alten a beautiful song entitled "I Sing
bany, Buffalo; Edward Dobkin, BosAll My Love Songs To You," which
ton, New Haven; John Ward, Atpublished by George & Arthur
is
lanta, Dallas, Memphis, New Orleans,
Piantadosi Inc.
And lest we forget

Sunday, October

of
Sound Staff

1

cians has
been determined upon,
the company being prepared to put
from one to ten men in each key city,
if necessary, Gove states.
Under the
plan, the technicians survey sound
theaters, or answer exhibitor calls
"trouble
as
shooters,"
study the
equipment, locating defects and suggesting remedy.
In each instance,
a report is made to the home office,
copies of N which are sent to the
studio and there used as a guide in
aiding recording.
In addition, the

equipment manufacture is advised of
difficulties encountered with or possible defects of his machine.
As an instance, one type of phonographic equipment was being handicapped by a "stiff arm," which caused
the needle to jump under certain
conditions.
for a small

By

replacing

sum, the

the

difficulty

arm,

was

removed. The findings were relayed
to the manufacturer for correction of
this apparent defect in the equipment.
At the home office, meetings are
Oklahoma City; Jerome Porter, St. held twice weekly by J. S. MacLoed,
Al Hoffman was the co-writer of
Louis, Des Moines, Kansas City, head of the new department, to acthis number.
Omaha; Selwyn Levinson, Detroit, quaint executives there with the work
being done and problems encountered
During his last trip to Europe, Cincinnati, Cleveland.
No specified number of techni- in the field.
Edward B. Marks procured two
songs, "Hello

Margot" and "Won't

You Give In?" which may duplicate
their European success here.
The
French lyrics were written by Louis
R. Beaudry and the English words
came from the pen of Milton Pascal. Both numbers have already been

stage hands in legitimate houses.
rivalry among sound equipment manufacturers expected at Memphis convention
of M.P.T.O.A.
Equitable Picture Corp. organized in Delaware to produce pictures for Motion Pic-

Keen

Congress of America.

Tuesday
Paramount-Warner deal reported discarded.
Terms ending musicians' strike await Joseph
N.

Weber's approval.

Wednesday
Tiffany's goal is 3,000 franchises by January,
says Oscar Hanson, general sales manager.
Fox starts Nebraska invasion by buying four
houses of S. & H. Amusement Enterprises.

Thursday
M-G-M

forms new department to aid exhibitors with sound projection problems.
Dropping of Paramount-Warner deal officially
confirmed.

American Federation
tensive
music.

Situation
Clears

(Continued from Page 14)

HAMMERSTEIN LEAVING

Today
in

negatives

are

saved

in

Con-

Hollywood.

De Forest Claims 507

installations have been

made.
outlines

work

of sound technicians

in

1)

Macfarland Joins Fox

James Hood Macfarland will join
the Fox publicity staff tomorrow,
having left Universal.
He will be
associated with Glendon Allvine.

Walsh With First National
Buffalo
Ed Walsh, recently connected with RKO, has joined First

—

National here.

.

—

—

.

in-

"canned"

Friday

TO START FILM WORK

—

.

starts

against

field.

Fourteen prominent music pub- President at an annual salary of six learning mechanics of the business.
This commission would pro- After his first picture is completed,
lishers have songs which are syn- grand.
chronized in Pathe Pictures. Among mote "the general good and wel- Hammerstein will return to New
*
them we find the names of some who fare" of the arts including all
York to produce "Marietta," on the
reception
Its
by stage.
of
show
business.
predicted an early demise to this
The second picture has not
exhibitors will furnish good reading. yet been definitely decided upon, al"new fad!"
hardly though there is
The distributors' attitude
a possibility that
Fox Film Corp. pulled a fast one needs recounting.
"The Darling of the Gods" may be
Tennessee solons are reported cast- selected.
and instead of hooking up with one
Hammerstein has not yet
of the publishing companies, will go ing hungry looks toward theaters of decided whether he will employ any
into the music business on their the state, planning a ten per cent tax screen players in his pictures, stage
own. Pat Flaherty, one of the most on admissions. The idea, it is said, players may be given preference.
popular executives in the music in- is to bring the state out of the red
dustry, resigns as Danny Winkler's on the current year. A ten per cent
Made Minneapolis Manager
right hand man to head the new Fox levy on admissions in a six day state,
Minneapolis A. E. Slonacker has
would sock the show business a body
organization.
Good luck, Pat.
blow, which might prove a knockout been appointed manager of the York
to fill the vacancy caused by the resMills Music Co. has just released to many of the smaller houses.
a song entitled "Missouri Moon,"
United Artists is continuing to ignation of Earl Miller.
which looks like a winner.
This strengthen its production personnel,
number, written by Mitchell Parrish and now announces that Arthur
Theater Under New Ownership
and Henry Lodge, has an appealing Hammerstein has become an assoNorth Baltimore, O. The Virginia
story set to a beautiful waltz melody. ciate producer. The connection should has been acquired by Pearl G. Milbe a mutually advantageous one, ler from R. E. Bishop.
To Reopen House Nov. 1st
with United Artists having some
Warren, O.
Robins Enterprises, sweet babies to offer the trade next
it
had been feared that schedules
which recently took over the Duch- year.
might be upset, in case some new
is
completing remodeling the
ess,
Film stocks suffered in the general negatives had been destroyed
house, for reopening it Nov. 1st as
collapse
of the stock market, with M-G-M's sound service plan is bethe Ohio.
many picture people nicked and for ing hailed by exhibitors and is provplenty.
This will result in many ing beneficial to studio, exchange,
Bolan with Paramount
South Boston Ben Bolan, who bargains for shrewd investors, for the theater and equipment manufacturer,
was manager of the Strand, has left film business is on a foundation that Jay Gove of M-G-M states. There's
to join the local Paramount sales is firm and lasting.
a really constructive move which
force.
dollars should be supported
Today: Fifteen
million
General
Reopen Hartford, Wis., House
worth of negatives were saved in Talking Pictures is stepping, the
Hartford, Wis.— The State will be Consolidated
Film Industries fire company claiming 307 installations
reopened and equipped for talking with films in five of the six vaults in the United States and upwards
undamaged.
That's good news, for of 200 abroad.
pictures.
.

Musicians

drive

Brookhart introduces new bill to control industry and other arts.
Film stocks crash as stock market suffers
worst collapse in history.
Ten per cent theater admission tax slated to
be introduced in Tennessee legislature.
Arthur Hammerstein becomes associate producer of United Artists.

M-G-M
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advertising

solidate fire in

recorded by Victor.
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Monday
Settlement of Philadelphia strike ends threat
of a nation-wide walkout of musicians and

515,000,000

The

27, 1929

Wright Joins Stanley-Warner
Indianapolis Dick Wright, formerly manager of the Lyric, has joined
Stanley-Warner and will manage one
of the company's houses in Pittsburgh.

—

Taylor Buys Signal
Texas H. Ford Taylor has
purchased from Westtex Circuit the

—

Baird,

Signal here.

Proctor Managing Varsity
University Park, Dallas George A.
Proctor has been named manager
of the new Varsity theater which re-

—

cently opened here.
Starts Reserved-Seat Policy
Marinette, Wis. A reserved-seat
policy for night shows has become
effective at Lloyd's.

—

Reopens Madison, Wis. House
Madison, Wis.
The Rialto has
been reopened after having been
closed for several months.

—

Levy Building
Fort

New

Worth, Tex.

erecting a

new

Texas House
Levy is

—Abe

theater here.

NEW BEAUTY
for the

SOUND
SCREEN
E ASTMAN SONOCHROME

embraces the widest range of

tinted positive films that has ever

screen.

And — what

sixteen delicate

is

been available for the

all-important in this

Sonochrome

tints

new age — the

are so adjusted as not to

interfere with the faithful reproduction of sound .... Successors
to the tints of the silent era, these

color

moods —new beauty—to

Eastman

films bring

new

the sound screen.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK
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who want
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The screens

first

original

ALL TALKING, SINGING,

DANCING MUSICAL COMEDY
presented by

WILLIAM FOX

EVERy

GAynoR

SHOW

Charles

twice daily and 3

FARRELL

and
Sunday, THOUSANDS

times Saturday

are turned
all

able

standing /'

aval'

sold.

\

away A

with

room

and

have swept blase
Broadway off its feet
in

this,

their first

all

talking, singing picture.
Songs, story

DE SyLVA,

and

dialog by

BROWN

and

HENDERSON
with

SHARON LYNN
FRANK RICHARDSON
BRENDEL
MARJORIE WHITE
EL

Dances staged by Seymour Felix
Directed by

DAVID BUTLER
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M.P.T.O.A. Vanguard Gathers for Memphis Meet

ATTORNEY GENERALWARNS ON MERGERS
7,000 of 25,000 Theater Musicians Held Jobless
Public Resents Mechanical
Music in Theaters, A. F.
of M. Head Says

After Thoughts
—on a big week

=By

JACK ALICOATE

—

— BIG

noise of course was unspectacular
precedented
and
Not
break in stock market.
strictly picture news but we

know some

film folk

it

knocked

Seven thousand musicians of the
25,000 formerly employed in theaters
of the United States and Canada are
jobless, due to the advent of sound
pictures,
according to Joseph N.
Weber, president of the American
Federation of Musicians, representing 140,000 professional musicians in
the two countries. Of the number of
jobless, 2,800 are organists.
In an effort to counteract this situation, the federation has launched a
national advertising campaign using

Probably affected
a loop.
three out of every five in industry.
All picture stocks break
badly and are now back to at- 800 newspapers

for

investment levels. Break
will surely slow up merger talk
all along the line.
New spec-

tractive

financing in industry
likely to be curtailed for some

in an effort to sell
the public the value of manual music
as contrasted with mechanical music.
(Continued on Page 3)

Anti-Trust

Laws

Be Enforced by Dept.

to

Justice Promising
Memphis

—Anti-trust

Vigor

in Prosecution

laws are to be enforced by the Dept. of Justice,
Attorney General Mitchell made clear in a speech before the American
Bar Ass'n, meeting here, in which he sounded a warning that mergers in
industry must be within the provisions of the law.

The Procedure
Wash. Bur. of

THE FILM DAILY

Washington

—

In dealing with
combinations in the film industry, it has been the policy of
the Dept. of Justice to consider
angles of proposed deals to determine if any violation of the
anti-trust laws were involved,
in order that the parties might
be advised in advance, in order

to

prevent

possible

mental prosecution

govern-

later on.

"Ever since March 4," he said, "I
have been invited by business interests, lawyers and newspaper correspondents to make some statement
about the policy or practice to be followed by the Department of Justice.
"In the first place, let me say that
the department's program of law enforcement does not make any exception of the anti-trust laws.
I have
read nothing in the President's inaugural address or in any other of his
statements which makes any distinction in the matter of law enforcement
between the anti-trust laws and any

tacular

months

to come.

Taken

all

in

industry probably suffered
less than most big business including, motors, oils, steel, chain

all

stores

and

ACADEMY PRESIDENT TODAY
West

Coast

Bureau,

THE FILM DAILY

—Senator Brookhart gives notice of
The
intention to meddle in picture affairs succeeding Douglas Fairbanks.
ance again. Thinks millions in these five new members elected to the
United States are too happy with board are: Frank Lloyd, director;
aresent state of affairs and plans an William Le Baron, producer; Jean
Industrial Arts Commission of five Hersholt, actor; Nugent H. Slaughnen at $6,000 annual salary each to ter, technician and Waldemar Young,
Executive committees now
ie fairy god-mothers and watch over writer.
(Continued on Page 7)
ind regulate the Arts, Theater and
Vtolion Picture.
Wow. One hun-

week to five political
ippointees to tell the executives of
five hundred million dollar world
vide industry how to conduct its afairs, not including the Arts and the
Theater.
Ired dollars a
i

I-Industry

is

completely

taken

by

iurprise with formal announcement
>f the
calling off of the Paramount-

Varner Brothers merger thereby
completely upsetting dope of wise
•nes.
Universal feeling up and down
he Rialto is that it is probably the
(.Continued on Page 2)

Memphis

C0EUN8IA FIRST SOUND
FILMS FOR INDIES CHAIN
Columbia Pictures have completed
negotiations with W. P. Humphrey,
director of the Colonial Film Exchange, Ltd., operators of a string
of theaters in the British West Indies,

whereby Columbia sound
(Continued on

Page

pic-

Tax and Import Duty Awaited
—

—

Sydney Whether the new government will carry out proposals to
increase by three cents the customs
duty on non-British films and levy a

Minneapolis Publix has withdrawn five per cent tax one theater receipts,
from the Northwest exhibitor unit, has not yet been indicated. The two
Circula- proposals were made by the adminisheaded by W. A. Steffes.
tion of a statement, since repudiated tration in the recent election, and
as false by Steffes, to the effect that despite the administration's defeat,
he had declared Publix was afraid to the new measures may be adopted,
remain out of the organization, was it is believed. Under the plan, thegiven as cause for the withdrawal.

(Continued

on

Page

— Exhibitors

from various

sections of the nation are here and
others are en route for the Tenth
annual convention of the M.P.T.O.A.,
which gets under way here tomorrow.
The board of directors meets here
today, in accordance with its usual
custom to hold a pre-convention session.

Manner
granting

in

which distributors are

relief

small

to

(Continued

on

Page

exhibitors
7)

7)

Australian Gov't's Course on
Publix Leaves N. W. Unit
on Alleged Statement

on Pege 3)

DIRECTORS MEET TODAY

—At

a meeting today
of the board of directors of the Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences, William C. De Mille is slated to be
elected president of the association

Los Angeles

utilities.

(Continued

MILLEWeLECTED

DE

of
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"Jimmy's" Party
Advance indications presage
a record turnout for the "Reelect Walker" luncheon at the
Hotel Astor, New York, tomorrow at 12:30 P. M. William Fox is chairman of the
committee including A. H.
O'Reilly,
Charles
Schwartz,
Sam Berman, Arthur Hirsch,
Jesse L. Lasky, H. M. Warner,
Lee Marcus, Jules Brulatour,
Nathan Burkan, John Zanft,
Sam Katz, and Jack Alicoate.

Monday, October

DAILY
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24

No.

Broadimportant openings are scheduled for Broadway this
having
way Scandals" comes to the George M. Cohan this evening, " Flight'
Another film that departed yesterday is The Great Gabbo,"
closed yesterday.
'Conwhich will be followed tomorrow night at the Globe by "Jazz Heaven
demned" is to open at the iSelwyn on Nov. 3.

Price 5 Ceots

"Hollywood Revue"
"Gold Diggers of B'way".
"Young Nowhcres"
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Central

Oct.
Oct.

"Sunny Side Up"

Gaiety

Oct.

3

"Rio Rita"
"Applause"

RKO

Earl Carroll

Oct.

6

Paramount

Criterion

Oct.

8

"Welcome Danger"
"Broadway Scandals"

Harold Lloyd.
Columbia

— on a big week

—

(Continued from Page 1)
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best thing that could have

happened

everybody.

La

19.

—Arthur

Hammerstein and Joe
Schenck team up to meet the demand
higher and better art in screen
Joe to furnish the frogs
and Arthur the production brains.
Hammerstein can do it, too. That's

for

M. Cohan.

Geo.

.

Oct. 28-30

19

28

nual convention at Detroit.
of "Jazz Heaven" at the
Globe, New York.
Annual M. P. T. O. A. meeting
Oct. 29-31
at the Peabody Hotel, Memphis.
Tri-state M. P. T. O. convention
Oct. 31
in

Los Angeles
has

Nov.

1

the

Nov.

3

Nov.

7

Nov.

9

Nov.

12

— Carey Wilson, direc-

engaged by United
direct Dolores Del Rio's

been

Artists to
next starring vehicle.
No story as
yet has been selected for the star.
During her recent visit to New York,
she intimated that her next production would be with melodrama of the
"What Price Glory?" type.

Seat

Kodak
Fox Fm. "A"

East.

A-O

•Keith

*do pfd
Loew's, Inc
do pfd
*M-G-M pfd
Para. F-L

30

— Committee

executives.
talk by William Canavan at Hotel Astor, New York.
Nov. 18-19 Annual fall convention of Texaf
Unit at Dallas.
Nov. 19-20 Ninth Annual Ohio M.P.T.O
Convention at Columbus.
Meeting of North Carolina exDec. 9-10

Nov. 14

Projection

—

hibitors' unit at Pinehurst.

Colleen Moore,

6^
13

"A"
R-K-0

do

25%

59J4

6%

1W
25M

60

6%

this business would be lese majeste.
First get together luncheon tomorrow
at the Astor and Walker himself on

11*4

25%

9,500
5,000
1.400
10,500

Walker
Everybody invited.
hand.
has done more for this industry than
any man in public life. Regardless of
party affiliation, he deserves the
backing of the industry in New York

20

*Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros
do pfd

50M

49%

50/2

45

41 J4

42%

17,200
2,600

CURB MARKET
& Katz

*Bal.

70
29

Columbia Pets
Cont. Thea.

•Intern.

21%
38

2,000

42

15%

%

BOND MARKET
A-0 6s 46.. 81%
103
Loew 6s 41ww
Keith

41

x-war

Paramount

6s 47

*do

6s

By. 5%s51
Pathe 7s37

.

81%

81%
103
93
96

103

96

96

60

60

100
500

800

60

200

79
103

100
100

which

it

is

shown.

CURB BONDS
Am. Seat 6s 36... 79
Warner 6%s28 ...103

79
103

— Our

BID ASKED

Roxy "A"

20
22
2

4

30

34
10
75

5

65

,

,

•LAST PRICE QUOTED
"Flight" for Capitol

Columbia's all— talker "Flight" will
open at the Capitol, New York, Nov.
1.
The picture has closed its run at
York.
the Geo. M. Cohan,

New

good

friend,

Doug

Fairbanks,

again. After slipping dear old
Lunnon the naive thought that he is
seriously anxious to retire from the
screen he, without even a smile, predicts, "The ultimate result of the
talking picture will be the creation
of a new International English, with
a vocabulary and accent about midis

25

26

at

Studio

to a

pendicitis,

Raynor Named

W.

He was

ger.

the

company

office

staff

been

in the

a branch

manager

before joining the

last

of

releasing

contract.

home

September and has

Fox Theater Executives

film business since 1913.

Represents San Marco Films
V. Ceremonim of New York
J.
City, has been appointed American

Tender Zanft Dinnei

Major John

Zanft, executive of thij
to be tendered a din'
ner Nov. 12 by the members of hij

Fox Theaters

is

Marco general staff and circuit managers
and its The dinner will take place at Dint;
Ceremonim hai purchased Moore's with William Fox and othe

representative of
Film, distributors
colonies.
12 American

the

in

San

Italy

com- executives invited as guests of honoi!
Arrangements are being handled b;(
Louis Pincus, managing director o
Leon Levy at Los Angeles
Fox Audubon.
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles Leon Levy now is
managing the United Artists theater
and Hal Home has succeeded Lew
as manager of the Granada at San
features

for

the

pany

—

AMALGAMATED

OVER THE COUNTER
do units
do com
Skouras Bros
United Art
do pfd

Owing

to Coast

sudden attack of ap-l
Colleen Moore left New
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson,
York Friday for the Coast, cancelling;
African explorers are working on
previous plans for a leisurely trip!
their latest talking picture, "Across
back via the Canal. Her mother, Mrs
the World with Mr. and Mrs. MarMorrison, and her husband;
tin Johnson" at the
Gramercy C. R. McCormick, producer, accomii:
John
Studios, New York.
Leo Meehan is
panied her. Mrs. Morrison had flowr,
directing.
The picture is being pro- from the Coast upon being wired o>-[
duced by Talking Picture Epics.
Miss Moore
her daughter's illness.
hurried back to Los Angeles in orE.
Sales der to receive the attention of hei
is likely tha
Director of Pathe Shorts personal physician. It
she will undergo an operation. McJ
W. E. Raynor has been appointed Cormick temporarily has suspendec
sales director of shorts for Pathe by
New York negotiations on a new
Phil Reisman, general sales mana-

Working

to

A
A

....

98%

•Par.

*

takes another progressive
step in the formation of a highly specialized technical department to raise
the standards of sound reproduction
in the theaters of America.
Men are
to be stationed all over the country
to give intelligent advice and quick
assistance to those having sound difficulties.
splendid and modern
thought.
picture can be no better than the sound equipment on

17%

•Nat.
•Nat. Thea. Sup
•Univ. Pict
*do pfd

*

— M-G-M

500
....
....

20

rts

Ser

Scr.

22%
38%
1%
35
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•Loew do deb

*

....

2

D.W. "A"

•Griffith,

City.

18%

"

vtc.

Insp
Fox Thea. "A"... 23
Gen. Thea. Equ. .. 39%
*Filrn

En Route

Martin Johnson, Explorer,

RCA

111,

RCA

formed within industry

headed by "Bill" Fox to help re-elect
Jimmy Walker Mayor of New York.
To call him anything but Jimmy in

2'4J4

60/2

Exch

Pathe

Low

Close Sales
400
30
17/*
900
17
1.100
20}£ 20J4
1,500
223
227M 222
4,800
80
81
.... 81 J4
•-••
HO
96J4
3,100
55
52
55
100
89^
89!4
89!^

High

30
Con. Fm. Ind. ... 17J4
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 21

Am.

been proved by "Rose Marie" and
"Sweet Adeline." Another step forward for United Artists.

Rialto.

Premiere of "Condemned" at the
Selwyn, N. Y.
Opening of "Paris" at Central,
N. Y.
Actors' Equity Ball at Hotel Astor,
New York.
Dinner tendered to John Zanft at
Dinty Moores by Fox Theatei

musicals.

STOCK MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)

1

tisers

THE FILM DAILY

Bureau,

Coast

Memphis.
Convention

of Screen AdverAss'n at Detroit.
Opening of "The Trespasser" at

Oct. 31-Nov.

Carey Wilson to Direct
Del Rio for United Artists
West

of

Geo.

Opening

29

Oct.

2

Oct.

"Broadway Scandals"
M. Cohan, New York.
Michigan M.P.T.O. 10th an-

Opening
at

1

.Oct.

Rivoli

.

tor,

for

.

Warners

First National.

After Thoughts

W

.

Today

Opening Date
Aug. 14
Aug. 30

Warners
Fox

"Disraeli"

THE

Cour-desNoues,

The Industry's
Date Book

The Broadway Parade week

SEVERAL

28, 1929

at

VAUDEVILLE

Francisco.

it

way between the Yankee American
and the London English." Quite so,
Doug, but imagine it on Hollywood
Boulevard or at the Motion Picture
Club.

Rochester House Reopened
Rochester, N. Y. Samuel Tandler has reopened the Victoria as a
combination house with John J.
Farren as manager.

—

Incorporate Brockton House
Brockton, Mass. Papers of incorporation
have
been
filed
by
Keith's Tneater, Inc. House is being redecorated and sound equipment is being installed.

—

AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn 3580

City

THE
Monday, October

0*5

DAILY

28, 1929

Coast Wire Service

ATTORNEY GENERAL

Now On Broadway

Cruze Plans More Talkers

— "Hollywood Revue"
— "Rasputin"
— "Marianne"
Capitol

(Continued from Page

1)

Astor

Cameo

— "Widecombe Fair"
Nowheres"
—
Colony "The Mississippi Gambler"
—
"Applause"
Criterion
— "Rio Rita"
Earl Carroll

other acts of Congress.
"I have received no intimation from
any source that the anti-trust laws
were to be neglected or that violations of those laws were not to be
prosecuted with vigor and determina-

Carnegie

Central — "Voung

Fifth

Pharaoh"
"Sea Fever"

Ave.—"The Loves

Fifty-fifth

iSt.

—

of

Film Guild— "Srvndal?"
Gaiety "Sunri/ Side Up"
Globe- "l.izz Heaven" (opening tomorrow)
Geo. M. Cohan -"Broadway Scandals" (open-

—

Hippodrome— "Fast Company'
Loew'f New York — Monday. "Madame
Wednesday,
ing

tonight)

X;

'UnTuesday, "Sophomores;"
masked;" Thursday, "Handcuffed;" Friday,
"Her Private T.ifc;" Saturday, "Fast Life"
Mark Strand— "The Isle of Lost Ships"
Paramount "Sweetie"
Rialto— "Why Bring That Up?"

—

Rivoli

— "Welcome

Roerich
hille"

Art— "The

Danger"
Silver Valley,"

"Cramque-

and "The Adventures of Maya, the

Hoc"

Roxy — "Frozen
—

Justice"

tion.

"There have been many changes in
economic conditions since these statutes were passed, and much discussion has arisen as to whether some

them is desired to
conditions.
business
The anti-trust laws are founded on
the proposition that avenues of industrial opportunity must be kept as
far as possible to the initiative of the
modification

meet

of

modern

The alternative is
individual citizen.
bureaucratic regulation. That is not
an attractive alternative.

"CIRCUS PARADE" NEXT

A Little
from "Lots"

TO BE DIRECTED BY

By

RALPH WILK

Further details regarding future
Hollywood
production plans have been given out
LESTER, stage direcby James Cruze, Inc.
"Circus Pator and writer for Fox, has
rade," while not the company's first
talker has been announced as the first started on "City Girl," which he
Lester
to be directed by Cruze since "The wrote and is also directing.
Great Gabbo," Von Stroheim film. recently completed the story and diaThe picture, which goes into produc- logue of "South Sea Rose," which
tion about Dec. 1, is being prepared Alan Dwan directed.
*
*
*
by Walter Wcods, who has rejoined
Kay English, RKO contract playthe Cruze forces expressly to make
the screen adaptation of the Tullv er, has been added to "Hit The
Deck" in which she will appear as a
story.

ELLIOTT

Other pictures to be produced by show girl under the direction of Lu"Changes in business conditions
the
Cruze studios include "Clipped ther Reed. Pearl Eaton is staging
and methods of marketing, vertical
Wings,"
by Reita Lambert; "The the dance numbers and Robert
modother
and
stores
chain
trusts,
Big
Fight,"
the
Milton Herbert Kurrle is shooting first camera.
ern developments have come thick
Cropper
Max
and
somewhat
Marcin play in Polly Walker and Jack Oakie have
been
have
and
fast
and
which
the
Jack
Dempsey
was starred last the starring roles.
confusing to those dealing with
*
*
*
anti-trust laws, but I have no doubt year; "The Soul of the Tango," by
years
Twenty
ago
Walter
Vrturo
these
in
Mom,
and
S.
"The Pioneer
that the principles contained
By
DeLeon, Paul Hurst and Walstatutes will be intelligently applied Mother," an original. "Clipped Wings"
ter Catlett, were struggling acVALLEE, just back from by the courts to the modern condi- and "The Soul of the Tango" will be
tors trying to get a break in
directed
Walter
by
Lang,
who
is
untions."
Hollywood where he glorified
Their initial
the
big city.
der
contract
to Cruze.
The con"The Vagabond Lover" for Radio
meeting was in a musical comtinuity
and
dialogue
of
"Clipped
Pictures, is back in little ole Noo
edy, "When Johnny Comes
will be written by Bryan
THEATER Wings"
Yawk, continuing where he left off 7,000
Marching Home." Catlett startMarlow.
Production
on
this
picture
at the Paramount, Brooklyn, and the
ed his theatrical career in
vvill begin about Nov. 1.
line of girls is forming.
amateur theatricals at the Uni-

Warners "Disraeli"
Winter Garden— "Gold Diggers

of

Broadway

'

Musical Notes
CLEF—^—
RUDY

OflWJOO

MUSICIANS HELD JOBLESS

Wizel, who formerly advocated that the Forstcr songs were
the best in the country, now is saying the same about the Robbins' catalogue. No, he's not two-faced. Just

Murray

changed his

job,

that's all.

Here's a mark for the song-pluggers to shoot at. Thorugh the efforts
of Al Woods and Marty Bloom, the

(Continued from Paye

1)

federation fears stagnation of the
individual artist and mechanization of
the stage, as well as the cultural setback it says is involved.
"A great cultural calamity awaits
the United States if its citizens allow
one industry to force it into the acceptance of flat, savorless, mechanical

The

program of the Vim Radio
He says his
Misic," Weber warns.
Hour, with the exception of one song, federation is now concerned not only
consisted of nine Gene Austin num- with the economic aspects of the new
Yes sir, Oscar, that's what we movement that supplants a live enbers.
Granted the
call a "Plug."
tertainer with a robot.
entire

financial

loss

to

musicians

is

Weber
ters

cites

receipt

of

many

and telegrams, which he

Colorart Synchrotone has started
production on "Mamba," which will
be in Technicolor.
In the cast are
Ralph Forbes, Eleanor Boardman,
Jean Hersholt, Ian Maclaren, Noble
Johnson,
Arthur
Stone,
Torben
Meyer and William Von Brincken.
Al Rogell is directing under the supervision of Rudolph Flothow.
The
film, based on a story by F. Schumann-Heink and John Reinhardt, will
be released bv Tiffanv.

versity of California.
DeLeon
is now one of Pathe's leading
story writers and Hurst is appearing in supporting roles
with many of the leading stars.

Universal Signs

Wynn

Wynn Holcomb

Holcomb,

cartoonist and
stage designer, has been signed to a
long-term contract by Universal. His
first work will be on "The King of
Jazz Revue," starring Paul Whiteman and his orchestra and being

produced by John Murray Anderson.

tre-

Ruth Chatterton, stage and screen mendous. Thousands of them have
star, sent a telegram to Harry Wil- been forced to turn to the radio or
son, Denver representative for Sher
other fields to earn their livelihoods.
man-Clay, lauding the merits of the
song, "You, Just You."

Colorart Starts "Mamba"
For Release by Tiffany

let-

says

Warner Completes Two-Reeler
Square," a Vitaphone two
dramatic variety, written by E.
Percy Heath and directed by Alfred
Cohn, has been completed at
E.
Warners.
In the cast are Janet
Adair, David Callis, Edwin Mills and
Austen Tewell.
"All

reel

indicates that the, public is in symthat
M. Witmark & Sons have added pathy with the contention
Richard Kountz to their staff of mechanical music is being forced upsongwriters. Among his compositions on it.
He also calls atention to an
are, the patriotic cantata "American instance where a Canadian audience
Sea-to-Shore Recording
Ode" and 'Lady Divine," the theme refused to rise when the national
Poles
mounted on rafts are being
song for the First National produc- anthem was played in a sound pic"The Divine Lady," starring ture, the people feeling a resentment used by Paramount to carry the wires
tion,
Corinne Griffith.
upon this alleged mechanization of over which the voices of players in
"Flesh of Eve" are carried from the
patriotism.
yacht on which sea scenes are being
energetic
Trust,
Teddie
Trust
filmed to the sound recording trucks
manager of the Mark Strand, to atVisit Pathe Exchanges
tract the cash customers. During the
E. B. Derr, executive vice president, on shore.
general sales
entire run of "Say It with Songs," and
Phil Reisman,
Capra to Direct Another
The songs manager, of Pathe Exchange, left the
featuring Al Jolson.
"Ladies of the Evening," the Milthemed in the picture are sung by home office this week to visit the orDerr will ton Herbert Gropper play produced
the "Mammy Kid" himself, through ganization's exchanges.
a contraption built over the box of- cover the eastern offices and the by David Belasco several seasons
southern offices and Reisman will back, will be produced at Columbia
fice. But he can't fool me. I know
Capra.
cover the Middle West and the West. under direction of Frank R.
that Al is in Hollywood.

RENAUD HOFFMAN
now

DIRECTING

HIS own ORIGINAL

"Blaze
starring

O'

story

Glory"

Eddie Dowling

with Betty Compson

for

Sono-Art

*00 from
*00 from

IRENE
FRANKLIN

"Vitaphone"

is

the registered trade-mark of
the

VitaDhcr Corn

ft
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HOLLYWOOD

NEW YORK

SUPPLY THAT DEMAN
!*

nrf\A\\/*t

TWO

REEL

DRAMATIC
SKETCHES

I

Compact, Concentrated.

High

pressure.

High power originals.

Stage and screen

stars.

VAUDEVILLE
ANN

HEADLINERS

PENNINGTON
Tried

and proved

*

stars

from Vaudeville. High

HORACE
HEIDT

ONE

class,

DRAMATIC

*

popular,

REEL

sure-

*

fire.

PLAYLETS
Big little features.

Drama

in

miniature

with stage

and screen

*

Vitaphone Varieties
offer a standard of ex-

cellence notfound inthe

ordinary short subject.

stars.

Vitaphone Varieties
have won their leadership by sheer merit.
They maintain that dom

hid «

UK

inance now with a new
and greater array of
quality short length

It
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Timely Topics
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Along The Rialto

A

Digest of
Current Opinion

-AND
THAT'S

THAT

with

By PHIL M.

Phil M. Daly, Jr.

e>
People Prefer Their
Vaudeville on the Screen
talkies may reach

THE
crest

of

the

flood,

the

demanded
be
may
variety
again, but today there are no indications of any such situation
not
is
Vaudeville
obtaining.
wanted. It is as popular as ever,
but audiences prefer it in the
talkies

and

It

singies.

comes

cheaper that way, satisfies them
as thoroughly, brings to them
acts and actors they wouldn't
have otherwise.
"The Fargo (N. D.) Forum"
*

*

*

Producers Must Aim High
Retain Popular Esteem

To

THAT

the public at large concerns itself so much with
motion pictures is but another
evidence of the tremendous hold
pictures have gained as the chief
amusement of the masses. The
recognition of the fact places a

heavy responsibility upon producers who must, if they are to hold
1

the respect of the people and retain the good-will of community

merely maintain but
constantly improve the character
and quality of production.
Anna Aiken Patterson in
"Weekly Film Review"

leaders, not

*

*

Tiffany Prod., sales chief, is all smiles these
days on the way "Mister Antonio" is going over. The Greater
New York Loew circuit and the Butterfield chain are two of the
newer bookings. At Portland, the film grabbed off eight grand
in a week at the Oriental

Many

years ago, William

Fox and Sol

Brill

were partners

in the cloth sponging business, so the story goes, so that it
as one old friend to another that the pair got together on
deal which gave Fox the eight Staten Island houses of the
Twenty-five Fox exchanges merited
Theatrical Corp
fect ratings in safety inspections made under Film Board
pices

was
the
Isle

"Big Buck" Steffes is acting head of Allied States Ass'n,
during absence from the country of Abram F. Myers

Doug and Alary made
now in Gay Paree

the channel crossing by airliner and

Doris Kenyon gave her first recital last night at the Avon, Noo Yawk
"Pete" Woodhull is all set for the Empeeteeohay convention at Memphis on
Choosday, in which he will play an all-together-different role from
past exhibitor shows

Edwin Claude Mills, who resigned from the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers, for a new connection in the music publishing field, and John Gregg Payne are to
be tendered a beefsteak dinner tomorrer night at Luchow's restaurant
Gilda Gray is to return soon to the screen

four weeks without pay and then
dismissed because they were "not
Specifically it means,
for example, that a minor actor
can be hired at so much "for the
part" and then held indefinitely
for rehearsals and retakes.

the type."

"The Nation"

NUMBER

78

78

By JAMES
Statistical

CUNNINGHAM

P.

Editor,

The

rp\VO-THIRD'S

Film

Don't rush, gents.
Line forms ori
the right, and you'd be surprised a'
the prominent fillum guys on line
ahead of vou.

Mur-Ad

vestment
States.

is

Oh, Peggy!
is

this

charming Peggy

Goldl

Daily

of
film

the

October 28

in-

held in the United

Empey Club

Chatter

(By Charley Schwartz)

Heard about the exhib who

trie

to take out insurance against breal

•

ing records while switching?

New York
signs Booth Tarkington
for series of 12 two-reel comedies.

Goldwyn

*

Screen Service, of New
York City, is incorporated at Albany.

Stock Exchange in
1925 was 5,005,400 shares. In
1928, 22,300,000 shares were
sold, and it is estimated that
the 1929 figure ivill greatly ex-

*

Hunt Stromberg made director of
advertising and publicity for Select.

wishes and congratulations are extended by

Best

THE

FILM DAILY
ing

members

who today

of

THEIR
FIRST!

to the follow-

the industry,

are celebrating their

birthday

JOBS

ceed 25,000,000.

National

*

1

berg person publicising at Eddica
tional
stepping out with all th
snappy fall raiment these days? Ha
she fallen for some gent in the fillur
biz, or has she more sense?
Horn
town papers please copy.

Statistics

X

*

minutes.
Not the same evening, of;
course, for the same guys, y'unnerstand.
How does she do it? That's
her little secret.
That's why they:
call her Mysterious Mame.
And to^
think of this poor bozo searching alt
over the world for happiness wher
we had Maine's address all the time.

Why

Industry

umber of shares of motion
picture stock traded in on the

*

Wotta surprise we've arranged for
George.
We're gonna have the little Bluebird of Happiness meet him
as he gets off the boat. No less than
Mysterious Mame herself. There's a
gal who has made guys happy for a
whole evening, not to mention ten]

MANY HAPPY RETURNS

IN

*

Item.

—

world's combined

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

— News

// your wife catches you livirii
with your second wife, be nonchalan
light a Murad and tell her sh
ain't seen nothing yet.

Freedom" in
Films Same as in Old Days

tors could be rehearsed three or

I

RKO

"Industrial

freedom" in the
motion picture industry means
about the same thing that it
meant in the old days of the theatrical business, when needy ac-

I

minutes of happiness."
His search
has taken him twice around the!
world.
At the age of fifty-eight he
protests that happiness eludes him,
so he is coming back to the United
States, still searching for happiness.;

Edmund Goulding, who is in Noo Yawk is versatile to say
the least having had a long career as playwright, scenarist, song
writer and director of silents
Glenn Hunter is doing an
vaudeville tour

*

INDUSTRIAL

George

Tinkham of Boston has again
reached London in his quest "for ten

peraus-

Patrons got an added touch of realism during run of "Thunderbolt" at the Uptown, Highland Park, Detroit, when an automobile crashed through the doors

are

DALY

REPRESENTATIVE

OSCAR HANSON,
and

28, 1929

John Boles
Net

profits

chains run
per cent.

of

from

large theater
four to nine

Hugh Edwin Trevor
Richard Moorehead Baer

RUSSELL HOLMAN
reporter

Wall

Journal

Street

"

THE
Monday, October

28, 1929

talking

TAX, IMPORTS AWAITED

BDDY—

Lawrence's

vehicle,

"The

(Continued from Page

initial

Battle

in

Miss Lawrence,
perhaps the most per-

November.

incidentally,

is

sonally-popular star to ever work at
No one over
the Long Island studio.
there will be peeved to hear that
"Auntie Gertie" is to make a series

at

the 1,000-seat Capitol, Dallas,
for a record on its opening day,
vice presiLee Marcus,
dent, was advised in a telegram
from R. J. Stinnett, who operFive shows
ates the house.
were presented during the day.

ACADEMY PRESIDENTTODAY

RKO

1)

which do not gross more than
$500 a week would be exempt from
ili.
tax.
A levy of \2y2 per cent
should be made on payments to persons outside the Commonwealth by
importers of non-British films.
aters

of

Pan-," will be released by Paramount
late

DE MILLE TO BE ELECTED

"Rio Rita" grossed $1,956

New York Studios
GERTRUDE

Sets Record

AUSTRALIAN GOV'T ON

Short Shots from
^^.By ARTHUR W.

-z&*\DAILY
(Continued from Page

1)

consist of the following, for producB. 1'. Schulberg, Jack Warner,
Carl Laemmle, Jr., Charles Christie
and Irving Thalberg; directors, FrankLloyd, King Vidor, Donald Crisp,
Reginald Barker and William K.
ers,

Kinograms Makes G. M. Films
The General Motors export divi-

producing a series of typical
under the title "Seeing the Howard; actors, Robert Edeson, ConTwo releases have been rad Nagel, Richard Tucker, Lois
Cleveland Lou H. Goldberg, pur- World."
Her
for the Zukor-Lasky combo.
for completed and are being distributed Wilson and Lloyd Hughes; writer;-,
director
technical
porting
be
to
current show "By Candlelight," is one
M-G-M, is being sought by police overseas. The films are produced by Waldemar Young, Percy Heath, Jack
of the hits of thet town at the stateh
under
supervision
of Cunningham, Alfred Cohn and Winion
the charge of fleecing local the- Kinograms
Empire. No wonder her astute repof dance Earle Meyer, of the General Motors fred Dunn, for technicians, Ralph
managers
and
ater
men
resentative. Dewey Bloom, wear> a
It is plan- Hammeras,
E. H. Hansen, J. T.
balls. He claims to be staging dance export publicity section.
broad and permanent smile these and beauty contests, winners to be ned to synchronize future releases to Reed, Arthur Edeson and Frank
day s.
sound.
Garbutt.
u^ed in M-G-M pictures.
Gloria Swanson is devoting the
zero hour, prior to the New York
opening of her "The Trespasser," to
The talker, which
cutting the film.
London cheered over and incidentally mobbed Gloria, will be offered at
the Rialto

Edmund

Nov.

1 at 9 p.

Goulding,

sion

Sought as Fake

—

M-G-M

Director

is

films

WHAT IMPORTANT

FILM FOLK
ABOUT

m.

who knows

SAID

a

of angles in this entertainment
business, is the author of "Love,"
theme song for "The Trespasser,"

lot

the 1929

music-buyers
pleasing
is
He has also
throughout the land.
written music for the Patbe musical
show, "The Grand Parade."

which

Film Daily Year Book

columbiaWsound
eilms for indies chain
(Continued from Page

1)

turcs will be the first talkers to Lc
shown in that territory.

Humphrey has been

in

New York

"1 shall continue to use the

Joe Brandt

YEAR BOOK,

President
Columbia Pictures

as

able information

my

FILM DAILY

guide for the very valu-

which

it

yields."

to sign a contract for the entire out-

put including the 116 short subjects
to be released during the season.
As Humphrey owns the only chain
of theaters in the Indies and in addition supplies all the independent
exhibitors with films, the contract
practically insures the showing of
Columbia films in every theater in
It is the first contract
the Indies.
that Humphrey has signed with Columbia. His first theaters to be wired
are located in Port of Spain, TriniTrinidad;
Fernando,
San
dad;

Bridgetown, Barbadoes; Georgetown,
British Guiana and New Amsterdam.

"A

Nathan Burkan

ested

ready book of reference for those interin the

manifold

N. M. Schenck

motion picture industry and

activities."

-FILM

know

Loew's Incorporated

its

will

DAILY YEAR BOOK,

which

I

prove useful."

DIRECTORS OF M.P.T.O.A.

MEET

IN

MEMPHIS TODAY

(Continued from Page

1)

oversold on sound pictures, descriptions of the various sound systems
by representatives of the companies
and attacking of legislative problems
are slated to be convention highlights.
M. A. Lightman, named several months ago to fill the unexpired

term of R. F. Woodhull, who resigned, is regarded as practically certain of re-election.

Saul E. Rogers

"I shall keep

at

hand and

will have frequent

use for it."

Fox Film Corp.

1930 Edition

it

Now

In Preparation— Out In January

I

YEARS AGO T • II AY
Roxy Theatre, the

at the

NEWSREEL was presented
and

startled

FIRST

to

an

TALKING

amazed

audience.

WAS

THE FIRST
OF 6 PRE-RELEASE
ISSUES OF
IT

F^X M#VIET#NE NEWS
containing

Romance

the

of

the Iron

the Yale Bowl

From

this

subjects*.

Horse,

Niagara

Falls,

Army-Navy game

and Rodeo performers.

into the greatest

the world

in

news-gathering organi-

— bringing

to

the

theatres

America, twice weekly, exclusive talking news of

the

all

of
five

With sound crews strategically located

continents.
in

at

modest beginning, Fox Movietone News has

developed
zation

following

the principal

new

centers of the world

—

it

only talking newsreel adequately equipped to

give you

a complete panorama

of world

events.
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is
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New

Film Stocks Suffer in

Wall Street Crash

ADJUSTMENTS, WIDE FILMS MPTO HIGHLIGHTS
" U' 9 Plans All- Western Policy for
9 9

=By JACK ALICOATEname
up
HARDLY
more
and measured by
living

to its

the

exacting standards of to-day
i
none too important production,
iust getting by with a passing averige,

was

offered

by Columbia Pic-

:ures last night as their contribution
;o the Broadway crop of screen mus-

made its bow at the George
VI. Cohan theater and bears the inriguing label of "Broadway ScanIt

cals.

one of those sort of things
which the customers will have only

dals." It is
it

Move is to Test "All Quiet Along Mississippi" as Exhibitors
Drawing Power of
Prepare to Open Tenth Annual Meeting Today

Colony

"Broadway
Scandals

mild time without taxing their
For a sophisninds whatsoever.
:icated Broadway audience, used to
lone other than the very best in review material, it is none too novel,
lor does it compare in background
some of its predecessors.
with
'Broadway Scandals" in our modjst opinion is certainly not two dolar entertainment, and, while it will
let by in almost any size house will
>rove only average box office.

Sound Westerns
In a

move

—

to determine the popu-

larity of the western, Universal Saturday wilL present the first all-western show at the Colony, New York.
Shorts as well as the feature will be
The idea is that of Sidin sound
ney Davidson, former exploitation
man under Joe Weil, who yesterday
succeeded James Carrier as manager
of the house.
Hoot Gibson's first
all-talking feature "The Long, Long

Trail" will be the main attraction
while a group of western short subjects not yet decided upon will round
out the program.
Davidson intends
to dress up the lobby with western
(Continued on Page 6)

i

Meeting

in

Broadway House

SALT LAKE PRODUCER

Dented

Salt

Lake City

—Shirl

Y. Clawson,

Theater Deal
Cochrane

Substitutions Nullify Contract

Cleveland Arbitrators Rule

KILLED IN STUDIO BLAST

—

dead and

14 TECHNICOLOR FEATURES

brother, Chester Y.
Clawson,
seriously injured as the result of a
film explosion in the laboratory of the

AWAIT B WAY PREMIERES

motion picture producer,

is

his

Clawson Film Producing

Memphis

IS

Memphis Sound pictures, adjustments and wide-film pictures will be
the highlights of the tenth annual convention of the M.P.T.O.A., which gets
under here at 11 A.M. this morning for a three day session. All indications
point to reelection of present officers, with but a few changes on the board
of directors.
No fireworks are expected at this
'U'-P-F-L
year's convention, program of which
by
was mapped at a meeting last night
Persistent report that Paraof officers and directors.
All's quiet
mount has acquired remaining
along the Mississippi as plans are betheaters of the Universal chain,
ing made for reception of between
was denied yesterday by R. H.
400 and 500 exhibitors representing
Cochrane of Universal. Since
about 5,000 of the nation's theaters.
Paramount bought the RickExhibitors will bring up on the
ards & Nace and Hostettler
convention floor the question of
chains, there has been report
standardization of wide film asking
"where they are going to get off" unthat all of the "U" theaters
were to go under the Publix
less an agreement upon wide film is
(Continued on Page 8)
banner.

Co.,

here.

Cleveland Substitution or altering from story, star or author as
stipulated in the press book on which
a contract was based, nullifies that
contract, was the ruling handed down

by Judge George P. Walther, seventh arbitrator in a case before the

blast occurred when a spark
There are 14 features produced board of arbitration of the local Film
from a film-winding machine fell entirely or partly in Technicolor
(Continued on Page 8)
Theater Owners of America in Memphis, upon a roll of film. Two others were awaiting Broadway presentations in
Tenn.
M. A. Lightman, the new president overcome in trying, to rescue the New York, according to Dr. Herbert Arthur
Sees Race in
ince the resignation of "Pete" Woodhull,
brothers.
T. Kalmus, president of Technicolor,
Films
Multi-Lingual
Sort of an ultra
vil! act as official maestro.
Shirl, who was 47 and lived at 360 Inc.
The first is "Paris," First NaTo-day marks the opening of the Tenth
\nnual Convention of the Motion Picture

The

Loew

get together with an educational,
and cooperative background. Quite
a contrast to the old knock-'em-down-andIrag-'em-out affairs at which nothing was
ver accomplished but a whale of a time had
y all. We remember one in particular that
i'asheld on a steamboat out in St. Louis
bout ten years ago that ended up in a conest.
A galloping domino contest, with the

riendly

Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood With an increase in
European sound-wired theaters of

West

(Continued on Page 8)

(Continued on Page 6)

cientific

delegation present pitted
ngine crew of the steamboat.
he good old daysl
njire

against

the

Them were

Watching Mergers
Attorney General Mitchell yesterday soundAfter
a warning note against mergers.
vhat happened in the stock market last week
tnd particularly yesterday it is not unlikely
hat big corporations, including picture com>anies, will spend the next few months rehiring their financial fences and not bothM-ing much about mergers.
xl

CRASH HITS FILM ISSUES

—

100 per cent in prospect before the
(Continued on Page 6)

Boost Walker
SILENT PICTURES NOT TO

PASS OUUCHILLER SAYS

—

"There will always be
for clever silent pictures, with
stories that stimulate the imagination," said Col. E. A. Schiller, vice
president and general manager of
(Continued on Page 6)
Atlanta

room

Caught

in the

downward surge

of

stocks in Wall Street's worst collapse, film stocks Were swept to new
lows yesterday in a number of instances with millions of dollars in
value pared from all film issues.

all

While the
was orderly,

downward movement
was more extensive

it

than the record-breaking collapse of
A number of execulast Thursday.
tives of the industry suffered heavy
(Continued

on

Page

8)

William Fox, Nathan Burkan and Mayor James J. Walker
are scheduled to be the principal speakers at today's 'Reelect
Walker' luncheon at the Hotel
William
Astor, New York.
Fox, who is chairman of the

Reelect Walker committee, Is
aiding the mayorality candidate
with free talking pictures at

Times Square

nightly.
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Canton, N. Y. A talking picture
Magnascope screen will be part of
program was presented by the new the equipment of the Hollywood, the
RCA Photophone portable sound new Warner theater now under conequipment in connection with a din- struction at Broadway and 51st St.,
ner given in honor of Mine. Marie New York.
The house will seat

500

the

Curie,
at St.

co-discoverer

in

radium,

A

from attending

means

in person,

sought

this

of greeting her.
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"Tazz Heaven" at the
Globe, New York.
First of three Annual M.P.T.O. A.
nretings at the Peabody Hotel,

Opening

T.

M.
Memphis.
Convention
P.

Tn-siaie

31

In

O.

convention

Nov.

1

Opening

1

of
Rialto.

the

Nov.

2

"The Trespasser"

begins
Colony,

Universal

gram

at

all-western

at

pro-

N. Y.

Nov.

3

Nov.

7

Premiere of "Condemned" at the
Selwyn, N. Y.
Opening of "Paris" at Central,

Nov.

9

N. Y.
Actors' Equity Ball at Hotel Astor,

Nov.

12

New York.
Dinner tendered to John Zanft at
Dinty Moores, N. Y., by Fox Theater

Nov. 14

executives.
talk

Projection

van

Nov. 18-19

at

— Annual

37

60

Hotel
fall

by William Cana-

Astor, New York.
convention of Texas

Unit at Dallas.
Ninth Annual Ohio M.P.T.O
Convention at Columbus.
Meeting of North Carolina ex
Dec. 9-10

55

55

1,800

CURB BONDS
"Am. Srat. 6s 36
Warner 6'/2 s 28 ..103

102

Wiring Fulton Houses

—

79
102

700

OVER THE COUNTER
BID ASKED
Roxy "A"

Adver-

of Screen
tisers Ass'n at Detroit.

Oct. 31-Nov.

"s

of

Memphis.
Oct.

Pathe

20
22

do units
Jo com
Skouras Bros
United Art
do pfd

Strand Amusement
Fulton, Ky.
Co. is installing sound equipment at
the Grand and Orpheum.

2

4

34

5

10
75

Pulaski House Destroyed
Pulaski,

Term.

— Fire

recently deis leased by
Amusement Co.

•LAST PRICE QUOTED
A. H. Giannini to Speak

Cumberland

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

A. H. Giannini, chairman of the
board of Bank of America National
Ass'n, will be one of the principal
speakers at the testimonial dinner
tendered this evening to Milton J.
Harrison, recently elected president
of the Banindustrial Service Inc.

AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580
M-fr

If

you

know

how

to

determine

the possibilities for new theatres in
various communities how to judge
the value of a location
how to institute and carry through negotiations—

—

we have an

—

opportunity for you. Write

covering
past
experience,
salary expected and anything else
yourself would want to know if
were doing the hiring. All letters
us,

age,

you
you
con-

fidential.

Box S-180
1650 Broadway

c/o Film Daily

New Vork

my

that

i$

long term
on reasonable terms.
Al-

For

terations to suit.
.

125th Street.

A RARE OPPORTUNITY
B.

TUtAltC CliAIN

»

WANTjf DCVELCPCP

CONTAGIOUS

lease

.

Vaudeville Acts

Bros, and First National in the foreign field.
He will remain in New
York for an indefinite period and
headquarter at First National.

Humor

Floor space 75 ft. x 100 ft.
formerly Apollo Music Hall,

West

sented Warners on the Continent and

COMEDIANS STRIVE
FOR-- a Sense of

Ideal Studio Location
in the
Heart of New York

211

of foreign distribuformerly repre-

Schlesinger

tion.

WHAT THE GREATEST

LIVE WIRE
PRODUCERS!

Ideally
Situated
125th Street
Near 7th Ave.

Gus Schlesinger, European general
manager for First National, Warner
and Vitaphone, arrived in New York-

HUMOR above everything!
Krazy Kat has—

stroyed the Best, which
the

Warner

Foreign Gen. Mgr. in N.Y.

K^AXY YIAT

Nov. 19-20

hibitors' unit at Pinehurst.

Schlesinger, F. N.,

25

26

30
65

expected to be opened

Neon Elec- was made European general manager
Oregon has upon the consolidation of Warner

.

Second day of Michigan M.P.T.O.
10th annual convention at Detroit.

Today

is

Bundy, manager

Products Authorized

.

The Industry's
Date Book

It

yesterday for conference with H. A.

Merger of Claude Neon

Products Corp. of
received authorization by directors to
merge with the Claude Neon Elec....
20
19
14,500 trical Products Corp., Ltd., of Dela33
3i
5,000
ware in the basis of three shares of
"Griffith, D.W. "A"
V/2
the Delaware corporation for five
"intern. Proj
35
*Loew do deb. rts
20
shares of the Oregon unit.
Two\7'/2
"Nat. Scr. Ser
thirds of the Oregon stockholders al42
*Nat. Thea. Sup
ready have approved the plan. Stock
*Univ. Pict
15!^
*do pfd
of the Oregon unit will be put in
%
BOND MARKET
escrow before Dec. 20 and the Dela"Keith A-O 6s 46
81%
ware company's stock exchanged
Loew 6s 41ww ...103^ 102^ 103
4,400
Jan. 2 subject to permission of the
do 6s 41 x-war .. 92J4
9iy2 91% 1,300
Corporation ComParamount 6s 47
96
96
800 California State
96J4
"Par. By. 5j4s 51
98%
missioner.
26

1,600.

was next March.

It

first

a

Los Angeles
70

of

Lawrence University.

appearance of the apparatus
university.
feature of the
program was a talking film of Professor Michael Pupil, friend of Mme.
Curie,
who, prevented by illness
the

52,800

CURB MARKET
*Bal. & Katz
Columbia Pets. ... 28%
Cont. Thea. Vtc. .12
*Fiim Insp
Fox Thea. "A" .. 22^
39
Gen. Thea. Equ.

Warner House in N. Y.
To Have Enlarged Screen

—

STOCK MARKET
Tuesday. Oct. 29. I92S

V«L L Nv. 25
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SHERMAN

126 Clinton Street, N. Y. C.
Drydock 1184-6952-6651

.

Animated by
and MANNY

BEN HARRISON

Musical Director — JOE

GOULD
DE NAT

Distributed By'Columbia

PRODUCED BY WINKLER
Western
Electric Recording

Winkler

Sound Cartoons

|

THE

JZ&*

OAILV

uesday, October 29. 1929

Timely Topics

Along The Rialto

A

Digest of
Current Opinion

PhilM. Daly,
author
his

CAN

vibrant personalities of the actual
I doubt it. There
living players?
is a magnetic current that crosses

back and

teclares

Cash

)

in

on Sound
like

Noo Yawk

the way the Universalites were conjoling at the Astor
last Saturday night would lead one to believe it was a masked
affair
so many
noses in the crowd. Imagine Jim Milligan, of Associated Publications, being introduced to a Mr. Mulligan and chirping, just the difference in the
and I. Dave Bader
surprised a howling gang when he led them up six flights (Franklin from Columbia please note) of stairs for antiques
Leatrice Joy is the latest First National star to broadcast
over the radio
President Bloom of Western Electric
spoke to the Telephone Pioneers of America convention at
Minneapolis via a talking picture'.
Max Milder, central
sales manager for Warners, has returned to the home office.

—

RED

U

"The Ohio Showman"
*

ndustry Found Its Voice
1

Nick of Time, Is Claim
SOUND, though bringing much
havoc with it, came at a most
opportune

time

—a

time

when

NUMBER

79

had seemed to pass
from the picture plays and the
public was growing tired of them,
yearing for something new and
Sound has
something better.
opened up a new and large field,

FEN

YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

79

Statistics
By JAMES
Statistical

P.

The Film Daily

rpHE NET PROFITS

*

of

cities.
*

*

*

M. &

New York

S. Circuit
*

*

houses.

*

Marcus Loew denies report that he
New York theater block.

as sold

its

first

started Siz-

production

schedule, we hope to show the big
boys a brand new idea in pictures.
have always maintained that as
long as motion pictures were made
entertainprimarily
for
feminine
ment, that a feminine mind should
be in the background of production.
Isn't that logical?
Funny that the
Great Minds of this biz never thought
of that one.
So when our first feature knocks the public dizzv, just
remember that Mysterious Mame, a
scintillating female personality, is in
back of it all.

We

*

*

*

"Mysterious
Chapter

We

Horace

talker

Mame"

XV

Zilk, the

Noodle

Trust king who is backing us, into
taking over a metropolitan studio. In
the way of sound equipment we have
little of this and a little of that.
Please don't press us for details. Just
come up and listen to the results in
our projection room. You'll be convinced that we have
something.
We're not quite sure ourselves just

what

is.

it

issue

forth.

But sounds certainly do
Also noises.
In one

place the hero asks the heroine a
question.
She answers: "Yes." As
she does so, she. disappears with a
smile into a room with the hero.
"That's an interesting situation," sez
a big exchange man from Oskaloosa
to whom we were showing the onereeler.
"Wot did the hero ask the
jane"
didn't catch it, either, so
we ran the reel over again. The hero
sez: "Won't you z-r-z-kch-grr- sisszkh- b-r-r-r-r darling?" The Oskaloosa guy scratches his bald dome
and looks puzzled. "You'll admit,"
we hazard, "that it's still an interesting situation."
He looks at us hard
for a moment.
"But suppose what
he asks the jane is censorable?"
"But how are
smiles triumphantly.
Is the
the censors gonna prove it?
hero's z-r-zkeh-grr an innocent remark or not? That's what's gonna
make this one-reeler a knockout with
They'll see a scandal
the wimmen.

1929,

in

the
is

net 'of

as

many

tor

ally.

Wait.

THE

*

FILM DAILY
ing

members

who today

THEIR
FIRST

to the follow-

of the industry,

are celebrating their

JOBS

birthday

*

boards

of

Boards of Trade

and

thing.

wishes and congratulations are extended by
Best

*

Film

it,

friends."

expected to reach

nies send about 3,500 U. S.
projection machines abroad
yearly.

more than

and go home and tell all their
Give Mame credit for this
scandal idea. We'll show 'em somein

tors in 1925 totaled $24,115,000.

Arbitration

Theater attendants out on strike at
5

October 29

ten large producer-distribu-

American equipment compa-

coast

zly

We

CUNNINGHAM

Editor,

$50,000,000.

i

MANY HAPPY RETURNS

Industry

companies

Ackerman and Harris invading the
liddle West, to build or lease houses

THAT we have
NOW Films
on

We

originality

an almost limitless field, for with
the voice, with the reproduction
of music, there is in itself a wide
range for variety that will keep
up a constant public interest.
The "Michigan Film Revieiv"

DALY

a

Yeh and

past.
*

in

unrecognized

It
cannot stand still.
must go either forward or backNow seems to be the
ward.
time for theater owners to prepare to play the new sound pictures that the producers are advertising extensively to the public.
Now is the time to decide
definitely whether or not they
are going forward with sound.
The time for watching and wait-

business,

is

recital

getting coverage this year
Fritzi Scheff is to sing "Kiss
Me Again" at the Equity ball Nov. 9
Archie Mayo, Warner director, has returned to Hollywood after a vacation in the
Last
Harold Lloyd has been attending most performances of "Welcome Danger" at the N. Y. Rivoli, and has been

Time

business of motion picture
THE
any other
exhibition,

ing

in a

Lenore Ulric joined up with Roxy's gang in a
radio appearance last night
Carmel Myers is going vaude
Sattiday opening at the N. Y. Palace
Claire Windsor is
to start a vaude tour Nov. 2 at Providence in a dancing routine.
Lon Chaney is recovered from his siege of pneumonia
and a tonsil removal operation
M. Van Praag and Ted Schlanger closed a real deal when
they signed up the Comerford circuit. Universal is out for and

*

Present Is

bit

Sunday

audience, that never emanates
from the silver screen, no matter
how large the screen, no matter
how life size the figure or how
perfect the sound device.
"The St. Paul (Minn.) Dispatch"
*

is

Doris Kenyon made quite a

forth,

in the flesh to the

*

works

the tallest, leanest and lankiest directorto have another representative display of
on Broadway when R-K-O's "Jazz Heaven" opens at
Tuesday. Murphy wrote "Jazz Heaven" and also wrote
films,

in

the Globe
and directed "Black and Tan Fantasy," a two-reeler with an allcolored cast, which supplements the feature
Benny Rubin
is passing around the cigars
celebrating the birth of a daughter.
Gladys McConnell is to play the lead in "Aloba," which
i^ to be first flicker of the Jefferson-Hawaiian Film Co

hoarsely speaking, hissing
shadows ever replace the

footlights,

By PHIL M.

Jr.

DUDLEY MURPHY,

alkers Can Never Bring
ersonal Contact, Bleief

from the actor

THA T'S
THAT

with

c
the

AND

the
settle

$4,500,00 in distribuexhibitor claims annu-

Jackson J. Rose
Fannie Brice
F. B. Gross
Daniel Reardon

W.

C.

BOOTHBY

messenger boy
store in srmll

in

country

New Eng-

land town

ai

olum

no

er

LAST NIGHT,

i

ea
Q
D
fS
^^^^

//

Geo. M.
Cohan Theatre

at the

X

A

An

Original

Musical Comedy t
Sally

O'Neil

Jack

Egan

and Carmel Myers

— Directed by
George
Archainbaud

t

up
idway

DALS
m

on

stood
feet!

their

Worthy Successor
//

FLIGHT

//

THE
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UFA
SILENT PICTURES NOT TO

Backs Project to
Moon in Rocket SALT LAKE PRODUCER

Fly to
Berlin

PASS OUT, SCHILLER SAYS
(Continued from Page 1)
during a visit
Inc.,

Loew's

—Ufa

is

H. Oberth, a Roumanian scientist,
experiments with a rocket to

his

to

the

in

moon.
(Continued from Page

Hammons

Third

Returns Tomorrow

Concluding three weeks of conferences with producers making comedies for release by the company,
which they may be competing," he Karle W. Hammons, Educational
president .arrives in New
the Coast.

continued.

Advertisers

KILLED IN STUDIO BLAST

fly

York

morrow from

to-

1)

News

BWAY HOUSE

(Continued from Page

1)

paraphernalia, and may tie up with
the Rodeo show now holding forth
at the Madison Sq. Garden.
Universal has sixteen western features on this season's releasing schedule, eight Maynards and eight GibWhether any of the remainder
sons.
of western releases will find their way
into the Broadway house depends on
success of the experiment next week.

died of poison gas reHis released weekly.
leased by the burning film.
Each issue will
brother, two years his junior, is in feature Advertising News
pictures of
St. Mark's Hospital suffering from not more than ten different
compasevere burns on the face, arms and nies.
The company says 450 theashoulders. Doctors say he has a good ters already have signed to play the
chance to recover.
newsreel.
Ave.,

Earned Any
Mitzvahs
Lately?

Strong Revival in Sound

Western Pictures, Lasky
Further evidence in the revival of
western productions with dialogue is
noted in statement by Jesse L. Lasky,
vice president and production chief
of Paramount, who says, "westerns
were never really lost to the screen,
they simply passed out of sight temporarily through the lack of equipment to film them in sound and dialogue.
The studios now have that
equipment and the outdoor picture is
due for a spectacular return," he continued.

you're a Jew you'll understand this question!

If

If

The company, recently com"The Virginian," and has sev-

pleted
eral other westerners on
tion schedule.

its

worthy

charities
help the helpless.

Multi-Lingual Films
(Continued from Page 1)

of the year, America and Europe
are on the eve of a race in talking
picture production, according to Arthur Loew, M-G-M's foreign manager, now in this city conferring
with studio executives on releases for

end

ing

brother-in-law.
Whitney
the Princess in this city.

his

owned

wants you to

Mitzvahs.

Give your hetter
Do it now!
FEDERATION THANKS
A.

P.

Waxman,

McKellar

—

you'll an-

$10.00 will get you 9l— in

markets abroad.
"L'p to now," he says, "we have

Bertram C. Whitney Dead
Toronto
Bertram C. Whitney,
theatrical manager, died here after
a
month's illness.
He lived in
Douglaston, L. I., and had been visit-

Jew

Federation which supports 9l

in

successfully shown American versions in foreign countries with a few
explanatory titles in the other languages.
But the need is imminent
of complete foreign talking versions,
particularly in Spanish.
I
believe
the ultimate plan will be to employ
separate casts and use stars who
^peak several languages in the different versions as central figures."

you're a real

swer this cfuestion!

produc-

Arthur Loew Sees Race

for

Ad

8C Plans, Inc., for

Composition
National Electrotype Co., for Cut
This Paper, for Space

FEDERATION

Reel

Merle Johnson, formerly associated with Fox and Paramount, now iediting the Advertisers Newsreel, being made in New York and released
by Phono-Kinema, Inc. The newsreel will be one reel sound subject

i" planIalSestern
POLICY FOR

29, 1929

Merle Johnson Editing
IS

Professor

backing

here.

"Silent pictures will draw patronage
on even terms with talkers when they
have stars of comparable popularity
with those of the audible films with

Tuesday, October

self

a hreak.

Send your check (make it more
than $10 if you can afford it) to
Walter E. Beer, Treasurer,
7l West 47th Street, New York

For the Support of

JEWISH PHILANTHROPIC SOCIETIES

of

New

York City

We state it modestly, but never
in the history of the

Motion Picture Industry has
there been a book like
the coming

1930 FILM DAILY

YEAR BOOK
-*mr>-

Nearly 1200 Pages
Over 550 Advertisers
Covering the Motion Picture Industry
Like a Blanket

and
Distribution to every nook and corner
of the world

DAILY
SUBSTITUTIONS NULLIFY

How Film Stocks
New

CONTRACTJOARD RULES
(.Continued from Page 1)

Board of Trade

in

which Pathe was

denied the right to enforce a contract with Edward and William Biggio of the Strand, Steubenville.
Biggio Brothers refused "High
"Marked Money,"
Voltage"
and
claiming substitution of story in the
first picture, and substitution of author and star in the second. Edward
Biggio testified that he entered into
a contract with the local Pathe exchange in August, 1928, for the Pathe
product, basing his contract on the

Pathe worksheet and the Pathe Announcement book. In both the work
sheet and the press book "High
Voltage" was announced as a story
about a telegraph

When

lineman.
delivered it was a totally different
"Marked Money,"
story he claims.
according to the same work sheet
and press book, was to be written by
Bertram Milhauser, with Alan Hale
When delivered, the auin the cast.
thor was Howard Green, and Tom
Kennedy had been substituted for
Hale.
Oscar Ruby, manager of the Pathe
exchange, claimed that the contract,
as such, did not contain the names
of the cast nor the author, but only
the title of the picture and that Pathe
delivered the pictures with titles, according to the signed contracts.
To prevent a repetition of such a
controversy, Judge Walther suggested two remedies; one was that the

announcement books should

York Stock Exchange
1929 YESTERDAY'S
CLOSE
CHANGE
HIGH

STOCK ISSUE
Seating
Con. Film Ind
do pfd

Kodak

128
105*4
138

do pfd
Fox Film A
Keith-A-O pfd
Loev/s, Inc
do pfd. 614
do pfd. 654 x-w

William Morris' Foreign
Representatives in N. Y.
Harry Foster,
Henry Lartigue of

of
London and
Paris, both representing William Morris in their respective cities, now are in New York
engaged in booking artists for their
theater and cafe season in Europe, as
well as seeking suitable American
artists for European films.

JKking

SSJWER

49%

84'/£

* 87

R-K-O

46%

20

Univ. Pict. 1st pfd

93
6454
5954

44

M-G-M

pfd

Para.

Fam-L

Pathe
do A

Exch

Warner Bros
do pfd

84
*

—

\W%

10

42

FILM STOCKS SUFFER IN

NEW WALL STREET CRASH

—10*4

—

82J4

—

37*4

—94*4

—53
—35*4
—23

—
— 2%
—2654
— 9*4
— 20
— 26%
— 2054
— 1754

(Continued from Page

TALKING NEWSRIE1

1)

loss in yesterday's crash.

Among

stocks, Eastman
the biggest decline,
dropping 41% points to close at
181^. High for the year is 26434.

Kodak

the

film

suffered

Fox, Paramount and Pathe "A" were
forced
to
new low levels.
Fox
dropped 13 points, closing at 68. Its
year's high is
105%.
Paramount
closed at 49J4, a drop of 10% points.
High for the year is 7S l/2 Warners
dropped 6% points, closing at 44. Its
J
year's high is 64 /
Loew's dropped
2
close
points
to
at 49%.
Its high
5%
.

.

Today at the M.P.T.O.A. Convention
Registration Headquarters on Mezzanine Floor
Registration of Delegates
Registration, Direction of Mrs. Elizabeth Crane
Exposition, Direction of M. A. Block

BUSINESS SESSION
11

a.m.

Opening address by Sidney M. Nutt, Hot Springs, Ark., M.P.T.O. of
Arkansas, Mississippi and Tennessee
Address of welcome on behalf of the State by Gov. H. H. Horton or
representative

welcome on behalf of the City by Lloyd T. Binford, Chairman,
Memphis censorship board.
Response by Fred Desberg, of Cleveland, Chairman, board of directors,
M.P.T.O.A.
Formal opening of the convention and address by M. A. Lightman, of
Memphis, president, M.P.T.O.A.
Address and report by R. F. Woodhull, of Dover, N. J., former presiAddress

2 p.m.

of

dent

Report of board of directors, chairman, Fred Desberg, Cleveland, Ohio
Report of secretary and legislative committee, M: J. O'Toole, Scranton, Pa.
Address "Theater Acoustics," by Arden F. Henry, of the Celotex Company, Chicago, 111.
Report of treasurer, by Jay Emanuel, Philadelphia
Address "The Talking Picture," by Dr. Lee DeForest, New York
Appointment of committees and enrollment of delegates.

—
—

TONIGHT

entertainment, boat ride and barbeque, southern
Mississippi River, auspices film exchange managers.

General

/2

for the year is 84 l

.

Radio-Keith-Orpheum
high

46%.

is

Pathe

yesterday
j

5%

closed at 20, a loss of

points. Its
dropped a point

Its high is 14%.
5%.
Pathe "A" dropped 1% points to «
new low of 10, its high being 30.

close

to

at

Consolidated

A

il
is

Film

points, closing at

Industries

15%.

lost

Its high

25%.

On

the

Curb,

Fox

Theaters

dropped two points, closing at 20.
Its high is 37%.
General Theaters
Equipment, whose high is 66J4,
droped 2% points to close at 33.
Columbia Pictures, whose high is
38*4, closed yesterday at 28%, a drop
of

9%

points.

atmosphere,

14 TECHNICOLOR FEATURES

ADJUSTMENTS, WIDE FILMS

the exhibition of all convention pictures, as well as for extra meeting
facilities prior to the regular daily

shows.
Colonel E. P. Hawkins, sales proHIGHLIGHT
motion manager for RCA Photophone, will address the convention
(Continued from Page 1)
on the advancements in sound picture
make
the
will
Nutt
made. Sidney M.
developments.
opening address, after which welcome
willl be extended by or in behalf of Ontario Ass'n
Unable to
Fred Desthe governor and mayor.
Send
Memphis
Delegation
berg, Cleveland, will respond, after
Toronto
Regret
has been exwhich President M. A. Lightman will
open the convention. R. F. Wood- pressed by Harry Alexander, Toronto, president of the Ontario divihull, president until his resignation
sion of the M. P. Theater Owners,
a few months ago, is to make a rethat it has been found impossible to
port covering his term of office, folhave Canadian representation at the
lowed by report of Chairman Fred
annual convention of the M.P.T.O.A.
Desberg, Treasurer Jay Emanuel and
The
1928 convention of the associaArden
Secretary M. J. O'Toole.
tion was held here.
F. Henry of the Celotex Co., Chicago,
is to talk on theater acoustics, while

MPTO

MEET

—

Dr. Lee DeForest will discuss the
talking picture. Appointment of committees and enrollment of delegates
also is on today's program. Tonight
a boat ride and barbecue is on the
exchangemen
as
schedule.
with

AWAIT B'WAY PREMIERES
(Continued from Page

said Kalmus, and these are being
augumented at the rate of one a week.

TIFFANY PRODUCTIONS,

INC.

Announce
That they have

in the course of production
a motion picture production entitled:

Planned by RCA-Photophone

—

Memphis
Arrangements
have
been made by RCA-Photophone to
furnish entertainment for the delegates to the M.P.T.O.A. convention.
In addition, the RKO-Orpheum here
will be placed at the disposal of the

convention by

RCA

Photophone

for

44

1)

Irene
production
featuring
Bordoni, which will have its premiere
at the Central, New York, Nov. 7.
Among the other productions enumerated
by Kalmus are; "Cotton
and Silk," "Footlights and Fools/|
Girl,"
"Glorifying
American
the
"Golden Dawn," "General Crack,"
"Pointed Heels," "Sally," "Show of
Shows," "Son of the Gods," 'Song
of the West," "The Vagabond King,"
"The Rogue Song," and "Under a
Texas Moon." At present there are
34 technicolor cameras in Hollywood,
tional

th'

minute news!

29, 1929

—10

11

24^
4954
554

LAST PRICE QUOTED

only talkin' hosts.
reporter, rfunnerstari
Entertainment tor M.P.T.O.
that grabs off the lot
est

85

110*4
95
27
75*4
14*4
30

state

I'm

30
15fi
20
181Vi
* 33*4
68

*ty»
25*6
30*4
264*4

definite-

that the facts therein contained are only tentative; and the
other was that the contract should
definitely state not only the titles of
the picture, but also the authors, the
stars, and the type of stories concerned in the contract.
ly

Fared on Big Board

Amer.

East.

Tuesday, October
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Lightman for Present System
P-F-L SEEKS
Jazz Heaven

=

=^By JACK ALICOATE
[T was a naive, cream puff

sort

Consolidated

Deal for 16 N. Y. Houses

in
Circuit

IS

Reported Passing to

.Warner Control
Warners

have
to
reached terms for acquisition of the
is

reported

of thing that Radio Pictures
and R-K-O offered for Broad- Consolidated Amusement Enterprises
ay approval last night at the chain of 16 theaters in New York.
Under the declared plan, the houses
rlobe Theater. At it's best, "Jazz
will be taken over at an early date.
leaven" is only mildly satisfying, Theaters of the chain are: Arena,
this Columbus, Fleetwood, Forum, Ideal,
.s a regular program release,
try Jerome, Luxor, Mount Eden, Mornto
but
by
get
about
ne should
ingside, Movies, Oxford, Times, TiBig
the
on
across
id put it
voli, Willis and York.
treet at $2.00 top is the height of
Lawrence Bolignino, Consolidated
ptimism. The story is as light as executive, declined comment on the
feather and obviously trite. John reported Warner deal. Albert Warlack Brown, a reasonably good ner referred inquiry to the theater
department,
Skouras
but
Spyros
rospect, does not measure up to could not be reached for a statement.
standard and if we did not
is
now that Sally O'Neil was capble of better things, we would say
le
'he

little

future in the talkers.

work of

old Joe Cawthorn is
is refreshingly funny,
all about the writing

had

Status of Reported Deal Expected to be Set
at Thursday Meeting of Board of Directors

—

Toronto Whether Paramount is to acquire control of the Famous
^layers-Canadian chain is expected to be indicated here following a meeting
Thursday of the board of directors of the Canadian firm. Negotiations for
the deal are said to have reached a stage where Paramount is making a sur-

Fox Continuing
Coast Expansion
West Coast Bur.

THE FILM DAILY
Fox West

San Francisco

—

planning acquisition of
a number of houses in this terDeal
ritory, it is understood.
for the Alexandria and Coliseum is reported closed, as are
the T. & D. and Golden States
chain acquisitions.

Coast

is

M.P.T.O.A. HEAD'S VIEWS
Memphis

—While

is

FUTURE

OVER

—

:

vey of the circuit's holdings, which
embrace principal cities of the Dominion.

While there is no confirmation of
the report, neither is there any denial.
The proposed deal, it is said, got
under way soon after Adolph Zukor
and I. Killam, voting trustees with
N. L. Nathanson, blocked the latter's
(Continued on Page 2)

FAMOUS-CANADIAN WRIT
HEARING SET FOR NOV.
Montreal

he

not particDlendid.
ularly pleased with the standard con'he story is
tract, arbitration or present methods
of doing business, he is satisfied to
ad selling of a song which we
abide by existing laws until a better
ear throughout the entire picture.
EXHIBITOR
alternative is offered, rather than to
it
;ven if the song was good,
create unrest by destructive criticism,
much,
ould not help the picture
Memphis Exhibitors are unable to M. A. Lightman, M.P.T.O.A. presiit the song is commonplace too. As combat the advance of mass financ- dent declared, in his speech welcom(Continued on Page 10)
modern talking picture it only rates ing and merged exhibition and prorerage, but as a progressive method duction, "the new order of the day,"
song plugging it should be the an- but "can make our advances coincide
ver to a song writer's prayer.
with the new order, change where it
may be necessary arid try to have
Pictures and The Market
Never in its history has this coun- situations meet up with justice and
/ witnessed such a terrific crash, equity to all concerned," R. F. Woodnounting to virtually a panic, as is hull, past president of the M.P.T.O.
{Continued on Page 11)
>w taking place in the stock market.
Drtunately the motion picture indusy is in a different position from
her basic industries in that, as a
INFLUENCE
hole, the theaters of the country
nnot be seriously affected by anyHope in the talking films as to
ing that may happen in Wall Street.
bring about a new- era in Mexico's
jr the investor, the earning power
our first line film companies is
Showing of optimistic pictures as public school system was placed by
different now than it was a month a means to counteract depression speakers yesterday at a luncheon
;o when their stocks were selling caused by the stock market slump given by Paramount for Dr. D. Ezemany cases at twice what they can was urged upon the industry by quiel Padilla, Mexican secretary of
bought for this morning. In our Mayor James J. Walker of New Education, at the Astor, New York.
linion, our best picture stocks offer York, in an address yesterday at the
Dr. Padilla, who was sent to this
safe an investment, at present Hotel Astor, New York, where 130 country by the Mexican government
(Continued on Page 2)
(.Continued on Page 10)
ices, as can be found in the country.

He

Bettered

FAMOUS^CANADIAN CONTROL?

Warners Reported
4

Till

1

—

Hearing on the petiof Famous Players Canadian
Corp. for an injunction to enjoin N.
L.
Nathanson and the Montreal
Trust Co. from selling a parcel of
land in thi4 city, alleged to have been
purchased^ by him in behalf of the
film concern, has been set for Nov.
1 in Practice Court here.
The petition asks that the property, purchas(Continued on Page 2)
tion

Arbitration Endorsed by Neb.
and Western Iowa Exhibitors

TALKERS SEEN BOON TO

SCREEN

URGED

TO CHECK DEPRESSION

>

:

MEXICAN SCHOOL SYSTEM

—

Omaha Arbitration here is continuing on an even keel following its
endorsement at the recent convention
of the Nebraska and western Iowa
unit.
The local board has regular
members, but as often as possible,
seeks to secure out-of-town exhibitors to serve, feeling that a general
understanding of the workings of the
board by exhibitors of the territory,
E.
makes for more co-operation.
Williams was reelected president of
the association at the recent meet-

C

H. F.
president,
secretary.
ing,

Kennedy was named

vice

and Esther M. Anderson

!

J

—zw*

DAILY

ULTHE HEWS

nOKHSF

TALKERS SEEN BOON TO

OE FAMOUS- CANADIAN MEXICAN SCHOOL SYSTEM
Mm

Cuts

S

(Continued from Page

1)

proposal to submit to stockholders a
Editor and Publisher plan to sell
the circuit to Gaumont
JOHN I *LtC0*TE
British, English firm.
At the time,
Nathanson resigned as managing diPuhlished daily except Saturday and holidays
The voting
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and rector of the circuit.
at
Film

and

Films

(1929) by Wid's
W. Alicoate, President,
Inc.
J.
Editor and Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau,
Secretary-Treasurer and General Manager;
EnCharles F. Hynes, Managing Editor.
tered as second class matter, May 21, 1918,
under
Y.,
York,
N.
at the post-office at New
Terms (Postage
the^act of March 3, 1879.
free) United States outside of Greater New
York $10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3
Subscribers
Foreign, $15.00.
months, $3.00.
Address all comshould rera.t with order.
copyright
Folks,

munications

to

THE

FILM DAILY,

1650

Phone Circle
Broadway, New York, N. Y.
4736-4737-4738-4739. Cable address: Filmday,
Ralph
Hollywood, California
New York.
VVilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
London— Ernest W. Fredman, The
6607.
St.,
Wardour
Renter, 89-91
Film
Berlin— Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
I.
Paris— P. A. Harle,
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
La Cinematographie Francaise, Rue de la
Cour-des-Noues, 19.

—
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phis.

Oct.

Just prior to the sake of international good-will, was
wrangle, Killam stated making a point of "correctly and symthat control was to remain in Can- pathetically portraying the life and
adian hands.
manners of nationals to our people."
If there is anything to be said on Lasky
asserted Dr. Padilla's visit
the report that Paramount is now marked "the first instance of a fornegotiating for control, "we will say eign government officially recognizit after the meeting here Thursday,"
ing the value of pictures in educaNathanson, who remains as a di- tion."
rector of the company, declared.
It
Dr. Padilla will make a talking
was reported here yesterday that S. picture at the Paramount Long IsR.
Kent,
general
manager, and land studio today which will be used
Ralph A. Kohn, treasurer, of Para- in schools throughout Mexico m an
mount, were slated to attend the di- effort to further the purpose of edurectors meeting.
cation in the republic.
Among those at the luncheon were
No plans for going to Toronto in O. R. Geyer,
foreign advertising and
connecaion with the reported Parapublicity manager, and E. E. Shauer,
mount-Famous
Players
Canadian general manager of the foreign
dedeal, have been made by S. R. Kent
partment of Paramount.
and Ralph A. Kohn, the latter stated
in New York yesterday.
interests.

Nathanson

20-Hour Day for
"Rio Rita" at Chicago

FAMOUS-CANADIAN WRIT

in
1

P.

convention

"The Trespasser"

of
Rialto.

the

Universal

2

O.

of Screen AdverAss'n at Detroit.

Opening

1

T.

Memphis.
Convention

tisers

Nov.

M.

Tri-state

31

adian

gram

at

begins all-western
Colony, N. Y.

50

400

77

300

pro-

Nov.

3

Premiere of "Condemned"
Selwyn, N. Y.

Nov.

7

Opening

Nov.

9

Actors' Equity Ball at Hotel Astor,

Nov.

12

of

"Paris"

at

at

20

25

do units
do com.
Skouras Bros
United Art
do pfd.

22

26

2

4

30
5

34
10

65

75

New York.
Dinner tendered to John Zanft at
Dinty Moores, N. Y., by Fox The-

ater executives.

Nov. 14

Projection

talk by William Canavan at Hotel Astor, New York.
Nov. 18-19 Annual fall convention of Texu
Unit at Dallas.
Nov. 19-20 Ninth Annual Ohio M.P.T.O.
Convention at Columbus.
Dec. 9-10
Meeting of North Carolina ex

—

hibitors' unit at Pinehurst.

"Condemned" Premiere Sunday
Ronald Colman's all-talker, "Condemned" will be presented by Samuel

Goldwyn

York, Nov.

3.

at

the

Selwyn,

New

Ann Harding

appears
leading fe-

of

The

greater portion of the Monhas already been secured
by Famous Players through purchases last February 13 and April
3.
There are two lots, however,
which are necessary as an entrance
to the proposed theater.
Famous
Players, it is pointed out in the petition, is ignorant of the cost of purchase of the lots and Nathanson and
the Montreal Trust are holding the
property.
Sir Herbert Holt, president of the Royal Bank and Montreal
Trust Co., has resigned as a director
treal

R-K-0 Net

site

Famous Players-Canadian.

i

Profit for

3rd Quarter $1,141,532
Net

of Radio-Keith-Orphsubsidiaries for the third
quarter ended Sept. 30, 1929, after
provisions for Federal taxes, is reported to be $1,141,532.26, according
to a report by Herman Zohbel, treasurer.
Net profits for the six months
ending June 30 was $694,564.60,
bringing the grand total for the nine
months' period after Federal taxes to
$1,637,899.99.
profits

eum and

^^iVqrailers
"We

were sceptical

at

first

about

type of service, but we wish to
advise that it is very satisfactory and
is going over very well with our audiences."
this

—Sterling
Seattle,

Chain Theatres, Inc.

Wash,

"WE NEVER DISAPPOINT*

Let Us Solve Your Problems
Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

•LAST PRICE QUOTED

Available

years of varied experience in the
film
industry with Producers, Distributors, and Exhibitors in U.
S.,
Canada and Europe.

Stebbins,

12

Box K-173,

c-o

Film

[ROHIOWFIIH

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Accountant-Executive

1540

B'WAY

Leterman
& Gates
INCORPORATED

N.Y.C.

telephone bryant 3040

INCORPORATED
220 WEST 42 N-D STREET

NEW YORK

Phone: WISconsin 6876

Daily

New York

City

the

CentriJ,

102

Roxy "A"

at

"Rio Rita" in Chicago opposite Colman in the
male role. Wesley Ruggles directed,
last Saturday led the management of
Dudley Digges had charge of diathe RKO Woods to add an extra
HEARING SET FOR NOV. 1 past
midnight performance to acHornblow, Jr., in New York
commodate the crowds that lined the
Arthur Hornblow, Jr., production
(Continued from Page 1)
sidewalk as early as 1 A. M.
The executive
ed by Nathanson while he was manfor Samuel Goldwyn, has
house operated continuously for 20
aging director of the company for the
arrived in New York today with the
hours.
At this time when the midpurpose of building a new theater
master negative of "Condemned."
night show ended 600 persons were
and turned over to the Montreal
waiting to be admitted, necessitating
Trust to be held for the picture comanother show, which wound up at
pany, be kept from passing into other
3:40 Sunday morning.
Very Satisfactory!

Draw

BID ASKED

1650 Broadway

Second day of Annual M.P.T.O.a'
meeting at Peabody Hotel, Mem'.

Nov.

OVER THE COUNTER

Now

day of Michigan M.P.T.O.
10th annual convention at Detroit!

Oct. 31-Nov.

of

77

Last

hands.

70
20

20

*Loew do

do

3,400

Today:

Other speakers were Will H. Hays
trustees were named when Paramount and Jesse Lasky.
The former said
sold its holdings in the chain to Can- that the American industry for the

Close Sales

29^
15H

(Continued from Page 1)
to study the value of talking pictures
in education, said that Mexico had
decided to adopt audible films as an
aid in building up its civilization.

30, 1929

The Industry's
Date Book

ALL THE TIMg
1

Wednesday, Oct 30. 1929

ViL L Ni. 26

SEEKS CONTROL

P-f-L

Wednesday, October

ALLAN A.LOWNES. CEN.MCR.

CLOCK THE LAUGHS!

HERE'S SOMETHING TO CHEER ABOUT!
In

an era

of great entertainments,

Metro-Qoldwyn'Mayer has made

the

greatest natural audience hit of all!

MORE LAUGHS! MORE SONG HITS!
MORE THRILLS THAN IN ANY TALKIE
THUS FAR! TELL THE FOLKS NOW!

SO THIS IS
COLLEGE
ELLIOTT

NUGENT—ROBERT MONTGOMERY—CLIFF EDWARDS— SALLY STARR

Screen Play by Al Boasberg and Delmar Daves

—Dialogue by Joe Farnham and Al Boasbe

rg.

Directed by

SAM WOOD.

METR0-G0LDWY7«*V1AYER
SMASH WEEK
MORE
BOX-OFFICE JOY! "MARIANNE" (Marion Daisies) 2nd

AT CAPITOL, N.Y. EXTENDED RUNS EVERYWHERE! M-G-M, THE HIT MAKER!

:

.

DAILY

Timely Topics

e—
—
Digest of
Current Opinion

1HAVE

yet to discover any
person, adult or juvenile, who,
"real
.if given a choice between a
show" and a talkie, with the matter of expense omitted, would not
give preference to the former. I
believe that this is a constant
factor in

human psychology: we

will favor the substance over the

shadow, the actual over the
image, whenever possible. This
one point, it seems to me, guarsurvival
drama's
the
antees
against the tremendous competition of the talkies.
Charles Collins in

"The Chicagoan"
*

to Let
Novelty Rule Choice of Films
are not gloomy about future films being attractive,
but what is becoming apparent
is the difficult position in which
some exhibitors may find themselves if they proceed with future bookings upon the basis of
Note
value.
novelty
present
should be taken, therefore, of any

pETUNIA,

WE

indications as to the departure
of this novelty value, for there
is a very wide difference between
that value and the entertainment
value of some of the talkies

team in its game Nov. 16 with Chicago
Carl E. Milliken was honor guest last week of the
Atlanta Better Films Committee
At the Denver Pathe
exchange they're featuring a painting of Les Weir, popular
western sales head for Pathe. Howard Butler, Denver manager,
framed the pitchur, for the Weir playdate drive starting Nov. 2.

And

ing.

George Bernard Shaw

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

William Le Baron' resigns as man
aging editor of Collier's to become
*

*

football

one about the riveter
because his co-worker hummed all day
then

there's

the

who

quit

Gloria Swanson is to be hostess to 50 guests at the Rialto,
N. Y. Friday opening of "The Trespasser." The star is giving
a series of dinner parties, prior to her return to the Coast

Film.

*

L. J. Selznick forms co-operative
exhibitors plan under name of National Picture Theaters, Inc.

the

gal in some-

little

body's fillum inspection room
729 Seventh Ave., writes in:
Phil.

that your

Is

latest

picture at

Do you

kolyum?

the top of the

in

"Dear
al-

ways wear a high hat? Is that a
cigar or a torch you are carrying in
your right hand?
And where are'
you going in such a hurry?
*

*

We

*

knew we'd have

answer

to

those questions sooner or later. And
we knew they'd come from a female,

So

answer them

we'll try to

1.

No.

ture.

This

is

not our latest pic-

was taken

It

NUMBER

in Childs'

Colum-

restaurant many years"
ago, where we could be found every
evening in our college days.

bus

Circle

j

That isn't a high hat.
It's a
empty dishes. In those days
we were a waiter, working our way
2.

pile of

through

collitch.

That

isn't a cigar or a torch
we're carrying. It's an unused buckwheat cake still hot off the griddle,
which one of our fussy chorus boy
customers was sending back because
it
was burned so brown it didn't
3.

match

his

Oh, dear, when we

tie.

and always

80

MANY HAPPY RETURNS

with the
4.

Industry
Statistics
By JAMES
Statistical

P.

Editor,

You

left

Mur—ad

The Film Daily

including
Latin
countries and, the United States
have 53 seats per 1,000 persons, the highest average of
any of the world's five great
Asia, with
territorial divisions.
population of 995,000,000,
its
boasts of the lowest seating
considerably
average, having
less than one seat per 1,000 inAustralia has 44 for
habitants.
every 1,000, Europe 20, Africa,
Combined picture theater
1.5.
capacity for the entire world is
placed at 21,150,000, for 1,793,000,000 people or an average
of 10.5 seats per 1,000.

phone number

where are we

ask, Petunia,

CUNNINGHAM

Americas —
THE
Canada, Mexico,

their

tip.

going? Well, where would a Childs'
waiter with a pile of dirty dishes on
his head be going, To an after dansant?
Or a conference with our
broker?
Don't be silly, Petunia.

aSk, \

// you

October 30

tell

.

your wife you are

go-

ing to work late at the office, and
she phones the office and finds you
are still there, be noyichalant light
a Murad and signal the girl alongside you to quit laughing.

—

all

—

Best
tions

wishes and congratulaare extended by

THE

FILM DAILY
ing

members

who today

to the follow-

of the industry,

are celebrating their

birthday

Sue Carol
George Gray
Jasper K. Blystone

i

in order:

think of the trouble we used to have
with those temperamental chorus
boys.
But they were good tippers,

came along

International

Dame

Move

actor rushed in
and, on the whole, was found to
be a failure, for although he
knows technically how to move
he knows next to nothing about
For the new medium
the voice.
we shall have to breed a race of
talkie actors who have mastered
the technique of moving and talk-

editor for

favorite lullaby of "Buy, Baby, Buy," has been changed
Sally O'Neil will be mascot of
"Sell Everything."

the Notre

80
Talkers Need School of
Actors Who Can Talk and
talkies

J.

Seven
Lois Moran is to leave next week for Yurrop
thousand extras being used in First National's "The Song of
Leslie Whalen,
the Flame," have real beards, oh yeh?
sales promotion expert for Harold Lloyd, is flying around literHe's beally these days in putting over "Welcome Danger."
coming a regular customer of aviation lines in making his jumps
around this continent.
Les is the chap who turned out that
crack press book on "Welcome Danger."

*

the
WHEN
the movie

J.

has decided, and has accepted the unanimous election to presidency of the Cleveland unit, only on condition that
Despite her youth,
he be relieved of the job next year
Clare
Jeanette MacDonald has had a long stage career
San
Foley, popular former secretary of the Omaha and
Francisco Film Boards, is to be married in January to a Bostonian
Joseph Reddy has returned to Hollywood from
Noo Yawk, where he attended premiere of "Welcome Danger."

which have already appeared.
"The Cinematograph Times"
(London)
*

to serve exhibitors of his city,

* Harwood

to

DALY

By PHIL M.

The

Warns Showmen Not

*

THAT

Phil M. Daly, Jr.

*

*

THAT'S

with

IT'IVE terms are enough

30, 1929

AND

Along The Rialto

A

Actors in the Flesh Seen
Superior to Talkers

Wednesday, October

THEIR
FIRST

JOBS
TED SCHLANGER
booker Universal in 1920

To our
Customers and Friends

W

e desire to express our gratitutle

for all the kind messages that

have

eoine to us since the destruction of

one of our Hollywood plants.

The many offers of cooperation
from those in the industry whose
experience enables them to appreciate
the risk which

much

we

assume, have done

to assure us that they

are shar-

ing a responsibility with us which

we

genuinely appreciate.

We are thankful that the many safeguards, provided and employed, contributed so effectively to the protection
of

our customers 9 property.

Consolidated Service will be maintained.

CONSOLIDATED FILM INDUSTRIES, INC.
~"^W
HOLLYWOOD
NEW YORK

THEIRIf
bring

smash
of th
Never in thi
been such
I

MAR
in their hilarioui

HAPPY?

AND HOW! — Here's

the reason

//

TAMIN

TELEGRAM FROM CLEVELAND

Adapted and
directed by

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION

NEW YORK,

SAM TAYLOR

N. Y.

WORLD PREMIERE OF
IN
AND
[REW AN WE
lATTO^
STOP CROWDS FLOCKED TO THEATRE AND
THEATRE WITH LAUGHTFi HAVE PACKED THE STILLMAN DAILY SINCE OPENING STOP NEWSPAPERS ACCLAIM

STILLMANS

I

<

H
fRY STOP ITS BOX OFFICE
EVERY INCH OF IT—CONGRATULATIONS
IT

f

HOWARD

PRICE

KINGSMORE

City Manager Loew Theatres

I

FIRST
>ut all

TOGETHER
Cleveland and

every existing record
itillman Theatre
any

has there
:eption or such an outpouring of people to see
picture as followed the opening of
>tory of this theatre, or

other,

IGKFORD and
S FAIRBANKS
ptation of Shakespeare's

comedy

THE

SHREW

//

NOW!
By Box-Office Facts, The
greatest attraction for Big
Business — being offered to
exhibitors.

NITED ARTISTS
ii

promised you
sensation and you sure Got It

w

TALKIE'MAKING
TL
Ine
The

:^ j.U^ C: A U! A
17:*.*
rirst
in the rield:
J.

epic story of

producer makes

And What a

how

Ginsberg, the old-time

his first talking picture.

time he has!

^

Box Office Natural
Fo r immediate booking

;

1

THE

DAILY

10

Short Shots from

M.

ARTHUR

W. £DPK«_^.

ELIZABETH MEYER

arranged

A. Head Gives

Views at Memphis Convention

New York Studios
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Memphis

Painting a glowing picture of the
Lightman said that "the very
stage and screen, is now composing people who years ago critized the
music in this great big town. At the motion picture, today seek it as an
Coast she played the feminine lead ally. The church has utilized it for
in the stage production, "R. U. R." religious purposes and schools are
using it to further education.
The

makeup

First comerawork for Columbia at
the Victor plant, Camden, is being

done by Buddy Harris and Charles
Harten.

Pierre

Collinge

is

writing

R. F. Woodhull,

the

who

recently re-

French version of "The Big Pond," signed as president, and now is vice
which Paramount will make at As- president of General Talking Pictoria with Maurice Chevalier star- tures, called upon preservation of the
red. Collinge,

who has written nu- independent

in

the

production,

dis-

merous screen successes, recently ar- tribution, exhibition and sound reproducing field.
rived from the Coast.
"The threat of years ago in the

M-G-M

Transfers Louis Freiberg
Cleveland Louis Freiberg former

M-G-M

—

office

manager

Detroit,
has been transferred to Cleveland as
in

manager, succeeding Howard
Roth. Solly Gottlieb assistant booker at the Cleveland exchange, goes
to Detroit as head booker.
office

is subordinate.
The ZukKatzes and Loew's are forgotten.
I see the industry going to the electrics.
If there is an independent in
the business, whether producer, exhibitor, or equipment manufacturer,
he should be kept in business."

big chains
ors,

Sound-on-Discs Days Limited

Reward for Arrest of Vandals
Cleveland In an effort to stop the De Forest Tells M.P.T.O.A.
vandalism that has caused approxiMemphis Days of sound-on-discs
mately $10,000 damages to Cleveland are numbered and this method will
motion picture theater owners by soon become obsolete, is the opinion
stench-bombs and fires believed to of Dr. Lee De Forest, inventor of
be of incendiary origin, the American Phonofilm sound recording apparatus,
Plan Ass'n is offering a reward for in a speech before the M.P.T.O.A.
the arrest and conviction of any of- gathering here yesterday.
Dr. De
fender.
Forest briefly outlined the fundamental differences in the various

—

—
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wote PENNA.R.R STATION

1200 Rooms
Bath and

tions

devices

at

yesterday's

and answered

ques-

on the

subject.
"Theater owners of America," said
De Forest, "you have responded with
rity,
a
whole hearted enthusiasm to

—

summons

Dr.
alac-

the

of the talking picture
in a stupendous wave of recognition which, based on
the limited interest which was shown from
1923 to 1926, has completely astounded this
pioneer.
"Never in the history of any industry has
a similar upheaval been witnessed.
That your

industry could undergo this major operation
with no signs of suspended animation bespeaks
eloquently
the
fundamental sound
condition of that industry
and its basic
prosperity.

"It is time now for calm consideration
consideration of the path traversed so hastily,
and of the lessons which have cost you or
your friends and competitors dearly.
First
realize that no sound equipment, at whatever
price, can overcome bad acoustics in your
theater.
These must be properly remedied or
all your sound investment will be wasted, and
your patrons driven elsewhere.
But with
good acoustics achieved your «ound equipment, carefully designed by experienced engineers, properly installed and protected by
basic patents, should not impose on you a
burdensome cost.
The highest priced is by
no means' necessarily the best, based on actual
results obtained.
It has today been abundantly demonstrated that naturalness of sound reproduction, a minimum of service troubles
and outlay, can be obtained with a reasonable cost.

"Simplicity in installation and operation,
combined with the maximum of realism in
sound reproduction, with intelligent control
of volume and pitch quality in accordance
with the audience actually in your theater,
and with the scene actually showing these
are the essential elements which alone can
bring satisfaction to you and your patrons."

—

Kill

3°° UP

There was a big hand for Western
equipment at the opening

Electric
session

when Columbia's

"Skeleton

Dance" was shown.
"Hizzoner Jimmy" Walker, New
York's mayor and former counsel of
the M.P.T.O.A., was given the gang's
well-wishes in his campaign for re-'*
election as mayor of New Y&rk.
President Lightman despatched oj
telegram of best wishes.
Charlie Pettijohn of the Hays or-«
ganization is keeping up his conven
tion record by attendance at this session.

Among

the

early

arrivals

were

"Mike" Comerfvrd, "Bill" Cadoret,
Eddie Eschmann, Ed Fay, Pat
"Pete"
O'Toole,
Garyn,
"Mike"
"Woodhull, Arthur S. Friend, Jay
Emanuel and Walter Eberhardt.
Frank Rembusch got
He's here with Arthur

in yesterday.
S.

Friend

to

outline his new co-operative distributing organization.

The short subject is to get a
break during the convention, a number of them slated to be screened.

No reason so far to change our
original prediction that the slate of
There may
officers will be reelected.
be a few changes on the board of'
directors, that's all.

SCREEN INFLUENCE URGED

TO CHECK DEPRESSION Films Using

—

Buffalo With
the
Maxine and
Capitol here ready to be taken over
by Fox, the company is sewing up a
number of the stragetic points. The
company controls the Strand and
Cataract, Niagara Falls and now is
dickering for the Bellevue giving it
control of the first run situation in
that town.
In addition the Fox interests also secured a number of
houses in small towns in this territory with the purchase of the Schine

publications,

Linguists to

Meet Foreign Competition

W. Brown to Address AMPA'S
James Wright Brown, President of
the New York Advertising Club and
Editor of "Editor and Publisher,"
"The Space Buyers Guide" and other

Gen. Mgr.

ROOM «» BATH

sound

AT

J.

Servidor
ERNEST G.

declared
meeting.
A.,

There was a boat ride and barbe-\
cue last night, the exchange managers playing host. And how some
of the boys did enjoy eating at the
expense of the exchangemen.

:

FOX THEATER EXPANSION

circuit.

each with

MPTOA

Sidelights on
Meeting at Memphis

under way in this southern city.'
Fred Desberg, Cleveland, is expected
to be one of the chief speakers to
tackle this important problem.

A., Eli Whitney Collins, former president of the M.P.T.O.

{

GOVERNOR
GlNTON

v

screen and large-size pictures are to be among highlights of the annual pow-wow now

to

'NEWYORKo«rf

1929

WIDE

Most important

developments of the last
year has been the series of conferences for the relief of the
little fellows, who would not
be in business today but for
the influence of the M.P.T.O

future,

motion picture is singularly free from
scandal.
The newsreels, accepted as
the newspaper of the nation, have
never handled a salacious item."

—

of

unit."

Dalton, ivho has worn
at the Coast, both on the

30,

(Continued from Page 1)

ing 300 exhibitors to the tenth annual convention of the association.
The meetings continue today and tomorrow, with election of officers and

the entertainment program which
pleased 'em at the luncheon given by
the Mozart Society at the Astor re- banquet slated tomorrow.
"Just around the corner" Lightman
cently in honor of Mayor Jimmy
Walker.
Through Paramount she said, "is the greatest industry oppresented "Fast Company" and a portunity in the world if exhibitors
will forget politics and work as a
newsreel.

Grace

Wednesday, October

will address

members tomorrow at
Paramount in New York.

the
the

Ampa
Hotel

THE FILM DAILY'
Linguists capable of.
Washington
members of the industry's "Reelect
making the lip movements for EngWalker" committee, met to pledge lish words coincide with those of
him support in the election campaign. foreign tongues are being employed
The mayor questions the advisabil- by producers in this country tol*
counteract European competition in
ity of showing shorts or newsreels
Washington Bureau of

(Continued from Page 1)

—

I

•

:J_

the audible film market states N. D.
Golden, assistant chief of the M. PJi
Division of the Dept. of Commerce.
This method, according to Golden,L
makes it possible to produce pictures!*
i

calling attention to the market's fluctuation, pointing out that

many

pat-

rons will seek to divert their atten-

from the situation by means of
theater attendance. Pictures, he says
are the most powerful agency known
Musical ento promote happiness.
tertainment for the testimonial dinner was provided by a portable RCAresoluPhotophone reproducer.
tion wishing the mayor success in
the campaign was received from the
tion

:

|:

in any number of languages for thefr
foreign trade, and solves one of the
most vexing problems forced upon
American producers by talking pic-L
1

tures.

A

M.P.T.O.A. convention
at the luncheon.

at

Burt King Succeeds E. C. Leeves i.
Stamford. Tex.— Burt King of this
Memphis city succeeds E. C. Leeves as Texas*,
representative of

RCA.

2GH
Wednesday, October

Today at

the M.P.T.O.A. Convention

N-E-W-S 0-F T-H-E D-A-Y

BUSINESS SESSION

delegates.
Report of committee on credentials and seating of
Reports of special committees.
Reports of committee on constitutional amendments.
Report of committee on labor relations.
Report of committee on contractual relations.
Address— "Sound and Its Value to the Motion Picture Theater, by
E A. Eschmann, Electrical Research Products, Inc.
Film to the
Address "The Acoustical Problem of Adaptmg Sound
Average Theater," by James Parkinson, Johns-Manville Corp.
Address— "Independent Theaters," by M. E. Comerford, Scranton, Pa.
Action on committee reports and other recommendations.
Banquet and dance R. F. Woodhull, toastmaster.

11 a.m.

2 D m.

BIRMINGHAM— Robert
has succeeded
as

declared in his report to the

con

ention. here yesterday.
"I have always believed and still
)elieve," he said, "that in our busiless as well as in other lines, there
intervill be substantial independent

may change in personnel
many other ways, but the in-

This

.nd in

lependent phase will always remain
o a greater or less degree through>ut the entire fabric of our business.'
fhe future of the independent exhibitor, he said, is the question uppernost in the minds of exhibitors in
sections.

11

very difficult to harness an idea and
of other
:eep it in a given spot when dozens
purleas may come along to serve kindred
After all, our business is based on
>oses.
naking the idea take tangible shape in story,
ound and talk in the theaters.
"It

is

much

know

that at
the
his convention some of the big leaders in
ndustry are here to tell you about the present
for
ituation, and what the future has in store
This is the natural procedure, as
of us.
11
mental
.ur business is surely susceptible to
neasurement and understanding to the end

"It pleases

me

very

to

rehat we can form very definite conclusions
reasonable
rarding the present, and with
afety approach the future.
"Fundamentally this industry is one unit
vhen considered among the bigger American
In its separated relation however
nterprises.
several
like other industries with its
is
t
omponent parts. But each are so intimate-

without my related that one cannot move
in
luencing the interests of the other. Hence
organizaaring for the interests of exhibitor
take into
ion we have always endeavored to
iccount the welfare of the whole industry.

"Experience has taught us that differences
to make
ind quarrels are costly and we aimed
The Motion P' ct " re
mr interests mutual.
that
Theater Owners of America has occupied
been
ogical premise for several years and has
immeasurable service
ible as a result to give
benefit to all
o the exhibitor and re'ative
Since the Toronto con>arts of the industry.
with mtention this work was carried on
advances
:reased vigor and several substantial
lave

been recorded.

changes in theater ownerships
system
the raoid extension of the chain
some exlas created new problems, and to
It is the new day in
ent set aside others.
make
he business. If we move right we can
Mass financing and merged
t the better day.
the
of
•xhibition and production is the order
are not able to combat any such
lav.
idvance as it is distinctly an American^ busiin all
less practice now generally accepted
But we can make our
>ther lines of effort.
idvances coincide with the new order, change
vhere it may be necessary and try to have
ituations meet up with justice and equity to

The many

ind

We

ill

C. Frost

Branham

Charles G.

of the
theaters.

the French censor.

AUCKLAND,

N. Z.—Tel Henkel,
conductor,
and
Fred
Scholl, organist at the Capitol, Syd-

Alabama, Strand personality
ney,

(Continued from Page

ests.

manager

and Galax

Woodhull is Optimistic Over
Future of Theater Owner
V.,

Padowkine, has been turned down by

United States

—

6:30 p.m.

n

DAILY

30, 1929

concerned.

"I realize that these statements are general.
'
Jut the process outlined can be made work
ible in its application and every effort should
le exerted to that end.
the new practices, the introduction
if
the ta'king picture, the chain advancement
nd centralized management of theaters seemed
o unduly inflict a hardship on any exhibitor,
found
ve soueht to remedy the complaint.
hat this could best be done by haying the
vhole situation considered by accredited rep-

"Where

We

1)

Hence our conresentatives of both sides.
ference in New York last July with the managers of the distributing companies.
found these men entirely disposed to be mutual
in their relations and finally did arrive at the
definite conclusion that where talking picture
contracts were oppressive to the smaller exhibitor the adjustments should in all cases be
made downward until their individual problems were solved or nearly so.
wanted to
make it possible for the independent theater

We

We

owner

to remain in business and make money
know in a general way we succeeded.
"Your very efficient national president, M.

and

I

A. Lightman is chairman of the exhibitors
division of this conference.
Sidney R. Kent
of Paramount-Famous-Lasky Corp., is chairman of the distributors section. Both men
will make detailed reports to this convention
on the conference. I want to commend them
and others who took part for their patient

TOCCOA, GA.— The
slight
in

damage when

Star suffered

film caught fire

for

been engaged
opens here in

December.

the projection room.

SEATTLE— Clarence

Australia, have
the Civic, which

PARIS—

Levy

has

been appointed manager of the recently opened General Talking Pictures Corp. service and part station

The Palais des Fetes de
Paris has been converted to talking
Gaumont-Petersen-Poul-

pictures.

sen equipment has been used.

SAN LUCAR, SPAIN— Audience

here.

a theater here were alarmed by
the cry of fire and stampeded for the
exit causing injury to 20 persons.
in

PITTSBURGH— General

Talking

Pictures Corp. service and parts station has been opened here under direction of W. D. Alter.

BUTTE—J.

HAVANA— Due

to

patriotic

mo-

Representative Gabriel Ariza,
being urged to introduce a bill at

tives,
is

Matt Skorey, Univer- the coming session of the Cuban
sal Montana manager, is able to get
Legislature prohibiting the exhibition
about again having been two weeks
in Cuba of English speaking motion

in a local hospital due to an attack
of appendicitis.

RATON,

N.

M.— Work

pictures,

is

it

reported here.

New

has been

York

Irving Dieehen, formerly connected
resumed on the new theater building
and painstaking efforts.
They were in ses- being erected here by
Paramount Ad. Sales
with
the
Dr.
L.
A.
Hubsions several days and gave to the situation
Dep't in the New York Exchange,
the very best thought possible and with a bard and Tom F. Murphy.
now is in charge of the poster room
sincere desire to solve the problems presented."
CITY, FLA.— Mrs. L. S. for Fox, under supervision of Harry
Others in the convention will also make Churchill and Julia Mabel
Sears have H. Buxbaum.
reports covering much of the detail of the
national organization work.
My statement bought the Colonial from Mr. SwinLawrence Tibbett and Katherine

DADE

is just to give you a general outline of
what has been done with a view to inspiring
you to renewed effort on behalf of the theater
owners, and the whole industry. There is no
occasion for inaction now, and I know there

here

ney.

RICHLAND CENTER, WIS.—

Dale Owen, principals of "The Rogue
Song," are in N. Y. from the Coast.

Richland has been reopened for SunJames Carrier has resigned as mannever need be anything but real OPTIMISM. day shows by Jacob Eskins in spite
director of the Colony, N. Y.,
aging
We are subject to evolutionary changes. of efforts to close the house on the
understood to be on his way
is
and
There is nothing which affects any other business in this country which will not affect Sabbath.
Sidney Davidson, forto the coast.

We

ours.
are in a position to take advantage
of everything, and we are immune from nothing.

Therefore, OPTIMISM is the real word in
speaking of the present and the future of this
industry.
I have an abiding faith in the
integrity and problem-solving ability of a
majority of those who are connected with it
all
the way down the line, and in passing
from the exhibitor division into another part
of the business, I carry with me, I hope, the
good will of all of my former associates in
organization work, and I assure them that
they have my very best wishes all of the
time for ultimate success and contentment
in whatever they undertake.
Above all, may our friendship continue

merly of the home office exploitation
department, has been appointed managing director. Robert A. Newkirk,
PARIS— For the fourth time "Mo- who is house manager, will continue
ther," the Russian film directed by under Davidson's direction.

Foreign

Van Praag Goes to Memphis
To Represent Carl Laemmle

No

M. Van Praag, general sales manager for the Universal Pictures Corporation, will arrive in

Memphis

to-

Carl Laemmle's representative at the national convention of the
M. P. T. O. A. Mr. Laemmle was
invited to be present, but he had just
arrived in California from the East
and found it impossible to rush back
so soon.

day as

Murphy, Arlington Mgr., Dead
William MurArlington, Mass.

—

phy, assistant treasurer of the Tremont, is dead at the Deaconness hospital, after a two week's illness. Murphy was 39 years of age and is survived by a widow.

??*%,

&<$%

Charge!

This charming hotel surrounded by green lawns
and sun porches is the only Hotel in Atlantic City
serving breakfast in your room without charge.
The bedrooms are built for comfort;
each with its own private bath, large
closets, modern furnishings, bridge and
-»a.
reading lamps and three or more win•-£
dows to the room. Everything is cozy

&%

and homelike.
Chas. A. Berry

H. L. Fiarbairn

Owner

Manager

— CONTINENTAL PLAN —

WILLIAM BOYD
IN

FIRST

AND

with

Dorothy

by Jack Jungmeyer
jmeyer and
a>
by Gregory LaCava.

seen William
"Dress Parade."

Boyd, the West

And Boyd,

in

You've

the Marine,

comes Boyd, the

of

kind ever essayed by this

types with a

comedy

There's dash, color,

Boyd
Cavalry and
latest

Cadet

James Gleason.
Assocociate

Directed and adapted
Producer
Ralph Block.

—

in

"The Leatherneck."

Now
its

Point

Sebastian

U. S.

Cavalryman, the greatest role
virile

interpreter of

he-man

touch.

thrills,

and

hair-raising action

in this

picture with the romantic color of the U. S.
history of Fort Riley as

background.

ALL MUSIC-ALL SOUND-ALL DIALOGUE

PATHE

FOR

THE

FIRST

TIME

COLOR and SOUND

IN

PICTURES

have been combined

successfully in outdoor scenes.

full regiments of cavalry and two
mounted bands in action a spectacle that

Two

—

will give any audience a thrill!
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Famous Canadian Board May Act on P.F.-L Deal

"ADJUSTMENTS^ REPORTEJTjJADE

3,800

Columbia Graphophone - Paramount Deal Set
No Comment

Qood Faith

Report Absorption Plan

-and Other Thoughts
By JACK A LI CO ATE

=

WE

"In

have always found Sid

shooters
Yesterday he sent
he following message to exhibiors gathered in Memphis "I beieve that the test of the good faith
•f
the entire industry will be its
reatment of the small town exhibiBig
or in the years to come."
nen do not make such statements
iut in the open unless they believe
hem.
are of the opinion that
f we had more Sid Kents in the
business we would have less petty
squarest

We

Mercy Me

A

certain

young man named Rich-

Watts,

Jr.,

who

carries a
draws a salary

cane

from
nd presumably
lat splendid newspaper, "The New
ork Herald Tribune" for writing a
olumn about motion pictures has

ame

to the definite and unalterable
anclusion that he detests all motion
icture shorts.
This is not merely
earsay for he comes right out in
le open and says so in the abovelentioned splendid newspaper, "The

We

ew York Herald Tribune."
re

at

a

loss

to

know

just

what

lould be done about the matter. It
not unlikely that a full meeting of
1
short subject producers will be
:ld at the office of J. P. Morgan
two fifteen this afternoon to take
hatever action necessary to alleate the situation
.

Just Rambling
"Sweetie" at the Paramount
at its

name

implies

— Now

is

all

that the

—

C.

with Paramount is nearing
completion and will be announced
soon.
When he arrived in New

pany

York early this month, Sterling denied that any deal with Paramount
is
under way or in prospect.
The
British firm is parent company of
the American firm and has subsidiaries or affiliated companies in a
number of countries.

—
—

is

Memphis Stating his belief that the "test of the good faith of the entire
industry will be its treatment of the small town exhibitor in the years to
come," S. R. Kent, in a letter read at the M.P.T.O. A. convention here, reported that 3,800 adjustments, running up to about $1,300,000 have been

Grosses Hold Up
Patronage in seven of the
weekly change houses along
Broadway was unaffected by
the stock market crash. A survey by THE FILM DAILY
reveals that in some cases attendance at the beginning of
the week showed an increase
over that of last week.

made by distributors.
The figures, he said,

are from four
weeks in arrears, with figures
companies still missing. Kent,
who is chairman of the distributor

to six
of two

(Continued

TORONTO MEETING TODAY

on

Page 8)

SLATE PRACTICALLY SET

FOR M.P.T.O.A. ELECTION
Memphis

— Reelection

Lightman as

of
M. A.
president, as well as re-

of other officers, with exception of Harry Marx, as one of the
vice presidents, is expected at closing
Toronto Future of the Famous
session of the M.P "\O.A. convenPlayers Canadian chain is expected
(Continued on rage 9)
to be principal topic of discussion at
the meeting here today of directors.
Fight
Paramount's reported plan to absorb
Bill
the Canadian firm, in which it sold
YEAR,
Memphis— Activities of the M.P.
its holdings a number of months ago,
Net of Loew's and subsidiaries for is slated for consideration. Director T.O.A. during the past year were rethe year ended Aug. 31 totaled ap- N. L. Nathanson, has declared that viewed in a report submitted at yesterday's session of its tenth annual
proximately
all any statement, if any, would be made
after
$12,000,000,
(Continued on Page 10)
(Continued on Page 9)
charges, depreciation and provision
for income taxes, according to a pre9
liminary report by the company. The
complete report is to be ready next
week.
This compares with $8,568,-

LOEWS NET

election

$12,000,000

M.P.T.O.A
Brookhart

COMPANY SAYS

FOR

(Continued on Page

ALE 48 FILMS ON

10)

NEW EOX

Side Agreement Admitted
in N.Y. Arbitration Case

Admittance in evidence of a side
agreement not embodied in the contract exempted Sam Cocalis from two
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY of seven contracts in a case brought
Hollywood All 48 pictures on the by Ufa Eastern Distributors, in an

SCHEDULE READY MARCH

1

—

1929-30

Fox schedule

on
Reviewed

Paramount -'U Wisconsin Deal
Reported; Denied by Cochrane
There is nothing to report
that Paramount is dickering
for the Universal holdings in
Wisconsin,

company
Milwaukee
in this

R.

H.

Cochrane,

vice president, states.

— Obtaining

Fox stronghold

is

a foothold
the purpose

are slated to be arbitration case yesterday.
The ex- of reported negotiations under way
change was awarded a verdict of
by Paramount for acquisition of the
$225 on the five other contracts concerned. The exhibitor contended that Universal theaters in this territory.
the pictures at issue were contracted The houses include the Alhambra,
for on stipulation that prior con- Downer, Venetian, State, Lake, Ritracts were to be cancelled, but the viera, Juneau, and Kosciuszko, Milexchange claimed this applied to only waukee and theaters at Sheboygan,
two of the seven contracts at issue. Racine, Kenosha and Madison.

completed by March 1. Of the number, 22 are completed and seven are
in preparation.
The remaining films
Others are gone forever
fain
ave you ordered your Xmas cards on the list are to get under way
This places the production
Dick Rowland is the greatest soon.
:t?
forces, headed by Winfield R. Sheeort in or out of the picture biz
ydee Williams is making a lot of han, vice president and general manager, considerably ahead of schedule.
(Continued on Page 2)
over we will be able
find some executives at their desks

arket flurry

Kent Says $1,300,000 Has Been Saved Theater
Owners in Statement to M.P.T.O. Convention

—

quabbles.

rd

Bag"

Sterling, chairman
of the board of directors of Columbia Graphophone, Ltd., declines to
talk on the matter, report is persistent that a merger of the com-

While Louis

Kent of Paramount one

of the
n the industry.

Available on

—
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speeches in London Louella Parsons
is galloping around N. Y. for a few
days Now that all the shootin' is
over it's about time that Allied and

—

Hays

the

down and find
about The most

outfit

sit

—

out what it's all
important thing in this industry today is proper sound reproduction

Understand some of the boys on the
Coast were all sliced up in the crash

—-An

optimist

a

is

member

of

Hold Charitable Dance
Aron

Morris

(Continued from Page 1)

Price 5 Cents

1929

the

for
Crippled Children, Inc., will celebrate its 25 anniversary with a dinner, dance and entertainment, under
auspices of the Men's League, at the

Hotel Astor,

The

New

York, Nov.

—

—

speaking terms with your broker?

Last day of Annual M.P.T.O.A.
meeting at Peabody Hotel, Mem-

2.

order to increase funds of
organization
the
which is non-sectarian, and which, in
addition to giving treatment to crippled children in Post Graduate Hospital and eight public schools, is sending expert nurses to care for children
confined to their homes. Also a free
dental clinic is maintained at Gouverneur Hospital where thousands are

Drive,

Today:

phis.

affairs is held in

—

Pictures should get collectively shot
for asking people to come to an
eighty thirty preview and then ringing up an hour later Are you on

The Industry's
Date Book

Organization

Motion Picture Club who sees his
name in the Club bulletin and then
runs out and buys a big scrap book
Bruce Gallup is the industry's best treated annually, and where layettes
known advertising man With every- are given to all new born babies.
thing peaceful in Memphis we're
Mrs. Morris Aron is president and
happy we stayed home Columbia Mrs. Charles K. Stern, 90 Riverside

—

31,

Morris Aron Organization

Qood Faith

31, 1929

Thursday, October

is in

charge of the

Tri-state

M.

P.

T.

O.

convention

Memphis.
First
of
two-day

of

Opening

at

in

Convention
Screen Ass'n at Detroit.

Nov.

1

the

Nov.

Universal

2

gram
Nov.

3

Nov.

7

Nov.

9

Nov.

12

tickets.

"The Trespasser"

of
Rialto.

begins

at Colony,

all-western

pro-

N. Y.

Premiere of "Condemned" at the
Selwyn, N. Y.
Opening of "Paris" at Central.
N. Y.
Actors' Equity Ball at Hotel Astor,
New York.
Dinner tendered to John Zanft at
Dinty Moores, N. Y., by Fox Theater executives.

Nov. 14

Roadshowing of Tiger
Hunting Picture Planned

talk by William Canavan at Hotel Astor, New York.
Nov. 18-19 Annual fall convention of Texai
Unit at Dallas.
Nov. 19-20 Ninth Annual Ohio M.P.T.O.
Convention at Columbus.
Dec. 9-10 Meeting of North Carolina ei-

Projection

—

"Hunting Tigers in India," the
Two-Bits
"Bill" Fox is attempting to sub- Commander G. M. Dyott all-talking
sidize the trade paper editors.
He adventure film, is to be roadshowed,
hibitors' unit at Pinehurst.
pulled a fast one yesterday when he according to announcement of M. J.
sent us a bright, new, twenty-five Weisfeldt, vice president and direcKorn Opens Dallas Office
cent piece attached to a card which tor of distribution for Talking Picinformed us that here was admis- ture Epics.
It will be booked out
Dallas
Oscar Korn has estabsion to the new
The- of the A. L. Erlanger office. Pre- lished offices here to facilitate hanSTOCK MARKET
ater,
formerly the Embassy, that miere will be at the National, Wash- dling work for erection of new theClose Sales
I.UW
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Thanks two ington, Nov. 17. Other bookings al- aters he is building in Alpine and
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ready on the way to our brokers.
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returned

from

South America, where he directed
motion picture expedition, ten years
film and export experience: traveled
throughout Europe; linguist, seeks deconnection.

Box 0-176
16S0 Broadway

c-o

New

Film

seasons,

deficit

The season

closed Aug. 25 with
the association sustaining the largest
loss it has suffered in the history of
the opera which started 11 years ago.
lic.

BUSINESS—

recently

is

went into the red
of $14,431.80, according
to the final official audit made pubfor a

25
26

25

|— FOREIGN

sirable

eoing forward with all
possible speed in the matter of screen
advertising tie-up with the associa-

summer

•LAST PRICE OUOTKn

Young man.

of directors of the Southeastern Theater
Owners Association. Action on the
plan followed the appearance before
the board of C. L. Peavey, Atlanta
branch manager of RKO.
T. P.
Heenan, sales promotion manager of
the Alexander Film Co., said his

900
St. Louis
The St. Louis Munici200
2 400 pal Opera Ass'n, which conducts a
300
series of 12 light operas at the open
air theater in Forest Park during the

BID ASKED

Roxy

regular

Louis Open Air Show
Hits Biggest 'Red' Year

OVER THE COUNTER

do
do

the

—

97"/*

CURB BONDS
Seat.

featured

St.

49/

•Warner 6/s 28

plan

monthly meeting of the board

81J4

..

37

7s

franchise

Daily
York City

San Francisco Nov.

has taken over the Drake and wirtd

24.

it

for

sound pictures.

— Endorsement of the RKO Gaumont

tion.

BOND MARKET
A-O 6s 46
6s 41ww

"Keith

Atlanta

company

35

Nat. Scr. Ser.
'
Nat. Thea. Sup.

Southeastern Exhibitors
RKO Franchise Plan

Okeh

in

Williams, Cal. Installation
Williams, Cal. Sound equipment
was installed at the Millers while
alterations were being made.

—

Rochester House Reopened
Rochester, N. Y. John J. Farren
has reopened the Victoria, combination house.
Silent pictures are being
shown.

—

Gets Cartoons
for U. Kingdom Release

Twelve one reel Pat Sullivan sound
cartoons distributed by Copley Pictures, New York, have been secured
by Gaumont Co. of London for disin
the United Kingdom.
Copley Pictures are state righting
the product in United States with

JalK'NG

tribution

Artlee Pictures
eign rights.

controlling the

for-

Fox to Build 3500 Seat
House on Niagara Site
Niagara

Falls,

N.

Y.

—Fox

ests will raze the recently

Wow,
makin'

tie-up!

purchased

rental of $3,000,000.

WANTED— DEVELOPER
THEATER CHAIN

If you know how to determine the
possibilities for new theatres in varhow to judge the
ious communities
value of a location how to instigate

—

up ev'ry day.

whuta money

inter-

Cataract here sometime in May and
a new house costing approximately
$550,000 and seating 3,500 will be
erected on the site, according to A.
C. Hayman, president of the Cataract
Theater Corp. former owner of the
Strand and Cataract.
Fox takes
possession of the houses Monday.
The company has acquired both
houses on a 21 year lease at a total

—

Yeah boy!
50 big
noospapers write me

—

and carry through negotiations we
have an opportunity for you.
Write
us Box K-179, c-o The Film Daily,
1650 Broadway, New York City.

TALKING NEWSRIEL

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, Naw York
Phone Penn. 3380

City

So popular

she's staying

Paramount, New York

The

second week

at

— unprecedented!

Belle of the Box-office everywhere

NANCY CARROLL
than Sweet"

— and looking "It."

As the show

girl

who

singing
"Sweeter

inherits a boys' college

she shows why teachers pet.

HELEN KANE
You'll Like It."
latest

"W

Proving "Oh, how

I

boop-boopa-dooping "He's

So Unusual" and "I Think
Singing and dancing the

love boys!'*

dance craze, "Prep Step." (See illustration on

M f^ !^ A Ik
1

^^^ ^-^-^-^-™"Alma Mammy."

/^

^-W * »-

llTWin

^

1

'

J

right.)

showing why he's filmdom's
latest

comedy

craze.

Singing

Cast also includes Stanley Smith, William Austin and others.

Story by Geo. Marion, Jr. and Lloyd Corrigan.

Frank Tuttle Production.

Sojeefl*
IS

YOUR SUGAR. DATE HER UP NOW!
Give your

'$weetic
Candy
fycuvt a/

t

«au

Cut tci

NATIONAL TIE-UP
with

all confectioners.

EXPLOITATION

"Sweeter than Sweet"
"The Prep Step"

"Alma

Mammy"

OALORE

"I Think You'll
Like It"

See the big press sheet.

"He's So Unusual"
"Bear Down Pelham"

1

PARAMOUNT'S SWEETHEART
OF THE NEW SHOW WORLD!
\

THE

sSSft*
DAILV
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Timely Topics

Along The Rialto

A

Digest of
Current Opinion

€)

THAT

^

Factor in Long
Goldwyn Says

today run more
than twice as long in a single motion picture house than

PICTURES

Even

did formerly.
hold
places
larger

the

two

over

the addition of sound responsible for
The artistic merit that has
this.
been added to the motion picture in the last two years has
materially strengthened its drawing power with the cinema-going

weeks.

Not alone

is

public.

Samuel Goldwyn
*

*

*

flew World of Music Opened
To the Public by Talking Films

SURELY

has

aceveryone
knowledged that the talking
pictures thrown open a great new

world to music, and it is now
possible to bring to small towns
the costly musical producall
tions that have been hitherto
key
to
restricted
necessarily
Yes, I think the talkies
cities.
are here to stay, but I also think
that they definitely lend themselves better to musical productions than to straight dialogue
plays.

Arthur

Harold Lloyd only missed three of the 35 showings during
the first week of his new flicker, "Welcome Danger," was unThe AMPA is expecting an
wound at the N. Y. Rivoli
important message today in the speech of James Wright
Brown, Sr., executive editorial chief of "Editor and Publisher."
Lewis Warner of M. Witmark & Sons, has returned to
Noo Yawk from the Coast
Fay Webb, Emmgeeem player,
arriving in the East today

George Jessel's first Fox
opens Friday at the Roxy

"Love, Live and Laugh,"
Capitol's observance
of its tenth anniversary week starts Nov. 8, although the tenth
Mack Sennett's "The Golfbirthday was a few weeks ago
ers" is playing its third Broadway house this week, unwinding
The meatless diet has replaced the
at the Mark Strand
18-day diet in Hollywood, James J. Corbett, ex-heavyweight
Tomorrow night, Major Edward
champ, being the sponsor
talker,

COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY
ting

was ushered

ess

was

Bowes at the Capitol, is to be host to staff officers attending the
annual reunion of the First Division at Fort Hamilton

way

of a

to

tints

little

Dainty

pip.

—charming—class

eyes,

Furthermore, all patapparatus should be
sent to St. Helena,
shot,
drowned,
or otherwise effectively excluded
from the studios the moment
they demonstrate the practicalipictures.
entees of

ties of their inventions.

Try to talk fillums to any of the stock market devotees. Many
Warners says there
them now will go back to work
hasn't been a vacant seat during the first five weeks of "Disraeli's"
That was some reception that "Rio Rita" got
N. Y. run
at tht Woods, Chicago, last Saturday, with 20 hours of grinding.

81

NUMBER

Mur-Ad
a Scotchman invites you to
have a drink, and won't allow you
to buy one in return, be nonchalant
//

—

light a Murad and call the psycopathic ward, for you're surely going cuckoo.
*

*

"Did

IN

who is sought after
who is shunned. Conhowever, poor a partner may

a partner

MANY HAPPY RETURNS

81

Directors merge interests to
Associated Producers.

form

*

years.

*

Fairbanks completing sec-

Roll By."

"When

Clouds

sound original bids,
informatory doubles these

are

cardinal virtues of partner-

the

—

By JAMES

P.

The Film
in

this

The motion
a great future

A

Daily

country

foreign
this

holdings

figure

to

jump-

1,000,000.
all of

Weekly attendance at

the company's houses here
about one-eighth
15,000,000
of the entire country's weekly
attendance of 120,000,000.

—

is

has

*

*

Record

Joe Sanfilippo, Pathe's projection

room wizard, recently celebrated

his

lbth anniversary with the organization. Who should we congratulate?

Best
tions

Pathe or Joe?

wishes and congratulaare extended by

THE

FILM DAILY

*

Publix, one of the world's
largest chains, has 900,000
seats in its U. S. possessions,

with

October 31

industry

picture

—for two or three guys.

*

give 10,500,000 separate film
Average
showings annually.
number cf features used every
12 months approximates 175,
with 350 shorts needed for the
average house.
*

Chatter

{By Charley Schwartz)

CUNNINGHAM

Editor,

*

*

Empey Club

Statistics

ing

Vitagraph

assists,

Industry

*

Douglas
ond U. A. production,

Deal?"

I

(Sez Jack DeLacy)

*

Statistical

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

*

*

ship.

THEATERS

*

Two

flesh.

accomplishments, if you ask
us.
Well, gents, it looks as if the
color shortage is a thing of the past,
with this organization able to deliver
such quality product.

Be

George Bernard Shaw

more

and

lips

REAL

rather than one

ANEW

contract for three

with talking

colors

stage divertissement.
entertainment.
First time we've ever
seen a vivid red on the screen. And
Photocolor has worked out a makeup system that gives perfect human

A

of

Hammer stein.

renews

quietly without

in

natural

in

fidence,

Semon

public

and singing, and is the sort of thing
that Roxy might have done in the

be, truthfulness,

Larry

hit-

is

any fanfare of trumpets on Columbia's program at the George Cohan
theater. The short subject "In Dutch"

Rise of Artistic Producer
race of artistic producers who know good work
from bad in the talkies, and don't
prefer the bad, must be evolved
and placed in control of sound

*

first

showing of the new Photocolor proc-

Future of Talkers Hinges on

*

The

stride.

its

The N. Y.

*

*

*

extending the Joe Goldburg testimonial sales drive until Nov. 27,
instead of ending it Nov. 2 as had been planned.
Contracts are
reported coming in fast
Abram F. Myers, Allied States
Ass'n chieftan, is vacationing at Honolulu, with "Big Buck"
Steffes president pro tern during his absence.
Myers is to return to the United States about Nov. 10

is

DALY

By PHIL M.

Jr.

/COLUMBIA'S "Flight" has been booked for 234 days over the
Greater New York Loew circuit
Now the company is

they

THAT'S

with

PhilM. Daly,

Merit
Runs,

AND

to the follow-

ing

members

who

today are celebrating their

THEIR
FIRST

of the industry,

birthday

John

Guy

JOBS

Bill
I.

Jessie

Bradford
J.

Goldburg

Henry K. Lori
Chas. A. Nathan

jOSEf ii

1.

SCHNITZER

Pressed Steel Car
Co. of Pittsburgh

at the

oA

SWANSON':
All-Talking Sensation

"The TRESPASSER" opens
first

NEW YORK

showing

RIALTO THEATRE, Nov
its

Rochester,

Omaha,

San
other

Presented by

Jo$eph

P.

Kennedy

Directed by

FrlmunH C^nnlrJinn

Francisco,

Atlanta,

Detroit,

at

I

1st

tremendous success

This follows

for

in Buff<

Philadelpl

Cincinnati

cities.

UNITED
The

Bi

^

*

Directed by
Wesley Ruggles.
Adapted by
Sidney Howard.
Suggested by
Blair Niles' novel

"Condemned

to

Devil's Island"

RONALD
COLMAN
NEW YORK

also give
treat this week

will

CITY a big
when his second

ALL TALKING picture

//

CONDEMNED

//

Samuel Goldwyn's greatest production
with

ANN HARDING
WORLD

and Louis Wolheim has its
PREMIERE, Sunday, NOVEMBER

3rd,

the Selwyn Theatre at $2.00 top.

RTISTS PICTURES
Show on Every

City's

BROADWAY!

a

i

Thursday, October

Obligation toJ'Little Fellow
Same

1 heir^Comparisons the

—

INDEPENDENT'S FUTURE

M.P.T.O.A. convention. Kent's statement compared the business of the independent exhibitor to the development which brought
about a change in the Ford car. Ten minutes earlier, C. C. Pettijohn of the Hays' office had made exactly the same comparison,
paralleling Kent's thoughts almost sentence for sentence.
at the

always will be a
theater for the
his
in
large following

Memphis—There

exhibitor who
properly, and
theater
operates
comsells his personality to his own
and
industry
the
both
for
munity,"
public need him, Sidney R. Kent,
his

manager

general

of

Paramount,

stated in a letter read at the M.P.T.
O.A. convention here yesterday.

Kent,

who

chairman of the
adjustment committee,

tributor

is

dis-

re-

ported to the convention that 3,800
contracts have been rewritten by distiibutors, reducing rentals by $1,300,Commonsense co-operation, he
000.
said, on the part of all branches of
the industry, is necessary to solve
the problems within the business.
fact that producers are on one side
and distributors on the other means just
this," continues his letter, that although we
are on different sides of the fence, when it
comes to our commercial negotiations for film,
we still have this much in common that it
means a livelihood for both of us and for

"The

—

us to stand like opposing armies, sniping at
each other, resorting to poison gas and every
other method of attack,
divided against itself,

is

as silly as one army
side fighting the

one

other.

"I have yet to see any reform in this
business secured by coercion or legal procedure, while on the other hand, those steps
that have been taken in common sense cooperation have come through a group of men
sitting openly around a table and discussing
their mutual problems.

"We
ness.

all
in the motion picture busia business in which we are makliving and out of which we are

are
It

is

our
supporting our families.
We have a joint obligation of maintaining its supremacy as a
moGerate priced amusement for the American
people and we should take joy from that
thought by standing together, shoulder to
shoulder, in keeping it supreme throughout
the world.
ing

"Too many discussions in the past have
been marked by unnecessary bitterness

—

biting bitterness such as is found only in
combats and which has no part in dealings
between business men.

Says Both Sides Must
Recognize Other's Rights
"If any fair-minded man is not willing to
admit today that the time has gone by for
these old-fashioned, old-time methods, then I
think all of the constructive work that has
been done is indeed futile but I cannot believe this to be the case.
Each side must
recognize the problems of the other or there
can never be any fair basis on which minds
can meet.
With all of the sabotage and tearing down that has existed within the industry, without any constructive remedy being
offered, what has it all brought?
Show me

—

217 Fires
Memphis

—

Two

hundred

seventeen fires costing $465,000
were experienced by picture
theaters last year. Twenty-five
per cent of the number originated in the booth.
These
are the figures given to the M.
P.T.O.A. convention by Fred
Weir, agent for the Hancock
Insurance Co.

Larger Towns

Citel

BEEN MADE, KENT REPORTS
{Continued from Page 1)

committee on adjustments, was un-

able to attend the Memphis session
due to business pressure, but addressed the meeting through a letter
to M. A. Lightman, president. Kent's
declaration
of
distributor
policy,
known to have the sympathetic support of Will H. Hays, was the highEven the light of the first two days' meeting,
organized industry.
last to succumb, have finally gone and was received with enthusiasm.

independent

"alive,

192|l'

3,800 ADJUSTMENTS HAVE

Memphis Great minds run in the same channel, it was emphasized when Sidney R. Kent's message was read here yesterday

HELD SELF-DEPENDENT

>>

31,

Continue to
Wean Business from Small Ones
to

one single gain that has come through anything other than common sense cooperation.
"If a man or an industry feel that they
be damned in any event, and if, in
the constructive things that they
spite of
want to do, they are to be pounded anyway,
then we get the feeling of 'What's the use?
No matter what is done, the answer is the

are

to

same,'

have lately had the greatest example
that could be given to business throughout
the world of what open and frank discussion means in settling old and aggravated

"We

problems.

When Mr.

Ramsay

MacDonald

came to this country and sat down on a levee
by the Virginia River with the great President of our own country, problems from
which civilization had suffered for centuries,
were brought out into the open and a settlement now seems imminent, after centuries
This
of futile, behind-the-door negotiations.
should serve as an inspiration to any industry and prove that there is no problem
after all, between men in a business, that
cannot be better solved out in the open on
top of the table, than by long-distance sniping
and useless agitation."
To Lightman, Kent wrote: "I am happy
to see a man of your type leading the exWith us you have
hibitors of the country.
You have dealt
put your cards on the table.
with an open mind and this type of dealing
will,

in

my

opinion,

bring out the

maximum

good and harmony that can be
gotten out of our respective situations. There
has never been any doubt on our side of the
fence, as to what you meant by what you

amount

of

said.

"I was chairman of the distributors' committee with you and your committee in New
York for almost two weeks' time. This pracrelief to hundreds
tical cooperation brought
of small Exhibitors throughout the country.
are
from
four to six
While the figures
weeks in arrears, we have records of approximately 3800
with figures

adjustments having been made,

of two of the Companies still
missing.
These adjustments run up to about
$1,300,000.

Not All of Deserving
Have Received Adjustments
"While we do not

branch

banking throughout the states.
Kent's statement dwells upon the
Banking is being done today on the chain future
of the independent producer,
basis, and only a few years ago everyone
However, this praises leadership of M. A. Lightman
thought it was impossible.
doesn't necessarily mean that all the inde- and assures exhibitors that producers
pendent banks in the country are going out and distributors want to work in CO-:
The live, up-to-date, alert bankof business.
operation with them for solution ob
er will maintain his place in the community,
and in my opinion, will have an advantage all problems.
over the chain bank.

"Just the same, as I believe, the alive, independent exhibitor who operates his theater
properly, who sells his personality to
community will always have a large

ing

state that every exhibitor

—

I

want
want

in

his

own

follow-

theater.

his

"If you will examine closely into the status
of the independent exhibitor today, you will
find the course he is taking is not much
different from any other widespread operating
Thousands of small, independent
industry.
exhibitors and small chain operators, have sold
Others
their business at tremendous prices.
who have stayed still are bound to lose their
place in the sun unless they keep pace with

amusement demands of the public.
"There is a certain psychology back of all
this, if one wants to recognize and see the

the

We

have heard many of the ills of
truth.
the independent exhibitor laid at the door of
the chain theater operator; but what of the
thousands of small exhibitors who have no
chain theater competition and whose busiThere
ness has still suffered to some extent?
is a percentage of independents in this business, who, in my opinion, doesn't count.

"Many

of

the

small-town

exhibitors

are

tremendous disadvantage in operating
theaters due to the fact that they
haven't been able to purchase sound equipment, either at a price satisfactory to them,
or to get the quality machines they desire
This condition,
at a price they can pay.
in my opinion, is only temporary and will
be remedied within the next few months.

at a
their

Different Presentation

to see this cooperation continue;
contact
you to know that

my

with the other producers and distributors has
shown me that they are fully aware and ready
to recognize the position of the small, independent exhibitor in this country.

"However, it is well at this point to discuss where we are going with the changing
conditions we now face.
What is the future
of
the
small,
independent exhibitor?
When I say independent, I mean that type
of exhibitor standing alone, making his living out of the operation of his theater, with
no open or undercover affiliations upon whom
he can draw for support.
"Today, one must be a student of economics in order to realize what is going on
in
the world of business.
Influences outside of our own industry help to shape the
course of our own business.
This is a day
widespread
chain
of
operation
in
every

even with the installation of
equipment, the exhibitor must recog-

"However,
sound
nize
for

there

that

entertainment

way, and

I

is

a

basic

presented

what

will illustrate

public demand
in
a different
I

mean

:

You

the story of the Ford car.
The best car for the money was put out by
Ford, and yet, he was forced to change his
model to please more than the sense of
He had to please the sense of vanvalue.
ity, the sense of comfort, the sense of color

all

remember

and of

style.

"It is no different with your theater paThey are not satisfied with
tron today.
many of the old shooting-galleries, improperly
kept and improperly run, that answered the
Today, not only
purpose a few years ago.
must you give the public entertainment. You
must give it to them in a comfortable seat,
among clean and beautiful surroundings and
This doesn't mean
in an up-to-date manner.
that the small-town operator must build a
theater entirely out of proportion to the

but it does mean
of his town
no matter how small his theater may
a manner and
it
in
such
be, he must operate
so conduct it that it pleases as many of the
possibilities

that

;

of

enjoyment

of

his

public

as

they

demand.

Says Public Demands

adjustment, we
it received an
do believe in this way many have been able
to tide themselves over and stay in business
through our joint cooperation a result that
never
could
been
accomplished
by
have
threatening, coercion or sabotaging methods.

"We

senses

Sees Real Future for
Live Independent Showman

who deserves

and

of

banks, the
in for chain

"With good roads and the automobile,
with a natural tendency away from the small
town to the big centers of population, it
becomes all the more vital and necessary that
the small town Exhibitor be alert and be
a modern merchandiser in every sense of the
word in an intimately operated theater,' in
order to offset the natural disadvantages
inherent in small town operation today.
"These are not impossible situations
meet, as attested to by the fact that man;
independent exhibitors are doing better todays
than ever before especially where sound has
been installed.
"If the large operators, who today control
big circuits, did not build them, someone
The general
else would have built them.
tendency in business has been in this direction since the War and no matter what the:
ambition of anyone in the Industry might
have been, this business could not have remained in a status that is considered almost
old-fashioned today in operating a nationwide industry.

9

Chain Development Can't
be Stopped, Kent Declares
"These are conditions that you may not
but that neither you nor I can stop.
How far they will go depends upon the brains
and wisdom with which they are handled.
like;

operation of small theaters is
on a very careful and wise
basis, these theaters will pass back into th«
hands of independents without any question
of doubt.
"There has been a great misunderstandi
among all of us with regard to sound. Wr
the industry went through in all its branchi
First, a change was
needs some analysis.
necessary and the old silent film was dying—
and no one now can refuse to admit this
fact, so that it was vital to the producer
and the exhibitor as well, that this new
form of entertainment be generally admitted.
Exhibitors rushed in, in the beginning and
If

not

the

chain

conducted

{Continued

on Page 9)

Urges Co-operation
Memphis
exhibitor

urged

— Co-operation with
organizations

at the

was

M.P.T.O.A. meet-

ing here by C. C. Pettijohn of
He pointed
the Hays office.
out that "it's a cinch exhibitors have to put in sound if
Pettithey're going to live."
john paid tribute to M. E.
Comerford as a leading inde-

pendent.

\
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f SMALL TOWN SHOWMAN

a.

—

contracts

way

beyond

their

Election
ability

These were not contracts fraudulently
pay.
lrccd on the exhibitor by the distributor,
[any of the impossible prices that were taken
ime out of this new situation through the
lexperience of both sides not knowing what
These are bepossibilities were.
real
s
>ming more and more adjusted down to
common sense level. While the exhibitor
as committed himself to a block or year's
ipply of pictures, in many cases at imposhie prices, the producers in this Industry
i

made an investment running into
They have
undreds of millions of dollars.
immitments that run for IS years, not
for one year, and the Producers must
ist
ly for at least five years of that term whether
You must realize the
not.
or
rofitable
It
imble was not taken by just one side.

FOR

Recess
3 p.

m.

of

national

directors

M.P.TM

ELECTION

(Continued from Page

1)

Report of committee on resolutions and action thereon
Announcement of the election of national officers and installation
Luncheon, Memphis Country Club, auspices of Film Board of Trade,
Alma Walton, directing
Concluding addresses

tion here today.

Adjournment

ed a vice president, Patterson will be
named to the board of directors.
Other new directors expected to be

named

TO-NIGHT
Dance—auspices

of

Tri-State

Exhibitors'

Although a Middle

West candidate is being suggested,
Willard Patterson of Publix, may be

sine die

_

>intly

E.

Unfinished business
New business

(Continued from Page 8)

gned

—

Address "Sound The Modern Miracle of the Theater," by Col.
P. Hawkins, RCA-Photophone

m.

SLATE PRACTICALLY SET

BUSINESS SESSION

Ass'n.

Reproduction No Gamble with
Right Acoustics, Wolf Says
—

to replace

Marx.

If

not elect-

named are: Major Thompson, R-KO; Moe Silver, Warners; and William Benton of Saratoga, replacing
Colvin Brown, Harry Crandall, Fred
Dolle and Joseph Walsh.
Indications are that directors today
will be asked to confer with distributors during the year to safeguard
exhibitors' interest in the matter of
the "music tax," wide screen and insurance adjustments.
Reading of S. R. Kent's letter was
a highlight of yesterday's program.
Speakers included C. C. Pettijohn of
the Hays organization, S. K. Wolf,
head of the acoustics department of

Memphis Volume regulation is
being ignored entirely by too many
houses, S. K. Wolf, head of the Elec(Continued from Page 1)
trical Research
Products acoustical
told
the
M.P.T.O.A.
convention by M. J. O'Toole, na- department,
Wolf,
here yesterday.
tional secretary, who stressed the im- convention
idustry.
portance to the industry of the bill who arrived from Hollywood to re"There is no use to deny the fact that
fathered by Senator Smith \V. Brook- peat his talk given recently before
larger towns and the larger theaters
le
away
business
the
hart of Iowa with a view to affect- the Academy of M. P. Arts and
sucking
extent,
some
•e, to
Electrical Research Products; Wilom the smaller towns and the smaller the- ing Federal regulation of the busi- Sciences, said his department has lard
Patterson,
Frank Rembusch.
It is my opinion that this will con:ers.
ness
through the Federal Trade acoustically analyzed 20,000 theaters. William
nue in spite of all that can be done.
J. King and Fred Weir.
orlisted
the
Commission. O'Toole
"Good reproduction is nothing any
>efinite Obligation to
ganization's fight against the meas- exhibitor has to gamble with," he dendependent is Cited
ure among its prime accomplish- clared.
"Today we can analyze the Television Perfection
"However, there is a definite obligation ments of the year.
sound
reproduction
qualities of any
in 25 Years is Forecast
small, indelat this industry owes to the
We may not, beyond a
endent exhibitor.
Reporting on the group's activities theater. The apparatus goes a long
With the strides being made and
of those
Dint, be able to help the plight
in Pennsylvania, O'Toole said that way but, in the final analysis, tne in
prospect,
television
should be
ho find themselves in difficulties after havwith the cooperation of other branch- theater acoustics must be right." pretty well perfected in 25 years,
done everything within their power,
ig
operators
His
talk
followed
showing
of
"Findsmall
these
comof
legislative
es of the industry the
id if a percentage
Elmer E. Bucher, executive vice
to go out of the business, I say that
-e
mittee of the M.P.T.O.A. was able ing His Voice," a Western Electric president of RCA-Photophone, yeshumane
most
the
under
go
out
should
ley
short subject showing how sound is terday
told the New York Co-operaAs I said before, there to prevent the passage in Pennsylwdition possible.
cannot succeed van H of legislation antagonistic to reproduced.
re many who. in my opinion,
tive Club.
The combination of talkbeen a gamble, and a big investment
over all branches of the industry.
"I have heard practically every difficulty
our business laid at the door of almost
These
/ery one of our trade practices.
above
ractices however, do not control the
indamentals affecting the economics of our

M.P.T.O.A Fight on
Brookhart Bill Reviewed

thev get product for nothing but on the
on
ther hind, you and I have seen many
their
nth sides of the industry sit back in
Those
;ats and collect easy and fat profits.

motion pictures. He added that its
efforts had met with success in having newsreels, local subjects and ad
vertising matter excluded frcm cen-

as

>read

i

;

avs are gone forever.
"The obligation this industry owes you
of a fair
to get film rental on the basis
box
roportion of what you take in at your
consideration which
ffice; and this type of
owing to the small, independent exhibiin my opinion, by a
>r, can best be secured
problem
ank and open discussion of the
sense
of its phases a'nd by common
all

l

about

It will never be brought
^operation.
methods of
y the o'd-fashioned, old-time
lot-eun attack.
faith
"T believe that the test of the good
treatment
the entire industry will be its
F
to
the small-town exhibitor in the years
f
ime- and T also believe that the treatment
™.-Hrd this tvpe of exhibitor will be the

leasnre of greatness
,„ ViHf-rs of the big
ustry in the future.

and wisdom accorded
companies of our m-

Jound Table Discussion

sorship in the state.

"Every

man

industry started at
Every man
least with an equal opportunity.
or corporation that ever owned a chain of
Many
theaters started with the first one.
in

this

by choice, have not expanded and in
expanding have lost their opportunity.
Marcus Loew started as humbly as anybody
in this business.
All have had the opportunity
of adding to their holdings in years gone by,
who worked towards that end and were demen,

not

Frged on All Problems

serving

"I have heard it said that there are certain
reedy and grasping individuals on our side
Our recent meetings in New
the picture.
ork showed a very fair disposition to re)gnize the problems of the sma'l man; but
in your mind, there is any doubt as to the
:titude of any one among the producers and
istributors, certain'y the quickest way to find
lat out is in a round table discussion where
le facts are laid before everyone.
"A man may sit in his office and plan
lost anything he likes; but get him in the
len. in the presence of several fair-minded
en, and it is pretty hard for him to take
unfair position, and if anyone does, at
1

Says Small Operators Must
Continue at Disadvantage

;

you will know who he is.
"I hope the work of cooperation that has

ast

will carry on.
I still hope to
agency set up where the smallcan come with any type of comaint that imposes an unfair burden upon
is
business, for a hearing where justice
ill
be rendered him.
"There has been too much inclination, how-

:en

started

e some
iwn

man

The M.P.T.O.A.

is

holding in

hands
ever, to lay the ills of the exhibiting end
of the industry on the chain operation methods, Film Boards of Trade, arbitration,
etc., without analyzing the economic factors
in this industry that affect all types of operatoday and which are not conditions
tion
imposed by one side upon the other.

of

it.

its

"the entertainment future
nation," W. F. Eberhardt

of
of
told

the
Electrical
Research Products
the delegates at a banquet in the
evening.
Eberhardt spoke in the capacity of official representative of
the
PA.

AM

"The

final

verdict
depends,
of
the quality of enter-

operator the most humane and just conthat can be given him.
"Our business can be played two ways.
One is by getting the best out of the industry by working out, in a friendly manner,
*he problems that are constantly concernng us, and the other way is to make it a
nolitical game
One is sure to have some
^nefits to both sides (as nearly as anything
can be sure) and the other has proven, by
happenings in the past, to be without constructive possibilities end
greater trouble

—

:

for

all."

television

he

television in the home
despite the fact that

not yet well developed,
great number of engineers
are devoting time to television,

said.

now

off,
is

A

Bucher declared.

Turn

of Election

Dooms

Film Shows in Westwood
Westwood, N.
present

J.

—Reelection of the

municipal

spells

doom

administration

of pictures here.

—

part.

c

sideration

not far

is

With
upon
the
Sabbath ban against picture
tainment you offer," he said. "But shows to be continued, the only thebefore any jury even the public
ater in town, operated by Fox, will
can render a verdict, it must be in- be forced to close its doors, since it
duced to see and hear the evidence. is contended that it cannot operate
That is where the appeal of adver- at a profit on week-day receipts alone.
tising and publicity must play their
course,

"You must make friends for the
talking picture.
You must win, on
"There is no way today in any business,
a permanent basis of quality enter'hat I know of, to bring the advantages of
the big operator down to the basis of the tainment, the patrons who have been
small operators.
The difference in buying temporarily
attracted
by novelty.
oower existing today between the small theYou must win back some patrons
iter owner and the chain operator presents
the same disadvantage that the retail grocer who have turned away discouraged
^ces when he buys against the chain grocer
because they happened to attend an
but I repeat, the industry does owe this type adequate
demonstration of this new
of

and

ers, radio

M.P.T.O.A. Custodian of
Future, Eberhardt Says

art and who, for some
other, saw and heard it

favorable conditions.
ate

new armies

of.

reason

or

under un-

You must

cre-

patrons to keep

pace with the growth of the industry.''

Eberhardt offered the M.P.T.O.A
the cooperation of the
in its
work of advancing the cause of motion pictures in America.

AMPA

Bargain Prices
Richmond, Va.

—

Bargain rates
for children are reported to be
proving satisfactory in many
theaters of the state, with increased kid attendance.
Both
the American and Roanoke,
Roanoke, are charging less than
half the full admission price for
children.
The Majestic, Danville, announces that "two ladies are admitted on one ticket"
for
musical
and vaudeville
shows there with the Broadway, Rialto and Schoolfield
Y.M.C.A. vieing with each
other offering the best talking
productions.

THE
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FAMOUS CANADIAN BOARD

Publix Gets 20 Year Lease
on E. St. Louis Majestic
East

MAY ACT ON

P.F.-L DEAL

St.

Louis,

111.

—

Redmon's Majestic

at

A. F. Myers to Address
Sourkes Enters Suit
Meeting at Columbus
Against Famous Canadian

— Claiming

that

he acted

company in the
for a theater in
Quebec City and that he was not
paid for his services, Irving Sourkes.

as the agent for the

purchase of a

site

Montreal

theater man, has entered
against Famous Players Canadian Corp. for $10,000 damages. Sourkes alleges that he proceeded with
negotiations on the instructions of
suit

N.

L.

Nathanson, formerly manag-

Open

in Cleveland

Cleveland—"Flight," the Columbia
picture,

opens

Hippodrome
at

in

this

city

the middle of

at

company produced

31,

1929

$300,000 SPENT BY R.&R.

was

CHAIN

TOM 27 HOUSES

—

Dallas Twenty-seven of
houses operated by Rowley

the

the

November

popular prices.

Theaters, Inc., chain are now wired.
The company operates theaters in 19
cities in Texas, Oklahoma and Ar-

several one

with dialogue recorded on phonograph records,

kansas and has spent $300,000 to

says Gasnier.

stall

reel subjects

sound apparatus,

it

is

in-

said.

New
Now Ready LOEWS NEf$l2,000,000

First of a Series for
Affiliated

Unit

First of a series of 20 feature productions to be released by the recent-

TOR YEAR,

formed Affiliated Exchanges, of
which A. Pollak, is president, will be

WANY

SAYS

ly

{Continued from Page 1)
Columbus
Abram F. Myers,
put in production in New York in 162 for last year and is equal, afte.
president of the Allied States Ass'n,
about a week. The title is "Whose preferred to $8 a share on 1,363,993
will be principal speaker at the Ohio
Photo- shares
Baby" recorded via
of
common outstanding
exhibitor convention here Nov. 19
phone. The picture is scheduled for Earnings for the year ended Aug. 31
and 20. One of the features of the
December release.
1928 were equal, after preferred, U
convention will be an exhibit of dif$5.92 a share on the common.
ferent types of sound equipments.
Photophone will show the new Screen Advertisers Ass'n
Merrill House to Open Nov. 3
"G" type, being made especially for
Merrill, Wis.— The Merrill, rccentl
small theaters.
Annual meeting of the
Detroit
Screen Advertisers Ass'n, known as ly leased to Fox Midwesco corpora-)
"The
Jubilee Convention" gets undei tion, is to be completed for its ©penCoast Theaters File
here
today for a two day ses- ing scheduled Nov. 2, according tc
way
Suit Against Principal sion. Among one of the outstand- A. L Robarge.
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY ing highlights of the meeting is to be
Superior House Wired
Los Angeles
Fox West Coast outlined the development of a naTheaters have filed suit here against tional distribution system for screen
Superior, Wis.
Western ElectriJ
Principal Pictures Corp. for $60,000 advertising known as the National equipment has been installed at the'
claimed due on two promissary notes. Screen Advertisers.
Peoples.

RCA

RCA

Meet Under

—

Way Today

—

—

REGARDING THE YEAR
Filmdom's Annual Recognized Reference

Work—Now

BOOK
—

in Preparation

NUMBER

Out in January

Year Book Topics

PRODUCTION

1.

HISTORY

FILM DAILY

3.

CONTENTS
RESEARCH

consulted from

4.

READERS

5.

STATISTICS

the desired information could be secured

6.

PRODUCTION

prehensive

7.

2.

ONEYEAR

of the handsomest tributes paid to the

BOOK

is

the

fact

that

it

is

executives to filing clerks throughout the year for production information about their own organization. Of course,
files.

FILM DAILY

from their own comBut that calls for time and research. In the
YEAR BOOK it can be readily found by

8.

DISTRIBUTION
EXHIBITION

9.

SOUND FIELD

simply turning to page so-and-so.

Here are over 250 pages of authentic production

A

data.

10.

EXPLOIT -O-GRAMS

Titles of all available productions for

11.

SOUND THEATERS

complete record of stars and featured

12.

and cameramen for the

13.

general survey completely covering the past five years in

phases of production.
the past 14 years.

A

players,

directors,

scenario

writers

all

14.

FINANCIAL
ORGANIZATIONS
THEATER CHAINS

M.

TEN BEST

16.

FOREIGN MARKETS

past five years.

As an
Cloth Bound
Over 1100 Pages

53

& Robb

West

ing director of the corporation.

"Flight" to

—

picture

made in France more than 20
years ago, according to Louis
Gasnier, Paramount director.
Gasnier was general manager
of the Pathe studios in Monte
Carlo from 1902 to 1905 and
during that time, the French

an annual ren-

I.

talking

First

Harry

{Continued from Page 1)
The
tal reported at $70,000 a year.
following the meeting.
Nathanson
Majestic the largest house in the city,
resigned as managing director, when
his proposal to submit to shareholders was erected on the site of the old
an offer of purchase from Gaumont Majestic about two years ago. Harry
British, was blocked.
Some weeks Redmon and Fred Leber continue to
ago, preceding the Nathanson withhold title to the theater property and
drawal, I. W. Killam, who with Nawill be identified with the new manthanson and Adolph Zukor is a vot- agement.
Publix takes charge of the
ing trustee, stated that control of
house Nov. 3 and later is to feature
the circuit would remain in Canadistage presentations.
an hands.

Montreal

Talkers 20 Years Old

Publix has

closed for a 20 year lease on

Thursday, October

authoritative

DAILY YEAR BOOK

guide

to

stands alone.

production,

the

FILM
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Sensational Vitaphone

and TechniCOLOR
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Warner

Bros.

continue to suppBy
their productions
will

exclusively

on discs
Experience and research have
conclusively proven the superiority of Discs over any other

method of sound recording.

Our confidence in Disc Recording has heen further confirmed
with the excellent results obtained in connection with the
increased use of Technicolor.

Until engineering science has
evolved some hetter system, we
shall continue to record all of
our productions exclusively on
Discs.

WARNER BROS.

PICTURES, INC.

VITAPHONE CORPORATION

iTHE

^NEWSPAPER

ALL THE HEWS
ALL THE TIME

j^FILMDOM
OL. L No. 28

Friday,

1,

1929

LAUDS AD JUSTMENT~RECORD

T.IXA.

Laemmle

to

Fight with and for Independents
No

The Mirror

Theaters, Mergers or

Wall

=

a column of comment
-By JACK A LI CO ATE
-MARKET back on an even keel

St. Dictation,

"U" Chief Says

—"No

Hays and

Distributors Praised for Rewriting
3,800 Contracts Lightman Reelected President

Memphis

theater
holdings,

—

'

holdings,

along with other standard issues, squarely on his own feet to fight the
ard times and even panics do not battle for and with independent ex-

American public

feet desire of

his

for

amusement at cheap prices,
fact alone makes picture stocks

our big established companies as
tie an investment as can be had.
*

*

*

vely

Memphis

This was the message brought to
the closing session of the M.P.T.O.A.
convention by M. Van Praag, general
sales
manager of Universal, who
came here as the personal represen-

agazine

matter will open in

New name

will

ewsreel

be

"The

New

of the-

Embassy,

des.
*

*

That the country in general and
motion picture industry in particar were never more prosperous is
e

rikingly

illustrated

lancial items of the

two

week.

picture

Yester-

Fox Corporation announced

ly
>

in

This

more than doubles
Loew company nets

28

figures.

er

twelve million for year.

This

om company founded by late Maris
Loew who fifteen years ago
he would have one hundred
ousand dollars before he died.

>ped

*

*

*

Swanson makes her bow to
ew York in the talkers to-night
the Rialto.
"The Trespasser" reGloria

than ever.

Gloria

Swanson

and

politics

free discussion for

all,

is

the policy pledged by M. A.
Lightman upon accepting the
office of president of the M.P.
T.O.A. for the first full term.

THE

FILM DAILY.
Thanks to S. R. Kent, Paramount
general manager and chairman of the
committee,
adjustment
were expressed, for his report on
adjustments and his constructive
distributor

(Continued on

AHEAD OF LAST YEAR

You'll hear more
in the talkers.

7)

Profits estimated for the

last

—

FOX FILM 3RD QUARTER

few

months presage net of $15,000,000 by
Loew's and subsidiaries for the year

NET JUMPS 130 PER CENT

ending Aug.

Net of $3,471,000 for the three
months and $8,845,000 for the nine
months ended Sept. 30, 1929, is reported by Fox Film. This compares

31,

Page

DEALS AWAITING RETURN?

LOEW'S NET

1930,

according to

David Bernstein, vice president and
treasurer. This will be equal to from
$10 to $11 a share on the common,
he states. Earnings for the year ended Aug. 31, 1929, are estimated at

with

net

three
nine

months and $4,016,461
months period of 1928.

of

$1,500,656

for

the

first

for the

After

(Continued on Page 8)

$12,000,000.

Pacent Establishes First Six
Links in National Service Chain
Fans Prevail Upon
Exhibitor to Open House

Silent

—

Waterloo, N. Y. Silent picture
fans have prevailed upon John J.
Carroll to reopen the Victory here
today. The house has been dark two
The State, next door to the
years.
Victory is a sound house. Scores of

ewed previously in this column,
ows us a new Gloria with more
iarm, more background and more patrons, who prefer
tistry

board conferences, no

above-

Toronto
Meeting of the
board of directors of Famous
Players Canadian slated yesterday has been postponed until
The postnext Wednesday.
ponement is reported to have
been made to give Adolph
Zukor, now hurrying home
from Europe, a chance to atReported
tend the sessions.
plan of Paramount to acquire
the Canadian chain is expected
to be discussed at the sessions.

prof-

of nearly ten million for first nine

onths.

of

the

Grind policy
om ten in the morning till midnight
twenty-five cents top.
Sponsored
Fox-Hearst Corporation.
Exy
Htiment being watched from all
Theater."

*

—Policy

P.T.O.A. convention here yesterday.
Lightman's reelection was exclusively forecast in September by

Laemmle.

show house devoted exclusto pictorial news and screen

ork tomorrow.

Lightman's Policy

hibitors."

tative of President
-First

er

—

Memphis Praise for Will H. Hays and distributors for the adjustments
made to exhibitors oversold on sound contracts and "unbounded confidence
no Wall Street
no Wall in the future if fairness and willingness to help shall prevail was expressed,
Street direction, no affiliation and no and M. A. Lightman, Memphis, reelected to the presidency of the M.P.T.O.
A. in the closing session of the M.
Picture stocks snap back quick- mergers.
Carl Laemmle will stand

jain.

ean

Price 5 Cents

Changing Plans, Hurries Home from Europe

Zukor,
W. P.

November

silent

pictures,

have requested reopening of the Victory, Carroll states.

Establishment of regular inspection service on a contract basis in
six territories, as the first step in
a national service program blanketing the nation, has been completed

The
by Pacent Reproducer Corp.
six territories which immediately receive the new service are: New York,
Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, Washington, New jersey and Connecticut.
The Pacent service program provides inspection of equipment twice
(Continued on Page 8)

London (By Cable)

—Although

he

Europe several weeks, Adolph Zukor is sailing
for New York today. There is speculation as to whether the stock market
crash, the Paramount-Warner deal,
or both is the cause of his change in

had planned

to stay in

(Continued

on

Page 8)

to Address
N. Y. Board of Trade
Will H. Hays, president of the Mo-

Will

Hays

Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc. will be one of
the principal speakers at the New
York Board of Trade Nov. 13 at
12:15 P.M. at 41 Park Row.
tion

THE
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Friday,
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Friday, Nov. 1.

1929

—

Price 5 Cents

Sydney Union Theaters Ltd. have
secured from the Australian government a five year contract to have exclusive charge of all broadcasting
programs, it is reported here. Programs will be broadcasted from Melbourne by the Australian Broadcasting Co., Ltd., controlled by Union
Theaters
supplying
the
National
Broadcasting Service.
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FitzPatrick Filming Lives
of Liszt, Brahms, Bizet
Three of
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LAST

signed.

1,400

fall convention of Tei
Unit at Dallas.
Ninth Annual Ohio M.P.T
Convention at Columbus.
Dec. 9-10
Meeting of North Carolina

Nov. 19-20

bibitors' unit at Pinehurst.

Kentucky Theater Wired

—

! ! I

i

f

/

has enough

—

sentative

Union

for

Australasian

TRICKS

for a extended

leaves, Nov.
trip to Australia.

"Paris" Premiere For

Opening

6

GRAND

Bordoni's
'.'."

New

PRICE QUOTED

"Paris"

York, Nov.

benefit of the

.

7,

of

at the
Central,
will be for the

New York

Now

SLAM.

Irene

American

Christmas and Relief Fund.

Stock exchange issues advanced nicely
with Eastman Kodak and Fox showing gains of 16 and over. Paramount
came back for over 10 points while
both Warner stocks closed with gains
x
of 7i/
The stock exchange,
4 and 9 2

Animated by
and MANNY

BEN HARRISON

Musical Director

Available

Distributed

Accountant-Executive
years of varied experience in the
film
industry with Producers, Distributors, and Exhibitors in U.
S.,
12

— JOE

GOULD

DE NAT

By Columbia

PRODUCED RY WINKLE!
Western
Electric Recording

Canada and Europe.

.

J

will

Xmas Fund

performance

to

MAKE every
^SUBJECT a

and

Theaters

Films,

H§

A GRAND SLAM
KRAZY KAT

Johnson Leaves for Australia
Millard Johnson, American repre-

....

which opened at noon yesterday,
be dosed today and tomorrow.

P. Club dinner to Commissioi
Grover Whalen at N. Y.

— Annual

Lansford,

Ass'n.

4

..'.'.

M.

Nov. 18-19

25

42
10
75

executives.

General meeting of the Wan
Bros. Club at the Hotel Penns
vania, N. Y.
Projection talk by William Cai
van at Hotel Astor, New Yo

Nov. 16

sales
manager of Phono-Kinema,
Inc. has arrived here to attend the
convention of the Screen Advertisers

77
102

26

12

Nov. 14

Moeller at Screen Convention
A. J.
Moeller,
general

Detroit

Respite for- Stock -Exchange
Film stocks recovered yesterday.

/

C—

N.
Dewey Gibbs
has been appointed branch manager
of the local Tiffany exchange succeeding Ed L. McShane, who reCharlotte,

OVER THE COUNTER
BID ASKED

"A"

Nov.

K4>AXY YAT

...

500
2 700
300

36
28

9

—

....

96
88
9V/i

88%

Nov.

Applegate at Lansford
John J. Farren will manage.
Pa.—
Applegate
Ross
is
First of the Vogue Fashion films,
Joins Columbia Sales Force
sponsored by Vogue magazine and now managing the Victoria and
Carl Hohage has join
the
Cleveland
Strand
for
Chamberlain
Amuseproduced by Mary Warner at the Fox
the local Columbia sales force.
Movietone studios, New York, has ment Co.
been completed and now is being released.
The picture, according to
the company, is being offered to first
run theaters only. The film will be
backed by a national advertising
campaign.
The company plans 26

81&
96
88

CURB BONDS

Warner 6%s
Roxy

25

BOND MARKET

7

—

Completed at Fox Studios

1,900
....
100
12,900
3,600

20

%y2

Nov.

Rialto.

Premiere of "Condemned" at t
Selwyn, N. Y.
Opening of "Paris" at Centr
N. Y.
Actors' Equity Ball at Hotel Asl
New York.
Dinner tendered to John Zanft
Dinty Moores, N. Y., by Fox Tl

Vogue

23

Pict

3

ater

arrived from
addressed the

also

Sere

Nathaniel Shilkret.
All other Fitz- ing to house a 4,600-seat theater is
Corbin, Ky. The Kentucky h
Patrick features are being produced planned
on the site occupied by the reopened
with
Western
Elect'
with a musical background, includGlobe and Central Theaters, New sound equipment.
ing the Traveltalk, American HoliYork. Lee and J. J. Shubert have a
day and Movie Horoscope series.
hand in the project, which involves
Farren Reopens Victoria
Rochester The Victoria reopen
$15,000,000.
Sales
Fashion Films is
with former policy of silent pictur
300

1

*Nat. Thea. Sup

Univ.

32%

Nov.

Luncheon

AMPA

releases a year.

2
17

AM PA

the

accompaniment consists of members.
selections from the works of the composers rendered by the Victor ConPlan 4,600-Seat House Here
cert Ensemble under the direction of
A combined hotel and office build-

6
7,500
4,500
10yi
23
64,300
46^ 84,000
40
1,600

27H

Last day of Convention of
Ass'n at Detroit.

James Wright Brown, editor of
"Editor and Publishers" as well as
president of the New York Adver-

musical

15H 4,900
22
1,400
208J4 10,500
53,200
81
800
84
4954 4,200
80J4
400
85
22
58^ 73,800

5%

Film

at

192

Opening of "The Trespasser"

tising Club, in his brief talk before
being recorded by
the
yesterday outlined the
FitzPatrick at the RCA
various committees active in affairs of
studios
in
New York. the N. Y. Advertising Club. Ernest

are

70

:*Cont. Thea. vtc

Insp
Fox Thea.
Gen. Thea.

Close

27*4

Famous Music Mas-

his

Today:

They are "Franz Liszt," "Johannes Shipman,
who recently
Brahms" and "Georges Bizet." The
South America

W

Financial

series

—A

here by
against

Brown Talks

THE

—

Mo.

drive has been
four Protestant
Sunday picture
showings With petitions asking the
city council to enact a Sunday closing ordinance. The Kirksville
operated on Sundays during the summer months but discontinued them
due to the church element.
Kirksville,

launched
churches

1,

The Industry's
Date Book

ENFORCE "BLUE" LAW
Vol. L No.

November"

Box K-173,
1650 Broadway

c-o

Film

Daily

New York

City

Winkler

Sound Cartoons

November

iday,

DAILY

1929

1,

Timely Topics

—©—

Along The Rialto

A

Digest of
Current Opinion

Thacher Credit Ruling

alls

ictory for Distributors
ruling of Judge T. J.
Thacher of the Federal District Court, New York, that the

THE

credit system operated by disFilm
their
through
tributors
is a
legal,
is
Trade
of
Boards
sweeping victory for the distribuThis decision justifies disotrs.

demand

tributors' agreement to
security by their common interest in preserving the integrity of

contractual obligations owing to
them by exhibitors and also removes restraint of trade charges,
which have arisen as a result of
the enforcement of such agree-

ments.

Ben Shlyen

in

"Motion Picture Times"
*

*

*

)ver-Expansion of Theater
Ihains

May Harm Movie Trade

building of theater chains
THE
means the creation of a great

economic system

cinema en-

in

The

tertainment.

structure

may

seem powerful beyond weakness,
but

Theater-overseating

isn't.

it

problem that will
become more acute as good and
varied cinemas that arouse the
pulse of the great mass of Amerin

any

icans

AND

city is a

THAT'S

THAT

with

By PHIL M.

PhilM. Daly, Jr.
EDWIN CAREWE got 500 G's from Joe

Schenck

for

that

Dolores Del Rio contract, according to the Coast version.
Helen Kane, Paramount player, was on the radio last
A letter from Seattle tells of the whale of a businight
ness done there on "Show Boat" and the exchangeman who reNext genlays the info is not connected with Universal
eral meeting of the Warner Club is slated Nov. 12 at the Hotel
Pennsylvania, Noo Yawk, with entertainment and dancing on
the

program
Between sighs on the stock market

many

big shots, the Coast

is

which nicked

crash,

trying to figure out just

Paramount-Warner merger Hopped

why

Charley Einfeld,

the
effi-

First National advertising and publicity head, got a real
kick out of the splendid Coast raves on "Lilies of the Field"

cient

and "The

Isle of

Lost Ships"

alongside the trombone

is

to

a

lemon meanwhile

sit

One

of his secret ambitions
player in an orchestra, eating

Wonder who'll play Ronald Colman's role in "Sapper,"
sequel to "Bulldog Drummond" Paramount will produce
Zella Young, 18, daughter of L. A. Young, company president,
is a hard-working script girl at the Tiffany studio
That's
a great human interest stunt that Universal is using, intending
to start work on "All Quiet on the Western Front" at 11 A. M.
Armistice Day
Colleen Moore is again on the Coast and
may undergo an operation for appendicitis
Eddie Buzzell, star of First National's "Little Johnny Jones,"
topped the bill last night on the Lehn & Fink Hour over the
radio.
He's the fifth First National star to be featured on
Alice White is nursing a wounded arm, caused
this tie-up
Larry Darmour, R-K-O comedy producer,
by a dog bite
Another visitor is Karl Hoblitzelle, who
is in Noo Yawk
recently sold control of his Interstate chain holdings to Fox.
He's continuing in charge of operation of the southern circuit.
Arthur Hammerstein, producer, reached Hollywood last
night his wife, Dorothy Dalton will follow in several weeks.

—

DALY

THE death of the Rev. Dr. John
INRoach
Straton the pulpit has lost
great
general
use
highest

a

crusader .and the world in
has lost a great showman.

We

the term "showman" in its
Dr. Straton was a
sense.
super-publicist, if there ever was one.
If instead of directing his energies in
the ecclesiastical field he had elected
to commercialize his brilliant talents
in the realm of entertainment, he
could have kept the film industry on
the front page pretty consistently.
*

*

*

a personality that was
he befor the limelight.
a part of the life of a city, he
not only made his pulpit famous but
put that city on the map all over
again.
Starting in Baltimore, he debated with Henry L. Mencken on
intellectual subjects till Henry called
quits and refused to debate any more.
Then he hit Norfolk, turned local
politics inside out and had a lot of
gents running for cover. Coming to
New York, he made a tour of the
underworld, and his sensational expose called forth a Federal investigation.
He attended a performance
of "Aphrodite," gave the Paris stage

His was

When

made
came

the once-over, saw the Dempsey-Carpentier fight, and in each case cut
loose from pulpit and microphone
and had his name splashed across
columns of the world's newspapers.

become fewer

"Hollywood Daily Screen World"
Sensational

*

*

*

the old days the chief mission of the motion picture was
Therein
to create an illusion.
it differed from the stage, which

IN

depends mostly on

reality.

Mu-

helped to intensify this illusion by creating an emotional
background. Today the intrusion
of sound into motion pictures has
sic

an art of
inevitable
an
multiplication of problems to be
injected

illusion

reality

— with

into

solved.

Dr. Alexander Russell,
Princeton University

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

Danish-American Co. gets Famous
Players product for Central Europe.
*

*

*

Sydney L. Cohan signs Mae Murray for two year contract; to release
films

to

the

was always a clean

Sound in Pictures Said
To Destroy Illusion

through Robertson-cole.

82

NUMBER

82

MANY HAPPY RETURNS

Industry
By JAMES
Statistical

P.

Editor,

MOTION

Film

Phil: Give us girls in the industry a break, and talk about fashAnastasia.
ions occasionally.
Have you heard
Sure, Anasty.
about the new Parisian skirt? It has
adhesive rubber tape around the

—

Daily

are
the rate
of 90 feet per minute, as compared with a former speed of
The change was
60
feet.
brought about when theaters
increased the projection speed
for a quicker turnover. Studios
gradually raised the rate in
order to maintain action at
normal speed until 90 feet per
minute was accepted as standThe added 30 feet which,
ard.
experts claim are unnecessary,
costs studios from $3,000,000 to
$4,000,000 annually and is a
The added cost is
total waste.
spent for one-third more footage and additional lab and studio overhead.

do.

Fashion Note

PICTURES

photographed

—

Dear

CUNNINGHAM
The

he
hard-

yet

A

hitting two-fisted man you had to
respect, even when he panned the
show business, which he did plenty.
We pay our tribute to a worthy adversary who despised paid professional reformers even more than

we

Statistics

core,
fighter.

November

at

1

hem, which

rolls up in
Moral: Keep
mospheres.
with an Eskimo.

Beit
tions

THE

members

who today
birthday

THEIR
FIRST

to the follow-

of the industry,

are celebrating their

JOBS

:

G.

W.

Banks
J.

Kubitzki

Laura La Plante
Ernest Rovelstad

SYDNEY SINGERMAN
Universal

office

boy

at-

company

wishes and congratulaare extended by

FILM DAILY
ing

warm

in 1915

FIRST

MANPOWER
Napoleon stand out

he armies of

most powerful example

in

history

Under the keen eyes of the
mighty hand, directed by

his

Little

power,

the

News

represents,

industry's

most

co-ordinated
Corporal,

Manpower.

swayed by

his

mighty brain, arose the world's

most perfect military organization
Pathe Sound

of

day as the

to this

....

both
perfect

in

In

the

modern world

leadership and

newsreel

man-

organization.

PATHE

PATHE

SOUND

NEWS

THE MOST
BRILLIANT

ORGANIZATION
N
I
the

Gene

any consideration of the comparative merits of the

factor behind

the machinery .... Pathe

admittedly the greatest newsreel organization

the field.

And

this

is

due

to

—leadership

of continental

in

and

British

operations;

representative and assistant

and

two things

Chicago; Marvin Mclntyre, Washington; Dick

Major Ross Whytock, on special duty; Paul Jones,

Sound

News has

Cour,

FIELDI

Sears, Boston; Tracy Mathewson, Atlanta; Will Hudson, Seattle;

newsreels serving your patrons, you must not overlook

human

NEWS

THE

IN

in

the development of equip-

many

men whose names have been symbols

It

is

because of the

Ramsaye and Ray

L.

Hall chiefly that Pathe

for

years.

so quickly

and unmistakably

competitors

in

—

in

Sound News has

one short yeai

—passed

for ten, fifteen

all

movements

tribute to their

and

nerve.

Oliver,

The Pathe

Say

Sound

ability.

News

roster includes editorial rein their field:

'

<$y

c£. Gfall

i^erry

organ-

izing

presentatives famous

some cases twenty years

Among

—a supreme

the staff cam-

Floyd

Traynham, William

Deeke, Larry O'Reilly, Merl La Voy,

aides they have as-

sembled pay

others.

eramen are Harry Smith, Robert Donahue, Harry Harde, Dave

Settled
brilliant

in

tribute to their efficiency

as

tiniest

and

of their organization.

The

James

The cameramen are represented by men with Pathe' News

the race for the peak. These men, technicians,

mightiest

many

his assistants,

editorial genius of Terry

news experts, remarkable organizers, control the
well as the

Pozzi and John Michon; and

charge of Camion

in

Operation; Joe O'Brien, Chief Cutter, and

At the head stand two

charge

Donn McElwaine, Coast

ment; Jack Darrock, assignment editor

personnel.

in

John Zimmerman, Thomas

and

(£Kamsaye

(^Recorded

SOUND

Karl Fasold

— the

nucleus of

a world-wide organization.

SSy

SI @(A Slioioplione
"FIRST IN

and

Baltzell

cjyslem
In

THE FIRST YEAR"

manpower, as

Pathe Sound

New York;

in

newsgathering,

News is the only news-

mm n ews
Ted Smith,

city editor for

THE

NEWSREEL

reel to give

O

F

complete satisfaction!

DESTINY

DAILY
Short Shots from

New York Studios
"-

ARTHUR

W.

BDDY—

CHARLES RUGGLES,

who

prob-

ably holds the screen's record
is
for consecutive alcoholic roles,

assigned to bag and baggage to
Coast studios of Paramount,
the
where he will work in "Let's Go NaThis
tive," with Jeanette McDonald.
operetta will get under way about

now

Nov. IS. Ruggles made his talking
screen bow in "Gentlemen of the
Press," in which he collected numerous laughs as a boiled reporter.

Says Color in Films Will
Improve Women's Dress
of color in motion pictures promises to make more tasteful
dressers of America's women, according to H. M. K. Smith, costume
and color expert of Paramount. He
asserts that while even in the smaller towns our women, thanks to the
influence of films, are today just as

The advent

well dressed as those in the cities,
they are still found lacking in "a
appreciation of color."
practicable
"This the motion picture is now certain to teach them, for the color
wave is coining just as definitely as
the sound wave came a year ago,"
he adds.

Friday,

If

New

So

Theaters

November

1,

1929

Why Not Movies?

Radio

He Gives Sunday Shows

—

Dallas Arguing that "there is no
logical dividing line between radio
Fort Fairfield, Me. Publix is negotiating entertainment and moving pictures,"
for the construction of a theater here at a
Diaz Callahan, owner of the Winter
cost of $80,000.
Butler, Pa.
The Harris is under construc- Garden at Carrizo Springs, Tex., has
tion here at a cost of $500,000.
It will opened his theater for Sunday film
seat 1,600.
shows.
To avoid interference with
Gordon, Neb. A $15,000 theater is being
the city's evening church services he
built in this city.
Lynchburg, Va. Publix plans to start work suspends business from 7 to 8.30
soon on two new houses.
The total cost is P. M.

—

—

—
—

estimated at $1,000 000.

Texas Houses Get Mellaphones

—

Dallas, Tex.
Seven Mellaphone
installations have been made in theaters located in Menard, Dublin, Gorman, Clifton, Bartlett, Pyote and

Western Airs in Publix Hour
Tunes of the range will feature the
Paramount-Publix program over th
Columbia network at 10 P.M. t
morrow.

Rosenberg.

To Raze Baltimore House
Fenevessy Takes Madison
Dennis King is bent on vacationRochester Fenevessy has taken
Gets Sound Equipment
Bridge
has been closed
Baltimore
afterhome,
Neck
ing at his Great
Vincennes, Ind. Talkafilm equip- over the Madison here and will play
preparatory to being razed to make
returning from the Coast where he
ment has been installed at the Moon. day and date with the Strand.
for a new theater.
way
in
role
Villion
Francois
sang his
"The Vagabond King."

—

Harry Holman, whose famous
vaude sketch was talkerized by
Pathe not so many months ago, won

WHAT IMPORTANT

the "New York Daily Mirror's" motion picture contest award by devising the best ending to a story without a climax. He returned the check
for $125 with instructions that it be
paid to the order of the Palestine

SAID

FILM FOLK
ABOUT

,929

Fund.

Relief

—

—

the 1929

Helen Morgan songs
Typical
sung by Helen herself are being incorporated in "The River End," in
which she is co-featured with
Charles Ruggles at Paramount.
Helen is the little Red Riding Hood

Film Daily Year Book

of the studio nowadays, pictorially

speaking, as she is wearing a red
outfit while playing a HI' underworld
gal.

Omaha Shakeup
Omaha Shakeup in the personnel
of the Paramount theater, a Publix
house, was announced here with four
Glen McDaniels, assistant
transfers.
manager and treasurer, and M. Lou
Elewitz, publicity man, go to Des
Moines. Irvin A. Waterstreet, from
the Coast, and A. Friedman, Des

Sam Sax

Publix

—

Moines, come here.

"I shall use

it as

a ready guide at

all

times.

Gotham Productions

J.

D. Williams

"Contains

much

valuable information.

Fox Ohio Theater Corp. Formed
Cincinnati — Fox Ohio Theater
Corp. has been incorporated here
with a capital of 50,000 shares of no
Incorporators" are
par value stock.
Fred. L. Croll, Albert L. Russell and

Morso

Lippincott.

Fire Damages Asheville House
Fire damaged
Asheville, N.
C.
the Imperial here recently. The loss
was estimated at between $40,000

—

"It will be of great

Robert Kane

value

throughout

the

year.

and $50,000.
Installs Air Compressor
Anderson, Ind. A large air com-

—

pressor for the theater's refrigerating
system has been installed in the new
Muller-Publix house.
Fire Destroys Dunkirk House
Dunkirk, N. Y. Regent has been
destroyed by fire at a loss of $150,000.
It was owned by the Bernstein
Theater Co. chain.

William Yearsley
Sono Art-World Wide

"An

invaluable publication to

which we

refer

very often."

—

1930 Edition

Now

In Preparation— Out In January

riday,

November

1,

DAILY

1929

M. P. T.O.A. Confident of the Future
IP.T.0.A. PRAISES

ADJUSTMENT RECORD
(.Continued from

Page

The resolution
iew of the future.
xpressed "unbounded confidence" in
he future of this business if fairness
nd willingness to help such as he
Kent's
las displayed, shall prevail.
eport showed that adjustments of
1.300,000
ontracts.

had been made on 3,800

President Lightman

was

SMALL TOWN EXHIBITOR

Results of the election at yesterday's closing session of the
M.P.T.O.A. were not surprising, leaders having previously predicted
the new slate.
Vice Pres
Vice Pres.

President
M. A. Lightman, Memphis
Chas. Picquet, Pinehurst
Vice Pres
W. Patterson, Atlanta
R. R. Beichele, Kansas City
Vice Pres
Frank Walker, N. Y. C.
Treasurer
M.J. O'Toole, Scranton
Jay Emanuel, Phila.

Secretary

.

.

Memphis
T.O.A.

Ed

Chairman

Providence
Harold Franklin, Los Angeles; Fred
Wehrenberg, St. Louis; Major L. E. Thompson, N. Y.
Sam Dembow, N. Y.
M. E. Comerford, Scranton; Fred Desberg, Cleveland; Wm. Benton, Saratoga.
Miller,

Chicago;

Moe

Silver,

N.

Fay,

Y.;

;

tors,

Full Text of Resolution of

Appreciation on Adjustments

ventuated."

Tri-State Convention Now
Under Way at Memphis

Whereas: This convention has

re-

convention

assembled,

extends

a

first

small

M.P.
town

and

politicians.

He

got a laugh

when he said his first contact was to
know the Sheriff.
The Columbus showman stopped the
show in explaining how he always has

instructed

o convey to Will H. Hays "appreiation of his swift and sympathetic
iction in arranging the conference
rom which these readjustments have

—Attending his

convention,

exhibitor, Ed E. Kuykendall of Columbus, Miss., electrified the speechsaturated delegates at the final session of the convention with a description of how he mixes with legisla-

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Jack

SHOW

STEALS MEMPHIS

OFFICERS
.

1)

M.P.T.O.A. Meet

Officers Elected at

its

taken a political stand and won respect from his political enemies, because of his frankness. He has made
his theater the outstanding feature

of his community, and for the first
ceived with interest and appreciation heartiest thanks to Mr. Kent persona report and a constructive view of ally, and to his committee; and that time, so far as is known, induced the
ministerial association to sigh a petiMemphis With wind-up of the M. the future from Sidney R. Kent, gen- the president of this convention be tion against censorship in the state
FamousParamount
and
hereby
manager
of
is instructed to convey
eral
P.T.O.A. conclave the convention of
Lasky and chairman of the producer to Mr. Kent our unbounded confi- of Mississippi.
he Tennessee, Mississippi and ArkanAs a result of his constructive
which met in August with dence in the future if this business,
committee
sas unit got under way here last
Lightman
of our associa- if fairness and willingness to help, work, he was awarded the comPresident
The organization was host to
night.
tion and other independent exhibi- such as he has displayed, shall pre- munity cup by the Rotary, Kiwanis
:he parent body during its sessions
and Lion Clubs as the citizen having
vail.
And be it further
tors, and
At the closing session yesterlere.
Resolved: That this convention, rendered the greatest service to his
Mr. Kent reports readWhereas:
day of the M. P.T.O.A. convention,
justments of 3,800 individual con- through its president, M. A. Light- community during the year.
speakers included: M. Van Praag,
His talk got a tremendous hand
which would have proved a man, express to Mr. Will H. Hays,
Arthur S. tracts
head,
sales
Universal
great burden to small theater owners, president of the M. P. P.O. A., our and the immediate rush of M. E.
Friend of M. P. Congress, new exinvolving a saving of $1,300,000 to us appreciation of his swift and sympa- Comerford and Ed Fay to his side
libitor-distributor co-operative; Mrs.
and our fellow exhibitors. Now, here- thetic action in arranging the con- at its conclusion is evident that KuvVVillard Patterson, publisher of the
ference from which these readjust- kendall will be drafted for M.P.T.
by
be it
'Weekly Film Review," Atlanta; and
O.A. work during the year.
Resolved that the M.P.T.O.A. in ments have eventuated.
S. G. Howells, publisher of "M. P.
Journal," Dallas.

—

Midnight Sunday Shows
"Movie Habit" Hit by
at 4 Baltimore Houses
Parent-Teacher Assn. Baltimore — Midnight Sunday perEffective for Advertising

Sound Trailers Most

W.E. Wins M.P.T.O.A. Thanks
for Equipment Demonstration
Memphis

— Praise

and thanks for
Products for
Research
furnishing a sound picture equipment
demonstration were expressed at the
losing session of the M.P.T.O.A.
Others who helped asconvention.
sure success of the meeting also were
xtended thanks.
Electrical

Advent of the talking trailer has
increased screen advertising extensively, bringing it to the front in
Pat
leaps
and bounds, declares

—

Neb.
The ParentHastings,
Teachers Ass'n, in state convention
here, passed resolutions condemning

the "steady practice of attending
Garyn.
"The sound trailer now is movies" and "neglecting educational
being used in conjunction with big fields."
The resolution asked that
openings, and has been resorted to parents diminish the attendance of
by the biggest minds in the show their children.
world.
Not only does the talking
Ames at Orpheum
trailer bring the message to patrons
"Trespasser" to Launch
of other houses, but also represents
Des Moines Morgan C. Ames,
All-Night Policy at Rialto actual scenes and settings, carrying formerly of the Capitol, Davenport,
"The Trespasser," opening tonight, the message in voice and sound," now is managing the Orpheum.
will inaugurate a new policy of early Garyn says.
norning shows at the Rialto. There
Uptown, Omaha, Goes Sound
"Some of the foremost exploitation
beginning at 1:30 A. M., with the men of the motion picture industry
Omaha Sound has been installed
exception of Sunday, when there will are recognizing the wide scope of the in the Uptown.
be a 3 A. M. show.
talking trailer as a medium of publicity and are putting it to use effecButterfield to Reopen
tively," he continues.
Bay City, Mich.—The Butterfield
"Seven prints of a trailer were used is expected to reopen with soun.l
U. 5. Control Hit
Alterations now
in one theater in Milwaukee and IS early this month.
Opposition to
Memphis
are being made.
were
Philadelphia
employed
in
a
Federal control of the industry
opening of a special picture.
The
was voted by the M.P.T.O.A.
To Distribute "House of Terror"
talking
be
trailer
has
been
found
to
probeing
convention. This is
Cleveland "The House of Terror"
the
most
far-reaching
cheapest
and
posed in a bill by Sen. Brookadvertising medium in the field today, has been purchased by the Standard
hart to establish an industrial
considering that seven prints run- Film Service Co. .for distribution in
arts commission. At last year's
ning concurrently in seven theaters this territory.
convention,
M.P.T.O.A.
the
brings a direct appeal to approxidenounced
Brookhart's
Sen.
Wire Amherst Town Hall
mately 300,000 theatergoers and this
bill to forbid blind and block
Amherst, Mass. Amherst Combooking and arbitrary allocaat a cost that would not begin to
munity Theater Co. has wired the
tion of product.
buy an appreciable amount of news- Town Hall with Western Electric
apparatus.
paper or billboard space."

—

—

—

—

—

formances were given recently at four
first run houses here.
They were the
New, Warner's Metropolitan, Loew's
Stanley and the Rivoli. Of the four
the only one to do a capacity business was the New, where "The CockEyed World" was shown.

Wiring Turlock House

—

Turlock, Cal. Sound equipment is
being installed at the Fox which was
formerly the California.

Buy Whiting House

—

Whiting, Ind. Bond Amusement
Co. has taken over the Hoosier from
Roy Green and Margaret V. Bennett.
Western Electric equipment was recently installed.

Seek Relief
Memphis

—Directors

of the
instructed to deal with distributors in
a move for relief from the
"music tax," under terms of a

M.P.T.O.A. have been

resolution adopted by the M.P.
T.O.A. yesterday. Wide screen
pictures were not discussed, due
to departure of Fred Desberg,
who was slated to talk on the
subject.

DAILY
PACENT ESTABLISHES SIX
LINKS IN SERVICE CHAIN
(.Continued from Page 1)
a month with provision also made
Service men
for emergency service.
operating under the control of the
New York office, have been established at six central points in the territories and they will be available 24
hours a day. The schedule of rates
for the service runs from $15 to $25
a week, depending upon the type of
equipment and the distance of the
theater from the service headquarters.
Exhibitors are not required to sign
for the service, but service on a
contract basis is made available to
The new
theaters desiring it.
all
service program is provided in addition to the regular service available
from Coast to Coast.

Whiteman Film Gets

17

the

provide

Films
of

65,000 girls

chief

shown by

means

of spending their leisure

special car to appear
in the "King of Jazz Revue," Paul
Whiteman's starring vehicle for the

company.

FOX FILM 3RD QUARTER

and one substitute.

NET

JUMPSJ30 PER CENT

at

Game

Embassy Sunday

The Fox Movietone News

record

Y. U. -Georgetown game
tomorrow at the Yankee Stadium,
New York, will be shown the following day on the screen of the Embassy, recently acquired by Fox for
conversion into a newsreel theater.
The first showing will be at 10 A. M.
On the same program will be seen
and heard the mayoralty candidates
in a final appeal for votes.
The theater opens formally tomorrow.
of

the

N.

A Little

Photo-

tary.

Officers of the
include
Al

10.

local

from "Lots"

Among

its

members

are:

Berman Made

combined shares.

to

Alan

ZUKOR CHANCES~PLANS,

at

Radio

Pandro Berman has been made an
assistant to William Le Baron, production chief at Radio Pictures. Ber-

man

RETURNING FROM EUROPE

Assistant

Le Baron

will

shortly

be

given his

(Continued from Page 1)

Zukor

had
In Paris,
quoted as saying that negotiations for

plans.

been

deal were not

the
terminated, despite official statement
in New York that the deal was off.

RKO

to Entertain Stars

Hollywoi

OAUL PEREZ

directing adf
* tional scenes for the silent
sion of a First National sound
ture.
He is also writing titles
the production.

RKO

RKO

Open

Nov

—

—

—

—

is

*

*

*

Our Passing Show: Max Hai
New York agent, visiting the Rl
lot; John Murray Anderson but
Universal; Louise Dresser al
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Aura Smit^
at

Cincinnati being shown pofjJ
RKO by Bill GibbsT

Jr., of

interest at

of-

*

*

*

Fred Newmeyer

He

director.

first

is a busy
recently complet-

assignment.

ed "The Grand Parade" for
Pathe, while "The Rainbow

Schenck Buys Del Rio

tracted

Contract

Man," which he
*

Camille

Dolores del Rio, discovered by Ed-

win

Carewe

Mexico

City

four
years ago and since then under nersonal contract to him, now has become a Joseph M. Schenck star
through the sale to Feature Prod.
in

directed,
attention.

much

From Carewe

Luncheon Today Schenck's producing unit, of Carewe's
Screen stars appearing or about to interest in the actress's contract.
appear in
theaters in Greater
Bergman Gets New Position
New York and in
productions
will be entertained by the company
Stanley Bergman has been made
at a luncheon today at the Astor business
supervisor
at
Universal.
Hotel, New York.
Afterward they This is a new position.
will attend "Rio Rita" at the Earl
Carroll.
The hosts will be Hiram
Horwin Made Story Assistant
S. Brown, Joseph I. Schnitzer, Joseph Plunkett, George A. Godfrey
Jerry Horwin has been appointed
and Rosalie Stewart.
assistant editor of Universal.
"Rio Rita" to
Among those expected to be presin Baltimore on
8 ent are Letrice Joy, Helen Kane,
Russell Birdwell Quits Fox
First roadshow of "Rio Rita," Ra- Baclanova, Claire Windsor, Carmcl
Russell Birdwell has resigned as
dio production will open Nov. 8 at Myers, Viola Dana, Irene Rich, Mr.
Shamberger's Auditorium, Baltimore and Airs. Morton Downey, Charles director for Fox.
Murray, George K. Arthur, Rudy
at $1.50 top.
New Audible Production
Vallee, Glenn Hunter, and Theda
Bara.
P.
McGrew Willis is preparing
Ten Injured in St. Louis
"The Last Dance" for Audible. Lon
Wins Verdict Against Owner
House as Plaster Falls
Young will supervise the production
New
Haven, Conn. Abe Gingold, which will be recorded by RCA PhoSt. Louis
Ten persons were inreal estate broker, has won a verdict
jured here at the Missouri when
tophone.
of $4,834.25 in superior court here
plastering from the ceiling of the
against Walter A. Donovan, former
house fell during a performance.
Sono-Art Signs Miss Logan
owner of the Cameo, West Haven.
Jacqueline Logan has been signed
The
award
represented
commissions
Change in 55th St. Program
The second series of "Secrets of on the sale to West Haven Bank and to a long-term contract by Sono-Art.
Nature" will be shown beginning to- Trust Co.
"Fighting Legion" Into Production
morrow at the Fifty-fifth St. PlayMcGuire Back at Atlanta
house, New York, in place of "PanProduction work has begun on
Atlanta, Ga.
After having been
dora's Box," which has been rejected
"The Fighting Legion," by Universal.
transferred to the Memphis office
by the Motion Picture Division.
Ken Maynard is the star while Dorof the company, C. Francis McGuire
othy Dwan will play the feminine
is back at the local M-G-M exchange.
Moss With General Talking
lead.
Stewart B. Moss has succeeded
Norman Trevor Dies on Coast
Jean V. Grombach, who has resigned
Norwalk, Cal. Norman Trevor is
New Contract for Frank Fay
as sales representative for General dead. The end came at a sanitorium
Frank Fay has been signed to a
Recording studio. Moss will be pro- here in which he had been confined long-term contract to star in Vitaduction manager.
for some time.
phone productions.
at Astor

RALPH WILK

By

or-

Kaufman,
and Peter Shamray, secre-

Crosland, Lewis Milestone, Wesley
Ruggles, George Hill, Victor FlemLarry Daring, George Marshall,
(Continued from Page 1)
Federal taxes the nine months profit mour, Edward Snyder, Paul Lowrie,
of this year is equal to $9.61 a share James Brown, Jr., Norman L. Sper,
on 920,660 shares of the combined Frank Lydell and Leonard Smith.
"A" and "B." The nine months net
in 1928 was equal to $4.23 a share on

Paramount-Warner

N.Y.U.-Georgetown

of the

is

The
production.
supervising
the
troupe consisted of 16 regular dancers

Nov.

ganization
president,

in a

John Murray Anderson

Hollywood members
will hold their

Russell Markert Dancers
Universal

Hollywood Photographic
Group to Dine on Nov. 10
graphic Division, U. S. Signal Corps,
annual banquet at the
Russian-American Art Club here

time.

the 767,216

Seventeen Russell Markert dancers
were sent to the coast yesterday by

Hollywood Happenings

amusement of the
in New York State

is
it
schools,
continuation
a survey conducted
by the State Education Dept.
Boys, on the other hand, were
found to prefer sports as a

19291

1,

Coast Wire Service

Girls Prefer Pictures
source

November

Friday,

her

"gags,"

them away.

followed

She

titled

New

now

is

instead

was produced

svhich

4

*

has

Harry Brand and

lead of

ing

*

Collins

at-

sel
givin

of

"Satanesqu^

in color.

Musical Numbers

For RKO's "Hit the

_

DecJ

In addition to the tunes used
stage version, three new sonj
written by Harry Tierney, and
spiritual, composed by Victor BaL
valle, are being used by
in t|
film transcription of "Hit the Deck
Two orchestras and a brass band al
being employed to provide the maf
the

RKO

ical

background.

Luther Reed

is

di

recting.

Guild Opens

New

With Ryan
Social

Season
as

Hea

season of the Catholic

P.
Guild opened recently at til
Roosevelt Hotel here with a buffi
supper dance.
James Ryan, newfl
elected president of the organization
assumed his duties with the opening
of the Guild year.
Among thosl
present were: Nancy Carroll, Josd
phine Dunn, Johnny Hines, Jamel
Ford,
Coghlan,
Maure*
Junior
O'Sullivan, Pollyann Young, Salfl
Blane, Eddie Dowling, James GleS
son, Lydia Yeamans Titus, James
Ryan, C. E. Sullivan and John M

Gain.

•

Comedy

for

Taylor Holmes

will be featured im
Paramount-Christie's "He Loved the
Ladies," from a sketch by Forbes
Dawson. Featured with him will be
Helene Millard and Albert Conti. A.
Leslie Pearce will direct.

Taylor Holmes

.
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Outdoor souncL^^j^j
amazing in

it is

perfection

****** ,«& &

f^tn lO
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«^-

BRIEF RESUME
OF HIGHLIGHTS

OF THE NEWS
EVENTS DAILY.

All the news, while

The News
Read

it

it is

news

of the
every day

Day

w o R L D-W

I

DE

COVERAGE IN
CONCISE NEWS

PARAG R AP H S

.
THE

SIXTH

OF

SERIES

A

ON

REPRODUCTION

QUALIFY

WESTERN

by

ELECTRIC

The optical system must
be made and adjusted
with extreme accuracy.

A

one thousandth of an inch
than the thickness of a
sheet of paper. Yet to the makers
of Western Electric sound equipment,
mil

is

— much

Where a MIL is
as bad as a MILE
a mil

devoted

care

is

made

is

the

of

Western Electric Sound System.
In the sound-on-film system of reproduction, voice and music are trans-

mitted as a

beam

beam

of light. This light

passes through a knife-edge

slit

ten-thousandths (.0015) of an
inch wide. To check such minute magfifteen

. .

—

nitudes a microscope which magnifies

100 times is used The light beam as an
image one thousandth (.001) inch wide
!

rr

important as a

must be focused on the film
if it varies
more than two ten-thousandths (.0002)
of an inch, quality reproduction is lost.
More than 50 years' experience in
making voice transmission equipment
has taught Western Electric how to
maintain these narrow limits which
alone make quality sound reproduction
possible. The public, without knowing
the reason behind it, appreciates quality
in sound
as is proved by the constantly mounting receipts of Western
Electric equipped theatres.

typical of the

every part

to

as

—

THE precision with which the "light
aperture"

is

less

Precision Plus" assures Quality Reproduction in the

Wesrertm^M:iectric
SOU N D
SYSTEM
OF

ACTION

Distributed by

Electrical Research Products Inc.
250 West 57th Street,
Member ofMoUon

New

York, N. Y.

Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc

— Will H. Hays, President

:

mile.
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RCA

Finance Firm to Handle

Installations

FOX CONTINUING MIDDLE WEST EXPANSION
Australian Tax, Higher Tariff Plan Dead
Union Theaters
Helped Sweep New Party
in on Issues
Drive

of

—

Vigorous campaign of
Theaters against proposal to
ase by three cents the customs
uty on non-British films and levy a
ve per cent tax on theater grosses,
esulted in defeat of these measures,

Sydney

nion

vith

wept
'he

the Bruce-Page
out of power

administration

on

the

issue,

new government, which won on
i

i

ontinued

on

Page

4)

RED STAR NAME OF FOX

MUSIC PUBLISHING FIRM

101 Houses Pass
Kansas City

— Fox

to

More Houses

Fox Banner

West Coast on Friday took over

operation

under terms of deals closed some
time ago. The houses are the Midland circuit of 61 theaters in Kansas, Missouri and Iowa and the 40 theaters of the Midwest and Consolidated chains. This raises total of houses operated by the circuit
to well over 500, and extends its scope of operations to this territory,
where it previously has had no houses.
of 101 theaters in this territory,

Financing of installations of RCAequipment is to be
handled by the Commercial Investment Trust, under terms of a deal

ENGINEERING "LAB"

OPENED BY W.E. AT COAST

complete one channel film and disc
recording system, sound proof record-

of

RCA-Photophone through

tion-wide

branch

office

its

na-

organization

— One

millions
i spent on world advertising every
:ar by the American motion picture
ldustry,
Walter F. Eberhardt of
lectrical

as

Research Products, speak-

official

The M.

hundred

representative
on Page 4)

of

—

the

Talker Use

—

Expected to
Philadelphia
open up of a new field for talkers, tests were made here of
voices of criminals as a means
of future identification in an ex-

periment sponsored by Fox
Movietone.
Frank M. Selzer
of Fox-Case Corp. came here

-By

New York

M
their

EMBERS
being

Memphis

to be

convention,

They emphasized

when 300 showmen,

this fact at

representing a great

The convention was run off smoothly, with officers being elected
M. A. Lightman, that capable leader, who has done great
work in the South, remains in the saddle as president of the organiza-

little

tion.

With 34 houses purweeks, Fox West

continuing

its

expansion

in

to be
and Belleville, 111., under the expansion plans.
Both of the new houses will be modeled after the Fox here.
announcement has been
Official
(Continued on Page 2)

are

GENERALlElCOLOR,
LARGE SCREEN PREDICTED

He

expects to chalk up real accomplishment, convinced that the
fellow is to be given a break. The little fellow's position in the
(Continued on Page 10)

Talking

pictures

in

colors

will

crowd black and white films off the
Double width films on a
screen.
screen that fills the proscenium arch
the entertainment outlook for the
The stage itself will
near future.
not be eliminated, but will be aided
by pictures. These predictions form

is

the basis of comments made yesterday by Jesse L. Lasky, vice president
(Continued on Page 9)

Can Count

on Help— Lightman
Memphis— "We

are going forward
steadily on the belief that the industry welfare must be mutual and that
the small independent theater owners
can count on the intelligent co-operation of his larger neighbors, M. A.
Lightman, reelected president of the

M.P.T.O.A., said upon accepting the

get-together of the association.

cities.

The

HYNES-

portion of the nation's seating capacity, gathered for the tenth annual

for the experitests are to be
shown here Sunday to a number of police chiefs of various

ments.

F.

M.P.T.O.A. are gratified over the strides
made by distributors in rewriting con-

of the

made and

CHARLES

tracts of oversold exhibitors.

as scheduled.

from

A. Gives Thanks

Appreciation for Adjustments Expressed by Memphis ConventionThe Future of the Independent Exhibitor Film Men Stocks
are Hit by Wall Street Crash, Halting Deals
i— Zukor Hurrying Back to U. S.

(Continued

New

P. T. O.

is

—

recent

"Little Fellow"

to advertise films
Memphis

in

jusht completed.

of 120 offices.

(Continued on Page 2)

Louis

Photophone

The C.I.T. will finance the transRed Star Music Co., is the name
)f
the Fox Music publishing firm
Formal opening of a new engineer- actions involved in the leasing of the
ormed by Fox Film with Pat Flah- ing laboratory by Electrical Research sound equipment which is leased to
rty, veteran executive of the music
Products for research and experimen- the theater owner on a ten-year basis,
lublishing field in charge. The com- tal work on talking pictures as a ser- rental for which is extended over a
>any has leased the entire second vice to producers using the Western period of three years, payable monthC.I.T. will handle credit investiloor of 729 Seventh Ave., and is Electric recording systems took place ly.
{Continued on Page 9)
gation and collection of rental as well
in Hollywood Wednesday.
The laboratory is equipped with a as the service and inspection charges

Sioo,oooJoo~yEarly

St.

chased
Coast

Theaters
this territory.
built at Columbia, Mo.,

Commercial Investment Trust to
Handle Equipment Financing
NEW

Be Added

to

to 34 Acquired in
St. Louis Zone

office.

3,500 Wired by W.E.
Western Electric has completed its 3,500th installation
with the wiring of the Regina,
Paris, one of the Aubert
The company has
chain.
wired 2,500 theaters in all corners of the globe since the
The oldest
first of the year.
theater to be wired by Western
Capronica,
the
is
Electric
Milan, built in the 13th century.
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BROADWAY SCANDALS
HANDCUFFED

8

SCANDALS

HURRICANE

8

SEA FEVER

JAZZ HEAVEN

8

WIDECOMBE FAIR

8

MISSISSIPPI

GAMBLER
.

.

RKO

Tenders Film Stars
"Get-Together" Luncheon

.8
8

Stars

UBJECTS
9

J
All Markets Closed
to official closing of all financial markets yesterday so that brokers may bring their books up-to-date.
no quotations are listed. Business in
stock and curb exchanges as well as
the bond and over-the-counter markets will be resumed Monday.

Al Lichtman Returning East
West

Bureau,

Coast

Los Angeles

THE FILM DAILY

—Al

Lichtman leaves

here today for the East.

He

will visit

several exchanges on his return trip
to New York, where he is expected
to arrive in about three weeks.

"Arsenal" Premiere Postponed
Because of censorship difficulties
the American premiere of the Russian film "Arsenal" at the Film Guild
Cinema has been postponed to Nov.

NEW

ENGINEERING "LAB"

To

Distribute French Film

Here

Rights to distribute "On Zola's
'Money'," a French abstract film, in
this country have been acquired by
the Film Arts Guild, New York.

OPENED BY W.E. AT COAST
{Continued from Page 1)
studio, a review room for the
showing of talking pictures, develop-

ing

ing and printing equipment and many
other machines and apparatus for the
study and perfection of talking picture equipment and production technique.

The laboratory is another step by
Electrical Research Products in rendering immediate service to help them
solve problems of recording which
continually arise in their efforts to
further the art of talking picture production.
According to J. J. Lyng. vice, president
Research Products, who atElectrical
tended the opening due to the creative ni
ture of the industry every new picture puts
the recording system to a different use than
Some are slightly differthe preceding one.
The new
ent
others radically different.
laboratory
will
undertake to study such
problems and to provide the studios with
the knowledge and technique for achieving
;

new effects.
With such a laboratory

such

"Flight" Held Over in 4 Cities
production,
special
Columbia's
"Flight" has been held over for an
additional week at the Byrd, Richmond, Va. Rivoli, Baltimore; Harris,
Pittsburgh; and Newport, Norfolk,
Va.
;

Gaumont Sees Pacent

at

Work

in the heart of
production, the necessity for tests and exE'ectric
producers
Western
perimentations by
will
be eliminated, thus enab'ing producers
to devote entire time and studios to produc-

interests in British, says a dis-

here
from Harry
natch
received
lohen, European sales representa-

The laboratory and a staff of sound engineers and research workers will be under
Morgan who has
the direction of K.
F.
een engaged in voice transmission work for
many years.

Sound

at

—

pictures,

I.

is

RKO

Vancouver House Being Wired
Vancouver, B. C.
Broadway

—

being equipped for sound pictures.

is

MIDDLE WEST

Yemm

—

—

BROOKS

La Cossit en Route to New York
Henry La Cossit, magazine writer
and author of "Out to Kill" now being produced at Universal as "Deadline"
featuring Joseph Schildkraut.
left New York yesterday for Universal City where he is to write originals
and dialogue.

THE NAME YOU GO BY
WHEN YOU GO TO BUY

COSTUMES
GOWNS AND UNIFORMS
1

IA37 B'WAY, N.Y

~ ALSO

2S.OOQ

TEL.5580 PENN.|
COS1UM£$ TO RENTZTZI

Let Us Solve Your Problems

I

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

WANTED— DEVELOPER
If

Schnitzer, head of
en route to Hollywood.

Rich, Morton Downey and
Bennett.
In addition to
Hiram Brown, president of RKO,
other officials of the company present included: George Godfrey, Lee
(Continued from Page 1)
Trade
Harry Singer.
made of the purchase by Fox Marcus and
and daily newspaper people were also
of the Reid,
& Hayes Circuit in attendance at the luncheon, which
of 18 theaters in southern Illinois, inarranged by Mark A. Luescher.
cluding Centralia,
Mount Vernon, was
An
orchestra furnished music.
West Frankfort, Marion, Benton,
Duquoin, Christopher and Sesser, and
Sprowl at Riverside, Cal.
the Fresina Circuit of 12 theaters in
Riverside, Cal.
Norman Sprowl
central and southern Illinois, includ- has succeeded M. F. Williams as
ing Springfield, Taylorville, Mattoon manager of the Fox Riverside. Wiland Charleston, 111.
Fox also has liams has been transferred to the
purchased the theaters of S. E. Brady Fox California at San Bernardino.
of
Cape Girardeau, including the
Redwood Falls House Wired
Broadway, Park and Orpheum in
Redwood Falls, Minn. The Dream
Cape Girardeau and the Lyric at
has become a sound picture house.
Jackson, Mo.

Barbara

here

THEATER CHAIN

Joseph

vaudeville^

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

Eldorado House

Eldorado, Ark. The Rialto
has opened with sound.

tive.

Schnitzer Returns to Coast

RKO

tion.

Pacent sound apparatus was recently demonstrated for the Gau-

mont

FOX CONTINUING THEATER

playing

were guests at a "get-together" lun-i
cheon given by that organization at
Players!
the Astor Hotel Friday.
present were: Leatrice Joy, Olga
Baclanova, Charles Murray, Ben Tur-:
Kane, Claire Windsor,
pin, Helen
Rawlinson,(
Rand,
Herbert
Sally
Irene

ol

9.

—

hibitors' unit at Pinehurst.

8
.

SOUND

Due

General meeting of the Warner
Bros. Club at the Hotel Pennsylvania, N. Y.
Projection talk by William Cana14
van at Hotel Astor, New York.
16
M. P. Club dinner to Commissioner
Grover Whalen at N. Y.
18-19
Annual fall convention of Texas
Unit at Dallas.
19-20
Ninth Annual Ohio M.P.T.O.
Convention at Columbus.
9-10
Meeting of North Carolina ex

8

19.

SHORT

Premiere of "Condemned" at the
Selwyn, N. Y.
Opening of "Paris" at Central,
N. Y.
Actors' Equity Ball at Hotel Astor.
New York.
Dinner tendered to John Zanft at
Dinty Moores, N. Y., by Fox Theater executives.

7

12
12

T>

12

6
6

NEWS OF THE DAY
bv

Today

5

I'h'ESENTATlONS, by Herbert S. Berg
THEA TER EQ UIPMENT, bv William Ornstein

MUSICAL NOTES,

1

4
'

INDUSTRY'S STATISTICS, by James P. Cunningham
TIMELY TOPICS, Digest of Current Opinions
TEN YEARS AGO TODAY, Culled from Film Daily Files
THEIR FIRST JOBS
BIRTHDAY GREETINGS
PRODUCTION IN THE EAST
SHORT SHOTS FROM N. Y. STUDIOS, by Arthur W. Eddy
HOLLYWOOD HAPPENINGS, Coast News by Telegraph
-A LITTLE FROM LOTS." bv Ralph Wilk
REVIEWS OF NEWEST RELEASES, »y Jack Hairroxvcr

at

1929

The Industry's
Date Book

PAGE

THE M.P.T.O.A. GIVES THANKS, An Editorial
FOREIGN MARKETS, bv James P. Cunningham
WHHK'S HEADLINES, Resume of Week's News
FILM DAILY'S FEATURE PAGE

3,

know how to determine the
for new theatres in varcommunities how to judge the
of a location
how to instigate
carry through negotiations we

you

possibilities

ious
va'ue

—
—

—

and
Write
have an opportunity for you.
us Box K-179, c-o The Film Daily,
1650 Broadway, New York City.

Stebbins,
1540

B'WAY

Leterman
& Gates
INCORPORATED

N. Y.C.

TELEPHONE

BRYWT

3040

"A smart

editor is one

who

knows where hell is going to
break loose and has a man on
the spot to cover

it.

— Old newspaper proverb
Exclusive

Sound

Pictures

Of The

At-

Of Italy's Crown
Prince, Umberto, Were Shown Last
Night At The Opening Of The Embassy,

tempted Assassination

After Arrival

A

Few Hours
The Mauretania.

The Newsreel Theatre Just

On

Hear with your own cars the actual sound of
the assassin's shot exactly as it happened

F«X M#VIET«NE NEWS
is

always on the spot when any important
I

story breaks.
reel

is

the only talking news-

organized to photograph news

wherever

it

developes on

World-wide
ing,

It

smart

in

in

five continents.

coverage, alert

in

editing, perfect in tone.

\o"f

"It

report-

te
a
s^

THE

'%2H

DAILV

Week's Headlines

A DIRECT
COVERING

Foreign
Markets

NEWS SERVICE
DEVELOPMENTS

AMERICA'S IMPORTANT
OVERSEAS MARKETS

IN

Monday
Dept. of Justice to war on mergers violating
antitrust laws, says Attorney General Mitchell

Bar Ass'n meeting

at

Tuesday
Film stocks drop in second
Adjustments and wide films
sideration

at

market
to

collapse.

M.P.T.O.Af convention.

erns.

Wednesday
Warners reported acquiring 16 houses

Amusement

Enterprises

of Conin

New

York.

A. Lightman, M.P.T.O.A. head, backs
present system of arbitration until a better
one is found.
Paramount reported negotiating for control
of Famous Players Canadian.

M.

Thursday
R. Kent reports 3,800 adjustments including $1,300,000 made by distributors, in
letter read to M.P.T.O.A. convention.
Famous Canadian-Paramount deal slated to
be discussed at board meeting today at ToS.

ronto.

Deal

to

be

and

Graphophone

Columbia

between

Paramount said

near

adjustment

praised

record

at

M.P.T.O.A. convention.
Adolph Zukor changes plans and is hurrying
to New York from Europe.
Universal to fight for and with independent
exhibitor, M. Van Praag tells M.P.T.O.A.
meeting.

Today
RCA

Finance firm to handle
announced.

Fox continues
West with
So.

installations

theater expansion
acquisition of 18

in

is

houses

—

Berlin Number of German motion picture houses and their seating
capacity
have practically doubled
since 1918, according to the latest
statistics just made public. Whereas
there were 2,299 film theaters in
Germany in 1918 with a seating capacity of 803,508, this total was increased ten years later to 4,462 with
The increase has
1,647,722 seats.
been particularly rapid in the number of houses seating over 1,000.

Business Up

TALKERS FORCE GAUMONT

— General

TO MAKE IMPROVEMENTS
London

a profit, the firm has declared
no dividends.

Interchangeability

AUSTRALIAN TAX PLAN

FOR HIGHER TARIFF DEAD

is

Demanded

no
thoughts of raising funds at the expense of the film industry, it is con-

The

film indus-

was aroused by the proposed
imposts and the campaign against
them was carried out extensively.
try here

demanded

in Antipodes also enlarging its laboratory at Lime
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Grove.
Production will not reach its
Washington Aid of the govern- height until the work is completed.
ment to make compulsory the granting of permission for interchangeable 322 Houses in Britain

—

Now

Equipped With W.E.

London

—

'Number of theaters in
the British Isles equipped with Westl
ern Electric talking picture apparatus now totals 322.
The latest installations are at La Boheme, Mile

Starts Talking Films Tie Between Gramophone
End
4 Sound Stages Built and U.S. Firms Disclaimed ilion,

UFA
With

—Talking

and sound picture
production is under way at the Ufa
studios at Neubabelsburg with the
construction
of
four
new sound
stages.
Hard-burned bricks have
Berlin

"Tona" Is New Sound Film
System on French Market

London

— There

is

impression that the

which

no basis for the

Gramophone

Co.,

became associated
and Dominions Films in

recently

with British

sound picture production, is identified with
the Victor Talking Machine

Co.

or

Western

Electric,

ac-

cording to Ian Javal of Gramophone.
He says the fact that the Western

Rd:; Regal, Birmingham; PavDorking; Plaza, Coventry; King
George, Bletchley; Scala, Nuneaton;
King George, Fleet; Electric Palace,
Highgate; Victoria Hall, Portsmouth;
Picturedrome, Gloucester; Palladium.
Stockport; Palladium, Oldham; La
Scala, Aberdeen;
Grafton, Dublin;
Cambridge,
Glasgow;
Alhambra,
Bellshill;
New Palace, Edinburgh;
and the Criterion, Gosport.

\

Electric
system was selected for
New House Near Manchester
sound picture recording has been
Paris "Tona," a new sound systaken in certain quarters as an indiManchester The Corona will opemj
tem, has been placed on the market
cation that his company is under at Streatford, a suburb of ManchesT
in France.
It is interchangeable, it
ter, early this month.
Western Electric control.
It seats 90(1
is
claimed, calls for $2,700.
The
and is expected to' be wired for talkequipment is being marketed here by
New Belgian Film Company
ing pictures by Western Electric.
M. Fadman of Red Star Pictures.
Brussels Universel-Film has been
Asks Irish Titles for Ireland
organized in Belgium.
It will start
Novello in Gainsborough Film
Dublin Demand that titles of all
activity soon placing in production
London Ivor Novello is in the
of
"The Russian Eagle," at the films shown in Ireland be in Irish
cast of the "Gainsborough Picture
has been made by the Gaelic League.
Show," in production at the com- Franco-Film Studios at Nice. Michel
de Nitchaieff will direct.
pany's Islington studios under the
French Phototone in London
direction of Alexander Oumansky.
London
The Palace has been
A.B.C. in Newcastle Deal
Others in the film are Rebla, Gordon
equipped with the new sound-on-disc
Newcastle, England
Controlling
Harker, Roy Royston, Elsie Carlisle,
interest in the Grainger here has apparatus of French Phototone.
Iris Rowe, the Barrie Sisters, Ross
been acquired by John Maxwell of
and Sargent and Johnny Nitt.
"Singing Fool" in Bielefeld Nov. 8
Associated British Cinema, who plans
Berlin "The Singing Fool" opens
New House for Lidcombe, N.S.W. to convert it into a first run sound at the Gloria Palast, Bielefeld,
on
home.
Lidcombe, N.S.W. Sound picture
Nov. 8.
house is to be built here by Les TinFilm Congress Opens Nov. 5
ker at a cost of $110,000. it will seat
French Order Filmophones
Paris Motion
picture
problems
1,500.
Berlin
Three more orders for
are scheduled for discussion at the Filmophone sound
equipment have
Talker To Open Soon
second French Catholic Film Con- been placed by French exhibitors.
Berlin Ufa's first important talk- gress, which will convene here Nov.
ing picture, "The Melody of the 5 to 7.
Heart," will have its first showing

—

—

—

—

—

(Continued from Page 1)
film
issue,
will
entertain

— Improvements

by sound picture production are being made by Gaumont at Shepherd's
Bush.
The studio has been soundproofed and wired with new electrical equipment.
The company is

use of sound systems has been asked
Last year there were in the country by the Union of Australia Film In84 theaters for every 1,000,000 of dustrials, according to advice to the
population and 30 seats for every M. P. Division of the Dept. of Commerce.
1,000 persons.

in

Illinois.

fidentially predicted.

INCREASE MOLD IN DECADE

^^

CUNNINGHAM

meeting of
of Ufa is to be held Nov. 12.
The company's financial statement as of May 31 last has
been issued.
While it shows
Berlin

been used as sound-proofing material.
Middle

Australian tax increased is opposed by Union
Theaters.
Fox opens offices at 729 7th Ave., of new
fiim to be known as Red Star Music Co.

the

UFA

GERMANY

P.

1929

3,

FILM DAILY CORRESPONDENTS IN WORLD CAPITALS
FLASH OVERSEAS NEWS BY
RADIO AND CABLE

completion.

Friday
Distributors'

FILM HOUSES IN

get chief con-

Universal to present all-western show at Colony, New York, to test popularity of west-

solidated

By JAMBS

Memphis.

at

Exhibitors gather at Memphis for M.P.T.O.A.
convention.
Of 25,000 musicians in U. S. and Canada
7,000 are jobless as result of sound pictures,
says Joseph N. Weber, head of
American Federation of Musicians.

Sunday, November

—

—

—

$ioo,oooSTearly

—

to advertise films
AM PA,

(Continued from Page
told delegates at

T.O.A. convention here.

Of

this

—

UFA

1)

the

—

M.P.

sum

is
used for advertising
pictures in this country.
Thirty millions are spent outside the
United States.
Billboard advertis-

$55,000,000

American

—

Free Showing of "Simba"
Manchester
Free showing of
Dr. Deutsch Quits A.E.G. Board
"Simba" for 2,000 children is scheding,
according to Eberhardt, conBerlin— Dr. George F. Deutsch uled Monday at the Opera House
Mimes another $10,000,000, while ad- has left the board of A. E.G., power- here.
vertising accessories cost the industry in America $5,000,000 yearly.

Paradis Reopens Temple
Sanford, N. C. Joe Paradis has
reopened the Temple with De Forest
equipment.

—

shortly.

ful

—

electrical

rector of

group, to

become

a di-

Kuchenmeister.

W.

House in Turkey
Constantinople— Alhambra here
First

the

—

E.

is

Turkish theater to open with
Western Electric equipment.
first

Quits Paramount in Australia
Brisbane Clarrie Pond has left
T'aramount's Queensland branch and
has become associated with Union
Theaters as exploitation representative.

Richmount Pictures
723 7th Ave.
D.

J.

I nc#

New York

MOUNTAN,

EXCLUSIVE
tives for

foreign

City

Pres.

\

representa

Rayart Pi.tures Corpo-

ration and other
fading independent producers and distributors.
Cable Address RICHPiCSOC. Paris
Cable Address: DEEJAY. London
Cable Address: RICH PIC. N. Y.
:

Exporting only the
iTTCin^HTrn'.^

I
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Timely Topics
|

Along The Rialto

A

Digest of
Current Opinion

fechanical Improvements
Jone Can't Aid Talkers

1%/IACK SENNETT'S

A

lasttheater is what counts.
ing impression can hardly be acquired by means of a mechanismerit
artistic
is
It
trick".
tic
of
worth
the
of
test
is
the
that

a film.

Samuel Goldwyn
*

ays Europe Will Excel Us
n Film Opera Production
America has done
things in
wonderful
some

WHILE

the talking field, I feel that the
great operas of the screen will

come from Europe. Americans
have their own methods, and in
many forms of drama can far
surpass us, but, of course, in
opera Europe has the bulk of the

Bruno Walter,
orchestra conductor
*

in

first

M.

THAT

new comedy, "A Hollywood
burlesque on talkers, is playing the Mark

Noo Yawk and

the two houses last

By PHIL M.

Daly, Jr.

hilarious

Brooklyn.

edies again getting a break.

It's

good

to see real

"The Golfer" having had

com-

a run at

week

Al Hirschfield, who headed the former Selznick art department, has filed a 100 grand libel suit against "Variety" resenting
Coa crack about his beard that appeared in that sheet
lumbia pictures clicked in recommendations of 32 organizations
regularly reviewing pictures, in the period between July

and July

1,

company

1929, the

1,

1928,

sez

Jay A. Gove surely is enthused over that new sound techdepartment installed by Emmgeeem to help exhibitors, the
company and sound equipment manufacturers
Some of
the operators who exchanged their circuits for stock, weren't a
bit unhappy over the crash, which meant more stock for them.

DALY

171XTRA! Murder committed among

"^

the film houses

way

week.

this

It

mazdas on Broadhappened like this:

"Marianne"
to
took
"Disraeli"
"Hollywood Revue," and his "Sweetie," a gal named "Rio Rita" got sore
and made a crack to "The Mississippi
Gambler" about "Gold Diggers of
Broadway."

"Why

Bring That Up?" sez

"Isn't

'Broadway

it

he.

Scandals?'

chirps Rio.

nical

"No, 'Fast

"And

Life..'"

'Fast Company.'

"Well, that's 'Her Private Life."'

Rio gave him "Applause," sarcasti-

James A. FitzPatrick, veteran independent producer,
ping

He

is

step-

days in providing a national distribution outlet.
adds to quality product a real aggressiveness, which should
fast these

Mayor "Jimmy" Walker of New York,
Pathe Sound News scene of him wielding a
pick on a new project, by heeding a 12 o'clock whistle
Samuel Goldwyn's sailing for London next week, following
premiere of "Condemned" Sunday at the Selwyn
spell

success

called "cut"

material.

*

the

Star,"

expressed
improvements will keep up the present
intense interest in the cinema.
But I hold this to be untrue. It
will not be the addition of large
screens and such features that
The quality of a prowill draw.
duction and its staying power
with a spectator after leaving the

*

Phil

Strand

hope has been
THE
mechanical
that

*

THAT'S

with

€)—

|

AND

on

a

Gordon (Educational) White got a
met

How

his wife.

dirty look

when

he

first

things have changed

cally.

"Do you 'Welcome Danger?'

sez

he, real sore.

"Keep your 'Sunny Side Up,'

"

she

counters.

"Aw, back
Ships.'

to

'The

Isle

of

Lost

"

So Rio

did a

"Madame X," and

"Mississippi" with a cake of

hit

ice.

"Frozen Justice," sez the coroner.

*

ays Mergers Distract,
.fleeting Qaulity of Film

MERGERS

do a great deal to
industry, particuan
upset
larly one as unsteady as the mo-

When

tion picture business.

—

properly if constantly distracted
by executive changes and moves.
The mind is naturally focused

on "what
next?" than "what

more

at

happen
happening

will
is

83

NUMBER

—

Industry

Club).

Statistics
By JAMES
Statistical

P.

CUNNINGHAM
The Film

Editor,

Swan Song

Daily

PRODUCTION

"Toodle-ee-doodle-ee-doo,"

budgets

Hollywood studios

fEN

YEARS AGO TO-DAY

mi SHE*

tmz

^
FIlMDOM r

l*WSPAP£R
i

MANY HAPPY RETURNS

present?"

"The Los Angeles Record"

l

83

all

changes have been made, then
will finer product be forthcoming.
No genius if there is such
a thing in Hollywood can work

—

Mur-Ad

ULTHE MEWS
ULTUE TIMI

Marcus
ireus Loew reported seeking to
Lckerman & Harris San Francisco
louses.
*

Tom

*

*

Moore, exhibitor, urges closer
p-operation between trade press and
ewspaper at National Press Club
inner at Washington.

// you think you know how to play
the market and find out you're
wrong, be nonchalant light a Murad and join the rest of the "experts"
in the M. P. Club (Market Players

in

of

November 3

1924

totaled $164,000,000 and in 1925,
approximately $170,000,000. In
1928, budgets jumped $6,000,-

000 over 1925, to $176,000,000,
and in 1929, experts predict
about $200,000,000 will be spent
on American product.
*

*

*

Studio payrolls in Hollywood average $2,000,000 weekly, as compared with $1,700,000 two years ago.
*

*

the fillum

men

bright and gay,

But the market socked 'em plenty

And
Best
tions

wishes and congratulaare extended by

THE

FILM DAILY
ing

members

who today

to the follow-

of the industry,

are celebrating their

birthday

*

Twenty-nine thousand prints
are needed to fulfill distributors booking contracts weekly
15,000 active theater acfor
counts.

Sang

Paul Panzer
Charles Post

Ford Sterling

their broker

sang "Pay-Pay."

THEIR
FIRST

JOBS
JOE MOSKOWITZ
errand boy dress firm

'

THE

DAILY
<E2!!k

Sunday, November

3,

1929

I

THE
IN
PRODUCTION
EAST
WHAT
NEW YORK
WHO AND
WHAT'S

WHO'S

20 Of 26 GRAMERCY

Twenty dialogue

shorts of the 26

completed at
RCA's Gramercy studio under super"The
Currier.
vision of Richard
Magnate," starring Marc Connelly,
was the 20th subject and was finished last Wednesday with Currier diDal Clawson was the camrecting.
eraman. The seventh and last short
in the series will be made soon.
Product made up to the present

planned

have

been

'

Short Shots from
New York Studios

SHORTS NOW COMPLETED

vanced

by

Paramount
its

working on

Mort

er,

who has

rection

the
Island

is

on

just

completed

"The

di-

Laughing

Lady." The leeway is obtained through careful writing of
dialogue and multiple camera
angles in making of scenes.

"Age

is

as follows: one-reel novelties
of Innocence," "Headwork,"

Same
Broadway

now Finds

his initial assignment, di-

recting "Where Boobs Come From,"
two-reeler talking comedy for Schwab

&

Mandel.

day when making "Some
Pumpkins," which features a sort
Recording Music Masters
of Hallowe'en setting. Murray Roth
James A. FitzPatrick is recording
directed the opus, which presents three of his Famous Music
Masters
Summers and Hunt, vaude players. at RCA Gramercy studio. They are:
"Franz Liszt," "Johannes Brahme"
and "Georges Bizet."
other

also.

Paramount Shorts Set
For Production Soon

ESSENTIAL TO WRITER
"Shoemaker, stick to your last"
has been paraphrased by Ben Hecht
to read: "Scenarist, stick to your own
field."

Hecht,

who

stage play,

is

co-author

of

the

"The Front Page," and

"Underworld," practices this theory
in all of his dramatic writings.
As
Reaction on a newspaper man who covered underaffair^ for years, he is familiar
as in 'Sticks' world
with both the newspaper field and

Audience reaction to comedy is
the same anywhere, on Broadway or
in the "sticks," says George LeMaire,
"Godfrey Ludlow," "Palooka Flying
School" and "Strange Interview";
Additional artistic atmosphere is who produces and stars in talking
two-reel novelties, "Hunt the Tiger," now given Richard Currier's office comedies for Pathe.
»
Says LeMaire: "When I first start"St. Louis Blues," "Black and Tan"; at RCA's Gramercy studio by four
one-reel comedies, "The Traveler," charcoal and watercolor drawings, ed producing talking comedies I was
"The Bridegroom," "The Uncle," the contribution of Ernest Fegte, a little in doubt as to whether audiences in the 'Smith Corners' of the
"The Suitor," "The Guest" and "The studio art director.
country were not somewhat differMagnate"; two-reel comedies, "Two
ent from those of Broadway, when
Gun Ginsburg," "Gunboat Ginsburg,"
"The Burglar," "Campus SweetMarc Connelly jumped a train for it came to the question as to what
hearts,"
"General
Ginsburg" and Washington the other p. m. following would make them laugh. I find that
"Stand To."
completion of "The Magnate," one there is no material difference. The
In addition to the next and last of his dialogue shorts for RKO, radio and the automobile as well as
Marc Connelly the other short ten- made at RCA's Gramercy studio. the picture theaters have brought
tatively set for production is "Before He's
stage
directing
"Berkeley about a great change during the last
Breakfast," by Eugene O'Neill.
What makes the
Square,"
which
soon
bobs
into ten or 12 years.
man or woman of the big city laugh
RCA's Gramercy studio is also be- Broadway.
is being laughed at everywhere else
ing rented by various independent
and just about as soon. Comedy is
producers, including James A. FitzThe Warner studio gang got a now comedy everywhere."
Patrick, Photocolor, Talking Picture
break a la doughnuts and cider the
Epics. M-G-M is making tests there
date

KNOWLEDGE OF PEOPLE

Island studio as a new
invention of Victor Schertzing-

studio, has reached this station via
publicity work and scenario and title
writing. He's been doing some making of retakes at the studio during

the past few months.

Leeway"

Long

to

Long

'Cutting

STUDIOS

"Cutting Leeway" is a new
term announced by Paramount

^^By ARTHUR W. EDDYm—
MORT BLUMENSTOCK, adpost of director at

GREATER

IN

the criminal world.
"No dramatic writer can hope to
achieve realism without a thorough
knowledge of the people about whom
he is writing," Hecht points out in
discussing his own work. "For many
years, my work as a newspaper reporter carried me among criminals of
all kinds and
the associated half
Ifworld characters. In writing for the
le
stage or screen, I have drawn on
those early contacts.
"In
'The
River
Inn,'
I
Charlei
Ruggles plays a reporter who is a
composite of many reporters of my

|

own

acquaintance. Helen Morgan, as
the cabaret singer in a roadhouse, is
a charatcer familiar to anyone who
knows the night life phase of modern society.
And Fred Kohler, as
the leader of the bootlegging gang,
creates a character that has figured
many times in underworld escapades.

t

-

Fred Lalley in Charge
at Pathe Sound Studio

With Fred Lalley now in charge
as studio manager, the Pathe plant
originating at RCA's
on upper Park Ave. will make anis
exhibiting itself
its short subject department, now in
all
over the Globe's screen these postal card which she mailed from other George LeMaire short this
charge of A. J. Balaban. Three sub- days.
week.
Lalley has been brought oni
"Black and Tan," the pride New Zealand.
jects
are definitely
from the Coast, where he filled a
scheduled for and joy of the studio force, is on the
making. They are the United States bill.
Barton Adams, who has reformed similar job for RKO.
And so is "Gunboat Ginsburg,"
Indian Band, which will be filmed another
Pathe will work in the studio undialogue knockout in which as an artists' representative, is now
Wednesday and Thursday,
Lee Nat Carr took his direction from assisting Mort Blumenstock, direc- der a year's lease, recently made
Morse, recording artist, Nov. 11 and Mark
Sandrich.
The much-talked- tor of "Where Boobs Come From,," when the plan to produce at RCA's
12.
and William and Joe Mandel, about camera work
on "Black and at Paramount' s Astoria shop. Bart Gramercy plant was discarded.
Nov. 17.
recently directed exterior shots for
Tan" is by Dal Clawson.
"New York Nights," Norma TalWith considerable production set,
Short product
Paramount is renewing activity in Gramercy plant

Vitaphone More Shorts
Vitaphone shorts made recently at

\

George Oschmann, who

is

monitor

madge vehicle, around this town.
He worked with Joseph Henabery,

man at RCA's Gramercy studio, Sam Wood, Allan Dwan and others
James which is the way Harold Danson at Paramount some years back.
Barton,
Sidney likes you to refer to the plant, was
Marion.
All were directed by Mur- formerly
with National Broadcastray Roth.
Dorothy McNulty, who is one of
ing Co. He's been with the picture
Warner

Bros,

studio, include
Watson Sisters and

studio since its opening.
Synchronizing "Fables"
Carl Edouarde, musical director of
Arline de Haas, who handled pubAesop's Sound Fables, is rehearsing licity
at Warner Bros, studio until
music and effects for the synchroniz- a few
months ago as well as wrote
ing of two Pathe releases to be renovelizations on that company's piccorded next week. The pictures are tures, is
now
"A Close Call" and "The Night go languid andat Tahiti, where he will
perhaps pound a novehstic

typewriter.

Thus

states

musical show entertainbeing recorded for posterity

the

better

ers,

is

Paramount Long Island studio in
"Where Boobs Come From." Dorothy
at

now an eye-filling attraction in
"Follow Thru" and previously helped

MARK SANDRICH
Director
Just Finished

THE GINSBURG SERIES
Starring

NAT CARR
for RKO Release

is

entertainment

matters
in
"Good
Great Temptations"

News," "The
and other musical, as well as at the
a Moulin Rouge, Paris, France, no less.

LOUIS BROCK,

RCA
Gramercy

Producer

Photophone
Studio, N. Y. C.

DAILY

12

Sunda y. November

3,
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Working at Metropolitan
Studio
—

Western Electric Sound Recording System Used on Productions "U" Preparing for "All Quiet on Western Front"
Fox Signs 6 Song Writers— Columbia to Start "Murder on the Roof "—Ralph WilkV'Little from Lots"— Other News

5TUDI0 FACILITIES TO BE

Fox Signs Six More
Song Writers to

Staff

"Murder on the Roof" to
be Put in Work Soon

Six new song writers have been
Columbia's "Murder on the Roof,"
ENLARGED FOR OTHER UNITS acquired by Fox. They comprise Ed adapted by Enid P. Hibbard
from
Nelson, Harry Pease, Jimmy Mon- the story by E. H. Doherty, will go
are
making aco, George Little, John Burke and into production soon under the diproducers
Twelve
rection of Lynn Shores.
Simultane.ound and talking pictures at the Bryon Gay.

The
Sound studios.
vletropolitan
Western Electric system is being
To provide
ised in all recording.
or increased activity the studios are
ieing enlarged.
Those using the studios are Sono^.rt,
Christie, Caddo, Fine Arts Pic-

ously with the release of the film,
tiie story will be released in bock

Appropriate Start
Approximately enough, "All
Quiet on the Western Front,"
the film based on Erich Maria
Remarque's book, will go into
production at Universal on
Armistice Day at 11 A. M., the
hour at which the World War
ended on Nov. 11, 1918. Spe-

Paul Stein Directs Pathe Film
mark the
cial exercises will
form under the name "Broadway
"This Thing Called Love'' has
beginning of the film.
Murders" b) Doubleday-Doran.
been directed for Pathe by Paul
Stein, with Constance Bennett, EdWellman Making Sea Shots
mund Lowe, Zasu Pitts, Carmelita
College Oarsmen in "U" Film
"Flesh of Eve" company,
The
Taylor,
Roscoe
Geraghty,
Ruth
Paul "Shorty" Orr, coxswain of headed by Nancy Carroll, is shooting
Lloyd,
Broughton- Karns, Stuart Erwin and
ures,
Harold
John Roche the University of Washington crew,
marine scenes in the Pacific under
^eid Productions, Halperin Brothers,
in the cast.
and Tom Bolles, assistant coach, wil' the direction of William Wellman.
Hamilton,
Robert C. Bruce, Lloyd
give technical advice in filming the In the cast of the film, which is based
ames Cruze, Major Hammond and
Mrs.
Reeve
Writes
Two
More
crew race which is the climax of on Joseph Conrad's "Victory," are
lillian & Reid.
Winnifred Reeve has written "The Universal's "The College Racketeer." Richard Arlen and Warner Oland.
"Blaze
producing
Sono-Art
is
)'Glory," while Christie is at present Spy" for Joseph Schildkraut and is Orr will in addition play the coxsJames Murray and Kathryn
ilming the talking comedy, "Weak now writing "Barbary Coast" for wain.
Crawford
have the leading roles, with
collaboration
Mary
Nolan
in
with
dialoguing
Willing."
Caddo
is
iut
Reginald Barker directing.
toward Hughes' "Hell's Angeles." Tom Reed.
ine Arts Pictures, recently organof Hospitality
led, will start production soon. Bruce
of
outdoor
talking
making
series
5
a
nd musical scenics for Paramount,
/bile Lloyd Hamilton is producing
series of talking comedies for Edur

THE

Doorway

A Little from

James Cruze, Inc.,
work on the next
following
"The Great

ational release.
5
about to start

roduction

Hammond, world traveler
iabbo."
nd explorer, is using the studios to
ynchronize a series of travel picGillian & Reid is at work on
ures.
series of Doodle Bug film cartoons.

By

DUBIN and Joe
ALwrote
several song

who

"Gold
have been

hits for

Diggers

of

Broadway,"

assigned to write seven original tunes
The assignfor "Hold Everything."

ment was made by Ray Perkins, head
of Warner Brothers song writing de-

Boyd Starts "Officer O'Brien"
partment.
William Boyd has started work on
Dorothy
'athe's "Officer O'Brien."
Sebastian is his leading woman.

Burke,

RALPH

*

Edward Clark

*

*

Lilley,

New York

"Lots"

W ILK

"Where in the 'ell is Mulligan"
no, this is not from the well known
play, but an actual happening when
Mrs. Clyde Cook came out from under the ether after a minor nasal operation.
She was calling the doctor
for relief from the fluid.
She is convalescing nicely now according to
Clyde who is working with Tay Garnett at Pathe.

stage director, who directed the
Hackathorne as Robespierre
stage version of "Excess Baggage,"
Joe E. Brown the comedian is a
George Hackathorne will return to is directing the dialogue for "La clock watcher. This is a proven fact
he screen as Robespierre in "La Marseillaise," which is being made for during the world series games,
vlarseillaise," co-starring Laura La by Universal. "Congratulations" and Joe would watch eagerly
for lunch
Plante and John Boles and being "Conflict" are among plays he has time to run home and listen to the
lirected by Paul Fejos at Universal. directed.
He is expected to handle reports over his radio. He is credthe pictorial action and dialogue on ited with discovering several leading
Wests in Another Christie
a Laura LaPlante production.
players who are now with the big
Buster and John West have been
leagues.
featured
be
to
etained by Christie
*
*
*
a another talking comedy to be based
Our Passing .Show: Max
J. Grubb Alexander, who wrote the
lpon "Marching To Georgia." by
Ree and Ivan Lebedeff chatting
3
screen play and dialogue for "GenIt will be proaul Gerard Smith.
winat RKO; Norman Selby
eral Crack," starring John Barryuced within the next few weeks for
ning much applause with a
more, is writing the dialogue for
release by Paramount late this fall.
dance number at the entertain"Murder Will Out." He also wrote
ment provided for Southern
Rathbone Opposite Mackaill
the screen plays and dialogue for
California theater owners; Al
Basil
Rathbone plays opposite
"Evidence"
and "The Gamblers."
Steffes and George Bromley,
Dorothy Mackaill in "Green Stockformer University of Minnengs," being produced by First Nasota football star, chatting at
ional from the play of A. E. W.
the Ambassador.
vtason.
William A. Seiter is direct-

ng
Seiter to Direct Miss Griffith
direct
will
A.
Seiter
Zorinne Griffith in "Back Pay" for
'irst National.
It is based on the
"anny Hurst story of the same name.

William

Harry
Dell
Henderson,
Sweet and Wallace MacDonald are the former directors
who are working in "Hit the
Deck."

Dialoguing
Universal's

Feature Comedies

_SNTER tha doorway of
popular hoatalry » n<1 V° u '•*' *' boaaa.
There's an ttmoiphcrt of cordial walaoaM
which mark* tha difference between the
Hollywood PUxa and ordinary hotel*.
«*»!«

Tour room, too. ha* that addad
of distinction. Picture* on tha wall,
.ruffed furniture, a floor lamp and reading
lamp.. . thee* ara but a few of tha fear
that

make you feci at home.

Plg'n Whistle Dining Service inai
beat of food. Therefore, when you are neaa)
In Loe Angela* be rare to investigate.

THE HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA
HOTEL

Vine Street at Hollywood Boulevard

HOLLYWOOD. CALIFORNIA

;;;

DAILV
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Egan

with Sally O'Neil. Jack

Length: 7000

with John

with Joseph Schildkraut

(All-Talker)
Columbia

(All-Talker)

ft.

Radio Pictures

several
that have just preIt lacks a sizable story,
ceded it.
and depends too much on the song
and dance numbers to put it over.
There are too many of these, and
nothing startling in the way of a
melody to make the customers hum
on the way out. Production values
are very good, and handled with exSally
pertness by Rufus Le Maire.
O'Neil in the chorus line is rather
lost with the other girls, for the
costuming is too similar to make her
stand out. Her voice goes away off
There is a scene where
in spots.
she burlesques the temperamental
star
who is trying to steal her
This is the best bit Sally
sweetie.
does.
This boy Jack Egan is there,
and looks like a comer. He has the
stuff in his vocal cords, and looks
and acts well. Rates fair programmer, but not first-run big time stuff.
Cast: Sally O'Neil, Jack Egan, Carmel
Myers, J. Barney Sherry, John Hyams,
Dawson, Gordon
Doris
Wilson,
Charles
of

comedy shows

Drama

of

the

Goes

Mississippi.

Moves
true love, of course.
slowly, the drama is sometimes overThen

son.

Warrenton.

George
;

Archainbaud

;

Author,

Norman Houston
Lehman; Editors,' Leon

Dialogucr,

Direction, satisfactory.

;

Photography, good.

;

;

Direction,

Brown

Faire,

(All-Talker)
Rayart

Photography, okay.

ft.

GOOD MURDER MYSTERY
WELL HANDLED BY COMPETENT CAST CARRIES STRONG
SUSPENSE AND PLENTY OF
THRILLS.
GOOD PROGRAM
OFFERING.

of story.
Cast:
O'Farrell,

Brown Faire, Broderick
Wheeler Oakman, Dean Jagger,

Virginia

James Harrison, Frank C'arke, Charles West.
Director,
Duke Worne; Author, Arthur
Dialoguer,
Editor, John Harrington
Hoerl
not listed; Adaptor, not listed; Cameraman,
Hap Depew.
;

;

are poorly handled, and fail to give
that robust interpretation of English
rural types that could have been
made so appealing. All about an
aristocratic squire in Devon who is
financially embarrassed.
His daughter marries a young tenant, who

attempts to build up the depleted
farm with modern methods. Photography lovely in places. Fine scene of
country fair and a fox hunt. Mildly
entertaining.

Wyndham Standing, Marguerite AlWilliam
Freshman, Moore Marriott,
Violet Hopson, Aubrey Fitzgerald.
Director, Norman Walker
Author, Eden
Cast:

len,

;

Phillpotts; Adaptor,

De

Ruelle

;

Amkino

Titler,

Claude F. Green.
Direction, weak.

Not
Not

listed; Editor, Emile
listed ; Cameraman,

Photography,

okay.

"Sea Fevor"

Length: 7000
(Silent)

ft.

(Silent)
ft,

is

is

rected this smoothly, and the cast is
competent, and it rates good entertainment wherever they like this type

struction do not lend themselves to
film adaptation. So maybe it was not
much the fault of the director and
adaptor that they failed to get more
out of it.
But the characterizations

life

sustained.

who

the
Phillpotts.
Produced
by British International. In the first
place, the quiet literary style of Eden
Phillpotts and his sketchy story con-

Eden

Length: 5462
ANOTHER RUSSIAN PROPODULL FRENCH PRODUCLength: 5735 ft. GANDA FILM THAT WON'T
Columbia
INTO FILM HOUSES. TION MISSES ENTERTAINSTRONG MELLER OF SEA FIT
ENTERTAINMENT FOR MENT ENTIRELY WITH
LIFE WILL PLEASE THE LIGHT
ART
HOUSES.
HEAVY TREATMENT AND
THRILL FANS. GOOD NUMBER Comedy-drama. Here
another SKETCHY STORY.
NOT FOR
FOR THE DAILY CHANGES. tale of Communist
tell- FILM FANS.
BOSWORTH PUTS IT OVER. ing all about the love ofin aRussia,
girl street-

The plot the daily changes, but carries little
accused of appeal for women.
Bosworth holds
the murder of the father of the girl a rather loose story together with his
he loves.
Wheeler Oakman as the characterization of Hurricane, and is
heavy, who is the guilty one works ably seconded by Tom O'Brien as
his influence so that the girl is prac- the tough mate who knows how to
tically forced to marry him to save manhandle
mutineers.
Leila
the
her lover.
But right after the cere- Hyams has little to do, and the love
mony the plot breaks in a very dra- interest is rather carelessly handled.
Cast:
Hobart Bosworth, Johnny Mack
matic way, and the ending is happy
for the principals.
Duke Worne di- Brown, Leila Hyams, Allan Roscoe, Tom
well

concerns a youth

;

;

Comedy drama. Adapted from

novel by

Moviegraph

Drama of sea life. It carries the
Murder mystery. This one has a
good plot with a lot of twists that pop wallop with a lot of fighting,
keep the suspense building to the near-mutiny and the rough and tumclimax.
It has the popular elements ble stuff indulged in on the old sailthat the fans like, and should go ing ships a half century ago. Carries
nicely in the neighborhoods and the the real salt tang, and has plenty
A film
popular houses.
Nothing particular- of red-blooded atmosphere.
ly new about the murder mystery, primarily for the men and boys who
except that it builds up from two en- like their entertainment rough and
tirely different angles and keeps the- scrappy.
Just the sort of food for
interest

Blanche Frederici, Sally O'Neil, Joseph Cawthorn, Albert Conti, Henry Armetta, Ole M.
Ness, J. Barney Sherry, Adele Watson.
Director, Melville Brown
Authors, Pauline
Forney, Dudly Murphy
Dialoguers, Cyrus
Wood, Walter Ruben; Adaptors, the same;
Cameraman, Jack McKenzie.
Direction, satisfactory. Photography, good.

(All-Talker)

Length: 5393

Wyndham Standing,
Marguerite Allen

ft.

"Scandal?"

with Hobart Bosworth, Johnny
Mack Brown, Leila Hyams

Wheeler Oakrnan

Length: 6372

where Sally gets herself in a
jam trying to sell one of her bosses

"Hurricane"

"Handcuffed"
with Virginia

ordinary.

with

(Silent)
MILD ENTERTAINMENT
ALL ABOUT PLUGGING A World Wide
Length: 6800 ft.
SONG WITH THE SONG LACKBRITISH
FILM
ADAPTED
ING REAL MELODY. RATES
FROM
FAMOUS
NOVEL
POORLITTLE ABOVE AVERAGE
LY HANDLED AND MISSES
PROGRAMMER.
WEAK STORY AND
The story lacks a real punch, and WITH
ACTING. JUST A FILLER.
is only made attractive by the work

the song.
All through the picture
played and then again underplayed.
you hear about this hot number, and
The conversation is pretty blah, and every time it is
played it proves it's
altogether it rates very low in anyjust another tin pan melody. Sentibody's entertainment program.
mental stuff will click with femmes.
Cast: Joan Bennett, Joseph Schildkraut,
Cast:
John Mack Brown, Clyde Cook,

Adaptor,
Gladys
Barsha, Ben Pivar; Cameraman, Harry Jack-

Director,

Howard Green

"Widecombe Fair"

Sally O'Neil

back to the crinoline days of the old of Clyde Cook and Joseph Cawthorn
South, and the whole affair is very who supply some very good sketches
reminiscent of "Show Boat." In fact, of comedy done with class.
John
too reminiscent, coming so quickly Mack Brown as the boy who has
Universal
other
heels
of
the
upon the
written a song, with Sally O'Neil, the
production.
Joseph Schildkraut is gal who works for a music publishthe polished card sharp who preys ing firm, trying
to sell it to her emon rich travellers on the steamer. ployers, are both only fair.
Sally's
With a shill, he is doing his stuff, voice is harsh and Eastsidey, and
when he gets mixed up with the makes a very poor comparison with
beautiful southern belle whose daddy
the fine tones of Brown.
And Sally
he has fleeced. So the] gal plays him is light
on her trouping, and in only
for the winnings, staking her all infew scenes does she look the dazHe azler
cluding herself on the cards.
she has in other pictures. The
loses to her gracefully even though
story ambles along leisurely to a
kings.
her
he holds three aces to
point

Alec B. Francis, Otis Harlan, Carmelita
Geraghty.
Directors, Reginald Barker, Harry Pollard
DiaAuthors, Kane Brown. Leonard Fields
Editor, not listed
logues Winfred Reeves
Cameraman, Gilbert
Adaptor,
not listed;

Elliott.

Mack Brown,

(All-Talker)

Length: 5384 ft.
RATES AVERAGE MUSICAL Universal
COMEDY SHOW WITH SLIGHT RATES LOW WITH POORLY
STORY AND OVERLOADED CONSTRUCTED STORY TOLD
ON SONG AND DANCE NUM- IN TRITE MANNER. POOR
BERS. GOOD PROGRAMMER. DIALOGUE AND DRAGS HEAVMusical comedy show. Seems very ILY. A FILLER.
big musical
reminiscent

"Jazz Heaven"

"The Mississippi Gambler"

"Broadway Scandals

O'Brien.

Director,

Springer
Adaptor,

;

Ralph Ince
Dialoguer,

;

Author,

Norman

Norman

Houston
Editor, Not listed

Enid Hibbard
Cameraman, Teddy Tetzlaff.
Direction,

;

adequate.

Photography, good.

car conductor and a postal chauffeur.
Interesting only as a sidelight on living conditions in a large Russian city,
now that they have told us all about
how the peasants live in the rural
communities.
The story is treated
lightly, which is
something to be
thankful for. Nothing heavy and horrifying, and also a happy ending,
which shows the Russian studios are
beginning to catch on to the idea.
The scandal concerns the gal taking
her beau in one evening and putting
him up for the night during a heavy
storm.
He hears the scandal talk,
believes it, and then the happy reconciliation.
Here's where the story
falls, for the motive is very clouded.
Cast: Lena Filkovskaya, Ivan Stalenin, S.
Gubin, K. Yakevleva, A. Poltavtseva, M.

Evidently
great

they

took

Masefield's
as the mo<

poem "Sea Fever"

^

tivation for this one.
But Neofilms
of France who produced it, missed
entirely.
Starts out with a long title
explaining that titles have been practically eliminated so that the film
pictures can tell their own story.
Which the film pictures immediately
proceed not to do.
The treatment

|

'

slow, and the

heavy,

psychologitypes will fail
to register with the average audience.
It won't go over here.
A son of a
laundress in Marseilles yearns to go
to sea, but never gets there.
He
falls
in love with a barmaid and (f
never gets to sea.
Also there is a
sailor who can't go to sea because I
he is balmy, and he moons around
Shevaleva, T. Yesikovsky, N. Lyoneva, B. and
gazes at the sea.
Very heavy, I
Borodin.
uninteresting
film,
with
Director, Ivan L, Perestiany
Author, Not draggy,
Adaptor, Not listed
Editor,
Not scenes that are depressing at times. I
listed
is

cal studies of different

j

I

1

I

;

;

;

listed

;

Titler,

Not

listed

;

Cameraman, A. F.

Stanky.
Direction,

crude.

Photography, spotty.

Cast: George Charlia, Nathalie Lissenko,
Catherine Hessling, Tommy Bourdel, Phillipe
Heriat.

Alberto Cavalcanti
Author, Not
Adaptor, Alberto Cavalcanti
Editor,
R. Fliesler; Titler, J. R. Fliesler; Camera-

Director,
listed

Department of Reviews conducted by Jack Harrower

J.

;

;

man, Not

|

I

;

listed.

Direction,

heavy.

Photography, spotty.

j

November

anday,

3,

OA^Y
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GENERAL USE OF COLOR,

Short Subjects
SOUND
"Room

909"

—

Warner

Bros. Vitaphone
Big Time Stuff
supplemented
comedy,
Excellent
smooth performances and compent direction, make this Vitaphone

The dialogue is
ort big time stuff.
arkling and yet not too much so
The situasmaller houses.
r the
involves a coffin salesman and
>n
hotel chamber
hotel
the

pretty

maid who

Robert

is

proprietor's

reality
.lighter.

Emmett

Keane

the salesman and how! The girl
played by Claire Whitney, who
fhs in another excellent performce.
The picture received its highade direction from Murray Roth.
lie excellent photography is by Edird Du Parr.

>es

idea

is

This is essentially a number for
ade audiences, for it tells a well
ndled story of Punchinello and
arleciuin in love with the same girl,
is done in descriptive dialogue, with
ythmic verse. Duncan Renaldo is
e clown who finally wins the girl
ter he has removed his mask. Bella
jgosi is the harlequin and Billie
iinesford the girl.
Very beautifulstaged, and with the Sonochrome
int
that gives delicate tints,
it
akes a pleasing subject that will go
;11 with intelligent audiences. (One
el).

"Springtime"
Walt Disney
Pip Cartoon
called a Disney Silly Symony, and it is a corker.
The caron work is about the best that has
er been seen in the animated field,
e expressions and general antics of
e animals
being unusually clever
well as true to life.
series of
3gs graduating in size are swalwed by each other in turn, till only
is

A

—Pathe

Snappy

A

instance, black

—

Columbia Victor Gem
Good Impersonations

"The Girl Scout Trail"
Visugraphic

Well handled short, with Georgie

who appears

Rogers, Al Jolson and Eddie Cantor,
three celebrities who had failed
for the evening's entertainment. Price's impersonations are
all
first-class, and get over strong.
Where the work of these three favorites is known, the offering is bound
to click.
the
to

show up

Novelty

A good number for the neighborhoods, dealing with the activities of
A
the Girl Scouts in story form.
typical American girl is seen becoming interested in the Scout movement, and her progress and activities
are seen through all the stages till
Synshe becomes a Master Scout.
chronized score, with titles, not talking.
Will prove of especial
to the younger girls.

interest

n

e
il

big frog

is

left.

Very Good
Opens with a Japanese scene

of
babies receiving treatment in a service station in Yokohama, with the
doctor advising the mothers free of
charge. Then the babies are taken to
the temple, with the whole family
in attendance for the ceremonial of

blessing the babe and bringing good
luck. Second sequence shows a derby
being staged among assorted pups,
with comedy highlights. The last of
the reel is a fine picturization of
Venice from the vantage point of
the Grand Canal.
Nicely balanaced
reel that is well edited.

"After the Show"

world.

The synchronized music

:ompanying the dancing music
I

of

frogs adds greatly to the laughs,

lich

come

easily.

Melody

—

Pathe
Lively
A tab musical revue is staged with
the idea of the frankfurter king inviting the show girls to do their stuff
The girls
at an after-theater party.
are a likely aggregation of cuties, and
step through three lively numbers.
Their costumes are the best seen in
a short sound subject for a long time.
They make an eyeful that will set
this number in strong with both the
femmes and the sheiks. Plenty of
classy limbs and pretty faces.
Jack
Pepper and his uke do the emceeing.
Musical numbers are "Aint That
Are" and "JigToo Bad," "Here
A-Boo-Jig." Harry Delmar directed
and wrote the number, and did both

We

"Tuning In"

—

Hearing report of a f bull fight in
Spain, he gets excited and starts doing the toreador stuff with the old
Develops some
cow on the farm.
funny situations that carry a fair
amount of laughs.

"In Dutch"
Photocolor

"Watch Your Friends"

Class Entertainment

Universal

you on a trip from
Chicago on one of the
big special through trains, showing
the various activities on board en
route from dining car to sleepers.
This

reel takes

New York

The

to

shots of the train in
tion are exceptionally good.
fast

"A

Stitch in

Time"

high

is impressive for a sombre
tones are vital to happy
J

"Color," he pointed out, "ties it with the
enlarged screen, giving spectacular effects
never before attainable with pictures.
Experiments are now being conducted by Paramount
for the further use of the large
screen, adding that
this
company was the first to
present the double-width film on the fullstage silversheel when 'Over the Top'
was
recently in New York.
the enlarged screen,"

offered

"With
"will
a
a

Lasky

said,

be

double-width film.
This combinaphotography and projection presents
very beautiful and distinctive quality, and

'i"ii

of

stereoscopic effect.

"The magnascope was

the

first

step.

That

'imply was a lens that magnified the ordinary picture and was used in certain lothe showing of "Old Ironsides'
The new process, the magnatakes a photographic negative twice as
wide as the standard negative, bringing everything into comparative close-up."
With the arrival of talking pictures, Lasky
continued, "the spirit of adventure has taken
hold of the screen industry.
Every unit is
deve'oping the mechanical possibilities to the
last degree, and the next ten years will be
years of advancement and progress far beyond
for

film.

our

dreams.

This

spirit

will

extend

itself

the speaking- stage for I believe that
the talking screen will reach out and stimuto

late

that.

"Eventually." he said, "the dramatic stage
wi'l be subsidized by the motion picture industry.
Certain dire predictions that the
stage will disappear as the result of the coming of sound to the screen are wrong.
The
stage will remain because the public wants
it.
This is fortunate, for it will be a training ground and proving field for the sound
films of the future."

Another current change which he noted
the change in the public attitude from

was

mad jazz to more sedate syncopation.
"The jazz age has ended," he said. "We
are going into frank age, the normal change
that always comes in everything, whether
it
is
music, literature, plays or pictures."

RED STAR NAME OE FOX
MUSIC PUBLISHING FIRM

mo-

This is the first release of the
Good Slapstick
Visugraphic
lotocolor Corp., and is a beautiVernon Dent and Lou Archer do
Fair Cartoon
ly handled subject in all depart- the comics, and at a party get busy
Telling the story in animated form
nts.
Stage players were used for with a seltzer bottle from which most
ncipals, and the RCA-Photophone of the slapstick situations develop. of the cat who lost eight of its nine
:ording is very clear. The principal All old stuff, but surefire with the lives in a frantic effort to sew its
Dent as the fat comic gets it trousers which had become torn in a
e is portrayed by a girl with a fans.
The cartoon work is good,
il
personality and a splendid sing- over with lots to spare. Directed by mixup.
and it rates average of its type.
voice.
She has a fine sense of Dick Smith.
;

and

scenes.

and 'Wings.'

is

survival of the fittest in the ani-

scene

-ahties

Pathe Audio Review No. 27

Aesop Pathe
This one in
jobs with class.
Fair
swallowed by a long-legged
fair
Aesop
Just
a
number
the
in
"d, who is so weighted down that
"Broadway Limited"
flops in a pond and is drowned, series, with the cartoon character,
Visugraphic
old
Al,
radio.
listening
his
in
on
le clever conceit is a fine satire on
Entertaining
e last

1)

'

He

Artistic

Grantland Rice

charge of production for Paramount, as the result of a survey of
the field made at the end of the first
year during which all-talking pictures have been solidly established.

in

graphic presentation of the activities among the youthful students at
the Culver Military Academy attend"The public likes to see color ining
the
summer school sessions. stead
of the black and white," he reThere are 700 youngsters doing a
marked.
"Technicolor has so immusical manual of arms, a cutter
proved its process that there is no
ly balanced with catchy music, songs race, and a pushball contest.
Then
and good dialogue.
The color is the smaller boys, the "Woodcrafters," such thing as eye-strain any more,
exceptional, being clear and natural. are shown hiking and doing their and added progress is being made
Especially good are the flesh tints camp stuff. Winds up with a cham- daily.
"The production and presentation of musiof the players, the result of a make- pionship prize fight for the 80-pound cal plays on
the screen cry for color.
I
up formula developed by Photocolor title, and the two kids certainly put might offer as an example our current
Techto meet the specialized requirements up an exciting round.
Here is a reel nicolor picture, The Vagabond King
In
this,
color
is
used to heighten dramatic
of color photography.
A class num- that will make every father wish his moments
and to put the audience in the spirit
ber that also has popular appeal.
kid was at this academy, and the ot the lighter scenes.
Color has a genuine
boys will eat it up. Beautiful photog- dramatic value, and the use of it dramatically is the first principle of
showmanship,
raphy.
"Station B.U.N.K."
for

at a broadcasting station looking for
agrees to impersonate Will
a job.

Great Arts

(Continued from Page

"Body Building"

comedy

Price featured as the nut

"The Mask"

This

values. The musical
carried throughout,
and the set shows the outside of a
In turn a lieutensoldiers' barracks.
ant, a captain ajid a general march up
with their platoons, dismiss them and
make love to the girl.
The kick
loines in the finale when a little runt
appears as the girl's husband. Nicenui: ical

comedy

LARGE SCREEN PREDICTED

(Continued from Page 1)

planning to open
branch offices
throughout the world. Flaherty leaves
in a few days for the Coast, stopping
at key cities en route to open offices.
Winfield R. Sheehan vice president
and general manager of Fox, is arEuropean
branches.
ranging
for
Among song writer sunder exclusive
contract are: Joe McCarthy, Jimmie
Monaco, George Little, Byron Gay,
Harry Pease and Ed G. Nelson.
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Presentations

1)

By

—

—

industry and his future arc viewed
optimistically, following S. R. Kent's
exposition on the subject.
The M.P.T.O.A. sessions were the
highlight of a week from the news
angle, but the chief topic of discussion in film business everywhere, was
The
the sensational market crash.
way some of the boys were taking it
on the chin was nobody's business,
and the near-panic certainly put a
crimp into a number of pending deals.
But to consider it in sequence

Monday:

Anti-trust

laws

are

is

seeking

Attorney General Mitchell emphasizes in the first outline
of
the
administration's policy on
mergers. There is to be no exception
on the anti-trust laws in the government's enforcement program, the attorney
general
declares
At

When

on

proposal was made

to sell the chain to

Gaumont

British,

Adolph Zukor and I. W. Killam voted
against N. L. Nathanson, the other
voting

trustee,

blocking

the

deal.

Nathanson resigned as a result. Just
what the vote will be on a proposed
Memphis, today, exhibitors are gath- Paramount deaj will make interesting

ering for the annual sessions of the
M.P.T.O.A.
No fireworks are an-

reading.

ticipated

to

are reported to have come
terms with Consolidated Amuse-

Warners

Theater musicians are in sore ment Enterprises for its chain of 16
due to the sound picture de- New York City houses.
While no
velopment, Joseph N. Weber re- confirmation can be obtained, the
ports, stating that 7,000 of the 25,- deal is regarded as "in the bag."....
000 theater musicians are out of This is the first step in a theater exwork
Of the number, 2,800 pansion program in the greater cit\-,
are organists
The sudden on 'tis said, where Fox is firmly enrush of sound has been a tough break trenched.
for the musicians, who now are enM. A. Lightman, president of the
deavoring to enlist public sympathy M.P.T.O.A., is not entirely satisfied
in their campaign to restore wider
with the standard contract, arbitrause of theater musicians.
This task tion or the present methods of doing
is
going to be increasingly-difficult business, but he is satisfied to abide
as sound reproduction in the theater
by existing laws until a better alis constantly improved
ternative is offered, he declares at
Tuesday:
His decFilm stocks suffered the Memphis convention.
with the rest as the lambs are led laration is viewed as a platform.
to slaughter in the worst Wall Street which the M.P.T.O.A. may be excollapse in history.
Meanwhile,
The downward pected to follow
surge swept most issues to new lows, at Omaha, arbitration is proceeding
spelling plenty of grief for many in smoothly, the exhibitors in that zone
the industry.
The upheaval will, satisfied that justice is being meted
of course, be but temporary, for most out.
They're sold on the system and
issues are sound investments, but the stated so publicly at their recent conwallop has called a speedy halt on vention
proposed deals
Once again the screen is called
Universal, always a champion of upon to help raise the morals of the
the western, plans to test the draw- American people, this time by Mayor
ing power of this class of entertain- James J. Walker of New York.
He
ment with an all-western show at the wants the industry to help snap peoColony, New York.
Here's three ple out of depression caused by the
cheers and a tiger, plus the hope stock market crash.
Mayor Walker
and belief that sound will make west- knows full well the power of the
erns more popular than they ever screen, and feels that a real public
were
There are quite a few service can be performed by showproducers who would get farther if ing of cheerful pictures and avoidthey laid off the overdone backstage ance of any which serve as reminders
pictures and put some real produc- of the market smash
tion values into westerns
Fox
Thursday: Since
last
summer
proved what could be done on sound
when
distributors and exhibitor comwe -terns with "In Old Arizona,"
which was a sure enough money bet. mittees decided upon the plan, 3,800
contracts have been adjusted, at a
straits

<

A. Schiller, general manager of the Loew circuit, who rarely
talks for publication, says that "there
will always be room for clever silent
pictures with stories that stimulate
the imagination."
A rousing
'"1

!'..

second to his views, provided producers can be found with the courage
to make silents of the type he outlines.
The rentals being paid for
i

1

pictures are pretty tempting in

saving to exhibitors of $1,300,000, according to Sidney R. Kent, chairman of the distributor committee.
The figures will be greater, he points
"iii,
when they are brought up to
date and reports of
in.
Kent's report
letter

all
is

addressed to the

contained

in

a

Memphis con-

which the Paramount genmanager stresses the need for
(Continued on Page 12)

S.

BERG

,

SHOW AT THE

PROGRAM AT ROXY

CAPITOL

The Roxy stage program led off
"Dresden China" was the stage
"Autumn Leaves," a seasonal show at the Capitol, devised by Chespresentation.
The theme carried the ter Hale. The set showed filmy net
with

romance of Pierrot, Co- drapes, with the band and principals
Leonirie in Colonial style costumes. The feaand Harlequin.
artists
Patricia tured
were Myrio, Ayres,
was Harlequin,
Bowman, Colombine. Others in the Karels & Rasche, Pattie Spears, Ferry
Corwey, Smith & Jolly, Dorothy and
cast were Alexander Kotcheto\^k\
George Kiddon, Leon Lvow and Lil- Harry Dixon and the Embassy Trio.
lian La Tonge.
The Roxy ballet Walt Roesner as the m. c. took his
went through a beautiful number. harmonizers through several good
The number was gorgeously staged numbers, and the dancing, harmony
and comedy elements nicely balanced
and costumed.
There was a special arrangement throughout the show. Dorothy and
of the "Barcarolle" from "The Tales Harry Dixon went very strong, with
of Hoffman" also featuring the ballet their Spanish dance travesty, after
corps, and the chorus and Roxyettes. which the girl did some unusual comThe finale
The latter had their chance to show edy slides and falls.
Miperlatively in "Chiffonier," a doll showed the Chester Hale Girls in
dance with a new precision routine hoops, skirts and crinolines in a very
The production was
featured.
Beatrice Belkin was pre- flashy number.
sented singing the "Polonaise" from nicely built up in all departments,
"Mignon." The overture was "Bize- and clicked with the crowd.
tiana," with a special arrangement by
Maurice Baron of selections from the Sunday Film Stops
idea of the

lombine
Massine

work

of Bizet.

'Em Cold

at Peru, Neb.

—

Peru, Neb. The first Sunday picture in the city history was presented
here last Sunday at the Crystal by
Sterling Whitfield, a resident of Peru
for 37 years, and it so startled the
townfolk that it was not until Tuesday that the more pious began to
Frank Cambria's production at the circulate petitions to be presented to
Paramount was "Sky Harbor," with the city council to ban further Sunthe set showing the interior of a day movies.
Mayor Perry Collins,
dirigible.
Outside
the
windows after searching through the town's
could be seen the blue sky with ordinance found that there was no
the
clouds
in
motion.
Charlie law prohibiting such showings.
A
Davis led
the
band.
The Col- special election, he said, would be
lette
Sisters
scored with a neat necessary to stop it.
precision
dance,
and
also
sang
"Singing In the Rain" pleasingly.
Jimmy Ray did a unique slide eccen-

SKY ATMOSPHERE FOR

THE PARAMOUNT SHOW

dance step that called him back
on a heavy encore. Herschel Henlere

tric

was

the hit of the show with a comedy variation on "Sonny Boy" at the
piano, playing it in burlesque as the
great composers would have played
it.
He finished with a medley as a
one-man band, using accordion, sax
and drum, and a contraption that carried about ten other instruments.
He
also did a piano medley, playing a
score of popular songs, and breaking
off into another song in the middle of
a bar while the band tried to follow
him with their whistling. A novelty
number that went over big.
Split Week
Omaha — The

Ohio Town's Sunday Movie
Row Goes to State Court

—

Portsmouth, O. Fight against the
banning of Sunday picture shows
here has been brought to the state
court following the indictment of two
theater owners for the alleged violation of the Sabbath closing law. The
exhibitors are
Robert Risley and
Francis B. MacDonald.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
Attractions for

at Omaha House
State, recently taken

Picture Theatres

over by Publix from the World Realty Co., has changed its policy to a
split week.

Standard
Vaudeville

companies are

vention, in
eral

HERBERT

SETTING FEATURES CHESTER HALE HAS NEAT

picture

control of the Famous Players Canadian chain it is reported at Toronto.
The reported deal has reached a stage
where Paramount is making a survey
of the Canadian chain, 'tis said. Officials are silent, which may or may
to not mean that the deal is very much

enforced

be

causing them to devote their time
and money to sound. And with the
revenue steadily increasing, as more
and more houses are wired, the future is getting dark for the silent

Wednesday: Paramount

1929

3,

Baltimore House Rewired
Baltimore Thomas D. Goldberg,
manager of the Walbrook, has had
his theater rewired, using Western

—

Electric.

Acts

1600 Broadway. New York
!

City

—.
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Theater Equipment
By

LOW COST OF OPERATION

WILLIAM ORNSTEIN

Instructions on Sound Picture
NEW
Projection Offered by Expert

CITED IN FAVOR OF RAYCOL

—

London Low cost of operation is
ng offered as an argument in favor
Raycol, new color process. Under
the standard
in screening.

process
be used

!

i

projector
The only

ture.

gan of the Fox West Coast circuit.
The following article by R. C. McCulloch, the circuit's sound expert,
contains a number of useful tips on

equipment.

I

Vew Low

Carbon

—

:arbon, the company claims, gives
nore light at a lower amperage, a
due white light without flickering.

Kinemas Starting
theater Building Program
Vlultiple

Washington Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Building activities
Ire about to be started by Multiple
Cinemas, recently formed to estabchain of 100 new houses
ish
a
hroughout England, according to adices to the M. P. Division of the
Dept. of Commerce.

Washington

I

r

Radio Receptor Co.
a

New Dynamic

Has

Speaker

new

speaker.
super-dynamic
ufactured by the Radio Receptor
i>
of New York, has been placed
ipon the market under the Powerizer
rade mark. This speaker, it is claimd. has a frequency' range from 40
p 8,000 cycles, with an effective freicy range of from 40 to 6,000
\

iycles.
It is guaranteed, the company says, to handle 10 watts undis-

prted output in constant use, which
s'tiarantee is considered conservative
iince the speaker has been operated
k-ith as high as 30 watts undistorted
hutput.

The

speaker was' deigned to lie incorporated in Powerrer public address and theater sound
j

Powerizer

stems.

W.

E. Changes in Britain
London
E. A. Seiler has been
lamed general installation superinsndent of Western Electric in Engind, while L. F. Morris has been
ppointed southern division installaion superintendent and L. G. Gross
ssistant warehouse superintendent.

—

Altering

New

New Haven House

Haven, Conn.

ost $25,000,

Mympia.

—Alterations

are being

made

at

to
the

IS

INVENTED BY AUSTRALIAN
Keep sprockets and

Instructions or, proper projection
of sound pictures and the handling
of reproduction equip)nent are regular! u featured in "Slow," house or-

hange the company says, is substiution of a lens which enables pro- sound
equipment.
ection of two separate images from
The success "i sound pictures is due to
he same frame.
proper presentation without interruptions.
It
is
remarkable how the industry has handled
Ins
new development and has achieved so
Acquires Rights to
5
much attainment. Managers know more about
motion picture projection now than ever heIntensity
fore.
Not so long ago, it was a general habit
S & S Sales Co. rep- for a manager to go to the house phone,
Pitstburgh
during an interruption in the performance.
esentative for the Pfeil Automatic ami request the projectionist to give him a
iafety Control, has acquired the state detailed report about the trouble, hut now it
The manager realizes
ights for the new Blue Label low in- i- entire'y different.
Tins new process that during trouble ill the projection room the
ensity carbon.

&S

CUT-OFF DEVICE

occupied

locating the
the telepl
giving an explanation of the interruption, ami
in
many instances the manager has greatly
a^s sled by visiting the projection room, and
finding out the true facts about the interruption
projectionist's time
trouble instead of

is

in

answering

With the success of sound pictures conies
the elimination of many old practices.
One
of these items is the ringing Ikof the theater
1

interphone.
These bells must be muffled, so
that they are not an annoyance to the audience.
Theater patrons must not be conscious as to the certain operations of the
theater.
Another annoyance to the audience
is the signal system.
realize the importance' of the signal system in theaters where
stage attractions are presented.
It is imperative that all buzzer signals be muff'ed so
that they are not perceptible to the audience.
A nhoto-e'ectric cell consists of a glass bull)
having two lead wires or connections.
The
inner surface has a coating of silver covered
with light sensitive materia' of metal potassium.
The negative or cathode lead is connected t ) this surface.
An opening is left on
one side of the bulb, which serves as a
window for the light to enter. A ring-shaped
conductor is connected to the anode or posiThe photo-e'ectric cell contains a
tive lead.
The cell is consmall amount of argon gas.
When the
nected to a circuit of 100 volts.
light sensitive material is not illuminated the
When
argon gas acts as a non-conductor.
'ight passes through the fi'm and reaches the
s»ns''tive surface of the bulb, electrons are
set free and are directed toward the anode by
the voltage of the cell; due to this action, the
argon gas becomes ironized and therefore becomes a conductor. The amount of light entering the ce'l controls the current similar to

We

the valve which controls water flowing through
a pipe.
The photo-electric cell is connected
to the first stage of amplification.
The Western Electric nhoto-e'ectric ce'l
amplifier cradle should always swing freely.
The rubber base has a tendency to swell.
nushing the amplifier upwards and causing
'he amp'ifier to touch the housing; if such is
the case, the rubber should be replaced to
Inavoid mechanical noise in the pick-up.
spect the cradle spring supports and see that
thev are of proper length.
imperative that the Movietone light
is
It
gate be cleaned before threading the projecAll projector
tor for Movietone presentation.

Do
should be permanently grounded.
any outside source of light to come
the photo-electric cell comin contact with
partment during the time the film attachment
operation, other than that source of
s
in
'ight supply, which comes from the reproducAvoid placing microphonic tubes
ing lamp.
in the first socket of the photo-electric eel!

clean at all
times.
Before starting the projector, ob
the meter readings, and set at norma! operating va'ues.
The projectionist is entirely resound
sponsible for the operation of the
idlers

From

the photo-electric cell positive terthe grid leak clip on the amplifier
II
there is a very small stranded wire.
constant vibration of the projector causes the
causes
amplifier to swing.
This swinging
the
strands to break in the soldered connections,
but leaving enough contact to make connection, and as the amplifier swings a crackling
noise will be perceptible.
connections
very
Inspect
these
close'y.
Crackling noise is often caused by the 0»
amp midget fuse in the photo-electric cell "B"
battery box being defective.
PEC "B" battery connections must be soldered.
All tube
prongs must be properly inserted in their
sockets.
Frequently inspect all connections
and make sure that they have not worked

minal

to

in ise.

A device used for furnishing direct or
pulsating undirectional current to a si
The
battery for the purpose of recharging.
battery charger is like a pump and the bit
tery is like a tank.
The battery charger must
be capable of maintaining a charging rate
sufficient to keep the battery fully charged.
There are three principal types of alternating current battery chargers in use, the bulb
type, the electrolytic type, and the vibrating
I refer to the bulb type, because of its
type.
present use, for recharging storage batteries
in connection with sound equipment.
The bulb type charger

consists of a trans-

connected to the supply line and a
The tungar
rectifying bulb of the argon type.
bulb consists of a coiled filament of wire and
a plate a little distance away from the wire
filament.
The filament is made of tungsten
The air
and the plate is made of graphite.
is
drawn out of these bulbs and they are
In all cases
filled with very pure argon gas.
the plate of the rectifying bulb is connected
to the negative side of the battery to be
charged, while the positive of the battery is
connected to the tube filament through the
Current for lighting the
transformer winding.
filament is taken from a part of the transformer winding.
Tt is extreme'y important that storage batCalculate the
teries are
not overcharged.
Add the number of
battery charging rate.
amperes drawn by all the tubes in the amplifiers,
with filaments or plates drawing current.
Multiply the ampers by the number
of hours of use and then add one quarter to

N.S.W.

Canterbury,
matic cut-off

— New

auto-

permit
hange-over from one projector to another without any interruption, has
been patented in America and Australia by William McKenzie, former
proprietor of the Canterbury here.
The device can be used on all makes
of machines, it is claimed.
said

slide,

to

New

Sound-on-Disc Device
Being Exploited in Britain
THE FILM DAILY

Washington Bureau of

Washington

— New

sound-on-disc
recording device said to obviate the
use of cue sheets for talking pictures
is
being exploited by British Voice
Films, recently formed syndicate, ac-

cording to advices to the M. P. SecThe
tion of the Dept. of Commerce.
invention consists of "an amplified
control panel which enables an orchestral record to be played at full
orchestral strength with perfect volume, each instrument being recorded
with natural balance and effect," says
the report.

former

Paris Film Firm Buys
200 Sets of British Syntok
Washington Bureau of

Washington

shows

how many hours

be operated

for the
the amplifiers are in use.

should

the

number

charger
hours

of

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS
of Every Type

Us and Save Money
REPAIR SHOP with Experts cm

Consult

for

200

sets

of talking picture equipment has been
received by British Syntok from the
Victoria Films Co. of Paris, says a
report received by the M. P. DiviIn
sion of the Dept. of Commerce.
one instance an installation was com

pleted in

this amount
(to make up for battery efficiency).
The resu't is divided by the numThe
ber of ampers given by the charger.

vision

THE FILM DAILY
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A.
Gives Thanks

The M.

Sunday, November

Musical Notes

N-E-W-S 0-F T-H-E D-A-Y

•

co-operation and understanding between the exhibitor and distributor
branches of the industry.
Kent's letter goes further to outline one of the clearest pictures yet
offered of the independent's place and
future in theater business. The alert,
aggressive showman will survive, he
says, while the deadheads will fail.

chain

cannot be
because it

development, he insists,
prevented nor stemmed,
the

is

1929

P. T. O.

(Continued from Page 10)

The

3,

definite

trend

and
William C. de Mille, president;
SEATTLE— L. C. Wingham has
Conrad Nagel, vice president; M. C.
arrived here to take charge of the years, Sammy, who hails from the
Levee and Frank E. Woods were relocal
M-G-M exchange succeeding city that Henry Ford "Glorified," has
elected treasurer and secretary reattained

Ben Fish, who recently was appointed at an executive position with the

spectively.

GLASSBORO, N J.—The
.

There have been many reports that boro has been sold
Paramount was acquiring remaining Stoeffel and Elbert
vice president, as is a new
report that Paramount has acquired
the company's holdings in Wisconsin

Adjustment record cited
by S. R. Kent is a pleasing one to
the M.P.T.O.A., the convention expressing its thanks in no uncertain
Friday:

LERNER, publicity manager of DeSylva, Brown & Henderson, has been promoted to the position of mechanical manager, the
post which Pat Flaherty who is now
affiliated with Fox recently held. In
the short space of one and a half

are:

of

company

SAMMY

equipment,
according
General
to
Talking Pictures announcement. W.
Wales, formerly in charge of the
are under way for installation of new
company's Atlanta branch is no
Motion
Acadamy
of
officers, of the
They longer with the organization.
Pictures Arts
Sciences.

United States
LOS ANGELES — Preparations

modern business
houses of the Universal chain, but
this is denied by R. H. Cochrane,

By CLEF'-

to

company

Glass-

Herbert M.
Tilloston for

S.

CORNING,

N. Y.— Fox's new
formerly the Liberty,
has been reopened after being conhere,

siderably
rebuilt
Walter A. Smith

Hollywood.

MILWAUKEE— The

Fox Strand
We just got the word that Buddy
again under the management of
Willott M. Warren.
He has been Green and Sammy Stept ivill return
succeeded as manager of the Jeffris, to New York anon (Boy, -page Bill
Shakespeare.) Harold Spina is the
Janesville, Wis., by A. W. Sherr.
lad who has been writing most of
the special material for the Green
is

$500 at a sheriff's sale to satisfy a
claim of more than $17,000.

theater

in

the distinction of being one
of the leading and youngest executives in the music industry.
Good
luck to you, Sammy.

Foreign
BRUSSELS— Sound newsreels

and redecorated.
manager.

is

and Stept numbers.

"Uncle Mose" Gumble most e_
denies that Walter Doi.
aldson is through with the firm of
More important is the attiterms.
Donaldson,
Douglas
& Gumble.
tude of co-operation shown, with the
What probably was the cause of this
exhibitor confident that the little felfalse rumor, was that this firm's best
low is to be given real consideration and W. W. Sirkel, Seminole theater
current
seller was
"Through." Now
Carl Laemmle's employee, were killed in a mystery
Mark Hambourg can you see through it?
in the future
explosion
of
their
automobile
here.
message to the convention, delivered
celebrated pianist recently completed
by M. Van Praag, is one of cheer, Police were at a loss to explain the some of the sequences for "Life of
Al Bernard, one of the Raybestos
explosion which rocked practically Beethoven" at the British and Dominfor "Uncle Carl" assures them he will
Twins,
has completed a minstrel
fight
with and for independents. the entire city.
ion studios.
Western Electric re- book containing all his songs, jokes
Laemmle for years has been a chamcording is being used on the produc- and monologues.
This publication
DETROIT
Times Square has tion.
pion of the little fellow and his help
will be published by Triangle Music
been opened. It has a seating capacof

Prince Humbert's visit to Brussels
are being used by Belgian police as
men identified from marks in their
evidence against the student who atclothing as R. V. Pugh, Tulsa operatempted to assassinate the heir to the
tor, Clyde Weston, Seminole operator
Italian throne last Thursday.

HOT

SPRINGS,

phatically

ARK.— Three

—

LONDON —

—

welcomed
Adolph Zukor, in

will

I

be

sudden change
hurrying home from Eua

of plans, is
rope.
Either the reported plan of
Paramount to acquire Famous Players Canadian, the proposed Warner
deal, now officially off, or the stockmarket crash is believed the cause.

Headline

news

after his

arrival

is

anticipated

soon

M. A. Lightman is reelected president of the M.P.T.O.A., as expected.
Above board confidences, no politics
and free discussion for all is outlined
by Lightman as his policy. That's
a program which should win him real
friends and pave the way to accomplishment

Today:

Fox West Coast

is

con-

BERLIN— More

ity of 1,700.

SAN DIEGO, CAL.

—

than 120 theaters
in Germany have been equipped with
Klangfilm-Tobis sound recording apparatus, it is reported here. Installations are continuing at the rate of

Negotia-

are in progress here for the
sale or leasing of the Spreckels.
tions

NORWICH, CONN.— Dr.

two

Napo-

New

first

ATLANTA—

M

&

the

Paramount

theater,

2

Manager Helps Put Over Drive
Ottawa J. M. Franklin, manager

—

LONDON— Seymour

for-

Hicks and of B. F. Keith's has been instrumental
Best have been engaged for the in making a success of the Royal
talker
version of the stage play Humane Society's campaign to raise
"Sleeping Partners" which goe.> in- $3,000 to carry on its work.
Fravikto production at the Gainsborough lin is a director of the society.

SYDNEY—

managers of American and Manufacturing Co., according
to a
Canadian houses equipped for sound joint statement
by the respective

C—

BIRMINGHAM

LONDON — Color

—

M. Alexander
Sumter, S.
W. E. Fields has has been placed in
charge of the Alaacquired the Carolina here
bama territory for De Forest sound

Whalen

Joins Fraser, Inc.

—

Boston Geoffrey L.
merly with the Keith

V, haien,
office

foi

under

supervision of C W. Fraser now
connected with C. V. Fiaser, Inc.,

is

as

general representative.

Five More for Radiotone
Five more theaters, all in New
York, have been wired with Radiotone.
They are the Daly, Art, Star,
Bijou and Benenson.

laide recently.

companies.

Over Carolina

Classic.

M-G- Edna

theater

Fields Takes

the

Boulevard

ces Capucines.

PHILADELPHIA —

pictures.

in

general meeting
Foreign Films, Ltd., is

here, has assumed his new duties
its steady eastern expansion
with more houses slated to be added as office manager for Columbia sucin the St. Louis zone.
Meanwhile ceeding Riley P. Davis, who has re101 theaters in the Kansas City ter- signed to enter the printing business.
studio.
ritory have passed to operation of
the circuit which Harold B. FrankSCHUYLERVILLE, N. Y.— J. A. PARIS— Adolph Menjou's first
lin heads.
There is some fast step- Fitzgerald of Glen Falls has purchasping in prospect with Fox on one side ed the Strand, Hudson Falls, from the French talker will be a screen version of Leopold Lemarchand's, "My
and Paramount on the other
Cohoes Amusement Co.
Purchase Child of
a Father."
price is reported at $120,000.
Prepares Newspaper Story
The newspaper story on "How
Horace Sheldon, forRCA Victor
op's Sound Fables Are Made" Corp. has been
formed to combine mer musical director of the London
having met with success, the Van the engineering,
Palladium, has been appointed musselling, manufacturBeuren Corp. lias prepared another ing and research
activities of Radio ical director of the Capitol here sucon "How Talking Topics of the Day Corp. of America,
Sheldon also
General Electric ceeding Ted Henkel.
Are Made." Copies will be sent to Corp. and
Westinghouse Electric & was with Union Theaters at Ade-

tinuing

stalled

—

R. Linn, has comanniversary celebration.

Sidney
Laird,
merly short subject booker for

British

of

managed by Byron
its

—

Stars at Equity Ball, Nov. 9
Irene Franklin, Clifton Webb, JoaB
Carter Waddell, Lucy Monroe and
scheduled to take place here.
John McCauley will be among the
PARIS Paramount (French) Co.- entertainers at the Equity Ball at the
now have transferred their offices to Astor, New York, Nov. 9.

Antonio
for one

WILLIAMSPORT, PA.— Capitol,
leted

Wired With Western Electric
Watertown, Wis. Western Electric sound equipment has been in-

LONDON — First

leon B. Lewis has leased the Strand
to
Russart Gilliotti and
Gigliatti of
London
year for $3,000.

a day.

\Publishing Co.

J

"Sacred Flame" Print Here
process

to

be

The

first
print of "The Sacred
used in the Elinor Glyn sound pic- Flame" has been received at the Warture soon to be made at the Elstree ner offices in New York. The film is
studio is Talkiecolor. Rees Williams scheduled for pre-release in its Vitais head of the new color company.
phone version on Nov. 30.

L

COLOR
at the price of

black-and-white
JljASTMAN Sonochrome Tinted

Positive

Films were developed specifically to add
color to sound pictures at low cost.

do

just that.

pheric

tints,

The

They

sixteen subtle atmos-

bringing

new

color

moods

to the screen, are so adjusted that they

give unusually faithful sound reproduction.

Yet the films cost no more than

or-

dinary black-and-white positive.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK

a Maris

—is an absolute sensation

in

ROMANCE
GRANDE

RIO

Another outdoor recording achievement for Fox Movietone

NEVER

cramped

into the confines of

cording studio, Fox Movietone
out

in

the open,

exceeds the
In

and

thrilling

in

this

tuneful

action of "In

is

a

re-

again

romance

Old Arizona'/

addition to an exceptional cast of established

favorites, a

duced

in

vivid

Mona

new

featured player

is

intro-

Maris.

romance of Mahana Land, she plays the part
of a wildcat tomboy who gets her man and the way she
sings "You'll Find the Answer in My Eyes", is enough in
In this thrilling

itself to

assure her of a brilliant future.

WILLIAM FOX

0* NEWSPAPER

THE NEWS
LLTHE TIME

>/*FILMDOM
Monday, November

istributors Seek to

fox SELLS
Ross

New

End

Head

=

Charles
ler

of

J.

Ross, former comptrolhas succeeded E. E.
executive vice president

RCA,

the
smartest opening Bucher as
1 night's audience of the season, of RCA-Photophone, David SarnofT.
speaking
cinematographically, president, stated after a meeting of
Bucher has
tt
spellbound through the first half the board of directors.
Samuel Goldwyn's "Condemned" been named assistant vice president
st night at the Selwyn theater.
If of RCA.
te second half had been as good as
le first we would have no hesitancy
saying that here was a worldIN
eater. Unfortunately it is not. About
lidway through the production a
ramatic intensity that holds one like

The

2,718 W. E. Houses
Theaters in the United States
wired for Western Electric
sound systems now total 2,718,
the

commences to crumble and
then on we have just a talker,

—

Detroit Use of sound and color
done and attention-arresting but
a talker. We have disagreed in advertising films was forecast by
George Blair of Eastman Kodak, in
rith Mr. Goldwyn on many subjects.
Ve must do so again. We cannot one of the highlights of the Screen
hare his optimism nor his advertis- Advertisers' Ass'n convention here.
'ell

"1 just

James

not as

picture as "Bulldog Drumthe proverbial mile, re'ardless of the fact that in itself it is
splendid,
unique, arresting and

ood

a

lond"

by

P.

Simpson

was

company

states.

A

large

majority of installations now
being made are for the dual

system of film and disc reproduction.

ADVERTISING FILMS SEEN

vise

is

RCA-Photophone

of

of the transaction.

COLOR AND SOUND

"Condemned"

Seattle Deadlock

The selling price is announced as
has been completed by William Fox.
exceeding $10,000,000.
Twenty-five thousand shares of stock valued on
books of First National at $3,842,072, are relinquished by Fox, under terms

p£

ng views.

Price 5 Cents

Comptroller Named Vice $10,000,000 Paid by Warners for Acquisition of
President; Bucher Gets
Fox's 36 Per Gent Holding in First Nat'l
New Post
Sale to Warner Bros, of all of his company's holdings in First National

Ir^vUITE

ora

1929

HOLDINGS TO WARNERS

Operating

Ronald Colman
in "Condemned"
\=^By JACK ALICOATE

N.

F.

4,

Colman's

Name Magic

SONO-ART MAPS PLANS ON

FOX 4TH QUARTER NET

Ben Lichtig, who established and
managed distribution and theaters

of Ronald Colman, of
magic at any man's box
>rfice.
In "Condemned," while not
laving as advantageous a part as in

>revious

he will not disap>oint.
He is ably assisted by Ann
Htarding who gives a sterling perormance and by an outstanding piece
)f
characterization by Dudley Digres.

efforts,

Although he hasn't much to do,

-ouis

Wolheim

is

several film companies in the
West Indies, northern South Amer-

|

|

Central America, Mexico, Brazil,
Portugal and the Philippines, has
Fox Film earnings for the fourth been appointed by George W. Weeks,
quarter of 1929, before Federal in- vice president of Sono-Art Prod., as
come taxes, will exceed $* 000,000, it special representative for that comis estimated by Jack Leo, vice presl- pany in
establishing distribution in
dent of the company.
all countries where the Spanish and
This estimate, he said, was based Portuguese languages are spoken.
ica,

(Continued on Page 2)

Blair Niles Story
"Condemned" is from the book by
Jlair
Niles called "Condemned to
Island" that created someof a literary sensation when
•ublished.
It is a distinct and welome relief to record that it has nothng to do whatsoever with back-

Seattle

— Request

is

expected to be

made

by distributors here to the
American Arbitration Ass'n to appoint arbitrators to serve on the arbitration board, whose activities were
brought

to a
standstill,
following
(Continued on Page 12)

Fi

(Continued on Page 2)

$2,700,000JILM MERGER

fine.

A

Devil's

ESTIMATEDATJ4,000,000

Seattle
Arbitration is expected to be chief topic of discussion at the convention here
Nov. 19 of the Washington ex-

hibitor unit, which is affiliated
with Allied States Ass'n.

for

is

Wesco.

—

re-elected

The name

:ourse,

in the company which
,has existed ever since Warners obNational.
tained
control of First
Fox's holding, which represented approximately 36 per cent of the stock,
was acquired through purchase of

TO ASK APPOINTMENTS

president and New York chosen as
the convention city next fall.
Clinton F. Berry, vice president of
{Continued on Page 2)

IS

York

arrangement

(Continued on Page 12)

i

noney-making picture. Wesley Rug;les directed and did an expert job.

handled by Alfred M.
Philadelphia and
New
banker, ends the partnership
deal,

Greenfield,

L. J. Selznick to Re-enter Industry
with Series of Chaney Pictures

vhat

Funeral Services for Leo
Maloney in Hollywood

West

Coast

Bureau,

Hollywood

— L.

Paris

—Societes

des Etablissements

Aubert and the Franco Film Co. have
merged under the name AubertFranco Film Co. The capital of the
THE FILM DAILY company has been raised to $2,750,(Continued on Page 12)

Selznick is reported planning to re-enter the picIs
tage life and has no court room
Funeral services are to be held in ture business actively and is stated
Carl
cenes.
"Condemned" is a sophisti- Hollywood for Leo Maloney, 41, to have signed Lon Chaney to make
ated talker which should please all western star, who died suddenly at a series of pictures.
The arrange- IV est Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
3olman fans, and they are legion, as the Hotel Astor, New York, on Fri- ment would be effective upon expiraHollywood -Carl Dreher has been
veil as play a merry tune at the good day.
sound deHis body is now en route to tion of Chaney's M-G-M contract made director of the
next year.
•Id B. O. everywhere.
partment.
(Continued on Page 12)
J.

RKO

Sound Department
Dreher
Headed by

—

RKO

J

DAILY
The Broadway Parade

M.LTHE NEWS
ALLTUE TIME
Qi2Jjl|19§5HKgaa£K£

VoL L No. 30

Monday, Nov.

4,

1929

JOHN W. AUCOATE

AMONG

"Hollywood Revue"
"Gold Diggers of B'way".
"Young Nowheres"

Published daily except Saturday and holidays
1650 Broadway, New York, N. V., and
copyright (1929) by Wid's Films and Film

"Disraeli"
"Sunny Side
"Rio Rita"

at

W. Alicoate, President,
Inc.
J.
Editor and Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau,
Manager;
Secretary-Treasurer and General
EnCharles F. Hynes, Managing Editor.
tered as second class matter, May 21, 1918,
Folks,

at

munications

to

THE FILM DAILY,

1650

Phone Circle
Broadway, New York, N. Y.
4736 4737-4738-4739. Cable address: Filmday,
Ralph
California
Hollywood,
New York.
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
London Ernest W. Fredman, The
6607.
St.,
Wardour
Film
Renter, 89-91
Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
Berlin
I.
Harle,
A.
Paris— P.
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la
Cour-des-Noues, 19.

W

—

Theater
Astor

.

.

Warners

Winter Garden.

First National.

.

.

.

Warners
Fox

Up"

.

.

Central

Gaiety
Earl Carroll

RKO
Paramount

"Welcome Danger"
"Broadway Scandals"
"Jazz Heaven"
"The Trespasser"
"Condemned"

Harold Lloyd.
Columbia

.

.

.

Criterion
Rivoli

M. Cohan.

Geo.

RKO

.

Globe

United Artists.
United Artists.

.

.

.

Rialto

.

.

.

Se'wyn

Nov.

Opening Date
Aug. 14
Aug. 30

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
.Oct.
Oct.

Warners

"Applause"

9

Nov.

12

6
8
19

Nov.

28

Nov.

29
1

Nov.

3

(Continued from Page

1)

Nov.
Dec.

of

"Paris"

Central

at

New York.
Dinner tendered to John Zanft
Dinty Moores, N. Y., by Fox The
ater

2
3

Nov.
Nov.

1925

N. Y.
Actors' Equity Ball at Hotel Astor

1

Sono-Art Maps Plans to
Color and Sound in
Advertising Films Seen
Handle Spanish Talkers
(Continued from Page

Opening

7

Nov.

Nov.

—

—

M-G-M

Distributor

Picture

Editor and Publisher

4,

The Industry's
Date Book

the new pictures that came to Broadway houses the past week were
"Broadway Scandals" at the George M. Cohan and "Jazz Heaven" at the
Globe.
"The Trespasser," with Gloria Swanson, entered the Rialto, while
"Condemned," with Ronald Colman. opened at the Selwyn yesterday. Heading this
week's new films is Irene Bordoni's "Paris," which replaces "Young Nowheres"
at the Central on Thursday.

Price 5 Cents

the post-office at New York. N. Y., under
Terms (Postage
the act of March 3, 1879.
free) United States outside of Greater New
months,
$5.00; 3
6
York $10.00 one year;
Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers
months, $3.00.
Address all comshould remit with order.

Monday, November

executives.

General meeting of the Warnei
Bros. Club at the Hotel Pennsylvania, N. Y.
14
Projection talk by William Can;
van at Hotel Astor, New York.
16
M. P. Club dinner to Commissionei
Grover Whalen at N. Y.
18-19
Annual fall convention of Texas
Unit at Dallas.
19-20
Ninth Annual Ohio M.P.T.O,
Convention at Columbus.
20 "Show of Shows" opens at Winter arden.
New York.
9-10
Meeting of North Carolina ex-

—

hibitors' unit at Pinehurst.
1)

Sono-Art has just completed "Som- Ontario Board of Censors
Union Trust Co. of Detroit,
brought greetings from the local ad- bras de Gloria," starring Jose Bohr,
vertising men.
John E. Grimm, Jr.. this being the Spanish version of
Recall 'Cock-Eyed-World'
of General Motors Corp., spoke on "Blaze O' Glory," which picture, starOttawa M. Boylen, chairman of
the functions of the National Bureau ring Eddie Dowling, has also just the Ontario Board of Censors
hasi
nationalizing screen advertising. been completed.
in
recalled "The Cock-Eyed World," afDouglas D. Rothacker of Rothacker
ter it had been passed by the board'
Film Corp. delivered an address at
absence.
the

—

1

Financial

An illusthe Thursday luncheon.
trated address on motion pictures in
advertising and selling was delivered

All Markets Closed
Due to official closing of all financial markets Saturday so that brokers may bring their books up-to-date,
no quotations are listed. Business in
stock and curb exchanges as well as
the bond and over-the-counter markets will be resumed today.

by

singing the
role of_"Carmen" in James A. Fitz"Georges
of
production
Patrick's
Bizet," one of the Famous Music
Masters.

talking-motion

pictures,

"The Sap" Well Received
Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles Warner Bros. "The
Sap" was accorded its premiere at
Newspathe Warner here recently.
per comment on the picture was favWest

—

orable.

Stevenson

F.

Visu-

of

Is

Estimated at $4,OOD,000
(Continued from Page 1)
for film rentals

upon contracts

now

the company and
weekly gross business which is running anywhere from 30 per cent to
50 per cent above the corresponding
weeks of last year. This will be by
far the largest quarter in the history
of the company, and will be approximately 90 per cent greater than the
same quarter of last year.
According to Leo's calculations,
the earnings for the full year 1929
will exceed $13,000,000, so that the
per share earnings on the 920,660
shares of Class "A" and Class "B"
common stock outstanding will be in
This w ill compaic
excess of $13.
with earnings of $5,957,218 for 1928
oi $6.48 a share.

the

offices

of

r

Two Splendid Shorts
reviewing "Springtime," Walt
Disney cartoon, and "In Dutch," the
Photocolor short subject on the proIn

gram

at the

George Cohan

was

theater,

not given to Columbia,
which is distributing both series. Incidentally Bradley Barker directed
the Photocolor subject.
credit

Rapid Growth in Sound in
Europe Reported by Shea
"Growth in sound abroad has been
phenomenal, equalling that in America," according to J.
Frank Shea,
general manager of the Pathe International Corp., recently returned from
a five months' tour of Europe. "Our

Warners

of

short vacation.

Washington— Wilton-Brockliss-Tif-

fany Co. has purchased the Theatre
Acquires Moreland, Cleveland
des Capucines, which after alterations
Cleveland
Paul Gusdanovic has will be reopened as a talking picture
taken over the Moreland, Shaker house wired with RCA equipment,
Heights, from Meyer Fine and his according to advices to the M. P.

—

associates.

Division of the Dept. of

Commerce.

It

now

is

felt

that

the production will be condemned. AJ

number

of important bookings, it isi
made and are be-tj

reported, have been
Vitaphone producing held up.

latest

"Show

of Shows" will have its
Three important condemned outworld premiere at the Winter Garright by the Ontario Board, are:J
den, New York, Nov. 20.
The pro- Hie Godless Girl," "'Dynamite" and
duction is entirely in Technicolor
The Thunderbolt." The latter, star-rj
and has more than 100 stars in its
ring George Bancroft, has been bancast.
John Adolfi directed with Jack
ned, it is said, because the censors de-.}
Haskell and Larry Ceballos directing
cided that the majesty of the law wasi
the ensembles.
not upheld in the story. Meanwhile,;
'The Cock-Eyed World" has been
released in Quebec and has created
Joe Goldberg
Route
a sensation during its first run in
'

I

En

to Coast for Conference

Montreal.

Joe Goldberg, general sales manager of Columbia, is en route to the Kansas Governor Hit
company's Coast studio to confer
For Censorship Drive
with Harry Colin on the remainder
of the Columbia productions for the
Topeka, Kan. Clyde M. Reed's
current season.
Goldberg will re- campaign on behalf of motion picture
main on the Coast for several weeks censorship in Kansas has aroused a
and upon his return trip will visit the storm of criticism. The Topeka Jourcompany's exchanges at Atlanta, nal sees ,Gov. Reed motivated by the
Charlotte, Memphis, New Orleans, fact that "the movies actually shock
Dallas and Oklahoma City.
the governor," and
suggests that
"some arrangement be made to ac-i
custom our intrepid leader to motion
at Talker Interest pictures." "The fact is," continues!
the paper, "that the only complaints
at
The keen interest shown in talking we hear about Kansas film shows
pictures at the M.P.T.O.A. conven- come from the governor."
tion has convinced him more than
ever that the future of the audible
screen is assured, says Dr. Lee DeForest, research engineer for General Talking Pictures, who has just
returned to New York from Memphis.

—

I

I

Amazed
Shown

i

Memphis Meet

j

Boston Melrose Wired
Boston Sound equipment has been
foreign cousins," he says, "started "The thirst
for knowledge among exinstalled at the Melrose and the house
everal months behind us but they hibitors
regarding sound is amazhas been renovated.
iave nearly caught up."
ing," he states.
Winnie Lightner in New York
Paris House to Show Talkers
Winnie Lightner, Warner star, recently arrived in New York on a Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ANIMATED CLAY

—

in his

Shows"
for Winter Garden Nov. 20

tion

Pictures.

Fox 4th Quarter Net

in

Olga Albani in Films
Miss Olga Albani has entered the

Edward

graphic

Warner "Show

SUBJECTS

NATIONAL

SCREEN
she*1

:

"Columbus Day" and "Armistice Day"
for

FitzPatrick Pictures, Inc.
Animated Maps and Miniatures

HALL STUDIOS
New York

City

—

Phone

Sus. 9490

Hi'

THE
Monday, November

new phase following a
by Superior Court Judge
Allies," Ger- Christopher
Avery restraining
L.
was recently union operators from picketing thestates Walter aters.
Daily Mirror.
A temporary injunction, enforce-

manuscript

original

Uber

man National Anthem,
sold for sixteen dollars,

has entered a

of decision

That's nothin'.
of songwriters

manuscripts for

A. M., on the morning
after the Wall Street crash, your
inquiring chronicler met Jean Herlobby
bert, popular songwriter, in the
On being asked why
of his hotel.
he wasn't in his room and asleep,
he replied that he "took the room
on margin."
3

voice that the cash
hearing at the
been
have
customers
Paramount theater these last few
Inweeks, belongs to Ben Gordon.
cidentally, the song which he is doOf
ing this "week, "Under The Spell

The mysterious

The Roses,"
Ben
if

I

is

own

his

sez, "I'll get a

have to sing

it

composition.
plug on my song
myself."

the fUlums by the
billings and money, will close

away from

lured

vaude

and
his tour in Indianapolis Nov. 15
then return to the Coast to work \n
"The Cohens and Kelly s in ScotUniversal.

for

land"

New

he's in

At

present,

The

injunction restrains the local
from picketing. It was served on the
officers,

John

Griffiths

Fred Warner of
Morris Moriarity

of

Ansonia,

New Haven
of

West

and
Haven.

Pacent Opens Inspection
Service for Exhibitors
inspection service on a
contract basis is being offered by the
Pacent Reproducer Corp. to exhibitors in the Pittsburgh, Philadelphia,

Washington,
necticut and

New York
New Jersey
plans

service to exhibitors

City, Conterritories.

to extend this
throughout the

country.

See Greater Prosperity
For Our Films in Europe
Coast

Bureau,

THE FILM DAILY

—The

American picture

industry is entering its period of
greatest prosperity in Europe, in the
belief of C. J. North, head of the M.
Three dimensional sound films in P. Division of the Dept. of Comand
color are to be made in Africa
merce, and George R. Canty, AmerE. and
the Belgian Congo by Martin
ican trade commissioner for films in
Mrs. Johnson, who sailed Saturday Europe.
This prosperity can be
numfrom New York for Europe.
hurried along by the construction of
assistants
ber of sound and camera
modern picture houses in Europe,
Johnsons.
the
are accompanying
they believe.

A

Meeting

Government Adopts Stan-a-phone
The Department of Agriculture

has adopted Stan-a-phone, portable
Edgar Wallace, English writer, motion picture unit, according to the
now in the United States, will ad- Stanley Educational Film Division.
P. A.
dress the meeting of the A.M.
A. P. Blumenthal, president, closed
organthe
of
luncheon
at the weekly
the deal with government officials in
the
at
ization on Thursday Nov. 7,
The machine will be
Pathe was the Washington.
Hotel Paramount.
purposes by the
story, used for educational

first

to

produce

a

Wallace

government.
"The Terrible People," made as a
his
produced
serial, while Warners
Voters Favor
latest "The Terror."
Westwood, N.

Katow Buys at Manitowoc
Manitowoc, Wis.— Francis Katow,

of the Mikado has purchased
Capitol, also of Manitowoc.

owner
the

Renovating
Hollister,

of this town is being continued by
the voters despite the fact that offiUncials are against Sunday shows.
der the present form of government
Sabbath film performances are il-

but residents believe they will
obtain Sunday shows, despite the
legal,

at Hollister

Cal.—The Fox Opal

Sunday Shows
J-—-Administration

is

New

his way to
York to dispose of his home preparatory to
settling permanently in Hollywood.

on

Regular

3rd Dimension Films in
Color Johnson's Plan

AMPA

Joseph Cawthorn Awarded
Long-Term RKO Controct

is

Hollywood

Wallace to Address

All three have appeared in the vaudeville version.

Moriarity recently was convicted of
His work in "Street Girl" and "Jazz
throwing "stench-bombs" in a non- Heaven" has won Joseph Cawthorn
union theater.
a long-term contract with RKO.
He

West

York.

Edgar
Thursday

Pathe Version
of "50 Miles from B'way"
in

A Little
from "Lots"
RALPH W1LK

By

Hollywood

edy picture.

Strand.

temporarily The company

Murray,

Charles

To Play

Harry B. Watson, Reg Merville
We know plenty able until further order of the court, and Olga Woods are featured in
who'll sell original was granted to Johnson, Robbins, "Fifty Miles from Broadway," C. B.
50 cents.
Hamden, owners of the Maddock's new Pathe musical comInc.,
of

Wincheil in the N. Y.

About

Hollywood Happenings

tween union motion picture operators
and owners of non-union houses here

CLEF>

TH"Deutschland
E

Coast Wire Service

Operators Enjoined from
Picketing at New Haven
New Haven, Conn. — Conflict be-

Musical Notes
.By

££2

DAILV

1929

4,

Producing

Indian

—

TIERNEY, who

wrote

the song hits for "Rio Rita," is
writing "Dixianna," an operetta which
will star Bebe Daniels. Tierney fashioned the music for four of the Ziegfeld "Follies" and also wrote the
songs for "Irene," "Kid Boots," "Up

She Goes" and "The Royal Vagabond." His song hits made box-ofsuccesses of several Broadway
musical productions which had no
big 'names" in their casts.
fice

*

Films

*

*

Albert DeMond has become well
Chief Robert Redwing is producing a series of features based upon acquainted with "The Cohe?is and
Indian legends.
The pictures are Kellys." DeMond is writing the diabeing made in sound and color with logue for "The Cohens and Kellys
all-Indian
Princess
Rose- in Scotland." He also wrote the diacasts.
Marie, aft Osage Indian girl, is fea- logue for "The Cohens and Kellys
in Atlantic City" and the titles for
tured.
"The Cohens and Kellys in Paris."

"Out
"Out to

to

*

Kill" in Rehearsal

Kill," with Joseph Schildkraut in the star role, has gone into
rehearsal at Universal under the diIn the
rection of John Robertson.
cast are Edward G. Robinson, Barbara Kent, Harry Stubbs, Hal Price,

Ovey, Ralph
Lydia Yeamans Titus.

George

Welles

and

*

*

Reay is a St. Paul
boy who has made good on the
Coast. "Nev" is Ike St. John's
Neville

assistant

in

the

publicity

de-

partment at Universal. "Nev's"
dad is publisher of "The St.
Paul Daily News."
*

*

*

Louis Alter, who wrote "Manhattan Serenade," will soon see his melMake RKO Directors
ody serve as the subject for an MRupert Julian and Reginald BarG-M short, with Sammy Lee directker have been signed to direct for
ing. Alter, who is a member of the
RKO.
M-G-M song-writing forces, has writWill

Direct

Warner Shorts

Tenny Wright and Sid Silvers
have been promoted to direct shorts
for Warner.
Vivienne Segal with F. N.
Vivienne Segal has been engaged
for the leading role in First Nationsi's "The Lady in Ermine," which
will be done in Technicolor at the
direction of Alexander Korda.

ten several

numbers for
*

*

the screen.

*

Lane
Chandler,
formerly
with
Paramount, believes that the use of
color will find its most effective and
natural outlet in western pictures.

Lila Lee Opposite Mojica
Lila Lee will have the feminine
lead opposite Don Jose Mojica in the
opera star's first talking picture for

Fox.

Mack Directing Warner Short
Roy Mack is directing a one-reel
Vitaphone

Variety

in

Technicolor

Paper

Dance of the
called "The
viewpoint of officials.
being renovated and the seating caDolls."
It has a child cast.
sound
pacity increased to 1,200 while
Little Theater Opens in Dec.
equipment is being installed.
New "Skeets" Gallagher Contract
Little Picture House, Inc., will be
Richard "Skeets" Gallagher has
the Film
by
week
Christmas
opened
Talkers in Constantinople
signed
a new long-term contract with
New
St.,
50th
E.
151
DAILY
Inc.,
at
Bureau,
Washington Bureau of THE FILM
Paramount.
Miss Elizabeth Perkins is
Cine-Opera, Con- York.
Washington
stantinople, has opened with talking president.
Lois Wilson's Sister with F. N.
RCA-Photophone
using
pictures,
Wilson's sister, a First NaLois
Wired
House
Pontiac
M.
the
equipment, states a report to
using the screen
is
player,
tional
equipment
Sound
Pontiac, Mich.
P. Division of the Dept. of Comof Connie Lewis.
name
Rialto.
the
installed
at
been
has
merce.

—

HARRY

RENAUD HOFFMAN
now

DIRECTING

HIS own ORIGINAL

"Blaze
starring

O'

story

Glory"

Eddie Dowling

with Betty Compson

for

Sono-Art

i

m&'*

m0^

5^ 5 v&*

«** J,

^*i$^

0*<**

y^B **•*

$&*•''

The material used by
these

artists

was spe-

daily prepared

IRENE FRANKLIN

Vitaphone

"THE MOST HUMAN
COMEDY IN TOWN."

—Charles

Dafntont

Eve. World.
Presented

m

for

Varieties.

,fc.

FRED ALLEN

VlTAPHONtil

by

DAVID BELASCO
By Laurence E. Johnson
"A Flawless Cast"

give

«HRobert GartoniL
Telegram.
Include*

MINOR

WATSON

SIDNEY'
HARLAN

B R

HUMPHREY

Wise

TOLEB

I

G G S

PORTER BOGART
HALL
MILORED MbCOY
HELEN LOWELL
OLGA
L E L

I

GEORGE

5(9HE ^Brightest g>tarj|
WfaTe

i/iey aril

K R L W
BENNETT
WALCOTT

A

*

BELASCO
THEATRE,44ttlSt
Eait of B'whj
Cts. 8:40.
MW.
Thrum,
Sat. 2:46

&

CIIDDIV THAT HFMAMt

KESSLER'S 2nd AVE.THEATRE
Ave.— Drydock 1643-4316
EVERY FRIDAY. SATURDAY & SUN. NIGHT
and.SATURDAY & SUNDAY MATINEES
35 2d

Incomparable

Moll y picoN\
Rumshinsky & Kalich's Musical Play,

In

"

THE
A

RADIO GIRd

Story of

&n East

Side Clnd^

(English Synopsis Furnisf
LYL.E.S

*\OLLY PICON

ew

cases was

it

sd on their acts

their

present

Varieties
.^he^Biggest (Stars
laying

on Broadway

:

1
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Timely Topics

— €)=

Along The Rialto

A

Digest of
Current Opinion

now

PARAMOUNT

the best

life

Kirk McGee is receiving compliments for being one of the
most courteous and efficient individuals connected with the management of a Broadway house. He's assistant manager at the
Helen Kane, who has reduced, is busy around town
Roxy
these days while Paramount is looking for a story suitable for
presenting her to talker fans

*

Paramount studio folks are kayoing a flock of severe colds,
the winners including Helen Morgan and Ruth Chatterton
H. Emerson Yorke, Paramount casting impresario, is commuting
these days up into the lower reaches of Westchester county and

Strong National Ass'n of
Exhibitors Declared Needed
the

growth

of this busi-

ness to its present magnitude exhibitor conventions have
long since ceased to be gathering places for multiple "damning" of the producer and disBut
tributor by the exhibitor.
we'll state frankly that many exhibitors have not yet shaken off
A nathe old-fashioned idea.
tional exhibitor body, whether it
represents independent individuals or affiliated exhibitors or both
is esa strong national body
And today it
sentially needed.

likes

John Gardiner, who handles publicity and advertising for
Visugraphic Pictures, is getting out a monthly journal which is a
knockout, all the way from contents to makeup
Harry
Gittelson is wearing relays of happy smiles these days as the
crowds push into the Earl Carroll to enjoy "Rio Rita." Harry's
managing the house, you see

needed more than ever.
Ben Shlyen in
"The Reel Journal"
*

*

Small Theaters Help
Picture Fans
small theaters perform a
service of which few people
They are the
take knowledge.
kindergarten where the development of theatergoers begins.

1

NUMBER

84

84

THE

Reaching into the remote outlying sections and depending largely upon juvenile patronage, they
the masses to find their
diversion in the motion picture
theater.
Anna Aiken Patterson in
train

"Weekly Film Review"

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

*

*

*

these

is

midway. They have the shills, cappers and come-ons working to right
and left of you. The cops are so
busy attending to traffic that anyThe
thing goes on the sidewalks.
other day we watched a panhandler
brace seven pedestrians inside five
minutes. And how is it that the guy
selling those tin watches for two bits
does it in the same spot every day,
with three cappers helping him, and
has been doing it for the last five
months to our knowledge? He blocks
traffic so that you have to walk in
the gutter to pass the crowd jammed
What's all this talk
around him.
Seems
about hicks in the sticks?
that most of the hicks have moved
to

Broadwav.

Mur-Ad
// you tell us a good story and we
print it in this kolyum without giving you credit, be nonchalant light
a Murad as you recall all the other

—

great authors who have had their
masterpieces pinched by us kolyumnists.

By

JAMES

Statistical

P.

(5ri Jack DeLacy)

The

Film

THOUSAND

TWO

With two chances

CUNNINGHAM

Editor,

Eng-

motion pic4,000
land's
houses will be sound
ture
equipped within two years, authorities state, basing their pre-

November 4

diction on the present installation rate.

now

*

*

Best

second to
popular appeal

rate

cockfighting in
in the Philippine Islands. The
275 houses
islands have
13
regularly.
pictures
showing
They are divided as follows:

tions

L. "Roxy" Rothafel put in
S.
charge of L. A. California, owned by

5,972,200

Goldwyn.

ports reached 7,021,040

Film

imports
ft.

in

1921

Last

totaled

Year,
ft.

im-

game,

one

wishes and congratulaare extended by

THE

FILM DAILY
ing

members

who today

to the follow-

of the industry,

are celebrating their

birthday

Luzon, 191; Negroes, 25; Mindanac, 18; Panay, 17; Cebu
and Layte, six each. The others
have only one or two each.

for

being a finesse and the other the possibility of establishing a long cani
the latter must always be taken first.
If the outstanding cards of the suit
are not split as hoped for, nothing is
lost by making the attempt, and the
Whereas, if the
finesse still remains.
finesse is attempted first and loses
no further chance remains.
:

Daily

of

A book agent tried to sell us an
encyclopedia for our youngster, now
that he is going to school.
"Not on your life," sez we.
him walk, the same as I did."
"What's Trump?"

Statistics

Films

Fox and Poli reported in combine
Paramount out of New Eng-

MANY HAPPY RETURNS

Industry

*

to keep
land.

along Broadway

just like the good old
times when as a kid we attended the
county fair and strolled down the

days

Outsmarted

*

To Develop

WALKING

DALY

it

Attaches of the N. Y. Criterion yesterday drank their orange
juice to the health of Joan Peers, ingenue lead in the Helen Morgan film "Applause," on the occasion of the charming little
actress becoming a godmother
Irene Bordoni is to fly
East for premiere of "Paris"

—

—
is

in

A farewell dinner was tendered Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson
Thursday by Former Governor of Nebraska, Samuel R. McThe former governor performed a real service for
Kelvie
the industry some years ago when he vetoed a censorship bill.
The Johnsons have gone to Africa to make a new flicker of wild

S. G. Howell in
"Motion Picture Journal"

WITH

Show World group of releases
RKO's writing supervisor, has

arrived in
Creelman did the story for
search of stories
"The Vagabond Lover," Rudy Vallee's first pitchur, which is
being awaited with keen interest

Noo Yawk

remain.

*

By PHIL M.

Jr.

peppy these days over reception being acJames

is

corded the New
Ashmore Creelman,

market for these pictures and a
few producers are trying to get
their money back out of this
market, plus a few others that

*

THAT

PhilM. Daly,

THE

is

THAT'S

with

Small Profit from Westerns
Believed Cause of Their Slump
great drop in the producof Westerns is due to the inability of the producer to get
back and make a
his money
profit. Some localities have passed up the westerns altogether.

The Southwest

-AND

Will Rogers
Don Alvarado

Malcolm Sebastian
Dixie Lee

THEIR
FIRST

JOBS
TOE WEIL
adv. writer with his father

Aiir
HAVE
mm 'i
.

A

Tiffany Franchise

is

Your Bond

for Big Business,

Superb Attractions, with Qreat Stars*
Prices

You Can Afford

to

Pay*

w
^1
JO

vs

Sign
>*

Up Now

with Those

Who Know*

^

INC
PRODUCTION/
TIFFANY
NEW YOPK CITY.
EVE NTH AVE
729

r

H. FRIEDER,
Park. Hud.on. N. Y.

Jewel, Anthon.

T.

RIDDELL,

N. B.

Liberty, Saxton. Pa.

DOROTHY

MRS.

Royal, St. Louis.

Bowden, Ga.

Dixie,

STRAUSS,

B.

Copper

Doradell,

Hill.

G BERNELL,

J.

H.

F.

W.

J.

Lyric, Abilene,

Tenn.

DOROTHY

L.

A.

CAMMELL,

WALDO

GABY & COHEN,
YAVNO,

B

H WALLERSTEIN,

Commodore,

Buffalo

Strand. Paoli. lnd.

Broadway, Buffalo

W.

American, High Point, N. C.

ANDERSON,

S. G.

High

Ritz,

H.

C

Oasis, Wilton, N.

U. M. MELICK,
Jewel. Eureka.

DALLAS

Chicago

Macomb.

CASPER

OSCAR

J.

F.

M.

PEKRAS,

U

GEORGE

EWING,

F. R.

Ritx,

Hinton,

N. HOOVEN,
Trimble, Mt. Sterling, Ky.

PAUL

REED.

N. C.

Hippodrome,

W.

Creatline,

HITCHCOCK,

B.
Star,

0*

Jr..

Upper Sandusky, 0PETER RETTIG,
Ohio, Cation, 0.
T. C. CHOCOS,
Paatime, Coachocton, 0.
L. C. SWANK,
Dreamland. Minerva, O.

LESTER MEYERS,

Yale.

Rialto.

J.

Oakland.

SAM
W.

Lyric, Ennis, Tex.

FINEMAN,

GEORGE RAUENHORST.

Grand, Cooper, Tex.
M. SAUL,

NAT KAUFMAN.

Waco. Tex.

Cozy, Detroit.

MICHELETTI,

B.

J.

ROY

RODENOK,

H.

Lehigh. Oakmont, Pa.
D. TALLEY,
Majestic, Devine, TcX.

GILES MASTER,

R.

M. FULLER,
Palace, Grandview, Tex

A.

TSCHEMACHER,

Rex, Currie, Minn.

.Wand. Gallup. N. M.

i

HAMILTON,

A.

B.

Owego, Mancelona, Mich.
HIRSH,

Casino, Buffalo, N.
Cecile, Cokato.

J. J.

HARWOOD,

HAaTs' MOLSTAD,
Plaza,
S. D.

Hawthorne,

Calif.

FERCUSON,
State.

Tawas

Royal. Albany. N. Y.
Paramount, Albany, N. Y.
E.

A.P. WASHA,

DWORE,

Cameo. Schenectady, N. Y,
Colony, Schenectady. N. Y.

1.

COPELINC.

D. L.

Temple,

VJbly,

Louisville, Miss.

Grand, Tulia. Tex.

Roosevelt,

C a~MlTCHELL,

Ljric. Elkin. N. C.

Imperial, Newton, N. C.

Maxbilt, Fleischmans. N. Y.

W.

V.

CONKLING.

Palace. Port Jervis, N. Y.

New York

City

Boston Road. Bronx. N Y.
Olympia, New York City

STANLEY SOBELSON,
Mich.

T.

BEHRMAN,

G«

..
Strand, White Sulphur Springs,

m*

JOHN D1SHMAN,
Mission,

11

v„

Ignatius,

St.

Mont

and C

V,

Ronon, Mont

W.

J.

BRACKIN.

Callahan. Bainbridge. Ga., Strand,
Ga.

Pair
I

to

B. CHRIST,
Columbus or Audion. Green Bay, Wsi
SHIPLEY,
G. G.
Community. Harbor Beach, Mick.

Minn.

Sacred Heart, Minn.

H.

J.

LUDCKE,

New Orpheum,

hn
Kn

Flagstaff. Ariz.

ASEMACOPOULOS,

Mardi Gras. Conev

Y

Island. N.

IAD;

HERBERT WOOD,

Ok

Regent, Bangor. Mich.
Victoria or Palace,

DR. D. A. O'BRIEN,
Legion, Turtle Lake. Wis.

Ml!

HAYES.

A. T.

WILCOX,

New

Smyrna,

ri
CHE

MOORE,

M. C.

Nebraska, Sulphur Springs.

Fla.

s.,

fct

SMALL,

H. C.
Mariner. Marine City. Mich.

|*n
»,

HELBERC,

Princess. Lindstrom,

C.

jj,

Th

Diamond, Lake Odessa, Mich.
M. COSTIGAN,

MARY

GEORGE

Minn

IRENE CAHILL,
Princess, Janesville. Minn-

L.

LARK1N,
Century, Dowagiac. Mich.

Li
h.

WENGErT

R. S.

Grand

or

Miami, Union City, wo.

is.

Rige. Brooklyn';

FW;

i

Peter, Mini

MRS. H. H. CHASE,

Minn.

J

%:

Opera House, Saint

PRODUCTION/
TIFFANY
rc\yrKiTU
N
YODK
a\;pt

Ritz,

LOUIS

Ccrmania. Medford. Wis.

O. W.

DeLeon. Tex., and

Tex.

Unique, Bricelyn. Minn.

Palace, Memphis, Tex,

Wss

and

ARM AND SULLIVAN,

BERT JORDAN,
E.

Wis.,

KEITH,
Liberty.

FLIEDER BROS.,

A.

Marshfield.

A. LUDWIG,
Astor, Parkway, and Jackson, Mahal

E. F.

OLSON,

State, Belle Plaine.

J:

JOHN
IIL

Broadway, Canby, Minn.

Tex.

MRS. D. GOODALL,
Castro, Dlmmittj Tex.

LEO BRECHER,

1.

Star,

HOLIS BOREN,

Houston. Houston. Miss.
Louisville,

Estelline,

111,

LONGAKER.

J.

Psi

Waupaca, Wis.

BZOVI,

JOSEPH WIDMER.

WILLIAMS,

W. M. WHALEY,

Montgomery, Minn.

A. WEST,

Oxford. Oxford. Mich.

E.

WILLIAMS,

Palace.
111.

'

FORMAN,

F. R.

111.

W. EDWARDS,

Starland,

R.

Trio.

Ohio. Greenville. O.

State. Alexandria.

Texas. Seymour. Tex.
Texas. Haskell, Tex.^

111.

Opera House, Oledo,

A.

M.

P. V.

Paramount, Granville,
J.

H.

C. and

N.

ADLER.

P.

}.

Ecorse, Ecorse, Mich.

Texon, Texon, Tex.

family, Joliet.

MRS.

HENRY REEVE,

lnd.

111.

Palace, Ashland, O.

Majestic, Conroc, Tex.

Saleis.

;

THOMAS,

ANDREW

JOSEY,

Detro*

New. Wooir
Strand. Strasburg. Va.
Vs., and New Market. New Market. \

FRED EDWARDS,

Mission, Menard, Tex.

JOE BROKAW,

Theatorium, Detroit.

NEIL HELLMAN.

GEORGE

GREVE,
Rio. Oak Creek. Col
HARRY OPPENHEIM.

City, Mich.

111.

tOUIS MARCHESI,

Y.'

Palace, Seguin, Tex.

JOHN

S. C.

Sea Breeze. Beaufort, N. C.

Minn.

STURCHE.

H. H.

Lexington, Cleveland.

Alstine, Tex.

Opera House, Angola,

MRS. ESLE LARSON,

Century, Philadelphia.

Van

PAUL,

w". L.

Abernothy. Tex.

Liberty. Electra. Tex.

Princess, Colchester,

JENSEN,

.<

SHELDON,

A. H.

SMITH,

T. H.

WALTER

Star.

JOSEPH CAUDELL.
Wanoc. Wallace.

G. SMITH,
Eastwood, Toledo, O.
Royal. Toledo, O.
Summit. Toledo, O.
National. Toledo. O.
Westwood, Toledo. O.
Savoy. Toledo. O.

W. W. HARDESTY,

T. McMINN,
Capitol, Superior, Wia^

Lyric,

Comet. Denver.
H. A. REULE,
Granada, Denver,

J.

East Side. Detroit.

BENSON,

Lyric. Lebanon. Mo., Lyric,
Lyric, Rollo. Mo.

MARTIN

•

SAMUEL ACKERMAN,

LEGG,

B.

S.

MORELAND,
Siima. Silma. Col.

F.

Greenwood and Virginia Park.
LEWIS,

WILLIAM DALKE,

Apollo. Belvidere.
J.

'

m

and

ELMER BARKER,

HOLT,

B.

L. L.

Princess, Adrian, Minn.

Crystal. Fulda, Minn.

SHAW,

Melba. Olton, Tex.

SIMANEK,

J.

R. E.

Admiral. Philadelphia.

Wheatland. Wyo.

I.

PYLET,

R.

L.

L. L.

111.

Strand. Mendota,

Lantex. Llano. Tex.

Granada, Racine, Wis.

HENRY SPARKS.

Iris.

GEORGE

Hollywood, Milwaukee.

HONDELE.

L.

lnd.

Park. Pasadena, Calif.

Texan, Lufkin, Tex.

M.

Winamac,

Ritz, Chen

Lumberton. N. C.

R. A. SHOBE,
Avalon. Sandwich,

Palace, Cuero, Trx-

and

Okla..

Cordell.

JOSEPH PORTELL,

ROBERTSON.

A. M.

.

FRY.

S. G.

GEORGE HANES.

M. THREET,

Franklin. Mt. Vernon, Tex.

CORRELL,

Davis. La Mesa, Calif.

BOHMAN,

F.

Peoples. Akroi). '

R W. DAVIS.

Center, Chicago.

J.

ALGU1RE,

Coloma, Coloma, Mich.
S.

Empire. Toulon,

Hi

DAVIDSON,

J.

Ritz,

CHARLES S1CKLER.

Marvin, Findlay, O.

M. W. FEDERHAR.

Minn., and Opera

Okla.

Colony, Chicago

M. HORATER,

A.

El Paso, Tex.

C. C.

Isis,

Gem, Akron, O.

Rex, Troup, Tex.

CARL JUDGE,

MRS.

VERNE

SPAYNE,

Grand, Mineral Wells, Tex;

C. R. SHIPP,

Iris,

S.

BEAUMONT,

T.

Hayfield,

Dodge Center, Minn.

Symphony, Chicago

HARRY

•

BERGTOLD.

Ideal,

WILLARD,

H.

III.

A. KEENE,
Oxford, Oxford, O.

E,

Cazenovia, Buffalo, N. Y.
L. V.

Bryn Mawr. Chicago
Argmore, Chicago
Orchard. Chicago
Lincoln. Chicago

BABITZ.

UJKA.

WARDA,

J.

JOE PASTOR,

Chicago

Grant, Cicero.

JOSE M. MUNOZ,

Bailey. Bunkie, La.

N.

WALTER

Melba, Houston, Tex.
O. ROBERTS,
Alamo, Granger, Tex.

Calif.

BAILEY.

R. L.

L.

GILBERT BAN ALST,

Okmulgee. Otis.

Amuzu. Jasonville, lndMRS. LEE MOTE.
Acme, Riverton, Wyo.
A. C. D1PPO.

F.

DUNN,

Rivoli.

Liberty. Oakhill. O.

BOHNE & HUNT,

GEORGE PASSEN,

Palace, Burkburnett, Tex.

T. M.

BLAKESLEE,

L.

GEORGE HANIOTIS.

._

J.

Grand, Larrimore, N. D.

A. C. GUTENBERG.
Grand, Milwaukee.

F. H. ALLEN.
Allen. Solvay. N. Y.

Harmony, Chicago

HENRY THOMAS.

Grand, Lander, Wyo.

W. V«.

New Paris.
JACK RUBIN,

Lovejoy, Buffalo.

Model. Pittsburgh.

Northern. Columbui, 0.

Suburban, Binghamjton, N. Y.

FRANK

H. D1TTR1CH,
Lyric. Endicott. N. Y.

CARMELO SORIBANO,

RAPPAPORT,

J. L.

ROSEN.

A.

WRIGHT,

Senate, Detroit

GOODMAN,

L

Strand, Bristol. N. H.

BEN COHEN,

Madrid. Mo.

Door, Sturgeon Bay. Wis.
Strand, Buffalo. Minn.

BENJAMIN

Imperial, Detroit

or Regent. Akron, O.

WILLIAM KENHOLTZ.

Roxy, Anniston, Ala.

BUNTROCK,

O. H.

Cameo

FRANK BORCHERT,

H. COLLINS,

S.

C

!

M. M. FEDERHAR,

WELLS,

G.

J.

Russell, Detroit

C. H. HORSTMAN,
Empress. Chaffee. Mo.

Gem. Chicago.

Paatime, Nelsonville-, O.

New

ZIBOWSKY.

Mia

FENYVESSY,
Madison. West Rochester. N. Y.

Majestic. Leeds. Ala.
Lyric, Pell City. Ala.

Warfield. Detroit.

BILER,

Dixie,

Majestic. Pottaville. Pa.

SIDNEY H. SELIC,

KATZENBACH,

E.

I.

MOORE,

F.

J.

HIGGINBOTHAN.

Girardsville, Pa.

Opera House,

Circle, Cordelle. Ga.

HALL,

H.

A. BAIER,

JOHN

R. P.

M. 0. TEITEL,

Fort, Ft. Atkinson. Wis.

La r kin. San Franciaco.
111.

Ohio, Piqua, O.
E.

MICHEL,

P. BROWN.
Yates, Denver.

Savoy. Detroit.

Cordon. Middletown, O.

W.

CORTATOWSKY.

R.

Ozaukee or Strand. Port Washingtas. liaJUt

Y
ROSENTHAL,
Troy. N. Y

A. C.

.

FRANK HOLLISTER,
C.

Royal, Salem, O.

BEN

GEORGE TURLUK1S,

SATKAUSKAS,

Milda, Chicago.

SHORE,

J.

Mo,

Liberty, Maiden.

R.

Grand, Piano,
T.

GUTHRIE.

T.

Lincoln, Goahen, lnd.
R. A.

III.

C.
Rose.

FRED

*

Crystal, Gonzales, Tex.
Princess, Luting, Tex.
Star, Smithville, Tex.'
Baker's, Lockhart. Tex.

WILLIAM COX.

JACOB

Milwiul

ROOB,

N.

Eagte. Albany. N.

KINLEYSIDE.
Gem, Orwell. O.
W. W. SHEFFIELD.

E. A.

U
la.

Layton Park. Pearl and Grace,

W.

ABE STONE.

,

Palace, Cleveland, Tex.

CHARLES WASHICHECK,

Minneapolis

Manhattan, Cleveland

Loomis, Chicago

RICKER,

A. SNITZER,
Washington, Cincinnati
H. G. STEIN,

Neb.

Grand. Story City.

III.

E.

Milwaukee and National. Milwaukee,
AH:. West
\I'.., All,.,
All:. Wis
\X/..
Allis.

SAM FARBER,

McCarthy,

f. R.

CUNNINGHAM,

W. M.

Worland. Wyo.

Palace. Royalton,

HANSON.

F.

Elks.

GEORGE W. LUCE,

111.

Family, Rockford.

Thomaaton, Ga.

Grand, Fitzgerald. Go.

CHARLES KERBY.
Ideal. Morrill.

JOHNSON,

E.

GEORGE

E A. RHOADES,

SNYDER,
Royal,

Ritz,

m

Opera House, Ambler, Pa.

GvFlSCHER,

McKinley, Canton, O.

Bishop, Chicago

-:

Majestic. Stafford, Kan.

MAX YOUNG,

NEAL BISHOP.

ODOM,

A.

Fredro. Detroit,

Liberty and Avon, Chicago.
J. L.

W.

JOSEPH OLSCHEFSKY.

BENESCH,

E.

Lyric. St. Charles, Mich.

I

Mich

HENRY,

S.

Arnold. Rolette, N. D.

Lyric Chicago

c.

LB

RAY PEACOCK.

ARNOLD,

C.

J.

McCarthy.

a.

j.

SMITH.

B.

Palace. Rockmort, Ga.

111.

Harrison. Chicago.
E.

MRS.

111.

LANG,

B.

Rex, Townsend, Mont.

THOMAS BOULDEN,

Lynn. Chicago

Florola, Ala.

Strand,

Elite, Greenleal. Kan.

A. SAPERSTEIN,
Garfield and Lexington. Chicago

M.

YOUNG,

S. L.

WALTER HOHLFELD.

Rantoul,

Kentland. Kentland.

MRS.

ELMER ST ETANEK.

HOLLOW AY.

W. H.

L. H. COEN,
Princess,

Casimir, Chicago

It

1.1

LEWIS,

Viking, Benson. Minn.

GUST STATHIS,

KING,

Haines City. FU.

King.

Salano. Fairfield, Calif.

CANNON,

E.

Palace, Clearwater, Fla.

WALTER LEE

vIt

Capitol. Eaton Rapids,

De MARC,

L.

J.

RK

Grand, Annandale, Minn.
T. B.

Rex, Bessemer, Wis.

GRIFFITH,
Gem, Kouts, lnd.

k:

Howard Lake, Minn.

Arcadia, Floresville. Tex.

KULASZEWICZ.

J.

in

CARL SOTHER,

Milwaukee

Rex, Kaukauna, Wis.

D.

EMMA

H. PITMAN,

JOSEPH MALM,

III.

A. L. REVERT,

New Home,

NOVAK,

J.

CUSER,

Queen, Chicago

c„

Y

CARL JOHNSON,

VINCENT,

R.

Webster. Chicago

BOLEN,

J.

Mutual. Saco, Me.

Memphis, Tenn,

Ritz,

M. GUMB1NER.
Cumbiner Circuit, Chicago
A. J. PLOCINSKY,
Schindler'a,

Moose. Tremont, Pa.

CHARLES

ANDREW

Sylvia, Buffalo.

E.

New Glencoe, Minn.
WILLIAM SHAPIRO,

Point, N. C.

PARADIS,

J.

1*.

MOORE,

J. F.

KNOX,

W.

tn

G. M. PHILLIPS.
Schiller Park. Syracuse. N. Y.

State, Rhinelander, Wis.

Chicago"

it

FILBEY,
Triangle,

ROUMAN,

P.

SIEGEL,

Prairie,

Fillmore Palace. Buffalo.

Luna, Battle Creek,

Lincoln, Winaton-Salem, N. C.

Rose, Dublin, Ga.

LUDWIG

BEHLING,

J.

AL

FISCHER,
Lincoln,

\.

Roosevelt. Jamestown. N.

Allen. Racine. Wis.
B. K.

t:

Mich., and P

BROWN,

C.

J.

BANDY,

G. G.

Eleti

LUSH,

A.. Plymouth.
Northville. Mich.

TROTTMAN,

R.

R.

&

P.

Gem, Milwaukee

Vidalia. Ca.

Pal,

Rochester. N. Y..

MRS. LYDIA

WARNOCK,

D.

J.

SCALES,

S.

E. N.

Uke.

MclNTOSH.

S. E.

FRANK

PECK & SMITH,

JACOB KATZ,

Bluebird, Denver.

lnd.

YOUNG,
COLLINS.

E. R.

HARRY

ALDEN,

J.

Rex, Chaaka, MinnA

Kedzie Annex, Chicago

Opera House. Lenora. Kan., and
Jennings, Kan.

Martin, Globe, Ariz.

111.

ROTH,

A. W.

Kokomo,

Isis,

H. A.

Monmouth,

Rivoli,

C.

111.

HOFFMAN.

H.

HUFFMAN,

H. E.

A.

PERCEMY.

J.

W.

lnd.

Limberlost. Geneva, lnd.

PUza. Corning. N. Y.

"

Kokomo.
NEAL,

Colonial.

Regent, Buffalo

Frontenac. Detroit

sc

P,

SCHIEFERECKE,

J.

Graham, Los Angeles

W. NEALL,

S.

P.

III.

WOODS,

J.

111.

Stockton, Stockton.

WHITLEY,

E.

J.

W. MICHAEL,

J.

H.

Princess, Oconto, Wis.

Seneca and Unity. Buffalo

A.

Farnum, Detroit
1

lnd.

Kansas City

Baltis.

STEFAN KULINSKL

It

Capitol. Morrison; Princess, Urbsna;
Champaign: Rexy. Lasalle and Peru,

MUNN,

E.

U

ALGER,

E.

C. H. POTTER,
Admiral. Kansas City

Garden, Chicago

Dreamland. Galena,

Mich.

MERRITT,

L.

E

Linwood. Tarkio, Mo.

111.

HARTMAN.

W. ENCELOCH,

F.

Strand.' Hastings.

Tenn.

Lyric, Dayton,

CHARLES

Royal. Minonk,

Rex. Ontonagon, Mich.

D.

S.

Moon, Vincennes,

lnd.

MORSE,

P.

S. E.

CLARK,

J. J.

SCHRAM,

P. C.

TALENT.

P. C.

O.

Iff

Lincoln Hippodrome, Chicago.

Detroit

THEO CHARLES,

Home, Culver,

Mo-

Globe, San Pedro, Calif.

Unique. Mobridge,

Delco, Center, Ala.

City.

DORNER,

J.

STACY,

L. R.

JOHNSON,

J.

Kan.

CLARK.

Clark. Vacaville. Calif.

Princess. Piedmont, Ala.

Webb

Blake.

111.

I!

Eagle. Philadelphia.

HENRY GOLDBERG,

E. H.

JOHN OSBORN.

FLETCHER HAMMOND,

Mo.

STROWIG.

BECK,
New Home.

H. E. GILBERT,

lnd.

1

Howard and

Richards. Flint. Mich

I1L

Patio, Freeport,

Dream, Corydon,

JOSEPH PRICE,

EISENMAN,

A.

Grand, Lincoln,

GRIMES,

S.

J.

A. LEBER.

L.

HOBGOOD,

B.

O. H. PHILLIPS,
Broadway. Flint. -Mich.

la.

HICKES,

J.

Burts, Luzerne. N. Y.

L

STEVE BENNIS,

LYON,

F. C.

HENRY

INCT
CITY.

W. RETZER,

E.

SMITH.

.

Opera House. Piper
L H. CESELL,

SCALING.
Hale Center. Tex.

Rilz.

SULLIVAN,

G.

MOORHEAD,

EBERHARD.
Oakman Boulevard.
WY HOBOLTH.

Wyo.

P. C.
Collegiate,

Detroit

E. C.

BROWN,
Woodward Grand,

S.
*

STRINCHAM,

C. M.

Colonial. Ogden. Ut.

Alhambra-Crescent. Decatur,

W. M. KIMBRE.

Rex.

LAWRENCE

City. Fla.

Royal. Summerville, Ga.

W.

VAN CROIX,
Croix. Titusville. Fla.
Croix. Melbourne. Fla.

W.

Johnsburg, Vt.

Oiympia. Olneyville. R.

W.

ANDERSON,

Dreamland. Rockford.

IU.

LON

NELLIE A. THEADO,

I

Kenmore, O.

.1

Pulaski,

Y.

ijlY LALLEY.
Regus. Binghamton, N. V.

HORN,

Horn's. Forest City. N. C.

.|iN D.

New

N.

CHARLES

CLOVER.
Era. Walterboro. S. C.

F.

MRS. JANE

W.

.

V.

O. A.

OWEN

GEORGE STENORAS.
Royal. Wauchula. Fla.

Ida.

HALSTEAD.

Cozy. Duchesne, Ut.

LULA NIELSON,

DARLEY.

Royal. Tarpon Springs.

VAN

Nampa,

I-

Rose, Cheney. Wash.

la.

P.

J.

MIKE MARIO.
Venice. New York
R. S. MOORE.

HENN,
Hauen. Canton, Ga.

C.

City.

Ore.

Hill.

LANCLOIS.

LEVERETTE & ROY,
Grants Pass. Ore.
Eugene, Ore.

THOMPSON,

Sequoyah, Tahlequah, Okla.

ARENCY ARENDA,
J.

Macklind,

St.

Louis

Kent. Kent. Wash.

BIEN.

Morrell. Baltimore

Bentley Grand. Milbank,
O. H. STE1NDORFF,

McNair.

St.

HANS

Kane. Kane,

E. H.

STEELE,

Venice. Nephi. Ut.

City, Wis.

PETERSEN,
N.

D.

Blue' Mouse. Pine Island. Minn.

C. T. ESTENSON,
Halstad Movies. Halstad, Minn.

McCarthy,

t.

Orpheum, Fergus

Falls,

Minn.

Eagle, Montvideo. Minn.
Lyric, Lidgerwood L ^|^D.

G.

ROSENTHAL,
JVrioaMiddle Village.

E. A.

L

I.

DODGE.

Sharon. Sharonville. O.
Opera House. New Richmond. O.

111.

Crest. Delta. Ut.

D.'

REW.

J.

Louis

M. PACE,

J.

Opera House, Jamestown,
E.

w.

HALLOWAY,

S. C.

S.

Gem. Clear Lake, Wis.
Opera House. Glenwood

Baltimore

JOSEPH KOTNICK.

NELSON,

J.'

Restart. Baltimore

Peoples. Clatskanie, Ore.

State.
Stale,

City. Mo.'

LUEKEN,

Highway. Portland. Ore.
F.

III.

Portland. Ore.

LEO SELTZER.
W.

Royal, Lehl,

P.

IRVIN LEVINE.

O. SELTZER,

Nob

H. MILLER.
Cameo, American Fork, Ut
Ut.

JOHN

Palace. Willow City, N. D.

Monroe

Parkside.

Call!.

Niles. Niles. Calif.

J.
III.

PETERSON*

E.

Legion Hall. Brentwood.

Mo.

SAM DAWSON.

FLEISHMAN,

EDWARDS.

Walnut Park. Portland. Ore.

."New Janus. Shelbina, Mo.,
B.

W. Va.

Geller. Portland. Ore.

DELONAY.

C.

F.

CHARLES

Pythian. Marshall.
J.

Elkins,

BLIGH.

GELLER,

I.

POWELL,

HENRY

WASHTOK.
Victoria. Portland, Ore.

Portland.

Kenyon. Minn.

A. M. CHOMMESS.
Nox. Carrier Mills.
E.

D.

Bligh's Capitol, Salem, Ore.

Edwards, Reedsport, Ore.

ROY CZERNY,

TOWNE.

Novelty.

FRANK
MRS. A.

Rex. New Baden. III.
Gayety. Freeburg. 111.
Rex. Belleville, 111.

J.

Aristo, Winnelt. Mont.
J. B.

Walker. Minn.

NOAH BLOOMER.

Jay.

Ray's Snyder. Okla.

MABEL

H. M.

FLEET,
R.
Liberty. Garland, Ut.
Liberty,

Minn.

City
Congr* ss, Bronx, N. Y.
Daly. Bronx. N. Y.

Ut.

WADDELL.

Fla.

Fertile,

STEINMAN.
New York

H.

I.

SONDAY,

Lyric. Richfield.

E.

C.
Victory. Brookaville. rla-

N

BOLTE.

Lacoma, New York City
Burke. New York City
Wakefield. New York City
B. & B.. New York City
VINEGRADF,

M. M.

JOHNSON,

Victory, Punta Gorda.

C.

Janice. Flushing. L.

Strand, Onconta. Ala.

'

L.

Va.

LESTER NEELY.

CHEL FITZER,

I

I

SCHANBERGER.

L

Petersburg. Fla.

St.

).

Hippodrome,

E. DEWITT,
Electric. Eldon,

N. P. GLAIN.

Metro,

Keith's Garden, Baltimore

W

F. V. LANC,
Liberty. Fosston, Minn.

BROWN,

TALBOTT,

L. E.

SIMON.

BOTHANCOURT,

J.

M.

Empress, Hastings, Neb.
Empress, Central City, Neb.

Grand, Houma, La.

H.

Orphcum, Ada, Minn.

Victoria. eGustine, Calif.
J.

Lyric.

A.

ULLMAN.

R.

CO.,
Highland, Audubon, N. J.

-

D.

S.

Cozy, Hope, N. D.

Farmington, Minn.

Liberty,
Calif.

Stale.

Gem. Plainview, Minn.
I.

E.

Lennox,

Hennessey, Okla.

American, Quinlan, Okla;

M. JOFFE.

CARTER,

J.

JACK FRATES.

JOHN

TRUMBULL,

H.

B.

U Swan, Syracuse. N. Y.
Roxy. East Syracuse. N. Y.

'

Thomas.

W.

HARRY

D.

THEMER.

H. C.

CIFFORD,

THOMAS

john Matthews;

D.

S.

H.

Wolsey. S,D

HANLEY & PEPPER,

Unique, Sisseton,

F.
Electric.

MARTER AMUSEMENT

Casino. Milaca, Minn.

SMITH.

S. J.

JACOBS.

F.

Auburn, Auburn,

McMAHON.
Palace.

N

W.

Arcade. Hyallsville, Md.

rlADlCAN,
Opera House, Lisbon, O.

Opera House.

C. MOORE.
Strand. Lincoln, Calif.

FAY.

SUTTON.

E. C.

Calif.

JOHN

BROWN.

Sultan.

Winters. Akron, O.

I NC1S W. HOHMAN,
v

Cameo. Santa Cruz.

Brown's Snohomish, Wish.

C. R.

<AFUL,
Rialto.

C.

SCOTT.

C. E.

Renton. Renton. Wash.

Thurmania, Columbus. O.

New

F.

Santa Rosa. Calif.

Cozy.
State.

Bristol. S.

PROUTY,

A.

Bloomer. Wis.

RICHARD SEJNOHA.

LEKIE.

Star,

Princess. Sausalito. Calif.

D. GROSS,
Coliseum. Juneau. Alaska
Coliseum. Ketchikan. Alaska

BENJAMIN

M. W. WEINIG,
Western Plaza. Cincinnati

Mo.

Bay Shore. San Francisco

Wash.

CILLES.
Wahpeton. N. D.

Empress, Sapulpa, Okla.

Princess. Miller. S. D.

EACHE.

E. A.

WALTER BOYD.

A. O. JONES,
Grand, Burlington, Wash.

I.

'

Ida.

CASEY.

L.

Ill

MRS. VIOLA LANGER,
Elliott.

WAHL,

Society, Seattle.

L.

CROUSE.

Ideal.

MOULDER,

H.

i.

£
D.

S.

•
C. BAKER,
Strand. Briton. S. D.

L.

DUNLAP,

L.

Dunlap. Idabell. Okla.

A. D. FITZGERALD,

Orphcum.

Majestic, Memphis, Mo.

Rex. Bonners Ferry. Ida.

OB CONN.

5.

L.

W.

BR1DGEMAN.

L.

Cozy, Groton,

W.

.

Palace. Fredencktown.

MRS. H.

111.

Louis.

St.

TOM FORD.

ACKLES,

B.

)REW TEGU.

5.

Ida._

Grand. Bellingham, Wash.

Palace. Lafayette. Ga.

1

Maries.

A. CROMBACHER.
Audion. Coeur D'Alene.

LOREN

WARRENFELLS,

|!E

St

Elma. Elma. Wash.
New. Montesano. Wash.
McCleary. McCleary. Wash.

RAY

ANTON

JOHN

Edgeley. N. D.

GEORGE

TAYLOR,

SLAUCHTER.

F.

Lyric-Liberty. Idabell, Oklaj

D

W. McFARLANE.

E.

Portland. Ore.

Bijou, Barnesville. Minn.

HARRY

KLIE, Jr.,
Columbia, East

A. BERG.

MRS. ELMER BAXENDALE,
Dreamland, Krebs, Okla.

COOPER.

Iris.

Gilles.

Opera House, Highland.

Wapato. Wash.

ARMOUR.

P.

,

111.

Palace, Ft. Townsend, Okla.
Liberty. Valiant. Okla.

W. HENRIKSON.

Grand, Wheaton. Minn.

Playhouse, Shelbyville.

BEDFORD,

J.

W.

Scenic. Lisbon. N.

M. DeFEA,

HENRY LORY,

American, Wilburton, Okla.

A.

Neutral. Simpson, Pa,

R.

Okla.

Stillwater,

JOHN McCINLEY,

'Agate, Minneapolis
B.

Sand Springs, Okla.

H. RUSS,

Camera,

la.

HARMON.

T.

Coalville. Ut.

C.

Star.

RAY

TYLER,

Verona. Verona. N. D.

RUSSELL,

H. C. SMITH.

Ore.

State. Medford.

JOHN HANKO.

CIRCUIT,

Ut
W. HORRIGAN,

W.

M. BARRETT.
Washington. Atoka. Okla.

Amos, Portland, Ore.

A.

Lincoln,

Midway. Newport. Ore.

BSRTHA

A. G. ROY.

Alton. Ut.
Grace. Ut.
Lava. Ut.
Roosevelt, Ut.

McKEWITT,

A.

F. S.

Madison. Seattle. Wash.

W.

MAXEY.

Palace. St

W.

FRANK FARROW.

SNUCCS.

Van
Van

JONES.

Bungalow,

Princess. Haleyvdle. Ala.

|t

Ida.

111.

Liberty.

Cazin, West Tampa. Fla.

Ybor

Anthony.

St.

Pa..

AMOS.

K. E.

Okemah. Okla.

Crystal.

Clymer.

State,

BURKE,

J. E.

SAM BIANCO.

Benson. Philadelphia

WELSH,

JOSEPH

FLEMING.

J.

Liberty, Earlsboro. Okla.

Denman, Girard, Pa.

Merna. Merna, Neb.

Granada, Camas, Wash.

Selwood. Portland. Ore.
Oregon. Portland. Ore.

FULTON COOK,

(TO & CAPPELIO.
Italian Club.

JOHN

FRINGER,

KNAPPENBERGER,

H.

WRIGHT,

J.

ALLEN M. BENSON.

F.

SAM

Temple. Mangum, Okla.

Pastime. La Porte,

Fern. Oakland. Calif.

Capitol. Portland. Ore.
Irvington, Portland. Ore.

J..

Ritz. Sharpsville. Pa.;

H. E. PIERCE.

SWAN & BROWN

Palace or Prince88^Cedar,town ; Ga.-

Paulsboro, N.

CHRIS LAMPORS,
F.

Sallisaw^QJrJ«„

THOMPSON,""

T. F.

ALFRED W. HILL.

Sentinel, Okla.

BUCHER,
New Wonderland.

Globe. Oxiord, Pa.

B. G.

III.

Rex or Pastime,

FLOYD McDERMOTT.

C. A.

DUNN.

C. M.

W. HANSEN,

.

IN S. CAZIN,

|».

Mont.

Livingston.

Pastime or Point Breeze, Philadelphia

MOODY AVERA.
E. B.

Hill's

or Plaza, Stroudsburg, Pa.

PASTIME REALTY CORP.,

CROWL,

C

J.

Vernal.

JOE BLASCHKE,

Mt. Vernon. Tallassee. Ala.

Murray, Ut.

Sherman

C. A. SAPPAL,
Central. Tampa. Fla.

Ozana. Ozana. Tex.

MERLE DAVIS,

Fla.

GOLDEN.

Ut.

Eureka. Ut.

III.

ZORZI,

H.

Eagle. Livingston.

WHITE.

Sunset, Tacomo. Wash.
K Street, Tacoma. Wash.

Colonial. Milledgeville, Ga.

JOSEPH

KERSEY.

R.

LOUIS PERUNKO.

SMALL.

Premier. Grayville.

Palace. Barnhnrt. Tex.
Majestic. Mertzan. Tex.

Star or Aldea. Malad. Ida.

L CURRY,

rV.

t.

ROBBINS.

City

Liberty, Clayton. Okla.

State. Glens Falls. N. Y.

Palace. Belt. Mont.
Palace. Cascade. Mont.
E. P.

New York
C ROGERS,

CHARLES BRECHNER,

W. MAUSERT,

Broadway. Butte. Mont.
Sylacauga. Ala.

S.

H. E. CAWTHON.
Grand, Seattle, Wash.

Grenhalgh, Ferron. Ut.

RAYMOND

BURKE.

F.

Rivoli. Talladega, Ala.

F.

EARL CRENHALGH.

City

Orient.

DUVALL.

T.

Iris,

Mountain City. Tenn.

Strand.

Greenland, Greensboro, Ga.

I.

J.

CLARK,

D. D.

PECK,

,

Neb.

CHAPIN,

Star.

BUTLER.

Strand.

Hall. M.nev.lle, N. Y.

Daytona Beach.

W.

LINDSAY.
Orpheum. Payson.

C.

New York

Empire.

Strand, Fowler, Calif.

Mien.

Ishpeming, Ishpeming. Mich.

DUNCAN,

Lyric.

la.

HARRY NAJARIANO

Orphcum, Hancock. Mich.
E. J.

CLAIR,

B.

CAETTANO OTTAVIANO.

la.

OSCAR GROSS,
R. D.

PAUL SCHULZ.

LOEW,

LIAM

ST. JOHN.
Cozy. Checotah. Okla.

Plaza. Lyons, Neb.

Happy Hour. Ewen.

National. Boston.
Dorchester, Dorchester. Mass.
Universal, Fitchburg. Mass.
Hollywood, Charlestown. Mass.
Strand. New Bedford, Mass.
New Portland. Portland. Me.
Sanford. Sanford. Me.
Oiympia. Worcester. Mass.
Capitol, Lynn. Mass.
Day Street. Somervilte. Mass.
Family. Worcester. Mass.
Capitol, Pawtucket, R. I.

I.

Wis.

KOOKER,

D. A.

DESORMEAUX.

M.

Zenith. Davenport,
Victor, Davenport,

Gladstone. Mich.

Rialto.

Berlin. Wis.

First National.

BERT

JULIUS CEERTZ.

Star. Btoomfield.

WEISNER,
Classic. Waupun.
W. MILLER,

Municipal. Mineral Point. Wia.

rV.

Cozy, Granite, Okla.

E. L.

Badger. Stoughton, Wis.

Memorial

MYERS.

L.

Calif.

Junction. Wis.

Capitol. Racine

VRLES CUELSON,

C. ST.

Long Beach.

Pike.

TOM NORMAN,

T. C. McCUIN,
Nusho. Blanchard, Okla.

or Dixie. Holdenville. Okla..

SCHUARMAN.

H. A.

Pa.

Erie.

Folly

La Vista. Hollls. Okla.
Texas. Shamrock. Tex.

Hydro. Hydro. Okla.

W.

BROWN,

R.

WALTER AVERA.

GEORGE BOURKE,

IZ1NSKI.
State. Hartford City, Mich.

I.

Bekersfield, Calif.

J.

Grand

NEYLAND,

B. G.

or Strand, Cannonsburg, Pa

MOMAND.

A. B.

Neb..

Lyric. Erie. Pa.

Palace. Newkirk. Okla.

Postal. Calvin. Okla.

Alhambra

HAMMOND,

E.

SCHMIDT.

E. C.

SPETTEL.

S. J.

Kan

Crand. Burlington Junction, Mo.

Rialto. East

Fenkell, Detroit

.

DR.

JOHNSON.

Detroit

I.RLES F. CRAWFORD.
Comfort, Schoolcraft, Mich.

K PLANT.
Opera House.

Cozy. Wagner. Okla.

Fayette. Mo.

H.

Pa."

BEEDLE BROS.,

Bell, Philadelphia

Moorland, Okla.

State,

Summer.

or Strand, Aliauippa, Pa.

MOORE,

ISIDORE LEVIT,

BARTHOLOMEW,

C. M.

LUNA.

Queen

F. D.
Liberty, Robertsdale.

la.

CRAWFORD.

H. R.

Calif.

P. JIM,

Olympic or Paramount, Labrobe, Pa.

0. RASLEY,
Royal. O'Neill. Neb.
Star.

Palace, Pen Argyl. Pa.

Ind^

E. T.

Pastime, Cross City, Mich.
I

H.

McREYNOLDS.
New Lyric, Frontenac. Kan
DICK LEMUCHI.

FITZGERALD.

Yeager. Portland, Ore.

Mother Lode, Angeles Camp.

ANTHONY

GEORGIA

BRADY.

F.

.

EDWARD ORDWAY,

DELIZZ.

C. M. MILLER.
Tabor. Tabor,

COSTAS BRONTISIS,
PASS,

J.

E. D.

Liberty. Cherryvale.

City, Mich.

Maxime. Imlay
IER

MRS. ELSIE

Unique. Franklin. Minn.

R. O. LEE,

FREEMAN,

Beaver, Beaverton, Ore.,

Milwaukee

Myers, Janesville, Wis.

MARSHALL,

rV.

Liberty. Coquille, Ore.

N. G.

Orton, Madison. Wis.
Palace, Madison, Wis.

Enck. Okla.

Queen. Omaha
MELCHER.
New. Omaha

A.

CACE.

C. A.

•

JAMES ZANIS,

GEORGE CHALLIS,
Wysor Grand. Muncie.

C. McKAY,
Big Horn. Crey Bull.

SHERMAN.

Elliott,

Shenandoah, Pa.

Lyric.

BAUER,

Ind.

TONY

WILLIAM DABB.

Midget. Hillsboro. Wis.
S.

la.

Petersburg. Fla.

St.

Majestic. Madison, Wis.

WORLEY,
Ritz.

Strand. Sioux City.

NOWATSKE,

C.

E.

Ind.

C. F. KREICHBAUM.
Charbell. Rochester. Ind.

Moorhead. Lodge Pole. Neb.
i.

V.

Northwestern. Indianapolis

Inglewood, Inglewood. Col.

,UDE D.

v

STEPHENS.

S.

S.

Lyric. St. Edwards. Neb.

W. DR1CKERINC.

Ninth Street.

MICHAELSON AMUSEMENT ENTERPRISES,

Dixie. Tipton. Okla.

COLDSTEIN.

Park. Mukwanago. Wis.

West Terre Haute.

Palace,

Cavern, Carlsbad. N. M.

)MAS

lll

BENNETT,

E. P.

TRIEB.

:.

H.

Rex. Rapid City, S. D.

Wis.

Hippodrome. Sheridan,

Wallace. Levelland. Tex.

P.

PAUL

New London.
HILDA PALMER LONC.
Crand,

BLANKENSHIP.

9.

ROBERTS,

W. VERHAEGE,

J. S.

D.

JACK HICKEY.

Cem. Amherst, Tex.

E.

MARY

Okla

Roff.

MASSE Y.

A.

J.

III.

Front Street. Bloomington,

umct.

irel,

City.

MENACH,

CLARK,

Farley.

Dreamland, Gibbon. Neb.

E. K.
Star, Fort Lupton, Col.

C. E. RICE.

Majestic. Matador. Tex.
I.

Majestic, Sturgis, S. 0.
III.,

A. A.

CERALD WINSLOW,

ARCHER.

J.

III.

Melrose Park. Melrose Park.

KENNEDY.

.

A.

Maywood. Maywood.

Texan. Roaring Spring!. Tex.

J.

B.

STINE,

Wabash

or Capitol, Clinton. Ind.

WATERTOWN AMUSEMENT
Classic,

CORP.

Watertown. Wis.

INC
PRODUCTION/
riFFANY
TOO CCMFNTU
NEW/ YORK CITY.
AY/F

.

BARRY OLSHAM

DON

L.

Strand. Wellinglord. Conn.

New York Cny.
SANDLIN,

Concord. Henrietta. Okla.

W.

Drake Avenue, Centerville.

Broadway. Croaby. Minn.

la

OSTEEN,

P. C.

Egyptian, Anderaon, S. C.
J.

DON NICHOLS,

Majeatic. Hillaboro, Tex.

CHARLES

STERNS,

L.

New

I.

ROBINSON,

E.

F.

Strand, Sturgia, Mich.

Empire, Selleraburg, Ind.

M. W. DENNIS,
Paw Paw. Paw Paw. Mich.

H. N. TURNER,
Family. Pine City. Minn.

JOHN OCHILTREE,

H.

Aurora. White Lake.

ROBERT SHEN,

Pelham and

Doria. Philadelphia.

McLESKEY.

J.

B.

Opera Houae. Dover, Del.
G. GLENN FLESER,
Liberty, Grand Rapida,

JOHN GRIFFIN,
Orpheum. Chinook. Mont.
B. RITCH.

JOHN

ROLUN

Vox. Klamath Falla. Ore.
W. H. ARTHUR,
Garden, Marahall. Mich.

BURFIELD,

Vaahon, Vaahon. Waah.

WILL PENCE,
Buffalo.

WILLIAM WISKE.
Auditorium, Laurel, Neb.

H.

Majeatic, Stephenaville. Tel.

J.

W.

Hour. Hempatead. Tex.

A.

HANZE.

J.

F.

Arcade, Akron.

JOHN
Rockaway,

Atlantic, Eaat

WILUAM
St.

R.

Ma)eatic. Stillwater. Minn.

KOPPEL,

A. R.

C.

L- I

CATTANACH,

Empreaa. Chamberlain.

S.

Majeatic.

W.

Parkview, San Franciaco. Calif.
T. MORTON.
Park, Huntington Park. Calif.
Ellen Terry. Buffalo, N. Y.

Du

Regent. Prarie

1

Chien. Wia.
N. C.

A.

Scotta Bluff. Neb.

CARBIENER,

Honeymoon. South Bend,
SHERMAN WIGGINS.

Ind.

A. E. JONES. JR.

Elite.

III.

Arlington.

S.

D.

JOHN. FENYVESSY.
Lyndy. Rocheater. N. Y.

HARRY HART.
Cranada and Fern, Milwaukee
C. C. JOHNSON.
Pictureland. Metropolia, 111.
J. H. ROE,
Ti.rn Hall. Syracuae. N. Y.
C. BOWS,
Bittmore, New York City

DANIEL

S.

U

J.

Compo. Tex.

WOOTEN,

FERRIN 4 JOSSLYN,

CUCKER,

Dawn. Hartford
M. ATLAS.

Minn.

A. W. THRESHER.
Waaco. Waaco.

D.

H.

A. GRAHAM,
Granada, Auburn. Waah.
CORLANDO DI CIACOMO,
Edward, Chicago.

L. R.

Woodbridge. N.

B.

J.

E.

PACE,

SANTOS.
Texaa, New
M. CARNEY,

Paloa. Calif.

GOLDSTEIN.

K.

Star.

Camden, N.

J.

N.

South

St.

Red Eagle. Eagle Bend, Minn.

TRINZ,

S.

SPRINGETT,

Chateau, Chicago.
Family, Jackaon, Mich.

B.

Ryan, Freano, Calif.
A. RIVES, Jr.,
Liberty, Roanoke, Ala.

R. M. GLADSTONE,
Creacent, Auatin, Tex.

E.C. TRIEB,
Princeaa, Roewell. N.

VONDERSCHMITT,
Von

SARDINO,

111.

M. NISHIOKA,

H. P.

M

T.

W. COLHSON.

B

E.

J.

W. BLAIR.

Ut

Rex. Scobey. Mont.

CORE,
Garden, Tampa, Fla.

'

Moon. Spencer, Neb.

ELMER NOVY,
American. Pittaburgh.

JAMES CARDINA,
Varoity. Buffalo,

Ritz. Bedford. Ind.

TIFFANY
PRODUCTION/
•TEV.ENTH AVE
NE^ YORK,
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or Rex, Chicago

Svracuae and Brighton, Syracuae, N. Y.

Plaza, Phoenix, Aria,
V. B. THIEN,

Louia

M. BOSLEY,

Strand, Tooele. Ut. and Bluebird, Garfield.

Moneta. Loa Angelea.
A. R. CAVANASS,

St.

and

SAMUEL GILLETTE.

Gulf. Tex.

Balm,

J.

QU1NN,

J.

ETHEL

F.

111.

Deming, N. M.

Echo, Detroit.

I_

Pleaaant Hour. Cold Water. Kan.

Summit. Kaoaaa City.

I.

B HOWELL,
Waahington, Waahington, N.
Playhouae, Dover, N. J.

Pearl or Capitol, Schenectady, N. Y.

Senate. Springfield,

£.

BILLS.

CLARA

CHRISTAS & NOMIKOS,
Wabaoh and New Regent
N. SILVERMAN,

la.

Regal. Elvina, Mo.
Paul. Minn.

PARLEY

Strand, North Tarrytown. N. Y.

Shenandoah,

L H. DAVIS,
Cem, Alton.
C. W. BURKEY,

Fairfax, Minn.*

Family, North Branch, Minn.

HOLDR1DCE,

W. A. COLLIN,

RATHS,

Ideal.

Minn.

W. GILMORE,

State,

SINEC.
Cryatal, Chicago

New Topic,
TURNER,

G. N.

NEDRY.
Lyric, Little Falla,

B

Le Seur, Center, Minn.

Opera Houae, Soldier Summit, Ut.

STACY,
Maacot, Mobridge, S. D.

B.

WESTER.
Lyric,

W. THAMPE,
Thampe Circuit. Milwaukee.
C. E. WILLIAMS,
Victoria and Park, Omaha.
D. W. BUCKLEY,
C.

Palace, Royalton, Minn.

F.

OTTO

Community, Arlington, Minn.

Hour, Olivia. Minn.
CHARLES D. SILBER,
State, Eureka, S. D.

R. L.

MOORE,

SCHLUETER,

H. E.

Idle

1_ R.

S.

Hilltop or Capitol, Pittaburgh.
E. A.

EDWARD BUCKLEY,

W. CHERRY,

MRS.

Grand, Grand Rapida, Minn.

ALEX

E. THORNE,
Colonial, Alma, Ken.

J.

JACOB KARP,

JAMES W. LEATHY,

L.

MORRIS ROBBINS.
la.

Doa

Polo..

Ind.

VONDRA.

CHARLES PERRIZO,

Lockney, Tex.

McNEESE,

CUS KERAROTER.

Humble, Tex.

Princeaa,

III.

BOIS,

W. W. DURAM.

Victoria, Victoria. Tern.

J.

Calif.

W.

F.

Rainbow, Mahnomen. Minn.

Mutual, Hamlin, Tex.

Carnegie, Pa.

Granada, Alhambra,
O. WESLEY,

Lawndale, Chicago.

E. N. COLLINS.

MARKUM.
Creel, Creaton.

New Carnegie,
C. A. FERRY.

Roxy, Rocky Mount. N. C.
III.

HARTZMAN,

Star,

City. Ut.

Uptown, Michigan City.

CHARLES

Circuit, Tex.

BESSIE RAWLS,

HERMAN,

C. E.

RUBIN FRELS,

Rex, Indianapotia.

ALBERT

Louia.

H. M. DRYER,
Savoy, Minneapolia

III.

Heber

Ideal.

Mabel, Chicago.

McCORMICK.
State.

Calif.

FRANK

MURDOCK.

A.

M. RUBIN.

R. C. GARBODE,
Palace, Shiner, Tex.

Victory, Salina. Ut.

Cameo, Syracuae, N. Y,
St.

LAWSON.

Ctand. Mt. Olive,

Lyric. Chicago.

Ida.

WILLARSEN,

A. C.

SHOREWOOD THEATRES.

III,

Grand, Kenedy, Tex.
P. V. WILLIAMS,
Roxy, Munday, Tex.

DICKINSON,

C. B.

American, Mockey,

Doa

SOL BEST,

W. WRIGHT,

L. C.

Minneapolia.

Capitol. Port Angelea. Waah.
INC.
Shorewood, Shorewood, Wia.

FLUECAL.

O'HEARN.

T.

laia,

Wilaonville, Wilaonville,

Wellaton,
T.

Preaton, Ida.

liah,

THOMPSON,

CIRCUIT THEATRES, INC.,
New Cudahy. Cudahy. Wia.
CHARLES H. GEORGE.

HODGE,

Hodge

Liberty. Fairfield, Ida.

SAM DU

Leola, Minneapolia.
D. F. ESLM,
lone, Minneapolia.

JAMES

Ida.

D.

Thompaon, Healdlon, Okla.

Regal, Gateaville. Tex.

.<.

MRS.

Milea Sta

GLEN

BROWN,

L. B.

H. T.

Ind.

CUMMINCS.

E. S.

LUBERTHAL,

J.

Rockford, N. D.

Waahington,

Metropolitan. Owatonna. Minn.

Point. Neb.

Pekin, Pekin,

WURSTEN,

O. A. LEE,

MRS.

WALTER

GROSSMAN,

laia,

L.

New

M. C. RIGGS.
la.

Auatin, Chicago.

Gem, Montpelier,

TERRY,

Bijou, Minneapolia.

City. Ind.

Lawford. Havana,

Elliott. Elliott. Pa.

Viking. Beneon, Minn.

M.

MICHAEL PERUN,
New

Jeffera.

Elko, Bemidji. Minn.

JOHN DE MARCE,

Capitol, Niagara Falla

L. C. FISH.

ALFRED GLAZER,

BERGER.

a O.

Ut.

Mt. Pleaaant. Ut.

Capitol, Pocatello, Ida.

Charlea, Mo.

M. STAHL,

Liberty. Mantorville. Minn.
C. H. TOLAN,
Delchar. Mayville. N. D.
S. A. HAYMAN,
Lyde. Grand laland, Neb.
E.

Elliott.

CHARLES CASKINE,

Gem, Shakopee. Minn.
B.

Olvmpio, Canyon, Tex.
H. A. COLE,
American, Bonhan, Tex.
JOHN M. CAMPBELL,
Wonderland, Minneapolia.

CHARLES

Gem, Provo.

Maaonic,

Crand. Waltera. Okla.
HAROLD A. HILL,
Hollywood, Chicago.

HYMAN

VERL McKAY,

DAWSON,

Dallaa. Tex.

MARKOWITZ,

College, Loa Angelea.

Cozy.

O.

Milford. Ut.

NOALL.

New

YOUNG.

la.

LEO UPCHURCH,

Thorley. Cedar City. Ut. and
S.

Weat

HARPER,
Blackator.e.

F. H.

Grand, Remaen.
A. M. HERMAN,
Rivoli,

Mid.ale. Ut.

Orpheum.

A.

Lib, Cloquet, Minn.
W. E. DICKSON,
Ariato, Lemmon, S. D.
E.

H MULKEY.
W.

SMITH,

St.

Mo.

McOERMOND.

Rood,. La.

Lakeland, Daaael. Minn.

Paatime. Clarendon, Tex.

Ellaworlh, Kan.

Lyric. Calatia.
B. A. BUTLER,

Palace, El

Mieaouri, St. Genevieve,

Muakegon Heighta, Mich.

W. ZIMMERMAN,
New Warrenton, Warrenton. Mo.
B. BERGER,
R. C.

FRED KOCH.

WALTER STEPHENS,

ELLIOTT,

R.

O.

SCHUBECK.

E. L.

New

III.

Centerville. S. D.

MURPHY,

Berger Circuit, N. and S. Dakota.

FISCHER.

D. C. SCOTT.
Royal, LeMaro,

W. JOHNSON,

N. B.

W. M. MILLER,

Queen.

Cliff

New, Marahalltown. la.
C. SELLERS.
Dunbar and Willia, Detroit.

Bell,

J.

DUNBAR,

L L.

III.

DON THORNBURC,

Colden

Alamo,

Strand,

Dayton, Akron, O.

Eltzabethtown.

Royal. Paleatine.

JAMES

E.

Alamo. Milwaukee.

MARTIN W. OPERLE,

F. S.

BEN

Oliver, Detroit.

CUY WAMPLER,

Iria.

RUTTENBERG.

B. K.

SUZORE,

Cozy, Minneapolia, Kan,

COFF1NET,

F. MACINNIS,
Tivoli. Lorain,

McKINNEY,

Aitkin. Minn.

ROBERT STEMPLE,

M. SPAYNE,

W.

LYONS,

LANCLOIS,

EDWARD

BARRY,

F.

Goffinet, Rittman,

Granada. Bridgeville, Pa.
M. D. LEDBETTER,

H. D.

SARTORIOUS.

E.

Moveum,
L. J.

Capitol. Heartley, la.
J.

JAMES LYNCH,

J.

CHARLES

Fairmont, Grand Rapida

Suzore. Memphia, Tenn.

J.

HOLMQUIST.
New Broadway.
Heighta,

CHERVENKA.

C.

Gooae Creek, Tea,

E. E

Grand Rapida.

KULMS,

A.

Nicalee, Cuba, Mo.

Dream. Indianapolia.

Campua, Norman. Okla.
C. H.

WILLIAM OSTENBERC,

Little,

BERRY.

J.

Gulf.

Arcade or Colonial, Pittaburgh.
A. W. BECKER,
Becker and Caatle. Philadelphia.

Burton. Grand Rapida.

CALLAHAN.

Irving, Indianapolia.

HOWARD ARMSTRONG,

Vernon. Chicago.

Welcome. China Crove,

Orpheum,

C.

WALKER,

M.

J.

New

FERRIS M. THOMPSON,
Thompaon. Wilaon, Okla.
HARRY FINKEL,

III.

WILLER,

Rivoli.

Pa.

Strand. Seaaide, Ore.
L.

KENNEY.

L.

III.

CHARLES TR1FON,

Our. Grand Rapida
HERMAN A. BIRD,

Olympic, Verona, Pa.

MOMAND.
Deireck. Maud. Okla.

CHARLES

LARSON,

ROY

ADAMS.

C. L.

Maple, Albany, Mo.

A. B

Grand, Jordan, Minn.
HENRY A. WIECKS,
State, Belle Plaine, Minn.

MITCHELL,

E.

MAPLE,

E.

Pico. Loa Angelea.

LYDIA BEHUNC,
M.

U

P. C.

Waynoka. Okla.

WHITE.

A. L.

GEEDY,

Cozy, Bethany, Mo.

ABE SANDOW.

CAMPBELL.

B.

Strand. Lowell. Mich.

W. MAPLE,

Forrert, Booneville. Ind.

D.

American, Cuahmg, Okta.

R

H. C. COLLIER,
1.

FRANK FORREST.

CONKLIN.

J.

HIRAM DUNKIN.

J.

F.

DALE.

Circuit, Pittaburgh.

B.

J.

VARNEAU,

Palace, Monlpejier. Ind.

Mich

Clair.

Clair. St

OATLEY.

Park, Newaygo, Mich.

E. NIEBES,
Dawn. Detroit.

J. I_

REYNOLDS,

Colonial or Peart, Gilliapie,

Fla.

Circuit. Chicago.

Star, Wataeka.
A. PHILLIPS.

a

HARRY

MALACHIAS,

Tampa,

Palace. Freeport, Tex,

Apex, Philadelphia.

Wealthy. Grand Rapida.

W. BOLL.

O

J.

SAMUEL COULD,

Star, Rockford, Mich.

E. L.

la.

F. N.

L.

Lyric Philadelphia, and Lyric. Cheater, Pa.

FRANCES PEART,

COONEY,

J.

Cooney

la.

PETZ,
Pearl, Youngwood,

LEO PAUL,

GOODMAN,

Park,
B.

DAVID MILGRAM,
Gould

Lyceum, Deer River, and Lyric. Caaalake.
Minn.
A. H. RECORDS,
Empreaa, Deahler. and Majeatic. Hebron.
Neb.

I*.

CRANE,

D.

GREENE.

Family. Grand Rapida.

III.

S.

BINLALEY,

Rainbow, Marcua,

Metropole, Chicago.

Palace. San Marcoa. Tex.

Calif.

Community. Burke,

E. E.

ANDERSON.

M.

CHARLES PERRIZO,

Aetor, Baltimore.
E. A.

Princeaa, Sandborn,

MENCES,

GOODROAO,

QUIRE,
Star. Kanawah,

Brighton, Pittaburgh.

CEHLSEN,

F. L.

Lehigh and Weat Alleghany. Philadelphia.

B.

Favorite, Lindaey, Okla.

Princeaa. Boone, la.
H. HIERSTEINER,
Family. Dea Moinea.
H. STEINBERG.
Madiaon, Madiaon, III.

0. E.

W. ZIMMERMAN.

F.

Montroae, Montroae,

J.

H.

Indianapolia.

PERELMAN,

H.

Strand, Warren, Minn.

M.

JULIUS

State, Eaat St. Louia.

E. C.

HOUSE.

F.

J.

W.

METZGER.

R.

Mecca and Two Johne,

Arna. Rolette. N. D.

JULIUS OVERMOE,
Gem. Hillaboro. N. D.

HARRY FLEISHMAN,

C.

Belmont, Talbot and Sheldon, Indianapolia.

CHARLES

ARNOLD.

C.

Gem, Ryon, Okla.
MORRIS MILLER.

Louia.

St.

HARRY MARKUM,

CLAUDE THORP,

Lowell, Canton, S. D.

H. T.

Midway. Rockford.

MAYS,

Louia.

LOWELL,

P.

Columbian. Womego, Kert^

CHARLES

St.

Valley City. N. D.

Empreaa. Weat Tulea, Okla.

EDWARD BRUNELU

W. A. ROGERS.

McKENZlE,

C.

Aahland.

W.

Crand. Willeaton. N. D.

Criterion. Mooreatown. N. J
Idle

Marye, Kan.

SNYDER,

C.

Louia.

St.

O. C. LEHR,
Lehr Circuit,

Cantwell. Marceline. Mo.

W. HUEBNER,
Strand. Oconomowoc, Wia.
SIMON MYERS,
J.

St.

CANTWELL,

A. D.

Cold Water. Mich

C.

C.

HICCINS.

F.

Princeaa,

VANES,

Tibbita.

Minn.

Wertin. Albany

THOMAS DONNELL.

NELSON.

S.

Cornell. Chicago.

LOUIS

BEN & MORRIS FLAKS,
New Lincoln. Baltimore.
ALFRED a WERT1N.

Community. Red Granite. Wia,
R. RICCLE.

D. R.

JOSEPH STEINKRITZ,
New Broadway. Brooklyn.
CHESTER V. FLEMING,

Galewood, Grand Rapida.

VERNON

Lake Cryatal, Minn.
FILLER.

Piller,

Star, St. Louia.

McCARTY,

N. L.

Broadway Lyceum.

J.

DAVID

Oatego, Oatego. Mich.

DILLEMUTH.

C. F.

Paul, Minn.

Falla,

CURDTZ,
Majeatic, Greenville, S. C.

Rolla. N. D.

LARSON,

J.

Hippodrome. Niagara
E. C.

Crand, Wallock. Minn.

JOHN

King Bee,

Munroe,

Wia
D.

Ralph a versa

Circuit. Okla.

MUNROE,

Cryetal,

CHRIS EFTHIN.

SEERS.

C. F.

Melba. Coldthwaite. Tex.

St.

Rapida,

JOHN PESAVA,

Circuit, Indiana.

LOUIS W. VICK,

MACPHERSON,

G.

Myrtle, Lewiaton, Mont.

Summit,

VONDERSCHMITT,

JOHN KRAFCISIN.

SCHINDLER.

COWLES,

M.

Orpheum, Pelican
W. A. CAMERON,

Louia.

St.

Momand
A. E.

D. E. HECKMAN,
Royal, Nazareth. Pa.

Whiteway. Marlow. Okla.

FISHBECK,
Orpheum. Plentywood. Mont.

New

Lakeville. Lakeville. Minn.

FRANK MILLER.

Linden Circle. Memphia. Tenn.
F. J.

Palace,

Peoplea, Croaby, Minn.

GRON,

C. A.

R O. COLDEN.

MOMAND,

B.

Colonial, Milwaukee.

J.

C. C. GRIFFIN,
New Piedmont, Oakland. Calif.

Fulton, Detroit.

A.

ERNEST LANCEMACK.

Thorp, Wia.

Rialto.

JOSEPH ROSZKOSKI,

Mernmac, Weal Bend, Wia

ERNEST

Majeatic, Bridgeton, N.

H. E. MILLER.
Idle Hour, Featua. Mo.

Myrtle, Detroit.

Avalon, Milwaukee.

Balaton, Minn.

BOGUMILL,

J.

H. P.

THORPE,

D.

S.

ANKRUM,

Gem,

Strand. Knightatown, Ind.

NEWMAN,

Grand or Garden, South Milwaukee.

STOCKER,

E.

Circuit, St. Louia.

BODEN,

J.

LOUIS LINKER,

RiTTER,

C.

Rivola, Detroit,
J.

AUCUST BERKHOLTZ.

Lux, Perham. Minn.

H. F.

FRED KORB,

Hour, Rocheater, Minn.

Idle

C. L.

WEICKERT,

O. A.

Durham, N. C.

Carolina,

JAMES

SILUMAN,

H.

JAMES

Brodie, Baltimore.

Lyric, Jerome, Ariz.

J.

Wehrenberg

Crant, Philadelphia.

INC.,
Brin Circuit, Wia,

SPEARMAN,

H. C. STETTMUND, Jr.,
H. S. and Odeon. Chandler. Okla.
A. C. CORTATOWSKY.
Albany and Liberty. Albany, Ga.

FRED WEHRENBERG.

ELI RESNICK.

JOSEPH BRODIE,

BRM THEATRES.

Gem, Edmond, Okla.

la.

Miea.

PHIL PECHARICH,

Lark. Brazil. Ind.

C. H.

Capitol. Marahalltown,

LAWRENCE.

A.

B.

DUNSMORE,

C. C.

Indiana and Roae. Chicago.

A. LEUCHT, Jr.,
Savoy, St. Jooeph. Mo.

Ponchatoula, La.

Ideal.

Royal, Danville, Ind.

Ely. Minn.

Opera Houae,

PALY.

la.

A. C. MILLER,

MILTENBERG,

M.

WILLIAM

ANTHONY,

A.

E.

Caaino. Melcher,

THOMAS BARNETT,

LYON.

E.

New. Newton,

la.

GARRETTI,

T.
Ind,

Arc, Delphia, Ind.

Detroit.

e. n.

Strand, Newton,

Minn,

W. KENDALL,

G.

De Lodder Circuit,
PREwrrr.

Palace. Staple*. Minn.

FREDERICK HOYT.

Opera Houae. Angola,

CORDER.

H. S.

D

FRED Da LODDER.

WILSON.

R. C.

E. R. SCHUTTE.
Savoy. New Prague,
JOE BROKAW,

Peerle.i.

G. L.

TRACEY,

Grand. Carnngton, N.

ALFRED BAUM.

INC.Il
CITY.

#^"^l&

MR. EXHIBITOR

3J

THIS

IS
Nt

LEO

CARRILLO

vr
x

\WITM

VIRGINIA

VALLI

/2 X
^n

TALKING^LAOGHING
BOOTH TARKINGTON'X

MISTER

N^

/

ANTONIO
—

Me, Leo I pusha da Nickel downstairs in slot phone
an d speak up! Meester Cook, of Tiffany Productions,
N

—

he say: "Maka da pic, Leo." Ha! I laugh till he say:
"Meester Antonio!" Mio Dio! Mees Valli an' me, we maka
talk an'

maka

know— sad and

lotta love

funny.

—an' I

tell

You choke

you,

it is

verry great.

in da throat.

It

You

comes from

never did better, even on Broadway
stage shows. You just getta "Antonio," Meester Exheebetor, an'
what you call
you sweep up da gold plenty beeg. Gooda - bye.

da heart, beeg and loud.

I

—

In.

w.

the

—

Frank Reicher, Eugenie Besserer,
Franklin Lewis, Gareth Hughes.
cast,

Directed by James Flood and Frank Reicher.,

ALL-TALKING
jl

On

Film or Disc.
'

MiWii

jack.

;

av a*wi er

INC
TIFFANY
PRODUCTION/
fEVENTU AVE
NEW/ YOPK, CITY.
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Short Shots from

New York Studios
»

4,

1929

"Square Deal" Pledge Made by
Van Praag at M.P. T. O. Meeting

EDDY—

— "Hollywood

Astor

Praag, general sales manager of
and
Universal, told the M.P.T.O.A. conhappy at the) Palace this week and is vention at Memphis that "a satisfacdoing ditto at the Paramount, where tory deal" would be assured every
"Sweetie," in which she plays with exhibitor "even if I personally, have
Jack Oakie, is being held for a second to hop on a train and go to that exBefore bag and baggaging hibitor's theater."
week.
East Helen worked in "ParamounFollowing are highlights of Van
teers on Parade." Although she does Praag's outline of Laemmle's posia simple little girl with naughty ideas tion:
I am speaking for Carl Laemmle, the only
for the sake of entertainment, Helen
producing field,
is putting her pennies away in case true independent left in the
said Van Praag.
He has no theater affilia-

duction cost on this type of entertainment by
more than 200 per cent, while at the same
time he has had to invest millions in sound
supers such as "The King of Jazz Revue"
with Paul Whiteman, and "All Quiet on the
Western Front." This should be ample proof
that Mr. Laemmle is and Universal are going forward, with no mergers or domination,
but with a mutual interest with the independent exhibitor.
"Months ago, when the clouds were darkest
for exhibitors, Laemmle wrote to you pledging round pictures at live-and-let-live prices,
This
in case you should wire your house.
was long before any company or organization
Then he followed this
did anything to help.
pledge with his Complete Sound Service offer,
which is not an experiment like some plans
being offered, but a development of a plan
which has stood the test of time for five

it

tions, no Wall St. direction, and no entangling mergers.
His only task is the making
In this new batof good box-office pictures.

years.

for independence and for existence on the
part of the independent and the small town
exhibitor,
Laemmle is again throwing the
weight of his experience and his power with
the independents, first, by the making of the
kind of pictures which will make profits for
them and keep them in business; second, by
marketing those pictures on a live-and-let-live
basis,
and third, by fighting shoulder to
shoulder alongside of them.
One of the first steps he took was the production of western pictures in sound and
dialogue, thus giving you the virile out-door
type of sound picture which is bread and
butter for exhibitors. Also he put sound in
his serials, even though it increased the pro-

adapting

of Sherlock Holmes;" Friday. "Big
News;" Saturday, "Mississippi Gambler;"
r;
Sunday, "Phantom of the House"
Mark Strand "Is Everybody Happy?"
Paramount "Sweetie"
Rialto
"The Trespasser"

HELEN

ARTHUR

W.

Carl
of
co-operation
in "fighting with and for"

Pledging

Laemmle
KANE, who "boop-oop" independent

M.

exhibitors.

into screen and stage fame
justly so, is making audiences

Van

etc.

rains

— someday.

"Love Honor and Oh, Baby" is
the title of the talking short which
George Le Maire will put into production at Pathe Sound Studios
Thursday. Daniel Kussell wrote the
sketch in which Evalyn Knapp and
Kay Mallory play the feminine leads.

FRENCH COMPANIES FORM

$2,700,000HLM MERGER

tle

"No competitors have ever been able
shoot a hole in the complete service plan.

to

In
Laemmle went

it
to sound pict-ires.
extremes to make the price conservais based solely upon what an exhibitor can afford to pay and not on exhibition
value.
The exhibitor does not have to guatantee a profit automatically on our pictures
If this
whether he is able to do so or not.

to great
tive.
It

isn't

help

real

know what

to

independents,

the

I

don't

— "Around

Cameo

Revue"
World Via Graf

the

Fifty-fifth

—

Loew's New York Monday, "His Glorious
Night;" Tuesday, "Salute;" Wednesday,
Bride of the Desert;" Thursday, "The Return

—

—

—

'"Welcome Danger"
——"Love,
Live and Laugh"
—
Selwyn "Condemned"
—
Warners "Disraeli"
Winter Garden — "Gold Diggers
Rivoli

Roxy

of

is.

theater from the home office
gets the satisfaction he wants.
Laemmle and Universal are fighting with you,
not against you."

that
to

exhibitor's

make sure he

Gaillochet, R.

END SEATTLE DEADLOCK
(Continued from Page

is

The

unit.

with

affiliated

state

Allied

MADE TARGET OF VANDALS
Cleveland

1)

"walkout" of the Washington exhibitor

Film Public Not Mentally
Deficient, Waxman Holds

organization is
States Ass'n,

fal

—With

theaters

made

the number of lothe target of fire

bugs and stench bomb throwers

in-

creased to 20, city authorities are redoubling their efforts to run down
the culprits. Among houses affected
Imperial,
Shaw-Hayden,
are
the
West Park, Commodore, University,
Lincoln, Strand, Gaiety, New Broad-

and withdrew from arbitration following visit of W. A. Steffes, Allied
Success of "Disraeli," which is de- leader.
Meanwhile, both the mayor
cidedly
mature
entertainment,
is
and the president of the Chamber of
taken by A. P. Waxman, Warner ad- Commerce have refused distributors'
vertising and publicity director, as request that they name arbitrators. way, Cedar and Euclid.
refuting the assertion that the films The request to the American Arbiappeal solely to persons of deficient tration Ass'n would be the first of Funeral Services for
.

mentality.

average

"The indictment

that the

its

kind,

it

is

believed.

motion picture

patron has
the mind of a twelve-year-old child
Sells 1st Nat'l
is not only a destructive statement
Holdings to
that has retarded film progress but is
complete fallacy, according to
a
(Continued from Page 1)
him. The public in this country, in
Profit accrued as a result of the
Waxman's belief, "is of unusually sale will be applied by Fox Film
high intelligence and nothing is realCorp., to liquidating all of the costs
ly too good for it."
being carried on the company books

Fox

Warners

for

silent

pictures,

William

Fox

SgWER

assets,

he

to

the

N.

Y.

Telegraph! It give me
a big write-up. Sez
I'm the Ketz.

TALKING NEWSRHEL

(Continued from Page

1)

The star had come East
the Coast.
recently with his new independentlyproduced western
Bound."

talker,

"Overland

increase in

RKO

business

reported by "The Wall Street Jour-

which foresees still larger profits
"as income from new films and from
newly acquired theatrical connections
is reflected in operations." The financial orpan believes that since its frag
chise plan will probably enable it

Leo D. Maloney was born

at

San

THE

as a permanent feature of the world's entertainment, but
their appeal and drawing power exceed by far the potential value of the
old silent picture."

tivities

of

YEAR

recent

years,

lists

"Win.

Lose or Draw," "Outlaw Express,"
"Luck and Sand" and "High Hand,"
in 1926; in 1927

he appeared in

"Man

from Hardpan," "Long Loop on the

Pecos," "Don Desperado," "Two Gun
of the Tumbleweeds" and "Border
Buys Washington Houses
Elma, Wash. W. P. Armour and Blackbirds"; in 1928, "Apache RaidO. M. Nelson have formed the M. & er," "Yellow Contraband," and, in
E. Theater Corp. which has taken 1929, "Devil's Twin," and "Overland
over the Elma, Montesano and Mc- Bound." Launched his own indepenCleary houses formerly operated by dent production unit in 1929 to produces a series of western talkers.
G. W. Armour.

—

develop an "adequate outlet" for
product, "there is every reason to
pect that Radio-Keith will make a
considerably improved showing next
year when profits from present season's productions are augmented *
increased distribution facilities."
"In the nine months ended Sq
ecunet profit after interest deprecij
and Federal taxes, but bef
subsidiary preferred dividends,
$1,637,900, of which, roughtly $1,0
000 was earned in the third quarterjj
adds the publication.
30,

tion

New

Master of Ceremonies

—

Cleveland Ted Claire is the new
master of ceremonies at Loew's State.
He succeeds Austin Youngs.

Jose, Cal., in 1888, and attended Santa Clara College, Cal.
He had a long
career in westerns for Vitagraph,

said, is

come not only

Listen

Maloney in

Leo
Hollywood

This conversion of
World Photo Drama,
"both a a judicious Universal,
and conservative business measure, Steiner and Artclass, and starred and
inasmuch as talking pictures iiave directed a series of westerns for
Pathe.
FILM DAILY
made the silent film obsolete."
"Talking pictures," says Fox, "have BOOK, in recording Maloney's acstated yesterday.

SlKING

Marked

TWENTYCLEVELAND HOUSES

IN 1936

nal,"

Hurel and M. Netter.

De Caplane is president of the new
firm; M. Herbe, vice-president; Hurel, director; A. Cari, general manager.

1

RKO PROFITS RISESHARPLY;
FURTHER GAIN SEEN

DISTRIBUTORS SEEK TO

Broadway

"Furthermore, Laemmle pledges a satisfactory deal to every exhibitor, even if I, personally, have to hop on a train and go to

(Continued from Page 1)

000.
The board of directors consists
of R. Berenger, Baron de la Chevreliere, P. E. de Caplane, E. Chopy, H.

Zep-

—
Carnegie— "The Last Performance"
—
Central "Young Nowheres"
Colony — "The Long, Long Trail"
— "Applause"
Criterion
Earl Carroll— "Rio Rita"
Fifth Ave. — "Paradise"
St.—" Secrets of Nature"
Film Guild — "Shattered" and "Lady Windermere's Fan"
—
Gaiety "Sunny Side Up"
Globe— "Jazz Heaven"
Geo. M. Cohan
."Broadway Scandals"
Hippodrome— "The Great Gabbo"
pelin"
Capitol "Flight"

but

uitr;

Talker on Train
West Coast Bur.

THE FILM DAILyV

Los Angeles

—

First premiere
of a sound picture, "The Virginian" took place aboard the

Los Angeles Limited en route
Chicago in an experiment
sponsored by Paramount in cooperation with Electrical Re-

ma

to

More
search Products, Inc.
than 100 persons were invited
to the showing. A dining car,
especially equipped as a theater
car with portable projection
and sound apparatus was used.
In addition to the feature,
Paramount
shown.

News

was

also

:

thing
in

an

Of or

iTHE

^NEWSPAPER

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME
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Price 5 Cents

Marks Houses

Publix Acquires Control of

FREE OF ANY MERGERS
Fox West Coast Set on Omaha First Run House?

WARNERS,
—about nothing much
-By JACK A LI CO ATE

=

is

something more

a fleeting and elemental
thought in the suggestion
that perhaps producers of talking
pictures, in their restless

and mad

urge to catch up overnight with
the finished accomplishments of
the legitimate stage, are moulding
their production clay to meet only
the mental demand of that bright
ribbon of thoroughfare stretching
from the Battery to Yonkers.
Thus, relegating to comparative
insignificance that great audience,
the other ninety percent that live
outside the walls of a few of our
great cities.

You'll now see 'em everywhere. The Embassy, the new FoxHearst Newsreel theater experiment has wowed 'em along Broadway, playing to practical capacity ten shows a day since opening
last Saturday.
The show runs about an hour and is highly interesting and educational as well as entertaining. Top price a quarter
Looks like the answer of what to do with the firstat all hours.
class small house in downtown districts. Continuous draw of course
will depend on keeping subjects up-to-the-minute. Credit "Bill" Fox
with a bull's eye hit in pioneering this innovation and the talking
picture with another gigantic stride in world's progress.
J. A.

sophisticated yarns.
Not
particularly off-color but certainly
urban and up-to-the-minute in the
modern psychological aspect of

We

soon get fed up with the other
fellow's viewpoint of life, especially if
it
The
is colored with radicalism.

Warner Control
Warner Brothers

intends to remain
independent, free of any mergers,
President Harry M. Warner, emphasized in a statement issued yesterday in connection with purchase
by his company of William Fox's
minority holdings in First National.
First National will remain intact, retaining

BUYS CHICAGO FIRST RUNS

its

own

identity,

THE FILM

Acquiring of complete ownership in First National
"plays no part in any deal with Paramount or any other company," Warlearns.

ner stated.
Acquisition of the Fox holdings,
Chicago
Greatly strengthening representing approximately 36 per
the position of Balaban & Katz and cent, in First National has been
narrowing down competition in the sought for some time, Warner states,
{Continued on Page 4)
first run field, Publix has acquired
control of the Marks Brothers holdings here, the Granada and Marbro
theaters.
Each of the two de luxe R-K-O
FIRST
pre-release houses has a capacity of
more than 4,000 seats. Exact price

—

OMAHA

SITE REPORTED

ACQUIRED FOR FOX HOUSE
Omaha

—

Report that Fox-West

Coast is preparing to invade Omaha
was again revived this week with the
announcement that plans have been

highly

morals.

N. to Remain Intact
Despite Complete

DAILY

Surelv the background, collecspeaking, of the present
crop of talkers, is far away from made
our oldtime, or even fairly modern,
small town standards of right and
wrong. Our production library of
NET
late contains practically nothing
but back stage, court room, the
ultra-modern triangle and other '29
tively

F.

Bang

Nezvsreel Theater Over with

Much Ado
THERE
than

N.

F.

for the erection of a 26-story
{Continued on Page 3)

GETS

{Continued on Page 3)

Tobis Gets Writ Against
Fox in Fight Over Patent

—Temporary

OF LOEfSlNC. FOR

Berlin
joining

sheet and before depreciaand Federal taxes, is reported
{Continued on Page 3)

PARAMOUNTMONTHLY NET

en-

AEO

Movietone productions has
Tobis Syndicate.
to

light

in

been

granted

included in the Triwrit forces Fox
to forego for the present the production of sound pictures in Central

The

Europe.

balance
tions

injunction
the

Fox from using

lights are
REACHES $18,431,163 AEO
Ergon patents.

Net profits of Loew's Inc. and subsidiaries for the year ended Aug.
31, 1929, according to a consolidated

HOUSE AT PITTSBURGH

—

Pittsburgh
Radio-Keith-Orpheum
has bought the Sheridan Square from
the Harris Amusement Co. and assumes control Nov. 7, when the house
will go into a first run talker policy.
R-K-O will follow this acquisition by
erection of a downtown house nexl
year. The Harris company also contemplates four new houses in Pennsylvania.
Ground already has been
broken for a house at Butler.

New

York Expansion
Program of R-K-O Under Way

Greater

fundamental element behind successful stage presentation is illusion. Bare
National Screen Service
facts like bare legs startle but soon
'28
become boresome. There is such a
Profits
in 3rd Quarter
68 PER CENT ABOVE
thing as gathering too much speed
Consolidated net income of $108,in any league.
It might not be out
Preliminary estimate of net profits 445 after charges and Federal taxes
of order to suggest to producers the
of Paramount Players Corp. for the is reported by the National Screen
wisdom of tarrying but a minute in month of Oct. 1929, according to Service Corp. for the third quarter.
their mad rush down production lane.
Ralph A. Kohn, treasurer, shows an This is equivalent to 99 cents a share.
Never in the history of this industry increase of 68 per cent over the The firm earned $77,971 the correswas the choice of story material half profits for the corresponding month ponding period of 1928. During the
as important as now.
{Continued on Page 4)
{Continued on Page 3)

Up

R-K-O is reported to have taken
over the Park Lane, Charlie O'Reilly
house located at 89th St. and First
Ave., N- Y. C.
Attempts to reach
both Joseph Plunkett and Charles
O'Reilly yesterday proved unavailing.
This is believed to mark first step in
acquisition of independent theaters
in New York where Fox now has
133 under subsidiary known as Fox
Metropolitan Playhouses.

s
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Hollywood, California
New York.
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
London— Ernest W. Fredman, The
6607.
St.,
Wardour
Renter, 89-91
Film
Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
Berlin
I
Harle,
A.
Paris—
P.
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la

—

W

—

Cour-des-Noues,

R-K-O had

divided the country into two vaudeville booking divisions.

19.

ing matters.
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Nine More Warner Shorts,
Four Here, Five on Coast
Nine
new Vitaphone Varieties
have been produced by Warner, five

do
do
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Nov.

Ready

Beggar

and

Death,"

"High Speed Love."

Schenck Signs Maguire
To Produce for U. A.
Joseph M. Schenck

Saline, Tex.

Town

— Start of a new

boom

nine miles from here has
prompted W. H. Spencer, owner of
the Grand, to build another theater
oil

town. Those connected with
operations in the new field are
putting in here for the winter.
in this

oil

of United Art-

has signed William Anthony Maplaywright, to a long term
contract to write, direct and produce
talkers for the company.
Maguire,
who leaves for Hollywood in January, will not cease to write for the
stage, dividing his time between New
ists

guire,

Fitzpatrick Productions
Fitzpatrick Pictures, Inc., has
tered into an agreement with
Midwest Film Distributors, Inc.,
the handling of its productions in

enthe
for

the

Middle West.
Charles James Returns
Charles C. James of Adswin Corp.
has returned after attending the recent M.P.T.O.A. convention at Mem-

Central,

at

New York.
Dinner tendered to John Zanft at
Dinty Moores, N. Y., by Fox The-

12

ater executives.

General meeting of the Warner
Bros. Club at the Hotel Pennsylvania, N. Y.
14
Projection talk by William Canavan at Hotel Astor, New York.
16
M. P. Club dinner to Commissioner
Grover Whalen at N. Y.
18-19
Annual fall convention of Texai
Unit at Dallas.

—

Ninth Annual Ohio M.P.T.O.
Convention at Columbus.
of Shows" opens at Winter Garden, New York.
Dec. 9-10 Meeting of North Carolina ex19-20

"Show

hibitors' unit at Pinehurst.

Penser Film Completed;

Now Ready

for Release

Charles Penser, producer, has completed

his

feature production.
the Volga" at the Met-

first

"Wedding on

ropolitan studios, New York which
will be released by Hollywood Pic-

The production is an all talkby Mark Schweid from

tures.

er directed

the story and dialogue by S.

Mary Fouler

with

Rodnoy

playing the

fea-

Klein was art director
York and the Coast. His initial pic- with Frank Zukor, Bert Kann and
Irving Browning, cameramen.
ture has not yet been determined.

rector of Klangfilm.

Para. Theater Anniversary

The Paramount, New York,

tured role.

S.

Nebraska Showman Killed

—

Ord, Neb. W. J. Nieuwland, manager of the Gem here was killed
when he drove his automobile into a
culvert on a country highway near
his

home.

of

M.

Nieuwland is the nephew
Biemond, manager of the
Liberty Theater at Loup City, Neb.
J.

Silverberg Tiffany Manager
Cincinnati
Harris A. Silverberg,

—

has been appointed branch manager
of the local Tiffany exchange succeeding William G. Smith.

will

Paul Muni in New York
anniversary the
Paul Muni, Fox player, has arweek beginning November 8. Richard Dix in "The Love Doctor" will rived in New York from the Coast
where he recently completed "Seven
be the film feature.
Faces" for the company.
celebrate

its

third

Roman Installing Sound
Comerford interests
Pittston, Pa.
are installing sound in the Roman,
according to manager Margie.

—

Midwest to Distribute

"Paris"

of

N. Y.
Actors' Equity Ball at Hotel A»tor.

Nov. 20

—

Grand

1929

Stu-

—

Business in Texas

Opening

is

Tschechowa Fails in Germany
on the West coast and four in the
East.
Those made on the coast are Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington Failure of the Tsche"The Jazz Rehearsal," "A Matter
of Ethics," "Danger," "Good Time chowa Film Co. in Germany is reShorts ported to the M. P. Division of the
Joe," and "Niagara Falls."
produced at the eastern studios are Dept. of Commerce.
"Crinoline
Classics,"
"The Under
German Wide Film Activity
Dog," "Some Pumpkins," and another
starring Eddie Buzzell.
Berlin Wide film is being experimented with in Germany, according
to Laurance Hermes, managing diOil Strike Booms Theater

BOND MARKET
A-0 6s
Loew 6s 41ww
Keith

Pub-

release by American
General
Film Co. of New York. The four
completed pictures are "Why Wo-

Slides prepared by the Radio MatSlide Co. of New York have been
sent to theater owners throughout
the country for use in conjunction
with the national Red Cross drive,
Nov. 11 to 28.
request that these
slides be shown several times daily
during the run of the campaign has
received
the
endorsement of the

1,100
....
15,200
9.100

house

—Another

M.P.T.O.A. Backs Use of
Divorce," "The
Mats in Red Cross Drive men
dent," "The Cage of

5%

D.W. "A"

Griffith,
•Intern.

Nat.

20>4

70
2754

San Antonio, Tex.

for

M.P.T.O.A.

STOCK MARKET

SAN ANTONIO

Now

A

Financial

IN

5,

The Industry*
Date Book

planned for this city in Nov.
The new Eastern division, which association with W. J. Lytle. The
Nov.
takes in theaters from New York as cost is estimated at $1,000,000 and
far as Cleveland, will be under super- construction will start in a month or
vision of George Godfrey, while the two.
Western division, to comprise holdings in Cleveland, Chcago and all the4 Productions on American Nov.
aters northwest to the Coast, is unNov.
der the direction of Charles J. FreeGen. Film Co.
man. Ben Piazza is being transferred
The first four of a series of 12 fea- Nov.
from the Western office to assist ture productions being state righted
Nov.
both Godfrey and Freeman in book- in the United States are
now ready

1650

Phone Circle

E

$1

INTO 2
TiL L Ni. 31

Tuesday, November

Pacent for Toronto House
Royal Theater, Toronto,
has opened with Pacent equipment,

Queens

it

Managing Fox House
Sheboygan, Wis. Edward Benjii
has been named manager of the Sheboygan.
The house belongs to the
Fox chain.
Benjii

—

Omaha House Wired
Omaha—The Uptown theater

has
installed talking picture equipment.

phis.

is

fice

reported to the
of the

New York

company.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres

•LAST PRICE QUOTED

Schmidt Buys Wis. House
Wis.
The StockShort Period for Stock Market
bridge, owned by William Engel, has
Due to the overwhelming business been sold to Fred Schmidt.
yesterday the stock exchange closed
at 1 p.m.
Large trading was anticiRice Sell at Milwaukee
pated in view of a holiday today durMilwaukee The Egyptian here,
ing which all markets will be closed. owned by Earl Rice, has been sold.
Stockbridge,

—

—

ANIMATED CLAY SUBJECTS
"Columbus Day" and "Armistice Day"
for

Fitz Patrick Pictures, Inc.

Animated Maps and Miniatures

HALL STUDIOS
New York

City

—

Phone

Sus. 9490

Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York

Phone Penn. 3S80

City

of-

THE
November

lay,

DAILV

1929

5,

HA SITE REPORTED

Publix-Marcus Secures
Another Idaho House PUBLIX ACQUIRES

1ED

Idaho Falls, Ida. Confirmation of
the purchase of the Colonial here by
Publix-Marcus, was made by Harry

r

FOR FOX HOUSE

David, division manager for Publix.

Har-

between Fifteenth and SixThe Gayety, former burles-

.

ouse, occupies a portion of the

This house

will be torn down.
this territory
of a number of

entered

recently
acquisition

and

>,

is

number

With

Publix-Marcus
now operates ten houses in Utah and
Idaho.
The houses are located in
the following cities; Salt Lake, Provo,

Ogden and Twin

Falls.

To Produce Fashion Sound

understood dickering

of others.

this acquisition

Pictures in Technicolor

LOEWS

INC.

FOR

REACHES $18,431,163
(Continued from Page 1)
This compares
8,431,163.13.
net profit in 1928 of $12,659,i

After depreciations and Federal
net profits of all corporations
This is equal af,074,688.60.
iferred dividends, to $7.91 a
on 1,363,993 shares of no par
on stock against $5.86 a share
34,453 shares last year.

(Continued from Page 1)
involved in the transaction

is

not

Last year, the Marks brothers sold
30 per cent of the company's stock
to the public.
The remaining 70
per cent was purchased by Publix.
The Marks organization is to remain
intact, it is stated.
For the last several years there has existed keen com-

B.

&

K. and the

RKO PARAMOUNT MONTHLY NET

vice president

showing

in its

own and

new Fox house has
A. Smith, man-

Walter

Garden

Garden Amusement
new house here.
The Cavalier has been

Kans.

City,

plans

a

Va.

local
in this

a
Cal.

city.

is

to

8.

is

will

28.

its

is

here.

show

with

the

in

English

town

titles

unlawful for

November and December, as well
pictures as Publix Theaters Corp. a subsiditalkers in ary of the company, are running at

it

to

silent

and

the greatest rate of profit that

Shown
"A Throw

Indian Film

—

at

in London
of Dice," the
film made in India,

any time

in its history,

—

Br Frank

OCoprtroR

Cortinurty -Dialogue Jack Tomley

Photography L.Phy

FRANCIS Y BUSHMAN -ETHEL CLAYTON -JOAN WYNDMAM
WiWAMt%TON%RBY "SUNBURNED
ON FILM <*no vise
100% dialogue:
o r A SouNOl
FoIK who try {o
A TENSE DRAMATIC LOVE TRIANGLE of Circus
-HOLLYWOOD CAL.

™yiLWMW»tf^
'

iii

— The

ager.

to

Directed

DISTRIBUTED BY BURR ENTERPRISES
NY. OFFICE A*. S. ROSENFIELD. ISHO

BROADWAY
J£
wb^^^^^^^^^^^^fE^^^^^S
VERSION

Corning, N. Y.opened here with

1)

PICKWICKS

S

—

—
—

Waynesboro,
opened here.

Territorial \gents and Buyers UKe Notice!
nR5T Please. „
Just Completed!

ALSO

—

Company

subsidiary
the
country.

Kohn

it

has

says.

London
Campaign for Sunday Shows
no Art-World Wide, accomLondon Campaign to bring about
by Henry D. Meyer and Nat Pro Patria sound
had a trade showing recently at the Sunday picture shows is under way
;h of James Cruze Prod. Inc.
.re in New York after a two New Gallery in the presence of In- in Upper Norwood under the leaderdian government officials.
ship of A. C. Matthews of the Rialto.
s visit in Hollywood.

Story by Max',ne Alton

—

—
—
theaters
throughout
68 PER CENT ABOVE '28
Production
will
be
handled
by
Springfield,
Mass. — A
group here
plans
build
new house
Ernest A. Hallenbeck.
(Continued from Page
San Diego,
—The new Fox house
of 1928.
The film business of the scheduled
open here
Mexican Town Clamps Lid company, continued Kohn, running Anderson, Ind. — New Nov.
Publix house
have
premiere opening here Nov.
at a record-breaking pace and
far
On Talkers in English ahead
Fairbault, Minn. — The new Paramount has
of the corresponding period of
Mexico City — Ordinance has been 1928. The activities of film bookings opened
Wichita, Kans. — R. L. Harris of Hugeton,
passed in Puebla making
for

ono Art Officials in N. Y.

W. Weeks,

—
—

Everett,
Wash. After complete renovathe Fox Everett has been opened here.
Burlington, Vt. John J. Flynn of this
city plans a 1,800 seat house here.
Lynn, Mass. Construction has started on
the new Paramount on Union St. and Burchstead Place here.
The house is to cost approximately $1,000,000 and seat 2,550.
Centerville,
la.
The Drake was opened
here with a sound picture policy.
Independence, Kans. The Booth has opened here under direction of Frank W. Barnes.
Danville, 111.
The Court has been reopened after being dark for several months.
Philadelphia
Lawstal Company will erect
from plans by L. A. Manfredi a new theater at Point Breeze Ave. and Oakford St.
tions

known.

Production each month of a one- petition between
sound picture in Technicolor on Marks houses.
fashions is planned by Fashions of
the Month, Inc., New York.
The
films, to be recorded by RCA Photophone, will be distributed by

the English language.

rge

Theaters

OF

reel

OF

New

—

(Continued from Page 1)
and office building on

•t.

L

'

Kans., plans to build a one story theater here
costing approximately $20,000.
Carrollton,
Ga. The new Carroll which
has been under construction for some time
will open Nov. 4.
It seats 750.
Long Island City A. H. Schwartz plans
to erect a $500,000 theater here at Greenpoint Ave. and 45th St.

—

—

—

Ridgewood, N. J. The Leonia has opened
here as the Fox Leonia under the Fox banner.

Hammond,

Ind.

—The

Western

here

with

ment

installed.

Hoosier has
sound

Electric

opened
equip-

!

THE

aw*
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to Release "Rio Rita"
During November Jubilee

8 Educational Comedies Ready

Observance of the
giving

day

A Little

BEING PREPARED

from "Lots"

FOR EARLY RELEASE

By RALPH W1LK
Eight new two-reel talking comedies have been completed by producers under contract to Educational
and are now being prepared for early

Among them

release.

are represent-

Hollywood

TTARRY WEBER,

**

ville

agency head,

veteran vaudeis introducing

several stage people to the screen. He
is arranging picture contracts for Joe
Laurie, Rae Dooley, Irene Palasty,
Anette
Stone,
Bela
Lugosi and
others. He is also representing Marj
Astor, Belle Bennett, Lena Malena,

ed Jack White, Tuxedo, Mermaid,
Coronet, Lloyd Hamilton and Mack
Sennett comedies.
Two of the eight have been produced by Jack White. One of them,
known as "Purely Circumstantial," Vera

Reynolds,

IS

5,

RKO

Coast Wire Service

NOW

Tuesday, November

Mona

Maris,

Bert
other

in

Month

RKO

"RKO

Musical Notes

Thanks-

Jubilee" began yestertheaters throughout the

~*By

CLEFi

country.
Many prominent motion
'HT1HE Big Parade" is again
picture players are represented among
Broadway, Nope, we don't m< II
the more than 1,600 vaudeville headthe
pitchur
at all: We're just ref«
liners and novelty acts placed under
contract for the month. The celebra- in' to the army of songwriters n
tion will be marked by the releasing have been forming on the right o
of "Rio Rita" in many cities from side of the Fox New York offi< I
Among the first to put their "Jc
coast to coast.
Hancocks" on the dotted line
Harry Pease and Eddie Nelson.
F. N.
of
pair of writers who have been w

Warners,
Free
Mergers, H. Warner Says

,

Somebody suggested that

(Continued from Page 1)

the

estimating that the interest acquired
should add a gross of $25,000,000 and
profit of $5,000,000 to earnings of
Warner Bros.
Fox previously had
tried to purchase 50,000 shares of
stock in First National owned by

theme song was written about
years ago and was entitled "Mich
which was played during the sfuV
ing of a picture by the same tv
/,
Far be it from us to start any ar\

Warners,

were

is

it

declared.

i

ments,

but

we think

—

that

if

go back let's see not
well about two thousand years m
or less, we'd find that a certain
low named Nero played the "H;
number during that great "Spec
to

Lupino Lane at the direction of Lytell, Bill Dooley and many
National Screen Service
Henry W. George.
The Tuxedo screen people.
*
*
*
comedy is "Drumming It In," feaProfits
in 3rd Quarter
turing
Raymond McKee.
"RoOur Passing Show: Noah Beery
{.Continued from Page 1)
mance De Luxe," one of the Mer- arriving at First National with a first nine months of the year the cle" called "The Burning of Ron
maid series, features Monty Collins basket of fish caught at his trout company's
income
amounted
to I'm sorry that I can't recall
and has been directed by Stephen farm in the mountains ; Herb Magid- $334,937 as against $208,231 in the name of the song, but anyway
Roberts. Edward Everett Horton is son teaching his fellow song writer, same period last year.
a non-copyright.
starred in the Coronet comedy "Good Mike Cleary, the intricacies of tenMedicine," which Leslie Pearce has nis.
Paul Van Loan, who has writiarn
Western Premiere Nov. 8
*
directed.
*
*
"Street Corners," an experimental and arranged a number of curr^
The Lloyd Hamilton film is "Grass
Our Passing Show: Joe E.
short subject produced by Lincoln songs, has signed to direct the Je 1
stars

,

Up

:

Skirts," written by Will King. Mack
Sennett has furnished two comedies
with a sports background for Edu-

cational release.

They

are

"The

Brown and Jimmy Finlayson
staging some impromptu fun at
the Dado-Kaiser fight; Ford
Sterling reminiscing about his
days as a professional baseball
player; Hal Wallis showing
Lewis Warner the sights at
First National.

New

Half-Back" and "Uppercut O'Brien,"
both co-featuring Harry Gribbon and
Andy Clyde and directed jointly by
Sennett and Earle Rodney.

Warner Signs Blanche Sweet
Blanche Sweet will star in War-

*

*

*

Howard

Jackson, conductor of the
ner's "Always Faithful," a Vitaphone synchronized musical score for "The
variety drama, adapted by Al Cohn Great Gabbo," is arranging the mufrom one of Verne Hardin Porter's sic for"It's a Pleasure," which will

The

tales.

cast includes William B.
and John B. Litel. Cohn

Davidson
is

Fannie Brice.

star

Sound School Holds Class at "U"
School of Fundamentals in Sound

to direct.

Jean Hersholt Starts Work
Recording, conducted by the AcadJean Hersholt has started work in emy of Motion Picture Arts and SciColorart's "Mamba," which features ences, held a session recently in UniEleanor Boardman and Ralph Forbes versal City.
under the direction of Al Rogell.
The production is being supervised
Laurel and Hardy Finish Roles
by Curtis F. Nagel and Howard C.
With the completion of their roles
Brown.
in M-G-M's "The Rogue's Song," in
which Lawrence Tibbett is starred.
Aubrey Scotto Directing
Laurel and Hardy have returned to

Aubrey Scotto

is

directing

"The

Cossack's Bride" for Colorart under
the supervision of Curtis F. Nagel
and Howard C. Brown. It is a onereeler
starring Joseph
Marievsky,
who for picture purposes has changed
his name to Joseph Mari.

Will King in Christie Film
Will King has been signed for a
Paramount-Christie talker tentatively titled

"Weak But

Willing."

Gain with "U"
Gain has been named
executive manager of the Universal Studios here. This is a
new position, with Gain's work
J.

the

Hal Roach studio

their

next

comedy

and directed by Russell
Birdwell, will have its premiere in the
West at the Filmarte Theater, Hollywood, Friday.

Highlanders, broadcasting over fE
WJZ every Tuesday even I
Paul already has won a place in |

tion

esteem of the radio fans

in the Eta:
I

.

iv

Put Your Old Theatre
in

New

istar

Color Dress

of

n;!£:::

ait:if

stimulate business and
please patrons

::.

$

r

tat

pper

release.

Eddie Lambert Starts Another
Eddie Lambert is starting on his
second picture for Educational being
co-featured with Monty Collins and
directed by Stephen Roberts.

Warner Casts "On the Border"
Larry McGrath and Ray Halor
have been added to the cast of "On
the Border," Warner picture. Walter
Miller has replaced Donald Keith in

P
a

The MICHEL ANGELO STUDIOS,
200 West 57th

Street,

in F.

N. Film

Sisters will be in
"Spring Is Here," the First National
icture with Bernice Claire and Alexander Gray.

Inc.

New York

Unusual color schemes-

the leading role.
3 Brox Sisters
The Three Brox

dy
s,

REDECORATE
It will

banners— fixtures —
furniture.

t

anc:

to prepare for

J.

to be outlined later.
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larks in Charge of P. F.-L Western Expansion?

atheTshubert deal to be resumed
J.

S.

-

West Coast Suit Postponed Untu Feb. 5
Protection
Involved
Anti-Trust Action

The Race
for Theaters
—By JACK AL1C0ATE

On

=

West

Coast

Bureau,

in

Coast

—

Negotiations Halted Temporarily by Market
Situation, But Further Dickering Slated
While negotiations necessarily are

THE FILM DAILY market

Los Angeles Another postpone- THE FILM
headlong dash of build- ment in the government's suit against soon as the
ing,
buying and planning West Coast Theaters, Inc. and ten

"^HE

theaters continues merrily,
rners expanding rapidly in the
ater field

erish

and proceeding with
Fox moving

haste.

ad aggressively with

its

build-

program and looking at new
itions every day.
Paramount
ing new theater affiliations at
ry turn of the road and R-K-O
ancing to the front ranks with
;stant new additions to its aldy formidable string. All of
;, of course, spells progress but
wonder if this mad race is
ipered with a proper degree of
tion.
great number of great
aters are great things when you
e an equally great number of
>ple to fill 'em but you can't
n 'em into cafeterias or garages
might and too much of anyig is bad for the tummy.
ht pause now might prevent a
ious attack of theater indigeswithin the not-too-dim and
l
tant future

A

producer-distributor
organizations,
charged with conspiracy to violate
the Sherman Anti-Trust Law, has
set the date of trial to Feb. 5.
The
ten companies involved in the case
are West Coast Theaters, Fox Film
M-G-M, First National, Universal,
Vitagraph, Inc., Warner Bros. Inc.
of California, Pathe, Paramount and

United Artists. The companies are^
accused of discriminating against
double feature programs and houses
having admittance fee of less than ten
cents.

PATHE, HARVARD

tppers Using

Canned Talk

situation

Meet Today

—

Toronto
Meeting of the
board of directors of Famous
Players
Canadian Corp. is
scheduled
today.

to

take

place

postponed from Oct. 31.
Chief
topic of the meeting is expected to be reported plan of Paramount to acquire the circuit.

PLACED ON $3 BASIS

In co-operation with
University, the company
will start production immediately upon two series of pictures for educational purposes.
It is the belief of
Harvard officials as well as Joseph
{Continued on Page 11)
field.

Harvard

ijndef the proposed deal, General
Co. would be formed as
a holding company, with both Pathe
and Sjhubert retaining their respec-

Amusement
tive

identities.

Lee Shubert wowld

be president of General, with Joseph
P. Kennedy
of directors.
run outlets

chairman of the beard
Pathe would gain first
in
about 75 Shubert
houses, and first call on about 400
plays controlled by the Shuberts.

—

Pathe has entered the educational
talkers

adjustec

PLANS WESTERN DRIVE
LOEWS COMMON STOCK

As

larger earnings
Loew's, Inc., has increased the annual dividend on common shares from
$2 to $3, with an additional cash disbursement of 75 cents. Both are pay(Continued on Page 11)

a

result

of

Chicago Expansion program of
Paramount under reported plans in
the far West is to be carried out under direction of Meyer Marks of
Marks Bros., which firm sold control
df its Granada and Marbro here to
Publix.
Paramount, as exclusively
outlined several weeks ago by
is planning to build
r acquire a number of theaters on
he West Coast, where Fox is firmly

THE

FILM DAILY

ntreriched.
Negotiations now are
declared to be under way with a number of houses along the Pacific seaboard.

Louis Music
M & E Chain Buys Armour
Strike Awaits Weber's Arrival Theaters in Washington

Settlement of

St.

—

—Joseph N. Weber,
president of the American
St.

Louis

Fed-

eration of Musicians, is expected to arrive here soon to adjust difficulties existing between
the local musicians and theater owners.

i

Days

1

"ractically one out of every three
sicians in the country is out of
{Continued on Page 2)

here

The meeting was

EDUCATIONAL TALKERS

Group
Members

Music Without Musicians

is

WORK ON

the helpfulness and uses of
rapidly developing youngster, the
:ing picture, never cease? In adIndependent
Sees
on to the use of talkers in the
in Britain
500
isroom, medical and legal profesis we now find them in everyRapid progress is reLondon
use at police headquarters in the ported by J. C. Elvy in the organizacting of criminals.
Those ex- tion of the Independent Cinemas
(Continued on Page 11)
imenting tell us that the talking
is far superior to the old rogues
ery method.
Intersting thought. "Trespasser" Grosses
least one way of getting a sound
$33,780 First 3
now will be by getting pinched.
"The Trespasser," Gloria SwanVill

financial

F. P. Can.

r

A

at a standstill, due to the steck
proposed Pathe-Shubert deal has not been dropped,
DAILY learns. Resumption of/negotiations is expected as:

situation, the

son's first talker, grossed $33,780 in
three days at the Rialto, New

its first

York. An extra show is being given
each night after midnight.

—

(Continued on Page 11)

P.

Armour and

—M

& E

The-

organized by
O. M. Nelson

W.
of

have bought the Armour
theaters in Elma and McCleary.

this

city,

Jolson to Rest Abroad
Plans Concerts in South
With "Mammy" completed, Al
mu-

Louis Settlement of the
disagreement here with local
theater owners have reached a deadlock.
Officials of the operators and
stagehands' union and Central Trades
and Labor unions are of the opinion
St.

sicians'

Montesano, Wash.
aters, Inc., recently

Jolson plans a vacation and a concert tour before starting his next Vi-

taphone picture. The star will leave
for Europe within the month.
Upon
his return early in January he will go
on a concert tour in the South.
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The Race

Wednesday, November

Nirdlinger Sues Stanley

for

Theaters

munications

to

THE FILM DAILY,

1650

Phone Circle
Broadway, New York, N. Y.
4736-4737-4738-4739. Cable address: Filmday,
Ralph
California
New York. Hollywood.
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
London— Ernest W. Fredman, The
6607.
St.,
Wardour
Renter, 89-91
Film
Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
Berlin
I.
Paris— P. A. Harle,
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la
Cour-des-Noues, 19.

—

W

—

Financial
Markets Closed
All markets were closed yesterday
because of election day. Renewal of
activities in all exchanges begins today after short respite.
,

New

Para. Stock on Curb

stock, on the
basis of the two-for-one split, opened
on the New York curb Monday.
Sales amounted to 600 shares, in a
range of 28-27^.

The new Paramount

Philadelphia

Colleen Moore Better
Thousands of her friends in and
out of pictures will be glad to hear
Colleen
indian,
little
great
that
Moore, is resting easy and smiling
and happy again after an operation
know of no
for appendicitis.
one who has reflected greater wholesomeness for the industry than this

—Suit

,

York.

We

youngster.
May
unobtrusive
complete recovery be speedy.

Zukor Returning
Adolph Zukor, big chief of the
Paramount tribe returning hurriedly
from Europe will reach New Yorktomorrow. Recent market smash af-

'.'Shanghai Lady," Universal all-talker will open Nov. 9 at the Colony

New York. Opposite Miss Nolan is
James Murray and support includes
Wheeler Oakhon, Lydia Yeamans
Titus, Anders Randolf, Yola d'Avril
Mona Rico and Jimmie Leong.
Cantor in "Speeding"
Eddie Cantor, is to star in a one
reel

talker

for

Paramount

titled

ing the Leader

Nov.

Nov.

.

Nov.
Nov.

Nov.

—

Dec.

Opening

Le Valley

at Publix,

—

Cen'

;:

New

12

York.
Dinner tendered to John Zanft
Dinty Moores, N. Y., by Fox
ater

executives.

W

—

hibitors' unit at Pinehurst.

Fairbankses Due Back Jan. 1
and the establishment in the Prairie
Mary Pickford and Douglas FairProvinces of the Regina Amateur banks, now on their way to the Orient
Movie Club. The Port Arthur group on their world tour, are expected
has already produced three films.
back in Hollywood on New Year's
day.

Columbia's 'Song of Love
to Open in N. Y. Nov. 13

ANIMATED CLAY SUBJECTS
"Columbus Day" and "Armistice Day"
for

FitzPatrick Pictures, Inc.
Animated Maps and Miniatures

HALL STUDIOS
New York

City

—

Phone

Sus. 9490

K4>A%Y K47* *J§
Unanimous Choice!!!

—

— FOREIGN

I

BUSINESS-

Young man.

recently returned from
South America, where he directed
motion picture expedition, ten years
film and export experience; traveled
throughout Europe; linguist, seeks desirable

connection.

Box 0-176
1650 Broadway

c-o

Film

New York

Daily
City

!

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Leterman
& Gates
INCORPORATED
TELEPHONE BRYANT 3040

it

General meeting of the
Bros. Club at the Hotel Pi
vania, N. Y.
13
."Song of Love" opens at
M. Cohan, N. Y.
14
Projection talk by William C
van at Hotel Astor, New YaA
16
M. P. Club dinner to Commission*
Grover Whalen at N. Y.
18-19
Annual fall convention of Tern
Unit at Dallas.
19-20
Ninth Annual Ohio M.P.T.0.
Convention at Columbus
20 "Show of Shows" opens at Water Garden, New York.
9-10
Meeting of North Carolina

Robb & Rowley Get Another
The Lyric has been
Robb & Rowley.

Ennie, Tex.
taken over by

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

N.Y.C.

at

district.

Let Us Solve Your Problems

B'WAY

"Paris"

Actors' Equity Ball at Hotel A:

KRAZY RAT

Stebbins,

of

N. Y.

Y

"Speeding."

1540

Nirdlinger alleges that Stanley violated the agreement not to enter into
the territory by leasing and operat-

fecting all security values as well as
picture stocks is said to have temColumbia's second roadshow, "Song
porarily upset several important Par- of Love" starring Belle Baker, will
amount plans. Paramount Canadian have its world premiere at the George
situation also demanding attention M.
Cohan, New York, Nov. 13.
One thing is certain, with Paramount Ralph Graves plays opposite the star
showing a 70 per cent net gain in under the direction of Erie C. KenOctober and the biggest season ever ton.
in sight, the future of Paramount in
particular and industry in general
never was brighter.

this

Mary Nolan Film At Colony
Mary Nolan's first starring film

has

Little Theater Movement
in Films Invades Canada
Montreal Little
theater
movement in pictures has invaded Canada
her with the formation of the Amateur
Cinema Society, of Port Arthur, Ont.

Yonkers House
Yonkers, N. Y. V. Harold Le
Valley, former house manager of the
"Paris" Opens Tomorrow
First National's "Paris" starring Broadway, Xewburgh, has been apIrene Bordoni, will have its premiere pointed advertising and exploitation
tomorrow evening at the Central, director for the Publix theaters oi

New

The Industry's
Date Book

For Breaking Pact

been filed
in the common pleas court by Fred(Continued from Page 1)
erick G. Nixon-Nirdlinger to enjoin
the Stanley Co. of America from op- Nov.
sound
of
advent
Cents
because
of
the
Priei
5
work
Wednesday.
Nov.
6.1929
L
No.
32
Vol
erating
Nirdlinger
the Leader here.
bad
this
is
Economically
pictures.
also asks for a judgment against the Nov.
supof
problems
all
other
like
but
Publisher
Editor and
JOHN N. ALICOATE
Stanley Co. for a share in the oper- Nov.
ply and demand the situation, in time
ating profits and charges that an
For
automatically.
itself
adjust
will
holidays
and
Published daily except Saturday
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and
two thousand years no means of agreement was made whereby Nixoncopyright (1929) by Wid's Films and Film stopping progress has been brought Nirdlinger Co. was organized to opW. Alicoate, President.
Folks,
Inc.
J.
Sound pictures are prog- erate the Imperial Coliseum, Cedar
Editor and Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, to light.
and Globe, all in West Philadelphia. Nov.
Manager; ress.
Secretary-Treasurer and General
EnCharles F. Hynes, Managing Editor.
tered as second class matter, May 21, 1918,
at the post-office at New York. N. Y., under
Terms (Postage
the act of March 3, 1879.
free) United States outside of Greater New
York $10.00 one year; 6 months. $5.00; 3
Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers
months, $3.00.
Address all comshould remit with order.
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assures you

PROSPERITY

Animated by
HARRISON and MANNY

Musical Director
Distributed

— JOE

GOULD

DE NAT

By Columbia

PRODUCED BY WINKLER
Western
Electric Recording

Winkler

Sound Cartoons

WATCH

LEO!

The Magician of Showmanship, having

given the world

HOLLYWOOD REVUE -DYNAMITE
flock of

week

after

week

hits,

now

and a

says:

JUST THE BEGINNING OF
-G-M'S DELUGE OF DIALOGUE DELIGHTS
IT'S

VAN&

SO THIS IS
COLLEGE
Fun.' Flappers'. Football!

Music!

SCHENCK
In

ELLIOTT

NUGENT. ROBERT MONTGOMERY,
CUFF EDWARDS, SALLY STARR

The happy

In

DEVIL

song.

first

big singing

LOVE

JOAN

CRAWFORD

MAY CARE

"The Pagan" he sang one

IT BIG

drama! With BESSIE

RAMON
NOVARRO
In

TAKE

headliners in their

UNTAMED!

In

Nokv he

Hot songs! Hot dances!

It's b-o-x-o-f-f-i-c-e!

sings five!

GRETA GARBO
In

THE

BESSIE LOVE
CHARLES KING

KISS

(Synchronized)

In

CONRAD

Gorgeous Greta with
NAGEL
Greater by far than "Single Standard"

WILLIAM
HAINES

JOHN GILBERT
In

The most

REDEMPTION

dashing, thrilling romance of theatre

history!

With

In

RENEE ADOREE,

With

ELEANOR BOARDMAN

NAVY BLUES

ANITA PAGE.

It's

got everything

you

frray for!

DUNCAN

MARION DAVIES

SISTERS

In

Not

World-famed comediennes in their first
and merriment! With

de luxe

DULCY

Co-Ed" such a performance!

ELLIOTT NUGENT,

RAYMOND HACKETT

LAWRENCE GRAY

METRO-GOL
of Qibraltarl

since "Fair

With

screen carnival of song

Your Rock

ROAD-SHOW

Another "Broadway Melody" with the pair
who clean up!
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NEW YORK AMERICAN:

Swan-

"Gloria

son is superb in made to
order role. She remains

supreme among

—as

—

all.

She

ever the Queen.
The picture is a success
and serves to auspiciously launch her on her
new career in sound pic-

is

tures."

NEW YORK
"It

was

from

quite

evident

YORK

packed

film

TRIBis

so

with the mamatinee tears
is impossible to

terials for

that

it

doubt that most audiences will delight in it
and bring it enormous
popular success."

first

Triumph. Rialto
by crowd eager to

talkie is

son gives even a better
performance than she

worm your way through

did in 'Sadie Thompson'

superb. The
picture should be a tremendous success."

the

— no wonder London was
bowled over by her sen-

UNE: "The

TELE-

\M: "Swanson's

crowd that
surged around the theatre that time had not
dimmed Miss Swanson's
popularity. Miss Swan-

sitive

NEW

YORK

W

TIMES:

'The

see

Trespasser.'

You had

to be a Cagle or
Booth in order to

a

crowds.

the

formance

Her

YORK

.101 H

"Miss Swanson'*

is so dramaticall]
superior to anything In
has yet done that the
characterization is con*
:<-ntIy absorbing."

per-

is

interpretation."

NEW YORK
"Miss

filled

EW
NAL:

Swanson

POST:
last

night demonstrated she
is an equally competent
performer before the
cameras that record
sound as well as action."

W YORK NEW

i

"Three
Held
Stars.
premiere audience at
Rialto breathlessly
inated. Tense. Melodramatic. Soul stirring.
Miss Swanson is indeed
an amazing person."
the

(

NEV

»RK

WORLD:

on triumph. I
recall
having

do not
seen in the new screen

form

anything which
approaches the beauty
and power of her portrayal."

BV

uses biggest

jam
Elroadway has
traffic

een in years.
starts

iiid

its

indefinite

ace that will break

he opinion was

all

run

at the Rialto at a

records of the theatre.

UNANIMOUS

GLORIA SWANSON's

"The Trespasser"

that

ot

only

tie

of the year's most stirring TALKIES.

N
W YORK
KNING
WORM): "Not only the fini

est thing she has

which

done but

elevates

her to
heights which even she had
never attained as a star of
the silent drama.
Surely
'The Trespasser' will amass
millions for its produce

NEW YORK
Swanson may

SUN:

"Miss

rest easily,

'The Trespasser*

is

a suc-

\

W

finest picture

YORK

MIRROR:

supreme

"Gloria scores
triumph.
A great picture
and you'll never see a finer
performance in the talking
movies.
Don't miss seeing
the new Swanson."

NEW YORK

GRAPHIC:

"Box-office plus to the last

fadeout."

but that

is

it is

NEW YORK
IPH:

"It has

TELEan enorm-

One of
the surest box-office winners
of the picture year.'

ous public appeal.

:

THE

#&>*

DAILY

8

Timely Topics
Digest of
Current Opinion

THAT

PhilM. Daly,

Talkers Better

be

the talkies' threaten market
after market, an increasing
censorship upon them will be

AS

in

forthcoming. But we doubt very
indeed whether the censorship will be sufficient to retard
It is no way to
their advance.

pay two

to

is

a conspicious sign at the

List."

pass

Oklahoma
he

said

'tis

is

is

in

town stopping

dickering

to

sell

at the Park-

his

southwest

Joe Hornstein knows a guy that had diabetes at
No comparison, but
47, and another that has Radio at 103
Dick Pearl, who soon leaves for
a difference of opinion
Chi, says the best thing he's enjoyed since he arrived in N. Y.
chain

was
was

the great "hello" the Grainger boys gave him.

boy for

office

His

first

job

R

J.

Radio Pictures, which batted out a home run with "Rio
is crowing about the sensational opening of that flicker in
Boston.
Sam Warshawsky's job of getting a break for that
fillum shouldn't be so tough as it is the goods

—

Rita,"

tion of talkie films of a national
character which need not fear
for-

DALY

DRUCE GALLUP

honored us with
"-* seats on the aisle directly opposite
Gloria Swanson at the premiere of her

"The Trespasser,"

picture,

day evening

at

the

Fri-

last

Rialto.

That's

what we

Washington as m.c
R. E. Griffiths of

meet competition upon its own
grounds that is to say, produc-

call a real pal.
Mysterious
Maine, seated on our left, kept leaning over to gaze at Gloria, so that we
saw more of Maine's ear than we did
of the feature.
But both are not hard
to look at, so a good time was had

by

all.

*

*

*

We

assume that you also saw "The
It
seems that most
everybody in New York was outside
on Broadway trying to break in. ReTrespasser."

member

honeymoon

that pretty

scene

where Gloria's hubby does a nose
dive onto the bed? He was so happy
that he just wanted to express himregardless of the fact that it was
and Gloria was standing in the doorway all dressed to
parade on the boardwalk.
self,

eign origin.

to

star Chester Morris.

How

Parsons,

of

editor

film

me

that the picthat they have

in

"The New York Telegram"

IN

Barrist

85

By JAMES

The Film

declared

is

the world's

when

Claire

first

Bray

cartoons from one reel to two.
$
$
£

Alfred S. Black adds three more

houses to chain;

now

in

a

totaling 40.

our vis-a-vis (meaning eating pal)
"why did that guy in the pictoor
take a nose dive onto an empty bed
and act so cheerful about it?" That
gave us food for thought, after
which we replied with an assumption of intelligence: "It was a nice
bed to dive into, empty or no empty,
wasn't it?"

film

house

Patee's

at

the wish will

thoughful

a

come

Ten minutes

November 6

ga!

true."

sive

silence,

later,

Mame

after a

pet

speaks up:

penny for your thoughts, Philander." We sighs, and sez: "If the

open-

floor wasn't so hard, we'd dive on
our tvishbone, too." To which Mame

No.

91

says simply: "Home, James."

wishes and congratulations are extended by
Best

THE

FILM DAILY
ing

members

who today

of

to the follow-

the industry,

are celebrating their

birthday
in

first

first

totaled $35.

at

Jersey

later, in

opened the

being

exclusive

performance

store-theater

Newark Ave.

"Whazza matter,
"Why," queries

preoccupied.
sez we.

Mame??"

"Mebbe he made a wii
while he was diving, and fell on hi:
wish-bone, which is a sure sign that

be

M. Patee, now

film

first

Five years
of

very

MANY HAPPY RETURNS

Daily

to

theater

picture

gave the

Goldwyn plans expansion

After the show, ive took Mame to
Eddie Witmer's rendezvous of good
cheer and whatnot.
Mame was

retorts:

doors in 1898, 31 years

its

*

CUNNINGHAM

P.

Editor,

WHAT

*

thinks that one over while she iti
hales breath and other things, a

operating in Lawrence, Kans.,

:}:

*

is

Statistics

ago,

&

Pathe's sales chief,

Industry

ed

*

Louella

Service, left yester-

after breakfast

Mame,

motion

Pennsylvania State Board of Censors will issue only one approval seal
instead of two for each film.

News

be seen hanging around the Shubert offices

Dave

NUMBER

85

Statistical

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

stepping

is

to

is

former editor of three regional
publications, will soon tour the world
Sidney Davidson is
sure getting some swell tie-ups for the Colony
Wait 'till
you see the lobby next week when "The Shanghai Lady" opens.

flexible

Heywood Broun

gang

Phil Reisman,

Roy D'Arcy can
these days

found a voice, offer a far more

medium for the transmission of ideas and emotion than
does the old style drama. There
is no reason why the very best
that is in the boldest dreamers
may not be flashed and sounded
on the screen. Indeed, it is much
easier to be subtle in a talking
picture than in a spoken play.
The stage is dying, but from the
next room comes a lusty squall.
Maybe the sound is not always
pleasing
to
the
ear.
These
noises are still incoherent.
The
talkies, you see, are in their infancy.
But it is a bouncing
child.
I think it may fly high.

that

International

day for the Coast
now on the Coast

Says Talkers Lead Drama
As A Medium of Expression

now

Herbert Brenon's new picture for Radio

Incidentally,

"The Daily Film Renter," London

seems
ITtures,

there

By PHIL M.

Jr.

Everyone ought to
Herb
an hour away
these days after finishing a long stay

to

bits

Noo Yawk

in

is

Central

fight the encroachment of the
talkies to shut one's eyes and
ears to them. There is only one
way to meet such competition,
and that is to acknowledge the
merits of the innovation, and to

a

able

Rawlinson

much

of

new Newsreel theater
which reads "No Free

the

•^ b.o.

Meet Foreign Competition

comparison with any

T

1929
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with

A

6,
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A
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Coast Wire Service

New

Theaters

De

Hollywood Happenings

—

No Women
of

—

Sound

:.

been

has

equipment

installed.

Reopenings
N. Y.— The Victory, dark for
two years, has reopened here.
After complete renovating
Orlando, Fla.
been reopened.
id remodeling, the Ritz has
The Lyndy has reopenRochester, N. Y.
with a sound picture policy.
Akron, O.— The Allen, dark the past six
Rochester,

I

last

—

—

:

onths has reopened. Allen Simmons
erating the house under Earl Ludlow's

is

anagement.

—

The Colonial
Peekskill, N. Y.
some time, has
for
closed
ith a sound picture policy.
en

Toppinish,
ined here

roadway"

Wash.— The

which has
reopened
has

Liberty

re-

with "The Gold Diggers of
inaugurating the sound picture

—

Granada.
the
of
Bollywood Reopening
mset' Blvd. and Gardner Junction, is schedThe house is being reed for Nov. 19.
corated and equipped with sound apparatus.
Thomasville, Ala.— The Rivela, after being
to renoirk for the past several weeks due
reopened here.
itions, has been

Talkers Won't Bring End
of Stage Art, Is View
Mechanized entertainment will
never succeed in killing the drama,
in the belief of speakers at the fall

luncheon of the Church and Drama
League of America at the Hotel AsDr. Howard Chandtor, New York.
former dean of the
ler' Robbins,
Cathedral of St. John the Divine, rethe

to

ferred

talking

film

as

''this

dehumanizing process." Jane Cowl
asserted the theater "combines all the
arts into one," whereas the motion
picture does not; while Otis Skinner
said that "the movies, talking pictures, radio or anything else in the
backwash of the war" could never
hope to destroy the drama.

in

Cast

"The White Flame"

"The White Flame," which John
Ford is directing for Fox, has a
wholly male cast, which includes
Kenneth MacKenna, Frank Albertson,
Paul Page, Walter McGrail,
Warren Hymer, Farrell Macdonald,
Stuart Erwin, George Le Guere, Ben
Harry Tenbrook,
Hendricks,
Jr.,
Warner Richmond, Roy Stewart,
Charles Girard and Pat Somerset.

Mercer Merchants to
Advance Funds for Sound

— In

a

move

that

is

Rosen Directs "Rampant Age"
Rosen has been signed by
Trent Carr to direct "The Rampant
Age."

The

cast

includes

Myrna

lieved will

apparatus in the Liberty theater.

If

the talkies are adopted merchants believe

business will improve.

in First Talker
will do some singing in his first talking picture, tentatively known as "On the Set,"
which Edward Sedgwick will direct
The film will have several original
song numbers by the director.

Keaton Sings
Buster Keaton

National Wires 5 More
Chicago In addition to having the
Janney in "Mexican* Rose"
Capitol, Avalon and Stratford wired
William Janney has been signed by
National Playhouses have installed
sound apparatus in the Grove, Jeff- Columbia to play opposite Barbara
West Stanwyck in "Mexicali Rose," which
rey, Highland, Cosmos and
Installations is being made under the direction of
Englewood theaters.
were found necessary, said James Erie C. Kenton.
Coston, in order to provide "the best
Korda Leaves F. N.
entertainment at the highest degree
Alexander Korda has resigned from
of efficiency."

—

from "Lots"
RALPH W1LK
Hollywood

JIMMIE FINLAYSON

is

man

has arrived in
Silents

for

New

York.

—

grams.

William Boyd in Warner Short
William Boyd of the stage has
been engaged for the stellar role in
a one reel dramatic Vitaphone variety, "The Frame," adapted by Arthur Caesar from the story by Howard

Extends Hubbard's Contract
Warner has renewed Lucien Hubbard's contract as a supervisor of production for another year.

Gets New 3-Year Contract
Meredith E. Fulton has been signed of a new three-year contract by
Fashion Features Studios.
He will
continue as production manager.

Lukas Assigned
Paul Lukas will have a part in
Paramount's "Here Comes the Bandwagon."

Cue Named to Sono-Art Post
Baltasar Cue has been named head
of the
Art.

Spanish department of Sono-

"Ropes" Role for Ellis
Robert Ellis has been cast for the
"heavy" role in "Ropes," Universal
picture starring Mary Nolan, which
will be directed by Harry Pollard
from a story by Wilbur Daniel Steele.

Slk/ng

ggWER

Many Thanks

Believe

man-

it

or not, I

waitin'

for

no

I'm thar
when the noos busts.

street car.
"I am
thanking
thanking
us to use

taking

.this

opportunity

of

you for past favors and
your salesmen for inducing
this splendid service.."

— Granada

Leaves Tiffany
Sidney Algiers, production
ager of Tiffany, has resigned.

"Skirt Shy" New Langdon Film
"Skirt Shy" is Harry Langdon's
new picture at Hal Roach. Charles
Rogers is directing.
Others in the
cast are May Wallace, Nancy Dover,
Tom Ricketts and Neal Abies.

ain't

Texas House

The Palace
Nacogdoches, Tex.
has opened with straight silent pro-

has

the

in

First National.

B. P. Fineman Arriving
After a combination vacation and
business visit to Europe, B. P. Fine-

Hokum

the
screen prosperous
Cecil B. De Mille said in addressing the Wampas.

Have

Kennedy, James Murray, Eddie Borbe- den and Margaret Quimby.

enhance business locally,
business men are planning to advance
funds for the installation of sound

—

kept

A Little
By

THE FILM DAILY

Emmett Rogers. It will be produced under the direction of Bryan
Charles B. Middleton is also
cast of Columbia's "Wall Street," Foy.
which R. William Neill is directing in the cast.
with Ralph Ince, Aileen Pringle,
Lambert Has Comedy Lead
Freddy Fredericks, Sam De Grasse
Eddie Lambert has been selected
and Ernest Hilliard among the playby
ers.
Norman Houston wrote the dia- the Jack White, director-in-chief of
Paul Muni to
Educational studios, for the fealogue and continuity.
tured role in a new Mermaid Talk*
*
*
Seven Roles in Film
ing Comedy being directed by Stephen
Ken Maynard has become so
In addition to Papa Chibou, Paul
Roberts.
Playing opposite Lambert
interested in "Men," written by
Muni interprets six other roles in
is Fred Kelsey.
Others in the cast
Ray Mclntyre King," a Cali"Seven Faces." They are Diablero,
are Anita Garvin, Robert Graves,
lawyer,
that
will
pubfornia
he
the hypnotist; Willie Smith, the cos"Snowball" Curtis McHenry and Bert
lish it in book form.
It deals
termonger; Franz Schubert, the comYoung.
with early day California. The
poser; Joe Gans, the prizefighter, and
outdoor star has also written
Writing New Tunes for Film
Napoleon and Don Juan.
the preface to "Handsprings for
New musical numbers for "Take
Hamburgers," which recites the
It Big," the M-G-M film in which
Role for Hedda Hopper
experiences of airplane pilots
Van and Schenck will make their
Hedda Hopper has been cast for
who exhibited at state and
talking picture debut, are being com"Murder Will Out" for First NaThe book was
county fairs.
posed by Milton Ager and Jack YelIn the cast are Jack Mulhall,
tional.
written by Leslie C. Miller.
len.
*
*
*
Noah Berry, Louise Fazenda, Tully
From Office Boy to Actor
Marshall and Alec P. Francis. ClarJack Mulhall and Alice White will
ence Badger is directing.
Freddy Anderson, once an office
be teamed in First National's "Show
Girl in Hollywood," from J. P. Mc- boy at the Paramount studio, has
New Songs for "Wedding Rings" Evoy's novel, which Mervyn LeRoy been given a role in Charles "Buddy" Rogers' "Half Way to Heaven,"
Three new songs have been writ- will direct.
based on Henry L. Gate's novel,
ten by Al Bryan and Eddie Ward
Head
Fowler
Made
Ad
"Here
Jack
Comes the Bandwagon."
"Wedding
National's
for
First
Jack Fowler, formerly with M-GRings," based on Ernest Pascal's
Myrna Loy in "Cameo Kirby"
M, has been appointed advertising
novel "The Dark Swan." Lois WilMyrna Loy has joined the cast of
and
publicity director of the Fowler
son, H. B. Warner and Olive Borden
Fox's
"Cameo Kirby." Others in the
planning
$500,Studios, which are
a
have the principal roles.
000 expansion program involving the cast are Robert Edeson, Doviglas Gilmore and Norma Terris.
production of sound shorts.
Phil

Mercer, O.

Lauds Hokum

Los Angeles

—

Mike Athens plans to conresno, Cal.
a new theater here on F St.
an Antonio, Tex. Robert Boiler of KanCity, has completed plans for the buildof a new $1,000,000 theater here,
The New State has opened
lureka, Cal.
ict

Mille

West Coast Bur.

Theatre,

Denver, Colorado
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Musical Notes
By CLEF*
ROSE, who recently
•

"The Gold Diggers of Broadway"
Warner
Winter Garden, New York
Broadway
DAILY MIRROR— A lulu.
doesn't

top

this

into

entertainment value packed
snappy, beautiful song-and-dance

movie.

EVENING JOURNAL—"
* *

is

good en-

bit
if the story moves a
picture offers plenty of musical
* * it's all very eyeand dancing features *
filling and lavish. * * *
Its comedy, its tuneclaims to
fulness and its beauty are its chief
way.
whatever fame it may pick up along the
And not the least of these is comedy, a semiintroduces what
slapstick buffoonery which
greatvery well develop into one of the

*

tertainment
slowly,

the

WORLD—

EVENING

might
clowns in the business—Winnie Lightner
vaudeville fame.
GRAPHIC—Warners have dressed the
"gimme" artists in atmospheric effects that
anything
exceed in pretensions and beauty
picwhich has yet appeared in the talking
They provide a musical score that
tures.
contains at least two hits.
HERALD-TRIBUNE— A humor "Gold

properly lavish and lively.
in
MORNING TELEGRAPH— Running
enough

and out of this story and bringing to it
comedy and melody to insure it a long run
on Broadway and box-office success wherever
and Nick
is shown, are Winnie Lightner
it
Lucas.

*

comedy,

spectacular

color

photography and a raki^hly funny performance by the long-armed Winnie Lightner.
SUN—* * * nothing more or less than a
revue with more of a plot than is usual. There
played and well enough
is still a plot, well
its
di'-ert'd but it is often overshadowed by
setting.

TELEGRAM—*

*

*

it

is,

if

you ask me,
such,

entertainment, although, viewing it
casting and the comedy leave something
to be desired.
More noise, faster scene changes,
and
broader implications
shades,
brighter
fewer fresh thoughts have not been harall-talkcontinuous
one
nessed together into
ing, all-singing Vitaphone musical, so far as
as

the

WORLD —

know.

*

*

—

New Haven, Conn. Alterations to
cost approximately $25,000 are to be
made at the Olympia here following
the issuing of a permit. These alterations include changes in the lobby,
which will consist of removing the
interior doors to a new location at
the street line.

Lorain-Fulton.

houses also are now named Fox-MaNo changes
jestic and Fox-Scott.
in the management of the house are
contemplated.

—

William Goldman
Philadelphia
formerly of the Skouras chain, and
now with Stanley, recently visited St.
Louis in the interest of the circuit.

—

Y. Western Electric
be installed at the
Crescent.
House was wired before
but equipment was taken out.

N.

Ithaca,

equipment

will

Paris

— Contracts

tors,

for 40 tc

50

In-

been placed with
Photophone by French exhibi-

RCA

it

is

have

reported.

Zimmer Plans

—

Own

Business

Berlin Philipp Zimmer has resigned as manager of the Ufa theater circuit to enter business for himself.

Rumania's
Bucharest

First

—The

Talker House
Trianon here

York, according to

managing

director.

first

pictures.

a

little

five

this

times.

suggestion, Billy.

you buy a commutation

"Great
Here's

Why

don't
ticket?

Step by step, Green & Stept are
writing the type of songs that garner the "Green." This pair of tnnesters have already completed the
musical scores for First National's

forthcoming flicker "Show Girl of
Hollywood." The songs are "HollySeymour Schussel, formerly of wood," "I've Got My Eye on You"
Commonwealth, now is with Conti- and "Hang on to a Rainbow."
nental Theater Accessories, under the
1650 Broadway (incidentally this
guidance of Harold Rodner, presiis
where Phil M. Daly hangs his
dent.
hat) is becoming quite a musical
Nick Marahores, part owner of the building. The new publishing comPershing, has returned from Greece panies, Lou Herscher, Inc., and Gorwith his bride whom he married don & Rich Music Co. bring the
there.
E. Coolies, his partner, met total of song publishers in this building to six. The other four being M.
him at the pier.
Whitmark & Sons, Al Piantadosi,
George Whiting, and the Peerless
Foreign
Music Co.

—

—

London

Gainsborough Production
completing final scenes of its musical revue, "The Gainsborough Picis

ture

Show."

So

"patronizing our neighborsong shops {the two new
ones) we find, "That's My Mary,"
Kentucky
"Sweet
Nights"
and

hood"

My

"When

I Meet
Sunshine" (In
the Moonlight Tonight) are the best
bets on the Lou Herscher catalogue, while Gordon
Rich have
"M-A-R-Y, Mary I Love Y-O-U,"
"Wuzza Matter Baby" and three
songs synchronized in Belle Baker's

&

first

pitchur

for

Columbia, "Song

Paris— Louis Nalpas is marketing
of Love," Frank Waterson is presiFilmophone in France under the dent
of Gordon & Rich Music Co.
name of L.N. A. due to the Flimophone having been registered here
"H'lo Baby" "I Gotta Have You"
once before by Gaumonts in 1926.
"Huddlin"' for "One Minute of

Paris— The Moulin Rouge, transformed and ready for pictures, will
Having sound equip- open here Nov. 15 with "Fox Movie-

ment installed, the Roman recently tone
opened here with its first all-talkei

Follies" the feature attraction.

Heaven."
You've got me wrong,
sister.
Don't call the cops. I'm just
tellin' ya the names of the songs in
the First National production "Forward Pass," starring Loretta Young

and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. MagidBanfield has se- son, Washington
and Cleary are the
cured for British Filmcraft Produc- composers of these numbers
which
tions
crook
drama "Midnight" writ- are keeping the shippers in George
a
Bryan, Tex. The Palace, recently
the scene of a fire when films ignited ten by Patrick Gore. Production will and Arthur Piantadosi, on the hop.
in the projection booth, suffered little start shortly.
loss, according to the owners.
United Gets Cicero House
Antwerp More than 418 musicians
Cicero, 111.
United Theaters Corp.
Sunday shows have been dismissed here due to has leased the Palace here
Cleburne, Tex.
for 15
starting from 2 p. m. and ending 8 sound pictures at various theaters, it years.
The house was closed during
m. has gone into effect at the is reported.
p.
the summer months and has a seatYale here.
ing capacity of 2,000.
Albert GoodMary Pickford-Douglas man was the broker in the transacLondon
3,000-seat theater
Pittsburgh
Fairbanks starring vehicle "The Tam- tion.
for use of employees of the H. J.
ing of the Shrew" will open at the
Heinz Co. is to be built here shortly, Pavilion here Nov. 15.
The stars
Ammerman Gets N. Y. House
according to announcement made by
Binghampton, N. Y.
will not be present for the premiere.
Howard
Howard Heinz, president.
Ammerman has bought out the inBerlin Of the 315 features cen- terests of Benjamin H. Dittrich in the
sored here in the first nine months Elvin here.
Ammerman will conof the current year 43 per cent or 135, tinue as manager and contemplates

London

program.

— George

—

—

—

—

—

A

New

Harry

erect a $3,000,000 store and office
Broadway to extend
building on
through to Hill St. just south of

has

—

oai

Ir

York

installing

S.

"or

—

manager were German, 111 from America and
of the Temple, Rochester, has been 69 from other foreign countries.
New Fox Building in L. A.
IV est Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY appointed
manager of the B. F.
London Julius Hagen and Leslie
William Fox will Keith's Riverside, New York.
Los Angeles

Sixth.

across

flown

American Desert"

—

is

theater in Rumania to be
equipped for the showing of talking
the

—

lyrics

flew

from the Coast to write the
for Ziegfeld's "Ming Toy," has

—

French Order More Photophones
stallations

Davison,

in

Paris The Syndicat Francais will
hold their annual meeting Nov. 10.
Jacksonville, 111.— The Fox-Illinois
A number of the exhibitor members
now is the name of the Illinois as a recently returned from London where
result of the transfer of the house to
investigated various sound reTwo other local they
the Fox interests.
cording apparatuses.

Pittston, Pa.

—

Sidney

installed

—

*

Installing Pacent in Cleveland
Cleveland D. L. Schumann is inPacent equipment in the
stalling

New

the Colony,

in

already

Magnascope has been

Joe Hurdig and Irving Selig will
open American Music Hall, formerly
42nd St.,
Buffalo Celebrity Prod, has open- Loew's American, West
Nov. 9 with stock burlesque, also
ed an office here to handle the Mickey
Mouse synchronized sound cartoons. Tremont, Bronx, Nov. 23, policy not
Arthur W. Zimmerman is in charge. yet determined.

—

lack-

of the house.

city.

is

Diggers of Broadway" is distressingly
production,
ing in zest or freshness. As a
color
though, it does have definite values. The
efblurred
work still gives an unfortunately
the whole
fect to the group scenes, but on
to good
the hues are handled with taste and
The chorus numbers are well staged
effect.
and all of the musical comedy sections are

*

of

Orleans Robert O'Donnell
scheduled to arrive here Nov. 10
to assume charge of the PublixSaenger chain under the supervision
of E. V. Richards.

of

I

the
recently
a
Co.,
Amusement
Jackson
formed theatrical enterprise of this

New

est

POST— *

Lester

L.

president

vice

of

duties

the

*

Tenn.— J.

Cartwright
former manager of the State, Chattanooga, has arrived here to assume

the

*

terian Hospital.

United States
Jackson,

His son, Harry, and
Morrison are taking charge

BILLY

Mitchell, former

—

Hiscott have resigned as directors of
Morris Needle, owner of the Park the Strand Film Co., Ltd. The new
West, New York, is recuperating board consists of Marshall Roberts,
from an operation at the Presby- Cecil Cattermoul and Sidney Foster.

«jl

sound equipment.

Moody Buys
Charleroi, Pa.

taken

»

Charleroi Majestic

— George

over

the

Majestic

here

from Joseph Price. Price is retiring
from the business and Moody now
has charge of the house.

f

W. Moody L

|

THE
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HARVARD WORK ON SETTLEMENT OF

PATHE,

Page 1)
of the board
Pathe, Inc., that the addition of
:>f
sound to such films will add to their
effectiveness as an educational aid.
One of the series will be a treatment of "Regions of the United
States" while the second will be on
Commerce and Industry." In the
first mentioned series, the eight separate geographic regions will be the
subject of the pictures and the basic
ndustries of the country will comprise the second.
Plans for these educational picures have been prepared by Dr
Kirtley F. Mather, Dean of the Dept

Geography

at

Harvard,

under

whose supervision the films will be
Pathe will produce them.
dited.
Distribution will be handled by the
Educational Department of Pathe
hrough 31 offices in key cities.
Together the two series will contitute a complete presentation of the
physiography, resources and comnercc of the nation, and their relaion to the development of cities and
he country as a whole.
While the new pictures arc prinarily designed for high schools and

Edition

Now

In Preparation

(Continued from Page 1)

(.Continued from

af

1930

STRIKE AWAITS WEBER

EDUCATIONAL TALKERS
Kennedy, chairman

ST. LOUIS

that

it

now

impossible to reach a

is

Adjustment is
N. Weber,
president of the American Federation of Musicians arrives here from

peaceful

settlement.

when Joseph

expected

New

York.

The walkout

of the musicians has
affected the gross receipts at the first
run houses, such as the Ambassador.
Missouri and Loew's State, but has
not seriously affected business of the

neighborhood houses.

Labor Rows

Are Taken
Washington Bureau

—

in 4 Houses
to Washington
of THE FILM 1'AILY

Washington Labor disputes involving three theaters in Fort Wayne,
Ind., and another in Pittston, Pa.,
and arising out of the number of
musicians to be employed, have been
carried to the Dept. of Labor for settlement.
The Fort Wayne houses
are the Emboyd, Palace and Jefferson.
The Pittston house affected is
the Roman.

Hoff berg To Distribute
"After the Fog" Abroad

made sufficientJ. H. Hoffberg Co., Inc., has acquired
the foreign distribution of
charentertaining
in
popular
and
y
icter as to render them suitable for "After the Fog," all-talker featuring
:xhibition to adult groups in com- Mary Philbin, produced by Beacon
nunity centers, churches, clubs and Productions.
issociations which comprise approxiE. L. McShane Quits Tiffany
nately 75 per cent of motion picture
Atlanta E. L. McShane, manager
ludiences outside the theater.
of the local Tiffany exchange, has resigned.
Ralph A. Morrow, district
manager for Tiffany, is temporarily

*fe

le*

't'SIEBS

olleges, they will be

—

iOEW'S COMMON STOCK

in

PLACED ON $3 BASIS

charge.

Resigns As Tiffany Salesman
Atlanta Roger Mitchell has reigned as salesman for Tiffany and is
r ow with Pathe in a similar capacity.

—

W. E. for Miamisburg, O.
Miamisburg, O. Western Electric
sound apparatus has been installed at
(1 the company reported a gross inome of $116,201,397, as compared the Plaza here. The house is opIvith
$99,260,303 the previous year. erated by Weaver Bros, and inauguVet income for the year amounted to rates its sound policy today.
ible

—

For the year ended Aug.

;12,107,026 as against $8,568,162 the
According
preceding twelve-month.
Nicholas M. Schenck, president,
io
he company is in a strong financial
iosition.

Independent Group Sees
500 Members in Britain

Garden, Pittston, Goes Sound
Pittston, Pa.
Comerford interests
have installed sound in the Garden
here.

—

Ltd.
onfident of

'WE

NEVER

DISAPPOINT'

The new company is
a membership of 500 by

Christmas, at

which time, according

expected to be "thorughly active and firmly established."

3

Elvy,

it

is

—

Granger, Tex. The Alamo now
sound programs.

^^T•^l^ll•]

is

Boren Buys Texas House
Memphis, Tex. Hollis Boren has
urchased the Palace from Charles
leacham.

Goes Everywhere
1200

PAGES

PRODUCTION
EXHIBITION
DISTRIBUTION

220 WEST 42 N-° STREET

NEW YORK

ffering

—

,

INCORPORATED

Granger House Wired

and

All and Everything Regarding

{Continued from Page 1)
3orp.,

Covers Everything

:

{Continued from Page 1)
Dec. 31 to shareholders of rec-

ord Dec. 13.

COMPLETE

Phone: Wisconsin 6876

ALLAN

A.

LOWNES. CEN. MCR.

Out As Usual In January

—

LAST CALLI

Have You Booked

"OVER THERE TODAY"?
On

November

eleventh a whole world celebrates

With ten years of

the anniversary of Armistice Day.

peace

behind

memory

clamor

of

boys who

fell,

the

of the

reverent

theless
nity to

.

edited

RCA Photophone

can

truly

title:

serve

is

Hall

L.

the

a quieter but none-

your

looo-foot

by Ray

bled under the

in

This

.

.

book the great

France,

the

spirit

we honor

war,

last

reel,

opportu-

produced

in

and synchronised by

System, which Pathe has assem-

"Over There Today." No theatre

the

interests

of

its

patrons

without

liar]

rdav

this

PAT HE

becoming gesture.

Get

in

Pathe Exchange

touch with your local

now,

and

hear

and
Mil

book
while

this

remarkable sound subject

there

is

still

time

— do

il

now!

tie

L
'i

-
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ACfON

More Than 1,500 Sign for
Mark Sought for by
End of Year is New

=

column of comment
=>By JACK A LI CO ATE

That Tiffany will reach the goal it
has set in securing 3,000 franchise
holders before the end of the year, is
predicted by Oscar Hanson, general

-IN addition to being a great comean and swell little guy, this fellow
To
sales manager of the company.
arold Lloyd is also somewhat of a
date the company already has signed
He was one of the contracts for more than 1,500 franjsiness man.
who bought 'em chise contracts, and from indications
financiers
smart
w
the low last Tuesday and sold 'em it is evident that the figure will be
He spent
(Continued on Page 9)
lickly on the rebound.
yesoffice
in
our
us
with
1
hour
rday talking of the stock market
The last three minutes 75
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passing interest
•er 7,000 new books were published
the United States during the past
This is about ten times the
;ar.
amber of pictures produced. Wonthe
;r which industry can boast of
It
successes?
of
percentage
eatest
ould be our guess that the mortality

-As

a

matter

of

Tiffany Franchise Plan
Several

have

Goal Set, Hanson

SHORTS ON UFA PROGRAM

estate

real

been

sent

scouts
recently
for

new
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townc

in

Oregon and WashingFox predominates at

ton where

present, and it is reported that
been
have
already
options
signed in many Oregon towns.
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(Continued on Page 9)
Myers, Petti John Invited
to Address Ohio M.P.T.O. Colman's "Condemned"
Columbus —Among those invited to
to Get French Showing
speak at the ninth annual convention

-Market took another nose dive yesrday and picture stocks slumped

Imagine Paratount at 48, Fox at 64 and Warner
rothers at 41. If you have any faith
all in the future of motion pictures,

ong with

the rest.

GERMAN THEATER COMPANY
CONTINUES EXPANSION
Washington Bureau of

THE FILM DAILY

Palast-Lichtspiele,
lese stocks at these prices are deGerman theater company, with the
ded bargains. It is our guess that completion of its Capitol in Cassel,
ithin a year they will be selling at now bring its holdings up to eight
vice what you can buy them for houses, according to a report to the
(Continued on Page 9)
iday.
:

Washington

-<•
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MEETING

mount

—Reported

plan

of

to seek control of the

Obstacles in the way of an immediate French release of Ronald
Colman's new talker, "Condemned."
are expected to be removed shortly
(Continued

on

Page

9)

Adolph Zukor

Para-

Famous

slated

is

to

arrive

New York

today from Europe.
His absence may have caused postoonement of discussion yesterday of
the reported deal of Paramount for
control of Famous Players Canadian.

in

Fox West Coast Forms

New
Denver
ters

here
ters,

Colorado Company

—Fox

has

a

Coast

Thea-

new company

Fox Colorado 'n-- a
The new o
report, was formed to tak>

known
Inc.

West

formed
as

cording to
over the holdings of Consolidated
Theaters which operate a number of
houses in Colorado and Wyoming
and which recently was purchased by
London A movie palace bigger in Fox.
size than the Roxy, New York, is
planned for London by the William
Co-starring
Fox organization, according to rePickford-Fairbanks
For
ports current in local theater circles.
London— Douglas Fairbanks and
The site, covering an area of 80,000
interview
square feet, is in the heart of the Mary Pickford, in a joint
of
Taming
"The
said
yesterday,
here
the
of
capacity
Seating
West End.
piclast
and
first
the
is
Shrew"
house will be 6,800, which tops the the
ture in which they will appear toRoxy by 600.
No reason was given for the
gether.
project
Official verification of the
intimated that
cannot be obtained at this time. The decision, but Fairbanks
Pickford.
Miss
of
wish
the
it
is
(Continued on Page 9)
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NEW TALKER COMPANY

Fox Planning London Theater
Bigger Than Roxy, New York

the last degree.

(Continued

Players Canadian circuit, so far as
can be learned, was not discussed
here yesterday at the board of directors' meeting, as had been exEfforts to secure statement
pected.
financing the in the matter proved unavailing.

—

-We have seen some great dramatic
.oments on both the silent and oral
:reen, but for startling dramatic in- of the M.P.T.O. of Ohio here on
nsity we have never seen anything Nov. 19 to 20 are Abram F. Myers,
compare with that two hundred head of Allied States Ass'n, C. C.
>
of human interest now being Pettijohn, of the Hays office, Gover:et
(Continued on fage 9)
lown at the Embassy Newsreel
heater in which a murderer confess his crime at Philadelphia Police
teadquarters of killing his sweetHere's tragedy and realism
;art.

—

St. Louis
At the suggestion of
Joseph N. Weber, president of the
American Federation of Musicians,
the local association will send a specommittee to New York for
cial
conferences with officials of Paramount and Warners in an effort to
settle the long-drawn-out strike ir,

Toronto

BRITISH PUBLIC INVESTS

in

Music Situation

SILENT ON

productions and 50 one reel sound
London Funds for
^shorts, according to an announcement from Ufa Films, Inc. in New World Studio Center, Ltd.. $10,000,York.
All of the Ufa features will 000 talker studio project sponsored
(.Continued on Page 9)
by J. D. Williams with Sir Gordon
greater
none book publishers is far
Craig as chairman, Bruce Johnson a;
producers.
picture
lan that of motion
*

Weber Suggests Meeting
New York to Settle

office to

theaters,
Among the places vislearns.
ited are a number of small

will

consist of a series of 25 talker feature

out

from the Publix home
line up desirable sites

Production program of Ufa, of Ger-

many, for the 1929-30 season,

LOUKJTRIKE

ST.

Publix After Sites

3,000

-a

Price 5 Cents
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Cour-des-Noues, 19.
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Richmond, Va. Evan R. ChesterThat an exchange waives protection when playdates are changed and man, director of the Virginia Division
that the exhibitor who has a second of Motion Picture Censorship, says
run contract has the right to assign
dates were upheld by the N. Y. Arbitration board yesterday in dismissing
complaint of Paramount against the
ExhibiSanders theater, Brooklyn.
tor contended that he had received
two availability notices and accepted
dates, but the picture on each ocHe then
casion was not delivered.
assigned dates, and again could not
receive a print.
Louis Nizer stated
that in withholding the picture from
Randolph Sanders the exchange was
trying to prevent loss of protection
The claim was for $150.
to first run.

Pacent Under Contract to
Service Stanley Theaters
Contract with Pacent for a year's
service has been signed by all Pacentequipped Stanley theaters in New
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fered losses from two to twenty
noints.
The hardest individual film
issue hit was Eastman Kodak which
was nipped for twenty points, while
Pathe "A" showed least losses with
a net decline of 2 at the end of the
day.
Fox sunk 10^4; Keith pfd lost
4; Loew's 3%', Paramount 7^ while

Roxy "A"

21

do units
do com
Skouras Bros
United Art
do
pfd

25
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24
28

22

dropped
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and

Warner
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in

New York

collection.
lelujah,"
licensed to be

M-G-M
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it

will

be

theater.

product,

shown

known

recently

this state.

in

to

Woman"
Zanft

ater

executives.

meeting of the Warner
Bros. Club at the Hotel Pennsylvania, N. Y.

Nov.

."Song of Love" opens at Geo.
M. Cohan, N. Y.
Projection talk by William Canivan at Hotel Astor, New York.
M. P. Club dinner to Commissioner

13

Nov.

Dec.

Grover Whalen at N. Y.
fall convention of Texai
Unit at Dallas.
19
"Love Parade" opens at Criterion,
N. Y.
19-20
Ninth Annual Ohio M.P.T.O
Convention at Columbus.
20 "Show of Shows" opens at Winter Garden, New York.
9-10
Meeting of North Carolina ci

— Annual

hibitors' unit at Pinehurst.

A

meeting

livered their

"Love Parade" Opens on Nov. 19
"The Love Parade," the Paramount
Maurice Chevalier, will
world premiere at the Criterion, New York, Nov. 19.
Ernst
Lubitsch directed.
The supporting
cast includes Jeanette MacDonald,
Lupino Lane and Lillian Roth.
film starring

have

its

New York

Shinko in

Anthony Shinko
aters,

Inc.,

is

of Southern Thearound town these

days visiting friends.
He operates
three houses, with headquarters at
St. Petersburg, Fla.

Leningrad

—

The

House

first

sound-film

which speakers de- theater in Soviet Russia was opened
addresses from the talk- here recently.
at

"Applause" Closes Nov. 17
"Applause" will end its run at the
Building. Criterion, New York, on Nov. 17.

Engineering Societies
York. The new portable RCA
Photophone equipment was used.

'he

New

AMP A

New

Publication

"Motion Picture Advertising"

name

of the new publication
soon will make its appearance.

month

a

in

is

the

which

to Coast

New

York,

January.
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AMALGAMATED
for

EXPLOITATION MAN
the HIGHEST CALIBRE
one who can produce
— No
— Paramount Pictures Exclu— Keen Competition Town
50.000 — Do Not Apply unless your're
wonder.

Alibis
sively

Box 100%,
1650 Broadway

VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
Attractions for

1200 Rooms

Picture Theatres

each with

Standard

Servidor

Bath and

Vaudeville Acts

ERNEST G.

of

a

c-o

New York

1600 Broadway, New York City

Phnne Penn. 3SSO

Film Daily

at

General

First Soviet Talker

Hear Speakers from Screen

in

results

the house reopens
as the Fox Palace

This one was "Hal-

tire

Brotherhood with Craft
William Brotherhood now is sales
-eoresentative for Craft Film Labora-

of

Remodeling Broadway Palace
Los Angeles Remodeling of the
Broadway Palace has begun. When

"Woman

of

der later rescinded figured in the en-

rlarold Lloyd left for Hollywood yesterday to prepare for his next production, which will be started early

WANTED

PRICE QUOTED

York.

Dinty Moores, N. Y., by Fox The-

examined within two weeks, only one
film of note in which eliminations
were previously ordered and the or-

After

Niagara Falls Ont. House
Niagara Falls, Ont—The Queen's
has been reopened as the Capitol and
now is featuring sound pictures.

...
...
...

4
35
10
75

2

Nov.

Nov.

Division

R. Reubenson, an exporter, has arrived in New York from London.

Sound

OVER THE COUNTER
BID ASKED

12

at Globe, N. Y.
Dinner tendered to John

New

stock market yesterday again ing screen was held at the transporbroke sharply, all industries being tation group session of the American
hit.
Stocks of the film industry suf- Institute of Electrical Engineers in

tories.

CURB BONDS

Opening

Nov.

Virginia

Harold Lloyd Returns

200
100
200
400

11

of
a
total of 63 films comprising 211 reels

the

Murray
Manager

Reubenson

904
954
984

Nov.

While the most recent bi-weekly
of

Central

Actors' Equity Ball at Hotel Astor,

Nov. 18-19

The

R-K-O

82

9

this state.

Motion Picture Censorship shows

at

Nov.

tion in keeping "unclean" films out of

report

"Paris"

of

N. Y.

Nov. 14

84

Keith A-O 6s 46
Loew 6s 41ww ..103

Opening

Today:

Nov. 16

274-

Pict

1929

The Industry's
Date Book

Meanwhile
the
Virginia
censors
seem to be relying largely upon producers and distributors for coopera-

New

Film Issues Drop
with Market Decline

BOND MARKET
do
do

his organization will Jiot be in position to cope with the audible film
situation in a satisfactory way until
after the necessary appropriation for
the installation of sound equipment
in the state office building is made.

England, Pittsburgh and
Washington.
Under the agreement Randall Succeeds
the houses will be given regular inas Paramount
spection service and crews will be
Unger, Paramount district
J.
J.
available for emergencies 24 hours
a day.
It is expected that all other manager, has appointed Henry Ranformer
salesman,
Brooklyn
Stanley houses equipped with Pacent dall,
Randall succeeds Tom
will eventually be included in the manager.
contract.
The Stanley chain has Murray who recently resigned due
Randall, has been with
placed an order for 140 Pacent film to illness.
attachments for use with disc equip- the organization for a year and a
ment in its theaters at a cost of $100,- half, having acted in various official
capacities prior to his promotion.
000.
York,

7,

SOUND FILMS

CHANGING PLAYDATES
VaL L N«. 33
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KILL

Gen. Mgr.

ROOM ano BATH 3

City
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Announcement

A

XEW

SERVICE TO--THE MOTION PICTURE

INDUSTRY
f

iViodem
date

business

facility for

•^SJH^a

functioning.

demands every up-toconvenient and efficient

•••••••••
its

Continental Theatre Accessories,

keeps
pace with this modern trend with the opening of its new display room and supply
depot at 325 West 44th Street, New York.
inc.,

c&his magnificent headquarters offers;
Complete exhibits of all standard and new devices, where
the purchaser can see exactly what he is buying.

An

intelligent

demonstration of every device under actual

working conditions.
Efficient service for all theatres, schools

and churches

modern motion picture equipment both sound and

and cleaners in the various
new methods of sanitation.

Instruction for janitors

of chemicals,

Here

soaps,

Everything for the Modem

Motion Picture Theatre
• • •

Except the Building

keep
approved methods

in
in

touch with the most
the exhibition

cordially invited to

visit this

avail yourself of

its

and

You are
new showroom

projection of motion pictures. •

and

uses

also the intelligent, progressive

exhibitor can

Satisfactory Service • • •

with

silent.

service,

•

•

•

•

•

Continental Theatre Accessories, inc.
Three -Twenty -Five West Forty - Fourth

Street,

New York

COLUMBIA PICTURES

rftj

$^
&&
SS**

(Presents

c

SONG of LOVE
An even! as important
as

the coming

:

DAILV

Timely Topics

Along The Rialto

A

Digest of
Current Opinion

€)
No

Entitled to

Good

SHOUTS

Less

Pictures

what do the reviewers
for the national trade papers
mean when they mildly damn a
picture and then give it a little
salve by saying "will go good in
the tanks," "will please in the

JUST

neighborhoods," and other such
conclusions? It is very misleading for the theater owners in
The city neighthe Southwest.
borhood houses do their business

on the pictures that are successful

in

downtown

the

first

runs,

and rarely ever use product that
does not get the preferred runs;
whenever they do use it, it is because other product is not available and they use it then for

weak

days.

"Motion Picture Journal"
*

*

Box

Office Returns

The classy crowd will be on hand at the Central tonight for
the world premiere of "Paris," First National-Vitaphone, starring
First night ducats are $5, with proceeds going
Irene Bordoni.
to the New York American Christmas Fund

Exhibitor,

getting the big hand in her vaudeville ap-

is

Kenneth Harlan, making
perance at the Palace this week
his legit debut in "White Flame," currently at the Vanderbilt
is not getting such a good break.
The play is below Broadway
requirements and Harlan's role is a tough one
Al Jolson, Warner star, has bought a new Mercedes sedan
equipped with a receiving set and two loud speakers, one for the
tonneau and the other for the driver's compartment. Now if his
chauffeur is ambidextrous, so he can tend to the wheel and listen
to the radio at the same time, everything will be all right
Incidentally, Mrs. Jolson (Ruby Keeler), after a fortnight in the
big burg, bas gone West to join her mammy boy

*

Up

Al Selig, of Tiffany Productions, Inc., is in the market for
maybe a motorcycle. He received word only yes-

to

a bicycle, or
terday that

Regional Says

the theater box-office cash
register doesn't ring up to the
satisfaction of Mr. Manager on
this season's product, the fault
should not be attributed to the
venture the asproducers.
sertion that at no period in the
history of motion pictures has
there been such an outstanding
array of diversified screen entertainment as that of the season of
1929-1930. This is an era of motion picture prosperity and quality, whether you want to believe
it or not.
If you don't want to
travel with it, then you are one
of that big majority who never
make the grade, and it's just too
bad.

We

"Woman

Woman"

to

will

open

Monday

at

the

Globe

IF

Hank
evolved a

Linet, publicity purveyor for

new system

of interviewing

Columbia Pictures, has
on his busy days, which

Monday, Tues., Wed., Thurs., Fri., etc. He has the callers
segregated according to the nature of their mission and then

are

receives

them

in

groups of from three to

five

the

"Pacific

Coast"

Independent Exhibitor"

NUMBER

86

86

MANY HAPPY RETURNS

Statistics
By JAMES

CUNNINGHAM

P.

The Film

Editor,

TWENTY-ONE
in

1908, Carl

years

Daily

ago.

Laemmle

*

*

&

slope.
*

*

*

In 1911, a downtown de luxe
house usually
operated
14
hours per day from 9 a.m. to
11 p.m., with an average show

Associated Producers will produce
and buy independent productions.
*

*

*

Fox terminates annual
vention in

New

York.

including

three

reels

of

film

and two illustrated songs. In
most cases, the three reels con-

*

sales

con-

houses scattered over the 13 Philippine Islands.
So you can picture
what fun it is to attend an opening
night's performance at one of the
adjacent
islands.
The newspaper
boys in Manila who are assigned to
cover the opening all start out in
rowboats three days before. They
stop at all the intervening islands to
take on the island officials and a few
Chinese and Philippino ladies. This
is
done to promote goodwill, and
purely in an effort to increase the
circulation of the Manila newspapers.
Along about the second day they still
have seven islands to go.
By this
time all hands are feeling pretty good
being all coked up with Filipino lemonade, which they tell us is very potent.

*

*

*

A few

weeks ago they had a premiere of "The Great Train Robbery," and the newspaper guys in
one roivboat started rowing for New
York, because one of the Chinese
ladies insisted the show was being
held at the Chatham theater near
Pell St. They have not been heard
of since. Another boatload lost their
oars, and drifted to Shanghai. The
third, crew reached the island of
Cebu two days late, and picked up
the news of the opening from the
local paper, which merely stated

instructors.
*

*

Famous Film Conversations

"Who

tipped

him

off?"

wishes and congratulations are extended by

THE

FILM DAILY
ing

members

who today

to the follow-

of the industry,

are celebrating their

birthday

Joe Cobb

weekly and the pictures every
two days, with frequent return engagements if the prod-

J. Mankiewicz
Margaret Morris
Edward Sedgwick

was good.

and interesting. The system makes
reviewing rather haphazard, but l
does give the newspaper boys
chance to get around a bit and learn
many interesting facts about the naIt also teachM
tive life and customs.
them how to row a boat, and leai
Philippino and Chinese from nice
*

sisted of three entirely different
pictures. Songs were changed

uct

translated: "Nice Phillipino
lady knifed Chinese gentleman jutt
before the picture started, which result in general slaughter so the
'Train Robbery' will not be shown
till next season."

Best

—

cific

November 7

in-

motion pictures.

Marcus Loew takes over Ackerman
Harris circuit of 19 theaters on Pa-

to statistician Jimmy
Cunningham, there are 275 film

i

troduced the Synchoscope of
America, claimed to be the first
device to combine sound with

IN

ACCORDING

So you can see that reviewing pictures in the Philippines is very quaint

Industry
Statistical

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

DALY

when

Thomas D. Van Osten
in

THAT'S
By PHIL M.

Jr.

of joy

Carmel Myers

1929

THAT

and other manifestations of glee broke out
intermittently in Broadway theaters Tuesday night as the announcements of election returns revealed that Jimmy Walker was
cinching his claim to another term as Gotham's mayor. Among
the movie palaces that gave the returns were the Paramount,
Rivoli, Rialto, Capitol, Colony and Strand

like

7,

AND

with

PhilM. Daly,
Smaller Houses

Thursday, November

*£

THEIR
FIRST
J O RS

Herman

DAVE BADER
Carl Laemmle's office boy

TAKE YOUR CHIN
OFF

YOUR CHEST

The

Show

Battle of

Giants thunders on with the

Radio Titan unlimbering mighty guns of showmanship on all fronts. "Rio Rita" second big month
on B'way at $2. top and a box-office paralyzer on
the road
"Street Girl" dancing to new triumphs
coasting
"Jazz Heaven
across the nation
Great attractions
briskly at the Globe, N. Y.
others moving with high promise
in work .
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

toward the cameras. The Cream of Radio's Pageant
of the Titans is yet to come.

TAKE

YOUR CHIN OFF YOUR

CHEST

Vital Factors

Radio's
Miracle
Success
in

DARING
Vital,

red-blooded showmanship

sive policy in production, sales
for cream-puff

and

showmanship

in

is

.

.

the keynote of Radio's aggres-

and
this

advertising.

Radio has no use

racing era of the spectacular

superlative.

Radio's

DARING

has been a

vital factor in

the sweeping triumph

The works were shot on RIO RITA
one magnificent stroke of showmanly daring. RIO RITA was

of the Pageant of the Titans.
in

the

first

fulfillment of

Radio's daring dreams. There

before the season ends.

PICTURES

Miracle

Workers

will

be others

THE
irsday,

November

7,

1
"

1929

THAN 1,500 SIGN

IRE

Coast Wire Service

ICOMMITTEETOACTON

OR TIFFAHY^RANCHISES

that production would be
K s S3 or $15 for that picture."

five

.

i

MAN THEATER COMPANY

Fowler Opens Production

On Program

"Sun-Kissed"

75 SOUND FEATURES AND
Four more houses are inice.
plans
jded in additional expansion
2,000a
are
They
the company.
Stuttgart and three
at house at

SHORTS ON UFA PROGRAM
(Continued from Page

1)

be produced in both German and
versions and available on film
seat- English
.ore at Munich. The aggregate
This will be augumented
disc.
and
Munich
three
|g capacity of the
by four expedition films also made
mses total 2,700.
Emil Jannings will be
in sound.
starred in "The Blue Angle" under
the direction of Josef von Sternberg.
This will be one of the three Erich
RIT1SH
Pommer productions for the comIn addition to the Jannings
pany.
titles already are set for
eduction,
IN
They are; "The
five other features.

pIliTiNVESTS

NEW TALKER COMPANY
(Continued from Page

1)

Melody

of

Life" and "Waltz of Love"

Pommer productions;
uropean manager and Bill Morgan, both "Erich
brmerly of First National, also con- "The Last Company," "The Eternal
being Tramp" and "The White Devil."
nected with the company, are
freely by the British public,
Iccording to the promoters, who reissue
jort that the proposed stock
As a re[as been fully subscribed.
ffered

plans are going ahead for the
lection of the studios here. Pictures
many
l/ill be made with dialogue in
jult,

iinguages.

Two

Louis Theaters
Are Damaged by Bombs
Louis— Bomb explosions did
St.
St.

damage to two local theaters.
The Lemay, at 318 Lemay Ferry
Road, owned by Mrs. I. M. Lau,

*1 5,000

suffered

to

extent of $10,000,
5415 Arsenal St.,

the

Myers, Pettijohn Invited
while the Macklin,
to Address Ohio M.P.T.O. owned by John
(Continued from Page 1)

L.
hifton, state director of education.
Harry Reichenbach is scheduled to be
Inaster of ceremonies at the banquet
lior

Myers Y. Cooper and John

nicked for $5,000.

the

damage

in

Lueken,
B.
Practically

was
all

both houses was

of
in-

flicted in the projection booths.

Reward of $500 has been offered
the
by Lau for information leading to

the

picture

make

will

is

Fox Assigns Korda

of Shorts

With the organization of an orchestra under the direction of Samuel C. Caldwell, the Fowler studios
have started production on the first
of a series of 156 single-reel sound
In addition the
shorts at Tec-Art.
plans
to produce
organization
Fowler
during the year 12 features in color
in one, two and three reels. The instrike."
itial production is being directed by
There are 7,000 musicians, includ- Alvin J. Neitz, with William Noble
ing 2,500 organists, out of work in and Paul Allen at the camera.
this country because of canned music,
Weber told interviewers.
"Sun-Kissed" Name of Banky Film
of

(Continued from Page 1)
of CornP. Division of the Dept.

the tentative

title

which Vilma Banky

for M-G-M. Victor Seasdirect the film, based on

trom will
an original by Sidney Howard. Edward Robinson will have a featured
role.

Nell O'Day in Whiteman Film
Nell O'Day and her Tommy Atkins Sextette have been signed by
Universal to appear in "The King of
Jazz Revue," starring Paul White-

Nov.

20.

arrest

parties.

Than Roxy

ts

Alexander Korda has been
chosen by Fox to direct "The
Dollar Princess."

4

?
*>

New

Leading Ladies
on Educational Roster

A new group gf leading ladies have
been added to the Educational roster.
They are Majorie Beebe, Ruth Hiatt,
Phyllis Crane and Addie McPhail.
Miss Beebe is working for Mack
Sennett, while Miss Hiatt is engaged
in "Grass Skirts," a Lloyd Hamilton
talking comedy.

Warner

Work

Starts

As
gram

a preliminary step in its proof studio improvements War-

ner will begin construction at once
on an additional story to its main
Hollywood building on Sunset Boule
vard.

M-G-M Acquires Operetta
man, soon to go into production unM-G-M
has acquired rights to the
Murray
of
John
supervision
the
der
operetta "Gypsy Love."
The score
Anderson.
is by Franz Lehar and the book by
Dr. A. M. Willner and Robert BoColumbia Signs Douglas Z. Doty
Columbia has signed Douglas Z. dansky.
Doty, the writer, to a long-term contract as an executive in its story department.

Movies Reunite Stage Players

Ann Pennington and Tom

Patricola have been brought together in
the movies. They will dance in "The
New Orleans Frolic," being pro-

To Co-Star In Musical
Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell
will co-star in "Budapest," a musical duced in grandeur by Fox.
film to be directed by Alfred Santell.
Marion Orth, Claire Kummer and
Bowers for Educational Film
Tom Geraghty have prepared the Fred V. Bowers, Keith vaudeville
story and dialog.
actor and songwriter, and Jack Taylor's Orchestra are to be seen in
Added to "Hell's Angels" Cast
"Toot Sweet," an Educational-Lloyd
Malena
Lena
Jane Winton and
Hamilton comedy.
have been added to the cast of
Ben
Angels."
United Artists' "Hell's
McGann to Direct Variety
Lucien Pnval and
Lyon, James Hall,
John Darrow are among the players.

Noah Beery to Sing
Noah Beery will warble

for the
the screen in First NaSong of the Flame."

McGann

has been assignVitaphone dramatic
"The People Versus—."

William
ed

direct

to

playlet,

a

3 Added to "Green Stockings"
Flora Bramley, Emily Fitzroy and
Claude Gillingwater have been added
to the cast of "Green Stockings,"
which will be produced by First Nawith Dorothy Mackaill and
tional

Basil

Rathbone

in the

chief roles.

Many Tunes

"Hot

"Hot

which Fox

in
for Paris,"

for Paris"
is

mak-

with Victor McLaglen starred,
will have at least six song numbers
by Walter Donaldson and Edgar
Leslie when it reaches the screen.
ing

Fox

A

to Fete

John McCormack

banquet and reception for John

will be given tonight at
at the Fox studios
Paris
the Cafe de

McCormack

I

I
1

of

Enlarging Coast Studio

first time on
and conviction of the guilty
tional's "The
Fred Wehrenberg, president
OwnTheater
Picture
of the Motion
fcolman's "Condemned"
organiza"U" Engages Harry Ruskin
ers has announced that his
Harry Ruskin has been engaged
to Get French Showing tion also will give a reward and
Murray
(Continued from Page 1)
personally will add to by Universal to 'assist John
which Wehrenberg
preparation and
is a result of a favorable report
the
in
Anderson
the amount.
Representatives of the French govstaging of "The King of Jazz Rehave
to
understood
ernment are
starring Paul Whiteman and
vue,"
French Editors Off Tomorrow
He also will help
ransmitted to the French foreign ofhis orchestra.
jice.
Definite permission will not be
The seven French journalists who write the dialogue.
ago at
{possible, however, until a print of the came to this country a month
sail
Sim is shown to the official censor the invitation of Paramount will
Signed to Long Contracts
lie
the
aboard
x>ard in Paris.
for home tomorrow
Bessie Love and Charles King
Masson,
They are Jean
de France.
long-term conGas- have been signed to
iFox Plans London Theater Maurice Huet, Henri Reiner, Louis
M-G-M.
tracts by
ton Thierry, Paul Achard,
Greater
Emile
Lebreton.
Rene
and
Delapree
Men"
RKO Gets "All the King'sbeen
(Continued from Page 1)
charge of publicity for
achas
Men"
King's
the
"All
Fox corporation, however, is the only Darbon, in
Paramount in Paris, will accompany quired by Radio Pictures.
big producing firm that does not
them.
have a key theater in London.

'he evening of

5

Hollywood Happenings

ST. LOUISCTRIKE ISSUE

(Continued from Page 1)
{Continued from Page 1)
siderably increased before January the Skouras super-theaters and the
Amusement Company
Louis
St.
the new year.
s houses.
company
the
on
commenting
n
naWeber, who was here Monday
ional quota, Hanson said, "our
Allied States and Tuesday, said the New York
,al quota is fixed by
'
These quotas range from conference appears to be the only
5 n
of possible solution.
"The situation in
liOOOO to $700,000 in the case
exhibi- St. Louis rests entirely with the pubThe
completed.
just
tiires
case lic," he said. "If they prefer canned
pavs $3 per $100,000 in the
a music and patronize theaters having
Should
houses.
small
certain
exhibi- only that kind of music, I do not
ture be $500,000 and the
rental see what can be done to settle the
rental is $3 per $100,000 his
s

I

to

break eve ry

box-office record
in history*

—

Tonight

Opening

Central
Theatre, New York.
Auspices

New

Christmas Fund

•

York

American

Tickets

$5.00 each.

Jack

IRENE

KfUDCN
aFIRST

Buchanan
Jason Robards

Zasu Pitts

I!

and Louise Hale

A

Clarence Badger ProBased on play
artin Brown. Color
es by TechniCOLOR

Hiirtion.
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Two, Seeks Third Broadway House

UNITEDART1STS TO EXPAND THEATERCHAIN
29 from Sono Art- World Wide This Season
Irene Bordoni
in "Paris"
JACK ALICOATE—

—By
BORDONI has lost not
IRENE
one whit of her charm, characteristic individuality or vivacity in

her transition from the singing stage

movies musical. This was persuasively demonstrated last evening
when Miss Bordoni made her pictorial
debut at the Central Theater in the
First National-Vitaphone production
to the

"Paris."

It's

the

same fascinating

Zukor, Returning, Silent on Warner Deal

Expansion of U. A. Chain
to be Undertaken in

in despatches from Paris as stating
the Paramount-Warner deal was still on, Adolph Zukor, on stepping
York, told
ashore yesterday in
DAILY, that he
knew "nothing new" on the deal. He. expressed himself as feeling
fine and eager to "get back into harness."
While the deal has been declared officially by both parties to
have been discarded, it is known that an important meeting in connection with it, was scheduled to take place today.
However, in
view of Harry M. Warner's departure yesterday for Atlantic City,
for a brief rest, it is not unlikely that this meeting may be postponed.

Although he had been quoted

Two

THE FILM

New

TIFFANY GETS GAIETY

United Artists Theater Circuit, its
expansion program slated to be carried out in "two important directions."
The expansion plan follows
announcement of its net for the year
Aug. 31, 1929, which more than
doubled last year's earnings.
Net for the year ended Aug. 31,
totaled

1929,

seasons
a story

because

and fast
moving and keeps one almost con-

Here again we
delighted.
have more direct and convincing evidence that the talkers are the thing
In "Paris" First National will bring
tinually

Miss Bordoni and her splendid talent
before an audience of countless millions while, but a year ago on the
legitimate stage, her sphere was limited to a few of the larger cities.

The High Spots
The

a familiar
tern.

is cut from
and proven pattaken from the stage play

story of "Paris"

and

It is

tried

Tiffany Prod., has acquired a year's
on the Gaiety, New York, its
second Broadway outlet, with a third
now being negotiated for. PreviousIND'P'L'S ly, the Globe had been leased, the
company slated to take over operation
Indianapolis—Arbitration is being next Monday with opening of "Wocontinued in this territory with the man to Woman." H. William Fitelboard whose exhibitor members were son, attorney for Tiffany, worked out
The
named by the president of the Cham- the deal for the company.
The Associated Gaiety and Globe deals are said to
ber of Commerce.
Theater Owners of Indiana, a mem- have involved in excess of $500,000
ber of Allied States Ass'n, is con- while additional deals declared pendtinuing its refusal to be a party to ing will, it is said, run this amount
close to $1,000,000.
Either "The Lost
arbitration.
Zeppelin" or "Peacock Alley" will be
Protection, Arbitration to first picture shown at the house under Tiffany management.
ageme

ARBITRATION

1$

BEING

lease

PLAN TECHNICOLOR PLANTS

AT

Highlight Texas Meet

—

same name that was

New York

taxes

(Continued on Page 2)

Dallas Protection and arbitration
a success
season and con- are expected to be the highlights of
cerns the trials and tribulations of a discussion at meeting here Nov. lcV
French actress who starts out in the and 19 of the Texas exhibitor unitl
{Continued 'on Page 8)
first reel to marry a son of wealth
and culture from the States and
spends the next six reels convincing
mama-in-law that she is on the up FILM ISSUES HELD
and up.
It has several technicolor
sequences of advanced order and decided merit.
Clarence Badger, who
LEVELS
directed, did a fine, workmanlike, all
around job with the sure touch of
Motion picture issues are cited at
one who knew what it was all about. present levels as attractive investJack Buchanan, the English comedian ments by "The Wall Street Journal"
of the
in

after

$1,113,732

and provision for depreciation and

Bordoni that has captivated metropolitan audiences for several
past, and, while "Paris" as
will not give one a headache
of its depth it is smart, crisp

Directions

Increase of the number of i* .liters
in its chain is planned this year by

last

November

Dr. Herbert T.

Kalmus, president

of Technicolor, accompanied by Mrs.
Kalmus, will sail today for Europe
to complete negotiations for construc-

tion of plants in England and on the
continent. The first laboratory is expected to be built in or near London,
and the second in Germany, probably
Berlin.
After a sojourn in London.
Mrs. Kalmus will visit
Dr. and

France,
while

Germany and

we may,

Italy.

We

say we.

*

*

do.

*

Famous Film Conversations
"Please remit."

GOOD

BUYS AT PRESENT

excellent account of himself and
from now on will probably enter the more
select Hollywood social circles.
Others in the
cast who stood out were Louise Closser Hale
who plays the mother and the always interesting Zasu Pitts.
"Paris" is box office without
an argument and should receive a satisfac-

gave

tory

an

reception

everywhere.

TALKING PICTURE EPICS

THEIR
FIRST

handle

JOBS

COLUMBIA TO RELEASE

Columbia

Pictures

will

distribution of the travel and
on the ground that "the film industry physical
films made by Talking
adventure
never has been affected appreciably
according to M. J.
Epics,
Picture
in the past either by major declines
Weisfeldt, director of distribution for
in the

stock market or by temporary

industrial depression."
"Current selling prices of
(Continued on Page 8)

the latter.

Talking Picture Epics

will

sales representatives in

motion have its own
each of the Columbia exchanges.

LOUIS NIZER
errand boy Regal Shoe Co.

s

—3&^
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munications to
Exports of positives accounted
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Broadway, New York, N. Y.
mainly for the large increase.
Eu4736-4737-4738-4739. Cable address: Filmday,
Ralph rope continues to be the leading
New York. Hollywood, California
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite market, and with the advent of sound
London— Ernest W. Fredman, The films
6607.
this has become the largest
St.,
Wardour
Renter, 89-91
Film
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Financial
STOCK MARKET
High

Low

Close Sales

24
26
24
Am. Seat
Con. Fm. Ind. ... 14&
13J4
18
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.
17J4
18J4
170^ 183
183
East. Kodak
6154
71M
Fox Fm. "A" ... 72
1854
1854
Keith A-0
18J4
78
78
78
do pfd
48
48
41 }4
Inc
Loew's,
855^ 8554 8554
pfd.
ww
8154 8154 8154
pfd.
x-w
22
22>4 22
M-G-M pfd
52?£ 45
Para. F-L
5
5
4?4
Pathe Exch
8
Syi
9
do "A"
I8/2
1854
1554
R-K-O
55
Univ. Pict. pfd
40^. 3454 4054
Warner Bros
40
40
do pfd
37J4

M

.

WA

1,900
2,700
1,900
6,700
20,500
100
100
6,600
100
100

*BaI.

& Katz

Columbia Pets.

.

.

.

2'4?4

Thea. vtc
*Film Insp
Fox Thea. "A" ... 1454
Gen. Thea. Equ. ..30

23

*Cont.

Griffith

D.W.

.

Paramount

Univ.

Pict

1

8M
4^4

854

8*4

4%

4%
19%

25

25

BOND MARKET

23
25
854

circuit

by

Beaverbrook

Lord

"Woman

of

Woman"

to

at Globe,

Nov.

N. Y.
Dinner tendered to John Zanft at
Dinty Moores, N. Y., by Fox The-

12

ater

executives.

General

Nov.

meeting of the Warner
Bros. Club at the Hotel Pennsylvania, N. Y.
"Song of Love" opens at Geo.

13

.

M. Cohan, N. Y.
Nov. 14

Projection

talk by William Canavan at Hotel Astor, New York.
Nov. 16 M. P. Club dinner to Commissioner
Grover Whalen at N. Y.
Nov. 18-19 Annual fall convention of Texas

—

Unit

Nov.

at

Dallas.

"Love Parade" opens

19

at Criterion,

N. Y.
Ninth Annual Ohio M.P.T.O.
Convention at Columbus.
Nov. 20
'Show of Shows" opens at Winter Garden, New York.
Nov. 25 "Vagabond Lover" premiere at
Globe, N. Y.
Dec. 9-10
Meeting of North Carolina ex
Nov. 19-20

hibitors' unit at Pinehurst.

and

associates and in view of the new alignment
in the British industry.
Cash and call loans stood on August 31,
This compares with
1929 at $1,238,973.
Total current assets
$207,151 a year ago.

FILM EXECUTIVES
Young man,

extensive

experience

in

phases of film business thoroughly
competent and reliable; excellent corall

;

respondent;
selling
and organizing
ability;
widely traveled abroad, desires position as assistant to executive
or department head

;

first

class

refer-

ences.

Box 0-185
1650 Broadway

c-o

Film Daily

New York

City

last year.

totalled

A

a

1,926,749,

decrease also

is

slight

shown

K/>A%Y Y>AT

imports

ARE YOU LAFFIN ? ?

gen-

you will be*.,
if you book

decrease.
in

of positives.

700

A.

Kirkpatrick,

S.

assistant

manager of Educational Film
Exchanges left Thursday for a brief
motor trip through the Southeast, and
eral

Krazy
Kat
SOUND

a short rest in Florida.
After visiting several exchange cities, Kirkpat100
rick will vacation at Miami.
Mr
100
Kirkpatrick, who is accompanied on
his trip by Mrs. Kirkpatrick, will re40C turn
to his desk in the Educational

home

office in

four weeks.

n

aaartTon

CARTOONS

to

dancing, there will be what is termed
as a surprise amateur entertainment

prepared and performed by
of the

members

Club.

Animated by
and MANNY

BEN HARRISON

Musical Director

WANTED

IRENE

York.

Opening

11

Kirkpatrick on Trip

1454 34,700
30
3,400
35

the sale of the controlling interest in the

P.C.T.

1929

Actors' Equity Ball at Hotel Astor,

New

Nov.

1,600

2

"A"

Intern. Proj
Loew do deb. rts.
Loew's Inc. war ..
*Nat. Scr. Ser
Nat. Thea. Sup

of

8,

65,800

5 54

1354
26

United Artists' houses, namely, those in
With
Chicago, Detroit and Los Angeles.
the RivoU and Rialto, New York, this makes
five major houses in which United Artists
and Paramount are jointly interested.
Late in the year the Chinese Theater,
Hollywood, was subleased to the Fox-West
Coast interests.
During the year United Artists'- minority
Great
circuit
of
P.C.T.
interest
in
the
Britain was disposed of at an excellent profit.
This course seemed advisable in view

—

CURB MARKET

70
24?4

Nov.

1)

imports for the nine months.
The United Kingdom becomes the
leading individual market, followed
by Germany and France. Australia, on August 31, 1929 were $1,958,418 and
There were no
current liabilities $372,589.
for the first time since 1925, fails to
bank loans.
head the list of important individual
markets, but it shows an increase of
To Repair at Ogdenburg
about 12 per cent in imports for the
Ogdenburg, N. Y. Schine Theafirst nine months of 1929.
ters will repair and enlarge the seatThe Far East, Canada and British ing capacity of the Strand. Work
South Africa also show increases over will be started in January.

Imports of sensitized but not exposed films for the period amount to
273,139,357, an increase of more than
50 per cent.
Negative motion pic300
31,100 tures imported for the same period
8,700
3,800
39,400

{Continued from Page

Washington Increase of about 25 amortization, compared with $516,919
in the previous annual statement.
per cent in film exports for the first
After deducting $280,000 for prenine months of 1929 as compared
ferred dividends on the 40,000 shares
with the same period in 1928 is shown
of 7 per cent convertible preferred
in a preliminary statement by the M.
stock there remains $833,732, equiP. Division of the Dept. of Comvalent to $1.66 a share on the 500,merce. Total exports to all markets
uOO shares of Common Stock.
during this period in 1929 amounted
During the year an arrangement was ento 201,137,429 linear feet with a de- tered into with 'Paramount whereby the
clared value of $5,449,491, against latter became jointly interested in three more

November

The Industry*
Date Book

EXPAND THEATER CHAIN

THE FILM DAILY

Washington Bureau of

Friday,

Distributed

EXPLOITATION MAN
the HIGHEST CALIBRE
one who can produce
— No
— Paramount Pictures Exclu— Keen Competition Town
of

results

Alibis
sively

—

50,000
Do
a wonder.

of

Box 100%,

c-o

Film Daily

New York

City

GOULD
DE NAT

By Columbia

PRODUCED BY WINKLER
Western
Electric Recording

Not Apply unless your're

1650 Broadway

— JOE

Winkler

Sound Cartoons

November

Friday,

8,

—2&"h
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Timely Topics

— €)—
A

Digest of
Current Opinion

News-Theater Held Powerful
Force,

Termed

"Fifth Estate"
newspaper, of course, will
immore
grow
remain,

THE

—

portant in its own field that of
presenting, summarizing, interpreting news. The news-theater
reporting
supplement it,
will
more accurately and vividly than
If, as an astute
any reporter.
Frenchman said, the press is the
fourth estate, the news-theater
And incidentally it
is the fifth.
gives everybody a billion new
neighbors.
"New York Evening Journal"
*

*

Talkers Advantage Over Stage

BOX
mate

prices for a legitishow are too high.
Scalpers then double the regular prices. Wages for stage hands
office

and musicians have gone up 500
to 1,000 per cent in the last ten
It makes prices higher
years.
than in the talkies. And in the
pictures you can get scenery and
locale that cannot be shown on
the stage.

Arthur Hammerstein
*

*

*

Opening
His Eyes to Economic Changes
Sees Independent

PhilM. Daly,

Jr.

By PHIL M.

McGuire, advertising and
PA.Projector
working
Corp.,

publicity head of International
hard to assure success of the
luncheon to be held at the Hotel Astor, Nov. 14, for William F.
Canavan, head of the stagehands and operators' international.
The Projection Advisory Council is to play host to
Canavan, who is to outline the projectionist's place in the industry
•

is

Universal's "The Last Performance" is being held over for
Several
second week at the Little Carnegie, Noo Yawk

a

players

Lover" won vacations, including
and Jeanette MacDonald, leading woman.

"The Vagabond

in

Dennis King, the

star,

Ludwig

Berger, the director, is planning a vacation trip
Al Jolson
to Yurrop, returning to Hollywood next Feb. 11
In
donated ten G's to the Hebrew Sanatorium on the Coast.
doing so, he made a little talk on his own battle against the
"teebee."

Among
the

the

first to

hop into town and

big mit with felicitations and

Frank

Price, Jr.,

head

man

of

such,

slip "Jimmy" Walker
was none other than

Wilson Amusement

Co.,

Balti-

more.
Quite a lad, Frank, had a wealth of stories which he
unloads with real gusto
Hazel Harmon, just a pen and
pencil girl who runs a column in one of the farm journals, claims
she has an awful time keeping her moving pitchur connections
straight
Belle Baker, star in "Song of Love" arrived in
N. Y. yesterday.

What

glad
getting at the N.
knocked records
Clemence, veteran
a

hand Gloria Swanson's "The Trespasser" is
Y. Rialto, United Artists stating that it has

the proverbial cocked hat
"Bill"
trade paper man, is handling advertising and
publicity for North American Sound and Talking Picture Equipment Corp., which manufactures Tone-O-Graph. "Bill" is well
known in the trade, and knows his onions
for

LETthe

be said to the credit of
independent theater owners that they are fully mindful
of the changing economic conditions which have characterized
developments in the industry
since the advent of sound. More
than ever before in our experience in the business the unaffiliit

ated exhibitors, and particularly
those who operate in small situations, recognize that many theater failures are traceable to economic conditions quite outside
producer-distributor control, and
that the exhibitors themselves are
responsible for others.

Anna Aiken

Patterson in

"Weekly Film Review"
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Industry
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By JAMBS
Statistical

P.

Editor,

CUNNINGHAM
The Film

IN
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M. PATEE'S Newark (N. J.) theater was not

the first exclusive film house,
according to veteran New York
showmen who pointed out yesterday that the Vitascope opened in New Orleans in 1896, under direction of William Rock

who
Warner

Bros,

secure

rights to William

distribution

N. Selig's animal

later

became president

of

whereas
pictures,
Vitagraph
Patee's house did not screen its

show until 1898. The Vitascope was a temporary affair,
however, and was succeeded
soon after by the old Chatham
at Chatham Sq., New York,
also opening in '96. The latter

*

*

*

Eastern production not hindered by
coal strike.
*

*

*

Potter Palmer, of Chicago, denies
that the Palmer House property is
to be sold to Paramount.

house continued for 20 years.

rpERRY RAMSAYE,

in the course
of editing Pathe Review, had occasion to do some research owrk on
the origin of baseball.
He also dug
up some of the old-time stars whc
made baseball history, with the folwho pitched a no-hit game in 1877
for the old Philadelphia Athletics, is
now a Philadelphia policeman. Amos

-*

Rusie,

king for the

New

in the Nineties,
in
the west.

Hans

speedball

York Giants
poultry

man

is

one-time fence-buster for
the Pittsburgh Pirates, runs a sporting goods store in Pittsburgh. Fred
Tenney, star first baseman for the
Boston Nationals, is an insurance
agent.
And believe it or not, Joe
Tinker, the oldtime flash on the Cub
team, is a florist!

It's all very distressing.
To think
that these birds who built up the publicity that made the national pastime
one of the world's greatest indus-

tries are

agents

now
and

poultry men, insurance
florists.

Wots

gonna

happen

to the big publicity shots in
this fillum business 20 years from
now? Paul Gulick will probably be
running a girls' seminary in Pompton Lakes, N. J.
You may find
Glenn Allvine presiding over a service station at Long Beach. Howard
Dietz no doubt will be operating a
ping pong parlor at Atlantic City.
Billv Ferguson in 15 years may lure
you into one of those real estate
dealer's cars that meets you at the
suburban station Sunday afternoon,
and with a lotta fast talk gip you
into ten dollars down on a lot in the
Jersey medows. And the rest of the
publicity lights you will find in a
dozen years acting as messenger boys
in Wall Street, trying to get back
some of the dough thev lost in the
Grand Flop of 1929. Mebbe some of

So don't sneer
the executives, too.
You may be
at a messenger boy.
knows?
one yourself, some day.
Let's make whoopee
cares?
do.
while we may, say we.

Who

We

Famous Film Conversations
Best
tions

wishes and congratulaare extended by

THE

FILM DAILY
ing

members

who today

to the follow-

of the industry,

are celebrating their

birthday

THEIR
FIRST

JOBS
Marie Prevost
Paul F. Maschke

W.

F. Fitzgerald

a

Wagner,

"Please remit."

first

production.

DALY

Who

Daily

CLAIRE

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

THA T'S
THAT

with

*

Difference in Prices Gives

AND

Along The Rialto

LOUIS NIZER
errand boy Regal Shoe Co.

——

——

:

;;

;;

Friday,

DAILY

OAny

"Young Nowheres"
First National

New York

AMERICAN—*

* * a public already surfeited with splendor and "stupendous" things
upon the screen will give heartfelt thanks

homely simplicity. * * * may be hokum. But its the kind of hokum that makes
the box-office turn-stile go round.
for

Changes in the exhibition field
for August as reported by the
Film Boards of Trade, and compiled by THE FILM DAILY

DAILY MIRROR—The

idea of the story
not without kick, but it should have been
Dragged out to a feature
used in a short.
length special it is drab and sloppy.
* * not a great picture,
DAILY
but it is a wholly appealing one, which should
keep the Barthelmess fans loyal to his support, and add more laurels for that dainty,
pretty little miss, Marian Nixon.
* * * a simple
and
little tale, developed with much sympathy
genuine feeling by the director, Frank Lloyd.
is

But "Young Nowheres"

too slight

is

to

war-

rant a two-a-day presentation.
* * * its shortcomings are in
its limited story appeal and not in its characterization or in its splendid direction.

GRAPHIC—

HERALD-TRIBUNE—

#

*

*

—

Clayton

—

Nowheres" these modern pioneers, star and
director have made a brave and creditable attempt to break away from the sterility of
story and triteness of treatment characterisrun of dialogue pictures.
tic of the general
'

Instead of another backstage drama bathed
in pathos and drenched with honeyed hokum,
or a courtroom melodrama crammed with
artificial sentimentality, they present a simple and honest story, told without trickery
or triuinpery.

—

POST So carefully and delicately has
Director Frank Lloyd told his story that even
the slightest details of sight and sound are
absorbingly interesting and the romance be-

—

tween the boy and the girl never for an instant boils over into the sentimental or be
comes wearisome, as it might easily have done.

SUN —

* Intelligently presented, nicely
undistinctively written and photographed,
if
for its sustained mood, for its
it is notable
quality of tenderness and for the performance
of its leading player.
* * * a simple story, simply and effectively told, that has received
considerably more attention from the direc
*

Closings
National

*

TELEGRAM—

Frank Lloyd, than its meagre framework
deserves. Then, too, Marian Nixon plays the
role of Annie Jackson in so fine and sensitive a manner that she steals all the honors
right out from under Mr. Barthelmess's nose.

Changes

—

talking motion picture of resimplicity,
without fireworks
freshing
but
with much of beauty in its fragile, quiet char*
*
*
acterizations
in Richard Barthelmess's
career he has seldom surpassed this work
under the direction of Frank Lloyd, and Miss
Marian Nixon never before has seen the day
when she has been so altogether exquisite, so
authentic as a personality.

Jossey Succeeds Bell at

Omaha— With

Omaha

the transfer of Earl
Bell,
manager of the Warner exchange to New York as buyer for
the Stanley circuit, J. S. Jossey, former exchange
owner who recently
associated himself with the Warner

branch, has been

McGhee

Closings

—

I.

Rosefield.

—

—Lyric

;

Springs

— Palace.

Buena Park

RCA

;

Openings

Park,

—

;

colored

five

I

|

as well as playing the various selections that are heard in the picture.
Every time they played a number
from "Broadway Melody" the leader would
so announce it to the
crowds. J. L.
Cartwrifjht.
State.

—

Chattanooga, Tenn.

"Red Lips"
(Universal)

Worked up
the

a

good attraction

in

A

foyer.

A

—

Valuskis

sold to
Siddall;

of

a

—

—

Ownership

in

— Buena

SHOWMEN

dressing table and
bench was furnished by furniture
FLORIDA
store and a variety of cosmetics on
Changes in Ownership
Apopka Apopka, sold to Remer M. Young the table was furnished by a departby Frank Kopp; Fernandina Rex, sold to ment store. On the mirror was pasMr. Benton by F. W. Sadler; Lakeland
ted a pair of lips while just above
Strand, sold to Harold Pavey by Publix,
Palatka Lincoln, sold to Green & Blanch- appeared the name of Buddy Rogers.
ard by C. C. Walker.
girl was usually at the dressing
Closings
table going through the manipulaMiami Beach Strand. tions of applying the assortment of
Groveland Rainbow
GEORGIA
cosmetics. C. D. Haug, Strand, Bir-

—

;

Yellville

Picture Corp. by J. W.
Corona
Chapultepec, sold to Cruz Brothers by J.
A. Smith Fresno Pantages, sold to WarElsinore
ner Brothers by Pantages Circuit
Elsinore, sold to J. C. McCabe by R. W.
Laanpherel;
FullfceronMission, Isold to
Fox-West Coast by Universal Theaters,

—

;

Changes

—

—

Ownership

in

Douglas Rivoli, sold to Rivoli Theater Co.,
Eatontom Dixie, sold
by W. H. Carroll
to Byron Cooper by Julia S. Reese; Folkston Paxton, sold to C. P. Cohen by

mingham,

Ala.

—

;

"Redskin"
(Paramount)
Cohen I. Jones.
Induced a department store and a
Rialto, sold to Fox- West Coast by UniverClosings
newspaper to sponsor a poster conLong Beach — Lyric, sold to Arlington — Strand.
sal Theaters
test and then got an Indian chief to
Los
Clyde A. Teeter by J. P. Hogan
IDAHO
award the prizes. Each poster had
Angeles Alvarado, sold to Fox-West Coast
Changes in Ownership
by C. W. Salyer, Gem, sold to V. B.
to be accompanied by an official enGordon
by
Strand, sold to A. C.
Miller by Schwartz Bros., Lido, sold to Nampa
George A. Allen; Priest River Cozy; try coupon which was obtainable at
Fox-West Coast by Lido Theaters, Inc.
Weston — Opera House, sold to George Kel- the children's department of Bon
Mill Valley
Montrojse —Montrose,
Hub
son by H. H. Merrill.
Marche, the department store in the
sold to W. C. Mays by R. M. Doyle;
ILLINOIS
Orange Colonial, sold to O. H. Bevis by
tie-up.
Upon submitting the comEasterly & Lea
Redlands— Mission, sold
Changes in Ownership
pleted poster and official coupon at
to Leslie Cuffe by West Coast Theaters
Berwyn — Parthenon, sold to B & K Midwest

—

;

—

—

i

—

;

—

—

—

;

—

;

—

San Bernardino Strand, sold to Mr. CosSanta Ana
sack by Alex McPherson
Broadway, sold to Fox- West Coast by
Santa Cruz Cameo
Universal Theaters
;

—

;

—

;

Whittier Scenic, sold to Fox-West Coast
by Universal Theaters, Strand, sold to
Fox-West Coast by Universal Theaters.

Closings

— Star
Angeles—

Arbuckle
ett

Corona

;

—Crickett

Crick— California
—Liberty Los
;

Long Beach

;

;

PasDivision, New University
adena Raymond
San Diego Pantages
Balboa
Santa
Rosa
Elite.
San Francisco

—

—

—

;

;

;

—

;

Cedarville

—Cluck.

Re- Openings

Downey
cess

;

— Meralta

—

;

Tehachapi.

COLORADO
Changes in Ownership
Bonanza Ritz, sold to Max Williams by
John Zandra Denver Rivoli, sold to Frank
Milton by Paris Amusement Co. Florence

—

—

;

;

—

Rialto,
Inc. by
sold to

sold

Consolidated Theaters,
Kincaid
Littleton
Palm,
Theaters, Inc. by J. R.

to

—

Hobart
Kessey
Ruberson
Matheson Matheson Hall, sold
to Earl Piper by Matheson and Eacritt.
;

—

;

Closings
Steamboat Springs

—Alden

;

Walden

New Famous House
Youngstown, O.
reported

to

have

which was

—

—

Star.

Reported

Paramount

taken

is

over

the

built last year.

The

C. Sipe Gets Sumter House
Sumter, S.
The Garden has
of the Memphis branch of First Na- been transferred from the Southern
tional.
Amusement Co. to Mrs. L. C. Sipe

C—

—

—

;

by Frank N. Coon; Danville Colonial, sold
to O. Muench & Nels Frye by Wm. Heasman Downers Grove Curtis, sold to BernQuincy
hardt A. Garbe by Elmer Uhlhorn
—Family, sold to Fuqvta & Dittmeyer by
M. J. Bollmer; Tremont Gem, sold to
Roy H. O'Brien by Freda Harrington;
Tuscola Strand, sold to George Barber
by L. E. Linton; Waterloo Capitol, sold
to Schroder & Fridrichs by Mrs. A. Hall;
Xenia Palace, sold to Bowman & Howard
by John Bowman.

—

;

;

—

—

the store, each entry received a recognition card admitting them to the
special performance.
T. R. Eearl,
Imperial, Asheville, N. C.

—

"Weary River"
(First National)

A novelty arrow made out of cardboard read, "To Weary River" and
these were in conspicuous places in
prominent
locations
the
most
throughout the city the arrow al-

—
general direcBrock,
theater. — W.

ways pointing

in

the

tion of the
State, Chattanooga,

J.

Closings

"Simba"

—

—

—

——

——

;

;

—

—

—

—

—

;

—
—

\

Tenn.

(Martin- Johnson Corp.)
Palmettos were strewn on top and
Alsey Alsey; Bethany Cozy; Chicago Vernon, Vitagraph; Dahlgren— Onera House; around the box-office in such a quanHunter Community; Ipava Garden; Mo- tity that it gave a varitable hut efPeotone 'VicOrion Orion
Bio
line^
Raymond- fect leaving an open space at the
Eltinge
tory Pleasant Hill
Sheffield
Royalton Royal
window for the cashier to sell tickets.
Community
Gem.
Sheffield; Upper Alton
Also two side pieces and one piece
New Theaters
across the top of the entrance to the
BroughBatchtown Batchtown, owner H.
theater were used with palmettos
Edwar
owner
Broughton Barker,
ton
tacked on this as well as strings of
Barker.
palmettos running through the lobby
and under the marquee. A quantity
New Swiss Theater Company
Washington Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY of moss was also used on these
Washington— Esa S. A., picture strings to give it a very realistic juntheater company, has been incorpo- gle effect. Seven-foot letters, cut-out
rated at Biel, Switzerland, it is learn- of beaverboard and painted white
ed by the M. P. Division of the Dept. were tacked on the front of the marof Commerce.
quee.
These letters spelt out the
title
of picture and made a very
flashy showing with the palmettos
Sells Interest in Canby House
between
each of the letters. L. P.
Lyon
has
E.
W.
Minn.
Canby,
Baudreaux. Palace, Lakeland, Fla
sold his interest in the Broadway.
;

company already operates the Paramount here.
L.

—

—

—

Huntington Beach PrinLos Angeles Florenciat Tehachapi
;

Theater Corp. by Parthay Theater Corp.
Blue Mound Happy Hours, sold to Alva
D. Traines by F. A. McCarthy. ChicagoAda, sold to Sol Bornstein by Paul Lenca,
Calo, sold to Calo Theater Corp. by Brunhild & Leventhal, Hamilton, sold to Chicago
Paxton Theater Corp. by J. M. Schwartz,
Temple, sold to Bambara Amuse. Co. Inc.
by Brunhild Bros. Chillicothe Palace, sold

—

Openings

State,

Greenleaf Joins F. N. Staff
Atlanta Jimmy Greenleaf, formerly with Vitaphone and
Photophone here, has joined the sales force

——American
Twilight
— Strand.

;

CALIFORNIA

—

ing H.

—

Branch Electric Cherry Valley
Magnolia Gem
Mansfield

made manager.

C. A. Clegg in New Post
Atlanta C. A. Clegg has taken up
his post as southern district manager of RCA Photophone, succeed-

;

Fitton.

Mineral

—
—

;

;

—

—

—

— Gypsy.

Smith Mystic, sold to Midwest Theaters
ConSpringdale
Corp. by J. E. Dotson
D. E.
cord,
sold to Ray Morrow by

Ft.

—
—

;

Ownership

in

;

;

FOP.

bannered truck.
Whenever the truck stopped these
musicians soon had a crowd around
them listening to their jazzy numbers

Warner

to

—

ARKANSAS

tor,

WORLD —A

LaFayette

;

sold

on

musicians

Ownership

Hall,

HEAH DOUAOS

(M-G-M)

Hartford
Bros, by Derby Operating Co.
Regal, sold to Hoffman Theater Ent.
Middletown Capitol
by Henry Needles
sold to Warner Bros, by Conn. River ValTheater Corp.; New Haven Roger
ley
Sherman, sold to Warner Bros, by Ranrick
Corp. New London Garde, sold to Warner
Bros, by Conn. River Valley Theater Corp.
Norwich Palace, sold to Warner Bros, by
Norport Theater Corp. Oakville Community, sold to Oakville Civic Association by
South Norwalk Palace, sold
P. F. Sullivan
to Hoffman Theatrical Ent. by Terris &
Rudner; Rialto, sold to Hoffman Theatrical
Ent. by Terris & Rudner.

—

First

— Commodore,

Derby

—

;

Changes
"Young

—

in

TIPS WffiCH

Used a ballyhoo

Bridgeport Cameo, sold to Warner Bros, by
Conn. River Valley Theater Corp., Orpheum,
sold to Strand Amuse. Co. by J. J. Renchy;

in Ownership
Birmingham Dunbar, sold to Sam Triola,
by J. P. Savage Piedmont Princess, sold
to jf. G. Varnell by T. E. Watson; Pratt
City Liberty, sold to Mrs. Thelma K.
Haynes by E. S. Haynes.

bers and gunplay.

TELEGRAPH— In

Changes

Changes

gentle,

placid, sentimental idyl of a lonely boy and
girl that is devoid of those supposedly imperative qualities of melodrama, chorus num-

MORNING

1929

"Broadway Melody"

Openings

— Rivoli.

CONNECTICUT

ALABAMA

NEWS—*

JOURNAL—

Denver

follow

its

EVENING

8,

Film Board of Trade Report
fxpfott-O-Gamn*.
Additional Theater Changes

Newspaper Opinions

Central Theater,

November

;

|

;

—

:

—

—

i

|
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Sound Picture Progress Abroad
Rapid, Says Nathan D. Golden

Musical Notes
•

By CLEF*

This is the last instalment of a Petersen & Poulsen system of Danish make.
Remick's series of papers prepared by Nathan This system differs from that of the American
recording process, the picture being made on
in halves. Not D. Golden, assistant chief of the M. one film and the sound on another, but they
•ing satisfied to have Helen Morgan P. Division of the Bureau of Foreign are so arranged that the result is perfect
synchronization.
It
would be impossible
ng "What Wouldn't I Do For That and Domestic Commerce, dealing to use, with the present apparatus, methods
in with
succeds
he
"Applause,"
sound
in
various
effects
of
in
of
an?"
projecting sound-films of any other process,
in th e foreign
countries.
This chapter owing to the fact that two separate sets of
Bring ner d° tn s nt> niDer
apparatus
are required.
This device is the
reen adaptation of Ziegfeld's "Glori- deals with sound activities in Po- only type of recording apparatus and reproducdo
How
Girl."
land,
Sweden,
Denmark,
Norway
and
ing The American
tion set used in the Danish industry.
Switzerland.
The Nordisk Tone-Film Company is in
>u do it, Joe?

KEIT

OE

over
doesn't do things

at

'

.

Wan

Cameron, formerly with Ager

close contact with the British Acoustic Ltd.,
and the Gaumont Company of France, and

POLAND

100 Talker Houses in
Virginia by Christmas

—

Richmond, Va. At least 100 theaters in the state of Virginia will be
wired for sound by Christmas, according to a survey just made of
current activities in this line.
Among the houses which have
recently installed equipment are the

New, Woodstock;
renton,

M.

New

Market, WarY.
Auditorium,
Danville;

Warrenton;
A.

C.

Schoolfield,

Venus, South Richmond, and Lyric,
Blackstone.

Theaters at Martinsville, Pulaski
Radford, South Boston, Strasburg.
Luray, Manassas, Orange, Salem.
Front Royal and Abingdon are likely to be invaded by film talkers within the next few months.

in this way keeps in touch with the trend
of the trade and the types of pictures defor
have
been
wired
manded by the public.
he
Is mail at Sherman-Clay, where
the reproduction of sound films in Poland.
Idn The situation is causing considerable perplexband and orchestra man.
(ess)
They have been
of ity among cinema owners.
manager
Yarschauer,
poor
business
for
the
past
At present there are no studios equipped
York office, re- experiencing
Vierman-Clay
six months and are reported to be in a very
for sound-fi'm production in Norway.
Neither
poor financial state.
arts that all the songs in
Their ability to go into is there any local manufacture of reproducSites
rruze's "The Great Gabbo" are 100 the sound film field, therefore, depends chiefly tion sets or recording apparatus. There are
r
on
or
other
the
willingness
of
the
banks
approximately
10
theaters
in
Norway
having
Boston Publix is reported looking
Action, we
zr cent mechanical.
financiers to aid in the wiring of their thea- a seating capacity over 750 and 20 others
over local territory with view of
ills it.
If this financial backing can be se- ranging in seating capacity between 500 and
ters.
cured, probably 50 cinema owners in the large 750 which should lend themselves to wiring either acquiring or building theaters.
representative of the company is
"Love Found Me" (When I Found cities of Poland may arrange for the installa- for sound pictures.
sound-reproducing apparatus when
In Oslo the theaters are owned and oper- said to have been making
tion
of
a survey reou), the theme song for the Pathe they can satisfy themselves as to how the ated by the Commune.
One independent theYeah?" featuring Polish public will accept sound pictures in ater outside the city with
cently visiting Fall River and inquirroduction "Oh
a large modern
building seating 2,000 has been in negotia- ing about municipal tax assessments
ob Armstrong and Jimmie Gleason a foreign tongue.
tion with an American
Company for the on various theatrical properties.
as written by George Waggner, Tay
installation of sound film equipment.
The
Shapiro
Green.
George
larnett and
According to reports sound motion pictures Commune has also been in touch with the
Rosenbaum Joins Screen Service
number
lernstein will publish this
have met with the approval of the Swedish same company for the wiring of its theaters.
Buffalo George R. Rosenbaum has
winner.
In
addition,
one
other
downtown
Oslo
theasure
theaters
additional
and
several
like
a
cinema-goer,
Ihich looks
Sound pic- ter is expected to be wired in the near been appointed sales representative
will be wired in the near future.
future.
If sound films prove popular, three
Eileen Allen, daughter of Jack tures have been shown in Stockholm since or four other installations may fol'ow soon for National Screen Service for upper
May 2, 1929, and the attendance has been unYork State with headquarters
[lien, Fox booking executive, is do- usually high.
The larger houses in Bergen. TrondWhile there is considerable after.
the new adverse criticism regarding the talking pic- hjam and Stavanger will also undoubtedly at the company's Sales Office here.
•ig a song and dance act at
has been associated for someture,
there are strong indications at least be interested in the new development.
lolly wood Restaurant on Broadway
It may therefore be said, that the immeStockho'm. that the public prefers the
time past with Warner and Fox, and
seems headed for the "Big in
red
film
development
diate
prospects
for
sound
been
Talkies have
sound film to the silent.
more recently, representative in the
'hue." Runs in the family we dare- limited to a few short-length newsreels with in Norway are very good, and once the
how- equipment is instal'ed, sound films should be Albany territory for Columbia Picfeature
American
the exception of one
ay.
tures Corp.
ever, a great number of features have been as popular in Norway as anywhere else.
Rosenbaum succeeds
Evan Roberts, who has been assigned
brother of Peter shown using sound effects, music, and sing-

iellen

&

Bornstein,

is

now

getting

No

theaters

as

yet

NORWAY

I

New

Publix Looking Over New
England Theater

Jama

—

A

SWEDEN

—

r

New
He

;

Andy DeRose,

that genial songwriter," has severed

:onnections
t Co.,

Inc.,

Shapiro-Bernstein
and is now head of the

with

department

.hipping

at

Robbins Mu-

Incidentally, Steve Levitz
,ic Corp.
n charge of production, finds in Andy

able assistant.

in

SWITZERLAND

ing.

there are about 1.500
Sweden. 25 of which
theaters throughout
have seating capacity over 750. but at present there are only 7 theaters in Sweden
equipped for showing sound pictures, six
of which are located in Stockholm and the
Six of these installations
other in Malmo.
American manufacture, while the
of
are
other one is the invention of a Swedish engineer.
The prospects for the sale of sound
equipment in Sweden depends, to a large
extent, on the initial cost and whether or
not the apparatus can be used with both
Tt

is

estimated

that

song business cerShenandoah
expanding.
/alley, claimed by many to be the
sound films.
nosi beautiful spot in the East, has American and European
yet been produced
not
have
pictures
Sound
"Beautiful
i
theme song entitled,
n Sweden but it is reported that the Svensk
Shenandoah Valley," which was Fi'm Tndostri of Stockholm intends to prowritten by Perry Alexander, Mc- duce during the current year two sound picNeither recording nor reproducing
•ures.
kinley Rouark and Woody Fresino

theme

This

ainly

is

:

lack Mills will publish the soiig.

Werner for Loew's Jersey
City— Harry Werner, fcrassistant manager of the Loew

Jersey
ler

Century, Baltimore, has been transerred to the new Loew's Jersey here.
[Teddy Joyce has arrived here to
kct as master of ceremonies.

New Omaha

Offices
Liberty Films, Bestone,
Omaha
Blizzard Fan Sales,
Inc., and the
Inc., managed by Phil and Mayer
Monsky, film salesmen of Nebraska
and Iowa, have moved into their new

—

headquarters

at

1522-24

Davenport

St.

Jeanette MacDonald on Radio
Jeanette MacDonald, featured player in Paramount productions, will be
featured artist in the Paramount-Publix hour tomorrow night over the

Columbia network.

have been manufactured in Sweden. The
K'angfilm sound-reproducing equipment is being installed in one theater in
Stockholm 3"*1 in another in Gothenburg;
•he Svensk Fi'm Tndustri are contemplating
sine this svstem in a number of theaters
operated bv them.
sets

German

DENMARK
theaters. 30 of which
seating capacity over 500. so it is
evident that sound installations will be comA few of the larger
paratively limited.
theaters have already been wired, and it
s understood that apparatus will be instal'ed
n several more of the leading theaters later
Tenders in the industry in
•r\
the year.
r penhaee" feel that immediate prospects for
the
sound development are very
general

Denmark has onlv 270

have

a

:

:

good.

The

o'd

company,

"Nordisk

,

has

Film.

due to
comnletelv discontinued
heavy competition with American and Herman made mVtiires. A new company ' NorTone-Film" has now been organized.
-lisk
picTt has been producine one-reel sound
five to
tures, running not more than from
chiefly
eight minutes in length and composed
operations,

of singintr or short talks,
entirely of local artists.

the cast consisting

The recording process now

_

in

.

use

is

the

At

present

the
all

three

theaters

in

wired for sound picinstallations being American
units.
It is felt that at the

three

reproducing
end of this year the larger Swiss cities, with
the exception of Berne, will have at 'east
one theater each equipoed to handle talkers.
Out of total of 300 theaters in Switzerland,
These
25 have a seating capacity over 750.
theaters are potential purchasers of sound
equinment.
This country has no moving picture industry, except for very small concerns, eadh
Thus,
turning out a few reels per vear.
At
nractically all films must be imported.
present, a'l silent films are provided with suband
either French
titles in two laneuages.
Possiblv
German, or French and Italian.
sound pictures is
for
handicap
the greatest
the very heaw expense involved in the orThe Swiss cinema fie'd
iginal installation.
at present reported to be greatly overis
crowded, and theaters are constantly reported
to be in difficulties.
The American System of sound nroiection
is
reTt
almost universal'v favored.
is
garded as verv much better than »he German
systems, but is also about ten times as ex0»ce the problem of installing
pensive.
such expensive apparatus is so'ved. it is
orobable that the 'aneuaere difficulties wi"

be overcome
<-ase

now

the same way as is the
theaters, in which the
registered, while on the screen

in

in

music onlv

is

much
Pans

The
'he subtitles remain in two languages.
"xtensive use of sound film is a tiling of
he future, however, and will not be realized
=n Switzerland, for some years to come.
_

Discussing the finding in the
survey, Golden says:
"I hope

T

have made clear to you. from

that the introduction^ of dialogue and sound synchronized films will, within
the next few years create an entirety

•he

foregoing,

"Afferent

to an important post in the
territory.

Chicago

have been

Switzerland
tures,

time,

situation

in

the

field

of

motion

Beyond a doubt, this
pictures in Europe.
new invention has been received abroad as
welcomed
enthusiastically as Americans have

More Seats for Aberdeen, S. D.
Aberdeen, S. D. In addition to
sound equpment, 100 more seats were
added to the Lyric here.

—

Time alone

problem of
encountered
markets where English is not
However, prothe predominating language.

it.

language
in

will solve the
present
difficulties at

foreign

duction

more
with

of

than
serious

American
one

dialogue pictures in
should not meet

language

handicaps.

"Inasmuch as it will undoubtedly be
east two years before the total sound

at
in-

stallations abroad will equal or even approach
the number in the United States, it is safe
to assume that exports of American motion
pictures
should continue to maintain the
same high level as in the past. Those theaters abroad not equipped to present sound

pictures will continue to show silent versions
published production
recently
pictures;
of
American producers indicate
schedules
of
.hat there will be a sufficient number of
silent versions of sound pictures to meet the
requirements of those theaters in this country
is well as abroad.
"The American silent film and the sound

without dialogue should continue to
film
dominate the foreign field from a qualitative
-tandpoint.

Whether

films

of

this

type of

manufacture can actually maintain America s
prestige abroad, rests entirely on the upkeep
sufficient
of quality and the production of a
number to meet European demand. On this
score there should be slight uneasiness.
"I desire to express my thanks to C. J.
North, Chief of the Motion Picture Division,
assistance
his coooeratron and capable
for
My thanks
paper.
in the preparation of this
Canty, Moare also extended to George R.
Trade Commissioner to Europe,
tion

Picture

representatives

of

the

and other European
Commerce
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic have made
wluch
their valuable reports,
for
this

paper possible."

THE
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N-E-W-S 0-F T-H-E D-A-Y
the company in charge
outside this city.

—

Marion, O. John J. Huebner has
resigned as manager of the Marion
and Palace, Publix houses here. R. A.
Waterson has succeeded him as manager of the Marion while B. W.
Bickert, graduate of the Publix managers' school, has charge of the Pal-

of

theaters

—

Wakefield, Mass.
Announcement
made here by Charles W. Hodgdon, owner, that the Wakefield has
reopened with Sound pictures.
W.
E. has been installed.
is

ace.

FILM ISSUES HELD
in doubt, it did his legion of friends
in the picture business a world of

—

Newark, N.

J.

— Remodeling

of the

Branford at a cost of $85,000 has been
completed.

—

Florence, S. C. Liberty, Darlington, has reopened with sound pictures.
There will be four changes a

New

see

the

New

Mayor Walker

is.

Murray.

is

Fox

were, on the average
above normal last week during the
market decline.
"It is of course possible that the
public may grow tired of talking moving pictures, or that certain districts

New

—

&

the

new Publix

Eugene Elmore, veteran

exhibitor,

W. 102nd St.
house changes hands Sunday.
has sold the Rose,

The

house.

the Loew Circuit
Wilmington, Del.— Pleasure Park in Brooklyn, Loew's Pitkin, at Pitkin
Development Co. has been incorpo- and Saratoga Aves., will open Nov.
It will have the de
rated with capitalization of $500,000. 23 at 11 A. M..
luxe policy of first run pictures, plus
the stage shows from the Capitol
Knoxville, Tenn. With the reopen- theater.
ing of the Booth, West Cumberland

Newest

link

to

—

Nov. 25th, John Dixon, former PubGordon C. Rowley, manager of
manager, is to be in charge. The the Cleveland branch of General
house, which will be a second run
Talking Pictures Corp., is visiting
will be equipped with sound recordthe home office here for a few days.
lix

ing apparatus.

"The Great Gabbo"

starring Erich
Stroheim and Betty Compson
has been booked in all of the RKO
Amusement Co., and more recently circuits de luxe and key city houses,
manager of the Princess, Harry according to an announcement from
Sudekum, now is general manager for George W. Weeks, vice president.

Nashville, Tenn.— Former Secretary and Treasurer of the Crescent

von

No
nonrn
* 4

Pte

®W«t

Charge!

This charming hotel surrounded by green lawns
and sun porches is the only Hotel in Atlantic City
serving breakfast in your room without charge.
The bedrooms are built for comfort;
each with its own private bath, large
closets, modern furnishings, bridge and
ni.
reading lamps and three or more windows to the room. Everything is cozy
and homelike.
Chas. A. Berry
H. L. Fiarbairn

&%

Owner

Manager

— CONTINENTAL PLAN —

(Continued from Page 1)
stocks, following the stock
market deflation, should," says the
publication, "attract the attention of
investors looking for stocks with low
ratios of earnings to cost, high yield;
and unimpaired prospects for 1930.
"Film rentals and theater profits

picture

way houses

Jersey branch manager.

Augusta, Me. Fort Fairfield, rapidly nearing completion, is expected
to be ready for opening in the spring.
Bunker
Savage drew the plans for

GOOD

office receipts in all the large Broad-

S£Z/

York

Lee

1929

throughout the industry made new
high records during October and box

Joe Lee, former vice president of
the N. Y. Film Board, is now acting
as president due to resignation of

Tom

week.

8,

BUYS AT PRESENT LEVELS

record

plurality
"Jimmy" Walker rolled up in the
The
York mayoralty race.
help they were able to give him
also
proved a satisfaction to the
members of this man's business, who
have occasion to know how regular
and what a friend of the industry
to

PHILM.DALX

Concord, N. H. Star here has
gone sound with installation of W. E.

November

"Although the outcome never was
good

United States

Friday,

Nominating Committee
Named for Ohio M.P.T.O.

—

Columbus W. M. James, president of the M.P.T.O. of Ohio has
selected the following members to act
on the nominating committee for the
ninth annual convention which gets
under way here for a two-day session beginning Nov. 19.
They are:
Ike Lisbon,
J. A. Ackerman and
Cincinnati; J. A. Schwalm, Hamilton;
A. Ritzier, Lima; T. G. Evans, Van
Wert;
Donald Evans, Hillsboro;
Harry Smoots, Mount Vernon; A. J.
Paul,
Gabon; Martin G. Smith,
Toledo; M. J. Gross, Athens; Harry
Abram, Lancaster; Charles Weidner,
Columbus; A. C. Himmelein, Sandusky; Joseph L. Damm, Wadsworth; Caldwell Brown, Zanesville;

LeMotte Smith, Alliance; Henry
Bieberson, Jr., Delaware; L. F. Eick,
Martins Ferry; Dan Robbins, Warren; H. E. Hqrwitz, J. J. Harwood,
and Jules Schwartz of Cleveland.
On the alternate list are: William
Gervers and Dr. C. C. Kolb of Cincinnati; Al Kinzeler, Dayton; F. H.
Staup, Delphos; J. W. Spurlock, Ottawa; R. W. Spencer, Manchester;
H. L. Binder, Xenia; A. R. Kraft,
Findlay; Fred P. Reichert, Port Clinton; F. W. Wheeler, Gallipolis; Earl
Myers, Chillicothe; W. C. Pullin,
Columbus; Carl F. Miller, Fremont;
Charles Menches; Akron; Earl Eveland, McConnellsville; E. P. Mott:
Wooster; Ed Heihle, Newark; E. W.
Long, Cadiz; W. L. McConnell,
Youngstown; Mrs. L. B. Yoerns.
Bedford; and B. Z. Levine and Harry
Greenberger of Cleveland.

may become over built with theaters
causing keen and unprofitable competition, or that it may be necessary
to lower admission prices at many of
the higher priced theaters.
None of
these possibilities, however, seems
likely to occur and the fact remains
that at present the moving picture industry is earning large and rapidly
increasing profits."

Weber and

Fields Signed

in N.Y. for Film Musical
Weber and Fields, together with
Louis Mann and Josephine Sable,
have been signed by M-G-M in New
York to appear in a musical production now in preparation under the

name "Just Kids." The book is being prepared by Edgar Smith, who
is responsible for much of the material used on the stage by Weber and
Fields, who are scheduled to leave for
the coast Nov. 13.

Friday Change Policy
Adopted by N. Y. Colony
The Colony, New York,
change
ing
todav
will

its bill

hereafter

on Friday. Startthe
opening of

with
Lady."
Recently other
Broadway first runs adopted a Friav change policy.

"Shanerhai

Columbia Negotiates for
National Radio Hook-up
Columbia Pictures is reported to
be negotiating for a national radio
hook-up. Proposed plan is to broadcast over forty stations weekly and
advertise product of the company.
Hank Linet, publicity director, last
week talked over five stations and
found results favorable in advertising
the company's pictures.

Protection, Arbitration to

Highlight Texas Meet McDonald Resigns as G. M.
(Continued from Page 1)
of Van Beuren Enterprises
Reelection of Col. H. A.
to
Cole

the presidency is expected. Abram F.
Myers, president, and W. A. Steffes
of Allied probably will address the

Charles

McDonald has

resigned as

vice president and general
of Van Beuren Enterprises.

manager

meetings.

Takes Over Charlotte House
Alabama House
S. W. Craver has
Charlotte, N.
Sound equip- taken over the Pearl here from
Montevallo, Ala.
ment is being installed at the Strand. George Parr.

Sound

for

—

C—

already over three hundred
individual advertisers * have
^
contracted foi—
over (wo hund
Price 25 Cents

vertising •

i

«ldr,y film d»ll
tlllS IS allOlll tilt

*

we

say

A plAMTt
and

it iiiohn

coming edition lOLES
part of January * will be the
finest book of reference ever
published in this industry *
and covers motion pictures •
with characteristic film daily
accuracy and completeness *
in all branches from a to z *

T
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O.—John

resigned as

1)

the company in charge
outside this city.

United States
Marion,

from PaQe

Huebner has
manager of the Marion

Bickert, graduate of the Publix managers' school, has charge of the Pal-

of

REPRESENT EVERY BRANCH,

—

J.

— Remodeling

of the

—

Florence, S. C. Liberty, Darlington, has reopened with sound picThere will be four changes a
tures.

New

Joe Lee, former vice president of
the N. Y. Film Board, is now acting
as president due to resignation of

Tom

week.

Lee

Murray.

is

Fox

New

Jersey branch manager.

—

RALPH WILK

By

Picture Arts and

York

Little
from "Lots"

Fourteen new members have been
accepted by the Academy of Motion

Concord, N. H. Star here has
gone sound with installation of W. E.

Branford at a cost of $85,000 has been
completed.

A

RAISE MEMBERSHIP TO 400

—

Newark, N.

1929

theaters

Announcement
Wakefield, Mass.
is made here by Charles W. Hodgdon, owner, that the Wakefield has
W.
reopened with Sound pictures.
E. has been installed.

ace.

8,

Added to M. P. Academy

J.

and Palace, Publix houses here. R. A.
Waterson has succeeded him as manager of the Marion while B. W.

November

Coast Wire Service

Pictures This Season

29

Friday,

membership

to 400.
The new members are:
Fredric March, actor; Frank Reicher, director; L.
E. Clark, technical
director of sound, Pathe; Ralph H.
total

Hollywood

bringing "jl/IAL

Sciences,

engineer,
Townsend,
supervising
RCA Photophone studios; Zoe Akins
writer; Frank Butler, writer, M-G-M;
Harlan Thompson, writer, Fox; Tom
-jReed, writer; Victor Halperin and

-*"

HALLETT,

entertainer

luxe, will arrive in

de

Los Angeles

in a few days to open a ten weeks'
engagement at the Cocoanut Grove at
the Ambassador Hotel. Hallett's o il

M
gmT

chestra, consisting of 14 pieces,
rated as one of thq finest in the

They have been in many pictures,
having recently completed a Vitaphone production. They are under
contract
to
the
William
Morris
Edward Halperin, producers; Wil- Agency and while here will appear
lliam Daniels, cameraman, M-G-M; in several studios, as arrangements
Sidney J. Twining, head of sound have already been made for their

Augusta, Me. Fort Fairfield, rapEugene Elmore, veteran exhibitor,
nearing completion, is expected
track laboratory, Paramount;
Gus services.
to be ready for opening in the spring has sold the Rose, W. 102nd St. The
*
*
*
Edwards, director, M-G-M; A. H.
Bunker & Savage drew the plans for house changes hands Sunday.
d Brentinger, general manager, United
Bill Crouch, late of the West Coast
the new Publix house.
idly

the Loew Circuit
in Brooklyn, Loew's Pitkin, at Pitkin
Wilmington, Del. Pleasure Park
open Nov.
Development Co. has been incorpo- and Saratoga Aves., will
It will have the de
23 at 11 A. M..
rated with capitalization of $500,000.
luxe policy of first run pictures, plus
the stage shows from the Capitol
Knoxville, Tenn. With the reopen- theater.
ing of the Booth, West Cumberland

Newest

link

—

—

Nov. 25th, John Dixon, former PubGordon C. Rowley, manager of
manager, is to be in charge. The the Cleveland branch of General
house, which will be a second run Talking Pictures Core is visitine
lix

Cohn Confirms Report

Talkers Can't Kill Drama,
Schwartz with Columbia Ed. Wallace Tells

AMPA

Cohn, secretary-treasurer of
Columbia pictures, yesterday confirmed report that Milton Schwartz,
formerly of Fox, has been made foreign sales manager, although it was
Jack

expected that annoucement would
follow arrival of Joe Brandt, president.
Brandt is scheduled to return from
England today. Jack Cohn expects
to leave Nov. 15th for his first vacation in 20 years.
He has booked
passage on the Bremen.

s

Artists.

1

Holm an, Cahane Advanced

Rather than endangering future
of the stage, talking pictures are
creating potential playgoers, asserted
Edgar Wallace, British playwright, in

by Metropolitan Studios
William

Holman

been
Metropolitan sound studios in charge of school, where Pearl Eaton does the
operations. He will continue to serve instructing. The Eaton and Eating
Leo Cahane, studio places are next door to each other
as treasurer.
manager, will ser% e as secretary of and the meeting place can be at
S.

named general manager

has

of

the company as well.
Charles E.
Christie and Al Christie remain as
president and vice president respectively.

"The Children" Rechristened
"The Marriage Playground" has
been chosen as the

title

for the Para-

mount all-talker of Edith Wharton's
an address at an AMPA meeting "The Children," in which Mary Brian
yesterday.
Wallace said that acting and Frederic March are being featalent finds its birth in the theater tured under the direction of Lothar
and stressed the dependency of the Mendes.
audible films upon the stage. He de-

scribed as "nonsensical" the contention that the talkers would do away
with the regular theater.

RCA

Photophone Engineer
on Tour of Europe

in

it.

RKO

—

TALKING NEWSREEL

*

Ray

*

*

and Harold
Berg are working on a musical
accompaniment for "Jazz Rehearsal," which Roy Mack is
directing.
This will run in a
musical comedy patter and
Perkins

will be the first of its class.

Stars Plan Vacations as

Season Wanes at Warner

Ruth Miller

Seven Songs for "Hold Everything
Al Dubin and Joe Burke have writ-

RCA

either.

With the slackening of production
"U" Buys "Land of Song"
activity,
vacation plans are being
Universal has bought "Land of
made
many Warner stars. Mont
by
Houston
an original by
Song,"
Blue and Winnie Lightner will sper
Branch, who will adapt it to the
their time until the opening of the
screen.
John Boles will be starred
new season in New York, while Patsj

H. L. Brownlie, plant engineer of
Photophone, has left on a European tour for RCA Photophone, ten seven original compositions for
stopping first in England.
While Warners "Hold Everything," most of
abroad, he will inspect RCA Photo- which will be sung by Winnie Lightphone European installations, the re- ner.
cording studios in England and on
Dreher Starts Duties at
the Continent, and will travel through
25 million read about most of the European countries.
Carl Dreher has assumed his duties as director of the RKO sound
me ev'ry day in the Countries having RCA Photophone department.
He succeeds R. H.
equipped theaters that Mr. Brownlie
f
big papers. I'm tellin will probably visit are France, Italy, Townsend and was formerly chief
Spain, Switzerland, Turkey, Greece, engineer of RCA Photophone.
yuh!
and Egypt.
"Pirate Revue" in Rehearsal
Fred Knistel To St. Louis
Rehearsals have started on "The
St. Louis
Fred Knistel, formerly Pirate Revue," M-G-M short, at
of Chicago, has succeeded Barney Marty Brooks' direction.
The cast
Rosenthal as manager of the local includes the Connor Twins, Benny
Columbia Pictures exchange.
Rubin and the Adagio Quartette.

SJking

publicity office, is a freshie in the
publicity office.
He is filling
in during the rush season, as several companies are noiu shooting.
His ynost recent assignment was to
establish the difference between the
new lunch room and the dancing

RKO

to

will

visit

Europe

with

Others
her husband, Ray Garnett.
planning European vacations are Al
Jolson and his wife.

Film Features Brox Sisters
Brox Sisters are being featured in
Serenade."
"Manhattan
M-G-M's
Others in the cast are Nina Mae McKinney, Anita Page and Robert
Montgomery.
Oakie-Gallagher Team Again
Jack .Oakie and Richard "Skeets"
Gallagher are again to be teamed,
by Paramount, this time in Octavus
Himself,"
"Marco
Cohen's
Roy
which Frank Tuttle will direct.
Adaptation and dialogue are being
done by Walton Butterfield and
Patrick Kearney.

hew;
^^

*.

j«h.

i
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LAURA

LA PIANTE
and
>r;

JOHN

BOLES

-V

mMMM
//v

\.

1A

With Lucien

Littlefivld.

Story by

H»

Production.
dl

T

talking;

ted by

CARL LAEMMLE

JLOIitiil

FORWARD MAR.CH
SHORT SUBJECTS
ARE COMING BACK
INTO THEIR OWN
AGAIN THIS YEAR

with

UNIVERSAL

For Shorts or Features, Sound or Silent

KEEP POSTED ON

SHORTS THRU

Film Daily Reviews

THE INDUSTRY'S

are the recognized authority

LEADING MEDIUM

No

comedies

series of short

has ever won more enthusiastic praise from the critics than

MACK SENNETT
TALKING COMEDIES
and newspaper reviewers imanimously applaud these three new comedies
Trade

press

featuring

HARRY GRIBBON and ANDY CLYDE
//

A lot of laughs.
It's
it

— N.

fail to

Convulsed the audience. —Salem (Mass.) News

Y. American

and

A flock of laughs and something that will send

go over with the uninitiated.

Get your local golfmost golfers into hysterics
ers on this one and they'll love you for it. —Zit's

who know

a scream for those

cannot

THE GOLFERS
their golf

— M.
11

P.

News

.

.

—The

— N.

Mighty funny.

Y. Sunday

A wow laugh-inducer.
enough

like this

. . .

A HOLLYWOOD STAR

Very funny ... an up-to-the-minute side-splitter
worth a prominent spot on any bill.

.

//

one

Film Daily

They don't come
.

.

.

Grab

often
this one.

— M.
11

P.

is

also

47th and Broadway
of the

News

showing a Mack Sennett
slapstick that is worth the trip to

The Strand
all-talking

new

//

.

.

.

pictures.

A clever travesty

. . .

This short is the best
— N. Y. Daily Mirror

one of the funniest come-

dies since they started to talk.

—Zit's

News

CLANCY AT THE BAT //

A corker. — M. P. News
A box-office natural
Exhibitors
.

blind-folded;

it

.

.

can't miss.

should book this picture
—The Film Spectator

THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM"

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES,
Member Motion

Inc., E.

W.

HAMMONS,

Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc., Will H. Hays, President

President
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Now

Results with Silents

Price 25 Cents
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10,

Being Checked Up

M-G-MJO MAKE MULTI- LINGUAL JALKERS
Renew Efforts
Saturday Meeting to Again
Tackle Row at
St.

Louis

Renewed effort is to be made today
to break the deadlock in the St. Louis
musicians' strike, in conferences being
continued in New York. The meetings to end the strike were begun
yesterday by the special committee
of the St. Louis unions and official?
of

Warners and

Publix.

End

to

Louis Musicians Strike

St.

'

A Lusty Lnfant

Films for

three years ago that the Paramount opened on Broadway, the fulfillment of a long-cherished dream of Adolph Zukor.
Opening of the theater, housed in the lofty Paramount Building,
provided a further climax to the sensational advance of the motion
picture, a testimonial of the part they had come to play in the
nation's life.
That opening three years ago, impressive as it was, gave little
portent of what was to come the sudden revolution of sound, but
with characteristic showmanship, the house quickly adapted itself
to the new order of things, as soon as it became evident that sound
was the new order of the day. The Paramount has set and maintained high standards in its three years of progress, and hearty conC.F.H.
gratulations are extended on this third birthday.
It is just

—

to be
for Countries in

Made

Own
M-G-M

completed plans for
of multi-lingual talkers,
making pictures during the coming
year, for foreign audiences in their
production

own

languages. The plan was worked
out on the Coast at conferences between Arthur Loew, head of the
foreign department; Louis B. Mayer,
(Continued on Page 2)

TALKING

Expenditure of from $500,000 to
$1,000,000 in an exploitation campaign to be conducted through magazines next year has been decided
While the
upon by Technicolor.
primary object is to advertise the

BIG AT
While no

FOX DECLARED MAKING

SURVEY ON SILENTS

NEWSREEL HOUSE
figures

on the gross

Future policy of Fox with regard
silent pictures is expected to be
determined by a check-up of com-

will

to

be divulged, first week of the allcompany's product, producers using sound-newsreel policy of the Em- parative results obtained by silents,
the process will benefit through an bassy, New York, has resulted in as contrasted with sound films, now
arrangement whereby a number of turnaway business, presaging suc- understood to be under way.
Although Fox had not planned to
full-page ads, to run one a week in
cess of the experiment being conmake any silents this season, these
"The Saturday Evening Post," startFox. Under the plans were altered, due to the needs
ing in January, will be devoted ducted by William
plan, if the New York test works of unwired houses and of the foreign
(Continued on Page 2)
out satisfactorily, sound newsreel the- market.
Next year's schedule is exaters are to be established in other pected to depend in great part on the
check-up now being made.
SALES cities.

GOLDBURG HEADS

Another Warner Objective

OF VAN BEUREN FIRM
Jesse
ducer,

manager

sales

Fox's Sale of His Holdings in First National to the WarnersKeeping Warners and F. N. Intact Chicago's Fierce Battle
Ends With Publix-Marks Deal United Artists
Plan for More Theaters

J. Goldburg, veteran film prohas been appointed general

of

the

—

Van Beuren

succeeding to a place made
vacant by Vice President and General
Manager, Charles McDonald. Plans
Corp.,

now

are under

way

to increase

the

(Continued on Page 2)

To Protect Musicians

—

Protection of Spantheater musicians against
inroads of foreign musicians,
sound films and other mechani-

Madrid

ish

music will be undertaken by
departments of Finance,
Education and Labor.

cal

the

By CHARLES

.

WARNERS
been seeking

week

F.

—

HYNES

finally

since buying into First National

(Continued

on Page

9)

NOTE

EPICS

TO HANDLEJRAF FILM
Talking Picture Epics, New York,
acquired world distribution of
"Around the World Via the Graf
Zeppelin," President Frank R. Wilson states, under terms of a deal
Randolph
William
with
closed
Hearst. The sound and talking picture, as its title indicates, is a camera
has

record of the world-circling flight of
the German dirigible, which was one
of the most publicized events of recent years.

Special Handling Led to

Deal With Epics Firm
"Around the World Via the Graf
Zeppelin" was understood slated for
However, charrelease by M-G-M.
acter of the picture is said to have
fitted in with the special roadshow
handling accorded pictures by Talking Picture Epics, as exemplified by
"Simba," leading the Hearst organization to close the Talking Picture

Epics deal.

gained an objective they have
complete control of the company. This was accomplished through acquisition for $10,000,000 of the holdings of William Fox
This 36 per cent holding of Fox has at various times been spoken
the stumbling block in various deals, including the proposed
as
of
Paramount-Warner deal, but an official statement by Harry M. Warner, set' at rest report that deal was being resumed, stating that Warners
(and First National intended to continue free of any mergers
this

Languages

has

—

NAT'L ADVERTISING DRIVE FIRST WEEK'S BUSINESS

Abroad

—

Western Draws
Drawing power of the talking
western was demonstrated this
week at the Colony, New York,
when Hoot Gibson's "The Long

Long

Trail,"

in

six

days,

grossed as much as the average
seven days' intake at the house.
Friday
It also introduced a

change

policy.
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First National

for

$10,000,000.
Charles J. Ross succeeds
executive vice-president

phone

latter

E. Bucher as
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assistant vice-president

made
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Efforts renewed to

Results with
by Fox.

end

silents

St.

NATL ADVERTISING
GOLDBURG HEADS SALES

Animated Maps and Miniatures

HALL STUDIOS
New York

City

—

Phone Sus. 9490

Woman"

ater executives.

Nov.
Nov.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

General meeting of the Warner
Bros. Club at the Hotel Pennsylvania, N. Y.
13 ."Song of Love" opens at Geo.
M. Cohan, N. Y.
Projection talk by William Cana14
van at Hotel Astor, New York.
16
M. P. Club dinner to Commissioner
Grover Whalen at N. Y.
18-19
Annual fall convention of Texai
Unit at Dallas.
19
"Love Parade" opens at Criterion,
N. Y.

—

Ninth Annual Ohio M.P.T.O.
Convention at Columbus.
of Shows" opens at Winter Garden, New York.
Nov. 25 "Vagabond Lover" premiere at
Globe. N. Y.
Dec. 9-10
Meeting of North Carolina ex-

Nov. 19-20

Nov. 20

"Show

hibitors' unit at Pinehurst.

Stock Market Closed
After having closed at one o'clock
each day this week, except for Tuesday which was a holiday, due to
election, another respite has been
granted the stock exchange which
will be closed today.
This is being
done so that brokers can catch up
with the tremendous bookkeeping
work the recent crash caused.

DRIVE

'437 B'WAY. N.V
ALSO 25.0OO

TEL 5580

COSTUMES To

min

OF VAN BEUREN FIRM
1)

number

A

film
companies and
their productions in color.
Another series of ads will appear
in a group of seven or more fan magazines, beginning in February.
The ads will be in four colors, with
double illustrations of stars and
scenes to show the difference in at-

individual

$2,000,000 Sales

Now

"THE VOICE OF LOVE"
100%

and effectiveness betweeen black and white pictures and
First

Moves

National

Home offices of First National Pictures has been moved from 383 Madison Ave. to 321 W. 44th St., New

Drive being sponsored York.
has entered its fifth
week with the Rube Jackter group in
first place with a sales percentage of
88.94.
The group headed by Ben
Rosenberg is second with 87.19 per
cent of its quota realized, while Hal
Over
Hodes' men are running third with

in the course of

production

tractiveness

those in color.

Jackter Group Leading
in Columbia Sales Drive

all-talking,

musical

production

CHESTERFIELD MOTION
PICTURE CORPORATION
1540

Broadway

N. Y. C.

Testimonial

by

Columbia

Let Us Solve Your Problems

66.46 per cent.

of the

who

one

MAN

HIGHEST CALIBRE
can

produce

— No

Stebbins,

— Paramount Pictures ExcluCompetition Town of
50,000— Do Not Apply unless your*re
a wonder.
c-o

Film Daily

New York

City

Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

— Keen

Box 100%,

20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

results

Alibis
sively

1650 Broadway

!

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

EXPLOITATION

PENN.

{Continued from Page 1)

to

"Columbus Day" and "Armistice Day"
for
FitzPatrick Pictures, Inc.

to

COSTUMES
GOWNS AND UNIFORMS

Louis strike.

now being checked up

WANTED

ANIMATED CLAY SUBJECTS

ber of other multi-lingual players.
Various studio players have been
"polishing up" on foreign languages.
Marion Davies developed fluency in
French for "Marianne," for example.
Nils Asther, young Scandinavian player, speaks five languages.
Fred Niblo is a linguisfic expert, while
Basil Rathbone, Lawrence Tibbett
and Lewis Stone each speak three
languages.

"Woman

N. Y.

Dinner tendered to John Zanft at
Dinty Moores, N. Y., by Fox The-

12

into

French director, Renee Adoree, whose
native language is French, and a num-

of

at Globe.

Nov.

The new arrangement goes

multi-lingual Talkers.

The Joe Goldberg

102

41 x-war
Paramount 6s 47
Par.

82
103

make

distributed through Pathe.
....
....

&A

Pict

•Keith

to

of Van Beuren shorts, with
addition of several new subjects.
.... meeting of all the company special
300 salesmen will be held soon in New
200 York by Goldburg.
The product is

14%

Opening

11

studic

Today
M-G-M

{Continued from Page
3,800
3,000

35

Loew do

Gaiety

leases

....

1

•Intern. Proj

and is seeking third
outlet on Broadway.
Twenty-nine pictures to comprise season's
output of Sono Art-World Wide, 19 of
them American talkers.
Expansion program planned by United Artists
Theater Circuit.
Tiffany

2

D.W. "A"

•Griffith,

Toronto.

100
400

5%

Nov.

other

RCA.

Friday

Close Sales

f.ow

and

operation at once, and the first picSeattle distributors seek end of arbitration ture to be translated into a "foreign
deadlock.
edition" will be "Sunkissed," starring
Tuesday
Vilma Banky, which will be made in
Warner and First National to remain free of German as well as in English, Vicmergers, says Harry M. Warner.
tor Seastrom directing both versions.
Publix acquires control of two Marks Brothers
The English version is now in prohouses in Chicago.
Talk is revived of a Fox- West Coast house in duction at the Culver City studio, and
Omaha.
will be followed immediately by the
Wednesday
foreign one.
Resumption of Pathe-Shubert negotiations exM-G-M has a number of players
pected with strengthening of stock market.
and
directors who are familiar with
Para-^
Meyer Marks likely to be in charge of
The studio roster
mount's reported expansion drive in the several languages.
West.
includes Greta Garbo who, in addiGovernment suit against West Coast Theaters tion to her native Swedish, speaks
and ten producer-distributor organizations
English, French and German fluently;
for alleged violation of anti-trust laws postRamon Novarro, whose native tongue
poned to Feb. 5, 1930.
is
Spanish, Jacques Feyder, noted
Thursday
of

Paramount officials in New York in effort
to end musicians' strike in St. Louis.
Reported plan looking to Paramount control
of Famous Canadian remains undiscussed

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
{QUOTATIONS AS OF FRIDAY)

Thalberg

executives.

RCA

Tiffany secures 1,500 franchise holders in its
plan to sign 3,000 by end of the year.
Special committee to confer with Warner and

Financial

{Continued from Page 1)

Irving
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1540
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telephone bryant

3040

'

utes
/

new Westerh\Ele^ctric
Sound System is installed

a

/

b ecause
exhibitors recognize that the

Western

Electric

Sound

Sys-

tem gives the quality of reproduction and dependability

by which box

of operation

T

office results

Westerti

are obtained.

'tectric

.SOUND

SYSTEM
Distributed by

Etectrical Research Products frtc.
250 West 57th Street,
Member

New York,

of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.

N. Y.
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EducatlProgram 60 Per Cent Ready
—

Production Well Advanced on 76 Comedies on Current Year's Schedule Al Norman Signed for
Paul Whiteman Picture Columbia Again Expanding Wilk's Personality Paragraphs Other News

—

—

A

SEVEN SERIES ON YEAR'S

'

Little

from "Lots"
RALPH WILK

By

With completion of the last of the
subjects for December release, pro-

Hollywood

CREELMAN

JAMES

has comA.
duction of Educational's 76 all-talkValediting
of
Rudy
the
pleted
season
current
ing comedies for the
will be more than 60 per cent ad- lee's "The Vagabond Lover" and is
on a five-week trip to New York.
vanced.
"Uppercut O'Brien," the fourth in While in the East he will review curSennett's group for four sports com- rent stage plays and seek material
edies makes No. 18 in his series of for coming productions.
30 subjects for Educational release.
Hamilton's "Grass Skirts" has just
been received at Educational's home
office, this being the sixth subject in
the group of 12 Lloyd Hamilton

Talking Comedies.
Lupino Lane has completed his
group of four subjects with "Purely
Circumstantial," a late

November

re-

lease.

In the Tuxedo series, the last of
Educational's seven series of all-talking comedies to get under way, Jack
White has recently completed the
second subject, "Don't Get Excited,"

November release.
"Romance De Luxe" is

also for

the fourth
subject in the group of eight Mermaids.
It will be ready for release
the last week in December.

The

*

Alice O'Neill, United Artists cosis stepping fast in

The

in

December

I

Norman

COLUMBIA ADDS SPACE TO

man

is

COAST EXECUTIVE OFFICES

starred.

Columbia

and comes from the opera and concert field.
*

*

*

Leonard Fields must carry horseshoes.

He

has taken air trips

*

*

*

—

"Imagine My EmWalter Cathe saved seven working days by

last

picture,

Joseph

starring

his efficiency.

novelist

Moncure

has

enlarged

its

ex-

ecutive offices on the coast to provide facilities for business expansion.
The company has also constructed a new two-story building
to
house an additional projection
room and cutting rooms.

to

and from New York and at the last
minute cancelled two trips on planes
which crashed to the ground.
:

lett,

Decemher.

subject on the

first

A

Al Norman, a dancer has
been signed by Universal to
appear in "The King of Jazz
Revue," in which Paul White-

order to keep up with big producOur Passing Show Charley Chase
tions now scheduled. She is designing iriving an automobile into the Hal
new creations by the score for Fan- Roach studio swimming pool all in
ny Brice, who is making "The a day's work; Harry Langdon surChamp." Harry Richman's "Play- prising the comedy troupe with a
boy," also in production, is demand- song of his own composition, music
ing considerable time. Miss O'Neill and words.
is credited with creating many of the
*
*
*
elaborate settings which add liberalCharles Rogers, director of Harry
ly to the effects.
Langdon comedies, and Fred Karno,
*
*
4
veteran
producer
of
vaudeville
Clark Murray, assistant director sketches, are holding a re-union at
and right-hand man to many of the the Hal Roach studio.
Rogers bewell known directors, is taking a few gan his theatrical career in Karno's
weeks' rest after a strenuous season. famous pantomime, "His Majesty's
Murray has been in "movies" for 12 Guests," 20 years ago in London.
years, starting as a "prop," and on
*
*
*

ing Edward Everett Horton, is "Good
barrassment,"
Medicine," which will be released the

second week

U' Signs

tume designer,

Coronet subject, featur- his

final

*

*

—

Kay Francis in "Faithful"
Kay Francis has a role in "Faithful," in which Billie Dove is starring
Others in the
for First National.
cast are George Barraud and MonLloyd Bacon is to ditagu Love.
rect.

THE
vr oi Hospitality

March,

who wrote "The Wild

Party," wrote the dialogue for
"Hell's Angels," which How-

*
*
*
schedule will be "The Madhouse,"
ard
Hughes is producing.
Curtis Nagel, vice president of
which is the sixth of ten Jack White
March will also remain on
Color-Art Pictures, is keeping a
Talking Comedies.
Hughes' staff during the filmwatchful eye on his productions.
ing of the talking episodes.
"Mamba," the story now in producChic Sale's Sis in "Loose Ankles"
*
*
*
Virginia Sale, sister of Chic Sale, tion, will be in complete Technicolor
Bohr
and
officials of SonoJose
has a role in "Loose Ankles," the and all talking. Jean Hersholt is
Art are all smiles these days. VisFirst
National
picture
featuring playing one of the leading roles
Loretta Young and Douglas Fair- with Eleanor Boardman and Ralph count de Casa Aguilar and Dr. Florestano Aguilar, special envoys of the
banks, Jr. Also in the cast are Otis Forbes.
Harlan, Inez Courtney, Daphne PolLouise Fazenda and Raymond
Keane.

lard,

New
Robert
to a

new

G-M.

Contract for Leonard
Leonard has been signed
long-term contract by Mis preparing to direct Ra-

Z.

He

mon Novarro

in

"The

House

of

Troy."

Al Jolson Finishes Role
Al Jolson has completed his role in
Warner's "Mammy" at the direction
of Michael Curtiz.

Howard
Howard

J.

J.

Green to Write Film
Green has been signed

by Fox to write an original story to
be directed by David Butler.

*

King

*

Lindsay, who is instructing the dancers for Ben
Stoloff's coming production, is
credited with as many "proteges" on and off the stage as
Gus Edwards. Part of his list
runs as follows: Mae Clarke,
Barbara Stanwyck, Ruby Keeler,
Williams Sisters, Dodge
Twins, Evelyn Hoey, Phelps

Earl

Twins and Zelma O'Neill. New
York producers are wiring him
daily to
pictures

return,

but

of Spain, lauded "Sombras de
Gloria," the Spanish version of "Blaze
O'Glory."
Bohr is starred in the
Spanish version.
*
*
*

More Passing Show: Louis Gasnier chatting with friends at Para-

mount; Leo McCarey returning from
the Stanford-U. S. C. classic at Palo
Alto; Geoffrey Shurlock of the Paramount studio foreign department,
busy entertaining a group of French

sNTER

the

doorway

ef

ho—

popular hostelry and you feel at
There's an atmosphere of cordial we l se—s
which mark* the difference between the
Hollywood Place and ordinary hotels.
this

Tour room, too, has that added
of distinction. Picture! on the wall,
•ruffed furniture, a floor lamp and reading
lamp . . . these are but a few of the fear
i

that

make you feel

at

home.

Plg'n Whittle Dining Service Law
bast of food. Therefore, when you are nea*
la Los Angelas be sure to investigate.

journalists.

THE HOLLYWOOD

somehow

and sunny California

cannot be forgotten, and here
he is maybe to stay, who
knows.

—

*

Fred

in

*

*

*

a newcomer to the
RKO Busy on Seven Talkers
screen, played the male lead in "The
Seven talkers are in rehearsal or Grand Parade," which was directed
process of filming at RKO.
by Fred Newmeyer. He is a tenor
Scott,

Dialoguing
Universal's

Feature Comedies

HOTEL
Viae Street

at

Hollywood Boulevard

HOLLYWOOD. CALIFORNIA

'

SUPREMACY !
RCA Photophone Sound Equipment
theatres of the world,

has brought to the

Sound and Vocal reproduction

which knows no equal

Because:
1

recognizedly superior electrodynamic cone loudspeakers direct sound with equal intensity and tonal faithfulness to every part of the theatre
auditorium. This is a definite benefit to every theatre.
Directional Baffles for

its

2

The fr Three- Exciter Lamp" mounting in the RCA Photophone
Sound Attachment is guarantee for a continuous show when
the exciter lamp burns out.

3

Service to the Exhibitor is maintained by a most highly perfected and efficient system of trained engineers over a nation-

wide network.

4

Installation

5

RCA Photophone

of equipment is made in a shorter time than on
any similar equipment offered Exhibitors, insuring performances when needed.
the lowest-priced, high quality sound
motion picture system now manufactured for large and
small theatres.
#
4
4
is

Exhibitors everywhere proclaim RCA Photophone the Sound Systein
Supreme. This great product of the laboratories of Radio, Westinghouse, General Electric and Victor Talking Machine, has proved
by test and comparison to meet every demand of a critical and
sound-conscious public with the full confidence of SUPREMACY
in sound reproduction.

Inc.
RCA PHOTOPHONE,
OK
OK
V1IKSIIHAUY
4

atiamta:
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marietta street
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Timely Topics

—©—
Digest of
Current Opinion

(Kirk)
AS.earned

also

Ask Sam Warshawsky, demon publicity hound of Arkayoh.
for a description of the Titan Juice, with which the debilitated
wambats are resuscitated. Sam says they're putting in a pump,
like the ones used at gasoline stations, to expedite the dispensing

"the

come in."
want you to come in and tell
us where and why we are not
measuring up to
if we are not
our job of making the motion pic-

—

the

promoting

want low comedy
in

its

game

Illinois-Army football

Lusty, personal representative of Lupe Velez
was denied admittance to the Post Graduate Hospital, Noo
Yawk, to see Clarke Silvernail, actor-director-writer, who is a
patient there, he asked a friend what to do about it. "Why not
take it up with Equity?"

fare, but the vast majority does
not want it. What is more, exhibitors operating neighborhood
houses and small town theaters
are finding the over-doing of sexy
plots to be hurting their family

trade.

88

NUMBER

88

MANY HAPPY RETURNS

is

Industry

acterless

usually so divorced
from its original context that its
first characteristics are entirely
it

is

lost.

By JAMES

P.

Editor,

CUNNINGHAM
The Film

/CONSTRUCTION

Daily

November 10

experts

^

claim that the average 500seat picture house can be en-

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

approximately $10,000 to $12,000, with
stage,

to

build

an-

*

Sid

*

Grauman forms

including

*

*

a

new

proscenium wall, strucornamental plasdecorating and
con-

the

chief

eager to give
dope on the

latest

developments since his absence
abroad, and naturally concerned
about the stock market debacle, yet
his first thought was: "How are the
kids?"
late

This nation being composed of a
homeloving people who respond

warmly

to sentiments of family and
is a simple little story of

home, here

a big business personality that they
to hear.
It's the sort
of thing that if printed in, say, Satevepost, would have every fireside

would delight

struction

of

a

new

front.

A

per cent more, while a house
seating 1,000 could be rebuilt

an increase of 50 per cent
more than a 500-seater.

at

sentiment

—and

fine

publicity.

you endorse it?"

members

to the follow-

of the industry,

are celebrating their

birthday :

could be remodeled

a cost of approximattly 20

Ford and Edison companies are
household words not only because of
a tin car and an incandescent bulb
but because the human side of Ford
and Edison are known to every man
woman and child throughout this
broad land.
And we believe that

THE
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tering,

Hill St. Fire-

Deutsch Bros, to erect a $150,000
house in Cleveland.

officials

their

wishes and congratulations are extended by

who today

at

*

Paramount

Best

ing

*

proof Bldg. Co. in Los Angeles.

he inquired individually
and nephews.

his nieces

A revealing insight into the man's
character, this little huma,n touch.
Surrounded by all the important

'Will

tural changes,

750-seater

other house in Boston.

all

Famous Film Conversations

tirely reconstructed for

alterations

Marcus Loew plans

in turn

this story of a man named Zukor in
the stress of heavy financial responsibilities inquiring first, "How are the
kids?" would strike home to the
hearts of millions. Anyway, it's fine

Statistics
Statistical

Basil Dean,
British producer

ladies of his family

And after all, it's the personality in back of any business that
makes it a household word. The

present dialogue in talkTHE
ing pictures
both char-

then

The

talking.

Ben Shlyen in
Forum"

"Exhibitors'

and humorless, except
where it has been yanked out of
the original story or play from
which the picture was made, and

Zukor
France

were there to greet him, and his first
question was: "How are the kids?"

Ralph Stitt, Publicity representative at the N. Y. Rivoli, may
blossom out as a legit, producer one of these days. He has in
mental process a murder play oh, yes, it has a new twist
to be done in collaboration with a newspaper man
Warren Nolan, of United Artists, went to Chicago Friday to attend

When Lou

film

Says Dialogue Loses Quality
By Departing from Original

disposition.

And

Arthur Zellner, personal representative of Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pickford, was at Columbus O., early this week
to supervise publicity for "Taming of the Shrew," which opens
Saturday at Loew's Broad.
Zellner came to Columbus from
Cleveland where the first Pickford-Fairbanks co-starring picture
had its world premiere

a certain part of
large metropolitan

and even vulgarity

De

surrounded by 11 steamer trunks, 20
pieces of small baggage, three customs inspectors and his usual genial

about

Henry Bate, genial Universalist, relates that Al Norman
the dancer just signed for the Paul Whit-eman film, landed the
engagement as a result of his appearance at the recent Universal
ball, where Norman did his stuff to big applause

Majority of Public Held
Averse to Questionable Films
it

Adolph

stepping off the Isle

process

the

Will H. Hays

THE inpublic
the
centers — may

GREETED

VIfE

"

DALY

—

force it should be in
the best American
If there is any public
ideals.
service institution in which the
American public has absolutely
definite rights and to which it
should have free access, that institution is the motion picture.
ture

KIRKPATRICK

of Educational certainly has
the vacation he plans to spend at Miami. The last
year has been a strenuous one, due to advent of sound, with
Educational forging steadily to the front

We

—

By PHIL M.

Jr.

•

.

lic
be pleased," but
public be pleased to

THAT

PhilM. Daly,

motion picture industry have gone the whole
route and say not only "the pubof the

THAT'S

with

Public Has Right to Aid
Industry With Its Advice

10, 1929

AND

Along The Rialto

A

WE

Sunday, November

Leon D'Usseau
Samuel N. Burger
Cal. Jones

Dave Stamper

Tom

Martin

THEIR
FIRST

JOBS
DAVID BERNSTEIN
with Wolf Brothers, dry
goods in Utica, N. Y.

HAS SOLD

AROUND THE
.WORLD

JUST as Pacent has achieved an outstanding success in the United States, with over
700 installations now completed, so Pacent
Reproducer Systems are winning exhibitor

acceptance around the world. In practically
every civilized country, one exhibitor is telling another of Pacent quality. No wonder
Pacent is going over big in foreign lands!

Germany, Italy,
Uruguay, Norway, Sweden, Den-

England, Brazil,
Australia,

France,

mark, Mexico, Japan,

New

Zealand, China.

these and many other foreign lands
Pacent performance is winning tremendous
exhibitor response.
In

Dozens of manufacturers of sound equipment, large and small, are hot in search of
business abroad. It is worthy of note that
the sale of Pacent equipment in foreign
countries has tripled in the last three months!
500 seats Type 500 DD A,
Type 500 FDA, Synchronous

Junior Models for houses up to

Synchronous
Disc

Disc,

and Sound on

COMBINED

DISC

$1,500;
Film,

AND

:

$2,500.

FILM TRACK FOR LARGER HOUSES

t*-.

TYPE

2MDAF
for houses up to

DISC

.TYPE

$3,500

2,000 seats

4MDAF
for houses up to

-

-

4,000

FILM

$4,500
seats

PACENT REPRODUCER CORP.

I

TRACK

Film Center Bldg.

NEW YORK,

N. Y.

—
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MOST SHORTS TOO TALKY
SAYS WARNER BROS. EDITOR
"The trouble with most shorts is
that they are a little too talky and
talk themselves out of the essential
exposition," is the opinion of Abe
Mass, short subject editor for War-

IN

,

By

ARTHUR

O'CONNELL,
SUGH
formance

time to redeem or regen- spite his name, he's Irish.
erate them, as the longest short runs
For this reaexactly 18 minutes.
Harry McNaughton, who wrote and
son, too, the dialogue must be fresh, starred in "On the Boulevard" for
The theme Columbia's talking short program, is
crisp and to the point.
should be simple because involving active in short production circles nowit tangles it up and takes a long time
adays. He recently worked in "Stand
To," RCA's short and now is octo straighten it out."
Warner studio directors in par- ^'•ni<H with a dialogue short which
ticular, preier 'story
SKeicheS wuii Harry Delmar is making for Pathe.
ideas that are audience proof, and in Harry, who is termed "a new comsome where musical numbers can be edy personality," was formerly an
injected in close continuity with the illuminary in "Zieefeld's Follies."
well-defined plot.
The human-inAfter having negotiated the wet
terest playlet is most acceptable; the
sketch with clean, wholesome com- Atlantic, Frank Tcnirs, musical diedy, is just as acceptable.
But sci- rector for Paramount's Long Island
entific,
clinical
or over-intellectual studio, is back and the other night
themes, should be avoided. Already conducted at the opening of the mustoo many efforts have been made to ical hit, "Bitter Siveet." Frank went
try and "educate" the public and to London to help the show along
musically.
proved costly to the producer."

Rome participated, was staged last
week by Mouliere of Paris for George
Le Maire's latest Pathe production,
"Love, Honor and Oh, Baby." Pathe
representatives in the French fashion
capital made the arrangements for
the pageant, which presented the
latest in

gowns and

fur silhouettes.

Colbert Opposite Chevalier
Claudette Colbert will play the
feminine lead opposite Maurice Chevin the forthcoming Paramount
production, "The Big Pond."
alier

RCA's Gramercy

studio.

EDDY
"What tribe do you come from?"

W.

down with

a Mack truck
"Indian" replied "Israel."

when

the

The frequently-used term, "a forest
of microphones," may soon be obsolete, in the opinion of John L. Cass,
sound engineer at RCA's Gramercy
studio.
Success in employing a single "mike" to record a large orchestra,

instead

of

a

multiple

pick-up

confirms
tendency towards use
Thomas Pratt and Deleon An- of fewer the
microphones in recording
thony are at the Eastern Vitaphone
pictures, he says.
studio from Warners' Coast plant to
According to Cass, the technique
cooperate in editing and cutting syndeveloped for talking pictures at Grachronized prints for foreign distri-

mercy

bution.

Norma Pallat, of vaudeville, plays
the feminine lead opposite Guy Voyer in "So This Is Marriage," Pathe
musical tabloid just released.
Murray Roth scored for Warner
when he signed Herschel Hen-

Bros,

lere for a Vitaphone short, which he
will direct.
This act has been laugh-

them out of their seats at the
Paramount theater for two weeks.

ing

Henlere

The

is

a

comic

pianist.

twins of Warner
Frank Namczy and
Tom Darby, better known as the
studio or+ director and the fnrrmnyt
carpenter, respectively, who plan the

Siamese

Bros, studio are

sets.

an

is

offshoot

of

Using one microphone, the record-

Guy Voyer, playing the young
band who seeks to have his wife
napped

in

"So

This

probably received
this
loid

studios,

standard practice in the radio broadcasting studios.
Experiments proved
that as few as one microphone gave
better transmission of sound after
proper grouping of orchestral instruments than a number of microphones.
The application of this broadcasting
principle to talking pictures, he says
is another of the many contributions
of radio to the growth of the talkers.
It was found, Cass declared, that
the use of several microphones produced a phase difference in recording
the high notes of musical ensembles.
Thus, when a sound track of this
character was reproduced it showed
a distortion in the higher frequencies
where the phase difference between
several instruments was noticeable.

role

in

many

comedy through

appearances

in

kid-

Marriage,"

is

the Pathe

hus-

pointers for

musical tab-

his

"Battling

many

stage
Butler."

Vitaphone More Acts
Continuing its program of

ing of the high frequencies was
blended in correct proportion without phase difference.
It was only
necessary to arrange the instruments of the orchestra or the grouping of the vocalists so that all sounds
would be recorded in correct proportion, in order to achieve a highly
successful result on the sound track.

Vita-

Make

phone Varieties, three more shorts Irvin Willat to
Lois von Eck, who has pleased 'em were recently completed at the WarTalker for Weiss Bros.
"Hello Thar," a
with her singing in night clubs and ner Bros, studios.
"Pleasant Sins," a talking special,
other places where people seek en- story of the Klondike, featuring Ed- will be put into production Monday
tertainment, had her initial experience die Buzzell, "Crinoline Classics," with by Weiss Bros, at their studio on E.
at ghost-voicing the other day for Yorke & Johnson, and a clever skit 48th st, with Irvin Willat directing.
an Indian gal in a short Paramount by Summers & Hunt are the acts The story is based on a play by
All were directed by Murray Roth
made with the U. S. Indian Band.
Thomas Broadhurst and the continuity is by Frederic and Fanny
Frank T. Davis Goes to Coast
Hatton.
Betty Sawyer Santley officially
Frank
T. Davis, vaudevillian, feaNew Quarters for Staff
received her name the other day at
The storehouse across the street
a christening held under the aus- tured in three Pathe-Checker talking
comedies produced by George Le- from the
pices of her father, Joseph Santley
Paramount Long Island
and her mother, Ivy Sawyer Sant- Maire and producer of a duo of studio is being converted into an ofley.
Frank Tours, musical top- Pathe-Folly musical tabloid com- fice building in which the Publix proedies, has gone to Hollywood to conduction staff will be housed.
notcher at Paramount's
Astoria
Davis is featured in
workshop, was given the title of god- tinue work.
"The Salesman," "Turkey for Two"
father.
and "The Smooth Guy."
PHIL
.

ARMAND

When Monty

Brice was directing
the U. S. Indian Band in a ParaMaking Connelly Short
mount dialogue short recently he apAnother Marc Connelly dialogue proached one of the redskins under
short will be produced next week the impression
that he had met him

at

OE EEWER MICROPHONES

ill-fated

much

mannikins from the salons of Paris.
London, New York, Vienna and

ENGINEER SEES USE

whose per"Week- asked Monty.
And you could have knocked Monty
End," stage production, caused Gotin

ham critics to cheer loudly, is ap"Writers with original ideas or old pearing in a series of drunken reones with a new slant should an- porter Vitaphone shorts for Warner
alyze it carefully, figure it out plaus- Bros. Although people usually assoibly, select the appoint of attack
ciated him with alcholic parts (he
and go to it. But the thing to re- was conscientiously boiled in the
member is to put the outstanding stage "Gentlemen of the Press"),
points over in the beginning, put the Hugh has played many a different
dramatic punch (or comic) in the role, including parts in such stage
middle and come to a speedy, inter- hits as "Parlor, Bedroom and Bath,"
esting solution," says Mass.
"Nightie Night" and "Twin Beds."
The too-talky short "can be compard to the super intellectual woman
James P. {for Patrick) Sweeney
who once talked herself out of a rich is back at Paramount's Long Island
proposal," points out Mass. "Char- studio after sojourning at Warner
acters should be agreeable, if possi- Bros, eastern plant. He's chief cutble. Making them disagreeable takes ter for Paramount and says, that de-

Fashion Pageant Staged
For Le Maire Production
A fashion pageant, in which 20

STUDIOS

Short Shots from
New York Studios

ner Bros.

too

GREATER

before.

"River Inn" Unit on Location

The Paramount "River Inn" unit
went to Lake Ronkonkoma, L. I.
Wednesday for exterior shots. A special train was used to convey the
company.

(Formerly

with

Chief

American

Warner

Brothers)

cameraman
Sound

Recording

Corp.
Home:

Times

Square

Hotel
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Another Warner Objective

Presen tations

(.Continued from Page 1)

By

Warner-Fox-First National greatly alters the Chicago field, so
highlighted the week, which far as selling of pictures is conIt also is expected to
found Publix acquiring control of cerned
the Marks Brothers houses in Chi- speed Fox's oft-reported plan to incago, two of the nation's ace the- vade Chicago's loop
aters. This deal ended the fierce comMeanwhile at Omaha Fox is repetition, which the Windy City has ported set to enter the first run situexperienced for several years
ation.
Omaha's a formidable Publix
Another event of the week was United stronghold, and a key city in a terArtists' decision to expand its the- ritory where both chains are in a race
ater chain, which doubled its earnings for theaters
Real effort
in the last fiscal year.
Wednesday: The stock market
now is being made to break the deadlock caused by the musicians' strike situation, so the story goes, halted
The day by day ac- the negotiations in the Pathe-Shubert
at St. Louis.
count, presents it something like this: deal, but the transaction has by no
means been dropped, according to
Monday: Fox certainly pulled a the railbirds. It may be some time,
surprise with his sale of his First but the deal may be expected to be
Warners. resumed
National
holdings
to
There's a real inside human interest
Out on the Coast, Publix is prestory on this transaction, said to
paring an expansion drive to counOn the teract the strong Fox position. Meyer
involve
$10,000,000
Coast, Seattle distributors, running
Marks of Marks Bros, is expected to
into an arbitration jam, are figuring
be chosen as the generalissimo of the
on calling upon the American ArbiPublix campaign.
He is an astute
tration Ass'n, to name exhibitor arbishowman
and a fighter, so results
trators
will be worth watching
The Washington exhibitor associaAnother postponement has halted
tion, a unit of Allied States Ass'n
the showdown Harold B. Franklin
pulled out of arbitration, and dishas said he wants on the governtributors then appealed to the Chamment's conspiracy indictment against
ber of Commerce and the mayor to
name arbitrators. These officials de- Fox West Coast and ten distributors,
in which the issue of protection is
clined, hence the next step is an
It'll be February now beappeal to the arbitration association. involved.
fore the case comes to trial.
That
This is said to be the first time such
appeal is to be made, so the outcome may turn out to be just a fizzle, or
may develop into a real legal battle.
will be watched with interests
Meanwhile, protection demands are
Elmer
BuchAt
Photophone,
said to be getting greater
er has moved up, going to
as
Thursday: Round table discusassistant to the vice president.
His
post of executive vice president of sions offer the way to settle the St.
Photophone will be filled by Louis music strike, Joseph N. Weber
Charles J. Ross, former
comp- told his St. Louis chapter, and his
troller, whose capable handling of suggestion is to be acted upon. With
that post won him this promotion. a committee named to confer with
executives of Warners and Publix in
Congratulations all around
"Elljay," the elder Selznick form- New York, an early settlement of the
erly was one of the leading executives months' old jam is anticipated
in Toronto about
in the industry, but in recent years, They're pretty
has been out of film business. Now that reported plan of Paramount to
he's reported planning a come-back, acquire control of Famous Players.
having signed Lon Chaney for a However, with Adolph Zukor arrivseries of pictures, to be started next ing today in New York, there may be
year after Chaney's M-G-M contract developments
expires.
The combination should be
That fighting Tiffany aggregation
a good one
led by the tireless Oscar Hanson, is
selling franchises.
Fifteen hundred
Tuesday: Warners and First Na- of them have been written
so far.
tional are planning to remain free
Hanson says, and he intends to
of mergers, states Harry M. Warner
double that number before the end
in confirming the Fox sale of his
of the year.
And when you multiply
First National holdings to Warners.
that number by five, the 15,000 acThe two companies are to re- counts which will be on a franchise
main intact, he says.
Good news, basis during the next five years,
is
that, for each company occupies an
a lot of business and playing time.
important niche in the industry's
Although it's but a report as
scheme of things
yet, Fox is reported ready to build
Publix went a step further toward a 6,800-seater in London. That would
sewing up the Chicago first run field top the Roxy, New York, and be the
with acquisition of control of Marks world's largest. Wonder what AmerBrothers' Marbro and Granada the- ican house then would be built to

HERBERT

RCA

These two beautiful

aters

among

the-

the nation's finest, have
been waging a spirited and intense
battle in the merry war of competition which has been under way since
The deal
they opened their doors.
aters,

Most

of these instruments

were made of rubber, and he got
nine great comedy effects from their

THIS WEEK'S CAPITOL BILL

He finished with a
reversible costume that was a knockout for laughs.
manipulation.

The spectacular bit was a fantasy
show at the Capitol, introduced by a girl who gave the
this week, "Fan Fancies," devised and theme, which was that of an ancient
staged by Arthur Knorr under the alchemist working in his laboratory
The

stage

bUpervision of Louis K. Sidney, gets
}ff to a fine start and builds up to a
great finale with plenty to spare on
the comedy.
The opening shot in
the bill features Amy Atkinson, with
the assistance of the chorus bedecked
with fans and amid an eye pleasing
set, sang a fan song which got over
very nicely. Seated in the band the
crooning of the Embassy Trio was
done ettectively. At this part in the
show, jazz songs and dance, stepped
into to get its share and went over
with a bang. Singing of Kate Smith
proved a big hit. Her songs, in addition to being well timed, were rendered with a finish. Sunshine Sammy,
with the assistance of two other
colored boys, came on and demonstrated a sample of tap dancing that
rocked the big house.
One of the
sequences in the number is a wooden
soldiers dance in tap rhythm.
The
finale was a parade of all nations
decked with many colored fans with
Amy Atkinson doing another song.

ANNIVERSARY

SHOW AT

PARAMOUNT RINCS BELL
The Third Anniversary Revue

at

the Paramount was a pip, and was
put over with oodles of special talent
that made it click strong.
They had
Dave Rubinoff and his pit orchestra
handle the harmony, with the stage
devoid of a band, and given over to
the sets entirely. Girls in fancy costume introduced the bill, opening
with two male eccentric dancers in
white gloves, using these as a medium
for some
routine.

with
his
helpers,
changing base
metals into gold.
From the furnace
a gold girl arose, she being the
femme member of an adagio foursome.
The stunts they pulled in
swings and throws were breath-taking.
Finished with a great comedy
act, with a tall and short man, the
former dressed in an absurd female
costume. They had a variety of acrobatic stunts that had the crowd in
constant laughter. They stopped the
show.
would like to mention the
individual names, for they were all
good, but cannot assign the acts to
the names.
They were Barto and

We

Mann, Yorke and Johnson, Lee Bros.,
A. Robins Stone and Vernon Foursome, Vivian Fay, Stevens and West.

MEXICAN EIESTA REVEL

AUGMENTS ROXY PICTURE
"La Fiesta," a holiday revel typical
of Latin countries, augments the current talker, "Romance of Rio Grande," at the Roxy.
It is a strikingly
colorful jamboree of music and danc-

RCA

mum

,

SNAPPY ACTS FEATURED ON

RCA

RCA

BERG

struments.

The

deal

S.

good comedy

Principals

ing.

who

appear

Jose Santiago, Leonide Massine, Patricia Bowman, Hernandez Brothers
Orchestra, Dorothy Berke and Al-

Ralph Cook and M. Vodnoy.
The Roxy Chorus, Ballet Corps and

varez,

Russell E. Markert's Roxyettes also
participate in the lively production.

Books Acts for Whiteman Film
Sisters G,
Atkins Sextette,
Stadler
Rose, Al Norman and
Jacques Cartier have been booked
for Universal's "King of Jazz Re-

Tommy

&

effects in their
finished with a "fight"
dance, sparring around for some very

vue" by Lester Hammel, contact

funny

antics.

for

They

did a jazz blues

They

the

in

numbers are Ethel Louise Wright
Harold Van Duzee, Angelita Loyo

man

William Morris, working with
Two girls were on doing the semi- Walter Meyers of the Morris coast
operatic in crinoline and hoop skirts. office.

number

as the

opera singers might have put it over.
They then introduced a pianist and
cornetists who with the help of the
Fred Evans ensemble interpreted the
"St. Louis Blues" as three great composers of past and present might have
it.
The finish was a Gershwin
interpretation, with the girls doing a
neat routine in blue tinsel dresses.
This number finished with a spectacu-

done

lar fire effect from back stage seen
through a scrim. This was followed
regain the title?
by a comedy musician with a marFriday:
United Artists' theater vellous layout of props which he had
holdings have not been added to dur- concealed about his person. He faked
ing the year, but on the contrary, a all the music with his voice, includ(Continued on Page 11)
ing a variety of strings and brass in-

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New Y

Phone Penn.

»rk

3580

City

;;

—

;
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Ted Lewis

"Is

Ronald Colman

in

Ann

with Alice Day,

ft.

AVERAGE STORY WITH TED
LEWIS AND HIS JAZZ BAND
TO MAKE IT INTERESTING.
JUST FAIR MATERIAL WITH
TED LEWIS AS DRAW.
Drama

The

of jazz.

story

is

trite

and when Ted Lewis is trying to do
the dramatics as an actor, he is very
much out of his character. But when
the jazz king does his regular stuff
with his band, he is a sheer delight.
Every minute he is working in his
regular stuff he gets over a mile a
But his jazz work alone
minute.
can't make a picture, and the story
material is very flat and uninterestIt follows the lines of so many
ing.
other stories of the songster who
made good, that you know about
every turn before it is disclosed. Ted's

father, a Hungarian musician of note,
thinks his son is playing in a symphony orchestra until he discovers
that he has traded the family violin

sax and then the old man is
Meanwhile a dancing
heartbroken.
star and a sweet girl are fighting for
Ted's love, and all is happy in a big
Will not
Christmas family reunion.
set the world on fire.
Cast: Ted Lewis, Alice Day, Ann Pennington, Lawrence Grant, Julia Swayne Gorfor a

don, Otto Hoffman, Purnell B. Pratt.
Director, Archie L. Mayo; Authors, Joseph
Jackson. James A. Starr Adaptors, the same
Dialoguers, Joseph Jackson and James A.
Starr; Editor, Desmond O'Brien; Cameraman,
;

I

Dem

ft.

Photography,

fair.

Against a background
Goldwyn.
which is colorful one moment and
drab the next, Colman moves smoothstory which
ly and suavely in a
slumps slightly in the latter part of
It

tells

of a love affair

Direction, showmanship.
satisfactory.

Photography,

fine.

Talking Pict. Epics

SPLENDID

Length 5200
:

Photography, ex-

cellent.

riding

to

ride

"So This

breakneck pursuit

of his
escaped horse. Several shots of one
of the big frontier days roundups also
add impressiveness. For the windup,
Gibson licks the villain and his partin

ner in a hand-to-hand fight.
Cast: Hoot Gibson, Sally Eilers, Kathryn
McGuire, James Mason Archie Ricks, Walter
Brennan, Howard Trucdale.
Author, From the novel Ramblin' Kid by
Earl W.
Adaptor,

Bowman

Walker;

Cameraman, Harry Newman.

Howard

Direction,

good.

;

Director, Arthur
Green ; Editor,

Rosson
Gilmore

Photography, good.

Cameo

box

with Elliot Nugent and

PICTORIAL AC- M-G-M

off

sented, with talking scenes of

Com-

Length: 9143

mander Eckener and the American

Navy Commander Rosendahl.

Beau-

real punch.
No credits, except cameraman Robert
Hartman, who did a marvelous job. Dialogue
sequences by
Commander Knute Eckener.
Lady Drummond Hay, Commander Rosendahl
of the U. S. Navy.

tiful

camera record,

good.

Photography,

ball shots.
Elliot

Nugent, Robert Montgomery,

Edwards, Sally Starr, Phyliss Crane,
Dorothy Dehn Max Davidson, Ann Brody,
Oscar Rudolph, Gene Stone, Polly Moran,
and Lee Shumway.
Authors, Al BoasDirector, Sam Wood
berg and Delmar Daves; Dialoguers, Joe
Farnum and Al Boasberg Adaptor, Al BoasCameraman,
Editor, Frank Sullivan
berg
Leonard Smith.
Cliff

;

;

;

;

Direction,

Excellent.

Photography, Aces.

ex-

Philbin

ft.

ORDINARY
PRODUCTION
WITH DRAGGY STORY AND A
LOT OF MORBID AND DEPRESSING ATMOSPHERE.
LACKS AUDIENCE APPEAL.
Drama

of show life. This was the
picture made by Conrad Veidt
for Universal, with Mary Philbin opposite. The story was evidently written specially for Veidt to give him
opportunity to exercise his undoubted
histrionic talents.
But that is the
main fault with it, for the story features Veidt to such an extent that
there is little left for the rest of the
cast.
The direction of Paul Fejos is
heavy and draggy.
He tried for a
lot of unusual camera angles, and his
treatment is more that of the continental director than Hollywood. In
fact the story is laid in Europe, and
last

then switches to America. The slow
tempo and tragic story unrelieved by
comedy, licks it effectually. Veidt as
the magician is in love with his assistant, who also is loved by the two
male helpers in the act. Veidt murders the boy the girl prefers in one
Sad, dreary
of the performances.
not b. o.
Cast: Conrad Veidt, Mary Philibin, Leslie
Fenton, Fred MacKaye, Anders Randolf,
Sam De Grasse, George Irving.
Director

Department of Reviews conducted by Jack Harrower

Mary

(Silent)
Length: 5999

Universal
ft.

seconds.
The picture portrays the
love affairs of two college boys for
one girl with the climax taking place
the day of the big football game.
The picture boasts of some real footCast:

very

with Conrad Veidt,

Cliff

ft.

office possibilities.

theater

Direction,

"The Last Performance"

College"

is

COUNT OF THE HISTORIC CLEVERLY CONSTRUCTED
ZEPPELIN FLIGHT CARRIES COLLEGE YARN ENTERTAINDRAMATIC PUNCH. TREAT AS ING IN ALL DEPARTMENTS.
A SPECIAL. BIG B.O. VALUE. GOOD MATERIAL FOR ANY

to big

;

cellent.

ft.

At the
Broadway
they
in first, thereby winning a $10,000 bet
have been jamming them in all week.
squaring
himself
and
uncle
for the
Views all along the trip from Friedwith the girl. There are some beaurichshafen to Lakewood are pretiful and thrilling scenes of Gibson
manages

worthwhile enter-

it

;

Edwards
(All-Talker)

be a strong
strong in the public mind, that with
annual rodeo, there is a horse race
proper publicity this can be built up
and the cowboy, though drugged by
forces,

and makes

;

This is the official motion picture HOUSE.
Hoot
comedy-drama.
Here's one that gets going from
record
of the recent around-the-world
Gibson plays- "The Rambling Kid," a
It is the opening shot and keeps up the
roaming cowboy, whose hobby is to flight of the Graf Zeppelin.
When its all over patrons
presented in association with the pace.
feign drunkenness as a means of
will feel like seeing a good deal more.
Love interest is intro- Hearst newspapers and the record of
clowning.
camera of the Al Boasberg, Joe Farnum and Sam
duced by the arrival of a city girl the trip is from the
man officially appointed for Wood, author, dialoguers and direcand her chum for a visit to uncle's M-G-M
Although many of these tor, respectively can be handed the
the trip.
ranch. The girl (Sally Eilers) is atshots have been shown in the news- lion's share of the credit with Elliot
tracted to the cowboy, but becomes
reels, the historic flight is so signifi- Nugent, Robert Montgomery, Sally
exasperated when she believes him to
cant and the air-minded fever so Starr and Cliff Edwards running close
imbiber.
Later, at the

villain

rut

;

Western

the

Drama of Continental life.
The
story is not heavy or involved, but
the manner of directing employed by
Dennison Clift lifts it out of the

;

;

(Synchronized)

Length: 5331

the surefire box-office elements into
this one, and it will ring the bell with
the cash customers everywhere, especially among the femmes who will
eat up the sentiment and pathos
which are spread on thick. Director

A

(All-Talker)

A FAIRLY GOOD WESTERN
WITH THE ESSENTIAL INGREDIENTS TO PLEASE HOOT
GIBSON FANS. SHOULD SATISFY WHEREVER GIBSON IS
POPULAR.

(Silent)
Length: 7240

Ufa

:

"Around the World Via
Graf Zeppelin"

Universal

ft.

A

"The Long, Long Trail"

Hoot Gibson in

Length: 8090

"Paradise"
with Betty Balfour, Joseph Striker

tainment.
The camera shots on the
William K. Howard gave it all he Riviera are beautiful, and the general
who
develops
between
the
star,
which
had, which is plenty, and so con- dressing of the picture makes
it atis a bank robber, and the woman who
trived a far-fetched plot as to keep it tractive.
competent cast, with
is married
to the vulgar, at times
stimulating and diverting through- Betty Balfour, the English star,
quite
silly, warden of the prison.
The war- out. The heart punches are thrown
appealing. Alexander D'Arcy as the
den, learning of his wife's love for
in heavy, and they click strong. All gigolo who tries to
take the girl
the convict, deports her and Colman
about a young Italian-American in over is a handsome scoundrel, and
breaks jail and escapes through the
love with the same type of girl who does a polished role that clicks strong.
jungle only to be captured on board
goes to Italy and fights during the They'll be bringing him to HollyAlthough he is rethe steamship.
war, is blinded, returns home, and wood if he sticks to this pace.
Joseph
turning to jail at the end of the picworks out a tense and pathos-loaded Striker, one of our home product,
ture there is an implied happy endlove angle with the girl who has mar- gets a real break as the hero,
and
The cast is excellent through- ried in his absence.
ing.
The best thing shows he has the stuff. Story tells
out, with Dudley Digges, as the warJessel has done on the screen, al- of an English girl who wins a money
den, turning in a splendid performthough his Italian accent is poor.
prize and goes to the Riviera to make
ance as well as the star. Ann HardCast: George Jessel, Lila Lee, David Rol- whoopee, meets a gigolo, and
the
Both lins, Henry Kolker,
ing and Louis Wolheim click.
Kenneth MacKenna,
sweetheart back home comes along
No. 1.
photography and sets are
John Reinhart, Dick Winslow Johnson, Henry
and gets her out of the jam.
Cast Ronald Colman, Dudley Digges, Ann Armetta, Marcus Manon, Jerry Mandy.
Harding, Louis Wolheim, William Elmer
Director, William K. Howard, stage diCast: Betty Balfour, Winter Hall, Joseph
and William Vaughn.
rector, Henry Kolker; Authors, Le Roy CleStriker, Alexander D'Arcy.
Author,
Blair
Director, Wesley Ruggles
mens, John B. Hymer; Adaptor, Dana BurDirector,
Dennison
Clift;
Author,
Sir
Dialoguers, Phillip Gibbs
Niles; Dialoguer, Sidney Howard; Adaptor, net j
Editor, Al De Gaetano
Adaptor, not listed
Editor,
Stuart
Editor,
Heisler
Howard
Cameramen, not listed; Titler, not listed; Cameraman,
Sidney
Ewin Burke, George Jessel
Cameramen, George Barnes and Gregg To- Lucian Andriot, Walter Scott.
Rene Guissart.
the picture.

Direction,

good

Fox

10, 1929

/(.
SHOULD BE SURE FIRE AT SUREFIRE BOX-OFFICE
BOX OFFICE. COLMAN DOES WITH THROBS AND CLEVER PLEASING BRITISH PROSPLENDID WORK IN SOPHIS- DIRECTORIAL DRAMATIC DUCTION FINELY DIRECTED
TICATED
AND UNUSUAL TOUCHES PUTS OVER SENTI- AND MOUNTED CARRIES
STORY.
MENTAL THEME. POPULAR FEMININE APPEAL. POPULAR
Drama. Adapted from the novel APPEAL.
ENTERTAINMENT FOR SI"Condemned to Devil's Island," by
Love drama.
They
crowded all LENT FANS.
Blair Niles and produced by Samuel

land.

Reynolds.

Direction,

(All-Talker)

Length: 8300

United Artists

Length: 7311

"Love, Live and Laugh"

(All-Talker)

Pennington

(All-Talker)
Warners

George Jessel in

in

"Condemned"

Everybody Happy"

Sunday. November

Carlisle;
listed

;

Paul

Titler,

Author, James A.
Cahn, Robert
Reed; Adaptor, not

Fejos;

Editors,

Creelman;

Edward

Tom

Cameraman, Hal Mohr.

Direction,

poor.

Photography,

heavy.

THE
Sunday, November

"Romance

10,

a&Ok

of Rio Grande"
Mary Duncan,

Another Warner

with Warner Baxter,

Antonio Moreno

Foreign Markets

Objective,

(All-Talker)

Fox Movietone

n

DAILY

1929

(.Continued

Length: 8460

from Page 9)

By

ft.

FIRST-RATE TALKING PICTURE ENTERTAINMENT,
WITH ROMANCE, COLOR AND
ACTION.
SHOULD MAKE
MONEY IN ANY HOUSE.

number of them have been sold
This oreither in whole or in part.
der of things is to be changed next
year, for, bulwarked by a net of $1,113,732 (more than double that of last
year), the company is preparing to

Drama of Mexico, from the novel
"Conquistador."
Baxter playing the
son of a native mother and an American father, has a strongly sympathetic role as the prodigal who returns
to the lineal hacienda and gets into
conflict with a villainous cousin (Moreno).
Action and color are provided by scenes of warfare and a
fiesta.
Musical end is well maintained with a couple of neat songs. Mona
Maris supplies the chief love interest on the feminine side.
She carries
big appeal from start to finish. Mary
Duncan does her part well, and there
is some impressive acting by Robert
Edeson. The picture has the necessary box office ingredients to make
Title
alone is
money anywhere.
something that picture fans will con-

JAMES

P.

CUNNINGHAM

SASCHA FILM CO. FORMED

UNDER GOLDSMID DEAL

TO PRODUCE

The expansion is planned in
two directions. More on this later
sail.

SUEDFILM POLICY SAME

—

—

Berlin Policy of Suedfilm comLondon Sascha Film Co. is a new
pany will remain unchanged by J
formed
here
with
producing
concern
Tiffany just insists on remaining
offices at 84 Regent St.
The com- Goldsmid's purchase of British Inin the headlines, for with two Broadpany's
first production will be a talk- ternational Pictures' controlling interway outlets acquired, the company
est in it.
The company, according to
now is after a third. Some time ago, ing picture version of the play Goldsmid, will continue to be "a
"Sleeping
Partners," with Seymour
we said, "Watch Tiffany." The inHarding pivot of British films in Germany"
Stepping Hicks, Edna Best and Lyn
junction bears repeating.
The
film will probably and to act as releasing agent of all
in the cast.
down the gangplank, Adolph Zukor
be made at the Worton Hall studios B. I P. films in this country.
has nothing to say on the proposed
1

Paramount-Warner

deal,

officially

The Paramount
as off.
leader is feeling fit and eager to get
back into harness. That augurs well
for the future of his company
reported

10 More British Houses
Technical Congress Will
Meet in Zurich Next Year Using B. T. P. Equipment
London—Ten theaters have been
Zurich — An international "photo-

grammetric" congress is scheduled to added to the list of those operating
with British Talking Pictures appabe held here from Sept. 6 to 10, 1930
ratus.
They are the Rivoli, St.
Delegates from all over the world are
An exhibition Helens, Premier, Widnes; Boro, Salexpected to attend.
ford; Tower, Goole; Picture House
of modern apparatus will be held in
jure with.
Heath; Hayes, Birmingham; Rialto.
meeting.
conjunction
with
the
Cast: Warner Baxter, Mary Duncan, An.
Glasgow; Lome, Glasgow; Corona
manpower
field,
boasting
entered
the
tonio Moreno
Mona Maris, Robert Edeson,
Leigh-on-Sea; Capitol, Barking.
Agostino Borgato, Albert Roccardi, Mrs. and the wherewithal to get someStudio Project
Jiminez, Major Coleman, Charles Byers, Mer- where.
It
should be heard from

Twenty-nine talkers, 19 of them
American-made are slated as its first
year's schedule by Sono Art-World
Wide Pictures. There's an aggresindependent which has just
sive

New

rill

McCormick.

Editor, Not listed
Director, Alfred Santell
Cameraman, Arthur
Dialoger,
Not listed
Edeson Author, Katherine Fullerton Gerould
Adaptor, Marion Orth.

plenty in

its

first

;

Today:

Direction,

Very good.

"The Love Doctor"
with June Collyer

(All-Talker)
Length:

5503

ft.

DELIGHTFUL COMEDY. ONE
OF THE BEST THINGS RICHARD DIX HAS DONE. CLEVER
DIALOGUE AND FINE DIRECSUREFIRE WITH THE
FEMMES.

TION.

Comedy. Adapted from the story
Winchell
Boomerane,"
by
"The
Richard
Smith and Victor Mapes.
Dix has a part that fits him down
to the ground. His comedy flair was
never exhibited to better advantage.
He creates a fine comedy role and
sustains the interest throughout. June
Collyer is very appealing, and helps
The direction is expert, and
a lot.
the sort of story that will please
varieties and classes of femmes.
Dix is a society doctor starting out
in practice, who prescribes a love
The gal he
cure for a young man.
is in love with has fallen hard for the
Meanwhile the doctor's asdoctor.
sistant is madly in love with the doc.
it

is

all

With

this

is

London

Wiring Houses to
Meet Big Talker Demand
Vienna-— Many large motion picture

in Britain Vienna

— Construction

has

been

in

company. The cost of the first unit nese in talking films.
number of
abroad. The company is foresighted
will be $250,000
houses are scrapping their present
and aggressive enough to realize that including the site,
It will be completed some time in
equipment and installing the latest
unless American firms get in on the
Besides leasing the stu- sound devices.
Sound pictures are
ground floor, foreign producers will February.
dios to other producers, the company not sufficient to meet the popular debeat them to it.
plans to make six productions of its
The future of the silent film, so far own a year. The managing director mand for audible pictures, with the
result that there is at the moment
as the company is concerned, is the of the firm is
J. Tempest Keeping.
little competition among theaters.
object of a reported check-up being

A

Richard Dix in

Paramount

M-G-M

taking a lead

started on the first of nine sound and
talkers.
planning
multi-lingual
studios to be built at
silent film
in
this
city
theaters
have been
Dialogue
in their own languages for
Photography, ExPark
by London Talking equipped with sound apparatus to
Brookman's
foreign fans is the sure way to rePictures and Studios, Ltd. a new meet the interest shown by the Vientain popularity of American films
;

cellent.

Launched

year of operation.

;

;

While talkers now
Costes' Wife in French Film
in
the rage, it's going to take
Berlin
Mary Costes, American $507,000
some time to supplant the silent film actress-wife of the French aviator
in Britain
Stoll
entirely, if that ever can be done
has a part in "The Night Is Ours,"
London Stoll Theaters Corp. reThere'll be many in the industry a French talking picture being diports profits of $507,000 for the year
rooting for the fairest kind of break rected here by Carl Froelich and ended Sept. 1929. The company has
for the silent film. Just a word about Henry
Roussel.
voted a dividend of six per cent on
that sound-newsreel policy that Fox
the ordinary shares, bringing the tohas installed at the Embassy.
It's
Jean Epstein Completes Film
tal dividend payment for the year to
going over big, so don't be surprised
Paris Jean Epstein has completed 12 per cent.
if the idea is tried out in many cities.
a film titled "Sa Tete" ("Her Head")

made by Fox.
are

—

all

by

—

Year

Earned
Chain

—

Use Remote Control Only
with DeForest, Is Warning
Warning

against the use of remote

DeForest
equipment is being sent out by General Talking Pictures Corp., which
says it owns the patent on the invention.
According to Dr. Lee DeForcomplication, the comedy
The est, the inventor, remote control will,
control

with

other

than

plot gets funnier all the time.
dialogue is very clever, and very in the near future, be installed in
witty.
One of the best light come- every theater where talking pictures
are shown.
The projectionist in a
Surefire.
dies of the vear.
booth is not in the best position to
Cast: Richard Dix, June Collyer, Morgan
Miriam Seegar. Winifred Harris, judge volume of sound in an audiFarley,
Lawford Davidson, Gale Henry.
torium, says Dr. DeForest, and it is
Director Melville Brown; Authors, Win- logical that some means of control
chell Smith. Victor Mapes; Dialogues Guy
of sound should be located in the
Bolton; Adaptors, Guy Bolton, J. Walter
auditorium proper if the best results
Ruben.
Photography, fine. are to be obtained.
Direction, excellent.

with a cast including France Dhelia
Nino Constantini and Rene Ferte.
2 Emelka Openings in Berlin
Berlin Two Emelka films have

—

To Handle "Great Gabbo"

in U. K.
Great Gabbo" will
be distributed in the United Kingdom by W. & F.

London

— "The

Pacent Shown to
Pacent
demonstrated to the
and Warwick Ward, and "The Fav- cently at the Grand,
ourite of Schonbrunn."

bad

their premieres in Berlin.

They

are "The Street of Lost Souls," featuring Pola Negri, Hans Rehmann

UFA May

Rebuild Theater
has been granted
permission to rebuild the Urania into

Budapest

—Ufa

a 1,000-seat house.
The work is expected to be completed in January

"4 Feathers" in

—

London

London "The Four Feathers" has
grossed $125,000 in five weeks at the
Carlton, with 20 performances weekly it is reported here.
The house
seats 1,100.

London

—

Trade Press
equipment was
trade press re-

Camberwell.

Rlchmount Pictures
723 7th Ave.
D.

J.

I

nc .

New York

MOUNTAM.

EXCLUSIVE

foreigi

City

Pres.

representa

Rayart Pi.tures Corpoeading Inde-'
ration and other
producers
and distributors.
pendent
Cable Address RICH PiCSOC. Paris
Cable Address: DEEJAY. London
Cable Address: RICH PIC. N. Y.
tives for

.

:

Exporting only the
best In Motion Pictures

THE

c&mk
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Theater Equipment
By

WILLIAM ORNSTEIN

New Light Intensity Meter

CENTERING DEVICE FOR

SOUND

Developed by Westinghouse

FILM CHANGEOVER

— Development

Chicago

of

a

new

centering device, designed to enable
automatic changeover from silent to
sound-on-film, or from sound tract
to sound disc films, has been completed

ment

by
Co.,

"there
has been a need for a studio type of photometer that could be worked, set up and read
quickly without making adjustments.
For
this reason, the Westinghouse Lamp
Company and the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Company have designed this
new tool, for photographer or camera man

The device maintains
the market.
the projected image in exact center
position on the screen while the
changeover is made.
The equipment consists of a lens
mounting assembly adjustable for
focus, alignment and the accommo-

to

It is

Mo- New

centering device for automatic changeover

merit

mechanism consists of that a
bracket which fastens to the front device
Briefly, the

a
plate

/

projector head, the
bracket carrying a clamping ring
which engages the lens barrel firmly
by means of a split collar tightened
by a convenient thumb screw. Forward and backward movement of the
Jens system for focusing is provided
by a gear and pinion arrangement
said to permit a fine degree of variation in adjustment. In addition, the
entire lens barrel mounting is afforded side-to-side movement by the
shifting of a lever.
It is by this
movement, states the company, that
the optical center of the lens system is moved over into proper position for projecting the various films.
Inclusion of a stop-screw arrangeof

the

Has New Power Supply

for

Sound Picture Operation
A new

power supply

limits the side movement, so
single adjustment when the
is installed is all that is neces-

sary to assure repeated accurate centering by shifting the lever.
In the
same manner, the initial focusing adjustment should be sufficient, since
the general practice is to scratch
a reference mark on eath of the lens
barrels used, to indicate their correct
depth of insertion in the projection
head.
To illustrate operation of the dea change from Movietone to
Vitaphone is accomplished by shift-

vice,

New

Klangfilm Equipment

for British Instructional
London — New Klangfilm sound re-

installation

ply current for the head-amplifier
New British Projector Reported
tubes and the exciter-lamp.
At the
Newcastle
new producing comsame time it supplies the current required for the B supply of the for pany with studios here which is to
mer without any increase in hun take over the Northern Film Produclevel.
The power supply includes a ing Co. is being talked of. The prospecial Powerizer voltage compensa- ject is said to involve $2,500,000.
tor of the transformer leakage type
Myers Joins Sentry
operating with little variation of
Pittsburgh Harry W. Myers, forvoltage.

—A

—

Symplaphone is New Sound
System on British Market

—

London
A new sound system
known as "Symplaphone" has been

merly with National Theater Supply
and Superior M. P. Supply, has been

made

district representative for Sentry Safety Control.
He will make
his office with National Theater Supply here.

Safety Device Improved
Pittsburgh
New improvements
aters seating up to 1,000 are priced on the Pfeil
automatic safety device
at about $3,000;
those for larger have received a certificate of aphouses, at $5,000.
The apparatus is proval from the state, according to
the S. & S. Sales Co. The apparatus
both for sound-on-disc and sound-onis for the prevention of fire on proplaced on the market.

film.

assist

him

in

his

work.

This new

indi-

cating electrical eye should have the same
value to the cameraman as the slide rule
to the engineer.
It is a quick reading light
yard stick as simple as a volt meter to read.
As this is a very new development, we are
not sure just what the possibilities or limitations of this device might be, but it is felt
that it has a wide application in the motion
picture and other photographic industries."

Light intensity meter developed
house

This meter is self contained and carried
as a complete unit in one case.
The light
sensitive pick-up is a photoelectric cell covered with a shield.
A window is cut in
one side to admit the light to be measured.
The photoelectric cell unit is connected to
the meter by a six foot double conductor
cord making it possible to move the cell
unit around within that radius without moving the case.
The instrument contains a
commercial portable microammeter calibrated
directly in foot candles.
The smallest size
"B" batteries are wired and mounted into
the case.
As very little energy is required,
the
battery life will be about its shelf

We

life.

—

Sets for the-

jectors.

doing some work with this photometer during
the past
few months," continued McCoy
"to determine the light values on motion
picture sets.
He has informed me that while
he was checking the light reflected from an
actor's face, the light intensity meter picked
up the change in illumination caused by this
man lighting a cigarette. This incident may
Illustrate
how sensitive this device is to

detector, to sound an alarm in case of fire,
and to count the product of quantity production by the interrupted beam of light.
The
cell plays an important role in several different schemes of motion picture sound reproduction.
(The resistance of the cell will
vary with intensity of the h'eht striking it).
There are a number of different types of
cells and their characteristics very materially

change

in light intensity.
believe this device has an application
in connection with the film printing machines.
There are a number of different settings of
the printing lamp required to have the film
printed without glaring or too dark results.
To control this condition, the different setIn
tings must be made by the operator.
order to try the light intensity meter for this
application, a special mask for the photo cell
has been made to fit into the aperture of the
printer.
Mr. La Grand, of Paramount has
been making tests to determine the meter's

"We

the elements used.
They can be made
materials to resDond to different
Dr. Rentschler of
wave lengths of light.
'vr research department has constructed a
photoelectric cell that will respond only to
spectrum.
This
•ltra violet region of the
~e'l
is
now being used in an u'tra violet
eeording device, making it possible to obtain
t nuantitive reading in ultra violet units.

with

of

different

value

been
light

used in our light intensity meter
is a special cell having a very broad response,
This response
covering the visible spectrum.
is such that it will fit in very well for light
where
the
combination
of
measurements
Mazda light and panchromatic film is used
A spectroscopic study of the response of the
xanchromatic fi'm when plotted against the

The

The meter has also
in
this
field.
suggested as a means to analyize the
on a motion picture screen."

cell

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS
of Every Type
Consult Us and Save Money

shows that the
'ight of the Mazda lamp
'esults are somewhat near a straight line
making it possible for the meter to give an
nteeration that will come close to the photographic results obtained with given light

REPAIR SHOP

;

of this meter is suggested
*o
be of considerable value when colored
Pictures are taken because of the integration
of the va'ues of different wave lengths of
The same
tie-tit through the visible spectrum.
can also be used for the measurement
cell
of north skv davlight giving approximately
the same values for the same intensity from
The photo cell
a photogranhic standpoint.
as used is directional in its pickup mnking it
possible to study the light from different
"alnes.

by Westing-

angles.
The pickup can be made non-directional if so desired.
The sensitivity is such that a range of
full scale readings can be made from
100
ft.
to 3000 ft. candles.
believe the
range of 400 to 500 ft. candles, as read on
a full scale of 1000 ft. candles will fit the
studio requirements the best, but this is
a matter to be controlled by the professional
studio man.
In order to provide a simple
and effective means of calibrating the meter,
without returning it to the factory, we plan
to mount a low voltage lamp in the meter
case to check the cell for calibration.
At
a definite spacing a calibration check can
easily
be
made.
The lamp will be a six
volt type to be supplied with energy from
a six volt external battery."
"M. W. Palmer, of Paramount, has been

ing levers and inserting the correct
The photoelectric cell is generally known
lens system for that in position. The as a light sensitive tube having somewhat
entire procedure, which is positive the appearance of a radio tube.
The tube
and free from any further adjustment has two distinct parts, an anode and cathode.
The cathode is coated light sensitive material
takes about a minute. The device is giving the tube its characteristics.
Many
made of aluminum and bronze.
other commercial uses have been found for
the photo cell.
It is used as a smoke

for sound-onhas been developed cording set, held to be an advance
by the Radio Receptor Co., New over that now on the market, has
York.
Under this system there is been installed .at the British Instrucno need of a storage battery to sup- tional Studios at Welwyn.
film

L.

developed by his company.
"As a natural result," McCoy said,

Chicago Cinema Equipand the device placed on

dation of various lens systems.
adaptable to either Simplex or
tiograph projectors.

McCoy

of Westinghouse
Electric Manufacturing
Company, in an address before the
recent meeting of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers at Toronto,
outlined the new light intensity meter

James

Lamp and

with Experts on

Professional

Cameras

Right on Premises

The use

iOIUOCTCHByS
WtIO

West J2«*St.New*>rk.Ny^^
Phone Penna. 0330

Motion Picture Department
U.
I

S.

and Canada Agents for Debrie

COLOR
at the price of

black-and-white
JjjASTMAN Sonochrome Tinted

Positive

Films were developed specifically to add
color to sound pictures at low cost.

do

just that.

pheric

tints,

The

They

sixteen subtle atmos-

bringing

new

color

moods

to the screen, are so adjusted that they

give unusually faithful
tion.

sound reproduc-

Yet the films cost no more than

or-

dinary black-and-white positive.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK
%

J
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BOX-OFFICE
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and no chance
ing! These

dice

loaded with
dramatic

of los-

are

thrills,

suspense,

romance, intrigue

and
of

will

roll

coin

plenty

into the

box-office.

S>
by

AN
All Talking

Dramatic Smash

PA

MU

U

N
Pacemaker

playing /different roles

for the

Industry

cast includes

Marguerite

Churchill

Lester Lonergan
Story by Richard Connell

—

Dialog by

Directed by Berthold Viertel

THERE'S

NO CRAP ABOUT

Dana Burnet —

—

Staged by Lester Lonergan

Presented by

WILLIAM FOX
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More Fox Newsreel Theaters Declared in Prospect
TENNESSEE SOLONS MEETING ON TICKET TAX
Secret French Society Formed to Boycott U.S. Films
Members Being Recruited

The Trend

for Association Against

of Things
•By

Ten Per Gent Levy on Admissions Slated to
Be Introduced at Special Tenn. Session
Memphis— Proposal for a ten per cent admission tax
slated to come

S. Products
(By Wireless) Films are up for discussion at a special meeting
among American commodities to be to open today. The proposed tax, it

U.

—

Paris

JACK AL1COATE-

—STOCK MARKET

panics like boycotted by a secret society reportdrive for mempolitics
make strange bedfellows ed organized here.
What happened to some of the bers now is under way. Tobacco
seniors in this M. P. college when automobiles, operettas and films are
told, in future years, will make in- among other American commodities
teresting and, in spots, tragic read- to be boycotted, it is stated.

A

kets do at times upset the best laid
plans of mice and men.
*

Plans World's Largest
London (By Wireless)
is

—MOST EDITORS

—Fox

going ahead with plans to

build the world's largest theater in the East End, A. C.
Blumenthal, Fox representa-

OUTLOOK ABROAD BRIGHT

tive,

states.

A

site

has been

obtained for the house which

ADOLPH ZUKOR DECLARES

will

*

*

between

seat

6,000

and

said, is to

be offered as a means to
declared

a

Its

deficit.

passage would result in closing of
many theaters of the state, due to the
fact that they are not permitted to
operate on Sunday.

M. A. Lightman

president of the M.P.T.O.A., and

Norman, president

F.

see,

Mississippi

are

expected

and Arkansas
to

J.

of the Tennes-

direct

the

unit,

fight

against the proposed tax.

7,000.

are

is

eliminate

Some

of those who formerly
made faces at each other are now
for mutual protection, on the friendliest of terms.
Nasty old bear maring.

is

of the Tennessee legislature, scheduled

amusing

Outlook of Paramount abroad is
"very good and particularly in France
for
our working arrangement is on a beting over the whole matter, he says ter footing than in some time," ac"The motion picture industry has but cording to Adolph Zukor, who has
(Continued on Page 7)
one standard and that is the filling
of seats in every theater."
Our idea
of good business is to make money

Take Don

C. Seitz of "The Outlook"
instance.
After carefully think-

makes money
Companies making money pay diviFilling seats in theaters

dends.
Good pictures fill seats and
bad pictures don't and the motion
picture industry has grown prosperous by giving the amusement loving
people of the world good picture?
and not bad ones.

PATHE SOUND NEWS'

NEWSREEL HOUSES?

100

Opening

RADIO VICTOR TO MAKE

FIRST BIRTHDAY TODAY FILMS AT GRAMERCY STUDIO

Facilities of the RCA Gramercy
anniversary of Pathe Sound
being celebrated today studios, New York, are being placed
which also is the 19th birthday of at the disposal of the Radio Victor
*
*
*
Pathe News. Terry Ramsaye, editor- Co., Charles J. Ross, new extcutive
FAST coming and aggres- in-chief of Pathe News and Review vice president of RCA-Photophone
sive Tiffany outfit makes its bow to
Hall established states. A number of units producing
staff, and Ray L.
(Continued on Page 6)
Broadway tonight with the presenta(Continued on Page 6)

First

News

is

—THE
tion of

"Woman

Globe Theater.

to

Woman"

Here

is

at the

an organ-

ization that has proven itself
to the opportunities of the day.

alive

With

an ambitious program laid out for a
year in advance, Tiffany should be
heard from in more select circles

from now on.
*

—AND NOW

*

*

on top of all the other
things with which we have had to
contend last week, we learn that
they have just demonstrated, here in
New York, a new canned talk telephone device by which you simply
dial the number and the gimmick at
the other end speaks right up and
tells the pretty operator what number you want without a word actually
being spoken.
It is the latest prod(Continued on Page 2)

Have Two
Minneapolis First Run Outlets

Radio Pictures

to

Stage Producers to Fight
Sunday Films if Defeated
Action to close picture and vaudeville houses on the Sabbath will be
taken by legitimate managers in New
York should their efforts to give SunThis anday shows be defeated.

nouncement was made following
conference of Equity

a

53 producing managers and 12 playwright?
at the Hotel Astor, New York, called
to discuss the advisability of opening
legitimate houses on Sunday nights
officers,

Minneapolis
is

to give

— Big

way

time

vaudeville

to talkers at the

Hen-

with the Seventh St. R-K-O house which has
been dark for two years, converted
into a grind vaudeville and picture
policy.
This will give Radio Pictures two outlets here. No announcement of the change has been made,
but it is slated to be within a few

nepin-Orpheum

days.

here,

of

theaters

at

Brooklyn

Boston, Chicago and Philadelphia for
the exclusive presentation of sound
newsreels is understood planned by
Fox. Courtland Smith is quoted by
a New York newspaper as stating
the number of houses will reach 100
In commenting on the
before long.
newsreel theater Smith told

THE

(Continued on Page 6)

Congratulations
Pathe

today celebrates a
double anniversary, the first
anniversary of Pathe Sound
News and the nineteenth birthday of Pathe News, the pioneer

sound newsreel.
Since its establishment one
year ago today, Pathe Sound
News has forged steadily
ahead, chalking up a number of
achievements, notable even in
this day of newsreel efficiency

and

From

Editor-inhis
the
colleague,
entire staff is entitled to praise
And this
for work well done.
without any sacrifice or impairment of the high standard
Pathe News has maintained for
so many years.

speed.
Chief Terry

Ramsaye and
Ray Hall, down,
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The Broadway Parade

hew;

The Industry's
Date Book

among last week's openings was "Paris," with Irene Bordoni, which
replaced "Young Nowheres" at the Central on Thursday.
There are several

FIRST

ML No

Monday, Nov. 11,1929

3 6

CKN i/llCOATE

Editor and Publisher

:

:

:

important openings scheduled this week.
"Woman to Woman" comes to the
Wednesday will see the premiere of
Globe tonight, forcing out "Jazz Heaven."
"Song of Love" at the Geo. M. Cohan, where "Broadway Scandals" is now the
attraction.
"Show of Shows" will open at the Winter Garden Sunday, causing
"Gold Diggers of Broadway" to go elsewhere.
Distributor
Picture
Theater
Opening Date
"Hollywood Revue"
M-G-M
Astor
Aug. 14
Warners
"Gold Diggers of B'way".
Winter Garden. .Aug. 30

Price 5 Cents

Today:
Nov.

W. Alicoate,
Inc.
Folks,
J.
Editor and Publisher; Donald M.

President.

THE

—

W

19.

Financial
All Markets Closed

Financial activities in Wall Street
Saturday were at a standstill, except

busy

bookkeepers and clerks
checking up delinquent work

for

Coolidge in Movietone

"Disraeli"
"Sunny Side

Mersereau,

Secretary-Treasurer and General Manager;
En
Charles F. Hynes, Managing Editor.
tered as second class matter, May 21, 1918,
under
Y.,
York,
N.
at the post-office at New
Terms (Postage
the act of March 3, 1879.
free) United States outside of Greater New
York $10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3
Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers
months, $3.00.
Address all comshould remit with order.
FILM DAILY, 1650
munications to
Phone Circle
Broadway, New York, N. Y.
4736-4737-4738-4739. Cable address: Filmday,
Ralph
Hollywood, California
New York.
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
London— Ernest W. Fredman, The
6607.
St.,
Wardour
Renter, 89-91
Film
Berlin— Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
I
Paris— P. A. Harle,
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la

Cour-des-Noues.

.

News

Up"

.

of
at Globe, N. Y.

RKO

"Rio Rita"
"Applause"

Paramount

"Welcome Danger"
"Broadway Scandals"
"The Trespasser"
"Condemned"

Harold Lloyd.
Columbia
Geo. M. Cohan.
United Artists .... Rialto
United Artists.
Selwyn

"Paris"

First National.

"Woman

to

Woman"

.

Tiffany

—

Prudential
Amityville, L. I.
ers Corp. has bought the
here.

Thea-

The Trend of Things
{Continued from Page 1)

Star

to sell stock to women on the promise of giving them employment as
actresses. The company was variously

Eastinan Films

J. E.

Br ula tour, Inc.

U
1
ft

8
:.:

:.:

New York
1540 Broadway

Bryant 4712
••^•^•^•^•^•^•^''''^

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica

*

Blvd.

.

.

Central

Globe

Dinner tendered to John Zanft .
Dinty Moores, N. Y., by Fox The

12

»

Gladstone 6103
**********8m1W*»W»

19

.Oct.

28

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

6

Nov.

8

1

Nov.

Nov.

3
7
11

Nov.

General meeting of the Warne
Bros. Club at the Hotel Penn
vania, N. Y.
."Song of Love" opens at
13
M. Cohan, N. Y.
Projection talk by William .
14
van at Hotel Astor, New Yor
16
M. P. Club dinner to Commissio
Grover Whalen at N. Y.
18-19
Annual fall convention of Tei
Unit at Dallas.
19
"Love Parade" opens at Criterio

—

Nov. 19-20

PROJECTION SPECIALISTS

o'clock.

Samuel Kaplan Honored
at Commodore Dinner
Samuel Kaplan, head

n. y.
Ninth Annual Ohio M.P.T.i
Convention at Columbus.

"Show

Nov. 20

ter

of

Shows" opens

Garden,

at

Win

New

York.
25
"Vagabond Lover" premiere
Globe. N. Y.
Dec. 9-10
Meeting of North Carolina ez

Nov.

hibitors' unit at Pinehurst.

Coast Film School Head
Gets 6 Months in Jail
Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—U. M. Dailey was
sentenced to six months in jail and

West

fined $500 for his activities in advertising courses to train prospective

screen players and

by

clients

failure

then defrauding
carry out the

to

contracts.

Tone-O-Graph Installed
in 14 New York Houses
Tone-O-Graph has been installed in
New York theaters by the North
American Sound and Talking Picture Equipment Corp. Among them
are the Shubert-Century, Normandy,
14

American, Gold, Nostrand, Elec Tra
and Rige, Brooklyn; Arcade, Empire,
Gem, New Third Avenue, Manhattan; Band Box, Miracle and Ritz,
the Bronx.

In addition the

company

Kap- has wired the Mineola Theater, MinM. P. eola, L. I.
Machine Operators Local 306, was
honored at a dinner at the Hotel
Ochs Wires Another
Commodore, New York.
William
Lee
A.
Ochs has installed Western
Canavan, head of the International
Alliance of Stage Employes and M. Electric apparatus in the Costello
P. Machine Operators, was toastmas- the second of his chain in the Washter.
Joseph N. Weber, president of ington Heights section to receive a
the American Federation of Musi- reproducing device. The other house
cians, was one of the speakers.
Kap- wired is the Uptown. He plans to
lan was presented with a Lincoln wire his two other theaters, the Masedan in behalf of the Kaplan Pro- jestic and Gem.
jection Society.

Trevor Funeral Today

Operator to Face Trial on
Stench Bombing Charge

— Kenneth

Mettle, opera-

Funeral
10:30

A.

Church,
vor,

will be held at
at the Funeral
York, for Norman Tredied last Wednesday in a

services

M. today

New

who

His body
tor at the R-K-O Majestic, is at lib- California Sanitarium.
Arthur Cohn With Trailer Corp.
to be cremated and the ashes sent
erty
under
$500
bond,
Newark Arthur Cohn, at one time
pending trial
England.
press agent of the Branford and Proc- on charge of hiring Arthur D. and
tor theaters, is now New Jersey rep- Mrs. Standley to place stench bombs
SECRETARY
resentative of Advance Trailer Ser- in the Grand.
J. Real Neth, owner
vice Corp.
of the Grand, preferred the charge.
with thorough knowledge of film and
connection
desires
theatre business,
Standley was held on charge of
where intelligence, initiative and culRivoli, Fairport, Reopening
malicious destruction of property and
Have been secture are requisites.
Fairport, N. Y.
The Rivoli, closed his wife released. Neth has been emretary to well-known men in the infor several weeks, will be reopened ploying non-union labor since negoWrite 22 New Chambers
dustry.
shortly under the management of A tiations on operators' demands for a
Street, or phone Beekman 2580.
R. Shilling, owner.
wage increase were broken off.

—

•

of the
lan Projection Society and of

Columbus

—

9

.

.

.

2
3

uct from the laboratories of the Bell
Telephone Company. We expect any
day now to hear of someone who has
invented a wrist watch that, when
Several specialists in projection
you look inquiringly at it, will talk
right back and tell you what time work will be on the program of the
luncheon to be given Thursday, Noit is.
*
*
*
vember 14, at the Hotel Astor, by
—STEP RIGHT up front, folks, and the Projection Advisory Council to
meet the latest Broadway celebrity William F. Canavan, International
Playing two $2.00 houses on Broad- president of the stage hands' and moway at one and the same time in tion picture operators' union. Canathese days of spirited and interesting van will address the members of the
competition is no mean honor. Con- press, after which there will be an
gratulations to Charles Mintz, the open forum in which the press wil!
cartoon opera impresario for placing be invited to ask questions on varithis
popular insane feline before ous angles of projection work. The
sophisticated New York audiences ii specialists will answer the queries.
A big turnout is expected for the
such select company as the Selwyn
and Globe theaters.
Oh yes, the event, according to Charles F. Eichname of this popular young celeb is horn, chairman of the Projection Advisory Council, who reports a briskKrazy Kat.
demand for tickets. The luncheon
will start at 12:30 and continue till 3

known as the Spanish-American
Sonofilm, the Associated Artists Productions and the Hispano-America
Sonofilm Corp. Julio Serrador, Peru-..................'•...ii.ii-tttt'J vian film director, was hired by McLemore to direct the proposed pic:.:
tures.
Serrador was released after
It
questioning by the police.

New

.

.

Criterion
Rivoli

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

Nov.

—

Star, Amityville

.

.

Ex-President Coolidge is heard in
this week's issue of Fox Movietone
News, which went on view at the Fake Charged to Promoter
Embassy Saturday. The scene was
taken at Northampton, Mass., and
Arrested in 'Frisco
shows the former chief executive acSan Francisco Frederick M. Mccepting the first copy of his auto- Lemore, of Hollywood, has been arbiography.
rested here on charges of swindling
scores of girls from Central and
Para. Argentine Manager in N. Y. South America out of thousands of
Frederick W. Lange, of Buenos dollars through a fake film school,
Aires, Argentine, manager of the McLemore is alleged to have placed
Paramount organization in Argen- advertisements in Spanish newspapers
tine, Uruguay and Paraguay, is in here and in Latin America, setting
New York on his annual visit to the forth his apparent plans to produce
films for Latin exportation. He sought
Paramount home office.
Prudential Buys

Warners
Gaiety
Earl Carroll

Woman"

to

ater executives.

.

Warners
Fox

"Woman

Opening

.

Published daily except Saturday and holidays
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and
copyright (1929) by Wid's Films and Film

11, 1929

is

to

I

Circuits First -run

De Luxe

Theatres

from

Coast

Bo

to

Coast

o k
It's

a Pay-off

Here's

Why

—

Starring

ERICH
in a

von

remarkable

STROHEIM
role.

With Betty Compson,
Donald Douglas, Margie (Babe)
Kane and a singing dancing company of 500 beautiful girls.

Revue Scenes

in Color

Fascinating Story by BEN
HECHT. Dialog and adaptation

by

HUGH HERBERT.
Distributed by

GEORGE W. WEEKS
Executive Vice Pres.

World's Rights Controlled
Sono-Art Productions, Inc.,
Harry
with
arrangement
Thomas and Samuel Zierler.

Gigantic

all

-dialog Singing, Dancing,

Directed by
Inc,

Dramatic Spectacle

JAMES CRUZE

Presented by Henry D. Meyer and Nat Cordish

Produced by James Cruze,

by
by
H.

THE
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Timely Topics

Along The Rialto

A

— c—
Digest of
Current Opinion

Views on Talkers Fall
Into Three Categories

REACTIONS

to

be
kinds

hostility,

talkie
the
film among exhibitors may
roughly divided into three

—welcome,

and

We

believe that those
who oppose the talkies and say
they don't intend to show them
hesitation.

have
tude,
later,

adopted a mistaken attiand one which, sooner or
But
will react on them.

for the honest doubters there is
much to be said, and every free,
frank and open discussion of the
talkie situation by those engaged
in providing kinema entertainment, yet dubious as to whether
they should instal the new system, is worthy of attention.
"The Daily Film Renter,"

London
*

*

*

"Calamity Janes" Called
Enemies of Film Exhibitor
calamity howler of internstrife
belongs
industry
al
back in the middle ages of this

THE

business. The confidence breaker,
the distrust breeder, is as
great an enemy to the welfare
and progress of the exhibitor as
is the smooth talker who says
one thing and means another,
who spreads honeyed words to
cover up shady dealings.
Ben Shlyen in
"Exhibitors' Forum"
*

PhilM. Daly,
HANCOCK
DON
WOR where his

vibrant voice and engaging personality will
regale the radio fans every Tuesday evening at 6:45 and if you
have a little radio in your home and by any chance should
happen to go home as early as that, we advise you to tune ir
and increase your stock of funny stories of which this Don
person has a sizeable stock always on hand
There seems to be some sort of a joint celebration on
Broadway this week between Armistice and FitzPatrick Pictures.
Most every theater on the "Way" is running one and
even more of James A. FitzPatrick's various series of short
subjects.
Among the theaters playing these pictures are: the
Criterion, Paramount, Rivoli, Rialto, Strand and Loew's State
Blake McVeigh, Technicolor publicist, expects a flood of
fan mail after natural color illustrations of stars are broadcast
to the public in the big advertising campaign the company is
planning, for there'll be plenty ado about the color of stars' hair,
is

W.

K.

(Bill)

Rudolph, veteran showman

managing the N. Y. Embassy and the standees make

like old

it

seem

who is used to bringing in winners
Noo Yawk arbitration board are starting

times to "Bill,"

Meetings of the

M. instead

at 2 P.

of

1

P.

M.

as heretofore

News Service), reveals the
colyum that Mack Sennett is about

Parsons (Universal
tion in her

FOR
ignored

the exhibitor's plea
for help would have been a calamity.
It would have presented
spectacle
the
of an
industry
bloated with profit standing idly
by, while hundreds of theater
men. who helped to create that
profit, were expiring and losing

Louella O.
startling informato make a talker.
with talkers ever

Sennett has been knocking 'em stiff
he goaled "The Lion's Roar."
Columbia Pictures
played host to cast of Earl Carroll's Vanities, at a matinee of

"The Broadway Scandals."

A little thing like a broken wrist and arm isn't enough to
daunt Harry Garson, who's continuing to cast "All Quiet on the
Western Front," even though he fractured the left members.
Hy Daab, who is responsible for that compelling Titan copy
will have his hands full when it is announced over the radio that
autographed photos of Rudy Vallee will be given away free upon
request

all.

David Barrist in
"The National Exhibitor"

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

Jake Wells' string of southern
houses reported sold to S. A. Lynch
of Atlanta.
*

*

*

Walter E. Greene, vice president
and director of distribution, leaves
Paramount.
*

Wilk

& Wilk

Lifegrams

*

*

to handle new series of
one reel comedy novelties

DALY

THEY

pulled a new one out St.
Louis way the other day. The
feature film had just finished in a
local picture house, and as the stage
show was about to open one of the
performers stepped onto the stage
and delivered himself thusly:
"We have been playing here all
week and have not been paid. I
don't mind myself, but the others
won't work without pay. I suggest
that you go to the box-office and demand your money back."
Some of the audience thought it
was a gag in the show. Others went
to the box office, but there was nothing doing in the way of refunds. The
management compromised by running a musical comedy fillum in lieu
The moral to
of the stage show.
theater managers seems to be: Keep
Or pay
an extra fillum on hand.
your stage performers.

—

Hank
Have you

Linet Modernist
got an eyeful of that
modernistic lobby display at the
George Cohan theater in honor of

"Broadway

Scandals?"
advertising and publicity impresario, has worked out a
scheme whereby a small frontage
has been magnified to dominate the

Columbia's

Hank

Linet,

entire section.

h89

NUMBER

89

NANY HAPPY RETURNS

..

their

THAT'S

since

Had

Producers Ignored Pleas
the manufacturers to have

-AND
Bq PHIL M.

Jr.

has resumed his motion picture talks over

eyes, etc, etc

11, 192<i

THAT

with

*

*

Exhibitors Ruined

Monday, November

Industry
Statistics
By JAMES
Statistical

P.

Editor,

futuristic light-

CUNNINGHAM
The

Film

Daily

Empey Club

November 11
AMERICAN

film
exports
nine months of
1929 increased 41,304,793 linear
ft. over the same 1928 period.
The U. S. sent 201,137,429 ft.
to all markets of the world in
the 1929 three-quarter period,
as compared with 159,832,636
ft. for the corresponding period
last year. Increase is due chiefly
to the jump in positive
shipped, which totaled 195,018,280 ft. up to Sept. 30, 1929,
against 153,871,685 ft. in the
previous period. Exposed negative exports for nine months
jumped from 5,960,951 in 1928
to 6,119,149 in 1929.

during

The

ing effect on the marquee done in
brilliant contrasting colors is a pip
In the lobby are the original framed
sketches by Jaron de Saint Germain
from which the costumes were deOverhead are futuristic
signed.
heads of girls batiqued in colors on
silk, the paintings being in all shades
and hues, designed by Frank SpickWhat we call a
er, art director.
harmonization of brain work from
all hands.

happer
liable
to
lost at bridge. Howard
claimed he played right.

Anything
Arthur Loew

first

Dietz

Best
tions

is

wishes and congratulaare extended by

THE

FILM DAILY
ing

Chatter

(By Charley Schwartz)

members

who today

to the follow-

of the industry,

64

are celebrating their

birthday:

JOBS

Charlie Schwartz

Bruce G. Coleman
Raquel Torres

Edwin Knopf

THEIR
FIRST

FRED

J.

McCONNELL

reporter Chicago Daily

THE

-%&&

DAILY

Coast Wire Service

Monday, November

RADIO VICTOR TO MAKE

Hollywood Happenings

THEATERSIN PROSPECT

(Continued from Page 1)

Grafting Sound to Film
is Regarded Impractical
to the

vention of motion picture engineers
in Toronto recently that "a speaking
actor can remain silent during the
filming of his film, then retire to an
acoustically perfected room to speak
his words to be later copied into the

The belief is that the idea
picture."
is theoretically possible but not practical.
As Wesley Miller, M-G-M
Sound engineer expresses
genuineness
'dubbed' sound."

is

never

a

it,

to

"there

such

Columbia Filming Scenes
on Lasky Mexican Ranch
Company making "Mexicali Rose,"
Columbia picture with Barbara Stanwyck, Sam Hardy and William Janney, is on location in Mexico on what
is known as the "Jesse Lasky Ranch,"
which represents a construction investment of $50,000. The film is being directed by Erie C. Kenton.

By

Comedies

Songs play an important part

in

the current Christie talking comedies
Abner Silver, Renee Russell, Jimmy

RCA

JACK RICHARDSON,

screen vilreturn to vaudeville in
a sketch being written by Maxine
Alton.
Richardson, who toured in
the sketch "Us Men," has just completed an important role in "Maid to
Order,"
talker
starring
a
Julian
lain,

will

—

*

*

the
the
the

Ayers, a practically unknown
layer whose first screen part was
i small bit in "The Kiss" with Greta
Garbo, has been cast for the lead in
the
Universal production of Remargue's "All Quiet on the Western
Front."
Numerous prominent players had been after the part.

Four More Additions to

which Fox is starring Don
Jose Mojica under the direction of

"Talking

RKO

pictures

have

in-

for 'extra'
talent
and as the talkies grow
bigger and better the demand
will keep apace."
So says Rex
Bailey,
casting
director
at
RKO, in refuting the general
belief that the days of silent
pictures were kinder to "supers."

—

RKO

Buys Ranch

has purchased a 48 acre San
Fernando Valley ranch for exteriors

demand

and his choice was dictated
fact that the activities of the

company have become international
and a new organization job had to be

the final outcome would depend upon
the results obtained by the Embassy
in New York.
It is estimated, by
Smith, that a month at least would
be necessary to determine the exact
drawing power of a complete sound
newsreel show.
He denied as without
foundation
newspaper report
that the Fox-Hearst organization is
to discontinue silent newsreel production.

developed.

A

NORMAN HEADS

*

Henry Johnson, who directed
dialogue in "The Phantom of

Darmour

creased the

States,

by the

J. F.

Signed to Write Songs
Larry
Staff
L. Wolfe Gilbert and Abel Baer
Larry Darmour has engaged direchave been signed to write songs for
tors Phil H. Whitman and Lewis
Paramount.
Foster.
W. Scott Darling has been
signed as
story
supervisor
with
Malatesta in Fox Film
Grey being signed for scenaFred Malatesta will play in the Johnny
rio work.
film in

Aid "Extra"

been a close student of the developof electrical recording and reproducing equipment in the United

FILM DAILY that while no definite
plans were set for such an expansion

PATHE SOUND NEWS'

—

2

Talkers

RCA. The new

Photophone operating head has

program of further development
of service to exhibitors and producers is now being formulated by Ross
*
*
*
Our Passing Show: The two Eds who states: "RCA Photophone recSmall and Belasco chatting at ognizes that the problems of the exthe Hotel Roosevelt; David Findlay hibitor form the crux of the situation
visiting Tec- Art; Myron Selznick in the talking motion picture field
and Bill Menzies chatting at United It is therefore completing a program
of development which has involved
Artists.
many millions of dollars in research
*
*
*
and manufacture, intended to make
Paul Page, who attracted
available talking picture reproducing
much attention in "Speakeasy,"
equipment
for every type of theater."
"Protection" and "The Girl
from Havana," has been cast
for an important role in "The

War

Silver.

assis-

Eltinge.

Lew

Marcel

has been named

Hollywood ment

House," is expected to rejoin
Johnson and Henry Creamer have writing staff at Fox. "The Phantom
written numbers for "The Lady Fare," of the House" was produced by Conwhile songs in "The Dancing Gob" tinental Pictures.
are by J. C. Lewis, Jr. Henry Cohen
has written a tune for "He Loved Minor Player Cops Lead in
the Ladies," and Irving Bibo has a
Remarque
Picture
number in "Weak But Willing."

"U" Completes 2-Reel Comedy
"Christmas Cheer," a two-reel comedy starring four-year-old "Sunny
Jim," has been completed at Universal.
Others in the cast are Florence Brinton and Charlie King. Sig
Newfield wrote the story and supervised the production, which Harold
Beaudine directed.

who

tant vice president of

RALPH WILK

White Flame," which John
Ford is directing at Fox.

Many Songs Featured
in Christie

Bucher,

from "Lots

in

J.,

(Continued from Page 1)

are expected to be

transferred to the New York plant.
Ross was elected to succeed E. E

Little

Hollywood is opposed
announcement made at a con-

Opinion

Camden, N.

Cecil B. de Mille Chairman
Cecil B. de Mille has been named
chairman of the motion picture industry which is to raise $200,000 for
the Community Chest.

Earle Snell Writing Script
Earle Snell has been assigned to
write the continuity and dialogue of
"College Days," a musical comedy
which Tiffany will make. The story
is by A. P. Younger.

1929

MORE FOX NEWSREEL

FILMS AT GRAMERCY STUDIO
at

11,

TRI-STATEJXHIBITORS
Memphis
land,

Ark.,

—

J. F. Norman, of Engwas named president of

FIRST BIRTHDAY TODAY
(Continued from Page

and

developed

1)

Pathe
Sound
News organization and co-edit the
release.
Sound recording is by RCA
Photophone system. The first sound
camion was delivered to Pathe on
Sept. 15, 1928.
Other camions followed soon and Pathe Sound News
began its coverage of world events
issuing once a week.
Two issues a
week were inaugurated April 10 of
the

this year.

Demands Censorship

Arkansas, Mississippi and Tenof Films for Export
exhibitor unit at the annual
"While asserting that "censorship
meeting held here. Norman succeeds
M. A. Lightman, who was elected evidently would not apply in the
United States," some form of regpresident of the national organizaulating motion pictures in America
tion.
was
held essential by Mine. Laura
The new vice presidents of the
Drefus-Barney, president of the Cinetri-states organization are. Arkansas
matographic Commission of the InH. D. Wharton, Warren; Mississippi
ternational Council of Women, in an
E. E. Kuykendall, Columbus; Tenat a luncheon meeting of th<
nessee, W. F. Ruffin, Covington.
R address
League
of Nations Asosciation in
X. Williams, Oxford, Miss., was
New York. She said that only thus
elected secretary-treasurer, to succould our producers be restrained
ceed Mr. Norman.
from offering Europeans a false picDirectors chosen include: Arkanture of American customs and from
sas, E. H. Butler, Russellville; W.
placing an "artificial emphasis on
L. Landers, Batesville; Max Berthe

nessee

nisky,

North

Little

Rock; M.

S.

Mc-

Cord, Camden; Sidney Nutt, Hot
Springs; Mississippi, J. Elkins, Aberdeen; J. A. West, Louisville; Tennessee, E. L. Drake, Jackson, and
H. Herron, Martin.
It was voted to contribute the annual $1,000 to the Arkansas Crippled
Children's

R-K-0

Home.

Now

in All

United States Key Cities

—

R-K-O takes possession of the Sheridan Sq. theater today, and in so doing re-enters the
last of the large key cities in which
the chain had not been represented in
several seasons.
Pittsburgh

sex."

Prince, Peavey Elected
to Atlanta Film

—

Dave

Board

head of
Paramount's Atlanta branch, has
been elected president of the Atlanta
Film Board of Trade, while C. L.
Peavey, branch manager of RKO,
In
has been named vice president.
addition to Prince and Peavey the
new board consists of W. W. Anderson of Pathe, J. M. Butner of
Educational and John T. Ezell of
Warners. All terms of office are for
six months.
Atlanta

Prince,

Cincinnati Theater Man Hurt
Pine River House Changes Hands
Cincinnati
Edward Rottman, manPine River, Minn. E. S. French ager of the Strand, suffered a broken
has disposed of his theater here to nose when struck by a man followC. W. Rathgarn.
ing an argument over a ticket.

—

—

THE
Monday, November

11,

isb&hDAILV

1929

Radio to Roadshow

$15 A SHARE ESTIMATED

Now On Broadway

jMS IN

FOR FOX

Astor — "Hollywood
—
pelin"

Capitol— "So This Is College?"
Carnegie "The Last Performance"

—
— "Paris"
—
Colony "The Shanghai
— "Applause"
Criterion
Central

Earl

Carroll— "Rio

Fifth Ave.— "The
revival)

Lady"

Rita"
Sainted

Devil"

(Valentino

'St.— "Fanny Hawthorn
Guild "Arsenal"
Gaiety "Sunny Side Up"
Globe "Woman to Woman" (opening night)
George M. Cohan "Rroadway Scandals"

—

Fifty-fifth

Film

—

—

—

—

"Night Parade"
Loew's New York— Monday, "Marianne
Tuesday, "They Had to See Pans" ;WedThursnesday, "The Long, Long Trail"
"Three Live
Friday.
"Invaders";
day,

Hippodrome

Herbert

1929

"The Case

Brenon's production of
of Sergeant Grischa" with

Chester Morris and Betty Compson
studios
new being filmed at the
William Fox estimates that the in Hollywood is to be a roadshow
earnings of Fox Film Corp. for the attraction, according to Joseph I
full year 1929 will be close to $14,- Schnitzer, president of
Radio Pic000,000, or more than $15 a share on tures.
the common stock, compared with
Distributors to Fete Snaper
$5,957,218 in the year ended Dec. 31
David Snaper, operating theaters
Earnings of Fox Theaters
1928.
Corp. are estimated by Fox as $3,- in New Jersey, will be honored by
000,000 for the fiscal year ended Oct. his distributor friends at a luncheon
31, an increase of 90 per cent over to be given at the Hotel Astor, New
last year, and he predicts that this York, Nov. 21, in recognition of his
contribution to the exhibition branch
figure will be doubled in 1930.
Gloversville Gets

;

Ghosts."

—
—

—

Warners "Disraeli"
Winter Garden -"Gold Diggers

of

Gloversville, N. Y.

Sound

— Installation

sound apparatus is being made
Smalley's New Johnstown.

—

Broadway

„

HOME TALKERS CALLED NO

r

of
at

DeForest For Milwaukee House
Milwaukee DeForest sound equip-

—

ment is being installed at the
Theater, North Milwaukee.

Another use has been found

new automatic^telephone demonstrated by the Belf Telephone Laborator-

By

employment

of ten sound
for each numeral from
zero to nine, it is possible to make
a dialed number audible to central
without a sound being made into
ies.

films,

the

one

the transmitter.
These films, made
a New York operator selected
for her clear voice, are wound on

by

drums which revolve automatically
as a number is dialed. The system is
expected to be placed
in the near future.

in

general use

Ritz

Eagle Reopened with W. E.
Manchester, N. H. After installation of Western Electric sound apparatus, Edmond J. Carron has reopened the Eagle here.

—

S

FILM FOLK
ABOUT

SAID

YEARBOOK

the 1929

Home

RCA

W&

1

'fle*'

Film Daily Year Book

--

He
ducing amateur home talkers.
adds that the question of cost precludes any possibility of such apparatus in the near future.
"Even if projecting apparatus existed which could be commercialized
within a few months," he asserts, "a
vast film library would have to be
created
terest

in

of

machine.

order to sustain the

owners and users
It would be like

"It

C. C. Burr

is

sure a valuable reference book, in fact

our copy
until the

is

handled so

much

new one comes out

it

just

about

lasts

each year."

in-

of the
selling

radio receivers without having any
broadcasting stations to transmit the
programs. The establishment of ar
adequate film library for home soundfilm supply and exchange would cost

"Very complete and contains much valuable

E. V. Richards

information."

Moreover, to a
millions of dollars.
certain extent, home sound-film projection would be competitive to the
regular motion-picture industry already equipped to show the best
films in the most up-to-date
fortable manner.

and com-

Harold Franklin

"A

valuable companion."

OUTLOOK ABROAD BRIGHT
ADOLPH ZUKOR DECLARES
{Continued from Page 1)

returned to New York from
Europe. Commenting on report that
the new Paramount stock is to be
placed on a $2 basis, he says he does
not know what the rate of dividend
will be, adding that "the policy of
Paramount always has been conservative, with due consideration alwayf
given to the stockholders."
just

for

talking pictures in conection with a

WHAT IMPORTANT

MENACETO SHOW BUSINESS
talking pictures will bring
menace to motion picture
serious
no
says a representative of
theaters,
in commenting on the report
that the company is conducting experiments in an effort to devise lowpriced recording equipment for pro-

in

Telephone System

of the industry.

;

Mark Strand— "Footlights and Fools
Paramount "The Love Doctor"
Rialto— "The Trespasser"
"Welcome Danger"
Rivoli
Roxy— "Romance of the Rio Grande
Selwyn "Condemned"

New

"Grischa," Schnitzer Says

RKO

Revue"
"Around the World Via Graf Zep

Cameo

Sound Film Used

Theodore C.

"It seems to be getting better every year.

Deitrich

1930 Edition

Now

In Preparation— Ont In January

-.&&>*DAILY

Monday, November

11,

N-E-W-S 0-F T-H-E D-A-Y
—

New Haven
Permit has been
granted to Publix for alteration of
Minneapolis Everett F. Seibel, who the Olympia here. Estimated cost is
formerly directed publicity for Min- $25,000 which is to include changing
nesota, has been appointed advertis- the lobby, widening of pit, changes

United States

—

and

for

the

northern division of the Publix
ritory in Minnesota.

ter-

ing

director

publicity

seating arrangement and installanew projection booth.

in

tion of

Memphis

is

—

The Madison

theater

Tahoka, Tex.—The New Theater managed and operated by Tom Balnow presenting sound pictures.
las, is now showing talkers.

—

—

Kansas City The A. & G. Sales
Seymour, Conn.
The Seymour
Co. has been formed here by Jack closed for a long period, is expected
Auslet, formerly short subjects sales to reopen soon. At present the town
manager for the Pathe branch, for is without a theater.
the national distribution of RoyalHattiesburg, Miss.
The $225,000
tone reproducing equipment.
Publix theater now under construchere
is
scheduled to open
Buffalo A. W. Zimmerman, for- tion

—

—

manager for TiffanyProd, here, has taken over the "Micky
merly
the

office

Mouse"

western

for

reel

New

distribution

in

Thanksgiving Day. The house seats
1,500 and is specially designed for
sound films.

York.

— R.

Woodhull, vice
president of General Talking Pictures
Corp., is in Kansas City on a tour
of
inspection
of
company's
the

Kansas City

F.

New

York

Manhattan Playhouses moves their
neadquarters from the Apollo theater
to 1560 Broadway, today.

branches.

The Melrose, 1,500 seater, Melrose
Ave. and 161st St., the Bronx, closed
Detroit Lew Kane, formerly with for the past year, has reopened with
Kunsky-Publix, is new director of the pictures under the management of
Oriental, which has gone back to a Nathan Nathanson.

—

stage policy of six acts and a talking
Al Green leads the permanent stage band.

feature.

Foreign

—

Alexandria, Egypt
Enthusiastic
Minneapolis Max Toredor, owner reception greeted recent showing of
of the Ritz, has bought the Garden "Show Boat" at the Cinema Royal
and Mounds in St. Paul from Pub- here, marking the debut of sound

—

lix.

pictures in this country.

Atlanta

—

C. A. Clegg, formerly
of First National here and
lately identified with RCA, has returned to this city as southern division manager of
Photophone.

manager

RCA

—

Bournemouth, England
bell

installations

have

—Two
been

Edi-

made

here.

—

Madrid

RCA

sound equipment

has been installed at the Monumental

—

Kingston, N. Y.
Walter Reade
Leeds T. K. A. Lunn has been
has bought the controlling interest of
appointed manager of the Leeds
Harry Lazarus in the Broadway.
Scala.
He was formerly manager of
Reade also controls the Kingston
the Havelock, Sunderland.
here.
Bert Gildersleeve is at present
acting manager of both houses.
Belfast— White Cinema Club ball
has been definitely set for Jan. 17
Mansfield, O.
Edward Rafter 1930, at the Plaza here.
manager of the Ohio, was shot and
seriously
wounded recently by a
Staffs, Scotland
Royal, Cradley
bandit who held him up in the the- Heath, is now a sound picture house
ater office and escaped with more equipped with Celebritone.
than $500.
Glasgow Arrangements are being
Mansfield, Conn.— C. M. Maxfield made by the Cinema Club for the
formerly managing director of the motion picture ball to be held in this
Colonial, has been transferred to a city at St. Andrew's Halls on Feb. 7.
similar position at the Lenox. SchuWalthamstow, Eng. Plans are beman-Dolgin Enterprise operate both
ing prepared for the construction of
houses.
a new sound studio here by British
Filmcraft Productions. The building
Boston
John A. Fitzgerald of will
have two stages, each 85 by 105
Pittsfield has purchased the Strand
feet.

—

—

—

—

—

Hudson

Falls,

Mass.,

from Hudson

Falls Theater Corp. The house which
seats 900 has reopened with Western
Electric sound equipment.
Fitzgerald has been manager of the theater
since 1923, and property is valued at
approximately $120,000.

—

London British International has
put off "Cinderella" in order to work
on "Raise the Roof," a musical. In
the cast are Betty Balfour, Same
Livesey, Jack Raine and Ellis Jeffreys.
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De Forest Patent Suits Planned

Series of

LIGHTMAN, MYERS, PETTIJOHN TO OHIO MEET
Strong Demand for Silents
Why

the

by Number

Dollar Picture?
=^By JACK ALICOATE-=

TAKE

up the Main
Stem from Times Square
to Columbus Circle and in
a jaunt

of the formerly successful
and brightly exploited legitimate
attraction of other and less exciting years, what do you find ? Pictures to the right of you, Pictures
to the left of you, Pictures in front
of you and behind you.
Pictures
for thirty-five cents, Pictures for
seventy-five cents and Pictures for
two dollars. And therein lies the
exact geometrical center of the
trouble toward which our passing
inquiry of economics is directed.
Why the two dollar Picture?
place

Is It

We

Policies

Split

Two

— Strong

three or four, pictures
during our rather close, observant
and extended connection with the
American cinema that were really of
those unusual and heroic proportions
to be legitimately rated as two dollar entertainment.
As far as the other
two hundred that have masqueraded

down Broadway behind
pretense,

for

sil-

through-

Many

houses in this territory are
without sound equipment of any
kind.
It has further been noted that
many houses with sound equipment
are offering split policies.
This is
particularly true in the smaller towns.
Theater owners have found it profitEither
able to do this in two ways.
they offer a complete sound program
one-half of the week, and a complete
silent program the other half of the
still

on

Page

5)

to

a

they are

us,

two
so

much hooey.

FIRST SUIT
BUTTERFIELD GETS

TWO

MORE JACKSON HOUSES

—

Jackson, Mich. Both the Majestic
and Rex will be managed by the Butterfield circuit beginning Christmas
Day. At present Harold Frank, who
has been operating the houses for
the past six years, is supervising manager.
The acquisitions give the Butfour
control
of
interests
terfield
houses here, the other two being the
The company
Capitol and Regent.
also has a 2,000 seat house under construction.
Frank will be retained as
manager of the Majestic and Rex

about one
hundred and fifty yards a week.
Rather an unusual showing, we
would say, for a picture without the
social

tune

of a
introduction.

two

Benefits?

the

beneficiary

from these, for the most
(.Continued on

Page

Day

Washington
when motion

anyway

part, forced
2)

—The day

according
television,
(Continued on Page 5)

of

— Annual

conven-

winter

sessions covering two days, beginning Dec. 9. Program being arranged
by General Talking Pictures Corp. includes addresses by M. A. ComerThe first action is slated to be filed ford, of Scranton, Pa.; Jack Miller,
Thursday. Papers in this and other of Chicago: Mrs. Anna Aiken Pattersuits are in preparation.

Any

(Continued

equip-

ment using the exciter lamp, lens,
and photoelectric cell will
be prosecuted, the company says. Pro-

on

Page

5)

slit-block

SEATTLE EXHIBITORS AND

tection of exhibitors is one of the purposes of the series of actions planned.

La Falce Made Publicity
Head of Warner Theaters

MUSICIANS DEADLOCKED

—

Seattle
Exhibitors and musicians
are deadlocked over the question of

Frank La Falce has been appoint- the minimum number
of musicians to
ed manager of circuit publicity and
be employed in downtown theaters.
Warner theaters Conferences were called off when
exploitation
for
throughout the country as the result both sides refused to accede from
(Continued on Page 2)

Foreign

language

versions

of

all

Hal Roach comedies are to be undertaken immediately,

M-G-M

states.

company recently announced
plans to make foreign language versions of a number of its feature pro-

THE FILM DAILY The

is not far off
picture programs will
be brought to the home through the

magic

Charlotte

tion of the North Carolina exhibitor
unit will be held at Pinehurst, the

to

Programs
Over Radio Held Near

dollar

THURSDAY

Convention Set for Dec. 9

their positions.

of Film

Washington Bureau of

Who
is

in

of

background

Broadway

Who

the

RCA

Make Comedies
Number of Languages

Hal Roach

to

Confabs Continue

Institution of a number of suits
for alleged infringement of De Forest Phonofilm patents is under way

That a big picture, to
be successful, no more needs a Broadway showing at two dollar top than
a modern maiden needs a chaperon
is
forcibly, aptly, timely and com- under Butterfield supervision.
pellingly demonstrated in the case
of "The Cock Eyed World" that
played several successful weeks at
the Roxy, if our memory serves us
correct,

Columbus M. A. Lightman, M.P.T.O.A. president; Abram F. Myers
president of Allied States Ass'n, and C. C. Pettijohn of the Hays organization are to be principal speakers at the convention here Nov. 19 and 20 of
the Ohio exhibitor unit.
Question of affiliation of the organization with
either the M.P.T.O.A. or Allied is expected to be a highlight of the sessions.
Oscar Hanson, general sales
Conferences are being conmanager of Tiffany, M. Van Praag
tinued between representatives
general sales manager of Universal,
of St. Louis theaters and of the
Dr. Lee De Forest, Col. E. P. Hawmusicians' union, who are meetkins of
Photophcnc and H. A
ing in New York in an effort
Erf of the Celotex Co., are to be
to end the St. Louis musicians'
among the speakers. Harry Reich
strike.
The sessions are being
enbach is to be toastmaster at the
held at the offices of the Amerbanquet.
ican Federation of Musicians.

North Carolina Unit

Habit?

admit to having known of a

dollar

demand

ent pictures is continuing
out this territory.

(Continued

M.P.T.O.A., Allied Heads and Hays Counsel
to Address Exhibitor Sessions at Columbus

—

in Ohio
Cleveland

few, perhaps

up and

are Offered
of Theaters

Cleveland Zone

in

to

ductions.

Spanish versions of

all

Roach com-

(Continued on Page 2)

For the Record
In

congratulating

P

News upon

its

Sound

a

t

he

first

birthday, it was inadvertently
stated, that Pathe News was
the pioneer sound newsreel.
This is incorrect, for Fox

Movietone News was
the sound newsreel

now

is

observing

anniversary.

first

field,
its

in

and

second

—

*
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The Industry's
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Dollar Picture?
(Continued from Page
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Broadway runs?

Surely not the proPractically all inform us, in
ducer!
Price 5 Cents
Tuesday. Nov. 12, 1929
YiL L N(. 37
confidence, that they lose money from
Nine out of ten
these engagements.
Editor and Publisher
JOHN f UJCOATE
finish in the red, without a chance
from the getaway week.
Certainly
Published daily except Saturday and holidays not the exhibitor!
Those away from
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and
copyright (1929) by Wid's Films and Film Broadway tell us that a two dollar
W. Alicoate, President. run, before they get the picture, does
Inc.
Folks,
J.
:

.

Donald M. Mersereau,
and General Manager;

Editor and Publisher;

Secretary-Treasurer
En
Charles F. Hynes, Managing Editor.
tered as second class matter, May 21, 1918,
at the post-office at New York, N. Y., under
Terms (Postage
the act of March 3, 1879.
free) United States outside of Greater New
months,
$5.00; 3
York $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers
months, $3.00.
Address all comshould remit with order.
FILM DAILY. 1650
munications to
Phone Circle
Broadway, New York, N. Y.
4736 4737-4738-4739. Cable address: Filmday,
Ralph
California
Hollywood,
New York.
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
London— Ernest W. Fredman, The
6607.
St.,
Wardour
Renter, 89-91
Film
Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
Berlin
I.
Paris— P. A. Harle,
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la
Cour-des-Noues, 19.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
High

Am.

2'3/2
14*4

Seat

..
Con. Fm. Ind.
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. \ty%
174
East Kodak
68
Fox Fm. "A"
•Keith A-0
*do pfd
J.oew's Inc
46J4
83
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83J4
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A-0 6s 46
Loew 6s 41ww
•Keith
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101 54
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do

6s 41 x-war...
6s 47
•Par. By. 5^s 51
Pathe 7s 37
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47M
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700
100
100

83J4
22

nA

101J4
102
98
95
99
50

*LAST PRICE QUOTED

Eastman Films

Does the
company benefit? Here

distributing
seems to be the question. Some sales
managers will tell you that it means
a great deal to send a picture out
with a Broadway stamp of approval.
There are others who are much less
optimistic.
And so, there you are; but where
are you? Personally, we do not like
to see the trend of things toward pictures costing the public more and
more with each new season. The
motion picture was built into a position of dominance in world wide
amusement circles because it offered
so much in the way of clean and
wholesome entertainment for so little
in
price.
Pictures are the chief
amusement of the great middle class
of the world.
Don't make them so
expensive that they cannot be enall!

Swanson's "Trespasser"
is Record at N. Y. R alto
;

Gloria Swanson's

Trespasser"

first

talker

"The

ft

the cast.

ft
if

1540 Broadway

Bryant 4712

Inc." in
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft

La

who

Falce,

is

not yet 30, started

working for the organization a little
more than three years ago as a publicity man, succeeding D. E. Weshner last July as director of advertising and publicity upon the latter's advancement to general manager of the
circuit of New Jersey.

Nov.

Nov.

Nov.
Dec.

Dec.

—

20

hibitors' unit at Pinehumt
of
Little
Picture
the
York City.

Opening
House in

New

Alice Terry Preparing
for Talkers in France
Alice Terry and her husband Rex
Ingram, are scheduled to arrive in
Paris soon to prepare for production
of "Rio Grande," the first of a series of six all-talkers which will be
produced by Rex Ingram Prod. Cor-

niglis-Molinier is president
Film School Operator to
company.
Recording will
Appeal 6-Month Sentence RCA Photophone equipment.
West

Coast

Bureau,

Los Angeles
months'

jail

THE FILM DAILY Terry

— Imposition

sentence and

of a

six
a $500 fine

for alleged fraud in operating a motion picture school has been appealed
T
by U. M. Dailey.
hile his application for a new trial was denied
a new hearing was granted the United
Talking Picture Co., co-defendant.

W

Bancroft Back in New York
George Bancroft, Paramount star
arrives in N. Y. today from Europe.

which Alexander Carr heads

"Gold Diggers" off Nov. 17
"Gold Diggers of Broadway" closes
Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica ft at the Winter Garden on Nov. 17
.
Blvd.
a three-month run and will be
Gladstone 6103
M after
succeeded on Nov. 20 by "Shows of
Shows."

Nov.

more than 400 Warner

contact with
houses.

Y.M.C.A.

3 J. E. Brulatour, Inc.
8
New York

New

—

if

Nov.

Nov.

American

work will soon open in Lew Cantor's
new Jewish comedy drama, "Mendil,

§
1
I

1)

meeting of the Warner
Club at the Hotel PennsylN. Y.
13
"Song of Love" opens at Geo.
M. Cohan. N. Y.
14
Projection talk by William Canavan at Hotel Astor, New York.
16
M. P. Club dinner to Commissioner
Grover Whalen at N. Y.
18-19
Annual fall convention of Texas
Unit at Dallas.
19
"Love Parade" opens at Criterion,
N. Y.
19-20
Ninth Annual Ohio M.P.T.O
Convention at Columbus.
20
"Show of Shows" opens at Winter Garden. New York.
25 "Vagabond Lover" premiere at
Globe. N. Y.
9-10
Meeting of North Carolina ei
Bros.

Nov.

of his promotion from director of advertising and publicity for the company's
Jersey theaters. His appointment creates a new department
and places him in direct supervisory

executives.

vania,

La Falce Made Publicity
Head of Warner Theaters

broke

Striker for "Mendil, Inc."
JoseDh Striker in addition to picture

ater

Nov.

(Continued from Page

Dinner tendered to John Zanft at
Dinty Moores, N. Y., by Fox TheGeneral

ico.

every record of
the New York Rialto during its first Perrin Divisional Mgr.
4,800
200 week, grossing $65,158 or $7,000 over
for
Seating Co.
the previous weekly record held bv
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
100 "Wolf of Wall Street."
In addition
San Francisco M. G. Perrin, who
6,100 "The Trespasser" broke the weekend
was connected with C. F. Weber &
1,200 record at the United Artists, Chicago,
Co. for more than two years, has been
where it opened last Thursday.
appointed northern California division
300
manager for American Seating Co.
Landmark Turns to Films
In addition to northern California.
The People's on the Bowery, the Perrin will also cover Nevada and
200
second oldest theater in New York the Hawaiian Islands.
has been converted into a talking picture house at the cost of $35,000.
Regular Paramount Dividend
1,000
200 The house is now known as the New
Paramount has declared regular
100 People's.
quarterly dividend of 75 cents on the
1,200
common stock, payable Dec. 28 to
'366
stockholders of record Dec. 6.
Fejos' Film Held Over
Paul Fejos' "The Last PerformY.M.C.A. Endorses "Disraeli"
ance" with Conrad Veidt and Mary
"Disraeli" has received the enPhilbin, has been held over for the
third week at the Carnegie Playhouse, dorsement of the Review Committee
of
the
National
Council of the
New York.
6,800

g
I
g
.*

if

French and other languages
will be added shortly.
In this connection C. H. Roach, secretary and
treasurer of the Hal Roach Studios
and father of Hal Roach, is now on
his way for a month's visit in Mex-

Today:

man,

their release of the picture.

joyed by

75
44^4
83

4^

not mean a penny in their box office,
and those within calling distance of
the city say that a run on the Big
Street only takes away from them a
certain percentage of patronage that
would normally come their way with

(Continued from Page 1)
edies have been definitely decided upon and the probability is that Ger-

News

Reel Shots!

We

want good shots of big events
Submit sample neg or print of an
event you have shot, also price.

ADSWIN CORPORATION
727 7th Ave.

New York

will be featured

rection of

of

the

be

by

Miss

under the

di-

Rex Ingram.

Harry Scott Joins Cruze
Harry Scott, formerly sales manager of Pathe, has joined James
Cruze, Inc., as

New York

tative in charge of sales.
quarters will be with

World Wide

represen-

His head-

Sono

Art-

Pictures.

C.C.N.Y. Players at Capitol
of the C.C.N.Y. football
squad saw "So This Is College?" aS

Members

the
of

is

Capitol last night as the guests

Major Edward Bowes.

Marco En Route to New York
Marco of Fanchon & Marco, now
en route to New York from the

Coast where he trained dancers and
choruses for Fox Movietone productions.

W. E. For Dubuque House
Dubuque,
Western Electric
la.
sound equipment has been mstalled
at the Community.

—

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York

City

Phone Perm. 3580

—

PATHE filmed
The Runaway Horse

25 years ago
Two
daring thing 25 years ago,

word. They
reel.

made moving

Its star

brothers

named Pathe did a

when nickelodeons were the

pictures

last

—a "comedy" in one rickety

was a spavined old mare and the action revolved

about a slap-stick chase. They named the result "The Run-

away Horse" and made

film

history ....

One

curious exhibits of Pathe *s Silver Anniversary
reel,

—

in

of the most

is

this pioneer

—and hear described by Leon Franconi

which you can see

Pathe Audio Review No.

29

...

.

Three

first-run

Philadelphia theatres two weeks ago exhibited the Review at

one time; each issue of Audio Review from the
at least one Philadelphia first-run

— these

first

has had

are single instances

of the Review's unrivalled popularity.

P» PATHE audio
edited

by

REVIEW
Terry

Ramsaye

RECORDED BY RCA PHOTOPHONE SYSTEM

THE

DAILY

mm

Tuesday, November

12,

1929

Coast Wire Service
Musical Notes
,By

"It's great to see the

way

the

CLEF'

BILLY JEROME,

Dean of popular
songwriters, sez that he has no
desire to go "Coast" ing, but will be
seen with his big bob sled coasting

down Broadway during this
Billy, by the way,
coming winter.

up and

has helped and encouraged many a
faltering and discouraged songwriter,
and is ready at all times to give some
sound advice to the beginner.

Nine Players Signed to
New Contracts by RKO

A

Nine actresses have had their conThey are
tracts renewed by RKO.
Nancy Lee Blaine, Mary Jane HalLita Chevret, Estelle Etterre
Kay English, Audrey Henderson
Dorothy Irving, Betty Recklaw and
Dorothy Simms. All nine have beer
under optional contracts for several
With the signing of new
months.

Little
from "Lots"
By

sey,

PHILM.DALX

S£Z/

Gene West, who, with Gene Auswrote "Please Come Back To
Me," is now giving the radio fans
a treat. A very versatile young man
Not only does he write songs but
sings them as well.
tin,

Irving Kahal, writer of some outstanding song-hits, has signed a oneyear contract to write yrics and dialogue for Publix. He's not lonesome
out at the Paramount Long Island
tudios because his old writing partner, Sammy Fain also is doing his
stuff t'other side of the East River.

Hollywood Happenings

all-

sound newsreel policy is hitting at
It's anthe New York Embassy.
other demonstration of William Fox's
We've always
astute showmanship.
been a rabid newsreel fan, and will
be looking forward to the day when
a newsreel theater is an established
institution in all key cities.

agreements
the

studio's

become members o.
permanent stock com-

the}'

pany.

Colorart Shows Depth
in Picture Photography

RALPH WILK
Hollywood

"PRED KARNO,

producer of English
comedies, has arrived in
Hollywood for picture work. He is
associated with Hal Roach and will
write and direct.
Karno is credited
with writing and producing a number
of vaudeville skits but has never attempted anything for the screen.
*

*

*

Frank Stray er, who

is directing
Motion picture photography giv"Hollywood Nights" for Fox, is a
ing the illusion of depth was dem"bear" for details. His training at
Installations for
10
onstrated by Colorart Synchrotone
Carnegie Tech. is standing him in
Corp., Ltd., at the Eastman projecgood stead, although he can see
tion rooms in Hollywood before a
De Forest Phonofilm and Phono- press gathering. Regular film stock picture making from all angles. He
disc sound recording apparatus has
was used in a standard Bell 8 Howell was an exhibitor at one time and
been installed in ten more houses in
camera fitted with the William F. knows the reaction of the fickle pubNoiv look what the Talkers have various sections of the country. The Adler third-dimensional device, pa- lic. Elliott Lester wrote the story]
done.
Joe Morris is going to pub latest equipments include the Texas tented in 1915 and recently acquired and dialogue and is now staging the
lish a comedy song written by Bobby Haskell, Tex.; Gem, Osceola, Ark.
by Colorart, which is using this proc- production. A triple treatment ivith
Circle
Heath and Mickey Marr entitled Wellston St., St. Louis;
ess in "Mamba," which Tiffany will a kick.
*
*
*
"My Wife Is One Hundred Percent Washington, D. C; Dalton, Pulaski release. Use of the device will be
Talkie."
We wonder if that's the Va. Sprague, Elkhorn, Wis.; Lib- extended to other studios upon a
George Rosener has been
erty, Pittsburgh; Riley, Fort Wayne;
"Wife" who "Is On A Diet."
royalty basis.
added to the staff of writers at
Rialto, Coal City, 111., and Rialto
M-G-M. Rosener for the past
Fort Wayne.
Bretherton Finishes Short
Step up folks and meet the oldest
five years has been associated
Pictures Corp. is
Talking
General
Howard Bretherton has completed
musician in the business.
He is
with the Shuberts in New York.
factory at capacity to camera
work on "More Sinned
George "Slim Jim" Dukelan, 90 years operating its
He is the author of "Speakkeep
abreast of the orders which are Against Than Usual," Vitaphone Vayoung and going strong. He used to
easy,"
co-author of "Artists
increasing rapidly.
riety with Charlotte Merriam, Wilplay the Old Howard in Boston
and Models," "My Maryland,"
liam Janney, Charles B. Middleton,
back in them thar days when "Your
and "Grease Paint," now in reHowson to Speak in Philly
Sam Bloom, Theadore Lorch and
Mother and Mine" were "Two Little
hearsal in England.
Albert
S. Howson, scenario editor Jessy Perry in the cast.
Girls In Blue."
of Warner, will be the guest of honor
Belasco Play for Miss Nixon
Harry Sweet in "Hit the Deck"
and principal speaker at a joint meet// you write something about Rudy ing of the Women's Club of PhilaWarner has bought David BelasHarry Sweet, former director and
Vallee and find yourself deluged
delphia and the Daughters of the gagman, has been signed to appear co's play, "Sweet Kitty Bellairs," for
with protesting letters from the
American Revolution in January at in Radio Pictures' "Hit the Deck." Marian Nixon, who will play the role
weaker sex, be nonchalant and sing
Roger Gray, Franker Woods and created on the stage by Henrietta!
the New Century Club, Philadelphia
I'm Just a "Vagabond Lover."
Margaret Padula recently arrived Crosman.
Production will start as
in Hollywood to support Jack Oakie soon as Miss Nixon returns from hei!
Proctor's Title Passes
M. Witmark to Move on Dec. 1
Proctor's Fifth Avenue at Twenty- and Polly Walker, the leads. Luther honeymoon abroad.
M. Witmark & Sons, publishers of eighth Street and Broadway has been Reed will direct.
songs used in Vitaphone productions, transferred by F. F. Proctor Yonkers
Has New Recording Process
F. Hugh Herbert to Prepare Film
have leased a floor in the Cunning- Grand Operating Corporation to the
A new method of sound recording
ham building, Broadway and Slst St. Central Valley Realty Company, Inc.
F. Hugh Herbert has been comXew York, for occupancy Dec. 1.
understood to be a Proctor corpora- missioned by Columbia to write the on negative film has been invented by
Roy J. Pomeroy. The process it is
tion subject to mortgages of $820,000. adaptation, continuity and dialogue
of "Murder on the Roof." the E. H. claimed does away with the fractional
inch sound track alongside the picDoherty tale.
Offers Kinograms Free to Fox
ture frame.
Use of Kinograms gratis for one
Shorts Give Extras a Break
month for inclusion in the program
Extras in Vitaphone Varieties have
Stardom for Armstrong
of Fox's Newsreel Theater, the Emreceived 1,000 days of work since the
"The Racketeer" elevates Rober
bassy, has been extended the Foxresumption of short subject producArmstrong to stardom. Carol Lorn'
Hearst
McL.
Corp.
by
George
tion here.
bard has the chief feminine role ir
Baynes, president of the Kinogram
Publishing Corp., to aid its effort
the film, released by Pathe.
Horwin Assistant Story Editor
They're all sayin' I in establishing the newsreel as a
Jerome Horwin, former New York
source of entertainment.
Max Hart Opens Coast Agency
theater reviewer, has been appointed
1

More

DeForest Sound Apparatus

;

!

SuciNG

SgWER

started

brand
boy,

.

somethiri

new.

Yeah

and how!

Goal Topped in Columbia Drive

With

three more weeks to go, the
$2,000,000 goal has been exceeded in
the Joe Goldberg Testimonial Sales

assistant story editor at Universal
As assistant to Leon Abrams, he will
specialize in the reading of plays.

Dix Starts on "Seven Keys"
Richard Dix has started work in
"Seven Keys to Baldpate," which
first place as the campaign enters Reginald
Barker is directing for
sixth week, with the quota 18.43 RKO with Miriam Seegar in the

Drive being conducted by Columbia
The group headed by Rube Jackter is
in

TALKING NEWSREEL

its

per cent oversubscribed.

feminine

lead.

Max

Hart,

New York

agent, ha:

opened a Hollywood agency undei
the name of Max Hart and Asso
ciate Executives.
His associates an
William S. Gill and Al Lloyd.

New

Contract for

Bessie

Love

Bessie Love has been placed undei
a new contract by M-G-M.

THE
Tuesday, November

12,

iai£SDAILY.

1929

Day

North Carolina Unit
(MOTION PICTURE RELIEF

Convention Set for Dec. 9
{Continued from Page

FUND APPEAL POSTPONED
West

Coast

Bureau,

THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles— Cecil

B. de Mille announces that the executive committee
of the Motion Picture Relief Fund of

America has postponed

its

February 13 to prevent confliction
Community Chest campaign, for which a group of studio
executives have accepted the respontil

of

raising $200,000.

divided among
studios as follows:
M-G-M, Irving Thalberg, chairman. $30,000; P.F.-I-, M. C. Levee, chairman. $20,000; Warner Bros., Daryl Zannck, chairman,

The quota

19

is

$25,000; Fox. Sol M. Wurtzel, chairman.
$20,000; United Artists, Al Brentinger, chairman $20,000; First National, Harold Waihs,
chairman. $12,500; R K O, William Le BaCarl
Universal,
$10,000;
chairman,
ron,
Laemmle jr., chairman, $10,000; Metropolitan,
William R. Fraser, chairman, $8,000; Pathe,
William Sistrom, chairman, $7,500; Samuel
Goldwyn, Al>e Lehr, chairman, $6,000; Educational, E. H. Allen, chairman, $5,000; Tiffany, John M. Stahl, chairman, $4,000; Inspiration, J. Boyce Smith, chairman, $4,000;
Hal Roach, Benj. Shipman, chairman, $4,000;
Christie, Charles Christie, chairman, $2,000;
Cohn. chairman, $2,000;
Columbia, Harry
Mack Sennett, Jack Waldron, chairman, $2,000; Chaplin, Al Reed, chairman, $2,000.

SILENTS IN CLEVELAND

Atlanta; M. A. Lightman, of Memphis, president of the M.P.T.O.A.;
W. J. King, of the Bilmarjac Seat
Indicator, of New York, and Dr. Lee
DeForest, of General Talking Pic-

(Continued from Page

week,

or

they

offer

combined with

silent

1)

sound features
This
shorts.

policy is adopted to '.satisfy that portion of the theater patrons who are
not vet sold on the talking pictures.

tures.

Mexican Actors Demand
Ban on U. S. Talkers

High

—

Mexico City Union-, of actors
dramatists, musicians and stagehands
have addressed a joint appeal to the
government demanding a ban against
from the United
talking pictures
States on the ground that the English language talkers are a step in the
Xorthamericanization of Latin America" in addition to throwing native talent out of work.

fair success.

day

is

It is

my

ness not only moving pictures, scenes
spectacles
but
even football
games or a world series."

ment

Sees Radio Bringing Sound

installed.

Neon Business

in October Sets

Record

tober.
R. L. Kester, vice president,
Youngstown House Reseated
says "the outlook for November
Youngstown, O. The Park here based on present activity and con-

—

tracts
larger

pictures.

belief that the

imminent when you may wit-

and

Record business of $2,035,835 is reported by Claude Neon companies for
October. This figure does not include
trade in white tube lights, which were
released during the later part of Oc-

addition to being reseated and improved has reopened with talking

Federal

"It won't be long until you are
going to see as well as hear by radio,"
he asserts.
"Experiments in television are being conducted now with

From Theater

in

1)

Harold A. Lafount of the
Radio Commission.

cost of sound operation has
been responsible for some houses in
this territory playing silent programs
even though they have sound equip-

$2,035,835

'

already
totals

in

hand

during

is

the

for

even

coming

month."

Shown

of Film

(Continued from Page

1)

"Weekly Film Review,"

appeal un-

with the local

sibility

son, editor of

Programs
Over Radio Held Near

STRONG DEMAND FOR

into

Home

the near future may
to print negatives for
home rental use to be released simultaneously with district theater showings Roy J. Pomeroy predicts.
The
talking portion of the film will enter
the home in complete synchronization
by means of remote control with a
local radio station, he believes.

Producers
be expected

in

Lewis Managing at Grand Rapids
Grand Rapids, Mich. H. A. Lewis
has been appointed manager of the
Temple here succeeding A. George
Gordon, who has resigned.

—

Schine Promotes Meehan
Malone, N. Y. Frank Meehan, for
Knoxville House to Open Dec. 1
San Francisco A talking picture many years manager of the Grand,
was shown in a street car for the has been promoted by the Schine EnKnoxville, Tenn. The new Booth
New York premiere of "The Green first time when "Welcome Danger" terprises to supervisor of the com- is scheduled to open here Dec. 1 with
Goddess," which takes place shortly was viewed by city officials in a Mar- pany's six theaters in Malone, Mas- George L. Denton, manager. Pacent
sena and Ogdensburg.
sound equipment will be installed.
ket Street tram here recently.
after the first of the year.

Talker

Arliss to Attend Premiere
George Arliss is expected to return
from London in time to attend the

West

Coast

Bureau,

—

in Street

Car

—
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—

RECORD!!!
ANOTHER
same
Broadway
on

in

KRAZY KAT

ANIMATED BY
HARRISON & GOULD

U^

e/'FILMDOH

—STEP RIGHT

"CANNED MUSIC"

SELWYN

NEWS
fVf|WULTHE
9

#<• NEWSPAPER

^^AUTHE TIME-

November

in

at the

two $2. houses at the
11,

up

KRAZY KAT

1929

front, folks,

in

and

meet the latest Broadway celebrity
Playing two $2.00 houses on Broadway at one and the same time in
these days of spirited and interesting
competition is no mean honor. Con-

"SOLE MATES"
at the

Charles Mintz, the
cartoon opera impresario for placing
this
popular insane feline before
sophisticated New York audiences ii
such select company as the Selwyn
gratulations

and

name

Globe

to

theaters.
of this popular

Krazy Kat.

Oh
young

the
celeb is

yes,

time

GLOBE
MUSICAL DIRECTOR

JACK ALICOATE

JOE De NAT

"WHEN BETTER CARTOONS ARE MADE
Winkler will make them'*
WESTERN ELECTRIC
RECORDING

PRODUCED BY WINKLER

DISTRIBUTED BY

COLUMBIA

:

—2&>*

DAILY

Timely Topics
A Digest of
Current Opinion

CENSORSHIP

cannot possibly
bring about better pictures.

Denunciation of so-called bad
pictures, whether by club meetings, by printed articles or even
equally

all

tures

is

the only practical plan.

mil H. Hays
*

*

*

has done mighty well by a lot of players
who we|e unknown or of minor importance until they appeared in hii productions.
Look what "The Valiant" did for
Paul Muni anil Marguerite Churchill; "Speakeasy" for Paul Page
and Lola Lape, and "In Old Arizona" for Dorothy Burgess.
Now Comes Afona Marie with a knockout performance in "Romance of Rio 'Grande."

in-

any destructive
criticism inevitably must be ineffective.
The support of good
pictures and the consequent encouragement of the picture-makers to produce more good piceffective, just as

Dvorak has

Jeraldine

Greta Garbo and will

Her

part

quit being a double and stand-in for
launch a career in her old behalf.

now

a bit role in Pathe's "Officer O'Brien."
has returned from abroad and will appear the
week of Nov. 23 at the Palace
first

Beatrice

is

Lillie

Gordon Bostock
pond

across the
night over

WJZ

THE

tance in the future scheme of
things, but it will be a position
of importance nevertheless.
Circuit-owned theaters will thrive on
a relatively small portion of the
trade soil and the little game of
gobble, gobble will continue to
prove profitable only so long as
the public continues to absorb
the many stock issues of dubi-

ous worth now being dumped on
the market.
David Barrist in

back on the main stem after a sojourn
Paul Muni made his radio debut last
as guest artist with Roxy and His Gang
is

Go Easy

hibitors in that territory

Dimitri

Tiomkin, temporarily deserting

talkers,

is

writing

the music for a musical version of "Nell Gwynne" in which Helen
Ford will appear on the Broadway stage
A. L. Burt will
novelize Rudy Vallee's "The Vagabond Lover."
Scenes from
the
picture will illustrate the book

RKO

You just can't keep Lee Marcus' Titans out of the news,
comes now the knockout business done by "Rio Rita" at the
St. Louis, St. Louis, and the smash at the Orpheum, Spokane,
where this fillum got more than 600 bucks above the receipts of
any daily gross

*

in Exploiting

Wide-Width Film,

WIDER

film

is

Is Advice

on

its

way and

certain to meet with
great public favor, but let it be
hoped that it is not rushed onto
is

it

industry and that, when it
is launched, it will be done in a
coordinated way, benefiting by
the mistakes made in the mad,
disorganized rush by producers
into sound.
Ben Shlyen in

90

NUMBER

90

"Motion Picture Times"

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

Famous Players - Lasky have
stock to

in-

$22,-

500,000.
*

*

*

National Pictures Theaters, Inc..
Selznick exhibitor-co-operative

new

to release

two
*

W. H.

*

Gueringer denies Saenger

Amusement
of circuit.

a month.
*

British cousins

old

jolly

time running

film producing companies.
It
is quite the thing for one director at
an annual meeting to get up on his
hind legs and declare that Sir Mortimer Squiggins "is a bally rotter."
Then Sir Mort jumps up and declares: "Sir, I may be a rotter, but
I take serious exception to you calling me a bally rotter."
Meanwhile
all the stockholders sit around absorbing this inside dope on the gents
who are handling their investments.
their

Then some

little
stockholder pipes
us something, Sir Mort
about this tyke who is insulting yer."

up:

"Tell

*

*

Co. negotiating for sale

This is just what Sir Mort has
been waiting for. He takes a deep
breath, and launches into a tirade
about his adversary on the board
Major Duncely Herrington. After
a half hour of very personal remarks, the stockholders have learned among other things that the Major has

borrowed money from

Statistics
By JAMES

P.

Editor,

to

*

EUROPE

is

now

Film

Daily

ately

headed

Europe immedi-

for
top place
exports to Latin-America dropped because of the dialogue barrier. In the first nine
months of 1929, Europe imported 74,366,404 ft. of American
product, as compared with 48,798,339 for the same 1928 period.
Latin America imported
57,695,969 ft. in the three-quarter period of this year.

while

*

an earful of scandal about the directors' personal life and habits.
They
haven't learned a thing about the way
their investments are being handled
whether the company is going to

make any

pictures

season, or

if

it's

for the coming
really worth while
pictures, seeing that

they haven't sold the ones they
last

class

November 12

the largest

importer of American films
supplanting
Latin
America.
With advent of sound and dialogue, American exports dropped considerably. When sound
gained a strong foothold in

*

So the annual meeting breaks up
and the stockholders go home with

made

season.
*

*

stockholders' meeting this gives him
the privilege to sit alongside upper

CUNNINGHAM
The

his

carry on, that he goes to bed
his sox on, and smokes the
vilest kind of American tobacco.

wife
with

But the general idea seems to be
that this is the only way the middle
classes can meet the upper class on
an equal footing. The middle class
gent buys some stock in British Majesties Films, Ltd.
At the annual

Industry

foreign spots,
capital

a

*

Statistical

their

Our

have

making any more

MANY HAPPY RETURNS

this

creased

MY WORD!

*

Ford used to be a Witmark song plugger before Bill
Brimmer induced him to become a salesman for First National.
Now when Ford hits a town the local radio station hands him
the key to the microphone and allows him to ad lib to his heart's
content.
Gives Ford a great chance to spiel about forthcoming
F. N. pictures, and^he adds interest by wisecracking about ex-

"The Exhibitor"
*

DALY

Phil

Independent Must Resign
Himself to Secondary Place
independent will have to
reconcile himself to occupy a
position
of
secondary
impor-

*

By PHIL M.

Jr.

WILLIAM FOX

Holds Censorship Impotent
As Means to Better Films

THA T'S
THAT

with

PhilM. Daly,

12, 1929

AND

Along The Rialto

—€>—
by sermons, are

Tuesday, November

Best
tions

wishes and congratulaare extended by

class

Sir

Mortimer

and

hear

him

the family dirt about upper
Major Herrington.
If they'd

all

only have a director, cameraman and
a microphone at the meeting, what
a wow of a feature production they
could make for practically nothing.

THE

FILM DAILY
ing

spill

members

who today

to the follow-

of the industry,

are celebrating their

birthday

Rose Curley
Murray Roth
Gwen Lee
Josephine Norman
Jack Oakie
Richard Whiting
John M. Young

^^

THEIR
FIRST

JOBS
WILSTACH

F. J.
reporter, Lafayette,

Indiana

The 1930 Film Year
k Will be Without Question the
Finest Book of Reference Ever Published in the Motion

Picture Industry

Over 1100 Pages and
OVER 500 Advertisers
(Out In January)

You're in Japan
*with

F«X M«VIET#NE NEWS
'It

The

to

Speaks For Itself"'

and sounds of the Orient come
you without travelling, thanks to the world-wide
sights

recording

facilities of

the world's greatest

newsreel organization
FOX MOVIETONE NEWS
has recorded more than 20 exclusive sound news

views

of Japan, including:

«^>

<%*

•^

^?

Baron Tanaka, Prime Minister addressing people
of America.

Chichibu, Mikado's brother, greeting Prince

George

of England at

Opening
Arrival of

Yokohama.

of Shinto festivals in Tokyo.

Graf Zeppelin at Tokyo.

Singing and dancing Geisha

Buddhist worship and

girls.

ritual of

Jodo

priests.

THESE TIRE THE OHLy TALKING PICTURES EVER TAKEN

JAPAN By ANY NEWSREEL!

IN

iTHE
Jfc NEWSPAPER

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

o/'FILMDOM
/OL. L

Wednesday, November

No. 38

Bomb

1929

13,

Price 5 Cents

Plot Fails at L. A. Metropolitan Studio

FOX SEEKING

150

SLLOUIS ZONEJJOUSES?

Conferences Begun on Arbitration Case Ruling
Series of Confabs Slated Five Chains Reported Being Sought—Nebraska
The Mirror
by Opposing Counsel
Expansion Program

=

column of comment
=>By JACK ALICOATE
k-AT NO TIME in its fascinating
-a

in U. S. Case

St.

—Fox

Louis

Being Continued

is

West Coast Theaters

is

reported to be negotiating for

Conferences were begun recently five theater circuits in this territory, embracing about 150 houses. The Fox
between E. P. Grosvenor, counsel for expansion was started several weeks ago, with 34 houses acquired in the
the Hays association, ten distributors purchase of control of several circuits.
A number of new houses in this
been and Film Boards of Trade, and C.
territory are to be built by Fox, it is

and eventful history has it
rnore important for the motion

pic-

ture industry to keep its collective
head than at present. The motion
picture has a duty to perform in
keeping a certain degree of optimism at high tide during periods
of uncertainty. All admit that the
present situation has a serious aspect, but, it is also true that nine
out of ten of the wild rumors floating around have no foundation of
truth whatsoever. From the standpoint of inherent stability, this
business was never in better shape

Stanley Thompson, special assistant
attorney general, looking toward an
accord on points of difference in the
arbitration system.
Revision of certain features of the
standard contract and arbitration sys(Continued on

'BILL'

try is the last to feel the effects
of an economic depression and the

This has been
recover.
proved by past performance.
first

—IT

to

British Production
IS GIVING away no dark

spring,

Phono-Kinema,

—

stated,

Omaha Fox now has six Nebraska theaters, plans construction of
a first run here and is suing the
World Realty Co., to gain possession
of three more.
The expansion program last week added four houses to
the steadily-growing chain.
The new theaters taken over are

when Meyer

assume charge of
the Publix expansion program
planned in the far West. The
will

brothers recently sold control
two houses to Publix.

PIZOR HEADS SALES

of

it is

Marks

William M. Pizor, veteran independent distributor and exporter, has
been named vice president and sales

of their

(Continued on

West

T

NOT

IN

WARNER DEAL

Coincident with the announcement
the Consolidated Amusement
Enterprises had added the Avalon,
Bronx, to its string, bringing to 17
the total number of houses in the
circuit,
Lawrence Bolignino, comthat

secret to state that British producPraction is in a terribly bad way.
Broadway houses of Warner Bros,
tically all of the quota companies that
are being managed by Harry L. Char, pany executive, declares that the Consprang into existence a year or so ago,
nas, who has been appointed man- solidated chain is not being taken
"nave gone the way of all theoretical
aging director of the'Warners, Winter over by Warner Bros, as reported.
bubbles.
Practically the only conGarden, Central, Beacon, at 75th and When previously questioned on the
cerns of importance doing business
report, Bolignino declined comment.
(Continued on Page 7)
Instrucnow in England are British
tional,
Gainsborough, British and

Dominions and Gaumont, with one
or two likely comers such as New
We
Era and British Instructional.
have been asked by London film
folk to convey the thought to professional picture people of the States
that there is no chance whatsoever of
them getting work on the other side
at the present time.

Hays Talks Today

—WILL

H. HAYS, president of the
Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America will be the guest
of honor and principal speaker be(Continued on Page 2)

9

Children Barred from 'Disraeli
Film but Admitted to Stage Show
More Conferences Needed
to Settle

Music Strike

Conferences are to continue today
between representatives of St. Louis
theaters and of the musicians' union
who are having daily conference in
New York in an effort to end the
St. Louis musi© strike.

Montreal

—Discrimination

against
of
Quebec maintained in the statutory
machinery of the provincial government was emphasied here when
"Disraeli" was presented in talking
picture form at the Palace.
During
the same week the stage play of the
(Continued on Page 7)
the

exhibitors

of

the

Province

Bureau,

Coast

Los Angeles

J.

Harry Charnas Head of
Warner B'way Houses

Page

7)

STUDIO BOMB PROBED

New

Moeller, secretary and
treasurer, states. Pizor formerly was
connected with the Melotone Corp.
and was president of the Capital
Prod. Co.

York, A.

—

Chicago Marks Bros, will
continue to operate their Granada and Marbro here until

7)

FOR PHONO-KINEMA FIRM

weather any gale. One fact is
manager
certain. The motion picture industo

Page

stated.

Starts in Spring

THE FILM DAILY

— Police

here are investigating a theory of attempted
blasting of the Metropolitan studio,
following discovery of a steel-encased bomb equipped with an electric
detonator, under the floor of an
abandoned stage set. The discovery
was made by a night watchman.
Search through buildings being
torn down prior to construction of
sound stages revealed 15 electric detonators, 50 pounds of black powder
and 50 feet of fuse. The bomb was
of recent construction, police said.

Boom in Omaha
Omaha — Despite the fact
that theater owners in other
sections of the country report
that the recent stock market
crash has injured theater attendance, Omaha operators report the best business in history.

to

This

the

Omaha

remarkable due
this week,
has sponsored a Nefact

is

that

braska Diamond Jubilee offering free attractions together
with a horse and stock show,
taking in record crowds at all
performances.

!

THE

-zti

DAILY

The Mirror

NON-STOP PROJECTOR TO

— a column of comment
(Continued from Page

New York

fore the

Wednesday, November

1)

BE MARKETED

Board of Trade

IN

The Industry's
Date Book

GERMANY

luncheon to-day. The affair will
Price 5 Cants
Wednesday, Nov. 13, 1929
Vat. L Nr 38
be held at the board rooms in Park Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILy
Row. Mr. Hays will speak on the
Washington Klangfilm in associaEditor and Publisher
JOHN W. ALICOATE
importance of the motion picture as
tion with A.E.G., powerful German
a sales factor both in domestic and
electrical trust, soon will introduce
Published daily except Saturday and holidays foreign markets.
Inasmuch as it has
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and
to the trade in Germany a new noncopyright (1929) by Wid's Films and Film been proved thousands of times that stop
projector, designed to solve the
President,
Alicoate,
our
Folks,
Inc.
W.
increased
motion pictures have
J.
problem
of intermittent projections
Editor and Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau,
exports to every clime, the luncheon
Secretary-Treasurer and General Manager;
which causes the damage of sprocket
Now
largely
attended.
promises
be
to
EnCharles F. Hynes, Managing Editor.
holes, according to a report to the
tered as second class matter, May 21, 1918, it's "Films follow the flag and busiM. P. Division of the Dept. of Comunder
at the post-office at New York, N. Y.,
follows the films."
ness
Terms (Postage
the act of March 3, 1879.
merce. The A.E.G. projector makes
free) United States outside of Greater New
Belle Baker Tonight
use of a series of mirrors, in which,
York $10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3

13, 1929

at a

—

Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers
Address all comshould remit with order.
FILM DAILY, 1650
munications to
Phone Circle
Y.
Broadway, New York, N.
4736-4737-4738-4739. Cable address: Filmday,
Ralph
New York. Hollywood, California
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
London— Ernest W. Fredman, The
6607.
Wardour
St.,
Renter, 89-91
Film
Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
Berlin
I.
Paris— P. A. Harle,
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la
Cour-des-Noues. 19.

months, $3.00.
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(Dick)
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Close Sales

22J4

named

Anderson has been

special eastern representative

of Talking Picture Epics, according
to M. J. Weisfeldt, director of distribution.
The new Epics executive
was for more than ten years general
sales manager of International Newsreel Corp. His headquarters will be in
the
York Columbia exchange.
Columbia, under a deal recently closed
by Weisfeldt, is to handle physical
distribution of Epics' product.

New

Yamins Denies Publix

N.

82
100
102
90^ 91
95 54
9554
98
98
48
48

do
do 6s 41

Paramount

x-war
6s 47

..

Par.

By. 554s 51
Pathe 7s 37

91

.95 54
.

99
4954

2,300

300
400
1,000

900

if

Eastman Films

i.i
,

I
if

t
8
I

§

York.

at

fall

convention of Texas

Dallas.

"Love Parade" opens

19

at Criterion,

N. Y.
19-20
Ninth Annual Ohio M.P.T.O
Convention at Columbus.
20 "Show of Shows" opens at Win
ter Garden, New York.
25 "Vagabond Lover" premiere at
Globe. N. Y.
9-10
Meeting of North Carolina ex-

—

Sound Corp

leave Saturday for Columbus to
attend the Ohio M. P. T. O. convention, Nov. 19 and 20.
The com-

pany

manufactures Tone-O-Graph
with sound-on-film and disc and recently equipped the Garden, Columbus to give exhibitors gathered at the
convention an opportunity to inspect

EXECUTIVES
Young man,
all

extensive experience in
phases of film business; thoroughly

competent and

reliable;

excellent cor-

respondent;
selling
and organizing
ability;
widely traveled abroad, desires position as assistant to executive
or department head; first class references.

Box 0-18S

c-o

1650 Broadway

New York

Film Daily
City

the device in operation.

Ruggles Leaving for Coast

Very Much Pleased!

Island studio, Charles Ruggles leaves
Hollywood this week to play in

for

"Young Eagles" with Charles "Buddy" Rogers.
turn to New

local

He

is

expected to re-

York about

Jan.

1.

situation.

Stern

www* »*********#*"****#*#**»"*'**

% J. E.

Nov.

Having completed his role in "The
Nathan Yamins River Inn" at the Paramount Long

of

the

%

if

Nov.

New

Astor,

100

if

I

Nov.

to

Is

Yamins' Theatrical Enterprises
here and operators of seven houses in
this city, denies that he has been offered a price for the holdings of the
200 company to Publix.
Representatives
of Publix have been here looking over

•LAST PRICE QUOTED
*

—Annual
Unit

Nov.

Hotel

at

P. Club dinner to Commissioner
Grover Whalen at N. Y.

Nov. 18-19

C. Berk, general sales manager of
North American Sound and Talking
Picture Equipment Corp. is scheduled

NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Keith A-O 6s 46
Loew 6s 41ww ...10154 100

van

to Attend Ohio Conference company.

After Fall River Houses
Fall River, Mass.

12,400
1,300
100
....
100

M.

—A

Talking Picture Epics

2,300
1,400
\TVi
158
8,900
158
10,900
60^ 61
1854
75
3,200
4054 4054
100
82 J4
82 J^
100
81^ 81
11
\T

pfd

F-L
Exch

Para.

22^4

22J4

Nov. 16

claimed, 100 per cent of the light
Cohan Theater in New York, Belle is transmitted, none being wasted by Dec.
hibitors' unit at Pinehurst.
Baker will make her debut on the the interception of a shutter. Each Dec. 20 Opening of the Little Picture
talking screen in "Song of Love," the of the mirrors turn on its axis as the
House in New York City.
latest offering of Columbia Pictures. film travels through the camera so as
New Canadian Famous House
Miss Baker has long been a favorite to keep the image of each picture reOttawa
with big town audiences and for years flected in the center of the mirror,
new theater has been
has commanded one of the largest which moves into place one after the added to the Famous Players Canadisalaries in vaudeville.
In "Song of other.
The projector already has an chain with the opening of the CapLove" she will be supported by Ralph been installed in several theaters for itol in Lethridge, Alberta.
Graves of "Submarine" and "Flight" experimental purposes and an atJoan Peers to Coast
fame. It should prove an interesting tempt now is being made to market
Joan Peers has left for the Paraopening.
them on a wholesale basis.
mount Coast studio and will appear
in support of Moran and Mack in
Joining
"Dick"
their next talking picture for the
Berk, of
A.

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Seat

Nov. 14

"Song of Love" opens at Geo.
M. Cohan, N. Y.
Projection talk by William Cana-

it is

Anderson

Am.

Today:

Brulatour,' Inc.

|

Omaha Film Board Officers
Omaha — Newly elected officers

Dr.

En Route

to Coast

"I

Emanuel

Stern, medical direcof tor of Paramount, is en route to the
the local Film Board of Trade in- company's coast studio on his semiclude: A. Mendenhall, president, and annual inspection tour.
He will rePhil Monsky, vice president.
turn in about two weeks.

Let Us Solve Your Problems
Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

li

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

New York

Hollywood

1540 Broadway

6700 S^nta Monica

p

Bryant 4712

Gladstone 6103

••

Stebbins,

Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

it

1540

B'WAY

N.Y.C.

TELEPHONE BRYANT 3040

much

pleased with the

Idle

my

Hour

theatres."

Theatre,

Hanvick, Vt.

NEVER DISAPPOINT'

MOMLOWFIIK
oauifiiwa

jj

if

very

you are giving

— New

'WE

if
if

§
8

am

service

INCORPORATED
220 WEST 42 N-D STREET

i

NEW YORK

Phone: Wisconsin 6876

ALLAN A.LOWNES. CEN.MCR.
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The

latest

experiment in

modern showmanship proves
that

a

theatre

can break

all its

*""

1* >*<*'«
'

house records showing nothing

^Mk *

hut screen news.

EMBASSY THEATRE, N. Y. GOES
100% NEWSREEL TO S. R. O. BUSINESS
(Showing Exclusively Hearst Metrotone

New and Fox Movietone

Neirs)

That's News!

HEARST - METROTONE
M FIA^S yOM see ana hear current events
*

jMetro-Goldwyn-Mayer
THE IMPORTANT COMPANY

r\
J
r

Vs^%4 " i* ^^

WILSON

/
Presents the first of a remarkable
series of talking" motion picture
\
entertainments
and invites your
\
inquiries about
*

\

^1

>

Commander

G.M.DYOTT

#/i

rr-

shrilling jungle sights and sounds
Hundreds of elephants, wild ancL
tame. Strange men and beasts of

the Orient.

MICROPHONE AND
CAMERAtalking
COMBINE
*»»»;.»»

to bring" to the
screen
record of breath-taking; adventure
supreme danger.

$v

AN

IT'X
EPIC.
NOW READY FOR ROADSHOW «W MOTION PICTURE
.

•&

a

<w

.

\)

EXHIBITION...

1

TALKING PICTURE

EPICS>c.

M. J. WEISFELDT, Vice Tresidenl

a*

w. 4T"st.n.y.c
and Director of ^Distribution.
1

1

TALKING PICTURE
FRANK

R.

WILSON,

President

11

EPICS, INC.

W. 42nd

St.,

New York

City

Presents an Astounding Chronicle in sight
and sound of the most stirring event in
recent history
An

epochal voyage destined to go down in history as a parallel to
the achievements of Columbus, De Soto, Magellan; visualized by

motion pictures and described
by the voices of the
voyagers themselves

PRODUCED
UNDER AUSPICES OF THE

HEARST
NEWSPAPERS

**.<$&***

'*$**>

&&*
**£&'

^

*o«

"Splendid— carries dramatic punch— BIG B.O.VALUE
—they have been* jamming them in all week"
Film Daily

"Most comprehensive

of flight pictures

— to

be con-

sentinued for at least another week. It has created a
Exhibitors Daily Review
sation"

WIRE

WRITE
M.

J.

PHONE

Weisfeldt, Director of Distribution

:

fsgiK

DAILY

Timely Topics

Along The Rialto

A

o—
—
Digest of
Current Opinion

London Trade Organ Pays
High Tribute to William Fox

WEmented
have,

on occasion, comwith acerbity on

some of our film magnates, whose
interest in the trade seemed to
But we
be purely acquisitive.
gratefully recognize in you a man
of
are,

quite
for

You
different mettle.
one thing, genuinely
publicity.
personal
to

averse
Secondly,

you have not merely
by the trade; you have fed
with ideas, cash, initiative and

lived
it,

great courage. Some of the greatest things in the film world are
due to your insight and your sup-

we know no single
personality who has carried the
trade forward to new successes
and

port,

more

definitely than you.

"The Bioscope," London
*

*

Sees Producers at a Loss
For Talking Film Technique
the
IFready

talking picture had alacquired a technique it

would indeed be a moribund affair.
But the making of canned
is very largely a
commercial business; and it is

entertainment
only

who

outstanding

creators
can afford to discard techthe

nique from time to time. Everyday workers in the industry positively

demand

which to

technique upon

a

So, in the general uncertainty as to whether to
adopt the methods of the silent
screen or of the theater, a most
amusing struggle is going on
Basil Dean,
lean.

British
*

Believes Talkers

Made

*

JUDGE BEN

trackless train running around
the Paramount.
he papered the
town with 10,000 Yiddish ones, threes and 24's on "The Song
of Love," which opens today at the George M. Cohan
Harold Levy of the local M-G-M sales force is the proud
He celebrated the event by givfather of a bouncing baby boy.
Tod Browning
ing a blow-out for his cohorts at Sardi's
Ray Conarrived in Noo Yawk yestidday from Yurrop
nor is manager of the new B. F. Keith's at Boston and is carrying on some nifty campaigns to build prestige, advises Joe Rivkin,
Pathe exploiteer
Shades of the early days of fillum business, the 101 Ranch

dreams. This spirit will extend itself to the speaking stage, for I
believe that the talking screen
will reach out and stimulate that.
Jesse L. Lasky

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

said

til
in

a

recent speech that he expected to see
talking shorts used in court proceedings before long. The judge has af
ready made his will on a talking film.

Paramount has the smallest

This opens up an entirely new fiefl
the industry.
Suppose the idea
spreads. Some married dame is gunning for her philandering hubby, so
Lshe
hires a combination gumshoefor

cameraman
.

Yawk

Wild West show is papering Noo
for its opening Nov. 20
at the Coliseum
Every 87 minutes, the enthusiastic Walter Eberhardt will tell you, a new Western Electric sound system is installed. Moving along? And how
Edna Marion
has filed notice of intention to wed a N. Y. broker
Rutgers Neilson has dug up the fact that Frank Hawes,
owner of the Puritan theater, Roxbury, Mass., has been showing
Pathe News for 19 years without interruption
C. B. Maddock, now producing Golden Rooster talker musicals for Pathe
in addition to his vaudeville activities, is no newcomer in films.
He pioneered in the picture field as one of the founders of the
original Metro Pictures Company
Believe it or not, but "Bright Lights," the musical talker in
which Dorothy Mackaill will appear for First National, is not
a film about Broadway
Marian Nixon, in private life
Mrs. Edward Hillman, Jr., who has been honeymooning abroad
since summer, is due back this week.
After a brief pause in
the big burg, she will hop off for the Coast to start on her next
Vitaphone role at the Warner studio

I

to trail him around.
Instead of going to his office, hubby
sneaks into a hotel room. The sleutw

l

f
[,

I

j,

|

cameraman climbs up on the docfl
and starts shooting some real sexy
stuff through the transom.
So at the
divorce trial, the wife's attorney its
troduces the fillum as evidence. Ho#^
can the court refuse it? And how are
they gonna handle the crowds at the

^

box

office?

*

*

*

// the admission is free, as in all
courts at present then the fillum in- f
dustry is gonna have some tough [
competition.
Do you suppose tnt
public will pay admission to see L
"Simpering Sally" at the first run]
theater in town when they can go
down the street to the court house
and see the transom shots with reall
oo-la-la stuff free of charge?
No,f
>

sirree.

91

NUMBER

91

MANY HAPPY RETURNS

And if the courts decide to charge!:
admission, they'll make so muchtdough that all the judges will decide
become fillum magnates.
what's gonna become of our
to

Industry

from Interna*

Then
courts

J

and the machinery of justice, we ask
you? There isn't must justice
but after that there won't be anyjj

!

now

Statistics
By JAMES
Statistical

P.

The Film Daily

NUMBER of theaters in

November 13

Ger-

the War has
increased more rapidly in proportion than in any other country, increasing from 2,299 theaters, seating 803,508, in 1918, to
5,500, seating 1,825,000 in 1929.
Yearly increases follow:

many

since

Year

Houses

1918
1920
1921
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929

2,299
3,731

(*) Estimated.

3,851

3,669
3,878
4,293
4,462
5,150
*5,500

Capacity
803,508
1,269,205
1,304,525
1,315,246
1,402,462
1,546,000
1,647,722
1,770,000
*1,825,000

Best
tions

all

:

wishes and congratulaare extended by

THE

FILM DAILY

to the follow-

ing

members

who

today are celebrating their

of

the

industry,

*P

THEIR
FIRST

JOBS

birthday

Gertrude Olmstead
Lee A. Ochs
Lester J. Fountain
Cyril A. Sims

5

business men will start!
studying to be judges so they can runl
Then what's
court picture shows.
gonna become of business in general?]'
Honest, folks, the whole doggoner
country will go on the bum. Men oi]
the film industry, let's do something (i
to stop this new movie menace before it stops us!
Besides,

CUNNINGHAM

Editor,

No. of

Exhibitors Co-operative Film Co.
at Dallas.

LINDSEY,

Noo Yawk ballyhooing the Third Anniversary of
Hank Linet sure did put one over when

IN

*

B.

famous Denver judge,

ports Corp.

beyond our

far

C. F. Zittell resigns
tional Film.

DALY

*'

Industry Enterprise

formed

Bv PHIL M.

of the William Fox roadshow department for his great human interest scoop in securing the confession of a Philadelphia murderer for the current issue of Fox
Harry Werner, manager of Loew's theMovietone News
ater, Jersey City, made a recent visit to Loew's Baltimore houses.
William Whitehurst, former operating head of the
Whitehurst circuit, now is general manager of the Baltimore Air-

Frank Seltzer

*

the arrival of talking
pictures the spirit of adventure has taken hold of the screen
industry. Every unit is developing the mechanical possibilities to
the last degree and the next ten
years will be years of advance-

is

Jr.

Have

ment and progress

THAT'S

THAT

PhilM. Daly,
CREDIT

13, 1929

-AND

with

producer

WITH

*

Wednesday, November

IRVING FRANKLIN
usher at N. Y. Hipp.

Wednesday,

November

13,

DAILY

1929

Short Shots from
ARTHUR

SHOW

"DISRAELI" FILM

W. EDDY.
{Continued from Page

1)

EE MORSE,

popular radio and same name was presented at the Or'
phonograph artist, is planning to pheum Theater. The slogan of the
ake a short at the Paramount Long latter theater for the occasion was:
land studios next week. It will be "Not a Motion Picture Bring the
On the other hand, all
lied "Her Records" and Paul Stan- Children."
n, Billy Hillpot and Eugene Kint- children under 16 years of age were
barred by law from seeing Warner
t will head the supporting cast.
Bros, production at the Palace be\Radie Harris, whose "Movie Mon- cause of the statute which keeps all
9gties" is a weekly feature of the juveniles from any moving picture
house in the Province of Quebec.
/. Y. Evening Sun," also conducts
half hour radio interview with
siting screen celebrities over Staof
Charnas
on WPCH, every Monday evening
Houses
Catherine Dale
•<m» 6:30 to 7.
(Continued from Page 1)
wen featured last Monday's pro- Broadway, Mark Strand
in New York
ram. with Carmel Myers scheduled
and Brooklyn, and the new Holly)r next week.
Broadway, which

—

New

New

New

Philadelphia,

Brylawski is Re-elected
Fox Reported Seeking
by Washington M.P.T.O. House at Nyack, N. Y.

at 51st and
in Spring.

An

opening date

Paul Ash to Head Next
Paramount-Publix Hour

Form

Hanson

Edmund

Carewe, Virginia Pearson, Snitz Edwards, GibRupert
ion Gowland and others.
Mian directed. Dialogue is by Frank
McCormack and C. Roy Hunter
ierry, Arthur

upervised the recording.

Digges Turns Down Film Offers
Dudley Digges has turned down
two motion picture offers in order to
return to the Theater Guild fold. He
is now in Chicago with the company
playing "Pygmalion" and "Major
Barbara" and is not expected to return to

New York
Week

until January.

"Arsenal"
The Russian Film "Arsenal" will
be held over for a second week at
the Film Guild Cinema.

Second

for

Vaude Resumed

THE FILM DAILY

West Coast Bur.

—

The Golden
San Francisco
Gate which featured stage presentations

weeks, has been
the

regular

past eight
replaced by

the

for

RKO

The house now
vaudeville one

is

vaudeville.

the

in this

only

city.

he

is

negotiating

other

deals.

—

Nyack, N. Y. Fox interests are
THE FILM DAILY
Julian Brylawski reported negotiating for the Rockland
has been re-elected president of the here operated by Bratter & Pollak.
Washington exhibitor. Doc Horbst An agent of Fox is reported to have
was re-elected vice-president and also announced recently at the Broadway
appointed treasurer to succeed the that the deal for the Rockland would
late Aaron Brylawski. Gertrude Con- be settled next week and that the
nell was appointed secretary to suc- company would convert the Broadceed Nat Browne, now in the War- way into a store.
ner offices in New York.

Washington

Warner

— A.

Fox Plans

to Build

Two

Tongues
Houses at 111. and Mo.
Trailers
for
"Noah's Ark"
in
Louis Plans have been anSt.
French,
German, Hungarian and
Roumanian have been prepared by nounced by executives of the Fox
Michael Curtiz for release by War- organization to the effect that two
new Fox theaters will shortly be built
ner throughout the world.
Trailers in 4

—

at Belleville, 111., and one at Columbia,
Rivkin at Capitol
Mo. Both houses will be modeled in
Joe Rivkin is in Washington ex- architecture as the new house here.

ploitating

He

"Sophomore"

will be in the

for Pathe.
Capitol for a few

days.

Two More Houses Added
Rocky Mountain Chain

to

Shubert Officers- Reelected
Five year franchise plan of Tiffany
Directors were reelected at yesterwill be outlined at the Columbus con- day's meeting of Shubert stockholdvention of the Ohio exhibitor unit, ers, in New York.
Nov. 19 and 20 by Oscar R. Hanson,
Hanson regeneral sales manager.
cently returned to New York from a
ten-week tour of the West and Middle West in behalf of the franchise.

New Firm Completes Its First
Windsor Picture Plays, Inc.,

reported,

Washington Bureau of

Franchise at Columbus

1.

dairy of the principals of the silent
ersion were re-engaged for the audi>le production, the cast including Lou
Mary Philbin, Norman
3haney,

The amount involved was not announced.
The Beatrice house was
owned by a group of business men,
the York movies by McCloud and
Wood, and the Council Bluffs' Strand
by Cohen and Harding.
The deal
was made by M. M. Travis of the
Fox Westcoast Theaters Corp. who
has left for St. Louis where it was

wood

,

December

(Continued from Page 1)

the Ritz at Betrice, Neb., the York
and the New Sun at York, Neb., and
the Strand, at Council Bluffs, la.,
just across the river from Omaha.

Harry
Head
Warner B'way

Paul Ash and his Paramount Radio
Orchestra will feature the Paramount-Publix hour which goes on the
air next Saturday, Nov. 16 at ten
)
the handing down of a decree by
o'clock over the Columbia Broaddecree
The
ederal Judge Thacher.
casting System. The program of popnot expected to be handed down
ular music will be supported by vocal
efore Christmas.
talent such as Paul Small, Boyce
Coombes, Erminie Calloway, Fred
'Phantom of the Opera" Vettel and the Paramount Four. Paul
Dec. 1 Ash will make his bow as master of
in Talker
ceremonies of the hour.
"The Phantom of the Opera,"
a
^hich holds Universal's record as
to Outline
noney maker, will be released in
dialogue

LOUIS ZONE THEATERS?

New

(Continued from Page 1)
:m is the purpose of the series of
inferences which will be held, prior

and

and

Pittsburgh,
Portland,
Washington, Atlanta, Charlotte, Cincinnati, and Toronto sales executives
will be present.
Those who will
attend include Harry Gold, J. D.
Goldhar, Charles Kranz, J. Kaplan,
H. E. Lotz, H. M. Masters, Charles
Stern, Moe Streimer, H. D. Bodkin,
B. M. Sterns, M. J. Garrity, Saul
Resnick, C. E. Peppiatt, W. E. Loewe.

opens

Conferences Begun on
Arbitration Case Ruling

Vice-President

sales head of United Artists, returns
to his desk in
York tomorrow,
Thursday, November 14th, after a
trip to Hollywood and an extended
tour of western exchanges.
Sunday, Lichtman will preside over
an eastern sales convention in
York City.
York, Detroit, Cleveland, Buffalo, Boston,
Haven,

Lester Nielson of Paramount's as- has not been decided for the Beacon,
stant director staff, has raised a which was recently acquired by Warlustache to avoid being taken for ners.
le Prince of Wales.

ound

Lichtman,

Al

New York Studios
"j-

Al Lichtman to Hold
Eastern Sales Conferences FOX SEEKING 150 ST.

CHILDREN BARRED FROM

—

Wichita, Kan. Fox Rocky MounTheaters have taken over the
Uptown here and the Hippodrome at

tain

Joplin.

re-

cently organized in New York, has
completed its first production, a talking picture version of "Her Unborn
Howard McKent Barnes'
Child,"

The adaptation was made by
Frederic and Fanny Hatton and the
production directed \>y Albert Ray at
the DeForest Phonofilm Studio in
New York. The film will be released

play.

as a

roadshow

attraction.

Bob Ross Production Manager
Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY

West

—

Hollywood Robert Ross has been
named production manager of Universal's "The King of Jazz Revue,"
Paul Whiteman film, which will get
John Murray
under way shortly.
Anderson will direct.
"Black Crook" Scenes

The

high

Crook" as

No

spots
revived

in

in

in

&%•

©fefefc

Christopher Morley are a feature of
Pathe Audio Review No. 30.

This charming hotel surrounded by green lawns
and sun porches is the only Hotel in Atlantic City
serving breakfast in your room without charge.
The bedrooms are built for comfort;
each with its own private bath, large
closets, modern furnishings, bridge and
reading lamps and three or more windows to the room. Everything is cozy

and homelike.
Chas. A. Berry

H. L. Fiarbairn

Owner

Manager

— CONTINENTAL PLAN —

Film

"The Black
Hoboken by

Charge!

£*~

You Ain't Seen Nothing
We

Yet!

thought

THE COCK EYED WORLD
had broken every Cincinnati record

Then along comes

Suhny Side Up
in the first test
• -

Stae

engagement out-

«
v
NeU) HOW

•-

fbth capacity week*!
{.Gaiety *Z twice daily J

Study these actual comparative figures:

The COCK EYED WORLD
October 5 Sat.
6 Sun.
7 Mon.
8 Tue.
9 Wed.
10 Thu.
11 Fri.
12 Sat.
13 Sun.
14 Mon.
IS Tue.
16 Wed.
17 Thu.
18 Fri.
Total

4,537.25
5,068.60
3,757-25
3,390.85
3,500.45
3,708.90
2,434-40
3,272.75
4,168.60
2,023*75
2,317*50
2,759-50
2,591-30
2,438-40
45*968.80

SUNNY SIDE UP IS, IN MY OPINION, THE GREATEST BOX OFFICE

SUNNY SIDE UP
October

November

26
27
28
29
30
31

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.
Tue.

Wed.
Thu.

1

Fri.

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.
Tue.

Wed.
Thu.
Fri.

Total

3,682.00
4,076.45
2,816*50
2,963*35
3,288.60
3,381.10
3,934-25
3,831.00
4*126.30
2,786.30
3,762.50
3,603*70
3,727-70
3,828.25
49)808.20

Record after record

ATTRACTION EVER SHOWN IN ANY MOTION PICTURE THEATRE. WE WERE
AMAZED WHEN, IN ITS SECOND WEEK, IT BROKE THE RECORD ESTABLISHED
TWO WEEKS PREVIOUSLY BY THE COCK EYED WORLD, WHICH HAD SET A NEW

HIGH RECORD FOR THE PALACE IN CINCINNATI.

(Signed)

Now in its

I.

LIBSON.

*\rd record-wrecking week

Week

after

week

Zfe NEWSPAPER

VOL. L

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME
Thursday, November
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Price 5 Cents
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14,

Way in Michigan
WARNERSOUND F1LMSSEPARATE FROM DISCS
124 Per Cent Increase in Famous Canadian Gross
Expansion Under

Butterfield

The Mirror

—a column of comment
=*By JACK A LI CO ATE

FROM THIS

=

on Tuesday and Wednesday

lext.
Any time there is gathered
together under one tent such widey heralded talent as Abram F.
Myers, Charlie Pettijohn, M. A.
nightman, P. J. Wood and Frank
Rembusch, the show is bound to
je worth the price of admission.
With the situation rather sensitive
and the fleeting chance of a good
old-fashioned exhibitor convention

not at all unlikely
that this reporter will be among
those on the sidelines. At any rate
Columbus is only overnight from
your favorite margin clerk and to
lear

battle,

it is

Kid Reichenbach alone do

stuff at the inevitable
quet,

his

peace ban-

should alone be worth the

-ON SUNDAY

afternoon the

Motion Picture Club of New York
will hold its first memorial services
n commemoration of and in tribute
to those former members of the
organization and associates in the
industry who have passed to the
beyond.
thought that, as

in

— An

increase

of

per

124

gross over last year

is

re-

of
Corp., the
figures being $3,376,845 for the year
ended August 31, as compared with
$1,507,068 for the previous corresponding period, it was announced at
the meeting yesterday by Vice PresGross earnings
ident J. P. Bickell.
are equal to $6.24 a share on the
327,540 shares of no par common
stock, against $1.44 reported for the
preceding fiscal year.
Assets of the company, including
$1,622,859 cash, are $25,717,298, comincluding
pared
with
$20,156,604,
The com$268,277 cash, last year.
(Continued on Page 10)

Famous Players Canadian

80

HOUSES

Here

a noble
now planned, will
become an annual event. Life at
best is but a short span in the
infinite space of time.
come,
go, and are quickly forgotten.
A
sincere thought, for those who
have passed on, as an occasional
tender memory, is far better than
an elaborate eulogy carved in marjble, but never read.
is

We

Vitagraph and Vitaphone are separate companies and an exhibitor is
obligated to play synchronized prints contracted for from the former, even
though he is unable to come to terms with Vitaphone on scores for the
pictures, the Pittsburgh arbitration board has ruled in case brought by
Vitagraph against Anthony P. Jim
of the Ohio Valley Amusement Co.j
Aliquippa, Pa.
A seventh arbitrator
was necessary to break the deadlock
Eddie Cantor will desert the
in the case.
stage for the films states Flo

Cantor for Films

Ziegfeld, producer of "Whoopee," musical comedy in which
the comedian is currently appearing at the New Amster-

New

York.
The show
closes in two weeks, and Cantor then will be free to start

dam,

his contract to make
talkers for Samuel Goldwyn
and Ziegfeld.

work on

IN MICH.

CHAIN

—

KENT ADDED TO LIST OF

SPEAKERSJHOLUMBUS
Kent, general
Columbus—
R.
S.

of Paramount and chairman of the distributor committee on
adjustments, has been added to list
of speakers who are to address the
Ohio exhibitor convention here Nov.
Others on the program
19 and 20.
are M. A. Lightman, M.P.T.O.A.
president; Abram F. Myers, head of
Allied States Ass'n, and C. C. Pettijohn, Hays association counsel.

manager

trip.

great

Toronto
cent

looks as if the most interesting
gathering of the year will be the
linth annual convention of the
Motion Picture Theater Owners of
3hio which will be held at Colum-

wordy

Last Year

grandstand seat vealed by the annual statement

t

jus

Canadian Circuit Makes Contract With Vitagraph Not Contingent on
Big Strides Over
Deal for Vitaphone Discs, Arbitrators Rule

"0" FORCTCONDUCTING
LAEMMLE HAPPINESS DRIVE
Tribute to the Universal president

on his 24th anniversary in the industry and his 20th as a producer is being paid by the company sales force
a
Carl
started
10
which Nov.
Laemmle Happiness Drive. The observance continues until Jan.

11.

Detroit With acquisition of the
Rex and Majestic at Jackson, giving
the firm five theaters in that city, the
W. S. Butterfield circuit is continuing its rapid expansion throughout

Michigan.

The action was brought by Vitagraph to compel Jim to play or pay
for synchronized prints of 30 Warner
pictures.

Jim's refusal to play the pictures
contracted for, grew out of the fact
that he was unable to purchase scores
from Vitaphone at a price agreeable
to him. He contended that Vitaphone
and Vitagraph, were the same organization and that the failure of Vitaphone to accept his offer for scores
could be legally charged as the failure
of Vitagraph.

W.F. CANAVAN TO ADDRESS
PROJECTION COUNCIL TODAY

At Jackson and Sault Ste Marie

new

Importance anu iesponsibilities of
theaters are nearing completion,
while ground will be broken about the projectionist in the industry will
March 1 for a new house at Mus- be outlined at the luncheon to be
kegon.
Completion of the Jackson given at the Hotel Astor, New York
and Sault Ste Marie houses will raise today by the Projection Advisory
to 80 the total number of theaters in Council with William F. Canavan,
the circuit, embracing 30 principal president of the stagehands' and operMichigan cities. The Sault Ste Marie ators' union as principal speaker.
house marks first invasion by the cir- Canavan is scheduled to address the
(Continued on Page 10)
cuit of the Upper Peninsula.

Films Aid Trade, Science, Art,
Hays Tells Business Executives
Motion pictures constitute the most
phenomenon in the world
today, aiding in the advancement of
national and international trade, art,
connection with a new picture con- science, religion and education, Will
tract.
He recently completed "The H. Hays declared in addressing a
Vagabond King," under a one-picture group of business executives yester(Continued on Page 10)
contract with Paramount.

New

Contract for Dennis
King Being Negotiated
Dennis King is in New York in

significant

H

THE

a&n

DAILY

ST. LOUIS

AMUSEMENT CO. ZANFT DINNER ATTENDED

REOPENS OZARK THEATER
f
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.
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Apparatus
Developed in Russia

—
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400
1,200
1,600
1,800

Mary Garden

Appear
Opera

Cochrane's Daughter
Becomes Bride on Dec. 7

Miss Betty Cochrane, daughter of
R. H. Cochrane, vice president
Universal, will become the wife

John Howard Laeri on Dec.

7.

of
of

1,800

.

|
1
&
:;:

.

Theater Owner Dies

—

Hillsboro,
111.
Edward Fellis,
marriage will be held at her parents'
home in New Rochelle, N. Y. Miss owner of the Orpheum here and well
Cochrane was graduated from Smith known in southern Illinois picture

College last June.
Mr.
comes from Youngstown,

Laeri, who
O., attend-

ed Williams.

Standard Gets Audible Films
Cleveland Jess Fishman, general

—
of Standard

Film Service,

has

Eastman Films

his intentions to run for the mayor
of this city for 1930. Bruck has been
a member of the city council for the
past two years.

The

200

QUOTED

Today:

Projection

talk by William Canivan at Hotel Astor, New York.
M. P. Club dinner to Commissioner
Grover Whalen at N. Y.

Nov. 16
Nov. 18-19

—Annual
Unit

Nov.

fall

"Love Parade" opens

19

Nov. 19-20

ter Garden,

New

York.

"Vagabond

Lover"
Globe, N. Y.
Dec. 9-10 Meeting of North
Dec.

25

20

at Criterion.

N. Y.
Ninth

Annual Ohio M.P.T.O.
Convention at Columbus.
"Show of Shows" opens at Win.

Nov. 20
Nov.

convention of Texas

Dallas.

at

premiere
Carolina

hibitors' unit at Pinehurit.
of
the
Little

Opening
House in

New York

s

J. E.

Br ula tour, Inc.

$
jj

£
u

H
ft
:•;

it
ft

secured the distribution rights
for Ohio, Michigan, Kentucky, West
Vriginia and western Pennsylvania
on the eight all talker features being
produced by Audible Pictures.

circles,

died

recently

at

St.

Picture

Ziegfeld Players to See "Rita"
Players in "Whoopee" will be the
guests of
at today's matinee
of "Rio Rita," while the entire cast
of "Bitter Sweet" has been invited
to see tomorrow afternoon's show at
the Earl Carroll.
Yesterday's matinee was attended by principals and
chorus of Earl Carroll's "Sketch

RKO

Book."
Calvin Bard Gets Des Moines Office
Des Moines Calvin Bard, formerly
manager of the Iowa, Cedar
Rapids, has been appointed manager

—

of the

World Wide Exchange

Lew

succeeding

here,

Phillips.

Wilkins for Atlanta
Atlanta Don and Iris Wilkins are
scheduled to officiate at the opening
of the new Fox house on Nov. 28.

—

JKking

been ill for a long time and
had undergone 22 operations.

With Detroit Film Board
Detroit Miss Audrey C. Littell of
Chicago, has succeeded Mrs. Marion
Hull as secretary of the local Film
Board.
Littell

Didja know that

New York

ft
2g

1S40 Broadway

Hollywood
Santa Monica
67
iJrvd.

»,

Bryant 4712

Gladstone 6103

owner

».|

has installed
houses.

«

Sound

for

Wellsburg,

Two W. Va. Houses
W. Va.— N. G. Anas,

—

Jack Cohn Leaves Tonight
Jack Cohn of Columbia leaves tonight for Europe on the Bremen on

Fire at

—

Akron

and Palace here
Akron, O.
Fire at the Victor
sound equipment in both caused slight damage. The house is
owned by John Costogan.

of the Strand

50

big papers are boostin'

my

stunt

ev'ry

day?

Louis.

He had

Raoul Walsh in New York
Raoul Walsh, Fox director, arCarpentier Arrives for Premiere
rived in New York yesterday and is
Georges Carpentier, who is now
scheduled to sail for Europe tonight with Warners, is in New York for
aboard the Bremen.
premiere of "Show of Shows" next
Wednesday.

5

~

ct

City.

XJIVTVERSATS

TALKING NEWSREEL

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY

his first vacation in 20 years.

jj

at

—

manager

$
|
::
*

—

Independent Pictures
Cleveland
has secured for distribution throughWashington
Another method of out Ohio and Kentucky a series of
one and two reel Essanay Chaplin
recording and reproducing sound, has
accessories
been developed by Messrs. Mash- comedies. New prints and
are available on the subjects. J. H.
kovitch and Okhotnikov, employed
by White Russia Film Co., advises a Beck is manager of the company's
local office.
report to the M. P. Division of the
Dept. of Commerce. In the new sysPathe Gets Shots of "Lifer"
tem, it is claimed, no light is required
Lincoln, Neb. A sound newsreel
to make a record, the light being recamera was permitted for the first
placed by electricity, thus making it
time within the gates of the state
possible to make records of any
penitentiary here when Pathe made
speed without the danger of overshots of Frank Connell, a lifer doing
lapping vibrations.
his 14th year for bank robbery and
murder, the convict having won first
prize in a story writing contest on
to
Connell
the history of Nebraska.
in Talking Picture
wrote about the life of the late MaMary Garden, star of the Chicago jor Frank North, a Pawnee Indian
Civic Opera, has plans to appear in scout during the Indian wars.
a talking picture opera being prepared by Hamilton Forrest. It will
House Manager for Mayor
be set in ancient Egypt.
Pembroke, Ontario J. H. Bruck,
manager of the chain of Allen theaters in the Ottawa Valley announced
R. H.
Washington Bureau of

—

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
High

New Sound

Independent Pictures Gets
Chaplin Essanay Films
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The Industry's
Date Book

BY MANY FOX OFFICIALS

Beefsteak dinner tendered Major
The Ozark
reopened after being dark for John Zanft, head of the Fox Theater
four months. The St. Louis Amuse- Corp., at Dinty Moore's was attended
ment Company, which had been op- by many executives of the company.
erating the house, discontinued shows The entertainment was headed by
when the town decided against Sun- Harry Rose, who acted as master of
introduced
Emil
day performances. It was contended ceremonies, and
the house could not operate profitably Boreo, Ruth Royce, Horace Heidt
and the Fox Jazzmanians. Among
without Sunday business.
Leading business men of the com- those in attendance were:
illiam
munity have formed a new corporate Fox, Charles S. Levin, Aron Fox,
to operate the house, and have sub- James R. Grainger, Will Morris, M.
leased it from the Skouras interests. Warendorf,
B.
Warendorf,
Jack
A. Siepken is manager of the Loeb, Saul Rogers, Alderman John
J.
house.
No shows will be given on O'Connell and others.
Sundays.

Webster Groves, Mo.

Editor and Publisher
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Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, Ntw York
Phone Perm. 3S80
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second
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San

grosses

Toledo,
mi"
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Foru

Francisco,

An8ek

** all

reCords.

"
now

Nancy Carroll, Helen Kane, Stanley

Smith, Jack Oakie in Musical Comedy Riot. Directed by Frank Tuttle.
By Geo. Marion, Jr. and Lloyd
Corrigan*

w SWEETIE

—
—-

boWer in

Gary Cooper, Walter Huston,
Richard Arlen, Mary Brian in All'
Outdoors, All-Talking Sensation.
Book by Owen Wister and play by
Kirk La Shelle,

THE VIRGINIAN-

PARAMOUNT NEW SHOW WORLD CHAMPIONS!

:

THE

m

DAILY
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Timely Topics
Digest of
Current Opinion

FIRST
Singer Holds Grand Opera
Would Go Big in Talking Films
a great believer in the theory
that the great body of American amusement seekers would
be appreciative of the best in
musical art if it were put before them in a sensible medium.

I'M

think grand opera transferred
to the screen in English would
I

a good response all over
the country. If you could combine
good acting with the Wagnerian music and imaginative settings, you'd have the greatest
thing yet in the movies.
Lawrence Tibbett of the
find

"Metropolitan Opera"
*

*

THAT

WHATEVER

the artistic sins
of the moving picture industry may be, it has for a long
time been conducted upon business principles far more enlightened than those adopted by the
legitimate theater.
For 50 or 75
cents one may have a more comfortable seat in a cleaner theater
than one is likely to get for four
times the price in a regular play-

may be reasonably
assured of politer treatment while
one has been buying it.
"The Nation"
house and one

*

By PHIL M.

Jr.

copy of "Motion Picture Advertising,"
PA, has made its bow
organ of the

AM

official

house

Ed McNamee
Mike Simmons is busi-

editor of the sheet, a 16-page affair,
ness manager and C. Shottenfels advertising manager

is

A

talker has been made of Chic Sales' "The Specialist,"
sensational selling book which already has passed the 750,000

Ronald Colman is expected in Noo Yawk next
mark
week to make personal appearances with showings of "ConThe Fairbankses have left Egypt
demned" at the Selwyn
for India

come

if this invention
at this time, and

had not
had not

been developed with the competency with which your producers brought it to its perfecthe routine of modern industrial life would have pent up

to pass
players under the Fox
banner. This is said to have come as a result of the popularity
won by Janet Gaynor as a singer and dancer in "Sunny Side
If Fox undertakes to make dancers out of his stars,
Up."
he will be reversing the more popular custom of stars being made
out of dancers, as in the case of Lon Chaney, Joan Crawford,
Marion Davies, Renee Adoree, Betty Compson, Ramon Novarro,
Dorothy Sebastian, Gwen Lee, Lina Basquette and a host of
others who began their careers as dancers and wound up as film
luminaries
abilities of all

Credit Harry Royster, publicist at the N. Y. Paramount,
with a real flash campaign for the theater's third anniversary.
Harry's an exploiteer who knows his ballyhoos
And toss
a good big bundle of roses or what have you, for the sweet way
little Hortense Schoor rumbles into the office with eight or nine
hundred Columbia stories and cries when only five hundred are
killed

NUMBER

92

92

MANY HAPPY RETURNS

Industry

tion,

human emotions and tensed human nerves until there might
well have come an explosion volcanic enough to disrupt society.
Dr. Koelsh,
Bavarian State Councilor

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

By JAMES
Statistical

P.

Editor,

CUNNINGHAM

*

*

*

The Film

Daily

majority of houses,
circuit-owned or controlled
individually, have raised admissions with installation of sound
equipment, the exception being
large-chain
luxe
de
stands.

Kenneth Hodkinson made
ant to
ists.

Hiram Abrams

at

is

used, or at silent the-

assist-

United Art-
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Best
tions

gagging our

first

produc-

Mame

Noodles."
we needed

in- 1

that
some good
comedy to offset all the noodle atmosphere in the feature.
who
but a woman would think of mixing
comedy with a tragic thing like

Now

noodles?
*

*

*

But far be it from us to argue
with a female person. What's the
use of arguing with a wren?
If
you're right, they cry, and then you
feel so sorry for making them cry
that you admit you're wrong.
If
you're wrong, they cry anyway.
There are two things in life you,
can't ever expect to get an even
break with a deaf and dumb person and a female. The first is always deaf to your arguments, and
the gal can be awfully dumb. So
we sez to Mame: "Great Idea! Let's

—

advertise for jokes in the 'That's
That' kolyum." Mame sez: "That's
no place to get humor." To which
we retorts: "Righto. But the bimbos
have
who read that kolyum
a sense of humor." To which Mame
sez: "Indubitably." It sounds like a
dirty crack. We must look that
word up. Meanwhile peruse the first
answer to our ad for jokes.

MUST

ing

Sixty cents, and above, is the
new average top in houses seating more than 2,000. Fifty cents
is generally accepted at 500 to

who

2,000

seaters.

Houses having

ing about 40 cents, while exhibitors with wired theaters
seating less than 300 get between 25 and 35 cents.

"Deer Phil: John sez to his bruther
went to the bathroom i seen
i
something running across the floor
without legs and the bruther sez
what was it and John sez it was water and bruther sez what kind of
water and John sez i ain't no chemist
and besides i told you to keep those
Clancy kids outa our bathroom.
Yours truly, Angelo Spangola."

wishes and congratulaare extended by

THE

FILM DAILY

aters.

between 300 and 500 are charg-

$2,500,000 for theaters.
*
*
*

in

"Nude

tion,

as

A LARGE

atus

John H. Kunsky plans to spend

and used

Statistics

There have been practically no
change in prices at houses
where non-synchronous appar-

C. F. Zittell after three hour session with Hearst reconsiders resignation.

We

sisted

Outlet for

1 that

got a
bright idea the other day. Mame
is always getting something. Usually
our nanny.
But this time, for a
change, as we stated, she got a bright
idea.
hope you haven't forgotten about Sizzy Films, that outstanding new producing company we started on a lotta crust and a little jack
from Horace Zilk, the Noodle Trust

Fox Theater Corp
Seymour Felix has been delegated by William Fox

*

Human Emotions
BELIEVE, as a physician,

MYSTERIOUS MAME

king.
Well,
Mame's scintillating
idea was to offer a prize of one berry
for every good joke that Don Hancock hasn't already copyrighted. The
jokes to be sent into Sizzly Films

Bavarian Official Sees Films

As

)

DALY

Now that we have synchronized and talking pitchurs, what
the country needs is talking funny papers asserts an anonymous
contrib
Arthur Peckelner, manager of the New Douglas,
N. Y. Lenox Ave. house, started a little shooting on his own account when held up and robbed of two G's. The trio of bandits
escaped,
however
There was plenty of pep displayed
at the beefsteak dinner for Major John Zanft, executive head of
judgment on the dancing

Film Houses Win Over Legits
Because They Stress Service

*

THAT'S

with

PhilM. Daly,

14, 1929

AND

Along The Rialto

A

*
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to the followmembers of the industry,
today are celebrating their

f>0

birthday

JOBS

Doris Anderson
Cliff

Bowes

Betty Caldwell
Eugene O'Brien

William Lord Wright
Nicholas M. Schenck

THEIR
FIRST

LEOPOLD FRIEDMAN
clerk in

law

office

1

I

MORE HITS from
Warner Bros.
SHOWS — the advent of a new event in pictures — 77 stars
by actual count — 1,000 Hollywood beauties by actual count —
of them tinted
SHOW^

of

all

—

by Technicolor and none of them tainted by time. It is 100 shows in one
and
every one is worth the price of admission. Warner Bros.' "Show of Shows" opens
As is our custom, it will be reat the Winter Garden, next Wednesday night.
leased direct to you day and date with Broadway.

JOHN BARRYMORE

"General Crack". His
voice is given full scope and his voice is one of the most glorious in the American
theatre. "General Crack" shows Barrymore as a gypsy lover and as a swashbuckling soldier of fortune. He fights for love, and he loves to fight. The perfect combination for all movie fans. Theatregoers will flock from the legit to the
movies to see and hear their favorite actor. "General Crack" will open soon on
Broadway. You will be able to show it day and date with Broadway.
in his first talking picture,

—

WINNIE LIGHTNER in "She Couldn't Say No". This vivacious comedienne
was one of the outstanding hits of "Gold Diggers of Broadway". Her infectious
humor and her unrivaled ability in putting over a song, established her immediately as one of the unique personalities of singing pictures. Exhibitors have
been clamoring for more of Winnie Lightner. "She Couldn't Say No" is the answer
to these insistent demands. She has a better part in this picture; she has better
songs and more scope for her irresistible brand of humor. Audiences will go
wild about wild Winnie Lightner. Released soon on Broadway, and released to
you day and date with Broadway.

These three

WARNER

attractions,

BROS, have

mentioned above, are just the forerunners of what

in store for

What WARNER BROS. Promise

you for the balance of the season.

.

.

WARNER

BROS.

Deliver!

The audience sensed
a new sensation! They

laughed with her.
They

cried with her.

Belle

Baker was at

her best. The audience

knew

it!

to ms BORN

fjS©^

DAILY
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— Coast Wire Service'
Paramount Plans Big Revue
WHOLE

P

P.F.-L

A

TROUPE

"0NJ1ADE"

from "Lots"

FILM

Practically

phonic festival."
Among those mentioned by Jesse
L. Lasky are Richard Arlen, Jean
Arthur, William Austin, George BanEvelyn Brent,
croft,
Clara Bow,
Mary Brian, Clive Brook, Nancy Car-

Ruth Chatterton, Maurice Chevalier,
Gary Cooper, Kay Francis,
Harry Green, James Hall, Neil Hamroll,

Doris Hill,
Phillips Holmes, Helen Kane, Dennis
King, Jeanette MacDonald, Fredric
March, the four Marx brothers, Mitzi,
Moran and Mack, Jack Oakie, Warner Oland, Eugene Pallette, William
Powell, Charles Rogers, Lillian Roth,
Hal Skelly, Regis Toomey, Fay Wray
and others under contract.

ilton,

O.

P.

Heggie,

All directors, story writers, artists
and specialists in set designing at the
Paramount studios will have a chance
to contribute to the big production.

"Buddy" Hunter in Gibson Film
In Hoot Gibson's new picture for
Universal, "The Ridin' Kid from
Powder River," "Buddy" Hunter, son
of George Hunter, the star's production manager, impersonates the central character at the age of 11. Arthur Rosson is directing.

FINLAYSON,

widely

known for his comedy, tells of the
time when he was working with
many of the well known names of
today for Sennett.
each man taking a
originate
"angles"

would create

those days
bit was forced to
whereby they

In

Many

attention.

of his

own

origination are still seen on
the screen. Sterling is another of the
veterans who will always bring out
a laugh by explaining his version.
*

*

*

George Lipschultz has been promoted to the head of the Fox synchronization department as the result of his work on "Cameo Kirby,"
"Married in Hollywood" and incidental music for several others. He
was formerly musical conductor.
Carlos Cardona has created
considerable interest with his
lot.
sound effects on the
Peculiar noises have arisen
more than once from his department, but upon investigation, it was found to be Carl
with some new device or instrument needed in a picture.
*

*

*

Coast

THE FILM DAILY

Bureau,

Hollywood

—Wage

ing conditions

scale

and work-

now

are being drafted
by the sound men's union. It is expected the scale will be the same as
that of cameramen.

31 OF Audible Starts
Second
of 8 Talkers at Tec-Art

37 PRODUCTIONS FOR YEAR
Work on

37 productions
for the current year has been completed by Warners.
Upon the completion
of
Rin-Tin-Tin's
"Rough
Waters" this week the studio will remain inactive until the beginning of
January, reopening then for the 193031 season.
By Dec. 1 the company
will have pre-leased 14 Vitaphone
pictures.
The other completed productions will be released for exhibition in the late winter and early
Spring.
31 of

its

Al Christie Says Talkers
Gave Audiences a Voice
The talking screen has changed
the disposition of film audiences in
that it has given them the tendency
audibly to express their reactions to
a picture, in the opinion of Al Christie.

RKO

Now

Audible has started production on

"The Last Dance," the second

Hollywood

JIMMY

at Coast

Drafting Proposed Scale
West

RALPH WILK

By

the entire Paramount
stock company personnel, including
a score of stars and nearly 50 featured
players, will be represented in "Paramount on Parade," the talking and
music production described as a "cine-

WARNERS COMPLETE

Little

Sound Union

14, 1929

of a
all-talking pictures.
The film, based on a story by Jack
Townley, has in its casts Jacob Robards, Vera Reynolds, Lillian Leighton, George Chandler, Harry Todd,
series

of

eight

Jimmy Huertz and Gertrude
Scott

Pembroke

is

Short.
directing at Lon

Young's supervision.

The production
be
available
sound-on-disc,
sound-on-film and silent.
will

William Powell Again to
Play Philo Vance in Film
William Powell is to impersonate
Philo Vance once more, this time in
"The Benson Murder Case," which
has been acquired by Paramount,

John Cromwell
will be

will direct.
Powell
supported by E. H. Calvert

and Eugene

New

Title

Pallette.

for

Barrymore Film

The title of John Barrymore's film,
"One result of the talkies which
for Warner has been changed from
was hardly foreseen," he says, "was
Man" to "The Man from
the fact that we no longer have silent "The
Blankley's."
The picture was di-ij
audiences.
They have found their

—with

sometimes astonishing rected by Alfred E. Green. In the
encouraged
So
and enthused supporting cast are Loretta Youngevidently by the sounds coming from Emily Fitzroy, Dale Fuller, Albert
the screen in front of their eyes, Grand and William Austin.
movie audiences no longer sit back
In Cast of Arlen Picture
in dignified silence and take their
In the cast of Richard Arlen's first
entertainment straight, whether they
voices

I

results.

Dr. Hugo like it or not. If we think audiences starring picture for Paramount will
Finston,
Edward are going to sit back now in silence be Mary Brian, Francis McDonald,
Laemmle,
Paul
L.
Stein,
Karl without talking back to the talking Sam Hardy, Tully Marshall and
The story is by
Struss, Leo Birinski, Fritzi Ridge- apparatusj we've got another think Charles Sellon.
William
Slavens
McNutt
and Groverj
way, M. Hajos at the Emil Hilb mu- coming."
Pringle in "Broadway Vagabond"
Jones.
sicale; Benny Rubin declaring that
Aileen Pringle has been cast for
4 Added to "All Quiet" Cast
"Broadway Vagabond," the United his three-weeks-old daughter is "en"Contrary Mary" Being Filmed
Allen Lane, Pat Collins, Harold
Artists film starring Harry Richman. gaged" to Raymond Hackett, Jr.
"Contrary Mary," a Vitaphon<]
Goodwin and William Irving have Variety, is being filmed under th(J
Others in the cast are Joan Bennett,
Hamilton McFadden Director
been added to the cast of Universal's direction of Roy Mack. In the casf
James Gleason and Lilyan Tashman.
Hamilton McFadden will make his "All Quiet on the Western Front." are Bobby Watson, Vera March an<|
Lewyn Starts Novelty Series
debut as a picture director with Fox's Other players are Ben Alexander, Evelyn Haynes.
William
Brown Rogers,
series of one-reel novelty pic- "Harmony at Home," which features Walter
The
tures have been started by Louis William Collier, Sr., Elizabeth Pat- Bakewell and Owen Davis, Jr.
Fox Signs 3 Directors
Lewyn at Tec-Art under the designa- terson, Marguerite Churchill, Charles film got under way at Lewis MileWilliam Fox is reported to hav<|
stone's direction on Armistice Day. signed Lynn Shores, Millard Webl|
tion
"The Voice of Hollywood." Eaton and Charlotte Henry.
They are being recorded by
and F. Richard Jones, directors.
"Madame Satan" Starts in Dec.
Photophone and will be released by
Columbia Signs Collier
Tiffany.
"Madame Satan," the Cecil B. De
Dalton May Re-enter Films
William Collier, Jr., has been
Mille production for M-G-M is schedDorothy
Dalton, wife of Arthul
signed to appear in two talking films
uled to get under way early next Hammerstein, may return to motiof
"Madhouse" in Production
for Columbia.
month. The story is by Jeanie Mac- picture work.
Production is under way on "The
Pherson and the dialogue by Gladys
talking
the
comedy
Madhouse,"
Sennett to Start Another
New Contract for Wadsworth
which Jack White is making for EdMack Sennett is preparing to start Unger.
Henry Wadsworth has been awarc'l
ucational.
Monty Collins will be production on "Bathtub Scotch," with
ed a new Paramount contract.
HI
teamed up with Eddie Lambert in Billy Bevan and Andy Clyde in the
To Support Gish in "The Swan"
will support Evelyn Brent in he|
this one.
Addie McPhail has a role. principle roles.
Lillian
will
in
Gish
be supported
Others in the cast
next picture.
are Addie McPhail, Rosemary Theby United Artists' "The Swan" by a
Berger to Visit Europe
including
Rod
La
Rocque,
Concast
and Ernie Wood. Sennett will direct.
Hubbard's Contract Extended
Ludwig Berger, director of "The
rad Nagel, Marie Dressier and O. P.
Lucien Hubbard's contract as
"Vagabond King," will leave for
Heggie.
William Haines' Next
production supervisor for Warnil
New York on a European vacation
William Haines will appear next in
has been extended for another yea|
7-Year-Old in "Mamba" Cast
as soon as the editing of the picture "Fresh from College," an original by
Jerry Larkin in "Hit the Deck"
Freddie Burk Frederick, 7, has been
is completed at Paramount. He will
A. P. Younger, adapted by Charles
Jerry Larkin has been signed f<[
remain away from Hollywood until MacArthur and Zelda Sears.
Sam added to the cast of "Mamba," which
a role in "Hit the Deck."
Colorart Synchrotone is making.
Feb. 11, 1930.
Wood will direct.
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Film Boards of Trade Report
Additional Theater Changes
"Broadway Melody"

INDIANA

(M-G-M)

Changes

Imitation

record entitled "Broadway Melody" occupied the center of
the window display while around it

Were

Albany— Royal,

jar.

— R.

—

Darman,

A

will be

given to

naming correctly
instruments shown in this window." Blanks were to be had in the
fetore and each contestant was required to fill in alongside the number on
khe
the

first

25 persons

the blank the name of instrument in
the window that had a corresponding
ilnumber.
Joseph Bernstein, Strand,

—
Brockton, Mass.

Terre Haute

;

sold

Spencer
Rex.

—

—

—

—

lights

nice

Diebold.

—

—

Changes
Thea.

The

effect.

rest

poses that

of

angles.

stills

— R.

Hippodrome, Miami,

Fla.

to

by

sold

—

—

—

—

—Miller,

sold

to

W.

R.

Co. by

Manhattan

floral

These

the on-lookers
as well as impressing upon them the title of picture.— Montague Salem, Rialto, Ma-

made all
awe with amazement
price tickets

Ga.

—

—
—
—

'Springs
Baxter; Clearwater Star;
Formoso Opera
Community
Centerville
House Grainfield Garden; Harveyville
Mayetta MulElectric;
Lyric; Longton

Baxter

display circled an attractive cut-out of Greta Garbo and Nils
Asther with the floral display being
made up of ferns, grass, narcissus and
two orchids that were worth 50 and
30 dollars respectively. Cards on the
orchids read, "Genuine Orchid $50.00"

ryan

—

;

;

—
—
Woodruff— Community.
KENTUCKY

—

—

—

;

—

Theaters; Watertown Strand, sold
S Theater Co. by Chas. Morse.

state
to

R &

MICHIGAN
Changes

Amasa

— Pioneer,

Ownership

in

sold to

—

John Nowell by E.
Peoples, sold to H.

Holmberg; Coral
Detroit
Rhodes by Joseph Shaver
Buchanan, sold to Buchanan Theater Co.
by Earl H. Burgess, Catherine, sold to
Susani & Allen by Geo. F. Koppin Co.,
;

Mrs. E. Wagner by
Nole & Reda, La Veeda, sold to Paul V.
Mirabile by E. A. Thurman, Victoria,
sold to William White by David FriedHoughton Lake Garden, sold to
man
Mrs. C. F. Morehouse by Glenn Gardner
Kalkaska Silver, sold to S. S. Herrider by
Harry S. Silver; North Branch Strand,
sold to Bernard Leach by W. C. Wagonlander
Orion Silver, sold to R. E. Silver
Republic Pastime, sold
by William Fox
Greenfield,

sold

to

—

—

—

—

—

;

Closings
Cunningham— CunningFt. Thomas Movies;
Lewistturg Palace,
Greenville^— Mecca

—

Lvric ;
Beattyville
ham; Ft. Thomas

—

—

Sun; Pikeville—Weddington

—

Wm.

Anderson by Emil Ringuette.

Closings

— Peoples Detroit
—
— Eckerman Grand
—
Hubbell — Majestic
Rapids — Southlawn
Claire—
Ionia — Orpheum
New Theaters
Grand
Detroit— Casino, owner — John Tato
Butterfield
Rapids — Kent, owner —W.
owner
Kalamazoo—
Theaters, Inc.
—W. Butterfield Theaters, Inc.
Re-Openings
Detroit—Vern.
Coral
Pythian
Chassell
Eckerman
Russell

;

S.
Fuller,

;

S.

MINNESOTA
Changes
Belgrade— Ideal,

Ownership

in

sold

—

to

Ed Vig by W. H.

Johnson Canton Abbott, sold to O. Torgerson by K. L. TJnderbakke Minneapolis
Ritz, sold to Max Toredqr by O. A. Lee:
Ogilvie— Ogilvie, sold to E. F. Milbradt
by Marion Rae; Red Lake Falls Lotus,
Gilsold to H. T. Douglas by W. E
Cozy, sold to Chas. Marks
St. Paul
fillan
by W. B. Clow.

—

—

:

Closings

— Princess Milan—
Re- Openings
Hoffman — Princess; Ogilvie —
Paul — Cozy.
Hoffman

M-G-M

—Palace, sold to Mrs.
Mae Hester by Dykes & Whiteman MansMrs. Leon Brownie
field—Palace,
by M M Press; New Orleans — Bijou, sold
;

to

Brusso by Geo. Heck Winnfield—
Bucks," sold to Fred C. Buchanan by C.
:

Short in Extended Run
Toronto—"The Skeleton Dance,"

Symphony

Disney Silly
Columbia, is playing

some advertising.— Charles G. Branham, Alabama,

a

Birmingham, Ala.

at the Tivoli here.

its

has

become engaged to William Hawks,
Los Angeles director. They will be
married shortly after the
year.
Blanche
of honor, while

Sweet

Norma

of the

first

will be

matron

Shearer, Car-

mel Myers, Mary Astor, Bebe Daniels
and Irene and Edith Mayer,
daughters of Louis B. Mayer, will
act as bridesmaids.

M-G-M

Signs Old Favorites

De Wolf Hopper and Fay Templeton have been placed under service in New York to appear in "Just
Kids," which M-G-M will make on
the coast with such stars as Louis
Mann,
Barney
Fagin,
Josephine
Sable and Weber and Fields. They
will leave for the coast shortly.

"Flight" at 3 Houses at Once
Syracuse, N. Y. "Flight" ran simultaneously here at the Empire,
Syracuse, and Brighton theaters.

—

Welcome

to

NEW YORK and

^
©VERNOR
'ZbflOTEL

^CLINTON
W

,ppa»* PENNA.R.R. STATION
Ogilvie; St.

MISSISSIPPI

— Amusu,

in

sold

Ownership
Wm. Gordy

to

—

—

Closings

—

Blue Mountain Blue Mountain; Lena Airdome; Moss Point American; New Hebron

— Peoples.

Shaw

—

—

Openings

1200 Rooms
each with
Bath and

Servidor

Regent.

ERNEST G.

were sure to see it. Copy was
on both sides so that no matter which
way the mat was dropped, the picplaced

Wed

to
player,

31" St— 7 AVE.

Star.

;

_

Farmersville

T.

;

Claire.

St.

St.

;

Engaged

McEachin.

Ownership

Susie

sold

;

:

Bessie Love
Bessie Love,

by L.
N. Williams; West Point Star, so'd to
Independent Theaters Corp. by L. B.

LOUISIANA
in

;

;

;

Morton

—Walnut.

Changes

—

;

to

Changes

Louisville

D

—

Salyersville—

;

Re- Openings

to

—

:

Dixie.

(Paramount)
Mats were painted and shellacked
on both sides with copy reading,
"Step on it and see The Wolf Song
with Gary Cooper and Lupe Velez—
Alabama." The mats were dropped
in front of cigar stores, drug stores
and other prominent stores on the
business thoroughfare where people

—

;

;

Changes in Ownership
Brownsville Dixie, sold to Alexander &
Wells by A. Johnson Columbia Rialto,
sold to Clay Smith by R. L. Wethington
Savoy, sold to W. Rendon by
Louisville
Ravenna Lvnwood. sold
Blakee Am. Co.
to Caywood & Lynch by John Wilcox.

"Wolf Song"

to get

MARYLAND

;

;

was sure

Bldg.

Browning.

Closings

(M-G-M)

ture

Midwest

to

J.

M. M. Osborn by Mudge & Son; Man-

& Loan

"Wild Orchids"

con,

Inc.

—

M. Swanson,

and "Genuine Orchid $30.00."

Ownership

in

— Burford,

;

all

hattan

A

;

—

the frame

placed at

—

City

;

title of pic-

of

—

;

R. Burford, Isis, sold
to Midwest Theaters by J. R. Burford,
Rex. sold to Midwest Theaters by J. R.
Burford
Alta Vista Vista, sold to L. A.
Davis by W. E. Booth; Atlanta— Strand,
sold to Geo. Peterson by J. S. Snodgrass;
Belpre Opera House, sold to Thos. A.
Wilson by P. F. Lunz; Clay Center Midland, sold to Midland Theater & Realty
Co. by Rex Theater Co.
Dunlap Dunlap,
sold
to
Oscar Belt by Business Men
Galena 'Electric, sold to Maude Rakestraw
by N. W. Huston; Gridley Electric, sold

were silhou-

keeping with the

—

;

Arkansas

a poor start, talkare going over strong here

—

—

;

;

H.

Openings

— Sun.

— Despite

—

;

F.

Closings

KANSAS

Back of these silhouettes were
working on flickers that gave a

was covered with
kinds

cut-out letters
metallic powder.

Joy,

—
—

—

Coin

in

—

—

(First National)

ture.

—

;

;

huge frame with cut-out arches
or the doors extended over the enrance.
In the center at top was the

were

Tivoli

in Ownership
Cedar Rapids—(Strand, sold to Publix Thea.
Co. by A. J. Diebold ; Creston
Crest, sold
to Albert Pace by Lacy & Henry; Hoistein— State, sold to F. G. Carr by G. R.
Seff
Luverne Strand, sold to Godfrey &
Knope by K. C. Will Marcus Kay, sold
to E. E. Greene by Herman Drefke; Merrill
New Palace, sold to Mrs. May Cockrell by
Earl Rice; Ollie Luna, sold to
W. L. Denny ; Onawa Opera House, sold
to Onawa Theaters Inc. by Mrs. M. Frandsen & Ella M. Weeks; Waterloo
Strand,
sold to Publix Theater Co. by A. J.
;

now

—

— Campbell,

Rapids -Olympic
Cincinnati
Opera
House
Davenport (Olympic
Stratford
Stratford
Wellsburg Kozie.

A

girl in

Meloy by

C.

IOWA

;

title

W.

to

Changes

"Why Be Good?"

of picture in
iprinkled with silver
On each side of the
ttes of a boy and a

Fred

—

Closings
;

Cedar

itle

to

Rembusch.

J.

— Tivoli

instrument contest was made

Harmony

— Alhambra.

Gary

carried copy readfree ticket to the Strand to

sold

—

F.

window

— Broadway,

Schad by Wm. Cash; Indianapolis Howard, sold to Fred Sanders by Goulden
Th. Corp. ; Oakland City Storm, sold to
O. E. Bansbach by Dye & Nole
Shelby-

Harmony"

[possible through a tie-up with a local
hiusic shop who displayed 14 different instruments in the window.

ing, "A
pee Close

Harbor

Indiana

Florida, St. Peters-

(Paramount)

bard in the

—

J.

ville

An

—

;

burg, Fla.

"Close

by C.

W. Summers; Anderson Fawn, sold to
R. Sipe by Edward Nebb; Crown Point
Palace, sold to B. V. Vought
Gary Ritz,
sold to John & Ursuala by E. A. Barger

music song hits from
the picture. Just above was a flasher
>ox in the form of a music staff and
sheet

to

Manila
ers

and two more houses have installed
sold to D. N. Whatley
Wisner Luzanne, sound apparatus with a fourth ready
Chapman
to follow suit. The two latest houses
sold to G. B. Elam by W. A. Tucker.
are
said to be drawing the largest
Closings
crowds ever attracted to playhouses
Farmersville Palace
Haynesville Capitol
Shreveport State Vidalia Vance.
in this city.
Musical numbers are
New Theaters
highly popular and apparently the
Mansfield DeSoto.
language difficulty has been overcome.
Either the Filippinos underChanges in Ownership
stand English as it is spoken on the
Baltimore Crystal, sold to Jack Dauses by
films, or they do not find it necessary
N. E. Amusement Co., Princess, sold to
to understand the players, for they
Klein Am. Co. Inc. by Mae Byrum
Hagerstown Academy, sold to Stanley are taking in the new type of enterCrandall Co. by Wash. Street Corp., Co- tainment in far greater numbers
than
lonial,
sold to Stanley Crandall Co. by
Colonial Am. Corp., Maryland, sold to expected.
'Stanley Crandall Co. by Maryland Am.
Lupino Lane Week in Buffalo
MASSACHUSETTS
Buffalo The Hippodrome staged
a Lupino Lane week here by playing
Changes in Ownership
Lawrence ^udinprium, feold to Mirs. A. a different comedy of the Educational
New
Bedford
Arivella by S. Mazzotta
star each day during the week.
AcCapitol, sold to Olympic Theater Operating
Co. by Charette, Inc. Springfield Capitol, cording to reports the idea proved its
sold to Warner Brothers, Inc. by Inter- value at the box office.
Buchanan,
by
Alvtn

Ownership
J. W. Jones

in

sold

Talkers in Philippines
Going Over Strong

Mayo Loaned

to

Columbia

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles Warner Bros, has
released by
Archie Mayo to Columbia to
loaned
week
third
direct a story as yet untitled.

—

KILL

Gen. Mgr.

ROOM ™ BATH

3°° UP

—

DAILY

Thursday, November

2,841 W.E. Houses
Western Electric sound system installations in the United
states
scheduled

mers

as

being

installed.

—

Middletown, O. The Strand, seating 2.000,
has opened with a film and vaudeville policy.
E. M. Loew has opened his
Sanford, Me.

—

new

seating 950.
The
Diego, Cal

State,

San

—

—

new Fox has opened.
Redwood Theaters, Inc., has

Eureka, Cal.
opened the new State here.
A. M.
Ft. Wayne, Ind.

—

local

Strauss,

has drawn plans for the proposed
Paramount here. The house will cost nearly

architect,

$1,000,000.
Livingston,

—

Tex. Work on the Happy
Hour is being rushed to completion.
Camden, Tex. A house seating 800 is being
erected by the Carter Lumber Co.
A new theater will be
Ft. Smith, Ark.
opened early next year in the old Palace
building, according to announcement by Malco
Amusement Co.. of which M. A. Lightman

—

—

president.
Publix Ohio Theater Corp. has
Elyria,
acquired a site at East Ave. and Broad St.
and will begin work next month on a theater
is

O

—

(.Continued from

pany now

Page

1)

operating 196 theaters
against 146 a year ago.
A dividend at the rate of $2 was
declared for the first time.
Arthur
Cohen was formally announced as
successor to N. L. Nathanson, who
lately resigned as managing director.
The resignations of Hon. H. D. Ross
and Sir Herbert Holt, directors, also

were announced.

Claims Legit Critics
Subsidized by Talkers
Milwaukee — When his show "My
Girl Friday," was criticised by a local
newspaperman as "the worst play of

the

thor,

—

—

Program

Trade

Sunday Permit
by Winthrop

—

Open
Shows"
"Show
With 77 Big Names in Cast

granted with due regard to state and

Shows" opens at the town laws, it is felt that the general
The demand has been satisfied.
Winter Garden on Nov. 20.

"Show

of

is said to comprise "exactly 77"
important players, not to mention
"1,000 dancing girls."
Chief among Columbia, Mo., Churches
the performers is John Barrymore,
Finance
Vote
who will be head on the screen for
Columbia,
Missouri
Protestant
the first time in a scene from "Henrv
churches here are financing a referVI."
endum election on the question of
Dozier Stone,
House Sunday shows.
J.
Capitol, St. John, Now
The Imperial, for- operator of three houses here, has
St. John, N. B.
merly owned by E. F. Albee for the declined to take part in the voting
past 16 years, has reopened as the and declares he will not abide by the

—

—

RKO

Capitol, a unit of the new R-K-O of
Canada, Ltd., which is affiliated with

Famous Players-Canadian Corp.
H. Golding is manager.

Loew to Build
Long Island

W.

in Long Island City
City, N. Y.
Plans
have been filed for a theater to be
built here by the Loew interests.

—

Following Suit

—Police

Louis

here

are
considering following Philadelphia's suit in using talking picture equipment to record the
confessions of criminals. Chief
of Police Gerk now is investigating the practicability of the
St.

idea.

results.

Towns Resume
Fight for Sunday Shows

Florida

{Continued from Page 1)

day

Arrow

Pictures' Assets

to be Sold

by Receiver

Assets of Arrow Pictures Corp.
will be disposed of at a receiver's sale
to be held Nov. 21, 2:30 p.m., at Hudson Heights, N. J.
The receiver
will sell all rights, title

and

interest in
about 200 productions, divided into
two lots. Schedule A, consisting of
pictures that are owned outright by
the receiver, includes:
Bitter
Fruit;
Bennison
Pictures;
two
Blue Fox serial (15 episodes), Border series
(6), Broadway series (14), "Chamber Mystery," "Crime and Punishment," "Daughter
of the Don," "The Deemster," Great West
series (2) ; "Hearts of Men," Hank Mann

Mae

series (2), "Night Life in Hollywood"
Penny Philanthropist, Rip Tide series (2) (1st
2nd neg.), Stranger in Canyon Valley
series (1st and 2nd neg.). Sport series (23),

and

luncheon given by the

New

York Board of Trade.
The screen not only has developed
a gigantic business of

its

own, Hays

but has become the most powerful ally ever known to business because of its influence in stimulating
said,

the purchase of
ties

and

in

all

sorts of

commodi-

introducing modern im-

provements, new

styles, etc., to all
parts of the globe.
Equally important, Hays declared, is the service
done by pictures in promoting bet-

understanding between nations,
thereby aiding world peace.
ter

Commenting

al

the

W.

growth of American business.

F.

Canavan

Address
Tame Cat, Thunderbolt. When Desert Smiled,
W. Fairbanks series (6), X.L.N.T. series (8),
Projection Council Today
Whose Guilty.
(Continued from Page 1)
In schedule B, consisting of pro- members of the press, after
which
ductions on which the receiver holds there will be an open forum
in which
liens, are:
all will be invited to ask questions
on
The Deceiver, Days of 49 Serial (15 epi- various phases of projection.
Thq
sodes), Ed Codd series (10), Gambling Wives
luncheon will start at 12:30.
(1st and 2nd neg.), C. D. series
1st and
to

(2,

2nd neg.), Great West series (4), Hidden
Light (1st and 2nd neg.). Jack Hoxie series
(14) Little Red School House (1st and 2nd
neg.).
None So Blind, North of Nome,
P.B.K. series (3), Riders of the Plains series
(15), Speed series (9), Wild West series (6).

Arnold Van Leer Made
Assistant to Charnas

U.

S. to Use Stan-A-Phone
in Presenting Farm Data

Use of Stan-A-Phone, portable
film equipment, has been adopted by
the Dept. of Agriculture as a means
of expediting the presentation of the
results of government researches to

Arnold Van Leer, manager of the farmers and agricultural institutions
New York, has been ap- throughout the country.
A. Pam Blumenthal, head of the
pointed assistant to Harry Charnas.
managing director of Warner-First company, reveals that his firm has
been approached by a number of
National Broadway houses.
Central,

Phono-Kinema Issue Planned

A new

100,000 shares of
no par capital
stock, has been underwritten by A. A.
Durante & Co., Inc., for public offering at a later date.
The offering
is to provide funds for expansion of
the company's present manufacturing
and distributing facilities. The company is engaged in the manufacture
of sound recording and reproduction
issue of

Phono-Kinema,

Inc.,

equipment and produces and distributes talking motion picture features
and shorts.

Order Your Equipment Early
Suggestion that theater owners
place their orders for sound equiptions were circulated recently and a
ment now in preparation for the
special election is to be held to setChristmas trade is made by Irving
tle the matter.
Arcadia also is wagLesser, general sales manager for
ing a Sunday show campaign, with
General Talking Pictures Corp. Thi?
the local press backing the movewill prevent a last-minute rush,

—

Block Against Sunday Shows
Algona, la. The city council has

at a

briefly on professionreformers, Hays said that every
attempt to shackle motion pictures
series (36), "Joseph," "Man Who Trifled," is an attempt to retard the mental de"Miss Arizona," "Mysteries of Mah Jon." velopment of the race and to throttle

Orlando, Fla.
Fight for Sunday
shows has been resumed here. Peti-

ment.

SCIENCE, HAYS DECLARES

Research

cast

Sunday Show

FILMS AID TRADE, ART,

total 2,841, accord-

is

season," William A. Crew, audirector and leading man the
day following the review announced
to be erected there.
Newark, N. J. Work is under way on the from the stage that "newspaper crittheater being built at 982 Broad St. by the
ics are driving the legitimate stage
Fifth Avenue Playhouse Group of New York.
Kan. Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. out of business," adding that "they're
Pratt,
Barron are building an $80,000 house here. subsidized by the talking picture industry."
Crew said that he would
"close the show Saturday and put
Universal Plans
20 people out of jobs," concluding
Holiday
for
with a tirade which termed the reviewers as "half-witted and feebleSpeciaJ features of interest to the
minded critics."
rewill
be
trade
holiday
Christmas
leased by Universal for the period of
Dec. 22 and Jan. 4. A two-reel talkObjected
ing comedy starring Sunny Jim has
to
Clergy
been prepared expressly for the occasion. The title is "Christmas Cheer".
Winthrop, Mass. Issuing of perAmong the shorts scheduled for re- mit granting Sunday shows has met
lease during the holiday season are with disapproval of ministers here
"Ozzie of the Circus," "Take Off," who object on the grounds that the
"Rivals," and "Outdoor Sports."
issue should first have had a public hearing.
The Selectmen declare
that it does not meet with approval
to
of
of ministers, but since it had been

Xmas

now

ing
to
Electrical
Products.

—

Conn. The new Pickwick is
Henry Somto open today with
Talking equipment is
manager.

Greenwich,

14, 1929

he

says.

Songs
Songs

in F. N.

Films on Air

refused to call a special election on
the question of Sunday shows here,
despite a petition signed by more

current and forthcoming First National pictures will be
broadcast tonight during the Lehn
and Fink-First National hour over

than 1,000 residents.

WJZ.

for

universities "to outline plans for the
making of talking films for classroom presentations on biology, chem-

and bacteriology." Blumenthal
this as an indication that
"talkies in the schools and in business houses are now a part of the
American scene, and not merely an
istry

regards

eventuality."

Give and Take

—

Baltimore
While the New
was showing "The Cock-Eyed
World" recently, Keith's, just
across Park Ave. from it, advertised "Oh Yeah," in newspapers as "Every Bit as Good
as 'The Cock-Eyed World,'"
and J. Lawrence Schanberger,
manager, had signs placed in
the lobby with the same words.
Morris A. Mechanic, proprietor of the New, advertised in
the daily papers: "So good another theater is broadcasting it
as 'The Standard of Perfection.'
Can be imitated but
never duplicated." But on the
New's sign in front of the theater some one wrote: "Oh,

Yeah?"

EACH YEAR

the entire

motion picture industry of
the world looks forward to

The FILM
Year Book
^X OUT IN 1^,
Ml JANUARY I ^

Published by

~ £ THIS YEAR TL-p,

Ml 1200 PAGES J^

MEWf
WV^^ALLTHE
^^Mm
P
o^FILMDOM ^^Ml» ^^ALLTHE TIME

^NEWSPAPER

Last year's

volume was some mark

to shoot at but the

—

1930 Edition

be:— GREATER IN SCOPE MORE COMPREHENSIVE IN
DETAIL LARGER IN SIZE — MORE PRACTICAL IN MAKE-UP
AND SO COMPLETE, VALUABLE AND INTERESTING AS TO BE
A CREDIT NOT ONLY TO THE FILM DAILY BUT TO THIS
ENTIRE INDUSTRY THAT SO ENTHUSIASTICALLY HELPS IN
MAKING THIS VOLUME THE RECOGNIZED REFERENCE AND
STATISTICAL WORK OF MOTION PICTURES.
will

—

w5

on
\
"

foif

New York

-V%

Critics

"Film success. Traffic completely blocked.
Best Technicolored sequences. Merits mention among the best revue type talkies."
N. Y. American

—

*•% *

"One of the most diverting of the screen
musicals shown this season." N. Y. Journal

—

"Producers have outdone themselves in
N. Y. Times

color and costumes."

—

"Sets which for grandeur and beauty have
not been equalled. Dance numbers should
make the New York theatre directors go
back to school." N. Y. Eve. Qraphic

—

"It is tuneful

a success."

"A

and

— N.

beautiful. Will

Y. Eve.

glittering, shiny,

tacular

and funny."

be voted

World

gaudy revue. Big,

— N. Y. Sun

spec-

"Irene Bordoni as effective and amusing as
she is on" the stage. 'Paris' is an unusually
amusing screen farce." N. Y. Post

—

"A

distinct success."— N. Y.

"Gala entertainment.

How!

World

Fills

Full of beauty, spirit

the eye.

And

and merriment."

— N. Y. Daily News

"Spectacular and gorgeously and elaborately costumed."— N. Y. Telegram
" 'Paris'

is

box-office without

an argument."
Film Daily

—

#m

"Big sensation. Proved an instantaneous
hit. Bids fair to be greatest success picture in
First National's history."— Daily Review
"Easily

one of the big babies of the

fall

and

winter."— M. P. News
'Paris' is a triumph. Plenty to appeal to
the popular taste." N. Y. American
'

—

he/re Happy

To Get Standing Room at
The Central

CENTRAL THEATRE

—

•*

\
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ON UNMADE FILMS ATlSSUE
Musicians Taking Offer
Back to Association

The Mirror

— a column of comment

for Approval

THERE'S ONE
and

girls,

struck

gets

hot,

on the
with only a

as

yet,

will

that,

make

Louis musicians strike is now up to the musicians, who have been submitted a
exhibitors
compromise
offer
by
which is expected to be accepted. The
exhibitor committee, headed by Fred
Settlement of the

=^-By JACK ALICOATE

Ever

IS,

Louis Strike Settlement Declared Near

St.

sparks

November

National Distributor Starting December 15

LIABILITY

K>ys

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

fire,

fewif

it

St.

Wehrenberg, president
this Missouri and southern

those

of the eastern
Illinois exhi-

nergers and combinations in
bitor unit, left New York last night
Hisiness that have gone before look
for St. Louis.
ike .-hi Embassy theater alongside
While terms of the proposal have
:jf the Roxy.
We happen to have not been divulged, it is understood
return
>ositive information of the fact that it contains provision for
of pit orchestras to downtown and
that three of the industry's big
suburban houses.
minds are crossing preliminary
On Wehrenberg' s committee are:
thoughts and that certain tremen- Oscar Lehr, Louis K. Arnsell and
dous financial interests are figured Charles Skouras.
as part of the set-tin.
Early. Far
Louis Local film circles exSt.
too earlv for more definite infor- pect early settlement by compromise
(Continued on Page 7)
mation, but if it gathers momentum, here's the first tip-off.

—

*

*

*

-ABRAM

Whether Distributor is Liable for Films Not
Produced is Involved in Arbitration Case
THE FILM DAILY
Washington Bureau
Washington — Validity of the clause of the contract removing a distribuof

from liability to deliver pictures contracted for, in the event these films
are not produced is a point at issue in the case of William Notes of the
Criterion and Empress, Washington versus RKO.
The action now is in
the hands of Hon. Charles W. Darr,
umpire, wdio was named as seventh
arbitrator when the board here was
Millions of dollars are indeadlocked.
volved in the point at issue in
Hearings before the seventh arbithe damage action brought at
trator W'
Washington by William Notes
Louis Xizer, of New York,
(Continued on Page 8)
for its failure to
against
deliver pictures under contract
tor

Millions Involved

RKO

ABRAM MYERS WEDS

ATTORNEY GENERAL

—

not

produced.

Most producers change production plans each year, so that

FILM STOCKS

pictures sold to exhibitors are not made, and so canDuring the
not be delivered.
last year, this condition has

been

more

pronounced

than

ever before.

PLANS

20

Releasing program of Affiliated
Exchanges, new co-operative distribution association formed by independent exchanges, gets under way
Dec. 15, when the company's initial
picture, "Out of the Fog," will be of-

rebounded as the
stocks
yesterday took an upward
trend, following reduction of brokloans, announcement that the
ers'
government was speeding plans for
a tax reduction of $160,000,000 and
Film
market

(Continued

Affiliated in its first year will have
about 20 talkers, states President
Adolph Pollak. All will be recorded

Member exby RCA Photophone.
changes in 20 keys have obtained
franchises, he states.

was formed

at

The

Chicago

co-operain

Aug-

Canavan Tells Advisory Council

(Continued on Page 2)

Marks

(Continued

on Page 8)

Motion picture projection is a speand the machine operator
an idealist than a workingman, William F. Canavan declared
cialized art
is more of

at the luncheon tendered
Advisory
Projection
the
Council at the Hotel Astor.
"The theatergoing public," Cana(Continued on Page 8)

yesterday

him

by

on Page 8)

NEW SHUBERT DEAL

IS

REPORTED UNDER WAY
With

fered.

tive
ust.

MARKET GAINS STRENGTH

discussions

for

merger

a

with Pathe being regarded as cold,
the Shubert Theatrical Co. is now
reported to be negotiating for an
affiliation with another organizat- •>
in
the film industry, according to
information circulated in Wall St.
yesterday. Shubert officials could not
be reached for a statement.

Projection a Specialized Art,

W.

REBOUND AS

many

AFFILIATED

MYERS, our old
F.
[wend and classmate in a statement
issued from Washington makes the
following sweeping challenge:
ASST.
'Allied States Association desires
this time to make clear that the
it
esponsibility for continued chaotic
onditions in the industry rests with 0. S.
the producers.
It remains to be seen
THE FILM DAILY
whether they will further submit to Washington Bureau of
Abram F. Myers,
Washington
a leadership which has brought them
president of Allied State Ass'n, and
o their present embarrassing situaConnor, an assistant
tion and which threatens to involve Miss Mary G.
attorney general of the United States,
them in further and more serious difwere married at Reno, Nev., Oct. 18,
ficulties."
The
has just been learned here.
it
either
for
While we hold no brief
kept secret until the
was
wedding
side, we do not believe that difficul(Continued on Page 8)
ties can be settled by making faces
it each other.
What this industry
needs most of all just at this time
is an honest, heart-to-heart talk, free
from bitterness and malice, and taken
If
part in by all interests involved.
nothing else but the start of these
most important negotiations can be Acoustic Department of
accomplished at Columbus it will be
Progress
E.
a gathering worthwhile.
Acoustic analyses of more than 500
*
*
*
theaters have been made in the last
t-CHARLES R. ROGERS financier six months by the special acoustic
extraordinary,
former producer of department of Electrical Research
note and now president of the Honie- Products under the direction of S.

were

which

Plans Dividend
Placing of Fox Theaters on
a dividend basis within the implanned,
is
future
mediate

THE FILM DAILY

learns

reliable authority, although
the report could not be verified last night, it is understood
that the present rate of earnings justifies declaration of an
annual dividend rate of between $1 and $2 a share. -^«^

on

DAILY

The Mirror

— a column of comment
(Continued from Page
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JOHN i. ALICOATE

Prici 5

particularly interesting in view of
the fact that there are only about
twice that number of theaters wired.
Some day you may find a talker outfit in every well-to-do home, just as
you find a radio and piano today, for
the purpose of showing travel, educational and scientific as well as entertainment subjects.
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Electrical Research Products has just
finished the direction of an analysis
of 500 theaters for the purpose of
acoustic experimentation.
The results found by him are food for
thought. He says:
"Generally speaking, the theater

with an almost square auditorium reproduces sound with the best results.

The

theater in which it is most difficult to get good sound reproduction is the long, narrow theater with
The presence of rugs
a low ceiling.

movements in the aisles. Seats can
make a great difference in good or bad
Without going

reproduction.

maze

of details,

we can

into a

simply lay

down

the general rule that a seat
should be able to absorb nearly as

as an individual person.
upholstered seats approach
this condition and permit good reproduction with either large or small
audiences, a condition not obtained
in theaters with wooden seats."
Acoustics present an important

problem to the theater owner of today. The work being done by Electrical Research Products in this reis

200

ager in the Danish capital. This is
a record run for a picture in Den-

80%

600
500

mark,

from Henry Kahn, Fox

it

is

1,000

500
300

district

ture

New
The

theater

Bureau and

Eastman Films

:•:
:•:

:;!

J. E.

vicinity,
six
in
three in Ohio, one in

Br ulatour, Inc.

I
«
a
a
#

is

sponsored by the Film

will present pictures of

\\

Eastman Kodak Dividends
Regular
quarterly
dividend
of
$1.25 payable Jan. 2 to stockholders
of record Nov. 30 and an extra dividend of 75 cents payable the same
date and to stockholders of record
Nov. 30 have been declared by East-

« man Kodak Company.

a
ft
ft

:*:

s

g
K

New York

ft

1540 Broadway

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica

Bryant 4712

Gladstone 6103

ft

Blvd.

ft

g
.
.

Dec.
Dec.

P. Club dinner to Commissioner
Grover Whalen at N. Y.
18-19
Annual fall convention of Texai
Unit at Dallas.
19
"Love Parade" opens at Criterion.
N. Y.
19-20
Ninth Annual Ohio M.P.T.O.
Convention at Columbus.
20 "Show of Shows" opens at Winter Garden, New York.
25 "Vagabond Lover" premiere at
Globe, N. Y.
9-10
Meeting of North Carolina ei

23

hibitors' unit at Pinehurst.
Opening of the Little Picture
House in
York City.

New

'Trader Horn' Company off
for Naples on Way Home
The
Horn"

company
for

making

Loew's Boston Net Lower
Boston Net income of Loew's
Boston Theater Co. for the year
ended Aug. 31 was $140,000, equiva-

—

lant to 91 cents a share, against $191,165 or $1.24 a share in the preceding
year.

"Trader

M-G-M

in Africa has emMombasa for Naples,
will set out for home

nical staff will proceed directly to the
coast, where they will bring to an
end a trip covering more than 35,000
miles.
W. S. Van Dyke, the director, will remain behind to clean up

Pennsylvania,

New

Georgia

and

Jersey,

West

some atmospheric

details.

Tracy Off for Coast Tomorrow
Paramount Signs F. N. Behrman
Lee Tracy leaves tomorrow for West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood aboard the liner Virginia
Los Angeles F. N. Behrman, play-

—

appear
Fox.
to

in

a

second

picture

wright,

reported having been signed by Paramount to write dialogue.

for

is

3

YAT f
MY SUCCESS
To-PERFECT

KiOA-Z-Y
I

OWE

animation

I

—PERFECT
synchronization

House Opens Dec. 23

11
*

h

and

Formal opening

of the Little PicHouse, at 151 East 50th St.,
York, is scheduled for Dec. 23.

15, 1929

North American Sound and Talk- barked from
from where it
on Nov. 21 aboard the Vulcania, due
in New York on Dec. 1.
Upon their
arrival here the players and tech-

man-

the artistic type.
as

—

Nov.

ing Pictures Equipment Corp., manufacturers and distributors of ToneO-Graph sound apparatus recently
equipped 34 more houses.
Among
the houses are 21 in New York City

said.

Little Picture
800

Nov.

Nov.

More Tone-O-Graph
Sound Devices Installed

a decided step forward.

Theater, Copenhagen, according to
information received in New York

97
102
89
92
98
47

M.

Nov.

A

34

Nov. 16

Nov.

ness section. The new structure will
seat 3,500 and cost $1,500,000.
21year lease, at a total rental of more
than $800,000, was negotiated on the
Bellevue, according to Bernard McFaul, Shea representative.
Fox recently leased the Strand and Cataract
in Falls St.

Heavily

1,000
1,000

•LAST PRICE QUOTED

I
s

—

Niagara Falls -Michael Shea, president of the Shea Operating Corp.,
Publix subsidiary, has leased the Bellevue here and after the first of the
year will start work on a picture and
vaudeville house in the Falls St. busi-

much sound

4
10
23
25
854

NEW YORK BOND MARKET

do
do

acoustical expert of

Fox Film Sets Danish Record
Follies"
"Fox Movietone
has
entered its 16th week at the Roxy

27

12%
354

WOLF,

8,300
13,000

11%
30

.

K.

S.

spect

65

Pets

—

*

November

The Industry's
Date Book

NIAGARA FALLS

IN

and carpets improves sound repro- South Dakota,
duction because they not only absorb Virginia.
sound but lessen the noise caused by

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Am.

*

*

SHEA-PUBLIX

1)

Talkie Machine Corp. tells us that as
Cuts a matter of authenticated fact there
are over 3,000 American homes showing talking pictures regularly.
This

Editor and Publisher

TWO FOR

Friday,

and

GAGS thatareWOWS!!
KRAZY KAlj
(Signed)

BEN

Animated by
HARRISON and MANNY

Musical Director
Distributed

— JOE

GOULD

DE NAT

By Columbia

PRODUCED BY WINKLER
Western
Electric Recording

Winkler

Sound Cartoons

ANY WAY YOU JUDGE
Whether from hot reviews
and great word of mouth advertising:

jj)

JQ

Or from the angle of
cold box office grosses everywhere

Harold Lloyd's

P. S.

The quality SILENT
is a knockout tool

version

Produced by Harold
Lloyd Corporation.

A Paramount Release

first

ALL-TALKING picture

^WELCOME DANGER"
Is The Greatest

HAROLD LLOYD
Hit Ever Made!

Belle Be

Song of
MUSIC,
Ranks with the
in its class*

1

Nev>
bestl

arthur james

ACheer for Miss Baker
and her songs. There's
a human angle in this
StOry.

DAILY NEWS.

]
i

Miss Baker will add
to her list of admirers.
NEW YORK TIMES

done. Few
ballad singers can pul
a song over bette
than she. •• evening world
Artistically

Superb %&
ve is Box Office

ler

rk American
iss

Baker does her

>arr

magnificently ...
NEW YORK WORLD.

Decidedly Superior,

ounds away at the
YORK
eartstrinas
earTbrringb. NEW
TELEGRAM

martly done, Genule pathos herald-tribune
elle

Baker scores a

decided

hit.

Women

wept unreservedly
ind

perhaps

joyfully.,

STANDARD

UNIONHH

SONG °{
M 11 /ff" //

Loyi

November

Friday,

Timely Topics
Digest of
Current Opinion

ADD to his already-long
TOvertising
and publicity head

of the future.

Jesse L. Lasky
*

Says Talkers Must Retain
Elements of Silent Films
of sound or
dialogue, motion pictures must
remain essentially motion pictures and not photographed stage
The silent motion picture
plays.
succeeded because it gave the

REGARDLESS

Hy

says.

has a sound projec(Associated Publications)
Milligan is wearing his arm in a sling, the result of a recent
It is David (not Harold) Levy, Emgeem salessmash-up
John
man, who is gladhanding on the birth of a son
Barrymore is convalescing from a mild attack of influenza

room

at

home

his

chief,

Jim

Educational's "Prince Gabby" made a big hit in its run at
Aladdin, Denver, reports A. P. Archer, Denver manager.
Bert Lytell is to marry again, with Miss Grace Menken,
who plays opposite him in "Brothers," the bride-to-be
Another wedding scheduled soon is that of Bessie Love and
Barney Rapp, master of cereScenarist William Hawks
monies and musical advisor of the Fox Poli circuit, had theme
song of Pathe's "The Sophomore," played by the Yale band
between halves of the Yale-Dartmouth game
the

Eddie Bonns already promises another sweeping campaign
on "Show of Shows" when it hits the Winter Garden, N. Y.
Talking about the brothers in this industry, don't forget
Lou is one of the big
to mention the, Bragers (not braggers).
men at Warners in a publicity way, while the kid brother Bob
does

it

with ledgers at

RKO

talking-picture record
IFa thedefendant's
confession

drawing the palm for his work on Emgeem
press books in Howard Dietz's high-powered staff
Queen
Isabella, according to Will H. Hays, was the first woman to
play the market, putting up her jewels as margin to back her
belief Columbus would come sailing home with Indies gold.

Harry Krebs

of
is

evidence by the
courts, it is obvious that the suppression of crime has been conas

siderably furthered, and in a way
that
frequently
overlooked
is
when this subject is discussed.
If there was coercion, that ought
to be apparent from the mannerisms, facial expressions, &c, of
those who appear on the screen;
if not, that ought to be apparent
too.
The jury, for once, will not
have to depend on hearsay, but
will be able to judge for itself,
and the chance of escape by a
guilty man ought to be reduced
by just that much.

New York

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

is

NUMBER

S3

93

MANY HAPPY RETURNS

Industry

quiet as Alain Street in Siwash, Okla.
will also find the erstwhile disporting sailor lads strewn quietly
about the landscape in all sorts of

You

poses

—mostly

By JAMES

P.

Editor,

Kingdom

ning-like growth, has been

500,000

November 15

pic-

radio

sets

are

now

operating in the United States
providing entertainment reg-

—
Second

Attendance at picture
houses has been growing at the
annual rate of between 15 to 20

Albany;

per cent in the past two years,
and, it is predicted, all-sound

of United Picture Theaters of
ica to take active part in
National Exhibitors Circuit.
*
*
*

Cinema Classics formed
to make short subjects.

in

ularly to an average 58,000,000

Amer-

*

Al Lichtman reported assuming
Walter E. Greene's post with Famous.

listeners.

policies in

most

of the nation's

important theaters will increase
this rate to 35 or 40 per cent.

—

profession can be.
*

*

This

is

all

by

*

way

leading

of
notice just

come to
who knows

friend

Singapore Sally and Malay Street
very well. The press clipping is from
a St. Louis newspaper, announcing
the magnificent marriage ceremonial of Miss So-and-So to a St. Louis
millionaire. Our friend ringed Miss

romance

is

dead?

Girls, take

*

all.

*

boloney and to try and get
femme's reaction on it all. Aftei

a piece of

tures, despite the fact that 11,-

Lee Ochs resigns as vice president

—

After reading that shock, we wenl
out with Mysterious Mame to speai

unable to stem the popularity

sound motion

Don't-

of

Give-a-Whoop ruled Singapore Sally,
undisputed
supreme
magnificent.
As magnificent as any lady of hen

heart! There's hope for us

The Film Daily
its light-

—

—

sez that

CUNNINGHAM

fTIHE RADIO, with

pow-

It's

ning from China, Algeria, South
America,
France,
Italy,
England,
Germany and yes, America are reclining languidly on their couches getting up energy for another hectic
night's revelry.
And over all this

*
Statistical

unconscious.

erful liquor they feed 'em on Malay
Street.
And the ladies of the eve-

So-and-So's name in blue pencil,
with
this
illuminating
phrase:
"She's Singapore Sally." * * * Who

Statistics

flood-tide of

IN

4c

If you happen to hit
on this Street of Scarlet on a
balmy morning, you will find it as

shore leave.
in

up to a little
hand from a

•*•

$

in her time
the most internationally well known lady of 'em all.
Sally was the Queen of Malay Street
in the Straits Settlements, which is
the most notorious street in the
world, bar none.
Here the flotsam
and jetsam of the earth has drifted
for years.
Criminals, hijackers, adventurers, confidence men, remittance
men, all eventually find their way
here, or make it a periodic port of
call.
Here also on any barmy evening you will find a riotous revel
with sailors of all nations disporting
themselves as sailors will when on

was probably

kaleidoscopic

*

Recording
Confessions Will Reduce Crime

"The World,"

of smashes, Hy Daab, adRadio Pictures, is preparing
The crooning radio star

Spyros Skouras, Warner theater

tion

of Talkers in

admitted

of

is

scenic
youth,
beauty,
people
grandeur, allure and romance.
The talkers must retain all these
qualities to succeed.
William A. Seiter, Director

Use

wow

list

campaign on Rudy Vallee
the mightiest of the Titans when it comes to draw,
Watch for this new and unique sales copy
a

the dramatic
stage will be subsidized by
the motion picture industry. Certhat the
tain dire predictions
stage will disappear as the result
of the coming of sound to the
The stage
screen are wrong.
will remain because the public
wants it. This is fortunate, for
it will be a training ground and
proving field for the sound films

*

DALY

By PHIL M.

Jr.

SINGAPORE SALLY

EVENTUALLY

*

THAT

PhilM. Daly,

Lasky Foresees Theater
Subsidized by Film Industry

*

THAT'S

with

€

*

AND

Along The Rialto

A
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Best
tions

a

we

yarn,

sez,

in her

finished the colorful
with a romantic look
eyes: "I think it was a
ful thing for Singapore
a millionaire a break."

Mam<
azun

very beauti
Sal to givi

wishes and congratulaare extended by

THE

FILM DAILY

to the following members of the industry,
who today are celebrating their

THEIR
FIRST

birthday:

Reginald Wilson
Lewis Stone
Grover Jones
Samuel Ornitz
Joseph Patrick Rede y
Harold L. Danson

JOBS

J.

CHARLES

S.

GOETZ

delivering theater tickets

THE
November

Friday,

DAILY

1929

IS,

9

Louis Musicians Strike
Settlement Declared Near

St.

(Continued

f

Originally
of the musicians' strike.
the musicians demanded that picture
houses renew the 1928-29 wage scale

and working agreement, including
the provision for a minimum orchestra based upon seating capacity. The
question of wages became secondary
to the demand that musicians be employed whether needed or not.
Many of the neighborhood houses with
sound pictures are in a position to entirely
The same is true
dispense with musicians.
of the Grand Central, one of the Skouras
However, last
Brothers first run houses.
season the theater owners made no attempt
to eliminate suoerflous players and musicians were paid the regular scale of wages
whether they were used or not.
This season the theater men sought to
reduce their orchestras. They desired to hire
musicians when needed.
Union officials reCased to recede from the demand that the
minimum orchestra clause be retained.
Although the Ambassador and Missouri,
which are operated jointly by Warner Brothers and Publix were willing to retain their
regular orchestra and to pay the regular
union scale and the bonuses granted their
musicians the previous year the union refused to sign up with these houses because
the
of

Louis Amusement Co., a subsidiary

St.

Warners Brothers sought to reduce the
number of musicians employed from 134 to

35 or

om Page

Louis union were
unable to reach an agreement with the theatreowners, the operators and stage hands
suggested that Joseph Weber, International
president of the Musicians Mutual Benefit
Ass"n be called from New York. He spent a
few days here.
At his suggestion the St.
Louis union authorized a committee to visit
New York and settle the differences with
Warner Brothers and Publix.
officials

of the

—A

Hackansack, N.

theater deThirty contracts for new theaters
J.
especially for the new Fox were awarded in October in 37 eastGrandeur screen, the first house of ern states, according to the F. W.
its kind, will be erected on a site Dodge Corp.
Seven of them were
just bought here by Fox Metropoli- film houses, to cost a total of $146,tan Theaters Corp.
The house will 000, and 23 were in other classes,
seat 3,500 and cost about $1,000,000. aggregating $1,722,600.
The reportThomas Lamb is the architect.
ing area covered 37 states.

signed

after the official termination of the musicians'
strike.

stage show policy also will be resumed
several theaters on the St. Louis chain,
notably the Granada, where Wallie Vernon
had pulled a successful "Home Coming"
just
a week or so before the musicians
walked out.
Since the strike many of the leading members of the Ambassador, Missouri and Loew
State orchestras have found other employment and it will be many weeks before the
former organizations are entirely recruited
again.
Some of these players are with night
restaurants, etc., while others
clubs, hote's
have moved to other cities.

The

at

Sfes^£^
No

King Completing Velez Film
Emil Jensen has returned

to

New

York from Tampa, where Director
Henry King is completing working
print of "Hell Harbor," Lupe Velez's
talker for United
King is to come to New
about ten days.
first

all

Algona,
Algona, la.

so.

When

1)

understood that the Ambassador, which
uses Publix stage shows, has already arranged to have Ed Lowry return as master
Since the St. Louis strike
of ceremonies.
Branford,
into
the
started he has moved
Newark, N. J. It is probable he will appear
at the Ambassador with the first stage show
It is

Fox Buys Hackensack Site 30 Theater Projects
for First Grandeur House
Announced by Dodge

la.,

—A

St.

a*
e^x
&%

* 4

Artists.

York

in

."%•,

Blue Vote

This charming hotel surrounded by green lawns
and sun porches is the only Hotel in Atlantic City
serving breakfast in your room without charge.
The bedrooms are built for comfort;
each with its own private bath, large
closets, modern furnishings, bridge and
reading lamps and three or more windows to the room. Everything is cozy

and homelike.
Chas. A. Berry

special election will
November 25 to vote on

held

be

NOR77/

Owner

Lugg Leases Sheboygan House
Sheboygan, Wis.
The Butterfly
has been leased by Arthur Lugg, who

—

also

manages the Gem.

Now
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release date
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13.
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Cloth Bound
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the different territories give the key to physical distribution.
Getting
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various sales districts of
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clarity
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a mass of concrete information, presented with

and covering distribution
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FILM DAILY YEAR

embraces the personnel of

Canada are

States and

a

It

presentation of every phase of distribu-

important company.

tives of every

too*

i.

COMPLETE

Out in January

Year Book Topics

DISTRIBUTION
IM

H. L. Fiarbairn
Manager

— CONTINENTAL PLAN —

Sunday movies.

REGARDING THE—YEAR

*5

Charge!

in all its

manifold branches.

DAILY
Coast Wire Service

OF UNMADE

LIABILITY

Hollywood Happenings

Friday,

A

Little

Notes

from uLots

ON 9 FILMS AT 7 STUDIOS
Technicolor

work on
Hollywood

at

studios,

according

Among

to

subjects
Technicolor.
which will have color sequences are:
"The Song of the Flame" and "Bride
of the Regiment" for First National;

Broadway

"The

the

Vagabond"

and

"Hell's Angels" for United Artists;
"Hit the Deck," RKO; "The King

Jazz

of

Revue"

Universal;

PHIL

who

re-

cently finished a six months' engagement as a writer at Hal Roach's,
is directing "Excuse Me, Please," a
talking comedy, for Larry Darmour.
While at Roach's, Whitman wrote
much material for the Laurel and

Hardy comedies.
*

"The

*

*

Show: Bob MontMelody Man" Columbia; "Mamba"
gomery
and
Elliott
Nugent indulgParade"
on
"Paramount
and
Tiffany
Our' Passing

ing in fencing exercises at

Paramount.

for

action

for $1,345
for its failure to deliver
for which he had con-

TELLS COUNCIL
(Continued from Page

van

"and those

said,

lions of dollars

1)

who have

mil-j

invested in the film

industry need have no concern re-]
garding the ability of the projection-j
tracted. The pictures had been sched- ists to cope with the new mechanical
uled as silents, but were not produced, problems. New equipment, no matter'
owing to the upheaval caused by how complicated it may be, is al-1
sound films, Nizer brought out in ways a welcome addition to the pro-l
testimony introduced. This change of jection room."
Talking pictures have placed manl
plans was within
the
company's
rights, with
not liable for de- difficult problems before the projec-1
livery of the pictures, when plans tionists, but these men have been as
to produce them were abandoned, eager to overcome the difficulties as
Nizer contended. Effort of the plain- the public has been to see the defects
eliminated, Canavan stated.
tiff to withdraw the action was opProjectionists realize, he said, that poorj
posed by Nizer.
screen results will do more than any
other single factor to injure a thea-j

RKO

Hollyivood

WHITMAN,

H.

brought

against
six pictures

yy

RALPH WILK

By

crews are at present
nine productions at seven

tor.

15, 1929

AN ART,

PICTURES AT ISSUE
(Continued from Page 1)
as counsel for the defendant distribu-

November

RKO

M-G-M; FILM

STOCKS REBOUND AS

Pat Campbell, formerly with United,
Artists, and Elliott Nugent reminisMARKET GAINS STRENGTH
cing at the Wampus meeting, Pat
and Elliott having acted together in
{Continued from Page 1)
Chaplin's "Tilly, the Mennonite Maid" at Os- decision of the New York Stock Ex-

ter's

age,
alert

reputation and alienate patron-J
and operators are ever on the j
to uphold their reputation.

Chaplin FilmTHalf Done;
To Be Released in 1930
"City

Lights,"

Charlie

picture, is half completed.
The
film will be synchronized.

new

The

kaloosa, la., in 1920.

com-

*

*

*

recent

Oliver Drake, the scenarist, has
again plays a tramp in this
Virginia Cherrill is his leading completed "The Squealer," an origone.
lady. The production will be released inal story, which will be produced
by United Artists next year and will as a talker by Columbia.
*
*
*
make Chaplin's first appearance on
the screen in two years.
"B.B.B." is one of Hollywood's busiest actors. T'other
Markert Dancers Reach Coast
day, he worked 12 hours in
Russell Markert dancers, 17 in
"Contrary Mary," a Vitaphone
number, have arrived here to take
Variety, and in the evening
part in Universal's "King of Jazz
kept things humming at his
Revue," starring Paul Whiteman and
Early
"B.B.B. Cellar Cafe."
his band at the direction of John
the following morning he was
Players signed
Murray Anderson.
at Paramount, working in "The
to appear in the ensemble numbers
Color of Money."
include Bessie Lee, Elaine St. Maur,
*
*
*
edian

Powers, Helen Hargrave,
Richard Wallace is scheduled to
Marion Dabney, Renee Torres, Betdirect Moran and Mack in their next
ty Caldwell and Jeraldine Dvorak.
For the past
picture for Paramount.
two weeks Wallace has been dividGirl, 8, Gets Famous Contract
ing his time between working on his
Mitzi Green, 8, known on the
newest story, tentatively titled "Two
vaudeville stage as "Little Mitzi,"
Black Crows in A. E. F," and
has signed a long-term Paramount supervising the editing of his latest
contract,
which becomes effective picture, "Medals," based on
M.
J.
She is said to be tKe first Barrie's opus, "An Old Lady Shows
Jan. 1.
child ever to have been placed under her Medals."
contract with the company.
Lucille

In Cast of Rin-Tin-Tin Film

Langdon Finishes "Head Guy"
Additions to the cast of Warner's
Harry Langdon has completed
"The Head Guy" for Hal Roach. The "Rough Waters," starring Rin-Tincast includes Thelma Todd, Eddie Tin, are Edmund Breese, William
Irving
Richard
Alexander.
and
Dunn and Nancy Dover.
Others in "the picture are Jobyna
Ralston, Lane Chandler and Walter
Frank Lloyd Headed for N. Y.
Frank Lloyd is en route for New Miller. It is by James A. Starr. John
York aboard the liner Pennsylvania, Daumery is directing.
expected to arrive Nov.

26.

Betty

Buys Into "Mamba"
An

interest

in

"Mamba"

has been acquired by Tiffany,

which

will release the film for
Colorart Synchrotone. The cast
of the picture, which is being
directed by Al Rogell, is headed

Eleanor Boardman, Jean
Hersholt and Ralph Forbes.

by

Betty

Compson in RKO Talker
Compson has been chosen

for the feminine lead in

ABRAM MYERS WEDS ASST.

change to investigate the source of
Picture

offerings.

stocks

showed an increase of from 1-4 to 11 U.
points.
Eastman Kodak showed the
largest gain, 11 points up.
(For complete listing of film issues see Page 2)

Acoustic Department of
W. E. Marks Progress
(.Continued from Page 1)

Western Electric instituted
service to provide the industry

(Continued from Page 1)
bride informed relatives at Portland,
Me., from which point the news was
relayed to Washington.
Mrs. Myersl
will continue her duties at the Dept.
of Justice.
Myers and his bride went

I

K. Wolf.

to

this

The

Honolulu

on

their

honeymoonT

Allied leader is slated to address
Ohio unit convention Nov.

with proper knowledge and informa- the
tion to achieve the best results from and 20 at Columbus.
sound wiring, and in every case where
an acoustic analysis has been made
it was possible to offer detailed recommendations for treatment to overcome any difficulties caused by the-

Hazza

in Critical

Condition at Toronto
j

Returning to his post from a busi-J
ness trip to New York, Phil Hazza,|
The department
of a staff of 17 men under Wolf's di- Canadian branch manager for Tiffanj
was seized with an attack of appendirection.
No announcement was made at citis. Hazza was on a train bound
Toronto which was passing]
the time of its formation, the com- for
pany wishing to say nothing until through Syracuse at the time of thef
definite
accomplishment had been attack. He was rushed to Toronto
and attended by specialists who promade.
nounced his condition critical. Oscar
R. Hanson, General Sales Manager]
Will H. Hays Writes
for Tiffany, hurried to Toronto upor
About Films learning of Hazza's illness.
"See and Hear," a brief history of
pictures
and the development of
sound, by Will H. Hays, has just F. N. Western Managers
come off the press and is being disCalled to Chicago Meet
tributed by the Hays office.
It is an
Ned E. Depinet. general sales maninteresting and informative booklet
ager
and Gradwell Sears, western
touching upon the genesis of the
ater conditions,

Wolf

declares.
at present consists

j

I

Book

the industry's early days, organization of the picture business, the
coming of sound, modern talking pictures and the future of the industry.
films,

RKO's "The

of Sergeant Grischa," which
will be directed by Herbert Brenon.

ATTORNEY GENERAL

S.

Ballentine

Case

W.

Returns

manager

of First National leave
today for Chicago where
all western branch managers of the
A
company will convene Sunday.
special showing of three productions
sales

New York

the Piccadilly, Chicago is slated.
Productions to be shown are "Paris,"
"Sally" and "No, No, Nanette." East-

at

are represented
those associated with the
making of Pathe's "The Racketeer,"

Ballentine, manager of exchange operations for Pathe, has returned to the home office, after several
weeks in the field during which time
he visited the Eastern, Mid-West and
Western branches. Ballentine will
shortly make a trip to the company's

company recentof the pictures in New
York. In addition to western branch
managers, a number of exhibitors and
circuit buyers are scheduled to be

which

Southern

present at Chicago showing.

Many
Five

Nationalities in Film

nationalities

among

features

Robert Armstrong.

E.

offices.

ern managers of the
ly

saw two
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CROWDS
all

storm the Colony Theatre as
New York tries to get in to see and hear
this glorious

new

star!

With James Murray, Wheeler Oakynan,
Anders Randolph, Lydia Yeamans Titus. A John Robertson Production from
the stage hit by John Colton {Author of
"Rain") and Daisy Andrews. 1009^

TALKING

or Silent. Presented by

CARL LAEMMLE

read
COfnp/ef
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E
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FORWARD MARCH WITH UNIVERSAL/
BRIEF RESUME
OF HIGHLIGHTS

OF THE NEWS
EVENTS DAILY.

All the news, while

it is

news

The News of the Day
Read

it

every day

WORLD -WIDE
COVERAGE IN
CONCISE NEWS
PARAGR A P H S

-
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.

/
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A
COMPLETE SYSTEM
When

Electrical

Research Products

quotes a price on equipment
—

this price

includes installation supervised by expert engineers, an acoustic

survey of your theatre,

full

supply of spare parts, an acoustic screen, and training

of your projection staff. The price covers the complete

System ready for your
figure.

first

sound performance.

Western

Q. This price

You know exactly what your equipment ready

you. Q. There are no charges for extras which
outlay well beyond the

will

opening

come up

to swell

is

to cost

your cash

«H(##i»?sw. m^p^nt^.^

lectric

SYSTEM

ND

Electrical Research Products Inc.
250 West 57th Street,

..I

not a price-plus

for

Distributed b\

Member

Sound

amount you had expected.

Westertk

SOU

is

Electric

New York,

Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.

N. Y.

Will H. IIj>,. President

-

.
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Columbus Meeting Attracting Many Exhibitors

FOX TOBUILD

5,000

EATER

IN

MILWAUKEE

Western Electric Starts European Patent Suits
Actions in England, Ohio Gathering Assumes $4,000,000 to be Spent on Entrenching Fox
Aspects of National
One in Berlin, Filed by
Circuit Holdings in Milwaukee Stronghold
Exhibitor Session
Western Electric
Milwaukee — Fox is planning a 5,000-seat theater here which is to cost

Two

—

Columbus, O. Assuming all the
Three suits have been instituted in
Europe by Western Electric for al- aspects of a national convention, the
eged infringement, in what are under- meeting here Tuesday of the Ohio
stood to be the first in a series of
lotions against European concerns.
Two of the actions brought in
England are against United Picture
Theaters, Ltd., and Klangfilm, Great
The other has been
Britain, Ltd.
Started in Berlin against Klangfilm
tnd Ufa.

COMPANIES™ BY Fl
Two

subsidiary corporations, First

National Productions Corp. and First
National Distributing Corp. have been
jbrganized by First National Pictures,
Ho facilitate legal detail connected with
listribution and production, the company says. First National Prod, will
let as a producing company making
tictures under its own name while
National Distributing Corp.
[First
trill act as distributor for the product
First
In United States and Canada.
Actional Pictures will function as
lieretofore.

Us

Months, $200 Fine for 2
on Stench-Bomb Charge
O.— Kenneth Mettle,
Columbus,
was

sen-

Standley

here

Majetsic,

Iterator at the
enced with Arthur
'

/esterday to serve six months in the
Workhouse and pay a fine of $200 and
after being found guilty of
:osts
hrowing stench bombs in the theiters of

the

J.

Real Neth

circuit.

exhibitor unit is attracting exhibitors
from all sections of the nation. M.
A. Lightman, president of the M.P.
T.O.A. is to be one of the principal
speakers, as will R. F. (Pete) Woodhull, past president, who now is executive vice president of General Talking Pictures.
The Ohio gathering here is certain to attract a strong contingent
{Continued on Page 2)

an estimated $4,000,000, according to Joe Leo, president of Fox Metropolitan
Playhouses. Leo came here to open a number of new houses for the Fox
Midwesco chain, which he formerly headed. The proposed theater will be
housed in a 12-story office building.
Fox now occupies the key position
in
Milwaukee, one of the firm's
Silents Please
Chief opposition is the
strongholds.
Silent pictures of a few years
Universal circuit, for which houses
back still had the drawing
Paramount has been reported dicker-

power to attract attention in
face of the present sound productions, was illustrated at the
Brooklyn Paramount recently
when the house inaugurated a
new policy of showing one of
the oldtime silent production
week
every Monday night.
ago "Beau Geste" was shown,
and according to reports, more
than 1,500 patrons remained to
see the picture. Last Monday,
Rudolph Valentino in "Cobra"

politics at columbus
"No

was the

word

attraction.

ALL FOX MET. THEATERS
Contracts have been signed by
Claude Neon Lights and Fox Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc.
latter's 150 theaters in

250 Installations Made
by British Talking Co.

—

whereby the
and around

New York

will be equipped with one
specially designed Neon
Standardized elecelectric displays.
tric light advertising will be used by
Fox. This is the largest order written by a theater chain for such advertising display, according to the Claude

or

more

awaited with keen interest,
London More than 250 installaWoodhull, prior to his departure told
tions
of its talking picture equipment Neon company.
I HE FILM DAILY, that he is
been made by British Talking
have
"through with exhibitor politics."
Pictures
in houses throughout Great Talkers to Aid Education,
returned
recently
Woodhull, who
company, reports an unThe
Britain.
from organization work after nine
Jersey Teachers Declare
number of
years of service, intends to devote precedented growth in the
received.
orders
City Talking pictures will
Atlantic
equipment.
his talk to sound
play an important part in education,
and should be encouraged by the
being

—

Fox Expanding

in

Mid-West

Steady Eastern Drive Continuing Under Direction of Harold B.
Franklin The Warner Score Charge Decision Distributors' Liability on Unmade Films at Issue—

—

—

The Week in Review
-Bj) CHARLES F. HYNES-

Neth

continuing the rapid theater expansion begun several
ago in the Middle West sector, with a number of
{Custom Court Upholds 45%
houses to be added to the company banner. The Fox expanDuty on Film Projector sion has served as a source of steady news and is being continued
The parts of a projection machine on a scale that presages early realization of the plan to unite eastern
ire held to be dutiable at 45 per cent
by the United States and western holdings.
id valorem
of
It's significant that the eastern drive has been placed in charge
Customs Court in a decision handed
was
ruling
the
The
chain,
and
lown in New York.
Harold B. Franklin, leader of the Fox West Coast
nade in connection with a protest
in which it is being carried out emphasizes the aggressivemanner
iled by the American Holding Corp.
(Continued on Page 4)
ind the E. E. Fulton Co. of Chicago.
(Continued on Page 2)

CLAUDE NEON LIGHTS FOR

A

woodhulTnotto talk

That is the watchPolitics."
of R. F. Woodhull, past president of the M.P.T.O.A., who today
is en route to Columbus for the annual convention of the Ohio exhibiWith his Columbus speech
tor unit.

ing.

FOXmonths
is

country,
of
the
bodies
teaching
speakers here declared at the convention of the New Jersey State
Sound
Teachers' Ass'n held here.
films were shown by means of a portable

Western

Electric

machine de-

signed especially for school use. William Lewin, of W. E., addressed the
(Continued on Page 2)

Infantile Paralysis Scare
Disappears at Ottawa

—

Ottawa, Ont. With the disappearance of the infantile paralysis scare,
prevalent here for the last three
months, Saturday morning performances for children have been resumed

by Manager Ray
gent Theater.

Tubman

at the

Re-

!

Sunday, November
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Special airplane service recently
saved the show at the Palladium
Malmo, Sweden, when the sound

equipment went temporarily out

order, according to a story
to E. S. Shauer, foreign manager of
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Eastman Films

"Sally,"

Br ulatour, Inc.

g
J5

New York
1540 Broadway

Bryant 4712

Hollywood
670 °

"Song

the

of

SanUMonica

Gladstone 6103

at

East

St.

Louis

—

Louis, 111.- M. E. Remley,
of Indianapolis, has been appointed
ereneral manager of Harry Redmon's
Majestic, which was taken over recently by Publix on a 20-year lease.
The house will continue to operate
as a first-run, with a program change
three times weekly instead of twice.
Radio-Keith-Orpheum vaudeville and
talking films will be played on Sundays, and talking: features and sound
shorts during the week.
St.

Unit

Nov.

"Love Parade" opens

19

N. Y.
Annual

fall

Amusement

Talkers to Aid Education,
Jersey Teachers Declare
(Continued from Page

1)

convention of Texai

fall

Dallas.

at

at Criterion,

convention
of

of Allied
at Seat-

Northwest

tle.

Ninth Annual Ohio M.P.T.O.
Convention at Columbus.
Nov. 20 "Show of Shows" opens at Winter Garden, New York.
Nov. 26 "Vagabond Lover" premiere at
Globe. N. Y.
Meeting of North Carolina exDec. 9-10
Nov. 19-20

hibitors' unit at Pinehurst.

Dec.

23

Opening
House in

of

the

Little
Picture
City.

New York

Flood Back with Beaudine
from European Journey
James Flood, Tiffany

director,

is

back after a tour of Europe with William Beaudine.
Their itinerary in(Continued from Page I)
some time ago refused to grant op- cluded visits to London, Vienna,
Their
erators a 50 per cent increase in Paris, Budapest and Berlin.
wages. Mettle was secretary of the stay abroad was enlivened by meetings with picture folk who found
operators' union here.
themselves in Europe on business
Darrock Returns to New York
or in search of pleasure.
Jack Darrock, assignment editor of
Pathe sound news, has returned to
Directors Leave Sunday
New York after a trip through the
and
Beaudine
James
William
West and Mid-West.
Flood, now in New York following a

New Iowa
Sioux City,

la.

—Articles

poration have been

Theater

Operating

filed

Co.

capitalized

lowing

European

Theater Firm
of incor-

Sunday.

by the Iowa recting

The

at $25,000, lists
officers:
George

first,

is

trip,

the

leave

Beaudine

for
will

Coast

resume

di-

for First National while Flood

with Tiffany.

While in London Beaudine say
Magoun, "The Cock Eyed World" and recordthe

fol-

president; H. N. Slotsky, vice president; E. L. Lundquist, secretarytreasurer.

ed the fact that the English audience
only missed three laughs, despite the
use of American slang.

Sam Rosen Resigns
Pacent Devices for New England
Philadelphia Sam Rosen, who reMarshall G. Wright, supervising
engineer of Pacent, now is en route cently succeeded Jerry Safron as
New Swiss Film Company
exchange,
manager of the local
to New England and Australia to
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILV
Earl
Kramer,
assistant
has
resigned.
Washington
The Standard-Cine- supervise the installing of 14 Pacent to Charles Rosenweig at the home
apparatuses already sent to New
Phono A-G. of Zurich has been inoffice, is here taking up Rosen's duEngland.
corporated in Switzerland, it is learnties until a successor is named.
ed from the M. P. Division of the
"Verdun" Released in Canada
Dept. of Commerce.
The new firm
Montreal "Verdun" has been rewill deal in films, projection appa- lease'! in Canada by Regal Films
ratus and sound equipment.
Offices L f d., in silent prints only.
THE NAME YOU GO BY
are in Zurich.
WHEN YOU GO TO BUY
Casanova Leaves Oliver
Cleveland
Edward P. Casanova
"Vagabond Lover" Opens Nov. 26
has resigned as sales manager of the
Premiere of "The Vagabond Lover"
UNIFORMS
Oliver M. P. Co. and is expected to
1-437 BWAY. N.Y
TEL 5580 PENN.I
RKO production featuring Rudy Val- announce
AUSQ
25.000
COSTUMES TO pcm-t
his new affiliation soon.
lee and his Connecticut Yankees has
been advanced one day and will take
olace Nov. 26 at the Globe, New
York.

—

—

M-G-M

Let Us Solve Your Problems

Short at Selwyn
latest

colortone

revue.

*j

8
$

M-G-M Dividend Declared
M-G-M declared regular 47}4 cents

%
j.J
».*

COSTUMES
OOWNS AND

'

on view at the
Selwyn on the same program with
"Condemned."

£1

BROOKS

—

M-G-M's

li

gg

Remley
East

^ "The

I
§

— Annual

Stench-Bomb Charge

I

'

i
« J. E.

Nov. 18-19

cipal speaker.

—

23
854

Keith A-O 6s 46
Loew 6s 41ww ... 99

week endorsed by
Board of Review.

book

National

RKO

500

10

Ur.iv. Pict

Charles C. Pettijohn of the Hays organization also is slated as a prin-

Visual Education Assn. and declared
that boards of education in future
Encouraged by the success of the should spend less money for text
national cooperative campaign adver- books and more for text films.
tising "Footlights and Fools," First
National plans to launch similar
6 Months, $200 Fine for 2
drives for the benefit of six other
These are
road show attractions.
on

400

Fm. Ind. .. 1 5 ^g 14J4 U'A 3,100
700
Fm. Ind. pfd. 19J4 18J4 19
174& 5,700
174-34 170
East. Kodak
14,300
Fox Fm. "A" .... 67 X 63J4 65
1554
Keith A-O

Con.
Con.

Annual

Today:

(Continued from Page 1)

from the Allied States Ass'n, with
its president, Abram F. Myers, slated
to be spokesman for that group.

The house manager got
Ohio exhibitors are unaffiliated at
touch with the Western Electric present, and strong bids for its almanager in Copenhagen and within legiance may be expected to be made
IS minutes a special airplane, bearing by the M.P.T.O.A. and Allied.
service men, was flying to the scene

Close Sales

22

MEETING

in

Flame," "Son of the Gods," "No, No,
Nanette" and "The Bride of the
Regiment."
Copy has already been
Advertisements will be
prepared.
five columns wide by 208 lines deep
and will appear in 225 newspapers
throughout the country.

(QUOTATIONS AS OF FRIDAY)

The Industry's
Date Book

Paramount.

"Paris,"

Am.

of

related

M

BE AT

Price25Ctnts

EDITOR AND PUBLISHER

I0HN W. ALICOATE

SHOW IN EMERGENCY

MANY EXHIBITORS WILL

17, 1929

Doll Shop,"

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

is

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE
Stebbins,

quarterly dividends on preferred stock
payable Dec. 14 of record Nov. 30.

Lloyd Gets Waterville House
Waterville, Minn.
A. C. Lloyd

—

has purchased the theater here.

1540

B'WAY

Leterman
& Gates
INCORPORATED

N.Y.C.

telephone bryant

3040
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"Give light and the people

Press, ScrlppsAlliance,

NEA

This editorial is
just one of many

prompted by

Newspaper Informaand Audit Bureau of

will find their

own way.

pRAISB THE GOOD LORD: Make

a joyful noiae
Entev Into His gates with thanksgiving.
For the Lord fs good.—Psalm 100:1, 4, 5.
Press Radio Bible Service, Inc.
unto the Lord.

The Sunny

*N OTmotion

Side

we want to
now

single out any particular
playing before Cincinnati
audiences, but rather because "Sunny Side Up" is
creating an enviable record, do we speak of it.
Motion picture producers long since have given up
the notion that they, or anyone, can force unwanted
merchandise down the throats of the public. A great
campaign, built on anticipation, can be waged. The
appetite of the public can be whetted until the
people fairly writhe in their anxiety to see the pier
ture, but unless that picture has merit, it will flop,
to use the slang of the profession.
Likewise a picture that comes along unannounced
can instantly appeal because it has something that
strikes a responsive chord in the hearts and minds
of the majority of the people.
Such a picture Is
"Sunny Side Up." We are happy to direct editorial
attention to this film, because we hope that other
constructive pictures will trail in its wake. We do
not mean ,we hope a flood of pictures similar in
theme will come* from Hollywood, tho this probably is
what will happen, but we do mean that pictares that
reveal the happiness that is in the human heart will
contribute to the daily welfare of our citizens and
that is pretty much what counts.
The story behind the picture is a simple little fairy
It will not be a lasting contribution to the
tale.
gray-matter of the universe, but it will yield an untold amount of pleasure and entertainment.

that

showmanship

picture

Watchfor more

sunny sides to
this cock eyed
world:

•

* Breaking house

records and the
morale of competitors
in its 4 th week at
the Palace, to the

amazement and
delight of

L Libson

SEVEN FACES
NIX ON DAMES
South Sea Rose

HOT FOR PARIS
HAPPY DAYS
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Richmond Public Schools

Fox Expanding

in

to Continue Educationals

Mid-West

Richmond, Va.

{Continued from Page 1)

There are going
theater of activity.
to be real headlines in the impending
have
The Fox West Coast moves
clash between Paramount and Fox in
been the biggest news of a week the Mississippi Valley states
usual
the
marked by a cessation of
Ironing out of points of difference
merger reports and two arbitration
the arbitration system is the purin
importance.
cases oi transcending
of discussions now under way
pose
VitaOne involved the procedure of
between counsel for distributors and
sound
selling
in
Vitaphone
graph and
the the Dept. of Justice. One confab has
films and discs separately, while
is to been held to date and more are schedpending,
is
still
which
other,
Meanwhile, there is considerin the uled.
test the legality of the clause
able anxiety in the industry over the
contract which relieves distributors
decree expected to be issued soon affrom liability to deliver pictures on
ter the first of the year by Federal
schedule which are not produced.
Judge Thacher
day.
by
day
it
detail
But to
Thursday: Sound film contracts
Tennessee
in
Lawmakers
Monday:
are
not contingent upon contract for
ten
a
enact
are reported preparing to
arbitration
Pittsburgh
scores,
the
per cent tax on admissions. It seems
in a case which
board
has
decided
red,
the
in
is
that the administration
necessitated a seventh arbitrator. Exso theaters must be penalized, even
hibitors have raised the issue manystate.
six-day
is
a
Tennessee
though
Encouraged by the sensational suc- times, but the decision is the first
to establish right of Vitagraph and
cess of the experiment at the EmVitaphone to sell pictures and discs
understood
is
bassy, New York, Fox
separately
to be planning a chain of theaters deFamous Players Canadian, which
voted exclusively to sound newsThat's good news, for chain has been in the limelight as the
reels
will have a healthy effect on all result of efforts of Gaumont British
it
ness of the veteran leader.

are to be shown in the public schools
of Richmond throughout the remainder of the 1929-1930 session, it is announced at the office of Albert H.

superintendent.

"Meat

Columbus meetings promise

real de-

velopments
Silent pictures

are

not passe, de-

tremendous vogue of sound
emphasized in the
it
is
Cleveland territory where a strong

spite the
pictures,

demand

for

silents

is

reported.

It

be some time before all houses
are wired, and even then it is doubt-

will

the silent film will become exSplit policies, half sound and
half silent, are being offered in the
Cleveland zone. This method offers
a close comparison between sound
and silent pictures, which may prove
a factor in shaping later developful

if

tinct.

Now

ments

General Talking

Pictures is planning a series of patent suits, which may mean a further
upheaval in the sound equipment
field

Wednesday:

One

hundred

fifty

theaters in the St. Louis zone are
being
sought
for
Fox,
reported
which is said to be dickering for five
that company is excircuits.
panding, with the Middle West the

How

COLLINS,

Detroit

WJR

"How

can I go wrong when I sing
Witmark songs?" Yep, he sure is

the state.

in

good to

his boss.

French Musicians Seek
Film Work on Own Terms

"Wanting You," sung by Belle
Baker in her first Columbia flicker,
Paris — French musicians at a "Song of Love," is published by
meeting here voted not to accept Shapiro-Bernstein & Co., and after
employment in sound or talking pic- hearing Miss Baker render the song
on

own

a pretty safe bet that you can
chalk up another hit for the publishers. Written by Arthur Sizemore,
Baltimore Showmen Hurt
Baltimore E. E. Pensel and Stan- Bernie Grossman., Mickey Kippel and

tures except

their

terms.

it's

—

Cosnel,
managers of Loew's Maurice Abrahams, this number just
Stanley and Valencia, suffered bruises proves the truth of the old adage,
and cuts recently while motoring to "Two heads are better than one."
Baltimore from New York. The ac- By substitution, ive find "Four
heads are better than two" Quad
cident occurred at Trenton, N. J.
ley

Erat Demonstrandum or words to
that effect. Whetv-w-w.
Hereafter

—

Saskatoon,

Washington Bureau of

Fettijohn of the Hays office slated to
address the sessions. The Ohio organization is unaffiliated with either
the M.P.T.O.A. or Allied group, so
a strong bid for allegiance may be
expected to be made by both. The

WHISPERING BILL

From

—

This Ohio affair is
Tuesday:
looming as a really big thing, with
M. A. Lightman, M.P.T.O.A. president; Abram F. Myers, president of
Allied States Ass'n, and Charles C.

•By CLEF*

representative for M.
Hoof to Market" and "America's Witmark & Sons, was recently deGranary" are the titles of the pic- clared the winner of the popularity
tures shown recently.
Motion pic- contest conducted by Station WJR.
tures are also shown in many other As this is the third time that "Bill"
contest, he naturRadios are also has won the
schools in Virginia.
ally must have an alibi.
He says,
being used to aid educational workHill,

blocked by
Just when it seems that the French
its most successful year's
rea
as
up,
washed
all
was
dispute
with an increase of 124 per cent of the Bijou here.
sult of abandonment of plan to raise
noted. Sound pictures and sound exthe quota, comes the news that a
Gets New Ottawa Post
pansion
are the reasons for the senin
formed
been
secret society has
Ottawa Robert Gellatly has beParis to boycott American films and sational increase
Those kind of tacIn Michigan, the powerful Butter- come identified with the Franacis.
other products.
He was formerly at the B. F. Keith
tics won't get far, for the French field chain, which is allied with Puband
Radio-Keith-Orpheum is
public will continue as before to pa- lix
Fred Hand at Hall
American pictures it continuing its rapid expansion. With
the
tronize
likes

Musical Notes

films

Hurt by Burning Film
I'll stick to music.
Sask., Canada
Gerald
Dealtry, operator, was burned when
"Billy" Fagan, formerly with Milearnings, film ignited in the projection room ton Weil Publishing Co., is now

—a move which was
Adolph Zukor —reports

to acquire control

show business

— Educational

—

Middle West representative for CharBayha Music Co. "That's when
I Learned to Love You," written by

les

"Billy"
tello.

wards paying the rent, buying food
for the baby, and and so on.

THE FILM DAILY

SO theaters in the circuit, the firm Is
Washington Fred Hand has been
spreading out into the Upper Peninnamed manager of the Daughters of
sula of the Wolverine state.
Mean- American Revolution Hall here. He
while, reported effort of Paramount to
was former! v at the Earle.
secure control of the chain is being
discounted

Gillman Promoted at Cleveland

Baskette and Bartley Coswill help considerably to-

It

Even Charles K. Harris has

one.

Sure. A theme song. "Honey Moon,"
written by Will M. Hough, Frank R.

Adams and Joseph

E.

Howard

(is it

absolutely necessary for songwriter*
to

have middle

initials?)

is

themed

in the Warner Bros, picture, "Time,
function of the motion picture
Cleveland Sam Gillman, assistant Place and the
Girl," starring Betty
in aiding trade, science and art is
manager of Loew's Cameo, has been
graphically emphasized by Will H. appointed manager of the Alhambra Compson. "My Dream of Paradise,"
Hays in addressing the New York which will open shortly with sound "I'm Lonely Only for You" and
"Starlight, The Roses and You," all
Board of Trade.
The importance recording apparatus installed.
written by Charles K. Harris, round
which films have come to assume
out the Harris catalogue.
should be a source of pride to everythe first year's output of Affiliated
one in this industry
Exchanges, co-operative distributor
"I'm
Happy" (when the sun is
And now Sidney R. Kent, general association. The new organization shining),So written
by Clarence Gasmanager of Paramount, has been starts functioning Dec. 15.
Here's kill and George B. McConnell and
added to the list of speakers at the prediction for success of the group, published by
the Song-hit Publishing
Columbus exhibitor convention. As based on the reputations and integ- Co., has in the
short space of two
he is chairman of the distributor com- rity of its membership
Abram weeks been featured by Phil Spitalmittee on adjustments, Kent's pres- F. Myers, Allied head, recently marny, B. A. Rolfe, Roy Ingraham and
ence should do much to enliven the ried an assistant attorney general of
Paul Tremaine, it must be a good
Columbus meetings
There may be a song.
the United States.
Friday:
Whether a distributor is political significance in the union, and
liable for delivery of pictures which again there may not
Hicks Buys Madisonville House
St. Louis exhibitors and musicians
are not produced is a point at issue
Madisonville,
Tenn. Ray Hicks
in a Washington arbitration case, have reached practical accord on the has
purchased the Moneta from
now in the hands of a seventh ar- strike in the Missouri city, we hear. Berry and Basil White. The new
bitrator. A lot of contracts are con- The final outcome is expected to prove owner has changed the name of the
tingent upon the outcome, for there a precedent in this day of sound pic- house to the Little Theater.
seldom is a year when producers do tures and musicianless theaters
not change production plans. In this
Columbia Pythian Reopened
Today: It's Fox again, this time
instance,
Columbus, O. The Pythian has
abandoned plans to in Milwaukee, where a 5,000-seater
make a number of silents, due to the is planned. That should strongly en- reopened here with Henry F. Eger
sound upheaval, and an exhibitor has trench the company in the Beer City, continuing as manager of the house.
sued for damages.
Decision in the where Fox has a strong hold on the
case will determine a point of su- situation. Meanwhile, however, PubAl Lyons at San Diego
preme importance to the entire busi- lix, is reported to be dickering for (or
San Diego Al Lyons has returned
ness
have taken over) the Universal Mil- here to become master of ceremonies
Twenty pictures are to comprise waukee houses
of the Fox house.

—
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Timely Topics
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ffV DAILY
Along The Rialto

A

Digest of
Current Opinion

"grand
THE
ought to

l>e

more,

if

it

talkie"

has been laid up with spinal trouble lately.
Don Clarke of Emmgeeem caught in the throes of
autographing "Louis Berretti" for some of the office staff
The M. P. Salesman's annual ball gets under* way next Saturday
at the Astor, N. Y., with plenty of talent lined up for the entertainment part of the show
Since Jay Emanuel has become a publisher he is a regular
visitor in Noo Yawk
Ben Shlyen is in town from Kansas
City and says the wind is blowing big things which may be expected to break very shortly
Herb Rawlinson, who has
been doing quite a bit of emceeing at Washington, will appear on

Further-

any new

introduces

ideas to tlie movies it may raise
the level of standards in general.
In particular, it might show a
new way to blend story with music, which is one of the problems
that the talkies are up against at
present.
The man who can invent a new way to cue in music,
whether he has a story to go
along with it or not, will make
his fortune.
And a grand talkie,
perhaps, will show a new way.
If it does, movies may get better.

New

"The World,"
*

*

the legit stage in

for the circuit's seventeen houses

Westerns are not bygones, in fact we expect to see Paramount's "Virginian" open for a week stand on Broadway very
soon
The director of a picture being shown at legit
prices on Broadway is guilty of a bad blunder.
An early scene
in the film shows a small town theater audience, and in the
front row sits a girl with her knees elevated and crossed so that
they stand out prominently. Along about the end of the story
there is another audience shot, this time at the Palace, New York,
and the same knees appear in the same position
One of the busy gentlemen of Times Square and environs is
William Brotherhood, who is outside sales representative for

York

*

authorities

Noo Yawk

Harry Buxbaum spends his lunch hours on the handball
court in a local Y. M. C. A. gym
R-K-O is reported to be
making a success out of their independent local house, the Park
Lane, which was taken over from Charlie O'Reilly several weeks
ago
Rudy Kuehn, general manager of the Consolidated
Amusements, is about to launch another exploitation campaign

Calls Fox's Plan to Link
Talkers with Education Sound

SCHOOL,

By PHIL M.

PAUL BURGER

certainly

feasible.

every-

where are giving thought to
the plan of William Fox.
The

Craft

producer's preliminary announcement did not attempt to go into
details; he knows these must develop according to needs and opportunities.
Nevertheless his determination to contribute to the
enterprise a considerable share of
his personal fortune is sufficient
evidence of his confidence in the

Lab

assisting

instruction.

"Topeka (Kan.) Capital"

94

Without Improvement Screen
Will Return to Silent Basis

ITNLESS

further

talent

NUMBER

94

Industry

pletion of installations will bring
talking picture business to a basis closely approximating to that

Statistics

formerly
business.
will

maintained by silent
The wise exhibitor

watch

commitments

MANY HAPPY RETURNS

be-

comes available, and development ensues, it is only a very
short time before the rapid com'

closely his
future
accordingly.

"The Cinematograph Times"
(London)

By JAMES
Statistical

P.

Editor,

"TWIDENCE

The Film
the

IN

statement of one of the leading sound manufacturers which
pointed out that 114 sound installations had been made during a recent week, averaging an
installation every 87 minutes,
based on a full 24-hour seven-

Albert F. Brentlinger, Indiana exhouses

hibitor, will build several large
for his chain.

*

Alice

*

*

Lake signed by Metro

five years.

for

This furnishes an
interesting comparison with the
21 installations made by the
company throughout all 1926;
136 in 1927 and 889 in 1929.

day week.

hotel

in

tion

vote,

seated

in

this

luxurious

apartment imbibing freely liqueurs of
the finest vintage.

If his taste is not
so aristocratic, he can have plain ordinary gin. And plenty. * * * Now

—

—

supposing
just supposing
certain
gents in Congress who are sponsoring anti-film legislation along with
Prohibition enforcement are to be
found certain evenings in this hideaway. Wouldn't that be an interesting situation?
*

*

*

Note

Social

Just received this note from Ignatz Gloop, our roving correspondent, now touring the arid spots of

Oklahoma
"Dear Phil: The

citizens out this
neck of the woods are so absorbed
in poker that fillums are in a sorta
slump. I sat in a li'l game the other
night.
These old hardshells are
plenty tough. They play close to
their
vests,
and manipulate the
pasteboards so fast that a guy can't
even take a chance to turn his head
aside for a second to spill his tobacco juice. So they put the cuspidor in the center of the table.
*

*

Joe Skirboll sez that Bill Yearsley
used to think a margin was nothing
but white space down the side of a

November 17

letterhead.
*

We

in

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

certain

pense of a big lobby group. A lot
of the constituents back home would
be surprised, and we might even say
greatly shocked, to behold their Congressman who had been sent to the
Capital on an overwhelming Prohibi-

*

*^

rapidity with which theaters
America are wiring for sound
can be gleaned from the official

a

Washington, D. C, where members of Congress are privately entertained in a hideaway suite at the ex-

He Knows Now

Daily

great

IS

DALY

Ignatz."

CUNNINGHAM

of

^FHERE

Nat Saland.

After
Will H. Hays is a great friend of newspaper men.
delivering an address it is his custom to hold a round-table confab
with the gentlemen of the press and answer any questions they
might like to put to him. Samples of such queries, overheard on a
recent occasion, are as follows: "Do film companies accept
scenarios from outsiders?" "How can I get an autographed photo
of my favorite star?" "How does a man with a good voice go
about it to get in the talking pictures?" Etc., etc. Hays answers
It is all a part of his job.
all questions cordially and earnestly.

soundness of his new method of

THAT'S

THAT

with
PhilM. Daly, Jr.

Holds Screen Operas
Will Improve Talking Films

AND

Best
tions

wishes and congratulaare extended by

FILM DAILY

THE

to the following members of the industry,
who today are celebrating their

birthday

Eddie Baker

Leone Lane

Edna Murphy
Jimmy Aldine
Jack Irwin
Eugene Picker
Milton H. Feld
Crane Wilbur
George Macfarlane

*

*

heard of a guy

who

is

so dis-

honest you couldn't trust him alone
with a red hot stove.
He carries a
pair of asbestos gloves.

66

THEIR
FIRST

JOBS
ED HALPERN
secretary-stenographer
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EUROPE ENTHUSIASTIC OVER

TALKERS.JAYS FINEMAN
Europe is receiving talking pictures with a great deal of enthusiasm,
says B. P. Fineman, former Paramount producer, who has returned to
New York after two months abroad.
He expects that American producers
will make foreign versions of their
product for the German and Spanish
markets and will reach the remainsynpictures
ing countries with
chronized with scores and special
The situation at present ofsongs.
fers European producers the greatest
developing
ever for
opportunities
their home markets, says Fineman.
To date production of talking pictures abroad has largely taken place
in England, where the results are
according to
primitive,"
"slightly
Fineman.

Reproducer

installations

IN

Short Shots from
New York Studios
ARTHUR W. EDDY
STURGES, who au- Wouldn't I
,By

PRESTON

\

do For That Man," sung
Helen Morgan in "Applause,"
was used again by Lee Morse in a
which any
dialogue short which Paramount has
you is a hit,
writing staff at Paramount's Long just made.
Perhaps you reIsland workshop.
member "The Guinea Pig," which he
If the air is fragrant around "The
wrote for the stage. His newest legit River Inn" set at the Paramount
offering, "Recapture," will soon be Long Island studios, you can probably trace the scent to George Falproduced by Al Woods.
thored

Dishonorable,"
theater broker will tell
is now a member of the

"Strictly

Charles Ruggles is packing up preliminary to going coastwards to
work in "Young Eagles," new starring vehicle of Charles Buddy RogRuggles, who recently comers.
pleted
tivities

by

sey's rapidly thinning locks. George,
cameraman par excellence, found no
less than 144 bottles of a famous hair
tonic among his household effects
which were recently shipped to him

from the Coist.

camera and microphone ac- wood gag.
in "The River Inn," will re- quest.

are being made at a fast rate in this turn to Astoria about Jan. 1 to do
Installing of de- his
country, he states.
stuff in "A Young Man of Manvices in France is handicapped by hattan."
Government regulations which require exhibitors to pay one-third of
Catherine Dale Owen, having extheir intakes in taxes, says the prowhat was originally to be a 1C
tended
Production and installations
ducer.
days vacation with her family in Newby
obstructed
been
have
Germany
in
York, into a pleasant visit of five
the patent fights which are still in
weeks, is returning to the M-G-M
progress. Some European exhibitors
Miss Owen does not
studios today.
are solving the English talker probher
next picture will be
know
what
lem by giving translations in titles
but is hoping for something as good
Fineman
exscreen,
the
below
shown
plains.
He believes that England is as her role in "His Glorious Night."
due tor a "break" in production as its
Frank Ormston, studio manager
drawing room actors and writers will
Gramercy studios, is keepbe in demand in this country.
of
Fineman produced the George Ban- ing bachelor's quarters these days,
croft pictures for Paramount as well his wife having sailed abroad for a
as "Sweetie," which recently ran two two month's visit in Paris and Rome.
weeks at the Paramount, "The Children" and Clara Bow's next, "The
Chromotone Studios are synchronSaturday Night Kid." He returns to izing the Whoopee series of short
the Coast in about 10 days.
comedies made by Bollman and

RCA

Grant.

Recording Apparatus on
New Stage Ready Soon

GREATER

Just another Hollyof tonic on re-

Name

Edward Savin, who is the likeable
studio business manager at the Vitaphone plant in Brooklyn and assistant
comptroller
Warner
of
Bros, and subsidiaries, recalls that
he first successfully-released talking picture was "The Song of the
Volga Boatmen."
This Vitaphotie
ihort was produced at the Manhatan Opera House about three years
ago.
Stuart Stewart, casting director at
the Warner Vitaphone studios, is a
brother of Rosalie Stewart, noted a.having produced several plays including "Craig's Wife" which won the
Pulitzer prize.
Stewart is an inveterate "first-nighter" and may be seen
at all the important openings.

Charles
Levine,
who recently
guided a camera in "The River Inn"
at Paramount, has been doing such

He started
with Ince at the now defunct Selznick plant at Fort Lee.

"Pat" Donahue, script girl at the for the past 16 years.
Astoria studio, is mighty proud of a
olid gold chain bracelet presented
o her by Gertrude Lawrence as a
o venir of their pleasant association during the filming of "The Batle of Pans."
Beautifully engraved
with an appropriate inscription, the
ranelet is among "Pat's" prize pos-

Recording equipment on the new
stage at the Vitaphone studio, Brooklyn, will be completely installed by
Giovanni Martinelli, noted Metrothe last week in December.
The
politan opera tenar, who was the
^:i«e, however, will probably be used
first great artist to lend voice to the
in about three week-, for various purscreen, has just completed another
It measures 100x135x60.
poses.
Vitaphone short, under the direction
When the stage is in complete op- sessions.
of Arthur Hurley.
eration three recording channels will
be used in the studio through a reSaul Tepper, for years identified
mote control recording system. In
with the stage production activities
Collyer Cast for
addition to the main stage the new
of the Selwyns, has joined H. Emeraddition to the studio embraces a
"Pleasant Sins," Talker
<n Yorke to aid in Paramount's castsmaller stage for recording and scoring department at the Long Island
June Collyer will head the cast of
ing.
studio.
"Pleasant Sins," production on which
will be started next week at Weiss
Comedy Short Re-Titled
"Belle of the Night" has been
Other playIf you want to believe Jay Gorney Bros. DeForest Studios.
chosen as the final title for the and /n'.s- lyric-writing pal E. Y. Har- ers also engaged are Betty Garde.
Schwab and Mandel two-reel talking burg, they're doing a new song num- Charles Trowbridge. Eloise Taylor
short recently filmed at the Para- ber entitled "I Owe Everybody, I and Hal Thompson.
mount Long Island studio.
Irvan Willat will direct this origThe Owe," as reaction from the recent
working title was "Where Boobs Wall St. disaster. As a matter of inal story of modern New York life,
tome From."
fact,
however, their hit, "What with Frank Melford assisting.

June

STUDIOS

DROPS FEATURE MAKING
UNTIL LATE THIS MONTH
Paramount's Long Island studio,
which has been practically the onlj
plant in the East making features, is
somewhat quiet as far as features
are concerned.
The feature depart-

ment will remain comparatively inanimate until the last week in this
month. Then "The Big Pond" will
be started with Hobart Henley directing.
So far only Maurice Chevalier and Claudette Colbert have been
which will have
versions, one English, the other

cast for the picture,

two

French.
Early January will see production
begin on "A Young Man of Manhattan," a talking feature version of the
novel by Katherine Brush, now running serially in "The Saturday Evening Post." The picture will mark
the return of Monta Bell to directing after a year of supervisory work
at the Astoria studio.
Principals in
the picture will be Richard Arlen,
Claudette Colbert and Charles Rugbies, it is understood.
Ben Hecht,
who wrote the recently-completed
"The River Inn" for Paramount, will
prepare the adaptation.
Retakes are now being made in
"The River Inn."

Chapman

Joining

as Coast

RKO

Sound Chief

Chapman, who has been with
the Paramount Long Island studio
S. C.

sound department since its opening,
leaves for the Coast Saturday to become director of sound recording for

RKO.
Barker Makes Another Short
"Alpine Love Call" has been completed by Photocolor with Bradley
Barker directing. The cast is headed by Kathryn Reece, Frank Kneeland,
Otis Sheridan,
William St.
James N. Stewart and the Sonis Serova dancing girls. This is the fifth
of a series of 26 talking shorts, at
present
in
production
at
RCA's

Gramercy

studio.

MARK SANDRICH
Director
Just Finished

THE GINSBURG SERIES
Starring

NAT CARR
for RKO Release
LOUIS BROCK,

RCA
Gramercy

Producer

Photophone
Studio, N. Y. C.

The

Built For

Foolproof

Reproducer

Service

oUR PROMISE
TRADE

to the

We

Are

Now

fulfilled

Delivering

Soiind-on-Film

Sound On Film

&

Disc

TO HEAR IT— IS TO BUY IT

Tone-O-Graph, is NOT an experiment, but a reproducing machine which has stood up under the severest
mechanical tests before being placed on the market and is now giving unqualified satisfaction wherever installed Don't drive your patrons away by giving them inferior equipment— GIVE THEM THE BEST.

—

—

A Few Of The Many

Important Facts To Be
Considered in Purchasing
Talking Equipment

-GRAPH
TONE-O
INSTALLATIONS
American Theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Arcade Theatre Bway, bet. 64 & 65 St., N. Y. C.
Band Box Theatre, Concourse & Fordham Rd., Bronx, N. Y
Cameo Theatre, Binghamton, N. Y.

1

Our

sound-on-film attachment
can be placed on any make of

projector.

Capitol Theatre, Haverstraw, N. Y.
Elec Tra Theatre, 1160 Broadway, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Empire Theatre, 517 Ninth Ave., N. Y.
Gem Theatre, 36 W. 135th Street, N. Y.
Gold Theatre, 173 Sand Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Lyric Theatre, 4367 Third Ave., Bronx, N. Y.
Mineola Theatre, Mineola, L. I.
Miracle Theatre, 752 Melrose Ave., Bronx, N. Y.
New 3rd Ave. Theatre, 3rd Ave. & 95 Street, N. Y. C.
Normandy Theatre, 1927 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Nostrand Theatre, 286 Nostrand Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y
Rige Theatre, 474 Wilson Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Ritz Theatre, 180 St. & Boston Road Bronx, N. Y.
Royal Theatre, 4114 13th Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

C
C

2

Reproduction

3

Our disc equipment has a variable speed motor, enabling you
to run silent or talkie pictures.

of

perfect

tone

qualities.

Latest type of speakers are used

all installations — DOUBLE
CHANNEL AMPLIFIER.
NO SERVICE CHARGE.

on

Shubert-Century, Monroe St. & B'way, Brooklyn, N. Y
Tompkins Theatre, 534 Gates Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y
Palace Theatre. Bradley Beach, N. J.
Allen Theatre, 1207 Chelton Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
Dixie Theatre, Coalport, Pa.

Opera House, Girardsville Pa.
Opera House. MinersviUe, Pa.
Star Theatre, Hummelstown, Pa.
Strand Theatre, Curwensville, Pa.
Pastime Theatre, Sandersville. Ga.
Bentley-Grand Theatre. Milbank, S. D.
Dixie Theatre, Guyandotte, W. Va.
Theatre, Cleveland, Ohio
Theatre, Cleveland, Ohio
Knickerbocker Theatre, Cleveland Ohio
Strand Theatre. St. Charles, Mo.
Capitol Theatre, St. Petersburg, Florida
Auditone Pty. Ltd., Melbourne. Australia

Type I.M.D. Disc Producer
Type I.M.D. Film Attachment
disc device

is

Corlett

Norwood

Film and Disc

—where

already installed

$ 1 800
our

«fl>143U

$3250

equipment for houses seating up to 800
Type 2MD for Houses Seating Up to 2500

\!><>v<'

NORTH AMERICAN SOUND
AND TALKING PICTURE

EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
New York, N. Y.
729—7th Avenue
LIBERAL TIME PAYMENT PLAN-WRITE TO-DAY
Sound-on-Film Open Gate

;

;

DAILY
"Woman

Irene Bordoni in

to

Woman"

with Jack Buchanan, Louise Closser
Hale
Tiffany

(All-Talker)
Length: 8065

ft.

(All-Talker)

(Silent)
Length
Excellent Pict.

Mary Nolan, James Murray

with

(All-Talker)
:

6285

ft.

women love the same man, a British
Adapted from officer. One is a French war bride
Stage spectacle.
stage play of same name. Here is a without benefit of ceremony, which
bright production in all departments, was intercepted by a sudden call to
with two gorgeous sequences in the front. As a result of injuries in

play

FINE.

ft.

STORY,
PRODUCTION RECTED,

SUREFIRE.

_

Technicolor, catchy tunes, beautiful
stage girls, a liberal dash of comedy
and a cast that puts it over without
Irene Bordoni comes
any "ifs."
through on the screen equally as
well as she has sung her way to fame
She has
on the musical stage.
charm, vivacity and real screen abilLouise Closser Hale in a finely
ity.
characterized mother part injects the
real human interest and holds a rather sketchy script together beautifully.
Then there is Jack Buchanan, the
young English actor, who steps right
up front into the select screen circles with his delightful performance.
Clarence Badger directed this with
everything he had, and that's plenty.
Story is about the trials of a young
American mixed up with a Parisian

surefire anywhere.
Buchanan,
Jack
Bordoni,
Irene
Cast:
Louise Closser Hale, Jason Robards, Margaret Fielding, Zasu Pitts.
Director, Clarence Badger; Author, Martin
Brown; Adaptor, Hope Loring; Dialoguer,
the same; Editor, Edward Schroeder Cameraman, Sol Polito.
Photography,
showmanship.
Direction,

Looks

actress.

;

Based on the old stage
"Hindle Wakes," by Stanley
Houghton. This play of British life
written for a past decade hardly fits
into the modern requirements in the
way of screen fare. Direction by
a bomb explosion, the officer returns Maurice Elvey and Victor Saville is
to England with a complete loss of heavyhanded and lacking in a proper
memory and marries a woman of his building of the dramatic incidents.
Later he sees his old French The story is that of a girl employed
set.
sweetheart, now a famous dancer, and in an English mill, with the son of
There follows the owner taking her to a hotel. The
his memory returns.
a struggle between the two women young man's dad insists on a marfor first claim on the man, winding riage to square everything, or else
up with the French heroine bowing he will disinherit his son.
This
out of the picture for the sake of queers a marriage with the Mayor's
her little son's future. Not a happy daughter.
Then the dramatic "surending.
Sequence prise" comes when the gal refuses
or
satisfactory
work is bad and a series of loop- to go through with the ceremony.
holes does much to ruin the impres- The interest centers in a suggested
siveness of a theme which had plenty thought that the youth is coming to
Acting is good un- really love her, and all might be well
of possibilities.
der the circumstances, with fine per- after all, and then they cut the picformances by Betty Compson and ture abruptly. A very unsatisfactory
George Barraud. It may go all right ending for which American fans
with feminine film fans, but its gen- won't cheer.
eral appeal is moderate.
Cast: Estellle Brody, John Stuart, Marie
Betty Compson, George Barraud, Ault, Humberstone Wright, Herman McKinCast:
Juliette Compton, Margaret Chambers, Reginald Sharland, Georgie Billings, Winter Hall.
Director, Victor Saville
Author. Michael
;

Morton; Adaptor, Nicholas
Not listed
Dialoguer, Not
man, Not listed.
;

Direction,

beautiful.

Belle

poor.

Gloria

Baker in

Fodor;
listed

;

Editor,

Camera-

Drama.

Irene Roche, Peggy Carlisle, Gladys
nel,
Jennings, Arthur Chesney.
Directors, Maurice Elvey, Victor Saville
Author, Stanley Houghton; Adaptor, Not
listed; Editor. Not listed; Titler, Not listed;

Cameraman, Not
Direction, poor.

Photography, good.

Swanson

with Ralph Graves, David Durand
(All-Talker)
(All-Talker)
Artists
Length: 8223
United

straight, and James Murray, an exconvict, also trying to pull the moral
stuff to please her, makes the picture much better than its treatment.
The situation is the kind that pulls
at the heart strings, for it carries
oodles of sympathy, and that's why
it
will no doubt
them in the
popular priced houses where they
like their heart stuff strong and sugary.
Mary tries to fool the ex-convict into thinking she's been a good

wow

gal, and he make the same play.
Then the half-caste Chink heavy
gums up their game, tries to frame

the gal for himself, and so into the
happy ending. Will ride with the

mob

easily.
Cast: Mary Nolan, James Murray, Wheeler
Oakman, Anders Randolf, Mona Rico, Yola

d'Avril.
Director,

Colton

;

John

Photography, average.

Robertson

Not

;

Author, John
Adaptors,
;

listed

Huston

Editor,
Branch, Winifred Reeve
Cameraman, Hal Mohr.
Caruth
Direction, satisfactory. Photography, good.
;

;

Colleen Moore in

(Silent)
Length: 6900

Amkino

S.

Dialoguer,

"Arsenal"

in

"The Trespasser"

"Song of Love"

Melodrama. From the stage play
"Drifting" by John Colton. In spite
of some rather crude construction
and situations, with dialogue that
rates less than satisfactory, the meller stuff with the heart throbs carries a big popular kick.
The work
of Mary Nolan as the white gal in
the Shanghai joint trying to go

Milton

listed.

ft.

OVER AS STRONG
MELLER WITH SEXY STUFF
PILED ON THICK IN SHANGPOP FARE
HAI SETTING.
MAKES GOOD PROGRAM PICGETS

POOR BRITISH PRODUCTION BASED ON OUTDATED
STAGE PLAY HAS DRAGGY
STORY AND DIRECTION. JUST
A FILLER FOR GRINDS.
TURE.

Length: 9007

Length: 5926

Universal

A RATHER INCREDULOUS
AWKWARDLY DIWHICH MIGHT GET
BEAUTIFUL
WITH LOTS OF ATMOSPHERE, BY ON THE STRENGTH OF ITS
GORGEOUS SPECTACLES AND APPEAL TO WOMEN.
CAST IS
FINE DIRECTION.
Drama with tragic finale. Two
First National

17, 1929

"Shanghai Lady"

"Fanny Hawthorne"
with Estelle Brody, John Stuart

with Betty Compson

"Paris"

Sunday, November

ft.

"Footlights and Fools"
with Raymond Hackett

SYMBOLIC RUSSIAN FILM
(All-Talker)
BEWILDERS WITH ITS TREATLength: 6952 ft.
Length: 8000 ft.
AND AMOUNTS TO LIT- First National
Columbia
SURE-FIRE
VEHICLE OF MENTFOR
GOOD
PROGRAM
OFFERING
PICTURE
HOUSE.
TLE
A SATISFYING ENTERTAIN- THE TEAR-WRINGER TYPE ART SUBJECT.
WITH COLLEEN RISING
MENT, WITH BELLE BAKER'S WITH
SWANSON Drama of the Ukranian revolution. ABOVE STORY HANDICAP.
NAME AND A NEW KID FIND SCORING GLORIA
A
PERSONAL
TRI- A Wufku production. Now that we REGISTERS AS GOOD ENTERCOMBINING TO PUT IT
have had dozens of Russian films TAINMENT.
UMPH AND B.O. BET.
ACROSS.
Drama

of

backstage.

The

story,

which gets under way slowly but
builds up steadily without running
into any air pockets, is the familiar
hoke about the male member of a
mixed vaudeville team who quits his
wife and child for another dame, and
returns.
The dramatic
plot, however, is incidental here. The
picture will attract first of all, Belle
Baker fans who expect to hear her
And she
sing and sentimentalize.
does plenty. Most of the songs are

ultimately

—
over the

ft.

Drama bordering on
Swanson, making

meller. Gloria
her talker debut,

rings the bell for a personal triumph
on all counts voice suitability, emotional work, clothes and showmanship.
Almost a new Gloria, clicking

—

throughout.
The story, though not
out of the ordinary, serves its purpose.
It relates the tribulations of a
poor but honest steno. who marries
a rich man's son and then is separated from him by the efforts of his
socially
ambitious
father.
Great
tear-wringer stuff, worked for the last
drop, but the fans, especially the women, will eat it up. You won't go
wrong with this one.

telling us all about the revolution
against the Czar, they have turned
to the revolution in the neighboring
Ukraine. It is a symbolic treatment
of the workers' struggle against their
oppressors, and amounts to nothing
but a series of camera studies. The
camera angles are often unique and
very well handled, but they are
thrown in so loosely that they lose
most of their value. The story tells
of a Ukranian peasant who becomes

a

male Joan of Arc to liberate his

people from the capitalist oppressors.
plate.
The theme number,
The part is played very impressively
"Take Everything But You" will
by S. Swazhenko. He becomes pracThen there is a
be remembered.
tically a saint, for when the Cossacks
likable and talented youngster, Daupon him he is miraculously
fire
vid Durand, who starts in where
Cast: Gloria Swanson, Robert Ames, Kay saved,
as the bullets melt before
Davey Lee left off and bites off a Hammond, William Holden, Marcella Corday, they touch him. Unique camera work,
big chunck of the honors.
Between Mary Forbes, Blanch Friderici, Wally Al- but not picture house fare.
Miss Baker's drawing power and the bright, Turnell Trapp, Henry B. Walthall.
Cast.: S. Swazhenko, rest peasant types.
Director,
Edmund Goulding; Dialoguer,
Author,
Director, Alexander Dovzhenko
kid angle, this one can be considered
Edmund Goulding; Editor, Cyril Gardner; Not listed Adaptor, Not listed Editor, Not
in the bag.
;

Cast: Belle Baker, Ralph Graves. David
Durand, Eunice Quedens, Arthur Housman.
Director, Erie C. Kenton Authors, Howard
Green, Henry McCarthy; Dialoguers, Dorothy Howell, Norman Houston; Adaptor,
Editor, Gene Havelick
Cameranot listed
man, Joseph Walkers.

Cameramen, George Barnes, Gregg Toland
Adaptor, Not listed.
Direction, good.

Photography, satisfactory.

;

;

listed;

Cameraman, D. Demutsky.

Direction,
treatment.

amateurish.

Photography, novel

;

;

Direction,

;

fair.

Photography,

fair.

Colleen in this is an Irish girl who
poses as an imported French star and
though her French accent isn't so hot,
she gets over the story to make it

comedy

offering. It's

bits

which

are

good

laughs and opportunity for
to display

some new

for

Colleen

histrionics.

The

ending leaves something to be desired, but otherwise the picture carries the interest.
It's about a musical comedy star who endeavors to
make her gambling boy friend go to
work. He is helped by an admirer,
but turns out to be a crook. It can
be sold as something entirely different for Colleen, but don't promise too
much. Raymond Hackett is good in
an unsympathetic part, and the remainder of the cast is good.
Cast: Colleen Moore, Raymond Hackett,
Frederic March, Virginia Lee Corbin, Mickey
Adrienne
Edward
Martindel.
Bennett,
d'Ambricourt, Frederick Howard, Sidney Jarvis, Cleve Moore, Andy Rice, Jr., Ben Hendricks, Jr.,

Department of Reviews conducted by Jack Harrower

good program

click as a

another of the backstage yarns, with
variations, and contains some good
Technicolor sequences.
There are

Larry Banthim.

Director, William A. Seiter; Author, Carey
Wilson ; Adaptor, Katherine Brush ; Dialoguer,

Not

listed.

Direction, good.

Photography,

fine.

I

|

THE
Sunday, November

17,

"

Clara

Bow

DAILY
Greta Garbo in

in

(Part-Talker)
Length:
Paramount

"The Kiss"

(3739 ft.

An

original script adapted to Clara
Bow, but giving her little chance to
Looks
pull her hotsy totsy stuff.
as if they are gradually training Clara
to go nice and sweet in her future
pictures, and get away from the sexy
parts that made her rep. Maybe her
fans will adjust themselves to the
toned-down Clara, but she has lost a
lot of her color in this one. She is the
little gal in the big Ginsberg department store, in love with the handsome
floor walker, played by James Hall.
Her young sister also falls for the
hero, and in a misunderstanding over
some store funds gives the impression that Clara has stolen them in
order to save herself. The usual mix-

ups and adjustments, with Clara and
her sweetie in the clutch at the end.
Weak ending, with nothing in the
story to build any real interest. The
story is at fauft, being weak and
colorless. Clara and Hall better than
material.
Cast: Clara Bow, James Hall, Jean Arthur.
Charles Sellon, Ethel Wales, Frank Ross,
Oliver,

Hyman

Meyer,

Eddie

Dunn, Leone Lane, Jean Harlow.
A. Edward Sutherland

Director,

Authors,

;

George Abbott, John V. A. Weaver; Adaptor,
Lloyd Corrigan Dialogues, not listed; ScenCameraman, Harry
Doherty
Ethel
arist,
;

;

Kishbeck.
Direction, satisfactory.

M-G-M

Length: 6781

ft,

SOPHISTICATED DRAMA OF
THE CONTINENTAL
LIFE PUTS

MONEY -GETTER.

May

Short Subjects

(All-Talker)

HOTSY TOTSY GIRL IS TONED
DOWN CONSIDERABLY. MADE
FOR THE SHOP GIRL VOTE.

Edna

HMH

1929

"The Saturday Night Kid"
A

i

GRETA GARBO IN A NEW
KIND OF ROLE BUT TRAGIC
STORY MISSES.
Drama.

SOUND
"Rubeville Nite Club"
Pathe
Fair Hodge-Podge

This was from an original

screen story by George M. Saville,
Based on the idea of opening a
and it was directed by Jacques Feynight club to put some life into a
der, the French technician, with all
short includes
the sophisticated Continental touch. slow hick town, this
singing,
comedy,
hodge-podge
of
a
Greta (iarbo, as always, is very alorchestra numbers of
luring, and exercises her exotic charm dancing and
throughout the dramatic portrayal. fair merit. Though it is not a wow
But the subject matter is too tragic, he entertainment holds to an even

"Black and Tan"

RKO
Hot Number

Very fine production of jazzy colsatisfactory level all the way
ored atmosphere, expertly directed by
provided
by
the
Rube
comedy
is
Greta has
Dudley Murphy under supervision of
merchant of owner of the club and his rival, the Dick Currier at the
RCA Gramercy
A village quartette bit also
sheriff.

and the ending not the type that the
average fan looks for.
married a wealthy silk
Lyons, a suspicious man with whom
she is very unhappy. She accidentally

and

For eye appeal studio. It is handled by an all-colored
cast depicting life in the black and
French
girl number
kills him in a jealous quarrel.
A jury
Will tan section of Harlem, in New York
calls it suicide, and then Greta goes and the chorus background.
City.
Duke Ellington and his allmost
anywhere.
acceptable
prove
into another love affair and another
colored orchestra put over the hot
jealous situation arises.
Shapes up
jazz, and how.
The atmosphere is
as pretty sophisticated fare that lacks "Teddy Brown and His Band" colored
cabaret night life, and is
the American slant, and it is prob- International Photoplay Distributors colorful
and peppy. The gal is the
lematical whether the Garbo fans
Fat Man. Capers
dancer, who is taken ill just as she
will feel enthusiastic about seeing
Teddy Brown's several hundred is about to go on. Her man is at the
their favorite in this type of produc- pounds of avoirdupois stands out in
piano, and as she sways in dizziness,
tion.
Feyder worked the camera this musical short. Brown aggravates the camera
effects show her thoughts.
technique in many novel ways and a xylophone and promotes comedy
She sees the band and the various
achieves some effective shots.
while his orchestra furnishes aug- performers swaying and reeling about
Cast: Greta Garbo. Conrad Nagel, Anders
The mere sight of such her in multiple form.
Fine phoRandolf, Holmes Herbert, Lew Ayres, George mentation.
an over-sized man toying with agility tographic trick stuff that is beautiDavis.
Director, Jacques Feyder
Author, George and ease on a xylophone is occasion fully done.
Windup shows the gal
M. Saville; Dialoguer, not credited; Adaptor, for hilarity, and Brown is also there dying,
with the orchestra playing her
Hans Kraly; Editor, Ben Lewis; Titler, Marion laugh-producing mimicry.
favorite harmony
a wild, spiritual
an Ainslec; Cameraman, William Daniels.
unusually funny.

is

there

is

a

nifty

;

,

Photography, good.

Direction, satisfactory.

Photography, good.

"Screen Snapshots"
Paul Muni in

"Night Parade"

"Seven Faces"
with

Kdgar Rice Burroughs authe serial.
With his name,
plus the big following already built
up for Tarzan among children and
grownups as well, this is a safe bet
for the wired houses.
There are 10
chapters of two reels each.
good.
thored

with

Hugh

Marguerite Churchill, Lester
Lonergan, Russell Gleason

(All-Talker)
Radio Pictures

(All-Talker)

Columbia

Trevor, Aileen Pringle

Length: 6665

ft

GOOD PRIZE FIGHT ATMOSLength: 7750 ft.
Fox
PHERE
AND SNAPPY RACKGOOD ENTERTAINMENT
FROM THE ANGLE OF MUNI ETEER STORY PUT THIS
PLAYING SEVEN ROLES, OVER FOR THE POPULAR
WITH LOVE STORY AND CROWD. HAS THE PUNCH.
STRONG HEART INTEREST
Drama

Adapted
Gene
Buck
play,
stage
Character drama with French loMai St. Clair directed
cale.
Designed to exhibit the pro- "Ringside."
tean abilities of Paul Muni, who this with good atmospheric treatment
plays the role of an aged wax mu- of the prize ring, and got the punches
seum attendant throughout the pic- over with regularity. It has the poputure and enacts the other six parts lar appeal with the story of the young
The charac- champ framed by a gang of racketeers
in a brief dream scene.
ters thus portrayed are figures from with the help of a gal. They get him
the museum and include Napoleon, drunk the night before the bout, and
Don Juan, Franz Schubert, Joe he accepts a check to throw the fight.
Gans, a costermonger and a hypno- Then his dad and^a newspaper retist.
Not likely that this angle will porter with the help of the nice girl
strike much appeal, despite Muni's straighten him out to go in and win
genuine versatility.
But there is a with a wallop. Fight stuff realistic
love story, with Marguerite Churchand carries a big wallop, and has the
ill and Russell Gleason as the prinelements that the thrill fans love.
cipals and Lester Lonergan as the
Hugh Trevor handles the pug hero
stern father, that holds interest fairpart nicely, and Aileen Pringle and
ly well and winds up with a powerDorothy Gulliver are the femme
ful heart interest finish.
This punch
menace and draw respectively. A pop

FINISH.

from

of the prize ring.

A

mixture that has a haunting refrain
that gets you.
A novelty done with
class that should go big anywhere.
"trip Time, 20 mins.

moderately
interesting
through Hollywood" reel showing
Sammy Cohen, Joe E. Brown and
wedding,
family,
Anita Stewart's
Ruth Roland, Ben Bard, Gertrude
Olmstead, Stepin Fetchit, Joseph N.
Schenck, Harry Richman, Reginald
Denny, Norma Shearer, Irving Thalberg, Hoot Gibson, Lilyan Tashman,
Edmund Lowe, Bessie Love, Harold
Lloyd and the whole Quillan family
with Eddie featured. Ten minutes.

the

_

Broadway
M-G-M

Bits of

Pleasing Variety
Four short numbers, including Earl
and Bell, string instrumentalists and
singers; Titta Ruffo, opera singer;
Keller Sisters and Brother Lynch,
vaudeville favorites, and Phil Spitalny's Hotel Pennsylvania Orchestra.
Makes a pleasing variety group of
moderate strength. (Twelve minutes).

"Clancy at the Bat"
Mack Sennett
A Home Run

A

"Hell's Bells"
Columbia-Disney
Ace Cartoon

thoroughly

enjoyable baseball
comedy that will provide a quarter
hour's entertainment of a substantial
nature.
Plenty of laughs all along
the line, concluding with a comedy
finish that is a smash.
Harry Gribbon and Andy Clyde are co-featured
and they do fine work. A top-notcher of its kind.
Worth strong billing
as a real laugh getter. Two reels.

"Tarzan, the Tiger" (Serial)

Another

;

;

;

Not

listed;

Editor,"

Ed Robbins; Cameraman,

Joseph August.
Direction,

top-notch.

Photography,

good.

Aileen

Dorothy Gulliver,
Ellis, Lee Shumway,
Greenway.

Ann

Robert
Pennington, Ann
Pringle,

cinating.

Direction, snappy.

rill

and Natalie Kingston as the

The

graceful

contortions

Oswald in
"Amateur Night"
Universal

Good Cartoon

leads.

The

;

Photography, good.

Symphony

Universal

Great Kid Stuff
serial,
marking the

first episodes deal with Tarzan's
return to the jungle in search of the
Director, Mai St. Clair; Authors, Gene gold and jewels of Opar.
Plenty of
Buck, Hy Daab; Adaptor, Not listed; Editor.
Henry
action,
thrills and suspense.
Cameraman,
listed
Not
Not listed Dialoguer,
McRae did a fine job of the direction,
William Marshall.
;

Silly

and rhythmic gyrations of the dumb
caricatures evoke both laughter and
Appropriate sound effects
wonder.
Six minutes.
by Cinephone.

Jungle
synin the finale partly offsets earlier
chronized debut of the popular Tarsubject for the average house.
mildness and leaves an impression.
zan chapter plays, with Frank MerHugh Trevor, Lloyd Ingraham,
Cast:
Cast: Paul Muni, Marguerite Churchill,
Lester Lonergan, Russell Gleason, Gustav von
Seyfferitz, Eugenie Besserer, Walter Rogers,
Salka Stenermann.
Director, Berthold Viertel Author, Richard
Adaptor,
Connell
Dialoguer. Dana Burnett

the

of

with the cartoon work outdoing previous efforts in its ingenuity.
With Hades as the scene of action
and a set of grotesque animals of all
sizes as the performers, the reel is
continuously amusing as well as fasseries,

and Wilfred Cline's photography

is

rabbit, promotes some
amateur theatricals in
which a group of vari-shaped animals
disport themselves in amusing man"
Rates with the better class of
ner.

Oswald, the

laughs

with

animal cartoons.

(Five minutes).
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on
Columbia Active
—

New Product
—

Third Roadshow Being Prepared for Cameras Louise Fazenda and Lois Wilson for Christie Talkers Pathe Signs
Wilk's Paragraphs
Helen Twelvetrees Talker Versions of 2 "U" Silent Pictures Glennon directing for

—

—

7 PICTURES COMPLETED,

from "Lots

Columbia studios are working at
high
tension
on the "Prosperity
Group," current season's program.
Seven of its vehicles are finished with
two now nearing completion.
The large sound stages are being
occupied by two companies, one
completing "Mexicali Rose," a drama
of old Mexico with native songs introduced as atmospheric background;
and "The Melody Man," a drama of
tin pan alley.
Barbara Stanwyck
and Sam Hardy are starred in "Mexicali
Rose" under the direction of
Erie C. Kenton, William Janney,
Louis Natheaux and Arthur Rankin
also in the cast. R. William Neill is
directing "The Melody Man" with
John Sainpolis, Alice Day and William Collier, Jr. playing prominent
Part of the production

is

in

technicolor.

"Murder on the Roof,"
from a Liberty Magazine

serial

*

*

*

Hal
Passing Show:
Wallis busy at First National;
Carl Laemmle chatting with
frends at Universal;

hurrying
*

at
*

Ned Ma-

Fox.
*

Harriett Hinsdale, who has just
production under the direction of
George B. Seitz with Dorothy Revier, completed a new stage play, "South
David Newell, Paul Porcasi, Ray- Sea," has joined the Tiffany scenario
mond Hatton, Louis Natheaux, Mar- forces. She was formerly a staff
garet Livingston, Virginia
Brown scenarist with Pathe and Cecil B.
Faire, William V. Mong and Fred De Mille Productions.
*
*
*
Kelsey.
"Wall Street," a drama of
finance, in which Ralph Ince and
David Selman, for several
Aileen Pringle have the steller roles,
years a New York actor, has
is now ready for release.
joined the Columbia production
R. William
Neill directed.
He was with Univerforces.
sal,
Fox and Tiffany before
The third roadshow, "Ladies of
the Evening," a screen adaptation of
David Belasco's stage play is being
prepared for production under the
direction of Frank R. Capra.
Among the pictures ready to go
into production as soon as casts can

assembled and

sets

constructed

"Around the Corner," a drama.
Two directors, A. H. Van Buren and

are

Karl Brown have been assigned for
the film.

The

scenario department

is

engaged

preparing scripts for "Prince of
Diamonds," which will go into production in a few weeks. Gladys Lehman, is at work on the narrative
for
"Personality,"
director
Victor
Heerman, "Sisters," being especially
written for Sally O'Neil and Molly
O'Day, is also being prepared.
Columbia is well along on its program of short subjects. All but five
in

Columbia-Victor Gems have
been completed and are awaiting release. Eight of the 26 Talking Screen
Snapshots are completed and the
of

"That Red-Headed Hussy," with
Charley Grapewin and Anna Chance.
Alf Goulding will direct. "Marching
to Georgie" has just been completed
at the studio with Buster and John
West supported by Frances Lee and

"The

Grand Parade" for
Fred Scott who
appeared in the same production was also added to the
Pathe stock company.
the company.

Bert Glennon to Direct
"Fire Walker" for

RKO

William LeBaron has assigned
Bert Glennon to direct "The Fir<
Walker" for RKO. The film, based
on an original story by John Russell
will have Sally O'Neil in the leading
feminine

role.

THE

Doorway

of Hospitality

Fay Holderness.

is

in

be

signed to a long term contract
by Pathe. She last appeared
in

WHEN

rin

adapted

IN 2 CHRISTIE PICTURES

Several new talking comedies are
Hollyzvood
in production at Christie for mid"The Fortune Hunter" winter release through Paramount.
comes to the screen, with Rich- Chief among them are "The Way of
ard Arlen as the star, Fred Niblo All Horses," a Forbes Dawson story
will be an interested spectator. Niblo directed by A. Leslie Pearce and
played the title role a thousand times, starring
Lois Wilson with
Bert
appearing in Canada, Australia, New Roach and Ernie Wood in the supZealand and the United States.
porting cast, and "So This is Paris
Green," written by Kenyon NicholAl Boasberg, who wrote dialogue son, with Louise Fazenda starred unfor "The Hollywood Revue of 1929," der the direction of William WatThese productions will mark
has been signed to a new long-term son.
contract by M-G-M. He wrote much the two stars' third appearance in
material for "The General," "Bat- Christie comedies.
In addition to these two pictures,
tling Butler," "Her Father Said No"
Christie will have in production soon
and other comedy hits.

Our

Twelvetrees Signed
Helen Twelvetrees has been

RALPH WILK

By

roles.

FAZENDA, WILSON TOP CAST

Little

8

RKO —

joining Columbia.
*

*

"U" Plans Talker Version
of

Two

Universal

Silent Successes
will make talking picture

"The Virgin of Stamboul"
and "The Flirt," which the company
produced as silent pictures a numversions of

ber of years ago.
In addition to
screen rights the company has acquired all foreign language rights to
"The Flirt," written by Booth Tarkington.
H. H. Van Loan is the author of "The Virgin of Stamboul."

*

busy at Fox. 7,800 Extras Used by F.N.
Charles Clarke
Among the pictures he has photoin 4 Films in Single
graphed are "Sin Sister," "Not
Quite Decent," "The Red Dance,"
The largest number of extras ever
"The Veiled Woman" and "The used by First National were employExalted Flapper."
ed the past week when 7,800 supers
*
*
*
were employed in scenes in four proMore Passing Show: Garrett Gra- ductions. "Song of the Flame" alone
ham and Joe Jackson lunching at engaged the services of 5,000. The
First National; J. J. Gain and Paul other films were "The Bride of the
Whiteman conferring at Universal. Regiment," formerly "The Lady in
Ermine"; "Show Girl in Hollywood,"
*
*
*
and "Green Stockings."
J. Grubb Alexander is writGeorge Fawcett Gets Role
ing the dialogue and screen
play for "Faithful," which will
George Fawcett has been selected
He also
star
Billie
Dove.
for a role in Paramount's "Men Are
wrote the screen play and diaLike That," talker version of George
logue for "Murder Will Out,"
Kelly's "The Show-Off."
which is being produced at
is

Week
liNTER the doorway

•»

m

dUi popular hostelry and you feal at hoaaa
Thara't an atmotphere of cordial w«l
which markt the difference betweea the

Hollywood Plata and ordinary hotel*.
Tour room, too, ha* that addad
of distinction. Picture* on the wall,
•ruffed furniture, a floor lamp and reading
lamp ... these are but a few of the feat
that make you feel at home.
<

Ptg'n Whittle Dining Service Inai
heat of food. Therefore, when you are
In Loa Angela* be aura to investigate.

THE HOLLYWOOD

First National.

the

ninth is in the cutting-room. Three
of the twenty-six Photocolor Sensations are finished and three more are
in production.

Warner Short

is

Finished

Work

has been completed on the
Vitaphone Variety tentatively titled

"Good Time Joe." The cast comprises Bobby Watson, Marjorie Lane
Rudolph Cameron and Wilbur Mack.

now writing dialogue for
"Cohens and Kellys
in Scotland"

HOTEL
Vine f treat

at

Hollywood Boulevard

HOLLYWOOD. CALIFORNIA

'
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Foreign Markets
By JAMBS

P.

n

Presentations

CUNNINGHAM

By

HERBERT

ORGANON TO SYNCHRONIZE CHESTERFIELD TO PRODUCE "VERSAILLES" CEREMONY
UFA SILENT PRODUCTIONS 6 TALKERS FOR BUTCHER'S

ON STACE AT THE ROXY

S.

BERG

RUDY VALLEE AND BAND
BACK AT PARAMOUNT

—

—

Rudy Vallee is back at the ParaLondon Butcher's Film Service,
"Versailles," depicting a French
Berlin Ufa has made an arrangement with Organon, a subsidiary of Ltd., has entered into an agreement ceremony in honor of the king, is the mount with his Connecticut Yankees,
Polyphone-Gramophone, for the syn- with the Chesterfield Motion Picture current stage show at the Roxy. It and going stronger than ever, if the
chronization of the silent pictures of Corp., an American company, for the gives opportunity for some elaborate crowds at the opening performance
The show was
production of six talking pictures. A period costumes, with the Roxy Bal- are any criterion.
other years.
number of these will be of a musical let Corps appearing in bright-colored "Novelties," a Boris Petroff producnature.
The first picture will be creations topped off with dazzling tion, very well staged and with a lot
5 Talkers in Production
known tentatively as "Melody of headgear, and the Roxy Chorus sport- of values thrown into all departments
at B.I.P. Elstree Studios Life" and will be produced under the ing a military motif in the striking quite lavishly. Rudy did his stuff
combination of red, black and green, and went over big, with nice support
London— British International Pic- direction of J. Leo Meehan.
with red-plumed helmets and green from his harmonizers.
He has sevtures has started work on "Raise the
shields and spears that are employed eral new numbers, and all of them
Dishonor,"
of
Number
to
in
Road
"The
Leads
E.
Roof" and
The clicked. The Gamby Hale Dancing
for effects in the drill routines.
bringing the total number of talkFrance
in
setting
is a fountain square of VerInstallations
Girls were well handled in snappy
ing pictures in production at the
sailles, with a starry sky background, routines, with nifty costuming.
The
in
leads
Electric
five
Western
to
Paris
company's Elstree studios
and one of the balcony boxes is fitted
The other three are "Song of Soho," the number of installations made in up as a throne, from which the royal specialties included Gene Sheldon,
"Juno and the Paycock," and "Har- France, according to a recent survey. personages contributed some vocal banjoist; Val and Marion Westoff,
mony Heaven." "The Road to Dis- It has in the country four times as work and later descend to the dancers; Boyce Combe, English comhonor" is a bi-lingual talker with many equipments as its nearest com- stage as the climax of a magnificent edian, and the Schichtl Marionettes.
Anna May Wong in the leading role. petitor and twice as many as those in- processional. A serpentine acrobatic An added starter was Ann Chang, a
Chinese Blues singer, who went over
stalled by all other companies put

W.

;

—

is one of the solor highlights
Another is a duet
of the production.
by Leonide Massine and Patricia
Bowman. Other principals in the
show are Beatrice Belkin, David
Drollet, Alys Julene, Helen Windsor,

adagio

together.

Britain Plans Strict

Enforcement of Quota Law to Enforce British
London — Severer enforcement of
Quota Passed in Zealand
the Films Act is under contemplaN. Z— A statue has
Wellington,
the result of reports of an

strong.

Messiter at Capital House
Washington Bureau of

Washington

— H.

THE FILM DAILY

M.

Messiter, for-

merly with Whitehurst Theatrical inMount,
Ann
Fleming, terests of Baltimore and more reCharlotte
tion as
been passed to make a British quota George Kiddon, Volorlia Gueral and cently with Universal's theater deorganized movement to circumvent
mandatory in New Zealand. It pro- M. Vodnoy.
partment in the New York office, is
the quota laws, which are causing
vides that distributors must import
dissatisfaction among theater ownEfforts to evade the statute will
ers.
be met with drastic punishment, exhibitors

have been warned.

at least ten per cent of film

made

now manager

in

Exhibitors are
the United Kingdom.
held to a five per cent quota.

CAPITOL HAS FANTASTIC

of the Rialto here.

Shubach Leaves Fox Colorado
Denver Max Shubach has resigned
as booker from Fox Colorado The-

—

Ufatone Film Nearly Done
To Instal Australtone
He plans to
to take a rest.
VagaImmortal
"The
Vienna
ANGLE IN STAGE REVUE aters
Perth, Australia— Several suburban
Leo Abraham
leave for California.
production, is nearUfatone
bond,"
exhibitors have announced their ining completion here under the direcA novelty angle was given the Cap- is his successor.
tention to instal Australtone followleading
The
Ucicky.
Gustav
tion
of
itol stage show, "Mysterioso," staged
ing a demonstration given at the players are Liane Haid. Gustav FrohLa Rose Furnishes Entertainment
by Harry A. Gourfain. The comedy Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Rosemount, North Perth.
Schlettow.
lich and Hans Adalbert
was highlighted throughout the show,
Washington
Joe LaRose, stage
with the specialty acts being strong manager at the Fox, provided enter20 N. Z. Houses to be Rebuilt
"Heart's Melody" Opening Set
in this department. The Chester Hale tainment for a convention recently
Wellington, N. Z.—Twenty theThe Ufatone picture Girls did themselves proud in some held in this city.
Berlin
aters in New Zealand will be reconMelody" will have its pre- fine routines, and their costumes were
structed along the lines of those in "Heart's
the Ufa Palace about the an eye-filler. In the finale a spectacuat
miere
operation in Sydney, Australia.
Theater Changes Hands
middle of December. The film is an lar effect was achieved with the enAulander, N. C. H. P. Sewell has
Erich Pommer production directed tire stage draped in Radiana and the
Markophone Shown to Trade
acquired the Bertie from Charles E
Dita Parlo costumes of the same material. These
W.— Marko- by Hanns Schwarz withleading
N.
S.
Gladesville,
Myers.
roles.
effects were originated by Alexander
phone was shown at a trade demon- and Willy Fritsch in the
Harry Rose was featured
Stroble.
stration recently at the Palace here.
Orchestra Loses to Talkers
Shaw Denies Picture Plans
with his comedy songs, and went very
Talking pictures have
Toronto
London Reports that he is to re- strong. Others were Llors Hoffman, forced Luigi Romanelli's orchestra
Films Omega Signs Contracts
Prague Contracts with principal ceive an important post with a new soprano; Gordon & King, eccentric out of the Tivoli after many years.
producing companies here have been talking picture producing company dancers; Bert Sloan and Embassy
signed by Films Omega, the first have been emphatically denied by Trio. Walt Roesner and his CapitoFrench company to offer Czecho-Slo- George Bernard Shaw.
lians was still a big draw, and got
vokian films to the public.
over nicely with some snappy harmonizing that built up the show conBecomes Auditone Manager

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

AMALGAMATED

—

Rlchmount Pictures
723 7th Ave.
D.

J.

I„c.

New York

MOUNTAM,

EXCLUSIVE

City

Pres.

foreigi representa
Pi.tures Corpoeading indeother

tives for P.ayart

ration and
pendent producers and distributors.
Cable Address: RICH1MCSOC. Paris
Cable Address: DEEJAY. London
Cable Address: RICHPIC. N. Y.

Exporting only the
best in Motion Pictures!

Sydney Oswald Mingay has reired from Suttons to become general manager for Auditone.

VAUDEVILLE

siderably.

AGENCY

Perfectone for Cleveland
Perfectone sound-onCleveland
film and sound-on-disc apparatus has
Bristol C.E.A. to Dine Nov. 19
Bristol and West of Eng- been installed at the Garfield under
Bristol
land C.E.A. branch will hold its an- direction of A. E. Klein, local distribmal dinner-dance at the Royal Hotel utor.
lere on Nov. 19.
Suggest Free Shows for Young
Montreal Free open-air picture
To Film Bataille Play
who cannot afford
Paris "The Love Child" is to be shows for children
have been sugproduced by Jean de Merly from the to go to film theaters
here.
gested
Bataille.
Henry
day by

—

—

—

—

Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn 3580

City
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Theater Equipment
ORNSTEIN

By WILLIAM

Monday
theaters.

Ten
be

newsreel

of

string

Fox understood planning

.

.

.

.

slated to
ner cent admission tax proposal
Tennessee
offered at special session of

legislature.
Secret society

American

formed in France

to

Lightman. Abram F. Myers and C. C.
meetPettijohn to address Ohio exhibitors
ing at Columbus. Nov. 19 and 20.

M A

Wednesday
bomb

to

Louis territory.

St.

„„

,

,

houses

150

for

negotiating

reported

on Coast

studio

Metropolitan

foiled.

Fox

.

expansion drive in Michi-

Famous Canadian earnings up
year.

.

per

124

cent

Friday
hearing
against

Peace

in

lieved

in

films

is

RKO
St.

near.

.

Affiliated Exchanges
Dec. 15.

starts

releasing

activity

Today
Fox

5,000-seat house in Milwaukee.
European patent
starts
Electric

to build

Western
suits.

Claude Neon will equip all Fox Metropolitan
houses with company's lights.

Bristolphone Makes

England

—

the

The

New

Installations

Boston Installation
phone has been made

in an address last week before
Projection
Advisory Council.
operator must be show-minded

in all that the term implies. Canavan
declared, with a background of theatrical experience that will imbue
him with that inherent theatrical

spirit

—"The

of
at

Bristol-

the

Cres-

show must go on"

what may happen,
of

jectionist.

Excerpts

from

Canavan's

tive.

5

More

for Tone-O-Graph
installations of Tone-

more
O-Graph have been made by North
American Sound and Talking Picture Equipment Corp.
The houses
Five

the Lyric, Third Ave.,
New
York; Tompkins and Royal, Brooklyn; Dixie, Coalport, Pa., and Strand,
are

Curwensville, Pa.

the

sults.

After the installation was made, the responsibility
of
operating and maintaining the
sound equipment became the duty of the projectionist who had little or no knowledge of
the complicated device, aside from a few
hours of operating instruction.
This unfamiliarity was not due to his indifference.
There had been no opportunity to secure the
technical

information necessary or to prepare
this
it

new

responsibility.

industries.

confronted.

terest

those
in

of
this

us

With the coming of these vast changes in
projection room practices and equipment, the
members of the projectionists local unions
throughout the United States and Canada are
fully alive to the great responsibilities that
will devolve upon them and are preparing
themselves by intensive training and study,
to
meet the changed and changing conditions in projection problems, come what may.
The projectionist is more of an idealist than
a working man.
He looks upon motion picture projection as a specialized art and is
ever striving to improve the quality of screen
entertainment even though it entails a personal sacrifice.
The consciousness that the
success or failure of the entire screen perhis

skill

and

its

of the delicate
natural tendency
to keenly arouse him to sense the great responsibility of his profession.
He approaches
his task, not from the standpoint of a worker
who is to receive a monetary consideration
•li
the form of wages for a given number of
hours of service, but rather from the standpoint of an artist, mechanically etching upon
'he silver screen a series of beautiful photographic images that are unfolding to his
movie audience a visual impression of a beautiful story told with the aid of his mechanical
pen.

The

introduction of sound presented a serof problems that were entirely new to
projection
field.
To begin with, the
sound equipment had only been subjected to
superficial laboratory tests prior to its installation in the theater.
These tests had

Baltimore Gets Orchestraphone
Baltimore Moviegraphs, Inc., has

The rren

who have solved the problems
a practical and highly satisfactory manner
are to be congratulated.
They are deserving
of the highest commendation from the entire
industry for this splendid service.
in

It is a pleasure to note that the better
class of theaters have at last come to a realization of the importance of the projection

room and are furnishing adequate and modern projectors and equipment, which enables
the projectionist to produce proper screen results.
It is to be regretted that many theaters are
still
using inadequate and antiquated equipment.
Good projection requires
good projectors.
Poor screen results will do
more to injure a theater's reputation and
patronage than any other single factor.
Bad
projection and good business are never companions.
Show me a theater where proper
projection standards are not maintained, and
I shall show you a theater where business
is in the same category as its projection.
I want to caution all of you who are projectionists against ever being satisfied with

projection mediocrity.
There is always room
for improvement, no matter what has been
accomplished.
Perfection in projection has
not been achieved, irrespective of the splendid progress that has been made.
Let all
of us who are interested in the advancement
of the science of motion picture projection
re-dedicate our purposes to the continuance of
the struggle for better projection, a struggle
not rooted in selfishness; an effort not in the
interest of personal gain, but a contribution
to the motion picture industry through cooperation and good will.

NORMAL IMAGES from
SOUND -ON- FILM
POWERS-SIMPLEX-MOTIOGRAPH

—

installed Orchestraphone at the Little
theater,
managed by William

Goldberg.

With

Remodeling Temple, Syracuse
Syracuse Permit has been issued
for the remodeling of the Temple.
Improvements will cost about $100,-

—

000.

A New
A new

Lens Holder Centering Device

—

—

Lens Holder Centering Device Recently perfected adaptable instantly
your projector requiring no adjustment of the mechanism.
Positive speedmethod changeover from silent or sound disc to sound-on-film. accompanied by
accurate focus and perfect alignment.
to

Write for Bulletin No. 42
Talkers in Mayville, N. D.
Mayville, N. D. Talking pictures
now are being shown at the Dolchar,
managed by Charles H. Tolman.

—

From

was apparent there would be

Many

who have a personal inparticular subject, there is
great satisfaction when we visualize the tremendous strides that have recently been made
in the development of projection room practices and equipment.
These recent developments have been of signal importance to the
millions of patrons of the justly popular motion picture entertainment, and have given
a new impetus to one of America's greatest

follow:

the

—

the new sound instalconditions obtaining in
theaters were such that it was
next to impossible to achieve the desired reof

changes had to be made, besound equipment measured up to the
exacting exhibition requirements of the modern motion picture theater.
The projectionists who pioneered the introduction of sound
have very right to feel a great satisfaction in
the contribution they have made in the development of this epochal achievement.
I
feel one may safely say that the problems
arising through the introduction of sound
were far and away the most difficult with
which projection room staffs had ever been

ies

Baltimore Rialto Wired
Baltimore Western Electric equipment has been installed at the Rialto.
Louis Rome operates the house.
J.

Address

make them ideal for
lations.
The physical

many

himself for
the outset

speech

in

been conducted under uniform and ideal conditions, by technicians who had developed a
pace with the sound equipment.
But theaters could not be re-constructed so as to

trouble.
fore the

Revere, Mass.; State.
Stoughton, Mass.; Nagatuck, Nagatuck, Conn.; Strand, Boothbay HarDanielson,
Me.;
Orpheum,
bor,
Conn.; Bradley, Putnam, Conn., and formance is dependent upon
Strand, Southbridge, Mass., accord- application in the handling
ing to Eddie Fain, local representa- projection equipment, has a
cent Gardens,

—no

and no
academic training could
possibly produce an outstanding pro-

amount

To

point at issue at
Washington in action brought
by William Notes.
Louis musicians' dispute is be-

unmade

avan

.

Vitagraph and Vitaphone distinct companies,
rules Pittsburgh arbitration board.
Liability on

Showmanship is one of the most
essential qualities for the real projectionist, according to William F. Can-

matter

Thursday
Butterfield circuit in

in

start conferences

Government and distributors
on arbitration case ruling.

in

Canavan Declares

films.

Tuesday

Plot

Projectionist Must Be Showman,

boycott

suits
General Talking Pictures to start patent
Forest patfor alleged infringement of De

\

CHICAGO CINEMA EQUIPMENT
1752 N. Springfield Ave.
Chicago, Illinois

Claude Neon Electrical
Reports Higher Earnings
Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Angeles The Claude Neon
Electrical Products of Delaware reports for the nine months ended Sept.

West

Coast

—

Los

30 net profits of $550,297, equal to
$2.72 a share, an increase of 86 per
cent over the same period last year.
Net for the full current year is estimated at $800,000, an increase of
270 per cent over 1928, not including
consolidated profits of the recently

acquired Oregon company.

Eollowing acquisition of ElectriProducts Corp. of Washington,
which is expected shortly, Neon
cal

plans

consolidate

to

remaining

its

licensee, Electrical Products of Colorado.
This will give the company
control of the entire Western group
of Neon licensees.

New Disc Adopted
Watson

by

Television Device

At the suggestion of P. F. Pfeil. of
Graf lens division of the QRS-DeYry
Corp. a new and improved television
disc has been adopted by Albert H.

Watson in his
The disc, which

television

apparatus.

reflects the

image

ment below, thus automatically

givto

ing the necessary increased tilt
each of the successive mirrors.

Air Column Horn to Be
Distributed by A. E. Klein
Cleveland
of

the

—A.

E. Klein, distributor

Mellaphone and

Perfectone
recording apparatuses, has
taken over the distribution of a new

sound

air

column horn.

type

One horn

of this

sufficient for any house up
to 1,000 seats.
Klein announced he
will test the horn in any house equipis

ped with dynamic speakers and prove
the exhibitor that the horn will

to

remove

all

scratchy noises.

Talkers in Bradford, Pa.
Bradford, Pa. Talkers have made

—

their

appearance

at

the

Grand

here.

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS
of Every Type
Consult Us and Save Money

REPAIR SHOP

with Experts on

Professional

Cameras

Right on Premises

uiicxwiGHBys
110
*>*.»««•
West 32"St. New

CO.

to

the audience, as originally designed
by Watson, requires 48 concave mirrors, each separately adjusted and attached by three screws. The individual adjusting of the 48 mirrors was
accomplished by forcing the mirror
on a slitted edge of the disc, suggested by Pfeil, down into a cam arrange-

Phone Penna. 0330

Motion Picture Department
U. S. and Canada Agents for Debris

COLOR
at the price of

black-and-white
HiASTMAN Sonochrome Tinted

Positive

Films were developed specifieally to add
color to sound pictures at low cost.

do just
pheric
-

that.
tints,

The

They

sixteen subtle atmos-

bringing

new

color

moods

to the screen, are so adjusted that they

give unusually faithful sound reproduction.

Yet the films cost no more than

or-

dinary black-and-white positive.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK

j

WILLIAM FOX

acrobats tumble
in

same

with

MAE CLARKE- ROBERT
WILLIAM HARRIGAN

'

TIMES

MAUD PULTON

GEORGE MACFARLAME
stor> by

Maud

Fulton

an ALL TALKING and SINGING
Directed by

love

with

girl,

the

breaking a

twelve-year friendship to win
her hand

and

in

the most tuneful

tantalizing

drama

comedy

of stage folk at

love-

home.

COMEDY DRAMA

DONALD GALLAHER

DOM'T SAY "MIX"
HERE'S ONE THAT CLICKS

F©X

iTHE

^NEWSPAPER

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

o/" FILM DOM
;VOL. L No. 42

Monday, November

Price 5 Cents

1929

18,

Versions Available on All U. A. Pictures

\Silent

BOXOFTICES UNAFFECTED BY MARiv^fSLUMP
Government Program Revised Due to Talkers
Service to Industry Revised Stability in Theaters Reported in Survey,
by Dept. of Commerce
Proves Sound Despite Market Activities

In Cincinnati

— and

the

=^By

man

New Era
THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Complete revision of

who's afraid

JACK ALICOATE=.

THERE
human

is a goodly portion
nature, splendid
of
reaction and forceful conclusion in a fine little drama, of interest to this whole industry, that
has just been played down CinThose involved are
cinnati way.
three newspaper critics, a red
blooded, up-and-at-'em exhibitor
and a picture of spotless reputa)n Saturtion. The story follows:
day the picture opened in a repre-

in

Washington Bureau of

the program of the motion picture
session of the bureau of foreign and
domestic commerce lias bee»i necessitalking
tated by the introduction
pictures, it is disclosed in the annual
report of the director of the bureau
just submitted to Secretary of ComI

merce Lamont.
Considerable
the

service

of

value

to

American industry was perform(Continued on Pane 2)

sentative house in Cincinnati. On
Monday the critics of three Cin-

no gentle

in

week's

The

fashion.

first

broke the house
second broke the re-

The

record.
ceipts

panned the picture

business
of

the

first,

and the third

week, just finished, topped both
Backed with this
the other two.
ammunition of facts against theory
the fighting exhib called the publishers of the three newspapers
together with the sportsmanlikerequest that they themselves view
the picture, watch the crowds waiting in line for admittance and

count the box office receipts.

men

of

on the subject, giving the
picture and advising

Oh

yes.

name
all to

ture

This paper was

was "Sunny Side Up" and

moral of this
tributors

and

the

to producers, disdon't
exhibitors is

all

—

take critics too seriously.

Reckless Propaganda
Quite the most childish bit of reading

that

has come our

THE

—

Recent purchase c>i
from the Harris
Amusement Co. will be followed by
further expansion by RKO in the
Pittsburgh

NEW YORK

IN

United Artists will release
one short subject Featurette
each month, said Al Lichtman
upon his return from a na-

DE FOREST TO ADDRESS

the Sheridan Square

it
is ansubsidiary is
construction of a
talking picture bouse next year in
downtown Pittsburgh. According to
the Harris company, its relinquishing

theatrical

field

this

in

city,

of the Sheridan Square is not indicaThe firm
tive of curtailed activity.

announces an expansion program in
towns of 1110,000 population, with
construction of
started in

a

new

hcjUge

Columbus

— Dr.

Lee De Forest has

speakers
for the annual convention here tomorrow and Wednesday. The gathering is to be addressed by M. A.
Lightman, bead of the M.P.T.O.A.;
\l ram F. Myers, president of Allied
States Ass'n; Charles C. Pettijohn
the Hays organization: S. R. Kent,

added

been

to

list

of

ral

manager

Butler.

1

(

'ontinued

New Company Formed
's

of
on

Paramount and
Page

the theater in
of a district
prestige
the
building up
was stressed in addresses over Sta-

The importance

tion

of

WPCH

Theater

SAYS WALL ST. GRIEF

i

Run

HAS NOT HURT THEATERS

Chaotic conditions in Wall St.
have not injured picture theater business throughout the country, says Al
Lichtman. "Popular-priced showings
Formation ol Malco
of pictures haven't been hurt anyassume active manage-

—

Memphis

I

to

4

Silent versions on all United Arttalking pictures will be available
to the hundreds of unwired houses in
the United States and elsewhere, according to Al Lichtman, sales head.
(Continued on Page 14)

ists

Southern Chain
Theaters,

STRESS VALUE OF THEATER

the

i

ahead:

Lightman

tion-wide tour.

OHIO MEET AT COLUMBUS

RCA

The
nounced.
considering the

way during program

(Continued on Page 2)

—

of

go

see
the "Cincinnati Post." the fighting
exhib was Ike Libson and the picit.

Opening

The

good sense
and sound judgment of course was
Cme
in favor of the showman.
even went so far as to editorialize
verdict of these

THE

LICHTMAN

<

cinnati papers

Theater business throughout the United States is holding up despite
stock market situation, a national survey just completed by
FILM DAILY emphasizes. Theater attendance throughout the nation
remains at normal, in some spots a slight upward trend being noted.
The survey demonstrates the stability of theater business and emPostponed
phasizes that theater attendance offers a safety valve to the nation in
of this terInvasion
Atlanta
time of stress. In the East, theater
ritory by Fox will not become
business is holding to a steady keel,
a reality until after Jan. 1,
while in the Far East it is considFILM DAILY learns. It had
erably above average.
The Middle
been planned to open the new
West is spotty but business generalFox here by Thanksgiving
ly is normal.
Day.
the

to

the theaters now controlled by M. A. Lightman. of Memof the M.P.T.O.A..
phis, president
and entrance of that company into
Memphis with two theaters and into
Fort Smith with one, was announced

ment

this

of

week.

The new company
at

once

(Continued on Page 14)

all

all

will take over
the holdings of the State

Warner
Next
J.

L.

N. Y. to Plan
Season's Program

in

Warner, vice president and

production
supervisor
of
Warner
Bros., has arrived in New York for
a series of conferences with executives of the organization regarding
the company's next season's program.

from the Hammerstein Theaters, Inc., and Arkansas AmuseNew York, in a ment Enterprises. Inc., Lightman's
sponsored jointly by the first company, as well as the Rose- Accompanying

Building,

(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued

on

Page

4)

Warner is William
Koenig, general studio manager.

THE
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will see

two openings

of note this

week.

18, 1929

The Industry's
Date Book

Tomorrow "The Love

Parade." with Maurice Chevalier starred, replaces "Applause" as the attracThe following day will witness the premiere of "Show of
tion at the Criterion.
Shows" at the Winter Garden, "Gold Diggers of Broadway" having closed Sunday.

Prico 5 Cents

..

Monday, November

The Broadway Parade

ULTHE HEWS
AILTHE TIME

»« NEWSPAPER

-2&>*
DAILY
Today

two-day annual fall conUnit at Dallas.
"Love Parade" opens at Criterion,
N. Y.

First

:

of

vention of Texas
Picture
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Ralph
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New York.
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
London— Ernest W. Fredman, The
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Film
Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
Berlin
I.
Paris— P. A. Harle,
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
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THE

"Hollywood Revue"

M-G-M

"Disraeli"
"Sunny Side
"Rio Rita"

Warners
Fox

—

Cour-des-Noues.

19.

Financial
Markets Closed Again
All markets were closed again SatBrokers are pretty well upurday.
to-date on their books now because
of half-day holidays.

Winnie Lightner on Radio
Winnie

now

Lightner,

Warner

player

New

York, will be heard over
on Wednesday noon during
"New York Evening Journal"
in

WPAP
the
hour.

Warners Buy
West

Coast

Whittier,
bought the

House
THE FILM DAILY
Warners have

California

Bureau,

Cal.

—

new McNees

theater here.

G. E. Herzog Get's Another

— G.

E. Herzog.
operator of the Strand here, has taken
a year's lease on the Falls at Sheboygan Falls. P. M. Cain, was former operator of the house for the
past nine years.

Manitowoc, Wis.

Manager, Shot

in

Hold-up, Dies

—

Mansfield, O.
Edward A. Rafter
48, died here a victim of a hold-up
man who tried to rob the Ohio theater, of which he was manager.

Opening Date
Aug. 14

Warners

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

Up"

Gaiety
Earl Carroll

RKO

"Applause"

Paramount

"Welcome Danger"
"The Trespasser"
"Condemned"

Harold Lloyd.
Rivoli
United Artists .... Rialto
United Artists.
Selwyn

"Paris"

First National.
Tiffany

"Woman
"Song

to

.

Woman"

Columbia

Love"

of

Criterion
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Central
Nov.
Globe
Geo. M. Cohan... Nov.

2
3
6
8
19

Nov.

19

Annual

fall

Amusement

convention
of

Northwest

of Allied
at Seat-

tle.

Ninth Annual Ohio M.P.T.O.
Convention at Columbus.
Nov. 20 "Show of Shows" opens at Winter Garden, New York.
Nov. 26 "Vagabond Lover" premiere at
Globe. N. Y.
Meeting of North Carolina ci
Dec. 9-10
Nov. 19-20

1

3
7
11

13

hibitors' unit at Pinehurst.

Dec.

In Cincinnati

— and the man who's afraid

—

W

Theater
Astor

Distributor

{Continued from Page

GOV'T PROGRAM REVISED

BECAUSE OE TALKERS
(.Continued

from Page

1)

ed by the section during the fiscal
year ended June 30, last, covered by
the report, including the preparation
by George Canty, European trade

mediate retrenchment and prepare for
the worst because of the smash in commissioner,
of a number of marWall Street. Not only that but it ket and statistical reports; assistance
conditions
paints a word picture of
by foreign representatives of the dein New York at present that an orpartment in several countries, includdinary school boy familiar with the ing Austria, France,
Germany and
facts would tliinlc was written by a
Hungary, in dealing with measures
novice who had lost his head com- for film control;
and continued propletely.
There is nothing whatso- tection
of
American
copyrights
ever wrong with the motion picture throughout the
world.
industry except that a good number of
Introduction of talking pictures
its speculating wise boys lost plenty of
was immediately reflected in the opmoney. As far as attendance is con- erations of the section, it is declared
cerned theaters are not suffering and and in September, 1928, Clarence
J.
will not suffer five per cent over the North, chief of the section,
went to
next six months. It has been proven Hollywood to determine exactly the
time and time again that this indus- type and extent of the assistance most
try is the last to feel an economic urgently needed.
"The revolutionary
depression and the first to recover change in the motion picture industherefrom. What this market decline try brought about by the large-scale
will do is stop a lot of aggrandize- production and exhibition of sound
ment expansion and out the whole films caused the work of the bureau's
industry again on a firm and sound motion picture section to undergo

basis.
The exhibitor
retrenches at this time is a boob

economic

who
and

deserves to have his business taken
awav by his wide awake competitor.
We have no quarrel with Pete Harrison.

we

However honest and
him

sincere

considerable modification from what
had been originally planned," the report states.
"The advent of the
sound film diminished in value much
information previously collected but
of use only to producers and distributors of silent pictures and heavily
increased the demand for information
on the prospects of marketing both

such reckless
and unwarranted
sent
statements
broadcast can have no other effect
ban to hurt those verv friends that sound films and reproducing systems
he wishes to protect. A little knowl- abroad."
edge is a danarerous thing. The oanic
stricken and bewildered crv of Mr.
Harrison is not representative whatsoever of conditions either within or
without the industry.
believe

to be

Opening
House in

C. P.

1)

the past month is the silly panic
stricken plea on the front page of
this week's issue of "Harrison's Reports" advising exhibitors to make im-

23

STRESS VALUE OF THEATER

of

the

Little
Picture
City.

New York

Cohen Leaves Fox

Charles P. Cohen, formerly exploitation director and recently special
representative for Fox Movietone
News, has resigned from the company.
Cohen, while with Fox, at various times was manager of the company's theaters in New York, Detroit'
and Washington. Cohen will shortly

announce

his

new

affiliation.

Monte Blue in New York
Monte Blue, accompanied by his
wife, now is in New York for a several weeks' holiday.
The Warner
star recently completed "Isle of Escape."

Shea Buys Dover House

—

Dover, O. M. A. Shea has taken'
over the Bexley from J. S. Beck.

SlKING

SgWER
//

ya miss

theatre,

theatre

me
ask

at your

your

manager why.

TALKING NEWSREEI

;?*.•.....«>.*....*>..>>>****'

"

8
P

:;j

•••

Eastman Films

n
I

Brulatour, Inc.

\\

.

J. E.

Maiestic,

Huron.

Mich.

Port

—A

Huron

one-storv

addition will be erected on the Maiestic site, owned by W. S. Butterfield.
The space is to be devoted to
three stores.

—

New York
if

Port

Talkers for Dawson, N. M.
Dawson, N. M. The Dawson
Opera House will be equipped with

8
n
g
8
:.:

To Enlarge

1540 Broadway

Bryant 4712

Hollywood

.

6700 Santa Monica

•.;

Blvd.

*.}

Gladstone 6103

M

•*•**••

sound,

it

is

announced by

W.

B.

(Continued from Page

M.P.T.O.A.

Way

and

1)

Great White
William J. King,
group, mentioned

the

Civic Ass'n.
head of the latter
Broadway as a concrete example of
what theatrical life can do for a
street.
He added that the two organizations had worked out a plan
to solve New York's traffic problem
which would be submitted to city
officials at a conference in the near
future.

Another speaker was M. J. O'Toole,
Cook, lessee, upon his return from
Denver.
The three show towns of national secretary of the M.P.T.O.A..
the
county,
Raton, Springer and who urged theater owners to lend
Dawson, now have talking pictures. their support for civic betterment.

NATIONAL

Hal 4
KM
SERVICE
A^gll-EWT

1£

THE
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18,

1929

Timely Topics

s%fr*DAILY

Along The Rialto

A

o—
—
Digest of
Current Opinion

factors

*^

of the 100th

which

people as you will with
sappy movies, stuff them with
bad fiction, the public schools,
prosperity and
State colleges,
travel will eventually build up
their minds and ruin them as a
Hollywood has
movie public.
undertaken bigger problems it
has staged the Creation, the
It
Flood and the World War.
competiforeign
with
battled
has
tion and foreign language barIf it discovers that our
riers.
increasing mental activities are
_

—

its audiences, why
not appoint a commission to eliminate education?

"The New

Creighton Peet in
York Evening Post"

.

musical comedy staging after

he completes his present duties of directing the Radio Pictures
production of "Hit the Deck," which contains no less than 17
songs,

Negro

two

spirituals,

full

orchestras and a navy brass

band
Bruce Gallup points with pride to the flattering newspaper
notices and trade paper okays on Gloria Swanson in "The Trespasser" and Ronald Colman in "Condemned"
Now that Alice Terry and Rex Ingram are en route to Paris
tor picture work, David Greenstein, their attorney, claims he can
have a few "spare" moments to himself howya doing, Dave?
"A Hollvwonrl Star" Mack Sennett talker comedy, after
Ernest warwooa; Superior Strand, sold
iters, New York and Brooklyn,
Ted McKinnon by F. E. Simons.
k's run
Mike Cleary and
NEBRASKA
ig team, are spending a month's
tig
Changes in Ownership

—

by
to

— Sutherland,
Sutherland

Henry Vienker
Gordon Empress,
J.
sold to Clyie W. Pace by James W. Pace;
Newport Sutherland, sold to Henry Vienker by J. M. Sutherland; Omaha Avenue
& Benson, sold to Epstein Bros, by World

Bassett

sold

M.

by

J3S'K|f85Ji-!

&m&*

to

—

;

—

Realty

Co.

;

Stuart

Henry Vienker hv

95

T

—MSutherland,
c..*i— --

NUMBER

sold

P.

releasing
through Republic Distributing Corp.
in about a week.

!

J.

Selznick

to

95

MANY HAPPY RETURNS

November 18

credited

with presenting the first revue in America, at a typical
French Music Hall formerly
located on the site of the Fulton theater in New York.

Best

One hundred thousand peoscattered throughout the
four comers of the globe, own
stock in the leading U. S. producer-distributor companies.

Exhibitor Circuit.

Ibanez.

can find

interesting ideas you
the dictionary, which is

in

large

book compiled by a feller
listing just a lotta
words. There is no story to the darn
thing.
Just one word printed after
the other alphabetically. So, turning
to "E" we found the word "Extra."

a

named Webster

The

first definition of the

1929 is
nearly 1,000,000 monthly.

word

"Being over and above what

is

is:

re-

quired." * * * And that, gents, was
lent ten before there were any such
thing as motion pictures and extras.

guy

Webster

sure

*

*

*

was

a

definition that is also to
says: "Outside; beyond."

the point,
Sure.
Extras are outside the studio
gates and the money. They are also
beyond hope, because they have so
much hope. If Webster was alive he
would change the word "extra" to
"extraordinary."

ing

without a mob of extras watching him
hungrily as he leaves his bungalow
in the morn, another gang at the studio gate ,and a few hundred trailing
him along the boulevard?
If they
don't let Extras inside the Pearly
Gates, there's only one choice of location for directors when they die.

THE

members

who today

of

to the follow-

the

THEIR
FIRST

industry,

are celebrating their

birthday

JOBS
Eugenia Gilbert

at film houses in
increasing at the rate of

Attendance

Metro purchases "The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse" by Blasco

*

wishes and congratulaare extended by

FILM DAILY
ple,

I

*

But what would the director do

The Film Daily

start

Twenty-one franchise holder declared lined up for Second National

*

Funny what

Another

tions
L.

gate in his Isotta Fraschini, but for
the love of Pete don't crowd so close
to the car. One o' you bozos called
some tears and stained the enamel
on the mud guard."

to

CUNNINGHAM
is

director will call 'em in on the set
and say: "His Majesty the Director
told me to tell you guys that he appreciates the reception you give him
every morning as he drives up to the

•

Statistics
Editor,

—

prophet.

Industry
Statistical

have almost become a
recognized part of the industry
in Hollywood.
They keep hanging
on like the proverbial leech, and try
as hard as they will to discourage
them, a few score can always be
found haunting the gates of the studios any morning.
It has got to be
such a habit with some of them that
automatically they turn up at a studio gate on Christmas morn and
even New Year's. Such faithfulness
to a trust should be rewarded. Maybe
it will.
Some day a third assistant
*-*

That

—

JESSE LASKY

IN

-

directed the talker version of "Rio Rita,"

will be pretty well qualified to tackle

By JAMES

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

-

who

—

FEED

it

performance of "Rio Rita"

Luther Reed,

says Education Makes
For Smaller Movie Audiences

away

centenarians at the Earl Carroll tonight in honor

films

"To-day's Cinema," London

should

no more novelty

Gustave Froham, active in motion pictures during their early
days and known as the manager who developed Mary Miles
M inter from $6 a day to a four-figure salary, is still around town,
hale and hearty. The talkers have reawakened his interest in the

deplorable.

eating

is

in

will play host to

—

is

finding that there

holding special free nights for "twins," "old couples," "lefthanded soup eaters" and the like, announces that Radio Pictures

should never be allowed to appear in the amusements of the
people religion and politics. Of
recent years new blood, not always from a showman's point of
view, blue, has entered the cinema business, and old slogans
have gone by the board. There
is a tendency to allow to creep
through a crevice in the show
business, films of a religious, antireligious or at least a controSuch a tendversial character.

ency

Jr.

TpXTRAS

QAM WARSHAWSKY,

dangeris a
ous enough weapon, but its
use in entertainment is near to
It used to be an unfatality.
written law of the showman that

two

DALY

By PHIL M.

PROPAGANDA

were

THAT

PhilM. Daly,

Seen as Dangerous

there

THAT'S

with

(Propaganda In Films
Is

AND

Hugh Hoffman
Margaret Seddon

A.

J.

KARSCH

farming

:

THE

-,33ft*
DAILY

Monday, November

LOUISIANA UNIT JOINS

Foreign Markets

« By

Complete Coverage

JAMES

P.

CUNNINGHAM

3

ALLIED STATES ASS'N

Britons to Make Lingual
Pictures on Big Scale
London

At a recent meeting held in New
Orleans by the M.P.T.O. of Louisiana a vote by the organization was
passed whereby the unit becomes affiliated with Allied States Ass'n. Representing Allied at the meeting was
W. A. Steffes and Glen Cross. Steffes is president of the Northwest
Theater Owners Ass'n while Cross

—

That the industry in
Britain contemplates a concerted drive for foreign patronage is
indicated in plans announced by two
important British groups for the production of multi-lingual talkers on a
International
British
large
scale.
Pictures, states Arthur Dent, will
produce most of its future produclanguages English,
four
in
tions
Great

of

Foreign News
Thru

Trade Papers

Michigan, both

—

for

Germany,

France

of the
Allied

M.P.T.O.

of

units.

New Company Formed
Run Lightman's Chain

to

(Continued from Page

1)

and American in Memphis and
the Palace in Fort Smith.
The Rosemary. Memphis newest
and mo^t elaborately equipped neighborhood house, in the newly developed Jackson Blvd. section, will remain under ownership of A. Ciaramitaro, who erected and opened it three
ni.irv

and

Spain as well as the English-speaking countries, to be produced in cooperation with European film groups.

Associated Films Is

director

a

is

French, German and Italian, with
Spanish versions as a possible later
development.
The Associated Sound-Film Industries reveals through Dr. Rudolf Becker^ general manager, that it is considering a program of 20 or more
talkers

18, 1929

New

months ago, but management,

includ-

buying and booking, will be
through the Malco company.
Associated Films, Ltd..
Madras
The American, operated until rehas been organized here with head- cently by T. A. Ballas under a lease:
Kaja Sandow from \V. W. Fischer, trustee, hasquarters>t—SSTrlapet
the art director of the com. anv
been acquired by Lightman from
is
whi'ch is about to start its first p* > Fischer,
and will
be
renovated
throughout and equipped with sound.
miction.
It is on South Cooper St. near Union
and in September, 1928, Clar.ence J.
Ave. in the East End section. It was
North, chief of the section, went to
Hollywood to determine exactly the erected two years ago.
Reopening early in December, it
type and extent of the assistance most
will emerge into the field of soundurgently needed. "The revolutionary
equipped houses with the name of
change in the motion picture indusMalco, the first house to bear the
try brought about by the large-scale
new
trade-mark.
production and exhibition of sound
The Palace in Fort Smith, acquired
films caused the work of the bureau's
M otlaa nicture section to undergo by the Malco company from Hoyt
Kirkpatrick, will be similarly remodeled and reopened about Jan. 1, with
Gaston Ravel to Make Another
a new marquee and new chairs, carParis Pleased with the success of
"The Queen's Necklace," Gaston Ra- pets and projection equipment.
Common stock of the new comvel is undertaking another film with
pany is to be pro-rated among stockMme. Jefferson in the star role.
holders of the two former companies
and
in addition a preferred issue of
Berlin House Goes "Talkie"
ing

Producing Firm in India

—

International

i

I

^^^

i

IS

Another Evidence

I

OF

FILM DAILY
SERVICE
TO

FILM DAILY
READERS

—

i

—

Berlin After considerable alteration the old Ufa Theater am Weinbergsweg has reopened as a talking
picture house under the name Ufa
Palace of the East. The seating capacity has been increased to 1,450.
The theater has been wired with
Klangfilm..

Exteriors of Film Finished
Berlin— Exterior scenes for the
Ufa picture "The White Devil" have

$100,000

is

Lightman
Review" last

to be offered,

"Weekly

told

Film

week.
Twenty-five theaters in operation
will be the extent of the company's
business when the three newly acquired houses are taken over.

Bud Barsky

to Supervise

Productions at Tiffany
Bud

Barsky has been appointed
been completed at the direction of to succeed Sid Algier
as production
Alexander Wolkoff. Ivan Mosjoukin supervisor
at the Tiffany studios, anand Betty Amann are the stars.
nounces Grant L. Cook, executive
vice president.
Before joining TifBritish Film Group to Meet
fany, Barsky was with M-G-M.
London Kinema Veterans will
hold their annual dinner meeting at
the Holborn Restaurant on Dec. 2.
Forest to Address

—

De

Sydney

Carter,

president-elect,

preside.

will

M.P.T.O. Columbus Meet]
(Continued from Page 1)

Film

in 14 Berlin

Houses

chairman of the distributors' comBerlin Fourteen theaters here are mittee on adjustments, and R. F.
showing the Aafa comedy, "The Woodhull, former president of the
Merry Men's Party."
M.P.T.O.A.

—

i

I

THE
Monday, November

New
Waynesboro
the

Film Boards of Trade Report
Additional Theater Changes

Theaters

Va.

Cavalier.

DAILY

1929

18,

— Loth

Bros,

MISSOURI

has opened

—

Changes

Monessen, Pa. Eugene Connely, vice president of Harris Amusement Co. with the aid
of local Chamber of Commerce, plans an 1800
sc.it
house here to cost approximately $325,000.

—
—
—

building

—

—

H.

Springs,

800
C.

New

la.— A $50,000

announced
Morehouse.
is

for

theater seaterection here by

Franklin

Birch Tree

&

—

Olive;
Joseph
Southampton.

of

Fox in Sheboygan
Fox Midwesco
Sheboygan, Wis.
has acquired the Rex, renamed it the
Fox, and the house is now playing

—

policy.

Bloomer, Wis., House Sold
Bloomer, Wis.—The Ideal, formerly operated by W. L. Crouse and the
Bloomer Theater Co., has been sold
to George Gassen, of Richland Center.

Buys Strand, Toledo, la.
Toledo, la.—The Strand has been
bought by A. F. Robinson, of Dexter.
The house, renamed the Gem,
will operate seven nights a week.
Boone, la., House Taken Over
Boone, la.—The Strand, closed for

some time and recently sold
sheriff's sale,

Roy Benson,

sold to Henry Vienker
Gordon Empress,
Sutherland
sold to Clyde W. Pace by James W. Pace;
Newport Sutherland, sold to Henry Vienker by J. M. Sutherland; Omaha Avenue
& Benson, sold to Epstein Bros, by World
Stuart Sutherland, sold to
Realty Co.
Henry Vienker by J. M. Sutherland; Tekamah Lyric, sold to H. B. Day by J. C.

—

at

a

has been taken over by
of Des Moines.

— Star.

—

—

Matawan

— Rivoli,

Repairing Asheville Imperial

C—

sold to J.

—

Abrams

Park Fireman's
sold to Laura M. Buzby by East Coast
Newark American, sold to
Theaters, Inc.
American Playhouse., Inc. by Gottesman
& Stern, West End, sold to Myrna Amuse.
Co. by Unison Ams. Inc.; Palisades Park
Park Lane, sold to Adams Bros, by J.
E. Backer; Trenton Strand, sold to Henry
Amuse. Co. by Hermitage Co., Thropp, sold
to Hunt's Trenton Theaters, Inc. by State
Theaters of Trenton, N. J. Inc.; Woodbridge State, sold to MoCormack Ent. by

H.

National

Scott;

—

Closings
West New Brighton

— Fair;

Cambridge

Reno

—

—

;

;

—

;

NEW YORK
in

Closings

Cattaraugus— Palace, sold
nail by M. B. Pickup;

to

James

New
—'Desert.
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Theaters

Changes

Laconia

— Laconia

Pollard by J.

in

Silver-

Ownership

Gardens,

sold

to

R. Irwin.

NEW MEXICO

Hatch

—Palace.

Closings

ture's billing in electric lights
Cohan,
special banner-drapes.
York City.

—

Changes

in

and

New

"The Duke Steps Out"

(M-G-M)

A

story in dialogue form went out
over the local radio station entitled,
"Duke and Susie step out in Waterloo."

Announcement was made

at

the beginning that the story about
to be unfolded was based on the
screen production "The Duke Steps
Out" playing at the Riviera and that
everyone tracing the buying trip of
the "Duke Steps Out in Waterloo"
correctly were to receive a pass. Contestants also had to list the names
of the merchants in the order that
the Duke and Susie made their calls.
All merchants having an ad in the

E.

not less than
a two-column by five inches were to
receive an announcement in connection with the radio story, 36 responding with the proper size ads and in
addition they all had cards in their
G.
windows advertising the picture, radio contest, theater and play dates.
R. J. Ewig, Riviera, Waterloo, la.
of Wall Street"
(Paramount)

"Wolf

NORTH DAKOTA
Ownership

sold to A. D. Fuller by
Reeder Movie, sold to
Charles Erickson
A. D. Fuller by Charles Erickson; Scranton Movie, sold to A. D. Fuller by Charles
Erickson; Shields—Movie, sold to Cecil L.
;

Cobleskill— Park,
Inc.
sold to Fox Metropolitan Playhouses,
Majestic,
by Schine Enterprises; Cohoes—
Buetsold to William E. Benton by
Opera House, sold to William E.
ner
Benton by L. A. Buettner; GloversviUe—

LA.

displayed
these
pictures
full display of the pic-

which carry

paper (The Tribune)

State.

Hettinger— Movie,

Ownership

—Auditorium.

Hawthorne

Closings
;

Roseland

NEVADA

Lehman

Park— Park
Highland
Elizabeth— State
Ideal;
PhiUipsburg
Hillside— Mayfair
Port Norris— Nujoy Verona Verona.

— Capital.

Openings

—

— Bros.

Ths.

STATE N ISLAND

—

;

Bijou,

in Ownership
Patchogue Rialto, sold to Prudential
Inc. by M. Glynne.

;

;

Loew's

—

in

—

to

LONG ISLAND

Ownership
Orange— Brighton, sold to F. W.

;

Wycoff, sold

Changes

TackRex,
er by G. Hosford; East Rutherford
Fairsold to Jack Rosenfeld by Saxe
Anderson
Torak
&
view Fairview, sold to
by J. Gomez Lyndhurst Lyndhurst, sold
to Lyndhurst Ams. Co. by Sterngreen Th.

by

;

Wycoff Ams.

Closings

NEW JERSEY

Corp.

Berman

Emanuel, Etude, Hendrix,
Sommers, Victory.

Closings

Changes

Work has been
Asheville, N.
the Imperial
for
repairs
started on
which was recently damaged by fire.
The house is a unit of the Publix
chain.

S.

—

East

territory

Co. by Ridgewood Ams. Co.

Scott.

Changes

Ownership

;

—

;

in

;

—

;

—

—

sound.

Changes

Globe, sold to L & S Ams. Corp. by Small
& Strausberg; Myrtle, sold to Victoria Co.
Inc. by Sirr.rud Ams. Corp.; Nostrand,
sold to S & L Ams. Corp. by Small &
Strausberg
Park Palace, sold to Dieter
& Ruland by L. Ezzrotty ; Senate, sold
to Fox Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc. by
S. Berman; Tompkins, sold to L. Ezzrotty
by Tompkins Ams. Co. Inc. Walker, sold
to Fox Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc. by

Ownership

M.

Newmansgrove

for Sandstone, Minn.
Guy Thorne,
.Sandstone, Minn.
owner of the New theater, will install

Sound

Rex.

;

;

Simons.

E.

F.

—Sutherland,

J.

night for one

CITY

"Mother's Boy"
BRONX
(Pathe)
Changes in Ownership
Hudson-Essex cooperated in the
Louis, sold to D. Karahnas by IN. Spanos;
taking of special photographs showBenenson, sold to New Benenson Amuse.
Corp. by H & C Ams. Corp.
Melrose, ing Morton Downey alighting from
sold to Jack Rosenfeld by West 5th St. an Essex car in front of the marquee.
Corp.
One hundred and fifty Hudson-Essex
BROOKLYN
dealers in New York and adjacent

Fugazy

Buchanan

NEBRASKA
by

etc.,

—

— Gem;

to

in

(M-G-M)
Arranged with local representative
of Irving Berlin on theme song. Sup-

and had number played every
week in advance over
WSPD, by noon-day orchestra at
Changes in Ownership
Empire, sold to A. Ottaviana by McC & LaSalle & Koch's, by orchestra at
S. Corp., Palace (Essex St.) sold to J.
Secor Hotel, Commodore Perry HoGoldman by Essex Capital Amuse. Corp., tel, and at Recreation Club.
Also
Tuxedo, sold to Fox Metropolitan PlayJack Merhouses, Inc. by M. Bleendes, Verona, sold windows in music stores.
riman, Valentine, Toledo, O.
to Ledig Th. Co. Inc. by C. Giglio.

;

Changes

"Trail of '98"

plied with orchestrations, title pages,

— North.

Rochelle

NEW YORK

St.

Gallatin,

Bassett

—

Fox

Closings

— Messrs.

Warwood
Ted McKinnon by

by Ernest

—

Closings

New

Theaters

Radio, owner

St.

H. Tolbutt in East Haven, Conn.
East Haven, Conn.—W. H. Tolbutt, formerly manager of the Willis,
New York, and at one time with the

a sound

— Princess.

New

W.

now manager

City

—

Inc.

Killian.

to

is

Grant

of the ushers blackened his face
as Jolson does in the picture and
then visited the grade and high

to

Schine Ent., Inc. ; Utica Avon, sold
Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc. by
Schine Ent. inc., Gaiety, sold to Fox
Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc. by Schine
Ent., inc., Majestic, sold to Fox Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc. by Schine Ent.,

Openings
— ReLouis — Kozy,
MONTANA
Changes in Ownership
William Neul
Manhattan —
sold
Superior— Strand, sold

Hall Industries Lease Another
Beeville, Tex.— Hall Industries, operating a chain of houses in south
Texas, have leased another building
at Ingleside and will begin operating
there next month.

Fox organization,
the Capitol here.

Closings
House;

(Warners)

One

—

by
to

—

— Opera

"The Singing Fool"

;

—

Foster

sold

Rialto,

;

—

—

mean douaos roe showmen

Playhouses, Inc. by Schine
Ent., Inc. ; Liverpool
Liverpool, sold to
G. T. imeson by V. L. Parsons; Middleburgh— Kex, sold to M. Mattice by F.

—

—

—

tips which

Fox schools giving out stock heralds on
the picture. Heralds also were given
to people on the street and in public
places during his travel. The blackSheimandine
Norwich Colonial, sold to faced usher also carried a sign on his
Fox Metropolitan Playhouses, InoV .by
back.
Norman Prager, Missouri, St.
Schine Ent., Inc.
Saranac Lake—-Pontiac,
sold to Fox Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc. Joseph, Mo.
Falls

Little

;

Metropolitan

—

—

Hot

—

inc.

;

—

O—

ing

—

—

a

—
—
—

H. Gumm.

—
—

Bagnell tsagneil, sold to K. Kiplinger by
O. A. Boots; Blythedale Blythe, sold to
Blythedale Moving Picture Co. by L. J.
Carter; Buckner Joy-More, sold to Frank
H. Kissler by Frank T. Mountjoy Fairmount May wood, sold to Kiley 6mith by
E. C. Dart; Glenwood Idle Hour, sold to
T. E. Trunneil by H. W. Daniels; Hallsvilte
School,
sold
Higfi
to
Ghas.
C.
CJuisenberry by Floyd Roberts; Kansas City
Apollo, sold to City Theaters, Inc. by
Ralph Amuse. Co., Gillham, sold to City
Theaters, Inc. by Sears Amuse. Co., Kansas
City Gladstone, sold to City Theaters, Inc.
by Capitol Enterprises, Indiana, sold to
Central Theater Co. by E. Rolsky, Isis,
sold to City 1 heaters, Inc. by Sears Amuse.
Co., Lincoln, sold to City Theaters, Inc.
by Sears Amuse. Co., Linwood, sold to
City Theaters, Inc. by Capitol Enterprises,
Plaza,
sold
City Theaters, Inc. by
to
Plaza Theater Co., Uptown, sold to City
Theaters. Inc. by K. C. U. Theater Corp.
Marionville
Barris, sold to C. T. Bastin
by A. H. House; St. Joseph Empress,
sold to Empress Theater Corp. by Amuse.
Louis Hudson, sold to
Ent. Co. ; St.
Joseph Rathheim by Paul D. Saum, Wellston, sold to Louis Stahl by Maury Stahl.

Lucas, Kan. L. Gilbreath
house here to be wired for sound pictures.
Publix will build a house
Elmira, O.
at E. Broad and E. Avenue.
Fox West Coast will build
Calexico, Cal.
a house here.
Work is progressing on the
El Paso, Tex.
Publix house at Pioneer plaza.
The State has been opened
Portland, Me.
with Fred W, Maguire as manager.
Ozark Theaters Corp. has
Harrison, Ark.
opened the Lyric which cost $50,000. House
has been wired for sound.
Theaters Co.
Columbus,
J. Real Neth
planning a house at W. Broad St. and
is
Ogden Ave. to cost $75,000 and designed
by Harry ('. Holbrook of Columbus.
Dover, O.— Skirboll Bros, of Cleveland
reported planning a house here.
is
Althouse and James will
Mansfield, O.
design a house to be built here.
Champaign, 111.— English Brothers have
been awarded contract for construction of a
$350,000 theater and apartment building at
Fifth and Green streets.
Cameron, Wis. The newly constructed
Diamond has opened under the ownership of
is

Glove, sold to Fox Metropolitan Playhouses,
Inc. by Schine Ent., Inc. ; Cobleskill
Park,
sold to rox Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc.
by Schine Jint., Inc., Hammondsport Park,
sold to Walter Deeming by H. W. Horton;
Herkimer Liberty, sold to Fox Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc., by Schine Ent.,

Ownership

in

ouiy

—

—

The

Western

Union

Telegraph

Co. furnished a stock ticker for display in the foyer one week in ad-

—

vance and throughout run of picture.

Brown by Wolfgram Bros.
Around this ticker was placed cards
Closings
with copy about the picture. L. E.
Opera
Opera House; iShields
Munich
Davidson, Capitol, Sioux City, la.
House; Wolfrod— G. G. Berhners.

—

—

—
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FEATURI TTES
The Finest

in

SHORT SUBJECTS

GLORIOUS

"THE FALL

"IRISH

1812

FANTASY"

Ever Produced

"TANNHAUSER'

VAMPS"

of the BASTILLE'
®.'Xii.-.

IN

"A NIGHT
IN MADRID"

A RUSSIAN
CABARET"

'THE

HUSKIN'

THE BIRTH

BEE"

The

OF JAZZ"

first release '1812'

created a big senis a gem in every sense of
said Exhibitors Daily Review.

sation. "'1812'

the word"

"MUSICAL
MARIONETTES"

The

THE LOVE

"Greeted

—

with

round

of

—

CUP"

word

applause."
Film Daily

Musical and Pictorial entertainment.
Produced under the supervision of Hugo Reisenfeld and
William Cameron Menzies.
last

in

TO BE RELEASED-ONE A MONTH

YESTERDAY-TODAY-TOMORROW
ALWAYS-The

Pictures

Your Box-Off ice

Demands

UNITED l±} ARTISTS

//

THE
M~"day, November

A

-awokDAILY

1929

18,

13

Coast Wire Service
Little

Now On Broadway

Hollywood Happenings

from "Lots"
RALPH WILK

By

Astor

— "Hollywood Revue"
— "Blackmail"

Cameo

Hollyivood

LEON

SCHLESINGER,

head of the Pacific Title

Chester Morris Awarded
Battleship Set Erected
Choice Role by Brenon
and An
at RKO for 'Hit the Deck'
genial

studio, has returned from an extended
He loved the wate
trip to Europe.
SO much that his return from New
York was made via the Panama

Canal.
*

*

An

exact replica of the deck of a
with,

battleship,

gun

turrets

and

all,

RKO

for
.as
been constructed at
The
sequences in "Hit the Deck."
roomy enough for 300
et, which
layers, was only built after the stustaff had spent sevlio's technical
eral days at the U. S. naval base at
Luther Reed is the dijan Diego.
Walker and Jack
Polly
ector.
Oakie are playing the leading roles.
i.--

*

Alex Troffey, who learned the art
of editing in the East several year,
His lutes
ago, is busy at Fox.
wielding of the scissors was oh thi
Fox Movietone production, "Cameo
Kirby.".
*

*

*

To Do

Specialty

Numbers

Chester Morris has picked what is
regarded as one of the film plums of
the year in being selected by Herbert

Brenon

for the title role in the

Radio

Pictures

production, "The Case of
Sergeant Grischa," by Arnold Zweig.
Other members of the cast include
Betty Compson, Alec B. Francis,

Gustav von Seyffertitz, Paul McAland Rudolph Schildkraut.

lister

the

new

picture.
*

headed by Nancy Carroll,
*

*

Kohner, who
Dr.
wrote "The History and CritFriedrick

ical

Review

of

German

studying production here. He
a brother of Paul Kohner of
Universal and is a correspondent of German, Hungarian
trade
Czecho-Slovakian
and
His story "Souls in
papers.
is

Street,"

was

picturized in

Hungary.
*

*

in

the

Pacific

taking scenes for the Para-

mount

film

under

the

direction

of

William Wellman.

Films,"

is

the

is

*

Velda West, motion picture actress
is rehearsing for a tour of the Orpheum circuit with Chester Conklin.

Long Contract

for

Helen Wright

written by Enid Hibbard, with dialogue and adaptation by Scott Littleton.
The film will be directed

by Arthur
Karl Brown.

jointly

Van Buren and

Reed Directing Color Sequences
Luther Reed has begun directing
technicolor

sequences

of

"Hit

the
the
the

Deck," Photophone version of
stage musical show.
Among
players in the production are Jack
Oakie, Polly Walker, Ethel Clayton,
June
Clyde,
Marguerita
Padula,

Universal has signed Helen Wright Roger Gray and Franker Woods.
Her first
to a long-term contract.
Richardson in Fox Film
role will be opposite Glenn Tryon in
Frank Richardson has been cast
"Paradise
Ahoy," which William
James Craft will direct from a story for Fox's "Hollywood Nights," which
Others
by Sherman Lowe. Matt Taylor did Frank Strayer is directing.
the adaptation and Albert DeMond in the cast are Joseph Wagstaff, Lola
Lane, David Rollins, Stuart Edwin.
the dialogue.
Dixie Lee, Sharon Lynn and "Whispering" Jack Smith.
Ross Made Production Manager

Robert Ross has been made pro-

Bartlett Cormack Signed
*
*
*
duction manager of "The King of
Bartlett Cormack has signed a new
The services of Joseph March, au- Jazz Revue," which Universal is makcontract to write screen plays for
thor of "The Wild Party" and "The ing with Paul Whiteman.
Paramount.
Set-Up," are very much in demand.
Contracts were drawn up whereby
"Dance Hall" in Production
To Appear in "Trifles"
he was to dialogue "Journey's End'
Production on "Dance Hall" is in
Sarah
Padden, Blanche Friderki,
moment
full swing at RKO.
The film, based
for Tiffany, but at the last
Howard Hughes, who had prior on a story by Vina Delmar, is being Jason Robards and Frank Campeau
will be seen in the Vitaphone Variety
claim to his services, decided not to directed by Melville Brown, with a
"Trifles," from Susan Glaspell's playrelease him. March will remain with cast including Olive Borden, Joseph
let.
Bryan Foy is directing.
completion
Hughes until the
of Cawthorne, Margaret Seddon, Ralph
"Hell's Angels."
Emerson.
To Be in Vitaphone Variety
*
*
Helen
Jerome Eddy and Bryant
Ben Ames Williams Writing
Niles Welch, who recently returnWashburn have been engaged for
on
Ben
Ames
Williams
is
working
ed to Hollywood to resume his
"Niagara Falls," a Vitaphone Variety,
screen career after several success- an original screen story to be known which
William McGann is directing.
tentatively
Do
You
as
"What
Say,
ful seasons on the New York stage,

played the featured role in "Christmas Knight," a special Vitaphone
Archie
short
subject
directed by

Bill?"

Fox

will produce.

—
Performance"
— "Paris"
Colony— "The Shanghai Lady"
— "Applause"-— "The Love Parade",
Criterion
Tuesday
Earl Carroll— "Rio Rita"
—"Grass" and '"Forever"
Fifth Ave.
— "Waterloo"
Film Guild — "Arsenal"
Gaiety — "Sunny Side Up"
Woman"
Globe— "Woman
George M. Cohan— "Song of Love"
—
Hippodrome -"Jazz Heaven"
Loew's
New York — Monday, "Sweetie"
Central

Fifty-fifth

!St.

to

WednesHoliday"
"Sailor's
"The Shanghai Lady"; Thursday,
Friday, "Frozen Jus"Unholy Night"

Tuesday,

;

day,

;

Columbia Staff Get Free
Hand in "Around Corner"

Our Passing Show: Renaud HoffSpecialty numbers in Fox's "New
Every department at Columbia has
man and Jimmy Ashcraft chatting at Orleans Frolic" have been assigned been given a free rein in the prothe Metropolitan studio; Lon Young to Tom Patficola, El Brendel, Vic- duction of "Around
the
Corner,"

busy at the Tec-Art studio; Jack Con- tor McLaglen, Edmund Lowe, Walwav, convalescing, being welcomed ter Catlett, William Collier, Sr., Ann
at M-G-M.
Pennington, Janet Gaynor, Charles
Farrell, Dick Keene, Marjorie White,
Larry Weingarten\ is active at M- Fifi Dorsay and Dixie Lee.
He will supervise "On the
G-M.
Set," which will star Buster KeaShooting Scenes in Pacific
Keaton ivill sing and dance in
ton.
The "Flesh of Eve" company,

Capitol— "The Kiss"
"The Last

Carnegie

tice"

day,

;

Saturday, "Senor Americano"; Sun-

"A Most Immoral Lady"
"Young Nowheres"

—

Mark Strand

—

Paramount "The Saturday Night Kid"
Rialto
"The Trespasser"
"Welcome Danger"
Rivoli
Roxy "Seven Faces"
Selwyn "Condemned"
Warners "Disraeli"
Winter Garden "Show of Shows", Wednes-

—
—
—
—
—

—

day

Rich man Production for
U. A. Putting on the Ritz
West

Coast

Bureau,

—

Los Angeles
United Artists

Richman

is

THE FILM DAILY
The film which

making with Harry

as the star has undergone

another change in

title.

It

is

now

The latest
"Puttin' on the Ritz."
addition to its cast is Purnell Pratt.
Others in the film are Joan Bennett,
James Gleason, Lilyan Tashman and
Aileen Pringle.
Ted Sloman is directing from the script by John W.
Considine, Jr., with dialogue by WilEight Irving Berlin
liam K. Wells.
tunes give the picture added importance.

Dix Completing "Seven Keys"
Richard Dix has nearly completed
"Seven Keys to Baldpate," his first
Prominstarring vehicle for RKO.
ent in his supporting cast are Miriam
Seegar, Margaret Livingston, Nella
Walker, Alan Roscoe, Joseph Allen,
Dewitt Jennings, Edith Yorke, Harvey Clark, Crauford Kent and Lucien
Littlefield.

New Navarro Film Under Way
Filming has started on M-G-M's
"The House of Troy," with Ramon
Novarro, at the direction of Robert
Z. Leonard. Dorothy Jordan has the
leading feminine role. Others in the
cast are Ethelind Terry, Josef Swickard, Claud King, Bruce Coleman,
Nanci Brice, David Scott and Her-

bert Clark.
"Jazz Rehearsal" in Technicolor
Neely Edwards and Eddie Kane
Army Equipment for "All Quiet"
will be featured in a Vitaphone VarGerman army field equipment used
iety in Technicolor, "The Jazz Rein the World War, bought at a cost

Sings" Frankie and Johnnie"
"Frankie
and Johnnie" is sung in
Mayo.
*
*
*
the talkers for the first time in Fox's
hearsal," which Roy Mack will diMore Passing Show: A. George "The White Flame." Frank Rich- rect.
the
warbling.
ardson
does
Volck and Noll Gurney visiting the
Columbia studio on business; Dave
Hardie Albright in "All Quiet"
Fejos to Direct Schildkraut
Epstein motoring to First National;
Hardie Albright, stage player, has
Joseph Schildkraut will be directed been signed by Universal for an imLeonard Fields hurrying at Univerby Paul Fejos in his net picture for portant role in "All Quiet on the
sal.
Universal, "The Devil," based on Western Front."
Excellent reports filter in on "Al- Alfred Neuman's novel.
Bobby Watson in "Baby Bandit"
ways Faithful," a Vitaphone short
Bobby Watson will have the male
Polly Moran in "Hot for Paris"
subject, written and directed by Alfred
Polly Moran has been cast for lead in a Vitaphone Variety to be
A. Cohn.
Blanche
It
stars
called "The Baby Bandit."
Sweet.
Fox's "Hot for Paris."

of $27,000, has been received at Universal for use in "All Quiet on the

Western Front," which went into
production on Armistice Day under
direction of Lewis Milestone.
Haskell to Direct Ensembles
Jack Haskell will supervise the ensembles in First National's "Song of
the Flame," which Alan Crosland will
direct.
Nine thousand singers and
extra players will be used in the film.

THE
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Audibility in Theaters Improved
Short Shots from
by Berliner Acoustical System New York Studios

Newspaper Opinions
"Footlights and Fools"
First National
Mark Strand, New York

AMERICAN—*

* far short of a triumph
promise to receive greater attenaccorded a fair program attrac-

* * * doesn't

*

tion than is
tion except where

Miss Moore's name

MIRROR—

strong lure.

DAILY

a

is
.

* * unlike anything

*

And it adds
star has ever done.
twist to the current backstage atmosgood picture and a great Colleen.
* * * hardly more than

which the
a new
phere.

A
DAILY NEWS—

fair talkie-singie stuff,
lavish, tuneful pieces
out of late.

as compared with the
they've been turning

EVENING JOURNAL—*

*

,,

*

Colleen
gives an excellent performance and turns the
picture into better-than-average entertainment.
The story is well handled. Colleen does better
work in this one than she has ever done
before.

EVENING WIORLD— *

,

*

*

has a

.

,

fairly

new

twists
good story, and it has some
and these help the star tremendously * * *
* * * doesn't live up to its
Miss Moore takes a radical depretentions.
parture from the sort of roles which have
become familiar to her following.
Mr. Seiter's direc*
musical
tion was even and smooth * *
numbers showed the same tricks that such
*
*
*
camera
pictures to date have used
work and the lighting were extremely con*
ventional * *
* * moviefairly

GRAPHIC—

HERALD-TRIBUNE—

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

Difficulties which have been en- the same time eliminating echoes and
countered almost generally with the reverberations. Installation of the apacoustics in theaters built before ad- paratus does not leave any disfiguring
vent of sound now have a promise marks around the walls, as the spots
of solution, it is claimed, through an can be covered up and repainted to
invention of Emile Berliner, of the conform with the original decorative
Berliner Acoustic Corp. The device, scheme of the theater. The action of
which has been applied successfully the discs in relaying sound to any
in schools, churches and in one legiti- point, height or depth, also makes it
mate playhouse, the Guild, New York, jnnecessary to use a sound board.
is now being given its first test in the
The Berliner acoustical system also
Stanley, Jersey City, a 4,500-seat the- was installed in the new Warner
ater where the hearing had been Bros. Uptown Theater, Philadelphia,
faulty.
the work there being done while
This house, the largest in the state the house was under construction.
of New Jersey, is said to have had Acoustic authorities who have survery poor acoustics which resulted in veyed this theater report that the
large blocks of seats being undesir- audibility is unusually good.
able from the standpoint of audibility.
Installation also was made at DrexSince the installation of the Berliner Institute, Philadelphia, where for 35
system, completed last week, the years lectures could not be heard
horns have been stepped down to the more than half way back, and now
volume that would ordinarily be re- the auditorium is completely satisquired for a 1,000-seat house. While factory, according to "The Public

no

report is available as yet
the success of the new
acoustical treatment, a FILM
representative, on a visit to the Stanofficial

regarding

DAILY

Ledger" of that city.
Emile Berliner recently was awarded a medal by the Franklin Institute

for

this

invention.

He

also

become excited over

—

ley last

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

in

which

Indians,

characters
other commonplaces usually
pictures with musical and stage

the

among

found in
backgrounds

*

*

*

filled

with

irrelevancies

* # *

WORLD—

Those responsible for "Footlights and Fools" deserve a vote of gratitude
for concocting a backstage story with no
more than a faint suggestion of the "smile
'
though your heart is breaking" motif * *

ARTHUR

W. EDDY*

MALLORY, the henpecking
KAY
wife
Pathe's "Love

in
Honor and
Baby!" which George LeMaire
just finished at the Pathe sound studios, is another recruit from vaudeville, being one of the team of Mal-

Oh

lory

sisters.

Helen Kane will make her next
picture at the

Paramount Long

Is-

land studios, according to Jesse L.
Lasky. The little "boop-boopa-doop K
girl just got back from Hollywood
where she spent six months appearing
in
"Sweetie" and "Pointed
Heels." Her next picture, as yet unselected, will start early in 1930.

William Beaudine, back from Europing, gets hia daily laugh from the
fact that he stole a few moment's
parking in the Kaiser's chair in the
City Palace in Berlin, when the
guide wasn't watching.

is

week, found no difficulty in credited with the invention of the
goers are not
Miss Moore's rather embarrassing attempt hearing the performance- including telephone transmitter, the radio mito appear and sound Gallic.
both the talking picture and the stage crophone, the Victor talking machine
POST * * * is about as good as all the show from all sections of the big and the Victor disc records.
other films which have portrayed brave troupFourteen installations of the Berhouse.
ers hiding their heartbreak.
Berliner's method consists of a wire liner acoustical method have been
SUN * * * the acting of the story when
from the stage is good * *
it gets away
mesh disc and acoustic plaster, both made to date. All of them presented
the sort
just meek and mild program fare
patented, which are applied to the individually unique problems, it is
good.
isn't
and
of film that isn't bad
TELEGRAM—As a story, it is not over- walls of the auditorium. The installa- said, and the flexibiliy of the system
burdened with originality or suspense, but it tion work can be done overnight. made it possible to cope with the
in
is on the whole well contrived and ordered
The Berliner Acoustic
These discs and the plaster tend to difficulties.
an obvious and theatrical fashion. The weakCorp. has just been organized to inest moments of the picture are in the first make an auditorium resonant, vibrant
half during the revue scenes.
and alive, thus giving sound an even stall the apparatus in theaters everyTIMES * * * filled with scenes in color diffusion and proper amplification, at where.
red
as
appear as
to

likely

\By

John Barrymore and other famous
stars are impersonated by Albert
Carroll in a Vitaphone short just
completed under the direction of
Murray Roth. Carroll's impersonations have for several seasons been
a feature of the various "Grand
Street Follies."
Fuller Mellish, Jr., having completed his role in Paramount's "The
River Inn," is now en route to the
West Coast studios to appear in
"Sarah and Son" which features
Ruth Chatterton. Mellish, who first

scored opposite Helen Morgan in
during the depression of 1921 the film "Applause,"
marks the third member
Silent Versions Available
theaters were not hit, and old show- of the "Applause"
to get a Holon All U. A. Product men told me out on the road during lywood assignment,cast
the others being
(Continued from Page 1)
the past few weeks that even the Henry Wadsworth
and Joan Peers
upon his return to New York from
panic of 1907 did not hurt their busi-

Hollywood. "Coquette," "Alibi" and ness. On the contrary, people turnMiss Moore is good throughout.
Sybil Lee, who recently played th
"Bulldog Drummond," first three all- ed to the economical form of entertalking pictures of U. A., are avail- tainment which the movies represent- principal role in "The Letter Box,
Instals Acousti-Celotex
a Vitaphone short, is a real "bab,
able silent ,and all those made since ed, for mental diversion."
I
Ottawa Complete installation of will be available silent, too.
star," being just six years young.
covering
wall
Acousti-Celotex
She is supported by a cast of grownThere are 10,000 exhibitors in the
throughout the house, thus eliminat- United States, said Lichtman, who M. P. Club Pays Tribute
ups headed by Harold, Kennedy,
ing undesirable audien echos that in- have regularly played U. A. pictures,
Burke
Clarke, Lee Russell and Walto Its Deceased Members
terfered with proper projection, were and for those who have unwired
ter Reagan.
Arthur Hurley diMemorial
services
for
deceased rected.
completed at the Centre, here accord- houses his company intends to suping to Don Stapleton, manager. Full ply versions they can present. Among film executives were conducted Sunpage advertisements were taken in the new talkers are' "Condemned," day afternoon at the Motion Picture
Edna and Mildred at Paramount's
announcing the transformation at the "The Trespasser," "Taming of the Club, New York. A tablet was unveiled in the lounge of the club with Long Island studio is not a vaude
house.
Shrew," "New York Nights," "Lumthe following names inscribed: Stan- ville act but rather a pair of cutting
mox," "The Locked Door," "Hell
They are assistant cutters,
ley Mastbaum,
Mitchel H. Mark, ladies.
New House for Cedartown, Ga.
Harbor," "The Champ," "The Swan"
working
together under supervisior
Joseph
Dannenberg,
Hiram
Abrams,
Cedartown, Ga. T. P. Thompson, and "Puttin' on the Ritz."
Jules Mastbaum, Marcus Loew, Sam- of James P. Sweeney, in charge ol
who operates the Princess and PalEastern and southern sales manuel L. Warner, Joseph R. Miles, the department.
ace, announces plans for another 800agers of United Artists met with
David V. Picker, John S. Seth, John
seater to be built especially for talk- Lichtman
yesterday at New York
S. Spargo and John Woody.
The Paramount studios went for
ers.
headquarters to discuss sales camClergymen officiating were: Rev. the Red Cross Drive in a big way
paigns on the new product.
The Christian Reisner,
of the Broadway with Roland Mader, as team capSound in Waseca, Minn.
meeting was held at the United ArtWaseca, Minn. The State has in- ists home offices and attended by 25 Temple; Rabbi Nathan Krass of the tain, taking the crowd over the top
Temple Emanuel, and Rev. Fr. Wil- for a big gross. He received the able
stalled Western Electric sound equip- salesmen.
liam J. Donahue, chaplain of the assistance of Harry Baldwin, who
ment and extensive alterations have
Catholic Actors' Guild.
helped to line up prospects.
been made in the house.

—

_

—

—

Says Wall

Benson House Wired
Sound equipment
Benson, Neb.

—

has

been

installed

"Showboat" was
under new policy.

at

first

the Benson.
picture played

St.

Grief

Has Not Hurt Theaters

Chapman Gets

Copperhill

—

House

Copperhill, Tenn.
Roy Chapman
where by the market. All over the has leased the Capitol here and plans
country business at the box office of to close the house for repairs and
theaters is fine.
I
remember that improvements.
(Continued from Page 1)

Frank Melford is working as as
sistant director to Irvin Willat,
is
making "Pleasant Sins" at th
Weiss Bros, studio.
Molloy i

wh

Tom

doing the camerawork.

I

|

IT'S

A WOW!!

You'll say so too— Never a
like the coming

book
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CURRENT YEAR'S EARNINGS TO BE GREATEST
Equity Kills Sunday Stage Shows Proposal
Little

—on big subjects

=By

William A. Brady Plan
Discarded by Vote of

Thoughts

JACK ALICOATE

The Merger Market

is

Opened

easy. Strong toward
Soft Closing.
Future
noon.
optimistic.
Money tight.

Three to One

=

Paramount-Warner Brothers,
dead and buried
for time being.
Remote pos-

Sunday legitimate performances in
York, proposed by William A.
-REGARDLESS of all talk of Brady as a means of giving the drama
rustification and all arguments to better chances of competition with
he contrary the industry was pictures, were voted down, three to
one, by members of the Actors'
lever more wide open than at
Equity in a general meeting yesterday

New

resent.

—IT

WOULD

not surprise us to
ee practically everything in color
year from now.
You cannot
tand still in the amusement busiess and color photography is a
ecided step forward.
-NINETY per cent of the comlaints that we hear against the
alkers are ai'
i at bad reproducion and not the quality of the

freat idea

but

is likely

is

sibility of

life

Shubert-Pathe, as dead as last
season's straw hat.
Fox-RKO just one of those
things.
Nothing to it.

RKO-Pathe

the legit, producing manmake certain reforms
in their business, and if these corrective measures do not alleviate the
legit, theater situation, Equity then
would seriously consider Sunday
night shows provided the actors are
given some other night in the week
(.Continued on Page 3)
fect that

being brought to

later.

afternoon at the Astor.
The actors
passed a counter-proposal to the efif

probably

will

happen sooner or later but not
until market convalesces.
Warner- Shubert, looks like

agers agreed to

a natural with sparks in the

Hays

air.

olive

Office-Allied,

branch may be extended
both sides any day now.

a

RCA THIRD QUARTER NET

I

REP0RTEDAT$8,729,389

Research vs. Smith
Suit Settled Out of Court

to be killed

Film company earnings during the
current year should be the greatest
in the history of the industry, surpassing record grosses of last year by a
substantial margin, says "The Wall
Street News."
All concerns which have made public the nine months' earnings for the
period ended Sept. 30 showed the best
profits for any corresponding period
in their existence, the publication de(Continued on Page 3)

by

Electrical

ictures.

-THE NEWSREEL theater

definitely off,

Gross Incomes Soar Due
to Popularity of
Sound Films

Net income for the nine months
period ending Sept. 30, 1929, is reported by Radio
Corporation of
America at $13,725,876, equivalent after
dividend requirements on the
Class
and Class B preferred stock,
to $1.47 a share earned on 6,580,400
(Continued on Page 3)

A

brought by Electrical ReSuit
by showing too many
search Products against the Smith
peeches and too little action.
Amusement Co. of Warren, O., for
—ALL THIS business needs to alleged
default of payment has been
Conventioneers Set to
:eep hitting on all twelve cylinders settled out of court.
A settlement
NIGHT
FILM
BAN
SHOWS
Open Columbus Confab
n these trying times is a little more was effected when the latter agreed
Columbus
Representatives
damages and to withof
>ep, a little more advertising and a to pay $10,000
Mexico City
Closing of picture every branch of the film industry
draw its counter claim for damages.
ot more confidence.
Smith company has also agreed theaters at night to avoid cutting of have assembled here for the opening
—THERE are more talkers waiting The
to pay $500 in a suit brought by patronage of legitimate houses is rec- this morning of the M.P.T.O. of
or a Broadway two dollar showing
(Continued on Page 3)
ommended in a petition which unions Ohio convention. Attendance will inarly

—

—

han there are theaters in spite of the
few pictures on the Big

act that but
itreet

are

now making

the grade.

(Continued on Page 3)

P.

Hazza Dies

Way

froni Meet Here
on
United States of America
re in the picture business themselves
Toronto Phil Hazza, general mannd in no small way. In one govern- ager for Tiffany in Canada, is dead
nental department alone they have here. Oscar R. Hanson, general sales
,411 reels on 525 subjects.
manager for the company, was at his

-THESE

-SOME

gents had
tewspapers

—

over

press bedside in St. Michael's Hospital
enthusiastic
better stop kidding the when the end came.
He died of
(Continued on Page 3)
or the industry as a

The star marriage
being worked to death.
Jessel Secures Release
WILL agree with some critics
Film Contract
from
hat the talkers are not up to the
George Jessel has secured a release
egitimate stage, but, why should they
»e?
They are only about one thou- from his Fox contract and is returnandth as old.
ing to New York to appear in "Joson our way with the eph," a John Golden stage producJessel's only picture for Fox,
est of the gang to Columbus in the tion.
lope that something will break to "Love, Live and Laugh," recently
played at the Roxy.
nake the trip worthwhile.

NEGOTIATING
Following

new

announcement

Fox house

Never Better

now 18.
Fox is

were bad,

sites

—WE ARE

SITES

week from Tonkin and Collict, owners, the number of Jersey houses is

in Hackensack, N. J., word
comes from Fox Metropolitan Play-

houses, Inc. that

Fox

is

built

rag

-WE

that a
to be

FOR

Business conditions throughout the country were never
better than they are today. In
fact, they are the best in the
This
annals of the industry.
by the
is proven conclusively
fact that Fox is playing a maof
its
accounts
on
jority
straight percentage basis which

3,500-seat

vhole will suffer.
is

(Continued on Page 3)

in Toronto

of

in

new

over

of

five

theaters.

the

it

towns

now

is

securing

for the erection

With the taking

Franklin,

Nutley,

last

show
also planning to acquire var-

ious independent houses in this state,
and is expected to resume construc(Continued on Page 3)

big returns.

self in this

it

would

If business
reflect it-

arrangement.
R. Grainger

Jimmy

—

v

t

*
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—

North Adams, Mass. Operation of
the former Empire, known since last
September as the Paramount, has reverted to its owner, John F. Sullivan.
Termination of the lease last week
grew out of some differences between
Sullivan and Publix over the latter'
desire to make extensive alterations
An option has been
in the house.

granted Publix whereby it may renew its lease provided an agreement
is reached with Sullivan regarding the
alterations.
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George Abbott in New York
George Abbott has arrived in New
York from the Coast, where he recompleted directing
(Buddy) Rogers in "Half
Heaven" for Paramount.

—

}
*•

*»»««»

From Negri
THE FILM DAILY

West

Coast

Bureau,

Los Angeles

—

Charging her with
underestimating her income, the Federal Government is seeking additional
tax payments from Pola Negri on
her earnings during 1924, 1925 and

lumbus.

Nov. 20

of Shows" opens at WinGarden, New York.
Nov. 23 Dinner dance by Motion Picture
Salesmen, Inc., at the Hotel Astor,
N. Y.
Nov. 26 "Vagabond Lover" premiere at
Globe. N. Y.
Dec. 9-10
Meeting of North Carolina ex-

Dec.

VhhmhWhhhhhhWmm*•*'*•

23

AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Perm. 3580

hibitors' unit at Pinehurst.
Opening of the Little Picture
House in
York City.

New

Wanted

REEL

2

TALKING SUBJECTS

Lightner, Irene Bordoni, Grant Withers,
Costello, Loretta Young, Ben Turpin, Lupino Lane, Jack Mulhall, Betty Conipson, Lila Lee, Patsy Ruth Miller, Douglas
Fairbanks. Jr., Louise Fazenda, Myrna Loy,
Marion Nixon, Sally O'Neil, Chester Morris, Monte Blue, Noah Beery, Lloyd Hamilton, Viola Dana,
H. B. Warner, William
Courtney, Helene Costello, William Collier,
Jr., Jacqueline Logan, Edna Murphy, Pauline Garon, Armida, Johnny Arthur, Gertrude
Olmsted and Albert Gran.

Buy U. S. Territory
Or Will Distribute

Will

Dolores

On

Percentage

Box 0-181
1650 Broadway

K/>A%Y KAT

c/o Film Daily

New York

City

*J§>

HAPPINESS n«»» BOX OFFICE!!
.

JOY'-^SEAT!!

.

**

KRAZY
KAT

Audible in. New Quarters
offices of Audible Pictures have been transferred to 729
Seventh Ave., with J. D. Trop in

VAUDEVILLE

"Show
ter

New York

charge.

of Allied
at Seat-

Northwest

of
two-day Ninth Annual
Ohio M.P.T.O. Convention at Co-

nie

his 70th year.

Seeks Back Taxes

convention
of

First

sign measures 155 feet in length
and 33 feet in height. Each one of the
important players have their pictures
in star displays measuring three feet
in circumference.
Police Commissioner Grover Whalen, is scheduled
to turn the switch which will bring
into play one of the largest theater
sign displays in the world, it is
claimed, the display on the new Warner Hollywood theater.
Arc lights
from the marquees of the CentralStrand, Warner and Hollywood theaters will play an important part in
the opening at the Winter Garden.

to

John J. Cort Dead at 69
Stamford, Conn. John J. Cort,
theatrical magnate, died at Stamford
Hall Sanitorium here yesterday in

fall

Amusement
tle.

The

Charles

Way

AMALGAMATED
*

!:

.
ft
»>
.
|i
*
..
K

400

•

*,*

% J. E.

$4.13

share.

at Criterion,

N. Y.

Annual

1926.

NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Keith

"Love Parade" opens

night, will embrace the pictures in lights of 40 stars in the film.

.
7,000
1,700
....
1,300
....

30
30

•Intern.

Loew

to

divi-

Final
day of annual fall convention of Texas Unit at Dallas.

morrow

65

Fox Tbea. "A"
Gen.

common

cently

77

47%

available for
are equivalent

500
2,700
1,400
1,700
8,600

Today:

Lighting display of the new Warner Bros, sign above the Winter Garden, New York, where "Show of
Shows" will have its premiere to-

Quebec Increased profits by approximately $57,0000 over the previous fiscal year are indicated by the
annual report of United Amusement
Among the pictures of the stars included
Corp., which operates 17 houses in in the display at the Winter Garden are:
the province of Quebec.
The com- John Barrymore, Frank Fay, Richard Barpany, which is a subsidiary of Fa- thelmess, Beatrice Lillie, Ted Lewis, Alice
White, Nick Lucas, George Carpentier, Win-

mous Players, shows profits and
other revenue of $543,126 during the
past fiscal year as compared with
the
$485,765
previous year.
Net

Financial
High

Profits $57,000

19, 1929

In

SOUND

GETS THEM
Animated by
and MANNY

BEN HARRISON

Musical Director
Distributed

— JOE

GOULD

DE NAT

By Columbia

PRODUCED BY WINKLER
Western Electric Recording

Winkler

Sound Cartoons
r

Tuesday,

November

19,

DAILV

1929

20-Page Press Book
under supervision of Hy Daab, outdid
itself in bringing out a 20-page
press sheet on "Rio Rita"
which contains a wealth of

Radio

Current Year's Earnings Soar

feature as well as exploitation
The sheet is a twomaterial.
color job and has a wide variety of ad and screen cuts suit-

NEW HOUSES

EXPANSION MOVE

•

A

U

||

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Negotiations are
Los Angeles

—

Inearing

completion

interests plan
'$10,000,000 theater

IFox
I

Seventh and Eighth

whereby

here
to

build

on

new

a

between
and Grande

site

Sts.

lAve., extending through to Olive St.,
Another
Baccording to reports here.
consideration by the comunder
site
f
Bpany is the Lankershim property adjoining the Criterion, Fox owned
house, and also on Grande Ave.

^Interstate Personnel

Unchanged by Fox Deal
Houston, Tex.— Personnel of the

houses
.Co.

Amusement
by Fox will

of the Interstate

recently

acquired

remain unchanged, it is stated
|The theaters of the chain will

here.

conHobhtKarl
by
operated
fitinue to»be
according to information reflzelle,
Iceived in this city.

ILambs Gambol Attracts
Eastern Film

ert

'ton.

RCA THIRD QUARTER NET

for the

fiscal

off in

1)

lieu

REPORTED AT $8,729,389

original common shares still outThird quarter net income
standing.
was $8,729,389, equal, after preferred
dividend requirements, to $1.12 a
share on 6,650,400 common shares.
This compares with net incomes oi
$1,409,299 and $3,586,188 respectively
in the first and second quarters of

theater attendants which the public
continually complains about as being in contrast to the unfailing courtesy of the motion picture houses.
Equity's stand against legit, performances on the Sabbath is supported by the Lord's Day Alliance
on the ground that it would work
Gross income from all sources to the detriment of the spoken stage.
1929.
amounted to $63,272,926 for the third
The efforts of Equity to have castquarter, against $28,796,766 for the ing agents licensed have resulted in
second and $31,642,827 for the first 19 agencies being licensed so far, and
quarter.
there are 18 yet to sign under the
association's regulations.

Conventioneers Set to

Cooper of Ohio, Oscar T. Hanson,
M. Van Pragg, Maurice D. Kann and
Harry Reichenbach, all of whom will
speak.

Miss Lightner Signed to 5

Year Contract by Warner
Lightner, now in New
on vacation, has had her con-

Winnie

for five
Herbert tract with Warner renewed
Cowan,
will return to picture
She
years.
Murray
Rawlinson, George Bancroft,
work early in January.
Roth and Edmund Joseph.

Brooke,

months ended Aug. 31, last.
Net earnings of Columbia

of Sunday.
The reforms
demanded include: abolishing theater
ticket speculation, making a certain
amount of the good seats available
at the box offices, revising the cutrate system so that all money de(Continued from Page 1)
rived from this source would go to
common shares including 54,090 the theater direct, and eliminating
shares reserved for conversion of discourtesy by box office and other

Woolsey and Harry McNaughGuests included James R. York
Clifford

after

July 13, net income was $524,336 after
all charges.
Expectations of United Artists Theater Circuit, Inc., and subsidiary companies are based on the reported net
income of $1,113,732 for the 12

(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)
elude Sidney R. Kent, Al Steffes, Al
Lichtman, Abram F. Myers, Dr. Lee
DeForest, M. A. Lightman, Gov.

I

$1,007,331,

charges and taxes but before deducting preferred dividends of subsidiary
companies.
Improvement in earning power has
been shown by Pathe so far this
year over the corresponding period
a year ago.
In the 28 weeks ended

ELECTRICAL RESEARCH VS.

SMITH CASE SETTLED
(Continued from Page 1)

Cole," an engineer emElectrical Research, alleging false arrest in connection with
the proceedings.
theaters
operates
three
Smith
equipped with Western Electric, the
Opera House, Warren, O.; the Columbia, Alliance, O., and Palace,

James V.
ployed

by

were unavailing, Electrical Research
Products sent engineers to remove
the equipments on which installment
payments had been defaulted and re-

Open Columbus Confab

<

enclosed lounge room, and patrons now can see as well as
hear the picture from the
sound-proof "crying room,"

Proposal for Sunday Stage
by Equity
Shows Is Discarded ~~

identified with the indusItry in the East were included in the
attendance at the Lambs installation

klgambol Sunday evening at the Lambs
fcClub.
John Hobble, who has been
[writing sketches for Warner Bros.
'Eastern studio, was in charge of the
show as general stage director. LawIrence Tibbett, who recently starred
|]in M-G-M's "The Rogue's Song,
was the sensation of the program,
Hwhich included sketches with Rob-

to leave the theater when infants take to crying, the manager has connected a dynamic
speaker in the theaters' glass

Huntington, W. Va. Several months
apo when arrears of payments on
these equipments became large and

Officials

Film men

was

height

town, who has developed what
he calls "the crying need." So
that mothers with babies in
arms may not be prevailed upon

RKO

income

—The

year ending June 30, 1930, are
likely to be in excess of $8 a share.

f OX REPORTEHFTER LOS

ANGELES THEA. PROPERTY

San Francisco

pare with $5,957,217 reported for the
previous year.
Fox Theaters Corp.
estimates earnings for the fiscal year
to end Oct. 31, 1930, at upwards of
Earnings for the year
$6,000,000.
ended Oct. 31, last, are expected to
reach $3,000,000.
reports the quarter ended
Sept. 30 1929, as the best since the
organization of the present company.

Net

Crying Need

of ingenuity goes to Art Bishell,
manager of the Deluxe and Up-

(Continued fi om Page 1)
clares. Big earnings indicated in most
Fox estimates that net earnings for
cases are attributable to continued the year to end Dec. 31 will aggrepopularity of talking pictures and a gate between $13,500,000 and $14,realization of greater economies and 000,000 before taxes. This will com-

from expansion programs
benefits
carried on in recent years, asserts the
paper.
able for any house.
Paramount's high expectations for
the year are based on its earnings
for the first nine months ended Sept.
It assumes that the fourth
30, last.
quarter's net will be in excess of the
third quarter, as has usually been the
case in recent years. Net earnings for
IN N. J.
the first nine months are estimated at
$9,725,000, or more than $1,000,000
Page
1)
(Continued from
ahead of those for the full 12 months
lion work on the new Newark house
Estimate is
ended Dec. 31, 1928.
theater
this
on
Work
very shortly.
that net income for the full
[was temporarily halted because of made
year will aggregate about $14,500,000,
foundation difficulties.
after all charges, depreciation, taxes,
Joe Leo, president of Fox Metro- etc.
substantial increase in earnings
politan Playhouses, Inc., returns to|day from Chicago where he has spent is forecast by Warner Bros, for their
a few days looking over the Ascher fiscal year ending Aug. 31, 1930. Net
Fox earnings of the firm for the year endCircuit, recently acquired by
Leo also spent eight days ed Aug. 31, 1929, are expected to total
J heaters.
Wisconsin opening six houses in more than $16,000,000.
various parts of the state.
Net earnings of Loew's Inc., are
expected to be in excess of $15,000,000
for their fiscal year to end Aug. 31,
1930.

FOX PLANS 5

A

Because of Sound Pictures

Pictures,

ordinary means of effecting payment

sorted to court action.

performance

Opera House

P.

It

was

in the

of this duty at the
that Cole was arrested.

Hazza Dies in Toronto
on Way from Meet Here

(Continued from Page 1)
peritonitis following an attack of appendicitis suffered while returning to

Montreal

from

Hanson

New

in

a conference with
York. His wife sur-

vives him.

Young with U. A. at Buffalo
Harry Young, former
Buffalo
Universal branch manager at Cleveland, now is managing the local
United Artists exchange.

—

RECEIVER'S SALE
By Order

of

Receiver PERCY H.
Will SeU At AUCTION

the

JENNINGS, We

Motion Picture Negatives on the premises
U. S. Film Laboratories, 1990 Boulevard
East, (Hudson County) Hudson Heights,
N. J., at 2:30 P. M. sharp and continued
as long as necessary on

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER

21
the negatives of the Arrow Pictures
Corporation.
All lein creditors kindly take note to attend sale and protect your interest.
Directions to Sale
All

BANpGHTFILM SHOWS
(Continued from Page 1)
of actors, playwrights, stage hands
and musicians will submit to the

States and the head of the Federal
district.

Assertion is made by the unions
that increasing popularity of sound
pictures is causing the public to deUnemsert the legitimate theater.
ployment has resulted, in particular
affecting musicians.

By Auto

— From West Shore Ferry on

Jer-

sey Side, North on Boulevard East to
Woodcliffe Park to Studios.
By Trolley Take Palisade Car to Woodcliffe Park to Studio.
For Further Particulars, Phone Palisade
6300-6301, H. J. BAURIDEL, INC.,
Auctioneers
988 Palisade Ave., Union City, N. J.
Receiver, Percy H. Jennings, 50 East 42nd
Attorney for Receivers,
N. Y. C.
St.,
Szold Perkins & Brandwen, 43 Exchange
PI., N. Y. C.

—

;
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Timely Topics

Along The Rialto

— e—
A

Digest of
Current Opinion

By PHIL M.

"•

in

ties

scenario picker for Columbia,
York looking at plays and perhaps securing
James
He'll be in town a few days more

plugging a fox trot version of "Marika," which is a musical aide to Paramount's "Hungarian Rhapsody." William Frederick Peters did it
to our great big industry,

Estelle Taylor,
its

who

RKO

wants

she

public.

forcibly it is that the
average lay press critic is amazingly out of touch with the public
However
idea of entertainment.

well-intentioned he may be, it is
outside his idea to put himself in
the place of a man who has to
amusement to a clientele
sell
which might regard 30 cents as
These are the people
its average.
from whom our trade as a whole
draws its revenue, and while they
like good pictures their taste is
not necessarily represented by

who

*

THIS

new

NUMBER

96

ing picture is a curious mediIt has given the screen a
um.
degree of realism which in its siIt is not
lent form it never had.
that spoken dialogue as such is

A purely
necessarily realistic.
cinematic and at the same time
non-realistic use of human speech
is not only feasible but inevitable
with the advance of the screen

96

MANY HAPPY RETURNS

art.

,

,

Alexander Bakshy in
"The Nation"

Industry
By

JAMES

CUNNINGHAM

P.

The Film

Editor,

Daily

IN

an estimate on conservative lines, the lowest
cost for a modern, up-to-date

November 19

exclusive of property,
furnishings or equipment, averages about $100 per seat.
This cost covers a fireproof
building, with simple lines and

Best

ornamental work,

tions

a

minimum

of

depending primarily upon decorative

embellish-

for

effects
*

Associated First National Pictures
incorporates with $6,000,000 capital
while associated First National Theaters is incorporated for $10,000,000
capital.
*

*

*

Wales

of

I

New

at the

York.

Academy

Authorities estimate average cost of a cooling plant at
$12 to $20 per seat, depending upon kind of refrigerant
used. For a storage system of

of Music,

averaging
per seat.

from

run lower,

$10

to

$15

greatest

publicity

men

exploitation

one
and

outa captivity.

He

li'l

still

yawp

Tupper,

thinks there are a lotta clucks holding down good jobs, and wants to

know why he

can't get a break. List

his wail:

"Dear Phil: 'I'm

when my

big

just

feature

is

wondering
gonna go

over,

entitled. 'Dizzy Gets Set for
Cold, Tough Winter.'
Now it
occurs to me that if you will start
pulling a coupla wires, that will just
about put the kid on a pedestal.

the

flock
their

sizzles

me

that

is

there's

a

boloneys out here getting
century and more regularly,
know I can spot them eight

of

and I
campaigns and beat them to the tape
at twelve.
I'm not sure, y'unnerstan'?

called

It

just

rankles, thassall.

If

the payroll.

Dizzy."

swers her own question by concluding: "These famous folks just don't
care to get married?"

Now

is

that

nice,

to

fool

youi

wishes and congratulaare extended by

THE

FILM DAILY
members

who today

*

refrigeration, costs

William Fox entertains the Prince
I

*

Dizzy

pal,

readers like that?

ing

ment.

our

didn't click, the writer brightly an-

BASING
theater,

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

Up

"Why do the Hollywood stars
dodge getting married? Thus queries
a writer in an article in a recent
issue of a fan magazine. And after
using up two pages of a tabulated
listing of all the varied romances of
a dozen stars that failed to click,
without informing us why they

Statistics
Statistical

wow?

*

you should happen to rest your pup
on the same brass rail with one of
the Big Numbers, just roll a log for
the boy friend.
Once I get set this
time, no dame or troupe of them cai.
pry me loose from what is vulgarly

"Kinemato graph Weekly,
London

invention of the talk-

*

are just in receipt of a

the

of

What

the literary man.

*

from

good ad

call that a

producer of the comedy

Dizzy Talks

Frank J. Wilstach hates the pessimist who complains because roses have thorns, and he is no friend either of the chronic
fault-finders who overlook the good points and see only the
He spoke his mind
picayune discrepancies in motion pictures.
on the subject in an article published in last Sunday's "New
York Times." The article has elicited a round of "bravos" in

in

the trade

Dialogue Has Given Screen
Greater Realism, Is Belief

would you

We

to

Shoninger,

out in Tulsa, Okla., at-

*

case you don't know, is
foreign sales manager for Columbia with a Parisian hangout, is
a paying guest on board the "Mauretania" which makes a personal appearance in New York harbor soon
Via Warren
Nolan comes word to the effect that London critics went passionate over "The Taming of the Shrew."
Georges Carpentier, who is inspecting this $24 island while en route to Paris,
has discarded enough of his accent to make you surprised

Frederick E.

IFhome

Now

for the

Dempsey

can sign herself as Mrs. Jack

WPAP

*

Finds Critics Have No Idea
of What Public Seeks in Films
ever a lesson has been driven

*

GENT

tended a
picture
show,
and
laughed so heartily at one of those
short comedy talkers that he caused
an internal rupture and almost died.

is

entertain
to, is New Yorking to help
She's opening at RKO's Proctor in Mt. Vernon this
week
Ernie Golden says his new fox trot, "Dancing Butterfly," is set for the hit class
Ether enthusiasts will' get
an earful of Winnie Lightner tomorrow noon from Station
during "The New York Evening Journal" hour. Didja
see her in "Gold Diggers of Broadway?"

when

showmanship.

screen, giving spectacular effects
never before attainable with motion pictures.
Jesse L. Lasky
*

West Coast

JR.,

Spottswood, who is Lambs Clubbing nowadays, will soon bag
and baggage to the Coast
Sam Fox Publishing Co., which
you can applaud or slam for contributing theme songs and such

with the enlarged

*

New

in

is

story material.

has a genuine dramatic value, and
the use of it dramatically is the

Color

DORAN,

A.

DALY

Jr.
A

T\

TALKING

of

THAT

PhilM. Daly,

Believes Color Will Rule
Pictures of the Future
pictures in colors
will crowd black and white
The public
films off the screen.
likes to see color instead of the
black and white. The production
and presentation of musical plays
on the screen cry for color. Color

principle

THAT'S

with

in

first

AND

of

to the follow-

the industry,

are celebrating their

birthday

Nancy

15

O

THEIR
FIRST

JO RS
Carroll

Alan Austin Shephard
William Rogers

MARIA GAMBERELLI
ballet girl in Metropolitan

Opera

f

i

Entirely
Technicolor

GMXTFWFOn 1

CHRISTIE
BLUING PLAYS
FORD STERLING
BERT ROACH
and Will King

in

"THE FATAL FORCEPS"

BUSTER WEST
JOHN WEST
and Walter Long

in

"THE DANCING GOB"
Recorded by Western Electric System
at Metropolitan

Sound Studios,

Inc., Hollyi

IE WHOLEFMLYr
;00D FOR ANY BILL FROM

IROADWA Y TO A TENT SHOW"
-

Said Epes W. Sargent in Zits of a recent Christie Picture

TAYLOR HOLMES
with

Helene Millard and Albert Conti

"HE LOVED THE LADIES"

OCTAVUS ROY COHEN'S
"BROWN GRAVY"
with
Hyson,
Deacon McDaniels
Roberta

and the

Famous Georgia

ARIE DRESSLER
POLLY MORAN
in

NGEROUS FEMALES"

Jubilee Singers.

OMING THROUGH WITH
CLOADS
OF VARIETY TO

PLEASE ALL TASTES IN
COMEDY ENTERTAINMENT

WOULD
*EW SHOW
SHORT FEATURES
'ALKI1VG

DAILY

Tuesday, November

19, 1929

Coast Wire Service
Short Shots from

RKO

New York Studios

Sound Studio Project

to Start

c-

ARTHUR

W.

EDDYm^

ROBERT WOOLSEY,

who has a
big part in "Rio Rita" will ramble back to the Coast on December 5,
to appear in "The Ramblers."
This
will be his next production under a five
>>
picture contract with RKO. He is
IN
also scheduled to appear in "Dixiana"
By RALPH W1LK
and "Very Good Eddie." Very good,
Many players will be available for Bobby, say we.
Hollywood
Work is about to start on the
First National pictures when the
grounds in Hollywood on what is
GREGOR, the director, Warner studios cease work for the
said to be "the largest structure in
Lucille
Browne, who replaced
is versatile, to say the least. His
season on feature productions. First
the world exclusively devoted to the play, "Decency," will be staged in
Joan Bennett in "Jarnegan" when
Tiffany
are
the
National,
and
Acfilming of talking pictures."
Los Angeles Jan. 2 with Ruth Renick only companies expected to be op- the latter went Hollywood, is apcording to a statement by Joseph I. in the lead. Wilfred North will dierating above normal between now pearing in a series of shorts now
Schnitzer, president of the company, rect under the supervision of the
and the first of the year.' There is being made by James A. FitzPatrick
built
at
the building, which will be
Gramercy studios.
author.
a noticeable lessening of activity at at the
*
*
*
a cost of $600,000, will contain "many
Universal
has
Paramount,
while
innovations in sound stage construcBert Glennon selected Sally O'Neit, shown no change. Pathe is proceedHarold Levey, musical director at
tion" and will house four complete Reginald
Mitchell
Scharlan and
Warner Bros, workshop out
as in former seasons, with M-G-M the
"completely
be
each
to
units,
stage
Lewis for the leading roles in "The keeping well up to its average. All Flatbush way, is busy scoring both
soundproof and acoustically perfect." Fire Walker," which he is directing
features
shorts.
Up to the presThe units are so constructed as to for RKO. Bert directed several pic- other studios are on the whole op- ent time and
he's worked on 25 features
slackened
pace.
erating
at
a
large
one
into
permit th»ir conversion
tures for
and RKO.
and has contributed original themes

A

WILL COST $600,000;

from a Lots

FEBRUARY

READY

FEW STUDIOS ON COAST

Little

OPERATING AT FULL

RKO

ARTHUR

RKO

RCA

FBO
*

stage.

One

of the features of the building
will be a concrete tank 60 feet square

Our

feet

Production
at

Work

*

Show:

Carl
Laemmle, Jr., Lewis Milestone
and George Cukor chatting at
Universal; Flora Bramley completing work in her initial talking picture at First National;
Frank N. Murphy keeping busy
at the Warner Bros, and First
National studios.

deep which will be used
in filming water and ship scenes with
sound effects. Work is expected to
be completed by Feb. 20, 1930.

by ten

*

Passing

Starts

"U" on Whiteman Film

Filming has started on "The King Dorothy Dalton Returns
The
of Jazz Revue" at Universal.
to Screen in "Bride 66"
film, starring Paul Whiteman, is being directed by John Murray AnderDorothy Dalton, who retired from
son under the personal supervision of film work upon her marriage to
Carl Laemmle, Jr.
Arthur Hammerstein in 1924, will return to the screen in "Bride 66,"
Tandler Music for "Mamba"
her husband's first production under
Music used in Colorart Synchro- an agreement to produce talkers for
tone's "Mamba" has been arranged United Artists.
She is on her way
by Adolph Tandler, the company's to join Hammerstein here.

John Garrick Gets Lead

Universal has acquired an original
story by Gladys Lehman for Joseph
Schildkraut. It is called "The Net."

Stamper Songs for Mojica

Dave Stamper has been given the
job of composing three song numbers for Don Jose Mojica's first talking picture, which Fox will make.

SlKING

riV theatre.

ya

I'll

tell

th' latest noos.

role

less

of "The Swan," Lillian Gish's first
all-talking picture, based on Ferenc
Molnar's play.
Rod La Rocque,

Conrad Nagel and Marie Dressier are
also in the cast.
Paul Stein is directing from Melville Baker's adaptation,

and John W. Considine,

supervising

the

Jr.,

hazardous pursuit.

Edmund Josephs, who writes good
dialogue and adaptation for Warner Bros. Vitaphone studio pictures,
recently did the adaptation on "The
Under Dog," starring James Barton
under direction of Murray Roth.

is

production.

New

Nancy

M-G-M Buys "Bachelor Father"
M-G-M has acquired screen rights

Clyde Cook in "Officer O'Brien"
Clyde Cook has been given an imPathe's

"Officer

to

the

to

"The Bachelor Father," the play

Tay Garnett is di- by Edward
William Boyd is starred and

cast.

Sees Way to Cut Film
Standardization of sound
and recording equipment is
by Roy J. Pomeroy as a
reducing producers' losses
waste.

Waste
projection

suggested

means of
from film

Childs Carpenter.

Army

of Extras in "Marseillaise"
Several thousand extras are being
used by Universal in "The Marseillaise," based on the life of Rouget de
LTsle, composer of the French national anthem.
Dr. Paul Fejos is
directing, with Laura La Plante and
John Boles co-starred.

Added

TALKING NEWSRIEL

in

Daumery Made Director
In Cast of "Matter of Ethics"
John Daumery has been advanced
The cast of "A Matter of Ethics,"
Vitaphone Variety directed by How- to a full-fledged director at Warners.
ard
Bretherton,
includes
Edward His first assignment is "Rough
Earle, Geneva Mitchell, Vivien Oak- Waters," starring Rin-Tin-Tin, which
has gone into production.
land, Henry Otto and Eddie Kane.

Russell Gleason also has been added

at yur fav'-

chief

Role for Miss Carroll
Carroll's next starring vehicle for Paramount will be a talker
role in RKO's "The Case of Sergeant Grischa," which Herbert Bren- version of "Come Out of the Kitchon is directing. The lead players are en." Regis Toomey will play oppoAnother in the cast will
Chester Morris and Betty Compson. site her.
Wesley Ruggles
Others in the cast are Rudolph be Lillian Roth.
will direct.
Schildkraut and Alec B. Francis.

recting.

Meet me

Sequel

O. P. Heggie in "The Swan" Cast
O. P. Heggie has joined the cast

McAllister in "Grischa" Film
Paul McAllister has been given a

portant role
in
O'Brien," which

«f

them.

Richard Foy, assistant casting diFox's "Temple rector at the Warner Vitaphone stuTower," written by H. C. McNeill dios, is another member of that fam(Sapper) as a sequel to "Bulldog ous family to make good in the picDrummond," has been assigned to ture business. Foy, whose likeness
John Garrick. Marguerite Churchill to his beloved father is almost unDon- canny, is satisfied to remain away
is the leading feminine player.
ald Gallaher is to direct.
from the acting and, preferring a

The

chief musical director.

"U" Buys Gladys Lehman Tale

"Drummond"

in

to

Archie
Archie

Mayo to
Mayo will

Direct Short

to Scenario Staff

Robert S. Carr and Scott Littledirect "Venge- ton have been added to the scenario
ance," Warner short.
staff of Columbia Pictures.

What

better

gifi

than good health
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Now

In Preparation

G. Hutchinson, general manager for
John L. Baird, Scottish inventor. The
studio where the demonstration will

take place is now being equipped
by weekly visiting with the necessary apparatus and the
he Y.M.C.A. Twenty-one members location is being withheld until this
heet regularly on Mondays and installation work is completed.
of

[taff

Paramount

the

trim

reeping in

(Thursdays.

—

the
Greenfield,
Mass. Fire
at
-awler swept the entire house causig a damage estimated at $40,000.
"he house will be altered, according

—

Los Angeles The
y leased for 99 years

Iris

was

recent-

at a total rental

bf $1,485,000 to the Main Holding
Co., of which Marcus Rightman is

president and Jude Katz, of Chicago,
is vice-president.

Indiannapolis

—

pistols.

—

Manager Lawler.

o

Three colored bandits held up the
Douglas,
Harlem,
recently
and
escaped with $2,000 in currency after
holding three employes at bay with

Bond

Amuse-

Inc. has been formed
here with a capital of ISO shares havng a par value of $100 each. Edwin

ment Company,

Silverman, Emil Stern and Sidney
The obPpiegel are incorporators.
ects of the new company are to own,
equip, improve, operate, manage and
conduct motion picture theaters.

Omaha—Wrecking

Niagara Falls Michael J. Noonan
recently took over the Falls theater
property on E. Falls St. at a tax sale
in the city treasurer's office.

Rivoli,

—

Auburn The Strand here recently
started its sound picture policy with
the showing of "They Had to See
Paris."
The house is controlled by
Fox.
Joseph N. Schwartzwalder
manager.

had been operated
lank and Publix.

by A.

is

—

Peekskill Work on the new Paramount, recently suspended due to delay in delifery of iron work, is to be
resumed this week with the arrival of
H.
the steel beams.

of the Strand,
ill be started at once to make way
The the>r a commercial structure.
:er

— A.

R. Shilling, owner of
here plans to open the
house within a few weeks and operate
it himself.
The house was closed several weeks ago.

Fairport

the

—

Malone Olin B. Howard for some
time assistant to Frank P. Meehan
rlisposed of his lease in the Fine Arts
in the management of the Grand, has
nere to Jack Schreiber and Ben
been appointed manager of the Plaza
KVachnasy, owners of the Blackstone.
by the Schine Enterprises.
Bam Carver is managing the house
for the new owner.

—William

Detroit

Guensche has

C.

Foreign

—

Fort Worth J. W. Colvin expects
London United Artists is releasto have his new theater seating 1,800
It is ing the entire product of Terra Film
ready foropening Christmas.
feaid a deal is pending for Loew vau- Co. of Germany in France, Belgium
Italy,
Spain, Switzerland, Holland
peville to accompany sound pictures.
and Denmark, it is reported here.

—

New

York

G. Roberts has been appointsuccessor to Will R. Edward repScreen Service
:senting National

Evan

1

western

i

New

York.

At the Concourse Plaza, recently
Alliance of Stage
Employees presented Jules Delmar,
vaudeville booking executive of the
cirSouthern Theaters of the
cuit, with a solid life membership
card.
S. L. (Roxy) Rothafel acted
as master of ceremonies.
the

International

RKO

—

Scenes in which Anny OnJoseph Rovensky and Andre

Paris
dra,

Roanne feature are being filmed here
"The Caviar Princess," a German

for

talking picture.

London

— Dorothy

Minto has been

signed by George Banfield to appear in three two reel shorts to be

produced by British Filmcraft.

—

Paris Negotiations are under way
here between Maurice Tourneur and
Pathe-Natan for the production of
a talker.

The

first

erated in a
tising

talking picture to be op-

show window

purposes

is

in

for adveruse at Joseph

Hilton & Sons store at Broadway
It was
and 36th St., New York.
made by Pathe.

A

showing

of radio

television for

home entertainment and

educational

service will take place in a few days
in the Times Square district, according to announcement by Captain O.

London

— Eisenstein,

Russian

Advertising in
the 1930 Year
Book -will have a
full year's life at
a one day rate.

That's "why over

five

hundred

advertisers used

the Year Book
last year.

di-

Negotiarector, has arrived here.
tions are under way for him to produce a picture in London.
Berlin

—Pola

Negri's latest produc-

tion under direction of Paul Czinner,
"The Street of Lost Souls" recently
had its premiere here. The film, according to reports, was well received.

Out As Usual

In

January

—

—
—

—

that will echo in

10,000

lucky

box-office/
"Colleen

is

a talented

*

and versatile

who will

continue to retain
the high degrees of popularity
whichshehaswon."—N.Y- American
actress

"Conscientiously and convincingly
done." Herald Tribune

"Miss Moore is genuine and gives
a feeling performance. Does some

good singing that

is

surely the best

of musically prismatic scenes."
N. Y. Times

"A

good picture distinguished by
performance from the

a splendid
star.

Colleen Moore's versatility is
She never has looked

amazing.

Adds a new twist to the
current backstage atmosphere."
N. Y. Mirror

better.

"Her

is good, and she sings
Miss Moore runs the
gamut of emotions from comic to
tragic in thisone."— N.Y. Daily News

voice

effectively.

FOUR BIG SONG HITS
"If

I

Can't

"Pilly

Have You"

Pom Pom

"Furnishes something of a revelation as to Miss Moore's resourcefulness. Those responsible for
'Footlights and Fools' deserve a
vote of gratitude. Miss Moore is

Plee"

"You Can't Believe My Eyes"
"Ophelia Will Fool You"

good throughout."

N.Y.World

marvel at the
Technicolor scenes

They'll
big

\

and
with

By Kathcrine

A FIR«;T

Raymond Hackett

-

-

Frederic

Brush. Scenario by Carey Wilson.
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Mergers Under Trade

Comm ission

MERGING^ OF ALUEDrM.P.T.0.A.

rWOSED

Bill Would Place

Loezv's to Nationalize Routing of Stage
11

In Columbus

— we discover a convention

=

Weeks' Time AlreadySet with Nine More to
be Added Soon

W. M. James
Industry's

Ills;

Suggests

Move

Shows
as Solution of

New York Conference Urged

—

Columbus Proposal that the M.P.T.O.A. and Allied States Ass'n merge
With
11 weeks already set and in an organization designed to better the industry was made at the dinner
*=^By JACK ALICOATE
As a preliminary
nine more coming soon, Loew's will given last night at the Ohio M.P.T. O. convention.
industry's
ills and solidify a united front, both
step
in
an
effort
to
adjust
the
York
stage
extend
its
Greater
New
we are right in the
organizations were urged to get toshow circuit to national proportions.
middle of one of those The plan will become effective Dec.
gether in New York City within 30
Settlement Rejected
days.
The plea came from Oscar
things they have heen call- 14 when "Dresden China" begins its
unanimous
By
St. Louis
Hanson
of Tiffany who said his commany
so
oh
opening
the
for
roadshow
tour,
at
initial
conventions
ing
vote the musicians' union here
pany would do everything in its powCapitol, New York.
was
session
morning
the
years
rejected the proposed comproer to further this movement.
Under supervision of Louis K. Sidheld in a broker's office steel ney, in charge of Loew's stage promise of the local strike. The
The looked-for fireworks went off
(Continued on Page 4)
proposed settlement was draftopened at one hundred and sixty
duction department, units now origin-

HERE

—

—

—

think the prices out here are bet- ating at the Capitol are playing five
They
ter than in New York— they cer- Greater New York houses.
(Continued on Page 7)
in
seriously
conventions
tainly take
Columbus— spent the first three
hours trying to find convention
leadquarters was thrown out of
the dining room, three private

ed by exhibitors and musicians
at recent conferences in New
York. About 35 musicians attended the meeting on the compromise.

KANSAS CITYlHEATERS

—

SEEN AS ONLY MENACE
RADIO PICTURES SECURES

—

Columbus, O. Poor sound reproapartments
duction is the only menace threatenroom perhaps we're in the wrong
STEREOSCOPIC PROCESS ing the exhibitor today, Dr. Lee DeKansas City With an initial memForest yesterday told the M.P.T.O.
every private here
for
c tv
bership of 12 houses, Independent
of Ohio convention.
course
of
generals
Stereoscopic, wide film process dethere are ten
Theaters Owners, Inc., has been
"There is no reason to believe that
no exhibitor ever rose higher than formed here to function as a booking veloped by George K. Spoor and
(Continued on Page 4)
Bergren,
has
been
secured
by RKO
Frank Rembusch made combine. Exhibitors in Kansas and
a private
will enable Radio pictures to preand
Missouri are being lined up
a speech without cussing anybody western
sent forthcoming productions on a
for the organization, which is headed
"Love
havare
we
sick—
screen more than double present
—perhaps he is
by Jay Means as president.
(Continued on Page 7)
Wood
A
thoroughly delightful talkPete
time—
ing a bully good
Houses forming the nucleus of the
ing
picture, high-tensioned with
spends
who
exhibs,
Bagof the Ohio
-ombine are: Means' Oak Park,
sextricity, is "The Love Pa(Continued on Page 7)
considerable time minding other
rade" which passed in review
i

and

—
—

FORM BOOKING COMBINE

smoking

ladies'

—

—

—

Parade"

we

people's business, thinks

are in

Orpheum in January
has the room next
Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Coast
Allied
West
an
are
to ours, swears we
Angeles Pictures will be addLos
of
pay
the
in
spy sans mustache,
ed to programs of the Orpheum here
Abram Myers— this may be the in January, it is stated. The theater
they are is one of the few houses of the nalast exhibitor convention
dur- tion which have been playing an exbody
in
a
thinking of retiring
Petti John,

who

—

—

—

clusive vaudeville policy.

coming year alt three of
them—the market looks better

ing the

Ohio

exhibitors'

association

WOULD
Washington

Full

authority

over

mergers would be given to the Federal Trade Commission under legislation to be pushed during the commay be turned into battlefield
ing regular session of Congress by
Up till now here's one convention Rep. George Tinkham of Massachuis

getting

nowhere

the sophistication and deftness of its justly-great director,
Ernst Lubitsch.
all

With

four feature sound productions already secured, International
Distributors, Inc. of New York, now
are completing plans to enter the
distribution field.
Exchanges will be
(Continued on Page 7)

LICENSE MERGERS

Washington Bureau of

Myers, Steffes and Lightman—big
banquet with fireworks coming-

that

FIELD OF DISTRIBUTION

Criterion last evening.

In this production Paramount
provides a picture which bears

It is

humorous.

but delightfully so.

I

setts.

THE FILM DAILY

.

In a bill which he has drafted covering the matter, Rep. Tinkham proposes that while the anti-trust act of
1914 shall not be construed to forbid
acquisition or ownership by any corporation of the whole or part of the
(Continued on Page 5)

It is risque
It is tuneIt is excep-

It is clever.
tionally well-acted by the cast
headed by fascinating Maurice
ful.

Chevalier

be-

longs to neither Allied nor M.P.T.
O.A.—all of the big guns on both
sides are here: Petti John, Kent,

fast.

the

at

Films to be Added at L.A.

Hays' Secret Service and Charlie

and

Jeanette

Mac-

Donald, whose ability equals
her charm. Lupino Lane and
Lillian Roth are splendid in
Typically
their comedy parts.
Lubitsch in character, "The
Love Parade" will appeal
generously to key city houses,
especially where the customers
like their film fare served hot.

EDDY.

H

!
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EnArthur W. Eddy, Managing Editor.
tered as second class matter, May 21, 1918,
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THE FILM DAILY,

1650
Phone Circle
York, N. Y.
4736-4737-4738-4739. Cable address: Filmday,
Ralph
New York. Hollywood, California
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
The
Fredman,
Ernest
W.
London
6607.
St.,
W.
Wardour
Renter, 89-91
Film
Berlin
Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
I.
Paris P. A. Harle,
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
La Cinematograph ie Francaise, Rue de Is
Cour-des-Noues, 19.
to

New

—

—

—

—

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Low

High
Seat

Con. Fm. Ind. ...
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.

Kodak

East.

Fm "A"

Fox

...

2134

15%
20%

20

Close Sales

*M-G-M

ww

pfd.

..

300
2,700
800

21J4

15%
20%
173
169^173
66% 6114 66%
77J4

Loew's, Inc
Loew's, pfd.
*do pfd

15%

48K
83J4

83J4

50

48%

5,800
4,800
....
100
1,500

lSyi
77!4
48

77%.

46%

200

83
77

4%

Pathe Exch
do "A"
*Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros
do pfd

4^

4'/2

18

16^

41%

39J4
37

37

50
18
55

41%
37

*Bal. & Katz
'Columbia Pets

27,600
500

65
...

Gen.

Thea. Equ.
Intern. Proj

.

deb. rts...
* Loew's
Inc. war
Nat. Scr. Ser. ...

24%
13%
32%

13%
32%

13%
29%

15

14

IS
4

15%

15%

15%

Thea. Sup

*Nat.

23
27

•Paramount new

A-O 6s 46.. 79%
41ww
99%
41ww
99%

do

6s
6s
6s 41

By.

Pathe

7s

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

x-war

Paramount
Par.

.

6s 47

5%s

..

51..

37

79%
99%
99%

90%
94%
98%

90

93%
98%

79%
99%
99%
90%
94%
98%

50

50

50

....

100
....

200

.

Eastman Films
Brulatour

,

Inc.

Opening
House in

23

of

the

Little
Picture
City.

New York

"Show

of Shows" Opens Tonight
Warners "Show of Show" will have

its

world

premiere

tonight

at

the

—

normal.

$250,000.

ust.

—

Paris (By Wireless)
Pauline
Barker, former New York showgirl
who married Jean Assolant, French
flyer, just prior to his transatlantic
flight from Newfoundland, is reported signing a contract to appear in a

Quits

RKO

House

in

signed

RKO

Consul General

has re-

Cameo,

house here.

A

Sincere Compliment!

Spot

See Film

it

is

news

in the future will be
Fox's Newsreel Theater as
received, it is announced.

the

J.,

(Hudson County) Hudson Heights,
at 2:30 P. M. sharp and continued
as long as necessary on

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER

21
the negatives of the Arrow Pictures
Corporation.
AU lein creditors kindly take note to attend sale and protect your interest.
Directions to Sale
By Auto From West Shore Ferry on Jer
sey Side, North on Boulevard East to
Woodcliffe Park to Studios.
By Trolley Take Palisade Car to Wood'
cliffe Park to Studio.
For Further Particulars, Phone Palisade
6300-6301, H. J. BAURIDEL, INC.,
All

—

German

shown

of

JENNINGS, We

N.

Von Lewinski

To Show Spot News On Screen

Receiver PERCY H.
Will Sell At AUCTION
Motion Picture Negatives on the premises
U. S. Film Laboratories, 1990 Boulevard

By Order

East,

talker.

of
consulate, accompanied
by his staff and Dr. P. Schwarz, consul in charge, will attend tomorrow
evening's performance of "The Last
Performance" at the Little Carnegie.

the

RECEIVER'S SALE

Toledo

—Joseph Pearlstein
as manager of the

Toledo

—

years of my exhibitor
career I have never had anything like
this come from a distributor or producer, and in all sincerity must say
that your company is the fairest and
squarest I have known."

"In

all

the

—Liberty

at

Auctioneers
988 Palisade Ave., Union City, N. J.
Receiver, Percy H. Jennings, 50 East 42nd
Attorney for Receivers,
St., N. Y. C.
Szold Perkins & Brandwen, 43 Exchangi
PI., N. Y. C.
;

Theatre,
Robertsdale, Pa.

'WE

NEVER DISAPPOINT'

Let Us Solve Your Problems

i

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

:

|j

:•:

:.:

it

hibitors' unit at Pinehurst.

Dec.

I

s

i
,
it

200
700
600
200
200

*•*

11

$

this

of Shows" opens at WinGarden, New York.
Last day of Ninth Annual Ohio
M.P.T.O. Columbus Convention.
Nov. 23 Dinner dance by Motion Picture
Salesmen, Inc., at the Hotel Astor,
N. Y.
Nov. 26 "Vagabond Lover" premiere at
Globe. N. Y.
Dec. 9-10
Meeting of North Carolina eiter

*•*•*••#*

ft

p J. E.

of

"Show

:

—

1.6Q0

**f

|

—Residents

Today

—

Officials to
500

*LAST PRICE QUOTED
•(*****>.. *.>.>>>.*>*.>

Colo.

2,600
2,900

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Loew
Loew

Boulder,

The Industry's
Date Book

town have voted overwhelmingly for Winter Garden, New York.
out various shows the company has Sunday picture shows, which have
on tour. FitzPatrick's Movie Horo- been under ban for the last 23 years.
John Cort to Be Cremated
scope, "Georges Bizet" of Famous The new ordinance will be effective
John Cort, theater owner and proMusic Masters series, and "Thanks- within 30 days, and theaters here are ducer, who died Monday, will bj
giving Day," an American Holiday expected to be open the first Sunday cremated following private funeral
series, are being used on the pro- in January.
services today in Stamford, Conn.
gram of "Hunting Tigers in India."
Other FitzPatrick subjects are to ac- Managers Freed of Charge
Editing "Laughing Lady"
company "Zanzimar" on its tour,
Ruth Chatterton's first starring
of
Giving
Sunday
Shows
it is stated by the company.
Portsmouth, O. Francis MacDon- vehicle for Paramount, "The Laughing Lady" now is being edited. Miss
ald and Robert Risley, local theater
next
will
appear
in
Adolphe Menjou Resting
managers, were acquitted in court Chatterton
"Sarah
and
Son"
a dialogue version
After Appendix Operation here of the charge of violating the of Timothy Shea's novel.
state statute prohibiting the showing
Adolphe of motion pictures on Sunday.
Paris (By Wireless)
Cleveland Warner Bldg. Started
Menjou is reported resting easily afCleveland Work has been started
ter successfully undergoing an op- Sunday Shows Lose in Rocky Ford
on the Warner Bldg. at Payne Ave.
eration for appendicitis.
While Dr.
Rocky Ford, Colo. Sunday shows
Hunkin Conkey
Bove, attending surgeon, declined to liere have been defeated with the sec- and E. 23rd St.
make any statement for 24 hours, ond reading of the petition which was Construction Co. is the builder. It
nurses said Menjou's condition is approved at its first reading in Aug- will be five stories high and cost

Franco-American

8%

*Univ. Pict
Keith

FitzPatrick's shorts are being used
by Epic Talking Pictures to round

30

Loew do

nullify the verdict as registered in a
municipal election vote. Monta Vista
has been a strictly closed town on
Sundays almost since its was founded about 50 years ago.

FitzPatrick Shorts with
Boulder, Colo., Wins in
Epic Talking Programs
Sunday Show Campaign

To Make Franco-American Talker
13,300
2,300
8,800

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Fox Thea. "A"

the metropolitan area as a goodwill
Thus the picture becomes
move.
available to theaters which had set
it in for the holiday week.

23

..'

FL

Para.

22

A-0

*Keith
do pfd

Monta Vista, Colo.— Following the
victory of the adherents of a charter

20, 1929

j

.

—

Financial
Am.

Coincidental with holding over of

"Shanghai Lady," talker starring
Mary Nolan, at the Colony for a amendment allowing Sunday motion
releasing pictures here, a legal battle is being
and holidays third week, Universal is
planned by the losers in an effort to
N. Y., and the picture to about 20 exhibitors in
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KISS

your

records good-bye!

GRETA
in her newest box-office lure

THE KISS
HELD OVER 2nd WEEK
to S.R.O*

Mobs

at Capitol,

N. Y*

Listen to the Lion Roar!

METRO-GOLDWYN-BiWiER
THE BEST

IS

YET TO COME
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.
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Urge Industry's "Bickering" Ceas
Chain Buying

POOR SOUND REPRODUCING
SEEN AS ONLY MENACE
(Continued from Page 1)

the future holds anything but
best for exhibitors throughout

the
the

world," declared DeForest, who discounted home talking pictures as
threatening theater box-office grosses.
The DeForest speech follows:

"My

with

experience

hibitors has taught
are easily panicked

me

motion
that

picture

as a class,

unable to attend theaters

but as far as offering a menace, I cannot see the possibility.
"The only menace I can see to any theater

ex-

owner

they

patronage.

"Of late exhibitors have been no little
worried concerning the inroads that home
talking pictures are likely to make on the
theater box office.
Personally, I see no cause
for alarm, for home talkies at best will never
equal the variety and reproduction possibilities of the theater any more than the amateur
motion pictures of today have caused loss of
patronage.

"The home talker will have its place in the
scheme of things and undoubtedly will bring
enjoyment to those people who are physically

come from

will

;

his

giving their patrons
reproduction of sound.

and look upon every new

amusement device as a threat against their
In very few instances have their
business.
fears been justified, and there is no reason
to believe that the future holds anything but
the best for exhibitors throughout the world.
"The first bugaboo to frighten the exhibitors was the traveling show, which has since
been eliminated through the popularity of pictures.
Next, the radio was looked upon as
an evil that would force theater owners out
of business by keeping people at home.
The
effect has been the exact opposite and those
theaters that now broadcast their musical
entertainment
are
enjoying
the
greatest

— Independent ex-

Columbus

hibitors were urged to give
serious consideration to an actual merging of their interests
in order to secure the benefits
derived from chain buying of
film, by P. J. Wood, business
manager of the Ohio M.P.T.
O. at yesterday's session here.

are

competitors

the

An

who

best available
exhibitor may

MERGING OF ALLIED AND
M. P. T. 0. A.
(Continued from Page

"ARTISTIC

.

.

expect in the way of sound
Picture fans are insatiable in
their demands for bigger and better talking
pictures, but they are generous in their patronage to those theaters that make the greatest
Second rate entertaineffort to give the best.
ment calls for a rebuff in no uncertain manner.
"I firmly believe the theater owner is now
in
a better position than ever before, and
the future is exceedingly bright for those
exhibitors who are honestly endeavoring to
give their patrons the best possible reproducing what to
reproduction.

hibitors'

The

away from

C. Pettijohn said that the pubtired of "cheap bickering and
the washing of dirty linen within the

Dr. Lee DeForest came forth with
some forceftd illustrations in talk

is

He declared that pro- to prove that talkers are here to
ducer-owned theaters already pay 70 stay. About the only fault in sound
per cent, of film rental revenue to pictures, according to Dr. DeForest
producers.
They stand ready and is faulty reproduction.
business."

and properly

tints

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Review

said:

.

.

.

.

.

.

MASK
Ay

The
Featuring

\4

l»l

It

l<\ \l.l»0

First Great Arts Production
Twelve One Reel Featurettes
Dialogue Musical Colorful Novelties
Great Arts Pictures Are Great Attractions

—

GREAT ARTS PICTURES,

opinion.

Columbus.

Charlie Pettijohn, of the Hays' organization made an impressive showing with many of his exhibitor
friends and was glad the opportunity
presented itself to hear their sides of
various mooted questions.

Depend upon Sidney R. Kent,

to

be present at any of these big meetings, as usual looking after affairs
for Paramount, as well as M. Van
Praag doing likewise for Universal.

within the industry should stop and
said that he would be the first to enter, in behalf of Allied, into an armistice.
Any arrangements to be
Another interesting member who
made must be made out in the open,
addressed the gathering was H. M.
he declared, and leave exhibitors free
Richey, general manager of the M.
to continue to promote their own inP.T.O. of Michigan.
terests and protect the rights of their
organization.
Allied is not going to
tear down its organization or merge
Proposal Defers
with anyone else, it was asserted.
Ohio Unit Affiliation
Others who spoke at the dinner
Columbus
Ohio exhibitor unit,
were: Gov. Cooper of Ohio, M. Van
Praag, Sidney Kent and Maurice D. which is not affiliated with either the
M.P.T.O.A. or Allied, remains unafKann.
It
Officers will be elected by the Ohio filiated so far in the convention.
unit at today's session, which closes had been expected that before the
session adjourned the organization
the convention.
will swear allegiance to one or the
other association.
With the merger
"Paris" Sets
for
proposal now in the air, however,
Ohio exhibitors will now probably
Central in First
adopt a policy of watchful waiting.
A record for the Central, New
York, was set by "Paris" in its first
Smoott Buys Ohio House
week at that house, according to First
Mt. Vernon, O. Henry V. Smootii
National. The gross is understood to ha* purchased the Memorial here

—

Record

Inc.

155 East 42nd

St.,

N.Y.C.

Phone: VANderbilt 2448
Sole Foreign Distributors:
25 W. 43rd St., N. Y. C.

He

Merger

The

—

he had

Myers agreed with Pettijohn that
bickering and washing of dirty linen

ROLES EXPERTLY PLAYED
WELL RECORDED
RATES WITH THE BEST."
.

officered.

that although

speakpointed out that Allied has
an organization that covers 31 states
and declared that as long as he represents the group, Allied will never
relinquish or compromise the rights
of the theater, or take a position on
any industry problems that cannot
be vindicated in the court of public
ers.

Motion Picture News,

Exhibitors Daily

said

Harry Reichenbach not only acted
as toastmaster but proved time and
again that he was one of the main
reasons for many of the boys coming to Columbus.

a gentleman's agreement not to enM. A. Lightman, president of the
ter into any argument or talk busiM.P.T.O.A.,
brings back fond memoness at the dinner, he was compelled
to speak on the subject owing to the ries of the Memphis meet but is glad
that this time it's taking place at
views expressed by previous

the routine."

"Charmingly told

F. Myers, president of
got himself a bag full of
congratulations, good wishes and al
such on his recent marriage.
You
know, he and Mary G. Connor, an
assistant attorney general of United

C.

lic

tive

said:
"HIGH CLASS ENTERTAINMENT
gets

Abram

Allied,

—

will be entirely eliminated within a very short
time."

said:

in the

Thoma

Oscar.

willing, beginning Jan. 1, 1930, to
join any organization in the 32 zones
and to contribute dues and manpower
to any movement properly construc-

Those exhibitors who, in an effort of
economy, are trying to compete by the use of
bootleg machines and glorified phonographs,

Sonochrome print gives delicate
It makes a pleasing subject."

Red Kann,

J.

dustry.

tion.

VERY BEAUTIFULLY STAGED

.

1)

Mayor James

gave the welcoming address, th
Deshler Wallick Hotel sure felt mor
like home.
Ask some of the boys.

troubles, James asserted.
states, were secretly married last
Approval of the suggestion was month.
voiced by M. A. Lightman, president
of the M.P.T.O.A., who said
And of course, during the sessions,
the demand for talking pictures is so great
organization stands willing- to did anyone hear Oscar Hanson of
that theatergoers are willing to overlook many his
flaws in reproduction in order to enjoy the work with any organization in a con- Tiffany say anything
about that comnew art, but day by day the public is becom- structive move in behalf of
the in- pany's franchise plan well you know
ing more and more discriminating and learnspend thousands of dollars to make his lobby
a replica of an art museum, but in the end it
is the screen that determines whether or not
At the moment
he is to enjoy prosperity.

MASK

The Film Daily

AFTER

with a bang when W. M. James, first
speaker at the banquet and head of
the Ohio unit, proposed the merger.
He stressed the necessit}' of both factions getting together on a standard
exhibition contract with the equalities demanded.
Such an accomplishment would mean the end of the ex-

Myers

The

Convention Sidelights]

Edward

L. Klein Corporation
Cable Address: "Kleinway"

—New York

Week

—

|

I

have been $18,000.

from

J.

C

Piatt.

THE
November

(Wednesday,

20,

-^^

DAILY

1929

Coast Wire Service

Hollywood Happenings

Fulfilling

AUDIBLE PICTURES,

1ERMAN FOWLER ON TOUR; DE MILLE ASSERTS TALKERS

Herman Fowler, head
Studios, has left

of the

Fow-

on a four-week

bur of key cities throughout the
During his absence work
buntry.
lill
be started on the fifth in the
[eries of "Fowler Studio Varieties."
[owler said that more than 475
taort vaudeville song, dance and re[ue acts, each limited to a little over
hree minutes, will be made at his
tudio during the next few months.

Western Talking Films

The Second One

That the talking films will imorove
in America is the opinion of

"We

have been growing steadily
careless in our use
of the English language until the
talkies and the necessity for perfect
articulation caught us up short. The
talkies have the power to reclaim this
situation. By virtue of their very me-

a

99

more and more

chanical limitations they are setting
up the highest standards of speech
we have had."

The Last Dance
A

Dog Star Dies
He
Production has started at Universal
Pal, canine star, is dead here.
One began his career ten years ago with
I two new western talkers.
ears the name "Kettle Creek" and a small part in a Wallace Reid picThe other is ture, advancing to the stage of poputars Ken Maynard.
Fool's Luck" and has Hoot Gibson larity by his continued appearance in
The former is being di- comedies. The dog was 14 years old.
i the lead.
ected by Harry Brown, the latter by
Mary Nolan Improving
irthur Rosson.
Mary Nolan, Universal star, is rapidly improving after an operation for
Long Contract for Fred Scott
Pathe has signed Fred Scott to a appendicitis and is expected back at
He has just the studio shortly to begin work in
:>ng-term contract.
ompleted his first picture role in "Carnival" which will be directed by
John Robertson.
The Grand Parade."

Would Place Mergers
Under Trade Commission
(Continued from Page

1)

tock of other capital or any other
commission first
the
orporation,
lust be satisfied that such acquisition
vill not constitute an unlawful monopof
restraint
or unreasonable
ly
ade or commerce, unfair competition
r a detriment to the public.
This provision is a corollary to
ither provision that before engaging

Modern Day Comedy Drama with

Vera Reynolds

IGo into Production at 'IT

Sill

Recorded on R.C.A.-Photophone

EXHIBITORS NOTE:

These Eight
Outstanding All-Talking Features Headed by

"IN

OLD CALIFORNIA"
Are Being Released Territorially by

F. N. to Release "Sally"
in January Sales Drive

Hollywood Pictures Corp.
New York

All Star Features Dist. Corp.
San Francisco, Los Angeles

Plans for a nation-wide sales campaign during January have been an-

Celebrated Players Film Corp.

Greater Features, Inc.

Milwaukee

Seattle

Security Pictures

Security Pictures, Inc.

Chicago

Omaha

nounced by First National.

Heading

the list of pictures to be released during the month is "Sally," with Marilyn Miller, which will have its world

Standard Film Service Co.

premiere in New York in a few
Other films are "Lilies of
weeks.
the Field," "Playing Around," and
In the Next Room." Three films are

They
commerce, any person listed for December release.
are "The Painted Angel," "The Love
ir cooperation must secure a license
rom the commission to be granted Racket" and "Wedding Rings."
fter investigation shows that such

commerce does not conan unlawful monopoly, an un-

nterstate
ititute

Jason Robards

and a Stellar Supporting Cast

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Pittsburgh,
Louisville, Detroit

Foreign Rights Controlled by

interstate

n

of Its Series of

Eight All-Talking Features

speech

Cecil B. DeMille.

Inc.

Presents

IPUNS OVER 475 SHORTS WILL IMPROVE OUR SPEECH
br

The Promise

Omaha

Arthur Levey Cable Address Dee Jay, London
:

City Council Asked

For Available Territory Communicate with

to Rule on Apprentices

easonable restraint of trade or comOhama City council here has
nerce, unfair competition or a detribeen asked to rule ,on the moving
nent to the nublic.
Possession of a license, unless re- picture operators ordinance as to
roked shall be a complete defense to whether the theater owners or the opmy prosecution or proceeding under erators have the right to appoint aphe anti-trust laws, but the commis- prentices.
iion is given authority to bring proceedings to revoke licenses should it $200,000 for Improvements
>e shown that the licensee is acting in

—

nolation of

its

J.

to Plainfield, N.J., Theater

provisions.

—

Plainfield,

volving

—

Lon Young

issistant to the president,

him on the

Sound Cook
Burkesville,
ly

Tec-Art Studios
Hollywood, Cal.

Supervisor

an

West

Back

ed

Jr.,

President

N. J. Improvements inexpenditure of about
Joseph I. Schnitzer
$200,000 are planned for the PlainCoast field, according to L. A. Texier, resifrom
Joseph T. Schnitzer, president of dent manager of the Walter Reade
Thomas W. Lamb is the
Radio Pictures, is back in New York interests.
rom the West Coast. Harry Takoff, architect in charge of the work.
.

H. Weiter,

its

Resume Shows
Scottsville, N.

in Burkesville,

Ky.—The

inaugurated

accompan-

trip.

Ky.

Dixie recent-

sound policy.

N. Y.
Play House

in Scottsville,

Y.— The

at Windom Hall, closed for the last
six months, has resumed with a picture policy.

J.

D. Trop, N. Y. Rep., 729 7th Ave.,

New York

THE

-JZlWi
DAILY
Timely Topics

Along The Rialto

A

Digest of
Current Opinion

spouting big figures anent the demand for seats to the premiere of Rudy Vallee's "The Vagabond King." Demand for seats, sez Sam, already is five times
picture
in excess of the capacity of the Globe, where the
will be presented, and it's too late now to hire Madison Square

Screen Held Superior to
Theater as Story Medium

MOTION

pictures are a natmedium
story-telling
ural
while the stage is not. Pictures
are flexible, unrestricted by the
artificial limitations of the stage.
It is far easier to tell a story in
interesting and natural
direct,
fashion on the screen than it is
on the stage. For this reason I
believe that talking pictures will
relegate stage successes to a lim-

Garden

Warren Nolan has no fears of distance when it comes to
framing exploitation. Accordingly, he is trying to treat the first
night audience of "The Taming of the Shrew" to a few words
of greeting from the stars of the picture, Douglas Fairbanks and
Mary Pickford, who at that time will be 11,000 miles east of

—

Broadway in Hong Kong
M. Kleinerman, of the Exhibitors Film Exchange,

playwright-director

night at

*

Sees in Films Medium
"True Magnificence"

lives to

make

picture is too impart of our daily
it possible for any-

social conscience to
wholeheartedly at tragic

body with a
laugh

The medium

ineptitude.

itself

no sense despicable. Particularly since the development
of sound there is no reason in
the world why a master should
is

in

"The

*

*

Says Screen's Chief Appeal
Is to Love of Hero-Worship
the first place, the great appeal of the movies is not that

IN
of

drama,

it

seems

to

NUMBER

me, but

rather of hero worship, or dream
The public must have
worship.
This intense perstars!
its
sonal worship is not a good thing
for the movies from an artistic
point of view.

Sidney Howard, playwright

IN

M.LTHE HEWS
M.LTHE TIMI

o/FILMDOM

Goldwyn
tising

to launch national advercampaign.
*

Max

*

Statistics
By JAMES
Statistical

P.
Editor,

Linder arrives from France to
*

*

*

reported
for Los Angeles house.

after

site

YOU
DOdays

DALY

remember

the good old
the fillum sales manager when the trade papers reported
that "the live-wire, go-getting dynamo, Mike Glutz, sales manager for
Oompity Films, is now on his semiannual swing around the circuit, and
will hit North, South, East and West
in a visit to all the exchanges?"
Nowadays, that bozo's job has been
There are three
greatly simplified.
big chains of theaters which have
solved his selling problem so that
now there ain't no selling problem.
for

Only

hundred

few

a

houses

scattered

here

independent

and there

in

the sticks.
*

*

*

So Mike Glutz now spends his time
M. P. Club watching his stock
margins being merged into a nice big;
fat Zero, and in between fainting:
spells he shoots a long distance phone
call to Ezra Perkins, who owns five:
houses in the Great Northwest terriat the

The conversation is as follows:
"Hello, Ezra, this is Mike Glutz. I'm
gonna stage an Ezra Perkins Month
in your honor, and put on a big sales
drive, if you'll book our big special
'Weak Ankles' over your five houses."
Ezra sez: "Sure, Mike. What care I
for the expense, just as long as it
isn't over $7.50 a booking."
tory.

Glutz,

The Film Daily
at

*

picture

Xmas Eve

houses in the U. S. has
more than doubled in five years.
In 1925, 50,000,000 people attended theaters weekly, as compared with approximately 120,*

November 20

*

Cumulative effect of presentday expansion policies of large
chains is clearly reflected in the lightning-like
growth of net profits. As an
example, one important organization, operating a string of
de luxe houses from coast-tocoast, showed a $758,000 net
in 1926, and $754,000 in 1927.

program,

first

started early in 1928, jumped
the net of last year to $1,745,000. For the first six months
of 1929, a net of $1,500,000 is
reported.

the

sales

manager,

*

*

end of tht
"Ezra Perkins' Month" has
gone over with a bang. A grand tota
of $497 worth of bookings, including
$37.50 from Ezra's five houses. "Mer
ry Xmas," sez sales manager Glutz
"Merry hell," sez the president an<
arrives, the

Drive.

000,000 at present.

expansion

Mike

rushes back to his office and calls the
officials into a heavy conference to
spring the big news.
The company
puts on a sales drive over all the
U. S. A. to announce to the trade
that "Ezra Perkins' Month" will be
Before the
celebrated in December.
day is over wires have been shot to
35 exchange managers telling them
all about the gigantic campaign. In
side of another 24 hours over three
hundred salesmen are out plugging
for their quotas
Wot excitement!
Wot energy! Wot a Sales Drive!
.

CUNNINGHAM

ATTENDANCE

Its

*

make comedies.
Marcus Loew

MANY HAPPY RETURNS

theater

JfrNEWSPAPtt

hour.

Industry

*

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

during the "Journal"

97

in

New York Telegram"
*

97
1

Heywood Broun

THAT'S

M-G-M

do believe that democracy is
I
good enough to vindicate itself
long run.

WPAP

logued "Sophomore" for Pathe, formerly was a reader in the
h. o. under Col. Brady
The latter now is directing shorts for Columbia at the Victor Camden studios

not use the screen as a field for
work of true magnificence. The
argument is raised that nothing
fine can ever come out of pictures, because the necessary pubYet even in art
lic is too big.

in the

over Station

six

Arthur Hurley, ace stage director who is now making
b. o. pictures for Warners at their Eastern workshop, has been
collie in connection with more Lambs' Gambols than anyone
else
Hy Daab's genius for producing show accessories
has resulted in unprecedented sales of these exploitation materials on Radio attractions.
All previous records have been
smashed by 200 per cent, is the claim
The Brooklyn Paramount is celebrating its first anniversary
this week
And the new Loew's Pitkin opens this Sattiday
with William Saxton at the helm
Bill, who was last at
the Valencia, also made a successful stay in Syracuse where he
managed the Loew's State
Earl Baldwin, who co-dia-

of

motion
THE
portant a

recently

had the honor of showing "Four Seasons" at the home of Thomas
A. Edison
"Rio Rita" is continuing in its Westward conquest, it is revealed by dispatches from Milwaukee, where the
picture is reported to have drawn an attendance of approximately
100,000, which represents about one-fifth of the city's population.
Another case of one out of every five
Rose Pelswick will interview Monte Blue, Warner star, to-

George Abbott,
*

is

RKO

As well
ited type of production.
as being a superior story telling
medium the screen has dramatic
possibilities equal, if not superior
to those of the stage.

—AND
By PHIL M.

Phil M. Daly, Jr.

SAM WARSHAWSKY

20, 192

THAT

with

—€)—

*

Wednesday, November

v. p.

wishes and congratulaare extended by

Best

THE

tions

FILM DAILY
ing

together.

members

who today

of

to the follow-

the industry,

are celebrating their

birthday:

Robert

W. Armstrong

Elsa Benham
Rosita Delmar
Harry Gripp
J.

F.

McAloon

oo

THEIR
FIRST

JOBS
JEFF LAZARUS
errand boy

THE
Wednesday, November

LOEWS TO

NATIONALIZE

{Continued from Page 1)
are: Paradise, Bronx; Kings, Brooklyn; Valencia, Jamaica, Jersey City,
and Pitkin, Brooklyn.
The amplified plan will take units
Ito Washington following their Capipol opening and thence to Baltimore,
[Washington, Columbus and Cleveland, replacing Publix units in these
Icities.

Another innovation to be launched
[Nov. 30, starting at the Paradise,
[sends a master-of-ceremony, organist
[and symphony leader with each unit
on

tour.

is now possible for a performer or act to be booked over the unit
roadshow circuit; then continue the

It

STEREOSCOPIC PROCESS
(Continued from Page 1)

width and proportionally high. Con-

Draws Big

That a silent picture with a
box office star still has drawing
power at a de luxe sound
house is being emphasized this
week by "The Kiss" which
will be held over at the Capitol, New York.
Greta Garbo

struction of sets and installations of
is starred in this M-G-M piccameras and accessories necessary for
ture.
thi> process, which it is claimed, approximates third dimension, are unUniversal to Continue
der way at the RKO Coast studios.
Silent Newsreel, Laemmie
Present plans call for the appearance
of
the process in Radio pictures
Declaring that there are approxiabout Feb. 1.
mately 20,000 theaters in the country
Spoor-BerClose-ups under the
and not more than 4,500 wired for
gren process, according to Joseph I
Schnitzer, president of Radio Pic- sound, Carl Laemmie, president, antures, will enlarge figures without nounced that Universal will continue
distortion, retaining

them

in

propor-

tion.

flaying time onto the Loew vaudeville
[circuit for an additional 25 to 3C
weeks, making a total booking possibility of 40 to 50 weeks.

KANSAS

Silent

RADIO PICTURES SECURES

SHOWS

ROUTING OF STAGE

2&H

DAILV

20, 1929

to issue a silent newsreel as long as
there are exhibitors who need it.

SAID
FORM BOOKING COMBINE
.

Page
R. G.

FILM FOLK
ABOUT

1920

the 1929

1)

Liggett's
dad and Murray;
Gauntier and Seventeenth St.; Charley Vaughan's Neptune, Midway and
Art; Fred Meyn's Pershing; William
Parsons' Aladdin, and C. H. Potter's
Baltis and Admiral.

(Continued from Page 1)

opened by the company in many key
points and additional distribution will
be handled through independent offices.
Four features now on the company's program include "The Crimson
Circle," by Edgar Wallace which will
contain dialogue and musical effects;
"Dark Red Roses," an all talker;
Robert Hutchins' "After The Verdict" synchronized, and "The Cage
of Death."
The company's output
will consist of approximately seven
features some of which will be produced in London as well as New
York and on the Coast.

WHAT IMPORTANT

CuTfEATERS

(.Continued from

FIELD OF DISTRIBUTION

Wfc

'W?

Film Daily Year Book

Sees Rebirth of Industry
in France Through Talker

—

Paris Talking films will bring a
motion picture renaissance in France,
says Jack E. Specter, who recently

resigned as publicity director of the
Paramount Theater here in order to
for
exploitation
of
charge
take
Pathe Cinemas, operating 40 houses
throughout France.
"France and America," he asserts,
"must work together in this, but
France must develop the industry in
She has the artistic
her own way.
Her artists have often
resources.
gone to America, not from preference,
but from lack of opportunity here.
In future many of these will stay in
France."

"I shall keep

A. L.Rockett

be referred to

'

.

Harry Rapf

New North Carolina Firm
Raleigh, N. C. Sampson Theaters,
of Clinton, has been granted a charter to conduct a general theater business.
Principals are Eugene Mc-

.

handy and know that

many

it

will

times during the year."

always found

this

book

to be of the

greatest value."

Talkers Cut Attendance
Abroad, Director Says
Talkers are having an adverse effect on picture theater attendance
abroad, according to Benjamin Christiansen, director, who returned to
New York yesterday from a trip to
Sweden. Synchronization of foreign
languages to replace English has
proved unsatisfactory, he says, asserting that "the great majority" of talkers have proved failures.

.

it

"... certainly a healthy volume and
find much helpful information in it."

M. H. Hoffman

I shall

"After an acquaintance with the Year Book

R. F. Woodhull

for several years,

I still like it."

—

Lamb, Jos. L. Caudell
Jackson, of Clinton.

and

J.

H.

1930 Edition

Now

In Preparation— Out In January

LEWISTON, IDAHO,
Nov. lO, 1929
C. C. Ezell,

General Sales Manager,

Warner

Bros. Pictures,
York, N. Y.

New
GOLD DIGGERS smashes

to smithereens all

time records this theatre and city. Opening
second week tomorrow in former two -day
town. Playing two extra shows daily— running continuous one to twelve midnight.
Population six thousand, but ten thousand
paid admissions. People driving eighty miles
from the hills stand uncomplainingly in line
for hours in bitter cold.

We

are too excited and incoherent from
nervous strain of handling crowds to
adequately express our gratitude for what
Warner and First National Franchises have

meant

to us.

Regards and appreciation from two boys
in the wilds of the

Snake River country.

EDDIE RIVERS and GEORGE JUNGERT
Dear Eddie and George:

You ain't seen nothin' yet — wait till
you play-^SHOW of SHOWS",
"DISRAELI", "GENERAL CRACK",
"SHE COULDN'T SAY NO".
\.

What

WAMER BROS.

WARNER

BROS.

Promise-

Deliver

•

f •

EZELL

9

General Sales Jflanaget\

WARNER

BROS. PICTURES,

Inc.
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Western Electric Wins First German Patent Suit

MERGIWTOF EXHIBITORS BEING CONSIDERED
[Arbitration, Contract
The Pipe of Peace
smoked atColumbus
-^—By JACK ALICOATE^^
-is

Hess Confers with Dept.
of Justice Officials on
Thacher Decision
Washington Bureau of

Washington

banquet held Tuesday
Columbus by The
Motion Picture Theater
>wners of Ohio and attended by
night at

Governor of Ohio as well as

[he

representative big men of
industry as Sidney Kent,
he
[\bram Myers, Charlie Pettijohn,
Dr. Lee DeForest, Pete Woodhull,

such

an effort to meet
Government's requirements as specified in Judge Thacher's
decision, conferences are understood
(.Continued on Page 8)

add an enlightening page to
already interesting historical
irchives of the industry and, from
»resent indications, pave the way
or the next constructive move on
lie part of exhibitor, producer and

the

if

Between

10

and

15 all-color

ners for 1930-31 season release.

On

the present season schedule

there

are

B.

L P. JOINS NEW CONCERN

five

all-color

and

three part-color pictures.

— British

London

Talking Pictures
combine
will
forces with Associated Sound Film
Industries, Ltd., recently formed with

announces

that

it

Electric has won its first
suit
against the Tri-Ergon
system in Germany, states a cable

European headquarters. This
action brought by Electrical Research
its

Products, attacked the validity of the
Tri-Ergon patent No. 387059 on a
resistance capacity coupled amplifier.
The cancellation court of the German patent office in its decision in
favor of Electrical Research declared

capital of $5,000,000, in the production of multi-lingual talking films.
The new concern, it is claimed, has

(Continued on Page 2)

a

(Continued on Page 2)

CUT

DUTYlTOREIGN

welfare and advancement.

ual

26 TALKER SHORTS ON NEW

Might Have Been War

dence.

The newsnaper men

trained

to

pres-

such things,

tething in the

air.

felt

However,

due to cooler heads, what promised
and started out as the word battle
of the century was transformed
into a fine understanding attitude
hi the part of those most interested
-nicer ely trying to reach a muarrangement for the working
ut of their respective difficulties
vith deference to the rights of all.
I

A United Front Needed
There are too manv

real

that

surely

(Continued on Page 2)

MADE PROJECTOR PARTS
Reduction of the tariff rate on foreign-made projector parts imported
into this country is announced by the

talker short subjects, in addition to seven sound features, will be embraced in the program being lined up 'by International
York, for
Distributors, Inc. of
release through their own and inde(Continued on Page 8)

Twenty-six

all

New

U. S. Customs Court, reversing a decision recently made in favor of the
Government. This ruling reduces the
duty upon items invoiced as "500 sets
of material for projecteurs Bolex."
Material involved comprises unas(Continued

on

Page

8)

Open Twentieth Theater in
Kentucky Expansion Program
Quarterly Dividend Is
Omitted by Shuberts
Regular quarterly dividend of $1.25
share on the common has been
omitted by Shubert Theater Corp.
a

dangers The
ceive

action,

it

working

is

stated,

capital,
difficulties

is

and

to conalso is

from without, due to labor
with musimust be known and cians and stagehands which have af-

facing the industry

Columbus—Allied and M.P.T.O.A.
leaders were in conference yesterday
on the proposal to solidify their ranks
into a single, powerful organization
designed to alleviate the industry's
ills and protect it from outside interference.
Although no decision was
(Continued on Page 8)

W. M.

fected earnings adversely.

JAMKHEADS

OHIO UNIT SIXTH TIME
Columbus

Expansion

program

of

Principal

Theaters Corp. and Strand Amusement Co., is being continued in Kentucky, states Col. Fred Levy, who is
now in New York on a business trip,
the associated firms having opened
the 20th house in their chain.
The
new theater, the Kentucky, seating
1,400, is located at Henderson.
Another of similar capacity will soon be
(Continued on Page 2)

—

W. M. James was

elected president of the Ohio M.P.T.
O. for his sixth term at the closing
session of the annual convention yeserday.
Other officers selected are:
Jack Harwood, Cleveland, vice-presi(Continued on Page 8)

"Show

of

Shows"

The widely heralded "Show
of Shows," Warner Brothers'
cinema revue de-luxe made a
most

bow

Here was no ordinary exhibitor
convention dinner. As the speakers took their places a strained
feeling of anticipation was in evient,

Two Weeks

patent

from

TO MAKE LINGUAL FILMS

M.P.T.O.A. Likely
to Get Together Within

Allied,

made by War-

talkers will be

Western

mu-

listributor interests for their

More Color Films

TRI-ERGON PATENT IS VOID

M. A. Lightman, Oscar Hanson,
M. Van Praag, E. V. Richey, Al
BtefFes and Harry Reichenbach
will

— In

THE FILM DAILY

Federal

the

THE

Discussed at Washington

successful
last

and

riotous

evening at the Win-

Garden before a large and
enthusiastic audience of revueter

wise
New Yorkers. They
came. They saw. They were
conquered. "Show of Shows"
not only boasts of more stars
than you ordinarily see in a
season but is big both in point
of quality as well as quantity.
Like a three ring circus if you
turn around you miss someTo name
thing worth while.
everyone taking part would
take up a column. John AdolLarry
phi did the directing.
Ceballos and Jack Haskell did
great work with the dance ensembles. It is all in technicolor
and has most everything that
you would expect from a modern, sophisticated, tuneful, fast
moving musical cocktail, big
enough to hold its head up in
a house that has seen the finest

that the musical comedy stage
J. A.
has had to offer.

z:c&!%DAILY
The Pipe of Peace
— smoked at Columbus

Thursday, November

OPEN 20TH THEATER
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appreciated by all forces, to overPrice 5 Cents
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look this opoortunity of getting toerected at
Owensboro, Levy anpresenting a solid front
and
gether
Editor and Publisher
JOHN f AUCOATE
nounces.
to the outside world through the
The interests operates houses in
Published daily except Saturday and holidays reflected medium of one hundred Huntington and Anderson, Indiana,
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and
at
and
in
Owensboro,
Henderson,
copyright (1929) by Wid's Films and Film per cent cooperation and good-will
Princeton, Fulton, Danville, LouisFolks,
Ire.
W. Alicoate, President, from within.
J.
part
we
our
For
Editor and Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau,
ville and Mayfield in Kentucky.
Secretary-Treasurer and General Manager; sincerely hope that in this new
EnArthur W. Eddy, Managing Editor.
tered as second class matter, May 21, 1918, arrangement politics, long the sore
under
York,
Y.,
post-office
at
New
N.
at the
will be
Terms (Postage spot in exhibitor activities,
the act of March 3, 1879.
ELECTRIC
free) United States outside of Greater New
taboo.
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Nov. 23

Dinner

dance

by

Motion

Picture

'Salesmen, Inc., at the Hotel Astor

N. Y.

.

WESTERN

6 months, $5.00; 3
Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers
months, $3.00.
Address all comshould remit with order.
DAILY, 1650
munications to
Phone Circle
Broadway, New York, N. Y.

WINS

York $10.00 one year;

THE FILM

4736-4737-4738-4739. Cable address: Filmday,
Ralph
New York. Hollywood, California
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
London Ernest W. Fredman, The
6607.
W.
Wardour
St.,
Renter, 89-91
Film
Berlin
Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
I.
Paris P. A. Harle,
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
La Cinematographie Francaise, Rue de 1;
Cour-des-Noues, 19.

—

—

—

—

Sidney Kent Speaks
Once again the splendid analytiand leadership of Sidney Kent was felt in a situation

FIRST

cal ability

that, for a

time at

least,

His

(Continued from Page
the Tri-Ergon patent

1)

was null
void.
This litigation was not involved in
the injunction which the German film
interests
secured against Western
Electric equipment in Germany in-

bordered and

upon the delicate. While others
trod the indefinite path of suggestion Kent made his views positive.

that

GERMAN SUIT

Nov.

"Vagabond

26

Globe.

Nov. 30

Dance
Inc.,

Lover"

premiere

at

N. Y.
of
at

Warner
Brooklyn

Bros.
Club,
Vitaphone

Studio.

Dec. 9-10

Meeting of North Carolina
hibitors' unit at Pinehurst.

Dec.

Opening of the Little Picture
House in New York City.

23

Hart

to

ei

Return to Screen

in Talkers After 6 Years
William S. Hart is to return to film
vork after an absence of six years.
This is definitely established by the
actor's presence in New York to discuss with producers arrangements for
distributing
two western talkers
which he expects to produce within
the year.

and unequivocal volving three theaters using the
Sees Talkers Aiding Stage
Talking pictures will prove a godMyers, Lightman and .Western Electric sound system, which
were closed, as those cases have not send to the legitimate stage
by evenmeet in his office in the come to trial yet.
tually eliminating from the theater
direct^

invitation to

Financial

Steffes to

immediate future for the purpose
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Eastnian Films

I
«
8

of constructively working out the
nroblems at hand had a ring of
business and sincerity. Before we
!eft Columbus we were informed
by those most interested that this
meeting would be held at once.

The Door

is

B.

I.

P.

JOINS

NEW CONCERN

TO MAKE UNGUAL FILMS
(Continued from Page 1)

Open

acquired control of all DeForest and
Pettijohn, Myers, Lichtman and Tobis patents in the United KingKent are names backed by an open dom and will purchase part of British Talking Pictures' tangible assets,
record of honesty, sincerity and ac- including its recently

complishment

completed stu-

in this industry.

The

door, that but a day ago seemed
is now wide open.
house
divided against itself has long

closed,

A

dio at

Wembley.

Schwab and Mandel
Not Quitting Stage

1
New York
Broadway

Bryant 4712

8

•.

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica
Blvd.

Gladstone 6103

»,•.•.*.....*.**>*....>>>>>«'>* w v# *

The
er

and

finer

dramatic theaters, play-

ing to more limited and
criminating audiences.

more

dis-

Menjou's Condition Good

—

(By Wireless) Condition of
Adolphe Menjou is reported as good.
The star underwent an appendicitis
operation on Monday.
Paris

C—

—

Will

Go on Air Saturday Theater Owner

Files

Anti-Picketing Suit
Sones from "The Love Parade."
he Maurice Chevalier film, will be
Michigan City, Ind. A suit to stop
'•^eluded in the program to be broad- picketing has been filed by Maurice
"it
during- the Paramount-Publix Rubin, proprietor of the Uptown
'our Saturday night over the Colum- against the I.A.T.S.E. & M.P. local
bia network.
here and Elmer Etchason of this city.

—

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
Attractions for

Friml to Work in Talkers; Theater Firm Chartered
Signed by United Artists
in Miami Beach, Fla.

Picture Theatres

Rudolph Friml has been won to the
Miami Beach, Fla.
Incorporation
talking pictures.
The composer will papers have been received by the
'eave for Hollywood in three weeks Hilo Thtater, Inc., capitalized
at $25,o f-omnose the music for "Bride 66," 000.
Directors of the company are
which Arthur Hammerstein will pro- C. S. Remley, F. F. Conley and I. B.
duce for United Artists.
Remley.

Vaudeville Acts

—

1540

Council of Jewish Women.
inroads of the talkers, Miss Helburn said, will result in fewer, smalltional

"Shrew" Opens at Rivoli Soon
been an open confession of weak"The Taming of the Shrew," the
Laurence Schwab and Frank Man- Mary Pickford-Douglas Fairbanks
ness.
It is the hope of this pubdel, legitimate producers, who recent- picture, will
open in New York at
lication that the gathering just ly
became associated with Paramount, the Rivoli within the next two weefcT
brought to an end in Columbus will announce they have no intention to
mark the finish of bickering, accu- quit the stage entirely even though
Klein Gets Washington House
sations and petty politics and that they will do no more legit, produc- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAll
tions this season. They are planning
Washington, D.
i-in
John Klein
as the result there will emerge a
their usual two musical shows for has acquired the Little and is acting
united industry far better fortified next fall. Schwab leaves for Holly- as manager.
to go forward to bigger and better wood about Jan. 1 to produce a musKlein Moves Offices
ical picture, while Mandel will do
accomplishments.
Cleveland, O.
A. E. Klein, dissimilar work at Paramount's Long
tributor of Perfectone and MellaIsland studio.
phone sound reproducers, has moved
Sonsrs from 'Love Parade'
his office to 219 Film Bldg.

if

J. E. Brulatour, Inc. «

:.:

those
players which
the
audible
screen can do better, Theresa Helburn, executive director of the Theater Guild, declared at a meeting of
the New York section of the Na-

Standard
1600 Broadway, New York

Phone Perm. 3580

City

,

TODAY, AS YESTERDAY, AT

THE BLACK CROOK
When

//

father took his beaver hat a/id vanished into

headed lor Aiblo's Garden, to blush at
the new musical comedy playing there,
The Black
he little dreamed that 63 years later his
Crook,
grandson would be able to walk boldly into any
lirst^rate movie house to see the same forbidden
drama
Tor that was in 1866, and in this year of
1?2 p Air. Terry Ramsaye has borrowed some tickling
scenes from
The Black Crook presented by Afessrs
the

night

.

Alorley,

.

.

Throckmorton, Ahlliken

and

Cribble

at

Hoboken, and given them to you in Pathe Audio
Review I\'o. 30
An ultra^lunny production, in
which an 1S66 chorus' sings lustily, the female
quartette renders ' Sweet Adeline,
and Miss Agnes
DeAlille and Air. Warren Leonard dance the
.

oolalal

.

.

— sensational trench

—

Can Can

I

PATHE audio REVIEW
EDITED BY TERRY RAMSAYE

SOON

IN

COLOR

BY
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A
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Coast Wire Service

Small at Metropolitan Studio
'Nothing But the Truth"

Grist,

h'.,

Carolina, Greenville, S. C.

"Office Scandal"

(Pathe)
Borrowing a nice looking mahogany desk with paraphernalia including inkwell, desk calendar, etc.— was
placed just inside the main entrance
The artist painted a cut-out
doors.
of Phyllis Haver (star in the picture)
and this was placed right at the edge

of the desk— giving the appearance
the
of Miss Haver's feet reclining on

desk with a telephone

in

one hand

the other. The
with an amspotted
was
desk display
ber and pink baby spot from the
balcony rail.— J. H. McKoy, Olym-

and the receiver

|

pia,

in

Miami, Fla.

PRODUCING 2 FEATURES

EAttle

from "Lots"

FOR COLUMBIA RELEASE

lumbia. The script for the first now
is in preparation, with filming scheduled to get under way within the next
wo weeks. Western Electric equipment will be used.

Hollyzvood

SACKIN,
MOE
Blackstone

who

dropped

in advance of
of the orchestra

weeks

One
I

number and

I

the orchestra also feat-

on the program. Announcements were made of the picture, theSix pictures of Joan
ater and date.
framed— given as
were
Crawford
The contest was
part of the prizes.
ured

|

the showing.
boys sang the

it

Prizes
placed with the newspapers.
were given for the articles published,
classithese articles were run on the
pair
days.
five
fied pages, for
of the
of tickets were given each

A

writers.

The

classified

page propoTom Ar-

sition is what sold them.—
thur, Cecil, Mason City, la.

These figures
the table.
and, then
beaverboard
from
were cut
other

at

rethe artist applied his brush that
so
appearing
figures
these
in
sulted
neatly lettered card on
life-like.
table
the floor leaning against the

A

S£Z/

Paul Fejos on
*

enter

five pictures.
*
*

Mouse" and

Ed

—

ring a business career, to the
life

of society.

Chatterton, Bancroft in Film
Hal Kern Ends 9th Year
Ruth Chatterton will be co-starred
Paramount's
in
Bancroft
as U.A. Film Cutting Head
with George
"Ladies Love Brutes," which Roland
Hal Kern is celebrating his ninth
It is based on
V. Lee will direct.
anniversary as head of the film editing
Glove."
Zoe Akin's play, "Pardon My
department of United Artists by cutting "Puttin on the Ritz," the film
Latest
Hardy's
Laurel and
starring Harry Richman at the direc"Night Owls" is the latest Laurel tion
of Edward Sloman.
produced
being
comedy
and Hardy
by Hal Roach. Edgar Kennedy and
Lee Tracy Gets Fox Lead
Jimmy Finlayson are others in the
Lee Tracy has been selected to play
cast.
the leading role in

"On

the Level,"
from a story

which Fox will make
Original For Columbia
has written an by George Brooks and Frank Gay.
original for Columbia under the title William Harrigan and Mae Clarke
Production will start are other members of the cast.
"Personality."
cast
is assembled.
as
a
soon
as

Lehman

Lehman

Gladys

Brenon Given Free Hand
Plante to Go on Air
John Boles and Laura La Plante
are on the program to be broadcast
by Paul Whiteman ^and his band over
Boles,

La

"Hole in the Wall"
(Paramount)
26.
A crystal glass on the table was the Columbia network Nov.
bowl
light
electric
an
than
none other
Secretary Gets "Bit"
with ten-watt globes inside with butThe globes were blue
ton flashes.
and green and gave a continuous
movement to the shadow effects 01
each
the two figures seated opposite

PHILM.DALX

production,
is hanging up a little record of his
own at Universal. He has assisted
to

"Our Dancing Daughters"
"Our Dancing Daughters" dancing
contest was arranged. This was featured at the dance palace for two

short but it doesn't forget a
happy deed."

Walt Disney, with his "Mickey
"Silly Symphonies" series, is paving the ivay for a, bigger
and better year. Grauman's Chinese,
Audible has completed its second
It will Curthay Circle, Fox Palace, and Criall-talker, "The Last Dance."
terion theaters have signed for the
be released in sound-on-film, soundH. Henigson to Manage
Vera product. The Disney boys are makon-disc, and silent versions.
ing rapid headway with their creawith
role,
Production for
chief
Small
the
Reynolds has
tions, adding new sound effects with
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Jason Robards, George Chandler, each new
cartoon.
Gertrude Short, Harry Todd, Miami
Hollywood Henry Henigson has
*
*
*
Alvarez, Lilianne Leighton and Jimbeen made production manager for
Nagene Searle, for four years
my Hertz in the supporting cast.
Edward Small, producing pictures for
script girl on various studio
Scott Pembroke directed from a story
Columbia release.
lots, is now writing originals
by Jack Townley.
and dialogue, as well as magaFour Added to "Potters" Cast
zine stories. Miss Searle is
"U's" First Outdoor Talker
Mary Hutchinson, Lucille Ward,
known as the "millionaire"
"Courting Wild Cats," a Hoot GibBilly Taft and Junior Bailey have
writer of Hollywood, preferson production, is the first all-talking
been

Second All-Talking Film
Completed by Audible

picture made outdoors to be released
by Universal.

(M-G-M)

away

RALPH WILK

By

Edward Small will make two feature pictures at the Metropolitan
jonnd studios for distribution by Co-

'turneth

wrath' but brings back two
where only one came before.
The public's memory may be

(Paramount)
"Full-page ads advertised the vaIrious merchants' commodities and the
picture, stars, theater and playdates.
Each merchant's ad showed a cut of
JDix and Helen Kane with balloons
lover their heads in which Miss Kane
In some of
is asking six questions.
the balloons, Dix has answered the
questions but most of them are left
The persons supplying the
I blank.
answer in these blank balloons
I best
were each presented with three tickets and the second nearest correct
answer— a pair of tickets.— Willis \Y

"Courtesy pays a handsome
answer
soft

A
dividend.
doesn't only

Star's

Edward Graham, Marilyn Millers
secretary, has a "bit"
picture, "Sally,"
First National.

first

in

the

Film

has given Herbert Brenon a
free hand in the production of "The
Case of Sergeant Grischa," based on
the Arnold Zweig novel.
The cast
includes Chester Morris,
Rudolph
Schildkraut, Betty Compson, Alec B
Francis, Gustav von Seyffertitz and
Paul McAllister.

star's

produced

by

Write Song for McCormack
original song number has been
composed by Jimmie Hanley and Joe
McCarthy for John McCormack's use

An

in

RKO

added to the cast of players

making a series of Warner shorts
based on "The Potters" sketches of
Bryan Foy is directJ. P. McEvoy.
ing.

Big Cast for Pathe Revue
not unlikely that every important player under contract with
Pathe will appear in "International
Television Revue," now in preparation.
Many of the company's writers
and directors will have a hand in the
It

is

staging of the production.
Italatone at Metropolitan
Italatone
Productions, organized
recently to produce talkers in French,

Spanish

and

German,

has

established headquarters at the
tropolitan Sound Studios.

Me-

Italian,

M-G-M Buys "Remote Control"
"Remote Control," the play now
running in New York, will be made
into a film

by M-G-M.

Barrymore Helps Edit Film
John Barrymore is aiding in editing "The Man from Blankley's,"
which he recently completed for
Warners.

Radio Signs Arthur Lake
Directs Dances in F. N. Films
Arthur Lake, juvenile, has been
Jack Maskell will direct the dance
signed on a four-year contract by and ensemble numbers
in First NaRadio Pictures.
tion's "Show Girl in Hollywood" and
Sprague Made Fox Director
Chandler Sprague has been

"The Bride

of the Regiment."

Signed for Whiteman Picture
apin his first talking picture, under
pointed a director for Fox.
Jeanette Loff and Stanley Smith
production at Fox.
Weird!
"Gripping!
read.
have been signed for roles in UniHear this great all-talking mystery
Max Ree Named RKO Art Head versale "The King of Jazz Revue,"
Helen Wright Signed by "U"
of
Cast
Wall'—
the
in
drama 'Hole
Max Ree is RKO's new art and starring Paul Whiteman and his orHelen Wright has been placed unfamous Broadway stars."—J. H. Mccontract by Universal. costume director.
chestra.
long-term
der
Koy, Olympia, Miami.

Spooky!

:

Thursday, November

Timely Topics
Digest of
Current Opinion

juve-

*

Declares

Jim Loughborough, in an off moment, opines that if motion
picture censors witness all sorts of objectionable films and yet
remain such upright, moral ladies and gentlemen, it would be a
good thing to let everybody have a crack at these same pictures
and then the whole population would be clean and moral
The simplest way for the legit theaters to attain that muchdesired motion picture theater courtesy in their houses, according to Hank Linet, Bruce Gallup, and 10 others, is for the legit
owners to let motion picture theater brains operate their places

that Hollywood and
the motion picture makers have
received more than their due
They can't be
share of scorn.
sertion

After all, I
as bad as all that.
have seen pictures in which invention and artistiy were present.
Somebody out there must
Indeed, I
have some sense.
think the time has come to call
No industry in the
a truce.
world suffers so badly from a
The men
sense of inferiority.
who make our pictures are all
frankly apologetic,
no matter
how pitiful a gesture of pride
they may make in press stuff and
advertisements.
Heywood Broun in
*

to

stretch

a

SIGHT

New York

of

amusement
P.

Telegram"

Lasky Says Sound Will Mean
Revival of Costume Pictures
ANTICIPATE that costume

NUMBER

98

98

period plays will be popular.
addition of sound, verse and
dialogue will make them more interesting than ever before, and
color, which has now progressed
so far that eye-strain and blurring have been eliminated, will
prove of great benefit to costume
plays. The current taste for biographical literature may result
in carefully prepared pictures of

By

TN

JAMES

P.
Editor,

1924,

*

*

*

Mary Pickford wins case filed by
Cora Wilkening for commission on
contract.

*

*

Jay Allen of Toronto,
is

*

now

seeking cites for theaters.

in Paris,

very readable

abou

makeu

Incidentallj

stuff.

current issue, our old frien

Vic Shapiro relays the latest dop
from Fox Movietone City, and state
that

"Hot

for

Paris" looks like an

Eyed World" and

other "Cock

the

Vic says so, that's goo
enough for us. Here's one guy whi
when handling his publicity, ha
mastered the art of modulated em
phasis.
So when he does go ovej
board, you can kiss your Aunt Pe
tunia and assure her that Vic's dop
some.

is

If

the berries.
*

*

*

of Authorship
a trade paper write
who spread himself on a beautifu
obituary notice of a prominent fill

We know

reported critically

official

ill.

Bv

the gent recovered.

"Just my luck," yawped the dis
gruntled scribe as he tore up his no
tice. "Every time I write somethin,
with real class, some guy has to g
and crab it."
*

*

*

Empey Club
on

Chatter

his

*

*

who ac
" 'Desei

*

"What's Trump?"

six

(Ses Jack DeLacy)

important chain

November 21

United States
total

subsidiary units.

in

subsidiaries.

jumped

mated

*

This

same

six

my

note?"

in-

In 1926,

to $195,517,-

theaters

*

*

Famous Film Conversations
"Take
Best
tions

wishes and congratulaare extended by

THE

FILM DAILY
ing

members

who today

of

to the follow-

the industry,

are celebrating their

birthday

at nearly $300,000,000 for

directly-controlled

opponents if your partner has pre
empted. It is safer to support.

invest-

287 and $48,208,334, respectively.
The 1929 figures are esti-

the

the

The Film Daily

combined

the totals
British Producers, Ltd., secures 28-year lease on
Poole St. studio, London.

in

marquee:
Nights' With Noise"?

creased in 1925 to $128,897,553
in operated houses and $22,429,-

Famous Players-Lasky

lot

and spreading the catchy headline!

Didja hear of the exhib

ment of $86,051,376 in whollyowned theaters, and 10,397,858

461

Roger sure knows a

the intricacies of newspaper

Think twice before doubling you

had a

in

of pepping up the sales organi

zation.

CUNNINGHAM

interests in the

Jesse L. Lasky

IN

work

vertised

Statistics

that type.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

tion

(By Charley Schwartz)

Industry
Statistical

is turning out a live publica
every week to help the goo

organ,

MANY HAPPY RETURNS

I

The

supervising edito

"Dynamo," the Fox hous

Pride

Schulberg and Al. Lichtman were partners many,
many years ago
Milt
And in the fillum biz, too
Beecher is one of the classiest dressers in the whole M-G-M
publicity department
George Bancroft is to appear at the
Friars' Silver Jubilee Frolic next Sunday eve
A corking
ad on the new Loew Brooklyn house reads: "Loew and behold!
A Castle of Dreams."
B.

*

*

of the

It's

have Carl Laemmle's biography off
And it's rumored about
the press in about six months
The
that Howard Dietz is writing another play, maybe?
Universal boys throughout the country sure are pepped up about
Morris Kutinsky is
"Carl Laemmle's Happiness Drive"
all enthused about the new Fox Hackensack theater that is to
be built that he has been seen looking at the place for hours at

Industry Grossly Maligned
unseen I venture the as-

"The

*

JR.,

Dave Bader expects

Richard Watts, Jr., in "The
New York Herald Tribune"

Heywood Broun

DALY

"DOGER FERRI,

pect that a fresh or fairly mature idea in characterization or
story might help them out a bit.

*

By PHIL M.

Jr.

famous cartoonist, gabbing at the M-G-M
Incidentally, Held is doing all
publicity department
Paul Burger is still ill
the poster work on "Marianne."
Tom Murray, who
and is not seen about the U. A. h. o
recently resigned as Brooklyn Paramount manager, is back from
Maine where he recuperated from a recent breakdown
Terry Turner caught ballyhooing his pocket edition of a midAnd Samuel Goldwyn hurrying down
get on Broadway
the lane bound for Flo Ziegfeld's office

HELD,

JOHN

and elementary
ideas
nile
characterizations supply the stuff
of the cinema, and striking mechanics may not always be able
to disguise the fact completely
enough to keep the screen from
You might s usstultification.

*

THAT

PhilM. Daly,

Says Screen Can't Exist on
Mechanical Ingenuity Alone
plot,

THAT'S

with

—€)—
CONVENTIONAL

AND

Along The Rialto

A

21, 192!

of

companies, and ap-

proximately $100,000,000 invested in subsidiary corporations.
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THEIR
FIRST

JOBS

Wesley Morton
L. C. Felts
Jerry Morton

WILLIAM STEINER
tobacco store
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United States
Conn.

Meridien,
las arrived
.

to

— Howard

assume

Waugh

Waterbury.

rj

Garden has

re-

>pened after renovations and enlargenent of the stage for vaudeville.
Fairfield, la.

— Luther Day, operator

the Victory theater here, was
)f
irrested on a charge of opening on
sunday without a license. Day and
hree of his employes claim to be
nembers of the Adventist church and
"Observed Saturday as their sabbath.

i»d

.t's

Irving Cohen,
from Des Moines, la., succeeds him
111.

here.

his duties as

nanager of Fox theaters here suc:eeding Al Gillis.
Waugh formerly
vas manager of the Fox-Palace at

New Haven— The

Moline,

Claire,

—

Kenton, O. G. H. Foster of Mahas been appointed manager
of the new Schine here.
Foster formerly managed the Grand and Marion at Marion, O.
rion, O.,

—

Sudbury, Ont. No less than
houses have been demolished

10
to

make way

for the palatial theater to
be erected here by Famous Players.

—

Baltimore
Fred C. Schanberger,
has reopened the Auditorium
Jr.,
with a reserved seat policy, four

closed

Exhibitors
Daily Reminder

the Great Lakes district
convention of the Institute of Radio
Engineers
held here recently,
when Dr. V. Zworykin, of the Westinghouse laboratories, demonstrated
a system that does away with mechanical means of building up pictures in the receiver, such as the
at

Trailers on a

big

special

tio n
sh o u Id be
shown three
weeks in adprodu

scanning disk.

—

Amityville, L. I. Following acquiof the house by Prudential
Long Island Theaters, Inc., it is announced that the Star will close
shortly for transformation and addition of sound apparatus.
sition

c

vance of the

premiere.

—

Gloversville The Johnstown, managed by Edwin F. Russell, has been
Omaha Glen McDaniel, assistant wired for Western Elertci sound Thursday, November 21, 1929
manager of the Paramount, was held equipment.
Tampa, Fla. A. B. Heston, man- up by an armed bandit and robbed of
iger of the Strand, has been pro$10,000, the week-end receipts.
He
noted to a post in the Publix real was compelled by the robber to put
Foreign
state department in Dallas, it is anthe money in a sack, after which the
London Mona Goya has been en- Publix District Offices
lounced by Guy A. Kenimer, Tam- bandit fled in an automobile.
gaged to play in "The Road to Dis>a city manager.
Established in
Jim Newman, forhonor," which is being produced at
ner manager of the Franklin, sucOmaha
General offices of Publix
the B.I.P. studios with Anna May
eeds Heston at the Strand, and Lee
for
this
district,
have been moved
Wong in the leading role.
Vewsom, formerly assistant manager
Middletown
The
Stratton
from
Des
Moines
here.
Everett Cumif the Victory, replaces Newman at
has spent about $40,000 in equipping
Rome Tobis has launched an in- mings, district manager; Harry Goldhe Franklin.
itself with complete sound apparatus. tensive
advertising drive in Italy.
berg, divisional manager, and Charles
Omaha
Frank V. Kennebeck,
The campaign may have the effect
nanager of the State, local Publix
Rochester A new method of re- of increasing the number of wired Pincus, Omaha and Council Bhiffs
louse, has been transferred to the Le ceiving television signals was dis- houses in the country.
manager, have arrived in this city.

shows

daily.

—

—

—
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REGARDING THE YEAR
Filmdorn's

Annual Recognized Reference Work— Now

NUMBER

8
who

—

in Preparation-— Out in January

8

1.

THE

varied activities in the sound and silent exhibition
field are covered comprehensively in the 1930 FILM
BOOK. Here is no dry compilation of
DAILY
To those with a realization that the
statistics and records.
entire structure of this vast business is centered in and vitalized
by exhibitor activities, these facts presented in the industry's
encyclopedia make the most fascinating as well as most informative reading.

YEAR

!'

Year Book Topics

EXHIBITION

J

"'Dmi

ng

BOOK

J

MSI*

3.

CONTENTS
RESEARCH

4.

READERS

5.

STATISTICS

6.

PRODUCTION

2.

8.

DISTRIBUTION
EXHIBITION

9.

SOUND FIELD

7.

Here are the reports of

the various arbitration boards,
setting the accepted procedure in difficult exhibitor situations.
section of exploitation furnishes the exhibitor with his box-

A

ammunition ready to fire. A complete buying guide
and an additional sound buying guide place the theater owner
Current releases of
in touch with the entire equipment field.
all producers are given. An elaborate and accurate list of sound

office

IR

ST

equipped houses.
)S

A

Cloth Bound
Over 1100 Pages

—

tremendously signifiseparate section of theater chains
Not to mention the personnel of state exhibitor units,
cant.
boards of trade, booking agencies, exhibitor associations, supa complicated net-work presented with practical
ply dealers

—

and tested

simplicity.

HISTORY

10.

EXPLOIT-O-GRAMS

11.

SOUND THEATERS

14.

FINANCIAL
ORGANIZATIONS
THEATER CHAINS

15.

TEN BEST

16.

FOREIGN MARKETS

12.
13.

—
——
;;

Thursday, November

DAILY
Allied, M.P.T.O.A.
to Meet in N. Y.

FILM BOARDS OF TRADE

{Continued from Page 1)

OHIO

formally reached, expectations are
that both fractions will accept the

Changes
Akron— Rialto,

26TALKER SHORTS ON NEW

Ownership
W. L. Hart by

sold to

—

Kirchbaum; Barton Barton, sold
Julia Repchak by Sam Zavatsky

N. J.
Mrs.

to
;

plea to meet in New York in an effort
to iron out their difficulties.
If such a gathering is held it is
likely that it will take place within

sold to Fifty-Second
Bakoski. Oriental, sold
Realty Co. by
to The Chester Ninth Th. Co. by Miller,
Standard, sold to
Corsillo & Tomaselli;
Prospect-Standard Th. Co. by L. Israel;
Columbus Alhambra, sold to Stephen Toth

land— Clark-National,

{Continued from Page

Tos.

—
&

;

&

Raffeld
cadilly,

—

Watson; Continental Palace, sold to Carl
Armburst by J. W. Flinn; Convoy— Arcade, sold to Chas. L. Savieo by J. E.
Star, sold to A.
Pennell; East Columbus
LakeH. Patterson by Mrs. I. Garrett

—

;

view— Indianola,

sold

to

J.

;

—

—

Hershner.

—

—

Andover Andover
Odeon
Cameo, Columbia, Dreamland,
;

—

—

—

Ideal.

—

Olympic; BergBurton
Bowerston Alamo
Canton Mozart. Odeon,
House
Cardington Dreamland Cleveland

City

Opera

—

—

;

;

—

;

Palace
Boulevard,

—

Akron

;

PasColumbia, Ohio State;

time, Ritz; Alliance
Barberton Gem; Bellaire

holz

offered the use of his office for the
conference.

Arbitration, Contract is
Discussed at Washington
{Continued

fi

om Page

1)

have been held here yesterday those which must be eliminated. This
the
between Dept. of Justice officials and agreement must be submitted to
court for approval after which a deGabriel Hess, general counsel of the
cree will be entered.
Hays organization. Provisions of the
Officials of the Dept. of Justice yesstandard contract and the arbitration terday declined to say what is being
system were under discussion.
ccomplished with Hess and details
Under the Thacher decision the in- will be kept confidential until the
dustry and Dept. of Justice will have .tjreement is submitted to the NewYork court. Hess will be back at his
:o come to an agreement as to the
provisions which are to supersede office in N ew York today.
to

Closings
Ada

in

Parkinson

C.

—

by F. A. Stubbs; Portmouth Grand, sold
Sherto J. L. Sargeant by Mr. Brady
wood Crescent, sold to E. L. Peeper by
Mrs. Lowell Miller; iS. Charleston— Garden,
sold to Prink & Snyder by Pete Panos
Toledo Artcraft, sold to C. James Brown
by A. L. Scott; West Jefferson— Orient,
Co. by A. C.
sold to Orient Amuse.

;

;

Cozy,
Columbia,
Bronx,
Dreamland, Gordon, Home, King, KinsMayfield,
Market Square.
Main,
man,
Princess, Ritz, Rivoli, Royal, Tivoli, TJ-No,

Coshocton— Pas— Harkness;
East Palestine— LibDover— Ohio
time
Flushing— Pastime
erty Findlay — Marvin
Forest — Star; Glouster — Opera House;
W. M. JANES HEADS
FOREIGN
Hamilton — Eagle; Hebron — Old Trail; CUT DUTY ON
Holgate — Palace;
Hicksville — Canitol
Hopedale— Stringer; Huron — Huron; Lu— Sylvan Mechanicsburg — Rainbow
OHIO UNIT SIXTH TIME
MADE PROJECTOR PARTS
W. Jefferson—Exhibit.

IT.

Clyde

S.;

;

;

;

;

;

casvil'e

;

;

Re- Openings

Columbus

Changes
Allen

{Continued from Page

— Hollywood.
OKLAHOMA

— Majestic,

in

lens.

Mrs. M. L. White

—

by Frank Nordean Caddo Royal, sold to
G. L. Hunter by H. F. Bassett LaVerne
LaVerne, sold to Fred Covey by Paul
sold
to
Tishomingo Princess,
Covey
George VanNoy by T. M. Davidge Tulsa
by
Am.
Co.
Majestic
to
sold
Orpheum,
William Smith Am. Co.; Rialto, sold to
Ritz Theater, Inc., bv William Smith Am.
;

;

—

;

;

—

Co.

Closings
Bartlesville

— Odeon

Maud

;

—Rex

;

Norman

New

— Palace,

Theaters
owner, E. M. Reid

Tulsa

;

—Plaza.

OREGON
Changes

in

Ownership

—

Freewater Silver Star, sold to C. P.
Junction City
by P. L Harvey
sold to W. B. McDonald by W. J.
Milton— Cozy, sold to C. P. Walks

—

;

Walks
Rialto,

Doty;
by P.

—

Newport Liberty, sold to K.
L. Harvey
MidE. McKevitt by C. A. Carmichael
way, sold to K. E. McKevitt by C. A.
;

;

—

Owyhee Community, sold to
Carmichael
N. E. Loegh by A. C. Gordon; Portland
;

sold to J. H.
Seltzer; Moreland, sold to

Lincoln,
line

by

Berg by Leo
Kenneth Cocker-

Multnomah Theater Corp.;

Ore-

gon, sold to Theater Holding Corp. by W.
H. Roach; Sellwood, sold to Theater Holding Corp. by W. H. Roach; Sunnyside,
sold to H. Clement by Joseph Berg; Redmond Hiway, sold to Milton L. Odem by
C. E. Wicks.

—

Closings

Portland

The equipment is held dutiable at
the rate of 30 per cent ad valorem,
under paragraph 372, tariff act of
1922, as parts of machines, finished
or unfinished. The collector's assessment at 45 per cent ad valorem, under paragraph 228, as "frames and
mountings" for projection lenses, is
set aside by the court, in an opinion

— Hawthorne,

Princess.

{Continued from Page 1)
dent-at-large; Ike Libson, Cincinnati,
first vice-president; Henry Beiberson,
Jr., Delaware, second vice-president;
J. L. Dainm, Wadsworth, third vicepresident; Caldwell H. Brown, Zanes
ville, treasurer; George M. Fenberg,
Granville, secretary.
Choosen for
trustees were: Henry Greenberger,
Cleveland; A. G. Hettesheimer, Cincinnati; Martin G. Smith, Toledo;
Ed. Heihle, Newark; A. C. Himme-

talking picture, decided to get into
the spirit of the thing by stepping
on the gas. When a motorcycle cop
finally caught up to the noted comedian, Eddie explained the situation

Canto proceed.
recently appeared in "Glorithe American Girl," at the

and was allowed
tor,

who

fying

same

studio, spends his evenings as
star of the Ziegfeld stage success,

"Whoopee."
That up and coming youngster,
Dick Hertel, has been advanced to
the post of assistant cameraman at
the Paramount Long Island studios.
Hertel was formerly in the loading
room prior to which he was at the

Fox-Case

studios.

Tommy Dotvd, who justifies hit
rep as an. expert in producing presentations, is doing such work for tht
Hippodrome and the 125th St. theaters. Many film folk re member hii
association with the Capitol.

Fried liver and bacon is a favorite
dish at the Paramount Long Island
Such luminaries
studio restaurant.
as Bob Presnell, Victor Schertzingei
and Al. Wilkie never fail to ordei
that dish whenever it appears on tht

menu.

Two minutes of silent tribute wat
observed at the Paramount Long Island Studio at 11 A.M. on Armistice

Day.

o'clock,

On

the

dot

of

eleven

bells were rung ai
time all studio activitiei
until the signal to resume.

three

which
ceased
Sandusky.
by Judge Sullivan.
Addresses were given on "Theater
Herbert Yost, who created 22 imAcoustics," by H. A. Erf, acoustical
engineer of the Celotex Co.; "Co- portant roles on the speaking stage
City Theater Co.
Insurance," by A. C. Larue. is making his talking picture debut
Goes Into Receivership operative
Theater Insurance Managers, Inc., of at the Pathe Sound Studios, New
Coshocton, O.
O. V. Heck has Philadelphia, and "Screen Advertis- York, in "Love, Honor and O Baby!'
been named receiver for the defunct ing," by J. E. Streitelmeir, president a two reel George LeMaire talking
Twin City Theater Co. following the of Select Advertising Service of Cin- comedy.
filing of an equity suit by Charles cinnati.
Rouben Mamoulian will hence
Wheeland, Uhrichsville banker and
theater owner, against George M. Ina Claire Production
forth divide his activities between
Jordan, Newcomerstown, proprietor
stage and screen. He feels that onl%
for Proctor Theaters by this plan can a director hope tt
of the Jordan and Grand in that citv.
Heck furnished $10,000 bond and will
"The Awful Truth," Pathe picture keep fresh. Mamoulian, having fin
operate the two houses.
starring Ina Claire, originally intend- ished "Applause" for Paramount
ed for a $2 Broadway run, now is will put on several Theater Guilt
Broderick
Theater scheduled to make its metropolitan productions before returning to thi
Dec. 4 simultaneouslv in Proc- Long Island studios.
Censor in Minneapolis debut
tor's 58th St. and Proctor's 86th St.
Minneapolis
Olive Shea, who plays one of th(
Mayor William F. The picture has been held up by neKunze has named Captain David eotiations for a Broadway house. principal roles in Parainount's "Glori
Broderick of the police department With no theater available in the near tying the American Girl," having re
police show censor.
He has an un- future, Pathe finally booked the pic- covered from a brief illness, plans tc
derstudy in the person of Detective ture in the Proctor houses to pre- resume her screen career in a forth
Thomas Patrick Gleason.
vent holding up release in N. Y.
coming production.

Twin

University.

Morrison

1)

sembled parts used in making up of
frames and mountings of projection

Ownership

sold to

Eastern Yitaphone studios
THE
recently completed seven new

r

ar-

regards to what cities the company
will open exchanges, the matter is
expected to be settled shortly with
the arrival of M. A. Schlesinger,
president of the company, from Europe today.

Hollywood, sold to
Pepper
Mosely by J. J. Murphy; Picsold to B. W. Radekin by S. D.

Fry

by

JV.

r

1)

While no
pendent exchanges.
rangements have been completed

By

Yitaphone Varieties. These included
Al Trahan, comedian and comedy
pianist, in "A Musicale," under diIji the meantime contwo weeks.
rection of Murra\ Roth, and Billy
ferences between representatives of and Elsa Newell in a comedy singboth organizations will continue but ing act, "Then and Now," also diwithout ballyhoo, it is expected.
rected bv Roth.
Invitations to convene in New
York to get together were made by
Eddie Cantor, while on his way
both Sidney R. Kent of Paramount to the Paramount Long Island stuand Oscar Hanson of Tiffany. Kent dios to make "Speeding" a one reel

I0NAL

Cleve-

1929

Expected
Short Shots from
on Merger New York Studios
^_ HARRY BLAIR »

REPORT THEATER CHANGES
in

21,

—

Named

—

lein,
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$2 Broadway Showings on Decline

Producers See

VARNERS MAKES INDUSTRY'S GREATEST NET
Paramount Gets 100
Buys Remaining

Second Thoughts

— on

— By

first

rate events

ALICOATE=
NEVER HAVE we seen more
JACK

P. C.
Interest

in Minnesota, Florida
Theater Circuits
One hundred percent control

of

two of its subsidiary chains, the
American Amusement Co. and Paramount Enterprises, Inc., will soon be
yersity of opinion on any given acquired by Paramount which at
bject than was to be found at the present owns half-interests in each
The former chain operates
)lumbus convention.
If, by a circuit.
houses in Minnesota and North Dalgle entry system of calculations
kota and the latter in Florida.
u came to the inevitable and
In connection with complete acnple conclusion that 2 and 2 quisition of these circuits and its reike 4 you were promptly told cent taking over of the Marks Bros,
holdings in Chicago, Paramount will
at

you were wrong and

that 5

list

32,136 additional

common

Greatest yearly net profits in the industry, equivalent to an increase
of 744.65 per cent over the previous year, is reported by Warner Bros,
and subsidiaries for the year ended Aug. 31, 1929. Net profits, including
$2,757,177.22 representing earnings of subsidiaries during the period but
prior to date of acquisition, totaled
inrepresenting an
$17,271,805.57
crease over the net profits of $2,044,841.78 reported for the year ended
forced to act like a
The profits for the
Aug. 31, 1928.
clam. Would say Sphinx if I
past year included the earnings of
could spell it."
Stanley Co. of America and First NaSuch is the wire received by
{Contmued on Page 11)

Like a

1

*

*

*

SHOW OF SHOWS"

is

"Am

The Film Daily yesterday from
F. Myers of Allied

Abram

States Ass'n in response to its
query on new developments in
connection with the proposed
merger of Allied and the M. P.
T. O. A.

shares

>x

office

is

and

of pictures on Broadway
primarily for the purpose of
creating prestige and to enable distributors to sell the film on the
'.strength of the New York run, is
slated for the discard in a large meas{Continued on Page 11)

Showing

SOUTH AFRICAN CHAIN
OPENING 100TH HOUSE

Century Kinema
Benoni, Benoni, South Africa, soon
great
will bring total of Kinemas, Ltd.,
at the
chain to 100, states Sydney Hayden,

sure to click
will gather bundles
However, it is
green leaves.
ilty of one social error, as this refer sees it, that will probably

itertainment,

Clam

RUNS MEAN LITTLE

N. Y.

Opening

of

at

$2,

the

{Continued

on Page

MAKING GRAMERCY STUDIO

9)

Opens $2 Coast, Run

ONE OE LARGEST

IN

EAST

On

At

Dec. 5
Chinese
be repeated and serve as a
Enlarging of RCA's Gramercy stuDAILY
After West Coast Bureau, THE FILM
rning to other producers.
into one of the biggest film-makdio
Goldwyn
Samuel
Angeles
Los
rting out brilliantly all in color
Ronald Col- ing plants in the East is planned,
"Condemned,"
give
will
continuing heroically for nearly
J. Ross, new executive
man talking vehicle, its Coast pre- with Charles
l hour it slips back, for a few hun{Continued on Page 9)
{Continued on Page 11)
red feet, into the familiar black
id white.
Regardless of the in:rent value of what is happening on
in
le screen the transition is bad
Ding so abruptly from the modern
>
the past.
It is a noticeable let
in an otherwise free moving
Louis Having rejected the
St.
ntertainment sequence.
Operators Settle with
compromise plan in settlement of the
*
*
*
Publix-Saenger Theaters dispute with local theaters, the mutells us
DR. LEE
Contro- sicians' union now is considering a
Winston-Salem, N. C.
lat the finest thing that he can see
and call upon projectionists and stageoperators
local
between
versy
is
Dming out of the sound picture
city
hands to walk out in a sympathy
this
in
houses
iie
making of the vast population Publix-Saenger
{Continued on Page 11)

—

in-

,t

Louis Musicians May Call
Out Operators and Stagehands

St.

wn

1

—

DE FOREST

4

{Continued on Page 2)

—

{Continued

on

Page 9)

Chains

Profits Total $17,271,805 or Increase of
745 P.C. Over '28; Equivalent to $6.28 a Share

the answer, and, if in looking on the New York Stock Exchange.
an object you modestly sug The exchange has approved immedsted that its color was red you iate listing- of 11,703 additional shares
{Continued on Page 11)
sre immediately referred to the
cal optometrist, carded as color

and instructed the color was
ile green.
There was more butnholing going on there than in
vest factory and a statement of
ithenticated fact was of no more
;e than a Roxy pass at the Para
punt Theater. Oh, well, it's all
fun, -conventions, margin clerks,
>enings and all

Tw o

Net

is

jnd,

Control of

EFFECTS

F. N.

FINANCIAL STRUCTURE
Through the recent switching of its
charter from Delaware to Maryland
and the obtaining of New York
charters for two subsidiaries, First
National has effected a change in its
financial structure to conform with
the administrative setup of other companies.

The change,
{Continued

on

F. N. officials
Page 9)

Far From Alarmed
The recent stock market upheaval in no way reflects the
actual condition of business in
Leaders of all
the country.
the big industries have reiterBusiness surated this fact.
veys, recently made, bear out
this statement and show that
financial, commercial and industrial conditions are basically

sound from every standpoint.
In the motion picture business

was never better.
Attendance in motion picture
theaters throughout the country has not been affected; if
anything it is greater now than
the situation

ever in the history of the industry. There is a quantity of

good pictures on the market
and the public is responding to
them magnificently. Far from
being alarmed, I
about the future.

am

optimistic

ADOLPH ZUKOR.
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this

1)

a nation of music
talkers will soon be

country

The

lovers.

bringing Verdi, Puccini and Wagner
to the smallest towns and hamlets.
Most of the optimism and contentment of the peoples of the Continent
can be traced to their love for music
and their bands and orchestras, playing the finest scores of the greatest
composers, in even the smallest of
villages.
There is no greater ambassador of good will than music.
Small wonder that music and the
talkers have

become

allies.

i

order.

ahouiu vmunications

Address

all

com1650

*

HOUSES TO GIVE

*

*

—WHEN

KENT

5

P. C.

OF NET ON TALKER
Nov. 23

Bros, will donate five per
cent of its net when "The Woman
Who Was Forgotten," States Cinema
talking feature, plays its houses, the
money going to the National Educational Association of the U. S. The
arrangement begins after the picture
has played the Rialto at Newark Dec.
Charles Goetz of States
14, states
Cinema. Belle Bennett is starred in
the picture.
Jules Sarzin, who has been identified with the business for the past
20 years, has joined States Cinema

V. Y.
Phone Circle
4736-4737-4738-473S. ^abk- address: Filmday,
Ralph
New York. Hollywood, California

Inc.,

Columbia

Many

a

—

anyone.
However, in
our opinion nothing has or will ever
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*LAST PRICE QUOTED

2,500
500
1,700

200

everywhere. In
every picture house and in almost
every feature.
Natural step forward
and decided progress but the quality
of color now beine used must, without
question, be greatly improved.
Practically everything we have seen
in the past month gives the appearance of a rush job.
Lots of fringe,
unevenness of shade through continuation of same scenes and worst of all a
definite
and
decided
out-of-focus
complex.
Better show no color at
all than slipshod work.
Better hold
it back a full year if it is not ready.
Color can do more harm than good
if allowed to be improperly presented.

London
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Brulatour, Inc. |
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a
Broadway
1540
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Bryant 4712
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$

.

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica
Blvd
Gladstone 6103

,»
J.J

g
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•

at

'

luncheon

at the

Paramount

N.Y.C.

T&
I

OPPOSITION

Sound Cartoon
Animated by
and MANNY

of

grill

Minneapolis.
"Chuck," who has
resigned as managing editor of "The
Film
Daily,"
rejoin
"Greater
to
Amusements" interests, was presented with a watch as a token of regard
from the bunch. Nellie Revell was
al o present at the officers' table.

of

-

KRAZY
KAT

Edward

the
yesterday resolved itself into a sort of
farewell party to Charles Hynes,
one of the members, upon the occasion of his return to his home town

AMPAS

Bryant 8181

WITH A

AMPA

weekly

-

TRUMP
YOUR

.

.

Home

Hynes Guest
The

St.

doubt—

1

21

West 46

K4>A%Y KAT

'<

I

foot rolls

WAFILMS, INC.
130

'

Eastman Films

DU PONT

AT

Secretary, has
been appointed head of the British
Censorship Board replacing
P.
>'<
»nnor, deceased.

I
K

or

100—200—400

Shortt Appointed Head
of British Censorship
Shortt, former

reports

lit-

future.

—COLOR, COLOR

1,700

Corp.

Panchromatic Raw Stock
2% Cents Per Foot!

friends attended.

who

theater to operate itself there
tle

EASTMAN

Jacob M. Klein, John E. Toolan and
More than 125
David T. Wilentz.

Mineral Wells House Restored
Mineral Wells, Tex. The Gem,
keeps up
no cause to recently damaged by fire, has been
who expects his repaired and reopened.

of an individual house
with the parade has

Pictures

of $227,048 for the quarter
Sept. 20, equivalent to $2.08 a

share on the common.
This compares with a loss of $22,441 in the
corresponding 1928 period.

79%

46

do 6s 41 x-war... 93
iParamount 6s 47
96%
Bar.

of individual ownermanagement, showmanship and
personality in a theater.
The owner

take the place

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

net

ended

-

for

Vitaphone

3

Columbia Pictures Reports
$227,048 for Third Quarter

Luncheon

enough

Brooklyn

at

Studio.

Opening of "General Crack" at the
Warner, New York.
Dec.
Opening of "Condemned" at Grau5
man's Chinese, Los Angeles.
Dec. 9-10
Meeting of North Caioiina ti
hibitors' unit at PinehurM
Dec.
Opening of the Little Picturt
23
House in New York City.
Dec.

S

—

Dinner

dance by Motion Picture
Salesmen, Inc., at the Hotel Astor,
N. Y.
Nov. 26 "Vagabond Lover" premiere at
Globe N. Y.
Nov. 29 Opening of "Taming of the Shrew"
at the Rivoli, New York.
Nov. 30 Dance of Warner Bros.
Club.

Warner

SID
talks
he as sales manager.
speaks right from the shoulder, calls
a spade a spade and knows his infor
dustry economics about as well as Testimonial
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
London— Ernest \V. Fredman, The any of the boys now playing with Snaper Attended by
«607.
W. magic lantern entertainment.
St.,
Wardour
Renter, 89 91
Film
Here
Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
Berlin
I.
David Snaper, prominent exhibiis
what
regarding
chains:
he
says
Harle,
A.
Paris—
P.
225.
Friedrichstrasse,
tor, was guest of honor at a testide
la
Rue
Francaise,
"This
is
an
era
big
business
and
of
Cinematographic
La
Cou-r-des-Noues, 19.
big business must run its course. monial luncheon tendered him byChains are here to stay and will go friends at the Astor, New York yesLouis N. Nizer, of the local
further. How much further they will terday.
llm
Board acted as toastmaster.
go depends on the wisdom in which
they are handled."
That's clear cut Among the speakers were Joe J. Lee,
THE FILM DAILY,

to

Broadway, Nev

22, 1929

The Industry's
Date Book

rate events

{Continued from Page

of

November

Friday,

BEN HARRISON

Musical Director
Distributed

— JOE

GOULD

DE NAT

By Columbia

PRODUCED RY WINKLER
Western
Electric Recording

Winkler

Sound Cartoons
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MARY

PICKFORD
DOUGLAS
FAIRBANKS
(together)

" Taming of the Shroi

PICKFOR
Att

Eastern

-

*

Sollther«

"COQUETTE
"

HERBERT

BRENON'S

"LUMMOX
with Ben Lyon, Winifred Westc

William Collier, Jr.
Presented by Joseph M. Schei

HENRY KING

HELLHARBO
Lupe Velez
Jean Hersholt

An OLD UNITED ARTIST

Is

vU9
performers

UlYI
in

Here's a pack of em! Greatest

one an outshining

the field! Every

STAR

I

scoring at the Box- Office! Always the Winner!

in

GLORIA

SWANSON
in

II

Trespasser"
resented by Joseph

P.

Kennedy

ROLAND
WEST'S

LOCKED
DOOR"

'Th e

Rod La Rocque, Barbara

Wm.

Boyd, Betty Bronson

>sented by Joseph M. Schenck

T

LILIAN GISH

"The

SWAN"
-'ocque,

in

Drummond

Conrad

e Dressier

henc

"Condemned"
with

Presented by Samuel Goldwyn

ANN HARDING

Samuel Goldwyn presentation

NORMA

'THREE

>ph M. Schenc

inwyck,

RONALD
COLMAN

in

Bulldog

TALMADGE

LIVE
GHOSTS

"ALIBI"

with

RONALD
COLMAN

in

"New York

Nights"

Presented by Joseph M. Schencl

Presented by Joseph M. Schenck

FANNIE

HARRY
RICHMAN

r

BRICE

It's a

Pleasure

with Rob. Armstrong, Harry

»r

Puttin' on the Ritz
with James Gleason, Joan

Green

Presented by Joseph M. Schenck

L

Bennett.

Presented by

Joseph M. Schenck.

THE
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Timely Topics

— €—
we have

When

sound.

-^'ce with actual illustrations of the working of the
subject, there is no greater medium of instruction. The present
problem is to fit out the schools

with a cheaper reproducing apare
It will come.
paratus.
working on the matter now.
Jesse L. Lasky
*

Films Almost a Necessity
of Life, Says London Paper
are lots of reasons
why the film is universal,
why it should be nowadays the

W.

F.

Viola Brothers Shore, scenarist, is sailing for Europe tonight aboard the Olympic
yes, vacation and that sort of
thing
Roxy stage presentation today will be graced by
30 voices of the Hall Johnson Negro choir
and not to be
outdone the Capitol Grand orchestra will broadcast from the
stage of the theater Sunday night. Of course Major Bowes will
head the procedure
Charlie King, M-G-M player, will
reach New York Saturday, wonder for what?
a little vacation and shopping
Lily Damita comes to the Cameo in
"The Dancer of Barcelona," sound hots, but wonder if it will
stand alongside of "The Cock Eyed World," her last production.
The Patio, one of the A. H. Schwartz houses, is celebrating its first birthday with "Marianne," the feature picture.

most

popular entertainment in
the world, and an essential of
human existence almost as much
as food and drink. The one that
readily to mind is its
universality of understanding, the
fact that it has created a silent
language, a symbolism of beauty
that is understood and appreciated by every nationality.

comes most

"To-Day's Cinema," London
*

Comerford, Frank C. Walker

pia

THERE

*

B.

"The Queen Was in the Parlor." The show expects to give
Broadway an eyeful and an earful soon
From the city
known for its baked beans, cod and the Cabots trickles a report
that Paramount may use a "living billboard" to boost "Glorifying the American Girl," due in at the Washington St. Olym-

We

*

M.

Canavan, whose name means a lot in union
Anita
circles and beyond, also enjoyed the free food
Loos, who publicized blondes through a best seller and whose
picture scripts are not unknown, was welcomed back in a big
way by friends who tossed a party at the Club Plaza last night.
She's just back from Yuroping
Film commuters bag and baggaging into Manhattan from
the western sector report that Pauline Frederick is knocking
L. A. theatergoers out of their seats with her performance in
tors' union.

<x

*

COMERFORD,

and Mike O'Toole are still enthusiastic over the dinner
they attended in Scranton the other night as guests of the opera-

THE

that

E.

of the

I

NUMBER

99

"Ml*

^^ALLTUE

TIME

National Association begins campaign against legalized censorship of
films.
*

*

*

John Bray and Arthur B. Reeve secure control of Supreme Pictures, Inc.
*

*

mean much

to us person-

an adaptation of something that has been in existence in
certain modest little neighborhood
houses around New York for years.
*

*

*

F'r instance, there

a certain

is

fil-

lum theater on the lower East Side
that is just chuck full of atmosphere
any afternoon you want to wander
Up and down the aisles wanders
in.
a "butcher" shouting out louder than

Richard Dix on the screen: "Popcorn,
peanuts, ice cre-eeam!" Some kid up
;n the balcony yells down to his pal
the orchestra: "Hey, Izzie, cum-

in

up. Becky is here." The plump
matron alongside you has a threeyear-old child on her lap. The kid's
feet rest on your knees and the feeding bottle slips and covers your nice
blue suit with Grade G milk. "Oxcoose it, pleeze," sez the mother. Of
What else would a
course you do.
gentleman do?

mon

*

*

*

*

Rialto Theatrical Enterprises formed at Lawrence, Mass., for purpose of
purchasing theater circuits.

a

in-

the feature

MANY HAPPY RETURNS

Industry
Statistics
By JAMES
Statistical

P.

Editor,

CUNNINGHAM
The

Film

Daily

large chain organization
ONE the
United States pre-

November 22

in

dicts a total attendance of 350,000,000 at company theaters in
1929, based on present box-office intake of the chain company and its subsidiary units.
*
*
*

years have elapsed
since Thomas Edison, seeking
"eyes" for his phonograph, invented the electric camera, and

George Eastman, at practically the same time, perfected a
flexible film which would allow for the taking of picturesin-motion.
A comparison between Eastman's first strip of
film

and

the present-day stock,

which films sound, color and
motion, would prove interesting.

and

clinch

is

all

over, they couldn't

you whether they had attended
Noa screen show or a dog fight.
body pays any attention to anybody
Everything is free and easy.
else.
The spirit of American liberty permeates everything. The manager sits
in his office playing solitaire. The guy
in the projection booth sometimes
tell

99

Forty

i

never did

ally. It is just

remain that way
throughout the performance. When

1

am

IN

e/FILMDOM

and are here to state that the idea

to

commun-

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
afeMEWSPWR

been hearing a lot
about these atmospheric theaters,

Directly in front of you a typical

convinced that there
are enough potential patrons to
support one or more such theaters on Broadway.
But to do so
they must repeat; they must go
back again and again, just as
they buy newspapers and magazines. There are not enough onetime patrons to keep a newsreel
theater going more than a few
weeks.
Pierre de Rohan in "The
Morning Telegraph," New York
ity.

HAVE

East Side young couple have gone

THE

life

llfE

*

Great Possibilities Seen
for Newsreel Theater
newsreel theater idea is
sound. It has a very definite
place in the

DALY

By PHIL M.

Jr.

-"*••

for Educational Talkers
growth in intelligence of
the public means, naturally,
a wider field for educational picThere is no limit to the
tures.
future of educational pictures,

now

THAT

PhilM. Daly,
Tyr

22, 1929

THAT'S

with

Unlimited Field Is Seen

November

AND

Along The Rialto

A Digest of
Current Opinion

you have

Friday,

wishes and congratulaare extended by

Best

THE

tions

FILM DAILY
ing

members

who today

the industry,

are celebrating their

birthday:

Sam

Silver

Monk

Famous Film Conversations
"He gypped me."

to the follow-

of

John

forgets to switch over to the other
machine, and the screen goes blank
for a few minutes. "Seventh inning.
Everybody stretch!" somebody yells.
* * * Yessir.
If you crave atmosphere in your picture house, attend
the East Side shows and get something novel for your money.
*
*
*

Saunders

Mack
Arthur De Bra
Charles

THEIR
FIRST

JOBS

Bobby Burns
Hall Baetz
Robert T. Sharp

PAUL BENJAMIN
railroad mechanic

THE
•

I

friday,

November

DAILY
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Coast Wire Service

Hollywood Happenings

FINANCIAL STRUCTURE
(Continued from Page

EARNER TO REOPEN
flf

ITH

FEB.

1

A

Little

from

MANY IMPROVEMENTS

RALPH

By

Many

studio improvements will be
(In evidence when the Warner studio
new sound
reopens on Feb. 1.
mtage, larger than any ever used by

A

;he company, is expected to be comnew wing to the
pleted by then.
nain building to provide more space
or executive offices is also under

A

construction. Other projects are new
laboratories and a storage plant for
Six additional
witaphone matrices.
tound trucks will be ready for use
by the time the studio resumes operation

Miss Brent Being Starred
in "Blackbirds" by Famous
Paramount has selected "Blackbirds," the play by Harry James
fcmith, as a vehicle for Evelyn Brent.
[The film will be directed jointly by
Gasnier and Edwin Knopf.
IPercy Heath has done the adaptation
End Howard Estabrook the continuClive Brook will play opposite
ity.
[Miss Brent. Others in the cast are
Paul Lukas, Helen Ware, Eugene
IPallette, Morgan Farley, Christianne
lYoes, Claud Allister, Henry WadsIworth and Virginia Druce.

Louis

New

Role for McLaglen
With "Hot For Paris" completed
at Fox, Victor McLaglen has been
assigned to the leading role of
the Level."

"On

a

Lots

W ILK
Hollywood

COLLINS, former BroadGPAT
way
keeping busy,
favorite, is

•

1)

solely for the purpose of
facilitating operations, such as simplifying the accounting work of the
production department, the sales destate,

"

Record Breaker

EFFECTS

F. N.

to

is

New

Line
in
F. Brinkmeyer, formerly
manager of the St.
Louis Amusement Company, has or-

Brinkmeyer

St.

—
general

Louis

J.

ganized the Paramount Sales Corp.
here and is distributing a sound device and an advertising clock.

West

Coast

Bureau,

Los Angeles

An

Camp,

least.

W.

OF

Foy

—

RKO

ing conducted by Columbia, its $2,000,000 quota far oversold, has entered its seventh week with the group
headed by Rube Jackter still in first
Ben
place with a rating of 127.45.

Rosenberg is running second with
123.70, and Hal Hodes third with
101.13.
The Walter Reade Circuit
has contracted for' the showing of
Columbia pictures.

Operators Settle with
Publix-Saenger Theaters
(Continued from Page 1)

has been settled with operators now
Dispute between
back at work.
union employees and the Auditorium

however

cowboy, died Monday in San
Fernando Valley as a result of injuries while working in a picture.
film

is

Win
Coast

still

unsettled.

$1,200 on Story Claim
Bureau,

Hollywood
46,

—

'

—

THE FILM DAILY
Mack Sennett must

(Continued from Page 1)
resident director, of London, who
This
sails tonight on the Olympic.
is the second largest circuit in South
Africa.
In addition to the Benoni house,
which seats 1,000, another is being
started at Cape Town with 1,800 caSix house?
pacity, states Hayden.
are wired with DeForest Phonofilm

Photophone for Army Posts
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
The use of RCAWashington

—

Photophone has been adopted by the
army to bring talking picture entertainment to soldiers stationed at the
more important army bases throughout the country.

Delmar Heads RKO Bureau
Delmar has been chosen

Jules

to

head and reorganize the RKO Club
equipment, with six more installa- and Private Entertainment Bureau
tions planned before the first of De- of the vaudeville booking department.
Eight more theaters are He was formerly booker of stage
cember.
definitely planned for construction
shows for the circuit's southern thethree being in Johannesburg.
The bureau has been transaters.
ferred
to the Palace Theater BuildPathe Comedy in Third Week
"A Night in a Dormintory," a ing.
Pathe Melody comedy produced by
Maxfield at Hartford Houses
Harry Delmar, is being held over
Hartford, Conn.— C. M. Maxfield,
for a third week at the Colony, New
who is managing director of the CoYork.
lonial, has been made managing director of the Lenox and will also
Film
Receipts
Escape with
when that
Herrin, 111. Bandits escaped with supervise at the Central
latter part of the
$2,000 receipts after holding up John house is opened the
by
Marlow and three of his employes month. The houses are controlled

Nick Barrows and Addison
Burkhart $1,200 for a film story, ac
cording to a ruling of Judge RusSennett claims the story was
sell.
at the Hippodrome here.
not an original.

THE FILM DAILY pay

—Sheperd

two weeks

Days, he is working
in
"All's
Quiet on the Western
Front,"
coroner's
jury.
Clawson met
at
Universal,
while
his on the producing activities, and First a
nights are spent at Paramount, where National Distributing Corp., which death by inhaling fumes thai
he is working in "The Color of will handle sales.
First National suited from the blast, the jurors
Money."
Properties, Inc., holding company found.
for the studio properties in Burbank,
Cal., has had its stock transferred 3,705
E. Installations
Joe Traub, gag man and comedy from the Delaware to the Maryland
World,
In
2,891 in U. S.
dialogue writer at Columbia, has fin- corporation and will continue to funcished work
The number of Western Electric
on "The Broadway tion.
installations throughout the world
Hoofer," which was directed by
George Archainbaud.
now stands at 3,705, according to
of
Products
Electrical
Research
these 2,891 are in the United States.
Our Passing Show: Cornelius Keefe showing stamnia
LARGEST IN EAST "Disraeli" Will Succeed
ONE
and skill in winning a 10-8 ten"Paris" at the Central
nis set; Lew Ayres and Billy
(Continued from Page 1)
"Paris," starring Irene Bordoni,
Bakewell chatting at Univervice-president of RCA Photophone, will end its run at the Central, New
sal; Sam Behrendt at Univerin charge.
York, Dec. 2, and give way to "Dissal on business.
Four floors and basement of the raeli," which will be moved down
building adjoining the present stu- from the Warner, where John Barrydio structure at the east on E. 24th more's "General Crack" is to open
Bryant
to Direct
St. have been leased and will be con- Dec. 3.
First National will general"The Potters" Series verted
to production purposes. Three ly release "Paris" early in December.
Bryon Foy will direct "The Pot- or four stages are planned, with alters," the J. P. McEvoy newspaper tering of the structure starting imConsolidated Loss $2,645,000
stories being made as a series of Vi- mediately.
Two stages are available West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
taphone Varieties.
In addition to at present.
Hollywood Loss resulting from
Co.
directing "The Potters," Foy is supIt is intended that the new name fire at the Consolidated Film
ervising the adaptations and select- of the plant will be the Victor-Gram- here recently is estimated at $2,645,ing the casts. Beatrice Van has been ercy Studio. Although no announce- 000 insurance in various pools writassigned to adopt the series of which ment has been made, expectations are ing film coverage and $500,000 on
there will be 12.
will make features at the property and equipment.
The greatthat
studio, which also will be leased to est amount was covered, it is stated,
independents, as at the present time.
by Western policies and that the
Jackter Holds Lead
Eastern liability is $1,000,000.
say the

West

Film Cowboy Dead

talker in the first
of its run.

partment, etc., which now can be
maintained separately.
Clawson Laboratory Blast
The parent company, First National
Accident, Jury Reports
Pictures, Inc., is nominally capitalized
The blast that reSalt Lake City
represented by 1,000
at
$100,000,
The two cently destroyed the Clawson Film
shares of $100 par value.
New York subsidiaries, each capital- Producing Company laboratory anr!
ized at 100 shares, are First National killed S. Y. Clawson resulted from
.eport of
Productions, Inc., which will carry an accident, according

Afga-Ansco Plant Active Rube
in Columbia Sales Drive South African Chain
on Film and New Camera
Opening 100th House
The Joe Goldberg sales drive beBinghampton, N. Y.—New $2,000,000 plant here of the Afga-Ansco
Corp. is active on regular full production schedule with more than
1,000 workers busy on turning out
approximately 4,500,000 feet of raw
stock and 300,000 feet of film rolls
for camera use weekly. A new camera for use has been placed on the
market by the company. The camera departments of the organization
are operating on an overtime schedule, according to the company.

What is said to be an attendance record for the Rialto.
New York, has been hung up
by "The Trespasser," 150,000
persons, it is estimated, having seen the Gloria Swanson

—

Shuman-Dolgin

enterprises.
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WARNERS MAKES GREATEST
NET PROFIT

IN

Producers Declare $2 B'way
Showings are on Decline

INDUSTRY

(.Continued from Page 1)
Pictures, Inc., subsidiaries of
Net
Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.
profits for 1929 is equivalent, after
preferred dividends, to $6.28 per share
on the 2,627,405 shares of common
This compares
stock outstanding.
with a net profit of $3.72 per share
on the 550,000 combined class "A"

and
Aug.

common

stock outstanding on
In June, last, Warner
31, 1928.

Bros. Pictures, Inc. split its common
stock on a two-for-one basis.
In a letter to stockholders, expressing satisfaction in results for the
past year, Harry M. Warner stated:
"On the basis of the first two months
of the current fiscal year and con-

which have been written, it
expected that the net profits for the
current year will show a substantial
increase over those reported for the
year ended August 31, 1929."
Common stock and surplus as of
August 31, 1929 total $73,611,990.97,
tracts

in

according to sentiment expressed
a canvass of distributor offices

made by

THE FILM

While there

DAILY.

be no letup in
efforts to make outstanding pictures,
the tendency, it is declared, will be
to confine the Broadway runs to a
few exceptional pictures.
Most of
the distributors report that they are
finding

it

is

to

increasingly difficult to

sell

product on the basis of its long run
in New York, and that the only way
to create lasting prestige

now

is

by

putting out a consistent number of
box-office draws.
Another angle is
growing practice of holding
the
showings in the smaller cities sometimes several weeks before the pictures play New York, thereby taking the edge off the Broadway run.

is

as

compared

«"**i

$3,675,155.42

the

The rapid expansion
company has undergone

previous year.

which the

is reflected in the
of total assets to $167,189,024.83 as of August 31. 1929, as compared with total assets of $15,785,801.41 shown for the previous year.
Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc., recently increased the dividend on its
common stock, placing it on a $4

during the past year

growth

annual

basis.

Stanley Co. of America and subcompanies report for the
sidiary
31 last net
profit of $752,031, equvalent to 83
cents per share on 904,958 shares of
common stock.

eight

months ended Aug.

Paramount is inclining to fewer
road shows. Fox, upon relinquishing
the Gaiety to Tiffany, will have no
$2 house on Broadway, temporarily,
The tendency of this comat least.
pany is to release more pictures without a special New York run. Warner
Brothers and First National have had
unusual success financially with their
engagements
on
advanced-price
Broadway and will continue to accord
such runs to productions which they
Mconsider suitable for that trade.
G-M is leaning toward fewer $2
showings.
Radio will go in for more product
Unithat can be shown as specials.
versal will give a $2 showing to pic-

ST. LOUIS MUSICIANS'

For Craze Productions
a deal just completed between
of Educational and
Nat Cordish and Henry D. Meyer of
James Cruze Productions, the Cruze
company acquires additional facilities at the Educational studios for
the production of its 1929-30 schedule.

By

STRIKE UNSETTLED

Seek
Albany Managers
Sunday Shows

—

for special runs.

cil.

Opens $2 Coast Run
At Chinese on Dec. 5

Making All-Arab Picture
Rex Ingram is
Paris (By Cable)
making an all-native picture in Af-

(Continued from Page 1)
strike in accordance with their muSuch a
tual protection agreement.

third

week

The

picture

at the

is

Selwyn,

5,

now

in its

New

York.

—

rica, the only white person in the
Lars Moen,
cast being Alice Terry.
formerly in New York trade paper
work, is now with him as business

manager.

W. Hammons

Bow Under

IfeS£^
No

Appendix

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles Clara Bow was tak-

—

en to a hospital yesterday for an appendix operation, it is reported here.
As a result, work on her new picture,
"The Humming Bird," will
have to be put off for a few weeks.

son.

NORTH

Fox Considering

Sites

for Los Angeles

House

Joe Toplitzsky, agent in the deal
in which Fox interests are seeking a
site for their

new

$10,000,000 theater

Ungerfeld Gets Fox House
in Los Angeles, is in New York neJack Ungerfeld has taken over the
Two
gotiating with Fox officials.
it
U. S. in the Bronx, a Fox house,
considered by the comis

1)

miere at Grauman's Chinese Dec.
at $2 top.

move was threatened several weeks
ago, but was delayed pending efforts
of the national officers ,of the musicians' federation to reach a settlement with theater owners.
The offer turned down by the muThis gives the Cruze people two sicians called for the employment of
15
plants in which to work on the eight 25 pit men at the Ambassador,
in
total
of
62
and
a
Missouri,
the
distribution
at
for
planned
talkers
through Sono Art-World Wide Pic- the St. Louis Amusement Co. houses
which employed 124 men before the
tures.
walkout. The independent neighborhouses were to be allowed to
hood
Knife
Clara
reduce their orchestras to a total of
Operation 35 men, compared with 85 last seafor
E.

tures considered worthy of it, says
the company.
Columbia is satisfied
(Continued from Page 1)
with results from its first two Broad- and the listing upon official notice of
way runs and has two more on the issuance of 20,433 additional shares.
way this season, with next year's
Of the additional stock, 14,933
plans not yet set.
United Artists shares, together with $207,757 cash
says that all of its pictures are built payments, will be issued in connecwith the idea of getting the best re- tion with the acquisition of a 70 per
sults, but the matter of $2 Broadway cent interest represented by all the
showing is determined by the individ- common stock and 25 per cent of
ual producers.
Tiffany has a list, the preferred stock of Marks Bros.
headed by "Journey's End" and The Marks firm has 90,000 pemmyD
"Mamba" set for the special class. and 60,000 preferred sh'.res with
Pathe has a trio of big ones under equal voting rights, outstanding. It
way, all of which are possibilities for controls the Granada, Marbro and
$2 showing, Pathe officials believe.
Strand Theater building properties
Except in a few cases, it is stated, and also a long-term lease on land
the special Broadway showing is not at Milwaukee Ave. and Dean St.,
a predetermined matter but is con- Chicago.
tingent upon various factors, the most
Additional shares totaling 5,500,
important, aside from how the fin- with $103,000 in cash, will be used
ished picture shapes up, being the to acquire the remaining half interavailability of theaters, of which there est in the American Amusement Co.
is a shortage at present, it is said.
and 11,703 shares will be issued for
Inasmuch as this is the first year that the remaining half-interest in Parathe
independents have had much mount Enterprises.
chance at Broadway runs, it is expected that these distributors will
to
take advantage of every opportunity
Legalized
to connect themselves with a "Big
Local theater managers,
Albany
Street" showing. Consensus of opinion, however, is that the $2 New having agreed to drop Sunday beneYork- run idea is, in most cases, just fit performances and to cooperate
and
the city administration
a notion which not longer has any with
trade value unless the pictures are churches on the question of Sunday
able to stand up on intrinsic merit, shows, announce that they will, howand eventually distributors will hew ever, work for the legalization of
closer to this line in designating films Sunday shows by action of the coun-

(Continued from Page

Additional Facilities

GETS 100 PER CENT

P.F.-L

CONTROL OE TWO CHAINS

(Continued from Page 1)
ure,

tional

u

reported.

Rugoff Gets Bklyn. House
Ben Rugoff is reported to have
taken over the Tuxedo in Brooklyn.

sites

being

the Lankershim property
the Criterion, Fox controlled, and a site on Grand Ave. near

pany

are,

adjoining

Seventh

St.

©l>;

Charge!

This charming hotel surrounded by green lawns
and sun porches is the only Hotel in Atlantic City
serving breakfast in your room without charge.
The bedrooms are built for comfort;
each with its own private bath, large
closets, modern furnishings, bridge and
rfh
reading lamps and three or more windows to the room. Everything is cozy
and homelike.
H. L. Fiarbairn
Chas. A. Berry

&%

Owner

Manager

— CONTINENTAL PLAN —
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!
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WEEKS

IM CINCINNATI*)

Impossible
Picture mover to Jf rand

ax public demand/ more

surmy side
PALACE
THEATRE
4

The Screens FIRST original
musical comedy with

JANET

week now

3rd week

GAynoR

bigger

than 2nd.

Znd

CHARLES

2 weeks total bigger
than house record es-

SINGING, TALKING and DANCING

week bigger
than first.

tablished by "The

*

FZIRRELL

Cock

Supported by

Eyed World."

Sharon Lynn
El

Brendel

Frank Richardson

•

Marjorie White

•

Seymour

Dances Staged by

Felix

Directed by

i

DAVID BUTLER
Story, songs

<3f

and

DE SYLVA,
,

and

lyrics

by

BROWN

HENDERSON

*T*te
A

y

\

V
v

»

//

,\A\

»

vV
.%

m
*rd after

Week

begins tomorrow

record

LiW.

(Week after week

Strand Theatre
Cincinnati
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Keep posted on production through

COAST STUDIOS

Hollywood Wire Service

WHILE IT IS NEWS
BY DIRECT WIRE

a daily feature

a
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^ox Gets Twelve

24, 1929

Price 25 Cents

More Houses

in

Ohio Circuit

)EUGATES TOBENAMED FOR EXHIBITOR MEET
Warner Adding 5,000 Seats
Opening of Hollywood and
Beacon Swell Total
to Seven Theaters
Warner Bros., who now control
x houses with approximately 10,000
•ats in Greater New York, will inease their holdings by nearly 5,000
:ats

through

ore

theaters,

the opening of
the Hollywood
(.Continued on Page 2)

Adds Libson & Heidings
Chain to Middle
West Holdings
Pushing

its

sion campaign,

Middle West expan-

Fox has acquired

Libson & Heidings Circuit, operating
houses in Ohio. This was made

12

two known when Fox made apolication
and to the New York Stock Exchange for
permission to list the shares of the
to be used in the transac-

company

1-G-M

TOMAKEAt

Coast

Bureau,

Hollywood

will

make

a

linimum of six features in foreign
nguages for the current year. Two
ill be made in French and a simi-

1

Simultaneous release in 11 Spanish
peaking countries of "Rio Rita" is
which is now maklanned by
ig an all-Spanish version of the pic-

RKO

(Continued on Page 10)

Survey to Determine
Importance of Pictures

ilake

An

extensive survey to determine

he importance of the motion picture
i industrial and educational work is
inderway by the M. P. Bureau of
(Continued on Page 12)

Playwrights in
Madrid

—Due

Arms

to the action
of legitimate theaters in making it a practice of using their
houses for pictures during the
off season, the Society of Playwrights here resolved to deny
their plays to theater owners

who

permit more than 30 per
cent of their yearly bookings
to consist of pictures.. With
the popularity of pictures increasing, it is feared by playwrights that there would be no

market for their plays.

termine whether or not each
side sincerely desires to bring
about a change in conditions.
Sidney R. Kent.

By JACK ALICOATE
of inside on the "Ten Thousand Exhibitors Cannot
statement, issued by Abram Myers from Allied front-line
headquarters in Washington that burned up at least two thirds of
those diplomats attending the ultra secret 5-5-5 meeting that was held behind bolted doors during the final fade-out at the Columbus Convention.
First let us again call to your mind the feeling of sensitiveness and
tense anticipation that proceeded the Tuesday night banquet. When Mons.
Charles Pettijohn sang his now famous "Washing Dirty Linen" aria Herr
Myers took the rap and immediately wrote the lyrics of the quickly sought
for song hit "Ten Thousand Exhibitors Cannot Be Bribed," putting same
pronto on the reliable Western Union for release in all newspapers next
little bit

1ELEASE SPANISH "RITA"

COUNTRIES JAN.

to
differences
adjust
existing
should be productive of tremendous benefits for the entire
industry.
I do not see any
real stumbling block in the
For one
standard contract.
thing the conference will de-

a
HERE'S
Be Bribed"

(Continued on Page 12)

IN II

Sees Big Profits
The proposed conference

The Treachery of Ahram Myers
is Exposed???

THE FILM DAILY

— M-G-M

Greater N. Y.

(Continued on Page 2)

LEAST 6

FOREIGN-LANGUAGE FILMS
'est

the

in

morning (Wednesday).
Now on Wednesday evening, twenty-four hours later, the ultra secret
5-5-5 conference, known to no more than eighty or ninety people, was held
in locked chambers and with trusted guards watching every key hole.
The
result was a temporary love fest with all sides peaceful, happy, contented
and

hotsy totsy.
After the conference was concluded and about the time all were ready
to depart for home, Mr. Myers, L.L.B., Georgetown, suggested to Mr.
Pettijohn, L.L.B., Indiana, that he might be interested in knowing that he
(Mr. Myers, L.L.B.,of Georgetown) had, along about the second round of
me banquet battle, sent out a statement calling Mr. Pettijohn, L.L.B., Indiana, several kinds of a so-and-so for even suggesting Linen of any sort,
either clean or dirty, and that now, seeing as that conditions were rapidly
taking on the shape of an old homecoming week he took back all that
he had said and was willing to forgive and forget, (Temporarily at least).
To this the Right Honorable Pettijohn of Indianapolis and points West
opined that he was rather thick shinned anyway, having been an exhibitor
once himself, and that, as long as the statement was now in the hands
of the press and could not be recalled he could probably live through it
inyway and besides as long as they were only playing for chips all would
be forgiven regardless.
And there you have it. A complete, accurate and honest shaft of
righteous light thrown directly upon the most gigantic bit of treachery
ever perpertrated within the industry.
Pettijohn is once again a hero,
Myers the Bold, is completely vindicated, the ultra secret 5-5-5 conference
old Judge Kent once again becomes
is saved for future reference and good
master of the situation.

Men

Five

to

Represent

Each Group

at Merger
in N. Y.

Confab
Appointment

of delegations to represent Allied States, M. P. T. O. A.
and the Hays organization is the next
step being taken towards the conference proposed with view of merging the two exhibitor organizations.
(Continued on Page 2)

SAYS

M.PJM

ALWAYS

The M.

P. T. O. A. has "never
give the fullest possible
measure of protection to all exhibitors," said M. J. O'Toole of the M.
P. T. O. A. in a statement yesterday.
(Continued on Page 2)
to

failed

Warner Bros. Stockholders
in

Annual Meeting Dec.

9

Annual meeting

of stockholders of
Warner Bros, will be held at the
principal office of the corporation, 7
(Continued on Page 10)

Sanford Leaves Pathe
for Local
Bert

Sanford

has

ERPI

Post

resigned

from

Pathe to become special sales representative

for

Western

(Continued on Page

Electric
10)

all

Sound and Healthy
I believe the motion picture
industry is in a very sound and
healthy condition. In the last
year it has absorbed a large

writeoff of silent negatives, and
has done so very easily due to

the

immense popularity
movie.
While

sound

of the

some

other industry may suffer from
the very drastic and unprecedented stock market decline,
it is my opinion that the motion picture industry can quite
possibly have greater business
than ever before because the
American people can always
find sufficient money to attend
a motion picture theater.
E. W.

HAMMONS.

in

..
.

DAILY

P

# FW» rr

NEWSPAPER
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M.J.O' Toole Says M. P. T.O.A.
Always Safeguarded Exhibitor

F,LMI

24, 1929

The Industry's
Date Book

(Continued from Page 1)
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"The Ohio Convention was made
"The Motion Picture Theater Own- of real advantage to the exhibitor
industry by the fine busiers of America have definite construc- and the

He

said:

tive policies

along lines beneficial to

These lines of
comprehend everything

the whole industry.

procedure
necessary

in the matter of protecting
the interests and guarding the rights
of exhibitors. This organization has
never failed to give the fullest possible measure of protection to all exhibitors and has zealously guarded
their interests in matters affecting the
internal policies of the industry, in

legislative affairs

and

in

ness-like addresses made there by
entirely responsible men who definitely stated that any matter at issue
within the business could and would
be settled in a sane and sensible way
by conferences.
have had several of these conferences and in each
instance real advantage was gained
by the exhibitor.
"You ask about getting together.
Certainly. Where there is something
of value to our business to discuss,

We

other ways.

"Our record of achievement in
these relations is well known. There
is
nothing constructive now being
suggested or attempted by others
which cannot be done or is not being
done by and through the Motion Picture Theater Owners of America.

Motion Picture Theater Owners
America will always meet with any

ic

of

of
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Definite

selection

of

these 15 men has not been made up
to the present time. The conference
at which it was agreed to select
the delegates was attended by M. A.
Lightman, president of the M. P. T.
O. A., Abram Myers, president of
Allied and C. C. Pettijohn of the

Hays

office.

SEATS

IN

Fox Gets 12 More
Houses in Ohio Chain
(Continued from Page 1)
>f

Total of 51,360 additional shares
A common is covered by the

Class

apolication.
.•••

700
800
1,300

300
200

i%

for

the

construction

of

Bryant 4712

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica

a

I Proposal has been made to
rate a company for $50,000

1
J. E. Brulatour, Inc.

New York

Dec.

23

i
#
1
a
».
.*

Blvd.

.

Gladstone 6103

{-J

Bros.

Pictures,

Inc.,

Wilmington, Del.
Mttmij ot North Carolina
hihitor?' unit at PinehnrM

Opening
House in

theater.

incorpoto back
will seat

Norfolk Firm Chartered
Norfolk, Va.— The Resral Theater
Corp. has been chartered here with
a capital of $50,000.
Harry Freedrnan, of New York, is named as pres-

ci

New

Little
Picture
York City.

E. Installations in
Britain Now Total 350

—The

London

number of theaters
Britain
equipped
with
Western Electric has been increased
to 350, reveals a report issued by the
Great

in

will

arrive

trip

New York

in

after

15,

on the
an extended

abroad.

Clara
West

Coast

Bow

Bureau,

Los Angeles

—

Improving

THE FILM DAILY
Clara Bow, Para-

—

Warner

Bros., 1,255; Winter Garden,
Central,
New York
901;
Strand, 3,500; Brooklyn Strand, 3,500.

1,000 Music Dealers
in Rudy Vallee Hookup
More than 1,000 music dealers it
claimed, handling the merchandise
of the Wurlitzer and Buescher companies are included in a hookup just
arranged by Radio Pictures in connection with Rudy Vallee's "The
is

it

is

BROOKS
THE NAME YOU GO BY
WHEN YOU GO TO BUY

COSTUMES
GOWNS AND UNIFORMS
NY

14-37 B"WAY.
IALSO U.OOO

TEL 5580 PENN.
TO PFNT
COSTUMES To
BEN

BookkeeperWanted
Competent man
film business.

—

some experience in
Must be thorough and

capable accountant.

Box

S-182,

1650 Broadway

c-o

Film

Daily

New York

reported here.

Let Us Solve Your Problems

!

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE
Stebbins,

Leterman
& Gates
INCORPORATED

ident.

Reorjen Racine House
Racine, Wis.— The Rialto has been
reopened as a combination house.

at

the

of

—

proposed house which
anywhere from 500 to 600.

1540 Broadway

Warner
Dec. 9-10

Antigo House Planned
Antigo, Wis. Serious consideration is being given by townfolk here

the

—

9

75th St., will probably have a ca- mount star who was operated on for
pacity of at least 3,000.
This latter appendicitis here is improving satishouse was originally planned by the factorily.
Sound at Bugg, Chicago
Roxy interests and was known as
Chicago The Bugg, neighborhood
the Midtown Roxy.
Five Warner-controlled houses op- house, is now presenting sound picerating in Greater New York are: tures via Western Electric apparatus.

—

_

I

Dec.

Beacon.

tages house,

Eastiman Films

N. Y.

Houses acquired in the deal are in Vagabond Lover."
'he Davton, Columbus and Cincinnati
districts.
Fox has been particularly R-K-O Takes Over Toledo Rivoli
Toledo
Radio-Keith-Orpheum
active in Ohio during its expansion
will take over the Rivoli, local Panprogram.

New

8

GREATER

1,454;

Expectations are that the get-together session will be held in New
York within two weeks, as proposed
by Sidney R. Kent.

tion.

•LAST PRICE QUOTED

5

Opening of "General Crack" at the
Warner, New York.
Opening of "Condemned" at Grauman's Chinese, Los Angeles.
Annual meeting of stockholders of

Sheehan, Pincus Due Dec. 15
Winfield Sheehan and Joe Pincus

(Continued from Page 1)

shortly

Picture

company.

5,

adjournment of the
Ohio
The Hollywood, under construction
M. P. T. O. convention at Colum- at Broadway and 51st St., seats 1,600
bus, five delegates will be named from while the Beacon, at Broadway and

....

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-O 6s 46
Loew 6s 41ww ...103

Dec.

after

15

..

3

officially

requesting a conference of any kind
as a result of anything that may have
taken place at the Ohio convention."

(Continued from Page 1)

Under arrangements made

Motion

Studio.

Dec.

Bremen Dec.

Close Sales

by

dance

Salesmen, Inc., at the Hotel Astor,
N. Y.
Nov. 26 "Vagabond Lover" premiere at
Globe N. Y.
Nov. 29 Opening of "Taming of the Shrew"
at the Rivoli, New York.
Nov. 30 Dance of Warner Bros.
Club,
Inc.,
at
Brooklyn
Vitaphone

W.

it.

"Nothing has reached me

FOR EXHIBITOR CONFAB
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF FRIDAY)
Low

Dinner

persons within the industry or out

DELEGATES TO BE NAMED

High

Today:

1540

B'WAY

N.Y.C.

telephone bryant

3040

City

I
'

THE SEVENTH OF

SERIES ON QUALITY REPRODUCTION

by

WESTERN ELECTRIC

12
important
features...
of the

Western Electric

Reproducer Set
set
THE Western Electric reproducer
jars of many

is

built to

years of
weather the shocks and
constant use. It stands four square on one base
no auxiliary pedestal to jar out of line. It combines highest quality sound reproduction with
projection room requirements of durability, de-

—

pendability and ease of operation.
These 12 points explain the world-wide popularity of the Western Electric reproducer set with
exhibitors and projectionists:
JL. All

O
*

Q
*

mechanical drives, no

belts.

Highest quality reproducer, scientifically balanced to provide proper tracking.

Motor control box, exclusive Western Electric
guarantees uniform speed, elimi-

feature,

nates changes in pitch.

A
"

C
*

Switch enables change from constant to variable speed when silents are shown.
Special foot brake and switch for quick stopping of machine.

A

Machine

/^

rests

on

ball joints, insures

H

Rubber cushions eliminate shocks and jars
from turntable.
Permits easy adjustment of machine to all

Q

projection angles.

Q

Photo-electric cell amplifier, rubber cushioned
and suspended on springs to eliminate noises
caused by jars and vibrations.

1Q

Film-disc transfer switch enables projecmachine for film or disc
at time of threading rather than at moment of
changeover.
tionist to prepare

Specially designed lower magazine, including
a scientifically adjusted hold-back sprocket,
eliminates"flutter" often caused by uneven film pull.
1

O

Scientifically designed

mechanical

tem in turntable drive eliminates
due

to action of gears.

Guarantee of Film and Disc Quality Reproduction

Westen
SOU N D

lectric

^

SYSTEM
Distributed by

Electrical Research Products Inc.
250 West 57th Street,
Member

good

mounting.

IN

ew York, N.Y.

of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.

— Will H.

Hays, President

filter sys-

all

noise

Figure

out

it

Whether you buy for eash
or on deferred payments

RCA

Photoiihone
Gives yon the utmost in
sound reproduction at a

low average weekly eost
PHOTOPHONE
INf

SOUND EQUIPMENT

Y"OU base your theatre operation on a weekly charge
off.

Your

rent, taxes,

overhead are broken down into

52 weekly

items. In that

count your

profits,

way you

see

your business,

week by week.

you think of your investment in sound equipment on
the same basis you will find that you can afford RCA
Photophone because of the low weekly charge off.
If

Your

on the opposite
page which shows what our standard contract means
when reduced to an average weekly cost over a period
attention

is

called to the chart

of three years.

We

are maintaining our low price policy as heretofore.

COMPARE PRICES!
COMPARE QUALITY!

for yourself!
Following weekly prices include;
Rental
Service Charge

1.

2.

3. Interest {when deferred payments are used)

SOUND ON FILM AND DISC
FOR SIMPLEX PROJECTORS

TYPE

AVERAGE WEEKLY COST
OVER THREE YEAR PERIOD

<G>

For Theatres up to 500 Capacity
SOUND HEADS ONLY

SQA.66

36

V

TYPE

For Theatres up to 1000 Capacity
SOUND HEADS ONLY

TYPE

per week

58.66 per week

:

<D>

For Theatres up

to

92 .25 per week*

1400 Capacity

TYPE «C
For Theatres up to 2000 Capacity

TYPE

"

per week *

_Lo^"

per week*

J. J_ 4

<B>

For Theatres 2000 capacity and over

*

Terms 10%

cash,

Installed Complete.

15% upon delivery.

Balance in monthly payments over three years. Service charges during contract term, payable monthly.
Terms of payment may be arranged for 1,2 or 3 year period.

Whether you buy for cash or on deferred payments

RCA PHOTOPHONE
.

.

.

• . .

you less week by week
gives you more day by day
costs

and assures you and your patrons of absolute
satisfaction in sound reproduction.

KCilL
S 1I

4
ATLANTA:

IOI

MARIETTA STREET

I

PHOTOPHOWE, Inc.
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|

CHICAGO: IOO

W.

MON ROE

STREET

AVENUE
KANSAS

CITY,
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Timely Topics

— €)=
A

Digest of
Current Opinion

cinema as a product of the
THE
mechanical age must suffer
as well as profit by the traits. To
grow a bit biblical in sound, it
must not only live by speed, but
probably perish thereby. A flow
of ideas still has a greater staying power than the craving for
novelty.
Since filmgoers and
their lawmakers won't give the
magnates much of a
picture

chance to say anything in their
films, even if they want to, the
only thing to do is rush from invention to invention. When the
boy Edisons cease functioning
for a while, or the exhibitors get
tired of buying new devices, the
photoplay may yet revert to
that other novelty, the silent film.

Richard Watts, Jr., in "The
New York Herald Tribune"

Will Bring Back the Western

THE
be

western picture will soon
back in its rightful place
on the screen. By no means is
it lost or forgotten.
The reason
why the western disappeared
from the screen for a time was
wholly due to the lack of proper facilities with which to film
it.
The industry had no sound
wagons to be used for outdoor
synchronization.
Now we have
the proper equipment.
But the
western of this new show world
that we have today will be built

from better-constructed stories
and will have the added dramatic
value of sound.
These productions

be

will

designed

with

a

view to the fact that we are now
an adult people.
Jesse L. Lasky

By PHIL M.

PhilM. Daly,

O CHARLES

EINFELD,

of

First

National, says that even

good advice is no longer worth following in the stock
market. "A few months ago," Einfeld relates, "nearly all bankers and financial wiseacres were bellowing that stocks had gone
too high and should be sold.
So everybody started selling and
happened!"
look what

—

A. P. Waxman, surveying the dazzling first-night crowd attending "Show of Shows" at the Winter Garden, might have
been overheard remarking, "Was there ever a legit premiere
Belle Baker may embark on a brief vaudelike this?"
tour, but not in connection with her picture, "Song of
Lowe," now showing at the George M. Cohan
Joe Rivkin
i> back from exploiting "The Sophomore" for Pathe in Wash-

ville

C

ington, D.

Paul Dullzell, executive secretary of Actors' Equity Ass'n,
that there are in this country more than 4,000,000
boys and girls over 14 who never had a taste of spoken drama.
In addition the talkers are creating a vast potential audience for
nesh-and-blood entertainment, and if the legit managers haven't
the enterprise to take advantage of it, somebody else will

Roxy, New York,
will manage the Fantasy, Rockville Centre's new Century Circuit house, which opens Thanksgiving Day
Hiram Brown,
B. S. Moss, A. J. Balaban and Nathan Burkan are among the
prominent personalities who have accepted invitations to be
present at the next open meeting of the Jewish Theatrical Guild
of America to be held Nov. 26 at the Bijou
staff at the

100

NUMBER

MANY HAPPY RETURNS

Industry
Statistics
By JAMBS
Statistical

P.

CUNNINGHAM
Tht Film

Editor,

Daily

executives and heads of departments were under contract

IN

to Hollywood studios in 1927,
as compared with approximately 100 at present.
Nearly half
of all contract directors on
Coast lots have had stage experiences.

*

*

Harold Lloyd and Hal Roach en
route to Coast for series of comedies.

*

November 24
Best
tions

wishes and congratulaare extended by

THE

FILM DAILY

landmarks of old New York that are
now but fond and sentiment-scented
memories. The last census showed
that there were only three legitimate
New Yorkers left in the li'l old town.
But one has moved to South Brooklyn, and the other is married and has
five
children and never gets out
nights to mingle with the boys and
so

practically out of the running.
that leaves us, the lone survivor,
surrounded by several million "New
Yorkers" originally from Albuquerque, N. M., and Czechoslovakia.
is

So

But if you have lived in this cosmopolitan cosmopolis for a term of
years, maybe you can go back a few
yourself.

Remember

the

Cafe which stood on the
northerly

end of what

New York
site
is

of the
the

now

New York theater? Do you recall
the singing waiters, and the rivalry
between Diamond Daisy Williams
and Diamond Danny Ryan as to
which of 'em was loaded down with
the most diamond sparklers?
We
high school kids used to step out of
Saturday night and from the vantage point of a corner table view the
glittering galaxy of Daisy's and Danny's dimmers, and promise Madeleine
or Natalie (whichever sweetie we
happened to have with us) that
day we would buy her a
sparkler just like those.
Boy, those
sure were the happy days!

ing

members

who today

of

of all
in the

United States are wired for
sound, and close to 75% are
using synchronous equipment.
Six months ago, half of all
wired houses were showing
with non-syn equipment.

Meanwhile that singing waiter with
the gorgeous baritone was crooning:
"I met that gol darned doll Cocaine,
I traveled all the way from Kentuck
to Maine, O-h, o-h honey, have a
sniff on me."
That was the famous
song of the New York Cafe. They
don't sing that one any more, but a
few blocks up the line the cokies are
meeting "that gol darned doll Cocaine" quite regularly every evening.
Yes, old timer, times have changed
in this town, but the dope peddlers
are still with us.

to the follow-

the industry,

are celebrating their

'9hG

birthday

*

More than one-half
now operating

theaters

*

few legitimate New Yorkers, we can
personally go back to the age of five,
when conscious memory first begins
to function, and recall some of the

SOME

100

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

*

is your memory, old
Being one of the very

tinier?

a

chiefs,

Milton Cohen signs Texas Guinan
for series of two reel western pictures.

TTOW GOOD

-A

figures out

HUNDRED AND
ONE
THIRTY production

A. H. Blank of Omaha purchases
the Swan, Columbus, Neb.

DALY

Jr.

the

Jack Ginsberg .former chief of

Asserts Advent of Talkers

THAT

with

^*

Sees Ideas Sacrificed
In the Urge for Progress

24, 1929

Alice Calhoun
Alex Moss
E. V. Du Par
Arthur E. Christie
John Francis Natteford

Harry L.

Blair

Joseph E. Daniels
Joseph J. Kraus

THEIR
FIRST

JOBS
VICTOR MANSFIELD
SHAPIRO
newsboy

THE
Sunday. November
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ACTORS NEED VARIETY
OE ROLES EOR SUCCESS
"Variety in characterization is an
absolute essential of continued stellar
So says
success on the screen."
Monta Bell, associate producer at the

Paramount

Long

Island

studio,

in

forthcoming production of "The Big Pond" in which
Maurice Chevalier will star and
which Bell is supervising at the Asdiscussing

the

toria film plant.

IN

By

HARRY

N.

Musical Film for

RCA

"Love At First Sight," a full length
musical feature, has just been completed at RCA Gramercy Studios by
Chesterfield. The production was directed by Edgar Lewis with Norman Foster, Abe Reynolds, Suzanne
Keener, Lester Cole, Doris Rankin
and Hooper L. Atchley featured.
Lester Lee and Charles Levison
wrote the following numbers for the
picture:

"Lov^

At

First

Sight,"

"Waiting for the Sunshine," "You're

My

Everything," "Let's Jig the
Jig-a-boo" and "It's Just Too Bad."
All are played by Paul Specht, conducting his own orchestra in an elaborate night club set designed by ErnOver one hundred people
est Fegte.
are used in this one scene alone. Dal

cameraman on the
production with Harold Godsoe actClawson was
ing as

chief

assistant

director.

IS

SET FOR PATHE STUDIO

BLAIR

"IT'S a Great Life if You Don't DORIS RANKIN, appearing in
I Weaken," is the war song of
"Love at First Sight" at the RCA
Hobart Henley, Paramount director, Gramercy studio, is a member of one
who has started directing "The Big of the most famous theatrical families
Pond" on Thursday without even one in America. Miss Rankin, a former
day's rest, after finishing "The River wife of Lionel Barrymore, made her
First scenes for "The Big most recent stage appearance in "The
Inn."
Pond" were made on location at New Big Pond."

—

Makes

HEAVY PRODUCTION

Pathe Sound studios are preparing
a heavy production schedule by
combining new and old forces of staff
and equipment. The company will
probably make half of its feature
product here for next season's pro-,
gram.
H. F. Lalley, who came from the
Coast, where he was connected with
Radio Pictures, is now new studio
manager. Arch Heath, also from
California, will direct Pathe shorts.
William Bradley, formerly of M-GM, is now art director and Ted Pahle,
for

Venice, L. I., a most appropriate spot
can count the number of since most of the action takes place
motion picture luminaries who have in the Italian Venice.
disappeared into oblivion by confinGive Helen Morgan a "torch" numing their screen work to one type of
role over an extended period of time. ber and something to lean against,
Variety is both a test of real ability and you have the makings of sureand an essential of continued success. fire stuff. Helen has both in the cafe
scene of "The River Inn," now be"It was with this maxim in mind ing completed at the Paramount
that we selected "The Big Pond" as Long Island studios.
When you
Maurice Chevalier's next starring hear her sing "It Can't Go on Like
His role is in sharp con- This," you just want to take that
vehicle.
trast with the stellar parts he played little girl in your arms and assure
"Innoin his two preceding pictures
her that everything will be all right,
cents of Paris" and "The Love Pa- after all.
In the first of these two, he
rade."
played a French music hall performDick Willis, popular make-up artist
er; in the second he portrayed a ro- at the Warner Vitaphone studio, has
mantic Graustarkian figure who be- applied picture make-up to more
comes the Prince Consort of the operatic stars than any other man in
Queen of a mythical kingdom. "In the business. One, past the first flush
'The Big Pond,' Chevalier will play of youth, had to have his make-up
a young Frenchman who is pitch- smeared on an inch thick and then
forked into American business.
caked on by liberal applications of
In between shots, Dick had to
ice.
"By this variation in type, we beforward with ice to keep the
rush
find
will
public
screen-going
lieve the
paint from running down the
grease
constantly increasing entertainment
value in each of the Chevalier pro- singer's chest.
ductions and we are certain that the
Dal Clawson, veteran cameraman
same public will not tire of Cheva- and all-around good fellow, once
screen
of
similarity
lier because of a
chummed around with the present

Chesterfield

STUDIOS

Short Shots from
New York Studios

"No one

characterizations."

GREATER

Ask any

ticket broker

which

is

the

biggest seller among the season's
straight shows and, ten to one, he'i
tell
you "Strictly Dishonorable."
Preston Sturges, the author of this

recently at the
Paramount Long
Island studios, is first cameraman.
Walter Strange continues as camera-

has been assigned by Paramount
man.
write dialogue for "The Big
C. A. Young is now chief recordist
Pond," Maurice Chevalier's nexi
and James Delaney second recordist,
starring vehicle. Production will bewith Grace Goldberg in charge of
gin next week at the Long Island
scripts.
Caroline Kelly continues as
studio.
wardrobe mistress and Joe Bischoff is
hit,

to

and make-up

coiffure

Walter Wanger

laying awake
nights trying to think up a new title
It must be
for "The River Inn."
rough and rowdy with brevity and
lots of

is

punch.

Albertina Rasch, who supplies
those beautiful young dancing girls
for numerous presentation acts, musical productions and talking screen
musicals, has opened a branch studio in Hollywood at Sunset Blvd.
and Fairfax St. Miss Rasch leaves
for the Coast on Jan. 1 to stage
dance numbers for some M-G-M productions. She will be accompanied by

Edward Quinn

artist.

the new property
man and Sam Klein, scenic artist;
Jack Strieker, chief carpenter; George
Wilson, chief electrician, and Walter
Nace are still at their old posts.
In the cutting room are E. Pfitzenmeier and Emily Sullinger. Norman

Bauer

is

comptroller; Charles FlemLeonard Malone, superintendent of building; Ernest Wilson,
bookkeeper, and Leonard Hein, purchasing department, complete the
is

ing, auditor;

staff.

to

get

Jimmy

"schnobble"

Durante's

famous

in.

her husband, Dmitri Tiomkin, who
Joe Frisco, plus his inevitable
has composed the score for numerKing of Siam, while in that country ous successful musical plays and derby and cigar, made a Vitaphone
short at the Warner studio last
making a picture. Upon leaving the pictures.
week. When the first take was playcountry, Dal was decorated by the
ed back Frisco seemed greatly afKing who enjoyed being called "ComAnn Codee and Frank Orth, the
modore" by his cameraman-friend. vaudeville headliners, having clicked fected. "What's the matter, Frisco?"
inquired Murray Roth, the director,
Dal, who is modesty personified,
in their previous Vitaphone Variety "Aren't you pleased?" "Yeah, it's
didn't tell us this story. We learned
another
number, have just completed
all right, I guess," blubbered back
it from Frank Ormston while on a
comedy short at the Warner Vita- the great comedian, "but gee, I've
Sight"
First
the
"Love
at
visit to
phone studio, under the direction of got a pathetic voice, ain't I?"
set at the RCA Gramercy studio.
Murray Roth.

Harold Godsoe

of the

RCA

Gram-

Marc Connelly has just completed
ercy studio, enjoys* the distinction of
Rounder," eighth of a series
"The
diassistant
resident
being the only
which
he has been making at the
Harold has
rector in the business.
studios, for the past
Gramercy
RCA
practically
man
to
hand
been right
Most
months.
of the action takes
few
every director working at RCA's
speakeasy joints
Gramercy studio during the past year. place in and around
(studio sets not the real thing).
of
Edgar Lewis, who just completed Connelly was assisted by a castwho
Earle Gilbert,
by
headed
30,
ChesterSight"
First
for
"Love at
does not claim relationship to John
field Productions, at the RCA GraGilbert.
arrived
from
recently
studio,
mercy
Hollywood where he directed picBill Steiner, chief cameraman on
tures for both Universal and Tifin
to
stay
River Inn" set at the Paraintends
"The
He
fany-Stahl.
the East, where he believes produc- mount studio, claims to have had
trouble getting a lens big enough
tion is due for a great boom.

—

Prominent among the numerous
pugs used by Paramount in "The
River Inn" is young Eddie Roberts,
welterweight contender of Ridgewood, L. I. Eddie recently returned
from the Coast where he found plenty
of work as an extra in between bouts.

PHIL ARMAND
(.Formerly

with

Warner

Brothers)

Chief cameraman
American Sound Recording

Corp.
Home:

Times

Square

Hotel

;

;

;

;
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DAILY
All Star Cast in

Warner

"Hurricane"

with

with Hobart Bosworth, Johnny

Length: 11,602

Bros.

B. Walthall, Helen Ferguson,

Henry

(All-Talker)
ft.

Maurice Chevalier in

"In Old California"

of Shows"

"Show

George Duryea, Ray Hallor
(Silent Version)
Length: 5367
Audible Pictures

A PAGEANT OF COLOR
ft.
SPLENDIDLY INTERSPERSED VERY COLORFUL STORY
WITH MUSICAL NUMBERS. GOES OVER STRONG WITH
BUILT ALONG REVUE LINES. FINE ACTING AND DIRECTIT'S BOX OFFICE ANYWHERE. ING. MAKES REAL AUDIENCE
A RECORD BREAKER CAST.
FEATURE.
Revue. This long-awaited spectaDrama of old California. They
pictures.
in
Who
Who's
like
looks
cle
started with Burton King, who knows

Mack Brown,

Leila

24, 1929

Hyams

"The Love Parade"
(All-Talker)
Paramount
Length:

10,622

ft.

BOTH DELIGHTFUL AND
RISQUE
ENTERTAINMENT
Length:
5630
Columbia
ft.
EXPERTLY DIRECTED AND
HAS GOOD SEA ATMOS- ENACTED. MAURICE CHEVAPHERE WITH STRONG PUNCH LIER SCORES HEAVILY.
SCENES. BOSWORTH MAKES KNOCKOUT STUFF FOR SOPHISTICATED AUDIENCES.
THIS POPULAR FARE FOR
Operetta by Ernest Vajda and Guy
THE DAILY CHANGES.
Bolton, based on stage play, "The
(Silent Version)

Although lavishly dressed with gor- his stuff, and grasped the colorful atIt's
Drama of the sea. Here is a pic- Prince Consort."
gorgeously
geous sets, to which additional bril- mosphere of the romantic setting and
ture
crammed with the good old staged, embellished with tuneful melin
technicolor
liancy is given by
fine
and
filled it with tense situations
hoke of the high seas and mutinous odies by Victor Schertzinger and
some sequences. Drags at times.
sentiment. It is a variation on "Old sailors in the days of the old sailing played by a cast that leaves nothing
Cast: Hobart Bosworth, H. B. Warner,
William Courtnay, Monte Blue, Frank Fay, Arizona," but in no way resembles vessels.
The entire production
It has all the thrill stuff to be desired.
Ben Turpin, Lloyd Hamilton, Heinie Conklin,
Lupino Lane, Bert Roach, Lee Moran, Alice
Day, Patsy Ruth Miller, Lila Lee, Myrna
Loy. Marion Nixon, Jack Mulhall, Chester
Morris, Sojin, Ted Lewis and Band, Noah
Beery, Tully Marshall, Bull Montana, Anders
Randolph, Kalla Pasha, Wheeler Oakman,
Otto Matieson, Philo McCullough, Shirley
M.ason, Carmel Meyers, Viola Dana, Frances
Lee, Sally Eilers, Ruth Clifford, Ethlyne
Claire,
Johnny Arthur, Williams Adagio

Georges Carpentier, Alice White,
Lillie,
Louise Fazenda, Richard
Beatrice
Barthelmess, Dolores and Helene Costello,
Molly O'Day, Alice and
and
Sally O'Neil

Dancers,

Marceline Day, Lola and Armida, Ida Mae
Alberta Vaughn, Loretta Young and
Sally Blane, Winnie Lightner, Irene Bordoni,
Eddie Ward, Rin Tin Tin, Nick Lucas, Sid
Silvers. Chester Conklin, Douglas Fairbanks,
Grant Withers, William Collier, Jr.,
Jr.,
William Bakewell, Lois Wilson, Gertrude
Olmstead, Pauline Garon, Edna Murphy,
Jacqueline Logan, Harry Akst, John Barrymore, E. J. Radcliff, Anthony Bushell, Albert
Gran, Alexander Gray, Betty Compson.
Director, John Adolphi;
Dialogue, Not
listed
Editor, Not listed ; Author, Not listed
Cameraman, Bernard McGill.
Direction, excellent. Photography, beautiful.

and

;

in

it

but has the same quality

plot,

that the fans like, and will please bears the imprint of its director,
without any trouble where they like Ernst Lubitsch, who has guided the
The footage show with his masterly hand. Story
this class of material.
is crowded with the red-blooded stuff is set in the imaginary country of
and strong action material. It is not Sylvania, where a philandering count
Pedro, played by Henry Walthall, for the femmes, but sure-fire with falls in love with and marries the
who as a Spanish grandee is in the the boys. Bosworth takes the name queen. She turns out to be a Tartar
clutches of a gambler who many part,
and does an able characteriza- and bosses him around like her kingyears before had lured his wife away tion
The con- dom until the finale. Chevalier is
as the old sea salt.
from him. The love interest centers tinuity is pretty ragged in spots, but suave and personable and his feminaround his daughter, who had also his work holds it up nicely. Tom ine foil, Jeanette MacDonald is somedisappeared as a child with her
O'Brien is his hard-boiled mate and thing to rave about. Good comedy.
mother. The story is told very natCast: Maurice Chevalier, Jeanette Mac-

The Mexiof atmospheric touches.
can scenes are finely reproduced, and
it works up to a very gripping climax. The story is that of old Don

and the characterizations are

urally,

Deserves a break

good throughout.

in class houses.
Cast: Helen Ferguson, Henry B. Walthall,

George Duryea, Ray Hallor, lOrral Humphrey,
Larry Steers, Richard Carlyle, Harry Allen,
Lew Stern, Paul Ellis, Carlotta Monta, Ger-

O'Brien.

trude Chorre.
;

Boyle.
Direction,

Ralph

Director,

Director, Burton King Author, Fred Hart
Adaptor, Arthur Hoerl; Editor, Earl Turner;
Titler,
Not credited; Cameraman, Charles

Photography,

good.

Ince

"Bride of the Desert"

with Leo Moloney

(All-Talker)

Adaptor,

;

Enid

adequate.

Direction,

;

;

Photography, good.

Not

listed.

Direction,

superb.

Photography, grade A.

Harrower

Eddy

Ricardo Cortez in

Length: 4816

Rayart

Donald, Lupino Lane, Lillian Roth, Edgar
Norton, Lionel Belmore, Albert Roccardi,
Carlton Stockdale, Eugene Pallette, Russell
Powell, Anton Vaverka, Albert de Winton,
William von Hardenburg, Margaret Fealy,
Virginia
Bruce, Josephine Hall,
Rosalind
Charles and Helene Friend.
Authors, Ernest
Director, Ernst Lubitsch
Vadja and Guy Bolton Dialoguer, Not listed
Editor,
Merrill White;
Adaptor, Not listed;
Cameraman, Victor Milner; Monitor Man,
;

excellent.

"Overland Bound"

Norman

Author,

;

Editor,
Hibbard
Not listed; Titler, Not listed; Cameraman,
Teddy Tetzlaff; Monitor Man, Not listed.

Springer

Harrower

Berg

(All-Talker)

injects a lot of the rough manhandling into the scenes.
The sentimental interest is pretty flat, and Leila
Hyams has a light assignment.
Cast:
Hobart Bosworth, Johnny Mack
Brown, Leila Hyams, Allan Roscoe, Tom

"The Phantom
House"

ft.

"The Sacred Flame"

in the

with

Conrad Nagel, Lila Lee,
Pauline Frederick

(All-Talker)
RATES GOOD PROGRAMMER
ft.
FOR THE ONE-DAY STANDS Continental
Length: 6015 ft.
Warner
TALKING WESTERN CON- WITH STRONG WESTERN STRONG DRAMATIC STORY
COCTED OF FAMILIAR MA- STORY AND INTERESTING RIDES EASILY WITH GOOD INTELLIGENT ENTERTAINDIRECTION AND ACTING. IT MENT FOR MATURER MINDS
TERIAL NOVELTY AND AC- LOVE TRIANGLE.
FIRST-RUN EARMARKS. WITH SPLENDID ACTING AND
TION MAKE IT EFFECTIVE Western. This will click okay in HAS
GOOD DIALOGUE.
RARE DRAMATIC INTENSITY.
FOR OUTDOOR FANS.
the smaller houses where they like
Drama. The story was taken from

Presidio

Length: 5200

(Silent)
Length: 5637

ft.

Western comedy-drama with the their westerns. It is one of those
pictures made inexpensively through
late Leo Maloney, likable hero, as
use of natural outside atmosphere and
the chief motivating factor. Nothing
a log cabin in thej desert. Cast small,
original or unusual about the story, and plot rather rambly at times. Old
which deals with the machinations of story of the wife overcome by lonea slick promoter who tries to do a liness 'way out on the desert, with
poor widow and daughter out of their hubby off prospecting most of the
Then in drifts the stranger,
ranch property by ringing in a fake time.
6on and brother to pose as the youth staggering in wounded with the
who ran away from home as a boy. sheriff after him as the killer. Then
Maloney plays the role of a good Sa- the biz of falling in love with the
fugitive and trying to hide him from
maritan who aids the prodigal and
the law.
It has been done many
does a h?— " fadeout with the boy's
times before, especially in "Old Ari-

Leo Maloney's death should
not hurt the draw nor entertainment

sister.

value.

phere,
please
film.

Cast:

Lydia

type of story, only
cheap.
Surprise kick at
Sufficient suspense, atmos- the end with the husband returning
action and heart interest to to discover the love intrigue, and beHe
audiences craving this type of ing exposed as the real killer.
gets shot, and all is jake for the lovRecorded by Telefilms.
Leo Maloney, Alene Ray, Jack Perrin, ing couple. Pop small house fare.
Cast: Alice Calhoun, Le Roy Masoh, Etham
Knott,
Wall.y

Wales,

Charles

K.

French.

it

is

It is that

made

Ludlow,

Lum

Leo Maloney; Author,
Ford
Beebe; Adaptor, Ford Beebe; Dialoguer,
Ford Beebe; Cameraman, Not listed.
good.

Photography, good.

Gillette

Chan.

Duke

Director,

Director,

Direction,

zona."

Worn;

Author, Arthur
Hoerl; Adaptor, Arthur Hoerl; Editor, J. S.
Harrington
Dialoguer, Arthur Hoerl
Cameraman, Ernest Depew
Monitor Man, Not
;

;

;

listed.

the work of the well known writer
Andrew Soutar and that gave them
something to work on with real meat.
It is

the

Continental production,

first

and holds a

lot

of real class in all

Some very handsome
sets are used. The story is intensely
dramatic, being that of a convict who
returns to his home after 15 years
departments.

imprisonment. Henry Walthall takes
the part, and builds a powerful and
gripping characterization that is poignantly human. He has confessed to
a

murder

to shield his wife.

house.
Cast

Henry

:

Ricardo Cortez, Nancy Welford
B. Walthall, Grace Valentine, Thomas

John Elliott.
Rosen
Author, Andrew
Soutar; Adaptor, Arthur Hoerl; Editor, Not
credited
Titler, Not credited
Cameraman,

A.

Curren, Jack

Director,

Curtis,

Phil

;

Direction,

satisfactory.

Photography,

fair.

Berg

Then

another murder is committed involving his daughter and her fiance. Walthall's work throughout is very impressive, and he makes the picture
stand out.
Ricardo Cortez as the
young hero is fine, as well as Jack
Curtis in a strong character bit. This
should click strong in any type of

Herbert

;

;

J.

Kirkpatrick.

The W. Somerset Maugham play
transferred to the screen with none
Here is a film
of its drama lost.
rare in its dramatic sweep and depth
of characterization and sure to play
upon the emotions as a true picture
of a woman torn between pity for
her chair-ridden husband and love
younger
physically-perfect
for
a
There are a number of
brother.
scenes not easily forgotten, notably
one between husband and wife wherein the beauty of the human relationship is brought out with a poignancy
certain to wring the heart of even the
most blase of moviegoers. It is a
tale
simply and straightforwardly
told and acted by a cast that could
Conrad
Nagel and Lila Lee as husband and

hardly be improved upon.

Strictly an
wife are a revelation.
adult picture.
Cast: Conrad Nagel, Lila Lee, Pauline
Frederick, William Courtenay, Walter Byron,
B. Francis, Dale Fuller.

Alec

Author, W.
Archie L. Mayo
Maugham; Dialoguer, Hs'ry Thew;
Harry Thew; Scenarist, Harry
Thew; Cameraman, Jimmie Van Trees.
Director,

Direction. Intelligent.

Harrower

;

Somerset
Adaptor,

Photography, Good.

Pelegrine

Sunday,

November

24, 1929

"Nix on Dames"
(All-Talker)
Length: 6988

Fox

ft.

AN AMUSING COMEDY
TEAM OF WOMENHATING ACROBATS AND
FINE
rHEIR WATERLOO.
CAST MAKES IT CLICK.
AlBOUT A

comedy.

Backstage

A

pair

SOUND
"The Voice from the Sky"

of

vaudeville acrobats, sworn buddies
and women haters, experience a
change of heart upon meeting a
feminine aspirant in the same line.
Both tumble for her and the chief
fun is provided by the complications
that follow in their efforts to do the
An unusuright thing all around.
ally fine cast graces the production.
Robert Ames and William Harrigan
Mae Clarke is the
are the acrobats.

Krazy Kat in
"Sole Mates"

E. S.

Manheimer

Thrill Serial
This is a ten chapter serial done in
a very meller style but carrying a
strong kick with thrills piled one on
top of the other. The idea is a novel
one, and is the type that will keep
the serial fans all hopped up waiting
The
for the succeeding instalments.
story tells of an old inventor who has
worked out a mechanical device

newcomer whereby he can cause all electrical
energy on the earth to be suspended.
brought forth by Fox and her work
This means the stopping of all inof
the
in this picture gets the okay
activities in factories, and all
dustrial
fans.
Maude Fulton and George
requiring any
MacFarlane do a grand team, and means of locomotion
The
"Voice from
electrical
device.
Gallaher topned off the diShe

girl.

is

the

latest

Donald

Sevrection in a satisfying manner.
eral songs add pleasure to the proceedings. Should prove generally acceptable as light vein entertainment.
Cast: Mae Clark, Robert Ames, William
Harrigan, Maude Fulton, George MacFarlane,
Cami'.le Rovelle, Grace Wallace, Hugh McCormack. Marsha'l Ruth, Benny Hall, Gilly
Colvin, Frederick Graham, Louise Beaver.
Director, Donald Gallaher; Author, Maude
Fulton Adaptors, Maude Fulton, Frank Gay
CameraScenarists, same
Dialogers, same
man, Charles Clarke; Monitor man, Harold
Hobson.
;

;

;

Photography, good.

Direction, satisfactory.

Gillette

Bob

Sky" is the half crazed inventor
sending out his warnings to the world
as to what he proposes to do, as he
talks over a radio in his laboratory
hidden in the desert. So the Secret
Service despatches an operator to try
and capture him, and meanwhile the
the

and

shooting
rial

for

should

Syndicate Pictures

it

is

good mate-

small stands, where

it

click.

"The Barbers' College"
Pathe

Length 6200
:

Western, embracing the popular
elements of frontier soldiery, Indian
conflicts, treacherous white men plotting with Indian braves, and the
lieutenant who
obstacles, discovers his
long lost sister among the Indians,
and does a fadeout with the colIt is old-fashioned,
onel's daughter.
naive stuff, but possesses a certain
charm nevertheless. Plenty of action

young cavalry
all

fine scenic shots.

Years ago

this

sort of invincible hero stuff was highly popular, and there still is a clientele for it in many parts of the coun-

Ought to prove entirely acceptable to the provincial neighborhood
trade.
P. McGowan knows this
J.
type of material, and has worked in
all the thrill stuff that the fans like.
It goes back to the covered wagon
days, and with the Indians running
wild it is ideal fare for the daily
try.

—Le Maire

Slapstick

ft.

OLD-FASHIONED STORY
AND TREATMENT OF FRONTIER CONFLICT ACTIVITIES.
PALATABLE ENOUGH FOR
THE DAILY CHANGES AND
POP HOUSES.

and

But

film.

the

(Synchronized)

overcomes

his

Steele in

"The Invaders"

heroic

gang are

also after
the secret.
Of course there is the
girl,
the inventor's niece, and the
love interest between her and the
Sound is not so
secret service man.
hot, and mostly synchronized after
villain

This is a rough and tumble affair,
with George Le Maire and his pal
getting jobs in a barber shop after
the latter graduates from a barber's
college.
The fun is of the usual variety, with the poor innocent custo-

;

;

;

;

Mermaid

"Feminine Fitness"
Sportlight— Pathe
College Sports

The activities of the girls at Wellesley College in outdoor sports are very
interestingly
presented,
including
golf, rowing, baseball and basketball.
There are a lot of unintended laughs,
especially in the rowing sequence
where the female coach issues orders
in a high pitched voice as the two
competing shells race down the river.
This reel will certainly interest all the
co-eds.

— Educational

Strong Comedy
Monty Collins and Vernon Dent
are one of the few comedy teams left
who can keep you laughing every
time they show together on the
screen.
That's probably why they
are one of the few comedy teams left.
Here is a wow, without any reservations. Slapstick in many places, expert gagging throughout, and paced
through "every foot so that it keeps

you

laughing

almost

continuously.

One of the best burlesques on Hollywood studio stuff that has yet hit
the screen.

Zelda Santley
Vitaphone
Entertaining Stuff
Zelda Santley from vaude records

Roy Evans
Assisted by Al Belasco

M-G-M

Mild Blackface
her w.k. impersonations in this VitaBreaking into an apartment as burphone short directed by Murray
Roth.
Supplemented by much per- glars, one member of this blackface
pair lamps a piano and takes to it
sonality she gives her impressions of
Maurice Chevalier, Ted Lewis, Mae for a couple of self-accompanied
West and other celebs. It's enter- songs. Then the partner joins him
for a number. Not very hot, but will
taining stuff.
serve in a pinch.
(Six minutes).

"The Barnyard Melody"
Van Beuren

Flora Le Breton

—Aesop

RKO

Snappy Cartoon
The adventure of Milton Mouse

Mild
Three songs and a bit of dance
and Alfalfa Al, who joining up with
mers suffering from the awkwardness
the Pig and the Dog in a harmony comprise the routine of Miss Le BreIt gets
of the amateur operators.
team.
They are going pretty good ton, a dainty English miss who has
quite riotous at times, and for those
until Al gets kicked by a mule, and appeared on the screen and the musiwho like their humor served with a the harmony team is busted. Carries cal comedy stage. She has a pleasheavy brush, it will get the laughs.
some fair gags, with a reasonable ing voice and two of her numbers
amount of laughs. Good number for are fairly captivating. The other, an

"The
Mack

New

Halfback"

Sennett

— Educational

the spirit of
the talkers in the sound short field,
He directed this
is Mack Sennett.
one, and shows the touch of the
laughologist expert that can only be
acquired through .years of training.
Harry Gribbon does about his best
work to date. As a dumb hick entering college, he is forced into the
football game against his wishes, and

good!

We

"Johannes Brahms"
FitzPatrick
Interesting Biography
Another contribution to the

piece,

misses

fire.

"Der Fledermaus" Overture
Pathe

Intriguing Novelty
A novelty number in which sound
ous Music Masters series.
Victor Concert Orchestra, directed is seen as well as heard. The sound
by Nathaniel Shilkret, supplying the waves, as recorded on the film, are
musical background and playing such projected on the screen. The dancnoted
compositions
"Lullaby ing movements of the waves heave
as
Song," "The Blacksmith" and two and subside in rhythm with the in"Hungarian Gypsy" numbers, a few tensity of the music. Interesting for
romantic biographical sequences are its brief duration. Five minutes.
makes presented. Unusually engrossing and

FamWith the

And how he
have seen the old foot- especially enhanced

makes good.

dialect

Twelve minutes.

Big Time Laughs
One of the chaps out Hollywood

way who have caught

English

the kids.

ball last-minute goal stuff pulled
these tired eyes have wept in

till

anEdna guish.
This time they wept with
J. P. McGowan,
and we weren't
mirth,
tears
of
Director, J. P. McGowan; Author, Sally
around us was
Everybody
ashamed.
Editor,
Winters; Adaptor, Walter Sterret
Spot this as a
Not listed Tit'er, Wm. Stratton Cameraman, doing the same.
on your program, and
Hap Depew Monitor Man, To come.
"Special"
It will
Direction, antique. Photography, good.
you'll have no kickbacks.
Harrower goal 'em for championship laughs.

changes.
Cast: Bob Steele,
Aslin, Bud Osborne.

tective on the trail of a notorious
high-jacket and his gang.
Most of
the action takes place in a roadhouse,
Columbia
the gang's hangout, where Judy falls
Comic-strip Clicker
Holding to the Krazy Kat's estab- into the hands of the lawbreakers.
The timely arrival of her own crowd
lished standard, this item clicks 100
per cent.
The coterie of animals of flaming youths, plus the police,
puts on a singing and dancing fes- saves the day. There is enough suspense, dialogue and general activity
tival, with ballroom numbers by a
pair of elephants, a hippo and a cat. of the jazz-age type to give it enterThen Krazy himself does a knock- tainment value for any house. Ben
out imitation of Joe Frisco.
Syn- Holmes directed. Eighteen minutes.
chronized score, sound and talk.
"The Talkies"
Eight minutes.

by the quality
music.
short of this type will go
well on any program. Ten minutes.

A

"Thanksgiving Day"
FitzPatarick

Timely Tribute
American holiday series. Depicts
"Hi-Jack and the Game"
the origin of Thanksgiving Day in a
very interesting manner, with musUniversal
accompaniment by Nathaniel
ical
Amusing Escapade
A timely
In this edition of the Universal Shilkret and orchestra.
Sporting Youth Series, all-talker, the tribute that is well worth its running

heroine, Judy, launches out as a de-

time of about four minutes.
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"MTU"
1

RELEASE SPANISH "RITA

Foreign Markets

Presentations
''

By

HERBERT

S.

BERG

11

COUNTRIES JAN.

By JAMES

1

P.

CUNNINGHAM

,

{Continued from Page 1)

on the Coast. The premieres,
which are slated for Jan. 1, will take
place in the following cities: Madrid,
Mexico City, Rio de Janeiro, Havana,
ture

NEGRO CHOIR FEATURES
FINE

PROGRAM AT ROXY

NEW

BRITISH

COMPANY

HAS NEW SOUND SYSTEM

Barcelona, Seville, Lisbon, Manila,
.Lima and Santig. Technicolor scenes
London Aurotone, Ltd. is a new
employed in the American version
will also be used in the Spanish pro- British organization formed for the
purpose ot exploiting new developauction, it is understood.
ments in the helds of sound stereoscopy and color in films. Ihere are a
Sanford Leaves
number of associated companies in the
for Local
Post venture. Besides producing pictures,
the group plans to bund i0 picture
{Continued from Page 1)
New York City territory. Sanford, houses throughout Great Britain. The
well known in Metropolitan exchange company has evolved a system ot
.ucies, was with Pathe for 12 years. sound reproduction said to make possible
the
elimination
of
hissing
sounds by permitting frequencies as
Bros. Stockholders high as 20,000 cycles.

—

A

company

of colored singers
big
"Down
called
presentation
in
a
South" features the current staj<e
show at the Roxy. Daniel L. Haynes,
who appeared in the Negro talker,
"Hallelujah," is a member of the

which also includes Warren,
Gill, Cole and Wade, a quartet of
mighty clever steppers, and Hall
troupe,

Johnson's Negro Choir of 32 voices.
In a beautiful plantation setting these
artists put over an excellent array

Pathe

ERPI

Warner
in Annual Meeting Dec.

of Negro spirituals and folk songs,
9
the outstanding number being "At
is
which
{Continued
from
Page
the
Road,"
End
1)
the
of
chorused and brassed up to stirring West 10th St., Wilmington, at 11 a.
proportions calling for an encore. in., Dec. 9. Directors will be elected
Another highlight of this southern and various reports submitted.

act

is

the appearance of Russell

E.

Markert's Roxeyettes costumed in
chocolate
and
ginghams
dotted
masks to impersonate pickaninnies.
As the opener of the stage bill
Viola Philo sings "The Rosary" with
a church background and the Roxy
Chorus in choir vestments, making it
an impressive ensemble. "Pastelle,"
a ballet number of ingenious design,
starts with a scarf dance by five girls
in different colored dress, after which
a massive frame on an easel is
brought to life and Patricia Bow-

man and

Roxy

Ballet Corps trots
gyrations, all of
whiqh hit the matinee audience in the
right spot. The same goes for "The
Spirit of Jazz," in which Ruth and
Beatrice Glenn, sitting on a vinecovered swine: suspended in mid-air,
cioon a delightful melody while Russell E. Markert's Roxeyettes provide

the

some neat

out for

a slick dancing accompaniment.

Also worthy of mention is Maurice
Baron's special arrangement of gems
from the works of Rimsky-Korsakoff
played by the Roxy Symphony Orchestra.

All in

all,

it

is

a nicely diversified

and exceptionally satisfying stage
program, suitably designed to be in
keeping with the light nature of the
film feature,

"Nix on Dames."

Gnrhth Amusement Co.

homa

OklaCity has signed a contract with
ot

RCA

Photophone tor the installation
sound equipment in its chain ot
43 theaters in Oklahoma and 'lexas.
Wiring will start at once.
ji

—

a.

French

Senate
has
support to the pro-p
posal to establish a national motion}
picture department in France.
The
idea is being sponsored by a commission headed by Raoul Francois
Poncet, Under Secretary of State to
the Ministry of Fine Arts.

130 Films, 100 Soviet-Made,
to be Released in Russia
Washington Bureau

Washington
thirty

of

THE FILM DAILY

— One

feature

hundred

and

100 of them of

films,

Russian make, are
during the present

being released
season in the
Soviet, the M. P. Division of the
Dept. of Commerce has been informed.
Sovkino is responsible for
per

velopment.

cent of the

Soviet product,

U. S. Motion Pictures Seen
Americanizing Australia

Goskinprom according to present
estimates.
The remaining ten per
cent is distributed among a number
of smaller producers.

—

—

—

—

and installation of sound, the old Majestic
has been reopened as the

—

Portsmouth, England Whether or
is to have Sunday picture shows will be decided at a meeting of the City Council in December.
Grampp Quits Lansing Post
Lansing, Mich. Harry E. Grampp 1 hat the showing of motion pictures
has resigned as manager of the be permitted on the Sabbath has been
Strand.
His future plans have not urged upon the city by the local
branch of the Cinematographers Exbeen announced.
not this city

Spensley.

—

to

bring

in

"The

Forward

tage of the timeliness of the football
picture.

Warner Importing Dancer

—

Berlin Lotte Lorand, a dancer discovered by Warner in Nuremburg,
recently arrived here on her way to

Hollywood.

The

be
marketed in sou»d-on-film and soundin

recording.

picture

will

Trenton House Changes Hands
on-disc versions.
Thomas D. MacJ.
Auliffe and R. L. Morris, Jr., of
Robert de Jaxville Starts Film
Philadelphia, have taken a five-year
Paris Production on a film known
lease on the Gaiety here from George as "Sans Histoire" has been started
B. Ten Eyck.
by Robert de Jarville.
Trenton, N.

New

Paris

— December

will

see

new

a

sound system on the French market.
Known as "Ideal Sonore" and soonsored by Etablissements Gaumont.
to Film Turgeniev Novel
talking picture version
Berlin
of a Turgeniev novel will be made
by Ufa under the title "Dunst."

—A

Napoleon Film
"Napoleon
has had its premiere

—

in Berlin
at St. Helena"
at the Ufa Pa-

vilion.

—

—

house.

to Place

Sound System on Market

Berlin

Alpha Showing First Talker
London Its first talking picture,
"The Lure of the Circus," will be
Sparks Gets Clearwater House
trade shown by the Alpha Film Co.,
Clearwater, Fla. E. J. Sparks has soon The chief roles are played by
added the Palace here to his chain. Francis X. Bushman and Ethel
Herbert Pitman formerly operated Clayton. The RCA system was used
the

Gaumont

Ufa

hibitors' Ass'n.

Thanksgiving Change at Strand
For one week only, the Strand,
New York, will change its program
on Thursday, instead of on Friday, in

VAUDEVILLE

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

3 Languages, Perhaps 4
London
he next Uaumont him
will be made in three languages,

—The

Melbourne ihat Australians are All Houses in Aubert
becoming Americanized in their manChain Will be Wired
ners ana customs to a degree realized
Dover Company Buys Sites
Paris The Societe Aubert-Franco
Dover, Del. Benjamin Shindler, by a few is the opinion expressed by Film is making plans for the wiring
manager of the Opera House, an- Jr. b. S. Argyle, Chief Secretary and of all its theaters in France. Most
nounces that the Dover Theater Co. Minister of Public Health in Victor- of the organization's houses in this
This, he asserts, should not be
has bought two properties on Loock- ia.
city have been equipped for talking
erman St. It is not known what will difficult to understand, considering films. Among them are the Gaube done with the sites, but for the that 80 per cent of the pictures shown mont, Aubert Palace, Cameo, Artispresent they will be rented as stores. in the Dominion are made in America. tic, Tivoli, Palais-Rochechouart, Marcadet, Saint Paul, Mont-Rouge, ReDubuque House Reopens
Portsmouth to Decide on
gina-Aubert, Gambetta, Convention
Dubuque, la. After remodeling
Sunday Films in December and the Grand Cinema Aubert.

Pass" on Thanksgiving Day.
The
switch is being made to take advan-

Vaudeville Acts

in

Paris

failed to lend its

.0

AMALGAMATED
Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard

Next Gaumont Talker

BACK NATIONAL BUREAU

English, French, and German, says
43 Houses in Griffith
W. J. Gell, managing director. An with another 50 per cent divided
Chain to Get Photophone Italian version may be a later de- among Wufu, Meschrabpom-Film and

order

AGENCY

FRENCH SENATE WON'T

—

—

Rlchmount Pictures
723 7th Ave.
D.

J.

|

nc .

New York

MOUNTAM.

EXCLUSIVE

foreigi

City

Pres.

representa

Rayart Pi.tures Corpoeading inderation and other
pendent producers and distributors.
Cable Address: RICHPICSOC. Paris
Cable Address: DEEJAY. London
Cable Address: RICH PIC. N. Y.
tives for

best in Motion Pictures
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Tiffany Busy on Features, Shorts
"Journey's End"
Studio Working

SIX

FEATURES

Now in Production — Nine Put in Work at Famous— RKO Completes Richard Dix Film— Darmour
Two Shifts — Irving Cummings Assigned to Direct "On The Level" — Ralph Wilk's Paragraphs

IN

WORK,

EIGHT SHORTS COMPLETED

A

Little
•»
from a Lots
RALPH

By
Production

has

been

speeded

up

the Tiffany studios with six productions now in work. Heading the
at

The company making "The Girl
ho Wasn't Wanted" for Fox is
leaving for Lake Louise, Canada,

W

where scenes
shot.

for

The author

the
is

film

will

be

Kenneth Clarke

and the star George O'Brien, with
Helen Chandler as his leading lady.
The script is being prepared by
Marion Orth.
"Sunkissed" Cast at M-G-M
Cast of M-G-M's "Sunkissed,"

"Seven Keys to Baldpate," in
which Richard Dix is starred,

ON COAST THIS MONTH

W ILK

Nine pictures will be placed in production by Paramount this month on
is versatile to
Among them are "Sarah
the coast
say the least. In "Love Comes and Son," "Young Eagles," "Come
Along," he played a Spanish goverout of the Kitchen," "The Humming
nor, who speaks broken English. His
Bird," "The Benson Murder Case,"
current picture is "Faithful," in which
"Marco Himself," "Ladies Love
he enacts the role of an English Brutes" and a film with Gary Cooper.
baron.
By the way, Love has also
been cast for "Back Pay," which will
an
be made by First National.

Hollywood

MONTAGU LOVE

"Journey's End," which will be
the company's special, followed by
"Dangerous Business," adapted from
the novel by Edwin Balmer with
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Jeannette
Loff, Marie Prevost and John Sainpolis; "Mamba" an all-color producHersholt, Eleanor
tion with Jean
*
*
*
Boardman and Ralph Forbes, and
Marion Shilling is a St. Louis
"The Enchanting Melodie" also in
Technicolor.
Three other pictures girl, who has made good on the
consist of "Trooper Three," by Ar- Coast. She has been on the stage
thur Guy Empey; "The Medicine since she was ten years old and
Man," from Elliott Lester's stage came to Los Angeles in "Dracula."
play and Sally O'Neil in "Kathleen Her work attracted the attention of
M-G-M officials, with the result that
Mavourneen."
she was placed under contract. She
In addition to its features Tiffanywill play opposite Buster Keaton in
has completed eight of a series of
"On
the Set."
twelve one reel colored symphonies
*
*
*
with musical accompaniment, all proLloyd
Our
Passing
Show:
duced under the supervision of RuBacon and J. Grubb Alexander
The company also
dolph Flothow.
conferring at First National;
has contracted with Lewis Lewyn to
Ben Silvey and his famous
produce a series of one reel novelrecord book; First National
called "The Voice of Hollytics
studio employes wearing the
wood" in which prominent players
lively colored blouses bought
will be seen and heard.
by Alan Crosland, who is directing "The
Song of the
To Film Fox Talker in Canada
list is

Flame."

*

*

Completing Dix Film

FAMOUS BEGINS 9 fILMS

Darmour Working Day

Night as Activity Rises
Increased activity has forced the
to operate day and

Darmour Studios
night shifts.

Among

the films

is reaching completion at RKO.
Supporting the star are Miriam
Seegar, Margaret Livingston,
Nella Walker, Alan Roscoe.
Joseph Allen, DeWitt Jennings,
Edith Yorke, Harvey Clark,
Crauford Kent and Lucien Lit-

tlefield.

Mayo Directing Variety
Archie Mayo is directing "Christmas Knight," a Vitaphone Variety
Bryant Washburn, Helen Jerone Eddy, Vivien Oakland and Niles
Welch.
with

now

production are: "Master Minds,"
one of the Mickey McGuire comedies
and "Lost and Foundered," one of
the Record Breakers series; while
"Mickey's Luck" is being prepared
for filming following the completion
in

work on "Master
"Lost and Foundered."

of

Minds"

THE
Doorway

of Hospitality

and

Cummings Will Direct
"On the Level" for Fox
Lee Tracy, Mae Clarke and William Harrigan will be directed in
Fox's "On the Level," by Irving
Cummings. This is an original story
by George Brooks and Frank Gay.

*

New

Film
which First
New York to serve as the initial National is starring Dorothy Mac"The Flirting
Universal company, will become a di- kaill, has become
He acted as production man- Widow." It is being directed by
rector.
ager on "Show Boat," "Phantom of William A. Seiter with a cast includthe Opera," "Sea Beast" and other ing Basil Rathbone, William Austin,
It is likely that Robert Ross, who
brought 40 people to the Coast from

Leila

important pictures.
*

*

*

Title for Mackaill

"Green Stockings,"

Hyams,

in

Anthony

Bushell,

Claude Gillingwater, Flora Bramley,
over Emily Fitzroy and Wilfred Noy.

come
Rembrandt,
"Hey,
in
which Vilma Banky is starred, has here," said an assistant director to
been completed. The players include a cameraman.
Edward G. Robinson, Robert Ames
"Officer O'Brien" in Production
Lloyd Ingraham, Richard Carle and
"Officer O'Brien" has gone into
Anderson Lawler. Victor Seastrom
production at Pathe with William
is directing.
Boyd starring. The film, based on
an original by Tom Buckingham, in"Peanuts" in "Song of Flame"
cludes in its cast Dorothy Sebastian,
Marion "Peanuts" Byron will play Ernest Torrence, Clyde Cook, Paul
the role in First National's "The
Arthur
Gleason,
Russell
Hurst,
Song of the Flame" which her sis- Housman, Ralph Harolds and Tom
ter,
Betty Byron, played on the
Mahoney.
stage.

Helen Wright for Tryon Film
Eddie Cline Directing "Vanity"
Helen Wright, stage actress, signed
"Vanity," a Warner short with to a long term contract with UniVivien Oakland, Ruth Lyons, Eddie versal, will appear first with Glenn
Hearn and Rudolph Cameron in the Tryon in "Paradise Ahoy."
cast, is being directed by Eddie Cline.
Fejos to Direct Schildkraut
Dr. Paul Fejos will direct Joseph
Miljan Remains with M-G-M
M-G-M has exercised the option Schildkraut in his next picture, "The
Devil."
on John Miljan.

Moran and Mack Start Second
Moran and Mack have started
work in their second talker for Paramount, "Two Black Crows in the
A.E.F."
Mack is the author and
Richard Wallace the director.

Don Mojica Writes
Don Jose Mojica has

Lyrics
written the

sNTER

the doorway af

popular hottalry and you feel at ho —a
There'* aa atmosphere of cordial weleeene
which aaarlu tha difference betweea the
Hollywood Plaxa and ordinary hotel*.
tali

Tour room, too, has that addad
of distinction. Picture! on tha wall,
•ruffed furniture, a floor lamp and n
lamp.. . these are but a few of tha f*
that malt* you feci at homo.

lyrics for three of the songs in the
film in which is is being starred by
Fox. They have been set to music

Plg'n Whlatla Dining Service laaurae tha
boat of food. Therefore, whaa you are aeea)
la Lea Angela* bo aura to Investigate.

by Troy Sanders.

THE HOLLYWOOD

writing dialogue for

"Paradise Ahoy"

PLAZA
HOTEL

Viae Street at Hollywood Boulevard

HOLLYWOOD. CALIFORNIA
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Theater Equipment
By WILLIAM ORNSTEIN

Monday
Survey shows nation's theater business unaffected by stock market slump.
United Artists to release filent versions of
talking pictures, according to Al
all
its
Lichtman, sales head.
Government forced to change its motion
ture program with advent of talkers.

IRELAND LEVIES

33'^

pic-

Tuesday
Film

earnings

largest

Fox

plans

in

the

in

expected to be the
the indusry.
houses in New Jersey

1929

history

new

five

of

expansion move.
Equity votes down proposal
performances on Sunday.

to

give legitimate

Wednesday
Merging

M.P.T.O.A.

of

and

Allied

Ass'n proposed at Ohio M.P.T.O.

States

conven-

tion.

George Tinkham (Mass.) to introduce
measure placing mergers under Federal
Trade Commission jurisdiction.
Loew's plans expansions of its stage show

Rep.

Washington Bureau of

—

Washington

THE FILM DAILY
Talking

picture
equipment imported into Ireland has
been made subject to a customs duty
of 33 1-3 per cent, according to advices reaching the M. P. Division of
the Dept. of Commerce.
This will
advance the price of apparatus sold
to Irish exhibitors and is regarded
as a move to discourage the exploitation of talking films in Ireland.

i

Two New Equipments
equipment suitable for small houses
seating less than 300, also a soundon-film
attachment
for
Powers,
Simplex and Motiograph projection
machines, are announced by the Vitatone Co., which manufactures disc
equipment here.
The new equipment is known as
the A-20 Junior disc and includes two
turntables complete, with tone arms
and pickups, fader and control box,
two Jensen or Wright DeCoster
speakers and Samson amplifier.

routing on a national basis.

Thursday
Western Electric wins first suit against TriErgon patent in Germany.
Proposal to merge M.P.T.O.A. and Allied
being considered in Columbus, O.
Distributors reported in conference with government on findings of Judge Thacher's
arbitration decision.

Producers

see decline of $2 showings.
report greatest net earnings in the
history of the business, amounting to $17,271,805, or a gain of 745 per cent over
the year ended Aug. 31, 1928.
Paramount acquires full control of American
Amusement Co. and Paramount Enterprises!

Warners

Inc.

Today
Warner adding 5,000 seats in Greater N. Y.
Fox gets 12 more houses in Ohio circuit.
5 Delegates to be named for eacli group for
merging of Allied, M.P.T.O.A.

M-G-M TO MAKE AT LEAST 6

FOREIGN-LANGUAGE FILMS
{.Continued

number

from Page

1)

Spanish and German.
All productions will be made here
with all-foreign casts.

The

in

foreign picture to be
understood, will be in
French, with Jacques Feyder direct-

made,

first

it

IS

POTTING OUT

NEWSOUND-ON-FILM DEVICE

Light Filter Will Save
Millions for Studios
West

is

Kinoplay Corp. makes its entry insynchronized equipment field

to the

with a new sound-on-film apparatusintended to serve the needs of exhibitors
who desire a low-priced
equipment.
Kinoplay, according to
its manufacturers, will reproduce film
recorded through either variable or
fixed

densities.

Another

feature

claimed for the apparatus is that, in
running silent pictures, the film does
not have to be threaded entirely
through the sound-on-film mechanism.
The film passes into the lower
magazine on a sliding roller without
additional sprocket wear.

Esterley Representing

—

of

Water and Power,
audible

pictures.

condenser makes
ducers of sound

The

filter

the

educator

pictures

act

as

a

supplement to classroom work; in the
instance of the producer it aids him
to produce for a definite market and
increasing the prosperity
dustry.

of the in-

Bebe Daniels on Radio Nov. 26
Bebe Daniels will be the featured
entertainer on the program to be
broadcast by RKO on Nov. 26.
Among the numbers to be sung bv
the star will be songs from "Rio
Rita."

claimed.

Multiphone Corporation
Installing New Disc Device
A new disc device, designed for
theaters seeking a moderately priced
synchronizing apparatus, is being installed by the Multiphone Corp. of
New York. The device, it is claimed,
may be attached to Simplex, Powers

—

Cortland, N. Y.
Construction will
begin shortly on a theater designed
by Victor A. Rigamont especially

Electrical Products in Dallas
Dallas Electrical
Products Co.,
Talk-A-Phone distributors, has open-

The Schine

showing

of Grandeur films.
interests will operate the

house.

ed an office at 309 Browder St. with

To Improve Met., Houston
Nine More For DeForest
Houston— About $50,000 worth of
Installation of DeForest Phono- improvements are planned for the
film and Phonodisc are continuing
Metropolitan, according to L. E
on regular schedule with nine more Schneider, Publix head in this terrihouses being equipped with the de- tory. The work is to be done after
vice.
Recent installations include: the last show each night.
Hudson and Champion, Columbus,
O.; Leader, Glouchester, N. J.; Lyric,
Theater Opens With W. E.
Hollidavsbure', Pa.; McBride, TrafFordyce, Ark. The Amusu, owned
ford,
Pa.;
Select,
Mineola, Tex.; and operated by J. F. Norman, newlyGrand, Bluffton. Ind.; Layton Park. elected president of the MPTO of
Ar; 'waukee,
Wis.;
Loyal,
Detroit, the Tri-States, has opened with West-

—

ern Electric.

of

Washington.

NSIDE

FINISH

FOR

LAMPS

Schenectady, N. Y.

— Development

work has been completed by the Edison and National lamp works of the
Central Electric Co. on the application of the inside colored process to
he 10-watt, 110-115-120 volt, S-ll in'ermediate screw base Mazda lamps.
These lamps, formerly supplied only
n outside colors, are now available
n the inside colored finish in the full
line of standard colors.
:

Portable Sound

or Motiograph projectors.

on-disc talking equipment in this territory.
He has an office in the Manufacturers' Exchange Building.

Mich.

M.P.T.O.

it

Photo-Talker Installations
Recent installations of Photo-TalkIrvin S. Melcher as manager and Roy
{.Continued from Page 1)
as
assistant
manager. er include the following houses: Lanthe Dept. of Commerce.
E. I. Way Leffingwell
Talk-A-Phone installations Tex, Llano, Tex.; Primrose Lodge.
of the bureau said that a compre- Recent
hensive questionnaire has been pre- have been made in the Queen at Houston; John H. Stahl's new house
operated
by L. D. in Fredericksburg, Tex.; Chelsea.
pared and submitted to interested Brownwood,
persons throughout the country to Brown; O. F. Fain's new theater in Memphis; Columbia, Columbia, La.
determine type of pictures desired Livingston; the Crescent at Sour Palace, Corning, Ark., and Segal,
Baird, Tex.
for their specific needs.
In the case Lake, and the Majestic at Conroe.
of

D. C. All moving
picture screens here must be made
fireproof, according to a mandate of
the city fire deoartment.
Exhibitors
originally were given 10 days to comply with the order, but the time has
been extended to allow for experiments on a fireproofiing process for
the present screens by the Bureau of
Standards. The matter will be taken
up with the manufacturers by A.
Julian Brylawski, president of the

o:

Oro-Tone in Kansas City Grandeur Film
Theater
City— C. E. Esterley is
for Cortland, N. Y.
now representing Oro-Tone sound-

—

—

Washington,

of a filter

possible for profilms to continue
the use of arc light equipment, it is

the

THE FILM DAILY

Washington Bureau of

THE FILM DAILY

which
eliminates the disturbing hum cominf
from arc lights used in the making

for

to Determine
Importance of Pictures

Bureau,

Kansas

ing.

Make Survey

Coast

WASHINGTON THEATERS

IN

Los Angeles Sound studios will
save millions of dollars as a result oi
the development, by the Departmen
of

Friday

lar

KINOPLAY

MUST FIREPROOF SCREENS

Offered by Vitatone
Charlotte, N. C. — An entirely new

Horn

Announced by Macy

Is

A new

style

sound horn for public

address and reproduction purposes,
developed with the object of serving
theaters and auditoriums seating less
than 500, is announced by the Macy
Manufacturing Co. of Brooklyn. It
is known as Model S-72 and is equipped with suspension and mounting
supports.

K. C. Firm Handling Equipment
Kansas City Complete equipment
for sound reproduction is announced
by the American Radio and Mercan-

—

tile

Co. here.

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS
of Every Type
Consult Us and Save Money

REPAIR SHOP

with Experts cm

Professional

Cameras

Right on Premises

UllUWKiHByS
110

West 52"St.New>brk.My«^
Phone Penna. 0330

Motion Picture Department
U.

S.

and Canada Agents

for

Debrie

^

COLOR
at the price of

black-and-white
.CjASTMAN Sonochrome Tinted

Positive

Films were developed specifically to add
color to sound pictures at low cost.

do just
pheric

that.
tints,

The

They

sixteen subtle atmos-

bringing

new

color

moods

to the screen, are so adjusted that they

give unusually faithful sound reproduction.

Yet the films cost no more than

or-

dinary black-and-white positive.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK

WILLIAM FOX

presents

LEMORE ULRIC
SOUTH SEA ROSE
IN

An
All Talking

Tropical Musical

Romance
with

CHARLES BICKFORD

KENNETH MACKENNA

TOM PATRICOLA
FARRELL

MACDONALD

Directed by

\

ALLAN

DWAN

V

':'*

^\HE was

cloistered in a convent

\J
she wiggled

cocoanuts

in

on a South Sea isle, BUT. when
the evening breeze she shook the
.

.

right off the trees.

Wild, untamed, flaming, passionate, she was

swept into a marriage of convenience by an
but enough
American sea captain. And then
.

said.

Lenore

Ulric

.

in

"Kiki"

ana

moment

brilliant

"Lulu Belle."

fire,

hox-office pushover.

It has

more action than

a snake's

It's

in the bag, the box-office

and

the big

money

—

get

in this sure-

.

even surpasses her

stage characterizations

Music, comedy, drama,
love— there s not a dull

;

p*

hips.

F®3
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Schwartz Loses $6 45,0 00 Suit Against Fox

PRODUCER NOT LIABLE FOR UNMADE FILMS
Forecast Legit Houses Control by Film Chains
Co-Agreement in Theater

The Mirror
column of comment
-By JACK ALICOATE^=

Deal Not Fulfilled,
Court Rules

-a

WAY

back in the good old
days when a week's showing was a run and before
pictures became argumentative and
boisterous if anyone had suggested
that any one company in this industry would check up a profit of

Suit brought by Samuel Schwartz,
chain theater owner, against Fox
Metropolitan Playhouses to recover
$645,000 for alleged breach of con-

been dismissed by Supreme
Court Justice Dike in Brooklyn.
Schwartz charged that he and his
former partner, Herbert I. Miller,
contracted with Fox to turn over the
Roosevelt, Oxford and Garden for an
initial payment of $145,000 and that
over seventeen millions of dollars the defendants subsequently r ~viled to
in any one and given year they fill the agreement.
The ccart up-

would have been silently taken in
hand as cracked and reservations
immediately made for them at the
Now
nearest booby emporium.
such things are taken as every day
fare.
Warner Brothers have just
reported a net reaching the unprecedented figure of $17,271,Some
805.00 for the past year.
dollars.

pany.

tract has

Silent

Haven

THE FILM DAILY
The only reHollywood

West Coast Bur.

—

maining house here not wired
for sound, Hunley's billed as

"The House of Silent Pictures," is still doing business at
It is the plan of
10 and 20.
the management to maintain
this policy as long as silent
films are obtainable.

HOUSE TO COAST CHAIN

totally-

unknown-to-us-socially press agent,
we are in receipt of the following
harrowing communication: "In the
past month this office has sent you
innumerable stories to be published
feel
in your estimable paper.
that we have not been getting the
may not be as
proper breaks.
big as * * * (Left out because it is
advertising) but we feel still we are
entitled
to our share of space."
Pardon us for smiling Mr. What-isare attempting to
your-name.
run a newspaper, not a press book.

West

toast

Bureau,

Hollywood

—A

THE FILM DAILY

clearing house for
technical information and research
sponsored by a joint committee of
producers and technicians, has been
{Continued on Page 20)
[

—

the Spanish type.

ALARMS LEGIT PRODUCERS
LARKIN MADE AIDE

TO FRED W. BEETSON
THE FILM DAILY
Mark Larkin, for

West

Rumors

years motion picture writer and editor on the West Coast, has been appointed assistant to Fred W. Beet-

Coast

Bureau,

Hollywood

—

Eventual control and operation of
legitimate theaters by motion picture
chains, which will run the houses under the same policies of courtesy and
comfort that are credited with being
largely responsible for great success
of picture theaters, is predicted by the
Sunday legitimate show advocates,
(Continued on Page 20)

—A

distributor is not
held liable for failure to deliver films
contracted for in event these pictures are not produced, says a decision handed down by Hon. Charles
(Continued on Page 3)

L
W. Ray Johnston has been elected
president of Continental Talking Pictures Corp., which has a program
of eight talking features set for production at the Coast. This position
(Continued on Page 20)
Griffith

to
West

Coast

Coming East
Confer on Picture
Bureau,

Los Angeles
left

for

Stephen

THE FILM DAILY

—D.

W.

Griffith has
confer with
Benet regarding

New York
Vincent

to

(Continued on Page 2)

News

mercially feasible.

Judging from the reception
accorded the new medium of
sound motion picture entertainment, I venture to say that
never in the history of the industry have good attractions
met with such whole-hearted
support from the public. We
are not only satisfied that business conditions are sound everywhere, but look forward to
prosperous conditions in the future, not only for the motion
picture industry but all indus-

Not the least of
the factors contributing to this
prosperity is President Hoover's far sighted and energetic
call to American industry, for
tries as well.

have an interesting and far
(Continued on Page 20)
RCA
reaching story regarding negotiations
prosperous
large,
going on between a
Pathe Develops Portable
and aggressive motion picture outfit
record
radio,
Equipment FIRMS FOR SALES
line
front
Sound
the
and one of
We
and phonograph organizations.
Portable equipment for sound news
Increased intensity, in sales camhave been trying to nail it to the wall recording that weighs less than 200
but the best answer we can get from pounds has been devised by Pathe. paigns in South Amar ica and Asia
those involved is a knowing smile Engineers are working on the appa- is indicated by incorporations of
No, it's not Para- ratus in an effort to make it com- RCA Photophone, Inc\. of South
or glassy stare.
(Continued on Page 2)

Washington

Future Bright

We

We

THE FILM DAILY

Washington Bureau of

(Continued on Page 2)

We

We

Seventh Arbitrator in
Washington Case

ACADEMY ESTABLISHES

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood With purchase of the Calls Talkers Aid in
Child Research Wc^k
Some biz. Some com- new McNees theater and building on
West Hadley St. in Whittier, Warner
of talking pictures as an
Adoption
Sez we.
Bros, add a fourth house to their aid in research work in the field of
The building is of child psychology is advocated by Dr.
California chain.
Our Error

Today, from a militant and

Handed Down by

johnstonIadThead of

(Continued on Page 2)

WARNER BROS. ADD 4TH

Decision

FORM

PH0T0PH0NE

ABROAD

(Continued on Page 20)

far

reaching industrial expan-

sion already launched, and setting new billions of dollars in
The future is bright
motion.
for those who serve.

JOSEPH

I.

SCHNITZER.

—
—

Monday, November

25, 1921::
<

The Industry's
Date Book

The Broadway Parade
week was made notable by two openings, "The Love Parade" and "Show
The former replaced "Applause" at the Criterion, while the latter
of Shows.
This week
forced "Gold Diggers of Broadway" out of the Winter Garden.
Tomorrow brings Rudy Vallee in "The Vagawill see two important premieres.

LAST

Prici 5 Cints

Monday, Nov. 25, 1929
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bond Lover"

On

Editor and Publisher

JOHN W. ALICOATE

W.

Arthur

Eddy,

Managing

Editor.

Globe,

Woman"

having closed there Sunday.
Pickford will open in "The Taming

to

is

now

the attraction.

"Hollywood Revue"

M-G-M

"Disraeli"
"Sunny Side

Warners
Fox

Up"

"Condemned"

Harold-Lloyd.
United Artists.
United Artists.

"Paris"

First National.

"Song of Love"
"The Love Parade"
"Show of Shows"
"The Vagabond Lover"

Columbia
Paramount

Warner

RKO..

Opening Date
Aug. 14

Warners

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

Gaiety
Earl Carroll

RKO

"The Trespasser"

Theater
Astor

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Rivoli
Rialto

Marley,

who

of the recent Cecil De Mille
all
spectacles including the "King of
Kings," is deserting his camera to
act as dancing partner to his wife,
Lina Basquette.

The Mirror

—a column of comment
(.Continued from Page

1)

for the very best
info we have been able to knock oyer
on this one is that it has been quietAs this is
ly slipped into the bag.
only a rumor we positively cannot
tell you at this time the names of

Selwyn
Central
Geo. M. Cohan.
Criterion

Winter Garden
Globe

.

.

.

.

3

Dec. 9-10

7

13
19
20

Dec.

My

i
§ J. E.
g
1
g
g

Br ulatour

New York

i.i

1540 Broadway

Bryant 4712

1

—

,

Inc. §
g
ft
ft
ft

6700 Santa Monica

g
*.

Blvd.

•*

Gladstone 6103

tt

Hollywood

Meeting of North Carolina ti
hibitors' unit at Pinehurit.
Opening of the Little Pictur
House in
York City.

New

26

The new
Eastern

FOX LOST BY SCHWARTZ
(Continued from Page 1)

stage

at

to
Stag<

Warner

Bros

Brooklyn, will
baptized Saturday evening when

Warner
giving

studio,

bi

th

Club, Inc., gives a Thanks
dance.
Jack Gilbert, A

Rosenberg and Arthur Sachson

held the contention of the theater
corporation that the alleged arrangement had a clause which made the
consummation of the contract contingent upon the fulfillment of another agreement which was not car-

charge of the party.
ment will be furnished

ar

Entertain

in

by Broad

FitzPatrick Shorts
FitzPatrick

Work

—

daughter's favorite picture actor

—

Columbia to Distribute
Holiday Short for Bray
to distribute "The Little Friend of
All the World," a one-reeler prepared by Bray for the Christmas
season.
It is a talking production
with a musical score.
David Kirkland is credited with the direction

Coming East

Griffith

to Confer

on Picture

(Continued from Page 1)
final dialogue for Griffith's talk-

the
er based
Lincoln.

on

the

life

of

Rod LaRocque

considered

for

the

title

Abraham
is

being

role.

Netoco Takes Over

West Roxbury House

—

Samuel Piananski, president of New England Theaters Operating Corp., announces acquisition of
the Bellevue in West Roxbury.
It
is a community house seating: 1,000.
Renovations and the addition of
Boston

Electric

sound

short

com

subjects

prise the surrounding programs cur
rently at three theaters, the Erlanger:

Talker Santa Claus

Department Stores

Talking picture versions of Santa
and Ernest Corts with the photog- Claus as a holiday trade feature are
raphy.
being planned by many big department stores throughout the country,
Channing, New Board Secy.
it is announced by Charles R. RogHelen Channing assumes new du- ers, of the Home-Talkie Machine
ties as secretary of the Film Board of Corp.
There are at present 3.000
Trade in Montreal, on Jan. 1, having amateur talker machines in American
been promoted from executive assis- homes, Rogers says, and holiday
tant to Carl Milliken, secretary of sales are expected to reach about
the

Hays

organization.

10,000.

—

Paris Following a study of talking picture activities in the film centres of Europe, Raymond Bernard
director, has returned to Paris with
the announcement that he will produce a talking film for Pathe-Natan
before the vear is over.

Pathe Signs Walter Brooks
to Produce Short Subjects
Walter
Brooks,
who directed
"Shuffle Along," "Plain Jane," "Little Jesse James" and other Broadway
successes, has just been signed by
Pathe to make a series of two reel
musical comedies at their

New York

studio.

Brooks' first production for Pathe
a humorous musical skit of the
wide open spaces "Ride 'Em, Cowis

which

boy,"

equipment songs,

are planned.

in

k

waj' talent.

Current at Three House*

oral record of child behaviorism will
be made available to parents, permitting them better to understand their
children.

Columbia has made arrangements Western

I

i

Make

Fred Levy never looks any older

Eastman Films

23

Inc.,

—

—

•

<

Pictures,
Wilmington, Del.

(Continued from Page 1)

Louis Silvers in New York
is Harold Lloyd
Guess some of the
Louis Silvers, musical director of boys will skip Florida this Winter
Warners, has arrived in New York Sorry we gave away our heavy coat
He plans to re- last Spring.
from the Coast.
main here until the latter part of

!

New

Rivoli,
York.
of
Warner Bros. Clul
at
Brooklyn
Vitaphor

Warner Bros.

Aid in
Child Research

—
—

**•»**•*********•*»>»**»** «%•*«**.

premiere
of the Shrev.

Buffalo; Columbia, San Francisco'
after Charlotte Buhler of the University of
and National, Washington, D. C.
held
Services
Vienna,
Memorial
now
in
this
country.
leaving the
The use
Big- of sound films will make the results
at the Motion Picture Club
gest real losers in the recent mar- of experimental work much more ef- Ray. Bernard to
ket crash was the medium sized fective than at present, she believes.
Talker for Pathe-Natar
fellow with a few thousand frogs At the same time, she adds, visual and

—

»i»

"Taming

of

Opening of "General Crack" at tr
Warner, New York.
Opening of "Condemned" at Grai
man's Chinese, Los Angeles.
Annual meeting of stockholders

Dec.

$645,000 SUIT AGAINST

Thinking Out Loud
How much better we felt

RKO

January.

at the

1

mount-Columbia

The Marleys will open in an elab- who could not afford to lose it
orate vaudeville act next week pre- Crowds
lined
up outside of the
paratory to opening at the Palace, NewsReel Theater waiting to get
after which they will tour the
in—What a delight "The Love PaMiss Basquette was in the rade" is Helped on three relief fund
circuit.
Ziegfeld Follies before entering films. cases last week that were indeed pitiful
Winnie Sheehan in the South of
Ben Wilson in N. Y.
France taking a real rest It is good
Ben Wilson has arrived in New judgment to hold back wide film unYork from the Coast. He recently til every one is ready for it More
produced "The Voice from the Sky," and more production is being schedin which he starred as well as di- uled
Col.
for New York studios
rected.

Dance

Dec.

3
6
19

companies involved but if you
one has a big studio on
All Markets Closed
Sunset Boulevard where they made ried out.
All markets were closed again Sat- "Show of Shows" and the other is
urday, continuing precedent set two named partly after a town in New
Calls Talkers
weeks ago.
Jersey.

Pev

Nov. 30

Dec.

2

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

Lover"
N. Y.

Dance on Studio

the

Act
photographed

"Vagabond
Globe.

Opening

Warner Employees

like riddles

to

26

Nov. 29

Studio.

—

Pev Marley

Nov.

Inc.,

Distributor

"Rio Rita"
"Welcome Danger"

THE

"Woman

Douglas Fairbanks and Mary
Shrew" at the Rivoli, where "Welcome Danger"
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dances.

pretty

A

features
girls,

old

cowboy

and

snappy

Broadway
by Thelma White,
typical

cast

is

headed
Lestef
Dorr and the New Yorkers quartet
William Bradley supplied the setting with Ted Pahle and Waltef
Strenge officiating at the camera.

Theater Manager
Who

can produce, desires connection.
exploitation, publicity or newspaper responsibility.
Recently with one of the largest cirPicture or Vaudevil'e house.
cuits.
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\Short Shots from

\NewYork Studios

^

mmi By HARRY

BLAIR ^^,

N.

CARROLL NAISH

j

EOR UNMADE FILMS
{Continued from Page

has desert-

New York

stage to ap"ar in William Fox productions,
iving left for the Coast on SaturNaish, who recently appeared
ky.
"Scotland Yard," has spent much
•

ed the

j

his time abroad and
jnguages.
fe

speaks

five

Tampa,

United States

—

manager.

game

this

seaby a

been caught in sound
sound truck purchased
his fall for the Grantland Rice
hportlights unit.
Ernest Corte is
amera, Russell T. Ervin, Jr., sound
vith Roderick Warren assisting, unler direction of Jack Eaton.
The
by Grantland
ction is described
Ion has

lew

{ice

RCA

himself.

Denver

—

The Annex here has

by the Mexican
which is headed by
Mrs. Cleo Salazar and Alfred Coppel.
Mrs. Kate Cramer formerly
been

taken

Amusement
owned

over

Co.,

the house.

—

San Antonio When Publix reopens the Majestic, after remodeling,
it

will be

known

as the State.

Sound

equipment is being installed and
Irvin Willatt, who is preparing showings are expected to begin Dec.
o direct "Pleasant Sins" at the 2. The Empire will be closed Dec. 1.
Veiss Bros. De Forest Studios, is
ilso preparing to welcome his wife,
Charlotte, N.
C. H. Gibbs, of
)he famous Billie Dove, who is ex- Oklahoma City, has succeeded E. L.

C—

oected in the East shortly, for
extended vacation.

an McShane

as

manager

of the Tiffany

C.

McKenna,

DAY LETTER
NIGHT MESSAGE
NIGHT LETTER
Patrons should mark an X opposite the class of service desired;

NEWCOMB CARLTON.

is

"The

all-Turkish

first

Angora
film

in

drawing crowds here.

Lodz, Poland

—An

exhibition will

terion and

Empress

vs.

RKO.

Notes brought action against

PRESIDENT

tures.

In part the decision reads: "It is
therefore, the opinion of the umpire
that the contract entered into between the distributor and exhibitor

RKO

—

—A

vision (b) expressly, clearly and distinctly provides for such a situation.
The contract, in the opinion of the
umpire, does not lack mutuality; for
those photoplays which the exhibitor
Berlin German Sirius Color Film does not receive, he does not pay,
Co. is ready to proceed with the pro- and in the absence of fraud the disduction of talking pictures in color. tributor has a right to protect himself
by contract against the extreme hazLondon British Filmcraft plans ards of the motion picture production
to produce a series of musical talking business."
pictures under the designation "TalAttorney Louis Nizer represented
kie Revuettes."
in the case.
seats for 4,000 is being built by G.
K. Cinemas, Ltd., on the site of the
old Emporium.

—

—

UNION

AM
GEORGE W.

E.

NO.

CASH OR CHG

CHECK

TIME

FILEJJ

ATKINS, pirst Vice-President
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JACK HASKELL, CARE OF WARNER BROTHERS STUDIO
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
WORDS FAIL ME IN DESCRIBING THE UNANIMOUS SUCCESS PRAISE AND COMMENT SHOW OF
SHOWS STOP THE PART YOU PLAYED IN MAKING THIS POSSIBLE IS TRULY A WORTHWHILE
ONE AND WILL GO DOWN IN HISTORY AS A SIGNAL ACCOMPLISHMENT KINDEST PERSONAL
REGARDS TO ALL STOP BILL KOENIG SAYS YES TO ALL I HAVE WIRED
JACK WARNER

JACK HASKELL
Dance Director

SHOW OF SHOWS
In Production

SONG OF THE FLAME

SHOW

GIRL IN

RKO

for $1,345 for its failure to deliver
six pictures for which he had conThese films were on the
tracted.
program as silents but had not been
made owing to the reduced demand
caused by the advent of sound pic-

be held here by the Polish film in- namely,
William Notes and the
dustry in January.
Distributing Corp., by its expressed terms and provisions, excuse
Moscow
Twenty talker houses the distributor from furnishing to
are to be opened by the Soviet Cine- the exhibitor the photoplays in quesma Trust, it is announced, following tion because the photoplays were not
"generally released" and were not
the first showing of a talker here.
available for distribution, and bethe second paragraph, subdiLondon
picture theater with cause

WESTE
TEL

TELEGRAM

—

Constantinople

Post," the
five years,

Darr,

RKO

office here.

CLASS OF SERVICE DESIRED

MESSAGE
OTHERWISE THE
WILL BE TRANSMITTED AS A
FULL-RATE TELEGRAM

J.

—

a.m. to 11 p.m.
Patricia Deering, child actress,
tho scored in Paramount' s "The
lady Lies," has a role in the Civic
Omaha The American DistributRepertory stage production of "Peter ing Corp. has taken over Chesterfield
tan." Patricia is an honor student and Sterling pictures for Iowa and
t Great Neck High School.
Nebraska according to A. E. Eaton,

football

—

1)

seventh arbitrator in the
for- case of William Notes of the Cri-

merly of the Carolina in Charlotte,
Kansas City The Liberty here and N. C, has assumed his new duties as
the Crystal in St. Joseph were open- manager of the Tampa here. To suced recently by Ed Dubinsky, who ceed A. M. Roy.
Both
recently bought the houses.
The
theaters are wired for sound.
Foreign
Liberty will show second runs and
vaudeville on a grind policy from 9

I

Every big

Fla.

W.

HOLLYWOOD

BRIDE OF THE REGIMENT

Five in

Work

National

at First

1

With "Back Pay" and "Bright Lights" in Preparation at Burbank—Duncan Sisters Signed by M-G-M]
for Two a Year—Eight to Be Made by Weil at Tec-Art—Keaton Film Started—Ralph Wilk's Highlights

TWO TECHNICOLOR

FILMS

EAttte
from "Lots"
By

Five productoins are

now

RALPH WILK

Buster

TO LONG M-G-M CONTRACT

making at the First National studios. UNIVERSALE "King of Jazz" reThey include the all-color version of
view
company has
several
"The Song of the Flame," the oper- "weighty" members in its personnel.
"Bride
the
Regiment,"
anetta;
of
They include Moe Sackin, personal
other all-technicolor picture; "The assistant to Paul Fejos, the director,
Flirting Widow," formerly "Green who tips the
beams at 215 pounds;
Stockings;" "Show Girl in Holly- Hal Mohr, director of photography,
wood" part technicolor and "Faithful," who weighs 200 pounds; Jerry Ash,
based on an old English stage play. associate
cinematographer,
whose
This title will be changed.
weight is 265 pounds, and Paul
"Song of the Flame" will contain Whiteman, a promising young musimusic from the score of George cian, who weighs 255 pounds.
*
*
*
Gershwin and Herbert Stothert. Alan
Crosland is directing a cast that inRoy Mack's initial assignment at
cludes
Alexander
Gray,
Bernice Warner Brothers under his new two

Noah Beery, Alice Gentle and
Inez Courtney.
Claire,

"Bride of the Regiment," formerly

known

as

"The Lady

in

Ermine"

fea-

Vivienne

Segal, Walter Pidgeon, Alan Prior, Louise Fazenda,
Ford Sterling and Lupino Lane. The
tures

music

by Sigmund Romberg.

is

Francis Dillon

is

John

directing.

"The Flirting Widow" based on
"Green Stockings," a play by A. E.
W. Mason affords Dorothy Mackaill
an opportunity for effective characterization in the featured role.

Basil

Rathbone, William Austin, Emily
Fitzroy and Claude Gillingwater are
also in the cast being directed by
William A. Seiter.

White

Alice

"Show

will

be

featured

in

Hollywood" published
serially in Liberty Magazine and recently issued in book form.
Miss
White again portrays Dixie Dugan,
teamed with Jack Mulhall in the
Girl in

character of Jimmy Doyle.
Mervyn
LeRoy is directing "Faithful" (a tem-

Among
are

the pictures in preparation

"Bright

Lights"

(temporary

Burton,

a year.

stage

director,

will

have parts in the film. They
will impersonate movie directors.

Lloyd Hamilton Finishes
Half of Season's Films
With

half of his production

pro<
Jesse Weil to Produce
gram completed, Lloyd Hamilton has
8 Pictures at Tec- Art gone on a brief vacation before tackling the six comedies that still re
Jesse Weil plans to produce a
group of eight pictures with prom- main to be made. His latest "Grass
Skirts," is scheduled for release next
inent stars in the cast at Tec-Art
month. Ruth Hiatt supports him in
following his return to Hollywood
this one under direction of Alf Gouldfrom a trip to New York which he
ing.
expects to take upon completing the
editing of "Maid to Order," starring
Work in Coronet Comedy
Julian Eltinge.
Enid Bennett and Olive Tell appear with Edward Everett Horton
7th "Sporting Youth" Chapter
in "Good Medicine," the last of the
Universal has completed "A Royal series of six Coronet Talking Com-

year contract, was the direction of
"Poor Butterfly,"
a
Vitaphone
Variety. He will also direct "South
Sea Pearl," a Vitaphone Variety.
He directed the dance numbers in Fourflush," the seventh chapter of edies.
'''Lilies
of the Field" and "Loose the "Sporting Youth" series being
Ankles," for First National.
Flo Bert in "Happy Days"
directed by Ben Holmes.
Work on
*
*
*
Flo Bert will appear with her husthe next chapter, "Arabian Daze,"
Our Passing Show: Ted
band, El Brendel, in Fox's "Happy
will start shortly.
Wilde,
Edward Small and
Days."

Henry Henigson conferring

at

Vic McLaglen Also Dances

the Metropolitan; Edward Sloman busy, directing "Putting
on the Ritz," starring Harry

Victor McLaglen will dance as
well as sing in "Hot for Paris,"

Richman; Edward Laemmle,
Leon Abrams and Emile Frost

Fox.

which Raoul Walsh

is

directing for

dining at Universal.

Chooses Gary Cooper's Next
Paramount plans to star Gary
Cooper in an original by Keene
Thompson tentatively titled "Only
the Brave."
Frank Tuttle will direct.
The cast will include Mary
Brian, Phillips Holmes and Morgan

Writes 8 Tunes for Warner Film
Eight original song numbers have Farley.
Bert Roach in "Song of Flame"
been written by Al Dubin and Joe
Bert Roach is the latest addition
Burke for Warner's "Hold EveryAdded to "Flower Garden" Cast
to the cast of First National's "Song
thing."
Sally Starr and Cliff Edwards are
of the Flame." The chief players are
additions to the cast of M-G-M's
Bernice
Claire,
Alexander
Gray,
Sainpolis Gets Title Role
"The Flower Garden," in which LotNoah Beery, Alice Gentle and Inez
Courtney.
The director is Alan fillColumbia's search for an actor to tice Howell will make her screen dethe

Crosland.

porary title) with Billie Dove, Basil
Newsboy Gets A Break
Rathbone, Kenneth Thomson,
Kay
Larry Hickenlooper, newsboy at
Francis and Montagu Love in the
First National, has been given a role
cast is being directed by Lloyd Bain "Show Girl in Hollywood," which

con.

Their work in "It's a Great Life"
has brought Vivian and Rosetta Duncan a long-term contract with M-GM. Under their new agreement they
will appear in at least two pictures

Keaton has started

work on "On the Set" for MG-M. Fred Niblo and David

\

Hollywood

the

in

Keaton Starts

DUNCAN SISTERS SIGNED
I

stars Alice White under
tion of Mervyn LeRoy.

the

direc-

ti-

title

role

"The Melody

in

Man"

has ended with the signing of

John

Sainpolis.

Finishes "Officer O'Brien"
has
finished
"Officer
O'Brien," with William Boyd and
Dorothy Sebastian heading the cast.
Boyd's next film will be "Crashing

Pat he

but.

Warner Completes 4 Shorts
Four shorts have been completed
by Warner. They are "The Killer,"
"The Pay Off," "Poor Butterfly" and
the

of the series of 12 "Potters"

first

comedies.

"Out to Kill" Finished
Added to "Montana" Cast
Through," by Howard Higgin and
Production
of "Out to Kill" has
with Frank Fay in the supporting
Cliff Edwards and Benny Rubin
Elliot Clawson.
been completed at Universal under
cast.
Also "Back Pay," a story by are new to the cast of "Montana,"
the direction of John S. Robertson.
Fannie Hurst in which Corinne Grif- which M-G-M will make with Joan
Reed Directing Color Scenes
Joseph Schildkraut is starred. Other
fith will be starred.
The cast has not Crawford as the star and John Mack
Luther Reed has started to direct players are Edward G. Robinson and
Brown as her leading man. Mai St.
yet been chosen.
Barbara Kent.
the technicolor sequences
tle)

selected

for

Dorothy Mackaill,

2

Clair will direct.

Colin Clive for "Journey's End"
Colin Clive, who created the role
of Captain Stanhope in "Journey's
End" on the London stage, has been
selected to play the same role in the
talker version of the play, which

James Whale

The
ica.

actor

is

is

to direct for Tiffany.
his way to Amer-

now on

Deck," which

Cast for New Fox Picture
Marjorie White, Sue Carol, Dixie
Lee,
Douglas
Gilmore,
Richard
Keene, Walter Catlett, Charles Judels, Elizabeth Patterson and Ilka
Chase will have roles in the next
Fox film to be directed by John Blystone

from

Thompson.

a

story

by

RKO

in

is

"Hit the

making with

cast including Jack Oakie, Polly
Walker, Ethel Clayton, June Clyde,
Marguerita Padula, Roger Grey and
Franker Woods.

a

Leila
Leila

Hyams
Hyams

feminine

Haines

in

Opposite Haines
has been given the
William
role
opposite
M-G-M's "Fresh from

College."

Supports Lupino Lane
Crane plays opposite Lu
Harlan pino Lane in "Purely Circumstan
tial," Lupino Lane Talking Comedy.
Phyllis

Mona Maris to Dance
Mona Maris will do a Spanish
dance in the film which Don Jose
Mojica

is

making

for Fox.

TIFFANY S

The Franchise IsTiffany's ResponseTo a Nationwide Exhibitor Appeal
Independent Theatre Men Wanted — Had To Have — Some
Assurance of a Steady Supply of Consistently Good Talk-

At Rentals That Would Pay Them Profits.
Without This Assurance They Could See No Future for
Themselves As Showmen.
ing Pictures

Tiffany Furnished the Solution With

THE TIFFANY FRANCHISE PLAN!
Since Last August More

Than isoo Franchises Have Been Signed

More Exhibitors Are Falling In Line

Let the Tiffany Franchise

•

Daily.

Be Your LIFE

SAVER L<^

FRANCHISE
HOLDER?
TIFFANY PRODUCTION/

INC

729 fEVENTM

AVE.

N E

W YOPK,

CITY.

FRANCHISE
HOLDERS
W.

LONG.

J.

W

F.

H.

JACOBS.

Verona, Verona, N. D.

M. DeFEA.

Victoria. Cuitine. CalifRoyal, Lehi, Ut,

Crand, Wheaton, Minn.

ANTON

C. M. STRINCHAM,
Colonial, Ogden. Ut.

W.

Orpheum,

Mont.

Star,

Broadway, Butte, Mont.

W.

Rex,

Cem,
Anthony,

St.

Farmington, Minn.

Ida.

J.

A.

JONES,

Star or Aldea, Malad. Ida.

LOUIS PERUNKO,

Liberty, Fonton, Mina.

Tacoma, Wash.

Sunset,

K Street, Tacoma, Wa»h.
JOE BLASCHKE,
Liberty,

N. P. CLAIN,
Liberty, Fertile,

Wapato. Wash.

J.

Bungalow,

St.

Monet,

FRANK FARROW,
Madison. Seattle, Waih.

W.

P.

ARMOUR,

Elma. Elm.. Wnk.
New, Montetano, Wath.
McCleary, McCleary. Wa.h.

RAY

A. CROMBACHER,
Audion. Coeur D'Alene,

LOREN

L.

MIKE MARIO.
Venice, New York
R. S. MOORE,

MABEL
B.

J.

WAHL,

W.

I_

WARMON,

J.

T.

DUVALL.

F.

J.

R.

Crante Paaa, Ore.
Eugene, Ore.

S.

People*. Claukanie, Ore.
C.

WELLS,
Roxy. Anniaton, Ala.

These Are the

C. JOSEY,
Majeatic. Conroc, Tex.

KERCY.

Miaaion, Menard, Tex.

M. R. WILLIAMS,

C. F. KREIGHBAUM,
Charbell. Rocheeter. lad.

Men Behind

H.

Texon, Texon. Tex.

Kenyon. Mina.

CHARLES

D. LUNA,
Cozy. Wagner, Okla.

DR.

S. J.

N.

MYERS.

Cozy, Granite, Okla.

JULIUS CEERTZ.

J.

la.

OSCAR CROSS,
Star.

Bloomneld. Neb.

R. D. CHAPIN.
Plaza. Lyoni. Neb.

Strand. Fowler. Calif.

Orpheum, Pay-on,

La

Porta,

la.

FLOYD McDERMOTT,
ALLEN M. BENSON.
Ben*on, Philadelphia

JOHN HANKO,
Neutral, Simpson, Pa.

A.

EISENMAN.
Richards. Flint, Mich.

BECK.

E. H.

New Home,

Moon, Vincennes,

CHARLES
Ind.

FLETCHER HAMMOND.
Blake. Webb City. Mo.
J. DORNER.

Detroit

THEO CHARLES,
E.

Ind.

MUNN,

Linwood, Tarkio, Mo.
C. H. POTTER,
Admiral, Kansa* City
Balti*. Kansas City

WOODS.

A.

J.

H. E. CAWTHON.
Crand, Seattle, Wash.

C.

J.

ANDREW

FRANK

Graham, Los Angeles

UNDSAY,
Star. Eureka. Ut.

Dream, Corydon,

Medford. Ora

TYLER.

I.

GRIMES,

S.

ROY.

Slate.

Merna. Merna, Neb.

Globe. San Pedro. Calif.

HARRY NAJARIANO
C.

C.

B. C.

Pastime,

O. H. PHILLIPS,
Broadway, Flint. Mich.

la.

Clymer, Pa.

AMOS,

K. E.

A

Fla.

VINECRADE,
Janice, Fluahing. L

Girerd, Pa,

Amoa, Portland. Ore.

C. BOLTE,
Laconia, New York City
Burke. New York City
Wakefield. New York City
B. & B.. New York City

Hydro. Hydro. Okla.

Zenith, Davenport,
Victor. Davenport,

JOHNSON,

JOHN

SPETTEL,

WALTER AVERA,
L.

State.

Keith'* Garden. Baltimore

I.

J.

WRIGHT,

J.

SCHANBERCER.

Portal. Calvin. Okla.

W.

F.

Penman.

N. V. DARLEY,
Royal. Tarpon Spring!. Fla.

L

Pauleboro. N.

SAM BIANCO,

Victory, Punta Corda, Fla.

J.

BZOV1.

ALDEN,
Martin, Globe. Ariz.

Ecorse, Ecorae, Mich.

Ut.

H.

J.

Minn.

the Guns In the Tiffany Franchise

R.

TROTTMAN,

Cem, Milwaukee
R. P.

LpNCAKER,
State. Alexandria,

HICCINBOTHAM.

Majestic Leeds. Ala
ic. Pell Ciiv. Ala.

Campaign

largely through the efforts of L.

A. Young, President; Grant L. Cook, Executive Vice-President, and Oscar R. Hanson, General
of Tiffany Productions, that the independent exhibitors of America now find it possible to meet the keenest competition
in the showing of talking pictures of the highest quality.
Sales

Manager

TIFFANY
INC
PRODUCTION/
729 fEVENTU
N EW YOPK, CITY.
AVE.

-

Rita, Sharpaville, Pa.

Petersburg. Fla.

Royal, Wauchula,

E.

Middle Village. L

F.

Ida.

CHRIS LAMPORS.

TRUMBULL.

CEORCE STENORAS,

BOTHANCOURT,

J.

Hill's

McMAHON.
St.

Nempe.

ALFRED W. HILL,

Thomaa, W. Va.

LESTER NEELY,

Grand. Houma. La.

HENRY REEVE,

Bernhart, Tex.
Majeatic Mertxan, Tex.
Ozana, Ozena. Tex.

LANCLOIS,

Abernathy, Tex.

A. H. SHELDON,
Liberty, Electra. Tex.

Palace,

J.

Murray, Ut.

Star,

a

B.

WADDELL.
Liberty,

C. OWEN,
Victory. Brookaville, Fla.

ROSENTHAL,

W. W. HARDESTY.

LEVERETTE 4 ROY,
State.
State,

A.

Manhattan, Cleveland

RICKER.

E.

E.

SUTTON.

C. R.

Tex.

Eatejliae.

Grand. Tulia, Tex.

BROWN,

MRS. JANE

C.

Kenmore, O.

SAM FARBER,

Thomaaton, Ga.
E.

SMITH,

McKinley. Canton. O.

Rockmort, Ga.

SIMON,

Palace

Caalro, Dimmitf, Tea.

Strand, Onconta. Ala.

M. JOFTE.
Lyric,

C.

Palace.

S. D.

W. M. WHALEY,
MRS. D. COODALL,

FAY.

Brown'a Snohomish, U'iih

Cozy. Hope. N. D.

111

MAX YOUNC,

Grand. Fitzgerald, Ga.

Portland, Ora.

Highway, Portland, Ore

W.

Agate, Minneapolis

It it

Ritz.

LEO SELTZER,

Arnold, Rolette, N. D.

trie,

Hill,

Ala.

SMITH.

Palace,

CEORCE

FLEISHMAN,

Nob

B.

Florala,

W. A. ODOM,

O. SELTZER,

ARNOLD,

C.

MRS.

Novelty, Portland, Ore.

Wash.

CASEY,

T.

TOWNE,

Victoria, Portland, Ora.

Rex, Bonner* Ferry, Ida,
J.

Strand,

LON

Walker. Minn.

State,

III.

Palace, Aihland. O.
Rialto.

E.

Texa*. Seymour. Tea.
Texaa. Ha.kell, Tex,

Arcade, Hyattsville, Md.

Cozy, Truman, Minn.

HARRY

V. WILLIAMS.

Ronton, Ronton, Waah.

RICHARD SEJNOHA,
Lennox,

F.

Sultan.

Casino. Milaca. Minn.

THOMAS.
C.

BENJAMIN

FITZGERALD.

HANLFY & PEPPER.

FRED EDWARDS,

W. H. HOLLOWAY,

WASHTOK,

H. M.

Society, Seattle,

C.

KINC.

King. Hainea City. Fla.

Ariato, Winnett, Moat.
Ida,

ACKLES,

B.

Palace, Clearwater, Fla.

WALTER LEE

A. D.

HI.

Eastwood. Toledo, O.
Royal, Toledo, O.
Summit. Toledo, O.
National, Toledo. O.
Weatwood. Toledo, O.
Savoy, Toledo. O.

PITMAN,

City

L. CROUSE,
Ideal, Bloomer, Wit.

Ohio. Greenville. O.

BOLEN,

J.

III.

ROBERTSON,

MARTIN

D.

C. BAKER,
Strand, Briton, S. D.

W.

State,

A. SHOBE,
Avalon. Sandwich,

J. F.

S.

P.

Coliaeum. Juneau, Alaska
Coliaeum, Ketchikan, Alaaka

Edgeley. N. D.

Iria.

JOHN MATTHEWS.

Apollo. Belv.dere.

BEHUNC,

J.

W. McFARLANE,

Princess, Miller. S. D.

BEAUMONT,

ELMER BARKER,

Mutual, Saco, Me.

H.

Ray'a Snyder, Okla.

Crand, Bellingham, Waih.

W.

E.

City

Const--**. Bronx, N. Y.
Daly. Bronx, N. Y.

Ida.

MRS. LYD1A

T.

Strand, Mendota,

R

Minn.

Metro,

FULTON COOK,

A. M.
HI.

Fillmore*. Palace, Buffalo.
Sylvia, Buffalo.

STEINMAN,
New York

H.

WILLARD.

Lake, Rochetter. N. Y.

V. LANG,

F.

Bryn Mawr, Chicago
Argmore, Chicago
Orchard, Chicago
Lincoln, Chicago

Empire, Toulon,

JACOB KATZ,

E.

A. O. JONES,
Grand, Burlington, Waah.

W. D. GROSS,

CEORCE

JOE PASTOR,

Kedzie Annex. Chicago

Orpheum, Ada, Minn.

W. HENRDCSON,

Allen. Solvay. N. Y.

CHARLES SICKLER,

W. ROTH.

R.

Cozy, Croton,

Colony. Chicago

PERCEMY,

W. H. HOFFMAN,
Rivoli, Monmouth,

ULLMAN,

R.

J.

Plainview, Minn.

H. ALLEN.

COOPER.

Scenic Liabon. N. D.

Lyric Endicott, N. Y.
F.

HARRY

Stockton. Stockton, HI.

CARTER,

J.

W. HANSON,

H.

THEMER,

H. C.

MERLE DAVIS,

D.

S.

H. DITTRICH.

Symphony, Chicago

F W. ENCELOCH,
Dreamland, Galena. UL

Unique, Sirieton.

Livingstor,

D.

SMITH,

S. J.

WHITE,

LAWRENCE

Bristol. S.

BENJAMIN

H.

Rex. Ontonagon, Mich.

EACHE.

A.

E.

ROBBINS.

CLARK,

J.

B.

Strand, Bristol, N. H.

Can.
Canadian. Montreal, Quebec, Can.
Premier, Sherbrooke, Quebec Can,

I.

A.

COLLINS.

S. H.

Victoria, Sherbrooke, Quebec,

Bijou, Barnesville, Minn.

Palace. Belt. Mont.
Palace. Ca.cede. Mont.

LTD.,

Verdun Palace, Verdun, Quebec Cam-

LEKIE,

L.

Crenhalgh, Ferron, Ut.

Strand,

CONSOLIDATED THEATRES

CILLES,
Wahpeton. N. D.

Cillei,

EARL CRENHALCH.

E. P.

TAYLOR,

C.

Calif.

JACK FRATES,

RAYMOND

LTD.,
Outrcmont, Montreal, Quebec Can.
Cartier, Montreal, Quebec Can.
Maiaonneuve, Montreal, Quebec, Can.
Dominion, Montreal, Quebec, Can.
Empress, Montreal, Quebec. .Can.

Unique, Franklin, Mina.

W.

Auburn, Auburn,

CONFEDERATION AMUSEMENTS

PASS,

J.

Edmonton. Albert*. Can.

Rialto,

FRANCHISE
HOLDERI
A. RICHES.

JOHN C MOORE.

PETE MERCIER,

Royal,

C.I.I

Strand. Lincoln

Bogelusa,

Stale.

La.

H.

FRIEDMAN,
PATEE,

M ROLLO.

CHARLES

Calif.

RiK. Balboa. Calif.

JESSE

New

Calif.

Aurora. While Lake.

LOUIS NELZ,
Rose. New York

JOHN

WHITE,

MANCONE.

M.

B.

New

Rex. Newport. Wa.h.

ROLUN

M LYONS.

L

New Queen,
E. DAWING.

T.

Waih.

Rialto. Seattle.

Alia.. Seattle.

THOMAS DONNELL,

Walk

W. HUEBNER.
Strand, Oconomowoc, Vn.
SIMON MYERS.

Gem. Oraik. Wa.h.

HARRY KRECH.

W D

Id.

C.

FERRILL.

Avenue. Y.kima. Wash.

W.

C.

A.

WILLIAM

Royal, Laurel. Mont.
R.

W.

T.

WILLIAM OSTENBERG,
Orpheum.

H. O. WHITE.
Royal, Sebaitapol. Calif.

Southampton,

J.

Dreamland, Eynon, Pa.

J.

1.

Dixie.

Doradell.

Cage, Ouge. Okla.

C.

J.

JOHNSON,

Prince...

C. A. KELLY,
Rex. Cu.ler City. Okla.

Runyon. Barn.dall, Okla.
D. A. WHITE,
Nusho. Cotlina.ille. Okla.

H SMITH.
Prince... Colche.ler.

111.

SAM FRINCER.
Temple. Mangum. Okla

KNAPPENBERCER,
Okla

BURKE,
Cry.tal,

Tenn.

Piedmont. Ala.

Okemah. Okla.

J.

UJKA,

Grand. Larrimore. N. D.
J.

L.

W. MICHAEL.

W.

Plaza. Corning. N. Y.

YAVNO.
Commodore,

B.

H.

S.

G.

Broadway, Buffalo

ANDERSON.
High Point, N. C.

III.

Door. Sturgeon Bay.

C.

Ozaukee or Strand. Port Washington.

Madison. West Rochester. N. Y.

FEDERHAR.

D. H.

FROW,

Imperial.

Louis.

TOM FORD.
Wis

III.

Three

Palace, Fredericktown, Mo.
Majestic, Memphis, Mo.
New Janus. Shelbina. Mo.

Rivera.

Quebec, Can.

JOSEPH CYTRIMBAUM.
Perron Hall, Montreal. Quebec, Can.

CHARLES

Elliott.

L. J.

Wn.

ELLIOTT.

Calif.

H. E.

Lib, Cloquet,

J.

D.

HALSTEAD,

LULA NIELSON,

Ind.

P.

HENN,

J.

Hauen, Canton, Ga.
Geneva,

Ind.

HUFFMAN,

Eagle. Albany. N. Y.

C. ROSENTHAL.
Rose. Troy, N. Y.

WARNOCK.
Luna, Battle Creek,

ABE STONE.

JACOB

MclNTOSH.
Strand, Paoli, Ind.

Minn.

A. C.
la.

CORTATOWSKY,

Circle. Cordelle, Ca.

INC
PRODUCTION/
TIFFANY
YOPK CITY.
M
fEVENTH AVE
729

EW/

Ut.

FLEET.

Rose. Cheney, Wash.

Kokomo.

NEAL,

Blueb.rd. Denver.
S. E.

O. A.

WHITLEY,
Colonial.

Lakeland. Da.ael. Minn.

W. M. MILLER,

SCOTT.

E.

WALDO

Mo.

Cozy. Duchesne, Ut.

Prince*., Oconto, Wi..
J.

Richfield.

VAN

R.

MERRITT.

L.

City,

Liberty. Carland, Ut.

Strand, Hastings, Mich.

A.

W.

SCHRAM,

P. C.

Monroe

SONDAY,

M. M.

Lyric.

D.

III.

DELONAY,

C.

Jay,

LimrTerlo.t,

Strand. St. Charlei, Mo.
R.

J.

S.

III.

POWELL,
Pythian, Marshall.

STROWIC.

Unique, Mobridge,

SMITH,

ROBERT STEMPLE,
J.

Princes., Sau.alito, Calif.

E.

Loun, Mo.

St,

STACY,

L. R.

LYONS,

Moveum, Aitkin, Minn.
LANGLOIS,

EDWARD

A. M. CHOMMESS,
Nox. Carrier Mill*,

CLARK,

J.

WALKER.

Alamo, New Road*. La.

Santa Rosa, Calif.

Cameo, Santa Cruz,

E.

la.

Clark, Vacav.lle. Calif.

Dream. Indianapolis

CHARLES

Rex, New Baden. III.
Gayety, Freeburg. 111.
Rex, Belleville. III.

la.

Lyric, Abilene, Kan.

Cozy. Minneapolis Kan.

WALTER BOYD,
C. E.

M.

Globe. Oxford. Pa.

Liberty, Saxton, Pa.

HOWARD ARMSTRONC.

MRS. VIOLA LANCER.
Bay Shore, San Franciaco

or Regent. Akron. O.

A. LEBER.

W.

Irving, Indianapolis.
St.

MRS. H. L BR1DCEMAN.

Cirard.ville. Pa.

FENYVESSY.

M. M.

111.

HARRY

KLIE, Jr.,
Columbia, Ea.t

J.

1.

CROWL.

C.

NOAH BLOOMER,

HICKES.

T.

H. F.

MAPLE,

FRANK BORCHERT.

.

FRANK HOLLISTER.

Cameo
Buffalo

WALLERSTEIN,

Rill,

ROOB.

N.

W. MAPLE,

J.

LYON.
Jewel. Anthon.

Royal.

Maple, Albany, Mo,

Opera Hou.e. Highland.
T.
Pearl or Capitol. Schenectady. N.

DALE,

J.

PACE,

Crest, Cre.ton,
F. C.

Eldon, Mo.

Palace, Memphis, Tag.

Woodbridge. N.

MARKUM.
B.

DEWITT,

Electric,

HOLIS BOREN,

111

Rex, Indianapolis.

City. Ind.

Cozy. Bethany, Mo.

HENRY LORY.

SILVERMAN.

State.

COPELING,
Temple, Ubly. Mich.

H. E.

McCORMICK,

L. R.

FORMAN.
Oxford. Oxford. Mich.

D. L.

Lawford. Havana,

Strand. Lowell. Mich.

L. E.

Theatorium. Detroit.
F. R.

New Lyric, Chicago.
W. WR1CHT,

Park. Newaygo. Mich.

I.

Fla.

MICHAEL PERUN,

H.

Pa.

GREVE,
Oak Creek. Col
HARRY OPPENHEIM,
A.

Rio.

JAMES CARDINA.

A LBERT

H. C. COLLIER.

Playhouse, Shelby v.lle.

ETHEL M. BOSLEY,
N.

E. L.

FLEMING.

RUSSELL.

f. S.

CUCKER.

Dawn, Hartford
M. ATLAS.

W. A. McKEWITT,

Strand, North Tarrytown, N. Y.

Regent. Buffalo

A.

J.

Folly. Erie.

ELMER NOVY,

Capitol. Niagara Falls.

Midway, Newport, Ore.

Opera House.

GABY 4 COHEN.

Centervillc. S. D.

Selwood. Portland. Ore.
Oregon, Portland, Ore.

QUINN,

J.

TALENT,

FRANK

JOHN

Muskegon Height., Mich.

HAYMAN,
Lyde. Crand Island, Neb.

Capitol. Portland, Ore.
Irvington, Portland, Ore.

Pleasant Hour. Cold Water. Kan.

Delco, Center. Ala.
P. C.

B. C.

MURPHY,

i

Lyiic, Dayton, Tenn.

RUNYON,

Liberty, Earl.boro.

Hill.

C. H. TOLAN,
Delchar. Mayville, N. D.

E.

HAMMOND.
NEYLAND.

JOHN

W. BLAIR,

D.

Summer, Neb.
Philadelphia

Lyric. Erie, Pa.
B. C.

Varsity. Buffalo.

Liberty, Mantorville, Minn.

CHARLES

CRAWFORD,

H. E.

American. Pitt.burgh.

COLE.

It.

RASLEY,

ISIDORE LEVIT.

Moon, Spencer, Neb.

FERRIN & JOSSLYN,

A.

J.

O.

Royal. O'Neill, Neb.

Bell.

CORE.

B. E.

CEORCIA
H. R.

W. COLLISON,

T.

Tabor, Tabor,

Star,

Garden. Tampa,

WOOTEN.

Wonderland, Minneapolis.

C. M.

f
BILLS,
Opera Hou.e, Soldier Summit, Ut.

STRAUSS,

HOLMQU1ST.
New Broadway,
DUNN,

SPRINCETT.

Rex. Scobey, Mont.

JOHN M. CAMPBELL,

Allen. Racine. Wi..
E. E.

Dallas. Tex.

Compo, Tex.

American. Bonhan, Tex,

III.

Coose Creek. Tex.

S.

TRINZ,

S.

MILLER,

C. M.

Moneta. Los Angeles.
A. R. CAVANASS.
Plaza. Phoenix, Ariz.
V. B. THIEN.
Palm. St. Louis.

O.

Pa.time. Clarendon, Tex.
J.

H. A.

DANDY,-

E.

MULKEY,

H.

Calif.

GRAHAM,

A.

JAMES W. LEATHY.

Olympia, Canyon, Tex.

Arcade or Colonial, Pittsburgh.
C. C.

PARLEY

BERNELL.

J.

McBURNEY,
OkU.

B.

Copper

Culf.

Queen.

Wasco. Wasco.

Okla.

Queen, Omaha
MELCHER,
New Omaha

A.

Granada. Auburn, Wa.h
CORLANDO Dl CIACOMO.
Edward, Chicago.

SCHUBECK,
Palace, El

W.

FERRIS M. THOMPSON,
Thompson. Wilson. Okla.
HARRY FINKEL,

City. Ind.

Collingwood, Vancouver,

Bowden, Ga.

DOROTHY

MRS.

New

CEORCE PRESTON.

Heights,

CUMMINCS.

CHARLES TRIFON.

A. DODGE,
Sharon. Sharonville. O.
Opera House. New Richmond. O.

E.

Cliff

Ind.

Colonial or Peart. Gillispie.

Fla.

WENCER.

BEN

HOBCOOD.

B.

New Smyrna,

MOORE,

O

DUNBAR.

L. L.
E. L.

FRANCES PEART.

THOMPSON,

Burt.. Luzerne. N. Y.

NICHOLSON,

C. A.

City

RIDDELL,

MOSHER,

Paatime, Taloga.

New York

HENRY
N. B.

Orpheum. Rockford, Iowa

t

Biltmore.

V. FISHER.

Aldine. Atlantic City, N.

MRS.

Hall, Syracu.e, N. Y.

BOWS.
H. FRIEDER,
Park. Hud.on. N. Y.

EDWARD NANAWICZ,

J.

Turn
C.

F. MACINNIS,
Tivoli, Lorain,

Mile. Standi.h, Minneapolis.

HAYES.

Grand or Miami. Union
E.

Rockford, N. D.

Washington,

Metropolitan, Owatonna, Minn.
E. S.

Nebra.ka, Sulphur Spring*. Fla.

R. S.

New

M. C. RICCS,

III.

H. ROE,

J.

Opera Hou.e. Miner. v.lle. Pa.

H.

JOHNSON,

New

YOUNC,

H.

Ma.onic,

Palace or Princes., Cedaitown. Ga.

PlCtureland, Metropolis.

N

M. C.
T. F.

Suburban. Binghamton. N. Y.
C. C.

WILLIAM WILLENSKY,

J.

C.

W.

Elliott. Elliott. Pa.

W. THRESHER,

Family, Jackson. Mich.

M. SPAYNE.

HARPER.
Black.tone.

F.

Minn.

Dakota

S.

Ritx, Erick,

TONY DEUZZ.

Chateau, Chicago.

Dayton, Akron, O.

Bergcr Circuit. N. and

McCarthy,
Fall..

Gorfinet. Rittman.

BERGER,

Regent. Bangor. Mich.

COODMAN,

STIEFEL.

Lyric, Atlantic City,

T.

L.

B.

R. C.

Victoria or Palace.
D.

Vernon, Chicago.
A. COFFINET.
Mo.

la.

BARRY,

F.

J.

New Warrenton, Warrenton.

HERBERT WOOD,

III.

Fairfax. Minn.

W. ZIMMERMAN,

N. D.

Eagle, Montvideo, Minn.
Lyric, Lidgerwood, N. D.
Ind.

Lvndy. Roche.ler. N. Y.

WM. FORD,

W.

t.

JOHN, FENYVESSY.

YOST.

Regis, Philadelphia

A. C.

w.

A. T.

Cry.tal, Washington,

Paramount. Mechasucebtirg. Pa.

C. E.

T.

Kan.

Bell. Ell.worlh.

Lyric. Galatia,

J.

PETERSEN.

ESTENSON,

C.

New Topic,
TURNER.

WORLEY.

S.

ALFRED CLAZER,

FRANK

C. H. SARTORIOUS,
Capitol, Heartley,

W. BUCKLEY,

C. N.

City. Wi..

BERRY,

Campus, Norman. Okla.

Family. North Branch, Minn.

Orpheum, Fergus

JACK DAUSES.

Park. Merchant.,!!*. N.

JOHN

la.

A. E. JONES, JR.

GOLDBERG.

S.

III.

Honeymoon. South Bend.

Perry, Perryopolia, Pa.

D.

C.

J.

Cozy, Jeffer., Minn.

A.

Okla.

Rolf.

Dixie, Tipton. Okla.

MARKOWITZ.

S.

L. C. FISH,

LARSON,

ROY

Farley,

A. MASSEY,

J.

College, Lo. Angele..

Grand, Jordan. Minn.
A. WIECKS,
Stale. Belle Plaine. Minn.

Lincoln. Milwaukee

D.

Blue Mouse. Pine Island, Minn.

SHERMAN WIGGINS.
Golden

S.

REW,

J.

CARBIENER,

H. D.

KAROLICK,

CHARLES

E.

Minn

Strand. Buffalo.

Louie

St.

B.

DANIEL

CLARK,

A. A.

M.

State. Rhinelander. WI..

HENRY

Le Seur, Center. Minn.

W. THAMPE.
Thampe Circuit, Milwaukee.
K. FISCHER.

Hal. tad Movie., Hal.tad, Minn.

New Marshalltown.
WILLIAM KENHOLTZ.

C. C. CRAVENS.
Rex, Lilbourne, Mo.

Lyric.

C.

Opera Hou.e, Jame.town,

DON THORNBURG,
Mo.

WALTER BRUECCEMAN.

F.

Elizabethtown.

Little,

KERN.

Dixie. Scnath,

WALTER

Scott. Bluff. Neb.

WESTER

H. E.

Coliseum, Brooklyn

TRIEB,

ROUMAN,

P.

ABE SANDOW,
P. C.

Ind.

A. C. GREENE,
Newkirk, Brooklyn

Crescent, Austin. Tex.
Princess. Roswell. N.

Pico, Lo. Angele*.

Community, Arlington, Minn.

Kokomo,

LEVINE,

J.

Ryan, Fre.no. Calif.
A. RIVES, Jr.,
Liberty, Roanoke, Ala.
R. M. CLADSTONE,

FRANK FORREST.

SCHLUETER.

A.

Petersburg, Fla

Gem. Clear Lake. Wis.
Opera Hou.e. Glenwood

JAMES LYNCH.

Mo.

E.

STEINDORFF,

J.

Can.

.

l.i.,

H. A. YOUNG,
Rex. Cha.ka. Minn

III

M. NISHIOKA,

E. C.

CEEDY.

L.

Palace. Montpelier. Ind.

Hilltop or Capitol, Pitt.burgh.

W. DRICKERING,

HANS

Cranada. Bridgeville, Pa.
M. D. LEDBETTER,

BOWEN,

Liberty. Frankfort.

H.

Chien. Wi..

Welcome. China Crove, N. C.

Cryatal, Salinas, Calif.

M.

Du

ADAMS,

C. L.

E. NIEBES,
Dawn. Detroit.

1.

Frontenac, Detroit

W. NEALL.

S.

B.

JOHN

Ind.

VONDRA,

F.

Farnum, Detroit

Senate, Springfield,
I.

Forre.t, Booneville, Ind.

Bentley Grand. Milbank.

O. H.

W. BOLL,
Maje.tic. Stillwater. Minn.

Empre... Lithbstdge, Alia

Salli.aw. Okla.

NELSON.

J.

W. ZIMMERMAN.

F.

CHARLIE HANSEN.

or Pa.time. Sentinel. Okla.

St.

F.

Palace, San Marco., Tex.

Rainbow, Mahnomen, Minn.

Madi.on. Wis.
Orton. Madison. Wis.
Palace. Madison. Wis.
J.

Regent. Prane

Calif.

BORC.

CHARLES

Maje.tic.

MITCHELL.

E.

M. RUBIN,
Uptown, Michigan City.

STEFAN KULINSKI.

Lyric, Jerome, Ariz.

Maje.tic. Hattie.burg. Mis.

III.

HARTMAN.

E.

Garden, Chicago

M

Deming. N.

GUS KERAROTER,

DAVIS.

E.

J.

Wash.
INC.
Shorcwood, Shorewood. Wis.

MICHAELSON AMUSEMENT ENTERPRISES

MORTON.

Wis.

SHOREWOOD THEATRES.

Plain, Stroud.burg. Pa.

Ninth Street.

Waynoka. Okla.

Ellen Terry. Buffalo. N. Y.

M.

A. ROGERS,
Corning, Corning,

O. A.

MARY

LYDIA BEHLING,

Pajarro. Wat.onville. Calif.

New Cudahy. Cudahy.
CHARLES H. CEORCE,

S.

Gulf. Tex.

PHIL PECHARICH.

ROGERS.

A.

III.

Ind,

O. P. MORSE,
Royal. Minonk.

Humble. Tex.

Echo. Detroit.

Columbian. Wamego, Kan.

Capitol. Port Angeles,

BUCHER.
New Wonderland.

E. B.

Park. Huntington Park. Calif

HARVEY.

E.

S. D.

Parkview, San Franci.co, Calif

Soledad. Soledad. Calif.

GLADYS

Rex

WHITE.

A. L.

Cannon.burg, Pa.

W.

Home, Culver,

MORRIS ROBBINS,

Grand. Wille.ton. N. D.
INC..

III.

JOHN OSBORN.

SANTOS.
Texa., New
M. CARNEY.
Prince...

111.

Freeport,

Patio,

COLLINS.
Star,

E.

SNYDER.

C.

J.

THOMPSON.

Thompson. Healdton. Okla.

MOODY AVERA.

Mich.

CAMPBELL.
Maje.tic.

Weatportal. San Franciaco, Calif

MRS

CATTANACH,

D.

Grand, Lincoln,

L,

Mary., Kan.

CANTWELL.

A. D.

STEVE BENNIS.

Victoria. Victoria. Tex.
E. N.

Baltimore

MITCHELL,

H. E. GILBERT.

HOUSE,

F.

Midway. Rockford.

J.

St.

D.

S.

RUBIN FRELS.

Cantwell. Marceline. Mo.

CIRCUIT THEATRES.

Pa. time or Point Breeze, Philadelphia

I.

American. Cu.hing. Okla.
R. B.

W. LUBKERT.

At

L.

Paul. Minn.

St.

Pa.

PASTIME REALTY CORP.,

Rockaway,

Empre... Chamberlain,

LEVINE,

PETERS

Sherman or

South

Red Eagle. Eagle Bend. Minn.

CLEN

SCHUARMAN.

H. A.

HIRAM DUNKIN.

Oa.ie, Columbus. Mont.

F.

C.

or Strand.

H. F. HIGCINS,
Prince...

Realart,

C. G.

Cornell, Chicago.

Wertin. Albany, Minn.

RATHS.

N.

Ideal.

Dixie. Holdenville. Okla.

Grand or

SINEC.
Chicago

W. W. DURAM.

MOMAND,

B.

CONKLIN.

J.

Li

RAMSMICK.

H. V.

Tex.

A.

St. Clair. St. Clasr.

WILLIAM McFARLANE.

S.

Alhambra

MAYS.

Atlantic. East

Calif.

or Paramount, Labrobe, Pa.
or Strand, Aliquippa. Pa.

BEEDLE BROS.,

KOPPEL.

A. R.

ELMER RE1D.

J.

J.

HANZE,

J.

OTTO

P. JIM.

D. MOORE,
Liberty, Robert.dale,

Arcade, Akron, O.

M. STEFFEN.
Rex, Tacoma, Wash.

H.

F.

Montro.e, Montro.e. Calif.

T. LAIDLAW.
Liberty. Dayton. Wa.h.

Mann. Manti,

N.

McKENZIE.
Idle Hour. Hemp. lead,

J.

CHARLES

T. S.

Moore. town.

Criterion.

Cory, Spirit Lake.

Queen

F.

Cry.tal.

IRVIN LEVINE.

Lyric. Elkin. N. C.

Arlington.

CHARLES

B.ltimot*

Park.ide,

JOHN KRAFCISIN,

BEN & MORRIS FLAKS,
New Lincoln, Baltimore.
ALFRED C. WERTIN,

N. Y.

SAM DAWSON.

BUTLER,
Elite,

B1EN,

Mot. ell. Baltimore

T. McMINN.
Capitol. Superior. Wis.

Galewood, Grand Rapid..

Cameo. Syracu.e.
W. CHERRY.

MRS.

III.

Olympic

C.

CUY MERRILL,

J.

HENRY

BENSON,

B. A.

MeCARTY,

N. L.

J.

Roxy. Rocky Mount. N. C.

M. DUNCAN.
Alhambra-Cre.cent, Decatur,

ANTHONY

Cold Water. Mich.

Tibbit..

Sytacauga. Ala.

First National,
J.

Camden, N.

PYLET,

Princess, Adrian, Minn.

Ore

C. F. SEERS.
O.tego. O.lego, Mich.

Palo.. Calif.

Kent. Kent, Wa.h.

Granada. Racine, Wis

ROY
Fall..

Loui.

St.

ROY CZERNY.

SIMANEK,

R. E.

ARTHUR.

H.

JACOB KARP,

Hall. Minevill., N. Y.

W. PECK.

R.

LUEKEN.

B.

Macklind.

Hollywood. Milwaukee.
J.

Garden, Marshall, Mich.

Do.

COLDSTEIN.
Star,

Mother Lode. Angele. Camp.

VANES,

D. R.

Palo..

K.

EDWARD ORDWAY.

Maje.tic, Stephen. ville, Tex.

Wa.h.

Seattle.

J.

BOIS,

Do.

W.

III.

Ea.t Side, Detroit.
J.

Park. Pasadena. Calif.

Del.

G MACPHERSON,

Calif.

SAMUEL ACKERMAN.

Ind.

Davis. La Mesa, Calif.

Grand Rapid*.

Vox. Klamath

SAM DU

CLAIR.

Memorial

Buffalo.

Auditorium. Laurel, Neb.

DENTON.

M.

J.

Yeiler.

Palace, Willow City, N. D.

Community. Red Granite, Wis.
VERNON R. RIGCLE,

Jack.on, Seattle. Wash.
Palace. Seattle Wain.

MRS.

Sequoyah. Tahlequah. Okla.

CLENN FLESER.

WESLEY,
W.l.onville. Wtlsonville,

ARENCY ARENDA,

C.

Liberty,

Cranada. Alhambra.
O.

THOMPSON,

P.

C. C. ST.

Broadway Lyceurh.

c «n""'lle, Md

MUKAI,

BURFIELD,

WILLIAM WISKE.

Opera Home.

Centervillc
S.

J.

Winamac.
W. DAVIS,

W.

SCHINDLER.
Opera Hou.e. Dover,

Carnegie, Carnegie, Pa.

Silma. Slims. Col.

CORRELL.

S.

MORELAND,

ALGUIRE.

lata,

SAM

B.

FERRY,

C. A.

Strand. Mountain City. Tenn.

Myrtle. Lewi.ton. Mont.

DILLEMUTH.

C. F.

New

Melba. Olton, Tex.

CEORCE HANES.

FRANK MILLER.

HERMAN,

C. E.

VERNE

Lakeville, Lakeville. Minn.

City. Ul.

HOLT,

B.

L. L.

Coloma, Coloma, Mich.

Whiteway. Ma. low. Okla.

Hebe.

I.

Tex.

In.. El Paso.

R.

ROBERT SHEN,

Ida.

MURDOCK,
Ideal,

CLARK,

D. D.

Metba. Coldthwaite. Tex.

Baltimore, Md.

A.

Alamo, Granger. Tex.

C. C.

SHAW.

L.

Lantex, Llano. Tex.

ROBERTS,

Peoples, Cro.by, Minn.

DICKINSON.

II

Palace, Cuero, Tex.

CEORCE

Melba. Hou.ton. Tex.

MRS.

ROBINSON.

THORPE,

H.

C. FRY.

S.

Liberty. Oakhill. O.

O.

FEDERHAR.

People., Akron. O.

JOSE M. MUNOZ,

H. N. TURNER,
Family, Pine City. Minn.

A. C. W1LLARSEN.
Victory. Salina. Ut.

l.hpeming, l.hpeming. Mich.

WILL PENCE.

HARRY MORSTEIN,

G.

M. W.

Lovejoy. Buffalo.

Empire, Sellcrsburg, Ind.

American. Mockey,

BUTLER,

E. J.

Va.hon. Va.hon, Wa.h.

Rockbridge. Buene Vt.ta, Va.

MRS.

Calif.

E.

I.

Liberty. Fairfield, Ida.

Baker. field, Calif.

Long Beach.

Ida.

Preston, Ida.

l.i..

RAPPAPORT.

L.

Strand. Knightstown, Ind

WURSTEN,

Oxford. Oxford. O.

Mo

Madrid.

A. M. HORATER.
Marvin. Findlay. O.

N. C.

FRED KORB.

Ida.

CHARLES CASK1NE,

TOM NORMAN.

CRIFFIN.

Orpheum. Chinook, Mont.
JOHN B. RITCH,

Majeilic. Allen. Okla.

Gem. Montpelier,
A.

Capitol, Racine. Junction, Wi*.

FISHBECK,
Orpheum. PIcntywood, Mont.

Plaia. Brooklyn
L.

Pike.

Linden Circle, Mcmphi., Tenn.
F. J.

Capitol. Pocalello.

WALTER STEPHENS.

New

HORSTMAN.

HENRY THOMAS.

J.

Durham.

Carolina.

CROSSMAN.

N. B.

CEORCE BOURKE,

McLESKEY,

J.

CARMINE BURLACQUE,
MRS. M.

Rialto. Ea.t

KiplinK. Kipling, Sa.k, Can..

City

Ind.

BILER,

Empre... Chaffee. Mo.

la.

DON NICHOLS,

III.

A. KEENE,

E.

BOHNE & HUNT.

Capitol, Mar.halltown,

BABITZ.

Grant, Cicero,

Atkinson, Wi..

Ft.

Dixie,

J.

DUNSMORE.

C. C.

Ut.

Ml. Plea. ant, Ut.

Elliott.

McREYNOLDS.
New Lyric, Fronlenac, Kansas
DICK LEMUCHI,

D

S.

NOALL,

S.

JOHN
C. H.

LYON.

E.

V£RL McKAY.

T.

E.

W.

Fort.

Ind.

Broadway. Cro.by. Minn.
M. MILTENBERC.
Opera Hou.e, Ely. Minn.

and

Milford. Ut.

Cem, Provo.

Grand. Burlington Junction, Mo.

GABRIEL COKACS,

Decatur, Brooklyn

JAMES

JOHNSON,

E. C.

Strand. Sturgi*. Mich.

JOHN OCHILTREE,

LOUIS SCHMUCKLER.

Ind.

R. O. LEE.
Liberty, Cherryvale, Kansas

nn.

M. W. DENNIS.
Paw Paw. Paw Paw. Mich

El Monte. Calif

MINOR.

Loma. burbanlt.

M

NEWMAN.

C. L.

JONES.

E.

Rialto.

A. C.

STERNS.

L.

Hour. Roche.ler.

Idle

JOE BROKAW,

Midvale. Ut.

Orpheum.

Indianapolis

Wysor Grand. Muncie,

Meje.tic. Hill.boro. Tex.

Home. Lang Beach.
MRS. W. A, OSGOOD.

We.t Terrc Haute,

Nortftwr.tern.

SCHUTTE.
Savoy. New Prague. Minn
Opera Hou.e. Angola,

Thorley, Cedar City. Ul

GEORGE CHALLIS,

LAWRENCE.

B. A'.

Genevieve, Mo.

St.

McDERMOND.

F. S.

STEPHENS.

S.

S.

Cameo, Montreal, Quebec, Can.

Palee, Lawrence. Kan.

O.

C.

S.

CAPARETRITIS.

A.

M

Ind.

BENNETT.

E. P.

Palace,

Egyptian, Ander.on,

Roosevelt, Indianapolis. Ind

CLAIRE

Missouri,

E. R.

WALTER

W. A. BAIER.

TRACEY.

L.

Grand. Camnglon. NV D.

W. JOHNSON,
Iri..

Hippodrome, Sheridan,
la.

OSTEEN.

P. C.

CORP..

HILDA PALMER LONC,

Drake Avenue. Centervillc.

DON

III.

MARTIN W. OPERLE,
J.

CORDER,

S.

Royal. Palestine.

Ind.

Watertown, Wi..

Claiaici

Concord. Henrietta, Okla.

GOLDBERG.
Loyal. Detroit. MicK.

J.

WATERTOWN AMUSEMENT

City

SANDLIN.

C. L.

N C

Strand, Cherryville,

A.

New York

Peerle...

BLACK.

M.

J.

ALFRED BAUM,

Rex. Montreal, Quebec. Can.

GUY WAMPLER,

STINE,
Wabash, or Capitol, Clinton.

B.

J

Strand. Wallingford. Conn.

MR. BEKSEN.

PETE VIOTTI,
Quebec, Can.

Electro, Montreal,

Provo.t. Alberta, Can.

HARRY OLSHAM.

FRANCHISE
HOLDER!
W. M. CUNNINGHAM.
Tex

Cleveland.

Palace,

A. SNITZER.

L.

Washington. Cincinnati
H. C. STEIN,
Crystal, Gonzales. Tex.
Princess. Luling. Tex
Star. SmitKville. Tex.
Baker's. Lockhart. Tex

CEORGE TURLUKIS.
Cordon. Middletown.

O

JAMES
F

Almo. Darrouzett, Tex.

YOKUM,

B. F.

H.

GOLDSTEIN,
Strand. Sioux City.

la.

BERMAN.
Hub. New York
LOUIS H. GOLD,
New

Liberty. Coquille, Ore.

N. C. FREEMAN.
Beaver. Beaverton. Ore.

MRS. ELSIE

BRADT,

F.

Yeager. Portland. Ore.

W.

Joy. Wtnnfield, La.

Moorland, Okla.

State,

J.

J.

BROWN,

R.

Royal, Leola.

U

Vista. Hollis. Okla.
Texas, Shamrock, Tex.

McGUIN.

T. C.

Nusho, Blanchard. Okla.

BERT

ST. JOHN,
Cozy, Checotah, Okla.

GAETTANO OTTAVIANO,
New York

Empire,

W.

New York
ROCERS,

S.

C.

Liberty, Clayton.

Cit>

Okla

Premier, Crayville.

111.

Opera House, Pollack,

CAARE.
New Opera
JAMES LESLIE,

D.

A. V.

Wigwam, Grand
DAHN BROS. INC.,

WELSH,

SWAN & BROWN

Isle.

Vernal. Ut.

H.

J.

LUDW1G

SIECEL,
Prairie, Chicago

Queen, Chicago
R.

Lynn. Chicago
Lyric,

Chicago

Bishop, Chicago

McCarthy,

f. r.

A. KINLEYS1DE,
Cem. Orwell. O.

W. W. SHEFFIELD,
P.

STEPHEN

BEN

R.

M. O. TEITEL,
Warfield. Detroit.

JOSEPH KOTNICK,
McNair,
S.

Louia

St.

Kane. Kane.

Ill,

M. PACE,
Crest, Delia. Ut.
E. H.

STEELE.

Venice, Nephi, Ut.

H.

Cosmo, Glendale.
California,

O. H.

C. C.

Conant. Detroit, Mich.

Harmony, Chicago

Liberty. Marlette. Mich.

W.

J.

CHESTER,

Palace, Littlc6eld, Tex.

S.

Community. Burke.

S.

D.

BINLALEY,
Princess. Sandborn.

la.

GREENE,

E. E.

Rainbow. Marcus,

la.

DAVID MILGRAM,

PETZ.
Pearl. Youngwood.

CALLAHAN,

L.

McKINNEY,
Nicalee, Cuba,

F.

Flagstaff. Ariz.

J.

BODEN.

Majestic. Bridgeton, N.

New Piedmont.
RALPH AVERSA.

Mo.

SUZORE,
Suzore, Memphis, Tcnrv

Oakland.

Hippodrome, Niagara
E. C.

Delray, Delray. Fla.

CAWTHON,

MRS.

J.

R.

MRS.

].

F.

J.

P.

Majestic. Greenville. S. C.

J.

OWENS,
Falla,

N. Y.

DUERR & LACARIAS,
Plaza. Rochester

W.

J.

FIELDS,

Pilot, Pittsboro. N.

PREDDY,

MISS

GRACE

WHITE,

C

M. OLDFIELD,

Lyric. Lacon.

III.

JUUUS FODOR,

Could. Crystal City, Tex.

Indiana, South Bend.Ind.

LOUIS AUSTMAN.

KAUFMAN,
Opera House, New

LONG.

BROWN,

Seneca, Seneca

Texas, Austin, Tex.

Falls.

I.

Appling, Baxley. Ca.

FRED

LEFKOW1TZ.

Calif.

CURDTZ,

T. R.

Opera House, Fort Payne. Ala.

Standard. Cleveland
Strand, Cleveland
Orpheum. Cleveland
Oriental, Cleveland
University. Cleveland

J.

H. E. MILLER,
Idle Hour. Festus. Mo.

LIGGETT.

Eastman. Eastman. Ga.
National, McRay. Ga.

Grand. Orville. O.

MAX

L.

JOHN W. HALL,

MOTT,

E. P.

JR.,

Prince, Cochrane, Ga.

STUDSTILL,

N.

F.

Community. Hawkinsville. Ca.

Toyland. Atlanta. Ga.

ASEMACOPOULOS.
Island. N. Y.

MRS.

BROADUS,

B.

Adel, Ca.

POLHILL,

Shadowland, Lewisville, Ga.

Paramount, Andalusia, Ala.
Royal. Opp, Ala.

C. C. CRIFF1N.

Strand, Seaside, Ore.
J.

Z. D.

Grand or Garden, South Milwaukee.

Pa.

MALACHIAS,
J.

New Orpheum.
G.

B.

Family, Georgiana, Ala.

LOUIS LINKER.

Olympic. Verona. Pa.
B.

M.

MRS.

Diamond. Lake Odessa. Mich.
M. COST1GAN.

JAMES

Circuit. Pittsburgh.

J.

Peter. Minn.

MARY

Mardi Gras. Coney

HARRY
L.

Opera House. Saint
MRS. H. H. CHASE,

GEORGE

Apex, Philadelphia.

SAMUEL COULD,
Gould

Majestic,

JAS.

Royal, Rollmgfork, Miss.

LUDCKE.

J.

BOYD,

McCOLLUM,

L.

Douglas, Ga.

Majestic, Nashville, Ca.
E. F.

J.

Pa.

B. CHRIST.
Columbus or Audlon. Green Bay. Wis.
G. C. SHIPLEY,
Community. Harbor Beach. Mich.

H.

HEATH.
Rivoli,

JAMES ECHOLS,

WILLIAM SCHARBROUGH,

HENRY,

LOUIS

GEHLSEN,
L.

Pork. Okeechobee, Fla.
L. E.

Columbia. Columbia, La.

Opera House. Ambler.

Cem. Ryon. Okla.

F

LEWIS,

RAY PEACOCK,

FLEMING.

MORRIS MILLER.
C.

Hollywood, Hollywood. Fla.

Freemont, Seattle, Wash.
Southpark. Seattle. Wash.

Capitol. Eaton Rapids. Mich.

W. ENGLISH,

W. H. RUSSELL,

C.

GRACE KEATING,

Grand. Annandale. Minn.

CLAUDE THORP.

JARRY HOBOLTH,

Chicago

V.

N.

Community, Tacoma, Wash.

CARL SOTHER.
T. B.

Seminole, Homestead, Fla.

PORTER,

R.

JR..

JIM ENGLISH,
J.

CLOAN1NGER.

Star. Fairmont.
J.

CARL JOHNSON,

V.

L.

WADSWORTH,

Rose. Tuskegee, Ala.

Majestic, Stafford, Kan.

Empress. West Tulsa. Okla.

URBAN,

Rige, Brooklyn

New Paris.
JACK RUBIN,

LIGGETT,

Cauntier, Kansas City
J.

CARMELO SORIBANO,

CHESTER

Seventeenth Street. Kansa.
City

Senate, Detroit

BEHRMAN,

Valley City, N, D.

JOSEPH STEINKRITZ.
New Broadway, Brooklyn.

PORTER,

BROS.,
New Ivy, Los Angeles
A. 1VERSON,
Classell, Los Angeles

R. G.

Lake Crystal. Minn.
PILLER.

F. L.

Covina, Covina. Calif.

Triangle, Howard Lake. Minn.
C. M. PHILLIPS,
Schiller Park. Syracuse. N. Y.

im. Lindale, Ca.

Watertow n. N. Y.
MRS. L. M. SECUIN,
New Liberty. Rouse Point, N. Y.
HARRY & IKE KATZ.
Mecca, Montgomery, Ala.
Strand,

WILLIAM KNOTTS,

FILBEY.

Ga

PETER VOURNAKIS,

Gayety. Los Angeles

Arcadia. Floresville. Tex.

Favorite. Lindsey. Okla.
Calif.

SCHWARTZ
I.

Paul. Minn.

JOHN PESAVA,

WHITSON,

Home. Los Angeles
JOS. CROSS,
Virginia, Los Angeles

BEN COHEN,
T.

W. A. CAMERON,

JOHN

BROWN,

C.

AL

ERNEST M. COWLES.

St.

J.

Lyons,

H. W. NEAL.
Lindale Audita

KUSH,

Y.

S.

H MACON,
Rjtz,

Calif.

Buena, Buena Park. Calif.
Florencita. Los Angeles
Garden. Soulhgate. Calif.

Carrick. Winnipeg. Man., Can.

Roosevelt. Jamestown. N. Y.

Colonial, Milwaukee.

Piller.

Calif.

Broadway. San Diego,

BUNTROCK,

Imperial. Detroit

Calif.

Clendale,

BUSH.

National, National City,
Calif.
HENRY C. STEARNS.
Stearns, Fillmore, Calif.

HALL.
Russell. Detroit

Mernmac. West Bend, Wis.

H.

Virgmia City.

FRANK VALUSAIS.

MORTON.

H. A.

BALAFAS.
City, Swainsboro, Ca.

Los Angeles

Aator,

Kincaid. Griffin, Ca.

Winter Carden, Winter Carden,
L.

HANSEN.

P.

cc

C. M. BICCERS,

W. O. BOSTON,

Paul. Minn.

Palace, Kenore. Ont., Can.

Crystal.

A. BUSH,

R. D.

St.

SANSONE,
Rex

Carten. Long Beach, Calif.

JOSEPH DERRY,

ERNEST LANGEMACK,

Summit,

Silver Strand, Coronado,
Calif.
B.

•

Orpheum. Pelican Rapids. Wis.

Victoria, Los Angeles, Calif.

G. A.

Mounds.

Avalon. Milwaukee.

BROWN,

D.

TORODOR & ZUCKMAN,

SILLIMAN,

Calif.

CARL W. YOUNG,

HALLOWAY,

C.

D.

Ponchatoula. La.

HEADLEY,

R.

H.

N.

Liberty, Bertha. Minn.

Empress, Panoka, Alta., Can.
J.

Oriental.

JOHNSTON,

AUCUST BERKHOLTZ,

Mission, Santa Paula, Calif.

ZIBOWSKY,

Savoy, Detroit.

B.
Calif.

BROMLEY & MOUNCE,

BROWN,

Yates. Denver.

Ideal.

Palace. Lakeland, Fla.
R.

Calif.

OWEN.

E.-E.

BAILEY,

Eighty. one, Atlanta, Ca.

JOHN CUNNINGHAM.

MAERTZ,

ANDERSON,

State. Bogalusa, La.

R. D. WHITSON,
Fairyland, Anaheim, Calif.
Hunley'a, Hollywood. Calif.

Royal, Salem. O.

FRED

Ventura,

C.

BERENSON BROTHERS,

MILLER,

Mission.

Miss.

ANTHONY,

A.

TOM

C.

Baker. Seattle. Wash.

WASCHOU.

Zenith. Milwaukee

Sulphur Springs. Mont.

J.

New. Newton.
E.

DODGE,

Loomis, Chicago
E.

HANSON,

Capitol, Lowell, Mass.

BAKER & LANE.
E.

Buffalo

LIEBERMAN.

F. E.

Gaiety. San Francisco, Calif.

W„„e

Ideal, Steele.

PREWITT.

E. N.

Orpheum-Crand, Buckeye, Arix.
J.

McCarthy.

a.

NEAL BISHOP.

Lincoln Hippodrome. Chicago.

CARL WRITTLE,

W. BASCOM,

SULLIVAN.

Strand,

A.

Capitol, Rochester

Shastonia. Mt. Shasta.

Opera House. Foley, Minn.

E.

Masque, Buffalo

FRED BRAZ,

Strand. Dunamuir. Calif.

O.

BETTENDORF.

ARMAND

Lexington, Cleveland.

Calif.

Brentwood. Los Angeles,
S. C.

H.

Century, Philadelphia.

HARWOOD.

GOLDBERG.

J.

ELMER STETANEK,
J.

M.

Brilliant.

M. LANO.
Cozy. Long Prame. Minn.

HENRY GOLDBERG,

Marquis, Sherman. Calif.
Marcal. Hollywood. Los Angeles

OUST STATHIS,
Casimir, Chicago

B.

Owego, Mancelona. Mich.
HIRSH,

J. J.

W.

J.

HAMILTON.

A.

Saboba. San Jacinto, Calif.

MARK

EMMA

GRIFFITH,
Gem, Kouts, Ind.

J.

R.

Mingo Junction. O.

Ideal.

Carden.
L.

Strand. Gallup. N. M.

REYNOLDS,

L. A.

CUSER,

Webster. Chicago

5ILER.
McNees. Whittier.

REULE,

H. A.

W. BUSHNELL.
Ml.

LEVINE,

Frontier,

S.

O.

JAMES SLANICUS.

Granada. Denver.

Largo. Watts, Calif.
Meralta. Los Angeles. Calif.
National. Los Angeles. Calif.

PECK & SMITH,
Rose. Dublin, Ga.

Comet, Denver.

Wellsville.

GILES MASTER.

ROBBINS 4 BREMAN,

Vidalia. Ca.

ANDREW

Sac. Wis.

Spreckles. San Diego. Calif.

Ore.

COLLINS.
Pal,

Du

Liberty.

CROUCHER,

C.

MAX

Wash.

Empress. Chewelah. Wash.

VOCEL & HENTHOME,

Wheatland. Wyo.

MICHELETTI.

B

FRED W. WIEGEL,

BERG.

Lincoln, Portland,
E. R.

Prairie

Lincoln, Sheboygan, Wis.

Cranada. Cemaa. Wash.
A.

lr„.

BLASK & NENIC,

W. HORR1CAN,

JOSEPH

CARL JUDGE,
J.

WM.

Playhouse. Clyde. N. Y.
Seattle.

MORGAN.

D.

Freeman. Cncinn.ti

Waco. Tex.

Playhouse. Selma. N. C.

Elmwood. Syracuse, N. Y.

K1ENITZ,

F.

Clinton, N. C.

MASSEY.

D.

JAMES CONSTANTINO.

Kootenai. Libby. Mont.

National. Cincinnati

R.voli.

Minoqua. Wis.

W.

Idaho

SHAKESPEARE

E. L.

Cem,
J.

Empress, C,g Harbor. Wash.

Opera House. Cr.

MRS.

M. SAUL.

ACCOLA,
Bonham.

Ut.

Tex

111.

JOE CAUDELL,

ROLLIN BURFIELD.

BERT ORR.

Crand. Cooper. Tex.

QUADY.

E. C.

M. M. NIELSON,
Grand. Bo.se. Idaho

ALST,

Rex. Troup. Tex.
C. R. SHIPP.
Franklin. Ml Vernon.

A. C. CLAPP.
Hollywood.

Orpheum. Browning. Mont.

HENRY SPARKS.

Opera. Boscobel. Wis.
R. E.

VAN

C1LBERT

Marais, Minn.

111.

Star, Marked Tree. Ark.
Swan. Walnut Ridge. Ark.
Ritz. Aarkin. Ark.

PETER DEROSIER.

Palace. Burkburnelt. Tex.
M. DUNN.
Crnnd. Mineral Wells. Tex.

LOUIS LUTZ,

CIRCUIT,

Alton, Ut.
Grace, Ut.
Lava. Ut.
Roosevelt, Ut.

F.

Minn.

Palace. Clintonville. Wis.

Fern. Oakland, Calif.

Coalville.

T.

New Richland,
JOHNSON,

111.

RUTH MATTHEWS.

MRS.

CHARLES BOYD.

Lancaster, Detroit

Rossville,

MITCHELL.

F.

Claremont, Chicago.

Artcraft. Lincolnaton. N. C.

Kozy. Kahoka. Mo.

TED WILLIAMS,

LESTER MEYERS.

Faust,

H. E. PIERCE.
Rivoli, Talladega. Ala
A.

SWANK.

THOMAS

Pocahontas. Ark.

Cem. Chester.

B=echwood, Detroit

Dreamland. Minerva. O.

Roasville,

JAMES McLAUCHLIN.

CLIFFORD WHITE,

Pastime. Coschocton. O,

BREILEIN,

E. C.

KAKOWSKI.

J.

2.

TRAVIS,

H. D.
HI.

BEARE.

A. M.

Keystone. Natrona. Pa.

C CHOCOS,

L. C.

PROBST,

Comet, Delano, Minn.
III.

A.

Ohio. Gabon. O.
T.

Swan No.

Grand. Union City. Ind.

Upper Sandusky. O.

Star.

Strand. North Branch. Mich.

CHARLES BOYD.

Jr.,

Chicago

Irving.

BERNARD LEACH.

Colden Rod. Joppa.

WENCER.

R. S.

O

Crestline.

HITCHCOCK,

B.

On

EARL1NE WOOD.

Washington

Plaza.

PETER RETTIG,

THORPE.

C. C. TEAS,
Rex, Watertown, Minn.
E. D.

Ky

Albany,

Rex, Glendive. Mont.

Denver

Plaza.

Twentieth Century, Chicago

SAMUEL HALPER,

& Rameseum.

BOUCHER,

JULIAN BRYLAWSKY.

REED.
Hippodrome.

W.

Capitol, Walhalla. N. D.
Capitol. Cavalier. N. D.

Parague. Okla.

PAUL HOPPEN,

W. Va.

MAURICE WELLS,

KENWORTHY.
Globe

ROTH.

J.

Regent. Chicago

Arcade. Cottage Grove. Ore.

L. E.

TAUL N HOOVEN,
N. C.

D.

S.

MARY OTOOLE.
GUY

Hinton.

Trimble. Ml. Sterling.

Hour, Clark,

Idle

Folly.

EWINC.

F. R.

Ritz.

House. Mabel, Minn.

C. A. SAPPAL,
Central, Tampa, Fla.

C

D.

S.

E. C.

H. ZORZI,

Eagle, Livingston,

WRIGHT.

E.

Northern. Columbus. O.

New, Sandstone, Minn.

CHARLES BRECHNER,
JOSEPH

D.
I.

City

Orient.

S.

LEO

Enterprise. Ore.

W. M. MORELOCK.

FRANK SIMPSON.

Pastime. Nelsonville. O.

War. W. Va.

It.

V. B.

Tex.

EARL MURPHY.

WARD.

E.

Idalon.

HALL,

J.

Mocks, Cirard, O.

O. K. Theatre

Palaca, Paoa, III.
Liberty. Vanjialia. III.
Palace, Nokomis. Ml,

KATZENBACH,

Sunset.

Heppner, Ore.

Star.

M.

Muleshoe, Tex.

Star,

PETTY.

F. B.

E.

G. SIGSBEE,

HARRY TANNER,

111.

Lone

T. L. COLVIN,
Palace. Turkey. Tex.

Baker, Newberg, Ore.
B.

BROOKS,

C. C.

River. Ore.

TED FRANCIS,

Kingsburg. Kingsburg. Calif.

Ohio. Piqua. O.
E. L.

Calif.

BUCKRIDCE.

R.

PEKRAS.

J.

W. H. BROWN,

BURKE.

F.

Grand. Piano,

T

Lyceum, Deer River, Minn.
HEIBL.

LEO

W

SHORE.

R. A.

JOHNSON,

E.

III.

HANSON.

F.

Carmel.

O. R. RESTANO,
Sonora. Sorona, Calif.

JOHNSON.

E.

Rule. Rule. Tex.

T. C. McELROY.
Rex. Vale. Ore.

GERALD HARDY,

Lincoln. Coshen. Ind.

Venus;, Shreveport, La.
Union, Cedar Groves, La.

BARTHOLOMEW,

C. M.

E. C. SCHMIDT,
Palace. Newkirk. Okla.

OSCAR

Selma, La.

TADLOCK,

T.

J.

Empress. Fall City, Nebr.

III.

Family. Rockford.

FORD1CE.

B.

Little,

Pen Argyl. Pa.

CASPER

Hood

Rialto.

LEON.

S.

VERA KOLSTAD,

RUGC.

Boisjh.

H.

Cranada. Portland. Ore,

Gary. Ind.

Ritz.

R. A. GREENWADE,
Rochester. Rochester, Tex.

HENDERSON.

R.

D.AVIS.

Crystal. Lorenza. Tex.

STEPHEN PARKER.

JOHN GUSTA1TES.

Golden

Macomb.

III

111.

C. L.

Queen. Quitaque. Tex.

CREEK

LaureHiurst. Portland. Ore.

Palace. Elmwood,

RUMPH,

P. P.

Alpine, Punxsutawney. Pa.

HITCHCOCK,

F.

SNYDER.
Royal.

J,

PASCOE.

C. B.

P.

III.

Colonial. Vancouver, B. C.
L.

E. A. MAYFIELD,
Palace. Jayton, Tex.

Cem. Pittsburgh

COOPER.

J.

HECTOR QUACLOTTI.

La.

WHATLEY,

New

Rantoul,

Harrison. Chicago.

Albany, Brooklyn

Lincoln Square, Detroit

Nebr.

SIDRANSKV,

A.

Pastime, Silsbee, Tex.
Pajace, Kirbyville. Tex.

Kentland.

KenllaYid.

J.

D. N.

R.

A. C. GUTENBERG.
Crand, Milwaukee
M. B. LANG,

J.

Gem. West Wego,

COSTAS BRONTISIS.
Palace,

Y

CANNON.

E.

Paul,

Highland. Audubon, N.

GWYNN.

Lyric. Te.rel. Tex.

Chicago

REVERT.
New Home.

City

CORDAN,

M.

E.

L.

DALLAS

MASS,

D.

A
Okla.

Trent, Newark, N.

Shenandoah. Pa.

J.

Schindlcr's.

L.

CAGE.

C. A.

Davidson. Okla.

HAMM,

V. E.

WILLIAM DABB.
Lyric.

Queen. Trinity. Tex.

M. H.

PLOCINSKY,

A.

St.

Ill

WARDA,
Cazenovia. Buffalo. N.

Capitol. Ringling.

Edwards. Neb

Lyric. St.

U. M. MELICK,
Jewel. Eureka.
J.

Elite.

Crand Victory. Detroit

FETTER & ALLEN.

WERNER.

H. E.

Coliseum. Detroit
Globe, Detroit

Nebr.

CROUCH.

W.

J.

System. Montreal. Quebec. Can.

PARADIS,

J.

LOU COHEN,

WILLIAM PLOURD.
New Star. Indianola.

LTD.,

Montreal, Quebec. Can.

M. C. COCKELES.

C

Oasis, Wilson, N. C.

D. C. CRITES.
Alamo. Higgina, Tex.

W. VERHAEGE,

E.

American. High Point. N.
H.

Princess.

KNOX.

Okla.

City.

CANADIAN THEATRES

Lincoln. Winston- Salem. N. C.

CESSNA.

J.

Ritz.
Net.

Boise

Palace.

W.

SCALES.

S.

E. N.

PHILLIPS.

B.

GERALD WINSLOW.
Dreamland. Gibbon.

W.

DAVIS,

B.

Liberty. Carter. Okla.

Braunfells.

lex

Forrest, Forrest,

III.

TIFFANY
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AVE.

Fla.

FRANCHISE
HOLDER!
BERTHA

A MORTON.

H.

(...lion or Rialto.

i.peg, Man.,

B.

Star.

C.

RAY

Cameo. Weybuin, Sask

EMMA

A.

MRS. ELMER BAXENDALE.

JOHN H BURTIN,

LynoLiberly.

Imperial,

H.I, I.*.

N.

W.

Idabell, Okla.

L DUNLAP.
Dunlap. Idabell, Okla.

HELLER.
Montreal. Quebec. Can.

Majestic.

ANTONIO LAUREINTE.
Rialto.
L.

Trail.

I)

A.

Rex. Lacombc, Aha.. Can.

ROYAL THEATRES
Royal.
K.

Inn,. la, 1.

MARTER AMUSEMENT

Can.

SADLOWSKI,

Van

Lyric,

JELE.

Hoover,
S.

Hippodrome.

FRANK

I.

Texan, Roaring Springs, Tex.

Chicago

Maywood.

Eatt

Hammond,

Ind.

T.

KENNEDY,

L.

FRED WEHRENBERC.

S.

Virginia. St. Lou,.

B.

W.

BERGER,
Orpheum

or Strand, Grand Falls, N.
Strand. Sioux Fall., S. D.
Llko. Bennd,,. Minn.

BLANKENSHIP.

B.

Crand. Remsen.

COSTON BOOKING CIRCUIT,
E. & R
Chicago

CLAUDE

Moorhead. Lodge Pole. Neb.

MRS.

Shakespeare. Chicago
Banner, Chicago
Wicker Pork. Chicago
Chopin, Chicago
Owl. Chicago

C. McKAY,
Big Horn. Crey Bull.

Wyo.

HYMAN

WALTER

Detroit

Maxime. Imlay

Pastime. Cross City. Mich.

JOHN VIRAG.

Detroit

Lis.

Fenkell, Detroit

PAUL McNELLY,

CHARLES

LaVccdn, Detroit

F.

CRAWFORD,

J.

Hippodrome, Detroit

JACOB

Victoria. We.tv.ll,-, N.

Delthc.

Opera House.

Detroit

Flamingo, Detroit
Crosse Point Park, Del, oil
Your. Detroit
East End, Detroit

BRIN THEATRES

A.

E.

INC.,

Park, Champaign,
Rcxy. Peru. III.
Lasolle. Peru, 111.
Peru. Peru, III.
J.

III.

III.

Capitol. Pawtucket. R.

CHARLES

HARRY

R. LUSH,
P. & A.. Plymouth, M.ch.
P. & A., Nonhville. Mich.

FISCHER.
Milwaukee, Milwaukee

Milwaukee
West Alhs. Wis.

National,
Allis.

L.

V.

JOHN

PAUL

BERCTOLD,

J.

DAVIDSON,
Rilz.

Cordell. Okla.

Ritz,

Cherokee, Okla.

JOSEPH PORTELL.

V. E.

L. LEWIS.
Lyric, Lebanon.

Mo.
Lyric. Salem, Mo.
Eyrie, Rollo, Mo.

JOSEPH CAUDELL,
Wanoca. Wallace, N. C.
Pastime. Lumberton. N. C.

D.

Log Cabin, Sulphur, Okla.

Minneapolis

TERRY.

MRS. D.

Palace,

M.

B.

Wellston,

Waupun. Wi«.

W. MILLER,
Gladstone.

KOOKER,

Happy Hour, Even,

Orpheum, Hancock. Mich.

Louis.

E. E.

FRED COVEY.
Laverne. Laverne, Okla.

111.

DRYER.

G.

A.

TUCKER.

Majestic,

Goodwell.

HARTZMAN.
Lawndale, Chicago.

JOSEPH PRICE,
Okla.

ALLEN ADAMS,
Novelty. Forgan, Okla.

WALTER

SOL BEST.
Mabel. Chicago.

BENESCH,

Liberty, Chicago
Avon, Chicago

C. SCHULTZ.
Walts. Kenesaw. Nebr.

Howard. Philadelphia
Eagle.

S.

J.

H.

AVE.

Opera House, Lisbon, O.
Y.

Swan, Syracuse, N. Y.
Roxy. East Syracuse. N. Y.

Tony
Regus, Binghamton. N. Y.
Imperial, Newton, N. C.

W.

la.

C

Horn's. Forest City. N.

JOHN

111.

W.

OATLEY,

C.

JOE BROKAW,
Opera House, Angola,

Ind.

LOUIS MARCHESI,
Family.

Star, Rocklord, Mich.

O. E. VARNEAU,
Wealthy. Crand Rapids.

Waltetboro, S

Sea Breeze. Beaufort. N. C.

REYNOLDS,
Family, Grand Rapids.

CLOVER.

L.

EDWARD BRUNELL,
Mctropole. Chicago.

D.

New Era.
PAUL.

STEINBERG,
Madison. Madison.

HORN,

L.

HIERSTEINER,

H. T.

Pulaski, N.

TONY LALLEY,

Family. Dcs Moines.

H.

O.

FRANCIS W. HOHMAN.

D.
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MADIGAN,
Opera House.

MENGES,

Princess, Boone,

E. C.

Cas.lake, Minn.
Grand, Crand Rapids, Minn.
Lyric,

R.

M1TCHEL FITZER,

ANDERSON.

M.

Philadelphia

CHARLES PERRIZO,

RAFUL,
New Winters. Akron.

State, EaafSt. Louit.

III.

SAPERSTEIN,
Chicago
Chicago

B.

Louit.

Star, St. Louit.

Lone Wolf, Okla.

Savoy, Minneapolis.

M.
Mich,

St.

LAWSON.

Grand. Ml. Olive,
H. M.

Mich.

PAUL SCHULZ,

T.

St.

LOWELL,

LOUIS

Lexington,

MRS. NELLIE A. THEADO.

CHRIS EFTHuN.

J.

A.

P.

Lowell, Canton,
111.

Sterling. III.
Capitol, Rockford,

MORRIS,

J.

Ashland,

llline.

Tecumseh. Okla.

Liberty.

M. STAHL,

JAMES

Lincoln, Danville,
Crescent, Chicago

LOUIS W. V1CK,
W.

PHILIPS,

Royal. Minco. Okla.

A.

lone, Minneapolis,

CAMMELL,

M CUMBINER.
01.1a.

Garfield,

ESL1N.

F.

Texhoma,

St.

L.

MRS. M. W. WEINIG,

SCHANBERGER.

D. P. LEACH.
Empress, Calgary. Alberta,

Seneca. Buffalo
Unity, Buffalo

DALE WILLSON.

Bijou, Minneapolis.

O. A. LEE,

DOROTHY

I.

III.

Western Plaza. Cincinnati

Keiths. Baltimore.

Louis
Louis

R

Dreamland. Rockford.

Thurmania. Columbus. O.

Louit.

St.

Johnsburg, Vt.

St.

ROSE ANDERSON,

NELSON.

King Bee.

TEGU,

Olympia, Olneyville.

HECKMAN,

L.

CROIX,

Croix, Titusv.lle. Fla.
Croix. Melbourne. Fla.

JACOB CONN.

Thorp. Wit.

Royal. Nazareth. Pa.

J.

VAN

Van
Van

Palace.

Palace. St. Louit.
P. C. MARSHALL,
Collegiate, Fayette, Mo.

S.

WARRENFELLS.

E.

ANDREW

GOLDEN,

R. O.

Bedford, Ind.

St.

A.

Balston. Minn.

BOCUMILL,
R.alto.

Fla.

Palace. Lafayette. Ga.

ANKRUM,
Gem.

Fla.

City.

Royal, Summerville, Ga.

O. A. WEICKERT,
Lux, Perham, Minn.
F.

Ybor

W. MAXEY.

SPEARMAN,

DAVID

Peerless,

Carmen. Okla.

ROWLAND.
Strand.

C.

A. P.

Gem. Edmond. Okla.

J.

Tampa.

C. H. SNUCCS.
Princess. Haleyville. Ala.

la.

Lark, Brazil. Ind.

F.

CAZIN,

Italian Club.

Royal, Danville, Ind.

H.

S.

Cazin, West

VENTO & CAPPELIO.

la.

THOMAS BARNETT,

Granada. Green Castle. Ind.
Indiana, Bloomington, Ind.
Ritz.

GOLDEN,

LEON

GARRETTI,

D. E.

Von

FLOYD STRATE,
ED.

VONDERSCHMITT.

Family,

A-Mus-U. Pittsbuig, Okla.
Rialto,

WILSON,

C. H.

Fla.

Colonial. Milledgeville. Ca.

Palace. Staples. Minn.

T.

SMALL.

Daytona Beach,

CURRY.

Ml. Vernon, Tallassee. Ala.

Palace, Seguin, Tex.

Strand, Newton,

KIMBRE,

B.

Lyric.
L.

E. L.

STURCHE.

Strand. Cawfordsv.lle. Ind.

O. C. LEHR,

JOHN KORENOWSKI,

Leola, Minneapolis.

Milwaukee

Cil

ORNDORFF,

GOULD,

COEN,

Viking. Benson, Minn.

C. O.

WEISNER,

D. A.

S.

JOHN DE MARCE,

SHERMAN.

Rialto.

A.
City.

Gem. Shakopec. Minn.
Princess,

H. P.

New York

Crand, Canton. Okla.

III.

DAWSON,

L. E.

D.

Myers, Janesville. Wis.

S.

C. R.

DICKSON,
Aristo, Lemmon.

Ut.

Grand. Midland. Tex.
Queen. Merkel. Tex.
Palace. Odessa. Tex.
Lyric, Odessa, Tex.
Queen. Winters, Tex.
Alcove, Stamford, Tex.

TAUB,
an Movies,

E.

Mukwanago, Wis.

Classic,
L.

W.

JAMES ZANIS,
E. L.

DAVIS,
Cem. Alton,
W. BURKEY,

L. H.
S.

la.

L.

Summit. Kansas

NOWATSKE,

Elliott,

Shenandoah,

H.

BAUER.

Greenwood, Detroit
Virginia Park. Detroit

State,

C.

Midget, Hillsboro. Wis.
S.

HOLDRIDCE.

B. B.

W. A. COLLIN.

Calif.

Calif.

E. K. MENAGH,
Star. Fort Lupton. Col.

Ideal,

S.

PETERSON.

D. P. ROBERTS,
Rex. Rapid City.

Minn

Palace, Royalton,

Palace, Ballinger, Tex.

New York City
Amphion. New Yoik City
Chaloner, New York City
34th Street. New York Ciiy
Regent. New York City
Superior. New York City
Royal.

W. GILMORE,

HODGE,

H. T.

WILLIAM YOOST.

Minn

Lyric, Little Falls,

I.

Cameo. American Fork.

D.

S.

NEDRY,

R. L.

Layton Park. Milwaukee
Pearl, Milwaukee
Grace, Milwaukee

BIRONO,

J.

WILLIAM
M.

Cecile, Cokato, Minn.

R. C.

M

Greenland, Greensboro. Ga.

A. C. MILLER,

Luna. Brooklyn

Regal. Elvins. Mo.

H. MILLER.

C.
Park.

Hayheld. Minn.
Opera House. Dodge Center. Minn.

E.

Nile., N.les.

Jennings. Kan.

Mascot, Mobridge,
..

VINANT

Colony, Schenectady. N. Y.

MRS. ESLE LARSON,

CHARLES WASHICHECK,

Happy Hour. Brooklyn

D.

S.

STACY,

L. R.

I.

Legion Hall. Brentwood.

Opera House. Lenora. Kan.

C.

State. Eureka,

Dorchester. Dorchester. Mass.
Universal. Fitchbu.g. Mass.
Hollywood. Charlestown. Mas,
Strand. New Bedford. Mass.
New Portland. Portland. Me.
Sanlo.d. Sanford. Me.
Olympia. Worcester. Mass.
Capitol, Lynn. Mass.
Day Street. Somerville. Mass.
Family. Worcester. Mass.

III.

SCHIEFERECKE,
Electric.

Hour. Olivia. Minn
CHARLES D. SILBER.
Idle

LOEW,

M.

Strand. Tooele. Ut,
Bluebird. Garfield. Ut.

CHARLES ZU1CALE.

EDWARD BUCKLEY,

Casino. Buffalo. N. Y.

DWORE,

E.

Cameo. Schenectady. N. Y.

MRS. W.

Casino. Melcher.

SAMUEL GILLETTE,

KISTLER,

C.

JENSEN,

FREDERICK HOYT,

Strand. Wilmont. Ark.

Colonial. Alma, Kan.

DESORMEAUX.

P.

J.

THORNE,

E.

National. Boston.

Portage. Portage, Wis.
Appellon, Appelton, Wis.

Princess. Urbana,

Berlin. Wis.

Municipal. Mineral Point. Wis.

Mcnasha. Menasha, Wis.

E. E. ALGER.
Capitol. Morrison,

Mutual. Hamlin. Tex.

W.

SARDINO.
Syracuse. Syracuse. N. Y.
Brighton, Syracuse. N. Y.

Pine. La.

T. F1LEO,
Amusu, Parkdale. Ark.

BESSIE RAWLS,

JACK PLANT.

Good

CEORCE

TSCHEMACHER,

H. H.

City. Mich.

NEIL HELLMAN,

TALLEY,

Rex, Currie, Minn.
R. M. FULLER,
Palace, Grandview. Tex.

J.

Tawas

State.

Majestic. Devine, Tex.

A.

Calif.

FERGUSON,

D.

Royal. Albany. N. Y.
Paramount. Albany. N. Y.

RODENOK,
Lehigh, Oakmont, Pa.

NOMIKOS,

6:

S.

CEORGE RAUENHORST,

HOWELL,

Hawthorne.

Plaza,

FINEMAN.

WALTER

City

HAAS & MOLSTAD,

Admiral. Philadelphia

H. D.

WILLIAM

Palace. Shiner, Tex.

Badger. Stoughton. Wis.

J.

FRED DeLODDER.

GARBODE,

R. C.

CHARLES GUELSON.

Pine,

Metro.

Lyric. Ennit. Tex.
L.

STEINMAN.
New York

H.

Cozy. Detroit.

Wabash. Chicago
New Regent, Chicago
F,

Maxbill. Fleischmanf N. Y.
J.

Crystal. Fulda. Minn.

B.

CHRISTAS

STANLEY SOBELSON,

NAT KAUFMAN.

Washington. Washington. N.
Playhouse. Dover, N. J.

H. V. JEBB.
Crand. New Salem. N. D.

Good

Houston, Miss.
Louisville. Louisville. Mist.

HONDELE.

F.

Montgomery. Minn.

WEST.

A.

Houston.

M. THREET.
Texan. Lufkin. Tex.

M.

Omaha

Park.

CLARA

A. O. MclNTYRE.

Roxy. Munday. Tex.

KIZINSKI,
State, Harllord City, Mich.

A. ZINKOFF,

WILLIAMS,

P. V.

J.

C. E. WILLIAMS,
Victoria, Omaha

N. V. SEEBERCER.
Palace. Glen Ullin. N. D.

Crand. Kenedy. Tex.

Comfort, Schoolcraft. M.ch.

A. C. DAKIS,

Lockney. Tex.

McNEESE.

L. C.

D.

Paramount. Woodstock. Minn.

O'HEARN.

T.

J.

Woodward Grand.

BOHMAN.

L.

Becker. Philadelphia
Castle, Philadelphia

HERMAN ZEMKE,

De MARC.

L.

F.

A W. BECKER,

Hebron. N. D.

Rialto.

SPAYNE,

WASHA.

Starland,

Center, Chicago.

Lyric, Philadelphia
Lyric, Chester. Pa.

RHYNER.

D. A.

111.

N.

S.

S.

Princess. Janesville. Minn.

J.

Cem. Akron, O.

Johns. Indianapolis

PERELMAN,

LEO PAUL,

KLEINSASSER.

J.

METZCER,

R.

A. H. RECORDS,
Empress, Dcshler, Neb.
Majestic, Hebron, Neb.

Wit.

AINSWORTH.

Movie Studio. Freeman.

Viking, Benson. Minn.

SAM BROWN,

Volley Theatre, Dayton, O.

E.

IRENE CAHILL.
A. P.

Calif.

BAILEY.

R. L.

Lehigh. Philadelphia

Ope.a. Foley. Minn.

Regal, Gatesville. Tex.
J.

Hertford.

Oakland,

Rialto.

Indianapolis

West Alleghany, Philadelphia

BETTENDORF.

BROWN.

L. B.

City, Mich.

ELMER FITZGERALD.

H.

LANO,

N.

FLUECAL,

J.

Pekin,

HARRY HOBOLTH,

Drexel, Chicago
Plai.ance, Chicago
Charm, Chicago
Kimb.uk, Chicago

H.

LUBERTHAL,

L.

L.

Austin, Chicago.

EBERHARD,
Ookman Boulevard,

M. W.

Two

Calif.

Cozy. Long Prairie. Minn.

Crand, Wallets. Okla.
HAROLD A. HILL,
Hollywood, Chicago.

.

L.

Princess. Lindstrom. Minn.

Jasonville, Ind.

MRS. LEE MOTE,
Acme, Rivcrton, Wyo.
A. C. DIPPO,

Mecca, Indianapolis

Garrick. Fond du Lac. Wit.

West Point. Neb.

Rivoli.

LEO UPCHURCH.

MOORHEAD,

D.

W.

la.

HERMAN.

A. M.

SULLIVAN,

G.

Inglewood, Inglewood. Col.

Hudson, Rochester

CHARLES

WALKER.

State.

FRED KOCH.

TRIEB,
Cavern, Carlsbad, N. M.

Amuzu.

HELBERG.

O. W.

Bailey. Bunkie. La.

Calif.

LEACH,

I

THOMAS

CEORGE KRESS,

R.

DR. D. A. O'BRIEN,
Legion, Turtle Lake. Wit.

Okmulgee. Okla.

GEORGE PASSEN,

Belmont, Indianapolis

West End. Santa Ana. Cold

la.

Yale.

Sheldon, 'ndianapoht

Segundo.

El

State.

A. E. WILCOX.
Unique. Bricelyn. Minn.

BLAKESLEE,

L.

Grand. Lander. Wyo.

HARRY MARKUM,

E1SENSTEIN.

C. E.

Cermama. Medford. Wis.

CEORGE HANIOTIS,

A. C. GORTATOWSKY,
Albany. Albany. Ga.
Liberty. Albany, Ga.

Kansas City

Broadway. Canby. M.nn

BERT JORDAN.

Model, Pittsburgh.
JR.,

Belle Plaine. Minn.

State,

FLIEDER BROS..

MOORE.

GEORGE

S. Chandler. Okla
Odeon. Chandler. Okla.

Kan.

Kinema, E.condido.

FISCHER.
Alamo, Milwaukee.

JOSEPH WIDMER,

ROSEN,

A.

Sacred Heart. M.nrr.

Star,

SIDNEY H. SELIG,

H

REX WILLIAMS,
J.

OLSON,

I.

Gem. Chicago.

G STETTMUND,

Talbot,

D. C. SCOTT.
Royal. LcMars.

Wallace. Levell.nd. Tex.
E. C.

H.
Ind.

HOFFMAN.

Oliver, Detroit.

K.

B.

Gem. Amherst. Tex.

F.

Fern. Milwaukee

Avalon. Los Angeles

RUTTENBERC.

A.

MURREL.AUTRY

J

E.

Majestic. Potlsville. Pa.

Detroit

Granada. Milwaukee

Fairmont. Grand Rapids.

Hale Center, Tex.

Ritz.

Melba. St. Loui.
Michigan. St. Louis
Cinderella. St. Louis

M,

Ciand Rapids.

CHERVENKA,

C.

J.

SCALINC.

H.

MICHEL.

HARRY HART.

DONNICI.
Palace.

Burton, Grand Rapids.

Matador. Tex.

Majestic.

Mich.

R. JERSEY,
Miller, Manhattan.

KULMS.

J.

Chicago

Wilier.

D.

Our. Grand Rapids.
A. BIRD.
Rivoli.

Detroit.

Green Lantern. Shoals.

HERMAN

SMITH,

Mich.

CARRICO.

L.

R.

WILLER.

G. L.

Walnut Park. Portland. Ore.
J.

Ionia.

111.

Palace. Freeport. Tex.

Geller, Portland, Ore.

A.

Drake, Chicago
Ve.ta,

J.

CELLER,

COONEY,

J.

J.

Walseka.
A. PHILLIPS.
Star.

SELLERS,

C.

Willis,

Crystal.

KENNEY.

F. N.

EDWARDS,

F.

Edwards, Reedsport, Ore.

J.

M.

BEN COHEN.

KULASZEWICZ,

J.

SATKAUSKAS,

R.

Dunbar, Detroit

Orpheum.

Rex, Bessemer, Wis.

Bligh't Capitol. Salom. Ore.

Rialto or Rex. Clinton, Okla.
Circle. Oklahoma City
Liberty. Hartaern, Okla.
B.

D.

M.

City. M.ch.

L LARKIN.
Centuty, Dowagiac. Mich.

Milda. Chicago.

Philadelphia

Doris,

DREW.

H. E.

Park. Tampa, Fla.

W. Va.

Elkins.

M.

HI.

Larkin. San Francisco.

P.inces.. Tucumcari. N.

CRANE,

D. BLIGH,

MRS. A.

Odean. Sbawnee. Okla.

or

TALBOTT,

L. E.

MOMAND,

N

Santa Rosa. Santa Rosa.

F.

Pelham. Philadelphia

SMALL.

H. C.

Manner, Marine

Liberty. Maiden. Mo.

GRON,

C. A.

RIDDLE.

J.

City

Boston Road, Bronx, N. Y.
Olympia. New York City

GUTHRIE.

T.

New York

Roosevelt.

la.

Palace. Royalton.

Indiana. Chicago
Rose, Chicago

D.

S.

LEO BRECHER.

Morrill. Nab.

Crand, Story City,

PALY,

Pavilion. Cloudcrofl. N M.
Crystal. Carnzozo, N. M.
R. L.

Maieslic. Sturgis.

WILLIAM COX,
J.

ARCHER.

J.

RHOADES.

E. A.

Ga

Callahan, Bainbridge.
Strand. Tifton. Ga.

Wis.

Palace, Port Jervis, N. Y.

Worland. Wyo.

Ideal.

BRACKIN.

J

MILOS M. HURLEY,

Astor, Baltimore.
E. A.

W.

Akron. O.

P1TTMAN,

J

GOODMAN.

JULIUS

Empress, Central City, Neb

Rialto or Liberty. Alva. Olcla.
Key or Rex. Wewoka. Okla.
Derric. Maud. Okla.
State or Liberty. Seminole. Okla.

F.

Brighton. Pittsburgh.

M. BROWN.
Empress. Hastings, Neb.

Willel, Augers, M.cb.

Savoy

HARRY FLEISHMAN.

Aletine. Tex.

THOMAS

Detroit.

D FERCUSON,

A. B.

J,

LEGG.

B.

Crane, Detroit

SIMON

CO..

Highland. Audubon. N

Elks.

111.

W. V. CONKLING,

GEORGE W. LUCE,

PALMER.

Waldorl. Cleveland

Rolette. N. D.

JULIUS OVERMOE.
Gem. Hillsboro. N. D.
W. H. COODROAD,
Strand. War. en. Minn.
M B QUIRE.
Star. Kanawah, la.

H. GIFFORD.
American, Quinlan. Okla.

LTD.,
Alia..

Ama,

A.

CHARLES KERBY.

Mission. St. Ignatius. Mont.
Gaiety. Ronon. Mont.

MORRIS BERKOWITZ.

ARNOLD.

C.

J.

Hennessey. Okla.

Electric,

J.

Cleveland

Ideal.

Grand. Wallock. Minn.

PROUTY,

F.

Ambassador, Cleveland

LARSON.

J.

Empress. Sapulpa. Okla.

C.

HUNTLEY.

L.

D.

JOHN DISHMAN,

Ritz.

III.

State. Glens Kails. N. Y.

F.ed.o, Det.oit.

Rex. Kaukauna. Wis.

PARK

JACK HICKEY.
Crand, New London.
F. W. MAUSERT,

Greenleaf, Kan.

Elite.

JOSEPH OLSCHEFSKY.

OSCAR STOTTER,

Munioe. Rolla. N. D.

MOULDER,

H.

J.

WALTER HOHLFELD.

DcLeon, Tex.
Gorman. Tex.

City.

H. GESELL,
Front Street, Bloomington,

Lyric. St. Charles. Mich.

Liberty,

MUNROE.

A. E

Calif.

THOMAS BOULDEN.

KEITH.

F.

Ritz.

VINCENT,

R.

S.

E.

f airfield.

YOUNG.

S. L.

Rex, Townsend, Mont

Parkway. Milwaukee
Jackson. Milwaukee

Akron. O.

Doll.

Opera House. Piper
L.

JOSEPH MALM.
MRS.

III.

C. E. RICE.

Memphis. Tenn.

Ritz.

III

Melrose Park. Melrose Park,

Glencoe. Minn.

WILLIAM SHAPIRO,

Astor. Milwaukee

O.

W. RETZER,
Maywood. Maywood,

NOVAK.

J.

Salano.

DOLL,

J.

Fulton, Detroit.

JOHN
H.

R.

JOSEPH ROSZKOSKI,

W. F SLAUGHTER.

POWER,

E.

Myrtle. Detroit.

Dreamland, Kreb.. Okla.

Imperial, Wind.or. N. S.

Cibbs. Andover,

New

JOHN A LUDWIC,

W. CIBBS,

A.

Market. Va.

Marshheld. Wis.

T.io.

Norwood. Norwood. O.

STOCKER,

New

Waupaca. Waupaca. Wit.

HETTESHEIMER,

A. G.

C. RITTER,
R.vola. Detroit.

Market.

CHARLES

ADLER,

P.

J.

Ciand. C.rcleville. O.

JAMES
E.

New

E.

Moose. Tremont, Pa.

New. Woodstock. Va.

BAUCHMAN.

MOORE,

F

J.

Strand. Strasburg. Va.

III.

Parkside. Chicago

W.

Brodie. Baltimore

J.

WILLIAM DALKE,
Chalsworth.

LEVENTHAL,

R. L.

JOSEPH BRODIE,

Palace, Ft. Townsend. Okla.
Liberty. Valiant. Okla

Imperial, Moneton, N. B.

J.

ELI RESNICK,
Grant, PhiUdelphia

BEDFORD,

J.

DAVIDSON.

H.

A. LEUCHT, Jr.,
Savoy, St. Joseph. Mo.

American, Wilburton, Okla.

Columbia. Winnipeg, Man.

Ind.

WILLIAM

Sand Springs. Okla.

JOHN McGINLEY,

McRAE.

D. A.

Arc. Delph.a.

H. RUSS.
Camera, Stillwater. Okla.

FOX,

C. M.

WM. O'MALLEY,
Wm. OMallcy.

W. KENDALL,

C.

H C SMITH,

W. A. WILKINSON.
Rex, Merrill.

M. BARRETT,
Washington. Atoka. Okla.

Can

Juliet.

Ut.

Paramount. Granville.

MRS.

W. EDWARDS.
Opera House. Oledo.

III.

J.

III.

INC.
CITY.

OF GLORY

t

With

BETTY

OMPSON
With

BETTY COMPSON,

GEORGE BARRAUD
JULIETTE COMPTON
A

Tiffany-Gainsborough Production
Adapted from

play.
in a

A

Michael

Morton's

Powerful

Drama of Two Women
Desperate Love Duel Over One Man.
Passion-Filled

Here's Betty

Compson

EMOTION. The
Career.

as an

EMPRESS OP
Her Great
ACTS.

Greatest Role of

She Sings, Dances and

Directed by Victor Saville
All-Talking.

With

.•...

Filmed

RCA

MM

in

Hollywood

Synchronization
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"Woman to Woman,"

a Tiffany-Gainsborough Production, directed by Victor
Saville, now is enjoying a capacity run

TO

MiisS****-

1*^

I

at the

'

-

GLOBE THEATRE
t

New

York, at

$2 TOP
I

'UNO
IT
I1T

HAS CAPTURED BROADWAY.

WILL CAPTURE YOUR CROWDS.

1

TIFFANYV
COMING

the lost zeppelin
"peacock alley"
troopers three"

Starting Jan. 1, 1930,

Tiffany will take over the

GAIETY THEATRE

-painted faces"
dnjo:

New York

Broadway

play-

house Tiffany's big

all-

In this great

ATTRACT ION-T

fTIT F A

i

talking productions will be]

shown

NY
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at

$2 TOP!
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Better than the stage play
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INC
PRODUCTION/
TIFFANY
N W YORK, CITY.
fEVENTM
729

AVE.
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SMASHING SPLENDOR

HERE'S

wm

I

/
\

"The Orchid of the Screen in
Her Greatest and Most Gorgeous

Offering.

Mightier than

"The Merry Widow." Here you
see her dancing, hear her singing

—

all

in a color

sequence.

And

i

Jrl

when she speaks a superb voice.
You remember her records in

personal
younger,

ever

in

appearances.

more charming

"Peacock Alley."

She's

than

Get

it

NOW.
With

ALL-TALKING
RCA Synchronization

UOURNEY'X END'^~

J^ow

in the

TIFFANY PRODUCTION/
729 SEVENTH AVE.
N
EW/

YORK

making

INC.
CITY.

A B.Q RECORD- BREAKER
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>

INC
PRODUCTION/
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AVE.
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TIFFANY PRODUCTION/ INC
729 TEVENTH
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YOPK, CITY.
AVE.
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MADE

PICTURE EVER

tfi?

PfAROO

TEAZLE

(9JPTEZ

f

I
.

with

CONWAY TEARLE
VIRGINIA VALLI

RICARDO CORTEZ
An

all-talking hurricane of

Romance.

Astounding

in

Adventure, Suspense.

Dramatic

Great Action Picture of the Year.

The

Effects.

Book

it

NOW

for Big Results.

With

On

k

RCA

Synchron ization

'&m&

the

J?oad

to

Kiches

-

INC
PRODUCTION/
TIFFANY
N EW YOPK, CITY.
fEVEMTW
729

AVE.
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JOE
In His

BROWN

E.

Most Sensational Success

The Man Who Makes

Millions

Laugh

Now

in

Talkies,

the

is

Seen as a Clown Unmasked, His

Heart Bared
It's

It

filled

Grips

— All

with
the

For

a

Girl.

Fun and Tears.
Heart.

Lavishly

Produced.

ALL-TALKING
With

RCA

Synchronization

JOURNEY'S EHD'~Biaaest

of all tfime

TIFFANY
PRODUCTION/
SEVENTH
M EW YORK
729

AVE.

INC.
CITY.
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Timely Topics

— €—
Digest of
Current Opinion

TO

—

can

offer.

Jesse L. Lasky
*

*

*

Talkers to Perpetuate Art
Of Dramatic Stars, Is View
the great art of the legi-

WILL

Because
timate die out,
people can converse over the
telephone, does it mean that they
no longer wish to talk to their
friends in person? Does it mean
that the presence of the living
person with all his vital charm
deis no longer appreciated or
doubt whether one
I
sirable?
form of conversation can give us
quite the same reaction as the
other. And to my mind this holds
true of the drama and the talkOne will
ing moving picture.
never take the place of the other,
but the talking moving picture
carry into future generations the voices and art of our
famous stage stars of today.
Libby Hohnan, actress
will

*

*

*

TALKING

pictures have to be

better than silent pictures.
When a talkie is poor it is like a
and
talking
keeps
that
fool
have
You
anything.
say
doesn't
to sit and listen to dialogue without action.
„ ,
,

Samuel Goldwyn

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

cuits.

*

*

*

Turner and Dahnken deny
Loew.

circuit sold to
*

*

William Fox and B.

T & D

By PHIL M.

Moss

tive in building theater in the

ac-

Bronx.

DALY

rPHOSE AMPAS
/GEORGES CARPENTIER

on the rolling wet en route to
The former contender for the heavyweight crown

^* France.

has been doing

moom

is

Cinema Coast
make vamping pay and pay some

pitcher stuff at the

Theda Bara, who used

to

Domestically speaking,
Brabin
Audrey Littell,
who has secretaried more Film Boards of Trade than most young
Her last stop was Chicago, where
ladies, is again New Yorking.
she helped keep the board's affairs in order
M. H. Aylesworth, head of National Broadcasting Co. and George F. McClelland, its vice president, talked during the seventh anniversary
program of the first program put on the air from the Capitol
theater.
They were guests of Major Edward Bowes, who is
known as the daddy of the Capitol Radio Family
If you
have the idea that Paul Specht, who waves a mean baton, is
about to make his first talkie, you're wrong. The band guider,
soon to help inject musical entertainment in Chesterfield's
"Love at First Sight," played in a De Forest Phonofilm picture
in 1924
Rialtoing these days is Herb Magidson, who
fathered "Singin' in the Bathtub," one of the musical spots in
"Show of Shows." He's in Manhattan for a four-days' visit to
his old haunts along Tin Pan Alley
Roy D'Arcy is going
years back,

is

taking a crack at vaude.

she's the wife of Director Charles

in for this night club racket. It's dubbed The Candle Light Club
and you gotta wear a soup and fish if you expect to get by the
doorman, see
Will Rogers, gum chewer extraordinary
among other things, received a wire from the White House, no
less, telling him how good he was in "Th'ey Had to See Paris."
But Will knew he was good all along because his salary check
told him so

have about decided to throw some kind of a
Xmas Party. So at the last luncheon
everybody got all hot and bothered
discussing just what kind of a shindig
it was going to be. Eddie Klein, president, opined that a stag party might
be a very nice idea. But he hurried-*

ly

supplemented

this

statement

by

.saying that he only used the term in
its broad sense, and felt that the
married men would like to get a
break before Christmas day, when
they'd have no excuse for staying
away from the bosom of their family.
*

*

*

So Eddie called on Hop Hadley as
to what his idea for a stag party
should be, and Hop thought that it
would be very nice if the boys were
allowed to bring a lady.
This sug.estion kind of upset the general
discussion, and a mild riot started,
with half the gang yelling for a
mixed party, and the others holding
out for a strictly male melee. Then
the president called on Ed McNamee
for his learned opinion.
Ed got up
and delivered a fervent plea for support of the
PA magazine, of

AM

which he

editor.

is

That guy

just

has a one-track mind, and can't think
of anything but serious things like
publications.
*

*

*

Walter Eberhardt voiced the most
unique idea. He suggested that two
separate parties be held in adjoining
rooms, one a stag and the other
a mixed party.
He said a lotta
fellows had to bring their wives if

NUMBER

101

they wanted to get out for an eveThese slaves, he stated, could
fix it up with the free souls enjoying
themselves at the stag next door to
come in and give them a break by
dancing with the wife for a coupla
rounds.
ning.

101

MANY HAPPY RETURNS

*

Meanwhile

Statistics

only

*

*

Miriam Brandon, the

femme allowed to be present
was busy taking

at these luncheons,

By

JAMES

Statistical

P.

Editor,

CUNNINGHAM
The Film Daily

November 25

rpHE

current Colony (New
York) program includes a
novel short, made in 1905 by J.
A. Berst and titled "The Runaway Horse," the first and

Best

most successful slapstick chase

tions

—

America's
screens. It was made in France
at the studios of Pathe-Freres.
Louis Gasnier, later to be a director at the first Pathe American studio (in Jersey City)
Over 800 prints of
directed.
this

sold

*

S.

THAT

Phil M. Daly, Jr.

comedy

First National lining up 5,000 theaters; plan to sign additional cir-

THAT'S

with

Industry

Talkers Must Set Higher
Standard Than Silent Film

AND

Along The Rialto

A

Pictures Meeting Widening
Interests of American People
keep up with the widened
horizons of the public mind,
the screen is widening its scope.
I'm not speaking simply of the
new developments of the mechanical side of the motion picture that have come in the wake
color picall
of talking films
tures, double width films and enlarged screens, all of which are
being rapidly brought closer to
I'm referring to the
perfection.
increased scope in the character
There
of the stories presented.
is no limit to the diversity of the
programs that sound pictures

17

ber.

first

—an

to

reach

"super-special"

were

unprecedented

num-

wishes and congratulaare extended by

THE

FILM DAILY
ing

stenographic notes of the learned
discussions.
There's a girl who will
be well posted on all the wiles of
the male in trying to dodge home
ties when she decides to get married.
Knowing the way all those shameless married Ampas talk about the
bonds of matri-money is probably the
reason why she stays single.

members

who today

to the follow-

of the

industry,

are celebrating their

birthday

Margaret Livingston
Lincoln Quarberg
Vera Reynolds
Louis D. Lighton

THEIR
FIRST

JOBS
ERNST LUBITSCH
stage

When the short picture
Is

usually one
Talltin
4<\

II

Th e

Bi^

II

Sh

medies
SUNDAY.
Any

two-reel

NOVEMBER

IT,

1929.

comedy prod-

uct that can win the recognition of the lead article in

the

New York World's

Sun-

day motion picture section

must mean money for you.

Member, Motion Picture Producers and

Distributors of America, Inc.,

Will H. Hays, President

—

—

Monday, November

DAILV

From Los Angeles Record by Jimmy

Now On Broadway
of

THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles— Sam Bischoff
has been promoted as supervisor and M. H. Kohn appointed his successor as studio man-

EDITORIAL

West Coast Bur.

Astor— "Holly wood Revue"

Cameo— "Dancer

Columbia Changes

THIS WEEK'S

Barcelona

Capitol— "The Kiss"
Carnegie— "Figaro"
Central— "Pans"
„
Colony— "The Shanghai Lady
Parade
Love
Criterion— "The
Earl Carroll— "Rio Rita
and Chang
Fifth Ave.— Strauss

TJUSSELL BIRDWELL'S
upon

—

;

;

;

Sunday, "Blackmail"
Mark Strand— "The Sacred Flame"
Paramount "The Saturday Night Kid"

—
— "The

Trespasser"
—"Welcome
Danger"
—
Roxy "Nix on Dames"

Rialto
Rivoli

—
—

—

of

completion, has just set

Shows"

Hollywood where

story,

1)

up by the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences, it is announced by William C. de Mille. The
committee is headed by Irving G.
Thalberg and includes M. C. Levee,
William Sistrom, Sol Wurtzel, Walter Stern, H. Keith Weeks, Fred W.
Beetson, J. T. Reed, Nugent H.
Slaughter, J. A. Ball, Gerald F. Rackett and F E. Pelton.
About 500 employees of 20 Hollyset

studios are attending the Acad
emy's night classes in sound recording.

all

executive vice president of the

Larkin
Ass'n of M. P. Producers.
to continue their efforts to bring was associated with Douglas Fairabout Sun< / performances in the banks and Mary Pickford for 10
Broadway playhouses. The chief aim years. .Recently he served as westof the Sunday legitimate performern editor of "Photoplay Magazine."
ance idea, whir'
was rejected by
members of Actors' Equity at their
general meeting a week ago, is to Johnston
of
give the stage productions a better
Continental Pictures
chance of competition with picture

Made Head

houses.

(Continued from Page

actors, as well as

Equity officials and even some producers upon being interviewed, admitted that Sunday shows will not
solve their problem and that the legitimate gradually is losing out because of lack of organization, obsolete
methods, theaK s that suffer in comparison with motion picture house?
and other harmful factors about
which the managers have done nothing.

One important stage manager declared that eventually the film chains
will be obliged to take over the legitimate houses and) revive them by instituting their successful methods of
i-aterinsr +9 the public.
Picture house
operators, it is stated, will not nee;'
to convert these playhouses into film
theaters, but can conduct them on
legitimate policies and co-ordinate
the attractions to work out favorably
with their film houses. At the same
time they will be not only maintaining a necessary training ground for
future screen talent, as pointed out
recently by Jesse L. Lasky, but the
vast legitimate clientele will be kept
alive and the picture people will be
in a position to juggle things around
for a change should the talkers ever
into a rut
desirable.

fall

where

a

1)

no way interfere with his activities as head of Rayart.
Trem Carr is producing director
for the company, whose first picture.
"The Phantom in the House," is
now being released and its second
"The Rampant Age," is in the cutting room. Six more to be made are.
"The Unforbidden Sin," "Worldly
Goods," "Burned Evidence," "The
Second Honeymoon," "The Heart
of a Clown" and "A Life for Sale."

will in

Continental's Series Is

Sold in Three Territories
Affiliated

Exchanges

release

will

Celebrated Eight in
Security Picture?
New England.
has the product for Northern Illinois and Indiana. Upper New Yorkstate is being handled by Chase Pictures Corp. of Buffalo.
The series
is recorded on RCA Photophone.
Continental's

Form

RCA

Photophone
Firms for Sales Abroad
(Continued from Page 1)

America and

RCA

Photophone,

Sales forces are
erating in these territories.

change seems of Asia.

his

"Street Corners," made on hope and $510, received plaudits
such as few pictures have ever had. Every producer and celebrity
who viewed it acclaimed it as a work of genius. Those who thus
praised it include Charles Chaplin, Al Christie, Douglas Fairbanks, B. P. Schulberg, John M. Stahl, Samuel Goldwyn, Paul
Bern, Chandler Sprague and many others. "Masquerade" brought
to the screen new talkie tricks and cashed in heavily at the box
office.

*

liyHILE

now

Inc.,

*

*

reviewing the remarkable record of Birdwell
feel

has a certain proprietary and

it

god fatherly right inasmuch as

it

was

this

department that

predicted that the youthful film-maker would click in a big

way

(Continued from Page 1)
1)

son,

made from

With

and Cinematters

Larkin Made Assistant
CONTROL BY FILM CHAINS
to Fred W. Beetson

Many prominent

has been showing during the

it

these two directorial achievements under
former newspaperman, has easily lived up to
the predictions Cinematters made about him months ago.

FORECAST LEGIT HOUSES

who, led by William A. Brady, plan

records at the Filmarte

his belt Birdwell,

wood

{Continued from Page

new

Birdwell has directed "Masquerade," an all-dialogue

feature for Fox.
(Continued from Page

which

Corners,"

Since directing "Street Corners," which he

own

—

_

past week.

ACADEMY ESTABLISHES

.

Selwyn "Condemned"
Warners " Disraeli"
Winter Garden "Show

its

theater in

St.— "Shiraz"
The GorFilm Guild— "The Treasure" and
illa Hunt"
Gaiety "Sunny Side Up
toGlobe— "The Vagabond Lover" (opening
morrow)
„
George M. Cohan— "Song of Love
Hippodrome "Wall Street"
TuesLoew's New York— Monday, "Flight";
day "The Last Performance"; Wednesday,
"The Great Gabbo" Thursday, "The Isle
Viking
of Lost Ships"; Friday, "The
Saturday, "Romance of the Rio Grande

Starr

caused a sensation in movie circles a few months ago

ager at Columbia.

.

Fifty-fifth

"Street

25, 192

—

it

occurred to us there are about three film ventures

which would benefit greatly by Birdwell's decisively vibrant and alert motion picture technique.
Particularly would Howard Hughes' "The Front Page" be up
in the offing

Birdwell's alley.

Birdwell

jams

I'm

—whose

you

telling

name has

during the past decade

—there's
by-lined

— Birdwell,

a thought!

many important news
who scooped the world

by seven hours on Lindbergh's immortal take-off

for Paris

from

— Birdwell, who flew more than 35,000 miles over
Newfoundland, Labrador and Northern Canada searching for
Nungesser and Coli — Birdwell, who parachuted from an airplane
the woods beyond Chicoutimi, to track an Indian who had a
on the missing French
— Birdwell, who was to have flown
Roosevelt Field

in

tip

fliers

on the ill-fated monoplane "Old Glory" from New York to
but was beaten out of the trip by his editor, who went

Rome
to his

death
*

BIRDWELL,

the

*

*

newspaper man and

director,

could transmit to the screen the classic "Front
Page" newspaper tale which came from two other
newspapermen Ben Hecht and Charlie MacArthur
without losing the thrilling flavor of a pulsating,
nerve-wracking city room.

—

—

Reams could be written about Birdwell who in his short time
has been stage-director, soldier-of-fortune in Mexico, flier, actor
and novelist. His record is one of the most picturesque in all
of

Hollywood.

Howard Hughes, who

wisely enough lets Hollywood

gab on, while without any trace of panicky indecision he
goes on with "Hell's Angels," the most pretentious and
expensive film ever made should, when he thinks "Front

—

Page," think Birdwell

also.
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38 o f On tario's 390 Theaters Wire d

Sound

for

rbitration at standstill everywhere
xporters Signing Members for Anti- Piracy Ass'n
Standard Contract Will Boards Instructed
Cover Transactions in
Pending Decree

Shakespeare

— and why not?

Act on Gases
From Judge Thacher

Not

to

Deals Abroad

Arbitration throughout the country is at a standstill pending the final
decree
in connection with Judge Thacher's decision on the standard conAs a preliminary step to the forb= Ry JACK
Acting upon instructions from the Hays
mation of an association of exporters tract and arbitration system.
all boards have suspended activities.
organization,
film
piracy,
memdevised
wipe
out
to
r\7"7"E were one of the first
In the meanwhile the Dept. of Justo see and push the pos- bership blanks are being sent to 122
tice and the Hays organization are
exporters and independent distribusibilities
of the talking tors throughout the country. About
conferring in an effort to reach an
There are now 501 houses in
agreement on changes to be made.
icture and were a raving bull on 122 firms are eligible to join.
the United States exhibiting
These will be submitted to the court
A standard contract is in the maklis innovation when nine out of
(Continued on Page 5)
pictures with all-colored casts,
(Continued on Page 5)
;n progressive film folk thought
one-third of the total being
ound and dialogue but a pleaseast of the Mississippi, according
to a survey just made by
ig passing fancy.
have lost
SERVICE
TOPIC
Jack Goldberg, managing dione of our enthusiasm for this,
rector of Gold Pictures, Inc.
le greatest amusement medium
Two-third of these theaters are

ALICOATE—

Y^y

501 Colored Houses

We

W&F

COOPERATION TO 8E

world has ever known, but,
the talkers are to continue in
opularity there must be without
le

Of CANADIAN FILM CONFAB

f

— Cooperation

Toronto

with the

in-

dustry as a means of improving the
nature of motion picture entertainreservation
ment in Canada will be discussed at
nitial crop of talkers have all been a conference to be held at the King
n the groove of thrills, sex, speed Edward Hotel here Dec. 11 under
nd whoopee.
The coming of auspices of the M. P. Distributors'
Ass'n of Canada. Leaders in welfare,
klary and Doug in the "Taming of
the
uestion,

more

theaters catering particularly to
colored patrons.

diversity of story,
and anneal.
Our

he Shrew" opens the way to a
Shakespeare.
Why
uggestion.
-'*!
lot?

The Theater
Take

south of St. Louis.
Twentyfive states in the union have no

our theater
omehow or other,

of

way

today and
out there

the background you will find the
lirrored reflection of the great undertanding mind of the finest dramatic
Shakespeare,
.uthor
of them all,
hardly a dramatic situation in use tolav but can be traced back to his
ast writings. High Brow? DecidedShakespeare was a writer diy no.
ed to the masses if ever there was
me.
In Berlin last year there was
total of 1586 Shakesperian performmces by 33 different companies. It
s a matter of record, and not unusu:1.
that his comedies were preferred
o his tragedies. Shakespeare is real,
luman and understandable to all. Not
oo deep for the youngster and far
rom obvious to the lover of fine
Properly done a series of Shakeifts.
sperian plays could not cost a fortune,
n

religious

and

political circles
(Continued on Page 5)

in

Toronto

— Canadian

exhibitors

abroad recently, the

—With

three of the largest

houses here equipped with sound
equipment and their musicians discharged and several other houses
(Continued on Page 6)

are

Albany With the wiring of the
Paramount and Royal recently, the
Arbor, neighborhood house became

(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 6)

Arbor Remains Lone
Albany Silent House

—

OF FULL CAPACITY

I

vnuld be an occasional welcome
ief and might start a new voeue. To
he understanding and progressive
producer it offers at least artistic
ood for thought.
re-

Ottawa— Of

W.

E.

AGAIN VICTOR IN

HUNGARIAN PATENT SUIT
Electric scored another
victorv in foreign patent suits when
the Upper Court of Budapest, Hungarv. lifted the seizure on the Royal
Apollo, Budapest, in which Western
(Continued on Page 6)

Western

(Continued on

INVASION OF SOUND FILMS AARONS

hopeful that a better understanding
of their problems on the part of
Dominion censors will result from
conference
all-Canadian
first
the
held by the censors here recently.
Col. John A. Cooper, president of

54 P. C.

Through a deal negotiated by Joe
Brandt, president of Columbia Pictures, and M. J. Schwartz, foreign
Brandt was
sales manager, while

MADRID MUSICIANS FEAR

Madrid

Canada Exhibs Hope for
Censor Problem Solution

TO HANDLE

the 390 theaters in the
Province of Ontario, with an aggregate seating capacity of 240,988, there
are 138 houses now wired for showing of sound pictures, according to
data compiled by the Toronto Film
Board of Trade.
The number of
seats in the wired theaters is 130,499.
This means that 35.4 per cent of the
Ontario houses have audible screens
'

and

their percentage of seats is 54.2
(Continued on Pagf 5)

W. &
Page

F.

Film

5)

IfRFBLEY MAY

PRODUCE SHOWS F0RP.F.-L
Negotiations

are

under

way

be-

Paramount and Aarons and
Freedley, Broadway musical comedy
producers, whereby the stage productween

ers

will, exclusively put at the
(Continued on Page 6)

dis-

Never as Popular
The motion
was never in a

picture industry
healthier condition than it is right now. Statistics show that the number of
speculators in the stock market are a negligible quantity

when taken in comparison
with the population of the country. No previous slump in stock
market prices had the slighton the film industry.
Due to Vitaphone and Warner

est effect

Bros.' progressive steps in adding color and the finest technique to the production of motion pictures, the screen was
never as popular as at the present time.
E. MORRIS

SAM
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—

Upon completion of acquisition of
various operating and manufacturing
companies, Federal Neon System,
Inc. recently incorporated, will be,
reported, one of the largest
it
is
organizations operating in the luminIn
ious tube field in this country.
connection with the incorporation
$10,000,000 of new financing has been
arranged through

Financial

Toronto

— Harold

exchange

Pfaff,

executive, has been mentioned here
as successor to Phil Hazza, deceased,
as general manager of Tiffany Productions of Canada Ltd. Pfaff formerly was branch manager here for

Harry Bernstein has
Educational.
been temporarily in charge of Tiffany Canadian activities.

banking group

a

Friars Silver Jubilee

died

Attended by
The

Many

Stars

Frolic of the
Friars held Sunday at the Majestic
brought out many favorite screen and
The motion
personalities.
stage
picture division was represented by
Bancroft.
Rothafel, George
L.
S.
Lou
George LeMaire, and others.
Holtz, George M. Cohan, Sam H.
Harris, Frisco. Clayton, Jackson and
Silver

Jubilee

Rudy Vallee
the celebrities reprelegitimate and the vaude-

High

•Am.

low

Close Sales
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§

manager

today after a six weeks' vacation trip
in
Europe.
Schulberg will remain
here for three days conferring with

home

office executives prior
departure for the Coast.

to

his

New York

West

Coast

Bureau,

—

THE FILM DAILY

Funeral arrangeLos Angeles
ments are being made for Raymond
Hitchcock, stage and screen star, who

suddenly here yesterday while
returning with his wife to their Beverly Hills home after a short motor

New York
1540 Broadway

Bryant 4712

at

the

Dance

Nov. 30

Inc.,
3

Dec.

5

Dec.

9

Dec.

11

Dec.

23

Sam Zierler, who with Harry H.
Thomas, controls the world's rights
to "The Great Gabbo," has returned
to New York from London, where
he signed a contract with Charles M.

Bloecher in N. Y.
William Bloecher, studio director

Warners at the Coast,
arrived in New York yesterday morning for a two weeks' stay.
He wiM
confer with A. P. Waxman on the
new year's product.

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica
Blvd.
Gladstone 6103

L,•>>>>>>>>•>,•>•>>,..>>>.>>.»
>•**#**•»••***•***•»*«•*#*«.***»*%

King Coming to N. Y.
Henry King is expected to arrive
in New York within a few days from
Tampa, where he is cutting his
latest picture, "Hell!s

Harbor."

at

of "Taming of the
Rivoli,
York.
of
Warner Bros.

Shrew"

New

Brooklyn

at

Club,

Vitaphon«

M

Opening of "General Crack" at
Warner, New York.
Opening of "Condemned" at Grauman's Chinese, Los Angeles.
Annual meeting of stockholders of
Bros.

Pictures,

Inc.,

at

Wilmington, Del.
Meeting of North

Carolina ti
hibitnrs' unit at Pinehur«t
Conference of M. P. Distributor!
of Canada at Hotel King Edward.

Toronto.

Opening
House in

of

the

Little
Picture
City.

New York

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

Warner Find Coming
Warner has made a discovery. Her
name is Lotti Lodi and she is a 19year-old

premiere

Studio.

Dec.

trip.

Hungarian

actress.

She

ar-

this
country on Dec. 1
rives in
aboard the He de France with Mr.
and Mrs. Darrvl Francis Zanuck.

AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard
Vaudeville Acts

Sound

for Elvin

—

Western
Binghamton, X. Y.
Electric apparatus has been installed
Prices have been
at the Elvin here.
ten cents with the new policy.

1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3580

K4>A%Y KAT

City

M

f

Walter Winchell
On Broadway
Copyright,

1929,

Daily Mirror, Inc.

Nov. 25, 1929

News

of publicity for

Brulatour, Inc.

i

i

is

P. Schulberg, general

Paramount's West Coast studios,
scheduled to return to New York

Wolfe, for British distribution of the
picture.Zierler leaves immediately
for the Coast to confer with James
Cruze on future productions.

Eastman Films

i
i J. E.

of

Zierler Returns

95%

LAST PRICE QUOTED

1
§

Schulberg Returns Today

Ben

100
300

95
..

er

the prominent public officials to attend.

Ventriloquist to Sue?
dailies yesterday said
that suit for $250,000 is to be filed by
The Great Lester, a ventriloquist,
....
against companies and persons identified with the production of "The
300
Great Gabbo."
Allegation is made,
said the newspapers, that the story
is based on the life of Lester.
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among

were

Globe.

Dec. 9-10

for Hitchcock's Funeral

Durante, Eddie Cantor,

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

"Vagabond

Today:

Warner

Making Arrangements

26, 1929

The Industry's
Date Book

TO SUCCEED PHIL HA2ZA

to acquire all assets of the Federal
Electric Co. Officers of the company
are Charles Borland, president,
Charles Cason, secretary and treasurer and George L. Johnson, chairman of the board.

—

—

Tuesday, November

Her Imperial Highness Grand
Duchess Marie witnessed several un-'
.

.

.

released films featuring stars at the

Para stewdios and liked "Krazy Kat"
best.

Thank You

Walter Winchell
Winkler

Sound Cartoons

&2S&gl
w^s
SunnyJim's
Two Reel Holiday Special

Christmas

Cheer

s>.

x
':-

:

Nh

¥W7"RITE, wire, phone your
*™ Universal Exchange! Grab a
holiday date on the talking tworeeler made especially to GET

YOU MONEY
season.

during the holiday
Timely, lunny, novel!

And big enough to deserve the
biggest billing you can give it.

A draw

for the big-shot house in
any town. It's a cinch for extra
profits! ...100^

TALKING— also

silent.

Universalis

JOY WEEK, December2l-dJanuarv 14%

'

..
Tuesday, November

Timely Topics

— ©—

Along The Rialto

A

Digest of
Current Opinion

Holds Emphasis on Quality
Will Cut Production in 1930

QUALITY,

not quantity, will
keynote for 1930.
There will be fewer pictures and
longer runs in every picture
house. There will be no theaters
changing programs every day and
only a few with a once-a-week
Pictures will have to be
policy.
so good they will either be
shelved or put on for a long run.
The public has become so discriminating that you cannot give
be

the

The
story.
average producer feels it is better not to make any picture than
to make a bad one these days.
them a second-class

Samuel Goldwyn
*

*

*

Censorship Held Needless

To Keep

Wholesome

Pictures

have censorship of motion
Are
pictures in six states.
to conclude from this that

damnation

is

running rampant

the other 42 states

in

where there

is

And even

with
censorship I can't find that humanity, that society, has materially changed in this country of

no censorship?

ours.

Mayor James

J.

*

*

Walker

New York

of

has received word from Howard Hughes
that "Hell's Angels" will be finished in three weeks
Pathe's industrial departbut he didn't say 'positively'
ment scored a 'beat' with the first window advertising talkie,
now being seen and heard at 36th St. and Broadway, N. Y
The Fox Atlanta makes its debut Christmas with Rocky NewMarco, Mike, of course, of Fanchon &
ton managing
Marco, is in Atlanta whipping things into shape for the opening
bet it'll have the earmarks of a wow
stage show
And a Boop-Boop Contest has been sponsored by Helen
Helen offering 200 iron men to the winner.
li'l
Kane
Imagine the embarrassment of Al Jolson getting a big hand from
Queen Marie and other members of the Roumanian Royal Fambut it just rolled off Al's back for the occaily, last week
Virginia
sion was the viewing of "The Singing Fool."
Dore is coming into her own again, the lass is hitting on all six
and is back in pictures
Get this for your scrap book, W. J. Bittner, manager of the
Park, Johnstown, Pa., in addition to covering every angle of a
campaign, recently broadcast "Love," the theme song for "The
Trespasser" over one of the local stations
and had many
folks forget their radios when the picture opened a few days

W. Gillis, manager of the Palace, Waterbury, Conn., has
own memorandum pad (nothing new in that), but up in
left hand corner of the sheet under his own name, we find
Roxy, lesser known as S. L.
words "NOT BOSSY."
Al

his

the
the
Rothafel, has been given the job of chairman of the Public Relations Committee of the United Hospital Fund.
He's arranged
a parade which will pay a traditional visit to City Hall so Mayor
Jimmy Walker can glad-hand the project
Herbert Rawlinson, once of the silents, is now to don stage
make-up in "City Haul," a new drayma for legit. Broadway.
Harry Richman will soon thrill femme theatergoers who
buy their way into Publix houses. He's gonna do a pussonal apin

Brooklyn, no

less

officials have gon
back to the classroom. They ar
daily
parking their custom mad
shoes under school desks, and listen
ing to teacher tell 'em something the
do not know. And, believe it or no)
they admit they don't know.
Tbi
problem of sound in talking picture

•H

is the subject they are vitally inter
ested in.
It calls for exact, scientifi
knovyledge. So there are about 1,0ft
studio officials, directors and techni
:ians taking special courses in physic
at the University of Southern Cafi

fornia.
*

H

i

And that's the reaso
before they learned this little bit
knowledge in the University schoc^
room, stars were allowed to wea
brimmed hats and their voices sound
ed like a cross between a buzz-sai'i
and a cuckoo bird with the pip. S
the toque can have ear pieces, but n
front brim to impede the up-shootin I
sound wavelets.
sound waves.

(

*

has first economic
a saver of waste, a
saver directly of expense and of
time and of labor and of anxiety
and nervous force.
it

It is

William C. Redfield,
Former Secretary of Commerce

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

NUMBER

102

102

Kane

resigns

from

Realart.
*

*

*

reported
organization
Fraternal
planning to erect chain of theaters.
*

*

*

Al H. Wood, theatrical producer,
reported to head new producing company.

MANY HAPPY RETURNS

direi

By JAMES

P.

Editor,

CUNNINGHAM
The Film Daily

November 26
RADIO

to approximately 350,000

weekly

salaries of $400,000,000,

an average salary of $25.

he likes

i\

shuttle train.
*

*

*

FILM DAILY

Best
tions

wishes and congratulaare extended by

grab

has THij
mailed t
too man
ready t

it.

THE

FILM DAILY
ing members
who today are

of

to the follow-

the industry,

celebrating their

birthday:

Radio, which first began active operations in 1921, with
50,000 sets, has now 10,000,000
sets widely scattered throughIt pays out
out the country.

And

classroom.

the

Incidentally, Eddie sez he
(free ad)
his bungalow.
There are
people around the studio

and motion pictures,

highly important factors in
providing amusement for the
American people, have both experienced exceptionally rapid
growth over an unusually short
These two great inperiod.
dustries each provide employ-

to

could enjoy the thrill of seeing th\
car shoot out of the darkness int<
the open sky at Dyckman St.
R\
rode one station, and the guari
shouted: "All out! Grand Centrt\
Station." The hick from Holly woo]
had made the error of boarding th\

Statistics
Statistical

apartment in Hotel Gotham. Eddn
is one of the boys who has gone bae
Eddie told a funny story about gen
ting on a Van Cortlandt Park suli
way train at Times Square so h

Industry

persons.
S.

*

us all this and many mor\
interesting things as we lolled in hv\

ment
Arthur

*

tor, told

is

—

value.

it

Eddie Cline, First National

as old as
Solomon and as new as
Hoover. It appeals therefore to
the conservative who looks for
that which is honored by time
and service and appeals alike to
the progressive who is anxious
for that which is the best product of modern thought and arbiIt is
tration is both of these.
here to stay it is here to stay

because

*

noticed that the star
the talker wears a hat that fits he
head tightly?
Not because thai
close-fitting turbans are the
sty!
vogue.
Lots of 'em kick much
ter in those flappy-trimmed picturi
hats, and give the director an awft
argument before he gets 'em to wen
a turban.
The reason is that sounij
goes up, hits the hat brim, slither
around the flaps of the hat and
shattered into a thousand broke

Be Retained
Economic Value

ARBITRATION

*

Have you

Arbitration to

Because of

DALY

1IOLLYWOOD

PIERSON

pearance tour, opening

*

THA T'S
THAT
By PHIL M.

later

WE
we

WAYNE

f

—AND

with
Phil M. Daly, Jr.

26, 192

Corinne Griffith

60

THEIR
FIRST

JOBS

Leon Holmes
Julian

Johnson

Jack A. Stone

LUDWIG BERGER
stage director

November

Tuesday,
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Coast Wire Service

13S ONTARIO HOUSES

Activity Increases at

Fox

ARE WIRED FOR SOUND
(Continued from Page

more than

or

RESUMED;

IRISH FILM
i

THREE OTHERS STARTED

A Little
from "Lots
__ RALPH WILK
By

Simultaneously with the resumption of work on John McCormack's
picture three new films have
first
been placed in production on the Fox
In addition five pictures are in
lot.
preparation and two completed. The
cast of the McCormack talker, started three months ago in Ireland, has
It includes
been finally completed.
Maureen O'Sullivan,
Alice
Joyce,

Tom

Clifford,

J.

Garrick, Farrell

win Schneider.
Films placed
I

M. Kerrigan, John
Macdonald and Ed-

"By

the

in

Way,

Bill," starring

Will Rogers at the direction of William K. Howard, and "Yonder Grew
the Daisies," which Berthold Viertel

has returned

to First National to work in "The
Bride of the Regiment,"
his
former First National pictures are
"Isle
of
Lost Ships" and "The
Squall." He recently finished an important role in "La Marseillas," at

Among

*

*

by Donald Gallaher, and
Dollar Princess," by Alexander

trr,"

.a.

.,ms

just

completed

are

"Har-

Home" and "Men Without

at

men."

Program
at

of All Shorts

Wampas

Coast Meeting

program consisting wholly of
was a feature of the last
.-.horts
meeting of the Wampas in the AcadThe
emy Rooms in Hollywood.
possibilthe
indicate
to
was
purpose

A

ities

of

a

short-subject

theater.

"Caribbean Love,"
Velez sings in
"Hell's Harbor," has returned
from Florida, where he supervised the recording of his musi-

Lupe

cal score for the picture.
*
*

leave of absence, he devoted
his time to his new opus.

New

Schildkraut Title
for
latest
Schildkraut's
Joseph
Universal, "Out to Kill" has been

changed to "Back Fire." John Robertson directed with Edward G. Robinson and Barbara Kent in the cast.

In Ontario, outside of Toronto,
there are 292 theaters seating 164,989
with 79 representing 75,285 seats.

MEIERS TOR

ANTI-PIRACY ASS'N

*

*

*

William J. Craft, veteran
Universal director, who discovered Glenn Tryon, has a new
protege in Helen Wright, who
has been signed by Universal.
Craft is completing work on
"Paradise Ahoy." He directed
"The Cohens and Kellys in
Atlantic City" and his next assignment

is

"The Cohens and

Kellys in Scotland."

Walthall Gets Lead in Short
Henry B. Walthall is handling the
chief role in the Vitaphone Variety

known

as

"The

(.Continued from Page 1)
ing which will embrace rules and
regulations covering transactions between exporters and buyers of film
in foreign countries.
The agreement
will take into consideration as much
as
possible
existing laws abroad.
Through legal actions, publicity and
other methods the association will
fight pirating throughout the world.

(Continued from Page

1)

Judge Thacher'3 deexpected around Christmas.

approval.

for

cree

is

—

Cleveland Fifty-two cases are on
the docket of the Cleveland Arbitration Board, which has suspended operations. At least 50 more cases have

been filed but not docketed.
The
board will continue to accept cases
for filing but will not act

pending instructions
Thacher decree.

upon them

following

the

$15,000 Settlement Ends
Film Suit in Atlanta

—

Atlanta The
case
brought
by
Paul V. Kelley, Ashburn theater
owner, against the Atlanta Film
Board of Trade and producer members alleging refusal to supply him
with film has ended out of court with
a cash settlement understood to be
$15,000.
The case developed out of
an arbitration award against Kelley
two years ago. The exhibitor charged
that when he refused to meet the
award further service was denied him
by the defendants.

most of The

Pay

Off," which
directing. Others

Rising tu

G-M.

seats.

song,

which

William McGann is
in the cast are Barbara
Leonard,
Teaches Use of Chopsticks
Players in First National's "Mur- Russell Hopton, Edwin Lynch and
der Will Out" have been instructed Mike Donlin.
in the use of chopsticks by Young
Pathe Players Entertain
Sing, a citizen of Los Angeles, at
"Pathe night" was celebrated last
who
Badger,
Clarence
the behest of
night at a meeting of the Catholic
is directing.
Motion Picture Guild in the Hollywood Columbus Club. Among the
Julian Johnson Signs Anew
Pathe players present were Jimmy
Julian Johnson, head of the editing
Gleason, Robert Armstrong, Eddie
Paramount.
of
departments
title
and
Quillan,
Coghlan,
Junior
Walter
has signed a new contract.
O'Keefe, Bobby Dolan, Fred Scott,
Dan Dougherty, Hughie Cummings,
Warner Short in Color
"Poor Butterfly," a one-reel revue, Mona Ray, Henry* Sullivan and Earl
Tech- Crooker.
_ _ —
_ __ _
is being made at Warner in
Roy
of
direction
the
under
nicolor
Mack.

Marion Davies Coming East
Marion Davies is bound for New
York on a vacation. The star has
completed work in "Dulcy" for M-

are 98 theaters, having a
seating capacity of 75,999 in Toronto,
of which 59, representing 55,214 seats,
are wired for sound. This means that
60.2 per cent of the Toronto theaters
are wired, with 72.6 per cent of the

*

Endre Bohem, M-G-M scenarist,
who
recently returned from a trip
is
Hungary,
has completed a new
to
"High
SoNow in preparation are
While on his
ploy, "Twin Stars."
.ciy Biues," to be directed by David
by Kenneth Hawks; "Temple

There

SIGNING

STANDSTILL EVERYWHERE

1)

the total ca-

pacity.

Eugene Berton, who wrote

directing.

Jutler; "The Golden Calf," by Mild Webb; "Such Men Are Dangerit

of

Universal.

the

production are
"Playmates," with Janet Gaynor and
Charles Farrell, directed by Alfred
Santell;

Hollywood

HARRY CORDING

half

AT

organization will request its
prospective customers not to do business with firms found guilty of
piracy.

W&F

Seek Writ to End Move to
Ban RKO Film in Atlanta

—

SERVICE TO HANDLE

Atlanta, Ga.
Efforts of a committee consisting of members of the
Atlanta Better Films Committee to
prevent the showing of "The Very
Idea,"
talking picture, at the
Rialto here, has resulted in the management's riling injunction proceedings to prevent interference with its
plans to play the film.
—
—

RKO

COLUMBIA

IN

ENGLAND

(Continued from Page 1)
Service, Ltd., of which Charles Woolf
is managing director, will handle the
entire distribution of Columbia product in Great Britain, Northern Ireland and the Irish Free State.
The
deal calls for 26 features, in both
silent and sound, and 52 short subjects to be released in conjunction
with
the
"Prosperity
Columbia
Group."
The two series of shorts
are "Screen Snapshots" and "Colum-

via-Victor Gems."

'

Sees Talkers Ruining
German Film Industry
Talking pictures are proving the
ruin of the German motion picture
industry, according to Fred Zinnerman, German camera expert here to
study the technique of audible films.
He says sound descended upon the
industry in Germany just as it was
establishing a place for itself.

Six Pacent Devices
Cooperation to be Topic
for Foreign Countries of Canadian Film Confab
Initial installation of Pacent sound
in the West Indies will

apparatus

made

shortly as a result of negotiations completed by the company
and W. G. Humphrey, managing director of the Colonial Film Exchange, Ltd.
Humphrey has signed
for six niachines, two to be installed

be

in

Port-of-Spain;

two

in

Barbados,

(Continued from Page 1)

Dominion are expected

to attend.

A

demonstration of films for school use
be

a feature of the meeting.
the speakers will be Carl
Milliken of the Hays office.

will

Among

Talkers in 6 Languages
The World Studio CenLtd., organized recently, has an-

—

London

one in Georgetown, British Guiana tre,
and one in Caracus, Venzuela.
A. nounced plans to make talkers in
K. Simpson, supervising engineer English, French, German, Spanish,
has sailed for Port-of-Spain where Swedish and Italian.
he will begin work immediately.
Shapiro Returning Saturday
Vic Shapiro, who flew to NewYork by airplane from the Coast a
few days ago owing to the illness of
his mother, will leave for Hollywood
Saturday night to resume his activities at Fox.

1

Canty at AMPA
George R. Canty, of the Motion

Picture

Division

of

the

Dept.

of

1

Commerce, has arrived in New York
from Europe and will be guest of
honor
which
day.

is

AMPA

luncheon
scheduled for this Wednes-

at the regular

.

J
.\

Tuesday, November

DAILY,
$167,189,024 Assets
Assets of Warner

024, according to the combalance
consolidated
pany's
This compares assets
sheet.
of $15,785,801 in 1928 and $15,-

for

&

FREEDLEY MAY 126 SOUND FEATURES FOR

PRODUCE SHOWS F0RP.F.-L WORLDART TALKING CORP.
(Continued from Page 1)

Worldart Talking Pictures Corp.
posal of Paramount plays, as well as has been formed in New York with
cooperate in production, line up tal- Henry Sonenshine, president and C.
ent and provide music for the pic- M. Hodes, general manager.
The

The alignment will be similar
tures.
Mandel who reto that of Schwab

1927.

Paramount Rentals 26%
Ahead of 1928 Receipts
Receipts from domestic film rentweeks of the last
quarter have broken all outstanding
records in the history of the company for any consecutive twomonth's period Paramount reports.
Rentals are 26 per cent ahead of
receipts for the corresponding 1928
als for the first 8

the

company

says.

New York Studios
By

&

period,

Short Shots from

Bros. Pic-

and subsidiaries,
Inc.
tures,
for the year ended Aug. 31,
1929 are figured at 167,189,-

913,224

AARONS

cently signed up with Paramount to
studios.
produce at the
Astoria
Aarons and Freedley recently finished "Belle of the Night" for Paramount and, provided the deal is consummated, will be ready to offer "Oh

company will release in New York
as well as Northern New Jersey, a
series of 26 all talking features to be
produced at the Coast by J. Charles
Davis. The series will consist of six
Yakima Canutt, six Art Mix, eight
Marilyn Mills and six all star features.

Kay," "Hold Everything," "Lady Be
Good" and "Heads Up" for consideration for production.

N.

INVASION OF SOUND FILMS

from Page 1)
furnished information and
the M. P. Distributors' Ass'n of
Canada, furnish
information
and
suggestions on the subject.
Another
censor
conference
is
scheduled for 1930, with the date to
be set later.

HUNGARIAN PATENT SUIT
(Continued from Page 1)

(.Continued

Canada,

Arbor Remains Lone
Albany Silent House
(Continued from Page 1)
the lone silent in this city.
Herman
Vineberg, manager of the house, has
refused to listen to overtures for
installation of sound preferring to
serve his patrons with silent fare.
Policy is double feature with daily
changes and vaudeville once a week.

sound device had been inand ordered the return of the
bond which had been put up, according to a cable received by G. C.
Pratt,
vice president and general
Electric

stalled

Bond
small

having

Building

proved

too

needs.
Mitchell will
probably move to a higher floor in
the same building.
for

his

Joe Holton is busy making tests
over at the Fax-Case Studio on
Tenth Avenue.
Joe just received
a letter from, Joe Pincus, then
Paris, stating that he and Winnie
Sheehan will arrive on the Bremen,
15.

Bud DeSylva and Lew Brown
change and

are

j

alization of the sound film industry
here, with adequate protection by labor restrictions for local musicians.
Foreign talkers, foreign jazz and
foreign actors have caused the crisis,
Gabrielli said.

teelves

in

"Sunnyside Up."

John Hobble, the screen writer,
has just finished a short for Harry,
McNaughton. John alleges that Harry is the best comedian on the stage
this side of George Cohan.

house, has been sent to New York
to take a three months' course in the

Waterbury, Conn.—Al W. Gillis, Publix
former manager of the Fox theater Smart,

Minneapolis

— Excavation

begin this week for the new four-story
Vitaphone Exchange building here to
be occupied by Warner Bros., First

National and Vitaphone.

McLean

Larson

&

Mabel

Jaffe,

Al Lewis' charming

secretary, refuses to adopt the new
style of long skirts and has two per- b
fectly good reasons for doing so.

Films Used in Army Training
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington, D. C. Motion pictures now are being used for army I
training work, under a policy where- J
by films are exchanged with armies I
of foreign nations to enable various I
arms of the service to study progress and practice abroad and to build
motion picture I
historical
an
up
-

— Herb

Washburn has

|

library.

Middletown, Conn.

Foreign
London

—World

Centre,
Studio
Ltd., has been organized with a capital of $5,000 to carry on the business of proprietors of film producing
studios, film producers, etc.

re-

—

—The

new

Sil-

ver Palace, formerly the Grand, will
The house has
open here today.
been refurnished and W. E. installation has been

made.

Imperial Fire Loss

Heavy

$40,000 damage was caused here by a fire which
swept the Imperial. The house was
only remodeled a few weeks ago at
a cost of $10,000.
Asheville,

Ga.— About

Berlin Application has been made
manager and
by William by Klangfilm for an injunction to
"Benny" Benjamin, formerly sales enjoin Clayton Hutton from circurepresentative for the company in lating a pamphlet asserted to picture Confederation Amus. Seeking House
its sound apparatus in a manner inConfederation AmuseKansas City.
Ottawa

RKO

signed as local
has
been succeeded

—

better gift

than good health?

BUY
CHRISTMAS SEALS

Toledo

—Jack

program over

manage

WSPD.

—

Paramount exchange man
Oklahoma City. Wester:

Heffner,

of
Electric equipment

—Dixon

Atlanta
ly

manager

is

has been ments, Inc., operating a group of
extended by
houses in Montreal, is reported to be
DAILY to the follow- seeking a downtown house here.

rious to its
tions are

FILM
ing

installed.

prestige,

it

THE

members

who today

Cushing, Okla.
The new Para
mount here has opened. Bill Sayer
is manager and all bookings for th
house are being handled by Roy E
ager

Tlie National, State and Local Tuberculosi:
Associations of the United States

O'Connell,

of the Vita-Temple, is master of cere
monies for the theater's weekly radi'

of

the industry, 3

are celebrating their >(

birthday:

of the

Imperial, Publi:

'

j

ts

Fire in Omaha Theater
Omaha—The second fire within

year caused slight

pheum
Corinne Griffith

Leon Holmes
Julian Johnson

Jack A. Stone
Williams, former

1

Middletown House Opens Today

liams.

will

are the architects.

Chicago

Hugh
Training
school.
who has been with Publix in
Montgomery, Ala., succeeds Wil-

!

••

—

Meriden, now is managing the
Palace
here,
succeeding
Howard
Waugh, who has taken his place in
Meriden.

I

rest.

(Now, don't pull that old gag!) At
prepared to follow suit, Humberto the same time, Ray Htnderson is
Gabrielli, secretary of the Ass'n of leading a quiet life way up in Bronx^J
Orchestra Professors, favors nation- ville. Those boys sure spread thermal

—

at

^

(Continued from Page 1)

counsel for W. E.
The decision marks another defeat
for the Klangfilm Tobis Corp. which
Takes Over Dark House
had previously been denied an inHarrisville, O.
The Capitol, closed
junction for alleged patent infringe- for the past four years, has been
ments by the Western Electric taken over by W. J. Wanamaker of
equipment in Hungary.
the Cameo, Brilliant, O.

United States

What

^

the young and enterprising photographer to the profession, will soon be branching out in
new quarters, his present studio in the

in Atlantic City for a

Canada Exhibs Hope for
Censor Problem Solution

BLAIR

^

MADRID MUSICIANS FEAR

AGAIN VICTOR IN

E.

HARRY

MITCHELL,

December

W.

26, 1929

damage

to the

a

Or-

theater.

O'Donnell to Manage Lowell House
O'Donnell,
Lowell, Mass.
J. K.
former assistant manager cfi the
Washington St. Olympia, Boston,
has been promoted to the manager-

—

ship of the Rialto here.

i

]

I
I

very year we have the
opportunity of making the
daily year

film

book bigger

and better than ever— perhaps

that's

why we

get such a

kick out of doing it— this year

boy

it's

going to be a

wow and

no fooling— you'll say so too—.
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Expect Musicians Strike Settlement Within Week
'

FOREIGN LANGUAGJTFEATURES "PLANNED

15

Pushes N. Y. Dialogue Censorship Test Case

yPathe

An

Opportunity

New

Clarify Issues

— for everyone to help

=

By JACK

that the motion picture
industry has successfully weath-

ered National Fear Month, I
believe it would be fitting for
all of us to give thanks for the
introduction of sound into our
business, for it not only pulled
us through a bad period but
promise of increasing
gives
strength for the future. I, for

Pathe has taken another step in its
to prevent New York state
censors from passing on dialogue
fight

soon be with
a season of prior to the release of a picture. To
happiness and good cheer.
At expedite its pending test case, the
time is it so appropriate to re- company has filed with the Appellate
will

To most

us.

lio

—Jan.

it

is

{Continued on Page 6)

Hnemher the less fortunate ones. Just
wo years ago at this time the first

one,

llrive to raise

New York film circles was undertaken by the Film Daily. Last year
pud the year before over two hunpred checks from as many regular
fellows were received. To date close
lo thirteen thousand dollars has beer.
spent by the Relief Fund Committee
lluring the past two years, in relievSiiK sickness, distress and misfortune
nor those in need within the industry.
(Within the next few days a definite
loutline of the splendid work accomplished will be given. To those who
[gave last year it will be a fitting reward. To others an appeal that no
heart can turn aside. The 1930 drive

will get

under

way on Friday

It is a once a year opportunity for all to share in the finest bit
of humanitarian work the industry
has to offer.

"The Vagabond Lover"
to

Rudy Vallee made his pictorial bow
Broadway at the Globe Theater

last night in the

"The Vagabond Lover."
he is playing that old sax ot
crooning a love song he certainly is

When

little bit

of all right, but

acting,

well,

Here

one young

is

that's

when

he's

another

man

matter.
that is pretty

well thought of by the woman f^'tof the country.
That of course will

bring 'em in.
It is our guess that
when they get there they are going
to have a pretty good time. too. The
story is frail as a wisp and the surrounding cast, with the exception of
Marie Dressier, don't count for much.

There

is

a flash

of the

{Continued on Page 2)

grateful

to

With about 15 features and 50
shorts already under way or finished
and many more in prospect, production of talking pictures in foreign
languages will get going on a big
scale by next year, it is indicated by
FILM
a convass made by
DAILY. While the plans of most
companies are incomplete as yet, most
{Continued on Page 2)

THE

ACKERMAN & HARRIS TO
RE-ENTER EXHIBITION

UFA-BRILL SUIT SETTLED;
San Franciso

KOLB GETS UFA PRODUCT
Litigation between Ufa Eastern
Division Distributors, Inc., headed

DEFOREST INSTALLATIONS

by Dave Brill and Milton Kolb and
Ufa Films, Inc., both of New York,
{Continued on

UP TO

57MAYS

Installations

of

Page

DeForest

talker

have
country
this
in
reached a total of 570, it is reported
by Irving Lesser, general sales man-

R.
ager of Talking Pictures Corp.
F. Woodhull, vice president of the
company, is back from a visit to the
{Continued

on

Page 8)

—Ackerman & Harris,

formerly operators of a picture and
audeville circuit, plan to re-enter
the chain theater business, establishing theaters in five of the largest

Western

cities.

The Casion,

this city, will
{Continued on Page 7)

be re-

7)

LESSER

'RIO RITAlOWfLAYING

BRILL RESIGNS AS UFA

equipment

21 CITIES

ON RKO CIRCUIT

EASTERN DIVISION HEAD
"Rio Rita" now is playing in 21
throughout the country in
David Brill has resigned as president and general manager of Ufa RKO houses, according to Joseph
Among
Eastern Division Distribution, Inc., Plunkett, general manager.
and Super-Features, Inc. He will be the houses in the circuit now playcities

{Continued on

ing the production are the Earl Car-

Page

7)
"Noah's Ark" Prologues
{Continued on Page 8)
in Foreign Languages "Welcome Danger" Gets
Prologues, in the' native tongue of
L. A. Paramount Record Seek Commissions as
each country where the picture is to IV est Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Aftermath of Poli Deal

Los Angeles

— Harold

be shown, will form a part of the
"Noah's
of
presentations
foreign
Ark," it is announced by Warner

a

Bros.

grossing $27,000 for

Lloyd's

lat-

"Welcome Danger" established
new record at the Paramount here,

est,

first

four days.

AWAIT SKOURAS' RETURN

old Mickey

Neilan in the direction and Marie
Dressier puts over several smash
laughs as big as anything we have
Vallee throws
heard this season.

mighty

Also Set as
Part of Product for
Foreign Market
Shorts

—

Resignation of George
Detroit
Trendle, general manager of the
Kunsky-Publix Theaters, comprising
seven downtown first run houses, becomes effective Jan. 1. With John
H. Kunsky, founder of the chain, and
{Continued on Page 8)

W.

Radio Pictures' pres-

entation of

a

W.TRENDLEAT DETROIT

of this

week.

I

JOHN BALABAN SUCCEEDS
J.

am

those who pioneered us all to
sound, for they showed us how
to turn a sick industry into a
The outlook was
husky one.
never rosier!
R. H. COCHRANE.

j

a fund to take care of
he
many needy and unfortunate
Eases constantly coming to light in

50

Now

Hearing Expected

ALICOATE^=

CHRISTMAS

Rosy Outlook

Action Calculated to

St.

Louis

— Settlement

of the musi-

to join the musicians unless an agree-

strike within another week is ment is reached soon.
expected by John T. Nick, internaNegotiations have been suspended
tional vice-president of the operators until Friday when, it is expected,
and stage hands, who have threatened
{Continued on Page 6)
cians'

—

New Haven As an aftermath of
the Fox-Poli deal, the Hancock Co.,
Inc., of New York is bringing suit
against S. Z. Poli and others for
{Continued on Page 7)

No Paper Thursday
Thursday November 28, being Thanksgiving Day and a
national holiday, there will be
no
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15 Features and 50 Shorts in
Foreign Languages Planned
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matter of

and
JOHN I. UICOATE

:

Editor and Publisher

:

ft

them are

of

actively considering the
films in foreign dialogue

of this classification.

W.

Arthur

Eddy,

and General
Managing Editor.

En-

THE FILM

4736-4737-4738-4739. Cable address: Filmday,
Ralph
New York. Hollywood, California
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
London Ernest W. Fredman, The
6607.
W.
St.,
Wardour
Renter, 89-91
Film
Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
Berlin
I.
Paris— P. A. Harle,
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la
Cour-des-Noues, 19.

—

—

—

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
High
21

&

Low Close
21^ 21K
\iy2 IS /*

Sales

200
500
600

Fm. Ind. .. \l%
Fm. Ind. pfd. 20M 20*4 20J4
East. Kodak
179
173^ 174M
Fox Fm. "A" ... 62Yt 60J4 60J4
1

Con.
Con.

1,700
7,200

*Keith A-0
Keith A-O pfd. ..
Loew's, Inc
do pfd. xw (6^)
M-G-M pfd
Para. F-L
Pathe Exch
do "A"

80^4
48^4
84^4
2'3H
50
4}i

48^

23J4
49

8'/2

4 l/s
7*6

R-K-O

4%
7A

17*6

16-H

16M

*Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros
do pfd

45

43J^
39J4

43%

18,000

39J4

200

80^

100

46J4

200

84^

100
100
7,000
2,400
600
2,900

l

55

39^4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
*Bal. & Katz
Columbia Pets.

Gen.

64fS

...

27J4

24^

26%

900

..

12^
33%

11$$

11%

32%

32J4
30

6,200
2,100

Fox Thea. "A"
Thea. Equ.
Proj

.

*Intern.

*Loew do

deb.

15

rts.-

Paramount new
•Univ.

....

17%

*Nat. Scr. Ser
*Nat. Thea. Sup
...

25

23
25
8J4

25

Pict

A-0

Portugese, three Italian,
two Swedish, two French, two Russian,
two Japanese, one CzechoSlokakian, one Finnish, one German,
one Esperanto, and a few others.
M-G-M plans about eight features
as a starter, in French, Spanish and
German.
The first will be Vilma
Banky in "Sunkissed." M-G-M also
is putting out a group of short comedies in foreign dialogue.
is
now busy on the Spanish translation
of "Rio Rita," to be followed by reissues in foreign langauge of all outstanding
pictures.
Universal
has a German version of "Showboat"
and some Spanish shorts, but is not
ready to make any announcement
about other plans.
United Artists has grafted German
dialogue on the English picture version of "Lummox," and probably will
issue some others in German and
ish,

46.. 80
79% 80
Loew 6s 41ww ..104J4 104J4 104J4
*do 6s 41 x-war
95
Paramount 6s 47
98
97
98
Par. By. 5'As 51. 99
99
99
Pathe 7s 37
85
85
85
.

700
300
....
3,000

300
500

The

three

RKO

An

the

near

Sono

future.

',

only

will

foreign

manifestation
from the Fox camp is a Spanish version
(minus dialogue) of "Sunny
Side Up" in which songs will be
sung in the Latin language, according to a report from the West Coast.
Fox's New York office claims no

knowledge of intention

produce

to

foreign language talkers.
Warner Bros, has "The

Royal
Box," produced in German, ready for
release, but is holding it back for a

propitious opportunity.
Several
foreign language shorts also have
been put out by Warner, and at present this company is working on an
innovation in connection with the
showing of "Noah's Ark" in other
countries.
A prologue, in the language of the country where the picture is to be presented, will accompany the showing of the picture in
foreign lands. First National is issuing
the
Irene
Bordoni
picture,
"Paris," with French dialogue.

Films for Werba's Brooklyn
Werba's Brooklyn, one of the

Opportunity

—for everyone to help

borough's leading legitimate houses,

recommended

as sure fire hokum
box-office material.
It's not big in
any sense of the word but it's satisfying entertainment for the customer
a splendid first effort for Mr. Vallee.
and a winning addition to the
stable for the coming season.

be

Eastman Films

I

,

RKO

prises, has been
about a week.

ill

at

his

home

if

s ..

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica

Coast.

Bryant 4712

Gladstone 6103

•.**.

. >.*.*.>•.

Blvd.

B'WAY

Club,

Vitaphone

Studio.

Dec.

3

Dec.

5

Dec.

9

Opening
Warner,
Opening

"General Crack" at the
York.
of "Condemned" at Grau-

of

New

man's Chinese, Los Angeles.

Dec. 9-10

Dec.

11

Dec.

23

Annual meeting
Warner Bros.

of stockholders of
Pictures, Inc., at
Wilmington, Del.
Meeting of North Carolina tz
hibitors' unit at Pinehurst
Conference of M. P. Distributors
of Canada at Hotel King Edward,

Toronto.

Opening
House in

of

the

Little
Picture
City.

New York

Arrange Radio Program

A

musical tour of Broadway night
life, embracing selections from seven
musical shows and one night club, in
addition to the Paramount Long Island Studio, will make up the program for the Paramount-Publix,
radio hour Nov. 30 at 10 p. m. Paul
Ash will be master of ceremonies.

Maclntyre Arrives from Japan
R. E. Maclntyre, Paramount renJ
resentative in the Orient ••••" t h headJquarters in Kobe, Japan, is in Nev|
York to confer with E. E. Shauer,
general manager of the foreign de

partment.

An

Exporters Gets Injunction
injunction restraining Guaran-

teed Pictures from selling 34 features has been secured by J. H.
Hoffberg Co., British & Continental
Trading Co. and Lumas Film Co.,
as the outgrowth of a contract dis-

Very Satisfactory!

JgA<gailersBs:
"I have been using your trailer service for the past several years and
very satisfactory indeed."
is

Amusement

it

Co.

Rice Lake, Wis.

New

NEVER DISAPPOINT'

!

Leterman
& Gates
INCORPORATED

N.Y.C.

Bros.

Brooklyn

—Miner

Louis B. Mayer in N. Y.
Louis B. Mayer arrived in
York yesterday from the Coast.

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

1540

Warner

of
at

for

Stebbins Arrives Today
W. Stebbins of Stebbins,
Leterman & Gates, is expected to
arrive in New York today from the

Let Us Solve Your Problems

Stebbins,

New York

Inc.,

'WE

Inc.

1540 Broadway

Dance

Shrew"

Arthur

El Paso— Judgment of $250 and
$100 costs for alleged infringements
on copyright music has been awarded the American Society of Authors,
Composers and Publishers against F
G. Alderete, of the Alcazar.

*•

g
g
if

Nov. 30

of "Taming of the
at the Rivoli, New York.

—

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

Br ulatour

Opening

John Sinopoulo 111
Oklahoma City John Sinopoulo.
president of Midwest Theater Enter-

**•*....*.....,*>..>.>.*>>•*
8
if

I
g
g
g
g J. E.
g
.
g
1
if

Nov. 29

which seats 1,700, will be taken over
by a motion picture syndicate on
(Continued from Page 1)
pute.
Dec. 9. Louis F. Werba, the owner,
everything he has into the singing of
has plans for a legitimate house in
several songs and they go over with
downtown Brooklyn.
a bang.
"The Vagabond Lover" can

Theater Loses Music Suit

6s

.

a

100

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith

with

tion to these features, Paramount has
for release
more than 30 foreign
language shorts, including 11 Span-

17J4

80^4
4654
84!4
23i4

off

RKO

Financial

Seat

start

President,

tered as second class matter, May 21, 1918,
at the post-office at New York, N. Y., under
Terms (Postage
the act of March 3, 1879.
free) United States outside of Greater New
York $10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3
Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers
months, $3.00.
Address all comshould remit with order.
DAILY, 1650
munications to
Phone Circle
Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Am.

will

French version of the next Maurice
Chevalier picture, "The Big Pond,''
Mersereau,
In addiManager; to be followed by others.

W. Alicoate,
Inc.
Folks,
j.
Editor and Publisher; Donald M.
Secretary-Treasurer

Paramount

in

have a Spanish
version of "Blaze O' Glory," due for
release shortly, and plans others in
various languages. Pathe expects to
make some productions in Spanish
and German, and Tiffany will make
foreign language versions of selected
productions from its list, but neither
of these companies is prepared to
give any details at present.

several producers already have
or are working on pictures

The Industry's
Date Book

1

Art-World Wide

finished

Published daily except Saturday and holidays
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and
copyright (1929) by Wid's Films and Film
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telephone bryant 3040

CROMLOWFUM

m»mm
INCORPORATED

220 WEST 42 N-D STREET

NEW YORK

Phone: Wisconsin 6876

ALLAN A.LOWNES, CEN.MCR.
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SURPRISE!
SURPRISE!

ii

MYSTERIOUS ISLAND
SMASHES ALL RECORDS!
—

OF course
HERE
it

JUST

MAX

the public
is

like

ONLY

another "White Shadows" hit
from Metro *Qoldwyn 'Mayer!

It's

— and
another

this one's

demands

breaking
" White

all

novelty!
records

Shadows

in the

ALL TECHNICOLOR

Balaban watched

it

it

it

Extra Dough!

South Seas"
with

DIALOGUE!

loop the loop in Chicago

SO he's putting in for" an
EXTENDED RUN in Detroit!
DATE Now! For Extra DavsJ

AND

—

Here's

what the Trade Press says

is a great piece of work. The job of mak'
ing it was somewhat more difficult and involved than building
a bridge across the Grand Canyon. The money invested in it
would have stopped the recent market slump in five minutes
of concentrated buying. The people appearing in the cast
number a little less than the population of Rhode Island and
it'* all so convincing that I'm ready to believe the floor of the
sea is populated by funny little men -who look more like men
than monkeys do. All, too, in gay color, with a conversational
section about which mention may be made in the advertising.

'"Mysterious Island'

"The thing
kick out of

it

is

tremendous in a number o/ivays.

and

the

same

I

got

a great

to you."

—EXHIBITOR'S HERALD-WORLD

METRO-GOLuWYN-MAYER
Always There With The Ace In The Hole!

99

:

am

-.
Timely Topics

DAILV

Digest of
Current Opinion

—€)—

SOthis

of the stalest, nastiest and most
inane bits culled from the Mutu-

of Nineteen Ten.
no use getting angry about it. There must be a
market for this goulash or it
wouldn't be made.

Wheel Shows
is

arrangement,

found

will

not be heard over short

their

tongue, no company would have
dared to make a picture without
The entire action
love interest.
might take place in a submarine
somehow, a starry-eyed
yet,
damsel, with blonde curls and a

yen for romance, would manage
to crowd her way into the picture. Now that talkies have really hit their stride, there are several pictures under, way with nary
a kiss or a clinch in the entire

Hong Kong to the Rivoli, here, on
was too many technical complica-

J.

NUMBER

103

"Mike" in the "Morning
Telegraph," New York
*

Would Combine Silent
And Talker Techniques

By JAMES

would be a combination of the
silent film and the talkies.
A

Statistical

universal language is necessary
for universal popularity of the
talking pictures.

time,

wear out

Mary Pickford

more

sound-track on

IN

*

Exhibitor units lining up to ban
free screen advertising.
*

*

New

Pictures Corp. stock reported to be offered on N. Y. curb.
*

A. & H. circuit, controlled by
plans three new Coast houses.

vow

it's

way!
time to g

happy

if only you
your "Film Doda
And I'll blurb you in my "Weekly
Stew."

Will boost

me

in

*

With

publicity and ad
managers and sales managers switching around dizzily from
one rival company to another, we
officials,

vertising

think that the above is a beautiful
advance Christmas spirit to display.

When

pah

sales

manager Glutz

Films

of

is

still

my

pal,

god

Rembusch

bless him.'

could

thai

Sidney Kent borrowed it from
him and gave it to Myers, Steffes andt
Lightman to help them build a rival
circuit to Publix.
The Columbus
convention was a howling success,
with
everybody howling because
Kent played favorites with these three

November 21

guys.

Best
tions

wishes and congratulaare extended by

THE

FILM DAILY
ing members
who today are

to the follow-

of

THEIR
FIRST

the industry,

celebrating their

birthday

*

arrar~ o menh
Wrigley's

borrowed

Madge Hunt

Avalon on Catalina Isl.,
by electrically moving

R. Vanderson

George Kates
John Hunter Booth
Harry W. Land

JOBS
ROBERT

J.

RUBIN

law clerk with Hornblower
Byrne, Miller

&

Potter

•

Oom

switches to the riva
Schnozzle Productions, he can voic
in the house organ, "Film Dodo,'
this sweet thought: "Even thougl
/ think Oompah Films are a lotta
boloney, President Schmalz of Oom-

but

Wm.

larger.
I

leave

I'll

to

separate

we're square and

Frank

*

the four walls, capacity of the
1,500 seater immediately grows

Loew

As we go on our

Now

our day

fill

we used

$2,000 from the Mayor to present tc
Charlie Pettijohn as a Xmas gift,

than

where,

*

will

have played that story about Mayoi
Jimmy Walker up strong. F'r instance: Harry Reichenbach says thai

film.

*

Novel seating
are installed at

*

Goldwyn

*

rapidly

Pictures produced by India
greatly exceed in number the
total made by the mother country, one of the most important production centers of the
world. Twenty-one units are at
work on features in India, in
addition to 17 smaller outfits.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

Other fancies

By Way of Report
And Walt Winchell certainly

The Film Daily

all film wears out in
phonographs or disc

*

Request

we meet we can nod and bow,

If

MANY HAPPY RETURNS

CUNNINGHAM

Editor,

V^HILE

"

P.

this:

103

Statistics

talking pictures are too
THE
talkative.
The ideal picture

consider

pah

Industry

*

eyes

J.

plot.

*

wave radio

time in phonograph record history, they say.
Robbins wants to know "Why not a theme
song for theme songs?" Well J.J., why not
suits us
Roxy got another free meal the other night when the service staff of his theater, including managers, ushers, doormen
and you-know-the-rest, gave their annual beefsteak dinner at
Beefsteak Charlie's
Mrs. Cal Coolidge has gone talkie in
behalf of the Christmas seal drive
In "Pandora's Box,"
which shows itself on Saturday at the 55th St. Playhouse, marks
Louise Brooks' initial appearance in a foreign film
Joe
Bonomo, referred to as the "Apollo of the Screen," is visiting
his folks in this great big town after arriving from Cally. He
intends to do some picture work while Manhattaning

allowing
grow up. Be-

wj

Walter Winchell
running a kolyum in the "Dai
Mirror" could have everybody in thj
business reading it if he would gi
it a fillum atmosphere once in a whil
Just to show what he might ha
done with his Tuesday kolyum wi
a little revamping, let your waterl
is

first

And

for

TWIS CHAP

Just forget what

Friday night.
Why?
tions
William Morris, president of the Jewish Theatrical
Guild, presided over an open meeting last night.
Mollv Picon
was the guest of honor
Brunswick and Columbia have
released discs containing songs, in medley form, and in fox-trot

WITH

DALY

At.

Fox

it's

and telephone wires from

*

the talkies
motion pictures to
movies
fore
the

By PHIL
for

Who

Films Acquiring "Longies,"
Thanks to Talkies, Says "Mike"
the Thanksgiving sea"Mike,"
approaching,
son
despite his many kicks, still has a
few things to be thankful for.
First and foremost, he is grateto

time

Monte
Mary and Doug

Groucho Marx, Comedian

ful

some more candles

they'll light

the 18th celebration of the; Audubon up on 168th
keep getting these celebrations so often
a habit
And even the picture industry
was represented in the wow of a show put on last night at the
Cabin Club, that place in Harlem
You know, George
Morris, formerly with Warners?
Well, he and Homer Tutt
wrote the books and lyrics, Donald Haywood, the music and the
setting and designs were supervised and constructed by August
Vimmera, all for "Cabin Club Follies" and what a happy aggregation
Colin Clive, who created the role of Capt. Stanhope in
"Journey's End" in London, arrives in New York today bound
for the Coast where he will play the same role in the Tiffany
production
The maestro, (bet he's as snappy as ever),
Ben Bernie, leaves the gangplank of the Homeric todav as well
as Bud Fisher and James V. Bryson of Universal
Monte
Blue, who evidently lost some of his Coast 'blues' will soon report West again for action in "Those
Dance," hop to it

logue shorts they are displaying
now are in the main just a rehash

*

THAT
Jr.

and Broadway
its beginning to be

1AM

*

;

tomorrow

Talking Comedies "Goulash"
Without Taste, Says Groucho
beginning to believe that
the talkies are a step backward in the development of the
A silent comedy had to
screen.
be fairly funny to make an audience laugh, but the comedy dia-

Well, there

THAT'S

with

PhilM. Daly,

27, 1929

AND

Along The Rialto

A

al

Wednesday, November

!

(OR

ANY OTHER

TIME)

PATHE COMEDO.
BIRD OF A
JI^T T

is

JS/
^^

TER MAKES A
CE FEAST!

a tradition of Thanksgiving that turkey should furnish the holiday meat. Motion

mm

mm WKL.

—

picture exhibitors in the "know,** however, vastly prefer Roostei

much

better

for

.

.

.

What a

bird of

Thanksgiving or any

a

box-office feast

—

Pathe Comedy Rooster provides

oth^N^^^H^PP^

from experience can imagine the golden
cackle-getters as

tan,

they find the flavor

exhibitors

who

don't

results of playing

know

such

8 Qeorge LeMaire, 8 Variety, 6 Manhat-

6 Checker, 6 Melody, 6
Bubbles,

and

6

talking comedies.

Folly,

Qolden
So in

6 Buck

&

Rooster

this year

of grace be thankful for

Pathe Comedies!

Pathe Comedies
ALL MUSIC

ALL SOUND

ALL DIALOQUE

THE

4

A
[

1930

Edition

Now

In Preparation

-

DAILV

Wednesday, November

27,

1

Pathe Pushes New York Test
Case on Dialogue Censorsht
(Continued from Page

Division,

Supreme Court,

third

de

1)

conjunction with a motion pict
partment, at Albany, an agreed state- film to the Motion Picture Divis
ment of facts involved in the situa- for pre-publication review and t
tion in controversy.
It is expected for such reason defendants are act
that the case will be argued early beyond the scope of their author
in
insisting
that
such sound
in January.
language records to accompany n
Through its attorneys, Coudert tion
picture films, shall be submiti
Bros., Pathe has level its action at to
them for review."
the State Board of Regents, Frank
Pathe still has a permanent inju
P. Graves, commissioner of educa- tion
restraining the state cense
tion, and James Wingate, director of from acting
upon "Sal of Singapor
the M. P. Division of the State Edu- this order having
been obtained 1;
cation Dept., who are identified with January.
When the test case coir.i
censorship.
The company claims up for argument Frederick R.
Cc
that "the defendants have no power dert, recently
Republican candid*
to compel plaintiff to submit the for District
Attorney, will persona
sound or language records to be used represent Pathe.
in

:'

Expect Musicians' Strike "The Cock-Eyed World"
Settlement Within Week
Passes Canada Cense

— After

from Page 1)
of the St. Louis
Co., the chain involved

(.Continued

Charles

Toronto

Skouras

reconsideration,

being recalled

i

"The

Cock-Ey.
World" finally has been anoroved
in the difficulties, will return from
the
Board of M. P. Censo
New York. Action deferring the mat- and Ontario
the first run in Ontario has opes
ter until that time was taken Mon-

Amusement

1

ed at the Tivoli here.

day

at a joint meeting of the musicians, projectionists and stagehands.

Increase in Earnings
for Pantages, Toront
Toronto— An increase of about

Committees of musicians and independent theater owners also met
without reaching an agreement.

|

per

comna-»'i Vvil
year is shown by the Eastet
at
Theaters, Ltd., operating the Pan
and
ages here.
Net for the fiscal yei
All
theaters in Manhattan was $163,136.
Famous Players Cal
and the Bronx are celebrating "RKO adian controls the company.
Week" this week.
Programs at
W. S. Hart Returns West
houses in the two boroughs will conWilliam S. Hart has returned
sist wholly of
vaudeville and
the Coast after a brief New Yor
pictures.
visit during which he appeared inradio broadcast under the auspices <
Boy Aviator Exploits "Flight"
the Majestic Theater of the Ai
Alvin S. Robbins, 17, a Philadel- While in town, Hart said he dii
phian, said to be the youngest com- agreed with the recent action of A<
mercial pilot in the country, is in tors' Equity Ass'n on the subject <
New York after a flight exploiting Sunday legitimate performances, dt
"Flight" for Columbia in Boston and daring that he did not believe ---A
Philadelphia.
earners should ever try to tell thei
employers how to run their businesi

"RKO Week"

Bronx
Manhattan Houses
RKO

Advertising in the

Year Book is not
indiscriminately
scattered through
the book but placed
in the section where
it belongs and will
do the advertiser
the most good.

cent

RKO

net

in

as

last

RKO

e.

it

i,

:

\

I

x

—

—

at

installed.

David

Paramount exchange.

the local

J.

Chatkin, General Director

Publix Theatres, Says:-

"FASHION
in

ALL

NEWS

tfour FIRST

a thine that

Hollywood.

W.

it

a vtry valuable unit

RUN

HOLDS THE

FASHION FEATURES, INC.
Georee

hmsts

"

Technicolor— RCA Talking
3

Calif.

Gibson, Pres.

its

WOMEN

releases per

ALL

month

circuits

Screen Star Models

Out As Usual In January

.{

Monessen Opening Dec. 21
Roth Promoted P-F-L Booker
Cleveland Howard Roth has sis
Monessen, Pa. The Star is slated
to open December 21. W. E. will be ceeded Carl Scheuck as head book*}

more advertising
than any motion
3>

!

1

That's why it carries

picture publication
in the world.

!

n

!

nesday,

November
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Ajax Gets World Rights
on 12 Two-Reel Talkers ACKERMAN

BRILL SUIT SETTLED;

A

GETS UFA PRODUCT

ilLB

were not made public, it is
rstood, that in addition to cash
ral Ufa features were turned over
ed

Kolb, who has formed
with exchanges
organization
EW
Buffalo,
Philadelphia,
Boston,
;burgh and New York for distri[ilton D.

Studios at the Coast.

Buys Newton (la.) House
Newton, la. Earl Miller has pur-

—

chased the Strand here.

m of Ufa films. The name of
Kolb organization is Super-Feathe Film
s, Inc. and is located in
Bldg., New York,
he pictures to be offered by the
company include "Asphlat" and
la Petrowana" both made in the
ter

It's

The

studio at Neubabelsberg.
ation has been pending for
iber of months.

a

LL RESIGNS AS UFA

ASTERN DIVISION HEAD
(Continued from Page 1)
>ciated with a new company
rocess of formation,

Sao Paulo

series of 12 two-reel all-talking
"The Varsitans,"
entitled

RE-ENTERMBITION

subjects

with Ann Ross and Buddy Shaw, has
been secured by Ajax Film Exchange
(Continued from Page 1)
which bought the world rights. The
been terminated by settlement pictures were directed by Matthew
While the basis of the Murray and the music is by Charles
of court.
ement between tbe parties con- Silliman. Production was at Tec-Art

Aims Blow

at English
Talking Pictures in Brazil
Bill

& HARRIS TO

(Continued from Page 1)

•odelled.

way

Negotiations

for a site in

are

under

downtown Oakland

pictures

—A

bill

aimed

of the

public

demand

for

will be

—

An Old

Jewish

Custom

now

when
e.

k sales manager for Tiffany. Irvin

former manager of the LitCarnegie Playhouse, who had
i acting as publicity director with
also resigned and will be as1,
iated with him in his new project.

Giving kelp to the helpless
the custom we refer to.

ek Commissions as

It's

piro,

(Continued from

Page

commissions

1)

which the
to it by rea-

cern claims was lost
of the Poli interests failing to
Stanley Co. of America and

whom, Hancock

Keith,"

Federation which supports 9l
charities wants your help in
carrying out this old Jewish
custom.

sell

B.
claims,

obtained as prospective
chasers. Sum of $700,000 is repreted as the amount of commissions
an additional $286,000 is asked
fees in connection with certain

been

urance policies.
he defendants' demurrer to the
nplaint is based on the allegation
part any discussion between the
concerning the sale of the chain
uns not sufficiently susceptible to
ditional acceptance as to constitute
It is further
jinding guarantee.
lared that the claims of the plainare not sufficient to satisfy the

$10 will get you 9l— in Mitzvahs.
Give your hetter self a break.
DO IT NOW!

s

of

tute

Shackelford

Made Manager

Capitol recently opened by

New

Send your check (make it more
than $10 if you can afford it) to

frauds.

,ethbridge, Alberta— A. W. Shack3rd has been made manager of

mous Players Canadian.

is

a custom as old as time—and
as new as tomorrow's styles.

Aftermath of Poli Deal
)00,000

FEDERATION THANKS
A. P. Waxman, for Ad
McKellar 6?

Platts, Inc., for

Composition

National Electrotype Co., for Cut

A Friend, for Space

Walter E,. Beer, Treasurer,
7l West 47tk Street, New York

Cruze to Build House
st

Coast

THE FILM DAILY

Bureau,

—

Angeles Erection of a new
ater is contemplated here by James
uze, who is considering three imL.os

rtant

sites,

it

is

reported.

FEDERATION

For

American

purchased in Los talking pictures in this and other cities
Angeks, Seattle and Portland. Policy of Brazil.
of the circuit will be first run picSound for Hartsville, Ga.
Hartsvillc. Ga.
Sound equipment
tures and presentations, with a 60
has been installed at the Temple.
cents top.

and houses

organized Ufa Fastern Divishe secured the Ufa franPreviously he had been New

rill

at talking

English has been introduced in the City Council here. Its
sponsor would impose a fine of $00
on exhibitors showing talking films
in any foreign tongue.
This in face
in

the Support

of

JEWISH PHILANTHROPIC SOCIETIES

of

New York

City

1

THE

s^S

DAILY

Coast Wire Service

'RIO RITA'

NOW

Wednesday, November

PLAYING

21 CITIES

ON RKO CIRCUIT

(Continued from Page

BROADWAY PRODUCERS TO

from "Lots"
By

That within the next five years
Hollywood will be the musical and

RALPH WILK
Hollyzvood

JACK HASKELL

busy, to say
directing dance

is

theatrical center of the world, is the
the least.
He is
belief of Abe Meyer, Tiffany super- numbers for three important First
visor of music. He also believes ma- National-Vitaphone pictures, "Song
jor producers of Germany, England of the Flame," "Bride of the Regiand other foreign countries will send ment" and "The Show Girl of Hollyunits to Hollywood to make pictures. wood."
He is internationally known
He points out that foreign producers as a dance director and has staged
will want to take advantage of local numbers for
York and Eurofacilities, the knowledge of the direc- pean stage productions.
*
*
*
tors and technicians, and the climate.
Meyer predicts that within a few
Genial Gene Towne, for four
years the majority of leading Broad- years a dialogue and scenario writway plays will be financed by motion er at First National, has moved his
picture producers.
pen, pencil and typewriter to Uni-

New

versal.

His

stage play, "Beggars'
scheduled for production

Parade" is
"Hell's Angels" to Have
in New York in November.
Scenes in Technicolor
*
*
*
"Hell's Angels," the Caddo picHarry Langdon has been
ture which has been three years in
the making, will have Technicolor
scenes. Work on the color sequences
has been completed after two years'

hardspend-

New

1)

York, eighth

week; Orpheum, San Francisco, fifth week;
Erlanger, Philadelphia, fifth week;
Woods, Chicago, fifth week; PalaceOrpheum, Milwaukee, fourth week;
Hippodrome, Cleveland, third week;
New Keith, Boston, third week;
Trent, Trenton, third week; Keith's,
Washington, D. C, third week; Orpheum, New Orleans, second week;
Temple, Rochester, third week; St.
Louis, St. Louis, second week; Victory, Providence, third week; Orpheum, Salt Lake City, second week:
Orpheum, Spokane, second week; Orpheum, Portland, second week; and
Main Street, Kansas City, the second
week.
The picture recently opened
roll,

A Little

FINANCE FILMS, MEYER

the following houses: Orpheum.
Seattle;
Proctor's,
Newark; 105th
Street,
Cleveland;
and Orpheum,

at

Memphis.

DeForest Installations
Up to 570, Says Lesser
(Continued front

Page

1)

branches in Michigan, Ohio, Western
bitten by the golf bug. He is
ing his leisure time between pictures Pennsylvania,
West Virginia and
practising on various golf courses.
Kentucky. While in Pittsburgh he
*
*
*
appointed Herbert Greenblatt repre-

is all smiles these
received praise from Carl
Laemmle an his direction of "Three
Preparing Final
Godfathers," which he recently comProduction of Season pleted. It is reported "U" will rePreparations are proceeding at lease the picture as a special.

days.

He

THE FILM DAILY

Washington

—

A

proposal

aiming to limit the number of
motion picture houses in Switzerland by legal measures has
won the unanimous support of
Swiss exhibitors, the M. P. |s
Division of the Dept. of Commerce has been informed.

J.W.TRENDLEATDETRO
Page 1)
Pierce, former products
manager, he intends to enter t!
radio broadcasting field with the i
stallation of a station and studios
Trendle retained his poi
Detroit.
tion as general manager of Kunsk
Publix several months ago followh
He will be su
its sale to Publix.
ceeded by John Balaban, vice-pre«
Katz chain
dent of the Balaban
(Continued from

Warner on

the final six pictures in
season.
Those

1929-1930

Dance,"

"A

"Fame,"

"Sweet

Women's
Kitty

Who Mayo, Heerman Become
Directors for Columbia
Bellaire,"
Game,"

"The Agony Column" and "Dumbbells in

Ermine."

To

Start Del Rio Talker
Dolores Del Rio's first talking picture, tentatively called "A Sailor's
Holiday," goes into production this

sentative in that district.

Chicago.

Hitchcock Funeral Today
THE FILM DAI1
Hollywood Screen and stage sta

West Coast Bureau,

—

will attend funeral services for

mond Hitchcock

today.

staff,

step

the

in

marking
company's

a

Pallbeare

Tayl
Carle,
Richard
Holmes, Robert Edeson, Raynioi
Huggell, Ed Proddy, Wallace Bee*
Sam Hardy and Jacques Pierre.

include

NEW THEATRE DECORATIVE
SCHEMES

to be felt
in the dark

and seen

at

United Artists.

Included

further

program.
:

in

Riette Hilliard in F. N. Films
Riette Hilliard, former premiere
danseuse of the Chicago Civic Opera,
has been added to the cast of First
National's "Song of the Flame."

"U" Signs Mexican Singer
Nancy Torres, Mexican singer,
known for her phonograph records

Richman to Tour Publix Houses
Harry Richman will depart from

in

of Spanish songs, has been signed by
Universal on a long term contract.
She will do a number in the Paul

Johnny Mack Brown to Sing
Whiteman film.
Johnny Mack Brown will be called
upon to sing in M-G-M's "Montana,"
Gaston Glass in Warner Short
in
which Joan Crawford will be
"The South Sea Pearl" is a Vitastarred. Mai St. Clair is the director. phone Variety being produced under
the direction of Roy Mack with Gaston Glass and Charlotte Merriam in
the cast.

REASONARLE DECORATING
COSTS and PROMPT
SERVICE

0!

s

here shortly to tour Publix nouses.

Whiting's Contract Renewed
Get "Journey's End" Role
Richard A. Whiting will continue
It is reported that Alan Birmingto write music for Paramount under
ham may be given a role in the Tif- the terms of a new contract.
fany production of "Journey's End."

May

White Teamed
El Brendel and Marjorie White
will be teamed by Fox in "Rambling
Brendel.

Rose?." which David Butler will
rect.

Si

expansion

Charles Brabin Recovering
Director Charles Brabin is rapidthe cast are Edmund Lowe and Ull- ly recovering from a recent automorich
Haupt.
George Fitzmaurice bile accident in which he sustained
will direct.
a fracture of the arm.

week

k

Ra

:,

Archie Mayo and Victor Heerman
have been added to Columbia's directorial

f

Howard O.

Warner

the

t

&

William Wyler

planning.

Too Many Cinemas
Wash. Bur. of

Hollywood Happenings

27, 19

di-

New
M-G-M

Contract for Dressier
has signed Marie Dressier
to a long-term contract.
Her first
role

under the new agreement

will

be in "Just kids," which will introduce

Weber and

Fields.

The MICHEL
200 West 57th

ANGELO STUDIOS,

Street

THEATRE SPECIALISTS

Inc.

New York

MX THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME
November

Friday,

10,0 00

Fund

1 930 Film Daily Relie f

Goal for

is

Price 5 Cents

29, 1929

0X, WARNER PREPARING ANSWERSTO SUITS
"anty Urges Developing American Chains Abroad

?

rade Commissioner Views
Foreign Situation
Optimistically

No

An Appeal of Mercy
By Jack

Striking an optimistic note, George
Canty, U. S. Trade Commissioner
tioned at Paris, advocated developent of theaters under American
ntrol in all European key cities as
rt of his proposed program to inAmerican domination of the
re
the
Describing
market.
reign
esent foreign outlook as "very en-

uraging," Canty, in an interview in
York, said that such houses,
)und-equipped, will give us the unsputed lead in the European field.
Canty, before he sailed for Europe
{Continued on Page 12)
e\v

EACH
Relief

RADIO PICTURES PLANNED
Hereafter

outstanding

all

Radio

com-

ictures will be released with
lete

Spanish

dialogue

under

the

Lucio Villegas,
ally engaged by William Le Baron,
ice president in charge of produc-

upervision

re-

of

(Continued on Page 11)

It

—

"Potemkin" Wins
won

Cable)—"Po-

five-year fight
in Great Britain
when it was screened at the
opening session of the Film
Society at the Tivoli. The film

for a

its

showing

was banned on the ground
it was Soviet propaganda.

Life

is

not

all

sunshine and those
at

No

buy more human

dollar given to charity can

donation

to

this

relief than a

we have

to deal with are indeed pitiful and
and kids are hungry they want food,
not red tape. To give the body of one known to thousands a
decent burial outside of Potters field is surely an act of God's
own mercy. To help one through an imperative operation, to
send one practically given up to Saranac there to regain her
health, to save a life through adequate and speedy medical attendance and to give food and shelter to those needy who would

When

a wife

otherwise be forced to walk the

CASES IN

YOUR INDUSTRY

streets.

THESE ARE ACTUAL

that

from

of

exercise

Loew and M-G-M from Fox and

the

(Continued on Page 12)

Relief

Fund

J.

S.

Coopersmith, a certified public

of this committee will willingly carry on as long
open your purse strings and give us the money to do so.
We are aiming at $10,000 by Xmas. No matter what you gave
Don't wait. Tell your seclast year, give twice as much now.
contribution
or do it yourself.
in
your
send
to
NOW,
retary today,

The members

YOU

1

will print the first list of

how many names we
YOURS is among them.

names
can

of contributors next week.

start

off

with and be sure

—COMMITTEE
Jack Alicoate, Chairman
Billy Brandt Bruce Gallup

EXPANSION DEPARTMENT

—

Minneapolis
Ben Friedman has
succeeded Fred Cubberley in the
Publix expansion department, arranging deals for theater properties, fol(Continued on Page 2)

63 HOUSES NOW EQUIPPED

is

accountant, regularly audits the books.

Let's see

FRIEDMANKPUBLIX

and we have them on the average

of once a week.

We

them

their voting rights in these concerns.
Victory for the Government in its
suits would mean the divorcing of

fund.

of the cases

now going into its third year.
THERE IS NOT ONE PENNY OF EXPENSE. Film Daily pays
every dollar of administrative expense, Barnes Printing Company

Toronto Topics affording a comlete survey of the film industry will
discussed at the country-wide
e
onference planned by the M. P.
Distributors' Ass'n of Canada for the
Carl
ting Edward Hotel Dec. 11.
(Continued on Page 11)

temkin"

distressed

no different from others except perhaps,

in this business are

as

(By

own needy and

its

times, less able to take care of themselves.

The Film Daily

CONFERENCE PROGRAM

London

The Film Daily
name of humanity,

season,

Fox and Warner attorneys are preparing answers to the Government's
suits charging the companies with
violation of the Clayton anti-trust
act.
In both actions U. S. Attorney
General William D. Mitchell asks the
companies be ordered to strip themselves of their holdings in other concerns and that injunctions be issued
restraining

an appeal of Mercy.

is

donates the stationery and

IN

Christinas

asks this industry, in the

help take care of those of

to

heartrending.

DIALOGUE FOR

during the

Fund

during the coming year.

Many

PUSH

year,

Alicoate

Hearing Date Yet Set
on Anti-Trust Actions
Brought by Gov't.

Dr. A. H. Giannini, Treasurer
Maurice "Red" Kann Al Lichtman

Make Checks Payable To Film Daily

Relief

Fund

FOR SOUf.J

IN VIRGINIA

—With

sound equipment

Richmond

already installed in 63 theaters in this
state comprising 36 different cities, it
is expected here that before the end
(Continued on Page 11)

Great Future
Business in the motion picture industry was never better
The
than it is at present.
bookings of Paramount for the
year are far greater than they
were for the corresponding
period in 1928, and theater attendance is on the increase.
There is every reason to bein the vitality of American business as it stands today
and President Hoover's conferences have given great assurances for the future.
S. R.
lieve

KENT

s

THE

-3&>*DAILY
"GOLD DIGGERS 'AnRACTS

FRIEDMAN JOINS PUBLIX

EXPANSION DEPARTMENT 10,000 TO
Friday, Nov. 29.

»iL L Nt. 51

Price 5 Cents

1929

(Continued from Page

JOHN

f MJCOATE

Editor and Publisher

.

Published daily except Saturday and holidays
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and
copyright (1929) by Wid's Films and Film
f.
W. Alicoate, President,
Folks,
Ire.
Editor and Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau,
Secretary-Treasurer and General Manager;

TOWN OF

Ten thousand persons

1)

6,000
at the

Rocky Mount, N.

in

Rocky Mount, N.

Amusement

C—

Co.,

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
High

Am.

Seat

2\yk

Fm. Ind.
Fm. Ind.
East. Kodak
Fox Fm. "A"
Con.
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Intern. Proj
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Nat. Scr. Ser
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Univ.

1156
32

1154
32
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5,100
1,500
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24&

24M
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41ww

Keith
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41
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Schildkraut Suffers Attack
West

New

St.

80
80
...105
105
105
96
96
96
9854 9854 98J4
99
99
9954
50
5054
50J4
.

LAST

PRICE QUOTED

Coast

Bureau,

—

Seek

300
600
300
900
500
1,800

Dec.

9

Opening of "General Crack" at
Warner, New York.
Opening of "Condemned" at Gi
man's Chinese, Los Angeles
Annual meeting of stockholders

THE FILM DAILY

— Publix

is

Dec.

it

was

stated

office in

nothing

is

:.:

Eastman Films

:.:
:.:

:.:

ft

ft
ft
ft
ft

—

H J. E.

Br ulatour

ft
ft

,

Inc. I!
g
g
1
:.:

New York
1540 Broadway

Bryant 4712

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica
Blvd.

Gladstone 6103

|

will be

5.*

}|

made

'*

later.

Edward Foy

Killed in

Wreck

—

—

traveler for Pathe and former
phis theater man, is dead here.

Mem-

killed

instantly

in

an

automobil

wreck.

K4>A%Y KAT

THEY SATISFY
.

.

.

and how

! !

KRAZY
KAT
SOUND CARTOONS
...

of

the choice

CLASS

4

A'

THEATRES

VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Perm. 3S80

New York

Dallas Edward Foy, owner of th
James B. Amis Dies
Oklahoma City James B. Amis, Columbia, neighborhood house, wr

AMALGAMATED

Vaudeville Acts

in

m

Fire at Majestic
Fire confined to
Asheville, Ga.
the booth of the Majestic caused a
$300 damage, it is estimated.

any negotiations for the house.

J.t

Back
L.

O

New York

Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard

<

Glett is back in
New York offices of Phono-Kinem
after completing six Edgar Guj
pictures at the Hollywood studios
this company.
The films just fini
ed are titled "Songs," "Worn
"
"Boyhood," "After the Storm,"
Six
Vagabond" and "Fishing."

of all
§
i
i
s

Carolina

Opening of the Little Pic
House in New York City.

23

Glett

understood

known

Inc.,

Conference of M. P. Distribute
Canada at Hotel King Edwl
Toronto.

11

Charles

to be interested in acquiring the new
Pantages under construction here.

At the Publix

Pictures,

of

New Hollywood House?

Hollywood

.

5

George House Premiere

Hollywood
Rudolph Schildkraut
has been forced to stop work in "The
Case of Sergeant Grischa" as the result of a heart attack.
It is expected
he will be able to resume his role in
the Universal film today.

1,000

46. 80

x-war
Paramount 6s 47 ..
Par. By. 554s 51.
Pathe 7s 37

do

Confirmation of report that Fox
had signed Adolphe Menjou could
not be given by the Fox home office,
no word of the signing of Menjou
having been received by them.

854

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Loew

Fox Signs Menjou?
Menjou is reported

—Adolphe

as he is discharged from the American Hospital, where he recently
underwent operation for appendictis.

17*i
23

Pict

Dec.

Dec.

Inc.,

to have signed up with Fox, and will
leave for the United States as soon

4,400

42J6 50,300
200
3754

41*8
3754

3

hibitors' unit at Pinehurst.

—

Paris

CI

Vitapl

years.

C.

ters.

{QUOTATIONS AS OF WEDNESDAY)

Dec.

Wilmington, Del.
Dec. 9-10 Meeting of North

a capital stock of $5,000.

Financial

Bros.

Brooklyn

Warner Bros.

The reSt. George, Staten Island
has been cently completed St. George theater
formed to operate motion picture will have its premiere opening Dec.
B. F. Rawlins, J. S. Hines 4.
houses.
The house is controlled by Isle
and Horace Wade are among the Theatrical Corp. with Sol Brill,
sponsors of the project, which has president.
ard

Warner

Studio.

Some

New Company Formed

Shn

New

of
at

Inc.,

in

—

—

Dance

Nov. 30

—

—

of "Taming of the
Rivoli,
York.

Opening

Today:

paid to see

the

Picture fans are said to
of the houses have not been New York.
operation for several years. The have traveled a distance of 80 miles
Home- to view the film.
chain includes: American,
EnArthur W. Eddy, Managing Editor.
Emerson
and
Express,
Liberty
wood,
tered as second class matter, May 21, 1918,
Westerville Votes Sunday Shows
at the post-office at New York, N. Y., under in this city, Fargo, State, Garrick and
Westerville, O. At a referendum
(Postage
Terms
1879.
March
of
3,
the act
Orpheum at Fargo, N. D.; Lyceum
recently conducted here to repeal orfree) United States outside of Greater New
Moorhead,
Moorhead
at
and
New
York $10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3
Lyric at dinance prohibiting Sunday shows,
Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers Minn.; State, Grand and
months, $3.00.
the public decided in favor of the reAddress all com- Mankato.
should remit with order.
The election
peal by 685 to 473.
munications to THE FILM DAILY, 1650
Phone Circle
Broadway, New York, N. Y.
was one of the; largest held in recent
4736-4737-4738-4739. Cable address: Filmday,
Ralph
New York. Hollywood, California
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
London Ernest W. Fredman, The
6607.
W.
St.,
Wardour
Renter, 89-91
Film
Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
Berlin
I.
Paris— P. A. Harle,
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
La Cinematographie Francaise, Rue de hi
Cour-des-Noues, 19.

29, 192

The Industry'
Date Book

American "Gold Diggers of Broadway" during
lowing acquisition
Amusement Co. chain of 15 houses its engagement at the Granada,
by Publix, Friedman, as president of Lewiston. Idaho, a town of 6,000
the chain, has had charge of its man- population, according to information
given out by the Warner office in
agement and booking.
of

November

Friday,

BEN

Animated by
HARRISON and MANNY

Musical Director
Distributed

— JOE

GOULD

DE NAT

By Columbia

PRODUCED BY WINKLER
Western
Electric Recording

Winkler

Sound Cartoons

i

—

!

ER
THERE

IS V

T^fc

a*r~

A

HAROLD LLOYD
in first all-talker,

"THE VIRGINIAN"

"Welcome

Screen's greatest

all -outdoors,

Danger", clean-up Produced by
Harold Lloyd Corp. Paramount

With Cooper,
Huston, Arlen, Brian. Sensa-

release.

tional

all-talker to date.

!

"SWEETIE"

CLARA ROW

Musical comedy recordwrecker. Carroll, Kane,
Stanley Smith, Oakie.
The country needs joy
here it is Grab it

"The Saturday Nite
Kid". They flock to see
and hear "It" more
than ever With James
Hall and big cast.

—

!

in

!

!

GEORGE BANCROFT in mightiest
all-talking role to date

"The Mighty".With Ralston, 01and,O.P. Heggie.

Sure

S.

R. O.

!

PARAMOUNT^
NEW SHOW WORLD

,

in His First TKlking Picture

General Crack
HEN
I

netf, big

the?
in the

die public Kas an opportunity

WARMER picture, 'General Crack'

tfill

most perfect

in

role

gorgeousness

expect in greater pictures.
it

vJill

roll

up

grosses in

BARRTMORE

"Vitaphone"

JOHN BARRTMORE

discover

see a production xtfkicH

passes

to see the

He e^er placed, and fhey
beaut?

fof

me

me

and magnificence

mings vJe

It is

not at

theatres

tf ill

all

ka-\?e

come

to

improbable tKat

mat

tfill

break

all

records.'

is the registered

trade-mark of The Vitaphone Corporation designating

its

products

IRRESISTIBLE

LOVER
with

TERof

TUNE

LOWELL SHERMAN, MARIAN NIXON, ARMIDA, HOBART BOSWORTH
From the novel by GEORGE PREEDY. Adapted by WALTER ANTHONY
Screen play and dialogue by J. GRUBB ALEXANDER
Directed by

ALAN CROSLAND

Scenes in ZNatural Color {technicolor)

Opening Earner

{Bros,

theatre— Q)ec. 3rd

{Released to tybu <3)ay

and

Q)ate with {Broadway

THE

JEWi

DAILY

Timely Topics

Along The Rialto

c—
—
A

Digest of
Current Opinion

I

a great deal
from various

then
about what
tion

is

are

great

a

now and

may be that
many things

wrong with motion

the actual workers in motion pictures would
be the first to agree, but destruc-

opinion

this

tive criticism

is

always easy and

I want to say
there is one thing
right with the movies

always cheap.
here that

if

which is
and always has been
willingness

their
their

right,

to

it

Joe E. Brown,
caught that certain

completion of "Hold Everything"
and is heading for the big
city.
The lad expects to hang around here till Christmas and
then wing out back for Californy
Dr. Lee DeForest is
back from New Haven, where they tell me, he was declared "in"
as a member of the Aurelius Society, one of those things so
popular at Yale, you know
"The Big Pond," not wicked city, has necessitated a reappearance of Maurice Chevalier, who left the Century yesterday.
Shavvy, will do camera tricks under the big wing of Hobart
Henley, naturally at the Paramount L. I. studio
Bert
Wheeler, who at present is making 'em like his comedy at the
Earl Carroll in "Rio Rita," will give the audience at the Palace
a break tomorrow. Thanks, Bert, we appreciate the tickets
Georges Carpentier is en route to France but will return to
resume work in Californy about March
A special performance will be given at the Strand, this morning for the benefit of the Evelyn Goldsmith Home for Crippled Children of Far

progress,

allotted field of art. It is because
of this that in the comparatively
short existence of the motion picture a gigantic, unheard of, undreamed of distance has been

covered.

Sophie Kerr, Author

Talking Films as an Aid
Research

in Psychological

offer

pictures

the

psychologist a well-controlled technique for laboratory exProblems in attenperiments.
perception, and memory
tion,
can be studied in the projection
room under more standard stimulus conditions than is possible
by ordinary group oral or visual
In range of content,
methods.
medium provides a wide
this
choice, from verbal subtitles to
may
episodes which
pictorial
carry the emotional tone and
sensory fullness of a lived experience.
In view of these and
other advantages, it is surprising
that so little use has been made
of the motion picture in the phychological laboratory.
Harold Ellis Jones, Director
of Research, Institute of Child
Welfare,' Univ. of California
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NUMBER

Morris Kohn of Famous
succeeds Arthur S. Kane at Realart.
*

*

Lord Beaverbrook reported
purchased

all

common

to have
stock in Pro-

Cinema Theaters.

MANY HAPPY RETURNS

and speculate wistfully on what tfl
li'l old white-whiskered rascal is gonFor th<
na do for us, if anything.
past week we have had our en tin
"That's That" department consisting
of the third-assistant mail clerk bang
letters in his original onefinger style during the crap-shooting

ing out
hour.

Claus to bring you, and if he d
bring it rU we get a rake-off, a
if so, why?"
You'd be surprised
the intelligent answers we receive!
Here are just a few, culled at ran

dom from

thousands:

WILLIAM FOX:

"I've got mini
Tell Santa to give something t
esteemed competitors. They nej

kid.

my

i

it."

HARRY WARNER:

don't like to hog all thn
other guys wouldn't km
what to do with T. D. if th p v had
It
would probablv give 'em
D.T's."
color.

but

I

the

output of music pub-

contributing to this total.

In

Near-

wages are paid

ly $2,000,000 in

about

workers,

who

$3,000,000
*

*

English theaters pay approximately $7,250,000 yearly
to the

government for taxes.

be more

"If
tl

CECIL B. De MILLE: "If San
Claus will star in my next orodt
tion, I'll have him come down

borrow Santa Claus' disgu
can break into some of th
closed exhibitor meetings and get

November 29

I

earful.
S.

will

Can vou

L.
give

fix

it?"

ROTHAFEL:
me

another

"If San
'Cock-Ey

World,' I'll sign him up for person|
appearances for the holidays."

Best
tions

wishes and congratulaare extended by

FILM DAILY
ing

-

THE

members

who today

of

to the follow-

the industry,

!!&'<t

are celebrating their

birthday:

every

I'll

satisfied."

re-

year.
*

SCHENCK:

M.

like to

and printers approximates $20,000,000 yearly, with
approximately
125
concerns

ceive

Sante

CHARLES PETTIJOHN:

The Film Daily

lishers

contract

"Ask

send me Third Dimension, ai
thank him for Vitaphone and Tech

to

as

to

*

Our Xmas letter was as followj
"What do you want us to ask Sa

CUNNINGHAM

P.

Editor,

rpOTAL

*

*

chimney made of pearls, which
can have after we break up the
Why shouldn't we do something
Santa, who has done so much for us

Statistics

workers yearly, not including royalties and payments

Players

*

104

Industry
By JAMES

Thankl

shunted asidi
for another year, let's turn our an
ticipatory thoughts to Santa Clau:
been

get an even break,
|

Statistical

this alleged

LAEMMLE:

to 1,000

*

THAT
NOW
giving has

JOSEPH
1

DALY

;'If Santa
CARL
look after Universal City, that
be a big load off my mind."

148,529; 1925, $14,133,306.

*

infection

little

1927, total output reached $17,-

First National directors hold meeting at Indianapolis.

vincial

PASCAL, who pounds

in

you've got the price

is

open-minded eagerness to
progress, their open-minded eagerness to do their best in their

MOTION

is

The Christie folks are pleased over the fact that "Photoplay
Magazine" picked one of their shorts, "Faro Nell, or in Old Californy," as one of the best moora pitchers of a recent month.
All you who remember William Farnum ought to know
he's starring in "Headquarters," which is touring the long grass
prior to a Broadway appearance
Lily Damita, who packs
more of that s. a. stuff that the average femme, is appearing
in the stage musical, "Son o' Guns," which you can see if

In

pictures.

By PHIL M.

Incidentally, Charles Kenyon is also seeing the sights, principally because "Top O' the Hill," his first play in some years,
has just unrolled to Broadway audiences

sources

wrong with moIt

pictures.

there

Jr.

a wicked novelistic typewriManhattan in connection with the opening of his
new play, "The Amorous Antics," or something like that. Several of his best-selling yarns have been picturized
Jane
Winton has bag and baggaged into this man's] town and may go
in for a vocal career, which will be just too bad for pictures.

Sophie Kerr Lauds Film
Industry for Its Open Mind

HEAR

THAT'S

THAT

PhilM. Daly,
ter,

29, 1929
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with

ERNEST

November

Friday,

THEIR
FIRST

JOBS

Trixie Friganza

Mildred Harris

Rod La Rocque
Harold Beaudine
Kay Johnson

LOIS

MORAN

danced in Paris Opera House

I
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You can look ahead

to prosperity
\

iday,

November

29,

&&*
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1929

DAILV

Ml

\NADA INDUSTRY SURVEY
N CONFERENCE PROGRAM
(Continued from Page 1)
iken of the Hays office wiil
:ak on "Social Relations Between
Public and the Motion Picture
dustry" at the luncheon.
Program arranged for the conferee follows: Prof. Robinson, Uni"Public
-sity of Toronto, subject
i-operation with Theaters"; Dr. E.
Hardy, "Children's Matinee";

—

Arthur,

tin

Famous Players Cana-

Toronto "Music and
Corp.,
udeville"; B. E. Norrish, Montreal,
anadian Manufacturing of Films";
orge Mitford, Toronto, "Newsreel
lloblems"; O. R. Harvey, Northern
lectric Co., Montreal, "Sound ReDduction"; James Travis, Canadian
lucational Films, Toronto, "British
ctures in Canada"; J. P. O'LoghFox Film Corp. of Canada, Toito, "Censorship Problems"; F. C.
dgley, director, Canadian Govern:nt Studio,
Ottawa, "Government
ms"; and demonstration of films
i

You Cant Go Wrong
If You Go Long
On Ub $ Aa

,

You, as an individual, can't control the market.

schools by G. A. Cornish, Uni-

•

rsity

of Toronto.

The market

will adjust itself in
due time. So will you, if you
have courage. Remember, business is good.

'ANISH DIALOGUE FOR

iADIO PICTURES PLANNED
(.Continued

from Page

1)

But poor market or good market,

Villegas was formerly editor
Cinelandia and recently completed
survey of sound film needs in 25
countries.
With the issuing of
anish dialogue, a new field will be
oed in Radio Pictures involving
*<j0 theaters with
a combined seat5 capacity of 100,000,000, according
the company.
»n.

poor women have children, people
have accidents, people become ill.
Federation supports 9i charities
and good market or bad market,
it is not going to tell its helpless
to shift for themselves.

Houses Now Equipped
for Sound in Virginia

J

(Continued from Page 1)

number

-••11 be inAudible pictures
ortly will be introduced in 12 other

the year the
eased to 100.

Among some

:ies.

of the

towns

Anyone can

$10 will get you 9l — in Mitzvahs.

Broadcast for
Colman Opening on Coast
Coast

Bureau,

Give your better

THE FILM DAILY

— A Hollywood premiere

be nationally broadcast for the
time with the opening of "Conmned" at the Chinese on Dec. 5,
hen 20 film stars are scheduled to
heard over the Columbia Broadsting System, sponsors of the proam, which will be received in New
ork over station WABC.
ill

Do

st

Briskin Leaves for Coast
Briskin, Columbia production
lief, who
has been in New "York
eking story material, is scheduled
leave for the Coast today.

Sam

Encumclaw House Opens Soon
Encumclaw, Wash. Work is beg completed on the new Avalon

—

:re,

is soon to be opened by
Groesbeck.

which

W.

the going

good. It takes a real man to
give when the going is not so good.

rational

Hollywood

when

is

re-

introduced to sound pictures
e: New Market, Warrenton, Woodock, Blackstone and Schoolfield.
ntly

est

give

Platts, Inc., for

For

the Support

E,.

Beer, Treasurer

71 West 47th St. 9 N. Y.

Friend, for Space

FEDERATION

Now!

Walter

Composition

National Electrotype Co., for Cut

A

a break.

Send your check (make it more
than $10 if you can afford it) to

FEDERATION THANKS
A. P. Waxman, for Ad
McKellar c?

It

self

of

JEWISH PHILANTHROPIC SOCIETIES

of

New York City

:

DAILY

Fox and Warner Preparing
Warner

separating of
First National

Co.

of

America.
date has been set for hearings

No

Hollywood Happenings

complaint, First National has
been eliminated as a competitor of
Warner Bros. Allegation is made
that the defendants in this action

control a quarter of the picture busi-

T

GETS 5-YEAR OPTION

on the actions, which were filed Wed- ness.
nesday in the U. S. District Court,
ON REMARQUt'S WRITINGS
In the action against Fox the GovNew York. Both suits are civil acthe
acaside
set
ernment
seeks
to
Warthe
In
separate.
tions and are
Fox interests of Loews,
Universal has an option on Erich
ner suit, Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc., quisition by
Inc., which in turn owns M-G-M, Maria Remarque's literary efforts for
made
are
America
of
Co.
Stanley
and
In the action against Inc., owners of M-G-M Pictures the next five years under an agreedefendants.
Fox, Fox Film Corp., Fox Theaters Corp., and M-G-M Distributing Corp. ment signed with the author of "All
Corp., and William Fox are defend- The complaint says that on Feb. 25, Quiet on the Western Front."

Fox interests came into control
of 435,000 shares of Loew's common

last

ants.

The

Warner

suit

alleges

that

through the control of Stanley and
the purchase of 71,893 shares of First
National stock in the open market,
Warner Bros, now completely domiFurther alleganate First National.
tion is made that Warner Bros, have
transferred

all

business and assets of

First National to the recently-formed
First National of Maryland, a creaIn this way, says
tion of its own.

stock and alleges that Fox plans to
acquire more. Contention is made in
both the Fox and Warner cases that
the stock ownership in both instances
reduces
competition
interstate
in

countries which have enacted quotas
and contingents against Hollywood
product, and showed where these
were gradually being abandoned or
changed as the various governmental
authorities were discovering them to
be impractical and reacting on themselves more than on the American
most cases they
producers.
In
amounted to mere subterfuges for retarding the growth and popularity of
American product, and were only
serving to hamper the development of
their native productions, he declared.

The

present outlook for American

throughout Europe is
very encouraging, Canty asserted, due
principally to the admitted inability
of all foreign countries to adequately

development

meet the problems of talking pictures
American producers, howto date.
ever, find themselves in the position
of marking time, as the returns on
present bookings are inadequate, and
they are indisposed to go ahead until

various

the

European governments

show a disposition to treat our productions more considerably and reenact their restrictive legislation accordingly.
urges
Canty
Commissioner
Meanwhile
strongly upon our producers that they adopt
program"
to
what he terms a "long-range
meet the great opportunities that are bound
to come within the next 18 months. His plan
calls for two major campaigns on our part.
First Development of adequate theaters under
American control in all key cities of Europe,
:

which properly equipped with sound reproducwill give us the undisputed lead when
Continental nations realize they must "play
Second
ball" or suffer more than we will.
Well organized propaganda campaigns to imEuropean
picture-going
public
press upon the
the superiority of our product, so that pressure from their own peoples will force their
government agencies to fall in line.
American production organizations
are
now face to face with a splendid opportunity

tion

Cast
for First National Film
is

from "Lots"\
By

RALPH W1LK
Hollyw\

JEAN HERSHOLT

is

consider

a very attractive offer to appear!
New York in a stage version of "1
Van Winkle." It is said the offer]
eludes a weekly salary of $5,000.

was while Hersholt was on
in Tampa, Fla., playing the

localj

featt

Warner Oland has been added

to
First

THE

(Continued from Page 1)

night, summarized the
legislative situation in nine European

Warner Oland

A Little

male role in "Hell's Harbor,"
he
was approached by a New
the cast of "Faithful," which
stage producer and tendered
National will produce with Billie
commerce.
Dove starred. In the cast are George proposition. He has until Januarj
"No comment" was the attitude of Barraud, Montagu Love and Kaj to make his decision.
*
*
*
companies involved in the actions Francis. Lloyd Bacon will direct the
when queried by
FILM production, based on an original story Sarah Y. Mason is one of
busiest writers at M-G-M.
DAILY Wednesday afternoon.
by Forrest Halsey.

Canty Urges Developing of
American Chains Abroad
Wednesday

29, 19;

1)

from the

Bros,

and Stanley

Page

November

Coast Wire Service

to

Answer Govt. Anti-Trust Suits
(Continued from

Friday,

for

Adolfi Directing Short
John G. Adolfi is directing "The
New Racket," a Vitaphone Variety.
In the cast are Gardner James, DeWitt Jennings, James Bradbury, Jr.,
Irene Homer and Edwin Lynch.

laying the groundwork for dominance of

adapted "Broadway Melody"
also wrote the scenario f-or "AM
Jimmy Valentine." She also tvrV
the screen plays for "Take It Bl
starring Van and Schenck,
"Fresh From College," which t|
star William Haines.

M

*

*

*

Smiling Ralph Dietrich, who st|
Film Show
the European market on a scale which has
"The
Who Wasn't Wanted" ed his editorial work in the EastX
never yet been attained, Commissioner Canty
stated emphatically.
But he stressed the fact will be placed in production by Fox cently completed the editing of "M
that we must give individual problems in in
Exteriors will be Hawk," for Fox. He has edited si
two weeks.
the various European countries intensive study
Louise district of eral Fox Movietone features.
the
Lake
made
in
and research.
This will call for the em*
*
*
ployment of trained specialists in the different Canada. Helen Chandler and George
nations who would be permanently estab- O'Brien have the chief roles.
Our Passing Show:
Joel
lished there, backed by an organization and
Weber and Lew Fields dining!
adequately trained man-power to sell the
at M-G-M; Benny Rubin and]
Universal Signs Writer
product when the time comes.
This means
Joan Crawford chatting at
Helen Grace Carlisle has been
the highest type of salesmen who have an
understanding of the particular psychology of placed under contract to write origM-G-M; John Miljan busy at]
the people they are dealing with.
First National, to whom he|
inals and dialogue for Universal.
Forcing of our product on European marwas loaned by M-G-M.
kets at this time is very inadvisable, Canty
New Title for M-G-M Film
believes, and the present situation throughout
"Camera Shy" Hamilton's Nexi
the Continent calls for intensive effort in sellField"
has been
"Playing the
With "Grass Skirts" completq
ing Europe thoroughly on our ability to selected as the final title of the film
deliver sound pictures to meet the individual
Lloyd Hamilton is to start prodi
making
Schenck
are
which
Van
and
requirements of every nation.
The Comtion soon on "Camera Shy."
It was formerly "Take
missioner is convinced that European sound for M-G-M.
systems can give us no serious competition,
and that eventually they will have to come
to us if they are ever to develop their own
native productions and build up their picturegoing public.

Fox

to
Girl

Start

It

Big."

at

Educational.

RKO

2 Signed as
Directors
George
Archainbaud
and Laud;
Roles
in
Comedy
Get
Norman Peck and John Litel, Los Hillyer have been signed to duj
for RKO.
Commissioner Canty has just returned from Angeles stage players, have been
an intensive study of the new sound develop- added to the cast of the Jack White
Berlin Tunes for Richman
ments in Hollywood, and is very enthusiastic talking comedy now in production
over the entire situation. He called particular
attention to the work of Friedrick Zelnick, a

German Technical

specialist

who

is

pioneering

an entirely new field which promises to become of major importance in supplying multilingual films to meet the needs of all foreign
countries. Zelnick has worked out an original
and practical system for "dubbing," or doubling scenes on the sound track.
This system
he has successfully demonstrated in the production of a German version of United Artists'
"Lummox." Zelnick takes the English sound
version and perfectly synchronizes the English
spoken words with synonymous words
in
German so that the timing with the
lip-movement of the player is perfect.
For
illustration:
"Go away" is accurately converted into the German "Ge veck," perfectly
fitting
the lip movement.
Again, in the
case of the line "Good-bye," the German
"Aufwiedersehen" equivalent would be entirely out of timing, and Zelnick works out
another expression that fits the lip movement
accurately.
He is now applying his system
to another big production for a Spanish
version.
Canty says that here is the beginning of a new technical field which solves
the problem of foreign language versions on
Hollywood product.

Harry Richman sings six numb
written by Irving Berlin expres
for
"Puttin
on the Ritz," wh

Color for Columbia Film
number of sequences in Colum- United Artists will present.
bia's "The Melody Man" will be done
To Be Heard But Not Seen
The film is based on
in Technicolor.
Ford will be heard but
John
the
stage production of Herbert
seen singing in "Men Without
Fields, Richard Rodgers and Larry
men," which he is directing for
Hart.
John St. Polis will handle
the title role.
Another Change of Title

A

"Tonight's the Night," forme
Arlen Film Named "Burning Up"
"Hollywood Nights," is now tit
"Burning Up" has been picked as "What a Break." Frank Strayer|
the final title of Richard Arlen's directing.
first starring picture for Paramount.
Edward Sutherland is directing.
Part for Lucille Hutton
•

Lucille Hutton is in the cast
"Cold Shivers," Jack White talkhj

Caesar Writes Dialogue
Dialogue in "She Couldn't Say comedy.
No," being made by Warner with
Winnie Lightner and Chester Morris
M-G-M Contract for Feyder
in the cast, is the work of Arthur
Jacques Feyder has been awards
Caesar.
a long-term contract by M-G-M.
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rv

—sold

N
s

a third sensa*
tional record-breaking
week at the Colony Thea*
sold for fireat,
tre, N. Y.
for

. . .

profit'runs every*
The public de~
where*
big,

.

mands more and more and
more

of glorious—

JJlart
Uiaru

SOI AX
i

hjzhghai
Presented by

CARL LAEMMLE
With James Murray, Wheeler Qakman.
the play by John Colton, author of
"Rain." A John Robertson Production.

From
1007c

FOnWAUD MAQ.CH
SHORT SUBJECTS
ARE COMING BACK
INTO THEIR OWN
AGAIN THIS YEAR

TALKING;

***

also silent.

UNIVERSAL

For Shorts or Features, Sound or Silent

Film Daily Reviews

KEEP POSTED ON

SHORTS THRU
THE INDUSTRY'S
LEADING MEDIUM

are the recognized authority

Mi

!

SENSATIONAL

The Most
MADE

SINCE THE

ADVENT

of

Announcement!

SOUND TALKING MOTION PICTURE!
!L

D

Baby Grand Dual System

DISC
For Theatres
With Seating Capacity

Up To
400 Seats

and

»1750
FOR THE COMBINED

FIL
Can Be Attached

To Any
Projector

j

($50.00 Additional For Attachment to
Powers Projectors)

SYSTEMS

DUAL AMPLIFICATION

DELIVERIES START JANUARY

— 2 Turn Tables
Batteries and Charger — Monitor
2 Speakers

Installations

Made

in the

'!

Is!

Order

That Contracts Are Received

Synchronous Motors
2 Sound-on-Film Heads and Amplifiers
2

LIBERAL TERMS

North American Sound
& TALKING PICTURE EQUIPMENT
CORPORATION

729

NEW YORK, N.
SEVENTH AVENUE
WIRE OR WRITE TO-DAY—RESERVE YOUR EQUIPMENT NOW !

u:

Y.
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Have 20 Days

defendant Firms

to File Replies

FEATURES WITH COLOR MADE; 40JN WORK

JO

Washington Exhibs Protest Against Fire Edict
Assistant Attorney - Dislike Idea of Paying for
Firemen Posted
Genl. Working on Fox,
in Theaters
Warner Actions

kecial

Fox and Warner

Bros, have
which to prepare
file their answers to the Governnt's suits charging them with aled violation of the Clayton antist act and seeking an order comling them to strip themselves of
loth

20 days

nit

in

I

dings

in

companies.
Foi
the actions are beby Special Assistan;

other

Government

handled
orney-General John Harlan Amen
Defendants have not as yet been
ved with papers in the action.
(Continued on Page 2)

Drop Missouri Tax
Mo.— The tax
be submitted to the
Legislature will not include a
tax on motion pictures, Gov.
Jefferson City,

—

Washington
Protest has been
made by the M.P.T.O. of Washing-

Caufield announced yesterday.
Report of the committee preparing the budget will not include this assessment as well as
taxes on cigars, cigarettes and
other items listed under "luxuries."
Two years ago an effort
was made to assess Missouri
theaters 10 per cent on admissions and a certain amount per
reel of film but the measure

ton against the stationing of firemen
in
local houses in anticipation of
screen fires. Through an edict of the
Fire Dept., issued by Chief Watson,
theater owners are required to pay
for

this

service.

recent meeting with Commissioner
Dougherty,
A.
Julian
Brylawski, acting for the M.P.T.O.,
explained that screens burn very
slowly and that as yet, no fireproofing method has ever been discovered.
(Continued on Page 2)

At

a

Production

to

bill

THE FILM DAIL\

Washington Bureau of

Lack of Color Cameras
Seen as Retarding

was

With about 20

features in all-color
or part-color already turned out, close
to 40 more under way, and plans for
additional quantities as fast as there
are color cameras and developing facilities available to handle them, the
ndustry is going color as avidly as
went sound a short time back, it
t
surs revealed by a FILM
vey.
The only restricting factor, company officials state, is the lack of
sufficient facilities to take care of
(Continued on Page 2)

DAILY

defeated.

LI.

BBINS EFFECTS CHANGE

You

FOREIGN SALES PLAN

IN

Jnder a change just effected

in its

rights sales policy, Robbins
Corp., which has published a
jority of M-G-M's picture songs,
sell foreign rights on these nurrito each country individually.
s
(Continued on Page 12)

eign

THE

compelling significance to
Relief Fund.

isic

1

a

filmIport shows

ASSETS ATJ91,220,709
Consolidate balance sheet of Fox
Corp. and subsidiaries as of
le 29, 1929 shows total assets of

m

comparing with $74,003,on Dec. 29, 1928 and a surplus of

220.709,

(Continued on Page 12)

That

YOUR

industry of the Film Daily

this

fund works

all to

help

silently, speedily

YOUR

and

effectively,

without

fellow man.

That many of the cases have been pitiful. A burial in Potters'
breadwinner out of work and the family in actual need of
food, a life hanging in the balance for want of proper medical atThis

tention.

is

not unusual.

Every dollar goes

It is life.

to this call of humanity.

There

is

not one

red cent of expense charged against this fund.
that deserves the support of every man
a
woman in the motion picture industry in New York City.
committee gladly give their time, much of it, to this work.

Here

is

call

Surely you will do your
self for

take

my word

having done

for

bit

it.

and

The

by contributing what you can.
You'll feel a

little

happier with your-

so.

We

are trying to raise ten thousand dollars by Christmas to
carry on this work during the coming year.
will get it, too, with
help.

We

HEAD OFJMDUCTION

IS
I

Coast

Bureau,

oin
is

s
1.

—

reported, will leave the
1,

YOUR

JACK ALICOATE.

THE FILM DAILY

Benjamin Glazer will
Pathe as head of production,
William Sistrom,
understood.

Hollywood

company

Make checks payable

Do

It

to

In augumenting its facilities at its
Eastern plant, Paramount plans to
renovate and remodel two buildings
adjoining its studios in Long Island.
One of the buildings is being recon(Continued on Page 2)

"Taming

of Shrew'*

Douglas Fairbanks and Mary

Field, a

And

MR REJOINING PATHE

STUDIO UNIT FACILITIES

Know!

That the contributions sent in last year Have paid dividends
hundred fold in relief to many unfortunates.

red tape,

x

Don't

The Film Daily

To-Day— NOW!

Relief

Fund

stage a family row
swell entertainment in
"Taming of the Shrew," given
its premiere last evening at the
Rivoli by United Artists. This
all-dialogue picture is rollicking throughout and is certain

Pickford

which

is

—

to do some mighty important
rollicking at the box office.

Sam
picture

Taylor,
with a

directing
skillful

the

hand,

missed nothing by the way of
laughs in this slapstick version
Shakespeare's farce.
Bill
of
Both Mary and Doug are im-

mense

in their parts,

and

their

supporting cast adequately help

rowdy fun. "Taming of
Shrew" is typically a Fair-

in the

the

banks' picture in production as
It's grand
well as in tempo.
entertainment, tied up with two
real

names

lights.

for

your marquee

EDDY

!

—J&w
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the demand from producers anxious
Vol. L No. 52
to go in for natural hues. Technicolor
EDITOR AND PUBLISHER at present has 38 cameras doing duty
I0HN W. ALICOATE
and is building more at the rate of
Pulilished daily except Saturday and holidays one a week.
Even with all this equipand
Y.,
at 1650 Broadway, New York. N.
ment
being
put into use day and
Film
and
Films
Wid's
copyright (1929) bv
W. Alicoate. President. night as fast as it is available, the
Inc.
Folks
J.
Editor and Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, firm's schedule for the next 18 months
Secretary-Treasurer and General Manager;
Photocolor also reEn- is all filled up.
Arthur W. Eddy, Managing Editor.
sorts its equipment at present if
tered as second class matter, May 21, 1918,
tinder
at the post-office at New York. N. Y.,
insufficient to handle all orders.
Terms (Postage
the act of March 3, 1879.
Producers using Technicolor excluStates outside of Greater New
free)

Price

25Cents

United

6 months, $5.00; 3
Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers
months, $3.00.
Address all comshould remit with- order.

York $10.00 one year;

THE FILM DAILY

1650
Phone Circle
Broadway, New York. N. Y.
4736-4737-4738-4739. Cable address: Filmday
Ralph
New York. Hollywood. California Granite
Wilk 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone
London— Ernest W. Fredman, The
6607.
W.
St.,
Wardour
Renter, 89-91
Film
Berlin— Karl Wolffsohn. Lichtbildbuehne,
I
Paris— P. A. Harle.
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la
munications

to

—

Cour-des-Noues, 19.

include Paramount, Warner,
First National, Universal, M-G-M,
Tiffany, United Artists and R-K-O.
"ome of the pictures are being made
in full-color and others in part-color.
Paramount already has put out
"Dance of Life" and a few other
pictures and now is launching an
mibitious program that includes "The
sively

All Markets Closed
All stock market trading
active Friday.

in-

1)

releases
including
"Revue of
Revues," "Devil May Care," Duncan Sisters
in "It's A
Great Life," "Lord Byron of
Broadway," "Road Show" and Lawrence Tib

prospective

"The Rogue's Song," as well as others
yet announced.
First National is now represented by Irene

bett in

Pictures

Vallee for at least one

Command" and "This Thing

First

Love,"

all

future

his picture,

it

more

"Fox

established a new
for the Globe, according to

RKO.

in
is

"The Melody Man."

This company also
doing a series of shorts with the Photo-

color process.

Coast Picture Group
Chartered by A. F. of L.
West

Coast

Bureau,

Los Angeles

THE FILM DAILY meanwhile,

—The Ass'n

-f Assist-

Directors and Unit Managers
has been granted a charter by the
A. F. of L.

ant

Schildkraut Recovering

Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Rudolph Schildkraut
Hollywood
on the road to recovery following

West
is

Coast

—

a severe attack of asthma.

Charles Maigne
West

Coast

Bureau,

Hollywood

—

Dead on Coast
THE FILM DAILY

Charles Maigne, fordirector, more recently a
scenarist for Pathe, is dead here.
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Eastnian Films

§

I
:;j

I
$

I
J. E.

Brulatour, Inc.

8
New York
1540 Broadway

Bryant 4712

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica
Blvd.

Gladstone 6103

theaters

have

promised

to watch their screens and settings
^losely while the problem is being
vorked out, said Brylawski.

Rosenberg Group Ahead
in Columbia Sales Drive
Latest

figures in
the $2,000,000
drive instituted by Columbia
Pictures for its "Prosperity Group,"
show the Ben Rosenberg faction
composed of the Eastern, New England and Greater New York Divisions, displacing the Rube Jackter
unit made up of the Western and
Middle States Divisions.
sales

merly a

li

(Continued from Page 1)

pointed out that a request has
been made to the U. S. Bureau of
Standards that experiments be made
to develop a fireproof screen.
In the

To Show New Sonora Device
Sonora Products Corp. of America
will hold a private demonstration of
its new combination talking picture,
radio and phonograph equipment on

Monday at
| New York.

§
8
::

its office,

50

W.

57th

UNIT FACLITIES
(Continued from Page 1)
structed and equipped to house the
Publix stage presentation units, under
the supervision of A. J. Balaban. The
other building when completed will
be occupied by the technical laboratory, under supervision of Dr. La
Porte. In addition to rehearsal rooms,
the building to house the Publix units
will
have ten sound-proof offices,
musical library and wardrobe depart-

Carolina
Si

Dec.

11

Conference of M. P Distributor!
of Canada at Hotel King
Ling Edward.
Toronto.

Dec.

23

Opening
House in

of

the

Little
Picture
City,

New York

20 DAYS TO

FILE REPLIES

(Continued from Page 1)

They have no comment

The

action

divorce

The

against

Loew's,

Warner

to

make

Fox seeks^K

and
would

Inc.,

M-G-M

senaran
First National and Stanley Co. ot
America from the present organizasuit

Vidor-Boardman Arriving
King Vidor and Eleanor Boardman arrive in New York Saturday
from the Coast.

Vidor last directed
"Dulcie," starring Marion Davies.

Under New Management
Camden, N. J. The Highland has
reopened under new management.

—

"Past Presidents' Day" will be oi
served by the A. Al. P. A. Thursda
at its weekly luncheon at the Par
mount Hotel. At the luncheon De
12, Roy Dickinson, editor of "Prin
er's Ink," will speak on "A Nations.
Survey of General Outlook with Y
feet on Theaters."
F. N. Signs Blackmer
Sidney Blackmer has signed a n<
contract with First National a
leaves soon for the Coast to play
posite Loretta Young in "Murder
the Second Floor."
This will be
fourth picture with First National.

.

BROOKS
THE NAME YOU GO BY
_WHEN YOU GO TO BUY

COSTUMES
GOWNS AND UNIFORMS
1437 B WAY. N.Y
AUSO ZS.OOO

TEL 5580 PENN.I
COSTUMES TO ncMT
'

Let Us Solve Your Problems
Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE
Stebbins,
1540

B'WAY

Leterman
& Gates
INCORPORATED

N.Y.C.

r
t

t

tion.

ment.

St.,

U. A. Gets Joseph Macauley
United Artists has signed Josenh
Macauley to a long-term contract, by
arrangement with Florenz Ziegfeld.
He leaves for the coast on Dec, 15 to
play in "Bride 66."

if

Inc.,

'Past Presidents' Day' Set
for Ampa Luncheor

PROTEST FIRE EDICT
He

Pictures,

DEFENDANT FIRMS HAVE

Movietone Follies" and "Married in
Hollywood," but no definite information is
obtainable about future plans of this company in the matter of color.
One recent
report has it that Fox was experimenting
with Eastman on a new color process.
Columbia will have a Technicolor sequence

"The Vagabond

Lover,'
single day record

Bros.

«

Called

nicture.

is

9

Fox has done yet.

releases.

LI.

understood.
With a take of $4,800 Thanksgiving,

probably a revue,

Dec.

z

Artists.

Rudy

sign

will

S

hibitors' unit at Pinehurst
ur«t.

Regiment," "Show Girl in Hollywood" and
Richard Barthelmess' "Son of the Gods."
R-K-O has "Rio Rita" on view at present,
with "Dixiana," "Radio Revels" and "Hit
the Deck" definitely set.
Universal is doing
the Paul Whiteman picture, "King of Jazz"
and contemplates others. United Artists used
color in the fourth-coming Harry Richman
picture. "Puttin' on the Ritz" and "Hell's
Angels."
Florenz Ziegfeld and Oscar Ham
merstein also are to do some musical productions in color for release through United

Radio to Sign Vallee for
at Least One More Film
Radio

Dec.

Wilmington, Del.
Dec. 9-10 Meeting of North

"Red Hot Rhythm," William Boyd's "His

"Mammy," John
headed by Al Jolson's
"Golden
"General
Crack,"
Barrymore's
Dawn," "Hold Everything." "Song of the
West" and "Under a Texas Moon."
M-G-M has "Hollywood Revue" and "The
Mysterious Island" currently showing, with

3

]

Opening of "General Crack" at
Warner, New York.
Opening of "Condemned" at G
man's Chinese, Los Angeles
Annual meeting of stockholders

Warner

Bordoni's "Paris" and "Footlights and Fools,"
with a good list on the way among which
are Marilyn Miller's "Sally," "No, No, Nanette," "Song of the Flame," "Bride of the

Parade,"

King," "Paramount on
"Glorifying the American
"Pointed Heels," and others

Dec.

not

Vagabond

not yet definitely set.
Warners, with "Show of Shows," "Gold
Diggers on Broadway" and others already
on exhibition, now are bringing out a group

was

The Industry's
Date Book

Tiffany is releasing Mae Murray's "Peacock Alley," and "Mamba," to be released by
this company next year, also will have color.
Pathe is using the Multicolor process in

Girl,"

Financial

om Page

1929

P

20 Features with Color
Made; 40 Now in Work
Sunday. December 1.1929

1,

TELEPHONE BRYANT
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—

:

THE
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1,
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Timely Topics

Along The Rialto

A

Digest of
Current Opinion

THAT

PhilM. Daly,
TACK HOXIE,
**

Cooperation Factor

the 101

seum,

New

Jr.

By PHIL M.

stalwart western hero, at present featured with

Ranch Wild West Show, currently playing the ColiYork, was a guest of honor at the last weekly meet-

Success of the Industry

ing of the Circus Saints and Sinners at Sardi's

TNDOUBTEDLY

the

one of the

J major

factors in the success
the motion picture industry is
steadfast adherence to the
:s
rinciples of voluntary coopera-

on and self-government, and

it

The

went up

to

Con-

knows

Hays had Thanksgiving dinner in Sullivan, Ind.
make whoopee" is "Let's
Texas expression and Jack Hoxie, who
Post-Thanksvouches for it
include the fact that pitcher actors and

It's a

his mesquite country,

giving news jottings
such who battled with

Hays

*

turkey in

Gotham

include

IVERY

contract can be improved. Yet the more I study
Standard Exhibition Contract

Miss Olga Crandall, whose daddy

Harry M. Crandall, de-

is

etween distributors and exhibits, and compare it with condional sales contracts and conracts between producers and dis-

veloper and former owner of the Crandall theaters in Washington, is to wed Dr. William Thompson Burch, prominent Wash-

ributors,

the more I am coninced that the unspecific critiism levelled at the Standard Ex-

gest postcard every

to
due
is
Contract
ibition
Touchiness caused by hard times
nd not to inequity in the con-

feet

ispect of

p.

o.

is

described as the world's big-

in

these United States has been

address Hollywood, Cal.

It

10

is

It
long by four and a half wide and weighs 200 pounds.
was sent, crated, from a theater in Greensboro, N. C
Up pops Sue Carol, only to get that way over Nick Stuart, to
the extent of having the ring tossed around that devilish little

Louis Nizer, Attorney
*

delivered

received by Al Jolson,

ract itself.
*

What

ington physician

finger.

*

Censorship of

kers Frightens Griffith
'T is of no importance to me
personally if they enact a cenorship of the human voice in the
liking pictures. But if they cenor the voice speaking in the
liking pictures today then to-

THERE HAS

been launched one of
the finest productions of this or
any other season. It is a Xmas Special, but one which will play throughout the year. There is no heavy exploitation in back of it. As a matter
of fact, it won't make a nickel for
it's sponsors.
It's a picture that is
loaded with human interest.
are
offering you a chance to get in on it.

Your investment won't be heavy. But
guarantee that you'll get a bigit than from any othei
investment you can possibly make.
The name of this production is "Helping Needy Cases In The Industry."
we'll

ger kick out of

Irene Rich,

Jane Winton, Gilda Gray, Claire Windsor, Ben Turpin, Leonora
Ulrich, June Collyer, Monte Blue, D. W. Griffith, Frank Lloyd,
Estelle Taylor, Marilyn Miller, Baclanova,. Herbert Rawlinson,
Ian Keith, June Collyer and Esther Ralston

ndard Contract Baseless

DALY

We

latest substitute for "Let's

get high behind."

Brands Criticism of

..e

H.

Will

"ibilities.

er

of Technicolor,

necticut for his turkey

the distinct credit of the
:aders of the motion picture inustry that they have quickly and
ffectively joined themselves toether to meet their full respon-

*

Also with

now is Donald McGregor, who recently
Fox exploitation department on the West

outfit

from the
Jerome Beatty,

Coast

to

*

Ranch

101

returned

f

Will H.

THAT'S

with

€)
.ds

AND

Here

is a chance for you fellows
associate yourselves with some
names that mean something in this
film biz. If these men can find the
time and interest to devote their energies to this work for the past
three years, the least you can do is
to kick in with a few berries that
you'll never miss, and which will
help to lighten heavy hearts, alleviate actual suffering, save families
from breaking up, take care of ur~
gent hospital cases, and in some
cases, and in some cases actually
provide people with the bare necessities of life. And the best part of
it is that you will be aiding folks
whom you may know good fellows
who have done their bit to build up
this industry, and who now find
themselves helpless in the face of
financial misfortune and sickness.

to

—

•

morrow they

day that they
:nsor the spoken word, whether
transmitted through the
is
>rm of the talking pictures or
ny other way, the day we go
ack to mediaevalism and sur;nder our most precious svmord.

And

NUMBER

D.

W.

Griffith

YEARS AGO TO-DAY

By JAMES
Statistical

•*

Negro

*

*

granted preliminary injuncClare Kimball Young
Equity Pictures.
against

*

eement,
2S.

is

*

under Vitagraph
producing special fea-

Terriss,

exclusive

December

theaters are scattered

1

throughout the United States.
Many production units in key
cities, backed by all-Negro in-

TELLING

Best

shorts and features yearly for
showing in these houses, which

tions

however,

on product distributed regularly by U. S. distributors.
*

*

.

on!

numerous

chiefly,

home

wishes and congratulaare extended by

THE

FILM DAILY
ing

members

who today

of

to the follow-

the industry,

are celebrating their

birthday

*

*

elect

*

The Film Daily

produce

publicity man provided
for the aged * * * paid
funeral expenses of well known actoi
and sent his wife back to the Coast
* * * former producer now crippled
regularly aided * * * wife and five
children of impoverished actor kept
in their little home and provided with
food.
Just a few of 24 aciu-il case
And more waiting for your support.
* * *
Say, kid, we're not begging
you.
Come
you. We're

Prominent

CUNNINGHAM

T?OUR HUNDRED

concentrate
•ewis J. Selznick secures large
in London for theater building.

P.

Editor,

Just cast your eye over a few typiexamples of this glorious work
which has been carried on by the
Film Daily Relief Fund through the
generosity of some regular fellows:
cal

for in a

Statistics

terests,

'ora

MANY HAPPY RETURNS

the

ol of liberty.

i

105

Industry

will censor all forms
of the written

and

speech

f

105

Australia is second to the
United States in attendance at
film theaters. Average weekly
count past the box-office is
2,250,000 a long way from
America's 120,000,000.

Demetrios Alexis

Howard M. Oswald

JOSEPH MANKIEWICZ
Chicago Tribune, Berlin,

Germany

L
Sunday, December

DAILY

HERBERT

Choir, in a

spectacular offering of spirituals, is
show
the big shot of the Roxy stage
week in conjunction with the
this

screening of "The River." Arranged
preacher
as a church meeting, with a
on the stand and the congregation
huddled at his feet, the chanting gradot
ually is worked up to that state
religious frenzy so typical of the negro
Storm effects, penetrating the
race.
dilapidated church windows, and the
interior
well-calculated
a
of
use
lighting help to emphasize the mood
It is an impressive
of the offering.
scene and scores on its dramatic as
In anwell as its musical merits.

other setting, Daniel L. Haynes, popular colored singer, gives a fine rendition of "Ole Man River" in front
the
of an appropriate river drop, with
ensemble voices joining in for bigger
volume in the final chorus. A fancithat proves a delight is
the "Invitation to the Dance," featuring Patricia Bowman and Leonide
Massine, augmented by the Roxy

number

Ballet Corps and the Roxy Chorus.
a
It is a fairy tale idea depicting
girl's dream as she slumbers on her
mother's shoulder while all dolled up
for a ballroom date. Russell E. Marker's Roxyettes take their share of
the honors with "La Marche des
Zouaves," in which they do
very creditable drilling. The "Tannhauser" overture by the Roxy Orchestra conducted by Erno Rapee,
evoked a big hand.

"me

very nifty collegiate revue was
staged by the Capitol called "Eton
Days," devised and staged by Chester
The famous Eton School in
Hale.
England was used for the stage background, with its picturesque setting
Dave
costumes.
distinctive
and
Schooler officiated as master of ceremonies with his Capitolians. Schooler
rendered one of his popular piano
solos, and scored heavily. Special acts
.ncluded Ann Codee, Marguerite &
.Gill, the well known Broadway dancers; John Maxwell, who displayed an
unusually fine voice; Steve Savage,
eccentric dancer; the Embassy Trio,
harmony singers; and finally the Chester Hale Girls acting as the English
Dandies, "The Etonettes." Their costumes were very snappy, and their

more

routines even

so.

The

stage

production had lots of color, comedy,

and

real class in the

ing

and

popular

Bunchuk and

way

of costum-

numbers.

AID EDUCATIONAL FILMS

Good

for Presentation

period,
follows:

League of Nations.
to advance the cause
of educational pictures.

New

Film to be Panorama

Washington Bureau

is

of

—A

British Empire

record of life and acBritish Empire will be
presented in celluloid form under the
banner of British Instructional. The
film is a talker and is being made by

London

tivity

the

in

Walter Creighton

W.

at

Welwyn.

have

Installation in Poland
Warsaw An installation school

—

been opened here by Western
Electric with Alois Freverberg in

has

Tour

been

selected

as

IN TAX

More f orW. E.
in Denmark, Sweden

Copenhagen

— Fifty

additional

in-

ern Electric in

made by WestSweden and Denmark,

according

the

stallations are to be
to

company's

Danish Company tol
Produce Talking Films!

tl

The new company has

merce.

H.
a

F.

Maltby

talking

Buys Play
and Honey,"

Filmcraft

—''Bees

play, will be

picture

by

made

British

a

s

where talking pictu

New

British Chain Gets
Options on Fifty Sites

—

:..

Kingdom.
British

London

Firm Issues Stock

—Allied

Talking

':-

Picture
Ltd., formed last May, is offering
$1,250,000 stock issue* to the publj

Russian Star in French Film
Inkischinoff, Russian st;
has been engaged by Louis Nalp;
for "The Yellow Riders," which C
Sardberg, the Swedish director,

the
into

Film-

—

direct.

David Pezetski craft. Margaret Bannerman will play
Talkers in Newcastle
VARIETY IS HIGH NOTE
Singing Bill Zuckerman, Wesley Ed- the lead.
Newcastle Olympia Picture Hall?
dy, Don Felice, Wild Oscar; Bobby
Ginger Joins Universal
the Palladium and Grainger Kinema
Gillette, Carbonara, Jort Gart; Leon
Manchester, England Charles W. here are to show talking pictures. 1
OF PARAMOUNT
Navara, Don Albert, Ted Meyn; Ken
Ginger has resigned as First NationWitmer, George Wild, Maurice Cook; al-Pathe manager here to becomeFire Destroys Prague Studio
ought
to
The seeker after variety
Nat Nazzaro, Elias Breeskin, Dick South Coast representative for Uni- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAII.1
Washington Film production has
find this week's show on the Para- Leibert; Bert Frohman, Bert Wilversal.
mount stage a satisfying thing. With liams, Bill Dalton; Dave Schooler.
been affected in Czechoslovakia
fire at the Kavalirka studio in Prague,
Ben Black as its nucleus it achieves Ota Gygi, Harold Ramsay; Ted
To Push Use of Sound Film
Maurice Spitalny, organist
a pace, warmth of color and a cer- Claire,
Berlin
The Tonbild-Syndikat has according to the M. P. Division ol
the Dept. of Commerce.
tain comic mood that brings spon- not named; Ted Joyce, organist and formed a connection with the Pin
taneity to the applause it draws. conductor not named.
sch ewer Film Co. to promote the use
"Blackmail" in Cairo
Planned by Jack Partington under
of sound film for industrial purposes.
Cairo Cairo viewed its first talk
the title "Mardi Gras," it is furious
ing picture when "Blackmail" wi
and sedately melodious by turns, with
Joins Pincshewer Board
Berlin Heinz
Auerbach of the shown here recently.
a host of really talented entertainers.
:
Tonbild Syndikat has joined the
One of the high spots is an interpreboard of the Pinschewer Film Co.
tation, by a band under Black's guidance, of the long-count DempsevPictures,
Made Pinschewer Directors
Tunney battle in terms of music. It
723 7th Ave.
New
York City)
for
l„
c>
Berlin
State
Minister
von
Hentig
is something decidedly novel and full
D. J. MOUNTAH, Pres.
and Siegfried Hirsch, a director of
Picture Theatres
No less enjoyof satirical banter.
EXCLUSIVE foreigi representa
the Commerz and Privat-Bank, have
able are the ludicrous antics and
tives for P.ayart Pi.tures Corpobeen appointed to the board of the
tricky dance manoeuvers of a pair of
ration and other
eading indePinschewer
Film
Co.
pendent
producers and distributors.
funny boys known as the Two Gobs.
Vaudeville
Acts
Cable Address: RICH P! CSOC. Paris
A team of aerialists named the Four
British 2-Language Talker
Cable Address: DEEJAY. London
)rtons does some speedy and gasp1600 Broadway, New York City
London "At the Villa Rose" has
Cable Address: R1CHPIC. N. Y.
inducing work on the ticht wire. A
been completed at the Twickenham
Phone Penn. 3S80
umber of tunes sung by Dorotfp
the
Film Studios in French and English

Walt

id

il

London Multiple Cinemas Cor]
recently organized here, has acquit
options on 50 sites in the L'nit

Paris

London

THE FILM DAlti

Nordisk TonefimJ
Ijas been organized in Copenhagen]
absorbing the Nordisk Film Selsk
and the Nordisk Apparat Fabrik Cj
penhagen, it has been reported to
M. P. Division of the Dept. of Co:

office

here.

British

of

—

Washington

dio at Valby
will be made.

E. Teaching Sound

Fifty

Trios comprising a master of ceremonies, a solo organist and a symphony orchestra conductor, to be rotated over the Loew circuit with the
stage-band units starting the week of
Dec. 14, replacing the previous policy of keeping the m.c, organist and
conductor in one house for an indefi-

SLASH

of the

Institute

The purpose

round entertainment. charge.

Loew Appoints Trios

P.C.

—

—

his orchestra played a

all

GET 70

Paris
French exhibitors may
A survey of what has
Rome
been accomplished by the nations of granted a greater reduction in t
the world in the production of edu- theater tax than they have been del
The government is unde^
cational and recreational films is to manding.
be undertaken by the "International stood to be planning a 70 per ce
Review of Educational Cinematog- cut in the poor tax instead of the
raphy," official organ of the Interna- per cent asked by picture theat
tional Educational Cinematographic owners.

Yasha

special overture, "Gershwiana," compiled by the leader, which went over

nite

CUNNINGHAM

;

A

big.

P.

WORLD PICTURE SURVEY TO FRENCH EXHIBITORS MAY

REVUE BY CHESTER HALE

SCORE ON ROXY

ful

By JAMES
,

CAPITOL STAGES NIFTY

SPECTACULAR

Hall Johnson's Negro

BERG

S.

1929

Foreign Markets

Presentations
By

k
1,

Rosener,

—

—

SHOW

—

—

—

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

—

AGENCY

Attractions

Rlchmount

—

Standard

—

'

Exporting only

Neville

is

a beguiling soprano.

versions.

best in Motion Picture!

at

——
;

;;

THE
December

day,

1,

WWOJ

HIAIt

DAILY

Trade Report
Additional Theater Changes

DOUABSfOB SHOWMEN

(M-G-M)
etroit Times ran serial story, with
ince ads. Arranged to have girls
a Publix unit, occupying 20 cars

from Chrysler, release
balloons from Grand Circus
k, in heart of citv, announcing
serial storv. and picture at
t of
One hundred tickets atiter.
noted

)

W.

—

to

the

balloons

— Oscar

carried

Doob,

free

Adams,

—

W.

S.

Williaamson

New

;

Bern

Miami

—

sold

B.

—

Co.

& Z. Beam;
Tom Williams by
Openings

—

Wilson Merrio,
Aycock-Darden.

by E.

sold to

—
—

—

;

——

—

—

;

;

—

Hall

e

invite

your president and

a private screening of
play at the Carolina Saturday
is
arning at ten o'clock."— Warren Irl, Carolina, Charlotte, N. C.
-retary

to

photographic enlargement 40 by
inches mounted on a base with
sel attachment was placed in front
the

rn

box

office

picture

showing the

players

17

appearing

moin

5how People" which made a great
ish and followed on the free art disay printed in the Akron Times
Ray C. Brown, Strand, Akress.
m, O.

—

—

—

"Wolf of Wall

Street"

(Paramount)

—

:

Closings

—

— Victoria
— Palace
— Ferguson,
Philadelphia — D'Annunzio

Blossburg
Dealing
Austin
Chicora
Brownsville Strand
Olyphant
Dixonvil'e
City
;

—
—

;

;

:

Opera House
Tremont Moose.
;

by E.

sold to F. T. Carr

WASHINGTON

—

A

— Strand,

—

Ownership

in Ownership
Anacortes Empire Lake Stevens Sunshine
Metaline Falls Metaline Falls; Mt. Vernon Lincoln
Seattle
Atlas,
Columbian,
South Park Spokane Pantages.

Changes

;

"Show People"
(M-G-M)

in

D. Reyes.

;

;

—

;

VERMONT

Randolph

Majestic, sold to Central Theaters, Inc., by
Victoria, sold to
G. J. Higgins & Son
Inc.,
by Chamberlain
Central Theaters,
Amus. Ent., Inc. Sharon NuLuns, sold to
P. A. Messina by S. Friedman; Souderton
Broad, sold to William Spiegel by East
Tomaqua Majestic,
Coast Theater, Inc.
sold to Central Theaters, Inc., by G. J.
Victoria, sold to Central
Higgins & Son
Inc.,
by Chamberlain AmuseTheaters,
ment Ent., Inc. ; Waterford LeBeouf, sold
to Evelyn P. Ward by H. K. Smith;
Stanleyto
sold
Waynesboro Arcade,
Strand,
Crandall Co. by Silverman Bros.
sold to Stanley-Crandall Co. by Silverman
Bros.

—

one, would much rather Mr. Lloyd like
Mr. Chaplin would choose not to speak. What
he says is never half as funny as what he does.
SUN * * * of the new crow of films it
is by far the most satisfactory. * * * Harold
Lloyd in dialogue is substantially the same
screen character that he was in silence.
TELEGRAM * * * may not be the most
hilarious of Harold Lloyd's comedies, but it
possesses more than an abundant share of
laughs, and if its situations are not entirely

to

Changes

—

;

;

Mr. C.

—

wish to

sold

—

—

—

;

Bluefield

— Granada,

in

Amuse.

Mercer

to

—

—

—

sold to E. J. Casey
son Rialto, sold to

—

by J. R. Sims MadiRupert McNeesly by
;

Hoge & Hager.
Closings

— Rialto Grafton — Opera
— Strand Warington —Lyric.
New Theaters
Gilbert—
owner — Mrs. Rosa

Cameron

;

gah

—

Ellis

Universal Sells Portland House
Portland, Ore. Universal is reported to have sold the Columbia for
about $200,000.. The house, with a
small seating capacity, was closed
some time ago.

—

;War

owner— Earl Murphy.

It,

Re-Openings

Kenova

— Strand.

WISCONSIN
Changes

— Strand,

in

Ownership

N. T. Thompson by
Vogue, sold to
C. Tebbetts; Kenosh
S. Jocius and L. Slater by
& Abraham Mazomanie Majestic, sold to F. E.
Elmer by R. J. Slack Milwaukee Greenfield, sold to Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Zehno by
M. C. Krofta Miramar, sold to Mrs. R.
Praire du
K. Gregory by Jacob Ranner
Chien Regent, sold to M. E. Mitchell by
Tom Smith Richland Center Richland,
sold to J. Eskin by George Gassen Sharon
Rialto. sold to Harry Sommer by H. S.
Wales Two Rivers Rivoli. sold to West
Bend Theater Co. by Riv. Theater Co.

Arcadia

sold to

—

H.

—

Lamm

to
The Pontal Co. installed a branch
Corp. by A. S. Spitz; Mt.
dice in the patio leading to entrance
Castle, sold to Picturetpne Theaters Corp.
theater by furnishing a stock
by A. A. Spitz.
messenger
cker and a uniformed
CAROLINA
oy who was in attendance at all
Changes in Ownership
display
lobby
To make the
mes.
Anderson Garden, sold to F. W. LaFoy by
A. M. Pinkston; Fountain Inn Baty's,
tore realistic, the telegraph instrusold to Mrs. K. A. Goodenough by Paul
lent was hooked up to sound as if
J. Baty.
tual stock quotations were coming
Openings
Closings
This was arranged Columbia Lincoln; Landrum Blue Ridge;
ver the wire.
Boyceville Orjera House East Troy Grand
in
office
Seaside; Spartanburg
'ith a broker who has an
Myrtle Beach
Hortonville
Fountain City Auditorium
The title of
Omar.
ie theater building.
Opera House; Narathon Opera House;
differa
in
Waterloo
Stockholm Stockholm Hall
le picture was stamped
Community.
Changes in Ownership
nt colored ink over the actual marMass
E.
to
and
R.
Aberdeen Princess, sold
et quotations and approximately 12
by E. and M. Smith; Elk Point— Florence,
Changes in Ownership
iches was allowed between the titles.
and L. Raynie;
K.
by
Bovee
Baron
sold to
Foreman Legion, sold to J. E. Davis by Saratoga Legion, sold to George Fryer by
-Richmond Darman, Paramount,
Jake Bashore.
Post 82; Mobridge Mascot.
'aim Beach, Fla.
;

—

;

;

SOUTH

—

;

—

;

—

—

:

—

—

—

—

—

SOUTH DAKOTA

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

;

;

WYOMING

—

Englewood House Reopens
Englewood,

N.

J.

closed since July, the
reopened under the
John Mitchell.

—After

Nemo

being
has been

management

of

;

—

—

least treated with freshcraftsmanship.
The finished
gives the semblance of spontaneity.

at

Monon-

;

;

Ellis,

fine

WORLD —

Co. by E. J. Stutz Keystone Palace, sold
to E. L. Keesling by Empire Amuse. Co.
Kimball Palace, sold to E. L. Keesling by
Empire Amuse. Co. ; Layland Layland,
;

are

and

—

Ownership

sold

they

ness

TIMES * * * filled with many ingenious
gags, but the dialogue is invariably amateurish.
It is hilarious, but never as appealing
as "Speedy," Mr. Lloyd's last effort.
It has
a series of wildly farcical incidents which
•
• •
are none the less frequently funny.
* * * one of the most continuously hilarious of all the pictures which this
extraordinary young man has made.
It is
It has moments true enough, in
a scream.
which the plot must have its say, but fortunately these are fleeting.
I can promise you
in advance it will be the funniest thing you
have seen this year.

WEST VIRGINIA

Changes

new

product

;

—
—

;

;

;

—
New Theaters
Tremont — Opera House, owner — Osman &
White.
RHODE ISLAND
Changes in Ownership
Picturetone Theaters
Auburn — Park, sold
Pleasant

—

*

No

for

to

Jr.

—

;

* one of Mr. Lloyd's lesser
doubt the film is remarkable
enough, considering that the era of the talkies caught him unawares; but this reviewer,

Edwin Dowdel by C. S.
Sugarhouse— New Hyland, sold to
O. Hawxhurst by Lewis & Ramsay.

House,

;

;

POST—*

efforts.

S.

;

noth-

pointed.

to

—

is

spontaneous about Lloyd's comedy.
One
can see a joke coming a mile away.
When
it
arrives its exact complexion may be a
surprise, but no one ever is in doubt when
a gag is due.
And no one ever is disap-

;

;

;

w

MORNING TELEGRAPH—There

Side.

;

—

Jr.

J.

entirely

is

ing

;

—

;

;

;

—

—

a talking actor,
successful and he ha*
the great good fortune that his voice seems
to match his screen personality. * * *

Mr. Lloyd

Houston 19th Ave.;
Robstown Obrero

;

in Ownership
John
sold
to
Burgettstown— Auditorium,
Olagna by R. Mungello Ephrata Central,
exploitation and drew considerasold to Charles Mull by J. M. Brenner;
Edward
sold
to
Eynon Dreamland,
extra business. Palace, Meridan,
Nanawvicz by John Nanawvicz Littletown
nn.
Repent, sold to M. R. NcClung by W. H.
Sheaffer; Mifflin— Mifflin, sold to W. F.
Paden by Juniata Amus. Co. Nanty Glow
"The Letter"
Grand, sold to Joseph Delisi by Connors &
(Paramount)
North Braddock Copeland, sold
Bennett
PhilaSecured a list of the meeting places
to Alvin Durham by George Kinney
Ideal, sold to Benjamin Green by
delphia
d time of meeting of the 12 book
Midvale, sold to George
Ray Schwartz
bs in the city and then sent them
H. Kline by Henry Martin; Pottsville
Eagels,
egrams reading, "Jeanne
Majestic, sold to J. F. Moore by G. J.
Punxsutawney Alpine,
Higgins & Son
nous stage star of 'Rain,' will be
sold to C. B. Pascoe by J. J. Damore;
jn in the all-talking screen play
W.
Geo.
Quakei"town Palace, sold to
he Letter' by Somerset Maugham,
Bennethum Theaters by East Coast Theleading
other
and
Times
York
ater, Inc.
Shamokin Capitol, sold to Central Theaters, Inc., by Arcadia Amuse. Co.
pers highly praise this attraction.
;

;

so

HERALD-TRIBUNE—As

Burkett

Munday —
—
Sherman
—
Abdrews Wink — Liberty.
New Theaters
owner
Cooper— Grand
Dallas— Varsity,
Palacios— Queen, owners—
Paul P. Scott
Tahoka
Deutsch,
R. L. Williams and
— English.
Re-Openings
Houston — North
UTAH
Changes in Ownership
Logan — Grand, sold
Mr. M. Nielson by
Mr. L. E. Brown Provo— Bonita, sold
Bonita Operating Co. by
C. Ruschmeir
Richmond — Opera
and Clark L. Kesler,

PENNSYLVANIA

special Saturday morning
tinee for kiddies was a feature of

Strand

Rex,

matter fact.
by becoming

trick is so ably exeperfectly timed, "Welcome
Danger" is a complete picture in shadows
with voices only emphasizing the entertaining story so capably told.
It has gags in
pantomime which bring new notes of comedy to the screen, turns and touches which
will probably be boldly borrowed by Lloyd
imitators for the next few seasons.

action

cuted,

Closings

— New

a

thing

GRAPHIC— Every

L.

;

Cupid;
Peoples

Changes

A

v.

Simmons
Howard

C.

R.

—

Beaumont

MorLiberty Liberty
Franklinton— Globe
Crescent
Statesville
ganton School
Swansboro Emmerton.
;

to

Trinity, sold to J. W. Priour; Monahans
Monahans, sold to Thomas A. Pence
Pearsall
Ritz, sold to L. C. Craft; Putnam Palace, sold to Dr. Britton Seymour Queen, sold to John Ed Jones
Seymour, sold to John Ed Jones.

—

;

A.

to

by Mrs. L. G. Waggoner; Mirando City

to Show Shop Theater,
Kehoe Newton imperial,
R A. Ford by G. G. Mitchell;
Raleigh Royal, sold to Bijou Amuse. Co.
by Clift Amuse. Co. Rocky Mount Roxie,
sold to John W. Cherry by M. C. Bullock;
Shelby Princess, sold to D & R Amuse.

T.

— Lyric, sold
— Pastime, sold

Jefferson

expended

audible in his latest picture.
For there is
hardly a doubt that spoken lines retard his
*
*
*
kind of comedy.

Ownership

in

Lloyd

EVENING WORLD— As
Lloyd does a courageous

TEXAS

—

—

the age of
youngster
i
irey Lee was stationed outside the
ace to distribute 2,000 Sonny Boy
b buttons to the children of the
Dressed as Davey is in the
m.
aphone production, the little boy
•acted much attention and brought
:s of customers to the ticket win-

—

Changes

Harold

million bucks to make "Welcome Danger"
it cost at
the rate of about a dime a laugh
and is as gay as plus signs on the financial
page.
Never has such a mammoth collection of gags been assembled under one top.

a

—

—

;

Show Shop,

about

—

AMERICAN— If

Ownership

in

Knoxville Rialto, sold to Tim W. Smith by
Capitol, sold to
R. C. Dukes; McKenzie
J. E. Whitten by B. M. Herron; Memphis
Ace, sold to A. Kaminsky by W. E.
White; Milan Criterion, sold to J. M.
Crosswell by J. E. McGuire.

—

;

Inc., by
sold to

"Sonny Boy"
(Warners)

TENNESSEE

Changes

—

—

—Auditorium.

by
;

Boone by

roit.

Oelrichs

Charlotte
Pearl, sold to
to George W. Pharr by S. R. McCullough
Rex, sold to Pioneer Ent., Inc., by S. W.
Craver; Clayton Strand, sold to W. H.
Ellis by William F. McCauley; E. Rockingham Pleasu, sold to Dr. E. D. Baldwin
Hickory Princess, sold
by Dora Gatling
High Pointto E. C. Hill by E. R. Medd
Eagle, sold to Jack Dillard by C. K.
Laurinburg
Scotland,
sold to T.
Wright
Lambden by Estate T. J. Gibson
C.
Mt. Airy— Broadway, sold to Banner &
C. Valentine;

"Welcome Danger"
Rivoli, New York

Closings

Changes in Ownership
Burnsville— Gem City, sold to A. B. Ray

;

lissions.

of

NORTH CAROLINA

"Broadway Melody"

led

;

;;;

&ti

1929

-O-GMms Film Boards
TIPS

———

;

;

O'Neil Managing Victoria
N. Y.—John O'Neil,
former resident manager of the
Eastman, is now managing the VicHe succeeds John J. Farren.
toria.
Rochester,

;

Hettesheimer Gets Norwood House
Norwood, O. A. G. Hettesheimer,

—

M. P.
Exhibitors' Ass"n, has taken over the
management of the Norwood here
B. Davis.
succeeding

vice president of the Cincinnati
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IN
THE
PRODUCTION
EAST
WHAT
NEW YORK
WHO AND
WHAT'S

WHO'S

UNDEVELOPED TALENT BEST

eral representative for the Fox
York.
Coast studios, in
has no great hopes for the

New

operetta and doubts

if

West
Lewis
movie

screen operas

will ever prove very pooular with
tion picture patrons.

mo-

Speaking of the great influx of
stage talent, recruited for the talkies,
Lewis said that stage nlayers from
now on will be introduced to the
screen in minor roles and advanced
to more prominent parts according
to the public's reaction.

—

J

By

FITZPATRICK

AS. A.

HARRY

according

Lewis.

This

sought by
does not mean writers of established reputabut, rather, those who demonstrate they
have what is needed, regardless of previous
He believes that dialogue
accomplishments.
written "down to earth" will always prove
most popular with the screen public and that
the writer who can turn out easy, natural
dialogue, will always be in demand.
Lewis feels that the stage often sets the
to

Several real gondolas, such as the
Venetian maidens are said to swim
home from, have been secured by
William Saulter, art director at the
Paramount studios, to be used during the canal scene in "The Big
Pond."

work in one picture,
The picture is "Aprecently made at the ParaLong Island studios. The

sult of their
that's news!

Fred Ryle, makeup man at the
Fox-Case studios here, is beginning
to become as well known among

.

for

what the public demands

in

enter-

tainment and that while motion picture producers are fighting shy of stories laid in the
80's and 90's, such as are now popular on
the stage, they will have to come to it. Fox
is now planning an elaborate production with
the "Mauve Decade" as a background, which
will be one of their principal releases.

many
must

tional magazines, is now a member
of the shorts department, at the
Paramount Long Island studio.

skill

are
greatly favored by film executives for
private affairs, when a "hot" band is
desired, have opened their own nipht
club.
The Boys recently made a
short at the Paramount Long Island studios.

Erwin

W

Gelsey, who
anger's right hand

is

studio,

looking

forward, to spending the
Christmas holidays with her folks,
in Kansas City, provided she can
manage to get sufficient time off.

Walter

is

Bert Lehr played here on the stage,
expected in New York for a brief
visit.
After getting re-acquainted
Dewey Bloom is hoping to be out with Broadway, the comic will ratof the Mt. Sinai hospital in time for tle back to Hollywood for the Christpool

table

installed

apartment on East 57th

Dewey was

George

LeMaire

has

just

in

his

is

St.

mas

operated on last week for

Leo Meehan, who has been

RCA

letter to Murray Roth.
wish," writes Warner, "yc
would post this letter, to reassure
everybody over there
that our
Brooklyn studio will operate under
Mr Levinson's and your management, as far as I am concerned, for
many, many years to come ... because you know the good work tha
you and the organization have bee„
accomplishing in the past few months
has done a great deal for the ent
organization of Warner Bros,
maintaining the rapid strides whi
we have achieved."

holidays.

.

Warners

to

.

.

F

Open Sound

Stage at Brooklyn Dec.

2

Warner

Bros. Eastern Vitaphom
Studios in Flatbush, Brooklvn,
open their new $300,000 sound-proo
stage on Monday, Dec. 2, at
a. m.
At that time Murray Ro
director-in-chief of Vitaphone Va
ety productions, will make a two r
short featuring the Notre Dame
versity of 85 pieces.
Included in tl
band is a stringed orchestra of
players.
The Notre Dame footb
team will also play a part in th
-

U

I

picture.
If Jack Dempsey and Gene Tun!
ney have doubles anywhere, thev \W

be welcomed at the Paramount Stuj
dio in Astoria, L. I. Candidates wh
feel that they can qualify both as t
resemblance and fistic ability, will bl
interviewed by H. Emerson York'ii
casting director, on Tuesday, Dec. .1
at 2 P.M.

Walter Wanger, who tells 'etf
to do at the Paramount Lonm

what

Island

Studios refusedn the regvl
$50 check offered him
There was much slinging of paste addressing Harvard under
graduate*
around up at the Pathe Sound stu- on picture making, since
he fei\
dios during the making of "All it was all
for the cause.
Stuck' Up," which George LeMaire
directed.
Harry McNaughton, one
of the featured players, is happy
these days having been practically
assured of a featured role in a
comedy production to be made on
Director

M

MARKSANDRICH

dames in the act
of purchasing tickets for the new
air line route to the Coast.
J.

change in personnel is
the Eastern Vitaphone
revealed by Jack L. War-

at

lation

ing several swell

com-

Coast.

Evelyn Knapp, the only player
at the Pathe Sound studios who
possesses a long term contract, is

remain in New York to di- an intestinal disorder.
rect Helen Kane's next production, to
Schertzinger, who
be made here.
Pennsylvania Station had all the
composed the music for "The Love appearance of a moom pitcher stuParade," will devote himself to music dio on last Sunday. Surrounded by
in the meantime.
the
usual
crowd,
a
crew
of
cameramen were busily photograph-

pleted one of the most amusing
short comedies ever made in the
East.
It is called "All Stuck Up"
and required 50 extras in addition
Among the latto 20 principals.
ter are Harry McNaughton, Glyn
Landick and Evelyn Knapp in the
leading roles with Charlie Howard,
Blanche LeClaire, Joe B. Stanley and
Martha Bell in support.

West

Joe E. Brown, having completed
man at the
such a great the same role in Warner Bros, probilliard fan that he has had a regu- duction of "Hold Everything" that

Paramount

dio, will

Up" Completed

submit themselves to his
making their test. Ryle

studios on the

Victor Schertzinger, who recently the opening of "The
Battle of Paris,"
directed Ruth Chatterton in "The which
Gertrude Lawrence recently
Laughing Lady," with Clive Brook, made at the Long Island
studios.
at the Paramount Long Island stu-

"All Stuck

first

before

formerly worked at several of the big

The Yacht Club Boys, who

lation

Victor Scherlzinger to
Direct Helen Kane in East

Broadway players

as he is to the
screen stars, whose pictures
Elizabeth
North,
whose short decorate his studio. Stage luminaries
stories have Appeared in several Na- in search of a contract with Fox
the

tion

style

no

planned

valier's accident to his

When three players, unknown to
the screen, win contracts as the re-

mount

That

BLAIR

After several delays, due to Chehand, and the
intervening
Thanksgiving holiday,
production on "The Big Pond" will
be started on Monday, at the Long
Island studios.

RCA

plause,"

N.

"I

players are Joan Peers, Fuller Mellish,
and Henry Wadsworth.
Jr
lished stage favorites, who usually expect to Most casting directors
can pick an
It has
be launched in a starring picture.
"winner."
H. Emerson
been demonstrated that a stage following occasional
means little to motion picture patrons, Lewis Yorke is to be congratulated on pickHe added that there will be ex- ing three "winners" at one shot!
said.

Fox,

WARNER PLANS NO CHANGE

has com- wood getting a line on sound appar- studio is
ner in a
atus used at the Coast studio.

pleted cutting, editing and synchronization of his feature
"The
GramLady of the Lake," the
ercy studio. In addition to the symphony orchestra, a chorus of 40 male
voices, a troupe of bag-pipe players
and a special quartet is included in
the accompaniment.

According to this plan, young players of
promise will be given preference over estab-

ceptions to this rule, from time to time, such
as in the case of John McCormack, but, generally speaking, the undeveloped talent will
be favored.
Stories are becoming increasingly important and the best writers are now being

STUDIOS

Short Shots from
New York Studios

FOR TALKIES SAYS LEWIS
Musical comedies, combining a human interest story with plenty of
singing and dancing, will comprise
the great bulk of future screen output, according to Albert Lewis, gen-

GREATER

IN

the Coast.

Just Finished

Helen Morgan, having completed
her role in "The River Inn," is looking over stories for her next Para-

di-

recting at the
Gramercy studios
these past few months, has packed
up and gone bye bye to that sunny
Californey.

mount

vehicle.

As

for us, all

Helen

would have

to do during the entire
length of the picture is sit on top
of a piano and sing songs about the

man she loved who went away.
Para- Morgan would be willing to

La

George E. Stewart, head of
give
mount's sound department, at the away the catch in her voice for a
Eastern studios, is now in Holly- chance to play "Camille."
1

THE GINSBURG SERIES
Starring

NAT CARR
for RKO Release
LOUIS BROCK,

RCA
Gramercy

Hi..

E

Producer

Photophone
Studio, N. Y. C.

ft

i

—
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Pathe Program Half Completed
—

Fifteen of 30 on Current Season's Schedule Finished Paramount Technicians Seeking Wireless Recording
Columbia Getting Ready for New Sound Stages Wolheim Signed by "U" Wilk's Personals Other News

—

A
INTERNATIONAL REVUE"
roduction schedule at Pathe has
died the half way mark with 1?
:he 30 features of the 1929-30 proWhile no feani now completed.
production is in work at prespreparations are being made inI

,

filming

ly

"The

of

International

vue" in which the company will
Among the
ploy color sequences.
tures finished and already released
Bound," "The Awful
"Paris
"Lucky in Love," "The
lth,"
>homore," "B ~ News," "Sailor's
lidav,' "Her Private Affairs," "The
;

and "Red Hot Rhythm."
completed
; remaining five pictures
not released are; "Rich People"
onstance Bennett and Regis
h
omey, "His First Command," with
illiam Boyd and Dorothy SebasParade." with Fred
i; "The (.rand
it
and Helen Twelvetrecs; "This
Love" and "Officer
Called
ing
Boyd and Sebastian
.Sricn" with

i-keteer,"

(

t

SEEK WIRELESS RECORDING

Hollywood
BOOTH, who

wrote "The Masquerader," which
as Guy Bates Post's stage

served

starring vehicle |pr several seasons,
writing the dialogue for the screen
version of "Circus Parade," which

is

Prior to
James Cruze will direct.
joining the Cruze forces, Booth was
at the Fox studios, where he wrote
the dramatic treatments of "Luckv
Star," "The Valiant," "Four Devils"
and "The River."
*

*

Walker," which Bert Glennon

Cast in "His

Woman"

dontc Bine, Warner star, has been
leading role in First
for the
,t
tional's

"His

Woman"

which

is

leduled to be placed in production
The picture is based on an
c. 15.

No
aptation by Joseph Jackson.
or director have been selected
,t

is

*

"Faithful" In Production
Dove
Billie
with
gone into production at
Basil Rathbone is
National.

rst

male

lead.

Lloyd Bacon

is

*
at

Street,"

*

*

Our Passing Show: Smiling Ike
St. John, Charley Logue and Harry
conferring at Universal;
Kay Johnson and Warner La CossittHanley, Joseph McCarthy,

"Dollar Princess" at Fox
'The Dollar Princess" will be proced by Fox as a modernized ver»n of the Leo Fall operetta under
2
direction of Alexander Korda.

acquired

"Flower

by

activity

company

the

i

Lee

Pearl hishers," and Countess Olga
Albani singing "Habanera." As entertainment it's on the class order,
the music being from the world's
choicest and the biographical ex-

THE
Doorway

of Hospitality

Pirate

Brooks

M-G-M Revue

M-G-M's "The
Revue" has been composed by

Gallagher and Zasu Cast
Richard Gallagher and Zasu Pitts
have been given roles in Paramount'*
"Come Out of the Kitchen," in which
Nancy Carroll will be starred. Others
and
cast are Lillian Roth
in the
Wesley Ruggles
Jobyna Howland.
will direct.

15

Yvonne Pelletier, 15-y ear-old girl
recently placed under long-term contract by Fox, will
a Break."

appear

in

writing dialogue for

"Paradise Ahoy"

!»NTER

"What

tfa*

doorway

etf

popular hoctelry and you feel at h o— a.
There'* an etmoaphere of cordial wt
which marks tha difference between the
Hollywood Plata and ordinary hotel*.
chi*

lnl

Tour room, too, hat that added
of distinction. Picture* on the wall,
•ruffed furniture, a floor lamp and reading
lamp . . . these are but a few of the feat
i

that

Year Old Gets Role

*

Paul Whiteman.

the players are Alice
Mulhall, John Miljan,

entire score of

Lip-

Sherman L. Lowe, who wrote
"Paradise Ahoy," starring Glenn
Tryon, is writing the continuity for
"The King of Jazz Revue," which
will star

Writes Score for

The

Marty

Garden."

Sam Messenheimer.

*

:

increased

"The Melody Man," "Wall

di-

James F.
Fox's "Such Men are DanWilliam Kernell and George
rous," which is being adapted by
schultz chatting at Fox.
nest Vajda.
*
.xter in

for

will direct her.

*

Jack

Lottice Howell in Short
Howell will make her
Lottice
screen debut in a colortone short to
be made by M-G-M under the title

Hawks to Direct Fox Film
Kenneth Hawks has been assigned
direct

provide

In six months, he directed the dialogue for seven pictures,
including "Broadway Scandals," "The
Broadwav Hoofer," "Mexicali Rose,"

Rht."

White,

under the direction of Mai St. Clair.
Others in the cast will be Cliff Edwards and Dorothy Sebastian.

"College Coquette" and "Acquitted."
Others in the cast are Ken- In the East, he was responsible for
:ting.
th Thomson. Kay Francis, Mon- dialogue direction on "Syncopation,"
Love and Philip Strange.
"Lucky in Love" and "Mother's
ti
Boy."
*
*
*
Judels Helps to Write Revue
Charles Judels is helping William
Spencer Bennett, veteran director,
Wells prepare the hook for the who has worked in the East and on
irue to be produced by Fox under the Coast, is making' plans for a
"Tonight's the
title
tentative
talking picture.
;

Among

Role for John

accompanied by Harry Rapf,
making a hit with their radio
fun at the "Rio Rita" premiere.
keeping busy

Hollywood" has been com-

Girl in
pleted.

John Mack

Bennett busy at First National
William Boyd, of the stage,
and Vivienne Segal regular attendants at the weekly bouts
Hollywood stadium:
the
at
Lew Fields and Joe Weber,

is

Girl" Cast Completed
of First National's "Show

di-

Columbia.

'Faithful,"
rred, has

To

Columbia is building two additional
sound stages on the dower property

Mack Brown
Brown will be Joan
Crawford's leading man in "Montana," M-G-M's first western talker,

*

"Show
The cast

Columbia Starts Work
Virginia Sale, Spec O'Donnell,
on New Sound Stages Shumway and Herman Bing.

*

*

Alexander.

in

Revier Gets Columbia Lead
Columbia has assigned Dorothy
Revier the leading feminine role in
"Murder on the Roof," based on a
story by E. H. Doherty.

James Seymour

yet.

of air scenes
simultaneously.

Haasmann will
recting at RKO.
stage the fire walking sequence and
dance for the picture. He has directed several features and shorts in
the Far East.
*

Head

filming

Haasmann, who recently and erecting an addition to its recordWork is expected to
arrived from the Far East, is acting ing laboratory.
at technical advisor on "The Fire be completed by Dec. 21.

Our Passing Show: Hugh

onte Blue to

and

ing

"Young Eagles"

recently

*

Others added to the cast are
Joan Marsh, 15, and Richard

Technicians
Paramount are
at
turning to radio for a solution of
the problem of bringing sound from
the microphone to the recording apparatus to be able to do the record-

L.

starred.

Universal has engaged Louis
for a role in "All
Quiet on the Western Front."

Wolheim

RALPH W1LK

JOHN HUNTER

Max

Wolheim with "U"

ENGINEERS AT PARAMOUNT

Little
from "lots"
By

—

—

make you feel at home.

Plg'n Whittle Dining Service lna
beet of food. Therefore, when you are nan*
In Lot Angela* ha aura to inveadgat*.

THE HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA
HOTEL

Yin* Street at Hollywood Boulavatd

HOLLYWOOD, CAUFOENIA

r

;
;
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Joan Crawford in

Dolores Costello in

Jack Hoxie in

"The Vagabond Lover"

"Untamed"

"Hearts in Exile"

"The Forbidden Trail"

(All-Talker)

with Robert Montgomery, Ernest
Torrence

(All-Talker)

(Silent)

Rudy

Vallee in

RKO

Time,

1 hr.

Warner

Time, 1

hr.,

(All-Talker)

20 mins. Cosmo Films

Time, 54 mi

BETTER THAN THE AVER- STRONG MELLER OF TH
WHOLE THING IS PURE HOTime, 1 hr., 12 mins. AGE PROGRAM FARE.
DO- WEST HAS GOOD PUNC
KUM BUT GOOD BOX OFFICE. M-G-M
LORES COSTELLO HEADS A SCENES
HER
AT
CRAWFORD
JOAN
AND PLENTY OF ACVALLEE NAME SHOULD VERY BEST IN TYPICAL ROLE GOOD CAST IN A SWEET LIT- TION AND
JUST
BRING 'EM IN. MARIE DRESS- THAT WILL PLEASE HER TLE RUSSIAN MELODRAMA. RIGHT FORFIGHTING.
THE
DAIL
UPROARIOUSLY FUN- FANS. ORIGINAL ANGLE OF WILL APPEAL TO ALL AUDILER

CHANGE.

ENCES.
DIRECTION OF MICKEY LOVE STORY. SUREFIRE.
Here
is a production made to order
NEILAN GOOD AND RUDY TO for Joan Crawford that is bound to theMelodrama.
of
KNOCK 'EM OVER WITH SAX click without any "ifs." Joan is seen aid better
of some
NY.

AND SONGS.

first as an untamed girl fresh from
the wilds of South America, meeting a ritzy boy on the liner coming
to New York.
Joan has inherited a
fortune through her uncle, and the
boy is proud, and will not marry the

This one does not amount to much

as far as story material is concerned.
Rather it serves only the purpose of
fitting into the background for Vallee and his orchestra to play several
pleasing numbers and Rudy to croon girl to be supported on her income.
a few sentimental melodies in his From this slight situation is built up
own characteristic style. It is all a very intriguing love story that
about the leader of an amateur or- holds the interest tense throughout.
chestra, who, in order to make good Joan Crawford has an ideal role for
finds himself in the situation of hav- her talents, and never looked or acted
Ernest Torrence is immense
ing to pass himself off as a great better.
band leader. In order to keep from as the old crabbed Scotch uncle, and
incidentally voices the best Scotch
Lewis sailr'Vihft S JgtcedJp-JteeD U o
dialect ever heard in the talkers.
the
to
introduced
now on will be
Cast: Joan Crawford, Robert Montgomery,
screen in minor roles and advanced [Ernest Torrence, Holmes Herbert, John Milto more prominent parts according jan, Gwen Lee, Edward Nugent, Don Terry,
^Gertrude Astor, Milton Farney, Lloyd Into the public's reaction,
gram, Grace Cunard, Tom O'Brien, Wilson
duti in "ure *ciid- eve ryiuTn-g-Tb"ja"ifer
;

.

;

:

Rudy

Cast:

1

Vallee, Sally Blane,
Norman
Sellon,

Charles

Dressier,

Marie
Peck,

Danny O'Shea.

Benge.
Director, Jack Conway; Chaues t. 3cogDialoguer, Willard Mack; Adaptor,
gins;
iScenarists,
Sylvia Thalberg, Frank Butler
the same ; Editor, William S. Gray ; Camera;

Mickey Neilan Author, James A.
Cameraman, Leo Tover.

Director,

Creelman

;

;

Direction, typical Neilan comedy.

Photog-

raphy, good.

man, Oliver Marsh.
Direction: box office.

Photography,

the

best.

Werner Krauss

"Wall Street"

in

with Aileen Pringle, Ralph Ince

"The Treasure"

(All-Talker)

(Silent)

Time, 1

hr.,

30 mins.

FAIRLY ENGROSSING MELLER ABOUT A STOCK MARKET PLUNGER AND HIS ONE

WEAKNESS — WOMAN. TIMELINESS GIVES IT GOOD BOXOFFICE VALUE.
Melodrama

mi

E
r
i

p

i

*
in

H
It

:•

ing the prisoners tramping through
the snow to prison camps.

of

Cast: Dolores Costello, Grant Withers,
James R. Kirkwood, George Fawcett, David
Torrence, Olive Tell, William Irving, Tom
Dugan, Rose Dione.
Director, Michael Curtiz; Author, John
Dialoguer, Harvey Gates
Oxenhan
Scenario, Harvey Gates; Adaptor, Same; Editor,
Thomas Pratt; Cameraman, Bill Rees.
Photography, excellent.
Direction, good.

Cast Jack Hoxie, Evelyn Nelson, Joe M<
Dermott, Frank Rice. Tom Lingham, Vv
Ham Lester, Steve Clemento.
Director, Robert North Bradbury
Auth<
the same; Editor, Robert North Blackberry;
Titler, Robert North Blackberry; Cameraman,
Jack Brown.
Photography, fair.
Direction, satisfactory.

;

;

Works

the hero.
climax.

out in

:

;

Berg

Jr.,

Harrowi

"Figaro"

and

(Silent)

Franco Film

(All-Talker)

stro:

Time, 1

hr.,

10

mi

FRENCH PRODUCTION^
GERMAN
Time, 1 hr., 18 mins.
HEAVY AND MORBID, AND 1st Nat'l
ADAPTED FROM "BARBER OF
WILL PROVE OF LITTLE IN- POPULAR YOUNG LOVER SEVILLE" IS QUAINT BUT
TEREST TO THE AVERAGE TEAM AND THEIR FINE ACT- LACKS FILM HOUSE APPEAL.
FAN.
KRAUSS DOES FINE ING SHOULD MAKE THIS A
GOOD BOX OFFICE BET ANY- Here
WORK.
a typical French producDrama, produced by Roval Films WHERE, DESPITE FAMILIAR tion produced by Franco Films,
|

[

is

j

of

;

;

;

;

;

spotty.

j

i:

Time, 56 mins.
PRODUCTION IS

;

Direction,

b
i»

easily

"The Forward Pass"

woman

;

pioneer days. Th:

story.

with Douglas Fairbanks,
Loretta Young

the stock market,
the principal stake, as in Germany. It is directed by G. W.
usual.
Ralph Ince plays the role of Pabst, who did the German produca rough but all-wool former steel mill tion "Secrets of the Soul" that aroused
It has some
worker who has turned the trick on widespread comment.
ticker lane.
He is as invincible as fine directorial touches, and is very
the hard metal in his financial con- artistically conceived, and well acted.
quests, but just so much putty when But the entire atmosphere of the
he runs up against the austere and story is morbid and tragic, in the
refined wife of his chief enemy. The German manner, and rates poor fare
husband commits suicide after being for the average American house. Just
wiped out by the plunger, who then an arty subject. Story tells of an inturns his efforts to winning the cident after the Turkish invasion of
widow and succeeds.
There are Hungary, with an old man and his
times when it all seems unrealistic wife searching for a treasure which
and illogical, due in part to the fact is reported to have been buried by
There is a
that Miss Pringle is a bit too stiff the Turks in his house.
and Ince fails to create the tradi- thread of a love story worked in with
tional
glamour of his character. the old man's daughter and her sweetNevertheless the story gets under the heart, who typify true love opposed
The treasure is discovered
skin, carries suspense and winds up to greed.
with passable satisfaction.
Timeli- under a pillar of the house, and a
ness of subject should give it pretty half-wit servant tears down the column and causes tragedy. Krauss is
wide box-office value.
Cast: Aileen Pringle, Ralph Ince, Philip excellent in this part.
Cast: Werner Krauss, Albert Steinruecker,
Strange, Sam De Grasse, Ernest Hilliard,
Llka
Gruening,
Mannheim, Hans
Lucie
Freddie Burke Frederick, Andy Cairn.
Director, Norman Houston
Authors, Paul Brausweiter.
Director, G. W. Pabst; Author, Not listed;
Gangelen, Jack Kirkland Dialoguer, Norman
Houston
Adaptor, not listed
Editor, Roy Scenarist, Oscar Pucian; Editor, John RichCameraman,
Titler,
John Richards
Snyder; Cameraman, Teddy Tezlaff Monitor ards
Albert Honin.
man, John Livadary.

with a

of

overcomes this weak and action. Jack goes west to I
While the picture does not venge the murder of his father bj
boast of any spectacular settings, the gang leader, who had killed hi
miniature camera work and Holly- in a raid on a wagon train,
ani
wood snow combined to add consid- stolen a baby girl. The latter hs^
erable naturalness to many of the grown into womanhood,
Jack falls
outdoor
scenes.
Some effective love with her, and she, believing tb
camera work resulted in scenes show- gang leader is her father, is suspicio
Curtiz

Harrower

Alicoate

Columbia

Melodrama

Dolores Costello got goes back to the days of the cover
this story.
With the wagon, and has all the good ho
effective dialogue and that the
western fans like. It is do
hef usual sincere portrayals, she easiwith broad, heavy strokes, but it
ly helped to lift this film out of the
effective just the same.
Jack Hoxi
average class.
While the story has is a he-man type who knows his stu
been
seen
time
and again, the and does not spare himself. He
use of dialogue prove to be a con- working all the time, and
keeps 1
siderable advantage.
The splendid action pepped up every time h
acting of Grant Withers, James Kirk- shows. The
story follows the beatei
wood and George Fawcett, coupled track, but succeeds in being interes'
with the clever direction by Michael ing because of the constant fightin:

Photography, good.

Gillette

Direction,

clever.

Photography,

fair.

Harrower

STORY.

j

Notwithstanding its familiar story
of the football hero who, after specious
misunderstandings with his
sweetie and others, jumps in and
turns defeat into victory in the last 30
seconds of the big game, this college
picture should be a good box office
bet anywhere on the basis of its popular young lover team, their fine acting, and the ace direction by Eddie
Cline, who certainly extracted a lot
more from the story than the author
Young Doug climbs
put into it.
several more notches by his work in
this opus, and Miss Young tags along
Together they make
at a nice clip.
about as likeable a team as the fan
fraternity could wish for, and it's a
oretty safe bet that they will eat this
Some good musical numbers are
up.

Originally

it

ran to some twelve reels

or more, so that cutting to

requirements has botched it terand made it very choppy. It
covers two of the plays of Beaumar
chais, namely "The Barber of Seville" and "The Marriage of Figaro."
It goes back to the old days of
powdered wigs, court ladies and
courtiers, with a lot of light bedevilment of gents chasing ladies around x
But it is t
with no good intentions.
film

ribly

it

quaint and beautifully done pictorialand for the art houses no doubt
But the average
an ideal subject.
American fan will yawn and feel he
has been left out in the cold. Figaro
as the barber gets into the palace,
and lends a hand in the love inDone in the typical French
trigues.
included.
very stagey and artificial.
manner,
but
Loretta
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
Cast:
Marchal. E. Van Duren, Tony
Arlette
Cast:
Byron,
Young, Guinn Williams, "Peanuts"
Phyllis Crane. Bert Rome, Lane Chandler, d'Algy, Marie Bell, Jean Weber, Gennica
Floyd Shackleford.
Director,
Eddie Cline
Adaptor, Howard
Gates

;

;

Dialoguer,

Emmett

Howard Emmett Rogers

Rogers
;

Editor,

Cameraman, Alfred Todd
Holt
Ralph
Monitor Man, Not listed.
Photography, good.
Direction, aces.
Gillette
;

ly,

Missirio.

Harvey

Author,

,

American

Gaston

Director,

marchais
listed;

;

Adaptor,

Titler,

Not

Ravel;

Not

Author,

Beau-

Editor,
listed
listed; Cameraman,
;

Not
Not

listed.

Direction,

stagey.

Photography, good.

Harrower

«
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Latest Reviews of
SOUND

Bobbie Nelson in

World"

"Dangerous Days"

Columbia

Time, 20 mins.
Too Much Sentiment
BExcept for Pat Rooney's overdone
Bternal sentiment toward the youngPat, who is a rival dancing inructor and grabs trade away from
indulgent

b

father,

this

short

is

Time, 8 mins.

An

interesting subject, produced
by Bray, with the story told in Pho-

totone accompaniment. Shows a little boy
trekking among snow-covered hills to bring food to animals
These include a
of
the
forest.
squirrel,

a

woodpecker, a

rabbit,

an

There is one owl, a raccoon, a bear and even a
snappy dance by Pat the skunk, all of which are as docile as

K>derately engrossing.
flgh-spot, a
in which

p

lual to the

he reveals pedal talent

combined

abilities of his

household

pets.

The

lates the story of the

dialogue

re-

boy going out

vo preceding namesakes. The scene to distribute holiday happiness to
duplex dancing school with dumb animals.
a
Fits in nicely with
Ither and son presiding over respec- the Christmas spirit, and, in addi|-e
sides.
Dad is in the old-fash- tion to promoting the idea of kindlied vein and cannot make ends ness to animals, will make a hit with
ieet.
Son goes in for the modern the kids.
Lff and walks off with the cake.
pr a harmonious finale a musical
"Lady of the Lions"
low producer signs a troupe of girls
Time, 18 mins.
Universal
Ir each of them and winds up by
Young-blood Capers
freeing to include the Rooney's
lemselves the two Pats and Marion
One of the Universal Sporting
lent
in his Broadway production, Youth Series.
Judy, the pep of the
rill get by generally and please the party
of modern young bloods, is

—

—

looney fans in particular.
Liipino

Lane

in

"Purely Circumstantial"

dared to enter the lion's cage at the
circus.
She does it, and what follows is a grand rush for the exits
when the lion breaks out of the cage
and goes for a three-ring stroll. Af-

Time, 18 mins. ter a regulation amount of excitePip
ment, Judy's boy friend conies to the
One of the most laughably orig- rescue and induces the lion back into
The dialogue is
lal shorts of the season.
Lupino the iron wagon.
pic, the student of guffaws, has put good, and Ben Holmes, director, inrerything he had into this one.
It jected a generous amount of action
Ikes place in a hotel, where he has into the proceedings. A suitable propne to spend his honeymoon. But gram filler anywhere.
Ircumstances separate him most of
le time from his wife, and it proves
"Don't Get Excited"
Iducational

A

I

famous radio announcer, doing the

Time, 20 mins.

Universal

Bobbie Nelson, hero of
youngster apparently not more than 10, and he is
Western.

this two-reel short, is a

featured in a manner that will appeal strongly to juvenile movie fans
without in any way hurting the value
of the picture for adult intelligence.
Playing the role of assistant to a
staj^e coach driver, Bobbie effects the
capture of a bad man who tried to
kidnap the girl who is engaged to
Bobbie's big pal.
Jack Nelson diOther
rected in competent fashion.
prominent principals include Ed-

mund Cobb, Marjorie
Walter Shumway.

He describes the various
plays as we see Yale meet Princeton.
Then follows the highlights of the
game between Notre Dame and the
California Trojans. Good old college
songs are sung, such as "Going Back
to Old Nassau," "March Down the
Field," and "When Irish Eyes are
Smiling." This is a humdinger, and
will
score goals on every screen
talking.

Good Juvenile Fare

Dandy Christmas Subject

hiversal

It

Short Subjects

"Little Friends of all the

The Pat Rooney Family in

"Marking Time"

11

where shown.

"Georges Bizet"

Time, 10 mins.
Entertainment of Class
One of the Famous Music Master
series.
Shows incidents from the
Bonner and life of the great French composer,
with Nathaniel Shilkret and the VicFitzPatrick

Concert orchestra providing the
synchronized
selections
from the
popular operas, "Carmen" and "The
"Toot Sweet"
Olga
Time, 20 mins. Pearl Fishers," and Countess
Educational
Albani singing "Habanera." As enA Wow
tertainment it's on the class order,
Lloyd Hamilton is back with a the music being from the world's
bang, and in the talking field he choicest and the biographical exAlf Gould- cerpts possessing unusual interest.
looks better than ever.
ing directed this with a sure touch, Entire worth while.
and with two splendidly gagged sequences, knocks the customers for a
Krazy Kat in
row of raucous guffaws straight from
"Ratskin"
the laugh boiler.
First Lloyd buys
Time, 8 mins.
Columbia
a second hand car and takes a strange
Feline
More
Fun
dame for a ride. Then she takes
him for a ride to a night club and
That talented feline, Krazy, conhow. Miss this, and do your patrons tributes another fun fest in this aca big injustice.
count of his hunting trip on Indian
land.
He is captured by the Redskins, who proceed to burn him at
Buck and Bubbles in
the stake, but the invincible cat es"Black Narcissus"
Pathe
Time, 13 mins. capes himself and turns the tables
on his captors, whom he charms and
Fair Negro Comedy
Hits the insoothes with music.
Buck and Bubbles, who made the tended spot.
grade in vaudeville as dancers, break
tor

Lloyd Hamilton

in

—

one big laugh after another. SevTime, 16 mins.
novelty gags are introduced that Tuxedo Educ'l
into the acting line in this sketch
Universal
Snappy
lick a mile a minute.
Lupino Lane
about a colored boy who tried to
"His Operation"
fill knock up a big box-office score
Lloyd Ingraham develops as a first- extricate his pal from an impending
rith this one, or we don't know a class
short comedy player with a marriage and almost got hooked him- Pathe Variety
Time, 22 mins.
pal comedy when we see it.
different slant.
He has a very reson- self by the Ethiopian vamp. Rather
Fair
ant voice ,and a serious manner that slow in action, but contains a fair
Charles Kemper, the comedian, is
"People Born in December"
As the middle-aged amount of Negro comedy. Will do
is very effective.
featured as the gent who is forced
and
young
of
the
husband
jealous
Time, 8 mins.
fitzPatrick
as a filler.
out of a musical comedy show to
pretty wife, he gets over some fine
Popular Appeal Stuff
undergo an operation for appendicomedy.
On board ship another
"Studio Stunts"
citis.
They give him the works in
Movie horoscope series. Sets forth young married couple get mixed in,
although he insists that
hospital,
the
revelations
and
asbine traditions,
Time, 8 mins.
and the bedroom farce material is Hodge Podge Educ'l
he is perfectly healthy and doesn't
ronomical data concerning persons done with a new twist. That's hard
Fair
need any operation. Some pretty old
prn in December. Zanzimar, Indian to believe, but true nevertheless. DiLyman
H. Howe Hodge gags are introduced, and it is only
The
Istrologer, is featured and does the rected by Charles Lamont with real
Podge has gone synchronous along
the comedian that
bcitation, with occasional comedy by distinction.
Fast funny and food with the rest of the field, and the the good work of
enables the film to stand up. It will
With for intelligent people in the bargain.
ther members of the cast.
reel becomes quite a diverting novget laughs from not too critical audihe wide interest that exists in anyelty.
The studio shows an operator ences.
tellfiing along the lines of "fortune
Bransby Williams in
who moves an indicator for "Forhg," this should have a popular apward," "Reverse," etc., and as he
Krazy Kat in
"The Miser"
eal anywhere.
does so the animated figures and
"Farm Relief"
DeForest Phonofilm Time, 10 mins. the scenics perform funny moveEddie Miller
Class
Time, 8 mins.
ments that are sometimes quite droll. Columbia
First-rate Cartoon
This is a study of the famous Interesting, if somewhat unimporVitaphone
Charles Dickens character extraordi- tant.
Down on the farm offers a fertile
4 in 1 Entertainment
Wilfield for the mirth-provoking tricks
Billed as the one-man quartet Ed- narily well done by Bransby
the English actor, who has
of Krazy Kat and his animal pals.
"Gridiron Glory"
ie Miller sings in a pleasant voice, liams,
After doing the barnyard chores by
flering various familiar melodies, been doing the study for a long time Grantland Rice
Pathe Time, 7 mins.
made
it
has
and
fantastic
methods of efficiency, there
theaters,
British
in
when,
comes
lie kick of the picture
Thrills
selection that
is an animal quartet
Doubtful if it will pull as a
Miller sings famous.
a. a quadruple exposure,
Here is a pip, that will certainly stops the show. Synchronized score,
our parts at one time and sings them pop number, but for lovers of Dick.11
well.
The picture is okay and ens, this is a darb. Well staged and get all the football fans. Finely pro- sound and some dialogue are part of
duced, with Graham McNamee, the the works,
Hits the bull's eye.
fine in every respect.
novelty, too.

—
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liable

for

unmade

against

films,

RKO

rul-

is

by Wil-

loses $645.0110 suit against
for alleged breach of contract.
Control of legitimate houses by movie in-

Fox

AS RADIATOR AUXILIARY

predicted.

is

Tuesday
Survey

138 of

finds

wired.
Arbitration

pending
Exporters'
launches

.i90

theaters

standstill

at

outcome

final

association

membership

in

Ontario
nation

throughout

of Thacher decision.
to
end film piracy
drive.

Wednesday
End

musicians'
pected soon.

strike

of

in

St.

Louis

ex-

uncovers extensive plans for production of multi-lingual films in U. S.
Pathe to press case to test censorship of

Survey

dialogue

in

talkers.

Friday
Film Daily
Christmas
Development

make

sets

$10,000

as

goal

of

1930

fund.
of American chains abroad to
certain American domination of foreign

market

urged

by

Trade

Commissioner
rejoinders

to

with color finished. 40
Film Daily survey shows.

in

monopoly charges.
features

production,

FOX FILM REPORT SHOWS

refrigerated and covered with
of ice or frost, which
has the effect of eliminating distortion, is one of the latest developments
it was declared by George B. Bright,
of Detroit, former president and a
director of the American Society of
Refrigeration Engineers, at a recent
meeting here. The "frozen screen,"
particles

he said,
tortion

ASSETS £$91,220,709
(Continued from Page 1)
$20,212,457 against $16,565,994.
Current assets on June 29 amounted to
$30,146,235 and current liabilities $9,268,859, comparing with $28,638,459
and $6,082,996, respectively, on Dec.
29,

1928.

ROBBINS EFFECTS CHANGE

Show

USES SINGLE APPARATUS

Transmission synchronously on a
Shows" its world premiere
Winter Garden recently, states single wave length, so that both the
Charles Ross, head of M. P. Service visible picture and the synchronizing
signals may be received on the same
Co., equipment firm.
The front of the theater was flood- apparatus, is the most recent achieveed with light from eight lamps on ment of Dr. Vladimir Zworykin, rethe roof of the Cunningham Bldg., 2 search engineer of Westinghouse Elecon the new Warner Bldg., four on tric, and who already is noted for
Winter Garden, two on Central and his researches in picture and factwo on the Strand. A small fleet of simile transmission. The kinescooe.
generator trucks was used.
Light as this new cathode ray method
sources were from 47th to 52nd St.
called, does away with the cumberof

at the

is

some

fine

Washington exhibitors protest fire edict.
Fox, First National and Warner given 20
days to file answers to monopoly charges.

Total of 18 lamps, the largest number ever used in connection with a
picture opening, were brought into
play when Warner Bros, gave "The

disks for transmitting and re
ceiving television programs, making
it
much more readily usable by the
experimenter and the radio fan. Pic
tures formed by the cathode ray reequipment, manufactured here, has ceiver are 4x5 inches, but can be
been improved by a new hi-lo cutoff made larger or brighter by increasdesigned for the amplifier, it is an- ing the voltage.
nounced by Fred Strom, president
of Elec-tro-fone Corp.
This attachScreen Designed
ment permits the cutting off of all
Color Pictures
to
the base notes for speech and it is
Yocalite sound screens, claimed to
claimed is applicable up to 200 cycles.
Another improvement is on the pick- be scientifically developed for sound
also
is
designed to be
up, which does not have rubber damp- pictures,
enings on the needle armature but is optically correct for the projection of
mounted on a knife edge with spring colored pictures, according to the
manufacturers, Beaded Screen Corp.
suspension.
The base fabric
of Roosevelt, L. I.
with tin;
of Vocalite is surfaced
Film Color Process
intended to give
glass
beads,

Refrigerated Screen
Elec-tro-fone Equipment
Removes Distortion
Improved by New Cutoff
Boston — A film screen of metal, enSt.
Paul — Elec-tro-fone sound
tirely

Today
Twenty

For auxiliary heating of theater
an electrically equipped
buildings,
radiator cabinet, which slips right
over the radiator, has been patented
by J. L. Gordon and is being put on
the market by the Luna Metal Craft
Corp. of Brooklyn.
By plugging into any base outlet, this combination
electric radiator cabinet makes it possible to create heat at any time on
short notice.
The cabinet also adds
to the appearance of a room.

relief

George M. Canty.
Fox and Warner drawing up

Lamps Flood Winter
Garden at Warner Opening NEW TELEVISION METHOD
18

ELECTRIC HEATER CABINET

Samuel Schwartz

terests

"vq

By WILLIAM ORNSTEIN

Monday
ing in suit brought
liam Notes.

1.

Theater Equipment

Week's Headlines
Producer not

Sunday, December

screen

is

intended to remove disat the

when persons look
from an angle. The

fine

ice

by

particles induced

special refrigerating machinery tend to refract the
light
prismatically,
giving a true
image from all points, according to
Bright.

Reopening Arcadia, Philly
Philadelphia
Improvements are
being made to the Arcadia preparatory to reopening the house in the
near future under the direction of a

—

newly formed company
A. L.

Mackay

will

of local

manage

men.

Beaded
Help

New

it

Developed in Britain maximum reflection without eyestrain
London — A new color process for and also to aid in creating an optical
is

film's known as Cinecolor is to be
placed on the market here soon.
It
is being represented by its sponsors
as "the only color process purely

British in origin."

effect

of

third dimension.

Two New Acousta-Felt Agents
Chicago Two new representative*
have been appointed by the Acousta-

—

Felt

Co.

They

are

P.

J.

Herm

the the-

San Francisco, in charge of the W'es
Improving Janesville House
ater.
Janesville, Wis.
Remodeling work Coast, and C. V. Gooding Sales Co..
on the Myers' by the Elks club is Denver, to cover the Rocky MounIN FOREIGN SALES PLAN
$300,000 House for Shanberg
tain region.
Joplin, Mo.
General contract for expected to get under way within
Approximately $15,the erection of M. B. Shanberg's new the next week.
(Continued from Page 1)
000 will be spent in renovating the
Robbins formerly sold foreign pub- house have been awarded to M. E.
Gillioz, of Monett, Mo.
The house interior of the theater.
lication rights in

—

—

four groups as
follows: England, including all that
country's possessions; France, which
included Holland, Belgium, Spain and
Italy

and Germay, which included
Hungary; and Australia.

Austria,

•

called the Joplin,

is

to cost approxi-

mately $300,000.

Sound
is

for Walters,

—

Okla.

Walters, Okla.
Sound equipment
being installed in the Wallam.

Beginning Monday, Dec. 2nd, our business will
be conducted at our new plant in the H. E. R.
Building at 457 West 46th Street.
:

Screen for Sanford House

—

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS

REMOVAL NOTICE

Telephones

New

Sanford, Ga. -Complete installation
of a new screen and other equipment
has been made at the Temple here.

of Every Type
Consult Us and Save Money

REPAIR SHOP

with Experts an

Professional Cameras

Right on Premises

u/iuoasHBys
WllO

LONgacre 0894-5-6-7

West 32"St_Ne«*>rk.N.y«^

H.

E. R.

LABORATORIES,

Inc.

Phone Penna. 0330

LOEW BUILDING

Motion Picture Department
U. S. and Canada Agents for

Debris

1

TIMES SQUARE.

540

BROAD WAT

NEW YORK
PENN AVENUE

LOEW BUILDING
PITTSBURGH

i

Black-and-White Cost
f° r

Colored Sound Pictures
1 1

OW— at low cost — sound pictures can

be printed without sacrificing any of the
delicate tints formerly used ....

Eastman

Sonochrome Tinted Positive Films have
given the industry a wider range of tints

than was ever available before

— in films

so adjusted that they give amazingly faithful

sound reproduction. And though they

combine sound and
Eastman

films cost

color, these

new

no more than regular

black-and-white positive.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK
E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors
Hollywood
Chicago
New York

J.

1

ZflNE GREY'S
first all

talking picture

The

LOME STA

RANGER
with

George O'Briem
Warren Hymer
Dialog by

;.
Staged b>

A. H.

is

an outdoor all talking Western

ever

produced

suspense and
Directed by

F.

ERICKSON

Photographed near Rainbow Arch/ Utah,
heart of the cattle country,

it is

the

first

in

the

real red-

blooded Western to come to the talking screen.
You know what "In Old Arizona" did to the
well-known box-office and you can bet your
bottom dollar that Zane Grey's hurricane romance will do the same and then some
Presented by

INBOW

-

that beats anything the silent screen

VAN BUREN
A.

SueCarc

Elizabeth Pattersc:
JOHN HUNTER BOOTH and SETON I. MILU

Here

i

-

WILLIAM FOX

action,

for

hair

-

raising

thrills,

drama.

,

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME
t)L.

L
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3,

on Federal Probe at Pittsburgh

0X COAST EXPANSIQNEMBRACES 24HOUSES

Jrges Sunday Legit.
ivestigation Started
Plea of Exhibitor

on

Fox

—

{Continued on Page 4)

— Out

istice in

the fiscal year ending June

the only one brought to a conusion was the First National suit,
Inch was decided against the gov{Continued on Page 2)
,

antley to Supervise
Pathe's Musical Films
Pathe has secured the services

of

Santley, actor-producer-disibutor, as supervisor of its musical
He leaves f ~- Hollyoductions.
"Treasure Girl," the
ood soon.
eorge Gershwin musical play is his
>seph

•st

assignment.

Camden to be Center of
RCA Laboratory Work
Camden, N. P.— Unification of the
lgineering and research activities of
companies
le R. C. A. and affiliated
ill be effected the first of the year
(Continued on Page 4)

Plan Kansas Tax

—Theater

admissions
a luxury tax
being recommended by the
Kansas state tax code com10 per cent levy
mission.
proposed on the amuseis

Topeka

are included

A

ment

tickets.

in

Hollywood

will

Los Angeles Construction of 24
.heaters in 21 cities, lorded in seven
Western States and approximating
an expenditure of $15,000,000, is announced by Harold B. Franklin, executive head and general manager of
Fox Theaters on the Coast.
According to the program outlined
$9,450,000 is to be spent in California with additional construction in

m

EQUITY

THE FILM DAILY

of six anti-trust
companies
picture
five
against
ses
at were handled by the Dept. of

FILM DAILY
—THE
Fox
open

West Coast Bur.

Symposium Speakers See Lack
of Enterprise Stage Weakness

pending from lust year
Washington

$15,000,000 Program Calls
for Theaters in
21 Cities

on Reported Loew Deal

newsreel theaters in Los An-

BRITISH PLAYERS

of

Pictures

the Coast last week.
Efforts to reach other reported principals in the story were
unavailing yesterday afternoon.

ve antPtrustcases

aslungton Bureau

Combat

to

"No comment" was the brief but pleasant statement made by
William Fox when asked by The Film Daily concerning a deal
whereby Fox is reported to be negotiating with William Randolph
Hearst and Louis B. Mayer for them to take over Loew's Inc.
and M-G-M. Both Hearst and Mayer arrived in New York from

Organization
Pittsburgh While an atmosphere
secrecy surrounds the proceedings,
e Federal Government is conductj a probe into the film industry
Pittsburgh, with emphasis on the
A hearing was
bitration situation.
Id during the past week in charge
A. Stanley Thompson, special asto the V. S. attorney-general,
10 has since returned to Washing-

Silent

Shows

London

FORM"

LIKE U. S.

— An

Equity Ass'n, similar
to Actors' Equity of New York, and
o include both film and stage players, has been decided upon at a meet¥

ng

members

of the profesof 1,000
{Continued on Page 4)

geles, San Francisco,
and Portland.

Declaring that legitimate shows on
Sunday night would give the dramatic
stock companies a chance to compete with pictures on the same price
level, George Julian Houtain, gencounsel

eral

Theatrical
the
Ass'n, has revived

for

Stock Managers'

for Sunday drama with
contention that the extra performance would create new companies and
provide employment for a considerHoutain, reable number of actors.
{Continued on Page 4)

the

Seattle

—

Arizona, Washington, Montana, Oregon, Missouri and Colorado. Among
{Continued on Page 4)

argument

CHECKS START COMING

IN

FOR FILM RELIEF FUND

TWO CLEVELANDTHEATERS

JOSEPH MOGLER SLAIN

AT ST.

PLANNED BYWARNER BROS.

—

Two theaters, one seating 6,000 and the other 2,000, will be
Cleveland

Bros.,
Bros.,

next year by Warner
announced by Silverman

here

erected
it

is

who

heads the real estate de(Continued on f Page 4)

St.

who

THEATER

—

Senator Joseph Mogler.
years has been identified

Louis
for

«

First

with national exhibitor activities, was
shot and killed as he entered one of
Edward
yesterday.
theaters
his
(Continued

,'7:

Page

4)

Brandt Plans to Open First
Newsreel Theater in Brooklyn
Following precedent set by William
Fox recently when he transformed
the

Embassy

into

an exclusive news-

house, Harry Brandt, now in
the brokerage business, will open the
second house of its kind when the
reel

German Versions
2

M-G-M

for

Talking Films

Two M-G-M
released in
sions.

productions will be
German and English ver-

One

is

"Anna

responses

THE FILM

to

DAILY RELIEF FUND

Christie,"

in

Greta Garbo is being starred
Werba, Brooklyn, is converted from which
direction of Clarence Brown,
at
the
newsexclusive
a stock house to an
back- and the other "Sunkissed" starring
while
Brandt,
house.
reel
Vilma Banky. Miss Garbo will also
ing this venture, will not end his
play
in both yergions of the play.
Page
4)
{Continued cm

now pouring

drive are

Checks, nearly all
of them accompanied by letters praising the good work undertaken and
voicing the acute need of such a
fund, were received by the committee.

Among

the

in.

first

contributions

{Continued on Page 4)

Will Hays Endorses
Film Daily Fund
Mr. Jack Alicoate,

The Film Daily,
New York City.
Dear Mr. Alicoate:
Support of the relief fund for
needy cases is a privilege and
a duty. You and your committee are doing a splendid work
and I am sure the response to
your appeal will be generous.
We are all under obligations to
you.
Sincerely

yours,

WILL

H.

HAYS

to

THE

-&JW

DAILY

Alicoate Improves

Tuesday, December

DENY REPORT OF BANNING

editor and
Alicoate,
publisher of The Film Daily,
is resting comfortably at Har-

U. S.

New York
Sanitarium,
City, following an operation for

TALKERS

IN

GERMANY

bor
Price 5 Cents

Tuesday, Dec. 3 1929
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appendicitis.
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New York.
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
London— Ernest W. Fredman, The
6607.
W.
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Wardour
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Film
Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
Berlin
I.
Paris— P. A. Harle,
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la
[.a
Cour-des-Noues, 19.

W.

Arthur

—

—

Inspiration Executives
in New York for Meeting
Sol Lesser, Western general manand J. Boyce Smith, vice-president of Inspiration Pictures are due
in New York today from the Coast
for the first Eastern meeting of executives.
Others who will be present
ager,

include Walter Camp, Jr., president:
Emil C. Jansen, vice-president in
of sales, and Henrv King,
who arrives from Tampa, where he
recently finished "Hell's Harbor."

charge

Five Anti-Trust Cases
Pending From Last Year
(Continued from Page

ernment.
The other companies involved in actions were M-G-M Distributing

Corp.,

et

al.

Famous Lasky,

et

al.

Katz Corp.,

et

Theaters, et

al.

May Ban
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Eastman Films
Brulatour, Inc.

New Yerfc
Brmtwey

Bryant 4712
Bryaat

Hellywaod
Santa Meaica

67M

film,

"The

Loew Hearing

Public

public hearing on the appraisal
of the Marcus Loew estate, which
has been valued at $826,647, will soon
be rated by Deputy State Tax Com-

'n

the estate.

E. F. Albee Retires
Providenr-e
Disposing of his Albee and Victory theaters to
makes the retirement of E. F. Albee
c
rom the theater business after 40
"ears of activitv in this city. Foster

—

Lardner,
with

office

in

New York

Dec. 9-10

Dec.

11

foreign, departments
of
American
film companies, asked for a statement, declared they had nothing to
say.

Dec.

23

Mum

Pettijohn
Report that a conference will be
held in New York today on the proposed exhibitor organizations merger,

brought

to the attention of C. C.
Pettijohn of the Hays office, resulted
Pettiin the reply, "nothing to say."
•ohn further said that.he's "not talking about the matter."

at the

Wilmington, Del.
Meeting of North

Carolina 11
hibiton' unit at Pinehurst.
Meeting of Paramount stockholder
at New York.
Conference of M. P. Distributor
of Canada at Hotel King Edward
Toronto.

Opening
House in

of

the

Little
City.

Picturt

New York

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Perm. 3580

City

Roxy.

K4>A%Y KAT

BALANCE

! !

RKO

understood, will remain
in charge of the houses.

RKO

J. K. Adams In New York
J. K. Adams. New England representative for General Talking Picis

*g
:',

Krazy Kat

...

visiting

the

home

office

in

Will Take Care .

Your Shorts...

of

York.

Mix Recovering After Ooeration
Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
San Diego Tom Mix is in a local

I

Your Feature Can
Take Care of Itself

it is

West

Blvd.

Glafetoae 61*3
Glafetome

Hays

denies cable reports to the effect that
it
has ordered the members of its
group to cease selling sound product
in Germany until settlement of the
talker
patent dispute.
Heads of

way

A

New

154*

story

the

to
the

Village of Sin." Final decision, after
a
second viewing, is now being
"aited by the Little Theater, where
the picture has been scheduled for

tures,

J. E.

Dec.

being sold.

Russian Picture

— Objecting

missioner Maurice A. Stephenson.
action is due to statements implying an under valuation of property

NEW YORK BON D MARKET
•Keith

and West Coast
(two suits).

al,

30

•Paramount new
Univ.

ParamountBalaban &

Past Presidents' Day at weekl
luncheon of the A.M. P. A., Pin
mount Hotel, New York.
"Hunting Tigers" opens at Gtc
M. Cohan, N. Y.
Annual meeting of stockholder*
Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc., r

The

64%
26%

& Katz

;

^oard of
have rejected the Russian

700

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
'*Bal.

'he

;

Opening of "General Crack" at tt
Warner, New York.
Opening of "Condemned" at Gnu
man's Chinese, Los Angeles.

Dec.

Mary Duncan in Ne«' York
Mary Duncan, Fox star, is in New
is
acted,
Maryland York for an extended vacation. Her
Motion Picture Censors latest vehicle, "The River" now is

Baltimore

21%
15%

1)

Today:

Berlin (By Cable)— With the exception of Warner Bros., it is understood, American distributors are not
selling talking pictures here pending
the outcome of the suits over sound
patents.
Silent product, however, is

The

3, 192S

The Industry*
Date Book

Jack

til.

!

s

.

—

hospital recovering after an operation
for a shoulder injury received in a
fall
from a horse in Dallas three
months aeo. He is expected to leave
the hospital in a day or so.

Schine Acquires Ohio House
Chilicothe, O.—The Schine Enterprises has acquired the
Sherman,
which is being altered at a cost of
"^"vOOO.

equipment

Western
is

Electric

being installed.

sound

Animated by
and MANNY

BEN HARRISON

Musical Director
Distributed

— JOE

GOULD

DE NAT

By Columbia

PRODUCED BY WINKLER
Western Electric Recording

WinMer Sound Cartoons

IF

A TIFFANY PRODUCTION

bh

BETTY

WITH

COMPrON
GEORGE QARRAUD

JULIETTE COMPTOM

-

§4

PLAYED

CAPACITY
AT

GLOBE
ON BROADWAY

AT THE

THEATRE

/CORING
ASEMXATIOMAL .TUCCE5TAT
LOS ANGELEJ*
BO/TOti

I

B.W Co»»~* J<VX/t»Ues

BALTIMORE
NEWARK

">•

.?' u

MAMRICKT MOUJEJ"
fEATTLE- PORTLAND

•W^S screen EB

A Tiffany-Gainsborough

%£ <^2 ta»l«- U ^

'*

tlr.

LCo m

Production

Tiffany Offers
**io« ol

-H»l

You—

FOR IMMEDIATE BOOKINQ—AND BIQ RESULTS
"THE LOST ZEPPELIN," with
CORTEZ. A tremendous picture of
Washington

to the

South Pole in

CONWAY TEARLE,

MAE MURRAY. IN A NBW "PEACOCK ALLEY."
made "The Merry Widow"
She

sings, dances, in

VIRGINIA VALLI, RICARDO

overpowering romance and eyolonie adventure.
a Zeppelin.' Directed by Edward Sicilian.

The

From
pTJfMaJy

graceful, irresistible star

a box ofice sensation now appear* ia her first all-talking production.
It's a sensation.
Directed by Maroel de Sano.

a color sequence.

"PAINTED PACES,"
cus ring to jury-room.
jury-rooi
""
"
YOU,
It's ready for YC

It

with the inimitable JOE
plays on all die emotions.

Tt

who
e,Pe

»taL

Ft

«iej.:

tf

J'o«

are

,

EMBROWN.

Laughter and tears: Fromcir
Booked en the Loew Metropolitan Circuit

lB?*

LEO CARRILLO AND VIROINIA VALLI IN "MISTER ANTONIO,"
Tarkington's play in which Otis Skinner was the star.

Tir

g^'i

from Booth

Booked on Loew Major Circuit

A Wow

everywhere.

"DANGEROUS

BUSINESS," from Edwin Balmer's

Bast-Seller.

how

"party girls" are used to get orders for big business crass.
With Douglas Fairbanks Jr., Marie Provost and a great east

"THE MEDICINE MAN,"
"MAMBA,"

from

Elliott Lester's stage play.

And

ia

A

sensational story of

it

a smashing romance.
f'6«

It's

Z°"«

a whirlwind of fun and love.

an alt-talking feature, with Jean Hersielt, Eleanor Boardman, Ralph Forbes.

A

ColTtrt

"THE ENCHANTING MBLODIB,"

PriJutltm

another all-color feature, with a powerfully dramatic

love story.

"TROOPERS THREE," a story of the U. S. Cavalry, written and supervised by Arthur Guy
Empey. Daring horsemanship, cavalry romance.

KATHLEEN MAVOURNBBN," with SALLY O'NEILL and star cast
COLOR SYMPHONIES— Single-reel subjects in sound—beacty, charm, distinction:
'

ALL TALKING—WITH RCA SYNCHRONIZATION

mm*
R"" Ri*

«&

$Sk»
j*!**;

INC
PRODUCTION/
TIFFANY
M W YOPK, CITY.
EV ENTM AV
729
r

E

)

New

Symposium Speakers See Lack
of Enterprise Stage Weakness

Theaters

(Continued f rom Page 1
plying to the Actors' Equity report enterprise in combating the quick
here that the drop-off in dramatic stock action of picture producers in signthat a new Paramount will be erected
next vear.
ing up playwrights, directors and
activities has nothing to do with SunA. 1.800-seat house is
Verdun, Quebec
day night, said there are 61 com- actors as fast as they attain a boxAvenue
Fifth
the
here
by
erected
being
The speakers at this
panies operating in cities where Sun- office value.
Amusement Corp. to cost about $360,000
Marion, O. Ground has been broken tor day shows are legal, against 43 com- meeting
included Frank Gillmore,
here.
Club
the $250,000 theater and Moose
Herbert Rawlinson, Chrystal Heme,
panies in blue towns.
Philadelphia— A one-story theater costing
Commenting on this statement, Horace Liveright, Burns Mantle,
$20,000 is being erected at 28 Point Breeze
Frank Gillmore, president of Equity, Theresa Helburn, Preston Sturges
Plans have been
Huntington Park, Cal
declared there are no facts to sup- Dudley Field Malone and Horence
completed for the $20,000 theater on Long
port the claim that Sunday night Nash.
Beach Blvd.
....
„
Homes & Sons are build- shows alone have affected the sucPrescott, Ariz.
Gillmore advocated giving the playArthur
ing a studio and theater here for
wrights anything they ask in order
cess of stocks generally.
Park.
Enterprise
Kiddle of
In a symposium held Sunday night to keep them from being attracted to
Ed Dolan has been
Aberdeen, Wash.
awarded the contract for the $250,000 theater at the American Woman's Ass'n, it Hollywood.
Miss Helburn said the
building planned here by Fox Washington
brought out that the chief trou- talkers would eventually benefit the
was
Theaters, Inc.
Eagle Lake, Tex.—The Avalon, built at a ble with the theater is its lack of stage by forcing it to better standards.

CHECKS START CONING

FOR FILM RELIEF FUND

Connellsville, Pa.— C. A. Wagner announces

—

—

—

—

—

of

cost
the

$30,000,

management

Mart

(Continued from Page 1)

come through

are Ned E. Depinet
National; Robert F. Klingensmith, Exhibitors' Forum, Pittsburgh;
t homas D.
Goldberg, Walbrook and
Harford Theaters, Baltimore; Harford Theater Co., Baltimore; Jack
Alicoate, Don M. Merserau, Walbrook Amusement Co., Baltimore;
William R. Ferguson; Associated
Motion Picture Advertisers; Marvin
M. Kirsch; Dave Miller, Big U Film
Exchange, Inc.; Dave Bader, Universal; Hebert S. Berg, and Arthur
First

W

Eddy.

A

was opened recently under
of

Carl

A.

Milentz

good boost was given the fund
"Exhibitors Daily Review" yeserday by Arthur James, who said

and

a

Cole.

Everybody Silent on
Probe at Pittsburgh
ton to

the M.P.T.O. of Western Pennsylvania and Western Virginia.
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— Officials of the Dept.
of Justice on Saturday refused to

the investigation going
on at Pittsburgh.

TWO CLEVELAND THEATERS

FORM

BRITISH PLAYERS

EQUITY ASS^N LIKE U. S. PLANNED
{Continued from Page

sion

at

the

Duke

The

question of affiliation with the other
stage workers' unions
ly

this

the

debated,

but

was strenuousaction

definite

on

point has been postponed until

new organization

is

RCA
with

Work

(Continued from Page 1)
the establishment of new labora-

tories here, to replace those located
York.
at Van Courtlandt Park,
This is a further step in the reor

New

ganization of the Radio-Victor Corp.,
of which W. G. Baker has been
named vice-president in charge of engineering.

partment of the Warner firm. Both
houses will be located on Euclid
Ave. between Ninth and Seventeenth.

1)

Phinny told the police that two men
participated

in

the

shooting

call

the

attention

in the nioto this cause and

'.

The

6,000-seater will be the largest
in the city, while the smaller house
is intended specially for long runs.

promptly and the donor can be
sured

as-

of

a feeling of satisfaction
which a similar outlay in any other
direction could not .supply."

B'KLYN NEWSREEL HOUSE FOX COAST EXPANSION

AT ST. LOUIS THEATER
(Continued from Page

to

man and woman

ion picture business
o endorse it fully as a practical
harity administered without a penny
>eing charged for the expense of administration.
Whether the sum be
dollar, ten dollars or a hundred
dollars,
the
gift
should be sent

BRANDT TOOPEN FIRST
JOSEPH MOGLER SLAIN

desire

every

>f

launched.

to be Center of

Laboratory

BYWARNER BROS.

(Continued from Page 1)

1)

York's.

of

comment on

Camden

n part:

"We

(Continued from Page 1)
confer with Dept. of Justice

About 15 exhibitors as well
agents.
as branches managers, bookers and
salesmen appeared during the inquiry.
The probe has been instigated by

IN

after

which they made their escape.
Mogler was president of the St.
Louis exhibitor organization and was
formerly vice-president of the M. P.
T. O. A. He was 58 vears' old.

(Continued from
affiliations with Ira

Page

1)

Haupt, Inc.
Policy of the house will be the
same as the Embassy with continuous shows at 25 cents admission at
all times.
While sound equipment is
now being installed no decision has
yet been made as to what newsreels
will be shown.
The Werba seats

24
(Continued from Page 1)
the cities that are to have new houses
are; San Jose, Sacramento, Oakland,
Santa Barbara,. Bakersfield, Berkley
and Stockton, Cal.

2,000.

Technicolor Denies
Loew's Get Canal

Auction
Infringement Charge
Benet, Poet to Prepare
Through the Ludlow Operating
"Peacock Alley" For Gaiety
Commenting
Corp., Loew's has purchased at aucon the patent suit
Lincoln Film for Griffith
Tiffany's "Peacock Alley," the new tion the Canal,
Canal St., N. Y., for filed in the U. S. District Court, WilBenet,
whose Mae Murray film in color, probably $677,000 in an action brought against mington, by E. E. Berl, attorney for
Stephen Vincent
"John Brown's Body" won him the will open its New York run at the the
& S Circuit, Inc. and other Daylight Film Corp., against TechPulitzer prize in poetry, has been en- Gaiety beginning Jan. 1, when Tif- defendants.
The sale was a fore- nicolor, Inc., New York, charging
gaged by United Artists to write the fany takes over the house. Another closure action for a judgment of Hat two patents granted to Robert
story and dialogue for the D. W. Tiffany special, "The Lost Zeppelin,
about $651,021 and interest.
William
Taxes, John have been infringed.
Broadway etc. amounted to about $17,850. Prop- Travers Jerome, chairman of TechGriffith production based on the life will be given an early
of Lincoln.
He leaves with Griffith showing, with negotiations now in erty was sold subject to mortg^es nicolor, made the following stateprogress for one of several houses.
shortly for the coast.
of $627,000 and the Loew's bid of ment:
$50,000 above the mortgages made a
"The success of the Technicolor
total bid of $677,000.
process naturally draws such suits.
We have known of the Robert John
Cut Shanghai Visit
process for 10 years and in all that
Shanghai Owing to local agita- time,
so far as we know, no color motion aroused because a Chinese setion pictures have been commercialquence in '"The Thief of Bagdad" is ly
produced by this process."
Beginning Monday, Dec. 2nd, our business will
at

M

i

- '

REMOVAL NOTICE

—

be conducted at our new plant in the H. E. R.
Building at 457 West 46th Street.
Telephones:

H.

E. R.

LONgacre 0894-5-6-7

LABORATORIES,

Inc.

said to be derogatory, Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks, who are
due here Dec. 10, will cut their visit
from four days to one.

Doris Kenyon Back to Screen
Doris Keny in, out of pictures since
her husband, Milton Sills, had a nervous breakdown last year, is coming
back to the screen opposite Rod La
Rocque in "Strictly Business" for

RKO.

Stench

Bomb

Resumed
Cleveland

bomb
a

Activities
in Cleveland

— Resuming

the

stench

which have been at
the last few weeks,
and University, have

activities
standstill for

Oriental
attacked.
No clue to the
culprits or their motives could be
the

now been

ascertained.
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They Want

to

See

<^dn&tkeKWlumSi(iS&>Gli

:

THE

DAILV

*«

Timely Topics

— €—

Along The Rialto

A

Hoover

As an Aid

to Industry

ARBITRATION

commer-

of

place of
avoidable litigation increases busiby promoting
efficiency
ness
goodwill and mutual confidence.
Expeditious, regular settlement
of business controversies within
industry itself, by its own experts, is fundamental, but machinery is needed to make it efcial

disputes

'in

,

fective.

Herbert Hoover
*

Calls Talkers

Who

*

*

Boon

Drama

TALKING

pictures will never,
I am sure, take the place of
the stage to those people who
are habitually in a position to
But they will
enjoy the latter.
mean a great deal to people who
are not in that position and still
more to those who never have
And I think that as they
been.
progress they will develop a form
which will be interesting to the
most sophisticated audiences.

—

Ronald Colman
*

*

DeForest Finds Talkers
Powerful Agency for Peace
radio broadcast has done
THE
much towards establishing a
better understanding, a feeling of
neighborliness amongst foreign
nations. But I believe that sound
films will accomplish even more
in this direction.
The sound picture, the sound newsreel, is destined (in fact has already begun)

to bring to the public an appreciation of the real personalities
of the rulers of other nations,
a kindly feeling of neighborliness

and understanding which no other
medium, illustrated newspapers,
nor the radio, can ever approach.
And best of all, the message of
the sound picture is not fleeting,
not ephemeral. It is permanent,
may be repeated indefinitely and
everywhere; and at the last becomes an enduring memoir of
matchless historic worth and

THAT'S

Jr.

doing a d'Artagnan

By PHIL M.
is

one of the inter-

esting spots in an exhibit at the American-Anderson GalWarren Nolan, Uaaaa's bustling publicist, has temporarily gone Hollywood in pursuit of more publicity
Adolphe Menjou, after recovering from an appendicitis operation, was able to leave the American Hospital in Paris yesterCliff Broughton, who used to manage the late Wally
day
Reid, is now New Yorking on business only..".
*
*
*
*

leries

Mae Murray,

Shakespeare would pen it, is in our
chilly midst, having walked out on Sunny Californy, no less.
Listing among "things that never happen," a la Broadway, at least, is a premiere opening at the time specified in your
ticket
Anita Stewart, who once illuminated many a screen,
Reis about to go personal appearing over the Publix path.
cently Anita went matrimony with George B. Converse, New
York and Boston broker
as

Those

to

Don't Care for the

*

FAIRBANKS

Bill

!(!

iJE

5jC

current in the stage
*

hit,

"Kibitzer."
*
*

*

*

Dewey Bloom,

well known on Wardour Street and other
recovering from a major operation.
The kid will be
up and about in a few weeks
Helen Kaiser,
player,
walked around on her toes when she was five years of age to
show off in front of guests and when she was 15 did the same
things showing off to some "pappas" at a Ziegfeld opening
Bet British Parliament got a rise out of a recent private screening of George Arliss in Warners "Disraeli."
*
*
*
*
places,

RKO

asked us

if

this n

production, "Fire Walker|

just placed in work, is the first sh
in a campaign to get rid of hizzoni
the Mayor.
Our inquirer heard th
the idea was to tout Duke KahanB
moku, the Hawaiian swimming cha:
pion, who is in the cast, as the su|

cessor at ye City Hall to Our Jimmfl
As far as we can gather on unreliable I
information, the big idea is to bringl
the Hawaii tourist trade to New 1
York, and change Coney Island inw

Waikiki Beach.

But you can pictu
East Side mommi
romping around the beach in shredd'
wheat skirts?
And welcoming t
those

all

fat

on the Coney Island boats
slipping a wreath of hot dogs arou
their necks in place of the Hawaii;
wreath of lei?
Commercially practical, but poetically punk.
The only
'dck we can see in the scheme is that
Duke, as Mayor Kahanamoku, coui
welcome celebrated foreign visitoi
by riding down the Bay to
them on a surf board.

is

RKO

i

H
UK
:

m

*

—

*

Bl

SOMEBODY

*

Blake McVeigh, of Technicolor, opines there is fame (if not
fortune) in store for the producer with the nerve to turn out a
collitch pitchur that does not contain a gridiron game in which
the hero jumps in and superhumanly wins the fracas singlehanded in the last 20 seconds
which reminds us of the
little Hebrew player who brought his dad to his first game.
After the second play Ginsburg went over for a gain and the
crowds yelled, "Yeh Ginsburg gained five yards" but the old
man began to cry his kid lost a foot

*

DALY

tourists

J}»

Having gangplanked into this here town, Anita Loos, who
gave blondes a literary break, expects to inhale California ozone
about Dec. 10
One yarn going the rounds in and around
the Big Stem is that Gloria Swanson is trying to sign on the
dotted line for "Top o' the Hill," the work of Charles Kenyon
of Hollywood, Cal
George Sidney has transplanted himself from the wilds of the Talkie Capital to Jamaica, where he
is

192J

THAT

PhilM. Daly,

DOUG

3,

—AND

with

Digest of
Current Opinion

Backs Arbitration

Tuesday, December

*

*

Horses, Horses

A

first-line

news

sniffer

on one

the big metropolitan daily rags tol
the city editor that he would have a
Inside Tip on the races right from
am
a Big Shot who had the real Loaw iv
er
Down on the third gallop that after
noon.
But the Big Shot later saf; a
it was called off, so the news snifferphoned in to tell his chief. The lat-:ar
ter was out to lunch, but the wa[
A
who took the phone call thought he'j
frame the boss, so when he returnei
rom his chow he slipped him thj

word:

"Play

Mary

Ann."

The

jokester picked Mary Ann, a ra
outsider, figuring a nag with such
name couldn't get in the money. S
the city idiotor gave his bookie 1

Alary Ann came in at 5
Next day the boss patted thj|
jokester kindly on the back, handed
berries.

tj

1.

James V. Bryson, Universal foreign head, did not linger
among the wintry blasts that greeted him upon his arrival
in New York a few days ago.
He hit out for the warmer clime
of Californy
R. E. Mclntyre, Paramount chief in the
Orient, has left for Vancouver where boats depart for the Far
East
Ruth Dwyer recently completed the lead in "The
Brimming Reservoir" for Visugraphic
long

conviction.

a Cremo in tinfoil, and said:
'Thanks for the tip, me lad, even
hough it was phoney." * * * They
carried the funny guy out on a I
stretcher made of copy paper, and
put him to bed on a press, and yelled
*
to the press foreman: "Let 'er roll!"

lim

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

Dr. Lee DeForest

DECEMBER 3- MANY HAPPY RETURNS

*6

THEIR
FIRST

JOBS

Best
tions

wishes and congratulaare extended by

THE

FILM DAILY
ing

members

who today

to the follow-

of

the industry,

are celebrating their

birthday

CHARLES (BUDDY)
ROGERS
paper route on father's
paper

Producers

Associated

deny

any

outside affiliation.
te-

Edward Godal
Basil Smith

Paul Bern

Monty

Collins

of

London here

to

ar.

sign American talent.
*

*

*

Goldwyn Picture stock makes appearance on New York curb market.

f

THE
December

jesday,

3,

DAILY

1929

Barrymore Premiere Tonight
Premiere of "General Crack," Warner production starring John Barrymore, will take place tonight at the
Warner, New York.

Short Shots from
New York Studios
^ By HARRY N. BLAIR ^^
HE

titles of

Eddie Cantor's

J.

Stevens with Gusdanovic
Cleveland George Stevens, former

—

manager

of

now

charge of publicity for the

is

in

the

Hippodrome

"Her Records,"

directed

by

nte Brice.

lurry Delmar

is

back

at the

and
"Pushkees"
Pushcarts

Pathe

During the past week he
npleted a two reel talking comedy.
er Hired Husband," with Noel
Harry McNaughton and
ncis,
dio.

Norris heading the cast.

lei

,'he

propertyman at the Pathe
nd studio has ordered plenty of
for George LeMaire's latest
rt,

Down on the East Side where the

"All Stuck Up," production.

Totta" pushes a pushcart so his
"Kaddish" may have an educa-

aul Specht and his orchestra are
king their screen debut in "Love

tion, the
tution*

First Sight," which Chesterfield
iductions just completed at the

A Gramercy

studio.

t

Saturday and
of
$24,101
iday at the Rivoli, with "Taming
the Shrew," as the draw, sets a
v week-end record for this Broady house, according to United Ar-

still

If
Release 52 Pictures
for 700 Silent Houses

— Fifty-two

an

insti-

poorer.

That's charity, in capital letters.

s.

Cleveland

is

It's

Jross

>

"Pushkee"

a poor-box, where the poor
drop nickels and dimes for those

Week-End Record
by "Taming of Shrew"

voli

you gave in the same propor-

tion, -we could

right

silent pictures

end our campaign

now.

been secured by the Standard

re

We

m

Service Co. for release to 700
nt film houses in Ohio and Kenky.

RCA Photophone

erald K. Rudulph, has been apnted director of publicitv for RCA
otophone, Inc. advises Charles J.

$10 will get you 9l— In Mitzvahs.
Give Your Better Self a Break.

president.
Rud' ,,r>h bee coming to New York was manng editor of a Buffalo newspaper
1
has been identified with the in>try for the past seven years.
ss,

vice

Do

'

first

of

pictures

a

series

of

eight

all

from Audible Pic-

es.

Fire

Does $50,000 Damage

—

Mass. A fire believed
have started in the battery room
^0,000 damage to the Lawler.

Greenfield,

it

Now!

Send your check (make it more
than $10 if you can afford it) to
Walter E. Beer, Treasurer
71 West 47th St. 9 N. Y.

Argosy Gets Audible Film
Levy has closed a deal with
?osy Pictures, Ltd. of London for
distribution of "In Old Califorin the United Kingdom.
This

Vrthur

the
ting

is

to help the helpless in the 9l
charities we support.

K. Rudulph Publicity
lead of

want you to. All we
$10 so we can continue

don't

want

FEDERATION

For the Support of

here,

Paul Gusdanovic chain of houses.

reel

jee Morse, whose radio following
legion, made her movie debut at
Paramount studio in a one reel
rt,

England Chain All-Sound

Ford's theater chain in Maine
and New Hampshire is now 100 per
cent equipped with DeForest sound
apparatus.
J.

latest

featurettes for Paraunt are "Getting a Ticket" and
ie Vampire." In the latter he is
iported by Veree Teasdale. Mort
unenstock handled the megaphone
both of the Cantor pictures.

one

New

JEWISH PHILANTHROPIC SOCIETIES

of

New York

City

—

How Much Mor
It Means to Vom

Think
***>*

ItOX-OI

I

III

when you can advertise:
"Hear Billie Dove SING.

oi

See her as a Night Club
Queen, leading a chorus of
fifty fancy steppers: playing

9
MM

the

suckers

for

all

they're

worth, until Love makes her
the biggest sucker of them all.

>

I

'>4

V

rsw^£--

*

^

DOVE
ti

Painted Angel

*£**
In

a

George MacFarlane

it

O*
5r<;/?i

£££

story

Give This Little Girl A

it

a« d
Fl;

Hand bu

bi

FANNIE HURST
Gel

,.

pti
it

i-

from

3;
hi
I

to

FIRST

NATIONAL

U
"Vitaphone"

mark

of

the

is

the

registered

Vitaphone

trade

Corporation.

iTHE
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ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME
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L
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Monday, December

No. 53

fxpect Fox,

A. PLANS

l

Musicians
The

lAirror

column of comment
By JACK ALICOATE
JIG, SMASH news of the week
-a

action by AttorneyMitchell against Fox and
Brothers alleging violation
of

filing

neral
truer

Clayton anti-trust

act.

Warner

many words tells Fox to
orce himself from Loew and MVI
and Warner Brothers to step
of the front parlor of First Naand Stanley. Uncle Sam has
vay of getting just about what he
nts in actions of this kind and,

we have no advance

info,

9

Strike at

Pit Orchestras Return to
Work Dec. 6; Wage
Scale Unchanged
St.

Louis

— Disagreement

between

local musicians and theater owners
of this city, which has been pending
for several weeks, was finally settled

yesterday

(Continued on

Page

7)

T

HARD

IS
to see how one can
anything but bullish on the future
Reports
>spects of this industry.
hered last week by this publication
m every section of the country reOf
rt business at about normal.
rse the stock market will hurt
luxury business and kindred lines
it gives no cause whatsoever for
ssimistic hysteria on the one hand
more than undue optimistic enConditions
isiasm on the other.
lay are the normal sequence to
You can't be a bear
tural events.
America. Picture stocks such as
arner Bros., Paramount, Loew and
x bought at current prices will
:

.

ow handsome
*

FRANK

profits within a year.
*
*

REMBUSCH

I

(Continued on Page 2)

Louis Settled

UNDER BRITISH QUOTA

—

London First prosecution for violation of the British film quota has
been instituted here against the Film
Booking Offices, Ltd., charged with
failing to comply with the requirements of the Cinematograph Films
(Continued on Page 6)

150FRENITHEATERST0
BEWIREDJIYENDOFYEAR

—

Paris At the present rate of wiring it is predicted that by the end
of the year there will be approximately 150 halls in France equipped
to play sound pictures. Fifty of these
theaters belong to Aubert-Franco(Continued on Page 7)

Report RKO Acquires Two
Houses in Providence

of a chain of sound
houses in England is contemplated by United Artists. Joseph
Schenck sails for that country Dec.

picture

Warner Saturday. No definite
goal has been set, he explained.

14 to investigate the situation.

will be William Phillips, banker,
identified with United Artists Theaters, and possibly Samuel Goldwyn.

The

NOW HAS 25 THEATERS
WITH
Memphis—With the merging of
all

M. A. Lightman theaters into a new
company, known as the Malco Theaters, Inc., which also will operate
three

recently

acquired houses,

Lightman chain now controls 25

exact

number

the
the-

—

Detroit Announcement is made by
National Screen Advertising Bureau
of a plan for national advertisers
through its agencies to use motion
picture advertising throughout the

United States.

The Campbell-Ewald

(Continued on Page 6)

Grand Rapids Exhibs Hit
at Exit Light Ordinance

—

(Continued on

7)

the

Government's

Fox and Warner

Bros.,

alleging violation of the Clayton antitrust laws and seeking these companies to divorce subsidiaries they
own, will not take place until next

RELIEF
Having

FOR SCREEN AD BUREAU

Page

7)

expected. The case will
be placed on the U. S. District calendar within a few days.
In the complaint filed by Attorney
General William D. Mitchell against
Fox, allegation is made that "Fox
(Continued on Page 5)
spring,

on

$ 1 07000 AS GOAL

DRIVEUNDER WAY

set a

minimum

of $10,000

Headquarters of the new com- as its goal, The Film Daily's third
pany will be at 502 South Second St. annual relief fund is now in progress
under the direction of a committee
consisting of Jack Alicoate, chairman;
Dr. A. H. Giannini, treasurer; Billy
DETROIT HEADQUARTERS
Brandt, Al Lichtman, Bruce Gallup
and Maurice "Red" Kann.
Immediately upon announcement

Case to be Placed on U. S.
Court Calendar in a Few Days
Hearing

of theaters to
Page 7)

aters.

—RKO

suits against

With

him

Grand Rapids Protest has been
Providence
is
understood made by Walter Norris on behalf of
theater
owners of this city
to have closed for the Albee and Vic- the
tory. The Albee, seating about 2,500, against an amendment to the build(Continued on Page

Sail

Development

in

M.

(Continued on

START FIRST PROSECUTION

to

Dec. 14 to Inspect
Situation

Total of 12 houses have been
acquired by Warner Bros, up
to the present time in its the-

campaign
ater-acquisition
California, stated Harry

Schenck

Joseph

Warners Add 12

spends

ch of his valuable time telling us
Now
a rotten editor we are.
writes "Listen, dumb bell, regardI have been
l this picture business
;ht so often I am liable to be right
Shortly when I start on my
ain.
jr and repeat mv activities of some
teen years ago I will take some of
e water off of the pusillanimous
ains and spines of the industry."
friend of the collective industry,
> a
lat

St.

M. A. LIGHTMAN CHAIN

it

uld not surprise us in the least to
the companies involved do exly both peacefully and with disch as the government requests,
is would take from three to five
irs to work out under usual conions to the point of not causing
iue hardship on any of the parties
icerned.

Next Spring

ENGLISHlOUND THEATHTcHAIN

lal

ile

Price 5 Cents

1929

Suits Hearings

under terms of a new
agreement reached at a conference
Govern- here between officials representing

nt in so

2,

it

is

(Continued

on Page 7)

A.M. P. A. Endorses
Film Relief Drive
The Film Daily Relief Fund,
New York City.

A

worthy cause and worthy

of the support of every individual and organization in the

Motion Picture Industry is the
Annual Film Daily Fund for
the relief and care of the unand needy cases
fortunate
which come to light during the
The Associated Motion
year.
Advertisers

Picture

strongly

approves this worthy work of
the Relief Committee, and the
individual members as well as
the organization, today, as in
the past, heartily indorses such

which tend to help
bring more happiness and furnish good cheer to those in
activities

distress.

Sincerely yours,
L. KLEIN,
President, A.M.P.A.

EDWARD

THE

-JZW

DAILY

Monday, December

The Industry's
Date Book

The Broadway Parade
center
THE
the Mary

:

production,

at

"The Vagabond Lover"

the

of the

Shrew,"

Another

Rivoli.

Of

at the Globe.

chief

Dec.
Dec.

Theater
Astor
Central
Gaiety
Earl Carroll

Distributor

Picture

"Hellywood Revue"

M-G-M

"Disraeli"
"Sunny Side
"Rio Rita"

Warners
Fox

Up"

RKO

"1 he Trespasser"

Opening Date
Aug. 14
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

United Artists .... Rialto
United Artists.
Selwyn
Columbia
Geo. M. Cohan.

"Condemned"
"Song of Love"
"1 he Love Parade"
"Show of Shows"
"The Vagabond Lover"
'Taming of the Shrew"

.

.

Warner
United Artists.

.

.

.

Warners

Dec.

Rivoli

Dec.

3

.Winter Garden.
Globe

RKO

.

La

Cour-des-Noues, 19.

The Mirror

Dec.

take this opportunity of
just what this fellow Rem-

warning it
busch has in mind.

Financial
Markets Remain Closed
All markets remained closed Sat-

urday in continuance
Thanksgiving holiday

Wall

of

week-end
by

observed

Street.

have heard

Represents Italian Paper
Dr. L. Forno, manager of the Foreign Division of J. V. Cremonim
New York City, has been appointed
official representative of the Italian
publication "Cinema Italiano."

Frank Emilio Timponi Dead
Douglaston, L. I. Frank Emilio
Timponi, thearical musical director,
is dead here in his 73rd year.

—

:».•...•.....>...>*.•.•.*.*..*...•.'
*;.:

1

:.:
:.:

fi

Eastman Films

:.t

I

the suit brought by the Lock City
Theaters, Inc., against Paramount for
alleged losses and damages to property in connection with a contract
for the lease of a Lockport theater.
The action was brought under the
Donnelly anti-monopoly law, and
permits a verdict of treble damages
which would make the amount involved in the suit $1,000,000.

*

—WHY NOT

*

include the editors of

Trade Papers in the coming Sidney Kent 5-5-5 Kiss-and-Make-Up
the

conference? Lets make it 5-5-5-5. It
would be a serious mistake to have
this gathering too serene and peaceOne point in favor of this highly
ful.

Mike Landow Joins
Nathan Appell Circuit
Landow has
Philadelphia Mike
resigned as sales manager of the
Paramount exchange here to become
associated with the Nathan Appell

J. E. Brulatour,Inc. §
ft

1
y•

New York

Hollywood

1540 Broadway

6760 Santa Monica
Blvd
Gladstone 6103

Bryant 4712

ft

arguments

Supreme Court here

in

King Edwi

23

Opening

of

House

New York

in

the

Little
Pic
City.

Broadway premier of "Hunt:
Tigers in India" will take place
the C onan on Dec. 9. The produc
Talking Picture Epics, state that th
have taken over this house for
indefinite period, and will follow t
picture with others.
John N. Weber has been appointee
general representative for the

N

York

territory.

the

for dismissal of

declared that the theater
leased to the Lockport Operating Co., claimed to be a subsidiary
of Paramount, and contends that the
Plaintiff

was

Downey

at

Colony Dec. 13

Morton Downey
second

talking

will

appear

picture

when "Luckv

for

in
Pa' K
at

in Love" opens
York, Dec. 13. Otb
in the cast are Betty Lawford, Co
Keith-Johnson, Halliwell Hobbes,
M. Kerrigan, Mackenzie Ward a
Kenneth Webb
Louis Sorin.

New

Colony,

rected.

for Calais, Me.
Western Electri
Me.
sound equipment has been insta

Sound

Calais,

—

at the State.

shows agreed upon were not
shown and that the property was al-

class of

lowed to deteriorate.
The defense
contends there is no cause for action.

Fox Switches Managers
Fox has

transferred C. E. Hilgers
City to Dallas, succeeding P. K. Johnston. Ward Scott
of the Cleveland exchange has been
appointed to Hilgers' place.

from

Kansas

is

Neth Plans Columbus House
Columbus J. Real Neth, president
of the J. Real Neth Theaters, is

NATIONAL

SCREEN
SERVICE

Paramount.

planning the erection of a $75,000
house at West Broad St. and Ogden
Ave.

To

Reappraise
estate of

Loew

Estate

by the State
York to clear up differences
reappraised

Record Third

Week

New

at Rialto

The third-week attendance record
at

the

Itt

Marcus Loew

will be
of
of opinion arising over the accuracy of the
original appraisal, which set its value
at $826,674 in the face of an estimated figure of $40,000,000.

The

—

Rialto has been topped by
Trespasser" by 2,500 admis-

REMOVAL NOTICE
Beginning Monday, Dec. 2nd, our business will
be conducted at our new plant in the H. E. R.
Building at 457 West 46th Street.
Telephones:

sions.

:.:
i.x

to

when Landow returns to the exhibition field, in which he was engaged
prior to his nine years' service with

« "The
:.:

York. A banquet in his
being arranged for Dec. 16,

listening

at Hotel

Circuit, of

honor

g
i

—

Buffalo Decision
has been reserved by Justice Alonzo G. Hinkley

that kind as referred to by Mr. RemInasmuch as we are hurryDusch.
ing to catch a bridge game we will
pass it along hoping it is not libelous
As for you, Mr. Remnor risque.
busch, we hope you get caught in a
rainstorm with only one rubber.

—

production.

P.F.-L

after

original and inspiring thought is that
chere were at least more trade paper
Handling Columbia in Japan
K. Hirata, prominent distributor and editors at Columbus than exhibitors.

showman of Japan, has signed a contract with Columbia Pictures whereby he will handle its current season's

T

of many kinds of brains and several
different species of spines but never

*

Basil Dean in New York
Dean, English stage and
Basil
screen producer, and chairman of Associated Talking Pictures, Ltd., of
London, is in New York for a visit.
He is expected to return to England
about the middle of this month.

We

Canada

"Hunting Tigers" to Ope
at Cohan Theater Dec!

DECISION RESERVED IN

Hon. Pettijohn and Hon.

we

Aiyers,

LONgacre 0894-5-6-7

Zack Miller to Produce

.
Col. Zack T. Miller, head of Miller
•
Brothers 101
Ranch Wild West
X Show, announces he will produce a
...
.

number

of pictures.

H.

E. R.

J

Toronto.

{Continued from Page 1)

including

11

of

13
19

Inc.,

Carolina a
hibitors' unit at Pinehurst
Conference of M. P. Distributor

3

THE

— a column of comment

Pictures,

1

Warners

Criterion

Bros.

Wilmington, Del.
Dec. 9-10
Meeting of North

20
26
29

.'.

Warner

2
3
6

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

.

Paramount

General Crack"

—

%

Opening of "General Crack" at
Warner, New York.
Opening of "Condemned" at Gn"
man's Chinese, Los Angeles.
"Hunting Tigers" opens at Geo
M. Cohan, N. Y.
Annual meeting of stockholders o

Dec.

is

engagement yesterday.

its
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Vallee in

"The Taming

the opening of

Fairbanks

"General Crack," which comes to Warners tomorrow with
John Barrymore, forcing "Disraeli" to move to the Central, where "Paris" ended

Editor and Publisher

:

Rudy

week

this

interest

JOHN I. ALICOATE

Pickford-Douglas

opening was

Price 5 Cents

Monday, Dec. 2,1929

HI LHi.53

week was

of interest last
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LABORATORIES,

Inc.

I

EXTRA!
ISYISIt

FLIES TO SOUTH

POLE AND RETURN!

PARAMOUNT
HAD THE ONLY MOTION PICTURE
CAMERAS WITH BYRD
AT THE POLE!
Paramount Cameramen Willard Vanderveer and Joe Rucker
bringing

back most

thrilling

adventure-news

pictures

ever

seen of epochal expedition to the Bottom of the World

!

!

PARAMOUNT LEADERSHIP
REACHES FROM POLE TO POLE!

:

—jx^h

..

DAILV

Timely Topics

—©—
YOU
word

in talking pictures yet.

Like other new things that please
the public, talking pictures will
get better with practice. For that
matter, those of us who are making them will get better, too, and
the same thing goes for equipphotography
technique,
ment,
and the mechanism of recording
and reproducing.

Al Jolson
*

*

Growing Use
Outside

*

of Pictures

Amusement

Field

THAT'S

THAT

\zvith

PhilM. Daly,
T71DDIE

^

CANTOR

Jr.

more than recoup

hopes to

By PHIL M.
his stock

market

with the royalties from "Caught Short" his timely
The very attractive girl who
tome on the same subject
accompanies Arthur Lake to the theater these nights, is his
losses

Harold Murray is in
Before bag and bagging

Florence, also of the films

sister,

New York

J.

and parts around these days.
in "Cameo Kirby" for Fox

East he worked

A

good humor

lota

night about 10:30 o'clock

is

going to take the ether tomorrow

principal comedians of "Rio Rita," do their stuff over
and along the NBC network
Al Cohn, First
National scenario picker, has been made an honorary vice presirent of the Authors League of Amerik, but he keeps right on
drawing his paychecks from F. N., yer know

WEAF

OPOT NEWS

^

National

newspaper
that

Every

in clinics.

effort is

being

directed toward extending the
usefulness of the screen in all
fields where it may better serve.
And the men who are guiding it
are American business men of
intelligence and of integrity who
are working, without thought of
class, race, or creed, under the
broader ideals of true service to
their country and to their fellow-

*

*

The Palace keeps looking

THE

ing picture theater as in a school,
and survevs have shown that
American children give a majority vote to the pictures as their
amusement."
preferred
"most
The impressions which our children receive from the screen are
undoubtedlv vivid and enduring:
we are not likely to overestimate
the

power

of

this

medium

shape their thoughts
emotional interests.

*

to

and their

of

Fir

waitis
count!
<

'The Art of Thinking,' which wa
a non-fiction best seller a few mono
ago, visited the First National studi
at Burbank, Cal., this week."
This feature news service from fib
producers will force Wall Street o
.the front page of our big dailies
they keep that pace up.

J

Jack Fuld, handling publicity
"Flight" at the Hippodrome in Clew
land, postcards us:
.

For the love

*

of Pete'

Goodness knows
Hard enough in
The newspapers.

Hollywood ground
headline purposes
The past

like a HI' spot of

it's

Kindly note the acrostic formed bl
first letter of each sentence, whici
oddly enough spells "Flight," th'

the

name

of the picture that

is

supplying

Jack with his pork and herring

thesj

days.
*

*

"Did

I

*

Deal?"

(By Jack DeLacy)
good deal depends upon
player, but most players depend upc
a good deal.

A

who

Louis K. Sidney,

is

buying European vaude talent for

Loew presentation chain, has made his initial grab, taking
Stephen and Andre Caligary, comedy dance pantomimists of
Hungary, a country not a condition
H. E. R. Labs, as a
matter of record, are now located in their new plant at 457 West
the

Films Held Mighty Influence
In the Lives of the Young
movies have grown so
srreat that the average school
child spends from ten to twenty
oer cent as much time in a mov-

presses

the
the

Let a fellow get
In that kolyum!

with fillum stars nocking for
week, f'r example, Beatrice Lillie and Charles King, ex-stageites,
helped make the show go on
From Warner Bros, comes
the thrilling info that Queen Marie and other members of the
Roumanian Royal Family got an eyeful and earful of "The
Singing Fool" recently in Bucharest and liked it, for which they
can't be blamed

Hays

*

*

*

men.
Will H.

from

sheet

informs

"Abbe Ernest Dimnet, author

TODAY

the motion picture is
not only the greatest source
of entertainment in the world but
more and more it is finding its
place in classrooms, in churches,

DALY

when Bert Wheeler and Robert Wool-

two

sey,

2, 192

AND

Along The Rialto

A Digest of
Current Opinion

Great Advances in Audible
Films Foreseen by Al Jolson
haven't heard the latest

Monday, December

46th

Empey Club

Chatter

(By Charley Schwartz)

Western Union always goes

St

u

several points after a bad day in tt
market, due to the heavy volume <
biz caused

And then there is that regular fellow, Chester Hale, he who
oozes around in his new Lincoln, can always be seen inhaling
Chester, needless to say, seems to be
his food at the Astor.
seasoning with age, the dances put forth under his guidance sure
Nearly forgot that a ring is as
have raked the honey
Give Artie Knorr a peal of drums for
good as its setting
his

producing of some

by margin telegrams

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DA
IN

ULTHE M
lAUTUEl

nifties for the Capitol

Harold

Ellis Jones, Director
of Pesearch. Institute of Child
Welfare, Univ. of California
*

*

*

2— MANY

DECEMBER

THEIR
FIRST

JOBS
EVELYN BRENT
extra in pictures

wishes and congratulaare extended by

Best

Isaac Wolper of Mayflower secun
screen rights to "Aphrodite."

THE

tions

FILM DAILY
ing

HAPPY RETURNS

members

who today

of

to the follow-

the industry,

Henry Morgan Hobart is nam*
manager of Internation;

are celebrating their

general
Film.

birthday
Alfred Louis Werker
E. W. Hammons
Julian Arthur

Duponts and other financial inte
ests backing Goldwyn; capital sto<
to be increased.

Alec B. Francis
Joseph White Farnham
Alfred Reeves
Frank Reicher

Arthur B.

Lamb

Joe Lykins
Otto Brower

Motion Picture Times, Inc.,
Selznick-Select house organ, cha
tered with capitalization of $5,000.

-

;

THE
taiday,

December

"ox

and Warner Anti-Trust
Suits Expected Next Spring
(.Continued

from Page

Metro Corp. and Metro

Corp.,

I

have each made, disand contracted for the ex

Corp.

1st

ted,

of approxiy twenty per cent of the motion
es made, distributed, and exd in the United States per year,
say, together they have
is to
distributed and granted the
to exhibit approximately forty
the available supply
of
rent
>n,

aforesaid,

as

complaint, in part, also reads:
Inc., have
pictures as here-

Fox Theaters Corp. and Loew's,

exhibitors of motion
fore described. Fox Theaters Corp. has
ed or otherwise controlled, and used for
public display of motion pictures, six
dred or more motion picture theaters
ted in States including New York, Con-

Massachusetts. California, Illinois,
orado, Michigan, Missouri, New Jersey,
nsylvania, Wisconsin, and thfc District of
mbia. Loew's, Inc., has owned or otherand used for the public disB controlled,
of motion pictures, upwards of two hunicut.

motion picture theaters located in States
uding New York, Connecticut, MassaMissouri,
Michigan,
California,
setts,
isiana, Texas, 'Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky,
Washington. Rhode Island, and the
trict of Columbia.
The theaters of Fox Theaters Corp. and
w's, Inc., have included those representapnroximately fifty per cent of the seatcapacity of all motion picture theaters
run and non-first run, located in said
.

:

ropolitan area.

William Fox has owned or controlled more
fifly per cent of all the voting stock
Fox Film Corp. and more than fifty per
of the voting stock of Fox Theaters
All or a large part of the remainder
p.
said voting stock of both of said corporas has been owned or controlled by sub-

same persons, to wit, business
William Fox has
said Fox.
corporai an officer and director of both
the majority
s, and they have constituted
he officers and directors of each corporathe
.ciates of
itially

Heretofore,

Fox

wit,

after

Corn,

and

to

Film

26
Theater

in

r
thereof.
"Heretofore,

to

wit,

after

1928, Warner Bros, acquired
stock of First National, that

September

I,

the
is to say, said
corporation has purchased and now holds or
controls in the manner hereinafter alleged,
thousand,
eight
seventy-one
approximately
hundred and ninety-three shares of the comThe total
mon stock of First National.
number of shares of capital stock of First

National now outstanding is
eight
thousand,
seventy-one
shares

"Heretofore,

to

of

common

wit,

after

part of

a

approximately
hundred and
stock.

September

1,

Bros, acquired eight hundred
and sixty-nine thousand, four hundred and
seventy-three shares of the capital stock of
Stanley Co., that is to say, a preponderatthe voting stock of
ing majority of all
Stanley Co. described in paragraph 12 herein.
The total number of shares of capital stock
of Stanley Co. outstanding has been approximately nine hundred and four thousand, nine
hundred and fifty-eight. Stanley Co. at the
time of the acquisition of its stock by Warner
Bros, held, owned or controlled a substantial
nart of the shares of common stock of First
1928,

Warner

thousand

and control,

and has

in

fact

dominated and

controlled, the conduct of the business and
owneraffairs of Stanley Co.. inc'udjng its
possession, and rights in, to and inship
cident to said stock of First National as
fnllv and comn'etely as if Warner Bros, had
in
fart immediately and directly owned and
he'd the aforesaid stock of First National.

"Heretofore, to wit. at the time of the
Co.
^fores^id acotiisitfon of «tock of Stanley
First National. Warner Brothers ar->nrl
F'rst
nuired a further Part of the stock of
National, that is to say. W->rner Bros,
nurrhnsed and now also holds or controls

will attend the

Major Edward Bowes,
William Ferguson
Dietz,

bert Rubin,

ward
1

Felix Feist.

K demonstration of

RCA

G

Photo-

machine,
talker
Dne's
Type
signed for houses seating 500 or
3 o'clock
ier, will be given at
esday afternoon in RCA's private
•ater at

411 Fifth Ave.

Broughton has arrived in New
York from the Coast with a print

Dude Wrangler,"

•'The

all-talker

he produced in association with Mrs.
Wallace Reid. The picture, recorded
on Western. Electric equipment, has
a cast including Lina Basquette and

George Dturyea.
the
release

at

Broughton who

Commodore,
on the

is

arranging a

is

Fifty-fifth

St.— "The Box

Film Guild

—

—

Butterfield house in the city is now
wired for sound with installation of
equipment in the Majestic.
The
other two houses are the Desmond

Pandora"

of

This Is
Picardy"
Thursday,
;
"Wall Street"; Friday, "Mister Antonio";
Saturday, "Seven Faces"
Sunday, "Night
Parade"
Mark Strand "The Forward Pass"
Paramount "Applause"
"The Trespasser"
Rialto

Tuesday,
Wednesday,
"Jazz
College"

;

"Rose of
Heaven"
;

—

—

— "Taming the Shrew"
— "The
River"
Selwyn — "Condemned"
—
Warners "General Crack" (opening
row)
Shews"
Winter Garden— "Show
Rivoli

Wires Third Butterfield House
Port
Huron, Mich. The third

Gloria

"Caucasian Love"
Gaiety — "Sunny Side Up"
Globe—-"The Vagabond Lover"
George M. Cohan — "Song of Love"
Hippodrome — "Tanned Legs"
Loew's New York — Monday, "So

—

picture.

with

Swanson

of

Roxy

tomor-

of

Butterfield Closes

Orpheum

—

Mich. The Orpheum, a
Butterfield, has again been closed after an unsuccessful stage show and
Wiring England (Ark.) House
picture policy playing two changes a
England,
Ark.— The Best will week. Heavy competition and limopen in December as a talking pic- ited seating capacity have been the
ture house equipped with Western causes advanced for closing, it is re-

and Family.

Pontiac,

Electric.

ported.

seventeen thousand, nine hnnand thirtv-four shares of common stock

ripproximatelv
trerl

r

of First National."

Three

and Sound Serial

All Talking

Bills Affecting

Industry in Congress
THE FILM DAILY
Washington With three bills affecting the industry pending, the new
session of Congress gets under way

10 Episodes

Washington Bureau of

—

the VOICE

FROM the SKY

today.

the Brookhart bill seekine
In the House a
Federal
Sundav dosintr bill is beino- soonored
bv Rep. T.ankford. Rep. Georee Tinkof Massachusetts has drafted a
full anthoritv over mergers
p-ivine
bill

One

starring

is

control.

WALLY WALES

bm

London— As

sonar*
a floor space of 5.000.000
emnlovmem
f eet earb and to provide
normal opfor 110 000 oersons on a
This will allow foerating basis.

JEAN DELORES

ALSO SILENT PRINTS
now available for

to the Federal Trade Commission.

THE STATE RIGHTS MARKET
Produced by

Ben Wilson Productions
Distributed by

nmv

an

To Demonstrate Small Machine

in

h"

a preliminary to exon this side. Westexpansion
tensile
wention of the Robbins Music
F.dern Electric announces through
rp., opening Dec. 14 at the Viccrar S. Bloom that its manufacturing
Among the speak nlprtts at Hawthorne, TCearnv and
ia, New York.
be enlaro-ed to oclisted are David Bernstein, J. Point Breeze will

M-G-M

Cameo

Cliff

of

— "Hol!ywood Revue"
— "The New Babylon"
— "Untamed"
Capitol
Carnegie— "Figaro"
—
Central "Disraeli"
Colony— "Hearts
— "The LoveExile"
Criterion
Parade"
Earl Carroll— "Rio Rita"
— "Humming Bird"
Fifth Ave.

Astor

Broughton in N. Y. on
"Dude Wrangler" Deal

and

National, to wit, twenty -five
Petitioner alleges
fortv-one shares thereof,
the' fact to be that Warner Bros, by the
Stanley _ Co.
of
stock
of the
acquisition
possessed the right and power to dominate

Now On Broadway

—

Cambridge, Mass.
Headphones permitting deaf patrons
to enjoy talking pictures have
been installed by the University, the first theater in Massachusetts to do so.
There is
only one other house in New
England similarly equipped, the
Fox-Poli, Springfield, Mass.

right to exhibit approximately
per cent of the avai,able supply

J-G-M Officials to Address Western Electric Plans
for Foreign Expansion
Jobbins Music Convention
Officials of

Talkers for Deaf

1)

the

y five

February

Fox

the manner hereinafter alleged to
Loew's
ler acquired a part of the stock of
that is to say, said corporations have
four
control
chased and now hold or
dred and thirty-five thousand shares of
common stock of Loew's, Inc."
he Government's complaint against WarBros. alleges, in part: "Warner Bros.
First National have each made, disuted, and contracted for the exhibition,
iforesaid, of approximately fifteen per cent
ten per cent, respectively, of the motion
distributed, and exhibited in
lire* made,
United States per year, that is to say.
ther they have made, distributed, and
i.

^

granted

ninety-three

>f."
;

'22!

DAILY

1929

2,

annual

output

valued

at

about

PRODUCTIONS

5546 Hollywood Blvd.

$500,000,000.

Williams at Graver, Texat
Graver, Texas— E. M. Williamthe
ha* been appointed manager of
new theater opened here by L.

M

Yearout.

G. Y. B.

Hollywood, Calif.

'Foreign Rights Controlled by

The Film Exchange, Inc.—729 7th Ave., N. Y.

C.

PAILV

Monday, December

2, 1929

Coast Wire Service
DETROIT HEADQUARTERS

START FIRST PROSECUTION

Hollywood Happenings

FOR SCREENAD BUREAU UNDER BRITjSHQUOTA LAW
(Continued from Page
(.Continued

Co.

from Page

Chevrolet Motor Co.
cooperated with eight leading

and

1)

1)

the

have
motion picture advertising "distributing service companies," so called, to
form the bureau, with headquarters

It was shown in court that, in
Act.
the year ending May 31, 1929, the
company acquired only 6.51 per cent
in all of British films instead of the

WALKER" PLACED

"FIRE

from "Lots"\

PRODUCTION AT RKO

IN

quota of 7.50 per cent.
F.B.O. defense counsel contended
that this was due to difficulty in obtaining a suitable British-made picstipulated

A Little
RALPH WILK

By

"The Fire Walker" has been placed
Hollyivood
in production by RKO under the diEach distributing service conv^ny
of the RKO "Hit the
rection of Bert Glennon with Sally -L"
acts as an independent contractor for ture to make up the shortage.
Deck" unit were all smiles t'othw
Newly day,
the advertising rights on the screens
F.B.O. had acquired a Canadian O'Neil in the leading role.
when Polly Walker, the stM
of the theaters either on a percentage film which the Board of Trade was added to the cast are Captain Arthur presented them with gifts to
Other the
basis with the theaters or by outright not able to accept under the Act as Clayton and Gerald Barry.
completion of the picture.
in

this city.

MEMBERS

m*

purchase

of

the

advertising

These service companiesMt

rights.

claimed,
handle approximately eighty per cent
of the motion picture advertising in
the United States.
is

service rendered by the bureau
to the national advertiser and his
agency consists in furnishing an
analysis of cities, analysis of theaters, cost data, publishing of rate
cards; assisting agent and advertiser
in production of films; ordering of
space through distributing service
companies, and handling the shipping
of films and trailers through these

The

companies.

Rates are quoted on the basis of
a standard fifty-foot film in one color,
longer or color films being obtainable
The bureau is
at additional cost.

This did not fill every
requirement of the Act, although the
defendants contended the only excep-

players
Mitchell

tion was that the total salary paid
to British artists did not make up 75
per cent of the entire wage bill. The
case was adjourned for a week.

will

a quota film.

E.

J.

Duke Kahanamoku
and Donald MacKenzie. The dialogue
be directed by Frank Reicher.

Ted Reed Is Appointed
Sound Director by U. A.
Ted Reed has been named sound

Plan Appeal Against

Sunday Injunction

—

Attorneys for theCamilla, Ga.
ater owners announced that they
would appeal to the supreme court
permanent injunction
the
against
against Sunday movies at Albany,
Ga., recently issued here by Judge
B. C. Gardner. The American Legion

sponsored Sunday shows at Albany
to with the proceeds going to charity.
issuing
a series of bulletins
agencies interested in screen advertis- No tickets were sold, admittance was
ing, and offer a service in the way of by cash donations.
Two theaters
information on theaters, attendance operated on successive Sundays with
and costs in any territory.
recently.
joining
house
third
a
Churches in and around Albany led
the campaign against Sunday movie*.

Smith Going to Florida

E. J. Smith, vice-president and general sales manager of Powers Cinephone, expects to leave shortly for
Palm Beach, where he will spend a
three months' vacation.

Part of
director of United Artists.
his duty will be to develop the use
At present
of sound to its utmost.
Reed is working on "Puttin' on the
stars Harry Richman,
Kit?:.*' which
and "The Swan," with Lillian Gish.

Lloyd Hamilton Impartial
Lloyd Hamilton has two leading
ladies in "Green Skirts," one a blonde,

The blonde is
the other a brunette.
Ruth Hiatt, the brunette Beatrice
Blinn.
Supporting Al Jolson
supporting cast in
Warner's "Mammy" includes Noah
Beery. Tully Marshall, Lowell Sherman, Mitchell Lewis and Hobart
Bosworth.
Al

With National Screen
Evan G. Roberts
Cleveland,

Roberts

O—

appointed

local

National

has been
Screen service representative,
ceeding J. G. Davies.

suc-

Jolson's

Gaynor and Farrell
have

been

teamed

number

in

Frolic."

They

James
Brockman.

Jfesw^aJ
No
* 4

Pfta
e&fy

K%

.-*#*

Charge!

This charming hotel surrounded by green lawns
and sun porches is the only Hotel in Atlantic City
serving breakfast in your room without charge.
The bedrooms are built for comfort;
each with its own private bath, large
closets, modern furnishings, bridge and
reading lamps and three or more windows to the room. Everything is cozy
and homelike.
Chas. A. Berry
H. L. Fiarbairn

Owner

Manager

— CONTINENTAL PLAN —

to Sing

Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell

ten by

Nonry

Sharland,

Reginald

are

Lewis,

Fox's

a

specialty

"New

Orleans

for

will sing a tune writF. Hanley and James

Title Role for Larry Gray
Lawrence Grav has been assigned
the title role in M-G-M's "The Sone
Writer," which Marshall Neilan will

Richard Schayer
the Crane Wilbur play.

direct.

is

adapting

Wray

Arrives for "Quiet" Role
in Hollywood to take over the part of Himmelstoss in Universal's production of
"All Quiet on the Western Front."

John Wray has arrived

*

*

*

George Lipschnltz is busy at Fox,
where he is synchronizing silent and
sound versions of features.
*

*

*

Benny Rubin can
do

in' to

until

schedule

months

sing "noth-

tomorrow."

His

for the next three
includes important

"Montana," "The Hollywood Revue of 1930," "The
Song Writer" and a Spanish
short. Incidentally, he is to be

roles in

starred in "Nize Baby." When
Benny is not cutting capers before the camera, he can be
found at radio stations or acting as a master of ceremonies
*

*

*

F. N. Seeks Blackmer for Filr
First National is negotiating
Sidney Blackmer to play with
retta Young in "Murder on the
ond Floor," based on the stage
of Frank Vosper.
Gordon Rigsbj
doing the adaptation.

De Lacy

in

Paramount Film

Philippe De Lacy will play an 5
portant nart in "Sarah and Sd
Paramount production in which M
Chatterton is starred.

Muni's Tour Extended
Paul Muni's personal appeara
tour with "Seven Faces" has been
tended to more than six weeks,
is not expected back in
Hollywi
before Dec. 18.

"U" Makes Hungarian Talker
Universal is understood to ha
completed a Hungarian version I
"The Last Performance," with B
Lugosi as the

star.

The

was done by John Auer.

who

appears

directed,

logue.
talker

This

made

is

in

Wi

translatl

z

Paul FeJ

the pro
said to be the fhl
in

Hungarian.

New

Contract for Mary Brian
With the completion of "The Marriage Playground," made by Paramount from Edith Wharton's novel
Mary Brian has been signed to a new

George

contract.

members

Miljan Under Long Contract
John Miljan has been placed under
long-term contract by M-G-M.

Writing Tunes for Revue

Dan Dougherty, Walter
Bobby

O'Keefil

George Green
Wasfgner are among

Dolan,
of

Pathe's

composing music and
ternational

musical

afl

th
t$
s

lyrics for

t

Revue."

Gary Cooper Film Renamed

"Medals," in which ParamountB,
Roy Pomeroy has been placed un- starring Gary Cooper, has becora
der contract by R-K-O as a director. "Seven Days' Leave."

R-K-O

Sierns

Pomeroy

I

THE
t

December

day,

c&Hk
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1929
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150 French Theaters to

MOTION IMPROVEMENT

Wired by End

of

Be

Year

{Continued from Page 1)

OUGHT IMP. ACADEMY
Bureau,

Coast

THE FILM DAILY

Angeles— With object of lining projection in theaters, the
king out of a standard for reprints and studying variation in
n illumination, a committeee
Irving G. Thalherg, chairman,
isored by the Academy of M. P.
and Science here, now is active
js

.

i

Film, 45 are Pathe Cinema, and the
provincial
independent
rest
are
In addition there will be
houses.
about 100 houses in position to exbibit with the sound-on-film apparThere are about 15 difatus only.

st.

m

{Continued from Page 1)

ing code providing for secondary exit

,

lights

has been wired by Western
sound pictures.

Tomorrow
THE FILM DAILY

Schulberg Arrives
West

{Continued from Page 1)

dios

Coast

Bureau,

— B.

Hollywood
manager

P. Schulberg, gen-

of the

Paramount

stu-

expected to arrive on
the Coast tomorrow.
Schulberg returns from a six weeks' vacation
here,

is

tour of Europe.

in

Under

theaters.

the plan,

each exit would have to be lighted

Electric for

eral

playing both pictures and vaudewith its summer policy calling
for stock. The Victory plays pictures
and seats about 1,800.

at Exit Light Ordinance

—

Report RKO Acquires Two
Houses in Providence
ville,

Grand Rapids Exhibs Hit

Progress

to

Milan, Italy Falling in line
with the march of progress, the
Capronica 700-year-old theater,
now preserved by the government as a national treasure,

ferent sound equipments now available to the French exhibitor.

is

sicianhSe at

Bows

by two separate means of illumination, one of which would have to be
independent of the usual source of
supply. The advantage, the city manager explained, was to avoid possibility of panic in event one of the
sources of illumination is cut off.
The city manager said that Pennsylvania
and
certain
municipalities
throughout the country have already
enacted legislation making emergency
lighting protection obligatory.

settled

{Continued from Page 1)

stage

jcians,

Trades

tral

ura>,

St.

and projectionists,
and Labor unions,

Louis

Amusement

Co.

Motion Picture Theater Owners

WHAT IMPORTANT

esenting independent houses. Unnew agreement all pit orcheswill return to work here Dec.
The minimum orchestra clause
been eliminated, with theater
lers now being permitted to use
musicians at any theater der
there being no restriction on
J,
of the orchestra.
:ouras first run houses, under
agreement, will employ 46 men
cad of the 52 used last year. St.
orchesis Amusement Company's
mmen
62
of
composed
will be
d of 124 as previously and indethe

ient houses will have a total of
men as against the 89 employed
The wage scale reseason.
_.s unchanged, ranging from $44
houses
33 a week in neighborhood
averaging $115 a week with overin first run theaters,
rrangements in the new agreeallow for summer months' cuts

SAID

FILM FOLK

ABOUT

the 1929

Film Daily Year Book
"Should prove of value

John McCormick

the

many

times during

coming year."

t

orchestras, on June 15 St. Louis
jsement Co. will cut its orchesto
to 31 and independent houses
uring the summer. The outcome
local
the new agreement gives
than
icians three more workers

agreement recommended

first

at

erences held recently in New
but rejected by the local muContracts, as preunion.
,ns'
Sept. 1, 1930.
on
expire
sly,

th $10,000 as Goal
telief

Drive Under

is

better than

to be used

its

predecessors and

is

going

many, many times."

Way

{Continued from Page 1)
of
his year's drive, endorsements

undertaking began to

"It

R. V. Anderson

come

in.

declares that maxirather than a minimum, rei,
to
ise will be necessary in order
the
all the needy cases, and
t

A W.
.

"I expect to

Smith, Jr.

make good

use of

it

during

this

year, as I have in past years."

commitee

urged to give its full support
over the good work.
putting
ird

e is

A. Plans English
Sound Theater Chain
{Continued from

Page

"Am

Arthur W. Kelly

sure

it

will be very useful to

me."

1)

or acquired will be deter:d by conditions as Schenck finds
Duilt

THE FILM DAILY

i.
He told
irday that he had no plans for a
Schenck
n on the Continent.

remain abroad about two months.

1930 Edition

Now

In Preparation— Out In January

msmsmm

JUST SCREENED

HOT FOR PARIS FOR ED BEATTY,
GENERAL MANAGER, BUTTERFIELD
CIRCUIT AND FOR HARRY ZEITS
OF STATE THEATRE, NEW BEDFORD.
BOTH AGREE THAT HOT FOR PARIS

A GREATER BOX-OFFICE ATTRACTION THAN THE COCK EYED
WORLD. YOU CAN TELEGRAPH
IS

THEM FOR CONFIRMATION THAT
RAOUL WALSH HAS AGAIN HIT
THE BULL'S-EYE OF THE BOXOFFICE. WITH VICTOR McLAGLEN,
EL BRENDEL AND FIFI DORSAY.

iTHE

[^NEWSPAPER

NEWS
ALL THE TIME
ALL THE

i/'FILMDOM
L

,t)L.

No. 55

Vesx?

Wednesday, December

Firm Plans 25

4,

Price 5 Cents

1929

Gross Rental Basis

P. C. of

exhibsTexchangesjettling disputes
<

ox Increasing

fox Interstate Theaters is
New Name Hoblitzelle
Remains in Charge

2,949 Wired by W.E.

—

Dallas

Western
have

FUND

MOMENTUM

IS GAINING

\nother batch of checks, more exssions of commendation and other
idence of interest that is expected
materialize into cash contributions
er, marked the second active day

that this welfare work
(Continued on Page 4)

is

one

Help the Fund!
you had any thought of
curtailing your donations this
it will hurt
year, don't do it

—

your

soul.

When

a man has a
gives $100, that is

million and
That is merely
not charity.
throwing a dog a bone. Bui;
if a man has only One Dollar
left and gives half of it to another so that he, too, can eat,
Even though
that is charity.

you have been nicked by Wall
St.,
The Film Daily Relief
Fund expects as much from
you this year as it received last
In fact, the Fund may
need to help more people this
year than ever before. So please
After all when
be generous.
you are helping your fellowmen, you are not giving; you

and good
kind

of

good fellowship

feeling, the greatest
will since the

good

world began.
Send your check today!

!

AL LICHTMAN

Land Although

Boards Are Temporarily Inactive

systems

Although arbitration machinery of the Film Boards of Trade throughis at a standstill, adjustments of claims are now being made
between exchange managers and exhibitors. This was stated yesterday at
the home office of the Film Boards of Trade in New York, where gratifica-

out the country

MEET NEW DIFFICULTY
IN MUSICIANS'
Louis

—Tentative

DISPUTE

settlement of
rejected here

Musicians' strike was
vesterday because New York offices
if
Warner Bros, has insisted, it is
understood, that but 45 men be em(Continued on Page 4)

each zone.
Arbitration boards throughout the
have ceased to function
decree from Judge
final
Thacher on the arbitration system

country
pending

H0LDN.Y.C0NFABDEC.6
Paramount

will

Famous-Lasky

annual mid-winter convention at the Roosevelt, Dec. 6, 7 and 8.
More than 50 branch and district
managers from all parts of the counhold

(Continued on Page 4)

its

ISSUES SLIGHTLY

F

STRONGER

(Continued on Page 4)

NATHANSON RESIGNS AS
SEMI-ATMOSPHERIC HOUSE
UNITED CHAIN DIRECTOR

—

Montreal Resignation of N. L.
\ athanson as a director of United
\musements, Ltd., has been accepted
I. W. Killam, imy the company.
>ortant shareholder in Famous Play(Continued on Page 6)

FOR WARNERS AT NEWARK

ately

started by

John Eberson

Xashville

;ent
in a

— Proposal

amusement tax
bill

is

a

10

being considered by the Ten(Continucd on Page 4)

Richard V. Anderson Named
as Director of Distribution
H. Hays leaves today for
Washington on the invitation of the
Will

U.

S.

Chamber

of

Commerce

to rep-

resent the film industry at the national conference called by President Hoover to work out a program
of general business co-operation in
1930.

A weekly unit program of features
and shorts on a 25 per cent, of gross
and
pay-after-play,
basis,
rental
with a profit sharing proposition between exhibitor and producer, will
be offered by the M. P. Congress of
America, new distributing organization

composed

of

member

exhibitors

and headed by Frank Rembusch and
Arthur S. Friend.

Announcement was made
(Continued on Page 4)

of the most distinguishof the year, expertpictures
ed

One

ly

Tax

per
incorporated

for

"General Crack'*

for

(Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on Page 6)

Hays Representing Films
at Hoover Conference

MARKET

showed
generally
issues
Film
slightly increased strength in yesterday's market, in which various stocks
gained from one to 30 points.
the film issues Eastman Kodak made
the biggest rise, closing at 184^2 after
(Contii ued on Page 4)

Construction of a new 4500 seat
semi-atmospheric theater on Broad
St., Newark, N. J., will be immedi-

Presidents Appointed Tenn. Legislature Is
by Canadian Film Boards
Considering 10 P. C.
Toronto — New presidents of three

Canadian Film Boards of Trade have
heen appointed at the annual meetThey are: J. L. Hunter, Paraings.

IN

Among

New

year.

are investing in

Arbitrating Gases Throughout

in

T

If

100 Houses

tion was expressed at the reduction
of the number of cases pending in

THE FILM DAILY RELIEF
\D drive. Sentiment is unani>us

Electric
installed

search Products.

St.

fLM DAILY RELIEF

been

2,949
theaters in the United States,
according to Electrical Re-

—Increasing

of the Interte Amusement Co. chain, control
I which was recently
acquired by
jx, to more than 100 houses in
s expected by Karl HoblitzelName of the chain is being
Anged to Fox Interstate Theaters,
k\
Hoblitzelle is president and
ieral manager of the company and
(Continued on Page 6)

Hoblitzelle Chain to

yc?ter:>

produced and with impor-

tant

had

box-office
its

characteristics,

premiere showing

last

evening at the Warner when
It
"General Crack" opened.
reevery
in
picture
is a big
And it's grand enterspect.
tainment throughout.
John Barrymore, as great as
he has been on the silent
additional great"General
audible
ness in
Crack." The picture has splenproducdid dialogue, big-scale
dashing,
is
which
tion, a story
screen,

and a

finds

colorful,

romantic backa
distinctly

It's
ground.
worthwhile picture which Alan
WarCrosland has directed for
more-thanner Bros., with a
adequate cast.

EDDy

M

.

!

DAILY

—

Price 5 Cents

1929

4,

Paris French exhibitors are showing renewed interest in talking picEditor and Publisher
:
JOHN «. ALICOATE
tures with the announcement by the
Associated Sound Films Industries,
Published daily except Saturday and holidays the British company, of plans to proand
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
duce multi-lingual talkers in cooperacopyright (1929) by Wid's Films and Film
W. Alicoate, President, tion with French and German picture
Ire.
Folks,
J.
The first film which the
Editor and Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, interests.
Secretary-Treasurer

Manager;

General

and

EnEditor.
Arthur W.
tered as second class matter, May 21, 1918,
at the post-office at New York, N. Y., under
Terms (Postage
the act of March 3, 1879.
free) United States outside of Greater New
months,
$5.00; 3
6
York $10.00 one year;
Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers
months, $3.00.
Address all comshould remit with order.
Eddy,

Managing

THE FILM DAILY,

1650
Phone Circle
York, N. Y.
Filmday,
4736-4737-4738-4739. Cable address:
Ralph
New York. Hollywood, California
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
London— Ernest W. Fredman, The
6607.
W.
St.,
Wardour
Renter, 89-91
Film
Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
Berlin
I
Harle,
A.
Paris— P.
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la
Cour-des-Noues, 19.
munications

to

New

Broadway,

—

—

company

sponsor in Great Britain is being produced here by Henri
Chomette in French, German and
It is called "Le Requin"
English.
("The Shark").
will

THE

terday.
He is at the Harbor Sanitarium, where he underwent an operation for appendicitis early Sunday

morning.
F. N. Signs Harbach and Kern
lerome Kern, composer, and Otto
Harbach, librettist, have been signed
to two-year contracts by First National.
They will go to the Coast
the Spring and a special studio in
Burbank will be placed at their dis-

Financial

'i

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
High

Am.

Seat
2154
15/2
Con. Fm. Ind.
pfd.
20^
Con. Fm. Ind.
Kodak
East.
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55>/s
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•LAST PRICES QUOTED

Hearing on the proposal to make the injunction permanent was to have been held
At that time, however, it was
last Monday.
checked until the following day and then
Indications are that it
not come up at all, as it is understood
opposition on the part of members of the
Better Films Committee will not be pressed
further.
Back of the whole matter appears to be
-imply a row between the committee and
The board approved the
Board of Review.
film.
Then the committee passed a resolution
asking the board to withdraw its approval. The
board did not act on the suggestion and later
made it plain that it had no intention of doThe Board of Review is the legally
ing so.
constituted authority on censorship, the Better Films Committee, representing 75 civic
organizations, being advisory in its capacity.

.

Eastmnan Films
a

i
8
$

Colin Clive Hollywood Bound
Colin Clive, English actor engaged
by Tiffany to play Stanhope in
"Journey's End," is on the Twentieth
Century en route to Hollywood.

Grandeur Crew Working
entire Fox Grandeur
camera crew working in the East
Retting various shots in and around

Fox has an

1540 Broadway

Bryant 4712

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica
Blvd.
Gladstone 6103

r<88XMC3SSme*8KttK8*Sf*t*K8**K

Gn

at

Past Presidents' Day at wi
luncheon of the A.M.P.A., Pi
mount Hotel, New York.
Dec.

Dec.

6,

7

9

and

Paramount

8.

to

Hold

vention of Branch, District
agers at Roosevelt, N. Y.
"nunting Tigers" opens at
M. Cohan, N. Y.

hi.

Annual meeting

of stockholdi__.
iers
Pictures, Inc.J
c.
Wilmington, Del.
Meeting of North Carolinaa :
hibitors' unit at Pinehunt.
Meeting of Paramount stockho]
oldat New York.
Conference of M. P. Distribbu'f
of Canada at Hotel King EdwiIwt

Warner Bros.

Dec. 9-10

Dec.

11

Dec.

23

Toronto.

Opening of the Little Pi
'icte
House in New York City,
"Devil May Care" opens at
N. Y. for an extended run.

will

Ai
Asto

Carter to Return as
U. A. Charlotte Manage

—

Charlotte Return of Nick Carte
as branch manager of the local U. A
exchange is expected shortly, it
understood. Carter, former exchan.
manager here, has been working u
der Cecil Peppiat, Atlanta manage
for several months when it was d<
cided to merge both exchanges.

tki

New York

for use in a

forthcoming

The resignation of M. A. Hulling
as Warner's branch manager in San
Francisco has been
E. Morris.

announced

by

Hornell, N. Y.— All possibilities
Fox building a new theater here
are declared off temporarily.
of

Sam

Vonceil Viking Dies
Vonceil Viking, who rode from
New York to Los Angeles on horse
back in 120 days, to exploit Universal westerns, and who played in
several pictures, was killed in an
automobile crash, Monday.

Excellent

Rush

Service!

\kW///A

production.

West

Coast

Bureau,

Hollywood
new Pantages

—

THE FILM DAILY

Construction of the
$1,250,000 theater bere

70 per cent completed.
The new
theater is in the heart of the $5,000,000 Five Finger area here.
is

Florey Completes French Talker
London Robert Florey has completed here his first French sound
production under the name "La
Route Est Belle" ("The Road Is
Pierre Braunberger is
Beautiful").
the producer and Andre Bauge the

—

"We

wish to take this opportunity
thanking you for the excellent service you have given us in response to
our telegraph booking."
of

—Rex

Theatre
Orchard, Nebraska

star.

'WE

Let Us Solve Your Problems
Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

J. E. Brulatour, Inc. I
8

New York

"Condemned"

—

*

ft
ft

of

man's Chinese, Los Angeles.

passed for the week.

!»•..•..•.*..>..•.*.*.»..>•.•..>>.•>*
'

Opening

5

—

Pantages Theater Nears Completion

&

the controversy between the Atlanta Better Films
Committee and the Board of Review
over the showing here of RKO's
"The Very Idea," the Rialto, which
had booked the film, appears to have
spiked the guns of the opposition by
securing an injunction in Superior
Court to prevent suppression of the
The attendant newspaper
picture.
notoriety proved a box-office boost
for the film which played to such
good business that it is being held

stated.

&y2

Pict

NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Dec.

— Following

Chase Recovering from Operation
Schmertz at Cleveland
Cleveland, O.
Ward Scott, for
Charley Chase is rapidly recoverFire in Empress, Rochester
ing from an appendicitis operation at past five years manager of the loo
Rochester, N. Y. The Empress the Mayo Brothers Clinic in Roches- Fox exchange, has been transfers
suffered slight damage when film ter, Minn.
He is expected to return to Kansas City as branch manager
caught fire in its projection room. to work soon.
He is succeeded here by I. Schmerb
James Wheeler, the operator, was
formerly of Albany.
overcome by smoke. There were 400
M. A. Hulling Quits Warner
Fox Hornell Deal Off
persons in the theater at the time.
posal,

Close Sales

Atlanta

over for another week.

Steady Improvement
Condition of Jack Alicoate, editor
FILM
publisher
of
and
DAILY, continued to improve yes-

The Industry's
Date Book

FILM AT ATLANTA

PLANS INTEREST FRENCH
Wednesday, Dec.

1'

4,

5

INJUNCTION STOPS BAN ON

BRITISH MULTI-LINGUAL

ViL I Mi. 55

Wednesday, December

NEVER

DISAPPOINT'

[RDMIOWFIIH
EEW;f'U»JNlS
INCORPORATED

Stebbins,
1540

B'WAY

Leterman
& Gates
INCORPORATED

N.Y.C.

telephone bryant

3040

N

>

220 WEST 42 -° STREET

NEW YORK

Phone: Wisconsin 6876

ALLAN A.LOWNES.CEN.MCR.

VENUS DE
MILO HAD
TWINS

IF
J

<,

it

wouldn't

be any more exciting than the

excitement

industry

this

will

shortly witness with the arrival of

RAMON NOVARRO
in the great musical

DEVIL

romance

MAY CARE

Broadway's newest $2 attraction
opening DECEMBER 23rd at the

ASTOR THEATRE

DUNCAN
SISTERS
comedy-drama
of Songs, Love and Thrills
in the

IT'S

A GREAT
LIFE

(With Technicolor)

Bessie

Charles
in

LOVE
KING

a grand love story told
in song and dialogue

HAPPY
DAYS

V
NORMA
SHEARER
in her most thrilling
romantic talking appearance

THEIR

(With Technicolor)

OWN

DESIRE

We said

The Best was

yet to

Come! And More on

the

Way I

- GOLDVt^^M AVER
METRO
THEME
THE

SONG OF

SUCCESS!

)

DAILY
I
FILM DAILY RELIEF FUND
IS GAII
(Continued from Page

1)

most needed causes ever undertaken in the industry and that it
should have the unreserved support
of everyone.

Contributors yesterday included E.
A. Schiller, Richard Brady, Dario L.
Ferdinand Luporini, Sam
Faralla,

Warshawsky, Eva Warshawsky, Leo
Klebanow, Longacre Press, Inc.
the
drive is gaining momentum and bigger results are anticipated in the next
few days.
list of those who have contributed to date follows:

The committee

reports

that

A

Get

Richard V. Anderson Named
as Director of Distribution
(Continued f rom Page 1
The percentage rental basis contemplates
that when an exhibitor shall have played one
the past 11 years general sales man- of the unit programs, he pays 25 per cent of
Newsreel his gross business on the run. There is a
for
International
ager
Corp., has been appointed director of minimum guarantee specified, which the exhimself fixes.
He averages his daily
assumes his duties hibitor
distribution.
business for 12 months, good season and bad
at once.
season, and uses that figure to determine 25
First release under the plan will be per cent of his average gross during the preThis he sets down as his miniceding year.
in April, with, member exhibitors
mum guarantee. Under the pay-after-youreceiving 10 reels every week, in- play, 25 per cent gross arrangement, there is
one feature and several no arbitrary exhibition value set on any piccluding
The initial production pro- ture in advance.
shorts.
Periodically, all profits made up by each
gram planned covers 20 weeks, car- picture
over twice its production cost, which
1,

the

company

states.

Outstanding among them is an
arrangement for supplying exhibitor members with accessories at cost.
Also, there will be no score charges,
and any adjustments necessary, concerning conflicting playdates or other
differences, will be settled by an adjustment committee of exhibitors

in Line!

E. Depinet

Robert F. Klingensmith
Thomas D. Goldberg
Harford Theater

onlv.

goes to the producer, will be split 50-50 between the producer and the exhibitors who
have helped roll up that profit, each sharing
in proportion to the amount he has paid in
on the picture.
The pictures will be made
by the Equitable Pictures Corp., a new pro-

ducing

company

formed

especially

for

this

purpose.

EXHIBITORS, EXCHANGES

Associated Motion Picture Advertisers
Marvin M. Kirsch

Clay

Bate,

well

sistant director of publicity
a number of years.

known

publicity

at

Universal for

Miller

(Continued from Page

and the standard contract.
tations are that the

sume

Sam Warshawsky

Expec-

boards will re-

activities late this month or
in January, following issuing

—

W.

E. Makes 2 Trailers
for Ballyhooing Sound
Two trailers for the use of exhibWestern

Electric

sound system have been completed
by Electrical Research Products for
release without charge, according to
C. W. Bunn, general sales manager.
the shorts, "What Makes
the Film Talk," is silent, while the
other, "Finding His Voice," is for
use with the first talker.

One

of

Film Issues Slightly
Stronger in Fair Market
(.Continued

from Page

ACQUIRED BY WARNERS

1)

gain of four and one-half points.
Loew's preferred gained three and
one-half points, closing at 88. Other
major company issues, including Fox
and Warners, showed but slight
change.
a

— Warner

Bros, have
Mark-Strand, Waldorf and Comique, thereby closing
the local theater career of Moe Mark.
Purchase was made through the
United Strand Theaters, Inc., Boston, the Warner holding company.
No changes will be made for the

Lynn, Mass.

1)

early
of the decree.

Eva Warshawsky
Leo Klebanow

installing

THREE LYNN THEATERS

ARE SETTLING DISPUTES

Herbert S. Berg
Arthur W. Eddy
E. A. Schiller
Richard Brady
Dario L. Faralla
Ferdinand Luporini

itors

THE FILM DAILm
Los Angeles— A tie-up had 1
been arranged whereby thd
program for the "Condemned'1
premiere here Thursday will
be

taken

over

the

under
cases
15
Atlanta About
dispute between distributors and exhibitors have been adjusted by the
parties involved since the suspension of arbitration board activities

present in the policies of the Waldorf and Mark-Strand, nor have any
plans been announced for the Comique, which has been closed for sev-

here.

eral

Tenn. Legislature Is
Considering 10 P. C. Tax
(Continued from Page 1)
nessee Legislature which is designed
to erase the state's debt of nearly

broadcast

to

the

CapitoL

Lake City, where "Con-i
demned" makes its bow thj|
same evening.
Salt

n

Tl

HOLD N.Y. CONFAB DEC.

j

(Continued from Page 1)
a
including Canada, will be _ v
nand to attend the meet, which
being held for the express purp A
of discussing distribution of the
P
ance of the year's product.
Sid a
R. Kent, general manager, will t in
side and Jesse L. Lasky, first
*
\
president in charge of product
will be one of the speakers.
D B
sion managers John D. Clark
George J. Schaefer are in charge
try,

at

I

Henry

man, has been named director of advertising
and publicity for Congress. He has been as-

Walbrook Amusement Co.
Jack Alicoate
William R. Ferguson
Don M. Mersereau

Dave

Premieres Tie -Up

He

rying the release schedule up to Sept.

4, 15

West Coast Bur.

day that Richard V. Anderson, for

of the

Ned

Wednesday, December

months.

SEM •ATMOSPHERIC HOUSE

Domestic Film Rentals
for P.F.-L at

New Pi

I

Receipts of Paramount from
mestic film rentals for first
weeks for the fourth quarter
mencing Sept. 29 were 29 per »
ahead of 1928, creating a new
J
record for any similar period

oF

company, states Paramount. Rece
from domestic film rentals for ni

week

i

a new high re<
for any week since organization
the company in 1916.

created

P. F.-L. Quarterly Dividenc
Regular quarterly dividends o
cents per share on the common st
payable Dec. 28, 1929, to stockh
ers of record on Dec. 6, 1929,
been declared by Paramount.

K

Trader Horn Unit Back
AT
The proposed measure is TOR
Trader Horn Unit, including
$4,000,000.
expected to make possible repeal of
S. Van Dyke, Harry Carey, Dun
Renaldo and Edwina Booth, arri
the 20 per cent land tax.
(Continued from Page 1)
The tax, if passed, would embrace Warner Brothers who plan to make yesterday on the Vulcania fr
theater tickets, admissions to profes- this house one of the most elabo- Italy, after making exteriors in
sional football and baseball games, rate and up-to-date theaters in the rica. They will be in New York
wrestling, boxing matches etc.
east.
The deal was closed yesterday. two days before returning to
coast to complete the picture.

lit

»i

Lancaster Hippodrome Sold
Difficulty in St.
Messrs. Kessel and Meet
Cooper Joins Gulick Staff
Abram have sold the Hippodrome to
Louis Musician Dispute
Oscar
Cooper, formerly with I
Ernest Scott will
Russell Evans.
(Continued from Page 1)
manage the house for the new owner. ployed by Ambassador and Missou- "M. P. News" has joined the pu
licity staff of Universal under II
ri theaters instead of 46, as agreed
supervision of Paul Gulick.
Coop
upon at the peace conference held succeeds Henry Clay Bate, who n(|
Sunday. It is probable that indepen- is with Motion Picture Congress.
dent houses will go through with
the agreement as originally reached.
Nevada, la., House Resumes
Nevada, la. After being opera
Form Social Club in Cleveland
Beginning
under receivership control for so
Dec. 2nd, our business will
Cleveland Employees of Warner time, the Nevada Circle Amusem
be conducted at our
plant in the H. E. R.
Bros, and First National have form- Co. has been reorganized and is r
ed
a social club with 75 members as under the management of Lester
Building at 457
46th
Lancaster, O.

New

—

REMOVAL NOTICE

—

Monday,

—

new

West

Telephones:

H.

E. R.

Street.

LONgacre 0894-5-6-7

LABORATORIES,

Inc.

Bob Graning was elected
a starter.
president.
Other officers are Rudy
Nobish, vice-president; Eddie Catlin,
treasurer, and Red Clayman, sergeant-at-arms.
C. E. Almy Walter
Brandt and the office managers of
both exchanges are honorary members.

Western

Martin.

tion

and

other

Electric

insta

improvements

being made.

Contract Awarded

—

Athol, Mass.
Contract has bl
let for the construction of the Yc
theater here by Garbose Bros.

k
i

I

:

THE
nesday,

December

imely Topics
A Digest of

Along The Rialto
PhilM. Daly,

ROXY
Firm Basis

ustry on

N

Youth, Hays Avers

spite of its youthfulness the

motion picture industry today
an ordered, well-established
the
operating along
usiness,
followed by
successfully
ines
Its
jther and older businesses.
saders are alive to the enormous
ocial responsibility of the posiions in which they find theniThey have watched their
elves.
iroduct develop from nothinga worldless into a necessity
and their conwide necessity
tant aim is to meet that necesity with the finest possible prod-

—

—

ict.

Hays

Will H.
*

*

*

lyor Walker Sees Fans
Critics Worth Heeding

THINK

the motion picture
industry need not be fearful
bout the criticism of those who
o not see the pictures, but it
be careful of the criticism
Inust
hat will follow from the patrons
bf the theaters when the pictures
tease to be entertaining, cease to
>e instructive, cease to be wholesome and cease to make for the
mtertainment that people really
'

I know it is a pity and it
vant.
s to be regretted, that patronage
loesn't always follow the best
work either in the theater or in
It is nothing
the motion picture.
less than pathetic.

Mayor James

J.

js Certain

*

*

*

Walker

New York

of

Mastery of

Jr.

hi*
a

Al Jolson goes black again, this time for "Mammy," his
Vitaphone production for Warners
Four sisters,
Frohne is the name, will be guest artists with Major Bowes'
Capitol "Family" next Sunday night through the N.B.C. netnext

Ben Bard, known in a way in picture circles, is
doing a bit at Loew's State this week
Ben hops back to
the Coast to spend Christmas with Ruth Roland, the wife
work

After getting an eye full of show activities on Broadway,
Frank Lloyd, First National director, is en route to the Coast.
Frank recently guided Barthelmess through "Son of the Gods"
and "Drag."
Edward Everett Horton got the radiomania.
Ed now is broadcasting a series of playlets from an L. A. station
and incidentally working for Warners

Dr. Leej DeForest will be a guest of honor at the dedication
new Carolina which opens at Pinehurst, N. C
Rutgers Neilson, who has returned to publicizing Pathe after
an illness, writes us that "Mandalay," the first release of the
new series of "Song Sketches," produced by Van Beuren, will
show itself for the initial time at the Cohan Monday
of the

*

*

*

*

The Film Board of Trade family throughout this great big
land of ours is earnestly trying to win the $5 prize offered for
Sounds
the best article on "What My Vacation Did For Me."
D. T.
like a request for exhibitor opinions on product
Lane of the Salt Lake City Film Board, speaking of Film Boards,
has been elected Exalted Grand Ruler of the Elks in that town.
F. H. Knocke, president of Medal Film Co., leaves tomorrow for a short visit to Havana to give his firm's activities
He returns to Manhattan in about three weeks.
the once-over.

Iking Picture Problems

problems face the
MANY that
of poor reproductalk-

ies;

Ition in cinemas

the

least;

is

by no means

but there are indica-

Ikions that great progress is being
Jnade in the selection of stories,
fin production, in recording in the
studio and in reproduction in the
cinema. I believe we can confidently look forward to a week-

New York

THAT'S
By PHIL M.

gang now are at Springfield, Mass., where they
benefit performance for the Shriner's Hospital
lo. Crippled Children tonight.
This by way is an annual event
with Roxy, who provides the expense and services of all per1.. inc. s.
The crew consists of 35 artists, a chorus of 16 and an
Roxy sure puts things over big
o. chestra of 50
and
wul give

AND
THAT

with

Current Opinion

ipite Its

z&*

DAILV

1929

4,

newspaper editors unanimously deny that their
Newsreel theater at

staffs are getting their daily stuff from the
Exciting news
the late Embassy

reaching

WEIL,

JOE

DALY
director

of

exploita-

tion for Universal, has compiled
one of the niftiest pieces of publicity
literature that has come to our attention for many moons. Joe calls it a
"practical" guide to exploitation. And
that's exactly what it is.
It is a concise little book of eight pages, about
From
the size of this publication.
cover to cover it contains nothing but

actual publicity stunts that have been

when

they played
supplements the
book on Universal's

used by exhibitors

"Broadway."
regular

It

press

Every stunt is hand-picked,
with ballyhoos, contests, co-op adverlobby displays, adtising, tie-ups,

special.

vance exploitation and special showmanship stunts. None of the old hokum consisting of a lotta scarehead
going into raves with
catchlines
Just sensible
cerise hued adjectives.
selling ideas that have collected the
berries for showmen who have proved
Joe must have
them in practice.
been reading the Year Book exploitation stunts based on the same prin-

We're warning him right now

ciple.

going to incorporate a
dozen of his stunts in the 1930 ediThey're pips.
tion.
that

we're

*

*

*

Joe Frisco, the wisecraeking vaude
comedian who made his derby and
a cigar butt famous, is filled with a
lotta grief these days..

A

test for

Vitaphone shorts showed that
has tears in his voice, so that

he
lets

him out. But why don't Warners let
him double for Al Jolson on mammy
songs?
*

*

*

Our idea of an original ending for
a feature talker, is to have the hero
say as he goes into the final clutch:
"And I insist that your mother live
with us forever."

Broadway

from the Coast is that Stan Laurel (y'er know, Laurel and
Hardy) has received a letter from Cambridge University, England, inviting him to become an honorary member of the deah
Rawther thrilling, dontold school's Cinematograph Society.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

chaknow

jpy-week improvement in the
quality of an entertainment which
eventually will know no barriers
lof class or race.

Herbert Thompson, Editor,
"Film Weekly," London

THEIR
FIRST

64*

JOBS

4— MANY

DECEMBER
Best
tions

THE

members

who today

to the follow-

of

Edward L. Hyman succeeds John
Loveridge as manager of the Brook-

the industry,

are celebrating their

lyn Strand.
*

birthday

LORETTA YOUNG
part in picture
she was four

little girl

when

Lloyd F. Bacon

Maurice Silver stone
Jack Sullivan

due

Thomas H. Ince elected president
of Associated Producers.
*
*
*

wishes and congratulaare extended by

FILM DAILY
ing

HAPPY RETURNS

Theaters in four states closed
to coal shortage.
*
*
*

Bernard Fredericks

*

*

Sydney A. Franklin engaged by
Mayflower to direct Robert W.
Chambers series.

—J%fr>h
DAILY

Wednesday, December

Coast Wire Service

RESIGNS AS

HOBLITZELLE CHAIN TO

Hollywood Happenings

CHAIN DIRECTOR

BE INCREASED TO

(Continued from Page 1)

Canadian Corp., was elected in
Nathanson at one time
his place.
was associated with Gillam when he
ers

was managing

director

of

Famous

Players Canadian Corp. J. P. Bickell
resigned because of business pressure
and was succeeded by H. J. SymingThe company operates 17 theton.
aters in the Province of Quebec.

De Wolf Hopper Reaches
Coast to Act for

A

M-G-M

De Wolf Hopper has arrived in
Hollywood with his wife to take
part in the film which M-G-M will
other

old

favorites

of

the

$2,500,000

for

a

downtown

By RALPH WILK

stage in

TLKA CHASE,

Fox contract comedienne, is on her good behavior
since she returned from New York.
The reason is, she is wanting Fox to
buy "June Moon," a play now run-

was

secured.

New

by Canadian Film Boards
(Continued from Page

ning on Broadway, for her.
She is
at present working in Frank Strayer's

states."

Fox

directorial

effort

entitled

*

*

*

Lewis Foster, who is responsible
for the "Laurel and Hardy" successful shorts, is now directing comedies for Larry Darmour. Foster is
also known as a writer having written the dialogue as well as a large
number of the Hal Roach scenarios
during his connection with the Culver City plant.

San Fernando Valley, 30 miles
from Hollywood, for use in filming
in the

Presidents Appointed

In part Hoblitzelle's statement reads:
a substantial part of the Interstat
the Fox organization will make possible g
expansion in Texas, probably New Me
and in other Southern and Southwesl

"Hollywood Nights."

Ranch Near Hollywood
RKO has acquired a 100-acre ranch
outdoor scenes for talking films.

*

1)

*

*

Laurel and Hardy in Person
mount, Toronto; D. Leduc, UniverOur Passing Show: Edward H.
Stan
Laurel and Oliver Hardy
sal, Montreal; H. C. Davis, Warner,
Griffith motoring from the Metropolhave
temporarily
abandoned
the
Three other boards will
Calgary.
itan studio; Gwen Wakeling busy at
hold elections this month. Mrs. Viola screen to make personal appearances Pathe; Harry Lichtig chatting with
at the new Fox theater in San FranMontgomery has been appointed secThe two comedians are re- Joe and Max Weber at M-G-M.
retary of the Vancouver Film Board cisco.
ported
to be doing everything from
of Trade.
kicking each other in the shins to
Hammerstein,
ripping apparel to pieces.
First Warner 1930 Releases
on Coast with Operetta
"Second Choice," with Dolores
Arbuckle with Sennett
Costello, and "General Crack," starOscar Hammerstein,
2nd,* and
Roscoe Arbuckle, who is under Sigmund Romberg have arrived here
ring John Barrymore, will be the
contract to James Cruze Productions, with the
first films to be released in 1930 by
book and' music of an
Inc., has been loaned to Mack SenWarner.
operetta.
It will be placed in pronett for a few weeks, durine which
duction by Warner within the next
time he will act, write and direct
two months.
for Sennett.
Arbuckle is scheduled
to direct and star in a picture for
Completes "Hit the Deck"
the Cruze organization.
"Hit the Deck" has been completed
with a cast of 14 principals
at
"Grischa" in Production
chorus
of 189. The chief roles
and
a
"The Case of Sergeant Grischa"
are handled by Polly Walker and
is under way at
at the direcLuther Reed directed.
Jack Oakie.
tion of Herbert Brenon.
It is based

Romberg

RKO
RKO

RKO

on the Arnold Zweig novel.

Wom-

What

better gift

than good health?

BUY
CHRISTMAS SEALS
The

National, State and Local Tuberculosis
Associations of the United States

Emery

that "the best voices are the natural
voices."
\

tion for

M-G-M.

|

are not complete, it is likely that Fox I
state houses of the first quality will be
in several Texas cities where neither Fox
Interstate is now represented."

287,857 See "Trespasser"
in Four Weeks at Rial
At the end of its fourth week
the Rialto, New York, "The Ti
passer" had played to a total
287,857 admissions. The first wee
figure was 88,089, second week )
973, third week 61,962, and fou
week 61,833, each a record for
particular week, according to

management.

Opens New House
Island—The St. Georj
new 3,000 seater, owned by the I
Theatrical Corp., will have its d
Brill

Staten

miere
Brill is

opening here tonight.
head of Isle Theatrical Co

Strachan on Mend in Atlanta
Atlanta— Paul A. Strachan, pro
inent in film circles here, is recov
ing at his home in East Point fr
injuries suffered in an automo
accident several weeks ago.

"Devil May Care" for Astod
"Devil May Care," M-G-M tall

Papers Served on Warners
in comnlaint of the F
Papers
portant role in First National's "The
War.
against
Government
eral
formerly
Regiment,"
Bride of the
others charging alleg
and
Bros,
known as "The Lady in Ermine."
violation of the Clayton anti-tn
on %
act, have just been served
New Contract for Farley
company
Morgan Farley has been signed to
a new contract by Paramount.

Glett Seeks Natural Talent
Natural talent is being favored by
Charles Glett, director of Edgar A.
Guest Productions at the PhonoKinema studios.
It is his theory

made for the cast of "Madame
Satan," Cecil B. De Mille's produc-

0]

Worth, San Antonio, Houston and
Rock and the Ritz in Birmingham.
"We will have to have two theaters n
most all of these towns," Hoblitzelle
"and we are prepared to make invest:
running into many millions.
While di

run.

M-G-M Signs Song Writers
The song writing team of George
Waggner and J. Russell Robinson
has been signed by M-G-M.

to be

Interstate Amusement Co. owns and
the Majestic Theaters of Dallas

ates

Myrna Loy in F. N. Musical
Myrna Loy has been given an im-

15.

Roland Young in "Madame Satan"
Roland Young is the first selection

sale of

Completing "Hot for Paris"
starring Ramon Novarro will
Raoul Walsh is putting the final low "The Hollywood Revue" into
touches to Fox's "Hot for Paris."
Astor on Dec. 23 for an exten

Lila Lee in "His Woman"
Lila Lee will play opposite Monte
Blue in First National's "His
an," which is scheduled to go into

production Dec.

W

a

y

first

Acquires 100- Acre

Interstate Theaters will
separate unit from
Coast
Theaters,
Hoblitzelle
s<
The company holds the territoi
franchise for
vaudeville un<
a contract extending for six mi
years.

main

RKO

Hollywood

the cast.

RKO

Fox

from "Lots"

—

fered

Fox.

Little

produce with Weber and Fields and

I

(Continued from Page 1)
also Southwest representative

is

Postpone Injunction Action
Montreal Injunction proceedings Butler to Direct
of Famous Players Canadian Corp.
"High Society Blues"
to restrain N. L. Nathanson from
David
Butler's next picture for
disposing of a parcel of ground in the
downtown section here, on which a Fox will be "High Society Blues,"
theater was to be erected, have been not "Rambling Roses." Songs will
postponed till Dec. 19. Negotiations be prepared by James Hanley and
Al Rocket will
are under way to settle the matter Joseph McCarthy.
A point brought out act as associate producer.
out of court.
in the case is that F. P.-L. had ofchurch property as a theater site, but
this was refused and another block

19

4,

for "Sarah and Son"
Gilbert Emery, veteran stage actor,
has been cast for Paramount's "Sarah
and Son." Frederic March and Fuller Mellish, Jr., also of the stage,
have important parts in the picture.

"Radio Revels" Starts Dec. 16
"Radio Revels" is scheduled to go
into production at

RKO

Dec.

16.

On

to

Portland!

Westbrook,
for

all its

Me.—Westbrook,

11,000 souls,

was a

deserted town Saturday. Reason: Rudy Vallee, most famous
of its native sons, opened in
"The Vagabond Lover" at the
Keith, Portland, six miles away.
The town's officials headed the
big parade.

DATA
INFORMATION
STATISTICS
BIG

YEARLY

ACCURATE
Film Daily

Year Book

HANDY
COMPLETE

DAILY
KILLING OF JOSEPH

MOGLER

Files Injunction Against
Canadian Internat'l Films

LAID TO THEATER BANDITS
St. Louis— Although the police advanced the theory that State Senator
Joseph Mogler, owner of the Mogler, Bremen and Excello, was killed
by gangsters for revenge, this theory
has been declared erroneous by the
circumstances and time of the shooting, which took place in the foyer of
It is believed Mogler
the Mogler.
was killed by hold-up men seeking
the Saturday and Sunday receipts.
A month ago Mogler was held up
and robbed of $1,129 while on his

way

—N.

sets

flavor, rather

to

the

forth
to

debted

Bairnsfather

that

him

for

is

in-

—

bought from R. L. Horten by John

Hojem,

of Flandreau.

—

Oshawa, Ont. An increase of
per cent in net earnings over the p
vious year is shown by the anir
statement of the Regent, operated
Paramount Oshawa Theaters, L

than jazz doings,

Comparative
totals
are
$62,*
against $45,223. As a result, currt
dividends and arrears have been pa

Greta Garbo, Joan Crawford,
Nancy Carroll and Anita Page
are among
cards.

$1,042.97.

Hojem Buys Rex at S. D.
Preston, S. D. The Rex has been

— Students

in their film fare, according to
local theaters catering to the
college trade. Norma Shearer,

Bruce Bairnsfather, who
one and only feature
produced by this company. Williams

money

J.

of Princeton prefer a dramatic

nadian International Films, Ltd., n"—
bankruptcy, from paying any
in
directed

N.

Princeton,

the

best

drawing

Sound

for Bisbee, Ariz.
Ariz.
Talking picti
equipment is being installed at
Lyric here and at the Central

Bisbee,

State Opened in Sanford, Me.
Sanford, Me. The State has been
opened to the public.

—

—

1

Lowell.

to the bank.

M-G-M
West

Players to Appear

Nationwide Broadcast

in

Coast

Los

THE FILM DAILY

Bureau,

— Stars

Angeles
from the

talent

and

M-G-M

other
studio in

be heard on a
weekly nationwide broadcast over
the Columbia chain beginning Jan.

Culver

City

The

6.

In

will

includes M-G-M.
Co. and Carter Mfg.

tie-uo

Bread

Puritv
Co.

Come On

The motion picture industry in New
York takes care of its worthy unfortunates through the

Five N. Y. Stage People
Signed by Columbia
Elmer Harris, Ira Hards, Patterson McNutt, Jo Swerling, Paul Hervey Fox and Herbert Ashton, Jr.,
have been signed to long term conThe deals
tracts with Columbia.
were made by Samuel

Briskin, assistant general manager of the company's Hollywood studios, who has

been visiting New
Doran, assistant scenario

York with D. A.

search of

and

new names

directorial

Film Daily
Relief

J.

head, ill
for its scenario

1650

Fund

BROADWAY

New York

City

staffs.

Vallee Film Big

Draw

"The Vagabond Lover," garnered $20,000 in the

Rudy

Vallee's

latest,

days of its run at the Globe,
The film
York, says RKO.
opened a week ago Tuesday.^ The
flapper element composed a big part
of its draw.
first five

New

Reopen Rex. Oshkosh
Oshkosh, Wis.— The J. J. Theater
Corp., of Milwaukee, has taken over
the New Rex, remodeled and equipped with sound, and reopened the
house with a first-class policy.

New Britain, Reopens
Britain The Embassy, after
complete renovation, has been reEmbassy,

New

—

opened here by Marshall Davenson
and Joseph Dzicek.
First Talker in South Africa

"The Singing Fool"

will introduce
to talking pictures
when it opens at the Kinema, Cape
Town, according to Warner

South

Africans

Films as Guide to Vocation
guidOrleans Vocational
ance through talking pictures in
schools will be discussed by the voguidance section of the
cational
American Vocational Ass'n at its annual convention here Dec. 5 to 7,

New

—

4, 19

Param't Canadian House
Increased Net 39 Per Ce

Prefer the Ladies

L. Williams has asked for an injunction restraining Ca-

Toronto

Wednesday, December

Mail

Your Check
today.

\s
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Talker

Shows

5,

Price 5 Cents

1929

Theater Railroad Cars Planned

in

XPECJ^EXHIBITORjCONFAB
kiblix

NEXTWEEK

Production to Begin
15 FRENCH-MADE TALKERS
at Long Island Studio

talk

About March
rsions of Publix stage

show

units,

Total of talker versions of the
age units may reach 52 but the
cact number will be determined by

—

suitability of the material
(Continued on Page 8)

for

four

British

films.

Graham McNamee Signed
as "U" Talking Reporter
Graham McNamee,

EVNES JOINS COLOMBIA
CAPACITY

Maurice Revnes, producer, formerwith Pathe, has joined Columbia
Revnes
an executive capacity.
>on leaves for the Coast with Sam
general manager of
olumbia studios, and D. A. Doran,
head of the scenario departIsistant
ent.
He will concentrate on makg some of the company's roadshow

'

riskin, assistant

special

pictures.

'uneral for

Henry Huber,

Manager, This Afternoon
Funeral services for Henry Huber,
anager for A. H. Schwartz chain
Jamaica, L. I., will be held this
ternoon at 2 o'clock at the Cenal Funeral Chapel, 109 West 87th
(Continued on Page

8)

75 Troupes Routed
Atlanta
of

— Seventy-five troupes

Fanchon

& Marco

shows,

performers
embracing
3,000
and a weekly payroll of approximately $200,000, are now on
the road, said "Mike" Marco,
this
while
visiting
recently
city in conjunction with the
opening Christmas of the new
Fox house.

the company's sound newsreel. Pictures of the signing of the announcer
were taken and will preface the first
of Talking Reporter series in which
the famous broadcaster will appear.

Talkers Mopping up with
Cincinnati Legit Trouble

—

Cincinnati Despite the fact that
many E the legit houses here are
due to trouble with stagetied
hands and managers, talking pictures
are doing heavy business at local
After securing records at
houses.
i

the

Palace where

it

FOR CHRISTMAS BILLS
Nine special Christmas shorts, all
sound and comprising a variety of
subjects, are announced for holiday
showing.
Vitaphone is releasing
"Christmas Knights," one reel dramatic playlet, and "Dance of the Pain

played for

(Continued on Page

8)

Miner Shows

five

(Continued on Page 2)

Subsidiary

is

by Fox as Useless Unit

Have

a

get-together for Allied

States

and the M. P. T. O. A. on a merger
plan

is

likely to be held next

week

in

New

to attend the conference,
(Continued on Page

which was
8)

SALESMEN, TRADE BOARD

dissolved the Fox Photo
Play Co. of Manhattan, a subsidiary, on the ground that it serves no
AID FILM RELIEF
purpose, it is announced by Saul E.
Rogers, counsel for the company,
hearty endorsement, backed by
who asserts that the firm possessed a Asubstantial
contribution, from the
no assets and had not been operatMotion Picture Salesmen, Inc., and
ing for 15 years.
a check from the Albany Film Trade
Board representing a collection made
Screen Installed
in that office, were among the gratifying developments of the third day's
at

Fox has

FUND

Wide

Two Warner Houses

Mark Strand and Brooklyn Strand,
Warner houses in New York, have
been

equipped

screens, which
jection of an

with

make

magnascopic

possible the pro-

image 22 by 28 feet.
This compares with a 15 by 19 picture obtainable with the old screen.

to Play

Small

Via theater railroad cars, talking
motion picture shows will be brought
Eiffel Tower to small towns throughout AmerWill
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY ica, where sound films are not beLos Angeles— Several innovations, ing shown, it is stated by Charles
including an Eiffel Tower, 170 feet Miner, who has formed Interstate
The plan will be
high, are included in plans for the Cine-Car Corp.
Fox West Coast theater to be built placed in operation within six months,
at Hollywood Way and Magnolia according to its sponsors.
Interstate Cine-Car Corp. has acOther departures are a cafe
Blvd.
and cabaret in the same building and quired exclusive rights from Intera radio station principally for broad- state Management Corp. to the Miner
for
specially-designed
casting acts and music from the the- theater car,
(Continued on Page 8)
ater and cafe.

Coast Theater

as

Dropped

Towns Lacking Sound Houses
New Fox

Although no definite date has been
set up to the present time, the conference proposed by Sidney R. Kent

York, it is understood.
Immediate fixing of the date is underR-K-O stood necessitated by Kent's plans
per Dolls" in Technicolor.
has "Old Bill's Christmas," a two- for going abroad on a business trip
the Bruce Bairnsfather late this month.
reeler on
Allied has appointed its delegates
character.
James A. FitzPatrick is

radio announcer

Broadcasting Corp.,
National
yesterday was signed by Universal
to become the Talking Reporter for
for

id

Allied Appoints Delegates
to N. Y. Meeting on

Proposed Merger

BEING RELEASED ABROAD

anned for Paramount's Long IsFifteen FrenchParis (By Cable)
nd studio, will formally get under made talkers are now being released,
ay about March 1, under super- with 16 more under way, it is shown
sion of A. J. Balaban, who recent- by announcements of distributors. In
assumed charge of the studio addition, foreign talkers and syntort subject department.
Several chronized pictures that have been
eliminary pictures of this series adapted for screening in France inill be made before that date.
clude 73 American, five German and

IN EXECUTIVE

NINE SPECIAL SHORTS

1

Bulk production of short talking

ie

Shows

Starting Talker Versions of Stage

activities

THE FILM DAILY

in
(Continued on Page 2)

George Garvin Gets
District

RCA

Manager Post

George Garvin has been appointed
district manager of RCA Photophone
and will make his headquarters at
Washington, D. C, according to an(Continued on

Page 8)

Tough on

the Turks
Constantinople— New Turk-

ish tariff,

which

toms

duty

films,

classified

expected

400

raises the cus-

per cent
as luxuries,

on
is

exterminate the
picture house as far as the
Anatolian peasant is concerned.
to

One by one

their theaters are

being forced out of business.
In the meanwhile houses here,
Angora, Smyrna, and Samsoun
international
importing
are
screen hits in an effort to meet
the increased tariff.

THE
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1929

Editor and Publisher

to

FOR CHRISTMAS BILLS

{Continued from Page 1)
In addition
drive.
these checks, donations were re-

(Continued from Page 1)
putting out "Mary's Little Lamb,"
10-minute Technicolor with tunes;
"Origin of Christmas," three-minute
medley of carols, and "There Is a
Santa Claus," 10-minute talker. Columbia is releasing "Little Friends of
All the World," one-reeler.
Pathe
has prepared "Santa's Toy Shop,"
musical marionette novelty produced
by Terry Ramsaye and featuring Sue
Hastings Marionettes. Universal will

Herman

ceived yesterday from
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THE FILM DAILY,

1650
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York, N. Y.
Filmday,
4736-4737-4738-4739. Cable address:
Ralph
New York. Hollywood, California
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
London— Ernest W. Fredman, The
6607.
W.
St.,
Wardour
Renter, 89-91
Film
Berlin— Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
I
Harle,
Paris— P. A.
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la
Cour-des-Noues, 19.
munications

to

Starr,

William Massce, N. D. Golden and
D. C. Gillette.

The committee reports, however,
that the response so far is below expectations, and another appeal is
made for quick action in answering
the call on behalf of the unfortunates
It is pointed out
in the industry.
that the goal of $10,000 still is a long
distance off, and there is less than
three weeks' time to get there.

New

Broadway,

—

Is

Your Name Here?

Ned

E. Depinet

Dave Bader
Robert F.

Thomas D. Goldberg
Walbrook Amusement Co.
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Am.

Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.
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Blvd
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Dec.

Opening

of "Condemned" at Grmman's Chinese, Los Angeles.

6,

Dec.

7

9

Past Presidents' Day at weekly
luncheon of the A.M.P.A., Pan
mount Hotel, New York.
and 8. Paramount convention fa
managers at Roosevelt, N. Y. ¥
"Hunting Tigers" opens at Gee
M. Cohan, N. Y.
Annual meeting of stockholders &

Warner

Bros.

Pictures,

Inc.,

lantic

Arthur W. Eddy
E. A. SchiUer
Richard Brady
Dario L. Faralla
Ferdinand Luporini

Tex.;

Dec.

Carolina ex
Pinehurst.
Meeting of Paramount stockholder
unit at

hibitors'

Dec.

11

Dec.

23

at New York.
Conference of M. P. Distributor!
of Canada at Hotel King Edward,
Toronto.

Opening
House in

the

of

Little

Picture

New York City.
of "Devil May Care"

Premiere
Astor, N. Y.

Hollywood Handling

it

Serial

in

Win-

Mem-

land,

N. J.; Palace, Robstorn, of General Talking Pictures by
Maiz, Blackwell, Okla.; Scot- F. Woodhull, vice president.
Laurinburg, N. C; La Max,
City,

Wilmington, O.; Paramount, Franklin, N. C, and Waverly, Baltimore.

Sam Warshawsky

Ennis Contract Renewed
Bert Ennis, former publicity man
and now writing scripts for Artclass,
has had his contract renewed for six
months. He is now working at the
New York DeForest studios.

Eva Warshawsky
Leo Klebanow
Motion Picture Salesmen,
Albany Film Trade Board

Inc.

Starr

William Massce
N. D. Golden
D. C. Gillette

Film People Return
A.M.P.A.'s Prexys Meet Today
Returning on the He de France
Eleven past presidents of the A.M. Tuesday were: Mrs. Jesse L. Lasky
P. A. will today attend the regular and son,, Mr. and Mrs. Daryl Zanmeeting of the organization being uck, Harry Edwards, Jed Harris, Mr.
held at the Paramount Hotel, New and Mrs. Harry Fox and Mr. and
York, in their honor. Arthur James Mrs. Nat Levine.
will act as chairman and expects to
have on hand P. A. Parsons, Paul
To Remodel Paris, 111., Theater
Gulick, Paul N. Lazarus, C. F. YearsParis, 111.
The Jarodsky interests
ley, John C. Flynn, A. M. Botsford, plan to remodel their house here at a
Glendon Allvine, Walter F. Eber- cost of about $80,000. Sound equiphardt, George Harvey and Bruce ment also will be installed.
Gallup, Jr.
Vice President Leon
Bamberger will act as president pro
Al Protzman in New York
tern due to Edward Klein's visit to
Al Protzman, Fox sound engineer,

WANTED
sound, and
and novelties

Talking,
shorts

and Northern

Unique

New

silent

for

features,

New York

Jersey.

Cosmos Film

Service

C

N. Y.

630 Ninth Ave.

Attn. Executives
An

experienced

theater

now

executive

Mgr. five houses desires change.
Formerly Publicity Dir. four house circuit.
For a result getting man for your
Gen.

organization,

wire or write

Box 0-183
1650 Broadway

c-o

Film Daily

New York

City

—

Washington

it

Wilmington, Del.
9-10
Meeting of North

;

Berg

in

behalf

of

the

A.M.

is

in

New York

from Hollywood

for

THEATER FOR RENT
New

Brighton Theater, Brighton Beach,
Island
Fully equipped Rental
$15,000 per annum, immediate possession
House open for inspection at all
times For particulars communicate with

—

—

Coney

—
—

John G. Cavanagh

30 E. 42nd

St.

Phone MURray HiU 5954

a visit.

Attention Producers!

AMALGAMATED

COMPLETE SOUND STUDIO AVAILABLE
FOR LEASE.
CLOSE TO TIMES SQUARE DISTRICT.

AGENCY

Two
New York
.... _
Broadway

DeForest equipment

11

i

Today:

Gus Snow to Oklahoma City
Gus
Snow has been placed in
phis, Tenn.
Madison, Madison, Ind.;
Gentilly, New Orleans; Strand, At- charge of the Oklahoma City office

P.A.

1

I

of

following theaters: Pilot,
ston-Salem, N. C; American,

Miller

Herman

Improving Rapidly
Continued improvement in the
condition of Jack Alicoate, editor
and
publisher
of
THE FILM
DAILY, was noted yesterday by at-

stallation

Marvin M. Kirsch
S.

"Christmas

the

Associated Motion Picture Advertisers

Herbert

two-reeler,

a

Cheer."

The Industry's
Date Book

'

Harford Theater

Dave

release

1929

5,

tending physicians, who predict he
Hollywood Pictures is handling
will be dismissed from the Harbor
ten chapter all-talker serial,
Hospital in about two weeks.
Voice From the Sky," which
directed by Ben Wilson, in the Nd
11 More for General Talking
York and northern New Jersey te
General Talking announces the in- ritory.

Klingensmith

Jack Alicoate
William R. Ferguson
Don M. Mersereau

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

NINE SPECIAL SHORTS

AID FILM RELIEF FUND

RELIEF FUND
JOHN I. ALICOATE

Thursday, December

x 100

—

each fully equipped
opportunity which requires
prompt action. Apply William F. Gunshinan, Tel.
stages 75
for operation.

BRYant

7300,

ft.

ft.

An

New York

City.

VAUDEVILLE
Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York

Phone Perm. 3580

City

j

MADE TO ORDER FOR YOUR
CHRISTMAS PROGRAM!
Date "The Doll Shop" Now!

r

Christmas Week
Gala Program
Introducing

.

THE DOLL
SHOP
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's

COLORTONE REVUE
A

Song and Dance Entertainment
Directed by

NOTE: "The

Doll

Shop" is now playing on
Broadway at the $2.00
Selwyn Theatre.

SAMMY LEE

Trolls
Th e

Doiis

?

come

shelves-

i

cfc^.H'geZ
party*
stagp

's

"THE

1

one of the twelve
M-G-M Colortone Revues Big Time talent
REELS of De Luxe Entertainment!
THEY bring Class to your theatre
Doll Shop'

is

just

—

in

TWO

AND

Cash

to your box-office!

METRO-GOLDW
Where

the Dollars

Qrowl

IAYER

—

—
THE

-JXW

DAILY

Timely Topics

—©—
Digest of
Current Opinion

Says Screen Teaches Stage
of Scenery
screen can teach the
stage a good deal. The screen
shows us the value of more scenery.
There is really nothing in
motion pictures that we cannot
do on the stage and I believe
the stage a more important me-

THE

dium. It is difficult to say that
a playwright brings a great deal
to the cinema. It is the one who
has written continually for the
screen and who has acquired a
camera-eye technique who can
write successful films. They see
through only a single lens. We,
playwrights,
through
see
the

many

McINERNEY informs that
JE.
stars
the next lobby attraction

*

not
course, the matter
OFended
with the solution of
is

the principal technical problems.

Psychological improvement must
now begin. The motion-picture
with sound, as an intimate union
of hearing and sight, has its own
possibilities,
but also its own

Here ends the realm of
laws.
the technician, while the kingdom of the poet and artist beIt is their task to create
gins.

new motion-picture with
sound, bringing real life to a
complicated mechanism.
A. Stueler in

the

"Kosmos," Stuttgart
*

*

Greater Efficiency Has
Entered Industry, Is View
epidemics have invaded
the motion picture industry
and synchronization.
efficiency
But after all, comparatively, the
cinema is one of America's infant
(in age) industries, and all in-

TWO

fants

must have

their

mumps and

every one expects,
and it is logical, that the infant
industry will emerge a bigger,
much bigger, better and happier
manpower industry where success depends on "What can you
do?"
measles;

a gallery of leading fillum

set for the Criterion, which
happily content with the customers "The Love Parade" is
attracting
Carl Goldner, 16-year-old page boy at the Roxy,
has graduated into Roxy's radio gang, in which he will tap a
Dorothy Lee, who made her screen debut in "Synpiany
copation" for RKO, is now entertaining 'em at the Palace along
with Fred Waring and His Pennsylvanians, who probably didn't
come from Pennsylvania but who make darn good musical
whoopee. After the Palace visit Dorothy will bag and baggage
to the Coast to help
with the acting end of its program.
is

RKO

Under; the auspices of Sid Davidson, who's the managing director of the Colony, an exhibit of Russian peasant arts and
crafts is occupying that house's lobby
Joe Rifkin, Pathe
exploiteer nowadays, is now giving Providence, Little Rhody,
papers a break with stuff on "The Awful Truth," current at the
Majestic in that town

•
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By PHIL M.

WHAT

WAS

the

"super-sp<

first

produced?
Wei
children, that takes us back to ot
feature

cial"

boyhood

recollections

25 years ago.

The

of

feature

1904

r.

jus
f

was "Tl m

Runaway Horse," which ran to th
unprecedented footage of 400 feet. ]
was produced in the Paris studios c
Pathe.

Here was the picture which fin
employed the device of the "chase
sequence, the old standby of th
short comedy from that day to thii
In fact it is quite safe to say tha
chase sequence idea had no
been thought of, there would neve
have been produced the old slapstia
two-reeler. They used up all the*

Lee Patrick, who knocked 'em for the w. k. loops in Pathe's
"Strange Cargo," is a hit in "June Moon," which is also a hit
Duncan Renaldo, just reon Broadway's musical stage
turned to this $24 island from African experiences with the
"Trader Horn" unit, tells us about becoming a blood brother to
a dark-skinned gentleman in the land where lions, hippos, etc.,
have exclusive whoopee rights. Now he's a member of his blood
brother's tribe as well as a member of the M-G-M stock company. ....... .The Majestic, lucky ship, had the pleasure of bringing Louise Brooks back to these United States after she worked
in pictures abroad

gags in the first reel, and them
threw in a chase to fill out the secifc
ond 900 feet of fillum.

Terry Ramsaye, editor of Pathn
Audio Review, has reviewed this air,
cient classic, and incorporated it
ii

one of his recent

issues.

As

far a

are concerned, we got a bigge
kick out of it than we do from man;
of the alleged modern short comedies

we
McLaglen gets in town Saturday. Not Victor, of course,
but his brother Clifford, who has been picture working in England.
Clifford arrives with a print of the British International,
"The White Sheik," which will unfurl itself at the Little Carnegie
Due to illness Warners have postponed a luncheon scheduled for Lotti Lodi
lotta buzzing around
town has it that Walter Huston is D. W. Griffith's choice for
the big role of Abe in D. W.'s talker on the Great Emancipator

A

Instead of 'High

Upon

King Vidor are guests

of

Boardman and
Marion Davies 'High Above City

a Hill Top' Eleanor

at Marion's penthouse at the Warwick
Homer
Croy, author of Will Rogers' talker, "They Had to See Paris,"
leaves for the Coast today where he is expected to complete another novel

Streets'

Wall Street Blues
only a piece of oaper, kid,
But it belongs entirely to me."

"It's

I

Julian Solomon informs us that h<
has changed his name to Julias
Stevens by Court order. Too bad
We have already mailed ou.
Jules.
letter to Santa Claus, with Juliat
Solomon on our list for gifts.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAfl
IN

"The Film Mercury"
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-MANY HAPPY RETURNS

Best
tions

THE
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ing

members

who today

of

bank
polis.

in

Minnea-

theater signs to be darl

P.M. due to coal shortage
*

wishes and congratulaare extended by

*

*

Marcus Loew plans chain

of

1(

houses in Detroit.

to the follow-

*

the industry,

*

Frank
Beck interests

*

Brockliss, Inc.,

and Arthui

lined up with Gibral
tar Pictures, new British producing

are celebrating their

birthday:

teller in

Broadway
after 8:30

JOBS
RICHARD DIX

I

if this

*

*

Holds Screen Must Now
Seek Psychological Advances

*

Jr.

is

eyes.
*

THAT

PhilM. Daly,

Sidney Howard, Playwright
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'.M.P.E. Progress Report on Industry
^HNICAL SURVEY SHOWS

PROGRESS BEING MADE
yearly the Committee on
authors of the Progress
vrt, of the Society of Motion PicEngineers, surveys the internail film industry and prepare for
nembers an analysis of strides
vice

tress,

made
What

in technical developts.
follows is the first secof its report rendered at the
fall meeting held at Toronto:
tf

most important items of progduring the past six months have

le

more
more

tion, (c) the tendency to use
live studios so as to simulate

closely

natural sounds, and

(d)

the

sprockets giving a film 51 mm. wide.
In the
positive print, the sound record is printed
outside the perforations and with sound-ondisc methods a narrower film (47 mm.) is
suggested.

non-simultaneous recording of scene
To avoid difficulties resulting from damage
and sound.
to the sound track because of its narrowness
A noteworthy advance in reproduc- and proximity to the picture area and perers has been the introduction of the forations, the German Tri-Ergon process uses
mm. film and prints the sound track
condensor or electrostatic reproducer ain 42
the center of the extra 7 mm. width.
consisting of a rubber diaphragm
In the more direct field of manufacture,
coated with aluminum foil stretched Didee has given information on the manufacture
of film base and preparation of emulacross a metal grid. Apart from the
sions.
Details of the preparation of Ozahigh quality resulting, the repro- phane film have been published by Pouchon and
ducer occupies no more space than two patents have been granted related to films
the average screen and can be raised coated with a diazo compound and phenol.
Only a few patents have been granted on
and lowered just as easily.
improvements in the manufacture of nitrate
base
whereas the continued large number of
No fundamental advances have
patent applications related to acetate bases
been made in the field of stereoscopic give evidence of the efforts being made to
motion pictures and although some standardize this product. Two patents have
of the sponsors claim that their wide been granted on the design of a machine for
processes give stereoscopic efthey are at the most pseudostereoscopic.
much higher order
of relief is noticeable in many of the
film

fects,

A

making transparent film of viscose or cellulose acetate.
A few patents have appeared
on
lose

special base
sulfate and

compositions

such

as

cellu-

carboxylate.

paratus should prove of assistance to designers of cameras and other equipment.
Effective illumination in making good "lap dissolves"
has been discussed
b y Kofinger.
Brackets attached to the tripod top have been
described for holding the camera view finder
away from the camera and allowing the director to view the action conveniently.
At
the last meeting of the Society, Struss described the method of arranging a battery of
several cameras for simultaneous photography
Six cameras
of action in dialogue pictures.
were used in one scene in photographing "Coquette." and about 1000 feet of film were
used in each camera. It was possible to complete the scene "shooting" in two days originally scheduled for five days.

A

small combined camera and projector expictures on one-half of one side of a
film,
then reverses and exposes the other
half.
The pictures may be projected either
on a screen or in a small album-like box in
daylight.
A compact, quickly adjustable tripod with an extension from 85 cm. to 170
cm. has been marketed by the Askania-Werke
in Berlin.
This same firm has produced a
tripod head by which the camera may be
moved through a 180 degrees vertical tilt,
slid
forward or backward and rotated for
poses

extensive use of all-color
Improvements in methods of increasing the panoraming.
id pictures, or pictures with exsensitiveness of photographic emulsions have
The Mitchell camera has been equipped
pictures
in
color.
ive
color inserts, and several
been protected by patents, particularly the ad- interchangeably for variable area or variable
or
gelatin,
certain
substances
to
pictures
have
been
dition
of
Although
color
Stull has described
density sound recording.
onstrations of enlarged projected
bathing the emulsioned material or treating several of thre sound-proof housings devised
ires by the use of film wider than televised during the past six months,
the emulsion before coating in a solution of
cameramen and technical staffs
the probability of television usurping a double salt of silver and an alkali with by various use of large sound booths. These
im.
to avoid the
the present motion picture in the im- boron in the negative radicle.
new housings are known by rather picturnly two-color subtractive procesesque names such as "Bungalow," "Blimp,"
mediate future appears to be very reare at oresent in vogue and in
Studio and Location
"Baby Booth," etc.
process extensively employed, mote.
Patents have been granted on quite a large
The nearness of New York to the center of
camera design reFilms
Emulsions
and
dye images are produced in a
sound equipment manufacture and stage tal- number of improvements in
lating to pressure plates, friction clutches,
work
in
the
sturevival
of
ent
has
caused
a
Alle layer film by imbibition.
Some of the special negative emulsions for
stereoSeveral new magazine holders, cameras for making
located in the vicinity.
gh some three color imbibition making pictures announced in the spring re- dios
scopic pairs of images, etc.
found
extensive use during the studios have been built and all of these are
port
have
A camera and projector having optically
>
have been prepared, they have summer of 1929 as the bulk of pictures made reported to be in operation. The production
compensating movements of comparatively simbeen publicly displayed.
were "all-sound" pictures or contained sound increase in New York has not affected Hollydescribed by Matschek.
the

i

_

date only one type of wide film
been put on the market, this beComment of the
70 mm. wide.
e has been most enthusiastic with
ird to its suitability for scenics
news events, but it is apparent
a new photographic technic is
lired to secure more pleasing pertive in the case of photoplays,
iculties involved in the more unial adoption of the wide film are
present lack of standardization of
the necessity for greater illumion at the proejctor aperture, and
prevention of film buckle,
3

Hollywood

now

proabout five per cent of
pictures.
When it is considtit
1
that about a year ago the first
natic sound pictures were shown
>re the society, notably "The SingFool," the remarkable progress
le since that time is apparent.
:re has been a steady improveit in the quality of sound reprotion, notably in the theater, but
nany cases the quality in the thefalls far short of that which the
is capable of producing when it
es the studio. Much still remains
be done in the way of improvelt even with the best of recordWith the high quality music
en by the modern radio receivers
public is realizing that the avertheater music is not equal in
lity to that emanating from their
tudios in
ing only

are

•

home.
Jotable advances in studio technic
e been (a) the tendency to use
Minimum number of microphones
ios at

the
(b)
eliminate
"mixing,"
ncing of cameras such as by means
insulating coverings thus permitgreater freedom of camera loca-

s'

Tinted films for sound positives
sequences.
were described by Jones at our spring meeting.
These films have the base tinted with dyes
which transmit light capable of exciting uniformly the photo-electric cell thus providing
a fluctuation in the volume level during a
change of tint which occurred with some of

A

patent has been
older tinted bases.
granted on a film base suitable for sound
substance
in the
motion pictures having a
base rendering it translucent.
A marked increase in the use of film emulsions for color motion pictures has occurred
Many entire
during the past six months.
features in color and sound have been announced, a number of which have been released, notably "On With the Show" which
required nearly three million feet of film in
the making.
The most radical advance since the advent
of sound is the impending adoption of wider
This has apparently been a result of
film.
(a) the introduction of processes designed to
the

pseudo-stereoscopic effects, and (b) the
for a larger picture when screening
Three processes
large musical stage settings.

wood

apparently

tional
silent

sound stages have been built and other
There has been conones remodeled.

third process is called "Grandeur Picsound
It uses film 70 mm. wide.
newsreel (sound-on-film) and a feature picYork,
New
Theater,
ture opened at the Gaiety
September 17 and was favorably received.
screen of 40 feet overall width was used
which fills the proscenium arch.

The

A

A

Another method of securing larger pictures which has many commendable features
This uses standard 35
is the Fear process.
mm. film and photographs the picture lengthwise instead of across the film by means of
the
a special optical system which rotates
image through 90 degrees, a similar rotation
longer
also being necessary on projection.
sound track per picture framii is a feature of

A

this

process.

.

has analyzed several of the
suggestions for wider film and warns against
him
the confusion which may result if several
He suggests a picsizes should be adopted.
leaving
ture size of 36 mm. by 22'zS mm.
the
for the sound track and 1 1 mm. for

Westerberg

4

mm.

that

city

addi-

sound recording equipment
apparatus were
processing
used so that each days negatives could be
processed and inspected before changing to
a new location.

Congo complete
and laboratory

Lenses and Shutters

need

tures."

in

siderable emigration of acting talent to Hollywood and it is reported that voice teachers
have been busily engaged assisting the "silent" actors to acquire voices.
Most of the sound pictures produced abroad
have thus far been "shorts" and news weeklies.
British International Pictures in England and Ufa in Germany have completed
sound stages and production is in progress.
Patent difficulties have held up construction
plans generally in Europe but these are reported to have been cleared up recently.
Descriptions of several sound studios have
been published.
In filming "Trader Horn" in the Belgian

give

have been announced. Two of these, namely,
the Spoor Natural Vision process and MagThe former
nafilm uses a film 56 mm. wide.
system is capable of projecting a picture 70
feet wide although a screen 52 feet wide by
30 feet high was used in the demonstration.
Magnafilm for which stereoscopic effects are
also claimed was demonstrated in New York
at the Rivoli theater on July 25, the screen
used being 40 feet wide by 20 feet high.

because

Lee, has reviewed the functions of modern
high aperture lenses and predicts that progress may be looked for in improved color
correction for use with panchromatic films.
A new lens of f-1.5 aperture has been described adaptable to most modern professionals
and amateur cine cameras. This aperture is
claimed by Sonnefeld to represent very nearly
the limit of wide aperture lens design.
novel lens for multi-image photography contains several reflecting prisms between the
Gifford has given
front and back components.
details for constructing rapid rectilinear lenses

A

fluorite and quartz and of calcite and
A lens
quartz for ultra-violet photography.
for use in a non-intermittent motion picture
patented.
camera has been
Patents on shutters for cine cameras are
related to shutters adaptable for either cameras or projectors, regulators for controlling
rotational speed of the shutter with changes
in cranking speed, shutter blades designed

of

as spherical sections, etc.

Cameras and Accessories
Descriptions of new cameras or reconstructed cameras are somewhat meager although several of these are known to be in
daily use in connection with sound recording,
natural color photography, and the four types
of wide pictures mentioned previously in this
report.
Useful data by Reinecke on the
theory of movement in relation to cine ap-

ple

design have been

Time-Lapse and Ultra-speed
Cameras

A

historical

review of the various types of

cameras has been published and it
claimed with one type that exposures up
rapid

100,000

per

second

are

possible

for

is

to

certain

Thun's ultra-rapid camera employs
continuously moving film and a rotating lens
wheel and is capable of 4000 pictures per
Another camera invented by Cranz
second.
subjects.

Berlin will take 5000 pictures per second.
Beck, has described a time-lapse camera which
may be set for automatic exposures at intervals of from 15 seconds to 10 minutes. Patent protection has been granted on an automatic electrical device for actuating motion
picture cameras which operate at timed in-

of

tervals.

Trick

Work and Special
Photography

Dunning has pointed out that the original
patents will shortly expire controlling trick
printing and composite negative making and
that future inventors can therefore claim only
The largimprovements on basic principles.
est stage entirely devoted to special process
California,
Burbank,
work is in a studio at
where a room 150 by 300 feet was used recently.
In the sound picture "Masquerade"
an actor played a dual roll and double printing on the sound track was accomplished successfully. Methods of making "matte shots"
These conhave been described by Sersen.
sist in double printing a painted section of a
Several imscene onto photographed action.
provements in special process photography
have been patented one of which utilizes
Ienticulated film for making stereo and trick
pictures and another employs variously colored
backgrounds and lights to secure composite
effects.

Make-up
Actors have found an orange make-up without eye-shading most successful for use in
an all-color motion picture. Two leading professional actresses have described their methods for using make-up in some detail for the
benefit of cine amateurs.

Further instalments of the Progress Report will appear in subsequent issues of
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Coast Wire Service

Hollywood Happenings
Columbia Ends Casting
of "Mexicali Rose"
"MexiOther players are Sam
Hardy, Barbara Stanwyck, Arthur
Rankin, Louis Natheaux and Julia

Exhibitors
Daily Reminder

Leave on
Soon
Vacation
European

Seiter Plans to

SSS

By

RALPH WILK

LITTLE

I

New Fox
"One Mad Kiss"
for the picture

is

feature
Title
the title chosen

which Fox

Don

Mona

Jose Mojica
Maris, Antonio

Tom

Patricola

with

in

the

is

making

and
Moreno and
starred

supporting

cast.

moved

at
his

Christmas
mailing early.

a few

blocks down Santa Monica
Blvd. to the Metropolitan studio, where he is being co-starred with his wife, Lucille Webster
Gleason, in a comedy
short for the Christies.

New

Role for Blanche Sweet
Tryon in "Little Accident"
Blanche Sweet has been assigned
Universal has cast Glenn Tryon
a leading role in "Show Girl of Hol- for the lead in the film versions of
lywood," which has been placed in the play, "The Little Accident."
production at First National.

Newshounds

The newspaper

Taking to
in Industry

profession has supplied the picture industry with more
than 75 per cent of its creative
brains," according to a survey just

The

RKO

New York Ways

has been laid out
with streets and avenues named after
those in New York.
lot

he

was

in

offer

he also wrote. Heath likes worl
here and intends to remain for
s

Thursday, December

5,
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Cuban International is
Taken Over by Hispania
West

Coast

Bureau,

Hollywood

— Rene

Cordona

which is headed by Rodolfo Montes.
Fourteen productions are planned.

Warner Shifts Managers
Warner Bros, has made

—

several switches in managerial staffs
and organists.
Alfred Weinberg is
now managing the Madison here,
having been transferred from the
Stanley,
Utica,
Robert Rosenthal,
formerly of the Madison, is now at
the Mark Strand, replacing Frank
Farley, who was shifted to the Mark
Ritz.
Stephen Boisclair, organist,
has been transferred from the Stanley, Utica, to the Albany theater.
George Schiller succeeds Boisclair at
Utica.

pear

—

New Name

—

Salvatore
Middletown,
Conn.
Adorno has reopened the Grand un-

is si

the latter picture.

Mabel Ash, who has a promi^i
role in George LeMaire's Pathe
edy, "All Stuck Up," is a pi
donna on the musical comedy st
Miss Ash has great hopes of a c;
in talkies due to the fact that
speaks and sings in seven langua

p

Radie Harris now has her nu
material syndia
through the Central Press wi
has a blanket service of over
newspapers.

personality

Practically the entire crew at
Pathe Sound Studios will be prei
at a Beefsteak Dinner to be givei
the U. K. U. Club on Saturday
Harry Ford is ch#.
ning, Dec. 14.
man of the committee which alsol
eludes George LeMaire and Waft

Several surprises are proi

is taking his mt
career so sernously that ht
threatening to have his nose bobaf
His partners, Clayton and Jach
are trying to change Jimmy's wij
realizing that their career is rui

Jimmy Durante

ie

if

Jimmy

pulls a

Dempsey.

Klein Attends Hoover Confab

Edward

Klein, president of
yesterday for
ington to attend the Special
ference of Executives of Trade
Businl
Leading
and
sociations
Men. Will H. Hays also is atteri

A.M. P. A.,

L.

W

left

G

ing.

name

Silver Palace theater
Western
after complete rebuilding.
Electric equipment has been installed.

der the

Manhattan"

ed this month.

Strange.
"Buddy" Rogers for Publix Hour
Charles "Buddy" Rogers will ap- ised.

Reopens House Under

of

i

Ruggles, star moti
has reporter, has an important role

sold Cuban International Films to
the Hispania Talking Films Corp.,
Ltd., which plans to produce Spanish talking pictures.
He will serve
as vice-president of the new company,

Albany

Charles Ruggles, the pere
drunk, who doesn't touch a drop,
been packing and re-packing for
many weeks preparatory to
ing a picture for Paramount on
Coast. Re-takes on "The River 1
have kept Ruggles in the East
now it looks as though he'll rem
here so as to be ready when

THE FILM DAILY Young Man

next Saturday on the Paramount-Publix
radio hour over CoParamount Signs McCarey
completed by Roy J. Pomeroy.
Leo McCarey has been placed un- lumbia Broadcasting System. John S.
der contract by Paramount for di- Carlisle, head of Paramount radio
Seeks "Kiki" for Lupe
department, will introduce Paul Ash
rectorial work.
United Artists is seeking the film
as master of ceremonies, and others
rights to "Kiki" with Lupe Velez in
on the program include Paul Small,
Trem Carr Completes Second
mind for the title role.
Jesse Crawford and David Mendoza.
Trem Carr has completed the second Continental production, "The
Cast for "Dollar Princess"
Xmas Opening for Fox House
Marjorie White and J. Harold Rampant Age" featuring James MurAtlanta The new Fox theater will
Harry open at Ponce de Leon Ave. and
Murray will appear in Fox's "The ray and Merna Kennedy.
Hoyt wrote the continuity.
Dollar Princess."
Peachtree St. Christmas.
Sebastian with Keaton
Pathe Renews Contracts
Dorothy Sebastian will play with
Pathe has renewed its contracts
Buster Keaton in "On the Set." with Paul L. Stein, Richard BoleOthers in the cast are Ed Deering, slavsky, William Boyd, Tay GarTheodore Lorch, James Farley and nett and Eddie Quillan.
Ruth Holly.
Dot Farley Added to Cast
Sloane to Direct "Radio Revels"
Dot Farley has been added to the
Paul Sloane has been assigned to cast of the second "Potters" sketch
direct "Radio Revels" for RKO. Pro- being made by Warner under the
duction is scheduled to start Dec. 16. title "Good Manners."

hearing

time.

United Artists, he

makeup box

^

directing

recent work having been for Pi
and Universal, on the Coast. H
just completed a short comedy
turing Al Shean, the storv for v

first

r

BLAIR

which he cou
refuse.
It has been quite a few
since Heath directed in the East,

their

dancer out of me," claims Louise
Fazenda.
She and Lupino Lane
are now rehearsing an Apache dance
for "Bride of the Regiment," which
is being made at First National.

William Seiter will be taking his
vacation in 15 years when he
*
*
*
leaves for Europe with his wife,
Lew
Fields, Joe Weber, Willie
Laura La Plante, upon the comple- Collier, Louis Mann and Edgar B.
tion of "Back Pay," in which First Smith were tendered an ovation a!
National is starring Corinne Griffith. the Masquers' monthly revel. Robert Edeson, first president of the
Langdon Starts New Comedy
Masquers, introduced the guests of
With "The Fighting Parson" com- honor. The Revel included sketches
pleted at Hal Roach, Harry Lang- written by Kenneth Webb, Roger
don has started work on his sixth Gray, Curtis Benton, Marc Connolcomedy to be made under the M-G-M ly, Richard Carlyle and James Kirkbanner. It is "The ^ - Kick," which wood. Edward Earle was the "JesWarren Doane is directing. Nancy ter," while Harry Joe Brown, chairDover is opposite.
man of the entertainment committee, was busier than ever.
Frank
Berlin Songs for Jolson
Fay acted as "masquer of cere"Mammy," recently completed at monies."
Warners by Michael Curtiz, contains five songs written expressly for
James Gleason is in demand
Al Jolson by Irving Berlin.
at all the studios. Finishing a

officials,

through
patrons,
your screens, to do

dream that talking
pictures would make an Apache
did

N.

HEATH,

made him an

your

urging

Hollywood

HARRY

By

subjects at the Pathe Sound
dios here, came East for an oper
and found himself in a job.

with
Co-operate
the government by

from "Lots"

Rose."

Beharano.

NewYork Studio*

A Little

bia has completed the cast of
cali

Short Shots from

ARCH

With the engagement of Louis
King and Harvey J. Vejar, Colum-

5,

Morton Acquires Winnipeg Housi
Winnipeg, Man. H. A. Mortfl
formerly owner of a group of

—

1

Pickwick, Greenwich, Opens
Greenwich, Conn. The Pickwick,
built at a cost of $500,000, has been
placed in operation here.

—

houses that were acquired by Fam<
Players, has taken over the Garr?
The house is now closed for alt
tions.
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TWCLfTH ANNUAL EDITION

JANUARY AND THE FINEST BOOK OF
REFERENCE EVER PUBLISHED IN THIS INDUSTRY

OUT LATE
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,
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Miner Shows

Play Small

to

West Coast Bur.

In addition to
theater purposes.
small town showings, performances
will be given in cars attached to
trains,
says
regularly
scheduled
Miner.
Interstate

Cine-Car has an authorized cap-

italization of 500,000 shares of Class

A

stock,

no par value, and 100,000 shares of Class B
stock, no par value, with 200,000 shares of
the former and 100,000 shares of the latter
to be presently outstanding.
Fifty thousand
shares of additional Class A stock are to be
reserved for exercise of stock purchase warrants.

LAEMMLE TO CELEBRATE

sides

Miner, who
Hastings &

urer of M-G-M Pictures Corp.; Rufus J.
Trimble, vice president and director of the
Russel Securities Corp. and the Herrais Press
Corp.; Alfred Weiss, president and director
of the Agfa Raw Film Corp. and president
and director of the Metropolitan Studios,
Inc, and Ralph S. Marshall, president of R.
S. Marshall & Company, of New York.

EXHIBITOR CONVENTION

EXPECTED NEXT WEEK

20 YEARS OF PRODUCTION
Carl Laemmle on Dec. 8 will celebrate the completion of his 20th year
as a producer.
On the same day
Carl Laemmle, Jr., not yet 22 years
old, will ascend to the command of
production in Universal City, where
he will be in full executive charge.

is

Miner, Inc., William D.
Brash, vice president and treasurer and HarThe directors inrison Wright, secretary.
clude Donald McAlpin, president of the Tao
Tea Co. of Bethel, Conn.; Erich Schay.
treasurer and director of the Metropolitan
Studios, Inc., and formerly assistant treas-

min

discussion at a meeting of
principals in the matter in New York

Abram Myers, head

Lynn,

Mass.

—Allen

B. Newhall,
managing director of the MarkStrand, has resigned, effective Dec.
15, to start a theater chain of his
own. He has organized the American Theater Co., a $100,000 corporation, with himself as president, and
acquired the Orpheum in Danvers as
the first house in his proposed circuit.
Upon taking; possession of the Orpheum on Dec. 15, Newhall will have
Western Electric equipment installed.

I

"Until something is accomplished,
hope there will not be too much

speculation.
tion
is,
we

As

to

have

what our posino authorized

spokesman except myself, and

I

Comment so
saying nothing.
has been purely speculative."

Moe Silvers will leave Sunday for
Hollywood to take up the management of all Warner Bros, houses at
the Coast.
He will have nine theaters to start with, and this number will later be increased by new
acquisitions and erection of nouses
now planned.

I,

{Continued from Page 1)
picture production.
These films
be booked into Publix houses
using the original stage shows.—
addition to the presentation sH
the Paramount short subject dep
ment will make about 250 shorts

general release.

Improvements for Peoria House
Improvements cos

—

has secured the Garden here from the
Southern Amusement Co.

£

Peoria, 111.
about $40,000

will be made by
Peoria Players on their theater h

Jameson

|f

&

Harrison are the ar
tects handling the work.

New York

Film

t

Salesmen respond to cause

far

MOTION PICTURE SALE/MEN, Inc.
Niw

or

Tccr.

{Continued from Page 1)

weeks, "Sunny Side Up" is going
strong at the Strand. In addition to
the Taft Auditorium, the Empress
with Mutual burlesque, are the only
personal houses in operation.

announced by Michael
of Shea Operating Corp., associated with the industry

December 3rd, Ly2$

<

otptcrns
r>
J

PBLDER

J

O W WOLP

M D CAHAN

Mr. John Alicoate,

Film Dally,
1650 Broadway
New York City.

Tiiiiiii

TRaUNER

6

{Continued from Page 1)

My

nouncement by Sydney E. Abel, genShea, eral sales manager. Garvin has been
for sev-

cfear

lir.

Alicoate:

RuI'J.k! SaC'Adr*

M H MARKO*IT2
H

J

CARLOC1C

Enclosed hore.-lth Is our
check: for 31U0.UU for the Film Daily

Relief

is affiliated

year.

Shows Small-House Equipment
Type G projection equipment

of
adaptable to the-

RCA

Photophone,
aters seating up to 500, was recently demonstrated before a gathering

New York

pany's

Moe Silvers Going West
Manage Warner Houses

Publix Starting Talker
Versions of Stage Shoi

am

with Publix. It is eral years.
expected to be completed late next

of

was in charge of the OxfJ
Garden and Roosevelt at Jamaij

age,

to

Talkers Mopping up with
Cincinnati Legit Trouble

president

which

York.

of

concerning developments in plans he

3,500-seat theater costing $1,500,000,
to be built on Falls St. here, have

been

home, 520 West 190th St.,
Huber, who was 55 yeaM

at his

Washington yesterday following the sessions. Asked

House Planned
by Shea at Niagara Falls George Garvin Gets RCA
Niagara Falls, N. Y. —Plans for a
District Manager Post

3,500-Seat

He

Allied, returned to

said:

Allen B. Newhall Starting
New England Circuit

heart

—

under

{Continued from Page 1)
City.
die<
failure late Tuesday aftern

New York

St.,

Mrs. Nixon Gets Garden, Manning
Manning, S. C. Mrs. M. E. Nixon

{Continued from Page 1)

Tuesday.

—

With 30 pictures given a $5 premiere here
since Jan. 1, the practice is beginning to come in for criticism, says the "Los Angeles
Herald."
Exhibitors' defense
is that the demand for tickets
invariably exceeds the supply.

corporation include, bevice president of Benja-

the

of

1

Funeral for Henry Hul
Manager, This Afterm

THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles

{Continued from Page 1)

5,

If

$5 Premiere Squawk

Towns Lacking Sound Houses
Directors

Thursday, December

exhibitors at the
offices here.

com-

Cop Minneapolis Censor
Minneapolis
Mayor Kunze has
appointed Capt. David JJroderick of
the police department as show cen-

—

First National-Pathe, Ltd.
Sales Chief to Visit N.Y.

—

London D.
sales
manager

in

E.

Griffith,

Cape Charles,

firm,

j

j

Fund.

The noble, constructive

jaspor

work this fund has done for the needy is
TRUSTEES

_

outstanding.

It is our opinion that every one

TITLB

1

BOARD Of DIRECTORS

financially.
K OLEDMILL
B ROMAN

With every best wish

rl

LtVY

for your eucceea

,

we are

,

yours truly,
MOT10K PICIUR& SALESKES.IuC.

A

JJF:VS

J.

J.

FrLDER.Pres.

Amy

—

:

O SOLOMON

—

—

;:-

in the industry should Back this fund

Cape Charles, Va.

Va.— new $50,000
the Eastern Shore Amusement
Corp., has been chartered to conduct
son is
picture theaters and other places of
entertainment.
$150,000 Theater Fire
The incorporators
Cambridge, Mass. Damage result- are I. J. Burbage, president, and E.
ing from the recent fire at the In- L. Rostein. secretary.
These two,
man Square is estimated at $150,000. with
R. Stevens and Annie R.
Jarvis, comprise the board of direc"Sunnyside Up" Sets a New Record tors.
Louisville
The Strand is now
showing "Sunnyside Up" for the
Pacent for Clay, Ky.
fourth week, setting a record for the
Clay, Ky. The Palace is installing
house.
Pacent sound device.
Detective Thomas P. GleaBroderick's understudy.

sor here.

eu-ia

K GLfcOHHJ,

general
of
First
NationalPathe, Ltd., here, is scheduled to
sail for New York Dec. 16 for conference with executives of the company regarding the new season's
product.

New Firm

j,

Send Your Chech Today

J.

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

f* NEWSPAPER

FILMDOM
|L L

No. 57

Friday,

December

Urn Men in $6,600,000

6,

Price 5 Cents

1929

Music Publishing Combine

[TTENDANCE JUMPSJ5,000,000

PETWEEK

Ownership Legality Only Question

\es

Warner's Statement
to Stockholders on
Federal Action

|rry

he only question involved is the
of the ownership of First
onal Pictures, Inc. and the suit
rected solely to that questien and
ing else," said Hary M. Waryesterday in a letter to Warner
<holders in reference to action

Wall Street Abuzz
Financial circles were abuzz
yesterday with stories in connection with the deal whereby
William Fox is reported to be
negotiating sale of Loew's,

ity

(.Continued on

Page 14)

RNER BROS. INVADING

Inc. and M-G-M to William
Randolph Hearst and Louis
B. Mayer. Price per share un-

Suit

in

Capital Investment in Industry Shows About
20 Per Gent Increase, Says Hays
Washington Bureau of

Washington

— Compared

THE FILM DAILY

with one year ago, motion picture theaters'
attendance in this country has increased 15,000,000 per week, said Will H.
Hays yesterday in addressing the conference held by the U. S. Chamber of

Commerce

map

out a program for greater business co-operation. Capital
investment in the industry has increased approximately 20 per cent,
during the past year due to normal
der discussion is substantially
GIVEN
expansion, Hays stated.
lower than the original purHays' address follows:
chase price of $120, it is un"The attendance in motion picture
derstood.
IN
theaters today as compared with one
year ago has increased 15,000,000 per
Thomas S. Delehanty, former as- week, or approximately 15 per cent.
sistant
secretary and treasurer of Earlier in the
year, when we began
Pathe International Corp., has been
(Continued on Page 14)
appointed vice president and general manager of that organization.
IN
Delehanty, before his association with
Pathe was secretary of F. B. O.,
An acoustical analysis is being now Radio Pictures. J. Frank Shea,
made in 75 houses weekly by the who recently resigned from the post,
department of Electrical has not made known his plans.
acoustic
Research Products, under the direction of S. K. Wolf, the company anLondon (By Cable)
weekly
(Continued on Page 2)
patronage of 7,000,000 in the 4,500
IN
cinemas now operating in Great
Britain is estimated by Harris &
MUSICIANS'
Gillow, leading cinema valuers and
auctioneers here.
More than 400 of
Prospects for complete the houses included are located in
St. Louis
(Continued on Page 14)
settlement in the musicians' strike
to

POST

DELEHANTY

PATHE INTERNATIONAL

MILWAUKEE TERRITORY MAKING ACOUSTIC TESTS

—

ilwaukee Warner Bros, are excd to start invasion of this tery with a downtown house seat-

The company is
about 2,500.
carrying on negotiations for a
on Wisconsin Ave. with John
(Continued on Page

14)
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7,000,000 WEEKLY ATTEND

GREAT BRITAIN THEATERS

SKOURAS

1ER CITIES

ANNOUNCED

AGREEMENT

SAYS FORlNIPICTURES
II

FOX COAST;EXPANSION
Bureau,

Coast

—

THE FILM DAILY

Having secured 136
os Angeles
ters frorn three recently acquired
nits in the Mississippi Valley, ad>nal cities are announced by HarB. Franklin, general manager of
West Coast Theaters as follows:
(Continued on Page 2)

Vox-Office Evidence
From

current indications,
exhibitors of the country are
very much alive to the unusual number of great box-office
pictures now being released as
the introduction to the new
season.
In the face of this
reception, it would seem penny-wise and pound foolish for
all

any producer to let down in
the slightest degree in the boxoffice

quality

of

pictures

follow.

JOE BRANDT.

to

NEED HIGHER STANDARDS

—

here were bright yesterday when
telegrams were received from New
find a wide market in America until York offices of Skouras Bros, ratithey set higher standards tor them- fying arrangements for 46 men at the
said Sir Gordon Craig, a Missouri and Ambassador theaters.
selves,

London

— Foreign

films will

never

(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 2)

245 Houses in France to

Be Wired by End

—

of

Year

Skinner Signed by F. N.
to Make Five Talkers

Paris By the end of the year 245
Otis Skinner, stage and screen
theaters in France are expected to player, has been signed to a four
Among them year contract by First National callbe wired for sound.
(Continued on Page 14)
are: 50 Aubert-Franco and 45 Pathe.
'

E. C. Mills Named President
of New Radio Music Company
A

$6,600,000 music publishing combination involving prominent film
men and to be administered by a
board that includes Hiram S. Brown,
S. L. Rothafel, David Sarnoff, E. C.
Mills,

John Golden and

—A

ACCORD WITH

others, has

been organized through the consoli
dation of Carl Fischer, Inc., and
Leo Feist, Inc., music publishers,
with the National Broadcasting Co.,
subsidiary of Radio Corp. The new
(.Continued on

Page 14)

3 CHECKSlOR$iOO EACH
HELP SWELL RELIEF F
Three checks for $100 each from
Al Lichtman, Thomas Meighan and
Dr. A. H. Giannini yesterday helped
to swell

THE FILM DAILY

LIEF FUND,
least

RE-

which a total of at
$10,000 must be collected by
for

(Continued on Page 14)

1

60 R-K-O Act Houses

Following realignment of the
and other
departments, R-K-O announces
that it is now providing vaudevaudeville, publicity

ville

and stage shows

for

160

houses in the United States and
Canada.

THE

-2tfK,
DAILY
SAYS FOREIGN PICTURES
NEED HIGHER STANDARDS
Vol. L No.

57

Friday, Dec. 6,

Price 5 Cents

1929

Friday,

MAKING ACOUSTIC TESTS
IN

(Continued from Page 1)

Today:

:

:

Editor and Publisher

:

These tests are for the
Studio Center, nounces.
of World
a luncheon given by the purpose of detecting acoustical dein
Western Electric wired
trade in honor of Lieut. -Commander fects
Harold Auten, who is to leave for houses, with a view to recommendthe United States soon in the inter- ing corrective treatment. In making
the survey, engineers are required to
est of British pictures.
"We all know," he asserted, 'that determine the exact volume and seatthe men who control the destinies of ing capacity, nature and thickness of
the great American companies are all surfaces in the theater, exact navery shrewd, and I suggest also that ture of seats, furniture, etc.
noise
they are far too occupied to give survey and suggestions for eliminatconsideration to the purchase of one ing this annoyance also are part of
or two ordinary pictures, they have the analysis.
plenty of ordinary pictures of their
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Phone Circle
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4736-4737-4738-4739. Cable address: Filmday,
Ralph
New York. Hollywood, California
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
The
Fredman,
London Ernest W.
6607.
W.
St.,
Wardour
Renter, 89-91
Film
Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
Berlin
I.
Paris— P. A. Harle,
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
La Cinematographie Francaise, Rue de la
Cour-des-Noues, 19.

—

—

—

Ltd.,

at

of three-day Paramount ti
vention for managers at Roosevi
N. Y.
"Hunting Tigers" opens at &

Dec.

M. Cohan, N. Y.
Annual meeting

of stockholders
Pictures, Inc,
Wilmington, Del.
9-10
Meeting of North Carolina
hibitors' unit at Pinehurst.
Meeting of Paramount Stockholm
at New York.
11
Conference of M. P. Distributo
of Canada at Hotel King Edwir

Warner

Dec.

Dec.

A

own, and if anything is to penetrate
their market it must be Rolls-Royces
and not old-fashioned Fords.
"If and when any wedding takes
place between the American and

1!

First

founder

JOHN W. ALICOATE

6,

The Industry's
Date Book

75 THEATERS WEEKLY
(Continued from Page 1)

December

Bros.

i

Toronto.

Opening
the

Dec.

12

Dec.

14

Dec.

23

of

Gaiety,

"The Sky Hawk'
N.

Y.

Weekly AM PA luncheon at
Paramount Hotel, N. Y.
Opening of "The Virginian"
Rialto, N. Y.
Opening of the Little
House in New York City.

Premiere of "Devil
Astor, N. Y.

AGREEMENT

May

th

i

PM

Car

British film industries it must be a
IANS'
Big
union that will give America its quid
Greets
pro quo.
In other words, it must
(Continued from Page I)
Past Presidents' Da;
be a marriage of give and take, and
With
full authority given the comWith
nine of the eleven
I
would go further and say that if
mittee to act for local unions, it is presidents present at the Al
there is to be a wedding at all it
probable orchestras will resume work weekly luncheon, yesterday at
will have to take place while the
Paramount Hotel, was attended by
talking picture is still a beautiful here Dec. 13.
one of the largest turnouts the or
young woman; later on there may be
ganization has had in some tint
no desire for the union."
Beecroft
Arthur James acted as master]
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
to Produce 5 Pictures ceremonies. Mae Murray was i
High Low Close Sales
Loughboroi
by James
22'
.Beecroft
Productions, has been duced
....
*Am. Seat
CITIES
600
1554
14^ 14)4
Con. Fm. Ind
formed by Chester Beecroft, former- Among the past presidents who
20
20
300
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 20^
ly production manager at Cosmo- tended were; P. A. Parsons,
187$/8 183
2,500
183
East. Kodak
politan Studios, to produce a series Gulick, Paul N. Lazarus, C. F. Yi
48«4
Fox Fm. "A"
S0J4 87,200
51 M
IN
EXPANSION of five pictures at the RCA Gramer- ley, John C. Flinn, Glendon All
....
Keith A-0
16J4
100
do pfd
80^ 80Ji 80^s
cy Studios.
Olive Shea has been Walter F. Eberhardt, George
4,600
Loew's, Inc
48& 46^4 48
Gallup.
(Continued
Page
from
1)
signed
through
the M- S. Bentham vey and Bruce
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do
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FitzPatrick Closes Deals
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23K 2354
"Why Girls Leave Home." ProducPara. F-L
52
50^ S1H 8,100 Florence and Compton, and Beverly
International Variety and The
tion
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expected
to
start
in
about
4'/s
2,700
Pathe Exch
Ayi
4J4
artical
Agents, Ltd. has acquires
3C0 and Fairfax; Hollywood, one, a $1,- 10 days.
do "A"
8
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South African rights to James
20,500
RK-0
1854
19/2
200,000
structure
19J4
on
Hollywood
"Univ. Pict. pfd
55
Horoscope series
itzPatrick's
Blvd.;
Pasadena, Westwood, BurWarner Bros
42
40H 44^ 24,600 bank,
Cut Bill
Australasian
novelty talking shorts.
Whittier, Pomona, San Pedro $160,000,000
*do ptd
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....
for exhibition
closed
Films
Ltd.
has
and
Huntington
Park,
one
each.
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Broadway
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Schenectady

Hollywood
6780 Santa Monica
Blvd
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Gladstone 6103
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— Contracts

have been

installation of the new
Magnascope screen at the State, it
is announced by William M. Shirley,
head of the Farash Theater Corp.,
operating the house. The State, one
of the first stadium type theaters

signed

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Locw

Screen
for State, Schenectady

200

19K
23
854

Pict

New Magnascope
for

ever built,
anniversary

is

celebrating

it

seventh

month.

this

—

the same
THE FILM DAILY of
Zealand and

A tax cut of $160,provided for in the adminisRegular Fox Dividend
tration resolution which passed the
Fox Film Corp. has declared t
House yesterday. The Senate is ex- regular quarterly dividend of $1
pected to take similar action next the A and B stocks.
Earnings fa
week.
the fourth quarter are estimated at
more than $4,000,000 before taxes,
Washington

000,000

is

All A.B.C. Houses to be
Wired in Britain in 1930

—

a

series

of

12

one-reel

black

face

reTwo Quit Tiffany
cording on RCA Photophone equipBud Barsky and Louise Lemieux
ment.
Production is under super- have resigned from Tiffany.
The
vision of Alvin Neitz.
Fowler sells latter is succeeded as purchasing
direct to the exhibitor.
agent by Milton Gatzart.

shorts with

Bud Harris

starred,

On

Quest for Talent
sound trucks, one from Fffl
Movietone News and another fri
Hearst Metrotone News, are to
sent on a tour of New York

Two

London Associated British Cinemas, Ltd., expects to have all its
houses wired before the end of next
talent
year, according to J. E. Pearce, man- search of likely feminine
aging director. The company, which the talking films.
operates
110
theaters
throughout
Files Bankruptcy Petition
Great Britain, plans to increase itsWest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
holdings in 1930, he states.
Hollywood A voluntary petition
in bankruptcy has been filed by
"Virginian" for Rialto
Paramount's outdoor all talker, E. Shallenberger, producer.

Fowler Leaves Tomorrow
of the Fowler Studios, Inc., Hollywood, now in New
York, leaves for the Coast tomorrow
via Atlanta,
Memphis and Dallas.
His program calls for a series of 104
short novelties, of which nine are
finished, and 52 "Know Your Own
Country" dialogue shorts, of which "The Virginian" with Gary Cooper,
14 are finished.
Edward Davis lec- Walter Huston, Mary Brian and
tures along with the scene*- in the Richard Arlen, will open at the Rilatter series.
Fowler is also making alto, New York, Dec. 14.

Herman Fowler

series in Australia, >
Straits Settlements,

i

—

W

THEATER FOR RENT
Brighton Theater, Brighton Beach,
Coney Island— Fully equipped — Rental
$15,000 per annum, immediate possession — House open for inspection at
times— For particulars communicate with
New

all

John G. Cavanagh

Phone

MURray

30 E. 42nd
Hill S9S4

St.

DO YOUR XMAS

NOW

SHOPPING
1

;

I

fg.:

x$
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r
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"SANTA'S TOY
before
one of the

it

birds

late

or

s

too

late!

SHOP

//

Are you

have you done your Christmas shopping

early? Pathe offers your patrons a delightful one-reel novelty, "Santa's

Toy Shop/' It's

a dainty marionette

dance and whatnot.

Hastings.

Book

it

Directed by

now, before

it's

show with sound,

Tom Hogan,

too

talk,

song, effects,

marionettes

by Sue

late!

PATHE
PRODUCED

BY

TERRY

RAMSAYE

:

DAILY

Timely Topics

—€)—
Mock Industry's Effort
Better Pictures, Is Advice
fact that the movie producers are trying to cultivate
the good will of the portion of
the public that has been inclined
lack of
for
films
critcize
to
wholesomeness and real educational value has brought forth
some rather unfair criticism. A
woman of nation-wide renown in
women's club circles has been
denounced because she is on the
payroll of the industry. If she
has concealed her employment,
her usefulness will be small. But
of motion pictures
if producers
are frankly trying to ""*t the cooperation of women's clubs in
raising the tone of the pictures
and talkies, they should be applauded instead of criticized.
"Kansas City Journal-Post"

Don't

To

THE

*

*

THAT

*

Phil M. Daly, Jr.

GEORGIE

By PHIL M.

MOTION

THIS

"By Manhattan
Giants, Detroit and Washington
is the title of a new weekly news release column which
managers throughMark A. Luescher is now sending to
out this tremendous land of ours

"Ten Years Ago Today," was Twen
Years Ago, and that would -4
Herb Berg twice as much to wrjfo
about and shorten this kolyum jw
that much.
And the next guy wlc

—

mmm
the

Mique"

RKO

than inspiration.
new, it is possiable to "take chances." Today the
public has lost the thrill of earlyday novelty and demands that its

When

an

Elmer Harris, who

returning to Columbia to again aid its
story department, is the author of "Young Sinners," which has
Ira Hards, also tieing up with
just reached Broadway
the same outfit, has staged such stage hits as "Dracula" and
"The Cat and the Canary."
It's a yarn about pitcher
biz in which William Farnum has returned to Incandescent
Lane.
When "Headquarters" opened the other night Bill was
lustily cheered
is

Whistling Frank Price, Jr., Baltimore his original campground, has bustled into our midst, and is teaming with
J. H. Beaver, Educational Washington branch manager
Peggy Goldberg is back at the Educational office again. Yep,
hail and hardy once more, but a bit shy on horses.
Peg was
'galloping' through Prospect Park on a horse named Submarine
when someone hollered "No ice today" the nag bolted

art is

film makers exert the same care
for the little things that is resculptors,
painters,
quired
of
Inspiration will alarchitects.
ways be a big factor in a creative art such as that of the films,
but we are now seeking castles
where a fine inspirational idea by

got the star part in this 'moon' pitcher

Jack

Dempsey

was tendered a testimonial dinner last night at "Dinty" Moore's
by the management of the Palace.
He will grace the footlights of the Palace next week.
By the way, Mrs. Dempsey,
(Estelle Taylor), also is in New York

*

*

De

Mille

*

British Publication Calls
Pictures Boon to Children
fact
THE
dren are
ier,

is

that

modern

chil-

immeasurably healthhappier and more intelligent

than the children of the

and

tury;

this

change

last cenis

->

ty

and baa
Order

w

Rotarians and Quail Hunte<-s
the last speaker going on at 3 a.
is
gonna get a dirty die; in
forum of free and loose speech.
*

*

*

Nathan Burkan,

the premier

i

torney of the fillum biz, has so mm
clients that when he starts a cot
action he finds the opposing at to
ney is himself. So it looks as if Na
will have to organize himself i>
an arbitration board, settle all cat
out of court and collect a fee f i\
both sides. Which isn't such a I
idea, after all.

—
*

*

f

t

|

*

Pierre Arnaud sez that all bootl
gers who know their business lea]
ed it originally as film cutters,
the cutting job is bound to be
*

*

*

A long screed to hand from Di
Weil, dialoguing for First Natioi
on the Coast. Dick's handcuff par
ner is Isable Keith, who did a nil
part opposite Charlie Chase in "Lea
Love." And Warren Doane, gene
manager, for Hal Roach, sez that
abel has one of the finest recordin
voices they ever had on the lot. Ye
and she needs it if she ever wari
to be heard at the breakfast talj
with Dick opposite.
once h
breakfast with that guv, and
,

director or writer has been
spiked by carelessness in hand-

Cecil B.

1

pert.

Frank Fay was brought back to New York again. This
time in a can on a strip of film.
It was the Warner Technicolor production, "Under a Texas Moon."
Of course Frank

some
ling.

IS one of those morning
we're not feeling so ho:
and trying to fill this k^
becon*
more or less of a strain. Right n<J»
we wish that filler at the bottoir.

when

invites us to a conferen^
quet of the Amalgamated

perspiration

of

DALY

JESSEL'S return to the legit will be in a comedy
He Got the Job." It's the braintentatively titled "P. S.
child of Bertram Bloch, who hands his hat down at MmmgggPat Flaherty, whose office door says "general
manager" of Red Star Music Co., used to hurl a mean ball for

ing

Thinks Films Today Demand
Greater Care in Preparation
pictures have reached a point where future productions will be more a matter

192!

THAT'S

with

Digest of
Current Opinion

6,

AND

Along The Rialto

A

December

Friday,

Picked up here and there: Al Fineman goes and writes a
song for new show
Jack Trop lauding the efforts of
Lon Young upon completion of "The Last Dance."
Dave Bader creating a name for himself among the social satilities
Sam War~Warsha~ah, well the guy that handles the pen for RKO, still praising the highlights of "Rio

Ed McNamee,

Rita."

Screen, revamping

the word juggler for National
some Yiddish word to rhyme with 'spectac-

We

KNOW.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DATT

ular.'

IN

due to

inconsiderable
extent,
we
make bold to assert, to the cultural and enlightening effect of
the cinema.

no

"The Bioscope" (London)

DECEMBER

THEIR
FIRST

JOBS

Best
tions

-MANY HAPPY RETURNS

6

wishes and congratulaare extended by

ing

members

who today

*

THE

FILM DAILY

*

the industry,

'bit"

player & Vitagraph
stock

*

Webb
W. Weber

Sammy Cohen

Harry G. Lonsdale
Kathryn McGuire

John

Dot Farley

Eve Unsell

Mason

Edwin Joe Brady

*

*

*

Harry Crandall appoints John
Payette circuit manager.

are celebrating their

birthday

NORMA TALMADGE

*

Pathe to build New Jersey laboratory for manufacture of raw stock

to the follow-

of

Thomas H. Ince denies repot
Walter E. Greene to head Associ
ated Producers releasing unit.

Millard

E. Hopper

Richard

*

& Nace

at Tucson,
Ariz.

*

plan new hous<
Prescott and Glendalf

QUEEX
OF THEM

ALL!...

Adolph Zukor and

FLORENZ
w

GLORI

THE AMER

mary eatox

r

M IEGFELD,

modern magician

of youth

Who

Greatest revue producer in the world.
girls

into

show

girls

Ziegfeld beauties

and

turns shop

millionaires' brides.

become beauties? What's

Their joys and temptations?
in the world doesn't

and beauty.

want

to

What

How

do

their secrets?

theatre audience

know?

Ziegfeld reveals

rei3ue)
it

all

from the inside in

singing, talking

this dazzling, dancing,

revue which

he personally

supervised.

PARAMOMT'S
OF BEAUTY

Jesse L. Lasky present

ziegfeld'S

FYING
ICAN GIRL
r

iHE most gorgeous dames and

biggest

names

way. Mary Eaton, famous Ziegfeld beauty.

musical comedy comedian
Technicolor.
in a

star.

singing

Millard Webb.

"Show

Rudy

singing.

crooner,

Girl,"

of Broad-

Dan

Healy,

brilliant $6.60 revue in

Starring Eddie Cantor, star of "Whoopee,'99

comedy roar. Helen Morgan,

Boat,"

A

£d^c££2

Vallee,

star of Ziegfeld's
favorite

"Show

"It" radio

"Vagabond Lover." Directed by

Story by

J. P.

McEvoy, author of

and Millard Webb.

GRAND MARCH
AND SONG!

^^
&***

cue)

AN EYE -FULL!
AS EAR-FULL!
A THEATRE-FULL!
HIT OF HITS
produced by Broadway's leading showmen.
Ziegfeld.

Music and

Irving Berlin,

lyrics

by Walter Donaldson,

Dave Stamper and Larry

ing two big hit numbers, "There Must

"What Wouldn't

I

Do For That Man?"

Speir.

Includ-

Be Someone" and

Revue

finales designed

and staged by John Harkrider, Ziegfeld's right hand man.
ensembles by Ted Shawn (of Ruth

Monta

Bell,

I

e?

St.

Ballet

Dennis and Ted Shawn).

Producer, Long Island Studio.

I.OIt i:\/.

ZIEGFELD'S

GLORIFYING

THE AMERICAN
<.

I It

L

PARAMOUNT
New Show World

December

riday,

6,

DAILY

1929

Coast Wire Service

Hollywood Happenings
'ourteen Productions
are Completed by F. N.

A Little

Fourteen pictures have been comThey are
eted by First National.
sally," "No, No, Nanette," "Play-

Around,"

|g

"Wedding

from "Lots"
By

Rings,"

Other Tomorrow," "Strictly Modern," "Son
K the Gods," "In the Next Room,"
Is

Here,"

"The

Flirting

Spring
hit,"

"The

Ankles,"

H ollyivood

"Murder
Widow."

Will

llvarado Cast to Play
Opposite Dolores Del Rio
Don Alvarado has been given an
nportant role in "A Sailor's Sweetwhich Dolores Del Rio will
lake for United Artists under the
motion of George Fitzniaurice. Edt,"

mnd Lowe

will play opposite her.
ithers in the cast are Ullrich Haupt,
ola D'Avril

and Adrienne d'Ambri-

ourt.

IX

years ago Russell E. Markert
was a chorus man in the first edition of the Earl Carroll "Vanities."
Today, he is one of the busiest dance

s

directors of the stage ard screen.
He is directing the dance numbers
and ensembles for "The King of
He diJazz Revue," for Universal.
rected the dances and ensembles for
"Rain or Shine," "Americana," "Just

Minute" and

a

starring the

for

La

also

Fred Niblo, veteran M-G-M
director, is back in the makeHe is working in a picup.
ture with Buster Keaton, in a
satire on the talkies, with most
of the sets taken from studio
background. He is also making preparations to start on a

Cossitt

modern Roman war story, with
Lon Chaney, but as Lon will
not make a talkie, it will be

under a long term contract by

in

*

*

*

for

*

is

directing.

RKO

*

Christie" to be

made by M-G-M.

Producers, distributors and
accessory dealers are advised to

make

early

when

this building

application— as no
other space like this can be had
is filled.

FILM CENTER BLDG.
44 th ST.

and

"He

*

Near "L" and subway

*

Supporting
dancing.
him are Ethelind Terry, Dorothy
Jordan, Josef Swickard, Nanci Price,
little

stations.

Many more attractive features
at

no more

rental.

COMPANY
CROSS & BROWN
AGENT
270

MADISON AVE.

Tel.

Caledonia 7000

Call at the building or send for illustrated booklet.

Claude King and Bruce Coleman.

Monte Blue in "His Woman"
Monte Blue has been cast for His

Woman," which First National will
Hamilton in "Benson Case"
Dec. 15. The him
Neil Hamilton has been added to place in production
by Joseph
adaptation
an
on
based
Benis
the cast of Paramount's "The
Jackson.
son Murder Case."

-

Fireproof Vaults.
Projection and Inspection Rooms.
Unequalled shipping facilities.
Exceptionally low insurance rates.

Ross conferring at Universal; J.
Grubb Alexander, Joe Jackson and
Harvey Thew chattering at First
National; Gene Towne busy at Uni-

do a

45 ™ ST

74 windows to a floor.
3 street frontages.

Loved

Novarro to Dance in Film
His role in M-G-M's "The House
Novarro
of Troy" calis upon Ramon

9 th AVENUE

Designed for the film Industry.

Our Passing Show: John Murray
Anderson, Harry Ruskin and Bob

to

Nils Asther to Talk German
Nils Asther has been slated for a
'
"Anna
role in the German version

feet up.

*

Jobyna Howland in "Radio Revels" versal.
In addition to .Robert Woolsey
and Bert Wheeler, Jobyna Howland,
noted stage actress, has been cast for
"Radio Revels," which Paul Sloane

few remaining spaces are
available in units from 600 square

Ladies," for Christies.

Gets Long-Term Contract

lichman.

The

He

act as associate producer.

a longArtists,
loan Bennett will be given a role in
Puttin' on the Ritz," starring Harry

dustry.

Albert Conti is keeping busy.
is now completing work in
"The Swan" at United Artists
and has been signed to play an
important role in support of
Warner Baxter in a new Fox
Conti
story, as yet untitled.
also appeared in "Jazz Heaven"

Gallagher Cast for Role
Donald Gallaher has been assigned
o direct Fox's "Temple Tower,"
vritten by H. C. McNeill ("Sapper")
s a sequel to "Bulldog Drummond."
t will be prepared for the screen by
Jewellyn Hughes. Chandler Sprague

With her name signed to
erm contract with United

splendid record is best
evidence that the Film Center
Building meets the highly specialized requirements of the in-

*

Harold Schuster, Fox Movietone

First "Potters" Short
He
editing "City Girl."
"Getting a Raise" is the title of the editor, is
the shears on "Four
wielded
also
being
shorts
of
irst
of the series
and
Justice"
"Frozen
nade by Warner from "The Potters" Devils,"
"South Sea Rose."
ketches of J. P. McEvoy.

vill

This

the silent version only.

Jniversal.

Named

He

at the Roxy for the
past 30 months and has thiee dancing units in vaudeville.
*
*
*

Henry La Cossitt, who wrote the
tory of "Out to Kill," has been
laced

Brothers.

dance numbers

larling.

Long Contract

"Animal Crackers,"

Marx

staged dances for George White's
He also furnished the
"Scandals."

Carroll Film Started
"Come Out of the Kitchen," with
-iancy Carroll starred, has gone into
induction at Paramount under the
irection of Wesley Ruggles. It conains musical numbers by W. Franke

i I

RALPH WILK

Furies," "Lilies of the Fields,"

["he

Loose

Over 84% Rented
To the Leaders of
The I in Industry

Film Center, Inc. Owners and Builders

ABE

N.

ADELSON,

President

#/

TAMING
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_
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SHREW
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m

ETH

TALK

W*W
Pl€KfOri> lAlfllJINf*

Opened

largeM
Saturday and Sunda
to the

gross ever taken

9 ^%K

in at

this theatre.

1

Box-Office
Rating

More

than 26,000 persons p

admissions

in

two days

at

RIVOLI-UNITED ARTIST
(2141 9EAT9;

to
"Should

UNITED
ARTISTS
for their

HITS!

every

fan

"One

-Daily Net

of the outstanding

movies of

sheer joy.

Laughable from beginning

— Eve. Worl

to end."

"One

th<

—Daily Mirrt

season.

"A

the

in

hemispheres.'

of the

most enjoyable hours

tl

screen has ever offered."

—American

"A

Itisentei

successful talking picture.

taining.

sensational

satisfy

It

holds attention.

—Si

—Telegrai
"A real treat. Good robust fun." — Telegrai

"One that

is

well

worth seeing."

UNITED

II

THE TRESPASSER

ow in its 5

//

//

th

record

eek at the

Rialto

of the most

\e

:ord breakers

astounding

Broadway has

CONDEMNED'

*2 00

The

New

of
Now

in

its

;/

TOP

HIT

York

City

week

5tr

at

the

Selwyn Theatre.

had.

3r

gated

a

new

:ord for this

e for the

FIRST

week

theatre— a new

SECOND— THIRD

by Harold

Selected
to

open

at

$2

Franklin

at the Chinese

Theatre, Los Angeles.

d FOURTH.

The

Love^One
liss

Swanson

of the songs sung
in this

picture

is

by

cast

first

opening

over

a

to

be broad-

coast- to

radio hook-up with more than

"CONDEMNED"

has been

to the fireside of millions of

RTISTS

coast

now

ping played and sung everywhere.

i

-

Star Performers in Big
Picture Making

brought

homes!

THE

a&mk
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Nezv Theaters

N-E-W-S 0-F T-H-E D-A-Y

—

Petersburg, Va. W. Frank Harris, manager of the Central Amusement Co., Inc., announces plans for a new house to be named
the Harris.
Me. Netoco's new State was
Portland,
formally opened last week.
Excavation work has startLewiston, Ida.
ed for the theater being erected here by Al

—
—

Wagner.

Albany
ly

of the

licity

— A.

—

in

the house.

—

San Diego, Calif. Elaborate ceremonies
marked the opening of the new Fox here
last

week.

—

Max Irmscher & Sons
Ft. Wayne, Ind.
have been awarded the general contract for
$1,000,000 Paramount to be erected in
East Wayne St.
The house will seat 2,400.
Nashville Construction will begin about
Jan. 1 on the proposed Paramount to cost
around $400,000.
Nashville
Crescent Amusement Co. has acquired part of the site of the old Capitol for
a new house.
Madison, Wis. The Eastwood, new community house, will open about the middle of
the

—
—

—

December.

—

Bellingham, Wash. The new Dream has
opened under the management of A. A.
Haley.
Syracuse The new Roxie. in East Syracuse, has opened with a sound policy.
Some alterations have
Burlington,
Vt.
been made in the plans for the proposed Publix house here, and construction is expected
to get under way soon.
El Paso, Tex. Publix will award contracts
in a few days for the $1,000,000 theater to
be erected on Pioneer Place, it is announced
by John Paxton, manager of the circuit's

—

—

—

houses

here.

—

Ala.
With the recent visit
of Publix officials, who inspected the progress on the Paramount now under construction here, announcement of the opening date
of the new house is expected shortly.

Montgomery,

Rittenberg, former-

director for

R-K-O

is

ficers.

pub-

houses.

—A

He

Louisville
fire which broke out
the Ideal, on Market St., abrupthalted the show, causing $2,000
damages.
Henry Reiss, manager,
after the smoke had cleared, recalled
the audience and put on another

handle all theaters in Schenectady, Albany, Troy and Syracuse.

on the

installed

S.

Farash chain, now

Co. of which Mrs. Cleo
Coppel are of-

and Alfred

Salazar

at
ly

will

Grange, Ore. The Granada, erected
site formerly occupied by the Star,
has been opened by the La Grande Theaters,
Western Electric sound equipment was
Inc.

La

Amusement

United States

—

Harrisburg
Equipment of the
Russell, was recently sold at sheriff's
sale to cover rent of $2,500, it is reported.
The entire equipment was
purchased by William E. Jones, owner, who has leased the house to new

show.

New

management.

York

Haring and Blumenthal, prominent

—

Rochester George
Kircher
has
purchased entire assets of Amgood
Theater Corp., of which the Monroe
RCA has been
is a part of the chain.

j

planning to reopen early
the Utica, Brooklyn, and
the Crescent, Bronx.
Both houses
have been altered and sound has been
realtors, are

next

month

Haring

installed.

installed.

&

Blumentha

formerly owned a large chain of
Quebec Following up the law pro- houses in New York and New Jersey
hibiting children under 16 entering a before entering the real estate busi-

—

picture theater, a move now is under
foot to require juveniles to be in their
homes by 8:30 p. m. in winter and
9:30 p. m. in summer.

Cleveland

—

Jack

Flanaga,

of

Tri-State Motion Pictures, who has
been on the coast for the past month,
leaves for New York via the Panama
Canal expecting to arrive here Dec.
14.

—

ness.

The

E. Horn, of the De Kalb Amusement Co., will reopen the De Kalb,
J.

Brooklyn.
The house was formerly
operated by the S. & S. Circuit and
has been closed for over a year.
Sound pictures will be the policy.

M. Machella will soon reopen the
Ideal, Brooklyn, which has been dormant for about a year. Alterations

Samuel Pinanski, are being made and sound is being inNatick, Mass.
head of the New England Theaters stalled.
Judson New Michigan House
Operating Corp., has opened his new
Irving Cohen has been appointed
Muskegon, Mich. Paul Schloss- Colonial here. The house seats 1,500
man has decided upon Judson as the and is under the management of Mrs. manager of the Palestine for the Manname of his new 2,000 seat house Nancy G. Harris, president of the hattan Playhouses, Inc. He was forbeing built here.
The house is Harris Construction Co., which erect- merly with Fox Metropolitan.
named after builder Ross W. Jud- ed the house.
son, president of Continental Motors,
who leased the house to Schlossman.
Foreign
San Francisco Mrs. Kate Cramer,
Opening is expected to be about who operated the Annex for many
Berlin Emil Jannings is on locaMarch 1.
years, has sold the house to Mexican tion making scenes for his
latest
UFA picture, "Actress Frohlich"
which is being directed by Joseph

—

—

M.P.T.O.A. Aids P. 0.
on Xmas Shipments

—

von Sternberg.

London
who is a

— Sir

M.P.T.O.A.

is

cooperating

with the Post Office in expediting
early mailing of letters, gifts, etc.,
for the coming Christmas holidays.

A

special letter of request is being
sent all theater owners to the effect
that special slides urging necessity
of early mailing of holiday matter be
thrown on the screen during the first
week of December in order to facilitate mailing and avoid delay of shipments.
This is the eighth year^B
national exhibition body has lent itaid in furthering the need for prompt
deliveries.

Sale of

Bay Shore House

Brings 2 Court Actio
Dispute over the sale of the
Shore, Bay Shore, L. I., by

York

Investors,

Inc.,

to

B;

N

Pruden

Playhouses, Joseph Seider, pre!
dent, has resulted in the filing c
request for receiver by the seller aj
institution of proceedings for eji
tion of
Charles M. Moses, m
operating the house and a partner

New York

Investors, by the buySeider purchased the house
Oct. 19, took title on the 28 of I
year, and has not been able to gi
tains.
possession of the house.
The Prjdence Co. foreclosed on Mike Glynn,
Berlin About 50 peasants from former operator, recently, and apthe Australian Alps recently visited pointment of a receiver has been apthe
studios at Neubabelsberg proved by Judge Dunne of the Suand watched production progress on preme Court, Suffolk County, and
"The Immortal Vagabond."
only awaits signature.
In his suit,
Seider asks back rent, profits, profits
Amsterdam "Eveline" and "Sec- exhibitor should have made, et
ond Hand Clothes," two Ufatone Both Moses and Seider could not
shorts, were recently exhibited at the be reached yesterday for statements.

Frederick O'Connor,

director of British Filmcraft, has made a film record of his
last hunt over the Himalayan Moun-

er.

—

No
??*%o,

e^A
s%

.-*<*

UFA

Charge!

This charming hotel surrounded by green lawns
and sun porches is the only Hotel in Atlantic City
serving breakfast in your room without charge.
The bedrooms are built for comfort;
each with its own private bath, large
closets, modern furnishings, bridge and
reading lamps and three or more windows to the room. Everything is cozy
and homelike.
Chas. A. Berry
H. L. Fiarbairn

Owner

*

^"

Manager
— CONTINENTAL PLAN
—

—

Rembrandt

B

here.

Prague— "The

—

Wonderful

Lie

of

Petrowna," UFA picture directed by Erich Pommer, has had its
run extended a fourth week at the
Kino Metro.

Xina

— Premiere

Cleveland George Heinbuch has
returned to the business after M\
absence of eight years as manager
of the Superior, Superior Ave. and
East 85th St.
Frank Gross is the
present owner. Pacent equipment has

been installed, and the house
been completely remodeled.

has

"Manoleseu"
Odeon. The
Talkers for Ohio House
picture is a Bloch-Rabinowitsch proXenia, O.
The Orpheum ha*
duction being distributed by UFA.
adopted a policy of talking pictures.
Sofia

was recently held

of

at the

—

Bit Of Humanity
Extracts

From a Few

of the

Many

Letters

Received by The
FILM DAILY RELIEF FUND During 1929
"Herewith receipt for funeral expense
and ticket for Mrs. * * * The prompt
manner in which this was handled

they have done for me. I know they
will be pleased to know that I have gotten a good start on the road to recovery

makes one

and

feel that this charity

fund

well worth while and I shall be glad
to continue to support it."

it is

all

due to their help."

is

*
tried all of the big companies
here for work and being in need of
money they told me to go to the Film
Daily. Thank God for the help you

"I

have

gave me."
•

"May God

you gentlemen and
watch over you and yours and reward
you for your kindness to me and my
bless

children."

"I do not

know how

to

thank you for

your kind and speedy financial help
which could not have reached me at a
more opportune time."

"Truly a tear came to my eye when I
opened your magnificent letter of May
10th and found therein a cheque for
$125 for * * *. How to thank you adequately is absolutely beyond me."
"Sincerely thank you and the commit-

thank you and the
other gentlemen from the bottom of my
heart for your kindness toward me and
my children. We would be hungry
only for your kindness and I hope and
pray God will reward you."

"Mr. Alicoate,

I

•

"My sincere thanks to you good

gentlehearts that came in
distress."

men and your good
time to help me in my
.

•

"Please convey to the committee, Mr.
Brandt, my sincerest thanks for all

No Dollar

to Charity

Than One Given

to This

what you have done for me.
That $20 meant $200 to me. Don't
tee for

think for a minute that I will ever forget

it."

"Just a note to let you know how
pleased * * * was when I delivered your
message and gift to him. He said you
and the rest of the committee were
wonderful friends and great fellows.
His eyes filled with tears and he could
scarcely speak but he did manage to
j>
say 'God bless him.'

Can Buy More Relief
Cause in

YOUR

Industry

THE

DAILY

14

3 CHECKS FOR $100 EACH

HELP SWELL RELIEF FUND
(Continued from Page 1)
Christmas in order to take care of
the needy cases in this industry.

Other contributions were
from N. L. Manheim, T.
liams, M. J. Kandell and
Ornstein.
Although this
fund's best day so far, the

received

W.

WilWilliam

was the
drive has
not yet started to bring in the big
results
anticipated, according to the
committee, and those who have been
holding back are again urged to come
across at once instead of waiting to
see what the other fellow is going
to do.

Get Your Name on
This List!
Ned Depinet

$100

Al Lichtman
Dr. A. H. Giannini

00
100
100
100
100
50
1

Thomas Meighan
Motion Picture Salesmen, Inc
Jack Alicoate
E. A. Schiller

Contributions

Up

to
$25.

and including

Associated Motion Picture Advertisers
Herman Stan-

Albany Film Trade Board
N.

L.

Manheim

W.

Williams
M. J. Kandell
William Ornstein
T.

7,000,000 WEEKLY ATTEND

Friday,

(Continued from Page

than

we had

"There has
1928 in our
mately 20 per
expansion and
production of

"The plans
1930,
1929,

been an increase in 1929 over
investment of approxicent made necessary by normal
the further preparation for the
sound pictures and the elaboration of the facilities for their reproduction.
This includes the amusement field and also
the preparation for expansion in the production of pedagogic, scientific and religious pictures.
In the entertainment field alone our
exchanges in the United States handle 25,000
miles of film every day.
"To conduct the normal operation and to
meet the new conditions necessitated by sound
and to maintain the changed condition, the
number of employees today as compared to
this time last year has increased 26}4
per
cent in production, 9 per cent in distribution
and 1 1 \A per cent in theater operation.
"The total expenditure in 1929 over 192S
on account of production has increased 22!^
per cent, for distribution 14-1/3 per cent and
for theater operation 14J4 per cent.
In each
instance a considerable proportion of this increase is an increased aggregate of wages.
"60J4 per cent more was spent in 1929
than in 1928 for theater construction and
purchases; in alteration and repairs to theaters 29 per cent more this year than last.
'The expenditures for advertising and ex
ploitation increased in
1929 over 1928 by
12J4 per cent in production, 43-1/3 per cent

17J4 per cent in theater operafor

the

six
six
in the

first

compared with the

first

months
months
number

&

Skinner Signed by F. N.
to Make Five Talkers
(Continued from Page 1)
ing for his services in five pictures

during that period. While no information is available as to his first
vehicle, it is intimated that it will be
an original, all dialogue and probably made in technicolor.
Skinner
will leave for the Coast shortly.

capital

:

to studios and studio
increase 11 $-2 per cent."

repairs

months

equipment

wil!

Hays said "Plans for the first
of 1930 call for an increase in ex-

Continuing,
six

:

ploitation expenditures over the like period in
1929 of 17-4/5 per cent in the studios, 17J4
per cent in distribution, and 3J4 per cent in

I

theater operation.
"Because the increased production of the
quality sound picture of the last six months
will be in circulation in the first half of 1930,
there will be a still further substantial increase in the attendance.
This increase in
attendance and the increase in production are
both significant, not only as a measure of this
industry's progress but in relation to the film's
value as the sales instrumentality for all
other American manufactured products."

Sees Ownership Legality
Question in First National Suit
brought by the Federal Government
violation
of
the
Clayton

IS

anti-trust act.

The

letter follows:
"As you have probably noted in the daily
press, a proceeding has been instituted against
Many inquiries
as under the Clayton Act.
have been made to us about the suit, and it
seemed desirable that we tell all our stockholders wdiat we have stated to those v,li<>
have inquired.
"Contrary to reports which have appeared
in the press and
to an impression which
seems to have arisen therefrom, this suit is
(It does
not based upon the Sherman Taw.
not allege that our company is a monopoly
or trust under that law, and no attempt is
made to dissolve our company.
The 'only
iiuestion involved is the legality of the ownership of First National Pictures,' Inc. and the
suit is directed solely to that question and
nothing else.)
Our original interest in First

Pictures was acquired as part of
the assets of the Stanley Company of America
when we acquired our interest in the Stanley
Company.
Our further acquisition of First

National

position

and are not

fearful

as

to

in

the

in

of

BLAIR

Warner's ca

helped to celebrate

Thanksgiving of his nie
Madeline O'Donnell, at "Foy Acre
New Rochelle. Little Madeline is
daughter of the former Madeline
and Bill O'Donnell, treasurer of
first

.

44th St. Theater.

Weiss Bros, have just made si
eral additions to the cast of "Ple\
ant Sins," now being made here i
der the direction of Irvin Willa.
Charles Starrett, who just closed]

Adams," has replaced
Thompson as leading man and ~
ward Taylor, Charles Purcell at
Sam Ash all have important pan
"Claire

It's easy to tell where Edmund
J<
eph of Warner's writing staff corrB
by his skill at laying out classy advertisements.
His father, WilliJ
Joseph, has been advertising mana

M

Houston (Tex.) Chronicle, far
many years and Ed is a real "chi

of the

off the old

block."

Olyn Landick, who

is well knom
vaudeville patrons as a femak.

to

impersonator, played his first screm
role in "All Stuck
Up," whid
George LeMaire just completed at
the Pathe Sound Studios. Landick,
ivho first donned lady's clothes as a

Navy

omnibus proceeding.

But

this

is

picture.

Harry McNaughton, who did "(M
Boulevard" for Columbia and

the

"Stand To" for RCA, has signed
do three shorts for Pathe to be ft
lowed by a feature for the same coj
pany.

Herbert Ashton, Jr., author
"Brothers," stage hit has gone
the Coast to join Columbia's writi;
staff.

Harry Short

em-

not true.
The suits have no connection with each other, except that they
were brought under Section 7 of the Clayton
Act ami were both brought at the same time."

is

doing a short

No pun

Paramount.

intended.

phatically

E. C. Mills Named President
Radio Music Company
of

New

firm, to be known as the Radio Music Co., will be linked with talking

FOY,
" department,

our
out-

come.
"Moreover, while First National Pictures is
profitable and important, it forms but a comparatively small part of our business.
"Finally, we wish to correct another erroneous impression which seems to have gained
some currency. The fact that this proceeding
against us was instituted simultaneously with
the institution of another proceeding of a
like nature against_another group of corporation- in our field not affih'ated with us, has
caused some people to believe that the two
proceedings were related to each other or that
our company is in some way a joint defendant with this other group of corporations
in

FUCK

N.

entertainer during the wcM
his first professional appearunder ance in men's attire when he ap-,
pears during the beginning of ffl

However, we have confidence

facts.

HARRY

By

makes

National Picture- followed naturally,
the circumstances, from this.
"From the allegations of the petition, we
are forced to conclude that the Government
is under a misapprehension as to the actual

(Continued from Page

Film Academy to Honor
Weber, Fields on Coast

of
of
of
in

provide an increase
employees in production of 8'A per cent,
distribution 5'A
per cent and in theater
operation 1 J/J per cent.
"There will "be an increase of 15J4 per cent
in the total expenditures on account of production in the first six months of 1930 as
compared with the same period of 1929, in
distribution an increase of 3-4/5 per cent, and
in theater operation 1-2/3 per cent.
Again
in all three of these branches there will be
an aggregate wage increase, amounting in
the case of production to 25 J4 per cent."
Commenting on theater construction and
structure, Hays said
"Alteration and repairs
to theaters will increase 10^4 per cent in the
first six months of 1930 over the like period
in
1929; and the addition, betterment and

expected.

—

1)

in distribution,
tion.

to lay plans for the 1930 expansion,
with which we shall steadily proceed,
we had estimated that the 1929 audience increase would be i0,000,00C
weekly; the facts are 5,000,000 bettei

alleging
(.Continued from Page 1)
the London area.
The atendance
figures are based on the filling of
theaters only twice a week by different individual patrons, and it is
claimed that this makes the estimate
fairly conservative.
Picture patrons
do not show any signs of having
reached the saturation point in this
country, according to Harris
Gillow, and theater construction is under way on a large scale.
The last
official figures showed well over 200
projects throughout Great Britain.

6.

Theater Attendance Increases
Shots from!
15,000,000 Weekly, Hays Says Short
New York Studio:

(Continued from Page 1)

GREAT BRITAIN THEATERS

December

1)

and Walter S. Fischer.
Feist and Fischer will continue to
do business as separate companies for

Warner Bros. Invading
Milwaukee Territoi
(Continued from Page 1)

Milwaukee, who is no
York.
Fox and Universal now domina

R. Freuler of
in

New

the district.

"Love Parade" Boasts Record
"The Love Parade," with Mai

M

and Jeannette
going into its fourth we
The actors' branch of the Acadethe present.
With the catalogs of at the Criterion, New York, with t
my of Motion Picture Arts and
both companies available to syn- house boasting the bigger advan
Sciences will give a dinner soon for
chronizers on the same basis as the sale it ever had, according to Pa
a group of comedians including Lew
service
provided by other music mount.
Fields and Joe Weber.
houses, it is expected that the resources and scope of the Radio MuGibbons Succeeds Panos
Bucyrus House Started
tional Broadcasting Co., is chairman sic
Co. operations eventually will
Rochester Andrew
Gibbons
Bucyrus, O. Ground has been of the board.
Other directors are bring other publishers into its fold. Medina has assumed duties as ma
broken for the new $250,000 theater Paul D. Cravath, E. E. Shumaker, The new venture does not involve ager of the Majestic following resi
being built here.
Leo Feist, H. P. Davis, E. F. Bitner any sale of stock, Mills stated.
nation of Elias Panos.

—

pictures through R-K-O and with the
phonograph industry through VictorRadio.
E. C. Mills, formerly president of the American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers,
is president of the company, and M.
H. Aylesworth, president of the Na-

rice

Chevalier

Donald

is

—

IV s sweeping the country

like wildfire!
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WILLIAM FOX

6

fh

week

4 amazing
weeks at the Palace where record for THE COCK EYED
WORLD was SMASHED! Now playing 2nd week, Strand,
record -wrecking

to capacity business

5

fh

sensational

EYED

week

Cincinnati

at Strand, Louisville.

after

Broke THE

COCK

WORLD record and still playing to turnaway business.

week at Apollo, Indianapolis. Right on the heels of
THE COCK EYED WORLD, smashing the record established
S. R.

4

O.

by that record -smasher

4

fh

3

rcj

2

in

^^^

tremendous week at Chinese, Los Angeles and
ing to turnaway business

still

play-

smashing week at Strand, Milwaukee, following 18 -hour
day business resulting from capacity crowds clamoring
for THE COCK EYED WORLD

nd wee k

at Avon, Utica, normally a split-week house.

ness so sensational picture held over

Busi-

and beating previous

weekly record established by THE COCK EYED WORLD.

Balahan and Katz
pick this winner to
open December 28
McVickers, Chicago
„.

ECORD

after

RECORD
I

ilORD
T „o»s»»os

EK

after

WEEK

»n.i

o

„p

|S

BREM"" G

Polish up the cash rev* .er and
get

HOT
tor

FIFI

DORSAY

PARIS

sings

"Sweet Nothings of Love"
"If You Want to See Paree

More

cock eyed than THE COCK
EYED WORLD, quaking with quips, one hearty,
healthy laugh right after the other from start to
finish at McLaglen and Brendel chasing the girls
from Paris to La Havre, Fifi Dorsay in particular.

COCK

THE
are

still

EYED

WORLD

breaking records

hilarious farce

.-

SUNNY

SIDE UP

just

until this

— but
wait
bow — then you'll

makes its
know
what record breaking means.

ED BEATTY:
R
FO
PAWS

GWfl^uMA;--ND FOR »**_•

and

VICTOR McLAGLEN

ZE , TS

FIFI

DORSAY w EL BRENDEL
Dialog by William K.Wells

Music by

OfSTMElHE/

Walter Donaldson and Edgar
Story

,

s

Leslie

and Direction by

RAOUL WALSH

B
A ORE A«*

CK EYED

Released December

22nd

A Talking, Singing, Laughing Mirthquake
presented by

HAS

WA.SH
RAO Ut
BUILS-EYE

UhE
\

iBUbj

OFF» CE

^

Rox .
a Christmas
present and grab this

H ,T

Merry money maker fron

.Hit.

ive yourself
-

William Fox

i

i
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Price 25 Cents

presents

Joseph
i

Schi Id Kraut
%t.

a corking drama of a battle against the
cruelest gang of racketeers the underworld
has yet uncovered ... a box-office beauty!
in

EDWARD

h

I

the

latest

the

<!.

ROB1NSI

play,

"Kibitzi

underworld chief, and
Harold Lloyd's
Knit,

leading

lady,

as

the

b

und whom this amazing drama
Robertson
John
A
tram
Production
Hon-)/ La Cossit.

the

story

by

Ifothing but BIG ONESfiom UNIVERSAL//
'

KEEP

POSTED

ON DEPENDABLE
TIPS ON SILENT,
SOUND SHORTS.
AND FEATURES

All the news of the

field

Theater Equipment
A

service department that serves

LATEST PICTURE
BOX OFFICE REVIEWS

EVERYWHERE
ARE RECOGNIZED
THvAT

AS THE AUTHORITY

Score Another Touchdown
for MACK SENNETT with
££

NEW
Ai

\)acW

11

The

AM

IK

g»V»
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"
Iv
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TH*

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCDANGES,
K. W:

HAMMOXS,

President

Member. Motion Picture Producer* and Distributor* of America.

Inc.. Will

H. Bare. Praident

Inc.

—
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Reported Acquiring Nine More

Chicago

in

tRUSTEESHIP TO AID FOX FINANCIALLY
ox Sets Grandeur Picture House Chain for Canada

<

ithanson, Holt in Deal
First in Montreal

and Toronto
— A Canadian

chain of
ses equipped for presentation of
indeur pictures is planned by Fox
conjunction with N. L. Nathanson,
ittawa

FOX REPORTED SEEKING

director of Famous
vers Canadian, and Sir Robert
It
of Montreal, also formerly a
ctor of Famous Players CanaThis is a step in the Grandeur
n
(Continued on Page 10)

mer managing

TWO IN CHICAGO LOOP
reported to be
Chicago— Fox
is

seeking two sites in the Loop district.
One may be at Dearborn and
Madison Sts. and will be included in
the addition being built to the Morrison Hotel. The other theater site is
sought for a newsreel house with the

Adams,

the

Castle

and

Randolph

being considered.

I

E.

HAS WIRED
THEATERS
installations

ourid

IN
for

Fox Completes 30 Films
Western

Of
3,898.
been made

this

number

3,006
in the

in theaters
ted States, the balance having
n installed in foreign countries.

e

IURICE BLOCH FUNERAL

As a solution to problems involving short-term notes understood to
approximate $91,000,000, William Fox has authorized the forming of a
five-year trusteeship which will aid him in administering his financial affairs
as they apply to his companies. John E. Otterson, of Electrical Research
Products, Inc. and Harry Stuart of
Halsey, Stuart and Co. are the trusSupplementary aid will come
tees.
in U. S.
from Charles E. Hughes and his firm,
Fox is one of "the Big Three"
Hughes, Schurman & Dwight.
among chain exhibitors in this
No change in the Fox structure or
country.
Houses operated by
(Continued on Page 10)
Fox in the United States approximate 1,200, according to
a recent statement from William Fox.
Additionally, Fox
FOX FILM CORP. ASSETS

1,200 Houses

controls

of 50 on 1929-30 List

WORLD

throughout the world now

ctric
1

3,

Otterson and Stuart to Help Solve Problems;
No Change in Plan of Operation

Out
ed by

$2

Gaumont

chain

aters in Great Britain.

of 50 feature pictures announcWilliam Fox on his 1929-30

Most

recently announced expansion calls for expenditure
of $15,000,000 in construction
for 24 houses at the Coast.

schedule, 30 already have been completed and six of these have received
a

the

which comprises about 300 the-

Broadway showing.

Grandeur and Newsreel Houses
Pioneered by Fox Organization

WILL BEJELD SUNDAY SEES NEED TO MAP FILMS

Not only has William Fox been
one of the pioneers in the production
and exhibition field, but ample power

of his belief in the industry's capafuneral services will be held Sunbilities were demonstrated last SepIN DETAIL
at Universal Funeral Chapel, 597
tember when his company developed
(Continued on Page 10)
cington Ave., for Maurice Bloch,
lority leader in the State House West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Rep. and for years a staunch
Los Angeles—The time has come Continental Accessories
Among when
a nd of the film industry.
motion pictures must be mapOpening
in L. A.
Alc 2r measures he sponsored at
ped out to the minutest detail before
Harold Rodner, president of Con(Continued on Page 12)
actual production is started, accord-

BEFORE START

I

Branch

ing to Cecil B.

I

LIEF

FUNDlMMinEE

Surges more response
l/ith only $188 received yesterday,
fifth day of the drive for

U

THE

l.M DAILY RELIEF FUND,
committee issues another call for
,e generous responses from the
Iple

of the industry in the aid of

t|r less fortunate brothers and sisAt the present rate of returns
(Continued on Page 2)

t|.

"To

De

tinental

Mille.

the
succeed
(Continued on Page 2)

under

present

is

Theater

leaving for

Accessories,

Los Angeles

to

Inc.,

June

last.

29,

This compares with

assets figured at $74,003,276 Dec.
Total current and working
29, 1928.
(Continued on Page 10)

5 TECHNICOLOR FEATURES

NOW RUNNING ON B'WAY
Five Technicolor features are now
running on Broadway, with four of

The
in the $2 special class.
quartet consists of "Show of
Shows," "General Crack," "Rio Rita"
and "Hollywood Revue," while the
them
big

is

"Gold Diggers of Broadway"
(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 2)

of terest centers are the Avalon and
Jeffrey in the South Shore district,
understood
Publix
Englewood and the
Strafford in
&
Publix-B.
to be under way with
Capitol on the Southwest side.
theaters
nine
acquire
to
about
K.
National is operating the houses as
comprising the National Playhouses
(Continued on Page 2)
inTheaters in which chief
chain.
in this territory is

$91,220,709

Assets of Fox Film Corp. are
placed at $91,220,709 in a consolidated
balance sheet just issued and covering the six months' period ending

open a other

National Theaters Acquisition
To Strengthen Chicago Position
Chicago— Further strengthening

NOW UP TO

Sunday Film Club
Portsmouth,

O.— Friends

of

Sunday shows have organized
a club as a further step in the
fight to bring Sabbath picture

shows
local

here. The aim is to get
theater owners to show

films on Sundays to audiences
composed of members and their
guests.

!

THE

sSBfr*
DAILY
FUND COMMITTEE

RELIEF

^^^^
Sunday, December

58

8.

1929

Price

(Continued from Page
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Financial

be possible to take care of the many
cases recommended as worthy of attention.
Last year more than $6,500
was paid out of the fund and the committee reports that the new year's
relief work will require a greater expenditure if all the deserving cases
are to be properly handled. The committee expresses the hope that the
week-end will afford the busy folks
an opportunity to give a thought to

and
showing Monday.

this
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bondholders and mortgagees whose
claims against the

Film Board of Trade, collected, $38.
Checks also were received from W.
F. Rodgers, Indianapolis Film Board
of Trade, Omaha Film Board of
Trade and Don Malkames, of HazelPa.

Ned Depinet
Al

Lichtman

Dr. A. H. Giannini

Thomas Meighan
Motion Picture Salesmen, Inc
Jack Alicoate
E. A. Schiller
(Continued on Page 10)

RUNNING ON

Publix recently took control of the
Brothers' Granada and Marboro, de luxe houses, having a seating of more than 4,000, in which
they formerly had a 30 per cent interest.

At

the Publix
nothing was

office

it

was

New York home
known concerning

BUY

Milstein
(Continued from Page 1)

uled for Broadway later this month.
These are "Pointed Heels," opening
Dec. 20 at the Paramount; "The
Mysterious Island," coming to the
Capitol on the same date; "Devil
May Care," Ramon Novarro special,
opening Dec. 23 at the Astor; Marilyn Miller in "Sally" and Mae Murray's "Peacock Alley," both opening Dec. 30, at houses not yet named.

(Continued from Page 1)

branch
be the

This will
first step in the expansion of
the organization, and it is planned to
put other branches into operation
office in that city.

Of

THEATER FOR RENT
Brighton Theater, Brighton Beach,
Coney Island— Fully equipped— Rental
$15,000 per annum, immediate possession — House open for inspection at
times— For particulars communicate with
all

John G. Cavanagh

Phone MURray

30 E. 42nd
Sill 5954

St.

Named

Coast

Los

Bureau,

Trade Board

been named
Angeles Film Board of Trade.

has

at

Meeting
11

Opening
12

Dec.

14

Dec.

23

Paramount

of

ex-

stockholders

at New York.
Conference of M. P. Distributors
of Canada at Hotel King Edward,
Toronto.
of

"The Sky Hawk"

Gaiety.

AM

Opening

House

of

in

at

N.

Y.
Weekly
PA luncheon at
Paramount Hotel, N. Y.
Opening of "The Virginian"
Rialto, N. Y.
the

Dec.

Carolina
Pinehurst.

the

Little

the

at

Picture

New York City.
May Care"

Premiere of "Devil
Astor, N. Y.

at

"A Continental Night," an alltalking-singing-dancing short in three
languages, English, French and German, has been completed by Columbia.

It features

Fay Marbe,

musical

comedy and

vaudeville headliner, who
her knowledge of foreign

acquired
tongues while appearing abroad
two years. Col. Jasper E. Brady

for
di-

rected the picture.
First to Book W. E. Trailers
First houses to book the free trailers for use in introducing Western
Electric sound system are the Durrell, Cambridge, Mass., and the Or-

pheum, Second Ave., New York, it
announced by C. W. Bunn, general
sales manager of Electrical Research
is

Products.

Must Return to England
Anthony Bushell, the British actor
who recently worked in "Disraeli,''

THE FILM DAILY

—Jake Milstein
president of the

Inc.,

Is

President

Angeles

unit at

hibitors'

Dec.

Pictures,

Short in Three Languages
Completed by Columbia

TO MAP FILMS

L. A. Film

West

will
for

be forced to return to England

two months under a provision

oi

He will then
laws.
to resume work in

Los the immigration
be

permitted

Hollywood.

Henry King in N. Y.
Henry King arrives in New York
Saturday from Florida where he comcutting of "Hell's Harbor,"
which he directed.
pleted

Dunphy Chairman

of

Audio

Christopher Dunphy, of Palmer &
Co., has been named chairman of
Audio Pictures Corp.

BROOKS
THE NAME YOU GO BY
WHEN YOU GO TO BUY

COSTUMES
GOWNS AND UNIFORMS
14-37 B'WAY. NY.
TEL 5580
- ai <irt 25.000 COS"njK<l£$ to B£NT

Let Us Solve Your Problems
Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

later.

New

Dec.

Bros.

Wilmington, Del.
9-10
Meeting of North

stated Friday.

DETAIL BEFORE START

IN

"Hunting Tigers" opens at Geo.
M. Cohan, N. Y.
Annual meeting of stockholders of

Warner

Marx

(Continued from Page 1)
conditions of intense competition a
film producer," he says, "must make
his picture at his desk before he ever
goes near a camera.
Our present
$100
100 technique is to produce scripts that
100 can be shot more or less 'as is.'
The
100 old plan of shooting too many scenes
100
and then editing the extra foot100
50 age was not conducive to the best
art.
The great trick of drama is to
keep your story flowing smoothly,
and that is impossible if you have to
lift out whole sequences.
The preliminary blue pencil is today the
most valuable aide-de-camp of the
modern picture maker."

playing the Strand at popular prices
after its recent run at the Winter
Garden.
Six other Technicolors are sched-

9

company approxi-

5 TECHNICOLOR FEATURES

NOW

Dec.

mate $6,000,000.

New York SEES NEED

•<**>.,..,.•..>>.>>...».*.>•> Continental Accessories
Opening Branch in L. A.
8

Eastman Films

(Continued from Page 1)
receiver for Cooney Bros., former operators with Publix understood to be
ready to guarantee protection for

Yesterday's chief contributors were
Keystone Engraving Co., $50; Buffalo Film Board of Trade, collected

LAST PRICE QUOTED

*&
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SOUND PICTURES
for the Hard -of- Hearing!
THAT you may bring even more patrons
to

your box

office, Electrical

Research

— and
enjoyment of the show —
to

your box

to give

office

now ready

is

Products makes available sound picture

installation as

apparatus for the hard-of-hearing.

Western Electric Sound System.

Approximately 15,000,000 people in
country

means

have

to attract

This equipment

is

for

standard

further proof that

it

pays to choose Western Electric. With this

one seventh of those in

system you are assured the benefits of

your community are so

ment

a part of your

full

which

defective

that almost

this

them

hearing,

affected.

The

equip-

your share of these people

every

new development

sound repro-

in

duction apparatus.
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Cruze to Make Eight Talker Films
Total Cost of Production to Reach $3,000,000— Color Device Developed by M-G-M Director—Edwin Carewe
to Produce for Kennedy Fox Starts 15 Educat'l Celebrating 1st Yr. in Sound Field Wilk's Paragraphs

—

—

SIX

MONTH'S SCHEDULE TO

—

A Little from "Lots"

BE MADE AT THREE STUDIOS
James Cruze, Inc., with James
Cruze, director, head, plans eight
talking productions to cost approximately

$3,000,000,

according

to

an

announcement by Nat Cordish, vice
president of the company. The pro-

gram is to be completed within six
months and will be made at three
namely, the company's
own plant on Gower St., MetropoliFour
tan and Educational studios.
of the eight features will be directed
by James Cruze and the others by
Walter Lang. Among the films listed
are "Circus Parade," a novel by Jim
Tully, "The Big Fight," "Ann Boyd,"
"The Soul of the Tango," "The
Pioneer Mother," "Once a Gentleman" and "Clipped Wings" which is
in production under direction of Walter Lang.
local studios,

Educational Celebrating
First

Year

in

Sound Field

all-talking comedies already released, Educational is
celebrating the first anniversary of its
On Deentry into the sound field.
cember 9, 1928, "The Lion's Roar,"
Mack Sennett talking comedy, the
first to be distributed by Educational,
was released by Educational's 36 exchanges in the United States and

With 40 two-reel

Canada.

Second McEvoy Sketch
has started on "Good Manners," the second Vitaphone Variety
based on the J. P. McEvoy "Potters"
The cast comprises Lusketches.
Starts

Work

cian Littlefield, Lucille Ward, Mary
Hutchinson, Billy Taft, Junior Bailey,
Del Henderson and Dot Farley.

Role for Myrna Kennedy

Myrna

Kennedy

will

play

with

Lawrence Gray in M-G-M's "The
Song Writer," which Marshall Neilan will direct.
Bartels in

Murder Yarn

Louis John Bartels has been signed
by Paramount to play with William
Powell in "The Benson Murder
Case," one of the S. S. Van Dine
Lothar Mendes will dimysteries.
rect.

Work Hard on "Happy Days"
Benjamin Stoloff and the cast of
"Happy Days" are working overtime
to get the film completed in
record time.
at

Fox

By

of

M-G-M.

NEW COLOR PROCESS

RALPH WILK

PRODUCERS

OUR

of Spanish talking
Passing Show: Douglas Gilpictures who use actors who have
more and his representative, Haror use a Castilian accent only are en- ry Wurtzel, chatting at Fox; Geoffrey
dangering the success of their pic- Shurlock busy at Paramount; Wiltures in Spanish -speaking countries, liam Sistrom, Carl Hovey, Donald
according to Mrs. Eva Bohr, man- Crisp and Howard Estabrook conager of the Spanish Latin American ferring at Pathe; Josiah Zv.ro. Dr.
Film Bureau. "Castilia is a part of Hugo Reisenfeld, Frederick Zelnick
Spain, and Spain is one of the few, Adolph Tandler, A. Alexander and
if
not the only Spanish-speuking Miss Nanette Reisenfeld at the Eir.il
country in which many of its prov- Hilb musicale.
*
*
*
inces use dialects," said Mrs. Bohr.
"Producers should insist on their
Lee Garmes, ace cameraman,
players using a pure and correct
is in charge of photography on
Spanish and employ actors who speak
"The Song of the Flame." He
with
no pronounced accent and
also did the camera work on
whose diction is clear. They should
"Disraeli" and "The Barker."
*
*
*
insist that these actors speak every
line that is in the 'script,' correctly,
e r v y n
LeRoy,
Hollywood's
and thus they will have an ideal youngest director, is directing "Show
commercial Spanish talking picture.
Girl in Hollywood." He has directed
*
*
*
several
Colleen Moore and Alice
William Hamilton, veteran film White pictures.
He also directed
editor, edited "Rio Rita," "Street Eddie
Buzzell in "Little Johnny
Girl" and "Hit the Deck" for RKO, Jones."
*
*
*
before coming to the Coast was active in the East, where he cut sevDolph Zimmer has followed Horeral Richard Barthelmess-J ohn Bar- ace Greeley's advice. The well known
rymore productions, including Eastern assistant director motored
"Classmates," "Enchanted Cottage" to the Coast. Zimmer acquired his
and "Shore Leave." Hamilton also first studio experience with Vitaedited "Our Dancing Daughters."
graph 13 years ago.

William Worthington, director, has
developed a new multicolor camera
which, it is claimed, bids fair to
revolutionize color photography. Four
years ago Worthington directed Ses-

Hayakawa and other players in
many features and then retired to d&|

sile

vote his time to color photography.

The

results of his experiments at the
studio, while at present not
known, are said to be different from
other color processes.

M-G-M

M

Edwin Carewe

to Produce
'The Spoilers' for Kennedy

THE
Doorway

of Hospitality

Fox

to Start Fifteen
Productions This Month

In association with Joseph KenFifteen pictures will be started at
Edwin Carewe will produce Fox this month, representing the
"The Spoilers." The production prob- largest number of films ever to be
ably will be released through United placed in production by the company
Artists or Pathe.
No definite agree- in a single month, it is claimed.
ment as to director has been announced.
Fire on "All Quiet" Set
Several hundred dollars in property
Long Contract for Roy Mack
Roy Mack, director of shorts for were checked against losses on "All
Warner, has been given a long term Quiet on the Western Front," when
contract.
a fire broke out recently on the
schoolroom set.
Actors rehearsing
Three-Year Contract for Berman
were not injured due to quick work
Pandro Berman, assistant to Wil- of a bucket brigade.
liam Le Baron of R-K-O, has been
signed to a three-year contract.
nedy,

"Reno Bound" Completed
Harry Green WifTTJack Oakie
~
"Reno Bound," Warner short, has
Harry Green will have a role in been completed by Howard BretherParamount's "Marco Himself," based ton. In the cast are Franklin Pangon a story by Octavus Roy Cohen. horn and Bernice Elliott.
Jack Oakie will have the lead.

M-G-M
M-G-M

Film "Five and Ten"
has acquired rights to
"Five and Ten," the Fannie Hurst

JC/NTER

the

doorway
rayerf
W

aoaaa,
popular hoitelry and you fed at hoaaa>
Thara'i an atmoaphere of cordial walLcaaa*
which mark* th« difference betweea the
cfal*

Hollywood Plaza and ordinary hotel*
Tour room, too, he* that added
of dlitioction. Picture* on the wall,
•ruffed furniture, a floor lamp and reading
lamp . . . the** are but a few of the featara*
that make you feel at home.
Ptg'n Whiitla Dining Service Inmree eh*
boat of food. Therefore, when you are aaa*
la Loe Angela* bo sure to Inveetigate.

THE HOLLYWOOD

to

novel.

M-G-M

Scenario Staff
Paul Dickey and A. E. Thomas
have been added to the scenario staff
Join

M-C-M DIRECTOR DEVELOPS

writing dialogue for

Frank Vert RKO Drapery Head
Frank Vert is now head of the
drapery department at

RKO.

"Paradise Ahoy"

HOTEL
Vine Street at Hollywood Boulevard

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

''

:

.
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Timely Topics

Along The Rialto

A

Digest of
Current Opinion

—€)—
"Robots"
Film Exhibition Field
ROBOTS" have no imagination; no vision; and no temperament of their own. They do
what they are told to do (someiltimes): when they are set and
keyed up to it; merely the rouThey do not create. For
tine.
these and many other reasons
"robots" can never make a good
motion picture. "Robots" might
help in the selling and distribuThere are probably some
tion.
in that branch of the
V "robots"
lo Place for

PhilM. Daly,

Jr.

By PHIL M.

^AND

from Chicago, George Kingsberry burns up the wires,
with the fact that "Hunting Tigers in India" did a turnaway
First time in a long while cops

\\

J

—

|;

I

business today, who d<a not realize that they are "robots," only
("robots" cannot run theaters and
exhibit motion pictures. "Robots"
are failures as exhibitors, yet
(there are many exhibitors today
fwho feel that all that is necessary
for the proper exhibition of motion pictures is to receive a can
of film and run it through a projection machine.
C. C. P. in
of
*

"Film Boards
Trade Bulletin"
*

*

Shakespeare Can Bring
uch to the Art of the Screen
the "movies" do to
Shakespeare is, after all, of
what
than
importance
less
Shakespeare does for the "movIf he gives them a fresher
ies."
humor, a fairer theme, a more
lifting spirit, then much will be
pardoned. He has endured much
at the hands of a so-called legitimate stage during these three
hundred or so years; and he will

lys

It's
were called out (for the picture) to handle crowds
immense, George, but what happened to the overflow, did the
cops get 'em
Owen Davis, who has a few stories to his
credit, modestly, you know, has left the old burg for the
Coast

Although Herbert Yost makes his talking picture debut in
George Le Maire's Pathe comedy, "Love, Honor and Oh Baby,"
it's a long way from the first time he faced the camera
Herb yielded to the flickers in Edison pictures away back
Ah, Ha, we'll get another break for Xmas, Warners will formally
open the new Beacon, B'way and 76th Street, Christmas Eve.
Harry E. Charnas is managing director of all Warner
Metropolitan

Hope

houses

they

don't

fling

that

light

atop of the hotel in the streets, maybe they'll have some guy
climb the beam for an exploitation stunt

D., but always called Jack, Trop got himself a new assistant,
Frank P. Gattery, who built a name for himself in the Florida
film arena
In addition to 75 Rah Rah Rah boys from four
eastern colleges, who visited the Roxy to inspect the cooling
and heating systems, another visitor was Alexander Glazounoff,
York.
Russian composer, who is making his first visit to
J.

New

.

.

WHAT

survive, we dare fay, the liberties
The miracle
of a screen drama.
of Shakespeare is that he is never
So, he affords a
out of date.
wondrous mine for the "movies"
and the "talkies," though what
they make of it is another story.

"The Atlanta Journal"
*

*

*

Audible Pictures
ubordinate Face to Voice
talkies make your face
much less important because
your voice controls the situa-

lelieves

THAT'S

THAT

with

business there at the Studebaker.

—AND

the
FOR
lishing

DALY

we are pubour own Five-Foot Book
Shelf, giving the lowdown and the
heigh ho on this dizzy fillum biz.
As you can infer, these precious
holiday trade

tomes contain some sizzly facts, nearfacts, and just the ordinary garden
variety of pubicity applesauce.
But
no matter how we dish it up, you
can depend upon it that it is served
with paprika. So for this reason we
have thought it advisable to get out
a special edition of the Five Feet of
Foozle bound in corrugated asbestos.
This handsome set will fit right on
top of your fancy radiator. Also for
those who like to do their reading in
careless moments and the bathroom,
we have a special edition made entirely of rubber, which can be used
in the bathtub.
Get your orders in
early.
Just because you order the
rubber edition doesn't mean that rubber checks will be accepted.

who has
Stevens was so
introduced at the AMPA luncheon,
and Harry Reichenbach wisecracked
that he coidd change his name but
how about the face? And Julian's
comeback might have been (recalling Harry's little whirl with a cer"/
tain
commercial proposition)
couldn't change my phiz, Harry, because I could find no Slenderform on
This

.

Solomon

bird

changed his name

to

:

What

looks to us like a bad piece of publicity is the story
George Pezet,
that Eddie Quillan is telling Scotch jokes
general manager of Pathe International's branch in Mexico, is
New Yorking to talk things over with the boys at the home
He'll bag and baggage back home in about 10 days.
office.
Winfield R. Sheehan is a busy individual at the Fox
office after his return from Europe on the Majestic

The "Trader Horn" unit, which landed back in this great
big town last Monday, packed up again and on Friday started
Several more months will be dethe trek back to Hollywood.
Ambrose Dowling, head of
voted to work in the studio
RKO's foreign department, is getting along nicely after difFilm Arts Guild has
ficulties with a fractured shoulder
just arranged for the first American showing of a unique newsreel compilation tentatively entitled "The Ups and Downs of the
Kaiser," showing the ex-War Lord in the highlights of his
Here's one for the
career before, during and after the war.
books, J. J. Felder announces the arrival of a baby girl

sale in the drugstores."

Talking of guys changing their
names, reminds Jack Fuld of an incident fifteen years ago, v»hen the
trade papers carried this item: "Julian
Solomon takes Pete Schmidt from
'Billboard' as assistant for Bosworth
Pictures." * * * Today that item

would

read:

"Jules

Pete Smith, etc."
what's in a name?

*

Stevens
*

*

takes

Oh, well,

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

THE
tion.

Lillian Gish

8-

DECEMBER

THEIR
FIRST

JOBS
acted in

Toronto

in vacations

wishes and congratulaare extended by

THE

FILM DAILY
ing

members

who today

of

Bryan Foy
in

John H. Kunsky

build

seven

Associated Producers warn exhib-

to the follow-

sell

*

the industry,

Fox reported
Omaha.

are celebrating their

*

Wallace Worsley

to

theaters in Detroit.

itors not to

birthday

RICHARD
BARTHELMESS
stock company

Best
tions

-MANY HAPPY RETURNS

Hal Davitt

theaters.
*

*

after theater sites at
*

*

Construction started on new Bal& Katz house in Chicago.

aban
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M. P. E. Progress Report on Industry

5.

cameramen,

TECHNICAL SURVEY SHOWS

PROGRESS BEING MADE
authors of the Progress

Report of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers, surveys the international film industry and prepares for
its members an analysis of strides
being made in technical developments. What follows is the second
section of its report rendered at the
last fall meeting held at Toronto:

Exposure Meters
Naumann,

has

described

a

photo-electric

which has been mounted in a housing on
a motion picture camera so that an image
of the object may fall on the cell, and an
illumination reading be taken on a milliamNeutral gray filters are finding conmeter.
siderable use on cameras to enable a full
aperture to be used in order to secure prefprotection
has
Patent
erential
focusing.
been given on an exposure meter of the fadeout type wherewith the shutter is automaticallyset when the indicator on the meter is just
cell

discernible.

Incandescent lighting continues to be employed quite extensively in the production of
many sound pictures, although arc lighting
has by no means been discontinued as Sebring
The problem
has shown in a recent article.
with arcs has been to reduce motor noises
and this has been accomplished by using
choke coils and toggle switches to cut out
the motors during actual shooting.
The use
is
of tungsten powder inside lamp bulbs
claimed to increase their life about 30 per
cent as the efficiency may be kept at a maximum during an entire run. Lamp manufacturers continue to improve the efficiency of
the higher wattage lamps, as well as that of
the smaller lamps used in conjunction with
sound recording and reproducing equipment.
Several new models of Klieglights designed
for sound recording work have been described.

Silvered glass has been shown to be sularge
perior to aluminum as a reflector.
spotlight of
German design contains three
rows of reflectors around the side and to the
front of the housings which reflect the light
hack to a series of mirrors set at slight
angles immediately behind the source.
Light
which would otherwise be lost is thus used
to increase the brightness of the spot.
In photographing the color sequences of
"Rio Rita" 386 lamps were required having
a total wattage of nearly a million. For the
picture "Sally," it is reported that over 5
million watts were required and for "Broadway," nearly 4 million watts.
Incandescent illumination is being used
quite extensively in Europe.
Lighting methods in the English studios are reported to be
very similar to those used in this country
except that there is a marked tendency to
avoid
strong
highlights
and backlighting.
French studios are making tests on the use
of incandescent lighting but are hampered
by lack of the best lighting equipment. German studios are reported to be using incandescent lamps to a considerable extent.
Data have been published on several new
types of incandescent lamps developed in
Germany, including semi-portable lamps rated
as high as 5000 watts using either facetted
•or polished parabolic reflectors.

A

Direction Technique
deal

more care

in

rehearsal

has

been found necessary in directing talking picAbsolute
tures as retakes are expensive.
silence is imperative whereas with silent picworking
studio
was
usually
tures, a
a very
noisy place. In a recent sound picture "Lummox," one set of a concert hall took up the
entire space in the largest sound studio (225
feet long by 132 feet wide by 73 feet high).
The action was directed entirely from a glass
enclosed cupola that surveyed the whole scene,
connection being made by telephone, with

sound

and

assistants

A

Sound Recording
interest
in
sound
Public
speeded up the activities of

pictures

has

producers

and

extensive programs have been announced this
past summer with production schedules well
Recent mergers between large
under way.
producers may help to centralize the production activities and insure better distribution.
New recording units are being installed almost
monthly and sound studios have been constructed in Hollywood and New York in the
United States, Elstree in England, Berlin in
Germany, and plans are in progress in France,
In
Belgium, Russia, and other countries.
England, it is reported that more capital has
ever
before
with
a
been made available than
resulting increase in facilities for making
British pictures.
In Germany, 75 sound films
were produced between July 1928 and July
1929 composed chiefly of "shorts."
Physioc, has analyzed some of the prob
lems in sound picture production and believes that acting will show improvement under the supervision of sound recording.
The Gaumont method of sound recording
lining a sound record which is transparent to
visible light but absorbs the ultra-violet, as
mentioned in the last report, has been described more completely and protected by an
additicnal patent.
Schinzel, has reviewed

Studio Light Sources

great

directorial

Playbacks enabled the orchestra
engineers.
and the players to hear at any time the
previous action.
of
the
record
director at the Paramount studios in
New York used a traveling camera in photographing over 85 per cent of a recent
Every scene was rehearsed
sound picture.
with such great care that no cutting of the
negative was required.

Twice yearly the Committee on
Progress,

A

Sunday, December

various methods of

producing sound records on films which transmit visible radiation but absorb ultra-violet.
Another variable area method of sound
It
recording has been described by Miller.
is known as the Vitavox which utilizes a light
directly
valve an image of which is focussed
on the film.
The methods of recording used
by Tobis ("Ton Bild Syndicate") have been
dealt with by Bohm.
The position of the
sound record which was originally outside
the perforation area has been changed to
make it conform with common practice. The
still
another
variable
area
Selenophon
is
method of sound recording which appears to
have promise. Hatschek, states that a torsion galvanometer is used, the image of an
illuminated slit on the vibrating band being
magnified 100 times for recording on the film.
For reproduction a "condenser-less" type of
selenium cell is used.
The lag of the cell is
stated to be compensated for largely by the
suitable use of amplifiers.
The technic of electro-magnetic recording
has been studied by a German pioneer in this
field.
Curt Stille, who claims that besides
having most of the advantages of optical recording the method avoids all difficulties inherent to film such as resolving power, development troubles and printing errors. Playback can be made immediately and the record
Records 15 years
is not subject to scratches.
eld were found to be as good a* when f.st
made.
The British Acoustic film system utilizes
separate films for the picture and the sound
record which latter is of the saw-tooth type.
A selenium cell is employed in the repro
ducer, the lag being offset by using a filter
circuit which attenuates the lower frequencies
in

proportion.

correct

progress in v ce
doubling so that it can on occasion be done
to a very high grade of perfection, but a
public reaction against it has developed in
these cases where it has become known. The
practice is therefore being very rapidly dis
continued.

There has been

At

the

further

same time,

a

somewhat

related

meth

very promising which involves recording
the sound and scene with the same actors,
but at different times.
This method is not
open to the objection previously mentioned,
but does make it possible to do the recording
in
acoustically proper rooms
without co _
od

is

-

fusion

of

lights

photography

makes

and
it

and

camera,
possible

to

in

proceed

the
in

the usual way as regards lights, angles, cameras, spoken instructions from director, etc.
The method in brief, is to do the sound
recording first and then to do the photography
interlocking the cameras with the play-back
device.
There promises to be an expanding
use of this method particularly in musical

numbers.
In

the

cording, advances have been made in obtaining acoustical perspective exactly analogous
to methods of lighting which avoid flatness
and suggest visual perspective. The methods
which give this desirable result, also give
seme simplification in the necessary mixer
control (only one microphone is considered
necessary in a set as large as 15 feet by 30
feet) and allow the set designers to use a
greater range of materials since it is no
longer necessary to make all sets of sound
absorbing materials.
Hemardingner, has treated the subject of
manufacturing and registering of phonograph
Improvements in methods of rotating
discs.
the wax discs have been effected according to

Elmer.

Hatschek has discussed the characteristics
of photo-electric cells and with Lihotzky, has
treated the subject of the optics of sound
film processes.
Theory underlying the physical basis of
sound films has been treated in a series of
papers by Klages, and others, covering such
subjects as electrons and their properties, the
action of electrons in a high vacuum, etc.
review of the acoustical problems in con-

A

junction with sound recording and reproduction has been made by Hatschek. Paris has
deduced a formula for calculating the reverberation coefficient of absorption of a mathe coefficient of plane waves is
terial
if
and 90 deknown for all angles between
In general, the reverberation coeffigrees.
cient

methods of

sound

re-

from the coefficient at normal
Data of this nature are valuable

determining the construction materials for
"live" sets according to Maxfield, thus giving the actors greater freedom of action.
ten week's course giving instructions on
sound, the theory of sound recording and
reproduction with explanations of recent developments is being offered this fall to 250
students by the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences.
Humphrey treated the subject of sound
studio recording installations at the last meeting of the Society, discussing not only the
in

A

arrangements of stages, monitor rooms, cutting and review rooms, but also the construction materials for foundations and walls.
Re-recording has been done successfully up
to ten times according to Morgan, who described the method at the May 192'9 meeting
the

of

Society.

There have been a considerable number of
patents taken out in relation to methods of
sound recording which describe among others a
method of recording on a plastic surface by the
use of X-rays; a means of distorting the vibrations of large amplitude during recording and
correcting the distortion when reproducing the
sound; a process for impressing a high-speed
sound record consisting of two parallel records on a film by moving the film in one
direction and simultaneously moving sound
recorders in the opposite direction, permitting
but one recorder to function at a time; a
method of binaural recording and reproducing, comprising a plurality of superimposed
films
each of which has a distinct sound
record thereon and is of different color, red
and

blue.

Actors, Scenarios, Sets
in connection with scenario writing for dialogue films have been treated briefly

Problems

Equipment

A

general article has been written on fl
design of automatic processing machines wil
suggestions on their use.
compact tul
developing machine knows as the "Rovo" hi
been marketed.

A

Photo Chemicals and Solutions
Methods

of obtaining fine-grain images hai
reviewed and developers described th
give images finer than can be obtained wi
the Kodak borax developer but all formul.
aie open to the objection that the developraei
time required is excessively long (45 mi:
utes to 1 hour).
Abnormal graininess mr
occasionally be due to atmospheric conditio:
rather than to the solution used according
Barsy, who also describes tests on several d
velopers and strongly recommends the Kod»

been

borax formula.

Two reports were presented before f
Society at the last meeting on further studi
on the borax developer, one by Moyse a:
White and another by Carlton and Crabtn
The former recommended a new formula w»
the hydroquinone omitted as giving satisf;
tory results with negative film.
The latt
find the present formula satisfactory for g<
eral negative development and specify me'
ods of revival of the solution to keep t
working capacity at a maximum throughtt
the useful life.
considerable portion
the paper is devoted to a study of methc
of improving graininess of images produc
by this developer as well as ways of varyij

A

rate of development.
series of comprehensive papers are bei<
published by Chibissoff and his collaborate
reviewing and correlating the available d;
on the chemistry of developers and develc
ment. As a result of an investigation on
fogging properties of developers stored
its

A

I

various metals and alloys. Bi
and Crabtree conclude that zinc, copper, a
tin tend to give trouble from aerial fog
contact with

chemical fogging effects.
In a
veloper containing bisulfite zinc forms sodi;
hydrosulfite which is a strong fogging age
An informative study of the properties
fixing baths was described by Crabtree
Hartt at the May 1929 meeting of tie
iety.
Criteria for comparing various fix
baths are established and data are presen
for
compounding solutions having spec
properties.
The formation of a precipitate,
the addition of potassium iodide solution t<
fixing bath has been suggested by Garrr
as a test to determine the exhaustion pc
Clerc, has shown that unl
of the bath.
fixation is prolonged for an abnormally li
time at normal temperatures, the usual si:
reduce the imi
tion
will not materially

produce

I

density.
I.
G. Farbenindustrie Akt.-Ges. have
ented the use of a 1.3 or 2.4 or 2.6 diami
phenylazonium silver compound as a def
sitizer either as a preliminary bath or in
modification of
developer solution.
usual development treatment of films
taining diazo compounds consists in adc
only the diazo compound to the film coal
and using a developer containing an
coupling agent and a weak alkali.

A

by Jackson.
It

is

reported

'hat

the

Editing and Soliciting

Paramount Holly-

a mono-rail system
advantageous to facilitate the rapid transportat on of sets from place to place within the
turret 14 feet high mounted on
buildings.
a 6 wheeled truck was used in several recent pictures to pivot a steel girder 31 feet
long.
At the end of the girder was mounted
a platform for the camera and cameraman.
This equipment permitted rapid movement of
camera for photography from several
the
angles.
Bangs, has dealt with methods of estimat
n" the cost of a production based on story
and scenario; location expenses, unit personnel, laboratory, studio, and overhead.
Problems confronting the location manager are
reviewed by Witham.
Detailed descriptions
have been published of nearly all of the
British motion picture stndios.

wood studios have found

A

Laboratory Practice

A

special laboratory building to be devoted entirely to problems in connection with
sound pictures has been built by the Bell
Telephone Co. in New York City. The Kodak

has opened a laboratory in Hollywood
which contains developing and printing rooms
Co.

more usual

differs

incidences.

as well as a library and a completely equippe
little theater and projection room.

LoefFler

has

described

the

problems

in editing variable density so
states that with experience
can be identified visually and
synchronization tested by counting the ir

countered

films and
tain noises

An ingenious device for
vening frames.
winding is a spool with a collapsible ce:
which allows the sides to collapse and
Patent protection has been grai
the film.
on a film winding apparatus which dr
Ano
the film from the inside of a roll.
device for holding endless bands of film
shrinkage
been patented by Harzer.
uring device mentioned in the previous
port has oeen protected by a U. S. Paten

A

m

After Treatment, Cleaning
Jasienski, has studied the effect of var
intensifiers on the graininess of the image
found that chlorochromic acid and a <
mercial product called Nosublim gave 1
increase in graininess.
finishing laboratory has developed a I
ess for increasing the life of positive pr
It consists in treating the emulsion side
a chemical compound immediately after J
(Continued on Page 11)
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WHO'S

ALTER STRENGE HEADS

IN

of Pathe has been
osen as president of the Internanal Photographers Union, Local

Walter Strenge

Other

new

officers

are:

1st

2nd Vice
ce Pres., Al.
es., Harry Wood; 3rd Vice Pres.
mes Pergola; Treas., Frank Kirby;
c, Walter Lange; Sgt. at Arms,
Three trustees were
nil Harris.
cted, as follows: William Steiner
Wilson;

:

By

JOHN

C.

FLYNN,

of Pathe, seems
into the production

HARRY

vice president

to

have gotten

Just

the organizain that capacity

of

ice its inception.
It

er
er

announced that jurisdiction
still cameramen working on theis

be
will hereafter
openings
indled by Local 644, under a de>ion handed down at the recent
merican Federation of Labor ConToronto, to President
in
ntion,
m. F. Canavan, of the International
lliance of Theatrical Employees.

and English Casts
Chosen for "Big Pond"

'rench

selection of six players
stage, Paramount
Big
is completed the cast of "The
ond," starring Maurice Chevalier,
ith Claudette Colbert featured.
Besides the two principals, the comete cast for the English version is
follows: George Barbier, Marion

With

om

*

the

the

Broadway

.

Andree Corday, Frank Lyon
Little Elaine
Nat Pendleton.

allou,
id

*
11

.

4

Arthur Hurley, who directed the
Martinelli short now being shown on
the same bill with "General Crack,"
at the Warner, is known as "opera
specialist" at the Eastern Vitaphone
During the past month he
Studio.
has directed, besides Martinelli, Mme.
Frances Alda, Charles Hackett and
Josef Kallini, all opera singers of
note.
lrvin

Willatt,

who

is

directing

the French version
ortimer, Maude Allan and William

'illiams.

Frank R. Woods, who has been asciated with various producers as
)th actor and director, will act as
ison officer through his ability to
eak French fluently. Hobart Henboth versions.

Warner Club Holds Dance
The Warner Club reports an

at-

ndance of over one thousand perms recently held at the newly cometed $300,000
lsh.

MONTE BRICE remarks that
be on vacation for the next few
This
days—just working daytimes.
industrious megaphoner recently

he'll

Sound Studio

in Flat-

another short.

Tom

Samp, vauBilly Lytell and
deville headliners, have just completed a short at the Warner Vitaphone
Studio under direction of Murray
Roth.

Hobart Henley, who starts directing "The Big Pond" on Monday, at the Paramount Long Island
will

Harrison,

Gamby, formerly prima
at

Pathe is about to announce a new
color process which does not involve
the use of any special apparatus. The

new method employs two

ballerina

Roxy's Cathedral, and now with
is planning to make a short

Publix,

films,

both

of which are exposed to the opening
of the shutter.
Ordinary lenses and
shutters are used, the actual operation of the camera being no different
than usual.
The greatest improvement claimed is positive registration
of action by which it is impossible to
get a fringe, heretofore a defect in
most color pictures.
Hogan, director of Audio Re-

Tom

view subjects and Pathe shorts, who
has been conducting tests at the Pathe

Sound studio

here, states that the re-

have been more than satisfacIt is understood that the new
process, which was developed by the
sults
tory.

Dupont-Pathe laboratories, will shortused by Pathe for feature pro-

ly be

ductions.

have

as "side-kick,"
veteran stave
director. Harrison also acted in the
same capacity on "The Laughing
Lady," recently completed there.
studio,

Bertram

Doing "Big Pond" Numbers

Sammy

Irving Kahal and
are doing the music
and lyrics for the next Maurice ChePierre

Fain,

Norman

valier picture, "The Big Pond," being
produced at Paramount's Astoria studios.
There will be four feature

songs

in the

film.

Fain, Kahal and

"The Painting," at the Norman have formed a combination
Paramount Long Island studio.
to write together, and are now under

entitled

Sam

("Wild Shot")

Marino, as-

"Pleasant Sins" (aren't they all?) sistant cameraman at the Warner
at Weiss Bros. DeForest studio, is Vitaphone studio, chose Thanksgivconvinced that he has a real "find'' ing Day to announce his engageto Clara Parente. Despite his
in Charles Starrett, who appears op- ment
Starrett, a youth, Sam has had nine years exposite June Collyer.
in the camera end and
graduate of the Stuart Walker Stock perience
knows the game from "A" to "Z."
lead
juvenile
was
Cincinnati,
Co. of
in the stage production, "Claire
Peace once more reigns around the
Adams," which recently closed. This American Sound Recording Studios
is his first venture into pictures, out- with the completion of another chapside of a small part with Richard ter of the "Schoolday Frolics" serDix in "The Quarterback."
ies, directed by Jack Noble.

och will play the role of Jenny.
That immortal classic, "Frankie
Chevalier and Miss Colbert will aphas been brought to
Johnnie"
:ar in both versions as will Andree
Dudley Mufphey, who
by
screen
orday and Nat Pendleton. Others
a short based on
completed
just
Henry
are:

y will direct

BLAIR

to

Larry Williams who just completed a short at the
Vitaphone studio under
larles Downs, William Miller, Carl Warner
direction. Whitledge
Roth's
Murray
Al.
Cavelli,
Dan
Pike,
Burt
•egory,
pianist and Miss Barry
)ld, Thos. Hogan, Frank Broda, Jay started as a
scher, Herman Zerrcner, Herman as a singer. After incessant scraps
brock, Ray Foster, Chas. Gilson and over tempo and other things, they
decided to bring the wisecracks into
ank Zucker.
A vote of thanks has been tendered their act, which never fails to bring
Frank E. Ziesse, who has been re- a laugh.
ipointed to his fourth term as busies representative
having acted
)ii,

N.

WITH NEW COLOR PROCESS

end of the business with both feet. Most of his time
these days is spent at the Pathe completed six shorts in the brief
Sound Studios keeping tabs on the space of two weeks over at the Paramount studio.
company's Eastern product.

Folsey,

Geo.

e:

PATHE ALL READY TO GO

Herman Timberg was recently
show what a good, healthy "Doing His Stuff" at the Paramount
argument can do, take the case of Long Island Studio and registered
Executive Board Barry and Whitledge, vaudevilliuns, so well that he is returning to make

(3 yrs.), L. Fiferlik (2 yrs.), Al.
.Id (1 yr.)

Appointed to the

STUDIOS

Short Shots from
New York Studios

'8

4.

GREATER

contract to Paramount.

When Maurice

Chevalier arrived
on Thanksgiving Day
he was already partly familiar with
the script of his next picture, "The
Big Pond," since Edward Cordner,
in

New York

location manager of the Paramount
Long Island studio, met Chevalier
in Chicago and explained details of

the story during the rest of the trip
East.

Sprechense Deutsch? Anne Codee
sorry that he and Frank Orth evidently do, for
short of Winnie they have just completed a German
posed for a clay version of their Vitaphone sketch at
while
she
Lightner
has
at the Warner the Warner Bros, studio, under the
her
head
model
of
the
The direction of Arthur Hurley.
Vitaphone studio last week.

Murray Roth
and
the didn't make a

is

old song at the Long Island studio.
Gilda Gray is featured.

sculptor was so convulsed at her
Arthur Hurley also directed Mme.
wise-cracks that it was all he could
Frances
Alda, former Metropolitan
do to get the work done, while stuopera star, singing "Ave Marie"
the
see
Ziegfeld
around
to
gathered
hands
dio
glorified
latest
The
from Verdi's opera, "Othello."
beauty to join the ranks of movie free show.
has
who
Francis,
players is Noel
Gloria Swanson's double made a
just been signed by Fox to a long
Westward
short last week under the
Vitaphone
hieing
contract,
term
(Formerly with Warner Brothers)
Miss Francis recently ap- direction of Murray Roth. Her name
pronto.
Chief cameraman
peared in several Pathe shofts is Rose Perfect and she is a feaGeorge White's
in
while playing at the Ziegfeld The- tured singer
American Sound Recording
Miss Perfect, whose
ater in "Show Girl." Her first pro- "Scandals."
Corp.
name,
her
flawless
as
Golden
voice
is
as
"The
will
be
duction for Fox
Square Hotel
Times
Home:
in
debut
opera
her
poses
make
hopes to
Calf," the story of a girl who
years.
two
ads.
for hosiery

PHIL ARMAND

;

;
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Mary

John Barrymore

Pickford and

Douglas Fairbanks

tn.

Tom

in

Sunday, December

Tyler in

192!

"Tanned Legs"

"General Crack"

"The Lone Horseman"

(All-Talker)

(Silent)

"Taming of the Shrew"

8,

(All-Talker)

RKO
Time, 1 hr., 8 mm
Time, 1 hr., 48 mins. Syndicate
Warners
Time, 1 hr.
LIGHTWEIGHT
STORY 0]
(All-Talker)
BUILT FOR THE BOX OFMUSICAL
COMEDY
TYP1
mins.
LIVELY WESTERN CARRIES
Time, 1 hr., 5
United Artists
FICE WITH JOHN BARRYWITH
SOME
GOOD
EY|
MORE A BIG SUPPLEMENT- GOOD PUNCH WITH TOM TYSHAKESPEARE DONE ARY
ROMANTIC LER DOING THE HEROICS IN STUFF. OUGHT TO DRA1
DRAW.
SLAPSTICK—AND HOW! DE- DRAMA OF OLD AUSTRIA
AND SATISFY IF EXPLOIT^
LIGHTFUL ENTERTAINMENT PACKED WITH REAL ENTER- A WAY TO PLEASE THE ON THAT BASIS.
.

WESTERN

TYPICAL DOUG FAIR- TAINMENT.
BANKS SHOW. OKAY ANY- Drama. An

IN

ever-interesting talker
with Barrymore making his debut as
Apart
an audible screen player.
is always colwhich
story,
from
the
Shakesfamous
Comedy based on
and entertaining,
Quaint speech of the orful, suspenseful
pearian play.
Barrymore is superb and certainly an
period has been modified to make it eyeful for the female customers. The
understandable for the average per- cast which supports him is nearly
Anyway, apart from the dia- flawless, with splendid performances
son.

WHERE.

logue

Mary

it's

swell visual entertainment.

wench

plays the ill-tempered

and Doug does the young cavalier

has the nerve to wed her. Most
of the picture is devoted to his efforts to tame the lady wild whd ends
up by falling in love with him and
allowing him to believe that he has
broken her spirit. Much of the show
looks as if Mack Sennett has revived
It is a genuine
his pie-tossing days.
Fairbanks production from the stand-

who

point of sets and splendo.
Cast: Douglas Fairbanks, Mary Pickford,
Joseph Cawthorn, Clyde Cook, Edwin Maxwell, Geoffrey Wardwell, Dorothy Jordan.
Sam Taylor; Author, William
Director,
Shakespeare; Adaptor, Sam Taylor; Dialoguer,
Not listed Cameraman, Karl Struss MoniEditor, Allen McNeil.
tor Man, Not listed
Photography, Grade A.
Direction, splendid
;

;

coming from Lowell Sherman, Marian Nixon, Hobart Bosworth and a
charming new face and figure billed

The story
as Armida.
free-lance general who

wars and numerous women, and how
he conquers an empire by way of revenge only to return it at the finale.
The picture has been made with a
lavish hand and fine color sequence.
John Barrymore, Lowell Sherman,
Nixon, Armida, Hobart Bosworth,
Jaoqueline Logan, Otto Matieson, Andres
de Segurola, Douglas Gerrard, William von
Brincken, Theodore Lodi, Nick Thompson,
Julanne Johnston and Guy Schacht.
Director, Alan Crosland ; Author, George
Preedy;
Dialoguer,
Grubb Alexander;
J.
Adaptor, Walter
Editor, Harold McLernon
Anthony; Cameraman, Not listed; Monitor
Cast:

Marian

;

Man, Not

listed.

Direction,

;

;

concerns a
loves both

excellent.

Photography, beauti-

Though not programmed as sucl
being somewhat this is a musical comedy affair pur
crowded off the map, the Tom Tyler and simple. Story, casting and act
ing all are in that vein.
Neaii
series still remains to cater to the
every scene is a setup for an out
fans who like their thrills early and burst of song, dance or
both, an.
often, and believe that entertainment the plot is sidetracked without mei
comes from action pictures more cy in favor of the musical numbaj
This won't draw any complaints froj
than sounds on the screen. This will the fans,
however, for the plot j
satisfy them, for Tyler keeps the
lightweight, while the warblings ar
pace going throughout, and McGowan quite agreeable and there are
son
has directed it with his usual sense bathing suit ensembles that doi
of thrill values.
Tyler here finds hurt the eyes at all. What there j
himself defrauded out of his ranch of plot concerns the flirtations of
by a crooked agent, and when he fat husband and the similar tender
comes from the hospital a widow and cies of his neglected wife, with the
her daughter are in possession. Tcm youngest daughter doing the "ma
has his hands full trying to estab- ern" thing of bringing her pareBI
lish his identity, especially when dis- back to good behavior after she sa?rj
covery of gold on the ranch compli- them from a pair of society croclj
Advisable to brfli
cates matters. The fighting and love in Palm Beach.
interest are well balanced, and this out the musical comedy angle
one will click with the small stands. the exploitations.
Cast: Ann Pennington, Arthur Lake, Dt)
Cast: Tom Tyler, J. P. McGowan, Black othy Revier, Sally Blane, June Clyde, AIh|
With

the

silents

i

Jack, Mrs. B. Tanzey, Charlotte Winn,

Director, J. P. McGowan ; Author, Sally
Winters; Editor, Not listed; Titler, Not list-

ed

Hap Depew.

Cameraman,

;

Direction, satisfactory.

Photography,

Eddy

Louise Brooks in

"Mister Antonio"

(Silent)

"Pandora's Box"

Time, 1

RUSSIAN FILM PRODUCED
Time, 1 hr., 13 mins. IN THE CAUCASUS WITH A
Tiffany
UNPRETENTIOUS BUT SUF- STORY SINCERELY TOLD AND
ENTERTAINING SIMPLY AND STIRRINGLY
FICIENTLY
COMEDY DRAMA WITH PLEN- ACTED. LITTLE MASS APTY OF LAUGHS FROM THE PEAL.
ITALIAN CHARACTER HOThis is a production with all the
KUM. GOOD ANYWHERE.
Russian passion for drama bordering
(All-Talker)

Comedy-drama based on the Booth
Tarkington book and play that enL.eo Carillo.
joyed wide popularity.
at home in the part of a romantic
organ grinder who invades a blue
town, runs up against the hypocritical
mayor and wins the latter' s mistreated
ward, turns in a very enjoyable performance. Nothing pretentious about

on the tragic. Its story is told simply and with such earnestness. Life

among

the

moslem people

of

the

Caucasus and their exile into Turkey
by edict of the Czar are filmed with
remarkable vividness and authenticity.
These Russians have a talent for
doing things with a minimum of motion and effort that is tantamount
the production, but the story, plus to genius. No feeling here of somethe frequent laughs resulting from thing put on.
Simply people behavIhe Italian character hokum, make it ing naturally against a background
satisfy of towering mountains and cloudentertaining to
sufficiently
anywhere. In addition, both Carril- swept skies. The production was enlo and the title already have a wide tirely filmed in the Caucasus. Its inacquaintance which ought to trans- spiring photography, if nothing else,
It
late itself into box office value. James makes the picture worth seeing.
Flood and Frank Reicher, credited will never do, however, for popular
with the direction, did very well with consumption, for it has a tendency
to drag.
Those who take their picthe material and facilities.
Cast: Leo Carrillo, Virginia Valli, Eugenie tures seriously ought to find it highFranklin

Besserer, Gareth Hughes,
Frank Reicher.
Directors, James Flood,

Lewis,

Frank Reicher;
Adaptors, FredAuthor, Booth Tarkington
eric and Fanny Hatton; Dialoguers, Frederick
Arthur
Roberts
& Fannie Hatton Editor,
Cameraman, Ernest Miller; Monitor Men,
;

;

F. Blinn,
Direction, good.

Kenneth Van Horn.
Photography, satisfactory.

Gillette

ly acceptable.
Cast: Kira Andronikashvilli,

Kokhta KarMamporia, K.

clear.

Moviegraph

Time,

1 hr., 6

Photography,

fine.

Pelegrine

Time,

1 hr.,

30 mi

HODGEPODGE WITH ONE OF THE MOST SIGN'
A GERMAN FILM THAT HAS FICANT RUSSIAN FILMS Yll
BEEN HACKED TO PIECES Bi" SEEN HERE, BUT TOO DEII
THE CENSORS. HOLDS LIT- FOR THE POPULAR CROWll
TLE ENTERTAINMENT.
JUST A

Comedy-drama.
Films,

of

Berlin.

Produced by Nero
Adapted from

FINE ART SUBJECT.

This goes back to 1H
Drama.
and the Franco-Prussian War, al
covers the incidents surrounding t,,
advance of the Germans on Paid
and all the attendant terrors and <J
jumping u.
unconscious siren who citement, with the action
swift, stabbing flashes from the b„
near-doom, athough her

Wedekind's stage dramas, "Erdgeist"
and "The Box of Pandora." Louise
Brooks, the American actress, has
the part of an exotic girl who attracts men and women alike.
She
a sort of
leads men to
motives are apparently
is

innocent.
Thus it comes about that a
German editor and his son are both
infatuated with her, and eventually
she and the son go to London where
fates pursued them to the point where
she is forced out on the streets.
A
sweet ending has been tacked on to
satisfy the censors, and with the rest
of the cuts, it is a very incoherent
film.
It is too sophisticated for any
but art theater audiences.
G. W.
Pabst's direction is clever, but the
deletions have killed that, too.
The
camera work is very good.
quite

Cast: Louise Brooks, Fritz Kortner, Franz
Lederer, Alice Roberte, Carl Goetz, KrafftDaisy
Micl.ael
von Newlinsky,
Raschig.

Cameraman, Not

Kereselidze.
Direction, good.

Babylon'

mins.

V.

;

New

(Silent)

D'Ora, Seigfried Arno.
Author, WedeDirector, G. W. Pabst
Editor,
kind
Adaptor, Joseph R. Fliesler
Joseph R. Fleisler Titler, Joseph R. Fliesler

;

fa

GilleU

Amkino

ashvilli, A.
Imadashvilli, I.
Guryanov, A. Georgeoliani.
Director, N. Shengelai; Author, A. Kazbek;
Scenarist,
Trevdyakov
Not
Editor,
listed
Titler, Shelly Hamilton
Cameraman,
;

;

Monitor Man, Not listed.
Photography,
Direction, satisfactory.
;

"The

(Silent)

30 mins.

hr.,

Director, Marshall Neilan; Author, Geflfl
Dialoguer, Not listed; Adaptor, Hj
Camerami
listed; Editor, Archie Narchek

Hull;

Harrower

"Caucasian Love"
Amkino

Gran.

Leo Cover

Leo Carrillo in
with Virginia Valli

Tom

Mack V. Wright.

Bay,

ful.

Eddy

Arthur

FANS.

;

;

;

;

listed.

Direction, clever.

tlefield to the little touches of hog
incidents and the life of the peo;
It carrie;
in the beleaguered city.
lot of symbolic touches, with so
strong figures moving through
tyrant,
the
typifying
action
So
patriot, the capitalist, etc.
splendid camera work throughc
with ideas thrown in with dizzy o
fusion. That is its main fault for
mob, for they are not used to si
a dish of thoughtful material, i
won't look upon it as their kind
Fine art house s
entertainment.
-

ject.

Cast: Peter Sobolevski, Sofie Magarill,
Gutnian. Elena Kuzmina, Andrei Kostrich
A. Arnold, Sergei Gerassimov, S. Gusev,
Glushkova.
Directors, G. M. Kozinstov, L. Z. T
Scenarists,
Authors, the same
berg
;

;

same; Editor, Not listed; Titler, Sh<
Hamilton Cameraman, A. N. Moskvin.
Photography,
Direction, very good.
;

Photography, very good.

Harrower

Harm

—
THE
December

,gday,

8,

1929

Bob Custer
(Silent)

Time,

1 hr.

Way

"Half

The Fighting Terror"
micate

(Buddy) Rogers

Charles

in

-3&*±
DAILY

to

- 9

in

Heaven"

Short Subjects

(All-Talker)
Time, 1 hr., 10 mins.
Paramount

FAIR PRODUCTION WITH A
STORY.
THIS OVER WITH PLEN- NONE-TOO-ORIGINAL
UNIFORMLY
GOOD.
AVCAST
|OF PEPPY FIGHTING AND ERAGE PICTURE.
IlNG. IT HAS THE STUFF
Villainy in the tent show. Rogers

JpPULAR WESTERN STAR

SOUND

its

THE

h.

FANS.
Bob Custer

estern.

something new in
stepping a production burdened with a plot

is

It along, and wherever they like
fcood old silent westerns, this one
lh.
It is crammed with action
les and some very peppy fights.
1 a little comedy and a fair amount

hand

his

tries

that has served loyally time
number. Here he plays the
the little country lad who
break with a carnival as a
artist.
He is in love with

Nick,

performer.

entiment

to balance the action
Custer known as the Fighting
or, is out to avenge the shooting
is brother by a gang of outlaws.
action takes place on the border

of the

1.

the

young

for

Nick

California and NeWith the help of a crooked
the gang makes use of the
iff,
er line to jump across and prepursuit by the posse who are

him

states

le

of

.

There is nothing
to get them.
about the plot, but the snappy
:tion of J. P. McGowan and the
mality of the western star and
^bility to keep the action going

at

trapeze,

is

part of
gets a
trapeze

another
another professor
also in love with

And

lady.
suffers

without

that

bad,

is

No,
rival by

jealous pangs.

he does not get rid of his
dropping him in the air.

He

tells

There follows a
to clear out.
fight that permits the Rogers fans
to see their hero in a considerably
rumpled condition. The cast is far
superior to the story. The producti6n
as a whole, however, has the elements that make for popular acceptance.
Cast: Charles (Buddy) Rogers, Jean Arthur, Paul Lukas,

Helen Ware, Oscar Apfel,

Edna West, Irvin Bacon, Al Hill, Lucille
e this an entertaining number.
Williams, Richard K. French, Freddy AnderBob Custer, Bud Osborne, Hank son, Nestor Aber, Ford West, Guy Oliver.
it:

McGowan, Adabelle

P.

J.

Lyons,

Cliff

ector,

J.

Tom

McGowan;

P.

Driver, Hazel

Bay.

Not listed;
Editor,
Cameraman, Hap Depew.

:rs;
;

ection,

Sally

Titler,

Not

George Abbott;
;

;

Photography, good.

Direction, good.

Pelegrine

narrower

^

Henry

Author,

Dialoguer, Not listed; Adaptor,
George Abbott Editor, William Shea Cameraman, Alfred Gilks; Monitor Man, Not

Gates;

listed.

Photography, okay.

good.

Director,

L.
Author,

Lenore Ulric in

Glenn Tryon in

"South Sea Rose"

"Skinner Steps Out"

(Part-Talker)
Time,

1 hr., 7

(All-Talker)

mins.

Time, 1 hr., 11 mins.
SEA Universal
SOUTH
DLORFUL
RY CLEVERLY DIRECTED AMUSING COMEDY OF
ALLAN DWAN WITH LEN- AMERICAN BUSINESS, WITH
ULRIC MAKING IT SEXY THE YOUNG OFFICE DUB
t-OFFICE.
SCORING THE USUAL TRI-

Sea romance.

uth

nal built to order for

Here is an
Lenore Ul-

giving her a chance to display
:olorful personality in a story of
ropics that carries a strong sex
The story is rather artificial,
s.
he clever direction of Allan Dwan
js it entertainment of the popular
ty with an appeal to both the
nes and the males. Charles Bickas the young captain of the
:r is convincing, and the cast cona nice assortment of characThe
ations that click strong.
tells of a French girl in the
h Sea island who marries the capof the trader, and comes home

Works up to
to England.
dramatic punch, and Miss Uloes some fine histrionics throughthat should send this in pretty
lg wherever shown.
him

lg

Bickford,
Charles
MacDonald,
Farrell
Patterson,
Tom Patricola, Ilka
George MacFarlane, Ben Hall, Daphne
d, Rosooe Ates, Charlotte Walker, Emil

Lenore

t:

th
>eth

Ulric,

MacKenna,

,

ard.
ector,

Comedy

of an office

dub and

his

great little wife who thinks the business couldn't get along without him.
She keeps after him until he thinks
the same way.
They start putting
on tone, doing it on the cuff, to rub

M-G-M

Time, 19 mins.
Fanciful and Pleasing
A fanciful short in Technicolor
based on the idea of a gallery of
dolls coming to life and engaging in
song and dance. The numbers are
well done, with the M-G-M ensemble supplying a chorus background.
Sammy Lee directed the proceedings
with fine taste.
Principal parts are
played by Lionel Belmore, Buster
Dees and Ci Kahn. Very pleasing,
with additional suitability for the

Director,

William

Craft;

;

A

Time, 15 mins.
Excellent Opera

high-quality

short

this

is

one,

with Charles Hackett, tenor of the

Chicago Civic Opera Co., assisted
by Chase Baromeo. They sing the
second act from the familiar opera
"Faust" and sing it beyond the criticism of any picture reviewer. This
is an excellent filler for first runs
or in other houses where audiences
get the classification of being high-

brow.

Lyman

H. Howe's
Hodge-Podge

holiday trade.

Educational

Ann Codee in
"Music Hath Charms"

Out

of the Ordinary
Following the trail of an imaginary
"showboat movie show," this brief
Vitaphone
Time, 19 mins. is
a mixture of cartoon and photoFun Unconfined
graphic shots of animals and scenic
Ann Codee, working with Frank points in various parts of the world.
Orth, again proves herself a first-rate Something on the travelogue
order,
comedienne. If you can't hear them except that the actual pictures are
howling at this one, see an ear spe- interspersed with cartoon bits, all of
cialist.
You're probably stone deaf them entertaining and the whole
and don't know it. We see Ann as a thing very neatly put together. This
teacher of the violin, with Frank act- is out of the ordinary and will please
ing as her star pupil. In the end he on any program. Synchronized. Ten
leaves her studio poor in a knowledge minutes.
of the fiddle but rich in a knowledge
Mickey Mouse in
of the heart.
The two form a com"Jungle Rhythm"
edy team that delivers the goods.
Walt Disney
Time, 10 mins.
Mickey, Master Musician
"Tight Squeeze"
The jungle beasts serving Mickey
Pathe
Time, 23 mins.
as musical instruments. His playing
It is to Laugh
George LeMaire and Jimmy Con- is such as to set the whole animal
In fact, it is
lin laying the fun on thick and heavy. population a-dancing.
The latter as a woe-begone, bedrag- his musical ability alone that stands
gled fellow is a laugh riot.
They between him and annihilation. The
surely get themselves into a tight little fellow is fully aware that "muHe
fix when they pick up two cuties on sic soothes the savage breast."
hired evening clothes that haven't reveals an amazing mastery of every
Again Mickey shows
been paid for. They find themselves instrument.
in the same night club which the tux that he is a performer to be relied
man, who demands his fee or his upon. Plenty of fun, especially for
Well, the young.
clothes back then and there.
are
broke.
Result:
they
the boys
"Sunday Morning"
lose their clothes and the cute devils
Time, 12 mins.
too.
A little vulgar, perhaps, but Universal
hilarious, nonetheless.

'

Gillette

Photography, the

"The Doll Shop"

elbows with important folks in hopes
of promoting the husband into a betTed Carson in
ter job.
The bluff leads to no end
"Trail of the Pack"
of humorous embarrassments as well Universal
Time, 20 mins.
as a few light touches of drama, but
The Hero Rides
the persistence of the wife in trying
Another exhibition of villain-chasto convince her husband that he being built along the old familiar lines.
longs higher up on the ladder even- Scarcely
a spark of originality in evitually brings results and they do a
dence from opening shot to last. If
triumphant fadeout. Tryon and Merna
the average moviegoer can't foretell
Kennedy give capital performances,
the turn of events as soon as the
and William Craft directed with a
North Country badman is introduced
good eye. Easily digestible amusefleeing from the "Mounties," he must
ment of the type that will get over
be far gone in idiocy. Here are all
large.
satisfactorily with the mob at
the ingredients that were thought esCast: Glenn Tryon, Merna Kennedy, Burr
Mcintosh, Lloyd Whitlock, E. J. Ratcliffe, sential 20 years ago to the tale of
William Welsh, Katherine Kerrigan.
the wide open spaces. Badman and

best.

n.

clever.

THE END. FAIR

Harrower

Dawn;

;

ection,

IN

STUFF FOR THE MOB.

Author, Henry
Irving Dodge; Adaptor, Matt Taylor; DiaDeMond, Matt Taylor;
Albert
logues,
Cameraman, R. Allyn
Editor, Harry Liev
Jones ; Monitor Man, Not listed.
Photography, good.
Direction, good.

Author, Tom CushDialoguer, Elliot Lester; Editor, Harold
ter
Adaptor, Sinya Levien; Monitor
Willard Starr; Cameraman, Harold
Allan

UMPH

Second Act of "Faust"
Vitaphone

Good Slapstick

Slapstick on the golf links, ably directed by Harry Edwards.
An office slave is egged on by his wife to
take the boss out for a game arid
then hit him for a raise.
In steps
the dumb friend, who tags along all
day and makes misery for the boss at
every turn. Vernon Dent is the henpecked husband who doesn't get the
raise.
The hokum is served thick.
Though largely obvious comedy, it
is good for enough laughs to make
the grade.
1

"Poet and Peasant"
Vitaphone

Time, 9 mins.

Good Opener
Played by the Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra, this number is a
good opener for any house whose

Pretty girlie. Uniformed
Plenty of horsies. The rest is
hero.
For the young it may not
obvious.
After all, the
be so bad a dish.
youngsters do love horsies and gun

patrons like overtures. Herman HelVarious shots of the
ler conducts.
musicians are shown during the

play-

overture.

his gang.

:

THE
10

Trusteeship

Fox

is

Formed

to

-2fr*DAILY

Aid

URGES MORE RESPONSE

Following the recent stock market
it is understood, found difficulty in preparing to meet shortterm obligations which he signed in
gaining control of Loew's Inc. and
A
the Gaumont chain in England.

financial activities.
Fox organizations are in the best
condition in their history, company
Combined current
reports indicate.
earnings are estimated by Fox at approximately $33,000,000 per year.
Fox, continuing as president of his
concerns, retains entire control of the
100,000 shares of Class B stock in
which is vested full voting power of

number

Fox

tion.

crash Fox,

of

plans

for

adjusting

the

His

Films.

executives

which

(Continued from Page 2)
Keystone Engraving Co
Buffalo Film Board of Trade
New York Film Board of Trade

Contributions

Up

SO
45
38

$25
Associated Motion Picture Advertisers

Herman

Stan-

Otterson is president of Electrical
Research Products, a subsidiary of
Western Electric. In turn Western
Electric is entirely owned by American Telephone and Telegraph Co.

continue with him. They are James
R. Grainger, sales chief; Winfield R.
Sheehan, head of production; Courtland Smith, in charge of Movietone,

department.

Grandeur and Newsreel Houses
Pioneered by Fox Organization
(Continued from Page

perfected the Grandeur, wide
Further evidence of
screen process.
the success of the process developed

and

FOX FILM CORP. ASSETS

Walbrook Amusement Co.

C.
L.

Miller

Gillette

LIEF FUND. The

his

were

CHAIN FOR CANADA
(Continued from Page

1)

house campaign which Fox has
scheduled for this continent.
In confirming the report of his new
affiliation,

cently opened.

will

Nathanson

FILM DAILY
be

told

THE

the campaign
with erection of

that

launched
houses in Montreal and
Toronto.
Sites have been secured
for both theaters.
Operations under
5,000-seat

New Coast House For Fox
Beverly Hills, Cal. Ground has
been broken for a 2,510 seat theater
at Wilshire Boulevard and Hamilton
Drive here. The house is being built
by the Wilshire Amusement Corp.
and will be leased to Fox.

—

Fox Gets Mt. Vernon, Wash., House
Mt. Vernon, Wash.—The Paramount here has been acquired by the
Fox-Ives Theaters, Inc., it
nounced by Manager Waldo

is

an-

C. Ives.

the project will start early in 1930.

Fox Gets Noel Francis
on Long-Term Contract
The talkers have gotten another
Ziegfeld girl.
Her name is Noel
Francis, who has been signed to a
long-term contract by Fox.
She is
now en route to the Coast to play in
"The

Golden

Webb

will direct.

which

New Fox House Opens

Sound in Bath, N. Y.
Bath, N. Y. Sound Pictures have
been introduced here at the Fox-Bab-

Fox West

cock.

here.

—

Calf,"

Turlock,

—The

Millard

on Coast

Turlock, new
Coast house, has opened
Cal.

131 contributors
•

Ella May Burke,
T. H. Ryan. R. Honover, C. Foeger, Loretta
Scheider, Mae Mayce, L. Holmes, C. Johnson, L. Luther, E. Linder, E. Mairrin, E.
Carney, H. Roth, G. Maschaweck, R. Indubitzer, F. Schoende, C. Harter, E. K. O'Shea,
R. Maw, A. Harris, B. Eberts, Gus Schoenke,
B. Reilly, Geo. W. Ferguson, C. W.
J.
Anthony, J. Krause, E. F. Brady, A. Teschemacher, C. Ross, I. Voak, G. Becker, R.
Deitrich, F. Maxwell, H. Antrim, S. Weil,
H. Roemer, J. Scibetta, J. Cavalieri, R. Haas,
E. Hass, C. Ostrowsky, R. Hansler, R. Pressing, F. Minor, Gerald Stark, Carl Heerdt,
Harold Howell, H. Webster, B. Brady, W.
Grayce Cohen,
Gehring, Josephine Jenco,
Frank Young, E. Brunner, E. Walsh, Bertha
Gilchrist,
Burk,
Ruth
Kemp.
Mrs.
G.
Eleanore Paradcio, Jack Lyons, Harry Seed,

M. Ryan, Mary McGuire,

FOX SETS GRANDEUR

Boyd Managing Neb. House
Neb.— Eward Boyd is
managing the new Fox which reNo. Platte,

cS

Edna

intelligence.

I

WELL BAEANCEFSHOW

!

TO

THE

resourcefulness when
he started the first theater exclusively, for newsreels, the Embassy, here
in November.
The success of this
new venture, almost from the very
first week, easily proved to be a master stroke, with the Fox organization
immediately making arrangements for a string of such houses
throughout the country.

Indeed an uncanny exhibB

Manheim

Fund

onstrated

wB

W

Trade

General

NOW

on

of

supplied a mild degree of fun
a number that depended for itsH
mor chiefly upon a pair of fracfS
legs.
Morriarity and Burns execiAi
a brand of tap dancing that stji
out primarily because of the coi«|
erable demand it made upon the
energy.
The Foster Girls were!
teresting solely because of a da*
executed with chairs as props.
Giersdorf Sisters' main contrib»j
was their "Singing in the Rain.'l

T. W. Williams
Theater Equipment
M. J. Kandell
William Ornstein
Corp. was formed of which GranF. Rodgers
UP
$91,220,709 W.
deur, Inc., was a component part and
Omaha Film Board of Trade
Fox succeeded in gaining a large porDon Malkames
(Continued from Page 1)
tion of interest in the newly formed
Indianapolis Film Board of Trade.
equipment organization. Included in assets are estimated this year at $30,this equipment combine were Mit- 146,235, as compared with $28,638,459 Buffalo Film Trade Board
chell Camera Co. and International in 1929.
Collects $45 for
Estimate has been made that earnProjector Corp., both supplying necA collection taken up by the Bufessary elements in lens, cameras and ings for the current calendar vear
projectors for the showing of the will be between $13,000,000 and $15,- falo Film Board of Trade, with dona000,000.
Grandeur films.
In other words, the com- tions limited to a minimum of 5
Almost immediately following the pany's gross will be at least $4,000,- cents and a maximum of $1, resulted
FILM DAILY REsuccess of Grandeur, Fox again dem- 000 over 1929.
in $45 for

when

HICK SPOTJ

real

talk.

Sam Warshawsky
Eva Warshawsky
Leo Klebanow

D.

part

of canine

Herbert S. Berg
Arthur W. Eddy
Richard Brady
Dario L. Faralla
Ferdinand Luporini

N.

J

the cut-and-dried
bright spot in the
presentation was a trained dogB
that proved a sensation.
The tfl
is Al Gordon & Co.
It revealedM
performers that did everythingH

William R. Ferguson
Don M. Mersereau
Marvin M. Kirsch

of

BERG]

The stage show that came to ft
Paramount Friday was for the gr#
The

Robert F. Klingensmith
D. Goldberg
Theater

William Massce
Albany Film Board
N. D. Golden

1)

IS

S.

SHOW AT PARAMOUR

OF

er

Dave Bader

Grandeur Film and Fox News, and
Dave
Clayton Sheehan, head of the foreign

HERBERT

DOC ACT

and Including

to

were discussed prior to the have guided his interests to their pres- Thomas
ent profitable and successful state Harford
selecting of one providing a trusteesituation
ship.

By

has been identified with nu-

merous Fox

192*

Presentations

{Continued from Page 1)

Stuart

8,

FUND COMMITTEE

RELIEF

Matters

in Financial

personnel will result from the plan.
Fox Film Corp., Fox Theaters will
proceed along present lines of opera-

Sunday, December

Ruth Rappapart, Arnold Febrey, Joe Miller,
J. Savage, F. McCarthy,
Kaplan, J. Bykowski, Frances White,
J.
Agnes Dusell, L. Gardner, Conrad Grucza,
Angeline Orzechowska, Florence Krug, Mary
Jose, H. Berkson, Miss E. M. Abplanalp,
Miss M. Caskey, Miss H. F. Channing,
Sydney Samson, G. E. Dickman, W. C.

AT THE ROXY THIS WEBI
The Roxy show has

a nice baflj

spectacular and artistic nj
duction values, the first stage bit IJ
ing "Kamenoi Ostrow," Anton Rj
ing

of

binstein's classic.
This is done 11
a scrim with dimmed staj
showing silhouette of cathedral i]

hind

terior.

The Roxy

choir

is

in whi

and they chant the splendl
anthem to the accompaniment offll
cathedral music and the chimes. Thll
robes,

follows a dainty bit, "Bric-A-Braci
with three tableaus representing pej
celain bric-a-brac figures. Above ail
back are three silhouettes.
II
houctte figure dances in unison will
one of the three porcelain "bit!)

A

which come to

life and dance in till
IUI
very original conception artistic
ly produced.
Then a popular
"Sidewalks of New York," with
Roxyettes divided into couples,
Side boys and girls, singing the c
songs such as "East Side, West Sid»l
"Sweet Rosy O'Grady," as they dan'
before a background of skyscrape'

A

E. Gauch, H. Burik,

Rowell, C. J. Canty, J. Barone, R. Bayerl,
E. Kelly, H- Bure, M. Bure, Art. Woodward,
Bill
Bork, Bertha Bell, Marie De Wald,
Helen Huber, Loretta Riedel, Anna Harrington,
Florence Kiley, Emma Bangassar, G.
M. Westergren, E. Lux, May Close, Irene
Pseurmer, Lillian Rosen, Kay Cochrane, H.
T. Dixon, Howard McPherson, Frances Rubach, May Ray, M. Mayer, Josephine Rubach. Monica Phillips, Rose Allaco, Anne
Annette Price,
Rafferty,
Sofie Massalska,
Geraldine Noonan, Bertha Seelbach, Marie
Roessel,
Al Barnett, Helen Czajka, Eva
Reese, Anna Nachbar, Florence Breitt, Anna
Fahrenholtz, E. Vestor C. Florkowska, Jerry
Yogerst, Alec Herman.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
Attractions tor
Picture Theatres

Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3580

City

.

THE
lay,

December

8,

&tk

n
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Theater Equipment
By

WILLIAM ORNSTEIN

,

Re- Synchronization Device
Is Feature of BesTone Units
PROGRESS BEING MADE

Omaha— A

TONE-0-GRAPH DEVICE
re-synchronization

de-

vice which makes it possible to continue with the show if the film should
A
break or if there is a defective record,
features the BesTone Talker Model
B De Luxe, according to the
manufacturers, BesTone, Inc. In an
emergency the operator merely pins
the film together, starts his projector
A
again and moves the tone arm around
the record to catch up with the synrubber band.
chronization, it is declared. The unit
iew patents have appeared on processes is said to be adaptable to any make
bricating and conditioning motion picprojector.
When running silent pictures, the
linting Machines and Methods

(Continued from Page 6)
hich protects the film from scratches,
cleaning device marketed
dust.
name "Imp-Impregnator"
trade
ihe
Ms, "impregnates" and dries the film at
feet an hour,
ite of 6000
novel device announced recently is a
nspection machine which is constructed
is rewound,
it sprocket and, as the film
achine detects any breaks, tears, or defilm clip which can be
splices.
j
scratching
1 on a roll of film without
been invented to replace the commonly

The Tone-O-Graph, sound-on-disc
manufactured by
the
North American Sound and Talking
Picture Equipment Corp., New York,
consists of two full double channel
amplifiers, both of which are mounted
on one frame. While both are under
the same control one is active while
the other is used in emergency cases.
equipment,

This also eliminates the chance of a
break down if any one of the channels get out of order. The horns and
speakers are placed back of the screen
and the sound is amplified according
to the needs of the individual theater.
Various types of speakers are
used, depending upon the acoustical
problems presented by each house.
Sound-on-film equipment is built
of die cast aluminum parts wherever

il

simultaneous printing of
for
printer
and picture negatives was described by
This
at the spring meeting in 1929.
;
ipment is an indication of the problems
have been introduced by sound-on-film
es as greater care is required
photo-electric
heretofore.
has been designed for use with
~lea of the capacity of the large

A

^an

in

print-

exposure
printers.

printing

can be had from a recent report
Hollywood laboratory is now equipped
cess 2700 feet of negative film and 11,to
eet of positive film per hour and
Quite
sound film in 1000 foot rolls.
patents on printer improvements have

tories
i

six or seven
minutes to a reel by disengaging the
clutch and, using the original motor
This is
that is on the talker unit.
possible only on silent newsreels,
advertising reels or comedies, and
helps to put the show through in a
two-hour schedule or thereabouts.

show can be speeded up

The

cast of special
that insures equal
density, and balanced on special balnovel
more
machines, which insures abancing
the
of
Some
taken out.
(a) the use of solute accuracy in operation.
Turns may he mentioned:
—violet light for printing; (b) deflection table gear is cut on special gear cutlight beam in a printer by the use of a
printing ting machines accurates to .0001 inch.
ig magnetic field, (c) multiple
and (d) an apparatus for determining Gear case contains individual mes
ontrast and density of a photographic chanical filter immersed in semi-fluid
table for use in making animated draw- oil, which smooths out all possible
m- mechanical variations of speed. The
has been described by Adam which
device sim-ates an automatic focussing
gears in this set are of one inch face
the
before
o that described by Norling
of alloy steel, heat treated, hardened
y a year ago.
and ground, making the operation of
Titles
outstanding articles on titling have ap- this turntable as accurate as mechani-

metal

fly-wheel
a way

BesToneTaikie Unit
MODEL 8 DC LUXE

is

in

:

d'but two patents are of interest. The
comprises a device for forming a title
ased paper and exposing the film through
The second describes a P r ° ] ?S"
aper.
for hold>rinter having a rotating table
light
he titles interposed between the
and the film.
:

reproduced by a machine that also
can be used as an ordinary radio
receiver, have been demonstrated by
the Sonora Products Corp. in its
private projection room in the Sonm
The apparatus, inora Building.
Footage numbers
nges more difficult.
engineers, is said
Sonora
vented
by
connecin
value
great
been found of
It uses
kind.
film.
of
its
first
sound
the
of
be
to
inspection
with the
ordinary 16 mm. films, capable of
irther instalments of the Prog- throwing a picture five feet square,
Report vnll appear in subse- while the talk is reproduced by a
FIL DAILY. synchronized record.
,t issues of THE
Quantity production is expected to
get under way about the first of the
kers Create
with the facilities of different
For Special Type Seats year,
picture studios being engaged for
nong the many problems created the making of the films.

M
Demand

with a back made of such matethrow
that it will absorb and not
the sound waves. In legitimate
numters, it has been found, a
;

oi

empty

seats will noticeably af-

theater
the echo problem, but
seats
got around this by using

were

scientifically

upholstered.

Develops Cin-ex Camera
A motion picture camera
by which a
known as the Cin-ex
rj etro it

practice

now

is

all

reduction

drive

gears

skill can make.
gear box houses

of

hardened and ground,
erance of .001 inch.

special

fitted to a

The

steel

Tol-

shafting

is

special steel, ground and fitted in
large high speed bronze bearing's.
All running parts are carried on ball

Motors are rebalanced and

bearings.

installed on special rubber, making
a unit operating without noise or
vibration.

system, known as the "Baby Grand
Dual System" of the Tone-O-Graph
product and designed especially for
theaters seating 400 or less, is being
put on the market by North AmerTalking Pictures
Sound
ican

is

of

tool steel, oil tempered, which,

it

is

claimed, insures long life and smooth
passage of the film in front of the
glass aperature and another feature
is that the film at no time after leaving the projector head touches any
metal while passing through the
sound-on-film head, other than the
sprocket track itself, thereby insuring long life of films and no damage
which would have to be paid for to
the exchange.

Atlanta House Has Stage
Wider Than N. Y. Roxy
Atlanta— A stage 80 feet wide,
claimed to be four feet bigger than
the stage at the Roxy, New York,
will be a feature of the new Fox
which is scheduled to open Christmas Day with first-run pictures and
Fanchon & Marco stage shows. The
house seats 4,504 and will have Western Electric equipment. R. T. Newton will manage the house.

&

Equipment

Corp.,

with

scheduled to start Jan.
chine

is

1.

deliveries

RCA
Detroit

The ma- equipped

priced at $1,750, with an ad-

ditional charge of $50 for attachment
It has dual
to Powers projectors.
two turntables, batamplification,

and charger, monitor, two synchronous motors and two sound-onfilm heads and amplifiers. The equipment will be sold on the installment
teries

bodily functions such as
variety
movethe motion of the lungs and
ments of the heart and intestines may
developed by
be observed, has been
here.
Dr. Jarre of Grace Hospital
of

The

it is practical to use this metal.
gate over which the film passes

for

—The
for

Bijou, Detroit
Bijou here has been

talking pictures.

equipment was

RCA

installed.

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS
of Every Type

Us and Save Money
REPAIR SHOP with Experts on

plan.

Consult

—

Publix Renovates Ind. State
being adopted
Ind.— The State, Publix
Anderson,
a
with
rally in talker theaters,
completely renovated.
been
has
house,
favored.
c velour being

.

engineering and

The main

Talking Pictures
Low-Priced Sound System
Demonstrated by Sonora
Set for Small Theaters
Talking pictures for the home,
A low-priced disc and film sound

Distribution

md

cal

Home

introduction of sound pictures particuhas inthose having the sound on discs
the
distributors,
>d the problem of the
the
iveness of the sound records and
handleous noise resulting from careless
film
make the problem of inspection

alking pictures for theater buildoperators is the question of

CLAIM NOVEL FEATURES FOR

Factory for Sound Equipment Co.
Sound Equipment Co.,
Toledo
manufacturers of sound reproduction
has purchased a factory
devices,
Operations
building at Bucyrus, O.
are scheduled to start in the near
The concern is said to be
future.
incorporated for $2,000,000 under the
laws of the state of Delaware.

Professional

Cameras

Right on Premises

—

WllO

West 32"St.We«yorti.fAy^
Phone Penna. 0330

Motion Picture Department
U.

S.

and Canada Agents

for

Debrie

DAILY

A DIRECT NEWS SERVICE
COVERING DEVELOPMENTS
IN AMERICA'S IMPORTANT
OVERSEAS MARKETS
Monday
suits against
heard in spring.

Government
to be

Fox and Warner

Foreign
Markets

to

..,„„
talking picture
United Artists plans chain of
Britain.
Great
in
houses
St. Louis
Settlement of musicians' strike in

ACADEMY

PROPOSED

IS

4,221 in France

IN

Federal governments inin Pittsburgh.
industry
vestigation
holdings at a
Fox to add 24 houses to Coast
,
cost of $15,000,000.
shows
Sunday performances of legitimatecompetifilm
urged as means of combating

surrounds

TRANCE TO AID INDUSTY

of

.

.

.

,

Wednesday
Claims
being adjusted

and exchanges
exhibitors
despite suspension of arbiTrade.

of
tration activity of Film Boards
lox to
Hoblitzelle chain recently acquired by
be increased to 100 houses.
films
P. Congress of America to offer
on 25 per cent of gross rental basis.

M

—

Paris Formation of a motion picture academy has been proposed as a
possible means of aiding the French
It would consist of three
industry.
divisions, one for actors and directors,
another for writers and a third for
those in the business end of the industry.

cars

railroad

to present talker shows
for small-town trade.
_

Film men become party to $6,600,000 music
publishing combine.
15,000,000
attendance up
picture
weekly, Will Hays tells business conference

Motion
at

of First National

is

sole

question in monopoly suit brought by Government, says Harry M. Warner.

Today
Publix reported acquiring nine more theaters
in Chicago.
.
Fox Plans Grandeur picture house chain for
Canada.
15 Technical subjects now being shown on

Broadway.
aid

Fox

financially.

MAURICE BLOCH FUNERAL
WILL BE HELD SUNDAY
1)

bany was one seeking the repeal of
the state censorship law.
Bloch died Thursday of a heart
attack at the Roosevelt Hospital, following an operation for appendicitis.

Myerson On Way to China
To Join Peacock Company
Ralph Myerson, connected with the
film

completed, Pittaluga

business for the last 15 years,

left for Shanghai to become assistant general manager for the Pea-

has

—

The Provincial EntertainProprietors'
and Managers'
Ass'n has announced plans for a
campaign against the admission tax
on seats selling at a shilling or less.

—

Discussion in the House
Parliament recently revealed that
the Government of India has come

London

of

no

Not

is

preparing

to

to

Produce Films,

—

—

Its

Pathe-Natan Studios at
Joinville Wired by RCA

purpose,

it

mapping out

"to further the interest in
Glasgow of artistic and technical film grams.
production." The group is using the
Paris The Pathe-Natan studios at First National Pathe theater here as 2 Prices
Joinville, four in number, have been a meeting place.
states,

is

—

equipped with RCA Photophone for
sound film production.
It is there
that

"My

Child

Adolphe

of

Father,"

a

Menjou

is

to

in

be

Second French All-Talker
is Completed at Elstree
London

—The

talking picture,

second

French

"La Route Est

all-

Belle"

("The Road is Beautiful") has been
completed at
Elstree
for
Pierre
Braunberger.

Andre Bauge

is

fea-

tured.

Sound in Runcorn, England
Runcorn, England The Scala has
been wired for talking pictures.

—

3,600-Seater for Britain

—

8 Houses in Belgium Wired
Brussels Belgium has eight talking picture houses at present.
Five
are located in this city.

—

A

3,600-seat
planned here at a cost of
The project is sponsored

Copenhagen The first British audible film to be presented in Denmark
was shown here recently when Harry

"Under the Greenwooc
a British International Pictures production, opened at the ReLachman's

Tree,"
gina.

Taking Their Time in Antwerp
Antwerp To give themselves plen-

—

next production will be a talker version of Tolstoi's "Kreutzer Sonata."

house is
"Atlantic" Premiere Postponed
globe for the experiment of filming $250,000.
London The world premiere of
Maurice Chevalier's next starring by Samuel Crompton, managing di- British
"Atlantic,"
International's
vehicle, "The Big Pond," in both rector of John Crook, Ltd.
which was to have taken place SaturFrench and English all-talking verday, has been definitely postponed.
Louis Nalpas Gets Film Post
sions, according to Hobart Henley,
Paris The Societe Anonyme des
who will direct both editions of the
2,000 Seater Opens in Berlin
audible picture at the Paramount Studios _ de Billancourt has named
Berlin The Stella-Palast is a new
Long Island studio.
Louis Nalpas managing director.
It seats 2,000.
picture house here.

—

—

lic

—

—

England

Sound

Paris Prices have been made pubon the new sound system put out
in Britain Seat 459,765 by Gaumont under the name "Idea.
Sonore."
Sets with a single turnLondon Theaters in Great Britain table will sell for $4,400, while rhcw
equipped with Western Electric have provided with two are listed at $6,an aggregate seating capacity of 459,- 000.
Extended credit terms are ofThis fered.
765, a recent survey reveals.
figure
represents one-fifth of the
country's total weekly motion picture
British Talker in Denmark
attendance.

Western Electric Houses

ty of time in wiring their theaters
local exhibitors have suspended the
showing of talking pictures for six

—

Bolton,

New

on

pro-

—

made.

starred, will be

respective

their

System Sold by Gaumont

•

Best for Bi-Lingual Films
New York is the best place on the

CONGRESS SET FOR
Brussels Andre de Sormani and
Aulit have been appointed
by the organizing committee as director-general and secretary for the

Motion Picture Corp., which
French Firms Form Merger
operates theaters in that city and
Paris Vandal et Delac and Conmonths.
conducts exchanges in China. Myersortium International Cinematographson will specialize in the development
ique have formed a production merof sound in the Far East.
To Film "Kreutzer Sonata"
ger.
Berlin The Froelich Film Co.'s

New York

BRUSSELS WORLD CINEMA

Lucien

definite decision

cock

Henley Finds

of

in its studios

on the censorAsserts Glasgow Society
ship recommendations advanced by
Glasgow The recentlv organized World Cinema Congress scheduled
the Indian Kinematograph Commit- Film Society of
Glasgow disavows to be held here sometime during
Additional committees have
tee.
any intention to engage in motion 1930.
been appointed and now are active
picture production.
to

which

(Continued from Page

installation

go ahead with production of taking
pictures.
The first two talkers will
be "The King's Daughter" and "Ave
Maria," scheduled to go into production next month.

London

Friday

to

4,041.

the

sound equipment

ment

meet
Allied States and the M.P.T.O.A. may
plan.
in New York on proposed merger

Trusteeship

Rome — With

RCA

in

of
Publix will make talking picture versions
its stage shows.

Washington.
Legality of ownership

are 4,221 motion picture theaters in France,
according to a survey conducted by Courrier Cinematographique.
Paris is credited with
180 and the provinces with

PLANS THEATER TAX FIGHT

Thursday
New company

PITTALUGA BEGINS TALKER

—There

Paris

Tuesday

between

FILM DAILY CORRESPONDENTS IN WORLD CAPITALS
PLASH OVERSEAS NEWS BT
RADIO AND CABLE

By LOUIS PELEGRINE

.

tion.

8, 1929

.

reported.

Secrecy

Sunday, December

—

—

W. E. for Spanish Theater
Buenos Aires The
Bilbao, Spain
ater has opened here with Western
Electric, the third in Spain to be
equipped by the company.

—

Rlchmount
723 7th Ave.
D.

J.

I

nc

.

Pictures
New York

MOUNTAH,

EXCLUSIVE

foreign

City

Pres.

representa

Rayart Pi.tures Corporation and other eading independent producers and distributors.
Cable Address RICHPiCSOC. Paris
Cable Address: DEEJAY. London
Cable Address: RICHPIC. N. Y.
tives for

:

Exporting only

the

best in Motion Picture

Black-and-White Cost
f° r

Colored Sound Pictures
IMOW— at

— sound pictures can

low cost

be printed without sacrificing any of the
delicate tints formerly used ....

Sonochrome Tinted

Eastman

Positive Films have

given the industry a wider range of tints

than was ever available before

— in films

so adjusted that they give amazingly faithful

sound reproduction. And though they

combine sound and
Eastman

films cost

color, these

new

no more than regular

black-and-white positive.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK
*•

J.

E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors

New York

Chicago

Hollywood

•

1

Twas the night before Christmas
and all through the HOUSE
Not a creature was stirring
Not even a mouse then he played
. •
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Httsburgh Judge Sees Arbitration Clause Illegal

txhibitor

FOXTEBT DUE TRUSTEES

OF

27,000^000

Leaders Discuss Plans for Conference

M.P.T.O.A. Delegates
Being Selected For
TRADE PRACTICE MEET
Tomorrow's Meet
Preliminary to opening of the joint
INDUSTRY
FOR

Loew Deal Still On

ive

libitor

conference in

New York

SEAM

to-

Drrow, M.P.T.O.A. leaders are unIrstood to be discussing the prolsed merger of their organization
|d Allied States while attending the
jrth Carolina M.P.T.O. convention
Pinehurst, today and tomorrow.
lOne matter to be settled is the
]lection of five delegates to repreit
the M.P.T.O.A. at the New
jrk conference which will open
the Union League Club at 12
(Continued on Page 2)

Washington Bureau of

—

Washington
theater seats
trade practice
Dec. 19 at the
der auspices

THE FILM DAILY
Manufacturers

of

be included in a
conference to be held
Willard Hotel here unof the Federal Trade
will

Commission. The purpose of the
meeting is to adopt rules with regard

FOR PROJECTIONISTS

WORK

FRIDAY

—

settlement of
here provides
the musicians to return to work

Definite
|St. Louis.
|e musicians' strike
\r

riday.

Under

the

new arrangement,

THE FILM DAILY

[ported in

—A

mo-

seven-day week for
picture operators is being opposed by the New York State Federation of Labor, which is fostering
legislation to include the projectionists under the law requiring a weekly

Albany

tion

of
day of rest. Governor Roosevelt will
Skouras first run houses will
be asked to include recommendations
lploy 46 men, instead of 52 emto this effect in his annual message
Joyed last year; St. Louis Amuse- to the Legislature Jan. 1.
lent Co. orchestras will comprise 62
[en, instead of 124, and independent

|ec. 2,

heaters will
|ith 89.

employ

The wage

compared

37, as

scale remains un-

I.

R

iORST

Cincinnati

—In

Chicago

its first

territory,

MOVE

SECTOR
step outside

Balaban

&

Publix subsidiary, will erect a
ouse costing $2,000,000 at Eighth
nd Vine Sts. The firm has secured
n option on the site.

in

E. M. Seizer, formerly
(Continued on Page 14)

Wisconsin.

American Telephone

IS

REPORTED

Brooklyn Momart Shows
Newsreels and Shorts
The Momart, Brooklyn, reopened

Saturday with a policy of newsreels
48 Houses in Texas
and sound shorts under the ownerNow Wired for Sound ship of Herman Wingarten. There

$15,000,000 and
(Continued on Page 14)

for

Fox

Halsey

—

Jack Leo, vice president of Fox
Pinehurst, N. C. With Various
Fox Theaters and Fox-Case, prominent industry figures attending,
is understood to be leaving these or- annual convention of the M. Pi T. O.
ganizations.
of North Carolina today begins a
Efforts to reach Leo Sunday for two-day session.
President Charles
confirmation were unavailing.
W. Piquet will preside. Attendance
is expected to include A. M. Lightman, C. C. Pettijohn, S. L. Rothafel,
Station
Pacent Service
Oscar Hanson and Richard Anderson
Films,

for

New
—

England Opens

Boston With the appointment of
C. H. Nilman as chief engineer and
the opening of a service station here
Pacent establishes its first New England service for users of
tus.

A

weekly service

—

(Continued

P. Congress.

BOAlSlESPOND

FILM

apparabe availtimes with

Pittsburgh Following decision of
Federal Judge Thacher in New York
on arbitration, Judge Frank F. Patterson of Common Plea court here
handed down a decision declaring the
arbitration clause in the standard con-

and

M.

its

to exhibitors at all
parts of the equipment on hand at
the new offices at 16 Piedmont St.

tract as illegal

of

TO

will

invalid.

The

ver-

of P.
wired will be nine showings a day, each run- dict was rendered in the case
Dallas— There were
six distributors. The
against
Gorris
L.
ouses in Texas on Dec. 1, as com- ning one hour and ten minutes, with
defendants were ordered to pay cost
ared with 83 on May 1, it is shown an admission price of 15 cents in the
on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 14)

Telegraph

LEAVING FOX COMPANIES North Carolina Exhibs
Open Convention Taday

348

(Continued on Page 2)

&

reported holding a note of

is

Films

Patterson Decision Follows
Ruling of Judge Thacher

^atz,

and Otterson
Obligations amounting to $27,000,000 are understood held by interests
represented by John E. Otterson,
president of Electrical Research, and
Harry L. Halsey, member of Halsey,
Stuart & Co., who have been appointed by William Fox to work with
him as trustees in handling the affairs of Fox Films Corp. and Fox
Theaters.
Co.

Milwaukee Three new managers
able
have been announced for Fox houses

pUTSIDE CHICAGO
le

Three Managers Named
For Fox Wisconsin Houses

—

Tianged.

Consummation
eration is $65.
of this deal, it is understood, is
not likely to affect the operation of M-G-M, Loew or Fox.

JACK LEO

LOUISlUSIflANS

tETURN TO

Randolph
William
Hearst, Louis B. Mayer and J.
Robert Rubin may acquire
Loew's and M-G-M from William Fox. The price per share
understood to be under consid-

whereby

to breach of contract, misrepresenta(Continued on Page 4)

OPPOSE 7-DAYWEEK
L

Conferences are still being
held in connection with the deal

Notes Held by Interests
Represented by Halsey

REUffFiD

PLEA

In response to a direct plea sent
them by C. C. Pettijohn, general
counsel of the Hays office, Film
Boards of Trade are responding
promptly and generously to the call
FILM DAILY
for support of
RELIEF FUND. Pettijohn sugto

THE

(Continued on Page 4)

Organists Reinstated
THE FILM DAILY
Officials of the
Angeles—
Los

West Coast Bur.

musicians' union report
an agreement has been
reached whereby organists will
be reinstated immediately in

local

that

Fox West Coast

theaters.

DAILY

Monday, December

The Industry's
Date Book

The Broadway Parade
THE

only opening of note last week was "General Crack," which came to

Monday, Dec.
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"Hollywood Revue"

M-G-M

"Disraeli"
"Sunny Side
"Rio Rita"

Warners
Fox

Up"

United Artists.
United Artists.

Paramount
Warner

"General Crack"

Warners
in India".

.Talking Pic.

—

W

PLANS FOR CONVENTION
A. M. Lightman
o'clock, noon.
Jack Miller will be on the list.

and

Allied on Saturday announced its
delegates, who are: W. A. Steffes,
Col H. A. Cole, H. M. Richey, Na-

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

than Yamins and J. M. Hone. Glenn
A. Cross is an alternate, appointed
owing to uncertainty as to the at'*±
tendance of Steffes, due to illness in

(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)
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Brulatour, Inc.

Bryant 4712

"The Sky Hawk"
N.

of
Gaiety,

Y.

Weekly AM PA luncheon at
Paramount Hotel, N. Y.
Opening of "The Virginian"
N. Y.

Opening
House in

of

the

Little

Pict

New York City.
of "Devil May Cart"

—

turning to

by an analysis of the sound situation
C. Douglas, executive
secretary of the Dallas Film Board

offer

for

Sale
before

New York, denied
Canadian Famous

that a
Play<

from Gaumont at $75 per share h
been received by the board of din

of Trade.

tors.

Anne Nichols Quits

Kent Sails Saturday
Sidney R. Kent, who sails Saturday
for a survey of conditions in Europe
in
behalf of Paramount, will be
abroad six or eight weeks.

Anne

Nichols,

who gave

"Abii

Irish Rose" to the world, is quitti
her theatrical activities in New Yot,
Her office will be closed and t
staff dispersed this week.
It is
ported Miss Nichols may re-enter t
production field on the Coast.
l

Talkers at Moulin Rouge

—

Paris Talkers hereafter will be t
policy at the Moulin Rouge, famo
for years as a musical house, whi
just reopened after extensi
alterations.
"Fox Follies of 192
the initial sound offering, was itended by a distinguished audience.

has

(

"Show

Omaha

Shows" for Omaha
—of"Show
of Shows," Warn

super in color, will open at the Wot
here Dec. 27.

Outlines

300
300

|

—

P-F-L Product

Magnascope

New

in

New

—

London, Conn.

Routine matters were discussed at been given authority to do his own scope screen has been
the annual meeting of Paramount dis- booking.
the Capitol.
trict managers held at the Roosevelt
Hotel, New York. George J. Schafer,
head of the Eastern Division, and
John Clark, head of the Western Division, were in charge of the meeting,
with Sidney R. Kent presiding. Jesse
David J. Chatkin, General Director
L. Lasky outlined the company's
Publix Theatres, Says:product for the next six months.

Columbia to Release 8 Shorts
Eight short subjects are announced
for release by Columbia this month.
They comprise two Columbia-Victor
Gems, a Krazy Kat Kartoon, two
Photocolor Sensations, a Disney Silly
Symphonv and a Christmas short
"Little

Friend

of

All

the

Hollywood
6760 Santa Monica
Blvd.
Gladstone 6103

Opening
the

Zukor Denies Stock
Ottawa Adolph Zukor,

1)

Kansas City, Mo. Louis Charninsky, manager of the Pantages, has

World."

New York

stockholi

Premiere
Aster, N. Y.

Abram

called

1540 Broadway

Carolina
Pinehurst.

Paramount

New

Rialto,

his

300
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|
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.
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A-0 6s
41ww
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do 6s 41
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Loew

.

Dec.

Inc.,

York.
Conference of M. P. Distribir
of Canada at Hotel King Ethr
Toronto.
at

family.
Betty Cochrane Married
F. Myers, Allied head, who
Betty
Cochrane, daughter of Mr.
16 '/»
will attend the sessions, said in a
89
and Mrs. R. H. Cochrane, was mar"Allied
proud
is
statement
Saturday:
52% 51% 52% 5,500
ried
Saturday to John
Howard
90
of its delegation, the membership of
Laeri, of Youngstown.
The event
88
.... which is ample assurance to Allied
23% ....
took place at the home of the bride's
25,200 adherents that their interests will be
51% 54
54
500 protected.
With so many able men parents in New Rochelle.
4% 4% 4%
1,000 available
9
9
9
the choice has not been
23% 21% 22% 27,000 easy, ^nd it has been affected by con55
Shields
••••
Managing
44% 43% 43% 28,000 siderations of service rendered and Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
37
300 geographical location. Allied rejoices
37
37
Washington Corbin Shields, forCURB MARKET
in the knowledge that the delegation
64
merly with the Rialto, now is mancould be duplicated many times from
26%
11% 10% 10% 12,000 its vast membership without lowering aging the B. F. Keith's.
900
34
33% 34
the high standard of ability and char30
200 acter that has been set."
16%
16% 15
Manager to Do
Booking

•Univ. Pict
Keith

.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

2
3
6

Pictures,

unit at

Meeting

Now

pfd

Pict.

Warner Bros
•Bal.

.

Bros.

Wilmington, Del.
Meeting of North

9-10

hibitors'

•

Para.

do

"Hunting Tigers" opens at (
M. Cohan, N. Y.
Annual meeting of stockholders

Warner
Dec.

made by Don
{Continued from Page 1)

Loew Vs, Inc

.

(.Continued

Cour-des-Noues, 19.

•do pfd.
•do pfd

Today:

348 Houses in Texas
Now Wired for Sound

EXHIB LEADERS DISCUSS

La

Con.

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

Criterion

United Artists.
.

Opening Date
Aug. 14

.

RKO
.

Theater
Astor
Central
Gaiety
Earl Carroll
Rialto

RKO

"The Trespasser"
"Condemned"
"The Love Parade"
"Show of Shows"
"The Vagabond Lover"
"Taming of the Shrew"
"Hunting Tigers

650
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Film
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Among

week are "Hunting Tigers in
India," which opens tonight at the Cohan, where "The Song of Love" has
been playing"; "The Sky Hawk," which replaces "Sunny Side Up" at the Gaiety
on Wednesday, and "The Virginian," which forces "The Trespasser" out of the
ners.

19

9,

Buy "Naughty Marietta"
"Naughty Marietta," Victor Herbert operetta, has been purchased by

M-G-M.

"FASHION
in

a

NEWS

FASHION FEATURES. INC.
Hollywood,

George

it

a vtry valuable unit

ALL tftur FIRST RUS houm
thine thai HOLDS THE WOMEN.

W.

Gibson. Pres.

"

Technicolor— RCA Talking
3

Calif.

ill

releases per

ALL

month

circuits

Screen Star Models

London

A

magr

installed

THE
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Timely Topics
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•oBtlDAILV
—AND
Along The Rialto THAT'S

A

Digest of
Current Opinion

sserts Our Schools Should
iterpret Screen Art to Young

a
motion picture screen
THE
great factor in modeling pubis

j

The public school,
assisting the coming
generations to appreciate beauty
truth in the older and more
passive arts, must sooner or later
be forced to recognize the need
new and
for interpreting this
Sooner or later we
lively one.
must model the movies because
they constantly are modeling us.
is

Much more will be gained by
encouraging and interpreting the
good in the movies than in blindly censoring all that seems to be
"The Kansas City Star"
*

:|r

*

*

No

Place in Films
Religious Propaganda
a good picture has a strong

|;es

EDWINA

By PHIL M.

BOOTH,

now railroading back to Hollywood after
facing both cameras and mikes in Africa while working in
"Trader Horn," left considerable weight in the Dusky Continent
and who wouldn't under the circumstances?
Confidentially,
Edwina's from Utah

taste.

lie

which

I

THAT

with
PhilM. Daly, Jr.

IF religious

streak in

it,

it

will

not suffer, but an ordinary one
finds it has missed its appeal.
The more decided this element, the more dangerous it is.
do not recall a case where
active trouble has followed the
jexhibition of a picture with religious propaganda, but our showmen know only too well that
itheir great danger is the passive
objection, which is only realized
when attendances begin to fall

Ankling up Broadway, rather incog, Arthur Knorr had fire in
and a mouth full of some choice words for somebody.
....One of the "bright" boys parcel posted a bottle of
Toujours Moi, perfume of course, and Artie goes down on record
as being a sidestepper of such liquid buffoonery
Well
Artie, maybe that perfume show at the Capitol had something
to do with it, but personally we sorta take a shine to Christmas
Eve. (Editor's Note: Expensive perfume)
his eyes

Another sack of mail brings the glad tidings about "Taming
of the Shrew" just lining them up in Kansas, Salt Lake City,
and San Francisco. Well if Mary and Doug don't get any breaks,
guess wel'll go back to yard singing again
Okay, manager
of the Ringling, Baraboo, Wis., watch that thing you spoke about
last week, and if we miss again, you'll be exactly two up on us,
let it

never be said

we

cast suggestions aside, thanks

*

*

*

*

Le Baron as to whether Bebe Daniels
will be allowed a trip to New York for the premiere of her latest
"Love Comes Along." In this one Sam Warshawsky (hope that's
Oh, Yeah!
spelt right), says Bebe is the "Duse" of the screen.
It

depends upon

\"The Kinemato graph Weekly"

(London)
*

*

*

Imerson Explains Failure of
quity Fight in Hollywood

CONDITIONS
as

the movies
were ,it is true, not so bad
they were in the theater
in

when Equity came into it. As
we all know, we went in and the
The
(movement was a failure.
and actresses who had
promised support did not stand
by us. Apart from the apathy,

actors

are other factors which
The manhelped the failure.
agers are extremely well organized out there, much better
than they were in the theater at
the time of the Equity strike.
there

Complains of
Irving Chidnoff is feeling blue, poor boy.
having about 200 sittings a day and has only 24 hours to do it
all in.
Yeah, he's one of the popular photographers along the
line

F.

Silas

sented

Christmas

The

wood.

crisp

Morn

in Holly-

morning

air

was

with the pealing of silvery bells
and peelings from the oranges which
went to make the orange cocktails.
Santa Claus had been and gone. Of
course he had had a lot of assistants
on the job dressed up in white whiskers and red coats like himself.
One
filled

of these assistants, a studio stage carpenter, fell asleep in the fireplace of
the bungalow of the screen star, Gertie Ricketts.

So Gertie tripped downstairs bright
and early to see what Santa had left
in her stocking. She found her stocking full of runs. Then she noted the
stage carpenter Santa Claus asleep in
the fireplace.
So Gertie lit a match
and tried to build a fire, but the stage
carpenter was so green that he
would'nt burn.
But the heat woke

him

up.

Bill

We

off.

TT WAS
-*-

DALY

"Oh, Santa," sez Gertie, who
slightly green also, "what did

was
you

bring me for Christmas?" Santa
staggered to his feet, brushed off his
ivhiskers, and strode to the door.
There he turned, and said: "Gertie,
you can fill your stocking much better than I can.
That's why you're
a moom pitchur star."

man at M-G-M, is reprenew volumes by The Anagram Book, which

Seadler, ace advertising

among

current

expected to prove as big a home-wrecker as the cross-word
Bessie Love has filed intentions of signing a
matrimonial contract with William B. Hawks, Beverly Hills stock
The sudden change from wintry blasts to balmy
broker
weather makes it okay for P. A. Parsons, whose fishing procilivities rise and fall with the thermometer
is

puzzles

P. I. Thomson, public relations director of Western Electric,
will give the citizens of Glen Ridge, N. J., some tips on how
to listen when he addresses the High School students this afternoon and the Women's Club and Forum tonight on the subject
With Ralph Meyerson
of "Teaching the Movies to Talk"
on his way to install Pacent reproducer machines in China, and
D. R. Christe en route to Peru on a similar mission, Pacent is
fast encircling the globe

As Santa staggered out into the
crisp morning air, Gertie uttered a
cry of anguish, stared at the run in
her empty stocking. Then she stuck
her dainty limb in it. In the stocking,
not the run. This action of Gertie's,
dear reader, is what is known as

Limbering Up.

And we hope

that

Santa gives you no more or less than
he gave Gertie. You're welcome.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

John Emerson, Former
President, Actors' Equity

DECEMBER

THEIR
FIRST

JOBS

9

wishes and congratulaare extended by

Best

FILM DAILY
members

who today

of

artist

Edward

J.

the industry,

Order

are celebrating their

Dowling

Bert Sprotte

serial

to the followof fuel commissioner closis rescinded.

ing theaters

DOVE

posing for commercial

world

for Pathe.

birthday:

BILLIE

Famous Playersi secures
rights to "Aphrodite."

Jack Dempsey to appear in

THE

tions

ing

-MANY HAPPY RETURNS

Douglas Fairbanks

Mark Hamilton
Harry D. Wilson

Hunt Stromberg
join Ince

on Coast.

leaves

Select to

THE

Help!

Help!

JUDGE SEES ARBITRATION

Help!
YOUR

help. Surely if you
The fund is lagging again. It needs
read in Friday's paper of the good this fund did last year you will
not close your eyes to this call. New cases, in addition to some old
The committee gladly sacrifices
ones, demand constant attention.
its valuable time to this call of humanity. Every dollar goes to worthy
cases with not one penny of expense. Don't put it off. Make yourself a little happier by sending in your check today.

Daily Reminder
{Continued from Page 1)

with the court ruling bringing to a
close a case which has been pending
for the past 18 months.
Judge Patterson's ruling followed the decision
of Judge Thacher, New York,
by
about two months.

Film Boards Respond to Plea
of Film Daily Relief Fund
{Continued from Page

gested to the Trade Boards, that they
take up a collection, limiting the contributions to a minimum of 5 cents
and a maximum of $1, thereby giving
everybody a chance to do his or her
bit.
Film Boards of Trade already
heard from include Buffalo, Albany,
New York City, Omaha, Indianapolis
and New Orleans.
Last Saturday's mail brought a
check for $100 as the joint contribu-

Addie Dannenberg and Edna
Sussman, $50 from Joseph I. Schnitzer, $25 from Leopold Friedman and
smaller donaJ:ions^ from Bill Yearsley, M. J. Mintz and A. J. Dash. The
committee is hoping for a spurt this
tveek that will throw the drive into
tion of

The Federal inquest into the
dustry here was suspended Nov.
by A. Stanley Thompson, special
sistant

to

the

attorney

H. Giannini

100
100
100
Motion Pictures Salesmen, Inc
100
Jack Alicoate
Addie Dannenberg and Edna Sussman.. 100
50
E. A. Schiller
50
Joseph I. Schnitzec
50
Engraving
Keystone
Co
45
Buffalo Film Board of Trade
38
New York Film Board of Trade
Dr.

A.

Contributions

s

Up

.

.

to

.

.

*

and Including

$25
Associated Motion Picture Advertisers
Herman Starr

Dave Bader
Robert F. Klingensmith
Thomas D. Goldberg
Harford Theater

Walbrook Amusement Co.
William R. Ferguson
Don M. Mersereau
Marvin M. Kirsch
Dave Miller

Herbert S. Berg
Arthur W. Eddy
Richard Brady
Dario L. Faralla
Ferdinand Luporini

1,000th

P.aris,

Monday, December

William Massce
Albany Film Board
N. D. Golden

of

M.

J.

TO CUT WINTER LOSSES

KandeU

William Ornstein
W. F. Rodgers
Omaha Film Board of Trade

Minneapolis— Steps
loss

Don Malkames

Dressendorfer, Floyd Brown, Charles Reagan,
E. Mazur, H. E. Sipe, A.
Kaufman, B. S. Rose, G. T. Landis, D.
Williston, C. E. Penrod, O. Kuschner, E.

W. Willman, M.

OMAHA—

Nedley,

W.

O. C.
Fitch, Carl

Johnson,

Malm, D.

V. McLucas, Ted Ferrand, R. S. Ballantyne,
Lillian
Rosenblatt, Harry Melcher, H. P.
Ironfield, Leon Mendelson, F. C. Hensler,
Phil Monsky, L. C. Durham, Inez Johnson,
S. E. Tarbell, Wm. Barker.
C. W. Stombaugh, K. G. Robinson, Clayton Eastman, J. G. Evans, D. I.
Houlihan, E. J. Hayes, Katherine Burke,
Gladys Cryan, Margaret Buckley, Mary Firlik,
Mary O'Melia, Betty Friedlander, J. T.
Bailey, Margaret Van Alstyne, J. F. Dermody, H. E. Thompson, J. F. Schleiger, R.
Sullev, A. J. Marchetti, Bonnie Long.
N. P. Eberley, B. L.
Dudenhefer, F. F. Goodrow, C. J. Briant,
L. iS. Conner, W. M. Richardson, P. H.
Tessier, H. F. Wilkes, Houston Duvall, G. C.
Brown, W. V. Seicshnaydre, Al Bowman,
Mrs. J. B. Heine.

days,

another that exhibitors
Winter.

pictures.

DAVIS, head

of Triangle Mbhe has signed contracts to publish all songs in "The
sic Co., states

Talk of Hollywood," starring Nal
Carr and Fay Marbe.
This is a
Mark Sandrich production and will
be distributed by Sono-Art-Worldj
Wide. Al Piantadosi, Nat Carr and
Jack Glogau wrote the songs, whidi
are headed by "No, No, Baby,";
"Sarah" and "Daughter of Mine."

show

their best pictures in

Robbins Music Corp. is laying out
campaigns for three new M-G-M

Trade Practice Meet
For Seating Industry

productions,

{Continued from Page 1)

tion of products, defamation
of

May

"Devil

Cars?*

"Lord Byron of Broadway" and
"The Rogue's Song," all of wkiek
are to feature Robbins' numbers.

com-

NEW ORLEANS—

a

W. Twyman Plans

W.

Embassy

TOE

«*

"The Language of Love," ballad
below cost, granting
secret rebates and price discrimina- by Andy Razaf and Paul Denniker,
tion.
Makers of church and school introduced on the air by Rudv Vallee,
furniture also will participate in the has been acquired by the Triangle
Music Co.
conference.

Charlottesville

House

—A

Charlottesville, Va.
new 1,200."The Jazz Singer" has established
what is said to be a record run for seat theater and arcade building is
a motion picture in Paris, having planned here by Jefferson-Lafayette
reached its 1,000th performance at Theater, Inc., of which F. W. Twythe Aubert Palace there, according man is head. Oris E. Asbury and E.
to information received by Warner E. Burruss, architects, are drafting
plans.
in New York.

the extent of $125,000, the
has reopened with talking

"By CLEFi

ALBANY—

F.

to

1929

Musical Notes

to reduce their

in

W. McKinlev.
C. P.
C. E. Williams, S.

9,

NORTHWEST EXHIBS MOVE

Trade

D. C. Gillette
N. L. Manheim
T. W. Williams

Showing New

New Britain House Reopens
New Britain, Conn. — Improved

a favor.

Sam Warshawsky
Eva Warshawsky
Leo Klebanow

petitors, selling

Kiss" Sets Record at
Loew House in Atlanta
Atlanta— Greta

Garbo

E. Annapolis Installation
Annapolis, Md. Western Electric
equipment has been installed at the
Republic recently taken over by Phil
Miller.

—

in

"How

Am

I

to

Know?"

featurt

song of Cecil B. De Mille's "Dynamite," is reported going over stroma
despite the fact that

it

did not

"The low any routine form of

fol

"spottinff

M-G-M picture, broke all ex- or subsequent exploitation tohich
house records for receipts at heretofore have been considered «•
Loew's Capitol, Thanksgiving week, sential in putting a picture song
according to Carter Barron, manager. across.
Kiss,
isting

"Jazz Singer" Reaches

as your community

United States.
Thompson was
called to Washington, D. C, for
a
meeting Nov. 20, and upon his return
here Thursday morning called a temporary halt. Those subpoenaed for
that day were dismissed.

\

Thomas Meighan-

—

charity if 11 build
prestige and you'll
do yourself as well

the

1)

or

midnight show for

21
asgeneral of

Big Parade

.

Run a morning

in-

business during the Winter
Indianapolis Film Board of Trade.
season to a minimum have been takLeopold Friedman
en by exhibitors throughout the
New Orleans Film Board of Trade
Northwest.
Many plans have been
Bill Yearsley
suggested as a means of overcoming
M. J. Mintz
higher speed, otherwise the objective A.
the handicaps of heavy snows
J. Dash
and
of $10,000 by Christmas will not be
bad roads, which are the chief causes
reached.
Board of Trade Donators
for the slump in theater
attendance
Donators in the collections taken during the Winter months, particularthe
up by various Film Boards of Trade, ly in North Dakota and northern
"Jj
$100 not already reported, are as follows: Wisconsin.
Ned Depinet
One suggestion
INDIANAPOLIS— Harry D. Graham, H. theaters remain open only on is that
Al Lichtman ...7.
100
market

Join

Exhibitors

CLAUSE AS ILLEGAL

Fined" for Sunday Shows
McKinney, Tex.— Roy L. Brockman, city manager for R. & R., and
Eddie Nix, operator, each have been
fined $50 for violating the law against
Sunday shows.

"Love at First Sight" and "Let's
Jig the Jigaboo," two songs froir
the Chesterfield production, "Love al
First Sight" will be recorded for Columbia by Paul Specht and
chestra,

his or

who

are featured in the picture.
Specht also is broadcasting th(|
five song numbers of the film over

WABC

Schine Gets Chillicothe House
thrice weekly.
O. Schine has taken
over the Sherman and closed the
W. E. Equipment in Monessen
house for alterations which will inMonessen, Pa. The Star has include wiring by Western Electric. stalled
talking
Western
Electric
Charles Smith remains as manager.
equipment. The house seats 900,
Chillicothe,

—

•

—

\

INTRODUCING
PKTUKES ***
*

•=

*

*

•

-:•

The Premier Group
•

***««

Here they are. Look them over. Then consider
them carefully, picture by picture. Did you ever
see a more promising line-up from a brand-new
distributor?

Much care has been given

to the selection of the

They're modern. They were picked for
their music, sound, dialogue possibilities
the
new entertainment. All 100% talkers.

stories.

Of

—

course production values will be right.

Star and cast names will be box-office.

James Cruze,

Inc. will

make

will personally direct three

nine,

Mr. Cruze

and supervise

six.

Sono-Art Productions, Inc. will make nine, all
supervised by either O. E. Goebel or George W.
Weeks.
British International Pictures, Ltd. will con-

tribute several.

With

announcement this company formally opens for business. The only "policy" we proclaim

is

this

product sold on

its

merit at fair prices,

and the best distribution service we can

give.

SONO ART-WORLD WIDE PICTURES,

INC.

George W. Weeks,
Executive Vice President

(5

Physical Distribution thru Educational Exchanges

A Brand-new Company
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United States

had

—

Now

In Preparation

The new Kentucky

premiere opening here reBright Leaf The- cently.
Tarboro, N.
The house is one of the
ters, Inc. has taken over from the Principal Theaters Corp. chain. West;ity of Tarboro, former operators, ern Electric sound apparatus is used

C—

Opera House.

City

le

The Com-

for

its

talking production.

any has headquarters at Wilson, N.
and also operates the Colonial
Vermilion, S. D. J. F. Marsh has
Sanders, leased the city auditorium for ten
ere; White's, Greenville;
and Oasis and Bright years, with city having rights to
mithfield,
-eaf theaters in Wilson.
building on 12 holidays a year.

—

'.,

—

Washington

Wardman

Park

Cushing,

Okla.

pened here recently with sound af-

Maxim P.
redecorations.
operating the house.

r
»

ointed
r

Bill

Sayers,

for-

this city.

— Ken

Toledo

—

mer grid star, is now managing the
Loew new Paramount, opened here recently.
This marks the third theater for

Benson has been apassistant manager of the

ita-Temple.

—

actual

Foreign

—

Motion pictures showing

fire

scenes at various stages

Paris

Boston Samuel Pinanski, presiare being collected by the Paris fire
ent of Netoco, announces that his
department to be used in teaching
Bellevue
ampany has acquired the
heater,
West Roxbury, seating firemen how to combat these emergThe house will be entirely encies and also in educating the pub000.
lic along the lines of prevention.
movated and W. E. installed.

—The

State has reopened

Jackson

London

—

S.

M.

Eisenstein,

the

been completely Russian director, has concluded a
modelled. The house, formerly the course of lectures on the technique
arlowe, now is being operated by of motion pictures given under the
group headed by J. L. Cartwright. auspices of the Film Society.
.
E. has been installed.
ere

after

having

r

—

—

Paris Plans for the production of
George A.
Middletown, Conn.
former manager of the Cap- three talking pictures are announced
by Mme. Marie Louise Iribe. "Father
d1, Hartfor.d, now is managing the
alace here.
The house reopened Lancelot's Three Daughters" will be
the first.
cently with talking pictures.
!arsh,

Montgomery,

—

Ala.

Temporary

>ening date for the new Paramount,
is been set as Jan. 1, according to
oxey C. Farley, Publix local dis-

manager.

ict

Cleveland, O.

—

It

ofover one

—Three

London

nature films have
been completed by British International Films, "The Merlin," "Bathtime at the Zoo" and "The Sundew.'

hundred workers scattered

William Watson,

Berlin— "Heart's Melody," Ufatone
production has been completed unansferred to Memphis as manager der direction of Hanns Schwarz in
house there.
the
English,
namely,
four
versions,
French, German and Hungarian.

anager of the Hippodrome, has been

throughout the

RKO

Cincinnati

—

Gordon C. Rowley,
manager for Gen-

ieveland district

Bagdad

— Bagdad;

al
Talking Pictures Corp., an
>unces that a branch office will b e

Changes

,

London

be under Rowley.

Wareham, Mass.

—

William E. C.
reopened the Warr, which
9 been closed for alterations and
itallation of De Forest sound equip-

Button."

:nt.

being

New

Kniffen, fordian,
Orleans, has succeed-

Eddie Martin
lesman here.
I

Lansing, Mich.

as.

— C.

-

Tony d'Algy and

Book. No 'wonder it's a great
volume.

Paris

—A

Nicole Yoghy.

talker entitled

"My

Girl

ette Darfeuil as the lead.

London

— Bennett

Scott,

A

iJUif 1

M. J. j_

composer

Minden, la. C. R. Teninty, for- of "Take Me Back to Blighty," has
jrly of Neola, has leased the Rex, been appointed musical advisor and
ich has been closed for the last composer to British Filmcraft proeral months.
ductions.
I

contents of the
Film Daily Year

Korsakoff's

Cousin from Carpentras" is to be
Bedell has produced by Pierre Weill with Col-

xeeded Harry E. Gramp as man;r
of the Strand here.
Bedell
Ines from the Palace, Flint.

—

Rimsky

Call of 'the Flesh" is
directed on the Riviera by
Lion.
In the cast are Maxu-

United Artists

W.

Ownership

Nice— "The
Roger

—Reville

IWashington

—

in

"Scheherazade" is being filmed at
Gaumont as an integral part of "Alf's

arr has

]rly at

world to make
up the editorial

—Lyric.

GEORGIA

ened here under Sam Reichblum
etroit and Pittsburgh offices also
11

Daytona Beach

takes a staff

=il In

January

DAILY

Mondav December
>

Films in

11

9,

1929

Work
—

Bebe Daniels Being Starred in "Love Comes Along"
Hatton and Livingston Get Roles in Columbia Film

—

Radio Studio

at

—

Among

Features First Nat'l Active on 4 Features
Pathe Junior Stock Co. Held a Success Wilk's Notes.

—

FOUR

A Little from "Lots"
REMAINDER BEING EDITED

By

DRADLEY

Baldpate," Richard Dix

Love You."

is

preparing

Another

in preparation is "Radio Revels."
Pictures now in active production
are "The Fire Walker" and "The
Case of Sergeant Grischa," "Love
Comes Along," with Bebe Daniels,
and "Dance Hall," with Oliver Borden and Arthur Lake," will be released soon, while "Hit the Deck"
is in the cutting-room.

for "I

Junior Stock Company
Held Success by Pathe
Pathe

Stock

Junior

Company,

started as an experiment, is held to
have justified the hopes of its spon"Practically every one of the
sors.
first group of students has now graduated to the playing of featured
roles."

Among

Lombard,

its

alumni are Carol

Stanley Smith,
Loff and Russell Gleason.

Jeanette

Niblo for Keaton Film
Fred Niblo is reported to emerge
from acting retirement to play the
part of a director in the new Buster
Anita
Keaton film "On the Set."
Page and Trixie Friganza have featured roles, and Edward Sedgwick is
directing.

WAY AT

RALPH WILK

KING, the scenarist
Eleven productions are occupying
the attention of studio forces at RKO. ** and dialogue writer, has returnSome are in preparation while others ed from a 12,000 mile auto trip to
are being edited and in production. New York, Cuba and the South. She
The latest to go into production is wrote the scenarios and dialogue
"Second Wife," with Lila Lee and for "Drag," "Weary River," "Young
Conrad Nagel, while "Strictly Busi- Nowheres," "Son of the Gods" and
ness" and "Framed" are scheduled "Dark Streets."
With
to get under way this week.
the compeltion of "Seven Keys to

HAYES has joined the
ranks of the United Artists film

DONN
editors.

He

is

cutting

"The Bad

One," which is now in production.
Before joining United, he was with
Tiffany.
*

*

*

i

1

f

I

singing for the

Louise Fazenda to Sing
Louise Fazenda will do her

first

singing for the talkers in Warner's

"Wide Open." She will be featured
with Edward Everett Horton.

Activity has started at First N;
on four new productions schec
uled for release during the comin
season.
They are being produce
under the general supervision of (
Graham Baker and Hal Wallis. Tl
films are "Bright Lights," with Do
othy Mackaill and Frank Fay; "Bac
Pay," with Corinne Griffith; "Murdi
on the Second Floor," with Lorer
tional

New

in

to

FIRST NATIONA

Sidney Hickox, veteran First National cameraman, is photographing
"Bright Lights." He did the camMervyn LeRoy has been crowned era work on "Footlights and Fools" Young and Sidney Blackmer, at
ping-pong champion of Malibu Beach, and several other Colleen Moore pic- "His Woman,"
with Monte Blue, Li
having defeated Arthur Freed, the tures.
Lee and Jack Mulhall.
*
*
*
lyric writer. Buster Collier and Bob
Leonard were semi-finalists. Billie
Lloyd Knechtel, head of the
Roles for Hatton
Dove, Dorothy Mackaill, Alice White
special effects department at
and Loretta Young participated in
RKO, is keeping busy. He inand Margaret Livingstoi
a no-title ladies' event.
troduced some excellent effects
Margaret
Livingston and Raymor,
Rita,"
"Rio
in "Hit the Deck,"
Hatton have been assigned to impo
"Jazz Heaven" and "Night
Max Ree, RKO's art and
tant roles in "Murder on the Root
Parade."
*
*
*
costume director, has started
which George B. Seitz is directin'
work under his new contract.
Harvey Thew, who wrote the Dorothy Revier has the leadii
He is graduate of the Royal
screen plays and dialogue for nine feminine role. The film is based
Academy in Copenhagen, and
Warner and First National pictures, the Liberty Magazine seriel by E.
was formerly associated with
has been signed to a new contract by Doherty.
Max Reinhardt in some of his
His vehicles inFirst National.
most pretentious undertakings.
clude "The Sacred Flame," "The
"La Marseillaise" Songs Recorde
Among them were "Orpheus in
Song of the West," "Show Girl in
Songs of Universal's "La Marse
the Underworld" and "MidHollywood," "The Hottentot" and laise," sung by John Boles in t
summer Night's Dream." In
others.
film, have been also recorded
*
*
*
New York, Ree designed setVictor. The first two for release w
tings for Earl Carroll's "VaniMore Passing Show: John McCor- be "Silhouette" and "Love Time.
ties," "Greenwich Village Folmack, Frank Borzage, J. M. Kerrilies" and other revues.
gan, Ernest Torrance, John F. GoodNorma Shearer in "High Road"
rich, George B. Seitz, Bill Wright,
Norma Shearer's next vehicle
Richard H. Diggs and Edward G.
Our Passing Show: Louise Fazen- Robinson at "The Bird in the Hand"; M-G-M will be "The High Roa.
da and Myrna Loy initiating their Cornelius Keefe and "Dick" Neill the Frederick Lonsdale play. Sidn
singing voices via Vitaphone cellu- discussing the best methods of tennis Franklin will direct.
Production
loid,
in "Bride of the Regiment," doubles strate
scheduled to get under way so'
with Alexander Gray, Vivienne Segal
oeiie
after the first of the year.
and Bernice Claire agreeing theiJ
voices were excellent; Blanche Sweet
"China Lady" Short Finished
first

time in talkers;

"Show Girl in Hollywood" and tttcvrjumi,
t^j
pccLiire.
zsne also appearAdapt Glyn Tale
having her voice praised.
ed in "Spring Is Here."
Ernest Vajda will adapt Elinor
Glyn's "Such Men Are Dangerous"
Warner Baxter and Kay
for Fox.
2 M-G-M Films Renamed
Fay Wray's Role Changed
Johnson will be featured.
Two M-G-M films have been given
Paramount has taken Fay Wray
new names. "Dulcy" has been re- out of the cast of "The Benson MurStuart Erwin in Rogers Film
christened "Not So Dumb," while der Case" to play the leading role
Stuart Erwin has been given a
"Road Show" is now "Happy Days." opposite Charles "Buddv" Rogers in
role in Support of Charles "Buddy"
"Young Eagles."
Rogers in "Young Eagles," which
Signed for Whiteman Picture
Paramount is producing.
Frank Leslie has been signed by
Bretherton Directing Short
Universal in New York for a part
"The Killer" is being directed as
Sharland Gets to Work
in "The King of Jazz Revue," star- a
Vitaphone Variety by Howard
Sharland
has
started
Reginald
ring Paul Whitemai
Bretherton with a cast including
work in the leading masculine role
Richard Cramer, Otto Hoffman and
in RKO's "The Fire Walker."
Irene Homer.
Vajda

NEW PICTURES UNDE

i

The Vitaphone Variety "Ch
Lady" has been completed by AA

McGann

liam

with

Jetta

Vadim Uraneff and John

Gouc
David;

in the cast.

RKO

Signs Colored Singer
Marguerite Robinson, negro s
the first of her race to be
ed to a long-term contract by

er, is

4 Songs for Winnie Lisfhtner
Four new songs have been c<K
posed by Al Dubin and Joe Bu
for Winnie Lightner's use in Vi
ner's "She Couldn't Say No."

Charles Riesner to Direct
Charles Irwin in Whiteman Show
Charles Irwin has been engaged
Charles Riesner has been cho
or a role in "The King of Jazz Re- to direct the film in which M-G
ue," which Universal is making with will present Weber and Fields
Paul Whiteman as the star.
other old favorites.
i

——

:

—
;;;

;

;
;
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Him Boards of Trade Report
Additional Theater Changes
1918

CONNECTICUT

Changes in the exhibition field
September as reported by the
flr
film Boards of Trade, and comHled by THE FILM DAILY
:

Changes in Ownership

I

I How

— Capitol,

Ansonia

Changes

—

K

Hoffman Thea.

—

Theater

New

—Palace

Thomas-

;

ARIZONA
Closings

—Apache.

—

||ingerville

Voluntown Union Hall, sold to J. BarStrand,
nett by H. James; Wallingford
sold to G. Wilkinson by Cele Theater Corp.
Waterbury Belmont, sold to H. Rossi by
A. Chauser, State, sold to Cameo Theater
Corp. by Hoffman Thea. Ent., Strand, sold
to Cameo Theater Corp. by Hoffman Thea.
Willimantic Gem, sold to Cameo
Ent.

Re-Openings

— Parker; Peoria—Metro;
iamona.
ARKANSAS

\

Changes

in

— Meteor,

Safford

DELAWARE

—

;

—

.•

Theater Corp. by Hoffman Thea. Ent.

—

;

Changes in Ownership

New

owner

FLORIDA
in Ownership
Buena Vista Biltmore, sold to William Bedell by Samuel Rosenblum
Dade City
Colonial, sold to Thrasher & Swinney by

Changes

—

—Clarke

&

Mc-

;

V. C. Gaskins
C. M. Tyre by
-

Changes in Ownership

—

.

—

—

—

;

i

—

;

— Majestic,

Eustis

;

— Eustis,

sold to Dr.

M. Browne; Fort Meade
L. Woodward
to Mrs.

J.

sold

by

oyo Grande Mission, sold to J. Klee &
Fletcher by C. E. Mosher; El Centro
alace, sold to E. E. Shepard by FoxSolano, sold to J.
Fairfield
iest Coast
lalm by I. Mclnery; Los Angeles— Virnia, sold to Joe Gross by W. J. EdSan Francisco New Lux, sold
ards
Rudolf Schmidt by Joe Meyers; Santa
na West End, sold to C. E. Walker by
Santa Rosa Elite, sold
ox- West Coast
Mrs. Viola Langer by Miss M. Mcannel
Turlock California, sold to Fox
Ventura
est Coast Theaters by Turlock
-Mission, sold to J. Dodge by Sheridan
ewby.

—

George A.

Closings

CALIFORNIA

;

to

McGee.

F.

— Broadway.

Williams.

;

Ira

Wilmington

Theaters

— Rialto,

sold

Selbyville,

by

Clendaniel

.

i

—

Selbyville

—

:

lorado

—

;

Harry Kelley by
Biggers Princess, sold
Hi. A
Amer|y Sam Williamson; Cherry Valley—
sold to John I. Walls by A. J.
•an,
to
sold
Eldorado Dillingham,
Beaton
ftlarke & McWilliams by Arkansas Amus.
H'.nt., Majestic, sold to Clarke & McWilflams by Arkansas Amus. Ent.. Mission,
lUld to Clarke & McWilliams by Arkansas Amus. Ent., Star, sold to Clarke &
I Ic Williams by Arkansas Amus. Ent.
Triangle, sold to L. R. Warner by
[oxie
•
& B Theaters; Huntsville Dixie, sold to
R. Warren by Miss E. Hawkins.
|.

Lightman

—

—

Ownership

sold to

IhtonviUe

—

;

Iker

Strand,

—

;

Miss E. L. Mayhall; Ft. Pierce
Sample, sold to 'Sunrise Theater, Inc. by
D. H. Sample; Haines City Florida,
sold to Thrasher & Swinney by T. W.
Leach
Lake Wales Terrell, sold to Ben
Terrell by Robert Mack
Largo Prince,
sold to Worden & Bishop Elec .Co. by
Prince & George;
Melbourne Princess,
sold to Clifford Ellis by Denzil E. Proper;
Miami Beach Strand, sold to Wallam &
Tweedell by H. A. Kramp
Ybor CityCasino, sold to Casino Enterprises, Inc.
by Eduardo Arozamena.

—

—

;

—
—

;

—

;

;

Closings
Bagdad

Closings

—Victory EX Bakerafield— New
Eureka — State Fresno— Lyceum
Angeles— Bard's College, Normandie
Portola — Setab; Sunnyvale— Strand.

bank

;

last;

New

lining
|tl

— New

Theaters

Banning, owner

—Fox-Princi-

Theaters.

— Liberty,

Homerville

&

by Musgrove
to

—

;

—

—

;

—

—

;

Closings 7

nr

—Majestic.

— Rivoli

Ifl

— Colorado
— Star.

Newcastle

Walden

Changes

—
Falls— Broadway,

;

in

Boise Egyptian, sold
Theaters by Idaho

by Ray MilMrs. Maggie

Moultrie— Star

Kamiah

Wil-

;

Theater

sold to

Closings
;

1923

1914

192 5
19 2 6

19*7
19 2 8

19

2 9

19

3

Fox West Coast

to

Co.

;

Idaho

—

— Pastime.

— Cozy

2

Ownership

;

Pue-

192

Caiman

— Grand,

Fox West Coast
Theaters by Hoe George Oakley Orpheum,
sold to F. G. Erickson by J. W. Simmons
Pocatello— Orpheum, sold to Fox West
Coast Theaters by C. & A. Amusement
Co.,
Strand, sold to Fox West Coast
Theaters by C. & A. Amusement Co.
Tensed

Openings
;

John

Reynolds

IDAHO

Changes in Ownership
oikenridge Eclipse, sold to T. Guard by
A. Theobold; Calhan Calhan, sold to
E. Augustus by R. H. Ries
Coal
-eek— T. O. O. F., sold to I. O. O. F.
jdge; Denver Granada, sold to Herman
;ul by Consolidated Theaters, Inc.
Pue3
Pueblo, sold to Audio Theaters, Inc.

B»— Broadway;

to

1921

AND NOW THE

Closings
Fort Valley— Franklin ;
lacoochee Strand.

COLORADO

•1 tton

sold

Davis;
Cooper,

G. L.
Jr.
Tifton Ritz, sold to
Hall by B. L. Hall.

sold
kins

Re-Openings

— Pantages.

« Diego

—

— Lyric.

Changes in Ownership

;

;

Daytona Beach

GEORGIA

;

ission

os

— Bagdad;

1920

Ent.

Cameo The-

Cameo Theater Corp. by Hoffman Thea.
Palace, sold to Cameo
So. Norwalk
Theater Corp. by Hoffman Thea. Ent.,
Rialto, sold to Cameo Theater Corp. by
Hoffman Thea. Ent. Torrington Alhambra, sold to Cameo Theater Corp. by Hoffman Thea. Ent., Palace, sold to Cameo
Theater Corp. by Hoffman Thea. Ent.
Ent.

Ensley

;

Thea.

sold to

;

Closings

—

Corona
| rona
lille— Rivoli.

— Capitol,

—

—

;

Hoffman

by

Corp.

Britain

1919

Cameo

Ent., Strand, sold to

ater Corp. by Hoffman Thea. Ent.
sold to Cameo Theater Corp. by Hoffman
Thea. Ent. ; So. Manchester Circle, sold
to Cameo Theater Corp. by Hoffman Thea.
Ent., Rialto, sold to Cameo Theater Corp.
by Hoffman Thea. Ent., State, sold to

—

;

Theater

—

;

Ownership

-mingham Avon, sold to P. L. R. EnterHomepriser by J. C. Orr; Homewood
Ivood, sold to P. L. R. Enterprises by
|U P Neel, Jr.: La Fayette— Gypsy, sold
Willingham by O. L. Shel||o Ed W.
Montgomery Dixie, sold to David
I mtt
Harry Katz by Tivoli Theater, Inc.,
sold to David & Harry Katz by
Irivoli
Warrior Radio, sold
.rivoli Theater, Inc.
I o Herman Thomas by W. C. Barnett.
;

Cameo

to

—

ALABAMA
in

sold

by Hoffman Thea. Ent., Tremont,
sold to Cameo Theater Corp. by Hoffman
Thea. Ent. ; Danbury Empress, sold to
Cameo Theater Corp. by Hoffman Thea.
Hartford Princess, sold to Cameo
Ent.
Theater Corp. by Hoffman Thea. Ent.,
Regal, sold to Cameo Theater Corp. by
Corp.

Winchester

— Clarmont.

Film Year

Book

THE

•^g^

DAILV
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SEES FILM CHAINS USING
LEGIT.

SHOWS AS

Monday, December

$27,000,000 OF FOX

AID

Now On Broadway

DEBT DUE TRUSTEES

"General Crack"

AMERICAN —

A

plan
whereby film theater
chains controlling two or more houses

New York

sags a bit here and
every eleit holds
ment of popular entertainment * * * a fit
successor to the other Barrymore triumphs
*

#

*

*

But despite

there.

*

this,

#

DAILY MIRROR—*

* * a story perfectly
suited to the movies. Action, intrigue, beauty,

sword-play, necking, battles, glamor and roproducacting excellent *
tion elaborate * * * an extra special picture
look
pictures
which makes most of the recent

tawdry and insignificant.
* * nearly all John
Barrymore * * * does not confine its action

DAILY NEWS—*

impassioned love theme, but makes quite

to

*

*

*

Pictorially,

a play at thrills
thing of great splendor * *

"General

in
to

it

is

a

*

EVENING JOURNAL—There's
tertainment

grand en-

Crack."

And

all

go
John Barrymore * * * fastnarrative which holds one's interest
* * *

honors

moving

throughout

EVENING WORLD— *

*

*

hundreds

of

too long * * * there are a few spots at
which it verges upon dullness * * * but allowing for these deficiencies "General Crack" is
feet

still

a superb

opus * * *
* * a worthy and

GRAPHIC— *

addition to the

Broadway

thrilling
*
flicker specials * *

HERALD-TRIBUNE— For

most of its
Crack" is a pleasantly ro*
mantic costume melodrama * *
MORNING TELEGRAPH—At last John
Barrymore has found a real and definite place
Those
for himself in motion picture history.
who still like Graustarkian melodrama acted
with all the flourishes and gestures of the Sir
"General

length

Henry Irving period
#

#

will

find

it

at

its

* *

moving

a swiftly

an uncommonly good

story,
romantic tale * * * the dia-

is

SUN—

TELEGRAM — *

* *

handsomely and

taste-

fully mounted, and the costumes are beautiThe sets are things of gorgeous beauty.
ful.
The direction of Alan Crosland is intelligent
and discriminating.
* * often lacks drama and action * * * will prove a good entertainment
to those who admire Mr. Barrymore and want
* * *
to hear his voice from the screen
* * * the drama groans a bit
* * * designed, as to settings, with beauty
and lavishness, and for the most part with
Its individual contributions, as
good taste.

TIMES—*

WORLD —

to

cast,

are excellent.

Lab. Head to Lecture
John Nickolaus, head of the M-Glaboratories and widely known as
an authority on screen photography,

M

is

now

in

New York

to give several

Cameo

{Continued from Page 1)
Stuart & Co. is understood to hold a
note for $12,000,000, underwritten last
May at six per cent and due next
April.
American T. & T. owns 98 Earl Carroll— "Rio Rita"
per cent of Western Electric, which, Fifth Ave.— "Freshman" and "The Last

the picture houses, has been proposed in turn, wholly
owns Electrical Reby Harry J. Lane, in charge of the search.
dramatic stock division of Actors'
The greater part of the balance of
Equity. The idea, Lane says, is for
the circuits to install resident stock the $91,000,000, reported as the total
companies in the houses now closed of the short-term commitments of the
and present each week a motion pic- Fox interests, is understood to be
ture personality as a guest star. principally bank loans upon collateral,
Wherever possible, these guest stars largely comprising Loew and Gaushould be presented during the same mont stock.
week that a film in which they apFox obligations to the American
pear is being shown in that town. T. & T. may be larger
than $15,000,Lane believes that a combination 000, it is understood, owing to conshowing of this kind will stimulate tract payments due or other loans
interest both ways and create sufwhich may have been cancelled.
ficient business for both houses.
In
At the Fox office Saturday afteraddition, he points out, the plan
would serve as a medium for giving noon it was made known that Frifilm actors some good training, while day's announcement would be the
the maintenance of stock companies first and last one concerning the matwould provide a training school for ter. Otterson and Halsey could not
be reached when called by
future screen talent.

THE

FILM DAILY

Three Managers Named
For Fox Wisconsin Houses

best

another element of the production
which must be praised specifically.
xhis melodrama romance is told in
an exceedingly choppy continuity and through
thoroughly commonplace dialogue * * ** not
as warm and exciting as it might be *
logue

town and keeping at least one
of them closed may utilize these theaters for legit, attractions in a manner that will stimulate attendance at
in a

connected

Saturday and no one
with
their
companies

would discuss the

situation.

in

Oshkosh,

is

now managing

theater in Appleton.

Fox
George Hanthe

non has been given charge of the
Marinette house. Wallace James, at
the Wisconsin here for the last year,
is now managing the circuit's theater
in Wausau, replacing Louis
Falk.
James is succeeded here by W. W.
Warren.

Brooklyn Momart Shows
Newsreels and Shorts
{Continued from Page 1)

—
—
Globe "The Vagabond

Lover"

Cohan— "Hunting

George M.

Tigers

(opening tonight)

Hippodrome— "The

in Indi;

Saturday Night Kid"

Loew's New York— Monday, "Why
Brii
That Up?" Tuesday, "Dark Skies";
We
nesday,
"Young Nowheres"
Thursda
"Woman to Woman"; Friday, "Darken
;

Rooms"
Mark Strand— "Gold Diggers

—

of

Broadwa-

Paramount "Half Way to Heaven"
Rialto
"The Trespasser"
Rivoli— "Taming of the Shrew"
Roxy— "South Sea Rose"
Selwyn "Condemned"
Warners "General Crack"
Winter Garden— "Show of Shows"

—

—
—

Short Shots from

New York Studios
SS^ By HARRY N.

BLAIR

quite recently, Monte Bri»
was quite attentive to a promine
Main Stem actress. Then came

WITH SALE TO PUBLIX

big blow-up.
"What's the
old man?" asked a friend

—

business.
Harry David,
Publix division manager, has taken
charge of the 10 theaters involved.
These are the Paramount, Capitol,
Granada and Victory here; Para-

from

the

Boise.

at

t'

Paramount studio. "Nothing mudwas the prompt reply.
"The onj
on
thing

With the sale of
Salt Lake City
his Utah and Idaho theatrical interests to Publix in a deal said to involve more than $1,000,000, Louis
Marcus, head of the Publix-Marcus
Theaters, announces his retirement

mattt*

wrong with

she's starting
clippings."

that girl is tljl|
believe her prf

to

I

Remembering the unusually fi\
camera work turned out by Geor
Folsey in "Applause," some re,
striking

may

effects

be

when "The Big Pond"

is

expect
release
,

George will also superv,
camera work on the latter pictw
since

whom

Frank Heath,
players
ed the

thousands

know through having
department

casting

at
studio,
tell that

Paramount Long Island

many
sheer

true

stories

to
the wildest

drama put

Following announcement of Marto shame.
cus' retirement, George E. Carpenter

Frank,

who

never

I

vis
1|

I'
!

fictil

see

to get out of patience, has had w
experience as a casting director, d
ing back to the old Vitagraph da;,

From

Eastern Iowa Co. resigned as manager of the Capitol
and has been succeeded by Ray HenOelwein, la. Central States Thedry.
ater Corp. of Des Moines has bought
the Grand and the President here
State, Raleigh, Auctioned
from Eastern Iowa Theater Co. E.
Raleigh,
N. C. Recent auction'
Church Being Converted
A. McCabe, former manager at Mathe State here bought at auction
son City and Clinton, has arrived to
Into Picture Theater Judge J. Crawford Biggs, is expecl
assume similar duties with the two
Pulaski, Tenn. The Cumberland to be confirmed soon.
local houses, succeeding Theron M.
Amusement Co., operators of the reHilton, who is leaving here.
pictures, and other achievements.
Contracts Let for Mo. House
cently burned Best, has started work
Marceline, Mo. Contracts for
on the transforming of the PresbyNew Burlington (Vt.) House
new $35,000 theater, to be knownj
Australian Buys Tone- O -Graph
terian Church into a theater.
C. B.
Burlington,
Vt.—
Burlington will Patterson is owner of the property the Cantwell, are about to be
conA. C. L. Webb of Melbourne,
have a new theater b- next June. which
A. B. Cantwell, who will hold
is being designed for sound
nected with theatrical and motion Planned to seat
majority stock of the company,
about 2,000, it will pictures.
Australia,
has cost
picture enterprises in
$300,000.
manage the house.
signed contracts with the North
American Sound and Talking Picture
Petersburg House Reopens Silent
Barre Buys Into Reading House
W. E. for Strong, Burlington, ^
Equipment Corp. for Tone-O-Graph
Reading, Mich. P. A. Barre has
Burlington, Vt. The Strong is
Petersburg, Va. Cockade, pioneer
Webb has obtained the territorial bought Ivan Howell's interest in the house of this city, has reopened as pected to be wired with W. E. sh<.
rights for Tone-O-Graph for Vic- local theater. The house now is
closed a silent house after being dark for ly, according to John J. Wha
toria and the Island of Tasmania.
for repairs.
manager.
some time.
lectures before scientific bodies and
to study new laboratory methods.
Among his many inventions, Nickolaus is credited with the "relative
movement" method of three dimensional photography, the solution of
the "wagon wheel" problem of filming wheels without their appearing
to turn backward, the first undersea

—

—

'

—

—

—

'

ti

LOUIS MARCUS RETIRING

afternoon and 25 cents at night. The
house, which seats 600, is under the
management of Al Ferraro, for the
mount, Provo; Paramount and Orlast nine years connected with Paramount as a salesman in its Brooklyn pheum, Ogden; Paramount, Idaho
Falls; Idaho, Twin Falls, and Pinney,
exchange.

Central States Buys 2

M

ment

Fifty-fifth— "The Box of Pandora"
Film Guild "Hungarian Rhapsody"
Gaiety— "Sunny Side Up"

UNTIL

{Continued from Page 1)

*

POST — *

— "Hollywood Revue"
—"The New Babylon"
Capitol — "Song of Love"
Carnegie— "The White Sheik"
Central— "Disraeli"
Colony— "Skinner Steps Out"
Criterion— "The Love Parade"
Astor

Warner
Warners,

192

9,

—

—

<

—

.

>>
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10,

^orming Photophone Firms in France and England

EEK HEARING ON PROPOSED TENN. TAX
urvey Shows No Pressing Obligations Against Fox
No

Both
HARRY MARX GETS POST
Companies Seen by

lalthy Condition of

There is no reorganization
under way or contemplated in
any of the various Fox interests.
The report of Jack Leo

j

Attorneys
Bie Fox situation shows that
I: are no pressing obligations
Inst Fox Films and Fox theaters,
I a statement issued by Hughes,

irman & Dwight

WITH EOX THEATER CHAIN
Harry Marx,

until

recently direc-

management for Pubjoined Fox Metropolitan

tor of theater

yesterday, fol- lix, has
of the Playhouses", it is announced by Joe
company is the law Leo, president of the circuit. Among
I selected to aid the trustees in Marx's new duties will be the buildKing out financial difficulties of ing up of the managerial and operatinterests.
ing personnel of the Fox chain.
(Continued on Page 12)

wng

survey
panies. This
a

of

affairs

Fox

WSTWlS USERS
F

TOO LIGHT EQUIPMENT

—A

|iehurst, N. C.
large number
thibitors are trying to econoby using too light sound equipfor their theaters, and thereby
I

funning the risk of losing paby giving them an unfavorable
impression
of talkers, declared
J
l-ee De Forest at the banquet of
(Continued on Page

10)

F.

Fineman, who recently

exhibition,

iritish

through

acchain of

the Gaumont
houses, has caused

of

tion

300
jble

—

Cable)
Confirmareported Fox invasion

apprehension

in

conEnglish

As

a result of the deal
(Continued on Page 10)

lircles.

IKLIN

AND GOTTESMAN

hold

West

hearing

before

Senate

the

hibitors into bankruptcy," says a call
to arms issued by M. A. Lightman,
exhibitor
president,
national
who

—

with

exhibitors

throughout

(Continued on Page 12)

Continuing its cam
up exhibitor units

FORESEE FOX EXPANSION

paign to line
throughout the country, Allied States
has secured the support of the M. P.
Tl
T. O. of Southern California, which
has voted to affiliate with the organAtlanta Promotion of R. T. Newization headed by Abram Myers.
ton, managing director of the new
(Continued on Page 4)
Fox here, to the post of divisional

—

manager

of

tion

will

The English
have

London while

its

organizaheadquarters in

change policy of the
Strand, New York, the oldest de luxe
house on Broadway, will be abandoned beginning Jan. 3, when the
theater will be used for First Na-

THE

(Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on Page 4)

Fund a

TO HIND

]

————

oi

theaters,

is

inter-

(Continued on Page 4)

FOX CINCINNATI DEAL

the French force will

vork out of Paris.
In discussing the pending deals
with
FILM DAILY, Charles
Ross, executive vice president of
J.
RCA Photophone said: "Experience
has taught that handling orders three

Weekly

Fox

preted in local circles as a probable
step toward a chain of Fox houses
Following the rein this territory.
cent announcement that Fox had
acquired control of the Interstate

RCA Photophone is organizing
companies in England and France to
sell,
install and service its sound

LONG RUN THEATER

(Continued

a

THE FILM DAILY

Bureau,

Coast

Hollywood

IS

NOW

IN

OPERATION

Cincinnati—The recently announced deal whereby William Fox acquired control of the Capitol, Palace,
Lyric, Family, Strand and B. F.
Keith's, in addition to a minority interest in the E. F. Albee, is now in
(Continued on Page 4)

Lift!

Consider this a personal letter to every adult in the industry who has
(E $100 EACH
not already done his or her snare in 1
The fund is not making the
drive.
George Lewis
Blumenthal
checks for $100 each from is a bit wobbly. It needs a lift.
j)
You want to enjoy your Christm
11 B. Franklin and Alfred Gotcan't and won't unless you have co
\\ were the chief items in yes's
returns for
FILM toward relieving the sad plight of the
You may deny that you are you
\Y RELIEF FUND. The gen(Continued on Page 10)

part of the intensive

proposed state tax of 10 per cent,
on theater admissions, Tennessee exhibitors will ask Gov. Horton to

pleaded

re-

THE

—As

J

years.

Foreign Sales Will be Handled
From Paris and London Offices

Give the

Nashville

TO THIRTY-SECOND STATE

turned from a European vacation
has joined the Paramount, this time
at the Long Island studios as assistant producer. He will supervise the
Helen Kane production, which goes
before the cameras after the first of
the year under the direction of Victor Schertzinger.

F. N.

Agai*

campaign being waged against the

equipment.

(By

Camnaign

Intensive

leaving the organization was
denied by a Fox official yesterday.
Leo has been with
the company for the past 20

ALLIED EXTENDS SCOPE

STRAND, N.Y. BECOMING"
lidon
lof the

Exhibitor Forces Staging

committee on the measure this week.
"Such a tax may force many ex-

Fineman Ass't Producer
At Long Island Studios
B.

Reorganization

Pan. Vaude. Finis
West Coast Bur.

THE FILM DAILY

—

Finis will be
written to the Pantages vaudeville circuit on Dec. 31, when
the local Pantages office, last
remnant of the business, is

Los Angeles

closed.

THE
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Arthur
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at

matter,

New

the post-office at

May

for the month of November
were $212,761.45, which compared
with $146,722.62 of the same month
during 1928. Earnings for the eleven
months to Nov. 30 were $2,264,315.28,
or an increase of approximately 60
per cent over the $1,417,020.43 of the
same period in 1928.

1918,

21,
Y.,
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under

Terms (Postage
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Ralph
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New York.
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
Landoa— Ernest W. Fredman, The
6607.
W.
St.,
Wardour
Ren*«r, 89-91
rilm
Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
Berlin
Paris— P. A. Harle,
Friedrkhstraise, 225.
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la
munieat.ons

to

New

Broadway.

Co«r-des-Noues,

19.

NEW YORK
Am

Seat

Cm. Fm.

Ind. ...
Ind. pfd. 21J4

Fm.
Kodak
East.
Fox Fm. "A"
Con.
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Loew?"' Inc.
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20/
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20/
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Warner Bros
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44/

40
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&
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Katz
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12*4
335*

Gen. Thea. Equ. ..
•Intern. Proj
Loew do deb. its.. 16
20/
Nat. Scr. Ser
•Nat. Thea Sup

new

Paramount
Univ.

..

Pict

33/

33Ji
30

16
20

16

20
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27/

27/

27/
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12
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NEW YORK BOND MARKET
A-O 6s
Loew 6s 41ww

46. 80
..103

Keith
•do

6s

Par.

Pathe

94/
99/

x-war

41

Paramount

80
103

80
103

6s 47

..

99/

99

By. 5/i 51.100/ 100/ 100/
7s

37

.... 49*$

49#

49#

19,300
••••
23,000
100

the Coast within a week. Recording
via RCA.
Foreign rights of the
product are controlled by the Film
Exchange while the American release
will be state righted.
is

13,000
8.00

^ Essaness Acquire Pantheon
Chicago Essaness Theater Corp.,

....
1,000

—

200

Kirkpatrick In New York
A. S. Kirkpatrick, Educational assistant general manager, arrived in
New York yesterday after a month's

motor

to Florida.

trip

City to

Be 100 P.C. Wired

Wilmington,

Brulatour,

1540 Broadway

Bryant 4712

f

O.

Inc. a Max goes over
the near future,
single

a

New York

For Two-Cast Film Debut

Blvd.

Gladstone 6103

silent

—When

the

La-

to talking pictures in
there will not remain

house

in

this- city.

Barre Buys Into Reading House
Reading, Mich. P. A. Barre has
ught Ivan Howell's interest in the

—

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica

J.«

theater.
repairs.

:al
'

Coast

Bureau,

Los Angeles

Is

—

Joseph P.
been here for
month, is concentrating his
on the new Pathe product,

who

Denied

THE FILM DAILY

has

Kennedy
the past
attention
represen-

company declare. De
made that Kennedy is work

tatives of this
nial

is

ing on the frequently-rumored Pathe-

R-K-O

deal.

Warner

Directors Re-elected

—

ers held here yesterday, the following directors, whose terms expired
at this time, were re-elected for two

years: H. M. Warner, Major Albert Warner, Jack L. Warner, Waddill Catchings, Henry A. Rudkin and

Cary

P.

Distrib

The house now

I,

"The Sky Hawk

,t

Toronto.

Opening

of
Gaiety.

N.

Dec.

12

Y.
Weekly AMPA luncheon
Paramount Hotel, N. Y.

Dec.

14

Opening

of

Rialto,

N. Y.

the

Dec.

"The

Virginian

Trade practice conference

19

at

for

seat manufacturers at V
ington, D. C.
ater

Dec.

Opening
House in

23

the

of

Little

Pije

New York City.
of "Devil May Carlit

Premiere
Astsr. N. Y.

Hanson Dickering with M-GStockholm

— Lars

Hanson, wh

is

closed

s

now

playing at the Royal Dran
Theater here and who has
sound pictures in England, is
ported dickering with M-G-M
make dialogue pictures in the Ui

c
e

r,

Hanson worked

States.

in

d

s

pictures for M-G-M before retur
to his native country two years

$6,000
Corbin,

Fire

Damage

Ky.— Loss

of

at Ky
$6,000

suited from a fire which broke
at the Hippodrome building, w
is leased to the Corbin Amusei

:-

It

h
it

Co.

Funeral for Saville Levin
Funeral services for Saville L
father of Nat Levine of Mascot
Inc.,

rials,

10

will

M.

A.

take place toda

from

14

Marcy

i
:i

I e

Thomas.

Other

mem-

bers of the board are Sam Morris,
G. E. Quigley and Herman Starr.
The meeting was purely a routine

$1,000,000 Per Week
collections
in
the
States are approximately $l,00l»
per week, said Glendon Allvine, B

Fox

publicity head,

yesterday.
•

Cantor

in

New Exchange

Po

—

Charlotte, N. C.
Joseph
recently connected with United t
ists in

Winnipeg, has been ap|
of this company's loca

manager
change.

affair.

New Fox House is Opene
Marinette, Wis. Fox's new
Approves New Warner House
Ridgewood, N. J. Board of Gov- ater here has been opened.
ernors of the Real Estate Board here

—

have granted Warner Bros, a permit to erect the new Fabian in
Ridgewood Ave., including the use
of the right of

way

to

Dayton

St.

Selznick Creditors Meet Today
Creditors of Selznick Pictures meet

today at John Leslie Lyttle's office,
299 Broadway, N. Y. C, to adjust
their claims.
The meeting will be
held at 10 a. m.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard
Vaudeville Acts

$175,000 Theater for Hartford
Hartford, Conn. Plans for the
a new $175,000 theater here have been
s<
filed with construction expected to
begin within a few days.

h

j

King Edi

at Hotel

Bronx.

Wilmington, Del. At the annual
meeting of Warner Bros, stockhold-

Abel

Canada

of

—

$550,000.

Eastnian Films

| J. E.

New

Center, EmTwentieth Century, Broad500 bassy,
100 way-Strand,
Crawford, Gold, Biograph, Keystone, Little, Knicker200 bocker,
Lakeside,
Michigan,
Oak
5,600 Park, Pershing and West End,
has
taken over the Pantheon, on Sheri4,600
The long term lease pro500 dan Road.
300 vides
for an aggregate rental of

operators of the

•LAST PRICE QUOTED

|

the

of

all talker, is preparing
six all talker features starring Gladys
Held. First production will start at

%

11

Coast after completing sale ar-

Sky", serial

....

11

recently left for

rangements for "The Voice

NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Columbia Pets
Fox Thea. "A"

announced.

is

Goebel, Dowling in N. Y.

West

Six All Talking Pictures

49Ji
90

52^

"A"

it

Product; Deal

Ben Wilson Preparing

300

22'

54/

do

measure,

M.

Conference of

11

C—

5,500
36,700

S4/8

(6J4)

F-L
Exch

Para
Pathe

Dec.

violations.
Attempts to pad a
show to cause it to run past midnight will result in a more stringent

Hawkins Joins

900

21J4
188

Allied States and M.P.T.O.A. L
ference on proposed merger ,1
at the Union Leagut Club, N
Second of two-day meetini f
North Carolina exhibitors' un t
Pinehurst.
Meeting of Paramount stockho Is
at New York.
.

Working On

X

A-O

Keith

Col. E. P.

Today:

for

O. E. Goebel, president of Sono
Art Productions, and Eddie Dowling,
star of this company's latest proGeneral Talking Pictures duction,
"Blaze o' Glory," have arPinehurst, N.
Col. E. P. Haw- rived from Hollywood in connection
kins, associated with RCA Photo- with the premiere of the picture in
phone for the last few years, has New York. "Blaze o' Glory" is said
joined
General
Talking
Pictures to be the first film to be made in two
Corp. in an executive capacity, it languages,
English
and
Spanish,
was announced last night by R. F with two complete casts. Dowling,
Woodhull, vice president of the com- Betty Compson, Henry B. Walthall
pany, at the banquet of the North and Frankie Darro have the leading
Carolina exhibitors.
Col. Hawkins roles in the English version, while
begins immediately on his new du Jose Bohr and Mona Rico head the
ties, which will be relatively similar Spanish cast.
STOCK MARKET
High Low Close Sales to his work for RCA, and he prob200 ably will start by making a contract
21/, 21/2 21/2
J. P. Kennedy
17^ 15* 16H 2,900 tour of the G. T. exchanges.

—

—

fifty

company

Manager;
EnEditor.

General

Managing

Eddy,

as second class

ured

Regular quarterly dividends of

1(|

The Industry's
Date Book

ON NIGHT PERFORMANCES

Lexington, Ky.
An ordinance,
cents per share on the preferred and sponsored by the mayor, prohibiting
Editor and Poblisher
JOHN 4 ALIC0ATE
cents per share on common, performances from beginning later
fifty
payable
Jan. 2, 1930, to stockholders than 10:30 p. m. has been passed by
holidays
Publifhed daily except Saturday and
1050 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and of record Dec. 16, have been declared the Board of City Commissioners. A
at
directors of Consolidated Film fine of from $25 to $100, or 10 to 50
copyright (1929) by Wid's Films and Film by
W. Alicoate, President. industries, Inc.
Inc.
Folks
J.
Earnings of the days in jail or both, may be imposed
Donald M. Mersereau,
l»L I No. 61

10,

—

1600 Broadway, New York CI
Phone Penn. 3580

*-

iesday, December

10,

—JPWh

1929
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\Timely Topics
A Digest of

— ©=

Campaign to Boost
endance at Picture Houses
I/HY wouldn't now, with all
'»
this array of superb picture
htertainment available, be a loginl time for starting a "See More
What this
"ictures" campaign.
ldustry really needs is about two
more picturegoers daily.
way to get them is
go after them with a compre-

PhilM. Daly,
TACK DEMPSEY, who
° is one oi the big spots

Jr.

swings a mean right (and

on the Palace

bill this

left,

week.

too)

In be-

tween shows he found time last night to referee the main bout
at the Christmas Fund fracas in Madison Square Garden
Just to continue notes from Mark Luescher we'll point out
that Margaret Shotwell, concert pianist who dropped more
than a million
again.

She'll

in

open

week, playing the

the recent market crash,
in

is

starting all over

home town, Omaha, during Christmas
Orpheum

her

RKO

We

rer

has something they want.

"The Motion Picture Record"
*

Mille
baring

*

*

Terms Talkers
House for Inept"

hPEECH

talking

gives

pic-

P tures an immediate clearing
It was
puse for the inept.
jisier in the days of silent picPantomime does not reItres.
speech.

Lire

Many

tntomimist has risen
rt

despite

And

Ipses.

a

great

far in the

educational
early
there are today a

King Vidor and
Broadway shows at

his spouse, Eleanor Boardman, are seeing
a dizzy pace while New Yorking.
Before
trekking Coastward Vidor will select his next vehicle for M-G-M.
To resume our own vaudeville jottings Esther Ralston's a draw at the Palace, which seems to be winning a lot
of free space in this colymn, and Cullen Landis, former filmite,
is occupying one of the spots on the Riverside's bill

who are having
with a vocal screen
lr no other reason than that
lence in their work has made
lem

careless
*

as to intonations.
Cecil B. Be Mille
*
*

Uncomplimentary
rard the Hollywood Mind
|H what a piece of work is
I" this Hollywood mind! How

DALY

GENT

in

this

identity

we

A

ceal, invited

How

in reason!

infinite

vacuity!
In ac»n, how like a jazz band!
In
Iprehension how like a blotter!
jie
Publicity
Beauty of the
jjrld!
The paragon of the tabId bean! And all its learning
Ight be bounded in a peanut
le-established

biz,

whose

carefully

con-

us to a studio party the

other night, and told us to be sure
and have our Scotch tweeds on. We
wore the Scotch tweeds accordingly.

We

home without

arrived

with

but

viting

a

"Moe
is

Levy, the Tailor."
no percentage in in-

Scotchman

a

the tweeds,
raccoon coat

beautiful

to

a

Hebrew

studio party.

Going into a mental whirl, Jack
emerged with the following
contrib to a very worthy cause:
Fuld

along

we

learned that Louella Parsons surprised a gang of friends by announcing her engagement to Dr.
Harry Martin, out in Hollywood
The wedding, we're
told, is to take place in January
This week, Wesley Eddy
holds the big stick on the Capitol bill.
Eddy used to do his

ceremoning at Loew's King, Brooklyn, since its opening and
no doubt a switch to Broadway will exhilarate his personality.
Hit into

it,

Wes
*

*

*

Industry to

Don't delay!
Advise us
Immediately and
Let us have

Your

*

whom

Luck has been
Most unkind:

contribution.

Joe Burke, Warner Bros., songwriter, has arrived in New
for a short stay, evidentally come around to cop the tin
from Tin Pan Alley, but you gotta admit the kid had something to do with such numbers as "Tip Toe Thru the Tulips"
and "Painting the Cloud." Yeh, all for "Gold Diggers of Broad-

Remember

way.."

Film industry should respond.

York

*

*

*

this:

Every donation
Large or small
Is sincerely appreciated.
Everybody in the

*

Fellows stay home Thursday night
a surprise, Lilyan
Tashman will be heard over the radio. She will talk about
things in general and Hollywood during the Lehn & FinkFirst National hour through WJZ at 8:30
"Lil" tells all
about the sunshine and orange groves

For the need is
Urgent Help those
Needing it, and

—

DO

IT

NOW.

Famous Film Conversations

lie

Itt-like

film

shall

For those of the

And chugging

artists

Ifficulties

It.

Moral: There

limber of extremely fine pantolimic

By PHIL

labeled

Lnd the only
)

THA T'S
THAT

with

Lillion

ensible intelligent campaign.
Dn't mean the old regular movie
in, he goes to pictures already,
e mean the thousands of people
ho are not regular patrons of
Get the people
kcture theaters.
hat
do not ordinarily attend
pur theater, get to them the
hessage that the new talkies are
ptter, that the latest pictures are
:al entertainment, that your the-

-AND

Along The Rialto

Current Opinion

tots

3

Si

Abe Meyer, who

bad at scoring pictures and
other things musical, is New Yorking and expects to bag and
baggage to the Coast late this week
Frank J. Rembusch,
president, and Richard V. Anderson, director of distribution for
M. P. Congress of America, are both on the hop already. Frank
is due at Pittsburgh while Richard now is at Pinehurst; yeh a
coupla exhibitor conferences, you know
Harry Richman
is authority for the statement that Clara Bow will become Mrs.
Richman in New York on New Year's Day...'
is

not

so

"The deal

Benjamin Be Casseres,

off."

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

Film to build 12 stage

Ferndale

jell!

is

studio in

Long

Island.

Author-Critic

DECEMBER

THEIR
FIRST

JOBS

10

-MANY HAPPY RETURNS

Best
tions

transfer production activBiograph to the Erbo-

THE

FILM DAILY
ing

from

graph plant.

wishes and congratulaare extended by

members

who today

to the follow-

of the

Directors of United Picture Thea-

industry,

ters, Inc., in

are celebrating their

*

birthday:

Don Anderson

New York

Richard M. Blumenthal

to elect

naw

officers.

RUTH CHATTERTON
chorus

Goldwyn
ities

George Lewis

*

*

First National survey reveals one
day showings passing; longer runs
becoming popular.

DAILY

Tuesday, December

Film Boards of Trade Report
Additional Theater Changes
a Day Has
Boy Scout to a PinGo
nacle of World Admiration.
Out of Your Way, if Necessary
to Do Someone a Good Turn.
Makes Good Friends the
It

"A Good Deed

—

Theater's

Asset."

Greatest

—

ILLINOIS

Lifted the

Changes

sold to F. M. Mertz by
Romance,
Blandinsville
sold to J. F. Woodward by P. J. Durbin;
E.
to
sold
Chicago Broadway-Strand,
Silverman by Marks Bros., Colony, sold

Ashland— Artcraft,

D

E

—

Wilson;

Wasson Building Corporation by

—

Nat.

Theater

&

Monogram,

Miller,

sold to

Co. by Marks Bros.,
Ogden, sold to Sol Alverio by Nasib Bahout, Peoples, sold to H. Schoenstadt &
Sons by Jesselson Israel, Windsor, sold
to Joseph J. Brown by George F. Golder;
East St. Louis Lyric, sold to Frisina
Amus. Co. by Erco Amusement Co. Edgewood Eagle, sold to Harry Burton by H.
O. Donaldson; Franklin Princess, sold to
Wyman Hart by H. L. Hamilton; Genoa
Lyric, sold to Petey Wales by Albert Awe;

Monogram Theater

PHILM.DALY

—

S£Z/

;

—

—

—

Lubhner
La Grange La Grange, sold
& Trinz by Parthay Thea. Corp.; Marshall—Pythian, sold to Ed Powell by L. H.
Cox Maywood Maywood, sold to E. W.
Melrose
Retzer by Mrs. C. J. Buschell
to

—

;

;

Park— Melrose Park, sold to E. W. Ritzer
by Mrs. C. J. Buschell; Sandoval Avalon,
sold to V. V. Rogers by G. A. Gibson.

—

SpringChicago— Gold,
— Majestic
Peotone— Victory
Macon— Palace
Rockford — Columbia; Sparland — Strand;
Wauconda— Wauconda.
Tremont— Gem
Re-Openings
FRANCE AND ENGLAND
Cowden — Liberty Joppa — Logan Lorraine
Opera House Xenia — Palace.

PH0T0PH0NE FIRMS

Bouffs
field

;

;

—

—

;

sold to C. W. Swiercinsky; Manhattan
Miller, sold to Robert Jersey by Manhattan
Loan ; Manketo Blair, sold to
Building
G. W. Dickinson Theater, Inc., by Sam
Blair, sold to G. W. DickBlair; Osborne
inson Theater, Inc., by Sam Blair; ScranIsaacs by
ton Cozy, sold to Pollard
Mrs. E. Isaacs; Tipton Royal, sold to

—

&

—

—

&

—

by Pete Jacobs; Tory
Leland, sold to Flyod Randall by G. L.

Ramond

(Continued from Page

Rugg;

Waverly

— Bailey,

sold

to

J.

M.

Bailey by H. A. Flickinger.

Closings

Arkansas

City

— Masonic

White

;

—

Allied

1)

coverage

in

32

states.

A

number

of other exhibitor

ciations
are
with Allied.

asso-

considering affiliating
They include the Ohic

organization which had been expectec
to decide the matter one way or tht
other at the recent Columbus convention but deferred the decisior
pending the outcome of the proposet
exhibitor merger conference to b(
held in New York.

was formed

Allied

last

Jan.

1?

with a nucleus of 12 states.

(Continued from Page 1)

run productions. Th(
picture scheduled is "No, No
Nanette," musical production parti;

Theaters

— O.

owner

Virgil,

—

Strand, N. Y. Becoming
F. N. Long Run Theater
tional indefinite

New

Longton

gives

Cloud

Community.
Virgil

This

STATE

Sinner

first

Sauder.

J.

Re- Openings

;

;

;

—

Roy Dunnick Horton Liberty, sold to R.
B. Gorham by William Schenkelberger;
La Crosse La Crosse, sold to Jewell
Lamed by Audrey Haas Linn Majestic,

Closings

F

—

—

;

Inc., Lucile, sold to John Szanto

by Simansky

TO THIRTY-SECOND

;

—

to

Theater by Sam Blair; Clyde Blair, sold
to G. W. Dickinson Theater, Inc., by Sam
Strand, sold to William
Blair; Elk City
Eskridge
Perry by Robert Montgomery
Strand, sold to William Thowe by Earl
Wilson; Grainfield Garden, sold to J. M.
Zeman by E. H. Grecian; Grinnell Lyric,
sold to Business Men's Club by Anthony
Hiawatha Auditorium, sold to
Taphorn
R. B. Gorham by William Schenkelberger
Royal, sold to G. W. Dickinson, Inc.. by

ALLIED EXTENDS SCOPE

—

Ownership

in

10, 1929

Technicolor.

in

Electric.

;

;

{Continued from Page

1)

INDIANA

thousand miles away is not commerSuch a
cially economic and sound.

KENTUCKY
Changes

;

;

—

Berry Paramount, sold to Hoe Billiter by
Bowling Green AmeriE. D. Whitaker
can, sold to Potter-Matlock Trust Co. by
W. F. Toops Guthrie Dreamland, sold to
HardinsE. M. Frey by W. Northington
burg Conway, sold to W. S. Conway by

—

;

Changes in Ownership

Yeggs Miss

Ownership

in

—

;

Geneva— Limberlost, sold to Waldo Neal by
plan of operation means delayed shipIndianapolis Arcade,
Richardson;
I.
J.
Lewisburg Palace,
Daisy,
O'Reilly
& Hoben
ments, and dissatisfied theater ownsold to Max Klein by Mr. Hines
Senate,
so'd to
D. P. Brown by T. Brown
sold to H. D. Orr by F. J. Cassell
Exhibitors in the British Isles
ers.
Shonn Loyal, sold to A. D. Cole by
sold to Mrs. Pryor by H. D. Orr; Knightsare just as anxious for early instalRogers & Randel.
town—'Strand, sold to R. Sipe by Fred
lations as are American exhibitors."
Closings
Korb; Kokomo Isis, sold to Rollie Sipe
Primo, sold Benton Amusu
Drift Drift; Lewisburg
He further said that RCA has been by S. W. Neall; MedaryvilleSimpson;
MilPalace
Nortonville
Kozy
Pikeville
to Willard Myers by S. A.
compelled to slow up on installations
Comus, sold to H. D. Carbiener by
Weddington
Ravenna Lynwood
Stanford
until the new distribution plan is
ford
Opera House.
E. C. Miller; Mishawaka Mishawaka, sold
has
a
The company
functioning.
to Lewis Cochovety by Mishawaka Amuse.
Re-Openings
Co.; Orland Kelso, sold to Keyes Bros,
large volume of orders on hand.

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

Fox

(Continued from Page 1)

and the houses are under Fox
Ike Libson, according to
operation.
the terms of the deal, continues as
general manager of these theaters.
effect

Foresee Fox Expansion
in Southern Territory
(Continued from Page

1)

report had it that a Fox
representative had been in CharN.
C, supposedly looking
lotte,
Circuit,

over

sites

for a

house there.

Buys Portland (Ore.) Houses
Portland, Ore. The Columbia and
Irvington have been acquired by G.
T. Woodlaw, owner of the Circle
The former was purchased from Universal Film Exchanges for $200,000.

—

Acquires Amgood Assets
Rochester, N. Y. The assets of
the Amgood Theater Corp., which
controls the Monroe, have been sold
to George Kircher of Webster.

—

—

by C. A. Kelso; Roachdale Roachdale
Hall, sold to C. C. Cassady by E. Goslin
Shoals Green Lantern, sold to J. E. Stiles
by J. J. Mohr.

—

present LaFrance Hotel.

—
Dayton — Princess

Closings
Colfax—
Blanford— Star
Bicknell— Royal
Elletsville—
Elkhart— Elkhart
Arcade
Oriental: Fort Wayne Walther League;
Milan Empire;
Lake Village I.O.O.F.
New Carlisle Cosmo: Otwell Star; Paris
South Bend
Montgomery
Crossing

Bernice

— Royal

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
Honeymoon; Stanford — Opera House;
Terre Haute— Victory.
;

;

Changes
Bedford— Rialto.

in

sold

Youngclause & Leavitt
House, sold to H. S.
Princess,

sold

to

;

Cincinnati

by

— Opera

:

J.

MAINE

—Meserve's Fortesque— Fairway.
MARYLAND
Changes in Ownership
Baltimore— Chester, sold
C. R. Moore by

Bridgeton

to

—

L. Reid; Madrid New
A. Tomlanovic by Marco
Biondi
Mason City Towa. sold to Julia
Newton
York Co. by Mrs. Tournier
Cozy, sold to R. H. Johnson bv Frederick
Wavt; Sidney Strand, sold to M. A. Budd
by Youngclause & Leavitt Toledo Toledo,
Watersold to F. E. Robertson; Waterloo
loo, sold to Joseph Weaver.

—

—
—

:

Closings

—Royal Gladbrook— Opera House
Modale— Opera House: Northboro— ComRowan— Opera
munity Pierson — Majic

Cincinnati

;

;

;

House.

Openings

—Ritz

:

Farmington

—

Idle

Rialto

— Pastime: Grundy Center
La Porte City
— GrandColonial.
Moulton—
KAN* * 9

Jesup

;

Pastime

;

;

Changes

—

Belleville

Blair,

in

sold

Ownership
to G. W. Dickinson

—

Butte Fox House Reopens Soon
Butte The remodeled Fox theate
will be opened some time this montl
according to Harry N. Stone, man

—

ager.

Changes

—

Maynard

in

—

new Publix house
open Dec.

to

pacity

—

by J. F. Sullivan; Springfield Franklin,
sold to Charles Morse by P. Lombard.

Closings

Leominster

— Metropolitan

Anderson;

B.
J.

schedule
seating a

is

900.

Hartford, Conn.—The Cer
has reopened under the manag<

ment

—
Leaakesville— Star,

by

Schuman-Dolgin Th<
which has equif
with Western Electric, Albei

of

the

ped it
Eicorn has been made resident mar
ager.

sold

Broome by G. E. Pollock; McMajestic, sold to J. J. Broome by

—

Pollock; Sardis Pastime, sold to
R. R. Mitchell by H. J. Williams; Shaw
Ritz, sold to Mrs. E. Schlater by S. B.
Tohnson West Point Star, sold to L. B.
McEachin by H. E. Mayher.

—

:

Closings

—

Mountain Blue Mountain
Forest
Forest: North Carrollton Liberty.

Blue

The

J.

—

Lain
G. E.

here,

15

Brainen

atrical Enterprises,

Williams; Hattiesburg Anderson,
sold to Majestic Amusement Company by
C.

The

Theater Reopens with Sound
tral

MISSISSIPPI
J.

is

15.

—

West

Changes in Ownership
Batesville— Fox, sold to W. J. Williams
H.

installe

Publix Opening Dec.

to
Al Leonard by
William Leonard ; Medford Riverside, sold
to George Ramsdell by P. Smith: North
Adams Empire, sold to Publix Theaters

—

was

Electric

Brainerd, Minn.

Ownership

sold

Railto,

Western

during alterations.

MASSACHUSETTS

to

Correctionville

;

;

;

—

M. Flaks by

;

—Majestic,

:

Royal, sold to

:

Waverly, sold to I. HornCurtis Bay
by Crystal Am. Co.
Pennington, sold to Bernard Klein by E.
Hutchings
Emmitsburg Gem, sold to
John Elder by W. J. Raffensberger.

;

J.

Thomas.

;

James Bolan

Dubuque

Wellmeyer by
Lvon. sold to

apparatus has been ordered fo
Princess and Palace theater
the
here, according to Manager Hug!
trie

Closings

DexterCorder
L. Reid by F. E.

sold to H.
B. Spensely by Jake Rosenthal; Estherville
—Grand, sold to Henry Hower by H. S.
Waldorf; Grand Jet.— Rex, sold to R. O.

Robertson

—

— Lasalle.

stein

Ownership
to S. W. Leavitt

Sound for Greenville Houses
Greenville, Tenn.
Western Elec

Closings

Royal Am. Co.

IOWA

manager.

— Rainbow.

Jean

;

:

;

;

—

Mechanicsburg

;

:

;

;

Sound for Glendale House
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAIL)
Glendale, Cal. Sound installation
is to be made early next year at thi
Rainbow, according to Mrs. Cox

LOUISIANA

—

Hour; Garrison

Bids for Publix House Taken
Burlington, Vt. Bids have been
taken for the new Publix house which
built on the site of the
is to be

—
—
—

;

;

—

Cincinnati Deal
is Now in Operation

—

;

—

—

;

;

;

Embassy

$4,000 at

Yeggs, who apparently hid in tht
auditorium after the last show Sun
day night, ripped the safe at th<
Embassy, New York, and got awa\
with $180, but missed $4,000 in an
other compartment.

—

;

Leases Buckhead (Ga.) House
Buckhead, Ga. The theater buile
ing under construction at Peachtre
and Roswell Roads has been lease
to the Southern Amusement Con
over a period of years for a
eration of $65,400.

consic

HIGHER
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^ Make

this test today.

Check your box

office grosses

on

W»-«'

^*2?

:=
-:S:W:===
tM'

Paramount Pictures

this season.

Compare them with your

:

*

grosses on other 1929-30 product.

*0*Y HOO t;c>
l

1

'

Sfe^"^" ^
-

The reason the whole

'

industry

concedes

becomes apparent.

the

^ Figures don't

World pictures have raised theatre
higher

level.

grosses
>e

to

of

superiority

lie.

Paramount then

The New Show

receipts to a

new and

Paramount exhibitors are enjoying record

today that exhibitors of ordinary product can't
touch,

*I

Here's the proof:

BOX OFFICE GROSS
^>s

^^

*<s^
<A

Z&S5n
«4&
1&&C
J^Sr
*5^
^U** PB

3_

i'sct^
i^^

PARAMOUNT'S

EW SHOW WORLD HITS HAVE
HIT NEW BOX OFFICE HIGHS
T11K

>l

TWO

BLACK (ROWS
o u \ \ M> MACK
v

—

knockouts
but knockouts week after
week from the opening of the season to date! <JHere are
some of the pictures that have made Paramount stand out
far above other product:
*UNot

occasional

"THE
VIRGINIAN"

«.

"SWKETIE''

I

ill

O.

BANCROFT

"The Mighty"

<»R. II JIANCHC"

CLARA BOW iu
"The

Snt. Nile

Kid"

"FAST COMPANY"

"COCOANCTS*

"GREENE
tll'RUER"

Harold Lloyd's first talking picture, "Welcome Danger", is
proving the most successful Lloyd ever made. Actual figures
show it doing the same average business in four days that the
"Welcome Danger",
previous Lloyd release did in a week.
also available silent, produced by the Harold Lloyd Corpora€fl

tion.

A Paramount

release.

BOX OFFICE GROSS
<^S&
^Sr

^fcs<

-

isg>

J&
\f*
p
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-

^

HL^fff pRoot/c

3*
©

A

AND COMING!

Mighty March of Money Makers all through 1930,
including these Outstanding Leaders:

CHEVALIER

in

DENNIS KING

ERNST

I

I

III

I

s<

in All-Technicolor

II

s

-THE LOVE PARADE"

-THE VAGAROND KING'

Florenz Ziegfeld's

"GLORIFYING THE AMERICAN GIRL"
Mary Eaton, Revue in

Technicolor. Eddie Cantor, Helen Morgan,

Rudy

"THE PARAMOUNT PARADE"

*

The Glorious March of Filmdom's Leading Stars

Vallee

9

BOX OFFICE GROSS
A ****
tf

me

.

J&T

^
^

~$$r
Zk££

c^k
rfW
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?5
i

X
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PROD *>c>

NEW
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^»

Other Company

is

STARS!

so Rich in Real Talent!
KKH.tRU
IKI

I

VILUA1I

POWELL

\

EVELVM
BRENT

Plus The Class Talking Shorts!
Paramount News

—

Silent

Christie Talking Plays

Paramount
Screen Songs

*

THE SKY

*

IS

1

and 2 -Reel Acts
Talkartoons

THE ONLY LIMIT FOR PROFITS

PARAMOUNT'S
NEW SHOW WORLD

in

THE
Tuesday,

Dec ember

10,

1929

Coast Wire Service

iEDGWICK HOLDS COMEDY

SHOULD BE 40

P.

C SILENT

-JEWiDAILY
A

Hollywood Happenings

Little

from "Lots"
By

THE FILM DAIL?
'est Coast Bureau,
Los Angeles That the ideal com-

—

film should be 40 per cent silent
;
the contention of Edward Sedg•ick, director, now at work on "On
picture starle Set," the
ing Buster Keaton.
"Audiences," he says, "still are used
lb the methods of the silent comedy,
jnd we have to give them pantorimic 'gags' in with the new talktechnique to have them really
jig
Comedians especially are
i»tisfied.
with the necessity of much
iiced
.hntomimic action in their pictures,
Ind will be for several years to
ely

Four M-G-M Pictures
Fox's "One Mad Kiss"
Are Given New Names

Seven Nationalities in

RALPH WILK
Hollywood

HOWARD BRETHERTON

has

had a busy year at Universal.
Four M-G-M films scheduled for He directed "The Time, the Place
Seven countries are represented in
M-G-M
company making "One Mad release soon have been rechristened. and the Girl," "The Argyle Case,"
the
of
Escape"
and
"Second
Kiss," the Fox talker starring Don "Dulcy," with Marion Davies, has "Isle
Choice",
features,
and ten Vitaphone
become
"Not
Dumb."
"Road
So
Jose Mojica. They are Mexico, Argentine, Italy, Spain, France, Ire- Show" has been changed to "Happy Varieties.
*
*
*
Days," "Take It Big" to "Playing
land and Prussie.
Our
Passing
Show.
Dave
Epstein,
the Field," and "Lights and ShadBill Plant and Joe Blair playing
ows"
to "The Woman Racket."
Everything but Scots in
handball at the Hollywood Y.M.C.
A.; Spencer Bennett and Phil Ryan
Kellys" Film Clive Brook for Role
"Cohens
chatting at the Metropolitan studio;
George Sidney, Charlie Murray,
Mystery
P.F.-L
Marie Halvey busy at RKO.
in
Vera Gordon and Kate Price have
*
*
*
Clive
bme."
selected
Paramount
has
been assigned roles in another picPaul
Dickey,
who
used to
ture with the Cohen and the Kellys Brook to play the role of John Bentear up football fields as a halfas characters. They will be seen in son in "The Benson Murder Case,"
N. Completes Casting
back on University of Michf.
starring William Powell. Fay Wray
Scotland in this one.
igan teams, is the latest play"Bride of the Regiment"
She
is another newcomer to the cast.
wright to join M-G-M.
He
has been assigned the leading feminThe cast of "Bride of the Regi- Chuck Reisner to Direct
will
write
several
original
ine role.
cnt" has been completed by First
plays under his new contract.
"Just Kids" for
*
The players are Vivienne
*
*
ational.
As a result of his work in "The Buddy Rogers Begins
bgal, Alan Prior, Walter Pidgeon,
Charles A. Rogers is a busy diSterling, Hollywood Revue," Chuck Reisner
Ford
Fazenda,
Wise
in "Young Eagles" rector at the Hal Roach studio. He
fyrna Loy, Lupino Lane, Harry has been selected to direct "Just
has directed several Harry Lang"Young Eagles," which stars Char- don comedies, his latest subject with
ording and Claude Fleming.
Kids," the revue in which M-G-M
will bring many old timers of the les "Buddy" Rogers, has been placed the
comedian, including
sad-faced
In the "The Fighting Parson" and "The
in production at Paramount.
stage to the talking screen.
Lead
Gets
IacKenna
cast are Jean Arthur, Stuart Erwin, Head Guy."
Sequel
*
*
*
Paul Lucas, Frank Rose, Jack Luin
McLaglen-Lowe Team Again
Gordon
De
Wood,
den.
Freeman
Edmund
Peter Shamand
Passing
Show:
McLaglen
More
by
Victor
replaced
been
John Garrick has
George Irving and Stanley ray making his daily rounds of the
enneth MacKenna in the Bulldog Lowe will work together again, this Main,
rummond role in "Temple Tower," time in "Broad Minded," which Blystone. William Wellman is di- studios; John G. Adolfi chatting
with Joe Marks, casting director at
Another Raoul Walsh will direct for Fox up- recting.
Ihich Fox is producing.
where
he
Europe,
from
return
Warners, who has returned from a
his
on
WalB.
Henry
is
cast
Ided to the
trip to New York and Youngstown,
Preparing Audible Third
Donald Gallaher is directing, hopes to find a new feminine foil for
[all.
Grandeur.
With the completion of "The Last "his old home town."
'arguerite Churchill has the chief them. The film will be in
Dance," Lon Young is preparing
minine role.
Larry Gray Gets Title Role
Audible's third production, to be
"Bright Lights" Soon at F. N.
M-G-M
has given Lawrence Gray
will
Lady."
Lights"
Lotus
known as "The
Production on "Bright
Creelman's Third for RKO
the title role in "The Song Writer,"
soon
as
National
as
First
start
at
The Vagabond Lover" is James
based on the Crane Wilbur play of
work on
RKO Gets Lila Lee for Role
shmore Creelman's third effort for Dorothy Mackaill completes
Marshall Neilan
the same name.
Fay
Frank
Widow."
Flirting
"The
play
to
Lila
Lee
are
signed
RKO has
The others
Pictures.
idio
will direct from the adaptation by
lead.
male
the feminine lead in "All the King's
Volves of the Waterfront" and is to have the
Myrna Kennedy
Richard Schayer.
Men," which Russell Mack will di- will play opposite Gray.
he Gay Nineties."
"Manslaughter" As Talker
rect from a story by Fulton Oursler.
"Manslaughter," produced as a
Added to McCormack Cast
Assigned Juvenile Leads
Peter Gawthorne has been added silent picture some years ago by
Columbia has signed Alice Day and
the cast of the film in which Fox Cecil DeMille, will be remade by
William Collier, Jr., for the juvenile
Paramount as a talker.
starring John McCormack.
kads in "The Melody Man," based
on
the stage play of the same name.
Norma Shearer in "High Road"
Universal Signs Author
The
R. William Neill is directing.
in
Norma Shearer will start work
Universal has signed Grace Cardone
by
Howard
adaptation
was
version of "The
Signs Long-Term Contract
author, to write for the com- the leading role, film
IJle,
Green.
Vivienne Segal has signed a longHigh Road," the Frederick Lonsdale
iny.*
play, soon after the first of the year term contract with First National.
Color for "Hot Rhythm"
Directors Turn Actors
Sidney Franklin. She is now at work in "The Lady
Pathe's "Red Hot Rhythm" will under direction of
Three former directors appear as
in Ermine."
Ive color sequences.
actors ,in RKO's "Hit the Deck."
Write Songs for "Fast Workers
They are Dell Henderson, Harry
"Fast
of
Jazz"
Fox's
Leslie for "King
Songs featured in
-olliers Cast for M-G-M Show
Sweet and Wallace MacDonald.
have been written by
Frank Leslie has been signe
The William Colliers, junior and Worker"
Conrad.
"The
in
part
Brockman;
Universal for a
Hanley and
siior, have been assigned to parts
Two for Nolan
and Gottler; Little and of Jazz." He is expected to arrive
the show in which Weber and Mitchell
"Carnival" and "What Men Want"
Monaco.
and
here shortly.
Burke, and McCarthy
I Ids and other old-timers will be
are two new vehicles 'being prepared
plsented by M-G-M.
for Mary Nolan for Universal.
Christie Talker
in
Gleasons
Film
Start
to
Getting Ready
his
with
playing
is
Gleason
James
Roy J. Pomeroy has taken offices
Mayo to Direct "Vengeance"
Set to Start in 1930
in «
starting wife. Lucille Webster Gleason.
Vengeance," Ralph Graves' latest at RKO preparatory to
'"The Agony Column" will be
himself
bv
written
comedy
Christie
under
work on his first production
s ry for Columbia, will be directed
among the first pictures to be placed
and directed bv William Watson.
bi Archie
Mayo. The tale is laid the new contract he recently signed
in production by Warner in 1930.
is the
Jack Holt with the company.
Belgian Congo.
Earl Derr Biggers is the author.
Role
Toomey's
Regis
Gets
Vil be in the cast.
replaced
been
Regis Toomev has
Gish Completes "The Swan"
mas
Jack Holt in "Black Sheep"
completed bv Stanlev Smith in the chief
been
has
Swan"
"The
Holt has started work in
the
Hattons Sell Playlet
Jack
of
Out
"Come
Artists. culine role in
It is
for Columbia.
"Black
Sheep"
Varner will make a Vitaphone Va- bv Lillian Gish at United
will
which Paramount
ry of "Taxi Talks," a one-act play- The star plans to return to New Kitchen,"
a tale of the Congo by Ralph Graves.
make.
by Fanny and Frederic Hatton. York.

&

New

l

M-G-M

Work

"Drummond"

variao
to the

i

1<
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DEFOREST WARNS USERS

(Continued from Page

1)

the M.P.T.O. of North Carolina here

Large auditoriums must
night.
have heavy duty mechanism to obtain the best results, De Forest said
and while light apparatus will do its
service efficiently in a small house
it is unreasonable to expect it to fill
a big theater with undistorted sound.
last

Lightman Takes Over
Another Memphis House
Memphis

— Milton

1)

your eyes to the suffering of your fellow workers who have fallen into
adversity.
You can evade everything except the feeling in your own heart
that you have not done your duty unless you kick in.
There is no telling who may be next to need the help of THE FILM
DAILY RELIEF FUND. Life is a merry-go-round. Today you are on
top.
Tomorrow you may be sprawling on the ground. Illness and adversity are no respecters of persons, consequently there are times when
the best sort of men and women, through no fault of their own, encounter
streaks of bad luck that bring severe hardships to them and their families.
These folks deserve your assistance. Every cent that you give will
go for relief. Not a penny for expense. All work in connection with the
fund is contributed without charge.
Send your check
and you
will immediately feel better.

—

Daily Reminder

Do Not Over-Load
your Lobby With
Material.
Display

TODAY

Cheapens The
Appearance of the
It

Many New Donors Added to

B.

Theater.

Film Daily Relief Fund List

Fox Invasion Alarms
(.Continued

from Page 1)
interests control the largest chain in Great Britain.
Biggest

American

opposition is in the 120 cinemas operated by British International.

Bernard Buys Fox House

—

Portland, Ore. Al Bernard, well
known in exhibition circles here, has
assumed proprietorship of the Fox
theater at 21st and Hoyt Sts.
The
house is of the neighborhood type.
Interest in Princess

—Kalf

News"

ture

British Exhibitors

Buys

interest of C.

R. Sikes in the Princess Theater
Bldg. has been secured by Dewey
Adamson, who with H. Lipshitz,
half owner of the building, will renovate the house.

also helped matters.

Film Boards of Trade, heeding the
plea addressed to them by C. C. Pettijohn, again came through with a
good representation, headed by the
St. Louis Film Board of Trade with
a check for $33.60, made up of 185
individual donations of from
five
cents to $1.
San Francisco and Des
-Moines

M.

J.

Film Board of Trade.
Leopold Friedman
New Orleans Film Board of Trade
Bill Yearsley
M. J. Mintz
J. Dash
San Francisco Film Board

L.
S.

J.

Charles Einfeld

Des Moines Film Board
Isaac Weinberg
Samuel H. Levin

of

Trade

Louis Pelegrine

Additional

Albany Donators

With donations by

four

more

in-

dividuals, the

-•

Chacos Bros. Buy Utahna

185

—

Bros.,
Coschocton,
O. Chacos
operators of the Pastime, have acquired the Utahna, according to
Chris Chacos.

Hondo, Remodeled
Tex. The Colonial has

—

alterations, including
stallation of a sound machine.

undergone

in-

New Delaware Theater Corp.
The Little
Wilmington, Del.
Theater Association has been incor-

—

porated here for $1,250,000 for the
purpose of operating theaters.

Warner House
Oakland, Cal. The new theater
which Warner plans to erect here

—

will cost $1,500,000, exclusive of the
site, for which the company has paid

1
l.

iJed Depinet

Al Lichtman
A. H. Giannini

Thomas Meighan
Motion Picture Salesmen, Tnc.
Jack Alicoate
Addie Dannenberg and Edna Sussman
E- A. Schiller
Joseph I. Schnitzer
Keystone Engraving Co.
Buffalo Film Board of Trade
Harold B. Franklin
Alfred Gottesman

Motion Picture News
Louis Film Board of Trade
New York Film Board of Trade
Associated Motion Picture Advertisers
St-

Herman

Starr

Dave Bader
Robert F. Klingensmith

Harford Theater

W 'brook Amusement
Mandan House Gets W. E.
William R. Ferguson
Electric
DPn M. Mersereau
Mandan, N. D. Western
a

—

being installed at the Palace.

The

additional

W.

Winzell,
Mrs. George R.
Struwe.

are

Louisans

Mil-

Eddy

Kick In

Marvin M. Kirsch

Co.

Steinberg, R. Cummins, J. Gately, Veleti
Berthold. Margaret Gardiner, M. J. Griffin,
E. W. Penrod. Tom Tobin, J. Uxa, L. B.
Schofield, Ida Berg, W. E. Thomas, Mayme
Mitchell, Helen Pausch, Rose Zavachl. Dor-

Warack, Ivan Stahl, Joe Levy, George
McBridge. H. Hynes. A. W. Gebaur. J. Gollup, M. Zatlin. J. H. Sarfaty, H. Sanders,
E. M. Block, J. J. O'Neil, C. U. Stephens.
Harold O'Brien, B. Kammerman, M. Murphy,
retta

M.

Rogers, L. Allen, M. Vetter. Ed
J.
Koehr, H. Berry, S. Grossman, H. J. O'Brien,
Dave Wilson, R. J. Klages. S. Stevens, D.
Jannings, G. Haas, H. Tucker, O. Usinger,
C. Church. V. Burkin. L. Klarr. L. Hobson.
V. Munsey, C. Keilbach. S. Packard. Hall
Walsch, M. Solomon, Mr. Dickson. Mr. MeClanahan, Mr. Mohlman. Miss Lahrenz, Miss
Reither, Miss Bertram, Miss Chapman. Miss
Caffrey, Miss Adelaide, A. R. Deitz. R. S.
Renco, Chas. Goldman. B. Rosenberg, S. D.
Mcintosh, Miss M. Boch,

sheet represents the Paramount, First National. Columbia.
Fox, Educational, M-G-M, World
Wide. Warner, Universal, United
Des Moines Contributors
Artists, Tiffany, R-K-O. Pathe and
Contributors in the collection taken
Premier exchanges and the Board
Individually they up by the Des Moines Film Board
of Trade office.
of Trade for THE FILM DAILY
are:
F. H. Knisoel. R. Taylor. Walter Lee, B. RELIEF FUND were:
W. E. Branson, W. E. Banford. L. L.
Derby. H. McLean. Miss L. Trout. Miss J.
lection

How About YOUR Name?
E>r.

St.

$27.50.

The list of 185 contributors on the
lll'mll
*S^t. Louis Film Board of Trade col-

care.

Tpcmas D. Goldberg

$1,750,000.

is

Trade

Schlaifer

'

$3,250,000

of

Emma Ammon, Miss Ida Bach. Miss
Stadelman, Miss Ann Meisenbach. Miss
Zella Smith. B. A. Tomte, Catherine Buchanan, W. Bamks, E. Beers. L. Miromonte,
H. Ballew, B. Schmich, A. Yonkers, L.
Lonigro, L. Mace, J. Neushan, E. Gardner,
M. Schweitzer, J. Caporal, L. Johnson, C.
Scheufler, W. W. Sharpe. L. H. Frank, W.
Gleason, G. Cochran, W. A. Wandel, D.
Buschhorn. W. Warmbrodt, T. Boheim, J.
B. Koenig, C. D. Hill, B. Rosenthal, N.
Mrs.

Ella

Albany Film Board of
to properly Trade has boosted its total amount

—

Hondo,

Cullen, Miss Ann Sullivan, Miss Linda Sauerwein, Miss Billie Robinson, D. D. Durnil,
Geo. Regan, John Tobin, Jos. Griffin, Bob
Gaetly, James Powell, Mrs. Mary Vaughn,

Don Malkames

A.

size of contributions.
At the present
rate of returns there will not be

F. Krause, Miss B. MurSnyder. H. Foster, Miss Hazel
Delia Kelly, Miss Laura Enzenauer, Miss Florence Tobinson,
Miss Pearl
Hilton. Miss H. Zack. Miss Bess Grant, Miss
Ruth Green, Miss Marie Hartlieb, Miss FanIsaacson, Mrs.
nie
Olive Mathews, Miss
Helen Schmidt, Miss Mae Sorrells, Miss Anna

KandeU

Others who did their duty yesterday included S. Charles Einfeld, L. J.
Schlaifer, Isaac Weinberg, Samuel
H. Levin and Louis Pelegrine. The
relief fund committee sees no chance
of the $10,000 being raised by Christmas unless there is a quick and sustained increase in the number and

1929

phy, F. L.
Jones, Mrs.

Trade

William Ornstein
W. F. Rodgers
Omaha Film Board of Trade
Indianapolis

sent

10,

M. Godwin, Miss

of

D. C. Gillette
N. L. Manheim
T. W. Williams

checks, while the
Albany Film Board of Trade, which
was the first of these organizations
to respond, sent an additional check.
also

Tuesday, December

Leo Klebanow
William Massce
Albany Film Board
N. D. Golden

enough in this year's till
Gordon Theater Started
Gordon, Neb. Construction of the administer to all the cases deserving collected to
•~-i-t^,-Qry sr\r\jj ^",'y
of
_J
Contributors
p»'« $60,000 here has begun. Sound
red Coons,
will be a feature of the house.
nd Richard

Colonial,

1929

Exhibitors

Binswanger
has disposed of his Linden Circle,
largest local neighborhood house, to
(Continued from Page 1)
Malco Theaters, Inc., the new M. A.
Dave Miller
Lightman chain. Change of opera- erous contributions from these fel- Herbert
Berg
S.
low-spirited
men
just
about
saved
the
tion takes effect Dec. 15.
This acArthur W. Eddy
quisition gives Lightman a total of day from being a big disappointment Richard Brady
in view of the expectations that had Dario L. Faralla
26 houses.
been held forth for week-end results. Ferdinand Luporini
Warshawsky
A $50 donation from "Motion Pic- Sam
Eva Warshawsky

Glenville, Ga.

10.

Give the Fund a Lift!
(Continued from Page

OF TOO LIGHT^EQUIPMENT

Tuesday, December

Toyce, Miss L. Figie. Miss M. Farrell, O. S.
Lessing. D. P. Rathbone. L. J. Bona. H. L.
Pitner, Jas. Hill. W. B. Adams. Miss L.
Atkinson. Miss C. Conrad, R. Stocklausner.
R. Deidrich. H. Grossman. Miss F. Murphy.
Miss G. Katz. Miss R. Donnelly, Miss J.
Chiodine. Miss M. McAuliffe Miss L. Bauman. Miss R. Latham. Miss M. Moore. Miss
Sau»rwein. B. B. ReinJ. FWcher. Miss C.
eold. J. Feld. H. Buechel. J. DeMatteo. R.
Flanniean. Geo. Berberich, Miss F. Patke.
Miss D. Burkin. Mrs. Kaiser. Mrs. Baumeyer.
Miss Emery. Miss Vlo'a Brown. Miss Ms-1
Braun. Miss M. O'DnnneH. Miss G. Ri'ev.
Mrs. E. Mey-r. Miss M. Dress, Mrs. Goldie
Vi«el. Mies M. Church. Miss M. Bueshel.
Miss J. Polsen. Miss C. Kalbaich. C. T.
Lynch, H. L. Weber, Mrs. F. Hoffman, Miss

Lou Levy. D. C. Kennedy, S. J.
Mayer, R. E. Peckhan, Bob Greene, O. H

Wells,

Garland, W.
B. Brauer.

O.

Galloway. E.

J.

Tilton,

L.

San Francisco's List
list of the San Francisco
On
Film Board of Trade donators were:
the

Dwyer, Joseph Levin, Fred
Geo. Glosser, Al Laurice. Max Ratner, V. Preston, Al. Oxtoby, Joe Cannon,
BlumenC. H. Muehlman, S. Oliver, G. C.
Bigethai, J. De Costa, R. F. Egner, Wm.
Markoford, W. J. Heineman. F. F. Nine. A.
Marion Edwards. Geo. Seach. Plul
witx.
<J.
Weinstein, John DeCosta, O. L. O'son.
C. Parsons, H. W. Poole, H. J. Hennuelle.
Bernadine

Voigt,

m

™e
Tuesday, December

^JjC
*W^

1929

10.

OF

N-E-W-S

1930

division

Now

In Preparation

charge of the foreign
Photophone.

in

RCA

of

—

Washington George Payette has
resigned as assistant to Bob Smeltzer after more than seven years with
the First National exchange here.

Edition

T-H-E D-A-Y
president

United States

DAILY

—

Syracuse The Temple is being
remodeled and will open as a Para-

mount

theater before the year

is

over.

He may

join Sidney Lust in the
management of the Cameo theater

Mt. Ranier, Md.

—

Birmingham, Mich. H. C. Holah
succeeded Frank Krueger as
Krueger
manager of the Kunsky.

has

now

is

Fisher, Detroit.

at the

—

H. T. McGuigan
Houlton, Me.
has taken up his duties as manager
of the Temple, succeeding John P.
He was formerly manager
Hassett.
of

the

Central,

—

Baltimore
has purchased
Peter Oletzky.
Salem,

Biddeford.

—

Dunkirk The Regent,
Bernstein Theater Co.,
destroyed by fire.
Loss

—

cently destroyed

Grand Theater Co. James
the Waverly from theater

booth

owned by
been

has
is

$150,000.

projection

Syracuse
The
machines and $10,000
erator's

in film were rein a fire in the op-

of

the

Palace,

The 250 patrons

2384

the
the time kept their seats
as firemen fought the flames.

Ore.— H.

Updegraff, of

J.

Portland, has sub-leased the Grand
here from George B. Guthrie and will
operate it at popular prices.

—

New Orleans A lone bandit held
up Manager Ralph De Bruler of the
Tivoli, controlled by United Theaters, Inc., and escaped with $485.25
Greer, S. C.

An animated trailer carrying a
"Mail Early" appeal has been prepared by the National Screen Service.
Prints are mailed to any part
of the country at a dollar each.

—Transfer

of the

Ri-

alto from C. A. Herlong to the Rialto Amusement Co. has been accomplished.

St.

in

at

—

Niagara Falls M. A. Shea, operator of theaters in Buffalo, has
signed a lease for the Bellevue here
which expires in 1950.
The deal
was closed by Shea himself and
George C. Haberle, president of the
Bellevue Theaters Co.

—

Rockville Center, L. I. The new
Fantasy, A. H. Schwartz Century
Circuit addition, costing about $750,000 recently opened.

Pacent is reported a success in the
Argentine and Brazil by James ScanThe Man- America, in dispatches to the comRocky Mount, N.
lon, service engineer now in South
hattan has been transferred from
,>any's offices in New York.
Amuse
Standard
E. Armstrong to

C—

meat

W

Co., Inc.

Hifton, Ga.

—Walter

Brackin has

J.

sold the Strand, here and the Callahan, Bainbridge to R. C. Rackley of
Jacksonville, Fla.

—

Robbinsdale, Minn. Harry Dickerman, owner of the Alhambra, Minneapolis, has acquired the Robbinsdale here from Frank S. Schwab.

Dwight,

111.

— David

Lamont,

of

Chicago, has been appointed manager of the Blackstone here, succeeding Nicholas E. Nelson, who retains
a connection with the theater.

—

Foreign

—

educational
of
Berlin A
series
shorts are being produced by UFA.
Dr. Martin Rikli is in charge of the
expedition and also edited these nov-

"Useful Weeds," has been
completed and will soon be ready

elties.

for release.

—

Nice The Casino de Paris here
has been opened as a talking picture
aouse.

—

Berlin Conrad Veidt is completing interiors for "The Last Com'sound studios at
pany," at the

UFA
Manchester, N. H. The newly
Karin Evans will
Neubabelsberg.
built State, representing an investment of $500,000 has opened here, play opposite the star.
rhe house seats 2,000 and is controled by State Theaters, Inc., Harry G.
London Vocafilms is a new comFarrell, president.
pany established with studios at Darwen. The firm plans to produce at
least six feature productions and 52
shorts during the coming year.

—

New

The
::

i

Societa

Anonima

Stefano

Film Daily Year
Book. Advertising in this section has a full
year's life.

—

Berlin Two animal pictures, "A
Day With an Indian Elephant," and
"From Gnat to Elephant," have been

Turin with RCA recording ap- completed by
announces E. O. Heyl, vice purposes.

paratus,

to the writer's
section of the

York

Pittaluga, the leading film organi:ation of Italy, is making arrangenents for the equipping of its studio

n

Producers tell
us that 'when
in search of a
writer they invariably refer

UFA

for

educational

Out As Usual In January

THE

-3&*

DAILV

opened, working with Tony Sudekum, Milton Starr, Sam Borisky and
J. L. Cartwright.

Washington Bureau of

of the exhibitor lead-

ers are of the opinion that there is
strong likelihood that the measure
will be defeated, they also admit
that the administration forces, which
are supporting the tax bill, have a

small majority in both houses and
are prepared to force passage of the
measure.

300 PER CENT
Washington

—

S. A. Being Remodeled
Neb. Alterations and in-

—

sound, costing $25,000,
are now being made at the Fox U.
E.
A., under direction of A.
S.
Dickson. Manager O. G. Brown, is
The house now
assisting Dickson.
of

stallation

is

closed.

Parkway Adds Vaudeville

Wis.—Vaudeville has
Madison,
been added three times a week to
programs at the Parkway, according
to E. W. Kelzenberg, manager.

No Firemen for L. I. Houses
Rockville Center, L. I.— Firemen
for
will not be stationed at theaters
some time yet due to the laying over
meeting of
of the matter at the last
the village board.
Talkers for Atlanta Erlanger
Lewis Haase, district
Atlanta
A. L. Erlanger, lethe
manager for
gitimate theater interests, plans to
present some talkers at the Erlanger
The house has
here this season.
equipment.
Electric
Western

—

Another Butterfield House
Saulte Ste. Marie, Mich.— Construction of the new Butterfield house
here is proceeding ahead of schedule.

The house may be completed by

THE FILM DAILY

A

m

amounted
lections

$16,675,419.34, and in
$4,483,976.87. Colstates were as follows:

to

sum was

1929 the

by

sound equipment is being installed
in the State by Manager A. D. Curfman.

Sound for 2 in Sioux City
Sioux City, la.—The Hipp and
World, have installed Western Elecsound equipment according to
tric
Nathan Dix, manager.
Starts Building

the

way

Soon

— Construction

on

$500,000 gets under
here in February.

new Publix

Building Dooms Theater
Atlanta The Bonita is being raised
to make way for a 16-story building
at Peachtree and Marietta Sts.

—

Mozoart, Canton, Is Sold
A. H. Abrams
Canton,

O—

sold his

5,234.53
6,536.62
239.76
22,903.78
717.49

23,805,41
688.55
16,000.88
11,915.76
1,239,849.11
65,746.98
125,168.34
15,343.58
226,319.13
66,203.58
47,359,20
12,437.34
16,070.04
1,968,018.45
225,010.39
64,237.43
31,629.34
183,665.93
75,526.16
20,552.67
241,722.31
786,067.97
471,198.22
116,142.88
329,297.83
8,027.05
22,626.24
33,732.78
42,325.12
17,128.17
357,327.48
3,570.55
7,126,169.59
35,352.00
9,550.29
645,866.42
72,048.79
65,511.50
1,278,632.14
78,389.21
10,611.37
12,342.58
49,580.23
129,435.68
20,648.76
8,147.57
66,589.27
86,699.59
12,831.35
94,963.96
7,334.22

4,483,976.87

16,675,419.34

Alaska
Arizona

778.55
178.10
California
169,269.11
Colorado
3,592.10
Connecticut
37,725.13
Delaware
-...
170.25
District of Col
44,530.21
Florida
78,729.17
Georgia
3,813.65
Hawaii
263.52
Idaho
1,398.78
Illinois
537,707.55
Indiana
25,050.08
Iowa
6,671.54
Kansas
3,794.86
Kentucky
43,663.11
Louisiana
2,849.11
Maine
1,319.66
Maryland
25,937.67
Massachusetts
...
139,399.91
Michigan
97,176.61
Minnesota
25,597.01
Missouri
66,543.40
Mississippi
283.88
Montana
1,039.85
Nebraska
5,740.19
Nevada
5,416.64
New Hampshire ..
3,911.99
New Jersey
51,836.51
New Mexico
198.31
New York
2,734,064.23
No. Carolina
2,485.31
No. Dakota
707.66
Ohio
49,467.84
Oklahoma
9,938.98
Oregon
3,555.88
Pennsylvania
222,081.29
Rhode Island
8,003.37
So. Carolina

Arkansas

Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
So.

.75

3,524.61
23,294.11
3,066.98

Utah
Vermont

433.76

Washington

for Westerville, O.
Westerville, O.— Western Electric

Sound

Mozoart

to the

Abrams

has
Co.

1928

3,113.67

Virginia

March.

Lynchburg, Va.

—By

between

27

SURVEY OF FOX COMPANIES

an

arlocal

SHOWS HEALTHY CONDITION

West

Virginia

Wisconsin

Wyoming
Total

Sound

for

chants with purchases.
Fischer Buys State Rights
Cleveland Meyer
Fischer
has
bought "The Voice from the Sky,"

—

and sound serial, for distribution
Ohio and Kentucky. Fischer is
now releasing "King of the Kongo"
and a talking-sound serial in this
talk
in

—

from Page

1)

outstanding brokers' loans, says
the statement issued by Dwight. All
other creditors, representing the remainder of the $91,000,000 owed, are
satisfied to wait, as an investigation
conducted by the trustees shows a
healthy financial condition, the statement continues.

territory.

Gets Bids for Mich. Theater
Warren, Mich. Several bids have
been received for the Center Line
Theater, which is being built by Gallagher Fleming.

—

Theater

Bldg.
Philadelphia
Building,
17th

which

is

ater here,

—

to
is

Market

partially

L. Smith Sells Warren House
Warren, O. LeMotto Smith has
sold the Duchess to the Robins Enterprises.
He retains the Warren

—

here, as well as his houses in Alliance and Huntington, W. Va.

Comzy Renews

Completed

The Fox Theater
and

Sts.,

completed.

—

Rialto

Sumner, Miss.
Talk-A-Phone ap-

in

—

paratus has been installed in R.
Tyson's Strand.

Sound

lian

W.

Osceola, Ark.
E. Coulter has
had his Gem equipped with De Forest sound system.
for

Osceola, Ark.

— C.

Lease

Atlanta Lease on the Rialto has
been renewed for five years by John
A. Comzy, of Chicago, who subleased the house last February from
Publix, former operators.

Talk-A-Phone
Sumner, Miss.

Wade,

is

Miss

Arc Reopens After

11

—

Months

COMPLETE SOUND STUDIO
AVAILABLE FOR LEASELONG OR SHORT TERM
CLOSE TO TIMES
SQUARE DISTRICT

appa-

ratus.

Cleveland House Wired
Cleveland
Phototone equipment
has been installed at the Homestead,
owned by Meyer Fine and associates.

—

Sound For Heber House
Utah
Andy Murdoch,
owner of the Ideal, plans to install
Heber,

—

Two

stages 75

ft.

x 100

ft.

each

—

fully

equipped for operation

Apply

talkies in his theater.

Improvements Completed
North Adams, Mass. Improvements have been completed at the

—

Atlas under the supervision of
ager Forkey.

Man-

William F.
Telephone BRYant 7300

j

Crawfordsville, Ind. The Arc has
reopened here after complete redecoration and installation of sound. The
house was closed for eleven months,
and is being manager by H. J. Arnold, also manager of the Strand.

PRODUCERS!

Ipii nsli ii;i n

New York

City

!

Lil-

manager.

ATTENTION

Sturgis
Princess has

RCA

Partly

house the largest the-

Princess,

Sturgis, Ky.
The
purchased sound-on-film

(.Continued

Ten million dollars received by
Fox through sale of his holdings in
First National to Warner Bros, paid
all

1929

Sidney,

Pa.

them for the showing of free
pictures.
Admission is by
tickets
given by the mer-

1929

IN

decrease of 300
per cent in admission tax collections
for the fiscal year 1929, with the exemption on tickets up to $3
effect,
as compared with 1928, on the 75cent exemption, is shown in the annual report of the Commissioner of
Internal Revenue.
Taxes in 1928

Alabama

Fox U.

rangement

1)

TICKET TAXES DECREASED

While some

Come-on House
Waterford,

merchants, the LeBoeuf has
been reopened and financed by

the state to use every effort to block
the bill.
Love B. Harrell of Atlanta, Ga.,
executive secretary of the Southwestern T. O. A., has been in Nashsession
legislative
ville
since the

10, 1929
y

'I

Hearing on Proposed Theater
Tax Sought in Tennessee
(Continued from Page

Tuesday, December

j

—

iTHE
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No. 61

11,

Price 5 Cents

1929

Map Pr ogram
HURT HTpATHE STUWO FIRE

Confab Delegates Start

?

jxhib.

DEAD; 20

to

Yench Talkers Planned by Firm Headed by Ki
anco-American Firm to
Spend $10,000,000
On Product
(By Cable)

aris

— Production

of

All Hal Roach
comedies in the future are to

STOCK TO $4 ANNUAL BASIS

be produced in German, Spanish, French and English ver-

planned by a

sions.

r

(Continued on Page

10)

OUT NAMEDPRES1DENT
!0r EQUITABLE PICTURES

tract calling for her services in three
pictures, first of which will be an-

to

punced

by

SALES YEAR IN JANUARY
precedent has been established
by Universal with the announcement yesterday by Carl Laemmle
that his company would start its
sales season in January hereafter.
That a revision in Universal's pro(Continued on Page 9\

This

was yesterday
Emanuel
Editor
it

The following

€

letter,

in

the Spirit It

which accompanied a check
needs no comment:

Iveral more good fellows and two
Wi Boards of Trade yesterday aned the call of THE FILM
WLY RELIEF FUND and sent

checks for the aid of the in-

Those who
needy cases.
across were Eugene Zukor,
(Continued on Page

10)

for

THE FILM

Portland, Me.,

Dec.

9,

1929.

1650 Broadway,
New York.

.

be out of place for one of the little fellows, a small-tqwn salesman in this busiFILM DAILY
neck of the woods, to butt in and subscribe my bit to
RELIEF FUND, but I am enclosing a check hoping that it will be accepted because, while I
can
tell
York,
and
who
but that some
live here in Maine, I have many dear friends in, New
time in some way one of those friends may need a little assistance, and what a consolation it
would be to know that I helped just a little through your relief fund some worthy person
and especially if it happened to be one of the many friends that I have in New York.
I would like to send more, but I usually arrange to give away most of the cash I can
However, as I firmly believe that your fund will, do much
gather to worthy local charities.
good, especially for those in our business, I am splitting! one of my Christmas offerings and
sending one half to your fund hoping that it will be acceptable from just one) of the ordinary

may

It

FUND'S CALL

Ready

Preliminary steps towards solidifying the M. P. T. O. A. and Allied
States Ass'n into a national exhibitor
organization and the working out of
differences existing between distributors and exhibitors were taken yesterday at the initial sessions of a conference held at the Union League
Club, New York City. The conference will continue indefinitely, and
yesterday was any indication,
if
without many statements being is(Continued on Page 9)

up

THE

in this

men

in the field.
I hope that the great
all in the industry, and I

work you are doing

am

sure that

will be appreciated

by

all

youri readers and by

it will.

M.

J.

GARRITY,

Salesman for

United

Artists

Corp.

own

With all film negatives saved .nd
with insurance fully covering the
property loss, the amount of which
has not yet been determined, Pathe
does not expect to experience any
serious interruption in its production
activities as a result of the fire of unknown origin which yesterday morning destroyed the interior of the
Pathe Sound Studios at Park Ave.
and 134th St., resulting in 10 dead
and about 20 injured.
The studio, about 20 years old, is
subleased by Pathe from Manhattan
Studios, Inc.
In addition to the insurance carried by the owners of the
building, Pathe has independent insurance covering a calamity such as
(Continued on

Proceedings

THE FILM DAILY RELIEF FUND,
ness

niieir
||ieir
lurv'ss

is

DAILY RELIEF FUND,

GOOD FELLOWS

trustee-

obligations of the various Fox interests involved in the temporary financ(C intinuec'. on Page 10)

Take Part

UNIVERSAL WILL START

iramount will begin releasing
sound newsreels a week Feb. 26,
.ad of the one,

Fox

the

of

Distributors Committee

A

IEWSREEL TWICE WEEKLY

Under plans

PREPARING

Columbia has signed Evelyn Brent, ship, preparations now are being
former Paramount star, to a con- made for a statement covering all

1

TO ISSUE

NOW

TRUSTEES

Evelyn Brent Signed by
Columbia for Three Films

nounced soon.

W.

Stout has been chosen
r.ident of Equitable Pictures Corp.,
producing organization formed
upply product for M. P. Congress
America, Arthur S. Friend, vice
ident and general counsel of M.
(Congress, stated yesterday. Stout
I been connected with production
I exhibition for the past 17 years
formerly was director general
First National.
eorge

i

—

THE FILM DAILY

West Coast Bur.

Los Angeles

French talkers
Proposal by Adolph Zukor that
Franco-American company
present stock of Paramount be
the
$10,000,spend
ch is prepared to
by Robert T. placed on a $4 annual basis comis announced
it
The mencing with the dividend paid
le, head of the enterprise.
cern has leased studios near Paris about April 1 will be made at the
intends to start work in March, February meeting of the company's
(Continued on Page 10)
l the first release ready by April
is

Origin of Blaze Unk
Loss Is Coverc
by Insurance

4 Language Films
P.F.-L

e

Page

9)

The Dead
Josef Bischoff,

Al Kramer,

makeup man.

electrician.

Bob Mussman, property man.
Jack Quinn, property man.
Ernest Wilson, bookkeeper.
Catherine Porter, dancer.

One unidentified man.
Three unidentified chorus

girls.

The Injured
musical diankle;
Benjamin Bernard, abrasions
left leg; Anna Breir, abrasions
of left arm; Morris Roche,
slight
burns; Daniel Carey,
slight burns; Richard Stradling, burns on face and arms;
Albert
Colassano, burns on
face; Daniel Vancura, burns
on arms and body; William
Mullarkey, burns on left hand;
Stanley Vinal, burns on left
hand; Albert Fazarese, body
burns; Allen Hamilton, body
burns; Theodore Holley, body
burns; Sam Klein, body burns;
Eddie Elkins, abrasions of left
Fleming, sprained
leg;
Joe
Carl

rector,

Edouarde,
fractured

right

right ankle; Rose Rome, body
burns; Albert Savarese, lacera-

of right hand; Aaron
Salzman, burns on ears.

tions

THE

•<MH

DAILY

TEN EYCK ASKS RECEIVER

'WHOOPEE' CANTOR'S 1ST

FOR GAIETY AT TRENTON
Price 5 Cents

Wednesday. Dec. 11.1929

Vol. L No. 61

—

Trenton, N. J. Meeting of creditors and stockholders of the Geo. B.
Editor and Publisher
JOHN «. M.IC0ATE
Ten Eyck Gaiety Theater, Inc., was
held yesterday as a result of a petiholidays
and
Saturday
except
daily
Published
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and tion filed in the Chancery Court by
copyright (1929) by Wid's Films and Film Ten Eyck.
The petition asks for
W. Alicoate, President,
Inc.
Folks,
J.
Editor and Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau,
Secretary -Treasurer and General Manager;

appointment of receiver, which the

operating company finds necessary,
En- having
conducted the theater at a

Arthur W. Eddy, Managing Editor.
tered as second class matter, May 21, 1918,
under
at the post-office at New York. N. Y.,
Terms (Postage
the act of March 3, 1879.
free) United States outside of Greater New
York $10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3
Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers
months, $3.00.
Address all comshould remit with order.
DAILY, 1650
munications to
Phone Circle
Broadway, New York, N. Y.

THE FILM

4736-4737-4738-4739. Cable address: Filmday,
Ralph
Hollywood, California
New York.
Wilk 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
Lendon— Ernest W. Fredman, The
6607.
W.
St.,
Wardour
Renter, 89-91
Film
T
Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
Berlin
Harle,
Paris— P. A.
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la
Cour-des-Noues, 19.

—

—

loss.

Two

one of $125,000

mortgages,

and the other for $35,000 are listed
against the property on South Olden
Avenue.
In addition, the sum of
$49,533.53 is declared due on judgments, notes and other liabilities.

The only income,

the
rent from portions of the building
and the operation of the theater. Including its equipment, the building
is valued by Ten Eyck at $300,000.
it

is

stated,

is

Keith-Albee-Orpheum

Corp.
has
declared a regular quarterly dividend
of 1% P er cent on i ts convertible
preferred stock simultaneously with
MARKET
STOCK
NEW YORK
High Low Close Sales the announcement of a two per cent
100 quarterly dividend on the preferred
21'/
21/2 21/2
Am Seat
2,600
17
\(*V%
Con. Fm. Ind.... 17/2
stock of the Orpheum Circuit, Inc.
800
2154
21
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 21^
Both are payable Jan. 2, 1930, to
2,900
189fi 183/. 187/2
East. Kodak
5254 39.200 stockholders of record on Dec. 20,
Fox Fm. "A".... S4/8
100 this year.
20
20
20
Keith A-O

5m

*do pfd
Loew's,

Mo
*do

pfd.
pfd.

M-G-M

Inc

ww
xw

49J4
(654)
(654)

pfd

F-L

Para.

4854

Pathe Exch
do "A"

235-s
55 54

2'35£

W&

454
754
2054

854

R-K-O

21^4

53 54

89
4954 2,200
90
....
88
100
2354
32,900
54
5,100
454
2,400
754
2154 25,300
....

55

•Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros
do pfd

4554

43*4

4454 44.S00
40

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
&

*Bal.

Pets.

..

26-M

Fox Thea. "A".. 10?4
Gen. Thea. Equ... 32 54
*Intern. Proj
454
Loew's, Inc. war..
Loew do deb rts

Nat.
Nat.

64
26J4

Katz

Columbia

24

9%

1,500

3254

3254
30
454

....

454

16
23

Ser
Sup
Thea.

Scr.

Paramount

Univ.

new

..

28

Pict

200

9%

2754

100
100
....

2754
28
854

500

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-O 6s 46
Loew 6s 41ww..l03

80
102'54 103
94
9454
do 6s 41 x-war.. 9454
Paramount 6s 47.. 9954 9954 9954
102
Par. By. 554s51. 10254 102
50
50
Pathe 7s37
50
.

400
500
500
500
500

LAST PRICE QUOTED

The Industry's
Date Book

FOR GOLDWYN, ZIEGFELD
Eddie Cantor will star in pictures
to be released through United Artists, as stated exclusively by
FILM DAILY last summer. Cantor, who has signed a long-term contract with Samuel Goldwyn and Flo

Today:

Conference of M. P. Distributors
of Canada at Hotel King Edward,
Toronto.

THE

Ziegfeld, will make "Whoopee" as
his first story, production starting
next spring.
Ziegfeld will person-

making

of

following

road,

picture.

in

its

Broadway

Opening
the

12

Dec.

14

Opening

of

Rialto,

N. Y.

Dec.

AM

"The

at

the

Virginian"

Trade practice conference

19

at

N.

Y.
Weekly
PA luncheon
Paramount Hotel, N. Y.

at

for the-

ater seat manufacturers at Washington, D. C.

Dec.

Opening
House in

23

of

the

Little

Picture

New York City.
May Care"

Premiere of "Devil
Astor, N. Y.

run.

Opens "Condemned" At
Pavilion, London, Jan. 4

"The Sky Hawk"

of

Gaiety,

Dec.

in

Cantor is
':'Whoopee" on the

this

now appearing

Goldwyn

with

co-operate

ally

11, 1929

Samuel Goldwyn, who is sailing on his semi-annual
business trip. He
Joseph Schenck and William will remain about
two weeks.

with

Phillips

Saturday,

will

attend

the

at the

Pa-

opening of "Condemned"

in
London Jan. 4.
"Condemned" follows "Bulldog Drummond," which ran 22 weeks at the

Tivoli.

Lynn

Farnol,
director, leaves
for a

Goldwyn publicity
New York tonight

two weeks'

trip

in connection

with openings of "Condemned."
will

visit

Philadelphia,

Detroit, Kansas
Louis.

He

Cleveland,

Chicago and

City,

St.

& Mandel's First
Feature "Follow Thru"

Schwab

Schwab & Mandel have decided on

Siegel Is Named
"Follow Thru" as their first
Director of Colony, N. Y. tion for Paramount. Instead

Henry

produc-

of making the picture in the East, as orig-

Universal has named Henry Siegel

inally intended when they signed up
the Colony
His appoint- with the company, the film will be
Zelma
Coast.
on
the
ment will not affect the policy of produced
Siegel O'Neill has been cast for the leading
the theater, it is announced.
was formerly with the Federated feminine role.
Theaters of New York and BrookBruck Loses Mayoralty Race
lyn.
Pembroke, Ont—J. H. Bruck,
reeve of Pembroke and general manUniversal Club Dance Tonight
ager of the Allen chain of theaters

managing
Theater,

director

New

IMPORTANT
Will anyone related to
late

Josef

Bischoff

cate immediately
Flinn, vice-president

Pathe

of

Exchange, Inc., 35 W. 45th
Telephone Bryant 6700.
Bischoff,

the

communiwith John

makeup

St,

man

at

Pathe New York Studio, was
one of the unfortunate men to
sacrifice his life while fighting
fire yesterday. Anyone who
can volunteer such information
requested to communicate
is
with the Pathe office immedi

the

ately.

of

York.

The Universal Club, consisting of
executives and employees of the organization, tonight will hold its first
official dance celebration since the inThe dance
duction of new officers
will be held at the club headquarters
on the eighth floor of 730 Fifth Ave.,
New York. Lou Metzger, general
manager, will be master of ceremonies.

Service and Courtesy!

Eastern Ontario, was defeated by

in

a small
or here.

margin

Mayor

mayM. Taylor was re-

for the office of
J.

elected for a third term 1930.

"Tiger Rose" for Opening
"Tiger Rose" has been chosen by

Warner
for

the

Bros, as the

first

attraction

"The
finest I

trailers you supply
have ever seen; your

are

the

attention

to business is exceedingly prompt, and

your courtesy to customers simply
cellent."

—Bishop
Bishop,

ex-

Theater
California.

new Beacon which opens

Christmas Eve.

WE NEVER DISAPPOINT"
5

Eastman Films

%

Let Us Solve Your Problems

I

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

J. E. Brulatour, Inc.

[iHflWFIlM
O^MfiUtfrl
INCORPORATED

'

Stebbins,
New York
1S40 Broadway

Bryant 4712

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica
Blvd.

.

1540

B'WAY

Leterman
& Gates
INCORPORATED

N.Y.C.

at

Hal Roach Arrives Today
Accompanied by his wife, Hal
Roach, arrives today from the Coast

vilion

Quarterly Dividends by

K-A-O, Orpheum Circuits

Financial

Wednesday, December

TELEPHONE BRYANT 3040

220 WEST 42 N-D STREET

NEW YORK

Phone: Wisconsin 6876

Gladstone 6103

ALLAN A.LOWNES, CEN.MCR

—

SPEAKING OF
SHORT SUBJECTS

it's

the

things that count!

r

little

M-G-M COLORTONE
house
If tVUtd
Put your

in the

de luxe

class!

color!

"THE DOLL SHOP" now

Talent-studded, big-time,

with $2 show

at

Selwyn, N. Y.

the 12 Revues available!

DATE "THE DOLL SHOP" FOR XMAS.

is

And

IT'S

all-

his inimitably

playing

typical of

reels

be an audience habit!
of solid laughs. From big first runs to
yet to

and Hardy draw the extra dough. "THEY
GO BOOM" a Broadway sensation at
Capitol, N. Y. and other de luxe houses.

METRO MOVIETONE
/\xs

I

3

Twenty-six

M-G-M's

library,,

once and

you'll

never stop.

PERFECT!

the smallest show-shops Hal Roach's Laurel

you.

comic manner. Hal Roach has

picked another winner in Langdon. Play him

here's a tip:

LAUREL-HARDY
Two

They

HARRY LANGDON
He's challenging the topmost money-makers
in the realm of talking short comedies with

new Acts

ready for

of 104 Movietone

Acts represents the highest quality in names
and entertainment value. Operatic, vaudeville, bands, sketches, movietone revues

CHARLEY CHASE
The

talkies

have given Charlie Chase

a

new

impetus at box-offices. His stage talents are
capitalized

currently

now in

the cleverest comic capers

offered."CRAZY FEET"

dance mimicry

that's

reveals a

side-splitting.

Good-

time-Charley!

OUR GANG

From tiny Wheezer
dusky Farina and Pete, the dog, this gang
of laughmakers is twice as good talking as in
to

their silent days. Bill the

They

steal the

Gang

like a feature.

show.

in every field here's quality!

HEARST METROTONE NEWS A
Our

'News in Newsreels continues!

policy of

success

from

The Newsreel Theatre on Broad way
showing exclusively Hearst Metrotone News
and Fox Movietone News is your tip to build

the

start.

business with Hearst Metrotone News!

METR

GOLDW
MAYER

Long

On

Shorts!

THE

Timely Topics

— C=

-,%g"£
DAILY

Digest of
Current Opinion

Big Advance
in Civilization to Brisbane
is

to

moving and

your eyes,

talking

be-

one

of the
longest steps that civilization
and science have ever taken.

fore

is

Arthur Brisbane.
*

*

THAT

LILYAN TASHMAN,

Jr.

By PHIL M.

here on vacation, has asked Santa Claus

to bring her a chance to make a few pictures in
which she still thinks is the only place on earth

New York

UNDERSTAND

*

Lou Tellegen, unmindful of the demand and opportunities
for talking actors in the fillums, is embarking on another legitimate voyage in "Escapade," with Beverly Bayne among his
Thomas Namac doesn't believe that
supporting players
money talks. "If it did," sez Tom, "Warner Bros, would have
made a Vitaphone short of it long ago."

to

be trouble.
*

THERE

is something Silurian
and pre-Devonian in the set,
deeply incrusted and unmalleable

the

When
mind.
take place the

motion-picture
movement does
causes must be

sought for externally, in some
great catastrophe in the box ofIt has no internal principle
fice.
of movement such as governs

humans

living else-

It is for this

reason that

the minds of

where.

the Hollywood mind is
today what it was in

precisely
1914.

It

cannot change. What seems so
is mechanical movement caused

by a series of external shocks.
Benjamin De Casseres,

Ed Wynn,
at the

at the premiere of "Hunting Tigers in India,"
George M. Cohan, looked serious and thoughtful maybe

—

when he did his nutty musical comedy
Len Morgan, who knows his
same house
Shakespeare in modern dress, says "the sound is the thing. Neglect your lobby if you must, but give quality of tone that will
raise the thoughts of patrons above a few corpulent cupids and
recalling the
stuff

in

crippled

old days

this

*

*

Make Talkers Agency

for

Better Speech, Says Pastor
only is there an opportunity on the stage for bringing before the people high ideals,
but there is an opportunity for
teaching good manners. A new
invention has just come to hand,
the talking movie. Do we realize
with what dynamite is charged?
A Spanish writer claims that
the two languages worthy of
world adoption and each rapidly forging into this place are
Spanish and English, and the
odds are in favor of the latOne of the means to acter.
complish this end will be the
talking movie. But what sort of

NOT

English will the world speak if
grammatical errors and mispronunciation which one hears from
the screen are allowed to crystallize and take permanent form
in the speech of the people?
Rev. Dr. Henry Darlington,

*

*

*

*

Out in Pawhuska, Okla., they think so much of Will Rogers
that they are urging his appointment as an Ambassador to Mexico.
Guess you'll have to discard the rope for a gat, Will
H. M. Warner has arranged a special Christmas showing at the
Winter Garden for a party of children under the auspices of
the kids
Judge Samuel D. Levy of the Juvenile Court
should get more such breaks.

"Is Modern Marriage
way Bertrand Russell,

Failure?" I don't know, but hear
educator, and John Cowper Powys,
novelist, wade into each other on this subject on the screen at
Charlie Sabin gives a treat also. The Boys'
the Embassy
Club, 6,000 strong, will host at the Geo. M. Cohan during next
week's performance at "Hunting Tigers in India."
a

of the Roxy page boys, Carl Goldner, surprised the
gang with his ability as a pianist, so much so that Roxy made
him a member of the "Gang"
Loew's January Festival
is the title chosen for the big month drive sponsored in all Loew
houses throughout the country, a business builder, it will be.

One

JOBS
LUTHER REED
reporter on the

New York

Herald

*

*

a

*

call

had 22 requests to make plates
Christmas cards for "some of

for

the

boys."
They tell us this engraver
only has one motion picture account
but he has hopes of more next year.
*

*

|

*

*

They tell us that over in England
one of the reviewers or criticisers or
commentors or what ever they may
be called there, wrote about the cine
ma bill at one of the cinemas, (hope
that's right) and commented on a
"Mickey the Mouse" cartoon very
favorably and mentioned the feature
"There was also
ilong these lines:
" and there
a feature called
ended his review. According to Louis
K. Sidney overheard at the Em P

club.

*

*

*

Famous Film Conversations
"Can I depend on that?"

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

hibitors.

DECEMBER

THEIR
FIRST

through your screen.

Lubliner & Trinz secure Chicago
regional franchise of Associated E*

Pastor, Church of the Heavenly
Rest, New York.

t>o

*

from one of the
gravers today and so far he has o:

Talkers now bid fair to give opera singers and ballroom
dancers some keen competition for the privilege of entertaining
The ice was broken recently when RCA
exclusive Park Ave.
Photophone gave its first practical home demonstration of talkers
before 75 guests in the palatial wigwam of Mrs. Robert Weeks
Kelley

the

*

Here's our chance to get in another good plug for Uncle Sam. Do
your mailing early and help the government in one of the biggest tasks
Tell your patrons
it has each year.

Had

Venuses."

Author-Critic
*

Reichen-

is

Casseres Finds Little
Mental Progress in Hollywood

of

Harry

going to broadcast and
we told some of our friends about
and one wise guy ups and ats us
with, "Well, what's new about that?"
NeverOkey, say we, we give up.
theless he's going to broadcast and
in a big way and if any other guy
thinks he's wise and follows up with,
what's new about that, there's going
bach

De

quality

DALY

it

hieroglyphics in stone
FROMpictures
yesterday's
of

events

THAT'S

with

PhilM. Daly,

11, 1929

AND

Along The Rialto

A

Newsreel

Wednesday, December

-MANY HAPPY RETURNS

11

:wly
heads new!
Prod., Inc., for pro
duction of educational subjects.

Allyn

C.

formed
wishes and congratulaare extended by

Best

THE

tions

FILM DAILY
ing

Carrick

Cine

members

who today

to the follow-

of

D.

the industry,
to

are celebrating their

W.

make

Griffith reported planning
Biblical spectacle.

birthday
Gilbert

Sally Eilers

Charles Alan

Roland

Sam
rights

seeks
Zierler
"Blindness
to

Murray Garsson

distribution

of

Youth,"

film.

1

The Biggest of All Stars
Playing More Theatres

Winning More Applause
Than any other Star

in

Sound Pictures

Drawn

Produced by

WALT DISNEY

by

"UB" IWERKS

RECORDED ON

POWERS CINEPHONE

BOOKED SOLID ON ALL BIG CIRCUITS
New York

City

M. L. Meyer
723 7th Ave.

CELEBRITY PRODUCTIONS,

INC.

Los Angeles, Calif.
J. W. McFarland
1928 So. Vermont Ave.

N. Y.

Chicago,

111.

D. E. Rice
828 So. Wabash Ave.

Buffalo,

A.

W. Zimmerman

505 Pearl St.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Mike Levinson
1331

Vine Street

VALLEE SMASH
GROSSES HIT PE/
Radio's Crooning Gladiator

in

Galloping

>^J§3f|

Conquest of Box-office. ..New York Pays

Heavy Cash
Vk

Tribute to

Monumental

Genius of All Show Ages!

^

GLOBE

THEATRE RECORDS PULVERIZED

Radio and
Twin
Triumph That
Vallee

Rings

In

d^

Around

the World.

RudyHimselfin
Terrific

Nation-

Song Plug
that Guarantees PI enty

al

Gravy.

T^
P

?tt

1

&

*>

PICTURES

fcOV

£*"£.

.

KEYS AS B'WAY

MIGHTIEST
PERSONALITY
YET CREATED
BY THE

RUDY
THE

.Q^l

MAGIC

RADIO

.

.

VAGABOND LOVER

THE

Coast Wire Service
Short Shots from

Hollywood Happenings

New York Studios
^^ By HARRY N. BLAIR
WALTER WANGER

_

very

is

much

pleased over the

Yonkers

which

went

way

in

"The

after

A

EIGHT FOX PICTURES GO

that

Jimmy Durante had

the Yonkerites rolling in the aisles
with his rowdy comedy.
*

*

*

Death" is the final
title of the two reel comedy ivhich
Arch Heath just finished for Pathe.
Al Shean, of Gallagher and Shean
"Scared

fame,

to

featured, tor/ether
of vaudeville.

is

ivith

Mary Clark

*

*

*

about some of the fine points of
Every show has
the picture.

Little

River Inn" at a recent preview there.

They say

"Don't go into hiding if the
you are showing doesn't
measure up to your expectations.
Meet 'em coming out and talk

picture

em.

from "Lots"

INTO PRODUCTION DEC. 16

RALPH WILK

By

Eight companies will begin proHollywood
duction at Fox studios on Dec. 16,
ERWIN,
clever
young
setting a precedent for the company.
comedian,
is much in demand. He
Productions to begin simultaneously
has been signed to play an imare: "Playmates," co-featuring Charportant role in "Young Eagles" and
les Farrell and Janet Gaynor; "High
recently
finished
work in "Men
Society Blues," to be directed by
Without
Women,"
at
Fox.
His
David' Butler; "The Golden Calf,"
work in "Speakeasy," "Sweetie" and
featuring Jack Mulhall and under
"This Thing Called Love" attracted,
direction of Millard Webb; "Temple
much attention.
Tower," with Kenneth MacKenna;
*
*
*
"The Dollar Princess," to be directed
Our Passing Show. Louis Mann
by Alexander Korda; "The Big
and Robert Edeson dining at M-GParty," to be directed bv John Bly-

STUART

Adolph Zukor, Jesse Lasky and
Sam Katz were interested onlookers
when Hobart Henley started directing "The Big Pond," on Monday.
Zukor had as his guest the HunWesley Ruggles and Frank
garian ambassador, accompanied by stone; "The Girl Who Wasn't Want- M;
Joyce
chatting at Paramount.
his wife and several aides.
ed," featuring George O'Brien and
*
*
*
*
*
*
Helen Chandler, and "On the Level,"
Ralph
Block,
Paul Stein and
Most casting directors find it plen- in which Victor McLaglen is featured
Horace Jackson are all smiles
ty difficult to cast a big production and Irving Cummings will direct.
with a capable set of players. Emerson Yorke, in finding the right people for "The Big Pond," was also
faced with the problem of selecting
players for the French version
*

*

*

Stanley Denies Interest
Philadelphia That Stanley Co. of

—

is

one of

parties inMidway to be

Ken-

sington has been denied by officials
Denial also was
of the company.
made that the Stanley would operate the house.

Rosenbaum Leases Hippodrome
N.

adaptation.

Players in Weekly
Broadcasts Opening Jan. 6
M-G-M players will be featured
a

series

of

over the

broadcasts

at

7

P.

M.,

from
KHJ, Los Angeles, and
broadcast directly from the
Standard

ern

Time,

East-

station
will be

Y.

— Eli

Rosen-

leased the Hippodrome
here to a group reported to be backed by Fox. Lease becomes effective
Jan. 1.

baum has

Orpheum, Trenton, Being Renovated

—

Trenton, N. J. Renovations are
being made at the Orpheum here,
according to William Keegan, manager for Hunt Theaters, Inc.

to

appear

in "Raffles," in

which Ron-

Lake

Arthur Lake has signed
term contract with RKO.

a

—

Blackstone

recently taken over by
the house is re-

When

opened the name will be changed to
the State and policy will be first run.
Bridgeport House Changes Hands
Annie
Mrs.
Pa.
Bridgeport,
Swede, of Conshohocken, has leased
the Broadway here from Dante Di
Rocco. Alterations have been made
under the new management includFrancis A.
ing sound installation.
Case, former manager of the Riant,

—

Conshohocken,
stallations

are

number
being made at

for

a

of

ment

"Happy Days"
in

M-G-M to Star Louis
M-G-M plans to star Louis Mann
series of pictures.

in a

William Collier Dances
William Collier, Sr., does a little
comic dancing with Dixie Lee in
Fox's

"Harmony

at

Home."

Lawson Re-signs with M-G-M

is

directing

for

Fox.

New

in
eight
years.
James
will direct the youngsters in

his absence.

playwright and theatrical manager.

contract with M-G-M
will direct as well as write for

He

the the

new

company.

j

|

Manitoba Bars Children
From "Cock-Eyed Work
Winnipeg

—

"The

Cock-Ey

I

j

its

presentations.

IK

Mrs. Harris to Close Orpheum
South Bend The Orpheum h<
will close permanently due to t

—

according
operation
Harris, who has be
identified with the theater since
The hoi
opened 17 years ago.
began to lose money with advent
talkies, it is claimed.
profitable

Mrs.

M. A.

"-

Three More for Amplitone
Tampa, Fla. In addition to
Seminole and Franklin, both Put
sovj
Amplitone
Royal
houses,

—

;

1

a production executive for Tiffany.

Rosenthal for Warner Short
Harry Rosenthal, band leader, will
appear in a Vitaphone Variety.

-

i

—

Whytock Gets Production Post
Andrew Whytock has been made

;

World," which has been having
first run here with huge success, w'
passed by the Manitoba board
censors on the understanding tl'
children would not be admitted

equipment has been installed at
Male Lead for Conrad Nagel
Cedartown.
Conrad Nagel has been cast for the Palace,
masculine lead in RKO's "Second
To Improve Bemis Theater
Wife." formerly "All the King's
Bemis, Tenn. The Bemis, m
Men."
aged by L. J. Deming, will sp

John Howard Lawson, author, has
signed a

for the kiddies are off.
Her
tofore special shows were tenden
and crippled and under privilegij
under auspices of various civic ai
orphan organizations, but this ye
j
places other than theaters will
to be secured.

in

which Charles Farrell and Janet Gaynor will be heard. Benjamin Stoloff

Paramount Buys Novel
\Paramount has bought the screen
rights to the novel, "Blow the Man
Broadhurst,
by Thomas
JDown,"

Remodeling South Bend House
South Bend Renovations and improvements are being made at the
Publix.

Babies in

Twenty infants were employed
making of "Happy Days,"

Home
long

SHOW

—

vacation
for

CHILDREN OF XMAS

Montreal
Because the Quebi
law prohibits admission of childn
under 16 into theaters, all perforn
ances for special Yuletide entertaii

Rin-Tin-Tin Film Set
Fletcher sails
ald Colman will star.
Production on "The Ivory Trail,"
for California this week.
with Rin-Tin-Tin starred will start
next week at Warner. Lilly Hayward
Sammy Lee Opens Rehearsals
wrote the story and James A. Starr
Sammy Lee has started rehearsals is responsible for the adaptation and
M-G-M on "Manhattan Sere- dialogue. Ross Lederman will direct.
at
nade," which will mark his debut as
The film will
a full-fledged director.
Robert McGowan to Rest
have tunes by Lou Alter, Howard
Robert McGowan, "Our Gang" diJohnson, Joe Trent and Charles F. rector, is leaving for Honolulu this
Riesner.
week with his family on his first

Long Contract

QUEBEC LAW DEPRIVES

days.

the

Fletcher Signed by Goldwyn
Bramwell Fletcher, English actor,
has been signed by Samuel Goldwyn

S£Z/

i

20

M-G-M

studio.

the

terested in the new
erected at Allegheny Ave. near

Ogdensburg,

Monday evening

M-G-M

in

Believe it or not, but Pat Flaherty's secretary is named Ruby Stone
and she's not only bright but a regular jewel, besides!

America

Columbia network beginning Jan. 6.
Programs will go on the air every

Their picture,
"This Thing Called Love" has
been booked into nine Fox theaters for week engagements,
commencing Dec. 19. The Los
Angeles booking is at Loew's
State.
Block is the producer
of the picture and Stein the
director.
Jackson wrote the
these

PHILM.DALX

$10,000 for sound equipment
other improvements.

i

Talkers for Two in Toledo
Toledo The Strand and Lyric,
the Nat Charmas chain, are install
sound equipment.

—

THE
ednesday,

Ven

December

11,

z&>*
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Dead and Twenty Injured

in Fire at

1930

Edition

Now

In Preparation

Pathe N. Y. Studio

{.Continued

from Page

1)

There from a red hot piece of carbon ejecte one that has just occurred.
the ed from a "sunlight" arc lamp. This
at
building
the
in
film
is no
is said to have fallen at the foot of
ne except the day-to-day shootings.
some drapery at the back of the set,
Pathe officials were too busy late causing an immediate blaze.
Four
sterday, looking after the families alarms were sent in.
the dead and injured, to give any
Al Kramer, electrician, and Jack
ought to the matter of new studio Quinn, property man, returning to
larters.
fight the fire, were overcome and lost
after
their lives. John C. Flinn, vice-presshortly
out
broke
The fire
30 Tuesday morning and was first ident of Pathe in charge of the stusecretary,
Frances
and his
diced by office employes who de- dio,
smoke rising from some Walsh, were trapped in the office on
cted
Before a warning could be the second floor and had to climb
enery.
rculated through the building, a two- out on a ledge, where they remained
Phil
ory brick structure, the flames broke until rescued with a ladder.
with sudden fury, trapping a Reisman, Pathe sales manager, was
it
oup of studio employes and per- just leaving as the fire broke loose,
rmers connected with the Harry and he received a few bruises in making his getaway.
Eddie Elkins,
elmar company working in "The
whose orchestra was appearing in
which
was
Revue,"
ack and White
Delmar production,

No

explojn occurred, it is stated, and the
e could not be traced to defective
One explanation of the oriring.
blaze is that it resulted
the
n of
ing

made

at the time.

ISTRIBUTORS COMMITTEE

READY FOR PROCEEDINGS
{Continued from Page 1)
ed, at least until the sessions

the

also suffered

some minor injuries, while Harry
McNaughton, Bob Kearney, Si Willis, Joyce White and about 45 chorus girls, all in "The Black and
White Revue" cast, escaped safely.

UNIVERSAL WILE START

SALES YEAR IN JANUARY
(.Continued from

con-

Page

1)

duction plans had indicated the adade.
visability of beginning the selling
It was made known, however, that year on the first was offered by the
(distributor committee has been ap- producer as the main reason promptinted by Sidney R. Kent, sponsor ing the change.
He added that the
the get-together plan, and will opening of the year was the logical
doubtedly be called into the con- time to announce seasonal plans and
ence at a later date. Representing termed as unwise the practice of reM. P. T. O. A. were: M. A. quiring exhibitors to do their bookghtman, president; J. A. Harwood ing in the Summer, when all their
Cleveland; Dennis Harris of Pitts- time should be devoted to the task
rgh; E. D. Miller of Chicago, R. of building up their patronage durBiechele of Kansas City, and ing the hot months.
ank Walker of Scranton, Pa. Afated theaters were represented by
ed Desberg of Cleveland, and Sam

mbow
tes
1.

m

of

New

York.

W.

attending are:

H. A. Cole, H. M. Richey, Na-

Yamins and

J

E

Allied deleA. Steffes,

M. Hone.

GENERAL SALES MANAGER

Synchronization Test Fails
Charles Giegerich, associated with
Ottawa Attempt by the Canadian Powers Cinephone for some time,
)vernment to synchronize official has been appointed general sales
ns met with failure, it is learned, manager, succeeding E. J. Smith,
le musical score was said to be efwho has gone to Florida for his
:tive in spots but insertion of a health.
man's voice was one of the stumRialto Reopened After Fire
ng blocks. Further trials are exFort Dodge, la. After completited to be made within the near
ing renovations caused by a recent
ure.
fire,
the Rialto has been reopened
ll'ersberg Theater to Be Reopened under management of L. J. Wegner.
Dyersburg, Tenn. The Francis is
Another Post for Grabill
N ng remodeled and will be reopenEarl Grabill, Publix Pacific Coast
soon by the Crescent Amusement
director,
has been also
I. of Nashville, and corners of the divisional
given supervision of the Colorado
<pitol and Palace here.

—

—

For the past
ten years producers, directors and cast-

ing directors
have found the

Year Book

in-

valuable in the
casting of productions*

—

«]

district.

Avalon Opens Soon

—

|£ncumclaw, Wash.
The Avalon
soon be ready for opening by
1 W.
Groesbeck.

y

Lansing Drops Vaudeville

—

Mich. The Strand has
dropped vaudeville until Christmas.
Lansing,

Out As Usual In January

DAILY

10

Fellows Contribute
to the Film Daily Relief Fund

A

talking picture was instrumental in foiling a theater robbery for the first time when the
sound of a voice coming from
an audible film which was being used to test out a defective
projector routed a trio of holdup men in the Greenpoint the-

STOCKTO $4 ANNUAL BASIS
(Continued from Page

he

directors,

stated

at

stockholders' meeting.
now on a $3 basis.

1)

yesterday's
The stock

is

action was taken at the meeting on the proposed two-for-one split
and increase of authorized capital
stock to 15,000,000 shares, due to
the fact that a total of two-thirds of
the issued and outstanding capital
Zukor,
stock was not represented.
presiding at the meeting, stated that
it
was the opinion of the directors
and management that the proposed
split and increase in capital should
not be further considered at this

FRENCH TALKERS PLANNED
8Y NEW KANE COMPANY

profit
over
of this year.

next.

was

period
follows:

months

and

from the results
October and December,

anticipate

the
the
quarter,

of
that

of
company will earn for this current
that is the last quarter of 1929, approximate-

$2.00 per share on the present outstandThe company has no bank loans,
ing stock.
and the ratio of current assets to current
liabilities and the cash position of the company are both strong. From all surveys and
estimates made for the first six months of
1930, it would seem that the company's ratio
of profit will run at a substantial increase
over the corresponding period of 1929, and
my present intention to recit
is, therefore,
ommend to the directors of the company at
meeting
that the present stock
the February
of the company be placed on a $4.00 annual
basis, commencing with the dividend which is
usually paid about April 1."
ly

record-

cases

National.
follows:
"My aim will be

illness

and destitution derelief.

Have Done Their Bit

Motion Picture Salesmen,
to

"Worthwhile American

talking and sound
appeal will continue
to draw the crowd in France, but when the
novelty wears off or the quality or production lags there is certain to be a public outFor
cry against foreign language talkies.
the present the generous use of French titles
to explain the story is proving fairly elfective, but in the long run the French will
want their own voices and language."

with international

TRUSTEES NOW PREPARING

(Continued from Page

1)

Addie Dannenberg and
E. A.

Schiller

Joseph I. Schnitzer
Keystone Engraving Co.
Buffalo Film Board of Trade
Harold B. Franklin
Alfred Gottesman
Motion Picture News
St.

Film Board
Leopold Friedman
New Orleans Film Board
Yearsley

Bill

M.

J.

1)

completion of the earning statements of the various units,
these statements will be made public
4 Ontario Cities Reject
by the trustees. While the refinanc1930 Daylight Saving ing plan has been formulated, its
method was not announced due to an
Toronto By a decisive vote, Chat- opinion on its legal technicalities
ham, Belleville, Sarnia and Stratford, awaited from Hughes, Schurman &
all important centers, have rejected
Dwight, attorneys for the board of
daylight saving time for 1930. Gait, trustees.
Efforts to reach the attorKitchener and Brantford decided in neys on the arrangements for refavor of the extra hour of daylight. financing yesterday proved futile.

Louis Film Board of Trade

New York

Film Board of Trade
Associated Motion Picture Advertisers

Herman Starr
Dave Bader

Walbrook Amusement Co.
William R. Ferguson
Don M. Mersereau
Marvin M. Kirsch
Dave Miller
Herbert S. Berg
Arthur W. Eddy
Richard Brady
Dario L. Faralla
Ferdinand Luporini

—

D.

C.

of

Trade

of

Trade

•

Mintz

J. Dash
San Francisco Film Board

A.

L.
S.

J.

of

Trade

Schlaifer

Charles Einfeld

Des Moines Film Board
Isaac Weinberg
Samuel H. Levin

of

Trade

Louis Pelegrine
Walter Eberhardt

M, J. Garrity
Eugene Zukor
Emil C. Jensen
Louis K. Sidney
Denver Film Board of Trade
H. D. Buckley
Paul Lazarus
Oklahoma City Film Board of Trade

Denver Contributors

FILM DAILY

Contributors to the

RELIEF FUND
by the Denver

collection taken up
Film Board of Trade

includes:
A.

P.

Archer,

J.

S.

Hommel,

Fred

Those who donated to
homa City Film Board

the Oklaof Trade's
collection for the relief fund were:
H. K. Buchanan, W. J. Cammer, Grady
A. James, Mrs. Belle Bennett, L. F. Stocker
P. Hudgens, Mary Bidding, Sue Newman
E. D. Brewer, Roy Ginder, Ossie Bamberger
A. Russell, W. A. Ryan, Bob Clark, W. B
Zoellner, L. D. Cooper, Mrs. J. Bowers, R
E Heffner, Sam Brunk, S. B. Rucker, Mrs
E. Bullock, C. W. Allen, Wayne E. Pit
tinger, Mrs. Leona Logan, Mrs. B. Marsh
Sam Benjamin, Carl Burton, Vera Wilder
Sol Davis. R. M. Avey, E. M. Peel, Bonnii
Goodnoe, W. P. Moran, M. J. Dowling, Mar
McGonigle, Joe Moreland, Les Gibbs, 0. J
Rhode, Harry Drennan, Luella WilBaaM

J.

John Higgins Made Manager
John Higgins, formerly assistant manager at the Park, has
been made manager of the Alhambra, which again is being operated
by Loew's Ohio Theaters.

—

Cramer.

Reade Acts for Bondholders
Kingston, N. Y. Walter Readi
has asked bondholders of the Kings
ton theater which he recently tool
over to submit exact amount
bonds held, issue, etc., so that hee cai

—

protect their interests.
Rivoli, Talladega, Goes Sound
Talladega, Ala. The Rivoli here,
owned and operated by Harry Pierce
will feature talking pictures about
Dec. 15. DeForest equipment is now
being installed.

—

Rex, Currie, To Open Soon
Minn. Walter
Je nser
manager of the Rex, announces tha
the house will soon reopen witl
sound pictures.

—

Currie,

Returns to Silent Newsreel
First RCA Device in Alaska
Ottawa Because he considers the
With presentation of talking picsilent newsreel more "newsy" and
tures at the Liberty, Ketchikan, the
entertaining than its successor, Manfirst of seven RCA installations for
ager Joe Franklin of the B. P.
W. E. for Aurora, Baltimore
Alaska has been made, it is anPlans Harvey, 111., House
Eastern
largest
house
in
Keith's, the
Arthur B. Price ha
Baltimore
Harvey, 111. Plans for the erecCanada outside of Montreal and To- nounced by RCA Photophone, Inc.
Western Electric at
theater building to installed
a
new
tion
of
ronto, has reverted back to the forbeing Aurora.
are
approximate
$300,000,
Richards With DeForest
mer medium of current events. This
Levine
of
Chicago.
Co.
drafted
by
R.
Memphis
W. T. Richards has
Sound at Bleich, Owensboro
is the first time in nine months that
A local syndicate is behind the proOwensboro, Ky. Sound picture
a silent showing has taken place in been appointed salesman for General
Talking Pictures by R. F. Wood- ject.
now are being presented at ">
that house.

—

—

—

I

—

hull,

Wilton to Continue as Manager
H. E. Wilton,
Hamilton, Ont.
manager of the Delta, was unsuc-

—

cessful in his bid for aldermanic office of Ward 1 in civic elections for
1930.

—

vice-president.

Al Garner Rejoins U. A.
Washington Bureau of

Sound
So.

at

Bend,

—

Temple, South Bend
Ind.

— Installation

sound in the Temple has been
pleted, according to J. R. Boice,
ager.

of

comman-

P.

Glenn

Miller, J.
T. Sheffield, G. William Wolf,
Jack Krum, Jack Drum, R. J. Morrison, J
H. Ashby, Charles R. Gilmour, Samuel Henley, J. A. Kraker and D. W. Dunbar.

Lillian

Gillette

Cleveland

Trade.

Oklahoma City Donators

Robert F. Klingensmith
Thomas D. Goldberg
Harford Theater

William Massce
Albany Film Board
N. D. Golden

of

Brown, Ed Walton, Samuel Cain, W.

Sam Warshawsky
Eva Warshawsky
Leo Klebanow

Upon

Trade

Indianapolis

'nc.

Edna Sussman

of

Don Malkames

Jack Alicoate

produce

films that
will be French in every particular, adding
wherever possible that zest which so often
makes productions of the American studios
so acceptable to the great mass of theatergoers.
I will seek the best in French talent
and the stories will be by French authors.
The technical personnel will also be French.

ing.-

of

of

part,

films

Total contributions to date are far
behind schedule.
With 10 days of
the drive already gone, more than
-our-fifths of the $10,000 quota is still
lO be obtained in the remaining 15
days. The committee makes another
earnest appeal to those who have not
yet responded.
Everybody's help is
needed to put the campaign across,
and it is imperative that a better
showing be made because many sad

Pathe pend upon it for
New York, up to These
ago, when he went
Ned Depinet
been associated with Al Lichtman
has produced for Dr. A. H. Giannini
His statement, in Thomas Meighan

president

has

Paramount
First

"I wish to point out to the stockholders
that in my opinion the company has now
reached the position of a well rounded out
and mature industrial corporation. The dividend, which will be paid on the 2Sth day of
December of this year, will be the fortyfourth consecutive quarterly dividend paid
by this company on its common stock. Including this dividend, the company will have
paid out in cash to the common stockholders
since its organization approximately $32,000,000, and, in addition thereto, has paid what
amounted to an additional $6,500,000 in common stock dividends and rights.
"I

He

corresponding abroad.

His statement

1)

Western

Electric
ing equipment will be used.
15,

Zukor indicated that the first six Sound Studios,
months of 1930 would show a sub- several months
stantial

from Page

(.Continued

Kane

time.

(Continued from Page

Emil C. Jensen, Louis K. Sidney, N. L. Manheim
Walter Eberhardt, M. J. Garrity, the T. W. Williams
J. Kandell
Denver Film Board of Trade, H. D. M.
William Ornstein
Buckley, Paul Lazarus and the Ok- W. F. Rodgers
lahoma City Film Board of Trade. Omaha Film Board

Brooklyn.

ater,

No

11, 1929

More Good

Talker Foils Hold- Up

P.F.-L

Wednesday, December

THE FILM DAILY

Bleich.

Two Texas Houses Order Sound
Washington After six years Al
The Texas, Haskell, Tex., and tl
Garner has rejoined United Artists
Osceola, have contracted k
Gem,
Egan,
who
reas successor to Ken
Garner DeForest sound equipment, accordm
signed several weeks ago.
to General Talking Pictures Corp.
was with Universal in Omaha.

J

Bit Of Humanity
From a Few of the Many Letters
Received by The
FILM DAILY RELIEF FUND During 1929
Extracts

"Herewith receipt for funeral expense
and ticket for Mrs. * * * The prompt
manner in which this was handled
makes one feel that this charity fund
is well worth while and I shall be glad

they have done for me. I know they
will be pleased to know that I have gotten a good start on the road to recovery

to continue to support it."

"I do not

•

"I

have tried

all of

,

the big companies

here for work and being in need of
money they told me to go to the Film
Daily.

Thank God

for the help

you

gave me."

"May God

you gentlemen and
watch over you and yours and reward
you for your kindness to me and my
bless

children."

•

,

I

•

,

"My sincere

.

thanks to you good gentle-

men and your good hearts that came
time to help

me

in

,

my

in

distress."

•

"Please convey to the committee, Mr.
Brandt, my sincerest thanks for all

No Dollar

to Charity

Than One Given

it is

all

due to their help."

know how

to

thank you for

your kind and speedy financial help
which could not have reached me at a
more opportune time."
"Truly a tear came to my eye when I
opened your magnificent letter of May
10th and found therein a cheque for
$125 for * * *. How to thank you adequately is absolutely beyond me."
"Sincerely thank you and the commit-

,

thank you and the
other gentlemen from the bottom of my
heart for your kindness toward me and
my children. We would be hungry
only for your kindness and I hope and
pray God will reward you."

"Mr. Alicoate,

and

to This

what you have done for me.
That $20 meant $200 to me. Don't
tee for

think for a minute that
get

I will

ever for-

»»

it.'

"Just a note to let you know how
pleased * * * was when I delivered your
message and gift to him. He said you
and the rest of the committee were
wonderful friends and great fellows.
His eyes filled with tears and he could
scarcely speak but he did manage to
)>
say 'God bless him.'
»

Can Rny More Relief
Canse in

YOUR

Indnstry

JWllUAMI
i

WAW1£R

f00LUEP

iaxteE:

fe

,101*.

0®
thank.!
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LlCHARDJor
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Riverside

raves:

eSS

"Williom Fox reached up into

the

:

cinema firmament

and

plucked no fewer than a baker's

dozen

shook them aH up
and look what came
HAPPY DAYS, which was given

a

in

its

studio

of stars,

basket,

preview

audience

capacity

last

the

at

night

Fox

before

a

Riverside

Theater.

"HAPPY DAYS
endmen

parade,

up as a revue.

ALL

BOX
OFFICE

starts

and

And

show,

out as a minstrel

everything;

the

and

way they

put

winds
that

show on
George Primrose, Lew Dockstader, et al, must have turned in their graves.
Not
in
their palmiest days did those old masters achieve
anything like the gorgeousness seen last night.
Nor did
they ever present such a galaxy of big leaguers at one time.
I've always had a minstrel show complex, if not complexion,
and I've wondered why somebody hasn't made a talkie minstrel
show. This one was something to write home about.
minstrel

,

I

'The voice recording and sound effects heard in
Movietone picture are unusually fine, and

This

Director Ben Stoloff deserves credit for a production that

should

click at the

box

office."

—REX DANE,
Riverside Press

I
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A. Foreign Exchange System

to be

Rearranged

INFORMED TtfPROTECT MJ\ LABS

ASS'N

Says Unskilled Operation Hurts Sound in Far East
Sees

Need
in

of Instruction

Sound pictures

in

the

Far

Named Temporary
Chairman; to Improve

Gottlieb

3 PROBES UNDER

Handling of
Reproducers

WAY

FOX "A" STOCKHOLDERS

Business Ethics
East

have not proved very popular so far,
lue to inefficient operation of equipment, and their success there will detend largely upon the steps taken by
Manufacturers to provide initial instruction in the handling of machines
This
[nd regular service thereafter.
statement is made in an interview

PATHE STUDIO FIRE ORGANIZE TO AID TRUSTEES

IN

Arrangements have been completed for the formation of the Ass'n

Formation of a stockholders com- of M. P. Laboratories, Inc. with ofunder way yesterday in connection mittee of holders of Class "A'' Fox fices at 1650 Broadway, N. Y. for the
with the Pathe Studio fire tragedy, stock has been formed, according purpose of improving business practices, to bring about closer social
officials of the company and many to Farrar Lazarus, Madison Ave., N.
employees of the home office were Y. The purpose of the committee, it cooperation as well as a central point
which technical problems will
busy with relief work among the is claimed, is to constructively co- from
be interchanged between the various
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 7)
laboratories, according to S. L. Barg
vith THE FILM DAILY by Joe
man, secretary.
Fisher, leading Singapore exhibitor,
arYork
In its campaign a meeting was held
in
New
present
is
at
fvho
(Continued' on Page 7)
here recently at which time the asso-

While

three

investigations

were

Talkers Force Plans for Cut

!'REAL

PROW'

BEING
Working out

MADE ATJXHIB CONEAB
I That real progress was apparently
leing made was the only word to
leach the outside world from the con-

ference of M.P.T.O.A. and Allied
the
at
yesterday
lepresentatives
(Continued on Page 2)

R. J.

O'DONNELL APPOINTED
I

of

plans

for

rear-

(Continued on Page 2)

—

New Orleans R. J. O'Donnell has
arrived here to assume his duties as
divisional

manager

for

Publix

in

Louisiana, Mississippi and Alabama.

O'Donnell's appointment was
(Continued

iCEXHIBITORSDEPLORE
!

of
the

United Artists
foreign exchanges, to conform with
changed conditions brought about by
the talkers, is the chief mission of
the European visit of Joseph M.

rangement

on

Page

TECHNICOLORERECTING

on

(Continued

in Distribution Facilities

Page

7)

REPORT SlEFTESSEEKS
50 FOR NORTHWEST CHAIN

—

Minneapolis Plans are reported
under consideration by W. A. Steffes,
head of the Northwest M.P.T.O.A
and owner of the Paradise here, for
the formation of a chain of 50 houses
(Continued

on

Page

7)

made

7)

Long-Term Contract to
Keep Menjou in France
BOMBINGOF THEATERS

FIFTH
West

Coast

HOLLYWOOD PLANT Hawkinson, Murphy New
Bureau,

—

WE

Appointments at Pathe

FILM DAILi

Hawkinson, who has been
J.
Another $1,000,000
Hollywood
connected with Pathe for the past
two
Paris Adolphe Menjou has signed plant, which will supplement the
ten years, has been appointed assistwith Pathe-Na- other laboratories here and the two
(Continued on Page 2)
A resolution de- a long-term contract rumors
Hollyin
erected
that the in Boston, is being
theaters and call- tan, setting at rest

—

R.

—

Pinehurst, N. C.
lloring bombing of
ing upon the authorities to
jry effort to bring upon
lion and punishment of
Iponsible was adopted by

(Continued

exert ev-

Page

7)

apprehenthose rethe M.P.

(Continued on Page 2)

The Fund Gets

on Page

7)

A Boost!

how Joseph M.

THE FILM DAILY RELIEF FUND

C—

Sprinkling
Pinehurst, N.
a popular perfume through the
house, to create a pleasing atmosphere and at the same time
establish in patrons' minds a
fragrance which will always
remind them of the theater,
was advised by S. L. Rothafel
at the closing session of the
Carolina exhibitors' convention

(Continued

Schenck, president of United Artists,
yesterday:
"A relief fund for the needy folks in the film industry is a wonderful thing and I am absolutely in favor of it. I am sure that if
more people knew about it and realized the good work done by such
a fund, they would gladly contribute to it. Put me down for $500."

Here's
endorsed

Perfumed Theaters

here.

on

In addition to the healthy boost $10,000 drive comes to an end on
Other substantial
$500 received from Joseph M. Christmas Day.
FILM donations that helped yesterday's
the
yesterday,
Schenck
reached total included $100 each from H.
DAILY RELIEF
Columbia Pictures,
day, and revived hopes J. Yates and
its banner
from
in the committee for at least a fair- $50 from Emil E. Shauer, $35
(Continued on Page 7)
ly good showing by the time the

of

FUND

"Sky

Hawk"

Fox has a genuine box-office
ace in "The Sky Hawk," which
premiere viewing
it
evening at the Gaiety.

had

wholesome,

last
It's

generally-interest-

ing story is highlighted by a
Zeppelin attack on London
which is a knockout for thrills
and splendid production. John
Blystone has made a creditable
Outjob of the directing.
standing among the able players is John Garrick who looks
like a comer. "The Sky Hawk"
undoubtedly will do a Lindy
at

any man's theater.

EDDY.

DAILY

Thursday, December

United Artists to Rearrange

12, 1929

The Industry's
Date Book

Foreign Exchange System

(Continued ft om Page 1)
on the ly the lip movement of the players Today: Weekly AM PA luncheon
Saturday
Price 5 Cents
at tin
Thursday, Dec. 12,1929
Vol. L No. 62
Paramount Hotel, N. Y.
Bremen in company with Samuel and could not hear them speak.
Schenck denied that there are any Dec. 19 Trade practice conference for theGoldwyn for a four months' trip.
Editor and Publisher
JOHN N. AUCOATE
negotiations in progress for a theater
ater seat manufacturers at WashUnited Artists at present has exten- affiliation with Charles B. Cochran,
ington, D. C.
Published daily except Saturday and holidays
Dec.
Opening
21
of "Virginian" at Rialto,
confacilities
the
manager,
who
sive
exchange
on
producing
the
London
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and
N. Y.
copyright (1929) by Wid's Films and Film tinent, some of which are considered has just booked the Fairbanks-PickW. Alicoate, President, an unnecessary expense in view of ford picture, "The Taming of the Dec. 23 Opening of the Little Picture
Inc.
Folks,
J.
House in New York City.
Editor and Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau,
small use being made of them Shrew," for the Pavillion in London
Premiere of "Devil May Care" at
Secretary-Treasurer and General Manager; the
En- since silent pictures have become and will follow this with Ronald ColAstor. N. Y.
Arthur W. Eddy, Managing Editor.
"Show of Shows" opening at Wartered as second class matter, May 21, 1918, practically dead and American talk- man in "Condemned."
Cochran is
under
ner, Los Angeles, Calif.
at the post-office at New York, N. Y.,
in a sailing for New York at about the
played
except
ers
cannot
be
(Postage
Terms
the act of March 3, 1879.
of "Tiger Rose" at Beasame time that Schenck is starting Dec. 24 Opening
free) United States outside of Greater New very few centers because of patent
con, N. Y.
3
months,
$5.00;
6
year;
York $10.00 one
difficulties and the fact that so many for Europe.
There is a likelihood
Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers
months, $3.00.
understand that the English theatrical man will
"Virginian" Postponed
Address all com- natives over there do not
should remit with order.
still be here when Schenck returns,
The opening of "The Virginian" at
munications to THE FILM DAILY, 1650 the English dialog.
Circle
Phone
more difficult for United in which event they will confer to- the Rialto has been postponed to
is
Broadway, New York, N. Y.
It
4736-4737-4738-4739. Cable address: Filmday, Artists to provide silent versions of gether.
Schenck said he has been Dec. 21 as the result of a decision to
Ralph
California
Hollywood,
New York.
befeatures,
Schenck
said,
talking
correspondence
with Cochrane, hold over "The Trespasser" for a
Granite
its
in
Phone
Blvd.
Hollywood
Wilk, 6425
London— Ernest W. Fredman, The cause the pictures released by this and any discussions with him would seventh week.
6607.
W. company depend largely upon big
St.,
Wardour
Renter, 89-91
Film
be on the subject of Cochran makBerlin— Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
I
personalities and too much value ing some productions for United "Show of Shows" in L. A. Dec. 23
Harle,
A.
Paris— P.
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la would be lost if audiences saw mere- Artists.
Los Angeles "Show of Shows"
Cour-des-Noues, 19.
will have its Coast premiere Dec.

Schenck,

who

sails

—

—

"REAL PROGRESS" BEING

N.C. EXHIBITORS DEPLORE

Financial
Low Close
2V/2 2V/2

High

Sales

600
21/2
Seat
17
200
17
17/g
Con. Fm. Ind
200
2V/
2
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 2V/2
21J4
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1,400
190^4 187
East. Kodak
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49^8
49^
...
"A"
Fox Fm.
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H
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Intern. Proj
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Nat. Scr. Ser
19J4
Nat. Thea. Sup
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4J4
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2754
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Paramount new
Univ. Pict
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10254 10254
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Par. By. 554s51..102
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47
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9,500
1,200
....
....

100
....

(Continued from Page 1)

T.O. of North Carolina at

bomb

Sunday.

last

to

Claude Neon Settles 5 of
11 Cases Out of Court
Of
Neon

E. Brulatour, Inc.

30
presentaThe initial try-out will
tion units.
be held Dec. 17 at the Fox Brooklyn, with others following at the Au-

dubon,
Music.

New York
1540 Broadway

Bryant 4712

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica
Blvd.

Gladstone 6103

& Marco to Pick

30 Girls Through Contest
Fox is planning a Greater New
York

u J.

Theatre Equipment

THE FILM DAILY

that

"all

Speakers at the sessions included: factions seem desirous of working
M. A. Lightman, R. F. Woodhull, together for the good of the indusMichael O'Toole, C. C. Pettijohn, try."
Jack Miller, William J. King, Col.
Sessions will continue this mornE. P. Hawkins, Rev. Malcolm Mc- ing at the Union League Club.
Leod, Rev. Dr. Cheatum. President
Charles Picquet presided at the ses-

theater

girls for

'

contest

Fanchon

Crotona

Academy

and

Way

He

is

his

to

ol

Coast

way

to

the

six

all-talking out-

600 Opera Chairs.
Silver

1

Screen.

2 Simplex Projectors.
1

Automatic Ticket Register,

All in

A

1

Box G-186

etc.

condition.

c-o Film Daily

N. Y. C.

1650 B'way.

Hawkinson, Murphy New
Appointments at Pathe
(Continued from Page

1)

ant secretary of Pathe International
Corp. and Paul Murphy, assistant
treasurer.
Before joining Pathe,

Murphy, was with Producers

Inter-

national Corp. for four years.

Actress Gets Ptomaine

Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Pauline Frederick is
suffering from an attack of ptomaine

West

Coast

—

poisoning.

AMALGAMATED

What

VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY

better

than good

Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard

CHRISTMAS

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Perm. 3580

»«

The

gift|

health?

BUY

Vaudeville Acts

returning with a con-

tract to produce
films.

door

select

& Marco

Bill Cody on
Bill Cody is on

Coast.

to

For Sale

1)

fused to talk about the day's discus-

policies.

Fanchon

Eastiman Films

from Page

Another resolution adopted affirm- sions. M. A. Lightman, president of
ed faith in the M.P.T.O. and its the M.P.T.O. A., however, remarked

eleven cases filed by Claude
Lights, Inc., against users of
signs made by manufacturers alleged
500 to have infringed the Neon patent
1,125,476, five have been settled out
1,100 of
court
on Claude's terms with
300
paid
and Claude Neon condamages
2,000
tracts signed for three year maintenance, it is reported.

I
|
1
8
1

(.Continued

here.

con-

Union League Club. The conference
vention just closed here. The action is being sponsored by Sidney R.
followed a talk by Anna Aiken Pat- Kent in an effort to bring about a
terson of Atlanta, in which she told consolidation of exhibitor factions.
of the damaging of the front of the
Keeping their pledges to keep mum
40th St. theater in that city by a on the proceedings, the delegates reits

Warner Downtown

MADE AT EXHIB CONFAB

BOMBING OF THEATERS
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

at the

i

I
SEALS

National, State and Local Tuberculoiii
Associations of the United States

OTII the Biggest

Shows

Circuits Start their
with Vitaphone Varieties
PUBLIX THEATRES CORPORATION
FINKELSTEIN RUBEN

START Your Show Right
—and You Can't Go
Wrong.

Follow the lead

of the country's Biggest

Showmen.

"Those

who
show

BALABAN KATZ
GREAT STATES THEATRES
STANLEY COMPANY OF AMERICA
FAMOUS PLAYERS CANADIAN
IKE LIBSON

LOEW THEATRES,

INC.

RADIO-KEITH-ORPHEUM
SAENGER AMUSEMENT COMPANY
E. J. SPARKS

GOTTESMAN CIRCUIT
HOFFMAN CIRCUIT
SILVERMAN CIRCUIT

Vitaphone Varieties give

LOUIS AMUSEMENT COMPANY
COMERFORD THEATRES, INC.
GRIFFITH AMUSEMENT COMPANY
CRESCENT AMUSEMENT COMPANY
RHODEN CIRCUIT
HARRIS BROS. AMUSEMENT COMPANY
ROBB ROWLEY

you a continuous supply

A. B.
T. D., JR.

make

pictures

—

our pictures."

ST.

MOMAND

of

deluxe short length

features covering ever/

phase of entertainment*

Many

in

THEATRES

LOUIS MARCUS ENTERPRISES
FRISINA AMUSEMENT COMPANY
DIPSON CIRCUIT

FOURTH AVENUE AMUSEMENT COMPANY
CO-OPERATIVE BOOKING CIRCUIT
FOX-SCHINE THEATRES
FOX-SHANBERG THEATRES
JOHN HAMRICK THEATRES
COSTON BOOKING CIRCUIT
J. REAL NETH THEATRES
HUNT THEATRES, INC.

Technicolor.

ALLISON CIRCUIT
GOLDEN STATE THEATRES
LOUIS GREENFIELD THEATRES
NATIONAL THEATRE SYNDICATE
STERLING CHAIN THEATRES
D. R.

THEATRES

INLAND THEATRES,
CHARLES SOMMA

INC.

KUNSKY THEATRES CORPORATION
WOODWARD-KOPPIN
F. J. REMBUSCH
PACIFIC NATIONAL THEATRES
PRINCIPAL THEATRES
PACIFIC COAST THEATRES
BRIN'S THEATRES
DELFT CIRCUIT
CENTRAL STATES THEATRES
CHAMBERLAIN THEATRES
WILLIAM BENTON
M. J. KALLET
NATHAN YAMINS
INTERSTATE THEATRES
EMPIRE AMUSEMENT COMPANY
M.

B.

HOROWITZ

VARIETY AMUSEMENT COMPANY

200 from %ew York
200 from Hollywood

— and
1000

a library of

to select

from.

VITAPHonc
varieties
mm
m^
I

*

SUPPLY THAT DEMAND FOR VARIETY

«£*&W^

f^.nrh/YrnriMi
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Broadway
doction.

i

8

cost includ-

brilV.ont
,
° nd „
CormeKto
*•
rrtts,
- 7asu Pms
109
Erwm.
„A Stuart
•

KVaI

has booked

THIS THING CALLED LOVE
for showing at the Cathedral of Motion Pictures Dec. 13 th
This

inaugurates the

EDMUND LOWE
in

the

to

And

in the

Now watch

this

demqnstrate that it is
—THIS THING CALLED

BOX

OFFICE!

comedy-drama

WEST—the

theatres

West Coast Theatres play

simultaneously

in

seven

this

of the

J

on the Pacific Coast.

PATHE

one

ALL

MUSIC

of

date.

remarkable production
finest

Campaign

CONSTANCE BENNETT

dialogue

Finest

produced

and

Eastern

ALL

SOUND

ALL

DIALOGUE

THE

DAILY

Timely Topics

——

Along The Rialto

A

Digest of
Current Opinion

€)

Holds Brains, Hard Work
Must Go with Beauty Today
new conditions of motion

THE
pictures

offer interesting opportunities to any girl of reasonable beauty, plus brains, who
views the art as a serious life
study. No others need apply.
Cecil B. DeMille.
*

*

Use

Sound

of

for

*

Hits

Russian Director

Own

triumphant
THE
sound film can

Sake

march

of the

no longer be
halted, but I regard the methods
used today in producing the
sound film as mistaken and not

ject

sought.

can

sound

Take

the

Ameri-

They

for instance.
certainly are technically all

right

and reproduce the sounds

films,

But, after

well.

amount
spoken
cause

all,

they only

to artistic trifling.
word is used, just

it

seems to

The
be-

a sound film, but it
that it is merely

is

me

dove-tailed in. It is like a flourish, a pretty ornament, that could
just as well have been left out.

V. L. Pudovkin,
Russian Director
*

*

is

CINEMA

Jr.

By PHIL M.

who became

guv'nor of Neu
an offer from Fox to write

and supervise a biographical talker
Julius P. Witmark is
handing out cigars with a theme song on the band in honor of
the arrival of Little Nancy Witmark, seven pounds ringside.
Ivan Triesault, who has been dancing his way around
the country of late, will experience something in the nature of
a homecoming when he returns next
entertainers' staff

*

*

week

*

to the Capitol stage

*

Nat Carr, who took his funmaking talents from vaudeville
to the picture field, has gone back for a few personal appearances on the Century Circuit in connection with his first feaHans
ture
length
film,
"The Talk of Hollywood."

German

agent, is in the metropolis and has bought
the right from Celebrity Productions to tickle the risibilities
of Germany and Central Europe with the Mickey Mouse and

Hartsch, the

Silly

Symphony

cartoons
*

*

*

*

Major Edward Bowes has arranged

for next

Sunday

night's

Capitol broadcast a special program of compositions by Alexander Glazounow .noted Russian composer and conductor, who
will be guest of honor at the studio on that occasion
John Goring, Criterion manager, has been spending part of his
time at the front door with a calculating machine in his mitt,
and thus he is able to report that 72 per cent of "The Love Parade" patronage is feminine
Further discoveries by Goring are that 478 women have seen the picture twice, while 118
have made a third trip, from which Goring deduces that Maurice Chevalier is supplanting all former matinee idols in causing
feminine hearts to palpitate
*

*

audiences are

up of no particular creed.
Anything which offends them is
fatal to their peace of mind and
consequently fatal to the box ofThe only safe and certain
fice.
way to keep the normal good
temper of all is to keep religion
entirely out of entertainment. It
is true, of course, that there are
circles, more or less intellectual-

be it remembered, which can
stomach and indeed which thrive
on advanced theological and

A. P. Waxman's press emporium at Warner's comes
word that the New York State Federation of Women's Clubs
has sent enthusiastic notices to all its chapters recommending
George Arliss in "Disraeli."
Mike Mindlin, who manages the Roerich Art Cinema at 103rd and Riverside, will show
George Du Maurier's "Peter Ibbetson" in his artie this Friday,
Saturday and Sunday
*

Mike Simmons has

*

finished editing

*

*

"High Speed Love"

*

JOBS
typist in real estate office

like

Martin.

Out at the RKO studio on the
Coast they have hired a professor
of physics from the University of
California to help construct the new
sound stages. Professor Vern Knudsen will be known as an "acoustician. " * * * Can
electrician asking

you picture some

a stage carpen"Hey, Bill, where' s de acousakousk—askoosh
Aw, where's de
noise mechanic?"
ter:

—

"What's Trump?"
at no time justifies partner leaving in a negative double. If
your cards warrant the belief that

opponents may make their contract
double is left in, you have no option.
You must take out double with
your longest suit.
if

Empey Club

Brooklyn
bag
and baggage in from Californy
Sure you heard that
Warners got a slice of "Fifty Million Frenchmen," one of Broadway's best musical sellers
at the

He'll soon

Chatter

(By Charley Schwartz)

Three members were seen paying
for their

own

shines.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAT
IN

Famous Players offering preferred
stock to exhibitors at par.

12-

Jensen & Von Herberg acquire «.
houses in Northwest; plan $1,500,000
house in Seattle.

wishes and congratulaare extended by

Best

THE

tions

FILM DAILY
ing

-MANY HAPPY RETURNS

members

who today

to the follow-

of the

•

Herbert Crooker

Edna Marion

*

*

industry,
First

are celebrating their

affiliation

birthday:

ALICE WHITE

guy

a susceptible

*

Rube Wolfe becomes master-of-ceremanies
Fox about the end of the big shopping period.

DECEMBER

THEIR
FIRST

located

just remember, fellers, that this here
biz of picking pips is very trying on

for

"Today's Cinema," London

«vd

have about

those 30 pipperinos through the
contest in the "Daily Graphic." They
get a free trip to Hollywood, and
then will be given contracts to appear in Fanchon & Marco stage
units.
Martin J. Starr of the Macfadden Publications will be the chief
picker of the pips. He is also secretary of the AMPAS.
So if at the
luncheon of the association today his
voice quavers and his hand shakes,

*

International Films Distributors and the pitcher is now experiencing that w. k. synchronization process, preliminary to being
released within a few weeks

ized,

philosophical discussion in their
art.
But they are the informed
minority, and since the exhibitor
has to rely not on the intelligent
minority but the ordinary mass
for his bread and butter, they
must be ignored inevitably in
general.

*

WELL, THEY

Weakness

From

made

DALY

(Sez Jack DeLacy)

*

*

*

Finds Audiences Opposed
to Religion on the Screen

THAT'S

THAT

PhilM. Daly,
SMITH, the East Side boy
ALYoik,
reported considering

12, 1929

—AND

with

corresponding to the ob-

quite

Thursday, December

Rube Jackten

Thelma

Hill

George Milton Lipschultz

Harry M. Warner

Owen Moore

National executives deny
with Coast directors.
*

*

*

Saenger Amusement Co. secures
three houses at Meridan, Miss.

THE
hursday,

December

12,

DAILY

1929

The Film Daily Relief Fund
is Given A Healthy Boost

More B'way Lights

SSOCIATION FORMED TO

A piece of 1930 calibre showmanship has been put; over by
Sidney C. Davidson of the
Colony who has induced the

PROTECTJICTURE LABS
(Continued from Page 1)

ation outlined its plans. During the
eeting the following officers were
mporarily selected: Arthur Gott,;b, of Du Art Film Lab., chairman;
lichard Feidler, of Empire Film
ab., treasurer and S. L. Bargman,
ilrmerly with Hedwig, secretary. An
Hditional feature of the organizalon is the holding of meetings at
last once every two weeks to which
[embers will be invited to hear leclires on new technical developments

laboratory work.
[While the Ass'n has recently beun operation, it is hoped, accordEg to Bargman, to increase the
lope to a national scale taking in
lany laboratories now functioning
the country,
| other sections of
[mong some of the laboratories now
[embers, according to Bargman are;
fine Film Lab., Craft Film Lab., Du
Urt, Empire, Film Pioneer, Malcolm
kd Warners. Applications of other
boratories now are in the hands

(Continued from Page 1)

Broadway Ass'n to further ilcomparatively
luminate
the
dark section of the Main Stem
at 53rd St. At Davidson's suggestion the merchants' organization intends to install electric
lights in a modernistic
sign along the "L" structure as

Felix Feist, $25 from E. M. Saunders,
$25 from H. H. Buxbaum, and small-

crosses Broadway at thia
point. Incidentally the Colony,
y'er know, is located on Incandescent Lane at 53rd St.

messenger died suddenly.
He was
without money and without any
known relatives. The body was about

it

.

the secretary.

:

FOX "A" STOCKHOLDERS

ORGANIZETO AID TRUSTEES
(Continued from Page

1)

operate with the trustees in working out the vast problems involved
in the complex situation confronting
them in regards to the financial
structure of the corporation.
Lazarus declared that no action
should be permitted without the constockholders to
sent of the class
subordinate the interests of the class
A stockholders or to change the construction of the now outstanding
classes of stock or to increase the
stock or dispose
outstanding class
of same without adequate provision

A

.ESTERNISc MAKES
4,OOOTHJNSTALIATION

A

U\Vith the wiring of the Playhouse,
England, completed a
Folkestone,
Western Electric reago,
Iw days
Itrts having made its 4,000th world
A total of 400 houses
Bstallation.
the British Isles have been equipIbd. Installations in the United States
fcw number 3,059 theaters, according to

Western

Electric.

Probes Under Way
In Pathe Studio Fire
(Continued from Page 1)

milies of those who were killed
Another fatality was
injured.
yesterday afternoon
list
ided to the
Stradhng,
[ the death of Richard

for their rights

in

any

action now contemplated in connection with the refunding of the reported $91,000,000 of short term maturing obligations of the company.
Twelve million dollars of these obligations in the form of gold notes due
April 10, 1930, prior to the annual
meeting are reported to have pref-

over other
maturing notes.

erence

outstanding

and

Report Steffes Seeks
50 For Northwest Chain
(Continued from Page

•

This brings the number
dead up to 11.
Probes are being conducted by the
Police Comlire Commissioner, the

and equities

issioner and the District Attorney.
pon receipt of these reports, Mayor
falker will consider the advisability
a change in the fire regulations.
Tightening of fire regulations in
'

astern studios was in evidence yesThe ban against smoking
rday.
stress.
particular
as in
Coast

lest

Bureau,

THE FILM DAILY

Angeles—Joseph
| Los

P.

Kennedy

|:sterday pointed out that Pathe was
ierely a tenant at Sound Studios,
I. Y.
C.

(Continued from Page 1)

was expected to return to Amerupon the completion of the bi-

II

i

lgual film in
lork.

which he

is

now

at

Trade.

An

example of the quick and quiet
manner in which the relief fund operates

occurred

yesterday.

A

film

to be taken to a city burial ground,
when somebody in the film business
notified a member of the fund com-

Arthur W. Eddy
Richard Brady
Dario L. Faralla
Ferdinand Luporini

Sam Warshawsky
Eva Warshawsky
Leo Klebanow
William Massce
Albany Film Board
N. D. Golden

Trade

of

D. C. Gillette
N. L. Manheim
W. Williams
M. J. Kandell
William Ornstein
W. F. Rodgers
Omaha Film Board of Trade

mittee and arrangements immediately were made for proper interment.
Some of you who are reading this
may know the unfortunate man referred to in the foregoing paragraph.
Others of you can easily realize that
misfortunes of this kind, as well as
illness and destitution, often descend
unexpectedly and may catch you or

T.

some good

San Francisco Film Board

friend of yours
and unprepared.
It is to
such distress
that

unawares
care

for

THE FILM
DAILY RELIEF FUND is intend-

You could not give your aid to
a better cause.
ed.

Get With These Regulars!
Joseph M. Schenck
Ned Depinet
Al Lichtman
Dr. A. H. Giannini

Film Board of Trade.
Leopold Friedman
New Orleans Film Board of Trade
Bill Yearsley
M. J. Mintz
Indianapolis

A.

L.

J.

Dash
of

Trade

Schlaifer
S. Charles Einfeld
J.

Des Moines Film Board

of

Trade

Isaac Weinberg

Samuel H. Levin
Louis Pelegrine

Walter Eberhardt
M, J. Garrity
Eugene Zukor
Emil C. Jensen
Louis K. Sidney

Denver Film Board
H. D. Buckley

of

Trade

Paul Lazarus

Thomas Meighan
Motion Picture Salesmen,

Don Malkames

Oklahoma City Film Board
Tnc.

of

Trade

Felix Feist
E. M. Saunders

Jack Alicoate

Addie Dannenberg and Edna Sussman
H. J. Yates
Columbia Pictures
Emil E. Shauer

H. H. Buxbaum
Kansas City Film Board
Ralph Pielow

of

Trade

Kansas City Contributors

E. A. Schiller
Joseph I. Schnitzer

Contributors to the collection for
the relief found taken up by the Kansas City Film Board of Trade included the following:

Keystone Engraving Co.
Buffalo Film Board of Trade
Harold B. Franklin
Alfred Gottesman
Motion Picture News
St. Louis Film Board of Trade
New York Film Board of Trade
Associated Motion Picture Advertisers

A. H. Allen, Gladys Page, R. C. Borg,
Charles Knickerbocker, June Medcalf, Harold
Lux, T. O. Byerle, Mrs. R. H. Crabtree, C.
A. Schultz, Martha C. Hoffman, H. E. Schiller,
R. D. Walsh, E. S. Olsmith, J. L.
Lewis, Leo J. Doty, A. A. Renfro, Wm.
Bradfield, C. E. Gregory, C. G. Oliver, A.

Herman Starr
Dave Bader
Robert F. Klingensmith
Thomas D. Goldberg
Harford Theater

J.

'Simons.

the Iowa, Montana, Wisconsin,
Minnesota and Dakotas territories.

in

Steffes, in

New York

conference,

exhibitor

attending the
yesterday had

nothing to say about his plan.

R.

O'Donnell Appointed
Publix Division Manager

(Continued from Page 1)
E. Schneider, regional manager at Dallas. Before joining Publix, for the past five years O'Donnell
was general manager of the Inter-

by L.

state

Amusement

Co.

Technicolor Erecting
Fifth Hollywood Plant
(Continued from Page 1)

Corp.

Technicolor
the
being rushed to have the
new plant in operation early next
Eventually this plant will
month.
have a capacity of 47,000 feet of colored film daily, or about 75,000,000

by

is

feet a year.

Says Unskilled Operation
Hurts Sound in Far East
(Continued from Page

J.

Irong-Term Contract to
wood
Keep Menjou in France Work
ntor

from Ralph Pielow and
City Film Board of

1)_

ectrician.
:

er amounts
the
Kansas

Walbrook Amusement Co.
William R. Ferguson
Don M. Mersereau
Marvin M. Kirsch
Dave Miller
Herbert S. Berg

1)

ranging for equipment and pictures machines,
The Capitol in Singapore represents the
for the new Capitol being erected in most advanced development in theater conSingapore as the first of a probable struction in the Far East, Fisher says. It
chain of modern pictures houses will seat 2,000 and among its modern feaplanned for the Orient by Capitol tures, besides W. E. wiring, will be a cooling system.

Theaters, Ltd.
Fisher is encountering a great deal of
Plans for the Capitol were made difficulty in getting product that will pass the
before SGund pictures had come along Singapore censorship, which he calls the
Crime, possession of
in the world.
The strictest
and established themselves.
firearms by unauthorized persons, white womhouse, intended for silents, was to be en in degrading roles, nudity and anything
followed immediately by the building that might detract from the purity of white
In spite. of these severe
The advent of women are barred.
of other theaters.
restrictions, Fisher says, the censorship regsound, bringing with it many difficult ulations are considered reasonable in that

problems for Far East exhibitors, country.
Total number of theaters in the Far h,ast,
caused a change in plans and addiincluding the territory from Japan to India,
pendpostponed
will
be
tional houses
There
is more than 2,000, Fisher estimates.
ing the outcome of the experiment are nine houses in Singapore, but none of
modern type. Approximately 200,000 persons
in Sin^nore.
capable of understanding
To insure proper handling of the Western in Singapore areFisher
starts for back home

Electric apparatus bought for the Capitol,

two

engineers from this company are accompanying ?he equipment to Singapore to install the

English talkers.

rhis
.

to take over the direction of the
scheduled to open in February

month

Capitol,

Bia

Hits

in

Row

a

w Dorothy

MACKAILL
gives

you the outstanding pic-

ture of her sparkling career.

Five smashing Vitaphone
successes have put her in
the front rank of star attractions.
lar

There's a million-dol-

buying power waiting for

WITH
Sidney Blackmer, Edmund Burns,
Alice

Day and Myrtle Stedman
Story by Bernard K. Burns

A

William A.

One
e
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''SALLY'"is just around the corner
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Price 5 Cents
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Stringent N. Y. Fire Regulations Expected

STANDARD CONTRACTREVISION DISCUSSED
One Reel Sound Shorts

to Distribute Fifty-two

'kJfa

Product Synchronized By
UNIVERSAL SALES DRIVE
Tone-O-Graph for Na-

R-K-0 ENTERS SYRACUSE

Arbitration Reported As
Principal Topic At

Conference

tional Release
Arrangements have been completSTARTS WITH N.Y. MEET
Id between Tone-O-Graph, a subsidiary of North American Sound
As the opening gun in its new sellTalking
Picture
Equipment ing season, Universal today will hold
Ind
Corp., and Ufa Films, Inc., both of a convention at the Park Central
Mew York, whereby 52 one-reel Ufa Hotel for division and exchange manIhort subjects will be synchronized agers of the East.
M. Van Praag,
ly Tone-O-Graph and distributed by general sales manager, will preside

Revision

I

educational

to

Ijia

institutions

(Continued on Page 2)

VMPAS LAUNCH NATIONAL

Syracuse

—With

plans approved for

the erection of a new 1,600 seat theater at James St., east of Grant Blvd.,
R-K-0 will gain its first foothold in
neighborhood division of the
the
The house will
Syracuse Rialto.
(Continued on Page 2)

Two

Pathe Officials in Court
Following Probe of Studio Fire
More

Issue Fire Edict
P. A's at

its

Believed to be a
the recent Pathe
fire in New York, fire department inspectors it is reported
here are giving all theater
managers three days notice to
remove all padding not apreaction

he

i

(Continued on

Page

8)

ARE LIKELY TO BE PAID
As

C.

of the acceptance of
compromise by creditors of the
bankrupt Selznick Distributing Corp.,
it a
special meeting in the office
if Referee John L. Lyttle, employees
is now in repf the estate, which
(Continued on Page 7)
T.

a

result

Sam

Taylor
As Producer-Director

A. Signs

W.

C—

Charles W. PicPinehurst, N.
quet has been re-elected as president
of the M.P.T.O. of North Carolina.
(Continued

—

RCA

Page

regulations,

espe-

CLASS A HOLDERS SEEK TO

7)

Studio
the

fire

fire

EXAMINE

__

—A

group of Class A
being conducted by stockholders of Skouras Bros. Enterdepartment, the police de- prises, Inc., has petitioned the St.
(Continued on Page 8)
Louis Circuit Court for a writ of

the three investigations of the Pathe

now

metzgerIWlected

St.

Louis

mandamus to compel officials of the
company to permit them to examine
(Continued

on Page 8)

by indiana exhibitors WIRED H0USKLEAD,378 TO
Indianapolis— Charles

R.

Metzger

re-elected general manager and
attorney for the Associated Theater
Owners of Indiana at the December
His new
meeting of the directors.
(Continued on Page 8)

was

Sam E. Morris joins the endorsers of the relief fund with the
following:
is
FILM DAILY RELIEF
"The idea of
surely a worthy one, and I likewise feel certain that everyone
wants to do their share. Enclosed find my check for $100 toward
this excellent cause, and I take occasion to compliment you on
the good work you are doing in connection with it."

FUND

THE

(Continued on Page 2)

Paris Thomson-Houston Co. has
lieen placed in charge of the proapduction and distribution of
paratus in France. Most of the manufacturing will be done in France.

on

fire

Fund Gains Momentum

has

Thomson-Houston Will
Handle RCA in France

Picquet Re-elected to

Head Carolina M.P.T.O.

been signed by
Joseph M. Schenck to a long-term
lontract as an independent producer"lirector for United Artists. Taylor,

Sam Taylor

to

proved by them from theater
featuring
houses
walls
of
Some small
sound pictures.
houses are faced with prospects of being compelled to
close due to this edict.

seiznickIfloyees

rigid

with regard to the amount of
film negatives stored in buildings
that do not have a sprinkler system,
are expected to be issued following
cially

Chicago

luncheon

Yesterday adopted resolutions for the
Appointment of a committee of promBient advertising and publicity men
Bo institute a national campaign for
motion picture industry to lend

of the standard exhibicontract, especially as it applies to arbitration, is understood to
be the chief topic of the conference
now under way at the Union League
Club, New York City, with representatives of distributors, M.P.T.O. A.
and Allied States Ass'n present. This
is a continuation of efforts on the
part of distributors to work out an
agreement which will meet the approval of the Federal Government.
Tudge Thacher has ruled that the
(Continued on Page 2)
tion

(Continued on Page 2)

The A. M.

A

216. IN PITTSBURGH AREA

—

Pittsburgh Wired far outnumber
houses in Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia, a reThere are 37«
cent survey shows.

unwired

territalking picture theaters in the
Ot
ones.
silent
216
against
tory as
'(Continued on Page 8)

TEXAS PLANSRENTALS

Dallas— A bureau to handle inforon film rentals is contemOthers who sent plated by the Texas exhibitor orW. E. Raynor, ganization, which plans to double
mation

Further headway, though of moderate proportions,

was made

yester-

THE FILM DAILY
LIEF FUND with a check for

day by

Sam

remittances

were

RE- Herschel Stuart,
$100 W. B. Franke and

E. Morris, and $50 from
Jesse L. Lasky as the principal con-

from

tributions received.

Silas F. Seadler,
C. J. North.
Quite a few of the good fellows
(Continued on Page 7)

duties of

its

member

to

pay for

this

service

The

organization
(Continued on

has
Page

voted
7)
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Broadway,

—
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Wardour
Renter. 89-91
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La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de
Film
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U
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Ottawa

—

Need

cooperation
rather than criticism was expressed
by speakers yesterday attending the
Motion Picture Conference at the
King Edward Hotel, Toronto, organized by John A. Cooper, president of the M. P. Distributors Ass'n.
for

month.

Although

no statements are being issued from the conference it is
Arthur Debra, of the Hays office, understood that the proposed merger
New York, was guest of honor and of Allied and the M.P.T.O.A. is a
spoke on the methods pursued to subordinated subject.
It is consid-

elevate film standards, referring to
numerous unwarranted comthe
plaints from unexpected sources and
pointing out that the industry was
international in character. He asked
for suggestions from interested bodies in Canada. Discussion of sound
picture presentation from a technical viewpoint was presented by B.
C. Lewis, engineer of Northern Electric Co., affiliated with Western ElecAmong the 60 attending were
tric.
Toronto delegates from Halifax and

Winnipeg representing National So-

Financial

{Continued from Page 1)
present arbitration system is illegal
and conferences have been held in
Washington in an attempt to iron
out the situation before the judge

issues his decree, due late this

Women's Educational

cial

Service,

and

Religious organizations.

ered extremely unlikely
will consent to losing
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any
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LAST PRICES QUOTED

J. E. Brulatour, Inc.

STARTS WITH N.

TOH rtffrlW"**

********

Hollywood
67tO Santa Monica
Gladstone f 101

Opening
N. Y.

Dec.

22

Premiere of "Devil
Astor, N. Y.

Dec.

23

Opening
House in

of

"Virginian" at

of

May

the

Rialtc

Care"

Little

New York

ing for Europe tomorrow, Felix Feist
of M-G-M will take over his duties.
Representing the distributors are: Al
Lichtman, James R. Grainger, Phil
Reisman and Sam Morris.
Each faction will hold individual
conferences today at the hotels serving as their headquarters. The joint
session will be resumed tomorrow at
the Union League Club.

Pictur

City.

"Show

of Shows" opening
Los Angeles, Calif.
Opening of "Tiger Rose"

at

Wa

at

Be.

ner,

Dec.

24

con,

N.

Y.

"Lover" Gets Record

ord at that house for the first threj
days by $475 more than was take
in by "Gold Diggers of Broadway!
and "Rio Rita," according to a 8]

RKO

from the
offices.
picture opened last Saturday.

port

Th

Sunday Novarro Opening
Sunday premiere is planned

A

f(|

May Care," M-G-M talk*
starring Ramon Novarro, which wij
"Devil

have
Dec.

showings at the Astc-j
had been planned to opt;

its initial

22. It

the picture

Y.

MEET

Dec. 23.

Fine Dayton Manager

—

Dayton Crowds jamming the
by
and aisles of the Loew's he-j
(Continued from Page 1)
throughout the country.
The sub- showing "Flight" resulted in the hait
lofl;

the

FOR

"Gold Diggers" Held Over
"Gold Diggers" will be held ovei
There will be two other convenBrooklyn and New York
tions, one on Dec. 15 at the Hotel at both
Stevens, Chicago, for the Western Mark Strand theaters.
division, and a later meeting on the

L. D. Balsly.

Address

all inquiries to

c-o Film Daily

Box K-188

1650 B'way, N. Y. C.

Coast.

R-K-0 Enters Syracuse
Neighborhood District
(Continued from Page 1)
it

is

announced

by

De

No

U. A. Signs Sam Taylor
As Producer-Director
I;

i

At
the
Toledt
With Sidney R. Kent, who has Radio's "The Vita-Temple,
Vagabond
Lover"
fea
been presiding at the sessions, leavturing Rudy Vallee, broke the reel

(.Continued from

now

Page

1)

New York

after a vacation
in Europe, leaves for the Coast Sunday to start work on his first assignment, a talker starring Norma
in

Talmadge.

north
* A

P&

M7<k

R%

Coast

Bureau,

modern furnishings, bridge an
reading lamps and three or more wir
dows to the room. Everything is coc
and homelike.
Chas. A. Berry
H. L. Fiarbair
closets,

r>t-.

—

Owner

THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles Constance Talmadge
announced her retirement from the
screen upon her return here from
a honeymoon with Townsend Netcher, whose wife she became on May 8.

Charge!

This charming hotel surrounded by green lawn
and sun porches is the only Hotel in Atlantic Cit
serving breakfast in your room without charge.
The bedrooms are built for comfort j
each with its own private bath, largl

Connie Talmadge to Retire

Bryant 4712

21

{.Continued from Page 1)
jects of the films covering animal, ing of the manager into court ai
meeting, which starts at 11 bird and marine life, as well as biol- payment of a fine imposed for brea
Lou B. Metzger will address ogy, astronomy and travel, will be ing the fire ordinance.
a. m.
the group, and other home office ex- synchronized with lectures by leadecutives scheduled to speak on the ing authorities on the various subSALE
14 new pictures to be outlined are jects.
More than 25,000 educational
P. D. Cochrane, Ted Schlanger, Fred institutes have been circularized by
Story Rights
North American Sound Corp.
J. McConnell, E. D. Leishman, Paul
Thomas Mott Osborne's Prison Story
Gulick, Milton Silver, Joe Weil and
"The Right Way"

at

West

Bird.

Dec.

Angelis of Rochfor the new house.
300 The chain is reported to be after an2,600 other house for second run purposes.

Eastman Films

1S40 Broadway

Wad

,

cost $300,000,
4,500 architect M.
J.
400
300 ester, architect

^K«mtttt.»amaMtti»«««sa«8tta

New York

for tie

ater seat manufacturers at
ington, D. C.
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The Industry's
Date Book

TORONTO CONFERENCE
Vol. L No.
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Friday,

*
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Manager

— CONTINENTAL PLAN
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I

j>erformance
s

s

J

VaARIETY

The outstanding dramatic

,

'^^~***ftj£^fea

role of the year

in the screen's

most vividly
dramatic production.
fire

A sure-

box-office

combination.

SACRED
FLAME"
with

CONRAD NAGEL
LILA LEE WALTER BYRON
WM. COURTENAY ALEC B. FRANCIS
•

W*^0^

VARNE
JBR0S.J

«

From

the play by W. Somerset

Maugham

Adapted by Harvey Thew
Directed by Archie L. Mayo

Three More Warner Bros. Hits
AL JOLSON

"SHE COULDN'T
SAY NO"

in

"NANNY"

in

Songs by

IRVING BERLIN

Opening Warner Bros.

and

"

'

'

'

*

"Vitaphone"

~

is

New

BEACON THEATRE, New York

CHESTER MORRIS
-

Way!

"TIGER ROSE"

WINNIE LIGHTNER

-

the

MONTE BLUE
and
LUPE VELEZ

with

-

On

Scenes in Technicolor

-,

December 24th

T

the registered trade-mark of the Vitaphone Corporation designating

its

products

ROUND
the World
with

Condemned
via

the

RADIO

SID
one

GRAUMAN,
of

greatest

the country's

showmen

as he

was telling millions they
must see "Condemned."

UNITED
ARTIST*
WORLD'S
BEST

—

I

I

heotre

LOS ANGELES
- DECEMBER 5th
-CHINESE

ccasion

—

lace

— -

late

—

OPENING

1

^B^l

Samuel Gold-

wyn's greatest production
—

icture

RONALD COLMAN
"CONDEMNED"

with

roadcast

ANN HARDING

— Over the

COLUMBIA NET-

WORK Of 32 Stations
—

e views
asily
its

the best product yet

maker and

ver a

star.

There

is

the Ronald Colman fans away
cheering loudly and devotedly
for him.
Examiner.

—

— Evening Express.

"All the great

drama that

is

sure to send

Any picture

that gives so unique an atmosphere is entitled to special

Roland Colman's second

My

advice
this picture."

talkie.

—Times.

company who

quickens to the invitation of a
good adventure story will revel
in

Samuel Goldwyn has evolved

of praise.

recognition."

moment that the

story
ses its grip.
Is tense, gripng and believable."

"Worthy

is

to go see

"To

a spectacular movie career

Ronald Colman has added another victory. Should be good
theatre for a long run."

— Must.

—Herald.

News.

RESULTS - TREMENDOUS!
'CONDEMNED" —
way
1

—

is

1^

now

______

the

$2

the $2 Sensation of BroadSensation of Los Angeles.
V7H

HHHHflHI

HnHICHMH

———

___________^____________
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DAILY

Timely Topics

—©—

Along The Rialto

A

Digest of
Current Opinion

PhilM. Daly,

He

dropped in at the Roxy on the
to our great big town

tor

thing

the

has,

guishes an actor,
ability

that

to emphasize

possibility

to

by a pause,

This
in

distin-

the

a

picture

where

things are run off at a certain
speed, and when something must
happen all the time. There can
be no pausing. Then too, voices
in spoken pictures must be amplified

therefore

a

tiny

can there be any, as yet, through
amplification.

Wilton Lackaye, Actor

Appeals to British Bankers
to Back Industry in Britain

have more
FEW businesses
than the cinema
dustry — inasmuch as nine-tenths
bricks
invested
and mortar— freeholds and long
of
in-

solidity

in

Bankers' results
leaseholds.
advances to exhibitors have been
as equally sound, safe and successful as their advances on any
other class of property. I would
earnestly ask bankers to help
themselves and the country by
giving us a little more of their
confidence. Then I ask them to
give more earnest consideration
to the cinematography industry
and to realize that it is a rapidly
growing and powerful factor in
the daily lives of the peoples of
every country in the world.

*

*

first

day of his current

visit

U DALY

(ff'iY/i

a

Never Knew Till
Bow to Walt Winchell for

Now-

I

Pinchit

His Heading)

That Henry King has discovered
an entirely new locale for a picture
Harbor."

*

The "New York American" Christmas and

will

soon

Relief

Fund

happy over a check for $100 from Mrs. William Fox
Harold B. Franklin, on a handshaking tour of the Main Stem,
paid a visit to his former boss, Joseph M. Schenck, to wish him
bon voyage
United Artists headquarters still receives a
surprising amount of fan mail for Rudolph Valentino, and requests for photographs of the late star also continue to come
is

*****

in

Things

in his "Hell's
*

*****

person

has a voice as loud as a huge
There is no shading, nor
actor.

of its capital is

.

to hold

almost an im-

By PHIL

be getting screen credit for "Louis Beretti," his latest novel, as
Fox is going to talkerize it with Paul Muni starred. Don also
aided book-sellers through his "The Reign of Rothstein"
It looked like a Fox convention the other night when "The Sky
Hawk" flew into perspective at the Gaiety. Grainger, Franklin,
Smith, etc., were busy handshaking

wait,

is

THAT

Donald Henderson Clarke, better known as "Don,"

the

pause:

is

know when

to

a scene.

*

greatest asset an ac-

the

stage

On

difference.

vital

THAT'S

Jr.

collegiate excitement comes from the University of
N. Y., where 18,000 students have voted Esther Ralston
"America's Blonde Film Co-Ed." In other words Esther typifies
President-Elect Pascual Ortiz
the blonde American co-ed
Rubio of Mexico has added his autograph to the Roxy guest
books which contains the name of many an international celeb.

*^ actually reproduce a voice
with all its nuances I do not believe that they can replace the
spoken stage. Even then there is
one

1929

13,

LATEST

can

pictures

talking

December

—AND

with

Sees Nuance and Pause for
Effect Impossible in Talkers

TTNTIL

Friday,

if

That poison hootch can't kill yoi
you don't take the cork out.
*

*

*

That some Motion
members are helping
brokers to buy nice

Picture

Club

Wall

Xmas

Street
presents.

That Charles Ross, executive vice
president of RCA Photophone, does
the work of six executives without
making any noise about it.
That censors and reformers
that

"get

way" because they

haven't the
brains to go out and earn a respectable living.

Irving Berlin, lately devoting his musical dexterity to the
has been in the Big Town for a sojourn and returns West
on Sunday to complete his picture work. Then he will do the
music and lyrics for a stage revue to be produced by Sam H.
Harris next fall, entitled "Talkie, Talkie," which may or may not
have been influenced by Berlin's experiences on the Coast
talkers,

*****
*****

Helen Strauss, the Paramount L. I. studio, gave Mathieu
Bloch, occupation unknown, a break to the tune of letting him
Step to it
become her "ball and chain" a la engagement
Helen
We've already had, Hell's Angeles, and Hell's
Harbor and Hell's Heroes, who gonna give us Hell's Bells?
Fannie Brice, in U. A.'s "The Champ," so the P. A. tells us,
got her start at Keeney's, Brooklyn in amateur theatricals, and
winning a prize in her first appearance and Marie Dressier was
M-G-M's "The Mysa star circus performer 40 years ago
terious Island" is goaling them at six Chicago houses, yes, its in
Technicolor and dialogue now

*****

Friends of Sid Weill of Morgan Lithograph Co. threw a
party at him at the Manger grill t'other noon in the form of
a luncheon. The occasion was his birthday
Arthur Housman is expertly handling p. a. stuff on the Strands, Brooklyn
and Manhattan, and the new Beacon

*

*

*

That Hy Daab, advertising administrator of Radio Pictures, is an
authority on layouts and color as
well as a crackerjack copy writer.
That Yellow is classed as a "warm"
color in film ad layouts, but it's a
frost in a human being.
That when producers make factory
pictures they forget that the public
goes to the theater to forget the factory.

*

That a
have

*

lotta

kicked

*

regular fellows who

The Film

into

Relief Fund can say* "Merry
with a clear conscience.

Daily

Xmas"

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

"The Cinema" (London)

13-

DECEMBER

THEIR
FIRST
J

O RS

CARL LAEMMLE
errand boy in Ichenhausen,

Germany

Best
tions

wishes and congratulaare extended by

THE

FILM DAILY
ing

-MANY HAPPY RETURNS

members

who today

of

to the follow-

$9 /

the industry,

Refinancing plan under way by
stockholders of United Pictures.

Al Kaufman reported out of

mous

Fi-

Players.
*

*

*

Southern Enterprises, Inc., sec:ur.
control of three San Antonio houses.

are celebrating their

birthday:

*

William R. Fraser

Richard Schayer

George Ovey

Lillian

Roth

*

*

Fox plans 4,500 seat house
mont Ave., Bronx, N. Y.

at Tre-

THE
December

iFriday,

13,

1929

Further Headway is Made
by the Film Daily Relief Fund

1930

Edition

Now

In Preparation

(Continued from Page 1)
on the honor Richard Brady
jroster last year have not yet been Dario L. Faralla
Ferdinand Luporini
jpeard from in the present drive, the Sam
Warshawsky
[committee points out. This probably Eva Warshawsky

names were

Iwhose

due to oversight or some other
(temporary cause and it is expected
that the final tabulation will have
every one of them again in the fold,
ifrhe help of all these boys and girls,
as well as many new ones, is needed
ko put the $10,000 campaign across.

lis

HDo your

bit!

Join This Growing List!
Joseph M. iSchenck
Ned Depinet
Al Lichtman
Dr. A. H. Giannini

I

Louis Pelegrine
Walter Eberhardt

M. J. Garrity
Eugene Zukor
Emil C. Jensen
Louis K. 'Sidney

Denver Film Board
H. D. Buckley

Starr

Klingensmith

H. H. Buxbaum
Kansas City Film Board
Ralph Pielow
Sam E. Morris

Thomas D. Goldberg

.

Harford Theater

Walbrook Amusement Co.
William R. Ferguson
iDon M. Mersereau
Marvin M. Kirsch
Dave Miller
.Herbert S. Berg

Trade

of

Jesse L. Lasky
W. E. Raynor
Herschel Stuart
Silas F. Seadler
W. B. Franke
C. J. North

|

Arthur

Trade

Felix Feist
E. M. Saunders

Dave Bader
F.

of

Paul Lazarus
Oklahoma City Film Board of Trade

i

Robert

Mintz

Samuel H. Levin

A. Schiller
Joseph I. Schnitzer
Keystone Engraving Co.
Buffalo Film Board of Trade
Harold B. Franklin

Herman

J.

-

Gottesman
Motion Picture News
Louis Film Board of Trade
| St.
York Film Board of Trade
« New
[Associated Motion Picture Advertisers

i

^Afc

M.

I

j

Trade

Yearsley

Bill

Alfred

I

of

A. J. Dash
San Francisco Film Board of Trade
L. J. Schlaifer
S. Charles Einfeld
Des Moines Film Board of Trade
Isaac Weinberg

jE.

!

W. F. Rogers
Omaha Film Board
Don Malkames

Motion Picture Salesmen, Inc.

Dannenberg
Edna Sussman
J. Yates
| H.
Columbia Pictures
j
lEmil E. Shauer

j

Trade

Thomas Meighan
i|Addie

|

of

N. D. Golden
D. C. Gillette
N. L. Manheim
T. W. Williams
M. J. Kandell
William Omstein

Indianapolis Film Board of Trade
Leopold Friedman
New Orleans Film Board of Trade

Jack Alicoate

I

Leo Klebanow
William Massce
Albany Film Board

W. Eddy

SELZN1CK EMPLOYEES

The Year Book
offers three

TEXAS PLANS RENTALS

ARE LIKELY TO BE PAID
(Continued from Page

hundred and

(Continued from Page 1)

1)

drop

:eivership, are likely to be paid the
money due them. The several credi-

Texas

the
in

who

name
favor

of
of

M.P.T.O.

of

Allied

Theater
The only change

attended the meeting agreed Owners
of Texas.
o the plan proposed by Arthur Y.
in the new lineup of officers
is RuDalziel, the trustee, who asked leave
o compromise the actions by acceot- ben Frels of Victoria, who replaces
ng the sum of $46,000. "This settle- Burt King of Stanford as
vice presinent," Referee Lyttle said, "is la^o-p. dent.
Other officials re-elected are:
y academic and the general crediors are not likely to ever receive Col. H. A. Cole, president; A. W.
inything. The estate is getting wob- Lilly,
secretary-treasurer;
W. S.
)ly on its legs and there are a large
Wald, manager.
tors

lumber of managers, agents, etc.,
vho were not paid last week's saliries, and these come ahead of the
general

C.

creditors."

In addition to the $46,000, the receivership
las $65,000 paid in by Universal for certain
ssets in the way of pictures, stories, etc.,
naking a total of $i 11,000 applicable to the

ankruptcy.

From

:50,000

be deducted for legal
with the proceedings.

n

will

connection

this

amount

(Continued from Page 1)
ew officers now consist

th^r"
2 b.
Kincey,

Si.

more

than
expenses

Acceptance of the compromise settlement is
inderstood to have been agreed upon as the
est way out and to avoid further expense
gainst the estate.
Additional charges would
e
incurred if the numerous claims were
ought out in the courts, Referee Lyttle said,
nd difficulty would be encountered in proving
harges of malfeasance and misfeasance and
eneral neglect of duty on the part of various
roups of officers and directors of the Selziick organization.

W. Picquet Re-elected to
Head Carolina M.P.T.O.
of

Greensboro, vice presi-

sixty -five days
of advertising
value at a one

time rate— and

we

don't

mean

maybe!

dent; J. M. O'Dowd, Florence,
vice
president; W. T. Gray,
Gastonia,
treasurer; Mrs. Walter Griffith
sec-

retary. Members elected to
the board
of directors include; H. E.
Buchana,
Sylva; H. F. Kincey, L. I
Drake

Wadesboro; W. H. Hendrix, Greensboro;

J.

E.

Simpson,

Gastonia;

Harry Hardy, Charlotte; J. O. Shernll, Charleston and M. F.
Schnibben
I

Florence.

Out As Usual

In

January

Friday, Dece mber

DAILY

Stringent New York
Fire Regulations Expected

More

(Continued from Page 1)

attorney's

district

partment and the

Mayor Walker probably

A

in

the storage
prospect, will deal with
companies
various
by
films
of
presen
throughout the city. Under
5,000 feet
than
more
not
regulations
in a room that
of film may be stored

Good Company!

show

for the
benefit of the families of the
three chorus girls who died in
the Pathe studio fire will be

magistrate
an investigating
for hear
ready
are
reports
when the
days.
few
ing in the next

Another investigation, reported

Show

Benefit

will

office
sit in as

midnight

The directory

requirements."
for hearing Dec.
19, with bail set at $15,000 each which was
is not fireproof.
Arthur Butler Graham, of Graham
situation oc- provided.
in the
A new development John
Reynolds, and Frederic Coudert, Jr., are
&
Fathe
Flmn,
C.
curred yesterday, when
stud.o man- the attorneys for the defendants.
vice-president, and H. F. Lally,
Richard Stradling, erroneously added to
of second
charges
on
arraigned
ager, were
reports of fatalities Wednesday, was reported
designing
degree manslaughter "without
charge
to be doing fairly well in the Harlem hosthe technical
effect death," which is
pital yesterday, although the nature of his
killed in a buildbrought "when persons are
stored burns has placed him in a critical condition.
'explosive substances' are
violation

The

legal

of

R. K. O.

was adjourned

case

Pathe
Universal
First National

£

United Artists
Vitaphone Corp.

where

ing

Tiffany-Stahl
Educational Pictures

CLASS A HOLDERS SEEK TO

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Exhibitors Poster Supply Co.
And many others equally well known.

EXAMINE SKOURAS BOOKS
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

support to the Hoover plan for

its

of

stabilization

the

Nations

busi-

of

pros-

and the continuance

ness

perity.

been
already
has
Klein,
L.
Edward
through
launched
who a
the association's president,
with the
week ago was in conference
plan

The

pTesidem of the U.
to

Commerce,

Chamber-of

S.

whom

submitted

he

drawingjnA
an original poster
that it be
slogan with a suggestion
to aid
industries
national
adopted by
in

program.

the Hoover
symbolic male fagThe poster represent, a
6
^^eeTVhe'whell oftulinesT'Turn

T 8 "n

^
P

VinSnt

Trntta's

St K>Kfe

his

of

and

work

its

books to determine the value

of

holdings.
The petitioners allege that the Skouras brothers, Sprros P. Charles P. and George P.
Skouras, owned a majority of the
Class B stock until last January
when they disposed of their holdings to Warners and that since then
the latter have dominated the Skouras theaters, keeping the corporation out of the market for other
pictures and causing depreciation of
their

A

The Skouras
stock.
the Class
Bros. Enterprises, Inc., has 25,000
stock and 50,000
shares of Class
shares of Class B stock.

A

A

few units from 600 feet up are still
available for immediate occupancy.

Early

"~

(Continued from Page 1)
Virginia has 85,

West

54

the

Western

silent.

Electric

leads

a

representative

DeForest,
Biophone, 20.
36;

industry

Metzger

By

is

Re-elected

Indiana Exhibitors

15;

Phototone,

12;

W. Weir
Bureau,

—

Hospital.

Many more
at no

THE FILM DAILY

Film Tunes in Publix Hour
tion.
grand
A program ranging from during
Talking Television System
opera to jazz will be offered
over the
system of television bringing
A
the Publix-Paramount hour
Feahas
night.
Saturday
chain
Columbia
talking pictures into the home
mus- been developed in the Jenkins labortured on the program will be
"The Love Pa- atories in Jersey City. The use of
ical numbers from
receiver
a new form of television
rade" and "Pointed Heels."
momakes it possible to synchronize
Mebane, N.

Mebane House
S.

Parnell's

Majestic has been destroyed by nre.

tion
it

is

used.

pictures
stated.

to

A

radio broadcasting
four-inch screen is

more

attractive feature*
rental.

COMPANY
GROSS & BROWN
PTTNT

He

appendix on Tuesday and failed to
recover from an emergency opera-

tion.

stations.

Unequalled shipping facilities.
Exceptionally low insurance rates.

Coast
continues for W est
term starts Jan. 1 and
Leslie W. Weir,
Angeles
Los
term
Previous to his first
a year.
division manager for Pathe,
Western
president
was
in this office, Metzger
Hollywood
associa- died yesterday in the
and general manager of the
suffered a ruptured

C. - C.

45™ 5T-

Fireproof Vaults.
Projection and Inspection Rooms.

Dies
In Hollywood Hospital

Leslie

(Continued from Page 1)

Firt Destroys

AVENUE

Near "L" and subway

all

other systems in use in the district,
has 30
with 105 installations.
equipments; Pacent, 77; Mellaphone,

RCA

this

ora

st.

74 windows to a floor.
3 street frontages.

This
cm
theaters equipped and 30
46
city
has
worn

of business stabilization.
and the printed
nels such as the screen
aid in bringing to
will be utilized to

?n making
organS
movement.

advisable.

Designed for the film Industry.

of

them wired and 30 unwired.

publicity

is

FILM CENTER BLDG.

Wired Houses Lead, 378
to 216, in Pittsburgh Area
these

All

application

at

department

art

d,

in the lobby of the Film Center

reads like a roster of the leaders in the industry.
Your name listed there will be in the company
of organizations such as

given at the Imperial Theater, New York, tomorrow.

in

13, 1929

A

270

Tel. Caledonia 7000

MADISON AVE.

booklet
Call at the building or send for illustrated

FILM CENTER,

Inc.

Owners and Builders

ABE

N.

ADELSON,

President
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SHORT SUBJECTS
ARE COMING BACK

OWN

INTO THEIR
AGAIN THIS YEAR

Many

Exhibitors are Responding to

The Film Daily

Relief

Have You Done Your

Fund

Bit

?

KEEP POSTED ON

SHORTS THRU
THE INDUSTRY'S
LEADING MEDIUM

It lifts

the small theatre

supremacy in
sound reproduction
to

»J.III|.J^WlJ'ULJ

WC"

TYPE
MODEL
IS HERE!

4

At last! The theatre of 500 capacity and under
can have the finest system of sound reproduction in the world!

TYPE "G"
The small house can compete with the
big one upon an equal footing of superiority

At

last !

Designed and built expressly
for the theatre of

500 CAPACITY

in sound equipment!

AND UNDER

RCA Photophone, Inc., after months of research
and

and

ready
to install an equipment especially designed
and especially built to meet the needs of the
theatre of 500 capacity and under.
practical tests, has perfected

is

Provides Sound on Film and
Sound on Disc, and brings the
same perfection of vocal reproduction, the same fidelity of tone
and the same superior engineering and craftsmanship that have

This equipment, called Type "G," is the Baby
Grand of the great RCA Photophone Family.
It brings to your theatre the utmost in sound
reproduction and embodies the finest principles of electrical and acoustical engineering.
Into it have gone all the experience, all the
genius, all the resources of RCA Photophone,
Inc., and its associated companies, great institutions whose laboratories have been the very
birthplace of sound reproduction.

identified

The Average Weekly Cost
(Over a period of three years)
including

RENTAL
SERVICE CHARGE

AND INTEREST
(When Deferred Payments are used)
Terms may be arranged on a one, two or three
year basis

take pride in offering TYPE «G" to the
small theatres of America, and you will be
proud of it, too! It is something to be proud of,
to exploit

and

Address

all

inquiries to,

puts your small theatre

ATLANTA:

IOI

MARIETTA STREET

Commercial Department

advertise!

KCA PHOTOPHONE, Inc.
SUBSIDIARY OK
OI^AMKRICA

among the big ones!

4i

HAIHO

It

RCA PHOTOPHONE

as the sound system supreme.

We

something

SI

CHICAGO: I0O W.

MONROE STREET

KA MSA S

CITY,

i

FIFTH

MO: DAVIDSON

BLDC.

A V

E

N

<:<

U

DC NVi R: 817- I7TH STREET

T HIN

EW YORK.
SAN FRANCISCO: 235

CITY

MONTGOMERY

STREET

iHE
^NEWSPAPER

AHDWEEKLY
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Sunday, December

Offer $ 1,00

Cities
Intensive

Probe

intensive
investigation,
prompted by the Pathe studio tragedy, of New York fire regulations

and their enforcement was under way
Friday, fire departments throughout
the country asserted that rules are
being rigidly enforced in replying to
a checkup made by
FILM

THE

The New York

investiga-

was being personally supervised
by Mayor James J. Walker.
tion

No New

Drastic Regulations
Expected For L. A. District
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY

—

Hollywood
Imposition of new
and more drastic fire regulations in
this locality is not expected owing
to the fact that they were tightened
following
tories

the

Consolidated

Labora-

fire.

Sound Pictures Have Caused
Stricter Rules in Ottawa

—

Ottawa
Believing that sound
houses afford an increased fire menace, the Government has tightened
up fire regulations as they apply to
these theaters. Cement floors and
improvement projection booths have
been required and several houses in
Ontario were closed for failure to
comply with the new regulations.

I

Cleveland Reports Its Fire
Rules Rigidly Enforced

—

Cleveland Fire laws are being
rigidly enforced here.
The Cleveland exchange center has rated between 99 and 100 per cent, during the
past year in inspection records.

May Limit Houses

EASTERN STUDIOS PAY

Stillwater, Minn.
to be a new

seems

e

DAILY.

IN HOYTS,

Under

In N. Y. Following Studio Fire
1

TRIBUTEJQ

FIRE

Tribute to those lost

all

— Strict

regulations
now in effect here and there is
no indication that the Baltimore Fire
Dept. will find it necessary to make
fire

them more stringent.

in or-

Pathe

sidering a measure to limit local theaters to two houses. The

in the

was paid by studios in the East
Friday by temporarily suspending
production work. Warners and RCA
p.

gag

DEAD

fire

were closed
ing until 1

— What

dinances has cropped up in this
city.
The city council is con-

morning, not

ordinance,

if passed, will be in
effect until the city increases to
at least 15,000 population.

start-

m., while Paramount
at 10 a. m. for five

More than 250 theaters in Australia
now are controlled under one banner
a

as

of a combine of both
Theaters Ltd., and Hoyts
Theaters Ltd., both powerful theater
circuits, completed Friday, according
to a cable received by Eric P. Streresult

Union

The

WORLDART PICTURES GETS

(Continued on Page 3)

representative

New

in

for

York.

total assets of the new
(Continued on Page 3)

UFA PRODUCT FOR N.E. ZONE MORE

Harry Lachman Re-Signs
With British International

com-

REGIaOELLOWS

Henry Sonenshine, president of
OBEY RELJEFFUND URGE
Lachman, British Worldart Pictures Co., Inc. New
International's
American director, York, has purchased from Milton D.
Another good showing was made
has spiked rumors that he was to Kolb, who recently settled a suit
leave the company and make multi- with Ufa Films, Inc., all the assets by THE FILM DAILY RELIEF
linqual films by signing a new con- of Ufa Eastern Division Distribu- FUND yesterday as a result of
checks for $100 each from Albert
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 11)
Warner and Walter Reade, in addition to responses from seven more

London

— Harry

Atlanta Police Attribute
Incident to Labor Trouble
Atlanta— Rewards

WARNERS RESUME WORK

totaling $1,000
offered for information
leading to the arrest of dynamitng racketeers who partially wrecked
:he lobby of the 10th St., managed
(Continued on Page 3)

been

have
:

AT COAST JANUARY 15

Publix Appoints Abelson
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
South Dakota Supervisor
Hollywood— Resumption of activi-

—

ties at the Warner studios will beSioux Falls, S. D. Arthur Abelson
gin Jan. 15, when nine features are has been appointed South Dakota
expected to be placed into produc- state supervisor for Publix. He will

make

his

headquarters in this

city.

Film Boards of Trade, the principal
ones being Cleveland, $76; Cincin-r
(Continued on Page 4)

PARAMOUFlSlPORTED
-PLANNING jPANISH FILMS
West

Arbitration the Big Topic
Tremendous Importance Attached

to Deliberations of ExhibitorDistributor Conference on Standard Contract More Drastic
Fire Regulations Expected as Pathe Studio Fire Reaction

By

ARTHUR

—

W.

EDDY

tremendous

importance to the industry have
Rejoin
Syndicale
been in progress behind closed doors this past week in New York.
Paramount, Fox, Warner Bros., With newspapermen taboo, delegates representing the M.P.T.O.A., Allied
First National M-G-M, United Art- States and distributors have been using the ironing board to smooth out
ists and Universal have rejoined the differences pertaining to the standard exhibition contract and more parof

Chambre

(Continued on Page 3)

Bureau,

Coast

Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY

— Paramount

is

under-

to be considering production
The numof talkers in Spanish.
ber of films has not yet been deter-

stood

mined,

J.

it

is

understood.

E. Brulator Opens Third

Branch

American Film Companies DELIBERATIONS

(Continued on Page 3)

Companies Control 98 Per
Cent of Australian First
Run Houses

litz,
American
Union Theaters

stopped work
minutes observance.
Funerals were held for two of the
fire victims.
Services for Edna Bur-

tion.

Report Baltimore Regulations
As Strict; No Change Seen
Baltimore

Price 25 Cents

UNION ^COMBINE
Throughout Country Report Rigid Fire Laws

Way
i

1929

15,

Reward in Atlanta Dynamiting Probe

THEATERS

250

\Y h

FILM DIGEST

in

Continuing

Expansion Move
its

expansion program,

E. Brulator, Inc., has opened a
third branch with opening of of(Continued on Page 3)

J.

Hollywood A 11 Sound
FILM
—THE
Huntley's,

West Coast Bur.

Hollywood
last

silent

theater

in

DAILY
the

Holly-

wood, has gone sound. Western Electric equipment is being installed.

THE

s2£2

DAILY

I

INDEX

FILM DIGEST

JOHN

Pr"ce 25 Cents

Sunday, December 15. 1929

TIMELY TOPICS, Digest
THEIR FIRST JOBS

EDITOR AND PUBLISHER

M.IC0ATE

W.

ARBITRATION THE BIG TOPIC, An
FINANCIAL, Daily Market Activities
FILM DAILY'S FEATURE PAGE

Inc.

W.

J.

President.

Alicoate,

Editor and Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau,
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D. J. McNerney, sales manager
Seattle branch of United
of the
Artists, has been transferred to San
Francisco, where he will serve in a
similar capacity, according to an an-

Hollywood
6760 Santa Monica

Warners to Entertain Kiddies
The Warners will play hosts

Picture

City.
opening at War-

N.

at

children at the 16th an-

Blv(J

J|

Gladstone 6103

j|

Christmas
nual "Evening World"
party the mornings of Dec. 26 and
28 at the Central.

Bea-

Y.

conference with proon the company's
forthcoming productions.
En route
to New York, Goldberg, stopped at
various exchange centers.
in

officials

Rembusch In N. Y.

theis

Main

of Spyros
visited this

city

Frank J. Rembusch, president of
the M. P. Congress, arrived in New
York Friday from Pittsburgh, where
he was a guest at the Pa. State Exhibitors

convention

in

that

city.

Continue Joint Confab
Joint sessions of exhibitors and
distributors working out
standard
contract problems, especially as they
concern the arbitration system, will
be continued Saturday at the Union
League Club with Felix Feist presiding.

plots.
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RKO St. Louis Branch
Louis — Earl Penrod, former
Indianapolis, has
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salesman
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. New York's

24

duction

H. fice, succeeding Harry Weiss,
nouncement by Al Lichtman.
Harden has been named to succeed signed. He is a brother to C. E.
Other changes are Penrod manager of the Ind. branch
him in Seattle.
the appointment of Fred Lind to for the same company.
handle sales in northern and central
Washington and Idaho and the assigning of Fred Talbot to southern
Washington and Oregon.
Center Film Exchange Opened
Center Film Exchange has been
opened in New York to handle independent product for the New York
and Northern New Jersey territories.
Jack Ferst is owner of the exchange
located at 630 Ninth Ave.

Little

of Shows"
Los Angeles, Calif.
Opening of "Tiger Rose"

where he was

new

side of

the

New York

Joe Goldberg, Columbia sales manager, arrived in New York yesterday
from a seven week trip to the coast

McNerney is Transferred
to San Francisco by U. A.
Earl Penrod Made Mgr.
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Columbia Sales Manager
Arrives From Coast Trip
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ater to be the largest in this city

St.,

22

ner,

Meyer Working Out Plan Warners to Build 3,500
Seat Theater in Akron
To Feed Foreign Market

Two

Dec.

7

— Building

the-

Wast

of "Virginian" at Rialto
Y.
Premiere of "Devil May Care" at
Astor, N. Y.

7

costing about $7,500,000. Ground for
the new Akron house is expected to
be broken about March 1, 1930.

3
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Akron, O.

for
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Opening
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Telegraph

Trade practice conference

N.

and looked over the proposed
Report of the new Warner
project follows closely upon the announcement made some time ago
that Warners would build two theaters in Playhouse Square, Cleveland,

30
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*Nat.
Xat.

Dec.

5
5

antagonistic to
logue in English.
500
6H
Meyer is dissolving Meyer-Lord,
1954 17,200
booking agency. He intends to re55
42% 20,300 turn to the Coast early next week
500
39
and there concentrate his future ac-

rts
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MARRIAGE PLAYGROUND ... 9 WHITE SHEIK
8
SHORT SUBJECTS
SOUND

Abe Meyer, in New York from the
Coast, is working out a plan involving the synchronizing of pictures for
Silent product
the foreign market.
treated in this way, he believes, will
meet with popularity with foreign

19
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OFFER $1,000 REWARD IN

Arbitration the Big Topic

250 THEATERS

IN

HOYTS,

(Continued from Page 1)

ATLANTA DYNAMITE PROBE
(Continued from Page

III

touch means dollars in business, plans organization of companies
of "get together or else"
the "or in England and France to carry on
else" meaning that unless an accord its installations and servicing
Wednesday: Robert T. Kane bobs
is reached in the situation, the Government, acting under the Judge up in France with a plan to spend
Thacher decision, will step in and $10,000,000 on production of talkers
in French.
Here, at least, is one
force matters
The dark spot of the week came enterprising American who's not gowith the tragic fire at the Pathe ing to let the foreign market go to
Looks like there must be
Sound Studios, Tuesday. It is de- pot
plorable that such a catastrophe is a dough-providing market for sound
Paramount will release
necessary to emphasize the need of newsreels.
strict
enforcement of fire regula- two of 'em in sound each week beginning Feb. 27
There's an intions
Monday; An interesting sidelight creased optimistic reaction from the
ticularly as it pertains to the arbitration system.
It seems to be a case

1)

bv Mrs. Anna Aiken Patterson. City
police attribute the incident to union
labor trouble.
Two months ago the
management, declining to meet demands of union operators, began employment of non-union men.

The theater has offered $800 of
the aggregate reward while the Independent M. P. Machine Operators
have put up an additional $200. Independent operators are now manning
about 12 projection rooms in Atlanta,
all
except the Metropolitan, being

—

neighborhood houses.
Two months ago anonymous cir- is focused on the Fox refinancing sitculars were distributed through the uation by news to the effect thai
10th
10th

St.
St.

section declaring that "the
theater is endangering the
women and children from

$27,000,000

of

the

$91,000,000

debt

understood held by interests rep-

is

resented by John E. Otterson, presiby employing incompetent dent of Electrical Research Products,
non-union operators."
The theater and Harry L. Halsey of Halsey, Stureplied with a trailer saying:
"The art & Co., the two trustees appoint10th St. theater employs only com- ed to aid the film magnate in workDigging a
petent operators who have been duly ing out his difficulties.
licensed by the electrical superinten- little below the surface reveals that
dent after passing the rigid examina- Electrical Research is wholly owned
tion required by the City of At- by Western Electric, which, in turn,
is owned, 98 per cent by A. T. & T
lanta."
lives

of

film

fire

•

American Film Companies
Rejoin Chambre Syndicate
Chambre Syndicale, the French trade
organization, it has been learned, as
a result of interviews with Charles
Delac, the president, and Harold
Smith of the Hays organization.

W.

E. Scores More Points
In Foreign Patent Suits

Western
Electric
received
has
cable advices from its European office to the effect that the Swiss court
in Zurich has dismissed the request
for an injunction against the Capitol in that City on the use of its
Western Electric equipment. This
court has further suspended all similar
proceedings
until
an action
brought by W. E., to invalidate the
opposing patents involved, can be
heard on its merits.
Another point has been scored by
Western Electric in London, where
a court has refused to grant a petition made by German interests^ to
'inspect W. E. equipment, against

1

|

j

!

.

!

|

which patent infringement
Empire.

1

is

claimed

at the

J.
i

E. Brulator Opens Third

Branch

in

Expansion Move

(Continued from Page 1)

pees
I

I

1727 Indiana Ave., Chicago.
Other branches of the company are
located in Los Angeles and Long
Island City.
at

Photos Taken on Metal
Ithaca, N. Y.

—A new photographic

making

possible to record
pictures on metal without the use oi
sensitized plates have been developed by Dr. P. H. Carr, a graduate
student at Cornell University.

process

A Smoky

•

with
that

the
the

standard

City judge agrees
decision, finding
arbitration clause in the
contract is illegal and in-

Thacher

A

valid.

(Continued from Page 1)

sonal

lot

ing

preceded

The

deal

of
this

Federal

annual

when he proposes

again, this
tion of an association of laboratories.
Better business practices is its
principal aim and a worthy one..
The sound picture era has
shot enough holes in foreign sales
charts of American distributors to
force United Artists to rearrange and
incidentally reduce its facilities in

—

Europe.

to

Joe

Friday:

Looks

like

more

drastic

regulations will be evoked as a
result of the Pathe studio fire tragEven Mayor Jimmy Walker,
edy.
long an intimate friend of the industry, may sit in on the investigation.
All pepped up Universal divi-

.

—

Audible Preparing Third

Universal Managers Changed
Atlanta
appointed

—R.

B. Williams has been
branch manager of UniAtlanta, succeeding C. P.

versal in
Lester, who has been transferred to
Kansas City to fill the place of Leo

Abrams.
Marinette House Opens

—

Marinette, Wis. The new Marinette has opened here with sound

houses controlled by

are; 12 in Sydney; 11
five in Adelaide; four in
four in Newcastle; four in the

Perth;

South Coast Circuit; four at Brisbane and numerous other houses in
surrounding surburbs. While the majority of the 101 houses controlled

Coast

Bureau,

Hollywood

Pictures

TRIBUTE TO FIRE DEAD
(Continued from Page 1)
dancer, were conducted at the
Holy Name Church, 96th St. and
Amsterdam Ave. Final tribute was
paid Judd W. Quinn, studio employee, with a high requiem mass at
St. Paul's Roman Catholic Church,

ford,

Brooklyn.
Stradling's Condition Serious
Richard Stradling, electrician, who
was badly burned in the Pathe studio
fire,

was reported

condition
Hospital.

its series, name"The Lotus Lady," which will
soon go into production under super-

preparing the third of

at

the

still

night

last

in

a
the

in

serious

Harlem

Syracuse Houses Fight
Over "Rita" Second Run
Syracuse, N. Y.— A legal fight is
in

prospect

Keith here

decide whether the
within its rights in play-

to
is

ing a return engagement of "Rio
Rita" in the face of the fact that the
Salina Theater Corp. claims a contract for the second run showing of
the picture here. The R-K-O people
contend that the return engagement
does not constitute a second run, but
the Salina Corp. argues that it is
entitled to the picture on its second
appearance here and will resort to
injunction proceedings unless R-K-O
its

plans.

is

ly,

Young

South

EASTERN STUDIOS PAY

THE FILM DAILY changes

—Audible

vision of Lon
Art Studios.

Australia and two each at
Australia and Queensland.

Tec-

Harry Lachman Re-Signs
With British International
(Continued from Page 1)

with International to make a
Andrew Arbuckle Dead
number of pictures. After finishing
Buffalo Andrew Arbuckle, actor, "Song of Soho," Lachman will begin
is dead here, according to word re- production on another talker as yet
untitled.
ceived by his brother James, Jr.
tract

it

pictures.

West

the

Melbourne;

Sam Goldwyn,
swing the knife..

sion and exchange managers set off
opening gun signaling the selling seaAn edict of far-reaching
son
consequences is issued by the Chicago fire department, compelling exhibitors to remove all padding not
approved by them in the walls of
and within three days.
their houses
Inconvenient but certainly a valutown. We'll expect bigger and bet- able preventative measure
Today: Australia breaks into the
ter seats, after that
Tuesday: Attracting national at- headlines with a cabled report that
tention Tennessee exhibs are set to 250 houses were combined today
expend every possible effort to spike under a deal between Hoyts and
the proposed state tax of 10 oer cent, Union chains. Sounds like American
Fire
on theater admissions. This is one theater expansion figures
movement, at least, that will have regulations investigation is going on
intensively in New York and it certhe entire industry's sympathy
The Fox situation, which never for tainly looks serious from where we
Exhibitors throughout the
a moment has implied that there is sit
anything organically wrong with the land will cheer Mrs. Anna Aiken
structure of the companies involved, Patterson in her efforts to run to
looks brighter with the statement earth the parties responsible for the
that there are no pressing obligations dynamiting of her 10th St. Theater
RCA at Atlanta. And every right-minded
against the organization
photophone, convinced that the per- union official, too.
.

Among

Union Theater

Schenck, along with

side-partner,
leaves Saturday to
his

get rid of Loew's is still alive. The
stock price believed under consideration is considerably lower than the
figure Fox paid when he acquired
the organization not so long ago..
.Theater seat manufacturers will
now take their turn at attending a
trade practice conference, scheduled
for Dec. 19 in Abram F. Myer*9
.

Geech represented Union Theaters

Ltd.

The
"shoulder-to- by Hoyts are located as follows:
66
movement gains impetus in Victoria; 19 at New South Wales;
time through the forma- seven in New Zealand; five at
West

Thursday:
shoulder"

fire

decision

M-G-M,

at

stockholders'
meeting
putting Paramount
stock on a $4 annual basis
the

prob-

whereby Fox is reported
negotiating with William Randolph
Hearst, the newspaper and picture
man, and Louis B. Mayer and J.
Robert Rubin, both of

words uttered by Adolph Zukor

(Continued from Page 1)
bine now is approximately $50,000,000 and completely dominates the exhibition field in Australia with fully
98 per cent of the first run house
now under one banner. In completing the deal, F. W. Thring and G.
F. Griffith acted for Hoyts interests
while Stuart F. Doyle and Edwin

—
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The Barrel

is

Far From

everyone should help in putting the
drive over.

MORE REGULAR FELLOWS

More Names Needed

OBEY RELIEF FUND URGE
{Continued from Page 1)
na-ti,

and

$59.75; Pittsburgh, $47,
Other film boards
$38.50.

and Salt Lake City.
were received from W.
German, E. S. Manheimer.i of
J.
The Film Exchange, J. D. Clark,
Advance Trailers Service and Gabriel
Ore.,
Checks also

land,

'

The returns of the last few days,
especially the wonderful spirit and
co-operation shown by the Film
Trade in taking up collec5 cents to $1 as sugfrom
tions of
gested to them by C. C. Pettijohn,
of

inas well as the evidence of greater
terest on the part of important men
relief
in the industry, has made the
fund committee feel that the goal of
$10,000 is yet a possibility by Christmas. It is pointed out that the reali-

zation of this goal would be a great
credit to the people in the business,
so there is an additional reason why

Wa'ter Rcade
Addie Dannenberg

Edna Sussman
H. J. Yates
Columbia Pictures
Emil E. Shauer
E. A. Schiller
Joseph I. Schnitzer
Keystona Engraving Co.
Buffalo Film Board of Trade
Harold B. Franklin
Alfred Gottesman
Motion Picture News
St. Louis Film Board of Trade
New York Film Board of Trade
Associated Motion Picture Advertisers
Starr

Dave Bader
Robert F.

Jesse L. Lasky
W. E. Raynor
Herschel Stuart
Silas F. Seadler
W. B. Frank
C. J. North

Eva Warshawsky
Leo Klebanow
of

Trade

D. C. Gillette

Jack Alicoate
Albert Warner

Herman

H. H. Buxbaum
Kansas City Film Board of Trade
Ralph Pielow
Sam E. Morris

Sam Warshawsky

N. L. Manheira
T. W. Williams
M. J. Kandell
William Ornstein
W. F. Rogers
Omaha Film Board

Cleveland Film Board of Trade

Film Board of Trade
Chicago Film Board of Trade
Seattle

W.
of

Trade

A.

Yearsley
J.

L. J.

Mintz

Trade

Schlaifer
of

Trade

Louis Pelegrine
Walter Eberhardt

M. J. Garrity
Eugene Zukor

Klingensmith

Thomas D. Goldberg

Emil C. Jensen
Louis K. Sidney
Denver Film Board of Trade
H. D. Buckley
Paul Lazarus
Oklahoma City Film Board of Trade

Harford Theater

Walbrook Amusement Co.
William R. Ferguson
Don M. Mersereau
Marvin M. Kirsch
Dave Miller

Clark

Cleveland Tops Film Boards
of

Charles Einfeld

Des Moines Film Board
Isaac Weinberg
Samuel H. Levin

German

Advance Trailers Service
Gabriel Hess
Salt Lake City Film Board of Trade
Pittsburgh Film Board of Trade
Portland, Ore., Film Board of Trade

Dash

J.

San Francisco Film Board
S.

D.

J.

Film Board of Trade
Leopold Friedman
New Orleans Film Board of Trade
Indianapolis

M.

J.

Cincinnati Film Board of Trade
E. S. Manheimer

Don Malkames

Bill

Have Morel
Felix Feist
E. M. Saunders

Herbert S. Berg
Arthur W. Eddy
Richard Brady
Dario L. Faralla
Ferdinand Luporini

William Massce
Albany Film Board
N. D. Golden

Motion Picture Salesmen, Inc.

sending checks were Chicago, Port-

Boards

Joseph M. Schenck
Ned Depinet
Al Lichtman
Dr. A. H. Giannini

Thomas Meighan

Seattle,

Hess.

for This List!

Full— Let's
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With

its
collection of $76, from
125 employees of local film exchanges,
the Cleveland Film Board of Trade
tops the list in amount of money obtained for the relief fund.
The donators from the Cleveland district
are:
A. J. Mertz, C. E. Almy, O. J. Ruby. F.
D. Drew, H. R. Skirboll, J. C. Osserman,
M. Simon, J. E. Fontaine, N. Lefton, W. J.
Brandt, Herbert Kaufman, I. J. Schmertz,

Beck, Charles Kranz, M. L.
dayman, N. Alexander, J. A.
Jack Lefky, M. L. Koppelman, P.

J.

E.

Mr.

Weiner,
Conant,
J.

For-

tune, J. O. Schoeninger, L. G. Dowdell, J.
Krenitz, R. Novish, J. Donahoe, A. E. Engel-

A

REG'LAR

GUY

Ijert,
George Becker, R. O. Flemm, William
Onie, E. A. Catlin, Miss R. Leiphart, Miss
M. Ashley, Miss H. Rich, Miss A. Miller,
Miss B. Koteles. Miss W. Kiena, J. Krurla,
A. Ochs, Miss B. Weiss, Howard Roth, Mia
B. Closson, Miss H. Wiesenberg. J. Spiegle,
H. Lund, M. Greenwald, G. Robb, William
Selman, Jack Flennery, Lester Zucker, J. C.
Fishman, H. J. Ochs, Miss Esther Goldberg,
D. Davidson, C. J. Ward, D. Klein, J. F.
Bruce, Miss S. Lichter, Frank Hunt, Too
Alley, Miss Ethel Epstein, Miss A. Sullivan,
Miss R. Perlman. E. Graves, Miss G. Kelley,
C. Rice, H. Fosbender, Miss A. Wise Gordon,
Mi-s C. Bomstein, Miss D. Friedman, T.
Felice, J. Predota, Nativa Suckow, Georgia D.
Moffett, Dorsey Broun, Eddie Care, Stephen
Andrews, Herman Booth, W. A. Kent, J.
M. Jacobs, J. Soglovitz, W. Watmough, lio
Jones,
A. Mooney, Peter T. Dana, J,
Mooney, W. Lissner, Frank Belles, S.
Gorrell, E. J. Cantor, E. H. Bailey, S.
Silversteen, A. Myers, Ernestine Bauer,
Dworken, D. E. Pratt, F. H. Hathaway,
Gerson, L. A. Freiberg, C. C. Deardourff,
D. B. Cowing, Miss Claudia Astrom, E.
Sedin, M. J. Click. H. S. Laws, A. F.
Braeunig, C. S. Lowe, John Sabat, John Wein.
Bob Nero, Jimmy Nealon, Joseph Limoli,
M. Fish, M. McGrath, Miss F. Davis, Miss
V. Theis, Miss S. Cousins, Miss A. Tru;_
Himmelein, B. Handler, Fanny Gabi
J.
Rose Weitz, Anna .Newborn, Miss A. Lee,
A. Valentour.

M

Edna

Seattle Contributors
H. Bechel, M. Carney,

Alkire,

A.

Carlson, Alice Filson. Ann Pederson. H. KSarles, L. Tutmark, C. Lawson, Ella Bradem, Margaret Frink, Agues Stockman, Elda
Bachelor, Frances Zeigler, A. Rostrom, Elmo
Eaton, A. Gollofon, W. A. Crank, C. L
Theuerkauf, James Brooks, Melva Hughes,
Edith Lynn, Ruth Foster, Margarte Le Montame, Flora Bacon,
Lucille Kirch, I. Sid
Erma Sevenson, V. Zienka, V. Grand)
Al Hampton, Robert Osborn, Tony Silign
George M. Ballentine, Peter Higgins, W.
Ackles, Paul Mcllheny, Lillian Engles, Ha
Blatt, Peggy Stryker, Edna Barteil. Kay \V
len, Helen Baliut, Dorothy Colson, How
Carney,
Tonl
Jack Allender,
Florence
Stella De Beauleaux, Isabel
Boivin, Glo
Wilder, Betty Fowler, Budd Denton, L. Wi

Mrs. Crowe, Wm. Kostenbader, Elo
Stanton, Violet Miller, Cecil Grewel, W.
Bioom,
A. G. Clapp, Neil Walton, P.
Carroll, L. Davis, W. H. Lamont, Fol
Rankin, Lillian Sankey, Anne Frost,
tina Hogan, Ida Liaset, J. W. Parry, _

ham,

Destqmed by Associated Motion. PictiMe
Advertisers for the Film Dailydebt/ Fund.

Kelly,

Eva Haydon, John Fitzharris,
{Continued on Page 10)
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Timely Topics
A

o—
—

Along The Rialto

Digest of
Current Opinion

Censor Not Hired to Weigh
Artistic Values, is Opinion

THE

as to what is right
and what is wrong
certainly,

he,

artistically
artistically,

not

is

to

James Gow
"The Sunday World",
*

*

may be interested
YOU
addition to the Leaper

New

in

York.

*

Holds Dialogue Regulates
of Love in Talkers

necessity

left to the imagination.
require fine writing to
make the same, spoken, as full
of tenderness and poesy as that
which exists in the mind only.
But there are playwrights equal
to the task.
Dialogue that is
what will make the love sparkle

will

—

American

*

Some more

Artistic dialogue, tipped with the fire of passion, vivid with the flame of
truth.

Jacques Feyder, Director
*

*

Sherwood Says Films Will
Ever Be Dependent on Stage
screen
THE always
it

its

will

continue,

as

chief source of talent

and ma-

Now,

with

talking pictures definitely
established, it is obvious that in
most cases the actor who has
had stage training will enjoy an
appreciable advantage over the
actor who has never appeared in
person before an audience. What
the movies can take from the
stage what they have always
taken from the stage and prois youth, and enfited thereby
thusiasm, and the creative urge.
Robert E. Sherwood in the

—

*

*

Hank

Linet, the dashing youth of Columbia, phones to claim "Hell's Bells" for dear 'Id Columbia, they
made it as a Disney Silly Symphony and also adds "Hell's Island"
Well, try this one:
a feature with Holt in the lead
many sister teams working in the picture game? Beat this gang,
the Arons, four in all, and getting their scheckels from M-G-M,
Helen, Rita and Dorothy and Madeline with the Capitol

How

*

*

*

*

Frederic Fradkin, violinist, has been added to the list of
scheduled for the Roxy.
Remember him when he was
Handles a mean bow, that man.
with the Warner theater?
Sidney Blackmer by this time is evidently nearing the
center of the U. S. A. on his auto hike to the Coast, "Murder Will
Out" the cause of this urgent ride

(artists

*

*

*

The Rosenstein duo, Mr. and Mrs. of Rosco Lab, B'klyn, who
always carry a horseshoe in their car, sure can thank the luck
While hitting it up on Ocean Parkway,
it brought them recently.
they smashed with another machine, completely demolished their
own, without any personal injuries. Luck, and how
*

*

*

*

Joe Fisher, Singapore exhibitor,

who

has been in

New York

THIS

TRY

typewriter exercise on

your word-mangling machine,
All ready?

lers.

Let's start:

fel-

"Now

the time for all good film men to
to the aid of The Film Daily
Relief Fund."
is

come

Once more. Now
That's great.
follow with this little exercise: "Enclosed please find check as my bit
toward the good cause."

You can vary this
way you like just

last exercise

—
check.

any

so long as you
send the
Atta boy.
knew
it
was just an oversight that you
hadn't sent it before this.

We

*

Coming up

*

the

in

elevator,

we

found ourself alone with two Roxyette cuties.
And take it from us,
pal, they were eye-dazzlers. One had

her leg— er— limb raised up with her
foot resting on the other's knee
while her friend tied the shoelace.

The chorinette tying the lace remarks: "This is my daily good
deed." We speaks up as the elevator stops at our floor. "Mitt us, kid.
I'm a Boy Scout, too." * * * And
she threw both her mitts at us.

buying equipment and
picture house,

made

films for the Orient's first ultra-modern
a hurried trip to Boston the past week
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Ann Harding Week,
observed

in

when two

Los Angeles

*

*

Neilson convinces
theatrical

of the Pathe star's pictures

circles

Titles

Publicity

to

Men)

Just a press agent's last resting place
Bought on the installment plan,
.With the last payment clear
He flopped down here
worn out but happy man.
*
*
*.

A

G. R. (Jerry) Keyser, foreign pubblurber for First Nash, burns
up the A. T. & T. telephone system
this morn to advise us that one of
the also-ran in a British trade paper
contest for an alternative name for
the "talkies" submitted "cineMUTlicity

P. A. notices sort of suggest that we newspapermen are now
Paramount is contributing "The
getting a break in pitchers.
River Inn" to the swelling crop of newspaper yarns and "U"
is pepped up over "The Night Ride," which also deals with gents
Ken Hansen, assistant to Boris Morros, Pubof the press
lix music big chief, has been transferred to the editorial staff
of "Publix Opinion," which, in case you don't know, is the
Publix house organ. He'll aid Ben Serkowich
*

Tombstone
{.Dedicated

*

Lynn Farnol, who gets publicity for Sam Goldwyn, has been
appointed to the board of trustees of the Birth Control League,
The Bremen's passenger list contains the names
no less
of Mr. and Mrs. Sidney R. Kent, who gangplank Saturday.
John McCormack's initial talker may be appropriately released on St. Patrick's Day, according to Fox whisperings
*

has done, to find

terial in the living theater.

*

"hells,"

films.

*

Nancy Lou is the latest
The head man of the family

M DALY

that

we?

*

TN the voiceless picture the
* language of love is of a

in

know

By PHIL

Earl T. Leaper, who
Paramount and does a good
A fellow by the name of G. D. Lottman,
job of that also
handling the pen for Robbins Music Corp., tells us "How
I
to Know" is stepping out as the "best" seller, well, how were

is

Warmth

It

to

family.
manages the

blame.

He is hired as a watchdog and
not as a dramatic critic.

THA T'S
THAT

with
PhilM. Daly, Jr.

Am

censors are, perhaps, worthy of more sympathy than
they receive.
Only with an unyielding standard of what is
right morally and what is wrong
morally can the censor function
efficiently.
If his standard occasionally
conflicts
with
the
somewhat vague ideas we hold

—AND

us,

was

unofficially

from Dec.

were presented

S

to

TERgraph."

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

12

there.

—

"New York Evening

Post"

THEIR
FIRST

JOBS

DECEMBER 14-15-MANY HAPPY RETURNS
wishes and congratulaare extended by

Best

who

selling advertising

Herman

to the followof the industry,
are celebrating their birthon these days.

members

December 14th

GARY COOPER

*

FLM DAILY
day

Horsley

THE

tions

ing

David

is

named an

in-

corporator of Unista Film Manufacturing Co.
*

*

F. Jans, exhibitor, forms
Inc., to produce.

Jans Pictures,

D. W. Griffith safe after being lost
at sea for 24 hours.

December 15th

James W. Home

Warren Boothby

Frank Campeau

Jack E.

Ray Foster

Edward Royce

Raymond

Charles Rosenzweig

Park-Whiteside

and

forms

to feature
Thurston Hall.

plays,

Inc.,

CinemaGail

Kane

THE

OAILV
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IN
THE
PRODUCTION
EAST
WHAT
NEW YORK
WHO AND
WHAT'S

WHO'S

MORE SHORT PRODUCT

been completed which will necessitate a much larger working force
than at present.
New writers and directors will be
engaged to help complete a schedule which includes 13 one reel dramatic sketches, 30 two reel (mixed)
playlets and 12 one reel musicals.

GREATER

STUDIOS

BUILDING SETS FOR SOUND

Short Shots from
New York Studios

PLANNED AT WARNER'S
With the opening of two new
stages at the Eastern Vitaphone studio of Warner Bros., greatly increased production plans have just

IN

By

CHARLES RUGGLES
brief

vaudeville

HARRY

will play a

engagement

in

N.

BLAIR

PRESENTS NEW PROBLEMS

I

unusual
THE
tracted

number

to the "Big

of visitors at-

Pond"

set

has

New York

prompted George Folsey, cameraman, to invent a periscope arrangefor Paramount to
on "Young Man of Manhattan," in ment by which he can look over and
"The motion picture artist must
which he has a big part. Ruggles' around those watching the action.
be an architect, designer, scene paintact is called "Wives, Etc."
*
er,
interior decorator and portrait
*
*
and around

while waiting
start production

*

*

*

painter,"

—

'

all,

260

reels.

In

number of voice and
have been made besides

addition, a large

screen tests
the recording of musical scores for
the foreign versions of Warner Bros,
feature talkies. This has all been accomplished on one stage and with
one recording channel.
According to Porter H. Evans, chief sound

The pleasant air of welcome so
noticeable to the Paramount Long
Island studios is evident the moment a visitor reaches the entrance
where he is sure to be greeted with
a big smile by Warren Baber, who
more than lives up to his title of

engineer oi the Eastern Vitaphone studios, the
new stages are equipped with the latest and
best type of acoustic treatment known, while
the recording apparatus represents the newest

Information

and best available. A number of the sound
equipment parts have been invented and developed by the studio's technical staff.
Stage No. 2, the larger of the new stages,
is 135 feet long by 65 feet wide and 33 feet
high, and is for the production of talking
pictures.
Stage No. 3 will be used exclusively
for the scoring of pictures.
stages get into operation,

to shoot two pictures
score at the same time.

When

these

new

be possible
simultaneously and
it

will

a

clerk.

George LeMaire recently sent out
call for a Jewish comedian and

was surprised
didate waiting

to find only one canhe arrived at his

when

The mystery was

*

*

Announcing

My

FIRST ANNIVERSARY
with

Warner Bros.-Vitaphone
Eastern Studi os

"RAY FOSTER
Cameraman

Gambol which many

believe

is

the

*

He used
toons

to make animated carwhich he) earned good
Last summer, due to slack-

for

money.
ness, he was laid

On

top of
this his favorite child contracted a
off.

be a scientist,

points

out.

"In

he must now
physicist and mechanthese,

ic,

Nature.
This has had to be
brought out by careful brush work.
in

Acoustical qualities are insured by
choosing material which will deaden
sound, so as to eliminate reverberation."

Colbert when Paramount decided to
and Smith to
postpone "Young Man of ManhatFilm
tan" until spring. The strain of appearing in both the French and
Adaption and writing of dialogue
English versions of "The Big Pond," for "Dangerous Nan McGrew," in
now going ahead at full speed, has which Helen Kane will head the cast
made the prospect of vacation very has been bestowed upon Jack Macalluring.
Gowan and Paul Gerard, playwrights,
*
*
*
who have been placed under contract
The success of this year's Annual by Walter Wanger. The picture will
Lambs' Gambol has been greatly due be made at the Paramount Astoria
The story is an original
to the efforts of John Hobble, who studios.
writes originals for both the stage bv Charles Beahan.
and screen.
Mr. Hobble has been
Technicolor Short Completed
devoting the past few weeks to the

explained
Lambs'.
when he later learned that the sole best ever put* on *by the
*
applicant had spent most of the
Dudley Murphy has just bought
morning shooing away others who
came for the job by shouting "All an enormmis fur coat which his asfilled up!" the minute anyone stuck sociates at the Paramount studio intheir head in the door.
P.S. No, he sist is the only set of unborn Newdidn't get the part.
foundland in existence.

office.

all

able to solve the most puzzling
acoustical problems.
He must also
completed adapt his art to the new system of
ventriloquist, has just
with the assistance of "Charlie Mac- lighting used on the sets."
Arthur," who is not as dumb as he
"The incandescent lighting that
looks.
superseded the sputtering old arcs
*
*
*
is too mellow to indicate the con"Princess Lady Bug" is the title trast of light and shade that appears

in a Vitaphone musical and dancing
day, Dec. 16, 1928, and was a voice
and screen test of Alexander Moissi. number which features this twoThis German player later starred in manband.
"The Royal Box," with German dialogue, this being the first full length
"The Painting" is the name of a
all-talking picture to be recorded in two reel short featuring Maria Gama foreign language.
berelli ("Gamby") and the Morgan of a new Photocolor short which
Prior to the latter, a one reel short Trio, which Mort Blumenstock di- Bradley Barker just completed at the
was made on Dec. 27, 1928, in which rected at the Paramount Long Island RCA studio with Katherine Reece
f
the "Bing Boys," of vaudeville, were studio. "Gamby was assisted in her featured.
*
*
*
Since that time many one dance by June and Adelaide, child
featured.
have
shorts
dancers,
Vitaphone
and
Kamberoff.
The
setand two reel
It was good news for Claudette
been made, in addition to "The Royal ting is 18th Century France.
in

Saulter

Operations having again become addition to

Murray Roth has completed direc- fashioyvable, Warner Bros, seem to
tion
of Billy Lytell and Tom Fant have a most timely subject in "The
Eastern
the
The first recording in
Vitaphone studio was made on Sun- {no relation to Ella Fant ouch!) Operation," which Edgar Bergen,

Box," totalling

The introduction of sound has
forced studio art departments to develop additional artistic versatility,
according to William Saulter, head
of the art department at Paramount's
Long Island studio.

B. P.

Fineman

to

Return to

Coast After One Picture
Upon completing

the

supervision

MacGowan
Adapt "Nan McGrew"

A

two reel fantasy, filmed entirely
Technicolor, has just been completed
at
Warner Bros. Eastern
Vitaphone studio under the title of
"A Holiday in Storyland."
Thirty children comprise the cast
in

of

this

picture,

by Roy Mack.

which was directed
Three song numbers

are featured all written especially for
the picture by M. K. Jerome and
Harold Berg.

Ray Cozine

Directing
formerly assistant
Cozine,
Paramount Long
director at
the
Island studios made his initial directorial plunge last week with a

Ray

dread disease and suddenly died. of "Dangerous Nan McGrew," which
With Christmas approaching, this, Alfred E. Green will direct at the
Cozine's
coupled with her husband's unem- Paramount Long Island studio, B. one reel short, "Dream."
ployment, weighed on the wife's P. Fineman, associate producer, will next assignment will be a two reel
mind and he came home the other leave for Hollywood.
production to be started shortly.
Helen Kane will appear in this
day to find her dead, by her own
To Film Freaks
hand. Now there is a new job in original comedy which was written
Green is exview and he is going back to the by Charles Beahan.
Freaks on view at Coney Island
business of making other people
laugh. A new angle to the "Laugh,
Clown, Laugh" motif and, in this
case,

all

too

true.

pected to arrive in New York during this summer will be photographed
shorts
the early part of January and pro- for
series
of
two-reel
a
duction will be started shortly there- planned by Dagrose Pictures, Inc.,
after.
of N. Y.
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Song Writers Busy
—

at Metropolitan
—

Composing Number for Christie Comedies Four Writers Get F. N. Contracts Smith Signed by M-G-M,
Wilk's Paragraphs and Other Coast News
Ken Maynard Plans Talker House RKO Signs Chorus of 41

—

TRIO BUSY ON

NEWSONGS

FOR CHRISTIE COMEDIES
A

of

trio

composers

comprising

Irving Bibo, Henry Cohen and Harry
Lawler are now busily engaged writing original songs and instrumental
numbers at the Metropolitan studios.
Three of the numbers the team has
composed are for Christie Talking
plays including "La La Papa," for
Louise Fazenda, "So This is Paris

EAttle
from "Lots*'
T'OTHER

evening the lobby of
hotel resembled
the Roosevelt
the Longacre building, New York,
when Al Grey, Fred Zweifel and Joe

Shea dropped

in

New

Short Subjects

*

at

Catalina
*

Island.
*

*

Warren Nolan, who came West
to

4 WRITERS TO CONTRACTS
Grubb Alexander, Gordon Rigby,
Faragoh and Humphrey

Francis

Pearson

will continue to write for
First National under new contracts
just signed with the company.

Negro Chorus of 41 Gets
Long-Term RKO Contract
Hall's Chorus, a group of 41 colored singers, has been placed under
as a
a long-term contract by
result of its work in "Hit the Deck."
Their next appearance will be in
"Dixiana."

RKO

busy

"Condemned" opening, was a

man

here.

He hobnobbed

with

versal. In spite of the fact that she
has lost her case against the street

Baxter Film in Production
company on refund on the seven
Men are Dangerous," with car
cent fare issue, she is still happy,
Warner Baxter in the cast, has been
and is at present being featured in
with
placed in production at Fox
a series of modeling for Fashion.
Hawks directing.

"Such

Kenneth

Ken

Maynard

is

planning

the construction of a talking
picture house at Palm Springs,
Cal., according to a report received here.

Edgar Smith Signed
Write Libretto for

to

M-G-M

Edgar Smith has been engaged to
write material for the use of Weber
and Fields in the musical film which
M-G-M plans to make with many
old-time favorites in the cast.
Noel

Noel Francis on Coast
Ziegfeld
former
Francis,

player,

has arrived here to play in

Fox

films.

arrange the Columbia hookup on

the

Gay nor,

Farrell, Butler
to Work Together

Again
several United Artists stars and
Completion of four new Vitaphone players and a "host of friends," as
Janet Gaynor, Charles Farrell and
Varieties is announced by Warner.
will
be
Butler
David
Director
the home-town papers would say.
They are "Persian Knights," "Honobrought together again, this time in
*
•
*
lulu," "To Die With a Smile," and
Blues," which Fox
Dorothv Farnum wrote the orig- "High Society
The last"Holiday in Storyland."
will make from a story by Dana
Seof
Singer
named is a fantasy with a cast of inal story for "The
Songs to be by Hanley
Burnett.
ville," which is attracting much atthirty children.
McCarthy.
and
scenario
the
wrote
She also
tention.
for "The Unholy Night," which was
Schofield to Adapt Own Tale
Cast For "Song Writer"
Paul Schofield has been engaged made by M-G-M.
Gibson and May Boles have
Wynn
*
»
*
by RKO to write the adaptation and
been added to the cast of "The Song
Univerunder
writer,
Kiley,
Jed
dialogue for "Framed," of which he
Writer," which Marshall Neilan is
George Archainbaud sal banner, has sold Warner Bros, directing for M. G. M.
is the author.
two all-talking "shorts," through
will direct.
his agent, Ivan Kahn. Kiley wrote
To Play in "Melody Man"
the stories in Paris. "I'm Sailing
Stoloff to Direct Will Rogers
Tenen Holtz, and Johnny Walker
title of one, was
the
Tomorrow,"
pictalking
second
Will Rogers'
Ben- inspired when he decided to leave have been cast for Columbia's "The
ture for Fox will be directed by
R. William
The script and dia- on the spur of the moment. He is Melody Man," which
jamin Stoloff.
ComeNeill is directing.
"The
completing
present
and
at
Burke
logue will be by Edwin
Nolan.
George Middleton will act as asso- On Girl," for* Mary
*
*
Charley Murray in Talker
ciate- producer.
of the
president
M. N. Charles,
Charlev Murray has just completed
Associated Artists Producers, is pre- his first' talker, a Christie talking
Two M-G-M Films Renamed
given
to make a picture of the Lone comedy called "The Duke of Dubbeen
paring
have
films
M-G-M
Two
dealing with the Alamo lin."
is
Others in the cast are Monte
state,
Field"
Star
the
new titles. "Playing
Betty Blount is Carter, Mary Gordon and Carol
surroundings.
Women,
and
About
Learned
"They
now
story and dialogue. Wines.
William Watson directed.
and "Happy Days" becomes "Chas- preparing the
Fitz, business manager,
Theophelus
Rainbows."
ing
Moran and Mack Start Second
in Texas making the necessary
is
Producproduction arrangements.
Production has started on "Two
Lanfield Made Fox Director
of tion on "The Birth of Texas" is Black Crows in the A.E.F.," which
co-author
Lanfield,
Sidney
"Happy Days," has been made a di- scheduled to start -about the middle Paramount is making with Moran
"If I Was Along of January.
and Mack in the cast. Other players
rector by Fox.
*
*
*
assignfirst
his
be
will
You"
are Joan Peers. Neil Hamilton, Walwith
Nora Lane, featured actress, is ter Weems, Walter McGrail and
ment.
Richard Wallace
one of the most sought after per- Betty Farrington.
RKO Plans Sprinkler System
sons of the screen. She was up for is the director.
A telegraphically controlled water- two parts before signing up with
sprinkling system which will reduce First National for "Sally," and also
insurance rates at the studio by half when she accepted the lead in Regicost
will be installed by RKO at a
nald Denny's last picture for Uniof $100,000.

Star Plans Theater

FIRST NATIONAL RE-SIGNS

*

Our Passing Show: Leo
Lance, "who specializes in bad
English," strolling on Hollywood Blvd.; Larry Darmour
busy at his studio; Joseph
Menchen enjoying the breezes

"Grass Skirts."

Warner Completes Four

in for a chat.

*

Green," "The Night That I Found
You," for Taylor Holmes in "Let
Me Explain," and "I Don't Believe
It, Dear," for James Gleason. "Lula"
has been especially written for Lloyd

Hamilton

RALPH W1LK

By

—

writing dialogue for

"Paradise Ahoy"

THE
Doorway

of HoapitoHty

I/NTER the doorway of
popular hoetelry and you I eel at hoaMi
There's an atmosphere of cordial well all
which marks the difference between tha
Hollywood Pbua and ordinary hotel*.
«*.!.

Your room, too, hai that addad
of distinction. Picrurei on tha wall,
•raffed furniture, a floor lamp and
lamp . . . these are but a few of tha featuaaa
i

that

make you fael at home.

Plg'n WhUtle Dlntne; Service Insures tha
beet of food. Therefore when you are mesai
la Lea Angelas ha aura to Investigate.
.

THE HOLLYWOOD

HOTEL
Vina Street

at

Hollywood Boulevard

HOLLYWOOD. CALIFORNIA

*

;

DAILV
Tom

"The Sky Hawk"

Tyler in

Bob Custer

"Neath Western Skies"

with John Garrick, Helen Chandler

(Silent)

(All-Talker)

Time, 54 mins. Fox

Syndicate

FAIR

SOME
WITH
HERO.

OKAY

WESTERN CARRIES
GOOD THRILL STUFF
TYLER A LIKABLE
NICE LOVE STORY.
FOR THE WESTERN

FANS.

Time,

1 hr.,

"Dark Skies"
with Shirley Mason

(All-Talker)
Film Exchange

(Silent)
Capitol

it

The

follows

story

;

;

;

;

;

smooth.

W

Photography, okay.

Direction,

Edmund Lowe, Constance Bennett in
"This Thing Called Love"
(All-Talker)
Time,

1

hr.,

14 mins.

CONSISTENTLY ENTERTAINCOMEDY ABOUT A MODERN 50-50 MARRIAGE. FROM
BROADWAY STAGE HIT OF
SAME NAME. A CLICKER ANY
ING

PLACE.

A

Comedy

of modern marriage.
millionaire "hires" an ultra-modern
girl to function as his wife on a sal-

ary basis, with mutual freedom, and
without exchange of love and its
quarrels,

etc.

Although

each

pretends to annex another
sweetheart, the 50-50 independent arrangement doesn't work out at all,
but merely serves to create jealousy
on both sides and eventually causes
the couple to abandon their ex-sexappeal system.
The stage play of
the same name was an appreciable
hit and the screen version ought to
please just as well or better. Though
it is one of those foregone conclusion affairs, there is enough love in-

comedy and intriguing action
to provide nicely balanced entertainment all along the line. One short
cabaret scene, is in Technicolor.
Cast: Edmund Lowe, Constance Bennett,
Roscoe Karns, Zasu Pitts, Carmelita Geraghty, John Roche, Stuart Erwin, Ruth Taylor,
Wilson Benge, Adele Watson.
terest,

Paul
Stein;
Author,
Edwin
Burke Adaptor, Horace Packson, Dialoguer,
Horace Jackscn; Editor, Doane Harrison;
Cameraman, Norhert Brodine; Monitor Men,
Charles O'Laughlin, Ben Wingler.
Direction, top-notch.
Photography, excelDirector,
;

lent.

will get a kick out of
his work as the genfl who saves the
cattle from the hands of the crooked
cattle brokers.
Of course the hero-

dad

ine's

is

the one

cattle.

Bob has been

lahoma

to

who owns

the

fine.

Photography,

J.

Director,

Winters;

Not
man,

J.

P.

Adaptor,

listed; Titler,

hr., 5

girl,

Author,

Sally
Editor,

Walter Sterret;
William Stratton; Camera-

Larry Steers.
Harry H. Webb;

Francis Natteford

Author, John
Adaptor, Not listed Dia-

;

;

Not listed Editor, Not listed Cameramen, Ray Reis, Harry Fowler
Monitor
Man, Ralph M. Like.

loguer,

;

;

;

Photography,

clear.

Direction,

Photography,

bad.

fair.

Harrower
Morton Downey

Gillette

in

"The White Sheik"

"Lucky In Love"

(All-Talker)
Time, 1

Spanish-dialect rum-runner.
a slavey in the feed joint
conducted by her mean uncle, is
saved by the marine caballero from
the clutches of a local villain, and
she in turn frames a stunt to save
her hero from being caught by the
12-mile limit patrol.
Not much to
the story while the acting is stiff
and stagey. With the major incidents

The

Director,

McGowan;

Hap Depew.

"Love At First Sight"
Chesterfield

of

mantic

Swickard,

Walter Patterson.

Direction, satisfactory.

fair.

Simple and obvious melodrama

a sea-coast Cinderella who finds her
fairy prince in the person of a ro-

sent from Okto buy the
cattle, and soon finds himself in the
midst of some lively rows. The direction by J. P. McGowan is up to
his standard, and the story has some
good twists and surprise developments that hold the suspense.
Of
course it all works out lovely at the all happening by convenient coinend, by the hero exposing the mem- cidence and the hero turning up
ber of the gang who posed as the abruptly from nowhere at every psybuyer's agent from Oklahoma. This chological moment, the picture is
one carries the elements the fans like, likely to get some rough treatment
and will hold 'em interested in the from wise film fans, but it m^ht get
by in provincial neighborhoods.
neighborhood houses.
Cast: Shirley Mason, Wallace MacDonald,
Cast:
Bob Custer, Henry Roquemore,
William V. Mong, Tom O'Brien, Josef
Vivian Bay, Tommy Bay,
P. McGowan,

New Mexico

Berg

(Silent)

(All-Talker)

mins.

Ufa

Time,

1 hr., 3

mins

Time, 1 hr., 16 mins.
POOR BRITISH PRODUCVERY FINE PROGRAM PIC- Pathe
TURE WITH STRONG FAMILY OLD TALE OF LOVE RE- TION LACKS ACTION AND
APPEAL IN BEAUTIFUL LOVE FUSING TO BE DOWNED THE DIRECTION IS OUTSTORY AND HUMAN INTER- FASHIONED INTO A FILM
MILD IN INTEREST.
DATED. ALL IT HAS IS SOME
EST TOUCHES.
Morton
Downey
starred
in
film
a
GOOD
CAMERA.
Love drama. Here is a refreshing
story simply and beautifully
told that should prove very popular
with the neighborhood houses, and
in fact is a first-rate program picture
in any house that appeals to the popular crowds.
The direction is clearcut, and moves with a fast tempo
throughout.
The theme is that of
two theatrical partners who put over
a stage hit with the help of the leading man and his sweetheart, the
femme support. Abe Reynolds, stage
comedian, piles up laughs. Good allround cast. The girl's mother steps
in, and breaks up the romance, but
the young couple are reunited and
put the show over with a bang. Has
the popular entertainment elements
they like, with sweet, wholesome
love story.
Paul Specht and his orchestra in a beautiful cabaret setting
are assisted by the Chester Hale Girls
a corking sequence.
love

—Cast:

Suzanne Keener, Norman Foster,
Rankin, Lester Cole, Abe Reynolds,
Hooper L. Atchley, Burt Mathews, Dorothee
Adams, Jim Harkins.
Authors, Lester
Director, Edgar Lewis
Lee, Charles Levison Editor, Russell Shields
Dialoguers,
Lester Lee, Charles Levison;
Doris

;

Cameraman, Dal
George Oschman.
very

a

Produced

The

Adapted from "King's
by Rosita Forbes.
by British International.

novel

direction

goes

away

off,

and

savors of what they were doing ten
years ago.
It is slow, stilted, and
fails to develop proper action or a
logical story.
The acting is universally poor, and only the pretty face
of the leading lad}', Lillian Hall-Davis,
helps to make it appealing.

Jameson Thomas is the White Sheik,
an expatriated Englishman who lands
in
Morocco among the wild Riff
tribes and becomes a leader. Thomas
is miscast, and gets little chance to
show his sterling gifts. The English
Possessed girl comes to visit the British Army
the film's shortcomings.
of a pleasant, unaffected charm, he headquarters, wanders off and gets
ought to have small difficulty in captured by a bandit chief, and the
attracting audiences.
"big punch" scene goes blooey with
Although Downey is no
great success as an actor, he manages to convey a simplicity and boyishness in keeping with his role. His
singing helps to overcome many ol

Cast: Morton Downey, Betty Lawford.
Colin Keith-Johnston, Halliwell Hobbes, J
M. Kerrigan, Edward McNamara, Richard
O'Connor, Mary Murray.
Taber, Edward
Mackenzie Ward, Louis Sorin, Sonia Kar
lov, Tyrrell Davis, Elizabeth Murray.
Director,

Kenneth

Webb;

Gene

Author,

Man,

Photography,

okay.

Harrower

Pelegrine

;

Drama.
Mate,"

verity.

Monitor

Clawson
good.

with a story so slight and so full
of coincidence as to lack almost all
sense of reality and made doubly
difficult of belief by an atmosphere
suggestive of Hollywood and by
varying attempts at the Irish lingo,
some of them unsuccessful. The tale,
laid in America and Ireland, relates
how the Irish stable boy overcomes
all
obstacles to win his lordship's
daughter.
Only when the scene is
transferred to America does the film
acquire any semblance of life and

Dialoguer, Gene Markey Editor, E
P. Fitzenmeier Adaptor, Gene Markey Cameramen, Phillip Tannura, Harry Stradling;
Monitor Men, B. S. Ashdown, J. A. Delaney.
Photography, good.
Direction, fair.

;

Direction,

Gillette

and the fans

;

Harrower

jealousies,

IS, 1929

Time, 57 mins.
AVIATION DRAMA WITH Syndicate
Time, 1 hr., 7 mins.
LOOSE STORY INTERESTINGMELODRAMA
OF RUM-RUNTHRILL
WESTERN
OF
GOOD
LY WOVEN TOGETHER. GOOD
DIALOGUE AND CAPABLE THE CATTLE COUNTRY WITH NING MIXED IN WITH A CINCAST.
GOOD ALL - AROUND CUSTER DOING SOME GOOD DERELLA FAIRY TALE. PRETENTERTAINMENT.
TY WEAK IN ALL DEPARTFIGHTING AND RIDING.
With the success of other producMENTS BUT MAY GET BY IN
Western.
Bob Custer does the
tions dealing with aviation,
seemed
THE
PROVINCES.
no more than fair for the Fox outfit heroing in his usual snappy form,

Tom

Pathe

in

"The Oklahoma Kid"

20 mins.

the
Here it is,
routine lines, and is made interesting to jump in .with one.
by the skilled direction of the vet- "The Sky Hawk." It boasts some
eran director, J. P. McGowan, who good action, fine dialogue and a capaknows how to feed the fans the good ble cast. While the story is a bit
Tyler is outdated, the picture manages to hold
old hoke they like.
the owner of oil property and of one's interest largely on the strength
course the gang is out to spoil his of the splendid acting by Garrick,
The picture
chances of getting the drilling under Chandler and Emery.
way.
So they steal his drills, and vividly portrays the struggle of a
through a mixup the drills get into young aviator before leaving for the
possession of the gal. Along comes front. He crashes, and is branded a
Tom, and the girl and himself work quitter. Due to injuries he leaves the
out the plot to the point where they service, but secretly prepares a plane
have the game properly licked and of his own to combat the enemy durrecover the drills eventually.
The ing an air raid. The climax of the
action is there, with sufficient fight film is a battle between the German
stuff to satisfy the regular crowd. Zeppelin and the young aviator. For
There is a good amount of plot that the kids, especially, this picture is
is plausibly worked out, and this one aces.
Cast: Helen Chandler, John Garrick, Gilwill satisfy 'em.
bert Emery, Lennox Pawle, Lumsden Hare,
Cast: Tom Tyler, Hank Bell, Harry Woods, Billy Bevan, Daphne Pollard, Joyce Compton,
J. P. McGowan, Bobby Dunn, Lotus ThompPercy Challenger.
son, Al Huston, Barney Fury.
Director, John Blystone; Author, Llewelyn
Director, J. P. McGowan; Author, Sally Hughes
Adaptor, From the Magazine Story
Winters
Adaptor, Not listed
Editor, Not "Chap Called Bardell"
Dialoguer, Llewelyn
Titler, Not listed ; Cameraman, Frank
listed
Hughes; Cameraman, Conrad Wells; Monitor
Gottner.
Man,
.W. Lindsay Editor, Ralph Dietrich.

Western.

Direction,

Sunday, December

Markey

;

;

;

;

no actual fight but only a supTsted
one in titling.
Rates just filler for
small stands.
Cast: Jameson Thomas, Lillian Hall-Davis,
Julia Suedo, George McLaughlin.
Director,
Rosita
H.
Knoles;
Author,
Editor,
Forbes
Adaptor,
Violet
Powell

Warwick Ward,

;

;

Not listed; Titler, Not listed; Cameramen,
Rene Guissant, John J Cox.
Direction, poor.

Photography, okay.

Harrower

—
THE
Sunday, December

1929

15,
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"Marriage Playground"
Mary

with

Brian, Fredric

March

Short Subject Reviews

(All-Talker)
Paramount

Time,

1 hr., 8

mins.

SPLENDID DIRECTION OF
EDITH WHARTON'S STORY
OF CHILDREN. FINE CAST.
CLASS PICTURE WITH POP-

ULAR APPEAL.
Drama

married

of

Adapted

life.

from Edith Wharton's novel, "The
Children." Lothar Mendes did a fine
directorial job on this powerfully
sympathetic story of modern marriage relations among American society people involving their children.
The scenes are at the fashionable resorts on the Continent, and the sets
Mary Brian gives a
are beautiful.

wonderful performance as the oldest
child trying to hold the little family
of kids together while the squabbling
The sort of
parents neglect them.
story that makes women have a good

March

is impressive as
the family, and the
three-cornered love story affords a
Here is class endramatic climax.
tertainment with a powerful theme
that will go strong with women

Fredric

cry.

of

friend

the

Fine

everywhere.

human

interest

A

draw anywhere.
touches.
Cast: Mary Brian, Fredric March, Lilyan
Tashman, Huntley Gordon, Kay Francis,
William Austin, Seena Owen, Philippe de
Lacy, Anita Louise, Little Mitzi, Billy Seay,
Ruby Persely, Donald Smith, jocelyn Lee,
Maude Turner Gordon, David Newell, Armand Kaliz, Joan Standing, Gordon DeMain.
Director Lothar Mendes; Author, Edith
Wharton; Adaptor, Doris Anderson; Dia-

—

logues Not listed; Scenarist, J. Walter Ruben; Cameraman, Victor Milner; Monitor

Man, Not

listed.

Direction, splendid.

Photography, the best.

Harrower
Evelyn Brent in

"Darkened Rooms"
with Neil Hamilton, David Newell,
Doris Hill

(All-Talker)
Paramount

Time,

hr.,

1

7 mins.

FAIRLY ENGROSSING
WITH

STORY

EXPOSE

OF

SPIRITUALISTIC
MEDIUMS
AND THEIR FAKERIES. OFFERS GOOD EXPLOITATION
ANGLES.
With

the wide interest that exists
plus the curiosity
which even many skeptics cannot re-

in

spiritualism,

sist, this
should find a moderately
generous audience for itself even
though the story is just fairly engrossing and there are no outstand-

ing qualities in any part of the job.
down-and-out chorine joins a
photographer with a bug for extracting big coin from rich suckers
who have a weakness for the hereafter stuff.
After a few seances the
girl renegs on the deception, and

A

to discourage her partner from continuing in the shakedown racket, she
frames a surprise seance on him, resulting in his conversion and a happy

mutual return to the mug-snapping

Has

business.

exploitation possibili-

ties.

Cast: Evelyn Brent, Neil Hamilton, David
Newell, Doris Hill, Dale Henry, Wallace
MacDonald, Blanche Craig, E. H. Calvert.
Director, Louis B. Gasnier Author, Phillip
Gribbs
Adaptors, Patrick Kearney, Melville
Bal;er;
Dialoguers, same; Editor, Frances
Marsh
Monitor
Cameraman, A. J. Stout
;

;

;

;

Man, Not

listed.

Direction,

fair.

Photography,

fair.

Gillette

SOUND

merry dwarfs in a series of dancing
steps which trickle along with peppy

The sketch was

directed by

Murray

Roth.

rhythm. Don't consider it filler even
"Today and Yesterday"
Van Beuren Rice
Time, 12 mins. though its short for many are the
laughs it will register with any type
Novelty
Talking Picture Epics Time, 32 mins.
As usual, a darn good Grantland of audience anywhere. Truly enterEngrossing Newsreel
tainment for children from six to
Rice Sportlight, this time featuring
An
impressive and engrossing arsixty.
novelties in the sport field. First we
ray of newsreel shots, some of them
have a ladies' pig race staged at
dating back to 1903, affording a com"And
How"
Pinehurst, N. C, showing the society
parison of styles and customs, reTime, 9 mins. calling important exents of history
dames driving little pigs on leash as Vitaphone
Color Knockout
Then
they race down the course.
and showing many famous personThis is one of the most beautiful iges now dead. The collection infollows a polo game between men
on mules and women on horses, with color shorts this reviewer has focused cludes glimpses of the kaiser before
the
contestants using brooms for eyes on. Ann Greenway sings pleas- and after the "ex" was prefixed to
mallets. A thrilling chariot race then antly enough but the gorgeous back- his title, the Czar's family, McKinley,
shows a mule hitched to a buggy ground and excellent chorus num- Roosevelt, Wilson, Carnegie, World
composed of a shaft, wheels and a bers, with the chorus in Indian cos- War scenes, the late King Edward
hox.
Has the pep and novelty they tume, is the big kick. It's a splendid of England, and other items of
Technicolor short which ought to epochal importance,
like.
as well as a
make 'em happy anywhere.
sprinkling of humor evoked by some
"Uppercut O'Brien"
of the obsolete manners.
A valuable
Giovannia Martinelli
Time, 10 mins.
Educational
picture, with universal dramatic inBig Laughs
Vitaphone
Time, 6 mins. terest in addition to entertainment
Excellent Opera
Harry Gribbon and Andy Clyde
qualities.
Opera lovers will cheer over this
are rapidly assuming the proportions
of a feature comedy team in shorts short which offers the great Giovanni
Van and Schenck
that are better than many feature Martinelli, assisted by Livia Marracci, M-G-M
Time, 8 mins.
comedies.
This may sound like singing the aria "M'Appari" and a
Fair
heavy praise, but these gentlemen of duet from the opera, "Martha." It
Van and Schenck are just fair in
the funnybone fraternity have richly is done in the stagey manner always this short consisting of an Irish diaearned it. They can take a sweeping associated with opera but the vocaliz- lect song, "Everything Is Gonna Be
bow on this one, and that goes for ing is great, which, after all, is the All Right"; "I Ain't Got Nothing
Mack Sennett, Director Earl Rodney, draw.
Now," and "I hate To See The
and the wizards who turned out the
Evening Sun Go Down" with a med"The Suitor"
story and dialogue John A. Walley finish.
However, there always
dron, Rodney, Hampton, Del Ruth R-K-O
Time, 8 mins. is enough entertainment value in
anything done by "the pennant winand Harry McCoy. We don't often
Very Humorous
list
so many credits, but fair play
Marc Connelly, as a lovesick swain ning battery of songland" to satisdemands in this case that all hands trying to pop the question in a five- fy the mob.
get a break.
They certainly have minute period before catching a train,
given laugh-lovers a big break with with the girl's relatives butting in at
Pathe Audio Review No. 31
this chance to indulge in hilarity in the rate of one every 30 seconds,
Colorful
one of the funniest prize-ring themes stirs up a quantity of substantial
Here
is a very peppy number, openever screened. To tell you the gags humor.
He shapes up great as a ing with scenes of trapping a leopard
would spoil the kick in seeing 'em. clumsy suitor and is given effective
in the East Indian jungle.
It cerIf we've steered you right before, support by two unbilled women, as
tainly packs a thrill wallop. Follows
then take this on our say-so and well as beautifully calculated direca demonstration of the new electrical
thank us by wire if you have a sense tion by Richard Currier.
Anybody musical instrument, the Theremin,
of gratitude.
will enjoy it.
with the inventor offering a difficult
musical composition simply by man"Rubeville"
"Mandalay"
ipulating his hands over the instruTime, 15 mins.
Pathe
ment. The final sequence is "Dance
Buren
Time,
10
mins.
Van
Hick Laughs
of the Apache," as done by a famous
Good
Song
Sketch
comedy
of
the
A lot of old vaude
Parisian dance team in the MontThough
apparently
produced
as
a
hick school has been worked into
martre.
Good diversified offering.
prologue for "Hunting Tigers in Inthis Golden Rooster comedy, and it
this
song
sketch
Kipling
dia,"
on
the
carries plenty of entertainment for
"The Song Writers' Revue"
the folks who enjoy the rube laughs. poem can be presented separately
anywhere.
The
scene
is an English
M-G-M
Time, 19 mins.
The scene is a typical old-time counSwell Musical Melange
try store, and the characters are all "pub," where a group of soldiers are
gathered, and James Stanley, bariPopular songsmiths appearing in
well worked out. The village band
singing quartette the tone, does the chief vocalization. this short are Gus Edwards, Dave
the constable
the gosh durned fool and Oscar Lund directed with good taste. Dreyer, Fred A. Ahlert, Roy Turk,
city dude
Roy Heindort, Nacio Herb Brown,
the old cracker barrell all are here,
"The Hall of Injustice"
Arthur Freed, Roy Egan, Fred Fishand how! The cast are all old vaude
Time, 8 mins. er and Dave Snell, with Jack Benny
favorites, including Harry B. Wat- Vitaphone
Excellent Travesty
doing the master of ceremonies in
son, Reg Merville, Jere Delaney, JoBurlesquing the court appearance top style. The boys offer some of
Popular number
sephine Fontaine.
of a swell looker who is on trial for their favorite pieces, a few of them
that will click.
the murder of her husband, this filler augmented
by the appearance of
to
provide some hearty dancers and singers, and there is a
is
sure
"The Merry Dwarfs"
Time, 11 mins. chuckles for any audience. It is fan- chorus girl finish with some interDisney Columbia
High degree
tastic nonsense, done in just the right esting camera angles.
Snappy Cartoon
Here is one of the Silly Symphony tempo to lift it from slapstick to of entertainment all the way and
series that will cop the glory from clever travesty. John T. Murray and bound to click with its personages,
Ernest diversity of songs and showmanly
a number of features. Synchronized Vivien Oakland are featured.
splendidly the picture portrays the Young feeds them with good effect. direction of Sammy Lee.

"Carolina Capers"

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—
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MORE REGULAR FELLOWS

Presentations
By

HERBERT

»

OBEY RELIEF FUND URGE

BERG,

S.

HARMONIZERS GIVE CLASS

SHOW ATPARAMOUNT
A

very classy show at the Parathis week, with the Ingenue
Harmonizers, the girl aggregation
from Ziegfeld's "Follies" dishing out

mount

some snappy melodies. The set was
beautiful, showing a blue sky background with the
costumes handling

girls

their

gorgeous
harmonizing

in

Specialties included
numbers by 12 saxophonists, 10 banjoists, 9 accordionists and 8 violinists.
Jean Boydell, the eccentric comin

great form.

edienne, had them laughing continuously with her goofy contortions and
clever pantomime. Ruby Keeler was
on for a short session with some of
her fast stepping. But the show was
practically all the harmony girls, and
they didn't need any more, for they
were top-notch. Boris Petroff spread
himself on a very effective stage set.

CAPITOL

straw

IS

SWING FARE

Entertainment satisfying from any
angle you care to look at it is the
show that occupies the Capitol stage
this week. Perfect in its way, it combines a high artistic quality with an
entertainment value of a high order.
Entitled "Toytown," it is appropriate
to the season, dealing as it does with
an old toy maker who sees his creations come to life, and is set against
a fantastic and boldly-executed background realistically suggestive of a
toy bazaar. Across this scene move a
group of entertainers of revealing
merit. Ivan Triesault as the toy master, speaks not a word, yet by vir-

SPIRITED GYPSY OFFERING
IN

ROXY'S HEADLINE SPOT

Spirited action, color and assorted
music are embraced in "Cziganyok,"
which, translated, means something
about gypsies and is currently hold-

ing forth in the headline spot of the
stage show at the Roxy.
Against a
verdant woodland setting, these romantic itinerants are depicted in folk
songs and dances, with Patricia Bowman and Leonide Massine offering a
whirlwind tribal dance in which they
are joined by the ballet corps and
Roxyettes.
Other musical leads in
this
act are
Harold Van Duzee,
Frederic Fradkin and Elizabeth Biro,
while the Roxy Chorus plays its
vocal part in the ensemble.
Another choice bit on the program,
and comparatively the most outstanding is a staging of the song, "Marching Home To You," with Jose Santiago and the Male Chorus. Opening
on a lone soldier singing in semidarkness, the scene goes into an ensemble of soldiers on the march, with
the song leader appearing effectively in a spotlight overhead.
"Dancing Feet" which gets its title
from the fact that a line of naked
pedals in action alone is exposed
when the curtain gets its first lift,
is
a neat stepping number put on

by Markert's Roxeyttes with customary precision and radiance. Griselle's
"Nocturne," interpreted by the Roxy
ballet corps in ballet and scenic form,
is another pleasing bit. For the overture an enjoyable melodic jamboree,

Hosmer's "Southern Rhapsody,"

hit

the right spot.

pantomimic

New Managers
Memphis

— Cecil

in

Memphis

Vogel,

formerly

gift

pears with a troupe of dogs of surAileen Clark, colorprising talent.
atura, sings pleasingly, while Mile.
The Chester
Pavla dances prettily.
Hale girls, tricked out as dolls, do
splendid work.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

Campbell, C. Wright, Carrie Reis, May Robinson, D. Thacker, Lula Brosz, Alice Morrow, T. Kan Brell, M. Lummins, J. McDonald, Irene Cook, Irene Lowe, G. Egbers,
G. Long, R. Rothstein, C. Gurren, Wilbur
Hethington, D. Duff, Marvin McNamee, D.
Dwyer, T. F. Holden, Ray Hughes, R. Kayser, L. Seltzer, N. Levene, W. Schwemberger, M. Rissover, A. Zieverink, A. Rouvier, E.
Zell, Maurice White, R. Majoewsky, N. Gronotte, C. Schrage, M. Murphy, M. Rickel,
P. Maun, M. Gerson, G. Steinberg, H. Albrinck, Mary Ruff, Carl Cruze, Earl Jennings,
Viola Tomin, H. Silverberg, Ora
Frazier, M. Hayes, E. Parker, S. W. Spence,
R. SkirboU, H. Rullman, M. Naegel, G.
Turlukis, C. Goodwin, F. Hartlaub, B. Parker,
May Howard, L. Klar, F. Albach, F.

Schomaker,

M. Gottlieb, M. Blachslegger,
Krieger, E. Inkrot, M. Richel, A.
House, E. Hedger, L. iSchmidt, A. Keck,
F. Weitsel, S. Hecker, A. Hamilton, Irene
Hecker, M. Lowe, L. Gustin, D. Hecker, E.
Ringer, J. McLay, Clara Duecker, Mary
Cartwright, Sarah Brown, Helen Schaar, R.
Gorbold, L. Tietzen, R. F. Cloud, P. Brokamp, M. Baughan, H. Fleming, A. Bentler,
I.
Libson, A. Libson, Wm. Clark, C. Harrison, R. O. Burns, B. Levine, L. Hudson,
Clara Zenz, L. Kastle, H. Geldrich, M.
Mace, H. Turner, M. Steinweis. H. Schuster, L. Ridgeway, B. Spence, J. M. Johnston,
A. Welling, A. Heskamp, C. Fismer, W.
P.

E.

Bachmeyer, Mary McHugh, M. Beneking,
Agnes Burke, G. Dorothy, Marie Dexter,
Betty Eckstein, C. Fitzgerald, Dorothy Franz,
Dorothy Serick, Helen Gamel, Dolores Rogan, Jessie Huston, Ray Hood, Clara HalKelly,
Dorothy Kruse, J. Neth,
lam, A.
G. Overberg, Opal McNamee, Rose Schmidt,
Viola Hartlaub, Helen Bell, G. A. Smith,
Bocklage, Jack Rodman, G. Rhoten, L.
S.
Montague, R. Spencer, A. Breen, Mary Mayo,
V. Von Lehman, E. Kaffenberger, Marie
Miller, L. McCann, F. Reidel, T. Day, W.
Hunter, V. Bradshaw, J. Christian, Mary
McGee, Cora See, E. iSheppard, L. McDermott, L. Fisher, Clara Henry, Gus Heineke,
Bob Morse, J. Juengling, F. Voss, L. Taney,
Edith Schman, J. Large, A. Berner, Evelyin

For 7 Fox Westcoast Houses
"This Thing Called Love," has
been booked day and date for a week
run at Fox-West Coast theaters in
Los Angeles, San Diego, San Francisco, Oakland, Portland, Seattle, and
Tacoma, starting Dec. 19.
Veteran Salesman Dies
Louis Funeral of Lew Bent,
veteran salesman, was held here recently. Bent succumbed to an illness
which extended over a period of two
years. He was last with RKO.

—

St.

Tobin With

—

RKO

Louis Tommy Tobin, formerly with Premier Pictures, now is
in a sales capacity.
with
St.

RKO

Rodgers Opens

Gem
W. Rodgers

Cairo, 111.— Mrs. I.
opened her new Gem here recently.

Saladin, C. Slater, I. Taylor,
Michalson, J. G. Wilson, L. W. Holthaus, G. J. Boudot, P. W. Kimball, W. Watson, J. Costello, N. Blaicher, H. Siebler,
T. Lewis, A. Miller, B. Dickson, V. Sebree.
M. Somers, E. Binder, H. Schlotterberck,
M. Miller, Cliff Lehman, H. Rollins, N.
Kaplan, T. Saunders, J. Gardner, R. Williams, R. England, E. Parks, A. Hobt, M.
Sharin, E. Greer, W. Cuto, E. Osage, F.
Herman, E. Schilferth, W. Williams, V.
Schroeder, L. Herring, M. Volmer. M. BreckBurns, S. Heusar. Helen Burge,
ing, W.
N. Bregsten, H. Bugie, E. M. Booth, Lottie
Lee, A. Lammert, Gladys Dale, A. Walters,
V. Brown, M. Helmuth, M. Brown, T.
Byrne. L. Wiethe, H. Krohm, V. Kelly.

McNamee, Joe

H.

J.

come

has

a

to

cast a

wreath in the general direction of Eddie Klein, president of
those AMPAS. Eddie has been backing up his promises of what he would
do if elected with real performance.
A splendid example of it was furnished those fortunate enough to attend the weekly luncheon yesterday
laurel

Paramount

at the

missed
that's

it

—Well,
*

He
Roy

Those who

grill.
it's

just

too

bad,

all.

lined

*

*

up as the guest speaker

Dickinson,

associate editor of
Dickin"Printers' Ink" (Weekly).
son delivered one of the most interesting and constructive talks that
PA
has ever been heard at an

AM

In fact it probably rates
one of the best addresses ever given
at any kind of an advertising conThis national authority chose
fab.
as his topic: "A National Survey of
the General Business Outlook With
It's Effect On Theaters."
meeting.

*

*

*

five
traveled
had
he
Before
minutes, we were wishing we were a
stenog so we could get down every
That
trenchant word he uttered.
boy cut right to the heart of the entire problem that now confronts the

nation,
fidence

i.e.,

in

how
the

to re-establish con-

minds

of

the

public

fundamentally and
economically sound, in spite of the
that the nation

is

He
debacle in Wall St.
showed an unusual grasp of the motion picture setup, and more partic-

recent

ularly the specialized problems confronting the advertising and publicity

man.
*

C.

manager of Loew's Columbia in
Washington, has become manager of
he makes his points with perfect Loew's State here, and A. B. Mormeaning. Second to him must be set rison, who was at the Pantages una team of European acrobatic danc- til it closed last June, now is haners whose work is considerably off dling the Palace, it is announced by
Carlton Emmy ap- City Manager Ernest Emerling.
the beaten path.
ture of a remarkable

Cincinnati Contributors
James Harris, R. O. Laws, M. Meyer, H.
England, J. Costello, Dale Walker, Edna

*

HARROWER

By JACK

TPHE TIME
(Continued from Page 4)
Sweetser, Jo Chadwick, Frankie Ogden, A.
McRae, David Bershon, Harold Harden,
Edna Brooks, D. J. McNerney, Maude Rich
ards, L. W. Tuck, F. W. Talbot, R. C. Hill,
G.
G.
Maxey, Estyl McMaster, Dorothy
Lowe, Jack Burke, Sid Shubach, Willa Pontius,
Mrs. De Vore, Frank Haw, David
Tytherleigh, Peggy Taylor, Bertha Clement,
D. L. Spracher, Mrs. C. M. Scott, Shirley
Schaffer, H. Neal East, Helen Ogden, Marie
Parmenter, Dorothy Ducret, Dee Russell, F.
A. Musgrave, Beatrice Morrison, Al Bloom,
Lorraine Edwards, Evelyn Taylor, Edward
Briggs, Jimmy Dugan, Vivian Freudenberg,
Claudine Christy, G. H. Van Dusen, Emma
lnbahl,
Irene Follett, Clara Nelson, Mrs.
Wilburn, Katherine Dyrness, Ted Hackley,
nd L Hudson, B. W. Rucker, Roberta B.
Lynch, G. I. Appleby, George Leska.

AMPAS

Those

*

*

Dickinson paid an impressive compilment to the industry by conceding
that through American films penetrating to the four corners of the
world, the peoples of the earth have
developed a higher appreciation of
every manufactured article that goes
into the home as well as personal ap-

He said that Hollywood pictures have raised the standard of
living in every civilized country, resulting in an enormous increase in
manufacture of class product in every
field.
He made the significant statement that American manufacturers of

parel.

standard advertised products could
practically subsidize exported film at
the rate of $1 a foot because of the
tremendous aid American film producers have given in popularizing
every conceivable kind of manufactured article.
*

*

*

your Thursday luncheon hour
to giving your broker
a hard luck story, then by all means
Chicago Contributors
trial your pups over to the Paramount
Felix Mendelssohn, Clyde W. Eckhardt,
grill
and get an earful of worthB.
Leserman,
Carl
Stahl,
Max
Phil Dunas,
for the
N. Judell, J. O. Kent, H. S. Lorch, W. B. while dope once every week
Benjamin, I. W. Mandel, C. R. Lindau, Ed- price of one berry
and a darn good
ward Grossman, H. M. Herbel, N. H. Moray. meal thrown in gratis.
We thank
E. Ford, Helen Dolak, KathIf

isn't set aside

—

—

D. E. Rice, C.

erine

Roemer, Edna A.

Pfister.

you.

—
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Foreign
Markets

A DIRECT NEWS SERVICE
COVERING DEVELOPMENTS
IN AMERICA'S IMPORTANT
OVERSEAS MARKETS

Week's Headlines

PILM DAILY CORRESPONDENTS IN WORLD CAPITALS
PLASH OVERSEAS NEWS BY
RADIO AND CABLE

Monday
Pittsburgh judge holds arbitratlOD clause in
standard contract illegal.
Fox understood to have $27,000,000 in obligations outstanding.
M.P.T.O.A. leaders discuss plans for New

By LOUIS PELEGRINE

New Australian System

AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENT

Wash. Bur. of

THE FILM DAILY

Washington "Markophone" is the latest sound
equipment to make its appear-

THE FILM DAILY

ance in Australia, says a re-

government

port to the M. P. Division of
The
the Dept. of Commerce.
device, not yet in distribution,
is understood to be priced at

Washington— That

the

purchase a complete
sound recording unit as a means of
encouraging the production of talkAustralia

of

ing

in

pictures

the

commonwealth

has been proposed by persons in
Australian film circles, according to
information received by the M. P.
Division of the Dept. of Commerce.
This is suggested in substitution for
the plan to award yearly prizes for
silent films produced in the dominion.

BRITISH MULTI-LINGUAL

—

has established temporary
headquarters in the Grand Building,
Trafalgar Square, where it will reat its head,

main

until

its

studio

are
the

buildings

made by

All films
completed.
organization will be released in six
languages, according to the latest

announcement.

Clifford

Kemp Becomes

Film Renter on His

Choke Coil

London

to Still Arcs

possible to employ
arcs in the making of talking pictures,
is being used in the filming of "Alf's

Blattner Earned $12,110
During Its First Year
London— Net profit of $12,110 afdepreciation is reported by the
Blattner Picture Corp., Ltd.,
from its first year's operations. The
ter

Ludwig

firm's financial statement lists assets
of $893,355 and reveals that the wiring of its studios for the production
of talking pictures has been completed.

—

ions for the product of audible pictures.

prepared to resume work.

Rlchmount Pictures
723 7th Ave.
D.

J.

Inc.

New York

MOUNTAN.

EXCLUSIVE

foreign

Citv

Pres.

representa-

tives for P.ayart Pi.tures

Corpo-

eading inderation and other
pendent producers and distributors.
Cable Address: RICHP1CSOC. Paris
Cable Address: DEEJAY. London
Cable Address: RICHPIC. N. Y.

Exporting only the
vest In Motion Pictures

of

Survey indicates Fox firm
despite trustee move.

is

financially

sound

Wednesday
step to unite M.P.T.O.A. and
Allied States Ass'n discussed at conference

Preliminary

in New York.
Pathe studio in New York destroyed by fire,
with ten dead and 20 injured.
French talkers planned by $10,000,000 firm
headed by Robert T. Kane.

Thursday
U. A. foreign exchange system to be changed
in conformity with requirements of talking
Association to look after interests of motion
picture laboratories organized with offices

PATHE-NATAN

IS

in New York.
Singapore exhibitor blames poor projection for
failure of sound pictures to win popularity

MAKING

in

SOUND FILMS

IN

FRANCE

—

Thoroughly equipped with
Photophone for talking picture
production, the Pathe-Natan studios,
said to be the most extensive in Europe,
have resumed operation at
Paris

Facilities are such as to
the filming of four audible
pictures simultaneously. Already two
One is
talkers are in production.
"Chique," which Pierre Colombier is
The other is "My Son of
directing.
A Father," starring Adolphe Menjou.

Joinville.

permit

"Love Child."

Glyn Talker
the
Men,"
London "Knowing
Elinor Glyn talker being made at
Cast of Elinor

—

the Far East.

Friday
stringent fire regulations may follow investigation of Pathe studio fire in New

More

York.
Revision
cussed

standard contract reported disconference between M.P.T.O.A.
and Allied States Ass'n officials.
Fifty-one sound shorts, synchronized by American company, to be distributed by Ufa.
of
at

Today
$1,000 reward offered in probe of dynamiting
at Atlanta.
250 theaters in Hoyts, Australia, union combine.

Eastern studios pay tribute to fire dead.
Cities throughout country report rigid

fire

laws.

Cinelux Projector Shown
At Paris Film Congress

WORLDART PICTURES GETS

THE FILM DAILY
The automatically-

UFA PRODUCT FOR N. L ZONE

Washington

—

operated Cinelux projector, said to
obviate the use of perforated film,
was recently demonstrated at the
Catholic Cinema Congress in Paris,
advises a report to the M. P. Division
of the Dept. of Commerce. The device is not for sale or hire, but is
loaned to exhibitors on deposit.

Plan Experimental House

—

Suit
Helm
Brigitte
have settled their differences amicably. With the withdrawal of her suit
against the company the actress is

to

Washington Bureau of

—

and

desire

pany to enter into a cooperative
agreement with British and Domin-

RCA

Button."

Own

Actress Settle

Tuesday
formation in France and England to handle RCA Photophone.
Tennessee exhibitors seek hearing on proposal
to levy ten per cent tax on theater admisin

sions.

help the
British film industry return to the
status it enjoyed at the outbreak
of the war is given by E. Trevor
Williams, chairman of the board of
the Gramophone Co., Ltd., as the

it

New Gaumont

Ufa,

conference.

pictures.

of silencing arcs
through the use of a so-called "choke
circuit" has been developed by Stanley C. Templeman, chief engineer at
The device,
the Gaumont studios.

Yorkshire film renter, has gone into
Equipment
business with offices in this city. He
Lininterchangeability
and
Yorkshire
Complete
in
Paris
distribute
will
colnshire the film product of New has been granted by Gaumont on the
new sound system recently put out
Era, Tiffany and Carlton.
by the company under the name Ideal
First Gainsborough Lingual
Sonore.
London Gainsborough has completed its first lingual film. It is
Warwick Ward Gets Role
called "The Second Kiss" and is in
Paris Warwick Ward has been
The cast in- engaged by Marcel L'Herbier to play
English and German.
cludes Lil Dagover and Ivan Petro- in English the role which Jean Anvich.
gelo will enact in the French version

Berlin—Ufa

—The

London— A mehtod

Kemp, Interchangeability for

England— Clifford

Leeds,

Gaumont Engineer Uses

Centre,

World Studio

Ltd., recently formed to produce multi-lingual films with Sir Gordon Craig

TO AID BRITISH FILMS

primary motive prompting his com-

which makes

COMPANYOPENS OFFICE
London

than $7,500.

less

York

Companies

—

ASKED TO BUYSOUND UNIT
Washington Bureau of

MAKES COOPERATIVE MOVE

London

—A

theater

where

art

and

experimental films and plays of social significance will be given a hearing is to be established here under
the designation "The Masses Stage
and Film Guild." The venture has
the support of the British labor party.

{Continued from Page 1)

and Super Features, Inc.
which embraces four exchanges in New England zone and a
group of Ufa features, shorts and
tors,

of N.

Inc.,
Y.,

special productions.

The company already has started
operations with the following branch
managers at the recently acquired
Marcel Mekelburg at
exchanges;
Boston; Dave Segal at Philadelphia;
and Charles M. Hodes, general manager in charge of the New York
branch. No appointment has been

made

as

yet for the

Buffalo

office.

Included in the deal are 32 Ufa
features; 26 Ufa short subjects and
16 Super Feature productions.

Tardieu Talks for Talkers
Andre Tardieu, French cabHays Off Church-Drama Board
inet minister, appeared on the talking
Will H. Hays and Carl E. Milliscreen for the first time recently
no longer are on the board of
ken
when he consented to have his voice
C. M. Hallard.
Drama
recorded in a newsreel by French directors of the Church and
is stated by Rev. George
it
Ass'n,
Pathe.
3,000-Seater Dublin Opens
Reid Andrews, executive secretary of
Dublin—The Savoy has been openLuxury Tax on Devices Hit
organization* Dr. Andrews said
the
ed here by Associated British CineParis A movement is under way
tohave
it has been deemed wise not
mas. It seats 3,000.
to induce the government to renounce
of the motion picture
representatives
the idea of taxing sound film equipindustry on the board.
Sound for Preston, England
Paris

has a cast including Elissa
Landi, Carl Brisson, Jean de Casalis,
Helen Haye, Thomas Weguelin and
Elstree,

—

—

—

ment as

England The Theater
Royal Kinema, recently acquired by
Preston,

Associated British Cinemas, has been
wired for talking pictures with Western Electric equipment.

a luxury.

"Flying Scotsman" B.I.P. Film
London— "The Flying Scotsman"
is

a

ture.

new

British

International pic-

Meet
have
R-K-O
of
managers
Division
conference
two-day
a
concluded
called by Joseph Plunkett.

R-K-O

Division Managers
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Theater Equipment
By

"Colorama,"
described

IDEA

new achievement,

a

"painting
bring about

as

with

light,"

some revolumethods of interior theater decorating, is announced
as an accomplished fact by the enwhich may
tionary changes

in

gineers of the Atlantic Division of
the National Lamp Works of General
First installations of
Electric Co.
this new method of decorative lighting is being made in the ballroom of
the St. George Hotel, Brooklyn, and
will be given its first public exhibition there Jan. 9 under the auspices
of the Illuminating Engineering Society.

There are no windows and no

visi-

ble ceiling or wall fixtures in the St.
George ballroom. The entire room is
painted with a flat white finish to

provide the "canvas" upon which the
Thousands
lighting will be applied.
of variations of colors and patterns
are possible with the system, engineers say, and the designs and colors may remain fixed or move according to any predetermined plan.

Thus

scheme of a room may be
changed to conform with different

the color

times of the day, different
occasion,

the

A

moods

of

etc.

series of fine separate

and paral-

A frequency control whereby, it is
claimed, the low frequencies of music
can be reproduced so as to give the
tones authentic timbre, warmth and
naturalness, while some of the lows
in speech can be removed in order
that the talk may be clear and distinct, is announced as one of the
chief features of the Royal Amplitone Corp. new model sound-on-film
equipment.
This is described as a
variable control allowing the operator to remove the lows at will. During music reproduction, the dial is
switched to "music," and when there
is a stretch of dialogue the dial is
turned to "speech."
Another feature of the Royal Amplitone, its maker points out, is a
tone filter supplied with a disc equipment to remove the needle scratch
and surface noises only at the frequency at which they occur, leaving
all
other high frequencies intact.
With a view to creating a machine
that
sturdiness with
smooth operation, Royal Amplitone
has made further development on
several principles.
The sound head,
located directly beneath the projector head and above the lower magazine, is in three compartments. The
middle one contains the sound gate,
lens system and driving sprocket; in
the front one is the photo electric

combines

with vertically-pleated
flutes constitutes the lighting system
In both, the front and
for the walls.
cell which can be opened and swung
back of the flutes are placed clear
out of the way for easy focusing, and
lamps of various wattages equipped
the rear compartment contains the
there
ceiling
For
the
with color caps.
exciting lamp, anmeter and rheostats,
is a series of five inverted troughs,
as well as a spare pre-focused ex10 feet wide and 60 feet long, placed
citing lamp that can be changed in
symmetrically on 20-foot centers. The
about 20 seconds by means of an
troughs have saw-tooth openings
ingenuous arrangement. The middle
along the sides through which colored
compartment is equipped with a
lights and shadows are projected onto
glass door allowing the operator a
the
of
bottom
In the
the ceiling.
troughs are roundels through which clear view of the film passing
may be projected red, blue, green and through.
Special attention has been given to
Color effects are obwhite light.
the
driving sprocket in the sound
and
inside-frosted
using
tained by
This is driven directly from
clear Mazda lamps with color caps head.
Only clear the reduction gear housing of the diand aluminum collars.
red, green, blue and white Mazda
lamps are used, but the color effects Cine Lifts Capacity to
which can be obtained from them are
unlimited in number.
143,000 Feet per
lel

coves

fitted

Tone-0-G^ orv ^ Devices

More Theaters

Orders for 25 new installations of
Tono-O Graph have been received by
North American Sound and Talking
Picture Equipment within the past
few days, it is announced bv the
company. Among theaters to install
the sound-on-disc and sound-on-film
apparatus are several inHenendent
New York houses. Installations also
will be made in Switzerland, with
signing of contracts by the
the
Haefliger
and Stuessy chain in
Zurich.

Jack Levy, formerly with Theater
Acoustics Corp. has joined the staff
of North American Sound and Talking

Picture

facturers of

POSSIBLE ON

NEW

SCREEN

A

to

it.

The

direct driving

arrangement

of
Royal equipment is designed to replace the friction drive of the projecIt is
tor and the projector's motor.
attached directly to the projector, of
which it becomes an integral part,
and consists of a special synchronous

motor equipped with its own flywheel
and a ball bearing reduction gear
housing.
The synchronous motor
reduction gear arrangement, which in turn drives the
sprocket, the projector itself and the
disc attachment.
This driving attachment, once set, is part of the
projector and moves with it.
The
fader is inserted between the outputs

drives

the

of the film amplifiers, magnetic pickups for disc and the main amplifier.
It is so arranged that various volumes may be obtained and either

angle.
These fins, being just 1-2,000th of an inch, are practically invisible five feet from the screen.
Earl-Graf Industrial Motion Picture Corp. specializes in industrial

picture advertising.
The company
builds up stories around its customers' products, takes pictures of the
story and runs them over a chain of
projectors, which operate continuous-

and automatically
thoroughfares.

ly

Greenblatt Gets

in

prominent

New

DeForest Appointment

—

Pittsburgh -Herbert H. Greenblatt,
connected with Universal for. the past

and lately associated with
Talking Pictures in New
York and New Jersey, has been made

five years,

General

machine may be faded into. There district manager for the same coma key mounted on the fader that pany and will supervise sale of the
Offices
switches from film to disc and vice equipment in this territory.

is

of

versa.

Two

pairs of 14 wires' lead from the booth
to the stage for the speakers.
One pair supplies the 110 volt A.C. or D.C. power for the
exciting winding of the speakers and the
other pair carries the voice frequency currents.
Contrary to the usual practice of splitting the

speaker supply at the booth, Royal engineers
are taking the speech back stage in one pair
of wires and then are splitting it up by means
of an auto transforming to match the impedance of the speakers. The different types
of equipment have been segregated into various
models so that exhibitors may purchase either
the complete Dual equipment or any other
combination desired.
Each model is complete with all snare parts included.

the

company

are

Standard Film Service.
is

district

located

W.

D.

with
Altei

engineer for the company

and will work out of

Schwarz

to

this office.

Handle

Pfeil Control in Thilly'

—

Philadelphia
Pfeil
Automatic
Safety Control will be distributed by
C. Schwartz & Son here, it is announced by A. Sternberg. The company also handles Phototone in East-

ern Pennsylvania.

Brazilian Circuit

Buys Air Equipment

Cine Lab has expanded its plant,
Industrias Reunidas F. Matarazzo,
which now has a capacity of 63,000 of Sao Paulo, Brazil, controlling a
feet of 16 mm. and 80,000 feet of circuit of more than 15 houses in
standard per week.
It also has in- that country, has contracted through
stalled a complete set of Carl Zeiss Roy Chandler, representative of the
lenses which will add brilliancy and Carrier Engineering Corp., for more
detail
in
printing and developing. than $100,000 worth of air conditionThe lenses are the 10 cm. Tessar N. ing equipment.

Levy Joins North American

DAYLIGHT FILM SHOWINGS

rect driving unit by means of a 25screen which makes it possible
pound flywheel that is mechanically
filtered, thus it is in no way depen- to show pictures in daylight has been
dent upon the perfect operation of brought out by the Earl-Graf Industhe projecting machine itself and will trial Motion Picture Corp., of New
give as good results with an old pro- York. The inventor of the screen is
jector as with a new one, it is said. Earle M. Wooden, who has a numIt also eliminates by means of the ber of patents on motion picture profiltered flywheel, any possible flutter jectors.
After considerable experiso noticeable in this method of re- ment he accomplished his objective
production. The lower magazine op- by so placing fins in a frame that,
erates separately and is merely used while allowing visibility in line with
to take up the film as it is passed on the eye, obstructed rays on any other

Week

for 25

,

Frequency Control is Feature
Of New Royal Amplitone Model

PAINTING WITH LIGHT

NEW DECORATIVE

WILLIAM ORNSTBIN

Banger House
Bangor, Me. Work

Publix

—

ing the

New

Redecorated
of redecorat-

Bijou has been com-

The house
Equipment Co., manu- pleted.
Publix Chain and has
Tone-O-Graph.

is

one of the

installed sound.

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS
of Every Type
Consult Us and Save Money

REPAIR SHOP

with Experts on

Professional Cameras

Right on Premises

U/ILMKJGHByS
_
110

West 32*St.N«w*5rK.Ny^
Phone Ptnna. 0330

Motion Picture Department
U. S. and Canada Agent* for Debrie

Black-and-White Cost
for

Colored Sound Pictures
lM

OW— at low cost — sound pictures can

be printed without sacrificing any of the
delicate tints formerly used ....

Sonochrome Tinted

Eastman

Positive Films have

given the industry a wider range of tints

than was ever available before

— in films

so adjusted that they give amazingly faithful

sound reproduction. And though they

combine sound and
Eastman

films cost

color, these

new

no more than regular

black-and-white positive.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK
J.

E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors

New York

Chicago

Hollywood

Again FOX
WINS HIGHEST
AWARD FOR ARTISTIC
ACHIEVEMENT IN PRODUCTION OF MOTION PICTURES!

For the 2nd successive year the

PHOTO-

PLAY gold medal has been awarded
FOX. Nation-wide balloting among
over a million readers of PHOTOPLAY
culminated in the selection of

FOUR SONS
Directed by

JOHN FORD

JOHN

WOMEN

WITHOUT

MEN

company of THE IRON
HORSE, 3 BAD MEN, HANGMAN'S HOUSE, THE BLACK WATCH
of men facing a horrible death in a disabled submarine, 16 fathoms

FORf"V^

l

ates t

production, joins the distinguished

and SALUTE. It is a story
below the China Sea. With a few hours to live, women they loved and still love are talked
about. It's a different picture! And one that demonstrates John Ford's extraordinary ability to
blend box-office with art. Cast includes, KENNETH MacKENNA, Farrell Macdonald, Frank
Albertson, Stuart Erwin, Warren Hymer, Paul Page and Walter McGrail. Story by John Ford
and James K. McGuinness. Dialog by Dudley Nichols. Staged by . ... .
:

.

Andrew

Bennison.

Presented by

.

.

^w

WILLIAM C/
iCJA
.

.
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Assure Regular Dividend Rates For All Fox Firms

POOLING

ALLJOX HOLDINGS

Survey of Film Industry Is Planned by Churches
Plan Inquiry Into Films'
Relation

Public

to

Discarded

TEXAS SEEKS TO PROHIBIT

CARRYING FILM

BUSES

IN

New

Inc., in a new holding organization is definitely planned by the trustees selected by William
Fox to control his affairs. This information is contained in letters which
today will be delivered to holders of the bulk of the short-term obligations,
learned yesFILM
terday.
Griffith Signs
Original plan of Fox to con-

Pooling of

Welfare

Fox

to Consolidate Holdings
Arrangement
in Favor of

Original Plan of
all

Fox companies, including Loew's,

Launching of an inquiry concerning the relation of the industry to
public welfare in the production of
pictures lias been decided upon by
the executive committee of the FedThis aceral Council of Churches.
tion followed the resignation of William C. Redfield as executive chairman. Newspaper reports say that he
took exception to alleged activities
(Continued on Page 6)

Steps are being
Austin, Tex.
taken in Texas to arrange a public
hearing on the proposal to prohibit
transportation of inflammable motion
picture film in motor buses, according to an announcement by Mark
Marshall, director of State motor

J.V.BRYSONSAYSTALRERS

Fox Trustees Refinancing Plan
Will Not Affect Dividend Basis JOINT

—

(Continued

on Page

THF

DAILY

Huston

for Role of Lincoln

solidate his holdings in Fox Film
announces signing Corp. has been found to be impracWalter Huston for the role of tical and has been discarded in favor
of
Abraham Lincoln in his forthcoming of the new arrangement, it is under1).

W.

Griffith

(Continued on Page 2)

8)

stood.

Stockholders in Fox Film Corp.,
September, approved an increase

last

BOOST ENGLISH BUSINESS
Show business in Great Britain has
been so greatly stimulated as a result of the talkers that, even with
the present quota of 7 /2 per cent
l

increases to 10
the market for
American pictures in England is expected to reach new records as soon
{Continued on Page 6)
films

British

per

and

new

Regular dividend rates on the stock
of all companies owned by William
Fox will be maintained, the trustees
working out a refinancing plan are
Conunderstood to have decided.
solidation of all Fox holdings into a

way reduce

dis-

bursements.
Dividends, a subject which occupied much attention since establishment of the trusteeship, are not affected by the current position of the
(Continued on Page 2)

its

next year,

cent

firm will in no

HELP SANTA HELP

conference being held in
by various branches of
the industry has suspended until following the holidays, says a statement issued Saturday afternoon by
Felix F. Feist, acting chairman.
Following is the statement:
"Gratifying progress having been
Joint

New York

made

that

1.

His future plans

Confirmation of the dropping
the reported deal whereby
William Fox was to dispose of
Loew's, Inc., to William Randolph Hearst, Louis B. Mayer
and J. Robert Rubin is indicated by the plan of the Fox
trustees to include Loew's, Inc.,
in the new Fox holding company. Negotiations for the sale
of Loew's, including M-G-M,
were under way in New York
of

^Designed by Associated
Motion Picture Advertisers
for the

Film DadijRelief

Fund

received .Saturday for THE
Four More Companies
DAVID LOEW'S check for $100 wasOther
principal donations were
FILM DAILY RELIEF FUND.
Join Ass'n of M. P. Labs
Trade

additional companies have
joined the recently formed Ass'n of
Motion Picture Laboratories, which
{Continued on Page 6)

Jan.
unsettled.

since

Loew Deal Dropped

Fire Regulations
Planned in St. Louis
Louis — No special drive against

Four

will

that

are

No New
St.

1913,

of

company

not to be admitted to
1ft are
the showing of American motion
pictures because they are too capital(Continued on Pane 6)

under

Pathe

terminate his connections with

activities

children

picture studios and theaters is planned by the local safety department
{Continued on Page 6)

and the

P. A. Parsons, who has been connected with publicity and advertising

—

Orders are
iB\ Cable)
reported to have been issued by the

government

in clarifying the issues
(Continued on Page 6)

Parsons Leaves Pathe
Jan. 1; Future Unsettled

AS TOOJAPITALISTIC

Soviet

CONFAB SUSPENDS

UNTIL AFTER HOLIDAYS

U.S.FILMHTTACKED

Moscow

(Continued on Page 6)

of
$50 from James R. Grainger, $35 from the Charlotte Film Board
and $25 from John Boyce Smith, and in addition there were responses
from the Boston Film Board of Trade, J. P. Normanly, W. Ray Johnston,
{Continued

on Page

8)

for

some

days.
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2
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The Industry's
Date Book

CHIEF among last week's openings was "The Sky Hawk," which succeeded
"Sunny Side Up" at the Gaiety. Among pictures coming to Broadway within
the week is "Devil May Care," Ramon Novarro's new film, which opens at
the Astor on Sunday, forcing out "The Hollywood Revue."
"The Trespasser" gives
way to "The Virginian" on Saturday at the Rialto.

Price 5 Cents
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date engagement of "The
Thing Called Love" at Fox W. C.
houses in Los Angeles, San Diego,
San Francisco, Oakland, Portland,
Seattle and Tacoma.
Opening of "Virginian" at Rialto,
N. Y.

Premiere of "Devil
N. Y.

Opening
House in

23

—

s
8
I

J. E.

Brulatour

,

Inc.

I
i
i
\\

1

I

»

i
g

New York

B
M

1540 d™j«„o
Broadway

Hollywood
6780 Santa Monica
Blvd

Bryant 4712

Gladstone 6103

mn

the

of

City.
at

War-

Dec.

24

N.

con,

at

Bea-

15

Y.

Warner "Evening World" Christmas party at the Central, N. Y.
Warner Coast studio to resume activity.

PROPOSED TOR FRANCE

For Sale

RATES FOR ALL FOX FIRMS

— An

(Continued from Page

Theatre Equipment

1)

concerns, it is understood.
It
is
pointed out that the short-term notes
aggregating $91,000,000 are not expenditures of the capital of the Fox
concerns.
Instead they are merely
obligations accumulated by buying of
posal is for a tax of 100 francs a
metre for silents and 150 francs for additional assistance.
Although a statement made some
sound. As a further protective meastime
ago figured earnings of the com50 per cent
ure he suggests: (a)
bined Fox enterprises at about $33,reduction in traveling expenses, (b)
No town taxes, (c) Special prices for 000,000 for the year, it is understood
sup- that these earnings were underestielectric lights and power, (d)
mated. West Coast Theaters' earnings
pression of import duties on raw
had been gauged at $5,500,000 but
stock, (e) The removal of taxes on
more detailed reports indicate that
semi-national and museum films.
this chain will yield a gross in excess
of $6,000,000.
For the first quarter
of the current fiscal year Loew's has
Griffith Signs
earned better than a bonus of $10 a
for Role of Lincoln share and expectations are that total
earnings for the year will be close to
(Continued from Page 1)
Combined earnings of
picturization of the Great Emanci- $14,000,000.
Huston will leave for Holly- Fox Film and Fox Theaters are expator.
wood the first week in January to pected to be not less than $14,000,-

A

600 Opera Chairs.
Silver

1

Screen.

2 Simplex Projectors.

Automatic Ticket Register,

1

All in

A

etc.

condition.

1

Box G-186

c-o Film Daily

1650 B'way.

N. Y. C.

A

NATIONAL

Huston

start

work

at the

United Artists

stu-

SCREEN

SERVICE
SOUNDf* sue":

000.

dio.

Sharper Talker Censorship

—

A more stringent cenN. Y. Hippodrome to Be Razed
sorship of talking pictures is expected
Fred F. Finch, builders, have purwith the installation soon of sound
chased the N. Y. Hippodrome theequipment in the projection room
ater property from the United States
used by the State censors.
Realty Company for $7,500,000. The
house seating approximately 4,000
was operated by R-K-O theater
Richmond

The new owner will take possession May 1 and plans an 83 story
office structure.
chain.

H.

Bunk" Says Roxy

Pointing out that his contract with
the Roxy Theater Corp. has more
than two years to run, S. L. Rothafel
yesterday characterized as "all bunk"
a report that he is to end his connection with the Roxy early in January
and join RCA to take charge of its
broadcasting chain and to become a
member of its board of directors.

J.

Fitzgerald, General Manager,

Hollywood.

Scenarist Dies at

Tacoma

g
JJ
Tacoma— Henry Everett McNeil of
g New York, scenarist and novelist,
died here Saturday at the age of 67.

George

W.

INC.

Calif.

Gibson. Pres.

/

j

tliaudu ft FASHION NEWS in
FIRST RUNS....ti<auir tbi wemin latt

tuth

snat

inltrnt in

Technicolor— RCA Talking
1

Inc.. Says:-

eur

"....vtry

FASHION FEATURES.

at

Picture

Little

New York

of Shows" opening
Los Angeles, Calif.
Opening of "Tiger Rose"

IMPORT TAX ON .FILMS

"All

Eastman Films

Care"

ner,

Pox-Midwesco Theatres.

I

May

"Show

Jan.

import duty on films
brought into this country has been
put before the Chambre Syndicate by
M. Diamant Berger, which, he beadopted will solve the
if
lieves,
Franco-American problems. His pro-

Financial

the-

Wash.

Astor,

Dec. 26

Paris

for

at

Day and

—

—

Trade practice conference

19

ater seat manufacturers
ington, D. C.

Nov. 1
Nov. 3
Criterion
Nov. 19
Winter Garden.. Nov. 20
Rivoli
Nov. 29

Warners
Epics. Cohan

1929

16,

Releases Per

Month

)

ALL

(

Screen Stir Models

Circuits

it.

"
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Timely Topics
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Along The Rialto

A

Digest of
Current Opinion

Foresees Great Popularity
British Films in U. S.

For

BRITISH

pictures

will,

I

be-

lieve, eventually receive wide
popularity in the American market and with the American pubWhen this is to be accomlic.
plished depends upon the ability

producer to make
pictures which will measure up
to the entertainment standards
of the

to

British

which

the

American

public

has become accustomed.
Martin J. Quigley, editor
"The Exhibitors' Herald-World"
*

*

*

Says Wide Screen Will Aid
Films as Medium of Expression
to me that the use of
IT seems
the wide film will bring the
need for a mobile mask in the
camera, which will finally liberate the screen as a medium of exSince the invention of
pression.
the screen the size of the picture

has been regulated by one problem: how big should it be in
order to be wholly recognizable
from all parts of the house?
With the adoption of wide film
and the invention of a mobile
mask the size and shape of the
image on the screen can change
any number of times, so long as
the transformation be not overdone or tiring to the eye of the
spectator.

Thorold Dickinson in "Kinematograph Weekly," London
*

*

*

Says Talkers Have Improved
Musical Taste of Americans
has
talkie
THE
classical music

popularized

and has de-

veloped the taste of the AmerIt has created a
ican audience.
demand for greater musicians all
over the world, and within a
short time the world's greatest
musical artists and singers will
be brought to the people in all
sections of the world. I believe
that within a short time there
will be symphony orchestras in
everv municipality.
Boris Morros, Musical
Director, Publix Theaters

THEIR
FIRST

JOBS
PAUL POWELL
printer's devil in small

town

THA TS
THAT

with

By PHIL

Phil M. Daly, Jr.

M DALY

LOOKS as the industry
IT not
have to worry about the
if

¥UST

got word that

Lou

musical director of Warners,
** is back on Sunset Blvd.
He and the wife made the trip via
Cuba through the Gulf of Mexico. By the way, Lou, how's
your golf?
Richmond newspaper stepped out with more
than ordinary praise for "Disraeli."
Sure, one of the fellows
learned that Joan Bennett was a former member of the Richmond stock company at the old Academy of Music
*

Silvers,

*

*

*

*

*

come. There was a big fuss made in
the newspapers about) that Roller
confession down in Philly, recorded
But the New York
on a newsreel.
police and judicial authorities agree

lately,

who

Clifford Brooke,

*

*

*

court

it

*

*

Nursery Crimes
Jack Spratt could eat no fat
His wife could eat no lean
They saw a banquet in a film
And so absorbed the screen.

*

and stage shows clevercountry, visiting his firm's exHollywood for words with Bill

EXTRA!

the

State
*

*

*

Eddie Dowling, whose "Blaze O' Glory" soon will be placed
before the Broadway push by Sono Art-World Wide, apparently
decided to remain in pictures for keeps, according to announcement that he has dissolved his New York play producing firm.
*

*

*

who directs pitchers and stage shows cleverprove this statement") is one of the most popular
Warof directors with the people who take his guidance..
reports
Hollywooding.
of
period
from
a
returned
Nolan,
ren
that some actors have developed cases of microphone mugging,
which is second cousin to camera mugging, if you know what
.

again,

chance.

By unanimous

Clifford Brooke,

request Mysterious

Maine has gone and committed suicide by swallowing a reel of someShe laughed
body's short comedy.
herself to death.

The

pallbearers will

Hancock, Ed McNamee,
Billy Ferguson and yours truly, as
gents having kept her alive longer
be

*

Then

*

anchor for a
changes and winding up in
Tody, who is about to do six outdoor talkers for Bier Four release
Minstrel Eddie Leonard, last seen on Mazda Lane
with the showing of his Universal pitchur, will make personal
^opearances in Locw's metropolitan houses starting Dec. 21
*

spectacular for

too

directs pitchers

cruise around

at the

is

costs too
much.
This confession nicked the
Philly municipal cash register about
And just picture the
2,000 berries.
political boys letting that kind of
dough get away from them every
Not a
time somebody confesses.

Miss Mack?
*

it

purposes.

Bessie Mack, who cops space aplentv for the Capitol, now
has the assistance of Tony Veiller.
Well, Tony, you couldn't
Had any
tret
a better boss than Bessie, the dear thing

bon bons

dues

judicial courts invading the moving picture field, at least for some time to

that

*

Joseph Santley, who was burdened with a contract by Pathe
to assist in the production of musical comedies, left for the
("oast yesterday.
Lotos Club threw a dinner for the lad a few
davs
First National offices has a treat, the viewing of
"Son of the Gods," Barthelmess' latest which just arrived in
town
but, now why tell you what they say about it.
It's a Rex Beach story, and you know

Don

Interthan she probably deserved.
ment will be in one of the projection rooms in 729 Seventh Avenue,
where the poor gal is bound to be
undisturbed. Send no flowers. Mame
had no smeller even when she was
a live one.

ly (his records

we mean

*

*

*

AMPA

work

for
lieve me, the
art

Famous Film Conversations
"Will he sign up?"

*

A generous vote of thanks, is given whole heartedly to Eddie
gang for the generous donation of
Klein and the complete

THE FILM DAILY RELIEF FUND. And
BOYS are also kicking in with the DOUGH

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

be-

Charles C. Burr, resigns from Fa-

DECEMBER

ed

—AND

Best
tions

MANY HAPPY RETURNS

16'

wishes and congratulaare extended by

THE

mous Players

Expansion program under way by
Film, Ltd., Canadian com-

FLM DAILY

Sterling

ing

pany.

who

to the followmembers of the industry,
are celebrating their birth-

*

day on these days.
Clyde Cook
Barbara Kent

Harry Spear
Ted Wilde
G. Pat Collins

become associated

to

with Arthur F. Beck.

*

*

S. L. Rothafel plans
presentations.

Oren W. Roberts
Joseph Holton

*

*

Coast stage

*

Samuelson Prod., Ltd., English
unit producing at Hollywood.

A
You Can Play Our Biggest

DAY and DATE

with

BROADW

Dominant Broadway
Available for

Hit

I
Attractions

You Right Now!

JOHN BARRYMORE
In His First Talking Picture

"GENERAL CRACK"
Scenes in Technicolor

NOW PLAYING CAPACITY — $2.50 TOP
WARNER BROS. THEATRE, NEW YORK

GEORGE ARLISS
in

"DISRAELI"

WEEK— $2.50 TOP
CENTRAL THEATRE, NEW YORK
12TH

CAPACITY

WARNER BROS.

"SHOW

of SHOWS"

77 Stars— 100 Shows In
Entirely in Technicolor

One

Now Playing Capacity — $2.50 Top
WINTER GARDEN, NEW YORK

Pre-sold Direct to your Patrons b
Newspapers, Fan Magazines, Music, R
"Vif/iTihirnp" is

fJip rfloiste.rfiA.

trnAp-vnnrl> nf

TJ?/>

Vif/ifirnma dnrhnrntinm Aesronniino *f< -hvrt/Jurfc

Every Entry
Is an Entry
1

7 more

in
in

your Date Book
your Bank Book

big ones to

/

come

*************

"SONG OF THE WEST"
John

Boles, Vivienne Segal, Joe E.
Entirely in Technicolor.

"SHE COULDN'T SAY

Brown

NO'*

Winnie Lightner, Chester Morris.

JOHN BARRYMORE in
THE MAN FROM BLANKLEY S

"GOLDEN DAWN

t>

Walter Woolf, Vivienne Segal, Noah
Beery.

Entirely in Technicolor.

"UNDER A TEXAS MOON"

"HOLD EVERYTHING"

Frank Fay, Raquel Torres, Myrna Loy,
Noah Beery, Armida. In Technicolor.

Joe E. Brown, Winnie Lightner, Georges

Monte Blue and Lupe Velez
in "TIGER ROSE"

DOLORES COSTELLO in
"SECOND CHOICE"

"THE AVIATOR n

AL JOLSON

Edward Everett Horton,
Patsy Ruth Miller

Songs by Irving Berlin.

GEORGE ARLISS in
"THE GREEN GODDESS

MONTE BLUE

Carpentier.

Entirely in Technicolor.

Chester Morris, Jack Mulhall.

in

"MAMMY

ft

Scenes in Technicolor.

in

"ISLE OF ESCAPE"
Betty Compson,

Myrna Loy, Noah

Beery.

12,000,000 National Campaign—
lio

and Intensive Exploitation Drive

I

)
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Mill IIMIIW

Churches

to

Launch Survey

of Films

9

Welfare to Public

(Continued from Page

with
part

Hays organization on the
Dr. Charles Stelzle, a
Rev.
of
the

for the Council.
Dr. Charles E. Gilbert, who has
succeeded Redfield, issued a long

.publicity

Missing

worker

statement setting forth the position
of the Council in relation to the moThe proposed
tion picture industry.

1

nor any person connected with the

motion picture industry in any way
whatever has had anything to do
with the organization of the Federal
Council's Commission of the selection of its personnel.
"Moreover, the commission has

been influenced in any way
in its policies of procedure
whatever
fall
last
upon
decided
inquiry was
picture producers' aswhile Redfield was head of the or- by the motion
representative of it.
any
or
sociation
at
the
authorized
was
ganization, and
*
*
there has been
point
one
Upon
recent annual meeting of the executhat is the
and
agreement,
general
CounFederal
of
the
committee
tive
unprejudiced
and
careful
of
a
need
cil in Chicago.
moThe statement issued denied pub- inquiry into the relation of the
public
the
to
industry
picture
tion
resigned
Redfield
lished charges that
because of undue influence by the welfare."
Samuel M. Cavert, one of the genThe statement
organization.
never

Hays

secretaries

said in part:

eral

"Neither the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America
nor any representative of that body

vised

POOLING ALL FOX FIRMS
INTO

of

THE FILM

adDAILY that the
would get under
the

Council,

proposed inquiry
way at an early date.

I).

S.FILMS ATTACKED

(Continued from Page

the capital security of the firm by
voting an issue of an additional
4,000,000 shares of Class "A" stock.
The plan was to increase the com12
pany's directorate from 8 to
members and the Class "A" stockholders, who at present have no voting power, were to be allowed to
of the directors of the
five
elect
board. Provision was also made that

(Continued from Page 1)

United Kingdom house:
have been wired. This view was expressed by James V. Bryson. genera
manager for Universal in Great Britain, just before sailing Saturday or
as

UNTIL AFTER HOLIDAYS

luxurious life depicted in these pictures, therefore restriction of such
films is considered advisable on the
same basis that Soviet films are censored in America because they are

termed propaganda.

Most Russians

Yankee moving pictures
the
much better than those made in their
native countrv.
like

(Continued from Page 1)

groups

having

submitted

solution
for the
their suggestions
thereof, the conference has adjourned
to enable each group to consider the
proposals of the other and will reconvene after the holidays subject to

the call of the chairman.
"All groups have shown a disposition to work out a constructive program and the deliberations have been
characterized by a spirit of friendliness and cooperation."

"PHANTOMOFTHEOPERA"

original idea of enlarging the
company's capitalization but in making plans for the holding organization, arrangements are to provide for
a wider participation on the part of
Class "A" owners in the firm's affairs

—"Phantom

than has previously been given this
class of

stock.

Intention of the trustees, it is understood, is that the proposed holding company will acquire the majority of the stock in the others through
an exchange of stock and the issue
of debentures of some kind to cover
the financing demanded by plans now
being worked out. The trustees understand that these debentures will
be acceptable to the holders of short-

(Continued from Page 1)

seeks to bring about better business
and social conditions in their sphere
Among the new
of the business.
members are Fox. Komp Film Lab.
Film Lab., and Metex, according to
S. L. Bergman, secretary.

Denver, Salt Lake City. Seattle
San Francisco and Los Angeles. Jerry Marks has been appointed Den-

vise

ver manager reolacine T. Kraker who
resigned and Henri Ellman in addition to district manager will fill the
post of Chicago branch

manager.

New

York Little Theater
For
Colony
Program
Tab
Opens to Public Dec. 25
will
weekly
program
A tabloid
Mthoueh (he Little Picture House
soon make its appearance at the Col- 151 E. 50th St.. New York, opens its
ony under the name "Colony Pictor- doors on Dec. 23 with an invitation
ial,"

with Sidney C. Davidson of the
New York, in
Theater,

Colony

charge.

about 75 per cent of the theaters

wit!
stil

Ireland, where picture
business was practically dead a few
years ago, the talkers have createc
a big revival of interest and then
are now close to 200 picture houses

In

Bryson said.
in England is and al
be handicapped by the dis
Bryson de
difficulties,

operation,

in

Production

ways

will

tribution
constituteBritain
Great
clared.
only a 10 per cent market and companies making pictures in that country must struggle to get enough o!
the other 90 per cent to cover theii
production outlays and give them i
Because of this factor of
profit.
certainty, British and other forei
put
to
hesitate
producers
amount of money into their picture?
and as a consequence the genera
average quality of the films emanati
ing abroad makes it inipossibh

performance,

it

will not cive its

firs)

showing until Christmas Day.
Seating 209 and wired with Western

public

previews, sec-

tinental

language talkers on any extei
England's geographicallj

despite
basis,
position.
cal

Bryson

said,

althought

practically certain that there will he a
British production to
ual increase in
the auota and also to help supply the
theater business being created by
Another hampering situation in
e'rs.
Britain is the fact that distributors
for pictures
rind a local market
they have been trade shown, and the
nrevents booking more than nine montl
This means that films mud
advance.

individually and producers cannot
sold
pend upon backing from the sale of a
olete season's schedule a year in adva

J

livery.

l(

r
n ,)„. i on g ru n, Bryson said, it
ublic that decides whether there is to
pic
increase in the number of native
and at present the foreign public is
whehniiudv for American product.
Universal has about 10 houses in
Britain and the same number in Europe.
expansion plans under way. Brv-o
The foreign language probler
clared.
patent litigation in Germany
well as
caused temporary depression in European
revival is inj
•itre business, but an early
according to the Universal execM
pect.
,

,

Ohio Amuse. Co.

Petitions

for Sale of Theater
Cleveland

— Permission

to sell

thei

liter
the benefit of credit*
court
the
of
requested
has been
The
the Ohio Amusement Co.
suburba
local
ten
owns
poration

theaters

for

—
;
Mexico City
ond and third runs and revivals. Pro- houses.
Record on Coast
Parade"
"Love
Fridav
every
term obligations.
changed
be
will
have
grams
Modernos,
Mexico City Cine
San Francisco— "The Love
Program of the trustees will be ordered five installations of RCA and will include a double issue of
retl
has broken the box office
rade"
submitted to the Dept. of Justice, as Photophone svstems for their the- r.cwsreels. The house will be opergr
a
with
Francis
ord at the St.
Oscar Granat, manager of the ated by the Film Bureau, of which
is the customary procedure in proaters.
Sophie' Smith is managing director. of $23,300.
company, handled the deal.
jects of this sort.
Electric,

Five

RCA's

—

for

['

1

Brown,

Join Ass'n of M. P. Labs

thar

after a visit in

the

No New

the

Yorl

Bremen

of them
compete with America!
to
Opera." the Universal picture product on the basis of merit. Evei
withdrawn from showing in England in making up the 7'/> per cent qu«**
a few years ago because of an ad- of British pictures it is necessary*
vance publicity stunt that had the use quite a few inferior films whffl
unfortunate effect of creating pub- could easily be replaced by Ameri
lic sentiment against it, finally is to
can productions of better oualitv.
This same economic factor and
be given a presentation here soon in
sources, artistic and technical, will mat
its new sound version.
difficult for British compaires to produce

London (By Cable)

Managers

Four More

New

and Universal City.
There are at present more
800 wired houses in England
silent.

providing that less than $1 was paid
dividends for four consecutive
in
Get
Tiffany
years, Class "A" owners were to be
Fire Regulations
permitted to elect nine of the 12 diTerritories
Additional
rectors until dividends had been rePlanned in St. Loujs Following re-alignment of districts
stored to the regular annual disburse(Continued from Page 1)
have been announced by Oscar Hanment of $4 per year.
son, general sales manager of Tiffire
studio
Pathe
of
the
result
a
as
has
No certificates of incorporation
fany: Ralph Morrow, southern dishave
ordinances
Local
York.
vet been filed for the new holding in New
trict manager will be in charge of
company and none of the additional have been enforced and observed by the following territory, Indianapolis.
of
satisfaction
the
to
authorized stock has been issued. film interests
St. Louis. Kansas City, in addition
Therefore the plan for participation the officials.
to Atlanta, Charlotte. New Orleans.
in the directorate by Class "A" stockOklahoma City and Dallas. Mannv
holders has not yet been authorized.
Companies
western manager, will super-

The trustees have now abandoned

the

all

the

JOINT CONFAB

1)

contended that U. S. films
istic. It
are harmful because they set the Sovto dreaming about the
iet children
is

iii

without leaving a
trace just after he had signed
an agreement to sell the Ontario theaters for $2,000,000.

various

<i

BOOST ENGLISH BUSINESS

AS TOO CAPITALISTIC ENGLAND FINALLY TO SEE

NEW ORGANIZATION
(Continued from Page 1)

wealthy
appeared

—

II

V-BRYSON SAYS TALKERS

J.

It is 10 years this
Small,
that
A.
J.
theater magnate, dis-

Toronto

month

Years

1

—

16, 1929

lllll

it

will

offer

r

here's a little test that an
advertiser can make without
being blindfolded * ask any
motion picture executive anywhere in the world in any
branch of the industry if he
reads the film daily regularly
k after all it's reader interest
and reader confidence that
counts * the film daily modestly claims to reach 90% of
the buying power of the moion picture industry covering
It as completely as a coat of
(an every day of the year
iind with a bona-fide paid subscription list at $10 a year *

'

DAILY

New

Donors Help Push Film

Daily Relief

Fund Drive Ahead

(Continued from Page 1)
Motion Picture News
St. Louis Film Board of Trade

Lee Marcus, Maurice D. Kann, RobWolff, Eureka Amusement
ert
S.
Co., W. A. Downs, George F. Dembow and P. H. Dowling.

The half-way mark

in the $10,000

Indicadrive has not been passed.
tions for the coming week are fairly
bright, and it will take just a little
more action to put the drive over
the top.

Children JAungryli
These are the exact words from a
the relief
just received by

letter

fund:
"... I'm

trying

hard to

keep

from asking for help, as I feel
ashamed to do so, still I cannot
I
let the children go hungry.
hope you will forgive me. God
will bless you for what you have
done for my children."
This case has been before the
committee on a previous occasion
A
and is known to be deserving.
check for $50 was sent at once to
Givers to
the unfortunate family.
the relief fund should be happy to
know that they played a part in
keeping these children from going
hungry.

Actor's Wife Destitute!
Another case brought before the
committee yesterday has to do with
the wife of an actor who died sud-

The woman is in
denly last year.
her 50's and has been unable for
some time to obtain work either in
Had absopictures or on the stage.
lutely

no money and was three weeks

behind in her rent. Living in a furnished room at $8 a week. Was given
$75, cleaning up rent due and paying
two weeks in advance, leaving her
about $35 in cash to take care of
other living expenses for the time
being.
It is just such pitiful cases as these
that come before the relief fund regularly and the fund must have money
If either of
to take care of them.
the above cases were brought directly to your personal attention you

probably would have dug down in
your jeans and helped these needy
persons, so why not dig down now
and send something to the fund to
be used in aiding cases of this kind
all the year round!

Everybody Should Be In
This Line!
Joseph M. iSchenck
Ned Depinet
Al Lichtman
Dr. A. H. Giannini

Thomas Meighan
Motion Picture Salesmen, Inc.

New York
Associated

Herman

Film Board of Trade
Motion Picture Advertisers

Starr

Dave Bader
Robert

F.

Klingensmith

Thomas D. Goldberg
Harford Theater

Walbrook Amusement Co.
William R. Ferguson
Don M. Mersereau
Marvin M. Kirsch

Dave

Miller

Herbert S. Berg
Arthur W. Eddy
Richard Brady
Dario L. Faralla
Ferdinand Luporini

Portland, Ore., Contributors

Johns,

Trade

Kandell
William Ornstein
J.

W. F. Rogers
Omaha Film Board
Don Malkames

of

Trade

Board

Leopold Friedman
New Orleans Film Board

M.

of

Trade

of

Trade

L.

Salt

Schlaifer

J.

Charles Einfeld

Des Moines Film Board
Weinberg
Samuel H. Levin

of

Trade

Isaac

Louis Pelegrine
Walter Eberhardt

Lake City Contributors
OKeefe,

E.

S.

W. F

Winward.

N. Scott, Sam Feinstein. J. F.
Smyth. Carl J. Hallstrom,
E. H.
Wayne C. Ball. F. H. Smith. A. H. Nelson.
A Robert T. Young, Clarence Key, Alan

Gordon.
Baker,

Longhurst,
E. Hunter,

Gladys Beckwith. June
Heid
Dorothy Nielson. Ruby Harvie,
L Taylor, L. Logan, George Hill. Kenneth
Ruth Dixon, Mildred Millet, Ivy
Lloyd

W.

Wilson.

Now On Broadway
— "Hollywood

— "The Lost Revue"
—"Hallelujah Patrol"
Capitol
Carnegie— "The .Manx .Man"
— "Disraeli"
Central
Colony— "Lucky
Love"

Astor

Cameo

'

in

— "The Love Parade"
— "Kio Rita"
Earl Carroll
— "With
Fifth Ave.
Car and Camera Ar
the World"
— "Meistersingers"
Film Guild — "Xosferatu the Vampire™
—
Gaiety
— "The Sky Hawk"
Globe "Dance Hall"
—
George M. Cohan "Hunting Tigers
Hippodrome— "Vagabond Lover"
Loew's New York — Monday, "The IVM

Criterion

\roni

Fifty-fifth

St.

in

Ii

Tuesday, '•Courting Wild Cats"; Wedne
Thursda
Hawthorne":
"Fanny
da^,

"Cock-Eyed World"; Friday. "Fool
and Fools"; Saturday, "Broadway Hoofer':
Sunday. "The Forward Pass"
Mark Strand— "Gold Diggers „i Broadwtjj
Paramount "The .Marriage P avgro

—
— "The

Trespasser"
— "Taming
the Shrew"
—
Roxy "This Thing Called Love"
—
Selwyn "Condemned"
Warners — "General ("rack"
Shows"
Winter Garden — "Show
Rialto
Rivoli

of

of

Texas Seeks to Prohibit
Carrying Film in Buse
{Continued from Page

1)

The movement Si
transportation.
development of an investigation fcl
lowing a film explosion in a San A'j
tonio-San

Angelo

woman was

fatally

bus in which
burned.

Emil C. Jensen
Louis K.

Sidney

Denver Film Board
H. D. Buckley

Ruben &

Trade

of

Lazarus

Paul

Felix Feist
E. M. Saunders

H. H. Buxbaum
Kansas City Film Board
Ralph Pielow
Sam E. Morris
Jesse L. Lasky
W. E. Raynor

of

Trade

Herschel Stuart

Frank
C. J. North
Cleveland Film Board of Trade
Seattle Film Board of Trade
Chicago Film Board of Trade

W.

B.

W.

J.

German

Cincinnati Film Board of Trade
E. S. Manheimer
J.

D.

Clark

Advance Trailers Service
Gabriel Hess
Trade
Salt Lake City Film Board of
Pittsburgh Film Board of Trade
Portland, Ore., Film Board of Trade
Charlotte Film Board of Trade
Boston Film Board of Trade
John Boyce Smith
Les Marcus

W. Ray

Johnston
Maurice D. Kann
Robert S. Wolff
Eureka Amusement
W. A. Downs
J.

P.

Co.

Normanly

Dembow

Walter Reade
David Loew
Addie Dannenberg

H. Haines, Marie Rupert, Agnes Balos.
Miss Lissman, Helen Cober, D. F. Fergu-

Pittsburgh Contributors

R

Sara E. Miller, Marcella
son, G.
Schuck, Al J. Kuhl, Betty Spang, A. Ledergerber, Emma Cook, Marion Conley, Mildred Kindlin, Fanny Gillespie, Dorothy Spang.
Wilma Spang, Benj. Kalmenson, R. M.
Lynch, A. H. Levy, Dave Barnholz, H. MilWm. LeBarton, Francis Guehl, Leo
stein,
Wayne, A. Gammon, M. Gorham, I. H.
Cohen, E. C. Ryan, Sam Wheeler, C. C.
Kiltenberger, A. W. McCormick, A. InterronHanna,
te, George Moore, E. Zanker, J. B.
Lerner,

Finkelstein Buy
Another Minneapolis House
sold the Miles to Ruben &
New Grand and the New
the
own
already
Finkelstein,
Majestic of St.
Palace in Minneapolis, and the Princess and
Amuse$350,000.
was
price
purchase
the
that
said
It
is
Paul.
ments, Dec. 22, 1914.

Minneapolis— Charles Miles has

who

—

Seadler

Silas F.

George F.
P. H. Dowling

H. J. Yates
Columbia Pictures
Emil E. Shauer
E. A. Schiller
Joseph I. Schnitzer
James R. Grainger
Keystone Engraving Co.
Buffalo Film Board of Trade
Harold B. Franklin
Alfred Gottesman

J.

Eikrem. Ethel McMuney. E.
Mildred Proctor, Ben Wingler

M. J. Garrity
Eugene Zukor

Jack Alicoate
Albert Warner

Edna Sussman

E.

Powers,

Talbert.

A

Mintz

J.

A. J. Dash
San Francisco Film Board of Trade
S.

Erickson.
C.
Stone.
lind
Mabel Meyers, Mae Cristenson, J. C. StapleEdith Erwin, Vivian Calvin, J. F.
ton
Lawrence, Elsie Peterson, L. Bishop, Verne
Whitcomb, H. L. Fox, A. H. Huot. L C.
Esther Neer. Beulah Gordon. Theo.
Clark
Hasbrook. Martha Gevurtz. A. S. McCarl,
Louis Amacher, Gertrude Faber. J. McH.
Ginley. Tillie House, Floyd Heninger.
F.
L Percy. Rose Stenek, Ruth Flynn, W.
Schmid. Elma Simmons, I. Schlank, F.

Yearsley

Bill

McFadden. Bessie Pancake, Rosa

J.

F.

D. C. Gillette
N. L. Manheim
T. W. Williams

Film

Rooney, G.

Beal. C. E. Tillman, L. Metzelaar, Lora
West, E. A. Lamb. Elsie Reynolds. M.
of

192?

16,

E.

J.

William Massce
Albany Film Board
N. D. Golden

Indianapolis

Ball. V. Vandergriff, J. Scholl,
Ohiloper, A. Zimmer, Ben Hanna, Rose
Robkins, I. Moritz, J. J. Maloney. H. W.
Genter, H. A. Weinberger, J. Lapidus, A.
Eskin, R. B. G. Haughton, W. L. Sherry,
Esther Mayer, E. J. Moriarty, Blanche Katz,
Bertha Paull, Juanita Fegley, Rose Lagnese,
Julia Wise, Catherine Lockhart, Elvira Gajer,
Helen Gajer, Kathryn Gregoritch, Hannah
Braff, Milton Brauman, Lucy Kopp, Florence
Gordon, Mary Stepanovich, Blanche Braff.
Ed Farrell. Harry Robinson, A. A. Gonlin.
iheo Tolley, Max Shabason, Irvin Jacobs,
Hilda Arvin, Leona Bauer, Eleanor McCaffrey, Norma Fitzgibbons, Mary Thomas.
Mary Shulock, Henrietta
Victoria Cooke.
Lande, Nellie Smith, Irene Geiger, Harry
H. Goldstein, Rae Lefkovits, George Elmo.
E.
M. Stuve, George Tice. Dave Brown,
Chas. Mergen, Belle Mandell, S. Malatesta.
Dorothy Goldstein. Don Velde, J. O. FonWilliam
taine, A. G. Bowers, John Arthurs,
Twig. Francis Seubert, A. H. Kaufman, J.
McCarthy, T. I. Cunningham, M. P. Gable.
Vera Sweeney, M. E. O'ConneH, A. H.

J.

Passarell.

Sam Warshawsky
Eva Warshawsky
Leo Klebanow

M.

Monday, December

Greater
of the news items in the original issue of
it started the first regional
and
Amusements),
(than
Amusements
regional held.
publication to its position of leadership in the

That was one

What a

lot of

water has run

then.
under the bridge since
Amusements

steadily
all the fail
championing
part,
a
it
is
which
of
serving the industry
Not once during its 13
practises and condemning the unfair.
accused of nor done
been
publication
this
has
years of service
its own
anything to impair its record of fairness, nor to reflect on

The passing years have found Greater

self-respect.

This record will be climaxed by the Fifteenth Birthday and
tor
Holiday Number out Dec. 21, which affords the biggest dollar
of the
exhibitors
reach
to
offered
ever
buy
"advertising
dollar
tails
Minneapolis, Milwaukee, Omaha, Des Moines and Sioux
territories.

Copy will be given preference on space
The largest circulation in its field of any

Greater
Lumber Exchange

in the order of receipt!

trade paper.

Amusements
Minneapolis

!
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Burkey Files $95,000 Suit Against 12 Distributors

LAW TO PREVENT SOUND HOUSE

SEEK

FIRES
Financial Expert Made Treasurer of Both Fox Firms
Ask Chicago Ordinance

Niver Succeeds Aaron Fox
at Fox Films and Jack
Leo at Fox Theaters
Naming of K. \Y. Niver, vice-president of Halsey, Stuart
Co. as
treasurer of both Fox Film and Fox

&

i

Theaters was learned by

I

DAILY

i

Aaron Fox

,

|

I

i
<\

at

THE FILM

He

yesterday.

succeeds

Fox Film and Jack

THE

Leo, as exclusively reported in
FILM DAILY of Dec. 9, at Fox
Theaters.
Niver is the financial expert of
Halsey, Stuart & Co. and has been
identified with various deals handled
by this firm in connection with Fox.
He is also a member of the board of
directors of the Roxy Theater Corp.

fARNERSWPLETE PLANS

Amicable settlement

ed that the city include in its ordinances a law requiring acoustical and
other sound-deadening materials to
Fire department inbe fireproof.
spectors, working under supervision
of Patrick J. Egan, division marshal
in charge of fire prevention, have
notified theaters to immediately re-

—

was

indicated

when

Pittsburgh

Circuit

Judge Fitzsimmons continued hear(Continued on Page 2)

Bros, have
completed plans for the erection of
flsix nouses to be located in Los AnHgeles, Hollywood, Beverly Hills, San

Pedro, Huntington Park and Santa
Monica.

Exhib Charges
Was Forced to Quit Business

Kansas

He

City

eral

Judge

Coxe

in

the

District

Court for the appointment of an equity receiver for Sonora Products Co.
The petitioning creditor is the Arrow Hart and Hegeman Electric
Corp., of Hartford, whose attorneys
set forth that $3,698 is due and un{Continued on Page 16)

CHURCH-DRAMA BODY

of

the

{Continued on Page 3)

liechele Sees

'

on those who have contributed

Aiding City Theaters
Sound pictures are pulling big
grosses for city theaters in Kansas
|>ut the smaller towns, where houses
{Continued on Page 3)

Tohnson Jungle Film in
Color,

—

Sound on

70MM

Paris Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson, American explorers, upon leavng here for their two year trip into
(.Continued on

Pag*

i)

of

THE

Ufa

THE FILM DAILY RELIEF FUND

Sound

WIlES are

Amendment of the Building Code
to bring film studios in the same
class with theaters in the matter of
prevention requirements is being
urged by Chief Peter C. Spence of
fire

{Continued on Page 3)

proposeFpadlock law
arouses kansas city

FILM DAILY RELIEF FUND

Drama

Church and

In his action, launched in
tributors.
{Continued on Page 16)

in this country, lauds
in the following words:
part
"A fund for the relief of those in distress is a necessary
the needy reminds us
of our work. The humane aspect of aiding
help of those unforthat we are obligated because it is with the
The worthy work of
positions.
tunates that we have attained our
cannot but reflect credit

F Wynne-Jones, head

THEATER

BEING URGEDFOR STUDIOS

—

Charging restraint
City
of trade and claiming that he was
forced out of business, Walter O.
Burkey, former owner of the Admiral, suburban house, has filed suit
asking for $95,000 against 12 distributor's including Educational, Pathe,
U. A., Tiffany, Fox, Warners, Universal, Metro, First National, RKO,
Paramount and Midwest Film Dis-

Kansas

Film Daily Fund Hits Slump
Quick and Heavy Action Needed

Following a story published in the
lewspapers to the effect that Will
Irl.
Hays and Carl E. Milliken have
|>een dropped from the board of directors

—

{Continued on Page 3)

i

— Warner

Materials

of disputed contracts with exchange
managers is urged by Anthony P.
Jim, president of the M. P. T. O.
of Western Pa. and West Va., to
help alleviate the situation caused by
the suspension of arbitration.
Jim, in a statement to exhibitor
{Continued on Page 2)

DISPUTES WITH MANAGERS

SETTLING OUT OF COURT

This

—

Chicago In an effort to prevent
It
fires in sound theaters, the Chicagc
fire department, through its fire pre
vention committee, has recommend

Receiver is Asked
FOR 6 HOUSES AT COAST
for Sonora Products
has been filed with FedA
petition
Mw est Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles

Compel Fireproof

URGES EXHIBS TO SETTLE

Suit of five Class A
St. Louis
stockholders for mandamus to compel Skouras Bros. Enterprises to permit examination of records to determine the value of the company's
stock will be settled out of court.

to

to

make

it

possible.

—

Kansas City Considerable opposi*
mostly from women, has been
aroused by the proposed "padlock"
ordinance which would require all
cheaters to have a license and would
ion,

{Continued on Page

18)

in "DuBarry"
Taylor's First for U. A.
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles Sam Taylor's first

Talmadge

—

iroduction as an independent prolucer-director for United Artists will
'<n talker of "DuBarry," the David

will be necessary to Belasco play, with Norma Talmadge
had not been for a $100 check heavy response
Only eight starred.
this setback.
overcome
yesterday
Stebbins,
from Arthur W.
considerably less
and
go
to
days
day
lean
would have been a mighty
goal has been
If

it

—

in THE FILM DAILY RELIEF
FUND drive. After the promising
last

pace set during the latter part of
week, the committee expected a
shower of checks on Monday and
therefore was frankly disappointed at
Some quick and
the slim showing.

than half of the $10,000
realized.

Yesterday's list of contributors also
included S. N. Burger, Irene F.
F. C. Quimby, Sam Stern,
Scott
Harry L. Gold, Henry Ginsberg,
{Continutd on Pag* 16)

Standard Talker Contract
Being Considered Abroad
London (By Cable)— A report on
the

standard

contract

for

talking

films, a draft of which had been pre{Continued on Page 3)

H
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plainaints will be shown the books
so they can decide whether to exerfor B
cise rights to exchange
stock.

A

when

are said to have
disposed of their holdings to Warner Bros., who have since dominated
the Skouras theaters, keeping the
corporation out of the market for
munications to THE FILM DAILY, 1650 other pictures and causing depreciaPhone Circle
Broadway, New York, N. Y.
stock.
tion of the
Cable address: Filmday,
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New York

— Listing

of 820,660
shares of Fox Film Corp. "A" at
no par value has been approved by

the

Los

Angeles

Trading of
California

this

Curb

Exchange.
stock in Southern

became

effective

Dec.

13.

Jimmy Rogers

Short With

Completed by Columbia

19

seat manufacturers
ington, D. C.
ater

ganization advised you to ignore all
arbitration demands that the Pitts-

burgh

Film

make

of you,

standard
exhibition
contract
has
been declared unfair and illegal.
"If you are now playing pictures
under a disputed contract, see the

21

Dec.

22

Premiere of "Devil
Astor, N. Y.

Dec.

23

Opening

House

"Show

Jan. 15

Dec.

the

Care"

at

Little
Picture
City.
opening at War-

New York

in
of

Shows"
Los Angeles, Calif.
Opening of "Tiger Rose"

24

con,

N.

Bea-

at

Y.

Warner "Evening World" Christmas party at the Central, N. Y.
Warner Coast studio to resume activity.

"Victory Luncheon and Rally" was

Somma and

of

May

ner,

Dec. 26

the

the-

Wash-

date engagement of "The
Thing Called Love" at Fox W. C.
houses in Los Angeles, San Diego,
San Francisco, Oakland, Portland,
Seattle and Tacoma.
Opening of "Virginian" at Rialto
n. y.

Dec.

decision, ruling the arbitration clause
in the standard contract illegal, a
at

for

at

Day and

exchange manager, and try and adjust your dispute amicably."
In celebration of Judge Patterson's

held recently
Hotel.

Trade practice conference

or-

William Penn

Coulter

Photoplay Prize Goes to
Fox Film 2 Years in Row

May

For the second year in succession
Fox film has been awarded the
Richmond— Reuniting of Charles Photoplay gold medal, with the selecA. Somma and his former partner, tion by the Motion Picture publical
Walter J. Coulter, are said to be in don of "Four Sons" as the best picprospect with proposed forming of a ture released during 1928. T
new corporation to establish theaters award went to "7th Heaven.'

Combine Southern Houses

in three

a

Virginia residential districts:

Swansboro, Church Hill and Chest-

The

exhibitors separated
just about the time when the new
Byrd, which they built last year, was

nut

Hill.

being completed.
erates the

Second

Somma now

op-

Hippodrome and Globe,

of

and

the Star, Fulton.
Coulter, who operates houses here
and in Petersburg, is reported to be
interested in buying into a theater in
Williamsburg, college town.
St.,

Exhibitors

for

Committees

—

Cleveland William James, prestj
dent of the M. P. Theater Owners of
Ohio, has appointed the fnllowi ri8
committees: George Paulda of the

Orpheum
Horowitz

Circuit, resolutions;
of
the
Olympia,

Harry

New

Broadway and Cedar, credentials;
Ben Levine of the Broadview and
Norval, auditing; J. J. Harwood,
owner of the Lexington, governing.

Musician a Suicide
Louis Sudnow, picture theater mu-

New Columbia Theater Co.
"Singing Brakeman" is the latest
sician,
committed suicide by gas.
Columbia,
S.
The
Rialt.
.
Columbia-Victor Gem to be comFriends said he was unable to secure Amusement Co. has been incorpopleted at Camden, N. J., under the
employment since the talking pic- rated here to operate theaters. Capdirection of Colonel Jasper E. Brady.
tures came into popularity.
ital stock is $2,000 with C. A. Her-

C—

Jimmy Rogers

is

starred.

Praised by Board of Review
Handling "Locked Door"
The Board of Review's official orHarry Reichenbach has been en- gan, Photoplay Guide of Popular Engaged by United Artists to handle tertainment, has given its approval to
exploitation on "The Locked Door,"
the Warner films "The Aviator" and
which will follow "The Virginian" at
"So Long Letty."

the Rialto.
No definite date for the
opening of the picture has yet been
set.

Gourdeau

in

New York

managing

director of

Australasian Films East, with offices
in Singapore and Java, has just arrived in New York to buy talking
equipment and films for the Orient.

New

En Route

for

Coast
Arthur Hornblow, Jr., production

Samuel Goldwyn, and SidHoward, adaptor of "Raffles,"

chief for

ney

are en route to the Coast to prepare
for production on the picture which
begins Jan. IS.

vice, located at

appointed

24

S.

Screening

Shawmut
service

St.,

Se_

have
»-e

agents

foi

Biophone equipments in the Ne
Receipts from film rentals during England territory.
They are equi
the first two weeks of this month ped to render service to all users
were 48 per cent in excess of those the Biophone equipments.
for the same period of 1928, it is
reported by Paramount.
Johnston Honored by Friends
Dallas P. K. Johnston, recently
resigned manager of the local Fox

—

Hollywood

to

H.

To Handle Biophone
Boston— C. &
been

exchange after eight y-ears wit*i the
company, was last week tendered a
York to write for Samuel banquet by the Film Board of Trade.

Goldwyn. He leaves
next month.

long, president and secretary; R.
Bearden treasurer.

P-F-L Film Rentals Up 48 P.C.

Louis Bromfield Signed
Louis Bromfield has been signed
in

8

Angeles

1

*•*

$ J. E.

THE FILM DAILY

Bureau,

Coast

Los

1

it

has own-

Fox "A" Stock is Listed on
California Curb Exchange

E. Gourdeau,

It

Beacon

who

ed and managed theaters in various
key cities for the last 15 years, has
been named manager of the new Beacon, at Broadway and 74th, it is announced by Harry L. Charnas, managing director of the Warner Metropolitan Theaters. The house is scheduled to open Christmas Eve.

oOO
200

*•*

New

Charles G. Garfield,

*LAST PRICE QUOTED

Eastman Films

Named Manager

Garfield

—

Financial

they

A

—

4736-4737-4738-4739.
Ralph
New York. Hollywood, California Granite
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone
London— Ernest W. Fredman, The
6607.
W.
St.,
Wardour
Renter, 89-91
Film
Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
Berlin
Harle,
Paris— P. A.
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la
Cour-des-Noues, 19.

Dec.

Board of Trade may
I want to admonish all
owners to abide faithfully
It is alleged by the petitioners that theater
the Skouras brothers owned a ma- with and to fulfill all obligations on
jority of the B stock until last Jan- existing contracts even though the
uary,

The Industry's
Date Book

DISPUTES WITH MANAGERS
{Continued from Page 1)
members, said: "Although your

17, 1929

FOR SALE
Story Rights

Thomas Mott Osborne's Prison Story
"The Right Way"
Address all inquiries to Box K-188
c-o Film Daily
1650 B'way, N. Y. C.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
Attractions (or
Picture Theatres

Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

J

,'

]

I

THE
Tuesday, December

17,

Seeks

INDEPENDENT MUSICIANS
IN 'PHILLY'

ELECTION

Law

to

Prevent Fires

Houses Wired for Sound

in
WIN

-^^

DAILY

1929

move

padding not approved by
Philadelphia
Although John Co- them from walls of sound houses.
Following is a copy of the proposlaprctc, president of Musicians Local
77, retains his post, the independent ed ordinance:
The Fire Prevention Committee recom
faction at the annual election install-

—

ed a body of associate officers deter-

mined to make changes and there

is

still a likelihood of impeachment proceedings against Colaprete, whose
settlement of the recent deadlock
Even if
here created dissatisfaction.
the impeachment does not come off,
Colaprete's hands will be tied by the
opposition of the new officers, who

are as follows:
vice-president;
Luizzi,
Anthony
Albert J. Callahan, secretary; Charles
Saxton, ass't secretary; Le Roy KerCharles M. Fry,
treasurer;
cher,
Fred C. Kade, William M. Klaiss,

Robert McCracken, Sr., Harry H.
Swerdlow, A. A. Tomei, Alfred Viand John K. Witzeman, trial
telli
board.

R-K-0 TO OPEN FOURTH
I.

THEATER DEC. 21

Minneapolis — When

the

Seventh

opens here Dec. 21, R-K-O will
have its fourth house in operation in
Twin Cities. Approximately $80,000
was spent in remodeling and instalPolicy will
ling sound equipment.
he vaudeville and pictures. The company recently reopened, with the installation of sound apparatus, the
St.,

President at

St.

Paul.

Johnson Jungle Film in
Color, Sound on 70MM
(Continued from Page 1)
the Itura forest in the Belgian Congo, have taken with them the latest
scund and color apparatus and a recently developed 70 millimeter film
which it is claimed give a third di

The completed
mensional effect.
product will be released by Talking
Picture Epics and will be sent, to the
American Museum of Natural History.

Women
New
West

Coast

—

Los Angeles Eleanor Packer, of
M-G-M publicity department, was
elected president of the Woman's
Ass'n of Screen Publicists at their
second annual election held at the
Virginia Kellogg,
Chateau Elysee.
publicist for Fred Niblo, was elected
vice president; Peggy McCall, treasJane
urer; Grace Adair, secretary.
McDonough, retiring president, was
elected to the board of directors.

Ritz Going Sound
San Saba, Texas The Ritz

—

is

that somewhere in the Fire Prevention
Code, as well as in the Building Code, a provision lie included governing the type and
tests which acoustical and other sound-deadening material shall comply with before --aid
acoustical material may be applied to ceilings
and walls of bindings.

Acoustical Materials
The following requirements and
acoustical

be

—

Art-World

Wide

anil

construed

sound-absorbing
to

be

minimum

tests

foi

material shall
requirement*!

only.

Acoustical material shall consist of a sound
absorbing element and shall be directly at
tached to walls, ceilings, columns or girderi
unless protected with an exposed metal sur
face, in which event metal may be supported
frcm suitable furring strips.
Any cement or other material used to attach acoustical materials to ceilings, walls

in

a

BEING URGED FOR STUDIOS
(Continued from Page

quired to use fireproof
scenery, draperies, etc.

Expressed by AMPA
behalf of the AMPA, Martin

Is

secretary, has sent John C.
Flinn of Pathe the following letter
announcing adoption of a resolution
Starr,

in him:
exactly how you feel aboul
this terrible tragedy, and we all want you to
know that to a man we extend at this mo
merit our heartfelt confidence that everything
will turn out all right.
know that the
whole
incident
will
unavoidable
see
you

expressing confidence
"The boys know

untarnished and unscarred from the
grandstanding that always follows

through
political

such

catastrophies.
at the

"The boys

meeting

keenly
about it all and a resolution was passed
unanimously whereby the emotions expressed
above should be conveyed to you with every
assurance that we stand in back of John C.
Flinn, one of the finest and most loyal perhas ever
sonalities
that
not only
known, but for that matter, the entire industry.
"Peculiar, how the hand of fate weaves
her pattern.
Only a week ago you stood
attendance
there facing the biggest
the
telling us
that
that ever turned
out,
greatest thing you've ever valued was the
element of friendship, unbreakable, undying,
That element, es
that
has created.
necially on an occasion like this whereby you
unfortunately have been suctioned in by routine
municipal matters, is asserting itself
with all the sincerity and feeling of loyalty
that you can possibly imagine.
last

sales

felt

AMPA

AMPA

AMPA

"We know

terial.
(fi)

in

We

Tests
acoustical material when arranged for
rmlication to walls, ceilings, columns, beams.
tirders or joists for the purpose of sound
leadening and acoustical treatment, shall stand
he following specified Fire Test.
( 1 )
The material to be tested shall not
he 'ess than 200 square inches in area.
(2)
The material shall lie firmly attached
asbestos sheets, not less than one
to hard
'unrter (%) inch thick.
The same material
'hall
be u-ed to fasten and attach the test
rreces to the hard asbestos sheets as is used
c
nr fastening the acoustical material for in
filiations in buildings.
The test furnace shall be capable ot
(3)
developing a temperature of more than 1200
'e-rees P., during the period of the test.
The acoustical materials shall be di
(4)
rectly exposed to the flame.
Thermo-couples shall be located im
(5)
mediately adjacent, and in contact with, the
acoustical material but on the opposite side
The
igainst which the flame is impinging.
'hermo couples shall he so arranged as to in
the
acoustical
ma
licate the temperature of

The

"•ial

material

Confidence in Flinn
In

The temperature of the acoustical ma
during the test shall be not less than

square

your dealings with your fellowmen,
carry you through with the complete
exoneration from any of the alleged wrongagents have
doings that city departmental
unfortunately tried to heap upon you.
"We're standing by you, John C. Flinn
ench and every one of the boys who consti

will

The test shall continue for not less
fifteen
(15) minutes after which the
•naterial shall be quenched by the application
of a bucket of cold water immediately after
removal from the test furnace.
The acoustical material shall then complj

'ute

(7)

away from
The
(2)

the

standing

following:
The acoustical

the

(1)

that that same sincere, friendly.
attitude that has characterized you in

material shall not pull
the hard asbestos board.
acoustical material shall not sup

port combustion.
The acoustical material shall not earn
(i)
flame upon the removal from the test furnace
complying with the
material,
Acoustical
aforesaid tests, shall be permitted to be used
in all classes of buildings for the purpose
of absorbing sound or reducing reverberation
Materials which do not comply with the
aforesaid fire tests, shall not be permitted on
beams, girders, columns or
walls,
ceilings,
joists of any building.

U. A., Educational Change
Quarters in Minneapolis

—

u-eil

legal
in the

to

store film in

any structure

loop district of the

city.

Withdrawal of Hays and Alilliken
from the Church and Drama Ass'n
took place officially and on friendly
terms last January, when the association was reorganized, says Milliken's
statement.
According
to
the
minutes of the meeting at
which this was decided, the action

was

taken

considered

because

inadvisable

it

was

have any
groups
on

to

interested
theatrical
the board.
At that time Frank Gillmore, president of Actors' Equity
Ass'n, and Paul N. Turner, counsel
of the same organization, also were
on the Church and Drama board as
representatives of the legitimate theater, and they dropped out at the
same time as Hays and Milliken.

Biechele Sees Sound
Aiding City Theaters
(Continued from Page 1)
are not wired, are suffering from the
situation, R. R. Biechele, president
of the M.P.T.O. of Kansas and Missouri, told
in
New York yesterday, just prior to
leaving for his home state after attending the joint conference.
Biechele estimates that about 175
of Kansas' houses are now wired,
with the total number of theaters ap-

THE FILM DAILY

proximating 350.

Standard Talker Contract
Being Considered Abroad
(Continued from Page

if

pulse

and

by not onlv
need be."

heart-beat of
in sentiment,

AMPA.
but

in

viously

1)

placed

before the contract
committee of the Kinema Renters'
Society but not to its full council,
has been submitted to the joint
standing committee of the Cinematograph Exhibitors' Ass'n and the
K. R. S. for consideration. The rent-

had agreed to recommend that
charge be made for discs and
Dublicity and that one pre-release
only should be permitted in the West
End unless otherwise specified on
ers

Arrest Pathe Officials
on New Violation Charge
John

C.

Flinn,

Pathe, and
ager, at a

Henry

vice-president
Lally, studio

of

Magis-

hearing in City
Court yesterday, were arrested on a new charge of violating the
ordinance which prohibits the storage of more than 5,000 feet of inflammable film in a building without
a

no

man- the

trate's

Bail of $5,000
system.
fixed in each case, in addition to

sprinkler

Artists was

The change was made necessary by
a new fire regulation making it il-

unsuccessful efforts to obtain finansupport from the Hays office.

cial

of

all

1200 degrees.

ban

(Continued from Page 1)
Ass'n, with the intimation that they
have utilized their connection with
that body to circulate film propaganda, Milliken yesterday made a
lengthy statement, in which he countered with the assertion that the

The Church and Drama group had made

Ass'n now has a committee working on a revision of the
Building Code and Spence has suggested that his recommendations be
considered at the same time. Under
these rules, studios would be re-

Merchants'

shall, after final setting,
fire-resistive cementations com-

be a suitable
pound.
All decorative membranes or linings, unless
attached directly to the acoustical material,
shall be treated with a suitable fire-resistive
compound to enable said membrane or lining
to stand and to pass the Standard Fire Test
Tf the Bureau of Fire Prevention for stagt
materials, as defined and specified in Article
Section
of this Code.

1)

Department Bureau.

Fire

the

columns or girders

to larger quarters in a building of
their own at 1109 First Ave., North.

Joins Sono Art-World Wide
Dallas R. I. Brown now is with

Sono

THEATER FIRE RULES ARE

Minneapolis The United
previously
here the ^15,000
exchanges
Educational
and
Arcade
be- have moved from the Loeb

ing wired for sound.

capacity.

all

mends

with

Publicists Elect
Roster for Year
Bureau, THE FILM DAILY

CHURCH-DRAMA BODY

(.Continued from Page 1)

contract.

Theater Goes Dark
Ky. The Opera House

S'snrlford,

has closed

its

—

doors.

while a card bearing the autographs of the performers in the show
was auctioned off for $250, with Joe

910,

Leblang as the buyer.

set.

Services Held for Norine Byrne
services for Norine Byrne
Funeral
$6,249
Michael's
A total of $6,249 was realized from were held Saturday at St. Brooklyn.
Church,
Catholic
Roman
Imthe
at
performance
the benefit
high requiem mass was sung
perial for the victims of the Pathe Solemn
perished in the
studio fire and their families. Ticket for the dancer that
fire.
Pathe
$1.sales netted $4,089 and donations

From

Benefit

:

THE

Timely Topics

— €)=
A

Along The Rialto

Digest of
Current Opinion

is difficult
ITestimate

film.

It

anybody to
power of the

for

modern

life.

It

is hard to lift ourselves out of
habit and environment and figure what our life would be and
what our state of world knowledge would be if the motion picture had never come to educate
us.
The motion picture does
what we have so long neglected
to do; it walks in through the
widest gate into the mind, the
heart, the soul of the individual.
It teaches in the most concrete
fashion in which instruction can
be conveyed through the eye.
Now, it is combining the two
gateways, the eye and the ear.

—

is goin' in strong for big names these winter
days.
F'r example, both Rudy Vallee and Belle Baker are doing
their stuff on the Brooklyn Paramount stage this week and at
the
York Paramount Ruby Keeler (Mrs. Al Jolson, yer
know) is the main stage show

New

Help

Pastor, Linwood Blvd. Christian
Church, Kansas City

Deplores Unfair

Methods
Of Some Exchange Managers

sponsible for the acts of his
agent, but right thinking production companies demand that their
local
exchange managers
do
nothing to incur the ill will of
the exhibitor to the detriment of
the organization.
This being
true,

is

it

somewhat

amazing

to observe the unfair
tactics of certain exchange man-

agers

who

withhold information

regarding
in
their
possession
their release list so that they
may use this knowledge to swindo not bedle their clients.
lieve that the companies are always aware fo these practices

We

many

instances could be
blamed, where they are entirely
innocent. Such actions, however,

and

in

arouse wholly unnecessary resentment, which may work adversely to the producer's inter-

Relief

Fund

Known for its books and beans, Boston gets the first eastern crack at viewing "The Lost Zeppelin," the Tiffany special,
the Park, the house, and Dec. 28, the date.
Christmas day the
same film makes its bow at the Rialto, Brockton. You know,
Al Selig is supervising the monstrous campaign. Jimmy Loughborough hiked up to handle the detail
Relief

Fund

Needs Your Help

Heading south, E. A. Schiller of the Loew troupe, heading
for Atlanta over the holidays
Harold B. Franklin, presi-

DALY

pi) McNAMEE,
^
AM PA mag, "Motion
editor

of

the

Picture
Advertising," is in receipt of a letter
from a Chink in Shanghai notifying
him that he sent a crate containing
a thousand yen to pay for a vear's
subscription.
The crate arrived, and
Ed is spending his lunch hours counting the coin.
But he sez he doesn't
mind, for it solves his Xmas gift
problem.
He is stringing the coins
with a hole in the center on strings,
and passing 'em out to his lady
friends as antique necklaces dating
from the King Dynasty. * * * And
his side kick Paul Benjamin was unkind enough to remark that it shows
what dumb janes Ed travels with.

Fox West Coast Theater, now in that town and will remain until the opening of the new Fox house there
and
M. Van Praag, general sales manager of Universal in St. Louis
today and expected back in N. Y. tomorrow or maybe a day
dent,

later

Answered Prayer
Here I are, stranded
Oskaloosa, dead broke and u>ith

Dear
in

Do

It

Now

Help the Fund

We knew it
Here comes Fannie Brice, this time in
"Be Yourself," her first for United Artists and a talker. Bet
she'll dish out some snappy repartee in this one.
Leave it to
Fannie to give the bright boys a few new smart smacks
Betty McDonald, captain of the Russell E. Markert's 32 Roxyettes,

has been elected captain of the unit for another year

Make Haste

COURTS

have ruled that the
principal is not always re-

The

By PHIL M.

Jr.

OUBLIX

Rev. Dr. Burris Jenkins,

generally

THAT

PhilM. Daly,

the
disputes influence with

the radio upon

THAT'S

with

1

Kansas City Preacher Calls
Films Boon to Civilization

—AND

Aid the Fund

"The theater of today is not more vulgar. It's just more
natural," is the way baby faced Helen Kane, boop-boop-a-doop
originator, answers E. H. Sothern, Shakespearean actor, who
decries the fact that the country has gone boom boom

The

Help

Relief

Fund

John Joneck, assistant manager at the Rivoli, is busy these
mornings handling crowds which line up before 10:30 a. m.
for the day's initial showing on "Taming of the Shrew."
Just another reminder that in "This Thing Called Love" Pathe's
sophisticated yarn holding forth at the Roxy, the coloring is not
Technicolor but Multicolor, just to wise up up. Catch on?
Relief

Needs Your Help

Fund

Phil:

no friends. What to do, oh, ivhat to
do? Mike Glutz (your roving correspondent).

Dear Glutz: Make some
quick.

friends

Phil.
*

*

*

heard of a fillum salesman
who has broken his engagement to
a school teacher.
He didn't show
up one night, and she wanted him to
bring a written excuse signed by his
mother.
Just

Harry Reichenbach
be happy

till

Canyon and

sez he won't
the Colorado
listens to his own echo.

he

visits

Now before we dismiss the class,
children, let us remind you it would
be a darn sight easier for teacher to
fill

this

kolyum

you cuckoos would

if

kick in once in a while.

Kathryn Carver, or Mrs. Adolphe Menjou

if you are a stickon formalities, will have a chance to shake off her legs when
the Olympic docks along the North River today
August
W. Halfeld, U. S. representative for August Scherl, G.m.b.H. and
Telegraphen Union, is returning to Berlin to become news manager of the Scherl organization, and will be succeeded here by
Herbert P. Karowski

ler

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

ests.

Jay Emanuel in "The

New York

State Exhibitor"

DECEMBER

THEIR
FIRST

JOBS
ROWLAND V. LEE
New York

stage

17

-MANY

HAPPY RETURNS

United Picture theaters to increase
output to 25 features a year.
*

*

*

John Joseph Harvey reported

THE

FILM DAILY
ing

who

to the followmembers of the industry,
today are celebrating their

*

L.

J.

*

Selznick to

reel releases

birthday

George Barraud
Arthur Hoerl

plan-

ning new organization to distribute
comedies exclusively.

wishes and congratulations are extended by
Best

on

*

make weekly

editorials

one

by Herbert

Kaufman.
Jefferson Moffitt

David Butler

Marx heads Great NorthJ. H.
western Film Corp. at Milwaukee.

nevL^IS
pictures
-

promis
hot

tiding
Laer Ah* 9]
ucing
nd t* p'°;

irvjlous

In th«

Kyrcv

»«

hand /corl

U^

'

ALL
With on unprecedented

cast, featuring Louis

U

WoJ-

Owen Davis, Jrv
William Bakewell, Ben Alexander, Walter Brown
helm, with John Wray, Lewis Ayres,

Rogers, Slim Summervilie,

and Joan Marsh.

E

I

ON

T
THE

WE ERN

FRO
ERICH

T

M. REMARQUE'S astounding war liovel

the greatest-selling best seller of\^ll
time ... is now in production. . . . And when\
it comes out of the cutting room . . . after Maxwell
Anderson and George Abbott have ceased their
literary labors . . . after Lewis Milestone has given
•

•

.

megaphone direction ... it will be a picture
that nobody will ever forget ... a picture that
will go down in history as a drawing card that
his last

nothing has ever equalled.

human

interest

This sensational
story, translated into virtually
. • .

every language, syndicated in newspapers everywhere... will get the BIGGEST MONEY any picture
ever got for anybody, anywhere . . . That's one of
of the things

we mean by GREATER UNIVERSAL

GREATER UNIVERSALIS NEW

SELL

y

..

PAUL

WHITEMAN
^
K NG
I

yourself set for the biggest news you've
since the advent of the audible
screen... for Paul WhitemcnVsKing of Jazz

GETever heard
I

Revue will be a startling new kind ofsentertainment . . a continuous innovation a luxurysof song,
dance, music and joy . . . Think of PAUL WHITEMAN,
the King of Jazz himself, and his whole band, doing
their stuff . . . including Whiteman's own interpretation of George Gershwin's Rhapsody in Blue * * Songs
composed by such famous songsmiths as Ager and
Yellen . . . Mabel Wayne . Billy Kent, musical comedy star... Grace Hayes, radio, night club star...
John Murray Anderson—producer of six Greenwich
Village Follies and "Almanacs" . . . Herman Rosse
. .

. .

doing the settings . . . Russell Markert Dancers . .
The Sisters G, European dancing and singing sensation . . .Tommy Atkins Sextette. . . more big names

being added every day . . . and practically every
Universal star and featured player . . . John Boles . .
Laura La Plante . . . Joseph Schildkraut . . . Mary
Nolan . . . Barbara Kent . . . Kathryn Crawford . . . and
about a million of the best-looking chorus girls you

ever saw . . . The whole Universal studio force is
burning up with enthusiasm over this one... Because
UNIVERSAL
It's another indication of the GREATER

NG

SEASON

STARTS

NOW

LAURA

LA PLANTE
\

and

JOHN

BOLES
magnificent

in

LA MARSEILLAISE
The impassioned story of the

birth of the world's

most

thrilling

song

.

.

I I HAT a combinatioh\for entertainment!
• " beauty and charm of uwra La Plante .. the
.

.

Into

.

.

the
stir-

the hectic, sinister days
a nation seething with revolt was banded

ring voice of John Boles

when

.

.

this

.

.

by thesinspiring words
glorious song . . Lovte and passion

one unconquerable

and music of

.

unit

.

aflame in wild revolt against tyranny rv. tens of
thousands of loyal Frenchmen— rich and ragged;
beautiful and bedraggled . . . rising from the heart
of that gay capital, Paris, to make war on
trained legions of the King . . . and Laura La Plante
as THE TORCH striding along in the vanguard . . .
the stirring music and songs of Charles Wakefield

Cadman

• • •

with supporting players like Lucien

Little-

... A Paul Fejos Production from the story by
Houston W. Branch . . . THAT'S a picture to fire the
blood and stir the imagination ... a fitting successor
to that other famous record-breaker, THE HUNCHfield

BACK OF NOTRE DAME.

GREATER UNIVERSALIS NEW

SELL

The John Boles of "Desert Song"
The John Boles of "Rio Rita" - The star with the richest singing voice on
the screen • . the star of whom Photoplay
says, in the December issue: "Of all the
meteors that have flashed across the
Hollywood skies, none in history has
scooted brighter and faster than John
.

IN

Boles."

HEREAFTER you

can get John BolesNta Universal
Pictures and only in Universal Pictures. • .Your
customers will be asking for him more and more

—

every day

and he will give you sensational results such as you have not had for many a day>
He is a big star in his own right. He apes no one.
He has the youth, the good looks, the acting ability
and the magnificent voice which form such a rare
combination in this era of talking and singing pictures. He would have been a star in the days of
silent pictures, but the talkies gave him another
avenue down which to make his march of triumph.
. • Practically every producer has wanted to borrow
John Boles from Universal. . . While we were looking for proper stories for him, we let one company
have his services in "The Desert Song". . • another
company in "Rio Rita.". . Then we found the stories
. . . and John Boles became strictly a Universal luminary. . • Now you can book him in MOONLIGHT
MADNESS . . . and THE SONG OF PASSION . . . Two
pictures bound to send him to dizzier star-heights
than ever • • . two pictures proving further what we
mean by GREATER UNIVERSAL.

IN6

. • .

SEASON

STARTS

NOW

»

MARY

NOLAN

The girl of your dreams • she has what you have to
Rave and that's box-office IT! . She proved that when
she packed them in for three solid weeks at the COLONY
. breaking record after record •
• the
• • . New York .
third week holding even with the second, while 16 theatres In and around New York were playing
. .

.

— with

James Murray. A John
Robertson Production. From the play by John
Colton (author of "Rain") and Daisy Andrews.
"Undertow"— with JOHN MACK BROWN,
Robert Ellis, Audrey Ferris, Churchill Ross.
Story by Wilbur Daniel Steele.

'Shanghai Lady"

A

Harry Pollard

Production.

.

.

.

SHANGHAI
L

A

D

Y

day and date with the Colony. Thdfs a tribute to the
drawing power and personality of mis versatile star
with her blonde beauty and wistful eyes/Watch for her

UNDERTOW
A

haart-punch drama a* a.oriau, yauth pannad ,n a
lonely lighthouse while the world goes racing by . . . and

BARBARY

COAST

Another strong drama of a girl you all know and a district whosefame has penetrated to the ends of the earth.

DFATFD UNIVERSALIS

NEW SELL

.
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I
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P

k

Stark naked realism ... of
life in the raw. ..the picture
that defies convention • • •

daring

in

brilliant in

with excitement • . . with pace and
sweep of a mighty epic ... In it Charles Bickf ord, Raymond Hatton and Fred Kohler . . • three bad men of
the great open spaces . . . rob banks, shoot up towns
and are generally ornery. In the midst of their bloodthirsty meanderings they happen upon a lone woman
with a very small baby deserted on the edge of
fierce Death Valley, and these three bad men adopt
the baby and minister to it like a fond mother with
her first born.

conception
executh

JOSEPH

ETER B. KYNE'S first story in Sound is a dramatic
thunderbolt! Rich in human interest values . .
thrilling

\

SCHILDKRAUT
male

star of

"Show Boat"

as always,

is

— romantic, suave,

the nervy

dude reporter

alluring

in

THE

NIGHT RIDE
He

battles against the cruelest

gang of racketeers

the underworld has yet uncovered with

ROBINSON,
underworld

EDWARD G.

late star of the play, "Kibitzer" as the
chief,

and Barbara Kent ... Harold

around whom
this amazing drama revolves. They take him for a
"ride" but he keeps his nerve • . • When they strike
at his home and his bride he breaks into a flaming
passion that sweeps all before it. A John Robertson
Production from the story by Henry La Cossit.
Lloyd's latest leading lady, as the wife

ING

9EASON

STARTS

NOW

.

THE

SHANNONS
BROADWAY
starring

THEGLEASONSr^r)
loud laugh from beginning to end
ONEwithlong,
the famous Gleasons of Broadway doing
. .

the stuff which has
for comedy

made

on every lot

names a byword
Hollywood... the dea-

their

In

th e stars of this Jimmie Gleason

STORM
Langdon McCormack's great stage hit made
into a smashing talking picture drama as big
as

all

howling
Broadway comedy success from which the picture
was made . • . Songs, music, comedy and a swell
cast including Charles Grapewin, Mary Philbin,

John Breeaen and lovely girls. If s an Emmet Flynn
Production . \from GREATER UNIVERSAL.

The Funniest Scotch

of

Them

All I

outdoors.

COHENS

At

KELLYS

in

SCOTLAN
starring GEORGE SIDNEY

and CHARLIE

MURRAY

team of comedians who shook
the world with laughter in the original and memorable Cohens and Kellys
George Sidney and
Charlie Murray playing the bagpipes begorrah!
Harry Pollard handling
And the same director
the megaphone.

THE

same

riotous

. . .

.

. .

GREATER UNIVERSALE MEW

SELL

WHAT
M N
WANT
AD WAY

Warner Fabian, author of "Flaming Youth," has
written this ultra modern story of fast -stepping
society for Universal. He knows how to write for
the box-office . and this time he's done it in a
.

.

smashingly dramatic plot that stresses every
element known to sell seats. Even the title is a
drag - 'em - In" honey, and the picture itself
shapes up as an attraction bursting open with
record-breaking possibilities.

Kennedy,

T. E.

Jackson, Otis Harlan, Robert

Ellis,

Paul Porcasl, Leslie Fenton, Betty Francisco. From Jed

play by Ph. Dunning and Geo. Abbott. Directed by Paul Fejos.

From Edna Ferber'i great novel. With Laura La Plante, Joseph Schildkr

and movietone, by Harry

Pollard. Synchronized score by Joseph Cnerni

Otis Harlan,
.

A

Alma Rubens, Emily

Carl laemmle,

Fitzroy,

Jr.,

Production.

Jane La Verne. Directed,

Musis from Florenz Ziegfleld's production.

A

silent

Horry Pollard Production.

Broadway
"THEY JUST KEEP ROLLING ALONG
' and Show Boat
the best the market affords
.

.

in talking picture

own

.

.

• .

entertainment

. . .

each a master-

and a milestone
velopment of the screen . . . each an
piece in

Its

field

in

the de-

attraction

drew record grosses in every situation played
against any and all
. . . big city or small town
Both keep sweeping along gathercompetition
book them for
ing big money on every hand
that

. . .

. . .

• . .

long runs for the record

PROVED themselves

-

breakers they have

to be... And

if

you've played

either or both once to record business
IT

.

.

.

DO

AGAIN I!

ING

SEASON

STARTS

M OW

I

The

SCOOP

of

SCOOPS!

GRAHAM
M N AM E E
c

Radio Announcer Extraordinary

The best known voice personality

in fche

world ... the favqrite

of millions for his graphic, dramatic, entertaining description of

the world's greatest events, signs as the

TALKING REPORTER

for

AL'S

r

HAT a

scoop! Think of having for an attraction twice

every /week
it

GRAHAM McNAMEE'S

voice, plus the

lit-

entertaining qualities of Universal'* Talking New»>S\

of the largest daily newspapers

plugging Universal'* Talking Newsie
>ly

wna a

».«.*.

week. Man

alive,

It

was

T-ft-E-M-E* N-D-O-U-S

Tuesday, December

17,

DAILY

1929

Coast Wire Service

1930

Paramount Busy on 20
HAS S

IN

Edition

Now

In Preparation

A Little

PRODUCTION;

from "Lots"

READY TO START 5 FILMS

RALPH W1LK

By
with the return of B.
Schulberg following a tour of Europe, production activity at Paramount has been given added impetus.
Eight talkers arc at the moment beothers are
five
fore the cameras,
about to be placed in production,
while seven more are in the editorial
rooms being made ready for early
Coincident

P.

Hollyivood

BROADWAY seems to be

shipping

most of its celebrities to Hollywood, and the Hotel Roosevelt has
become tiie home of many of the
noted arrivals.
ing their mail

Among

those receivhostelry are

the

at

Lew Fields, Fanny Brice, Paul
Whiteman, Frances Starr, Bartlett
"Young Eagles" and "The Benson Cormack, Arthur Hammerstein, DorMurder Case" have just gone into otliv Dalton, Tom Patricola, Irving
production.
Other films now in the Fisher, De Wolf Hopper, George
making are "Burning Up," "Slightly Olsen and others.
*
*
*
Scarlet," "Sarah and Son," "Only the
Al Rogell, Colonel Tim
Brave," "Come Out of the Kitchen"
and "The Vagabond King."
McCoy and Ralph Forbes are

release.

Pictures about to enter production
"Two Black Crows in the A.E.
F.," "Eadies Love Brutes," "Marco
Himself," and Richard Arlen and
Gary Cooper vehicles. Among those
in process of editing are "Pointed
Heels," "Seven Days' Leave," "Tht
Street of Chance," "Men are Like
That," "Dangerous Paradise" and
"Behind the Makeup."

are

Clear Lake, 300 miles
north of San Francisco, hunt-

at

ing

mountain
*

lion.

*

*

Spencer Bennett, the director, is one of the leading handball players at the Hollywood
Athletic club. His friend, Phil

H. Ryan, devoted much of his
leisure time to wrestling.
*

*

*

Pathe Stars Guests of
Al Rosen is all smiles these days.
Wampas at Coast Dinner He succeeded in placing Wynne Gibstars and executives
the guests of the Wampas at

were

Pathe

its

bi-

Roosevelt Hotel.
Among those present were
Ralph Block, Josiah Zuro, James
Gleason, Robert Armstrong, Eddie
Quillan, Jeanette Loff, Stanley Smith
and Fred Scott. Phil Gersdorf pre-

monthly dinner

at the

son, former stage favorite, and
Boley, the comedienne, in "The
Writer," at M-G-M.
*

alogue

"Mamba" Done

at

Tiffany

"Mamba,"

filmed entirely in color,
has been completed at Tiffany. Albert Rogell directed a cast headed
by Jean Hersholt, Ralph Forbes and

Eleanor Boardman.

In "Murder on Roof" Cast
cast of Columbia's "Murder on
the Roof" has been augmented by
Mong and Virginia
William V.

The

Brown

The

Faire.

production

George B.

under

film

the

is

now

direction

in

of

Seitz.

To Support
Kay Francis,

Corinne Griffith
Louise Beaver, Hal-

lam Cooley and Montagu Love are
in the cast of "Back Pay," which
First National

is

making with Cor-

inne Griffith as the star.

Fox Filming "Drummond" Sequel
Fox has started filming H. C. Mc"Bulldog DrumNeill's sequel to
mond," "Temple Tower."

Boston

is

a

in

New York

boy,

and

Hollywood.
While in the East, he
was New York's youngest stage director.

sided.

Song

*

*

John Langan
who made good

May

He

is

now

directing the di-

"Sarah and Son," at

for

Paramount. He also directed the dialogue for "Kibitzer" and "Darkened Rooms," at Paramount.
*

*

*

Larry Darmour and his
associates
at
the
Darmour
studio are enthusiastic over the
reports they are receiving on

Moment."

Big

"Mickey's
*

*

*

Getting fan letters and not on the
screen.
This is what is happening
to Sam Wineland, M-G-M musical
conductor, from arranging and conducting a radio hour for the studio
each Wednesday night.
His latest
novelty was with' Benny Rubin as
master of ceremonies, with an all
colored cast from "Hallelujah" doing their stuff.
Wineland is well
known over the Pacific Coast, having conducted and
arranged for
Symphony orchestras in Seattle and
He has been connected
Portland.
with M-G-M for several months.

RKO Casts Australian Actor
Leyland Hodgson, Australian acPearl Eaton, dance director for tor, has been cast for a role in
RKO, has been given a long-term RKO's "The Case of Sergeant GrisReward

contract.

for

Each year gives
us a new mark
to shoot at and
we promise now

that the 1930
Year Book will
be the greatest

book

of refer-

ence ever published in the
industry.

Pearl Eaton

cha."

Out As Usual In January

THE
is

BURKEY FILES $95,000
SUIT AGAINST 12 FIRMS

Film Daily Fund Hits Slump !
Quick and Heavy A ction Needed

Los Angeles Film Board
the Circuit Court, Burkey alleges of Trade and a
good fellow who dethat he was forced to accept block sires to remain
anonymous.
booking.
He abandoned his theater
A_ discouraging
coni,

15,

1928.

committee

upon

calls

all

who

have

Asked
for Sonora Products

already contributed to take it upon
themselves to jack up their friends,
business associates and acquaintances
who have not yet come across. Tell
them to send what they can, little
or much.
It all helps.
There are
easily 2,000 persons in this business
who could give from $1 to $10 or

(Continued from Page 1)

more without missing

When

queried on the subject yes-

terday in New York, Paramount and
other distributors claimed they had

no knowledge of the

Receiver

suit.

is

N. D. Golden
D. C. Gillette
N. L. Manheim

the

feature
of
this
year's
campaign,
the
committee
The amount of his suit, Burkey points out,
is that the number of inclaims, is the amount of money he
dividual contributors is slightly less
would have made during the rest of than
the number at the correspondhis life, based upon his income at
ing stage of the drive last year. This,
the time he claims he was forced out
of course, excludes individual credit
of business.
for
many who have given small
Two years ago, according to re- sumsthefrom
5 cents to $1 in the colport, Burkey filed a' suit charging
lections taken up by Film Boards
conspiracy against Paramount, Fox of
Trade.
and Midwest Film Distributors. The
With the idea of injecting more
case is expected to come up for trial
spirited action into the campaign, the
this winter.

operations on Dec.

the money.

If

T.

W.

M.

J.

Williams
Kandell
William Ornstein

W. F. Rogers
Omaha Film Board
Don Malkames

Trade

of

Indianapolis Film Board
Leopold Friedman
New Orleans Film Board

Trade

of

Trade

M.

Mintz

J.

San Francisco Film Board
L. J.

came

as

a

of

Des Moines Film Board
Isaac Weinberg
Samuel H. Levin

of

Beecroft Set to Start
First Picture at RCA

Trade

Beecroft Productions, Inc., recentorganized by T. Harold Forbes,
T. Francis Hunter and Chester Beecroft, is ready to start production
on

Louis Pelegrine
Walter Eberhardt

ly

M. J. Garrity
Eugene Zukor
Emil C. Jensen
Louis

K.

Sidney

Denver Film Board
H. D. Buckley
Paul Lazarus

of

Trade

its

in

Felix Feist
E. M. Saunders

McKean Managing

—

Fox Houses
Claude McKean, form2

Louis
with Tiffany Prod., has taken
over management of the two Reed,
Yemm & Hayes houses in Benton,
Mc111., recently acquired by Fox.
Kean, who has been in the picture
business for the past 15 years, has
been with Fox both in Memphis and
St.

erly

St.

Robert
Eureka

Giannini

Motion Picture Salesmen, Inc.
Jack Alicoate
Albert

of

Trade

Johnston,

Mrs. C. Glenn, Mary M. HertNancy Monday, Clara Bennett, Mary
Baker, Johnnie Paole, Mary Owens
Marie
Houser, H. E. Ritchie, Wm. Rosier, W. E.
Conn, Evelyn Johnston, Elma Watson, Dora
Shue,
Zera
Pope Turner. Susie Martin.
Gladys Fisher, Kendal] Herbert, Crouch, O.
R. Gill, A. U. Johnston, B. C. Tal'ey
A. Hendry, W. C. Rembrow, S. H. Newell
Ruth Deese, Ola Mae Mullis, J W. Wadsworth, Marzell Yandle, P. E. Ausband, Ernest Gribble, Josephine Mock, Mrs. Scranton
Maudie Skipper, Mrs. W. B. Helms R D
Williamson, C. Mary Fletcher. R. S.' Beach-

W

Ennis Exhibitor Fined
Ennis, Texas John Sayeg, operator of the Grand and Lyrica, was
fined $50, the limit, for keeping one
of his theaters opened on Sunday.

—

Hip Today
More than 350 children from
Tiny Invalids

the

city hospitals will be entertained at
a Christmas party at the Hippodrome
today.

Byrd Issues Publication
— With the first anniversary of the Byrd here the theater
has issued its first publication, "The
Bv-rd Screen News."
Richmond-

Sound for Aztec
Eagle Pass, Texas The Aztec,
owned by Sam Schwartz, is being remodeled for sound.

—

Starr

Dave Bader
Robert

F.

Klingensmith

Thomas D. Goldberg
Harford Theater

Walbrook Amusement Co.
William R. Ferguson
Don M. Mersereau
Marvin M. Kirsch
Dave Miller
Herbert S. Berg
Arthur W. Eddy
Richard Brady
Dario L. Faralla
Ferdinand Luporini

Charlotte
A.

of

Trade

Trade

Contributors

Abercrombie,
Kathleen Gable,

B.

Mrs.

Powell,

Hazel

Louise Cook, Mrs. Robinson (Mae). Mr.
A. Reynolds, N. Wallnau,. Ira Furman.
J.
C. W. Cheek" B. Bishop, Blanche Carr, WilKatherine Krees, Grace Foley.
lard Stubbs,
Margaret
Margaret Capps,
Kate Harris,
Brown, iSarah Ledwell, H. V. Wynne, O.

Grace Corley, Mary
Ingle, Bertha Williams, Jewell Terry, Ralph
Agness Dallinger,
Cathey,
Grace Helms,
Blanche Treadgill, Ruth LaMons. T. A. Lit.Jordan,

Nat

Fisher,

R. D. Craver, Jr., D. Holt. W. T. Gray,
R. H. Jackson, C. D. Hughes. J. Cantor,
Mrs Irene Leake, Gladys Hefner. Ruby Henley,
W. C. Hanus, Mrs. Privette. Leon
Brewer,
Holt. Margie Allen, Hattie
Le Allen, H. T. Dorton, H. H. Jordan. Mrs.
Mary E. Beck. Mrs. Estelle Porter, Lillian
Goodwin. Mrs. Essie Berryhill, Buster Allen, F. P. Bryan, Jr., J. B. Loomer, Nona

Emma

Eva Warshawsky
Leo Klebanow

of

Louise Fuller, Lois
Deal.
Austin. H. W. Jones, J. P. Hinson, H. H.
Everett, Geo. Goodale, Mrs. Geo. Goodale,
R. H. Bradley. Mrs. R. S. Lavender, Louise
Baker, Catherine Baker, Mrs. M. P. Mullis.

W

Lillius

Mcintosh,
O.

Sallie

Tuttle,

Jack

Boston Contributors

Los Angeles Film Board

tle,

Sam Warshawsky
William Massce
Alb»"w Film Board

L. Gold

Charles C. Moskowitz
John L. Franconi

Schnitzer

McGinnis.

McGuin. J. T. Morris, T.
London, Mrs. Holman.

Henry Ginsberg

James R. Grainger
Keystone Engraving Co.
Buffalo Film Board of Trade
Harold B. Franklin
Alfred Gottesman
Motion Picture News
St. Louis Film Board of Trade
New York Film Board of Trade
Associated Motion Picture Advertisers

Herman

at

Harry

Schiller
I.

Ode'l

Quimby

Sam Stern
Anonymous

H. J. Yates
Columbia Pictures
Emil E. Shauer
Joseph

Louis.

C. White, R. S. Sweatt, Elizabeth Allen
Seline Martin, J. B. Gryder,
Dillon
J. H.
Mildred Short. Janie Bayne, Margaret Clemmer, Clara Short. Mrs.
Elizabeth Dixon
Lethia Rhyne, O. G. Gryder. Willie Mae
Short, C. B.
Montgomery, Tom Rayfie'd,

Irene F. Scott

Edna Sussman

Mary McMahon, Mable Thompson, D.

am,

Wolff

Amusement Co.
W. A. Downs
P.
Normanly
J.

F. C.

studios

as the day

1

ford.

George F. Dembow
P. H. Dowling
S. N. Burger

Warner

Walter Reade
David Loew
Arthur W. Stebbins
Addie Dannenberg

E. A.

S.

York, with Jan.

completion.
In the cast will be
Forrest Stanley, Olive Shea, Henry
!•:.
Dixey,
Alice
Hegeman, lean
Bourdelle, Jeanette Ferrand and Terry
Carroll.
The story has been
written by Robert R. Snodv. with
dialogue and lyrics by Harry G.
Smith.
Recording and synchronization will be entrusted to Carl Edourde.

Join These Regulars!

Dr. A. H.

RCA

picture at the

first

Xew

of

H. H. Buxbaum
Kansas City Film Board
Ralph Pielow
Sam E. Morris
Jesse L. Lasky
W. E. Raynor

—

Thomas Meighan

in-

Eberson.

Trade

—

ager.

new and

Schlaifer

Charles Einfeld

S.

into

creased value, says

Dash

J.

come

will

Yearsley

Bill

A.

of

all of these folks kicked in, at the
$5 average, the goal of $10,000 would
be a cinch.
The size of a check Herschel Stuart
counts, of course, especially when it Silas F. Seadler
runs into three figures, but 100 do- W. B. Frank
C. J. North
nations of $1 each amount to just as Cleveland
Film Board of Trade
much as one $100 check and they Seattle Film Board of Trade
are just as welcome.
So don't hold Chicago Film Board of Trade
back because you think the small W. J. German
was now making money.
Cincinnati Film Board of Trade
amount you are able to give would E. S. Manheimer
Dayrose to Film Freaks
not help much.
D. Clark
J.
Dayrose Pictures, recently estabEvery dollar is necessary to put Advance Trailers Service
Gabriel Hess
lished with offices at 729 Seventh this drive over
and the drive must Salt Lake City Film Board of Trade
Ave., New York, plans to release a be put over or you will have no Pittsburgh Film Board of Trade
series of sound shorts based on freak right to enjoy your Christmas!
Portland, Ore., Film Board of Trade
Charlotte Film Board of Trade
show films. The first, a two-recler,
Boston Film Board of Trade
will feature a number of freaks on
John Boyce Smith
view at Coney Island this summer. Joseph M. Schenck
Lee Marcus
W. Ray Johnston
Dave Rosen is general manager and Ned Depinet
Maurice D. Kann
producer, and F. Brody sale? man- Al Lichtman

Request

for a receivership
surprise because only
about 10 days ago, at a demonstration of Sonora's new combination
radio equipment for showing home
President Herman of the
talkers,
company, in reply to a query from
a stockholder, declared that the firm
paid.

First row seats in the average house showing enlargedscreen pictures must be approximately 28 feet away from
the screen, to permit a proper
prospective in the opinion of
John Eberson.
Distance between the first row and the
scene in practically all theaters
at present ranges between 15
and 20 feet.
With enlarged
screens in use, the balcony seat

(Continued from Page 1)

Charles C. Moskowitz, John L. Fran(Continued from Page 1)

Need More Space

Mrs. E. V. Corbett, Sadye E. Gotz Harry
P. Smith. William Cuddy, E. Urschal
A. Barry. P. Fox. Edna Crovo, Harry
Golden. Sam
Levine. John Howard, Al Kane. John
Moore
Elmer Turnquist, Florence Dubin, Sam Berg'
Herbert Higgins, Martha W. Ferris
Goldstein, Chas. Repec, A. Weiner, Caro-

M

line

Jones.

Los Angeles Contributors
Ed
Porter,

Mae

Morris,

Roberta

Cunningham^

Violett.

Myrtle

Marion Black, Dorothy Teague.

J.

Beatrice

Hodkinson,
H. Ander-

son. Bessie Cobbs,
Lillian Blain,
Florence
Stein. Mary Sterling, Charles Robinson, Grace
Scholtz, J. N. Finkler, L. Obrasky,
K.
J.

Burden, Wm. Schon, Harry Lustig, Dave
Biedermann, J. E. Storey, Eldora Laws,
Claudia Perichart. Mabel Puckett,
Martin
McCarthy, Mel Klein, Spencer Gray, Clyde
Davis,

Oma

Towe. W. C.
Winnick, R.

Clark,

Dora

Borman,

Alice

Riter, Mildred Landreau, Rae
C. Richardson, Mollie Pollock
C. A. Pedrick. H. B. Meals, N. P. Jacobs!
J. Rubenstein, F. A. Wagner. R. L. Harris.

Betty Rose, Ethel Gray, Morris Jacobs, Nor-

man Newman, Adelaide Morris, Ed. Roysdon
Anna Temple. Juanita Erreca, Dorothy Pearson, Ethel Collins, Horace Longmire, Claire
Fitz Gibbons, Ethel Simpson, Art Meyers.

Miss Secretary:
Here's Your First Duty This Morning
Coupon

Clip Off the

Take

In to the Boss

It

How Much

Ask Him

And

Fill

In the

Amount

Make Out Check
And Have Him Sign
Fill

In His

It

Name

And

Address

Send

It

To

/

/

FILM DAILY
RELIEF FUND
New

1650 Broadway

Date

FILM DAILY
RELIEF FUND
1650 Broadway

11

Be Doing

One

Two

Fine Deeds

For Yourself

N. Y. City

York City
I am glad to contribute
Herewith my check for

You

TO THE

— One For the Boss

*

Committee
Dr.A.H.Giannini, Jack Alicoate, Billy Brandt
M. D. Kann, Bruce Gallup, Al Lichtman

/

$.

NAMEADDRESS,

to this splendid cause.

DAILY

18

Satisfying Both

URGE DUTIES EXEMPTION

—

Covington, Va.

— Pictures

as educational by the League
of Nations International Educationin
Institute
Cinematographic
al
Rome will be exempt from all customs duties, providing a convention
drafted by film experts is adopted
The Council
by the organization.
will be asked to call a conference to
American proconsider the draft.

fact

two theaters here are
does not exclude the
deaf from enjoying shows. The

from Page 1)
power to revoke

Daily Reminder

(.Continued

Collins strictly shows talkers
for their exclusive following
while the Strand only shows
pictures
synchronized
which
have the titles intact for the
deaf clientele.

sified

1929

Exhibitors

AROUSES KANSAS CITY

wired

clas-

17,

L

The

that the

FOR"EDUCATIONAL' FILMS
Geneva (By Cable)

Tuesday, December

give

the

city

any house
decent performance
license of

in

the

which an

in-

given.
The
after the one in

padlock,

;

s

Have

designed
York, would be effective from
one to six months, and persons connected with the theater also would be

New

Big Increase in Demand
For Gov't Farm Films

i

you

"two
for

subject to fines.

admissions
price

the

on

one"

More than 300 persons stormed

tried

of

dull

chamber recently and
nights? It's worth
ducers have made clear their willing- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY forced an immediate hearing on the
ness to co-operate under the proWashington Demand for motion ordinance, after they were told that
it, and it's a good
posed plan.
pictures supplied free by the Dept the measure was not to be taken up
prestige builder.
of Agriculture for farm extension until the meeting of Dec. 20, but
as no members of the
jumped
far ahead of the inasmuch
work
has
Charles Frohman House
supply of films available for circula- group in favor of the ordinance ap%
Planned as Memorial tion. Although 3,527 shipments, to- peared at the unscheduled session the
Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY talling 11,037 reels, were made by committee refused to pass on the
>st
Tuesday, December 17, 1929
Los Angeles Establishment of a the Office of Motion Pictures this measure until the other side has had
its hearing on Dec. 20.
Ih ater in Beverly Hills to serve as year, hundreds of applications could
It is estimated that
Charles Frohman Memorial is not be filled.
a
gaining momentum among stars who more than 5,000,000 persons saw pic- Van Praag Makes Changes
began their careers under the Froh- tures lent by the Dept. of Agriculin
"U" Branches
man banner. "Such a theater sub- ture during the year, and that an
M.
Van
Praag announces the ap- Mexican Circuit Signs
sidized by notables of the film col- additional
witnessed de5,000,000
pointment of R. B. Williams as manFor Full
on}," says Edgar MacGregor, who is partment films circulated by purProduct
ager of the Universal exchange in
fostering the move, "could present chasers.
Twelve new pictures were Atlanta, succeeding
Luis
Lezama, representing the
C. P. Lester, who
farces and comedies by Pinero, Bar- completed this year and the depart
has been switched to Kansas City in Regis Circuit, important chain in
rie and other dramatists of the Froh- ment now has films on about 250
similar capacity.
Lester replaces Mexico, has signed a contract for
the city council

—

If

—

Two

RKO

man

era."

a

subjects.

Leo Abrams, who
other appointment

Auditone Distributor in
102 Theaters in Latest
Australia is Liquidated
Allied States Affiliation
Washington Bureau of

THE FILM DAILY

—

Washington Bureau of

THE FILM DAILY

Dept. of Commerce.

The new

firm

is

capitalized at $100,000.

Seating Industry Hearing
Scheduled for Thursday 22
THE FILM DAILY
Washington — The trade practice

conference on the seating industry,

which the manufacturers of theaseats are included, will
a
m. Thursday at the

Hotel, with Edgar A.
presiding as chairman.

closed.

tion.

start

at

Willard

McCulloch

Contracts for 16 new picture thewith an aggregate cost oi
$363,500, and six other playhouses,
costing $459,000, were awarded in
November in 37 Eastern States, it is
reported by the F. W. Dodge Corp

61 Cinephone Machines
Contracted for England
installation

equipment

Goldberg at 55th St. Playhouse
William Goldberg, who has been
Baltimore, now
is at the 55th St. Playhouse, assisting his brother Max.
Herman G.
Weinberg has succeeded Goldberg in
Baltimore.

Back

of

Every Ad

To

the natural value of every advertis-

ing copy carried, the Fifteenth Birthday

m

and Holiday Number

ments out Dec.

of Greater

Amuse-

21 adds the cumulative

value of circulation, Prestige and Reader
Confidence, built upon 15 years of service to the industry.

Contracts have been closed for the

Powers Cinephone
Gaumont-British and
P. C. T. theaters in Great Britain, it
was announced by Sidney Cohan,
lish,
French, German and Russian sales manager for Powers in Lonversions, directed by Herbert Wil- don, just before sailing back home
after a conference with P. A. Powers
cox.
in New York.
vehicle for
British and Dominions. Called "Beethoven," it will be released in Engfirst

15 Years of

aters,

serve as Baclanova's

Little,

—

Theater Projects
in 37 Eastern States

Baclanova to Appear in
4-Language British Film
London—A multi-lingual film will

managing the

RKO

Aristo Closes in Atlanta
Atlanta The Aristo here has been

New

Washington Bureau of

10

for

Washington
ture Equipment

Arizona.

ter

RKO

entire
1929-30 product
distribution in the republic of
Mexico. The deal was made in the
home office of
with Ambrose
Dowling, head of foreign distribu-

the

to be given an-

later.

— British

Talking PicWashington A total of 102 theaCo., Ltd., formed to
ters are included in the recent affiliation of the M.P.T.O. of Southern handle Auditone equipment in AusCalifornia with the Allied States tralia has gone into voluntary liquiAss'n, it is announced by Abram F dation and a new company has been
Myers. The Coast organization, oi organized under the name Auditone,
which R. D. Whitson is president, Ltd., to distribute the apparatus in
embraces 41 theaters in Los Angeles, the dominion, it is revealed in a dis54 suburban houses and seven in patch to the M. P. Division of the

in

is

of

in 61

Loew Managers Recover
Baltimore

—

E. E. Pensel, manager
Loew's Stanley, and Stanley Gosnel,
manager of Loew's Valencia,
have recovered from injuries received
in an auto accident in Trenton, N. J.
of

recently.
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New Ordinances
CONTRACT REVISION^CONFABS TO CONTINUE

Stricter Fire Regulations

Kill Tenn.
No

Tax

Await

Others Pending

Bill;

in Kan.,

Special Taxation Likely

FOX LEASES 4 S.E. BRADY

in Tennessee
1931, at Least
One of the three proposed
'Till

amusements

tax

bills,

REGULATIONS TIGHTENED

THEATERS

—

MISSOURI

IN

—

—

SOUND THEATER CARS
of between 1,500 and 2,000
cars, presenting sound pic-

railroad
ture shows, will be put in operation
by Interstate Cine-Car Corp. within
a year, Charles Miner, head of the
company, told
yesterday. His expectations are that
present
50 of the cars, which will
{Continued on Page 2)

THE FILM DAILY

OFFER

REiRDS FOR CLUE

TO SLAYERSOF HOGLER

—

Louis With the police still
without a clue to the murder of
State Senator Joseph Mogler, rewards totaling to date $1,800, have
been posted in an effort to obtain
information leading to the arrest of
the slayers of the theater owner, who
St.

Issuing of

New

Issuing of new and more stringent
regulations pertaining to storage of
films in studios, laboratories, theaters,

New York next week when a
conference will be held between representatives of the Dept. of Justice
and Cadwalader, Wickersham &
Taft, representing 10 distributors, the
in

Hays

office

and

Film

Boards

of

Assembling of date and inTrade.
formation for examination by FedJudge Thomas Thacher is now
complete and his decree,
which will be entered after he has
eral

nearly

{Continued on Page 6)

Mayor

Return
Helps

{Continued on Page 6)

Have you

THE

ARMS

AFTER

ANOTHER B'WAY HOUSE
York

this house, it is understood. A. at present has "Condemned" runwas formerlv with Federated ning at the Selwyn in the $2 class,
Theaters of New York and Brook- "The Trespasser" nearing its eighth
in

{Continued on Page 6)

E.

SECURES LICENSE

FOR REPRODUCING DEVICE

—

The Fund Needs Support
UNITED

W.

Having been granted a license by
the Dubilier Condenser Corp. coverof Musicians
ing a new type of phonograph for
Electric now
St. Louis Receipts theater use, Western
has plans under way at their laboraorchestras,
of
Return
Louis
St.
{Continued on Page 6)
following settlement of the union

{Continued on Page 6)

Siegel
lyn.

to

cannot be accomplished without
enactment of new city ordinances,
which would have to be drawn up, controversy, has had beneficial effect
introduced and voted upon in the cus- on the box-office of the Ambassador,
tomary wav, it was learned yesterday Granada and other de luxe houses of
Co. chain.
by THE FILM DAILY at fire com- the St. Louis Amusement
of the
charge
in
back
is
Lowry
means
Ed
This
mission headquarters.

etc.,

United Artists is in need of anHenry Siegel, recentlv announced other Times Square house and will
by Universal as managing director either take over a theater or build
U.
of the Colony, has acquired an inter- one, according to Al Lichtman.
est

Safety Rules

Hinges on Reports

{Continued on Page 2)

Siegel Buys Interest
in Colony, New

Efforts toward an accord on revision of the standard exhibition contract, especially as it pertains to the
arbitration system, will be continued

W

PLAN MORE THAN 1,500

fleet

Dept. of Justice and Hays
Attorneys to Confer

Next Week

state
pending in

Fox has obtained a 20London (By Cable) Tightening
St. Louis
In
Legislatures, has been killed.
Tennessee exhibitors have won their of film censorship in England is in- year lease on four theaters in southfight to prevent passage of a 10 per dicated by instructions issued by J. eastern Missouri operated by S. E.
Involved in the deal are the
cent tax law, victory coming after R. Clynes, Home Secretary, to local Brady.
licensing authorities. The regulations Broadway and two other houses in
an intensive state-wide campaign.
The final kayo blow to the pro- are devised to prevent children from Cape Girardeau, in addition to anposed tax was delivered when Gov. seeing immorality and crimes on the other in Jackson.
Horton, in a special message to the screen.
Recommendation is made that un- Distributors Quitting
Legislature, did not include recommendation that the tax be adopted. less children under 16 are accomBritish Renters Society
This means that all danger of spe- panied by a parent or guardian,
{Continued on Page 2)
should not be permitted to see cerLondon (By Cable) Complete disPrior to the ruption has taken place in the Kine-'
tain classes of pictures.
screening of these "objectionable" matograph Renters Society here with
films a warning notice will be flashed Gaumont,
& F Films and Ideal
on the screen and children must Film, Ltd., all resigning and others
{Continued on Page 6)
leave unless properly accompanied.

A

Mo.

FUND?

sent in

FILM
If not,

your check to

DAILY

RELIEF

SEEA.T.&T.
FOX SETUP ENCOURAGING
"The most encouraging feature in
Fox Film situation is the position
taken by the American Telephone &
the

Telegraph Co., through

its

subsidiary,

{Continued on Page 2)

can you give a good

There is only a week left.
'reason?
In that short space, it is necessary to
bring in a bigger amount than that alreadv piled up in the three preceding
weeks. You see what it means. Three
Otherwise the
weeks' work in one.
by a wide
missed
be
will
goal
$10,000
margin and it will not be such a

FOUR WITH TECHNICOLOR
IN M-G-M'S DEC.
West

Coist

Bureau,

RECORD

THE FILM DAILY

—Four

pictures with
are included
sequences
Technicolor
inthis
in
unfortunates
for a lot of
in the 33 productions which have esdustry.
for December acYesterday's total receipts did not tablished a record

merry Christmas or happy

New Year

Los Angeles

.

{Continued on Page 6)
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Seat
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Fm. Ind.
East. Kodak
Fox rm. "A"

Con.
Con.

Low

said

Street Journal" yesterday.
In part the publication said:
"The most encouraging feature in the Fox
Film situation is the position taken by Amercan Telephone

&

Telegraph Co. through

"Most

its

Close Sales

100
2154
200
165i
1.700
1954
900
177/2 178
62,100
35
3454
....
2054
2154
1654
19*6

Today:

Trade practice conference

trains.

Miner

said that experiments in the
project were made at W. E. but he
denied reports to the effect that W.
E. is behind the plan.
Sound equipment to be used has not been select-

Dec.

21

Dec.

22

Dec.

23

ed as yet, he said.

OFFER REWARDS FOR CLUE

attitude.

the-

Washr

Day and

tion to follow. Some cars will be attached to trans-continental and other

its

for

seat manufacturers at
ington, D. C.
ater

towns where theaters are

in

not wired for sound, will be readv
within six months, with bulk produc-

The imporsubsidiary, Western Electric.
tance of the moving picture industry as a
source of income has already become plair
to the great electrical companies which con
Irol
the sound film devices.
Just as th«
Radio Corp. found it advisable to enter th(
amusement industry to promote its own
sound device, the Photophone, so Western
Electric may decide to have a guiding hand,
at least, in the affairs of a large amusemen!
company.
It was this point of view, un
doubtedly, that led to the $15,000,000 loan;
made to Fox ; and there seems no reason
now to think that Western Electric has
changed

(Continued from Page 1)

"The Wall shows

Dec.

24

Dec.

25

of Fox's pressing short term obliga

date engagement of "The
Thing Called Love" at Fox W. C.
houses in Los Angeles, San Diego,
San Francisco, Oakland, Portland,
Seattle and Tacoma.
Opening of "Virginian" at Rialto,

N. Y.
Premiere of "Devil
Astsr, N. Y.

Opening
House in

of

the

May

Care"

at

"Show

Little
Picture
City.
opening at War-

ner,

Calif.

New York

of Shows"
Los Angeles,

Premiere of "Sally" at Winter
Garden, N. Y.
Opening of "Tiger Rose" at Beacon, N. Y.

"Seven Keys to Baldpate" opens
Carroll, N. Y.
Warner "Evening World" Christmas party at the Central, N. Y.
Warner Coast studio to resume acat

tions are due on purchase money installments
Since the sellers were
for property bought.

TO SLAYERS OE HOGLER

apparently willing in most cases to accepl
the paper of Fox Film Corp. and Fox The
in
part payment there is no
iters Corp.
reason why they should not be willing to ac
cept debentures of some sort to tide the com
panies over their present difficulties, particularly under the guidance of strong financial
Funding of the temporary indebtedinterests.

Dec. 26
Jan. 15

(Continued from Page 1)
shot to death on Dec. 2 in

was
foyer

Says Fox A Stockholders
Oppose Pooling of Assets
Class A stockholders of Fox Film

the

of

Of

name.

his

ness in this way will go a long way toward
solving the difficulties of the Fox companies.

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
High

Electric,"

1929

The Industry's
Date Book

SOUND THEATER CARS

(Continued from Page 1)

Western
JOHN W. ALICOATE

MICE

19,

has

given

and

a

local theater
this sum Mrs.

tivity.

the

bearing

Ontario Censor Board

Mogler

$1,000; the State, $500,
friend of the murdered man,
An additional reward is being
$300.
planned by the Motion Picture Exhibitors League.

Approves "Dynamite"
Toronto

—

M-G-M

"Dynamite,"

yesterday was approved by
the Ontario censors.
picture,

New De
G.
H.,

Forest Representatives
K. Wadlaigh, of Hillsboro, N.
has been appointed De Forest

Corp. intend to "take some very defirepresentative for Western Maine
KILL TENN.
BILL;
nite action" to prevent transfer of
and Northern Vermont, and L. B.
assets from the present company tc
Murphy has been assigned to cover
•Keith A-0
the proposed holding company in
85
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Along The Rialto

A
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Technical Firms' Interest
Aids Screen Progress, Is View
the first time since Edison
gave us the motion picture,
important
of
laboratories
the
electrical organizations have be-

FOR
come

interested in the possibiliThis sort of
the screen.
technical alliance must surely result in bringing about countless
changes that will be of moment
to those within the industry.
Just as sound has stimulated
public interest in the motion picture anew, it may be expected
that further improvements will
refresh attention and keep it
ties of

flourishing.

Harold B. Franklin, Pres.,
Fox West Coast Theaters
*

*

*

Sees Action Films Needed to
Revive Interest of the Young
modern type of talker has
very little capability of rousing the enthusiasm of young-

THE

The action has slowed
down and the talk is, in the main,
sters.

well over their heads. There is
a fortune awaiting a producer of

good western outdoor subjects.
Subjects with the punch of the
old westerns and the added thrill
of sound will pull young and old
alike, whereas the present backstage stories are getting tiring
to adults and have no pull for
the youngsters at all.

"The Bioscope," London
*

*

*

Says Film's Fate Depends
on Quality of Projection
has frequently been said that

ITprojection

part of the picthis new day of
the talking picture, projection is
ture.

And,

is

in

important part of its meTruly, the success
chanics, too.
or failure of a motion picture lies
in the equipment that reproduces
million
upon the screen.
it
dollar picture can be rendered

an

A

-AND
THAT'S

THAT

with

By PHIL M.

Phil M. Daly, Jr.

ANOTHER

boost for Harold Franklin, the Film Spectator,
gives a rousing cheer for his recent book, '"Sound Motion Pictures, from the Laboratory to Their Presentation."
You give
us the low down what Harold don't know about presentation.
Because talking pictures are hard on the feet as well
as the vocal chords, Radio Pictures announce the addition of a
pedal-extremity specialist to its hospital staff, with the sole assignment of caring for the feet
just a gentleman, who
uses his head to keep others on their toes, you know
Marion Brinn, dainty little 16 year old singer, will be the guest
artist on Major Bowes' Capitol Family radio program next Sun-

day

Help The Fund
It's a Worthy Cause
Helene Costello is going matrimony with Lowell Sherman
late in March and then go honeymooning abroad
Already
100 shebas and head men are busily engaged in trying out for
the new "Warner Club Gaieties" to be produced in February.
Sound films will tend to increase the patronage of the
theater devoted to Grand and Light Opera is the opinion of Nino
Well,
Carboni, Italian baritone who is visiting New York.
Frisuits us, how does it strike the rest of the family?
day's show "White Caps" at the Paramount will introduce to
the East a new musical stage producer, Lewis W. McDermott.

To The Fund
Give Support
Beecroft,
who now has his own producing
Chester
For
company, is an old-timer in Eastern production circles.
some years he was the big studio boss at Cosmopolitan
Jack Osterman, who can sure hand out mean wisecracks from
any stage, recently took orders from Murray Roth in a VitaHarold B.
phone short entitled "Talking It Over."
Franklin, according to latest reports, is sojourning in Kansas
City, but is soon due in Atlanta to attend the opening of Fox's
new ritzy house there. He expects to railroad into Manhattan
early next

month

Help the Fund
Wor-thy Cause
Dick Anderson, distribution chief of M. P. Congress, is
back in town after touring the Carolinas. Yes, he did take in
Percy
Pinehurst and was there during the recent convention.
W. Wells, Bijou, N. C, according to Dick signed the first ConThe gang over Fox way is happy over
gress franchise
the splendid way the John McCormack production is shaping
It's

itself,

A

wow, is their
Do Your Bit

a

best description of

it

Help The Fund
husband-cameraman,
who's
her
and
Aloha Wanderwell
"With Car and Camera Around the World," is currently on view
at the Fifth Ave. Playhouse, have been visiting in the Big City
and will depart in a few days for Miami, maybe on another

Al Lichtman has alround-the-globe camera expedition
ready received half a dozen suggestions that the George M.
Cohan productions for United Artists be made in color so that
Cohan's most famous piece of stage property, the American
will stand out with full effect

flag,

DALY

OTHER day we spotted
THE
bunch of orchestra boys from
Broadway

in "Movie

at the Hotel Victor. One gent
to work on a hard roll, and did
a craftsman's job.
First he dug his
ritz

knife in it, waved it in the air, and
talked in his broken Czechoslovakia!!
to the other guys who don't speak
English either. Then he cut the roll
open, scooped out all the soft white
bread, and scraped it thoroughly.
Just like a housewife cleaning a
chicken.
He inspected it carefully.
Then he filled it full of butter from
all
the other fellers' supplies and
*
*
*
started
With
proper lighting and music, here is
an atmospheric act that should prove
a wow.
Call the show "The Dunkers," supply rolls and knives to the
audience, and put over this community spirit in a big way.

—

DUNKING.

EDDIE QUILLAN sends the following to us from Pathe's West
Coast in lieu of a Xmas present. Eddie is Scotch, also.
So our Yuletide gift to Eddie will be an autograph copy of this kolyum.
Sez
Eddie:
The meanest guy in Hollywood is
the actor who pockets the two-bits
and ignores a fan's request for his
autographed picture.
We do not know his screen name,
but we'll bet a ten-cent cigar his real

monicker is McDuff.
Other stars should take note of
this.
It might prove a erood racket
to tide you over that "between pictures" period.
Consider the case of a well known
screen star who receives 30,000 fan
letters per month.
If each one contained two bits, that would net her
$7,500 in cold, hard cash monthly.
That isn't counting her Scotch
fans, of course, who will ask for a
free picture after sending the letter
collect.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

Age"

DECEMBER

THEIR
FIRST

JOBS
MALCOLM STUART
BOYLAN
reporter— Battle Creek

Morning Inquirer

a
la

went

worthless or it can be made
doubly entertaining, if it is properly handled in the kine-booth.

Ben Shlyen

house dining a

fillum

a

Best
tions
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-MANY

HAPPY RETURNS
Samuel Goldwyn reported
theater site in San Francisco.

wishes and congratulaare extended by

*

THE

FILM DAILY

J.

to the following members of the industry,
who today are celebrating their

*

Parker Read,

after

*
Jr.,

seeks Francis

X. Bushman-Beverly Bayne contracts.
*

birthday:

rate

new

*

*

& Von Herberg

Jensen

$4,000,000

company

incorpoat Seat-

tle.

Johnnie Grey

Pauline Curley
Carol Holmes

*

Lynde Denig

*

Metro seeks director
Italy with

Mme.

*

to produce in
Bettini starred.

"Constance Bennett
delightful —
Lowe grand!
talkie"

Edmund

A

dandy

say Reviewers

THIS THING
And

still

they

come from

I

SCORES AT ROXY
Week

of December 13

"Here's a dandy talkie treatment of Edwin Burke's sophisticated play which caused considerable stir around Broadway
last season
Constance Bennett, quite delightful in her

—

comeback role (her first talkie and her voice is grand) plays
the young wife. Edmund Lowe
must we say he's simply
grand! is the young husband."
Irene Thirer in N. Y. Daily News

—

—

"In the present picture she (Constance Bennett) appears as
actress of unusual ability, thoroughly charming and possessed of a voice more appealing than most thus far heard
.... The film should prove a better than usual attraction.
The audience enjoyed it thoroughly."
Regina Crewe in N. Y. American

an

"Miss Bennett acquits herself exceedingly well

in the look'

•

and'listens. To her charm and poise is added the attraction
of an effectively low voice and an aptitude for getting over
her lines very naturally .... It's a diverting piece, neatly
directed by Paul Stein"

Rose Pelswick in N. Y. Evening Journal

"The

attractive Constance Bennett does remarkably well as

who is finally conquered by 'this thing called love,'
and Edmund Lowe gives a creditable performance as Robert
the wife

N.

Collings."

Y.. Telegram

" 'This Thing Called Love,' from the stage play by Edwin
Burke, lends itself admirably to the talking screen, and it
is superbly done by a very good cast headed by Edmund Lowe
and Constance Bennett .... It evokes countless chuckles, parShe (Constance Benticularly on the subject of marriage
nett) is a better actress today than she was before her retire.

.

.

ment.

George Gerhard

in

N. Y. Eve. World

ALLEDlLOVE
il

PATHE

with a brilliant cast including Zasu Pitts, Carmelita
Qeraghty and Stuart Erwin. Directed by Paul Stein
Associate Producer Ralph Block.

ALL MUSIC
ALL

SOUND

ALL DIALOGUE

THE

T

Issuing of

TOUR WITH TECHNICOLOR

REVISI

CONFABS TO CONTINUE

IN

New

Safety Rules

Hinges on Reports

M-G-M'S DEC. RECORD

to

{Continued from Page 1)

Mayor

that

{Continued from Page 1)

{Continued from Page 1)

inspected the
next month.

material

is

expected

tivity

by M-G-M.

cludes the

Duncan

This group

in-

Sisters in "It's

A

Great Life," Bessie Love and Charles
Judge Thacher returned to New King in "Chasing Rainbows," "The
York yesterday from a vacation in Mysterious Island" and "Devil May
Europe.
To him will be submitted Care." M-G-M is placing more emfor study two decrees prepared at phasis on color work during the comthe recent joint conference held in ing season.
The Weber and Fields
New York by the M.P.T.O.A, Al- picture, "Just Kids," will have Techlied States and distributors, with the nicolor sequences and "The Rogue
Hays office sitting in. One decree is Song," with Lawrence Tibbett, opera
from Allied, the other from the M.P. star, has been made entirely on TechT.O.A.
nicolor.
More use of color also will
_One proposal which developed at be made in the short subject field.
the joint conference and which is under consideration is understood to
involve a dual system of contracts,
with "local option" being allowed
the exhibitor. One would contain an
arbitration agreement while the other
would provide for advance deposits.

United Artists After
Another Broadway House
{Continued from Page 1)

week at the Rialto, and "Taming of
the Shrew" in its third week at the
Rivoli.
The company has other pictures for Broadway runs as soon as
houses are available.
Warners and First National also
are understood to be having difficulty

New York

in obtaining
their $2 showings.

theaters tor

Return of Musicians
Helps St. Louis Receipts
{Continued from Page 1)
stage shows at the Ambassador, with
Albert Roth directing in the pit.
Loew's State is the only important
house now without union music. It
relies entirely

upon canned

considerable time would elapse
before any legal orders cbuld be
issued for enforcement by the Fire

Prevention Bureau.
Action along such
standstill at present,

In the expectation that the opening of Warners' palatial new Beacon,
at Broadway and 74th St., Christmas
Eve, will start a new midtown shopping section, the Broadway Ass'n is
sponsoring the opening night program as a civic tribute to the enterprise of the Warners.

copy in the Fifteenth
Birthday and
Holiday
Number of
Greater Amusements to be published
under the date of Dec. 21.
advertising

value,

undisputed
leadership in the Minneapolis, Milwaukee, Des Moines, Omaha, and Sioux Falls
years

of

territories.

Wire space

greatest circulation in

its

field

of any

trade paper.

{Continued from Page 1)

ring any

bell.
There was a check
from Charles R. Rogers, $48
For "Forgotten
from the Milwaukee Film Board of
A unique and extensive plan of ex- Trade, $25 from J. George Feinberg
ploitation in the school field, with the and smaller amounts from Irving
National Education Ass'n getting a Chidnoff, Bill Nolan, Tom Hamlin,
share of the profits, has been ar- Stella B. Hamlin, Fred J. McConnell,
Mulrooney
and
Milton
ranged for the Charles S. Goetz pro- Thomas
duction, "The Woman Who Was Silver.

Woman"

first

the Rialto, Newark, folpreview that resulted in

remember it through the aid brought to them
by the money being collected now YOUR
money. There is no red tape connected with

picture
at

is

now having

lowing a
endorsements
hearty
school

An

for $50

The work of the relief fund committee
does not stop as soon as Christmas is over.
Long after the contributors have forgotten
about this holiday season, the needy will

Forgotten," talker of school life featuring Belle Bennett as a teacher.
its

from

local

"educational

—

the operation of

THE FILM DAILY

LIEF FUND. The

officials.

study guide and

outline" of the picture has been prepared in booklet form for use in
schools, clubs, etc., with questions arranged in groups under the headings
of English, Music, History, Civics,
Science, Geography, etc., to enable
discussion of the play in any class.
Each principal in the Newark schools
has been given 100 tickets to be distributed to pupils getting the highest
marks on the different studies pertaining to the film after they have
seen it at the Rialto, the tickets being good for any other production in
the same theater.
The producer is giving 25 per cent
of the proceeds of the picture to the

of Newark,
which has a membership of 400, has
agreed to have each member call
five friends and have each one call
five more, telling them about the

The Women's Club

picture.

minute a case

is

RE-

brought

of the committee, the necessary aid is extended without delay or embarrassing publicity.
to the attention

These Folks Will Enjoy
Their Christmas!
Joseph M. Schenck
Ned Depinet
Al Lichtman
Dr. A. H. Giannini

Thomas Meighan
Motion Picture Salesmen, Inc.
Jack Alicoate
Albert

Warner

Walter Reade
David Loew
Will H. Hays
Spyros P. Skouras
Arthur W. Stebbins
Addie Dannenberg

;

Edna Sussman
H. J. Yates
Columbia Pictures
Emil E. Shauer
E. A. Schiller
Joseph

e
C

c

Schnitzer

I.

bt:

James R. Grainger
Keystone Engraving Co.
Buffalo Film Board of Trade
Harold B. Franklin
Alfred Gottesman
Motion Picture News
St. Louis Film Board of Trade
New York Film Board of Trade
Associated Motion Picture Advertisers

Herman

tr,

|
fr.;

5v

Starr

Dave Bader
Robert F.

GREATER AMUSEMENTS

Distributors Quitting
British Renters Society

Lumber Exchange

The
expected to follow suit soon.
split, it is indicated, may break up

Minneapolis

by

the Film Daily Relief Fundi

zation.

The

{Continued from Page 1)

toward the perfection of this
new reproducing machine, which it is
claimed, eliminates the changing of
needles and enables one to play an
ordinary ten minute record for more
than 30 minutes. Records for the device now are being manufactured at
the Edison laboratories.
Banking interests, it is understood,
soon will take over a subsidiary company for the commercializing and
tory

More Support Needed

National Education Ass'n and Warner Bros., as exhibitors, will donate
another five per cent of their net on
the engagement to the same organi-

reservation.

TOR REPRODUCING DEVICE

vestigations ordered by. Mayor Walker, will largely determine whether
more drastic fire ordinances are considered necessary for buildings in
which films are kept.
selling of the records.

Broadway Ass'n Sponsors
Exploitation Plan
Premiere Show at Beacon Unique

advertising

backed up by 15

a

Studio fire. The result of this hearing,
in addition to the findings of the in-

scores.

LAST CALL
in

at

awaitng outcome of the preliminary hearing in the homicide court
today when John C. Flinn and H. F.
Lally, of Pathe, appear for examination in connection with the Pathe

showing

Unparalleled

is

SECURES LICENSE

E.

with the authori-

ties

The

for

lines

W.

{Continued from Page 1)

the organization.

Klingensmith

Thomas D. Goldberg
Harford Theater

I

Walbrook Amusement Co.
William R. Ferguson
Don M. Mersereau
Marvin M. Kirsch
Dave Miller
Herbert S. Berg
{Continued

on Page

E

7)

Thursday, Dece mber

1929

19,

FILM DAILY RELIEF FUND

NEEDS MORE SUPPORT

To:

You

From:

Jack Alicoate

Subject:

Negligence

(Continued from Page 6)

Arthur W. Eddy
Richard Brady
Dario L. Faralla
Ferdinand Luporini

Sam Warshawsky
Eva Warshawsky
Leo Klebanow
William Massce
Albany Film Board
N. D. Golden

Trade

of

D. C. Gilletto
N. L. Manheim
T. W. Williams

M.

J.

William

Kandell
Ornstein

W. F. Rogers
Omaha Film Board
Don Malkames

Trade

of

Indianapolis

Film Board of Trade
Leopold Friedman
New Orleans Film Board of Trade

M.
A.

J.
J.

Mintz
Dash
of

Des Moines Film Board
Weinberg
Samuel H. Levin

of

Trade

Louis Pelegriue
Walter Eberhardt

If

Emil C. Jensen
Louis K. Sidney

Denver Film Board
H. D. Buckley
Paul

of

Lazarus

in

H. H. Buxbaum
Kansas City Film Board
Ralph Pielow
Sam E. Morris

of

Trade

Jesse L. Lasky
W. E. Raynor
IHerschel Stuart
Silas F. Seadler
W. B. Frank

S.

D.

'.

two minutes and give

this splendid

Board
Manheimer

of

Trade

The committee

is

giving

its

laurice D. Kann
lobert S. Wolff
lureka Amusement

Co.

A. Downs
P. Normanly
eorge F. Dembow

7.

all

stationery

is

contributed, the accounts

are regularly audited free of cost, the

FILM DAILY pays all other expenses.

EVERY DOLLAR TO WORTHY AND NEEDY CHARITY
We have nearly reached the half mark

H. Dowling
N. Burger

.

The goal is $10,000 by Christmas

ene F. Scott
C. Quimby
1am Stern
.

monymous

The Time

arry L. Gold

is

short

enry Ginsberg
harlea C. Moskowitz
Jin L. Franconi
js

Angeles Film Board of Trade

The Opportunity is Great

ational Screen Service

erman Robbins
>by Gruen
amalgamated Vaudeville Agency
liomas J. Conner

Micheaux
R. Rogers
ilwaukee Film Board
George Feinberg

scar
narles

«ng Chidnoff
fill

Nolan

m Hamlin
silo B. Hamlin
led J. McConnell
liomas Mulrooney
i

.

time cheerfully,

Clark

Advance Trailers Service
Jabriel Hess
Salt Lake City Film Board of Trade
Pittsburgh Film Board of Trade
Portland, Ore., Film Board of Trade
Iharlotte Film Board of Trade
loston Film Board of Trade
ohn Boyce Smith
ee Marcus
V. Ray Johnston

.

Hon

cause

German

Cincinnati Film
|E.

YOUR industry, you'd drop your work for

North

Seattle Film Board of Trade
Chicago Film Board of Trade
J.

many worthy and heart-

a thought.

Cleveland Film Board of Trade

iV.

into direct contact,

rending cases throughout the year, arising

Trade

Felix Feist
E. M. Saunders

J.

you were brought

as I am, with

M. J. Garrity
Eugene Zukor

fc.

or just don't care?

J.

Isaac

|

that you're too busy, are putting

Trade

Schlaifer
S. Charles Einfeld

|

it

it off,

San Francisco Film Board
L.

Is

Yearsley

Bill

Silver

of

Trade

Do your bit Today NOW

IMITATION

IS

THE SINCEREST FORM OF FLATTERY
<-»

MARKING THE SUCCESS THAT NORTH AMERICAN SOUND
AND TALKING PICTURE EQUIPMENT CORPORATION HAS
ACHIEVED WITH ITS "BABY GRAND," OTHERS ARE NOW
USING THE NAME, BUT DO NOT BE MISLED — THERE IS
ONLY ONE "BABY GRAND."

DABY GRAND was born of

the brains of our engineering

-"-* staff last

September and a formal announcement of its
birth was made in the trade newspapers of December 1. Like
all products of good breeding our BABY GRAND performs
perfectly in houses with a seating capacity up to 400 Its price
$1750 for both Sound on Film and Disc is beyond comparison

—

—And can be paid for in either
BABY GRAND

IS

twelve or eighteen months.

YOUR BABY—You own

it

outright the

day you sign your contract.

The

entire cost including carrying charges (which are optional
with you, after 90 days) is about 50 % less than any equipment of
a similar type now on the market.

Our

BABY GRAND has already secured many admirers, giv-

them a feeling of freedom from worry caused by the
knowledge that their ownership of this our latest type of sound
reproducing equipment places them on an equal footing with
the de luxe houses, as far as sound is concerned.
ing

We
We
If

BABY GRANDS

are receiving requests for
every day.
fill these requests in the order they are received.

TONE- O-GRAPH — DO SO NOW.
refer you to 40 exhibitors in New York

you have not heard

We will be

glad to

]|

alone.

TONE O GRAPH means perfect sound reproduction —
COURTESY — RELIABILITY — AND COMPLETE
SATISFACTION NOT ONLY TO THE EXHIBITOR,
BUT ALSO TO THE PUBLIC.
MANUFACTURED BY

NORTH AMERICAN
SOUND AND TALKING PICTURE EQUIPMENT
£,Ali,^U 11VH,
729

Ul^-LCH^

SEVENTH AVE.

NEW
Tel.

YORK,

N. Y.
BRYANT 6686

138 WEST AVENUE
LONG ISLAND CITY

NEW
Tel.

YORK,

N. Y.

STILLWELL

6009

7
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Famous Canadian Action

vs.

Nathanson Deferred

PEJTCENT BUILDING INCREASEJN 1930
Carl Milliken Replies to Chase Demand for Probe

200

Sees Federal Council Sec'y
R-K-0 PLANS
as Leader Without

an

Army

William
Characterizing
Canon
Sheafe Chase as "a leader without an
army," Carl E. Milliken, secretary of
the Hays organization, yesterday replied to the clergyman's demand for
a Congressional investigation of the
In a statement pubfilm industry.
lished

Chase
Hays'

TO REBUILD

COLUMBIA EOR TALKERS
Complete reconstruction of the
Columbia burlesque house, Broadway

Reports from 40 Leading Architects Show Big
Building Program Planned for Next Year
more than 200 per cent increase in theater construction
in 1930 as compared with 1929, and nearly 100 per
cent increase over the big year of 1928, are shown in an extensive survey
Indications of

and reconstruction

just

completed by

THE FILM

DAILY.

New

York, for the presJoseph J. Lee Becomes
entation of talking pictures is planned
of N. Y. Film Board
by R-K-O, it was stated yesterday
Kahane,
said
the
work
by
B.
B.
who
Joseph
J. Lee, of Fox, has been
in
New York newspapers
asked for an investigation of of rebuilding the burlesque house elected president of the New York
Other
egi
as soon as plans were City Film Board of Trade.
activities and, as an alterna- would begin
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 8)
a Congressional probe, urged

tive to
a Federal Commission to regulate the
(Continued on Page 8)

GOLF ANDFILMSHIGHUGHT

at 47th St.,

Head

at

Injunction Action Called Off
by Mutual Consent UntilJan. 1

(Continued

FOX

(C

Is

Your Fund Check In ?

wishes, there are certain factors that
present themselves that cause him
to give much serious thought to the
advisability of making the change.
Franklin has his own home on the
Coast and to take up the new propo(Continued on Page 5)

Changes Made at Tiffany;

Now Supervisor
THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles— With the commence-

Whytock
West

Washington Bureau of

Washington
lutions,

THE FILM DAILY

reso—The adoption of what

setting forth

in

detail

considered unfair practice in the
seating industry, was the highlight
of a trade practice conference under
is

(Continued on Page 4)

Flinn and Lally Cases
Postponed Until Feb. 5
On request of the prosecuting at-

the

7)

—

GIVES i\

UNFAIR TRADE PRACTICES

on Page

for

(Continued on Page 4)

SEATING INDUSTRY LISTS

approximately $40,000,000.
Against these figures, 40 of

Montreal Hearing of applications
an injunction by Famous Players
Canadian Corp. to restrain N. L. NaTHEATER CHIEF BID
"Queen Kelly," the Gloria Swan- thanson, former managing director
son picture shelved some time ago of the company and the Montreal
Although Harold B. Franklin can
and lately revived for production by Trust Co. from disposing of a valu- assume his duties as executive chief
Pathe as an operetta, will be re- able theater site in the downtown of all Fox theaters at once, if he
(Continued on Page 7)
ontinued on Page 8)

"Queen Kelly" Operetta
DINNER TENDERED SHEEHAN
for Release by U. A.
In addition to numerous speeches
given via Movietone, golf played an
important part in the dinner tendered Winfield R. Sheehan, yesterday
Approxiat the Ambassador, N. Y.
mately 100 persons attended the testimonial offered by Joseph Johnson.
Guests were seated in box shape
around a miniature golf course and

The 1928 figures, as compiled by
Taylor, Rogers & Bliss, Inc., statisticians for the F. W. Dodge Corp.
give a total for the United States of
about 680 theaters valued at approximately $90,000,000, while work recorded so far in 1929 gives the current year around 525 houses valued

Coast

L'ureau,

ment this week of "Resurrection' 'at
Tiffany, several changes in the stuGrant Whydio have been made.
tock, for many years with M-G-M,
has been appointed production supervisor,

Milton

Gatzert

has

been

made purchasing agent and Carlton
Kelsey heads the music department.
Harry Knight has been advanced
to studio manager.

Continental Theater Co.
Opening St. Louis Branch

National chain of branches of Conresponded
Theater Supply will be inhave
tinental
that
Boards
With a check for $100, made up of of Trade
RELIEF
to three soon with opening
DAILY
creased
FILM
THE
to
fellows
good
17
contributions from
Harold
This is the most gen- of an office in St. Louis.
connected with local exchanges, the FUND drive.
conin
Angeles
Los
from
manslaughin
far
now
degree
so
Rodner,
received
hearing on second
Philadelphia Film Board of Trade erous donation
(Continued on Page 4)
Page
on
4)
ter charges involving John C. Flinn
(Continued
yesterday went to head of the list
(Continued on Page 5)

torneys, who said they have about
100 witnesses that must be called for
examination and there has not been
time to reach all of them, yesterday's

..
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
High

Am.

21>4

Seat

Low

cent

R-K-O

19&

*Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

41%
39

pfd

do

18

of

British

films

of $250,

in

tion of pictures last year.

figure

is

7.5

assessed

its

was

6.1

per

exhibi-

The quota

per cent.

Paramount and "Philco"
In Advertising Tie-Up
An

advertising

tie-up

national

in

scope has been entered into between
Paramount and the Philadelphia
Storage Battery Co., manufacturers
of "Philco" radio sets.
Under the
plan a Paramount production will
be selected each month to receive
the benefits of "Philco" advertising.
The first picture to be exploited in
this manner will be "The Love Parade," which will be followed by "The
Vagabond King," "Dangerous Paradise" and "Paramount on Parade."

Close Sales

21/2

200
100
400
19J4
700
25>4116,300

21J*

15
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2/2
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and costs

charged with including only
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Cinema Films

The company,

Act of 1927.

15

V2U
20^

100
5,400
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40^
85
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235^

48/2

2^
5

^

18

^

200
ioo
8,800
7,100
1,800
10 800
••••
'

34J4
39J4 45,400
37K 1.200
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Loew's National Ballyhoo

on January Festival Set
A slogan for the "Good Times
Are Here," Hoover Campaign to be
conducted by all Loew theaters
throughout the country has been
adopted by various Chambers of
Commerce with whom the circuit has
tied up with.
Thousands of placards
announcing the January Festival and
a billboard campaign announcing "31
holidays in January" are a part of
the drive for optimism during 1930.
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Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica
1727 Indiana Ave.
Chicago

Blvd.

CAlumet 2691

HOllywood 4121

Springfield, Mass.
Several changes
managerial positions of Publix

were
trict

the

Dec.

21

Dis-

Dec.

22

Cuddy at
here. Myron

Dec.

23

announced

recently

Manager
Paramount

Edward

by

theater
C. Shellman, supervisor of advertising and publicity for the Western

Connecticut disbe district manager of
the New York State district with
headquarters at Yonkers, N. Y.; Ed.
Harrison, assistant manager of the
Paramount, here, will be manager of
the Broadway, here; A. E. Hamilton,
manager of the Broadway here, will
manage the Publix at Yonkers, and
to

is

Benjamin Greenberg
politan,

manager

of the Metroto be assistant
of the Paramount, here.

Boston,

is

F. N. National

Ad

for Sales

Drive

Campaign

A national newspaper advertising
campaign concentrating on a special
sales drive instead of individual productions will be started by First National in January.
The Vitaphone
advertisements for January will be
devoted to First National month.
The drive will be conducted by Ned
E. Depinet, general sales manager.

Warners Get
West

Coast

First Coast Site

—

Opening

of

the

Little

Premiere of "Sally"
Garden, N. Y.
Dec.

Picturt

Wintet

at

Opening

24

of "Tiger Rose" at Bea
N. Y.
"Seven Keys to Baldpate" open
at Carroll, N. Y.

con,

Dec.

25

Dec. 26
Jan. 15

Warner "Evening World" Christ
mas party at the Central, N. Y.
Warner Coast studio to resume ac
tivity.

"Royal Box," in German
for Fifth Ave. Playhouse
Warners' "The Royal Box,"

made

all-talker

first

here in a foreign Ian

guage, will have its American premiere Christmas Eve, at the Fifth
Ave. Playhouse.
Dialogue is ir
German, with Alexander Moissi anc
Camilla Horn in the leads.

U
Fox Stars to Talk for Premiere
With the opening of the Fox Theater, Atlanta, Christmas Day, patron;
will have the pleasure of hearing

many Fox

stars via a

tie

up with

the

American Telegraph and Telephone
Voices of the Coast players wil

Co.

THE FILM DAILY be broadcast by means of amplifiers
The first step in the and re-broadcast throughout the

Bureau,

Los Angeles

of "Virginian" at Rialto
N. Y.
Premiere of "Devil May Care" a
Astor, N. Y.

House in New York City.
"Show of Shows" opening at War
ner, Los Angeles, Calif.

Massachusetts and

tricts,

Opening

recently announced theater expansion
program of Warner Bros, has been
taken with the purchase of a site at
San Pedro, where a new house, the
approximate cost of which will
amount to $450,000, will be built.
Other sites for theaters of the Pacific Coast chain are understood to be
under consideration.

southeast.

St.

Ford Joins Tiffany
H. L. Ford has

Louis

—

joined

the sales staff of Tiffany Prod.

was formerly with

He

RKO.

Stock

for

a net loss of 9^4 points for the dav.
Among rumors circulated in film
circles yesterday was one to the effect that William Fox had sold his
interest in the Roxy for $3,000,000.
This was characterized as absurd by
Fox officials, including John Zanft,
head of Fox theater operations.

:.:

Eastman Films

in

20, 1929

True-Tone Pictures Formed
True-Tone Pictures,
Del.
Fox Film Class A stock yesterday Inc., a New York company, has apwent to a new low for the year, plied for a Delaware charter.
touching 23 and closing at 25 J4 with

Hits
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Book-

has been found guilt by a court

firm,
Published daily except Saturday and holidays
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and
copyright (1929) by Wid's Films and Film

— Film

ing Offices, Ltd., British film renting

December

The Industry's
Date Book

NEW ENGLAND CHANGES

VIOLATING BRITISH QUOTA
Vol. L No.

Friday,

A XMAS

WEEK

—

Dover,

CAROLINA-CREST-HOTEL

No Charge!
This charming hotel surrounded
by green lawns and sun porches
is the only Hotel in Atlantic City
serving breakfast in your room
without charge. The bedrooms are
built for comfort; each with its

own private bath, large closets,
modern furnishings, bridge and
reading lamps and three or more
windows to the room. Everything
is

What

L

better

gift
i

than good health?

cozy and homelike.

Chas. A. Berry

Owner

B

BUY

H. L. Fiarbairn

Manager

$15— NOVELTY—$15

—CONTINENTAL PLAN—

N A T I O N A L
SCREEN SERVICE

North Carolina Ave. near
Boardwalk

WIRE— PHONE— ORDER NOW
ATLANTIC CITY

CHRISTMAS SEALS

F

ei

The

National, State and Local Tuberculosis
Associations of the United States

cc

EASILY No.

OF
THE 2 TALKERS
1

s

— Variety

lh S. R. O.

WEEK AT

$2

CRITERION,

Af. Y. Greatest hit ever to play America's most famous road show theatre,
including "Covered Wagon" and "Wings. ,,
1

MAURICE

CHEVALIER
ERNST
LUBITSCH
The Love Parade
»m JEANETTE MacDONALD
Lupino Lane and

Lillian

Roth

q "THE LOVE PARADE" is the year's best! The
industry concedes it. The box office proves it. <J The
sparkling personality of the one and only Chevalier.

Lubitsch's perfect direction. Miss MacDonald's gol-

den voice. The lilting melodies, including the now
famous "Dream Lover," "My Love Parade," "Let's
Be Common" and "Nobody's Using It Now." Make
P. S.— In San
"THE LOVE PARADE" No. 1.
Francisco, the other town it's playing, you can't
even see the St. Francis front for mobs!
<fl

99

THE

%£&

DAILY

NEW FRENCH FILM MERGER GOLF AND

FILMS HIGHLIGHT

HAS UNLIMITED CAPITAL DINNER TENDERED SHEEHAN
Paris (By Cable)— Unlimited financial resources are said to be behind
the Consortium International Cinematographique, the new merger of
various French companies, with indistributing
producing,
ternational
and theater acquisition among its

proposed
zation

Initial

activities.

the company
but the group,

of

is

capitali-

7,600,000

headed by
Joanny Lagneau, prominent financial
man, as president, surrounded by
francs,

numerous other leading

financial, po-

and social figures, announces
ready to increase its resources
necessary to
to whatever amount
carry out its program.
litical
it

is

Rene Leseur is vice-president of
the new organization, while George
Guillemet is managing director and
The comchairman of the board.
pany

will strive to strengthen the film
industry in this country and at the
same time co-operate with American

picture interests.

(Continued from Page 1)
just before the dinner many officials
tried their hand at the game.
The
room, at first impressed one as an art
display, was completely papered with

lithographs of

Those

Fox

present

productions.
included:

Former

Friday,

Continental Theater Co.
Opening St. Louis Branch

Edgar A. McCulloch

for the Film Daily Relief

—

terwards go to St. Louis. He has ap- lix house. Kahn has gone to N. Y.
pointed Billy Gluick as manager for the circuit and will be given another assignment.
the Coast branch.

$1 suggested by C. C. Pettijohn.
It will be noted that the Philadelphia boys did not adhere to Pettijohn's recommendations that the individual sums be limited to a maxiof $1. In the words of the relief's fund's own Patrick Henry, "If
this be treason, make the most of

mum

a

worthy cause

cheer.

This

HEAR

from you!

is

the talker era.

Come Into

Regional Trade Paper Publishing
Dec. 21, Greater Amusements will
publish its Fifteenth Birthday and Holi-

On

day

Number.

Journal's years of recognized supremacy

B

m

in the field will reach a climax in this

B

birthday and holiday edition.

for

Minneapolis, Milwaukee,

Omaha, 'Des Moines, and Sioux

Falls ter-

greatest circulation in

its

field of

Starr

any

trade paper.

GREATER AMUSEMENTS
Lumber Exchange

Minneapolis

Trade

M. J. Garrity
Eugene Zukor

C

Emil

Louis K.

Jensen
Sidney

Denver Film Board
H. D. Buckley
Paul Lazarus

of

Trade

Felix Feist
E. M. Saunders

H. H. Buxbaum
Kansas City Film Board
Ralph Pielow
Sam E. Morris

of

Trade

Jesse L. Lasky
W. E. Raynor
Herschel Stuart
Silas F. Seadler
W. B. Frank
C. J. North

Cleveland Film Board of Trade
Seattle Film Board of Trade
Chicago Film Board of Trade

German

J.

Cincinnati Film Board of Trade
E. S. Manheimer

D. Clark

J.

Advance

Trailers

Service

Gabriel Hess
Salt Lake City
Pittsburgh Film
Portland, Ore.,
Charlotte Film

Film Board of Trade
Board of Trade
Film Board of Trade
Board of Trade
Boston Film Board of Trade
John Boyce Smith
Lee Marcus
Johnston
Maurice D. Kann
Robert S. Wolff
Eureka Amusement

W.
J.

Co.

Downs

A.

Normanly

P.

George F. Dembow
P. H. Dowling
S. N. Burger
Irene F. Scott

F. C Quimby
Sam Stern
Anonymous

Harry L. Gold
Henry Ginsberg
Moskowitz
Charles
John L. Franconi
Los Angeles Film Board

C

of

Trade

National Screen Service

Herman Robbins
Toby Gruen
Amalgamated Vaudeville Agency
Thomas J. Conner
Oscar Micheaux
Rogers
Milwaukee Film Board
George Feinberg
J.
Charles R.

of

Trade

Nolan

Hamlin
McConnell
Thomas Mulrooney
B.

Stelle

Fred

J.

Milton

Silver

Washington Film Board
Cresson E. Smith
Lou B. Metzger

of

Trade

Carl E. Milliken
Charles B. Mintz

Tom

Wiley
Goetz

Charles

Philadelphia's Record Crew
The Philadelphia exchange bo:
who made up the $100 sent in by

Sam Warshawsky
Eva Warshawsky
Leo Klebanow
of

the

Trade

C

of

Film Board of Trade

DAILY

to

RELIEF

A. Lucchese, M. J. Levinson, L. Korson,
NeuB. Blofson, J. A. Bachman, Oscar
*•
feld
H. G. Bodkin, Robert Mochrie, P.
Harry
Bloch, Jos. Hebrew, S. E. Applegate,
E. Wiener. Chas. Zagrans, S. Wittman, JMcFadden, J. H. Greenberg, William JJ.

A

Don Malkames
Board

local

THE FILM
FUND were:

Gillette
D.
N. L. Manheim
T. W. Williams
M. J. Kandell
William Ornstein
W. F. Rogers
Omaha Film Board of Trade

Film

of

Louis Pelegrine
Walter Eberhardt

Bill

Miller

Indianapolis

Des Moines Film Board
Weinberg
Samuel H. Levin
Isaac

Tom Hamlin

Herbert S. Berg
Arthur W. Eddy
Richard Brady
Dario L. Faralla
Ferdinand Luporini

William Massce
Albany Film Board
N. D. Golden

Trade

of

L. J. Schlaifer
Charles Einfeld

S.

Irving Chidnoff

Robert F. Klingensmith
Thomas D. Goldberg
Harford Theater
Walbrook Amusement Co.
William R. Ferguson
Don M. Mersereau
Marvin M. Kirsch

Dave

ritories.

The

Alfred Gottesman
Motion Picture News
St. Louis Film Board of Trade
New York Film Board of Trade
Associated Motion Picture Advertisers

Dave Bader

But a year-round reference book
of

Edna Sussman
H. J. Yates
Columbia Pictures
Emil E. Shauer

Herman

NOT A SPECIAL ISSUE
exhibitors

Walter Reade
David Loew
Will H. Hays
Spyros P. Skouras
Arthur W. Stebbins
Philadelphia Film Board of Trade
Addie Dannenberg

E. A. Schiller
Joseph I. Schnitzer
James R. Grainger
Keystone Engraving Co.
Buffalo Film Board of Trade
Harold B. Franklin

The Northwest Trade

J. Mintz
J. Dash
San Francisco Film Board

W. Ray

Motion Picture Salesmen. Inc.
Jack Alicoate
Albert Warner

Milestone in

Let's

This Fold!

Joseph M. Schenck
Ned Depinet
Al Lichtman
Dr. A. H. Giannini

M.
A.

W.

like this.

Money
through, fellows.
talks, but you don't have to yell.
Even a whisper can carry a load of

Thomas Meighan

And Now Another

Fund

(Continued from Page 1)
a Film Board of Trade as a result Leopold Friedman
of the collections of from 5 cents to New Orleans Film Board of Trade
Bill Yearsley

Come

Richman Succeeds Kahn
Kokomo, Ind. R. D. Hinchman,
(Continued from Page 1)
nection with the opening of a branch of Moline, 111., succeeds Rudolph
in that city within 10 days, will af- Kahn as manager of the Sipe, Pub-

20, 1929

More Regulars Come Through

Gov. Alfred Smith; Mayor James J.
Walker, William Fox, John S. Curry, it!"
Joseph Johnson, John Zanft, CourtThe Washington Film Board of
land Smith, Saul E. Rogers, Clayton Trade also came through yesterday
P. Sheehan, James R. Grainger, E. B. to the tune of
$50, and other checks
Hatrick, Joseph Pincus and William were received from Lou B. Metzger,
Seaman.
Carl E. Milliken, Cresson E. Smith,
Charles B. Mintz, Tom Wiley and
Charles Goetz.
Seating Industry Lists
Total intake for the day, however,
Unfair Trade Practices was not what it should have been.
(Continued from Page 1)
There are only a few days' traveling
the auspices of the Federal Trade time left and the $10,000 destination
Commission with representative of is well in the distance. How about
the seating industry at the Willard you?
Have you supplied your share
Hotel here yesterday. Upon approv- of the steam? If not, what are you
al of the commission, the resolutions waiting for? The time is getting late,
will become the rules of practice for but it's better late than never for
the industry.
presided.

December

Trade

Heenan.

THE
Friday,

December

20, 1929

Paris Dropping Tips
Paris (By Cable)— Two picture houses here have adopted
the American custom of for-

FOX THEATER CHIEF BID
(Continued from Page

bidding ushers to accept tips
and the innovation is making a
hit with the film fans.
The
French find it funny, but

1)

would probably necessitate his
Furmoving to New York again.
sition

thermore, he is deeply interested in
Fox West Coast Theaters, which he
has built up to a chain of about 650
houses.
Franklin was recently called East
at the time the Fox refinancing plan
was announced and was in conference
with Fox, Sheehan and other officials.

agreeable.

rrf

Spirited Election Seen for
New M. P. Club Board

r r-'-r

t-E

competition will be the
keynote in the next annual election
of the board of directors of the MoThis is
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY tion Picture Club, Dec. 23.
Hollywood Harold B. Franklin evidenced by three different groups
of tickets, one suggested by the nomleft Kansas City yesterday en route
inating committee and the other two
Efforts
securing
at
to Los Angeles.
Dr. A. H.
telegraphic confirmation of his plans signed by five members.
Spirited
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were

Joseph Plunkett, Harry
Reichenbach, Arthur W. Kelly, Lee

Giannini,

unavailiner.

Ochs and Marty Schwartz are the
Fox-Interstate Deals
choices of the nominating group,
Provide for 2 Long Leases while Al Lichtman, Arthur Loew,

—

San Antonio, Texas Agreement Artie Stebbins, Paul Gulick, Bruce
between Fox and the Interstate Cir- Gallup and Harry Reichenbach have
cuit for the Greater Majestic calls been proposed by Louis Geller, J.
for a rental of $4,000,000 for the next Shapiro, M. Shapiro, S. Stern and

A

yearly
25 years, it is reported.
rental of $156,000 will be paid until
lease for the MaOct. 31, 1954.
jestic at Fort Worth, has likewise
been completed by Fox, the agreement running until Aug. 31, 1936.

A

"Show of Shows" Press
Book Warner's Biggest
A

press book, the
comprehensive ever issued by

52-page

Max

Felder. The last ticket has for
the board, Dave Chatkin, Phil Resiman, Louis Geller, Sam Stern, Jack

FILM CENTER BLDG.
44th ST.

Schiller.
Sam
Ed.
Shapiro and
Sonin, Arthur Abeles, L. Klebanow,
J. Perl and E. Golden proposed the
Voting will take place from
slate.
1

to

for
the film Industry

been prepared for "Show of
(Continued from Page 1)
Shows," under the supervision of A. and Henry F. Lally in connection
P. Waxman, assisted by Harry Lee. with the Pathe Studio fire was postIts pages are held together by stitch- poned till Feb. 5.
Magistrate Coring and it is bound in a yellow cover. rigan has reserved Feb. 5 and 6 for

windows

74

Strief Succeeds Hynes
at "U" St. Louis Office uage
Fred Strief has been appointed One
of Universal's St. Louis office, according to announcement by
Morton Van Praag, general sales
manager. Strief was formerly manager of the Cinn. branch and also
He sucsales representative in Ind.

ceeds Harry Hynes, who continues
with the company in a sales capacity.

street

made at the instance of
New York Esperanto Society,

picture,

two exponents

of the langin conversation on the screen.
is Henry W. Hetzel, president
of the Esperanto Ass'n of North
America; the other, Mrs. Charles

Chomette, who was married a year
ago in Belgium' after a courtship
in

rented

international

Z. A. "Zeb" Epstein, manager of
Ottawa House in Radio Tieup
Ottawa A radio tieup has been the Strand in Brooklyn, has been
made by J. M. Franklin, manager transferred to a similar capacity at
of Keith's, in a Monday night weekly the New York Strand, succeeding
broadcast from the stage through Forrest H. Macomber, resigned, it
The program is is announced by Harry L. Charnas,
Station CNRO.
known as Keith's R-K-O Concert, managing director of the Warner

—

Theaters.
with a master of ceremonies doing Metropolitan
succeeds Epstein
the announcing and mentioning the Copelan
Brooklyn house.
film bill.

Herbert
at

the

to

front-

Near "L" and
subway stations

Fireproof
vaults

Projection and
Inspection

Rooms
Unequalled
shipping

facili-

ties

Exceptionally

low insur-

ance

rates

MANY
MORE AT-

anticipated by the builders.

Producers, distributors, accessory dealers and other firms
allied with the industry are cautioned against delay. The building is over 84% occupied, and
when the remaining space is
rented it will be impossible to
find quarters anywhere offering
the advantages of the Film
Center Building.

The remaining space

TRACTIVE FEA-

is avail-

able in units of various sizes,
feet up.

TURES AT

from 600

NO MORE
RENTAL

language.

Epstein Transferred
to Strand in New York

need of the film industry as well as every requirement of the city departments and the fire underwriters
has been complied with and were

ages

ordinance with regard to stor-

William B. Harlbut, of Favorite age of films, is on the calendar for
Film Co., Inc., has secured Contin- Monday.
ental
Talking Pictures Celebrated
Eight for Michigan, while Minn., No.
and So. Dakota rights have been pur- Paramount to Distribute
chased by W. O. Mugridge of CeleFirst Esperanto Talker
brated Film Exchange, Minn, and
The first talking film ever made in
Max Weintraub of Security Pictures
Esperanto
soon will be released for
and
secured
Iowa
Co., Omaha, has
world distribution by Paramount.
Neb., territorial rights.

manager

3

the presentation of all testimony.
Another Pathe Studio proceeding,
dealing with alleged violation of the

the
presents

-

EVERY

a floor

ner, has

The

84%

45 ™ ST

Designed

2.

Flinn and Lally Cases
WarPostponed Until Feb. 5

city

AVENUE

over

most

Continental Sells Three
New Territory Rights

QTH

GROSS & BROWN COMPANY
AGENT

270

MADISON AVE.

Tel. Caledonia 7000

Call at the building or send for illustrated booklet

FILM CENTER,

Inc.

Owners and Builders

ABE

N.

ADELSON,

President

—

:

THE

Along The Rialto -%%rs

Timely Topics
A

Digest of
Current Opinion

—€>—
Finds Screen Plays

Are Faithful to Setting
motion pictures, save on

THE
rare

occasions, simply do not
deal any more in scenics which
are artificial to the extent of being utterly incredible. It may be
that because of the fact that
when they build the film men
paint in light and shadow, and
therefore find it more readily
possible to capture fidelity, that
the stage musical appears to the
film reviewer to lack so noticeably in tone and visual warmth.

*

*

MIGHTY
A
York

interesting article on "Direction or Indirection"
has been written by Louis N. Nizer, secretary of the New
Film Board of Trade. He points out, among other things,
that a director should not make his audience conscious of his
work. "Hollywood is setting an example that is certain to meet
with nation wide favor among women, by demanding the
slender willowy figure with curves," said Miss Fanchon, the better half of the Fanchon & Marco team.
Well there's an idea,
and as for our own personal observations, we always sorta took
a shine to the "long drink of water"
Warren Nolan probably will have his kid gloves on to meet the U. A. gang scheduled
to arrive at Grand Central Sunday morning. Yes, quite a troupe.
There'll be Harry Richman, Joan Bennett, Thornton Freeland
and John W. Considine, Jr

The Relief Fund

Pickaninnies, Louisville sidewalks, song and dance, partnerthem all together and you have the formation of Buck
and Bubbles, popular Pathe Negro comedians. Constance Bennett, after today's engagement at the Roxy, again will appear in
another Pathe release, "Rich People" set for Jan. 5. Her type
goes over big, you know
Bebe Daniels has been appointed
a colonel on the staff of Governor Sampson of Kentucky in
recognition of her services in aiding preparations for the Washington Bicentennial Celebration

*

THE

of the picture firms will make
picture after picture with the
same star in the same type of
part until the public is tired of
him or her.

It's a

Help The Fund

Worthy Cause

Max Fleischer, giving in to the holiday spirit, will play host
about 40 employees of his Fleischer Studios, Inc., at a Christmas spread to be staged Dec. 23 at Roth's Restaurant
T.
Kariya, foreign representative of Shociku Tochi Tatemomo
Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, which is not a string of Pullman cars
but the name of a chain of 600 houses in Japan, said on his departure from New York the other day that all theaters controlled
by his company will go sound shortly
to

Sidney Howard, Playwright
*

By PHIL M.

Jr.

ship, put

Sidney Howard Foresees
Destruction of "Star System"
movies will not be rid
their
of
extravaganza for
many years to come. With it
will go the "star system." Most

*

PhilM. Daly,

Did You Help

Quinn Martin in "The
Sunday World," New York

THAT

with

*

Believes Talkers Offer

Playwright a Freer Scope

WITH

the introduction of dialogue the film industry took
from the stage its most valuable
ingredient, and once having acquired that, it was found that
the spoken drama could be presented on a scale the boundaries
of which were infinite.
The author and playwright suddenly
found that he could unfold his
story in its natural and chrono-

To The Fund

Give Support

Douglas Fairbanks demonstrated that his reel acrobatics are
when he dodged a group of newspaper men in Tokio
by jumping from a fifth-story hotel window and going for a
walk
S. L. (Roxy) Rothafel was guest of honor last night
at the first annual dinner of the New York Produce Exchange
The theme song of the eveheld in the Central Park Casino.
ning was, "We Know We Should Buy Low and Sell High, But
How Can We Tell When Is Low and When Is High?"

the real stuff

—

logical sequence
if
he wished
to do so. No longer did he have
to rack his brains how to get
the tragedy of his hero into the
nutshell of his theater. I believe
that the dramatist will find this
new form of presenting his works
a challenge to his genius, and
that it will spur him on to greater heights than he has known be-

Do Your

WONDER

Stuart Barrie, at present organist at the Mastbaum in Philawill be guest artist for the opening of Warners' new
Beacon at 74th and Broadway on Christmas Eve. Louise M.
Roesch has been signed as the regular Beacon organist.

if

Belle

Baker can

re-

member 'way back in the old
days when she lived at the Donac
Apartments on West 49th St., and
the

all

kids in the neighborhood
her Belle and she also knew

called

their first names?
Those were the
days when Belle was just getting poing in vaude.
One evening Belle
passed by a bunch of the boys on

the corner, and an old
ed:

"Isn't

it

makes fun

of

guy remarkshame the way she

a

us Jewish people

on

the stage?"

We know a publicity gent who is
so optimistic that he tried to promote a gold digger.

A

Tombstone Titles
was Michael Hooey

fine executive

He played the market quotations
His stock went blah
His margin went gah

No more Miami

vacations.

"What's Trump?"
(Sez Jack DeLacy)

You can

claim a new deal if a
faced or exposed on, below or
above the table; or if cards are not
dealt to the proper players in four
distinct packets of 13 cards each; or
if
before play starts, more than 13
cards were dealt to any player; or
a pla}-er deals with the wrong pack;
or cards are not presented to the
player on the right to be cut, provided claim is made before the deal
is concluded.
card

is

*

*

*

Famous Film Conversations
"Not interested."

Aid The Fund

Bit

DALY

delphia,

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

fore.

Llewellyn Hughes, Author
^—

1

THEIR
FIRST
J

O RS

DECEMBER 20

-MANY

HAPPY RETURNS
I.

Best
tions

wishes and congratulaare extended by

FILM DAILY
ing

who

art dire :tor in

Diane

Ellis

Chadwick

elected

president

THE
Warner

to the followmembers of the industry,
today are celebrating their

mal

serial,

Bros, handling Selig ani-

"The Lost
*

birthday

PAl TL FEJOS

E.

of F.I.L.M. club.

*

City."
*

placed under M-G-M
contract for "Polly With a Past."

Ina Claire

William C. Hyer

*

Thomas Frost

Eve

Europe
in

*

*

Balfour, British actor, arrives

New

York.

7
THE
December

Friday,

'2&H
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Two Hundred P.

C. Building

Increase Expected in 1930

1930

Edition

Now

In Preparation

(Continued from Page 1)

country's leading theater architects,
in reply to questionnaires, report an
aggregate of $60,000,000 worth ol
new buildings and alterations already
planned for the first part of 1930.
Furthermore, several of the most active theater designers state that since
the first of October they have been
conferring with important chains and
laying plans for additional projects.
These plans now are coming to a
head and will result in boosting the
total several times.
is
pointed out that prices of
It
building materials are almost sure
to go up all along the line in the
near future, partly as a result of the
governmental activity in placing so
much public work on the market, and
as soon as theater interests realize
this fact there will be a rush to place
orders for construction and reconstruction work that is being held back
at present. This factor will add considerably to the total.
Increased activity in the line of
theater construction is in line with
a similar increase in commercial projects

and

tects as

is regarded by some archibeing partly the outcome of

more optimism on the part of theatrical interests as a result of the better outlook for industrial conditions

present year, partly by the reduction
in new building, partly by the conversion of some theater properties
into

commercial

and

structures,

in

some measure by the increased audiences created by talking pictures.
With further impetus expected to be
given the industry by the increasing
use of color and other improvements,
theater builders are more hopeful
over the prospects of increased acin

tivity

their field.

Another important angle

is

the fact

with the installation of sound
equipment, a large majority of theaters must do a certain amount of
reconstruction and refitting, some of
being of a necessary nature and
it
some being considered advisable
from the standpoint of showmanship.
Inasmuch as only about one-third of
the country's theaters are already
wired, a vast amount of this alterathat,

tion

work

still

is

in prospect.

Necessity of modernizing old theaters to meet the expectations of a
public that is fast being educated to
greater comforts, greater conveniences and more attractiveness, also
expected to force more theater
is
operators to spruce up in order to
hold their audiences.
In view of these factors, consensus
of opinion among theater architects
is that 1930 should be a banner year
for construction work in the amuse-

brought about by the Hoover program.
Aside from this, the overseating
problem in many localities has been
more or less corrected during the ment

field.

Twelve years

Injunction Action Called Off
by Mutual Consent Until Jan. 1
(Continued from Page

and Helgeson
Get New Loew Berths

Seidlitz

1)

has been, by mutual
postponed until January

here,

section

agreement,
17 th.

of Loew's
Greely Square, has been transferred
to the management of Loew's Canal

Famous Players Canadian Corp.
contend that the property was purchased by Nathanson for the com-

while D. J. Helgeson goes from
Loew's Circle to the Greeley Square
as manager, it is announced by S.
M. Meinnold, of the Loew theater
managerial department. Walter Gutteridge, heretofore on the relief staff,

pany while Nathanson

M.

Seidlitz,

manager

St.,

fills

the

Circle vacancy.

Publix Manager Resigns

Lake City. Utah— George E.
Carpenter, manager of the Publix
Capitol, has resigned and will be
succeeded by assistant manager Ray
Salt

Hendry.

in defense as-

was bought in
The action was to
his own name.
serve as a test case between Famous
Canadian and the new chajn which
serted

the

that

site

Nathanson has recently announced,
with Fox interests said to be linked.
Representing Famous Canadian Corp
were Adolph Zukor, president; J. P.
Bickell,

vice

president;

Thomas

J.

Bragg, secretary-treasurer and directors

Sir

William Wiseman and Ar-

thur Cohen, while Nathanson and associates defended their side.

Gets 7th Colored House
Portsmouth,
Va.
The seventh
Richmond— Harold Kitzmiller, for- colored house in the chain of the
merly identified with the Wells the- Lichtman interests has been acquirhas succeeded ed with the Efflingham passing into
Norfolk,
aters
in
Ermond W. Williams as manager of new management. The Hofheimer inthe Bijou, one of the Wilmer & Vin- terests leased the house for a term
cent houses in this city.
of ten years, and the new operators
will reopen the house Dec. 23 after
Gilbert to Manage Pickwick
installation of sound has been made.
Gilbert,
Louis
Newark,
N.
J.
Made Texas Representative
manager of the Capitol, has been apSan Antonio William Shields has
pointed manager of the new Bratter
& Pollak Pickwick, which soon been made sales representative for
Syndicate Pictures in Texas.
opens at Greenwich, Conn.

—

New Richmond Manager

of

intensive effort,
of honest digging,of complete
industry co-operation and of

knowing how is
-what makes the
Year Book the
recognized

ref-

erence work of
the Industry.

—

—

Out As Usual In January

!
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Coast Wire Service

REPLIES TO

{Continued, from Page 1)
business, similar to the one which
has jurisdiction over radio broadcast-

ing.

Personnel Returning as
Warner Prepares for '30

Preparations are being made at
The Milliken answer, in part,
cited the instance of the picture, "Old Warner for the resumption of activAmong those
Ironsides," which Chase once attack- ity early next year.
ed on the grounds that it "appealed who have returned from New York
In part, the reply are J. L. Warner, Diarryl Zanuck,
to the gutter."
William Koenig, William Bloecher,
reads:
"Dr. Chase's opinion in regard to motion
pictures has no pertinence in their steady
outforward progress except in so far as
that
siders might be misled into believing
represents either an important segment
it
of any
of Protestant feeling or the feeling
public
responsible
of
body
considerable

Louis Silver, Archie Mayo, Roy Del
Ruth, Monte Blue, Marian Nixon

and Edna Murphy.

Fowler Plans 16 mm. Library
Establishment of a special library
"The plain truth of the matter is that of 16 mm. films to be made from
Canon Chase is a leader without an army. the company's sound and silent proThe Federal M. P. Council in America, Inc., ductions is under way at the Fowler
secretary,
of which Canon Chase is general
The files will be open to
Washington Studios.
called a 'great national rally' in
Approximately 35 per- amateurs at a small rental.
in the fall of 1928.
opinion.

,

attended

sons

the

culminating

banquet

several of those were psychologists who
observing in the interest of science.

and
were

cooperation during
than 400
the past several years with more
responsible religious, civic, and educational
groups has not asked for itself anything from
On the conthese cooperating elements.
trary it has provided them with a channel,

"The industry

in

its

they greatly desired, through which
influence and opinion on the maintainstanding and improvement of motion picture
pictures at
ards could reach the makers of

which

their

Hollywood.
of the cooperating orfor facilities for the premight
viewing of pictures, in order that they
inform their own constituencies of coming
pictures which fully met the standards of the
These facilities also we have
various groups.
The sole motive and result has
furnished.
been the stimulation of the best pictures.

"In

addition,

many

asked

ganizations

R-K-0 Plans

to Rebuild

Writers Resigned by M-G-M
John Howard Lawson and Paul
Dickey have been given new contracts by M-G-M.

To Film Herbert Operetta
Victor Herbert's "Naughty Marietta" is to be made into a talking
It will be the comfilm by M-G-M.
poser's first operetta to reach the
audible screen.

RKO

2

Warner Shorts Renamed

Two Vitaphone Varieties have un"The
dergone a change in name.
become
Boudoir"
has
French
retheater
the
When
completed.
"Naughty But Nice." "Good Time
opens in the fall its seating capacity
is now known as "The Stand
Joe"
nearly
to
increased
been
will have
Up."
2,000, as against 1,300 at present.

Columbia for Talkers
(Continued from Page 1)

Lee Becomes
Head of N. Y. Film Board

Joseph

J.

eration.

(Continued from Page 1)

officers

appointed at the annual
first

vice-

president; Earle Sweigart, Paramount,
second vice-president; Phil Hodes.
RKO, treasurer; Dave Miller, Universal, secretary, and Edward Schnitzer,

Fox, sergeant at arms.

"Queen Kelly" Operetta
for Release by U. A.
(Continued from Page 1)
The
leased through United Artists.
picture will have color treatment by
Pathe's multicolor method.

Ann Harding's
Littlefield

Becomes

Run

On Vacation from Universal
A number of the Universal personnel have left on vacation.
Among
them
rest

Ken Maynard, who will
Havana, and Harry Pollard

are
at

and Margarita Fischer, who
their ease at

Tune

A

ballad

Palm

will take

Springs.

for Dolores Costello

composed by Jerome, Du-

bin and Burke will be sung by Dolores Costello in Warner's "Second

Choice."

ture.
*

*
*
Fleming's First for Fox
Julien Josephson, who wrote the
"Common Clay" will be Victor
adaptations and dialogue for "Dis- Fleming's first directorial assignraeli" and "The Green Goddess," ment for Fox, by which he was restarring George Arliss, has been cently signed.
signed by First National.
He is
known for the human interest
Roy Del Ruth to Direct
touches he weaves into his scenarios.
Roy Del Ruth will direct "Murder
*
*
*
on the Second Floor" for First Na-

Our Passing Show: Maurice
Revnes busy at Columbia; Al
Rockett, Kenneth Hawks and
Dave Stamper conferring at

Fox Harriet Hinsdale

tional.

"Montana" Unit on Location
Joan Crawford and the unit working on "Montana" are now working
in the San Bernardino mountains.

active at

Tiffany.

Let

The MICHEL ANGELO STUDIOS
Redecorate and Rejuvenate
your theatre.
I

Schemes for
Modern- Atmospheric-Formal

niisiml. Effective

Theatres

contract from Pathe.

as

Pa Potter

Lucien Littlefield has been engaged
by Warner to play Pa in the series
of comedies to be based on J. P.
sketches.

Buddy's Next Picked

Add Value

Arouse

to your

new

property

interest!

Charles "Buddy" Rogers' next film
for
Paramount following "Young
Eagles" will be "Safety in Numbers,"
which Victor Schertzinger will direct.
"Fatal Wedding" as Talker
plans a Movietone version of
"The Fatal Wedding," the Theodore

Fox

Minneapolis First
Kremer melodrama.
William K.
The Aster, local Howard will direct.
Minneapolis
Publix house seating 900, has become
"U" Buys Erskine Story
a first-run theater. The circuit's need
"Sincerity," by John Erskine, has
for another first-run outlet in this
city prompted the change in policy. been purchased by Universal.

—

is coming to the
front with a bang.
Shortly after leaving Hal Roach he became a
director at Pathe and attracted much
attention with "The Sophomore." He
has a flair for comedy and comedydrama, and has been loaned to Paramount to direct "Let's Go Native,"
which will be a musical extravaganza.
G. Bachman, associate producer,
J.
will supervise the making of the pic-

M-G-M Seeks Ann Harding
M-G-M is reported seeking to buy

McEvoy's "Potters"

Publix's Aster

EO McCAREY

*^

elec-

tion are:

Jack Bellman, Columbia

Cruze Gains After Operation
is on the road to recovery following an appendicitis op

James Cruze

producer-director of
"Hell's Angels," is building a
private talking picture house at
Metropolitan Sound Studios at
a cost of $20,000. The theater
will also be used in experimenting with the projection of
Caddo productions.

RALPH WILK
Hollywood

;

Casts Australian Actor
Leyland Hodgson, Australian actor, has been cast for a role in RKO's
"The Case of Sergeant Grischa."

—

Hughes,

from "Lots"
["

THE FILM DAILY
Howard

Hollywood

A Little
By

20, 1929

Hughes Builds One
West Coast Bur.

Hollywood Happenings

CHASE PROBE DEMAND

December

Friday,

Estimates

upon

request

The MICHEL ANGELO STUDIOS,
200 West 57th

Street,

New York

Inc.

—
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Buy Into Famous Players Canadian

^Fisher Bros.

SEE PROTOCOL AS ENDING QU0TAJ5YSTEMS
(Three Color Pictures Among 1 7 Par amounts in Work
The Mirror
column of comment
-By JACK ALICOATE^=
-a

Seven Films Are in Actual
Production at Coast
Producing Plant
West

Bureau,

Coast

—

Mayor

Mayor James J. Walker has
made his debut in the "tele-

THE FILM DAILY

talkers" at a private demonstration given in the studios of the
Corp.
of
Television
Baird
America. June Collyer, Irene

Hollywood
Three Technicolor
productions are on the Paramount
schedule for early release and are
than an
that we are separated from among the 17 pictures now being
photographed, edited and prepared
:|nirs we miss it and become reminisFor instance, when we were at the Coast studio.
:ent.
Seven pictures are in the course of
cub reporter of the Washington
Post, oh, so many years ago, over the production, five more are being edpity editor's desk hung a sign that ited and five are being prepared with

WE

know

of

Televised

no more

false friend
appendix, yet, now

Delroy and Betty Compton asthe

sisted

Mayor

in

his

per-

formance.

!i

"All

•cad

Printers
-

l\re

Liars.

'

To

and

this

Engravers

we have now

starting dates fixed for the immedi(Continued on Page 11)

4dded another

learned, old and honored profession, the dear doctors. It
kt any time in the future your trusted
family physician should whisper ir
[lour ear that cutting out your onlj
ippendix is no worse than pulling a
[tooth look him straight in the face
|knd shout LIAR.
If this has nc
effect start running as fast as you

your only chance. Operahowever, can be educational

It's

Can.

ions,

land enlightening as well as irritating
ind disagreeable. Right now we are
Is full of surgical terms as a medical
((student's quiz book and so antiseptic
that even our best friend would not
Anyway, up tc
{hesitate to tell us.

Khe present time our opening can be
jronsidered a mild success and if it
Bid nothing else it enables us to hold
iip

our end, conversationally speak-

ing, in any company that starts talking about operations from now on.

From England

-

A Merry

Montgomery,

Ala.

—Judge

Henry

Clayton, of the Middle Alabama
Federal Court district and author of
the anti-trust act bearing his name,
died Saturday at his home here at
the age of 72.
D.

PARTNER OF GOLDWYN
Hornblow,

Arthur

Jr.,

Goldwyn

production executive at the Coast and
now in New York on business, has
become a partner of Samuel GoldHe has been associated with
wyn.
the producer for the past three yearr
and was formerly identified with the
stage through Robert Milton.

Fishers Acquire Substantial
Part of I. W. Killam 's Stock
Ottawa

—

DISCOUNT REPORT WARNER

—

Report that Warner
Toronto
Bros, are associated with N. L. Nathanson, former director of Famous
Players Canadian, in his organization
of a dominion theater chain are generally discredited here.

No one at the Warner
New York Saturday was
comment on

RUN TALKER EQUIPMENT

—

Fund Drive on Last Lap!
THE

FUND

I

THE

(Continued on

Page 9)

Bros, in
available

the report.
Merry Xmas

—A

LEARN TO

England, with splendid and typical
British foresight, is about to inaugurate a central library, under governmental supervision, in which certain films, made within the Empire
lind considered worthy of preservahistorical
of
their
because
tion
jkssociation and significance will be
placed in safe keeping so that future
Carl Laemmle, with a check for $100, in addition to a like sum in the
Krenerations may see for themselves name of his Universal company, constituted the chief intake for
FILM
Iwhat the Empire of today really DAILY RELIEF
Saturday. Winfield R. Sheehan was another to
Hooks like.
To us the drawback come across with a good size check. Also worthy of special mention beleems to lie in the ability of anyone cause of the spirit displayed was a check representing a collection taken up
o preserve any set of films for show- by the girls in the publicity office of First National. This was followed by
If a similar act on the part of
ing even fifty years from now.
FILM DAILY girls. Others represented
jhis obstacle can be surmounted, the in yesterday's returns were Arthur W. Kelly, Herbert, Ebenstein, Felix
Idea is a fine one. Imagine how in- Malitz, F. Wynn-Jones, David Palfreyman, Sam Dembow, Jr., David Chatteresting it would be for us today to kin, George Reddy, Winfield Andrus and Ed McNamee.
{Continued on Tag* 2)

—

Paris (By Cable)
Death of quota
is seen by European representatives of American film companies in the signing here Saturday of
an important export protocol by the
U. S., France, Great Britain, Germany, Italy and 14 other nations.
Under an arrangement becoming operative July 1, 1930, more than 200
trade impediments will be removed.
One effect of the convention will
(Continued on Page 11)
A Merry Xrnas

systems

to

—Fisher

Bros, of Detroit
have
acquired a substantial portion of
EXHiBS
the stock of I. W. Killam in Famour
Players Canadian. Killam and Adolph
Zukor are the voting trustees on the
board of directors, representing the
large body of holders of non-voting
Buffalo
Owners of the seven lo- stock in Canada.
cal neighborhood houses, whose union
Estimates of the money involved
operators are out on strike, are atin the transaction run as high as $20,tending school to learn operation of
Killam, when interviewed
reproducing equipment.
They will 000,000.
(Continued on Page 11)
(Continued on Page 11)

BUFFALO

Film Men Believe
New Convention Will
Kill Six Quotas
S.

—

—

Xma-s

Clayton, Anti-Trust Law
Author, Dies in Alabama

U.

"Devil

—

May Care"

general enterMay
"Devil
this
tainment,
Care," which had its premiere
showing last night at the AsM-G-M has constructed
tor.
a colorful romance of the
Napoleonic era along operetta
Although the story is
lines.
It's first class

mostly told in a light and comedy vein, there are some
mighty stirring and dramatic
moments in this talker, which
has been lavishly made and
equipped with excellent tunes
and a competent cast. Personable Ramon Novarro dashes
and sings his way through it in
big-time

Care" is
Christmas
exhibitors.

style.

"Devil

a

real

gift

from

May

box-office
M-G-M to

EDDY

txw

-.

DAILY

Monday, December

The Industry's
Date Book

The Broadway Parade
the new
AMONG
succeeded "The

are "The Virginian." which has
the Rialto, and "Devil May Care." which has
Important pictures to open
forced "The Hollywood Revue" out of the Astor.
this week are "Sally," which follows "Show of Shows" at the Winter Garden tonight, and "Seven Keys to Baldpate," which enters the Earl Carroll on Christmas
"Rio Rita" will be transferred to the Globe, where "Dance Hall" is the
Day.
current attraction.

Price 5 Cents
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May

21,

Picture

Distributor

Theater

Opening Date

Warners

Central

Oct.

2

"Rio Rita"

RKO

Oct.

6

Paramount

Criterion

United Artists

Rivoli

"General Crack"

Warners

Warners

"Hunting Tigers in India"
"The Sky Hawk"

Talking Pic. Epics. Cohan
Gaiety
Fox
Globe
RKO

11

Dec.

15

Paramount

Rialto

Dec.

21

M-G-M

Astor

Dec.

22

.Dec.

23

•Dance Hall"

"The Virginian"

THE

at

"Disraeli"

"Condemned"
"The Love Parade"
"Taming of the Shrew"

En1918
tered as second class matter,
Y., under
at the post-office at New York, N.
Terms (Postage
the act of March 3, 1879.
New
free) United States outside of Greater
York $10.00 one year; 6 months $5.00; i
Subscribers
Foreign, $15.00.
months, $3.00.
Address all comshould remit with order
FILM DAILY, 1650
munications to
Phone Circle
Broadway, New York, N. Y
4736-4737-4738-4739. Cable address: Filmday
Ralph
Hollywood; California
New York.
Wilk 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
The
Fredrnan,
6607.'
London— Ernest W.
W.
St
Wardour
Renter, 89-91
Film
Berlin— Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
Paris— P. A. Harle,
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la

W.

Arthur

now on Broadway

pictures

Trespasser"

May

"Devil

Care"

Earl Carroll
United Artists .... Selwyn

First National.

"Sally"

.

.

.

Winter Garden.

.

.

Today:

Opening
in

Dec.

24

Nov. 3
Nov. 19
Nov. 29

Dec.

25

Dec.

26

Dec.

3

Jan.

15

Dec.
Dec.

9

of Shows" opening
Los Angeles, Calif.

— a column of comment

[.a

War-

Premiere of "Sally" at Wintei
Garden. N. Y.
of "Tiger Rose" at Beacon, N. Y.
"Seven Keys to Baldpate" opens
at Carroll, N. Y.

Warner "Evening World" Christmas party at the Central, N. Y.
Warner Coast studio to resume activity.

—A

Merry Xmas

—

M-G-M MAKES 33 MORE;

LONDON THEATER

TO BE COMBINATION TYPE

(Continued from Page 1)

at

Opening

GARBO
U. A.

Houst

City.

"Show

West

The Mirror

of the Little Picture

New York

ner,

—

Cour-des-Noues, 19.

23, 1929

Coast

IN

Bureau,

GERMAN HIM
THE FILM DAILy\

—

Hollywood With 33 talking picH
tures just completed, now in produc-l
tion or slated for immediate screen-J
ing, M-G-M will close the calendar)
year and enter 1930 with one of the
largest sound feature schedules in the
industry, it is claimed.

what the Battery really looked
<-.ee
London (By Cable) All types of
'ike a hundred years ago or to see
with our own eyes just what the shows, from talkers to legitimate
Boston tea party really amounted plays, will be housed in the theater
Greta Garbo, who has completed
to, and hoy, what would you give to planned here by United Artists, it is
"Anna Christie," will remake the pic-l
he ahle to^see and hear in action that learned upon the arrival of Joseph M. ture in German for foreign release.4
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Henrv Schenck, who is now in conference Clarence
Patrick
exhihitor,
(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)
sterling
Brown will again direct!
High Low Close Sales telling: the theater owners in conven- regarding the project.
The house with the German cast.
100
19/2 19/2 19'/2
Am. Seat
assemhled in Philadelphia tr seating 3,500 and costing about $5,200 tion
14'/2
... 15
14J4
A Merry Xmas
Coil. Fm. I nd.
him liherty or give him death." 000,000, is expected to be the first of
"Give
19
pfd
Con. Fm. Ind.
'366
168^
172^
here.
174*4
string
of
A.
houses
over
a
U.
East. Kodak
Elaborate
Set
A Merry Xmas
Fox Fm. "A" .... 27H 22'A 26^ 6,300
Silence Is Golden

—

—

AO

•Keith
•do pfd
44
Loew's. Inc
do pfd. ww (6J^)
•do pfd. xw (6'A)
23^
•M-G-M pfd
48^
Para. F-L
Pathe Exch
2J4
6H
do "A"
1754
•Univ. Pict. pfd
40
Warner Bros

RKO

•

41

&
•

23/2
465-6

$6
2354
48J4
2'54

*tt

674
17^;
34 !4
40

38^

logue
200
1,300

200
200
1,700,

l'ioo

36

NEW YORK CURB MARKET

& Katz
•Columbia Pets
Fox Thea. "A"
Gen. Thea. Equ.

63?-$

•Bal.

26J4

..6'A
.

.

28

Proj
•Intern.
*Ix>ew do deb. rts
•I.oew's Inc. war
•Nat. Scr. Ser

6'A
27
30
2J4

1.700

300
....

14

....

19H
27«4
28
9'A

Sup
'Paramount new
Thea.

•Nat.

5 'A

27

•Univ. Pict

....

A-O

Loew 6s
do 6s 41

41ww

1025* 1025i 1025-g
°l'/2
91 'A
x-war ... 92
95
Paramount 6s 47 .. 95
94'A
99%
•Par. By. 5^s51
30
30
Pathe 7s37
3054

Washington Unit Adopts Eyeful
New Flameproof Screen People

of the gravy goe*

on sound and

exclusivelv

tarry

for

dia-

hut

a

Washington

— Raytone

Flameproof

moment while we tell you the storv Sound Screen, manufactured by the
of Herman Vineherg of Albanv. N
Schoenmaker Equipment Co., has
V.. who not onlv has the only silent been adopted by the Washington
little city of one
D. C, exhibitor unit for use in houses
thousand souls bu* of its members. The city fire departboasts about it by billboard, handbill ment recently required replacement
ind newspaper advertising to the ex- of inflammable sound screen by ones
tent that he has increased his busi- of a non-inflammable type.
First inness a full and generous fifteen pet- stallation
was made by StanleyAmong other things here are Crandall at the Metropolitan. Rayrent.
a few word shots that he recentlv tone Flameproof Sound Screens are
~n\e his patrons in big black letters- being marketed generally.
"The film is the language of image=
A Merry Xmas
George Pezet Mexico Bound
and images do not speak. To hea'George Pezet, general manager for
Mie voice of a film actor is an absurd
Pathe in Mexico, is on his way back
ronrention. Film actors are not actua

Mieater in that big

hundred and

fifty

—

—

The moving

living oersons.

80

6s 46

all

1

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
•Keith

you think

to he that insists

2^
16^

If

1,000

85

pfd.

'do

78

Garden

—

—

20^

300
500
300

K

1,500

•LAST PRICE QUOTED

picture

to

—

Mexico City

at

M-G-M Opening

attending the premiere on
"Devil May Care," M-G-M talkie,]
last evening at the Astor, New York,
instead of seeing the conventional!
house drop, gazed on an elaborate!

and colorful Versailles garden
on the stage while awaiting the

Center-stage was a fountain!,
action and cloud-effects were inl
evidence on the sky background. At>
screening of the picture the fountainf
slipped forward to the floor, thus!
giving the audience an unobstructed;
perspective.
Louis K. Sidney oft
Loew's devised the set.
ture.

in

—A
Buys Half

after conferences in

—

Merry Xmas

Interest in
St. Louis!

Premier in

silence, and silence New York with T. S. Delehanty and
St.
Louis— Barney Rosenthal
remember, you can Carlos M. Jimenez, respectively genalways see more than vou can hear." eral manager and Latin-American purchased a half interest in the
Not so dumb at that for a fellow representative of Pathe International mier Picture Corp. of this city.
—A Merry Xmas—
Corp.
who believes in silence.

was nlanned
is

eolden,

for

and

Your Last Chance
t

Tf von have not contributed to the
Film Dailv Relief Fund do not le*
BRYant 4712
his dav go bv without doing so fo'
Send in vour
it is vour last chance.
1
8 Hier-k and I'll bet you'll feel iust ?
better satisfied with vourseK
I little
I
I'll personalis
for having done so.
"iiarantee that no dollar vou mav
E. Brulatour, Inc. % o-ive to charity can buy more hu
I
8 J.
If vou could com*
n-ianitarian aid.
ft
g
into contact with some of the pitifu
ft
ft
and heartrending cases that the comHollywood
Chicago
ft
6700 Santa Monica K mittee is constantly giving aid and
ft
$5
1727 Indiana Ave.

1540

Broadway

Long Island City
154 Crescent St.
STIUwell 7940

J*»

ft
it

Eastman Films

1

K

Blvd.

g
>
T* #•>

CAlumet 2691

#«

HOUywood

4121

ft
**•

»*««#« »»««#« # » « «v»> » * v**v»v *w# *** «

vou would

the
importance of evervone in pictures
giving their aid to this worthy cau^e.
assistance

to.

realize

The LITTLE PICTURE HOUSE of the FILM BUREAU
OPENS ON MONDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 23rd, AT
8:45 P. M. WITH AN INVITATION PERFORMANCE AND
PRESENTATION OF

THE UNWRITTEN LAW

A BRITISH SOUND FILM PROD., LTD., PRODUCTION
DIRECTED BY SINCLAIR HILL
FOX MOVIETONE NEWS
and a Diversified Program of Unusual Short Subjects
The Theatre Will Be Open to the Public at 1 :00 P. M. on

CHRISTMAS DAY— Continuous
Beginning Friday, Dec. 27

set!

pic-l

Performances

THE CRIMSON CIRCLE

1-11 P.

M. Daily

a Thrilling Mystery Play

has!
Pre-j

—

THE
Monday, December

DAILY
-<%£!k

23, 1929

MEAN DOLLARS FOR SHOWMEN

DAILY TIPS WHICH
"The Cameraman"
large

\

"Camera Album" was

built

and captions to fit them.
I'his was mounted on compo board,
one still to a page, size 30 by 40
These were bound into a
inches.
large volume and were put on display in lobby one week in advance.
Also in prominent drug store durengagement. W. J.
Slattery,
ing
Majestic, Kankakee, 111.
A Merry Xmas
"The Carnation Kid"
(Paramount)
with

in the rear.
There were
three separate ranges of mountains
baby spots and colored lights being
placed between each ranee, giving
the effect of a sunset.
These lights
were attached to a flasher so that the
different-colored lights would change.
T. J. Miller, Imperial, Augusta,

stills

—

Ga.

—A

—

—

—

A man

dressed in a comical police
uniform with a gun made of upson
board 12 ft. long patrolled the streets
presumably looking for the Carnation Kid.
Copy on the gun read,
"You'll be thrilled to death See the
And a banner on
Carnation Kid."
his back read, "The Carnation Kid
now playing at Florida theater with
Douglas MacLean. At a prescribed
corner, the gunner would run across
a man wearing a white carnation.
He immediately was placed under ar-

—

and on signal to the driver of
the patrol wagon just around the
corner, the Carnation Kid was taken
Alfred F. Weiss, Jr.,
for a ride.
Florida, Jacksonville, Fla.
rest

Merry Xmas

—

Cleveland Wallace Elliott, manager of Keith's East 105th St. Theater, has taken a two-year lease on
the Princess.
It will be managed by

James

Elliott

and James Flattery and
RCA Photophone.

—

—

—

Willimantic, Conn.
The Capitol,
purchased by Warners recently and
closed for alterations and installation
of sound, has reopened.
John R
Pickett,

manager

number

of years,

to the children of these two schools
to help stimulate sale of tickets.
Willis
Grist, Jr., Carolina, Green-

—A

W.

ville,

S.

C.

—A Merry Xmas—
"White Shadows"

tor of the

Waukegan News which

Merry Xmas

cus

—

Franco after
months.

—

—

an

—A

of

illness

Merry Xmas

several

—

—

Frankfurt-on-Maine,
Germany
Ernst Kesemeyer has organized a
renting concern here under the name
Gloria Film-Verleih.

—A

Car.
Alar

advanced in the newspaper articles here by Ray Hendry.
and prizes of tickets were offered for
—A Merry Xmas—
the best replies on "what three things
are in your opinion essential for a
A Merry Xmas
Three houses in North Carolina
good movie." Dozens of replies were
"The Letter"
the theater have completed installation of De
contest
as
on
this
received
(Paramount)
patrons to Forest Phonofilm and Phonodisc, it
Staged an 8 o'clock breakfast mati- had recently asked the
likes and wishes on is announced by General Talking
their
express
of
"The
screening
nee and private
The theaters are the
fare they wished. Pictures Corp.
Letter."' Hot coffee with cream and what kind of screen
Orpheum, North Wilkesboro; Savoy,
WaukeGenesee,
Hooton,
Buddy
Allen
in
the
served
were
fried cakes
Rocky Mount, and Richmond, RockThe party was for girl gan, 111. — Merry Xmas
tea room.
A
ingham.
All they had to do
stenographers.
"Wild Party"
was to present a letter from their em(Paramount)
ployer the day before the party,
granting permission for the girl to
Window tie-up was arranged with
be late to work on Saturday morn- National Shirt Shop featuring the
ing.
The girl received a coupon in "Whoopee Shirt"— tying in with
exchange for this letter. In that way Clara Bow in "The Wild Party." In
the management knew how much this display, the shirt shop went to
The guests were the expense of having a photograph
food to provide.
requested to be at the Allen prompt- made of the stage band leader, wear-

—

—

Merry Xmas

Paris Robert Hurel has returned
post as director of the Aubert-

Enterprises.
He will be sucas manager of the Capitol

ceeded

—A

.o liis

Merry Xmas —

—

—

ment."

a

here.

—

Opinions and statements
movie."
from various directors and stars were

Kobe, Japan, as a talking picture
house, according to information received by Gerald R. Kayser, foreign publicity manager for Warner
and First National. The opening attraction was "The Man and the Mo-

—

The genSalt Lake City
George E.
was "what makes a good penter has resigned from the

idea

The Shochiku-za has been opened

in charge.

Fox Theater

—A

the
ran for four

days preceding the show.
eral

for

— In

was planted with

contest

is

Gem

order to devote himself to production work, S. J. Stebbins has resigned as managing direcDetroit

(M-G-M)

A

of the

—

—

at

Merry Xmas

"Sonny Boy"
(Warners)
up with two local grade
schools and pupils, sold tickets good
on Thursday and Friday only. After
making this arrangement, 1,000 Sonny Boy coat buttons were distributed

The latest Mexican to be equipped
with Pacent is the Cine Variedades,
Pueblo, according to information received by the company in New York.
A Merry Xmas

equipped with

—A

Tied

foreign

United States

mountains

(M-G-M)

Merry Xmas

—

—

Partners" is
London "Sleeping
being made into a talker at Islington
with Seymour. Hicks, Edna Best and
Lyn Harding in the cast. H. Geneen is directing.

—A

Merry Xmas

—

—

Paris A private company has been
formed by M. Guichard of the Ne
Plus Ultra Film Corp. to produce
sound and talking pictures. Production activities are scheduled to start
in

January.

3 MILLION

ly

at

8 o'clock.

picture

were

at

After breakfast the

was screened, and the
liberty to go to work at

The newspapers played
and

it

went over

great.

laney, Allen, Cleveland.

—A

this

— M.

girls

up

9:30.
big,

A.

Ma-

—

Merry Xmas

ing what they called the
Shirt."

played

and

(M-G-M)

A

"Jazz-ology Contest" was accepted by the Ashland Daily TidOriginal
ings, netting four stories.
jazz-words were invited from readers
and a "jazz-word" was defined as any
expression that might be considered
appropriate in flaming youth circles.
All words were later supposed to be
sent to Joan Crawford, described as
"The Spirit of Jazz" and creator of
the "Crawford Romp."— H. B. Hurst,
Vining, Ashland, Ore.
A Merry Xmas—

—

"Redskin"
(Paramount)
A window display, which took up
the entire front window showed a
background of an Indian village with
_

"Whoopee
was dis-

readers of

"The

in.

were

in its newspaper ads
a card in their window that the

announced

—A

—

(M-G-M)
arranged with the local
broadcasting station, on Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday night be-

was

tween New York programs to announce "Look Out," then a long wind
whistle,

by

mys-

tery story.

NOW

Merry Xmas

"The Wind"
It

thrilled

great

this

leader would wear the "Whoopee
Shirt" on the Alabama stage during
showing.— Clras. G. Branham,
the
Alabama, Birmingham, Ala.

Lib-

Magazine

erty

Wild Party," and the theater. Stills
of Clara Bow as well as stills from
To
the picture also were shown.
further carry out the tie-up, the shirt
store

"Our Dancing Daughters"

This photograph
with copy tying

whewee

—The

Wind

is

Com-

with direct announcement on
Friday night that Lilliam Gish and
Lars Hanson in "The Wind" would
Frprl
open at the Allen theater

Murder on the Roof
is

a Columbia Picture

ing"

—

Clary, Allen, Cleveland.

Raymond

Hatton, Margaret Livingston

star supporting cast.

Directed by Geo. B. Seitz

with Dorothy Revier,

and

all

'

•

—JZfr*

Monday, December

23, 1929

Coast Wire Service
Prodding Patriotism

—

Windsor, Ont. Lack of respect on the part of "shuff-

Hollywood Happenings

theaters during
the playing of the National
Anthem at the end of each
show has caused the Municipal
Chapter, Daughters of the Empire, to petition local exhibitors to run a trailer requesting
audiences to stand attentively
during the anthem.

By

T

A Little

TO PREPARE BOLES STORY

from

SIGNED BV

I

Inspecting Sites for

Warners' Coast Houses

bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Sites are being inAngeles
Los
spected for the large first-run houses
planned by Warner Bros, for Los
Angeles and Hollywood. Each theCoust

—

is to seat about 4,500 and cost
It is also
approximately $5,000,000.

ater

reported as likely that

Universal

John Boles

'Lots'

Warners

will

erect a long-run two-a-day house on
Hollywood Blvd., just across the
street from their present Hollywood

prominently

ue

tion to aiding in production
will

help prepare
in the film.

papers.

No

music to be

the

Under

—A

Merry Xmas

—

LEWIS

Roach's and
*

Howard

annual holiday letdown in production at most studios,
as
with Joe
technicolor cameras remain busy as
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
"Bright Lights," an allPictures heretofore.
Premier
Hollywood
color musical picture was put into
president
as
Rock
Corp., with Joe
production last week at First Nahas been organized here and will take
tional; "Hollywood Revue of 1930"
for
Studio
Neilan
Marshall
over the
has
gone into production at M-G-M,
production of features and short comwhile other Technical cameramen are
edies.
working on "Bride of the Regiment"
— A Merry Xmas
and "King of Jazz," in addition to
for Coulter House
Despite

Williams, formerly at the Globe, has succeeded
John Moss as manager of the Blue
bird, one of the Coulter houses in
this city.

—A

Merry Xmas

New House

—

to

—

1.

—A

13

year

Get DeForest

joh,
son,
son,

Made

the new
National
with a writing staff consisting
Grubb Alexander, Francis FaraForrest Halsey, Julian JosephBradley King, Humphrey PearJ. Gordon Rigby, Harvey Thevv,

McCarthy,
and

Ewart Adamson, Henry
Jackson,

Joseph

James

Merry Xmas
Assistant Manager

Staff

start

will

Starr.

—A

F.

Perez

Paul

manager of the Strand,
Warner house.
—A Merry Xmas—
Start Philly House in Jan.
Philadelphia

— Construction

local

Hugh

Herbert Busy

on the

will start hree at Allegheny
near Kensington, in January

Midway

Ave.,
report

The

is

that either

ley will operate

—A

Fox

or Stan-

Merry Xmas

—

head

the

Showmen's League

The

cast

is

of 30 youngsters.

Showmen Name W. O. Brown
Chicago W. O. Brown was named
to

—

Variety Cast
30 Kids
"Holiday in Storyland" is a Vitaphone Variety being produced in
Technicolor under the direction of
in

Roy Mack.

—

it.

and dialogue of "Vengeance,"
which Jack Holt will be starred.
—A Merry Xmas

tion
in

of

—A

Merry Xmas

composed

—

Gary Cooper Film Named

Gary Cooper's next picture for
America at its annual meeting at the
has been giyen .the name
Paramount
Palmer House here.
It is a story of
Brave."
the
—
"Only
—A Merry Xmas
which Mary
in
Confederacy
the
Colombia Taking to Sound
lead.
feminine
the
in
appears
Brian
DAILY
Washington Bureau of THE FILM
—A Merry Xmas—
Washington— Theaters in a number of towns in Colombia are installFox Picks Muni's Next
ing American talking picture equipPaul Muni's next screen appearDiP.
M.
the
to
advices
ment, state
ance for Fox will be in a film adapvision of the Dept. of Commerce.
tation of Donald Henderson Clark's
—A Merry Xmas
John Ford
novel, "Louis Beretti."
New Saenger House Opens
will
Nichols
Dudley
while
direct,
will
Saennew
Hattiesburg, Miss. The
James McGuinger Theater has been opened here write the dialogue.
with George C. Goethals as manager. ness will act as associate producer.

—

—

for

*

Estabrook,

Para-

now

Seiler,

*

*

who

directed

at

The Ghost

Talks," in
which he recognized Stephen Fetchit's possibilities and developed anHe is
other star for the company.
initial

talker,

also remembered for
several
Mix
"Song of Kentucky"

Tom

release.

—A

his work on
money-makers.
his

is

Merry Xmas

current

—

"Lotus Lady" Cast
Ralph Emerson, Lucien Prival.
Betty Francisco and Frank Leigh
have been added to the cast of "The
Lotus Lady," talker, being produced
by J. H. Weiter, Jr., under the
supervision of Lon Young and Harry
Sinclair Drago.
Fern Andre is the
star of the picture and Phil Rosen is

Added

chief sound

Vitaswell

new quarters in the recently
pleted sound studio annex.

com-

ait

studio,

the

to

sistant director, will hot foot it to
the Coast where the sun shines
brighter.

A well deserved promotion has just
been awarded to Harold Godsoe of
the Radio-Victor studio whose title
from now on will be "technical assistant."

Robert Snody

is

directing

"Thm

Campus Vamp"

for Chester Beecroft Productions, at the Radio-Victor studio. Olive Shea is featured in
the title role with Forrest Stanley
and Henry E. Dixey prominently
cast.

Dal Clawson

is

officiating

at

the camera.

King Vidor,

M-G-M

director, who
for
the
Coast, was
busy making tests at the Radio-Victor studio, during his brief stay in
York. Vidor and his wife, Eleanor Boardman, stopped off in Chicago long enough to show "Hallelujah" to the movie critics of that
left

recently

New

Fox town.

12 years without a contract, is
free-lancing.
He directed Fox's

—

F. Hugh Herbert, recently signed
Conn.— Bernard Rogin
asmade
Columbia, is writing the adaptabeen
by
has
Britain
New

of
sistant

*

Merry Xmas

Hartford,

*

Larry

with

lucrative offer from Pathe to
write an original story and the
screen version and dialogue.

Lew

on F. N. Writing

—

—A

—

Merry Xmas

First
of J.

Bucyrus, O. DeForest Phonofilm
and Phonodisc will be installed in the
new 1,400-seat theater being built
here by the Central Theater Corp.
The house will be completed about

March

short subjects.

now

with Pathe
for the past month, has completed his assignment with the
latter organization. He secured
a leave of absence from Paramount in order to accept a

—

Richmond—-"Pug"

is

who has been

ist,

—

New Manager

of

mount contract author-scenar-

the

Head

Rock

treatment

Darmour.

During Holiday Week

(Pictures

FOSTER'S

situations in comedy is attracting
attention and it would not be surprising if he soon followed in the
footsteps of Richard
Wallace, F.
Richard Jones, Fred Newmeyer, Leo
McCarey and other graduates of the
comedy lots, and becomes a director
at the feature studios.
He directed
everal Laurel and Hardy comedies
at

Technicolor Letdown

Merry Xmas

Form Premier

work he

his agreement with Universal the writer will
begin work on the script not later
than June 1. The story will also bt.
published and syndicated to the news-

used

—

—A

a story foi
folk music will
featured.
In addi-

which

EVANS,

.^

Just as soon as "Pleasant Sins" is
completed at the Weiss Bros. DeHollyzvood Forest Studio, George Melford, as-

write

to

in

9

BLAIR

Warner
has moved into

phone
*

v

N.

RALPH WILK

By
i)y

HARRY

engineer

Konrad Bercovici has been signed

West

_
PORTER H

local

in

lers"

Short Shots from
New York Studios

Warner Bros, have a great booster in the person of young Eleanor
Gordon, daughter of Ethel Gordon,
Vitaphone studio publicist, who last
week addressed the members of her
class at the James Madison School,
Brooklyn, on "The Story of Vitaphone."

—A

Merry Xmas

—

Underwriters Stress
Studio Fire Hazards

"Production of sound pictures has
developed an additional hazard in the
use of considerable quantities of
draperies, property and sound- deadening materials," comments the N.
Y. Board of Fire Underwriters in
its survey of the Pathe studio fire of
Dec. 10.
Regarding the fire it says: "There
directing.
are no indications that this fire was
A Merry Xmas—
exceptional in risk or that it could
"Sarah and Son" in Production
not have been extinguished or ma"Sarah and Son" has gone into terially controlled by a properly funcproduction at Paramount. Ruth Chat- tioning sprinkler system."
A Merry Xmas
terton is starred and Dorothy Arzner

—

—

—

will direct.

—A

Merry Xmas

—

"Tommy"

Films Help Check Crime,
Woman's Club Is Told

for Arthur Lake
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington Motion pictures were
successful as a stage
production under the management of described as "a powerful deterrent of
George C. Tyler, has been acquired crime," Dr. Clinton Wunder, author
by
as a potential vehicle for and formerly pastor of the Baptist
Temple of Rochester, declared in an
Arthur Lake.
address before the National League
A Merry Xmas
of Pen Women.
"Any minister or
Filmdom Contributes $48,846
individual seeking to drive a wedge
the between the film and the church is
Filmdom's
contribution
to
Community Chest was announced by assuming a fearful responsibility,
Dr. Wunder said.
Chairman J. A. H. Kerr as $48,846.

—

"Tommy,"

RKO

—

—

I

gain

This

Ye<

FOX wins the PHOTOPLAY Gold Medal, the highest
artistic distinction in

A

nationwide poll

Photoplay resulted

f

or

the production of motion pictures.

among
in

the million

and a

half

read

the selection of

FOUR SONS
Directed by

JOHN FORD

AS THE BEST PICTURE OF THE

YEAI

|t must be clear to
is

giving motion

want.

doing

It

all

exhibitors that

picture fans

FOX

what they

must be equally clear that

so, there

is

ample reason

in

for the

phenomenal records established by FOX
movietone talking and singing pictures

o

.

.

ne year ago, Frank Borzage's 7th

HEAVEN won

the Photoplay medal,

and now, with

the selection of John

FOUR SONS— the consistently
quality of FOX productions is

Ford's
fine

again

established

nationwide balloting.

Yeear

in

.

.

.

week after
everywhere depend

and year

week, theatres

by impartial

for their success

on

out,

.

.

.

John
great directors.

and proved

his

Ford has steadily forged to the foremost position

The

swift transition

amazing

from

among

silent to talking pictures tested

versatility.

Wonsider the range and vast difference in the treatment of the
following successes: THE IRON HORSE, 3 BAD MEN, HANGMAN'S

HOUSE, THE BLACK WATCH, and SALUTE.

Fox Movietone

City,

largest

and most complete

of talking

under the expert direction of Winfleld Sheehan,
again demonstrated its unchallenged position as headquarters for
showmanship.
picture studios, has,

IMow, as a year ago, the Gold Medal Award

is

gratefully

received, not only as a token of past performance but as a standard to
be achieved in future productions.

MEN WITHOUT WOMEN
John Ford's Latest All Talking Melodrama
Trapped in a submarine 16 fathoms
below the China Sea, a group of men
facing

a

slow,

women are talked
about women when

inevitable death reveal

heir true selves.

Madness,

memories
of this

—

Here

love, hatred, fear,
all

these enter the

women

There are no

in

the cast

about, as

— but

men

talk

they're alone.

courage,

a completely different
picture. John Ford again demonstrates his

narrative

mastery of the blending of

remarkable undersea drama.

box

at last

is

office values.

ith

KENNETH MacKENNA
Macdonald
Warren Hymer

Farrell

»

Frank Albertson

•

Stuart Erwin

Walter McGrail
Paul Page
Story by John Ford and Jarne* K. McGuinness
Dialog by Dudley Nichols
Staged by Andrew Bennison
>

Pruenud

•

by

William Fox

1

artistry

and

THE
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The Film Daily Relief Fund
Drive Approaches Last Lap
(Continued from Page

Get

in Step

Good

With These

Soldiers!

There are only two days left and
Hiite a few boys whose names ought
o be on the honor roll have not yet
Everybody ought to
nine through.
personal interest in the relief
und drive, because a good showing
the campaign for this worthy hu11
nan cause will reflect creditably upon
A poor
•veryone in the industry.
mowing, on the other hand, not onl\
,vill
be an unfavorable commentary
>ut it will mean a limitation of the
und's work and the probable necessity of some cases having to appeal
o individuals for aid and these are
he verv incidents that you will b<
spared through vour support of

covery and being temporarily
taken care of by the FUND.

ake

DAILY

a

—

THE

III.M

DAILY RELIEF FUND.

Manager

Destitute

theater manager, who
through inability to get steady
work due to sickness has been
Major oppractically penniless.

Former

In the past

week or

Fund has taken

ten days the

care of no less than

eight of these especially needy cases.

There

is

waiting,

no red tape, there is n<
and everyone in any wa;

connected

with

the

fund

gives

his-

time willingly and cheerfully to this

extended immediately, when it is needed and can do
the most good.
If everyone who has
given to this fund could possibly sit
down with us and hear each case and
then see the great happiness that is
given to the needy, they would be
doubly proud of the part they played
great cause. Relief

in

helping.

is

J.

L. J.

Joseph M.

Schenck

S.

Thomas Meighan
Motion Picture Salesmen,
Jack Alicoate
Albert Warner

Nathan Burkan
Addie Dannenberg
Edna Sussman
H. J. Yates
Columbia Pictures
Emil E. Shauer
E. A. Schiller
Joseph I. Schnitzer
William R. Ferguson
Don M. Mersereau
Marvin M. Kirsch

Dave

Miller

Herbert S. Berg
Arthur W. Eddy
Richard Brady
Dario L. Faralla
Ferdinand Luporini
William Ornstein
W. F. Rogers

Don Malkames
Leopold Friedman

Charles Einfeld

Eugene Zukor
Emil C. Jensen
Louis K. Sidney
H. D. Buckley
Paul Lazarus

James
Harold

R. Grainger
B. Franklin

Gottesman
Motion Picture News
Alfred

Herman

Starr

Dave Bader

Thomas D. Goldberg
Harford Theater

Sam Warshawsky
Eva Warshawsky
Leo Klebanow
William Massce
N. D. Golden
D. C. Gillette
N. L. Manheim

W.

Williams
M. J. Kandell
Robert S. Wolff
W. A. Downs
T.

J.

P.

Normanly

George F. Dembow
P. H. Dowling

Quimby
Sam Stern
Anonymous
F. C.

Schlaifer

Louis Pelegrine
Walter Eberhardt
M. J. Garrity

Inc.

N. Burger

S.

Irene F. Scott

Weinberg
Samuel H. Levin

Licl.tman
Dr. A. H. Giannini

Walter Reade
David Loew
Will H. Hays
Spyros P. Skouras
Arthur W. Steobini
David Bernstein

Mintz
Dash

Isaac

Al

eration was necessary and made
possible only through aid from
RELIEF
the
FILM
FUND. Now on road to re-

J.

A.

Ned Depmet

1)

Yearsley

Bill

M.

Harry L. Gold
Henry Ginsberg
John L. Franconi

Herman Robbins
Toby Gruen
Thomas J. Conner
Oscar Micheaux
Rogers
George Feinberg
J.
Charles R.

Irving Chidnoff

Felix Feist
E. M. Saunders

Tom Hamlin

H. H. Buxbaum
Ralph Pielow
Sam E. Morris

Hamlin
McConneii
Thomas Mulrooney

Jesse L. Lasky
W. E. Raynor

Herschel Stuart

Milton Silver
Cresson E. Smith
Lou B. Metzger

F. Seadler
B. Frank

Carl E. Milliken
Charles B. Mintz

Silas

W.
C.

W.

J.
J.

E.

S.

Bi>!

:

B.

Stella

Fred

J.

North

Tom

German
Manheimer

Charles

W.

Wiley
Goetz
Butterfield

S.

D. Clark
Gabriel Hess

C.

John Boyce Smith
Lee Marcus

Carl

W. Ray

Sam Dembow.

Elek

J.

Johnston

Maurice D.

Kann

Universal Pictures
Winfield R. Sheehan

J.

Ludvigh
Rush

J.

Vincent Trotta

Laemmle

(Continued on Page 11)

HELP SANTA HELP

T)esigned by Associated
Motion Picture Advertisers
for the Film Daily Relief Fund

Do

It

Jr.

David Chatkin
George Reddy
Winfield Andrus

Now!

THE
Monday, December

10

Timely Topics

Along The Rialto

A

Digest of
Current Opinion

—€)—
Cohan Would Place
on Talkers

IF

to

Tariff

Save Stage

the talkies continue to swal-

low up the legitimate theater
the show business is going to
If I wanted
take some saving.
save the show business, I'd
stop wishing and do something!
I'd ask Congress to impose a
They
tariff against the talkies.
outtalk us, undersell us and import foreign labor.

George M. Cohan

pictures

there's Educational out with a breezy

booklet, 16
in all, and shouting the praise of their short subjects.
In fact, it carries reviews' from trade and newspapers throughout the country
First time we heard of an All American
Dance Team and if it weren't for F. N. and Inez Courtney,
you'd be out that valuable knowledge, too.
Yes, the little gal
got the big hand on the team for the second successive year,
they tell us

either
inter-

There
vening stage of quality.
are at the moment too many talking films, which ought to be
taken off the market as soon as
The case is being agpossible.
gravated by the holding up of
supplies from America,
better
which wih be available in the
New Year. It seems these are
being withheld for no other rea-.
son but to enable a large number of inferior films to be rented
market at inflated rentals.
"The Cinematographer Times"

in this

London

Explains Failure of Stage
Directors to Make Good Films

The Fund Needs Help

Give Your Support

Hal Roach has revealed why he gave up polo. It brought
him too much publicity along sporting lines, he explains, so he
had to get out of it in order to convince people that he was
the

business

Vice President Curtis has
honorary chairman of the Clemenceau
Memorial Committee and is expected to arrive in New York
on Jan. 4 to be present at the unveiling of the tablet at Loew's
Sheridan
in

still

consented

picture
act

to

a

as

Help the Fund

Worthy Cause

Today, Dr. Herbert Kalmus of Technicolor is expected to
arrive in
York from a trip abroad and no doubt will have
a lotta nice things to tell everybody about foreign plans for
colored pictures
"Fresh from College" and with William
Haines warbling a few verses will prove interesting. It's from
M-G-M
Virginia May, sculptress, has started production on the third animated clay subject for FitzPatrick's American Holiday series. The subject deals with the life of Abraham

New

Lincoln

Do Your

Now Aid

Bit

the

Fund

DALY

of the nicest Xmas presents
ONE
received was a wad of long green

known
What made this

as coin of the realm.
much nicer was
the fact that it was relayed to us
It
for the Film Daily Relief Fund.
was a contribution de luxe, for it
represented a combined kick-in from
some of the girls over at First Nash
home office who decided to go without their Holiday boxes of Schraffts
Sherrys, etc., in order to give some
needy case a better Xmas than they
otherwise would have. * * * Thanx
Elsie Pornhagen, for umpiring this
sweet thought, and thank each girl
pussonally for the Relief Committee

otherwise

and yours

truly.
*

gift

*

*

Overheard in the Subway: "Oh
Margey, I just finished a swell bookcalled 'All Quiet on the Western
Front.'
Have ya read it?" Margey
chews on her wad of gum, and set:
I
ain't
s£rong for these
"Naw.
western stories."
*

A gunman

*

*

called up t'other day.
to know: "Does dis

and wanted
Killem Daily' give de lowdown on
whose been bumped off overnight?"

And we

We

sez: Nozzirr.

only try

knock 'em dead with the reel
news on the front page." The gunman sez. "Oh." We sez: "So." And
to

Now

we hear that "Smilin' Through" will be remade as
a talker with Joan Bennett getting the lion share of the credit
given to Norma Talmadge in the old silent version
Elinor Glyn is getting well along with "Knowing Men" which
she wrote and is directing at the Elstree studio, London. Leave
Talkicolor is the process being
it to Elinor to put color in it
Louise Brooks is back in America after a stay in
used
Paris where she appeared in "The Beauty Contest" for a French
Evidently liked her work there as she is expected
company.
to return in the spring
John Eberson and family have
gone south, Miami, for the holidays

—

THE

trouble with most directors who have come to the
films from the stage is that they
try to apply to the new medium
the methods used in the old.
The only direct effect that the
stage has had, or can have, on
pictures has been, and will be,
harmful, and the reason no stage
director has given us a good
motion picture is because he has
applied directly to the screen the
methods that belong to the

little

.

It's

are

By PHIL M.

Jr.

NOW
pages

Poor
American Films, Is Charge
good or bad, with no

THAT'S

THAT

PhilM. Daly,

Britain Getting

TALKING

-AND

with

to

23, 1929

Give Support

Film Relief Fund

to

Jack' Noble is putting his Kiddy Troupers over strong in
two-reel all-talking-singing specialties at the American
Sound Studio for Walrad Pictures. These kids are all professional stage children, and do their stuff like seasoned troupers.
They will add to the> Xmas spirit for the kids in the audience at
the Paramount (Broadway) on Tuesday with a special one-day
booking
D. E. Griffith, sales manager for First National
in England, arrives on the Leviathan today for business conferences at the home office

hung

up.
*

*

*

Extending thanks for many novel
Xmas cards received, special mention for: Al Selig's nifty parchment
roll
Tom Gerety's high-hat Santa

—

—

on a one-wheel bike Lou Rydell's
"Variety" card that doesn't include

—

rates Jack Alicoate's
engraved card from the U. S. Mint,
the sweetest kind of a card ever.

advertising

*

*

*

Our home

their

We
not,

radiator was plugged up.
took off the valve. Believe it or

Santa Claus came crawling

out.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

stage.

"The Film Spectator"

DECEMBER 23 -MANY HAPPY RETURNS

THEIR
FIRST

JOBS

Best
tions

wishes and congratulaare extended by

FILM DAILY

Ohio exhibitors combine to fight
alleged inroad of producer-distributors in exhibition field.

THE

*

*

*

Famous

to the following members of the industry,
who today are celebrating their
birthday.

on

to center production plans
director specials.
*
*
*

Robertson-Cole Distributing Corp.
Delaware authorized to do business in N. Y. State.
of

NICK STUART

*

John Cromwell

shipping clerk
mm

Dick Sutherland

Philip D. Cochrane

*

*

Levy Mayer denies report

of

al-

leged deal on with United Artists.

THE
Monday, December

^g^

DAILY

23, 1929

VI

Arbitration Decision Handed J
Down by Patterson Outlined
This

the

is

down

handed

decision

by

Judge

Patterson of Common Plea
Pittsburgh, declaring the arbitration clause in the standard exhibition contract as illegal and invalid, upholding a decision previously
rendered by Judge Thacher in New

Frank

F.

Court,

York.

The

5.

instalment of the

first

made by

contracts

were

defendants

identical

all

form,

in

being

involved,

m

use

other contract
poration,

form

standard

a

national

in

moving picture business; and

the

the

in

noted,

the

with the United Artists

preceding

last

was

of

Cor-

finding

of

same standard form.

the

All contained the following arbitration clause

fore either of

EQUITY.

IN

of

constituted
Gorris,

L.

P.

tions

et

al.,

vs.

No. 2358 July Term,
1928.

Exchange,

Pathe

et

be-

any court
the

(established

in the office of the

Moving

Inc.,

and

Distributors

bearing date

by

the

who

Plaintiffs

moving picture

are

filed

ment

averring

thereto

moving

their

picture

theater

and the amend-

bill

defendants,

that

March

signature of

of

1926,

1,

Presi-

its

Exhibitor upon request) in the city wherein
is
situated the exchange of the Distributor
from which the Exhibitor is served or if there
be no such Board of Arbitration in such
city

have

distributors,

film

who

then to the Board of Arbitration
nearest

city

unlawfully

refused

furnish

to

plaintiffs

with

agree

hereto

pictures in violation of existing contracts besion

the

parties;

and

conspiracy

between

defendants

averring

further

a

shall

thereto

(unless

writing

the

in

the

parties

such submisbe made to Board of Arbitration
another specified city), all claims
in

Fay Wray, William
Kane and Richard
"Skeet" Gallagher; "The Vagabond
Heels,"
Powell,

with

Helen

King," with Dennis King, and "Para-

mount on Parade."

that

1)

declined to make any comment concerning the deal.
Fisher Bros, own an elaborate
house in Detroit which Paramount
operates under a long-term lease.
A Merry Xmas

—

blacklist

averments as to refusing to supply pictures
under the existing contracts, but sets up an
affirmative defense of a breach by plaintiffs,
alleging failure to comply with the terms of
the arbitration clause in said contracts, and
prays for dissolution of the restraining order.
The matter then came on for final hearing on

testimony

now

arguments

and

before

us

for

of

counsel,

and

is

disposition.

Findings of

Fact

2.

are

Plaintiffs

co-partners,

are moving picture districorporations that, owning or

Defendants

butors,

that

is,

having acquired the rights to moving picture
films, are engaged in the business of leasing
such films to theater owners or operators
for
exhibition purposes, having branch offices, known as film exchanges, in the City
Pittsburgh, Allegheny County, Pennsylof
vania.

Prior to the filing of the bill in this
3.
case, plaintiffs had entered into certain contracts with defendants by the terms of which,
defendants were to supply to
alia,
inter
plaintiffs for exhibition purposes certain film
programs, being a series or succession of

moving pictures covering a term during which
time to time the pictures involved in
the contracts were to be supplied to plainby defendants, it being the trade custiffs
tom to so contract for a complete program

from

of pictures f ar
intended
their

in

advance

showings.

of

dates of
contracts
process of

the

These

were executory and were in
performance by the parties at and prior to
the time of the occurrence of the matters
comp'ained of in plaintiffs' bill, that is, on or
about May 14, 1928.
On or about September 30th 1927,
4
contract
plaintiffs had made a certain other
with the United Artists Corporation, also a
defendfilm distributor associated with the

known as
Distributors
Artists
of America, Inc., but the said United
Corporation is not a party defendant in tins
The said contract was for a
proceeding.
moving picture entitled "The Dove."
ants

the

in

the

trade

in

controversies

arising

hereunder

tration in any such arbitration proceeding.
and agree and consent that any such decision or award shall be enforceable in or by
any court of competent jurisdiction pursuant

the laws of such jurisdiction
now or
hereafter in force; and each party hereto
hereby waives the right of trial by jury upon
any issue arising under this contract, and
agrees to accept as conclusive the findings
of fact made by any such Board of Arbitration,
and consents to the introduction of
such findings in evidence in any judicial
proceeding.

to

the event
that
the Exhibitor shall
or refuse to consent to submit to arbiany claim or controversy arising under
any other film service contract providing for arbitration which the Exhibitor
may have with the Distributor or any other
distributor or to abide by and forthwith comply with any decision or award of such
Board of Arbitration upon any such claim or
controversy so submitted, or if the Exhibitor
shall be found by such Board of Arbitration in any such arbitration proceeding to
have been guilty of such a breach of contract as shall in the opinion of such Board
of Arbitration justify the Distributor or any
other distributor in requiring security in
dealing with the Exhibitor, the Distributor
may, at its option, demand, for its protection
and as security for the performance by the
Exhibitors of this and all other existing contracts between the parlies hereto, payment by
the Exhibitor of an additional sum not exceeding $500 under each existing contract,
such sum to be retained by the Distributor
until the complete performance of all such
contracts and then app'ied, at the option of
the Distributor against any sums finally due
or against any damaged determined by said
Board of Arbitration to be due to the Distributor, the balance, if any, to be returned
to the Exhibitor, and in the event of the
Exhibitor's failure to pay such additional
sum within seven (7) days after demand,
the distributor may by written notice to the
Exhibitor suspend service hereunder until
said sum shall be paid and or terminate
this contract."
fail

tration
this or

organization

Moving Picture Producers and

Further instalments of the Patterson decision will appear in subsequent

DAILY.

issues

of

THE

FILM

t

St.

Film
"Street
of
Sorrow"
Gaiety— "The Sky Hawk"
Globe— "Dance Hall" (replaced by "Rio

Cohan

— "Hunting

Tigers

in

In-

dia"

Hippodrome — "His

Command"

First

—

Loew's New York Monday, "Applause"
Tuesday, "Talk of Hollywood"; Wednesday,
"Song of Kentucky";
Thursday,
"Broadway Scandals"; Friday, "Skinner
Steps Out"; Saturday, "Oh, Yeah"; Sunday, "The River"
Mark Strand "The Girl from Woolwortb's"
Paramount "The Kibitzer"

—

;

—

Rialto
Rivoli

of

1)

for

"Tn

trading as
the Capitol-Lyric Company, and as lessees
operate two moving picture theaters in the
County,
Allegheny
City
of
McKeesport,
Pennsylvania.
1.

located

and

—

— "The Virginian"
— "The Taming
the Shrew"
— "Christina"
Run Talker Equipments Roxy
Selwyn— "Condemned"
(.Continued from Page
Warners— "General Crack"
—
appear before the Buffalo examining Winter Girden "Sally" (opening tonight)
—A Merry Xmas—
board today in an effort to secure
Buffalo Exhibs Learn to

licenses and expectations are that
they will be issued them.
plaintiffs.
A preliminary injunction was determination pursuant
The strike occurred when the opto the rules of prodefendants from susgranted,
restraining
cedure and practice adopted by such Board erators' union insisted on putting two
pending service under their contracts pending of Arbitration.
additional men in each theater. ExAn answer, while denying
a final hearing.
"The parties hereto further agree to hibitors said they couldn't stand the
any intention to blacklist or otherwise con- abide by and forthwith comply with any added expenses.
The theaters are
spire against plaintiffs, admitted the essential decision and award of such Board of Arbi- now running with non-union projecto

Carroll—" Rio Rita" ("S
Baldpate" opens Dec 25)
Fifth Ave.
"Royal Bctx" 'opening
row)

George M.

representative,

—

of

Earl

Rita" Dec. 25)

from Page

FILM DAILY

by a

—
— "The Mysterious Island"
Carnegie— "The Manx Man"
Central — "Disraeli"
Colony— "The Shannons
Hruadwa>"
Criterion — "The Love Parade"
Capitol

Fifty-fifth

Part of Killam's Stock
(.Continued

Astor— "Devil May Care"
Beacon— "Tiger Rose" (opening tomorrow)
Cameo "The Lost Patrol"

—"Meistersingers"
Guild— "Metropolis" and

—A Merry Xmas—
Fishers Acquire Big

or

regula-

America,

ate future. The Technicolor pictures,
soon to be released, are "Pointed

each shall submit
rules

to

1)

legal

and

Producers

identified

that

al.

owners, have

tween

file

to

protect

Arbitration

pursuant

now on

resort

or

hereunder,

of

agree

:

dent a copy of which will be furnished to the

Statement of the Pleadings and Issue

arc

shall

enforce

Picture

and

Inc.,

them

either

Board

the

to

hereto

parties

determine,

to

rights

SITTING

The

"20th:

IN

SYLVANIA.

(Continued from Page

Now On Broadway

WORK

IN

ex-

names of the parties and picthe dates of showing and the amounts

tures,

NOW

PICTURES

cept as to the

fact

THE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS
OF ALLEGHENY COUNTY, PENN-

PARAMOUNT HAS 3 COLOR

with

plaintiffs

11

tionists.

—A

Merry Xmas

1)

be the ending of contingent regulations in six countries: Great Britain,
Germany, Austria, France, Hungary
and Italy, according to American film

On

other

were

the other

European

hand French and

company

officials

of the opinion that quotas will
be changed by workings of the

not
protocol.

Efforts of

New York

THE FILM DAILY
yesterday

in

communi-

to

cate with Hays office officials on the
situation were unavailing.

—A

Merry Xmas

—

New Fox

Theaters
Being Opened This Week

Five

of five new Fox theaters
will take place this week, with efforts being made to hold the premMost imieres on Christmas Day.
portant of the quintet is the 5,000The others arc
seat Fox in Atlanta.
the Oriental, Montrose, Colo.; Fox
Butte, Mont.: Fox, Visalia, Calif., and

Opening

Fox, Hanford, Calif.

—A

Merry Xmas

—

Nolan Plans 4th Ottawa House
Ottawa P. J. Nolan, owner of

—

three theaters here, is contemplating
building of a fourth with site already
Plans for the
having been secured.
new house indicate a structure ot

modernistic
of

design

Magnascope.

and

IN

installation

GO;

THAT FUND CHECK!

(Continued from Page 9)
Herbert Ebenstein
Harold Smith
Felix Malitz
Arhtur W. Kelly

Wynne-Jones
David Palfreyman

See Protocol Ending
Foreign Quota System

men.

SEND
F.

—

(Continued from Page

TWO MORE DAYS TO

Ed McNamee
Film Daily Girls

Girls in First Nat'l

Pub. Office
Philadelphia Film Board of Trade
Robert F. Klingensmith

Landow Testimonial Dinner
Keystone Engraving Co.
Buffalo Film Board of Trade
St. Louis Film Board of Trade
New York Film Board of Trade
Mike

Motion Picture Advertisers
Walbrook Amusement Co.
Albany Film Board of Trade
Omaha Film Board of Trade
Indianapolis Film Board of Trade
Associated

New Orleans Film Board of Trade
San Francisco Film Board of Trade
Des Moines Film Board of Trade
Denver Film Board of Trade
Kansas City Film Board of Trade
Cleveland Film Board of Trade
Seattle Film Board of Trade
Chicago Film Board of Trade
Cincinnati Film Board of Trade
Advance Trailers Service
Salt Lake City Film Board of Trade
Pittsburgh Film Board of Trade
Portland, Ore., Film Board of Trade
Charlotte Fi!m Board of Trade
Boston Film Board of Trade
Eureka Amusement Co.
Charles C. Moskowitz
Los Angeles Film Board

of

Trade

National Screen Service
Amalgamated Vaudeville Agency

Milwaukee Film Board of Trade
Washington Film Board of Trade
Minneapolis Film Board of Trade
Dallas Film Board of Trade

— A Merry Xmas—
Dr. Kalmus Returning
from European Trip
Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, president
of Technicolor, is due to arrive today
on the Mauretania from a six weeks'
Before sailing from the
trip abroad.
side Dr. Kalmus announced
the Technicolor process would
be available to all producers and
that no exclusive arrangements would

other

that

be made.

—

This Is Not

A Lesson

In Ethicsir seems up ro us to
NMW 7HE INDISCRETIONS

But
jUromises
—
so

are easily made, but should they
'be
easily broken? While some of our
opposition have promised the exhibitor *no down
payments" and "cut-rate installations'' plans,
they now find themselves unwilling xa deliver.
But how about the exhibitor who laid his plans
Well,
on the strength of these promises?
that's just too bad for him /
General Talking Pictures Corp., makes
no spectacular promises. It confines itself
to giving the exhibitor an economical ly

sound plan and terms .—
And Delivers/
It will continue

to be the policy of

Company to serve its clients faithfully.
There Will be no broken promises
there
will be no substitution of poor workmanship
in order to cut prices.
this

—

c

WF AUE
1

PUEPAUfcl* TO

We have patent

MAKE IMMEDIATE DELIVERIES

protection "by ownership and affiliations throughout the world.

VHE DAY OF RECKONING
N.B.
JJ

I

WILL SOON BE

HERE/

Exhibitors beware/ Ask any of our opposition what REAL patent protection
they can offer you in the talkie field. Have your lawyer investigate their claims, v

xrUMf
PMONOFILM ePHONODISC
•

<\

41
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Street.
Branches Everywhere
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City.
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Enjoin Spoor Thompson from Selling Machines

350 SILENT VERSIONS

ONCURRENT PROGRAMS

Unscrambling of Mergers Predicted by Laemmle
The Mirror

— a column of comment
^^By JACK ALICOATE^^

PROBABLY

Consolidation Carried Too
Far, Universal Head
Declares
"Unscrambling of mergers" will
be one of the big developments of
1930, it is predicted by Carl Laem-

Paramount
With 50

PROPOSE RELIEF PLAN ON

Heads
Silents,

List

Film

Daily Survey Shows

OVERSEATING AND ZONING

Despite popularity of talkers, close
to 350 silent versions of features will
be released in the 1929-30 schedules
overof the leading distributors, it is indi-

With object of alleviating
the most seri- mle, who declares that consolidation
ous and certainly the most pendulum has swung too far and seating conditions in many localities cated by a FILM DAILY survey.
Allied States Ass'n proposes apMost companies are making silent
constant complaint that we will have to come back.
pointment of a comminee representbelieve the whole industry will
"I
visions of practically all pictures
hear from the regular customers
distributors
ing both exhibitors and
of

the

modern talking

picture

is that almost every manager, otherwise upj-to-the-minute in modern and progressive

shop

advance

all

along the

line

in

he Universal president said.
(.Continued on

Page

11)

1930,"
that are considered as having a
to investigate reports of proposed
"There expansion, holding hearings on the chance of getting across in this form,
with revues and other musical pro(Continued on Page 10)
(Continued on Page 11)

showmanship, insists on making PUBL1X
mystery play of every picture

Kane Studio Capacity
Is 24 Talkers Annually NAME^CHARLES HICKMAN

AND UNIVERSAL

a

playing his theater. To be sure
STILL WORKING ON DEAL
the mystery is not the type of
production but at what hour of
The deal whereby Publix is tc
the day or evening the talking take over houses operated by Uni
play begins a regular perform- versal throughout the country, with
the exception of a few spots in Wisance.
To walk in during the consin,
is still on, despite reports to
middle of a picture in the old the contrary, says Publix.
days of inarticulate movies was
bad enough but today, when
the plot is usually outlined dur-

—

Capacity of the
Paris (By Cable)
new Franco-American studio group
headed by Robert T. Kane is reported as at least 24 talkers annually.
The first picture is expected to be
finished by the end of April, although
the studios will not be finally ready
for production activities until about

March.

Bennett Film Laboratories

Get Temporary Injunction

ing the first reel, to slip comfortably into your seat when half
of the talker has already been

shown

worse than a Chinese
puzzle and more irritating than
is

a request for

exhibitor

much what

more margin. An
knows pretty

that
it

is

all

about

A

BLUE LAWS BEING TESTED

BY WHEELING THEATERS

slip-

Wheeling, W. Va.—A test of West
ped us the interesting info last
week that since he started dis- Virginia's blue laws is being mad<
seven theaters. Although 14 man
playing a schedule of starting by
agers and operators have been ar
time in his lobby his attendance rested, it is planned to continu
has not only improved consid- Sunday shows until February, wher
erably but the general impres- the Grand Jury is expected to take
action.
sion and remarks of many of
his patrons on the quality of the
talkers
have been decidedly

im-

optimistic.

Getting

Some Place

No event of the year, as far
as the foreign situation is concerned, is as important as the
signing, this week in Paris, of

tion was granted Bennett Film Laboratories, controlled by Consolidated
Film Industries, enjoining the Spoor

(Continued on Page 2)

THE FILM DAILY

— Charles

who

has

for a

number

H. Hickman,

appointed vice
president and general manager of
the M. P. Congress of America, has
arrived here to make a preliminary
He will act
survey of production.
as a co-ordinator of production and
He has been
distribution problems.
identified with production activities
Initial

Two

just

been

of years.

schedule

production

of

in

Publix Staff Shifts

New

ters in
District

committee go forward to the regubranches of the industry throughout
success
the United States whose generous cooperation make the

THE FILM DAILY RELIEF FUND

Maurice Kann
Al Lichtman

Bureau,

England District

—

Co. from makMyron C.
Mass.
Springfield,
Film Industries, enjoining the Spoor Shellman, supervisor of advertising
Thompson film developing machines and publicity for the Western Massato Paramount, H. E. R. Laboratories chusetts and Connecticut district of
and any other concerns. Paramount Publix, has been transferred to the
managership of the New
district
(Continued on Page 11)
York State district with headquar-

all

JACK ALICOATE,

Coast

Hollywood

Thompson Machine

sincere thanks of the
THE
lar fellow.s engaged in
of

West

decision of far-reaching
producing orPictures,
Equitable
portance to the entire motion picture
ganization for the M. P. Congress
industry was handed down by Judge will get under way about the middle
Caffey in the U. S. District Court of January.
Tuesday when a temporary injunc-

Thanks!

more

M. P. CONGRESS OFFICIAL

in 1930 assured.

Chairman Dr. A. H. Giannini
Bruce Gallup
Brandt

Billy

Yonkers,

it

is

announced by

Manager Edward Cuddy.

Non-inflammable Screen
by Beaded Screen Co.
of Roosevelt,
has developed, according to the
company, a new non-inflamable material used in making the Vocalite

Beaded Screen Corp.

L.

I.

(Continued on Page 11)
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The Mirror

CENTRAL LABOR UNION

—a column of comment
(Continued from Page 1)

an export protocol by representatives of this country, Great
Ml Ho. 73 Tburstay, Dec. 26,1929 Price 5 Cents Britain,
France, Germany, Italy
Publisher
fifteen other nations.
and
and
some
Editor
JOHN W. ALICOATE
It
goes
effect next July and
into
Published daily except Saturday and holidays
and
Y.,
N.
York,
should
mark
the end of the
New
1650 Broadway,
at
copyright (1929) by Wid's Films and Film quota nonsense.
That the quota
W. Alicoate, President,
Inc.
Folks,
J.
against
Editor and Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, or
contingent
system
Manager;
Secretary-Treasurer and General
EnAmerican
proved
films
has
a
Editor.
Arthur W. Eddy, Managing
1V1B,
tered as second class matter, May 11,
boomerang
in
country
every
Y., under
at the post-office at New York^ N.
Terms (Postage where it has been tried is now
the act of March 3, 1879.
Greater New
free) United States outside of
universally recognized.
Less
i
York $10.00 one year; 6 months, JS.uU;
Foreign. $15.00. Subscribers laws
months* $3.00.
and
more
understanding
Address all comshould remit with order
munications to THE FILM DAILY, 1650 and common sense is the answer
Phone Circle
Broadway, New York, N. Y
to the foreign problem.
Cable address: Filmday
4736-4737-4738-4739.
New York. Hollywood, California
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone

Ralph
—Granite

Sound Sense

The Industry's
Date Book

CENSORSHIP

K. C. FIGHTS
Kansas City

IN

Today

—A

special

Warner "Evening World" Christmas party at the Central, N. Y.
Warner Coast studio to resume ac-

committee

the Central Labor Union repre
senting a membership of about 50,000 here is fighting the proposed censorship ordinance for closing alleged indecent and immoral theaters, inasmuch as its members are employe^
by many houses, pay taxes and support the business. Action also is being taken to legalize a proposed
amendment to exclude churches
of

charitable and fraternal organizations from the terms of the ordinance which now is pending before
the city council.
schools,

Jan.

15

tivity.

Leo Abrams Manager of
"U" N. Y. Exchange
m
Leo Abrams has been appointed
manager
the

He was

company

at

Kansas

City,

aftei

having been connected with the New
York branch for years.

DeForest
trict sales

—

Universal's New York
formerly with

of

exchange.

in Ohio
Gordon Rowley, dismanager for General Talk-

Cleveland

New Fox Pamona House

26, 1929

—

ing Pictures, has closed contracts for

Pamona, Calif. A new addition
"Exhibitors Herald" is to be
DeForest Phono film and Phonodisc
to the Fox West Coast chain is tc
congratulated for the aggressive
sound equipment to be installed in
be erected here after the first of the
the Alliambra, Cuyahoga Falls; Norcampaign
in
the
interest
betof
announcement
according
la
year,
to
de
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue
ka, Akron; Crown, Clevland, and Coter
sound reproduction in the made by Harry Arthur, circuit offiCour-des-Noues, 19.
theaters of the country.
No cial. Approximate cost of the house lumbia, East Liverpool.
greater problem confronts the has been set as $250,000.
Central, Hartford, Reopens
theater manager of today. AdeHartford, Conn. The Central unFox Aberdeen Under Way in Spring der management of Schuman Dolgier
quate standardization for the
Aberdeen, Wash. The new Fox is
presenting of sound and dia- expected to get under way in the Theatrical Enterprises has reopened
with Western Electric apparatus.
logue productions is becoming spring, according to announcemen'
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
made by Cecil L. Gwinn, Fox man
increasingly
(QUOTATIONS AS OF TUESDAY)
important.
Talkers for Brea
High Low Close Sales know of
Brea, Calif.
Consolidated Theano
quicker way to drive ager here.
100
19
19
19
4m SMt
ters, Inc., has installed sound at the
your patrons to other theaters
Red Lantern. Sanford Carr is manPlans House in Little Rock
,i or forms of amusement than to Little Rock, Ark.
1,300
173
171% i!«
173
Kodak
The Arkansas ager of the house.
Fast
fox Frn "A" ...24* 2ZJ4 23*20.400 fail to keep your sound equip- Amusement Corp. plans to build a
20 %
•""
Keith A-O
New Davenport House Feb. 15
78
2,000 ment functioning properly or to theater on the site of the Palace at
78
78
do pfd.
5,000 watch
44* 41% 44
Davenport, la. Feb. 15 has been
Loew's inc
each day for continual Capitol Ave. and Spring St.
85*
*do pfd. ww (6%)
set as the date for the opening of the
....
and progressive sound innova86
do pfd. xw (6%)
new 500-seat house which will replace
23*
200
23*
23*
pfd
M-G-M
Richmond Houses Rewired
re47* 8,500 tions in reproduction.
48* 47
YL
Fara.
one of the stores at 1401-03 Harrison
Richmond
New
sound
equipment
2* 2* 2* 1,600 peat a thought of several weeks
Pathe Exch
900
5*
5* 5*
is being installed at the
Broadway St.
do "A"
18
17* 17% 7,500 back. No picture is better than and Bijou, owned by the Wilmer
K-K-O
34%
Univ. Pict. pfd
the sound equipment over which and Vincent interests and managed
10.000
39
Warner Bros. ... 39* 38
200 it is shown.
36%
by Lee Levy.
36% 36
do pfd

W

Lendon-Emest

6607.

The

Fredman,

W.
St.,
Wardour
89-91
Berlin— Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
Paris— P. A. Harle,
Friedrkhstrasse, 225.
Renter,

Film

—

—
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—

a a'S' '*» h
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—
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—

AMALGAMATED

NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Bal. & Katz
Columbia Pets
Fox Thea. "A"

63?i

26%

..6

Gen. Thea. Equ. ..
Intern. Proj
Loew do deb. rts..

5*

6

28*

27*

28-54

12%

12%

12%

3,700

500

30

Inc. war
Ser. Ser

Loew's

2

300
....

19%
27%

•Nat.
*Nat. Thea.

Sup
Paramount new
Univ. Pict

28

....

9%

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-O

Loew
do

6s

6s 46

78

41ww

6s
31

x-war.

10234
.

92
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92

Paramount 6s 47
95
95
95
Par. By. 5%s 51.100% 100% 100%
.

Pathe

7s

37

38

37

38

100
200
100
500

Imperial Not Sold
Pa. The Imperial will
remain under independent operation
and has not been sold to any circuit,
said D. J. Selznick in answer to ruOil

—

City,

mors that the house had been

—

installed

Sound Equipment
Mo. Ethel Johnson has

sound

—

equipment

at

Washington

— Ina

VAUDEVILLE
Washington

in

the

Installation Engineer

Going

like

to

represent

firm

or take

charge of installation in Central European countries. Address:

LOUIS BOKOR
804 So. 17th St.

Newark, N.

Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard

to

Europe
would

AGENCY

Clarke, formerly

of Keith vaudeville, has been appointed organist at the Colony.

sold.

Texas House Goes Sound
Georgetown, Tex. The Palace has
adopted a policy of talking pictures.
Installs
Carrollton,

Made Organist

Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3580

J.

Royal.

•LAST PRICE QUOTED
•*.».*.•.».*.*.**.*...**,*.*..*.*.*..*.*>*.*..'

8

V

New York
1540 Broadway
BRYant 4712

1
§
a
1
a
1 J. E.
a
a

Long

Island City
154 Crescent St.
STIIlwell 7940

Eastman Films

'WE

ft
ft

Let Us Solve Your Problems

8
i
i

1727 Indiana Ave.

CAlumet 2691

Hollywood

I

a
a
a

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

1

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE
Stebbins,

%
Blvd.

$|
*j
Jf

Hollywood 4121

f»

6700 Santa Monica

NEVER DISAPPOINT'

•*•

Brulatour, Inc. $

Chicago

City

1540

B'WAY

Leterman
& Gates
INCORPORATED

N.Y.C.

telephone bryant 3040

CRDMLOWFIIM
GDWIfelWS
INCORPORATED

220 WEST 42 N-° STREET

NEW YORK

Phone:

WlScomin

6876

ALLAN A.LOWNES. CEN.MCR.
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Devil

May Care"

general entertainment,
this
"Devil
May
Care," which had its premiere
showing last night at the Astor.
M-G-M has constructed
colorful
a
romance of the
Napoleonic era along operetta
lines.
Although the story is
It's first class

mostly told in a light and comedy vein, there are some
mighty stirring and dramatic
moments in this talker, which
has been lavishly made and
equipped with excellent tunes
and a competent cast. Personable Ramon Novarro dashes
and sings his way through it in
"Devil May
style.
big-time
Care" is a real box-office
Christmas gift from M-G-M to
exhibitors.

EDDY

MOUTHFUL!

—

—

.

THE

DAILY
-SWOk
-AND
Along The Rialto THAT'S

Thursday, December

Timely Topics

—©—
A

Digest of
Current Opinion

Prejudice Held Basis of
Opposition to Talking Films
talkie
THE
different

today is vastly
every respect to
the talkie of a very few months
of

in

ago, and the impartial critic, who
sees the best of pictures, must
confess that the improvements
in
speaking
effected
recently
films have been

and the talking

PhilM. Daly,

these pictures present real entertainment,
can there be any turning back?
The answer seems to us a very

emphatic

—"No."

Endeavors may

be made to show that silent features are more popular than the
talkie, but much of this is possibly prejudice, and much more
may be attributable to exhibitors
who do not care to or cannot
go to the expense of installing
efficient apparatus.

—

"The Daily Film Renter,"
London

*

*
S.

gram broadcast

•

Commander Byrd and

to

Saturday

America,"

"Little

be

*

L. Rothafel, "Roxy," will sponsor a special holiday pro-

broadcast

wave

at

P.

11

from

the

studio

WGY

and

will

direct

men located in
M. The program will
of the Roxy over the
his

America's holiPole.
Besides
the musical program that night there will be a group of distinguished speakers prominent in the affairs of the nation
short

day

station

greetings

to

the

*

explorers

at

*

*

represent

the

South

*

been led to believe by a typographical idiosyncrasy, but prob"The Front Page"
ably will have its basis on a current book.
will be another of the U. A. productions

*

*

•

Joyce, who made his Broadway debut at the CapTheater a year-and-a-half ago, will return to that theater
next week to act as master of ceremonies and conductor of
the Capitolians in the stage revue, "Bermuda Bound," which
is to be devised and staged by Chester Hale under the personal supervision of Louis K. Sidney

Teddy

itol

100 years and more to
But the
on values.
practical development of talking
moving pictures is surely an
event of this year that will stand
That invention
out in history.
will make it possible to establish
one language throughout the
world. And as America controls
moving pictures, possessing
in
almost a world monopoly, the
English language will spread
more rapidly than it has ever
done. Meanwhile, picture makers
They must have
are puzzled.
sound to please England and
Other nations cannot
America.
takes
ITdecide

understand it. They will have to
guess the meaning and learn
English gradually, as our aristocrat wearers of diamond necklaces have learned Italian and

French

*

*

*

*

feature presentation of Major Edward Bowes' Capfamily radio program to be broadcast on Sunday night
from the studio in the theater will be Dvorak's "New World
Symphony," played by the Capitol Radio Orchestra, with Yasha

crane

man

for

Lackawanna

Steel Plant

Claus

somewhat

feebly

for

air

after

this

business, we rise
to observe that if

no Santa, then it must have
been two other guys we were out
with.
And OUT is right. * * * Oh,
by the way, how do YOU feel?
there

is

*

*

*

Now

that we have that handsome
"Clock of the World" that Mister
Pathe sent us for our desk, we have
no excuse being late at the projection-room showings at 35 W. 45th
St.

*

*

*

a reflective mood due t<
recent events superinduced by whatho and all the old festive foozleum of
ye merry Yuletide, we are wondering vaguely

Being

in

newly appointed directors of
Club (Al Lichtman, Harr\
Reichenbach, Lee Ochs, Moe Marl.
Arthur W. Kelly, Arthur Stebbins')
If the

M.

the

P.

sponsor a drive for "Destitute
Who Were Suckers
Enough to Play Their Own Wall

Margin Clerks
Street

Game?"

clouds hovering over tn r
market are no longer fleerhow is it so many of the M. P. Club
boys have been fleeced that way?
If Turkey having made Sunday n
day of rest, will Canon Chase and the
other reformers go to Turkey to enforce Sunday closings and give u
the

If

stock

a rest?
If there are 200 dialects in the
United States, as a college profes

sor

Hollywood make

must

claims,

200 separate versions of every feature?
*
*
*

Modern Fairy Tales

A

film salesman refused to

turn

an expense account.

in

Bunchuk conducting

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

Wilstach has received suggestions from many
sources for his compilation of year's best similes, and Phil
herewith makes him an Xmas present of another, to wit, "As
different from each other as two finger prints."

Frank

J.

Ben Blumenthal warns Americai
producers of alleged duping of films

DECEMBER 26--MANY HAPPY RETURNS

GEORGE ABBOT

Santa

The

Arthur Brisbane

JOBS

ZOOMING UP

^

itol

at the opera.

THEIR
FIRST

DALY

will

Henry King's second production for United Artists next
year will not be based on "The Front Page," as you may have

*

Says Talkers Will Establish
English as Universal Tongue

By PHIL M.

Jr.

ll/'ELL, now that the old bank roll took the well known
smacker and most of us have forgotten the oft reported
and denied mergers, we down to earth again with another
sophisticated yarn of how things happen and why, Along the
Rialto.
Still they come rolling to the shores of Manhattan,
for instance, Lothar Mendes hopped off the 20th Century the
other day to get a stocking full of New York's Christmas, and
not to be outdone Raoul Walsh, Fox director, discarded his
sea legs to be merry among the Big City's whooppee chasers.

enormous. Hav-

sides,

THAT

with

ing now reached a standard in
which, both from the direction

26, 1929

THE

FILM DAILY
members

Mort Blumenstock

*

of

*

of

Otis Harlan

*

*

Goldwyn.

to the follow-

the industry,
who today are celebrating their
birthday.

ing

Germany.

Edward A. Wise, president of
United Cigar Stores, elected director

wishes and congratulations are extended by
Best

for

Mundus Film

*

*

renews contact for Simplex machines and gets

Hodkinson

Le Roy P. Sawyer

of Paris

releases.
*
*

*

Widescope Camera and Film Corn
formed with capitalization of $2,000,000 at Dover, Del.

!

FAME
» SWEEPING theWORLD
ITS

MAURICE

CHEVALIER
%S^f

PARAMOUNT'S
SONG ROMANCE
SENSATION!
"Chevalier

is

utterly delightful, entrancing

and enrapturing"

(iV.

Y. Daily

News) in "the

smartest musical comedy yet to reach the
7

singing screen." (A Y. American).
.

does to the

women !"

"What he

(N. Y. Mirror).

"Only a

master director could have turned it out."
(N. Y. Graphic). "The best musical show of
the season." (./V.I. Tele gram). In fact, public
and critics agree "The Love Parade" is the
greatest motion picture entertainment to
date!

."THE LOVE

ERNST

LUBITSCH

LUPIN© LANE and LILLIAN ROTH

"Jeanette MacDonald has the best singing
voiee yet heard

upon the screen."

(iV.

Y. Tel-

egram. )"Her ability equals her charm. "(Fiim
Daily).

"Lupino Lane and

Lillian

Roth splen-

comedy parts." (Film Daily). By Ernest
\ ajda and Guy Bolton. Based upon the play,
"The Prince Consort," by Leon Xanrof and
did in

Jules Chancel. Music by Victor Schertzinger.
Lyrics by Clifford Grey.

B. P.

Schulberg,

General Manager, West Coast Productions.

w
PARADE

To

say

"The Love Parade"

at the Criterion

Theatre,

quate. Not only

is

is

smashing

New York,

this great picture

at

$2

records
is

inade-

standing them

up every performance; the advance

ticket sale is

the biggest by far that America's ace
theatre has ever

all

$2 picture

known, not excepting "Wings" or

"The Covered Wagon!" "THE LOVE

PARADE"

THE OUTSTANDING BOX OFFICE CLEANUP OF THE AGE!
IS

••

THE LOVE PARADE

PRIDE OF

l»Alt

\>IOI \

I

S

95
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Coast Wire Service

Arbitration Decision Handed
Down by Patterson Outlined

Hollywood Happenings

This

is

decision

Frank

Hal Roach Purchases Pipe
Organ for Sound Pictures
Inc.,

with

connection

the

production

of

sound pictures. The organ will be
built in at one end of the stage, with
the key-board or console movable to
any part of the stage. J. Newton
Yates has been granted a one-year
contract to play the organ for comedies.

Hollywood
new Vitaphone Varieties
arc in production at the Warstudio.
They are "In the

T^HREE

A

ner

Market," the third of the "Potters"
"Evolution of the Dance" and

series;

"Only the

"Girl of the Port" Finished
"Girl of the Port," featuring Sally

The

Girl."

two are

latter

being produced in Technicolor.
*

Judge

F. Patterson of

rendered by Judge Thacher
York.

RALPH W1LK

By

by

Common Plea
Pittsburgh, declaring the arbitration clause in the standard exhibition contract as illegal and invalid, upholding a decision previously

from "Lots"

for installation at his studio in

down

Court,

A Little

Hal Roach has purchased a $25,000
pipe organ from Geo. Kilgen & Sons,

the third instalment of thi

handed

*

*

Frank Lloyd and Larry Ceballos
O'Neil and Reginald Sharland, has arrive
at First National from New
been finished by RKO.
York on the same day.
Compare

New

in

16.
While the arbitration clause in said
contract
provides
that
if
the
exhibitor
neglecting to comply with an award of arbitrators shall fail to deposit cash security on
each existing contract with any distributor,
such distributor "may * * * suspend service
and terminate the contract," yet the
evidence is such to justify us in finding as
a fact that the Moving Picture Producers
and Distributors of America, Inc., through
the Film Board of Trade, have construed the

"may"

word

as "must" and among them
have agreed that any distributor who
suspend service to and cancel his
contract with any exhibitor, who has been
selves
fails

to

notes on trip, Lloyd having gone by declared in default to sonic other distributor
by the
of Arbitration, without deboat around the canal and Ceballos manding Board
Signed for "Second Wife"
cash security, is subject to discipline
by
train.
Mary Carr and Freddie Burke
Lloyd says New York and penalization by his fellow distributors.
Frederick,
seven - year - old former stage is "slipping" because of talk17. In order that all distributors may be
kept informed as to whether or not an exmember of the Mack Sennett con- ies. Ceballos says "perhaps".
hibitor with
whom he has a contract or
*
tingent, have been signed by Radio
*
*
contracts has failed to comply with the
Pictures to appear with Conrad Naarbitration award under some other distriMichael Curtiz made a recbutor's contract, an arbitration list is sent
gel and Lila Lee in "Second Wife."
ord of his voice before and afout to the Film Boards of Trade of the parter having tonsils taken out.
ticular district from time to time, indicating
Finds his voice hasn't changed
by name, address and theater such exhibitor,
"Sin Flood" to Start Soon
and by the said Film Board of Trade, notice
a bit for megaphone work.
"Sin Flood" is to go into producis sent to its members, that is, all the branch
Mervyn
LeRoy
decides not to
tion soon at First National at the
managers for the distributors organization.
play a role in his own picture,
Under the rulesi of the said Board of
direction of Frank Lloyd with DougTrade said managers must send out form
"Show Girl in Hollywood," allas Fairbanks, Jr., in the chief mascunotices, such as hereinbefore set forth in the
though nearly everybody else
line role.
The film has been adapted
7th Finding of Fact, requesting a cash dein studio appears in it.
posit under penalty of suspension of service
by Bradley King from a story by
.

.

.

.

.

.

and termination of the contract.

Hennig Berger.

Gwen McCormack

Role for

Gwen McCormack, John McCor-

New Role for Roy Stewart
mack's
Roy Stewart has been selected by role in daughter, has been given a
film in which the tenor
Fox to play in "The Girl Who Was- is being the
starred
n't

ler

Wanted," in which Helen Chandand George O'Brien are the lead-

ing players.

"Journey's End" Under Way
"Journey's End" has gone into
production at Tiffany under the direction of

by Fox.

Betty Compson Gets Role
Betty Compson has been added to
the cast of First National's "His
Woman," which William Beaudine
will

Another addition

direct.

is

De

Witt Jennings.

James Whale.

Added to "Bright Lights"
Noah Beery and Daphne

E. H. Calvert Gets Role
E. H. Calvert is in the cast of
ly the Brave," the Paramount
starring Gary Cooper.

German Version

"Onfilm

have been added to the cast of First
National's "Bright Lights," starring
Dorothy Mackaill at the direction
of Michael Curtiz.

Paramore Writes Dialogue

for "Sunkissed"

Navarro Busy on "Troy" Film
Ramon Navarro has begun work
on "The House of Troy" with Robert Z. Leonard directing.

RKO

Signs Raphaelson
Sampson Raphaelson, author of
"The Jazz Singer" and various stage
to
plays, has been signed by

RKO

Cast
Pollard

Edward Paramore,

Jr., has written
the dialogue for "Only the Brave,"
Gary Cooper's new picture for Para-

mount.
In "Melody

Man"

Cast

Columbia has placed Lee Kohlmar
and

Mildred Harris

in

the

cast

of

"The Melody Man." which R. William Neill

is

directing.

write originals.

Role for

Hallam Cooley

Signs Johnny Arthur
Hallam Cooley is new to the cast
Johnny Arthur has been signed by of "Back Pay," being made by First
Columbia for a role in one of its National under the direction of WilCorinne Griffith is
forthcoming productions.
liam A. Seiter.
starred.

Frank McHugh in "Bright Lights"
Frank McHugh is a newcomer to
the cast of First National's "Brighl
Lights."

IS. The Board of Arbitration is composed
of
three
distributors'
representatives
and
three
exhibitors'
representatives.
In the
secretary
Pittsburgh
district,
the
of
the
Board of Arbitration is likewise secretary of
the Film Board of Trade and of its various

subcommittees.
Discussion

There

no

substantial dispute of fact.
The issues are of law. Under the facts set
forth, the Chancellor is asked to declare the
arbitration clause of the contract set out in
the 5th Finding of Fact to be an illegal
restraint of trade and the arbitration list as
in effect a boycott or black list within the
are conprohibitive mandate of the law.
strained to the opinion that the clause providing for arbitration in the contract in evidence in this case must succumb before the
is

We

test

of

legality

IN most obvious

bedause

it

is

unreasonab'e.

terms

is to impair the obligations of other existing conreasonable
entirely
It is. of course,
tracts.
that if an exhibitor refuse to submit to arbitration a controversy with a distributor,
then that distributor may properly demand
security before supplying any other picture'
under the contract, and to suspend service and
cancel the contract, if such demand is igBut to weave into the uniform_ connored.
tract, such a clause so phrased that existing
contracts of the exhibitor, executory and in
process of performance, with another discancelled
tributor may be suspended and
unless cas-h security is given, is so oppres-

effect

by

its

sive a restraint as to appear unconscionable

The plaintiff exhibitors in this case had
contracts with all the defendants, who are disThe credit standing of plaintiffs
tributors.
The
with said defendants was unimpaired.
contracts between plaintiffs and defendants
were executed in form and executory in perYet because plaintiffs had refused
formance.
abide by the arbitration clause in the
to
contract with one of the defendants' comthese defendants thereby acall
petitors,
security.
ciuired the right to demand cash
with the alternative of cancellation.
can conceive of no effective combination in
'

Another Year for Crosland
with
contract
Crosland's
Alan

Warners has been extended

a

year.

_

trade.

It

We

contended that no

restraint

of

hardship

ensued because by furnishing cash

is

_

security

the exhibitor could procure service.
consider that many pictures are
involved in a program contract and
many

When we

programs must be contemporaneously existing, the cash deposit required
might well be
beyond the resources of the smaller exhibitor.
It is equally futile to argue
that he might

make new
who could

contracts with
exercise their

other

distributors
as
be the same.

own judgment

to

security.
The end would
The next arbitration list would bear the
exhibitor's name, unless he settled his
differences.
With the motion picture distributors and the Film Boards of Trade in effectual co-operation nationally, an exhibitor
with
a perfectly honest dispute might be
barred

from

his business any place in the United
States, except on a cash basis.
So much for
the
effect
of
the contracts'
phraseology.

How much

more shocking to the conscience of
Chancellor it is when we consider that
the evidence
before
us the word
"may" was construed by the distributors to
mean "must."
By the rules of the Film
Boards of Trade, its members were bound
under penalty to demand cash security if
one of their competitors was aggrieved.
These defendants may well have been without cause of desire to demand security or
cancellation of their contracts with plaintiffs,
and indeed the evidence indicates no
such cause or desire existed.
Yet the arbithe

under

tration clause, as interpreted by the rules of
the distributors, demanded that these defendants take the action they did.
There is
no evidence that they either wanted or
needed security from plaintiffs for their own
protection.
It is too obvious that the arbitration clause
the instant case was utilized to coerce
exhibitors in
settlement of an arbitration

in

award.

That it is unreasonably oppressive, it
seems to us, follows necessarily.
Even though we were inclined under the
exigencies of the trade to approve the words
"may * *_* suspend service * * * and terminate this contract," we certainly would
not approve the transition of "may" to
"must," much less a rule of understanding
among the distributors and the Film Boards
of Trade that demand
such interpretation
and its consequent oppressive action.
We
are of opinion that we must in good conscience
declare this situation and the contract clause
that makes it possible repugnant to the rule

We

reason.
may say that we regard a
contract which seeks! to invade and to render
nugatory valid contractual relations between
other persons, as obnoxious, subversive of the
individual
right
to
contract and, on the
whole,
unreasonable
and the reasonableness or unreasonableness is the test of all the
contracts in restraint of trade under our
decisions and under the common law: Henschke v. Moore, et al., 257 Pa. 196-200.
The test is the same in New York Opera
Co. v. Hamraerstein, 162 N. Y. App. 691703: Chanpel v. Brockway, 21 Wend. (N.
Y.) 157-160; Diamond Match Co. v. Roeher. 106 N. Y. 482; Medical Co. v. Park
& Sons Co.. 220 U. S. 373; and Weller v.
Hersce, 10 Hun (N. Y.) 431-433.
In addition to this, we have a right to presume
that the common law is the same in other
States as that of the lex fori, in the absence of proof to the contrary
Muser v.
Stauffer, 178 Pa. 99-105.
of

;

:

;

Must
think

the

not.

whole contract then

We

regard

the

We

fall?

contract

as diwell be
performed and the provisions of the arbitraIt
tion clause never be called into effect.
may be readily stricken down as ineffective,
without affecting the consideration moving
between the parties: Smith's Appeal, 113 Pa.
visible.

The whole contract might

579-585.

For the same reason, the contention that
have an adequate remedy at law
must fall, for, in our view equity alone may
plaintiffs

invoked to delete a contract of its unand at the same time
conditions,
lawful
restrain the cancellation of the lawful contract, if such contract is complete in itself,
as we deem it to be here.
be

_

Further instalments of the Patterson decision will appear in subFILM
issues
sequent
of
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Committee on Overseating for Industry
Continuing the recommendations go

MEN TO COMPRISE

SIX

NATIONAL APPEAL BOARD
from Page 1)
to make recommenda
the situation.
This recom

(.Continued

and

subject

on
mendation

tions

is
incorporated in proprepared by its committee
which attended the recent joint con
ference in New York in an effort t<

posals

correct conditions in the industry.
Calling theater expansion "a serious menace to the stability and wellbeing of the industry," the repor,
suggests forming of a committee in
each Film Board territory to em
brace a member selected by the lo
cal exhibitor organization, one In
distributors and a third to be select
ed by the other two, from five arbi
trators nominated by the American
Arbitration
Society.
Expenses ii
connection with its hearings "shal
be borne by those requesting tin
survey."
Another proposal to regulate zoning calls
for

committee

a

consisting "of an agreed
representatives to work
of exhibitor representatives appointed by their respective organizations."
Its initial work would be to canvass the situation and to prepare a tentative

number

of distributor

with

like

a

number

plan.

Recommendation

made for a National
comprising two repredistributors,
two from affili-

Appeal Board of

is

six,

sentatives of
ated theaters and two from the national exhibitor organization.
This body would review
and issue final decisions on controversies
brought to it on appeal from local zoning
boards and theater expansion boards.
Says the report
"We can see no objection to a single independent
national exhibitor organization provided
the same is
organized along approved lines and further
provided that supreme executive authority in
said organization is vested in a man outside
of the motion picture industry."
Such an
organization would need a board of directors consisting of one man for each and
every state or regional organization.
This
board should be empowered to elect from its
own membership an executive committee of ten
who would function as the association's governing body, working with the president or
other executive head who has a vote.
"These
ten men, as well as the representatives from
individual
states,
shall
be
independent
theater owners or the representatives of independent theater owners," urges the report.
:

"We

:

that this executive
committee should have the right and authority
to elect or appoint two affiliated exhibitor representatives to sit with the committee but not to vote.

further

believe

"We

believe that
a
budget should be
agreed upon for the maintenance of said
national organization and each unit that desires to affiliate with such national organization should obligate itself to pay its proportionate share of this budget.
Of course we
can only recommend that, where the affiliated
theaters join with the local state or regional
units, they shall have on the board of directors of each organization at least one representative who shall have full voice and vote
in all matters.
However, such affiliated men
should not at any time, hold any office in such
associations.

"There are

at the present time

some organi-

throughout the United States whose
by-laws do not permit the affiliated theater to
zations

We

join.

that

recommend
by-laws be

local

admit the

will

affiliated

in

these

all

Under such plan we think

plan.

instances

changed to that they
theaters into the above
that

there

one satisfactory National organization and that there would be, if there is not

could be

a local or regional organization in
district territory, whether bounded by
state lines or otherwise.
do not believe
that the national organization should interfere
in any way with the conduct of the various
state
or regional organizations unless, of
course, they conflict with the principles as
agreed upon by the entire industry.

already,

each

We

"We

do

not believe the chain operated
should be called upon to pay any
a state or regional organization per
theater or per seat than the independent
exhibitor is paying.
Neither do* we believe
that they should be admitted to any state or
regional organization unless they are willing
to pay as much per seat or per theater as
the independent is paying.
theaters

more

in

"Allied States Association has a binding
contract with its president and general counsel
for a term of years, the obligation of which'
must be discharged to the satisfaction of all
parties

whatever

thereto,

arrangement

is

made.

"We

that a national organization
effectively and constructively in
interest
the
of the exhibitors, should have an
annual budget of at least $100,000 per annum, to be agreed to on its formation, with
suitable guarantees."

believe

function

to

In
that
that

connection
"tiic

(a)

with arbitration it is urged
be entirely voluntary and

system

specific

agreement

to

arbitrate

should be included in each contract, to be
signed individually in each case, or (b)
blanket agreement to arbitrate should be
signed and filed with exhibitor organization
and Film Board.
Personnel of the board
should be as follows

"For the Distributor, any member

of

F.

B. T. to be eligible.
For the exhibitors, a
group of ten exhibitors or theater managers
(not directly or indirectly connected with
distributors) to be named by the local exhibitor

—

Sound

for

The Board

shall

having been

—

installed.

Reopens With DeForest

Wheatcroft

for

—

stalled at the

—Soun^'

Dreamland.

will

A

Pacent

New Orleans Globe
Orleans
Saenger's Globe
has been equipped for sound

Sound At
here

pictures.

—

for

Minneapolis

be in-

has been ordered.

New

Hennephin-Orpheum
With the installation
sound, the Hennephin-Orpheum

Sound

Dreamland Gets Pacent
Providence, Ky.

of

—

has reopened.

LOCALITIES

We

We

for the last five years.

C—

Ralford, N.
The Pinehurst has
reopened after installation of DeForest sound equipment.

MANY

—

Award Contract

Theater
Contract has
been let for the construction of the
Orpheum, planned to cost $300,000
The theater, being erected by the

Green Bay, Wis.

for

—

New Owner in Winegard, Wis.
Winegard, Wis.
The Winegard
Wheatcroft, Ky.— E. M. B. A. has
Green Bay Orpheum Co..
purchased Pacent equipment and will has been sold to Roy Morrison by C.
to be completed by April
Pratt
Homer
Reace.
A.
and
begin installation soon.
Sound

IN

be constituted as follows (a) In case the
exhibitor shall so elect, the board shall consist of three members
one selected by the
exhibitor from the 10 eligible, one by the provision should be made that any one redistributor from F. B, T. members, the third
fusing to arbitrate or to abide by an award,
to be selected by the two from a group of
shall not thereafter receive the benefits of
at
least
the machinery thus set up, until purged
five
arbitrators from outside the
of
industry nominated by the American Arbitra- his recalcitrancy."
tion Society and approved by the Exhibitor
Concerning the
contract,
the
following
Organization and F. B. T.
statement is made
"(b) In case the exhibitor shall not so
"It is strange that an industry that has
elect, the board shall consist of 'three and
made such efforts to solve its peculiar probthree' as in the past, with a seventh to be
lems and discouraged airing its troubles in
chosen from among the five outside arbitra- court has adopted as a contract governing the
tors nominated as above, in case of a tie.
relations between exhibitor and distributor an
"Powers and Duties: A principal defect instrument that is so verbose and so involved
that very few laymen understand its proviin arbitration as it has been practiced in
sions or are conversant with their rights and
this industry, in addition to the methods by
which ff was imposed and enforced, was the obligations thereunder.
"First of all this instrument must be writrule limiting the boards to the enforcement
ten in a language that will leave no doubt
of the strict letter of the standard exhibition
as
to the meaning of its provisions.
contract.
Serious injustice has been done in
It,
countless cases due to the inability of the therefore, becomes necessary to re-draft the
board to take into consideration the rep- standard exhibition contract for the benefit
resentations, warranties and promises made of all in the industry. Moreover, the contract
as inducement for signing the contract, as
is altogether too
lengthy to be of practical
well as conditions arising subsequent to the
service and very few exhibitors take the
contract.
propose that the boards be trouble to read all of its provision at the
authorized, in the exercise of a sound dis
time of its execution, relying perhaps on
cretion, to receive and consider all evidence,
the assurance that it is a uniform standard
documentary and oral, hearing on the es- contract that cannot be changed.
Since
sential merits of each controversy, to the
this is so, it appears to be an economic waste
end that the awards may work even and to print every single clause on every one of
exact justice, or the nearest approach there- the many contracts that the exhibitor is called
to that is possible with these human agencies.
upon to sign.
The suggestion is, therefore,
In arbitration we think the governing prin- made that the uniform contract when mutually agreed upon shall be the master contract
ciple should be the intention of the parties
on file at every exchange and organization
to be ascertained from the contract, given
centers, and that a simple contract be drawn
a common sense interpretation in the light
for the exhibitor to sign at the completion
of the situation of the parties when the conof negotiations, this contract to contain only
tract was made and from the construction
which they gave to it by their subsequent those provisions that are peculiar to the
words and deeds.
In other words, in meri- transaction and to incorporate by reference
the general provisions of the standard extorious cases, the arbitrators should look be
This would simplify each
yond the written words of the contract and hibition contract.
transaction and the exhibitor would be calltry and place themselves in the shoes of the
ed upon to read only those terms that perparties to the contract in order to determine
how they regarded their agreement.
How tain peculiarly to the single transaction.
submit that once a uniform contract is
ever, their power shall not extend to the
fixing or
changing of prices on existing agreed upon, couched in terms of understandable English, the exhibitor would accontracts.
Enforcement of Award: It is believed that, tually have placed in front of him an order
containing a schedule of the pictures
once the reforms herein suggested are ac- blank
complished, opposition to the adoption of he was buying, the price thereof, run and
protection.
This order blank should also
the uniform arbitration law by the states
contain space for any special arrangement.
will abate.
"It is not enough, however, that the con"Added to the above, and in our opinion tract be simplified by reducing its size and
effective in the vast majority of cases, the clarifying its meaning.
It must be made
full moral backing of exhibitor organizations,
equitable for both parties to the contract,
coupled with the wholly fair system outlined in order that there be a feeling of confidence
above, would effect compliance with the beween the buyer and the seller, and the
award in a vast number of cases.
following suggestions are made with that
"As an additional incentive to compliance, in view."

Kiggins to Build in Vancouver
Vancouver, Wash. Mayor John P.

—

Florence, S. C.
Florence, S. C. The Colonial has
gone sound, DeForest equipment

AID CONDITIONS

organization as eligible.

"Organization of Board:

Rochester House Improved
Remodeling Royal, Hiawatha, Kan.
Theater Company Dissolved
N.
Y. New
sound
Hiawatha, Kan. The Royal, ownTroy, N. Y.—Troy Astor Theater
equipment and a magnascopic screen ed by Dr. L. W. Shannon, is being Co., Inc., has been deprived of its
have been installed at Loew's Roches- remodeled.
charter by the Secretary of State
ter.
for failure to file annual tax return^
Rochester,

WOULD

Talkers for

War

is
1,

expectec*
1930.

Dept. House

—Talkers will be

—

who

sold the Castle theater
to Fox two years ago, will build a
new 1,500 seat theater on Main St.
here.

Kiggins,

New Title for Aafa Film
Berlin—The Aafa film "Lord of the
Spleen" has had its title changed
to

"The

Max Obal

Hunt
is

for the
the director.

Millions."

New West Bend Opens
West Ben. Wis.—The West Bend,
owned by the Community Theater,

Inc., and costing about $150,000, has
Dept. theater, opened with Matt Regner as_ manin January.
The seating capacity is 900.
ager.

San Antonio, Tex.

War

installed at the
Ft. Sam Houston

Oliver for Marietta House
AmuseThe C &
Marietta,
ment Co. is installing Oliver equip-

Rigby Installs Sound
Favors Sunday Shows
Mercer, Pa.—Talking apparatus
The Chamber
Saline, Tex.
here
of Commerce here has gone on rec- now in operation at the Liberty

ment

ord as favoring Sunday shows.

O—

in

its

local theater.

M

Grand

—

i

according to Manager

Rigby.
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350

INDUSTRY BILLS

Silent Film Versions

11

-z-

on

Current Release Programs
ARE PENDING

IN

HOUSE

THE FILM DAILY

Washington Bureau of

—

Washington
Two bills affecting
the industry as concern, mechanical
reproduction of music and stories
are pending in the House, both hav-

(Continued from Page

ductions making up the bulk of the
suitable for the quiet

pictures not
treatment.

close

RKO
out

Paramount heads the

will

of

num- has

Exhibitors

1)

the

to

make

prints of

15

M-G-M

specials.

30

its

Daily Reminder

same number

silent

than
less
present
ber of proposed silents, with plans 20 silent versions out of more than
for 50, about half of which are al- 45 proposed features, but the numing been introduced by Rep. Vestal ready made, and probably the same ber may be increased later.
One measure would number or more will be on the 1930
of
Indiana.
Tiffany is making silents of about
amend and consolidate the acts re- 31 program of this company. Uni- 80 per cent of its franchise schedule
specting copyright and permit the versal will have silent of around
40, which will include anywhere from 26
U. S. to enter the International Copy in addition to five reissues in muffled
United Artists
to 52 productions.
right Union.
Action would be reform.
Fox is making close to 30 expects to provide duplicates of near
troactive to Jan. 1. Copyright would
inaudible versions this season and ly all its features except "Three Live
be granted to authors throughout
very likely will continue the same Ghosts."
Columbia plans to have
the U. S. and its dependencies autopolicy in the following year.
of practically its entire 26
inaudibles
matically on all their writings, pub
Warners plan silent editions of productions. Pathe will make doubles
lished or unpublished, without the
First National expects to of 21 out of a possible 30.
formality of complying with any about 35.
conditions and formalities whatever.

ASK PERMISSION TO SELL

list

in

Enjoin Spoor Thompson from
Selling Developing Machines
(Continued from Page 1)

10 CLEVELAND THEATERS

E. R. are enjoined from
leasing or using the developing machines until final determination of the

—

Some

receivers.

of

creditors

declared themselves
in opposition to the move.

have

however,

Non-inflammable Screen
by Beaded Screen Co.
(Continued from Page 1)

Recent experiments
sound screen.
have proven that the Vocalite screen
can be made fire proof without impairing its value as a reflecting medium or its sound permeability, it kclaimed.
It is understood possible
to treat this screen in the process of
manufacture, so that it acquires substantially the properties of asbestos
and yet not lose any of its light
power or sound value.

PREDICTED BY LAEMMLE

—

Howes

pictures, two S-reel silent
Billy
Sullivan pictures, and "The
Laughing Fool," a S-reel silent feature with Jack Perrin.

House Changes Hands

Yorkville
Yorkville
chased the

— B.

W.

Urling has pur
Yorkville from Louise
Marie Bourg, and is installing RCA
Urling also op
sound equipment

Rex at Steubenville, the
at East Liverpool, and the
at Wellsville.

the

erates

Columbia
Liberty

(Continued from Page 1)
ing that neither Spoor Thompson nor
no slipping back, but unques- Bennett could lease or otherwise distionably there will be some radical
pose of the developing machines
changes. I won't be surprised if there
without the consent of the other paris considerable unscrambling of merThe complaint alleges that Spoor

Entirely too much attention
has been given to stock tickers and
merger manipulations, instead of to
the making of first-class pictures and
the proper conduct of picture business as picture business.
have
always been independent, we are independent now, and we expect to remain independent."

We

Ex-Kaiser
of

Is

Subject
Picture

New German

—A

Berlin (By Cable)
sound picdealing with the ex-kaiser and
titled "Kaiser Wilhelm II" is being
produced here by the Ariston-FilmProduktion G.m.b.H.
The action
starts with the discord between the

York,

Pacent has brought

number

of

1,000,"

is

ard

it

its

an even
announced by Louis Gerinstallations

to

Pacent.
Bijou, Bangor,

—

Remodeled

"Gold Diggers" Next
"Gold Diggers of Broadway"

leased machines to Paraprior consent of
the contract be-

with Butterfield.

mount without the
the plaintiff. Under

tween Bennett and Spoor Thompson
the

fo,rmer

manufacture

has
all

exclusive

right

to

Los

Angeles

— Permit

for

the

Ave.
Sts.,

—

in

the

Norwood, LaSalle,

Regent, Corlett.

3 MILLION
enthusiastic

readers

will

cheer the ad

will

building of a theater here at Grand

3 Cleveland Houses Wired
Cleveland
Paul Gusdanovic ha?
installed
Western Electric sound

Spoor Thompson de- equipment

veloping machines says the complaint.

Liberty
announcing
in

be the second attraction at the new
Beacon, Broadway and 74th St. Al
though Warners will operate this
house on a weekly change of policy
the first bill, "Tiger Rose," and
"Gold Diggers" will be shown for
five days only in order to bring in
future pictures on Friday.

that..

NOW

Murder on the Roof

Eighth

between Seventh and
has been granted by the City

is

Council.

Reopen San Antonio House
San Antonio, Texas Publix has

—

Bangor, Me. The New Bijou hareopened after extensive alterations

reopened the State here after renovation and installation of sound ap-

Sound was

paratus.

installed.

Thompson

Rockford Lease

111.— W. S. Butterfield,
president of the Palace Amusement
Co., which owns the Palace here,
has just completed a new long term
lease with the Orpheum Amusement
Co., which takes effect Feb. 22. This
company is represented mainly by
Rockford
stockholders,
in
which
Lieut. Gov. Sterling is an associate

Kaiser and Bismarck and ends with

City Council Grants Permit

total

ty.

New
Rockford,

the ruler's flight and the proclamation of the German Republic.

1,000th Pacent Installed

With the equipping of the Broad
way Temple Methodist Church, Nev

suit against Spooi
a contract specify

Bennett brought

will be

ture

Buy Ohio Rights
Ivanhoe Film ExCleveland
change, operated by Nate Schultz
has purchased for immediate release
in
Ohio, two 5-reel silent Reed

action.

Thompson under

gers.

Butterfield Completes

H.

and

Cleveland Permission to sell the
10 local houses of the Ohio Amusement Co. for the benefit of creditors
has been asked by attorneys for the
the

at

listed

a Columbia Picture
Raymon d

Hatton, Margaret Livingston

star supporting cast.

Directed by Geo. B. Seitz

with Dorothy Revier,

and

all

fflfc

fallij

wiw the

of

neart

Hew York /
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ALEXANDER GRAY, JOE E.BROWN, PERT KELTON,
T. Roy Barnes, Jack Duffy, Albertina Rasch
PhotoDirected by John Francis Dillon.
Dancers.
From Florenz Ziegfeld's
graphed entirely by Technicolor Process.
Musical Comedy by Guy Bolton, author and Jerome Kern, composer.

Ford Sterling,
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Publix Buys Shenandoah Valley Chain o f 15 blouses

INVESTED^ IN FILM INDUSTRY
Consolidated Gets Universal Lab at Fort Lee\ N. J.

$2,000,000,000

Buyer

Will Handle All
Producer's Printing
for 10 Years

Short Shots
— of feature subjects
~By JACK A LI CO ATE —
—ADVANCE REPORTS
Hollywood

THE

from the

indicate

line

firing

that

nineteen thirty will be a silentless
year as far as originals are concerned.
Not more than a half dozen on the

menu.

—SERVICE
ment of RCA

sale printing for a period of 10 years.
The deal has been in negotiation
for several weeks.
Univeresal is one
of the largest consumers of footage
and Installation Depart- in the industry.

Photophone announces

New York

district special course
of instruction for projectionists. Another step forward for RCA.

for

Contracts were signed late yesterFILM DAILY
day afternoon,
learns, in a deal whereby Universal
sells its laboratory at Fort Lee, N.
Consolidated Film Industries.
J., to
The agreement also provides that
Consolidated will handle all Univer-

*

*

*

—RELIEF FUND

with a

new

van dykeTilmtraveled

lease

'

week but the sound
we have been seeing

just an off

short subjects
recently have

decidedly inferior in quality.
1928 sound shorts are obsolete.

been

*

*

—IF ANYONE

RCA

WHEN CUTjNJDUTY

—

reSydney
mains at six cents per foot as a re-

reduction measure which did
not materialize at recent elections
held here. Distributors who are now
carrying an annual duty bill of more
than $1,250,000 expected to see the
present schedule lowered, and as a
result are now conferring to meet
the situation.
sult of a

Now

—

*

—COLOR AND WIDE

FILM. Put
down

visitors

these two occasional
as regular boarders in
nineteen
business for
thereafter.

the

picture

and
thirty
progress.
spell
both
They
*

*

*

—REGARDLESS of what else has
happened 1929 has proven by far the
greatest and most prosperous year
ever enjoyed by the industry and
from where we sit 1930 looks even
brighter.

Deal Increases Publix Hold
in South; Weinburg Remains
—

Shenandoah Valley
Richmond
Theaters Corp., a subsidiary of UniInfringement Suits versal, has been sold to Paramount,
subsidiary, Publix, acSix concerns are now licensed through its
Weinburg, of WinIsaac
to
cording
under Bray Hurd patents, covering
chester, who confirmed the deal here.
cartoons
animated
which
processes by
While the exact amount of the purare made, stated Bray Hurd Process

Settle

Bray Cartoon

{Continued on Page 2)

TO REACH $9 PER SHARE

Duty on imported films

—

*

COLUMBIA INCOME LIKELY

FAILS

a year ago would
Racine independent
Milwaukee
have suggested some of the things exhibitors are now getting a better Major Nathan Levinson
that have happened this year in this break owing to rearrangement of the
Warner Executive
ole biz we would have thought protection situation, following a con- West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAI Lilil
Los Angeles Major Nathan Levthem slightly dizzy. Movin' pictures ference between officers of the Wisinson
has joined the staff of Warner
association
consin state exhibitors'
surely do move.
Bros, in an executive capacity.
{Continued on Page 2)
*

Approximately

is
$2,000,000,000
invested in the various branches
A special course of instruction for of the motion pictuie industry, acprojectionists in the New York dis- cording to latest estimates in the
district.
Gross
trict has been established at the ser- New York financial
returns are placed a: about $1,000,vice and installation dept. of
I'hotophone, as a result of arrange- 000,000, this figure including receipts
ments made between this company from both film distribution and theand Sam Kaplan, president of the ater attendance.
Number of persoi is employed in
The classes,
projectionists' union.
which are now in progress, embrace the business at pre; ent is close to
assignments, lectures and demonstra- 240,000 and their cc mbined payroll
figured at $470,000l000 a year.
tions, and will be continued until all is
Wall Street's outlook on the busi(Continued on Page 10)
ness is decidedly optimistic.

One distributor who pays around
$5,000 weekly, formerly covered Aus(Continv.cd on Page 10)

*

Picture Business Grossing
$1,000,000,000 A Year,
Estimates Show
now

SYDNEY DISTRIBUTORS HIT

{Continued on Page 2)

WAS

IT

CLASSESJ PROJECTION

2,000 miles for printing

on life continuing on its mission of
Sending negative 2,000 miles to be
good deeds. Collections not as big printed was one of the difficulties exas expected but a splendid reflection perienced in Africa by W. S. Van
on those regular fellows who DID Dyke, who left for the Coast last
night to continue where he left off
give something.
Thirty-three
on "Trader Horn."
*
*
*

—PERHAPS

RCA PHOTOPHONE TO HOLD

(ContinueJ on Page

10)

With a reported net profit of $227,048, after all charges, taxes and preerred dividends, equal to $2.08 a) share
on 100,000 shares/ of ..d'l ir lvalue
common, for the first quarter /ended
Sept. 31, indications according to
financial circles are that the com(Continted on Page 10)

R-K-0

to Co-operate
with Civic Organizations

In carrying out its first anniversary
celebration and "January Good Times
Jubilee" as a means of lining up with
the President Hoover prosperity program, the R-K-0 organization will
place itself at the disposal of all civic
organizations, officials, merchants and
public spirited citizens who desire to
help the movement toward better
times, it is announced by Hiram S.

Brown.

Joe Franklin Appointed
Ottawa Publicity Chief
Ottawa

—Joe

Franklin,

manager of

F. Keith's has been appointed
civic publicity director by the municipal government for 1930 in recognition of his services in boosting the
Canadian capital for the past four

B.

vears.

Friday,

ALLTHE MEW!
AIL THE TIME

Eller Denies H. E. R.
Affected by Injunction

VAN DYKE FILM TRAVELED
2,000

MLESFOR

PRINTING

trucks were employed by the unit as
four sound and four silent camwere
Publisher
and
Editor
JOHN W. ALIiOATE
eras for the filming of the 800,000
background, which inPublished daily except Saturday and holidays feet of native
oil
Broadway, New York, N. Y., and cluded 32 varieties of wild life, a
at
copyright (1929) by Wid's Films and Film Rhinocerous charge as well as a fight
I

Folks

W.

Inc.

Alicoate,

President.

J.
The company
amongst crocodiles.
Ediur and Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau,
and General Manager; traveled 8,000 miles by foflt, train,
Treasurer
Secretary
EnArthur W. Eddy, Managing Editor.
While the
auto, steamer and train.
tered as second class matter, May 21, 1918,
Y., under company was in the heart of Africa
at the post office at New York. N.
Terms (Postage 35 whites and 128 natives were used.
the act of March 3, 1879.
New
free) United States outside of Greater
There are only two theaters in
York $10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; i Nairobi, said Van Dyke, and each
Subscribers
Foreign, $15.00.

months, $3.00.
Address all comshould remit with order.
FILM DAILY 1650
munications to
Phone Circle
Broadway, New York, N. Y.
4736 4737 4738 4739. Cable address: Filmday.
Ralph
Hollywood. California
New York
Wilk 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
6607.'
London— Ernest W. Fredrnan, The
W.
St
Wardour
Renter, 89 91
Film
Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildhuehne,
Berlin
Harle,
A.
Paris— P.
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
de la
La Cinematographic Francaise. Rue
Cour-des-Noues, 19.

THE

—

As for
silent American films.
sound, it will be about ten years before African theaters install repro-

shows

ducing equipment, he concluded.

Law Branch Manager

—

for

Educational at Toronto
Toronto
with

—

Harry Law, formerly

Universal

here,

has succeeded

Harold Pfaff as branch manager
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New York
1540 Broadway
BRYant 4712

Island City
154 Crescent St.
STIUweU 7940

Long

Eastman Films
L

E. Brulatour, Inc.
Chicago

1727

Indiana Ave.

CAlumet 2691

of

FolEducational's local exchange.
lowing the resignation of H. B.
Buckley, F. H. Fisher, formerly booker and office manager of Educational's
office in Calgary, has been appointed
acting manager of that branch.

Lou Tellegen Burned

—

Lou Tellegen, apAtlantic City
pearing here in the tryout of a new
play, was severely burned in a fire
resulting from his falling asleep in
his hotel room with a lighted cigarette
After receiving hosin his mouth.
treatment, Tellegen went on
pital
with his part in the play.
Pinson Joins Publix Booking Dept.

—

Atlanta R. F. Pinson, formerl
with Pathe here, has become affil
iated with Publix as assistant to District Booker A. C. Cowles, with head
quarters at the Paramount Theate
Bldg.

To

Supervise Dialogue
Henri, who has been
Bataille
brought to this country from France
by Paramount to adapt dialogue and
lyrics for "The Big Pond," has just
signed his fifth contract with the

—

company

to sit in on pictures
supervise French dialogue.

and

Specials Set
Two Vitaphone specials are set for
ore-release during Feb. by Warner

J.J

£

1st and "She Couldn't Say
been set for Feb. 15th.

is

at

Ho'lywood
6700 Santa Monica
Blvd.

HOllywood 4121

a«»M«K»SKsa«a««afl sssu»u4K&

Jesse
Jesse J.

J.

Goldberg,

general sales
Corp., has
•'•turned to New York after a tour
of the Pathe offices from coast to

manager

coast.

of

Van Beuren

9

Jan.

15

Warner Coast

studio to resume

tivity.

Jan.

25

Fourth annual
Club,
Hotel

York

Fox Athletic
Commodore,
N«

frolic of

City.

Reconvening in January
Expectations are that the joint
conference being held by exhibitors
Atlanta The
new Fox, seating and distributors, which temporarily
approximately 5,000, has opened with adjourned just before Thanksgiving,
Al Goodwin as manager.
Opening will reconvene late in January, probfeature was "Salute" with an elabor- ably at French Lick.

—

Fanchon & Marco stage show
Fined for Storage Violation
"Beach Nights."
A thirty-piece orR. L. Giffen, owner of the Decachestra is in the pit, and scale of
admissions runs from 15 cents to 75. tur studio in the Bronx, was fined
The house is located at Peachtree $200 when investigators found about
500 packages of film in his building,
St. and Ponce de Leon Ave.
ate

Settle

the quantity being in excess of the
regulation of five reels allowed by
law.

Bray Cartoon
Infringement Suits

Co.,
that

(Continued from Page 1)
Inc., yesterday, is announcing

No. American Sound Co. Moves
North American Sound, and Talk-

suits for infringement brought ing Equipment Corp., distributors
of
against certain companies have been Tone-O-Graph has moved to the
settled.
Parties involved in the ac- Godfrey Bldg., 729 7th Ave., and now
tions have taken out licenses, said occupies half of the third floor.
the company.

now

Producers

operating

under

these licenses are:
Bray Pictures
Corp.,
Aesop Fables. Inc.. Max
Fleischer,
Winkler Pictures, Inc..

Windsor McKav and Paul Terrv.
Post, Battle Creek, Clowa
Battle Creek, Mich.— The Post ha»
closed for an indefinite period.

Can't

Be B.at!

CAROLINA-CREST-HOTEL

No Charge!
This charming hotel surrounded
by green lawns and sun porches
is the only Hotel in Atlantic City
serving breakfast in your room
witltout charge. The bedrooms are
built for comfort; each with its
own private bath, large closets,
modern furnishings, bridge and

reading lamps and three or more
Everything

windows to the room.
is cozy and homelike.

the Rialto, "Sole

Goldberg Returns

3

Jan.

Fox Opens New 5,000-Seat
De Luxe Atlanta House

No" has

being run at the Globe.

Jan.

Opening of "Blaze O 'Glory" at the
Geo. M. Cohan, New York City.
Opening of "No, No, Nanette" at
Mark Strand, New York City.
AMPA Luncheon at the Paramount
Hotel, New York City.

PROTECTION

Chas. A. Berry

Mates" and "Station B.U.N. K" are

jf

Dec. 30

Opening Dowling's Second
"Blaze O' Glory," Eddie Dowling's
second talker, will have its premiere
Monday night at the Geo. M. Cohan,
SITUATION
presented by O. E. Goebel and
George W. Weeks through SonoArt World Wide.
The star's support includes Betty Compson, Henry
Walthall and Frankie Darro.
Dow(Continued from Page 1)
ling will make a personal appearance
and representatives of two chain the- at the premiere with other members
aters controlling the first-run situa- of the cast who are in
the East.
tion. A compromise made with seven
owners allows them to book some
"Hell Heroes" for Colony
first runs and also have second run
"Hell Heroes," first Universal retime limit shortened considerably. lease for 1930 will begin a pre-release
The agreement permitted the inde- run at the Colony today. Charles
pendents to book product they want- Bickford, Raymon Hatton and Fred
ed for the holiday period.
Kohler are featured.

4 Columbia Shorts on B'way
Columbia Pictures now has on
Broadway four shorts. At the Gaiety
"Merry Dwarfs" is being shown,

| "Springtime"

1929

in-

junction proceedings, Stephen
H. Eller, president of H.E.R.
Film Laboratories, Inc., says:
"Neither the entire laboratory
equipment or organization of
H.E.R. Film Laboratories, Inc.,
are in any way affected by the
decision since they have never
been a party to the litigation
in question."

Two

Bros., according to an announcement
by Sam E. Morris, vice-president.
"Wide Open" is scheduled for Feb.

«

temporary

Co.,

27,

The Industry's
Date Book

Regarding the Bennett Film
Laboratories-Spoor Thompson

Machine
(Continued from Page 1)

Price 5 Cents

1929

Friday, Dec. 27,

74

Vol. L No.

December

H. L. Fiarbairn

Owner
"The
finest

tention

I

trailers

have
to

you supply are the

ever seen
your atbusiness
exceedingly
your courtesy to cus;

prompt, and
tomers simply excellent."
Bishop Theater

—

Bishop, Calif.

Manager

—CONTINENTAL PLAN—
North

Carolina

Ave.

Boardwalk

ATLANTIC CITY

i

THE
December

Friday,

5.

27,

1929

MP. E.

TECHNICAL SURVEY SHOWS

PROGRESS BEING MADE

Progress Report on Industry
over 9000 houses will be equipped for handling one or more types of sound films by
January 1930.
For the projection of Fox Grandeur pictures at the Gaiety, New York, which opened
during September 1929, a new projector was
used built especially to accommodate the 70

cameras or projectors.
A relatively
complicated method of stereo-motion pictures
having severe practical limitations has been
described in a paper by Ives, before the Optical Society of America.
A few patents related
to
stereoscopic motion pictures have

mm.

been granted.

incorporated a high intensity
ISO amperes for a 70 foot
throw onto the 17 feet by 35 feet screen.
Special lenses were necessary to accommodate
the large screen and a new type of carbon
arc was used which will take a.i amperage as
high as 250, considered to be necessary for
larger houses.

ture Engineers, surveys the international film industry and prepares for
its members an analysis of strides

being

made in techincal
What follows is

develop-

the third
section of its report rendered at the
last fall meeting held at Toronto:

ments.

General Projection Equipment
Comparatively few changes have been noted
recently in projectors equipped for ordinary
motion pictures but many improvements have
appeared in connection with projectors tot
A
sound films and the newer wide films.
projector of Italian manufacture has, as a

shut
novel feature, an automatically adjusted
pictures to
ter which permits as few as 14
A
be projected per second without flicker.
German projector is equipped with spools
containing loose centers automatically reguwhich
lating the. nun tension, also a shutter
the
in a ball shaped housing between
rotates

...

lamp and the gate.
As a change-over signal, it has been sugfolded
gested that a spring hinged arm be
durover the first few convolutions of the film

When the arm is released
rewinding.
during projection, it closes the circuit of an
Another device makes the
bell.
electric
change-over automatically and also stops the
ing

projector

and cuts

off

the light in case

of

a

Sound

with the American Projection Soc
studying projection conditions in the-

junction

pictures

(all

"talkers")

had

their

showing in several

European countries
enthusiastically received
although many pictures had to be shown
only with English dialogue.
The first Rus
sian n.ade sound film was ready for showing the latter part of August on Russian
lepioducing
equipment, import of foreign
equipment being prohibited.
Reviews of the
first all
British "talker," "Blackmail" made
Elstree were favorable.
at
It
is
predicted
that over 500 British houses will be wired
for sound pictures by January 1930.
first

August and were

in

Interchangeability is a feature of several
projectors equipped for sound projection.
One projector is designed in three models,
sound-on-film, sound-on-disc, or both and if
one of the first two types are purchased, the
other may be added later.
Several firms are

n^w

manufacturing sound equipment for attachment to standard projectors.
Features of
he Royal Amplitone are a high pedestal for
the disc assembly pcimitting tasier handling
of this type of equipment, freedom from turntable flutter, and a locked optical device for
the sound-on-film assembly.
A curved sound
gate is used by Tobis-Klangfilm to prevent
i

film

buckling.

New

apparatus for playing disc records
continues to be announced.
Filmophone is
stated to permit interruption of the sound

any predetermined point and the Electro-

at

consists of
a well-balanced turntable
Photophone
for use in small halls.
have announced a dual system unit for use
in theaters seating 500 or less.

cord

RCA

A

of projectors have been classified
appointed
into three groups by a committee
The classes are
by the German government.
booths only,
(1) dangerous and for use in
circumstances,
(2) dangerous only in unusual
been
and (3) safe. An advisory council has
conestablished recently which is working in

Types

It

reproducer employing the condenser prin-

ciple has been described.

ted

of

a

composite

screen

rather

than

aluminum grid which

It consists

acts

as

of a slotplate

one

and a thin layer of gold or aluminum leaf
glued to a rubber diaphragm serves as the
Several of these grids
other condenser plate.
are attached in the rear of the projection
screen.
hydraulic lift is now used for
the stage mounting of loud speaker horns.
cardboard disc has been ansegmented
A
nounced which can be used to synchronize
Fader conthe picture with a disc record.
trol from the auditorium is possible with an
installation used by M-G-M for roadshows
in the larger neighborhood theaters.

A

...
.
.
„
deal with a
Patents related to
pull-down
as
such
many devices
great
operated
magnetically
electro
.

projectors

modern

illustrated

Fox.

stage

quite

Applebee

fully

has

Henly
heating and

lighting.

several articles on
the theater.
He describes

in

an

written on
has written
ventilating

panel systems of
heating whereby ceilings, walls, and floors
are heated by means of jointless steel
coils
embedded in the structure.
His paper deals
also with various methods of filtering
the
air.
marked reduction in reverberation
and echo in public halls is claimed by Berliner to be obtained when the side walls are
covered with wire cloth cement covered diaphragms.
An audience filling one-quarter of
the floor space is sufficient to prevent
disturbances from the floor.

Non-intermittent Projection

A

tor has

been further improved in Model 4, a
description of which appeared in an issue of
Kinotechnik early this year.
Burmester and
Mechau have prepared a very complete treatise on the mechanical and optical principles
underlying this projector.
Several German
theaters are reported to be using them and an
earlier model was installed for a short time
at the Capitol, New York, a few years ago.
Thus has published a paper on projection

Educational Films
Further details on the experiment in the
use of specially prepared classroom films
were presented to the Society by Finegan last

spring at the New York meeting.
Mountain
States Telephone and Telegraph Co. is using
a
portable sound motion picture unit for
educational
instruction
of
their
personnel.
Talking films are expected to be particularly
valuable in vocational guidance courses according to Kitson who discussed their application at a symposium held at Columbia Uni-

with optical compensation and Hatschek has
described a non-intermittent projector of comparatively simple construction which utilizes
a spiral concave mirror with an inner hollow
face which rotates on a vertical axis once
per picture.
The first paper of a series written on various non-intermittent projector sys- versity in July, 1929.
Motion pictures of the moon have been
tems has appeared recently.
It describes the
piojector invented by G. Nilson in which made at the Princeton University j3ing a
The picture
one pair of oscillating mirrors are used to lens 24 inches in diameter.
project the image in place of the usual large shows the sunrise on the Copernic Cirque at
number of mirrors and prisms. Several pat- a speed one hundred times faster than norents have been taken out on optically com- mal, the pictures having been taken at the
pensated projectors
which describe among rate of 10 frames per minute.
Although sound pictures offer an inviting
others the use of a rotating disc (set at 45
degrees to the film plane) in the periphery of medium for promotion of business sales and
which mirrors are placed, the employment of for aiding industrial relations, the present
a rotating polygon of refractors having plane cost of installation of the equipment preAs time advances,
parallel surfaces, and the use of mirrors car- vents their extensive use.
industrial firms, large hotels, and educational
ried by two rotors and arranged prismatically
institutions
will no doubt install apparatus
thereon, the number of mirrors being differand the problem will be simplified.
ent on the two rotors.
British grammar school has used motion
Portable Projectors
picture films for three years for instructional
A sound-on-film portable projector has been purposes and they are considered a useful
mechani- adjunct, especially in connection with a techmarketed by Western Electric.
governor controls the continuous move- nical education. Only two British firms make
cal
ment of the film past the photo-electric cell films for teaching purposes and reliance had
Various devices have been to be placed on private enterprises for the
and sound lamp.
patented for handling endless film bands in source of most film material.
No assistance
projectors, coin-in-slot operated projectors, and is given by the board of education.
The University of Southern California and
translucent screens.
One patent describes a
music roll on which are printed a series of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
piDtures which show as motion pictures when Sciences have amplified their plans for courses
related to motion picture technic and are
the roll is rewound rapidly.
offering work in several subjects for the year
Screens
1929-30.

A

A

The

The porous nature

for

A

A

A

'

A

and

by

article

Efforts continue to perfect non-intermittent
projectors, most of the published results coming from Germany.
The most successful of
the commercial models, the Mechau projec-

of many materials used
"talker" screen construction has resulted
screen reflection
in a serious lowering of
values and in a regrettable feature of sound
pictures.
One new sound screen uses stagmechanisms,
Errors
etc.
gered perforations and it is claimed that
clutches, air cooled lamphouses,
affecting location ot
committee of technicians has undertaken better picture definition is obtained accomin architectural design
to show that
The use
an investigation to draw up a set of stand- panied by clear sound omission.
the projection booth are cited
architects aids for camera and projector apertures, ac- of grid condensers mounted directly on a
greater care should be given by
important
of this
A screen, referred to previously, makes ivailcording to a report from the Academy.
in the location and design
preliminary survey indicates that the majority able a sound motion picture screen which
element in a motion picture theater.
pictures
are
takes up little more space than a regular
of theaters showing sound-on-film
Fire Protection
using a screen that is nearly opaque. Sliding screen, overall thickness being about 16 inches.
used alone or in con- Parallel steel bands, 7 mm. wide and 0.1 mm.
Lehmann has written a general article deal- masks are sometimes
junction with a horizontally movable lens thick are placed in front of a screen to perfilm and projectors
ing with motion picture
To avoid a direct
Sometimes a lens of lower focal mit daylight projection.
and predicts mount.
with relation to fire hazards
length is used and an undersized aperture black border on a screen, Keith-Albee hang a
foi
in use
that nitrate film will continue
10 feet behind the
black velour curtain
of
plate thus restoring the 3 by 4 proportion
some time to come. Detailed specifications
rescreen (which is exactly picture size) and
rooms but at a loss of some of the picture.
construction materials for projection
on the floor. Patproducers
ground
cloth
black
use a
Joachim, cent report states that all the large
published.
in Germany have been
on the Pacific Coast have agreed to adopt ents issued include the use of an endless luarticle dealing
comprehensive
a
published
has
once the recommendations of the joint minescent moving band viewed as a screen,
at
in projecwith shutter design, fire hazards
committee of this Society and the Academy several types of translucent screen mateiials,
subjects.
tion booths and other related
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences provid- and the use of tiny glass pyramids embedded
number of patents deal with various tm ing for the use of a standard aperture of in a lead paint base.
pro
provements in methods of stopping the
Numerous patents
one size in all cameras.
fire, closing port
jector mechanism in case of
Construction and Illumination
screens in have been granted an improvement in sound
holes, the use of heat resisting
accessories.
projection appartus and
The largest theater en the Pacific Coast was
the path of the light, etc
It seats 5,000 peropened June 28, 1929.
Stereoscopic Motion Pictures
Lenses, Shutters, Light Sources
sons and is designed to French architecture.
The projection throw is 212 feet. MeshrabPatents on optical projector systems disSii ce the public showing of the "Teleview"
illuminaponi-Film and several other Russian organi;
close methods of obtaining maximum
in New York City in 1922, there have been
and a no further development of commercial interest zations are building a "Swimming theater
tion with concentrated filament lamps,
persons.
It will
means for projecting a small beam of light in stereoscopic pictures until the past sum- or show-boat to seat 600 pictures and will
for showing
upon a douser shutter to permit the projec
mer when wide pictures were introduced. be equipped
special landing stage to allow it to
the
tionist to determine previous to projection
Both Fox Grandeur and the Spoor-Berggren have a
Sylvester has displace.
alignment and focus for homogeneous screen systems are claimed to give the illusion of stop at any desired
the essentials in floodlighting for thePatzell, has discussed the theillumination.
depth but those who have seen them state cussed
prismatic
Special lens sys- ater stages and points out that
ory and practice of projection light sources, it is only a fair illusion.
lenses in front of the projector are used to
paiticularly mirror arcs.
tems are used in the recording cameras.
conreflector
beam spread' instead of
compressed air control is used in the Spoor- control
improved Clavilux invented by
The
tours.
film
mm.
the
56
Special Projection Equipment
hold
to
projector
Berggren
Wilfred, known as a Luminar has been in
seThe industry is rapidly adapting itself to flat, Ritterath, is inclined to believe the
It is
stalled in the Paramount, New York.
in
lies
pictures
motion
that
predicted
stereoscopic
is
cret
of
it
and
sound film projection
iety,

aters.

described

consuming

arc

Twice yearly the Committee on
Progress, authors of the Progress
Report of the Society of Motion Pic-

film.

the use
special

first

'ssue of the International

Review

Educational Cinematography appeared in
July, 1929.
This is a monthly publication
of the International Educational Cinematographic Institute of the League of Nations.
Each month's issue is in five editions, English,
French, Italian, German, and Spanish.
ballet master utilizes motion pictures for
teaching intricate steps and for preservation
of

A

the technic of his more famous students.
dealt with the accuracy with which
the construction and operation of a machine
can be shown by appropriate motion pictures
and the ease with which such information
can be imparted to a large number of people.
Various types of electric furnaces have been
filmed in action and their working principles
illustrated with the aid of animated diagrams.
of

Thun has

Motion pictures are projected in an underground amphitheater 500 feet below the surDuring the latter
face of a Missouri mine.
part of 1928, aviation comprised more than
16 per cent of newsreel views and much of the
popularity and interest in aviation has been
A
aided materially by the motion picture.
motion picture, "The Rise of Women," has
been produced by the New York State Federation of Women's Clubs and the Motion
Picture Producers and Distributors of America.

reported on film and art in
a museum and research department for motion pictures in Moscow.
State cinema schools have been organized and
there are two high schools of cinematography

Farkert has

Russia.

There

is

for directors, actors, etc.

Further instalments of the Progress Report will appear in subsequent issues of

THE FILM DAILY.

An

executive of an important

motion picture organization •

who has advertised
company

for his

* in the film daily

year book * every year for
the past ten years * told us
this

week

* that he considered

advertising in this annual

publication a permanent
record of the stability of an
individual or organization in

the motion picture industry.

THE
Friday,

December

1929

27,

Timely Topics

— c—
A

Along The Rialto

Digest of
Current Opinion

Quinn Martin Hits Showing
of Human Tragedy in Newsreel

COMEHOW

the realism of the
motion picture screen seems
too inescapable, too direct when
it
comes to recording views of
personal anguish, torture and
death.
I wish they would leave
off with them, but I don't know
whether the suggestion is concordant with the art of real

showmanship.

Probably

not.

me

the reproduction of
human destruction in terms of
entertainment is a wry business.
Still,

for

*

*

Finds Pictures Ideal
Entertainment in Prisons
of nothing in the way
of entertainment more suitable
for institutional use than good
moving pictures. When crime
has been portrayed in pictures
sent this institution I have seen
the honest person in the picture
receive much more applause than
the crook who was portrayed in

1KNOW

the
in

picture.
Men confined
institutions
can appreciate

same

honesty, squareness and uprightness of purpose, even though
they have not been imbued with
those ideas when outside.
In
short, good pictures are good for
persons in prisons as well as
those outside.
Claude B. Sweezey, Warden
of Maryland Penitentiary

Shows
Held Doomed by London Organ

Policy of Continuous

is conceivable that the abanIT donment
the continuous

the other hand, it is equally likely that the improved standard of

make

worth

entertainment will
while for the average patron to
it

take his kinema more seriously.
Our point of view is that the

THAT

Phil M. Daly, Jr.

By PHIL M.

rpHE

Robert Bruce who plays a servant in "Devil May Care"
looks suspiciously to us like Clifford Brooke, the gentleman
who did dialogue direction on the picture. And not a bad performance. In fact, a mighty good one
One event of importance which at least part of the industry is still anticipating
is Si Seadler's annual Exmus 24-sheet.
Last year Si produced
a real special
Joe Ruttenberg, who knows his camera
angles and does 'em for Paramount at the Long Island workshop, railroaded to Boston for holiday spirit
•*•

*

*
If

a

*

•

we're still looking for the guy wot gave us
instead of, well, you know what
Jane Winton doesn't know it but she has a namesake

bottle

Maybe
in

you ask

us,

of cold

tea

New York

the way,

is

under title of Leona Jane Miller. Miss Winton, by
preparing to go vaudevilling a la big time

*

*

*

•

Major Albert Warner, through the grace of newspaper ofYuletide whoopee, was identified in a photographic underline in the "American" as "Mayor" Albert Warner
Marion Davies played feminine Santy to a gang of 300 kids in
the New York Foundling Hospital, sending them eight dozen
scooters, express wagons, dolls and carriages
and 500 pounds
of candy, may those little stomachs be equal to it!
While
this was going on, Harry Charnas, Edward Bonns and Edgar
Wallack were directing an entertainment program at the Warner for about 1,000 cripped youngsters chaperoned by Mrs.
William Randolph Hearst
fice

—

*

*

•

*

Squirreled top "Sonny" Kramer, not connected with the
vaudevillians Kramer & Boyle, promises to step out again at
the Paramount for the New Year conjolery, so claims Irving
Adams
Jeanette
MacDonald, of Paramount's "Love
Parade" and "Vagabond King" will warble a coupla hits from
the films to Byrd from Hollywood tomorrow night
*

*

A

*

*

lain of the Guild,

Cantor Julius Schwartz and choir
*

*

*

*

or it may not, but Charlie Pettijohn reindependent exhibs in nearly every state
in this union of ours.
A furcoat from Wisconsin, a leather chair
from Chicago, oranges from Texas and so goes the list
Walter Huston leaves for Hollywood tomorrow on board the
S/S Virginia, this bark bringing him to the Pacific Coast Jan. 11th.
It

ceived

T^HE
-*-

may surprise you,
Exmus gifts from

pendulum

old

swing back,
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JOBS
CLARENCE BADGER
engraver

is

starting to

always does
note, according to
it

FILM

WAYS

Why

Why

After all, show business means
pleasing EVERYBODY.
* *

*

*

*

*

A

Scotchman in this
handed all his employees

fillum biz
a check for
an extra week's salary for Xmas. He
thanked them for loyal service during the past year, and said that if
they did as well in 1930, next Xmas
he'd sign the checks.
*
*
*

And

that reminds us of a Scotch

manager of a Broadway house whose
little boy we met this morning play-

new rubber

ing with a brand

We

ball.

him what daddy gave
Xmas. He sez: "Daddy gave

asked
for

me

this ball last Christmas and he's
letting
bounce it this Christmas."
*
*
*

me

Down

Philadelphia a theater
his wife a week ago,
and used the wreath on the doorbell
for his theater holiday decoration.
*
*
*
in

owner buried

Modern Fairy Tales
theater owner provided taxis to
take his overflow patronage to his

A

rival's

show.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

London

THEIR
FIRST

as

We

continuous entertainment is most
probably doomed.
"The Daily Film Renter,

*6

DALY

eventually.
that reliable trade paper, known as
the
DAILY, that 350 silent
versions of sound and dialogue features will be released on the current
production schedules. Regardless of
the views of our boss to the contrary,
we have always been one of the
very slight minority who have personally claimed that silents will ALhave their .day.
And why
not?
There's room in this gigantic
amusement business for both sound
and silent features.
And here's a
thought:
don't first-runs adopt
a policy of Silent Days?
Let's say
that three or four days a month they
run a complete
silent
program.
Surely there are enough fans who
are silent rooters who will appreciate
this break.
not give it to them?

him

screening of "Across the World with Mr. and
Mrs. Martin Johnson" the explorers next release for Talking
Picture Epics, was recently held at the Geo. M. Cohan, N. Y.
Jewish Theatrical Guild of America will hold their next
open meeting Sunday afternoon at the Bijou. There will be a
special Chanukah service conducted by Dr. B. A. Tintner, Chapprivate

of

performance may harm attendances in some localities, but, on

THAT'S

with

Quinn Martin in "The
Sunday World," New York
*

-AND

™ MANY

HAPPY RETURNS
United Picture Theater, Inc. stock
o be sold at $350 a share.

wishes and congratulations are extended by
Best

THE

*

FILM DAILY

to the following members of the industry,
who today are celebrating their
birthday.

Edward

L. Klein

Maria Alba

John Bowers
Edward Meagher

*

*

Film Exchange Building Committee plans exchange building for New
York.
*

Bodil Rosing

Sam Coslow

*

*

Loew dickering for Des Moines
Alhambra, now under construction.
*

*

*

Lynch-Hulsey continues Dallas expansion; circuit

now

has 35 houses.

WARNER

BROS.

THE

SONG
OF

HIT

HITS

"THE DAY

YOU
IN

FALL

LOVE

Sung by

LUPE VELEZ
Published by

M.

WITMARK & SONS

//

New

in the

Year with

WtVEtf*

Opening Attraction

Selected as the

for

Warner Bros.

BEACON THEATRE
NEW YORK
A

Gorgeous Vitaphone Picturization of
WILLARD MACK'S famous stage play.
oAdapted by

HARVEY THEW

With

and

GORDON RIGBY

a distinguished cast including

WARNER
GRANT WITHERS GASTON GLASS
H. B.

•

RIN TIN TIN

•

TULLY MARSHALL

'Directed by

GEORGE FITZMAURICE

/g;

x> 1950

omance

A

MERRY CHRISTMAS AND

Btill lives

A

HAPPY NEW

YEAR TO YOU

was

here

the olden days
this

holiday

when Knighthood was

season

Crusader, defender of
clad in shining armor,

Jerusalem.

pany of

astride a

Leading toward

Land.

ancient

its

much romance
peaks,

in

goes through

The

today.

descends
fire

those

into

Eight

days,

newsreel

volcanos,

mighty

centuries

war-steed pawing

knights, squires, men-at-arms

There was romance

icy

Holy

the

in

Consider in

flower.

in

Knight-Templar,

magnificent

the

romance

walls his

ago,

the earth of

doughty com-

....

yes

— but

there

is

just

as

camera-man clambers up
perches

on airplane wings,

and flood that your patrons may be kept

in-

formed of world events.

Pathe Sound News, mightiest newsreel
is

proof that romance

still

institution

of them

all,

lives.

ThA>mxkxo&
EDITED BY TERRY RAMSAYE AND RAY

L.

HALL
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COLUMBIA INCOME LIKELY

TO REACH $9 PER SHARE

Warners

New Beacon

Friday,

Theater

December

27,

1929

PUBLIX BUYS 15 HOUSES

Ultimate in Artistic Atmosphere

SHENANDOAH

Before a smart crowd that filled mosphere with the cozy and homeIN
VALLEY
3,000 luxurious seats and over- like comfort of a private mansion.
Many exclamations of wonder greet(Continued from Page 1)
flowed into the florid foyers and
ed the rich furnishings, soft carpets,
chase
price
was not mentioned, it is
ante-room, the new Beacon was for- beautiful murals, attractive olio curunderstood
to
involve about $2,000,mally presented on Christmas Eve. tain, divan seats in the smoking bal000 for the 15 theaters in the deal.'
cony,
proscenium
art
impreswork,
by Warner Bros, to the neighborPublix has been dickering for this
hood of Broadway and 74th St. Ben sive Byzantine and Moorish decora- chain since the early part of Octotive scheme and other delights of
ber, when the report was current that
Bernie was master of ceremonies for modern
theater art.
the company was seeking nine houses
the occasion and John A. Harris,
A
"call-o-phone," affording
the

{Continued from Page

1)

pany's second quarter to end Dec. 31
will show a much larger increase over
The
the previous three months.
company's fiscal year ends around
June 30 and based on earnings thus
far enjoyed by the company, it now
is anticipated that the net profit for
the year more likely will aggregate
$9 a share.

RCAPH0T0PH0NET0H0LD
CLASSES

PROJECTION

IN

{Continued from Page

projectionists

have

in

With about
the territory,

1)

local

territory

good working
Photophone equipment.

acquired

knowledge of

the
a

1,500 projectionists in
classes are formed in

groups of 12 and each operator attends one session a week. It is expected that arrangements will be

made
other

to

create

similar

schools

in

cities.

Baltimore's Oldest Wired
Baltimore The Ford, the oldest
legitimate house here, now under
Erlanger control, has been wired.

—

$10,000

With the closing of
communication between all parts of
the deal Weinburg, it is claimed, still
building,
the
is
one
the
house
of
feamade the brief dedicatory speech.
retains an interest in the corporation
tures, which also include a magnosand will remain as general manager.
Stuart Barrie, noted organist from
copic screen, stage and equipment
Among houses acquired by Publix
Mastbaum, Philadelphia, was for legitimate shows and acoustics
the
are:
president

Broadway

the

of

of

Ass'n,

Liberty, Bedford,, Masonic, Clifbrought over to play the $50,000 con- that are said to be unsurpassed. The
sole
for
invitation
opening. premiere audience was pleasantly di- ton Forge; New Virginia, Harrisonthe
Monte Blue and Lupe Velez in verted by the intriguing effects pro- burg; Lyric and New, Lexington;
"Tiger Rose" headed the screen bill. duced with the contour curtain, of New and Strand, Staunton; and Colonial. Capitol and Win at WinchesThough it was Christmas Eve. which there are only two in this coun- ter, Va.
clamoring mob all try, the other being in George
there was a
around the front of the theater by White's "Scandals."
Special attentime the doors were ready tion has been given to the selection Sydney Distributors Hit
the
8:15.
to
open
at
Up to 6 and training of the service staff,
Cut in Duty Fails
o'clock that evening the exterior which directed the opening crowd
(Continued from Page 1)
was still boarded from view, and for with expeditious courtesy. Charles
the preceding five days Hsrrv Char- G. Garfiejd is manager of the house tralia with six prints, but with the adnas, managing director oi Warner and Louise M. Roesch will be the vent of talkers he now needs six or
Metropolitan Theaters, and his as- regular organist.
seven sound prints in addition to
sistant, Arnold Van Laer, worked
Among those present at the open- his silent allotment of three. A duty
day and night with practically no ing were Harry M. Warner, Major of $375 is levied on each silent print
sleep in order to direct the comple- Albert Warner. Henry King, Sam of 6,000 feet, and his present figure
tion of the work in time.
Morris, Ned Depinet, Al Lichtman, is expected to be cut to two. There
Resembling the Roxy, except in Harry L. Charnas, Judge S. D. Levy, is a probability that a retrenchment
move will take place in the various
size, the Beacon combines the ulti- Harry Charnas, Arnold Van Lear, A.
staffs of distributors, as a result.
mate in lavishness and artistic at- P. Waxman and others.

When

REGARDING THE YEAR
Filrndotn's

the chain.

Annual Recognized Reference Work—Now

in

BOOK

Preparation— Out in January

NUMBER

Year Book Topics

SOUND

1.

topped only by the advent of sound, alone, easily

3.

CONTENTS
RESEARCH

stands out as one of the industry's monumental stepping

4.

READERS

to

SATISFY THE PUBLIC.

5.

STATISTICS

its

bow

6.

PRODUCTION

HOW

the industry dug itself out of the interchangeability

issue,

stones in

its

march
field makes

glorious

The sound

picture

brilliantly

described

in

THE

1930

as an important chapter,

FILM DAILY YEAR

2.

8.

DISTRIBUTION
EXHIBITION

9.

SOUND FIELD

7.

BOOK.
as

:

HISTORY

Unlimited in scope and comprehensively tackling problems
a technical description of the various sound devices now on

10.

EXPLOIT-O-GRAMS

11.

SOUND THEATERS

complete technical information from manufacturers a complete and
informative list of wired houses in the United States and a

12.

FILM DAILY

13.

greater wealth of

14.

FINANCIAL
ORGANIZATIONS
THEATER CHAINS

15.

TEN BEST

16.

FOREIGN MARKETS

the market

;

their adaptability to other

sound apparatuses

;

;

complete buying guide, thus making the 1930

YEAR BOOK

an industry's necessity.
sound picture material ever assembled as
Cloth Bound
Over 1100 Pages

DAILY YEAR BOOK.

No
in

THE

1930

FILM

:

THE
Friday,

December

27,

DAILY TIPS WHICH

3W?k

DAILV
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Arbitration Decision Handed
Down by Patterson Outlined

MEAN DOLLARS FOR SHOWMEN

lective

This
"Desert Nights"

"Redskin"
(Paramount)

(M-G-M)
Instead of tagging on the rear end
of a parade with a bannered truck,
had an auto float in a parade that
not only headed the procession but
copped first prize. The float was an
open sports roadster beautifully decorated with two attractive girls on
The tires on each front
the seat.
fender were covered with tire covers
carrying copy, "All next week John
Gilbert— Desert Nights— State."— W.
F. Brock, State. Chattanooga.

—

"The Doctor's Secret"
(Paramount)

New
mailed from
York City to patrons of the theater
whose names comprise a select mailThe addressed envelopes
ing list.
Had

letters

were sent to New York from Winnipeg where they were placed in the
mail in order to get away from the
Winnipeg postmark and to add to

was

a reference to the picture

the fourth instalment of the

is

handed

decision

down

by

Judge

Frank F. Patterson of Common Plea
Small Indian tent made by an InCourt, Pittsburgh, declaring the ardian was placed in the lobby one
bitration
clause in the standard ex
week in advance of picture and later
moved out front during run. A small hibition contract as illegal and incard on the tent gave a brief descrip- valid, upholding a decision previously
tion of who made the tent as well as
rendered by Judge Thacher in New
mentioning title of picture. The ballyYork.
hoo was an Indian dressed in the regalia of his tribe riding a horse about

town; the horse being bannered on
Small belts tied on the
sides.

both

saddle plus a real Indian served to
give the stunt more than passing interest.
The Indian also walked the
streets at various times with a sign
on his back advertising the attraction.
H. C. Farley, Empire, Mont-

—

As
action

to the question
of
defendants

whether

or

constitutes

a

not tin
blacn

the
arbitration
clause,
a^
ed in the contract, has no such effect
But we are equally well convinced that ii.
it
the defendants have joined in
doing that which the law cannot permit.
of

mg

agreeing
among themselves and
other distributors in refusing to perform their valid contracts with exhibitors
without cash security.
deem it enly

:

We

"While the Citv Sleeps"

may

of

passed out along principal streets of

proper that
be circulated

arbitration list in ustdistributors oi pictures,
that
credit
conditions may
ib
be
served and the associated distributors may
properly notify each other of impairment of
credit by failure to meet obligations or overdue accounts on the part of any exhibitor.
But that tlr is information, by agreement
among the distributors, shall automatically
operate to cancel existing contracts without
extra-contractual cash security, or be otherwise used to coerce exhibitors into forthwith settlement of disputes, we deem to be
abhorrent to fair dealing.
The practice that
has prevailed is such that an exhibitor
whose name appears on the arbitration list
may be summarily compelled to quit business,
whatever his investment, unless he
shall purge the list of his name by payment or giving cash security to distributors
with whom his credit is otherwise perfectly
good.
would not restrain the listing of
contentious exhibitors, but we must restrain
the defendants from giving such listing the
effect that distributors have agreed among
tirely

(M-G-M)

the

among

Twenty large printed
under the heading of "An Amazing the town.
Confession."— W. F. Davis, Metro- cards, reading: "Breaking the Law
politan, Winnipeg.
'While the City Sleeps' Will Put You
Behind Prison Bars" were placed in
"The Duke Steps Out"
prominent spots in the business sec(M-G-M)
Rialto, Boone, la.
tion.
Theater doorman who is very well
silk
high
known in Greenville, wore a
"Wild Party"
We
striped
coat,
Albert
Prince
hat,
(Paramount)
This
cane.
a
trousers and carried
Started search for the Miami girl
"duke" rode in a Pontiac sport road- who most nearly approached the "It"
ster driven by a beautiful Greenville qualifications as defined by Elinor themselves it shall be given in disregard of
On the rumble seat sat one Glyn, the novelist. Any girl between the optional language of the contract.
girl.
We distinguish this case from United
of the ushers in his uniform holding the ages of 17 and 25 were eligible;
States v. Fur Dyers Asso., S Fed. (2nd)
a two-way sign reading "The Duke the girls being judged on personal- 869. Nothing in that case indicates interSteps Out."— Willis B. Grist, Jr., ity, temperament and graciousness, ference with existing contracts nor did defendants have so nearly a complete monopCarolina, Greenville, S. C.
as well as on beauty and grace of fig- oly as these.
Eliminations were
ure and features.
Having reached the foregoing conclusion
"The Letter"
run off on Wed., Thurs., and Fri. upon the theory that the arbitration clause
(Paramount)
the finals taking place of the contract between the plaintiffs and
Postmaster permitted Manager C. nights with
defendants is an unreasonable and illegal reSat. night— the last day of picture.
three
mail
to
Rialto
the
of
straint at common law, we do not deem
F. Shire
Miami,
Olympia,
McKay,
J.
H.
directthe other question raised by counsel needhuge-size letters. These were
ful
of determination.
We may say, howFla.
ed to the governor, mayor and chanever, that we agree with defendants' cona
to
invitation
cellor and bore an
tention that we are without jurisdiction to
"Wolf of Wall Street"
Sherman
enjoin the defendants under
the
private screening. The governor per(Paramount)
Anti-Trust Act of July 2, 1890, as amended
mitted photographers to shoot a few-

—

—

pictures of his receiving the special
letter and these shots later found
their way into newspapers that not
local and state interest
but" helped to publicize the picture
Chas. F. Shire, Publix Rialto, Lin-

only

made

coln,

Neb.

—

"Our Dancing Daughters"

(M-G-M)

One still of Anita Page and Johnny
Mack Brown was made up in a large

in advance, full-page ad
the Sunday edition with 12
participating.
firms
representative
The spaces appeared blank allowing contestants to qualify for a prize
by filling in one or as many of the
The rules required
ads they chose.
that it was necessary to write the ad
around the subject suggested in the
One could write one or
headlines.
as many ads as they cared to. How-

One week

broke

in

—

ever, only

one prize was awarded

to
stated.

card with copv for "Cadet" hosiery. a contestant. The rules also
The copy read: "The Favorite of "Go to the advertisers for help, they
Film Folks." "Anita Page wearing will be glad to give you any informawill
Cadet Hose in 'Our Dancing Daugh- tion you may need. This paee
next
ads
winning
with
again,
Simappear
now."
theater,
ters,' Coronado
If you do not win a prize
ilar sized cards were made with a still Sunday.
an
ad which is used in the
have
Capbut
cigarettes.
Camel
ind
of Brown
will be given a free
issue
you
walk
next
tion was made "I don't have to
This was ticket to the Ritz theater to see
a mile for my Camels."
Robert Talcarried in the United Cigar Store "Wolf of Wall Street."—

windows.

— Coronado,

Rockford,

111.

bert, Ritz,

Columbia,

S.

C.

precautions against debtors
S
ry 3nd justifiable

f

bar E ainin B

"

rf?.£fh ,
distributors

which

Th er e

in

ceases

«
com Petition

•

,s

,

the

solicitation

only

when

an

is

often

collective

among

the
business
exhibitor %'of

pears on their arbitration
list.
It is readily
conceivable that some such
stabilizing
„fluence as the Film Boards
of

Trade is esmaintain
intercourse
between
and exhibitor, and on the whole
dus 0P era " di adopted has
tended
to
rnTin™,
tegrity
f
the
Trade
°
Bnf because ""?
of
the
power and
•.
I 1
u
authority
they
wield,
the distributor must
iSe
S
char,,y
use
;t
fairly
'1
and no
allow

sential
to
distributor

F"™

T:

''l!

'

such a potential source of
illegal
oppression to be diverted to
coercive trade
measures.
Inadvertently it may have
been?
but nevertheless the adoption
of the arbitr a :
t.on clause m the uniform
contract was such
eSS
We are P one to ,he option too
fh",w.;
i-,
D
J
that
the Film
Boards
of Trade have, by the
adoption of rules such as that
making it
''

non

with

gomery, Ala.

Envelopes were distributed. Each
them bore the following message:
The following "Reasons for No t Attending the
the air of mystery.
appeared on the outside of the en- Rialto Theater to see 'While the City
Inside was a silp reading:
velope: "Do not open this unless you Sleeps.' "
have at least two witnesses." On the "There are no reasons." These were
inside

11

by the Clayton Act of
General Investment Co.

October 15, 1914:
Ry. Co., 260 U.

v.

S. 261.

We

do not pass upon the Compulsory
Arbitration Act of April 25, 1927, P. L. 381,
because the contract by its terms is to be
construed under the laws of the State of New
York and the Pennsylvania statute is im•

material.

The situation before us is an unpreceThe moving picture trade indented one.
The Moving Picture
volved is sui generis.
Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.,
in which these defendants hold membership,
is
an industrial association of great power.
controlling
the
Co-ordinating
with
and
Film Boards of Trade throughout the country,
as it obviously does, according to the
testimony of Miss Littell and the deposition of Mr. Pettijohn, and holding an exclusive grasp on practically the whole of
fi'm production it has the exhibitor at its
mercy. Heading the testimony before us, with
exhibits and depositions, we
find no evidence of' abuse, save in the arbitration clause of the uniform contract.
cannot discern that it has been otherwise
Coloppressive in its credit regulations.
its

numerous

We

mandatory on their members
to
suspend
when the contracts make it optional
may be open to the charge of lack of
frankness.
It should be kept in
mind by the
service

distributors at all times that
the justification of so strong a construction
as that they

have formed can only be its
necessity in the
interest of all engaged in
the same trade.
v\ lien it becomes
oppressive to the legal rights
of others engaged in the
same trade, its justification

ceases.

We

canot, however, concur in defendants'
contention that the plaintiffs, having
paid the
arbitration award, the isue is a moot
question.
The prayer of the bill in effect is to
have the court declare the arbitration
clause
of the contract between the
parties unlawful.
I hat
the
United Artists Corporation has
been paid and the reason under the contract
of the parties for suspension of
service and
cancellation has thus been eliminated does
not decide the right to suspend or cancel
upon which we are now asked to pass, and
that is the paramount issue.

While we are of opinion that the arbitration clause
involved in this case is in
violation of the common law rights of
defendants (and as well the anti-trust acts of
Congress though this is mere obiter), yet
from the record before us, we deem it fair to
say that trade conditions of the moving picture business are so unique and unparalleled that a modified construction
of
legal
tenets
sometimes demanded
by
changing
modern conditions might well be invoked in
behalf of the industry.
Of course, such
modification may not be permitted to prejudice the legal rights of an individual.
In a bill filed by the United States of
America against the Paramount Famous
Lasky Corporation, et al., in the United
States District Court for the Southern District of New York, under the Sherman AntiTmst Act of July 2nd, 1890, while the
same question was not involved, yet the comment of the Trial Judge upon unreasonable
restraint under the contract here involved is
of interest.
He said
"Tn fairness it
restraint imposed

cannot

be said that the
these exhibitors is
voluntary because they accept and agree to
be bound by the contracts.
They can have
none other, because the defendants have
agreed that they shan't; and unless some
thing more than the mere aceptance of all they
can get is shown they must be said to have
acted under an involuntary restraint, imposed and continued by the defendants to
the end that the contracts shall be signed
and their terms obeyed. That such coercive
restraint upon the commercial freedom of an
exhibitor who was neither represented nor
consulted with reference to the agreement
to adopt the standard form of contract is

upon

undue and unreasonable both
and under the Sherman Act,

at
I

Common Law

cannot doubt.
Gains resulting from such restraints to the
industry as a whole do not in the eyes of

the
the

and

Statute, justify the vicarious sacrifice of
individual, even for the sake of bigger
better business."

Further instalments of the Patterson decision will appear in subsequent
issues
FILM
of

THE

DAILY.

XOTICE TO THE TRADE
Concerning

Spoor-Thompson Developing Machines
By a decision of Judge Caffey in the United States District Court, handed down
December

an action instituted by Bennett Film Laboratories, a subsidiary of Consolidated Film Industries, Inc., against the Spoor-Thompson
Machine Co., the manufacturer, delivery, sale and lease of film developing
machines to Paramount Famous Lasky Corporation and H. E. R. Laboratories, Inc., and others, by the Spoor-Thompson Machine Co. is enjoined,
pending

23rd, in

final

determination of the action.

Bennett Film Laboratories instituted suit against Spoor-

Laboratories, Inc., without the consent of Bennett Film

Thompson Machine

Laboratories, and the action was brought to enjoin Spoor-

Co., to enforce a contract

which pro-

vided that Bennett Film Laboratories should have the
exclusive right to

manufacture film developing machines,

under patents held in the name of Spoor- Thompson

Machine

Co.,

Thompson Machine Co. from proceeding with
facture,

Famous Lasky Corporation and H.

and which further provided that neither
Inc.,

Spoor- Thompson Machine Co. nor Bennett Film Labora-

any ma-

tories could sell, lease or otherwise dispose of

chines covered by said patents, without the consent of
the other party.

of the terms of

The complaint alleged, that in violation
this contract, Spoor-Thompson Machine

delivery and lease of machines to

and any other

tories

parties.

made a motion

the

manu-

Paramount

E. R. Laboratories,

The Bennett Film Labora-

enjoin the Spoor-Thompson

to

Machine Co. from continuing with the manufacture,
livery

mount

and lease of film developing machines

Famous

Lasky

Corporation

and

H.

de-

to Para-

E.

R.

Co. manufactured and leased film developing machines to

Laboratories, Inc., and any other parties, pending final

Paramount Famous Lasky Corporation and H. E. R.

determination of the action.

In the opinion of District Judge Francis G. Caffey, granting the motion of
Bennett Film Laboratories, the Court said in part:
(a)

"The inherent

probabilities deducible from the
undisputed facts tend to support the contention
of the plaintiff that it has never, in accordance
with the terms of the contract, accepted or approved either the Paramount lease or the H.

E. R. leases.
(b)

The course

(c)

The documents

conduct of both parties

consistent with, and largely sustains the insistence
of plaintiff that it has not accepted or approved
said lease.
of

is

corroborate the plaintiff upon
the material issue concerning which recollections so sharply differ."

Bennett Film Laboratories, inc.
6363 Santa Monica Boulevard

Hollywood, Cal.
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The Same Old Sincere Wish to Our Same Old
Friends and Many New Ones All Over the World
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HAS SOLD

AROUND THE
.WORLD

JllST as Pacent has achieved an outstanding success in the United States, with over

800

now

completed, so Pacent
Reproducer Systems are winning exhibitor
acceptance around the world. In practically
installations

every civilized country, one exhibitor is telling another of Pacent quality. No wonder
Pacent is going over big in foreign lands!
Argentine, England, Brazil, France, Germany,

Uruguay, Norway, Sweden,
Denmark, Mexico, Japan, New Zealand,
Italy, Australia,

China.

In

many

these and

other foreign

lands Pacent performance is winning
tremendous exhibitor response.

Dozens of manufacturers of sound equipment, large and small, are hot in search of
business abroad. It is worthy of note that
the sale of Pacent equipment in foreign
countries has tripled in the last three months!
500 seats Type 500 DDA,
$1,500; Type 500 FDA, Synchronous
and Sound on Film, $2,500.

Junior Models for houses up to

Synchronous
Disc

:

Disc,

COMBINED DISC AND FILM TRACK FOR LARGER HOUSES
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for houses up to
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-
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Say Theater Expansion Restriction

Impractical

is

URGE SEPARATE ARBITRATION AGREEMENT
21 Pictures Set on First National's 1930 List
10 Release Dates Ready
Additional Productions
Will Swell List

al

Twenty-one productions are sched
uletl, with others to be added to the
list
later, on the 1930 program of
First

National.

Release dates hav

been definitely set on 10 of the pictures, all included in the 1929-30 sales
year, while most of the remaining
productions belong to the subsequent
fiscal season.
The lineup of 21 al(Continued or. Page 10)

—

Boston Nathan Yamins of Fall
River, Mass., has been elected president of the New England M. P. T. O.

arbitration" to
ference when

Other officers named were: J. Charbonneau of Manchester, N. H., vicepresident; William Viano of Lexington, second vice-president; William
McLaughlin of Stoneham, treasurer;

Buffalo

— Suit

for

approximate^
by Lock Citv

brought
Theaters, Inc., of Lockport, against
the Lockport Operating Corp., an
Paramount, has been dismissed b

$1,000,000,

The plaintiff al
Justice Hinkley.
leged monopoly of its business an
that it was forced into an unfair busi
ness lease of its theater property.

T. A.

BUNOOW

stood negotiating for the Elephant
and Castle theater, of which C. B.
Cochran is chairman. It is said that
organization
the
of
stockholders
which controls the theater are soon
to receive a report of negotiations
that have taken place.

Move

HEADS

—

Minneapolis T. A. Burke, manager of the United Artists Northwest
branch, has been elected president oi

Board of
Minneapolis Film
Trade, succeeding M. A. Levy, Fox
branch manager. W. H. Workman
of M-G-M, was chosen vice-president, succeeding J. H. Mclntyre, of
The new executive board
Pathe.
the

consists of M. J. Frisch,
Goldhammer, of
L.
E.

J.

John Maxwell in Deal
for Two London Theaters

—

of

RKO;

Warners;

Workman.

B. Dugger Is Elected
Dallas Board President

Dallas— J. B. Dugger, Paramount
branch manager here, has been
elected president of the Dallas Film
Board of Trade to fill the unexpired
term of P. K. Johnston, who re(Continued on Page 2)

W.

con-

Kent,

who

is

sions.

Now

Total 27

—

of
installation
the
Paris With
Western Electric at the Palai:
Rochechouart, here, the company
now has 17 devices in this city. In
the whole of France there are now

now

the past two years district manager
of Netoco, has been appointed supervisor of the Community, No. Attleboro; Marlboro, Marbloro; Criterion,
{Continued on Page 2)

See Such

joint

conference held in

New York

on the subject of solving industrj
problems.
The following reasons are listed

in

(Continued on Page 3)

Interesting Headline

—

Which

ARTHUR

W.

Tells Story

of Theater

EDDY

approval of the existent credit committee system, through
headthe medium of Federal Judge Thomas Thacher, was an interesting
Federal
the
for
setback
constitutes
a
decree
This
line of the past week.
Government as it dismisses its case against the Hays office, various <dis-

JUDICIAL

(Contin'ied

on Page

10)

TO EXCHANGE GOOD WILL
"Every exhibitor should study his
thoroughly, enhance his
good will in every way possible, become a good neighbor with all that
implies, and organize," urges Allied
situation

States Ass'n in a bulletin issued Friday.
In part the statement fo1 ~"-?:
"Much as we would like to join the
(Continued on Page 3)
1

"Regulation or restriction of theater building or expansion is impractical," says a statement issued Friday in behalf of the affiliated theaters group represented at the recent

Government Setback View Restriction
Expansion As Impractical
By

that

ALLIED URGES EXHIBS

Approves the Credit System
Okay An

made

(Continued on Page 3)

Supervisor
McNamara
of Four Netoco Theaters
Boston—James W. McNamara, for

27 installations.

of

is

is

'

Federal Judge

Recommendation

time of the signing of the exhibition contract, a separate agreement be entered into "calling for arbitration of the disputed terms of
contract."
Suggestion is furthe

at the

as Restraint o^Trade

E. Installations in

France

joint

it

abroad, will probably return before the conference resumes.

Affiliated Theaters

MINNEAPOLIS FILM BOARD

Levy, Burke and

ference.

London John Maxwell of Associated British Cinema, Ltd. is under-

the

"Arbitration in any specific instance must be by mutual consent,"
declares a statement issued Friday in
which the M. P. T. O. A. sets forth
its opinions on the joint conference
which temporarily has suspended ses-

resumes late
next month, probably at French
Lick. This was indicated yesterday by Felix F. Feist, acting
chairman of the conference,
when announcement was made
of a letter he has sent to Sidney
R. Kent, chairman of the con-

Mass., secretary.

T

Sales managers of all nationdistributing companies will

submit their suggestions concerning a standard exhibition
contract and a "formula for

OF N.E. EXHIBITOR ASS'N

Ernest E. Horstmann of Wakefield,

JUDGE ENDS $1,000,000

M.P.T.O.A. Confab Report
Sees Need of Revising
Present System

Sales Chiefs to Aid

ELECT YAMINS PRESIDENT

LAB TO PRiNT200,000,000
FEET FOR

T

ANNUALLY

Industries,
Film
Consolidated
under the deal just closed whereby
the company acquires the Universal
laboratory at Fort Lee, N. J., and
takes over all Universale printing
for 10 years, will handle nearly 200,-

000,000 feet of film per year for the
(Continued on

Page 2)

Move to Kill Amusement
Tax is Now Under Way
London

— Intensive

correspondence

the Committee of the Entertainment Tax
Abolition League and the Chancellor
of the Exchequer in a move to end
The Enterthe entertainment tax.

is

now going on between

(Continued on

Page 2)

—
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Eastman Films

% J. E.

Brulatour, Inc.

it

g
8
J.J

statement, in part, said: "Universal's growing business has called
for a greater number of prints than
in the past and demanded a consequent increase in its laboratory faUniversal decided to abancilities.
don its plans for expanding its own
laboratory facilities and entered into
negotiations for this contract which

was consummated Thursday.

PAGE

POINTED HEELS
SALLY
THE VIRGINIAN

9

Set Felix Cartoons
Screen Classics Exchange has acquired the rights to 12 Felix the Cat
cartoons by Pat Sullivan.
This is
a new series synchronized with on
film and disc.
Two are ready fo
booking now.

UBIECTS
.

q

ij

Chicago

Hollywood

{•*

1727 Indiana Ave.

6700 Santa Monica

K

CAlumet 2691

HOllywood 4121

ing 15 houses, to Publix,

W. E. for Rochester Victoria
Rochester, N. Y.— The Victoria rn
ilosed down in order to permit in
stallation of sound equipment. Samuel Tandler is proprietor and ha.*

was made Western

Friday by Lou Metzger, Universal
general manager. Negotiations ended
about 10 days ago, he said. A Richmond dispatch, quoting Isaac Wein
burg, said the deal had been con

in

management of the Strand
*he
Walsh is understood to have beer
nromoted by Publix to another pos*
in

B. Dugger

by Louis
Newark, N. J.
led

Shows Films and Vaudeville
Baltimore
The Palace, former
burlesque house, recently opened for
a short period with a combined program of pictures and vaudeville.

—

WE!

Elected

is

can contract with

Gilbert,

formerly

of

to

furnish

the

box office
management.
only

all picture producers
material they need
authors under our

ANDY WRIGHT,
1560 B'way

New York

INC.

Bryant 2361
Cable: Wrightbook— N.Y.

BROOKS
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Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE
Stebbins,

Leterman
& Gates
INCORPORATED

the southern district.

Carl Sherred in Altoona
Carl B. Sherred
Altoona, Pa.
manager of the Mishler here.

—

is

in.

Let Us Solve Your Problems

1540

»"

Electric going

summated.

McNamara

Blvd.

fc{KKffi-2!-2KKMM ,.V.,,.".".»fl».".".M.M.».»>'i

Denial Universal has sold Shenandoah Valley Theaters Corp., embrac-

RKO

Hamilton Back

1)

Tax

Managers' Ass'n.

atrical

—

(Continued from Page 1)
Roxbury, and the new Colonial in
Natick, for the company. McNamara,
for a number of years, has been in
charge of the Netoco Rivoli, Jamaica,
Rialto and Dudley theaters.

City.

8

THE ROYAL BOX
TIGER ROSE

This J.

Four Netoco Theaters

Fox Athletic
Commodore, New

frolic of

Abolition League represents the Society of West End
Managers, The C.F.A., Entertainments Protective Ass'n and The-

Board

of

Fourth annual
Club,
Hotel

(Continued from Page

will
Consolidated
with
contract
Dallas
President
place practically unlimited laboratory
(Continued from Page 1)
and the most up-to-date
facilities
equipment for handling sound at the cently left Fox to go into the the
immediate disposal of Universal so ater operation end with Publix
that not only half its present but its Dugger will officiate until next Sep
future needs will be cared for without tember.
any interruption in service.
In addition to the laboratory, ConHenry Sommers in Boston
solidated also has acquired several
Boston Henry Sommers has joinof
modern buildings and five acres
ed the publicity department of the
land.
theaters here. He comes from
Greenwich, Conn., where he manis Supervisor
aged the Pickwick, now being hand-

Yonkers
Yonkers, N. Y.— A. E. Hamilton
1 pioneer exhibitor, is back in Yonkers
ns successor to George C. Walsh ir
».*

{•;

Univer

The

300

•••

1)

said

sal Friday.

2,900

8>.••.•.•..•..**>•.••.*..••>>•.«.*>>>*>.**>.*
.V
M
New York
Long Island City
1540
Broadway
154 Crescent St. ft
K

organization,

25

tainment

.

(Continued from Page
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4736-4737-4738-4739. Cable address: Filmday,
Ralph
New York. Hollywood, California
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
London Ernest W. Fredman, The
6607.
W.
Wardour
St.,
Renter, 89-91
Film
Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
Berlin
I
Harle,
A.
Paris—
P.
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la
Cour-des-Noues, 19.

Opening of "Blaze O'Glory" at the
Geo. M. Cohan, New York City.
Opening of "No, No. Nanette" at
Mark Strand, New York City.
AMPA Luncheon at the Paramount
Hotel, New York City.
Warner Coast studio to resume ac-
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URGE ARBITRATION ON

M.P.T.O.A. and Allied Proposals
for Solving Industry's Problems

SEPARATE AGREEMENT
ontinued from Page 1)

i
I

M.

made

that "the rules for the conduct of the arbitration court be an
integral part of the arbitration agreement."
thcr

and we here declare

Organization
favor the creation of such
an organization or the merging
of the present organizations upon
such terms and with such understandings as shall be mutually
agreeable and suited to the best

thai

interests of

all

concerned

we

Due

grant, and we believe thai
for the best interests of

incorporate such changes a.'
may clarify the operation of the
Board and be mutually acceptable to
all branches of the industry.
all

to

urge that committees, rep-

designated officer, shall appoint four members
the organization, and the properly designated officer of the local exhibitor organizaThese
tion shall also appoint four members.
eight names shall be submitted to the interested parties at least seven days prior to
the date scheduled for the hearing.
The parties at interest shall each have the right to
reject any three of the names submitted, such
rejection to be mailed to both the Film Board
of Trade secretary and the secretary of the
local theater owners organization within fortyeight hours of the receipt of such list of

resenting the various interests
involved, be created in the different film zones, to the attention
of whom these matters may be
directed, with a view of establishing by mutual agreement fair
and equitable protection as to
time, locality, distance and char-

event

We

have come to the conclusion that there is no feasible way
in which this can be controlled,
since the parties who combined
themselves to this agreement
would not be the only ones who
can build theaters

other to be stricken off by the proper officer
of the organization to which they belong.
As an alternate plan for the set-up of the
Board, we suggest the appointment by the
properly designated officers of each organization (distributors and exhibitors) of two
men each, with each side having the right
to reject three names.
In the event challenges are made, additional names shall be
submitted to take the place of those re
jected, and the same rejectional rights shall
exist.
If, however, additional challenges are
made, the respective officers of the distributing and exhibitor organizations shall make
additional appointments, and these shall hear
the

other

rules

we

necessary for
are agreeable

of arbitration now
in force has been effective and
proven of inestimable value to
the vast majority of those engaged in the various branches of
we believe that
our business
it would be for the best interests
of all to incorporate such changes
as may clarify the operation of
the board and be mutually acIn view of
ceptable to all
recent developments we are of
the opinion that arbitration in
any specific instance must be by
mutual consent.

method

any way wedded

will

We

We

a.
b.
c.

A

more definite availability clause.
The elimination of all score charges.
The privilege of cancellation of 10%

of the product without the payment of 50%
of the film rentals.
more definite commitment on the part
d.
of the distributor for the delivery of good
prints, realizing that the advent of sound

A

makes

this

imperative.

Charges for shipment of records to an
exhibitor should be computed as based upon
e.

the benefit of

the industry.
Moreover, the contract is
altogether too lengthy to be of
all

in

practical service

A

zoning plan that will define
the protection that can
be given any theater contained in
the area zoned
such a zoning committee, we feel, should
consist of an agreed number of
clearly

distributor

representatives

work with a

like

number

to
of ex-

hibitor representatives

a committee shall be constituted as follows: one member
selected by the local exhibitor
organization, one by the distributor, and the third by these two,
from five arbitrators nominated
by the American Arbitration So-

action.

Many of the
many more

2.

certainly

do

tors

not

present
of

the

exhibitors and
potential exhibi-

belong to any organization and

would not be affected by the proposals.
i.
Expansion programs are rarely advertised in advance of execution and are
frequently impossible to cancel when once a start
is made.
The whole country and each situation in it cannot be canvassed and
charted.

To

4.

restrict

building

in

any

locality

would confine the industry and block development.
Invention and innovation are essential to growth.
Vision and progress and the
right
of the
public to enjoy the benefits
thereof cannot be arbitrated.
We reiterate our statements heretofore expressed that coercive or oppressive methods
of theater acquisition or expansion by anyone, whomsoever, should be and is condemned.
"Fair and intelligent zoning of the various
distributing centers and key cities throughout
the country will solve most of the questions,"
the

report

says,

in reference to the protecDiscussion of the subject has
way for a general solution of
problems" growing of this situation, according to the statement.
Referring to the proposed zoning plant it says "that upon the
failure of various elements in these zones
to solve this problem for themselves a
prop-

problem.
"cleared the
tion

erly constituted committee of all interested
parties can be set up in New York to which
the matters can be referred for solution, appeal or review."

ALLIED URGES EXHIBS

TO EXCHANGE GOOD WILL
(Continued from Page

1)

chorus of the White House butter

Arbitration

the
but

to the existing rules,
consider with an open mind any
additions or deletions that may be advanced.
The exhibition contract is dealt with as
follows; Due to the new developments in our
business, the form of contract in general use
is
now obsolete, and a joint contract committee should be requested to, at as early a date
•s
convenient, draft a new agreement, in
form brief and concise, and in subject matter clear in definition of the rights, obligations and duties of the parties with respect
to all matters.
believe that there are numerous mat
ters requiring consideration, and believe that
matters
should be submitted to the comthese
mittee for their action.
will contribute
our efforts to that end at the proper time,
but at this moment, we want to particularly
point out the following:

not in

and

necessary to redraft the
Standard Exhibition Contract for

1.
We are advised that any attempt on the
part of the various committees here assembled
or anybody else to lay down rules and regulations for the restriction of the building or
acquisition of theaters would be in restraint
of trade and is a subject matter concerning
which the various groups cannot legally take

ciety.

the case.
to

said organization is vested in a
man outside of the motion picture industry.

Theater Expansion

that six names have been
Board shall consist of the two
remaining names; and in the event four have
been rejected four shall sit; if two are re
jected, then six shall sit.
In no event however, shall the Board consist of more than
organization; and in no
three from each
event shall the Board consist of more mem
bers from one side than the other, the additional
names of one organization over the

As

organized along approved
and further provided that
supreme executive authority in
is

lines

acter of theater.

the

conduct of the Board,

same

Protection

of

rejected,

new developments

mittee should be requested to, at
as early a date as convenient,
draft a new agreement

Regarding the setup of the board, the report recommends:
For the hearing of any particular case, the
Film Board of Trade president, or other

names.
In the

to the

in our business, the form of contract in general use is now obsolete and a joint contract com-

would be

it

We

can see no objection to a
single organization provided the

Contract

has not met with unanimous ap

proval,

(Continued from Page 1)

Allied States

We

the method of arbitration now in
(orce has been effective, and proven
of inestimable value to the vast ma
jority of those engaged in the various branches of our business. That
it

AL
explanation of this statement:

Further commenting on arbitration
the statement says: We are inclined
to the view,

P. T. O. A.

SAY THEATER EXPANSION

In order that the system be entirely
voluntary
specific
(a)
agreement to arbitrate should be
included in each contract, to be
signed individually in each case;
or (b) blanket agreement to arbitrate should be signed and filed
with exhibitor organization and
film board. Personnel of board:
for the distributors, any members
of film board to be eligible. For
the exhibitors, a group of 10 exhibitors or theater managers (not
directly or indirectly connected
with distributors) to be named
by the local exhibitor organization as eligible.

boys we must admit that the Hoover brand
of prosperity is not up to the Coolidge standard.
The wiping out of from seven to ten
billions of value, even paper value, can not
be accomplished without a profound effect
on business conditions.
The money is gone
and the plans made in reliance on it are
being cancelled.
"However, the economists tell us that
while many ambitious projects for expansion
have gone by the boards, fundamental conditions are sound, and people will go about
their business in the same old way.
Theater

owners will have to combat any falling off
in patronage by redoubling their efforts to
get patrons

into their houses.

"Remember, you are selling the most
able commodity in the world-recreation.

valuIt .is

not a luxury, but a necessity, and you should
adopt every means for bringing this home
to

your patrons."

Scanlan Managing Lynn Houses
Lynn, Mass. John Joseph Scanlan, recently of Torrington, Conn., is

—

Moves

New

Orleans
Since' enlargement of his
territory which now extends as fatwest as Arizona and New Mexico.
William K. Jenkins^ divisional direcJenkins
Atlanta

tor

of

moved

New

to

—

real

estate

for

Publix,

home and headquarters

has
to

Orleans.

distance from film center serving the film,
and excess charge over this amount should
be borne by distributor.
If a work sheet is used to promote
f.
the sale of a contract, it shall be signed and
will, thereafter be considered as a part of
the contract.

Hopedale, O., House Reopened
Hopedale, O. William J. Wanen
macher has purchased the String-

—

now

managing

the

Waldorf

and

Strand here for Warner Bros.

Hester Heads Danville Houses
closed for the past two years.
He
Danville, Va. J. C. Hester has
has installed Fettitone, sound-on-dis
been placed in charge of the properreproducer, and opened the house a
Wanenmacher also ha ties of the Danville Theaters, Inc.,
the Capitol.
succeeding Leo P. Garner, who has
the Capitol in Harrisburg.
returned to his home in New York.

—

New Texas Opens
Rittman, O., House Sold
Rittman, O. A. Goffinet, for IS
San Angelo, Tex. The new Texas
has opened here and is said to be the years proprietor and manager of the

—

—

West Texas. H. B. Robb, Goffinet, has sold the house to R. L.
Ed. Rowley and John Jones are op- Carmichael, of Barberton, who h»s
renamed it the Pastime.
erating the house.
largest in
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IN
THE
PRODUCTION
EAST
WHAT
NEW YORK
WHO AND
WHAT'S

WHO'S

COMEDY FIRMS
FILMS HERE
Conspicuous among the musical
comedy producing organizations now
definitely

the

in

picture

field

are

Schwab and Mandel and Aarons anc
Freedly, both of which are tied up

The former have,
with Paramount.
already made several shorts at the
L. 1. studio as preparation for feaA. A
ture production later on.
Aarons of the latter firm spends prac
tically all his time at the same studio
getting a line on film producing
He is planning to make
methods.
screen productions of his most popu
lar musical successes including "Funny Face," "Heads Up" and others.
Schwab and Mandel has a long
hits

of

list

to

their

credit,

notabl.

E. Green, originally slated as direcis confined to the Los Angele
hospital following a serious opera

GREATER

STUDIOS

PATHE

Short Shots from
New York Studios
By

RENE

CARON,

HARRY

female imperson-

back from a tour of the
and intends to make a
talkie:
According to his press agent,
Rene had no sooner parked "his" hips
in
these United Straits than the
American Sound Recording studios
pleaded nay. demanded, that he record his soprano for posterity.
The
event takes place next week.
ator, is

Continent

was

nature of a pleasant
IT
surprise to discover that Harold
Levey, director of music at the Warin the

Vitaphone studio, is the composer of such favorite songs as
"Once Upon a Time" and "Goodbye. Goodbye." The latter was sung
by Mitzi in "The Magic Ring," the
ner

which was written
Other successes to

entire score of

Mr.

Levy.

"Lady

Billy,"

"The

b\
his

Cling-

ing Vine" and "Lovely Lady."

tures

clever exploiter, is credited
with a swell publicity stunt for
"The Broadway Limited" that had
Long Island commuters in a high
state of excitement late Friday afternoon.
The stunt consisted of an
"accidental" collision of a Chink
fight dur-

ing which the Chink's laundry was
scattered.
The laundry turned out
to be paper with advertising heralds
attached.

"The Bubble Party," written by
John Hobble for the latest Lamb's
Gambol, has been bought by Ruth
Selwyn for her forthcoming "9.15 Revue."
Hobble also wrote the screen
version of "Dead or Alive," now

In order that Rodolfo Hoyos, baintone, might arrive in Washington
in time to sing at the reception
given by President Hoover to PresiOrtiz Rubio
started

Murray Roth

of

Eastern short subject production
of Pathe has resumed at the
Radio-Victor Gramercy studio.

Tom Hogan was

Mexico,

was pulling out

When

twelve

of the station.

year

the

first

directo:

start off with several short subjects for the Pathe Audio Review

to

Walter Brooks is now completing
"The Beauty Spot," a musical two
reel comedy with George LeMair
set to follow with "How's the Bride,"
another two reel comedy now in
preparation.

Arch Heath
it

is

will follow LeMaire
possible that Harry Del-

mar's "Miniature Review," in producwhen flames overtook the Soun.1
Studios, will be finished at the Gramercy studio as there is very little
more to be done on the picture.
tion

work on a

Vitaphone
Variety
Hoyos,
of
promptly at eight o'clock Thursday
morning. Upon its completion, the
young Mexican fled from the studio
without taking time to change his
costume and made the train just as
it

PRODUCING

staff

and

dent-elect

IS

SHORTS AT RCA

BLAIR

N.

credit are

Jack Gardiner, Visugraphic Pic-

"Good News," "Follow Thru" anc
and a pug followed by a
"The New Moon."

Mendes to Direct Helen Kane
Lothar Mendes has arrived in Nev>
York to direct Helen Kane in "Dan
gerous Nan McGrew," at the Paramount Long Island studios. Alfred

IN

old

Buddy

Sanders, Scotch comedian, through
paces in a skit entitled "Scotch
Taffy."

his

Frank Melford, who

assisted Irvin

during the direction of
"Pleasant Sins" at the DeForest
studio, is planning to return to
Hollywood.
Willatt

Sam Lewis and Joe Young, who
composed the song hits "Laugh,
Clown, Laugh" and "King for a

"Traps" Rich of vaudeville sat down
to his turkey dinner on Christmas,
his portion was sure to be the "drumFrench being spoken quite as freeplaying at the Strand Theater.
stick
since he has been handling ly as English on "The Big Pond"
Something pleasant to look for- drumsticks when he was a year and set over at the Paramount Long Isward to is suggested by the theme a half old. With such an early start. land studio, Bill Kelly, who assists
Buddy," who just comoleted a Vita- on the cameras, often has to rub his
of "The 20th Amendment," which
phone variety short, was a featured eyes to make sure that he isn't back
is based on a mythical law compelling all men to marry as many wives member of Raymond Hitchcock's in Nice where he formerly worked
as they can support. This two reel "Pinwheel Revue" at the age of three at Rex Ingram's studio.
talker was recently completed at and one year later was with the
the Paramount Long Island studio, Greenwich Village Follies.
After all, is there anything so unby Ray Cozine, with a cast recruitAfter "catching" over 200 vaude- usual in the fact that Paramount
ed from the Schwab and Mandel
is making "The Big Pond" in "frog"
ville acts in the last four weeks, in
musical comedy company.
a search for Vitaphone talent, language?
Charles Butterworth, whose droll Stuart Stewart, casting director at
comedy is a feature of "Sweet Ade- the Warner studio in Flatbush, is
Many of those engaged in the proline," has been engaged by George
trying to get away with enough to duction end here spent their ChristE. Quigley to make a short for the
catch up with his post Christmas mas in far aVay places. Irvin WilVitaphone
Corporation.
Other shopping.
latt,
having completed
"Pleasant
"names" scheduled to do their stuff
Sins," at the DeForest studios travat the Flatbush studio are Ben BerMany of the Christmas greetings elled all the way to Deland, Florida,
nie and his band, Helen Lynd, Jane
received from the studio crowd show to be with his folks during the holiDillon and Scott Sanders.
days.
(hat the publicity end of the busines
has no corner on creative ability. H.
"The Love Boat" is the swell title Emerson Yorke
of Paramount's castElizabeth North, of the Paraof a Vitaphone short just completed ing
dept. sent his wishes in the form mount writing staff, spent Christby Herman Timberg, musical comof a film title while Walter Strenge mas in the Madison Hospital where
edy comedian. Barbara Blair heads and
Ted Pahle both used original she was operated on for appendicitis
the supporting cast which includes
sketches.
several days previous.
Latest reNaomi Morton, Hazel Forbes, Leni

Day," authored the sketch.

Stengel and a dozen others.

tor,

tion.

Studio

Workers Get Insurance
of the Warner Vita-

Employees
phone studio

in

Flatbush have been

invited to participate in a group insurance plan sponsored by the Warner Club.

"Dangerous Nan McGrew"
Stuart Erwin, who supported Helen
Kane in "Sweetie," is coming East

Erwin

for

appear opposite the "boop-boopadoop" comedienne in Charles Bea"Dangerous Nan McGrew"
han's
which will be started early in Janto

uary.

LeMaire Starts
George LeMaire

New Comedy
has
next

started

re-

production,
"How's the Bride," which will be
made at the Radio- Victor Gramercy
hearsals

for

'

his

studio.

Edmund

Joseph,

until

recently

ports are that she

a

Vitaphone Buys Playlet
dialogue and continuity writer at the
The Vitaphone Corporation has Eastern Vitaphone Studios in Flatbought the talking picture rights to bush, has been made a full fledged
"The director, according to an announceplaylet,
Sullivan's
Wallace
Master Sweeper," for a Vitaphone ment by Murray Roth, director-inVariety production.

chief.

is

getting along

Helen Morgan's card showed a fine.
silver hued rodent peeping wistfully
out of a stocking hung by the fireGertrude Cohn of the Paramount
place.
Just what the meaning is, Long Island studio is spending her
we're not quite sure.
evenings brushing up on French

Edmund Joseph made

his debut as

a Vitaphone director by putting Scott

since being assigned to handle foreign publicity on "The Big Pond"
set.
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Timely Topics
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A

Along The Rialto

Digest of
Current Opinion

More

Quality of Dialogue

Important Than Recording
all is said and done,

AFTER

it

does seem that dialogue in
pictures is the determining factor

production's

a

of

They can

success.

with a dazzling
lineup of top-notch author, adaptor, director and star, but if they
pick a dialoguer with a Hollystart

wood complex

or a

Broadway
make a

re-

flex, you can just
bet
with your Aunt Cynthia that the
feature won't arouse any wild
applause outside of Hollywood
and Broadway where, of course,
they recognize a native son talking their particular line of gib-

berish.

They

us that producers are
concerned in securing
sound
recording
on

tell

greatly
perfect

standard equipment in theaters.
Well, what of it?
We are the
proud possessor of a perfect
Orthophonic, but if we run off a
record featuring a monologue by
a third-rate vaudeville ham, what
availeth the beauteous mechanical equipment?
just want to

We

voice the timorous suggestion
that after all, the quality of the
dialogue is somewhat important
to intelligent and cultured people.
Cheap talk may prove the
most expensive to producers, if
it
drives nice people from the
cinema.

"Cinema Magazine"
New York
*

*

*

Need United Front

in

Peace

as Well as During Trouble
at threatened

INDIGNATION
injustice,

fear

of

impending

resentment against oppression any of these will rally a
goodly number of exhibitors for
defensive action.
But how long
will they hold together when the

peril,

—

menace
moved?

that

threatened

is

re-

The history of exhibiorganization
shows that
members are recruited during a
strong defensive fight, that they

tor

with

t>Q

THEIR
FIRST

JOBS
CLIVE BROOK
assistant secretary for Colonial Club, London

— e—
Current Opinion

Phil M. Daly, Jr.

ONCE

upon a
it
was a beautiful pan that got one to
Hollywood, but now with the changing of styles, faces and
things, it's the guy with the big pen that usually gets the ride
to Cinema Town.
United Artists claim that out of 17 talkers
scheduled for next season's program, three are from Big Pen
pushers, Pulitzer Prize winners.
Step up, penmen and take a
bow, meaning Stephen Vincent
Benet, Sidney Howard and
Louis Bromfield
time,

*

*

*

*

A

real arty fan publication has appeared this month, known
as "Cinema."
It treats the motion picture from a sophisticated
angle and has oodles of class in its illustrations. Terry Ramsaye,

Eileen Creelman of the "N. Y. Sun," and Gertrude Warburton
and Jack Harrower are some of the contribs in
the January issue. Shelley Hamilton is the editor, the chap who
ran the first motion picture department in a national magazine,
of Universal,

meaning "Everybody's."
*

*

*

*

—

A bubble for the contract departments "This Thing Called
Love" after garnering dough at the Roxy now is parked at the
Cameo, N. Y. "The Love Parade," it with the Lubitsch touches,
is getting a hold at the Criterion where it is in its seventh week.
Columbia comes forth with loud cheers about "The Song of
Love" being docketed for about 400 theaters throughout the
States.

And

that's that
*

*

*

*

All on account of "High Society Blues" Fox film, Charlie
Farrell is perfecting his breast stroke under the able guidance
of Johnny Weissmuller, the human fish.
Fay Marbe won't be
in New York for the New Year treats. The gal trekked westward and on Jan. 15 opens in the lead of "Fay Marbe's Continental Nights" at the L. A. Music Box
Milton Schwarzwald, musical director for
is doing his stuff in South

Wholesomeness Preferred by
Film Audiences at Large

llfE

have even seen instances
low comedy in some of
the talking acts.
They bring a
few snickers and laughs but they
have a boomerang result that
sooner or later will be felt at the
box-office.
Producers
should

"

of

watch

their step on these things.
often, we think, they are
inclined to view public reaction
to the reception given pictures in

Too

New

York, when as a matter of
even
sophisticated
New
Yorkers wouldn't stand for some
of the
salaciousness that the
stage has attempted to palm off
on it. Talking pictures are no
fact

longer restricted to showing in
only the first run houses in the
larger cities; they are now being
shown in many of the country's
smaller towns, in theaters where
family patronage is in strong evidence.
That kind of patronage
is the very life blood of most
theaters and it wants wholesomeness in its motion picture entertainment.
Ben Shlyen,
Associated Publications

RKO

No

not playing but conferring with Howard Barbour,
Palace; Dillon Patterson and Grenville Tompsett of the Granada

Bend.

*

*

*

*

Dewey Bloom is now recuperating at 14 East 60th St., following a serious operation. Won't be long npw before the boy is
back on the job, getting publicity and such for Gertrude Lawrence and otherwise busying himself
Woody Van Dyke,
now railroading back to deah j>le Hollywood after megaphoning
the "Trader Horn" unit all oyer African soil, says Africa is
okay but
Leo Brecher, showman to the elite, gets back
in exhibition harness about Jan. 15 when the New PJaza, on the
site of the old one, will begin its grind-policy career.
Wot a
break for Park Ave. and suburbs

—

of the Helen Kane contest are getting additional
play-dates around this great big town of ours
Some w. k.
Broadway figures take a severe walloping in "Brodaway Interlude," which in its novelistic way, splashes a lota red paint on

Winners

"Incandescent Lane

Talkers Give Death

Blow

to Vaudeville in Australia
for
vaudeville.
Australia's big-timed is ended.
It's too late now to do any-

CURTAINS
thing

more than hold an inquest

and return a verdict of murder
against talking pictures and huge
cinemas which usurped all vaudeville's stars, and gave the public
far greater value for its money
in entertainment and comfort.

England

and

America's

ex-

perience indicated what must inevitably follow here, but our position is made worse by our remoteness from world talent.
"Everyone's"

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

grow
when

careless
and indifferent
peril subsides; that they
often drop out enetierely during
a comparatively peaceful period.
"Weekly Film, Review"

Timely Topics
A Digest of

IN

DECEMBER 28-29 -MANY HAPPY RETURNS
Best
tions

wishes and congratulaare extended by

THE

FILM DAILY

St.

members

of the industry,
are celebrating their birthdays on these days.

ing

*

who

December 28th
Frank Butler
Douglas Hodges
John Le Roy Johnston
Arch Reeve

Mary A. Matteace

financial review sees WaH
edging towards picture industry.

Weekly

to the follow-

*

*

Realart gets distribution of R. A.

Walsh

films

produced by Mayflower.
»

December 29th
George E. Marshall
Otis Harlan
Milner H. Kitchen John Thomas Neville
David Lee
Paul Ralli
Al Gilks

*

*

Loew's, Incorporated secures charter to operate in New York.

Adolph Zukor announces
mount's future theater plan.

Para-

"

THE
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tographing the interior of tubes,

rifle

with three reduced images taken through
cutting out the red, blue, and green
respectively.
The standard size image is
printed first, then each of the others, by varnishing, recoating with emulsion, enlarging
the image, developing, and dye toning in suc-

for phobarrels,

filled

filters

and

T

PROGRESS BEING MADE
Twice yearly the Committee on
Progress, authors of the Progress
Report of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers, surveys the international film industry and prepares for
its members an analysis of strides
being made in techincal develop-

similar surfaces, a linear record being
obtained.
The use of the motion picture
camera for studying the duration and brightness of ignited flash powders is discussed by
Maiser and Umbehr.
Electric welding has
also been studied by means of a cine camera
designed to make four narrow pictures across
each average frame of 35 mm. film. The
Imperial College of Science
(London)
is
making a photographic study of gaseous explosions,
using an ultra-rapid chronophoto-

graphic

apparatus

ot

per second.

film,

follows is the last
ments.
rendered at the
report
its
section of
last fall meeting held at Toronto:

cession.

In another process known as Splendicolor
being exDbited in England, three negatives
hearing the respective color corrected monochromatic images are printed onto a positive
film carrying a gelatin-bromide layer on one
side and a coating of pure gelatin on the
other.
The blue image is printed on the silver emulsion and the yellow and red are
formed by the Pinatype process in bichromated gelatin on the opposite side of the film.
A great many patents have been taken out
on improvements in subtractive color proc-

which exposes 200 meters

A camera

equipped with a lens which : erays into a cone of about 90
degrees has been devised for taking pictures of lightning.
A wide angle lens system is placed behind the front or "fish eye"
lens to project the rays on the film.
fracts the light

esses.

Amateur Cameras

Color Cinematography

What

The most extensive production program

Interest in amateur movies continues to
grow as improved equipment and film become
available.
The large list of finishing stations for regular and Kodacolor films recently
published by the Kodak Co. reads like the
itinerary of a round-the-world tour.
This
company has announced a 50 foot spring
iriven two-speed camera which may be obtained with either an f/3.5 or f/1.9 lens
which are interchangeable with a lon^; focus
f/4.5 lens.
The f/1.9 outfit may be equipped
for Koc'acolor.
British-made amateur cine camera is fitted with a f/2.6 lens, a direct vision finder,
and is designed to work at three speeds.
An improved model of the Pathe "Baby-Cine"
has been announced called the "Motocamera.
The motor drive will run on an entire charge
of film and the shutter and pull-down have
Zeiss Ikon A-G. has marbeen modified.
keted a 16 mm. camera with a f/2.7 lens.
Film is supplied in magazines holding 33

of

motion pictures during the history of
cinematography was launched during the sumcolor

mer

Medical Films, Radiography and
Photomicrography
Stutzin has described the use of a lamp
optical system called the Cystoskon for
photographing internal body cavities, such as
Cine-photomicrographic studies
the bladder.
of the human capillaries have been made by

and

Hauser.

and Jacobsohn have described
methods of making x-ray motion picThey used an indirect method whereby
an x-ray image on a flucrescent screen was
photographed on hypersensitized film using a
lens aperture of f/1.4 and a camera having a
300 degree sector opening.
Gottheiner

their
tures.

Cine-photomicrographs of cell stresses during the seasoning of wood have been produced
at the U. S. Forest Products Laboratory in
An oral description of
Madison, Wisconsin.
the activity on a microscopic slide has been

made on wax discs to accompany a motion
a beam splitter being employed to

picture,

permit viewing during the camera exposure.
The Leica camera has been equipped with a
micro "objective thus permitting photomicrography with comparatively simple equipment.

Telephotography and Television
is

in progress

in

several laboratories

throughout the world on problems of telephotography and television but no developments
of commercial interest have occurred recently.
Friedel has described Von Milhaly's system
in some detail and it is claimed that s>ncli'omzation has been simplified further.
Public demonstrations of television fu.ve
been made in South Africa by the Raird
The apparatus
Television Development, Ltd.
used is similar to that recently placed in
operation in Germany with which sound and
vision are broadcast simultanepusly on two
wave-lengths.
In a television long distance test, the voice
and face of D. W. Griffith were transmitted
from Schenectady, N. Y., to Los Angeles. The
voice of Gloria Swanson was recorded on
an RCA Photophone equipment after having
been broadcast by short wave over 3,000
miles from London to New York. A Luxemberg scientist living near Paris has recently
completed an intricate, but apparently prac
tical device for the transmission cf moving
pictures by wireless.
Kuchenmeister has patented the use of the discharge from a crystal
ocillator as a light source in a television ap
paratus.

General Recording
Time-lapse cameras have been used by
U. S. Coast survey for recording readings on a number of instruments measuring
the velocity of water currents in Chesapeake
Bay.
Mather has produced a series of geolthe

films for use at Harvard University. The
S. Dept. of Agriculture has made a film
study of an abandoned concrete bridge until

ogy
U.

cracks formed.
high speed camera capable of mairing
8,000 to 16,000 pictures per second has been
described by Beck.
The film is wrapped
around the periphery of a motor driven drum
and is exposed with the aid of a lens and 45
degree mirror.
It is recommended for studying the movement of electric discharges. The

A

29, 1929

M. P. E. Progress Report on Industry
same author has described a camera

Work

Sunday, December

of 1929.
The bulk of the pictures made
thus far and planned for are by the Technicolor process and most of them are to be all
sound pictures.
Expansion plans are announced by this company which will give
them eight times their present capacity early
next year.
Two producing units are to be
in New York and their Boston and
Hollywood laboratories are to be expanded

A

built

the former will be fitted with five units
and the latter with three units.
The an
nouncement also states that the present two
color subtractive process is to be displaced bj
a three-color process of similar basic prin
ciples.
It is reported that Technicolor has
developed a method whereby the sound track
can be a black and white silver image whereas the picture area is composed of dyes.
Brown has described some of the problems encountered in making the all-color
(Technicolor), all "talker" picture "Under a
Texas Moon" during the summer of 1929.
The difficulty of making exterior shots by a
two-color process is well known and great
care was used in choosing the location so that
the rock formations and vegetation would be
of suitable color for good reproduction.
To
overcome the color changes resulting from
light variations, portable incandescent lamps
were used. These were focussed indirectly on
cloth reflectors to minimize the heat.
Special
booths had to be utilized for the color cameras as they make more noise than black and
so

meter reels.
The shutter is rotated at douspeed to avoid flicker during projection.
Zeiss has introduced a Biotar f/1.4 lens
of 17 and 25 mm. focal length for use on
amateur cine cameras.
Announcement has
been made of a 4-inch Tole-Xenar f/3.8 telephoto lens.
It
is
an unsymmetrical half
cemented anastigmat lens of five elements.
Although not yet on the market, a lens of
the extreme aperture of f/0.99 is reported
to have been constructed for use on amateur
standard cameras.
A remote control for starting and stopping
the Filmo 70 has been developed.
McKay
supiests that the camera for the advanced
amateur should have a dissolving shutter, a
method of rewinding the film in the camera,
ble

white cameras.
Tietze has written on the use of the Busch
two-color additive process for photographing
surgical operations.
This process uses a twin
•ens camera and projector with filters over
the lenses.
The two images of the positive
are superposed on the screen.
Patents dealing
with three-color additive processes are related to the preparation and use of various
types of multi-color screens, a three filament
lamp with a condensing system, and a
method of reducing the image size so that
three pictures may occupy one frame.
No further commercial developments have
been noted in the use of lenticulated films for
theater use but numerous patents have been
taken out protecting various improvements in
their preparation and use.
Several of these
patents are concerned with methods of printing lenticulated films.
Thornton las protected the use of double
width film for a two-color process carrying
'ine
or dot screens side by side with a
panchromatic emulsion coated on the screens.
The two-color subtractive process known as
Multicolor has been described by Crespinell.
Two negatives with emulsion surfaces adjacent
are run through a standard camera at one
time, the front negative is orthochromatic
with the surface layer dyer orange-red to act
as a filter for the image recorded on the rear
panchromatic emulsion. Double coated yellow
dyed film is used for printing the pair of
images in register on opposite sides of the
film.
The images are colored by a combined
dye toning and chemical toning method, and
are varnished before projection to protect them
from scratching.

and a

means

for

visual

focussing.
noted in the

A

few

developments have been
use of
equipment for synchronizing sound with pictures for the amateur.
McKay descriljes
three ways of recording: (1) the use of wax
ciscs with a portable phonograph,
the
(2)
use of a microphone in conjunction with a
loud speaker and a dictating machine, and
(3) the second method with the addition of
a single switch control of
the motors
on
the camera and dictating machine.

reproducers connected to a
projector using 9.5 mm. film
can be equipped with a speaker unit called
the "Radioscope" synchronized with the picture.
The unit can also be used to permit
sound accompaniment of a master sound film

A

loud speaker.

from a central studio when a duplicate print
shown in the home.
An interesting historical description of an
animated family album developed in 1902-3
was published recently in Germany.
Five
concentric rows of pictures on a disc were
animated by rotating the disc and viewing the
changing pictures through a peep-hole in a
cover fitting over the box holding the disc.
Two patents have been granted on improvements in amateur projectors.
Enlargements
from 16 mm. pictures may be made up to
inches
using
by
by
a
cone-like box
314
2K
which fits on a Filmo projector.
A new 16 mm. reversal film has been
placed on the market as well as an additional
The leader on the former is
negative film.
green and the trailer red on the processed
film for convenience of the projectionist.

is

Editing, Scenarios, Libraries
Magnetized steel letters and a steel background have been announced as titling equipment for the cine amateur. For use with the
Ensign Auto- Kinecam, a titling box is provided wherein the camera is pointed downwards at a copyboard with movable letters
Library prints on 16
fitted into the base.
film are available of pictures made with
Jenkins' speed camera which operates at 3200
Bird studies have been
pictures per second.
made with an amateur camera which operates
quietly enough so that the birds become accustomed to the motor noise. Motion pictures
taken by an amateur of an auto accident were
introduced as evidence in an Australian court
at the request of the justice. A correspondence
school in electricity is being taught wholly by
the use of 16 mm. pictures.

mm.

B. Color Processes
Kodacolor films has
The lamp
Howell.
amperes and is fitted with a
5
Two patents have apvariable resistance.
One
peared on the use of lenticulated films.
to the use of a five banded filter
is related
two
and
which comprises one green two red

A new

projector

been issued
operates at

by

blue areas.

The

for

&

Bell

other patent covers the use

an optical system for lenticu'ated films
which is designed for use with curved gates,
compensating lenses usually required in proof

jection being avoided.
projector for projecting natural color
The film passes
pictures has been patented.

A

between condensing and projecting lenses. A
shutter and a rotatable color screen, (having
several

different color areas) are positioned
film and the condensing lens.

between the

Films in Boston Drama Shrine
Repertory
Boston
Boston The

—

Theater,
in

theater of its kind
for several yeears the

first civic

America and

home of the highest in spoken drama,
will show pictures beginning Jan. 6.

Directors of the playhouse declare
the legitimate stage is unable to hold
claims as its own and hereafter the local drama
system, power
shrine will include both pictures and

Projectors
16 mm. projector

The Victor
features a straight line optical
rewind, and an automatic stop to prevent
film breaks.
An inexpensive hand cranked
projector has been added to the equipment
in the amateur cine field.
self-contained
projecting unit in a walnut cabinet has been
announced which uses a small translucent
screen that is extended two feet in front of
the projector.
The Ensign Kinecam projector uses a 60-volt, 100-watt lamp with a variable resistance control.
Bell & Howell have
modified their filmo projector to adopt it to

A

The Zoechrome process demonstrated in
London during the spring of 1929 is a threecolor subtractive process with a fourth or key
image in black and white included. In taking the picture, every alternate frame on
the film is exposed as usual for ordinary
cinematography and the remaining frames are

A

combined amateur camera and proannounced.
For projection
camera is removed and the
mechanism mounted on a stand with a motor, illuminating system, and shafts tor 120
feet.

jector has been
the back of the

sound

electrical

I

classroom use.
The supply and take-up reels on the new
Zeiss-Ikon projector are located side by side
on a common shaft located under the gate
and lone system.
Film must be removed
for rewinding.
A 100-watt lamp, operating
from either 110 or 2'20-volt circuits is incorporated in the new Agfa projector for 16
mm. film. The lamp house is fan-cooled.
A device for reproducing sound, adaptable
for home movies has been described briefly.
Four variable area records are printed side
by side on an opaque paper positive, 6 mm.
wide.
The sound is reproduced by suitable

plays in

its

program.

Will Improve Ft. Smith House
Malco
The
Smith,
Ark.
Amusement house at 808 Garrison
Ave. will be improved and wired for
sound.

—

Ft.

Reopens as Talker House
The Casino has
San Francisco

—

reopened as a talking picture house
after considerable alteration.

Gardiner Goes Sound
Sound apparatu

Gardiner, Me.
will be installed

—

at

the

65-vear-old

Johnson Opera-House, according
Manager Hussey.

to

_
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Way at P. F.- L

Building Expansion Under

—

Writers Added to Darmour Staff
Reconstruction of Silent Stages Will Give Studio 12 Sound Stages
"La Marseillaise" Being Directed by Robertson at "U"— More Western P. F.-L Talkers—Wilk's Paragraphs

NEW SOUND STAGES TO
CARE FOR FUTURE OUTPUT

A Little
from "Lots"
__
_
By

An expansion program involving
the erection of several new sound
stages and buildings and the enlargement of others on the 26-acre Paramount studio property was announced by B. P. Schulberg, general manager of production, to take care of
Paramount's contemplated output of
product for the first half of 1930. The

of

The first
Enterprises.
move of the discoverer of stars will
be to open an agency to book stage
and screen people. Edwards' new activities will not interfere with his
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer contract.
Theatrical

*

*

*

project, necessitated by the inFrank Reicher is keeping busy.
creasing demand for talking pictures,
will be the construction of a four- He will co-direct the German verin sion of "Anna Christie," being made
building
administration
story
which will be located the executive by M-G-M.
*
*
*
personnel of the studio.
Reconstruction of at least two
screen
popular
Brooke,
Tyler
more of the old silent picture stages,
comedian, is returning to stuwhich will give the studio 12 fully
dio work following a siege of
equipped and modern sound-prooi
He recently completed
illness.
stages, "is also part of the program
an important role in "The Furas is the addition of projection
ies," while hjs work in "Dynarooms, a new assembly shop, an enmite" is attracting attention.
larged electrical building and a largHe was with Fox for several
er transportation department.
years before entering the freeThe announcement by Schulberg
lance field.
*
*
*
follows closely the one made by
Jesse L. Lasky, first vice-president
George Amy is active at First Nain charge of production, in which
tional, where he is editing "His Wothe plans for expansion at the Paraman," which Bill Beaudine is directmount Long Island. studio were out"Wedding
cut
first

According

Lasky

the eastern studio will carry a certain percentage of the burden in producing
feature pictures.
lined.

to

Robertson Succeeds Fejos
in Direction of "U" Film

George

ing.

also

Rings."
*

Dorothy
month for

*

*

next
leaves
Mackaill
York, where she will

New

spend three weeks seeing shows and
This ivill be her first
the sights.

Manhattan

trip to

Universal has assigned John Robertson to complete direction of "La
Marseillaise" due to illness of Paul

*

*

in three years.
*

Our Passing Show: Jerry Larkin
a tennis ball at the Y.M.
pounding
picture
the
directing
Epstein showing much
Dave
C.A.;
fell from a high

Fejos, who was
up to the time he
scaffolding and painfully injured himself. John Boles and Laura La Plante

are starred in this picture.

Fox Signs Marceline Day
Fox has signed Marceline Day for
a role in

"Temple Tower,"

Kenneth MacKenna will
Donald Gallaher is
lead.

which
have the
in

directing.

Supporting Rin-Tin-Tin
Charles Delaney, Nora Lane and
John Loder have been selected by
Warner to support Rin-Tin-Tin in
"The Ivory Trail," which Ross

interest

in

tennis;

Ned Marin and

The

idea

extensive

and elaborate pro-

comedy production is
planned by Larry Darmour Productions, Inc.
As a basis for the new

where -he will direct Helen
"Dangerous Nan McGrew"
the Paramount Astoria studio.

shortly

Kane
at

in

is

LeRoy

is

directing.

Freidrich Kohner is at work
on preparation for the making
of

the

first

Czechoslovakian

talker here.

of

seasons plans, comedy-writers are
constantly being added to the scenario roster, which at present include E. V. Durling, Scott Darling,
Ray Carey, Johnnie Grey and Joseph
Directors include Lewis
Levering.
R. Foster, Al Herman and Phil Whit-

man.
During

"Shilling for "Resurrection"
Shilling has been cast by
Tiffany for the leading role in "Resurrection," which will be produced
under the personal direction of Phil

Marion

Goldstone.

"Signal Tower" as Talker
"The Signal Tower," produced in
by
1924, will be remade as a talker

1929 Darmour Comedies
experienced their greatest year, ac- Universal.
cording to a statement issued by the
company, which is based on the fact
that many additional bookings were
made during the past year on both
Mickey McGuire and Record Breaking talking comedies, and particularthe increase in first-run showings
Darmour product in theaters
throughout the country.
ly

Doorway

THE
of Hospitality

of

Paramount to Produce 2
More Western Talkers
Following forecast by Jesse L.
Lasky, first vice-president in charge
of production, that Western screen
dramas would be stronger and more
prevalent than ever before with advent of talkers, Paramount is preparing to launch a vigorous development
"The
of this type of audible film.

Border Legion" by Zane Grey and
with Richard Arlen, Fay Wray and
Fred Kohler in the cast is the next
western to go into production. This
will be followed by "The Texan"
starring

Gary Cooper.

McGann

A

Directing

New

Sho:

short

Stewart

Recuperating from Operation
Alfred E. Green is recuperating in
He
Hollywood from an operation.
scheduled to leave for the East
is

for duction, "Show Girl in Hollywood,"
affair in February as a subsitute
has been placed in production with
Conrad
to
the usual drive, according
Mervyn
Alice White in the cast.
Nagel, chairman of the ball com-

mittee.

An
gram

named "To Die With
Millard Webb conferring at
Herman Fowler and his Boswell, Smile" is in production at Warner
William McJack Fowler, chatting at the Fowlef under the direction of
Roy
including
cast
a
Gann with
Studios.
Fox;

New Role for Dorothy Revier
Lederman is directing.
Columbia has assigned Dorothy
Revier a role in "Vengeance," starFilm Colony Plans Benefit
Jack Holt.
ring
Plans are being discussed for a big
charity ball to be held for the benefit
"Show Girl" Film Started
of the Academy of M. P. Arts and
National's Technicolor proFirst
the
to stage
Sciences.

COMEDY PROGRAM FOR '30

RALPH W1LK

KINGSTON has been named
ALmanager
the Gus Edwards

First Czech Talker

DARMOUR PLANS EXTENSIVE

and

Juliette

Compton.

Sign Long-Term Contracts

Long-term contracts have been
given bv Warner to Noah Beery and
H. B. Warner.
Anita Page Opposite Keaton
Anita Page has been given the
feminine lead in Buster Keaton's

"On

the Set."

writing dialogue for

"Paradise Ahoy"

_SNTER

the doorway •*

—

popular hoatelry and You feel at u °
Thar*'* aa atmosphere of cordial weUeena
vhlch
h mark* tha difference between ana
Hollywood Placa and ordinary hotels.

this

Tour room, too, ha* that addad
of distinction. Pictures on tha wall.

«*
••»

«—

lamp and i n
lamp .. . these ara but a faw of tha feataaas
that make you feel at home.
she
p||>a WhUtle Dining Serrlee insures
aant
boat of food. Therefore, when you ara
stuffed furniture, a floor

la

Loe Angeles be rare to

layestlgate.

THE HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA
HOTEL

Viae Street

at

Hollywood Boulevard

HOLLYWOOD. CAUPOaWIA

;
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(All-Talker)

Time, 1

30 mins.

hr.,

First National

Time:

1 hr.

stuff

The

predominating.
are honestly

moments

tKrilling

and

thrilling,

Plot concerns
frequently touching.
a young aide of Napoleon and his
love affair with a Royalist maid while
in hiding from His Majesty's forces.
Particularly impressive is the opening sequence in which Napoleon bids
notfarewell to the Old Guard.
too-good color sequence has been
dragged into the picture near its end.
The cast in its entirety is splendid,
with Novarro using his excellent
voice to advantage.
Whole production is far above the average in quality.
Fine dialogue direction by J.

A

Clifford Brooke.
Cast:

Ramon Novarro, Dorothy

Jordan,

Marion Harris, John Miljan, William HumGeorge Davis and Clifford Bruce.
Director, Sidney Franklin -Authors, Eugene
Scribe and Ernest Legouve; Adaptor, Richard Schayer Dialoguer, Zelda Sears Editor,
Conrad A. Nervig; Cameraman, Merritt B.
Gerstad; Monitor Man, Douglas Shearer.
Photography, beautiful.
Direction, A-l.

phrey,

;

;

;

Fox

Love story
society
built

of sufficient screen entertainment
to justify a showing in any house.
Given the former Florenz Ziegfeld
play, the talented musical comedy,
star, Marilyn Miller, John Dillon's
directing, a great supporting cast,
plus co-operation from all hands, the
picture is a screen tonic for the most
exacting
picture
audience.
story portrays the rise of a waitress
to Broadway's most popular dancer.
With the splendid use of color additional richness was incorporated into
the production which also boasted

and

be

The

settings.

The comedy

elements, and there were many, again
tended to bring out the capabilities
of Joe E. Brown, Ford Sterling and
It will draw big.
T. Roy Barnes.
Cast: Marilyn Miller, Alexander Gray, Joe
E. Brown, T. Roy Barnes, Pert Kelton. Ford
Sterling, Maude Turner Gordon, E. J. Radcliffe, Jack Duffy, Nora Lane.
Director, John Francis
Dillon; Author,
Guy Bolton; Adaptor, From the musical
comedy
"Sally";
Dialoguer,
Waldemar

Young; Cameraman, Vev Jannings; Monitor
Man, not listed.
Direction,

all

there.

Photography,

Eddy

fine.

Time, 1

(All-Talker)
21 mins. Paramount

hr.,

girl.

"The Royal Box"

"Tiger Rose"

with

and

of a song writer

Modest

in

plot,

a

but

up with a musical background

point of
a soaking human interest wallop. Joseph Wagstaff, a good juvenile from
musical comedy, steps into the front
line with his fine singing and acting,
which are in great measure responsible for the sustained illusion.
Wagskillful direction to the

whom

staff is a talented, likeable lad

picture fans are sure to take to their
hearts. Conrad, Mitchell and Gottler
deserve the mitt for the book, lyrics
and music, and cigars are due Lewis
Seiter and Frank Merlin for the direction
and staging, respectively.
There is a moving symphonic climax,
with the hero leading the orchestra
in his masterpiece born of suffering
over his separation from the girl,
who at that moment occupies an
upper box. and what a finish!
Cast
Lois Moran, Joseph Wagstaff, Dor:

othy Burgess.
Director, Lewis Seiter; Authors, Conrad,
Mitchell and Gottler; Adaptor, Hazlett Brennon; Dialoguers, Conrad, Mitchell & Gottler;
Editor, Carl Carruth
Cameraman, Charles
G. Clarke
Monitor Man, Frank MacKenzie.
Direction, First-class.
Photography, Ex;

;

cellent.

Berg

Monte Blue and Lupe Velez in

Time, 1

37 mins.

hr.,

ACE FARE FROM ANY GOOD BOX OFFICE ON
STANDPOINT AND FOR ANY STRENGTH OF CAST AND
AUDIENCE. SONG WRITER ACTING ALTHOUGH CATTLE
AND SOCIETY GIRL RO- STEALING AND BAD MAN
MANCE WITH HEART INTER- STUFF OVERSHADOW ROEST WALLOP.
MANCE.

ments that blossom out and prove to

some gorgeous

.»
"The Virginian'

of Kentucky"

(All-Talker)
40 mins.

BUILT FOR THE BOX OFHIGH CALIBRE ENTER- FICE.
TOP-NOTCHER IN THE
TAINMENT FOR EVERYBODY. MUSICAL COMEDY FIELD.
COLORFUL ROMANCE OF SONG AND DANCE FEATURE
NAPOLEONIC DAYS WITH DONE UP IN SCENIC BEAUTY.
NOVARRO CORKING. WORTH- MARILYN MILLER DELIVERS.
Musical Comedy. Here's one filled
WHILE PRODUCTION.
with those necessary box office eleRomantic drama with music, based
on "La Bataille Des Dames." The
story alternates between polite comedy and drama, with the comedy

29, 1929

with Lois Moran, Joseph Wagstaff, with Gary Cooper, Richard Arlen,
Dorothy Burgess
Walter Huston, Mary Brian

"Sally"

(All-Talker)

M-G-M

"A Song

Marilyn Miller in

Ramon Novarro in
"Devil May Care"

Sunday, December

High-class Western. Distinguished
from the average type of cowboy pic-

because

ture

of

important cast

its

and excellent acting.
Most of the
footage is eaten up by conflicts between a cattle rustling gang, headed
by a notorious bad man (Huston;,
and a good-natured bunch of cowhands foreman'd by the solemn Virginian (Cooper).
Love interest is
furnished through a new schoolmarm
(Miss Brian). Arlen plays the part
of an easy-going lad

who

falls

Cast: Gary Cooper, Walter Huston, Richard Arlen, Mary Brian, Chester Conklin,
Eugene Pallette, E. H. Calvert, Helen Ware
\ ictor Potel, Tex Young, Charles Stevens.
Director, Victor Fleming; Authors, Owen
Wister, Kirk La Shelle; Adaptor, Howard
Estabrook; Dialoguer, Edward Paramore, Jr.;

William Shay
Cameraman, J. Roy
Monitor Man, Not listed.
Direction, Good.
Photography, Excellent.

Editor,

Hunt

;

;

Gillette

Gillette

William Boyd in

"His First

Alexander Moissi, Camilla Horn
(All-Talker in German)

into

bad company and ends by being
strung up with two others for cattle
stealing.
Action is nearly all in a
deliberate, serious vein, with the few
comedy touches failing to help much.
Romantic glamour, ironic comedy,
and intricate suspense like that of
"In Old Arizona" are largely missing.
Should prove good box office.

"Dynamite"

Command"

with Conrad Nag el, Kay Johnson,
Charles Bickford, Julia Faye

(All-Talker)

GOOD PROGRAM NUMBER
(All-Talker)
WITH
AND
M-G-M
DIRECTED
WELL
Time, 2 hrs., 8 mins.
Warner
Time,
hr.
mins.
1
20
Time, 1 hr.
Warner
MADE FOR GERMAN AUDI- PLENTY OF LAUGHS. WIL- BOX-OFFICE CINCH. SURGETS IT OVER FEIT OF CLIMAXES AND ACFAIR FOR THE NEIGHBOR- ENCES BUT HAS PLOT THAT LIAM BOYDFOR
THE POP TION COVERS UP INCREDIIS EASILY UNDERSTOOD. SAFELY
HOODS, BUT NOT LIKELY MOISSI'S ACTING AND SING- CROWDS.
BLE STORY OF ROUGH EXComedy-drama. The story plot
CONVICT MINER WINNING
THAT PICTURE-WISE FANS ING ARE ENJOYABLE.
(All-Talker)

is

but Director Gregory
dialogue LaCava was right there with his
version of the one-time stage hit has clever touches, and with William
a plot that is easy enough to under- Boyd as the rookie at the army post,
stand by almost anyone. It concerns they manage to put up a program
Edmund Kean, famous English actor picture that will carry through easily
of another era, and his rivalries with with the average audience, Boy as
the then Prince of Wales over the the son of a millionaire enlists as a
usual matter woman.
Moissi has rookie at Fort Riley, Kans., after he
plenty of acting stuff in him and he meets Dorothy Sebastian, who plays
His
doesn't hold any of it back in this the daughter of the Colonel.
opus. He also sings a few enjoyable education as a rookie constitutes the
strains and displays a different tone story, and the neat handling of the
of voice for almost every mood.
In situations by the director puts this
the course of portraying Kean as on the plane of intelligent entertainHamlet, Moissi does an impressive ment with lots of laughs interIt is also one of the few
job of two soliloquies from the mingled.
Shakespeare drama.
Camilla Horn films with an army setting that
sounds realistic, and is not too overis the principal feminine interest in
Boyd makes good, receives
the proceedings and shows up to ex- drawn.
cellent
advantage.
The direction his commission, and marries the
would indicate that Bryan Foy Colonel's daughter. Paul Hurst as
the tough sergeant is splendid.
knows his Deutsch.

Though apparently made
THIS FOR- tonic
trade, this German

WILL SWALLOW
MER STAGE MELLER.

snowbound by a maze

outdoor

atmosphere.

of Canadian

A

few

bad

pieces of continuity and coincidence
almost result in turning the tense
affair into a farce.
Miss Velez, as
the French half-caste who is desired
by several men but remains a "tiger"
to all except one, is unintelligible in

almost everything she says, though
her vivacity sparkles through the
play.
Film sophisticates won't swallow much of this, but it has a chance
in the neighborhoods.
Cast: Monte Blue, Lupe Velez, Bull Montana, Slim Summerville, Grant Withers, Louis

Gordon

Magee, Cy Clegg, Heinie
Chief
Yowlache,
Gaston Glass,
Georgia
Mazetti.
Emil
Chautard,
Leslie
Sketchley, Tully Marshall, Rin-Tin-Tin.

Mercier,
Conklin,

Director,

Willard

George

Mack

;

Fitzmaurice
Author,
Adaptor, Harvey Thew and
Dialoguer, Same Cameraman,
;

Gordon Rigby
Not listed Monitor Man, Not
;

;

Direction,

Mixed.

Tue- rather

flimsy,

-

In converting the Belasco stage
production to the talkers, whatever
melodramatic highlights the play had
in its fashion days have been nearly
all

for

:

listed.

Photography,

Good

.

Gillette

—

C^st: Alexander Moissi, Camilla Horn,
Siegfried
Rumann,
Egon Brecher, Leni
Stengel, Greta Meyer, Lew Hearn, William
F. Schoeller, William Gade, Carlos Zibold.
Director,
Bryan Foy; Author, Charles

Coghlan; Adaptors, Edmund Joseph and
Arthur Hurley; Dialoguers, same; Editor,
Dr. Arthur Rundt
Cameraman, E. B. Du
Par; Monitor Man, Porter H. Evans.
Direction, good.
Photography, satisfactory.
Gillette
;

Cast: William Boyd, Dorothy Sebastian,
Gavin Gordon, Helen Parrish, Alphonz Ethier,

Howard Hickman, Paul Hurst, Jules Cowles,
Rose Tapley, Mabel Van Buren, Charles
Moore.

Not
Not

;

Picture fans

who

hold to their

still

will go home
got their money's

illusions

they

feeling

that

worth from
this yarn about a society girl and
a rough miner.
The gal had to be
married by a certain date in order to
inherit a wad of dough. So she picks
on a tough guy about to be executed
for murder.
Two minutes before
the rope-cutting hour he is set free.
What follows is easy to guess. From
a logical standpoint, the whole proceedings are illogical and untrue to
life,
but Cecil de Mille keeps the
audience'sjnind diverted by piling action on top of action and climax on
top of climax.
Even when the picture has reached a logical conclusion
he leads it into another vein of thick
action and climaxes.
Cast: Conrad Nagel. Kay Johnson, Charles
Bickford, Julia Faye, Muriel McCormac, Joe
McCrea. Robert Edeson, William Ho'den,
Henry Stockbridge, Robert T. Haines, DougFrazer Scott, Jane Keckley.
Director, Cecil B. de Mille; Author, Jeanie
MacPherson ; Adaptor, Not listed Dialoguers,
Tohn Howard Lawson, Gladys Unger, Jeanie

las

;

Gregory La Cava
Author, Not
Editor,
Dialoguer, Gregory La Cava

Director,
listed

SOCIETY GIRL.

listed;
listed

;

;

Adaptor, Not listed; Cameraman,

Monitor Man, Not listed.
Photography, okay.
Direction, very good.
;

Harrower

Eauchens
Anne
Editor,
iMacPherson;
Cameraman, Teverell Marley Monitor Man.
Douglas Shearer.
;

Direction,

Great.

Photography,

Fine.

Gillette

THE
Sunday, December

"Hell's Heroes"
(All-Talker)
Time,

Universal

1 hr., 5

Short Subject Reviews

mins.

WESTERN OF LIMITED APPEAL DUE TO ABSENCE OF
LOVE STORY AND THE GENERAL DREARINESS OF THE

SOUND

THEME.
and

"Will
Vitaphone

Kyne wrote this Western
name may he worth some-

—

"The Flattering Word"
Vitaphone

Time, 25 mins.

Comedy
little
comedv

Quiet

"Will You Remember," song hit
A pleasing
nicely
Time, 10 mins. of that unforgettable operetta, "Mayacted by a cast including Harrison
A Real Knockout
time," is the basis for this short, Ford, John B. Litel and Margaret
Here is a talking short made with which is an excellent number. John Fielding and directed with considerCharles Thomas and the charming able intelligence and skill by Bryan
all the production and skill of our
better features and with more real Viyienne Segal solo and duet in Foy. The laughs it evokes are those
The only fault one of the politer sort. At the same time
entertainment than some of our fea- grade-A voice.
ture-length talkers.
"General Gins- tail find with the picture is the fact it rests' upon an intriguing theme to
berg," produced by Louis Brock for that Thomas isn't exactly a roman- wit: that you can cure a person of
RKO and directed by Mark Sand- tic type. But it's well-sung and his prejudice toward the acting prorich, is a genuine treat from the pleasant entertainment.
fession by extending him the flattery
standpoint of any audience. Its star,
of comparing him to an actor.
In
"A Close Call"
Natt Carr, does a Jewish soldier who
this instance the prejudiced one is a
falls into grief and mud with equal Van Beuren
Time, 8 mins. clergyman and the flatterer an actor
regularity.
He is always entertainFine Animated Cartoon
The divine's wife is involved in the
ing.
Part of the story puts him in
Aesop fable based on "All's Well conspiracy.
the position of a buck private unThat Ends Well." A villainous cat
consciously wearing the overcoat of
Oswald in
makes off with Milton Mouse's Toots.
a general and being regarded as such.
her.
Fair"
with
"Kounty
goes
sawmill
he
the
Off to
All the way through it's box-office.
Time, 7 mins.
Milt breaks the door and comes to Universal
Camerawork is by Dal Clawson and grips with the feline badman, but
Animated
Ernest Fegte did the sets. Both are
fight and is tied down to

:

Fred Kohler, Fritzi Kidgeway, Maria Alba,
Joe De La Cruz, Buck Connors, Walter
James.
vV/ler; Author, Peter
Director, William
B. Kyne; Adaptor, Tom Reed; Editor, Harry
Marker; Cameraman, George Robinson.
Photography, good.
Direction, satisfactory.

Time, 8 mins.

RKO

thing in drawing trade, but from an
entertainment standpoint the stor\
will appeal only to a limited number
Deals with a trio of desperadoes wIk
get lost in a Western desert after
robbing a bank. They run across a
covered wagon occupied by a lone
woman who dies right after giving
From here on the
birth to a boy.
footage is devoted to the attempts
of the three bad men to carry the
Two of the
kid out of the desert.
men die from lack of water, whih
the third caves in just after he ha;
Thu
delivered the babe to safety.
the author achieves what he appar
ently set out to do make heroes out
but the
of robbers and murderers
depressing desert wanderings and
sufferings of the dirty and hairy fugi
excellent.
tives are not likely to prove ver)
satisfying as amusement.
Pathe
Cast
Chai les Hickford, Raymond Hatton.

—

You Remember"

Pleasant Music

"General Ginsberg"

Peter B.
his

•^^
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Audio Review No. 35

Running Time,

10 mins.

loses the
a log to be cut in two bv the buzz^aw.
Just as the blade is about to
touch him in comes the Northwest
Mounted and out goes the villain.

For an animated cartoon

Interesting Stuff

in

it

succeeds

creating considerable suspense.

Extremely amusing and

diversified
Opens with a battle
entertainment.
to the death between two male fightbeautiful scene
ing fish of Siam.

"Steeplechase"

Oswald reveals himself quite an
He discovaccomplished musician.
ers that the animals at the fair are
He
potential musical instruments.
plays on the teeth of this and the tail
of that and gives himself a good time
withal.
He enters the dance contest
with his sweetie and cops the cup
The kind of stuff that makes audi-

Time, 18 mins. ences laugh unrestrainedly. Strange
Horse Thrills
to say, these creatures of pen and ink
handled with considerable skill. Next
series are more genuinely funny than many
Youth
Sporting
the
One
of
come a number of variety ants in
"Pointed Heels"
which the participants are puppets. that keeps you on your toes through a comic of flesh and blood.
In this one
with William Powell, Fay Wray
Calculated to create a lot of fun. almost the whole of it.
by her
(All-Talker)
"The Fighting Parson"
Closes with Bowery scenes of re- Judy rides the horse owned
Time, 1 hr., 12 mins. markable interest and of great sen- boy friend's father to victory in the
Paramount
Time, 20 mins.
M-G-M
steeplechase after she discovers the
PLEASING BACKSTAGE NUM- timental appeal. Scarcely has this jockey
Fair Hokum
the
has been bribed to lose
famous bit of New York been preBER DIRECTED
Hal Roach comedy starring Harry
There is a steeplechase in this
race.
WITH GOOD CAST AND COM- sented in more revealing light.
Though the action is a
Langdon.
thrilling
most
film that is one of the
SMART
EDY HIGHLIGHTS.
little slow at times, there is enough
Fast
filmed.
ever
kind
its
things
of
SETS MAKE IT CLASS PROBuck and Bubbles in
and wholesome film fare. You'll hear fun in this one to put it across. One
GRAM NUMBER.
Play"
"Foul
them cheering for the little gal in sequence especially, a comedy boxComedy-drama of backstage life.
ing scene in which Harry uses a pair
Time, 23 mins. this one.
Director Edward Sutherland handled Pathe
of false long arms to reach for his
Fun
very
Plenty
of
this expertly, and with some
Action reopponent, is a scream.
Keepers"
"Finders
ritzy settings and a good cast, sends
The colored funny boys in a comvolves around Harry, a trouping banwill
Time: 7 mins. jo player, being mistaken for a twoit in for class entertainment that
edy adapted from Hugh Wiley's Vitaphone
William Powell "Wildcat." A smartly produced film
please generally.
Crack Playlet
Nancy Doyer, Thelma
fisted parson.
carries the bulk of the proceeding; acted by Buck and Bubbles with
of the most effective talker Todd and Eddie Dunn are among
One
in his usual competent manner, and marked restraint yet without any sac- playlets to come along so far.
Writ- the chief players.
Fred Guiol hanand rifice in comic values. They are a
Gallagher
"Skeets"
Richard
ten by George Kelly, of "Show-off" dled the direction.
furHelen Kane as the hoofer team
refreshing pair, simple in their methexpertly directed by Bryan Foy
Helen ods and unaffected in their playing, lame,
nish plenty of light comedy.
and well acted by Helen Ferguson,
"The Real McCoy"
Kane as the lead opposite Powell but splendid comedians withal. At John B. Litel and Janet Adair, this
Time, 21 mins.
M-G-M
looks quite beautiful but her work
the same time the boys can dance sketch plants strong suspense right
Hokum
Mountaineer
plot
Good
the
fact
In
rather unimportant.
A from the start and succeeds in mainand sing in no mean manner.
Charstarring
comedy
Roach
packs
a
is very thin and carries little of an>
that
Hal
film
theme
The
sensibly directed
taining it throughout.
significance. Just one of those thing: big chuckle.
Carl Harbaugh de- expounds the principle of honesty in ley Chase. With his car stuck in the
on his trail,
to enjoy and forget right after the serves a hand for his direction.
returning lost articles in this case it mud and a speed cop
Powell as the backei
for a swell girl
last flicker.
to be a purse containing Charley goes hunting
happens
the road. They get
of the show falls in love with a girl
U00. Talker dramatics at their best. that he saw along
"El Terrible Torreador"
camp and Charmountaineer
in the chorus who marries the com
a
into
Worth good billing.
poser whose song makes the show r Walt Disney
Time, 6 mins.
lev poses as the last member of the
Some of the
A scrap between the lovers,
hit.
•amous feud family.
Cartoon Riot
"The Collegians"
rough guys demand that he prove
and then the final understanding
This latest number in, the Silly
Time, 21 mins
work and sets send it in.
by doing some of the local folk
Gillette

A

Universal

DEFTLY

i.<

—

Classy

Cast: William Powell, Fay Wray, Helen
Kane. Richard "Skeets" Gallagher Phillips
Holmes, Adrienne Dore, Eugene Pallette.
Director, A. Edward Sutherland; Author,
Adaptors, Florence RyerCharles Brackett
the
son, John V. A. Weaver; Dia'.oguers,
;

same; Editor, Not credited; Cameraman, Kex
Wimpy; Monitor Man. Not listed.
Photography, grade A.
Direction, classy.

Harrower

Symphony cartoon

almost

a

to

series is
continuous riot from start

fin-

has a Mexican locale, mostthe bull ring, where the torreador, instead of setting in to kill
his animal, does a "you chase me
and I'll chase you" with the playfiller that can't miss.
ful creature.
It

ish.

ly

in

A

Universal

it

Fair Campus Comedy
Fairly entertaining college picture
based on the inevitable formula, with
a bicycle race substituted for a footGeorge Lewis is featured
ball game.
and Ben Holmes directed. No great
shakes, but will serve as a

filler.

songs. This gives Charley a chanceto display his musical versatility, and
he delivers 100 per cent, making this
the best sequence in the picture. Thelgirl part and Edgar
in a principal role. Effi-

ma Todd

has the

Kennedy

is

ciently

directed

by Warren Doane.
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Approves the Credit
System
(Continued from Page 1)

Sun day, December

^

the

the affiliated theaters

by

the

line

Friday

group, rep-

recent joint confer-

resented at
ence held to iron out differences affecting various branches of industry.
The statement even sees such moveas constituting restraint of
Certainly not very cheering
trade.
news for the smaller exhibitors.

bitration

clause in the standard ex-

hibition

contract

as

illegal

The

European

quota

situation takes on a brighter aspect.
American film men in Paris believe
that the signing of an export protocol
by the United States and other nations will eventually result in the
breaking down of these trade barriers.
This is certainly something tc
Fisher Bros.,
be hoped for
builder of automobile bodies anc
owners of a lone house in Detroit,
leased to Paramount, further cemen
and amplify their affiliation with tht
Zukor-Lasky interests by buying a
"substantial part" of the stock ownec

Famous
W. Killam
in

Players Canadian by I.
Buffalo exhibitors,

due to an emergency situation resulting from an operators' strike, return to school this time to learn
operation of reproducing equipment.
A mighty fine example of up-to-the-

—

in-

upholding a decision previouslj
rendered by Judge Thacher in New
York.

The

2.

entitled

arbitration

Decree

Law

Conclusions of
Plaintiffs are
relief they seek.
1.

the

equitable

in

the

contracts

clause

to

between plaintiffs and defendants is an invalid and illegal provision, unenforceable in
law or equity.
3.
The demand for security made by defendants upon plaintiffs under said arbitration clause is not a credit regulation and is
an

restraint

illegal

upon

trade.

4.
The agreement or understanding between defendants as members of the Pittsburgh Film Board of Trade that said members must suspend service or terminate their
contracts with an exhibitor whose name appears on the arbitration list as having failed
to comply with an arbitration award if cash
security is not deposited by such exhibitor,
is an
illegal conspiracy between the defend-

ants.

Comoulsory

The

Arbitration Act of
April 25 1927, P. L. 381, enacted by the
Pennsylvania Legislature does not apply because the contracts are to be construed according to the laws of the State of New
York but this provision does not take away
the jurisdiction of the courts of Pennsylvania
sitting in equity
to declare the arbitration
clause an illegal restraint of trade at com5.

mon

law.

The court has no jurisdiction to endefendants under the Acts of Congress,
known as the Sherman Anti-Trust Act of
July 2, 1890, and the Clayton Act of October
15, 1914, but has jurisdiction to enjoin the
said defendants under a contract in restraint
join

Tuesday: Additional okaying of
credit committee system comei
from Federal Judge Thacher, who
the

signs a decree reaffirming his opinion issued in September.
From tht
standpoint of one phase of the industry, however, a second and moi

important decree is still pending from
this judge.
This relates to his recmiendation that the standard contract be revised insofar as it allow
distributors
to
compel exhibs tc
arbitrate through the system now
provided
screen

Silent

many

fare is
of us be-

A survey made by THE FILM
DAILY indicates that 350 mute verlieve.

sions of features are
releasing program

trade

of

7.

at

common

law.

The dispute between plaintiffs and
is not a, moot question.

de-

fendants

Defendants are without any legal right
8.
to demand cash security from plaintiffs upon
the contracts existing between the parties
and are without any legal right to suspend
service under said contracts or to terminate
the same.
9.
The contracts between the parties are
divisible contracts and the illegal restraint
of trade created by the arbitration clause in
said contracts does not affect the validity
or legality of the said contracts otherwise.

And

Nisi.

November

now,

27th,
consideration of the foregoing
ordered, adjudged and decreed
lows:
1.
That the arbitration clause in the
contracts existing between plaintiffs and defendants, as set forth in the 5th Finding
of Fact, be and the same hereby is declared
to
be an undue tinreasonable and illegal
restraint of trade, and to be invalid and unenforceable and of no legal force or effect.
2.
It is further ordered and decreed nisi
that the understanding, agreement or rule in
existence among defendants and other distributors of moving picture films, requiring
said
defendants and other distributors of
moving pictures to demand cash security
from or suspend service to and terminate
contracts with exhibitors of moving pictures

whose names appear upon

a certain arbitration
circulated
among said defendants and
other distributors, be and it hereby is declared to be an unlawful practice, constituting
in effect an illegal boycott or blacklist.
3.
It is further ordered that the defendants be and they hereby are restrained and
enjoined from refusing to furnish service
under the contracts existing between plaintiffs
and defendants, or to terminate said
contracts, or to demand a cash security for
the performance thereof, for or by reason
of any breach of said unlawful covenant as
to arbitration ; and further that defendants
be and the}' hereby are enjoined from such
suspension of service, termination of contract or demand of cash security from plaintiffs on existing contracts for or by reason
of the appearance of p'aintiffs' names on a cerbecause of plaintiffs'
list,
tain arbitration
failure, neglect or refusal to submit to arbitration the controversy of plaintiffs with a
certain moving picture distributor, known as
the United Artists Corporation.
4. The costs to be paid by defendants.
1st

BY THE COURT.
P.

Nov.

Filed

27th,

1929.

FROM THE RECORD.
JOHN VOGT,
Prothonotary.

(Seal)

(Continued

Allied State:,

The

industry

continues

to new financial heights.
Aggregate of $2,000,000,000 is now invested in its various ramifications,

made down

A

in the

lab deal of

Wall

much

importance is consummated with
Universal selling its Fort Lee laboratory to Consolidated Film Industries
and giving Consolidated a contract
to do its printing for a 10-year period.
(Continued on Page 11)

1930 Schedule

National's

on the 1929-30

climb

says a survey
Street sector

1929

—

By

SPLIT

HERBERT

S.

"^
BERG
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HONORS AT CAPITOL

Teddy

Joyce and the Runaway
honors on this week's
cracker-jack stage show at the Capitol.
Joyce is billed as "Guest Master
of Ceremonies," but the label is some1929, upon what of a misnomer.
Guests seldom
case,
it
is
work the way Joyce does on this
nisi,
as folprogram.
He is not merely master

21 Pictures Set on First

Ass'n comes forward with plans to
eady mapped out is as follows:
Corinne Griffith in "Lilies of the Field,"
alleviate various industry ills.
It
directed by Alexander Korda, release date
makes unusually good reading and Jan.
5.
provides some well-worth-considering
Marilyn Miller in "Sally," directed by
Francis Dillon, release date Jan. 12.
John
suggestions
Waterloos for merAlice White in "Playing Around," directed
gers is predicted for 1930 by Car by Mervyn LeRoy,
release date Jan. 19.
Laemmle, who foresees their "un
Jack Mulhall in "In the Next Room" discrambling." A happy prophecy for rected by Eddie Cline release date Jan. 26.
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Loretta Young
independents, this
in
"Loose Ankles," directed by Ted Wilde,

Friday:

~ —29,

Four

split the

of ceremonies, but contributes his full
share of the entertainment labors in
the way of fast and fancy stepping, a
violin specialty and other activity.
The Runaway Four, in a refreshing
routine of pantomime, comedy acrobatics and singing, almost caused a
panic.
The audience brought them
back for two encores and could have
digested more.
In keeping with the
title
of the production, "Bermuda
Bound," the general ensemble, at the
opening, is decked half in yachting
suits and half in summer party dresses, the whole gang later giving way
to snappy bathing suits.
Chester
Hale devised an unusually delightful

show.

PARAMOUNT HAS LIVELY
HOLIDAY STAGE SHOW
Lively show at the Paramount, a
Jack Partington revue called "Now
and Then." Opens with a marionette
doll dance, a genuine novelty with
the girls manipulating dolls in dance
movements. Paul Ash and his orchestra officiated with the harmony.
First half of show represented the
modern entertainment sponsored by

Paul Ash, with Charles Withers and
company doing their old vaude
act of the opera house entertainment
for the second half of the show.
June McCloy did two numbers
with her deep register.
Then followed a well staged fan dance, with
girls representing in turn the Spanhis

not as obsolete as

to

fendants and should be enjoined from maintaining,
promulgating or observing either
among themselves or with any other distributors
of
moving picture films to suspend
service under such contracts or to terminate said contracts if plaintiffs fail to deposit cash security upon said contracts.
11. The costs should be paid by defendants.

6.

minute managers

Thursday:

and

valid,

ments

Monday:

•

Arbitration Decision Handed
ions
Down by Patterson Outlined Presentations

This is the last instalment of the and plaintiffs are entitled to the performance thereof by defendants.
of
Trade.
Boards
Film
decision
tributors and
handed down by Judge
10.
The defendants should be enjoined
Regulation and restriction of theater Frank F. Patterson of Common Plea from suspending service to or terminating
their
contracts with plaintiffs unless cash
expansion is impractical was the Court, Pittsburgh, declaring the ar- security is deposited
by plaintiffs with de-

word passed down

'-'

release
Billie

date

Feb.

Dove

rected by
Feb. 9.

in

John

2.

"The Other Tomorrow,"
Francis

Dillon,

release

di-

date

"No, No, Nanette," with Bernice Claire
and Alexander Cray, directed by Clarence
Badger, release date Feb. 16.
Dorothy Mackaill in "Strictly Modern "
directed by William Seiter, release date March
2nd.
Richard Barthelmess in "Son of the Cods,"
directed by Frank Lloyd, release date March
9th.

Lois

Wilson and H. B. Warner in "Fuby Alan Crosland, release date

ries," directed
March 16.

"Song of

the Flame," with

Bernice Claire

ft om Page

1)

and Alexander Cray, directed by Alan Cros

ish,

land.

Vivienne
Segal and Walter Pidgeon, directed by John
"Bride

of

the

Regiment,"

with

Francis Dillon.
Alice
Girl

in

White and Jack Mulhall
Hollywood,"

directed

by

in

French and Russian.

show,

with plenty of
handsome costumes.

A

lively

comedy and

"Show
Mervyn

LeRoy.

Dove in "Sweethearts and Wives,"
by Lloyd Bacon.
Dorothy Mackaill and Frank Fay in "Bright
Lights," directed by Michael Curtiz.
Corinne Griffith in "Back Pay " directed
by William A. Seiter.
"His Woman," with Betty Compson, Monte
Blue, Lila Lee and William Boyd, directed
by William Beeaudine.
"Murder on the Second Floor." with
l.oretta Young and Sidney Blackmer, directed
by Roy Del Ruth.
"Spring is Here," with Bernice Claire and
Alexander Gray, directed by John Francis

AMALGAMATED

Dillon.

Vaudeville Acts

Billie

directed

Dorothy Mackaill in "The Flirting Widow,"
directed by William A. Seiter.
Jack Mulhall and Lila Lee in "Murder
Will Out," directed by Clarence Badger.
Other productions with First National stars
and contracts will be added to the program
from time to time.
-

VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard
1600 Broadway, New York

Phone Perm. 3580

City

«
Sunday, December
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Week's Headlines

A DIRECT
COVERING

sinning

Sri-

df

Protocol

ending quota systems

in

Foreign
Markets

NEWS SERVICE
DEVELOPMENTS

AMERICA'S IMPORTANT
OVERSEAS MARKETS

IN

Monday
by 19 nations
Europe.

Touring Sound Outfits

T

—

Syndicate
Tobis
Berlin
plans to send between six and
ten talker outfits on tour of
the small provinces that have
not as yet had the opportunity

Tuesday
Judge Thacher decree dismisses credit system
against Hays Organization, 14 distributors and 32 Film Boards of Trade,
ending case of the government.
Koyal Bank of Canada interested in Nathanson Circuit and extends $450,000 for theater site in Montreal.
United Artists increasing its production activities and will have 17 or more on 1930-31
release program.
suit

COLOR PROCESS UNDERWAY
for the sale
of the world's rights for the Horst
three-color process of photograph
are now under way with groups ii
the
United States, Germany and

Thursday
350 silent versions on current release programs.
Paramount heads the list with 50
a survey by the FILM DAILY shows.

Temporary

injunction enjoins Spoor-Thompson from selling developing machines.
Unscrambling of mergers is predicted by Carl
Laemmle, who states that consolidation has
been carried too far.
Charles Hickman is named vice-president and
general manager of M. P. Congress.

Friday
$2,000,000,000 invested in the motion picture
industry, estimates show.
Consolidated buys Universal Laboratories at
Fort Lee, N. J., and will do the producer's
printing for the next ten years.
Sydney distributors hit when a tax cut fails
to

RCA

materialize in e'ections held there.
Photophone holding classes in projecfor operators.

tion

Today
Urge

separate
industry.

agreement

on

arbitration

pictures set on First National
Say theater expansion restriction
2]

in

1930 List.
impracis

tical.

Allied urges exhibs to exchange good-will.

Approves

— Negotiations

London

the Credit

The process consists oi
three small pictures on
each frame, and projecting each
through an appropriate color screen.
The prints are ordinary black and
white and cost no more to product
Complete ab
than ordinary films.
sence of fringing is claimed and an
ingenious optical system causes each
of the small pictures to receive just
England.
grouping

the

proportion of

right

light.

Electrocord Installations
Are Being Made Rapidly

—

London Installations of the "Electrocord" are progressing rapidly, according to the company which ha;
already equipped the following the
aters: Picture House, Thirsk; Pavilion, Chorley; Tanshelf, Pontefract;
Palace,
Great,
Harwood; HippoColonnade, Empire
Seaford; Century, Widnes; Cinema.
Harnchurch; Guild, Preston; and the
Empire, Normanton.

drome,

Crook;

System
(Continued from Page

10)

Alice Cocea Will Play

Opposite Adolphe Menjou

of hearing sound films. Equipments will consist of sound-ondisc machines only.

A. B. C. Ltd. Makes Two
Important Theater Buys
London—Two Potteries Cinema
Majestic, Stoke-on-Trent, and Capi
Hanley, have been purchased b
Cinemas, Ltd.
British
Associated
Negotiations were carried out by W.
G. Alldritt, managing director of tht
company owning the Majestic an<
Capitol, who will be a director of tht
new company. Transfer of control
has been followed by extensive alterations at both houses and Western Electric sound apparatus ha

tol,

T. W. Roberts wil
Donah'
Capitol and
the
Shave will take care of the Majestic

been

installed.

nanage

Two Added
"House

to Cast of
of the Arrow"

— Dennis

London.
and Benita

Hume

Neilson Terry
have been engaged

to play leading roles in "The House
of the Arrow," which Basil Emmott
is

FILM DAILY CORRESPONDENTS IN WORLD CAPITALS
PLASH OVER8EAS NEWS BT
RADIO AND CABLE

By LOUIS PELEGRINE

i

Fischer Bros, of Detroit luiy into Famous
Players Canadian with acquisition of substantial part of I. W. Killam's stock.
Three color pictures are among 17 in production at Paramount studios.

11

working on

Studios.
used for

RCA

at

Twickenham Film

Photophone is being
and Leslie S.

recording

SEVERAL CHANGES MADE

IN

UNION THEATERS' BOARD
Sydney— Death of W. A. Gibson
has necessitated changes in the directorate of Union Theaters, Ltd. S. D.
Perry, of Melbourne, has been appointed to fill the vacancy created by
the demise of the official.
Stuart
Boyle has been appointed as alternate for Perry on the Sydney board,
and in addition Perry becomes a director of Union Theaters Investments, Ltd., Capitol Theater (Sydney), Ltd., Union Theaters (Victoria), Ltd., as well as a director of
Union Theaters, Ltd., and Australian
Films.
Stuart F. Boyle and Edwin
Geach remain the managing directors
J. MacDonald, John Williamson, Gordon T. Balcombe and S. W.

with F.

Perry as ordinary directors of the
board. Boyle has also been appointed
a director of Amalgamated Pictures,
Melbourne, in place of Gibson.

changesIdeTnw.e.
service organization

—

Replacements in the
London.
Western Electric Service organization here have been made with the
departure of Americans to other
fields.
C. F. Cox, division supervisor
of the Southern district, has been
made acting superintendent, Northern
division, replacing H. B. Reid. K. C.
Sinclair, acting instructor of the installation school, has been appointed
acting superintendent of the Southern division in place of L. A. Larsen.
D. Price Jones assumed the post of
acting superintendent of the technical
inspection department relieving R. L.
Hardy, who is to take a position on
the Continent. Mayer, formerly associate instructor at the school, has
been elevated to supervisor of technical inspection in the Southern dis-

Hiscott will direct the English verCocea has been givsion.
en the leading role opposite Adolphe
Today: As an echo from the re- Menjou in "My Kid of a Father,"
2 More W. E. Installations
cent joint confab held in New York which will be an all talking picture.
London. Western Electric instalin an effort to solve ills and problems Jean de Limur will handle the megaof the industry, statements were is- phone for M. Natan.
R. Goupillers lations have been made at the Grand
Picture
and
Falmouth,
Cinema,
sued from the M. P. T. O. A., the will act as assistant to Limur.
House, Douglas.
affiliated theaters group and the act"White Devil" Finished
ing chairman, Felix Feist. They emPittaluga to Visit London
"The White Devil" has
Berlin
brace some worthwhile recommendacompleted by UFA and is
Rome. With the three studios of
tions which, when properly sifted, been
super of the the Pittaluga company here equipped
will undoubtedly alleviate irritating known as the Ufatone
Bloch-Rabinowitsch Production.
with sound apparatus, Signor Pittaconditions..
luga is expected to visit London and
Prepared
Being
"Tiger"
Wired Houses in Ontario
Paris shortly on matters concerning trict.
Alfred Zeisler is preparing distribution and production.
Berlin
Ontario. Wired
houses in the
picture
new dialogue
Butcher Equipment in Belfast
Province of Ontario now total 138, Ufatone's
Butcher's Electrocord
Berlin Studios Active
Belfast
The "Tiger" at the company's sound stuout of a total of 390 theaters.
Berlin— Of the 25 studios here, 20 equipment has been installed at the
aggregate seating capacity is 240,- dio at Neubabelsberg. Gerda Mauru;for the leading femi- were engaged in November, and of Lvric.
988, with 130,499 seats in the wired has been signed
nine role.
the 675 working days in the month
houses.
384 were fully or partly occupied.
British Filrhcraft Starts Soon
Plan Municipal Film
Pictures
London A program of talking fea
Manchester
The
Manchester.
7 W. E. Devices In Vienna
New York Citv
being pre
723 7th Ave.
Inc.
inhas
Tuchlauben
Corp. is planning a picture showing tures and musical shorts is
The
Vienna
D. J. MOUNTAH. Pres.
departments of this pared for schedule at the new British stalled Western Electric equipment
various
the
Work
is
foreigi represents
studios.
inEXCLUSIVE
important
seventh
British city at work, and it is in- Filmcraft sound
the
this
making
next
for P.ayart Pi. tures Corpo-

Looks

like a

mutually good arrange-

London

—Alice

ment.

—

—

—

—

—

—

Rlchmount

—

—

to show the film in local
theaters to increase interest in the
city's corporate activities.

tended

expected

to

—

begin

few days.

within

the

The house
in the capital.
recently opened with "Daisy of the
stallation

Revue."
Alhambra Goes Sound
here
beAlhambra
London The
Crown Gets Symplaphone
Starts Film Named "Musette"
Symplaphone is came a talking picture house on Dec.
Seton, England
p ar s _A film called "Musette" has
being installed at the Crown, which 23. The theater has been leased for
started by Rene Clair with Albeen
British Internationa

—

—

i

is

expected to open shortly after the a long term to

new

year.

Pictures.

bert Prejean in the male lead.

tives

eading inderation and other
pendent producers and distributors.
Cable Address RICHP1CSOC. Paris
Cable Address: DEEJAY. London
Y.
Cable Address: RICH PIC. N
:

Exporting only the
best In Motion Picture!

—Xfr*
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Theater Equipment
By

LUMITONE CORP. FEATURES

WILLIAM ORNSTBIN

,

Raytone Non-inflammable
Screen Approved by Fire Dept.

NEWALPHA LIGHT CONTROL

—

The new Alpha
St. Charles, 111.
Lumitone theater light control, manufactured by the Lumitone Corp. of
this city, in its standard equipment
contains 21 circuits and is operated by
console in the orchestra or other
advantageous point in the theater
giving the operator complete control
Various dimof all stage lighting.
mer circuits are brought into play
instantly by touching one of the keys
and any fraction of light quantity can
be obtained by the same means.
Black-outs and fade-outs are available by a mere touch and with the
work in full view of the operator attains a degree of proficiency which
was unknown under the old system
The
of regulating stage lighting.
colors in the circuits are white, red
and blue in quantities of 3000 wat^
each for the following groups; footlights, proscenium strips, three borders, pocket No. 1 right and left;
pocket No. 2 right and left; making
a total of 63,000 watts which is sufcient for the average size theater.
The console can be furnished in any
color and is equipped with 50 foo
cable.
Another feature of the device
is a self-player device which actually
plays light by means of a perfora

ater roll.

Believes Douglas Lens
Will Prove Economy
A new lens for attachment on projectors has been devised by Leon F.
Douglas, co-fopnder of the Victor
Talking Machine Co., and will prove
a
substantial saving to exhibitors
when enlarged pictures become the

vogue,

it

The new

claimed-

is

in-

NON-INTERMITTENT DEVICE
Use of the Raytone Flameproof
Sound Screens in theaters has been
approved by the fire department and
the government of the District of
Columbia, according to Schoonmaker

Equipment

says

Douglas,

type of picture.
tical

The

to that used in

lens

making

is

idenof the

production.

Tone-O-Graph Equipment
for Cleveland Circuit

—

Cleveland During the past weel
Rube Truabe has sold contracts fo
Tone-O-Graph sound reproducers tbe installed in the Ohio Amusemen
Co. chain of Cleveland, comprisin
the Savoy, Jewel, Southern, Capito'
Dennison Square, and also to th
Park View, Cleveland; Tivoli, To
Baltimore
ledo;
North
Victoria,

Co.,

New York

of

City,

manufacturers. The M. P. T. O.
of Washington, D. C, has adopted
use of the screen so as to comply
with the recent mandate by the city
fire
department requiring replacement of all inflammable sound screens
by non-inflammable type.
After a
recent demonstration, it is claimed
the screen was considered by projection engineers to surpass the former
inflammable screen both as to transmission of sound and beauty of proits

jection.

are claimed to be highly inflammable
and burn with a fast spreading intense flame.
Raytone Flameproof
sound screens, according to the
manufacturer, are constructed en-

New

Electrical Pick-up

Announcement

of a precision electrical pick-up to aid amplifying and
sound distribution is made by Radio
Receptor Co., of N. Y. The device
employs a special pick-up head developed by General Electric Co. for
the company's use, and claims a uniform frequency response of from 40
to 6,000 cycles, or sufficient to range
for the faithful reproduction of recorded music. It is said to have withstood a 10-hour life test on the vibrometer as contrasted with a half hour
Electrical refor the usual pick-up.
The pick-up
sistance is 49 ohms.
is

mounted on an arm which

rides on a ball-bearing swivel, and
carries a sliding weight so as to adjust the stylus bearing pressure for
best results with records.

New

7

Service Stations

Added

Pacent List

to

Seven new service stations recently have been established by the Pacent Reproducer Corp. to augment
its

regular

Coast-to-Coast

facilities

The
representatives.
new depots, under the direct control
of the New York office, are located
in New Orleans, Atlanta, Memphis.

through

local

Oklahoma City, Albany, Denver and
Des Moines. In each of these cities

Furnishing New Galion House
Galion. O.
National Theater Sup

Pacent service men are giving inspection, maintenance and emergency
service to exhibitors.

ply Co. is furnishing seats, carpets,
lighting equipment, lo6oy frames,
stage apparatus and box office for the

new

State,

open

in

which

January.

is

scheduled

tc

In order to further protect
users, Schoonmaker Equipment Co. of New York has
submitted its Raytone Flameproof Sound screen to three
strict tests to prove that their
product did not support combustion. In addition to passing
an inflammability test at the
New York Testing Laboratories, the product was also examined by the Dept. of Civil
Engineering at Columbia University and Electrical Testing
Laboratories, and in each instance the product was declared
to be "non-inflammable."
its

non-inflammable materials.
Tests by many engineers have beer
made with the result that the bring
ing of the inner cone of a Bunsen
flame (temperature of the order o
2,700 to 3,000 F.) in contact with th
material, results only in chargin
where the flame struck the material
tirely of

Radio Receptor Announces Powerizer Rack Permits

American, Leetonia; Rex, Toronto
and the Uptown, Youngstown.

—

Gets Three Tests

Gets

Sound

Equipment

Va.—The

Strand will re
open soon with sound equipment inNorfolk,

stalled.

London

—A new projector,

Interchanging of Panels

claimed

have no intermittent movement,
was recently demonstrated at the
laboratory of its inventor at Kingston-on-Thames, near here. The projector is being marketed by PhotoVision, Ltd., and is called the Conto

tinuous Motion Projector.
Among
the three major problems, claimed to
have been solved with this new projector is the fact that it enables the
sound track to be placed on the margin of the frame to which it refers,
instead of 19 frames away, it eliminates the possibility of buckling in
projecting wide films and that it does

away with
projection

The present type of sound screen
most commonly used throughout the
country is composed of cellulose and
pyroxylin ,both of which chemicals

can be attached to any projector, and will
eliminate purchasing of a new projector especially designed for this head
vention,

PHOTO-VISION DEVELOPS

on film making
almost unlimited.

strain
life

its

The projector was developed byMessrs. Roberts, Campbell and W. E.
John and according to its inventors,
it is now possible without the aid
of
mirrors or prisms to project a continuously moving film by a direct
beam. The projector works with the
aid of a series of lenses arranged in
a channel formed like the letter "D."
These lenses are kept equidistant by
the construction of their mounts.
The

lenses are driven

round

in their groove,

of keeping pace with the film which runs parallel
For
permanent
installation
to the straight portion of the "D" shaped
power amplifier and distribution sys- groove,
and each frame in the film is oppotems, one of the best practices is to site to one of the lenses. By the action of
employ a rack with interchangeable the mechanism, it is c'aimed, each lens keeps
panels and Powerizer units, accord- with its particular picture until it passes out
of commission at one end of the straight
ing to the Radio Receptor Co., Inc., channel, to return by the curved part
of the
of N. Y.
This arrangement permits "D" to the other. By adjusting the size of
of making up a centralized installa- the gate, one, two or three frames may be
projected
simultaneously.
The images of
tion with every feature necessary at
each of the lenses are received on a large
the time of installation, together with master lens, which combines them into one
This master lens, which is
a ready means of adding to or alter- single image.
ing the assembly at any time, in keep- stationary, fixes the optical center, and
causes the two or three moving frames to be
ing with changing requirements in superimposed on the screen in one perfectly
the future, says the company.
stationary and flickerless picture.
The foundation of the Powerize.
The first optical advantage obvious at the
control board is the steel rack, ar- demonstration of this system was a sense of
ranged with a heavy base screwed visual ease, due partly to the fact that movement is seen as transitional from one position
or bolted to the floor.
The vertical to
another, instead of jumping
one point
members, consisting of two 3-inch to the next, and partly to the from
entire absence
channels,
are
drilled
along their of alternating periods of light and darkness,
length to receive standard Powerizer which is a fundamental disadvantage of the
panels of all types. Simple brackets intermittent system.
are provided for holding the usual
Powerizer units at the rear of the

panels.
All functions of the audio system
are concentrated for ready control
and supervision.
Provision can be
made for a radio set, phonograph
pick-up, sound film pick-up or microphone.
The racks come in three
stvles, one 6 ft. high, the second 6 ft.
\Q l 2 in., and the third 3 ft. 9 l 2 in.
All are the same width, 20.5 in.

/

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS
of Every Type

Us and Save Money
REPAIR SHOP with Experts on

Consult

Professional

/

Work Delayed by Snow Storms
Peekskill, N. Y. — Work on the ne<>
Paramount has temporarilv been de
Alayed because of snow storms.
soon as the weather clears it will be
continued.

Cameras

Right on Premises

UIILtOCTCHByS
New XwUNV *^
WtIO
West 32*St

Phone Penna. 0330

Motion Picture Department
U-

S.

and Canada Agents

for

Debris

Black-and-White Cost
for

Colored Sound Pictures
IMOW— at

low cost

— sound pictures can

be printed without sacrificing any of the
delicate tints formerly used ....

Sonochrome Tinted

Eastman

Positive Films have

given the industry a wider range of tints

than was ever available before

— in

films

so adjusted that they give amazingly faithful

sound reproduction. And though they

combine sound and
Eastman

films cost

color, these

new

no more than regular

black-and-white positive.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK
J.

E. JBrulatour, Inc., Distributors

New York

Chicago

Hollywood

\

Th e one
outstanding
of showmanship in 1929
E NEWSREEL THEATRE!

MOVIETQN
Hearst Metrotone
are

If

shown exclusivel

a newsreel theatre can do such overwhelm-

ing business

— then the box office importance

of the newsreel must not

be overlooked.

/

Speaks

for

3fe NEWSPAPER

NEWS
ALL THE TIME
ALL THE

o/FILMDOM
VOL. L

Monday, December

No. 76

Price 5 Cents

1929

30,

Producers Marking Time on Wide Film Pictures

S0UN£ COLORJ930 fflGHUGHTS
15 of 27 to Come
The New Year

—just over the

DOWN
on

GOES

nineteen

=

the curtain

twenty-nine

and theylare already calling
"Overture" for nineteen thirty.

What

the

new year

Coast Studio Is Completing
Last 27 Features on

hill

=^By JACK ALICOATE

will bring

to business generally

is pretty
a matter of conjecture.
great preponderance of
opinion, however, is on the side
of the optimists with most constructive thinkers believing that
the whole of next year will be

much
The

Studio
Now in Production at Fox
Coming Year

1929-30

Program

Leaders of Industry View
Most Prosperous One in

Coast

Bureau,

rent season's 48 pictures yet to be
released, Fox studios are now active
with 15 new pictures being prepared
In addifor immediate production.
tion to those shortly to face the cameras, four others are in the course of
production and three are in the editorial

rooms.

Among

the productions

now

being

(Continued on Page 3)

—A

—

Happy New Year

450 HOUSES

NOW WIRED

Its

History

Further development of sound and color are certain to be highlights
of
in 1930, which is forecast as the most prosperous year in the history
These statements comprise the gist of opinions gathered
the industry.

THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—With 27 of the cur- by

West

as

THE FILM DAILY

in

an industry-wide survey covering important
executives of every phase of the

The leaders of the
motion picture industry, today and tomorrow, through

business.

From a standpoint of prosperity
the year ahead will be the greatest
The
ever, declare industry leaders.
prosperity to come has its foundation on the most successful year tin
(Continued on

THE FILM DAILY,
give their views on
the outlook for 1 930.
Opinions are printed

on Page

—A

Page

8)

—

Happy New Year

MORE, BETTER TALKERS
BEING MADE IN ENGLAND

8.

even more prosperous than 1929. IN NORTHWEST TERRITORY
British production of pictures has
One thing is certain. This sobeen greatly stimulated and the qualMinneapolis Wired houses in the MORE EXPANSION PLANNED ity of product considerably improved
called slowing up of business has
in recent months as a result of the
territory now total around
Northwest
not hurt this industry and is not
new impetus given the industry bv
450, according to estimates in the
'30
likely to.
Motion pictures and exchange district. Sound theater? BY FILM INDUSTRY IN
the talkers, according to D. E. Grifthose that guide the destinies of are furnishing about 85 per cent of
fiths, general sales manager for First
A continuance of the 1929 pro- National, Ltd., at present on a two
this great business are looking the gross, it is figured by the head
distributors
expansion, which is expect- weeks' visit to the home offices in
forward with confidence to the of one of the leadinglocated most- gram of
(Continued on Page 2)
ed to result in substantial increases
with the silent houses
—A Happy New Year—
coming year as the greatest and ly in towns of 1,000 or less popula- in theater patronage and grosses, is
work is being planned by the industry for 1930
Installation
most prosperous ever enjoyed tion.
(Continued on Page 8)
everywhere.
speeded
up
by the industry.
FIRST DIV. TO RELEASE

—

Will

Day

Collection Sold

interesting note from London
tells us that the Will Day collection of
cinematographic and motion picture

An

early equipment

has been

sold.

Going Slow on Wide Film Until
Color and Sound Are Digested

one of the priceless pieces is a box
of Chinese figures used for shadow
shows many centuries ago.

HARRY WARNER DENIES
BACKING N.L.NATHANS0N
M.

Warner, president

Russian Publicity

of
Warner Bros. Pictures, Saturday denied the report that his company is

things differently in RusFor instance, the Soviet Comsia.
missioner of Education has just made
public the following bit of illuminating information that will no doubt
be hailed with joyous exuberance by
actors and press agents throughout
(Continued on Page 2)

backing N. L. Nathanson in the purchase of sites for theaters in Montreal and other Canadian cities as the
foundation of a circuit of houses in
Warner Bros, are neither
Canada.
directly nor indirectly affiliated with
Nathanson in any proposed chain
continued Harry Warner.

They do

By
E.

and historical gadgets
Mr. Day has spent

the last thirty years in gathering this
collection from the four corners of
Many of his specimen?
the world.
are the only ones in existence and

FOR SONOART

Harry

IN

EAST

a deal just concluded between

W. Hammons, George W. Weeks

Although research and mechanical and Harry H. Thomas, the distribudevelopment work on the wide film tion of Sono Art-World Wide pichave been undertaken by most of tures for the territory of greater
New Jerthe major companies, actual produc- New York and northern
on Pane
for the enlarged
present marking time
until sound and color have been
thoroughly digested and also until
there are sufficient houses equipped
for the magnified process, a survey
FILM DAILY shows. In
by
addition to the fact that the widefilm methods now in existence have
not yet been perfected to enable the
quantity output, the companies point
out that the showing of these pictures would require a special screen
tion

(Continued

—A

pictures

of

screen

is

at

THE

(Continued on Page 8)

8)

—

Happy New Year

Columbus, Ga., Operators
Elect T. L. Wright

Head

Columbus, Ga.—T. L. Wright has
been elected president of Local 568
I.A.T.S.E. and M.P.O. Other officers appointed were H. D. Whatley,
vice president;
cial secretary;

E. L. Gullatt, finanC. Jeffries, busi-

W.

ness agent; G. H. Reese, recording
secretary, and J. T. Cook, sergeantat-arms.

—

..
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The Broadway Parade

30, 1929

The Industry's
Date Book

were several important openings the past week. "Sally" came to the
THERE
Winter Garden," replacing "Show of Shows," while "Seven Keys to Baldpate" entered the Earl Carroll, "Rio Rita" being transferred to the Globe, and
ViL

L

Monday, Bee. 30, 1929

No. 76

"The Mighty" opened at the Rivoli, forcing out "The Taming of the Shrew."
Among new pictures to be shown on Broadway this week are "Blaze O' Glory,"

Price 5 Cents
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the Cohan, and "No,
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Film
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Harle,
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Paris— P.
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la
Cour-des-Nouea, 19.
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.Oct.

6

.

.

.

Criterion

Nov. 3
Nov. 19

Warners

Dec.

3

Rialto

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

21

.

"Sally"

First National

Astor
Winter Garden

"The Mighty"

Paramount

Rivoli

Dec.

28

"Seven Keys to Baldpate"
"Blaze O' Glory"
"Party Girl"

RKO

;Earl Carroll

Dec.

Sono-Art

.Cohan

Dec.

25
30

Gaiety

Dec

30
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"Blaze O'Glory" Opening
Eddie Dowling makes his second
to Broadway in the talkers tonight at the George M. Cohan theater in the Sono-Art production "Blaze

bow

If this boy Eddie Dow
up to the promise of hir
"Rainbow Man" in his newest pro
duction, "Blaze O'Glory" should bf
well worth while.
—A Happy New Year—

ling lives

Tiffany's 'Tarty Girl"
Opens at Gaiety Today
Tiffany's all talker "Party Girl"
opens an indefinite run today at the
The picture
Gaiety in New York.
is a Halperin production with Dou?

Fairbanks,

heading the

Jr.,

100

New
—A Happy New

********* «.«..*«.. •».*;,

i|
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|
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8
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»
Blvd.
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Hollywood
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Year

—

"Her Unborn Child"
Weiss

the

producers and owners of

Brothers,

"Her Unborn

MADE

IN

ENGLAND

(Continued from Page 1)

New

York. The headway being made

at present in England, Griffiths says
justifies the prediction that the pro-

ducers on that side not only will be
able to turn out enough good pic
tures to meet the increasing quota?
but with the present trend towarc'
more and better talkers, may ever
become competitors of Americar
companies.
The First National executive say
that a good British-made picture ir
better received in that country than
an American film of the same calibc
dealing with a similar subject, and
whereas until now Great Britain har
been more or less behind the United
States in the matter of film enter
tainment progress, activities are under way at present that promise tc
bridge this gap and give England ?
better chance for competition in the
national and international film

to
Society

mar

ket.

Wiring of theaters

Great Britain
is progressing at the rate of abou
100 houses a month, with close u
900 of the country's 4.000 theaters al
ready equipped, Griffiths said.
A Happy New Year
Opening in Waynesboro, Va.
Waynesboro, Va. The Cavalier,
which seats 900, has been opened.
in

—

—

cast.

—A Happy New Year—
Carl Laemmle Elected

Child," talker version
the stage play, have completed
plans for the road distribution and
extended run showings of this attraction.
Territorial representatives
already have been appointed as follows:

—

Dave Dubin, formerly

of

Publix

and Indiana; Mark Ross
formerly of Universal, for Minnesota, North and South Dakota, Wisconsin and the Upper Peninsula of
for Illinois

Michigan; R. M. Savini for Georgia
Louisiana,
Mississippi,
Tennessee
Alabama, North and South Carolina;

Edward Golden for New England
and James Ambrose for Iowa and
Nebraska.
The

first

key center run opened

Day

Christmas

Fay's

at

Carlton

Providence.

A Happy New

—

Year

Not Interested
Kane Plan, Says Kent

P.-F.-L.

in

—

Paris (By Cable)
Paramount is
not
financially
interested
in
the
Franco-American production project
sponsored by Robert T. Kane, said
Sidney R. Kent before leaving here
for Vienna with Kane. Paramount is
continuing extensive
experimentation in an effort to solve the foreign
market, Kane declared, but so far
only makeshifts have been found.

Carl Laemmle, president of Uniwas elected to a Fellowship
in the Royal Society of Arts. Manu

HAROLD

B. FRANKLIN
President

FOX- WEST COAST THEATRES,

and Industry of London
The majority of its membershin
composed of men whose accomplish
ments are outstanding in their re

INC.

Books

i

spective

field.

—A

FASHION NEWS
the

New York
New

Lillian Gish is back in
York
after completing "The Swan," her
first all-talker, in which she is sup-

ported by Rod La Rocque, Conrad
Nagel, Marie Dressier and O. P
Heggie.
A Happy New Year

—

—

Skowhegan Theater Opens
Skowhegan, Me. The new Strand,

—

house, is now in operation,
with Newell Ware as manager.

talker

Wrifi tr

Win

FASHION FEATURES, INC.
Hollywood, Calif.

Georee

W.

Gibson. Pres,

Technicolor— RCA Talking)

Release! Per

ALL

Month

Circuiti

Screen Stir Models

Because he Realizes thit

ii

is

Screen's Fashion Authority and a Valuable

Aid to

—

Happy New Year

Lillian Gish in

P

Eastman Films

ball at

York.

Territories Assigned

facturers

,v ************************
.
u
Long Island City f%
New York
\$
154 Crescent St. ft
a 1540 Broadway
STIllwell 7940
fj
8 BRYant 4712

Fox Athletic
Commodore, New

frolic of

York City.
Paramount Pep Club annual

versal,

•LAST PRICE QUOTED

l

Fourth annual
Club,
Hotel

of

He says "Publicity mav
the world.
flatter the artist but, it is a menace
to art. Henceforth no Soviet newspaper will be allowed to apply to individual artists in reviews or in any
notices such complimentary adjectives as talented, famous and well
known." Hollywood papers please

las

York.

of

the Astor,

hill

Fellowship in Art

91%

x-war
6s 47

•Par. By. 5%s51
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New

"No, No, Nanette" at
Mark Strand, New York City.
AM PA Luncheon at the Paramount
Hotel, New York City.
Warner Coast studio to resume ac-

Feb.

MORE, BETTER TALKERS

O'Glory."

••••

Jan.

Opening

Henry Ginsberg and

(Continued from Page 1)
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Jan.

tivity.

—

(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)

Opening of "Blaze O'Glory" at the
Geo. M. Cohan, New York City.
Opening of "Party Girl" at the

Opening Date

Theater

Distributor

Picture

Arthur

Today:

No, Nanette," which goes into the

Strand Friday.

Editor and Publisher

JOHN W. ALICOATE

at

Women

Patrons.

—

;

THE
Monday, December

30,

1929

Fifteen of Twenty-seven to Come MANY
in Production at Fox Studio

Now

first

Movietone feature, as yet untitled;
"Such Men Are Dangerous," Elinor
Glyn's talker being directed by Ken

Hawks; "One Mad

Kiss," with
Jose Mojica; John Blystone is
directing "The Big Party."

neth

Don

George O'Brien,

Helen Chandler, Antonio

Moreno head a cast of players now on loca
tion at Lake Louise, Banff, Canada, where
A. F. Erikson is directing scenes for "The
Janet Gaynor
Girl Who Wasn't Wanted."
Director David Butler
Society Blues."

Charles Farrell and
are about to begin

"High

Millard Webb will direct Sue Carol, Rich
ard Keene, Marjoris White, El Brendel.
Frank Albertson, Jack Mulhall and Noel
Francis in "The Golden Calf."
J. Harold
Murray will appear next in "The Dollar
Princess," Leo Fall's operetta under direc-

Alexander Korda.
Victor McLaglen and Lee Tracy are team

tion

of

ed for the first time in "On the Level," to
be directed by Irving Cummings from story

"Temple
by George Brooks and Frank Gay.
Tower," which tells the further adventures
of "Bulldog Drummond," will have Kenneth
MacKenna, supported by Marguerite Churchwith Donald Gallaher directing.
ill
The second Will Rogers picture, still with-

out

a

will

title,

be

directed

by

Benjamin

from story and dialogue by Edwin
Sidney Lanfield, who wrote the
story for "Happy Days," makes his direc
torial debut with "If I Were Alone With
You" from a story by Richard Connell. WilBurke.

Howard

will direct

"The Fatal Wed

ding"
Theodore
by
Kramer.
Chandlei
Sprague, formerly scenario editor, associate
producer and writer, becomes a director with
the start of "The Solid Gold Article."
Robert Ames, Lila Lee, Montague Love
have the chief roles in a story by William
Lipman formerly known as "Yonder Grow
the Daisies," which will be renamed for the
screen.
Alfred E. Werker is the director.
Berthold Viertel will direct "A Very Practical Joke" from Ben Ames Williams' story.
Paul Muni's next film will be directed by
John Ford. It is adapted by Dudley Nichols
from Donald Henderson Clarke's novel "Louis
Beretti."
Owen Davis is writing the skits
for
the
Fox Movietone Follies of 1930.
which will have dances staged by Danny
Dare.
Victor Fleming has been announced
as director of "Common Clay" from the play
of the same name by Cleves Kinkead.
The pictures recently completed are "Hap
py Days " John Ford's production "Men With
out Women," which has an all-male cast;
and "Fast Workers" depicting the night life
of
Hollywood under direction of Frank
Strayer.

Macy Has New Air Horn
Manufacturers Charge
For Small Auditoriums
Boycott to Australtone
A
new style exponential air column
Sydney (By Cable) —A boycott of horn for public address and sound
Australtone,

made

sound-gear

in this country, is

equipment
charged by

Oscar Curtis, managing director ot
Synchronized Pictures
Australian
Ltd., manufacturers of the apparatus
Curtis, who is taking his case to the
Customs Minister, declares that

reproduction purposes is announced
by the Macy Manufacturing Co. It
is known as Model S-72 and was developed for theaters and auditoriums
seating less than 500.
A Happy New Year

tributors say that next year

nearly
to the

producers will have swung
sound-on-film process and that it will
be impossible to service Australtone
because it uses the disc system.

all

Cleveland—The

State,

Stillman have been serviced by
tional Theater Supply Co. with
Ross lenses, Blue Seal adaptors
new super-Simplex machines.
State also has a Brinkert effect
jector and two
flood lights.

new high

De Quincy

stalled at the Majestic.

—

—

Sound

Tht

Nashville

pro

—

Community Opens New House
West Ben, Wis. Community The-

—

A Happy New Year
in Two Tenn. Houses

and

intensity

—

in

Na-

A Happy New Year
Publix Reopens Old Temple
Syracuse, N. Y.— The old Temple
has reopened under the name of
Paramount. The house was recently acquired by Publix and remodeled
before opening. A. M. Roy is manager of the house.
A Happy New Year

—

two houses

—

new

—

—

of his

and

Happy New Year
Cleveland Houses Serviced

Allen

—

Ridder, La. The Realart interests here and in Leesville have
been sold to the West Louisiana
Theater Corp. Joe Heard, directing
manager of the Realart organization
will devote his time to the manage-

and Sulphur.
A Happy New Year
New Simplex for Akron Majestic
Akron New Simplex projection
equipment with Peerless high intensity reflector arm lamps has been in-

—

—A

—

American

Sound
by the

Screens have been installed
Crescent Amusement Co. in

their

Princess, at Lebanon, and Princess,

Murfreesboro.
A Happy New Year
Koppel Managing Ritz
Berwyn, 111. J. B. Koppel, formerly with Balaban & Katz, now is
managing the Ritz here for J. LasThis is the fourth
ker and Sons.
bouse in the chain.
A Happy New Year
at

—

—

Inc.,

of

—

—

—

Barck.

fireproof, inexpensive, adaptable to
any scheme of architectural design
and available for architects under all
is

Beacon

Critej.ion

Fifth

and it is claimed, makes these walls
sounding boards which in turn evenly distribute the sound to auditors.
Echoes and reverberations are eliminated by diffusion instead of by absorption.
This also solves the problem of 'dead spots' through the resonance and general 'aliveness' which
it

— "Royal Box"
— "Meistersingers"
Guild — "Monsieur Beaucaire"
Ave.

Fifty-fifth

Film

St.

Gaiety — "The

conditions. The Berliner discs are applied to the walls of an auditorium

Sky Hawk"

Globe— "Rio Rita"
George M. Cohan "Blaze O' Glory"

—
—>"Dance Hall"
New York — Monday,

Hippodrome

"Untamed"
"Lucky in Love"
Wednesday,
Vagabond Lover; Thursday, "The
Painted Angel"; Friday, "The Thirteenth

Loew's
Tuesday,

;

"The

Chair"

Mark Strand

—

—

— "Paris"

Paramount "Pointed Heels"
Rialto
"The Virginian"
Rivoli
"The Mighty"

—
Selwyn — "Condemned"
Warners— "General Crack"
Winter Garden — "Sally"
—A Happy New
Roxy— "Christina"

creates.

By the aid of the amplification
qualities of the device sound reaches
the audience at normal and eliminates the necessity of actors raising
their voices and prevents with the

—

Year

Reopens as Talker House
projection of talking picture the
Baltimore The Waverly, recent'stepping up' of the horns, the com- ly acquired by the F. H. Durke
pany claims.
Theatrical Enterprises, has reopenA Happy New Year
ed wiith DeForest equipment.

—

—

—

—

Sound in Budapest
— A Happy New Year
Budapest
Edibell sound equipGuild Changes Hands
ment has been installed at the Omnia
here.
Crystal City, Texas Dan Sloan of
Premiere presentation on the
device was the showing of Eichberg's Little Rock has purchased the Guild
"Wer wird den weinen."
from F. W. Pullman.

—

—

—Two
—

—

"Variety."

Clear,

realistic

pictures,

and natural tone quality
hold your patronage.

freedom
is

from

necessary

to

eye-strain,

win and

insure projection as good as you had before Sound,
to get the best reproduction from your sound outfit,
you must have the right kind of a screen.

To

Vocalite Sound Screen is proven best by scientific test.
Many successful installations have proved it to be
superior in light, definition, and tone quality.
It is the only screen optically and chemically correct
for the projection of Colored Pictures.
Full information will be sent on request, cost no higher
than any good screen.

VSouimd Screen

silent

—

unsightly

Perforations

Two

films are being
made by Roger Lion, "The Love of
the Mother Wolf" and "The Call of

Paris

No

—

—

Roger Lion Making

which William Pabst
is president and C. W. Nagel is viceand Maxupresident and general manager, has the Flesh." Tony d'Algy
both.
featured
in
here.
dian
are
house
900-seat
new
opened a
A Happy New Year
__^_^ A Happy New Year
Orchestra Leader in Film
Plymouth, O., House Sold
Louis Levy, the orchestra
London
Silverstein
S. L.
Plymouth, O.
will appear in Gainsborough's
has purchased the Deisler from San leader,
aters,

of the novel features
of the
Berliner Acoustic System,
manufactured by the Berliner Acoustic Corp. of New York, are the fact
that the device which consists of a
patented disc and patented acoustic
plaster, according to the company,

Louisiana Houses Sold

De

ment
At the Hays office Saturday it was
stated that nothing has been heard
of the reported boycott.

Among some

—

American distributors have refused
to service the native equipment. Dis-

— "Devil May Care"
— "Gold Diggers of Broadway"
Cameo— "This Thing Called Love"
— "Dynamite"
Capitol
Carnegie— "Wasted Love"
—
Central "Disraeli"
Colony — "Hell's Heroes"
— "The Love Parade"
—
Earl Carroll "Seven Keys to Baldpate"

Astor

Stolotf

liam K.

IN

BERLINER ACOUSTIC DEVICE

{Continued from Page 1)

John McCormack's

filmed are:

NOVEL FEATURES

The

First

Screen Scientifically Perfected for Sound Pictures

Beaded Screen Corp.
Approved by

Electrical

Re-

Western
Electric Co., Inc., and other
makers of Sound Equipment.
search

Roosevelt,

New York

Porous but not perforated

Products,

Fire Proof

Non Inflammable

Timely Topics

—€)-—

Along The Rialto

A

Digest of
Current Opinion

Calls for Co-operation
in British

Film Industry

EARLIER

in the year Will
Hays, to show what a fine
body the Renters were, announced that 3,800 talking contracts had been adjusted for the

This week he announces that
have increased attendances by 10,000,000 weekly patrons.
On this basis we have
only to inquire how much further
they have to increase so that
more contracts can be adjusted
in exhibitors' favor.

obvious that American
exhibitors have been paying too
high rentals, which even an increased patronage failed to make
remunerative. The same state of
It

is

affairs exists here,

THAT
By PHIL M.

Phil M. Daly, Jr.

NYTHING

to aggravate popper.
A
Now they go ahead and
**• form the American Women's Short Skirt Ass'n out in Hollywood. Get a load of the officers, Corinne Griffith, president;

Clara Bow, vice president, and for charter members they lined
up every big woman name in town. Here's their slogan: "Short
skirts for all occasions except evening wear and then let your
instincts be

your guide."

Philly police rookies will be taught their lessons via talkers.

Films will show the cops best method of handling prisoners,
how to render first aid, proper handling of firearms and such
tricks as a real John Law should know
Eddie Dowling's
"Blaze O'Glory" lights up at the Geo. M. Cohan tonight. Eddie
will render four songs in the film, they say
George
Gershwin, whose "Treasure Girl" will soon be put into a talker
by Pathe, is claimed to be the first jazz composer honored by
having one of his compositions played by a symphony orches-

American colleagues.
"The Cinematograph Times"

their

Opposition to Machinery
Encountered in All Fields
IN the world of kinematog-

raphy, hardship similar to
that observable in other industries is being undergone by musicians. It is impossible to withhold sympathy in such cases, but
we cannot think that the proposal made in Australia by Mr.
Scullin, Labor Prime Minister, is
anything but stupid.

He

proposes a special tax on
theaters using "canned music,"
and a big import duty on films
with synchronized music, aiming
to keep Australian musicians in

employment.
Mr. Scullin has a great deal to
learn if he thinks to exclude
sound films from Australia, for
the big kinema public there will
soon make itself heard against
the proposal to deny them the
benefits which are being appre-

DALY

CHALK UP the

name of Lou Hutt
honor of newsreel
men who are doing things in a big
on the

roll of

way. When this Haitian crisis broke
out and had the U. S. Marines hopping, Paramount reached Lou Hutt
by telephone at Havana. Within an
hour Lou had packed a thousand
pounds of sound recording equipment
into a mail plane and was on the way
by air to Haiti. So fast did he move
that he caught the main skirmish of
the Marines and came back with
some marvelous action shots with

—

sound.
*

On

*

*

the Job

Our roving correspondent, Ignatz
Gloop, sends the following message
from the wilds of Oskaloosa:

%%% XXX

&&&

tra.

and exhibitors

can profit by the experience of

THAT'S

with

benefit of exhibitors.
talkies

-AND

Major Edward Bowes announces that the sixth annual entertainment which the Capitol provides each year for widows
and children, and which is held under, the auspices of the Board
of Child Welfare, a city department that is caring for approximately 32,000 children and 12,000 mothers, under the Widows'
Pension Act, will be held today at 10 A. M.

"Dear Phil:
((( *** Nothing new to report, so I
was just trying out
Corona, as
you can see, so that IF some news
should break, I will be all set to
shoot it to you right away.
about
expenses for December?

my

How

my

Ignatz Gloop."

So we sent Ignatz the following
wire immediately:

Abraham Lincoln, unlike "L'Aiglon" and "Peter Pan," won't
be portrayed on the screen by a woman.
(and here the

BUT

man bites the dog) two women, Lucille La Verne and Sophia
A. Hume, not only showed great resemblance to the character
but sought to play the role in D. W. Griffith's all-talking picturization.

You know, it would take a great] deal of space to tell everything contained in three house organs we just received, but the
Warner Club News, Now, Fox West Coast publication and the
Voice of R-K-O, sure contain a great deal of stuff regarding the
Will H. Hays, is out in Indiana,
individual organization
just for the holidays
•

•

*

"We are forwarding your December check by Television. Happy New
Year. Phil."
Oh, how we cheer for the gent
who calls us on the phone to ask
why we didn't run his "news" story
that we ran three weeks ago when
it

was news.

Modern Fairy Tales
There

»

Fannie Brice sings these songs in "Be Yourselfl" and they
are the compositions of her husband, William Rose: "When a
Woman Loves a Man," "Cooking Breakfast for the One I Love,"
"Kickin' a Hole in the Sky," "I'm Sascha, the Passion of the
Pasha," and "There's Something the Matter With Otto Kahn."

ain't

gonna be no more

backstage pictures
wood.

made

in Holly-

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

ciated in every civilized corner of
the globe.

"Kinematograph Weekly"

DECEMBER 30 -MANY HAPPY RETURNS

to

THEIR
FIRST

JOBS

to the following members of the industry,
who today are celebrating their

S-L Productions to

release through

Metro.
*

birthdays

*

*

Universal signs Edith Roberts to
long term contract.

WILLIAM SISTROM

R. F. Woodhull

Dan Campbell

Co.

by As-

THE

FILM DAILY

worked for Western

Electric

Seventeen franchises issued
sociated Exhibitors, Inc.

wishes and congratulations are extended by
Best

Robert B. Mclntyre
Wallace Smith
Joseph W. Reilly

L. I Carter

Grover F. Handley

D. W. Griffith buys rights to "The
White Slave" by Bartley Campbell.

were

it

not for complete and

enthusiastic co-operation
from the executives of every
branch of this great industry
the accuracy9 reliability and
universal recognition of the
film daily year book would
not be possible • over one
hundred direct statistical contacts are constantly being
tapped for up-to-the-minute information • perhaps that's why

one of America's foremost
advertising specialists told us
the other day that as far as he
knew the year book was the
best volume of statistical and
informative matter published
in any industry in America •

—
—

—

—

;;;

;;;;
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Film Boards of Trade Report
(

Additional 1 heater Changes

Hollywood Happenings

MICHIGAN

Emily Fitzroy Added to
Cast of McCormack Film

A

the latest addition to the cast of the Fox producJohn McCormack.
featuring
tion
Other members of the cast include:

Emily Fitzroy

MONTANA
Changes

Changes in Ownership

is

— Grotto,

Little
from aLots
By

sold to A. B. and J. R.
Clarence Doxtator; Deerfield
Larkin by
sold to Underhill

Constantine
Clark by

&

Deerfield,

Chamber
sold to
Charles,

—

Bandbox,
of Commerce; Detroit
John Candea by Kurt Borcharet;

sold to J. F. Broboski by S.
Mirosavlyevich ; Crown, sold to M. C.
Wood by O. H. Burtrock Mt. Elliott, sold
to H. G. Chase by Joffa & Garlock; Ritz,
sold to B. Brooks by Sam Taylor; Roosevelt, sold to Imperial Building Co. by J.
N. Robertson Ent. ; Victoria, sold to Louis

RALPH WILK

;

Hollywood
Maureen O'Sullivan, Thomas ClifRoy Del Ruth goes the distincJohn Garrick, Alice Joyce, J. M.
Kerrigan, Farrell MacDonald, and
tion of directing the first picture
Boze by William White; Jackson— Capitol,
Edwin Schneider.
on Warner Brothers 1930 program
sold to W. S. Butterfield Theaters, Inc.,
—
He is to direct "The Agony Column,'
—A Happy Neia Year
by McLaren Am. Co.; St. Clair — Garden,
based on the novel by Earl Derr Bigsold to W. G. Cattnach by J. Christensen;
Players Signed gers. Del Ruth directed "The Gold Lakeview, sold to Robert P. Rogers by E.
B. Francis.
Diggers of Broadway," "The Terfor Tiffany Production ror," "The Hottentot" and "The DesClosings
Bay City — State; Cassopolis— Colonial; CopeTwo additions have been made to ert Song."

TO

ford,

Two New

Woman"

*

cast with the sign-

the "His
ing of William Janney and Gino Corrado. Monte Blue, Lila Lee, William
Boyd and Betty Compson are already
working in the film under direction

*

*

When

Stuart Erwin bag and baggages into New York next month

Signed for "On the Level"
Arthur Stone and Ben Hewlett
have been signed for roles in the Fox
production "On the Level" being
directed by Irving Cummings and
starring Victor McLaglen and Lee

he will be seeing the sights of Manhattan for the first time. He is a
native of California and first attracted attention in "Women Go on
Forever," a play, which was staged
at the Hollywood Music Box.
He
was signed for "Speakeasy" and
followed the Fox picture by work
in
"Sweetie,"
"Young Eagles,'
"Men Without Women" and other
pictures. He will play opposite Helen

Tracy.

Kane

William Beaudine.

of

—A

—

Happy New Year

Two

—A

Happy New Year

—

Carol in "The Golden Calf"
Sue Carol has been given the featured role in "The Golden Calf"
which will be directed by Millard

Webb.

—A

Happy New

Year—

Bebe Daniels in "Chatterbox"
Fay Bainter's old stage success,
"The Chatterbox," has been acquired
by Joseph
for

Bebe

ture.

Schnitzer as the vehicle
picDaniels' next

I.

—A

Happy New

RKO
Year—

Nancy Carroll in "Honey"
Nancy Carroll's next starring film
for Paramount will be "Honey," to
be directed by Wesley Ruggles.
Zasu Pitts, Skeets Gallagher, Harry
Green, Stanley Smith, Jobyna Howland, Lillian Roth and Charles Sellon are in the supporting cast.
A Happy New Year

—

—

Fox

New

Finishes Three
on the

More

pictures

schedule completed by

Workers,"
and "One

Fox

1929-1930
are "Fast

"Men Without Women,"

Mad

—A

Kiss."

Happy New Year

—

Robertson to Direct Boles
John Robertson will direct John
Boles in "The Singing Caballero"
for Universal.
A Happy New Year
Gleasons Finish 2nd

—

—

in Paramount's "Dangerous

Nan McGrew."
*

*

Detroit

;

Ferndale

;

—

New

—

Merrick
Ferndale

;

Elk

;

Ka-

Theaters

& Przylubski
— —
Oleszkowisz;
CherRapids— Fairmount, owner —
Marlette— Marlette, owner — C. F.

Leja
Detroit Hoover, owner
Stanley
owner
Stanley,

Grand
benka

J.

;

Albertson.

Re-Openings

Hermansville

—

—

—

—

;

Edward King by McCarthy

Bros.

—

;

—

—

Closings
Porter

— Community

—

will be

—A

result

of

his

work

—

—

—

—

—

—

sold

W.

H.

to

W.

Cochran by

L.

—

;

Openings

—

—
—

Allan Allan ;
Centerville
Opera
House
Crofton Sun; Deweese Deweese; Gering
Royal
Roseland Auditorium.

—

—

—

;

;

NEW JERSEY
Changes

in

Ownership

City— Lyric, sold to S. William Ford
by Heim Jacob; Bogoto Queen Anne, sold
to Fox Metropolitan; Bound Brook
Brook,
sold to Fox Metropolitan
E. Rutherford

Atlantic

—

—

;

Rex, sold to V. Monachelli by G. Hurley
Elizabeth
Elmora, sold to Cocalis
State,
to
Ullman, Krumgold, Kapilowitz

—
Englewood— Plaza, sold
Fox Metropolitan
Hillside— Mayfair, sold
Elmer Wilson by 1450 No. Broad
Corp.; Jersey
City— Palace, sold
Palace Theatrical
Enter, by Keith
Leonia — Leonia, sold to
Newark — Bergen,
Fox Metropolitan
;

sold

to

—
——

;

—

—

;

;

—

in

"Sweetie," Stanley Smith has been
signed to a long term contract by B.
P. Schulberg, to appear in Paramount

—

—

Theaters, Inc., by Farm &
Ass'n; Prospect, sold to O. S. Dun-

City

to

Home

by Jay Means

;

Oak Grove

— Opera

House,

W.

T. McLaurine by C. E. Terry;
Odessa Dixie, sold to G. W. Dickinson,
Bijou, sold
Inc., by T. D. Block; Parma
to Joe Bowman by E. V. Blackman ; Pierce
City Strand, sold to J. M. Leach by E.
M. Watson; St. Joseph Park, sold to
Dorothy Richardson by J. E. Gach ; Revere,
sold to Joe Rosen and Abe Nemzoff by
Sun Amusement & Realty Co. Rialto, sold

—

—

—

Bergen Playhouses, Inc., by Gottesman
Ent.
Cameo, sold to Cameo Playhouses,
Inc., by Gottesman Ent.
Port Norris
Nujoy, sold to Tony Dagastine by L.
Dagastine
Trenton Orpheum,
to
sold
Bucril Corporation by Orpheum Theaters,
to

;

;

;

Fred

—
James and Lucille Webster Glea- pictures.
He now is working in
comson have finished their second
"Honey," with Nancy Carroll.
—A Happy New Year—
edy for Christie Comedies.
— A Happy New Year—
Two Cast for "Temple Tower"
Hicks.
Del Ruth to Direct "Agony Column"
Cyril Chadwick and Ivan Linow
Closings
Roy Del Ruth will direct "The will play in Fox's "Temple Tower,"
which Donald Gallagher is directing. Pomona— Pomona.
Agony Column" for Warner Bros.
;

;

—

—

;

Inc.

Closings
Dumont

—
—

Arlington Arlington
Elizabeth
Capitol,

Hamburg

Lee;

—

—

;

Dumont

—
—

State; Fort Lee Fort
Idle
Hour; Hasbrouck

Heights—Strand
Highland Park Park
Hoboken City, Eureka, Manor; Irvington
Liberty
Iselin
Iselin ;
Jersey City—

—

—

;

—

;

;

—

Danforth, Lyric; Keansburg Casino; LitFerry Sokol Hall; Lyndhurst— Star
Newark Columbia, Grand, Lewis, Lincoln

—

tle

—
Brunswick

Opera
—Cozy Bijou, Nutley—
—Park; Ramsey
Cameo
Orange—Washington
Holly; Ridgefield Park— Rialto; Roselle
Park — Roslyn; So. Orange—Cameo; Verona —Verona; Washington — Opera House;
Westwood—Westwood.

New

House;

New

Milford

;

;

NORTH DAKOTA

—

Greenberg by Amusement Ent.,
Louis Pestalozzi, sold to H.
Co.
St.
Worack by Jack Camp Union, sold to S.
and J. Sigoloff by Sanford Amusement Co.
Sweet Springs Star, sold to W. M. oodnight by C. J. Caldwell; Waynesville—
Fox, sold to Ward Anderson by E. C.
to

sold

;

;

—

;

sold

to

;

Adrian Adrian, sold to E. C. Newton by
Cassville
Gem, sold to
L. A. Mayginnes
Mr. and Mrs. Emett Nolan by R. G.
Brooks; Glasgow Electric, sold to V. G.
Green by Adam Gehrig; Jasper Crain, sold
to Ryder & Earp by D. E. Crain; Kansas
City Avenue, sold to G. C. Diamond by
L. H. Walker; Broadmour, sold to R. E.
Fivey by Rialto Theater Corp. ; Madrid,

sold to

directing.

Happy New Year—
Stanley Smith Signed by P.F.-L.
a

—

St.

—

from the Wings

—

As

—

—

;

Club.

—

heard but
not seen playing the piano in the
love scenes in the film which he is
making for Fox.
A Happy New Year—
Dorothy Revier Gets Role
Columbia has cast Dorothy Revier
which Archie
for "Black Sheep,"
is

—

Crofton Sun, sold to Helen Drexler by
L. E. Ritts; Fremont Fremont, sold to
Publix Theater Corp. by World Realty
Co.; Gering Royal, sold to T. C. Palmer
by Clyde Gillan; Harvard Harvard, sold
to C. C. Pinkerton by J. B. Frank; Kearney World, sold to Publix Theater Corp.
by World Realty Co. ; Lyman—Gem, sold
to American Legion by H. P. Johnson;
Marion Crescent, sold to E Ward by
W. F. Van Pelt; Morse Bluffs—Liberty,
sold to Otto
Kleman by Anna Moss
North Bend Lyric, sold to Otto Kleman
by Anna Moss; Omaha Hamilton, sold to
E. B. Winn by Suburban Theaters, Roseland, sold to Epstein
Bros, by World
Realty Co., Uptown, sold to Epstein Bros,
by Harms & Grobeck; Pilger Paragon,
sold to C. G. Gragson by J. W. Ballenger;
West Point Auditorium, sold to L. W.
Kahn by G. H. McArdle; Wood River-

to

—

Mayo

—

;

Re-Openings
Short in Color
Minneapolis Century
Eagle Cozy
"The Only Girl" is being produced Grey
Pierz
Faust
Prairie Village
Parkers
by Warner as a Vitaphone Variety
Luna
Waverly
Twin Valley Cozy
Westbrook Satr.
in Technicolor under the direction of
Roy Mack. In the cast are Buddy
MISSOURI
Wattles and Vera Marsh.
A Happy New Year
Changes in Ownership
John McCormack

Ownership

in

CarroU— Star, sold to J. C. Texley by C. R.
Thomas; Columbus Columbus, sold to
Publix Thea. Corp. by World Realty Co.;

Closings
Meadow Grove Liberty
Tekamah— Lyric Waterloo—Community.

State, sold to A. R. Holder by R.
G. McPherson; Browns Valley Bijou, sold
to Neil K. Harcum by Harry Smith; Canby
Broadway, sold to M. Fleiter by W. E.
Lyon Deer River Lyceum, sold to J. E.
Johnson by Charles Perrizo; Elbow Lake
Crystal, sold to Mr. Nemo by B. J. BenForest Lake Forest, sold to P. S.
field
Bowers by John Cusik Lake Park Star,

New Warner

Soft Music

NEBRASKA
Changes

— Royal

Minneapolis Reno, sold to Lawrence Geis
by Hamilton & Montgomery North Branch
Family, sold to Fagerstrom & Scholine
by G. W. Turner; Waverly Oriental, sold
to Elliott Bros, by Olig Bros.

—

-

Simmons.

Belgrade

Changes in Ownership

—

Bayport

sold to

of Movies, sold to Celia
by Russell C. Bolin; Hallsold to Ted McKinnon by F. E.

Denny.

MINNESOTA

;

Dumaine
Liberty,

Ownership

in

— School

Gem,

— Doris.

;

production forces preparing for
an important duck hunt; Frank
Fay, with manuscript parked
under his arms, chatting with
friends at First National; Sam
Behrendt attending to business
matters at Universal.
A Happy New Year

—

Castle.

—

*

Our Passing Show: Lloyd
Bacon, Roy Del Ruth and
other members of the Warner

—

— Castle
— Silver
leva —
mish
Aapids

Elliston

Changes in Ownership

— Portland,

sold to A. C. ZimmerEsther McCarthy; Mott— Pleasant
Hour, sold to H. M. Batty by Ellen Syverud; Willow City Palace, sold to A. G.
Arends by J. E. Anderson.

Casselton

man by

—

Re-Openings
Braddock— Carroll
ville

— Melford

;

;

St.

Iris

—Grand;

Opera House; Parshall

—Movies;
Shields— Opera

Ford—Buxton;
Munich
—
Pettibone

Buxton
Milnor

;

Thomas—Opera House;
Toma — Opera
House;

House; Wolford— G. G. Berhners.

*
*

Critical

America As

Represented By 500
ts

Of America's Foremost
Editors, Critics

Reviewers Are

1
)

And

)

Now

Voting On The Ten
Best Pictures Of 1929
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MORE EXPANSION PLANNED

Leaders Predict A Prosperous Year
has

ever experienced and
which is now terminating.
Opinions of the industry's leaders
follow:

BANNER YEAR AHEAD
By ADOLPH ZUKOR
President,

Paramount Famous Lasky Corp.

The motion

picture industry has just closed

most successful year in its history. Net
earnings for the year have been far greater
than even the most optimistic forecasts inthe

dicated at the beginning of 1929.
The prospects for 1930 lead me to believe that it will
be a banner year in every branch of the business.
Never has the outlook been better.
Our theaters are getting finer pictures for exhibition and they are presenting them in clean,
comfortable surroundings.
All of this builds
for public confidence, which aleady has been
shown in increased attendance. Just as 1929
was the greatest year in the history of
Paramount Famous Lasky Corporation, so do
we expect 1930 to be even greater.
*
#
#

LANDMARK

A

IN INDUSTRY

By NICHOLAS M.
President,

Loew's,

SCHENCK
and

Inc._

M-G-M

Exhibitors and executives of the motion
picture industry may join with each other in
welcoming the new year as one that is certainly to be a landmark in the motion picture
industry.
Never before were there so many
opportunities confronting the makers of motion pictures.
There have been more new
developments during the past year than during any other year since the beginning of the
industry.
Sound and color have established themselves as basic factors in the quality entertainments of the coming season and motion
picture audiences put an unqualified stamp
of approval on the great advances made during
the oast year in this direction.
The financial outlook was never better and
most companies have gone through a period
of expansion which enables them to utilize
more resources than ever before in providing
the public with the kind of entertainment
which it wishes.

*

*

*

FORESEES BETTER PRODUCTION
By

HIRAM

S.

BROWN

Radio-Keith-Orpheum Corp.
It is difficult to prophesy what the year
1930 holds in store for the motion picture
industry.
Within the past year we have seen
i weeklv aggregate increase in motion picture
audiences in the United States of no less than
President,

This result has been
10,000,000
people.
achieved in the main through the increasing
box-office draw of the audible film, the quality
of which has steadily improved during
'he year.

With

experience as a guide, motion
oicture producers have every reason to continue their efforts to provide stlil better product to their patrons.
this

#

*

*

PLEDGES GREATEST YEAR
By JOSEPH I. SCHNITZER
President of RKO Productions, Inc.
historic conference summoned by President Hoover to preserve and augment the
prosperity of America served not only as a
listinct tribute to the great President who
low sits in the chair at Washington, but
mphasized in addition the fact that as long
.is
America is gifted with vision, enterprise
ind a spirit of mutual co-operation this

The

•ountry need never lack prosperity.
By that same spirit of vision, enterprise and
co-operation between producer and
••xhibitor the motion picture industry can and
will advance to even greater heights of prosperity during the year of 1930.
Every move, every thought of the producer
.•should be aimed toward the greater prosperity
Mid profit of the exhibitor.
To accomplish
•hat aim the producer must anticipate the demands of the exhibitor and public. He must
le on the alert to take advantage of every
He
r-tep forward in the progress of science.
must harness these forces of invention thoughtfully and with a showman's sense to the
nupreme artistry which exists in every chanHe must bring to the
nel of entertainment.
•xhibitor productions worthy of this epic age.

nutual

To

this end, Radio Pictures with a supreme
:onfidence in the future, is spending millions

n new constructions.

Contracts have been

let

or the erection of the largest structure in the
world, exclusively devoted to the filming of
alking pictures, at the
Studios in Hollywood a huge stage sufficient for the largest
novie sets and crowd scenes ever filmed.
To this end, also,
has acquired the

RKO

;

RKO

rights

to

Spoor-Bergren

the

Wide-screen

stereoscopic process whereby the world will
be given Radio Pictures on a scale of colos-

A
magnitude and stupendous artistry.
sal
hundred acre ranch has been acquired by
>or the still further enlargement of its activfifteen acres of ground are being
ities and

RKO

up

dition

solidly

at

present

to

the

facilities,

prosperity

this

industry has as
•
*
»

yet

seen.

TALKERS ABOVE ALL
By H. M.
President,

according to a report on conditions
compiled by Will H. Hays. Schedules

look forward to even greater achievements
before another January rolls around.
have a perfected reproduction mechanism in Vitaphone.
The beauty of pictures
such as "Sally" is immeasurably enhanced T>y
Technicolor.
are steadily progressing in
the development of the musical phases of the
talking screen, which are keeping pace with
the other elements, combining to make the
finest dramatic and comedy entertainment that
the world has ever known.

months of the new
year as compared with the same
period in 1929, according to the Hays

WARNER

Warner Bros.

picture business should
look forward to 1930 with the greatest optimism.
Ever since the introduction of Vitaphone in 1926. the public has been this inTo the talking screen
dustry's strongest ally.
they have given their preference over all other
forms of entertainment.
Warner Bros, will not stand still for an
Vitaphone
Instant during the coming season.
operettas, Vitaphone color pictures, Vitaphone
dramas all greater in entertainment value
will come to the screens of
than ever before
the world to maintain the high standard that
Vitaphone has been able to set in the past.
»
*
»

all

We

We

MOST PROSPEROUS EVER
By CARL LAEMMLE

still

"Love Comes Along," "The Case of Sergeant
Grischa" and "Dixiana."
Permit me to state that the combined resources of Radio Corporation of America.
RCA Photophone and Radio Pictures are
herewith pledged you for the greatest year of

(Continued from Page 1)

know, there have been startling
advances in the making of talking pictures
during the past year, and we have reason to

RKO

Studios, in adfurther emphasizing Radio Pictures faith in the future.
Producers must bring to the exhibitor supreme attractions of the type of "Street Girl,"
'Rio Rita," "Hit the Deck," "Radio Revels,"
built

As we

President,

Universal

The new year

—

MUSIC MORE IMPORTANT
By HERMAN STARR
President, First National Pictures
In looking forward to the new year, and
the many important productions certain to be
revealed during that period, we must take into
consideration the increasingly essential factor
of music.

Musical accompaniments and theme songs
have become an integral part of motion picAlso, and this is highly
ture productions.
important, the popular theme songs, taken up
on the radio and marketed by producers of
records, are of inestimable advertising value.

will

Pictures

Corp.

be the most prosperous

We

are in the
the industry has ever known.
era of marvelous technical innovations
sound,

—

and new dimensions. These have brought
to the motion picture a scope and an appeal
unapproached by any other form of enter-

dolor

tainment.
for Universal, we are in the finest posiWith such big producin our history.
tions as "King of Jazz," starring Paul White-

As

tion

man

;

Laura La Plante and John Boles

in

"La

Marseillaise" ; and "All Quiet on the Western Front," I am confident that production
supremacy will come to Universal in 1930.

#

•

The whole motion

—

IN '30

8Y FILM INDUSTRY

(Continued from Page 1)

industry

30, 1929

By

J.

E.

call for an increase of employees amounting to 8% per cent
in production, 5 l/i per cent in distribution, and \y2 per cent in theater

figures,

operation.

Production expenditures will be
raised 15^4 per cent, distribution 3 4-5
per cent and theater operation 1 2-3
per cent, while in all three of these
branches there will be an aggregate
wage increase amounting, in the case
of production, to 25K per cent.
Alterations and repairs to theaters will
increase 10^ per cent in the first
half of 1930; the Hays report further
states,
and the additions, betterments and repairs to studios and
equipment will be boosted llj^ per
cent.
Exploitation outlays will be
increased 17 4-5 per cent in the studios, \7 l 2 per cent in distribution and
Z l 2 per cent in theater operation.

/These

•

PICTURES IMPROVING

OTTERSON

Research Products
There seems to be no reason why the prosperity which the motion picture industry has
enjoyed during 1929 will not be repeated and
even exceeded in 1930.
Since the change from silent to sound
pictures the producers have made marked
progress in studio technique and pictures are
maintaining a steady improvement. Exhibitors
are profiting from the change with increased
box office returns and, with proper attention
to the need for high grade reproduction in
their houses, theater owners should be able
The
to still further build" up their revenue.
public has learned to discriminate between
good and indifferent theater reproduction^ and
President,

for the first six

Electrical

the test of a theater's prosperity today is in
the highest quality of
its ability to provide
reproduction.

Further opinions on the outlook
of the Motion Picture Industry will
DAILY
be published in

THE FILM

/

additional expenditures, according to
Hays, are normal and necessary in order to
meet the changed situation brought about by
the growing popularity of sound pictures. In
1929 the expenditures in the industry were
similarly ahead of the preceding year and
theater attendance increased 15 per cent or

about 15,000,000 a week.
Total expenditure in 1929 over 1928 on
account of production increased 22 Y, per cent
for distribution 14 1-3 per cent and for theater operation 14J4 per cent.
In each instance a considerable proportion of this increase is an increased aggregate of wages.
Last year 60J4 per cent more was spent than
in 1928 for theater purchases and construction
ters

and

in

alteration

and repairs

thea-

to

29 per cent more this year than last.
Expenditures for advertising and exploitation increased in 1929 over f928 by 12
per
cent in production, 43 1-3 per cent in distribution and 17 J4 per cent in theater operation.
The number of employees today as
compared with this time last year has increased 26J4 Per cent in production, 9 per

%

cent in distribution and
tion.

—A

tomorrow.

1 1

J4 in theater opera-

—

Happy New Year

FIRST DIV. TO RELEASE

Going Slow on Wide Film Until
Color and Sound Are Digested

FOR SONOART

exhibitors at present as a result of
sound.
Most companies express the opinion that further improvement in
sound and color are to be accom
plished before the wide film is tackled, and this incidentally will give
exhibitors a chance to get in step
with the march of progress.

Fox, who introduced the wide film
with "Movietone Follies/' now har
a large negative of "Happy Days,"
which probably will have its premiere
in this form at the Roxy before be
ing generally released on the regular
size negative early in February. The
Roxy is not at present equipped for
a wide film showing, but necessary
installation will be made if "Happ\

Days"

is

definitely

booked into

the

house.
No other wide-film produc
tions are planned at present by Fox
the company having decided to gr
easy in this direction until the trade
is

ready for

it.

Radio Pictures will make a wide-film verof "Dixiana," using the Spoor-Bergren
method.
This musical production is now in
process of composition by Harry Tierney
and it is expected that by the time it ha c
been filmed there will be a fair number of
houses around the country equipped to 6how
it on the enlarged screen.
Paramount, Warner Bros., M-G-M and a
few other companies are either secretly or
admittedly experimenting with wide-film sys
terns ,but none is willing to make an officia'
statement at this time.
In the trade gener
sion

ally there is a feeling that, before wide-film
activities are undertaken on a big scale, there
should be a get-together with a view to standardizing the various processes to avoid the

confusion and expense heaped upon exhib
by the many different methods of sound
reproduction.
itors

EAST

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

and projection apparatus, adding tc
the heavy burden being carried by

IN

sey has been taken over by First
Division Pictures.
As a result of
the arrangement, which is effective
beginning today, President Thomas
of First Division becomes identified
with a national organization.
First Division will retain its name
and identity, but will become in effect the New York exchange of Sono
Art-World Wide. Thomas states that

sales organization will be enlarged and his offices will take over
the entire product formerly handled
his

by Sono Art-World Wide. The first
picture to be released under the new
plan is Eddie Dowling in "Blaze
O'Glory."

—A

—

Happy New Year

House for Salisbury, Md.
Salisbury, Md.
Lee Insley plans
to build a theater here at a cost of

—

$75,000.

—
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New

4,000

ESTIMATES
29 Releases
TO-NIGHT THE BOOK

of

nineteen twenty-nine will be closed
and put back on the shelf To this
industry it has been probably its
most eventful year
recall
rather vividly several compelling
impressions of the past twelve
months Thoughts more personal
than of business
remember
seeing most of the film moguls
vacationing in February in Miami
An intimate talk with Abram
Myers at the time of his entrance
into the industry
The performance of Chester Morris in "Alibi"
The speech of Sid Kent at the
Columbus Exhibitor Convention
and the thought that he would have
made a great lawyer or politician
The first impression of Grandeur

—

—We

—

—We

—

—

—The

film

Mack

in

bit

done by

"Madame

of pictures definitely planned
for release in 1930 brings
by
This numthe total now up to 29.
ber will be further increased during
the year, though titles and other details of these productions have not
yet been determined. The set list, as
it now stands, is as follows:
"The Circle," adaptation of Somer(Continued on Page 2)
A Happy New Year

the

list

M-G-M

NO FEDERAL CENSORSHIP

—

Ottawa No interest is being taken
by the Canadian Government in a
federal form of film censorship as
suggested at a conference of provincial censors held in Toronto. Examination of pictures is entirely

—A

faces

and deportment of some of our big
film folk during the worst of the

—

Page 2)
Ha£py New Year

(Continued

on

—

Pathe Cinema Producing
9 Sound Films at Once

—

from the leaders of
the motion picture

Canada there are approximately

THE FILM DAILY

industry, are printed

onpage3ofthisissue.

at the

NewsReel

A trip through Virginia with Tommy Meighan —The

(Continued

theater

bigness of "Rio

Rita" as screen entertainment
The speech of John Eberson at the
Film Golf Tournament
Fall
Watching an industry grow bigger
and stronger with each new day
The memorial services conducted

on

LAY CORNERSTONE FOR

NEW WARNER HOLLYWOOD
Lewis Warner, son of Harry M.
Warner, president of Warner Bros.
company's new Hollywood theater at
B'way and Slst St, New York, yesterday.

Placed

in

the
(Continued on Page 2)

—A

box,
corner-

copper

a

which was encased

in

—

Happy New Year

Chicago Exhibs Working
Out Acoustical Problem

—

Chicago Local exhibitors' organition is working with the bureau of
fire prevention in an effort to adjust the situation due to the order

cago theaters.

Page 2)

Talkers Cut Union Troubles
Over Contracts, Canavan Says
HARRY KALMINE APPOINTED

Sound and talking pictures have
proved a good break for the projectionists, resulting in the creation, so
far, of around 4,000 new jobs for
operators and at the same time cutting down almost to zero the number of contract troubles between the

by Al Lichtman at the Motion
Picture Club The saving of a life
through an emergency operation
made possible by the Relief Fund
And now good bye old devil
1929 and our wish is a 1930 full
of health, happiness and prosper-

Harry M. Kalmine, who for some
has been division manager of operators' union and
Warner Bros. New Jersey group of declared by William

ity to all.

ager.

—

—

time

theaters,

booker
Spyros

has
of
P.

been
the

appointed

entire

Skouras,

chief

by
man-

circuit

general

English-Speaking
Lands Larger
Outside of the United States and

theaters, it is
F. Canavan,

president of the I.A.T.S.E. & M.P.
The 4,000 additional jobs have
O.
been filled by the transfer of about
(Continued

on

Page 2)

1,800

houses wired for sound pictures, says
C. J. North, chief of the Motion Picture Division, Dept. of Commerce,
Washington, in an article given to

THE FILM

market crash Our enjoyment and
Nine sound picParis (By Cable)
contentment in sitting through the tures are being produced simultan- that acoustical materials, considered
inflammable, be removed from Chifirst complete short reel news pro- eously by the Societe Pathe Cinema,

gram

1930

American Revenue From

Pictures, laid the cornerstone for the

IS

for

Additional opinions
on the outlook for
1 930, gathered by

—

—

Willard

X"—The

Schedule

Addition of three more productions,
"The Circle," "Good News" and
"The Shooting of Dan McGrew," to

—

—

M-G-M

Definitely Set by
M-G-M

=

Advent of Sound

FOREIGN HOUSESJMRED

1,800

More Productions
Added to This Year's

-of an eventful year
-By JACK A LI CO ATE

Price 5 Cents

Projectionists Since

Three

Impressions

.

31, 1929

DAILY.

Of

this total

about 1,200 arc in Europe, 350 in the
Far East and 200 in Latin America.
Among the English-speaking the
United Kingdom leads in installations
by a wide margin, with about 800
to date.
Australia is second with
250 and New Zealand third with 125.

Revenue of American distributors
from these three countries show an
this year over 1928, says
North, and points out that "this increase
outweights any
incidental
losses from certain continental European countries where legislative difficulties and other factors curtailed

increase

somewhat
the

distribution of films from

U. S."

"Blaze O'Glory"
"Blaze O'Glory" featuring
Eddie Dowling the newest offering of Sono Art made its

bow

to Broadway last night at
the George M. Cohan Theater.
Here is a production that at
Ever since
least is generous.
the movies learned to talk there
have been four surefire themes.
The court room, back stage,
the war and the little pal.
"Blaze O'Glory" gives you all
four of them neatly wrapped
up in a story that rambles
along with but few high spots.
In the modest opinion of this
reporter it is a program picture
and decidedly not two dollar
material.
Such splendid performers as Eddie Dowling,

Betty Compson, Henry Walthall and the youngster Frankie
Darro should not have been
wasted in such a trite and obvious story and production.
J.A.

;;

THE

DAILY

Tuesday, December

'Hot for tar is"

THREE MORE PRODUCTIONS

The Industry's
Date Book

Clicks in Philly

—

Philadelphia "Hot for Paa Fox production, opened
at the Fox on Friday and is

ADDED TO M-G-M SCHEDULE
Tuesday. Bee. 31, 1929
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(Continued from Page 1)

Maugham's

set

ikipworth.
"Oood i\ews,"
musical

play,

adaptation of the Broadway

"Xne Shooting

hit.

knocking 'em over. On both
Friday and Saturday receipts
for tiie day exceeded "Cockeyed World" by approximately a thousand dollars.

Alison

with

Dan Mc-

of

Grew," from the Kobert W. Service poem.
"Hie Bishop Murder Case," witli liasil Katlibone, Leila Hyams, Roland Young and Alec
li.
Francis; directed by Nick Unnde and
"Chasing Kainbows," with William Haines in "Fresh from College,"
David Kurton.
with Leila Hyams; directed by Clarence
liessie Love and Charles King directed by
"Just Kids" (tentative title), revue
Charies F. Reisijer. Marion Davies in "Not Brown.
ao JDumb." with Elliott Nugent and Sally of old-time favorites including Weber and
Marr; directed by King Vidor. "The Woman Fields, Louise Mann, De Wolf Hopper, Trixie
Kacket,"
with Tom Moore and .blanche Friganza and Josephine Sabel; Charles k.
Ramon Novarro in "The
Sweet directed by Albert Kelley and Robert Reisner directing.
Ober. "The Ship trom Shanghai," with Kay .House of Troy," directed by Robert Z. LeonJohnson, Conrad Nagel, Carmel Myers and ard. Joan Crawford in "Montana," described
Louis Woiheim; directed by Charles Brabin. as the iirst musical Western; directed by MalRamon Novarro in "Devil May Care," with colm St. Clair. Buster Keaton in his first
Dorothy Jordan and Marion Harris; directed talker, "On the Set," with Anita Page and
Van and Schenck in Trixie Friganza; directed by Edward Sedgby Sidney Franklin.
"The Song Writer," with Lawrence
They Learned About Women," with Bessie wick.
Love; directed by Sam Wood. Greta Garbo Grav. Wynne Gibson and Helen Johnson.
in
"Anna Christie" (German and English Vilma Banky in "Sunkissed," an original
versions), from the Eugene O'Neill play; di- by Sidney Howard; directed by Victor Sea"Trader Horn," adapted from the
"Lord tfyron oi strom.
rected by Clarence Brown.
Kroadway," with Ethelind Terry, Charles book of same name; directed by W. S. Van
Kaley and Benny Rubin; directed by William Dyke. "Father's Day," with J. C. and Elliott
Norma Shearer in "The High
"This Mad World," with Basil Rath- Nugent.
Nigh.
Cecil
Road," directed by Sidney Franklin.
dibone, Kay Johnson and Louise Dresser
John Gilbert in B. De Mille's "Madame Satan," with a murected by William De Mille.
from
"Remote
Control,"
"Redemption," from Tolstoi's novel, with sical background.
Eleanor Boardman, Conrad Nagel and Renee the Broadway play; directed by Robert Ober.
Adoree; directed by Fred Niblo. "The Rogue Greta Garbo in "Romance," directed by Clar"Ex-Wife," from the popular
song," with Lawrence Tibbett and Catherine ence Brown.
Dale Owen; directed by Lionel Barrymore. book of same name; directed by Nick Grinde

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Low

High

Am.

Seat

Con. Fm. Ind. ..
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.
East. Kodak
Fox Fm. "A"

1,300

19J4

400

172^ 172^

1,100
70,400
100
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Pathe Cinema Producing Lay Cornerstone for
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Opening

Jan.

Mark

15

Jan.

25

"Party Girl" at the
York.
"No, No, Nanette" at

of

New York City.
Luncheon at the Paramount
Hotel, New York City.
Warner Coast studio to resume ac-

AMPA

Jan.
Jan.

of

New

Strand,

tivity.

Feb.

Fourth annual
Club,
Hotel

frolic of Fox Athletic
Commodore, New
York City.
Paramount Pep Club annual ball at

7

the Astor,

June

2-7

—Brussels.
A Happy

No

New

York.

Annual Benefit Show of Catholic
M. P. Guild at Los Angeles.
International Cinema Congress at

Feb. 19

New

Year

—

Federal Censorship
is

Planned in Canada

(Continued from Page 1)

within the jurisdiction of the respective provinces, and Quebec, with its
strong
French-Canadian
Roman
Catholic population, is the stumbling
block with regard to centralized censorship in the Dominion.
A Happy New Year

—

—

Cohn Arriving Today
Jack Cohn, treasurer of Columbia
Pictures, arrives in New York today
aboard the Berengaria after a two
months'

trip

in

Europe.

During

France,

WANTED
—

Bookkeeper
expert in handling accounting on Road Show Film Attractions.

Give complete details in
held

BOX

letter.

Replies

confidential.

K-190

1650 Broadway

c-o

New

Film Daily
York City

the

electrical

of

and

other

branches of the stagehands' union into the
projection ranks, while the other 1,500 repIn the
resents an increase in membership.
matter of contract disputes, Canavan says,
of
changes
frequent
theaters formerly made
policy, necessitating a new contract in each
case, but the talkers have proved so universally popular that these changes have been
reduced to almost nothing.
Increase in salaries of projectionists under
the sound policy amounts to about 15 per
cent,

Canavan

—A

says.

Happy New Year

—

O'Brien Returns to New York
Joseph O'Brien, Pathe sound news
film editor, has returned from abroad
after heading a special crew sent to
France to instruct the staff of Pathe

Cinema

the latest
sound recording.
in

in New Castle, Pa. ; a photograph
L. and J. L. Warner in front of the
Apollo, Atlantic City, where Warner Bros,
presented their first road show; a pamphlet

Cascade

Year —

methods

S.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

summarizing the development of Vitaphone
a photograph of the Warner Bros. Theater
prior to the introduction of Vitaphone
the
brochure of Harvard University School of
Business Administration and the address on
talking pictures given by H. M. Warner at
Harvard; a new 1929 copper penny: a strip
of film from the first all color Vitaphone
picture, "On With the Show"; and a copy
of the New York Times of Dec. 30th.
A Happy New Year

AGENCY

;

—

Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts

—

Raymond Myers Arrives
Raymond I. Myers, European

representative of Vitaphone, has arrived in New York for a business and
pleasure visit of about three weeks.

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Perm. 3S80

TIFFANY PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Announce

of

That they have

in the course of production
a motion picture production entitled:

AVAILABLE
Eight years experience in motion picExhibiting, producing
ture industry.

and
out

distribution.
No objection
of town or traveling position.

JAMES
2038 E. 8th

St.

F.

"Moran of the Lady Letty"

to

SAMMON
Brooklyn, N. Y.

his

Cohn visited England,
Germany and Austria.

stay abroad,

—

sell.

1,000

13

;

—

1,200

30

12%

14

Gaiety,

1)

recently equipped the large stone, was a collection of documents
studio of the Cineromans in Join- consisting of:
Among A copy of the last financial statement of
apparatus.
ville with
the company
a copy of Warner Bros, first
the important names on the Pathe merger First National and the Stanley Co.
Marco
Tourneur,
roster are Maurice
a list of Warner Bros, subsidiaries; a list
de Castyne, Baroncelli, Raymond of all Warner theaters a biographical sketch
the late S. L. Warner a group portrait of
Bernard, Sacha Guitry, Adolphe Men- of
the Warner Bros, and their families; a photojou, Jean De Limur and Henry Rous- graph of Warner Bros, first theater the

44,200

27%

Opening

which

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Union Troubles Cut
63%
*Bal. & Katz
26 H
Columbia Pets
by Talkers, Canavan Says
Fox Thea. "A" ..6%
5% 5% 72,100
(Continued from Page 1)
Gen. Thea. Equ.
Intern. Proj
Loew do deb. rts...
*Nat. Thea. Ser
Nat. Thea. Sup

Today.

;

;

Financial
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Leaders Give Outlook Opinions on 1930
"more business than ever " frame of mind.
The producers will have to give more thought

FORECAST FAVORABLE
YEAR FOR FILM INDUSTRY
Constructive Organization
By C. C. PETTIJOHN
President, Film Boards of

—

Trade

In requesting me to "prognosticate" as to
the trend in motion pictures during 1930,
you honor me beyond my deserts and accomplishments.
Of astrology, horoscopy, divination, necromancy, or prognosis, I can
honestly say that 1 am a baby in arms.
But
since the Columbus convention I have begun
to take note of stylish words and the length
of same; to shed my rhetorical didies and
put on lexicographical long pants. So I note
"prognostication" ha? fifteen letters,
that
thirteen.
"pusillanimous"
has
but
while
And those who attended the Buckeye convention will be able to devine, conjecture,
surmise what this is all about.
I beLet's now do a little prognosticating
lieve that 1930 will bring about a definite
:

of the constructive people of
country; people who are engaged in all
forms of American business; and that such
necessary getting together of legitimate
a
business may result in the formation of a

organization
this

group
parties,

that

will

cliques,

sweep all present existing
and blocs into the discard,

where they belong. It
and have a thought
sound business.

Now

is

of

time to forget politics

common

for a dip into divination:

sense

and

The Govern-

of the United States itself, like most
other forms of business, is today in the
same position as is the motion picture in
No political party today has a defidustry.
nite policy, and party lines cannot be seen
Ninety-nine per cent of
with a microscope.
the blame for the present uncertainty of all
forms of business in the United States may
be fairly placed in the laps of both branches
of Congress, as well as several of the Govern
mental Departments functioning, or not tunc

ment
all

tioning

—

Here

is

—

Washington.
necromancy: With

at

all the talk ahout
stimulating business, the fact remains that
forlegitimate business does not dare to go
Governward. And why? Simply because the

ment on one hand

is

engaged

in

a

drive to

While certain departments o
"stimulate,"
members ol
the government.— and certain
Congress, by their malfeasance, non-feasance,
hampering
and mis-feasance,— are threatening,
inand hog-tieing ambition, confidence and
real,
It is time to get together the
dustry!
manuconstructive bankers, business-men and
group
I do not include in this
facturers.
wateror
promoters, "apostles of the ticker,
who produce,
ers of common stock; but those
build, expand, and carry on.
The manufacturer
A little horse sense:
must be encouraged and have reasonable
things he
safe-guards and protection for the
(and by
I include the agriculturist
creates.
produces;
agriculturist, I mean farmer) who
for subsidies,
the farmer, who does not ask
have the
or doles, but who wants, and should
prosame reasonable protection for what he
of
forms
duces and creates, as all other

Apply this same formula
business enjoy.
motion picture business— substituting
the
the busivarious branches and elements of
—and you
ness to fit the above description
that, in my humble opinion,
to

have something
necessary and workable.

is

•

»

•

Caution Needed as Watchword
Bv ABKAM F. MYERS
President,

Allied

States

than ever to producing the kind of pictures
that the public will like.
They will do well
to make pictures with a view to their subsequent run. as well as their first run, possibilities.
The exhibitors will have to buy
with as much discrimination as possible and
will have to make their houses as attractive
and their service as pleasing as they can.
They will have to exploit the idea that what
they are selling recreation is a necessary,
not a luxury, and that they are selling it
very cheaply.
What I seek to flash is not so much the

Association

From an economic as distinguished from
as much
is
a political point of view there
danger to be apprehended from too much op
timism as from undue pessimism. Billions in
paper profits have been wiped out and plans
made in reliance on such profits must be
To go on producing
curtailed or canceled.
and buying as if this had not occurred would
lead to worse conditions than are to be
apprehended from a clear recognition of con-

red light of danger as the amber light of
caution, believing that by greater thought and
more work a satisfactory year, not a record
breaker, may be had.
•
*
*

Theater Outlook Favorable
By SAM KATZ
President,

Curtailment will be largely in projects, not
ordinary business, and the problem is to
get into a "business as usual," instead of a

Publix Theaters Corporation

color creations, stereoscopic
The arts of stage
and screen will be blended with the outstanding figures in each field cooperating to bring
forth a fresh medium of entertainment which
will draw an entirely new patronage to the
cinema theater.
Although the stage play will continue in
great favor, as a basis for talking pictures,
the new year will witness the birth of a new
formula by which the stage and screen writer
will join hands for the development of a new
art designed solely for the audible screen.
As a result the purely musical vehicle, so predominant during the past year will give way
to real dramatic values and a screen art equal
in every respect to the highest expression of
the stage.
On the whole I predict that the year 1930
will be one of the greatest in the history of
the industry.
While it will be fraught with
prosperity there will be a general weeding
out of excess baggage.
The result will be a
high degree of efficiency in all branches.
in

and better audition.

•

«

•

With theater attendance on

the increase in
parts of the country the outlook for 1930
from the exhibition point of view has never
been better.
Surveys of business conditions
already made are most reassuring and there
to believe that the coming
is every reason
year will surpass 1929. which has been a
record one for Publix Theaters Corporation.
The year 1929 was one of tremendous expanThere has
sion in our theater department.
been much progress forward and the public
has responded magnificently to our efforts.
A
In 1930 these efforts will be redoubled.
great volume of quality talking pictures is
coming from our studios, so it is most nat
ural for us to view the future optimistically
The outlook is most favorable not only in
theaters but in all branches of our industry.
•
•
•

Readjustment in 1930
By HAROLD B. FRANKLIN

all

Producers' Bright Outlook
By JESSE L. LASKY
\st

Vice

Paramount Famous
Lasky Corp.

President,

Never in the history of the motion pic
ture industry have producers faced better
prospects than those which appear on the ho
rizon for 1930.
Talking pictures have h't
their stride and their popularity has beer
proven beyond any doubt at the box-office
Our studios have come through the tran
sition from silent to sound pictures in a man
tier most gratifying to those of us primarily
Increased resources
interested in production.
and facilities already are available for the
production of greater talking pictures during
the coming year.
With such productions a~
"The T.ove Parade," "The Virginian" and
"The Vagabond King" as a criterion. Paramount's production forces both in the East
and West have been geared for the greatest
production year in the company's history
Pictures of epic quality, more natural color
productions, better production efficiency, am'
perfection in recording and reproduction wi"
be some of the major accomplishments during
1930.
•
•
•

Future Unsettled
Bv T.OUIS B. MAYER
Vice President Metro-Goldtvyn-Mayer
in picture industry has it
been so difficult to predict which way the
industry may jump. There are so many new
and thus far. but vaguely appreciated or developed factors, that no one can say with
much confidence what the future holds ir

Never before

store.

r

the past year is an exam
pie of how picture production can be vastly
altered within a short period of time.
The new 75 mm. processes, together with
other technical changes of a revolutionarv
character, render a prediction extremely haz
ardous.
There must necessarily be a new order of
things in picture writing construction, a
the first group of patterns used in dialogue
pictures has now become too trite and stereo
typed to survive.
•
•
•

Technicolor in

New

ditions as they exist
in

—

new technique

effects

Developments Certain
By JOE BRANDT

President, Columbia Pictures
talking pictures well established more
attention will be paid to the development of

With

President, Fox West Coast Theaters
The year 1930 will be one of readjustment
made necessary because of excessive prosperity

and extravagance during the country's most
prosperous period. The introduction of sound
resulted

in

excess

costs

in

virtually

every

department of the industry.
Studios were
erected under pressure, while personnel ant'
technicians were added to meet the demand
for a new type of entertainment.
In a sim
ilar
measure, theaters were built, acquired
and officered to fulfill an abnormal demand.
resulting in increased overheads and excessive

operating
planning

1

costs.

for the new year, therefore
policies
established
should anticipate that
there will be a tendency for people to beconv
more economical in their expenditures. Motion pictures will appeal at the box office i
accordance with entertainment value, as the
novelty of sound in itself will cease to at

In

tract.

Economy in operation will take the pla<of extravagance, which in the long run shoul
Circuit op
prove beneficial to the industry.
erations will continue to expand where thi
Progress in chain operation
need requires.
will be made where managements are con

Popular Demand for Sound
By

HERBERT

YATES

J.

President. Consolidated Film Industries
During the past year the tremendous pop
ular demand for sound has created revolu
tionary changes in the production, distribn
tion and exhibition of motion pictures. Thi
in turn has favorably affected the earning
of those companies which immediately equip
ped themselves to meet the technical require
Others which di''
ments of the sound era.
not prepare for the changed conditions o
which expanded too rapidly have naturalh
In my opinion providinr
not fared so well.
the public with popular priced entertainmen'
such as motion pictures furnish, is one p
the so-called "depression proof" industries
and the well maintained earnings of the lead
J
ing companies during the recent period o
stock market panic seem to prove my con
tention.
Consequently in 1930 we may con
fidently expect a continued demand on thf
part of the public for well-made sound pic
tures.
That means undoubted prosperity for
those companies which can supply this de
mand, overcome the technical difficulties an''
The prosperity of
eliminate excessive cost.
these profitably managed companies will nat
urally be reflected in their dividends and thprice

exciting experiment, the talking picture. The
year 1930 will be a year of still greater expansion and progress not only in respect to
its financial but its artistic development, ami
those same vital forces which almost over
night overcame the tremendous handicaps imposed upon the industry when the screen al
most miraculously found its voice will devote the brains, the man power, the tremendous energy and the vast financial resources of this powerful medium towards its
logical and healthy growth.
Nineteen thirty will find the solution of
the American made talking picture in foreign countries.
The obstacles presented by
difference in language will be wiped away.
Our studios are already equipped to meet
this
contingency, and we shall take our
companies abroad when necessary, avail our
selves
of European talent when advisable,
and just as Duse and Bernhardt struck responsive chords in the artistic and discrim
inating hearts of all lands so will the talk
ing screen through its great artists of ali
nationalities
carry its message throughout
the whole world. .
•
•
•

Radical Return to Pictures
By R. H. COCHRANE
Vice President, Universal Pictures Corp,

When

sound came along, the industry went
heavily for various musical forms of enBut
tertainment.
This was only natural.
the motion picture is a distinct form in itradical
self, and I believe that 1930 will see a
return to motion pictures as motion pictures.
The great technical innovations such as
sound, color and depth will be fully employed, but they will be adapted to the distinctive needs of the screen and developed
along motion picture lines solely, thus creating
a form of entertainment that could not be
presented in any other medium.
»
•
•
in

of their securities.
»
•

Still

•

Greater Expansion
By E. B. DERR

Executive Vice Pres., Pathe Exchange, Inc.
We have seen during the past year the
magnificent success of that revolutionary ami

—

—

Mergers Will Continue

and

conservative.
It may be expected, however, that the new
will
see
year
an improvement in connectioi
with individual operations where exhibitorstudy the requirements of their clientel*'
There is a certain type of operation that will
show better results under individualized man
agement because of the economies that cat
be effected by the close scrutiny of the owner
•
•
•
structive

EXECUTIVES PROPHESY

By M.

A.

President,
I

expect

vast

LIGHTMAN
M.P.T.O.A.

improvements to be under
during the year.

interior work
skill will be

way in theater
More industry

required in all
departments, and much that is undesirable
Stronger
will disappear from the industry.
and finer confidence will prevail among the
The independent theater
different factions.
Mergers
owner will be reasonably secure.
result of fewer film
the
will continue with
Financial interests will take a
companies.
Selling of
stronger hold on the industry.
product will not be normally adjusted, as too
many new factors will enter the situation. Star
Pictures must have inseries will be passe.
Business in general will be very
dividuality.
good.

—

—A

Happy Neiv Year

"Party Girl" Opens Tonight
Final arrangements have been completed for the opening at the Gaiety,
\T ew York, at midnight of the Tiffany
production, "Party Girl," a Halperin
production featuring Douglas Fair-

In
banks, Jr. and Marie Prevost.
addition to souvenirs given to attendcompany has
the
patrons,
ing
arranged for two sun arc lamps to
flood the front of the house.

—A

—

Happy New Year

Bow Popular With Exhibs
Clara
lar

Bow

actress

again is the most popuon the screen, according

to a nationwide poll of exhibitors
for 1929 just completed by "Exhibitors Herald-World." She received a
total of 122 votes, or 50 per cent
more than Lon Chaney who led the

male

stars.

'

MARY

ROLAND WEST'S

PICKFORD'S

"COQUETTE"

"ALIBI"

GLORIA SWANSON'S

RONALD COLMAN'S
"CONDEMNED"

"THE TRESPASSER"

RONALD COLMAN'S
"BULLDOG DRUMMOND'

"THE LOCKED

DOOR"

"THREE LIVE

GHOSTS"

NORMA TALMADGE'S
"NEW YORK NIGHTS"

Out of

Eight

All Talking Pictures

Made

EIGHT

Hits

That's

UNIT
ARTISTS
it

where

Perfection in Pictures '-is

JOHN EBERSON
(one oS the world's greatest theatre architects)

is

personally

Conducting a
Special

Theatre Equipment
and

Theatre Construction
Section of the

1930

FILM YEAR BOOK
PUBLISHED BY THE FILM DAILY, 1650 BROADWAY,

N. Ye C.

BIGGER
than

The Cock Eyed World
by $ 550 opening day

Fox Philadelphia

at

Sez We!

HOT FOR PARIS
the biggest box office sensation
of the New Year

is

Sez the Critics!
tn

Hot For

Paris'

Frenchy as

as zippy and as refreshingly

is

suggests.

title

its

together to provide a
plenty of spicy
Fifi

humor

maximum

'They

Had To See

of a bit here

and

pep than a whole

of laughs

and

of a kind that will not offend.

Dorsay, petite French miss,

hit in

Admirably strung

who made

such a

Paris/ does another

discloses

wow

more personality and

Folies Bergere."

— Philadelphia

"Hot For
dances.

Victor

riot

is

Eyed World/ you

If

will

roar at 'Hot For

World/

shows Victor McLaglen at

peppy, tuneful, laugh
and

wild

scenes

riot,

are the

his

rule,

DOPSAY
Story

and

EL

BRENDEL POLLY

direction by

MORAN

RAOUL WALSH

director of "The Coch Eyed World"
Dialog by William K. Wells

Original songs by Walter Donaldson

Presented by WILLIAM

and Edgar

FOX

King out the old records
ring in the new with
this

Leslie

box

office hell-ringer

this

latest

best

in

a

not

the

—Philadelphia Record

exception."

with

FIFI

Paris'.

where pretty

ALL TALKING MOVIETONE RIOT

VICTOR McLAGLEN

hard-

in

you laughed at 'The Cock

Funnier than 'The Cock Eyed
picture

and

of laughter, songs

McLaglen scores again

boiled character.

girls

Public Ledger

Paris'

from

tlappuim
in eixxuj

x

BtixOwce.

